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A.

Abies Ka?mpferi, 176
I AbneyHall, 87

Achimenes, magnifica, 116
Acre, seeds for an, 234, 305, 381 ; iron consumed

per, 250, 269, 306, 330, 363, 394 ; diameter of a

J
circular, 845

IAdamson's Cottage Garden, 342
Adulteration, of bread, 123 ; of oilcuke, 124, 178,

378; of beer, 139; of seeds, 134, 135, 152, 154,

172, 194, 406, 422, 433, 460 ; of guano, 159, 537 ;

to detect ditto, 540 ; of food, 595, 668
Advice, professional, 829, 860

1 uGcidium, 661
-«gilops, 485 ; Wheat from, 582, 587
Aerator, grain, 108, 411,428, 493, 586, 755, 762, 796

1 Agriculture, progress in, 9, 157, 160, 161, 180
;

I ditto since 1851, 288, 307 ; steam, applied to,

I 14, 27, 43, 58, 73, 76, 106, 107, 160, 198, 219, 327,
1 566, 572, 583, 637, 716 ; The Year Book of, 23

;

1 history of, 157, 161, 180; book, 164; mecha-
I nism, 180 ; theory and practice of, 180, 793 ;

I Lois-Weedon ditto, 228, 236, 246 ; and geology,
I 180,197; Sardinian, 220; town drainage, its

I application to, 290, 460; Hungarian, 330;
1 French, 349, 362, 668; chemical principles
I involved in experiments in, 394 ; Uoskyns's
1 Retrospect of English, 428 ; maxims, 493, 794

;

I common things in, 507, 637 ; Essex, 657

;

I questions on, 457, 458, 587, 602, 604, 618, 635,
I 650: Irish, 122, 125, 570, 619, 634, 650, 667,

J
685,698,748; influence of example on ditto,

I 667 ; produce, price of, 684 ; Black Hedley, in
1814,684; and labourers under improved cul-

1 ture, 730; foreign and English. 747, 763, 779,
796 ; Staffordshire, 778 ; summary of, 857

Agricultural College, experiments in the Bota-
nical Garden of, 567 ; conversazione, 778

Agricultural chemistry, 180, 412, 522, 541 ; Nes-
blt's, rev., 268

Agricultural implements, prizes, 251; forcon-
1 verting Gorse into fodder, 124 ; at the agricul-m tural Society's meeting, 490, 508, 524; prizes

for at ditto, 492 ; makers and competition, 666
Agricultural, labourers, 794 ; cottages 361, 745,

1 plea for, 364; and agriculture, under im-
proved culture, 730 ; condition of, 715

Agricultural education. 236, 508, 781: in
Ireland, 683

Agricultural maxims, 493, 794
Agricultural " constants," 11, 42. 75, 123
Agricultural meteorology, 396
Agricultural societies, 733 (see Societies)A
^?f

U^ral stati stics, 9, 27,44, 106, 138, 160,

1204'
*«, 219 221, 2<56, 287,' 3OT, 320, 346 362

f% 5S' %£' m > 6M » 6"; Irish, 122 125
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' ?°' *»• «*. 748, 811

;
East

Lothian, 331; Scotch, 618
Agrimony Tea, 584
Ailantus timber, 3 ; glandulosa, 23, 39, 55
Alcohol, from Beet, 26; from Mangel Wurzel,
161

Alderney cows, produce of, 251, 267, 307, 349
Aldershot, draiuage at, 179, 218, 220 442-
ornamental planting at, 319

'

iAleyrodes, new greenhouse, 852
Allium vineale, 585
America, Fitch's Insects of, 7 ; by an English-
woman, rev., 519; Apple, Orchards of, 616*
Asa Gray's Botany of Northern, rev., 759 '

American blight, 568, 584
American G rapes, 280, 516
American plants, Waterer's, 376, 391
American washing machine, 664, 694, 758, 774
Ammabroma Sonorse, 343
Ammonia, water from gas water, 44 ; red sul-
phate of, 541, uses of, 631, 645, 710

Amphicome Emodi, 342
Analysis, of superphosphate, 45 ; of milk, 475

;

red sulphate of ammonia, 541 ; of Carob Bean,
601; horn-dust, 638; West Indian guano,
«60; oil-cakes, 746

s
»

140^ l% ^ ^ ** m
*
380

'

509; Cbalk f0r
'

Anemones, in pits, 324 ; sea. 375 ; Tugwell on
ditto, rev., 26 ;

peacock, 616
Angler, Walton's, rev., 502
Animals, skin diseases of domesticated, 251

;

parasites in, 444 ; typical forms of, for

museums, 598
Animal Kingdom, by Dallas, rev., 391
Ansellia gigantea, 52
Antarctic voyage, botany of. 39
Ants, to kill, 76, 120. 176, 213, 504 ; and sugar.

136 ; and guano, 531, 549
Aphides, to kill, 344
Apple trees, 136 ;

giant, 486, 502 ; canker in, 504
Apples, 324; Oak, 134; Omar Pacha, 248; dis-

ease in, 245; Platter Pippin, 648
Apple orchards, American, 616
Apricots, culture of, under a moveable glazed

structure, 357 ; Peach, 709
Apricot tree, 373
Aquarium, 8, 519; and Wardian case, 389;
marine, 375

Arachis hypogsea, 343
Arachide-nut cake, 220, 291
Araucaria, Bidwilli, cone of, 615; growth of,

630, 726; Dropmore, 678
Architecture, stable, 309, 365, 396, 476
Argan tree, 774 t

Artichoke tops, boiled, 406
Arum italicum, 86, 102, 118; maculatum, 102, 216
Ascension, Island of, 804
Ash, trees to graft, 728; Canadian Mountain,
774

Asparagus on sand, 174: Kale, 324; giant, 696;
culture at Paris, 836

Aspergillus nanus, 628
Association, British, 550, 567, 582, 596
Aubergines, to cook, 567
Aubrietia purpurea, 502
Audubon the naturalist, 231
Australia, gardening, 6 ; sending live plants to,

22 ; seeds for, 24 ; the Gunyang, a new fruit of,

760
Avena, fatua, 681 ; sativa, 682
Average, meaning of, 571
Axil, 520

E.

BABHJGTOy's British Botany, rev., 391
Backhouse's Hieracia, rev. 304
Bags, sponge, 104
Bailiffs, farm, 11, 42, 44, 58, 75, 91, 107
Balsams, Mr. Smith's, 535
Balsam, Bog, 117
Bank, savings, 137
Barbe du Capucin,104
Bark, curing of, 355, 373 ; trade, 390, 437 ; to

try with hot air, 411.

Barley, returns respecting the state of, 553, 554

;

grown, 620; sprouted, 656
Barometer in New South Wales, 194
Barrows, earth, 268
Baskets, plauts for wire, 284
Beans, winter, 4i5; good kinds of, 502 : returns

respecting the state of, 553, 554; late, 604;

Carob, 601 , 6 ?4 ; manure for, 797

Beds, to render feathers fit for the use for, 45

Bedding plants, treatment of, 55

Beech, to fell, 70, 86, 119
Beer, to bottle, 14; adulteration, 139

Beer on Bromeliads, 775
Bees, 154, 374, 502, 549; working, 87; to chloro-

form, 472; wild, 518; to unite, 598; to take

honey from, 630
Bee flowers, 6
Bee funguses, 534
Beet, alcohol from, 26 ;

pasteboard from, 247

;

large, 302 ; sugar, 138, 428, 653
Begonia rotata, 260
Berberis, asiatica, 136
Bethunia, 549

I Biddulph Grange, 679, 695, 710, 727, 775,807, 521

Bidwill. the late J. C, 20
\

Biota Meldensis, 580
Birds, Californian Woodpeckers, 72, 86; wild

v. poultry, 201; canaries, to breed, 302; des-

tructive, 539 ; variation of species, 582; swal-

lows, 726; swans, 712, 726, 742, 758, 773; to

keep from Peas, 758
Blackberry, Lawton, 247
Black Hedley in 1814, 6S4
Brack's Scottfsh Tourist, vox., T>35

Blair Drummond, large trees at, 501

Blight, 604 ; cured by sulphur, 422 ; American,

568,584; composition, Page's, 663, 68J, 707; in

Ireland, 795
Blood, fluidity of the, 599 ; manure, 292. 509

Boghead charcoal, 279, 663

Boilers, Rogers' conical, 742, 758, 773 ; fuel for,

773, 789, 805; setting, 789; large system of

heating, 821, 856
Bojer, the late Professor, 630

Bolax glebaria, 117
Bones, value of, 11

Bonedust, 267, 292, 331 : and superphosphate, 159

Books, on Entomology, 283 ; on Ferns, 423 ; on

the Vine, 520; noticed, Stainton's Entomo-
logist's Annual, 4; Fitch's Insects of New
York, 4 ; Copland's Dictionary of Medicine, 4 ;

Salvin and Brodrick'a Fa'conry in the British

Isles, 23 ; The Year Book of Agriculture, 23;

Hooker's Botany of the Antarctic Voyage, 39;

do. Flora of Tasmania, 322, 727 ; Griffith and

Hentrey's Micrographic Dictionary, 39 ; De la

Rive's Electricity, 55; Foreign, 71 ; Trimmer's

Keythorpe Drainage, 76; Bostock's Natural

History of Pliny, 87, 759, 775; M'In tosh's

Year Book for the Country, 87; Sandwith's

Kars, 103; Milner's Russia, 103, Roberts's Notes

on Plants, 103, 119; Catlow's Garden Botany,

119; M'Lean's Gardens of England, 119; Gal-

ton's Art of Travel, 119; Harvey's Trees and

their Nature, 132; Stonehenge's British Rural

Sports, 135; Montague on Cryptogams, 135;

Pteiffer'a Second Journey Round the World,

155; Linnean Society's Proceedings, 155;

Timbs' Things not Generally Known,
155 ; Venables' Domestic Scenes in Russia,

175; M'Cosb and Dickie's Typical Forms,

175; Gorse, its use, &c, 203; Dodd on the

Food of London, 214 ; Lois Weedon Husbandry,

228, 236 : Audubon the Naturalist in the New
World, 231; Tegoborski on the Productive

Resources of Russia, 263; Nesbit on Agricul-

tural Chemistry, 268; Entomologist's Weekly
Register, 283; Shield's Hints on Moths and

Butterflies, 283 ; Douglas's World of Insects,

283 ; Delamer's Flower Garden, 283 ; Dow on

the Vine Fungus, 300; Backhouse's British

Hieracia, 304; Paris Exhibition, Jurors' Re-

ports, 308; Cumming's Lion Hunter, 322;

Michelsen'a Manual of Quotations, 322;

Manual of School Gardening, 322; Adamson's
Cottage Garden, 342 ; Hutchinson's Dog
Breaking, 342 ; Garratt on Instinct, 342

;

Porter's Life in the Trenches, 342; Gosse's

Tenby, 342 ; Where there's a Will there's a

Way, 375 ; Streletsky's Discovery of Gold and

Silver in Australia, 375 ; Sea Anemones, or

Tanks and their Inhabitants, 376 ; Low's

Chemistry, 359; Stainton's "June," 359;

Plea for our Highland and other Agri-

cultural Labourers, &c, 364; Dallas's

Animal Kingdom, 391; Babingtoivs British

Botany, 391; Jennings Social Delusions

concerning Wealth and Want, 391; Nomos:
An Attempt to Demonstrate a Central Phy-

sical Law in Nature, 391; Thornbury's

Shakspere's England, 4 7; Young House-

wife's Book, 407; Moore's Melodies, 407:

Sowerby's Ferns of Great Britain, 423;

Sowerby's Fern Allies, 423 ; Pratt's Ferns of

Great Britain and their Allies, 423 ; Hoskyns'

Retrospect of English Agriculture, 428;

Ferguson on Farm Leases, 428 : Wollaston

on the Variation of Species, 455; Linnean

Society's Journal, 471, 743: Practical Swiss

Guide, 471 : Temperance in the Camp, 471 :

M'Ewen on the Strawberry, 487 ;. Cockburn 6

Memorials, 487; Walton's Angler, 502;

Lindsay's Lichens. 502, 598; Highland

Society's Journal of Agriculture, 28, 509, 700;

Rivers's Orchard House, 515; Englishwoman

in America, 519; Erewster on the Stereoscope,

519: Instructions for the Management of the

Aquarium, 619; C«>x'k Joint Stock Companies

Act, 519; Wakefield Farmers' Club Pro-

ceedings, 525; M'Gregor on Patents, 535;

Wilson's Solar Systems, 555; Black's Scottish

Tourist, 635; Chamberlain on Brick

Making, 540; Crawfurd's Dictionary of

the Indian Islands, 650; Stepping Stone

to Natural History, 661 ; Smith on Steam

Cultivation. 556; Gogue's Secrets of French

Cookery, 567 ;
Agricultural Society's Journal,

124, 573.589; Chanter's Ferny Combes, 583;

Roberts's People of the Southern Counties of

England in past Centuries, 599 ;
Bromfield's

Flora Vectensis, 631; Tumbull's Disorders

of the Stomach, 631 ; Meihylated Spirits Re-

port, 646; Dallas's Elements of Entomology,

678; Van Der Hoeven's Hand-book of Zoology,

694; Practical System of Farm Book-keep-

ing, 697; Page's Advanced Text-book of

Geology, 710; Norwich Union Reformatory

Interest Company, 710; Tugwel'.'s Sea Ane-

mones, 726; Glenny's Gardeners' Every-day

Book, 727 ; ditto Garden Almanack, 759 -
r

Smith's New Catalogue of Ferns, 727;

Weddell's Chloris andina, 727; Ansted's

Geologv, 743; Asa Gray's Botany of the

Northern United States, 759 ; Tytler's Modern

History, 759; Maunder's Geography, 759;

Irish Flax Society's Report. 764; De Can-

dolle's Prodromus, 775; Foster's Critical

Essavs, 775 ; Beer on Bromeliads, 775

;

Po we'll' s Unity of Worlds and of Nature, 791

;

Howitt's Remarkable Places, 807; Walsh's

Domestic Economy, 807 ; The Lord of the

Isles, 822 ; Challener's Geography of Eng-
land, 822 ; Taylor on Poisoning by Strychnia,

822 ; De Jonghe's Catalogue of Fruit Trees,

823 ; the Great Law of the Human Mind,

823; Carnere on Plant Propagating, 838 ; Vil-

morin on Esculents, 855 ; Thwaite^'s Report

on the Peredenia Botanic Garden, 856;

Leech's Pictures of Life, &c, 856 ; Cabinet

Lawyer, 856
Book-keeping, Farm, 697
Borders, kitchen garden, 8; wet, 23; Vine,

covering for, 648
Bostock's Natural History of Pliny, 87, /59, 775

Botany of the Antarctic Voyage, 39 ;
familiar,

52; Catlow's Garden, rev. 119; museum of

practical advantages of introducing, into

schools, 549
Botanic garden, Cambridge, 303; Carlsruhe,.

583; scheme for a metropolitan, 5S2 ; Ceylon,

856
Botanical Geography, 192, 535

Botteri, seeds from, 340
Boucherie's plan of preserving timber, 756, 774

Bouton's (Mr.) appointment, 679

Box feeding. 74, 92,109, 123, 200
Boydell's traction engine, 267, 290, 507, 524, 571,

585, 605, 620, 651, 667, 683, 748, 780

Brassica, hybridisation of, 729
Biead, brown, 12, 140; adulteration of, 123;.

making new, 373, 389 ; baking, 406 ; carbonic

acid, 454
Brazil, vegetation of, 4

Brazilian Narcotics, 343
Brewster on the Stereoscope, rev., 519

Brick making, 540, 541 ; Chamberlain on, rcr,
540' cost of oil

British Association, 550, 5C7, 582, 598
Broadbent «;. gas works, 771
Broccoli, monstrous, 709
Bromeliads, Beer on, 775

Bromfield's Flora Vectensis, rey., 631



IV INDEX.
Jbroom paper, 216
Rrugmauxta naiigulnea, 20
Buds, individuality of, 131;

Camellia, 600, 822
Buffalo berry, 154, 174
Bugs, bouse, "j52

Butter, bad tasted, 413

dropping off of

C.

Cabbages, club in, 456,500,518; Couve Tron-
chuda, 774, 854

Cabbage leaf, anomalous, 6
Cabbage timber, 714
Cajanus indicus, leaf of, 106
Cake, cotton seed, 140, 220, S27: Arachide Nut,
220,291: Rape, 292, 794; ditto and Mustard,
378; oil, 74*3, 763; adulteration of ditto, 124,

178, 378 ; ditto and guano, 3GO
California, woodpeckers of, 72, 86
Cambridge, Botanic Garden, 3 3
Camellias, new, 175 ; ditto Chines*. 245; Chan-

dler's, 215 : buds dropping off, 600, 822
Canada, free land in, 677; Mountaiu Ash, 774

;

emigration to, 826
Canaries, to breed, 302
Cane-borer insect, 453, 455
Canker, cause of, 504 ; fruit tree, S20
Cannalitiflora, 2!)

Cannibalism in South Seas, 40
Carbonic acid bread, 454
Carlsruhe Botanical Garden, 583
Carriere ou Plant Propagation, S38
Caryophyllus, 55
Cassava (Manihot), 7
Castanea chrysopbylla, 804
Catalogue, trade, 246; Siehold's, 300; De

Jonghe's, 823
Catalpa, to propagate, 728
Caterpillars, gooseberry, 39, 454 ; black, 553
Catleugh's (Messrs.) nursery, 119
Catlow's (Mis*) Botanv, rev., 119
Catsup, 708, 728, 742, 759
Cuttle measurement and weights of, 10, 429, 444

;

molasses as food for, 41; to box feed, 74, 92,

109, 123, 200; feeding, 255, 269, 601, 810;
"Wood on ditto, 461; wholesome food for, 378;
straw as, 28 ; treacle for, 10S; Cumberland, 123;
management of dairy, 140, 180, 328, 332 ; sale
of, 218; ditto of the Fawsley Herd, 233, 253;
ditto ot Herefords, 701 ; at the Paris Agricul-
tural Show, 217, 249, 265, 305, 308, 348. 394,

411, 427; Scottish contribution of to ditto, 285;
rapecake for, 292; Russian, 377; disease, in
Mecklenburg, 396; sheep, heaving in, 181;
disease, 445, 474 ; of Great Britain, 460; fold-

ing, on Clovers, 477; spring feed for, 548;
feeding troughs,573; prize, 765, 859; cows, good
milkers, 125 ; food of, 125 ; produce of, 251, 267,
307, 349; abortion in, 621; pigs, diseases of,

290, 669, 765: at the Agricultural Society's
meeting, 492; breeding, 682; ditto of short-
liorn, 620; milking properties of ditto, 669;
at Birmingham, 698, 809, 812; Guernsev, 730;
at Smithfield Club, 729, S»)9, 825, 827; the
numbers and prices of, at ditto, &45 ; pleuro-
pneumonia in, treatment of, 810 ; to keep otf

trees, 821.
Ceanothus integerriram, 36
Celery, Incomparable White, 789
Cenia pruinosa, 4 ; turbinata, 4
Cestrum nocturnum, 710
Chadwick on improved agriculture 730; on
English and foreign agriculture, 747, 763, 779,
795

Chalk, a remedy for anbury, 140
Challener's English Geography, rev., 822
Chama>cyparis thurifera, 772
Chandler's (Messrs.) Camellias, 215
Chanter's Ferny Combes, rev., 583
Charcoal, heating by, 153, 174, 194, 353; and

sloping banks, 194; Boghead, 279, 663
Cheese, Parmesan, 636; making, 652, 6>>8

Chemistry, agricultural, 180, 412, 522, 541 ; Nea-
bit's ditto, rev., 268; Low's, 359

Cherries, preserved by burial, 282; wild, 303;
Cornelian 376

Chincha Islands, sale of, 25
Chinese, Dodder, 55; Primulas, 175; n*w Ca-
mellia, 245; double Peach, 244; Yam, 198, 791,
806

Chloris andina, "WVddelVs, rev., 7i7
Cholera and vegetables, 390
Chrysanthemums, 534 ; coccineum. 250
Churns, Swedish centrifugal, 140, 179 ; Burgess
& Key's box, 179

Cirencester Agricultural College, experiments
in the Botanical Gardeu of, 567; conver-
sazione, 778

Cinerarias, 71, 196
Citrons, large. 758
Citronworts, 264
Civil service estimates, 212
Cladoptosis, 724
Clay, burning, 715; lump walls, 6S0
Clematis, wild, 8^5
Climate, 535; of Persia, 5 ; Dorsetshire, 245;
New Zealand, 742

Climbers, greenhouse, 248
Clinker manure, 108, 161
Cliveden, noticed, 55
Cloacine, 19, 39, 54, 118
Clover, failure, 28, 202; losing root, 141; r*<1

T

202; and Lucerne, 221; Med, doctoriug, 480;
folding sheep on, 477; while, 524, 556, 661

Clubbing, 456,500, 518
Cockburn's Memorials, rev., 483
Cocoa nut tree, 550
Cold, action of on plants, 661. 677
Colours, theory respecting, 563, 614
Coltsfoot, 428
Comfrey, 24
Companies, Joint Stock, 519
Concrete, water. 557
Conferva crLspa, 548, 623
Conifers at Boconnoc, 23 J ; seed for distribution
484

Conservatories, effectual mode of fumigating,

Cookery, Elizabethan. 391 : Gogue's Stcrets of
French, re?., 567

Copland's Dictionary of Modicine, 7
Copse wood. 896, 347
Corn, seed, 29, 61, 221. 588: importance of sonnd

rfirro, 6iS; seed time. 665; throwing out of,

45; averages, 109, 460; meaning of ditto, 571;

D.

Wi. lien's ditto, bl3; doing, iuo, 4ii, 428,

493, 586.755,762, 796; Importations of, lSl

;

insects, 158, 179; crops of, 1855, 161 ; mowing
and reaping of ditto, 525; hoeing, 164,811

;

sprouted, 203; in 2 feet rows, 380, 443;
origin of 485; mill, 602, 518 ; returns respect-

ing the state of, 553, 554, 571 ; steeping, 571 ;

from JEgilops, 582, 587 ; seizure of unwhole-
some at L^eds, 5S9 ; Wheat, tint of, 601

;

products and composition of ditto, 598 ; names
of, 638 ; dibbling, 796

Coryanthes Sumneriana, 452
Cotoneaster, a hedge plant, 5S2
Cottages and poor-rates, 13; labourers, 361, 745,

842
Cottagers' shows, 455, 470, 484, 486, 502, 567, 568,

614, 646
Cotton seed cake, 140, 220, 827
Couve Tronchuda, 774, 834
Cows, Rood milkers, 125; food of, 125; produce

of, 251, 2o7, 307, 349 ; Wood on feeding, 461

;

abortion in, 621
,

Cow-sheds, floors for, 75
Coway Stakes, 102
Cow Farsuip, 460, 476, 508, 572 ; Siberian, 753
Crawford's Indian Islands, rev., 550
Creslow farm, 380
Cricket, to kill, 154
Crops, Turnip, 13, 117, 135, 173; failure of

Clover, 28, 201; roots, deformities in, 12, 26,

42, 58, 331,380,509; chalk as a remedy for

do, 140 ; rotation of, 45, 327, 683, 826, 841, 844 ;

Irish, 60, 652; Wheat 1855,161; for sand,

194
;
grain, to dry, 108, 411, 428, 493, 5S6, 762

;

mowing and reaping ditto, 525; hay of 1856,

427,576; reports of, 457 ; in Cheshire, 460: in

the north, 539; green, 542, 554; failure of

Oats after ditto, 652; returns respecting the
state of, 489, 553, 554, 571 ; harvesting, 569,

668, 732; statistics of three years, 572; failure

of Swede, 667 : Po ato,677, 7*42; cross-breeding
of Leguminous, 806, 808; mixed, 858, 859

Cryptogams, Montague on, 135
Crystal Palace, 195 ; meetings, 102, 260, 262,

390, 406 ; exhibition, 371, 644; reports of ditto,

374, 4:38, 614 ; awards of ditto, 370, 434, 624

;

fountains, 419, 454
Cuba, culture of Tobacco in, 228, 229
Cucumbers, Ayres' perpetual, 302, 390 ; Ipswich

Standard, 302, S90, 324 ; culture of, 421
Cucumber disease, 38, 55, 71, 86, 101, 132, 388,

421, 436
Cucumber vibrio, 172
Cucurbit a ovifera, 723
Cultivation, deep, 472 : steam, 27, 43, 58, 73, 76,

106, 107, 160, 193, 219, 327, 556, 572, 585, 637,
Mr. Fowler's mode of, at Dartmoor, 493

dimming's (Gordon) Lion Hunter, rev., 322
Cupressus japonica, 261
Curtis's (Mr.") election to the Entomological

Society of France, 3ul
Cuttings, soil and situation for, 833
Cyclamen Atkinsi, 776
Cyder, to make, 204
Cjnips Quercns pedunculate, 662

E.

Paddy long legs and lawns, 645
Dahlias, Cremorne show of, 582
Dairy firm, 75, 140, 154, 180, 234, 328, 332, 395,

474. 538, 634, 699, S10
Dallas's Animal Kingdom, rev., 391 ; Ento-
mology, rev., 678

Dangstein, gardens at, 647
Daphne Mezereon, 102, 118, 154
Dartmoor, Fowler on, 493
I)e Candolle's Prodromus, 775
De Jonghe's catalogue, 823
Detainer's Flower Garden, rev., 283
De la Rive's Electricity, 55
Dendrobium, lituitlorum, 372; Macarthiae, 692;

Talconeri, 692
Deodar, growth of, 630 ; seed to sow, 392 #
Deodorisers, 19
Deodorisation of sewage, 828
Devonshire, Pears In the south of, 281, 246
Dictionary, Micrograph ic, 39
Didsbury Lodge, noticed, 631
Digging, cost of, 125
Dioscorea Batatas, 196, 791, 806
Dipleidoscope, 262
Diseases, Pine Apple, 22, 388; Cucumber, 3S,

55, 71, 86. 101, 13.', 388. 421, 436; Spinach,
117, 186,173; Apple, 245; animal skin, 251,
444; pig, 290, 669, 765; plant, 420; dog-skin,
428; Melon, 421. 437, 454, 455; sheep, 445,
474; clubbing. 456, 500, 518; washerwomen,
470; poultry, 365, 379, 494; Potato, 502, 534,
572,612,630,644, 645, 694; ditto and electri-
city, 534, 549, 579, 5S6; Vine, 485, 501,516,
532,564; Dow on ditto, 300; cure for ditto,

156, 456; American blight, 568, 584 ; Welti ng-
tonia, 502, 518, 534, 567, 5S0, 631 ; Lobelia,
581, 614; meat, 589

Disinfectants, 125; M'Dongall's, 77S
Dishley farm, noticed, 780, 796
Diald on Food, rev., 214
Dodder, Chinese, 55; destruction of, 613
Dog, breaking, Hutchinson's, rev., 342; skin
disease of, 428

Dorsetshire climate, 245
Douglas's World of Insects, rev., 283
Dow on Vine disease, 300
Down's Farmers' Friend, 859
Doxat's (Mr.), Putney Heath, 600
Drains, running, 12; manure water in. 317
Drainage, and capillary attraction, 45, 60, S«:
and rainfall, 38. 86; Keythorpe, 76, 289, 307,
325,347; agricultural, by the military authori-
ties at Aidershotr, 179. 218,220, 442 ; lowland,
203; and irrigation, 201: tywn, 290, 460 ; and
geology, 474 ; swallow-hole, 602 ; agricultural,
7()0

Draining, discussion on. 10, 12 ; Suffolk. 91

;

deep, 268; geology and hydraulics in, 325,348
Drain pipes, choking of small, 726
Drain plough, Fowler's, 158
Drayton Manor hothouses, 194
Dredge, what is ? 829
Drill, water, 428; Chambers's drop, 620
Drinks, cooling, 536
Docks, Ayh-sbury, 397
Dung, farm-yard, to preserve, 429
Dynamometer, field. 220, 235

Po-

Eartfi barrows, 263
Echeveria nuda, 2S0
Edgings, garden, 8
Edging tiles, Hogg's, 788, 805

Education, middle-class, 199 ; agricultural, 236,

508 781; examples of botany in village, 453,

467' 468, 470, 484, 485, 500,516, 532, 549, 565,

596,613, 629,676. 724, 740, 774,837, S53; in

Ireland, 682 ; self, 717 ;
geology, a branch ot,

856
Eggs, poultry for, 14, 510; importation of, 141;

extraordinary, 220; to preserve, 397,413

Egypt, gardens and fruit of, 839

Electricity, De la itive's, rev.. 55; and the

tato disease, 534,549, 579, 586

Emigration to Canada. 826

Endive, 22; cooked, 39

Engine, Boydelfs traction, 267, 290, 507, 524,

571, 585, 605.620, 651, 667, 683, 748, 780

Entomology, books on, 283; Ronald's Fly-

Fisher's, rev., 440; Dallas's, rev., 678

Entomologist's Annual, 7

Enville, plants in flower at. 282

Epidendrum myrianthum, 774

Epilobium, 119
Epiphytes, nutrition of, 46S
Espaliers, double iron, 283

Estates, settled, 59, 60, 395, 427; incumbered,

produce of, sales, 93
Eucalyptus globulus, 243

Eugenia Ugni, 696
Evergreens, to transplant, 194, 213, 744

Ewes, food for, 125
Exchanges, Royal, 485

Excise duties, 20
Exhibitions, Paris agricultural, 217, 249, 265, 305,

348, 394. 411, 427 ;
contribution of Scotland, to

ditto, 285; jurors' report of do., 3(J8; lines

from " Punch " on do.. 412; Waterer's Ameri-
can Plant, 376, 391 ; Crystal Palace, 102, 260,

262, 371, 374, 39 J, 406, 438, 614, 644; Metropoli-

tan Hollyhock and Dahlia, 582; rules respect-

ing, 614
Experiments, with charcoal, 153, 174, 194, 279,

35S, 663; agricultural, chemical principles

involved in, 394; in the fermentation of

manure heaps, 442; in the Agricultural

College Botanic Garden, 567

F.

.

Falconry, British, rev., 23
Farms, consumption and waste of Iron on, 250,

262, 306. 330, 363, 394
Farm, bailiffs, 11,42,44,58, 75, 91,107; dairy,

75, 140, 154, 180, 234, 328, 332, 395, 474, 538,

634, 699. 810; agreements, 201; Haddenham
Manor, 203; management, home, 286,306, 329,

346,378,442,475,506, 523, 538, 603, 714,811;
Lea Green 41*11. 330; Creslow, 380; Grass,

380 ; leases, 13, 203, 428, 732 ; Hardy's, 444
;

balance sheet, 457; Dartmoor Convict, 493;
practice, prize essay on, 457. 458, 5S7, 602, 604,

618,635,650; roads. 637; book-keeping, 697;

Robgi 11 Tower, 733 ; Dishley, 780; Fen, 860;
Lanarkshire, 861

Farming, progress in, 9, 157, 160,161,183; ditto,

since 1851, 288. 307 ; application of steam to,

14,27, 43, 58, 73, 76, 106, 107, 160, 19S. 219,

327, 556. 572, 585, 637, 716 ; The Year Book of,

23; history of, 157, 161, 180; book, 164;

meadow land, 179; mechanism of, 180; theory

and practice of, 180, 793; Lois Weedon, ditto,

228, 236, 246; and geology, 180, 127; Sar-

dinian, 221; town drainage, its applica-

tion to, 290, 460; Hungarian, 330; French,

349, 362, 668; chemical principles involved in

experiments in, 394; Hoskvns's Retrospect of

Euglish, 428 ; maxims, 493. 794 ; common
things in, 507, 637; Essex, 557; questions on,

457, 458, 587, 602, 604, 618, 635, 650; Irish,

122, 125, 570, 619, 634, 650, 667, 6S5, 698, 748

;

influence of example on ditto, 667; produce,

price of, 684; Black Hedley in 1814, 684; and
labourers under improved culture, 730;

foreign and English, 747, 763, 779, 795;
Staffordshire, 778 ; summary of, 857

Farm horses, stabling of, 3(>9, 365, 396, 476; at

the Agricultural Society's meeting, 492, 506,

522; price of, 669
Farm-yard, covered, 74,200; dung, to preserve,

429; manure, 589
Farm labourers, cottages, 361, 745; plea for, 364;

and agriculture under improved culture, 730;
condition of, 745

Feathers, treatment of, 45
Ferguson on Farm Leases, rev., 428
Ferns, culture of, 6; sexes of, 37, 52, 118; green-
house, 101; British. 102, 838; to propagate,

132 ; new garden, 132, 193, 213, 2 .1, 301, 339,

597, 613, 772, 820. 837 ; reproduction of, 135

;

temperature for, 154; works on, rev., 423; pro-

pagation of, 627; Kew Catalogue of, 727;
newly imported, 806 ; anomalous fructification,

838
Ferny Combes, Chanter's, rev., 583
Fernery, 216
Fibres, spiral arrangement of, in trees, 452, 486
Ficus elastica, 824
Figs, budding, 23 ; casting fruit, 264 ; Singleton,

663 ; Nerii, 694 ; Lee's Prolific, 774
Filters, 646, 678, 712; Cheavin's,39
Fingers and Toes, 12, 26, 42, 58, 331, 380,509;
chalk for, 140

Fir fungus, 436
Fir seeds, to sow, 760
Fish breeding, 36, 53 ; manurp, 381
Fitch's Insects of New York, 7
Flax, culture of, 76; Schenck's system of retting
straw of, 764

Flints, formation of, 710
Floor*, for cow-sheds, 75 ; barn, 291
Flora, Vectensis, rev., 631 ; Tasmania, by
Hooker, rev., 322, 727

Flowers, bee, 6; for wire baskets, 284; can, be
grown in a city? 342; colours, theory respect-
ing, 563, 614 ; Victoria Regia. temperature of,

744 ; cut, 758 ; to preserve ditto, 774
Flower gardening. 692
Flower garden, scheme for a metropolitan, 5S2
Flues, pipe, 55; underground, 70, 151, 194
Fly. Rose, 421, 483.532; cure for on Turnips,

510, 731 ; paper, 504 ;
green, cure for, 392, 630

i Truffle, 724.

tuod, of Lonuou, Douu on. 214j new kinds of

231; of plants, 394, 522; in the days of
j

Queen Bess, 391; adulteration, 595,668; Dr.
MCormac on, 647; cattle, 235, 269, 601;
Wood on ditto, 461; straw as, 28; molasses
as, 44 ; for ewes, 125 ; of cows, 125 : whole-
some, 378; rape-cake as, 292,378, 794; practi-

cai value of, S58
Forest management, 230 (see Trees)
Forest trees, manuring, 614
Fork husbandry, 22S, 246
Forks, steel, 838
Fossil stems, 743
Foster's Critical Essays, 775
Fountains, Crystal Palace, 419, 454
France, agriculture in, 349, 362, 668; Gogug's
Cookery of, rev., 567 ; cattle show in for 1857,

761
Francis's nursery, noticed, 4S7
Frogmore gardens, 23
Frost splitting, 84, 100, 116, 133, 152, 172, 213;
in Yorkshire, 470; early, 646

Fruits, consumption of, in Paris, 320, 340;

bottled, 470; judging, 502; new Australian,

760; for orchard houses, 757 ;
grafted on a

Jargonelle Pear, 174; Pears, classifying, 6:

ripening, 40; Beurre d'Amanlis, 70; crack-

ing in, 245 ; influence of stock on, 260; Beurre
Clairgeau, 533; Comte de Flandres, 757;

Apples, 324; Oak, 134; Omar Pacha, 24S;

disease in, 245; Platter Pippin, 648; Peaches,
double Chinese, 244; and Nectarines, 422;

ditto related, 531; early Grosse Mignonne,
662; Apricot, 709; preserving Cherries by
burial, 282; crop of, in 1S56, 772; Syrian, 790;

of Egypt, 839
Fruit trees, Moss on, 232, 321, 488, 80S; pro-

tections, 86, 118,262,321, 390, 580, 648; fall-

ing of young, 356; select, 677; grafting, 135,

174, 319, 321 ; canker in, 820 ; Pear, seedling,

22, 36, 39, 69 ; notes ou, 5, 53, 71, 116 ;
pigeon,

leaf of, 196; and sun strokes, 213, 230; in

South Devon, 231, 246; longevity of, 469;

duration of, 517 ; budding, 567 ; degeneration

of, 597 ; decrepitude of, 804 ; cause of failure

in, S05; Peach, culture of, under moveable

glazed structures, 357 ; in pot?, 216; gumming
in, 264 ; old, 726; houses for, 174; Nectarine,

422: size of, 438; origin of, 531; new, 709;

Orange, 324; to retub, 83; treatment of

dried up, received from abroad, 101; Lemon,

gigantic, 502 ; Plum, for west wall, 8 ; orchard

house, 515; Fig, budding, 23; casting fruit.

264; Singleton. 663; Nerii, 694; Lee's Prolific,

774; Apple, 136; giant, 486, 502; canker in,

504 ; Cherry, wild, 303 ; Cornelian, 376; Goose-

berry, 552 ; select, 776 ; training and cul-

ture of Mulberry, 789, SOS; pruning Walnut.

792; De Jonghe's catalogue of, 823 I

Fuchsia, paniculata, 301; first, 520; burying,

726
Fuel for boilers, 773,789, 805
Fumigation, plan of, 358, 3S9, 422
Fungus, Apple, 245; Dow on Vine, 300; Fir.

43-i; bee, 534; parasitical, 388, 421, 444, 517,

62S; in pastures, 714; generation, 7S8
Furnaces, steam-engine, 139, 290
Furniture, gardeners', 103

G.

Gaines' (Mr.) nursery, 304
Galanthus plicatus, 340
Galeottia fimbriata, 660
Gallon's Art of Travel, rev., 119
Gapes in poultry, 365, 379, 494
Gardens, Frogmore, 23 ; Heckfield Place, 39

Cliveden, 55; Abney Hall, 87; Hollam
House, 103; of England, W Lean's, 119; new
120; Kew, 759, 803; co3t of, 212; new museum
at ditto, 212; Catalogue of Ferns at ditto,

rev., 727 ; Hillingdon Court, 247 ; Grove, Roe-

ham pton, 2S3, 302; Cambridge Botanic, 303;

Shrubland Park> 322; shrubs and trees grown
in small, 320; Temple, 486; surburban, 518,

547; Gunnersbury Park, 519; decoration,

547: experiments in the Botanical, of the

Agricultural College, 567; Carlsruhe Bota-

nical, 583 ; scheme for a new metropolitan,

582; Mr. Doxat's, Putney Heath, 600; use o!

sulphur in, 598; Wilkins's experimental, 615:

Didsbury Lodge, 631 ; at Dangstein, 647 ;
Bid-

dulph Grange, 679, 695, 710, 727, 775,807,821;

refuse of kitchen, 712 ; Hogg's edging tiles

for, 788, 805 ; of Egypt, 839 ; Lews Castle, 839;

Ceylon Botanic, 856
Gardening, Australian, 6; medieval, 7; >•»

Diemen'a Land, 23 ; Manual of School, 322

;

ancient, 406; purposes, glasshouses for, 580;

flower, 692; market, and sewage, 708; Paris,

836
Garden structures, moveable glass, 357 ;

modern

in the Carlsruhe Botanical Garden, 583 :
gla*

for, 632
Garden borders, kitchen, 8; wet, 23

Garden walks, 120; gas tar for, 392; weeds 0E

840
Garden walls, cheap, 709
Garden Ferns, new. 132, 193, 213, 261, 301,

597, 613, 772, 820, 837 ...

Gardeners, taxiug, 99, 120; furniture, 1W
Every-day Book (Glenny's), rev., 727 J^

Gardeners' Benevolent Institution, 390, 404,

422, 437, 454, 470, 518, 534
Gardenia Rothmanni, 710
Garlic, Crow, 585
Garrett on Instinct, rev., 342
Gas-lime, spent, 141

I

Gas-tar for walks, 392 i

Gasworks v. vegetation, 771 u
Gas-water, 136, 653 ; ammonia water from, **

as manure, 634, 663 ,

Geography, botanical, 192, 535; Maunder
rev., 759; Challener's English, rev., 822

Geology, and agriculture, 180, 197 ; and hydr

lies, 325, 348; and drainage. 474; Page's A
vanced Text Book of, rev., 710; Ansted's, rev

743 ; a branch of education, 856
Geranium, Crimson King, 247
Ghuzni Vineyards, 581
Ginger, 790; preserving, 805
Ginseng, 196
Gladiolus, to plant, 680

|
Glasnevin Albert Training School, 797
Glass, different kind* of, 632; Hartley's rott

1 plate, 615, 662, 677, 694, 709 ; burning,
screens, wall, 726



INDEX.

Glass structures, moveable, 357

Glass-houses, construction of, 580; law relating

to, 822
Glendinning (Mr.) nursery, 17o

Glennv's Gardeners' Kvery-day Book, rev., ,2* ,

Garden Almanac, rev., 759

Gloriosa Planti,374

Glosocomia ovata, 468

Glycerine, 61 ; effect of on seeds, 211, 248

Gogue's secrets of French cookery, rev.,5u7

Goniophiebium appendiculatum, 820

Goniopteris gracilis, 301

Gonocalyx pulcher, 152

Gooseberry, Cape, 552 ; select. , ,

6

Gooseberry caterpillars, 39, 454

Gosse's Tenby, rev.,343 i«»'*-
Gorse, 161, 201, 203 ; seed, 14 ;

implement for

converting into fodder, 124

Gourds, Urge, 709, 723 ;
seeds of, 7S9

Graft, effect of stock on, 260

Grafting, 174, S3S; principles of, 13o ; bad, 319,

Pears, 321 : wax, 810

Grain, seed, 29, 61, 221, 588; importance of

sound ditto, 618; seed time, 665; throwing

out of, 45; averages, 109, 460; meaning of,

Honey, poisonous, 691, 709

Horn dust, 638
A_n

Horses, stabling of, 309, 365, S96, 4,6: at the

Agricultural Society's Meeting, 492, 506, 522

;

price of, 6d9 *»**««
Horse-radish, Monkshead taken for, 67,102, 116,

422; culture of, 102

Horticulture, Society of, founded by the Mor-

lloskvns, on agriculture, 157, 161, ISO; Retro-

spect of English ditto, 428

Hothouses, Drayton Manor, 194

Hothouse roofs, new, 193 ; construction of, lo2,

230 264
Houses, orchard, 23, 515, 535, 645, 662, 675, 678

693,725, 853; trees for ditto, 567; Grapes in

164, 811 ; sprouted, 203 ; in two feet rows, 380,

443; origin of, 485; mill, 502, 518; returns

respecting the state of, 553, 554, 571 ;
steeping,

571; troin iEgilops, 512. 587; seizure of un-

wholesome, at Leeds, 589; Wheat, tint of,

601 ;
products and composition ot ditto, 598;

names of, 633 ; dibbling, 796; mixed, 858, 859

Grammitis Hewardi, 261 ; aurita, 389

Granite, to clean, S6, 102, 125

Grapes, new way of ripening, 7; Scotch white

cluster, 38; American, 280, 516; rust in, 324,

390, 424; vinegar, 374; growing, 499; in pots

in orchard house, 663; shanking, 67b, 694,

709- Trentham Black, 676; Bowood muscat,

757; colouring of, 75S; heavy, 774; Basing

Park, 822; Golden Hamburgh. 855

Grape mildew, 485,501,516,532,564; cure for,

156, 456; Dow on, 300; in Portugal, 299;

American, 568, 584

Grass, Italian Kye, 124, 234, 266 j
to sow ditto,

44 : Couch. 124 ; seeds, 181 ; ditto in a pound,

201. 234, 235, 250, 306 ; ditto for old pastures,

365; Pampas, 52, 725; treatment of ditto,

176, 248 ; farms, 380 ; Tussac, 813

Grasses, African, 108; Irish, 108, 139 ;
Vibrio,

172; culture of in Yorkshire, 220; for las-

mania, 774
Grass land, to break up, 393, 409, 42i, 444, 588,

797
Gray's (Dr. Asa) Botany of United States, rev.,

759
Greenfly, cure for, 392; to kill, 630

Greenhouse, Ferns, 101; climbers, 248 ; heatm

small, 822; Orchids, 837

Griffith and Henfrey's Micrographic Dictionary,

eg

Grove Gardens, Boehampton, 2S3, 302

Growth, spiral, 452, 486
Guano, Chincha, 25; to apply, 77. 141. 2S9, 291

,

and lime, 109 ;
adulteration, 159, 537 ; to de-

tect ditto, 540; water, 248, 304; Nesbit on,

268 289 ;
general rules for using, 290 ;

and

oilcake, 330; and Roses, 470; mixing, 499;

substitute for, 507, 542; t>. antH, 531,549; like

manure, 633; West Iudian, 650; Kuria, 841

Guatemala, news from, 246, 262; tobacco, 24S:

monstrous branches from, 452 ; appointment

of Mr. Wendland to proceed to, 740

Gum tree, blue, 243
Gunnersbury Park, 519

Gunyang, the, a new Australian fruit, 760

Gymnogramma pulchella, 597; ruuefolia, 820;

peruviana, 837
Gynerium argenteum, 52, 725; treatment ot,

k 176,248

Housewife's book, rev.. 407

Howitt's Remarkable Places, rev., 807

Hungarian agriculture, 330

Husbandry, fork, 228, 246; Lois ^ eedon, 228,

236,246; spade, 542

Hutchinson's Dog Breaking, rev., 342

Hyacinth, culture of, 630

Hyde Park, trees cut down in, 740

Hydra of old, 726
Hydraulics and geology, 325, 34S

Hymenophyllum dilatatum, 597

Hymeuolepis revoluta, 213

I.

•r

II.

Hxddekkam Manor Farm, 203
Hardy's (Messrs.) Farm, 444
Harvest, yield of past, 11; tickets, 457; ap-

pearances, 489, 569, 571 ; Teetotalism in, 604

;

work, employment ot soldiers in, 604

Harvesting, early, 569, 668, 732; roots, 762, 781,

796
, t> J

Harvey, Trees and their Nature, or the Bud
and its Attributes, 132

Haxton, the late Mr.. 203

Hay, crop of 1856, 427. 476 ; and corn drying,

411, 423, 493, 586, 755, 762

Haystacks, 428
Heat, economy of, 124 ; of the soil, 533, 535

Heating, pine flues for, 55; underground fines

for, 70, 151, 194; charcoal, 153, 174, 194,279,
'

358; Hazard's plan of, 339, 437; vegetables

and grain dried by ditto, 755, 762; and ven-

tilating, 358; boilers and fixing joints of pipes

for, 742, 758 ; conical boilers for, 742, 753, 773

;

fuel for ditto, 773,789, 805; setting ditto, 789;

large boiler system of, 821, 855 ; small, green-

bouse, 822 ; Polmaise, 851
Heckfield Place Gardens, 39
Hedge cutting, 75,302; ditto machine for, 12,

27, 54 ;
plant, new, 582 ; Yew, 760

Heliotrope, Miss Nightingale, 646, 664, 677

Henderson's (Messrs.) nursery, 7
Henderson's (E. G.) nursery, 343
Heracleum sibiricum, 460, 476, 508, 572
Herbs, artificial drying of, 755
Herbaria, Horticultural Society's, 68; Dr.

Richard's, 100

Herbarium, plants in to dry, 456, 485, 680

Hexacentris, mysorensis, 86; lutea, 86
Hieracia, Backhouse on, 304

Highlands, waste land in the, 23

Highland Pine, 858
Hillingdon Court noticed, 247

HUlop (Mr.), death of, 504
Hoe, importance of spring, 345; corn, early, Sll

Hogg's edging tiles, 788, 805
Hoitzia coccinea, 70
Holcus saccharatus, 20
Holland House, 103
Hollies, transplanting seedling, 232

Holly Tea, 374
Hollyhocks, 728 ; Cremorne show of, 582

Hooker's (Dr.) Botany of the Antarctic Voyage,

39 ; Flora Tasmania, 322, 727

Hop mildew, 501

Ice on stems, 851
Icehouses, 117, 822
Ice stacks, 838, 855
Ilex dipyrena, 373
Iinpatiens Hookeriana, 824

Implements, for converting Gorse into fodder,

124; prizes, agricultural, 251; at the Agri-

cultural Society's meeting, 490, 508, 524

;

prizes for, at ditto, 492; makers aud com-

petition, 666
Improvements, computation of mexhausted, 13

Incumbered Estates Court, produce of sales, 93

Indian Islands, Crawfurd's Dictionary of the,

rev., 550 ;
guano of the West, 650

Indigestion, Turnbull on, rev., 631

Insects. &c, Fitch's, ofNew York, 7; caterpillars,

Gooseberry, 39, 454, ditto black, 556 ;
wire-

worm to kill, 59, 75, 429, 444, 542 ;
mealy

bug to kill, 56, 176, 341 ; woodlice to trap, 1 2

;

ditto to kill, 136, 504; red spider to kill, 104;

cure for ditto, 646, 678 ; ants, to kill, 75, 120

176, 213, 504; ditto and sugar, 136; ditto and

guano, 531, 549 ; crickets to kill, 154 ;
Wheat,

158, 179; wasps to kill, 194; ditto nests, 301

;

Douglas's World of, rev., 283 ; Aphides, to

kill, 344; greenfly, cure for, 392, 630; cure

for, 405 ; Rose, 421, 483, 532 ; cano borer, 453,

455; Onion grub, 472; Rose Saw fly, larvte,

532; Daddy long legs and lawns, 645;

Dallas's Entomology, rev., 678 ;
scale to

remove, 712; Truffle fly, 724; Turnip fly,

540, 731 ; Aleyrodes, new greenhouse, 8o2

Instinct v. reason, 662

Inundations, influence of wooded surfaces In

preventing, 601
Inventions, language of patent, 535

Ireland, crops in, 60, 652; agriculture of, 66* ;

ditto, statistics, 122, 125, 570, 619, 634, 650,

685, 698, 748; destruction of weeds in, 588;

education in, 682; Poor law in, 683, 699 ;
Flax

Society's report, 764 ; Potato blight in, 79a

Irish Grasses, 108, 139

Iris reticulata, 758, 806

Iron, t-ulphate of, a deodoriser, 19 ;
ditto as a

manure, 646; farm consumption and waste of,

250, 2b9, 306, 330, 363, 394 ;
pipes, joiming of,

742, 758; rust in ditto, 742, 773; espaliers,

double, 283 -

Irrigation and drainage, 201 ; liquid manure, 268

Islauds, Chincha, sale of, 25 ;
guano of the \\ est

Indian, 65); Crawfurd's Dictionary of the

Indian, rev., 550; of Ascension, 804

Italian Rye-Grass, 124, 234, 266 ; to sow, 44

Ivy tree, 302

409, 427, 444, 588, 797 ; heavy, 557 ;
free iu

Canada, 677
Landlord, and tenant, 105. 841; report to a. 3

Larch, twisted topped, 102 : post*, durability ot,

174; cones red and white, 246, 262

Larix chinensis, 437

Laurel, large Portugal, 194

Law, excise, 20; as regards taxing gardeners,

99, 120; poor, 13, 122; respecting moving

trees, 440; concerning malt, 713; ditto gas

works, 775; relating to glasshouses, 822 ;
re-

lating to worthless manures, 829

Lawyer, Cabinet, rev., 856

Lawes's (Mr.) address, 43

Lawns, Moss on, 8; and Daddy long legs, 64o

Leases, with regard to inexhausted improve-

ments,^; length of, 203 ; farm, 428, 732

Leaves, Cabbage, anomalous, 6; Pea, for soup,

4 136 174,194,246; of the Pigeon Pear tree,

196; Vine, diseased, 3G0; feeding, 636, 683,

715, 764, 827; expulsion of water, trom the, of

the Nelumbium, 680, 776 ; skeleton, 696, 760

Leech's Pictures of Life, &c, S56

Leicester, sewage of, 828

Lemon, gigantic, 502

Lentil soup, 6
Lettuce culture at Paris, 837

Lews Castle Gardens, 839

Lichens, esculent, 84. 172; Lindsay on, 502, 598

Lignum textile, 80, US
Lilies, water, 454 ; of the valley, 4, 2

Lily of Scripture, 776
Lilium giganteum, 596, 614, 75S, <<3

Lime, superphosphate of, 26, 2b, 67, 59, 91, 93,

107 139,201,459; analysis ot ditto, 45; ditto

and bone dust, 159; to make, 77 ; and riiano,

109 ; and salt, 141 ; application of, 348, 542, 8b0

Lindsay's (Dr.) Lichens, rev., 502, 598

Lineal measure, 309

Lion Hunting, Gordon Curaming s, rev., 322

Liquid manure, 291 ; irrigation, 268 ; and salt,

573
Liqnidambar styraciflna, 808

Lobelia disease, 581, 614

Locusts of Tartary, 582; Beans, 570, 601, 604

Lois Weedon tillage, 228, 236, 246

London, Dodd on the Food of, rev., 214 ;
milk,

441 ; Parks, 35, 54, 70, 230, 740

Loquat, 742
Lord of the Isles, rev., 822

Low on Chemistry, rev., 359

Lucerne, to sow, 93; and Clover, 221

Luculia gratissima, 23

Lupine, south of Europe, 55

Lysimachia liueariioba, 516

Morton (Mr.), death of, 710

Moss on lawns, 8,196; on fruit trees, 212, 321,

488,808
Mosses (Usnea barbata),503; peat, 743, i58

Moutans,68
Mowing, prices of, 426,441,444; and reaping,

525 : machines, 534

Mulberry tree, trained, 769 ; culture of, 805

MusaCavendishi. 262 -

Museums, typical forms of minerals, animals,

and plauts in, 59S _ -

Mushroom u flaps," 584: katsup, 708, <2S, . 42

M ustard and Rape-cake, 378

Mustard tree. Scripture, 358

Myrica sapida r 6S0

N.

Narcotics, Brazilian, 343

Nature's operations, uniformity of, 824

Natural Ilistorv, Stepping Stone to, rev., 5ol

;

Plinv's. by Bostock, 87, .59, 775

Naturalist, Audubon the, 231

Nectarines and Peaches, 422 ; size of, 438; origin

of, 531; new, 709; old, 726

Neflier,390 , ,
.

Nelumbium, repulsion of water from leaves of,

680 ; respiration of, 776

Nesbit on Agricultural Chemistry, rev., 268

Nespres japonica, 390
New South Wales, barometer in, 191

New York. Fish Insects of, 7

New Zealand, climate of, 742

Niagara, falls of, 519

Nitrate of soda. 141 ; and salt, 45

Nitrophosphate Company's works, 308

Norwich Union Reversionary Interest Company,

710
Notvlia albida, 280

m

Nursery Gardens, noticed, Messrs. Henderson a,

7: Catleugh's, 119; Osborne's. 155; Glen-
i :__».. «?k. rh.naiur'ii *2!r>-_ .lackson'fl.

M.

Machikks, hedge-cutting, 12, 27, 54 ;
reaping,

28, 569, 604, 620, 637, 731, 745, 842 ; trial* of do

in France, 308; at Boxted Lodge, 639, boh,

572; at Coldstream, 635; at Woolmet, 652:

iu Austria, 699; at the Agricultural Society s

meeting, 490 ; threshing at ditto, 490; liabi-

lity of ditto to toll, 733; mowing, 534; Ame-

rican washing, 664, 694, 758, 774; tree lilting,

821
Machinery, influence of, on working men, 642

M'Cosh and Dickie's Typical Forms, rev., Iu

487; Skirving's, BOS; Smith's, 535; 'Woods,

551; Sharp's. 823
'

.

Nut, composition of ground, 343 ; Cocoa tree, 5oO

Nux vomica, 139, 172

Nymphieas, 358

J.

Jackson's, (Messrs.) nursery, 231.

Japanese plants, 300

Jenning's Social Delusions concerning Wealth

and Want, rev., 391

K.

Kale, Buda, 324
Kangra valley, day in, 321

Kara, by Sand with, r*v., 103

Katsup, 708, 728, 742, 759

Kew Gardens. 759, 803; cost of, 212; new

museum at. 212; Catologue ot Ferns rev., <2<

Kitchen garden, borders, 8; refuse, 712

Kcellensteinia Kellneriana, S4

L.

Laboub, manual, 60; statistics. 320 ;
gazette, 442,

493; and poor rates, 667, 683; parochial, o<0,

619, 634, 698; treatment of, St 9

Labourers, cottages, 361, 745, 842; plea for, 364;

and agriculture under improved culture, .30,

conditions of, 745 ; agricultural .
,794

Laburnum, second flowering ot, 10b

Lace bark tree, 262, 321

Lachenalia aurea, 404

Land? wast^Highland, 28; to salt, 44 ;
drainage

experiences in regard to, 10 12 8M*^>»™,
86 91, 179, 201. 218, 220, 268, 289 290, 30.

. ?
Zo,

347, 442, 460, *74, 602, 700 ; meadow f*nm"g;

1 79 ; drainage of low, 203 ; under ti lage
>,
34b,

application of geology and hydraulics to the

drainage of, 325, 348 ; Grass, to break up, o?3,

M'Ewen on the Strawberry, rev., 486

M'Gregor on Patents, rev., 535

M'Intosh's Year Book for the Country, rev., S<

M'Lean's Gardens of England, rev., 119

Madden (Colonel), death of, 583

Malt, law concerning, 713

Mangel Wurzel, a crop of, 44; alcohol, 161:

running to seed, 237 ; to sow, 286 ; manure for,

344; large average of, 602; keeping proper-

ties of, 749 ; to keep, 842

Manihot, 7 . . m .

Manures, cloaciue as, 19, 39, 54, 113; best, 74;

when to apply, 92, 494 ; sea sand as, 108, 204,

538; clinker, 108, 161 ; value of, 121; for

different soils, 176; prices of, 178, 198, 218,

250, 668; pig, 248; artificial, 250, 291, 324;

filtration of through soils, 251, 307; liquid,

291 ; ditto irrigation, 268 ; blood, 292, 509

;

nitrophosphate, 308 ; rotten v. green, 308 ;
bone,

11, 267, 292, 331 ; tor Turnips, 331 ;
for Man-

gel Wurzel, 344; fish, 381; heaps, 442; sew-

age, 290, 460, 708, 828, 843 ; composition of two,

produced bv the precipitation of sewage water,

460; new, 506 : valuation, 54'V, and turnpikes,

538; farm-vard, 589; inefficient, 829; gas-

water as, 136, 634, 653, 663 ; like guano, 633

;

sulphate of iron as, 646; for Beans, 797 ;
law-

relating to worthless, 829 ; adulteration ot, 8o0

Manuring, forest trees, 614; Mr. Wilkius's, 61o

Market gardening and sewage, 708

Marling, 14
Masters and servants, 442. 493

Maunder's Geography, rev.. 759

Maxims, agricultural, 493, 794

Meadow land, farming, 179

Mealy bug, to kill, 56, 176, 341

Meat, diseased, 589 „•' '

Mechi's(Mr.) gathering. 507, 503 ; address, o2o ;

testimonial to, 668, 715 ; and Lord Mayor s

day, 698
Mechanics, agricultural, 180

Medicine, Copeland's Dictionary of, <

Medieval gardening, 7

Medinilla magnifica, 282

Melon, roots, 389; disease, 421, 43<,454,4oo,

hybrid, 662; Cocoa nut, 676, 710; pits, <92,

808
Meteorology, agricultural. 396

Methylated spirits, report on, 646

Mice, to keep from Peas, 758

Michelsen's Manual of Quotations, rev., 6ZZ

Mignonette, to sow, 119

Mildew, cure for, 156,456; Vine 485 50, 516,

532, 564 ; Dow on ditto, 300 ; in Portugal, -99

,

Hop, 501; American, 568, 584

Milk, 269, 749; London, 441 ; composition ot,

475; change in, 653

Mills, meal, 502, 518

Milner's Russia, rev., 103

Minerals, typical forms of, for museums, 59S

Mistletoe, to propagate, 8; seed, 40

Molasses, as food, 44

Moles, 75 . _ _ ». 11(!
Monkshood, 422; poisoning by, 6., 102, lib

Moniague on Cryptogams, 135

Moore's Melodies, rev., 407

Mormons, horticultural society founded by the,

52 •
.

Mormonland, remarki on, 611

O.

Oaks, sessile-fniited, 51. .102; ancient, 102,3-1,

5S4; hybrid, 118; British. 134, 156 191, 213,

406 strength of ditto, 835, 854; new European

215 how to try strength of, 244; Greensted

church, 283; plantations, 390; branches of

falling. 724; Truffle, 724; Evergreen, 80S,

tap root of, 854
Oak Apples, 134 . __- , ,

Oak hark, curing of, 355,373; trade, 390; to dry

with hot air, 411

Oats, chlorotised, 553; returns respecting the

state of, 553, 554; failure of, 652 ;
transmuta-

tion ot wild, 681 „.„,
Obituary, Mr. Bidwill, 20; Mr. Ilaxton 203

Mr. Beeves. 212; Mr. Hislop,
J04;

Colonel

Madden, 583; Prof. Bojer,63U; M%Otto,6<8.

694; Mr. Yarrell,679; Mr. Morton, 710; Prof.

Tineo, 744 .... c *.-»« i-«
Oil cakes, 746, 763: adulteration of 124, 178,

378; and guano, 330; composition ot diflerent,

746
Okro, 156
Oucidium macrochilum, 68

Onion grub, 472
Onychium auratum, 837

»„,«„* rtf
Orange trees, 324; to retub, 83; treatment of

dried up, received from abroad, 1P1

Orchard houses, 23, 515. 535, 643. 6b2, 6<5, 6 <3,

693, 725, 853; trees, 567; Grapes in po ks in,

663 ; fruits for, 757

Orchards, American Apple, 613
>

Orchids bought at sales, 154; sale of. 3)4,

Messrs. Loddiges's, 320. 360, 663 ;
nutrition ot,

468, 692, greenhouse, 837

Orohanches, 280

Osborne's (Messrs.) nursery, loo

Otto, (Mr) death of, 678, 694

Oxalis Bowei, 645

P.

Proxies, 6S; select, 456
ph^c Blight Composition, boo. otn/ f <v«

Page's Advanced Text Book of Geology, rev.,
.
10

Paint for hot pipes, 69b

Palm, Chusan, 175; Cocoa But, 3-3

Pampas Grass, 52. 725; treatment of, 1<6,24S

Pansies, fancy, 456

Paper from Broom, 216 ; fly, 504

Paraguay Tea, 215

Parasites, 388, 421,444, 517 623

Paris, agricultural show at, 217, 249, 26a, »£.

S£; contribution of Scotland to £jJ"»»
report, 30S; consumption or fruit in, 320,.*«\j

exhibition. 394, 411, 427 ; hues from Punch

on ditto, 412 ;
gardening about, 83b

Parks, London, 35, 54, 70, 230; Victoria, .0,

trees cut down in Hyde, 704

Parslev, substitute for, 321 ,-—

-

Parsnip, Cow, 460, 476, 508, 572 ;
Siberiau, <

08

Partridges, 75
Pasteboard, new fabrication ot J 47

Pastures. Grass seeds for old 36o ;*>•**« u
£

393, 409, 427, 444, 583, 797; top-die^iug old

445; fungi in, 714
Patents, old, 92
Patentees, arbitration among, bol

Patl

4W, 4W, OUI, 3i#, *w» «w» t ~x • ~

641, 66l>, 693, 7,8, 725, 757 7S8, 804

Peaches, double, Chinese, 244: culture «****£

a moveable glazed structure 3M ****£
tarines.422; ditto, related, 5 U ; Larly t*ro*»

Mignonne, 662; Apricot, 7u9



un*

n INDEX.
Peach trees, in pots, 216

;
gumming in, 264 ; old,

Peach houses, 174, 792
Pears, notes on, 5, 53, 116; classifying, 6; ripening

of, 40; Beurr£d'Ainanlis,70; in South Devon,
231,246; cracking in, 246; influence of stock
on, 260; grafting, 321 : Beurre CIairgeau,533

;

Comte de Flandres, 757 ; new, 853
Pear trees, seedling, 22, 36, 39, 69 ; notes on, 5,

53, 71, 118; Pigeon, leaf of, 196; and sun-
strokes, 213,230; longevity of, 469; duration
of, 517 ; budding, 567 ; degeneration of, 597

;

decrepitude of, 804; cause of failure in, 805
Peas, Fairbeard's, 70; sugar, 86; earl7, 549,

582; returns respecting the state of, 553, 554;
late, 604 ; to keep mice from, 758

Peashells, how to use, 354, 486, 518
Pea leaves for soup, 4, 136, 174, 194, 246
Pea tops boiled, 406
Peat and peat mosses, 743, 758
Pelargoniums, hybridising, 406 ; Daveyanum,
744

Peristeria fuscata, 388
Persia, climate of, 5
Petunia, double, 321 ; imperialis, 710, 758. 774,
789,806

'

Pfeiffer's, (Madame) Journey, 155
Pheasants, 75
Phillipodendron regium, 321
Pholidota suaveolens, 372
Physalis edulis (Cape Gooseberry), 552
Physiology, vegetable, 452
Pigeon Pear tree, leaf of, 196
Pigs, diseases of, 290, 669, 765 ; at the Agricul-

tural Society's meeting, 492; feeding, 797,
842 ; breeding sows, do., 44 ; box feeding for,
829

Pig manure, 248
Pinus, maritima, 268; Tchugatskoy, 342
Pinuses, growth of, 55
Pines, stone, 790
Pine, Highland, 358
Pine seeds, to sow, 136 ; French, 268
Pine Apples, diseased, 22, 3— : flavourless, 134,

154
Pipes, paint for hot, 696; choking of small

drain, 726; jointing, 742, 758; iron water, 742.
758 ; rust in ditto, 742, 773

Pits, Anemones in, 324 ; Melon, 792, 808
Pitti Palace, Florence, 155
Plane trees, 69. 85, 87, 102, 134, 153. 213, 214,

282 ; Buyukdere, 118
Plants, new, 4, 20, 36, 52. 68, 84, 116, 152, 244,

260,280,301,340, 372. 388, 404, 422, 452 468
516, 548, 660, 676, 692, 772, 804; thawing, 4;
transplantation of live, 22; budded, 23; bed-
ding, 692; treatment of ditto, 55; sea-coast,
86; treatment of dried up, 101; Roberts's
notes on, 103, 119; in flower at Enville, 282;
occidental, 69, 85, 87, 102, 118, 134, 153, 213,
214, 282; for wire baskets, 284; Japanese,
300; force of growth in, 321; peat, 358; food
of, 394, 522 ; Waterer's American, 376, 391

;

to encourage Melon, to make roots, 389 ; ditto
Cucumber, 421; diseases, 420; drying, 456,
485, 680; distribution of, 487; agricultural
breeds of, 521; manuring, 541; the use of
looking at, geographically, 535; sun rays on,
548, 566; development of the embryo of flower-
ing, 583; typical forms of, for museums, 598;
minute parasitical fungi on, 628; Horticul-
tural Society's, sale of, 627, 647 ; action of
ammonia on, 631, 645; new varieties of agri-
cultural, 649 ; effect of exposure on, 661; late
flowering, 677, 709; effects of cold on, 677;
use of, 696 ; cross breeding, S06, 808 ; Carriere
on propagating, 838

Plantations, Indian Tea, 322; Oak, 390 "
Planting, ornamental at Aldershott, 319 ; Gladio-

luses, 6S0; grain, 796
Playfair (Dr.), lecture by, 394
Pleuro-pneumonia, treatment of, 810
Pliny's Natural History, 87, 759, 775
Plough, steam, 14, 716; Fowler's drain, 158
Plums, for west walls, 8; orchard house, 515
Poisoning by strychnia, Taylor on, rev., 822
Pollen tube, 119
Pond mud, 61
Poor-rates, 122 ; and cottages, 13 ; and labour,

667, 683
Pork, measles in, 107, 161
Porter's Life in the Trenches, rev., 342
Portugal, Vine disease in, 299
Portugal Laurels, large, 194
Posts, durability of Larch, 174
Potatoes, Fluke, 164, 178, 200, 291, 308; manure

for, 284; to cook, 406; sweet, 472; Radford
Kidney, 518; tops, 556; crop, 677,742; large
or small as sets, 716, 747, 796, 812; in tan 7

k>6
Don, 764 ; stem tubers of. 789 ' '

Potato disease, 502, 534, 572, 612, 630, 644, 645,
694 854 ;

and electricity, 534, 549, 579, 586;
Irish, i .).)

Potato digger, 650
Pot-herbs, 646
Pots, Vines in, 6 ; Peach trees in, 216 ; orchard
house Grapes in, 663

Poudrette, 77
Poultry, for eggs, 14,510; pheasants, 75 ; * wild

birds, 201
; gapes in, 365, 379, 494 ; Aylesbury

ducks, 397
Powell on Unity of Worlds, rev., 791
Preserving, fruit, 470; farm-vard dung, 429;
Turnips from the fly, 539; timber, 789:
Bouchene's plan of ditto, 756, 774 ; eggs, 397
413 ; cut flowers, 774

; ginger, 805
Primulas, Chinese, 175
Propagating case, Waltouiau, 542
Protections, moveable glass, 357
Projecting materials, s6, 118,262,321,390,580,

Puff-balls, large, 582
Pumpkins, 37, 40
Punjab, some account of the, 321
Pyrethrum carneum, 259

55; at Witham, 71; at Rothamsted, 102; dis-
coloured, 174

Rainfall and drainage, 38
Rams, prices realised at different sales, 45
Ranunculuses, 323
Rapecake, for cattle, 292, 794 ; and mustard, 378
Rape, 780 ; seed, to sow, 332
Raspberry, Catawissa, 284; autumnal, 743 5

training the, 819. 854
Reading room, cheap, 194
Reaping, and mowing, 525; prices of, 426, 441,

Reaping machines, 28, 569, 604. 620, 637, 731,
745,842; trials of, in France, 308; at Boxted
l<odg»

r
639,556, 572; at Coldstream, 635 ; at

Woolmet, 652; in Austria, 699; at the
Agricultural Society's meeting, 490

Red spider, to kill, 104 ; cure for, 646, 678
Reeves (Mr.), death of, 212
Rennet, 269, 749
Rhododendrons, soil for, 56, 174. 213 ; Falconeri,
213; Wighti,213; Gibsoni,282; Sikkira,282;
hybrid, 304 : select, 391 ; Regent's Park, 423

;

Bland fordiaiflorum, 548; effect of, on honey,
691,709

J>

Rhytidea bicolor, 420
Richard's Herbaria, 100
Rivera's orchard house, 515
Roads, farm, 637
Roberts's English People of the Southern
Counties in past centuries, rev., 599

Roberts's Notes on Plants, 103, 119
Robgill Tower Farm, 733
Robmia wood, 119
Rollisson's (Messrs.), nursery, 424
Ronalds' Fly Fisher's Entomology, rev., 440
Roofs, construction of hothouse, 152. 193, 230,
264; Westminster Hall, 51, 70

Roots, Melon, 389; Cucumber, 421 ; air of Vines,
360; stem, of Vines, 552; cork-screwing, 580;
to harvest, 762, 781, 796; tap. of Oaks, 854

Root crops, deformities in, 12, 26, 42, 58,331, 380,
509 ; chalk as a remedy for, 140

Roses, 4"5; green, 664; ditto, centres in, 437;
and *uano,470,744; select, 487,773; remarks
on, 518; Cloth of Gold, 659, 742, 773: war of,
741 ; new, 788, 805. 838, 854

Rose insects, 421, 483, 532
Rose saw fly larva?, 532
Rose-house, Horticultural Society's, 403
Rothamsted, Air. Lawes's address, 43
Rotation of crops, 45, 327, 683, 826, 841, 844
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, 759, 803; cost of,

212; new museum at, 212; Catalogue of Ferns,
rev., 727

Royal Gardens, Frogmore, 23
R««yal Nursery, Slough, 407, 663
Royal exchanges, 485
Russia, Miiner's, rev., 103; Venables' Domestic
Scenes in, rev., 175; Tegoborski on the Pro-
ductive Resources of, rev., 263; agriculture of,
377

Rye-Grass, Italian, 124, 231, 266 ; to sow, 44

Q.

QcTraaTBsessiliflora,51,102,454, 470, 518, 663
726, 789, 835 : polycarpa, 245 ; Ilex, 824

R.

"Rabbtts, 262 ; borrowings, 154 ; fence, 174, 194
Rags, to decompose woollen, 237
Rain in Perthshire, 22 ; in Hants, 39 ; at Truro,

S.

Sago, 551
Sainfoin, culture of, 602
St. James's Park, 230
Salep, 172
Salmon breeding, 36, 53
Salt, 164; to apply, 29, 93, 237; for land, 42;
and nitrate of soda, 45; and lime, 141 ; and
liquid manure, 573 ; water and seeds, 743

Salt Lake district, 611
Salter's (Mr.), nursery, 456
Salvin's Falconry, rev., 23
Samphire, substitute for, 502
Sand, Asparagus on, 174; sea, as manure, 108,

204. 53S ; crops for, 194 ; food of Sonora, 343
Sandwith's Kars, rev., 103
Scale, to remove, 712
Sen izan thus pinnatus, 246
Schools, practical advantages of introducing
botany into, 549; and reformatories, 715

School, gardening, 322; Glasnevin Albert
Training, 797

Scolopendrium Krebsii, 132
Scotland, cattle contributions to the Paris show,
285; hardiness of shrubs and trees in. 320

;

size of trees at Blair Drummond in, 501

;

Black's Torrist in, rev., 535; agricultural
statistics of, 331,618

Scythe, Boyd's, 349 ; cradle, 556
Sea anemones, 375 ; Tugwell on, rev., 726
Sea-sand as manure, 108. 204, 538
Sea water, action of, on the germination of seeds,
359

Sea weeds, edible, 390
Sea coast, trees, 86 ; ricks on the, 428
Seasons, change in the, 582
Sebastopol, life in the trenches before, 342
Seeds, to pack, 6, 24 ; vitality of, 6, 22, 39, 140,
220,571; Gorse, 14; Mistletoe, 40; new varie-
ties of, 61 ; late sown, 70 ; Lucerne, to sow, 93

;

trying, 115, 302; Pine, to sow, 136; ditto
French, 268; cooking, 134, 135, 152, 154, 172,
194; Grass, 181; ditto for old pastures, 365

;

statistics, 174; associations, 194; in a pound,
201, 234, 235, 250, 306; effect of glycerine on,
211, 248; for an acre, 234. 305, 381 ; Rape, to
sow, 332 ; from Botteri, 340; table of ripening
of, 346, 425 ; action of sea- water on the germi-
nation. 359; Deodar, to sow, 392; frauds, 406,
422, 438, 460; Conifer, for distribution, 484;
sowing, 774; ditto dry, 557; importance of
sound grain, 618; and salt water, 743 ; Fir, to
sow, 760 ; hybridising, 729, 780 ; Gourd, 789

;

quickest mode of germinating, 839
Seed grounds, Sharp's. 823
Seeding, thin, 27, 139, 379; ditto and thick, 139,

160, 201, 290. 330, 771, 812
Servants and Masters, 442, 493
Sewage, water, 290; manure, 460; and market
gardening, 708; utilisation of, 825, 828, 813.
859 ; to deodorise, 828

Shakspere's England, rev., 406
Sheds, cow, floors for. 75
Sheep, heaving in, 181 ; disease, 445, 474 ; stock

of Great Britain, 460 ; folding, on Clovers, 477

;

at the Agricultural Society's meeting, 492,
523; spring feed for, 542; feeding troughs for,
573: prize, 765

Shepherd ia argentea, 154, 174
Shows, country, 455, 470, 484, 486, 502, 567, 568,

614, 646
Shrubs, spring flowering, 154 ; new American,

154; and trees, hardiness of in Fifeshire, 32 J
i

Shrubland Park Gardens, 322
Sie hold's catalogue, 300
Skirret, culture of, 661
Skirving's (Mr.), nursery, 503
Smith's (Mr.), nursery noticed, 535
Smoke nuisance, 451
Snowdrop, Crimean, 340
Societies: agricultural, 733

Agricultural of England, 92, 161, 330, 348,
438, 460, 748, 812, 842; Journal, 124, 573, 589;
index to do., 12; sea-sand, lf.8; clinker manure,
108, 161 ; African Grasses, 108; Irish Grasses,
108; grain aerator, 108; treacle for cattle, 108;
oilcake adulteration, 124; economy of heat,
124; show of, 137; dairy stock, 140, 180;
Cotton seed-cake, 140, 220; Swedish centri-
fugal churn, 140, 179; vitality of seeds, 140;
Burgess and Key's box churn, 179 ; Sardinian
agriculture, 220; Arachid^-nut cake, 220, 291

;

cultivation of Grasses in Yorkshire, 220; field
dynamometer, 220, 235; chemical analysis,
235; implement prize sheet, 250; skin diseases
of domesticated animals, 250 ;

parasites in
ditto, 414; liquid manure, 291; ditto irriga-
tion, 263; French Pines, 268 ; earth barrows,
268; deep draining:, 268; barn floors, 291;
chemical science, 308; half-yearly meeting,
364,380; veterinary college report, 363; prize
essays, 396, 812; cattle disease, 396; agri-
cultural chemistry, 412 ; Chelmsford meeting,
489, 505; list of prizes for implements, cattle,
horses, sheep, and pigs, 492; remarks on ditto,
490,491, 492, 506,508, 522, 523, 524; trial of
corn reaping machines at Boxted, 539,556,
572

'

American Scientific Association, 280
Arts, discussion on Denton on Drainage, 12

;

cultivation by steam, 76; exhibition, 91 ; Hos-
kyns on the Progress of Agriculture, 161;
discussion on ditto, ISO; agricultural prize,
234 ; examination, 269, 459, 587, 602, 604

;
pre-

miums offered by, 711 ; utilisation of sewage
of towns, 828,843
Bath and West of England agricultural

annual meeting, 413
Belfast Flax, Charley on Flax culture, 76

;

Schenck's system of retting Flax straw, 764
Botanical of Edinburgh, 71, 119, 390, 471,

583,743
'

British Pomological, 103, 486, 774
Caledonian Horticultural, 406, 518
Clifton Horticultural, 440
Cork Agricultural, relations of science to

agricultural improvement, 540
Cremorne Dahlia show, 582
East Berwickshire, Adulteration of ma-

nure, 860
Entomological, 71, 119, 214, 303, 486, 535,

567, 615, 743. 806, 855
Highland Agricultural, Journal, 28; agri-

cultural statistics, 44; agricultural education,
236,508; Journal, rev., 509, 700; Inverness
meeting, 540, 556; short-horn breeding, 620
Hitcham Village Horticultural, 214,646
Horticultural, 116, 135, 195, 282, 302, 375,

520, 646, 790; remarks on, 22, 38, 54, 76, 152,
261, 358, 420; seeds, 52; special general
meetings, 87, 174, 231, 439; remarks on ditto,
171, 227, 435; U«u:bari*, 68; subscriptions,
244, 420 ;

garden, 263. 567 : anniversary, 303
;

Rose-house, 403 ; address to the public by the
Council, 499; plant sale, 627, 647 ; fruit show,
692, 740; privileges, 712; awards, 785; new
regulations, 808, 821, 835
Jersey Horticultural, 214
National Floricultural, 232, 323, 376
North Walsham Agricultural. 780
Linnean, 87, 103, 155, 195, 214 247, 263, 359,

455, 758, 806, 822, 855 ; proceedings of, 155

;

Journal, rev., 471, 743
Paris agricultural show, 217, 249, 265, 305,

348; contribution of Scotland to, 285; juror's
report, 308; exhibition, 894, 411, 427; lines
from " Punch " on ditto. 412

Paris Horticultural, 612
Royal Agricultural of Ireland, annual show,

556, 573
Royal Botanic, reports of exhibitions, 371,

422, 470 ; report of, 375 ; Rhododendrons at,

423
Tardebigg Horticultural, 567
Ulster Agricultural, valuation of manures,

540 ; adulteration of guano, 540 ; annual meet-
ing, 812
Van Diemen's Land Horticultural, 774
"Weston Flower Show, 455, 470, 484,486,568
Wigton Agricultural, adulteration of food,

&c., 668
Witham Agricultural, annual meeting, 716
York Agricultural, annual meeting, 540
Farmers' Clubs :

Banbury, price of agricultural produce, 684
Bigfjar, Turnip crop, 13
Hexham, farm leases, 732; application of

lime, 860
London, subjects for discussion, 29; club

house, 138, 179 ; farm agreements, 201 ; artifi-
cial manures, 291; geology and hydraulics,
348 ; rotation of erops, 842
Melksham, cottages and poor-rates, 13
Mid- Lothian, Red Clover, 202
Milborne, rotation of crops, 683
Smithfield, 729, 809, 825, 827; prices, &c,

Taunton, clay soils, 164
Wadebridge, award of the judges for farm

prizes, 60
Wakefield, proceedings for the year 1855,

525
Wharfedale, award of Turnip prizes, 764
Wirksworth, cheese-making, 652, 663
Wirrall, weights and measures, 364
Woodbridge, dinner to Mr. Mechi, 748

Soils, for Rhododendrons, 56, 174, 213; clav,
164; to manure, 176; filtration of manure
through, 251, 307 ; influence of, on the distribu-
tion of plants, 487 ; heat of, 533, 535 ; for
cuttings, 8 8

Solar Systems, Wilson on, rev., 535
Soot, its value, 125
Soup, Pea-leaf, 4, 136. 174, 194, 246 ; Lentil. 6
South Seas, cannibalism of, 40
Sows, breeding, to feed, 44
Spade treddle, 774
Spinach disease, 117, 135,173
Spiral growth, 452, 486
Spirits, comparative produce of. 20
Sponge bags, 104
Sports, British Rural, rev., 135
Springs, origin of, 285
Squashes, 37
Stable architecture, 309, 365, 396, 476

Stainton's Entomologist's Annual, rev i-
"June," noticed, 359 * *'

Standish and Noble's sale, 740
Stanwick Nectarine Fund, 172
Statistics, agricultural, 9, 27, 44. 106, 138, 160

204, 218, 219, 221, 266, 287, 307, 320 346 362'
459, 553, 586, 601, 634, 699 ; Irish, 122, 125 570'
619, 634, 650, 685. 698, 748, 841 ; East Lothian,'
331; Scotch, 618,841; seed, 174; labour, 320 !

of three years' crops, 572
'

Steam cultivation, 27, 43,58, 73, 76, 106, 107, 160
198,219,327,556,572,637,858

Steam-plough, 14, 716
Steam-engine, furnaces, 139, 29C; Boydell's

traction, 267, 290, 507, 524, 571, 585, 605, 620,
651, 667, 683, 748, 780 ' '

Stenochlaeoa tenuifolia, 193
Stenosemia aurita, 772
Stephens (Mr. S. L.), garden noticed, 283, 302
Stereoscope, its uses, 519
Stock, measurement and weights of, 10, 429, 444 •

molasses as food for, 44 ; to box feed, 74, 92'
109, 123,200; feeding, 235, 269. 601,810; Wood
on ditto, 461 ; wholesome food for, 378; straw
as, 28: treacle for, 108; Cumberland, 123-
management of dairy, 140. 180, 328, 332; sale
of, 218

;
ditto, of the Fawsley Herd, 233; ditto,

of Herefords, 701 ; at the Paris Agricultural
Show, 217, 249, 265, 305, 308, 348, 394, 411, 427,
Scottish contribution of to ditto, 285 ; rape-
cake for, 392 ; Russian, 377; disease, in Meck-
lenberg, 396 ; sheep, heaving in, 181 ; disease,
445, 474; of Great Britain, 460; folding in
clovers, 477: spring feed for, 548; feeding
troughs for, 573; prize, 765, 859; cows, good
milkers, 12',; food of, 125; produce of, 251,
267, 307, 349 ; abortion in, 621 ;

pigs, diseases
of, 290, 669, 765; at the Agricultural Society's
meeting, 492; breeding, 682; ditto, of short-
horn, 620; milking properties of ditto, 669; at
Birmingham, 698, 809, 812; Guernsev, 730;
at Smithfield club, 729, 809, 825, 827 ; the
number and prices of, at ditto, 845; Pleuro-
pneumonia in, treatment of, 810 ; to keep off
trees, 821

Stocks, German, 342
Stomach, Turnbull's Treatise on, rev., 631
Stone walls, to prevent damp rising up, 790
Stonehenge's Rural Sports, 135
Storm, of February 6th, 200 ; recent, 566
Straw, new way of ripening Grapes by means

of, 7; for fatting, 28; Schenck's system of
retting Flax, 764

Strawberries, 518; forcing, 387: new,486; M'Ewen
on, rev., 486 ; the Filbert, 663, 677, 726; black,
664 ; Sir Harry, 677, 709, 742, 822 ; on hollow-
walls, 822

Strawberry tiles superseded, 725
Streams, weedy, 154, 104
Structures, moveable glass, 357; modern, in the
Carlsruhe Botanical Garden, 583

;
glass for

garden, 632
Strychnia, Taylor on Poisoning bv, rev., 822
Stubbles, treatment of, 617; burning, 651; cost
of autumn clearing, 666

Sugar purified by ants, 136 ; Beetroot, 138, 428,
653 ; Cane borer, 453, 455

Sulphate of iron, a deodoriser, 19; red of am-
monia, 541 : as a manure, 646

Sulphur, cure for blight, 422 ; use of, in gardens,
0J8

Summer drinks, cooling, 536
Sun rays, effect of, on plants, 548, 566 ; their

action, 661
Sundials, 246, 262, 282
Sun strokes, 213, 230
Superphosphate of lime, 26, 28, 57, 59, 91, 93,

107, 133, 201,459 ; analysis of, 45 ; to make. 77:
and bone-dust, 159

Swallows, 726
Swans, 712, 726, 742, 758, 773
Swiss guide, 471
Sydenham flower shows, 102, 260, 262, 371, 390.
406,438,614 ' '

T.

TACSoyiA mollissima, 75S
Tan, Potatoes in, 726
Tansy and its value, 552
Tartary, locust of, 582
Tasmania, gardening in, 23 ; Hooker's Flora of,

322,727; timber, 243; Grasses for, 774
Tax, gardeners', 99, 120
Taxus Wallicuiana, 759
Taylor on poisoning by Strychnia, rev., 822
Tea, Paraguay, 215: Holly, 374; how to make,
406 ; Agrimony. 684

Tea plantations, Indian, 322
Teetotalism in harvest, 604
Tegoborski on the Productive Resources of

Russia, rev., 263
Temperature for Ferns, 154 ; ground, 533, 535 ^

of flower of Victoria Regia, 744 ; Winder-
T mere, 822
Temple Gardens, 486 •

Tenant, landlord and, 105, 841 ; rights, 159
Tenby, Gosse's, rev., 342
Textile, Lignum, 86, 118
Thames, Vines iu the valley of the, 564
Thawing, quick, 4
Thermometers, 261, 266 ; Six's, 840
Things, ignorance of common, 101 ; common iu

agriculture, 507, 637
Thistles, act against the growth of, 717
Thorn, Hethel old, 660
Thornbury's Shakespere's England, rev., 406
Threshing machines at the Agricultural So-

ciety's meeting, 490; liability to toll, 733
Thuja dolabrata, 261
Thujopsis borealis, 342, 772
Thunbergia laurifolia, 260
Thyrsopteris elegans, 613
Tiffany, a shading material, 580
Tiles, Strawberry, superseded, 725
Tiles, Hogg's edging, 788, 805
Tillage, land under, 346 ; circular, 572, 605
Timber, Ailantus,: 3, 23, 39, 55; Westminster
Hall roof, 51, 70; Beech, to fell, 70,86,119;
Robinia, 119; sales of, 120; British Oak, 134,

156, 191, 213, 405 ; Plane tree, 69, 85. 87, 102,

118, 134, 153, 213, 214, 282; Tasmanian, 243;
to try strength of, 244, 835 ; Greensted church,
283; copse, 326, 347; Cabbage, 744; preser-

vation of, 789 ; Boucherie's mode of ditto, 756,

774 ; found in peat, 743, 758
Ti.nbs' Things not Generally Known, 155
Tineo (Prof.), death of, 744



INDEX. Vll

Tiptree, annual gathering, 507, 508, 525

Tobacco, culture, 646; ditto of Cuba, 22S, 229;

Guatemala, 24S ; Ei- glisb, 856

Trade, memoranda, 22, 85,698; catalogues, 246;

seed, 406, 422, 438, 837 ; bark, 390, 437

Transplanting, evergreens, 194, 213,744; seed-

ling Hollies, 232

Traps, for woodlice, 75

TwelPlane, 69, 85, 87, 102, 134, 153, 213, 214 218;

ditto Buyukdere, 118; sea coast, 86; split by

frost, 84, 100, 116, 133, 152, 172, 213; individu-

ality of buds of, 131; management of torest,

230, 614; filue Gum, 243; Lace Bark, 262,

• 321 ; Ivy on, 302 ;
ancitnr, 1C2, 321 58 4; and

"
shrubs, hardiness of, in Fiftshire, 320 ;

Larch,

twisted, 102; wounds, 373; mustard, scripture,

358; law respecting moving, 440; spiral

arrangement of tibres in, 452,486; branches,

monstrous, 452; falling of ditto, 724; size of,

at Blair Drummond, 501; stumps, blasting

Cocoa-nut, 550
;
guard, 712 ; twist of trunks

of 712; Ash, 72S; Canadian mountain ditto,

774 ; cut down in Hyde l
Jark, 740 ; Oak, sessile

fruited, 51, 102; hybrid, 118; British, 134,

156, 191, 213, 405; Evergreen, 808; Argan,

774; miscellaneous about, 806 ; to keep cattle

off, 821 ; machine for lifting, 821 ; fruit, Moss
1

on, 232, 321, 48-*, 808; protect ons, 86, 118,

262, 321, 390, 580, 648 ; falling of young, 356

;

select, 677
;
graf.ing, 135, 174, 319, 321 ; canker

in, 820 ; Pear, seedling, 22, 36, 39, 69 ;
notes

on, 5, 53, 71,116; Pigeon, leaf of, 196; and

sunstrokes, 213, 230; in South Devon, 231,

246 ; longevity of, 469 : duration of, 517 ; bud-

ding, 567; degeneration 'of, 597; decrepitude

of, 804; cause of failure in, 805; Peach, cul-

ture of, under moveable glazed structures,

357; in pots, 216; gumming in, 264; old, 726;

houses for, 174 ; Nectarine, 422 ; size of, 438

;

origin of, 531; new, 709; Orange, 324; to

retub, 83 ; treatment of dried up, received

from abroad, 101; Lemon, gigantic, 502;

Plum, for west wall, 8; orchard house, 515 ; Fig,

budding, 23; casting fruit, 264; Singleton,

663; Nerii, 694; Lee's Prolific, 774; Apple,

giant, 486, 502 ; canker in, 504 ; Cherry, wild,

303; Cornelian, 376; Gooseberry, 552;

select, 776; tra'ning and culture of Mulberry,

789, 805 ;
pruning,Walnut, 792 ; De Jonghe's

catalogue of, 823
Trellis, 710 •

Trifolium incarnatum, 141, 538
Trimmer's Keythorpe drainage, 76
Tropffiolum tuberosum, 855
Truffles, 724, 739, 787 ; Oak, 724 ; fly, 724

Tugwell's Sea Anemones, rev., 726
Turnbuil on Indigestion, rev., 631

Turner's (Mr.) nursery, 407, 663
Turnips, crop, 13; Cumberland, 123; fingers

and toes, 12, 26, 42, 58, 331, 380, 509 ; chalk as

a remedy for ditto, 140; failure, 117, 135, 173
;

Chivas's Orange Jelly, 179 ; manure for, 331

;

seed for an acre, 234,305, 381; culture, 509;

cure for fly on, 540, 731 ;
grabs, 557; hybridi-

sation of Swede, 729, 780; inoculated with

Cabbage, 729 ; award of prizes at Wharfedale,

764 ; large, 7S0 ; storing, 762, 781, 796

Tussac Grass, 813
Tytler'-s Modern History, rev., 759

U.

United States, Fitch's Insects of, 7 ; Grapes, 280,

516; by an Englishman, rev., 519; Apple,

orchards of, 616 ; Asa Gray's Botany of the

Northern, rev., 759

Unity of Worlds and of Nature, by Fowell. rev.,

791
Usnea barbata, 503

Utah, 611

Vine mildew, 485,501, 516, 532, 564; Dow on,

300; cure for, 156, 45t3; in Portugal, 299;

American, 568, 584
Vine borders, 678, 694, 709; covering for, 648;

v. carrion, 742
Vine leaves, diseased, 360
Vineyards, Portuguese, 857; Ghuzni. 551

Vitality of seeds, 6. 22, 39, 140, 220, 571

Vriesia glutinosa, 3SS

V,

Van Diemen's Land, gardening in, 23; nooker's

Flora of, 322, 727; timber, 243; Grasses for,

774
Van Der Hoeven's Handbook of Zoology, rev.,

694
Vegetation, Brazil, 4; on the heat of the soil

with reference to its effects upon, 533 ; Salt

Lake, 611 ; gas-works injurious to, 771

Vegetables, Miss Murray's new, 156 ; consump-

tion of in Paris, 320, 340; and cholera, 390;

judging, 502 ; growth, vigour of, 620; artificial

drying of, 755, 762
Vegetable economy, use and purposes of am-
monia on, 631, 645

Vegetable Pathology (see Pathology.)

Vegetable Physiology, 452
Vegetable irritability, 774

Veitch's (Messrs), Paris Exhibition Medal to,

172 ; nursery, 359
Venables's Domestic Scenes in Russia, rev., 175

Ventilation underground, 70, 151, 194; and heat-

ing, 153, 174, 194, 358
Veronica, Andersoni, 758; seedling, S38

Vibrio, Grass, 172; Cucumber, 172

Victoria Paik, 70
Victoria Regia, growth of, 372, 518, 581 ; tem-

perature of flowers of, 744

Village, botany, examples in, 453, 467, 468, 470,

484, 485, 500, 516, 532,549,5^5,596,613,629,

676, 724, 740, 774, 837, 853 ; Horticultural So-

cieties, 214, 646
Vilmorin on esculents, 855
Vinegar Grapes, 374
Vines, pot, 6; air- roots of, 360 ; culture of, under

a moveable glazed structure, 357 ; hypertr. phy

in, 438 ; books on, 520; stem roots of, 552 ; in

the valley of the Thames, 564
;
growing, Paris

837

W.

Wages, regulation of, 764

Walls, Plums for a west, 8 ; damp, 134 ; to pre-

vent ditto from rising up stone and other, 790

;

sloping, 153; surfaced with charcoal, 153;

Wash for, 156; underground, 194; clay, lump,

6*-0; cheap garden, 709; glass screens for,

726; salt, and seeds, 743; slate, 790; Straw-

berries on hollow, 822
Wall trees, protections, 86, 118, 262, 321, 390

;

moveable glass ditto for, 357; select, 677

Walks, garden, 120; gas tar, 392 ; weeds on, S40

Walnuts, to prune, 792
Walsh's Domestic Economy, rev., 807

Walton's Angler, rev., 502
Wardian cases, 405; and aquarium. 3S9

Warming by charcoal, 153, 174, 194, 279, 358,

663
Washing machine, American, 664, 694, 758, 774

Washerwomen, disease in, 470

Wasps, to kill, 194 ; nests, 301

Water, ammonia, 44; gas, 136, 653; ammonia
water from ditto, 44; ditto as manure, 634,663;

guano, 248, 304; sewage, 290, 460; manure, in

drains, 347; action of sea, on the germina-

tion of seeds, 359; supply, 410; drill, 426;

Lilies, 454; to raise, 510; concrete, 557;

flaunel, 548, 628; Cirencester well, 569; ex-

pulsion of, from the leaves of the Nelumbium,
680

Water pipes, jointing of iron, 742, 758; paint

for hot, 696 ; rust in, 742, 773

Waterworks, Crystal Palace, 419, 454

Watercresses, boiled, 406
Waterer's (Messrs.) exhibition, 376, 391

;

nursery, 407
Weather, 235, 251 ; in 1855, 134

Weddell'8 Chloris andina, rev., 727

Weeds, value of, 156 ; ripening of seeds of, 346,

425; sea, edible, 390 ; destruction of, 458,585,

776; ditto in Ireland, 588; seedling, 476;

farm, 585 ; on walks, 840

Weigela amabilis, 676
Weights of cattle, 10, 429, 444; and measures,

364
Wellingtonia gigantea, 260, 742, 790, 805 ; dead

twigs on, 502; diseased, 518, 534, 567, 5S0,

631 ; history of, 643 ;
growth of, 694, 726, 774

Wells, Bruckmann's negative artesian, 569

Wendland, Mr.. 710

Westminster lUll, 51, 70

Weston Flower Show, 455, 470, 4S4, 4S6, 568

Wheat, seed, 29, 61, 221, 5*8; importance of

sound ditto, 618; seed time, 665; throwing

out of, 45; averages, 109, 460; meaning of

ditto. 571; Willicl.'s ditto, 813; drying, 108,

411, 428, 493, 586, 755, 762, 796; importations

of, 181; insects, 158, 179; crops of 1855,161;

mowing and reaping of ditto, 525; hoeing,

164, 811; sprouted, 203; in 2 feet rows, 380,

443; origin of, 485; mill, 502, 518; returns

respecting the state of, 553, 554, 571 ; steeping,

571; from ^Egilops, 582,587; seizure of un-

wholesome at Leeds, 589; grain, tint of, 601;

products and composition of ditto, 598; names
of, 638; dibbling, 796; mixed, 858, 859

Wilkins's plan of mauuring, 615

Wilson on Solar Systems, rev., 535

Winter, Beans, 445
Wire baskets, plants for, 2S4
Wireworm, to kill, 59, 75, 429, 444, 542
Witches' brooms, 436
Wollaston's Species and Genera, rev., 455

Woods, influence of, in preventing inundations,

661
WT

ood, of A ilantus, 323,39,55; Beech, to fell,

70,86, 119; Robinia, 119; copse, 326,347; how
formed, 319 ; spiral arrangement of fibres of,

452, 486; preservation of, 789; Boucherie/S

mode of ditto, 756, 774

Woodpeckers, Californian, 72, 86

Wood lice, to trap, 72 ; to kill, 136, 504

Wood and Son's Nursery, 551

Wool, new way of ripening Grapes by means of,

7; trade, 27

Woollen rags, to decompose, 237

Wounds, tree, 373

*

Y.

1 Yam, Chinese, 791
Yang Mae, 680
Yarrell, the late Mr., 679

Yerva de Paraguay, or Paraguay Tea, 21a

Yew, the, 759
Yew Hedge, 760 .

Yorkdhire, culture of Grasses in, 220 ; frosts iB f

470

Z.

Zoology, Van Der Hoevens Handbook of* rev.,

694

f
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LIST OF WOODCUTS IN THE PEESENT VOLUME

A,

Achimexfs magnifies, ;i6
Aleyrodes, n*-w, 852
Anemone, wood, 533
Antennarifo. 5S6
Apple, fungus, 245
Aspergillus Bums. 623

E.

BZA* seeds 72*. 7

P

f
772"

Botrytis macronpora, 581
Broccoli, monstrous, 709
Brugmansia sanguiuea, 21

C.

Cane borer inject, 453
Ceanothua (ntogerriiatift, GG
Cenia pruinoaa, 4
Cherry blossom, 5^5
Chlorops lineata, 158
Clubbing, diagrams illustrative o f

,

Cucumber vibrio, 172
500

D.

Daisy, Ox-eye, 565
l>raia pipe, worthlessni'ss of 1-inch, 726

E.

Ekgot. 519
Eryslphe, (.'raminis, 435

„ p»si, 4S5
Engciiia Ugni, Q96

F.

FsTNbnds, 132
Fern sexes, 52
Filter, G46, U7S

ftAlJUfTEUB pllcata*, 340
Galeottl* fimbriate, 660
G1*M screens for walls, 357, 726
Glosncoiuia ovata, 46S
Goniopterif gracilis, 301
GonocAlyx pulcher. 152
Grafting, mixed, 174 ; bad, 319
Gratnmiiis Ilewardi, 261 ; a rita, 3S0
(yniiiograuixua pulchella, 507

II.

Hkativg, Hazard's. 437
Hymenolepis revoliua, 213
llyiuenophylluni dit&tatum, 5?7

L.

Lachenalia aurea, 401
Lichen, esculent, &4
Lily, white, 532
Lysimachia lineariloba, 513

K.

' Mlteoh, ZG5

O.

Okcidium microchilum. 6S
Ouychium'auratuui, 837

1\

Pear, Comte de Flam! res, 757
Penderminm on Conifers, (jlte

Plant, stand, 484

„ press, 485
Plough, mole, 15S
Polyactis, fascicular^, CIS

I.

IlfgFCTfl, Chlorops lineata, 158; Tipula maculosa,
158; Ro^e-6tem boring saw-fly, 421; Cane-
borer, 453 ; Rose sawfly larvae, 532 ; new
Aleyrodes. 852

P.

Ranunculus, bnlhosus. 533
Raspberry training", 820
Rhododendron Bland ford iaeflorum, 548
Koestelia, on Pear leaf, 693
Roofs, trnssed, 230
Root, corkscrew, 580
Rose sawfly larvae, 532
Rose-stem boring sawflv, 421
Rust, white, 788

S.

SCOLOPENDRIUM Krebfii, 132
Snowdrop, Crimen u, 340
Spade, treddle, 774
Spiral growth, 452
Stenochlaena tennifolfa, 193

I
Stenosemia aurita, 772
Sun-dial, 282

T.

Tiiyrsopteris elegans, 613
Timber, how to lest strength of, 244

„ Boucherie's, plan of preserving,
Tipula maculosa, 158
Trees, frost split, 173
Tree-lifting machine, S21
Truffle sporidia, 787

756

V.

Village bofanr, diagrams illustrative of, 4Si,

532, 565, 724, 740, 772, 637, 853
Vineyards, Ghuzni, 581

W.

Walls, glass screens for, 357, 726
"Ward fan ease and aquannm combined, 359
Wellingtonia, diagram illustrative of growth
694

Willow in flower, 563
Witches' brooms, 436
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which he broke his wrist ; his having brought up a family of
12 children, and his having been a Subscriber to your Institution
nine years. His case is strongly recommended by
J. A. HENDKRsoy, Esq., 64, Hamilton Terrace, Edgeware

Road, London (late of Pine Apple Place).
Mr. T. Gaines, Battersea, Surrey.
Mr. F. Kinghorjt, St. Margaret's, Isleworth, Middlesex.
Thomas Jacksox & Sox, Kingston, Surrey.

By whom proxies will be gladly recei vpd
.•"^^^

L L I A M B A R R A T T,

SEEDS FOR THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
EEDS for the KITCHEN GARDEN can be

obtained from DEVONSHIRE, through Messrs
William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
Devonshire. A 11 orders carriage free.

See their "Price Current and Garden Directory" just
published.

NEWMPARCEL TRAINS are now running on the

Oreat Western and the other Broad Guage Rail-

ways, so that Seeds can now be sent from DEVONSHIRE
with as much regularity and despatch as from any
any other county.

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants,
Plymouth, Devonshire.

PRESENT PRICES OF FARM SEEDS.

THE CROPS of SWEDE TURNIP, MANGEL,
and other FARM SEEDS being goody prices are

much louver this season (atpiesent) as sec Messrs. Sutton's
Priced List, which may be had, post free, on application,

Addressed Sutton& Sons, Seed Growers and Merchants, Reading,
Berks. Early orders are requested and recommended.

IPJCOMPARABLE CELfcKY (TRUE).
CHARLES TURNER begs to inform the Trade

that he can spare a few pounds of this excellent variety,
which he can warrant true. It is a very dwarf-growing white
variety, stiff close habit, solid, crisp and juicy, and of good
flavour, and keeps in perfection longer than any other sort. Price
on application. In small packets, 15. each, post free.

Royal Nurserv, Sloueh.

i CHARLES SHAKPE and CO. beg to acquaint the
V-^ trade that having harvested their stocks of SEEDS they
will be glad to forward prices on application.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford .—Jan. 5.

WAITE'S DANIEL O'KOURKE PEAS.—Tne best
• * Early Pea in cultivation can be supplied in any quantity,

and price had on application to J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant,
181, Hiffh Holborn, London. . -

mproved

\\f I L L J A M BARRA
** LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.
HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best ii

principles.
*.* An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shrubs,

Everorebns .Forest Trees, Roses , and Thorns.

TO THE TRADE.
1UEVV PURE WHITE COLLINSIA.—The price
-L^ per ounce of this new and beautiful ANNUAL can be had
on application.

J. G. Waite
, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London.

IPSWICH STANDARD CUCUMBER.
Tj"1 HODGSON having carefully saved a quantity of
-Li • this unrivalled CUCUMBER, begs to offer it to the trade
in large packets, post free, 5a. each ; small packets, Is.

Nursery, Brigg, Lincolnshire.

I ASPARACU S
~

T and H. HAYCROFT have for sale some very fine
y'.^nts,^ and 3 years' old), of the large Green CORK
ASPARAGUS, celebrated for its very superior quality. Price
2s. Qd. and 3s. per 1 0.—Victoria Nursery, Cork.

,. . m„, H A R'DY HEATHS;
TI7-ATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite

J » attention to their large stock and first-rate collection of
these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues may be
-had free on application to Waterer & Godfrey, Knap Hill
N ursery, Wokin g, Surrey.

P'^E TRAINEDT FRUIT TREES IN A BEARING STATE.T UCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. have this season for

-J-*
sale a remarkably healthy stock of fine TRAINED FRUITTREES of all the best sorts, to which they respectfully beg to

call immediate attention. Prices and particulars to be had on
application to Lucombe, Pince, & Co., Exeter Nursery, Exeter.—
Established 1720.

J
I ~~ TO THE TRADE.

OHN GRIGOR and CO., Nurseries, Forres, N.B.,
beg to offer strong 1 and 2 years' Seedling LARCH, and

2 years Natlve SCOTCH PINES, PLANTS, &c. Prices on
application.

OIVIAR PACHA PEA.
WNICOLL, Gardener, begs to inform the Public

• that he has still a few Quarts left of this PEA.—Early
application to be made to Mr. Clarke, 25, Bishopsgate Street
Within.

MESSRS. PLATZ and SON, Seed
Erfurt, Prussia, supply from their extensive

w «v-n^ MANETTI ROSE STOCKS.
ANTED, 20,000 of the above. Erice to be sent

to HuohJLow & Co.. Clapton Nursery, London.TyANTED, from 100,000 to 200,000 1-year BLACK-
THORN, for Cash.—Apply to John Perkins, Nursery-man and Seedsman, MarketSquare, Northampton.—Jan. 5.

T
ARAUCARIA EXCELSA.

O BE SOLD, two splendid specimens of
ARAUCARIA EXCELSA in pots. They are about 6 or

7 teet high, and are perfect models of health and symmetry.—
Appjy_13S, Post Office, Hull.

J J

T* BK SOl^ very handsome large IRISH
-*- YEWS, from 4 to 8 feet. Purchasers taking a large
number will be liberally dealt with. Prices on application.—
Thomas Jackson & Son, Nurseries, Kingstorj, near London.

'T'O BE SOLD IMMEblATELYriOO'Tw^Year.old
POT VINES, ready for Forcing or Planting, strong Canes,

ana in first-rate condition. Also 200 One-year STOCK VINES
can recommend them all to be BLACK HAMBURGH.- Apply
to A. X., Post Office, Nottingham.

TO MARKET GARDENERS.
rPO BE SOLD, about 8 acres of various growing
"*- CROPS, including young Fruit Trees and Flower Roots, and
the usual produce of a Market Garden.—For particulars apply
to Mr. Brett, 4, Wellington Chambers, London Bridge,
outhwark.

TO THE WHOLESALE SEEO TRADE.
Growers,
e Stock the

very best Flower and Vegetable Seeds, the growth of 1855,
through their agent, Mr. R. Kennedy, Bedford Conservatory,
Covent Garden, London.

RED BEET SEED.
EDWARD SANG and SONS, Nurserymen and

Seedsmen, Kirkcaldy, beg to offer to the Trade RED BEET
SEED of their own raising from carefully selected full-grown
roots. The sort is very superior, producing well-shaped medium-
sized roots of remarkably fine quality and colour. Prices on
application.—

K

irkcaldy, Jan. 5.

DWARF-TRAINED FRUIT TREEiT
WILLIAM WOOD and SON have much pleasure

in offering some of the finest Dwarf-trained PEACHES
and NECTARINES in the Kingdom; in short W. W. & Sox
feel convinced they are not to be surpassed in the trade. Price
bs. per plant.

N.B. Having a large stock of the above W. W. & Son* are
disposed to deal liberally with the trade, and will furnish
wholesale prices on application.

"Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfipld, Sussex.
' CHOICE PANSIES.—TO EXHIBITORS.
JOHN DOBSON and SON beg to announce that
*J they have a good stock of large plants for exhibition, of all

the leading varieties, including Satisfaction, Nonpareil, Omar
Pacha, Sovereign, Alpheus, Jubilee, Father Gavazzi, Marion,
Miss Talbot, Queen Victoria, &c, at 245. per dozen; smaller
plants, I85. per dozen, package free.

Woodlands Nursery, Islewortb.

CHOICE GERANIUMS.—We are prepared with a
fine healthy stock of the following to offer them at a cheap

]
rate. They should be grown in every collection. Conqueror
(Beck's;, Gem of the West (Fuller's), Laura (Beck's), Phaeton
(Foster's), Petmchio (Foquett's), Wonderful (Hoyle's). The set

of six for 425., hamper and carriage to London included in the
price. Plants given to compensate for long carriage.

John Donsoy & Soy, Woodlands Nursery, Islewortb.

NEW DOUBLE WHITE PETUNIA—" IMPERIAL" (true).

CHARLES TURNER is now able to supply strong
Plants of this beautiful new variety, which is as double

as an Oleander, and fragrant. Plants 35. 6d. each, with a con-
siderable reduction to the trade if a dozen are taken. C. T. begs
particularly to recommend it, as it is not only a novelty but also

a valuable bedding plant.—Royal Nursery, Slough.

SEED BARLEY FROM THE CHALK.

MR. H. RAYxNBIRD, Basingstoke, can supply
Chevalier, Golden Drop, Thanet, and other approved sorts

of Barley at market prices. Hudson's Golden Mellow Barley, a
new variety, productive, and of fine Malting quality, may be had
on application.

DOUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOTS,
4s. per dozen.—The annual importation of the above-

named beautiful and fragrant Flower has just been received, and
large and well selected Bulbs may be obtained, without dis-

appointment, at A.Cobbbtt's Foreign Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall.
N.B. Printed regulations for treatment sent; also, jost arrived,

very moist and open Parmesan Cheeses.

i,

GLENNY'S IMPROVED BALSAM SEED, from
Double Flowers, 3 inches over. Six classes, 37 stamps

;

mixed, 13 stamps. Sealed packets only. Trade supplied.
Geo. Glenn'y, Fulham.

%* A few other Seeds saved with equal care.

THE MOST CONCISE AND USEFUL SEED CATALOGUE
YET PUBLISHED.

SUTTON'S NEW PRICED CATALOGUE is now
ready, and will be sent gratis (post free) en

application. It contains select Lists of

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS
FLOWER SEEDS

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS
SEED POTATOES

AND BEDDING PLANTS.
Sutton & Sons. Seed Growers and Merchants. Reading, Perks.

RENDLE'S PRICE CURRENT and GARDEN
DIRECTORY for 1856 can now be obtained

from the undersigned, or through any Boolcsellcr in town
or covntry. Price 6d., free by post.

For the Contents of this popular Work, see Gardeners' Chronicle,
Decemher29th.

William E. Resdlf & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
Established 1786.

J

JC. WtiEtiLElt and SOiVS Short Select SEED
• LIST for this Season will be published in a few

days, and may be had gratis on application.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox. Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester,

G. WAITE'S CATALOGUE is now ready, and
can be had on application.

Seed Establishment. 181, High IIolborn t London.

13 ASS and BROWN'S new AUTUMN CATA-
-!-' LOGUE

f
comprising a considerable portion of descriptive

an I useful information for purchasers, will be sent free by post
for three penny stamps, or gratis to their customers, who may not
hare received them.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

CHARLES SOUTHBY (late Fair! airn), Seedsman
and Florist, begs respectfullv to inform the kind patrons

of the late Joseph Fairbairn, that his CATALOGUE of Selected

VEGETABLE, AGRICULTURAL, and FLOWER SEEDS is

now ready, and will be sent post free on application.

___^ High Street, Clapham.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
TOIIN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of RHODO-
' DENDRONS, AZALEAS, &c , as exhibited at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and
can be had on application.

!t^ The Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrons.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.—Jan. 5^

AMERICAN PLANTS.
\TTATERER and GODFREY be? to announce their
» Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants for

this season is now published, and will be sent free on application.

As the collection of American Plants at this Nursery is altogether
unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to their

interest to pay a visit to the Nursery, which may be readily done
by the South Western Railway to Woking Station.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey,

EORGE BAKER begs to announce his DESCRlSG TIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA-
MENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES is now
ready, and may be had on application.

American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, seven
miles from Staines, Windsor Branch, South Western Railway,
where conveyances may behacL

PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen, Nursery-
HOT, and Wood Foresters to the Queen's Most Excellent

Majesty; and to the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scot-
land, Edinburgh, and London.
Peter LAWBOK & Sox beg to intimate that their Prices, Lists

of Seeds, Plants, &c, for the present season are in course of Pub-
lication, and will be sent free by Post on application.

7. Great George Street. Westminster.

KENNEDY and KEMPTON'S second edition of
their Scientific, Comprehensive, and Unique CATA-

LOGUE OF FLORICULTURAL, VEGETABLE, AND
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now published, and may be had
on application, free. It will be found to comprise all the New
and Rare Flower Seeds, and a Select List of the most approved
Vegetable and Agricultural Seeds ever extant. Prepared by
Mr. Kemptox, who for the last 15 years, and up to the time of his
employer's decease, was principal Assistant of the late Mr. James
Carter, of Holborn.—Address Kensedy & Kempton, Bedford
Conservatory, Covent Garden, London.

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.

JAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, Hij:h

Holborn, London, have now published their TWENTY-
FIRST ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF FLORICULTURAL,
VEGETABLE, AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknow-
ledged to be the best Annual Catalogue of Seeds extant. It grives

a complete description of 1979 species and varieties of FLOWER
SEEDS, and a most comprehensive list of VEGETABLE AND
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, all ofwhichcun be supplied and arp,

as usual, of first-rate quality. It also contains lists of TEXAN,
INDIAN, AND CALIFORNIAN FLOWER SEEDS, farming,
in fact , thefinest Collection of Seeds ever submitted at anyone time to

public notice. Catalogues forwarded free of charge And post paid
upon application.

James Carter & Co.. Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

ESSRS. JOHN WEEKS and CO., beg to re-
mind their numerous patrons that the present is the

season for ordering SEEDS, a branch of their business to which
they give their most deliberate attention; and that their
CATALOGUE, comprising a judicious selection, alike in the
AGRICULTURAL, CULINARY, and FLOWER SEED
DEPARTMENTS, is prepared, and will be forwarded prepaid,

or may be had on application at either of their Establishments.

The lovers of beautiful Annuals will be gratified with some
interesting acquisitions made during the pas': season from various
continental sources.

Horticultural Establishment, King's Road, Chelsea, Jan. 5.
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JAMES CARTER & Co., SEEDSMEN,
238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON,

CONTINUE to supply Collections of VEGETABLE SEEDS for large or small gardens, from \l. tool and

upwards; these selections, made with the greatest carp, and comprising the most useful and approved varieties, have

hitherto ne»r failed to give purchasers the most complete §a faction. J. C. & Co. beg to observe that all NEW SEEDS advertised

should thfv not be in their Catalogue-, can he however supplied by them at the current prices. Their CAlALOttLb or

FLORICULTURAL, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknowledged to be the best published, will be forwarded

free of charge and post paid upon application.

JAMES CARTER & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SON'S
CATALOGUE

Of the above, containing all the novelties of the season (with a full-sized Engraving of the new Chinese Potato

DIO^COREA BATATAS), is now ready, and can be had gratis on application.

It contains upwards of 1500 varieties of FLOWER SEEDS, the whole of which are systematically arranged under their

different classifications, such as Hardv, Half Hardy, and Tender Annuals; Biennials, Perennials, Alpine, or Rock Plants, with a

very choice variety of Seeds of Greenhongp, Stove, and Hardy Ornamental Flowering Trees and Shrubs. In nearly all cases the

height the Plant attains with the colour of its flower is given, so that amateurs and persons unacquainted with the names will be

able to select for themselves. Parties not customers of E. G. H. & Son, but desirous of this Catalogue either for reference or other-

wise, will have it forwarded to them free, on applying by letter, stating their address, &c.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Sox beg to announce that the following NEW PLANTS will be sent out by them during the

spring and autumn, the prices and full descriptions of which, with the names of the raisers and other particulars, will be found at

the end of the above Catalogue.

Ardisia Sieboldi
Camellia Jenny Lind
Geranium Fairy Nymph

n Mountain of Snow
Countess of Bective
Lady Turner
Indispensable
Lady Smythe
Aurora
Duchess of Kent
Mr. Lawton
Bridal Ring

Echites Houteana
Aralia Sieboldi
Begonia picta

„ Cinnaharina hybrids

„ Zanthina argentea
Calceolaria Rosy Morn

Shirley
Little Dorrit
Ethel Newcome
Don Saturnino
General Pelissier

Don Francisco
General C anrobert
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N.B.

Dianthus albo-nigricans
Delphinium delicatum

„ Belle Alliance

„ Mrs. Gerard Leigh
Rhododendron Mrs. Dargan

Countess of Rosslyn
Earl of Burlington
Lord Bolingbroke
Duchess of Cleveland

„ Duke of Hamilton
Verbena Lady Camoys

Mrs. Archer CHve
Lady Kerrison
Viscountess Emlyn
Nosegay
Countess of Oxford
Mrs. Hosier Williams
Moonlight
Imperialis
La Stella

Lady Harcourt
Countess of Dunmore
purpurea magnifica

Azalea Bride
Louis Napoleon

»
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tt
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n
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Fuchsia Emperor Napoleon
Venus de Medici
Donna Joaquina
Countess of Burlington
Volcano di Aqua
Charlemagne
Ranunculaeflora

Gynerium argenteum

Gloxinia Jacqueline
Ferdinand
Caterina
Battista
Bletso

Potentilla coccinea flore-pleno

u grandiflora maculata

„ lutea flore-pleno

Epacris Mrs. Pirn
Princess Royal
Lady Panmure
Carminata
Lady Alice Peel
Viscountess Hill

Lucifer
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tf
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TJie above List of New Plants, with descriptions, will be forwarded to the TRADE in a few days.

Well^ on Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.

SUPERIOR EARLY BROCCOLI.
MITCHINSON'S PENZANCE, OR EARLY

WHITE CORNISH BROCCOLI.—Celebrated and invalu-

able for its earliness, coming into use early in February , a full-sized

handsome head of excellent quality, but a shy seeder, Is. 6d. per

packet, or 12$, per ounce. Good Seed can be had in sealed packets

of the following Agents in London:

—

Nash, Mixier, and Co.,

Strand; Dawk, Cottrkll, and Bexham, Moorgate Street;

Hurst and McMullrn, Leadenhali Street; CHARLwooDandCo.,
Covent Garden; or from Mitchinson's Seed Establishment,

Truro, Cornwall. „

From numerous unsolicited Testimonials we select the

following:

—

To Messrs. Mitchinson and Co., Seed Merchants, Truro, Cornwall.
" Sirs,—I have enclosed 18 postage stamps for a packet of

your Penzance Broccoli Seed, the same kind as you sent me last

year. I hope I am not too late, for I am anxious to procure it, if

possible, for I can bear testimony to its value as a new, early,

and a superior Broccoli, for I have been cutting upwards of 30

heads every week from the beginning of February.
u Dorking, Surrey, April 6, 1854. " W. Underwood."
To Messrs. Mitchinson and Son, Seedsmen, Truro, Cornwall.

"Sirs,—I enclose you Is. 6d. worth of stamps, and hope you
will send me a small packet of the Early Broccoli you advertised

last year. I have beat all my neighbours this year with your
Broccoli, which has been very fine and true, and stood the

winter well. " George Pender."
" Sandgate, Kent, April 10, 1854."

To Mr. Mitchinson, Seedsman, Truro*
(Enclosed with Specimen.)

" Sir,—I beg to forward you this Broccoli, one of the sort after

your own name. I have had a splendid crop of them this season,

many of which measured 3 feet in circumference, and quality

excellent. Cut the first on the 11th of February. If seed is

scarce, be kind enough to save two packets.—T. Bice, Gardener,
Grampound. Cornwal l. April 7, 1854."

FRESH AND CTMUINE
GERMAN FLOWER AMD VEGETABLE SEEDS.

THIS year's Wholesale CATALOGUES of t

FLOWER and VEGETABLE SEEDS of Mr.
Boettner, Seed Grower, at Greussen, near Erfurt, are in co
of publication, and may still be had on application, post p
from Mr. J. RUPPELL, 22, Milman's Row, Chelsea, London.
Seeds are grown with the utmost care. The rarest andchoi

kinds are offered at moderate prices.

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.
JOHN PERKINS bees. to offer the following sorts
J SEED POTATOES, VIZ.:—

KIDNEYS.
Albion or Walnut-leaf
Jackson's Improved do.

Golden Multiplier
Perkins's White
Napoleon
Fluke

ROUNDS.
Ready Penny
Early King
Soden's Early Oxford
Rillett's Flourbail
American Seedling
Taskar's Seedling
Irish Apple

WATERER'S AMERICAN PLANTS A new
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE is now published of the

celebrated Collection of hardy Scarlet and other Rhododendrons,
as exhibited by John Waterer at the Royal Botanic Gardens,

* Regent's Park; it will be found to contain a few practical obser-

vations on their successful management, and will be forwarded

on application by enclosing two stamps for postage. Apart from
its enumeration of the most popular American Plants in cultiva-

tion, a List of choice Conifene will be seen, embracing the latest

importations of this fine and hardy tribe of Plants.

J. W. has now the pleasure to offer in large quantities, and of

all heights, the following selection of CONIFERS, with the

remark that they are all now growing in the open ground, are

bushy and handsome as can be desired, and have been trans-

planted each succeeding spring, whereby no risk can be encoun-
tered in their removal from the nursery :—Araucaria imbricata,

Cryptomeria japonica: Pinus Douglasi, Cembra, excelsa, Lam-
hertiana, insignia, Jefferyana, Beardsleyi, tubercnlata, &c;
Cedrus Deodar*. Lebauon, and Africans; Wellingtonia gigantea,

Cupressus, Juniperus, T4&us, Thuja, &c
S3ST The attention of gentlemen, public companies, and others

engaged in planting, is especially directed to the foregoing;

indeed, all intending planters would be well repaid by a visit to

inspect our stock, as much may be seen which of necessity

cannot be given within the limits of aa advertisement.

The Nursery is e y reached by railway, being near the

WSJ^A. '^^l* rough Station. South- Western Railway, and Blackwater

^ fcu the South-Eastern Railway.

The American Nurserv, Bagshot, Stirrer.

WHEAT FOR LATE ND SPRINC SOWING.
—Samples with prices 6f Red Hybrid. Nursery, Browick,

and other kinds of Seed Wheat will be sent free on application to

Mr. H. Ratxbtrd, Basingstoke.

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
to notu-ewen and gentlemen planting new pleasure
Grounds, or Improving Parks or Drives, and to Com-
panies Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries.

WSFT» VTNG begs to offer his extensive Stock of
• T nd SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either

for iramed >c* or for extensive new Plantations, where

smaller sized and Irss expensive plants are required. In addition

to his general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrubs,

which is allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this

season offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most
valuable Trees lately introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRI-
CATA and CEDRUS DEODARA, of various sizes, from 1 to 6 ft.

W. S. invites any one wanting considerable quantities of

Specimen Trees and Shrubs to inspect his collection and obtain

prices on the spot, as the mere height of such trees (as quoted in

lists) gives no idea of the value of well grown select plants for

choice situations.

N.B. A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped

plants of the Araucaria imbricata and Cedrus Deodara have been
grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great dis-

tances in this country, or to any part abroad.

Priced Lists will be sent on application.

BALSAMS.
Fand A. SMITH, Florists, Dulwich, Surrey, beg I

• to offer Seeds of their superb BALSAMS, in sealed

packets of six separate colours, 2*. 6d. each ; also mixed, at 2s.

per packet. The colours are scarlet, crimson, white, blush,

scarlet flaked, crimson flaked, scarlet spotted white ; also a small

quantity of purple and pnrple flake.

Copy of Minute. National Fir utural Society, July 26, 1855.
" Balsams:—20 plants from F. and A.Smith, Dulwich. The

censors not having the power to award Certificates to this class

of plants (true Annuals, and therefore not considered Florists'

flowers), wish to express their unanimous opinion of the great

merit of the collection produced,, which for variety, habit, colour,

size, doubleness, and general excellence, are the best that had

hitherto come under their notice.

'

Dr. Lindley, on inspection, said :

—

" They are fully equal, and in several particulars vastly

superior to the best I have seen in Continental establishments."

Extract from the Report of the Meeting of the National Floriculr

tural Society, in the Gardeners' Chronicle, August 4th, 1855,

page 520.

"Several extremely well-grown plants of what are called

Camellia Balsams were furnished by Mr. Smith, of Dulwich, and
very handsome things they must be admitted to be ; among
them were blush, purple, and scarlet kinds, and scarlet mottled
with white; and when we state that many of the flowers

measured quite 2^ inches across, and 1 inch deep, soiue idea of

the kind of display they made may be conceived ; their only fault

was that they were scarcely sufficiently in bloom."

F. & A. Smith have appointed as Agents:

—

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road.
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Seedsmen, Covent Garden.
Mr. C. Tamer,' Royal Nursery, Slough.

Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, EdgewareRoad.
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Chelsea and Exeter.

Messrs. Rollisson <ic Sons, Tooting, Surrey.

Messrs. Bass& Brown, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Messrs. W. E. Reudle & Co., Seedsmen
;
Plymouth.

Lapstone

Also, 100,000 Larch Fir, 4 to 5 feet.

100,000 Spruce Fir, 1£ to 4 feet.

30,000 Scotch do., 2 feet.

50,000 English Oaks, 3 to 4 feet and 4 to 5 feet.

50,000 do. do. 1 to 2 feet, 15s. per 1000.

4,000 to 5000 fine standard Beech, 6 to 8 feet.

8,000 to 10,000 fine standard Limes, 6 to 8 feet.

The above trees have been well transplanted, and will mov
with safety. Prices may be had on application.

Seed Establishment, Market Square, Northampton, where t

communications are to be addressed.—Jan. 5.

pROCUS, TULIP, and HYACFnTH BASKET
^^ with Wire or Zinc Linings, for suspension or for tat

stand; also Bracket Baskets made and Japanned in a variety

colours and designs, by W. Richards, Imperial Wire Work
370, Oxford Street. Conservatories fitted up.

Window Blinds and Wirework of every description.

NETTING FOR SHEEP FOLDS.
TTflLDEY and CO., Holland Street, Blackfria
* * Road. London, are the original introducers of tl

COCOA-NUT FIBRE SHEEPFOLDING NETS, which
years' experience has proved to possess the most extraordina
durability when exposed to alterations of weather. Cocoa -n

fibre will wear out several sets of tarred hemp netting, and is

light that a herdsman may with ease carry 200 yards of it.

Wildey & Co. were awarded a Prize Medal for this Nettin

by the Royal Agricultural Society in 1842, at the Exhibition c

all Nations, in 1851, and at the Exposition Universelle, Par

1855. Sold in Nets of 50 and 100 yards long, 42 inches high, t

the Manufacturers, Wildey & Co., at the Cocoa-nut Fit

Works, Holland Street, Blackfriars Road , London.

TRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFA(
TUBES consist of MATTING, DOOR MATS, MAI

TRESSES, HASSOCKS, BRUSHES, Ac, and aredistinguishj

by superiority and excellence of workmanship, combined wi*

moderate charges. Catalogues, containing prices and evet

particular, free by post.—T. Treloar, Cocoa-nut Fibre Man
facturer, 42. Ludgate Hill, London.

« yRIGJ DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty tl

r Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, t

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Profess

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for t

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence,

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIG1 DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hs

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor off Heat and Cold, keepin

wherever it is applif^d, a fixed temperature. It is adapted f

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Frni

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wii

from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had

any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run,

Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and isole manufacturer, 7, Trini

Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandswort
Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout t

kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during tf

winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAS
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen t

gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam whi

is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one ofshi

river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Por

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state t*

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Ai

labourer cau mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond t

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetati

caunot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action oft

severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BAR>
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situatioi

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. Whits & Brothe:.

Milbank Street, Westminster.

GALVANISED WIR£ GAME NETTING,
6d. per Yard, 2 Feet Wide.

D ARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwi*

in consequence of improvements in their machinery*
innnfflAhlPa ftf *VlQ oKrtXTO arfll>to HflVO KiPPIl Pliabled tO &*

LJ in consequence of improvements in their machiMiirr

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled

a great reduction in the prices.

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide
2-inch
2-inch
2-inch
ig-inch
l^-inch
l§-inch
l|-inch

ft

ft

ft

tr

ft

91

It

t . •strong, do.

intermediate, do.

extoa strong, do.
24 inches wide
strong, do.

intermediate, do.

* • $

t • •

r»+

• •

• * •

• * *

* *

• » *

Galvan- Japan*

ised. iroc

Sd. per yd. 44<l. per 7

8 n 6 „

% » 7* »

11 9 n

7 „ 5} n

9 » 7 n

U n 9 rf

13 n .
11 niextra strong, do ~~ ,, -_-- .,

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 w

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser m

than the lower, it will reduce the prices one-fourth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 10<i. per yard; Galvatu*

Sparrow-proof Netting for Peasantries, :U. per square foot.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post. i£

vered free of expense in London, Peterborough. Hull, ors

castle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle

Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles &c.

U
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NEW TURNIP.
WAITE'S " ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

TURNIP.
n^HIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
-L the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch

Turnip ; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and may be

sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip

may be had on application, or may be seen at the principal Seed

Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be

obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3s. per lb.—A liberal

allowance to the Trade.
J.G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London.

SPLENDID SEEDLING HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS.
WILLIxVM BARNES has now ready to send out at

5s. per dozen a few of his unrivalled CALCEOLARIAS.
They are very beautiful healthy strong plants, and are now quite

ready for their permanent shift into large pots.

W. B.can recommend them with the greatest confidence, as

they have been saved only from the most beautifully marked and
finest shaped varieties, and if potted now will make splendid

blooming plants.—Camden Nursery, Camberwell, London.

V[EW EARLY MARROW PEA S.

-LN Harrison's Glory (blue) & Harrison's Perfection (white.)

—These extraordinary Peas, which are nearly similar in habit,

are as early as Double-blossomed Frame, about 3 feet in height,

full of large pods which cluster from the bottom to the top of the

haulm, and are equal in flavour to Knight's Marrow. Samples of

the haulm may be seen at the following firms in London, of whom
they can be had, in quart packets at 5s. each :

—

Batt, Kutley, & Silverlock, 412, Strand.
Beck, Henderson, & Child, Middle Wharf, Adelphi.
Hurst & M'Mfllex, 6, Leadenhall Street.

Minier, Nash, & Nash, 63, Strand.
Noble, Cooper, & Bolton, 152, Fleet Street.

Jacob Wrench & Sons, 39, King William Street, City.

FINLAY FRASER, Jun. (lately with Messrs.
Minier, Nash, & Co., Strand), WILLI A.M RICHARDSON,

and WILLIAM LEWIS GOAD (many years with Messrs.
Jacob Wrench & Sons, London Bridge), beg respectfully to

inform their friends, the trade, and public generally, that they
have taken the premises, 82, Bishopsgate Street Within, where
they intend carrying on the SEED BUSINESS in all its

branches and trust by great assiduity and strict attention to

merit an extended share of patronage. Their Priced Lists will

be published in a few days and extensively circulated ; they con-
fidently refer to their lengthened practical experience as an
assurance that the goods they offer have been selected with the
greatest attention both as to genuineness and quality.

—

London, Jan. 5.

HE BEST NEW SPOTTED GERANIUM OF
THE SEASON, "Quadroon" (Beck's).—The stock of

this very fine variety not having been sufficient for the demand,
it was not sent out in October last as announced, but will be sent
out early in March, at 21s. each. It is the darkest spotted
variety yet offered, and will please all purchasers, being an abun-
dant bloomer, good habit, and very attractive. A Certificate of
Merit was awarded it at the June Exhibition of the Royal
Botanic Society.

The following new varieties are now sending out :—Rosa
M«ndi (Beck's), 42s., quite new in colour; Sultan (Dobson's),

31s. 6d.; Margaret (Beck's), 21s.; Constancy (Beck's), 31s. Gd.
;

Euphemia (Beck's), 21*.; Evelyn (Beck's), 21*.; Mr. White
(White's), 31*. 6tf. ; Fandango (White's), 21s.; Delicatum (Dob-
son's), 21s.; Juliet (Dobson's), 31s. 6rf.; Gaiety (Dobson's), 21s.

Descriptive Catalogues on application to

John Dobson & Son, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

AVERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent (Bel-
• gium), begs to offer a NEW BIOTA, which is quite

distinct from the others, and is warranted particularly hardy.

BIOTA MELDENSIS, good plants £1 15

SUPERB DWARF BUDDED AND D*/ARF STANDARD
HYBRID PERPETUAL ANJ OTHER ROSES.

XY ILLIANI ^VOOD and SON respectfully invite
* * attention to their fine stock of the above, which they are

offering as under:

—

Per dozen.
DWARF BUDDED ROSES 12*. to 18*,

DWARF STANDARD DO 18*. to 24s.

"New Hybrid Perpt-tual Rose DUCHESS OF NORFOLK,
bright vivid crimson, Standards or Dwarfs, 3s. Qd. each, with a
liberal discount to the Trade if six or more plants are ordered.

Catalogues gratis on application.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

~~TO GENTLEMEN ENCAGED IN PLANTI1MC,
AND TO NURSERYMEN.

STEPHEN SHILLING begs to offer good Trans-
planted PLANTS and TREES of the following at very low

prices, when a quantity of either sort ar^ taken:

t> jt very strong V f 1 2 10
This fine Coniferous plant will be shortly figured in Ver-

athaffelt's " Illustration Horticole."

A. V. also directs attention to his Journal L'ILLUSTRA-
TION HORTICOLE, which is one of the best Floricultural
•works on the Continent. The last Number (12th Number of the
second Vol.) is out, and contains:—

1. Genetyllis tulipifera.

2. Rose Perpetual Panachee d'Orleans.
3. Clematis campaniflora.
4. Dion edule (fruits of ).

5. Dion edule (site in its natural country).
The Work can be seen and obtained of his Agent, Mr.R.SiLBERRAD,
5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London. Price 12s. a year.

CONIFER/E.
WILLIAM WOOD and SON having a good stock of

well grown plants of the following are desirous of offering
them at reduced prices, particulars of which will be furnished on
application.

Cedrus Deodara, 4 and 4 feet.

Cupressus Goveniana, 2, 3, and 4 feet.
Libocedrus chilensis, 1£, 2, and 3 feet. [3 feet.

Cupressus funebris, remarkably fine and bushy, 1^/2, and
Cedrus africanus, 2 and 3 feet.

Juniperus recurva, 3 and 4 fret.

squamata, 2 and 3 feet.

Wittnianiana, 2 and 3 feet.

Cryptomeria japonica, splendid plants, 2, 3, and 4 feet.
Taxodium sempervirens, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Thuja aurea, nice bushes, 1 foot.

Pinus excelsa, very fine, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet. [IS inches.
Cupressus thyoide3 variegatis, Gold-striped Cedar, 9 to

„ ericoides, very bushy, 15 inches.
Common Yews, 2, 3, 4, and 6 feet.
Irish Yews, very fine, 3, 4, and 6 feet.

Portugal Laurels, bushy, 2, 3, 4, and 6 feet.
Do. do., standards, with splendid large heads, 4 and 6 feet.

The above have been regularlv transplanted every season, and
will remove with perfect safety.

"Woodland s N ursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

-piVE HUNDRED BUSHELS OF POTATOES
-*- TO THE ACRE.—This enormous crop was grown last
year by a gentleman in Surrey, and out of which there were only
five bushels diseased ; nearly all the quantity were large-sized,
some weighing 2 lbs. and 1 oz., and not above three bushels of
Chats out ot the whole. This Potato was originally reared in
Scotland, and is called by the grower the Scottish Champion, and
has agaix proved to have surpassed all other sorts, both in
quantity, quality, and freedom from disease, as will be seen by
the testimonials.

The price is 21. 23., inclusive of the sack of three bushels,
,

delivered free at the South Western Railway Station in London.
--Apply by letter, post-paid, to Mr. "William Gowland, 4,
Crooked Lane, London Bridge, London ; or to Thos. B. Atkinson,
Seedsman, 64, High Street, Worcester, where further testimonials
can be obtained.

All orders must be accompanied by a remittance.
" Sir,—In answer to yours respecting the Scottish Champion

Potato, I beg to say it is quite equal in flavour to the York
Jtegent, is very productive, boil^ very white and mealy. In fact,
•of the sixty-seven varieties ot Potatoes grown by me in the way
of experiment this season I consider it the best, and shall plant
it for my next general crop.—Your obedient servant,

" Edward Bennett, Gr. to Sir Offiey "Wakeman, Bart,
" Perdiswell Hall, Worcester."

3,000 Arbor-vit«, 3 to 7 feet.

10,000 Spruce Firs, 4 to 10 feet.

10,000 Tree Box, 2 to 5 feet.

1,000 Limes, 6 to 10 feet.

1.000 Horse Chesnuts, 8 to 12 ft.

5,000 Beech, 6 to 10 feet.

15,000 Rhododendron Ponticum,
in variety, 1$ to 4 teet.

The whole of the above are well worthy of attention, being good
in quality, the Evergreens of good healthy colour and bushy.
All applications will have immediate attention.

North Warnboroiigh Nursery, near Odiham, Hants, 2] miles
from Winchfield Station, South Western Railway.—Jan. 5.

PEARS GRAFTED ON THE QUINCE AS PYRAMIDAL
SHAPED TREES.

J and J. FRASER beg to announce that their
• Priced List of the above is now published, and may be had

post free on application.

J. & J. F. have sold a large number of these Trees for the last

three years, and have received numerous letters from gentlemen
in the country speaking in very high terms of their productive-

ness. They can therefore recommend them with greater confi-

dence to the notice of their friends and the public in general.

Lea Bridge Road, Essex.

NEW ROSES.
J and J. FRASER, Nubserymen, Lea Brfdge

• Road, Essex, beg to offer fine Standards of the following

beantiful NEW ROSES:—

a

• » •

# . i

Belle Lyonnais
Comtesse d'Orleans

„ Vaillant
General Jacqueminot
Gloire de France ...

„ de Vitry
Madame Guinoisean
Mademoiselle Aline
Grbbon 3

Prince de la Moskowa... 5
Sir John Franklin ... 3
Souvenir de Madame

Lille ... ... 3

5s. Od.

5

9 • •

- *
I

5
3
3
5
3

6

6

6

• • •

7}

Vicnmtesse Laure
Gironde

Madame Masson
Theodore ... ..

Cambac^res ..

Vidot
„ Hector Jacquin

Lord Raglan ... .,

Madame Place ...

Panache d'Orleans
Prince Leon
Triomphe de Paris ..,

Gloire de Dijon (Tea)

• • •

• i

• •*

de

• # *

• • *

• ••

# •

t •*

• ««

9 * t

III

* *

5. d.

5
7
5
5
7
3
5
5
5
3
3
3

6

6
6

6
6
6

Melanie Willermoz (Tea) 3s, 6d.

For a full description of the above see Catalogue, which may
be had on application.—Jan. 5.

V[EW STRIPED ROSE, MADAME DESIRE
-L^i GIRAUD (Van Houtte), Perp£tuelle, hybride remon-
tante, white striped with pink, carmine, and maroon. Price 4s.

—Apply to Mr. R. Silberrad, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street,

London. Also,

RHODODENDRON PELARGONL<iEFLORUM (Delmotte),
hybrid between a Rhododendron maximum and a Ghent Azalea,
exceedingly pretty. Hardy. 21s.

LYCHNIS SIEBOLDI (Van Houtte), quite hardy Japan
perennial, large white flowers, in* corymbs, form and flowers of
the Lychnis Coronaria. hut twice larger. Is. 6d.

____ The Trade supplied.

GARDEN SEEDS SENT CARRIAGE FREE BY
TTJTILLIAM. E. RENDLE and CO., Seed Mer-
V\ chants, Plymouth, according to the following

scale :

—

All orders above £1 will be sent carriage free to

any Railway Station between Plymouth and Paddington.

All orders above £2 will be sent carriage free to any
Station on tJie Broad Guage Railway, to any market

town in Devon and Cornwall, or to Cork, Dublin, and
Liverpool by Steamer.

All orders above £5 will be sent free of carriage to any
Railway Station in England and Wales, and to any
Port in England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland.
For further particulars see " Rendle's Price Current and

Garden Directory," to be obtained from Wm. E. Rendle & Co.,

Seed Merchants and Seed Growers, Plymouth, Devonshire.

SEEDS FOR WALES.

—

Arrangements have been

made by the undersigned for the speedy transit of all

orders for WALES. Seeds can be forwarded from
Bristol direct by Steamer, or by the South Wales Rail-

way, via Gloucester.

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants and Seed Growers
Plymouth, Devonshire.

Another has been afforded by the difficulty of
finding any one able to state, of his own knowledge,
in answer to a recent correspondent, to what pur-
poses Ailanthus timber may be advantageously
applied. At last Mr. Godsall, the experienced

nurseryman at Hereford, has furnished some
evidence which induces us to point attention to the
present subject.

It is probable that very few of our readers ever
heard of the tree called Ailanthus glandulosus

;

nor indeed is it by any means common in this

country. And yet it has good qualities, even in an
ornamental point of view, which should have saved
it from neglect ; for it is perfectly hardy, has a
most noble aspect, and grows excessively fast. The
account given of it by Loudon (Arbor. Brit. p. 491)
is as exact as it could have been at the time when he
wrote :— .

This species of Ailanthus is a native of the

northern provinces of Cmna, more particularly in

the neighbourhood of Pekin. Seeds were sent to

England, to the Royal Society of London, by the

Jesuit missionary D'Incarville, in 1751 ; and they
were sown by Miller in the Chelsea Botanic

Garden, and by Philip Carteret Webb, at Busbridge,

in Surrey, in the same year. As the tree produced
suckers freely, it was soon generally propagated;

and there are many fine specimens of it in different

parts of the country. The original tree planted by
Mr. Webb was cut down some years ago ; but

several others, which have sprung up from the roots

left in the soil, were in existence about the same
spot when we visited it in 1834. (See Gard. Mag.,
vol. ix. p. 481.) The tree was introduced into

France, in 1780, by Mr. Blaikie, and the oldest

specimens are at St. Leu, and in the Jardin des

Plantes. We have not heard of the timber having

been applied to any useful purpose in Europe,

because trees of a large size are not yet sufficiently

numerous to admit of their being cut down for

profitable application. In France and Italy, it is

much valued as a tree for shading public walks, and
is planted for that purpose along with the Tulip

tree, the Horsechestnut, the Platanus, and other

large-leaved exotic trees. Its leaves are not liable

to be attacked by insects, which is a very great

recommendation, and they continue on the tree, and
retain their green colour, till the first frosts in

November ; when the leaflets drop suddenly off, the

petioles remaining on often a week or two longer.

The tree grows in any soil, though one that is light and
somewhat humid,and a sheltered situation, suit it best.

In France, it is said to thrive on chalky soils, and attain

a large size, where scarcely any other tree will grow.
It is readily propagated by cuttings of the roots. It

might probably be found a valuable tree to be
treated as coppice, and cut down every third or

fourth year for fuel."

Some idea of its rate of growth may be gathered

from the following table, compiled from Loudon's

statements made 17 years ago, with the exception of

the last ;

—

GARDEN SEEDS FOR IRELAND.—Plymouth
" is placed in close proximity with CORK, DUBLIN,

BELFAST, and LIMERICK, and Steamers call every

week at the Great Western Docks, so that purchasers in

our sister country will find their orders attended to with

promptness and despatch, on application to s
William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

Where growing. Age.
Diameter
of trunk.

Height
of do.

Syon ... Unknown. 3 ft. 10 in. 70 feet.

XaCiY # j» mmm »»+ ##t Do. ••• 60 feet.

Cobham in Kent 20 years. 1 foot. 36 feet.

White Knights 19 years. 9 inches. 27—30 ft.

St. John's College, Cambridge. Unknown. 2 ft. 7 in. 40 feet.

St. Leu, France 44 years. 3-3* ft. 80 feet.

Bot. Garden, Geneva Unknown. 2 ft. 5 in. 45 to 50 ft.

Hort. Gardens. Chiswick ..
|
30 years. 1 ft. 10 in. 35 feet

SATURDA Y, JANUAR Y 5, 1856.

"We have been occupied during so many years in

planting fine looking trees that it has been scarcely

thought of any importance to consider what they
may be worth when arrived at the state of timber.

And yet it would seem to be desirable that correct

information should be had upon that point even in

so rich a country as England ; for it is not very
unwise to occupy land with trees that can be used
in their old age, as well as admired in their youth.

A striking instance of the want of knowledge
upon this point has been shown in the construction

of the huts at Alder^-hott, where deal, some say Pine,

|-the most combustible of all wood, has been used

instead of Poplar, the least inflammable that is

known, and which would last as long as Fir wood,
or we ought to say longer, especially if wTell payed

with some mineral fluid incapable of feeding flame.
I

Perhaps some of our correspondents living near

these places can tell us the real age and present

dimensions of the specimens enumerated. That in

the Garden of the Horticultural Society has been

allowed to form three arms near the ground, which
has interfered with its rate of horizontal growth.

If from these facts we turn to the purposes to

which the tree is applied, we find in France it bears

the following character, as we learn from M.
Soulange Bodin, an unquestionably good authority :

"Although it likes a light rather damp soil, it

nevertheless grows very well in any, its creeping

roots running so near the surface that even a thin

soil suits it. Its timber is hard, but rather brittle,

fit for cabinet-makers' work and for similar pur-

poses ; makes very good firewood, burning with a

bright flame ; and it yields charcoal as good as that

of the Elm or the Mulberry tree. The best timber

is that of trees growing in a rather dry gravelly soil."

The authors of the Bon Jardinier report that it

grows a yard a year ; if the lateral branches are

removed, and it is trimmed up to a single stem it

forms a fine spreading head (parasol). They also

describe the wood as satiny, pale yellow, and as

handsome as Maple.
The specimens of wood with which we have been

favoured by Mr. Godsall answer to this descrip-

tion. In the letter which accompanied them he
says :

—

" I think the wood of Ailanthus glandulosus may
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be employed in the manufacture of furniture and
other purposes to advantage. It is hard, takes a fine

polish, is slightly transparent, and resembles in some
measure Satin wood. Its growth is rapid, as you

Will perceive, and the tree is hardy and very orna-

mental. A thin board similar to the specimen

(2-10ths of an inch thick) was exposed to the

weather for several years, and was found sound at

the last. If I was not, like your correspondent, an

Old Subscriber, I certainly would plant it exten-

sively with a view to profit."

The specimen which we received was a littleworm-
eaten, and so might Oak have been under the same
circumstances. But we concur with Mr. Godsall in

thinking that the tree deserves much more atteution

from planters than it has yet received, considering

the great rapidity with which it forms timber.

*

Since frosts will soon be doing their work among
us, let us remind those whom it concerns of the

very common fact that whether a low temperature

does injury or not to plants depends greatly upon

the precautions taken when thawing begins. In

the Theory and Practice of Horticulture, p. 203,

this is insisted upon, and is well understood by ex-

perienced gardeners. But as every body has not

the book in question, and as more people are inex-

perienced than the contrary no apology is necessary

tor a few words of timely warning.

Many plants perish of cold, not so much because

of the cold itself as because they are thawed rapidly.

A row of frozen Peas facing the morning sun is

completely cut off by a degree of cold unfelt by the

very same crop screened from the sun. A lot of

bedding out plants are frozen hard in a neglected

vinery
;
get up the heat and they die; shade them,

and thaw them very slowly, and they are as fresh as

ever. The circumstance is analogous to what
happens to man in intensely cold countries. Walk
in St. Petersburgh in midwinter with an unpro-

tected nose, go suddenly into a heated room, and

ten to one but you lose that ornament of the face.

But rub it well with snow till it glows again and

you are safe.

A couple of examples of what happened in

France last winter may assist in rousing the

incredulous to an appreciation of such facts.

Last January a gardener had the ill luck to

have a batch of Pelargoniums frozen in spite of

all the care he could take to shelter them. As
soon as he found out what had happened he put
half into a greenhouse and half into a cellar. The
first lost all their leaves ; the second were com-
pletely saved. The same person took up his fine

solid Celery (celeri a cotes, qu. Celeri court hatif?),

and left the plants at the foot of a wall facing the south.

When the severe frost set in he had no time to

take them in doors, and therefore covered them well

up. The thermometer, however, fell to 5°, and
the plants were frozen. He then removed some to

his kitchen garden shed, and the rest to an Orangery,

where the temperature was kept a few degrees

above freezing. The next morning the Celery in

the shed was all right, but that in the Orangery was
rotting fast.

So much for quick thawing !

" We shall have visitors early in February, and
must have green Pea soup once or twice at least.

Tell the gardener to provide a supply of young
Peas." Such was the order given one Christmas
day to the cook in a great household, and duly
communicated by the culinary to the horticultural

department.

* Fresh green Peas in a month, in the middle of
winter ! the thing's impossible," cried the astonished
gardener. " My lord can't have given such an order ;

we haven't a house or a light to grow them in—and
if we had "—" We must have them for all

that," was the curt rejoinder ; and the gardener was
left to discover the quomodo.

In his despair the worthy man bethought him
that young Peas and young Pea leaves tasted much
alike, and that perhaps the one might be as good for
soup as the other. So he took some shallow pans,
planted them pretty thickly with Dwarf Spanish
Peas, put them in his early vinery on a shelf where
he sometimes grew Strawberries, and where a good
heat was kept up. The Peas soon began to grow

;

they had air as much as it was possible to give it

them, and by the beginning of February were
6 inches high, well furnished with healthy tender
green leaves, and stems.

The supply thus obtained was cut like Mustard
and Cress, and handed over to the cook, who de-
clared that it made better puree than if he had had
green Peas themselves. And from that time
forward Peas were forced at aa regularly as
French Beans; and all lovers of good living

wondered how Lord continued to have >uch

capital puree of green Peas whenever they visited

him in the winter.

New Plants.
157ajCENiA pruinosa, De Cand. Prodr. vi. 82.

Among hardy annuals of modern introduction this is

one of the prettiest. Although a native of the Cape of

Good Hope it requires no more tender treatment than a

patch of Camomile, to which in foliage it bears some
resemblance, the leaves being very finely and frequently

divided into linear segments. It forms bright green
hemispherical tufts not more than 5 or 6 inches high, from
among which appear in profusion and in long succession

circular convex flower-heads about as big as a sixpence,

consisting of a crowd of tubular yellow florets, edged
by short tooth-like rajs, yellow above, dull purple on the

under side. The involucre consists of two rings of scales,

each ring made up of eight, at the edge of a top-shaped

expansion of the peduncle, and both are covered with a

glaucous bloom, whence the species derives its second
name.

Another Cenia also in cultivation is

—

158. Cenia Turbinata, Persoon. De Cand. Prodr. vi. 83.

This, the old Cotula turbinata of Linnaeus, was grown
at Oxford in the days of Morison, but was lost till rein-

troduced from the Cape a few years since. It is very
much like the last, but has more hairy and sharper
pointed leaves, while the swelling at the top of the

peduncle is much larger in proportion, and not glaucous.
In garden lists we have three sorts—viz., C. turbinata,

C. turbinata formosa, and C. turb. alba. They are much
alike, and form a pretty variety growing by the side of

C. pruinosa.

THE VEGETATION OF BRAZIL.
The illustrious author of the Physiologie Vegetale"

(M. Mirbel) has stated that, according to the testimony
of credible observers, after the destruction of a forest

in South America, the soil, when left to itself, frequently
produces trees of a different species from those which
have been destroyed by the axe or by fire—a pheno-
menon which can easily be explained if we admit that
seeds buried in the earth from time immemorial can
remain there without germinating, and yet preserve
their vegetative powers till they are subjected to the
influence of the air. This is an indisputable fact.

In Brazil, the soil of a forest destroyed by the axe
and by fire—I say by the axe and by fire, because a forest

grubbed up for the purpose of cultivating the land must
necessarily be burned—clothes itself always and not
sometimes with a vegetation different from that which
previously existed upon it Nature proceeds differently

from what has been supposed. A forest does not rise

immediately to replace another, of which there onlv

remains the carbonised debris ; sbe appears to try her
forces, and instead of immediately producing large
trees, the vegetation consists of Ferns, some herbaceous
plants, of which several resemble Spermacoce ferruginea.
This medicinal plant is used for the same purpose
as the Oxalifl repens, commonly called Pova, iu
Brazil, and Ionidium Ipecacuanha (Poya Branca in

Portuguese), some Solanacese as the Nicotiana, and
some Grasses analogous to the Panicura guineense but

j

stronger, together with the Lobeliaceje having large

|

dentate spiny leaves, several plants bearing edible
fruits, and finally various species which attain a greater

1 height in five months than is attained in five years by
trees destined to form the pride of the woods. The
rapidity of growth in a plant is in direct proportion to

the quantity of pith which it may possess, or rather in

proportion to the dilatation of the cells which compose
its tissues. Several Camp.inulacese form an under
growth. Such is (in the first year) the vegetable aspect
of a woodland cleared by fire.

Iu the second, third, and fourth

years, this vegetation takes its

final growth and dies. Then appear
under shrubs (Abutilon esculen-

tum, which is not found in any old

wood), species of the genus Cassia,

and other Leguminosoe, the Stry-

chnos pseudoquina, and others

belonging to the same family.

After these species, some of

which entirely disappear in the

course of 10 years, succeed tall

fruit trees of the genera Anona,
Cerasus, &c, Anona sylvatica

especially. (Say Anona sylvatica,

because the species to which I

allude has the most perfect analogy

to it, the fruit instead of being
spherical assuming a conical form.)

In the virgin forests there are

some species of Anona very dis-

similar to the Anona sylvatica.

Several species of Quercus appear,

of which few attain the height of

26 feet These, it will be under-
stood, are such as spring on
cleared grounds.

During my 20 years' sojourn

in the virgin forests of Brazil I

have observed that three new
aspects of vegetation have suc-

ceeded each other in the space of

1 2 years, on the soil of old forests

destroyed by fire. These species

are everywhere uniformly the

same in the province of Rio
Janeiro or Nitherohy. I ought to

have included in this enumeration
the Sonchus oleraceus. This plant

must belong to the New World as

/j K. well as to the old, for it may be
4^

v \y said to be the first plant that is

;J£^n£ abundantly produced when an old

l^^n^ forest is overthrown, even before

^C., iA) the wood is burned.^ * OacHins.—It is not without

reason that Europeans adore the

Epiphytes, and more especially

the Orchids, which are the orna-

ment of the tropics. Whether as

regards variety of colours, per-

fume, or peculiarities of form, this

family excels all others which
the vegetable kingdom presents for our admiration.

Orchids are the last work of nature, and possess that

degree of perfection which an able artist gives to bis

last works.

This family is found growing on dicotyledons ; to

meet with one on a monocotyledon, even in the midst of

an original forest, is purely accidental. Out of about

200 species which I have found during many years of

repeated researches, I only met with the Zygopetalum
rostratum on the great Tree Fern, and on that alone it

existed. A similar observation applies to a species

which I named at the time Lselia epidendroides (now,

I believe, Aspasia), which sprung up, lived, and died

on the Vellosia or Tree Amaryllis) ; away from its

support it made a sickly growth, the new bulbs

appeared to diminish, and only a few flower stems were

produced. Some tropical fruit trees, such as the

Psidium (Guava) appear singularly favourable for the

growth of certain species of Orchids, for instance, the

Ionopsis paniculata, Buriingtonia venusta, Candida, and

pieta.

Woods that have lately sprung up on soils cleared of

original forests appear to have given rise to the follow-

ing species : Ionopsis paniculata, Buriingtonia venusta,

Candida, picta, Comparettia coccinea, Oncidium flexuo-

sum pumilum, and odoratissimum. The following

terrestrial species, Neottia orchioides, Govenia Gardneri,

Oncidium Pinelianum, belong exclusively to soils that

have been cleared, as do likewise various species of

Phaius. (Eulophia?)

Horticulturists, by the separation of a single bulb

from a full grown plant, obtain in the course of the

year a new bulb as strong as the old, and sometimes
stronger. Nature has not this advantage. The same
result is only gradually and very slowly attained by

seeds, even when these find a place suitable for their

vegetation. Orchids, it may be said, have their periods

I*
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of infancy, mature growth, and old age. They pass

from one of these stages to the other, not as timber

trees, which increase in height and diameter, but by a

series of individuals of which the first may be considered

abortive; the second producing the species in its full de-

gree of perfection and beauty ; and the last, doubtless for

want of sap, tending to a state of dryness which does not

permit the hope of flowers every year. In the Orchids
which spring from seed, the roots very soon acquire

considerable strength, out of all proportion to the rest

of the plant.

The progressive amount of strength acquired by the

bulbs from year to year is considerable, till the species

is complete in all its parts and produces flower stems.

The greater part of the Brazilian species flower in the

rainy season, or from November till April. Although
not removed from the branch on which they have grown,
yet if taken from a high to a moderate temperature, even
in Brazil, the Orchids suffer, and the size of their new
bulbs is much less than that of their predecessors.

It is scarcely necessary to add that these bulbs do not
produce flower-stems. When the rains are too frequent,

all Orchids are apt to perish. I have not observed
them to do so in consequence of great drought.

Station of Orchids, in the Province of Rio Janeiro,

or Nitherohy.—It has been stated that no Orchids
have been found on the sea-coast, nor in very
hot regions ; but the species Burlingtonia rigida,

Oncidium flexuosum, Cattleya Harrisoni, Schom-
burghkia marginata, or crispa, belong to the hottest
regions of Rio Janeiro, the swamps near Macacu, the
name of a town now entirely deserted since fever took
permanent possession, about 2 leagues from the sea or
bay of Rio Janeiro, and almost at the level of the sea.

The species Cattleya intermedia, guttata, and Brassa-
vola teretifolia belong to the banks of the Parahyba,
near the town of Campos, where the temperature is

perhaps even higher than at Rio Janeiro.
^ ^ 4 M A _

towards the hypertrophy of some particular part, though
in the wild state, which is always one of natural vi.o.r
the flower-stem may be thrown up the first year, so
much of the strength of the plant has been directed t
the peculiar development of the variety, that the stem
is not formed till the following season, and in such
cases Acaulosia is regarded by the cultivator as a sign
of perfection, while the development of the stem is

justly as regards his own especial object counted as a
disease.+

409. In some cases, however, a defect of stem is

natural. Take, for instance, the common Primrose,
which is named Primula acaulis from the very circum-
stance of the absence of a stem. Other varieties or
sul species, however, as the Oxlip and Cowslip, have a
well developed stem, and individuals occur partaking
almost equally of the nature of the Primrose and Oxlip,
which at one period appear stemless, while at another
there is a perfectly developed stem. The causes which
produce these appearances are apparently altogether
constitutional.^

410. In other cases, however, Acaulosia is not so
much constitutional as dependent on scanty nourishment.
Cnicus acaulis, for instance, in open barren downs pro-
duces no stems, but accession of manure, or removal to
the rich loose soil of a garden, alters the habit at once,
and a perfect stem is produced as in other neighbouring
species.

411. Sometimes, however, a defect of stem is depend-
ent on other circumstances. For instance, it not un-
frequently happens that in the garden Hyacinth though
the flowers are imperfectly developed there is almost a
total absence of stem, or if developed, it is reduced to a
tenth of its usual length. This may arise from various
causes. In the chlorosis of Hyacinths, for instance,

described in a former paragraph, it was found to accom-
pany an imperfect development of roots, in consequence
of which, though there was enough nutriment already

Proceeding from the estate of Mr. Alexander Trauin,
j
stored up in the bulb to cause the expansion ofthe flowers,

who introduced the rearing of silkworms to Brazil, on the the stem remained undeveloped for want of a fresh supply
summit of the Serra de Morroquimado, about 10,000 feet * ~*

above the level of the sea, where the thermometer in July
indicates 274°, Fah., or 4|° below the freezing point,
and in the hottest season of the year, January 10,
100° Fah., until we reach the estates of Messrs. Manuel
Roderiguez and Desroches, and at the base of the
Serra those of the late Colonel Ferreira and Meudoc,
where the temperature is as high as at Rio Janeiro,
we me*?t with the following species, growing indiscri-
minately at all intermediate altitudes, without appear-
ing to suffer from the vicissitudes of temperature,
either as regards the size of their bulbs or the brilliancy
of their flowers ;

—

99

99

Ionopsis paniculata.
Comparettia coccinea.
Miltonia epidendroides.

spectabilis.
cuneata.

„ Clowesi.
Pleurothallis cochleata.
Oncidium divaricaturo.

crispum.
marginatum.
pumilum.
monoceras.
trulliferum.

uniflorum.
Maxillaria fucata.

subulata.
imbricata.
nana.

Zygopetalum rostratum.
„ crinitum.

Grobya Amherstise.
Epxdendrum fragrans.

inversum.
inosmum.
biforatum.

99

99

If

99

9)

99

99

Burlingtonia fragrans.
venusta.
Candida.

» ri&ida.
Cattleya marginata.
Leptotes tricolor.

Sophronitis grandiflora.

„ cernua.
Isochilus graminifolius.
Rodriguezia laxiflora.

Octomeria lancifolia.

Cymbidium echinocarpon.
Schomburghlcia crispa.
Iluntleya imbricata.

,, cochleata.
Cyrtochilum gladiatum.

„ stellatum.
Bifrenaria atro-purpurea.
Catasetum semi-apertum.

Travellers through Brazil too often run through the
country without taking time to verify the correctnes
of their observations. In proof of this, I need only state

from the roots. The same effect will obviously be pro-
duced by any cause which should destroy the spongelets,
and therefore it is easy to see why excessive heat, as
asserted by Re, should be no less hurtful than constitu-
tional chlorosis, or why superficial planting, in countries
where the surface soil is liable to be dried up to the
depth of some inches, should prove productive of this

disease. It is scarcely probable that the flowers of his

Hyacinthsand Ranunculuses should be developed without
any stem, from the mere stimulation of an increased
temperature, if a proper supply of moisture and nutri-
ment were coming from below. In some cases again,
where the base of the bulb is decayed and in conse-
quence not a single root is produced, the flowers are
still partly developed at the expense of the nutriment
already existing in the root scales. *

412. Another case mentioned by Re, after Moehring
who published an account of it in 1735, of Poppies and
other plants remaining without a stem, arising as he
relates under circumstances of soil and diminution of
light likely to produce or aggravate a chlorotic con-
dition of the leaves, originates from causes which at that
time he was unable to appreciate. Such plants will, in

almost every case, be found to be the victims of the
growth of some one of the various species of parasitic
moulds known under the name of Botrytis or Perono-
spora, for while some of these species stimulate the
chlorophyll, rendering it of a more vivid green than
usual, others produce the contrary effect, preventing its

AUo
v^y^j^zji i t
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(rhrs

;

ing
,

itwlr alr€^' made
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Pof,rs

which I need not mention i

raa^ frequently be found in this condition, and as these
here. moulds are especially prevalent in seasons when the soil

is dry and the atmosphere moist, their effects may
readily be attributed to peculiar conditions of climate.

413. The dwarf condition of many trees in conse-
quence of the reduction of the stems may be constitu-

that I have discovered some of the finest species of tional and peculiar to particular varieties, but unusually
Orchids in the very places where these gentlemen have j

reduced stems may exist in cases where the trunk is
r'llC.c.l tli^m - ».T.. —: 1_I1_ :1 _i -.i . ,(-.»,,-,,... H ,. ,,,11 A _1 J TTTI a__ _ »passed them over. My experience tells me tiiat within
the tropics Orchids are found everywhere. The genera
or species are not confined to any particular altitude

;
for during 18 years' residence in the countrv, I have found,
and daily continue to find, the same species at widely
different elevations—as commonly at 30 feet as at 10,000
feet above the level of the sea. As for giving 'the
horticulturists of Europe the advice not to maintain a
high degree of temperature in their houses it is useless,
as they find that a high temperature is advantageous as
regards the increase of the plants, or pseudo-bulbs,
lins luxuriant vegetation, forced beyond Nature,

U
T
ll i

aS S°0n aS h is in the hands of »mateurs.
It the latter would wish to possess plants that would
outlive a Kose-bloora, they should obtain their Orchids
direct from the countries where they grow ; and they
should take care not to overwork their plants. Ch. Pinel,
AouveauFnbourg, fii Janeiro. [We give the names
employed by our esteemed correspondent ; but some of
them are evidently erroneous, although we are unable to
correct them].

—VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.-No. CII.
403. Acaulosia* (Defect of Stern).—The development

of a firm healthy stem undoubtedly requires considerable
vigour m a plant, and in many cases is accomplished
<ny after long preparation. In most biennials, for
instance, the first season is consumed in making pro-
vision for the ensuing year, and in those plants, as
*Pe lurnip cr Cabbage, where the nutriment is directed

* From eczauXos, deprived of a stem.

generally well developed. Where trees are close
together the lateral branches soon decay from want of
light, and the principal nutriment in consequence being
drawn upwards the stem becomes elongated. In ex-
posed situations the contrary effect will be produced.
Frequently, however, short stems arise from injury to
the leading shoot. Skilful pruning alone can administer
a remedy. Injudicious pruning, even where that
lopping which produces pollards is not intentional, ma)
cause he iame t fleet as accidental inj ury. M. J. B.

NOTES ON PEARS.
There is no fruit so full of vagaries, so capricious in

its quality, adaptation to different soils, and in its seasons
of ripening as the Pear. The past has been pre-
eminently a Pear year ; I purpose, therefore, to give a
few running notes on new and old varieties, their varia-
tions in quality under different circumstances, and hints
as to culture when necessary to serve as a Pear record
for the year 1855.

After having cultivated and tasted nearly all the old
varieties of early Pears, I have come to the conclusion

| The elongation of the stem is sometimes due to wenKnes>
arising from over-stimulation in a particular direction, as in
seedlings drawn up in a forcing frame. Such individuals
scarcely ever make good plants in perennial species, and perhaps
never in annuals.

X The abstract of Irmisch's treatise on Bulbs and Tubers, given
in the " Transactions of the Horticultural Society of London," vol.

8, p. 217, may be consulted on this subject. The ppduncle of tb*
Cowslip is always terminal, and the several flowers which fo m
the truss answer to the individual flowers of the Primrose whici.
are collected round the apex of the axis, which does not become
elongated.

that we ought entirely to discard such sorts as An.irt
Joanne t, the Blanquets, and Muscats, and confine our-
selves to Doyenne' d'£te, Citron des Carmes, and
Beurre Giffarr, as the only very early kinds worthy of
cultivation. They ripen as nearly as possible in sueces-
s"o i ; the first commencing to ripen in July, and the
others following till the middle or end of August, de-
pending much upon season, soil, and site. I am writing
of their ripening here in the south, but not in a warm
locality

; these three varieties were all very good last

season and bore abundantly. The first named, as is-

pretty well known, is small, and when ripe of a beautiful
red and yellow. I have eaten it fully ripe from the tree,
and very juicy and agreeable, but as a rule it should
be gathered before it is ripe and kept a few days in the
fruit room, it is then more juicy ; a very simple mode
of prolonging their season, and which may be applied
to all early Pears, is not to gather them all at one time,
but to do so at intervals of three or four days. This,
summer Doyenne' is a great bearer and seems to bear
nearly as freely when grafted on the Pear stock ; s on
the Quince, in deep rich soils. I have seen it on the
latter stock grow vigorously and bear profusely, but ix»»-

most soils it forms a pretty and most prolific bush or
small pyramid ; on the Pear stock it will grow into a
moderate-sized standard, and also forms on that stoc^r
a nice prolific espalier or pyramid, f such a form is-

preferred.

The Citron des Carmes is a very old variety, and in

most seasons is exceedingly juicy and agreeable; last

season they were very good indeed ; when grafted on
the Quince it grows freely, and bears fine fruit, but it

is very apt to swell over the stock and become un-
sightly, unless the stock is carefully covered. The tree
is not so tractable as the Doyenne', but throws out
vigorous irregu'ar shoots. As it does not make a hand-
some pyramid it is better cultivated as a bush or
espalier ; in the former case its vigorous shoots should
be pinched in early in June, so as to make the bush as
compact as possible with such an irregular grower. In
most soils when cultiva'ed on the Pear stock it cankers
terribly ; but I saw last autumn fine standards growing
on a hill at Cheltenham on the blue lias clay without a
spot of canker ; I have indeed rarelv seen such beauti-
ful trees. T. E.

CLIMATE OF PERSIA.
The atmosphere of Persia is peculiarly dry, and the-

rays of the sun have such power that all herbaceous
plants enjoy an existence of a very short duration-
Iu early spring the Grasses and the flowering tender
annuals only present themselves for a few weeks.
Amongst them are most of the species common to

Europe, and the Salvia tribe, with blossoms of various-

hues, catches the eye in every direction. Soon after the
end of May the country assumes a scorched appear-
ance, and to the vernal productions succeed a variety
of shrub*, such as the Wormwood, the Camel Thorn,
the Gurwan, a prickly oval bush, and a variety of

others.

The gardens of Persia do not produce any choice or
rare plants, and it requires much skill to raise any
from seed, because their germination is seldom aided-

by rain but is effected by irrigation, which is not con-
genial when the water thus let over the earth is-

speedily absorbed by the ardent heat of the sun, and
the soil in consequence hardens over them. Their
principal ornaments are Rose trees, Lilacs, Jessamines,,
and Snowballs ; Tulip trees, Narcissuses, Hyacinths,
Tulips, the Marvel of Peru, Hollyhocks, Larkspurs,
Poppies, Marygolds, Pinks, Single Stocks, Wallflowers,
Violets, and a few others, are universally cultivated^

but not with sufficient skill to produce any varieties or
vigour of bloom. It is not in flowers, but in fruits,

that the gardens in Persia excel, and the whole range
of European fruits may be found in them, both in

abundance and in high perfection. The Grapes and
Melons are in great variety and excellent in quality.

The Rose trees certainly blossom in great splendour
and luxuriance. The large species called the Nustarundr
which grows to a considerable height throwing out
garlands of highly scented flowers, would be a valuable

acquisition to our pleasure-grounds ; the Miskeeja is

also a very pretty delicate cream-coloured Rose, and
from a red kind, highly scented, the best rose water
is distilled.

From this scant enumeration it may be supposed
that the Persians have no taste for horticulture, yet
this is not the case. All classes are particularly fend" of
dowers, and such as the country produces are regarded
with admiration both by the noble and the peasant, the
poet extols their beauty and fragrance, and the dervise

both cherishes and admires them with the utmost,
devotion and pleasure.

My opinion can have little weight ; but I should say
that Persia 'does not afford a wide scope for botanical

research. Tl e plants producing assafoetida, and the
,'um ammoniacum^have been fully described, and these,

with the 6ueet subs'ance gathered or shaken from the
Gurwan, are its chief peculiar vegetable productions ;

his latter is generated by an insect alone found on this

shrub or thorny plant.

Tie shores of the Caspian an! the range of mountains
which gird the provinces of Ghilan and Mazanderoun.
irom the warmth and humidity of their atmosphere
pre birth to a most luxuriant vegetation, and have
never been diligently explored by the botanist. In
these regions forest trees of every description acquire
•he Dtost gigantic height, whilst the Vine and all species
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of fruit trees common to Europe present themselves
j

in every direction ; Nature, in short, exercises her

fullest power over the vegetable world. Extensive

tracts are covered with plantations of the White

Mulberry to feed the silk-worm ; cotton is produced in

great quantities ; the Sugar-cane is also cultivated, and

the Orange and Pomegranate trees yield abundant crops.

The natives of these provinces, however, only speak

in praise of the Violet, Narcissus, and Tuberose, and

with the addition of the Silk Acacia, I could never

learn that they held in esteem any flowering plants

peculiar to their country.

However, against the assertion that Persia is not rich

in botanical treasures, may be placed its ancient repu-

tation for a great variety of plants possessing the most

wonderful virtues. Of old the mountain of Demawund
near Tehran, Alwund near Hamadan, and the Koordish

range of Alburz were famed for their vegetable produc-

tions. Even from India persons travelled in search of

them, prompted by the reputation of their medicinal

virtues, or from their supposed power, in combination

with other ingredients, of converting the baser metals

into all-powerful gold. G. W.

ANOMALOUS CONDITION OF A CABBAGE-
LEAF.

As every variety of vegetable tissue, however com-
plicated, is derived from one common source, the single

original fertilised cell in the embryo sac being the parent

of every one which succeeds it in the formation of the

largest organism, no reason can be assigned why it

should be impossible that adventitious buds and roots

should be produced under favourable circumstances

from any part of the plant. We have accordingly

various instances on record of the origin of such organs

in very unexpected situations, as roots and leafy shoots

in the cavity of the pith of the Cabbage, or swollen roots

of the Turnip, buds from the edge or surface of leaves,

&c. We have already, on more than one occasion,

figured roots springing from the fractured leaves of

Celery, and we have ju3t met with a case in

which a snail, having gnawed a hole into the midrib

of a Cabbage leaf at its juncture with the stem,

a fascicle of roots has been formed, bursting through

the tissue lining the cavity, and then covered with

abundant delicate hairs, after; the fashion of ordinary

radicles. In all such cases we have observed previous

to the formation of roots a coating of spongy cells over

the wounded surface. The Cabbage has an especial

tendency to form such tissue wherever the cuticle is

ruptured, or where there is a free cavity. In the

instance before us the adventitious roots were, however,
in reality no product of the leaf, but merely penetrated

its midrib, and in consequence before a section was
made seemed to be derived from it. The spongy tissue

itself was perfectly distinct from leaf or stem, and was
seated indifferently on the several varieties of tissue

beneath it, whether the parenchymatous cells of the

leaves, or the medullary rays and fibro-vascular

bundles of the stem ; and the vessels "of the adventi-

tious roots were in evident connection with those of the

stem, and not with those of the midrib of the leaf or

its axillary bud, but carried over so as to pass both,

and unite with the complicated masses running between

the medullary rays. The case then was more excep-

tional in appearance than in reality, and our object in

calling: attention to it is more with a view *o show the

necessity of close and accurate observation in such

matters, without which conclusions may be hastily

formed which the premises would not in fact warrant

than to indicate the particular case, which is not how-
ever without instruction and suggestive matter.

The whole spongy surface was greatly discoloured,

and in part decayed ; but the cellular and woody tissue

beneath was little affected, while, on the contrary, the

vascular tissue, whether truly spiral or dotted, whether

against or in the direction of gravity, was gorged with

matter varying in tint from golden yellow to dark
brown, according to the chemical change which had
taken place.

It may be well perhaps, in conclusion, to state that

the brown cavity in which the roots were formed was
not exposed to the light, but covered over with several

imbricating leaves. Though many similar cavities

existed, in one case only roots had been generated. The
theory of descending roots is now retained by so few

botanists, that it is scarcely worth while pointing out

the bearing of the case before us on the question.

M. J. B.

Home Correspondence.
Ferns.—Thanks are due for the few notices of Ferns

that have occasionally appeared in your Paper, and I

venture to hepe that they may be continued and be seen

more frequently. The items of information chiefly

required are simply, if the species requires to be kept

damp or comparatively dry, whether hardy, requiring

a greenhouse, or must be placed in a stove temperature.

On these points correct information is most deficient
;

and I find it always necessary to decide by trying an
experiment myself, and I have often thus found that

some Ferns always designated and grown as stove

varieties have stood the winter in a greenhouse where
fire was never used except to exclude frost In an

excellent work now publishing on foreign Ferns (Lowe's),
amongst others I would just mention two described as

requiring stove temperature, viz., Gymnogramma
leptophvlla and Adiantum cuneatum. Both these grow
beautifully with me in a cool greenhouse ; the latter I

formerly wintered with success in a cold frame, with

merely a mat or two thrown over in frosty weather.

As there are perhaps 10 times more amateurs who have
greenhouse accommodation only, than there are who
have stoves in addition, it shows how primarily essen-

tial it is to furnish full and accurate information on this

head. It would have been desirable in the above
instances to have stated—Will succeed in a greenhouse,

but will attain a much larger size if grown in a stove.

R. W. [There is no doubt that many Ferns reputed to

require a stove temperature, and indeed only reaching

perfection under stove culture, will nevertheless succeed

tolerably well in a closed frame or greenhouse from
which frost is excluded ; and many more of them would
even thrive in what is called a " warm " greenhouse.

Comparatively few experiments on this subject have
been made public, and the scattered facts bearing

thereon, elicited for the most part by amateur culti-

vators, are lost to the public. Our readers who are in

possession of authenticated facts indicating the degree

of cold which reputedly tender species are capable of

enduring without serious injury, would confer a favour

on the many amateur cultivators of Ferns by commu-
nicating them for publication. If they reach us by a

certain date, say February 1, we will undertake to

arrange them in some useful form. For general pur-

poses the natural geographical range of a species will

usually indicate the probabilities as to its cold-enduring

capacity. Thus, for example, Gymnogramma lepto-

phylla, inhabiting Jersey and the south of Europe,

cannot require, however it may bear, stove heat ; and
Adiantum cuneatum, occurring among other stations on
the Organ mountains, might be expected to bear a

moderately low temperature better than its general

habitat—Brazil—would seem to indicate. It is on the

other hand a curious fact that many Ferns, which do

not require heat, thrive in heat.]

Vitality of Segds.— My attention was accidentally

turned to the following instance of prolonged vitality

many years ago, and I was induced to make some experi-

ments and indulge in some speculation regarding it, for

my own satisfaction. Whenever in this county the

Whin (Ulex Europseus) is rooted up or burnt, the

common Pansy comes up invariably in great abundance.

So far as the soil can be examined by a common
hand microscope no seeds are visible, and yet when a

portion of it is exposed to favourable circumstances

for growth (in a pot exposed to heat), the Pansy
makes its appearance. In this county a flagstone

is very extensively quarried for ; it is frequently

covered to the depth of 20 feet or more by the

"till" (agriculturally), or "mortar" of the geologists.

This has to be removed to get at the stone, and in the

deep sections of it thus exposed the underground opera-

tions of the common earthworm may there be very com-
monly seen, and his route traced to the depth of 10 or 12

feet. At the bottom is a chamber,which generally contains
quantities of small stones and seeds; ; of these I noticed

particularly the rough " boll" of flax. The stones being

a size larger than these, the cavities running from 1 inch

to 1 h inch in diameter, the perpendicular tube or track

(and chambers also) is lined by an exceeding fine black

earth, like that which forms the " casts" of the surface,

and although to common examination no seeds are

apparent, whenever the bisected pipe or chambers

happen to remain exposed to the weather on the face

of the hard clay section for a sufficient time, the whole

becomes green from the growth of Grasses, the seeds or

germs of which must apparently have existed in the

fine black earth. There are several small lakes in this

county (Forfarshire) which were drained at great

expense many years ago to get at a shell marl, once in

great request as a dressing for land ; the use of this is

now nearly abandoned, one of the causes assigned, at

least, being its fouling the land, chiefly by the presence

of Sorrel. Having easy access to it by railroad, and the

price being greatly reduced, some years ago I gave it a

trial. The result was a heavy crop of Thistles. The land

previously was in high heart and perfectly clean, the

quantity was so great, and the circumstances such as

that the presence of the Thistle seed could only be

ascribed to the marl ; it is notorious that in ditches and
ponds the Thistle seed will exist for years, but here the

marl was not only covered by water for time imme-
morial, but had several feet of black earth over it

besides, all of which was carefully excluded from the

marl in preparing it for market. B. S. [We have

omitted the theory, facts being more important. It is

not worth wasting time in searching for the opinions of

the illuminati who write upon equivocal generation.

Nobody can explain the material quality of life.]

Lentil Soup.—The following recipe for this was given

me by an old Baronet and M.P., and was considered a

great favourite and extremely wholesome. Whoever
of my friends have tried it praise it before all others of

its kind, and it is very economical. I trust it may
prove useful at this season :— 1 pint of Lentils, soak in

cold water, and then add 6 middle-sized Onions, 2 heads

of Celery, 2 Carrots, 1 Turnip, 1 quart of pot liquor

from boiled beef, mutton, or pork, and 1 quart of water.

Stew the whole slowly, as green Peas for soup ;
pour

it all into a mortar, and pound it well ; then strain it

through a tammy or sieve, and add 1 tablespoonful of pow-
dered lump sugar. N.B. No stock or glaze to be used.

1 pint of Lentils make enough soup for seven persons.

Northwood.
Vines in Pots.—I quite agree with Mr. Henderson's

remarks on this subject (see p. 822, 1855), provided

one had the convenience which Mr. Henderson appears

I
to have ; but if his instructions are intended for ama-

teurs, or even persons in more humble situations who
may not have a house or pit chiefly for Vines in pots,
something more is necessary. I have here three
Vineries, one or other of which I keep as a stove at
seasons most convenient. My employer is very anxious
to have Vines grown in pots, and I am the same, were it

in my power to do so with a hope of being successful in
procuring a moderate crop. 1 have no house or pit
with a good command of bottom-heat to grow my Vines
in where I can have them near the glass, &c, like Mr.
Henderson. I have bark beds in two houses, but these
1 cannot fill to be nearer the glass than 3 or 4 feet, and
were I to devote one of them to pot Vines, in a short
time they would be shaded so much by the permanent
Vines that they would not have the same chance as if

they had a house to themselves ; a few hints, therefore,

from Mr. Henderson on the best mode of procedure
with the convenience I .have would be acceptable.

R. Reid, Birch House, Lancashire.
Bee Flowers.—Mr. Payne in h's " Bee Keeper's

Guide," a practical and useful work, recommends as
good bee flowers Tussila^o Petasites, Cuscuta sinensis,

aid Anacampseros populifolium. Would you have the
kindness to inform me by what English names these
flowers are known ? I have looked carefully over the
lists of the nurserymen in this neighbourhood, but can
see nothing of them, nor can I meet with any one who
knows anything about them. Mr. Payne professes to

write for cottagers ; in such a casa a parade of pedantic
Latij names of plants is rather out of place. What
cottager is to be found who will discover his own simple
pot-herb Sweet marjoram under Mr. Payne's fine name
of Origanum humile % I assure you I write for informa-
tion, not to cavil at Mr. Payne's useful work, and I look

f rward to find ng in y^ur pages a solution to my
difficulties.. A Bee Lover, Sheffield. [Tuss lago Petasites

is the common Butter Bur ; Cuscuta sinensis is the

Chinese Dodder, a plant not to be easily r rocured by any
one—if at all ; Anacampseros populifolium is, we pre-

sume, Seduji populifolium. Mr. Payne's cottagers must
live in cottages ornes~\.

Packing Seeds for Exportation.—Anything in paper
within a tin box is sure to get damp, but if the seeds

were packed in " tinfoil," or those small leaden bottles

made for oil colours, and which are very cheap, I con-

ceive that they would keep better aud be more portable

than glass phials. Somerset. [The principle upon which
the vitality of seeds is to be preserved is opposed to all

such plans. See Theory and Practice of Horticulture,

p. 249.]

Classifying Pears.—I fear that this is almost hope-

less, as they vary in character to such a great extent.

I observe that M. de Jonghe (p. 837) places the Colmar
and Brown Beurre (Beurre Gris) under one type.

Surely this cannot be, for no'two Pears differ so widely

in every respect as the Old Colmar, with its long smooth

shoots, small buds, tardiness in bearing, and in the

appearance and lateness in ripening of its fruit, and

the Brown Beurre, which is remarkable for its entirely

opposite characters. T. R.

Foreign Correspondence.
Adelaide, South Australia, August 16, 1855.—In a

distant colony like this ornamental gardening makes
but little progress—first from the utilitarian views of all

new comers, and secondly on account of the old residents

having but little opportunity of profiting by the markets

of England and the superior skill and enterprise of the

mother country. You might greatly assist us and

benefit our growers were you to furnish twice every

year a supplement to the Chronicle, containing priced

lists of botanical and horticultural books, seeds, plants,

Dutch roots, plans of conservatories, and other erections,

with price and size ; wirework, garden ornaments,

farming machinery, all new things of the season being

marked with an asterisk. This would be of essential

service in distant places, and a record of the times.

It is of little use to say that a list may be had

by applying for it, and sending a postage stamp

when a person has to send 12,000 miles. At this

very time the newly established Botanic Garden here

requires ornamental conservatories, costing say 2000Z.,

1000Z., and 500Z. respectively, but I am quite at a loss to

know what sort of structures we may have for the money,

we finding brickwork and fittings ; the same is the case

with hot water apparatus, agricultural machines, and

imny other things. It is also only fortuitously that we

kiiow where to procure particular varieties of bulbs and

tubers. I have looked very carefully over the adver-

tising columns of your volume for 1 854, and can find no

lists of the varieties of florists' flowers. Carter's cata-

logue has been my only resource for years past. Where,

also, is a list of species of herbaceous plants? What is

the use of saying 100 varieties may be had for a certain

sum, when perhaps we have half of them already, and

the other half would not bear transport ? Were each

indicated by name we could send for what we want, and

have them only—to send for a mere collection always

entails disappointment. Another valuable result would

obtain, viz., the acquisition and distribution of species

rather than varieties, and the study of Botany, instead of

being cramped as now would be enlarged, and a sounder

and more instructive view of it would be entertained.

There are 50 or 60 species of Narcissus, yet the seeds-

men sell only 8 or 10—who has any of the others ? Who
has any of the 30 or 40 species of Anemones except 4 or

5 common ones ? Who can supply the greatest number ot

Crinums, or the 60 Ornithogalums, or the 120 Alliums?

j
If I want the Ranunculus roots called Naxara, or the
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old orange Brabaukin, who lias it still ! It would be

worth while for a lover of flowers to collect them, or

even to pay an agent to do so, in order that he might

have some from one person, and some from another
;

but how can this be done upon the present system %

Many a beautiful plant, too, may be easily forgotten

amidst so many charming novelties of a particular year,

and soon afterwards be lost ; it is no argument to say

that such has been found unsuited to the climate or

inferior to some other. Many a plant which dwindles

in England would be magnificent here or elsewhere.

I believe that this state of things might be somewhat
altered by the plan which I venture to recommend.
Nor need the trade fear any injurious result from all

their advertisements appearing on the same day of

the same type ; having equal extent of distribution

they would be as valuable for a length of time in

England as abroad. One tradesman may have a

more extensive stock than another, may have choicer

plants, may be cheaper, or he may possess superior

structures and machinery ; but how is the world

to know this except by the plan I propose ? In-

dependent of this, I would state that as far as this

place is concerned, if any one will send me their cata-

logues by post as published, I will take care that they
shall always lie on the table of the Botanic Garden
Museum for general inspection. A new botanic garden
has been commenced here under Government auspices,

and it has been entrusted to my care. Forty acres of

rich land, opposite North and East Terrace in this city,

have been set aside for the purpose ; 1 6 acres will first

be cultivated, leaving the rest for an arboretum and
drive. It is expected to cost 12,000&, a sum which
may appear small to English artists ; but it is to be
observed that that climate is very different from ours,
which does not require that range of conservatories
which are necessary in England. Scientific arrange-
ment will not be neglected ; but the chief object is the
introduction of new plants, and to form a place of
healthful recreation for the people. O. W. Francis,
Botanic Garden, Adelaide.

versing the practice, and finding a right place tor the
right man. Dr. Asa Fitch is an excellent practical
entomologist, and the State of New York have appointed
him the entomologist of the State Agricultural Society.
We have here the first of his annual reports in an
elaborate memoir upon the insects which are injurious

to the fruit trees in that part of North America, from
j

branches of Birch stuck into the pots, the tallest inihe
which it appears that although some species, such as the

j

centre and smaller pieces towards the outsides
;
grown

white woolly aphis (or American Apple blight, as it is in this manner they have a less stiff appearance than

against the wall on each side of the stem, measure quite
6 inches in length and 4 inches across. Under kind
treatment, therefore, this plant may be induced to
cover whatever it is intended to hide very speedily.

Tropseolums in cool houses are now beginning to
push freely. They are trained here over twig

termed in England), the mussel scale, and some of the
Coccidse, appear to be identical both in our own
country and America, the fruit trees in the latter

country are subject to the attacks of a number of dif-

ferent species producing varieties of disease to which

when they are trained over formal wire trellises.

On an open wall was a plant of the yellow Jasminum
nudiflorum literally loaded with blossoms, which are
said to have stood the recent severe weather without
injury. It must be mentioned, however, that it gets a

our orchards are not subject. As might be expected, good deal of warmth from a chimney which passes
the author is hardly au courant with the publications of through the wall on which it is trained.
Europe. The work is, however, a most creditable per-

'
The Pampas Grass in an exposed border here also

formance and we congratulate the American naturalists stood the 'ate frost uninjured, except ttv ends of the
on having so excellent an entomological annual. leave?, which got bleached a little.

The medical profession will be glad to know that Dr.
Copland's Dictionary of Practical Medicine, one of the
greatest and most important medical works of the pre-

sent day, is approaching its conclusion. Part XVII.,
or Part VIII. of Vol. III., now before us, terminates
with p. 1152, and includes a large portion of the learn d
author's observations on tubercular consumption. Long
as Dr. Copland's labour has been, the first number
having, we believe, appeared in 1844, it has not teen
longer than a dictionary so elaborately executed ren-
dered inevitable. We understand that the final com-
pletion of the work may be expected shortly.

Garden Memoranda.
Messrs. Henderson's Nursery, Pine-apple Place.

—Even at this season the glass-houses here are well

worth inspection, for already are the show-houses be-
coming gay with flowering plants ; and places in which and innermost, the body or main portion, abounding in
there is at present little blossom have been decorated starch contained in a cellular structure. On the

Miscellaneous.
Cassava (Manihot).—Two varieties or species of tins

plant are cultivated in the West Indies, the so-called
bitter and sweet (MqjiiJiot utilissima and Janipha) ; I
say so-called because neither of them is bitter or sweet,
the words probably having been applied by the negroes,
who, with a limited vocabulary, are nowise exact in the
use of terms. The tuberous roots— the parts used

—

do not differ in a very marked manner. That of the
first-named has a more decided pungent acrid taste than
that of the second ; and from the few comparative trials

I have made, appears to contain a larger proportion of
glutinous matter and of hydrocyanic acid. When a
section of the root is made, three parts are distinguish-

able—an epidermis, very thin and tasteless, an inner
laminated and fibrous layer, which is easily separated,
the principal seat of the hydrocyanic acid and gluten

;

Notices ot* fcoohs.
The Entomologist's Annual for 1856. 12mo, pp. 174;

with a coloured plate. Van Voorst. Price 2s. 6d.
This is the second volume of a yearly work which

promises to be of considerable use both to the professed
as well as the incipient entomologist, its principal object
being to record the new or rare species of insects captured
during the year, accompanied by other information,
such as notices of new works, lists of entomologists,
accounts of collecting localities, &c. Mr. Stainton, the
editor, has contributed an introductory article on the
advantages of the study of natural history, and a second
on the pleasures of entomology, from which we extract

with plants remarkable for fine foliage, so as to set

them off to the best advantage. Among things in flower
were Chinese Primulas, both single and double—the
former handsomer than the latter, and being from seed,

they are more easily increased. Cultivators, however,
who are fond of the latter, and have but few plants of
them in their possession, may readily have more by
dividing them into as many pieces as they have crowns,
and potting them separately. This is a surer and better

way of multiplying them than by cuttings, as each por-

tion thus detached has roots to it, aud is enabled to

begin growing without much check. Among other
plants in flower we noticed Early Tulips, Cyclamens,
Daphnes, whose fragrance renders them favourites with
everybody, and varieties of Epiphyllum truncatum ;

'

the latter were in perforated pans, suspended from the

division of the root the glutinous matter exudes as a
milky fluid, like that from the Sweet Potato, and with
the same microscopic character. Its granules are about

of an inch iu diameter, and they are colouredlOOUO
brown by iodine. The starch particles contained in the
substance of the root vary in size from *i-,.-. to aboutaw BOO
of an inch in diameter. In the mode of preparing the
root as an article of diet— viz., by Eteeping for a short
time in water, grating and pressure, a portion of the
glutinous matter is separated, and in the dressing,

whether by roasting or baking, the volatile poison, the
hydrocyanic acid, is dissipated. To the gluten which
remains probably the highly nutritious quality of the
Cassava is owing. We learn from Southey's " History
of the Brazils " that the Dutch " soldiers preferred

- . —
.

. r r—,

—

r — Mandioc to Wheat, thinking it a stronger food , " and I
the following passage, one of the best in the volume ; \ roof, and arranged in this way they served to vary the ' have been assured by a gentleman who travelled in the
which, whilst aiming at popularity, is too often frivo- appearance of the house, and had a good effect, wilds of South America in company with native Indians,

Mignonette, sown last July and brought on that he lived for many days on no other food than
in cold pits, was also coming into bloom, while some

lous:

" It must also be borne in mind that it is no slight

pleasure to find occupation and an object in every country
walk. An entomologist cannot say

—

' A Primrose by the river's brim
A yellow Primrose is to him,
And it is nothing more.'

A Primrose conveys to his mind a reminiscence of all

the insects that feed on it ; he thinks of the fat larvae

which eat the leaves in winter and early spring, and for
which he has oft perambulated his garden by night with
a lantern ; he thinks of the dipterous miner that forms
its mazy whitish track on the surface of the leaves; and
not only has a Primrose this importance to him, an im-
portance which, without lessening its beauty as a flower,
invests it in addition with other points of interest, but
a"

sown in August is growing on to succeed it, and thus by
sowing at intervals a supply is kept up all through the
spring. A plant of Fuchsia Dominiana was in bloom,
and at this season when flowers are scarce it is quite an
acquisition. Its blossoms are fully as handsome as
those of F. spectabilis, and the plant is reported to be
more cultivable.

In the stoves the red berries of Ardisia are just now
very attractive, and not less so are the large scarlet

bracts of Poinsettia pulcherrima, young plants of which
it may be mentioned produce these gay floral leaves of

larger size than old ones. Thyrsacanthus Schom-
burgkianus, alias T. rutilans of gardens, was also in

Cassava bread, undergoing a great deal of fatigue, and
found it to agree with him well and support his strength.
Dr. Davy in the Edin. New Philosophical Journal.

New Way of Ripening Grapes by means of Straw and
Wool.— In Hovey's Magazine ofHorticulture for February
is a letter from Mr. M. H. S'mpsin, of Saxonville, giving
an account of a method of ripening Grapes in December
and January. Mr. Simpson follows the business of
manufacturing blankets. Reflecting how they keep heat
in the human body, he bethought himself of trying
something like blankets upon Vines. For ten years he
has made six hundred pairs in a day, making, on the
whole, between three and four millions. To retain the
heat of the ground in the borders which contained the

almost every plant and shrub becomes to him replete :
hlossom here, and for effect at this time of year few roo's of his Vines, he covered them, for a foot of depth,

with pleasant recollections ; a walk, even when he is not plants can equal it. Its long drooping clus-

actually looking for insects, becomes a totally different
thing from what the same walk would be to another
person. But when we further consider that a walk is

generally undertaken by the entomologist with the
express object of finding something, and it is rarely that
he fails to succeed (if not in finding the very thing he
was seeking for, at least of finding something which he is

glad to meet with), we can comprehend that an entomo-
logist derives pleasure from every walk he takes."

Mr. Stainton has also given an account of the new
and rare species of Lepidoptera captured during the
year, together with lists of entomological works, both
foreign and English, occasionally adding critiques upon
them, some of which are not only written in very
bad taste, but also convey erroneous ideas on the
works themselves. (See especially p. 159.) Messieurs.
Dawson & Janson have contributed articles on
the recent captures among the Coleoptera, and Mr.
F. Smith among the Hymenoptera ; but the most valu-
able article in the volume is by Mr. Lubbock, entitled
" On the Objects of a Collection of Injects,* which well
deserves attentive perusal. We trust the other orders
of insects will not be neglected in future volumes, as
they have been in this and the preceding.

First Report on the Noxious, Beneficial, and other In-
sects of the State of New York, made to the State
Agricultural Srckty pursuant to an Appropria-
tion for this purpoe from the legislature of the
State. By Asa Fitch, M.D., Entomologist of the
N. Y. State Agricultural Society, Mem. Ent. Soc.
Farmers of Pennsylvania, &c. Albany, 1855. 8vo
pp. 180.

Our cousins over the water have not only the tict of
Ending out the right man for the right place, but of re-

fers with dry hay, using two tons for the purpose. Over the
of scarlet flowers are extremely ornamental. Glox- hay he laid what might be called a blanket of waste wool
inias for early blooming were arranged along the and manure. The heat passed off very slowly from the
shelves of this house near the glass. They have just borders thus protected ; as the cold weather came on
been shaken out of the pots they were in, repotted, and
otherwise put in a growing condition.

In the Heath-house some of the early sorts as hie-

malis, Autumn gracilis, and Westeotti, were in bloom.
Variegated Aloe-leaved Yuccas, with stout tree-like

stems and fine heads of yellow-striped leaves were also

placed here and there in this house, and with good
effect, while on the roof was Lapageria rosea in bloom.
This handsome climber was planted out in a border
of peat and loam at one end of this house a year
or two ago ; but it never made much progress until

last season, when it grew away freely, and now it pro-

file temperature diminished about three degrees a week.
On the 1st of December it was sixty degrees. His Grapes
became fully ripe under this process in December and
January. American Paper. [We fail to understand why
they did not ripen in September.]

Medieval Gardening.—Our invaluable ancient autho-

rity, Alexander Necham, savs a * noble garden" should

be arrayed with Roses, Lilies, Sunflowers, Violets, and.

Poppies ; he mentions also the Narcissus (N. pseudo-

narcissus ?) The Rose seems to have been cultivated

from the most remote time ; early in the 13th century

we find King John sending a wreath of Roses to his

but in a

mises to bloom profusely. The border, te may be lady, par amours, at Ditton ; Roses and Lilies were
among the plants bought for the royal garden at West-
minster in 1276 : the annual rendering of a Rose is one
of the commonest species of quit-rent named in ancient

conveyances. The extent to which the cultivation of

this flower had been carried between the 14th and 16th

centuries may be estimated by the varieties enume-
rated by Lawson ; they are the red, damask, velvet,

double Provence Rose ; the sweet musk Rose, double

mentioned, is close to the hot-water pipes
,

house of this kind the latter are but little used.

One of the stoves here has been made iuto a Fern-
house, in which are many fine specimens of this

deservedly fashionable tribe of plants. The majority
of them are in. pots ; but some of them are planted out
in loam and peat mixed with broken pots and brickbats in

crevices of rockwork, and managed in this way they
not only look more attractive but they thrive better, and single, and the double and single white Rose. The
Lycopods, of which we need scarcely say there are now Province Ro&e was probably first imported in the loth
many varieties, and some of them extremely handsome,

(

century, when the occupation of France by the English
have also been interspersed among the Ferns with good may be conjectured to have caused the introduction of

effect. Plants of Ficusbarbata were clinging to the damp many additional varieties of fruits and flowers; the

walls of this house like Ivy, and for situations of this marriage of Margaret of Anjou with Henry VI., may
kind they are well adapted. It is in the Orchid-house, be regarded also as an event likely to have brought the

however, where this Ficus is to be seen in greatest Provence Roee to our northern climate. Of all the

perfection. Here, where it has been planted out in good flowers, however, known to cur ancestors, the Gilly-

I soil it has made a growth of 6 feet in length in four or flower or Clove Pink ( K-<U-girtflie), was the corn-

five months,- while its leaves, which spread out flat mone-t, and to a certain degree the most esteemed-
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Mr. Loudon has stated, erroneously, that the cruelties '

ttf the Duke of Alva, in 1.567, were the occasion of our

receiving through the Flemish weavers Gillyflowers,

Carnations, and Provence Roses. The Gillyflower had

been known and prized in England centuries before ; at

the end of the 16th century, Lawson, who terms it the

king of flowers, except the Rose, boasted that he had

Gillyflowers " of nine or ten severall colours, and divers

of them as bigge as Roses. Of all flowers (s?ive the

Damaske Rose) they are the most pleasant to sight and

smell. Their use is much in ornament, and comforting

the spirites, by the sence of smelling." There was a

variety of this flower well known in early times as the

wall Gillyflower or bee flower, '* because growing on

walles, even in winter, and good for bees.'
1 The reserved

rent " unius clavi gariojili" which is of such frequent

occurrence in medieval deeds relating to land, meant
simply the render of a Gillyflower, although it has been

usually understood to signify the payment of a Clove of

commerce ; the incorrectness of this reading must be

apparent if it is recollected that the Clove was scarcely

known in the 12th and 13th centuries, when this kind

of reserved rent was most common. Another flower of

common growth in medieval orchards, or gardens, was
the Pervinke, or Periwinkle :

—

" There sprang the Violet all newe,
And fresh Pervinke, rich of hewe,
And flowris yellow, white, and rede,

Such plente grew there nor in the mead."
CnAUCEH.

As this plant will flower [under the shade of trees or

lofty walls, it was well adapted to ornament the securely

•ecclosed, and possibly sombre, gardens of early times.

—

Florist) Fmitist, and Garden Miscellany.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—As severe weather may now, at

tny time, be expected, a good supply of dry litter, Fern,

or other materials should be in readiness, for extra cover-

ing, when required. Take advantage of bad weather, to

wash up and arrange the stock of dirty pots, to paint

any tubs, baskets, wires, &c, out of use ; repair and
paint the sashes of houses not covered in, prepare labels

of various sizes, forked sticks for pegging down plants

in the flower garden, look over the stores, and provide
whatever may be required for the season's use. If not

already done, lose no time in getting under cover a
supply of the various loams, peat, &c, required for

spring potting. The principal work in pant houses will

consist in keeping them and their inmates scrupulously

clean. Moderate fires and ventilation, with frequent

washing of stove plants, will be necessary. The con-
servatory and show houses should now be gay with
Camellias and forced plants, which will take the place of

the Chrysanthemums, now over. Keep up a regular

succession of plants to bloom through the spring, by
bringing forward the stock of forcing plants as wanted,

iloses, both dwarfs and standards, Honeysuckles, scarlet

Thorns, hybrid Rhododendrons, and Azaleas, with a

host of other things, will enable you, in addition to the

tibial occupants of the houses, to make a brilliant show-

through the spring. Hyacinths, Narcissus, Tulips, Lily

of the Valley, and other plants of the above class,

must be duly forwarded as wanted. Hard-wooded plants

will require a dry pure atmosphere to guard against

mildew and damp.
FORCING DEPARTMENT.

Pinery.—A night temperature of about G0° should
l)e maintained in the fruiting pits, allowing it to rise to

70* during the day, or 75° with sunshine, and where the

fruit is approaching maturity 5° higher may be main-
tained if this can be done without injury to the general
.stock. Also aim at keeping up a steady bottom-heat of

about o0°, which for the present will be high enough.

—

The Vines in houses about to be started should receive

a dressing with the ordinary composition a few days
before closing the house, rubbing it well into the crevices

of the bark ; also get the outside border covered if not
already done ; this, however, should always be effected

before this season, so as to retain a portion of the warmth
infused by the summer's sun, and throw off heavy rains.

Where very early Melons are required, seed of

some established favourite should be got in at once.

Cucumbers being very generally grown for early use, it

is scarcely necessary to refer to these farther here
.than to say that, if not already done, seed should be
sown at once. These and Melons require plenty of

light and moisture, and every care should be used to

keep them clear of insects, and this renders it advis-

able to have them in a light by themselves. A small

quantity of Strawberry plants may now be placed in

a pit or frame where a temperature of about 45° can be
maintained, keeping them close to the glass, and giving
abundance of air whenever the weather will permit.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Where any of the beds or borders require a dressing

•of fresh soil this should be provided, in order to have it

in readiness to wheel on when favourable weather for

luch work may occur. Fresh soil is, in most cases,

.preferable as a dressing for flower beds to manure,
which is apt to cause too luxuriant a growth for a first-

-rate display of flowers. On soils that are naturally poor,
however, and where neither fresh mould nor decayed
leaves can be had, a moderate dressing of well rotted
.farm-yard manure will be useful ; but this should be
mell mixed with the mould the full depth of the bed,
Jiad not carelessly turned in and left in lumps near the

surface ; for in this case a gross habit of growth would

be promoted early in the season, and as the principal

part of the roots would be near the surface in the

manure, the plants would soon feel the effects of dry

weather, whereas if the manure is well incorporated

with the soil, to the depth of about 18 inches, no ordi-

nary amount of dry weather will injure the plants

after they once get fairly established. Shrubberies may
be thinned where this involves only the cutting out of

overgrown plants or lopping deciduous trees or the

hardier kinds of evergreens ; but where evergreens

generally require pruning, the work had better be de-

ferred until March, except in favourable localities ; for

although when the winter proves mild such work may
be successfully performed at any time, it is never safe to

depend upon this. Avoid getting upon, or working the

ground when it is in a sodden state, and if the hands

cannot be profitably employed at out-door work, get a

good stock of Dahlia stakes, brooms, and things of that

kind, prepared for use when wanted.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
If any transplanting of fruit trees has yet to be done

this season, it should be seen to while the weather is

favourable for such work ; also see to getting ground

intended to be planted with young trees prepared, and

spare no pains or expense to have this properly done,

remembering that future success will very largely

depend upon how this is effected. Make sure of thorough

drainage, and where the subsoil is unkind this should be

removed, replacing it with some good fresh loam. When
a large breadth has to be planted in one season this ex-

pensive kind of preparation connot always be afforded,

but it is better to do such work only in such quantities

as will allow of every precaution being used to

ensure success, and it is useless to hope for this

on some soils * without making expensive prepa-

rations before planting. Get pruning and nailing

forwarded as fast as circumstances will permit. Attend

to keeping up a supply of Seakale, Rhubarb, and Aspa-
ragus, according to the demand and convenience, by
introducing quantities of the roots into heat at intervals

of about a fortnight. Where there is room to spare in

the Mushroom-house, the two former will be found to

do exceedingly well there, and a supply will be obtained

with little trouble. A quantity of roots should be
i got up and laid in where they can be covered in case of
1 severe frost, so as to avoid the chance of having to take

!
them up when the ground is frozen hard. Also see to

i providing a supply of French Beans. These are fre-

quently grown in the early Vineries or in plant houses,

but their liability to the attacks of red spider renders
them dangerous inmates of such structures, and where
it can possibly be done they should be cultivated in a pit

devoted to such purposes. For land that has been long

cropped with vegetables a dressing of fresh loam would
in many cases be preferable to manure, and where this

is wanted and can be obtained it should be got to hand,
in order that advantage may be taken of frosty days

I for wheeling it upon the ground. Where fresh boil

cannot be obtained, charred vegetable refuse, such as

prunings of shrubberies, edgings of walks, and many
things which turn up in course of the season, may le
cheaply made to form an excellent substitute.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON. .
For the week ending Jan. 3, lSdG.aa obserred at the Horticultural Gardetg.
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Satur. 29 20
Sunday 30 XI
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Tues. 1 S
Wed. 2 24

Thur«. 3 25

Max.

?J.743
29.963
30.264

30/:20
29^72
29.659
29.611

Mia.

29.616

29.9

30.106

30.035

99.793
29^17
29^31

r»MFERATt*l.
1

Oi the Air.

Max. Min. Mean

OI the Eart h Wind
1 foot 2 feet

;

deep, deep..

5S
51

49
46
46
50
49

39
n
•27

29

B9
36
39

At^"»?p 29.9A4 C9.7S3 [ 49."' 34.6

43^ 44 42 . S.

42.0 44 41 S.W. .01

3S.0 41 42 W. .0«)

3/j 4i 43 S. Xft

42.3 42i 42 s. i»
43.0 43 42, S.E. .01

41.0 44 43 S. J)4

42.2 hs42.2
1 42.9

Dec,

Jan.

_> Fiue; very tine; cloudy at nigUt.
29—Fine; very fine; slijrut rain.
3u—Overcast; cloudy and fine; slisht frost.

31— Hne throughout ; cloudy at night.
1— Overcast; cloudy and fine.

2— Fc _-_.'; exceedingly fine; slight rain.

3—Fine • uniformly overcast ; rain.

Mean temperature of the week 5 deg. above the average.

RECORD OP THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During tne last 29 years, for tift ensuing week, ending Jan. 12.1SL6.
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Quantity
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3 4 5 4
3 15 8
2 3 5 9
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The highest temperature
and 7th, 1S45, and 12th. 1852
8th, 1S41—therm. 6 de^.

during the above period occurred on the 6th

-therm. 54 deg.; and the lowest on the 7th and

Notices to Correspondents.
Aquaria : J O. We doubt much whether Gutta percha would

suit the inhabitants of a marine aquarium : and most certainly *

the water must be prepared exactly as directed by Mr. Gosse:

your substitute will probably kill everything. — A Dipper.

There is no book that we can refer you to better than Loudon's

Encyclopedia of Gardening.
Ascension' Island: Qy. The only public account used by as

was a very interesting paper by Captain Brandreth, R.E., pub-

lished in the Journal of the Royal Geographical Society,

Vol. V. p. 243. Our own statement, for the accuracy of which
we pledge ourselves, is derived from unpublished documents. I

We may return to the subject. I

A Troublesome Tree: Frank. You may "get quit of a forest I

tree which shades your garden very much without cutting it

down " if you poison the ground in which it grows with cor-

rosive sublimate dissolved in water. But—although the tree is

of no use, yet as your landlord does not allow you to cut it

down we venture to doubt whether it can be quite right to

poison it. We however are happily not the keepers of any

one's conscience except our own.
Beans: S Q. It is Lupinus albus, used largely in the south of

Europe for ploughing in green, and said to have great value

for such purpose. Cattle in the south of Europe will eat the

Beans if they have been soaked in water for some hours. You
will find an account of it in Morton's Encyclopaedia of Agri-

culture. They probably come from some part of Sicily or

Naples.
Books: FR. Sweet's Greenhouse Cultivator; Lindley's Theory

and Tractice of Horticulture. The two together will teach you

all you can learn without experience.

Camellias: PR. It is no uncommon thing for a Camellia to

sport in the manner you describe. Next year it will probably

resume its original colour. J
Canadian Plants. We have to thank Mr. Lunn, of Montreal,

for a small set of dried North American plants which have

arrived through Messrs. Montgomerie & Co. There is not any-

thing new among them ; British America has been so ran-

sacked that a new species there would be almost as unexpected

as in the old country.

Coppics: T F. You had better make hurdles and hoops, unless

your rods are fit for Hop-poles, which is improbable. Charcoal

is the only other preparation worth attempting. You may get

hurdle-makers from Hampshire and Sussex without difficulty.

An advertisement or two in our own columns would probably

bring you offers.

Hot-water Pipes: A Constant Reader. By all means use 4-inch

pipes. For prices we must refer you to dealers in hot-water

apparatus. Of course 4-inch pipes are much the cheaper of the

two.
Kitchen Garden Borders: Tyro. Good hard bricks on edge

make a good durable and cheap edgiug. All live edgings are

apt to die off, harbour slugs, and are expensive. Wood is

ugly and costly. Some of the edgings of artificial stone, such

as Minton's, and that made by Adamson, of Turnham Green.

stand very well, but cost more than brick. The best of all, if

you can get it, is the coarse tile-edging made of fire-brick clay

at Stourbridge. We fear they would be considered the land-

lord^ property unless they could be shown to be ornamental

fixtures. But on legal questions never take a "travelling

opinion."

Misletoe : Sissie. When ripe insert the glutinous seeds into a

slit or cleft on the under side of the branch. The reason why

you fail no doubt is that birds eat the seed before it germi-

nates ; they cannot get at it if on the under side.J

Money : H IF. The bank you mention has a good reputation,

and we suppose your money would be safe if deposited in it.

But you will get low interest.

Moss : D K. Water your lawn with gas water. The Moss will

die and the Grass flourish. If you can't do this, use a good

top-dressing of guano mixed with one-third of sulphate ot

ammonia.
Names of Fruits : J C W. A, B, Monstrous Leadington; C,

1J
Golden Harvey ; E, F, perhaps Flemish Beauty, long past its

season; K, Ribston Pippin; 3, Dutch Mignonne; 6, Court ot

Wick: 7, Cornish Aromatic—Novice. Your Pear is very li»

the Bergamotte d'Esperen.||

Names of Plants.— P 5. Acacia lophantha.— Y Z. Thyrs*'

canthus Schomburgkianus, alifis rutilans of the gardens.—^
We cannot understand you. The plants were aamed at p. ^2&

and we actually wrote to you privately to say so. Of course

we don ot name plants when none are sent.

Plums: Diss. For a west aspect wall, taking into consideration

those you already possess: 2 Rovale Hative; 2 Jefferson; •

Reine Claude Violette; 2 Kirke's; 1 Early Orleans; 1 Y&
drigorll&tif.fl

Potatoes: Alpha. Your bed has been allowed to lose too maw
of its heat before the frame was applied. Yon may plant ww
safety on a bottom heat 10' or 15° wanner.

Seedling Fruits: A B. No. 2, a middle-sized oblong or obovaS

fruit, is the only Pear worthy of notice amongst those you sent

It has the flavour of the Passe Colmar. The seedling from tMt
Ortley is a tolerably good Apple.

H

. .

The Downy Larch Coccus. Can any correspondent oblige tt

with an account of the manner in which this nuisance m*J

be practically removed ?

Underwood : Enquirer. We see nothing to alter in the recoto-

mendation we made, except as regards Evergreen Oaks, whicfi

we fear will hardly thrive in Northumberland. The Junip^ 1

we meant is the common kind, found wild in all chalky district^

but which will grow very well elsewhere. Don't have tW

Swedish or upright sort at any price. M
Misc.: Surrey Sub. Messrs. Grigor & Co., Nurserymen, Forres

—Diss. We cannot alter the stamp.
f
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PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-

phate of Lime, titrate of Soda, Sugar Scum, and every
description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.

Wm. Ikolts Caene. 10, Mark Lane, London.

ERUVIAN GUANO.—As Agents of the Peruvian

p OLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY, ! authority to know, for everything; and the open-

P Government for the Importation and Sale of this valuable

MANURE, we think it right, for the protection of consumers and
respectable dealers, to apprise them that the adulteration of the

article is still extensively practised, and to recommend them to

apply either to ourselves ; to our agents, Messrs. Gibbs, Bright,

& Co., of Liverpool and Bristol ; or to dealers of established

character, in whose honesty and fair dealing they can place

implicit confidence.

—

Antony Gibbs & Son's.

T~~
HE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
at Mr. Lawes t

Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,

7?. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.; Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 6Z.—Olhce, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY'S NITRO-
PHOSPHATE OR WHEAT MANURE FOR AUTUMN

SOWING.—This Manure, composed of blood, animal matter,

and dissolved bones with silicates, is most strongly recommended
to the notice of Agriculturists, It contains from 7 to 8 per cent.

of nitrogen, in a form yielding ammonia by slow decomposition.

and is therefore particularly adapted for Wheat. The quantity

required is 2 to 3 cwt. per acre drilled in with the seed. Price,
1 per ton, 72. 10s. in London.

PERUVIAN GUANO, FISHERY SALT, and every other

MANURE on best terms, strictly warranted.
40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. E. Purser, Sec.

MANURES.
HODGSON and SIMPSON, Wakefield, and

MATTHEWS and CO., Manufacturing Agricultural

Chemists, Driffield, manufacture the following Manures:

—

> SIMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-

I
dressing for Wheat, Barley, and Oats.

SIMPSON'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoes,

[ and other bulbous root crops. Price 8Z. per ton.

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.

The above have been successfully tested for eight years by the

loading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties,

and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with the
most beneficial results.

Testimonials and other particulars forwarded by post on appli-

[ cation.

t ffg* Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any, 11. per ton.

RTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
[

efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,

[
"London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

1 are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

[ of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

\ DRAINAGE OF LAND.
MR. J. JOHNSON, Drainage Engineer, is desirous

to undertake the Drainage of Land by Contract or Com -

[
mission. Temporary Tileries erected in any part of England,

[ and Drain Pipes manufactured at moderate prices. Every descrip-

[
tion of Drainage Tools.—Abingdon Street, Westminster.

j DRAINING BY STEAM POWER.
JOHN FOWLER is prepared to undertake Contracts

for DRAINING LAND by his PATENT STEAM PLOUGH,
at prices varying, accordingto depth and distance, from 31. to hi. 10s.

per acre, inclusive of tiles, main drains, and all other expenses.

Contracts executed with great rapidity, and tiles manufactured
\ on the spot, where suitable clay exists.—Temple Gate, Bristol.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
PROVEMENT COMPANY

[ Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

[
Henr? Ker Sevmer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

Sir John V. Shelley, Bart., M.P., Deputy- Chairman.

Vy and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering. Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticularsmay be had on application to the Principal.
Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

LAND DRAINAGE BY CONTRACT, in Large
or Small Quantities, undertaken by Thomas Scott, Land

Agent, 5, Charing Cross, London.

George T. Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P.
Sir William Cubitt, F.R.S.
Henry Currie, Esq.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

William Fisher Hobbs, Esq.
Edward J. Hutchins, Esq., M.P.
Sir Samuel Morton Peto, Bart.
William Tite, Esq., M.P.

I William Wilshere, Esq.

I M D.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection

of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of

Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.
2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-
owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL RE AFFORDED IN EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,
r
oe charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly
instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiRTy-ONE years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford, Sec.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1852—53, for England

and Scotland, and further empowered by Amendment Act,
1854—55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,
Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-
cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate ; Lessees for Lives
renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years

;
(and Lessees

lor Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years,
with consent of their Lessor), &c, are enabled, by way of Loan
from the Company, or by their own funds, to execute and
charge on the Lands improved, by way of rent- charge for a
term of 25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every
-landed improvement, especially of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,
Inclosing any Land, or improving Drains, Streams, or Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the
•Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-
ings for Farm purposes already erected; Planting for Shelter
and for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea
Coast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-
lands and Islands of Scotland ; Engines and Machinery for

Drainage. Engine-houses for Farm Steadings, &c, Water-wheels,
Tanks, Pipes, Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans
of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by the
Applicant's own Agents and are submitted*to the approval of the
Jnciosure Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the solejudges
of the due execution of the works. Proprietors may apply jointly
for the execution of Improvements mutually beneficial,—such as
a common Outfall—Roads through the District—Water power,
&c. The Directors wish it to be understood that the Company is

of a strictly commercial character, and that the details of the
plans and of the execution of the Works are not interfered with
by them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-
sure Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of
Application, apply to the Honourable William Napier, Manag-
ing Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westmiuster.

M

PROVLMENT OF LAN
Texants for Life and Others.

MR. HUMBERT, of Watford, Herts, a Land
Agent and Surveyor of more than 20 years' experience,

offers advice to Landowners having but limited or life interests,

as to the means by which they can effect improvements without

an immediate outlay ; and his services in Erecting and Improving
Farm Buildings, in Draining; Reclaiming, Planting, and Road-

making by contract or commission, and the general Improve-
ment of Land ; also in Falling and Selling Timber, in the Transfer

and Management of Estates, and the Enfranchisement of Copy-
holds. Mr. Humbert has long been largely interested in Landed
Property, and is authorised to refer to h is employers.

WNERS OF SETTLED ESTATES and OTHERS
desirous of availing themselves of the various recent Acts

of Parliament, by which they may charge their Estates with

money expended in the Improvement, Conversion, and Reclama-
tion of Land, by Drainage, Irrigation, Embanking, Inclosing,

making Farm-roads, Clearing, the erection of Farm-buildings

and Machinery, Planting and other Agricultural Improvements,
are respectfully informed that Messrs. Hewitt Davis & Francis
Vigers undertake to advise and furnish Plans and Estimates,

and if required, will contract to do the works, and dispose of the

Rent chargrs.—3, Frederick's Place, Old Jewry, London.

FIRST PRIZE REAPING MACHINE.
NOTICE.

ESSRS. BURGESS and KEY beg respectfully

to inform the public, and particularly the noblemen and
gentlemen whose orders they were obliged to decline for this

season on account of the manufacture not being fully arranged,

that the Royal Agricultural Society's First Prize of 301. was
awarded to them for M'Cormick's Reaper, with their patent

screw platform, at the trial at Leigh Court, near Bristol, upon
the 29th of August last. Amongst the competing machines were

Bell's, by Crosskill: Forbush's, exhibited by Mr. Palmer; and
Hussey's, with tilting platform, by Wm. Dray & Co. The
reports of farmers who have worked the machines during this

present harvest, show that the average quantity of Wheat,
Barley, and Oats which they cut was from 1J to 1$ acre per hour.

Two horses work the machine with ease, and the only attendant

required is a man or a boy to drive. Further particulars and
prices sent free on application.

—

Burgess & Key, 103, Newgate
Street; and 52. Little Britain. London. ^^^^

CAUTION.
PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS AND

DRAINING TOOLS.
Whereas very inferior descriptions of Steel Digging Forks are

now manufactured and sold, and I have been informed that pur-

chasers of the same have believed them to be the same as those

manufactured by me, and to which the lioyal Agricultural Society

and numerous Agricultural Societies' prizes have been awarded,

I hereby respectfully inform the public that every Fork manufac-

tured by me is stamped with my trade mark " J. P.," and that

Messrs. Burgess & Key, of No. 103, Newgate Street, London, are

my sole Wholesale Agents, and I have authorised them to re-

place to the purchaser every Fork of my manufacture found

defective; they will also on application send Wholesale and
Retail Price Lists, &c, post free. Francis Parkes & Co,

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

SAYNOR and COOKE, Manufacturers of the cele-

brated Exhibition Prize PRUNING, BUDDING, and
GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and PRUNING SCISSORS, &c.

These articles are Warranted to stand any kind of work, and to

carry the keen edge of a razor without requiring to be sharpened

so frequently as is usually necessary to obtain that sharp edge

so requisite for the comfort and use of the practical gardener. The
blades are also warranted to wear through to the back. They
are used by all the eminent gardeners in England, Ireland, and
Scotland, and can be purchased of any nurseryman or seedsman
in the three kingdoms. Those who may not have used them are

respectfully solicited to give them a trial. The Great Exhibition

Prize Medal of 1851, and the Prize Medal of the Horticultural

Society of Manchester, at their Show of 1854, was awarded to

Saynor & Cooke for their superiority of material and work-

manship^ Established 1738.

I R O l\T~FENC E, HURDLES, ETC.

JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

• Stephenson* & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns

of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to

supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,

&c, at the Manufactory as above.

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out of

ground, 5 bars is.Qd. each.

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

of ground, 5 bars 5s. 3d. each.

Wht gigttcttltttral <Bajette*

SATURDAY, JANUARY 5, 1856.

It was a clever conceit of the ancients which

depicted the god Janus with two faces. The fanciful

heathen divinity who still lends his half forgotten

name to the opening month of the Christian

year, lends also a significant image of the attitude

it brings to every mind—of looking back and of

looking forward. Launched as we find ourselves into

another of those periods, whose name is yet un-

familiar to the tongue—which the pen can hardly yet

mark without the lingering error that shows at once

what creatures of habit we are, not without the re-

deeming trait of attachment to a departed friend ;

the conflicting posture between the coming and the

parting guest, presents a moment whose very

business, unlike any other that occurs in the full

swing of current time, seems to take the intended

shape of reflection. There is a time we have high

mg of a new year is a period which not only
invites but seems almost to compel the most
indifferent and thoughtless, and what is perhaps
harder still, the busiest and most self-absorbed,

to spare some thought to the grand total that

must occur, as page after page is turned in the

ledger of life. Seventy or eighty such pages—and
what is it then, so the work was well done, what
the title of the volume may have been? Whether
it was headed ' mercantile ' or agricultural/ whether
it was indited of the Forum or the Camp, whether
it was high or humble, in affluence or in the perpetual

struggle of self-renewing need—so the work was
well done 1 It is happy for all that such moments
should come ; for, they are moments that bring all

to a level of common brotherhood, in bringing

thoughts that equally belong to all.

That equally belong to all : that is a wide phrase !

Bnt it is a phrase that like the terse and pithy

mottoes on the wind-scattered leaves of the Cumaean
Sybil, we should like to drop upon the path of

English Agriculture, to tell it, in the hour of

success, in the hard-earned and well-deserved and
favourable moment of prosperity, of one thing it has

yet to study, of one task which whether it look

backward or forward, or both, as were best at this

opening of a new year, it has yet to accomplish,

and has hitherto failed to do.

A century ago—only ten times ten years ago

—

deduct but one from the second figure in 1856—and
England was an l&rporter of Corn ; and had been so

for a long time. Nay, so advantageous was it thought

to be, to find consumers in other countries, for our

cereal produce, that a ' bounty ' on the export, a

shilling bribe on every bushel shipped away to find

its market in foreign ports was the stimulant that
' sped the ploughs ' of our ancestors, and armed the

conflicting views of the controversial writers of the

day. Haifa, century ago—at the opening of the

present one—all this had passed away. War,
bad seasons, scarcity, increasing population, with

decreasing supplies, foreign markets shut against

us, with a success not so great as that pro-

duced by the privateering dangers encountered on

the high seas, and the enormous consequent rise of

freights and insurance charges,—led to an inclosure

of fresh land for the plough, such as had never been

witnessed before in this country, but which still

failed to meet the present wants for home supply

which the combination of these and other causes

had engendered. In the twenty years from the

beginning of the present century one thousand six

hundred and seventy-seven inclosure bills, embracing

an area of above three million acres of land

were met by an increase of nearly Jive million—
more than five-and-forty per cent—in the popula-

tion: Since then, the remaining fifty-five per cent,

have been added, and England presents a com-

munity of double the number that saw the opening

of the century, while the land remaining for in-

closure has decreased in each subsequent decennary

period till now it is scarce worth the reckoning.

And how has the plough—no longer able to find

another acre to supply the deficiency of the last

—

kept pace with the increased demand 1 The account

for the last fifteen years is a startling one, and may
well suggest soma thought for the future, as coi-

nected with, and indicated by, the past. From|1840

to 184G (both inclusive) our average yearly import

was three million quarters of grain, and from thence

to the present time the average has been nine mil-

lions and a half per annum !

But would it be credited, by any one who did not

know what an odd fellow an Englishman is, that

with this tremendous history behind us, with this

enormous growing demand upon the produce of the

rest of the world—every bushel of which is counted

as it enters our ports—that we have never yet taken

the trouble to ascertain what portion of the grand

total that we consume is grown upon our own acres ?

Given, a population of two-and-twenty millions

(omitting Ireland), a yearly importation of 9J
millions of quarters of grain, what is the other

figure in the Simple Rule of Three Sum 1 If indeed

we have a ' common brotherhood' in anything,

surely this is of those questions that equally

belong to all? Does the English farmer think

it is against his interest to lend his help to

solve this problem ? to furnish his quota towards

the statement of this moment >us ' Rule of Three 1

'

Is it not a familiar fact that the corn sold

during the first four months after harvest has two

years out of three during the last fifteen

been sold below its true value ascertained

in the subsequent average of the year 1 that

in ten years out of the fifteen it has touched the

lowest price of the year between harvest and the end

of the following January ? Is it forgotten that in

1846 Wheat was selling from harvest to the end of

November between 46s* and 50s. a quarter, which in
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six months afterwards fetched the extravagant price
of 102s. 5d. ; more than double the price obtained
by the early seller ?

Why should this be ? Why should the man who
desires to sell early be obliged to sell at a loss 1

Why is the needy or the early bird compelled to
lose *? Simply and solely, for want of knowledge

;

for want of knowledge that might be obtained early
as easily as late, by the mere evolution of existing
facts, facts that have existed from the moment the
harvest of the year was gathered in, and even before,
and only needed the collection.

But is it credible that the objectors, if such
really exist, to the contribution of these facts
are to be found among the smaller occupiers
of land ? Of all the individuals in the com-
munity of this country there are none who
are like them so deeply, in the most simply
pecuniary shape into which an argument or motive
could be coined, interested in the earliest possible
information of the grain-produce of the year. Let
them only look, for themselves, at the returns of the
months of highest and lowest price for the last
fifteen years : no mirror could reflect the face of
vanity or folly with more cruel fidelity, than they
will see there set down their annual loss, twice out
of thrice, so far as they may be confessed as early
sellers. " I'll tell what crops I grow," said some-
body, quoted by somebody else, at the meeting of the
Tring Agricultural Society, " if the Grocer will tell

how much Tea and Sugar he buys and sells, the
Draper how much broad-cloth he measures, and so
on." Passing by the false comparison between the
grower and the retailer of an article, is it

possible that the utterer, or the indorser, of this
sentiment was ignorant of the fact that every lb. of
Tea, every cwt. of Sugar has twice gone through
accurate statistical measurement, once for export
duty in the country of its growth, and again
on entry through the British Customhouse?
As for the broadcloth argument, is not every parcel
of wool of foreign growth measured for duty as it

comes into this country ; and, for the home-grown
remainder, is it not one of the items of the very
problem it is desired to solve ? Would intel-
ligence have used, or quoted, such an argument
as this ? Yet it seems to have remained unanswered;
and men rode home from the meeting, perhaps, with
an objection suggested, or a prejudice confirmed,
by an argument which only stated truly blows up
the very position it was used to fortify.

Statistics, instead of being wondered at and cross-
questioned as an intrusion from without, should be
a spontaneous growth springing from the very root
and life sap of a thriving and well-regulated' busi-
ness. They belong to the Civilisation of Industry.
They make use of the Past and Present to look
into the Future. They are the s Governor ' which
the Engine should itself set in motion, to regulate
itself withal. They set a man thinking a little of
the relation he bears to the great world around him,
at home and abroad, instead of having his eyes
centred only on himself ; and all that he grows, or
does, he sees with a new and enlightened eye and
with his feelings, as well as his knowledge ex-
panded, when he is able to study the great com-
mercial facts of the business he is taking part in,

drawn from the broad area of district compared
with district, country with country, and nation
with nation. The petty and almost childish
selfishness that cannot look beyond the home-
stead - interest of its own acres, is a condi-
tion of mind which even while it exists,

is gone^ by: for there are things in which
men outlive for a while the grown up facts of their

own age, and cease to be its cotemporaries. But it

lasts not long, and it is an useless struggle while it

does last.

The change that has come over the agriculture of
this country, in regaid to its commercial relations,

during the last seven years is unequalled by any
former development that this branch of industry has
ever before known in any country. It is no longer
a home business ; it is a great commercial concern
between this and the other nations, towards whom
we stand in the relation of purchasers. Not to know
our own produce is to be ignorant of; the first requi-
site towards knowledge of the market in which we
buy and sell. The present move for ' Agricultural
Statistics ' is one of those great involuntarv orbit-
like movements, in which Society is borne along
by the unconscious, and therefore the more safe and
irresistible gravitation of its instinctive wants.

Far from thinking that the agriculturist has any
thing to fear in this matter, we see in it a most im-
portant field, for him, of trade-knowledge, belonging
to his most special interest and calculations. But
there is more than that. There is more than words
can very shortly describe of civilising, and mind-
enlarging, and refining influence, in the study that
cnce draws a man out. and nukes him lock abroad :

be the motive never so self-interested at its birth, : according as the animal in question is well or ill bred.
V\ isdom is justified of her children : it will grow in
time into its moral as well as natural proportions :

;

it will outstrip that local isolation of mere ' acreage'
that hides a man, not more from others than from
himself

; and may its manhood be all that our ambi-
tion foreshadows for the wealth, the enlightenment
and the advancement of the English Farmer.
a w. ii.

We give below the measurements, and estimated
and actual weights of some of the cattle shown last

month at Baker Street and Bingley Hall respectively.

It will be seen that on the whole the measurements
were a trustworthy guide to weight. The cattle

gauge made by Mr. Tree, of Charlotte Street,

Blackfriars Road, on the plan furnished by Mr.
Ewart, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, is superior to the
old cattle gauge by Carey in^having several readings,

any of which may be chosen, so that the result is

to some extent dependent on the judgment of the
observer, and not merely the necessary result of a
rigid calculation. The same length and girth will

yield less beef in the case of a Holstein ox than in

the case of a shorthorn, Hereford, or Devon ; it will

yield less beef in the case of a half fat large-framed
ox than in that of an extra fat beast originally

|

of smaller frame—it will yield more in the case

, of bull beef than in that of oxen or of heifers.

;

It is plain, therefore, that several index points

J

should be available, any one of which shall

indicate the result upon the scale, and any one of

which may be selected according as the ox is " half,"

i or " moderately," " prime," or " extra " fat, and also

Measurement and Weight of Cattle Shown for the Prices of the Smithfield Club.

In the guage before us, accordingly, there are no
fewer than nine different indications to every pair

of measurements. A beast girthing 8 feet, and 5 feet

long, may be 64, 71, 74, 77, 80, 84, 88, 92, or 07
stones, according to its breed, its fatness, and its

sex. An extra fat short-horn bull, which should

have these measurements, would weigh, if slaugh-

tered, probably near 100 stones ; a half fat Holstein

ox, if so large, would not weigh so much as 70.

There is all this variation in the weights of animals

of equal bulk. This, however, is not fatal

to the use of measurement as a guide to

weight. It is only fatal to the use of

any one rigid uniform rule on the subject. If

you combine, as Mr. Ewart does, in the gauge

already named, judgment along with measurement,
you can get generally a very fair result. And those

who by long practice have acquired the art of judging

weight by sight should not look contemptuously

upon the use of aids of this description. It used to

be thought an answer to the advocates of wheels
for ploughs that they were useful merely for

unskilful ploughmen ; their being useful at all has

insured the gradual displacement of the ploughs

without them. And so these cattle gauges being

useful in the absence of extraordinaiy skill, will

become generally and, we have no doubt, usefully

employed.
The following tables indicate the measurements

and weights of a few of the cattle shown last

month. If we should receive reports of any others

whose measurements we took they shall be given

next week.

No. in
Catalogue.

1

4
7
10
13
41
59
79
90
95
96
103
110
112

Girth,

ft. in

7 2

Length.
Estimated Weight.

7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
9
9
8

5
8
4
9
2
5
4
9

5
1

3
4

ft. in

4 5

Prime Fat. Very Fat.

4
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

11

9
3
1

2
3
5
3
9
11
9
8

Btoiies.

57
68
74
64

100
85
93
92
103
85
102
122
123
98

stones
59
71
77
66
105
88
96
96
108
89
107
127
128
103

Extra Fat.

Actual
weight.

stones
• 62

74
80
70

110
93
100
100
114
92
102
133
134
107

1266

St.

57
69
68
66

103
92
103
98
104
90
104
130
123

lb.

1

8

4

6
6
12
6
8

100 12

1320 1371

Purchasers' Names.

Mr. Jeffrey, Foubert PI., Regent St.

— Collingwood, High St., Islington.
— Jeffrey, Foubert PI., Uegent St.— "Wither, Guildford, Surrey.
— Oliver, Southampton.
— Woodward, George St ,Richmond
— Collingwood, High St., Islington.
— Ivirby, Park Street, London.
— Chambers, Ealing.
— Orris, 1, King Street, Islington.— Barnes, St. Neots.
— Oliver, Southampton.
— Housego, Westminster.

1311 7

Measurement and Weight ' of Cattle Shown for the Prizes of the Midland Counties' Exposition'.

No. in 1 4~% • A_l_ T J_T_ Estimated Weight. Actual "»""V % ^

Catalogue. Girth. Length.
Weight. Purchasers 2>.ames.

Prime Fat. Very Fat. Extra Fat.

»^"-

^y»

^ ^

*m^

^

^-

-»

^

^^

™

-^^

^»-

^ ^mr -^fc

^

*m ^f-

-4

• ^

^ta^

»

•

ft. in. . ft. in. stones. stones. stones. st. lb.

i 9 5 5 4 118 124 129 120 2 Mr. Hipkins, Tipton, Dudley.
2

1
8 5 1 82 86 90 97 2 — Dean, Stafford.

4 8 3 5 6 94 98 103 10 3 — Suckling, Birmingham.
5 8 5 3 85 89 93 97 8 — do. do.
7 8 3 5 4 91 95 100 106 4 — Hopkins, Leighton Buzzard.
9 8 4 10 77 81 85 81 1 — Holmes, Beoley, Redditch.

13 8 1 5 1 .83 87 91 88 8 — Tompkins, Leighton Buzzard.
26 8 5 5 3 93 97 102 92 12 . — Radford, Derby.

- 27 8 11 5 6 109 114 120 115 10 — >iob!e, York.
30 8 6 5 9 104 108 116 108 2 — Turner, Chesterfield.
33 8 10 5 8 110 115 120 102 2 — Kirk, Chesterfield.
36 8 2 5 5 90 94 98 91 12 — Jackson, Hodnet.

1136 1186 1247 1111 10
•

THE DISCUSSION ON LAND DRAINING
Before the Society of Arts, December 12.

Will you kindly indulge me with space in the Agri-

cultural Gazette to make a few statements in reference

to the discussion on draining at the meeting of the

Society of Arts on Wednesday, Dec. 12, which arose
on the reading of Mr. Bailey Denton's paper.

Mr. Baker stated that great difference of opinion

exists amongst draining engineers, and many persons
present may have concluded from what was said by
Lord Berners, by the Rev. Mr. Clutterbuck, Mr. Trim-
mer, and Mr. Mechi, that this is actually the case

;

whereas, I believe that all the most thinking and most
experienced men agree very nearly, both in their theory
and in their practice.

I do not believe that any of them recommend a
uniform depth of drain, as one speaker inferred ; but, as
it is desirable to obtain a deep bed of dry soil for the
operations of the cultivator, looking to this fact and to
the cost, they have adopted 4 feet as a good depth
in operating upon an indefinite depth of wet tenacious
soil, having neither above it, nor below it, a bed of

porous gravel or drift, nor a stratum or pan of non-
absorbent material by which the water is upheld. I

have found a depth of 4 feet, under such circumstances,
answer all my expectations, with a distance between the
drains of 30 feet or 33 feet. But I am strongly im-
pressed with the belief that a distance of 40 feet apart,
on some of the diluvial soils of Hertfordshire, Bedford-
shire, and Northamptonshire, and which I have observed
part with their water very readily, would in the end
answer the purpose as fully as 30 feet, and I should be
glad to elicit through your pages, from practical men,
their experience on this point, as I had no opportunity
of alluding to it on Wednesday night.

It may also have been inferred that draining
engineers are in the habit of working without properly

1

investigating the stratfication of the soil, but this surely

is not the case, and I do not suppose that any one would
attempt to drain the cup (actually a land spring)
described by Lord Berners, otherwise than by tapping
it with a drain in the bottom, as prescribed by his lord-

ship. Again, with regard to the sketch and section

produced by the Rev. J. Clutterbuck, and explained by
him in his usual lucid and earnest manner, illustrating

the section of a porous bed of Oxford drift, overlying

an impervious and undulating stratum, the operation
would really consist of draining one or more land

springs, and I think most men would adopt a similar

remedy.

Nor is the plan pursued by Lord Berners and desig-

nated the Keythorpe system, I think at variance with

ordinary practice. His lordship has accomplished his

object in the most effective manner and with a very

small outlay, and therefore it demands our serious con-

sideration, although it can obviously only be adopted
in very rare instances ; and I regret much that I was

not able to satisfy myself, by inquiry of his lordship,

that I rightly understood what he wished to convey.
It was carried out, as I understood, upon a soil

having a superstratum of clay, said to be impervious
(specimens of which were produced), varying in depth

from 1 foot 6 inches to 5 feet, having beneath it a

porous stratum or bed, charged with water, in which
the drains were laid. The water was discovered by

means of trial holes, and the drains were extended
towards them, until they acted upon the trial holes,

and carried off th« water contained in them.

Now I submit that the water taken off by the drains is

that supplied by the water-bearing vein of shingle

or gravel beneath the clay. How then comes it that

the clay is so efficiently drained, when all previous

attempts to drain it, by laying drains in it in the ordi-

nary mode, at a less depth, as I understood, had failed ?

Of course this clay is not actually impervious, as has

been supposed ; and is it that it has been kept wet by
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the reservoir beneath it, which may have surfeited it

with water in dry seasons, and have prevented the

descent of the rain water in wet seasons ? But then

how is this reservoir itself supplied ? Surely by per-

colation through the superincumbent (impervious)

clay. If such is the state of the case, then the

most effective and the most scientific means have

been resorted to to obtain the desired end, and we all

owe our thanks to Lord Berners and to Mr. Trimmer
for so forcibly directing our attention to the beacon of

science which should ever be present to the mind. But
then it must be conceded that the clay could have been

drained, though at a greater cost, in the ordinary way
by parallel drains placed in it. If it parts with its ex-

cess of moisture to a natural drain lying beneath it, so

it would do so, though in a less degree, to an artificial

drain placed in it. Science has detected the natural

drain, and common sense said, " Let it do its work and
we will make it subservient to our purpose." [The Key-
thorpe system makes use of the varying depths at which

a swSstratum of clay exists beneath the comparatively

pervious soil overlying it.]

In this case I again submit that there is nothing at

variance with the practice of draining engineers. An
error might have been commited for want of care or for

want of geological knowledge, but whoever set about
drainin g the soil in question would have dealt with the

porous vein, the natural drain or spring beneath the

clay, if he had been aware of its existence, and not
with the clay itself ; feeling satisfied that the clay was
not so impervious, but that it would part with its

superfluous moisture to the absorbent bed below.

Therefore great thanks are due to the scientific gentlemen
who have with so much pains illustrated this operation

and refreshed the memory of all, but there is, I think,

no new system discovered.
W

I submit that the clay could have been drained in the
ordinary mode notwithstanding the failures that have
taken place. Let us suppose a similar soil with a depth
of 30 feet instead of 5 feet. I think the draining
engineer could successfully administer the ordinary
cure ; but as he would not be assisted by the natural
drain he would have to make a far greater outlay.

The trial pits, which constitute an important feature
in Lord Berners' proctedings, could not be used in the
same manner in draining ordinary clays and stiff soils.

You might lay some drains within a foot of them in the
wet season and they would for a long time stand charged
with water, in defiance of the drains, and yet the drains
might be well and effectively laid. Two statements
were made that I think call for special notice as worthy
of investigation. First, that of Mr. Denton, to the
effect that coloured water, that is, I understand, water
coloured with the soil on which it has fallen, issues from
shallow drains. I am inclined to believe that in
ordinary close soils 2 feet or even 1 foot 6 inches of
filtrating medium will free the water from all

mechanical impurities at least. But the second state-

ment I would notice, and which renders further com-
ment upon the first superfluous, is that of Mr. Mechi,
to this effect, that the sewage water which he throws
over his land at Tiptree, flows out of the outfall of his
drains (laid I understand 4 feet and 5 feet deep), and
into the ditches, still charged with its colouring matter.

This is so adverse to all our accepted theories that
every one who understood Mr. Mechi as I did must
have been startled by the assertion. If filtration through
a solid bed of earth 4 feet and 5 feet in thickness does
not effectively deprive water of all its mechanical impuri-
ties, then we must cease to believe that in 4 feet we have
discovered the depth at which water may be econo-
mically removed from the soil, after having enriched
it with its ammonia and some other valuable matters
which it held in chemical combination. The question
also arises how far Mr. Mechi's irrigation under such
circumstances is desirable, and whether it is not abso-
solutely injurious.

Of course occasionally, with an unusually rapid flow,
the water might become discoloured by the silt or other
sedimentary matter deposited in the drains ; but I
understood Mr. Mechi to imply, that the water was
coloured with the colouring matter derived from
his tank.

If the discussion is continued at the Society of Arts,
I hope these points may be alluded to ; if not, I hope
that through your columns they may obtain some eluci-
dation. Chas. I. Humbert, Watford, Herts.
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If I am not wron^ in my reading of section

333-4 of Stephens's " Book of the Farm/' Dr. Madden
has made an erroneous calculation of the comparative
values of bones and dung. He there states that :

—

Farm dang.
1 ton bone dust equals, as regards organic matter ... 1 ton

soluble matter ... 1

easily dissolved ditto 2.9

jizotc ••• »•« »*» o.y

saline matter ... 5.0

earthy phosphates ... 1S.3 „

He then proceeds to add all these separate benefits

into one sum, and comes to the conclusion that 1 ton of

bone dust is equal to 30 tons of farm yard dung.
Now is not this an error ? for according to Dr. Mad-

den's own showing, before 30 tons of dung can be
equalled

In organic matter there must be 30 tons of bone.

„ soluble matter „ 30
10*

„ saline matter „ 6
„ earthy phosphate „ 13£

How then is it possible that 1 ton of bone is of equal
agricultural value to 30 tons of dung I—nay, if we take
the highest benefit conferred by the bone, it is only

18^ times better than dung. It is quite possible I may
have overlooked some essential element in the calcula-

tion, and if so I trust some one will set me right, for

correctness in such statements (which are the * Agri-
cultural Constants" I wUh settled) is of the first im-
portance. My object is not to call attention to any
errors in the work in question, but to obtain, if possible,

by discussion in your pages * Agricultural Constants"
on which we can rely. Alartyn Roberts.

„ easily dissolved do.
azote
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AGRICULTURAL CONSTANTS.

In this age of scientific agriculture farmers are in"
^clined, or are driven to try many innovations on their
old practice, while by reason of a deficient chemical

[1
education, all may not be able to judge fairly of the

I
value of these new modes of treatment.

b
For the assistance of such non-scientific farmers it

j would be well that certain facts should be established,

hwhich may be called " Agricultural Constants," and if

v these were discussed in your valuable columns, and a
c definite conclusion arrived at, it would be of great ser-
jj-vice to practical farmers. For example, let this question
be discussed and settled :

—

jj
Can f:.rm-yard dung be entirely and efficiently re-

u placed by artificial manures ? and at what cost? Or in

rf

another form—What price per ton can we afford to give

t
for dung on the land to equalise it with, guano at 121.
per ton and superphosphate at Si. \ Would a mixture

j
t)f guano and superphosphate entirely replace farm-yard

j
dung ? If not, what are the deficiencies ! How are
these to be obtained \—and at what cost ?

YIELD OF THE PAST HARVEST.
Cavan and Longford.—Speaking of a wild district of

hilly country on the borders of Cavan and Longford,
altogether occupied by the smaller description of

farmers with scarcely an exception, and containing, it

maybe, about 100 square miles, there are not, I believe,

10 acres of Wheat, no Barley, and little Turnips or
other green crop. The Oat crop, which held fair

promise of being over an average, has disappointed
the growers ; and, on the assertion of every one, has
threshed out far beneath their expectations, and,
certainly not equal to the average yield per acre, to

what extent, however, it is not possible to ascertain.

The crop is not only deficient in yield, but inferior in

sample ; that which lodged, which much did on the
lower heavier and ranker ground, was, as it ever must
be, deficient in yield and bad in quality ; but that which
was standing appears also to have suffered from ripen-

ing too quickly, and, therefore, not well filling. The
Potato crop is very good, and has suffered but little by
disease ; this is not only the general opinion, but is evi-

denced by the market price, as, without any pressure
of sale on account of apprehended loss by disease, or
from necessity of the holders, and where every other
article of food is at very high prices, Potatoes are
selling at about two-thirds of last year's price, that is

for Ad. or A{d. a stone, a price which they have not
been sold at since 1845. The hay crop appears also

deficient. /. M. Qoodiff, Scrabby.

Norfolk.—As to the probable yield of the past har-
vest, I beg to say it is not in my power to give you any-
thing like an accurate opinion. As a proof take the
following as the result of my inquiries : One large and
influential farmer told me that his Wheat was 16 bushels

per acre below his usual average ; another said that the

crop might be put down at 8 bushels less than an average,
and a third declared that he had just threshed a 20-acre

field, and it only produced 4 bushels per acre.

This district is a sandy loam, and averages about
30 or 32 bushels per acre. Upon the good clay

loams along the sea-coast the reports are equally

conflicting ; we hear of land usually producing 40
bushels per acre, this year not yielding 30 ; and some
of the very choicest land we have in the county, and I

may say equal to any in England, not yielding more than
20 bushels per acre. Again, we have fields, and I need
not go out of my own parish, producing from 40 to 44
bushels per acre. On the whole, I have no doubt there

is a deficiency, and taking the quality of the grain into

consideration, I am inclined to think it will be fully, if

not more than one-fourth below the usual average ; but

I should imagine in this county we were more affected

with blight than other parts of the kingdom. The Barley
is not so good a crop, either in quantity or quality, as

was expected, and will probably not reach an average.

Turnips made considerable improvement after the rains

in October, but there is a general complaint of their

being consumed too rapidly. Hay is the lightest crop I

ever saw grown in this district, and a fourth of it spoiled

by the weather. W. Cubitt.

Monmouthshire.—In sending you a report on the
appearance of the crops previous to last harvest in the
portion of this county included in the division of Uske,
which may be called Mid-Monmouthshire, I remarked
that though the acreage yield of Wheat would most
probably be a little under the average, the deficiency

would»be quite made up by the greater breadth of land

under that crop. I find my statement to have been
pretty correct, the returns from the better class of farms
having been a fair average, viz., from 24 to 26 bushels

per acre, the quality on the whole good, though a little

below the average weight, whilst on the colder farms
with one or two exceptions, where for that part of the

district I have heard of marvellous crops, with better

scale results the bualiel tells- a deficiency, the yield

proving from 18 to 20 bushels per acre. Of Barley
and Oats the report is but indifferent, both being sadly
deficient in weight. In Clover and hay, more particu-
larly, we are better off than in most parts I have been
in, but we shall want it all, and it will require the
strictest economy in the use both of it and straw to
carry us on till there is a bit of Grass again, the
root crops are so lamentably deficient, 10 tons of Swedes
per acre being thought well of this year. Mangel
Wurzel, the growth of which is quite exceptional here
—to our shame be it said—is very good. The Wheat
plant is looking well, and the glorious seed time and the
high prices have enabled and induced many to put
every possible acre under Wheat. Relph, Penticyn.

Wilts.—From my own experience in threshing, and
from what I have been able to glean from others, I
consider the Wheat crop in this immediate neighbour-
hood to be a little short of an average crop in quantity,
but from a considerable portion of the crop being badly
blighted, it is from 2 to 8 lbs. per bushel lighter than last

year, and from 2 to 4 lbs. lighter than the average of
seasons. Barley an average crop in quantity, but a good
deal of inferior quality. Thos. Arkell.

Berks.—From my own experience (having a steam-
engine let for hire) upon my own farm, as well as those
of others, I am happy to say the yield of Wheat is much
better than was ever at one time expected. The heavy
Wheat lands are quite an average crop ; the deficiency
is on high and thin soils from want of plant. Taking
the two together I am of opinion that the Wheat crop of

1855 is not more than 2 bushels per acre short of an
average, although 8 bushels Ishort of the crop of 1854.
Of Bar ey about an average crop, quality generally bad.

Oats above an average—4 bushels to the acre. As
there are few Beans or Peas grown in my own immediate
district I am not able to say anything about them.
W. Chandler

9
Aldbourne, Hungerford.

Home Correspondence.
Farm Bailiffs , who are they, or whom ought tJiey to be ?

— Will you assist me to gain some information on this

question ? I believe I am not alone in the wish to be
gratified on this head. Although I do not remember to

have seen the question asked before, still I have often

heard the subject talked freely upon when I have been

in the company of farmers, and sometimes in such a

manner as to lead an ignorant person in such matters

to suppose that the bailiffs were a class of persons

whose services could very well be dispensed with, for

the arguments were not usfrequently closed by general

expressions of wonder why gentlemen did not manage
their land themselves. I confess I do not exactly take

that view of the case, for a person may be fond of

hunting and still think it advisable and profitable to

keep a groom, and doubtless gentlemen find that this

remark applies to farming, as many of ourleading agricul-

turists do keep bailiffs. However, I wish to be under-
stood that the remarks I am about to make are d0t
intended to detract from the value or usefulness of farm
bailiffs, but merely to provoke discussion, and to enable

other readers who, like myself, may not be quite au fait

on this subject, to be better informed. As far as I am
concerned, I must say that it is the many varieties of

the farm managers that has mystified me to a degree,

therefore I have written in the hope that through some
of your able correspondents all may be made clear.

I am informed that the greater number are

Scotchmen, generally allowed to be well informed
upon the northern system of farming ; but often, it

is said, knowing very little of the southern practices

until they have served an apprenticeship, as one may
say, and taken a few peeps over the hedges of the fields

of the neighbouring farmers to get an idea of their

customs. Does not an employer incur a considerable risk

should he happen to have fixed upon a locality a little

behind the age as regards agricultural improvements
—I mean as to his chances of success in farming, should

he have a learner of this description ? Another class

also said to be numerous appear to be of a higher order

than the foregoing, for one hears that they expect to

have two or three horses kept for them, and all other

things found in the like treble proportion; it is admitted

that they can talk like oracles about the herd book,

reaping machines, steam-engines, &c, but it is said that

they do everything by deputy except receiving their

salary ; that they would deem it derogatory to cast their

gloves (not mentioning their coat) to touch anything

except to place a finger artistically upon a few of their

choicest animals; that they can prove without a doubt that

it is good policy to give an unlimited number of guineas

for a descendant of Hubback (I am not sure cf the

name), and that the true method of saving is to curtail

the price paid for manual labour, say, for instance,

8s. 6d. instead of 10s. Is that a consistent argument ?

Others, again, said to be next to those mentioned above

as regards number, are, if I may be allowed to use the

term in speaking of their occupations, of a hybrid

nature, that is, they are between the florist and agri-

culturist. I should be glad to be made aware how those

two branches of knowledge combined answer, whether

for the benefit of the employer or vice vend, as I am
informed that the culture of flowers is usually attended

with great expense, even though carried on on a

limited scale. A few. are said to be farmers who have

tried for themselves, and have been unfortunate, or

something else ; then it appears they turn tht- ir abilities

to the management of similar affairs for another, when

at the same time they have been unsuccessful in the

same object for themselves. The last class. I. shall toush.
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[)ody. Now if the latter are competent 1

ies, which of all I have mentioned is the

upon are the smock frock or working bailiffs. Farmers
say that they often see land under the management of,

this class in as creditable a condition in all respects as

that overseen by any of the varieties I have mentioned ;

that these men have not the same advantages of educa-

tion as their more fortunate compeers, I must not say

brethren, as I am told fraternity does not exist among
the classes as a body,

to fulfil such duties

right man for the right place ? A Novice.

Hedge Cutting Machine.—At page 730 of Agricultural

Gazette attention is called in a long detailed article to

the great importance of a hedge dressing or cutting

machine. Having performed a good deal of that work
by the common hedge bills, " implements made ex-

pressly for that purpose ** to be used by hand, I have
often thought of a machine for that purpose. Such an

one as W. Wooler describes I would disapprove of, and
to travel on both sides of the hedge, as cross fences

would be a great obstacle in the way, I should rather

adopt the frame to be built upon four pillars tied with

cross bars, above and below, and the two knives pro-

jecting out upon the spindle, all in one piece upon the

end of the spindle at an angle of about 75° or so, or

whatever slope should be most approved of for keeping
hedges in the wedge shape. The pillars of the machine
would answer the desired purpose best to be cast metal,

in fact, it should, be all metal or malleable iron. The
spindle and two revolving knives resting on top of

frame-work ought to be good and well secured ; the

latter ought to be of the best Sheffield cutlery, and
instead of having them concave " the knives" should
rather, if anything, be convex, as they would clear

themselves ; but if they were concave, as described by
W. Wooler, they would drag the power very much, as

I always found in dressing hedges the work was easier

performed with a straight implement instead of any
hook or concave being in the blade. My impression is,

that being all metal it will stand more secure to its

work, being of some weight to resist the velocity

or power at which the upper spindle would re-

quire to be driven at to make clean work.
The motion at which the knives should revolve may
be fairly set down at 300 revolutions per minute ;

this would require to be brought up from the one or
other of the two axles on which the frame would
travel. The greater the velocity the less power
required in driving the machine. But I beg to

remark that if such a machine should come to be
constructed all hedge sides would require to be
landed in gradual rises and falls, as the hedge would
allow, for the least sudden rise or fall in the machine
would cause a sudden concave or convex in travelling

over the different lines of fences ; and applying to

railways, the surfaces on such are so very irregular
that I scarcely think it could be recommended as a pro-
fitable machine. The expense of such work is not very
great on arable land, where the fields are of ordinary
size from 1 6 to 20 acres in each, which is chiefly enclosed
with Whitethorn. It will run nearly to 17. to each pair
of horses kept on the farm for dressing hedges, "I mean
to be dressed annually 4} feet high." If hedges are not
attended to annually they are a very bad fence and
costly, which is too often the case by a majority of the
agricultural class of gentlemen ; or they can be let by
contract on railways at 1/. per mile of 1760 lineal yards.

I am aware they are done for less, but too often in a
very imperfect manner ; I myself have had to do them
over again after being done by other parties. But if

they can be got at A\ feet high, a close healthy fence at

the above figure, in the wedge shape, is about the mark,
and the charge I use to make for such. W.G.Abernethy.

Drains.—As I perceive the professionals are puzzled
to account for the fact of drains which had run dry dis-

charging water just previous to a fall of rain, I beg to
give you my " reason why," and whether right or wrong
it may be of use in ventilating the subject. The weight
and consequent pressure of the atmosphere being greater
in a state of dryness than in one of moisture, and the
water in the soil below the drains being subjected to

that pressure, it is kept lower in the soil in dry weather
than just before rain ; and as the quicksilver in the tube
of a barometer falls just before rain, owing to the
lessened atmospheric pressure, so will the water in the
soil and below the drains rise and flow in them for the
same reason, viz., a partial relief from atmospheric
pressure. Robert Mein.
Anbury.—Owing to the interest I take in the

44 anbury " question (from having been for more than
20 years one among the greatest sufferers from the
disease, perhaps, in this country), I wrote some time
back to Professor Buckman to inquire after the appear-
ance of the promised report of his experiments on the
subject. And I write now because in his report mis-
takes have been made which appear in the Agricultural
Gazette of the 8th Dec. One of these is of no moment
whatever, and consists merely in the mistake of my
name (owing very naturally perhaps to Mr. B. being in
communication at one and the same time, and on the
same subject, with Mr. Campbell, of Craigie) ; the
other, however, is of importance, as having reference
to the question in hand. I sent Mr. Buckman a box
of diseased Green-top Yellow Turnip, but no Swedes ; and
for the reason that I had none, and have hardly ever
had any of these affected by anbury. For more tha*
25 years (10 of that time when possessed by a tenant),
the farm I hold; has seldom suffered to a less extent
than 20 acres of loss, often to a greater, out of 1 00 acres
of Turnip crop. Iq all that time the loss from diseased
Swedes ean hardly, I should think, have exceeded an

i TTHn
acre or two in all. I attribute this mainly to stronger

land having always been allotted to the Swedes, and to

their having been treated to both farm-yard dung and
artificial manures, while the other Turnips have only

had the latter, and been planted on land offering the

most favourable habitat for insects ; this, in my case,

has been where the old red sandstone is very near the

surface, and where it is perfectly dry by nature. I have
all along attributed the malady to the operation of

insects, but such is not yet generally the opinion of

neighbouring farmers, nor even of my own bailiff, who
has been with me for 30 years. What I have observed

of the operations of these insects does not altogether

tally with what is recorded in your recent article. I

have found a small hairv red wire-worm, eating round
the cuticle or bark of the rootlet, thus, in my idea,

occasioning a revulsion or extravasation of the sap,

ending in the formation of tubercles ; but I have never

succeeded in finding the appearances you describe at that

season when they might be expected to be found were
they the cause, although I have done so at a later

period, viz., when I sent the subjects of Mr. Buckman's
examination ; but then I ascribed this to their being

rather the effect, and a very natural one, of the

previously long established affection. I agree with you,

there is much to learn on the subject, and the investiga-

tion is all the more important and pressing, that I fear

the anbury is spreading rapidly over the country. You
have already made a considerable step, for which I feel

thankful—inquiry and improvement will now be better

directed. Besides the proper anbury produce, I have
always noticed the presence—in a much minor degree,

however—of a grub of different habits. This cuts off

entirely the plant, when, after thinning it is from 4 to

6 inches high. The Turnip crop of 1852 was almost
totally destroyed in this neighbourhood by this

insect on farms where anbury was never yet known,
and to an extent never attained by the anbury.
I have tried almost all the remedial measures
suggested in print, and have found none of any avail, but
alternating with Potato and other green crops in the

rotation, and this is effectual, and having now adopted
it for the last 10 years my losses have been compara-
tively trifling. Liberal manuring is also a good remedy;
this, when assisted by high heart in the land and by
favourable weather, I have often seen carry through
a field (in which scarce a plant was unattacked by
anbury) to a heavy crop, the ground at topping and
tailing time being covered with the unsightly " knobs "

and other products of the disease. W. F. Lindsay
Carnegie, Kenbletfimont, Arbroath, N. B.
Brown Bread. — In answer to a correspondent

u J. T. B.," Agricultural Gazette, concerning brown
bread, I would recommend tlie following recipe, which
answers perfectly with us :—Mix £ lb. of coarse pollard,

and £ oz. of salt, with 24 oz. by measure of cold water,
over night. Next morning add, in the usual way, to

4 lbs. of flour, 2 drachms of fresh German yeast (or a
piece the size of a cobnut), dissolved in 4 oz. of water
at 75° (3 oz. of cold and 1 oz. of boiling water will

produce the right temperature). When this has risen

in the flour, add to the pollard and cold water 8 oz.

by measure of boiling water. Mix the whole together,

and knead it in the usual way. The smaller the quan-
tity of yeast used the more wholesome and sweeter
will be the bread. White bread would require 4 oz.

less water, and of course no pollard. B. P. R. As
* J. T. B.V cook understands the making of white
bread, all she has to remember relative to brown bread
is that as it ferments easily it does not require so much
yeast as white bread dough, and the flour of which it is

made, or meal as it is usually called (being the Wheat
ground, and not having the bran separated from it for

the brownest bread, or the coarser parts of the flour for

the lighter coloured brown bread), absorbs more mois-
ture than the white loaf flour. Rye-flour is a great im-
provement. At this time of high prices, I would suggest

to " J. T. B.," and any other of your subscribers to make
bread according to what is called the Rev. Mr. Hagget's

<J DO
plan, as follows :—"Only the coarse flake bran is to be
removed from the flour ; of this take 5 lbs. and boil it

in rather more than 4 gallons of water ; so that when
perfectly smooth you may have 3f gallons of clear bran
water. With this knead 56 lbs. of flour, adding salt and
yeast in the same way and proportions as for other
bread. When ready to bake divide it iuto loaves, and
bake them 2£ hours. Flour will imbibe 3 quarts more
of bran water than of plain, so that it does not produce
a more nutritious food, but makes an increase of one-
fifth of the usual quantity of bread. The same quantity
of flour which, kneaded with water, will produce 69 lbs.

8 oz. with bran water, produces 83 lbs. 8 oz., a gain of

14 lbs. When 10 days old, if put into the oven for 20
minutes, this bread will appear quite new again."
Abridged from Mrs. RundelVs Domestic Cookery.

Royal Agricultural Society.—I beg to be allowed to sug-
gest that the Royal Agricultural Society ought really now
to publish a complete classified Index to the volumes of
theirJournal. The work is becoming valueless forwant of
it. The Royal Geographical Society have published about
the same number of volumes, and have twice printed a
General Index. A Member. [A General Index for the first

eight volumes was printed with Vol. IX. Now th&t the
number of volumes have doubled, an Index for the whole
series is much wanted.]

resuming the discussion upon Mr. Bailey Denton's
paper " On the Under Drainage of Land." Mr. P. L
Simmonds occupied the chair. The proceedings com-
menced by the Secretary reading communications which
he had received from Messrs. Arke)1,Baza1»ette, Beattie
Blamire, and Girdwood. Mr. Arkel in his communi'
cation referred to two errors, as he considered them
which had crept into recent practice, viz., the use of the

small pipe tiles at present made, and the putting parallel

drains at equal distances apart, regardless of the existing

surface furrow. Mr. Bazalgette's letter developed more
fully the style of observation and experiraentwhich, in his

opinion, was still needed in order to the full elucidation

of correct theory and practice in draining land. To
this we shall hereafter return. Mr. Girdwood contended
that, in order to the more perfect discussion of the sub-

ject, certain points, as Mr. Bazalgt-tte had indicated,

should be more constantly kept in view. Mr. Beattie,

of Aberdeen, related his experience in confirmation of

Mr. Denton's advocacy of deep draining. u At first,"

he says,
" Drainage was begun here at shallow depths, but in course of

two years it was gradually carried deeper, until 4 feet was gene-
rally adopted at distances apart of 24, 27, and 30 feet, the latter
being the greatest distance that I countenanced. I may mention
that the sum expended under my directions, arising from loans
from government and private outlays by the owners of land, sinee

1846, is about 200,000. The nature of the ground over this and
the adjoining counties is exceedingly variable ; indeed, it is not
unusual in a drain of 6 or 7 chains long, to pass through three or

four different descriptions of subsoil. A great part is difficult to

cut, from the number of stones and large boulders imbedded in

hard gravelly clay. The expense, therefore, is much beyond the
cost spoken of by Mr. Denton, being here from 61. to 91. per acre.
Pipes and collars are now invariably used by the most ex-
perienced drainers. I have discontinued trench ploughing im-
mediately after drainage. I observe that the soil when
drained subsides in dry periods and expands during wet sea-

sons, so that an action takes place naturally sufficiently strong
to break up even the moorband pan which is so frequently
met with in this district. This is more apparent where the
drains have been deep and not far apart. I have recommended
old Grass land that had become in its wet state tough in the

surface, to be left at least two years unbroken up after being
drained. The Grass improves in quality, and the land, when
afterwards ploughed, is friable and mellow, more easily prepared
for cropping, and produces better crops. The saving of labour
is also very great, particularly when it comes to be prepared for

Turnips. The green surface is replaced on the drains and rolled

down flat. Before adopting 4 feet deep drains, I had much diffi-

culty in dealing with the iron ore which generally appeared at

2 or 3 feet from the surface, but by the extra depth the water
filters off to the pipes free of ore. Occasionally iron ore is found
at a greater depth, but the floating substance is then in most
cases lighter, and does not adhere to the pipes in the same way
as that found near the surface."

. Mr. T. Scott stated his experience as a land-drainer :

u In 1838, he served his apprenticeship to land draining on the

farms of Mr. John Dudgeon, in West Lothian, and in that and

the two following years superintended the execution of 140 miles

of drainage, executed on the principle recommended and then

practised by his friend Mr. Smith, of Deanston. These drains

were dug 27 and 30 inches deep, the conduits being formed by
2J-inch tiles and soles, or 12 inches of stone broken to pass

through a 2^-inch ring. The effect of this drainage was wonder-

ful and repaying at the time, but when he wrote to Mr. Dudgeon

in 1850, just 10 years afterwards, to know the result, he learned

that he had terminated his old leases several years before th«

stipulated time, that he might have the inducement, which the

beginning of a new lease would afford, to take up these very

30-inch drains and re-lay them 4 feet deep, which he has done.

Here is a material guarantee, by one of the leading and most

acute tenant farmers in Scotland, that deep draining on the stiff

and cold subsoils of West Lothian, is the most effective and

remunerative drainage. Having gone into Cheshire in 184t
he had carried out the Deanston system, and received a

silver medal from the Manchester and Liverpool Agricul-

tural Society in 1843, and again in 1814. The depth, as

well as the inclination of this drainage, was ridiculed af

the time by his local friends, and the landlord began

to doubt the propriety of putting his money into such a sinking

fund, and the tenants were unwilling to promise a per centage

on the outlay. But what is now the result? Why the landlord,

agents and tenants, are all superceding these drains, though

many of them were 3 feet deep, with deeper ones still, the mini-

mum being 3 feet 6 inches. It was, therefore, with some degree

of humility that he held this handsome medal for work now

obsolete in principle and being superseded in practice, but b*

had rather blush for the past than hold out against reason and

experience for the future. The rules of the same society now

say, ' no drain to be less than 36 inches deep, but the society re-

commend it still deeper.
1 In 1850 he went into the county of

Wilts, as resident agent to Joseph Neild, Esq., M.P., and being

then fully convinced of the soundness of deep draining, and

hoping that his Wiltshire friends might not know how much

comparatively shallow draining he had been guilty of, he com-

menced by draining 3$ to 5 feet deep on all soils, being a stage in

advance of local practice. A war of words ensued with the

tenants and neighbours, but he persevered for three years, and

until nearly 2000 acres of land In Wilts and Somerset had been

throughly drained in this way, being supported by the confidence

of the proprietor throughout. At the end of the time mentioned

he began to perceive that he was being followed, but still at

a respectful distance, by a good many of bis early but thinkiog

and ebserving opponents, and his mission ended by a handson*

testimonial being presented to him as an acknowledgment th»

he had practically exemplified in that district a sound system*
land drainage. Three more years have rolled by, and time b*$

so far confirmed the result, that the ordinary farmers in th»

district are now deep drainers from experience if not from pnfr

ciple. He thought that no stronger proof could be adduced tb*

these examples, that 3 feet 6 inches is the minimum depth w
drains on the stiffest soil for permanency and effect. As *

further proof of this, ho had evidence that the late Mr. W ffi

;

Smith, of Braydon, near Swindon, in Wiltshire, executed &>?*

drainage on his own lands there in 1812,4 feet deep and 20 fc*

apart, and though this is the most unporous soil and subsoii

he believed, in the three kingdoms, these drains are Rt2

^octettes*

Society of Arts.—An extraordinary meeting was
held on Friday evening of last week, for the purpose of

running, and the land is effectually dry. He wished afc

to record here the result of an experiment which he ffl*^

in 1851 with Fowler's Draining Plough, on the Brayp
land, and which land Mr. Bravender, of Cirencester, bfc

described in the * Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, *

almost untractabie. This drainage was done by contract, 3 ft*

3 inches deep, and 16£ feet apart, the main drains being dug \
hand and laid with 3 and 4-inch pipes, the outlets having gr***

pipes built in stone work, and the minor drains being I*

without pipes, except for about 12 feet in length from the nj*J
draius upwards. The economy of this work was great; sb#P

are novr folded with advantage on the land, which was fonneri.

unsafe for cattle, except for about three months in the year; ®
a iuatc Grasses have died out and better herbage has taW

place, and the annual value of the land so drained is doubly

The average cost of this comparatively deep draining on *•

Neeld's estates did not exceed that of shallow and temporw
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perations previously in voj»jie in this district, namely, 41- &n

acre, on 1S0O acres of thorough drained land, labour beiii£ then
at least 30 per cent, less than it is now. That the drainage was
thorough he had good reason to believe, from not having beard
a single statement to the contrary from any of the 30 or 40
occupying tenants over whose farms the drainage extended."

Mr. Bullock Webster's address contended for the

sufficiency and efficiency of shallower drains than pre-
vious speakers had advocated :

—

I "He did not, however, differ in opinion materially as to the
advantages of a uniform depth of 4 feet in strong clay subsoils not
surcharged with under water. The result of practices of the last
ten years had shown that the principle of parallel equi-distant
uniformity is applicable only where there exist uniform texture
of soil, and uniform inclination of surface; that it requires modi-
fication directly the soil varies, and the surface becomes irregular,
and that the desire for uniformity had led to a waste of money
and imperfect work. He contended that soils resting on retentive
day subsoils not surcharged with under water (he was not speak-
ing of subsoils with veins of gravel and sand containing water)
should be drained not less than 3 feet deep, but that the depth must
be regulated by the extent to which the clay cracks, and to where
the water was checked by the retentive nature of the subsoil, for
his opinion was,that these particular soils require drainage, because
the water does not get into the subsoil, not because the subsoil is
full of water. Our object, then, is to tempt the water through all
the soil we can, and then get rid of it. Effectual three-feet drainage
left no water below the drains; they were out of the way of all
agricultural implements; roots of plants would as freely go
into a four-feet drain as a three-feet one, if they had a tendencv
to stop up a drain. As to wafer running clearer out of four-feet
drains than three, Professor Way's experiments had proved a
much less depth of soils above the drains would extract all valuable
matter from rain-water or manure. He thought it would be found
that the temperature would be quite as high on these lands
drained three feet as four feet. lie objected to the four-feet
drains on these retentive clay subsoils, because you could not get
your drains further apart, as Mr. Denton admitted—because the
extra foot after three feet often costs nearly as much as the first
three—because of the expenses of the outfalls in many cases,
and the subsequent annual expense of keeping these outlets open.
Let the roots of the crops be kept within the influence of the sun,
in eighteen inches of well manured soil, and he thought it would
be found that the produce would be far more than if you tempted
them into four feet of clay subsoil, if you could do so. With
regard to the deep drainage on the clay at the Duke of
Wellington's estate, at Strathfieldsaye, it was tried and given up
some years since. He could show an estate in that neighbour,
hood where deep drains at wide intervals did so little good that
drains closer together and not so deep had since been put in. We
°u

ten
*?
eard of the retentive clay subsoils completely changing

their character by the action of four-feet drainage; now he had
frequently seen strong clays exposed a whole summer to the sun
and rain in a brick-yard year after year and yet they remained
much the same. A soil might be altered by freeing it from
water, and admitting air, but beyond the depth to which
it was moved, no very great change would take place in
the dense clay subsoil. He felt confident that many estatesm this country would not cost half the money to drain if all the
main outlets were well opened, the springs cut off, and some of
the upper lands laid dry, and then left for a year or two before
the rest of the drainage was proceeded with."

i

Mr. Hewitt Davies said :—
''My experience in draining has so decidedly been in favour o*"

what is termed deep draining, that I have long ceased to drain
shallower In any soils than 4 feet, whenever a fall of this depth
could be gained, and I give 4 feet as a minimum depth because Iam convinced occasionally there are soils and conditions when it
is advisable to go much deeper. The wetness of the surface of
land appears to me to arise from two different conditions of the
soil, and that these call for different systems of draining, both as
regards* depth and distance. I consider most soils, and more par-
ticularly what are called strong, are made wet by the surface
water sinking only a short distance, and accumulating in the
pores and fissures of the subsoil until it reaches the surface, and
it is with this standing water that the drainer usually has to
operate, and I give 4 feet as the minimum depth of the drains in
these soils because I have always found that the cracks and
fissures formed by the drought and changes of temperature on
the strongest clay, and which make these soils permeable, extend
below this depth, and the water from the surface may be made to
reach the drains at this distance, and I do not advise going
deeper, when the object is merely to take off the surface water,
because the difficulty and expense then too rapidly advances to
admit of doing so with advantage. As these descriptions of soils
are made wet by water that soaks perpendicularly, and rests in
the soil, and call for draining solely to rid them of water that
reaches them from the surface, they are only to be laid dry by
parallel drains, down the fall, at widths regulated by the depth
of the drains and the facilities that the openness of the soil offer
tor the water to draw into the drains. The other description of
draining solely applies to land that is made wet by land springs,
or water which reaches it from a distance, as well as from its own
surface, and is brought to the surface by the cropping out of the
impervious strata on which it lies. It was to this description of
land that Elkmgtou's system of draining by spring tapping was
applied with so much success a hundred years ago as to gain him
a parliamentary grant of 5000J. He found that by cutting up the
hill and across the clay into the watery bed upon it, he
frequently succeeded by means of a single deep drain, in laying
a considerable distance dry; but we must not forget that his
success lay in dealing with land made wet by water brought to
it and oozing on to its surface, and in intercepting it before it
came to the surface. Had I heard Lord Berners' description of
his soil and its watery fissures, previous to Mr. Trimmer's account
ot it, I should have understood that he had dealt with land springs
or water brought from a distance, and that he had succeeded in lay-
ing it dry upon Elkiigton's system of cutting through the side of
the strata that basined it in, but this system of draining can be
applied only to particular soils and circumstances, and the
greater advantages from parallel draining are found to still more
narrow the held for its adoption. With respect to Mr. Bullock
\\ ebster s remarks with reference to 4 feet and shallower drains,
and in objection to the rule that 'depth should govern the

'5l
8ta

,

nCl ?
e
f
a the drains,' or in other words, that < increasing

the depth in clay to 4 feet extends the distance drains draw,' I
need say little, for every farmer's experience in ditching and
water furrowing is against him; and Lord Lonsdale has well
[exemplified the effect of depth in drying the land by Baying that
he early learnt the greater benefit of depth in his experience in
road making from observing the assistance that deep draining
the road sides gave in laying the ground between the drains
isohd, and I appeal to Mr. Denton to say whether or not he does
inot find that the deeper the drains in all soils the wider they
•draw. I began draining 25 years ago by laying bushes 2 feet
deep and a rod apart; but I soon found that by going deeper
the drains drew further and laid the land drier, and for the last
«0 years I have never drained less than 4 feet deep."

Mr. Denton and the chairman gave concluding ad-
dresses on the subject. To them and to the speeches of
pther gentlemen who addressed the meeting, we must
Irefer next week.

I

— —
Farmers' Clubs.

J Biggar : The Turnip Crop.—The competition for the
*rgest crop of Turnips on 5 acres, from one field, took

place lately. Each field was minutely examined, and
an average portion selected and measured ; the Turnips
thereon being topped, tailed, and weighed, thejudges found
the largest crop on the farm of Overburns, tenanted by

Mr. William Gibson, to whom they awarded the prize
of the silver cup presented to the club by William
Wilson, Esq., Windsor, land steward to H.R*H. Prince
Albert.

Name of Farm
and Parish.

Birthwood,
Culter

Overburns,
Lamington

Blythbank,
Linton

Crosstane,
Broughton.

Cornhill,

Culter
Muirhouse,
Liberton .

Cormiston,
Liberton .

Average I

Avera -e Average

Kind of Turnips. Distanced TSJlPf \

W
.**i

T.irnins
Acre of d

,
of eachluimps.

Acres
j Turuip

Grn. Top Yellow

White Glohe
Grn. Top Yellow

Do.
Do.

Swedish

Grn. Top Yellow

White Globe
Grn. Top Yellow
Purple Top Yel
White Globe

Grn. Top Yellow

Inches

10.4

10.7

10.6

8.2

SM
8.8

11.9

11.1

11

10.6

10.6

98

tons.

34

cts.

17

}
88 15

2S
36
30

3
12

3S 5 S

34 16

37 1

32 11

lbs.

3

3.8

2
2.5

2.1

3.1

3.1

3.1

3
3.66

2.68

Kind and Quantity of Manure per Acre.

Estimated
Kent of

|

Land per
Acre.

20 yards dung & 3 cwt. Peruvian guano

j

j- 15 yards dung & 2 cwt. Peruvian guano

30 yards dung & 3 cwt. Peruvian guano

15 yards dung, 3 cwt. Peruvian guani,
and 2 cwt. super-phosphate of lime

20 yards dung, 3 cwt. Peruvian guano,
and Bailey's manure

20 yards dung & 3 cwt. Peruvian guano

£1 10

2 10

Date of
Sowing.

}

2

2 10

1 5

2

2

20th May

23d May

May
> June 15
jjune 1

June 5

MelkshaM.—Cottages and Poors' rate*.—At the late

agricultural meeting here the following remarks on this

subject were made by the Rev. J. Wilkinson :—One
favourite topic with my brother clergymen of late is the

want of cottage accommodation for the poor ; and,

taking that as their text, they take the opportunity thus

afforded them of reading the landowners a lecture as to

their duty in this matter. I shall not imitate their

example, both because I consider such advice to be

much misplaced and to take a very short-sighted view
of the subject, and because I believe the landowners
want no advice from me to tell them that " Property
has its duties as well as its rights." You may see at

Grittleton cottages with one or two rooms down stairs and
bed rooms upstairs, a good supply of water, and a piece of

garden ground, all of which is rented for about Is. a

week. The way in which Mr. Neeld has provided
cottage accommodation for the poor on his estates will

make his name to be long remembered ; and he will

sleep all the better in that palace he is raising for him-
self at Grittleton, for the way in which he is enabling the

poor men to sleep in their cottages around him. I

believe it to be exceedingly short-sighted and misplaced
to find fault with any landlord for not providing

cottages; for in proportion as he does so he will

increase the rates and decrease his rent. It is unrea-
sonable to expect that of any man. The guardians of

Broughton Gifford were some time ago surprised to

receive a notice of the removal of a widow and her four
children, of whom they had never before heard any-
thing, to that parish for support. Upon inquiry we
found that the grandmother of the woman had been
born at Broughton Gifford about 70 years before, and
had been taken from the place soon afterwards by her
father. But that fact was against us rather than in our
favour, for birth in a parish isapmna/acicsettlementuntil
some other and better settlement be set up. So that we
were afraid/ve should be saddled in perpetuam with the
support of this widow and her four children. But we
found out that her grandmother's father had been acknow-
ledged as a parishioner of Lacock some 100 years ago,

and inasmuch as this was the case, the great grandchil-
dren followed the settlement of their great grandfather,
and consequently we were relieved by the fact of some
benevolent landlord having built a cottage in Lacock, in

which this man raised and gained a settlement not only

for himself but for his descendants a hundred years after

im. This is an illustration of the working of the

Description of Improvement

1. Fine ground bone and half-

inch bones

present law ol settlement, even after all the relaxations
that have been made in it. But this law of settlement
is not only a great hardship to the proprietors, but to
the labouring man himself. It has been said that a
labouring man has his capital as well as others—and
that capital is his ability and willingness to labour.

And he ought to be as free to invest that where he
choosas as any other man ; but he is not free, for he is

deterred by the apprehension that if he migrate he shall

be torn from his old acquaintances and be transplanted
to another place with which he has nothing more than a
legal connection. We talk of freedom, but a man is not
free unless he is at liberty to work where he pleases,

Neither with regard to the employer is this law a fair

one, for the employer is a rate-payer, and he knows he
must provide relief for those who require it, either in or
out of the house ; and the consequence is that he has
only a choice of difficulties left him—either to employ
labourers he does not want, or support them in the
poorhouse ; and therefore it is that a labouring man,
whatever his inferiority as a labourer, yet if he has a
large family, and is likely, with them, to become a bur-
den to the parish, is almost sure to get employment,
though his work may be unremunerative to his

employer. I venture, therefore, to think that, in the inter-

est of the whole agricultural community—in the interest of

the landlord, the employer and the labouring poor—some
alteration in the law of settlement is exceedingly desi-

rable. What that change may be it is not for me to say ;

but I trust the importance of the subject may be some
sort of an excuse for having made these remarks ; and
I venture to hope that in the next session of Parliament
(notwithstanding the war, which almost entirely

engrosses everybody's thoughts) we may come to some
decision on the settlement question, and at last see the
end of that law which for 200 years has been one of the
most despotic, searching, and stringent enactments
which ever fettered the free action, and injuriously

affected the domestic condition and industrial habits ef

any people whatever.

Miscellaneous.
Computation of Inexhausted Improvements

:

—The fol-

lowing schedule is proposed by Mr. Humberton, of
Chester, as proper for adoption in leases of land for
agricultural purposes. Report of Discussion—Courant
Office, Chester,

Conditions Annexed.

• • •

2. Bone dust and half-inch
bones

On drained or naturally dry tillage land m » .

• - •

3. Dissolved bones or guano

On dry or well drained pasture or meadow land,
the same not being afterwards mown

4, Lime • •#

5. Linseed-cake • * •

6. Draining—landlord find-

ing tiles

On dry or well drained land

On dry or well drained land

* * •

- - .

• t*

• • *

* - *

Consumed on the farm ••• • * • 4 • ftt

» • I • 1 t

Provided the drains are not less than 3 feet deep
at regular distances, and cut under the super-
intendence of the landlord or his agents, and

7. Draining—tenant findin
tiles

Rate of Compensation to be Allowed on Quitting.

Two-thirds of the costs of what has been used in the
last year of tenancy, and one-third of that used in
the year preceding.

Seven-eighths of the costs of that used in the last

year of tenancy, and diminishing one-eighth every
previous year subsequent to the application.

One-fourth of the cost of that used in the last year of

tenancy for Turnips and Rape.
Three-fourths of the costs of that used in the last

year of tenancy, and one-fourth of that used in the
preceding year.

Three-fourths of the costs of that used in the last

year of tenancy. The manure being carefully pre-

served in the foldyard.
Four-fifths of the expense of cutting, laying, and

filling in the drains made during the last year of

tenancy, and diminishing one-fifth for every crop

are in perfect order at the expiration of tenancy grown on the land since it was drained.

S
• »

»

Same proviso as above * • # V •

S. New buildings or walls

—

landlord finding ma-
terials * • •

9. Ponds and rods

• »•

• * i

• 4ft

Provided the same are done under the direction

and approved of by the landlord or his agent,

according to plan and specification previously
agreed upon

Same proviso as above
• *

• t •

Same proviso as above, tenant keeping and
delivering up in good repair ... • « *

10. New walls or buildiugs—
tenant finding all ma-
terials

j

11. New fences of Tlawthorn Provided they have been properly protected and
landlord finding posts cleaned
and rails

Provided proper seeds have been sown in a hus-
bandlike and proper manner, and have not

he«*n depastured or trod hv stocky

— WW m m

12. Clover and Grass seeds

* * •

Six-sevenths of the cost of those made in the last year
of the tenancy, and decreasing one-seventh for

every crop grown since it was drained.

Nine-tenths of the costs of those erected in the last

year of the tenancy, and decreasing one-tenth for

each years occupation after erection.

Nine-tenths of the costs of those made or filled up in

the last year of the tenancy, and decreasing one-
tenth for each year's occupation after completion.

Nineteen-twentieths of the costs of those made in the

last year of tenancy, and decreasing one-twentieth

for each year s occupation after erection.

Nine-tenths of the costs of those made in the last year
of tenancy, and decreasing one-tenth for each year's

occupation after completion.

The invoice cost of seeds sown in the last year ot

tenancy.

Calendar of Operations,

DECEMBER AND JANUARY,
Wester Ross, Dec—For this last month we have had more

than an ordinary supply of sterling winter weather. About three
week* ago a severe frost set in, and a few days thereafter we had a
snowfall so abundant that the mail coach stuck fast in a wreath,
and for some days our letters were late by several hours. The
thaw was sudden, and so speedilynlid the snow dissolve, that, on
the west coast, where the hills are precipitous, the water came

down in torrents, carrying away bridges, and causing much
damage. On cne property some 200?. or 300L will have to be
expended ere matters be in the same state as they were pre-

viously. The fall of rain since harvest has been much under an
average, and our streams, although increased by the thaw, have
been again, for a week, sealed up with an intense frost, so that

our farmers have been sadly complaining of want of water to

thresh out the grain. To-day, however, we have a change. It

is now fresh and showery. The soil has been since harvest in a
particularly good working state; never was our Wheat laid down
in better condition, and the whole outdoor labour has been accom-
plished with much comfort to all concerned ; and so far advanced
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was labour generally that we were well prepared for the severe

weather with which we have been so early overtaken. Even

n iw the ground is far from being thoroughly soaked and so

small are the streams that much wet would be needed ere our

supply would be abundant. We are now busy collecting manures

from all quarters for Potatoes and Turnips, and that farmer may

well be counted rich in manure who can, by Christmas, point to

dunghills sufficient to supply all his green crop lot. That man

would have time enough to provide an abundant supply of manure

for the coming Wheat crop. Farmers are now busy shipping

Potatoes, which fetch from 3?. to 37. 5s. per ton. The disease,

which appeared this season in a mitigated form in the field, has

been particularly busv in the pit, and the farmer has, once again,

been emphatically reminded that " there is much between the

cup and the iip." A much smaller quantity will be disposed ot

than was calculated on. The earlier shipped ones reached their

destinations in a very diseased state, aud much loss has been

sustained thereby. When the disease is making way in the pits,

there is great difficult? in getting the Potatoes into a right mar-

ketable state, and in the delivery of them more disputings arise

than about all the other commodities of the farm.

West Sussex, Jan. 1.—This is a time when there is little

to report, all in the fields is quiet, and labour is confined to barn

work, road making, and providing for cattle, sheep, &c. Lamb-

in" is begun, and has hitherto been fortunate. Wheat is nearly

all™ up, and looks very well ; we had a week of very sharp frost,

fcut it has done good in openiDg the land about the youn^ plant,

for some was put In with the land in bad order, but that is now

all right, as the present mild weather sends it all up in good

order. Respecting the yield of the Wheat crop in this

neighbourhood, the general account is that it is from two

to three sacks an acre less than last year, and I lit

MAPPiN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERV VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makers.

W

ive

heard some say that they had the heaviest crop, then that

they ever had or expect to have, so that upon the whole it cannot

fce said to be much below an average—certainly not 1 quarter

per acre ; but the land here is well adapted for Wheat, and does

not suffer so much in a bad season as it will in many places.

We hear often of 11, 12, and even 16 sacks grown on the acre

—a crop that in some districts can only be believed to exist in

imagination. Our local root-show took place a week or two ago,
j

and there were some very fine roots shown, especially Mangels

and Carrots, for which the locality is well suited. G. S.

TOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTH fciKS, Queen's
O Cutlery Works, Sheffield ; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawings forwarded by post.

ARNER^ IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable

material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not

likely to corrode, and can be raised or

lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried

on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 3Z.3s.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs

are 5 ft. high.

1£ inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. Gd. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. Gd. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger

or Plumber in town or country, at the

above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
*^ Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines, &c—Engravings sentonapplication.

TO FLORISTS AND OTHERS.

J JONES, Iron Merchant, has always a great
• variety of CYLINDRICAL and SADDLE BOILERS in

stock, also Fire and Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns, Double Do on

aud Frames, Furnace Grates, Soot Doors, Hot-water P\p»

LI bows. Tees, Syphons, Throttle Valves, Stop Cocks, Flange and

S-jcket Elbows, &c; also Trough Pipes.—Drawings and Prices

of the above, or estimates given for the work fixed complete, o n

application to J. JOVBS, Iron Bridge Wharf, 6,Bankside, London

near the Southwark Iron Bridge.
.

'

Notices to Correspondents.
Addresses*. Correspondents: The patent corn mill is by Messrs.

Samuel and Charles Adams, Oldbury, near Birmingham ; the

Turnip grater by Mr. Frederick Phillips, The Hall Farm,

near Brandon, Suffolk.

Books on Dtsea.sk of Cattle: Gllihero. Mr. Spooner's papers

in the " Cyclopaedia of Agriculture" are condensed in the
u Farmer's Almanack," published by Blackie & Son.

Bottling Bkeh: W P. You had better delay bottling till March,

as it is better not to disturb the beer during the cold weather.

Beer brewed in October is generally bottled off the following

March if bright, but if not it should stand over till the follow-

ing October. There is an old saying that English wines should

be bottled when the trees are in blossom from wrhose fruit the

wine was made; for instance, Gooseberry wine in the following

April.

Compost: Stnndith. Caustic lime will take any acid from an
amraoniacal salt, and the ammonia disunited will assume its

own proper form as a vapour liable to absorption by water, and

by various porous materials. An old compost of earth and
. lime does not however necessarily contain caustic lime, and

urine does not necessarily contain any ammonia or ammoniacal

salt. The two may, under certain circumstances, be added
together therefore without harm. Fresh urine may be added

to an old heap of lime and earth without water, and even old

urine, which does contain ammonia, would probably not suffer

much extra waste, for its ammonia is already in a volatile

state, and the earthy matter to which it would be added would

in some measure retain it.

•Gorse : G B. We give the remarks of the ;Rev. W. D. Fox
of Delamere, Cheshire, on this subject. The Gorse seed

commonly sold in the seedsmen's shops is the only kind of

seed. Some will sell it as "French Gorae," but I do not think

it is the least different. Decidedly sow where it is to remain;

but it would also be a very good plan to have a quantity sown

in boxes—old Orange boxes answer very well, and can be got

for almost nothiDg—in order to fill up vacancies in September.

If your ground is very foul, I would altogether sow in beds and

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, aud Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £ s. d -

2£ in. short 1 ft. 7 in. ( Fitted for lead, \ 1 10

2*

3
8)
4

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

long 3
ditto 3
ditto 3
ditto 3

V

tt

It

tt

3

6
6

6

tt

tt

7t

tt

gutta percha, ! 1 14

or cast iron V2 8
flanged pipe, 2 12
as required. j3 30

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe

attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

2± in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

jt^

v.*-,

/
ml
1

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and

space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

_, May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or ot the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden

Engines. &e.&c.—Engravings sent on application.

"BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

THIS m the Original Patent for Important Improve-

ments in Stable Fittings, Hay-box, Manger, and Water-trough

as one fixture, including a method
surpassing all others for conveying
the straps and halter-weights to

the back ot the fitting to prevent

the horse being cast in the stall.

Stable Fittings of every descrip-

transplant in September, and you can clean the land, but, of
, Street London. ___ ,„,

course, it is much more expensive, and if the land is clean it
|

° _• MANUFACTURER of KITE'S PATENT VENTI-
• ""~ Tii

' "^^ LATINO and SMOKE-CURING CHIMNEY CAPS,
patronised by her Most Gracious Majesty, 200 on Buck-

gham Palace. In use also on St. James's Palace,

will grow much better sown where it is to remain. It is more

readily sown bv forming the land into drills, but the less they

are raised the better. Manure will much improve it, but it is

not necessary. If the drills are 2 feet apart/a horse hoe can be

freely used for cleansing between rows.

Jerusalem Artichokes: W P. They may be planted in April in

rows about 2 feet apart, and 6 inches apart in the rows.

Marl : A Subscriber. The word refers to many different things,

as you will see in Sprengel's papers on inorganic manures in

the early volumes of the Agricultural Gazette. Its efficiency

depends often on phosphates present in them in small quantities

rather than on the lime or other more abundant earth that they

contain. A heavy dressing of marl is often sufficient for many
years, and a re-dressing under such circumstances would be

useless. The gradual descent of any dressing, as of ashes,

marl, &c, is owing to the worm casts being taken from below

them continually. Mr. Darwin's explanations of this was given

some years ago in the Transactions, we think, of the Geological

__0 Drum Threshing Machine: JTB. Will you excuse the

delay of a week.
Poultry: WR G. For eggs we recommend Cochins, as they are

more to be relied upon during cold weather than any other

rariety. The Hambro's, though good layers, are not so hardy,

but if appearance be consulted as well as useful qualities, they

are well worth a trial. As table fowls the Dorkings are not to

be surpassed; abont five hens are allowed to one cock. Three
ducks and one drake of the Aylesbury breed will give satisfac-

tion. Examine the advertising columns, and if convenient,

commence at once. Good Dorkings ought to be purchased at

10s. each; Hambro's at 7s. Gd.; and Cochins at 5s.—T B. So
much depends upon the consuming qualities of the variety you
keep, that we hesitate to give an opinion. Feed three times
a day; give as much as the birds will eat without waste, and
then you cannot be wrong.

The Steam Plough : A". We may mention that the Manchester
and Liverpool Agricultural Society intend holding their next
annual meeting at Wigan, on August 6th and 7th, 1856. A

Windsor Castle, Government Offices, &c. &c. Zinc,

30s. ; cast iron 35*. each j the latter as durable as the

building itself. Drawings and Price Lists forwarded

on receipt of two postage stamps.

Address Barton's Iron Works, 370, Oxford Street, London.

PARKES' STEEL DICC1NC FORKS _ DRAINING TOOLS.

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes
Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock i

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by

upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of tht

Roval Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the be?

ever invented, and to facilitate" labour at least 20 per cent

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogs

ot the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps

103, Newgate Street, London.

ETCALFE, BINGLEY, and C<VS OATMEAI
and CAMPHOR SOAP, in tablets (registered Nov. 3, 18

Price Gd. each. This soap will be found the purest and mo
perfect winter soap ever introduced to the public. It preserve*

the hands from chapping, and renders the skin soft and agree

able—Sold wholesale and retail by the inventors and sole manu-

facturers, Metcalfe, Bingley, & Co., Brushmakers and Per-

fumers to H.R.H. Prince Albert, 130b and 131, Oxford Street.

Caution-.—To prevent fraud, each tablet bears the registered

mark and the names and address of the inventors, as above.

Metcalfe's ALKALINE TOOTH PO v7DER,2«. per box.-

The above may be obtained of most respectable Chemists, Per

turners, &c. .

OR. DE JONCH'S
IGHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL

Testimonial from DR. LETHEBY,
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology in the Medical Collegt

of the London Hospital, Medical Officer of Health to the

City of London, &c, _c.
* I have frequently had occasion to analyse the Cod Liver Oil

which is sold at your establishment.
" In all cases I have found it possessing the same set <J

properties, among which the presence of cholaic compounds a_

of iodine in a state of organic combination are the most remark-

able; in fact, the Oil corresponds in all its characters withthtf

named ' Huile borne,' and described as the best variety in the

masterly treatise of Dr. De Jongh.
•'IT 18, I BELIEVE, UNIVERSALLY ACKNOWLEDGED THAT THE

DESCRIPTION OF OlL HAS GREAT THERAPEUTIC A.L POWER*, ANC

FROM 41Y INVESTIGATIONS, I HAVE NO DOUBT OF ITS BEISt

A PURE AND UNADULTERATED ARTICLE.
" College Laboratory, London Hospital, Sept. 24, 1855."

Sold only in bottles, capsuled and labelled with Dr. De Jongh;

Signature, without which none are genuine, by ANSAE
HARFORD, & CO., 77, STRAND, London, Dr. Dk Jonge

sole Consignees ; and by many respectable Chemists in town aw

country. „ ^ .

Half-pints (10 oz.), 25. Gd.; Pints (20 oz.), 4s. 9<J.; Quart

(40oz.),9*.; IMPERIAL MEASURE.

L

NEW~PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES
(OBTAINED THE PARIS EXHIBITION AWARD.)

AND HALLEN,COTTAM
THE Original INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGj
J- AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made important additions, the main features of the same being explained in

description and engraving.

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball

of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and

_ . _ freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-
Ioc«.l fund has been raised for the purpose of giving additional

; tion> as also a ^^ preventative against the most restive horse
and increased prizes, which has been attended with great

i Dein'g cast in the stall.™^ B- »._ «_ 4l- 1 A1- *—" B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached

from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the

seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to clai:

success. There is, however, a strong desire that there should

be a trial of steam cultivators, and that after the trial, a dis-

cussion" on the best mode of applying such power" should

take place, by practical engineers, so as to lead to the production

©f the implement so much required, for it may be fairly consi-

dered, that so much practical science does not exist, in any
other district in England as this. A discussion on this subject

might lead to very beneficial results. Those interested in the
subject should address Mr. F. Twining, of Parbold Hall,

"Wrigh'ington, near Wigan.
Turnip Cuttbb: CUricus. Apply to any commission agent for

the sale of implements, as Burgess & Key, or Deane & Dray.
They will sell you a small machine for the purpose for about
50*. ; but Gardners Banbury cutter, costing about bl. t is the
best machine of the kind.

Erratum : The return of the average of Oats at page S5S last

week, column b, should have been stated at " 933,611 £- 932,994."

general notice. . T^
C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet ir»

light and durable. w

O The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can •

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is>

object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up oui

the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form at

utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Platf

Galvanised, or Enamelled.

Imnroved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner ^an^
Harness-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on show *

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, Londoi

WARMING AND YEHTIXuVTIKG*—The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratis

on application.
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THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
HELY & WAKING. Managers, 296, Oxford Street. London.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from

2d.: and HARTLEYS PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from ^d.

per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,

under 10 by 8, 12s. 6d. ; above, 16s. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases, 34s. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLAS3 from Is. Gd. per

foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. eacb. MILK PANS.
21s. per dozen. HELYS H AND CHURN,5s. 6cf.; WARING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,

Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium. 10s. each.— Catalogues free.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :—

SHEET SQUARES. CROWN SQUARES.
In Boxes of 100 feet. In Boxes of 100 ieet.

Under 6 by 4

6 by 4, and 6± „ 44
... £0 12s. Od.

13
ft

« » 5,

8 „ 6,

9 .. 7,

74 „ HI o
8* „ 6*/- 14

• • •

• » t

• • •

£0 8*. 6d.

12 6

14

10 ?i i «

•

16

LARGER SIZES, not exceeding 40 Inches Long.
16 oz. from 2^d. to 3J<*. per square foot, according to size.

21 oz. „ 3£d. „ 5d.

26 oz. Gd. „ Ud.
V V

tt

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the same quality
AS we supply to Mr. Rivers, and of various dimensions, always

on hand, at 18s. per 100 feet

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS.
HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-ounce, packed in Crates

of 300 feet,2$d. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, ±\d.

Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet 38$., 405., and 42s.

per case.

Fern Cases with Ferns complete, suitable for the Drawing-
room, from 25$. each.
Aquariums with French polished stands, from 10$. each. Vase

shaped ditto, on Glass stand, 25$.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation, from Is.Qd. per foot.

_ Glass Tiles and Slates.
~ Glass Milk Pans, 21$. per dozen ; Propagating and Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps, Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments, Fern Shades, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street
Without, London.

FOREIGN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Street, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading

men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4£ in.

.i
tt

ft

4J
54

n
tt

7 u
8 „

5
6

8i tt 64 >t 9 u 7
9* ft 3 tt 10 „ 8
10$ tt 84 it 11 „ 9
12 tt 9 i* 13 „ 9
10 tt 10 tt 10* „ 104
11 tt 10 ft m » 104
11 tt 11 ft 114 n 114
12 tt 11 tt 124 „ 114
13 it 11

ft 134 H 114
13 n 12 ft 134 » 124
134

tt 13$ ft 14* „ 13*

15J tt
13A » •*• •••

# m • • ••

iff

• * •

• t *

- - *

t • «

• •

• • t

••*

V « •

fft

• • •

• *

f " t

• f •

«••

• • *

• * •

12* . Oi.

12 6
13
13 6
13 6
14
14

14
14
14
14
14
16
16
16

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21£ by 13*, 164 by 14£, 20 by 14,

by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 10O feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24 „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 34 „

HARTLEY'S Rangh Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking

and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,

and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

J Established more than 100 years.
CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, CREENHOUSES,

PIT FRAMES ETC. r

HETLEY and CO. are supplying 1 6-oz. Sheet Glass
of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 100

square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash,

A reduction made on 1000 feet.

Sizes.—Inches. Inches. Per foot. Per 100 feet

Under 6 by 4 at Ud. is £0 12 6
From 6 by 4 tt • tt 5

ft
2d. „ 16 8

7 „ 5 tt 8 „ 6 tt
2\d. „ 18 9

8 „ 6
rt

10 „ 8
tt 2hd. „ 1 10

10 n 8 tt
1"

tt tt
2|d. „ 1 2 11

Larger sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.
16 oz. from 3d. to 3^d. per square foot, according to size.

21 oz. „ 3^d.to5d. „ „ „
26 oz. „ 3ld.to7\d. „ „ „

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, and
PATENT PLATE GLASS for Horticultural purposes, at
reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,
either in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

Propagating Glasses, Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass
Milk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not
hitherto manufactured in Glass.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate
price of this superior article should cause it to supersede all

other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. No
alteration connected with the sash is required.

GLASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation of
every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure
Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half.
List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

Jambs Hetley & Co., 35. Soho Square, London,

SEASONABLE PKESENTS.—The most appropriate
offerings for this Season of Festivity are those which tend

to the promotion of Health and Personal Attraction ; none can
be more acceptable than ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL, for
imparting a transcendent lustre to the hair, and sustaining it in
decorative charm.
ROWLAND'S KALYDOR imparts a radiant bloom to the

cheek, and a delicacy and softness to the hands, arms, and neck; and
ROWLAND'S ODONTO, or Pearl Dentifrice,

BestowB on the teeth a pearl-like whiteness, and renders the
breath sweet and pure. The patronage of Royalty throughout
Europe, their general use by rank and fashion,' and the univer-
sally-known efficacy of these articles give them a celebrity un-
paralleled.—Sold by A. Rowland & Sons, 20, Hatton Garden,
Xondon, and by Chemists and Perfumers.

•*• BlE.WABE OP S?UEIOV9 IMITATIONS

J

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
!

Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-

siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials

for Warming Buildings of every description ;
Iron Conservatories,

Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the

Manufactory as above.
\

MAJESTY'S ^^^^^^^^^^ PATENT.

El*
DENCH, Patent Hothouse Works,

* • King's Road, Chelsea.

These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the framework, but covered with

Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all

completed for Is. M. per foot super. Hundreds of references

can be given, and Printed Pricv Lists sent.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kkxsal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
*J of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-

houses, &cM combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

PUBLIC INVITATION.
HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

HAVE this Season the pleasure of being able to

refer to several other extensive Establishments where
they have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which

hitherto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highlv respectable firm of Messrs.

Edward Henderson & Co., of the Wellington Nursery, Wel'ing-

ton Road, St. John's Wood, and as that Establishment is open to

the public Messrs. John Weeks & Co/s Hot-water Apparatus

will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially

represented during this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
Co. have now adopted what is called the "One Boiler System."

At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist

can see the Hot-wnter Apparatus of several extensive ranges of

Hothouses, all connected to one foiler. We will here quote

Mr. Ertward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of

Messrs.J.Weeks& Co/s system of heating by hot water. He says:
" I am more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. have done for me in heating a great

number of our hot-hottses from one boiler. It is almost impossible

for me to express my satisfaction svfficiently strongly. The effect and

grpat saving produced is truly wonderful; less than two sacks ofcoke in

24 hours is all that is used to heat a vanety ofhothouses, <ft&, nearly

&dQfeet in length, and these various houses are to some extent widely

separated, as 300feet stand in one direction, 150feet in another,200feet

in another,and so on, including our large newly laid- out winter garden."

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive

private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be

seen in operation, and in every case with the same favourable

results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former

statements relating to their one boiler system, and most
respectfully solicit a
visit to their Garden Es-
tablishment at Chelsea,
which cousists of Hot-
houses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Pits,&c,
the whole measuring
1000 feet in length, ex-
posing to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-
ficial feet of glass, the
whole heated by one
boiler, 5 feet high by 3
feet 6 inches in diameter,
the water in the va-
rious houses circulating

through 5000 feet of Hot-
water Pipe.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bars. The large
surface which this Boiler
exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of such extra-
ordinary power.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,
Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches, combining all the improvements of the
day. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very
extensive variety of horticultural erections; also Forcing Pits

and Frames of all sizes. See our Illustrated Catalogues on
Horticultural Building and Heating by Hot Water; also of all

the best Stove and Greenhouse Plants; also of the best Vines,

Pines, Peaches, and other Fruit trees.

John Weeks & Co., King^sRoad, Chelsea.

DEBILITY AND NERVOUSNESS.— Encourage-
ment to those in despair, and suffering from debility, sper-

matorrhoea, relaxation, nervousness, and exhaustion of the

system. Advice and prescriptions, with a treatise on these dis-

eases, for a successful course of self-treatment, by which a per-

manent cure of the most protracted case is effected, sent post free

upon rec.ipt of 14 postage stamps, and symptoms, by E. J.

Roberts (late Army), Surgeon, 9. North Terrace, Moor Edge,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS,
AND OTHERS.

ROBINSON'S PATENT BARLEY, for making
superior BARLEY WATER in 15 minutes, has not only

obtained the patronage of her Majesty and the Royal Family,

but has become of general use to every class of the community,

and is acknowledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure,

nutritious, and light food for Infants and Invalids ; much approved

for making a delicious Custard Pudding, and excellent for

thickening Broths or Soups.
ROBINSON'S PATENT GROATS, for more than 30 years

have been held in constant and increasing public estimation as

the purest farinae of the Oat, and as the best and mo^t valuable

preparation for making a pure and delicate GRUEL, which forms

alight and nutritious supper for the aged, is a popular recipe

for colds and influenza, is of general use in the sick chamber, and,

alternately with the Patent Barley, is an excellent food for

Infants and Children.

Prepared only by the Patentees, Robinson, Bellvtlle, & Co.

Purveyors to the Queen, 64, Red Lion Street, Holborn, London.

Sold by all respectable Grocers, Druggists, and others in Town

and Country, in packets of 6d. and Is. ; and Family Canisters, at

&.. 55., and 10s. each.

SISAL CIGARS, SISAL CIGARS, SISAL CIGARS!
GOODRICH'S CIGAR, TOBACCO, and SNUFF

STORES (Established 1780), removed to 407, Oxford Street,
near Soho Square. A Box, containing 14 fine Sisal Cigars
for Is. 9d. : post free for 27 stamps. None are genuine unless

sne.i • H. N. Goodrich"

GIFTS of FRIENDSHIP and AFFECTION.—
The almost insuperable difficulty so frequently experiencd

in the selection of an appropriate article for presentation which
will fully convey in an acceptable, attractive, and useful form the
kindly intention of the giver, and at the same time merit the ap-
preciation and regard of the recipient, is now entirely removed by
an inspection of the varied attractive manufactures displayed in
the magnificent SHOW ROOMS at Mr. MECHI'S ESTA-
BLISHMENTS, 112, REGENT STREET, and 4, LEADEN-
HALL STREET, London; consisting of the newest and choicest
patterns in Ladies' and Gentlemens7 Dressing Cases, Work
Boxes, Writing Desks, Dressing and Carriage Bags, Inkstands,
Bagatelle Tables, Caskets, Tazzas, French Bronzes, and Bijous
of the newest and most novel description. The Papier Mach^
Department presents a large variety of the most beautiful
designs in Work Tables, Chess Tables, Desks, Blotting Cases,
Inkstands, Tea trays, Pole screens, Tea poys

f
Envelope Cases,

Multiformias, Cabinets, Tea Chests and Caddies, Jewel Boxes,
&c. Table and small cutlery of every description, A Show
Room, at 112, Regent Street, is devoted exclusively to the display
of the best electro-plated Dinner, Tea, and Coffee Services, Cruet
Frames, Liquor Frames, Salvers, Toast Racks, Cake and Bread
Baskets, Fish Carvers, plated and silver Dessert Knives and
Forks in Cases, Spoons, Forks, &c. The above but represents
a few of the leading articles to be seen at these Emporiums. An

j
inspection will amply repay the trouble of a visit. Same prices
charged at both houses.

/ > AS CHANDELIERS AND BRACKETS.—The
^J increased and increasing use of gas in private houses has in-

duced Wm. S. Borton to collect from the various manufacturers in

Metal and Glass all that is new and choice in Brackets, Pendants,

and Chandeliers, adapted to offices, passages, and dwelling-rooms,
as well as to have some designed expressly for him ; these are

ON SHOW over his SIXTEEN LARGE ROOMS, and present,

for novelty, variety, and purity of taste, an unequalled assort-

ment. They are marked in plain figures, at prices proportionate

with those which have tended to make his Establishment the
largest and most remarkable in the kingdom, viz., from 12s. 6d*

(two light) to 16Z. 165.

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER.—
The real NICKEL SILVER, introduced 20 years ago by

William S. Burton, when PLATED by the patent process of

Messrs. Elkington & Co., is beyond all comparison the very best

article next to sterling silver that can be employed as such, either

usefully or ornamentally, as by no possible test can it be dis-

tinguished from real silver. Thread or

Fiddle Brunswick King's
Pattern. Pattern. Pattern.

Tea Spoons, per dozen
Dessert Forks
Dessert Spoons
Table Forks
Table Spoons

ft

a * •

* • •

• • t

• • .

...

...

...

...

Jt

13s.

30s.

30*.

40j.

405.

»*«

- • •

«••

* *

• * •

264.

40s.

42s.

565.

# # *

# • *

325.

46s.

48s.

645.

66«.

Tea and Coffee Sets, Waiters, Candlesticks, flee, at proportionate

prices. All kinds of re-plating done by the patent process.

CHEMICALLY PURE NICKEL NOT PLATED.
Fiddle. Thread. King's,

Table Spoons and Forks, full size, per doz. 12*. ... 23*. ... SOs..

Dessert ditto and ditto „ 10s. ... 2\s. ... 25s.

Tea ditto 55. ... ... L2*.• • • • * >

LAMPS OF ALL SORTS AND PATTERNS

—

William S. Bckton invites attention to his season's SHOW
of LAMPS. It embraces the Moderateur (the best Parisian

specimens of which have been carefully culled), Argand, Solar,

Camphine, Palmer's Magnum, and other lamps for candles; and
comprises an assortment which, considered either as to extent,

price, or pattern, is perfectly unrivalled.

Pure Colza Oil, 5s. Gd. per gallon.

Palmer's Candles, lOd. and 10\d. per lb.

Patent Camphine, 4s. per gallon.

The alterations and additions to these very extensive premises
(already by far the largest in Europe), which have occupied the
whole year, are now nearly completed. Thev are of such &
.character that the entire of EIGHT HOUSES is now devoted

! to the display of the most magnificent stock of GENERAL
HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including Cutlery, Nickel Silver,

Plated, and Japanned Wares, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and
Bedding), arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms, so as to afford

to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that can-

not be hoped for elsewhere.
Catalogues, with engravings, sent (per post) free.

39, Oxford Street; 1, 1a, 2, and 3, Newman Street; and 4,5,
and 6. Perry's Place. E stablished A.n. 1820.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS FOR THE EFFECTUAL
CURE OF SICK HEADACHES, BILE. AND DIS-

ORDERED STOMACHS.—These wonderfnl Pills cured the

Earl of Aldborough and another nobleman of similar complaints

after the most eminent surgeons in England and on the Continent

had been consulted in vain. This reuowned medicine will enre

any person, however bad his case may be, who is suffering from

I
General Debility, Headache, Indigestion, or Bilious Complaints.

These Pills act on the very main-spring of life, so that no disease,

notwithstanding its severity, can resist their influence.— Sold by
all medicine vendors throughout the world, at Pcpfessor Hollo-
way's Establishments, 244, Strand, London, and 80, Maiden Lane,

New York ; by A. Stakpa, Constantinople : A. Guidicy, Smyrna

;

and E. Muir, Malta.

CHEAP FUEL FOR HOTHOUSES.
p

COKE as used in the Royal Conservatories to be
had in quantities of 20 chaldrons and upwards, delivered

into barges or vans before 14th January, at 12s. per chaldron, at

the Phcbnix Gas Works, 70, Bankside, Southwark ; and at the

Bridge Foot, at Vauxhall.

TO BE SOLD, COCHINS, (White, Buff, and
Partridge), from Prize Birds. A few very fine young pairs.

Price from 5s. each—Apply to Mr. L. A. Mbull, Bookseller,

Quay, Yarmouth, Norfolk. .

TO BE LET, a NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS.
—Job-s Young begs to say that he is desirous of treating

with a Tenant for his Nursery Ground, which he is at present

occupying himself, and which offers an eligible opportunity to

any one wishing to enter on the business. The Stock is light,

and the quantity of Land may be made to suit the convenience

of the Tenant—For further particulars, apply to John Young,

Elm Cottage, Taunton.

IMPORTANT SALE OF DRIED PLANTS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instructions to

Sell by Auction, at his Great Room, 88, King Street,

Covent Garden, on TUESDAY, 29th January, at 1 o'clock

precUlv. all the VALUABLE COLLECTIONS OF DRIED
PL V NTS, which have been formed by the Travellers employed

by the Horticultural Society of London during the last 40 years.

The Herbaria consist of the collections formed by Douglas,

Hartweg, Fortune, Forbes, Geo. Don, Parkes, Potts, and others,

in North America, Mexico, Peru, Brazil, Chili, and other parts ot

the globe.—Catalogues may be had by enclosing a stamped

directed envelope to Mr. L C. Stevens, 38, Kiug aueet.

Covent Garden.
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Now ready, Gratis, and Postage free,

A LIST OF SURPLUS COPIES OF RECENT WORKS
WITHDRAWN FROM MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY,

AND OFFERED AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES FOR CASH.
ALSO,

A List of the New and Choice Books at present in Circulation.

CHARLES EDWARD MUDIE, 510, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON;
AND 7fi, CROSS STREET, MANCHESTER.

T1IF.

MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS OF W. M.THACKERAY.
This day are published, in handsomely Illustrated Paper Covers,

HPHE MEMOIRS OF YELLOWPLUSH

;

-»- JEAMES'S DIARY 2*. <W.
SKETCHES AND TRAVELS TN LONDON . 2
NOVELS BY EMINENT HANDS; CHARACTER

SKETCHES 1 6
The above Works, bound together in cloth, form the Second

Volume of "Mr. THACKERAY'S MISCELLANIES," price 6*.
\ olume I., price 6s., just published, contains—Ballads—Book

of Snobs—Major Gahagan-Fatal Boots and Cox's Diary.
Bradbuby A Evakb, 11, Boaverie St reet.

Just published, price 65., No. V. of the

"EDINBURGH NEW PHILOSOPHICAL
•*-* JOURNAL.
Edinburgh ; Adam & Charles Black. London: Longmans.

Now ready, price One Shilling,

ORTON'S NEW FARMER'S ALMANACK.
Plackib & Son, Warwick Square, City, London; and

all Booksellers.
'

"I? DWARM'S NATIONAL GARDEN ALMA-
-*-* NACK for 1856, price Is., is now published by Chapman
& Hall, Piccadilly.

All Communications must be promptly addressed to Wace
Cottage, Holloway, Middlesex.

/^.LENNY'S COMPANION TO THE GARDENVT ALMANACK, with the only authentic Portrait of the Author,
will appear almost immediately. Price Is. Advertisements
(which will reach every cultivator in the kingdom) must be for-
warded to Geo. Glenny, Dungannon House, Fulham, forthwith.

HE GARDENERS*

M

Just published, in 8vo., price 5s. cloth,

THE INFLUENCE OF OCCUPATION ON
HEALTH and LIFE; With a Remedy for attaining the

utmost Length of Life compatible with the present Constitution
of Man, By Joel Finney, Esq., author of "The Alternative,
Disease and Premature Death, or Health and Long Life/' "The
Antidote," » Code of Health/' &c.

London: Lomomak, Baowy. Ghkek, & Longmans.
Just published, in crown 8vo., price 5s. cloth,

EVENING RECREATIONS; or, Samples from
*—' the Lecture Room. Edited by the Rev. John Hampden
Gurney, M. A. Rector of St. Mary's, Marylebone.

Ltst of Lectures.
English Descriptive Poetry ... By the Rev. H. Alford.
ecollections of St. Petersburg. „ the Rev. C. M. Birrell.

I* Sir Thomas More
The Fall of Mexico
The Starry Heavens
The House of Commons ; its

Struggles and Triumphs
John Banyan
The Reformation

if

iff

* • • 9 • m

• « *

• • «

t 1 •

If

J*

* *

9>

EVERY- DAY BOOK.
Part L, Price 6rf. t

is just published.
G. Cox, King Street, Covent Garden. Orders received by all

m
Booksellers.

TREATISE on the ORIGIN, PROPAGATION,
and CULTIVATION of the STRAWBERRY. By Mr.

Richard Uxderhill, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Price Is. May
be had from a Bookseller in every principal town in Great
Britain, as well as from the Author, through the post.
Agent for London : G. Cox. 18, King Street, Covent Garden.

GEORGE MILLS' TREATISE on the CULTURE
of the CUCUMBER, MELON, SEA-KALE, axd ASPA-

RAGUS. Price 3s. 6d., free by post.
Also his TREATISE os the CULTURE of the VINE.

Price 2s. 6J. free by post. For notices of the above see Adver-
tisements inserted January 1855.

George Mills. Uxbridge Road, Ealinir. Middlesex.

Just published, price 6d., by post, 7<f.fTHE AMATEUR'S GUIDE IN HORTICULTURE
and AGRICULTURE, showing when and what to sow, and

how to cultivate. This useful Handbook will be sent post free on
receipt of seven postage or receipt stamps.

Sctton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,
Reading; or Lonoman^. Paternoster Row, London.

LOWE'S FOREIGN FERNS.
Now publishing, in Monthly Parts, royal Svo, price Is., each con-

taining 4 Coloured Plates and numerous Wood Engravings,

A NATURAL HISTORY OF FERNS, British
and Exotic. By E. J. Lowe, Esq., F.R.A.S., F.G.S., &c.
London: Geoombripge & Sons 5, Paternoster Row.

Now ready,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN : Illustrated
by Johx E. SowERmr. The Descriptions, Synonyms, &c.r

by Charles Johksox, Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing
49 Plates, full coloured, 275.; partly coloured, 14$.

John E. Sowerby, 3 t Mead Place, Lambeth.

Now ready, price 6d. : free by post, 8d^

A~ ; PROPOSAL FOR A GENERAL ACT OF
PARLIAMENT to enable Owners of Settled and Limited

Estates to raise and expend money in their Improvement, upon
the Security of the Estates themselves. A Letter to the Earl of
Essex, by Chas. F. Humbert, Land A sent, Watford, Herts.
Pipbr, STEPHENSoy. & Spen'CE, 23. Paternoster Row, London.

SERIES OF ARTICLES ON FORESTRY.
THE FIRST of a SERIES of ARTICLES on

FORESTRY, to be continued weekly, by Mr. James
Brown, author of "The Forester," will be found in the
"North British Agriculturist" of the 2d January, 1856. The
series is intended to embrace Arboriculture in its widest sense and
to constitute what may be regarded as the Book of the Forest.
Terms—24s. per annum ; 6s. per quarter. Orders to be addressed
toDATip Gpthrie, 377, High Street, Edinburgh,

AN ELEGANT NEW YEAR'S GIFT FOR SIXPENCE.
T>IM MEL'S PERFUMED PARIS EXHIBITION** ALMANACK, for imparting a delightful and lasting
scent to Pocket-books, Card-cases, Desks, Work-boxes, &c, is
Illustrated with Three Views of the Palace of Industry. Sent
by post for seven stamps.— Sold bv all Booksellers, Perfumers,
and Chemists; and by E. Rimmel. 39, Gerrard Street, Soho, and
Crystal Palace, Sydenham .

Now ready. Price Half-a-Crown, with Coloured Plates.
O^HE ENTOMOLOGIST'S ANNUAL for 1856;
-L containing articles by Dawsox, Jansox, Lubbock, Scott,
Smith and Staistox. 12mo. pp. 174.

Also, may still be had,
THE ENTOMOLOGISTS ANNUAL for 1855.

Edited by H. T. Staixto*. Second Edition: with Coloured
Plates. 12mo. Pp. 153. Price 25. 6d.

Lately Published.
THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE TINEINA.

1 °-L
I#^ By H * T ' Staiktox; assisted by Professor Zeller and

J. W. Douglas. With eight Coloured Plates. Price 12s. 6d.
" The work is wholly written in four languages—English,

French, German, and Latin, which are printed in parallel
columns. It is as well done as such a work can be, and it is un-
necessary to praise the illustrations when we say that thev were
drawn by the late Mr. Wing, who was perhaps unequalled in
Jus own department of Art. The descriptions are full and vet
precise

;
the criticism on former authors is just ; and the account

of the habits of the little animals graphic and amusing."—^*,
noram. London; John Van Vooest, Paternoster Row,

C. Buxton, Esq.
the Rev. J. H. Gurney.
the Rev. Brownlow Maitland.

G. K. Rickards, Esq.
the Rev. E. J. Rose,
the Rev. A. P. Stanley.

By the Rev. J. II. Gurxey, latelv published, in fcp. Svo.,

HISTORI CA L SKETCHES illustrating some
memorable Events and Epochs. First Series, 7s. 6rf.; Second
Series, 65.

London : Loxgmax, Browx, Green, & Loxgmaxs.
Now publishing,

HORTUS DUROVERNENSLS, being a Catalogue
of Plants, arranged according to the Natural System, culti-

vated at the Exotic Nursery, Canterbury, by Messrs. Masters
& Sox.
Part I., containing Greenhouse and Hothouse Plants, by the

enclosure of one stamp for postage, may be had free upon
application.

LAND DRAINAGE.
MR. BAILEY DENTON, Engineer to the Gen-

eral Land Drainage Company, offers the following pub-
lications, which may be had bv post (stamps being sent with the
order) of W. P. Mrtciiim, 20, Parliament Street, London.

1. LAND DRAINAGE AND DRAINAGE SYS-
TEMS. Second issue (1955), price 3s.

"The best practical treatise we have yet seen." Agricultural
Gazette

—

u K very able treatise." 3fark Lane Express.

2. TABLES OF COST OF LABOUR AND MA-
TERIALS. Price Is. 6d. For the Pocket.

3. RfcXIEF OR SURFACE MODELLING, as Sug-
gestive of Drainage and the Profitable Use of Drainage Waters.
Second Edition (1850), price 3.?. Get Medals R. A. S. E., 1S40, and
Exhibition, 1851, were awarded for this method of Modelling.
GENERAL DRAINAGE AND THE DISTRI-

BUTION OF WATERS. A Paper reprinted from the a West-
minster Review" (1S42). Price 2*. 6d.

Also, THE DRAINER'S A LEVEL FOR THE
USE OF WORKMEN. Price 32$.

Mr. Bailey Denton's engagements do not preclude him from
Designing or Superintending the Drainage of Estates on terms
to be ascertained of him at No. 52. Parliament Street. London.

PRICfc. FOURPENCE, OF ANY BOOKSELLER.
CONTENTS of the NUMBER for SATURDAY

LAST, DECEMBER 29, OF
THE ATHEN/EUM.

JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE,
SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS.
•

« Thirty-two large Quarto Pages.

Reviews of, with Extracts from—
Journal kept during the Rus-

sian War. By Mrs. H.
Duberly.

The Science of Moral Nature.
By G. G. Vincent.

Pictures of Travel. Translated,
from the German of Henry
Heine, by C. G. Leland.

The Past Campaign: a Sketch
of the War. By N. A. Woods.

Japan, and Around the World.
By J. W. Spalding.

The History of England from
the Accession of James the
Second. By Thomas Babing-
ton Macaulay.

Acadian Geology. By John
William.

Four Short Chapters on Horses,
Hunting, and the Turf. By
the late Major Rose.

Wrrn Shorter Notices of
The Birthday Council. By Mrs.

Alaric Watts.
Unconscious Influence. By Ca-

therine D. Bell.

A Handbook of Marine Aqua-
rium. By P. H. Gosse.

The Meaning of Words. By
A. B. Johnson.

Dunellan Manse. By Sarah
E. B. Patterson.

The Vision and Creed of Piers
Ploughman. By T. Wright.

The Botany of the Voyage of
H.M.S. Herald. By Dr. See-
inann.

Blanche and her Betrothed.

The Tourist's Guide to the
Wey. By T. S. Smith.

The Practical Housewife.
Educational Works.
New Editions.

Books for Children.

List of New Books.
Original.—Rogers's Treasures—Quadrature of the Circle—

The Measure of ' Hiawatha.' By F. Freiligrath.

Weekly Gossip.—Copyright Act—Horticultural Society—
"Black-letter Prophecy"—Paris Asiatic Society's Publica-
tions—Ibn Betuta's Travels—Madame Eraile de Girardin's
Works—Count Mold's Memoirs—Places of Antiquarian Cele-
brity around Naples.

Societies.—Reports of the Proceedings of the Astronomical-
Geological— Asiatic— Antiquaries— Numismatic— British
Meteorological—Civil Engineers—Syro-Egyptian.

£ me Arts.—Ancient Armour and Weapons in Europe. By
J. Hewitt—Edinburgh as It now is, and may be. By R. F.
Gourlay—Illustrations of the Dictionary of Architecture

—

The Minerva of Phidias. By Alphonsede Calonne.

Fine Art Gossip.—The late Mr. Rogers— Kensington
Conversazione Society—Irish Schools of Design—Digby
Wyatfa Lecture— Greyfriars Monastery'— Photographic
Printing—Great Museum at Nuremberg—Fresco of Charle-
magne.

Music and the Drama.—Christmas Pieces.

Musical and Dramatic Gossip.—Retrospect of the
Closing Year—Our Musical Gains of the Year.

Miscellanea— Post-office Regulations—Autograph Letters-
British Museum.

The Athenaeum may be ordered of any Bookseller.

This dav is published, price bs.
t

POLIA ORCHIDACEA. Parts VI. and VII., com-* pleting the First Volume, containing Oncidium, CalantLe
Limatodis, and Geodornm. '

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Sfn?pf, Covent Garden.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5s. 6d.OURAL CHEMISTRY
* ^ By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.
Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England •

Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London-
Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon. E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscombe,&c, &c.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden. I

Price 3d. each, or 55. for 25 copies for distribution amon^ Cottag
Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post office orde
being sent to the Publisher, Jam::- Matthews, at the office o
the Gardener's Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the
country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for
one stamp, five tor two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition
to the cost of the numbers.

q^HE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
A- OPERATIONS. By Sir Joseph Paxtok, M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle. Upwards of

100,000 have already been sold.

African Lilies

Agapanthus
Anemones
Annuals
Apples
Apricot
Auriculas
Beans
Beet
Biennials
Black Fly
Books for Cottagers
Borage
Borecole
Box Edgings
Broccoli
Brussels Sprouts
Budding

.

Bulbs
Cabbage
Cactus
Calceolarias
Californian Annuals
Campanulas
Carnations
Carrots
Cauliflowers
Celery
Cherries
China Asters
China Roses
Chrysanthemums,
Chinese

Chives
Clarkias
Clematis
Collinsias

Colewort
Cress
Creepers
Crocus
Crown Imperials
Cucumbers
Cultivation of flowers

in windows
Dahlias
Daisies
Dog's-tooth Violets
Exhibitions, prepar-
ing articles for

Ferns, as protection
Fruit
Fuchsias
Gentianclla

J. Matthews, 5, U

CONTENTS.
Gilias
Gooseberries
Grafting
Green -fly

Heartsease
Herbs
Herbaceous Peren

nials
Heliotrope
Hollyhocks
Honeysuckle
Horse-radish
Hyacinths
Hydrangeas
Hyssop
Indian Cress
Iris

Kidnev Beans
Lavender
Layering
Leeks
Leptosiphons
Lettuce
Lobelias
London Pride
Lychnis, double
Marigold
Marjoram
Manures
Marvel of Peru
Mesembryanthe-
mums

Mignonette
Mint
Mustard
Narcissus
Nemophilas
(Enothera bifrons
Onions
Pseonies
Parsnip
Parsley
Peaches
Pea-haulm
Pears
Peas
Pelargoniums
Perennials
Persian Iris

Petunias
Phlox
Pigs
Pinks
Planting

pper "Wellington

Plums
Polyanthus
Potatoes
Pruning
Privet
Propagation by cut-

tings
Pyracantha
Radishes
Ranunculus
Raspberries
Rhubarb
Rockets
Roses
Rue
Rustic Vases
Sage
Salvias
Savoys
Saxifrage
Scarlet Runner
Beans

$9pds
SeaI)a;syor Thrift
Seakale
Select Flowers
Select Vegetables
and Fruit

Snails and Slugs
Snowdrops
Spinach
Spruce Fir
Spur Pruning
Stocks
Strawberries
Summer Savory
Sweet "William
Thorn Hedges
Thyme
Tigridia Pavonia
Transplanting
Tree Lifting
Tulips
Turnips
Vegetable Cookery
Venus's Looking-
Glass

Verbenas
Vines
Virginian Stocks
Wallflowers
"Willows
Zinnias

Street, Covent Garden.

Price 5*. Sd. cloth,

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED,
ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY;

Their History and Management.
By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A.,

Rector of Intwood with Keswick. 1

Post-office orders to be made payable to James Matthews,
5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London.

BOHfSTS CLASSICAL LIBRARY FOR JANUARY.
pLINY'S NATURAL HISTORY, translated, with
*^ copious Notes, by the late Dr. Bostock and H. T. Rilet,
Esq. Vol. IV., (containing Books xviu-xxni., relating to the

Natural History of Trees and Plants). Post Svo, cloth, 55.
|Henry G. BonN, York Street, Covent Garden.

BOHN'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY.
STOCKHARDT'S AGRICULTURAL CHEMIS-

TRY, or Chemical Field Lectures. A familiar Exposition
of the Chemistry of Agriculture, addressed to Farmers; trans-

lated from the German, with Notes by Professor HENFREY,of
King's College. To which is added a Paper on" Liquid Manure/'
by J. J. Mbchl Esq. Post 8vo. cloth. 5s.

London: Henry G. Bohn, York Street, Covent Garden-

T
Now ready, No, I. of the Second Edition of

HE COTTAGE GARDENERS' DICTIONARY,
-- in Weekly Numbers, Ud.\ and Monthly Parts, Id. Edited

by George W. Johnson, Esq., Editor of" The Cottage Gardener,'
" The Gardeners' Almanack," &c.
This Dictionary explains, in Alphabetical Order, the Tens*

and Operations employed by Gardeners ; Descriptions and His-

tories of all the Species of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables
worthy of a place in onr Gardens, Greenhouses, and Stoves, with

their Varieties and appropriate Cultivation : and all its details

have been prepared by some of the best practical and Scientific

gardeners of England. These characteristics render it the most

useful and most reliable, as it is also the cheapest work for

general reference that has yet been published on English
Gardening.
One very large Edition has been sold, and the present Edition,

including all New Plants, with most copious Dictionary of Syno-

nyms, is a still more valuable work of reference, both to the

Amateur and Professional Gardener. It will be published m
about Sixty Weekly Numbers. Price Ud. each, and in Monthly
Parts, price 7d. , 1

London : W. Kest & Co., 51, Paternoster Row.

Printed by Wiliiam Bradbttht, of No. 13, Upper Woburn Place, att*

Frederick Mullett Eva!*8, of No. 20. Queca's Road, West, both ic

the Parish of St. Pancraa. and in the County cf Middlesex, Printers,*5

their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriars. in the Citf

of London ; and published by them at the Office, No. 5, Upper Wellington
Street, in the Parish, of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in tne said Coiiatf-

where all Advertisements and Communications are to be Asdrsisss T0

thb Editor.—S*zvb9az, January 5,13)6.
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INDEX.

Agriculture. Journal of 2S 6

— Year Book of j-J

} Agricultural statistics *i °

Ailanthus glandulosa -£ «

Alcohol from Beet £' e

)i Beet, alcohol from J e

Bidwill.the late J. C 20 c

Borders, wet jj3
«

BruRmansia sangumea x> «

Canna li iiflora -} "

Chincha Island*, sale of 25 c

Cloacine • '/ c

Clover failure 28 c

Comfrey ,. 24 c

Deodorisers 1* e

Endive 22 e
<• Excise duties 20 a

Falconry, British, rev 23 6

Farmers' Club, Central 2>» a
Figs, budding 23 a

Food, straw as 28 a

Frogmore gardens 23 c

Gardening, Van Diemens* Land 23 a

Guano, Chincha 25 c

Hed?e-cutting machine 27 c

Highland Society 29 a
Holcus saccharatus 20 a

Horticultural Society 22 6

Lands, waste Highland 23 a

Laws, Excise ..
T-.,

a

Luculia gratissima *> a

Manure, cloacine as 19 c

Orchard houses *i a

Pathology, vegetable *' c

Pears, seedling *2 a

Pine Apples, diseased --
£

Plants, new • •
"tf\

*

— tran splantation of live. . . . *•- o

— budded *3a
Rain in Perthshire Zv. c

Reaping machines -s

Root crops, deformities in £> a

Salwln's Falconry 23 b

Seeda, vitality of -^ £
Seeding thin, . . • -/ °

Spirits, comparative produce of ZO o

Statistics, agricultural 27 b

Steam culture jja
Straw for fatting *8 a

Sulphate of iron a deodoriser . . 19 c

Superphosphate of lime.. 26 G-2S 6

Trade memoranda 2i b

Vsn Diemen's 1 and, gardening
in 23 a

Wheat, seed 29 a

Wool trade *« c

SEEDS FOR THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

SEEDS for the KITCHEN GARDEN can be

obtained from DEVONSHIRE, through Messrs

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

A 11 orders carriage free.

See their "Price Current and Garden Directory just

published.

VAN PARCEL TRAINS are now running on the
, ^~ ™

b
— - -

Gi-eat Western and the other Broad Guage Kail- \ from the undersigned, or through any Bookseller in town

wavs so that Seeds can now be sent from DEVONSHIRE or country. Price 6d., free by post.
, ~ •

,

ways, SO mat xeeas can nvwottt vj _ m y<xVm Contents of this popular Work, see Gardeners' Chronicle

December 29th.
, __ ._

William E. Rendlf & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

Established 17S6.

SUTTON'S SEED CATALOGUE, with prices of

every article, will be sent gratis and post free to any

address. Also,

SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE. Published by Longman,
Paternoster Row. Price Gd., or free by post ld^ in penny stamps.

Sutton* & Sons, Seed Growers and Merchants, Reading.

ENDLE'S PRICE CURRENT and GARDEN
DIRECTORY for 1856 can noxo be obtained

T

a

GARDENERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
—The Subscribers of this Institution are earnestly re-

quested to Vote for GEORGE KIDD, aged 71 years. His claims

upon your sympathy and support are based upon his inability to

obtain a living from his age and a fall while gathering fruit, by
which he broke his wrist ; his having brought up a family of

12 children, and his having been a Subscriber to your Institution

nine years. His case is strongly recommended by

J. A. Henderson, Esq., 64, Hamilton Terrace, Edgeware
Road, London (late of Pine Apple Place).

Mr. T. Gaines, Battersea, Surrey.
Mr. F. Kingiiorn, St. Margaret's, Islewortb, Middlesex.

[
Thomas Jackson & Son, Kingston, Surrey.

[

By whom proxies will be gladly received.WILLIAM BARRATT,
. LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.
HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved

principles.
**• An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shrubs,

EVERGREEN8, FOREST TREES, ROSES, and THORNS.

SEAKALE AND ASPARAGUS PLANTS.—
TO THE TRADE.—ONE MILLION fine strong

plants of SeaJcale and Asparagus are now growing by the

undersigned. Wholesale prices on application.

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

:ice

had

A
ready, carriage free, at 38s., 28s. Gd., 19s., and 9s. Gd.—13, Drake
Street, Plymouth. ^^^

.
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FOR LATE AND SPRING SOWING-
Samples with prices of Talavera, Red Hybrid, Nursery.

April, and other kinds of Seed Wheat will be sent free on appli-

cation to Mr. H. Raynbird, Basingstoke.

SEED BARLEY FROM THE~CHALK.

MR. H. RAYNBIRD, Basingstoke, can supply
Chevalier, Golden Drop, Thanet, and other approved sorts,

of Barley at market prices. Hudson's Golden Melon Barley, a

new variety, productive, and of fine Malting qualit) , may be had
on application.

_

RED BEET SEED.
EDWARD SANG and SONS, Nurserymen and

Seedsmen, Kirkcaldy, beg to offer to the T RED BEET
SEED of their own raising from carefully seucjd full-grown
roots. The sort is very superior, producing well-shaped medium-
sized roots of remarkably fine quality and colour. Prices on
application.—Kirkcaldy, Jan. 12.

HARDY HEATHS
TTTATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite

V attention to their large stock and first-rate collection of

these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues may be
had free on application to Watereb & Godfrey, Knap Hill
Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

CEDARS
A PAUL and SON offer 'for Sale CEDRUS

• DEODARA, 1 foot to 8 feet, from Is. 6d. to 31s. 6d. each.
CEDRUS LIBANI, 3 feet to 10 feet, 3s. 6d. to 31s. Gd. each.

with as much regularity and despatch as from any

other county in England.
William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants,

Plymouth, Devonshire.

TO NOBLEMEN, CLERGYMEN, AND OTHERS.
HE most Economical and Convenient Mode of

_ ordering GARDEN SEEDS is to send for one of
« Sutton's Complete Collections for one year's supply"

particulars of which may be had on application^

addressed—
Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers and Merchants, Reading.

rpHE READING ONION is very superior to the

X sort called White Spanish, which is usually supplied

for it.

Sutton & Sons, Reading, Berks, can supply genuine Seed at

moderate price, according to quantity required.

TO THE TRADE.
^TEW PURE WHITE COLLINSIA.—The ]

^ per ounce of this new and beautiful ANNUAL can b

on application.

J. G. Waitk, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London.

WAITE'S DANIEL O'ROURKE PEAS.—The best

Early Pea in cultivation can be supplied in any quantity,

and price had on application to J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant,

181, High Holborn, London.

NEW T U K N I P.

WAITE'S " ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID
TURNIP.

H^HIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
-L the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch

Turnip ; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and may be

sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip

may be had on application, or may be seen at the principal Seed

Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be

obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3s. per lb.—A liberal

owance to the Trade.
J . G. Waitk, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, L ion.

TO THE WHOLESALE SEED TRADE.

MESSRS. PLATZ and SON, Seed Growers,
Erfurt, Prussia, supply from their extensive Stock the

very best Flower and Vegetable Seeds, the growth of 1855,

through their agent, Mr. R. Kennedy, Bedford Conservatory,

Covent Garden, London.
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TO THE TRADE.
JOHN GRIGOR and CO., Nurseries, Forres, N.B.,

beg to offer strong land 2 years' Seedling LARCH, and
2 years' Native SCOTCH PINES, PLANTS, &c. Prices on
application.^ ^*
WANTED, 400,000 of QUICK, four years old

three years transplanted ; the lowest price, for cash, and
the time when the same can be delivered.—Address, Johnson
& Co., 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

SPECIMEN ARAUCARIA EXCELSA.

TO BE SOLD, a splendid Specimen of this Noble
Tree about 12 feet high in a slate tub.—Apply to James

Chartbes, 74, King William Street, City, London.

'rO BE SOLD CHEAP, several^thousanaTthree
JL years' old TREES of the LANCASHIRE LAD GOOSE-
BERRY (surplus stock).—Apply at Wabren's Gardens, Isle-

wortp, Middlesex.

TO BE SOLD, very handsome large" IRISH
YEWS, from 4 to 8 feet. Purchasers taking a large

number will be liberally dealt with. Prices on application.

—

Thomas Jackson & Son, Nurseries, Kingston, n ^ar London.

TO BE SOLD, a HERBARIUM containing 600
BRITISH and EXOTIC SPECIMENS, splendidly dri*d

on paper 15 inches long by 10 inches wide.—Apply to Wm. Cox,
Foreman, KedJeston Gardens, Derby.

CYPRIPEDIUM MACRANTHUM, Sw.

LVAN HOUTTE, of Ghent, Belgium, offers the
• above very scarce and hardy SIBERIAN CYPRI-

PEDIUM, at 425.—Apply as above, or at his Agent's, Mr. R.

Silbe brad, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London.
" CHRYSANTHEMUMS. " ~~

HOLMES otters for Sale large Flowered and
Pompone varieties at 5s. per dozen. The Large Flowered

varieties include Stafford. August Mie, Hermine, Albion Gode-

reau, and the whole of the best show flowers. The Pompones
include Bob, Brilliant, Berrol, Requiqui, &c.

W. Holmes, Florist, Well Street, Hackney.

CAMELLIAS, ETC.
1SSRS. CHANDLER and SONS, Nurserymen
and Seedsmen, Wandsworth Road, London, have for sale

fine healthy plants of CAMELLIAS, well set with flower-

buds, at 30s. and upwards per dozen. Chinese Azaleas, Hardy
Greenhouse Plants, Geraniums, and a great variety of Ferns for

cases; also Kitchen Garden and Flower Seeds; prices moderate.

NEW DOUBLE WHTfiTPETUNIA—" IMPERIAL " (true)7

CHARLES TURNER is now able to supply strong

Plants of this beautiful new variety, which is as double

as an Oleander, and fragrant. Plants 3s. 6d. each, with a con-

siderable reduction to the trade if a dozen are taken. C. T. begs

particularly to recommend it, as it is not only a novelty but also

a valuable bedding plant.—Royal Nursery, Slough.

CHARLES SHAHPE and Co., Seed-Growers, res-

pectfully acquaint the Trade that they have a large stock

of Agricultural and Horticultural Seeds, and will have pleasure

in forwarding prices on application.

N.B. A large quantity of two years' Seedling and Transplanted

Quick, price on application.—Sleaford,jJanuary 1856.

JG. WAITERS CATALOGUE is now ready, and

• can be had on application.

Seed Establishment, 181. High Holborn, London.

C. WKEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED
_ . LIST for this Seasoii will be published in a few

days, and may be had gratis on application.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Gloucester.
;

/CHARLES SOUTHBY (late Fairbairn), Seedsman

\J and Florist, begs respectfully to inform the kind patrons

of the late Joseph Fairbairn, that his CATALOGLE of detected

VEGETABLE, AGRICULTURAL, and FLOWER SEEDb is

now readv, and will be seut post free on application.

High Street, Clapham. .

IMPORTANT TO PLANTERS.

EAGLE and HENDERSON, Nurserymen, Seeds-

men, and Florists to the Queen, beg respectfully to

announce that their CATALOGUE OF ORNAMENTAL,
FRUIT, AND FOREST TREES, CONIFER^E, Ac. is now

published: also their Lists of Garden, Flower, and Agricultural

Seeds, all of which may be had free on application.

ShrubBank Nurseries, Leith Walk, Edinburgh.—JSJL 18. ,

" AMERICAN PLANTS.'
_t, TT/%T% _.

TOHN WATfiRER'S CATALOGUE of RHODO-
J DENDRONS, AZALEAS, &c, as exhibited at the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and

can be had on application. j.,.--

GS' The Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrona.

The American Nursery, Bagshot,_Surrey.:=1JanL 12.
'" AMERICAN PLANTS.
WATERER and GODFREY beg to announce their

Priced and Descriutive Catalogue of American Plants for

this season U * public 1, and will be sent free on application.

S the cc imeiv n Plants at this Nursery is altogether

. quailed* extent or qn- i ; purchasers will bud it to their

interest to pay a visit to the Nursery, which may be readily done

br the South Western Railway to Woking Station.

Knap H ill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

EORGE BAKER begs to aunounce his DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA-

MENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES is now

ready, and may be had on application.

American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, seven

miles from Staines, Windsor Branch, South Vv estern Railway,

where conveyances may be had.

LILIUM CiCANTEUM SEED.

FRANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS,
Upton Nurseries, Chester, having this last Autumn ripened a j>uMtc

considerable quantity of Seed of this noble LILY (the flower

stem of which was fully 10 feet high), beg to offer packets con-

taining 50 selected Seeds, at 2*. Gd. per packet, free by post, on

receipt of 3 postage stamps.—Jan. 12.
.,

CORNWELL'S VICTORIA RASPBERRY
CANES. 155. per 100; NEW MONTHLY AUTUMN

FRUITED, 125. per 100; WHITE, 10s. per 100; the usual

allowance to the Trade. To be had of George Cornwell,
Market Gardener, Barnet.

land, Edinburgh, and London.

Peter Lawson & Son beg to intimate that their Prices Lists

of Seeds, Plants, &c, for the present season are in course of Pub-

lication, and will be sent free by Post on application.

7, Great George Street, Westminster.

ENNEDY and KEMPTON'S second edition of

their Scientific, Comprehensive, and Unique'CATA-

LOGUE OF FLORICULTURAL, VEGETABLE, A.MJ

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now published, and may be had

on application, free. It will be found to comprise all the New

and Rare Flower Seeds, and a Select List of the most approved

Vegetable and Agricultural Seeds ever extant. Prepared by

M^Kempton, who for the last 15 years, and up to th*.time of tus

employer's decease, was principal Assistant of the latejMr
.

Ja«e|

Carter, of Holborn.-Address Kennedy & Rempton, Bedford

Conservatory, Covent Garden, London. .

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.

TAMES CARTER and CO., ^edsmen, 23» "igh

O Holborn, London, have now P^2fhed the r Wtn ix-

r»Ti><iT AVKTHI, C\T\LOGUE OF FLORICULi LKAL,

VEGETABLE, AND AGWCULTCBAL SEEDS acknow-

^ed to be the best Annual Catalogue of Seeds
;

exun
j.

It gjves

a complete description of 1979 species and vaneties^of FLC^ER
SEEDS and a most comprehensive list of vEGbl ABLiti axu
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, all of which cm^™W^ «* »«»

,

-
j contains lists of ILaAaN,

lN^k /N^ASF0felAN FLOWER SEEDS, forrnino

1, 2rt Si finest GMction of Seed* ever submitted at anyone Ume to

Ztt£n%tc*^es forwarded free of charge and post par*

SPLEIMD O S££OLING HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS

w

Ti^ff^fcCa, Seedsmen, 238, High Holb.^n^ion.

^TulLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE HOOte,
\j is per dozen.-The annual importation of the above

rmmed heautiful and fragrant Flower has just been received, and

Sgeanl weU selected Bulbs may be obtained without d*
anointment at A.Cobbett's Foreign Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall,
ap^mtinent, at

regulationg for treafmentmi . als0,
just arrived,

very rooist and open Parmesan Cheeses.

p HaRLES DALY and SON, Ntoserymto,

. n_ __» ,1 -_-.. - 1fi/V\. Ana At%

per 1000. Irish Y«wS, I* j.?

^ ^ x ^ ^
Cole-

ratn^ba^e n^about on7mTliion'of two-year THORNS to

Sell, at 2s. Gd. per 1000; fine do., &. <&; ^^Ifu £V 5*. per dozen a few of his unrivalled LAI_vji.ui.akia a. >- *

--—- - -,. •

3 edveT imo . Irish Y€w*, l«»
They are very beautiful healthy strong plants, and are now quite 18 incnes, and v «trvng» £ ± ^ {^ ^ per w .

ready for their permanent shift into large pots.
_ _

*»«* i.!lVl iv ' ™,r hnlhel : Haws. is. per bushe* :
.»^ye*rridy for their permanent shift info large pots

W. B. can recommend them with the greatest confidence, as

they have been saved only from the most beautifully marked and

finest shaped varieties, and If potted now will make splendid

blooming plants.—Camden Nursery, CamterweU London.

\SS £-& 4? per bu^lT Haw^2,. pe> bushel
; ^7^

eclUng Larch, fine, U. <* per 1000 ;
o«»^«^

^

U. M. ,.er 1000 : for eash only. Orders taken by «e^ r̂

!™
& M'ML-LLEy, ofL o». orfiew. List of pne^s freely |ost.

1
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BASS and BROWN beg to offer the following, all
of fine and strong growth Plants :—

ROSES.
100 Standards, in 100 splendid vara.
100 50

if

100 Dwarfs, 100
100 „ 50 19

100 „ 100
* »

11

• * •

• t f

* * *

*t •

• f

100 50

„ the whole perpetual ) g
bloomers ... )

°

£7
6
3
2 5

• *

s

1W u °°
»» » ... 4

Choice Selections, per dozen, Standards, 15*. to<2ls, ; Dwarfs
6a. to 18s. ; Short Standards, on 1£ to 2 feet stems, 9a. to 21a. '

DWARF TRAINED FRUIT TREES.
A very fine lot of strong well grown two and three year trained

Fruit Trees. Gentlemen requiring first-rate trees for plautin^
will not be better supplied :—

Apricots I
Peaches I fine, 8a. Gd. each

; extra, 5s. each.
Nectarines )

Plums, fine, 2a. Gd each ; extra, 3». Gd. each.
Other FRUITS, all of choicest sorts, see Catalogue.

Hardy Herbaceous Plants, 100 distinct and showy vara., 30a., or
50 for 175. Gd.

Ditto, 100 superior and newer vara., SOa., or 50 for 30a.
Hardy and Flowering Ornamental Shrubs, 20 fine vara., 12a :

20 fine newer vara., 24a.
'

Hardy Climbing Plants, 20 fine sorts, 20a.
Camellias, choice assortments, per dozen, well set with flower-

buds, 30. to 60a.
RHUBARB.— Bailey's Early Monarch, each 2*. Gd.- Salt's
Crimson Perfection, 3a. Gd. These two varieties are very
similar, and the earliest grown.

Ditto Victoria Giant, 7a. 6d. per doz. ; Myatt's Linnauis, a good
early sort, 7a. Gd. per doz.

SEAK ALE, strong, for Forcing, 10a. per 100.
Catalogues, Nos. I., II. and III., for the present Season, for-warded complete for three pennv stamps.
Goods carriage free (not under 20s.) to all the London termini,and all Stations on the Colchester line between London and

.Norwich.

.
Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

,?^ L̂LENCE
- ECONOMY, X CONVENIENCE 9BHUTTON'S COMPLETE COLLECT IONS OF

PT v
KI™gEN GARDEN SEEDS FOR ONE YEARS SUP-
\!~ enand Gentlemen who prefer making their own

purchases will find it most convenient to order one of Sitton'sComplete Collections, which are so assorted as to contain the

whole
1
" qUantitieS of the best kiads f0 SUPP I7 a family for the

The entire charge for the largest Collection (No. 1) is £3 0a. 0d.
do. (No. 2) is 2
do. (No. 3) is 1 10
do. (No. 4) is 1

(No. 5; is 15

^J 1^^ - 1 C°»ection contains 20 quarts of°the best sorted
ol?

8
',,° charts Garden Beans, 5 pints French or Kidney Beans,and all other Vegetable Seeds in due proportion. The quantitiescontained u. the other collections are stated in a Paper entitled

"Contents of Sutton's Collections," which will be sent post freeon receipt of two penny stamps.
*

be n'-mii ST
7
,

Seeds are already possessed they shouldbe named that we may omit them and increase the quantities ofothers in lieu of them. Those purchasers who may prefer makingtneir own selection are recommended to apply for our Gfn-fru
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JJutton & s, .n s, Seed-Growers * Merchants, Reading, Berks.

M
SUPERIOR EARLY BROCCOLI.'

ITCHINSON'S PENZANCE, OR EARLYWHITE CORNISH BROCCOLI.-C^a^™*;,^-
able for Us earhness, coming into use early in February afullsi^ed
handsome head of excellent quality, but a shy seeder, Is. Gd.

"

Verpacket, or 12*, per ounce. Good Seed can be had in sealed packets

Da.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

do.

do.

DICKSON'S " EARLY FAVOURITE PEA."
IFRANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS
J- have great satisfaction in again calling attention to this dis-
tinct and truly valuable EARLY PEA (sent out by them for
the first time last season), which is admitted by all who have
grown or seen it to be the most prolific and best Early Pea ever
introduced. It comes in very few days after the earliest varieties;
and the following testimonials (merely a few of many equally
flattering ones which they have received), will, they think, be
sufficient guarantee for its extraordinary productiveness and
general excellence.

From Mb. Whitakkr, Gardener to the Bight Hon. the Ear! of
Shrewsbury, Alton Towers, Staffordshire.

Having tried your" Early Favourite Pea" last season, I can
recommend it very confidently as a most desirable variety. It is
considerably earlier and more prolific in pods than the Auvergne

;

the number of Peas ineach pod is greater, and coming in before that
fine variety, is certainly a most important acquisition as an early,
prolific, fine-flavoured Pea.

Alton Towers, November 20th, 1855.

From Mr. Povey, Gardener to the Eight Hon. Lord Waterpark,
Doveridge, near Derby.

Your "Early Favourite Pea," sent me this spring, has more
than realised the high character you gave it. Sown early, it
makes a good successive to Dan O'Rourke; I have had whole
rows of it averaging 10 Peas in a pod. Its productiveness is
quite extraordinary, and the flavour is everything that could be
desired. I have sown this variety in the middle of summer, and
the crop was abundant; it is also excellent as a late Pea. Too
wide circulation cannot be given it.

Doveridge, November 20th, 1855.

From Mr. Upton, Gardener to Lady Cotton Sheppard, Crakemarsh
Hall, Uttoxeter.

Your " Early Favonrite Pea," supplied to these Gardens last
year, I consider to be the best early variety in cultivation. It is
an extraordinary bearer, and the pods contain on an average,
from nine to ten Peas, of excellent quality and flavour.

Crakemarsh, 24th November, 1S55.

From Mr. Dytch, Gardener to the Hon. B. W. Olive, M.P., Oakley
Park, Shrewsbury.

From one pint of Dickson's "Favourite Pea" I have this
season gathered three pecks of good seed, and at this date I am
gathering excellent Peas from a late sowing.
Oakley Park, Shrewsbury, Dec. 11th, 1855.

From Mr. Oates, Gardener to the Bight Hon. Lord Leigh, Stoneleigh
Abbey, Warwickshire,

The Pea, " Dickson's Early Favourite," which I got from you
last season, I can with confidence recommend as having advan-
tages over all other Peas now grown. It is very early, of excel-
lent flavour, and in productiveness, in my opinion, surpasses all
other Peas. I have strongly recommended it to my friends, and
I hope never to lose sight of it.

Stoneleigh Abbey, November 21st, 1855.

Covent Garden; Nutting & Sons, Cheapside; or from Mitchin-
son s feeed Establishment, Truro, Cornwall.
From numerous unsolicited Testimonials we select the

following:

—

To Messrs. Mitchinson and Co^ Seed Merchants, Truro, Cornwall.
Sirs,—I have enclosed 18 postage stamps for a Dacket ofyour Penzance Broccoli Seed, the same kind as you sent me last

heads every week from the beginning of February
" Dorkinz. Snrrev. Anril « iwu «wr /-*.Dorking, Surrey, April 6, 1854. W. UNDERWOOD."
To Messrs. Mdchmson and Son, Seedsmen, Truro, Cornwall.
Sirs,-I enclose you Is. Gd. worth of stamps, and hope you

will send me a small packet of the Earlv Broccoli you advertised
last year. I have beat all my neighbours this year with your
Broccoli, which has been very fine and true, and stood the
winter well. "George Pbxdbb."" fcandgate, Kent, April 10, 1851."

To Mr. Mitchituon, Seedsman, Truro.
(Enclosed with Specimen.)

Sir,—I beg to forward yon this Broccoli, one of the sort afteryour own name. I have had a splendid crop of them this seasonmany of which measured 3 feet in circumference, and qualitv
excellent. Cut the first on the 11th of February. If seed is
scarce, be kind enough to save two packets.—T. Bice. Gardener
<*rampound. Cornwall. April 7, 1854."

'

TTTATERER'S AMERICAN PLANTS.IX^w
1 1 PS?PSIPTIVE CATALOGUE is now published of the

celebrated Collection of hardy Scarlet and other Rhododendrons
as exhibited by jOH» Waterer at the Royal Botanic GardensRegent s Park; it will be found to contain a few practical obser-
vations on their successful management, and will be forwarded
on application by enclosing two stamps for postage. Apart from
its enumeration of the most popular American Plants in cultiva-
tion, a List of choice Conifer will be seen, embracing the latestimportations of this fine and hardy tribe of Plants.

1,fl u 1Z
W

?.1 Pleast"-e to offer in large quantities, and of
all heights the following selection of CONIFERS, with theremark that they are all now growing in the open ground, arebushy and handsome as can be desired, and have been trans-

£li
e
-

d
!f •

speeding spring, whereby no risk can be encoun-

?££i
n th

!
ir

.

removal fl

2
m the nursery --Araucaria imbricata,

Cryptomermjaponica; Pmus Douglasi, Cembra, excelsa,W^a
,rrv^

Slgm
r

S
'v:
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The Nursery is easily reached by railway, bein* near the

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

From Mr. Browx, Gardener to W. Ormsby Gore, Esq., M.P.,
Forkington Hall, Oswestry.

I have much pleasure in giving my opinion of your " Early
Favourite Pea." It surpasses all others I know, both in produc-
tiveness and flavour. It called forth the admiration of all who
saw it here in bearing, for looking up the row it appeared some-
what like a wall of pods 5 feet high, each containing nine and ten,
and many eleven Peas in a pod. It is a first-rate early Pea and a
great acquisition

; indeed too much cannot be said in'its favour.
Porkington Hall, 1st December, 1855.

From Mr. Edwards, Gardener to Lady Broughton, Hoole Hall,
near Chester.

Your "Early Favourite Pea" is the most prolific and finest-
flavoured early Pea I ever grew. It is nearly as early as War-
ner's Emperor, and is literally covered with pods from top to
bottom, each pod containing from 9 to 11 Peas. Her ladyship
was much pleased with it, and has desired me to write you this
testimonial.

Hoole Hall, 27th November, 1855.

From Mr. Strachax, Gardener to J. H. Smith Barry, Esq., Mar-
bury Hall, Cheshire.

It affords me much pleasure to testify to the merits of your
'Early Favourite Pea." Sown the same day as " Sangster

s

No. 1," it was fit to gather a few days after, and the crop it pro-
duced surpassed anything I ever saw grown. In quality, too, it is
first-rate, and it should be in the hands of every gardener.
Marbury Hall, 4th December, 1855.

From Mr. Gorton, Gardener to T. P. Burton, Esq., Faintree Hall,
Bridgenorth.

In reply to your letter, I beg to say that I have been much
pleased with your " Early Favourite Pea," and it was the admi-
ration of all the gardeners in this neighbourhood who saw it
growing. Its earliness, productiveness, and fine flavour render
it the finest Pea of its season which I have grown, and in future
I do not intend to be without it.

Faintree Hall, 10th October, 1855.

From Mr. John Elson-, Gardener to Henry Underhill, Esq., Pirton
Grove, Wolverhampton.

The ''Dickson's Early Favourite Peas" I got from you this
spring for myself and five neighbouring gardeners have given
us all the greatest possible satisfaction. It is by far the most

second and third crops, and for sowing late to come in at the end
01 the season.

Pirton Grove, 1st November, 1855.

From Mr. Hill, Gardener to Balph Sneyd, Esq- Keele Hall, Staf-
fordshire, in the " Cottager Gardener; 1

Sept. 11. 1855.
Permit me to offer a few remarks on the above-named Pea I

consider that when nurserymen, or anyone else, introduce a really
good fruit or vegetable, they ought to have every credit for
it. I am not very fast in buying new vegetable seeds; but
from the favourable report given of this Pea by the Horticultural
Society, I was induced to purchase a couple of quarts. One rowwas sown on the 12th February, with a little more than one quart
of seed, which produced nineteen pecks (heaped measure) of good
Peas, each pod containing on the average nine Peas, and in manv
ot them we found eleven. A row of « Bishop's Long Pod Pea "

sown by the side of * Dickson's Favourite " the same day, and
the same quantity of seed, only produced eight pecks of Peas-many of these pods were not well filled. The Peas from " Dick-
son's Early Favourite " were sold at lid. per peck. Your readers
will agree with me this was a tolerably good crop. I consider
everybody that grows Peas ought to have, at least, one row of
"Dickson's Early Favourite."

Keele Hall Gardens, Staffordshire.

Price 2s. Gd. per quart, or Is. Gd. per pint, in sealed parcels.
The Old Established Seed •Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street, I

other"extensive additions."
Chester.—January 12, 1856.

r -„„ TT;n „,

BALSAMS.
"P and A. SMITH, Florists, Dulwich, Surrey
1- • to offer Seeds of their superb BALSAMS, in tL

packets of six separate colours, 2s. Gd. each ; also mixed atper packet. The colours are scarlet, crimson, white '

bl
scarlet flaked, crimson flaked, scarlet spotted white ; also a si
quantity of purple and purple flake.

Copy of Minute. National Floriv.dtural Society. July 26. 1855
• Balsams :—20 plants from F. and A. Smith, Dulwich.

cersors not having the power to award Certificates to this ci
of plants (true Annuals, and therefore not considered Floi
flowers), wish to express their unanimous opinion of the l.
merit of the collection produced, which for variety, habit, col]
sizp. doubleness, and general excellence, are the best that
hitherto come under their notice."

Dr. Lindlet, on inspection, said :—
" They are fully equal, and in several particulars v__

superior to the best I have seen in Continental establishments."
Extract from the Beport of the Sleeting of the National Florii

tural Society, in the Gardeners' Chronicle, August 4th, If
page 520.

"Several extremely well-grown plants of what are call*
Camellia Balsams were furnished by Mr. Smith, of Dulwich

1

very handsome things they must be admitted to be ; ami
them were blush, purple, and scarlet kinds, and scarlet mottl
with white: and when we state that many of the flowt
measured quite 2$ inches across, and 1 inch deep, some idea
the kind of display they made may be conceived : their only fj

was that they were scarcely sufficiently in bloom."

F. & A. Smith have appointed as Agents:

—

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road.
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Seedsmen, Covent Garden.
Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, EdgewareRi
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Chelsea and Exeter.
Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, Surrey.
Messrs. Bass& Brown, Sudbury, Suffolk.
Messrs. W. E. Rendle & Co., Seedsmen, Plymouth.
Messrs. Dawes, Cottrell, & Co., Seedsmen, Moorgate Street, Citr
Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester
3fessrs, F. & A. Dickson & Co., 14, Corporation Stret

Manchester.

V\fATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite thi
w v attention of parties engaged in Planting to their fin

Stock of the following HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c.

Araucaria imbricata, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet high, in quantitiet
all stocky well grown plants; the larger sizes especially!:
would be difficult to match.

Cedrus Deodara, H, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet, by the thousand; do.i
fine lot of larger, 6, 7, and 8 feet; do. some magnificent Trees
10 to 15 feet. These are all in a famous condition for Trans-
planting, having been annually removed. I

Cedars of Lebanon, 3, 4, 5, aud 6 feet; do. a few splendid Treei
10 and 12 feet.

Cedars Red Virginian, 5 to 8 feet.

Cedars, variegated white, 2, 3, and 4 feet, one of the handsome!
variegated plants we know. We have a large stock. It is ex-

tensively planted at Elvaston Castle.
Cryptomeria japonica, fine plants, 4 to 7 feet.
Cupressus maerocarpa or Lambertiana, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet

Nothing can be handsomer than some of the specimens of this

fine hardy plant.
|

Juniper, Chinese, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet; a fine lot of large plants.
6 to 8 feet.

Do. Irish, upright, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet; do. larger, up to 8 and 1(

feet. Our stock of the two last mentioned Junipers we believe
to be quite unequalled, the Irish especially; the larger sizes

are perfect columns.
Do. recurva, 3, 4, 5, up to 8 feet.

Do. hispanica or thurifera, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Abies Douglasi, 2, 3, and 4 feet. A fine lot of large and
handsome plants, 7, 8, 10, and 12 feet.

Picea nobilis, several hundreds of nice plants, 1£ to 2 feet, well
grown, and with good lead. None are grafted. A few taller
specimens np to 6 feet.

Do. Nordmanniana, a large quantity of remarkably handsome
plants, U. 2, 3, and 4 feet. Nothing can exceed the vigour of

these plants, and all from seed.
|

Do. Pinsapo, magnificent plants, 4 to 7 feet high, in perfect health.
Pinus insignis, 1£ to 3 feet ; a few good specimens up to 7 feet. |
„ Lambertiana, from seed, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

Cembra, 3, 4, 5, up to 10 feet.

Montezumse, fine plants, 4 and 5 feet.

„ maerocarpa, 2 and 3 feet, from seed.
Weeping Larch, clean, stems good, heads 7 feet high.

The following 10 varieties form a very singular group. They
are of dwarf habits; the well known Abies Clanbraziliana may
be taken as the type of the whole. We believe our collection to

be quite unique, and, we may add, most interesting.
Pinus strobus pumila (the dwarf Weymouth),

sylvestris pumila (the dwarf Scotch).------
Abies pumila 1 All dwarf varieties

„ diffusa
^

U of the t
r^ ft«"»"* „ Gregori J Spruce Fir. t

Picea pectinata pygmjea (the dwarf Silver Fir), Hudsoni. I
Yew, common English, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet, in large quantities.
Do. upright, Irish, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet; some splendid plants,

8 to 12 feet. I
Do. Dovaston or Weeping, a great many fine plants, worked on

straight stems, 7, 8, and 10 feet high, with good heads.
Do. adpressa, 2 and 3 feet.

Do. do., worked on common Yew, as standards.
Do. gold striped, 1£ to 2 feet, by the thousand.
Do. do., a splendid lot of plants, 4 to 6 feet.
Do. do., worked as standards on the common Yew. 8 to 10 ft. high
Do. do., worked on Irish Yews, 6, 7, and 8 feet high. I
Do. elegantissima, or new gold striped; a large quantity, 1£ to

2i feet, and also worked as standards on the common and Irish [
Yews. We may safely assert our stock of Golden Yews is

unsurpassed.
Do. yellow berried (true), very beautiful when in fruit as ve
have it, 1£ to 3 feet.

Libocedrus chilensis, 2 to 3 feet, very handsome and bushy.
Thuja Weareana, fine bushes, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet. This is one

ot the most useful, and, at the same time, ornamental hardy
plants we possess.

Do. American, for hedge?, doubtless the very best, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

Do. aurea, or Golden Arbor-vit«e. This plant originated at this

Nursery; it has now, as it deserves, become a universal
favourite. Our stock of it enables us to offer a choice of many
hundred fine specimens, from 1£ to 3 and 4 feet high, and as

much through—in fact, perfect globes.
Wellingtonia gigantea, a few of the finest plants in the country,
being near 1$ feet high, and as much wide.

Hollies variegated, by the thousand, 2, 3, and 4 feet high. Some
splendid Plants, 10 to 15 feet high.
We may here remark with reference to the large specimens

alluded to in this Advertisement that every one of them is in a

condition to transplant, and travel any distance with perfect safety.

They have one and all been annually removed in our Nursery,
and in soliciting a personal inspection of oar stock, we believe
we are justified im stating it offers a choice which is to be found
m but few establishments of its kind in this country.
The Nursery may be reached in 40 minutes by Train from the

Waterloo Station; and the South Western Railway Company
having a Branch on to the North Western, enables us to send
plants to all parts, in trucks throughout, without packing *&*

ft

ft

Abies Clanbraziliana
compacta
pygmaea

n

Knap Hill Nutmj, Wokiarfc, Surrey.
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ESTABLISHED ABOUT HALF A CENTURY.

is

BASS AND BR OWN'

S

Twenty-fifth Annual Edition of their SEED CATALOGUE
VERY «£oT. *» CO.TAIKS 8™ T

ffi
WHOM « BESXRBD OP THE CHOXCEST »BW

ASSORTED COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
,. , , Ag%A x rt + llo t1At ;nP nf Amatpnr^ not keenin^ regular Gardeners. The col'ections furnished from

this»E^£SM^^'^.^1™£ ZtXZaSS as wi,, not He surpassed. Supplied as usua!

as follows, for which see full particulars in Catalogue

:

No. },£Z ... No. 2, £2 ... No. 3, 25s. ..

A few Choice New PEAS.
... per quart

Collections for Small Gardens, 10s. 6d, and 15s.

Harrison's Glory . .

.

„ Perfection

Epps' Lord Raglan
Monarch

* • •

* * •

...

• • •

• •

1}

5s. Od.

5
3 6
3 6

Descriptions see Catalogue.

Denyer's Prolific Marrow
Dickson's Favourite
"Waite's Kiug of the Marrow
Fairbeanfs Nonpareil

• • •

- * .

» it

U(

per quart

if

3s. &d.

3 6
3
1 6

TWrtttar/Oi 3 o r airDearu s rNonpareu ... „
"
All thTchoicest Broccoli, Lettuce," Cabbage, Cucumber, and other Vegetables, including many new approved kinds.

CHOICE FLOWER S^EDS.
The varieties of Flower Seeds now sold have become far too numerous. Our aim has been annually to turn our attention

tot™£o™^ most desirable for their beauty, odour or other particular attractive TOf^J"* ™J
Sat will be found to contain as select a collection as can be brought into a catalogue, with all the neat gems of the season, ine

i^J^^io^^h^gVts, time of flowering, hardiness, duration, the Climbers also spec fied, and embracing every neces-

sary informalon tor purchasers. Useful instructions for the culture and growth of Seeds are :supplied with e^h order

FLOWER SEEDS IN ASSORTMENTS.-We beg strongly to recommend these assortments, for which, see Catalogue.

IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS.—Superb collections of these (see Catalogue). . __. '

, <, . . T „n„1oj M„v t

SMITH'S NEW BALSAMS, so highly spoken of by Dr. Lindley and the National Floricultural Society. In sealed packets,

of six separate colours, for 2s. 6d.
;
packets of mixed, 2s. each.

BULBS AND ROOTS FOR SPRING PLANTING.
Very splendid collections of Ranunculus, Anemones, Gladiolus Iris

q
Germanic* and Pri^a

' ^i
u
"J

ancifollum
'
and 0ther

superb Lilies, Tigridias, Oxalis, and a great variety of other Roots. For Spring Planting, see Seed Catalogue.

ACHIMENES AND GLOXINIAS.
Several superb new Continental varieties, including 10 beautiful erect flowering sorts, tubers of which are now ready, and will

make fine flowering plants this season, for descriptions of which, see the last page of Seed Catalogue.

SEED CATALOGUES SUPPLIED ON APPLICATION.

£3T GOODS CARRIAGE FREE (not under 20s.) to all the London Termini; also to all Stations on the

Colchester Line between London and Norwich.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk

DWARF-TRAINED FRUIT TREES.

TT7ILLIAM WOOD and SON have much pleasure

V* in offering some of the finest Dwarf-trained PEACHES
and NECTARINES in the Kingdom; in short W. W. & Sox

feel convinced they are not to be surpassed in the trade. Price

os. per plant.

N B Having a large stock of the above W. W. & bos are

disposed to deal liberally with the trade, and will furnish

wholesale prices on application.

Fine Pyramidal Pears on Quince, ISs. to 24s. per dozen.

Woodlands Nursery, MaresfiVld, near Uckfield, Sussex.

GREENHOUSE AZALEAS.

A PAUL and SON have to offer fine healthy

• plants of the following: beautiful varieties of AZALEA
INDICA in large 60 and 54-sized pots, 12s. the dozen; Alba,

Smithi coccinea, Herberti, Fielder' h white, Speciosissima, Carmi-

nata, Colnrans, DUnn, Grenvilli, Coronata, Aurora, Symmetry.

The following, of the same size, 18s. the dozen :—Lateritia,

Variegata, Rubra plena fulgens, Murrayana, Optima, Prince

Albert, Rosea Superba, Reine des Beiges, Holfordi, Iveryana,

Perryana.
The same sorts, in 43-sized pots, well set with bloom, 24s.

and 30s. per dozen. A few larger plants 3s. 6d. to 5s. each.

Carriage free to London.—Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

A BIES~~6rT~P ICEA~~GRAN DIS (TRUE.)

HUGH LOW and CO. have consigned to them for

sale a small parcel of Seeds of the true Piceaor Abies

grandis. It is unnecessary to enter into any description of this

noble Fir, which is well known to be one of the finest, as it is

unquestionably the rarest in Collections, of the Conifers of

Northern California. The Seeds have been recently collected,

are perfectly fresh, and, to suit amateur purchasers, will be

offered by the hundred. When delivered the Seeds will be at

buver's risk. l <nnn , ._
Per 100 Seeds, 21. 10s.; per 500 Seeds. 10Z.; per 1000 Seeds, lo7.

In addition to the above H. Low & Co. have received Seeds of

the undernamed Oregon plants :—
Abies Douglasi, two varieties, per 100 seeds £1 os.

Abies species, probably Abies taxifolia of Jeffrey, per

100 Seeds £2 10s.

Cornus Nuttali, described as a splendid ornamental

Tree, producing white flowers as large as Magnolia

tripetala, per 25 Seeds £!•

C lapton Nursery, London.

EEDS FOR WALES.

—

Arrangements have been

made by the undersigned for the speedy transit of all

orders for WALES. Seeds can be forwarded from

Bristol direct by Steamer, or by the South Wales Rail-

way. via Gloucester.

William E. Rendi.e & Co., Seed Merchants and Seed Growers,

Plymouth, Devonshire.

^ AKDEN SEEDS FOR IRELAND.—Plymouth

NEW FLOWER SEEDS.

MESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON & SONS
Are now prepared to supply the annexed new and beautiful ANNUALS and BIENNIALS, which have

been selected from their general Stock of novelties for the present season.

1

2 6
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Per packet.—5. d.

Abronia mnbellata, new, beautiful half hardy Annual, rose

coloured trailer ...

Ai;eratum conspicuum, new, very handsome
Alonsoa Warscewiczi, new, splendid half hardy Annual, of

graceful habit, adorned with scarlet flowers, borne in

spikes ... ... ... ••• ••• ••• •••
m

•••

Arctotis breviscarpa, new, pretty dwarf Annual, bright

orange and dark brown ... ... ... ..

Anthoxanthum gracile, new, ornamental Grass
Browallia abbreviata, new, fine, very free flowering

Calceolaria californica, new, very pretty
„* scabiossefolia, new, very handsome

Campanula stricta, new, very profuse flowering variety,

extremely pretty ...

Centauridium Drummondi, new, orange composite flower,

very showy ... ... ... ... ••• •••
#
«-«

Chrysocephalum arenarium, new, handsome Australian

Everlasting ... ... ... ...

Collinsia bicolor alba, new, pure white, very pretty

Convolvulus bicolor,fl.pl., new, handsome Climbing Annual
Coreopsis coronata, new, very showy
Cuphea Pellleri, new
Cynoglossum coelestinum, new, light blue, extremely pretty

„ Hayni, new, blue, very fine

Delphinium cardiopetalum, new, dark blue, very beautiful

Dianthus Garnierianus, new, beautiful, very showy
Erigeron Beyrichi, new, pretty composite flower
Erysimum Arkansanum, new, pale yellow, handsome,
sweet scented . # . ... ... ... ... ... ...

Oomphrena Haageana, new, beautiful orange-coloured half
hardy species, very fine

Gutieruezia gymnospermoides, new, very pretty

* * #
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Per packet.

Gypsophila muralis, new, dwarf, very pretty Ancual, with

small glossy foliage, covered with deep pink flowers,

suitable for edging of beds and rock work
Helichrysum brachyrhynchum, new, beautiful Everlasting

u bracteatxim, dwarf yellow, new

M „ dwarf white, new ...

(Both the above varieties are much superior to the old

bracteatum.)
maci anthum manum, new, very desirable variety ...

compositum maximum, new, large flowered, double,

of many colours, from bright yellow to scarlet

Ipomoea limbata, new, purple, with broad white margin,
very free flowering (we received this most lovely Climber
from our collector, Mr. J. Henshall, who discovered it in
Java; this we can strongly recommend)

Ipomoea Mexicana alba, new, very fine __

Linum grandiflorum ruhrum, new, the true bright crimson
large flowering species from Algeria, new and very
beautiful

Lypochaeta texana, new, handsome
Moina elegans, new, very handsome Everlasting

Nepeta Meyeri, new, very fine ...

Palafoxia texana, new, fine

Phalacrsea cceiestina, new, beautiful light blue

Sabbatia campestris, new, a splendid half hardy Annual,

of graceful habit, glossy foliage, and bright rosy pink
yellow-centred flowers, very fine and full flowering

Silene Bergeri, new, very pretty

Trifolium nurantiacum, new, free flowering and pretty

Tropseolum Lobbi puniceum, new, dark-blood red, splendid

Whitlavia grandiflora, new, splendid, very large dark
bell-shaped flowers ... •.. ... ... ...

—s* d.
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_ t* situated in close proximity with CORK, DUBLIN,
BELFAST, and LIMERICK, and Steamers call every

week at the Qreat Western Docks, so that purchasers in

our sister country will find tlteir orders attended to with

promptness and despatch, on application to

William E. Rendlb & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

SEEDS FOR IRELAND, SCOTLAND, AND WALES.
m

SUTTON and SONS having many customers in

North and South Wales, Scotland and Ireland, whom they

have supplied with Agricultural and Horticultural Seeds for

many years, are well acquainted with the sorts which thrive

best "in each locality.

Sutton & Sons deliver their Goods Free of Carriage to

the Seaports, and many other parts of Ireland, Scotland,

and Wales. For particulars, address

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

COOD SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.
Seeds Direct from the Growebs the most certain srEANS

of Preventing Disappointsibnt.

SUTTON and SONS, Seed Growers, Reading,

Berks, can supply every hind of GARDEN SEEDS
and FARM SEEDS of genuine and superior quality,

warranted all of the growth of 1855.

Horticulturists and Agriculturists residing in the most remote

parts of the kingdom, can procure good Seeds at very moderate

prices from this Establishment.—For particulars, apply to

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.
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IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS, in Collections.
Messrs. William Rollisson & Sons can now supply the undermentioned German Flower Seeds, which are all

in assorted colours, and sent ont in sealed Collections, as received from the first German growers in Germany.

Our supply of German Flower Seeds we can with every confidence recommend, from the universal satisfaction

which they have given for many years. Their superiority over English saved seeds consists in the greater

variety and beauty of their colours, and the much larger proportion of double Flowers which they produce.

Per collection—5. d.

it

>»

)}

Asters, dwarf double German, in 18 splendid varieties _.
quilled double German, in 20 splendid varieties ...

globe-flowered double, in 12 splendid varieties ...

globe pyramidal flowered, double, in 20 splen. vars.
new dwarf bouquet pyramidal double, in 12 splendid

varieties

„ Truffaut's new superb French pseony-flowering
pyramidal, in 10 finest varieties

Balsams, Smith's superb double Balsams. The flowers are
large, extremely double and well formed, of good
habit, and of distinct and striking colours. In
sealed packets, containing 6 vars. separate

„ Camellia-flowered, double, in 10 new varieties ...

Larkspurs, double dwarf rocket, in 12 splendid varieties ...

„ double tall, in 8 splendid varieties

„ new Hyacinth flowered, in 8 splendid varieties ...

4
5
3
5

6

4

4

if

2
3
3
3
3

6

Per collection—s.

Stocks, dwarf 10-week, in 12 most distinct and beautiful

colours »* # •#- •• ••• •• •» •••

new dwarf large flowering 10-week Stocks, in 12

distinct colours, very fine

Autumn flowering, in 12 beautiful varieties

Summer branching, in 12 finest varieties

Summer Wallflower leaved, in 16 fine varieties ...

Brompton, in 12 fine sorts

Emperor, in 12 very beautiful varieties

Emperor, new large flowering Stocks, in 4 very
beautiful varieties

„ Giant Cape, in 6 splendid varieties

Phlox Drummondi, in 12 beautiful varieties ...

Poppv, in 12 fine double varieties

Wallflowers, in 12 fine double varieties

Zinnia elegans, in 12 splendid double varieties

d.
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Messrs. William Rollissox & Soxs will be happy to forward their general CATALOGUE of SEEDS, post free on applica-

tion, and have much pleasure in saying their Seeds for the Kitchen Gardeu will be found to be of superior merit, as most of the

lyviivk aiucic, n,ai<*ima iuugc& wnuuui running man auy other variety.
Messrs. W. R. & Sons beg to draw attention to their splendid Collection of Dwarf, Standard trained, and other Fruit Trees,

which are this season unusually fine, to the cultivation of which alone they have several acres devoted. They have also a splendid
lot of fruiting plants in pots of Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, which they can with confidence recommend.

_ .
^ __^

The Nurseries, Tooting, London.

Now that increasing interest is taken in every

direction where it is possible to utilise fecal matters,

especially that which we formerly endeavoured to -

introduce into familiar use under the pleasant name
of Cloacine, the opinions of our skilful and

I scientific neighbours across the Channel deserve

more than ever to be recorded. The other day the

application of this matter gave rise to a discussion

upon a point of no small importance to Gardeners..

After explaining the value of Cloacine in its fluid

and solid state, some one objected to its use in any

form because of the offensive smell and taste it gave

to the crops obtained with its assistance. We
abridge the conversation that took place on this

occasion. M. Becquerel referred to an experiment

with liquid cloacine made by M. Bataillee, on his

estate near Montargis ; the result he said was good,

but the Grass crops (fourrages) gave out a nauseous

smell. Another speaker remarked that this had

been prevented by u>ing leather or gutta percha

hose and excessively weakening the fluid till no

smell remained. M. de Gourcy stated that a friend

of his in Belgium was in the habit of deodorising

his cloacine by means of sulphate of iron, and that

his garden crops almost always won prizes at the

exhibitions. M. Moll referred to the Edinburgh

meadows as a proof that the use of liquid cloacine was

not injurious to the quality of Grass, and said that,

in Alsace and other provinces of France where it was

largely employed by market gardeners, he never

heard any complaint of the quality of the pro-

duce. M. Pepin followed on the same side,

and added that the Paris market gardeners

had for three or four years past been in the habit of
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using dry cloacine mixed with straw and earth for
their vegetable crops, and on a very large scale,
without any inconvenience to the produce.
On the other hand M. Payen stated that in Lom-

bardy they had been forced to give up using Pou-
drette (Cloacine mixed with charcoal) in the pas-
tures, because it gave a bad taste to the milk
of the cows fed there. This, he said, was no pre-
judice, as some people think, but an undoubted
truth. If, however, he added, the cloacine
was deodorised by dry earth of a clayey texture, the
crop acquired no bad taste. M. Huzard confirmed
this assertion ; when, he said, he was at the veteri-
nary school of Alfort, the great close of the establish-
ment was manured with cloacine, but the practice
was given up because it gave a bad taste to the vege-
tables grown for the use of the students. On the
other hand, at Lucca, where large quantities of
water passing through ditches filled with cloacine
are conducted over the meadows, no bad smell
is perceived. Oranges and Olives, growing there
on slopes, are fed in this way by being banked
up with dry stones on the lower side. Finally,
M. de Mortemart observed that the Indian Corn
thus manure^ near Lucca gained no bad smell.
M. Payen was of opinion that although the corn

of Grass plants was not affected, yet the foliage was,
and this he ascribed to the power possessed by the
leaves of absorbing by their skin both scented
gases and vapours, and thus contracting a dis-
agreeable taste. But, said M. Moll, nowhere is
liquid cloacine more used than in Lombardy ; at
Milan it is collected in a canal the water of which is
used for irrigating the adjoining meadows ; it is here
that the cows are pastured from whose milk the

In the case of Potatoes and Mangel Wurzel, the
raw material is produced by the lowest description
of unskilled labour, employing men, women, and
children, and the refuse is valuable for cattle. These
roots may be grown where grain cannot, and thus
land now unproductive may become profitable.

In the case of the Holcus there seems to be the
additional recommendation, that after the juice has
been extracted it is said to yield 4 tons an acre of a
material for making paper.
A correspondent intimately acquainted with

questions of this nature calculates that the com-
parative produce of spirits from an acre of land may
be thus estimated :—

Holcus
Mangel
Potatoes
Barley

• • •

* • •

Quantity
grown on
an acre.

Quantity
of sugar

obtainable

« * i

ft*

14 tons.

10J M
32 bushels.

Comparative quantity
of spirits at proof

calculating 10 lbs. of
sugar to produce

a gallon.

14 cwt.

37
i,

1S2 gallons.
156
414
80 n

We have no means of ascertaining the cost of
raising the Holcus, nor of knowing what descrip-
tion of land is necessary for its successful cultivation
on a large scale, but it is probable it could be grown
cheaper comparatively than Mangel Wurzel.
The price at which 100 gallons of spirits could

be produced from the other articles, or from sugar,
he assumes to be as under

—

Potatoes, at 50s. per {on ., . ... £Q
Mangel, at 15s. „ 6
Barley, at 305. per quarter 7

ar, at 18s. per cwt 8
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6s. Qd.

14 7
10
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cheeses of the country are made; so that it is clear •

In or«mary years, in Scotland and Ireland, Potatoes
that liquid cloacine, sufficiently diluted, has no such woul<l probably be procurable at a lower price,
bad effect as the poudrette above mentioned.
The discussion ended by a remark by M. Payen

that every thing depended on the quantity of water
used in diluting the cloacine. Earth, also, by virtue
of its porosity, and the peculiar property of all clays,

[

— j ™ — ~ —b~ ^'v«uC «Cn V c^ num buixim
absorbs liquids, detains gases and thus becomes a !

Prevented the use of any material which did not
complete disinfectant. This seems to have been '?

fford tne means of charging a presumptive produce

and from the cost of the material in the" case
of the Holcus, the Mangel, and the Potato, a con-
siderable deduction may be made for the refuse.

Formerly the precautions and restrictions neces-
sary to secure the large revenue derived from spirits

ipl

the opinion of the majority of the members present,
and is probably correct. But before accepting it as
entirely satisfactory we should like to hear what
our kitchen gardeners have to say on the subject.
Cloacine may be taken, for argument's sake, to be
what is called very rank manure. Does such manure
give a bad taste to vegetables, or does it not ? The
subject is of vast importance.

in the earliest stages of the manufacture. And from
the nature of the process this charge could not be
maintained in the case of Potatoes or Mangel Wur-
zel, and probably not in the case of the Holcus. But
that

_
difficulty no longer exists. The law now

requires the worm ends of all stills to be enclosed,
and the spirits to remain under the control of the
Excise until they are removed from the distillery.

In lieu, therefore, of the old presumptive charge,
the Excise could easily frame other regulations which

relieve trade and manufactures from all excise diffi

culties, where it can be effected without serious loss
to the revenue. This, which has led to the extinc-
tion of the brick and glass duties, has lately been
manifested in a new direction, which may advan-
tageously affect rural interests. It has long been a
great source of complaint among mercantile men
that some branches of manufacture have been
wholly driven out of foreign markets in consequence
of the high duties levied in this country upon the
alcohol or " spirits " indispensable to such trades

;

nor indeed has the inconvenience been limited

present of little value, such as the refuse of Potato
fields and roots of Beet too small for cattle feeding,
but rich in sugar, and grown in land which hitherto
no practical man would have occupied with such a
crop.

All in fact that the distiller would require would
be that duty should be charged on the spirit in its

finished state, and on the quantity actually pro-
duced, and this, we believe, might be carried into
effect with little amplification of the existing laws.

Since the foregoing was in type a pamphlet has

DANGERS OF THE BUSH—THE LATE J c\
BIDWILL, Esq. *

l

(Abridged from " The Western Times" of December 24.)

The public journals, and especially those devoted
tothe science of Botany, recorded, a short time since the

death of Mr. John Came Bid will, son of Mr. Bid will!
of St. Thomas's. He died at Wide Bay, New South
Wales, where, by the force of his character, and tfe!
superiority of his intellect, he had attained to offices of
trust and the highest degree of influence and public
usefulness. As his career was so creditable to hit
native country, we devote a brief space to his memory
His father intended him for commercial life, and edi
cated him accordingly. But his strong natural taste for
scientific pursuits, and especially Botany, showed that
the current of his life was setting into another channel.
In the solitudes of Australia, and the endless variety of
its plants, his mind found inexhaustible treasures. He
was the first to penetrate alone into the interior of
New Zealand—of which arduous but interesting journey
he published a brief and unpretending account. HU
reputation and talents were speedily appreciated in a
young colony, where integrity and energy of character
are the only patents of nobility. The Council offered
him the Curatorship of the Royal Botanical Gardens at
Sydney. Subsequently he was appointed Commissioner of I

Crown-lands, and Chairman of the Bench of Magistrates
for the district of Wide Bay, New South Wales, an office

onerous, and in the highest degree important. Tire
journey which we record below was undertaken with
the view of discovering a practicable route from Wide
Bay to the adjoining district of Moreton Bay ; but his
friends really believe that botanical i nvestigation was
the master-motive that sent him forth. The fatigues and
sufferings of this journey were followed by his last fatal

illness, during which he was watched and tended with
the most affectionate solicitude by his brother magis-
trates, who in turns watched by his bedside, and in
whose presence he died. Every mark of public respect
was paid to his memory by the whole population of the
Wide Bay district ; and his death was spoken of by the
press as " entailing a great loss to the colony of New
South Wales, as a botanist and naturalist." Sir William
Hooker and Dr. Lindley, who knew him well, paid his
memory very flattering compliments—the one in his
* Journal of Botany,'' and the other in his Gardeners'
Chronicle. The annexed, which was written in an
interval of pain shortly previous to his death, shows the
calmness with which he met it, and the Christian and
filial feelings of his heart :

—

" Tinana, March 5, 1853.
" I thought it would give ray dearest parents pleasure to re-

ceive the last words written by their absent, but I know mnoh
cared for son. How much I have to thank you for none can tell

;

but believe me, in seeing how constantly and untiringly you
have exerted yourselves for my comfort, I have felt how utterly
wanting my conduct towards you has really been. It will, per-
haps, please you to let you know that for a long time past my
castle in the air has been to manage my return to you. Could
I have seen this it might have pleased the Almighty to have
given my constitution strength to rally. May the blessings of
the Redeemer be your lot hereafter, and may it please the Great
Disposer of Events that we may hereafter meet in peace, when
all the troubles of this world shall have departed from us. I
have been ill for about a week, but was too restless and in
pain to write until now. I have arranged my worldly affairs as
far as I am able ; and, my very dear parents, mv last worldly
thoughts will be of your long-continued goodness'to your long-
absent son, m J# c Bidwell."

It has pleased God that I shall die of want of vital power. It
is a week since the stomach has refused to perform any of its
duties : I have been unable therefore to drink eten. The vomit-
ing has passed, and I thank His goodness I am free from pain.
May He bless you.—J. C. B."

to foreign trade, for among ourselves ^smuggler ! S^Imw' ^ ^ *^^"l °f^t°l
*,
rom

would step in and suppl/one manufacturer wifh a ! £« JeSumn 7 26
^ *"^ "

cheap raw material to which his neighbour had no
anotner column

. P- 26.

access. Nor has the effect of excise duties been con-
fined to the manufacturer, but it has been felt by
the cultivator of the soil, who till lately has been
prohibited from growing materials for the distiller
except under regulations which were in fact
prohibitory.

A great but little known change has, however,
taken place in the Excise laws. Certain descriptions
of spirit are now permitted to go into consumption
duty free ; the condition attached to the privilege
consisting in their being rendered undrinkable.
Such spirit has received the name of Methylated,
in consequence of being mixed with wood-naphtha,
or methylic spirit, a substance so nauseous that the
most depraved appetite would revolt at it. The
immediate effect of this may be expected to be an
immense demand for spirit from cheap sources, and
of this the cultivator cannot fail to profit.
Mangel Wurzel, Potatoes, and the recently intro-

duced plant " Holcus saccharatus," will probably
now enter largely into consumption. It is true that
the law has not as yet made provision for admitting* ~- *— -7™* w- -——MP^-g — ™ •I. xi cveruieiess mat plant
the last named article to be used in the manufacture ** strong, though dwarf ; another plant kept in a hot-
ot sniritc nnrl ih*+ o1fV»r»n rtU #V.« ± : _ „a1 a^. house ranirllv ormtf 7 o r^.*. i*_i_ * « .of spirits, and that although the two other roots
may be used if unmixed with any other material,
there is said to be a difficulty in their employment
because the wash they produce cannot be success-
fully converted into alcohol without the addition
of some saccharine ingredient. But this must be
at the most, merely a temporary embarrassment.

New Plants.
159. Canna liliiflora, Warczewics in Flore d'es

Serres, x. tTlQ55.

""Most cultivators of stove plants know that one
of the rarest and finest is that called Canna iridijlora,
conspicuous for its tall graceful habit, and its magnifi-
cent drooping spikes of purple and crimson flowers.
When Mr. Warczewicz was in the state of Veraguas he
met with a kindred species, destitute indeed of brilliant
colouring, but rivalling the Peruvian in stature and
graceful form. This, which he called C. liliiflora,
because of the resemblance between its blossoms and
those of the pure white Lilium candidum. has been
raised by M. Van Houtte of Ghent, with whom it has
lately flowered. That skilful cultivator gives the follow-
ing account of the treatment which he has fcund
successful. « As soon as we received the seeds they
were sown, and when the seedlings appeared they were
transferred to the stove. When fine weather came a few
specimens were put out in a very airy but thoroughly
sheltered place in the open air ; but whether owing to
negligence or some other cause, only one of them
remained alive in the autumn. Nevertheless that plant

house rapidly grew 7-8 feet high, and flowered, but
unluckily in winter, so that it ripened no seeds."
M. Van Houtte adds that the plants turned into the open
ground should have been taken up by the middle of
September

; but that they should not be then repotted
and stimulated into growth unless the roots are plunged

i
in a tan bed,J or in some other way exposed to a brisk

I bottom-heat^j - -

The narrative of his journey was written on the
couch of illness. It shows the intellectual vigour which
animated him, and is of general interest for the power-
ful picture which it conveys of the difficulties and
privations which the pioneers of civilisation have-
to undergo whilst threading their way through the
dense forests of a vegetation which has not been
disturbed since it was first planted by the hand
of the Creator ; we give it as a graphic picture of

TRAVELLING IN THE BUSH.
4< Tinana, Wide Bay, New South Wales, June 10th, 1851.

My dear Father,—I set out in the middle of April to find oat
and mark a new line of road between Maryborough and Bris-
bane

; at present the distance by the road is 250 miles, the actual
distance is 120, as the crow flies. I started with a team of
bullocks, four men, and a couple of horses. This was a volunteer
business on my part, and heartily have I since repented of
stepping out of my way. For the first 50 miles I got on pretty
well

; I then came to a long ridge, which gave me a great deal of
trouble

; but at last I passed it by an easy road, by going a little
more to the west than I wished. I then came to the head (as I
thought) of the Mary ; it was a large river, exactly like what
the river was much lower down, and I supposed it to be the main
branch, or rather that there was no other branch. I crossed it

after a good deal of trouble, nearly drowning the oxen, and
having them driven away and speared by the blacks, while I
was detained in making a crossing-place. Near Durandur are a
curious group of hills, or conical rocks—the highest about 800
feet high—which are visible from the sea, and are laid down as
the " Glasshouses," from their striking resemblance to these
buildings. The Glasshouse nearest to Durandur is called by
Leichardt in his book ' Beowan f it is the largest of five,
which is generally supposed to be the entire number. In 1842
I walked from Durandur to the top of Beowah, and back again to
Durandur), in one day—an open level country. It was my intention
therefore, to steer for the Glasshouses (which are to the north
of Durandur, as soon as I should get sight of these pass to the
eastward of Beowah, and strike the road about ten miles
south-east of Durandur. When I got to the top of the long
ridge I saw, as I thought, the Glasshouses bearing south-east
from me

; I steered for the largest, and when we crossed tli*
river supposed myself to be only about ten miles from it. At a
distance of a day's journey from the crossing place we met with
a party of blacks, by means of one who had come with us
from Maryborough. I inquired how far it was to Beowah, and
whether it would be easy to take the dray there ? They said
that we should get there in two days ! Next morning one cf the
blocks, Miooi Minni by name, led me to the top of a hill, where
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lie pointed out what 1 supposed to be the Glasshouse, and said
that it was called ' Karora.' I supposed, of course, that Karora
was another name for the same mountain that was called
Beowah by the blacks at Durandur. I must do Minni Minni

U
the justice to say, that he persisted in saying that he did not
know of any station near Karora; but the perfect resemblance
between the two rocks, and his having shown me Karora when
I asked him for Beowah, led me to suppose (which was the case)
that he did not know the country much farther to the south,
and that he merely said that he had not seen any station near
Karora. After crossing the river we struck an old track—made
in 1842 by a person named Eales, who brought 50,000 sheep here,
and was driven away by the blacks—and followed it until we
were within, as I guessed, four miles from Karora. Here the
direct line appeared likely to be difficult, and I turned off at the
place where Eales's track turned, intending to follow it on the
Brisbane range, as I knew that it struck the road about ten
miles west of Durandur, get to Durandur, and then get blacks,
who knew the intermediate country, to guide me back round the
Glasshouse to the point where I left the direct line which I had
been marking. We accordingly went on until the evening by
Eales's line. Next morning both blacks had decamped. A per-
son named Hunter, who was on; the look out for country, to put
stock on, came up this evening; he is a sort of squatter of a
rather low class. I was obliged, in consequence of the absence
of the blacks, to go on and track the old road myself: it was
very difficult to do this, in consequence of the length of the

I Grass; but at night we had made about eight miles, and came
to a deep soil, through which Eales had cut a road. I went on
to see where the road went after passing the scrub, which I did
not think the men would reopen that night. When I returned
after dark, I found that Hunter had so pressed them that the
dray was across the gully on the further side of the scrub. I
was sorry for this, because I had been unable to find any track
of the road after passing the gully, and had half made up my
mind to turn back on my own line. Next morning I renewedmy search for the old track, but without success. I then
ascended a high rocky hill, and saw that there were endless
scrubs to the southward, and great hills of scrub in every other
direction. I saw, however, a long low ridge, running nearly east
irom where I had left the dray, and that Karora was only about
lour miles off, east by north. On returning to the dray I made
up my mind to go on with the horses and one man by the long
ridge to Durandur, which I thought could not be above 10 miles
oa in a straight line, and accordingly started about 10 a.m. with
about a day and a halfs provision for one man. We followed
tiie low ridge until Karora was due north of us—a strongly
beaten path lay along the top of the ridge, and we saw the
fresh footprints of their shod horses. The track at last led us
to a place where the two scrubs, which clothed the two sides
oi tne ridge, met at the top. I must explain to you that thename Scrub is the most absurd that could have been de-
V1

ff a \
nJ southern Parts °f the colony the same things arecaned Brushes'—a name equally absurd. Scrubs are dense

Jorests, filled with large trees of totally different kinds from
xnose that grow in the open country, or 'Forests,' as it is called :tne undergrowths in these scrubs consist of thorny Vines,
JNettles, and bushes; sometimes a species of Rattan, covered allover with minute sharp spines, and of which the leaves arearmed with most formidable incurved hooks, renders the space

JfiiJH *i «i
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5
s alraost ^'Passable; this Rattan is commonly2 ,

the Cat s cl*" Vine.' I had with me your billhook, or Ishould never have got through the tremendous mass of scrnbw hich 1 encountered. The first patch of scrub we passed was not00 yards through
; but after we had passed it, I perceived that

the ridge we were following began to lead us round the Glass-noube, and that it would be impossible, without immense diffi-
culty, to go direct to its base. Th* valley between which I
stood and the Glasshouse was filled with a dense mass of scrub,
and the sides were nearly perpendicular. We continued tolonow the track until dark, passing through several scrubs—two
or which were a mile in length. At last we were obliged to
stop on the top of a stony mountain, having been unable
to find our horses, or to provide water all day. My attendant
was in a dreadful state of alarm, never having been in such
a predicament before; he also suffered greatly from thirst
and did nothing but groan all night. We could not eat,
as our mouths were too dry—this I afterwards considered a
fortunate thing. Next morning I found that I was on the
table top of a stony mountain, and could not find any trace
of a path, or sign of an opening in the scrub—neither could
1 see Karora. I made up my mind to force my way ina direct line south-east down the side of the mountain,
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J
oubtinS t,ia t by the end of the day, at farthest,

J should get into open land near Durandur. The scrub was
the densest I ever saw in the country; full of ' Cat's-claw
vines, and several other spiny kinds: other tough Vines in
all directions and Nettle trees were terribly common, and
their sting is fearful. The side of the mountain was covered
with

(

large loose angular stones. We did not reach any water
?«";{;

a
2°2? U ° flock, when I procured a little by digging a hole

in the bottom of a water course; I did not drink any because
it was too muddy, and I can restrain my appetite; but the man
i flSSOn

r
drank

.
a lar*e quantity. I got a little by making

lengths of a species of Vine, which gives excellent water wheS
-.m^?* l

%
wet
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About noon we reached a deep stony gullywith plenty of water, but I would not allow Climpson to eat more
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fi'icfc of the honey greatly revived me. This, and one lareegrub, was all the refreshment we obtained for the ei^ht davs—
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hree quarters of a day's ration with which
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e edge °f a SCrub j |iat at ni»htfall-nothingthat I could promise him would induce him to go further 1nad lost my matches and knife in the morning, and with greataimculty managed to make a fire with my pistol. A heavy stormci rain came on just after our fire was made, nnd nearly put it
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out; but it fortunately was not cold anv night that we were
out, although the beginning of winter. We had not taken any
blanket with us, but I had the India-rubber sheet which vou so
kindly thought would be useful to me, and verv useful It was
for we had several days' rain. Reached Durandur about 3 p m'
very thankful for my deliverance—not that I ever expected to
be starved

; but I could not help feeling on the last day that a
very trifling obstruction would prevent our getting on; and
although I knew that I was on an occupied run, by seeing the
cattle tracks, I had so little strength and energy left that I
could not have travelled much further on that dav, and of
course we should have been still weaker next day. 'Climpson,
who was a poor-spirited soft being, had given himself up for
dead three days before, and I was obliged to speak very sharply
to him to make him come on at all. The poor horses were so
completely knocked up that we could not get them to move faster
than about a mile an hour. My whole anxiety during the eight
days had been for the safety of "the drav. It was, of course, im-
possible for me to return by the road I had come. I therefore
bought two fresh horses on the road, and reached home in about

I
a week by very hard travelling. I found that six days after I
had left the dray the men had been attacked by a party of
blacks, and had left everything to them : only one of the men
showed the slightest courage, and he, being unsupported, was
speared in the thigh. , who had been my chief reliance,
behaved shamefully. The blacks got everything, and the men
walked home, leaving the bullocks and dray behind them. I
have since recovered the dray and oxen—one or two of the latter
speared: but all the property, including my travelling kit, diary,
watch, and dressing case, is 'lost, If the men had shown the
smallest resolution, it is quite certain the blacks would not have
done anything; they never do any mischief if a bold face is
shown, and there were plenty of arms for all hands. I thought
myself very fortunate not to lose my rifle. On the last journey
I was constantly wet through for a fortnight—but never caught
cold, or felt in the least unwell. I had nothing to eat beyond the
regular ration that the men bad—damper, salt beef, tea, and
sugar. I took one bottle of brandy with me, but did not need it;
I thought it might be useful if I got wet, but I found that I could
do without it. I never before tasted one of. the large grubs,
which are a favourite food of the blacks-they are about 4 inches
long, and about as thick as a finger-they inhabit the wood
of the Gum 'trees. I had often tried to taste one, but could
not manage it. Now, however, hunger overcame my nausea: it
was very good, but not as I had expected to find it—rich ; it was
only sweet and milky. It went much more against my grain to
eat the honey which the blacks brought me, as they always are
obliged to break up the branch in which the nest is situated.
The honey would be wasted, but for a contrivance to prevent it

:

they beat up a large quantity of the inner bark of some tree until
it is like lint or tow—with this they mop up the honey, and
afterwards chew the bark. Hungry as I was my stomach rebelled
against chewing the bark until I had tasted the honey. I
believe, after all, that the bark is quite clean when used. After
I had done chewing the yard and half of bark, it was passed I

one to another and chewed very industriously, while, I suppose,
any taste of honey remained. J. C. Bidwill.

from the beginning of summer, and it has now, Jalmanr
otli, many open on it.

It was planted in a mixed soil composed of loam, bog
earth, a good portion ofcharred matter, rotten dung, and
leaves—perfect drainage of course being secured. As I
learned from experience that Brugmansia will not stand
our winters without protection, ever since it was planted
in the open ground 1 each year in October covered it by
sticking poles in the ground, 5 inches apart, the spaces
between being stuffed tight with Grassy moss raked from
an adjoining wood. A span roof is then put on, one
side of which is thatched, the other covered with
sashes, which has an additional covering in long con-
tinued frost ; to make all sure I put inside a few cast
metal pipes, connected with a stove, but even last winter,
although very severe, they were seldom used, as it
requires a very great frost to penetrate through Moss
a few inches thick ; at the same time arrangement for
free ventilation is provided. I take the protection
gradually away in March and April, and altogether in
May. It may be considered that the plant is not worthy
the trouble thus bestowed on it, but few could see it in
summer and make that remark. The branches are
shortened in before covering, or it might have been twice
as tall as it now is. The accompanying representation
will give some idea of the general appearance of the
plant when in bloom.

There are many free flowering plants, commonly occu-
pants of the greenhouse, which I think would succeed
quite as well planted out as the Brugmansia, large
specimens of which would add a new and interesting
feature to our pleasure grounds. I propose planting out
a few next May, with a view to their remaining out
through the winter, and getting glass structures made
(so that they can be easily increased in size at pleasure
and removed in spring) for their protection. Some who
have the management of gardens may remark, and
perhaps with justice, that it is more easy to write about
these matter Uian to get the necessary means for their
execution ; but here, I am happy to say, such is not
the case, as my noble employer, who is both indulgent
and generous, puts no obstacles in the way of improve-
ment or experiment, fiobert Dowling, Crom Castle
Gardens, Co. Feivnanagk, Ireland.

BRUGMANSIA SANGUINEA.
A noble specimen of this fine plant grows in the

pleasure grounds adjoining Crom Castle, the seat of the !

Earl of Erne. It was planted in a conservatory in
May, 1845, and was then about 3 feet high. Not with- !

standing severe annual pruning it grew too large in a few

years, and was considered scarcely worthy of a place
under glass. In May, 1851, I planted it in the open
ground, having the previous autumn cut its roots
3 feet from the stem, and ever since it has attracted the
attention, and been universally admired by the
numerous visitors to this beautiful demesne. At the
request of some ladies on a visit here I measured the
plant last August ; it was then 1 4 feet 6 inches high,
and girthed at the ground 2 feet 6 inches, and covered
an area of 165 square feet. At that time it was really
a beautiful plant, completely covered with flowers and
foliage to the surface of the ground ; I then counted
180 flowers fully expanded, with twice that number
ready to open. A gentleman told me a few days
afterwards that he had counted above 200 open
on it It would be difficult to calculate the
number it produced last summer, but I would say at

least some thousands, as there was a regular succession

I

!

VEGETABLE PAXHOLOGY.-No. CHI.
414. HrrosATHRiA* (Bhtting).—In an unripe state

most fruits are acid, and the walls of the component
cells hard and unyielding, so that without subjection to
heat they are either absolutely uneatable, or so dis-
agreeable and indigestible as to make them objects of
aversion except to depraved or childish appetites. This

unripe condition is called

by Re Carpomosia.f but
as it is merely a transi-

tional state, and one which
necessarily precedes ma-
turity, I do not think it

requisite to consider it

under a distinct head,
though circumstances may
occur under which the
fruit may never pass
through those chemical
changes which are neces-
sary to bring it to perfec-

tion. This may arise from
cold, damp, ungenial
weather, inducing a defi-

ciency both of light and
temperature, both of which
are necessary to the per-

fect formation of the fruit

and the generation and
metamorphosis of those

matters which in due pro-

cess of time are destined

to supply that proportion

of sugar which is requisite

for the perfection of its

proper flavour, or the

access of light may be
prevented by the super-

abundance of foliage, the

judicious removal of which
in proportion to the exi-

gencies of every function

of the plant, without atten-

tion to which mischief
may arise in a different

direction, is often neces-

sary in cultivation, especially under artificial heat.

415. In some cases no sooner has the fruit arrived at

that condition which renders it available for the uses of

man, than a further change takes place ; the cell walls

and their contents pass into a state of incipient decom-

position acquiring the brown tint so frequent where

decay takes place in vegetables ; the peculiar aroma
vanishes and the whole becomes a soft vapid tasteless

mass devoid of every useful quality. Some varieties of

Pears so rapidly pass into this condition that they are

scarcely worth cultivation, though some of them, as the

Jargonelle, are of first-rate quality when in perfection.

The change generally takes place in a centrifugal

direction, a circumstance which distinguishes the condi-

tion from many forms of putrescence. Apples are far

less subject to such a change, in which the condition

* From wnra&'y; partly decomposed.

| From xaproq fruit, and wjmg raw.
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assumed by many varieties alter they have arrive.! ar

perfection is one of a gradual separation of the several

cell walls, without any change of colour or putrefaction,

which constitutes the state known commonly under the

name of mealiness.

416. In some fruits, however, as the Medlar, Service,

&c.,the saccharine matter is not formed till the walls of

the cells begin to give way. Such fruits are altogether

uneatable so long as every part is in perfec health, but

when the balance of vitality is deranged, and decompo-

sition commences, sugar is formed at the expense of the

contents of the cells, the general mass of the sarcocarp

becomes tender, aud at the same time there is an

agreeable acidity which renders the fruit extremely

palatable, where it is not too powerful. This is the con-

dition known under the name of bletting, and though

certainly of the nature of disease it is one without the

accession of which the fruit is useless, as is not unfre-

quently the case with poor varieties of Medlar, or where

the soil does not suit the finer kinds. In such cases the

sarcocarp blets so slowly and partially that different

kinds of moulds are developed before the fruit becomes

eatable, producing a species of putrefactive decompo-

sition which is destructive of every good quality. A
change similar to bletting, as observed above, occa-

sionally takes place in Apples, insomuch that though

decayed they are sweet and eatable, but this is

not very common, and as it only occurs in individuals

it must arise from some especial cause, and not

from any constitutional peculiarity.* I am not aware

that bletting fruit has been studied by any competent

chemist, nor is it probable that the matter would afford

any point of much interest. There are comparative

analyses by Berard of the ripe and unripe states of

Gooseberries, Greengages, Cherries, Apricots, and

Peaches, and also of Pears and Apples in three

conditions: when fit for gathering, after having been

kept for some time, and when putrid. In the

ripening of fruits sugar is constantly formed at the

expense of the acids, and yet there is often more

acid in the ripe than the unripe fruit, according to

Berard's analysis. ''Citric acid C f2 H 8 I4
becomes

by the addition of six equivalents of water C l2 H 14 2o ,

and this losing 6 equivalents of oxygen yields

C 12 H 14 14 or crystallised sugar. Iu like manner 3

equivalents of malic acid and 16 of water losing 18 of

oxygen likewise yield Grape sugar." Greg. Org. Chem.,

p. 460, ed. 3. It is observable that in Berard's ana-

lyses with an increase of sugar there is always a great

corresponding decrease of water. The sugar in the fruit

where starch
*f* is present is evidently not formed at its

expense, nor in all probability is it formed immedi-
ately from carbonic acid and water. In putrid Pears
the quantity of suuar, though larger than in the fresh

gathered fruit, has decreased one fourth, the water has

decreased nearly in the same proportion, while the malic

acid has increased. 1 can find no aualysis of Medlars

or any similar fruit. M. J. B.

pyramid, when these are trained near the ground.

The formation of spines is continued on the stem,

branches, and partly on the shoots up to 8 or 10 feet

above the surface of the ground ; then they gradually

disappear. They are not produced on the slender twy
It is in the upper part of a seedling that recently

formed spines turn first into fruitful spurs, which con-

tinue bearing for a period of perhaps 10 years without

being worn out. The spines on the stem and lower

branches form spurs, year after year, successively down

to the base of the pyramid. Thus, a seedling trained

as a dwarf pyramid, furnished only with fruit spurs

and spines changing into spurs, as well as a certain

number of twigs, after having produced its first fruits

in the upper part of the tree, bears seven or eight years

afterwards on all the branches from top to bottom.

Without having seen it, no idea can be formed of the

productive power of these fruit spurs formed from

spines on the strong branches of a vigorous seedling,

planted 15 or 20 years in a favourable situation. I

have seen many bearing from 250 to 300 Pears. It is

the most magnificent spectacle that can be seen in our

climate by an amateur pomologist. In the propagation

of a seedling variety by buds or grafts taken from the

upper part of the tree, which is the part where the

spines begin to disappear, they are frequently seen to

reappear on the first branches of the propagated plant.

These spines are much more numerous, when, by inad-

vertence, the propagator employs shoots from the lower

part of the seedling, where the wood is some years from

a bearing state. The tree so propagated will not be

less substantial, but its growth will not be so fine as

those from cuttings higher up, its aspect will be wilder,

and it will be longer before it bears fruit.

As for the long, slender, sharp-pointed spines which

are formed along the weakly branches, not furnished

with a terminal bud, they indicate in a seedling small

but long-keeping fruit. They appear in seedlings of

which the wood is weak, the branches taking a hori-

zontal or pendulous direction. These bad signs in the

seedling are evident in the third, fourth, or fifth year of

its age. There should not then be a moment's hesitation

in cutting back all the lateral branches of the stem after

the first flow of sap, to the height of 7 feet, and there

bud in August following with a good new and late-keep-

ing variety, which can be cultivated as a standard.

Seedlings that are furnished with an excessive number
of spiues generally form trees of larger dimensions, and

attain a greater age than those that have none. /. De
Jonghe.

in the following manner, and every plant j;rew. The

plants were cut off in the stem at about 6 or 8, or

perhaps 10 inches, for I write from memory, from the

base or root, for the convenience of packing. He then

packed them in a layer at the bottom as closely as he

could, the roots inwards ; and so, layer after layer, until

the whole were packed. Between every layer he sifted

dry earth, taken from and within an old barn, perfectly

dry, and well shaking the earth as it was sifted on ; so

that the whole, when finished, was as if the plants had

been buried, root and stem. The cover was then,

screwed down, and the case shipped for New South

Wales, whence my son wrote to tell me that every plant

grew. It is not for me to comment upon this my in-

tention being only to state the fact ; but, acting upon the

fact, I have from time to time similarly sent, using in-

differently earth or sand perfectly dry, great varieties of

seeds to New South Wales, New Zealand, and India,

and from the absence of complaint, which invariably

occurred when I have sent seeds in any other way, I

infer, I think reasonably, with comparative success.

J. Q. Bidwill.

Endive.— It is very strange that Endive with us is only

known as a salad, dressed green with oil and vinegar,

and yet how excellent a vegetable it forms those who
have visited the Paris restaurants must well know. I

have sent you the recipe to show how it is cooked

on the Continent, the bitterness removed, and an ex-

cellent dish produced :—Chop up Chicorce, Endive, or

Spinach very fine (cooks say for 10 minutes) ; boil it

first, then put it into cold water ; then drain the water

off, and squeeze it out till quite dry. Take a good

tablespoontul of flour, and a piece of butter about the

size of a Walnut, mix them well near the fire, and boil

them in a pipkin. Put this mixture with the vegetable,

and about a teacupful of water, for fear of burning ;

add a little salt and pepper, and boil till done. So, I

think, the German mode of boiling Beetroot the true one

to obtain the fine saccharine flavour, and it has been

much approved at my table, though " never heard of

before." I have one or two more recipes, if worth

your acceptance, of these kinds. Northwood. [By all

means.]
Fall of Bain at Deanston House, PertJishire ; half-

way between Stirling and Callandei' :

—

absence

SPINES ON SEEDLING PEAR TREES.
A few remarks were made in a previous article on

the spines which are produced on the branches and
shoots of a seedling Pear tree. The presence of these

classed among favourable indications, and their

on the contrary, was considered as a bad

omen. There is, however, a widely spread prejudice

to the contrary which leads to the rejection of those

spring seedlings that ought to be carefully preserved, and
to the preference being given to those without spines,

from which nothing good can be expected. It is there-

fore necessary to enter into some details on this subject,

in order to demonstrate that the general opinion above
alluded to is merely a prejudice, aud is not supported
by facts.

All amateurs, who for the last 50 years have raised

seedling Pear trees with the view of obtaining new and
improved varieties, have proved the truth of the obser-
vation, that a seedling having a sufficiently strong stem,
neither too thick nor too tall, furnished with spines, and
forming branches and shoots, at wide angles, likewise

furnished with spines which are neither too slender nor
too long, and situated at distances similar to those of the

shoots, have always produced, in the long run, the finest

and most delicate fruits, aud which ripen in long-continued

succession.

In various passagesof the "Pomonomie" of Van Mons,
the greatest raiser of fruits in modern times, the correct-

ness of these observations are completely corroborated.
Are not also the best seedlings raised by the late Thomas
Andrew Knight, aud which still exist in the gardens
of the Horticultural Society at Chiswick, decidedly-

spiny ? If these seedlings had been trained as pyramids,
they would have still further confirmed these assertions;
for in that case the spines make their appearance when
the seedling is two, three, or four years old ; they are
more numerous ou the lower branches of a seedling

* Bletting Pears are commonly known under the name of
steep.r, as there is an absence of that acid which renders Med-
lars aud Services so agreeable to the palate. In such fruit putre-
factive fermentation does not always follow, but even where it
has already commenced without bletthig it is sometimes sud-
denly arneated provided the atmosphere is not too damp, and in
such cases more sugar is I believe formed, in consequence of
which, as m specimens now before me, the sarcocarp assumes a
condition and flavour somewhat similar to those of the dried
Pears which are sent from Normandy.

t It is curious that Berard does not record the existence of
Starch in any of the analyses alluded to above. Dr. Thomson
himself says that there is no starch in Apples, as slices of them
do not turn blue when submitted to the action of iodine A
microscopical examination will however, I believe, always ex-
hibit starch granules in Apples, and they probably exist in other
fruits equally.

TRADE MEMORANDA.
They are swindlers : and we suppose they find the

trade profitable. We have warned people over and

over again against these adventurers ; but the world is

so ignorantj of common things, and so uncommonly
gullible that we do not think we have met with much
success.
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Home Correspondence.
TJte Horticultural. Society.— I am a very old member,

having been elected before 1821. I have always cheer-

fully paid my three guineas a year in aid of an institution

which has been second to none in the substantial service

it has rendered to the country ; but when the great

garden at Chiswick was established I for one refused to

support it, and to that decision I have adhered. Not
that I underrated the garden or was blind to the

benefits it conferred upon horticulture, but because I

always felt, what the event has proved, that it would be
quite beyond the strength of the Society. I therefore

hail with pleasure the present crisis in its affairs, being

convinced that the proposals of the Council are rational

and better calculated to promote gardening than a

costly garden, and public shows which have now de-

generated into something very like a race course. For
people no longer exhibit their productions for honour
or for the sake of horticulture, but purely and simply
for the money they can make. I see, however, with regret

that the Council wish to retain these exhibitions, only

changing their ground. Of course, the object is

revenue ; they desire, I suppose, to obtain money where-

with to carry on more important but less showy opera-

tions. In this they are certainly wrong. They have
carried flower shows to a pitch of perfection the like

of which the world never saw. Those of last year, at

least the one at Gore House, the only one I went to,

surpassed all previous ones. Let them now leave such

i

things to their friends in the Regent's Park and Syden-

ham, and confine themselves to their legitimate business

I

—the scientific as well as practical improvement of

gardening. However important the money question

may be, there is something more important than that

;

and I much mistake the temper of the gentlemen who
forms so large a part of this association, if they would
not readily subscribe such a sum as would place the

Council in a position to think of something more than

the quickest way of providing ways and means. I, at

least, and some of my friends, are ready with our con-

tributions if such views as mine are entertained by a

large part of the Society. F. H. S.

Sending Live Plants to Australia.—There is an article

in a late Number (see p. 852), on "the transport of

roots and seeds to Australia." Some years since my
son, who was then in England, wanting to send some
Gribble's (seedling Apple trees) to New South Wales,

tried the following method with perfect success. In a

stout wood case, closely put together at the joints, he

packed 1000 four or five year old plants, I forget which,
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Rain-guage 6 inches diameter, sunk in the ground h>

an open field, protected by an open fence— 80 to

1 00 feet above sea level. /. Finlay.

Diseased Pine Apples.—Has any one been troubled

with a disease in Pine Apples \ Mine are infested with

something of the kind. They are fine fruit, and appear

quite sound before cut. When cut through some are

sound and good, while others that look equally sound

are spotted with dark spots, and with others the dis-

coloration appears to go right up the centre of the fruit.

Any information on the subject would oblige /. i
7
'

[How do you water them ? and how much ?]

Vitality of Seeds.—In your volume lor 1 855, p. 854,

Mr. Darwin refers to the discovery of ancient seeds in

graves in France, but supposes that " no known botanist

looked to the correctness of the names." If he will

turn to your volume for 1848, p. 700, he will find an

account of theBe discoveries in the form of an abstract

of a tract published by Mr. C. des Moulins, of Bor-
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deaix, concerning them. That botanist is a sufiii-it-nt

autnority for the correctness of the names of the plants

raced. It will also be seen by the same account of

these discoveries that much care was taken to ensure

certainty in the results. Charles C. Bubington, Cambridge.

Orchard-Homes.—In order to obtain a succession of

Peaches in orchard-houses, it has been recommended to

:uru out a few trees in the beginning of summer and

J
replace them in the autumn. As by this system the trees

'

Q
are twice moved, and as each time the roots which have

x grown through the holes at the bottom of the pots must

uj
necessarily be mutilated, it would appear that in order

- to carry out this plan of retardation, larger pots should

be used than are required in other cases. I would,

a>
however, suggest a much simpler plan, namely, keeping

j
the pots pluuged under a north wall during winter and

, early spring, and moving them into the orchard-house

!J
when the first bud shows a little pink. The trees will

V thus receive no check. I purpose trying the plan this

year. For quality I have not yet found any variety of

Peach which equals the Noblesse. 0. S.

. Seedlings.—In the Chronicle of the 22d ult. there is an
l^ article on the subject * Of the Propagation of Plants

,

: from Scions or Buds retaining all the properties of the

• Germs or Buds from which they are originally taken."

, My son raised some seedlings from the common im-

ported dried Turkey Fig of commerce, which bore
* incipient fruit freely, but which never reached maturity,
01
invariably falling off when about half or two-thirds

grown. I budded one of these from a Fig growing im-

, mediately adjoining, and the same aspect, and the fruit

J varies materially in shape, colour, size, and flavour
;

2 the shape is more elongated, size smaller, flavour

?" inferior, colour darker, and the skin more bright or
*> shining than the original. J. O. Bidwill.

8j Luculia gratissinia.— It is a matter of surprise that

> 'this plant is not grown in every cold greenhouse, for its

m beauty and fragrance at this season of the year cannot

*J
be surpassed. Two fine plants are growing in a cold

* conservatory at Thorp Perrow, Bedale, where the

^thermometer seldom rises above 44°. It covers a space

•on a back wall 24 feet by 12 ; in the Christmas week
there were more than 100 bunches of bloom open at one

Ki'time, and their beauty is likely to last for a long time,

which makes them more prized in winter. The plants

are never exposed to cutting winds. They were planted

—one five years ago, the other six. The soil used for

them was a mixture of loam and leaf-mould ; so im-
patient are the plants of heat that the hot-water pipes

near them have been covered up for two years ;
previous

to that the lower blooms dropped off before they came
to perfection. Eortidanus. [See our report on Frog-
more in another column].

Ailanthus glandulosa (seep. 808, 1855).—Tn answer
to " An Old Subscriber," I would suggest one use to

which the timber of the tree he is about to fell (or part

of it at any rate), may be advantageously put. If he
will offer a specimen to Sir Win, J. Hooker, Royal
Gardens, Kew, for the Kew Museum, I have no doubt

of its being accepted and gratefully acknowledged.
Publicola.

Undrained Borders.—In your paper of Dec. loth,

p. 821, a correspondent offers a plan for the protection

of wall tree borders, as well as trees. He says, " Would
not, moreover, the result in consequence of the wood
and buds being more perfectly matured and hardened
in autumn be the production of more vigorous blossoms
in] spring, more certain of setting, more capable of

resisting the action of frost, and less susceptible of

blight from that or any other cause V 9 I may add, in

illustration of this, that I once took charge of a garden
in autumn, and but a poor account was given of ihe

crop of wall fruit generally, which was verified by the re-

sults of that season when they were under my notice, for

although the trees were protected in spring by woollen
nets and blossomed well considering circumstances, still

at the time the blossoms should have set it was a great

disappointment to observe them die off and re-

ward us with no fruit. Now, the cause I think
was plain—most of the garden was a very heavy soil,

and in winter full of moisture. It appeared to have
been partly drained, but not effectually, the consequence
was the ground was full of slugs, worms, wireworm, &c,
and the Brassica tribe would stand for months, and

I then prove to be more like half plants than otherwise.
In fact their appearance indicated the cause of the evil,

and thus no doubt it had been for years before ; and
although every season might bring its blossoms on the
wall trees, yet as freely would they shed them, and the
wood die back surprisingly, which told too true a tale

of the effect of undrained borders on fruit trees, and

^ the little reason we have to expect blossoms to set while

j0
the root are surrounded by superfluous moisture. /.
Drivers, Maidstone.

utf
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* Foreign Correspondence.
^ Mono, Vale, near Ross, Van IHemen's Land, 18th

^ September, 1855.— I confess I regret my own ignorance
'

j of botany, for there is a very extensive garden here,

^ and a large greenhouse 120 feet in length, and propor-
r tionate breadth and height, with a loftier oblong in the

centre 30 feet by 20, which have been much neglected
gi of late yeart^ until last season. A gardener arrived tr«»m

'^ England competent it seems, though young
; he brought

the Grapes to great size, quantity, and quality last year,
_ f

and this season promises well, and in Cucumbers ami

Qd
^.e*0n3 a*so

» ^ut *n piaate it is poor, so that I often

-j "*Uh for such another bag of seeds as was given me
"g D€fore I sailed for New Zealand, as every one of them

could be used here and valued. In New Zealand 1 doled
them out in small parcels, and I am glad to learn by
letters lately read from Wellington, that most of them
have been very prolific indeed, particularly the Guati-
mala Tobacco, of which I had only three pods, which
I gave to three people with greenhouses ; one a nur-
sery gardener— one a lady, who writes me word
that both have flourished, and I think this climate
would suit it even better : the 12 sorts of Cra-

there is, however, no doubt that such may be killed off

far too closely. It is a dangerous thing to break the

admirable balance of nature, and were the habits of the

greater number of our larger hawks better known, it

would be found that instead of being injurious to the

preservation of game, exactly the opposite is the case.

Though gamekeepers are in general a prejudiced race,

and probably draw their conclusions as to the usual

prey of the hawks they meet with, from seeing them in

tse^us^ have mostly done well ; here we have plenty
\

the act of discussing the remains of one of their own
of the common Thorn—white—but none of the pink victims, it is but fair to remark that we know more
sorts. Just now spring is bursting out upon us, though
we have had no snow, nor severe frost, as in Englaud

;

yet winter is cold and vegetation is stayed, so that

spring and all it brings are welcome ; and it is the

pleasantest season, for midsummer brings heat, but

than one of their number who, being observing and
intelligent men, rejoice in a visit from the Peregrine to

their moors during the time that the grouse are laying
;

being aware that the falcon's principal object of pursuit

at that season is the Royston and carrion crow, and other
which would not be bad but for the frequent droughts,

j

egg-stealers which then infest the ground. On some of

which last some seasons very long, and then everything
is burnt up to positive white heat. H.

i&ottas of 23oofcS,

Falconry in the British Isles. By F. H. Salvin and W.
Brodrick. Large 8vo. Van Voorst. Pp. 147,

with 24 coloured plates.

As the long bow gave way to the harquebuss, and boar

spears to rifles, so has falconry perished in the face of

fowling pieces and patent cartridges. We say perished

because we cannot bring ourselves to believe that the

sport can now be revived, even when aided by the

knowledge, skill, and enthusiasm of the two authors

who have produced this beautiful book.

When the late Sir John Sebright gave to the world

his admirable little treatise on hawking, he expressly

declared that his object was to point out the manner in

which a wild bird may be reclaimed, rather than to

enlist recruits for a sport so completely fallen into dis-

use as it had become in 1826. Even then a little

Dutch village, appropriately named Falconswaerd, was
supposed to be the last reluge of professional falconers,

who in that secluded spot occupied the only nest thought

to remain to the race. And although our authors

assure us that Scotland had also her native breed of fal-

coners, traces of whom existed so lately as 1819 in

the person of one of the Flemings of Barochan; and
even down to 1845 when Sir John Maxwell, of Pollock,

had Wm. Barr, of Arrochar, as his falconer, yet we
cannot but think these were the last sparkles left of the

brilliant sport which once was the glory of princes.

Corn-fields, drains, and railways have done their work,

and Falconry must, we fear, be mentioned among the

arts that are lost. We are, however, assured that it still

boasts of its followers ; there is a club held annually at

Loo, near Arnheim ; Wallachian gypsies pay tribute to

the Sublime Porte in quails, which are all taken by
sparrow-hawks ; some Russian nobles still fly hawks
over their steppes and boundless plains ; and Mr.
O'Keefe, an Irish sportsman, rides after his hawks with

no little success iu quest of woodcocks, partridges and
herons.

" The decline," say our authors, " of a sport once so

generally practised in this country may be attributed to

several causes ; the principal one having no doubt in the

first instance arisen from the more frequent use of gun-

powder : this and the enclosing of waste lands gave the

first blow to the art. A great reaction with regard to the

hawks themselves followed, and in placeofthe strict protec-

tion they used to enjoy came a most violent persecution.

Discarded as allies in the field, they were and are

only looked upon as enemies ; and the same noble bird

which in former days would have rested on a monarch's

wrist, is now handed over to the tender mercies of a

menial as vermin. The custom of collecting together

within narrow bounds large quantities of game, artifi-

cially reared, and semi- domesticated, has tended greatly

ot fate years to destroy the taste for real sport

amongst the upper orders, and at the same time to

crowd the gaols from the lower ranks of society. No
pursuit deserves the title of sport which taxes nothing

beyond the organ of destruction in those who follow it.

The Battue system, in which hundreds of pheasants

the Highland moors the alpine hares have become so

numerous, in consequence of the destruction of their

chief enemy the golden eagle, as to prove a perfect

nuisance both to the farmer and also to the sportsman,
whose do^s are continually pointing them."
We wish we could think that country gentlemen

would subscribe to these opinions, especially as regards

the fashionable game-massacres, or battues, which have

been invented to save them the trouble of using their

legs. At all events falcons and falconers can desire no

better advocates than the authors of the work before us;

concerning which we need only add that it contains full

and particular directions for all parts of a falconer's

business, that it points out the merits and faults of the

various kinds ot hawk, illustrating the species with cha-

racteristic coloured plates, and that the whole volume

is written in the true spirit of the naturalist as well as

of the enthusiastic sportsman.

The Year Book of Agriculture (8vo. Paterson, Lon-

don), for 1855 and 185b', is not, as its name indicates,

merely a record of agricultural facts, but it embraces

horticulture in all its branches as practised in the

United States. In this point of view it may be regarded

as a useful work, to which the attention of gardeners, as

well as farmers, may be directed. Mr. Wells, the

edl

are introduced is greatly

volume contains a very large quantity of statements

relating to cultivation in North America, and, in con-

junction with the Official Patent Office reports, offers a

complete view of what is going on in the rural districts

of North America. The volume contains 400 pages of

extremely well and closely printed matter, of which

Agricultural Mechanics and Kural (Economy occupy

154, Agricultural Chemistry and Geology 8G, Meteoro-

logy for Farmers 10, Agricultural and (Economic

Botany, GO, Horticulture 50, Agricultural Zoology,

Statistics, 60 pages. The text is illustrated by excellent

woodcuts and bad litho-tints ; and contains by way of

frontispiece a portrait of Downing, the Loudon of

America, which as a work of art, will bear comparison

with the best copperplate book illustrations of this

country. We shall frequently take occasion to refer to

the pages of Mr. Wells's useful publication.

Garden Memoranda.
Royal Gardens, Frogmore.—-A visit to these great

gardens, of which plans were given in our volume for

1849, is necessarily highly interesting at any time of

the year, and scarcely less so at the present season than

in summer, for now an opportunity is afforded of in-

specting the various forcing houses in operation. Of

Pine Apples alone the quantity grown here is enormous,

and of the excellence of the fruit or the health of the

plants it is impossible to speak in too high terms. The

varieties are chiefly Cayennes and Queens, and all of

them are planted out on beds of prepared soil over hot-

water pipes laid in shingle ; even the suckers are not

put into pots, but are taken off the stools and planted

out thickly at once in soil placed over a bed ot leaves.

The plants in the two Pineries in the principal range

are truly admirable examples of skilful cultivation and

reared almost by the hand of the keeper, and scores of careful management, not a broken or diseased leaf nor

hares enclosed within nets, are driven into the very an insect is to be seen on one of them, and they promise

faces of sportsmen posted in advantageous situations,

and slaughtered by wholesale with the smallest possible

expenditure of trouble to the slayers, may be styled in

newspaper paragraphs ' glorious day's sport,' but has

certainly nothing in common with that description of

sport which brings into play the qualities of energy,

perseverance, endurance of fatigue, great self-command

and calmness of nerve in times of difficulty, and which

has given to the national character its title to respect,

in the sportsman by flood and field at home, and
\
to the same treatment, is quite withered, and the

the warrior abroad. One part of this system of \ stalks of the berries decayed. The latter is, how-part ot this sy

game-preserving consists in the destruction of every

bird or beast supposed capable of claiming its share

in the spoil, whether or not nature has provided

it with the requisite powers or even inclination.

to bear fruit worthy of the noble gardens from which

they are to come.

Ripe Grapes are obtained here all the year round.

A house of West's St. Peters has not yet been touched
;

the fruit in it exhibits the greatest possible excellence.

The bunches are large, the berries well swelled, black

as Sloes and covered with a most beautiful bloom. The

foliage is yet green, while that on a plant of Black

Barbarossa at one end of the house, and subjected

foot-

_ ever,

a valuable late Grape, "though many still prefer the

West's St. Peters. Of the last-named variety there

could not be less than 300 lbs. of ripe fruit in this

house which, we need scarcely say, at mid-winter pre-

As might be imagined, this mode of arriving at the sents a novel spectacle. A low house filled with Black

Hamburghs planted on a raised bed over a hollow

chamberclosed in with slates is also now full of nearly

ripe fruit, making the second crop from the same Vines

this season. They produced a crop last March, when

they were pruned and exposed to the weather by taking

the lights off. About the beginning of August they

broke again, when the lights were replaced, and the

result is a fair crop of fruit, which will come into use

after the St. Peter's above alluded to are over,

and thus there will be ripe Grapes until new ones

desired end generally defeats itself, and the extirpa-

tion of one supposed hostile species only makes way for

some other still more destructive agent, as for instance

in localities where everything in the shape of weasel,

stoat, or foumart has disappeared, immense numbers of

rats, equally destructive to game, and far more generally

injurious, have sprung up, and from their amazing

iertility dYfy the skill of man to hunt them down. An
excess of birds and beasts of prey, generally called in

gamekeeper's language* vermin,' no one would advocate

;
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are obtained from tlie Vines trained on the back

and upper portion of the roof of the principal Pine-
stoves, in which the first fruit is always produced.
These latter, owing to the little rest they receive, break
somewhat irregularly, some of the young shoots being
now nearly 2 feet in length, with bunches on them
coming into flower, while the majority of the buds have
not yet pushed ; they do, however, in time all break,
and their not doing so all together is rather an advantage
than otherwise, for the fruit also ripens in succession,
which is what is wanted. This crop keeps up the
supply till new Grapes can be had from the houses in

the principal range, some of which have just been
started. In the early vinery the Vines had be-
come somewhat unfruitful ; they were therefore
cut down after the crop was ripe last May to within
about 3 feet of the bottom, and while they were still in

full leaf. After the operation they pushed vigorously,
and during the season filled the house with new wood,
which ripened well. The rods for the most part are
as thick as the thumb, with prominent well swelled buds.
Next season they look as if they would yield a crop of
not less than 10 lbs. to each Vine, and thus a season is

gained by this mode of treatment.
The early Plum and Cherry houses have just been

started ; Strawberries are also being " set to work."
The variety employed here for forcing is Ingram's
Prince of Wales, which bears an excellent character both
for flavour and productiveness ; Cucumbers and
French Beans are fit for use here the whole year
round. The latter are grown along the kerbs of the
Pine stoves, and in the borders inside the early Vineries
and other houses. They are started in boxes or in
little square bits of turf placed over warm surfaces
before they are permanently planted out, and thus all

failures in the principal plantations are obviated and the
rows are kept uniform and without blanks. The
Cucumbers are grown on raised beds over heated
chambers, and the plants are trained on strings over the
roof of the house. After they have done bearing Vines
are introduced through holes in the wall from the
outside of the house, along the front of which they are
grown in a narrow border which is now, together with
those of other houses, enveloped in a covering of Fern.

Asparagus has been «' in cut" here for the last two or
three weeks. The plants, which are three years old,
are brought from the open ground and placed on a bed
of leaves in pits. The main supply of forced Aspa-
ragus is, however, obtained from ranges of low pits
heated by hot water. This method has been fairly tried
here, and has given most satisfactory proofs of its

superiority over the modes usually practised, The
Asparagus is planted in brick pits which are sunk to the
depth of 4 feet ; between each pit exists a space
traversed by hot- water pipes, which spring from a
central boiler; the divisional spaces are covered securely
with York stone, and the beds have a tight-fitting wooden
span roof. The soil employed is chiefly the rich loam
peculiar to the garden mixed with leaf-mould and rotten
manure. The beds are usually started early in Decem-
ber, with a temperature ranging between 50° and G0°,
and in three weeks or so afterwards the tops are fit for
cutting, the size and flavour being excellent. It should
be mentioned that the plants are occasionally assisted by
a supply of manure water.

Early Peas in a pit (Sangster's No. 1) are now
coming through the soil. The mould in which they are
sown is placed over a bed of leaves in which there is

just sufficient warmth to excite vegetation. Early
Carrots and Potatoes id beds similarly constructed are
also coming forward. The latter are started in warm
houses, and then planted out on a bottom-heat of about
65°. Much warmer than that does not answer ; for
should severe weather occur about this season, which is

very likely to happen, and the pits have to be kept
covered for weeks together, the plants get drawn,
blanched, and ruined.

In the principal stove Bignonia venusta was in beau-
tiful condition. Its long pendant branches, festooning
from the roof, were completely loaded with blossoms of
the richest orange, and allowed to hang loosely in this

manner they have a much better effect than when
trimly tied up. In the greenhouse at the other
end of the range of houses was the fragrant Luculia
gratissima, presenting such a display of flowers as per-
haps has never been seen in this country before. Its top
occupied an area some 8 feet in height and nearly as
much in width, and almost every inch of this space was
full of blossoms highly coloured, and each cluster formed
a perfect bouquet in itself. This plant, as well as the
Bignonia, is planted out in a bed of peat and loam. The
soil about the roots of the Luculia has not, it is said
been disturbed for the last six or seven years. Little
attention is therefore required to have it in perfection,
and when seen in the coudition in which this plant is,

nothing can be handsomer. Kennedya' Marryattce
trained along the roof of this house was' also full of
scarlet flowers, and very showy.
A new fruit-room 60 feet in length has lately bsen

put up in one of the "slips " against the garden wall.
It has a slate roof, under which are 4 inches in thickness
of straw. The front wall is brick, 4 feet in height, and
the house is 5 feet high at the back. Along the front
are small fixed windows of thick plate glass, while at
the end a window is made to open, and in the door at
the opposite end there is an open ventilator. The circu-
lation thus produced is considered sufficient to dry up
all damp, and in this house fruit is found to keep well.
It is arranged on shelves placed in tiers against the
front and back walls.

.bugeiiia Ugni fruited under glass here Jast summer,
and next year it is intended to try it against the open
wall. The fruit was about the size of large Black
Currants, and most delicious in flavour, fully realising
in this respect all that was said of it in our volume for
1854, p. 644. It is a most valuable acquisition.

Calendar of Operations
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Where the twiners for covering

the roof are grown in boxes, or have but limited root
room, as much of the surface soil should be removed
annually, as can be done without seriously injuring the
roots, replacing it with some good rich, fresh material,
and this cannot be done at a better season than the
present. The conservatory or show-house should very
soon be full of floral beauty. Camellias, Luculins,
Epacrises, Heaths, Primulas, Mignonette, Tree Violets,
Ciuerarias, Indian Daphnes, and many other [showy
things, may easily be had in bloom about this time

;

and, with proper convenience, a few Roses and other
forced plants, as Oranges, bulbs, &c, should also be
coming in, and will greatly assist in maintaining the
gaiety so desirable in this house.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pinery.—There is often considerable difficulty expe-

rienced in getting the requisite number of plants to show
fruit at this season, and where this is the case every
advantage should be taken of mild weather to maintain
a brisk temperature, which may be kept at from 70°
to 75° by night, and 80° to 85° by day. The difficulty

of getting plants to show fruit is generally the result
of their growth not having been properly matured in
time to allow the plants a period of comparative rest
before subjecting them to forcing with the view of
getting them to show fruit, and where any difficulty

of this kind is experienced timely attentiou should be
given to the preparation of the plants for another
season, which is the only means of having them at
command. All that can be done this season, however,
with backward plants will be to take advantage of bright
days to maintain a brisk temperature, letting it rise
to 80° or 85° with sunshine, and 70° to 75° should be
secured at night. Maintain a moist growing atmo-
sphere, but do not syringe plants overhead that are
showing fruit. Also see that the roots are in a properly
moist state, using tepid water where any is wanted.
Vinery.—In houses being started use means to get the
buds to break regularly, and where necessary bend the
Vines, raising the backward buds to the highest point

;

maintain a moist atmosphere, and sprinkle the Vines
morning and afternoon. When the buds begin to break
the night temperature may be increased a few degrees,
but it should not exceed 55° until they are all fairly started,
and 65° by day should not be exceeded except with
sunshine and air. Rub off all superfluous buds, taking
care to leave the strongest ones, but in cases where there
is any fear about the show of fruit, it will be advisable
to leave all promising buds until the bunches can be
perceived. It is only in cases, however, where the Vines
are in a bad state that there need be any fear about
destroying all superfiuous buds as soon as this can be
done. Admit air on [every mild day, using a sufficient

amount of fire heat to maintain the proper temperature.
Look well to the border, and see that itis protected from
wet or sudden changes of weather ; and, where ferment-
ing materials are used, turn them as often as necessary,
adding a small quantity of fresh leaves and dung, in order
to maintain a steady heat. •

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Let the most be made of favourable weather in the

way of pushing forward new work, and all out-
door operations. Where the turf is at all unlevel
time should be spared in course of this or next month
to repair this, as if lifted later than February it might
require some attention to get it to take quickly. Unlevel
turf is an eyesore the season round, and it makes the
mowing more tedious and difficult, hence it is worth an
effort to spare time to make whatever little repairs may
be necessary here. Sweep lawns occasionally to clear
them of fallen bits of branches, &c , and use the roller
here and on gravel frequently to secure a firm smooth
surface. Let the stock of plants, except those that may
be wanted to furnish cuttings, be freely exposed to air
whenever the weather will admit, so as to keep them
hard and render them less liable to damp off in the event
of their having to be kept covered up for some time.
Any of the stock from which many cuttings are wanted
should be removed to a light warm situation without
loss of time, first washing the pots and clearing and
adding a little fresh soil to the surface of the ball. Some
kinds of Verbenas, &c, are very subject to mildew when
placed in heat in the winter season, but this is easily
kept in check by means of sulphur, only let the sulphur
be applied the moment the pest makes its appearance.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
If any planting of fruit trees still remains to be done

this should be seen to very soon, and every available
despatch used to get it completed. If it is worth while
to occupy ground with fruit trees, and incur the
expense, Ac, of planting them, it certainly is worth
consideration whether the ground is in the best possible
state of preparation for being planted with fruit trees,

and to incur any expense and trouble which may be
requisite in order to render the soil as suitable as can
be made for the kind of trees with which it is to be
planted. To do this is seldom a work iuvolving much
direct outlay, for provided the ground is well drained,

there is little else required except labour^materials r
or

concreting, and a supply of good loamy soil, all >f

which can generally be obtained about most place;.

But it is useless to plant trees except there is a fair

prospect of their doing well, and the necessary prepara
tions for securing this can be more conveniently, cheaply,

and efficaciously made before planting than afterwards,

and the requisite preparations should be made, even if

doing this should necessitate putting off planting until

another season. Push forward the digging or trenching
as the case may be, and get all vacant ground turned
over as soon after this as circumstances will admit. In
the kitchen garden, as in other departments, alterations

will occasionally be required, such as taking up and
relaying Box-edgings that have become imperfect, or
those that have grown too strong and bulky, turning or
surfacing walks with fresh gravel, and such jobs should
be done if possible before the busy season.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON,
For cue week ending Jan. 10. I860, as obtienred at the Horticultural Sardet 8.
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Jan. 4— Cloudy and mild; uniformly overcast; rain at night.— ft— Rain; densely overcast ; rain.,— 6—Cloudy; rain; overcast.
— 7—Cloudy ; hazy; bright sun; fo*£V; barometer very low.— 8—Densely overcast ; cloudy and cold.— 9— Drizzly; rain; sleet; rain.— 10- Cloudy ; clear and cold ; frosty at night.

Mean temperature of the week 4 deg. above the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
Duringthe last 30 years, for the ensuing week, ending Jan. 19,1316.

SHU sc x. -
*• > C
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a ~ No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing Wind*.

Jan. •

z;

4

•

*

4

•

i

4

•

2

ca *

Sunday 13 42.7 83.1 37.9 18 0.29 in. 6 6 3 i

lion. 14 42.4 30.6 36.5 16 0.S0 4 5 4 33623
Tues. 15 41.3 29.3 35.3 10 1.54 3

1 4 3 3 3 6 5 3
Wed. 16 416 31.5 36.5 17 0.34 1 7 5 15 6 3

Thurs. 17 42.2 30.6 36.4 10 0.48 8 6 2 3 2 B 3 3

Friday 18 42.0 30.8 36.4 12 0.55 1 4 11 3. 4 10 «

*

Satur 19

The higl

4 .2 ' 30.1 36.1 12 0.83 4 2 4 2 5 7 *| I

on the 19th.best temperature during the above period occurred
IP28—therm. 60 deg. ; and the ]lowest on the 19th f 18 de£.
below zero •

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: George. The Vegetable Kingdom is the only volume in
which you will find the information you seek.— Quriositas.

There is no such book. Paterson's Zoology will tell you part
of what you want to know.

—

A Z. Loudon's Self-instruction for

Young Gardeners. Very choice garden seeds are acceptable
everywhere. It is unwise in a young man earning good wages
here to go to any colony as a gardener. If he goes as a settler

the change may be advantageous, especially in Canada, if he
is strong in body, industrious, and resolute of will.

—

Sheffield
Gardener. There is no such book as you want that we
know of.

Comfrey : W B, Morton's Encyclopaedia of Agriculture will tell

you all about this under Symphytum. Of the pamphlet we
know nothing. The plant yields abundant food on good deep
land, but it is not very nutritious, and hardly deserves the
attention of those who grow for profit.

Filberts: Amateur. Suckers taken from old stools will answer
perfectly well for forming new plantations. J

Beet-Hoot Spirit : X YZ. It was Bizot of, Dijon who obtained
a first class medal for his Beet-root spirit, which we hear was
remarkably good.

Gardening: James. You are ill advised. Spend your days in
honest labour, and your evenings in study, by which we do not
mean mere reading. A newspaper will do you no harm.

Gyneiucm : Old Sub. We are unable to advise you. Seeds are
now being distributed abundantly by the Horticultural Society,
and the value of plants has become extremely small.

Impostors: H D. Yams with blue, rose, and violet flowers!

Hydrangeas striped like Carnations! Asphodels mazarine
blue, scarlet and crimson ! Is it possible that you believe in

the existence of such marvels? They belong to the same
category as sea serpents, mermaids, krakens, dragons, and
flying ladies.

Insects: Ammophila. Apus signifies footless, Apis a bee, Apion
a kind of Curculio.—E G T. We never before saw leaves so

overrun with insects. To clean them is impossible; and it is

probable that the entire plants are in the same foul condition.

You had better throw the plants, the earth they grow in, and
the pots which hold the earth, on a fire heap, and jitterly con-

sume all that will burn. If not you may have your whole
collection hopelessly ruined.

Names of Fruits: H B. 2, Blenheim Pippin; 7, New Golden
Pippin. The others appear to be local Apples not known.—
E S. Your Apple is the Ponto Pippin.

||

Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be

sent us at one time.— X. Chamserops Palmetto, Rondeletia
anomala. Impatiens Hookeri.— G.Simons. Ask your father's

gardener. If he does not know, inquire of some parish school-

boy. Failing him apply to the clergyman of the parish. Ifall

these are unable to muster knowledge enough to answer such a

simple qnestion then apply once more to us.

—

S N. Apparently
a small frond of Polystichum coriaceum; it is found in many
countries, but we never saw it "viviparous." If you will send

us a viviparous bud on a small plant we will see more about

it. S.—A B. 1, Phymatodes vulgare longipes; 2, Gompholo-
bium neriifolium ; 3, Pleopeltis squamulosa; 4, Phymatodes
irioides. S.—J B. We are very sorry to see that there has been

some omission on the part of one of our reporters. The former
parcel was put into the usual hands on its arrival, and we
thought had been dealt with long since. The new parcel will

be noticed, we doubt not, next week.
Peas : Veritas. You must authenticate the statement by giving
your name and address.

Poisoning Trees: W T. We had hoped that we had expressed
our disapprobation in terms sufficiently intelligible to a careful

reader.

Seeds for Australia: Reader. Put them loosely into canvass
bags, and hang them up in some dry airy part of the ship.*
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with Ball Valve, fitted with
1£ inch Brass Union for
attaching flexible suction,
with strong wrought iron
Straps for screwing on to
any ordinary Water-butt or

Price of Pump and Union,
505.

U-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,

3s. 6d. per foot.

H

PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Sugar Scum, and every

description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.
Wm. Ixglts Carve, 10, Mark Lane. Loudon.

PERUVIAN GUANO.—As Agents of the Peruvian
Government for the Importation and Sale of this valuahle

MANURE, we think it right, for the protection of consumers and
respectable dealers, to apprise them that the adulteration of the

*ny ordinarv

article is still extensively practised, and to recommend them to
^&n

>
as showp ™ drawing,

apply either to ourselves; to our agents, Messrs. Gibbs, Bright,
& Co., of Liverpool and Bristol ; or to dealers of established
character, in whose honesty and fair dealing they can place
implicit confidence.

—

Aktony Gipbs & Soys.

THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

71. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.; Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 6?.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.
N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

THE LONDON MANURE~C0MPANY'S NITRO-
PHOSPHATE OR WHEAT MANURE FOR AUTUMN

SOWING.—This Manure, composed of blood, animal matter,
and dissolved bones with silicates, is most strongly recommended
to the notice of Agriculturists, It contains from 7 to S per cent,
of nitrogen, in a form yielding ammonia by slow decomposition,
and is therefore particularly adapted for Wheat. The quantity
required is 2 to 3 cwt. per acre drilled in with the seed. Price,
per ton, 71. 10s. in London.
PERUVIAN GUANO, FISHERY SALT, and every other

MANURE on best terms, strictly warranted.
40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. E. Purser , Sec.

M A N U RES.
ODGSON and SIMPSON, Wakefield, and
MATTHEWS and CO., Manufacturing Agricultural

Chemists, Driffield, manufacture the following Manures:—
S'IMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-
dressing for Wheat, Barley, and Oats.

SIMPSONS NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoes,
and other bulbous root crops. Price 81. per ton.

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.
The above have been successfully tested for eight years by the

leading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties,
and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with the
most beneficial results.
Testimonials and other particulars forwarded by post on appli-

cation. g=r- Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any, 71. per ton.

A RT1F1C1AL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
-*^- others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may
obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will nnd ample facility and accommodation at the College.

A GENCY FOR A VALUABLE MANURE.—

A

-f-»- Manufacturer is open to appoint a few respectable
Agents for his Manure, which commands a ready sale, as its
goodness is certified by more than 1000 Testimonials from all
parts of the United Kingdom, and by many farmers who have
used it several years.—Address, with occupation and references,
£-T., at M r. E. Colyer's, Printer, 17, Fenchurch Street. London.

QWNERS OF SETTLED ESTATES and OTHERSw desirous of availing themselves of the various recent Acts
of Parliament, by which they may charge their Estates with
money expended in the Improvement, Conversion, and Reclama-
tion of Land, by Drainage, Irrigation, Embanking, Inclosing,
making Farm-roads, Clearing, the erection of Farm-buildings
and Machinery, Planting and other Agricultural Improvements,
are respectfully informed that Messrs. Hewitt Davis & Francis
"V igers undertake to advise and furnish Plans and Estimates,
and if required, will contract to do the works, and dispose of the
Pent chargps.—3, Frederick's Place, Old Jewry, London.

_ DRAINING BY STEAM POWER.TOHN FOWLER is prepared to undertake Contracts
** for DRAINING LAND by his PATENT STEAM PLOUGH,
at pricesvarying, according to depth and distance, from 3Z. to 51. 10s.
per acre, inclusive of tiles, main drains, and all other expenses.
Contracts executed with great rapidity, and tiles manufactured
on the spot, where suitable clay exists.—Temple Gate, Bristol.

IMPROVEMENT OF LAND.
Tenants for Life and Others.

WARNER'S 4i-inch IMPROVED LIQUID
» * MANURE PUMP,

IS Gutta Percha Suction,
Is. 6d. per foot.

VyAUNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
* » OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold
together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in.'Pump, with legs, 31.3s.
The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.
l±inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. 6d. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3?. Gd. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, JoriN Warner & Sons,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,

_,„,„. Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c: also
Fire and Garden Engines, &c—Engravings sent on application.

LIQUID MANURE.

P
CAUTION.

ARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS AND
DRAINING TOOLS.

Whereas very inferior descriptions of Steel Digging Forks are
now manufactured and sold, and I have been informed that pur-
chasers of the same have believed them to be the same as tho^e
manufactured by me, and to which the Royal Agricultural Society
and numerous Agricultural Societies' prizes have been awarded.
I hereby respectfully inform the public that every Fork manufac-
tured by me is stamped with my trade mark" J. P.," and that
Messrs. Burgess & Key, of No. 103, Newgate Street, London, are
my sole Wholesale Agents, and I have authorised them to re-
place to the purchaser every Fork of my manufacture found
defective; they will also on application send Wholesale and
Retail Price Lists, &c, post free. Francis Parkes & Co.

M
FIRST PRIZE REAPING MACHINE.

NOTICE.

;

pATENT LIQUID-MANURE DISTRIBUTOR
* or WATER-CART, for the Distribution of Guano. &c,
warranted not to clog up or otherwise get out of order. It has
Waterproof Joints, and will scatter its Liquid from 12 to 15 feet
wide. It will work equally well on hilly or on level land without
any alteration. It is thoroughly adapted for Drill Crops or
Pasture Land, or for Watering Streets.—Full particulars may be

i
obtained^" the Paten tee. Isaac Jam es. Tivoli, Cheltenham.

QAT-CRUSHING and BEAN-SPLITTING MILL

gentlemen whose orders tliey were obliged to decline for this
season on account of the manufacture not being fully arranged,
that the Royal Agricultural Society's First Prize of 30*. was
awarded to them for MTormick's Reaper, with their patent
screw platform, at the trial at Leigh Court, near Bristol, upon
the 29th of August last. Amongst the competing machines were
Bell's, by Crosskill : Forbush's, exhibited bv Mr. Palmer; and
Hussey's, with tilting platform, by Wm. Dray & Co. The
reports of farmers who have worked the machines during this
present harvest, show that the average quantity of Wheat,
Barley, and Oats which they cut was from 1 J to 1} acre per hour.
Two horses work the machine with ease, and the only attendant
required is a man or a boy to drive. Further particulars and
prices sent free on application.—Burgess & Key, 103, Newgate
Street ; and 52. Little Britain. London.

T^HE PRIZE ROOT PULPING AND MINCING
A MACHINE.—Phillips's is the only Root Pulping and
Mincing Machine which has received the Prizes of the Royal
Agricultural Society. Made only by Woods, Suffolk Iron
Works, Stowmarket. Delivered carriage free in London, Peter-
borough, Hull, Gainsborough, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and any
station on the Eastern Counties Railway. Illustrations, De-
scriptions, and Prices forwarded post free on application.

OLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.
Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in
the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

VENING COURSES OF GENERAITTnD
1 ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY are now conducted in the

Laboratory of the Royal Polytechnic Institution hy Mr. R. V.
Tuson, Assistant Teacher of Practical Chemistry at St.
Bartholomew's Medical College.—Fee, 31. 3*. per term." Agricul-
tural and other analyses conducted.

* *+ * t j

M
oaers advice to Landowners haviug but limited or life interests,
as to the means by which they can effect improvements without
an immediate outlay; and his services in Erecting and ImprovingFarm Buildings, in Draining, Reclaiming, Planting, and Road-
making by contract or commission, and the general Improve-
ment of Land

;
also in Falling and Selling Timber, in the Transfer

and Management of Estates, and the Enfranchisement of Copy-
holds. Mr. Humbert has long been largely interested in Landed
Property, and is authorised to refer to his employers.
rpHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE^ANDIm"-
-*• PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London

t »m,.
HrPRY KER Seymer

»
Es(1- M-P.» Chairman.

KfVt-Vu
3
H°
mpany is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

.f rl™%Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection

t>J™I£?
Bai *d,ngs and other Improvements on all descriptions ofProperty whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage/in trustor as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property. '
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air Percent*ee as the occupiers of theimproved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford, Sec.
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Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
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PROTECTION FROM MORNING'FROST
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(Turner's No. 5).

This Mill is recommended to

the use of every person keeping

a Horse, as suDerior for effi-

ciency, durability, and ease in

working to any manufactured.

Two bushels of crushed corn

afford more nourishment both

to old and young horses than

three bushels of uncrushcd !

PRESENT PRICES OF FARM SEEDS.

THE CROPS of SWEDE TUIIMP, MANGEL,
and other FARM SEEDS being rjood, 'prices are

mucJilowcr this season (atpiescnt) as see Messrs. Sutton's
Priced List, which may be had, post free, on application,
Addressed Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers and Merchants, Reading,
Berks. Early orders are requested and recommended^

Price £5 155. 6d.

Made and Sold by
E.R. & F.TURNER, St. Peter's

Iron Works, Ipswich.

I

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.

i-^-A wnoiesale Agents for England, have alwavs in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now tn use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue

^, » — «.«i^t.u.»., n iii7ic auu wire uinuuinviuitir, < f 1TlllltV

Siom. it is much cheaper than mats as a covering." «

103, Newgate Street, London. deposited in the Bank of England to the credit of

Cftt Agricultural <Ba?ette*

SATURDAY, JANUARY 12, 1856.

The Times newspaper gives the following infor-

mation, which as it may prove to be of agricultural

importance, we publish here :

—

From Peru we learn that in the Convention
now in session, a most extraordinary and important
project of law has been introduced by Senor Roca,
to sell the Chincha Islands. The following is a
brief abstract of the law.

The preamble states that, considering Guano to

be the chief source of revenue of the Republic, and
at the same time a terminable one, the nation had
not derived the benefit from it to which it is

entitled, while the present mode of sale was unsuited

and expensive. Considering at the same time the

wants of the nation—namely, to encourage immi-
gration, educate the people, and irrigate the sterile

coast lands, and that the interest of the National

Debt in 25 years will equal the principal, it is

therefore, desirable to realise the sale of the guano
in a more prompt manner for the benefit of the

national treasury. Considering further that, accord-

ing to the best calculations, the present amount of
guano is 12,070,152 tons (Peruvian measurement),
which may be reduced to, say, 11,670,152 tons by
the time the sale is effected, and, lastly, that the

net profit has not exceeded 30 dols., &c, be it

decreed that the guano on the Chincha Islands, say,

11.670,152 tons, be sold at public auction, in nine

months, at a price not less than 30 dols. per ton, equal

to 350,104,560 dols. ; the sale to take place under the

management of a committee of officials named in the

bill. The regulations of the sale are next stated.

The nation does not hold itself responsible for the

amount of guano, and will allow no reclamation for

Parkes' a deficiency, nor seek it for a surplus. The law to

be published in all languages, and circulated, through
the Government representatives, in Europe, Asia,

and America. The money to be paid cash, or at

least one-fourth of the sum, and the remaining
three-fourths at short dates. The money to be
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the nation, and appropriated in certain sums for the

national good, Sec.

The foregoing, which is only a brief summary,
contains the principal points of the proposed

measure.

The remarks which have been made in these

columns on the malformations and diseases of root

crops seem to suggest to us a somewhat interest-

ing subject of discussion, namely the advisability of

substituting specimens of roots at our agricultural

shows.
Although prizes are not unfrequently offered for

roots at agricultural meetings, especially of Turnips,

Swedes, Carrots, and Mangel Wurzel, we have never

yet witnessed much competition—the only exception

weremember was at Birmingham last month—perhaps

one, or at most not more than two or three competitors

for each kind have come forward ; and the reason

usually assigned for this apparent neglect is that a

few large roots which can be culled here and there

are no criterion as to crop, and growers refuse to

enter into competition in a matter which appears to

be too much one of chance. Just so, indeed, would

it be with cattle shows if only a single point was
made the standard of excellence ; but when there

are several points to attend to it requires skill and

knowledge, united with judgment and perseverance,

for approaching towards perfection, to which end

the many valuable points are carefully studied in

cattle, and tolerably well understood by all breeders.

Here then the question arises : are not the dif-

ferent breeds of cattle derivative?—that is, are not

many if not all their peculiar characteristics derived

from cultivation ?—and is not a knowledge of the

circumstances under which the required changes are

brought about and maintained the basis of skill

in breeding ? Just so is it with roots. They
are derived from wild originals, from which they

widely differ by cultivation, and each kind offers

several varieties suitable for a wide range of circum-

stances ; hence some are used for the table whilst

others are employed as food for cattle, and of these

one form is suitable, for one season another for

others; and of these, again, one sort may require im-

mediate consumption, whilst another is improved by
storing.

This, therefore, introduces us to a wide range of

qualifications, which in the case of cattle are pro-

vided for by a classified schedule ; and we have

prizes for long-woolled, short-woolled, and mixed
breed sheep; but as regards roots, their infinite

variety and varied adaptations necessarily preclude

such classification, and hence scarcely any qualifi-

cation is insisted upon but that of size.

Now, if we bear in mind that all our forms of

root crops are liable to be deformed by degeneracy

of growth, to become injured by various insect

attacks, to be woody from poverty or dryness of

soil, and watery from being grown too fast or too

close together, we shall see that even in the growth
of roots many points ought to be taken into con-

sideration, not only influencing the successful

growth and competition connected with root crops,

but also the decisions of those who may be

appointed as judges of roots.

Without attempting to describe all the facts

worth noting in deciding upon good roots, we
would recommend attention to the following points

both from the exhibitor and judges :

—

1st. A well-formed top.

2d. A well-formed bulb or tap root. *

3d. Compactness of structure.

4th, Size.

5 til. Freedom from insect attacks.

1st. Well-formed tops, especially in Turnips,

Parsnips, and Carrots, are such as do not present a

superabundance of leaves, and consists of a single bud
proceeding from the centre of the root ; all such as

have an ascending central axis should at once be
rejected, and any tendency to side shoots should be
viewed as an evidence of oegeneracy.

2d. In the case of bulbs or tap roots, the first

point to examine is the presence or absence of lateral

roots. These may be long and straggling, or large and
thick—in the first, showing the tendency to form
finger and toe, and in the second bearing unmis-
takable evidence of this malformation having been
established; it is therefore imperative that roots
for exhibition be presented with the leaves intact as
far as may be, whilst the roots should never be
trimmed. As regards general outline this must
depend upon the peculiar sort, and in the case of all

Turnips the tap root should not gradually thin down-
wards, but be more like a tail fastened to the base
of the bulb, whilst with fusiform roots the tap root
should taper somewhat abruptly from the fleshy
main root.

3d. It has been so much the custom to look only
at size that compactness of structure is usually dis-

of more use for all purposes than one of a spongy or

woody nature ; therefore no specimens should pass

muster without one or more of a lot being cut into

to determine this point. Allied to this it may be

remarked that colour as indicative of purity of sort

should not be overlooked.

4th. Size should never be disregarded, especially

as in most cases the object is to show the largest

;

but should even the greatest examples be deficient

in their other characters as laid down they should at

once be disqualified, or at least take their place

rather upon other qualities than size.

5th. As it is almost impossible that roots can be

well formed when subject to insect attacks of any

kind, these should also guide a judgment, for even

if such malformations as galls and anbury be not

their result, yet form and structure, and sometimes

even flavour and goodness will be interfered with

by the presence of insects.

Here then it will be seen that even in the judg-

ment of good roots several points have to be taken

into consideration, which from the examples we
have usually noticed at agricultural shows would

appear to have been overlooked, not only by the

grower, but by the judges. Nor is this a trivial

matter, inasmuch as there is just as much of breed

or sort in roots to be carefully arrived at, and as

carefully maintained as in cattle ; and therefore it

seems desirable that their selection and judgment

should be founded upon more correct knowledge of

their principles of growth.

from the soil at the season of the year in which we
apply it to the Turnip crop. 3 cwt. of superphosphate

of lime per acre is usually applied ; therefore I presume

that 50 lbs. of soluble Diphosphate of lime per acre

may be applied without any fear of loss resulting from
it. Mr. Grady does not coincide with the views enter-

tained by Mr. Lawes ; in fact their views are antago-

nistic. Mr. Lawes is preparing superphosphate of lime

containing from 30 to 35 per cent, of soluble biphosphate

of lime, whereas I presume Mr. Grady would have

about 3 per cent, soluble (how much " semisoluble n I

cannot say), and 10 per cent, insoluble phosphate. I

hope to see the opinions of the editor and correspond-

ents of the Agricultural Gazette on this important subject.

Geo. Summers, Uoughton Farm, near Blandford, Dorset.

ON THE DISTILLATION OF ALCOHOL FROM
FIELD BEET.

By tiie Right Hox. T. F. Kennedy, of Dundrb, in a. Letter
TO THE CaBBICK FARMERS' SOCIETY.

[Extracts only.~\

Dunwre, 14th September, 1855.

My idea is, that a most beneficial trade may be esta-

blished in distillation from Mangel ; and it is no visionary

project, inasmuch as within the last few years the

manufacture of spirit from field Beet or Mangel has

been carried on to a large extent in France, and is

rapidly extending at this moment. This takes place in

a country in which the climate is so much drier than in

ours as to restrict the produce of roots, per acre, to

about one-half of what our more moist climate enables

us to grow ; and if such be the fact, which it is, the

growth and manufacture ought to be greatly more
advantageous in this country than in France. In France

an excellent spirit is manufactured, a brandy which, in

quality as a spirit, is unquestionably equal to the vast

mass of spirit now manufactured in Great Britain and

Ireland. I send you a very small sample of the brandy

made from Mangel, which I procured from France, and

which I think makes good the opinion I have stated.

There is, besides the recommendation of a spirit made
from Mangel, that it would be produced from a raw

material not applied to the food of man ; so that, in

times of high prices in grain, the price of the bread of

the people would not be interfered with by distillation.

It is sufficient for my purpose that a good spirit, that an

alcohol, call the spirit what you will, can be produced

from Mangel ; and, as it will be seen, in great abund-

ance, and in the manufactories of this country, vast

quantities of alcohol or spirit of wine are required. I

will proceed to state some detailed calculations, and to

show probable results to the parties who would be con-

cerned in such a manufacture ; the farmer on the one

hand, and the distiller and moderate capitalist on the

other, whom I should look upon as distinct parties ; the

former furnishing to the latter the raw material of the

trade.

There are many authorities, and among them Dr. Urer
in his " Dictionary of Arts and Manufactures," by
whom it is laid down that 100 lbs. of field Beet or

Mangel will yield 10 or 12 lbs. of proof spirit (let it be

taken at the smaller quantity of 10 lbs.), and 10 lbs. of

proof spirit is equal to about 6\ quarts (let it be taken at

6 quarts). Thus 2000 lbs., or, still more, 2240 lbs. (a

ton), of Mangel, will yield 120 quarts or bottles of proof

spirit. The produce of 1 acre will thus yield of proof

spirit, if the crop be 30 tons, 3600 quarts ; if 25 tons,

3000 quarts or bottles. Let the Excise duty be for the

present placed out of view, and let the value of the

spirit, free of duty or in bond, be 'adverted to, and the

crop taken at 25 tons : 3000 quarts at 6d. is 751. ; at

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.
Mr. Grady has misconstrued my object in sending

the paragraph referred to by him. He has gone from

the phosphates, to which my remarks applied, and in-

cluded in his new theory the whole list of chemical

inorganic elements found in the vocabulary of agricul-

tural chemistry. Our controversy will not be easily

understood by casual readers except I give the extract

from Mr. Grady's lecture, where he uses the word
" neutral " as being " semi-soluble : "

—

" Mr. Grady then dealt with the next question as to whether
the superphosphates should be left soluble or insoluble. He
showed by passages from Dr. C. R. Fresenius and Professor

Liehig, that insoluble phosphates were as beneficial to the full

development of corn as the soluble ; for the ingredients which
were soluble served for immediate use, whilst those which were
neutral, or semi-soluble, exercised a more permanent action ; and
those which were altogether insoluble afforded a prospect of

future nourishment for plants, although for the time being they

possess no nutritive powers. It was a mistake to suppose that

artificial manures were merely ephemeral. If properly prepared

they were of a permanent character. The lecturer then read

some testimonials to show that the Patent Superphosphate Com-
post had exercised upon sev.ral crops a beneficial effect for two
years in succession— that being the whole period the company
which manufactured it had been in existence. He had no doubt
that experience would show the manure to be of a more lasting

character." (Agricultural Gazette, Dec. 10.)

After reading this new theory I wrote as follows :

—

" I do not remember seeing anything about semi-soluble

phosphate in the writings of Liebig or other writers,

neither can I see how any manures can be too soluble,

provided they are not washed out of the soil by the

rains. Will you, sir, be so kind as to enlighten me on

the?e points ?" It will be seen that Mr. Grady speaks

of soluble, semisoluble, and insoluble phosphates. Mr.

Grady's mistake (if mistake it be), seems to rest with the

word " neutral." This word has conveyed to his mind
something " semi-soluble." In fact, he says he gave the

word " semi-soluble" " parenthetically, as giving to his

audience the closest meaning of the word 'neutral'

that occurred to him at the moment that he was deliver-

ing an extempore address." It is evident that he must
have misled his audience, as they coincided with the

lecturer's views, or he would have been met by objec-

tions from his hearers. There is no such thing as

" semi-soluble" phosphate, but only soluble and insoluble

—neutral and insoluble are one and the same thing. There
are two forms of phosphate in superphosphate of lime,

phosphate of lime and biphosphate or soluble phosphate

of lime. One part of the former is soluble in 1510

parts of cold water charged with carbonic acid

(Liebig). "It is insoluble in water" (Voelcker).

Soluble phosphate is soluble in water. These are

the two forms of phosphates that are found in super-

phosphates made from bones and sulphuric acid. If

any other phosphatic salt occurs in superphosphate

of lime it is not worthy of notice, being a mere
trace per cent. The " semi-soluble " phosphate on
which the lecturer delighted to dwell must be a salt

peculiar to " the Patent Superphosphate Compost

"

if any such salt exist, and on this must hang the

superiority of it over all other superphosphates.

On this salt depends the more permanent action

exercised by Mr. Grady's patent manure. Bones ' or 120/. as the value of his manufactured article, free

exercise a more permanent action than the best
j

from the price of its raw material, and as the return

superphosphates, but this is no argument in favour of! he would have on each 25 tons of Mangel purchased for

using undissolved bones. It has long been known that '

*"a «*"*»! ™k n"u,h;no"v »"d *»™»nrfifr.nr» all w

9d., 112/. 10s. ; at Is., 1501., and I believe its value as

mere alcohol would be nearer the latter than the former

sum. How remarkable is this result, or anything ap-

proaching to it ; and yet it rests entirely on calculations

founded on the statements of highly competent autho-

rities. The conclusions are arrived at, not seeing how
they can be avoided, on the basis of the facts applicable

to the subject.

To pursue the subject a little farther, let a farmer

dispose of his Mangel to a neighbouring distiller at 1/.

per ton, 25/. or 30/. per acre, as the case may be. Such

a sum would amply remunerate the farmer ; and if he

was to raise 30 acres of Mangel, and dispose of the crop

at 30/. per acre, he would receive a net sum of

900/. in hard cash for the raw produce of 30 acres of his

farm ; and how many of the farmers of Carrick could

readily grow annually such an amount of crop, and cart

it one, two, or three miles to the distiller. It will be

seen that the probable result seems to be equally favour-

able to the distiller—the purchaser from the farmer.

He would pay 25/. or 30/. for the raw material, which

was to yield, from the smaller of these sums, a manu-

factured article worth 75/., 112/. 10s., or as much as

150/., as the case may be, leaving to him 45/., 72/. 10s.»

the value of superphosphate of lime depends ou the

biphosphate of lime it contains. "The larger the pro-

portion of soluble biphosphate of lime, the greater the

value attached to it " (Morton's Cyclopaedia). It is

found that superphosphate of lime made from bones

and acid, with the addition of a little ammonia, will

grow the best Turnip crops in Dorsetshire, therefore

we may decide that 15 per cent, of soluble and

15 per cent, of insoluble phosphate may be applied

his capital, risk, machinery, and expenditure all

kinds—a vast margin being afforded in these sums for

any shortcoming which might take place. If, instead

of either of these larger sums, only 25/. were realised,

as the value of the spirit contained in 25 tons of Mange*

(after deducting the 25/. paid for the raw material),

how good a trade, it would seem, might be carried on.

If the produce of 300 acres, at 30 tons an acre, were

distilled, the quantity of Mangel would be .9000 tons

;

the sum paid to the farmers would be 9000/., and the

regarded, but all must see that a hard juicy root is 1 without any fear of the soluble phosphate being washed |
value of the spirit, at only 30/. per acre, would be ao
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re equal suui of 9UU0/. alter paying the 9000/. to the

te farmers.

ie I have attempted to state these figures on the

re authority of the best materials I have at command, far

from supposing that they do not admit of modification

or correction. I have abated much in some of the cal-

culations on the side of moderation ; and I have much
confidence that the statements are substantially correct,

and think that the subject is well deserving of the atten-

tion of parties more intelligent aud well informed on

such subjects than myself.

I may add, as an additional item of profit, that the dry

fibre and tissue of the Mangel, after the whole saccha-

rine matter has been extracted, is worth at least 1 0/.

per ton as a material for the manufacture of paper.

This fact I have ascertained on the highest authority
;

and I imagine that 30 tons of Mangel would yield about

M 1 ton (but on this point, of the quantity of fibre pro-

duced, I am not so certain), thereby adding 1 0/. to be

divided between the farmer and the manufacturer for

each 30 tons of Mangel distilled.

Before concluding, I mnst state the remarkable con-

trast between an acre of Mangel and an acre of Barley

—the usual material from which spirit (whisky in this

country) is derived. I have taken Mangel at 25 or 30

j,g
tons per acre. I now take Barley at a rate of produce
quite the outside— say 60 bushels an acre, and weighing

55 lbs. a bushel. This would give a weight of Barley
of 3300 lbs. per acre as compared to 30 tons, or

67,200 lbs. of Mangel. The same authorities which
state the produce of spirit from Mangel at 10 or

12 lbs. per 100 lbs. of roots, state that Barley

j^
yields 40 lbs. of spirit per 100 lbs. of grain. Thus
the full produce of an acre of Barley yields only
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do it conveniently in two days if you only bhow him how.
And the true reason why he does not accomplish the

feat must be, that nobody has yet Hatched the turning of

a furrow as Newcomen gazed at his palpitating teakettle ;

we are simply waiting for a genius and his "invention."
* * * * At this point my reverie was inter-

rupted by the arrival of a U tter in the handwriting of

an old acquaintance, pres-sing me to visit him on a most
interesting business,—in fact, to see a trial of some new
agricultural machinery. The writer of the epistle

—

formerly my neighbour—had often discussed with me the

steam culture question : indeed, he was somewhat of a
mechanical genius ; for when only a boy, he had applied

a blacksmith's bellows to the winnowing of corn, pro-

ducing a perfect, if not expeditious, order of work.

Together we had spent many leisure hours, and not a

few solid gold pieces, in contriving and modelling s:eam
ploughs, digging machines, and similar ingenuities. And
our ideas were not simply suggested by books, or by a
cursory inspection of tillage operations, but were based

upon our personal experience of deficiencies, and
desiderata in the field.

Rending now in a distant county, and being a com-
paratively wealthy man farming his own fee-simple, he
had devoted his land and his talent to some rather

wild experiments both in mechanical aud chemical

agriculture.

Of course I decided for "the early train" next
morning, anticipating some practical instruction upon
steam-ploughs, cultivators, and diggers. /. A. C.

ice
> 67,2001bs., or 40 tons of Mangel. No doubt the
"

spirit yielded by Barley is in quantity four times the

j
quantity yielded by Mangel : but still the 33001bs., of

. Barley will only yield 13201bs., or 840 quarts of spirit

2 while 67,2001bs. of Mangel will give 3600 quarts of

spirit. Put the Barley spirit at 1*. a quart, and it will

amount to 42/., while the Mangel spirit, also at Is.,

gives the large sum of 1501. Such a comparative
result shows either that there is some error or lallacy

"j in these calculations, or that distillation from Mangel
holds out pecuniary advantages which cannot be extrac-
ted from Barley ; and yet distillation has been a profit-

able trade when prudently conducted.
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A STEAM-CULTURE REVERIE.—No. I.

Looking over my farm accounts one evening, I was
surprised to find how large a proportion of the corn
and straw, Grass, hay, Clover, and other produce, was
"entered for home consumption" by the teams. But
all this provender might have been "exported " in the
shape of meat instead of being converted into un-
eatable horseflesh, it might have fed a number of hungry

. English people instead of being consumed in the mere
J obtaining of motive power to work farm machinery.

• And what a saving of good victuals if the toiling quad-

J

? rupeds, living engines of one-horse power each, would
' but feed on wood or coals; or rather, if steam engines,
• which really will pant and perspire as laboriously as you
n * like upon no better fare than the blackest mineral
'• v bread, and a drink of cold water, could be taught to
roc
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AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.

Whatever be the opinions one may hold as to the

3300 lbs., or little more than 1$ ton of grain, instead of, advantages of agricultural statistics, it is right that the

question should be fairly stated on either 6ide, and I

therefore protest against a style of argument lately em-
ployed in BelVs Messenger, and more recently repeated

at the Croydon Farmers' Club. At a meeting of that

body held on the 29th of last month, the subject of

statistics was introduced by Mr. E. Stenning of

Godstone, and was treated too much, to my taste, in a

partisan spirit ; it is, however, only with one of his

arguments—that which had previously appeared in

Bell's paper—I mean to make or meddle. Mr.
Stenning's object was to show from evidence, borne by
supporters of statistics, that, where they do exist, they

are fallacious, and accordingly he quoted Mr. Hall

Maxwell's opinion against the accuracy of the Irish,

aud Mr. Caird's against that of the Scotch returns, and
then triumphantly assumed that both were valueless.

Now, even had Mr. Stenning dealt fairly with the

evidence on which he founded, the answer would have
been :

—" Such, no doubt, are the opinions of two gentle-

men, each the author of a particular system, and
naturally a little prejudiced perhaps against any other,

but if their authority, when it coincides with your own
view, be so conclusive on a point of detail, is their

general testimony in favour of statistical information to

be entirely rejected ? " Mr. Stenning, however, so far

from dealing fairly with the evidence was guilty, first, of

a misrepresentation, and secondly, of a suppression of

it. He said—" I will read to you evidence before their

lordships, respecting which you may form your own
opinions whether I do not prove it a fallacy, and show
that the returns so taken are not accurate. Now, Mr.
Hall Maxwell, who took the Scotch returns, throws
entire discredit on the Irish statistics, and says if the
acreage and estimates come from the police, lie would
not attach weight or value to them." Here is the mis-
representation ; Mr. Hall Maxwell did not " throw
entire discredit on the Irish statistics." He was asked

(p. 12 of evidence before Lords' Committee) : "Have
you turned your attention at all to the Irish statistical

returns 1 " " Not very particularly—I understand the

parties employed are the constabulary—a very fitting

agency to note down a fact such as that there are so

many acres of Wheat, or Barley in a district." He
does therefore attach weight and value to the Irish

returns of acreage, and it is only the estimates of pro-

duce he questions, on the ground that they involve an
amount of professional knowledge and experience
which constables can scarcely be expected to possess.

Mr. Stenning's suppression of evidence is to be found in

his reference to Mr. Caird's opinions. He quotes these

as conclusively establishing that, however well

the Scotch inquiry may have been conducted, " there

was not the least test of the returns being accurate ;"

but he carefully abstains from stating that Mr. Hall

Maxwell was re-examined on this point by the commit-
tee ; that he denied the validity of Mr. Caird's objec-

tion ; and that he indicated three different tests, all of

which had, more or less, been employed. Such treat-

leaving on the ground, in consequence of the severe
frost having killed thousands of plants, on the approach
of mild weather late in the spring improved so much by
tillering out that a sufficient crop was produced to-

afford a fair yield of grain. The additional strength
afforded to the straw by having plenty of room in-

creased the size of the heads, as well as enabling them
to defy the high winds and resist the deluges of rain.

The farmer will lose nothing by dibbling his Wheat
thinly in rows 14 inches apart, or even more. Follow-
ing this plan the hoe can be used frequently for stirring

the surface, killing weeds, and admitting the atmospheric
,

air to fertilise the soil. The first operation of the hoe
should be deep with a tool made for the purpose ; the
second and third hoeings should be shallower, to prevent
injury to the roots of the plant. There is no greater
mistake committed either by farmers or gardeners than

j

leaving any crops too thick upon the ground, excepting
those intended for green food : a tree to be fine and
healthy must have space to extend its branches and
roots. The same holds good with regard to Turnips,
Carrots, Mangels, Onions, &c. It sounds strange to>

hear men say, " The soil is poor
;
you must, therefore,

sow more seed." The contrary is the fact, which they
should know more from painful household experience ;

at least many of them could answer the following

question, which comes home to them :—If one child

requires a pound of bread per day to keep it in health

and condition, what would be the result if three were
obliged to exist upon the same allowance. Falcon.

The Wool Trade of 1855.—The year opened on the

trade with some demand for many descriptions of wool,

and found the manufacturers and dealers comparatively
low in stock, in consequence of the great number of

farmers who then held two years' wool, the high prices

of 1853 having prevented them from selling, and the

lower ones of 1854 having had the same influence*

The demand for goods continuing, a disposition was
manifested to take off the stocks from the farmers, who
responded and sold very freely before the clip. At the

clip considerable eagerness was manifested in the pur*

chase of most sorts of wool, and large sales were made.
These large deliveries have glutted the market, and the

cousequence is that at the present time large stocks

are held simply because no opportunity has offered

itself of realising a profit, At the same time there has

just lately been a more general demand, and doubtless

stocks will gradually be lessened as a disinclination

generally exists to holding heavy stocks at the approach-

ing season. On the who'e the state of our trade has

been better throughout the year than could have been

expected, which may be accounted for by the following

circumstances ; the prostration of the previous year
exhausted the stocks of goods >nd yarn abroad, which
naturally required some replenishing. The demands for

the armies and navies of ourselves and allies have, of

course, had some influence, and above all the magnifi-

cent harvest of America has brought into our markets

our Lest customer. These occurrences combined have
kept up a demand larger than might have been expected

considering the high price of corn on the continent and
at home, which has deprived the working classes of their

power of purchasing clothes as usual. To conclude, we
would not despond as to the future, but expect a
fair and remunerative trade ; still we do not hold

perform the operations now effected by the horse.

This thought led me into a general meditation on the
subject, suggesting first the old inquiry—Why agricul-
ture alone of all branches of industry still fails to con-
vert its raw material, the land, by the agency of steam
power ? Steam is a great genius as well as a mighty
giant ; a simple handicraft he will raise into a manu-
facture, and even create new fields for employment.

fl* For the workers in metals, in textile, and other ma-
,

r

*? terials, he has wrought miracles—why not also for the
io' tiller of the soil ? Yet once make steam an agricul-
it» tural labourer, and all men agree that our sluggish
h® husbandry would grow vigorous as any industrial art,
ak so that Britain—happy land !—might revel in a chief

staple production of bread-and-meat.
*&] Steam has muscle enough to grapple with the clods
kt » of the field ; only, as with Hercules at the spinning-
suj wheel and Samson in the corn-mill, we must first beguile
if I him into submission to the yoke. As for spinning and
cK grinding, to be sure, our modern antitype of all the
D strong-limbed demi-gods of yore has long been broken
>f B to the work ; but the most honourable of all labour-
s' that of delving and tilling—has still to upbraid him for
lei his stubbornness. He is very ready at all such
II I mill-work as threshing, winnowing, or crushing corn,
f<# cutting and cooking cattle food, sawing timber, lifting
Tat drain waters off low lands, or throwing irrigation-
rbi floods over thirsty meadows. Some enterprising agri- ment of evidence—misrepresenting it here, suppressing
ttff culturists have reduced him to the drudgery of convey- lt there— little warranted Mr. Stenning in appealing to

cb ing manure to their prolific acres, by the apparatus of
,U pumps, hose-pipes, and hydrants so much talked of;
,

ft and latterly one ingenious mechanist has conducted
etf him into the field, and there made him excavate and
•dl burrow underground drains and lay in drain-tiles in the
all most perfect manner. Why, then, stop short of tillage,

as * tlie fundamental and principal operation of husbandry
;

LSti why is not s(eam to break up the hardened surface of !
m Bell 9

a Messenger, to which T have already alluded.

tlfei our farms, expose an upturned subsoil to the fertilising ! Correspondent.

aBj atmospheric influences, cleanse it from parasitic and en-
eri* cumbering weeds, and prepare it to receive and nourish
£ i the tender roots of crops ! Twenty acres are to be pre-
wi pared as a seed bed 6 inches deep ; that is, 12,000 tons of
1$ hard ground have to be sliced, inverted, and crumbled
fc[

into fine mould, but " the panting giant " can do it

—

his audience whether he had not shown " how fallacious

the plan is in so far as the Scotch and Irish statistics

are obtained." Fallacious it may be as regards one or
both systems, but the fallacy must be established by
means other than that abuse of evidence which Mr.
Stenning has employed, and which he probably un-
wittingly borrowed from the weak and prejudiced articles

Home Correspondence.
Thin Sowing.—The stormy year of 1855 has given

practical proof of the advantage of thin sowing. The
Wheat which in the spring appeared scarcely worth

out any expectations of any considerable advance

in the price of wool, which is at its present rate decidedly

remunerative to the farmer. We may also, once for

all, explain to those farmers who see our quotations

that they must make a proper allowance for expenses,,

such as carriage and interest of money, which are

generally overlooked, and the buyers are expected to

give full quotations, although the terms are net cash,

and at the nearest town or railway station. Another

j

remark may also not be out of place, and this refers

i to the greater steadiness of our report of prices than is

elsewhere manifested, and this arises from an indisposi-

tion to be unduly excited by casual and exceptional

rises or falls, a register of which is only calculated to

mislead rather than to inform those who may depend

\
on us for information. London, Dec. 28.

Hedge Cutting Machine.— 1 was very glad to see, some

weeks back, the want of hedge-cutting machinery men-
tioned in the Gazette, as I had long foreseen its utility

myself. I have heard of one being used in the far

west of the United States, where the Osage Orange is

being extensively employed for fencing in the prairies ;

where open ditching is not the fashion, and labour

being scarce and dear, there are no disadvantages

attending the introduction of such machinery. Credit

is due to your correspondent • W. Wooler" for intro-

ducing the subject, and I hope the discussion will lead

to the invention and adoption of a new and labour

saving machine. He proposes to employ shears for the

cutting agent, but he must take a lesson from the history

of reaping machines. In the early reapers, Bell's for

instance, shears were employed, but have now made
way for the vibrating sickle. I think the same prin-

ciple will be found to answer best for clipping hedges ;

ot course made much stronger and the cutting edges of

harder temper than for reaping. It would be desirable

(if possible) to cut both sides at once, and to do this

would require three vibrating sickles or saws, one on

each side and one on the top. The frame in which the

outer sickle works must be moveable at the will of the

driver, while the machine is in motion, so as to be lifted

up to pass over the cross fences. The machine must

have a very efficient steering apparatus, so that the

operator can guide it independently of the motion of the

horses, like a steerage drill. W. G. Abernethy's plan
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selves alive the summer being the only time that they r of Grain in Great Britain, America, and France oW*improve much in value, and then when fatting time the former. It concludes with a general reference ?comes the change of food is so great that it is no wonder our wants and to "

is good, but would scatter the thorns all around, and
might cut off some one's arm or head bv mistake. By
using the sickle a guide may be place'd behind it to
conduct the thorns to the ground, and leave them in a
couvenient row to be gathered and removed so as not
to trouble the sheep. Is W. G. A. right in saving that
by having a greater velocity less power is required ?

[No.] If we increase the speed of machinerv, do we
not lose power in the same ratio that we gaiii speed ?

Thos. F. Wilkinson.
F

Waste Lands in the Highlands.—I am glad to see

toesT\hZ ^
k«^n interest in this subject, and ven- an article in your last Paper under the head of Super-

Zel Van J lr I
thmk

f

them of use tor other pur- phosphate of Lime, signed « Standi* Grove Grad^'poses than affording sportsmen an opportunity of '
? ' '

' -

gagging grouse or deer, and exhibiting their uncouth
dresses to the natives. And let me hope that some
who will visit the Highland capital at the ensuing
meeting of the Highland Society (so called) will see the
necessity of doing something more than humbly imi-

[Jan. 12, 1856.

that they make but little improvement for some time,
they hardly know how to eat a Turnip when first put
up

; not so the Scotch beasts, they will at any time get
over a fence, if possible, into a Turnip field, and are
soon hurt by their voracity. May not this do a little

towards reconciling the conflicting statements about
fatting paying ? G. S.

Superphosphate of Lime.—I have read with attention

tatinrr th« T ««%;.« f.««: = i. .
, * how an^ manures can "e too'soluble, provided they are
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DOt waahed 0ut of the soil hy the »*»• Will you. Sir,Ittimfc^ T\ Vhat
J SS " bes^ ki»das to enlighten me on these points?^ Now i

-d^^^^ **!*+' ******* <° "» in ™?%—~ that the remark here

teristics of the country. But
understand the defects of
years ago the agriculture of^La"~VS "'"*>" * ^e Lothians 3*1=^idMS^Tt^S^

the means of supply which we possess
chiefly in America and in our own improving agricull
ture. The next paper is one—historical, botanical
and agricultural— on Red Clover, with especial
reference to the "sickness." We shall soon give a
paper on this subject, read at a recent meeting of the
East Lothian Society. The writer of the paper before
us enumerates the several theories of the Clover failure
and specifies among its causes—the too frequent growth
of the crop on the same soil—the excretions from the

, . , . -. *, plant itself, or the exhaustion of the land of thosebeing a reply to a question sent to you by a correspond- portions which it needs as food—the want of consolioV
ent who, after calling attention to Mr. Grady's lecture, t on of the soil, the last well argued by the Rev. Wconcludes with the following :_« I do not remember Thorp, in the 3d vol. of the English Agricultural*
seeing anything about semi-soluble phosphate in the Journal. He thus specifies some of the remedies
writings of Liebig or other writers, neither can I see which have been su<™ested :—

I

I. When complaints were first made of the failure of Clover
a remedy which was tried and proved successful was, where the
four or five shift course was followed, to substitute Peas for
Clover every alternate rotation. 2. And when Turnips and
Potatoes came to be more extensively cultivated, and the Clover
failed in consequence, a practice adopted then, and which has been
recently revived, was to apply manure to the white crop amongst
which the Clover was sown. 3. We are told by Mr. Jackson, in
his « Prize Essays,' that the soil of a farm near Edinburgh had
become so ' Clover-sick' that not only his Clover crop, but his
other crops, fell off so much, that becoming disheartened, the

j

tenant gave it up. It was taken by a flesher, with whom pasture
!
was an object. Instead of following, therefore, the four-shift
course, which was the rotation of the previous 19 years, he
allowed the fields to lie three or four years in pasture. The result

|

was that the power of growing Clover was completely restored to
soil, and his other crops were better than those raised by his pre-

trsct of land i 3 let to one man ; this is in most
instances annually deteriorating from the increase
Of Heather, Alder, Birch, &c. ; indeed the sites of old
farms which were green and, to some extent, are so still,
mil soon be covered with Heather like the rest of the
lulis. Attached to this farm there

due to the Recorder himself. A public lecturer is public
property, and his statements become a fair subject for
public criticism, and he has therefore no right to com-
plain if his incorrect statements or reasonings become
the subject of animadversion, more particularly when
th

be cut for hay in one rotation ; in the next, that field is pastured
for two, three, or four years, white and no red Clover beins sown
in it. 4. Rolling Clover-sown lands, both in autumn and early in
spring, has been fouqd to be most beneficial ; or the treading of
the soil with sheep in autumn, in pasturing on the young Clover
plants, has been followed with good results, when the plants were
not too closely cropped. 5. The success of the application of lime.

ey refer to a matter so important as that before us i

clia
)
k

>
mar,

»
clav

.
gypsum, depends on the nature and com-.. is generally some

arable land well cultivated, but what is wanting is not The correspondent clearly mVanVThaUiVloubted the ??
Uion

SPt of the "*} /nd of tha Sl,bstance aPPlie*-
only a great increase of arable land but aciihivatirtii ftrfobmoo «fi»i*o™JL «H .

Iliea,,t i»« ne aouoieu tne Lime cannot be recommended as a never-failing remedy for

*nd gradual improvement of the ^tl^^e^Z ^^?f^^fn,
?
toI,ee ^ semi-solublephosphate. Cover sickness; but still, where, it Is deficient iS the soil its

replacement of Heather and marsh plants by good Grass
;well kept Grass parks to afford hay for winter food, and

Semi-soluble must clearly mean half soluble ; now I can
understand that a manure which contains some 14 or 15
per cent, of Diphosphate and the same quantity of phos-
phate of lime might be termed, as regards these matters,
semi-soluble, but then it appears this will not do, it is
not sufficient, it requires some semi-soluble dose
added to it. Malt and Hops are not sufficient for

such an addition to our green crops as shall afford
lurnips in winter, for I am of opinion (however the
idea may be laughed at by sheep farmers) that sheep
are the better of being fed at home in winter and not
left to starve in the snow. There may be farmers who
do this, but J cannot say I have heard of them. I do
not think our peasantry are inferior to the lower classes

application has been attended with marked success in favouring
the growth of Clover more than almost any other crop, and im-
parting a sweetness to the herbage. Chalk appears to some an
enigma, for, while Clover refuses to grow on certain chalk soils,
its application to soils of another description has been alwa-
found to be a remedy for • Clover sickness.' We will probably
be able to solve the difficulty here by taking into account the
difference of the texture of the soils. The use of marl in agricul-
ture is of ancient date : and to it some of the best farmed counties

the brewing— it requires a little Hops and malt added i

in England are indebted for their excellent crops of the present
to it. But then what is this semi-soluble phosphate. j£,
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?
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Clover sickness is both meeha-

after ill that iq in h« *M*A *~ + l

P"Obpnaie, mca , and chemical-mechanical, from the clay which it containsalter ail, that is to be added to the manure which con- -chemical, from the calcareous matter which enters into its
composition."

There are, however, some other causes of failure in

the Clover crop, which the writer specifies, such as bad
seed—the attacks of the slug—and of parasitical plants,
which are more obvious and more within our reach.
The next paper in the Journal is a description of

"Agriculture as represented in the French Exhibi-
tion." It takes as the sources of its information Prof.
Wilson's lecture on this subject before the University
of Edinburgh, and a series of papers in the Revue des

Sr^S,"^ T>T th,T T"
6 Chemi9t -St= •=*** K-uV-SS. not . 'nUVro

1

ewS
£££3t^r,aat;M*" ti,atv wat- ™id sjske
Barley straw is generally hard and straight like Wheat
straw here, and Oat straw is correspondingly hard,
while Wheat resembles canes, and in threshing makes
the powerful fixed threshing machines trembfe when
getting it through. I think this may be owing to the
soil

;
in the north the granite rocks are near the top,

and the soil partakes largely of their nature, which is
not the case southward ; now will chemists say is it this
that causes the difference, and then say what that is ?

—and the quality of the Turnips is quite as marked in its
nature. They never possess the same sweetness, and of
course have not so much sugar in them, and we all
know that it is a very fattening agent, hence the little
progress that stock make upon them. To those who
can fat upon Turnips and Oat straw it does seem odd to
hear of so many receipts for fatting as are now pub-
lished, but I think there is good reason for them all.
I find m Morton's « Cyclopedia" that Oat straw is put
at a very low value by the chemist, which I suppose is
accounted for by its being grown southward. Again, what
is the reason that we must cut the Oat crop so much
ess ripe there than in the north, if we would prevent the
loss of a great deal by shaking out ; does that not prove
that it is not the same here as there ? All these things
go to prove that each locality has its peculiarities, which
must be carefully noticed if we mean to succeed. But
there is another point in feeding that is not so often
noticed, that cattie in the north always have a certain
quantity of Turnips during the winter when young, the
object being to increase their value as fast as possible
at all stages of their growth, while in the south the
idea is to keep them on as little as possible, and have
them only to make dung, that is, tread straw and
water together, eating a certain quantity to keep them-

soluble ingredient until it met with an object for which
it had an affinity, and that the soil itself possesses the
property of absorbing the ammonia as well as the
soluble phosphates. He would know, too, equally well
that superphosphate added to the soil meeting with
carbonate of lime and sufficient moisture became
neutral. Why then should neutral, letting alone "semi-
soluble " phosphate, be added to the manure? The
lecturer complains that he was not fully reported so as to
make him clear, and yet the report was full enough to
mention that he was a director of the Patent Super-
phosphate Compost Company. When we read the report
we thought it a pity that anything was said about this
patent superphosphate at all, because farmers are
not all scientific and enlightened men, and
although the lecturer's intentions were no doubt
laudable, yet there are some stupid ignorant farmers
who may be inclined to think that this learned
Recorder came down from London to tell them that they
are fools in using the best superphosphate, or that which
has most soluble phosphate in it, and though they have
got plenty of compost at home, yet they must let him
put in hts " compost," and he won't charge them any
more for it than if they had the superphosphate with no
compost in it at all. X.

rr
J. he Journal of Agriculture and the Transactions of the

Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.
The number just published contains useful papers

both in the Journal and the Transactions which are
here stitched together.

A statistical compilation and comparison by Mr. Sim-
monds on the Production, Consumption, and Commerce

labours is discovered, and has nearly reached its perfection.
America again has the credit, if not of inventing, at all events of
executing better than others this emancipating implement. I
cannot describe the feeling which came over me when I saw the
corn fall and range itself in swarthes as the machine went along.
A man conveniently seated drives the horses which draw the
machine. In some cases another man is employed to rake np
the com, but this interference is not necessary; and so in this
instance, which did perfectly well without him. M'Cormick's
machine from Chicago (Illinois) reaps 120 square yards per
minute, or nearly an acre and a half per hour. It is the best as
well as the oldest, for it appeared at the Great Exhibition of

1851 in London, where at that time it presented some defects
which have since been remedied. M'Cormick sells 2000 of these
per annum, at 30*. apiece. The town of Chicago, which sends us
this happy revolution, was a desert 15 years ago. France can
claim some participation in the solution of this problem. Among
the reaping-machines tried this year was one invented and
manufactured in France by M. Cournier, a mechanist of St.
Romans (Isere). It possesses some defects, but these are of easy
correction ; but it has this advantage, that it is worked witn
one horse ; and I have no doubt, with a tolerable demand for the
article, that it could be supplied at the price of 20Z. What is such
an expense compared to the fears, delays, vexations, and ex-
penses which harvest-time involves? It may be contended that
the idea did not suggest itself to M. Cournier until after the
appearance of M'Cormick's and Bell's machines; but I may
mention one thing which more clearly establishes a certain right
of priority in our favour, which is that a reaping-machine, very
similar to the one in question, was invented and published 10
years ago by M. Constant of Rebecque. a landed proprietor at

Roligny (Jura), and brother of Benjamin Constant. I have con-
sidered it only fair to recall this circumstance, as people generally
seem to be ignorant of it."

A very interesting section of the "Journal of Agri-
culture " is the collection of short papers which, under
the title of " The Farmer's Note-book," gives the short
critique upon a novelty—the review of a book, the

reference to an item in farm practice, &c , which are

read with interest and facility when longer and more
formal disquisitions are neglected. This has now reached
its fiftieth number, and its success well warrants the

conductors of the English Journal in asking from
its readers for the means of filling such a section there.

Iu the present instance this collection contains a short
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paper by Mr. Russell, of Kihvhiss, on the nomenclature
of agricultural science, in which he attributes a great
deal of the misconception, ignorance, and misunder-
standing both on the part of practical and scientificmen to the misuse of the terms organic and inorganic
as applied to elements. There are^also papers by MrGome on the meteorology of the year, and on the
insects injurious to Pine trees. And this section con-
cludes with a review of Mr. Stephens's Catechism of
Agriculture and of the useful life of the late lamented
rrotessor Johnston

.

The Transactions of the Highland Society
number of reports on the Reclamation of waste land, onPloughing lea, on the Planting of an estate in Aberdeen-
shire, on the Growth of Turnips with different manures,and on Tile-making machines. There are also papers
y/Tv

erS°noa his Proceedings in the laboratory,and the now well-known report on the agricultural
stetistics of Scotland by Mr. Hall Maxwell. To some
of these papers we shall hereafter direct attention •

meanwlnle we have said enough to prove the greatvalue of the work, and the able manner in which itscharacter is sustained in the number just published.
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™Slt n-
gh °r upon *• and U resists the action of theseverest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through itto give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides. '

n.mm/SP18 PreParation makes first-rate paving for BARV«f

SfflHE?^iM-YAHD^ and a11 o?h« ritSaHorawhere a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid inwinter equally well as in summer.
7

Arnl
ani

lT
a
«*
ture

P,

«?
f tbe Cemeut

»
J- B. White & Brother?,

M^bjinkJfcreeVWestminster.

LTEAL AND SON'S EIDER DOWN QUILTS'-« also GOOSE DOWN QUILTS, from Ss.6d. to 24*. List ofPrices and Sizes sent free by Post. Heal & Sox's Illustrated
Catalogue of Bedsteads and Priced List of Bedding also sent
post free.—196, Tottenham Court Road.

("UJPISS'S CONSTITUTION HOKSE BaLTs^IV To Sportsmen. Agriculturists, Postmasters, and all Pro-
prietors of Horses, these Balls are particularly recommended in
all cases of swelled legs, cracked heels, loss of appetite, and vitakenergy

;
for Coughs, Colds, Fever or Inflammation, they are the>best Medicine that can be exhibited, moreover their operationthough effectual, is so mild, that they require no alterati

diet, and if given with a bran mash on Saturday night wi
interfere with the ensuing week's regular work

'

NEAT CATTLE.-The Constitution Balls 'are stronglv re-commended by many highly respectable Gentlemen (see Testi-
monials) for Cows and Oxen as a most valuable medicine in eases
ot Hove or Blown Scouring or turning out to Grass, or from bad
food, Gargate, Hide Bound, Loss of Appetite, Staring Coat, Dis-
temper, Epidemic, or Influenza. Bullocks fat much faster bv
occasionally giving a Ball. J

Prepared only by Francis CrPiss, M.R.V.C.S., author of the"Prize Ea?ay on the Diseases of the Liver of the Horse " Diss
-Norfolk; and sold by all respectable Medicine Vendors in Townand Country, in packets, six Balls each. 3/. 6rf. per paeket, with

T^P
^TfS

r
r!,

ng
W
fu11 ^^"a for the «>* ^ the Balls, and

ES^n?.!?
e H°rSe W^ ilst taking them

- Also a Pamphlet oftestimonials from many Gentlemen who have used the Balls invanons Complaints. Any Gentleman using the Balls may con?

ion of
11 not

;

suit the
post-pa

i.Proprietor gratuitously, either personally, or by letter^
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TUBAL BUILDING AKD HEATING BY HOT WATEB
AT THE LOWEST PRICES CONSISTENT WITH

GOOD MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY & ORMSON, DaNVEHs
GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
G. & O. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London

Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water

Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

PUBLIC INVITATION.
HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

HAVE this Season the pleasure of being able to

refer to several other extensive Establishments where

they have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which

hitherto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highly respectable firm of Messrs.

•Edward Henderson & Co., of tho Wellington Nursery, Wel'ing-

ton Road, St. John's Wood, and as that Establishment is open to

the public Messrs. John Weeks & Co/s Hot-water Apparatus

will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially

represented during this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
-Co. have now adopted what is called the "Oxe Boiler System."

At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist

can see the Hot-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges e>f

Hothouses, all connected to one boiler. We will here quote

Mr. Edward Henderson's own words, showing how lie approves of

Messrs. J.Weeks &Co.'s system of heating by hot water. He says:
u lam more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. have done for me in heating a great

number ofour hot-housesfrom one boiler. It is almost impossible

for me to express my satisfaction sufficiently strongly. The ejfsct and

great saving produced is truly wonderful; less than two sacks ofcoke in

24 hours is all that is used to heat a variety ofhothouses, dc, nearly

800/«€< in length, and these various houses are to % m* extent widely

separated, as 300feet stand inone direciion,lbOftet in anotber
t2QQfe*t

inanother.ond soon.including our large newly Itiid-outwinhr garden.'*

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extrusive

private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be

seen in operation, and in every case with the same favourable

results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former

statements relating to their one boiler system, and most
respectfully solicit a
visit to their ( I arden Es-
tablishment at Chelsea,
which consists of Hot-
houses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Pits aVc,

the whole measuring
1000 feet in length, ex-

posing to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-

ficial feet of glass, the
whole heated by one
boiler, 5 feet high by 3
feet 6 inches in diameter,

the water in the va-
rious houses circulating

through 5000 feet of Hot-
water Pipe.

The accompanying
sketch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bars. The large
surface which this Boiler

exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of such extra-
ordinary power.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.

At our two establishments horticultural science is fully carried

-out in all its branches, combining all the improvements of the

day. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very

extensive variety of horticultural erections; also Forcing Pits

and Frames of all sizes. See our Illustrated Catalogues on

Horticultural Building and Heating by Hot Water; also of all

the best Stove and Greenhouse Plants; also of the best Vines,

Pines, Peaches, and other Fruit trees.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER X MELON BOXES X LIGHTS.

G0TTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, <5cc.

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES 0E HORTICULTURE.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Iland-^lass t ranies

Game Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.lowe

IRON HTTRDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.

AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

BY
HER

MAJESTY'S

J7
DE NC H

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

Hothouse Works*
a •

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to

100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft, 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, ail made of best material, packed and sent to

all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the Nobility
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

, Patent
King's Road, Chelsea.

These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the framework, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all

completed for Is. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references
can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent.

C STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
• 61, Gracechnrch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron

Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers

and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description, by
Hot Water.- Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS

.

[ R PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
'' • (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-

siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,

Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c. t at the

Manufactory as above.

WHURD and CO., 1, Smith Street, King's
• Road, Chelsea, beg to inform the Nobility, Clergy, and

Gentry, that they have commenced Business as HORTICUL-
TURAL BUILDERS and HOT WATER APPARATUS
MANUFACTURERS. Having been practically employed many
years in the Firm of Messrs. Weeks & Co., Chelsea, they are

thoroughly acquainted with every branch of the Business.
Churches, Halls, Mansions, and Public Buildings Heated by

Hot Water. References to Works already executed.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kenbal Greek, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and
Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

Ol ftl° MILNER'S HOLDFAST AND FIRE
£ J- hJ RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapoj

ising\ with all the improvements, under their Quadruple PatenS

of 1S40-51-54 and 1855, including their Gunpowder Proof SoW

Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the stronger

BEST, and CHEAPEST SAFEGUARDS EXTANT.

Milkers Pbxenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the mostrtg

plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, UV-

Street, Liverpool. London Depdt, 47a, Moorgate Street, City.^ Circulars free hv post. —
BERDOE'S WINTER OVER-COATS, JCAPI

SHOOTING JACKETS, LADIES' CAPES, &c.-0«i c

;

the largest stocks in London ; thoroughly Waterproof, Witney

extra charge. Light Capes, 30*. to 40s. ; Coats, 405. to dv»-

Ladies' Capes, 20*. to 405.

W. Berdoe, Tailor, 96, New Bond Street, and 6M^ore"j]L-

SISAL CIGARS, Su>/*L ol^ARS, SISAL CIGARS\\

GOODRICH'S CIGAR, TOBACCO, and SNUJ
STORES (Established 1780), removed to 407, Oxford Str*

near Soho Square. A Box, containing 14 fine Sisal L g»

for Is. 9d.; post free for 27 stamps. None are genuine un*

signed " H. N^Goodrich."
.

DR. DE JONCH'S „ „ TT
r IGHT BROWN COD LIVER V iU '

i-i Testimonial from DR. LETHEBY, . r .\]g»

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology in the Medical tow
of the London Hospital, Medical Officer of Health v>»

City of London, &c, &c. «g

" I have frequently had occasion to analyse the Cod Liver

which is sold at your establishment. ^» jf

"In all cases I have found it possessing the s&rae
J*)i

properties, among which the presence of cholaic ^^P011"-,^
of iodine in a state of organic combination are the most re ^
able; in fact, the Oil corresponds in all its characters wiia

^
named ' Huile brune,' and described as the best variety »
masterly treatise of Dr. De Jongh. ^

''IT IS, I BELIEVE, UNIVERSALLY ACKNOWLEDGED TflA ^
DESCRIPTION OF OlL HAS GREAT THERAPEUTICAL J*^'* \$$
FROM MY INVESTIGATIONS, I HAVE NO DOUBT OP lT3

A PURE AND UNADULTERATED ARTICLE. „
" College Laboratory, London Hospital, Sept. 24, ISoo. ..

Sold only in bottles, capsuled and labelled with Dr. DB fjjgAj.

Signature, without which nose are genuine, by *-

HARFORD, & CO, 77, STRAND, London, Dr. 1>* J #
sole Consignees ; and by many respectable Chemists m t

country. Q , . Qgfi

Half-pints (10 oz.), 2*. &L; Pints (20 oz.), 45. 9d., *

(40 oz.), 9s.; IMPERIAL MEASURE.
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MACAULAY'S EHGLAND,
ILLUSTRATED BY

Original Documents, Ballads, Broadsides, Proclamations, &c, in

NOTES AND
OF

SATURDAY January, 1856, price 4d., Stamped 5d.

x- ?£NT? NTS
irJ

5uni
t
t
'

S L
"

I
J

publl?^d nP
i

1S
t0!?~B,i

lad
,

on E
.

Att,eof BeachF Head-Major Bernard's Autobioeraphv-The
Nine Worthies: a Satire— Execution of Sir T. Perkins—Proclamation against Ludlow— Marvel's Ghost—Inedited I otter of Jiid^e
Jeffreys—Sancroft's Commission for Consecrating Dr. Hickes-Hugh Speke and the Forged Declaration—The De Witts—EniffNtm
on James II.—The Savoy—Father Petre and Dr. Busbey- Satire against Sherlock, d-c.

^pigiarn

A Specimen sent for Five Postage Stamps.

BELL AND DALDE, No. 186, FLEET STREET; AND BY ORDER OF ALL BOOKSELLERS AND NEWSMEN.

Now ready, Gratis, and Postage free,

A LIST OF SURPLUS COPIES OF RECENT WORKS
WITHDRAWN FROM MUPIE'S SELECT LIBRARY,

AND OFFERED AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES FOR CASH.

A List of the New and

ALSO,

Choice Books at present in Circulation.

CHARLES EDWARD MUDIE, 510, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON
AND 76, CROSS STREET, MANCHESTER.

This day is published, price 55.,

"POLIA ORCHIDACEA. Parts VI. and VII., com-
-* pleting the First Volume, containing Oncidium, Calanthe,
Limatodis, and Geodorum.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5*. 6d.

T> U R A L CHEMISTRY.
-a-*' By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.
Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England

;

Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of Loudon :

Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon. E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscombe, &c, &c.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

i

f

Price 3d. each, or 5s. for 25 copies for distribution anions Cottage
Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post-office order
being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office of
the Gardener's Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the
country who desire it can have two copies sent bv post for
one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition
to the cost of the numbers.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
OPERATIONS. By Sir Joseph Paxtok, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle. Upwards of
* 100,000 have already been sold.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price 5?. 6d. cloth,

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED,QRNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY
;^-^ Their History and Management.

|
By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A.,

Rector of Intwood with Keswick.
Post-office orders to be made payable to James Matthews,

I
-5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London.

it Just puhhshed, post 8vo, cloth, 10s. 6d.,

"INGESTION and its DERANGEMENTS. By-*S T. K. Chambers, M.D., Physician to St. Mary's Hospital,
and Lecturer on Medicine at St. Mary's Medical School.

London: John Churchill,JNj»wJ3urlington_Street.
Just published, with Plates, Second Issue, price 2s. 6d., by post, 3s.,

~ T AND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
;i _I_J a Paper read before the London Farmers' Club, with con-

siderable additions. By J. Bailey Denton, F.G.S., Assoc. Inst.
*' C.E., Engineer to the General Land Drainage Company.

I „
L
S
nd
2
n:

i,

jAMM ******* 1 69> Piccadilly ; and to be had of
all Booksellers.

1

MARK YOUR LINEN.
'X'HE PEN SUPERSEDED.—The most easy, per-
A- manent, and best method of marking Linen. Silk, Cotton,
Coarse Towels, Stockings, Books, or anvthing else, is with thePATENT ELECTRO-SILVER PLATES. By means of this
novel invention a thousand articles can be marked in ten minutes.
Any person can easily use them. Initial Plate, Is.: Name Plate,
2s.; Set of Numbers, 2s. ; Crest Plate, 5s. Sent free to any part
of the kingdom (on receipt of stamps), by the inventor and sole
patentee, T. Cdlleton, Heraldic Engraver to the Queen and
Royal Family, 2, Long Acre, one door from St. Martin' Lane.

PENDERS, STOVES, ANbHWRMRON&Z-
J- Buyers of the above are requested, before finally deciding
to visit William S. Burton's SHOW ROOMS. They con-
tain such an assortment of FENDERS. STOVES, RANGES
FIRE-IRONS, and GENERAL IRONMONGERY as cannot be
approached elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beauty of
design, or exquisiteness of workmanship. Bright stoves, with
bronzed ornaments and two sets of bars. 21. 14s. to 5/. 10s. ; ditto,
with ormolu ornaments and two sets of bars, 51. 10s. to 12/. 12s.

;

Bronzed Fenders complete, with standards, from 7s. to 3/.; Steel
Fenders, from 21. 15s. to 61.; ditto, with rich ormolu ornaments,
from 21. 15s. to 71. 7s.; Fire-irons from Is. 9d. the set to 41. 4*.
Sylvester and all other Patent Stoves, with radiating hearth plates.
All which he is enabled to sell at these very reduced charges.
1st,—From the frequency and extent of his purchases : and
2dly,—From those purchases being made exclusively for cash.

rT'HE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER.—
-L The real NICKEL SiLVER, introduced 20 years ago by
William S. Burton, when PLATED by the patent process of
Messrs. Elkington & Co., is beyond all comparison the very be-r
article next to sterling silver that can be employed as such.either
usefully or ornamentally, as by no possible test can it be dis-
tinguished from real silver.

Tea Spoons, per dozen
Dessert Forks
Dessert Spoons
Table Forks
Table Spoons

V
IT

• •

- - -

• • •

• • •

• - •

• i

«

- • i

• •

Fiddle
Pattern.

. 18s. .

, 30s. .

30s. .

40s. .

40s.

Thread or
Brunswick King's
Pattern. Pattern.

. 26s. ... 32s.

. 40s. ... 46s.

. 42s. ... 48s.
. 56s. ... 64s.

58s. ... ('»'>..

^A
Now ready, price 6d. ; free bv post, 8rf,

PROPOSAL FOR A GENERAL ACT OFPARLIAMENT to enable Owners of Settled and Limited
Estates to raise and expend money in their Improvement, upon

A*he security of the Estates themselves. A Letter to the Earl of
_ tssex, by Chas. F. Humbert, Land Agent, Watford, Herts,
ti Piper, Stephenson, & Spbnce, 23, Paternoster Row, London

Tea and Coffee Sets, Waiters, Candlesticks. See., at proportionate
prices. All kinds of re-plating done by the patent process.

CHEMICALLY PURE NICKEL NOT PLATED.
m ^ o ,

Fiddle. Thread. King's.
Table Spoons and Forks, full size, per doz.12s. ... 28s. 30s
Dessert ditto and ditto „ 10s. ... 21s. ..." 25s.
Tead,tt0 „ 5s. ... lis. ... 12s.

T AMPS OF ALL SORTS AND PATTERNS.-
-L-> William S. Burton invites attention to his season's SHOW
of LAMPS. It embraces the Moderateur (the best Parisian
specimens of which have been carefully culled), Argand, Solar,
Camphine, Palmer's Magnum, and other lamps for candles; and
comprises an assortment which, considered either as to extent
price, or pattern, is perfectly unrivalled

.

Pure Colza Oil, 5s. 6d. per gallon.
Palmer's Candles, lOd. and lOJd. per lb.
Patent Camphine, 4s. per gallon.

DWARF ROSES ON THE MANETTI.
GEORGE CLARK R begs to offer his unrivalled

stock of DWARF ROSES (6-inch stems, budded on the
Manetti'. consisting of all tic leading kinds of Hybrid Per-
petuate, Bourbons, &c, at 12*. per dozen; very superior, 18s •

fine strong plants, and beautiful fibrous roots, well adapted for
pot culture, or forming beds in the flower garden.
G. C. respectfully solicits an inspection or trial of the above

which would doubtless clear away the prejudice which now exists
with many towards this truly valuable stock the Manetti.

Standard Roses, in 12 distinct varieties. IS*, to 2 is. per dozen :
Climbing and Pillar Roses, fine strong plants, 12s. per dozen :

Dwarfs in pots, on their own roots; also the late new French
Roses.

N.B. Where two dozen or more are ordered, plants in p:
tion will be added to compensate for distant carriage.

Straatham Place Nursery, Brixton Hill, Surrey.

CUCUMBERS — CUCUMBERS.
PDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and
*-^ Florist, begs to offer the following: fine varieties, which
having been thoroughly proved havn given the greatest satisfaction
to growers generally. The h.-st and most productive varieties tor
winter cultivation are as follows :—General Canrobert, 2s. 6d. per
packet, very hardy and free setter, always growing one equal
size from stem to point ; will keep well for many days after it is
cut. Captivation. 2s. 6rf. par packet. Gordon's White Spine Is.
per packet. Lord Kenyon's (true), 2s. 6d. per packet; a most
useful variety. I have seen more than a dozen varieties under
the above name, but not one has been the true sort as sent out
bv me. First-rate varieties for summer growing and exhibition
Sir Colin Campbell, 2s. Gd., one of the finest black spine Cncura-
l>ers ewr yet sent out, meal productive, and verv handsome
length from 20 to 28 inches, well proportioned in size from stem
to point. Phenomenon, is. 6U per packet, a most excellent
variety, the true kind being very scarce, as it is verv ran- that it
ever produces seed. Ipswich Standard, a verv fine Cucumber for
exhibition, 2s. per packet. Three packets of any of those marked
2s. 6d. for 6s.

All the following fine old varieties true. Is. per packet:—Vic-
tory of Bath, Hunter's Prolific. Mills' Jewess, Cheltenham Sur-
prise, Manchester Prize, Sion House, Cuthill's Black Spine,
Incomparable, Conqueror of the West. Godfrey's Black Spine
Allen's Victory, Lynch's Star of the West.
MELONS,—The best in cultivation at Is. per packet:—

Golden Drop, Golden Perfection, Golden Ball. Gulden Kin-'
Windsor Prize, Scarlet Flesh, Scarlet King ditto, Green Flesh
varieties, Bromham Hall, Incomparable, Bailey's Green Flesh,
Blackhall's ditto, Camerton Court, Bowhood, Beechwood, Gordon
Castle, Emperor, Trentham Hybrid, Hampton Court, Chichester
Prize, Fleming's Hybrid Cashmere.
Any three of the packets of either Cucumbers or Melons priced

at Is. per packet will be served for 2s. 6d. the three packets.
PRIMULA SINENSIS, saved from all the best coloured

fimbriated varieties, Is. 6d. per packet.
DIGITALIS, or FOXGLOVE SEED, saved from 20 of the

most superb striped and spotted varieties, Is. per packet
HOLLYHOCK BEEP, saved from all the best varieties in

cultivation, Is. per packet; if required a packet containing 21
distinct sorts, all to name, will be sent for 5s.
Unequalled quilled GERMAN ASTER. Is. per packet.
FRENCH ASTER, or P.EONIFLORA TRLFFAUT.

about 20 of the most striking varieties. Is. per packet.
CINERARIA SEED, saved from all the best named

varieties, Is. per packet.
BALSAM SEED, saved from the most superb distinct

varieties, Is. per packet.
Very superior DWARF LARKSPUR, 6d. per packet.
A remittance must accompany every order by cash or penny

postage stamps, when the whole or any part (as the case msy bel
will bt» immediately forwarded.
EDWARD TILEY, NuRSnmrair, Seedsman- and Flobtst

14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.

pOR THE BENEFIT OF SUFFERING
-a HUMANITY.—A retired gentleman having cured him-
self of Deafness, Defect of Sight, and General Debility, after
suffering upwards of 25 years, thinks it his duty to make the
remedy known for the benefit of the afflicted; he will therefore
forward the particulars for the cure of the same on receipt of a
stamped envelope properly directed.—Address Rev. J. Johy-
STOXK, 1. Park Terrare. Tlpavitree. Exeter, Devonshire.

DEBILITY AND NERVOUSNESS— Encourage-x-' ment to those in despair, and suffering from debilitv, sper-
matorrhoea, relaxation, nervousness, and exhaustion 'of the
system. Advice and prescriptions, with a treatise on these dis-
eases, for a successful course of self-treatment, by which a per-
manent cure of the most protracted case is effected, sent post free
upon receipt of 14 postage stamps, and symptoms, by E.J.
Roberts (late Army), Surgeon, 9. North Terrace, Moor Edge,
N e wcastle-upon-Tyne

.

TO BE LET, a NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS.
-*• —John Young begs to sav that he is desirous of treating
with a Tenant for his Nursery Ground, which he is at present
occupying himself, and which offers an eligible opportunity to
any one wishing to enter on the business. The Stock is light,
and the quantity of Land may be made to suit the convenience
of the Tenant—For further particulars, apply to John Young,
Elm Cottage, Taunton.

T

INI
R MECHPS NEW SHOW ROOM, at his VIw.

ftri««h?
nd Establishment, No. 112, Regent Street, extending toIKHaashouse Street, is now completed, and is furnished with the

,> newest and most approved designs of Electro-Plated DINNER
vlR's

a
Tn

C^TF|EiERVICES
'
LIQUOR FRAMES, SAL^

JiJf'
T
nf
A
J
T
*k
RA

S
KS

'
spOONS, FORKS, &c. Also 'a large

f,° ?c
e
c
nt ?Jtoe best London and Sheffield-made TABLEjKNIVES.—112, Regent Street, London .

]\/I ETCALFE and CO.'S NEW PATTERN TOOTH
qivR^

R
A
Ll^Kp¥«ET5^TING HAIR BRUSHES, ANDSMYRNA SPONGES.-The Tooth Brush performs the highly.

important office of searching thoroughly into the divisions andId^singm the most extraordinary manner-hairs never come

*K!ShJ6? ifij P^f"""* Hair Brushes, with durable un-
bleached Russian bristles, which will not soften like common
itS ™ ImTn* *l™ e S,

enHine "nbleached Smyrna Sponge,with every description of British and Foreign Perfumery at

-oXSPi"'
B
,

IS"°LEY
A
&
fX? ?17

Establishment, 130 eSsi^Oxford Street, second and third doors west from Holies Street
Caution.—Beware of the word "from" Metcalfe's adonted bv

;ty
BQme houses. Metcalfe's Alkaline Tooth Powdei 2s'. ££Tox

7

UOLLOWAY'S 01NTMENT--ANirTlLLS
>

:BAD ffi^S1^ REMEDIES FOR THE CURE OFBAD LEGS.-Mr. Allison, of Bowling, states in a letter to MrLmpleby, Druggist, of Bradford, that after a severe cold caueht
t9

test winter-hia legs began to swell, and ultimately sores broke
> out on each, tor the cure of which he tried a variety of remediesinthout avail, until he used Holloway's Pills and Ointment-Jmd he says that it was perfectly astonishing to see the effects

*ir
e8

t.i
W0
^derful medicine3 bad on his legs, as both were very

i~T^ y bealed.— Sold by all medicine vendors throughout the
f»«d ;

at Professor Holloway's Establishments, 244, Strand
li
.;Loadon and 80, Maiden Lane, New York; by aTstampa
-oastantinople

: A. Godicy, Smyrna; and E. Mum, Malta.

I)^^^!ir!«*!^f!2L2?'f??5^^U™ m
.
^^^LP^LLING HOUSE, SEEDSHOP, 10 "gREEN-

most recherche patterns. Tin dish covers, 6s. 6d. the set of six
;

block tin, 125. 3d. to 28s. 9d. the set of six ; elegant modern'
patterns, 34s. to 58s. 6d. the set ; Britannia metal, with or with-
out silver plated handles, 76/. 6d. to 110s. 6d. the set: Sheffield
plated, 10*. to 16i. 10s. the set ; block tin hot-water dishes, with
wells tor gravy, 12s. to 3Cs.; Britannia metal, 22s. to 77s. ; electro-
plated on nickel, full size, 11J. lis.

The alterations and additions to these very extensive premises
(already by far the largest in Europe), which have occupied the
whole year, are now nearly completed. They are of such a
character that the entire of EIGHT HOUSES is now devoted

T^t
r-
e
,il8play of the most magnificent stock of GENERALHOLsE IRONMONGERY (including Cutlery, Nickel Silver,

Plated, and Japanned Wares, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and
Bedding), arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms, so as to afford
to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that can-
not be hoped for elsewhere.

Catalogues, with engravings, sent (per post) free.
39 Oxford Street; 1, 1a, 2, and 3, Newman Street; and 4,5,and 6, Perry's Place. Established a .p. 1820.

pLOSE OF HOLIDAYS—The return of youth tov> their respective Boarding-Schools induces a solicitude from

7 paS 'vS*^^ 1116 '1 P6™41 comfo" and attraction,
and ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL, for accelerating the

?-
r(

lVv^?t>
im

?
r0V,

.

ng and beautifying the hair, ROWLANDS'KALI DOR, for improving the skin and complexion, and
removing cutaneous eruptions, and ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or
Pearl Dentnfice, tor rendering the teeth beautifully white, and
preserving the gums, are considered indispensable' accoropani
ments for the attainment of those Personal Advantages so univer-
sally sought for and admired. Beware of spurious imitations. The
only genuine of each bears the name of " Rowlands" precedin
that of the article on the wrapper or label.—Sold by A. Rowland
& Sons, 20, Hatton Garden, London; and by Chemists and
Perfumers.

pact

HOUSES, PITS, and FRAMES.—Apply to H. F., 5, lfield
Terrace, Lansdowne Grove, Stoekwell.

I _„__
Land, with House, Barns, Sheds, and" other Outbuildings; situ-
ated 6i miles from Worcester aud 2£ miles from Droitwich.— For
particulars apply to Mr. Rd. Smith, Nurseryman, St. John's,
Worcester.

P̂ U R £ |Tr El> DORKINGS.
'yO BE SOLD, 50 HENS, bred in the Spring of
*- 1851 and 1S55.—For price and particulars apply to Mr.

Johx Coates, Escrick, York. ^^
TO MARKET GARDENERS.

TO BE SOLD, about Eight Acres of varions
GROWING CROPS, including young Fruit Trees and

Flower Roots, and the usual produce of a market garden, on the
land adjoining the Gravesend Railway Station, belonging to the
Southwark Metropolitan and Provincial Freehold Land and
House Society. Time allowed for the crops to mature and be
removed.—Tenders to be sent in on Monday, the 14th inst., before
6 o'clock to the- Secretary Mr. Brett, 4, Wellington Chambers,
London Bridge .

IMPORTANT SALE OF DK1ED PLANTS.
"

R. J. C. STEVENS has received instructions to
iVA Sell by Auction, at his Great Room, 38, King Street,
Covent Garden, on TUESDAY, 29th January, at i o'clock
precisely, all the VALUABLE COLLECTIONS OF DRIED
PLANTS, which have been formed by the Travellers emploved
by the Horticultural Society of London during the last 40 years.
The Herbaria consist of the collections formed by Douglass,
Hartweg, Fortune, Forbes, Geo. Don, Parkes, Potts, and others,
in North America, Mexico, Peru, Brazil, Chili, and other parts of
the globe.—Catalogues may be had by enclosiag a stamped
directed envelope to Mr. J. C. Stevens, 38> King Street
Covent Garden.

M
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

JAMES CAETER & Co., SEEDSMEN,
238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON,

p ONTINUE

hitherto
should
FLORICULTURAL, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknowledged to be the best published, will be forwarded

free of charge and post paid upon application.

JAMES CARTER & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

FLOWER AND

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SON'S
CATALOGUES

Of the above, containing all the novelties of the season (with a full-sized Engraving of the new Chinese Potato

DIOSCOREA BATATAS), is now ready, and can be had gratis on application.

tains upwards of 1500 varieties of FLOWER SEEDS, the whole of which are systematically arranged under their

assifications, such as Hardy, Half Hardy, and Tender Annuals; Biennials, Perennials, Alpine, or Rock Plants, with a
It con

different classifications,

very
he
able -

wise, will have it forwarded to them free, on applying by letter, stating their address, ice.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son beg to announce that the following NEW PLANTS will be sent out by them during the

spring and autumn, the prices and full descriptions of which, with the names of the raisers and other particulars, will be found at

the end of the above Catalogue.

Ardisia Sieboldi
Camellia Jenny Lind
Geranium Fairy Nymph

Mountain of Snow
Countess of Bective
Lady Turner
Indispensable
Lady Smythe
Aurora
Duchess of Kent
Mr. Law ton
Bridal Ring

Echites Houteana
Aralia Sieboldi
Begonia picta

Cicnabarina hybruTa
Zanthina argentea

Calceolaria Rosy Morn
Shirley
Little Dorrit
Ethel Newcome
Don Saturnino
General Pelissier

Don Francisco

if

99

1!

V

99

99

It

79

99

ft

M
H

It

99

tt

Dianthus albo-nigricans
Delphinium delicatum

„ Belle Alliance

g
Mrs- Gerard Leigh

Rhododendron Mrs. Dargan
Countess of Rosslyn
Earl of Burlington
Lord Bolingbroke
Duchess of Cleveland

,

,

Duke ofHamilton
Verbena Lady Camoys

Mrs. Archer Clive
Lady Kerrison
Viscountess Emlyn
Nosegay
Countess of Oxford
Mrs. Hosier Williams
Moonlight
Imperialis
La Stella

Lady Harcourt
Countess of Dunmore
purpurea magnifica

Azalea Bride

„ Louis Napoleon

Fuchsia Emperor Napoleon
Venus de Medici
Donna Joaquina
Countess of Burlington
Volcano di Aqua
Charlemagne
Ranunculscflora

99

99

tf

JJ

99

It

99

99

ft

:»

99

)t

tt

ft

ft

IT

J9

99

99

99

Gynerium argenteum

Gloxinia Jacqueline
Ferdinand
Caterina
Battista
Bletso

Potentilla coccinea flore-pleno

„ grandi flora raaculata

„ lutea flore-pleno

Epacris Mrs. Pirn
Princess Roval
Lady Panmure
Carminata
Lady Alice Peel
Viscountess Hill
Lucifer

19

99

)9

General Canrobert

N.B. Tfte above List of New Plants, with descriptions, will he forwarded to the TRADE in a few days.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.
-

NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS.

JAMES CHARTRES and CO. beg to announce that

their unrivalled Stock of SEEDS is now arranged, and com-

prises every novelty of the season. Catalogues may be had on

application.

Seed "Warehouse, 74, King "William Street, City, London.

TO M ELON G ROWERS.
MONRO'S CRYSTAL PALACE HERO, and

MONRO'S GOLDEN GAGE MELONS, which gained

the two first prizes in June last at the Crystal Palace Exhibition,

the "Hero" the first prize for the heaviest Persian Hybrid

Melon, the "Golden Gage" the first prize for the best flavoured

Melon; both of which prizes were awarded to J. Monro,

Colney House, St. Alban's. Two seeds of each sort taken from

the same fruits which gained the prizes, with a packet of

12 seeds of other first-rate sorts, for 2s. 6i. To the trade

12 packets for 11.—May be had by applying to W. F. Erwood,
Salesman, 13, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden. London.

OWLING'S PLUMS.—These three varieties of

New PLUMS having fully sustained the character that

was given them by gentlemen and growers that have fruited

them this season, H. Dowling can confidently recommend them

as the most Prolific, Hardy, and high Flavoured of any in

cultivation. . .

Good Strong Trees can be had from the grower at very low

prices; from Mr.CnARr.Ks Titrnkr, Royal Nurseries, Slough; or

Mr. Henderson, Pine-apple Place, London.

Southampton, January 12.

OSEPH EVANS, Nurseryman, London Road,

Cheltenham, returns his grateful acknowledgments to the

nobility gentry, and public for the liberal support he has expe-

rienced during the last 81 years, and begs to inform them that he

has retired in favour of his Son-in-law, CHARLES BURGESS,
on whose account he respectfully solicits a continuance of those

favours so long accorded to himself.—Jan. 12.

C1HARLES BURGESS, Nurseryman, London Road,
J Cheltenham, having succeeded to the Business and Stock

in Trade of every description of his Father-in-law, Mr. Joseph

Evans, humbly solicits a continuance of those favours so long

enjoyed by his predecessor, and hopes that the fact of his

having assisted in conducting the above business for the last

16 years will be favourablv received as a guarantee that all

orders addressed to him as above will be promptly executed, and

ever have his most grateful and assiduous attention.—Jan. 12.

A'
VKRSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent (Bel-

• gium), begs to offer a NEW BIOTA, which is quite

distinct from the others, and is warranted particularly hardy.

BIOTA MELDENSI3, good plants £115

„
' „ very strong 2 10

This fine Coniferous plant will be shortly figured in Yer-

schaffelt's " Illustration Horticole."

A. V. also directs attention to his Journal L'ILLUSTRA-
TION HORTICOLE, which is one of the best Floricultural

works on the Continent. The last Number (12th Number of the

second Vol.) is out, and contains :

—

1. Genetyllis tulipifera.

2. Rose Perpetual Panacbee d'Orleans.

3. Clematis campaniflora.
4. Dion ednle (fruits of).

f». Dion edule (site in its natural country).

The Wovk can be seen and obtained of his Agent, Mr.R.Silbf.brad,

h, Haip Lfcse, Great Tower Street, London. Price 12?. a year.

AJEW STRIPED ROSE, MADAME DESIRE
1^ GIRAUD (Van Houtte), Perp£tuelle, hybride remontante,

white striped with pink, carmine, and maroon. Price 4s.—Apply to

Mr. R. Silberrad. Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London. Also,

RHODODENDRON PELARGONI^EFLORUM (Delmotte),
hybrid between a Rhododendron maximum aud a Ghent Azalea,

exceedinglv pretty. Hardy. 21$.

LYCHNIS SIEBOLDI (Van Houtte), quite hardy Japan
perennial, large white flowers, in corymbs, form and flowers of

the Lychnis Coronaria, but twice larger. Is. Gd.

The Trade supplied.

TO GENTLEMEN ENGAGED IN PLANTING,
AND TO NURSERYMEN.

STEPHEN SHILLING begs to offer good Trans-
planted PLANTS and TREES of the following at very low

prices, when a quantity of either sort arc taken :

—

3,000 Arbor-vita?, 3 to 7 feet.

10,000 Spruce Firs, 4 to 10 feet.

10,000 Tree Box, 2 to 5 feet.

1,000 Limes, 6 to 10 feet.

The whole of the above are we

1,000 Horse Chesnuts, S to 12 ft
5,000 Beech, 6 to 10 feet.

15,000 Rhododendron Ponticum,
in variety, 1£ to 4 feet.

1 worthy of attention, being good

in quality, the Evergreens of good healthy colour and bushy.
All applications will have immediate attention.

North "Warnborough Nursery, near Odiham, Hants, 2\ miles

from Winchfield Station, South Western Railway.—-Jan. 12.

SUPERB DWARF BUDDED AND DWARF STANDARD
HYBRID PERPETUAL AND OTHER ROSES.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON respectfully invite

attention to their fine stock of the above, which they are

offering as under :— Per dozen.

DWARF BUDDED ROSES 12s. to ISs.

DWARF STANDARD DO 18*. to 24*.

New Hybrid Perpetual Rose DUCHESS OF NORFOLK,
bright vivid crimson, Standards or Dwarfs, Zs.Gd. each, with a

liberal discount to the Trade if six or more plants are ordered.

ROSES on 6-inch stems, established in 6-inch pots, for forcing,

exhibition, or greenhouse culture, 24s. per dozen.
Catalogues gratis on application.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

CONIFER/E.
WILLIAM WOOD and SON having a good stock of

well grown plants of the following are desirous of offering

them at reduced prices, particulars of which will be furnished on

application.
Cedrus Deodara, 3 and 4 feet.

Cupressus Goveniana. 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Libocedrus chilensis, H, 2, and 3 feet. [3 feet.

Cupressus funebris, remarkably fine and bushy, H,2,and
Cedrus africanus, 2 and 3 feet.

Juniperus recurva, 3 and 4 feet.

squamata, 2 and 3 feet.

Wittmaniana, 2 and 3 feet.

Cryptomeria japonica, splendid plants, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Taxodinm sempervirens, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Thuja aurea, nice bushes, 1 foot.

Pinus excelsa, very fine, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet. [IS inches.

Cupressus thyoide3 variegatis, Gold-striped Cedar, 9 to

n
ericoides, very bushy, 15 inches.

Common Yews, 2, 3, 4, and 6 feet.

Irish Yews, very fine, 3, 4, and 6 feet.

Portugal Laurels, bushy, 2, 3, 4, and 6 feet.

Do. do., standards, with splendid large heads, 4 and 6 feet.

The above have been regularly transplanted every season, and

will remove with perfect safety.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

»»

PEARS CRAFTED ON THE QUINCE AS PYRAMIDAL
SHAPED TREES.

J and J. FRASER beg to announce that their
• Priced List of the above is now published, and may be had

post free on application.

J. & J. F. have sold a large number of these Trees for the last

three years, and have received numerous letters from gentlemen
in the country speaking in very high terms of their productive-

ness. They can therefore recommend them with greater confi-

dence to the notice of their friends and the public in general.
Lea Bridge Road. Essex.

GARDEN SEEDS SENT CARRIAGE FREE BY
TT/ILLIAM E. RENDLE and CO., Seed Mer-
\ chants, Plymouth, according to the following

scale :

—

All orders above £1 will he sent carriage free to

any Railway Station between Plymouth and Paddington.

All orders above £2 will be sent carriage free to any

Station on the Broad Guage Railways, to any market

town in Devon and Cornwall, or to Cork, Dublin, and

Liverpool by Steamers.

All orders above £5 will be sent free of carriage to any

Railway Station in England and Wales, and to any

Port in England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland.

For further particulars see " Rendle's Price Current in
Garden Directorv," to be obtained from Wm. E. Kexdle & Co,
Seed Merchants and Seed Growers, Plymouth, Devonshire.

XT E VV EARLY MARROW PEAS.
-L^1 Harrison's Glory (blue) & Harrison's Perfection (white.)

—These extraordinary Peas, which are nearly similar in habit,

are as early as Double-blossomed Frame, about 3 feet in height,

full of large pods which cluster from the bottom to the top of the

haulm, and are equal in flavour to Knight's Marrow. Samples of

the haulm may be s?en at the following firms in London, of whom
they can be had, in quart packets at 5s. each :

—

Batt, Rutley, & Silverlock, 412, Strand.

Beck, Henderson, & Child, Middle Wharf, AdelphL
Hurst & M' Mullen, 6, Leadenhall Street.

Minier, Nash, & Nash, 63, Strand.

Noble, Cooper, &. Bolton, 152, Fleet Street.

Jacob Wrench & Sons, 39, King William Street, City.

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
To Noblemen and Gentlemen Planting New Pleasure
Grounds, ob Improving Parks or Drives, and to Com-

panies Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries.

\\T SKIRVING begs to offer his extensive Stock ofW • TREES and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either

for immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where

smaller sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition

to his general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrubs,

which is allowed to be the most extensive in England, he thia

season offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most

valuable Trees lately introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRI-
CATA and CEDRUS DEODARA, of various sizes, from 1 to 6 ft.

W. S. invites any one wanting considerable quantities of

Specimen Trees and Shrubs to inspect his collection and obtain

prices on the spot, as the mere height of such trees (as quoted in

lists) gives no idea of the value of well grown select plants for

choice situations.

N.B. A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped

plants of the Araucaria imbricata and Cedrus Deodara have been

grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great dis-

tances in this country, or to any part abroad. i

Priced Lists will be sent on application.

MESSRS. J. and H. BROWN offer the following

CHOICE PLANTS, which they will forward to any part.

25 Azaleas, new hardy Belgian varieties, one of a sort, by *. d.

name, on their own roots 20

25 Azaleas, American varieties, do. do 16

Hardy Heaths, Ledums, and Kalmias, per dozen ... 6

25 Hardy American Plants, one of a sort, by name ... 10

12 Rhododendrons, including scarlet, white, and rose ... 12

Fine hardy scarlet Rhododendrons, 1 to 2 feet, per dozen 15

New yellow Rhododendrons, in pots, each ... 3s. Gd. to 5

Cedar of Lebanon, 2 to 3 feet, well grown, per doz., 12*. to IS

Cedrus Deodara, and other choice Conifer® (see List).

6 Fine hardy Magnolias, one of a sort 10

50 Dwarf Roses, two of a sort, on own roots 15

Fine Climbing Roses, per dozen 6

Greenhouse Azaleas, best new vars., per dozen... 125. to IS

Camellias, fine sorts, well set with buds, per dozen

50 Choice Greenhouse Plants, one of a sort

12 Oichidea Plants, one of a sort, fine species

Fine Pampas Grass, each, 3s. Gd.; or, per dozen

6 new sorts Mimulus, very fine early flowering .,

Cinerarias, fine sorts, to flower early, per dozen

Fine New Double White.Pink and Blush Paeonys, p. doz.

New Conservatories and Gardens furnished in any part

of the kingdom on very reasonable terms.

FRUIT TREES.
Fine standard and dwarf-trained Apricots, Penches,

Nectarines, Pears, Plums, and Cherries, 35. each, or,

per dozen ... ... ... ••• •• ••• ••

Fine Apples, Figs, Medlars, Quinces, and Walnuts, each

Fine Gooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries, per doz.

Filberts, new, thin shelled, and red skinned, per dozen

Strong Vines from eyes, and layers in pots, per dozen...

Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, and Cherries, grown for

pot culture, per dozen ••

A large stock of fine Transplanted Scotch, Larch, and

Spruce Firs, also Evergreen Shrubs of all kinds.

Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London, Jamlg.

IVE HUNDRED BUSHELS OF POTATO!
TO THE ACRE.—This enormous crop was grown Ja»

vear by a gentleman in Surrey, and out of which there were on J

five bushels diseased ; nearly all the quantity were larSe"8
!fj

some weighing 2 lbs. and 1 oz., and not above three busneis

Chats out of the whole. This Potato was originally *earea

Scotland, and is called by the grower the Scottish Champion,,

wj

has again proved to have surpassed all other sorts, DOlu
w

quantity, quality, and freedom from disease, as will be seen /

the testimonials. . u
The price is 21. 2s., inclusive of the sack of three jusaw

delivered free at the South Western Railway Station in Lonao •

—Apply bv letter, post-paid, to Mr. William Gowland,

Crooked Lane, London Bridge, London ; or to Tnos. B. Atkj>»- •

Seedsman, 64, High Street, Worcester, where further testimony

can be obtained.

All orders must be accompanied by a remittance.

" Sir,—In answer to yours respecting the Scottish Chainp»

Potato, I beg to say it is quite equal in flavour to the i

Regent, is very productive, boils very white and mealy. 1" ^
of the sixty-seven varieties of Potatoes grown by me in tne^

t t • • * #

W 9 •
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of experiment this season I consider it the best, and shall P
j

it for my next general crop.—Your obedient servant. . |

"Edward Bennett, Gr. to Sir Ottley Wakeman, Barn

u Perdiswell Hall, Worcester." ^

Printed by Wuj.nn Bbadbubt, of No. 13, Lppw Wo]TOJ?
8
tofc 2

Frfdkhick Mlllktt EvAW»..of No. 20. Queen's Road, »***> ^i*
ihr Parish of St. Pancras. and in the County of MUdl«eX. rn

n
(

the Editob.—Satubdat, January 22, 1S36.
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Arrangements have been
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R

• VT TUTION.— At a General Meeting of the Members held on

C: Wednesday the 16th inst. for the election of Three Pensioners,
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the following was the result of the Ballot

:

CANDIDATES.

Name. Application.

Mt

• * t

* # •

t * »

• • f

*

• **

* ft *

0*

John Blacke ...

William Thacker
Chjjb&xb Charlton
Joseph Jeffrey

,

Johx Kent
George Kidd
John Lawsoh
James Smith
Ann Arnold
Frederick L. Burnet
William Dcngate ..

Alexander Gregory
William Jackson
John Davy
Mary Anne Farqsharson
Elizabeth Pope

• t i

• •

* • •

i • *

• * *

« > *

* f *

« * *

* •>

Sixth
Sixth
Fifth
Fifth
Fifth
Fifth
Fourth
Fourth
Third
Third
Third
Third
Second
First
First
First

Age.

81

6S
71
83
73
70
77
70
64
54
70
63
67
69
69
70

Votes.

605
61
316
142
576
634
52
55
238
258
62
523
49
57
53
64

every article, will be sent gratis and post free to any

address. Also,

SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE. Published by Losgmax,

Paternoster Row. Price 6d., or free by post Id., in penny stamps.

Sutton & Soxs, Seed Growers and Merchants. Reading. __

ENDLE'S PRICE CURRENT and GARDEN
___ DIRECTORY for 1856 can now he obtained

from the undersigned, or through any Bookseller in town

or covntry. Price Gel., free by post.

For the Contents of this popular Work, see Gardeners" Chronicle

December 29th.

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

Establ ished 1786. _____

C. WHEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED
LIST for this Seaso.i will be published in a few

days, and may be had gratis on application.

J. C. Wheeler _ Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Glouces ter.

SEEDS, THE FINEST IN CULTIVATION.

BASS and BROWN'S 25th Annual Edition of their

SEED CATALOGUE supplied on application.

It contains everything whidi may be desired of tie

choicest new and other Vegetable and Flower Seeds, superb

imported German Seeds, also Lists of splendid Bulbs and

Boots for spring planting.

Catalogues for the season complete by the present time for

three peimy stamps.
Seed and Horticultural Establishment. Sudbury. Suffolk.

G. WAITE'S CATALOGUE is now ready, and
* can be had on application.

Seed Establishment, 1.1. High llolborn, London.

TJETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen, Nursery-
I mar. and Wood Foresters to the Queen's Most Excellent

Majesty: and to the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scot-

land, Edinburgh, and London.

Peter Lawson & Sun beg to intimate that thPir Prices, ISts

of Seeds, Plants, &c, for the present season are in course of Pub-

lication, and will be sent free by P<*t on application.

7, Great George Street. Westminster.

k^> made by ttic unaersignedf
orders for WALES. Seeds can be forwarded from
Bristol direct by Steamer, or by the South Wales Rail'

wan, via Gloucester.

William E. Rendi.e & Co., Seed Merchants and Seed Growers,

Plymouth, Devonshire.

f^\ AKDEN SEEDS FOR IRELAND.—Plymouth

\ Tis situated in close proximity with CORK, DUBLIN,
BELFAST, and LIMERICK, and Steamers call evci'y

week at the Great Western Docks, so that purchasers in

our sister country will find their orders edtended to with

promptness and despatch, on application to

William E Rkvdli & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth .

DIRECT COMMUNICATION BETWEEN
GLOUCESTER AND DUBLIN.—By means of

sailing vessels which regularly leave this port for Dublin,

we are enabled to deliver our Seeds Carnage Free to that

City, whence they can be at once forwarded to all parts

of Irelard.
J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Gloucester.

'l^HE READING UNION is very superior to the

X sort called White Spanish, which is usually supplied

for it.

Sutton & Sons, Reading, Berks, can supply genuine Seed at

moderate price, according to quantity required^

M
TO THE WHOLESALE SEED TRADE.

The Meeting then declared George Kidd, John Blacke, and

John Kent, as having the greatest number of votes, duly elected
' '• Pensioners of this Charity. E. R. Cutler, Sec.

NEW DAHLIAS, ETC.
/CHARLES TURNER bens to state
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14, Tavistock Ro~, Covent Garr

ROYAL BENEVOLENT
y~ INSTITUTION.—John Kent returns his most grateful

thanks to those kind friends who have so liberally supported

him to a successful issue, and heartily wishes prosperity to the

Institution.

ROYAL GARDENERS1 BENEVOLENT INSTI-
TUTION.—The Friends of GEORGE KIDD and JOHN

BLACKE beg to offer their most sincere thanks to those ladies

and gentlemen who kindly assisted them with their Votes and
Interest, and are most happy to inform them that these poor

men were this day elected pensioners upon the funds of this most
excellent charity.—Jan. 16.

I L L I A M B A R R A T T,
LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved
principles.

'«* An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shrubs*
Evergreens, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.

ON, and GOAD beg respect-

, — — *...-., -leir Premises are now open, and
orders will be thanktnlly received and promptly executed. Their
Catalogues are published, and will be forwarded gratis on appli-
cation.—82, Bishopsgate Street Within, Jan. 19^

SEE

I OHN DOBSON and SON will be happy to

O their NEW CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE

w

F

POTATO P. S

s '/-_^__w-
__/ «T %* +f

-------

very true and free from disease. Prices, <S:c.,will be sent

post free on application.

RED BEET S E fS
EDWARD SANG and SONS, Nurserymen and

Seedssikx, Kirkcaldy, beg to offer to the Trade RED BEET
SEED of their own raising from carefully selected full-grown
roots. The sort is very superior, producing well-shaped medium-
sized roots of remarkably fine quality and colour. Prices on
application.—Kirkcaldy, Jan. 19

!

ST~R O N C OAKS.
MESSRS. Land J. GAITSKELL, Nurserymen and

Seeossikn, Whitehaven, have for Sale a fine stock of the
above, 1_ to 4 feet high. Prices on application.

ANTED in the Trade, about Four Sacks of
Warranted True ASH-LEAF POTATOES. — Apply,

lowest cash price, B. D.. Mr. Parish, Crosbv Hall Chambers.

OSIERS! o s7YrTI
*yO BE SOLD, irom 20,000 to 50,000 Sets of the

True ITALIAN OSIER.—Apply to Mr. Stubbing, Brigg,

that his

~ DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of New Dahlias, Gera-

niums, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, C«r-

nations. Pinks, Shrubby Calceolarias, Petunias, &c. &c, is now

ready, and contains many new varieties offered for the hist time.

gent post free on appl ication —11" val Nursery, Slough.

forward
SEEDS.

whiclTcontains none but the best and most popular kinds, post

free on applicatl n. Also their DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of PELARGONIUMS will be sent post free on application.

Woodland s Nursery. Isleworth.

FLOWER AND VEGETAtiLc -EEOS.
~

TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 233, Hifth

«J Holborn, London, have now published their TWENTY
FIRST ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF FLORICULTURAL,
VEGETABLE, AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknow-

ledged to be the best Annual Catalogue of Seeds extant. » ft™"

a complete description of 1979 species wd varieties ofJ"LOW LU
SEEDS and a most comprehensive list of v EGE1 ABLL AMJ
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, all of which cam be supplied and an»,

a3 usual, ot first-rate quality. It also con tains U s ts of 1 LX A N

.

INDIAN, AND CALIFORNIAN FLOW ER ShEDa, forming,

in fact, thefinest Collection of Seeds ever suhmilUd at anyone time to

public notice. Catalogues forwarded free of charge aud post paid

upon application to all parts oi the world.

James Carter & Co., Seedsmen. 238, High Holborn, London.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
10IIN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of RHODO-
*J DENDRONS. AZALEAS, &c, as exhibited at the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and

can be had on application. •«._«__•-_ j

J3T The Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrons.

The American Nursery,_B* -shot. Surrey.—Jan. 19.

N

verv best Flower and Vegetable Seeds, the growth of 18S6

through their agent, Mr. R. Kennedy, Bedford Conservatory,

Covent Garden ,
Londo n.

SPLENDID SEEDLING HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS.
YXJ ILLIA H BARNES has now ready to send out at

» » 6s. per dozen a few of his unrivalled CALCEOLARIAS.
They are very beautiful healthy strong plants, and are now quite

ready for their permanent shift into large pots.

W. B. can recommend them with the greatest confidence, as

kbey have been saved only from the most beautifully marked and

finest shaped varieties, and if potted now will make splendid

blooming plants—Camden Nursery, Camherwell, London.

COSMIDIUM BURRIDCEANUM.

W THUMP; N, Tavern Street, Ipswich, begs
• to offer Seeds of the above remarkably beautiful

NEW ANNUAL, the stock of which is exclusively in his

possession. The colour of the flower-heads is a deep blackish

purple, with a narrow border of bright orange, a contrast of tint

which, combined with elegant foliage, renders it one of the moat

desirmle annuals in cultivation. Price Is. per packet.

VEGETABLES WANTED.
I ASPARAGUS,

MUSHROOMS, |
FRENCH BEANS,

CHOICE FLOWERS, &c.

Forward to George Taylor, Jim, Choice Fruit and Vege-

table Salesman, The Grand Stand, St. John's Market, LiverpooL
" Terms—Cash.''

CHOIC E
CUCUMBERS,

J

"HOLLYHOCKS! HOLLYHOCKS!

AMERICAN PLANTS.

\\

I

Lincolnshire.

in,
!

TO BE SOLD, very handsome large IRISH
YEWS, from 4 to 8 feet. Purchasers taking a large

number will be liberally dealt with. Prices on application.

—

Thomas Jackson & Son, Nurseries, Kingston, near London.

DOUBLE WHITE CAMELLIAS.

this season is now published, and will be sent free on application.

As the collection of American Plants at this Nursery is altogether

unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to their

interest to pav a visit to the Nursery, which may be readily done

bv the South 'Western Railway to Woking Station.

Knap Hill Nursery. Woking, Surrey.

C^
EORGE BAKER begs to announce his DESCRIP-

X TIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA-
MENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOKEST TREES is now

ready, and may be had on application.

American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, seven

miles from Staines, Windsor Branch, South Western Railway,

where conveyances may be had.

KENNEDY and KEMPTON'S second edition of

their Scientific, Comprehensive, and Unique CATA-
LOGUE OF FLORICULTURAL, VEGETABLE, AND
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now published, and may be had

on application, free. It will be found to comprise all the New

and Rare Flower Seeds, and a Select List of the most approved

Vegetable and Agricultural Seeds ever extant. Prepared by

Mr. Kkmpton, who for the last 15 years, and up to the time of lis

employers decease, was principal Assistant of the late Mr. Jamks

Carter, of Holborn.—Address Kennedy & Kempton, Bedford

Conservatory? Cnvant Garden, London.

Wished. List with price on application. Best mixed Hollyhock

Seed, 200, Is. Sd.; Improved Sweet William. 600, Is. The trade

supplied on liberal terms.—Nursery, Haverhill.

MELON ANO CUCUMBER SEEDS.

WH. WHEELER, Florist, Hendon, Middlesex,

• begs to state that the best for early growth are the Victory

of Bath Melon and Wheeler's Improved Sion House Cucumber,

seeds of which may be had, at Is. Zd. per packet (genuine), as

above.

CYPRIPEDIUM MACRANTHUM, Sw.

T VAN HOUTTE, of Ghent, Belgium, offers the

*-J • above very scarce and hardy SIBERIAN CYPRI-

PEDIUM, at 42*.—Apply as above, or at his Agent's, Mr. R.

Silberrap, Harp Lane. Great Tower Street, London.

/CHARLES SHAKPE and Co., Seed-Growkks, res-

KJ pect fully acquaint the Trade that they have a large stock

of Agricultural and Horticultural Seeds, and will have pleasure

in forwarding prices on application.

N.B. A large quantity of two years' Seedling and Transplanted

Quick, price on application.—Sleaford, January 1S56.
>

"chrysanthemums.
W HOLMES otiers for Sale large Flowered and

• Pompone varieties at 5*. per dozen. The Large Flowered

varieties include Stafford. August Mie, Hermme, Albion Gode-

reaii, and the whole of the best show flowers. The Pompones

include Bob, Brilliant, Berrol, Requiqui, &c.

W. Holmes, Florisr, Well Street, Hackney.

PINE APPLES WANTED.—Forward immediately

to George Taylor, Jun.. Choice Fruit and Vegetable

Salesman, The Grand Stand, St. John's Market, Liverpool.

" Terms— Cash." .

T> A rITF-KNS.- I he OPHlOGLOiSUM UTSI-

HAROY H EATHS.TO BE SOLD, 500 fine bushy home-grown plants ppR "/vn' ronFRFV resnectfullv invite
of DOUBLE WHITE CAMELLIAS, and 150 of FIM- \\ ATERER AM> GODb RL\ ^P^S____T_

BRIATA and IMBRICATA, with good foliage, and full of I * V attention to their large stock and tirst-rate collection «f

WHEAT FOK
—Samples with prices

_\

healthy flower-buds, at 24.?., 27s., and 30s. per dozen.—Apply to
J

W. gANFORD, opposite tLe "Golden Fleece," Edmonton, i

these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues may be
- _ »*_____^-. a- iiT

, "-^-«.. _»_ /_^vt\_-_-wv W nan Hill r

TANICUM and GYMNOGRAMMA LEPTOPHYLLA,
and other Ferns may now be had by way ot eicU»ttge- fr<

C Jacksov Cnrdipr House. GnernSPT.—Jan. 19.

LATE AND SPRING SOWING.
. . —__««.. .. prices of Tilavera, R-d ityb-id, Nntaev^, /

April and other kinds of Sved Wheat will be sent tree oa*fl^-

cation to Mr. H. Kaynbird, Basingstoke: ^^
CEMUINE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.

FRANCIS asd ARTHUR DICKSON aki> CO.,

Sekd Merchants, 14. Corporation Street, &AQ^*t&*gg-.
carefulktp:*^..^**

Middlesex. N__ry, Woking, Snrfey. j l»iice may be had on application



34 THE
MYATT'S NEW SEEDLING POTATO,

W MV .
T^ "BROCKLEY KIDNEY."

.vi x Ail can confidently recommend this

«,«,„
* variety as one of the best for Garden culture. Plantedthe same time as the Ash Loaf it will be about ten days laterThe produce is nearly double, and the quality equal to 'this fineold variety

; price 8a. per bushel of 56 lbs.
FLUKE KIDNEY, 4... | FLOUR BALL 4sBRITISH QUEEN, or EARLY MAY-4, '

*Jt?«nS°
Ve

7
1

!!
be *eIivered at any of the London RailwayStations free of charge for sacks or delivery. J

Special agreement for a ton, or any larger quantity
__ Manor Farm, Deptford. Jan. 19.

TO MELON G ROWERS
MONRO'S CRYSTAL PALACE HERO, andMONRO'S GOLDEN GAGE MELONS, which gainedthe two first prizes in June last at the Crystal Palace FxhihiMon

^ek/sjss pri
"
e
+ i

for
,

the &*F£2& Hybrid-
',
th° " Golden Gage "the first prize for the best flavouredMelon; both of which prizes were awarded to J. Movro

Jh°i
n2Jl°f\SL ^-

b
'l

n 8
'

•

Tr Seeds of e*ch «* taken from

M^JSTJ^k W
l
UC

?
Ramed the prizes

'
witn a P^et of

12 seeds of other hrst-rate sorts, for 2*. GJ. To the trad*
12 packets for U-May be had by applying to W. F. EhwoodSalesman, 13, Tavistock Ho w, Covent Garden, London.

*jI™ 00I>
'

]>JE\V STRIPED ROSE, MADAME DESIki
i

-

fQ^3Ay D
.
(Van Houtte), Perpetuelle, hybride remontante,

white striped with pink, carmine, and maroon. Priced.—Applvto
«^^.LBF-RRAD

'
HarP Lane »

Great Tower Street, London Also

hybrid between a Rhododendron maximum and a Ghent Azalea
exceedingly pretty. Hardy. 21s.

8
'

LYCHNIS SIEBOLDI (Van Hoijtte), quite hardv Jananperennial, large white flowers, in corymbs, form and flowers ofthe Lychnis Coronaria, but twice larger. Is. 6d.
The Trade supplied.

TO GENTLEMEN ENGAGED IN PLANTING

S
m™ AND TO NURSERYMEN. '

TEPHEN SHILLING begs to offer good Trans-
planted PLANTS and TREES of the following at verv low

prices, when a quantity of either sort ar.' taken :—

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

H WAT^ C.

D^A
r

RF
f
RU,T TREES "WAEKLK, Londonderry, offers the following

for nots h
r

nrlJl
reeS

°n
dwar

/
St0ck3

«
for earIy bearin S> suitable

P 1„ *6rS
'
walIs

'
and esP*liers; lists on application :-

1222 gne-year-old Pears on Quince stocks.

?2S
Two-year-old dwarf standard do , do.

500 ron T^7ear
*°K iWarf.Apples on the Pawdiae do.

__ oOC' 00 Two-year-old Hawthorn from seed ling beds.
* \\f HEELER'S little Book will do something

* f TO SATISFY THEIR EXPECTATIONS."—Gardeners'
Chronicle.

Our Little Booh contains a List—a very select List—
of the best Garden and Flower Seeds in cultivation. It
also contains descriptions and prices, and will be found a
safe and unerring guide to all purchasers. It should bem the hands of every one who has a garden.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

1850.

w CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.

in the _
^'assortment of ANNUAL an! PERE^IaTfLO°WER
toLLDft, comprising every novelty of the season, and some rareSeeds; or which a descriptive priced Catalogue, arrang.-d
according to the Natural System, will be sent postpaid, on appli-
cation fhe following quotation of prices cannot fail to beappreciated:—

d
w

Ageratum conspicnum ... 6
Alousoa Warczewiczi ... 6
Calceolaria chelidoniiiides 3
Coreopsis coronata 3
Oypsophilamuralis 6
Helichrysum brachyrhyn-
chum o 44 # *

s. d.
Lnpinus subcarnosus ... 6
Salvia Romeriana 6
Sileue Bergeri o 3
„ squamigera 3

Tithoniatagetiflora 3
Whitlavia grandiflora ... 6

'lTTTrH
B
miv°

R PICEA CRAIMOIS (TRUE).
JTUGH LOW and CO. have consigned to them fo.'-V.aale a Bmall parcel of Seeds of the true Piceaor AM?grandis. It ,s unnecessary to enter into any descriptionl of tl

?

noble Fir, which is well known to be one of the finest as it

3

unquestionably the rarest in Collections, of the ConHers ft1Northern California. The Seeds have been recently collecV/

nflSrK'h
60^ {

l
eSh

',
a

!l

d
'

t0 SUit amateur Purchasers,SS
buyer-sr'Lsk

*"**"*' Wben deliVered the Seeds ^« £ «

!n
r
a i^-

Seeds
' ?' 10

,
s
-' per 500 Seeds

- loz -? Ppr !000 Seeds 1HIn addition to the above H. Low & Co. have received Seeds I>the undernamed Oregon plants :—
m aeeds of

Abies Douglasi, two varieties, per 100 seeds * i fi

lCXJ'seeds
63

'
Pr°bably Abies raxifolia of Jeffrey, per

°rS *!£* descVibed
' as a "splendid ornamental

£2 10,>

tZ&E£fifn2£ flowers as large as Ma«no1-
.••• ••• •• • ... ... £1.

.
Clapton Nursery, London.

S
CERMAN FLOWER SEEDS.

AND J. 1UNZ, Nurserymen, Frank fort- on-the,

«.J TQ
' b6f? t0 Cal1 the a"ention of the trade to the follolitSeeds, all warranted of first-rate quality.

Allowing

3,000 Arbor-vita>, 3 to 7 feet.
10,000 Spruce Firs, 4 to 10 feet.
10,000 Tree Box, 2 to 5 feet.

1,000 Limes, 6 to 10 feet.

1.000 Horse Chesnuts, 8 to 12 ft.
f>,000 Beech, 6 to 10 feet.

15,000 Rhododendron Ponticum,
in variety, 1£ to 4 feet.

The whole of the above are well worthy of attention, being good
in quality the Evergreens of good healthy colour and bushy.
All applications will have immediate attention.
North W.rnborough Nursery, near Odiham, Hants, 2\ milesfrom Winchueld Station, South Western Railway.—Jan 19

PINLAY FRASER, Jun. (lately with Messrs.
*- Minier, Nash, & Co., Strand), WILLIAM RICHARDSON
T

nd
.h
Vw UA

,

M
<

L
l
W1 * G0^ ("any years with m22£Jacob Wrench & Sons London Bridge), beg respectfully toinform their friends, the trade, and public generally, that thevhave taken the premises, 82, Bishopsgate Street Within, wherethey intend carrying on the SEED BUSINESS in all itsbranches and trust by great assiduity and strict attention tomerit an extended share of patronage. They confidently refer totheir lengthened practical experience as an assurance that thegoods they offer have been selected with the greatest attentionboth as to genuineness and quality.—London, Jan. 19

A .
VE1^CHXfF£LT7^^^^I^Gi^TTBi

,.V fi>um) begs to offer a NEW BIOTA which U aril

-sassraaaacz&rr*3&?f

FL0WEE AND GARDEN SEEDS

MESSRS. E. Gr. HENDERSON
A V Ik 1, C G V E

& SON'S
0f^ 8b0Ve>

"mo^COREA
6

BATATAS? is* IT™ ?** 2
full

"f

i-d
,
En^aving of the new Chinese Potatouiu.wkha JJA1 Al Ab), is now ready, aud cmi be had gratis on application.

it contains upwards of 1500 varieties of fiowpp Qvirnc «*« ^i i« r x - t_

different classifications, such as Hardv Half HRrty?2^ arranged under their
very choice variety of Seeds of Greenhouse Stove ami lUrdv n^ln ,1 V-.

m
. ' J,

erenn,a1^ Alpine, or Rock Plants, with a
height the Plant attains with the colnu^ and Shrubs^ In nearly all cases the
able to select for themselves. The foHoMni™5t $'%fiw%R *V%\&^*^2 persons unacquainted with the names will be
with the exception of those marked with an°astlrlk wh,^ f°r *** SUPerior beauty ™* novelty,
List, and can supply them at the stated prices/but we o r^s ^^o^^^ may be Bware we have them in our
in beauty or novelty of appearance to many of our well known flvourites

reCOmraend tbem as Possessing any superior merits either

# • •*

- • •

- -

•••

• ••

Abronia umbellata
Acroclinium roseum, new
Ageratum conspicnum
Alonsoa "Warscewiczi
Arctotis breviscarpa
Argemone platyceras grandiflora...
Browallia abbreviata
Balsam, dwarf scarlet

„ new orange
„ „ sulphur

•Calceolaria scabiossefolia ...

•Campanula stricra

•Centauridium Druraraondi...
Chrysocpphalum arenarium
Collinsia bartsieefolia alba (new,

bicolor alba, incorrectly named
by some).

Convolvulus minor fl. pleno
Calliopsis coronata (Coreopsis) ...

„ marraorata
'Cjmoglossum Hayni...

• • #

*• •

s.

1

1

d.

6

6
6
4
6
4

6
6
6
6
4
6

I

I

• * * • • *

* # t • t t

• V

• * *

• * •

e . .

• • •

• * I

• * *

* w

• • *

3
4
4

3

Clintoria pulchella alba
»* n atroviolacea

•Dianthus Garnerianus
„ Hendersoni fl. pleno

•Delphinium curdiopetalum...
Eutoca alba, new

•Erigeron Beyrichi
•Gomphrena globosa Haageana
•Guternezia zymnospermoides
•Gypsophilamuralis...
Godetiaalba, new ,
Oynernim argenteum (Pampas Grass 10

1

1

1

s.

1

1

Helichrysum bractirynchum
* braetea turn, white»»

- .

• • f

n
t>

„ yellow...
macranthum nanum

*
, t compositum maxim.

Ipomcea Iimbata

„ violacea alba (mexicana alba)
Leptosiphon aureum
Linum grandiflorum rubrum

d.

6
6
6

6
3

6
4
6
6

6
4
3
3
3
6
6

* * «

« • t

Lupinus subramosus (a fine bed-
ding plant)

Lobelia ramosa nana. new...
•Morina elegans
Myosotis palustris (Forget-me-Not)

„ azorica
Maurandya, in 6 varieties 'each ...
Nepeta Meyeri
Phlox Drummondi atrococcinea ...

>f tt oculata alba ...

*d i"r • J*
Victoria regina

Palafoxia texana
Ptrilla Nankinensis
Saponaria calabrica (beautiful bed-

ding plant)
Sunflower, newCalifornian
Sabbatia campestris
Sweet William, double

•Trifolium aurantiaciim
Tropseolum Triomphe de Gand
Whitlavia grandiflora

s. d.

• • i
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lS J°I,rnal L'lLLUSTRA.

bstESSMESmmbmi
1. Genetyllis tulipifera.
2. Rose Perpetual Panache"e d'Orleans.
6. Clematis campaniflora.
4. Dion edule (fruits of).
5. Dion edule (site in its natural country).

The Work can be seen and obtained of his Agent, Mr R Silberrad
5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London* Price 12^ a year

SUPERIOR EARLY B ROC C O lji

'

T\/T ITCHINSON'S PENZANCE, OR EARLY

ot the following Agents in London :-M.xikr, Nl?n &NStrand; Dawk Cottrell, and Benham. Morale StreetHurst and McMcllkx, Leadenhall Street ; Charlhood and CoCovent Garden; Nuttixo & Sons, Cheapside; o™ZZ™nTc™-sox's Seed Establishment, Truro, Cornwall.
mitchi3«-

foRowing!
1-mer0U3 UnSOlicited Testimonials we select the

To Messrs. Mitchinson and Co., Seed Merchants, Truro, Cornwall"Sirs -I have enclosed 18 postage stamps for a uacket ofyour Penzance Broccoli Seed, the samS kind as vou sent me L
SSw l

?
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n0t t0° Ute

'
f0r Z ara ^xious to procure itpossible, tor I can bear testimony to its value as a new earlv

Z*LE£^PZ*£!±*!ZL ^-cutting np^niidfSheads every week from the beginning ot February
Dorking, Surrey, April 6, 1854. « yy. nXDERWOOD.it

you

. , ,
SELECT GERMAN SEEDS, in Collections,

AstCT,^iS^^^^^ J
Particularly noted.

m!u.. »„ , K*«._? • ..
uestor a11 tfle s. d. Calceolaria from the largest «& finest spotted flowers, 5a. 2s Gd Ist/inerana. from th^ finoct ™.,*****a ^«.«: rtt :«™ ' "* _ v "•

ToJIessrs.MUchinsonondSon, Seedsmen, Truro, Cornwall" 8irV-1 encl08« you ls.Gd. worth of stamps, and hope vouwill send me a small packet of the Early Broccoli 5 on advertised
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" Sandgate, Kent, April 10, 1854."
GE0EGE ******

To Mr. Mitchinson, Seedsman, Truro.

am TL (Enclosed with Specimen.)
Sir,-I beg to forward you this Broccoli, one of the sort after

n^n?If rh™H
l haVe ha

o
d

,
a 8p,endid cr°P of them thiTseionmany of which measured 3 feet in circumference ami mialirv

SSll

et v22?
the

*Si
on the llth of Feb--"' "J £Su5scarce, be kind enough to save two packets.—T. Bice GardenerGrampound, Cornwall. April 7, 1854." '
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China Asters, in packets of 12 varieties ..

Aquilegia, various colours, tine, in packetH of 12 sorts
Balsams, the finest Camellia flowered, ditto 6 sorts
Iloliyhocks, select named varieties, ditto 12 sorts

_ » »»
m n mixed

Larkspurs, beautiful Hyacinth flowered, in pckts.of 8 sorts
Marygold, distinct varieties, ditto 10 sorts
Phlox Drummondi, beautiful and distinct, ditto 5 sorts „.
Poppy, in distinct showy varieties, ditto 6 sorts ...

."

Salpiglossis, new and beautiful colours, ditto 8 sorts
Senecio, or Jacoboea, distinct and showy, ditto 7 sorts
Stocks, new large flowered German, finest of all, do. 12 sorts

n new Giant Brompton, ditto 4 sorts ...
VV allflower, fine double varieties, ditto 6 sorts
Zinnia elegans, brilliant colours, ditto 12 sorts ...
Ornamental Grasses, beautiful varieties, ditto 25 sorts

„ foliage plants for bedding, ditto 12 sorts

• * #

t * *

• • +

• * *
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2
2
1

2
2
2
1

2
1

3
1

2
3
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3

6
6
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6

6
6
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6

Cineraria, from the finest named varieties... o, mj' ,.
Carnat.ons, finest double, also Picotees and Tree'Carna-

nations. pach
Geraniums, from the finest show' and fancy varieties each

„ bright scarlet, cerise, rose, &c, separate or
mixed, each

Heartsease, or Pansy, from a splendid namedcollec'tion
'"

, « .J* »» fancy varieties, striped &c
Lobelia St. Clair, Insignia, Queen Victoria, &c.,' &c., eachMimulus, or Monkey Flower, beautiful varieties,'mixedPetunia, splendid mixed, equal to named flowers ..

n^ni"'/
Carlet

^
yell0w

'
white

'
striPed rose

'
crimson',

purple. Arc, each
Pinks, from the finest collection grown
Primula sinensis fimbriate, white and red" mixed, truesaved from the finest collection known ...

'

Verbenas, mixed, from the best named flowers
* - *

* ft

2 6
— 6

1

1

6
6
6

1 6

6
1

2 6
1

Messrs E G H™o^l^t'T ™ * **^ " CUltiVati°n
'

In packetS
'

eacb
'
«« ™« *•«

seenTn the Catalogue f-
RS°N & B°" beff t0 draw attentl0n to the blowing new VEGETABLES, descriptions of which wiU be

French Bean- Haricot d'Alger, or Beurre blanc.
Tall Zebra.

BO
ilt°rZq^i&

}l!'
CaIled ^Asparagus Kidney Bean.

Phytolacca escnlenta
Turuip batif of Paris
Radish, China Rose

Cauliflower, Early Paris
Beet Crapaudine. or Rough
Skin

Carrot, Brussels Red Winter improved Horn.
„ new white transparent.

Couve Tronchouda, or Portuguese Cabbage.
Beet Long Orange very sweet I Pea, Denyer's Early proUficBrussels Sprouts, imported Green Marrow.

7 P

S,i^^^^^^—^ that the nTP^o^^It thJ^£ST* end of their

S££ ofPe?un7aTmpS^S-S d0Zen: «^ *« ™'

Wellington Nursery,

Gd. each ; 30s. per dozen.

Wood

FB A L S A M S.
and A. SMITH, Florists, Dulwich, Surrey, beg

• to offer Seeds of their superb BALSAMS, in sealed
packets of six separate colours, 2*.6d.each; also mixed, at 2s.
per packet. The colours are scarlet, crimson, white, blush,
scarlet flaked, crimson flaked, scarlet spotted white; also a small
quantity of purple and purple flake.

Copy of Minute. National Florivdtural Society, July 26, 1855.
" Balsams :—20 plants from F. and A. Smith, Dulwich. The

censors not having the power to award Certificates to this class
of plants (true Annuals, and therefore not considered Florists'
flowers), wish to express their unanimous opinion of the great
merit ot the collection produced, which for variety, habit, colour,
size, doubltmess, and general excellence, are the best that had
hitherto come under their notice."

Dr. Lindley, on inspection, said:—
They are fully equal, and in several particulars vastly

superior to the best I have seen in Continental establishments."
Extract from the Report of the Meeting of the National Floricul-

tural Society, m the Gardeners' Chronicle, Auaust 4th, 1S35,
page 520. ' J '

* Several extremely well-grown plants of what are called
Camellia Balsams were furnished by Mr. Smith, of Dulwich. and
very handsome things they must be admitted to be ; among
them were blush purple, and scarlet kinds, and scarlet mottled
with white; and when we state that many of the flowers
measured quite 2} inches across, and 1 inch deep, some idea of
the kind of display they made may be conceived

; their only fault
was that they were scarcely sufficiently in bloom."

»f £' £ 4; pMITn have appointed as Agents :—
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Sou, Wellington Road.
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Seedsmen, Covent Garden.
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading.
Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery. Slough.
Messrs. A Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, Edgeware Road.
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Chelsea and Exeter.
Messrs. Bollisson & Sons, Tooting, Surrey
Messrs. Bass & Brown. Sudbury, Suffolk.
Messrs. W. E. Rendle & Co., Seedsmen, Plvmouth.
Messrs. Dawes, Cottrell, & Co., Seedsmen, Moorgate Street, City.
Messrs. F & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Easfgate Street, Chester.
Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Co., 14, Corporation Street,

Manchester.
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PEARS CRAFTED ON THE QUINCE AS PYRAMIDAL
SHAPED TREES.

and J. FRASER beg to announce that their

Priced List of the above is now published, and may be had

post free on application.

J & J F. have sold a large number of these Trees for the last

three years, and have received numerous letters from gentlemen

in the country speaking in very high terms of their productive-

ness They can therefore recommend them with greater cons-

cience to the notice of their friends and the public in general.

Lea Bridge Road, Essex.

HARLES DALY and SON, Nurserymen. Cole-

raine, have now about one million of two-year THORNS to

r-ell, at 2s. 6d. per 1000; fine do., 3*. M.; one-year do. 9 to

18 inches, and very strong, 3*. &7. per 1000. Irish Yews, 1± to

ofcfeet 105. per 100: Portugal Laurel, 1 to 1J feet, 6s. per 100;

Holly Berries, As. per bushel ;
Haws, 2*. per bushel

;
one-year

seedling Larch, fine, Is. 6d. per 1000; one-year do. Ash do.,

Is 6d per 1000 ; for cash only. Orders taken by Messrs. Hurst

& M^\InLLE»^ofLondon t or here. List of prices t ree by post.

\T E W EAR L~Y~~M~A R R O W PEAS.
1™ Harbison's Glory fhlue)& Harrison's Pbhfjsctioh (white.)

—These extraordinary Peas, which are nearly similar in lmbit,

are as early as Double-blossomed Frame, about 3 feet in height,

full of large pods which cluster from the hottora to the top of the

haulm, and are equal in flavour to Knight's Marrow. Samples of

the haulm may be seen at the following firms in London, of whom
they can be had, in quart packets at 5s. each :

—

Batt, Rutley, & Silveblock, 412. Strand.

Beck, Henderson, & Child, Middle Wharf, Adelphi.

i Hurst & M'Mullen, 6, Leadenhall Street.

MiNiafc Nash, & Nash, 60, Strand.

NoBiJfCooPKR, & Bolton, 152. Fleet Street.

Jacob Wrench & Sons, 39, King William Street, Ci ty.

" N E W TURNIP.
WAITE'S " ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

TURNIP.
1 HP HIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between

-L the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch

Turnip ; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and may be

sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip

may be had on application, or may he seen at the principal Seed

Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be

obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3*. per lb—A liberal

ftllowRnc© to tliG TrR(l6»

J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London.

SEED ESTABLISHMENT, HIGHCATE, LONDON.
TV M. CUTHBERT and SON beg to inform their

* V Patrons and the Public generally that they have received

this season their usual Fine Stock of VEGETABLE and

FLOWEB SEEDS from their growers in the best condition

imaginable.
Collections can be made up at the same prices as those adver-

tised by other firms, but advise their customers to make their

own selections, which is found to be the cheapest and best in the

en 1. -Catalogues free on application.

N
TO THE TRADE.

EW PURE WHITE COLLINSIA.—The price

per ounce of this new and beautiful ANNUAL can be had

on application. .
,

_ j! li. Waitk, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London. _
AITE'S DANIEL O'liOURKE PEAS.—The best

Early Pea in cultivation can be supplied in any quantity,

once had on application to J. CJ. Waite, Seed Merchant,

^

GOODWIN'S YORK EARLY WHITE CELERY

and not liable to run to seed, solid, crisp, and of fine flavour. It

may be had in perfection earlier than any other variety known

to us and has for several years past taken first prizes at the

York' Horticultural Exhibitions in 6th and 7th months. Packets

ia.Gd. each, free, by post, may be had either from Hurst and

M'Mullen, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, or direct from our-

selves.- .? ftMga Backup-US* & SoN%York Nurseries Jan. 19.

WILLIAM KNIGHT, Florist, &c, begs to offer

V* the following superb FLOWER SEEDS, saved from the

best varieties, post free :— *** packet

ANTIRRHINUM, from 100 striped and spotted vars., Os.Gd.

M
CAMELLIAS £ T C

• - *

• • -

* *

* * •

1

1
1

6

6

PANSY, from 100 best Show Flowers

DOUBLE DAISY, from 60 best varieties ...

VERBENA, from 100 newest and best varieties

CINERARIA, from the newest and best varieties

MIMULUS, from the largest and best varieties

67, High Stree t, Ba ttle, Sussex .

/CHOICE SEEDLING SHRUBBY CALCEO-
v > LARlAS.—Thirty plants fit to pot singly, post, free for 10s. r

saved from those varieties so highly praised by Mr. Glenny in

Lloyd's paper, for August 12th and 19th. Fine new Verbena

seed ; 300 se*ds 2s. 6d.

Post-office Orders to J. Nash, Coleford, G loucestershire.

TO CUCUMBiR GROWERS.
QUTTON'S BERKSHIRE CHAMPION is not only

O one of the most prolific Frame Cucumbers, as shown by

several correspondents of the Gardener? Chronicle (as see Gar-

dners' Chronicle, page 693;, but is also of fine flavour, and so

handsome that it invariably takes the Prize when exhibited in

competition with other leading kinds. Seed can be supplied

Is. 6d. per packet (if ordered immediately) ; other fine sorts Is.

per packet, as see Catalogue, which may be had post free.

Sutton & SONS, Reading, Berks.

fine healthy plants of CAMELLIAS, well set with flower-

bads, at 80*. and upwards per dozen. Chinese Azaleas. Hardy
Greenhouse Plants. Geraniums, and a great variety ot Ferns for

ases; also Kitchen Garden and Flower Seeds; prices moderate.

/^Tb"'RNWELL'S VICTORIA RASPBKRRY
V-> CANES. 15s. per 100: NEW MONTHLY AUTUMN
FRUITED, 12*. per 100; WHITE, 10s. per 100; the usual

allowance to the Trade. To be had of George Cornwell,

Market Gardener, Barnet.

OIIN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,

near Manchester, can supply the HEAVIEST LANCA-
SHIRE SHOW GOOSEBERRY TREES at 6s. per dozen.

FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO (true), 4s. per bushel, 56 lbs.

CARNATIONS, PICOTKES, PINKS, PANS1ES. i*c. &c. &c.
Catalogues now ready.

1 \OUbLE ITALIAN TUBKROSE ROOTS,'
LJ 4,<. per dozen.—The annual importation of the above-

named beautiful and fragrant Flower bus just been received, and

lar»e and well selected Bulbs may be. obtained, without dis-

appointment, at A.Cobrktt's Foreign Wan-house, 18, Pall Mall

N.B. Printed regulations for treatment sent; also, just arrived,

very riioist and open Parmesan Cheeses.

M
SEED BARLEY FROM THE CHALK.
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EXCELLENCE ECONOMY CONVENIENCE.

SUTTON'S

of Barley at market prices. Hudson's Golden Melon Barley, a

new variety, productive, and of line Malting quality, may be had

on application. . .

"YTAN 1'AKCEL TRAINS are now running on the

V Great Western and the other Broad Gnage Bail-

ieays, so that Seeds can now be sent from DEVONSHIRE
with, as much regularity and despatch as from any

other county in England,

"William E. Rendlf. & Co., Seed Merchants,
Plymouth, Devonshire..

SEEDS FOR THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
EEDS for the KITCHEN GARDEN can be

OLLECTIONS OF KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS
CARRIAGE FREE TO ALL PARTS AS STATED BELOW.

s

A COMPLETE COLLECTION of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS for a LARGE GARDEN, for one whole

year's supply (with instructions on cultivation)

A COMPLETE COLLECTION of Ditto, in quantities proportionately reduced

A COMPLETE COLLECTION of Ditto, ditto

A COMPLETE COLLECTION of Ditto, ditto ...

A SMALL AND CHOICE ASSORTMENT for a SMALL GARDEN...
A Ditto ditto

mm *

m i *

r v * • I •
* * * • * • > * #

• I |

* t -

tl>

- I .

• *

* •

ft * *

£
3
2
1

1

s.

10

• •• ft ft * *

15
10

d.

6

flavoured, and

most worihy of general cultivation, me rso. l collection contains zu quarts ot me Deui tone oi re»a, iu qu»i i» nuvwi Beans, 5 pints

French or Kidney Beans, the best sorts of Broccoli, Lettuces, Cauliflowers, Cabbages, and all other vegetal'*- seeds in due proportion.

The Quantities contained in the other collection e btp nt»tpri in a Panp.r «n titled " Contents of Sutton's Collections." which will be

sent post free on receipt of two penny stamps.

INSTRUCTIONS ON CULTIVATION ARE SENT WITH THE SEEDS.

N.B. If any of the above articles are not required they should be named when Riving the Order, and increased quantities of

-other sorts will be given in lieu of those omitted. Purchasers joining together, and taking four of the above Collections, of either

size, to be sent in one day, will receive them at reduced rates, as under:

Four No. 1 Collections (SI. each)

Four No. 2 ditto (21. each)

Four No. 3 ditto (11. 10s. each)
««#

• ft

• * •

for £11
7

Four No. 4 Collections (11. each)

Four No. 5 ditto (15s. each)

5 5 Four No. 6 ditto (10s. M. each)
• *•

ft » •

I * •

* •

for £3 10
... 2 12

... 1 IS

CHOICE W W SEEDS.
Ladie3 and Gentlemen requiring showy kinds of Flower Seeds are respectfully recommended to leave the selection ti sorts

wholly or partly to us, and we will supply those which we know to be really worthy of cultivation. Should the purchaser liav I any

preference for certain kinds, they should be named iu giving the order, that we may include them, or should any sorts be already

possessed, they should be named, that we may omit them.

COLLECTIONS OF FLOWER SEEDS TO BE SENT FREE BY POST.

The best 100 sorts of Flower Seeds, hardy, half-hardy, and tender, with instructions

The best 50 sorts ditto, with instructions
The best 36 sorts ditto

The best 24 sorts ditto

• ' *

ft t ft • 9 • » ••

ft ft •

ft 4 • ft * *

IM

t •

*

£110
10 6
7 6
5

_ obtained from DEVONSHIRE, through Messrs

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

All orders carriar/e free.

See their "Pbwjb Current and Garden Directory just

published. ^
LiEAKALE AND ASPARAGUS PLANTS.—
O TO THE TRADE.—ONE MILLION'fine strong

plants of Heakale and Asparagus arc now growing by the

undersigned. Wholesale pi ices on application.

William E. Rf.sdle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

WHEELER'S GARDEN SEEDS have been knownW all(i appreciated in the "West of England for more than a

hundred yean, fund now that the railways afford such cheap

communication with distant parts of the kingdom, their celebrity

has become extended. We now deliver our seeds carriage free

by railway to the most distant and remote places. A Descriptive

Priced List may be had on application. ---.'-
J. C. WiiKELER & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers

Gloucester: Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural

Established in the iarlypartof the Eighteenth flwflnry.

BUTTON'S MONSTER LETl'UCES, the best for

-5 Horticulture or for Agriculture.—The '^st and

quickest growing Lettuces are - SUTTON'S SUPERB WHITE
COS " and " SUTTON'S SUPERB GREEN COS." The Editor

of the Gardeners Chronicle, in a critique on Lettuces, says ot the

first of these—" This is the very best Cos Lettuce, very large,

leaves hooded at the top, so that they close in without tying;

blanching white, crisp, so excellent that one would suppose no

higher degree of perfection could be obtained as regards a bum-

mer Lettuce." And of the other he says-" Sutton's Superb

Green Cos : This very much resembles the preceding, but is a

darker green, and hardier, therefore is preferable for sowing

early in spring, and also for autumn use."

Seeds may be had (if ordered immediately) in packets Is. each,

post free.—Address, Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers and Mer-

chants, Reading, Berks.

s

*.**•> WVl/V ** X iJVi K\J \A14.1W ••• ••• •* **» *»• **» mmw "" w" *" "' ~ ^

The great satisfaction given by these Collections in former seasons, is testified by the recommendations given by our customers
to their friends ; as also by the numerous letters we receive, from which we present the following :

—

From the Rev. W.H. Roach, Whittshill Parsonage^ Stroud.
~ ~

"I am more than satisfied with the assortment of Seeds vou
made for me, and with the quantity you sent; and T consider
that I have done better by leaving the choice to you than selec-

ting tor myself."

From Charles Lawrence, Esqn Cirencester.
M I never recollect having received such a numerous collection

of Seeds from any house so good in quality."

From the Rev. John Kir ran, WithffCOmbe Rectory, Taunton.
I was so much pleased with the selection of Seeds sent by

you, that I recommended two of my friends to take parcels from
you."

From Alexander Cathcart. Esq., Knochdolian Castle, Girvan % N.B.
^ave had much satisfaction iu recommending your Seeds to

various friends, as I find they are much pleased with them; and
you may depend upon my continuing to do so as long as I find
the articles you send are good and reasonable in price."

From the Rev. G.E. Walter, SharrshiU, Woherhampton, Feb.23.
44 Mr. Walker cannot but compliment Messrs. Sntton & Sons

-on the quality of the Seeds sent last year, as thev were by far the
beat he ever purchased."

From the Rev. J. Lawson Sisson, North Wahham.
11 Your Seeds are decidedly superior to those I can procure in

this neighbourhood.

From 31r. William Moor, Gardener, the Rectory, Stoke.
" I never had (previous toyour's last year) a lot of Seeds which

have all turned out so satisfactory."

From Mr. Bone. Gardener to A. H. Troyte, Esq., Euntsham Court*

November 8, 1855.
44 1 was so much pleased with your collection of Seeds last year

that I leave it to your selection again this year, both for the

Kitchen and Flower Garden.

From Mr. Robertson, Gardener to A. Pollock, Esq., Lockfine, N.B. t

July 30, 1855.
" I must say that your S eds have been liberal as to quantity,

and excellent as to quality."

from the Rev. C. T. Farley. Moor Hill, Stourport, July 23, 1855.
44 Your Seeds are the very best my Gardener ever made use of,

and gave the highest satisfaction."

From J. Lloyd Jun.t Esq., Dinas, Brecon, March 2, 1S55.
44 The Garden Collection of Seeds has hitherto been most judi-

ciously selected, and of the best description."

Cfte (Sartrnters' ©ftrottfcle*

Also, Natural Grasses, for Lawns & Meadows, Fine Mangel Wurzel, Turnip, and

other Agricultural Sesds.

SEEDS SENT CARRIAGE FREE AS SEE BELOW.
All Packages of the value of 20s. and upwards are delivered free to any Station on the Great Western, and Berks

<tnd Hants Railways, or of not less than 20*. value, the Parcel uill be sent free to any Station on the following
Rcrilwvys :—South Western, South Eastern, Great Western, Oxford, Worcester and IVolverhampton. And Packages

of 40s. value and upwards are deliveredfree, not only by the above-named Railways, but also to Edinburgh, Glasgow,

Liverpool, and all Stations of the North Wes'em, Great Northern, and Midland Railways.

When Goods to the value of 51. and upwards are ordered, they will be delivered free in Dublin, Corfc, or Belfast.

JOHN SUTTON & SONS, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 19, 1856.

How is it, we are asked, that the London Parks,

of which we boast so much, are such miserable

representatives of the beautiful and varied exotic

vegetation which the last 30 years have been spent

in collecting. Why, says a correspondent, do I see

in singular beautv all manner of trees of a noble

aspect, and many-'fashioned, many-tinted foliage m
the public and private gardens near London, while

Hyde Park, the Green Park, and St. James's Park

exhibit little except the eternal Elms and Plane

trees, which represent the arboriculture of Queen

Anne's time ?

These are questions very often put to us, and we

can only answer that we do not know. There

seems no reason why the London Parks should not

contain whatever in private gardens have been found

to thrive unless it be that trees of modem intro-

duction are not planted there.

It may be true that until Lord Palmerston s

Smoke Consuming Act shall not only have been

extended, but more strictly enforced, London soot

will prove an effectual barrier to the cultivation of

many evergreen trees. But that se^ms a bad reason

why the public should be condemned to a dull

monotony which deciduous trees would so readily

break; and we cannot but think that adequate

knowledge in selecting and skill in planting would
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in a few years change the whole aspect of these
great places of public resort. If London were Paris
an attempt would at any rate have been made Ion
since.

Certain it is that a sooty atmosphere is the only
enemy to be encountered. The impurities incessantly
poured into the air from the million chimneys of a
huge coal-burning metropolis, falling on leaves and
impeding respiration, are injurious to vegetable
health, if not fatal to vegetable life. When leaves
remain permanently on branches they eventually
become so encrusted with soot as to be incapable of
fulfilling their destiny, the result of which is the
death of the tree that bears them.

But a large number of deciduous trees are not
clothed with leaves for more than five months at a
time, after which the exhausted foliage falls away,
and the tree remains at rest for 7 months more,
during all which time it is indifferent to the state of
the atmosphere, or if not wholly so, at least is able
to endure a very foul one. On the west of
London the enemy of the Parks is the
easterly wind which, blowing for 3 or 4 months
with little intermission, brings with it a canopy
of soot. It is only, however, towards the end
of that time that trees begin to leaf, and as
soon as the East winds of spring are over trees have
little to fear from London chimneys. To us, there-
fore, it seems that if a little care were taken in
selecting deciduous trees which leaf late, or which
have polished leaves to which soot cannot readily
adhere, there ought to be such a reasonable proba-
bility of their thriving, at least in the western
Parks, as would justify an attempt on the part of
Government to beautify those scenes of public
recreation.

We may be told that such attempts have been
made, and have failed ; but until we know all the
circumstances attending the failures, if any there
have been, we must be permitted to retain our
present opinion. Undoubtedly if no care has been
taken in preparing the soil, if loose contracts have
been made, and contractors have been permitted to
use all sorts of smoke-dried nursery rubbish, well
nigh dead when planted, we should refuse to admit
the experiments to have been conclusive. We have
not yet forgotten Victoria Park, or Kenmngton
Common.

That we may not be accused of entertaining an
exaggerated theoretical view of this matter, we.shall
conclude these remarks by a case. No tree in this
country is more beautiful than the Deciduous
Cypress. Look at it at Kew and Syon in summer
with its towering stem loaded with pale green deli-
cate airy foliage, or observe it in autumn when
changing to rich brown. There is not a more
noble object. It is said to have been intro-
duced above two hundred years ago. Is it to be found
in any of the Parks ? We have never been able to
find it there. That at least cannot have arisen from
London air having disagreed with it ; for not a
hundred yards from where the old Crystal Palace
stood in Hyde Park, there still exist, in a private
garden, two flourishing specimens, probably sixty or
seventy years old. Now in both Hyde Park, and
Kensington Gardens, and St. James's Park are
situations in which this glorious tree would thrive
under intelligent superintendence. And so with
other things.

Should these remarks chance to meet the eye of
the Right Hon. Baronet who now fills the office of
Chief Commissioner of Woods, &c, we trust he
will cause some inquiry to be instituted into a sub-
ject with which he is himself familiar, and which
we venture to assure him is well deserving official

investigation.

We learn from the Comptes rendus that the
operation of rfstocking with Fish the fresh waters
of France is going on so rapidly and with such
perfect success that an abstract of the last report
cannot fail to be interesting to many in this
country. We need not revert to the occasional
notices relating to this important subject which
have occasionally appeared in our own columns.
It must now be well known that by the ingenious
discoveries of Golstein, Lac£p£de, Boccius, Gf.hin,
and Remy, and others, the artificial fecundation of
fish spawn has become an operation of perfect
certainty and simplicity

; so that there is no appa-
rent reason why the owners of rivers, rivulets,
and ponds should not have them stocked with
whatever hardy fresh-water fish they may de-
sire.

It seems that M. Coste has more especially
achieved great success in his experiments with
trout and salmon. Artificially fecundated eggs,
brought from the Swiss Jakes, and the Rhine,
hatched in his apparatus at the College of France in
Paiis, and afterwards brought up in a narrow
" stew " set apart for the purpose, have already begun
to breed. A lake trout {Salmo lemanits) 2 £ years
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old, 13 inches long, and weighing rather more than
tt lb., spawned lately on a bed of pebbles prepared
for her. The number of eggs removed from time to
time with a pipette was 1065, and were spon-
taneously impregnated with the milt of a common
trout (Salmo Fario), only 19 months old. Only 17
out of this number of eggs missed. In the same
place are at this moment a salmon trout {Salmo
trutta), a common trout, and a lake trout, the oldest
not 3 years old and the youngest only 18 months,
which are also ready to spawn. Six males, among
which are a couple of common salmon (Salmo salar),
are ready to milt, and have already mated with the
females.

This striking result seems to prove that there is

no practical difficulty in breeding fish artificially,
but that on the contrary they may be domesticated
as easily as any other animals or even as plants.
It proves moreover that the practical men who
maintained that certain kinds of fish can only breed
in running water were quite mistaken; for these

j

Salmonids, bred and kept in a tank, where the
water is merely renewed from time to time, not
only multiply spontaneously, but gain weight so
fast that they are just as fit for food and market-
able in a given time as if they were wild.

It is stated that the experiments of M. Coste are
entirely confirmed by what is going on in the new
waters of the Bois de Boulogne. Not Ion? ago
50,000 young Trout, Salmon Trout, lake Trout,
Charr (S. Umbla), Salmon, and Salmo Hucho, were
put in, all hatched at the College of France ;

most of them are already between 4 and 5 inches
long, and there seems every reason to believe that
they will continue to thrive there, provided they
are not neglected in winter and destroyed by frost.
It is perfectly evident, at all events, that they have
found in the Bois de Boulogne all the conditions
requisite for their perfect nourishment.
We shall endeavour to find room, at an early

period, for Mr. Ashworth's interesting account of
the artificial propagation of Salmon at Stormontfield.

indorse this statement of Mr. Wrench's correspondent
we can say that it is a handsome plant, well worth culti-
vation.

C. verrucosus, quite a different species, is sometimes
called integerrimus in gardens.

Kew Plants.
160. Ceanothus integerrimus. Hooker and Arnott in

Bcechcifs Voyage, p. 329.

This is at present little known in shrubberies, although
quite hardy and sub-evergreen. It forms a slender-
branched tall shrub, with the habit of C. thyrsiflorus,
azureus, and pallidas. The leaves are thin, oval, three-
ribbed, and almost entirely destitute of pubescence. The
flowers are pure white, in narrow terminal panicles.
The species was originally found in California by the

botanist attached to Captain Beechey's voyage in
H.M.S. Blossom ; at a later period Hartweg found
it in the valley of the Sacramento. The specimen here
figured was obtained from the garden of the Horticul-
tural Society where it had been raised from seeds
received from Mr. Robert Wrench, as a Californian
shrub, "resembling the Lilac, but more showy, with
white Plum-like flowers." Although we may not

..VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CIV.
352*. CARPOProsisf (Shedding of Rice) Several

diseases with which the Rice crops are affected iu Italy
are enumerated by Re, but for the most part with so
little precision and so few details that it is difficult to
form a correct judgment as to their nature. I have
already had occasion to allude to two of these; that
before us is so singular as to deserve a distinct notice.
Every thing seems apparently to go on well up to the*
formation of the seed ; but no sooner is that accom-
plished than the adhesion to the partial peduncles of the
panicle is so imperfect, that the slightest agitation, or
the smallest breath of air, will cause the seeds to fall.
The seeds themselves are at the same time of a reddish*
colour and very imperfect, their albumen ill developed,
and their taste extremely disagreeable. Where this
dreadful malady makes its appearance, it is not con-
fined to a few individuals, but is spread far and wide,
and induces immense loss to the cultivator, sometimes
amounting to a third of the produce. The diseased
seeds, as is the case occasionally with Ergot, are not
deprived of the power of vegetation. So far from this
being the case, their vitality, or at least their term of
vitality, seems to be increased, as they sometimes lie in
the ground one or two years before thev germinate, and
the plants which spring from the diseased seeds are
endowed with the same constitutional peculiarity as the
parents, insomuch that the disease is certainly propa-
gated, and the only remedy is a complete change of
cropping, as every seed which remains in the ground
has the power of infecting neighbouring plants. It is
much to be regretted that no examination has been
made of the infected grains, for whether the disease be-
due to the presence of some fungus analogous to
that which produces Ergot, or whether it consists
merely in some modification of the tissues of the seeds
and their contents, the subject is of great interest. Re
remarks very judiciously that though the disease at
present has appeared only in the Rice, it may possibly
be found on other aquatics, and I would therefore-
recommend such botanists as are interested in Vegetable
Pathology to watch for indications of it in our Water
Grasses. There is a disease in the Rice plants also
mentioned by Re, which may possibly depend upon the
s line cause, though the phenomena are not quite the
same. In this malady which Re calls Selone, a word
of local origin but uncertain derivation, the seed is very
imperfectly formed if at all, and so the whole or part of
the panicle issterile, the integuments alone being lormed
without any farinaceous matter. This affection is said
to occur in cold wet summers, or when cold winds are-
prevalent, especially when the seed has been long in the-
ground before germinating, or where it has been sown
late, but if it be true that it can be prevented by early
sowing there may be some doubt as to the correctness,
of the notion.

411. b. External or Accidental.* Functional.—

I

have hitherto considered those diseases which arise from
internal or constitutional causes which are inappreciable
to the observer, and are known only by their effects.
A few cases meanwhile have been introduced evidently
belonging to the same generic divisions, though their
causes have been different. I now come to a large class
of diseases in which the causes are no less appreciable-
than the effects, at least where they are satisfactorily
ascertained. In some cases however where constitutional
disease already exists, the causes may act more in-
tensely, or may be so obscured or modified as to make the
diagnosis doubtful. These causes are of various kinds,
consisting either of atmospheric conditions injurious to
or incompatible with the health of the particular planL
which may be the subject of disease, direct poisons,
actual injuries, or the presence of insects or parasitic
fungi, inducing alterations of structure and to a greater
or less degree consequent unproductiveness. The-
latter especially give rise to the greater part of the
diseases which make the production of corn and some
other objects of cultivation so precarious. It is fortunate
however that the nature and effects of these are now
well understood, and in more than one ins ance reme-
dies can now be applied with almost complete certainty
of success. The due appreciation of this has done away
with many of the crude notions which assimilated the
diseases of plants to those of men which bore an ex-
ternal resemblance to them, while on the other hand
Animal Pathology is every day acquiring greater pre-
cision from the li-ht thrown upon it by the accurate
investigation of parasitic fungi. M. J. B.

ON SEEDLING PEAR TREES WHEN THEY
FIRST COME INTO BEARIiNG.

The raiser will now be in possession of a number of
seedlings from the finest fruits, both as regards form
and flavour, which have been produced by some of the
new and improved varieties. To each of 'these seedling
plants he will take care to fasten with zinc wire a
leaden label, bearing, together with the letter S., the
number of the variety from which the seedling has been
obtained. This label must never afterwards I e removed.
These young trees, trained either as dwarf or tall pyra-
mids, according to the directions given in a former

t From ko*t«$, fruit ; and TT*<n,-, the act of falling.
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article, oh-.uid be managed so as to couie into bearing

as quickly as possible. The successive selection will

have been made at each transplantation according as

the trees appeared promising. Planted at a sufficient

distance apart, the trees will have been regularly dis-

buddeJ, and the shoots thinned out, before midsummer,
where too numerous on the upright stem. Towards the

end of the second flow of sap (last week in September

or beginning of October), care will have been taken to

shorten the shoots, and also the vertical stem, more or

less according to their vigour, in order to give greater

firmness to the parts left. Firmly established in the

anl by well subdivided roots, the seedling will begin to

exhibit a tendency to bear fruit in its upper part. It is

at the time of coming first into bearing that a seedling

requires particular attention. It must be observed at

the periods of blossoming, when the fruit sets, and when
the latter is swelling off. Its vigour having been ascer-

tained, it is necessary to prove its hardiness, which can

be easily done by its produce, and its fertility by the

number of fruits. The observations made on these

points can only be considered as temporary ; their

correctness must be tested by the produce of successive

years, in which the characters are more strikingly

brought out.

When these points are settled the next proceeding is

to thin the fruit where there are too many set on the

same corymb, leaving on a strong spur of the stem only

two fruits ; on a branch spur one fruit, and on an
elongated spur, (brindle) two at most. The fruits

which ought to be taken off should be cut horizontally

through the middle so as not to injure the parts left.

This operation is performed in dry weather, or in a

dry day, towards the end of May or in the first fort-

night in June. The fruits regularly distanced in this

manner on the different parts of the tree become better

developed, and acquire a more perfect form and more
characteristic properties. We do not say its definite

form, nor all its qualities, because that form is fre-

quently not settled till after four or five years' fruiting,

and because the qualities become better as the tree

acquires greater strength and vigour, is more firmly

rooted in the soil, and as it arrives at the period of

mature growth. The same remark applies to Pear
trees grafted for dwarfs near the ground on the Pear
stock with scions taken from trees which have been in

bearing for several years. The young stocks influence
the graft ; they retard the formation of fruit buds,
and from their wood not being old enough the fruit does
not possess its proper form and flavour. On the con-
trary, a strong stock, grafted at the height of 6 or 7 feet

with a scion taken from a part of a tree in a bearing
condition, will in three or four years produce fruit ot

the same form and flavour as that produced by the tree
from which the scion was taken. This is solely owing
to the age of the stock and the condition of the scion
itself. In support of this many proofs could be adduced.
By trying this practice it will be found that these
assertions are founded on facts ascertained by experi-
ments. Let us now return to the seedling in bearing.
Presuming that it is growing; in a soil that is neither too
light nor poor, yet if prolonged drought occur in sum-
mer the tree will suffer, and the growth of the fruit
will consequently be checked. This may, however, be
prevented by the following mode, which is applicable to
all recently planted trees. When the tree is finally

planted where it is to remain, two earthenware pipes
«re placed perpendicularly in the earth at 2i feet
distance from each side of the tree. These pipes are
irom 1 £ foot to 2 feet in length, and 4 inches in diameter.
They are made to rest on brickbats in order to allow the
water to escape at the bottom. Their upper end is an
inch above the surface of the soil, and covered with a
paving tile, 8 inches square, and 1 inch thick. If exces-
sive drought prevail in summer, these long pipes are
filled in the evening with rain water, mixed with a little

cow-dung. Water supplied in this manner to the lowest
roots enables the suffering tree to recruit its forces
during the night, and next day its vegetation exhibits
fresh energy. The fruit is thus prevented from being
checked in its growth, and from dropping. Even the
watering of the surface of the ground is useful, but is
not sufficiently effectual. These waterings are given
every other day, and so long as the drought renders them
necessary.

"W ith respect to a seedling, the training of which has
been properly managed, the branches well established,
and which has arrived at a bearing state, pinching and
summer pruning should be performed with great care,
and but sparingly, as at the winter pruning, the shoots
by these operations are generally left longer or shorter
according to the vigour of the tree.
When a seedling Pear tree comes into bearing it

ceases to produce
^ over-luxuriant shoots. Its energy

is then employed in producing fruit, and in the forma-
tion of organs for fructification in succeeding years.
We shall pass over summer and early autumn fruits, as
<hey are not the object of our researches. For the late
autumn, winter, and spring fruits our observations are

;
carried to the last fortnight of September. If the
seedling is planted in a light soil, it will, about that time,

j

indicate its maturity by signs which the practical man
c.in recognise, such as the colour of the fruit itself, or
that of the leaves. The most certain sign of all is when
by pressing the stalk of the fruit it parts from the spur
at its point of junction with the latter. Whatever may
be the influence of the moon with respect to the period
of gathering, it is certain that a great number
of keeping Pears gathered towards the period of the
lull moon in September keep well in the fmit-room,

ripen in succession, and there acquire their lull flavour.

It is thus that we have kept till the middle of February
fruit of the Beurre Diel and Passe Colmar, the usual

period of the ripening of these being December and
January. In colder and heavier soil, keeping Pears do
not require to be gathered till the succeeding full moon.
However, the maturity of the fruit on the tree and the

period for gathering depends greatly on the aspect, the

nature of the soil, and the greater or less warmth of the

season. This subject has been treated at greater

length in an article in your volume for 1854, p. 676.

As soon as the fruit of a seedling Pear is gathered a

small wooden label, on which is written the number of

the tree which has borne the fruit, as well as the

letters A. B. C, is tied to the stalk ; and further, to

avoid all confusion or doubt, a duplicate of such label is

tied to the tree. On the other side of the label attached

to the fruit is written the date of the gathering, whether

first, successional, or final, as the case may be. After

having seared the end of the foot-stalk by dipping it

slightly iu melted rosin, the fruit is placed on a

dry cloth on a shelf of a room, the air of which
is rather dry than otherwise. Five or six days

afterwards the fruit is placed in the fruit-room,

where it is watched until it appears to be ripe. It

should then be placed in a small Willow basket, and
daily inspected till the time of tasting. Previously,

however, to doing so the fruit should be cut in half,

longitudinally, or from the eye to the stalk, but without

injuring the seeds, which, if the fruit prove first-rate,

will be required for the purpose of resowing. The
outline of the fruit is then traced on a piece of white

paper, in order that the exact form may be preserved.

cardboard chart in the tool-house, and make a mess o -
'

all my fine coloured divisions ! To say nothing of the

confusion that will take place in my own head for some
months. I was told that some sharp fellow had watched

the marriages of Ferns with an enormous microscope,

and had made affidavit of it. * But," said 1, " suppose

some half-dozen other sharp fellows watched too, and
didn't see 'em." At which I thought the head-gardener

would have died, for he laughed consumedly ; and,

apparently, at my expense.
Now, dear Editor, you long ago answered a letter or

two of mine with much courtesy and affection ; may I

beg one line in your answers to correspondents saying

whether Ferns have sexes, or whether they may still

keep their place in the esexud state on my coloured

chart in the tool-house, in spite of the head-gardener,
who is a most respectable gentleman. Yours to com-
mand, Giles Jolly.

Postscript to Giles Jolly's Letter.—It may be that all

the question in my letter has been settled in some of

your late works, but I can't afford to be flush up with all

new ideas and discoveries ; and I live in a remote dis-

trict, and for the most part keep company with vege-

tables and insects during six days of the week, and am
compelled to ask for information short and pithy from

learned heads and kind hearts (like yours) in a way that

won't touch my poor pocket. You will see, without

spectacles, that I don't mean you to publish my letter,

but to look upon it as intended for your private refresh-

ment, and the means of settling the moral condition of

a large parish of plants ; and of my being placed in a

position to speak with authority about Brackens and

Ferns, and all those beautiful green garlands and sheeny
In tasting, the fruit should be chewed but without swallow- duplets with which Queen Nature adorns her magnifi-

ing the smallest portion. The slices, which should be small
| cent brow. For the present, " Giles Jolly " wishes aportion

and thin, ought to be placed between the palate and the

tongue, this being the infallible touchstone of taste. The
properties in the fruit having been discovered with skill

and impartiality, no feelings of paternity being allowed to

interfere with our judgment, they are successively noted

down on the paper on which the outline of the fruit and

its stalk is traced. If the fruits borne on different parts

of the tree continually present the same properties, good

or bad, the raiser will note them down. The first notes,

dated, will serve for reference in following years, when
the fruit again comes to be tasted from the same tree.

If the raiser discover that either of those productions

possess superior qualities, he will submit the fruit to the

judgment of connoisseurs well known to be impartial.

Then, when assured of the merits of the variety, he will

submit the fruit to Pomological Committees. He will

collect the opinions given. If all are uniformly favour-

able, there is still a final proof wanting, and the most
important, that is, wheiher the seedling possess all the

other properties requisite in a new variety in full bear-

ing, in the open air. This may be ascertained in the

last fortnight of August.
Finally, the raiser will cause a correct drawing of the

fruit to be made, according to its average size and

general form ; and he will also describe it. He will

collect all the information relative to the tree and its

fruit, together with the means of preserving the former

in its full vigour, hardiness, and fertility, according to

experiments made in different soils, situations, and

aspects.

By adopting this rational mode of proceeding, the

raiser of a new and improved variety of fruit will merit

well the thanks of those interested in the cultivation of

fruit trees, sparing both amateurs and nurserymen
troublesome experiments, which frequently result in

grievous disappointment. /. De Jonyhc, Brussels.

HAVE FEKNS SEXES?
Perhaps you may recognise the great clumsy hand of

me who wrote to you many years ago. I am still only

an under-gardener ; but that's not my object in this letter.

You must know I took a great fancy to your " New-

Distribution of the Vegetable Kingdom," as you pro-

happy new year to Dr. John Lindley, and so farewell.

[ It is true that Ferns have two sorts of organs, which

may possibly be sexual : but upon this point we must

ask our good friend Giles to consult our columns next

week.]

PUMPKINS AND SQUASHES.
The following communication from Dr. T. W. Harris,

of Cambridge, Massachusetts, to the Pennsylvania Farm
Journal, furnishes much desirable information respect-

ing the origin, qualities, and uses of his several varieties

of these vegetables :

—

In September, 1834, Mr. John M. Ives, of Salem,

Massachusetts, exhibited in Faneuil Hall, Boston, a

new Squash, to which he subsequently gave the name
of the " Autumnal Marrow Squash." This fruit, thu3

introduced, and brought into notice, soon became a

great favourite, and has ever since been extensively

cu tivated for table use, as a sauee and for pies, in the

vic.nity of Boston. So popular has it become in the

market of Boston, that it may well be called "the

Boston Squash," though I never heard that name
applied to it. Mr. Ives, in his description of it, called

it a variety of Cucurbita melopepo, which is an error.

If not a mere variety of Commodore Porter's Valparaiso

Squash, it doubtless descended from the s ime stock as

the latter. It must not be confound ,d with the kind

cultivated in England under the name of " Vegetable

Marrow"—a very poor vegetable, as I am assured by

friends who have eaten it in London—and apparently

one of the sorts which in New Englaud would be called

summer Squashes. The "Autumnal Marrow" is eaten

only when fully ripe ; the " Vegetable Marrow," like

"Cymliugs," is eaten only in an unripe state. The

former comes into eating in September, but may be kept

with care till March. When pure or unmixed by

crossing with other kinds, it is considered as the very

best autumnal and winter Squash in New England.

Many cultivators have allowed it to degenerate or

become mixed with the larger and grosser Valparaiso,

so that we do not often find it iu entire purity in our

markets. It generally has only three double rows of

pounded it in your " Elements of Botany," of which I

seeds.

The Valparaiso Squashes, of which there seem to be

managed to obtain a second-hand copy. I made a sort several varieties, known to cultivators by many dif-

of a circular chart or map of your eight classes, com- ferent names, some of them merely local in tne.r appli-

prehending all plants and vegetables now discovered by

the human mind, and the assistance of microscopes to

boot. I painted the different divisions to help my memory,
and then I took the card-board map and huug it up in

the tool-house by way of being handy for me. I found

that we had examples in England, natives I mean, of

seven classes out of the eight ; and by degrees I got

that I could classify most plants I met with without

running into the tool-house. A few months ago I was

coming along with a bunch of Ferns in my hand, of

course thinking they belonged to the great esexual

division (or State II.) at p. 230 of your Elements, in the

year 1841 edition. I sometimes talk aloud to myself,

for I find I remember things better when I hear myself

saying them plain out. And so I was doing about the

bunch of Ferns ; when up starts the head gardener

from behind a large sweet Bay tree that everybody

admires, and the cook steals lots of leaves from, and

says he, " Mr. Jolly, let me tell you that Ferns don't

belong to that division ; you've clapped them on the

wrong side of the hedge." And then he pulled out the

last edition of Mr. Francis's British Ferns, edited by

Professor Henfrey, of St. George's Hospital, and read

cation, belong to a peculiar group of the genus Cucur-

bita, the distinguishing characters of which have not

been fully described by botanists. The word Squash

as applied to these fruits is a misnomer, as may be

shown hereafter ; it would be well to drop it entirely,

and to call the fruits of this group Pompions, Pump-

kins, or Pot irons. It is my belief that they were

originally indigenous to the tropical and subtropical

parts ot the western coast of America ; they are exten-

sively cultivated from Chili to California, and also in the

West Indies, whence enormous specimens are some-

times brought to the Atlantic States. How much soever

these Valparaiso Pumpkins may differ in form, size,

colour, and quality, they all agree in certain peculiarities

that are found in no other species or varieties of Cucur-

bita. Their leaves are never deeply lobed like those of

other Pumpkins and Squashes, but are more or less rive-

angled, or almost rounded, and heart-shaped at base ;

they are also softer than those of other Pumpkins and

Squashes. The summit or blossom end of the fruit has

a nipple-like projection upon it, consisting of the per-

manent fleshy stile. The fruit stalk is short, nearly

cylindrical, never deeply five-iurrowed, but merely Ion-

in that book as how Ferns have sexes, and lead quite as grudinally striated or wrmk ed, and never clavated or

comfortable and respectable a married life as other I
enlarged with projecting angles next to the fruit. With

flowering plants. At least the head-gardener told me |
few exceptions, they contuiu lour or five double rows ot

as much out of the book. seeds. To this group belong Mr. Ives' autumnal

| My stars and elastic garters ! Am I to alter that
|
marrow Squash (or Pumpkin) before named, Com.
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Portei's Valparaiso Squash (Pumpkin), the so-culled i

Mammoth Pumpkin or Cucurbita maxima of the bota-

nists, the Turban Squash or Acorn Squash, Cucurbita
piliformis of Duchesne, the Cashew Pumpkin, Cole's

|

Connecticut Pie-Squash, Stetson's Cuba Squash, and his

hybrid called the Wilder Squash, with various others.

Tie variety introduced from Valparaiso by Com.
Porter became known to me about the year 1330, since

whic'i time it has been more or less cultivated in New
England, both for the table and for stock. It is of an
oblong, oval shape, of a pale reddish yellow colour ex-

ternally when ripe, nearly smooth, and very slightly
j

furrowed, and often grows to a large size. It readily

mix- with the autumnal marrow, but is inferior to it

in quality. It may prove better and more valuable in

the Middle and Southern States than in New England.
The Turban, sometimes called the Acorn Squash,

because when the fruit is small it resembles somewhat
an Acorn in its cup, seems to be the Cucurbita pili-

formis of Duchesne. It sometimes grows to a large

size, measuring 14 or 15 inches in transverse diameter,
and looks like an immense Turkish turban in shape.

Specimens raised in my garden in 1851 were little

more than 10 inches in diameter, and weighed 10 lbs.

or more, having very thick and firm flesh, but a small
cavity within. They proved excellent for table use,

equal in quality to the best autumnal Marrows. They
keep quite as well as the latter.

The plants of the foregoing Valparaiso, or Potiron

group, are more tender and less hardy than those of the

common Pumpkin, or Pepo group ; they are also much
more subject to the attacks of worms or borers (yEgeria

cucurbita;) at the roots. Their fruits, compared with

common Pumpkins and winter Squashes, have a thinner

and more tender rind, and finer-grained, sweeter, and
less strongly-flavoured flesh, on which accounts they are

preferred by most persons for table use.

The New England " Crook-neck Squash," as it is

commonly but incorrectly called, is a kind of Pumpkin,
perhaps a genuine species, for it has preserved its iden-

tity, to our certain knowledge, ever since the year 168G,
when it was described by Kay. It has the form and
colour of the Cashew, but is easily distinguished there-

from by the want of a persistent stile, and by its

clavated and furrowed fruit-stem. Before the introduc-

tion of the autumnal Marrow, it was raised in large

quantities for table use during the winter, in preference

to Pumpkins, which it almost entirely superseded.

Many farmers now use it instead of Pumpkins for cattle,

the vine being more productive, and the fruit containing

much more nutriment in proportion to its size. It

varies considerably in form and colour. The best kinds

are those which are very much curved, nearly as large

at the stem as at the blossom end, and of a rich cream
colour. Some are green, variegated with cream-coloured

Btripea and spots. Some are bell-shaped, or with a very
short and straight neck, and are less esteemed than the

others ; for the neck being solid and of fine texture, is

the best part of the fruit. These crook-necks can be
kept all the winter, if not exposed to frost, and I have
eaten of them when a year old. On account of its

hardiness, its fruitiulness, and its keeping qualities, this

is perhaps the most valuable variety to the New Eng-
land farmer. It is said to degenerate in the Middle
and Sou! hern States, where, probably, Porter's Valpa-
raiso or some kindred variety may be better adapted to

the climate.

The early Canada Squash seems to be a precocious

and dwarfed variety of the common Crook-neck. It is

sm r, with a short and often straight neck, and is of

a dark and dirty buff colour externally. It conies into

eating early, quite as soon as the autumnal Marrow,
and was, indeed still is, much esteemed as a table

vegetable.

The Custard Squash or Pumpkin is an oblong, deeply-

furrowed, and prominently 10-ribbed fruit, with a pale

buff and very hard (but not woody) rind, and fine, light

yellow flesh, much esteemed in the making of pies and
puddings. From seeds received from Paris, under the
name of Patagonian Squash, I raised a fruit exactly
like the Custard Squash in form and size, but of a dark
green colour externally, and entirely worthless as an
article of food. Nevertheless I infer that the Custard
Squash is merely an improved variety from the same
original stock.

The fruits belonging to this second group probably
originated in the eastern or central parts of the two
Americas. They were cultivated by the Indians, and
were found here in their gardens and fields by Euro-
peans on the first settlement of the country. Pumpkins,
or btll-shaped Squashes (as New Englanders would
now rail them), were found as far north as Saco, by
Ciiamplain, in 1605 aud 1606. A similar variety was
cultivated by the Iroquois Indians, and still bears their
name in France. Pumpkins were found by Raleigh's
colony among the Indians in North Carolina, and by
early voyagers in the West Indies. There are indi-

genous kinds in Brazil, and we have seen that even
Patagonia has added another to the common stock.

Cultivation has, doubtless, improved their qualities,

and has caused them to sport in numerous varieties, so
that it is now difficult, if not impossible, to determine
which of the known kinds are typical species and which
are mere varieties.

A third group remains to be described. The repre-
sentatives of it are the Cucurbita melopepo, verrucosa,
and ovifera, of Linnaeus. It includes all those kinds
called in New England summer Squashes, because they
are eaten only during the summer while they are soft
and tender, and in an unripe state. These are the only

two Squashes, if regard be had to the origin of the
name, derived from the language of the Massachusetts
Indians, by whom, according to Roger Williams, this

kind of fruit was called " Askutasquash, which the

English from them called Squashes." From the same
authority, and from other sources, we ieam that the

Indians of New England cultivated this kind of fruit or

vegetable, and used it for food ; that some of their

Squashes were "of the bigness of Apples, of several

colours," while others are represented by Champlain as

being considerably larger, turbinated, and more or 1- es

puckered on the margin, and of the same form as that

which in France is called Bonnet de pretre, probably

the prototype of our scalloped Squash, or Cucurbita

melopepo. Bartram found a Squash-vine growing wild
j

in the interior of East Florida, climbing to the tops of

the trees, and bearing little yellow Squashes of the form
and size of an Orange. Mr. Nuttall informs us that

the warted Squash, Cucurbita verrucosa, was " culti-

vated by the Indians of the Missouri to its sources."

It has generally been supposed, on the authority of

Linnaeus, that the Egg-squash, Cucurbita ovifera, was a

native of Artrachan in Tartary. On turning to the

account of it given by Dr. Lorche, from whom Linnaeus

received his specimens, I find it included in the list of

plants not natives of the vicinity of Astrachan, but cul-

tivated only in gardens, where it is associated with such

exotics as Indian Corn or Maize, with which it was
probably introduced directly or indirectly from Ame-
rica. We also learn from Lorche that this species

varied in form, being sometimes Pear-shaped, that it

was sometimes variegated in colour with green and
white, and that the shell served instead of little boxes.

Here we have plainly indicated the little Gourd-like,

hard-shelled, and variegated Squashes that are often

cultivated as ornamental plants. From these ami
similar authorities, we conclude that summer Squashes
were originally natives of America, where so many of

them were found in use by the Indians, when the

country began to be settled by Europeans.
Under the name of Cucurbita melopepo is to be in-

cluded what in New England is called scalloped Squash,

and in the Middle and Southern States, Cymlings

;

perhaps the patty-pan Squash is another synonym for

the same. This melopepo is a very broad and thin or

compressed fruit, with scallop edges, and more or less

warted surface ; it measures often 10 or 11 inches in

transverse diameter, and 3 or 4 from stem to blossom.

It varies in form, being sometimes much thicker, and
more or less turbinated or top-shaped, when it takes

the name of Bonnet de pretre, or Priest's cap
;
perhaps

this is really its original form. Other varieties, nearly

round, are sometimes seen. The Year- Book ofAgriculture.

Home Correspondence.
Horticultural Society.—I was pleased to read (p. 22)

the remarks of " F. H. S," in reference to the past,

present, and future of this Society. Undoubtedly upon
such men, and the friends alluded to, depends in a large

degree the stability and progress of scientific associa-

tions. They cultivate science for its own sake, and it

is well that the Horticultural Society can number many
minds of this stamp. But I distinctly differ from
* F. H. S." in his conclusions regarding exhibitions, and
the proposals of the Council to hold them in London.
It appears to me that a large aud inviting field is open
for early summer and autumnal shows. If a large hall

could not be got I am of opinion that a series of rooms
would be equally interesting ; rooms show off plants first

rate. Then there might be the Orchid room,the Roseroom,
and so on. The show in such a place could easily be kept
open at least two days. If liberal prizes were offered,
" the Society " might count on a grand exhibition and
plenty of visitors. The love of flowers and fruits will

never die. Who can estimate the amount of good
which the horticultural shows have imparted ? If the
value of scientific associations is to be estimated
according to the happiness they confer on the human
kind, then may " F. H. S." and his friends rejoice that

they have aided so excellent an institution. Look at

the number of offshoots which have sprung from the
parent society. Why Sydenham, the Botanic, &c. &c,
are only imitators, and yet there is room for them and
more. Mark, too, their quickness of action. It is but
as yesterday that the Vice-Secretary of the Horticul-

tural Society gave expression to [the idea that Roses
mit^ht be grown and exhibited in pots

; prizes were
offered, and the beautiful and grand results are already
patent. The capital expended in this one direction alone
must be considerable. I might expatiate on the encou-
ragement these meetings have given to the introduction

of new and rare plants, but for which many must have
" blushed unseen." Those glorious groups of Orchids,
too, might not in this generation have been witnessed

;

the banks of Roses untouched with the scorching ray
might never have inspired heavenward thoughts ; the
beautiful Pelargoniums with the unique " fancies" must
have been lost to the many, and the lessons of the

humble Heartsease, so circular in form, velvety in sub-

stance, decided in colour, fine eye, well defined in its

markings, and withal so pure, might not have been
learnt had it not been for the Horticultural Society.

Perchance, too, w ithout such associations, those gorgeous
specimens of plants and fruits from every clime might
not have told of the tireless energies, the vast riches,

and the advancement of England in the culture of the

arts of peace, whilst the recreative, the refining, eleva-

ting, and instructive tendencies of such magnificent

gatherings of the people extending far beyond the scene

of enjoyment could not have been so demonstrated.
Apart then from much good which the Society has
effected in other directions, I fancy that no small
share of its large "capital" for usefulness may be
traced to its strenuous support of the exhibitions. I

hasten to reply to an error of " F.H.S." involved in

the following sentence :
— " People no longer exhibit

their productions for honour or for the sake of horticul-

ture, but purely and simply for the money they can
make." Granting this to be true, "F.H.S." must
know that the abuse of an institution is no good reason
why it should be abolished. But I think I can prove
that a large majority of the exhibitors not only do not

make money but lose it. Take what some say is the

be^t-paid section, viz., fruit. The Botanic has had the

reputation of being most liberal. The highest award
offered is for the collection of fruit ; some of those who
compete in this class "put up" 8, 12, and 16 dishes

each, and last season there was one competitor entered 30
dishes. For this the gold medal is awarded, value 71.

Several of the principal exhibitors have to travel

upwards of 80 miles, aud some double that distance. To
* come in " you must send one or two men, who must
stay two days and two nights in London. By this

it will be seen at a glance that even the successful

competitor cannot make money. True, the Society

allows a kind of moiety for carriage, and some em-
ployers also pay expenses ; but many do not. I repeat

that more lose than make money, and I need not tell

even successful exhibitors that exhibiting is the hardest

kind of work. Councils and managers may think they

are very generous (and perhaps they are, and offer as

much as they can afford) ; but " F. H. S." may take it

for granted that exhibitors make greater sacrifices than

any connected with exhibitions, and that something else

than money incites them to action. Oeo. MlEwen.

The Scotch White Chester Grape.—This was distributed

by the Horticultural Society some years since; it isa robust

grower and very hardy, with large leaves, but slightly

lobed ; a most abundant bearer, and rather earlier than

the Muscadine ; its berries are much ^crowded in the

bunches, and require severe thinning. It is an old

Dutch variety ; I have received it from Holland under

the name of '* Vroege Vanderlaan," and " Vanderlaan

Precoce." T. It.

Bain-fall and Drainage.—At the end of another

remarkably dry year, it may be useful to inquire whether

there is any likelihood that the general average ofthe rain-

fall may have been disturbed by any cause ; and whether,

therefore, we may look for a less average for the

future. Will any of your meteorological correspon-

dents inform us if, in their judgment, such a cause may
exist in the extensive drainage works of the last few

years ? In " Prout's Bridgewater Treatise " (p. 337,

edit. 1834) I find two estimates of the relative quantities

of the total rain-fall due to evaporation from the surface

of the land on the one hand, and "drawn from the

seas that encircle our shores" on the other. Dr.

Thomson (who estimates the mean fall of rain

throughout Great Britain at 36 inches) attributes only 4

inches to this latter source, while Dr. Dalton gives 13

inches as the quantity of " water flowing off by the rivers

in England and Wales," leaving 23 inches to be

evaporated from the surface of the land. These two

estimates are wide enough apart to show that at that period

not much was known accurately on the subject. Has

any more definite knowledge been gained since ? Would
not the drainage of late years, by withdrawing the water

more rapidly from the surface, decrease the amount of

evaporation and increase that of the water flowing off by

the rivers; thus cutting off a portion of that which,

according to either estimate, is the main source of our

supply of rain ? Doubtless many meteorologists have

considered this subject, but I do not remember to have

met with any discussion of it. Any information or

remarks would, I think, prove interesting. A Cheshire

Subscriber.

Cucumber Disease.—The experience I have had of this

malady leads me to think that it is in a great measure

brought on by improper treatment and an injudicious

application of stimulants. I allude to plants under

glass. The evil first appeared in ridge Cucumbers here

soon after a thunder-storm and a heavy fall of ratty

which saturated the ground about the roots, and to which

at the time I solely attributed the cause of the disease

;

but in the case of plants under glass this may be obviated.

Three years ago I had several pits and boxes, and all

the plants in them were doing as well as could be desired,

bearing fruit abundantly and of the best quality ;
but

on the amount of attention required being reduced

to giving air, &c, merely when I happened to pass that

way, and perhaps two hours later than it should have

been given had I had to depend on them for a crop,

the distemper manifested itself quite as boldly as on

those ridges, attacking the fruit in all its stages. Close

by I had some more pits in bearing order, but duly

attended to, and out of these I continued cutting quan-

tities of fine fruit till the middle of November, and let it

be observed, those were cuttings taken off" the diseased

plants previous to its appearance ; and more, they were

grown in a portion of the same soil. Ever since its

appearance has, therefore, given me little concern, as 1

conceive that the evil is brought on by neglect

Every blue apron ought, therefore, to be ashamed of

it ; we generally are of mildew, and we ought to be the

same of this disease. Angus MiLeod, Whitfield, near

Hereford. In June last I placed two plants ol

"Walker's Rambler" in one of the vineries here,

planting them close to the front parapet, to be trained

up under the glass. Both plants grew luxuriantly, and
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sec well ami auuudantiy ; but while one maintained its

vigour, producing large and well-formed fruit, the other

had its fruit quite deformed, ceased to swell, and became

b discoloured at various stages, from 6 to 10 inches in

length ; in fact, I never cut a single fruit from it, the

leaves were slightly spotted, but not generally over the

plant. I certainly could not perceive that there ex-

isted any difference in the soil, nor were the plants

more than 4 feet apart. The disease is not much felt

in this part of the country as yet ; but I am led to

conclude that this must have been an instance of it.

Angus MiIntosh, Castlerea, Ireland.

Cheavin's New Patent Filter.—I went the other day

to Spalding, where Mr. Cheavin lives, and bought one of

his U. 105. size, which certainly is at present an extra-

ordinary thing. In two minutes the water trickles ; by
the time it has been three minutes at work it pours its

full stream, and that runs at the rate of a gallon in

two minutes and a quarter. This would be something

like 640 gallons in the 24 hours, and the filtered

water is perfectly satisfactory. I am sorry to say that

I have bored three times and thought I must be per-

manently dependent on my neighbours after all for

drinkable water. It is of the colour of ditch water ;

but the filter, if it will last, has set me up. Iota.

Vitality of Seeds.—Permit me to send you three seeds

of some Coniferous plant, and also part of the cone
for your inspection. About a month back I had seven
seeds given me by Mr. Brown, gardener to — Millers,

Esq., Alpha Road, who has had the cone in his possession

upwards of nine years, and previous to that it formed
an ornament for many years in a gentleman's hall in

Yorkshire. It is probably 40 years since it was gathered
from the tree. About three weeks ago I sowed seven
seeds in a small pot, in a mixture of loam, peat, and
sand, but previous to sowing them I cut a notch
through the shell of each seed. They have all vege-
tated, and were potted off to-day in small and thumb
pots. Perhaps it^may be as well to state that I always
cut the rind of all the thick skinned seeds I may save to

sow. Edxcin Fancourt, Pine-apple Place, Edgewart Road.
[The seeds and cone are those of Pinus Pinea, the
Stone Pine.]

Cloacine.—That the fecal matter known under this

name is capable of communicating a foetid odour to

vegetable productions is quite certain, from the fact that

Agaricus picaceus, when growing from ground highly
impregnated with that substance, is so undisguisedly
filthy that it is a very unpleasant task to examine it,

much more to prepare specimens for the herbarium.
It might indeed, under such circumstances, be as justly

denied admittance into the house as some species of
Coprosma were in Ross's antarctic expedition. Since
this is the case, it is quite credible that agricultural

crops may sometimes suffer in quality where the dressing

is too strong, though there is perhaps no more valuable
manure than cloacine where it is properly administered,
especially to cereals, to which it is considered by good
authority as

j
more adapted than to pastures. Of the

good effects 'of such manure, and the total absence of
any offensive taste or odour in the produce, we can
speak from personal knowledge, where proper pains
have been taken to mix it well with the general produce
of the farm-yard, or, as the popular phrase is, to kill it,

by the admixture of soil in such quantities as may absorb
the gaseous matter, and to a certain extent deodorise
the mass. One of the best and most successful cultiva-

tors, and at the same time one of the most observant,
with whom it has been our chance to have intimate
relations, set the greatest store by his night cart, which
traversed the country far and near, the contents being
mixed in the course of the season not only with the
manure of the straw yard, but with road scrapings and
the rejectamenta of a neighbouring river, which afforded
an immense mass of matter, consisting of river weeds
mixed more or less with sand, mollusca, and other
animal productions. Not the slightest inconvenience
was ever experienced, and the produce of the farm was
superior in quality to that of most of his neighbours, and
far more abundant in quantity, though either fact might,
perhaps, in some measure be accounted for by the
intrinsic excellence of the soil. Without proper admix-
ture, like guano, such manure is in most cases too strong
but even where plants like Roses are greedy of such
coarse nutriment, it does not follow as a matter of neces-
sity that tne fcetor of the manure should be communicated
to the vegetable. We have never heard that Roses
when so treated are less delicately scented. M. J. B.

Seedling Pears.—The interesting communications of
M. de Jonghe will probably induce some of your readers
to try their hands at raising Pear seedlings. It is

scarcely to be expected that our amateurs will be

varieties above specified, 1 teel convinced that with
very little trouble to themselves, they will, in all prob-
ability, confer a great boon on the public. If any one
were desirous to extend their experiments to autumn
Pears, I would suggest that the universal favourite,

Marie Louise, is somewhat deficient in flavour, and that

this might be given by the pollen of that most excellent

sort called Thompson's. While on the subject of Pears,

I may mention that the eating varieties, when not too

ripe, are most delicious baked, and far better than
ordinary baking pears. Speckled and inferior speci-

mens may thus be most usefully turned to account.

G. S. [We are of the same opinion.]

Endive.—You give a receipt for Endive as a vegetable.

In Holland no table is without it, and almost no day in

the year. It is the most universally popular dish in the

country, and the most savoury morsel I ever tasted.

But the method of preparing it is somewhat different

from that given by your correspondent. Take two good

Endives, not blanched, separate the leaves, and boil

them in two waters (to extract the bitter). If still

bitter use a third water, but ten minutes before they

are ready throw in a handful of Sorrel leaves. When
ready take them out and strain them, and put them
back in the saucepan with a piece of butter the size of

a Walnut, pepper and salt, q. s., and a table-sromful

of any rich gravy. Shake them well over the fire till

all is incorporated, and send them in hot. On no
account chop the leaves. Iota.

Gooseberry Caterpillars.—This is the season in which

I take an easy method of destroying these pests that

caused so much loss last year in different localities.

About 12 years a«*o, finding ray trees repeatedly

attacked, I learned that after the caterpillars had done

feasting they dropped on the ground, and forming

cocoons lay until the warmth of spring caused the fly to

emerge, whose females depositing their egtjs on the

leaves, the vouns brood were soon hatched. It oc-

curred to me that if the old ones were buried I should

be free from them altogether, and so it has proved
;

therefore, before annually manuring the trees, I have

about an inch of the surface earth, to the extent of the

branches, carefully taken off and laid aside : then a few

inches more of the earth to make room for the manure;

but before putting it on all the surface with the cocoons

is thrown in, and thus buried under the manure and

the remaining few inches of earth. Since I adopted

this plan, except a few trees one or two years which I

had reason to think were neglected, I have been free

from the caterpillars. A few weeks since I was in a

distant part of the country where I had recommended
five or six years ago my " burying plan " to a lady

whose trees were spoiled, and she told me that since she

had adopted it they were quite free from the insects
;

but added, " I take care that it is properly done." John
A bell, Limerick,
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Carried up

— W. W. Spicer.

Ailantkus glandulosus.—Mr. Godsall's account of the

quality of the timber of this tree is nearly the same as

that given me by our carpenter. I shall, therefore, now
merely give you the dimensions of the tree and its pro-

bable age. At 1 foot from the ground it measures

2 feet 11 inches in diameter; at 14 feet, 1 foot 9 inches,

where it branches into two arms to the height of 15 feet

more, where each arm measures about 9 inches in dia-

meter ; it carried a splendid top to 20 or 30 feet higher,

which when made into common faggots numbered
about 36. My employer considered the tree to have

been planted from 90 to 100 years ago. Robert A ddiscott,

Elmham Hall, Norfolk.

Notices of Book*.
——

The Botany of the Antarctic Voyage. Part III. Flora

of Tasmania. By J. D. Hooker, M.D., F.R.S. 4to.

Lovell Reeve.

Dr. Hooker in this work enters upon the third and

small part ot a busy colonial lite in exploring tue vege-

ition of the country in which his lot has cast him. At
every step we meet with evidence of the wonderful

activitv of Mr. Gunn, whose name is now most
deservedly and imperishably associated with those of

the first great investigators of Tasmanian Botany.

Nor is it to colonists only that this work possesses

interest of the highest order. Our gardens abound
with plants from Van Diemen's Land, some of

which are hardy enough to hear our hardest

winters. Every packet from Hobart Town brings in

little consignments of seeds, and many a horticultural

eye watches eagerly the growth of the antipodean

strangers. But when it is wished to ascertain before-

hand what manner of plant may be expected to spring

from seeds whose mimes are unknown in gardens there

has been no book to which the inquirer could refer. Is

Oryptandra pimclcoidcs for example worth the care

which is bestowed upon it? or Lcptocyamus taunxnicus

f

None but a few experienced botanists could heretofore

reply. The answer is now within the reach of all who
can gain access to a good private, or a well supported

public library.

The part before us extends from Ranunculaceoe to the

beginning of the great Tasmanian order of L^guruinosse,

contains 80 closely printed pages, and is illustrated

by 20 of Mr. Fitch's admirable drawings.

Griffith and Hcnfrei/s Micrographic Dictionary (Van

Voorst) to which we have adverted on former occasions,

is now completed in the shape of a solid 4 to vol. of more
than 700 pages, with 41 plates and 816 woodcuts. To
the general reader it will prove a very useful book of

reference ; and even the professed naturalist will often

consult its pages with advantage. Its great fault is that

the authors never give their authority for their repre-

sentations of microscopical objects, although by far the

greater part are not their own ; this, which is hardly

fair to those whose figures are used, is more especially

embarrassing to those who use the volume ; and who,

when they fail to discover the structure indicated, natu-

rally wish to know whether they are at variance with

the observations of trustworthy examiners, or are

merely in the presence of some of those writers who
possess the faculty of seeing what does not exist. For

example, we would ourselves ask from whom the figure

of the starch grains of Barley is taken, it being neither

in correspondence with our own eyesight nor with that

of Mr. Leonard, a skilful and conscientious artist who
drew Pereira's plates. Another circumstance to which

we must draw the authors' attention is that when figures

are parvitied instead of magnified they do not s*y so, as

in the case of Clathrus cancellatus ; this may be of no

consequence to the experienced naturalist, but must be

embarrassing to a student. Let us hope that all such

matters will be rectified in another edition.

last portion of his great undertaking to illustrate the

endowed with the zeal of Van Mons, and devote whole I vegetation of the southern Regions visited by him while

acres to raising many thousand trees in the hope that
some few may reward their toil, and I would therefore
throw out for their consideration the following sugges-
tion, namely, that a dozen plants, raised from well
hybridized seed, may give better results than hundreds
of chance seedlings. Let us consider what is the great
desideratum—I should say, a really fine spring Pear.
For winter use, nothing can be expected to exceed, or
even to equal the Winter Nelis. Suppose then we cross
the Easter Beurre, a handsome hardy productive and
good keeping variety but deficient in flavour, with the
pollen of Winter Nelis, or else make use of the Leon le

Clerc de Laval as the female parent. This last

Pear, though a baking variety, is all but a dessert
sort, and its keeping properties deserve especial
notice. If I could induce only a dozen of your readers

under the command of Sir James Ross in the antarc-

tic voyage of the Erebus and Terror. With what care

and skill the previous volumes were written and illustrated

we pointed out at the time of their publication. In no

degree is that which has now begun to appear inferior

to its predecessors in execution, while it exceeds them
in general interest. To a great extent the Flora ot*

Van Diemen's Land or Tasmania is that of all Eastern

Australia, as high as Sydney, and therefore, when com-

pleted, the volume before us will be almost as welcome

to the naturalists of the mainland as to those of Tas-

mania itself.

The materials for the new undertaking are derived

not only from the author's own observations on the spot,

but from the contributions of his friends, among whom
must be most especially mentioned Air. Ronald Gunn,

to hybridize and ripen off only one fruit of the who with untiring zeal 'and great acuteness has spent no a couple of pounds. The hot-water pipes with which

Garden Memoranda.
Heckfield Place, Hants, the Seat of the Right

Hon. the Speaker,— This delightful residence is

situated about eight miles from Reading, on the Great

Western, and five miles from Winchfield, on the South-

western lines of railway. On two sides of the house

is'a raised terrace garden, which in summer is a blaze

offloral beauty, and in winter is rendered interesting by

means of different kinds of evergreens, with which the

beds are at present well furnished. Beyond is a beautifully

undulated park, in the bosom of one of whose valleys is

a piece of ornamental water with two islands in it

planted with Rhododendrons and other American

shrubs, which serve to beautify and vary the foreground,

and which*when viewed from the terrace and windows

of the mansion have a striking and excellent effect. In

the park, which is about 350 acres in extent, are some

fine Oak, Elm, Beech, and other timber trees.
_
Larch,

too, seems to succeed admirably here, fine specimens of

it being scattered everywhere throughout the pleasure

grounds, and we also observed some good Tulip trees.

It is, however, to the kitchen garden and forcing

grounds that we wish more especially on this occasion

to direct attention. The magnificent forced Straw-

berries which have graced the exhibition tables at Chis-

wick from this place have astonished everybody, and

the Pears and Apples which are annually shown at the

Horticultural Society's meetings in Regent Street in

autumn are not less remarkable. Some account there-

fore of the kind of gardening by which such results are

obtained may not be without its use.

Pine Apples and Grapes are here, as at Frogmore, fit
'

for table nearly all the year round, though, of course,

in less quantity. At present there is a large vinery

here in which there are still numbers of admirable

bunches of Black Hamburghs in a good state of pre-

servation. This house is as dry inside as it

can possibly be kept, and in order that the outside

border may not get wet it has been covered

with Croggon's asphalte, fastened on shutters each 2£

feet in width, and of a length corresponding with that of

the border. Under these the surface soil is as dry as

dust and Mr. Tiilyard, who is gardener to the Speaker,

is of opinion that tor purposes of this kind nothing could

answer better. With attention late Grapes may be kept

in this way almost till new ones come in. From this

house bunches weighing 4 lbs. 1 oz. have been cut. The

sorts are the common and Mill Hill Black Hamburghs,

the former of which has been found to keep sound

much longer than the latter. On one Vine we counted

15 bunches, each of which looked as if they might weigh
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this house ia heated were covered with sulphur
and clay, whicb had been used to keep down red spider
when the leaves were on the Vines. An early Muscat
Jiou-e has just been started. The rods are broken in
dung stea n.

The most forward Peach house will soon be in bloom.
Standard trees for the upper portion of the roof are
planted inside the house, but the roots of those for the
lower part are in a border outside, over which there is

a gravel walk. Notwithstanding this, however, the trees
produce excellent crops, from 60 to 80 dozen of fine
fruit being gathered from them every year. Figs are
trained on the back wall of this house,"and Strawberries
are grown on a shelf along the top.

Against one of the garden walls is a kind of orchard
house, which is, however warmed by hot-water pipes.
On the back wall of this house are Apricots, along the
centre standard Plums with their brauches bent down
umbrella fashion, and in the front Peaches. From this
house, which is 70 feet long, an amazing quantity of
fruit is nnnually gathered. Heat sufficient to bring it

in a little before that on the open walls is given and no
more, and owing to the house being thoroughly venti-
lated it is excellent in flavour, and hangs a long time on
the trees.

For the first crop of Strawberries CuthilPs Black
•ince is used, and on plants of this variety on a shelf
an early Vinery there is now ripe fruit of good size.

Those for early work are from runners taken from
plants that have been forced. Keens' Seedling and
Ingram's Prince of Wales are grown to succeed the
Black Prince.

^
Out of doors Strawberry plants are

wintered here in ridges, in which the pots laid on their
sides Hie piled up and buried in ushes, the tops of the
plains being at the same time protected by a coating
of sedge with which the ridges are covered, and in this
way frost is effectually kept from them.

Potatoes are stored here in a pit under an arched
brick roof, and shelves put up in the same place afford
accommodation for other root crops, which are laid in

[Jan. 19, 1S56.
habitually feeding on human flesh, not from revenge or
from necessity, but because they prefer it to other food.
They eat their enemies or prisoners when they can

;

but if unsuccessful in catching these, their lawful prey,
they will cook their own wives or children. Not long
ago a case occurred at Feejee, when a wretch ordered
his wife to heat the oven, and when she had heated it,

she asked him « Where is the food ?" " You are the
food!" was the savage reply, as he instantly clubbed
her, and then cooked her for himself and party ! The
captain of our vessel tells me that the last time he was
in Feejee, in 1847, he saw 100 human bodies laid out at
one time ready for cooking, at a great feast. Some-
times they cook a man whole (which they call a " long-

PJo")> tnen Put him in a sitting posture, with a fan in
his hand, and ornamented as if alive, and thus they
carry him in state, as a graud head dish for a feast.

Others chew little bits of raw human ilesh (as sailors
chew tobacco), and put them into their children's
mouths. Extract from a letter from Dr. Harvey to
Mr. N. B. Ward.

Pr

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—When it is found necessary to

water the beds of this house choose a fine morning for
the operation and give enough to well moisten the soil,

using lukewarm water for the purpose, and be careful
to guard against damp for a few days afterwards by
giving air, or when this cannot be done, use sufficient
iire-heat to secure a gentle circulation of the atmos-
phere. Go carefully over the plants every morning,
and remove any decaying leaves or flowers as soon as
they are perceptible, for no amount of floral display will

render a house agreeable unless accompanied by cleanli-
ness and neatness. And as soon as the beauty of any of
the pot specimens is over remove them to suitable

dry sand. Excellent early Rhubarb is also obtained quni'ters elsewhere, and supply their places with others
from this cellar. Roots of it brought in from the open m f"H flower. Do not excice Stove plants at present

;

ground produce tops fit for use iu about three weeks wa ' fc Ior longer days and more light.

under glass, by guarding them from frost ; but take
every opportunity of exposing such things to light an*}
air. Attend to keeping up a succession of French
Beans, and use the syringe freely on those growing

in
the forcing houses, as they are particularly liable to the
attacks of red spider, which, if once allowed to gain &
footing in a house, soon spreads and becomes trouble-
some. Also introduce roots of Asparagus, Seakale, and
Khubarb into heat at regular intervals, so as to make
sure of a constant supply. Rhubarb and Seakale do
perfectly well on a shelf, or the floor of the Mushroom
house, where they are probably less troublesome than
elsewhere.

COTTAGERS' GARDENS.
Those who possess even very small gardens will have

to follow much of the routine business contained in the
Kitchen Garden and Orchard division of the Calendar.
The Apricot, the Cherry, or the Pear tree against the

gable will require of course the same kind of handling.
Gooseberry and Currant pruning must be completed as

soon as possible. After pruning it is well to top dress
the bushes a little. To accomplish this draw a little

of the surface soil away with a hoe, then apply the

manure, and, finally soil the whole over about 2 inches
deep. If the weather be mild and the soil in a melW
state, the Cabbage plot may be hoed through, and if a

stock of August plants is at hand on such soils gaps
may be filled up. Early sprouting Potatoes are better

in the ground than on the shelf, and therefore all who
have ground to spare should plant such forthwith, taking

care to cover them with soil at least 6 inches deep.

|

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CUISVYICK, NEAR LONDON,
or the week eadinx Jan. 17, is=>r,,a« observed at the Uorticultural Garu«arucLj

after they have been introduced.
Early Potatoes and Asparagus are forced in brick

pits on beds of 2 feet deep ot leaves put in dry, and for
surface heat 2-inch pipes are employed. Although no
dung is mixed with the leaves they soon generate suf-
ficient warmth. French Beans and other early crops of
this kind are also grown in the same way, and iu
Vineries and ail other houses where there is enough heat.

In a large greenhouse with Vines on the roof were
some beautiful Orange trees well furnished with fruit,

which at this season is highly ornamental. These trees,
which were beginning to get into bad condition, had had
all the soil shaken from their roots last March, when
they were retubbed, and since then they have thriven
satisfactorily. We understand that a handsome new
Orangery is about to be erected for them by Messrs.
Gray & Ormson.

Heliotropes are cultivated here in the form of stand-
- ards, some of which are nearly 6 feet in height. They
are taken out of the open beds in autumn and wintered
under glass ; in spring they are pruned into single

stems, started into growth, and removed out of doors
when all danger of frost is over. Treated thus, after
the manner of Fuchsias, they form objects of universal
admiration both in summer and autumn.

The fruit room is still well stocked with beautiful
specimens of Pears and Apples in excellent preservation.
They are arranged on shelves on straw, covered over
with paper. Among the Pears were Winter Nelis, Passe
Colmar, Duchesse d'Angouleme, Old Crassane, Napo-
leon, Vicar of Winkfield, Devices d'ilardenpont, and
even Knight's Monarch and Seckel. Apples also keep
well in this house, whose walls are built of hollow bricks,
and ample means are provided for well airing it.

In the kitchen garden we noticed a bed of the
American Cranberry near a cistern, from which it can
be flooded. It grows in peat, and yields fruit in abund-
ance, which is said to set all the*better for being well
watered when it is setting.

The borders anil walls of the kitcheu garden are well
stocked with healthy trees. The walls have within the
last few years been greatly improved. Where they
were too low they have been heightened, and they have
been everywhere washed over with the following com-
position, which has not only filled up nail holes, but
has had, it is thought, a tendency to keep down insects.
It consists of Porrland cement, gray lime, and copperas.
This is applied with a painter's buish. It can be made
of a lighter or darker tint by adding a little more or
less yellow ochre to it.

By the sides of the approaches to the house and in
the vicinity of the latter we remarked many thriving
young trees of the better kinds of Conifers, which when
they shall have grown up will greatly improve the ap-
pearance of the ornamental grounds. Some of the
Deodars are already beautiful specimens. One in par-
ticular measured 36 feet in height and 27 through the
branches near the ground. Of Taxodiuras and CryptO-
inerias there are also good examples, but some of the
latter lose their tops here durine winter.uring winter.

Miscellaneous.
Cannibalism in the South Sens.—The Feejee Islands

are said to contain nearly 200,000 inhabitants, and
those not yet under missionary care are savages of the
worst character. They are cannibals to a fearful extent;

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
With the exception of pruning or thinning, and

wheeling when the weather is frosty, little can be done
in these departments at present. Any of the shrubbery
borders which may require a dressing of fresh soil or
manure should, however, be attended to, whenever the
weather is favourable for such work. Any alterations
that may be in hand involving the removal of a con-
siderable bulk of soil, cutting walks, or anything which
can he judiciously done now should be pushed forward
as expeditiously as possible, in order to have the hands
at liberty for the ordinary routine of spring work,
which will soon be demanding attention. When out-door
operations cannot be profitably proceeded with see to
getting an ample stock ot stakes made and painted

;

also pegs, labels, brooms, &c, and put them aside ready
for use when wanted. The preparation of these things
is sometimes omitted until they are wanted for use, and
then it is generally difficult to spare time for such
tedious work, therefore see that there is a sufficient

stock of all such things in readiness before the busy
season arrives.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Cold changeable weather will necessitate

the use of a considerable amount of fire-heat, particu-
huly where a high temperature is being maintained
with the view of inducing the plants to show fruit, and
in the case of swelling fruit, see that, a proportionate
amount of atmospheric moisture is secured, for accom-
modating as the Pine must be admitted to be, it is by no
means benefited by a warm parched state of the atmo-
sphere; see that none of the stock is allowed to suffer
for want of water at the root. For succession plants a
temperature of from .50° to 55° by means of fire-heat
will be sufficiently high, but it should not be allowed to
fall below 50°. Vinkries.—The early house will now
require careful attention, and as the Vines in some
places will probably be in bloom, the night temperature
must not be allowed to fall below 60°, and 70" should
be secured during the day. Maintain a healthy growing
atmosphere by sprinkling the floors, &c, as may be
necessary, and admit fresh air whenever this can be
safely done. Also attend carefully to the border, and if

fermenting material is used do not allow the heat to
decline, and where this is not used see that whatever
covering is employed is efficient.

HARDY FRUIT and KITCHEN GARDEN.
The pruning of orchard trees is a matter which is too

frequently neglected, and the result is that the heads of
the trees get so crowded with wood as to render a crop
of fruit, except upon the extremities of the outer
brauches, not to be expected ; and the thicket of worse
than useless spray, which the trees have to support, is

injurious both to the size and quality of the fruit, and
also to the general health of the tree. Where this state
of things has been allowed to prevail hitherto, advantage
should be taken of the first opportunity of sparing time
from oilier work to give the trees a careiul pruning,
thinning out the inner branches severely. In the case
of large branches being cut off, the surface of the wound
should be neatly trimmed off with a sharp tool, and
covered with a coat of paint, to prevent the wet soaking
into and rotting the wood. Prepare soil, &c, that may
be wanted for planting young trees, and get it laid

down where it will be needed. Also proceed with the
pruning of fruit bushes, &c., when the weather admits.

See to the protection of Lettuces, Cauliflowers, &c,
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Notices to Correspondents.
Batates: TFW. Siebold & Co., Leyden.
Flomculturists : Teignmouth. A good trade list will be found

in Edwards's Alraanack.J
Mtseltoe: W.H. When ripe insert the glutinous seeds into a

slit or cleft on the under side of the branch. The reason why
you fail no doubt is that birds eat the seed before it germi-
nates

; they cannot get at it if on the under side. J
NAMB8 of Fruits : C PmnilL 1, the name you have for it in

your locality, viz., the " Old Man/' is the only one by which it

appears to be known ; 2, Golden Noble ; 3, Reinettedu Canada.—P M G. Benrre Diel; as it has not become melting it should
have been kept in a warm place. [I

Namks of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly
decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,
they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.
We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be

sent us at one t\m%.—JB. 1, Cyathea dealbata; 2, Asplenium
lucidum ; 3, Goniopteris pennigera ; 4, Pteris serrulata. S.—A B.

For *'Gompholobium,M see p. 24, read '* GoniophIebium. TT &—WW S.— 1, Phymutodes crassifolia; 2, Lomaria lanceolata;

3, Pteris crenata; 4, Phymatodes postulate; 5, Lastreadecom-
posita; 6, Blechnum gracile; 7, Asplenium Adiantum-nigrum.
S. We must beg the number not to exceed 4.—,1/ C. I, Lyco-
podium denticulatum ; 2, L. helveticum.— G B. Senecio
scandens.

Pears : Enquirer. The periods at which these arrive at maturity
vary in different seasons, and in different situations, so that

the exact order in which the varieties named in your list will

follow in succession is uncertain ; but will be nearly as follows:

—Louise Bonne (of Jersey), Marie Louise, Betirra de Capiau-
mont, Duchesse d'Angoulfime, Brown Beurre, Althorp Crassane,

Beurrg Die!, Hacon's Incomparable, Napoleon, Crassane,

Beurrtf d'Aremberg, Winter Nelis, Glou Morcean, Chaumontel,
Old Colmar or d'Auch, Passe Colmar, Knight's Monarch,
Ne Plus Meuri?, Easter Beurr#, Benrre Ranre. The Beurre
Piel, Chaumontel, and Ne Plus Meurifl will become more
melting in a temperature of 55° or 60u than in one ot 45°—50°.

It is not too late to root-prune. It is to be presumed you have
tried the effects ofjudicious summer pruning.

||

Pumpkins: J S II. The French peasants eat them boiled like

Turnips, or mashed, or, which is more common, as the founda-

tion for soup. For this purpose your people had better be told

to peel and boil a piece of the gourd till it can be easily mashed
down ; then to add Onions or other vegetable*, some milt;

pepper, salt, and a little sugar if they can afford it, and boil tbe

whole till well done. Of course it would be better to substitute

good bone broth for milk, if they can obtain it. Sliced and
baked with Apples Pumpkins also make a nice pie. When *

Pumpkin is begun it should be kept as dry as possible, so that

it may not get mouldy; it will then be cut and come again for

weeks.
As usual, many communications have been received too lata

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made.

We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents, the

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.

••
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OERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
J- phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Sugar Scum, and every
description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.

Wm. Inoi.is Cap.ne, 10, Mark Lane, London.

ERUVIAN GUANO.—As Agents of the Peruvian
Government for the Importation and Sale of this valuable

MANURE, we think it right, for the protection of consumers and
respectable dealers, to apprise them that the adulteration of the
article is still extensively practised, and to recommend them to
apply either to ourselves ;• to our agents, Messrs. Gibbs, Bright,
& Co., of Liverpool and Bristol ; or to dealers of established
character, in whose honesty and fair dealing they can place
implicit confidence.—Antony Gibbs & Sons.

rpHE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
-*- at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,

11. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.; Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 61.— Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, aud
other Chemical Manures.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR
(OBTAINED THE PARIS EXHIBITION AWARD.)

REQUISITES

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY'S NITRO-
PHOSPHATE OR WHEAT MANURE FOR AUTUMN-

SOWING.—This Manure, composed of blood, animal matter,
and dissolved bones with silicates, is most stronglv recommended
to the notice of Agriculturists. It contains from 7 to 8 per cent,
of nitrogen, in a form yielding ammonia by slow decomposition,
and is therefore particularly adapted for Wheat. The quantity
required is 2 to 3 cwt. per acre drilled in with the seed. Price,
per ton, 71. 10s. in London.
PERUVIAN GUANO, FISHERY SALT, and every otherMANURE on best terms, strictly warranted.

_40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. E. Purser, Sec.

TURNIP AND CORN SOWING.
t>OXE MANURE (either half-inch or dust),
J-9 SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, SULPHURIC ACID,&c—These valuable and genuine Manures may be had in any
quantity, of Jared Terrett Hunt, Lambeth Wharf, Upper
Fore Street, Lambeth, London., delivered to any Wharf or Rail-
way Station in Londou, in sacks or otherwise.

J. T. H. earnestly recommends to the attention of the nobility
and gentry his PULVERISED BONE-DUST for the reno-
vation of Lawns, Meadows, Parks, &c.
Also, his PREPARED BONES, for the dressing of Vine Roots,

Asparagus Beds, Fruit Trees, &c.

MANURES.
jlTODGSON and SIMPSON, Wakefield, and

J nu .

MATTHE^S and CO., Manufacturing Agricultural
Chemists, Driffiehi, manufacture the following Manures:—

. -SIMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-
dressing for Wheat, Barley, and Oats.

- SIMPSONS NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoes,
and other bulbous root crops. Price 81. per ton.

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.
The above have been successfully tested for eight years by the

leading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties,
and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with the
most beneficial results.

Testimonials and other particulars forwarded by post on appli-
cation, ft^" Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any, 71. per ton.

"ARTIFICIAL MANUREST&c^Manufacturers^nd
-±±- others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may
obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanns, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprohtes, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will rind ample facility and accommod ation at the College.

DRAINAGE OF L AND.
"

"[YJR. J. JOHNSON, Drainage Engineer, is desirous
to undertake the Drainage of Land by Contract or Cora-

•mission. Temporary Tileries erected in any part of England,
and Drain Pipes manufactured at moderate prices. Every descrip-
tion of Drainage Tools.—Abingdon Street. Westminster.

rPHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
-1- PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henry Ker Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-
litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
ol r arm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust
or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.
3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or

lie may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFORDED IX EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases
be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly
instalments. J j**"y

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner
and extended to fifty years for Laxd Improvements andT
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Will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of theimproved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford, Sec
rpHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
-*- Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1S52-53, for England

COTTAM AND HALLEN,
T"! {£§'SVturPJw^ ?/ "?

PAT
,
ENT ENA«ELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGH

desertion Md^ngrlving.*
'° C" "^ ^^ °"de mfor<mt "dditious, the main features of the same being explained in the

&3Ftt3£Xtt<2£g S££STeS 2."£*5*?> *« <** * '»• -»«». * ^one sufficient to Cain,
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-
tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantlv detached
iroui the Lack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the
seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,
light and durable.
O The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be

used with great advantage in Harness Kooms, where space is an
object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of
the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and
ntaity, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,
Galvanised, or Enamelled.

_

Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers. Sanitary Trap,, Stable Pumps, Double Comer MannersU-.mess-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutter, and Oat Bruisers, kept on show at

U
°I-!^? H^LSN '

S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.WARMIWQ AND VENTILATING.-The New Illustrated Catalogue for l!!5o, and Estimates gratis
°n application.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGSAND ENAMELLZD MAfvCERS.
r PHIS is the Orif/inal Patent for Important Improve-
-L ments in Stable fittings, Bap-box, Manger, ayid Wattr-trough

as one fixture, including a method
surpassing all others tor conveying
the straps and halter-weights to
the back ot the fitting to prevent
the horsp being east in the stall.
Stable Fittings of every descrip-

tion, plain, enamelled, or galvanised. Al>o the newlv invented
Loose Box Fittings, Surface Gutters with moveable cover-
plates, Stable Posts, Ramps, Sills, aud all kinds of Stable Fur-
niture in stock.—James Barton, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford
Street, London.

MANUFACTURER of KITE'S PATENT VENTI-LATING and SMOKE-CURING CHIMNEY CAPS,
patronised by her Most Gracious Majesty, 200 on Buck-
ingham Palace. In use also on St. James's Palace
Windsor Castle, Government Offices, &c. &c. Zinc,
30*.; cast iron 35*. each ; the latter as durable a3 the
building itself. Drawings and Price Lists forwarded
on receipt of two postage stamps.

Address Barton's Iron Works. 370,. Oxford Street, London.
.MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY

Warranted Good by the Makers.
'
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v„ 1 ' j i ."ua"" '"* J-* ! »« iiuscees, owners in tee. In-cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Livesrenewable, or for a term of more than 25 years
; (and Lessees

xor Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 25 yearswith consent of their Lessor), &c . are enabled, by way of Loanfrom the Company, or by their own funds, to execute andcharge on the Lands improved, by wav of rent-charge for aterm of 2d years, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every
landed improvement especially of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Stream!
Inclosing any Land, or improving Drains. Streams, or Water-

i

courses, Reclamation Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and theImprovement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-
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y erect€d: Wanting for Shelter !

rlJ?
Penrdical Cuttings, Jett.es or Landing Places on the SeaCoast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-

OSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHt.lv:,, Queen's
Cutlery Works, Sheffield; and 37, Moorgate Street, Loudon.

Drawings forwarded by post.

.'AKNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID "MANURE,
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold
together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 3/.3s.
The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the lees
are 5 ft. high.

*

l^inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. 6d. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. 6d. per foot.
May be obtained of any Ironmonger

or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

"**l

Jt ire and Garden Engines, &c—Engravings sent on application.WARNER'* PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
* DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.
Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel.
2* in. short 1 ft. 7 in. f Fitted for lead, 1

A~„f u° ' "
I

. i " —-—...« ««o prepared by tneApplicant s own Agents and are submitted to the approval of the
Inclosnre Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the sole fudges
ot the due execution of the works. Proprietors may apply mint 1 vtor the execution of Improvements mutually beneficial —such a"-a common Outfall—Roads through the District—Water power*c. The Directors wish it to be understood that the Company Isof a strictly commercial character, and that the details of theplans and of the execution of the Works are not interfered with
l>y them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-sure Commissioners. For further information and for Forms ofApplication, apply to the Honourable William Napieb, Manag-ing Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.
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PARKES' STEEL DICGINC FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.
jV/TEbSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
1TJ_ Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Koyal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103. Newgate Street. London.

ryWNBRS OF SETTLED ESTATES and OTHERS
v-/ desirous of availing themselves f the various recent Acts
of Parliament, by which they may charge their Estates with
money expended in the Improvement, Conversion, and Reclama-
tion of Land, by Drainage, Irrigation, Embanking, Inclosing,
making Farm-roads, Clearing, the erection of Farm-buildings
and Machinery, Planting and other Agricultural Improvements,
are respectfully informed that Messrs. Hrwitt Davis & Fba.vcis
Y igers undertake to advise and furnish Plans and Estimates,
and if required, will contract to do the works, and dispose of the
Rpnt ohargps.—3. Frederick's Place. Old Jewry, London

.

pOLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
vy and op PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

I Lower Kennington Lane. Kennington, near London.
Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S.,&c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and th* Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticularsmay be had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in
the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

PRESENT^ PRICES OF FARM SEEDS.

THE CROPS of SWEDE TURNIP, MANGEL,
and other FARM SEEDS being good, prices are

much lower this season (atpiesent) as see Messrs. Sutto.n's

Priced List, which maybe had, post free, on application,
Addressed Sutton & Soss, Seed Growers and Merchants, Reading,
Berks. Early orders are requested and recommended.

2^ in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 IS

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
V, ash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot. Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

...,._ M*7 b« obtained of anv Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or ot the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of W heels Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c.; also Fire and Garden
'

Engines, Ac
. &c—Engravings sent on application.

Ote agricttltitral <Sa?ette*

SATURDAY, JANUARY 19, 1856.

We fear that the words " Agricultural Con-
stants/' supsested by Mr. Martyn Roberts, are a
misnomer. The engineer can quote his " Constants

"

with confidence, knowing that there is a certain
fixity of character about the materials with which
he has to deal. The weight of the atmosphere, the
strength of cast-iron, the fluidity of water—all
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these vary within known limits, which are sepa-

rated by an interval not so very wide—and
accordingly they and many other similar items with

which he has to deal furnish him with constants in the

formulae which he applies to the varying circum-

stances that he has to take advantage of, or over

which he seeks to triumph. But in the case of

agriculture, where is the continual recurrence of the

same experience ?—the constant occurrence after

similar causes of the same effects 1 Take any
series of particulars of one class, whether of causes

or effects, and see how widely separated are the

maxima and minima among the individuals.

What is an English winter or an English summer ?

—what is the annual rain-fall ?—what is harvest

weather here 1 It varies 100 per cent.—any one of

them—in any feature of the character you shall give

it. What is a clay, a marl, a sand 1 The word
applies to 50 very different things. Or, to take the

illustration of his meaning which Mr. Martyn
Roberts gives—what is " farm-yard dung 1 " It

may be the poorest stuff that ever figured as
" organic matter" in the analysis of a worthless

fertiliser—or it may be the standard of which
some chemists say that 100 of it are equi-

valent to 5 of Peruvian guano ! We fear that Mr.
Roberts will not find his " constants " in the manure
market. The superphosphate with which he seeks

to compare this farm-yard dung is itself the most
variable of things. We have Mr. Grady contending

for 2 or 3 per cent, of soluble along with an abund-
ance of the neutral or his "semi-soluble" phosphate
in his compost, while other makers issue 15 soluble

and 15 neutral in the hundred. And Mr. Lawes,
we are told, has reached 25 or 30 per cent, of the

soluble triphosphate in his " superphosphate "—and
yet this name applies to all.

Shall we find the constancy which Mr. Roberts
seeks in the soil, the air, or water, out of which farm
produce grows—experience even of the second and
the third of these particulars is against us. The irriga-

tor knows how variable is the last in its effects in

different places, and country life is full of evidence
that the air itself, more especially as regards its watery
part, is full of change in its character as an agricultural

agent. Shall we find it in the life by means of which
constancy in the character of these external agents

would then exhibit itself in a uniform experience of

growth 1 Plants and animals both vary in that

vigour of constitution, according to which their food
becomes assimilated. We have Potato diseases,

mildews—blights—evidence on every hand in plants

that there is no constancy here any more than in

the external circumstances to which these vegetable

affections are generally attributed. And as to

animal vitality we have health in every stage of

energy down to mere existence and disease and
positive decay, in our live stock, proving that our

agricultural constants are not to be sought for in the

foldyard or the feeding house. And if we go to the

results of our operations,and see them in thebutcher's

shop, at the seedsman's, or at the miller's—ask

for any one of the articles turned out, and you
shall have it of half-a-dozen different qualities and
of as many different prices. Or look at them in the

tables of our theorists and scientific men—in that

enumeration of equivalents by which the relative

values of our produce is attempted to be indicated

—and vou will find that half a dozen different
m

authorities will give as many different statements.

If then Mr. Roberts is correct in denominating
what he wants as "constants," it must be understood

that that degree of variation which is permitted in

the " constants " of the engineer or architect is

100-foid increased in those with which the farmer

has to deal. They really are not constants, and
the inquiries into their nature which have been

suggested must be directed rather to the extent of

their variations than to any attempted definition of

themselves. With this modification, then, of Mr.
Martyn Roberts's suggestion we gladly second
his desire : and, as an instance, should be exceed-
ingly glad of any information which our corre-

spondents could give us tending in any degree to

answer the question which he puts—What price per

ton can we afford to give for farm-yard dung on the

land to equalise it with guano at 13/., and super-

phosphate at 81. per ton ?

d,

e.
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c.

e.
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Results from bad seed, bad farming, and all other

circumstances which tend to degeneracy.

Finger and Toe does not necessarily follow in

Carrots and Turnips in the same soil that inevitably

produces Anbury in Turnips.

Soil liable to produce Finger and Toe is not neces-

sarily subject to Anbury.
Finger and Toe is most prevalent on poor soils.

2d. Anbury :

—

a. Irregular swellings or nodular appendages upon
the main root or its rootlets, being tumour-like ex-

crescences having no determinate outline.

Peculiar to the Brassica tribe, to which belong

Cabbages and Turnips.

The result of insect attacks—giving rise to various

kinds of galls.

d. The different forms of malformation arising from

different species of insects.

Different species of insects and consequently dif-

ferent forms of Anbury mark peculiar soils.

Good seed as liable to Anbury as the reverse.

Is most*common in good rich soil, especially if void

of lime.

As regards the methods to be adopted in pre"

venting these two affections of roots, it must be

confessed that we are considerably in the dark, a

circumstance not to be wondered at when we con-

sider how they have always been confounded;

hence, when we first pointed out the nature of Finger

and Toe as it exists on the limestone tracts of the

Cotswolds, many friends on soils not calcareous

pointed out that liming was the best method of

prevention, but it will now be seen that whatever

tends to good cultivation, that is, whatever treat-

ment different from their growth in wild nature we
can place roots under, the greater will be their

change ; and thus their change of habit, as when
seaside plants growing in places where their seed

has been accidently scattered are taken to an inland

habitat, both seed and soil duly prepared by culti-

vation and the plants being looked after (during

growth), it results in the enlarged cultivated bulb

instead of the smaller wild one. Having thus

attained this position neglect of the conditions by
which it was arrived at necessarily produces de-

generacy or a reversion to the wild form. Here,

then, the prevention of finger and toe will be seen

well repay much more careful and extensive investi-

gation than it has yet received, and we therefore feel

justified in inviting communications upon the subject

from our numerous readers, in all which we would
beg to offer the following suggestions as a basis for

the inquiry :

—

1st. Accurate description and distinction of Finger

and Toe and Anbury in all stages of development

2d. In the case of the formfir, state how often the crop

has been cultivated in the same soil, and offer any

facts connected with the seed.

3d. In both, point out the nature and composition of

the soil, in reference to its geological structure and
method of cultivation, climate, &c.

4th. Observations should be made of the various

insects by which galls, protuberances, and other

malformations may be caused.

ON FARM BAILIFFS.

I observe in the Agricultural Gazette of the 5th inst»

u A Novice " is very anxious to know who farm bailiffs

are, and what they ought to be. He has answered the

first question pretty fully himself, only that among the

several classes he mentions there is hardly one that

comes up to the mark. I shall only make a remark on

those he mentions as I pass them, and then say what I

think they ought to be. Perhaps each class is good in

its place, as there are varieties of situations for them;

only the highest, as he seems to think them, have no

proper place on the farm, either as farmers lor them-

selves or others. This evil of the frog swelling him-

self to equal the ox is now too common among all

classes, although all complain of it. But nowhere is

excess of delicacy more out of place than on the farm
J

even the farmer's wife and daughters if fine are con-

sidered out of character ; so I think we must agree to

throw this class overboard, and banish them from the

list of agriculturists, however well they may talk of all

the new things of the day. And if it is true that their

idea of ecouomy is to keep down the labourer's wages,

they may as well try how it fits themselves. As to the

Scotch ones, who he says are numerous, but who,

though knowing ones at home must serve an apprentice-

ship in the south, I shall admit the truth of the assertion;

but it is true of every one when from home, perhaps

more so in farming than any other calling. But if they

are well informed in their business generally, they will

. i ' S i ?» i „ c j„„„i„^w ^„f soon adapt their methods to the circumstances. And
to depend upon observing the laws of development ,. , * , . , . _„ ... e„„.u flM, r^^Ae
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> they have this advantage over their southern mends

—

of good roots and keeping them subject to such laws ;
i -

J
- - -° ...... _...«_

but inasmuch as anbury is totally distinct from it

and is wholly caused by insects, we must carefully

inquire into the forms of insects which give rise to

anbury, and narrowly watch their habits and instincts

—that is, study their natural history before we can

arrive at sound principles upon which to base our

operations.

Now inasmuch as this still remains to be done,

we must for the present content ourselves with

merely commenting upon the treatment of anbury

by lime, which is adopted by the practical farmer.

Lime is held to be a specific for true anbury, that is

its fingered form ; and if wTe bear in mind that the

warbles and clubbing, which we described in our last

Paper as attacking the surface of the bulb, are

universally found to prevail in limestone soils, we
may conclude that that soil has a decided influence

upon the existence of the insects by which these

malformations are caused ; and, inasmuch as the

true anbury eschews lime as not suitable for

the development of the insects by which it is caused,

so therefore the use of lime prevents the ravages of

these insects in non-calcareous or anbury soils.

However, as before hinted at, we want much
observation before anything like a specific can be

mentioned for anbury, especially if, as we think,

it is caused by several forms of insects. We
shall therefore, for the present, rest content with

having shown that much discrepancy of opinion
w _ _ ______

must necessarily have arisen upon the subject, from will think to be of any advantage. Why may they not

the fact of the forking of roots bv mere digitation be able to talk about steam engines, herd books, &c.,

confounded with combined with a knowledge of holding the plough,

that they have never been wedded to their own parish,

which is a sad drawback to improvement in the south.

Instead of living in the same parish, or even county, in

their own country, they are like the journeyman

tradesman, who acquires the mo3t perfect knowledge of

his business after his indentures are expired. He has

learned that the plans of his native place may not be all

the best, and when once this piece of knowledge is

acquired, he will then be open to conviction. By seeing

that different operations may produce the same effect,

he learns to make the most of what comes under his

charge.

Respecting the hybrid-floriculturists, each occupation

requires too close attention for any one to excel in both,

and where the attempt is made failure in one or both

must follow. I believe the flower department will be

the loser, for few will like to be confined to the garden

after tasting the open air in the fields.

The next class of broken-down farmers I have little

to say about ; but they may make good managers for

others, as they have learned the position of many shoals

and rocks to be avoided. And I think there is no

experience so valuable as that which has been paid for
.

it may have been too late for their own use, but may be

worth something to others.

But now for the last class, the working bailiffs, whom
" A Novice " seems to think are after all the right men,

and which I do not deny ; neither do I deny that farms

under their management are as well managed as by

others. But is this because they wear a smock frock,

or are not so well educated ? The former has nothing

to do with the matter, and the latter no one, I suppose,

(finger and toe) having been
the malformations caused by
clubbing, &c.)

We may safely conclude that

insects (anbury,

neither finger and

toe nor anbury can result from isolated patches of

manure

Having described Finger and Toe in our last year's

Volume, and shown how different it is in its nature

and origin from Anbury, the causes of which
have also been pointed out, it may be well in this

place to sum up the main differences between
these two affections.

1st. Finger and Toe :

—

a» A branched or forked method of growth of roots,

the branches gradually lessening downwards.
5. Common to all root crops— Parsnips, Carrots,

Mangel Wurzel, Turnips, both common and Swedish.
C Caused by degeneration in growth, as good agricul-

tural forms arise from advancement by cultivation.

manure of all kinds being most effective

in preventing the kind of degeneracy by which

finger and toe is produced, poor soils being the

most liable to produce it ; and if manure at all

affects the anbury it certainly is not by making the

small fibres grow into large branches, though it is

possible that some manures may be found to

offer a nidus for some of the insects in one or other

of their stages of development.

From these remarks we may conclude that the

subject of malformations of root crops is one of con-

siderable interest in a pathological and physiological

point of view, besides being one of vast importance

in the economy of agriculture ; indeed, however we
look at it we cannot help concluding that it will

* See some excellent remarks upon this subject under the head

of Vegetable Pathology in the Gardeners' Chronicle. The whole _
of this series of papers should be read, as the most valuable

j

"*~"™
of Tho^e un"d«'"them than many of what *&

contributions we possess on diseases and malformations of plants, respect ot tnose unaer mem man mauy oi w

feeding or threshing machines, and guiding a reaping

machine 1 And might they not have as much philo-

sophy as teach them to perceive and understand the

feelings, and, if you will, the infirmities of those they

may have to superintend, which is the most important

machine after all. Might not they have education

enough to know themselves, and give them the tact to

manage others without the employment of that tyran-

nous and overbearing manner which we so often

see in the conduct of the ignorant. Why should they

not be intelligent men, and treat others as men ? And

however well this class may manage fields, they are not

fit to be over the whole farm if they have not some

education.

1 think a bailiff and farmer too ought to have served

his time to the profession, and, as all eminent men have

done, get a knowledge of his business by manual experi*

ence more or less. They ought to be able to lay their

baud to any work, if not in the best manner, at any rate

so as not to be laughed at by those they are over. They

may not be the best ploughmen or mowers, but the*

ought to be able to handle each thing in a workmanlike

manner ; such qualifications will do more to secure tbe
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called accomplishments. They ought not to assume a
forward and haughty bearing towards any, as that will

make them be looked upon by the more intelligent with
contempt aid ridicule, and treated with fawning flattery

by the mean and cringing. They ought to act in a firm

and tolerant manner towards all, not disdaining to hold
counsel with any. It is a great point to make any one
feel that you find them superior in some one qualifica-

tion, as all are. Of course, a bailiff ought to be mister
between the proprietor and the labourer, but by a firm
and prudent management he will find no difficulty in

upholding his authority without parading it. Again, iu

their dealings with others, they ought not to assume too
much, but rather prove by their tact that they do know
what they are about. And there is a little, a very little,

point they ought to attend to—not to use the egotistical

/ so much as they often do ; the editorial we is far more
suitable. As to taking lessons over the hedge, let them
do so by all means, and make no secret of the matter

;

for we must be ever learning, and he who learns most
will go ahead. But a man cannot acquire instruction
unless he has been taught in his youth how to teach
himself, for that is the use of our early teaching. It

teaches people to teach themselves ; to cut their coat
according to their cloth ; to turn all their opportunities
to the best account ; to adapt their work to the circum-
stances under which they are placed. Those who reside
constantly upon their property may have one with little

education to manage for them, and such may and do
make good farmers in the locality to which they are
accustomed ; if not there, they are at sea without a
compass. For prejudice, the sure companion of ignor-
ance, will stand between them and success under different
circumstances. In short, an intelligent working bailiff

who can lay his hand to anything when necessary with-
out being laughed at for his awkwardness, is the right
man for the right place ; and your correspondent may
hence discover why so many of them are from the
north. G. S.

theory, therefore, I am endeavouring to economise all , ture, which it is necessary for us to bear in mind Thethe products of my farm, so as to consume most of success of our manufacturers arises from a combinationwnat is lowest, and export most of what is highest in of skill and capital with an abundance of such things asthe scale of value. Every atom of my vegetable pro- iron and coal. I am not prepared to deny that ourduce is sold or eaten : all the grain being sent to
|
agriculturists possess equal skill and equal capital;market

:
and beef, pork, and mutton, made only of

|
but where is the abundance of their raw material *

!

A STEAM-CULTURE REVERIE.—No. II.

Arrived within the precincts of my friend's domain,
I marvelled at the transformations which had there
taken place. The whole surface of the estate was
skinned of every vestige of what had formerly occupied
it; and only the old contours and inequalities of ground
extending between the same woods and landmarks,
remained uneffaced. A new arrangement of fields,
fences, and crops bewildered my gaze ; and instead of
the great gabled barn with its tributary buildings, and
the cozy farm-house near its sheltering rookery, long
factory-like erections spread in wings and offsets over
a large breadth of ground, with a lofty chimney reared
from their centre.

The stubbles through which I passed were laid out
in strips, like those I have seen at Lois-Weedon, while
the crops of roots and green food struck me as pro-
digiously bulky and luxuriant. Swedes I saw with most
colossal bulbs, and the Cabbages were already grown
into enormous hushes. On the mown portion of one
plot of astonishing Rye-grass a party of workpeople
were squirting liquid from a hose-pipe, just as they do
at Tiptree. Approaching the buildings—the "works"
rather than the « farmstead "—I did not observe any
ragged chickens fed on " medicated grain," or detect
the smell of chlorine gas employed in bleaching black
sheep white, novelties which distressed and nearly suf-
focated "Mr. Punch" in a "Chemical Farm-yard ;"
but making my way round a series of well filled rick-
sheds, and disturbing abundant coveys of plump poul-
try, soon found my friend in his foreman's " office."

Truly enough he had wonders to show in the form of
morethan one experimental steam-cultivator; but my first
inquiries bavin- been directed to the novel system of
husbandry he had adopted, I must devote this prelimi-
nary paper to his explanation.

" I am testing," said he, " a new theory, which I can
best enunciate in a few observations. Agriculture com-
prises two distinct arts or processes, namely, the raising
of vegetable produce out of the soil, and the converting
of vegetable into animal productions : both supplying
food aud raw materials for a consuming and industrial
population. Now, one must suppose that to be a very im-
perfect art which would use up a large proportion of its
own productions in order to spare a remnant for market;
and if this be true our present practices of fattening
live-stock with grain which is good human food, and of
decomposing into a manure a great bulk of straw and
other vegetable substances which might be employed as
cattle-food are both make-shift expedients, and not
founded upon an enduring principle. When by a series
of slow labours in the field a portion of human food has
been evolved from the earth, let it not be again waste-
fully buried for the purpose of maintaining the soil's
fertility, but barter it for some inedible, unofficinal com-
modity, some organic refuse, or some otherwise useless
mineral, which you may legitimately sow in its only
proper matrix —the earth—to procure a future vegetable
abundance. I practically acknowledge this principle
when I substitute a steam-engine that feeds on
coal for horses that eat up so mush of my
cropping; and surely farming will arrive at a
normal and matured state only after what horses would
consume has been saved, that which the more hungry
soil devours has been saved also. Then as to the other
point

: why need we lavishly pamper our cattle upon
Bubstances which with great pains we have manufac-
tured into human food, when the animals will thrive on
provender that man cannot eat 1 To carry out my

straw, Grasses, roots, and such sorts and parts of
cropping as are least wanted by human beings. I pur-
chase linseed, oilcake, and other feeding stuffs which
can be cooked for no man's table ; I get sewage
manure from towns ; fertilisers from the fisheries, and
from factories, where they are compounded out of the
refuse of the three natural kingdoms. Thus I produce
cattle food from manure, and human food from both of
them, without a retrograde conversion of the higher
into the lower class of commodities.

"Subordinate to this main object I am conducting
various minor experiments. On some fields you see
the Weedon systemf: cereal crops following year after
year ; the deep tillage being accomplished by my newly-
contrived implements. But the chief part of the laud
is under rotation ; the green crops being manured and
irrigated by steam-pumps, and thus made to some
extent independent of a fluctuating rainfall. The drain-
age of the farm, with an occasional stream from the
hills, feeds the reservoir from which I mix and distri-
bute my manure. My sheep and beasts, except a few
grazing on two good pastures, are all housed ; so that
not a particle of manure is exposed while being manu-
factured to a scorching exhausting sun, or washing and
wasting floods of rain ; though I can moisten and
ferment it at pleasure. By the bye, a friend of mine is

making a « double-silicate * for Wheat, which is likely
to supplant the ' marvel of Peru.'

" From all I have now told you I am by no means sure
that ultimately the growth of corn and the production
of meat will not become two distinct occupations. So
that on some descriptions of land we may have whole
farms of green crops ; no part of the vegetable produce
being sold, but all consumed iu vast cattle-feeding and
manure-making establishments. Inojher localities, every
acre would be under corn every year ; not a single
head of stock being kept, but all the straw either sold
for manufacturing purposes, or with stover and inferior
produce of all kinds disposed of to the meat farmers in
exchange for portable manure. Indeed, farming
threatens to become so elaborate a business that the
man whose habits and qualifications fit him for the re-
fined operations of tillage, or for the delicate processes
of chemical manuring, will be quite incapable of judging
cattle, sheep, and live stock in general ; of selection
and watchfulness in breeding and rearing ; of solicitous
care in fattening ; of roughing it in the fair and
market: in short, husbandry includes such a multi-
farious cluster of occupations, from the management of
steam machinery to the breaking of a colt, from the
geology and chemistry of the field to the suckling,
milking, and poultry-keeping of the yard, that no one
man can be genius enough to master the whole. De-
pend upon it, when a proper division of labour shall be
made, agriculture will march with quite an epic pro-
gress, leaving all other arts at a shame-faced or indig-
nant distance."

* * * * While my friend was thus delivering
himself, considerably to my enlightenment as well as
surprise, we had drawn towards the house : and now.

Where are our guano beds in Great Britain ? We have
large deposits of phosphate of lime ;but we are deficient
in that very important article—ammonia. If science
could give us an abundance of necessary manures, at very-
low prices, it would create as great a revolution in agri-
culture as it has done in manufacture. But even then
there would still remain a great distinction in favour of
manufactures. Give the manufacturer a great and con-
tinued demand for his goods, and there is no limit to his
productive powers. He can erect fresh buildings ; he can
construct new steam engines ; he can obtain the assist-
ance of more factory girls. But even if we had
an abundance of excellent manures at a cheap rate, our
productive powers would still be limited by climate.
The sun is our steam engine ; the showers are our
factory children. These are not at our command—they
will not do our bidding ; and, therefore, with all the
advantages that science can give us, we must not expect
the productive, powers of agriculture to increase in the
same ratio, and with the same certainty, as the produc-
tive powers of manufactures. Agriculture as practised
in Great Britain in the present day, is a very different
process, requiring more skill and capital, to agricul-
ture as practised in other nations. In those countries
where land is cheap and abundant,

#
aud where a man

has merely to cast his seed into the 'earth, without any
previous preparation, and pay no more attention to it

till the harvest time, when he may go and reap 40
bushels of Wheat or 100 bushels of Indian corn per
acre, it would be a mockery to offer the assistance of
science to agriculture. But in a country like this,
where land is scarce and commands high rents, where
the land requires a great deal of preparation, and where
labour is dear, the application of science is absolutely
necessary. The explanation of the exhaustion of land
by corn cropping, and of the effect of various manures,
is involved in the science of agricultural chemistry j
and the knowledge on these subjects which is to be
obtained from that science should enable us to conduct
our operations with certainty and success. I have
often received visits from practical agriculturists, some
of whom have come from a great distance, and very
glad I have been to see them. One question however,,
they invariably put, but which I would they should not
put. It generally comes out where the finest crop is

found
; the question is—" Does it pay ? Of course I

cannot say "yes," but if I give a negative, then my
friend, whoever he may be, is apt to think, " Ah, it's all

very well for you, who have got a little money to spare
for such pursuits ; but it is nothing to me." But I
must explain to you, that the object of these investiga-
tions is not exactly to put money into my pocket, but
to give you the knowledge by which you may be able to
put money into yours. Science is not to do away with
a rotation of crops ; but to enable you to judge of the
properties of all your several crops in rotation ; and
whether it would be better under certain circumstances
to grow a second, third, or even fourth crop on the
same land, or to follow your usual course. Science will

not enable you to grow two grain crops in one year,.
alter due introductions, &c, there, we sallied forth for but it may give you such information respecting the
a peep at the " cultivators." l.A.C.

MR. LAWES OF ROTHAMSTED.

principles of manures as will enable you to turn over
your capital in a much smaller space of time than you
do at present A great deal of your capital is placed in

the land, where it lies dormant for a long time : butWe gave some months ago an abridged report of the .
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>'°U * Putaddress given by Mr. Lawes on the occasion of the
presentation to him of the testimonial on the 19th of
July last. The following is a fuller account of Mr.
Lawes's remarks on that occasion :

—

" Gentlemen, I will now just explain to you to what
purpose we propose to devote your building, in doing
which I will point out in what way and to what extent
science is most likely to be beneficial. The great
chemists who lived in the early part of this century
were generally of opinion that science would do very

the right manure in the right place. It is sometimes
said that farmyard manure possesses an advantage over
artificial manures, in its great lasting qualities ; this is

a fallacy. The lasting qualities of farmyard manure
are (in a commercial sense) not an advantage ; for it is

getting back your money by instalments, instead of
getting it all at once. What is your farmyard manure,
but so many tons of oil-cake and Turnip ? If a man owed
you 1000/. would you prefer having it all at once, or in

ten instalments of 100/. a year ? The artificial manureKfri, +^ ;™„V.~.,rt *u„ - *• e • i A r>- ten instalments oi low. a year £ ine artinciai manure
little to improve the practice of agriculture. Sir i _ *».' * j u
H„m «v,„r rv™ ^ *i 1 °.\ L

', or pays ready money ; but the farmvard manure pavs byHumphry Davy, one ot the most eminent of them. • i«, I mi i- .-
J
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UI1U™ Ui uieiu, lnstaiments Tne application of science to feeding
wrote a book on agricultural chemistry ; but I am not * i *.i u * ->. *sr* wt
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l presents only another sphere of its utility. We giveaware t at it resulted in anv imnmvpmpnt nf t ip ivpoa. ,
J

. , X . ... .. » foaware that it resulted in any improvement of the prac-
tice of the day. And if you consult the works devoted
to agricilture up to about 1840 you will find no mention
of the scientific terms so common in all works on the
subject it the present day. The French and German
agricultiral chemists made great progress in the appli-
cation 3f the science of chemistry to agriculture ; but
little attention was paid to the subject in this country
until tie publication of Baron Liebig's work in 1840.
That work thoroughly roused the attention of agricul-
turalists, and from that time there has been a constantly
growing opinion amongst them that their practice
might ub greatly benefited and improved by the applica-
tion of science. Some of the writers on the subject of
agricultural chemistry have, however, misconceived
and mis-stated the mode of its applicability to practice,
so that they have thus rather retarded the progress
of the science which they wished to advance. Look-
ing at the great advantages which science has con-
ferred en the manufactures of this country during the
last haf century, they have predicted that similar
advantages would result from the application of science
to agriculture. We mnst not suffer ourselves to be
dazzled by such delusive predictions. There is an
essentia, difference between manufactures and agricul-

you that knowledge which will enable you to pursue
that course which will be most profitable to you. It is

not the object of science to interfere between landlord
aud tenant ; but science will impart to the landlord a
good knowledge of the qualities of his own land, and
it will enable the tenant to turn to the best accoun
the floating capital which he has embarked in the soil."

Home Correspondence.
Land Drainage.—In reply to the observations of C.

F. Humbert, on the effects of drainage, it does not

seem to me necessary that a porous substratum under-
lying a thick superstratum of clay is supplied with the
whole of the water it contains by percolation through
the clay. In several instances in my own draining
operations, which have extended over nearly 1000 acres,

I have found the clay to overlap a porous substratum
when a change of the superstratum occurred from stiff

clay to more permeable material. It is clear that the
rain which falls on this will, on reaching the porous
substratum, charge the whole of this with water as far
as it extends. In mining operations, if you enter a
stratum of coal which is porous and water-holding with
a mine, so as to draw off the water at its lowest level,
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you drain the bed of coal to the distance which it ex-
tends without interruption, even for miles. I am by no
means asserting that stiff clays are impermeable to
water ; in the instance I have described, of clay over-
lying a substratum charged with water the clay will
absorb moisture from beneath, by cipillarv attraction,
to the height of 2 to 3 feet

;
(I do not precisely recol-

lect to wiiat height water is drawn by capillary attrac-
tion) but to such height the clay will always be saturated.
Now when the rain which falls on the surface percolates
the clay it will soon charge it to the full. If you drain
this land without reaching the porous substratum you
get rid of the surface water, but not of that in the
substratum. The same rule will equally apply if the
superstratum of clay extends over the whole of the
porous substratum, and in which case the water is

supplied by rain falling on the surface, and passing
through the clay. I have also drained land occasionally
irrigated from a rivulet which likewise supplies the
water-wheel of my corn-mill, and can only use the
water for irrigation when there is a surplus beyond
what the miller requires. The stream on such occasions
is usually muddy, sometimes thickly so. and when thrown
over the land, which is in permanent Grass, I invariably
observe the water issue from the outfalls much dis-
coloured. Yet it does not occur to me that this has
filtered through the soil, I rather attribute it to its
finding some crevice through which it escapes into the
drain without filtration. Indeed I have some proof of
this

; the water having found a crevice has by degrees
worn this until th^ effect was visible by the sod over
the drain sinking. On one occasion particularly, where
a main drain was laid at a depth of more than 7 feet
through elevated ground, over which an irrigating

[Jan, 19, 1S50.

farmer, he neglects to point out its application. My way were the interests of the society interfered with bv
practice has been to largely mix it with tan, sawdust, or these statistics.

!

any vegetable matter that will absorb the salt in quan-
tity, but tan has proved the most successful, which after
a few months laving up and turning over may be put
into the land, yielding its properties gradually "but per-
manently up to the end of your growth. Now, if only
a top-dressing is given of salt unmixed its properties are
yielded to the plant only in its early growth, and when

channel passed, I was surprised to find a great chasm society should continue the work of collecting the
more than a year after the drain had been made, agricultural statistics of Scotland, the society should
effected evidently by the process I have described, the express its Willingness to continue the same co-operation

Mr. Finnie (Swanston) wished to embrace this oppor-
tunity of acknowledging, on behalf of the enumerators
and members of committee who had aided in the statistical

i

inquiry, their sense of the very flattering manner in
which Government had been pleased to notice their

;
services in this great national matter. It was far

. w from his intention to say that no credit was due to
the plant most requires the stimulative action, it is them, but it might truly be asked what advantage
found to have subsided or washed through the laud. In either landlord or tenant could derive from refusing
making up the dung heap salt should largely be mixed, Government the information asked of them ? Were not
for while it hastens vegetable decomposition the dung is their rents patent to every parochial hoard through-
kept from fermentation, a larger proport ;on of ammonia

|

out the country? Could not their neighbours and
is retained. Thus tan and salt must be beneficial for servants number the bestial upon their farms, and
most soils, for while in light it stimulates the plant, and estimate their crops as well as they could do themselves'
promotes the retention of moisture, in heavy it kills Could not the intelligent observer, who travelled the
insects, and digests the vegetable matter. J. K. R. roads which bounded or intersected their farms, form as

just an estimate as farmers themselves of the nature of
the land and the produce likely to be obtained from it?

And at every fair and market throughout the country
were there not sheep-farmers and shepherds who could,

within a perfect trifle, estimate the number of sheep
kept upon the unmeasured wilds and unexplored ranges
of mountains ? No advantage could thoretore be gained
by refusing the necessary information ; but notwith-
standing this, they might be justly proud that the

intelligence of the rent-paying portion of the agricul-

tural community had kept some proportional advance
with other improvements throughout the country. But
he must add, on behalf of the whole agricultural
community that the success of these inquiries had

§>orirt!rg*

Highland and Agricultural Society, Jan. 7, Half-
yearly General Meeting.—The Duke of Buccleuch in
the chair.

Agricultural Statistics.—Mr. J. Hall Maxwell read
the report on this subject. It announced the successful
termination of the statistical inquiry for 1855, and pro-
posed that Government having requested that the

i water to the level of the muddy water. I think
ollect having on several occasions observed this.

distance of 4 feet frcm the part of the ground covered
with this muddy water, I should expect it to fill with
clean

I rec

Those who practice irrigation may easily apply a
similar test. Thomas HorsfaV, Hurley Hall, Ot'ey,
2 orkshire, Jan. 9. Since the foregoing remarks were
written 1 have ascertained by means of a spirit level
the exact height the water saturates by capillary at-
traction by measuring the distance between the surface
of the water of the river Wharf, and the strongly defined
line to which the moisture rises, as shown on the banks,
in several places where the river is making inroads on
the land. In each of these the distance from the sur-
face of the water to the line of saturation is 2 ft. 5\ ins.,
the soil is a rich alluvial loam. I do not recollect to
have seen any precise observations on this ; it would be
of interest to ascertain whether the power of capillary
attraction varies under different circumstances of soil,

external temperature, and as to the height to which it

•saturates the soil. T. H.
A Crap of Mangel Wurzd—on deep flat ground, pre-

viously under Potatoes, drills 3 feet asunder, ridges
thrown up high, and seed dibbled at 1 6 inches apart

through the Highland Society ; and there could be but
one opinion as to the zeal and ability with which their
worthy secretary had carried out the inquiry—a zeal
and ability which he was justified in saying had distin-

guished all his acts since the society had been fortunate
enough to secure him as their secretary. He could not
help adverting to the readiness with which the farmers
of Scotland had come forward to give the information
which had been asked of them. Their conduct in this
matter was most creditable to them ; and altogether he
thought it was honourable not only to the society and
the farmers, but to Scotland itself, that they should
have taken the lead in this most useful investigation.

Lord Kinnaird seconded the motion. He quite agreed
with the noble earl who had last spoken, that the
farmers of Scotland had in this matter set a right
example to their brethren in England. The statistics
which had been furnished were meat valuable, and
the only tiling which he desiderated was that, pre-
vious to the harvest, a preliminary estimate of the crops
should be taken, in addition to that at a later period.
He thought that before agreeing to this resolution they

5 should hear Mr. Maxwell as to whether he was quite

, satisfied that the proposal of the Board of Trade would

Calendar of Operations

JANUARY.
Farm near Hexham, Jan. 14.—From the 5th to the 14th of

last month we had a regular snow storm, and after a few line days
a keen black frost set in, of which we have had another week, and
now again the ploughs have been stopped for some days. The
winter has, however, been so far seasonable, and work was well
forward before these frosts set in; and as we have still abundant*
of hard weather work before us—manure carting out, compost
laying on, road repairing, &c,—we can very well do with " John
Frost's " company a little longer. Stubbles are pretty generally
turned over and a pretty good breadth of Turnip land sown with
Wheat, and that in excellent order, there having been very
little rain to interfere with sowing. Some of our more pushing
neighbours have got a portion of their lea for Oats ploughed.
Cattle in the yards have been doing remarkably well, and find a

ready market. I have been using Hoodie's Fnlper and find it

answers a good end. Sheep have also done welt except during
the hard weather,

four or five seeds together after having been steeped
till there were signs of germination ; done in March.
I ordered a parcel of the very largest roots which could
be found after digging to be laid apart; another parcel of
same number of roots from the smallest ; and double of
these in number from the middle-sized. The average
of the best, ]0J lbs.; worst, G£ lbs. ; middling, 8?

5
lbs.

Produce in roots per English acre:—At 104 lbs. per
acre, 50 tons, 4 cwt. ; at 6| lbs , 30 tons, 4 cwt. ; at

8f lbs., 42 tons, 2 cwt. ; besides an immense crop of
leaves, the lower leaves being plucked as they got full

aDd large. Plants at 16 inches distant give 3 "to 4 feet,
ttad a yard in width for drills will be

—

ft. ft. feet plants ft. plant.
4x3 = 12 -r 3 = 4 to 1

or 10,390 plants per acre. The dibbled tufts were
thinned by hand when tolerably well grown, so as to
show which plants were strongest.

plants lbs. total weight cwt. tons.
10,690 x 6^ = 68,970 + 112 = 604 = 30.4

Farm Bailiffs, who they are, &.C.—Farm bailiffs have
always been considered fair game for attack, by some
openly, by others secretly, and by some like <• Novice"
covertly, and under the guise of inquiry. It matters
little who " Novice " is ; his object is to brin* into con-
lempt a body of men than whom in their calling I may
venture to say there does not exist a more intelligent,
more upright, more hardworking, and, I am sorry to
add too, a more ill requited class of men in any profes-
sion, except indeed poor curates, who alwavs stand par therefore, resolved itself into a question as to die time
fxcellence at the very top of the list of ill requited which he himself devoted to statistics. Now, this inquiry
labourers. ,( Sm«/.t f»/w»L> k«:i:a» » _m __ j_.-i_^ _..:*. >. _. * % »• . „, J

pro pi

not interfere with the business of the society.

Mr. Hall Maxwell said there were practical ways of
testing whether, during the Inst three Years—the period
over which the statistical inquiries had extended—the
society's superintendence of these inquiries had been in
any way inconsistent with or detrimental to its inte-

rests. In the first place, he did not think that any one
would say that during the period to which he had
referred the society had lost position, credit, or in-
fluence. He conceived, on the contrary, that it had
established an extent of influence which could scarcely
have been credited. If they took as a test the number
of its members and the state of its funds they found
that the fund- were most flourishing, and that the
accession of members to the society had at no former
period been so large. He might also allude to another
test : three or four years ago, before statistics were
taken up, their general shows were to ta-te place
only once in three years. Now, they had actual
arrangements made for three i-hows in thiee con-
secutive years. In that respect, therefore, there
was a great revival instead of a falling off. Some
misapprehension might perhaps exist in the minds
of the public how far the official staff of thesocety had
their attention engrossed by the statistical returns. The
directors had nothing to do with them

; the various
committees of the society never had their time taken up
with them ; and there is a separate and independent
staff of clerks for the returns. The whole matter,

Smock frock bailiffs" will no doubt suit
your correspondent best, on the same principle that, at
the time of the discussion of the late Sir Robert Peel's
act for instituting a new police fcrce, the 1* old Charleys"
were belauded as " so competent" for their duties, and
withal "so cheap." One of the Attacked.
The Best IT ay of Applying Salt to Land.—I read

lately with much pleasure an article on " Salt, its Pro-

was conducted between May and November, and as
almost the whole business of the Highland Socety took
place between November and May, although statistics

did take up a large portion of his time, it was :hat time
formerly his own, and no section of the society's busi-

ness was in any way interfered with.

Lord Kinnaird was desirous that the soc'e'.y should
receive the explanation which had been given, because

I

Notices to Correspondents.
Agricultural Statistics : Cor. Mr. Pinlay Dun, in BeRi

Messenger, has of course completely demolished the very weak
and foolish argument attempted to be raised against such
inquiries by a correspondent of that paper. The argument, M
far as coherent at all, amounts to this, that because God pro-

vides for human wants, therefore it is impious in man to attend
to them.

Ammonia Water from Gas Water: A U. We should apply it

direct on Grass land. If it contains 40 lbs. of ammonia perton
men it is worth about 10s. per 100 gallons. But it varies very
much in quality according to the coal.

Averages : Clericus. It appears from a letter just published by
Mr. Willich that the corn averages for seven years past at

Christmas last are 6s. 6d. a bushel for Wheat, 3s. Sd. for

Barley, and 2*. 7d. for Oats. Each 100.'. of tithe rentcharge
for 1S56 will thus amount to 931. 18*. l{d., which is a little

more than 4 per cent, above last year's value. The average of

the 20 years since the passing of the Tithe Commutation Act
is 98£. 12s. 74c/.

Breeding Sow: Youngster. Give her the wash from the house,

and a couple of bushels of grains a week mixed with it, and if

more food be wanted let her have Eome steamed Swedes, and

towards the time when her litter is expected give her a double

handful of " sharps " with each meal. She should be fed three

times a day.

Garden Kefuse : Four Tears' Sub. You should mix some farm

or stable manure with your garden refuse, lawn sweepings, &C-,

so as to make it good manure for Potatoes.

Guano: Stranraer. The case was this:—Guano warranted as

Saldanha Bay was bought and sowed with Turnip seed, &*

rather more than the usual rate. The Turnips turned out *

failure. They were ploughed down and Wheat was sown on

the land, which also turned out a failure. The agent was

accordingly not only refused payment, but was applied to for

compensation for the loss and damage sustained. It was also

proved that the floor of the guano stove was the natural saud

of the seashore on which it was built! Mr. Sheriff Khind, io

giving judgment, alluded to the saud obtained from a small

sample ot the stuff which, with the tact of the crop beiog

a total failure, was a proof that the article had been adulterated

to a disgraceful extent. He therefore held that the purchaser

was not only not liable in the price of the article sold, but that

the seller was clearly liable in the purchaser's loss arising fro*

the sale of it, and decided accordingly.

Italian Eye-grass : A S. Sow 35 to 40 lbs. per acre broadcast

on a loamy soil when it is damp, and brush it in with ligM

seed harrows towards the end of April. This will ensure yofl

good tood in autumn of the same )ear, and an abundant crop &
the following season. It sown after a green crop as Turnips

pulled, it will not need manure. Or it may be sown about tffO

bushels per acre with a crop of Barley, just as other Grass seeds.

—N li O. Sow it anytime in April or May; or again after

harvest, provided the land is moist and with a sufficient tiltU-

Molasses as Food for Cattle: Exeter. Now that treacle costs

4d. a pound its use is out of the question. When it could W
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purchased for 1*0. to 1JJ. per lb. it wo„, d make good stnw
equal for feeding purposes to good hay at less cost than the

!

difference m the market value of the two. and of course it was
then profitable to use it. Mr. Birkett, of Suffolk, has related
his experience u-der those circumstances. He savs that the
experience of farmers in the eastern counties proves molasses
to be a safe and economical method of feeding bullocks, sheep,
young stock and cart horses, and for milking cows to a certain
extent. Bullocks have been kept in eouallv good fattening
condition by using 1 lb. of treacle per day with cut straw,
thereby saving 1J bushels of roots. It is considered best
used with roots, cut small, and a little meal, well mixed
together, with cut straw or inferior hay; and it is thought
more economical to spend a shilling on a fattening bullock after
the following scale—Ad. roots, 5d. corn or cake, 3d. treacle and
chaff-than to give either more root or corn. The main object
should be to make straw or inferior hay equal in quality to
good hay by means of molasses, and last year as prices then
stood the account stood thus :

—

GOOD SEEDS, CARRIAC^ FREE.
bEKDs Direct from the Growers the most certain- means

ST-m^xr
OF P***«f*W* Disappointment.

LTTON and SONS, Seed Growers, Reading,
Berks, can supply every Hnd of GARDEN SEEDS

and r ARM SEEDS of genuine and superior quality,
loarrantcd all of the growth of 1 855.

Horticulturists and Agriculturists residing in the most remote
parts of the kingdom, can procure good Seeds at very moderate
prices from this Establishment.—For particulars, apply to

Sutton & Sons, Seed G rowers, Reading, Berks.
WALTON NURSERY. LIVERPOOL.

~~~
lo^ Isoblemen- and Gentlemf.n Planting New Pleasure

45

^*C.At? I

?
EN StE°S SENT CARRIAGE FRaT~BY1XMLLIAM E. RENDLE a.nd CO., Seed MEU-

i

chants, Plymouth, according to the following
scale :—AU orders above £1 will be sent caniane free toany Railway Station between Plymouth and Paddington.AM orders above £2 will be sent caniage free to am.
Station on the Broad Guage Railways, to any marht
town m Devon and Cornwall, or to Cork, Dublin, and
Liverpool by Stcamei s.

'

All orders above £5 will be sent free of carriage to anyRailway Statin ,'« r*.,.t ; j arJTi_ V s
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450 lbs. of ijood hay
450 lbs. of good Wheat straw
72 lbs. of treacle, at lf<L ...

Expense of cutting the straw
chart', aud mixing the treacle

£0 18
10 6

£12

into

• • • 10
19 6

£0 2 6Difference fcV,

Or about 12.?. 6d. per ton in favour of the Use of molasses
Mouldy Hay : X Y. All that steaming will do is to make it
palatable; but of course that is a great deal. It will not make
it more nourishing than it was, but what nourishment the hay

for immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where
smaller sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition
to his general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrubs,
which is allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this
season offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most
valuable Trees lately^introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMI5RI-CATA and

I

CI: DHLS DEODARA,of various sizes, from 1 to 6 ft.w. 8. invites any one wanting considerable quantities ofSpecimen Trees and Shrubs to inspect his collection end obtain
prices on the spot, as the mere height of such trees (as quoted in
lists) gives no idea of the value of well grown select plants forchoice situations.

AZALE
G^uS?L?L^?Y" PreP»red Coffer nice bushv-* plants, well set with flower buds, from 11a and lfl« te o.l
per dozen, including the kinds enumerated befow vl, fcfc£ te
SSttfSttfK ^ eXUlbited " tlW<Wlfi£S
Broiightoni
Optima
Variegate
Gledstanesi

possesses c*n thus be made available; while as long as the
|

N.B. A few hundreds of the larger sized and finpir.h.^hay was refused by the cattle it was of course absolutely P^nts of th«
, Araucari. imhrlca^a^CedS DeSaShlv'JSS

nk-housb Carts: Wer. Mr. Hannam'a „.~, .w-k.. ESSE h^^" ^i^ 1"'^" s^y to great dis-
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One-horse carts: Reader. Mr. Hannam's p«per describes
correct practice, but defends it upon altogether untenable
grounds His arguments for the use of one-horse carts may
be sound enough, hut his description of the way In which the
load upon the shaft horse may be avoided is altogether based
on a misconception of the case.

R°3>£™* °* ?R0PS

:

Ess'x
- The case related was this :—In

ISoO Michaelmas, a field having on it a half plant of Swedes
and Poppies was grubbed up and raked off before Christmas-
sown again with Swedes in June, 1851, with 20 loads of muck
per acre The crop was abundant; all drawn, and the fieldsown with Barley in February, 1852; produce, 119 coombs. In
October sown with Beans, which decaved in the winter- wasresown with Oats in February, 1853

; produce, 162 coombs and
i. afift l ^ 8 0f

,

muck Per acre were then P»t on, and
the fie d sewn with Payne's Rivet Wheat

; produce, 103 coombs 2
bushels The same quantity of muck was again put on, andtne field sown with Red Wheat (1S54), which was much injured

his year

J!w%,
R0t,

V
iO

,
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ff C

.

r
?
ps are a scheme"for 'maintaining the"

fertility of land without extraneous manure. Importedmanures enable us in great measure to dispense with themSalt and Nitbate of Soda: TB P. Both, like all soluble ma-nures should be applied just as the crop is coming into active
growth.^ One cwt. of the latter is enough, and 2 cwt. of theformer is general y enough per acre. The former will renderthe growth luxuriant, the latter will rather check excessive
luxuriance. It is well to apply the two together to grain crops-and we should apply i n wet weather one half the acreable

,dressing at a time, at intervals of a month

tances in this country, or to any part abroad.
Priced Lists will be sent on application.

Also all the newest vari
roots or
Vesta
Julianus
Maria (True)
Beauty of Europe

Iverysna
Magnificent
Delecta (Ryder's)
Duke of Devonshire

Exquisite
Triumphans
Perryana

Nui

Symmetry
in tne newest varieties in cultivation, either on their own-grafted, 30.. to 42*. per d.*., If 12 or more are taken MI -

W,',-J
Criterion '

lie all

Barclavana

lMft«Mll..m IM;u,. Unxton II II. 2'TuS* **•

Chelsoni
Perfection
Admiration
Extrmtieal

on.

THE KiTCH EN GARDEN.

JAMES CAETEK &
238, HIGH

Co., SEEDSMEN
H0LB0RN, LONDON,

C ^!iUE„ t0 s"PP'y Collections of VEGETABLE SEEDS for km^s upwards: thesa KftlWtinnc «,-,i A ™:*i, .v- . . .
tul Jar^ e

JAMES CARTER & Co., Seedsmen, 238, Hi^h Holborn, London.

'NEW FLOWER & EDS.
MESSRS. WILLIAM BOLLISSON & SONS

Are now
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bawDUST: Scotus. Try soaking it with putrid urine and tiirnine
it over once or twice. If that fails to do it you must set it
charred, and use in that state. It is used largely as litter for
^attle, and might be turned to account in that way as well as
in any other.

'

Shropshire Powxs: Walsall. They have maintained their
reputation this year, as an incasing demand for them proves
At. the sale of Mr. Foster's stock near Btourbridge, shearlim*rams were sold at 30 guineas, 27*. 65, and other high price*;
2o sheep were sold for 10/. 6*. M. each. At Lord Avlesford's
sale rams were sold at 111. 10s. and under. At the Shropshire
great ram fair 20 rams, bred by Mr. Jnckes, sold for 16?. each
the highest price being

83J.
12*. At Mr. Masfen's sale near

Walsall 80 rams were sold at 111. 10*. each. At Mr. Adnev's
sale at Harley, 2, rains were sold at 13/. 10*. each. At MrHort.ais sale at Harnage, the highest priced ram sold was
3oJ. 12*., the lowest, 9J. Last October Mr. Roberts, of Brom-
turd, sold L> yearling Shropshire rams, at an average of 19/.each. These prices rival those of Southdown ram sales andprove that the breed is rising in estimation. We take them

B^w™ ?
Pa

/?,!T iV^v80^ in the *M*md Counties Herald.

hi w". °J? t
UJ

- ? h
%

shT]d have two ,itters a >'ear, and maybe put to the boar in 7 or 8 weeks after littering
BrPEBPiiosPHATE of Lime : Superphosphate. The analysis given

is that of a good superphosphate. It contains per ton, 400 lbs

°o.
r
r,\

nic matter
>
containing 22 of ammonia, worth £0 llx 0d

f prepared to supply the annexed new and beautiful ANNUALS and BIENNIALS, •which habeen selected from their general Stock of novelties for th* „«««» a^,nn
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330 lbs. of superphosphate, at 4d.
50 .. „ neutral phosphate, at $<f.

„ alkaline salt (?) worth
» silica

loQ
134
450
3S0
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water
gypsum
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Throw
the plant being seen upon the surface "wiYh" he root exposed Scourse to die as soon as the sun has power to wit?.!? it Thefrost appears to be the cause. It will operate in this way onwet lands, and probably especially when frost succeeds fro<5

TtUl £'?^^ ° f

,
22- Tl

\

e 1°™ end °f the ^T«" hen
82 in ongmal frost, and the expansion consequent uoonthe second breaks the fibres so held below.

l P°D
To rexder Feathers fit for fsb for Beds, Pii.tow* &cSubscriber of Eleven Teare. The feathers from land MfZiflMh
S^Si^SS- &C" 8llOUld be keP fc ^ themselves and those

ZZ tTJJ^*' aS peese
'
ducks

'
&c

'
may ^ put togethe?

« ,h w r
atter are m,lch the best, having the most down

v lw;
in
t! fl^,

Md »ore <*«*K «d it is consequentlyS
VSSllSm £ \T*

f
V
r pillow8

'
both kinds, from land and

It uce A, Jr„
Id
/° thr°"^.1 the Mrae Proces« in reparation

I lf^ , ".
as C0"venient, after they are plucked from

S!J?ft2!2
Sh0UM be P«tin.troDg paper ba^ snd thwplaced in the oven as soon as the bread conies out and remain-«g there till the next day, they will toZufS*^£?to

prevent the animal juices decomposing and causimr a most
disagreeable smell. After this they shouUThe1

"
p eked "allpassing through women's hands for this purpose who shonhistnp the feathery pa, t from the quill of Jt^Twhose poTn tsare sufficiently strong for pressure to cause their piercing the

tihflSL?. ,
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n ^ f
K
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,
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e
,
tr°nb.esome,even thoi gh

-
^nirVpT' 1?U f

may ^ U^'/ f the featbers «r« not wellpicked. It is not recommended to use a large proportion ofthe wing or tail feathers, as they are not so el nSk s meof the softest «ay be cut off the quills with a pair of «cItoTsthe smaller ones may be more quickly stripped wi h thefingers after « picking." They should be again put in The ovenfor 12 hours to reader them quite sweet and safe from mothvhose eggs might possibly have been deposited amongtWThey are then fit for filling beds, pillows, cushions ftcTheJand and water-birds' feathers may be mixed, which makesrather better stuffing than the former alone, though this isvervjrood for beds if properly prepared. The price as piece-workIrom id. to 6d. per lb . the feathers bein^ w*,VhPri »f»«. S2L1

Per packet.— 5. d.
A bronia umbellata, new, beautiful half hardy Annual, rose
coloured trailer

Ageratum conspicnum, new, very handsome
Alonsoa Warscewiczi, new, splendid half hardy Annual, of
graceful habit, adorned with scarlet flowers, borne in
spiKes ... ... ...

Arctotis breviscarpn, new, pretty dwarf Annual, bright
orange and dark brown

Anthoxanthum gracile, new, ornamental Grass
Browallia abbreviata, new, fine, very free flowering
Calceolaria californica. new, very pretty

M scabiosa?folia, new, very handsome
Campanula stricta, new, very profuse flowering varietvj
extremely pretty

Centauridium Drummondi, new, orange composite flower,
very showy

Chrysocepbaluni arenarium, new, handsome Australian

I

_ ^^^ing
j
Lollinsia bicolor alba, new, pure white, very pretty
Convolvulus bicolor, fl. pi., new, handsome Climbing Annual
Coreopsis coronata, new, very showy
Cuphea PelHeri, new .'.'.' ."."

Cynoglossum coelestinnm, new. light blue, extremely pretty
„ Hayni, new, bhiH, very fine

Delphinium cardiopetalum, new, d*rk blue, very beautiful
Dianthus Garnierianus, new, beautiful, verv showy
Krigeron Beyrichi, new, pretty composite flower ...

Erysimum Arkansanum, new, pale yellow, handsome
sweet scented '

Gomphrena Haageana, new, beautiful orange-coloured half
hardy species, very fine

Gutieruezia gjmnospermoides, new, very pretty

novelties for the present season.
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Gypsophila mnralis, new. dwarf, very pretty AmaHuh * *'

small glossy foliage, covered with deep pink fl'werssuitable for edging of beds and rock work
'

llelichrysum br.chyrhynchum, new, beautiful Everiastln"
n bracteatum, dwarf yellow, new

,D", .. . ff
4

dwarf white, new
IKoth the above varieties are much superior to the old

Dractectum.)
macrauthum manurn, new, very desirable varietvcomposnum maximum, new, large flowered, double!

inn™ ° v
1B
u
7
.
colour8

»
f,om bri

f,'
h t yellow to scarlet

Pv^L e
bata

'-
ne

7' PUrp,e
'
with broad white margin',very free flowering (we received this most lovely Climb,from our collector, Mr. J. Henshall, who discovered it i^ava; this we can strongly recommend)

JPomoja Mexicana alba, n>w, very fine

TOr^gfl

anditl
-
0rUm rubrum

>
new

»
^e true bright crimson

bealitifu°r
ennS SpeC,eS from A1Seria

»
new and very

Lypochscta texann, new, handsome ... ...

Moraa elegans, new, very handsome Everlastin
Nepeta Meyeri, new, very fine ...

Palafoxia texana, new, fine
Phalacnea ccelestina, new, beautiful light blue
Sabbatiacampestris, new, a splendid half hnrdy Annnai'
of graceful habit, glossy foliage, and bright rosv pink
yellow-centred flowers, very fine and full flowering

Hlene Berireri. new. verv nr^ttv

er
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new, very pretty
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Trifolium anrantiacum, new, free flowering and pretty
Tropaeoliini Lobbi puniceum, new, dark-blood red, splendid
Whitlavia grandiflora, Dew, splendid, very lar«*e dark
bell-shaped flowers
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1
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6
6
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IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS, in Collections.

variety ani beauty of their colours/and the much larger proportion of double Flowera which ThTv pvoduJ"*^
Ver collection—s. d.

if

If

ff

ft

• # •
Asters, dwarf double Gorman, in IS splendid varieties

quiled double German, in 20 splendid varieties ...

globe-flowered double, in 12 splendid varieties ...

globe pyramidal flowered, double, in 20 splen. vars.
nev dwarf bouquet pyramidal double, in 12 splendid

rarieties

Tniffaut's new superb French paeony-flowerin"
pyramidal, in 10 finest varieties

°

Balsams, Smith's superb double Balsams. The flowers are
large, extremely double and well formed, of good
habit, and of distinct and striking colours. In
sealed packets, containing 6 vars. separate

„ Cimellia-flowered, double, in 10 new varieties
Larkspun, double dwarf rocket, in 12 splendid varieties ..."

louble tall, in 8 splendid varieties
lew Hyacinth flowered, in 8 splendid varieties ...

4
5
3
5

6

4

4

n

2
3
3
3
3

6

Per collection— s.
Stocks, dwarf 10-week, in 12 most distinct and beautiful

colours
new dwsxrf large flowering 10-week Stock s, in 12
distinct clours, very fine

Autumn flowering, in 12 beautiful varieties
Summer branching, in 12 finest varieties ...

Summer Wallflower leaved, in 16 fine varieties
Brompton, in 12 fine sorts
Emperor, in 12 very beautiful varieties
Emperor, new large flowering Stocks, in 4 very

beautiful varieties

., Giant Cape, in 6 splendid varieties
Phlox Drummondi, in 12 beautiful varieties ...

P°PP7i *n 12 fine double varieties
Wallflowers, in 12 fine double varieties
Zinnia elegans, in 12 -splendid double varieties
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kinds moit difficult to obtain true »" Lettuce Bee ^£,.7-1??/ j k .v
6 of s"Per,OT merit, M most of the>

being »ma.ed at some con^^tT^^^^^^ *»-*^ «—••
circumstaaces, cannot be adopted. We may here remark t

s^Trio?J^^tXSST^t^^I S£S£*£^TteZSEF** ™illsaua s v lctona Uabbage Lettuce i6 also a very
Mess-s. W. R. & Sons bee to draw attpnfinn tn tWr an\a„A:A r^ttllu

il rV Gd
'
per Ib

'
lhe feathers beinff weighed after beinbought home picked and readv for use.

n
is

The Nurseries, Tooting, London,
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IfARLY LETTUCES.—The largest and quickest
J growing LETTUCES are "SUTTON'S SUPERB

WHITE COS," and "SUTTON'S SUPERB GREEN COS."
The Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle, in a critique on Lettuces,

says of the first of these—"This is the very best Cos Lettuce,

very large, leaves hooded at the top, so that they close in with-

out tying; blanching white, crisp, so excellent that one would
suppose no higher degree of perfection could be obtained as re-

gards a Summer Lettuce." And of the other he says—" Sut-
ton's Superb Greek Cos : This very much resembles the pre-

ceding, but is a darker green, and hardier, therefore is preferable

for sowing early in spring, and also for autumn use."

Seeds may be had (if ordered immediately) in packets Is. each,

post free.—Address, Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers and Mer-
chants, Reading, Berks.

CUCUMB ERS — CUCUMBERS.
EDWARD TJLEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and

Florist, begs to offer the following tine varieties, which
havingbeen thoroughly proved have given the greatest sat isfaction

to growers generally. The best and most productive varieties for

winter cultivation are as follows :—General Canrobert, 2s. 6d. per

packet, very hardy and free setter, always growing one equal

size from stem to point ; will keep well for many days after it is

cut. Captivation, 2s. 67. per packet. Gordon's White Spine, Is.

per packet. Lord Kenyon's (true), 2s. 6d. per packet; a most
useful variety. I have seen more than a dozen varieties under
the above name, but not one has been the true sort as sent out

by me. First-rate varieties for summer growing and exhibition.

Sir Colin Campbell, 2s. 6'i., one of the finest black spine Cucum-
bers ever yet sent out, most productive, and very handsome,
length from 20 to 28 inches, well proportioned in size from stem

to point. Phenomenon, 2s. 6d. per packet, a most excellent

variety, the true kind being very scarce, as it is very rare that it

ever produces seed. Ipswich Standard, a very fine Cucumber for

exhibition, 2s. per packet. Three packets of any of those marked
2*. Bd. for 6s.

All the following fine old varieties true, Is. per packet:—Vic-
tory of Bath, Hunter's Prolific, Mills' Jewess, Cheltenham Sur-

prise, Manchester Prize, Sion House, Cuthill's Black Spine,

Incomparable, Conqueror of the West, Godfrey's Black Spine,

Allen's Victory. Lynch's Star of the West.
MELONS,—The best in cultivation at Is. per packet:—

Golden Drop, Golden Perfection, Golden Ball, Golden King,
Windsor Prize, Scarlet Flesh, Scarlet King ditto, Green Flesh

varieties, Bromham Hall, Incomparable, Bailey's Green Flesh,

BlackhaU'8 ditto, Camerton Court, Bowood, Beechwood, Gordon
Castle, Emperor, Trentham Hybrid, Hampton Court, Chichester

Prize, Fleming's Hybrid Cashmere.
Any three of the packets of either Cucumbers or Melons priced

at 1*. per packet will be served for 2s. 6d. the three packets.

PRIMULA SINENSIS, saved from all the best coloured

fimbriated varieties, Is. 6d. per packet.

DIGITALIS, or FOXGLOVE SEED, saved from 20 of the

most superb striped and spotted varieties, Is. per packet,

HOLLYHOCK SEED, saved from all the best varieties in

cultivation, Is. per packet; if required a packet containing 24

distinct sorts, all to name, will be sent for 5s.

Unequalled quilled GERMAN ASTER. Is. per packet.

FRENCH ASTER, or P^EONI FLORA TRUFFAUT,
about 20 of the most striking varieties, Is. per packet.

CINERARIA SEED, saved from all the best named
varieties, Is. per packet.

BALSAM SEED, saved from the most superb distinct

varieties, Is. per packet.

Very superior DWARF LARKSPUR, 6d. per packet.

A remittance must accompany every order by cash or penny
postage stamps, when the whole or any part (as the case may be)

will be immediately forwarded.

EDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,

14, Abbey Church Yard , Bath, Somerset.

LOCUSTS (SUGAR PODS)
For Fattening Cattle, Sheep, &c.

ROSLING and ASH BY beg to inform Feeders of

Stock that they have some tons of the above for disposal at

121. per ton. They have been proved to be superior to Oil-cake

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON bee: to cail the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and durability ofmaterials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and
Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J.T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

BY
HER

MAJESTY'S
DENCHE.

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

Hothouse Works,Patent
King's Road, Chelsea.

These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the framework, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all

completed for Is. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references

can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent.

HEATING BY » Jg£ HOT WATER.

J WEEKS and CO.'S BOILERS.— At the beau-
• tiful seat of W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham Park. Streatbam,

Snrrov, can now be seen additional proofs of the efficiency of

WEEKS'S BOILER. One is there fixed, effectually heating an

incredible number of Forcing houses, Pine stoves, and extensive

ranges of forcing pits. This exquisite establishment has long

been celebrated for growing the finest Pines, Grapes, &c, &c,
under the able management of Mr. Page, the Gardener, who will

kindly show and explain the hot-water apparatus, &c.

Johx Weeks & Co., Horticultural Buildei'3 and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Koad, Chelsea, London.

Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues, comprising
Horticulture in all its branches.

PUBLIC Tn V I T A T I O N.

HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

HAVE this Season the pleasure of being able to

refer to several other extensive Establishments where
they have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which
hitherto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highly respectable firm of Messrs.

Edward Henderson & Co., of the Wellington Nursery, Wei ing-

ton Road, St. John's Wood, and as that Establishment is open to

the public Messrs. Johx Weeks & Co/s Hot-water Apparatus

will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially

represented during this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
Co. have now adopted what is called the "One Boiler System."

At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist

can see the Hct-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges of

Hothouses, all connected to one boiler. We will here quote

Mr. Edward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of

Messrs.J.WEEKS&Co/s system of heatingby hotwater. Be says-

u I am more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what

Messrs. Johx Weeks & Co. have done for me. in heating a great

number ofour hot-houses from one boiler. It is almost imvMsibte

for me to express my 8€Uisfaetwn sufficiently strongly. The rffe-t and

great saving produced is truly toonderful; less than two sacks ofcoke in

24 hours is all that is used to heat a vai iety ofhothouses, drc, nearly

SWfeet in length, and these various houses nre to some extent widely

separated, as 300feet stand inane direction,\bQfeet in another^ Ofeet

in another,ami so on, including our large newly laid-out winter garden.*

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive
for fattening purposes.

Corn Exchange and Bull Stairs Wharf, Blackfriars. London.

OLD, 24 Strong IRON HURDLES,
!
private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be

1

seen in operation, and in every case with the same favourable
npo BE
-L

I inch top bar, of the large size Hurdles, price 51.

One Large Round Specimen Indian Albert Azalea Plant, well

set with bloom buds, in 20-inch pot, 5 feet 6 inches high, 3 feet

2 inches wide, price 21.; one do. Azalea, in 20-inch pot, 4 feet 6

inches high,3 feet wide, 13. 15s.; one do. Azalea half round Plant,

4 feet 6 inches high, 4 feet wide, in 14-inch pot, 1?.—At D. Wood's
Nurserv, Wandsworth Road, near London.
~ DRAINING BY STEAM POWER.

JOHN FOWLER is prepared to undertake Contracts

for DRAINING LAND by his PATENT STEAM PLOUGH,
at prices varving, according to depth and distance, from 31. to 51. 10s.

per acre, inclusive of tiles, main drains, and all other expenses.

Contracts executed with great rapidity, and tiles manufactured

on the spot, where suitable clay exists.—Temple Gate, Bristol.

HE "PRIZE ROOT PULPING AND MINCING
MACHINE.—Phtllips's is the only Root Pulping and

Mincing Machine which has received the Prizes of the Royal

Agricultural Society. Made only by Woods, Suffolk Iron

Works, Stowmarket. Delivered carriage free in London, Peter-

borough, Hull, Gainsborough, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and any

station on the Eastern Counties Railway. Illustrations, De-

scriptions, and Prices forwarded post free on application.

GALVANISED WIRE CAME NETTING,
Qd. pkk Yard, 2 Feet Wide.

• • *

BARNARD and BTSHOP, Marketplace, Norwich,
in consequence of improvements in their machinery for

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices.

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide
2-inch
2 inch
2-inch
lHnch
1^-inch
IS-inch
ij-inch

results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former

statements relating to their one boiler system, and most
respectfully solicit a
visit 'o their Garden Es-
tablishment at Chelsea,

which consists of Hot-
houses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Pits,&c,
the whole measuring
1000 feet in length, ex-
posing to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-

ficial feet of glass, the

Tviu-le heated by OKB
boiler, 5 feet high by 3
feet 6 inches in diameter,
the water in the va-
rious houses circulating

through 5000 feetof Hot-
water Pipe.

The accompanying
skerch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bar?. The large
surface whic'i this Boiler

exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of such extra-
ordinary power.

John "Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Mauifacturers.

At our two establishments horticultural science is filly carried

out in all its branches, combining all the improvements of the

day. We have always in stock ready for immediate ise a very

extensive variety of horticultural erections; also Feeing Pits

and Frames of all sizes. See our Illustrated Catalogues on

Horticultural Building and Heating by Hot Water; \lso of all

the best Stove and Greenhouse Plants; also of the best Vines,

Pines, Peaches, and other Fruit trees.

John- Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS

of British^Manufacture. at prices varying from 2d. to 3^
per square foot, for the usual sizes required. many thousand fee*
of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application forPATENT ROUGH PLATE.THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADl
to Jame6 Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square. London.

See Gardeners* Chronic?* first Saturday in each month.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES^
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :—
SHEET GLASS, Packed in Boxes containing 100 Feet.
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it
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strong, do.

intermediate, do.

extra strong do.

24 inches wide
strong, do.

intermediate, do. ...
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Galvan-
ised.

6d. per yd.
S
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li it

7 it

9 it

11 it

13 i*

Japanned
iron.

4Ad. per yd.
6"

74
9
5i
7"

9
11

It

It

11

It
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71

11

BY
ROYAL

L ET1E RS
PATENT.

6 by 4, and 6£ by 4£
7 by 5, and 7£ by 5A

13*. 64
13*. 64

extra strong, do.

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under S feet),

at proportionate pricf *. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices one-fourth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, lOrf. per yard; Galvanised
Sparrow-proof Netting for Phea^antries. 3d. per square foot.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by po<*. Deli-

vered free of expense in London. Peterborough, Hull, or New-

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
RELY & WARING, Managers, 296. Oxford Str^t, London.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from

2d.: and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE Vom 4 id.

per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 fW box. <

under 10 by 8, 125. 6d. ; above, 16s. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases, 343. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLAS4 from 1;. 6d. per

foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. *ach. MILK PANS,
21s.perdozen. H ELY'S HAND CHURN, 5*. 6d.; WIRING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 105. each. Glass Fern Shades, BeeGlassrs,

Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,

125. 8 by 6, and 8£ by 6i
135. 9 by 7, and 10 by 8

At 14.9. per 100 Feet
12 by 9, 13 by 9, 14 by 9, 15 by 9, 16 by 9.

12 by 10, 13 by 10, 14 by 10, 15 by 10, 16 by 10.

12 by 11, 13 by 11, 14 by 11, 15 by 11, 16 by 11, 17 by 11, 18 by 11.

At 165. pkr 100 Feet.
13 by 12, 14 by 12, 15 by 12, 16 by 12.

At 185. per 100 Fket.
17 by 12, IS by 12, 19 by 12, 20 by 12, 14 by 13, 15 by 13, 16 by 13,

17 by 13, 18 by 13, 19 by 13, 20 by 13, 20 by 15.

LARGER SIZES, not exceeding 40 Inches Long.
16 oz. from 2d. to 3Ad.,21 oz. from 3d. to 5d., 26 oz. from 6d. to7W.,

per foot superficial, according to size and quantity.
SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD

HOUSES, THE SAME QUALITY AS WE SUPPLY TO Mr. R IVERS, and
of various dimensions, always on hand, ar 185. per 100 feet.

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS.
HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-onnce, packed in Crates

of 300 feet, ->\d. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, B\d.
Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet 345., 3Ss., 40s., and

425. per case.

Fern Cases with Ferns complete, suitable for the Drawing-
room, from 25s. each.
Aquariums with French polished stands, from 10s. each. Vase

shaped ditto, on Glass stand, 25s.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation, from ls.6d. per foot.

Glass Tiles and Slates.

Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen ; Propagating and Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,

Wasp Traps, Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments, Fern Shades, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street
Without, London.

FOREIGN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Street, Without.

HP MTLLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
A • GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading

men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.

•••
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20 by "13, 21 bv 13, 22 by 13, 21£ by 13*, 164 by 14£, 20 by 14,

by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 te^t.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2£
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3£

HARTLEY'S R»n«h Plate, Sheet and Roueh, Tiles, Striking

and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,

as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,

and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

T

Hand Lights. &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and tie New
castle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle and

A.qUarium . iqs. each.— Catalogues free.
T~!oc»r Ponrintr. Trnn Hnrdlf"! &c.

In Two Volumes, 8vo, with nearly 1600 Woodcuts, price 60s.,

DR. URE'S DICTIONARY of ARTS, MANU-
FACTURES, and MINES: Containing a clear Exposition

of their Principles and Practice. The Fourth Edition, much

enlarged and corrected throughout.

"These volumes of Dr. Ure's consist chiefly of original and

exact treatises, written with so much accuracy and care that

they may b* universally resorted to as authoritative,—as indeed

tlie former Editions have been,—as whII by artists and manu-

facturers as by British and foreign scientific writers. TM

author has throughout the entire work kept most seriooay

before his mind the one object of promoting the best and m«
economical developments of the arts and manufactures; ana

has produced a work which altogether snroas-es every other ot

its kind with which we are acquainted."

—

Mechanics' Magazine.

London : Longman, Brown, Grefn, & LonQMAKS. __
'

APPROVEO EDUCATIONAL~WORKS,
By T. Tate, F R.A.S., late of Kn^ller Training College.

HE LITTLE PHILOSOPHER; or, the Science

of Familiar Things. By Thomas Tate, F.R.A.S., We of

Kneller Training College. Vol.I.,3ff.t5<Z ; or Three Parts, Is. eacn.

Also by T. Tate, F.R.A.S., New Editions,

COURSE of NATURAL and EXPERIMENTAL PHIL<>

SOPHY. 2 voIb., Is. ; or in Seven Parts, la. each, as follows
:-

MECHANICS and the STEAM ENGINE, 18mo, price 1*.

ASTRONOMY and the USE op the GLOBES, 18mo, price 1*

LIGHT and HEAT, 18mo, price If.

HYDROSTATICS, HYDRAULICS, PNEUMATICS, priced

ELECTRICITY for BEGINNERS, 18m », price Is.

MAGNETISM, ELECTRO-DYNAMICS, &c, 18-no, price 1* .

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY, 18-no, Is.; 12m >, U. ft*.

EXERCISES on MECHANICS, &c, 12mo, 2*.—KEY, 3s. ft*.

THE ELEMENTS of MECHANISM, 1 2.n«\ price 3s. ft*.

MECHANICAL PHILOSOPHY. 8vo, price 10s. 6d.

ON thk STRENGTH of MATERIALS, 8vo, price 5s. ft*.

THE PHILOSOPHY of EDUCATION, 8vo, price 6s. ft*.

FIRST PRINCIPLES of ARITHM ETIC, 12mo, price U-&
ALGEBRA MADE EASY, 12mo, price 2s

GEOMETRY, MENSURATION, LEVELLING, Ac, 3s. W-

FIRST THREE BOOKS of EUCLID, 12mo, Is. 6d.; 18®°'J
DIFFERENTIAL and INTEGRAL CALCULUS, price to-*'

DRAWING for LITTLE BOYS and ..IRES, price Is. ft*.

DRAWING for SCHOOLS, post 4tn, price 5s. 6d.

THE NEW COINAGE CONSIDERED in RELATION
OUR SCHOOL ARITHMETICS, Krao, price dd.

MATHEMATICS for WORKING MEN. Part I, &***

metic and Algebra. 8vo, price 2s.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & LosgxanB*

Deer Fencing. Iron Hurdles &c.



Jan. 19, 1S56.] THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.
Just published, in fcp. Svo, price 4s. 61. cloth,

THE BRITISH YEAR-BOOK for the COUNTRY
for 1S56: Being an Annual of Agriculture, Horticulture,

Floriculture, and Arboriculture. Edited by C. M'Ixtosh, Esq,
Author of " The Book of the Garden," &c. ; and T. Lixdley
Kemp, M.D., Author of " Agricultural Physiology," &c.

London: Loxomax, Brows, Gre ex* & Loxgmass.
NEW VOLUME OF DE LA RIVAL'S WORK'oiir

ELECTRICITY.
Now ready, Vol. II. in Svo, with Woodcuts, price 28s.,

A TREATISE on ELECTRICITY, in Theory and** Practice. By A. De La Rive, late Professor* in the
Academy of Geneva. Vol I., ISs.. may still be had.

London : Longman, Brown, Grf.kn, & Longmans.

The Sixth Edition, in tcp. Svo, price 3s. td.

HOME TRUTHS for HOME PEACE; or,
" Muddle" defeated: A Practical Inquiry into what chieflv

mars or makes the Comfort of Domestic Life. Especially
addressed to young Housewives. By the Author of M The Lady
Una and her Queendom" (fcp Svo, price 7s.).

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

SIR BENJAMIN BRODIE'S NEW WORK.
The Third Edition, revised in fcp. Svo, price 5s.

PSYCHOLOGICAL INQUIRIES, hi a Series of
Essays intended to illustrate the Influence of the Physical

Organisation on the Mental Faculties. By Sir Benjamin C.
Brodie, Bart., D.C.L., V.P.B.S., Corresponding Member of the
Institute of France.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.
PESCHEL'S WORK ON NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

I
In Three Volumes, fcp. 8vo,with Woodcuts, price 21s.

ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS. By C. F. Pesciiel,
Principal of the Royal Military College, Dresden.

[ Translated from the German, wirh Notes, by E. West.

f

Vol. I. contains The Physics of Ponderable Bodies, 7s. 6d.

f
Vols. II. and III. Imponderable Bodies, price 13s. Gd.
" We trace the hand of a master, who has placed before his

readers, in the most lucid order, those branches of science in
their modern improved state. The work i.s a little encyclopedia
Of physical science, and we heartily recommend it as a work by
which the public will benefit."— Philosophical Magazine.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.
The Sixteenth Edition, revised and corrected, in 2 vols.,

f

fcp 8vo, price 14s. cloth,

/CONVERSATIONS ON CHEMISTRY ; in which
V/ the Elements of that Science are familiarly explained and
illusTated by Experiments. By Jane Marcet.

u In the present edition the author has attempted to give a
sketch of the principal discoveries which have recently been
made in Chemistry; and wishing that her pupils should obtain
Bome knowledge of the progress which has taken place in Agri-
culture, resulting from its connection with Chemistry, she has
found it necessary to add a Conversation upon this sul ject."

—

Extract from Preface.

By the same Author, New Editions of
CONVERSATIONS on LAND and WATER, Map, 5s. Gd.:
ON VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY, Plates, 9s, : on NA-TURAL PHILOSOPHY, Plates, 10s. Gd.: on POLITICAL
ECONOMY, 7s. 6d.

London: Longman, Brown, Green. & Longmans.
New and enlarged Edition, 12mo, with Plates, &c, price 6s. Gd.

KEITH'S TREATISE on the USE of* the
fGLOBES ; or, a Philosophical View of the Earth

and Heavens. A New Edition, greatly improved, by Alfred
Taylor, M.D. F.R.S. Lecturer on Chemistry, <&c. in Guy's
Hospital; R. A. Le Mesurier, B.A., Scholar of Corpus Christi
College, Oxford; and J. Middleton, Esq. Professor of Astro-
nomy.

KEY, adapted to the new Edition,
fprice 2s. 6d.

London : Longman, Brown, Greek, & Longmans.
GOLDSMITH'S GEOGRAPHY IMPROVED BY HUC-iES.
New and enlarged Edition, fcp. 8vo, price 3s. 6d. ; KEY, Is.

(GOLDSMITH'S GRAMMAR of GEOGRAPHY.^ Edited by E. Hughes, F.R.G.S., Head Master of the Royal
Naval Lower School, Greenwich Hospital ; Author of a " New
School Atlas of Physical, Political, and Commercial Geoeranhv."

i
<Royal Svo, price 10s. 6d.).

Also, in oblong 4to, price EIG HTEENPENC E,
S. HALL'S FIRST or ELEMENTARY ATLAS.

[

MAP PROJECTIONS, \s. OUTLINE MAPS, Is.
LondonjJLoNGMAN,_Brown, Green, & Longmans.

V O R'S S P E L L I N G-B O
THE ONLY GENUINE EDITION.

i

K.!M.
I rru^/.SJ

1^ AS** !? final Corrections and Improvements.
The 4b3d Edition, in 12mo, with Frontispiece and Woodcuts,

by Harvey, price Is Gd. cloth.
'

I T *f
* Th

l
s Edition should be speciallv ordered.

£°5 V
Lojf™ A!f

>
Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Sold by all Booksellers in Town and Country.
I

A New Edition, corrected, in 12mo, price Eigbteenpen^
(CARPENTER'S SCHOLARS' SPELLING
n^rtrn

I^AN
7

,

;

Wbe
?in

-

the ^?rds are^^ according to
their Principles of Accentuation. New Edition, with the Author's
last corrections and improvements.
ANOTHER EDITION of CARPENTER'S SPELLING

SJTS- R
J?
d
L
mPr

?ved °7 W - M'Lsod, F.R.G.S., Master of
e lln the

l°-
yt\

Military AsyJum '
Che,sea

>
may' also be hadin umo, price Eighteenpence.

1

#
London : Longman & Co; and Whittaker & Co.

1 THE ORIGINAL EDITION CORRECTED BY
A. THIBAUDI v.

|
New Editions, revised, in 12rao, price 4s. bound,

TJ" A MEL'S NEW UNIVERSAL FRENCH
f"

GRAMMAR: Being an accurate Svstem of French Acci-
i
dence and Syntax, on a Methodical Plan. A New Edition,
carefully corrected and greatly improved by A Thibaudin, late

j

French Master in Queen Elizabeth's School, Ipswich.

PYPRrKF^u 7 M
- T

HIBAUDTV
' in 12mo

- Price 4°-

}

UiA-bKLlbLb on Hamel's Grammar.— KfcY, price 3s.

' tt *-»r^.
L
~
e£ P"Lblisned .

in 12m.», price 5s. Gd. bound,

I

HAMEL'S FRENCH GRaMMARand EXERCISES.
I

A New Edition in One Volume. By N. Lambert.—Key, 4s.^ndon^LQNGMAN&Co; and Whitta k eRj&Co.

j

ACTON'S COOKERY-BOOK THOROUGHLY REVISED.
I

* ewly rev»sed and much enlarged Edition, with additional Plates
and Woodcuts, in fcp. 8vo, price 7s. Gd.,

jVTODERN COOKERY for PRIVATE FAMILIES
J- J- reduced to a System of Easy Practice in a Series of care-
Tally tested Recipes, in which the Principles of Baron Liebig

*°J
other eminent writers have been as much as possible appliedand explained. By Eliza Acton.

"A much enlarged edition of this useful collection of recipesnas lately been published. The Preface seems particularly

( I°» v
attentlon : ll deprecates the waste so common in kitchens

yet shows good cookery to be desirable for persons of limited

Sw.™! lS55*

eI1 ^ f°r tUe wealthy"- Gardeners' Chronicle,

London
: Longman, Bbown, Green, and Longmans.
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HPHE EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. CCIX., was
-A- published on WEDNESDAY last.

Contents.
I. THE CIVIL WARS AND CROMWELL.

II. HIMALAYAN JOURNALS.
III. THE RURAL ECONOMY or FRANCE and BRITAIN
IV. THE MINISTER VOM STEIN.
V. LECTURES TO LADIESON PRACTICAL SUBJECTS.
VI. THE USE OF TORTURE IN INDIA.
VII. SIB R. M'CLURE'S DISCOVERY OF THE NORTH-WEST PASSAGE.
VIII.LIFE AND WRITINGS OF M. DE STENDHAL

(HENRI BEYLE).
IX. THE SUEZ CANAL.
X. RUSSIAN CAMPAIGNS IN ASIA.
London: Longman & Co. Edinburgh : A. & C. Black.
KNOWLEDGE FOR THE YOUNG.

New Edition, in ISmo. price 1*..

T^HE STEPPING-STONE to KNOWLEDGE;
*- Containing upwards of 700 Questions and Answers on

Miscellaneous Subjects, adapted to the capacitv of Infant Minds.
By a Mother.

By the same Author, price Iff. each.
The STEPPING-STONE to GEOGRAPHY.
The STEPPING-SToNE to ENGLISH HISTORY.
The STEPPING-STONE to BIBLE KNOWLEDGE.
The STEPPING-STONE to BIOGRAPHY.

In the same Series, price Is. each,
PARKUURST'S STEPPING-STONE to MUSIC.
PARKHURSTS STEPPING-STONE to ROMAN HISTORY.
SADLER'S STEPPING-STONE to ENGLISH GRAMMAR
SADLER'S STEPPING-STONE to FRENCH PRONUNCIA-

TION and CONVERSATION.
SHIELD'S STEPPING-STONE to ANIMAL and VEGE-TABLE PHYSIOLOGY.

London: Lox -
1
man, Brown, Green. & Lonom a ns.

ARITHMETICAL & MATHEMATICAL SCHOOL-BOOKS
By the Rev. J. W. Colenso, D.D., Bishop of Natal, and late

Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge.
%• New Editions, corrected and stereotyped.

A RITHMETIC, for Schools. By the Rev. J. W.
£* Colenso, D.D., Bishop of Natal, and late Fellow of St.
John's College, Cambridge. 12mo, 45. 6d. — KEY, by S.
Maynard, price 6s.

Also by Bishop Colenso :—
TEXT-BOOK of ELEMENTARY ARITHMETIC. ISmo.

ls.Dd.; or with Answers, 2s. 3d.; or in 5 Parts, separately, as
follows:

—

1. Text-Book, 6d.
2. Examples, Part I. Simple

Arithmetic, Ad.
3. Examples, Part II. Com-

pound Arithmetic. Ad
ELEMENTS of ALGEBRA.

4. Examples, Part III. Frac-
tions, Decimals, &c, Ad.

5. Answers to the Examples,
with Solutions of the more
difficult Questions, Is.

One Volume, 8vo, 12s. W.
12mo, Part I. As. 6d.—KEY, 5s.

„ II. 6.v.—KEY, 5s.
18mo, Is. 6d—KEY, 2s. Gd.
12mo. 2s. Gd.

EUCLID and PROBLEMS, 4s. 6d.; with KEY,6s.6d.
The above PROBLEMS, with KEY, 3s. Gd. ; without Key. Is.TRIGONOMETRY. Part I. 3s. 6d.—KEY, 3s. 6d.

„ „ II. 2s. 6d.~KEY, 5s.
London: Longman. Brown, Green, & Loxomaxs.
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EXAMPLES in ALGEBRA.

NEW AND IMPROVED EDITION OF MAUNDER'S
TREASURY OF KNOWLEDCE.

In One Volume, fcp. 8vo, price 10s. cloth ; 12s. bound in embossed
roan, with gilt edges; or 12s. Gd. calf lettered,

TV TAUNDER'S TREASURY of KNOWLEDGE,
_LtX asd LIBRARY' cf REFERENCE. Comprising an
English Dictionary and Grammar, an Universal Gazetteer, a
Classical Dictionary, a Chronology, a Law Dictionary, a Peer-
age, &c. The Twenty-second Edition, revised throughout, and
greatly enlarged.

Synopsis of the Contents :—
1. English Grammar.
2. Verbal Distinctions (Syno-

nymes, &c.)
3. Proverbs in 4 Languages,

with Translations.
4. English Dictionary.
5. Pronunciation.
6. New Universal Gazetteer.
7. Statistical Tables.
8. Cities, Boroughs, <fe Market

Towns in Great Britain.
9. Post Office Regulations.
10. Foreign. Animal, Vegetable,

and Mineral Productions.

11. Classical Dictionary.
12. S ripture Proper Names.
13. Christian Names.
14. Abbreviations.
15. Chronology and History.
16. Tax Acts.
17. Interest and other Tables.
18. Forms of Epistolary Ad-

dress.
19. Tables of Precedence.
20. The British Peerage.
21. Tables of Number, Money,

Weights, and Measures.
22. Miscellaneous Tables.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.
Just published, New Edition. 12mo, 4s. Gd. bound,

MANGS ALL'S HISTORICAL and MISCEL-
LANEOUS QUESTIONS. A New Edition, with the

Author's la.-t corrections, and other very considerable additions
and improvements.

Contents cf the only Genuine and Perfect Edition, as finally
corrected by the Author, and brought down to the present time

:

Questions from the Earliest
Times, comprehending a
Sketch o' General History.

Questions containing the most
remarkable Events from the
Christiai Era to the Reign of
Queen "Victoria.

Questions on Europe.
Miscellaneous Questions in
Greciar History.

Miscellaneous Questions in Gen-
eral History, chiefly Ancient.

Miscellaieous Questions in
Romar History.

Questions in English History,
from .he Invasion of Cajsar
to thepresent time.

Questiois relative totheEnglish
Consttution.

Miscelhneous Questions before
Chris.

Abstrad of the English Reigns
from the Year 800 to the
Couqiest.

Abstract of English Reigns
from he Conquest.

Abstrac of the Scottish Reigns.

Abstrac t of the French Reigns
from Pharamond to Louis
Philippe.

Abstract of Roman Kings, and
most distinguished Heroes.

Abstract of the most celebrated
Grecians.

Abstract of a few celebrated
Characters from the Third
Century before Christ to the
Sixth Century, after Christ,
inclusive.

Abstract of British Biography.
Sketch of General Modern
Biography.

Explanation of Latin Words
seldom translated.

The Elements of Astronomy.
Explanation of a few Astrono-
mical Words.

The Planetary System.
Licit of Constellations.
Questions on Common Subjects.
Abstract of the Heathen My-

thology.
Historical Questions on the His-
tory of the Old Testament,
chronologically arranged.

"Themost comprehensive book of instruction existing, and to
be prefirred to all the others, to which it has served as a model."— Quarerly Review.

••Messrs. Longman & Co.'s Edition should be ordered.
Also. a New Edition, 12mo. 5s. bound,

COR>ER'S QUESTIONS on the HISTORY of
EUROPE: Being a Sequel to Mangnall's Historical Questions.

Also, t New Edition, greatly improven. and brought down to the
present time, price 7s. Gd.,

MANGNALL'S COMPENDIUM of GEOGRAPHY.
London : Longman, Bbown, Gbeen, & Longmans.

*.»

A New Edition, in 12mo, price 3s. bound
A SYSTEM OF PRACTICAL ARITHMETIC
* * applicable to the Present State of Trade and Honey Trana
tettons: illustrated by numerous Examples nnder each RulaBy the Rev. J. Joyce. Corrected and improved by S. MaynardKEY : containing Solutions and Answers to all the
mention. New Edition, corrected by S. Maynard. ISmo

•

'

s'. bound.

,

London: Lonoman, Brown. Grf kn. »t Longmans.
THOMAS MOORE'S WOR K S

.

A jOORE'S POETICAL WORKS, printed fromV io
U^ Sl5?»

with Portrait
.

in One Volume, crown Svopnee 12». M. cloth
;
or 2ls. bound in morocco by Havdav -OrMedium 8vo, with Portrait and Visnette

. St.
In 10 vols. fcp. Svo, Portrait and 19 Plates .'.'. ii;

H m .
MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES. "" "' '

New Illustrated Edition, *ith 13 Plates ... Fqi,a-e crown Svo 21s

Diamond Edition, with Portrait Z Z Z ^mo, ds'. $d
MOORE'S LALLA ROOK II

tSEZZERSiS?
13 Pla,es~ - "*""^ 8ro

' YDiamond Edition, with Frontispiece ..'.
"*

nomn o','" S'

T,*m1 »n
: I lvumv, Ppmvv ^bprn. & Lovr.M \s>-.

BUILtK'i bonyoi GtOGRi\PHY AND ATLASESNew and thoroughly revised Edition, enlarged and corrected
to thepresent time, and Edited by the Author' Son, the RevThomas Kutlkr. Rector of Lanerar.

OI6HOP BUTLER'S MODERN GEOGRAriTY-
1 * An entirely New Edition, corrected to the Present Time*
Post Svo, price 4s. cloth.

BUTLER'S ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY : An en-
tirely New Edition, corrected from the best authorities. Post Svo
price 4s. cloth. '

The ANCIENT and MODERN GEOGRAPHY
ljvol., 7*. Gd.

BUTLER'S ATLAS of MODERN GEOGRAPHY -

Enlarged to 28 full-coloured Maps; with a complete Index*Royal Svo, price 12s. half-bound.
F 6X *

BUTLER'S JUNIOR ATLAS of MODERN
GEOGRAPHY: Comprising 12 full-coloured Maps, selected from
the * Modern Atlas." Royal Svo, price 4s. Gd. half-'bonnd.

BUTLER'S ATLAS of ANCIENT GEOGRAPIIY-
Enlarged to 24 full coloured Maps; with a complete Index*
Royal 8vo, price V2s. half bound.

BUTLER'S JUNIOR ATLAS of ANCIENT GEO-GRAPH Y: Comprising 10 full coloured Maps, selected from theAncient Atlas." Royal 8vo. price 4s. Gd. half bound.
BUTLER'S GENERAL ATLAS of ANCIENT andMODERN GEOGRAPHY: Enlarged to 52 full coloured Mans

-

with Indexes. Royal 4to, price 24s. half bound.
"

BUTLER'S GEOGRAPHICAL COPY-BOOKS, orMAP PROJECTIONS, AwOTOT and Moderx. Oblong 4to price
4s. each Set, or 7s. Gd. together.

fr--~

London : Loxqmax, Bbowx, Grekx. & Lonomaxs.
Now publishing,

TTORTUS DUROVERNENSLS, being a Catalo^e
1 l of Plants, arranged according to the Natural System culti-
vated at the Exotic Nursery, Canterbury, by Messrs. Masters& sox.

Part L, containing Greenhouse and Hothouse Plants bv the
enclosure of one stamp for postage, may be had free 'noon
application. *

Price Is. Gd. : by post, Is. SdZ
npHB KEYTHORPE SYSTEM OF LANDA DRAINAGE, its Principles, Efficiency, Economy, and
Opponents. By Joshua Trimmrr, F.G.S.
"Read, not to contradict and to confute, nor to believe and

take for granted, but to weigh and consider."—Bacox.
London: Published bv W. P. Metchim. 20, Parliament Street

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.
'T'O BE LET, a very eligible and deliiihtfullv wellA situated piece of GROUND in the spirited and flourishing
Market Town of Fakenham, which does not afford to the neigh-
bourhood a Nursery of any kind.- For particulars apply to Mr
STEWARPSOX^Printer, Fakenham, Norfolk.

TO BE LET. with immediate possession, theBOWATER NURSERY, being the only Nursery in o*
near the Town of "Woolwich, comprising Seed Shop, Two Green-
houses, Two Brick Pits stocked with Soft-wooded Plants, Seed
Loft, and Packing Shed, about 1$ Acre of Ground, partly covered
with choice Fruit Trees, which nearly pays the rent. Coming in
not more than 100Z., or by valuation. Very satisfactoiy reason
tor letting. &c—Apply at the Shop, or if by letter, addressed to
G. S., as above.

VALUABLE FARMS TO LET.
The Property op the Right Hox. the Earl of Bprlingtox.
rPO BE LET, and entered upon immediately, all
1 those TWO FARMS called PIT FARM and WINDER-
MOOR, in the parish of Cartmel, in the county of Lancaster,
ate in the possession of Mr. John Thompson, deceased.

. PIT FARM consists of 277 acres of Arable. Pasture, and
Meadow Land, and 273 acres of Hill Pasture. The Arable Land
is a good dry Turnip soil, and the Hill Pasture lies upon lime-
stone. It adjoins the town of Cartmel. The House and Buildings
are in a eood state of repair.
The WINDERMOOR FARM consists of 152 acres of Arable,

12 acres of Meadow, and about 360 acres of Salt .Marsh Land.
When the Ulverstone and Lancaster Railway (now in progress)

is completed, the Carke Station will be within 1^ mile of either
of the Farms.

Mrs. Thompson will send a person to show the Farms. Con-
ditions and further particulars may be known on application to
Mr. P rewry, of Holker.—Holker, Jan. 19.

TO THE SLLD TRADE AND OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD, one of the Oldest Established
Businesses in the SEED TRADE. Parties bavinga large

capital can_address ajine to X. J ... Office of this Paper.

PURE BRED DORKING S.^O BE SOLD, 50 HENS, bred in the Spring of
1854 and 1855.—For price and particulars apply to Mr.

Jqhx Coates, E8crick. York.

IMPORTANT SALE OF DRIED PLANTS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instructions to
Sell by Auction, at his Great Room, 38, King Street

Covent Garden, on TUESDAY, 29th January, at 1 o'clock
preei-ely, all the VALUABLE COLLECTIONS OF DRIED
PLANTS, which have been formed by the Travellers employed
hy the Horticultural Society of London during the last 40 vears.
The Herbaria consist of the collections formed by Douglass," Hart-
weg, Form tie, Forbes, Geo. Don, Parkes, Potts, and others, in North
America, Mexico, Peru, Brazil, Chili, and other parts of the globe.—Catalogues may be had by enclosing a stamped directed 'enve-
lope to Mr. J. C. Stevexs, 38, King Street, Covent Garden.
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KERNAN *

Begs to

IN OFFERING TO HIS FRIENDS AND THE PUBLIC THE ANNEXED

LIST OF VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS,
WHICH INCLUDES EVERY NOVELTY INTRODUCED UP TO THE PRESENT SEASON,

assure his Customers that he has spared no trouble in securing every Article as good as it could possibly be PROCur.ED.
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1
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PEAS. Perqt.-s. d.

Harrison'* Perfection,

white

9f Glory, blue
Denyer s Prolific ...

Early Emperor ...

Shilling s Early Grotto
(Early and large, and a

fine late Pea.)

Bishop's new long-podded
Fairbeard's Champion of

England ...

Fairbeard's Surprise
British Queen
Knight

4

** Dwarf, green and
IH 11 Bma • ••

Scimetar
Woodford or Nonsuch
Victoria Marrow ...

Dwarf green Mammoth
Tall white do.

"With all other varieties

worth cultivating.

BEANS.
Early Mazaguu ...

Sword Longpod
Hangdown. .

Taylor's Windsor...

Johnson's Wonderful
Green Genoa
Dwarf French, of sorts

Scarlet Runners ...

Painted Lady do....
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1

1

1

1

9

6

6

CRESS.
"Water, per paper...
Mustard, per pint...

CELERY.
Coles's Superb Red

„ White
Seymour's Superb White

„ Superb Red
New R>se, Bolid

New Giant ...

CUCUMBER. Per paper.

Crawshav's N« Plus Ultra 1
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8. d.
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... 6

Per oz.
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Beet, fine London Red
Silver, orSeakale...

n Whyte's black ...

Borecole,new heading, per
paper

red and white varie-
gated, for garnishing
dwarf curled, per oz.

Brussels Sprout* (foreign

seed, fiue), peroz.
„ English do.

Kohl Rabi, per paper ...

Savoy, green curled, per oz.O

BROCCOLI. Peroz.
Myatt's Earlv Purple Cape 1

1

1

1

1

1

Victory of Bath ...

Acme of Perfection

Syon House
Weerion's Free Bearer
Early Frame
Kerrison's ...

Walker's Rambler
Windsor Prize
Early Handglass
Early Bidftt

MELONS.
Seymour's Golden Perfec-

tion

True Syon House...

Snow's HybridGreen flesh

Beechwood
And all the better sorts

grown for this market.
ENDIVE.

New Imperial, per packet
Batavian, peroz
Green curled
White curled

6
6
•;

6
3
6
6
6
3
3

Myatt's fine new Strawberries,

Asparagus plants, according to age, per 100, 2*. Gd. to 5*.

Seakale plants, according to age, per 100, 5*.; do. for forcing, 10s.

Dulley's Early Scarlet Admirable Rhubarb, per root, Is.

Myatt's Victoria do. (the largest in cultivation), Is.

Mushroom Spawn, per bushel, 5s.

Cornwell's Victoria Raspberry, per dozen, 2s. Gd.

All the fine new R ispberries, 2s. Gi. to 3s. per dozen.

Seeds of all the new Strawberries, Raspberries, Gooseberries, and
Currants, per paper, 6cZ.; with Tree Seeds recommended to

Emigrants.
POTATOES.

6
6
6
6
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6
6
6
6

Herbs, all the kinds, p.pkt. 6

LETTUCE. Peroz.
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Per oz.
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Miller's Dwarf
Chappell's Cream
Dancer's Early White
Somner's Late White
Willcove White, late ...

Grange's Early White—
from the original raiser 1

Invisible White ...

Purple Sprouting ...

Walcheren ... ....

Imperial Winter ...

Dwarf Siberian
Purple Syrian

CABBACE.
Nonpareil
Shilling's Queen ...

Atkin's Matchless
Enfield Market ...

Knight's Early Dwarf
Early York
Large York
Early Batter-^ea

CouveTronchuda, p. paper
Red Dutch
And all other kinds in cul-

tivation.

CARROT.
Early forcing Horn
Early Scarlet Horn
Long Orange
Fine Surrey
Altringham, per lb.

White,forAgn'cultiire,p.lb.

Parsnip. Hollow-crown,
per oz.

CAULIFLOWER. Peroz.
Mercer's tine Pearly ... 1

London Particular ... 1

Large Asiatic 1 O
Walcheren 1 6

PARSLEY. Per bush.

Plain, for sheep- walks aud
early lambs 14

Extra curled, per oz. ...0

CRESS..
Plain, per pint
Curled
American, per oz....
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Per oz.

6

1

1
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Hath Cos. black, seeded

Brighton Cos
Imperial Cos
Victoria Cabbage...
Green Paris Cos ...

White Summer Cabbage
Fine London White Cos
Paris Cos
Drumhead
Bath Cos and others

ONION.
James's Lour Keeping
Pine White Spanish
rlobe

Strasburgh...
Depttbrd
Silver-skin
Tripoli
lilood red
Two-bladed, for pickling

RADISH. Peroz.
NewSearb' Hive-s" aped,

a delicious new variety
Nhw Rose ...

Early frame, per pint

Long Scarlet

Red and White Turnip
Lttuck Spanish, peroz,

SPINACH.
New Flanders, per pint

Round, or Summer
Lettuce-leaved (new)
New Zealand, peroz.

TURNIPS.
Early Snowball ...

Red American Stone
Teltow

t
for stewing

Early Dutch
Yellow Maltese

,, Stone
Early Snowball, per lb. ...

Early Dutch (earliest),

true imported
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Per oz.

3
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3
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2

Vegetable Marrow, p. pkt.

Gourds, ornamental ...

Cn C tftft •••"
»>

3
6
6

AGRICULTURAL TURNIPS
Yellow Hullock per lb.- 1

ft • *

• •

1

3

6

3

• • •

• •ft

Skit-ring's Swede...
Lain^'s ditto

Ashcroft ditto

Dale's Hybrid
Red Round ...

White Round
White Globe
Oxheart

• • •

ft • •

• • »

« •

ft t »

Per bushel

—

s. d.

• • •Soden's Early Oxford
Barnard's Early Frame
Shilling's Early Pmlitic

Ivirke's True Ash-leaved
Kidney

Walnut-leaved Kidney...

8
8
8

8
8

Per bushel—*, d.

ft ft •

* • ft

Ash-leaved Kidney
Fluke Kidneys
Forty-fold
Early Hen's Nest
Early Shaw
Prince Regent's

• ••

s
O
5
5
6
5

Drumhead Cabbage
Thousand Headed

1

1

1
1

1

1

1
..10
Per lb.

... 2

.. 1 6

Furze, per lb. Is. Broom, Is.

Coarse Grasses for Game Covers, Ss per bushel.
Yellow Globe and Long Red Mangel Wurzel, per lbM Is.

"White Si'esian or Sugar Beet, per lb., 15.

Chevalier Barley ; Hopetoun, Tartarian, Sandy, and other Oats.
Flax, from Riga seed, one year grown in this country.

A fine collection of all the"best Permanent Grasses (hand picked),

separate or mixed. If mixed, per bushel, Ss.

Street Vernal, the earliest and most suitable Grass for early
Lambs, 25. per lb.

White, U
t
and Red Clover, 9<Z.; Lucerne, Is.; and Trefoil, 64.

Kohl Rabi, for Agriculture, per lb., 2s.
Italian Rye-grass. Spring and Winter Tare*?.

A few of the very finest Grasses for Lawns, per lb., Is. Gd.

24 papers of Hardy Annuals, 5*.

And many other most productive late kinds; also seed saved
from the best varieties, Gd. per packet.

Garlic, per lb., Gd. Shallots, per lb., 8d.

Budding and Pruning Knives.
Russia Mats, 25. each. Cub* Bass, per lb., 25.

Buckwheat, Indian Corn, Rape, Hemp, &c, for Aviaries.

The trade supplied on moderate terms with every article true to

its kind. Catalogues may be had on application.

FLOWER SEEDS.
Superb German and Prussian Stocks, 24 distinct varieties, for

exhibition, the collection, 8*.

12 varieties of do., distinct in colours, 4$.

12 autumn flowering do., in distinct colours, 45.

A mixture of all the finest varieties of Ten-week, per paper, Gd.

12 varieties of Brompton Stocks, 45.

A mixture of Brampton do., per packet, 6<I.

12 named varieties of Hollyhocks, 35. [Shrubberies.

8 named varieties of Marvd of Peru, 25. Gd., fine, for the front of

Per packet— 5. d.
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Abronia umbellata
Achimenes, seeds & bulbs
Ageratum albiflorum
Alstroeraeria, of sorts

Anagallis, of sorts

Amethystea Cferulea

Anemone, fine mixed
Antirrhinum (all the new

kinds)
Argemone grand i flora

t ,
Barclayana

,p
speciosa

Aquilegia glandulosa, fine

fragrans ... 1

fine mixed Ger-
man varieties

Asters, 12 distinct German
vars., in sealed packets 4

A mixture, including all

the colours of above . .

.

Asters, 12 distinct French

A mixture, including all

colours of above
Auricula, from fine named

flowers

„ alpine
Brachycome iberidifolia ..

„ alba, new ...

Balsams, 12 very fine dis-

tinct colours, all

double ... 5
„ mixture of above O

Bartonia aurea
Rlumenbachia insignis ...

Browallia, of sorts ...

Calceolaria,new sp.(annual)l
Calceolarias, from a c<»l lec-

tion of named shrubby
kinds 1

Calceolarias, from Herba-
ceous do 1

Calendrinia discolor ...

gran* ii flora...

umbellata ...

Campanula pulcherrima...

t9
Lorei, blue ...

white...

...

sylvatica ...

„ grandis
Catananche bicolor

Ch&nostoma fasti<riata

6
6
6
3
6

3
3
3
3
6

Per packet.—5.

Convolvulus minor,striped
Clary, white topped ...

CLIMBERS.
Coboea scandens
Calampelis scaber
Lophospermum erubescens

„ Hendersoni
Loasaaurantiaca
Maurandya Barclayana ...

,, new scarlet ...

Troprcolum peregrinum...
pentaphyllum
tricolonun

grand iflornm 1

triinaculatum

*t

minor coccineum

6

4

6

Ipomcea rubra carulea
punctata ...

rosea ...

>»

1

6
6
6
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Thuubergia alata
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alba

aurantiaca
new yellow
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Cistus guttatus, very dwf.
Cliutonia pulchella ...

,f elegans
Cockscomb, dwarf scarlet

Cuphea, all the kinds ...

Cineraria, Felected from
the latest n-iw kinds ... 1

Commtlina alba

„ coelestis ...

Carnation, from named
flowers ... ... ... 1

Clarkias,all the varieties

Coreopsis, new marbled ...

tinctoria ...

Drummondii ...

nigra (new) ...

Candytuft, new crimson...
ft

ft purple
white

,, sweet-scented
Convolvulus major

minor
do. new dark

• • *

3
3
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Collinsia grandiflora
bicolor
Bartsins folia

„ multicolor
Cowslip, fiue mixed
Dahlia scabigera, dwf. lilac

„ fine mixed
Datura fastuosa, purple ...

w „ white ...

,, ceraticaule ...

Delphinium or Larkspurs
Ditto, biennial and peren-

nial varieties

Digitalis or Foxglove ...

Dianthus, double white
Indian pink

double Indian
Cherii
Garnierianus
superbus nanus
impennlis,very

doubie ...

And other*.

Didiscus cseruleus ...

Eucharidium grandilorum
Eutoca viscida

Egg plant, white

„ purple
Eschscholtzia, 3 sorts ...

„ new, vhite
Erysimum Perofskhnum
Fuchsia from named jorts

Gailiatdia picta
Josephus, new
Richardson ...

„ aristata

Gaura Lindemani
Globe Amaranthus,of ssrtsO

Geum splendens
Geranium, from fine scrts 1

Gilia, of sorts

Grahamia aromatica ...

Gramnathes gentianoid>s
Godetia, all the new sorts

Heartsease, from first-rite

prize flowers
Humea elegans
Helichrysum macranthim

„ bracteatum albim
Heliotropium peruviamm

Voltaireaniui

tt

-

* *

« «

tt v*t**ln

Hibiscus, of sorts... * • •
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FLOWER
Per packet.
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Heliophila araboides
Heliantheraum, Rock
Cistus

Hollyhock, Chinese

„ fine mixed
Ipomoea cocci nea ...

3

tt Burridgi
• • «

ft V ft

ft ft *

ft t ft

* *
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3
6
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SEEDS.
Per packet—a. d.

Papaver marcelli 3

„ nudicuulis ...

Poppy, carnation, mixed
Peas, sweet, all the colours,

• ft*

„ quamoclit
Ipomopsis elegans
Isotoma axillaris ...

Jacobtea, double crimson...

„ purple ...

new lilac ...

„ yellow
Kaulfussia ameloides ...

Handsome Ornamental
Grasses per paper, Gd.

Laikspurs, 12 distinct Per pkt.
German vars. 2 6

„ mixed dwarf
Rocket ...

Leptosiphon densiflores ...

androsaceus
luteum ...

Loasa aurantiaca
Limuauthes grandiflora ...

Douglasi ...

rosea ...

sulphureaodo-
rara ...

Linum grandiflorum album
„ „ rubrum

Lobelia heterophylla major

tt

f
tt

tt
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tt

3
3
3
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G
G
3
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roseus
Ift *

• ••

• »•

• ••

• • *

• ft ft

*
•
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1

ramosus alba

„ rosea
gracilis alba
And others

Lotus Jacobseus ...

„ nova sp. ..

Lupinus Hartwegi
tt tt

nanus ...

Cruikshanki
artiuis

monogynia
Lychnis, of sorts ...

Malope grandiflora
Mallow, new zebra
Malva miniata
Mad aria corymbosa
Marvel of Peru ...

Marigold, dwarf pigmy
French ...

Other varieties

Maurandya, new white ...

Mesembryanthemum tri-

color
Mignonette, new large,

per oz. ...

Mignonette, per oz.

Mimosa sensitiva
Mimulus, from 12 distinct

named varieties ...

„ moschatus
Martynia fragrans
Myosotis palustris (Forget-
me-not)

Nasturtiums, of all sorts

Nemesia floribunda ...

vesicolor, new ...

compacta, new ... 1

Nemophila insignis major
inaignifl alba
discoidalis

maculata
aurita alba
striata

6
6

6
6
6

6
6

6

3

6
3
6
3
3
3
6

3
3
3
3

3

6
3

separate or mixed
Pentstemon, of sorts
Peri I la nankinensis .

Phlox Drummondi
,. white

Leopoldi(new) .

new, scarlet

oculata
perennial mixed .

Picotee,t*rom named flowers 1

Platystemon californicus
Potentilla
Polyanthus, fine mixed
Portulacca splendens

Thellusoni
grandiflora
striata alba
Gilliesi

yellow

sinensis (white
fringed)

lilac

tt

tf

tt

it

Primula

• ••

• • «

« • «

« ••

• ••

tt

tt

«>

...

large crimson
cortusoides
rubra striata

• * «

Rhodanthe Manglesi • « •

i

i

i

2

1Salpiglossis, new scarlet,

„ fine niixt'd...

„ new yellow...

ft • •

Salvia Ritsmeria
Salvia, of sorts

Sanvitalia procumbens
Saponaria calabrica

„ ocymoides
„ multiflora

Schizanthus Hookeri
Grahami

*.

I»

ft

tt

tt

tt

retusns alba
liuniilis

Priestl
venustus

Walked,

« *•

i

• ft •

• ••

• • ft

6

V ft ft

• ft ft

tt

tt

tt

tt

ft ft

Nierembergia splendens

„ violacea ..

,, fine mixed
Xolana atriplicifolia

paradoxa ...

• * ft

>t

„ grandiflora alba...

Nycterinia selaginoides...

„ capensis ...

(Enothera Drummondi ...

raacrocarpa ...?»

And others...
ft ft *

6
6
6

6
8

6

6

3

6
6

3

6
3
3

6
6
6
3
G
3
3

6
6
6

6
G

3

Schizopetalon
verv sweet

Sphamogyne speciosa
Streptocarpus Rexi
Silene pemlula alba

„ Scbafta

„ compacta
Stock, white pyramidal ...

Buck's Intermediate,
16 out of 20 will
come double

Chapman's Scarlet
Ten-week

Shepherd's White ...

„ Purple ...

Sedum eajruleum, for rock-
work

Sultan, yellow

>t

if

it

it

• ft ft • •

„ white and purple .

Tagetes signata
., lucida

Thuubergia (see Climbers).
Tropjeolum (sex Climbers).

* • » • •

• * •

•

• ft w

• •ft

• ftft

1Trop&olum speciosuin

Viscaria oculata ...

„ new dwarf
„ white

Violet, Russian (ever-

flowering

Verbena, a mixture of best

sorts

Wallflower, blood red
Double German
changeable ...

8 vars. of im-
ported German 2

Zinnia elegans coccinea ...

purpurea
aurea
mixed from 20 sepa-

rate varieties ...

tt

tt

tt

tt

it

...

3

3

.1
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6

6

6

6

6
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6
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3

3

6
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6

6
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Ornamental Trees and Shrubs of all descriptions.
Cedrus Deodara, Cryptomeria japonica, Taxodium semperviren^

2s. 6d. to 10s. 6d. each ; all the new Pinus.
Named Double Anemones and Ranunculuses; Gladiolus Brench-

leyensis and gandavensis; Tigridia pavonia and ooncbiflortj

with many other flowering Bulbs, and Herbaceous Plants, wbicli

may be planted out till the middle of May.
Carnations. Picotees, and Pinks, per pair, from Is. to 3s. 6d.

All the better named Heartsease from 6s. to 30s. per dozen.
Fiue named Dahlias, per dozen, V2s.

„ Chrysanthemums, new kinds, 12s.
Standard Dwarf and Climbing Roses, Is. to 2s. 6d. each. .

Rivers' Miniature Fruit Garden, with directions for culture an"

root pruning, 2s. Rivers' Orchard House. 2».
Rivers' new edition of the " Rose Amateur's Guide," 3s. 6d.

Rivers' new Fruit Catalogue, 6d. [should distribute to cottagers-

Paxton's " Cottage Calendar," 3d., which ladies and gentleffi^

Collections of 24 Annuals, mixed, recommended by Dr. Lindle?

as suitable for Shrubberies, 5s. [on the most liberal terms-

Seeds for distribution by gentlemen to their tenants and cottagers-

Seeds selected and carefully packed for Australia, North »od

South America, India, and New Zealand, in the most sect"*

way to arrive safe at any of the above places.

Ladies and gentlemen relying npon the judgment and experience of Johh Kernan, instead o*

being supplied (as is often the case) with what is neither useful nor ornamental, may depend upon
having a selection of the most useful and indispensable Vegetables to any amount named, by the
parties forwarding him their orders. The same economy will be observed in the choice of Flower
Seeds. J. K. feels it almost needless to observe that the liberality of discount will be with the
amount.
Old Meadow Turf, which will take a considerable time to decompose and char by the regular or

natural means, may be produced by the following simple and short process:— Place four bricks

raised two op two above3 feet distance from four others similarly arranged, upon which pl*ce *

sheet, of iron large enough to rest fully on the bricks. By making a fire under this simple machine-

and allowing your Turf o remain until charred it will, when bruised, make an excellent stinuUiJ

j . —~ .««v »«™ u<...cate Annuals m the open d<>iu--

until the end of April, oi (what is better) make two sowings, one in the middle of April, and ttw

other the beginning of Miy. These will succeed each other until October.

SEEDS SELECTED AND CASEFULLY PACKED FOEt ALL CLIMATES.

Printed W Wh.ii** Bbabeurt, of No. 13, Upper Wobnra Place, and Friorrick Mcliett Evans, of >o. 20. Queen's Road. Went, boh in the Parish of St. Pancnw. and in the Countr of Middlesex Printers.it
their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefrian, in the Uty of London ; and published by them at the Office, No. 5, Upper Weliugton Street, in the Parish cf St. Paul's. Covent Garden ii the "said Ccun'T.
where all AdTertiseraenu and Communications are to be aodbesied toibs Editor.—Satuhdat, Janurry 19, IS 6.

^ '
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GLADIOLUS, LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM, RANUNCULUSES,
AND OTHER CHOICE BULBS FOR SPRING PLANTING.—SEE

SUTTON'S LIST
had post free. — A«

and Merchants, Reading.

c

c
b

e

c
c
c
c

b

c
c

RENDLE'S PRICE CURRENT and GARDEN
DIRECTORY for 1856 can now be obtained

from the undersigned, or through any Bookseller in town

or country. Price 6d., free by post.

For the Contents of this popular Work, see Gardeners' Chronicle,

December 29th.
William E. Rendlk & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

Established 1786.

KITCHEN CAROEN^ATJONFLOW tR SEEDS.
OHN CATTELL'S CATALOGUES of the above

are now ready, and may be had on application.

Westerham, Kent.
J

I

I

CRYSTAL PALACE. — The FIRST GRAND
EXHIBITION of the present vear of FLOWERING

PLANTS and FRUITS will be held at the Palace, on
SATURDAY, May 24th. The Rules, Schedule of Prizes, and
form of requisition for space, may be obtained on application to

the Secretary. (By Order) G. Grove, Secretary.

_Crystal Palace, January 26.

HORTICULTURAL MEETINGS AT THE
GARDENS OF THE BRISTOL, CLIFTON, AND

WEST OF ENGLAND ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY.— The
Meetings for the approaching* season will be held at these
Gardens, on THURSDAY, 5th June, and THURSDAY, 28th
August, when nearly 400£. will be distributed in Prizes.—Sche-
dules of the Prizes may be obtained on application to the Hono-
rary Secretary, Clifton.

BRITISH POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.— An
Extraordinary Meeting of the British Pomological Society

will he held at the Rooms, 20, Bedford Street, Covent Garden, on
MONDAY, the 4th of February, at 1 o'clock, to compare and
determine the merits and qualities of Fruits, for the election of

Members, and for general business.

It is hoped that all who take an interest in the cultivation of

FRUITS and FRUIT TREES will forward to the meeting
specimens of such varieties as they can obtain, correctly named,
and otherwise assist in promotiug the objects of the Society.

Persons desirous of becoming Members are requested to make
application to the Secretary on or before the day of meeting.
Members are elected at all the Meetings of the Society; and 10*.

entrance fee, with 10*. annual subscription, constitute member-
ship.

—

Robert Hogg, Secretary. ^
(> EOLOGY.—King's College, London. — Professor
X Texkakt, F.G.S., will give a COURSE OF LECTURES

ON GEOLOGY. To commence on FRIDAY MORNING,
January 25th, at 9 o'clock, and to be continued on each succeed-

ing WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, at the same hour.

R. W. Jklf, P.P., Principal,

WILLIAiM BARRATT,
LANPSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved !

principles.

**• An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shrubs,
Evergreens, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.

TO THE TRADE.
AJEW PURE WHITE COLLINSIA.—The price
-^ per ounce of this new and beautiful ANNUAL can be had
on application.

J . G. Waite , Seed Merchant, 181, High Holhorn, London.

CHOICE SEEDLING
-

SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIAS.
T NASH, Coleford, Gloucestershire, offers 30 fine
*^ • Plants post free for 10s., or 4s. 6d. per dozen.—They will

bloom beautifully in May and June, and are warranted to produce
first-rate flowers. Fine Verbena Seed 2s. 6rf. per packet.

CUCURBITA PERENNIS.
WJ. EPPS offers Asa Gray Seeds of this extra-

• ordinary new Plant, which is fully described in the
Chronicle of Dec. 22d, page 836, and can be supplied genuine at
5s. to 10*. per packet.—W. J, Epps, Seed Merchant, Maidst me

.

CYPRIPtDIUM MACRANTHUM, Sw.

LVAN HOUTTE, of Ghent, Belgium, offers the
• above very scarce and hardy SIBERIAN CYPRI-

PEDIUM, at 42s.—Apply as above, or at his Agent's, Mr. R.
SilberRad, Harp Lane. Great Tower Street, London.

RARE HARDY FERNS.
V17ILI-IAM HUSSEY has to offer a few of the
** undernamed at 5s. each, viz.:—Asplenium Germanicum
and Wood.sia hyi>erborea. These are now in small pots, but can,

if required, be taken out and packed in a tin box, and sent post

free for 6d. per plant extra.— Horticultural Gardens, Norwich.

C H Ol C E~P ELARGO N~i'U VAT.

WILLIAM HUSSEY begs to offer the undernamed
Collection of fine healthy plants for 30s., package included,

viz.:—Regalia, Kulla Cordelia, Carlos, Virginia, Mary, Zeno,
Leonora, Majestic, Magnet (Hoyie's), Empress (Beck's), Rhoda,
Rosa, Phae:on, Seriskia, Lucy, Attraction, Jessica, Queen of
May, Optimum (Foster's), Duchess of Wellington (Turner's).

Horticultural Gardens, Norwich.

LILIUM CCANTEUM SEED.
FRANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS,

Upton Nurseries, Chester, having this last Autumn ripened a

considerable quantity of Seed of this noble LILY (the flower
stem of which wan fully 10 feet high), beg to offer packets con-
taining 50 selected Seeds, at 2«. 6<t. per packet, free by post, on
receipt of 30 postage stamps.—Jan. 26.

DOUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE RX>OTSr

4s. per dozen.—The annual importation of the above-
*n«ned beautiful and fragrant Flower has just been received, and
large and well selected Bulbs mav be obtained, without dis-

appointment, at A.Cobbktt'b Foreign Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall.
N.B. Printed regulations for treatment sent; also, jmt arrived,

K*^y jooist nui open Parmesan Cfawnot*

j G. WAITE'S CATALOGUE is now ready,

can be had on application.

Seed Establishment, 181. High Holborn, London.

IB

F. WINSTANLEY'S TRADE PRICED LIST
• OF GARDEN SEEDS is now ready, and can be had on

application, 28, Market Place, Manchester.
1

HOLLYHOCKS! HOLLYHOCKS!
TORN CHATER and SON have a large stock of

*-* the leading sorts of Hollyhocks, in 3£-inch pots, well esta-

blished. List with price on application. Best mixed Hollyhock
Seed, 200, U. fid.; Improved Sweet William, 600, la. The trade
supplied on liberal terms.—Nursery, Haverhill.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. "

W HOLMES otters for Sale large Flowered and
• Pom pone varieties at 5s. per dozen. The Large Flowered

varieties include Stafford, August Mie, Hermine, Albion Gode-
rean, and the whole of the best show flowers. The Pompones
include Boh, Brilliant, Rerrol, Requiqui, &c.

W. Holmes, Florist, Well Street, Hackney.

ITTAITE'S DANIEL O'ROURKE PEAS.—The best
» v Early Pea in cultivation can be supplied in any quantity,

and price had on application to J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant,

181, High Holborn, London. __________

fi HO ICE VEGETABLES WANTEDW CUCUMBERS, I ASPARAGUS,
MUSHROOMS,

I
FRENCH BEANS,

CHOICE FLOWERS, &c.
Forward to George Taylor, Jun., Choice Fruit and Vege-

table Salesman, The Grand Stand, St. John's Market, Liverpool
" Terms—Cash." _,

NEW DOUBLE. WHITE PETUNIA—" IMPERIAL" (true).

pHARLES TURNER is now able to supply
V^y Plants of this beautiful new variety, which is as doubla

HP F. WINSTANLEY, Seed Merchant, 28, Market
a • Place, Manchester, is now readv to send out his DE-

,
_ _ _ „,

SCRIPT1VE CATALOGUE OF GARDEN, AGR IC UL-
j as an Oleander, and fragrant. Plants 3s. 6d. each, with a con-

TURAL, AND FLOWER SEEDS. Attached to this Cata- aiderable reduction to the trade if a dozen are

logue is a Calendar of Seeds to be sown in each month ; also the

mode of cultivating the Dioscorea.

taken. C. T. begs

particularly to recommend it, as it is not only a novelty but also

a valuable "bedding plant.—Royal Nursery, Slough.

JC. WHEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED
. LIST for this Season will be published in a few

days, and may be had gratis on application.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
G loucester.

I OHN WEEKS (F.H.S.) and CO., Seed Merchants
J and Nurserymen, King's Road, Chelsea, beg to announce that

their ANNUAL CATALOGUE of Select VEGETABLE.
AGRICULTURAL, and FLOWER SEED;*, comprising in e*ch

department such kinds, and such only, as they can recommend,

is now published, and may be had on application, or will be sent

through the post free. •

It has been their wish and intention to transmit a copy to each

of their numerous patrons, but, as it is more than possible that,

in so numerous a connection, some oversights may occur, they

respectfully ask that intimation of such may be made to them

through the post to one of their establishments.

ICiug's Road, Chelsea.

F
orders will be thankfully received and promptly executed. Their

Catalogues are published, and will be forwarded gratis on appli-

cation.—82, Bishopsgate Street Within, Jan. 26.

M
SEED BARLEY FROM THE CHALK.

of Barley at market prices. Hudson's Golden Melon Barley, a

new variety, productive, and of fine Malting quality, may be had

on application. ___
RED BEET SEED.

EDWARD SANG and SONS, Nurserymen and
3kedsmkn, Kirkcaldy, beg to offer to the Trade RED BEET

SEED of their own raising from carefully selected full-grown

roots. T sort is very superior, producing well-shaped niedium-

>'d T< of remarkably fine quality and colour. Prices on

appli c tion.—Kirkcaldy. Jan. 26.

A
C F D A R

PAUL and SON offer for Sale CEDRUS
DEODARA, 1 foot to 8 feet, from Is, 6d. to 31s. 6d. each.

10 feet, 3s. 6d. to 3 Is. 6d. each,

ove and everv intermediate size*

ready, and contains many new varieties offered for the first time.
; {«gf!%!^ t0

NEW DAHLIAS, ETC.

CHARLES TURNER be«s to state that his

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of New Dahlias, Gera- _^nTT , _ .

ninms, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Car-
,

CEDRL a LI ISA Ml, 6 Teet to

nations, Pinks, Shrubby Calceolarias, Petunias, &c .. &c, is now
j

Magnificent specimensof the
i

ab

Sent post free on application.—

R

oval Nursery. Slough.

OBERT M. STARK begs to intimate that his

Catalogues for the Spring are now ready, and may be had
on application. He would more particularly direct the attention

of his friends to those containing Vegetable and Flower Seeds,

Hollyhocks, and other Florists' Flowers, Herbaceous Plants,

Ferns, &c, as they contain in addition to old established

favourites every article of recent introduction really useful and
likelv to intere*t the Horticulturist, Florist, or Botanist.

Edinburgh: Ed geh»» Nursery, Dean , and 145, Princes Street.

COSM'DIUIVI BURRIDCEANUM.

W THOMPSON, Tavern Street, Ipswich, begs
• to offer Seeds of the above remarkably bemtiful

NEW ANNUAL, the stock of which is exclusively in his

possession. The colour of the flower-heads is a deep blackish

purple, with a narrow border of bright orange, a contrast of tint

which combined with elegant foliape, renders it one of the most
desirable annuals in cultivation. P' ice Is. per packet.

HARDY HEATHS.
ITTATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite

* * attention to their large stock and firsr-rate collection of

these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced^ Catalogues maybe
had free

""

Nurserv

pINE APPLES WANTED.— Forward immediately
*- to George Taylor, Jun., Choice Fruit and Vegetable

Salesman, The Grand Stand, St. John's Market, Liverpool.
" Terms— Cash." _^__

r

B

Loudon, from A. Paul & Soy, Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

rpHOMAS MOORE, Nurseryman and Seedsman,
-L Kmgsbridge, Devon, has a quantity of ILEX OAKS,
ENGLISH YEWS, and GREEN EUONYMUSES, 2± to 3 and

:U feet high, fine bushv plants, to be sold cheap.

TRANSPLANTED ASH.
WANTED TO PURCHASE, about 15,000 GOOD
V V STIFF TRANSPLANTED ASH, 3 feet, or 3 to 3£ feet.

Apply, with lowest price, to Francis & Arthcr Dickson &
Soxs. Ui'ton Nurseries. Chester—Jan. 26. _^_____
'I'D Br, SOLD, very handsome large IRISH
I YEWS, from 4 to 8 feet. Purchasers taking a large

number will be liberally dealt with. Prices on application.—

Thomas Jackson & Soy, Nurseries, Kingston, near London.

'pO BE SOLD, several Thousands of the LANCA-
* SHIRE LAD GOOSEBERRY TREES (surplus stock), at

Warren's Gardens, Isleworth. Price ol. per thousand.

I UHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,

V near Manchester, can supply the HEAVIEST LANCA-
SHIRE SHOW GOOSEBERRY TREES at 6*. per d..zeu.

»»»»•«.««. ,.,«, . -. B , ~~, FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO (true), 45 per'bushel *> lbs,

;e on application to Waterer & Godfrey, Knap Hill . CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS, PANSIEs, &c. &c. &c.

j, Woking, Surrey.
. |

Catalogues now ready. _

THE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO (TRUE).

JOHN HOLLAND, Middleton, near Manchester, is

J now sending out the above excellent Potato, which, having

been raised in 'Middleton, may be depended upon as genuine,

and from the original stock. May be had of a medium size for

planting at 4s. per bushel of 56U>s. : 71 per ton.

GENUINE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.

T7RANCIS and ARTHUR DICkbON and CO.,

-T Seed M erchants, 14. Corporation Street Manchester, offer

the above very prolific and hardy Potato, carefully picked tor sets.

! Price mav bp had on application.

• TRUE LANCASHIRE FLUKE POTATOES may
X still be had at 4*. 9<2. per bushel of 80 lbs., or 6J. 6s. per ton,

'

of ThomkS Bell, Seedsman, Wigan. Lancashire.

T

CAMELLIA BLOOMS
AND OTHER

CHOICE CUT FLOWERS.

great varietv, which can be so packed as to travel safely to any
part of the kingdom. Bouquets for Weddings and Balls made up
on the shortest notice and in the most elegtnt style. Orders will

receive prompt attention addressed to them
Exeter Nursery. Ex-ter.

S c £ i> POTATOES
SUTTON and SONS, Seed Growers, Reading,

have a large Stock of the early kinds of Potatoes

very true and free from disease. Prices, <L'C ,
will be sent

post freeon application-

OJEED POTATOES.—-True Ash-leaf Kidney, Jacfc^
O son's do., Walnut-leaved do., Fluke .{trseV L»|»£«W

Flor.rball and all other first-class variety, » b& Wd , of >-*v
Wtvstan'lkjVgp*»d Merchant, ManchesteajVj^

T>OTATOES.—FluJi» JMd^y8
!
d̂ -6d- P« k-*^ °*

I 56 lbs., or&. p*r ton;. Early Short T-p AihleV
;

it also withstands a greater degree of front than any other variety.

To be had in seab'd packets at Is. The Trad* supplied.

T. F. WTysTAKT.EY. S*ed Merchant. Manchester.

WHEAT FOK. LATE AND SPKlfcG SOWING.
_ •' >« witl prices of Tnlavera. Rfd Hybrid, Nursery.

April, and n.-i «.inds >f S^ed Wh%at will be sent iree on appli-

cation to M H. R.avnrtrp. Hssir.g^foVp.

(^ LENNY'S IMPROVED BALSAM SEED from
VT double flowers 3 inches n\>r, in six clas>es,-37 stamps, mixed

stamps. Six hundred refen-nces. Gerauium and Pink saved
;13 stamps. Six hnndrpd reference*. Uerauiom anu rui saved
j /V/ ^' 7 ^U: 'Early" As'hleaf Kfenejrs ptfe ,

with the same care, 37 stamps^ each. Aster, Stocked *te* f
tttne

,

jWJge* All ord*fsfto be accompa*idd by a r-^k;.,BC»,

other seeds that may be depended on.-GK-3i-.GE Gle>ny?
Uorti-

;

ba hei. ^ Kempaey^eur m**fr;t. TCJ
cultural Agent, Duugaurwo House, Fulham. iil '
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CUCUMBERS — CUCUMBERS.PDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and

-*-* Floribt, begs to offer the following fine varieties, which
aavingbeenthorougbly proved have given the greatest satisfaction
to growers generally. The best and most productive varieties for
winter cultivation are as follows:—General Canrobert, 2s. 6d. per
packet, very hardy and free setter, always growing one equal
size from stem to poin^ will keep well for many days after it is
cut. Captivation, 2.?. W. per packet. Gordon's White Spine Is
per packet. Lord Kenyon's (true), 2s. 6tt per packet; a most
useful variety. I have seen more than a dozen varieties under
the above name, but not one has been the true sort as sent out
by me. Firat-rate varieties for summer growing and exhibition
Sir Colin Campbell, 2s. 6d., one of the finest black spine Cucum-
bers ever yet sent out, most productive, and very handsome
length from 20 to 28 inches, well proportioned in size from stem
to point. Phenomenon, 2s. 6d. per packet, a most excellent
variety, the true kind being very scarce, as it is very rare that it
ever produces seed. Ipswich Standard, a very fine Cucumber for
exhibition, 2*. per packet. Three packets of any of those marked
2$. 6d, for 6s.

All the following fine old varieties true, Is. per packet:—Vic-
tory of Bath Hunter's Prolific, Mills' Jewess, Cheltenham Sur-
prise, Manchester Prize, Sion House, Cuthill's Black Spine,
Incomparable, Conqueror of the West, Godfrey's Black Soine
Allen's Victory, Lyuch's Star of the West '

MELONS,—The best in cultivation at Is. per packet:—
Golden Drop, Golden Perfection, Golden Ball, Golden King,
Windsor Prize Scarlet Flesh, Scarlet King ditto, Green Flesh
varieties Bromham Hall, Incomparable, Bailey's Green Flesh,
Blackball s ditto, Camerton Court, Bowood, Beechwood, Gordou
Castle Emperor, Trentham Hybrid, Hampton Court, Chichester
Prize, Fleming's Hybrid Cashmere.
Any three of the packets of either Cucumbers or Melons priced

at 1*. per packet will be served for 2s. Gd. the three packets'
PRIMULA SINENSIS, saved from all the best coloured

nmbnafed varieties, Is. 6d. per packet.
DIGITALIS, or FOXGLOVE SEED, saved from 20 of the

mast superb striped and spotted varieties, Is. per packetHOLLYHOCK SEED, saved from all the best varieties in
cultivation, Is. per packet; if required a packet containing 24
distinct sorts, all to name, will be sent for 5s

?5??5fJi?
d q

i

,

L
1

Sd
,S
IERMAN ASTER, Is. per packet.JRLNCH ASTER, or P^EONIFLORA TKUFFAUT

about 20 of the most striking varieties, Is. per packet.CINERARIA SEED, saved from all the best named
varieties. Is. per packet.
BALSAM SEED, saved from the most superb distinct

varieties, Is. per packet.
Very superior DWARF LARKSPUR, 0ft per packet.
A remittance must accompany every order by cash or pennvpostage stamps when the whole or any part (as the case may be)

will be immediately forwarded. }
'
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Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,
14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.

O ESTABLISHMENT, HIGHGATE, LONDON.
\\/M. CUT8USH and SON beg to inform their

J * Patrons and the Public generally that they have received
this season their usual Fine Stock of VEGETABLE andFLOWER SEEDS from their growers in the best condition
imaginable.

Collections can be made up at the same prices as those adver-
tised by other firms, but advise their customers to make their
own selections, which is found to be the cheapest and best in the
end.— Catalogues free on application.

BALSAMS.
C1 and A. SMITH, Florists, Dulwich, Surrey, beg

,* to offer Seeds of their superb BALSAMS, in sealed
packets of six separate colours, 2s. 6d. each ; also mixed, at 2s.
per packet. The colours are scarlet, crimson, white, blush
scarlet flaked, crimson flaked, scarlet spotted white ; also a small
quantity of purple and purple flake.

Copy of Minute. National Floricultural Society, July 26, 1855.
" Balsams :—20 plants from F. and A. Smith, Dulwich. The

censors not having the power to award Certidcates to this class
of plants (tme Animals, and therefore not considered Florists'
flowers), wish to express their unanimous opinion of the great
merit of the collection produced, which for variety, habit, colour,
size, doubleness, and general excellence, are the best that had
hitherto come under their notice."

Dr. Lindley, on inspection, said:—
"They are fully equal, and in several particulars vastly

superior to the best I have seen in Continental establishments."
Extract from the Report of the Meeting of the National Floricul-

tural Society, xn the Gardeners' Chronicle, August 4th, 1855.
page 520. *

" Several extremely well-grown plants of what are called
Camellia Balsams were furnished by Mr. Smith, of Dulwich, and
very handsome things they must be admitted to be ; amongthem were blush, purple, and scarlet kinds, and scarlet mottled
with white; and when we state that many of the flowers
measured quite 2$ inches across, and 1 inch deep, some idea of
the kind of display they made may be conceived ; their only faultwas that they were scarcely sufficiently in bloom."

F. & A. Surra have appointed as Agents:

—

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Seedsmen, Covent Garden.
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading,
Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery. Slough.
Messrs. A Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, Edgeware Road.
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Chelsea and Exeter.
Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, Surrey.
Messrs. Bass& Brown, Sudbury, Suffolk.

'

Messrs. W. E. Rendle & Co., Seedsmen, Plymouth.
Messrs. Dawes, Cottrell,& Co., Seedsmen, Moorgate Street, City.
Messrs. *.& A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester.
Messrs, F. & A. Dickson & Co., 14, Corporation Street,

Manchester. '

HEW FLOWER SE EDS.
MESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON & SONS
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A bronia umbellate, new, beautiful half hardy AmSaJ.
8^' *' *

coloured trailer

Ageratum conspicnnm, new, very handsome
Alonsoa Warscewiczi, new, splendid half hardy Annual, ofgraceful habit, adorned with scarlet flowers, borne in

Arctotis breviscarpa, new, pretty dwarf Annual,' 'brightorange and dark brown '
8

Anthoxanthum gracile, new, ornamental Grass .

Browallia abbreviata, new, fine, very free flowering
Calceolaria californica, new, very pretty

„ scabiossefolia, new, very handsome '.'

.

Campanula stricta, new, very profuse flowering variety!
extremely pretty ° "

Centauridium Drummondi, new, orange composite" flower'very showy r '

Chrysocephalum arenarium, new, handsome Australian
Everlasting

Collinsia bicolor alba, new, pure" white,' very pretty

'

Convolvulus bicolor, fl. pi., new, handsome Climbing Annual
Coreopsis coronata, new. very showv
Cuphea Pellieri, new ......["
Cynoglossum ccelestinum, new, light blue, extremely* pretty

#> HaynLnew, blue, very fine
Delphinium cardiopetalum, new, dark blue, very beautiful
LJianthus Garmerianus, new, beautiful, very showy
Engeron Beyrichi, new, pretty composite flower
Erysimum Arkansanum, new, pale yellow, handsome
sweet scented

Gomphrena Haageana, new, beautiful orange-coloured half-hardy species, very fine
G utiernezia gymnospermoides, new, very pretty
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Pgt pRckot
Gypsophila mnralis, new, dwarf, very pretty Annual, with
small glossy foliage, covered with deep pink flowers,
suitable for edging of beds and rock work

Helichrysum brachyrhynchum, new, beautiful Everlasting
„ bracteatum, dwarf yellow, new
»» >, dwarf white, new ...

***,

(Both the above varieties are much superior to the old
bracteatum.)
macranthum manum, new, very desirable variety
composirum maximum, new, large flowered, doubie,

of many colours, from bright yellow to scarlet
ipomtea limbata, new, purple, with broad white margin'
very free flowering (we received this most lovely Climber
from our collector, Mr. J. Henshall, who discovered it in
Java; this we can strongly recommend)

Ipomoea Mexicana alba, new, very fine ."

Linum grandiflorum rubrum, new, the true bright crimson
large flowering species from Algeria, new and very
beautiful

Lypochaeta texana, new, handsome
Morna elegans, new, very handsome Everlasting
Nepeta Meyeri, new, very fine
Palafoxia texana, new, fine "'

Phalacrwa ccelestina, new, beautiful light blue
Sabbatia campestris, new, a splendid half hardy Annnai]
of graceful habit, glossy foliage, and bright rosy pink
yellow-centred flowers, very fine and full flowering

Silene Bergeri, new, very pretty "
Trifolium aurantiacum, new, free flowering and pretty
Tropaeolum Lobbi puniceum, new, dark-blood red, splendid
Whitlavia grandiflora, new, splendid, very large dark
bell-shaped flowers

—5. d.
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IMPORTED GERMAN

D ASS and BROWN beg to offer the foUowUjT?
*-* of fine and strong growth Plants:

—

ROSES.
100 Standards, in 100 splendid vars.
100
100 Dwarfs,
100
100

it

ii

M w R
SEEDS, in Collections.

Our supply of German Flower Seeds Ccan whh 1' '
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variety3 heaut/of theirJKA.5S^^Z^^^^^
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Asters, dwarf double German, in 18 splendid varieties
„ quilled double German, in 20 splendid varieties

*"

globe-flowered double, in 12 splendid varieties
globe pyramidal flowered, double, in 20splen.vars.
new dwarf bouquet pyramidal double, in 12 splendid

varieties

„ Truffaut's new superb French pseony-flowerine
pyramidal, in 10 finest varieties

Balaaas, Smith's superb double Balsams. The flowers are
large, extremely double and well formed, of good
habit, and of distinct and striking colours. In
sealed packets, containing 6 vars. separate

,, Lamellia-flowered, double, in 10 new varieties
Larkspurs, double dwarf rocket, in 12 splendid varieties Z

„ double tall, m 8 splendid varieties
i n new Hyacinth flowered, in S splendid varieties .'.'.

4
5
3
5

6

4

4

3

2
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3

6

Stocks, dwarf 10-week, in 12 most distinct and beautiful
colours

new dwarf large flowering 10-week Stocks, in 12
distinct colours, very fine

Autumn flowering, in 12 beautiful varieties
"

Summer branching, in 12 finest varieties ...

Summer Wallflower leaved, in 16 fine varieties
Brompton, in 12 fine sorts
Emperor, in 12 very beautiful varieties
Emperor, new large flowering Stocks, in 4 very
beautiful varieties '

_. ,- Giant Cape, in 6 splendid varieties ...
Phlox Drummondi, in 12 beautiful varieties ...
Poppv, in 12 fine double varieties
Wallflowers, in 12 fine double varieties ...
Zinnia elegans, in 12 splendid double varieties
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VlCt°ria Cabba*e Lettuce is al*> » ™*

7*%™^*^^^ Dwarf, Standard trained, and other Fruit Trees,
lot offnuung punts in pots of Peaches, ««tag^ «ave *» a splendid

The] Nurseries, Tooting, London.
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Choice
6s. to 18s
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Selections, per dozen, Standards, 15s. to 24s • d»iw
. ;

Short Standards, on 1£ to 2 feet stems, 9s. Vo 21*
DWARF TRAINED FRUIT TREES.

A very fine lot of strong well grown two and three year tni ^
Fruit Trees. Gentlemen requiring first-rate trees for nlS"
will not be better supplied :— 4"*oqij

Apricots "i

SLf fine, 3^. 6.. each
;
ex,r,, 5,.

^

Plums, fine. 25. 6d each ; extra, 3s. 6d. each.
Other FRUITS, all of choicest sorts, see Catalogue

Hardy Herbaceous Plants, 100 distinct and showy vara <tt.

50 for 17*. 6d.
'

' **»

«

Ditto, 100 superior and newer vars., 50s., or 50 for 30s
Hardy and Flowering Ornamental Shrubs, 20 fine vars i».

20 fine n^wer vars., 24s. ' *
Hardy Climbing Plants, 20 fine sorts, 20s.
Camellias, choice assortments, per dozen, well set with fin**

buds, 30,. to 60s.
**

RHUBARB —Bailey's Early Monarch, each 2s. 6dV ?aCrimson Perfection, 3s. 6d. These two varieties are^w.
similar, and the earliest grown. •

Ditto Victoria Giant, 7s. 6d. per doz. ; Myatt's Linnseos. amy
early sort, 7s. 6d. per doz. ' **

SEAKALE, strong, for Forcing, 10s. per 100.
Catalogues Nos. I.. II. and III., for the present Season frwarded complete for three penny stamps.
Goods carriage free (not tinder 20s.) to all the London terafcand all stations on the Colchester line between London**

Norwich. *"

Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Vl/'ATERER and GODFREY respectfully^nviMe
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tie8 enSa&ed in Planting to their feStock of the following HAKDY ORNAMENTAL TREES.fe

Araucaria imhricata, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet high, in quantity
all stocky well grown plants; the larger sizes especially i:

would be difficult to match.
Cedrus Deodara, 1J, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet, by the thousand: do.i

fane lot of larger, 6, 7, and 8 feet ; do. some magnificent Tre*
10 to 15 feet. These are all in a famous condition for Tri»
planting, having been annually removed.

Cedars of Lebanon, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet ; do. a few splendid Tna
10 and 12 feet.

Cedars Red Virginian, 5 to 8 feet.
Cedars, variegated white, 2, 3, and 4 feet, one of the handson*
variegated plants we know. We have a large stock. It iso
tensively planted at Elvaston Castle.

Cryptomeria japonica, fine plants, 4 to 7 feet.
Cupraraa macrocarpa or Lambertiana, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet

Nothing can be handsomer than some of the specimens of thii

fine hardy plant.
Juniper, Chinese, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet; a fine lot of large plana
6 to 8 feet. 5 f »

Do Irish, upright, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet; do. larger, up to 8 andM
feet. Our stock of the two last mentioned Junipers we belie*
to be quite unequalled, the Irish especially; the larger size

are perfect columns.
Do. recurva, 3, 4, 5, up to 8 feet.

Do. hispanica or thurifera, 2, 3, and 4 feet.
Abies Douglasi, 2, 3, and 4 feet. A fine lot of large and vert

handsome plants, 7, 8, 10, and 12 feet.
Picea nobilis, several hundreds of nice plants, 1£ to 2 feet, veil

grown, and with good lead. None are grafted. A few alls
specimens up to 6 feet.

Do. Nordmanniana, a large quantity of remarkably handsome
plants, U, 2, 3, and 4 feet. Nothing can exceed the vigoarri
these plants, and all from seed.

Do. Pinsapo, magnificent plants, 4 to 7 feet high, in perfect heilth.

"iuus insignis, 1£ to 3 feet; a few good specimens up to 7 feet.

Lambertiana, from seed, 4, 5, and 6 feet.
Cembra, 3, 4, 5, up to 10 feet.

Montezumas, fine plants, 4 and 5 feet,
macrocarpa, 2 and 3 feet, from seed.

Weeping Larch, clean, stems good, heads 7 feet high.
The following 10 varieties form a very singular group. The?

are of dwarf habits; the well known Abies Clanbraziliana msv

be taken as the type of the whole. We believe our collection to

be quite, unique, and, we may add, most interesting.
Pinus strobus pumila (the dwarf Weymouth).

„ sylvestris pumila (the dwarf Scotch).
Abies Clanbraziliana I Abies pumila ") AH dwarf varietifl

„ compacta I „ diffusa L of the
„ pygmaea

| „ Gregori ) Spruce Fir.
Picea pectinata pygmaea (the dwarf Silver Fir),Hudsoni.
Yew, common English, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet, in large quantities
Do. upright, Irish, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet; some splendid plants,

8 to 12 feet.
y

Do. Dovaston or Weeping, a great many fine plants, worked »
straight stems, 7, 8, and 10 feet high, with good heads.

Do. adpressa, 2 and 3 feet.
Do. do., worked on common Yew, as standards.
Do. gold striped, 1£ to 2 feet, by the thousand.
Do. do., a splendid lot of plants, 4 to 6 feet.
Do. do., worked as standards on the common Yew, 8 to 10 ftliig*-

Do. do., worked on Irish Yews, 6, 7, and 8 feet high.
Do. elegantissima, or new gold striped ; a large quantity, 1*J
2\ feet, and also worked as standards on the common and In*
Yews. We may safely assert our stock of Golden Yeffs is

unsurpassed.
Do. yellow berried (true), very beautiful when in fruit as **

have it, 14 to 3 feet.

Libocedrus chilensis, 2 to 3 feet, very handsome and bushy.
Thuja Weareana, fine bushes, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet. This is J

of the most, useful, and, at the same time, ornamental hard!

plants we possess.
Do. Ainericau, for hedge?, doubtless the very best, 4, 5, and 6 fee-

Do. aurea, or Golden Arbor-vitse. This plant originated at thij

Nursery; it has now, as it deserves, become a univers*!

favourite. Our stock of it enables us to offer a choice of mac!

hundred fine specimens, from 1£ to 3 and 4 feet high, and a

much through—in fact, perfect globes.
Wellingtonia ^igantea, a few of the finest plants in the countrf.

being near 1^ feet high, and as much wide.
Hollies variegated, by the thousand, 2, 3, and 4 feet high. So°e

splendid Plants, 10 to 15 feet high.
We may here remark with reference to the large specira*»

alluded to in this Advertisement that every one of them bjjj
condition to transplant, and travel any distance with perfect saftV-

They have one and all been annually removed in our Nurs*?
and in soliciting a personal inspection of our stock, we belief

we are justified in stating it offers a choice which is to be f°uBa

in but tew establishments of its kind in this country. _
The Nursery may be reached in 40 minutes by Train froffltw

Waterloo Stntion; and the Sown Western Railway Comp*JJ
having a Branch on to the North Western, enables us to s^J
plants to all parts, in trucks throughout, without packing **

other extensive additions.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.
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NEW TURNIP.
WAITE'S " ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

TURNIP.
n^HIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
J- the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch

Turnip; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and maybe
sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip
may be had on application, or may be seen at the principal Seed

Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be

obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3*. per lb.—A liberal

allowance to the Trade.
J, G. Waits, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London,

" WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
To Noblemen and Gentlemen Planting New Pleasure
Grounds, or Improving Parks or Drives, and to Com-
panies Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries.

WSKIRVING begs to offer his extensive Stock of
• TREES and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either

for immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where

smaller sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition

to his general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrubs,

which is allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this

season offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most
valuable Trees lately introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRI-
CATA and CEDRUS DEODAR A, of various sizes, from 1 to 6 ft.

W. S. invites any one wanting considerable quantities of

Specimen Trees and Shrubs to inspect his collection and obtain

prices on the spot, as the mere height of such trees (as quoted in

lists) gives no idea of the value of well grown select plants for

choice situations.

N.B. A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped
plants of the Araucaria imbricata and Cedrus Deodara have been
grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great dis-

tances in this country, or to any part abroad.
Priced Lists will be sent on application.

CHOICE SORTS OF VEGETABLES.
TRUE READING ONION SEED.—This favourite

mild White Onion can only be obtained in perfection from
seed grown in or near Reading, in which case the crop is fully

equal to imported Spanish Onions. Price of Seed, 6d. per ounce,

or 5s. per pound.

Sutton & Sons have annual demands for large quantities of
Seed from all parts of the kingdom.

Mr. James M'Intosh, Gardener to the DvJce of Buc-
cleuchy at Drumlanrig, whom we* have tlte honour to

supply annually, says—" Your Onion is particularlyfine"
Also Sutton's superior Solid CELERY, Is. per packet;

Sutton's IMPERIAL CABBAGE, and Sutton's Superb LET-
TUCES, 1$. per packet, post free.

Mr. Newton, Gardener to the Lord Chief Baron Pollock, says:—
a Sutton's White Cos Lettuce is the best I have seen; it was

fit for table 10 days in July before £dy's Cos, Paris Cos, Old
Drumhead, or Bath Cos. All had the same care. It grows up- I

right, and wants no tying. Six Lettuces, grown in the space of
j

one yard, weighed on the average 4 lbs. each."

Sutton's Superb Green Cos is equally fine ; and our Berk-
shire Brown Cos was also a splendid Lettuce, but we regret that
having employed others to grow it for us, this has by some means

j

become degenerated.

Mr. Newton also grew Cabbages on a large scale for market a
few years since, and in a letter to us said:

—

M
I tried about 20 of

the best old and new kinds of Cabbages, which were treated all
in the same way, in order to see which was the best. Sutton's
Imperial was the best Cabbage to cut early; it is large, mild in
flavour, and, if left, will cut a good second crop in summer."

Sutton & Sons have also the 'pleasure of publishing the
following:

—

From Mr. Perry, Gardener to E. Wells, Esq., Wallingford.
"I cannot speak too highly of your Solid White Celery; it

surpasses others under the same treatment, in quickness of
growth and solidity."

From Mr. Butler, Gardener to R. Mangles\. Esq.
" The Celery in particular was very fine. The like was never

seen here before."

CUCUMBER SUTTON'S BERKSHIRE CHAMPION.
Mr. Thomas Pollington. Gardener to Wm. Hervey, Esq., Brad-

well, Grove.— To the Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle,
October 20th, 1855, page 693.

"From alabt year's plant of Sutton's Berkshire Champion,
growing in a small two-light pit, 8 feet by 9 feet, the plant occupy-
ing but one ligh^ I have cut, from May the 4th of this year,
112 feet of fine fruit; and there are six growing on the plant at
the present time, that measure 11 feet 2 inches in length. The pit
is heated by dung linings only."

SUTTON'S LAWN GRASS SEEDS, Is. per lb., 20s. per bushel.
From Professor Lindlet.

"Messrs. Sutton,—We have already made trial of your Lawn
Grass Seeds, and it is but justice to say they have proved the
best we have sown for many years. "John Lindlet.u Horticultural Society, 21, Regent Street, London, Nov. 9, 1853."

SUTTON'S RENOVATING GRASS SEEDS for IMPROV-
ING PARKS, PASTURES, and MEADOWS.—Many old
Upland Pastures, Parks, and Meadows are nearly destitute of
Clovers, and the finer and more nutritious sorts of Grasses in
which case we are in the practice of furnishing such sorts only
as are wanting; if the seeds are sown early in the season, the
improvement in the Pasture will be very considerable, and at a
small expense. Quantity of Seed required, 8 to 12 lbs. per acre.
Price reduced to 9d. per lb.

F
or 80s. per cwt.

From C. F. Thruston, Esq.. Talgarth, August 9, 1855.
"Your Seeds have answered admirably. Turnips, Mangel

Wurzel, Carrots, and Parsnips, are superb. Your Grass Seeds
also have answered well. They were sown in spring, under
rather unfavourable circumstances. The After Grass is remark-
able; Clover and other Seeds springing up where nothing but
the poorest pasture had been previously, and I think that a field
of 9 acres sown with your Renovating Mixture is now one of the
finest in our neighbourhood."
From Sir David Cunynghame, Wellesbourne House* Warwick..
The Meadows that were renovated with your Seeds are look-

ing very well. I cut nearly 2 tons of hay to the acre, and three
years ago the same land hardly produced half a ton per acre.
The Garden Seeds I have had from you exceed by far any that I
have bought elsewhere."

From Mr. G. Norrington, Rectory Farm, Taplow, 2Qth 11, 1855.
44 Five years ago I wrote to you to send me a Mixture of Grass

Seeds to sow upon 10 acres of old Pastures. At the time I took
the farm the 10 acres of Meadow was almost useless. I have now
a most excellent pasture."

Sutton & Sons have been often requested to appoint
Agents for the sale of their Seeds in different localities;
knowing, hoivever, that Agencies seldom prove satisfac-
tory, they have adopted the practice of paying the
carriage to -most parts of England. By this arrange-
ment, gentlemen rending in those parts of the kingdom
where Seeds are not grown can be supplied with genuine
new Skeds direct from the Growers, whereby much
disappointment and loss of crops may be avoided.
N B. All the above named Vegetable Seeds are included in

Sutton's Collections of Kitchen Garden Seeds for one year's
supply, as see Gardeners' Chronicle^ January 19th, page 35.

res* Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

DOWLING'S PLUMS.—These three varieties of
New PLUMS having fully sustained the character that

was given them by gentlemen and growers that have fruited

them this season, H. Dowling can confidently recommend them
as the most Proliiic, llardy, and high Flavoured of any in
cultivation.

Good Strong Trees can be had from the grower at very low
prices; from Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough; or
Mr. Henderson, Pine-apple Place, London.
Southampton, January 26.

CONIFER fe.

1T7ILLIAM. WOOD and SON having a good stock of
* well grown plants of the following are desirous of offering

them at reduced prices, particulars of which will be furnished on
application.

Cedrus Deodara, 3 and 4 feet.

Cupressns Goveniana, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Libocedrus chilensis, li, 2, and 3 feet. [3 feet.

Cnpressus funebris, remarkably fine and bushy, 1^,2, and
Cedrus africanus, 2 and 3 feet.

Juniperus recurva, 3 and 4 fret.

squamata, 2 and 3 feet.

n "VVittmaniana, 2 and 3 feet.

Cryptomeria japonica, splendid plants, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Taxodium sempervirens, 2, 3. and 4 feet.

Thuja aurea, nice bushes, 1 foot.

Cupressus thyoides variegatis, Gold-striped Cedar, 9 to 18 in.

„ ericoides, very bushy, 15 inches.
Common Yews, 2, 3, 4, and 6 feet.

Irish Yews, very fine, 3, 4, aud 6 feet.

Portugal Laurels, bushy, 2, 3, 4, and 6 feet.

Do. do., standards, with splendid large heads, 4 aud 6 feet.

The above have been regularly transplanted every season, and
will remove with perfect safety.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

TO GENTLEMEN ENGAGED IN PLANTING,
AND TO NURSERYMEN.

STEPHEN SHILLING begs to offer good Trans-
planted PLANTS and TREES of the following at very low

prices, when a quantity of either sort an1 taken:

—

»

3,000 Arbor-vit*e, 3 to 7 feet.

10,000 Spruce Firs, 4 to 10 feet.

10,000 Tree Box, 2 to 5 feet.

1,000 Limes, 6 to 10 feet.

1,000 Horse Chesnuts,S to 12 ft.

5,000 Beech, 6 to 10 feet.

15,000 Rhododendron Ponticum,
in variety, 1$ to 4 teet.

The whole of the above are well worthy of attention, being good
in quality, the Evergreens of good healthy colour and bushy.
All applications will have immediate attention.

North Warnborough Nursery, near Odiham, Hants, 2\ miles
from Winchfield Station , South Western Rail way.—Jan. 26.

W FULLER, Florist, Newton Bushel, Devon,
• formerly Gardener to the late W. H. Story, Esq., of

Whitehill, begs to inform the Trade and the Public generally
that he will be prepared to send out the first week in May strong
plants of the following beautiful new FUCHSIAS, all raised by
Mr. Story.

GEM OF WHITEHILL.—This flower is hitherto unrivalled
in form and quality; the sepals are of a rich carmine, remark-
ably long and reflex elegantly, giving the flower a bell-shaped
appearance, corolla deep violet, very free bloomer and good
habit. 7s. 6d. each.

PILOT.—Long scarlet tube, sepals well reflexed, large double
dark corolla, very attractive. 5s. each.

STAR.—Tube rather short, sepals well reflexed, beautiful
large double corolla. 5s. each.

DANDIE DIN MONT.—Stout scarlet tube and sepals well
reflexed, deep violet corolla. 5s. each.

GLORIOSA SUPERBA.— Beautiful scarlet tube and sepals of
great substance beautifully reflexed, so as to resemble in shape
the Turk's Cap Lily ; deep violet corolla, very attractive, a good
flower for exhibition ; 55. each, or the set for 11. Is., where Glo-
riosa Superb* will be given in to compensate for carriage.

UNEQUALLED NEW MELONS.
The Two most Superb Varieties that have ever yet been

SENT OUT.

EDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and
Florist, offers M'Ewen's Arundel Hybrid Scarlet Flesh

Melon, possessing the following qualities:—The fruit is hand-
some, round shaped, slightly ribbed ; flesh very firm and solid,

of a melting and most delicious flavour; it has a beautiful
appearance when set upon the table with other fruit, and has been
found to be the best of all other Melons for preserving; weight
from 3£ to 4J lbs.; a free setter and abundant bearer; very early
and hardy; will grow with less bottom-heat than anv other of its

kind. It obtained the first prize that was awarded to the Scarlet
Flesh Melons at the Great Exhibition at the Crystal Palace, the
2d of June last. Packets containing Three Seeds, 25. 6d.

M'Ewen's Arundel Hybrid Green Flesh Melon.—This was ex-
hibited at the Royal Botanic Exhibition, Regent's Park, June
13th f where it obtained the 1st and 2d Prizes for the best
flavoured Green Flesh Melon ; it is a hybrid from those two well-
known Melons Golden Drop and Beechwood. It has the fine
flavour of the Golden Drop, with the shape and appearance of the
Beechwood, oval Bhaped, netted, and a very free setter; the
plants grow strong and carry out a great weight of fruit; flesh
very solid and firm, will keep its excellent flavour for many days
after it has been cut ; weight from 4 to 5 lbs. Packets of Three
Seeds, 25. 6d.

The above new Melons will give the greatest satisfaction to all
purchasers. Persons requiring a Packet of each will be
charged 45. A remittance must accompany every order, either
by Post Office Order or Penny Postage Stamps.

14, Abbey Churchyard. Bath.

HARLES S. BARKER'S Seedling Florist Flowers
for the Spring of 1856:—

VERBENAS.—Beauty of Godalming, blue slate colour, large
pips, and of excellent form. Florist, Oct. 1855.—Aiiey Moore,
purple and slate curiously shaded, carmine eye, a novel pleasing
flower. Florist, Oct. 1855—Rosetta, rose, carmine eye, pip large
and of exquisite form.—Maid of Honour, bright pink, centre rich
vermillion, truss large, habit fine.—Quakeress, silvery lilac,

centre bright rosy purple, fine form, habit good.—King of
Sardinia, rich purple plum colour, pip large, and of fine form,
truss large, habit good.

C. S. B. begs to assure his friends and the public that the
Seedling Verbenas he now offers far surpass in form, habit, and
colours anything of the kind ever sent out. Plants will be ready
about the 21st April, at 5s. each, or the set of six for 20.*.—-
Verbena Barker's Ravenswood, the best of all the dwarf scarlets
for baskets and vases, in April, 65. per dozen.
VARIEGATED GERANIUM.-The Maid of Orleans, a great

improvement on Flower of the Day, foliage large and perfectly
flat (planted out in 1855, leaves were produced 5 inches over)
white margin, dark horseshoe, flowers beautiful cerise scarlet,
truss good and well above the foliage. Plants in May 55. each.
TROP-&OLUM (Perpetual Flowering).-Triomph de Godal-

ming, flowers large and circular, fringed, golden yellow, with
five large crimson blotches, abundant bloomer. The plant com-
menced flowering when only 6 inches high, and has continued to
produce flower3 in succession from the axil of any leaf. The one
with a free blooming character, colour golden yellow, and bright
crimson blotch on all five petals, is the most novel and superior
to anything in its way at present in cultivation. Florist. Nov.
1S55. Plants 2lst April, 55. each.

Godalming Nursery, Jan. 26, 1856.

45.

4s.

NORFOLK.

SUPERB DWARF BUDDED AND DWARF STANDARD
HYBRID PERPETUAL AND OTHER ROSES.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON respectfully invite
* * attention to their fine stock of the above, which they are

offering as under :

—

Per dozen.
DWARF BUDDED ROSES 12*. to 18*.

DWARF STANDARD DO 18*. to 24*.

CLIMBING AND NOISETTE ROSES, named 9*. to 12*.

CLIMBING ROSES, mixed, for covering banks
DWARF R< >SES, on own roots, mixed, not named
New Hybrid Perpetual Rose DUCHESS OF

bright vivid crimson, Standards or Dwarfs, 3*. &f. each, with a
liberal discount to the Trade if six or more plants are ordered.
ROSES on 6-inch stems, established in 6-inch pots, for forcing,

exhibition, or greenhouse culture, 24*. per dozen.
Catalogues gratis on application.

Woodlands Nurser y. Maivsri»»ld, near L'ckfield, Sussex.

PAMPAS CRASS (CYNERIUM /^CENTEUM) AND
DOUBLE WHITE CHINESE PRIMROSE.

MR. HENRY MAJOR, Kuosthorpe, near Leeds,
begs to announce that he has a nice healthy stock of the

above beautiful Plants to dispose of at the following prices :

—

PAMPAS GRASS (Seedlings 6 to 8 inches high), 35. each, or
25s. per dozen, post free.

DOUBLE WHITE CHINESE PRIMROSE, 18t. per dozen,
hamper and package included.

CALCEOLARIA SEED, saved from H. M.s Fine Flowers,
2s. 6d. per packet, or 3 packets, 5s., post free.

Orders must be accompanied by a remittance, or they cannot
be attended to.

Mr. Major's Annual Descriptive List of new Shrubby Calceo-
larias will shortly be read y, of which due notice will be given.

NEW HARDY WINTER GREEN.
"THI COTTAGER'S KALE."

GEORGE PRIOR, Gardener, Adbury House
Newbury, Berks, begs to recommend this very valuable new

Vegetable, which is much hardier than Brussels Sprouts, Scotch
Kale, and Asparanus Kale, is of first-rate quality, and a very
heavy cropper. If sown in March and planted out early, it will
yield an enormous crop, and in good soil the plants should be
fully a yard apart. It should be in every gardeu where space is

limited, and quality and quantity desirable.

It is particularly worthy the attention of Clergymen—who are
desirous of benefiting their poorer parishioners by distributing
among them seed of this most useful vegetable.

Parcels of 20 packets, post free, forlt. Is.; do. 10 do., lis.;
single packets, Is. each, or post free for 14 stamps.
Can be had also of Mr. Charles Tubxer, Royal Nursery,

Slough. A liberal allowance to the trade.

NEW CtLEKY—COLt'S DEFIANCE—RED.
WILLIAM COLE, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and

Florist. Fog Lane Nursery, Withington, near Manchester,
begs to introduce this valuable new variety, which will be found
a decided improvement on his well known Celery, Cole's Dwarf
Solid Red, being a more robust grower, and decidedly superior in
every respect. In sealed * 02. packets, 2s. each. A liberal
allowance to the trade.

W. C. can also supply seed of his well known Cole's Crystal
White Celery, and Dwarf Red, true, at 6d. per £ oz. packets.
William Cole begs also to intimate that the business hitherto

carried on under the firm of " Thorneley, Cole, & Co." will for the
future be carried on by himself, and respectfully solicits the
support of his friends and rhe public. W. C. also invites atten-
tion to his extensive stock of Hardy Trees, Shrubs, Fruit Trees
Roses, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Florists' Flowers, and Soft-

wooded Plants of every description, Catalogues of which can bo
had post free on application.

DICKSON'S "EARLY FAVOURITeHPEA."
FRANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS

have great satisfaction in again calling attention to this dis-
tinct and truly valuable EARLY PEA (sent out by them for

the first time last season), which is admitted by all who have
grown or seen it to be the most prolific and best Early Pea
ever introduced. It comes in very few days after the earliest

varieties, and the flattering testimonials which they have re-
ceived from some of the first Gardeners in the kingdom who
grew it last season (see Gardeners' Chroracle of Jan. 12th, 1856),
will, they think, be sufficient guarantee for its extbaordinary
productiveness and general excellence.
Price 2s. 6d. per quart, or Is. 6d. per pint, in sealed parcels.
VEGETABLE, FLOWER, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS

of every description, of select and superior quality, detailed
CATALOGUES of which will be forwarded on application.
The Old Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street,

Chester.—January 26, 1856.

THfc KITCHEN GARDEN.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, High
** Holborn, London, continue to supply Collections of VEGE-
TABLE SEEDS for large or small gardens, from 11. to 51. and
upwards; these selections, made with the greatest care, and
comprising the most useful and approved varieties, have hitherto

neverfailed to give purchasers the most complete satisfaction.

J. C. & Co. beg to observe that all NEW SEEDS advertised,
should they not be in their Catalogue, can be however supplied
bv them at the current prices. Their CATALOGUE of FLOR1-
CULTURAL, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
acknowledged to be the best published, will be forwarded free of
charge upon application, and postpaid to all parts of the world.
James Carter & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London ,

<^ EAKALE AND ASPARAGUS PLANTS—
O TO THE TRADE.—ONE MILLION fine strong

plants of SeaJcale and Asparagus are now growing by the

undersigned. Wholesale prices on application.

William E. Resole & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

&fie ©artrenrrs' Chronicle*
SATURDAY, JANUARY 26, 1856.

It is now well known that the roof of West-
minster Hall is not constructed with wood of the
Spanish Chesnut as has been long believed, but
with the Sessile-fruited Oak (Qucrcus sessiliflora) .

We have long had specimens in our possession

proving this fact. But it was a question whence such
Oak timber was brought, Qu. sessiliflora now being

unknown in a wild state near London. Nor does
it seem to have been common when old London
Bridge was built, as is said, at the end
of the twelfth century, for the piles on which
that ancient structure stood were certainly from
Q. pedunculata, the Oak still common here, as
is proved by a specimen for which we are indebted
to Mr. John Murray, the eminent publisher. It

would be extremely interesting with reference to
this point to know what the Oak was, which Cas-
wallon or Cassibelaunus employed in order to
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render the fords of the Thames impassable by the
troops of Cesar. Mr. Charles Knight, in his new
" History of England," tells us that these stakes, de-
scribed by Bede, and formed of the bodies of young
Oak trees, remain to this day, after a lapse of more
than 1900 years, in the bed of the river near Oat-
lands, at a place called Coway Stakes. Surely it would
be worth while to draw one of those stakes for the
sake of determining what the Oak of Surrey was
54 years before the Christian era.

It now appears to be shown that the Oak timber
used in constructing the roof of Westminster Hall had
a very different origin from what has been usually
suspected ; and that so far from having any English
origin it came from Ireland.

At a recent meeting of the Royal Institution of the
Royal Architects of Ireland, Mr.M'CuROT is reported
(in the Builder) to have brought under notice a record
in St. Michan's Church, and verified by " Hanmer's
Chronicle," in the Library of Trinity College,
Dublin, which states that the roof over Westminster
Hall was constructed with timber procured from the
site of this church ; and he further stated that clumps
of trees were found during recent excavations. The
following is a copy of the record :

—

" Stanihurst findeth that, anno 1095, there came
certaine Easterlings to the north side of Dublin,
adjoining to the Liffie, and seated themselves there,

so that of them to this day the place is called Osto-
montowne, and corruptly Oxmonton, and the parish
Saint Michans, of one Michanus, a Dane and a
bishop, which founded the church, unto whom
Murchard or Moragh, King of Leynster, gave that

parcell of land to that use. The faire greene or
commune, now called Ostomontowne-greene, was
all wood, and hee that diggeth at this day to any
depth shall finde the ground full of great rootes.

From thence, anno 1098, King William Rufus, by
license of Murchard, had that frame which made up
the roofe of Westminster Hall, where no English
spider webbeth or breedeth to this day"

It is to this account, we suppose, that allusion
is made in Ned Ward's London Spy, quoted by Mr.
Peteh Cunningham, where he speaks of " the vulgar
belief that it was built of a particular kind of wood
(Irish Oak) in which spiders cannot live." In this
instance, as in so many others, it would now seem
that tradition, or as it is called vulgar belief, was
true.

We are aware that some antiquaries doubt whether
the present roof of Westminster Hall is that con-
structed in the reign of Rufus, because the walls
were raised in the time of Richard II. And ii

their conjecture is well founded the Irish origin of
the timber would be still apocryphal. But it is

improbable that such a magnificent roof, constructed
with the care^ and skill which characterised the
works of the Norman architects, would have been
found so decayed in 300 years, the time which
elapsed between the original construction about
1097 and the alterations in 1397, that it could stand
no longer. It is rather to be conjectured that what
was called the a new roof, constructed according to
the design of Master Henky Zenely," was some
alteration of the old one.

Be that as it may this important question at least
remains to be answered : Why did Rufus send to
Dublin for the timber for his Hall ? when he could
so easily have felled timber in the neighbouring
forests. The only explanation that occurs to us is

that the adjoining woods contained then, as now,
no Oak fine enough for the construction of a roof
with so great a span; and that he was obliged to
fetch the sessile-fruited Oak from even so great a
distance as the banks of the Liffev.

Some light would probably be thrown upon these
speculations were we in possession of authenticated
examples of ancient Oak from Leinster.

The Mormons have founded a Horticultural
Society. We have before us the Dcseret News
of Oct. 3, 1855, which shows that the love of
gardening is implanted in the nature of even the
most eccentric of civilised men. It appears that a
meeting was held at the Great Salt Lake City on the
14th of last September, to form a constitution and
bye-laws for this association. W. Woodruff
(President), W. C Staines (V. President), Thos.
Bullock (Secretary), Geo. D. Watt (Corresponding
Secretary), Sam. W. Richards (Treasurer), and
Edwd Hunter, Jno. Nebeker, Chas. H. Olifhant,
Jesse Little and Samuel Sprague were present on
the occasion. We give the names of these gentlemen
in case they should be known to some of the readers
of the Gardeners' Chronicle. The following is a
condensed report of what took place on this occasion.
Ihe meeting opened with prayer by the President,
after which a constitution was adopted, in which
inter aha, we find the following laws :— '

Any citizen of this territory can become a member

by paying one dollar and annually thereafter one
dollar. The Presidents of County Horticultural, or
Agricultural Societies, or a delegate from each, shall

ex-officio be members. The Treasurer shall keep
the funds of the Society, and disburse them on the
order of the President or a Vice-President, counter-
signed by the Home Secretary, and shall make a
report of the receipts and expenditures at the annual
meeting; he shall also distribute or preserve all

seeds, plants, books, &c, which may be transmitted
to this Society. There shall be an annual meeting
of the Society on the second Monday of August,
in Great Salt Lake City, at which time all the officers

shall be elected by a plurality of votes of the mem-
bers present. This constitution may be amended by
a vote of two-thirds of the members attending any
annual meeting.

The first meeting was held in the Social Hall on
Thursday, 20th Sept. 1855, at 7 p.m. Peaches seem
to have been the only objects of exhibition. Of
these the reporter gives the following account :

—

" A large glass jar of Peaches preserved in brandy
sent by Professor A. Cariungton, some of which
were 8} inches in circumference. A similar
sized jar, containing 'the Deseret Beauty,' by Dr.
S. L. Sprague ; who presented about 100 of his
delicious rareripe Pear Peaches, and o'her varieties
spread around on glass dishes. Mr. W. Woodruff
presented over 200 of his Prolific and rareripe
Peaches, which hung in festoons in the centre and
on the sides of the stage, also a ba-ket of Prolifics
and several plates of his delicious Mountain Sweets
and Crimson Peaches. Mr. Thos. Bullock also
presented a bunch of fine dark red Rareripes, hung
in the centre of the stage, also a fine sample of
'the Maiden's Blush.' Mr. John Nebeker
presented over 150 of his delicious varieties,
which showed the advanced stage of his method
of cultivation. Mrs. John L. Smith sent a sample from
her garden, cultivated by herself, while her husband
is absent preaching the gospel. Mrs. Van Cott
sent a dish of pale varieties, also to show what a
woman can do while her husband is preaching and
publishing the gospel in Denmark. Mrs. Sessions
donated nine Peaches, as a sample of her orchard,
estimated to gather over 75 bushels this season.
Mrs. Farnham presented a basket of splendid
Peaches, which measured 7 or 8 inches in circum-
ference, cultivated while her husband is in Australia.
And though last not the least, we observed a sample
from the orchard of Mr. George D. Watt, the
smallest weighing over 4 ounces and measuring
over 7£ inches in circumference. Mrs. N. K.
Whitney sent a sample of her ' Kirtland Exile'
Peach, very large and delicious." We are told that
" The whole appearance of the stand was sufficient
to excite the epicurean taste of the most refined,
and was a feast never before equalled in these vast
mountain regions." After agreeing to the constitution
prepared for adoption, Elder Woodruff, the presi-
dent, exhorted all present to improve their time in
planting seeds, for all that was presented this
evening were but seedlings, not inoculated fruit, and
they would bear comparison with seedlings in
Philadelphia, New York, Liverpool, or any other
portion of country. This he thought was proved by
what he had himself done in the way of raising
fruit trees. Elder P. P. Pratt stated that the
knowledge of raising fruit was one of the first

articles of theology to our father Adam. Better
specimens than those exhibited could not, he thought,
be found on the earth. " The spell," he exclaimed "is
broken

; 31 years I have been setting out fruit trees,
but never tasted the fruit of my labour until this season.
It is better to live partially on fruits than wholly upon
meats and vegetables. We can now go to work and
multiply fruits by grafting, &c, and we ought to
have an orchard in every good place." The
Honourable Geo. A. Smith was rejoiced to see the
fruit of the labours of his brethren. He had
planted fruit trees in New Yoik, Ohio, Missouri,
Illinois and Iowa, and in this city, and Parowan,
and Provo, but had not yet tasted "the fruits of his
labours. He hoped that gardeners would give
them instructions how to plant fruit trees. Another
Honourable—E. T. Benson—" knew the fruit was
delicious,^ for he had tasted some at Elder
Woodruff's.

^
This meeting would instil an energy

into the various communities to 'go ahead to raise
fruits, and then you will see a healthy people with
rosy cheeks." More Honourables followed in the
same strain.

The Honourable E. Hunter desired to be a co-
worker. When the Mormons first came there, it
was doubtful whether they could raise fruit* or
cereals. Dr. Darlington and many other botanists
declared they must have rain to sustain the trunk
and stem. We presume he intended to add, what
is not reported, that at the Great Salt Lake plants
do not require rain.

The fruit was then distributed by the committee

to all in the halL Thirty-three members gave in their
names, and the Society adjourned for a fortnight.
We shall be curious to observe the further opera-

tions of this body, consisting as it evidently does of
people ignorant of gardening ; for they believe that
Peaches, Plums, and Cherries can be grafted on
Whitethorns. There they are in a plain where rain
is said to be of rare occurrence, and where the soil
does not promise a quick return for even skilled
labour. All that the information which has reached
us shows is that the place suits Peaches on their
own roots ; at least this would seem to be the case
from the proceedings above described.

We are authorised to state that the Horticultural
Society has now received a sufficient number of
seeds from Mr. Botteri, to make a small distribu-
tion among such of its Fellows as shall signify their
desire to receive them. They are lying in Recent
Street for this purpose, where also some paekefs of
Gynerium or Pampas Grass seed may be had.
As Mr. Botteri's seeds are all from the neighbour-
hood of Orizaba in Mexico, it will be as well to
consider that they require a greenhouse until some
further knowledge shall have been gained concerning
them.

New Plants.
161. Ansellia gigantea, Reichenbach f. in Llnncea,

vol. xx., p. 673.
This rare plant has just flowered in the garden of

Wm. Wilson Saunders, Esq., at Wandsworth. It is
extremely like A . africana, except that the flowers are
smaller and paler than usual, and the middle lobe of the-
lip narrower. We entertain great doubts about its
being specifically distinct from A. africana. What
gives it much interest is its coming from Port Natal,
on the other side the continent and some 33° further to
the southward. It is moreover, we believe, the only
true epiphytal Orchid yet brought from Natal.

FAMILIAR BOTANY^—HAVE FERNS SEXES?
Our fathers believed that when a Fern produced its

seed, the little brown grains at the back of a Fern-leaf
were all that nature had provided for the purpose.
Linnaeus thought so, and so did everybody else till a
quick-eyed Polish gentleman, Count Leszczyc-Suminski,
found out the mistake. I will not ask you to pro-
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nounce both the noble naturalist's names, for letters-
arranged like these are unfamiliar to our English
mouths

; but it is proper that so great a
discoverer should enjoy such immortality as
the Gardeners' Chronicle can confer. This great
event happened in the year 1848, when it was mad*
known to His most gracious Majesty King Frederick
William IV. of Prussia.

The reason, or at least one of the reasons,, why nobody
saw before what Count Suminski saw in 1818 was that
nobody began at the beginning when they studied the
nature of Ferns. It is indeed to be doubted whether
many people, even in this enlightened age, know what
the beginning is. Let me endeavour to make this
clearer.

If you look upon the damp ground where Ferns
shed their seeds, you may find it covered with tiny
green scales not very unlike the spots called hearts
in a pack of cards, only with a few hairs, for roots,
sprouting from near the pointed end (see Fig. 1). The-
easiest place to find them in is the surface of a garden-
pot or of an old wall in a damp and shaded- fernery*.
There they lie flat upon the ground, looking like infautr
Liverworts. They are the beginnings of Ferns, as you.
will presently see.

Lift carefully one of these bodies and place it under a-

microscope (one of Smith and Beck's educationals-wilfl
do) the underside upwards

; you will find that it is a.

little convex, and on the convexity stand a few very
small projections looking like blisters, but of two sorts-
One sort has a hole in the end (fig. 2), the ether is-

something like a netted ball (fig. 3). They have re-
ceived various names

; let us call the first a pistillid,
the second an ant/terid.

Here we have what are now styled the sexes of
Ferns. The pistillid is the lady, the antherid is the
gentleman ; strange ladies aud gentlemen it must be
confessed.

Mrs. Pistillid is only a nest, with a little egg hidden
at the bottom. Mr. Antherid is a sort of pimple.
You may see the egg by looking into the nest ; but
when you cast your eyes upon the pimple you will pro-
bably see nothing except a netted surface. But if you
squeeze it, out come little transparent bags, in each of
which is rolled up spirally a sort of vegetable worm.
In time the worm uncoils, get* out of his bag and shows
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himself. In fig. 4 he is seen half extricated ; fig. 5 you
have him wriggling about. And a very surprising fellow
he is with a tail like a corkscrew, and a. head furnished
with a bristly beard.
When the worm aforesaid sets out upon his travels

he moves over the surface of the Fern -scale in search
of a nest (pistillid), and when he finds one he gets in if

he can
; at least so says Count Suminski. That feat

being accomplished a wondrous change takes place.
The egg grows up into a perfect Fern leaf ; at the same
time the green beginning shrivels and disappears.
When a start has once been made the leaf becomes
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larger than from trees on the Pear stock, ripening
rather earlier. A pyramid of this Pear on the Quince
stock when studded with large clear fruit is most
ornamental

; there is, however, some little attendant
inconvenience, for one is loth to gather the fruit, they
become too ripe n the tree, or suffer in flavour.
Closely following Williams's Bon Chretien we have
Beurre d'Amanlis, one of our largest, handsomest, and
best early autumn Pears. This is also liable to suffer
from being permitted to remain too long on the tree,
and should always be gathered before it becomes yellow.
It is never a highly flavoured or perfumed Pear, but is

of the Fern is accomplished.

It is out of one of these grains that the seed falls
which sprouts into a new beginning such as I first
-described (fig. 1).

Is all this really true ? A good deal of it certainly is.

grafted on the Quince stock. It seems to grow more
vigorously on the Quince than on the Pear ; it seems also
to arrive at a good age on that stock, for some trees in
the potagerie (kitchen garden) at Versailles are fifty
years old or thereabouts and still healthy and abund-
antly productive. It forms a large loose growing pyramidj —— « 5»wu ucai ui u cw-iaiuij' is. -u»; rW uv,urc. ac iui his a large loose growing pyramul

Acute observers since Suminski's time have so far a"d a good prolific bush ; as an espalier also it bears well
verified his statements that no doubt exists about the
anthends, and the pistillids, and the crawling vegetable
worms, and the uprising of a perfect Fern-leaf from
the nest-like pistillid. Such things are however ex-
tremely difficult .to see, and canjonlybe witnessed by
well trained eves, armed with well made achromatic mi-
croscopes, in the hands of dexterous observers. They
roust be taken on trust, as are mountains in the moon,
by those who have no telescopes. What is really doubtful
is whether the worm crawls into the nest, aud how it
gets there. Men, however, have come to believe in
the phenomenon

; and we cannot contradict them, for it
is hard to prove a negative.
And these are what are now called the sexes of

Ferns. R. E.

but should not be planted against a wall in the south of
England unless perhaps against a north-east or eastern
aspect, where it would not be likely to ripen too rapidly.
As a standard for orchard culture it bears abundantly
and will probably become a popular market Pear ; on
standards on the Pear stock its fruits are not so large
as on trees on the Quince and not so liable to suffer from
our autumnal gales. T. R.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.-No. CV\
412. Desiccatio* (Sunstroke, Withering, <£•£.).—Since

plants derive the greater part of their nutriment from
the fluid contained in the soil, and conveyed from thence
to the inmost tissues by means of the spongelets, and
since these fluids part with a portion of their oxygen in
their passage through the tissues, which finds an exit by
means of the leaves, and it is needful for the due elabo-
ration of the sap that it should pass through those

convinced by the withering of his corn, where the soil
is shallow and the bottom such that it easily parts with
its moisture.

413. Where moisture has been long withheld from a
plant the vitality is sometimes so low that it is unable
to endure a sudden or extreme change. If under such
circumstances water is too rapidly admitted it is apt to
stagnate, and thereby impair those supplies on which
the development of buds or adventitious roots depends,
or it may cause decomposition % or carry with it noxious
matter from the decayed rootlets in such abundance as
to act as a putrefactive ferment upon tissues already in
a weak and languid condition, and if the foliage flags
the powers of evaporation will at the same be diminished.
Hence it is often more needful to shade newly trans-
planted vegetables than to supply abundant water to the
roots, and on the same principle it is not desirable to
water plants already flagging while the full sun is
shining on them. In trees which have been lon°- re-
moved from the soil Mr. Knight found that shading and
moistening the bark was better than supplying water
directly to the roots. The bark when young and tender
in some measure performs the functions of the leaves
and indeed in some succulent plants supersedes them.
By judicious moistening, the vitality of the cellular
tissue was thus gradually restored to its former
strength, and the consequent formation of new roots
at length enabled the plant to sustain itself under the
ordinary circumstances of cultivation. § In the garden,
where from unavoidable circumstances, fruit trees have
not been planted till spring, and the weather proves dry,
close pruning is absolutely necessary to effect the healthy
expansion of the buds. If the head be left unpruned,
though the buds should push at midsummer, they fre-
quently prove so weak and diseased, that the tree is to
the last unhealthy if it survives.

414. In hot countries bulbs such as Hyacinths,
Onions, Garlic, &c, frequently dry up and wither in
consequence of the destruction of the roots. Where
there is reason to fear such consequences especial care
must be taken to encourage the descent of the roots as
deeply as possible, and to protect the bulbs themselves
by a sufficient covering of soil. Above all, the bulbs
when first placed in the ground must be planted as far
down as may be consistent with their full development.
31. J. D.

*

^
_. ^ „ . ,^ l . ,.». copaucr. 11 uoes not come

so quickly mto bearing even on the Quince as the
JJoyenne d'Ete (which often bears the second year from
the graft), but does not generally bear till four or five
years old There are two early American Pears, the
Sloodgood and Dearborn's Seedling, which ripen in
August, but they are very inferior in our climate. Our
old favourite Pear the Jargonelle succeeds the above.
Ihis is so well known as scarcely to deserve a place
here, but a few words about it may perhaps be of use.
it succeeds on the Quince and comes rapidly into
bearing, but it does not form a handsome pyramid,
making gross irregular shoots ; as a dwarf bush when
removed biennially it makes a prolific tree. This treat-
ment keeps its fibrous roots to the surface and pre-
vents canker, to which it is so liable ; and if under
this treatment it makes vigorous shoots they should be
pinched in in June ; on the Quince its fruit is not so
large as when grafted on the Pear stock, and they
ripen earlier. As a standard in most soils it cankers
terribly

; but it is grown in perfection in this form in
the valley of the Thames near Rotherhithe, where both
climate and soil seem to suit it. It is, however, not the
climate alone that affects this variety so much as the
soil for I remember hearing from a friend, living atWorth, near Leeds, that be knew of an orchard of
Jargonehe Pears in that neighbourhood in a most
healthy and fertile state. As a general rule it should

extremely injurious to the plain; n it uoes not pro\^
fatal. If, for instance, from intense heat the soil cracks
and admits the hot dry air to the rootlets, so that their
delicate tissue becomes flaccid and at length withers,
or the supply of water is cut off and similar conse-
quences ensue; or where, as in spring-planted trees,
the spongelets, in consequence of the direct injury
of many, are not sufficiently numerous for the
necessities of the plant under a scanty supply of
moisture ; or where, again, the external heat is
so great that the balance between the supply of
nutritive fluid and evaporation is disturbed, the
rootlets not sending n the stream quick enough to
remedy the outward stress, the necessary conse-
quence is great damage to the plant if not complete
destruction. In the one case, provided the injury is

confined to the spongelets, and a change of weather
soon takes place, the upper portions may be so little in-
jured that there is strength enough in the plant to
cause the formation of a sufficient number of new root-
lets to supply the present necessity ; or, on the other
hand, if the leaves alone be injured, a new supply may
be rapidly formed from the axillary buds, as where the
whole foliage has been destroyed by insects. If how-
ever the unfavourable circumstances are of long dura-
tion no such healing process will take place, and in
some plants, especially those which have highly divided

iiave a wall : an east or BoiihUa*" aspect Brits' ft
™oU>

a* in many Cape shrubs, a few hoursr dryness of
r » the soil, without any extraordinary heat, is absolutelywell.

Williams's Bon Chre'tien, in France l < Poire William "m America the « Bartlet ;» perhaps no Pear has so

Zi&SSL* re^tati
L
on for its excellence as thisTariety of English origin ; but its parentage is entirelyunknown. In France, to quote a celebrated pomolorfet,« c est mcontestablement la meilleure des poires d' ete •»m America, quoting Downing in his « Fruits andlFruit

lh™r 2Tre
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»
T
u
S DObIe Pear i9 *«** one of

the most popular of all the summer varieties. Its size
beauty, and excellence entitle it to this estimation." ft
is not, 1 think, so highly appreciated in England—with the exception of

'*

streets of London—as
its being suffered to hans

fatal.f Where the roots have been injured by trans-
planting, and there has been no time to form new root-
lets, a few weeks' drought is quite sufficient to destroy
the healthiest trees, and on this account no cautious
forester will trust to spring-planting, a practice
which

_
should be avoided as much as possible,

even in the garden, where constant care can
in some measure supply the deficiency. Even in
autumn-planted trees, where they are of considerable
size, it is necessary sometimes to guard against
the effects of drought by mulching, or by placing blocks

attention, for no Pear when properly managed is so *
• From desicco, to dry up.

melting, so iuicv. and agreeable
r In

.

gartlen Practice, where so many plants are necessarily

The trw. L -£« K M * A i ,
grOWn in Pots

'
M the *Ctive P ™00 of tbe wots is generally inAiie iree is always healthy and does not seem to know contact with the walls in which evaporation is constantly takingnow to canker

; it bears well as a standard, as an espalier
p,ace

'
and wbich from Ury»DS wind« or other causes, are liable to

and as a pyramid on the Pear stock, and on the Quince Spn?
deS t

e C
lVlf:. S

le 8P°ngelets
4
may 8u/er *ith*r from

Profuselv • i* «™„K* «„,. *~ u 1 . ,1
• I

**" nce depressed temperature due to evaporation or from drought. A
lea. ^ ' • ?S planted against a wall, at remedy for this consists in plunging the pots in the soil! This,

<\ \ e m tne FOUtn > f°r i fs fruit suffer in flavour '

nowever, is not always convenient; but in plants of great su»-un the Quince stock it forms a nice compact pyramid" ' ^ptibilll
I-
U is a good

g!*n t0 i,ace tbe ?2 which «»tmina^
well adapted for small gardens, and its fruft isQ | £2 Wlth,n"^ T* T intermcdiat* *•" wi* -<

IOPAGATION OF SALMON.
The following paper on this subject was read by Mr.

Edmund Ashworth, of Egerton Hall, near Bolton, to
the British Association at Glasgow :— It is, compara-
tively speaking, withiu a limited period that the sub-
ject of the artificial propagation of fish has received
that attention which it eminently deserves. Though
the process has been known for nearly a hundred
years, there have been few attempts to give it a com-
mercial application. The circumstances under which
the recent experiment at Stormontfield has been made
are sufficiently interesting and important to warrant a
description of the means by which the end in view has
been attained. Continental naturalists have long been
acquainted with the subject. In 1758 a note, descrip-
tive of the process adopted by Mr. Jacobi in the arti-
ficial fecundation of ova, was transmitted by Count
Goldstein to M. de Fourcroy, and ultimately published
in 1773 by Duhamel du Monceau in his " Treatise on
Fishes." Prior to that date, in 1763, a minute account
of Mr. Jacobus experiments during a period of 30 years
was inserted in the Journal of Hanover, and in the
following year an analysis of his proceedings, compiled
by M. Gleditsch, was enrolled in the Memoirs of the
Royal Academy of Berlin.

The efficiency of the process therein described was
tested at Nortelem, in Hanover, with the most satis-

factory results. In more recent times, attention on the
continent has again been drawn to this interesting sub-
ject by the two fishermen of Bresse, MM. Gehin and
Remy. An official inquiry into the nature of their ex-
periment resulted, on the recommendation of M. Coste,
Professor at the College of France, in the foundation of
a model establishment at Huningen, and the report
presented to the French Minister of Agriculture
and Commerce by Mr. Coste, on the 7th of Febru-
ary, 1853, bears abundant testimony to the complete
success which has attended the instittion. In our
own country various individuals have experimented on
the artificial fecundation of the ova fish. Thomas
Garnett, Esq., of Clitheroe, may be instanced as one of
the earliest who promoted inquiry into the subject,
through the Gardeners' Chronicle in 1 832. The curious
and interesting experiments of Mr. Shaw of Drum-
lanrig have found an honourable record in the Trans-
actions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. But it is

chiefly to the exertions of Mr. Robert Ramsbottom, of
Clitheroe, that we are indebted for the practical deve-
lopment of this science. Originally instructed by Mr.
Garnett, he devoted himself to the acquisition of that
intimate knowledge of the habits of fi.-h which is all im-
portant in artificial fecundation. Long-contiued appli-
cation has rendered him eminently successful. At
Knowlmere, the residence of Jonathan Peel, Esq., in
1852, about 5000 salmon ova were placed in boxes by
Mr. Ramsbottom, which was the first successful attempt
with salmon ova in England. In the following year, at
Outerara*, in Ireland—where for the first time in the
United Kingdom it was attempted, by Messrs. Edmund

In the first instance the functions of the cells alone are
affected. Further change takes place after the vitality ia
destroyed.

4 See Lindley'a u Theory of Horticulture."
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and Thomas Ashworth, to render the science of

pisciculture subservient to commercial purposes

—

•20,000 salmon were hatched under Mr. Rarasbottom's

careful manipulation. On the 19th July, 1852, a

meeting of the proprietors on the Tay was held at

Perth, for the purpose of considering a letter on the

artificial propagation of the salmon, written by Dr.

Esdaile. On that occasion Mr. Thomas Ashworth, of

Povnton, explained to the meeting the nature of the

operations which had been carried on at Outerard by
his brother and himself, and strongly recommended
the adoption of similar measures in the Tay, under the

direction of Mr. Ramsbottom. The proposals of Mr.

Ashworth were agreed to, and a committee was ap-

pointed to fix upon a suitable locality for planting of

boxes and construction of ponds. The Earl of Mans-
field, who was chairman, and who has shown much
interest in the success of these experiments, gave per-

mission to the committee to make a selection of any

portion of his extensive estates o:» which to carry out

their operations. The situation selected was at Stor-

montfield Mill, near his lordship's residence. A gentle

slope from the lade which supplies the mill offered

every facility for the equable flow of water through

the boxes and pond. Three hundred boxes were laid

down in 25 parallel rows, each box partly filled with

clean gravel and pebbles, and protected at both ends

with zinc grating to exclude trout and insects. Filter-

ing beds were found at the head and foot of the rows,

and a pond for the reception of the fry was constructed

immediately below the hatching ground. On the 23d of

November, 1853, operations were commenced, and by

the 23d of December 300,000 ova were deposited in tlie

boxes. The fish were taken from spawning beds in the

Tay. The process of fecundation will be best under-

stood by a quotation from Mr. Ramsbcttom's pamphlet,

in which he describes the means employed in impreg-

nating the ova at Outerard. "So soon as a pair of

suitable fish were captured, the ova of the female were
immediately discharged into a tub one-fourth full of

water, by a gentle pressure of the hands from the

thorax downwards. The milt of a male was ejected in

a similar manner, and the contents of the tub stirred

with the hand. After the lapse of a minute the water
was poured off, with the exception of sufficient to

keep the ova submerged, and fresh water supplied in

its place. This was also poured off, and fresh substi-

tuted, previous to removing the impregnated spawn to

the boxes prepared for its reception." The ova were
placed in the boxes as nearly similar to what they
would be under the ordinary course of natural opposition

as possible, with, however, this important advantage :

young fish

their way
migration

examined.

. abscission of the second dorsal fin. A greater number.,

were marked on the 29th May than on any other day,

in all about 1200 or 1300. The result has proved highly

satisfactory : within two months of the date of their

liberation—viz., between May 29 and July 31, 22 of the

so marked when in the state of srnolts, on

to the sea, have been in their returning

up the river recaptured, and carefully

The conclusions arrived at are most gratify-

ing, and proved what has heretofore appeared almost

|
incredible, namely, the rapid growth of the young fish

during their short sojourn in the salt water. This fact

may be considered as still further established by ob-

serving the increased weight according to date of the

grilse caught and examined ; those taken first, weighing

5 to 5 J lbs. then increasing progressively to 7 and 8 lbs.

whilst the one captured 31st July weighed no less than

9£ lbs. In all these fish, the wound caused by marking

was covered with skin, and in some a coating of scales

had formed over the part. Although 22 only are men-
tioned, the taking of which rests on indubitable evidence,

nearly as many more are reported from distant parts
;

the weights and sizes of these have not been forwarded.

The foregoing fully bears out the conclusions arrived at

by Mr. Andrew Young, of Invershin, as reported in his

valuable work on the (< Natural Hi-story and Habits of

the Salmon," in which he says, he marked a number of

smolts in April and May, and in the course of June and
July following caught them in grilse, still showing the

marks, and varying from 3 to 8 lbs. in weight. To the

great interest taken in the success of this experiment

at Stormontfield by Robert Buist, Esq., of Perth, and
the information he has supplied, we are indebted for

many of the foregoing particulars. And to the close

observations and attentive suggestions of Mr. Walsh,
of the firm of Paton and Walsh, eminent gun-makers
at Perth, we are indebted for the specimens of young
fish now produced, of various ages and sizes, as well also

for his valuable information of the present condition of the

ponds and the young fish at Stormontfield. The experi-

ment at Stormontfield has afforded satisfactory proof
that a portion at least of the fry of the salmon assume
the migratory dress and descend to the sea shortly after

the close of the first year of their existence ; and what
is far more important in a practical point of view, it

has also demonstrated the practicability of rearing
salmon of marketable value within 20 months from the

deposition of the ova. A very interesting question still

remains to be solved. At what date will the fry now in

the pond become smolts ? Hitherto they have manifested
no disposition to migrate, and if the silvery coat of the
smolt be not assumed till the spring of 1856 a curious

destruction in a variety of ways. The i

deposited in times of flood will often cov
alluvial matter
er the ova too

<'eep to admit of the extrication of the young fry, even
if hatched. The impetuosity of the streams when
flooded will frequently sweep away whole spawning
beds and their contents.* Whilst deposited in boxes,
the ova are shielded from injury, and their vivification in

large numbers is thus rendered a matter of certainty,

and the young fish reared in safety. On the 31st of
March, 1854, the first ovum was observed to be hatched,
and in April and May the greater portion had come
to life, and were at large in the boxes. In June
they were admitted into the pond, their average
size being about an inch and a half in length. From
the period of their admission into the pond, the
fry were fed daily with boiled liver rubbed small
by the hand. Notwithstanding the severity of the
winter, they continued in a healthy condition, and in

the spring of the present year they were found to have
increased in size to the average of 3 or 4 inches in
length. On the 2d May, 1855, a meeting of the com-
mittee was held at the pond, to consider the expediency
of detaining the fry for another year, or allowing them
to depart. A comparison with the undoubted smolts of
the river then descending seawards with the fry in the
ponds, led to the conclusion that the latter were not yet
smolts, and ought to be detained. Seventeen days after-
wards, viz., on the 19 th May, a second meeting was held,
in consequence of great numbers of the fry having in the
interim assumed the migratory dress. On inspection it

was found that a considerable portion were actual
smolts, and the committee came to the determination to
allow them to depart. Accordingly the sluice com-
municating with the Tay was opened, and every facility
for egress afforded. Contrary to expectation, none of
the fry manifested any inclination to leave the pond
until the 24th of May, when the larger and more
mature of the smolts, after having held themselves
detached from the others for several days, went off" in a
body. A series of similar emigrations took place, until
fully one half of the fry had left the pond and de-
scended the sluice to the Tay. It has long been a sub-
ject of controversy, whether the fry of the salmon
assume the migratory dress in the second or third year
of their existence. So favourable an opportunity of
deciding the question as that afforded by the Stormont-
field experiment was not to be overlooked. In order to
teat the matter in the fairest possible way, it was resolve d
to mark a portion of the smolts in such a manner that
they might easily be detected when returning as grilse.
A temporary tank, into which the fish must necessarily
descend, was constructed at the junction of the sluice
with the Tay ; and as the shoals successively left the
pond about one in every 100 was marked by the

* These causes, in addition to the great destruction of ova
as well as young fry by wild fowl, fish, and insects, all tend to
limit the natural increase of the salmon.

In the bed of the river the ova are liable to injury and
|
anomaly will present itself. Some of the fry as smolts
will for the first time be descending seawards of the
average weight of 2 oz., some as grilse will be taking
their second departure to the sea, and others still more
advanced will even have completed their second mira-
tion, and return to the river as salmon 10 or 12 lbs. in

weight. It is much to be desired that the experiment
at Stormontfield could be continued for a year or two
longer, till the links in the chain of evidence now
wanting to complete the natural history of the salmon
should be obtained. All praise is due to Lord Mans-
field for the liberal manner in which he has aided the

carrying out the operations to this time, and from which
he can reap little advantage beyond the satisfaction to

an enlightened mind of promoting the interests of
science and the welfare of the community. But in

another point of view, looking to the advantage of in-

dividuals, and even nationally, too much importance
can scarcely be attached to a scheme by which the
now diminished value of our river fisheries may be
restored to a state much beyond their once profitable

condition, and a large amount of food provided for

the people ; so long, however, as we see the whole-
sale destruction of salmon and grilse in the mouths of
the rivers, permitted by law, as at present constituted,

it is hopeless to expect any general effort for artificial

propagation. The nets now permitted will take any
fish 3 lbs. in weight, and the improved skill in their
application renders them year by year more destructive

to the owners of the rivers inland, who are thus deprived
of their due share of fish ; and not until the salmon are
reduced to a still smaller amount will the conflicting

interests of the various owners bring them to a sense
of the importance of legislative regulation. Salmon
fishing with the rod is yearly becoming of more value,
and it would not be difficult to suggest a mode whereby
the present rentals for fisheries might be paid, and the
sport of the anglers greatly increased. Since arriving
in Glasgow, I have received a communication from my
friend Mr. Buist, in which he says," In my opinion you
have kept your statements within the truth, as I have
got satisfactory evidence of 22 marked grilse being
taken, besides others which have been reported, and
I have no doubt many have been thrown in the heap
without being noticed by the careless fishermen. There
is at present a mystery as regards the progress of the
young salmon : there can be no doubt that all in our
ponds are really and truly the offspring of salmon ; no
other fish, nor even the seed of them, could by any
possibility get into the ponds ; now we see that about
one half have gone off as smolts in their season as
grilses. The other half remain as parrs, and the milt
in the males is as much developed in proportion to the

size of the fish as in their brethren of the same age, 7 to

1 lbs. weight, while these same parrs in the pond do
not exceed 1 ounce in weight. This is an anomaly in

nature which, I fear, cannot be cleared up at present.

I hope, however, by proper attention, some light may

be thrown upon it from our experiments next spring.

The female parrs in the pond have their ova so un-

developed that the granulations can scarcely be dis-

covered by a lens of some power. It is strange that

both Young and Shaw's theories are likely to prove

correct, though seemingly so contradictory, and the

much disputed point settled, that parrs (such as ours at

least) are truly the young of the salmon."

The bottle with specimens of the young salmon at

different ages was handed round the room, and created

considerable interest. There were young fish with all

the marks and evidences of fully developed parr, only

2 inches long, and others of the same age 5 inches long

;

with a specimen of a smolt taken out of the pond by

Mr. Walsh, in May, all derived from the same hatching

of ova. The grilse which had been caught returning

from the sea 5 to 9 lbs. in weight, were also of the same

age as these in the bottle.

Some important discussion followed, in which a very

general opinion was expressed, that the chief difficulty

to be encountered in experimenting in the artificial

propagation of the salmon was the fact that fish was

common property, and those at the expense of experi-

menting were not secured any a>i vantage from their

labour. Legislative interference was deemed necessary,

if these experiments were expected to prove successful

and advantageous.

From the interest exhibited by the members of the

section then present, it was decided to appoint a com-

mittee to carry out the investigation for another year,

and to report the result to the next meeting of the

Association to be held at Cheltenham.
The committee was accordingly appointed, consisting

of Dr. Fleming, the Chairman, Sir William Jardine,

Bart., and E. Ashworth.

Home Correspondence.
Horticultural Society.—As one of the vast number

who share iu the regret of Mr. M'Ewen that the

exhibitions at Chiswick are about to be discontinued,

allow me to say that I cannot agree with him that

" F. H. S." is in error when he states " people no longer

exhibit their productions for honour or for the sake of

horticulture, but purely and simply for the money they

can make." Although Mr. M'Ewen may be perfectly

correct in declaring that many gardeners exhibit at a

loss to themselves, yet it is notorious that there

are a very many who have but the one object

in view, as mentioned by " F. H. S." Tbey calcu-

late their expenses to a shilling, and if these are

likely to exceed the value of the prize for which

they intend to exhibit, they say at once, " I must stay at

home, this won't pay me." In fact, are not plants

hawked about from one exhibition to another by gar*

deners on the same principle as the country showman
takes his paraphernalia from one fair to another!

Whatever may have been the motive, it is clear to the

commonest observer that gardeners have not done their

best to support the shows at Chiswick ; but, on the con-

trary, they have gone to the Botanic and Crystal

Palace, simply because the amount of money was

greater and more easily obtainable. X.9
Battersea,

January 23.

The London Paries.—I have walked through these

parks for these last 35 years, and have often regretted

their apparently much neglected state in reference to

the introduction of a greater variety of ornamental

trees. Now, in this age of professed general improve-

ments, why should our metropolitan parks not have the

advantages of such trees as would beautify and improve

the scenery— such as Purple Beech, Crimson, Scarlet,

and 30 other varieties of Thorns (Crataegus), Labur-

nums, Scarlet Horse Chesnuts (one of the most showy

trees known, and it grows well in smoky districts),"the

common wild Cherry, Weeping Birch, Elm, and Aab,

Turkey Oak, Limes, some of the most showy sorts of

Salix, Variegated and Purple Sycamore, and in the most

sheltered places Acacias, Deciduous Cypress, Ailanthus

glandulosus, Purple-leaved Elm, fyrus Pollveria, &c.

;

and for clumps such plants as Lilacs, Snowballs, Double

Whin (Furze), common Rhododendrons, Honeysuckle,

Pyrus japonica, red and white, Halesia tetrapter»j

Syringas, Viburnums, Spiraeas, Mezereons, &c. Now,

I am quite aware of the difficulty of getting trees to

grow in emoky atmospheres, and also in public places

to prevent flowering trees and shrubs from being cut or

broken by mischievous people ; but nothing has *

greater tendency to civilize, as it were, such persons

than cultivating or beholding the beauties of nature in

the forms of fine trees and beautiful flowers. I» "*e

yourself, trust that the Government will in future p*y

some attention to this important and long-neglected

subject ; the cost would be trifling, the advantage gre*1

and lasting. William Barratt, St. John'* Nivrsei-y, Vfow

field.

Cloacine.—In reply to your leading article on thi*

subject, I beg to acquaint you that I have for several yeaf8

practised emptying cloacine from the vaults early *

winter into the alleys between Asparagus beds, *J
from thence after being mixed with the earth ft*

moved with the spring dressing on to the beds. I^
water several times during the season from a tank (

lDW

which the water-closets empty themselves). Asp^8
*

guo and other vegetables are thus increased in ®z '

without injury to their quality or flavour. W. & fl>"^

Under certain circumstances many kitchen garde

" stuffs" may be affected by strong manures, for instant'

Asparagus, Seakale, &c, when forced on dung, part**

more or less of its flavour. Potatoes, as all know, wfce*5
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grown in rich manured and undrained soils, are very

inferior in quality to those grown in poor and dry

situations, and so with many other things. Our cloudy

sky and damp atmosphere may also be an argument

against the use of large doses of manure, yet from some
experience and observation I believe that the rankness

and tendency to disease in vegetation generally—by
repeated applications of liquid manures—may be so

modified if not destroyed by due attention to thorough
drainage, by mixtures of charred materials to secure

healthful action of the soil, and by giving full expansion
to the foliage as to increase the produce of the ground
to almost an incalculable extent. O. M iEwen.

Growth of Pinuses at Esher Place, Surrey.—
March
1849.

January
1856.

Total
growth.

Rate
per
Year.

Cedrus Deodara
Cryptomeria japonica
Larix pendula
Pinus Coulteri

Ft. In.

7 4
2 4
6 5
6 2

Ft. In.

17 6
15 8
14 11

23 5

Ft.

10
13
9
17

In.i

2
4
6
3

Ft. In.

1 5
1 11
1 4
2 5

May
1854.

January
1856.

Araucaria imbricata
Pinus Devoniana

„ Pinsapo
„ Pyrenaica

Taxodium sempervirens ...

Ft. In.

6 7
4 11

8 2
6 8
13 5

Ft. In.

8 11
7 4
11 3

9 5
14 5

Ft.

2
2
3
3
1

In.

4
5
1

9

Ft. In.

1 2

1 2
1 6
1 10

6

— W. W.Spicer.

Cucumber Disease.—Your correspondent (see p. 24)
seems to think that wherever there is disease under
glass there must have been neglect. Now, without
questioning the writer's experience and ability as a
skilful grower, there are doubtless many gardeners
who, like myself, believe that there are other causes
besides neglect which engender disease, though they
may not be susceptible of satisfactory explanation or
easily understood, even after careful investigation.

Are not our best Cucumber growers troubled some-
times by disease even with the best means of

preventing it, if that were possible, at command ?

For instance, last February I planted 1 healthy plants
of Walker's Improved Manchester from five years old I

shape, and is the clove or bud of the spice plant itself,

had been carried on, I might have remedied the evil by
potting them afresh, and cutting back the branches, but
I did not discover it until I had occasion to throw some
of them away. Now for the Hollyhocks. The seeds
had been obtained from London, and were sown late in

September or early in October in pots placed in a pit,

which must inevitably be heated by a flue, in order to
exclude frost. The walls of the pit are high, so that no
amount of covering on the glass would keep the plants
secure without the aid of fire-heat, as the frost would
penetrate the wall (4-inch brickwork). There were two
rough leaves on each plant when I took possession (I did
not remove them, well knowing that they were sown
months too late, and if placed under the most auspicious
circumstances would not stand over the winter. Indepen-
dent of this, the pit is badly constructed, the wallsbeing high
enough to admit of a path all round the inside. I have fre-

quently not been able to uncover this pit (if I except
the back, which I tilted on all available occasions, placing

bunting over the openings to exclude frost and winds,
the plants being contiguous to the glass), during the
space of 12 days or a fortnight. The mats being frozen
to the woodwork and covered with snow, I was aware
at those times that some things must have been suffering,

but I could not administer to their wants, and I con-

cluded that I had better lose a few plants than the

whole ; the means of having access to the inside would
have obviated this anxiety and mortification. Wintering
plants in this district (the north of Durham) is very
precarious, where frost and snow are so intense and of

long duration. What necessity is there for sowing
Hollyhock seed in a pit where fire-heat is unavoidable,
and in October too? It was stated a few years ago that
" gardening had got to its climax f surely such a state-

ment must have been wrong when such innovations on
common practice are coming to light. It would have
been better to have said (if we take the above mode of

treatment as a standard) that gardening is retrograding

instead of advancing. J. B.
Retrospective Criticism.—The article on the Clou de

Oirofle (p. 7) is a confusion of terms. Girofle or Garo-
falo, Garofano, &c, are corruptions of Caryophyllus,

the name of the spice, applied secondarily to various

Dianthi, &c, as having the same perfume. The Clou

chiodo, or clavus, is the nail head, so called from its

seed in a properly prepared bed in a large Cucumber-
house. They progressed satisfactorily, with the ex-
ception of one plant, and bore abundance of fine fruit

up to the middle of November ; the plant which failed

flourished with the others until the fruit was 7 or
8 inches in length, they then began to turn up at the
ends, exude a glutinous juice or gum from several

places, both on the fruit and plant, the parts affected

turning black, and the leaves exhibited yellow spots.

Now, this plant received exactly the same treatment as

the others up to the time when disease manifested
itself. Surely this, therefore, could not be attributed to

neglect. Perhaps some of our most experienced growers
will kindly answer the following questions :—Have they
ever been troubled with the Cucumber disease, and do
they attribute it to mismanagement 1 Also, what is the

best method of counteracting it when it does break out ?

T. R.t Thetford, Norfolk.

Ailanthus glandulosus.—Your remarks respecting

this being introduced here in 1751 from the north ot

China, have induced me to inform you that the original,

together with many other giant exotics for which this

place was early famed, have been cut down, owing to

the great amount of shade they produced too near the

mansion. Suckers of the Ailanthus spring up here in

all directions, making 6 or 8 feet shoots the first season,

where the soil has been moved to any depth. Our
largest tree now girths (some feet from the ground)
3 feet 6 inches, while its height is upwards of 50 feet.

The soil is a light sandy loam, and in the lower grounds
the air is humid, having ponds there many acres in

extent, and springs within a few feet of the surface,

where the Ailanthus grows fast Young plants on the
hills suffer from the effects of winter, more or less, the
first three or four years, unless they are sheltered or
have a few leaves thinned out from the summer shoots
in August to check late and excessive growth. This
care is not required in the valley where they grow like

weeds. H. Bowers, Busbridge, Qodaiming.

Treatment of Bedding Plants.—Will you favour me
with a few comments on the following case. I took
possession of this place, (as gardener) about the middle
of November last. A great many of the bedding plants
were either dead or in a dying state. I should (had I

acted prudently) have thrown them away at the time,

had it not been that other work of a more pressing nature
took my attention from the matter. It happened a
few days ago that my master and mistress inspected
the pit in which they are in (this, and two frames, 2
and 3 lights respectively, is all the glass I possess),

and said " that they feared all the Verbenas were dead ;

also that the seedling Hollyhocks looked badly." Now
with regard to the Verbenas, there were not more than
30 cuttings ''put in," seemingly late in October,
none of which struck root ; to make amends for this

neglect, the rooted branches had been hacked off the
old plants, and the roots crammed into small pots with
some soil pressed upon them. The branches were
neither reduced nor cut back to compensate for the loss

of roots, &c. ; some old plants shared a similar fate, for
the ostensible purpose (it would appear) of making a
display for a few weeks, afterwards to wither and die.

Had I suspected at the time that this injudicious system

and only added to Caryophyllus, &c, as one may speak

of a clove of Garlic or any other knob-shaped vege-

table. 2. The Lupine (p. 8), cultivated in the south of

Europe, is not our Lupinus albus, but L.Thermis. [We
believe the seeds were certainly those of L. albus.

Some are of opinion that L. albus and L. Thermis are

not specifically distinct] 3. What Oaks did your cor-

respondent find in Brazil ? (p. 5.) [It was stated that we
could not correct M. Pinel's names.] 4. I once had
Chinese Dodder (p. 6) ; it tied all the plants in the

greenhouse together, and was a good riddance. S.

Pipe Flues.—I have a hot-house in my grounds
which I cannot get heated because of the unseemliness

of the smoke ascending in front of my house, as well as works of foreign authors,

being somewhat annoying to my neighbours. To obviate

this 1 propose conducting the smoke from the hot-house

by 6 or 8 inch clay pipes similar to drain tiles under-

ground, a distance of about 70 yards, to a point where
it could escape without any annoyance. There is a

slight elevation the whole way. Now what I should

like to know is whether such a scheme is practicable ;

that is, will the flue work by being led so far under-

ground ? Perhaps you may know if such a plan

has been adopted about the neighbourhood of London.

W. Af. [Can any one answer this question ?]

Rain at Alverton for Five Tears.—

the work, so far as it is completed. The reader will

here find a minute and very perspicuous account of the
laws of attraction and repulsion, of the distribution of
electricity, of magnetic phenomena, of magnetism and
electric currents, electro-dynamics, induction, the pro-
pagation of electricity, of its calorific, luminous, che-
mical, and physiological effects. The fifth part treats

of the sources of electricity, viz., heat, mechanical
action, and chemical action. Some idea may be formed
of the fullness with which these topics are treated,

from the fact that the fourth and fifth parts, on the
transmission and sources of electricity, alone occupy
nearly the whole of the second volume, consisting of

more than 900 pages.

The 6th and 7 th Parts, which are not yet published,
will be devoted to an examination of the relations of
electricity to natural phenomena, and to an explanation
of its practical applications either to the art of healing
or to the chemical or mechanical arts. Although the
author goes into great detail, and explains and examines
the theories which have from time to time proceeded
from those who like himself have made these matters
the object of their especial study, he has, by transferring

to supplemental notes at the end of each volume all

abstruse mathematical calculations, adapted his work
to the wants of non-mathematical inquirers. At the

end of each chapter the reader will find a full

list of the principal works relating to the matters treated

upon in it, and the text is throughout amply illustrated

by wood engravings. In short, no effort has apparently

been spared either by the author or the publisher to

render the work in every way complete. In the

chapter on the physiological effects of electricity an
account will be found of the experiments made with

regard to vegetation by Giulio on Mimosa sensitiva,

M. pudica, M. asperata, and Hedysarum gyrans, and
by MM. Dutrochet and Becquerel on Chara. From
these it appears that there are notable differences

between the action of heat and of electricity, in respect

to the manner in which their action is exerted, and that

electricity acts in a way peculiar to itself. The physio-

logical effects of electricity on vegetation have however
been but little studied and our knowledge on this

head is very limited ; so far as they are known they

appear to be of scarcely any importance. So that

the vegetable physiologist may, for the present at least,

as we have often asserted, disregard electrical action in

considering the nature of the vital forces which he has

to study. Moreover, the nonsense talked about elec-

trical agriculture some years ago may be finally re-

garded as wholly undeserving further discussion.

Upon the whole the translation seems to be well

executed ; but we must venture to remind Mr. Walker
that the French word ncrud is not equivalent to the

English word knot, nor foliole to follicle ; nceud is the

joint of a plant, and foliole a leaflet.

There is no index at present ; but we hope that when
the work is completed its valuable contents will be
made more accessible than they usually are in the

1851 i 1952 1853
j
1854 1855

First Quarter
Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Fourth Quarter

18.85
;
11.32

6.50 ' 10.93

7.95 ! 10.79

11.38
|

25.01

9 79

9.10

9.73

14.30

9.94

7.94

4.36

10.S8

8.48

9.69

6.00

10.54

Annual Total 44.68! 58.05 42.92 33.12 34.71

The fall appears to have been little more than three-

fourths of the average quantity that falls here, and the

very low state of the springs is confirmatory of the defi-

ciency. My guage is on the ground. W. M. Truro.

Notices of Books.

A Treatise on Electricity in Theory and Practice. By
A. De la Rive. Vols I. and II., 8vo. Longmans.
(Translated by C. V. Walker, F.R.S.)

This elaborate work will when finished, for there is

yet a volume to come, exhibit in a systematic form the

present state of knowledge on the subjects of which it

treats in electricity, magnetism, and their application.

With the exception of the well-known treatise by M.
Becquerel, there is not we believe any work of similar

pretensions, although the incredible advance made in

our knowledge of these subjects of late years has
rendered a complete and systematic view of them almost
indispensable to the student of natural philosophy. In
the two volumes now before us the author has com-
pleted the theoretical part of his subject, which he has

divided into five parts. The first part is introductory,

containing those preliminary notions which are necessary

to the study of electricity and also a description of such

apparatus and instruments as are essential for the

same purpose. In the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th parts we
have an exposition of the laws of electricity and of mag-

netism. This naturally occupies the greater portion of

Garden Memoranda.
Cliveden, near Windsor, one of the Seats of His

Grace the Duke of Sutherland.—In a former article

we alluded to some of the alterations which had been

made by the noble possessor of this fine place. The
handsome mansion in the Italian style, ttien in course

of erection, is now completed. It is approached on

the north side by a straight carriage drive, 460 yards

in length, and 40 feet in width, the broad grassy

margins on either side sloping abruptly to the road.

There is also a private drive to the house of a winding

character, on each side of which are planted here

and there fine masses of American plants, chiefly

Rhododendrons which when in bloom produce a mag-

nificent display. On the south side of the house

immediately along its base is a fine terrace walk

about 360 feet in length, and 26 feet in width,

from which an extensive view of the surrounding

country and of the windings of the Thames, which

sweeps past on the west side of the mansion,

can be obtained. Flights of steps lead from

this elevated position to a walk 18 feet wide below the

terrace just mentioned, whose wall is 25 feet high and

richly ornamented with Magnolias, Roses and Climbers.

To the south of this is open lawn in the shape of a fine

piece of table land on the top of a hill which rises

suddenly from the Thames to a height of nearly

300 feet. This noble piece of Grass has recently been

greatly altered in form. A broad green terrace

walk has been made a.l round it and a little inwards

from the base of the sloping banks of this delightful

promenade is a series of triangular beds, which

form a border all round and which, when full

of flowers, must have an excellent effect, both

from the different terraces and the windows of

the mansion. It need scarcely be added that these

raised walks, Jsloping banks, and flowery borders are

all in good keeping with the style of the mansion, and

that the floral design is on a scale commensurate with

the different objects with which it is associated.

The beds, which are formed round grassy centres,

are edged on the outside with Privet and Spruce Fir in

the shape of a close hedge some 9 inches in height. The
outlines are thus well defined, and the whole design is

rendered conspicuous even when viewed from a dis-

tance. The steep bank between this elevated Italian

garden as it may be termed and the river is thickly

covered in with Yew and other trees, among which
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quid woouiauu walks wind in all directions, and iorni

agreeable retreats in summer.
Under the noble terrace close to the house above

alluded to are the Orangeries, which contain some mag-
nificent trees in excellent health. A few of the largest

of these measure as much as 1 feet through the head,
and have stems quite 2 feet in circumference. These
trees are taken out of their hybernatory in the be-
ginning of summer, and placed so as to form a beautiful

avenue on the lower terrace walk.

On the east side of the house is a small flower garden,
the beds in which are mostly Pear-shaped, and are at

present planted with bulbs, Pausies, Forget-me-Nots,
and other spring flowers, among which not the least

interesting was stated to be the Forget-me-Nots, both
blue and white, which apart from the associations con-
nected with them, are reported to make extremely
showy and effective beds. On one side of this little

garden are the conservatories, which are at present gay
with Camellias, Azaleas, Luculias, and spring Heaths
and Epacrises. From the roof were suspended baskets
of Chinese Primulas and other things now in flower, sur-

rounded by plants of a drooping character. These fill up
gaps where the ordinary conservatory plants could not
jbe placed, and serve in an eminent degree to vary and
ornament a house which we need scarcely say should be
Jcept as gay as possible at all seasons, and which without
some contrivance of this kind is not always easy to

accomplish. We also remarked in one of the passages
here some ornamental screens covered with Ivy, planted
in zinc trays or troughs, which are enclosed in hand-
some china boxes, made by Minton. These boxes are
.kept continually full of flowering plants, whose pots fit

into sockets made to receive them, the whole being con-

.cealed from view by a covering of Moss, and arranged
in this manner quantities of them are employed in the
dining and other rooms of the mansion with excellent

effect. Behind the conservatory some important altera-

tions are bein^ carried on, among which a large Vinery
which had fallen int > bad repair is being renewed. Against
the south wall of a small square kitchen garden cou-
tiguousto this spot is along range of narrow forcing houses
chiefly filled with Peach trees and Vines. These we
understand are,however, soon to be taken down, and Mr.
Fleming's (of Trentham) contrivance for covering walls

with glass put up in their place. A portion of this wall

indeed is already faced with this description of house,
which has an upright glass front about as high as that of

the wa 1 opposite which it stands, and it is closed in at the

top by a slightly raised span-roof, one-half of the lights

of which are made to move up and down for the pur-
pose of admitting air. These sashes, as well as the

i upright front ones, are made to move all at one time by
means of a clever mechanical contrivance made for the
purpose, and thus little or much air can be given as
may be desirable, and with the greatest possible facility.

The width of this case is 5 feet, and in front, immedi-
ately inside the glass, is a trellis of the same height, on
"which Peaches are trained ; while, at convenient dis-

tances apart, Vines have been planted which, after

running up the front, are carried over the pathway
in the form of an arch, and have their points

trained down the back wall. The latter in the

present instance is wholly devoted to Peach trees, whicli

looked in excellent condit ; on, and it is stated that they
produce fruit in abundance, and that the five feet trellis

io front which is also well covered with young Peach
trees does not shade the back wall in the least. By this

arrangement therefore the most is made both of the
front and back of the house, while under ordinary
circumstances the latter part, we need not say, is so

. shaded as to be of comparatively little value. Lettuces
and other early vegetables might with advantage
he produced in the borders of a house of tins

description, and as the front can be entirely

removed should that be required, all operations con-
-nected with renewing the soil, planting, &c, can be
conducted with co nforf. Experience so far is entirely

in favour of this kind of house, which when well heated
with hot water as this is, promises to effect a!l it was
ever intended it sh u'd do and even more.
The early Peach house is at present in full bloom,

and the first Vinery is also just coming into b'ossom.

On the back walls are Figs, which are reported annual y
to ripen excellent crops, with the exception perhaps of

the White Brunswick, which is stated to be scarcely so
fruitful aa Lee's Perpetual. On the floors of nearly all

the cooler houses were great quantities of Scarlet Gera-
niums laid in thickly in leaf-mould, and when kept dry
t ley winter well in this way, but when they happen to

unavoidably get wet they become yellow and sickly.

Strawberries are also grown in the early houses. Cut-
hdl's Black Prince is the sort preferred for the first

crop, and already many plants ot it are in full bloom.
In a pit were Raspberries and Cherries in pots
beginning to push, as were also Roses, Laburnums, and
oher plants put in to force. Potatoes, Radishes,and Aspa-
ragus are also brought in here under glass. French
Beans, Melons, and Cucumbers are likewise grown ex-
tensively. The last have just been planted out.

Turf pits have been found extremely useful here as
elsewhere for many purposes, and amongst others for
wintering bedding plants in. We noticed one filled

with young Calceolarias pricked out, and thus the use of
pots is dispensed with. These and other plants are
said to winter well in this way, and in places like Clive-
den, where great quantities of such things are wanted,
such contrivances are absolutely necessary. Thev also

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—In pruning and training the

climbers in this and other houses, some regard must
be paid to the time when it is desirable the plants

should bloom. Thus with stove climbers not required
to flower before autumn, pruning may be deferred for

some time yet ; but for earlier display it should be done
at once. Passion flowers, Bignonias, and similar plants,

which make long annual shoots, should only have their

branches thinned and slightly shortened, while others,

as CombretumSj for instance, may be spurred in. Much
depends upon the space allowed for their growth.
Kennedyas will now be showing bloom, and what
training they require should be done at once ; but
the pruning of these should not take place till

after they have done flowering. Where Orange trees

are grown to decorate the flower garden in summer,
care should be taken to prevent their beginning to push
previous to their removal to the open air, and this more
especially if the trees are wintered in a dark roofed
house. Where such happens the young leaves have
always a thin flabby appearance, and soon turn brown
after the plants have been set-out of doors ; whereas,
if growth is prevented till the trees are in the
open air, the foliage will bear any amount of

sunshine and still look green and healthy.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Little can be done here at present beyond what was

recommended last week. Those who are fortunate
enough to have the command of a gravel pit should get

a good supply of this provided whenever the weather is

favourable for that kind of work. Let everything in the
shape of in-door operations which can be done now to

save time in spring be attended to. See to having plenty
of soil prepared for striking cuttings in, as also for

potting off, and have plenty of draining materials pre-
pared and sorted out in sizes. Where the stock of
bedding out plants is short, the strongest stove plants
should be selected and placed in a moist growing tem-
perature, keeping them as near the glass as possible in

order to secure strong growth and obtain good cuttings.

If the plants are well rooted, it will be advisable soon to

give them a shift, using rich soil ; for it is of great im-
portance to obtain strong cuttings, as they are not half
the time becoming established plants as when weakly
dwindling shoots have to be used for that purpose.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Vineries.—Discontinue syringing Vines that are show-

ing fruit ; but secure sufficient moisture in the atmo-
phere by frequently sprinkling the passages, &c. Be
satisfied with as low a temperature at night as will be
safe under the present condition of the Vines, but take
advautage of sunshine to raise it considerably in the day-
time, and be cautious how cold air is admitted where
the Vines are in leaf. As the Grapes are cleared
from late houses, prune and wash the Vines with soft

soap, and a little soot and lime, also thoroughly clean
the woodwork, glass, &c, and have everything clean and
ready for next campaign. Peach House.—Discontinue
syringing where the blossoms are beginning to open, but
secure a nice, moist, healthy state of the atmosphere by
sprinkling the passages, &c, as may be necessary, but
avoid anything like dampness while the trees are in
bloom. Maintain a steady night temperature of 50° to
55° while the trees are in flower. Take every possible
opportunity of admitting fresh air, and where the
external air can be made to pass over the heating
apparatus, so as to get warmed before coming in contact
with the plants, a gentle circulation should be constantly
kept up until the iruit is fairly set. Avoid the admis-
sion ot currents of dry cold air, however, which would
be most injurious to the trees. Figs.—See that trees
planted out are properly moist at the roots, and also keep
those in pots and tubs carefully supplied with water, for
any excess as respects the presence or absence of mois-
ture at the root is very dangerous after the appearance
of the fruit, and is the frequent cause of its dropping off.

Maintain a moist atmosphere, and if necessary to water
the border, use tepid water, giving enough to nicely
moisten the whole of the soil. Let the temperature
range from 50° or 55° at night to 60° or 65° by day,
giving air whenever it can be done with perfect safety.

HARDY FRUIT and KITCHEN GARDEN.
Where orchard trees are infested with insects or

Moss, the bark should be well scraped with a blunt
tool to remove as many of the larvae of the insects as
possible, after which the parts should receive a coat of
the following composition, viz, hot lime and soot in
equal quantities, mixed with cow's urine until it attains

the consistency of thick paint. This composition should
be well rubbed into the crevices of the bark, in order to
make sure of its reaching every hiding place of the
enemy, and if a little cow manure was worked up in the
composition, it would be useful in causing it to adhere
better. It is a tedious process to properly cover lar<»e

old trees with this, but its effect in clearing them of
insects will repay the trouble, and an occasional coat
to young trees will be useful ha keeping them clear. Where
early sown Peas are likely to be a failure, a quantity
should be sown in strips of turf, and raised in a gentle
heat, to be hardened off and planted out towards the end
of next month. Also make a successional sowing of an
early variety on a warm border as soon as the state of

the weather permits. Sangster's No. I. is the earliest

an

quality, as Champion of England, should be made m
order to have these in as early as possible.

COTTAGERS' GARDENS.
Plant Horseradish, Jerusalem Artichokes, Seakale
d Rhubarb. The Artichokes will do in any waste

corner, or as a boundary screen to protect tender
things. Make cuttings of choice Gooseberries and
Currants, also Honeysuckles, in the same manner, and

Irish Ivy for covering naked buildings. Lose no time

in planting a good breadth ofPotatoes, especially Kidneys;
if the first sprout is lost from these they are of little use.

If planted in well managed beds, Drumhead or other

Cabbages may be planted in the alleys, and will come
in very serviceable for the cow. Get some ground
trenched for Parsnips. Make a slope and sow a little

Horn Carrots ; throw a little Radish or Brown Cos

Lettuce amongst them. Run the hoe through Cabbages

and soil them up a little.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON.
For the week ending Jan. 24, l-v><"., »• observed at the Horticultural Garden.

1 « 1

|

TiariiiTUBi.
'^'^

1*
S

11

Baiomitii. 1

Wind ?Jan. Ol the Air. Of the Karth

Max. Min. Max. Min.

38

Mean 1 toot 2 test

deep. deep.

'-

Kridny 1* 29.461 29.4:7 51 44.5 42 40* B.W.
Sarur. 19 12 29.250 29,192 51 44 4/ .3 43 41 s.w. .10

Sunday 20 13 39.103 29.034 50 42 46.0 41 42 s. if,

Mon.. 21 14 29.071 29.026 51 37 44.1' 45 43 s.w. a
Tue». 22 O 29.515 19.296 42 87 39.3 44 43 N.E. n
Wed. :3 IK 29.344 89.428 54 45 495 45 43* S.w. ji
Thurs. 24 17 2&9M 28.923 52 3'J 45.5 47 41 S.W. .13

Arerns-e . 29.24S 29.159 50.1 1 4C.3 45.2 44.3 42.4 &
Jau. Is- Mixhr ram ; rain ^ith brisk wind; cloudy and line.
— 19— Haiti; heavy cloud*; fine at nivht.— 2u—Heavy clouds; slight ram; cloudy.— 21—Fogjor ; overcast and mild ; heavy rain at night.— 22— i 'ensrly clouded ; rain at ni*ut.— S3—Low clouds from S.W., bright sun at intervals; boisterous,

w it ti rain at night.— 24—Densely clouded and boisterous; vivid lightning at night.
Mean temperature of the week 8 deg. above the average.

RECORD OP THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During toe last 30 years, for tne eonuing week, ending *eb. 2,lHt"f>.

9e * 5s- 0. No. of
Jan.

* - -
*

—

•
- * 5 Years in

and ireb. ;Ih which it

Rained.

Suuday 27 435 32.1 37> If
Mon. :> 44.6 31.o $&ft) 16
lues. 89 45 3 31.8 3^.o U
Wed. 3i > 41.0 317 S7.8 13
Thura. 31 44.1 31.6 37.8 14
Friuay 1 43.0 31.6 3,\2 13
Satur 2 43.3 ( »7 I7.« 12

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0.43 in.

n.17

0.32
0.38

0.38

0.5U
O.75

Prevailing Wind*.

2
2
4

2
3
5 6

i 6

4

4

4

8
5

r
4

1-

<V1
:

• Ix.

12
2- — 12

-I > 2 9 *
3 3 3 8
I

1

4

t
2
3

9

3
2

4-

1

1

7 2J4

7 «l»

6<i

Tbe highest temperature during the above period ocruved on
1^5.—therm. 57 deg. ; and the lowest on tbe itf.lSiil—therm. 13 de&.

the lit,

answer for keeping Strawberries in, and Violets are variety we know of. Likewise get in some early Mazagan
*aid to flower freely in them.

| B9mh and * ^^^ of ^me Tariety of Pea of g

*
oJ

Notices to Correspondents,
Books: Janus. G. Lindley's Guide to the Orchard has never yet

been excelled lor sound useful truly practical information con-

cerning the best of our standard fruits. If you merely seek

for novelties you must search elsewhere.

Flues : W Af. What we should fear in a pipe flue 70 yards long

carried almost horizontally is that it would not draw in cold

weather unless you had at the extremity some means ofsettingup

a draught, such as kindling a fire there. We have no experience

of such a plan; and therefore insert your inquiry in another

column, in the hope that something satisfactory may be com-

municated by others.

Foreign Prodigies; Truro. We have lately adverted to this

adventurer on several occasions (see pp. 22 and 24). Of course

you don't believe one syllable of the man's statements.

Heating: A Sub. Use a 4-inch iron pipe and hot water. It is

much better thau a flue for propagation, though not so unex-

pensive ; and it is more easily managed than troughs. If,

however, you like to try the experiment you may employ
Rendle's tank by adapting a small boiler to a wooden trough

furnished with a movable lid.

Insects: WW. The little beetles are Ptinus hololeucus. Tbe
species was imported some years ago from Russia in a cargo of

dried hides. We should be glad if you could ascertain upon

what the larvae feed. If.

Mealy Bug: Reader. Continual brushing, sponging, and wash-

ing with a mixture of tobacco-water and soft soap is perhaps

the best mode of getting rid of this pest. For Peach trees try

hot water, varying in temperature from 150° to 160u .{

Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never hate

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply*

should bear in mind that, before applying to us lor assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information-

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. AH we

can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now

requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be

sent us at one time.

—

P?d3. It seems to be the ''Key" fruit of

some variety of the Common Sycamore ; but we cannot raatcb

it in our herbarium. We will take care of the Keys, in tbe

hope that you will send us leaves next July when they are

foil-grown,

—

Arthur. Why should not a genus be named after

a poor gardener as well as a rich gentleman ? We cannot admit

the justice of your criticism. Assuredly Linnaus, who was

sparing enough of compliments, would not have agreed witn

you.—R H Pape. The mere flowers of the Calantlie will no^

enable us to answer your inquiry: but we believe them tfr

belong to Masuca; if the leaves are hairy on the under aide it

will be purpurea. Oncidium suave.

—

Exoniensis. Apparently

Myrica quercifolia. There was only one leaf.

Names of Fruits: SB. Your Pear is certainly not the Low*
Bonne (of Jersey). It resembles the Rouse Lench.J

Pinuses : Z. The following may possibly answer your purpose*

viz, P. tenuifolia, filifolia, oocarpa, leiophylla, Orizab^

Teocote, Ayacahuite, Abies Hrunoniana, religiosa, and Juni-

perus bermudiana and thurifera.

Rhododendrons: L L L. The best substitute for peat is a mix-

ture of loam, silver sand, leaf mould, and cowdung, the two

latter thoroughly rotted down ; about equal parts of each. I*u

we fear you will have no success with these plants upon cal-

careous soil. .

Vim : Cotswold. You should not have planted Oldaker's S«-

Peter in such company. The rest are right. Exchange 1

for the Cannon Hall Muscat, or the Black Damascus.—C H. l

you renew your Vine border now, and plant again in we

prepared loam, &c, to do your Vines justice, you must no*

take a crop from them this year.J . 4h.

Xanthorh<ea hastilis: J B. This flowered at Kew in tne

spring of 1853, and is figured in the Botanical Magazine,

t.4722. We have not heard of its blooming elsewhere.

* As usual, many communications have been received too la

and others are detained till the necesaary inquiries can be m*~*

We must aI>o beg the indulgence of those correspondents, J*

insertion of|whose contributions is still delayed.

• •
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PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-

phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Sugar Scum, and every
description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.

Wm. Incus Cause, 10. Mark Lane, London.

PERUVIAN GUANO.—As Agents of the Peruvian
Government for the Importation and Sale of this valuable

MANURE, we think it right, for the protection of consumers and
respectable dealers, to apprise them that the adulteration of the
article is still extensively practised, and to recommend them to
apply either to ourselves; to our agents, Messrs. Gibbs, Bright,
& Co., of Liverpool and Bristol ; or to dealers of established
character, in whose honesty and fair dealing they can place
implicit confidence.

—

Antony Gibbs & Sons.

THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure.

71. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.; Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 6^.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures. ^^
THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY'S NITRO-

PHOSPHATE OR WHEAT MANURE FOR AUTUMN
SOWING.—This Manure, composed of blood, animal matter,
and dissolved bones with silicates, is most strongly recommended
to the notice of Agriculturists. It contains from 7 to 8 per cent,
of nitrogen, in a form yielding ammonia by slow decomposition,
and is therefore particularly adapted for Wheat. The quantity
required is 2 to 3 cwt. per acre drilled in with the seed. Price,
per ton, 71. 10s. in London.
PERUVIAN GUANO, FISHERY SALT, and every otherMANURE on best terms, strictly warranted.
40, Bridge Street, Bhickfriars. E. Purser, Sec.

THE PATENT SANITARY MANURE COM-
PANY'S NITRO-BIPHOSPIIATE, or BLOOD MA-

NURE.—Price delivered in London :—For Corn or Hops, 71. 10s.
per ton; for Roots and Graas, 6/. 10s. per ton, bags included.
1350 lbs. Blood in each ton, and a large per centage of Phosphates.
Use from 2 cwt. to 3 cwt. per acre. For local and all further in-
formation apply to the Offices, 21, Cullum Street, City, London.

TURNIP AND CORN SOWING.
BONE MANURE (either half-inch or dust),

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, SULPHURIC ACID,&c—These valuable and genuine Manures may be had in any
quantity, of Jared Terrett Hunt, Lambeth Wharf, Upper
Fore Street, Lambeth, London, delivered to any Wharf or Rail-
way Station in London, in sacks or otherwise.

J. T. H. earnestly recommends to the attention of the nobility
and gentry his PULVERISED BONE-DUST for the reno-
vation ot Lawns, Meadows, Parks, &c.

Also, his PREPARED BONES, for the dressing of Vine Roots
Asparagus P.eds. Fruit Trees, &c.

'

w PROVED LIQUID
with Ball Valve, fitted with
1J inch Brass Union for
attaching flexible suction,
with strong wrought iron
Straps for screwing on to
any ordinary Water-butt or
Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
505.

li-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,
3s. 6J. per foot.

M
FIRST PRIZE REAPING MACHINE.

NOTICE.

1* Gutta Percha Suction,
Is. 6d. per foot. _

\\JARN ErVS~PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMP8, for the nse of Farms, Cot-
tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet

Diameter Length
of Barrel . of Barrel. £n in. short 1 ft. 7 in. /Fitted for lead, 1 1

„ gutta percha,2£

3

34
4

2i

long

»>

M
II

It

3

ditto 3
ditto 3
ditto 3

»»

!»

»»

??

3

6
6
6

ft

tt

ft

1

2
2

3

*. d.

10
14

8
12

3

or cast iron
flanged pipe,
as required. .

short, with 15 feet of L*ad Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

ans
Garden

MANURE S~ " '

TTODGSON and SIMPSON, Wakefield, and
*-- MAI THEWS and CO, Manufacturing Agricultural
Chemists, Driffield, manufacture the following Manures*—
SIMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-
dressing for Wheat, Barley, and Oats.

SIMPSONS NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoes.
and other bulbous root crops. Price SI. per ton.

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.
The above have been successfully tested for eight years bv the

leading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties
and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with themost beneficial results.
Testimonials and other particulars forwarded bv post on appli-

cation. g%» Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any. 71. per ton

A RT1F1C1AL MAN UREST&c.—Ma^facrure^aTnd
-t-*- others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may
obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G S &crnncipal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington'
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime'
Coprohtes, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals'
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying
will nnd ample facility and accommodation at the College.

QWNERS OF SETTLED ESTATES and OTHERS\S desirous of availing themselves of the various recent 4cts
cf Parliament, by which they may charge their Estates withmoney expended in the Improvement, Conversion, and Reclama-
tion of Land, by Drainage, Irrigation, Embanking, Inclosinirmaking Farm-roads Clearing, the erection of Farm-buildings
and Machinery, Planting and other Agricultural Improvements
are respectfully informed that Messrs. Hrwitt Davis & FaucisV ioers undertake to advise and furnish Plans and Estimates
and it required, will contract to do the works, and dispose of theLent charges.—3, Frederick'^J^a^J^Jewry^London.

DRAINING BY STEAM POWER^
JOHN FOWLER is prepared to undertake Contracts

Y for DRAINING LAND by his PATENT STEAM PLOUGH ,

at pnees varying, according to depth and distance, from 31. to 5/. 10*
'

per acre inclusive of tiles, main drains, and all other expenses.
Contracts executed with great rapidity, and tiles manufactured
cn the spot, where suitable clay exists.—Temple Gate Bristol

I

The short barrel Pump is verv convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses: they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

r>, . . m M^y be obtained of any Ironmonger or

EZ£Lm T°M
n or

f
C™ntry. »* the above prices, or of thePatentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER a\nd SONS,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery tor Raising Water by meof W heels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Gar

4^gines,_&c.jftc
L:-Engravings sent on application

QAT-CUUSHING and BEAN-SPL1TT^ (Turner's No. 5).

This Mill is recommended to % W^W I

lhe use of every person keeping
a Horse, as superior for elli-

ciency, durability, and ease in

working to any manufactured.

Two bushels of crushed corn

afford more nourishment both

to ^old and young horses than

three bushels of uncrushed !

— ~— r ..~..—, ....v. |-... .... . > mi 1 r nic uiniiriin 11 ,11111

gentlemen whose orders they were obliged to decline for this
season on account of the manufacture not being fully arranged,
that the Royal Agricultural Society's First Prize of 301. was
awarded to them for M'Cormick's 'Reaper, with their patent
%**" P ,a ' fo™>. at the trial at Leigh Court, near Bristol, upon

1? m \! r
A"«nst '••* Amongst the competing machines were

I.eIl8,byCros!>kill: Forbush's, exhibited bv Mr. Palmer; and
Husseys with tilting platform, by Win. Dray & Co. The
reports of farmers who have worked the machines during this
present harvest, show that the average quantity of Wheat,
J.HiIey, and Oats which thev cut was from 1$ to lj acre per hour,
l wo horses work the machine with ease, and the 'only attendant
required is a man or a boy to drive. Further particulars and
prices sent free on application.-BnRGESS & Kky, 103, Newgate
fetreet

; and 52, Little Britain. London.

PAXTOV~WORKS, SHEFFIELD.QAYNOR and COOKE, Manufacturers of the cele-
*** brated Exhibition Prize PRUNING, BUDDING andGRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and PRUNING SCISSORS,55
I hese articles are Warranted to stand any kind of work and to
carry the keen edge of a razor without requiring to be sharpened
so frequently as is usually necessary to obtain that sharp edge
so requisite for the comfort and use of the practical gardener. The
blades are also warranted to wear through to the back. They
are used by all the eminent gardeners in England, Ireland, and
Scotland, and can he purchased of any Nurseryman or Seedsman
in the three kingdoms. Those who may not have used them are
respectfully solicited to give them a trial. The Great Exhibition
Prize Medal of 1*51, and the Prize Medal of the Horticultural
Society of Manchester, at their Show of 1854. was awarded to
Saynor & Cooke for their superiority of material and work-
mansh i p. Established 1788.

O LOSSOM of FRUIT TREES.—\VOHSTED~NET
*-* to effectually protect the blossom of wall fruit trees from
frost and blight, and the ripe fruit afterwards from wasps and
flies, Id. per square yard, in various widths. All kinds of garden,
Ashing, and sheep nets. made by machinery, and at verv low prices.—R. Richardson, 21, Toubridge Place, New Road, King's Cross,
London.

Price £5 15a. Bd.

Made and Sold by
E. R. & F.TURN ER, St. Peter's

Iron Works, Ipswich.

/ ^OLLEGEof AGRICULTURE andCHEMISTRY,
vy and ok PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

Lower Kennington Lane. Kennington, near London.
Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticularsmay he had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in
the country- a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chem istry during the nex t twelvemonth.

U and R. STIHZA KER, Nurserymen, Lancaster,
A -1 • have to offer from 500,000 to 600,000 TRA NSPLANTED
YOUNG TRKES: they are particularly healthy and of hardy
growth. Any one purchasing largely will be liberally dealt with.

per 1000—*. d.
Spruce Fir, 1 to 2 ft., from 12 6

r 10C0— s. d.

12 t;

»;#f*

c

pet
Alder, U to 2 feet ... from
Ash, common, 2 to (5 tt. „ 10 6

„ mountain, 2 to 4
feet

tteech, 14 to 3 ft. ... „
Birch, true weeping, li

to ° tt

Box edging, dwarf
Elm, W vch, 2 to 3 ft. „
„ English, 2 to 4 ft.

per 100 „
Larch Fir, H to 3 ft. „
Scotch do., native, 1 to

li ft 10 6

20

17

17
(i

15

15
10

6

6

6

-

tt

tt

tt

tt

Hasel,2fL
Hornbeam, 2 to 4 ft.

<>ak
f English, 2 to 4 ft.

Pine, Weymouth, 1* to
9 it

Poplar, Rlack Italian,

2 to 6 ft

Poplar, White Lom-
bard y, 2 to 6 ft. ..

Sycamore, 2 to 4 ft.

Willow, Norfolk, and
Huntingdon, 3 to 4 ft. „

Limes, fine, 3 to 5 ft.

20
17
20

6
o

10 6

25

ii

u 14

25
15

V EIR'S SPIRIT
DRAINING LEVEL.
Price 305.; Case, Is.

Requires no graduated staff

or computation. Any labourer
can use them.

WEIR'S PENDULUM
** WORKMAN'S LEVEL,

for use in the Drain. Price 15*.
Terms cash.

Illustrated Catalogues sent
post free.

\\

T
Edward Weir, 2, Fitzroy Terrace, and 16, Bath Place, New

Road, near Fifzroy Square. London

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London

mJiSZZJE, SEYME£ Es* M -P -. Chairman.
Sir Jonx V. Shelley, Bart., MP., Deputy-Chairman.

George T. Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P.
Sir William Cubitt, F.R.S.
Henry Currie, Esq.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

William Fisher Hobbs, Esq.
Edward J. Hutchins, Esq., M.P.
Bir Samuel Morton Peto, Bart
William Tite, Esq.. M.P.
William Wilshere, Esq.

x-}\ i Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-
litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
ef Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions ofProperty whe her held ,n fee, or under entail, mortgage/in trust
or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title neeessarv.
3. The Works may be designed and executed bv the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Companv's officers, or
lie may elect whether he will employ their staff. 'Equal faci-lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER CASE.

4 The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all case*,be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-tearlv
instalments. ' J 3

JSl
Th

4

e '!"? of mch char°e m*7 ** fixed b7 the Landowner,and extended to fifty years for Lajtd Improvements and
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*
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»
whereby the instalmentswin be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of thenroved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford, Sec.

J
TO FLORISTS AND OTHERS.

JONES, Iron Merchant, has always a great
.

* variety of CYLINDRICAL and SADDLE BOILERS in

ISf r.*
lso Fl,ean(1 Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns, Double Doors

£.
ram

4

es
' Furnace Grates, Soot Doors, Hot-water Pip«»s

f

Giant Asparagus roots, 16f. per 1000; Seakale mots, 3s. Bd.
per 100; flooeeberries and Currants, line, 12s. (id. to 15s. per 100.

Pears, Plums and Apple*, dwarf trained fine sorts, from 24*.
per dozen

; Peaches and Nectarines, 42s. per dozen.
A few tons of the true Fluke Kidney Potato, 3s. per bushel of

56 lbs; A-di-tnp Kidney Potatons. true. 5s. per bushel of 56 lbs.

TO THE T RA D E.
7ILLIAM E. RENDLE and CO. have several

Tons of the following Seeds to dispose of at the lowest
market prices.

LONG RED MANGEL WURZEL I YELLOW GLOBE do.
RED GLOBE do. | WHITE BELGIAN CARROT

ORANGE JELLY FRUIT.
Prices on application to William E. Resdle & Co., Seed

Merchants, Plymouth.
All neat and in the same condition as received from

the Grower*.

PRESENT PRICES OF FARM SEEDS. .

THE CHOPS of SWEDE TURNIP, MANGEL,
and other FARM SEEDS being fiood, prices are

much Imccr this season (at piesent) as iee Messrs. Sutton's
Priced List, which may be had, post free, on application,
Addressed Button & Bom*, Seed Growers and Merchants, Reading,
Berks. Early orders are requested and recommended.

and

\1

PARKES' STEEL OICCINC FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS
- -ESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'

Wholesale Agents for England, hare alwavs in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by

and it is just as it is readily di>solved that it is

useful. One cwt. of an easily soluble phosphate
^sr^^^ss^ Wharf' 6

'

B*nkside
' London

'
j

°f the^ F™ rAS^S«^~^^

<Tfte &grtniltttra l ©alette*

SATURDAY, JANUARY 26, 1856.

Mr. Grady, of the Superphosphate Compost
Company, and Mr. Summers, 3 Dorsetshire farmer,
differ as to the value of solub. > phosphate in a
superphosphate compost. It s> happens that a
very luminous and instructive dec ion of the dif-

ference between these gentlemen w^i given lately

in a lecture at Plymouth before {he West of

England Agricultural Society, by Professor Voelcker,
of the Agricultural College. And we may shortly

say that Professor Voelckrr agrees with Mr.
Summers, and decides against Mr. Grady.

It is plain that while the first thing determining
the value of a fertiliser is its fitness as food for plants,
the second is its accessibility and availability lor that
purpose. The solubility of phosphate of lime is the
measure of its value. If'it were altogether insoluble in
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will have as much influence on the current crop as

one ton of a phosphate of one-twentieth its solubi-

lity, just because a year's rain will dissolve no more
food out of the latter than out of the former. And
if the former should wholly disappear in this way
while nineteen-twentieths of the latter remain in

the soil for use in the growth of future crops, still

it is a great economy to spend annually just enough
to meet the annually recurring wants of the soil

rather than to lay out at once enough to last for

twenty years. Nineteen, eighteen, seventeen,

twentieths remain thus useless in the land during the
succeeding years ; and in the one case a large invest-

ment is Jong of yielding fruit, while in the other

a small one annually more than repays itself.

The question as to the permanance of a
soluble biphosphate in the presence of the lime
and other substances in the soil is of little

moment. The solubility of the substance

is retained, although in other respects its

nature changes. Neutral phosphate of lime, as

it occurs in bones, is soluble in rain water, although

comparatively slowly, but this slowness is owing to

the form in which it is there presented. Let it

ferment and crumble down in a heap with wetted
ashes, and its solubility and efficiency increase.

Dissolve it in sulphuric acid and distribute it so

among the roots of plants—never mind although the

form in which this treatment leaves it is lost as soon
as it enters the land, the state of division in which
the solution leaves it renders it so much more
accessible to a solvent that the original solubility of

the bone earth is wonderfully increased, and rain

water passing through 2 cwts. per acre of the

bone earth treated thus will really come in contact

with and take up as much phosphate of lime in its

passage to the roots of plants as if it passed through
10 times the quantity of crude bone earth. The more
biphosphate, then, that a superphosphate compost
holds within it, the greater is its agricultural value.

A superphosphate compost which contains only 2 or

3 per cent, of biphosphate of lime, is not in our
opinion deserving of its name. Farmers should look

for at least 12 or 15 per cent, of biphosphate along

with as much neutral phosphate in any manure
professing to be a superphosphate of lime.

The papers which have appeared in this Journal

ton as the crop is an abundant one—and supposing
one ton saved in every five, the roots are cheaply
bought at half-a-crown a ton. But on this subject

we invite the communications of our correspondents.

The practice of pitting root crops in the field is

rapidly extending, perhaps the discussion of it here

may accelerate its general adoption.

WHO OUGHT FARM BAILIFFS TO BE ?

"A Novice" thinks they ought to be "smock-frock
men." I am not, Mr. Editor, fortunate enough to occupy a

situation of the highest class he mentions, but still I am
one of the condemned as " hybrids," if he like it. My
qualifications do not exactly come up to the standard
he has set down—that of reducing the labourers' wages
15 per cent. My greatest crime amongst those who
" look over the hedges " is that I employ too many
labourers, and pay them too much ; they declare " it

never can pay " to grub up a " lug " wide under the hedges
that had for years been the receptacle of filth, where
Couch and stones and Docks and Thistles had for years
been indiscrimately thrown and grown ; that it cannot
pay to spend so much time in getting out the " hitchers"
that have for ages broke up the implements that hap-
pened to penetrate more than 2 or 3 inches into the

soil ; they swear it " will never pay" to burn great heaps
of clay and ditch parings, &c, and that it is * the

worst foolishness in the world to tear up the nasty

subsoil " even a single inch deeper than it was always
ploughed ; but when I began to underdrain a water
meadow, I had in their opinion carried absurdity

to its climax. I did not become a farm bailiff

by choice but from necessity ; my chief hobby was
horticulture and its relations, and for the purpose
of fostering this hobby I eagerly caught at everything
instructive I could afford ; thus Loudon, Lindley,

Mackintosh, Glenny, and many others who are still held

in ridicule by the "uneducated smock-frock men," put
ideas into my head opposed to many of the practices of

tho«e gentlemen in the gowns, for while I laboured hard
in the fields of horticulture [ often took a peep over the
hedges into the broader fields of agriculture and arbori-

culture. Thus I took a lesson from " Morton's Soils,"

both practically and theoretically, for I was not one
day's march from Whitfield, and asked a few questions

from Stevens, Low, Johnson, Liebig, Lawes, Way,
Bousingault, Smith, Parke, Bailey Denton, Mr. Pusey,
and a host of other authorities. I studied the herd of

Lord Ducie and the flocks of the Duke of Richmond and
Mr. Webb, and the magnificent specimens of the woolly

allude to those who have usurped the place of stewards-
far too many of these worthies are taken from the ranks
of unemployed lawyers' or auctioneers' clerks, and hold
their sinecures not by merit but patronage. With them

.

the " uneducated smock-frock men" are great favourites
because they possess a degree of " crouching servility "
peculiarly grateful to empty craniums, while the
man that can talk a little about science or
" place a finger artistically" on the good points of an
animal are to them eyesores to be got rid of at any
cost. I have in my rambles peeped over the hedges on
many pieces of land, ay, and whole estates, which
plainly show the right man is not in the right place. I
have seen charity land, college land, government land,

and corporation land in such a state of filth, poverty, and
mismanagement as to be a disgrace to the times we live

in, a curse on the land we live in, and a reproach to the

managers, or I would rather say mismanagers, who I

generally find to be the empty gentlemen above alluded

to by the gownsman. Hy. Cox, Longford.

on Anbury and Finger and Toe in the Turnip have ;ribe of M^ssrg Garne and Lane> £nd whi|e studying tl/e
opened up the whole subject of injuries received by
bulbous rooted crops. It matters little to the farmer
whether the crop be worthless because the plant has
inherited a bad habit of growth, or because it has

been injured by the attacks of insects. These are

rarely under his immediate control ; but there is

another class of injuries which are so obviously the

result of mere mismanagement that they ought cer-

tainly to be avoided. A crop has been obtained, but

is often lost by carelessness. And as it is one prolific

source of loss, coming under this cause, it becomes im-
portant to inquire whether the system of leaving

roots exposed in the ground to long winter frosts is

Gardeners' Chronicle I never slighted the Agricultural

Gazette. In my boyhood I had a little practical expe-
rience. My father had strayed from the labyrinths of

horticulture, and placed me at a farm-house, the

head of which belonged to the old school; he
was a most rigid economist, his bacon was
the thickest and fattest, and his cheese the hardest and
leanest I ever saw : no soul in the house had any repose
after 3£ a.m. winter or summer ; he helped to milk and
fodder his cattle, and to save Is. 6d. would stick all day
long at the plough-tail, which was drawn always with

as many as four and sometimes six horses. He very
carefully avoided the "nasty subsoil" or the 10-yard
" meres" under his hedges ; he had the character of

advisable. That the eating off of roots on the land is
j being the most hard-working industrious farmer in the

a part of the hitherto recognised system of some
farmers is quite true, and without discussing its

merits in the milder seasons, which leave roots fit

to be so eaten, it must be a matter for serious con-

sideration whether they should be so exposed after

the wide-spread examples of decayed Swedes in

neighbourhood, and was particularly noted for his

moderation at market, and much despised by that most
important functionary the " ostler." His cattle yard was
placed on the side of a hill ; it had a pond at the bottom

of the yard, in which was a very small spring, all the

washings of the yard passed into the pond and out of the

1853, which were only aggravated in 1854. It is ' Pond down
\
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done much mischief in our lurmp fields. This ! sow the more a iso 8lian ye reap ; and when we con-
may perhaps induce attention to this subject for the 8ider that in many instances the seed was calculated by
future, and all the questions bearing on it should be the survey measure of the field and 2 acres in 10 taken
studied carefully. up with meres and hedgerows, we see that the waste of

Besides the increased severity of winter of late seed is enormous. This old gentlemen was a thorough

hater of books, book-makers, and book knowledge, and
I am sorry to say is a true type of some of the u un-

educated" smock-frock men still lingering in the south

of England. Is this what " A Novice" recommends for

farm bailiffs ? I said before I am a farm bailiff from
necessity. Some seven or eight years back there hap-

pened to fall in some straggling farms which had been

managed on the smock-lrock principle till the late

occupiers declared they would "ruin any man in

England at 2s. 6d. per acre rent," and everybody who
looked at the land declared " they would not have it at

a gift," till the lot fell to your humble servant to till it.

But of course I did everything wrong. I * ploughed too

deep," I " bought too much stock," I * spent too much on

labour," I sowed " too little seed," I * laid out too much
money on artificial food and manures," I kept the

sheep too much in fold to please the shepherds, and was

too particular about a pound or two of meal" for the

years, it is probable that as the sorts of Turnips
increase, and a3 they are stimulated in their growth
by artificial manures, and become liable to insect

attacks to a greater extent each year, the very consti-

tution of the plant may become less able to bear up
against severity. Then again as far as insects are

concerned, the larvae of these eat their way out to

pass into a further stage, thus leaving a wound for

the action of frost and other atmospheric causes of

injury. Both of these considerations render the

subject one of increased importance, and the rela-

tive economy of the various methods of preserving

roots ought therefore to be carefully considered. If

on an average of years one-fifth of the crop left in

the land is rendered worthless by the frost, the
question arises whether one-fifth of an average crop
of Turnips is worth the expense of pitting the whole
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and yet ™M l th,s mismanagement I

whether 3, 4, or 5 tons of Turnips, as the case
may be, are worth the cost of harvesting 15, 20, or
25 tons of roots. There can be no doubt as to the

ruined nobody. I have made it pay 11. per acre rent,

and a fair interest for money spent, while those very

persons who " would not have it at a gift," have been
answer to this question.

^
The most costly mode of preseingly bidding for the refuse of it But there is

carrying home the heaviest crop of roots does not a class which is a much greater curse to the land than I in a frame, and engaged both foot and hand in wor
*Jw

amount to 6d. or Sd. a ton—it amounts to less per the "hybrid" or the "uncoated" farm bailiff. 1 1 them. Van Thornhoff (a city merchant, to whom t*

A STEAM-CULTURE REVERIE.—No. III.

I knew that my friend had been for many months
engaged in constructing some novel machinery,

—

employing not only founders and millwrights in his own
neighbourhood, but also several of our nationally distin-

guished firms of engineers and implement-makers ; and
the object of all this costly machine-making was to try

practically all the schemes which had ever been pro-

posed for superseding the plough-team,—in short, to do
justice to bygone as well as cotemporary inventions, and
thus experimentally establish the best principles, or

guard future inventors against impracticable ideas. He
had embodied in metal and wood all the " power" culti-

vators, &c, he had ever heard of ; they were now
collected together for the first private trial ; and it was
to witness the working of some of these strange engines

that my friend and myself proceeded briskly down the

farm,—walking alongside a light railway which led by
diverging "loops"' and "junctions" to the various

inclosures.

* * * * Surely the pothery smoke from
yonder field comes of no genuine Couch-fire ; there is

now and then a sooty tinge about it too suggestive of

coal ; and the whiter wreaths of vapour, instead of fading

into a blue haze over the fallow, break off in fragments
like watery clouds. And now as I draw nearer, I hear
instead of the low crackle of burning Couch, the short

snorting cough that tells me—\is a steam-engine.

Behind that bushy hedge, then, are congregated the real

implements and apparatus which I have for years

longed to see actually working; perchance, among the

number may be found that tr umph of rural mechanics,

an efficient economical steam cultivator. This was
clearly no moment for going round by gates, for who
would not fight through the toughest Quickset when
the thrill of such expectancy emboldened him ? Taking

a short cut, then, through a stout bullfinch hedgerow, I

stood in open view of the assembled machines ; and in

describing what I saw, both then and on several suc-

ceeding days of experiment, I will proceed chronologi-

cally, noticing each invention in the order of its birth,

without an attempt at classification. One or two diggers

and a steam-plough besides were actually at work before

my eyes ; and as I had previously supposed such in-

ventions to be rare, guess my astonishment at beholding

not only several but scores of tillage machines intended

to be worked by steam power.

It is a mistake to suppose that substitutes for common
ploughing and digging are of very modern suggestion,

or even few in number, for the sixth English patent

ever granted was for " Engines and other inventions to

plough grounds, whether inland or upland, and to fer-

tilise barren peat and sea sands f the date being Jan.

17, 1618, and the patentees D. Ramsey and (unfortu-

nate cognomen !) Thomas Wildgoose. In 1 623, Alex-

ander H amilton took out a patent for " ploughing."

On Aug. 6, 1627, W. Brouncker and others patented

an " Engine for earing, ploughing, and tilling land by

the labour of two men, without the aid of oxen or

horses ;" and on 17th July, 1634, W. Parham and

others patented " Engines for ploughing land without

the use of oxen or horses." But what these schemes

were we are unable to divine, no " specifications

having been inrolled or deposited in any public office.

The earliest invention represented in my ingenious

and indefatigable friend's collection is that patented by

Van Thornhoff, Jan. 28, 1785, consisting of a machine

for digging up ground by manual labour ; interesting

only as being the first digging machine of which we

have any account, and as containing a principle subse-

quently followed in other inventions. It consists of *

couple of spades united side by side by a cross-handle

joining the two shafts at top, and having a block o

wood working with a joint between the shafts just abo^e

the shoulder of the spades. Upon this block the work-

man sets his foot, thrusting the spades almost vertically

into the soil ; then pulling the top handle backward an

downward, the blades of the spades are raised, tn

wooden block acting as a fulcrum. The spit of eartfl

broken off is cast forward ; and the operator toe

steps backward for another stroke. For the convenien

of turning the tool round at the end of what may *
called the furrow, a stem carrying two small wnee^

attached by a hinge to the foot block. The inventor

seems to have done with the spade what Newington nas

done with the dibble, united two or more tools togetu»

orfaP?
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invention was communicated when abroad by a foreigner)

says that by this machiue 36 square rods or poles of

land may be dug by one man in the space of 12 hours
;

but the work when done I must say is far inferior to

that of a single spade ; the soil being loosened and

divided, but the spits not inverted, or at least very

imperfectly turned. I certainly prefer the action of the

"caschroni" or crooked spade used in the Hebrides

;

at any rate, where the digging is not very deep.

I should here observe that my friend has not forgotten

to assemble both horse and hand implements likely to

suggest the ideas for which he is searching. I saw the

Indian and Chinese ploughs, the antique Egyptian sarcle,

and other scratching tools, the mattock or adze, the

breast-plough, the caschrom, a variety of spades and

forks, and a multitude of ploughs with convex or concave

mould-boards, skim-coulters, &c, and there was no lack

of subsoilers and cultivators of every description.

My attention was next directed to a group of contri-

vances patented as " agricultural machines," by Major
Pratt, Feb. 26th, 1810. These, however, were only in

model, my friend having discriminated between inven-

tions obviously impracticable and such as might be
worth an actual trial.

One of Pratt's designs is interesting as being the
earliest known proposal for ploughing by means of end-

less chains and pulleys. In this arrangement, a number
of frames mounted upon carriage wheels, and each
carrying a horizontal pulley, are stationed at certain

distances down the field, the endless chain worked by a
motive power on the head'and, passing from one pulley

to another. Ploughs are drawn backward and forward
between one pulley frame and the next ; and are hauled
into the carriages in order to be shifted sideways to the
next line of furrow.

Another scheme consists of a machine actuated by
any motive power ("steam or windmill" being men-
tioned by the inventor), propelling itself by means of
revolving rakes or toothed anchors attached to an
endless-chain apparatus upon the carriage. These
hooks or anchors lay hold of the ground in succession,
the machine thus pulling itself onward without the
liability to slipping inseparable from the method of
driving by the carriage wheels. The ploughs or other
implements are attached behind.
A novel proposition in this patent is for ploughing!

small semicircular furrows by means of laterally curved
ploughs arranged about a vertical axis, and made to
revolve by any motive power. An inclined plane lifts

the ploughs out of work during one-half of a revolution,
and drops them into the ground during the other half.

And in one form of the invention these rotating ploughs
are applied to a locomotive carriage so as to act as pro-
pellers, the implements passing through the soil in the
opposite direction to that in which the carriage travels,

and thus operating like the paddles of a steamboat.
Here we see the first application of the principle upon
which Usher's steam plough is based, only acting with a
horizontal instead of vertical motion. However, the
clumsiness of the movement, together with the defective
kind of tillage resulting from it, precluded any attempt
at trial with full sized machinery ; and, indeed, a first

glance had fully satisfied my friend as to the futility of
all the contrivances—ingenious though some of them
are—which are united in Pratt's patent. I. A. C.

IMPROVEMENT OF SETTLED ESTATES.;
In the midst of a costly war and increasing taxes

;

with the price of Wheat varying between 90s. and 100s.
the price of the 4 lb. loaf ranging between 9d. and lid.

;

whilst the agricultural labourer with 12s. per week
wages is worse provided for than he was in 1850 with
wages at the rate of 9s. per week ; when it is remem-
bered that in our own island, in the immediate proxi-
mity of roads, canals, and railways, affording the most
complete and ready means of transit that any country
has ever before produced, there are at this moment
thousands upon thousands of acres (out of the twelve
millions of acres of land under arable culture,) capable
of yielding 40 bushels of Wheat to the acre, but which,
notwithstanding our wealth, our reputed industry
and energy, and the aids so freely offered by science do
not yield us 20 bushels, I believe the truth of the
following statement, by Sir John Sinclair, from his
essay "On the Means of Improving the Agricultural
State of a Country," written in the beginning of the
present century, will strike every thinking member of the
community with peculiar force.

"It is certainly better to let agriculture alone than to
establish injudicious regulations respecting it. But if a govern- I

ment will make such inquiries as may enable it to judge of what
can be done with safety and advantage, and will promote agri-
cultural industry, not only by removing every obstacle to
improvement, but by granting positive encouragement, agricul-
ture will prosper with a rapidity, and will be carried on to an I

extent, which is hardly to be credited, and in a much superior
degree, than by the ' let alone system ' under the torpor of
which ages might pass away withont accomplishing what
might be effected in the course of a few years under a judicious

|

system of encouraging regulations."

An age has passed, science and trade have advanced
with giant strides, but agriculture, certainly to an
£nglishman the most interesting of all pursuits, if not
to his country, as politicians have unfortunately assumed,
the most important of arts, has only advanced with the
feeble and irregular pace of decrepitude.

_
I am quite aware that hundreds of instances may be

cited of extensive aud judicious improvements in agri-
cultural aflairs ; and I am free to admit that much has
been done, and that much is doing, to develope the
resources of our uncultivated and our half cultivated
lands. But I must maintain that not one half of what'

ought to have been done has been attempted ; and
I think it will be granted that inasmuch as we have
able-bodied agricultural labourers living upon the poor-
rates and large tracts of land that with capital and
labour would produce no inconsiderable portion of the
corn which we are now buying from foreign countries,

the result of our legislation since the days of Sinclair

has not been quite what he, good man, pleaded for.

Legislation cannot embellish the minds of our cul-

tivators of the soil ; but time, with slow and certain

hand, is accomplishing that. Legislation cannot con-
vince a landlord that his only hope lies in pursuing
a liberal and generous course with competent and enter-

prising tenantry, but the spirit of the age is, I believe,

accomplishing that ; legislation will not, I confidently

hope, ever be permitted to interfere between landlord
and tenant—its province lies in removing obstructions,

&c, no less in granting positive encouragement.
Much has been done, and many obstructions have

been removed. Tithes have been commuted ; wastes
can be enclosed ; copyholds can be enfranchised ; four
millions of money have been advanced for draining.

But one other great and munificent boon may now be
accorded to the community by the removal of the

obstructions to the improvement of limited and encum-
bered estates, by simply allowing any owner of land to

lay out money in the improvement of it, under the

direction and at the discretion of the Inclosure Com-
missioners, and to charge the cost of the improvement
in the form of a rentcharge (to endure 25 years) upon
the estate ; so that, so long as the owner may live, he
will annually diminish the charge. When he dies

his successor will take the estate with the improvements,
and will pay the remainder of the rentcharge.

All this can now be done, but only by a circuitous

and expensive procedure. But I am inclined to believe

that no inconsiderable portion of what has been done by
our Government, is due to information obtained from
private sources and through private societies, rather
than to any systems adopted to obtain information, to

be used as the basis of legislation, to foster and en-

courage agriculture. And I fear that at no time has
our Government thought it worth while to "make such
inquiries as may enable it to judge of what may be
done with safety and advantage." Although correct
information upon the yield of our harvests has been on
all hands admitted to be essential to the guidance of our
legislature, no effective means have, up to the present
time, been adopted to obtain it. To know how far,

during the coming year, we shall be dependant
upon foreign countries for the chief article of our daily

food, is surely a question of national interest and utility;

and yet, because it offered some practical difficulties, it

has never been encountered by our legislators.

A century ago England had corn enough and to

spare, and she exported and sold out of her abundance
to her neighbour:?. But now she is wonderfully defici-

cient, and she is actually buying from foreign countries
more than nine millions of quarters of corn a year.

Of course population has increased ; and possibly one
class of politicians will say to this, that it matters not
what we buy, so long as we have the means of payin?.
I say that it is a question of the utmost moment to all,

from the landowner to the labourer ; for we are buying
millions of quarters of corn annually that we might
grow at home ; the price paid for which now goes into

the pockets of foreigners, and it should and mioht under
the fostering care of a considerate legislation be paid to

the English farmer, to be divided between himself, his

landlord, and his labourers. *%

I have assumed that there are thousands upon
thousands of acres of arable land producing not half the
quantity of corn that they are capable of producing, for

want of the outlays required to be made by the owners
in permanent improvements, as in draining, in new and
improved homestalls, and otherwise in fitting the land
for the occupation of that superior class of tenants who
happily are now to be obtained wherever an occupation
is worthy of their attention ; and my assumption is a
moderate one. But we have no data for obtaining
exact information on this point ; if we had, I suspect
we should be startled indeed at the enormity of the
waste we are annually committing, and tnat with
shame and sorrow we should acknowledge ourselves

unprofitable stewards. Charles Humbert, Watford.

I

Home Correspondence.
Hedge Cutting Machines.—W. G. Abernethy has

misunderstood my suggestion. In railway hedges I

think it would be of great advantage to have a machine
to cut at the same time loth sides of the hedge

;

obviously there would be no cross fences on one side,

and the wheel on the other would not be difficult to get
over ordinary cross fences by various easy contrivances:
for instance, portable inclined planes or bridges, a lever
with a fulrum upon a post, &c. I should certainly not
recommend the construction " W. G. A." describes with
* four iron pillars," &c. ; as, in the first instance above
all things simplicity and cheapness of make, and the
application of the most direct mechanical action and
power are the great elements to success. Under this

impression I should say tor a machine to cut one side

only at a time it would he better to make thus :—To the

axle or nave of the travelling wheel next the hedge I

would fix at a suitable distance a convex arm, from
which should project immovable smaller arms with a
sheer cutting edge, radiating at proper angles ; these

would form the fixed knives of the shears, and would

advance among the twigs to be amputated as the

machine moved forwards. Between these arms and the

travelling, that is the carrying wheel, I would fix an axis
with radiating knives ; this axle and knives being made
to revolve along? with the travelling wheel, and so of

course with the same velocity, would form shears with
the others which are fixed, and thus the twigs would
be cut. This would be the same action as a chaff-

cutting machine, but I should strongly recommend that

on the revolving axle or nave there should be placed
rods radiating, but moving a few inches in advance of

the cutting knives, and the twigs being thus bent down
over the edge of the fixed arms or knives, the cut would
open as the cutting knives amputated the twigs, reducing,
if not freeing, the operation of cutting from friction. The
machine as here described would only trim the hedge per-
fectly perpendicularly, and to make it do so at an angle
so that the hedge should be of the most advisable form,
viz., a wedge-shape, the axle or nave with the cutting
knives would have to be adjusted to revolve at a deter-
mined angle either by a " Hook's joint" and a directing

shoulder, or on an axle inclined at right angles to that
of the hedge. Such a machine would require no
"pillars or groin work" further than two shafts (to>

yoke the horse in) attached to an axle, on which would
revolve two ordinary cart wheels of suitable diameter if

the inclined axle for the cutting knives was chosen, as

then all that would be wanted would be a simple
pin as a driver from the travelling wheel acting upon
the one with the revolving cutting knives. If the
Hook's joint" with a directing shoulder be preferred,

then the travelling wheels would have to be fixed to

their axle, which would then revolve. The only advan-
tage in this last plan would be the greater certainty of

the cutting knives revolving equitably, in consequence
of both wheels giving them their driving power.
The practical data given by W. G. Abernethy are valu-

able, and it would be, I have no doubt, very acceptable

to your readers if many of your practical readers would
be kind enough to publish similar data of cost, &c, of
cutting hedges by hand in various parts of the country*

W. Wooler.

To Destroy the Wireworm.—As great complaints are
constantly made of the ravages of this enemy to the

farmer, they will find by applying sulphate of magnesia,

about 1£ cwt. per acre, sowed as a top-dressing in

spring, that it will completely destroy this plague and
add greatly to diminish the grub, having made use of it

for some years in top-dressing Potatoes and all other
crops where these pests abound. Refuse sulphur of

magnesia is much cheaper than soda ash so frequently

recommended. The Londou Manure Company supply
this dressing at 51. per ton. Salt and lime is an econo-

mical dressing for the land, and will greatly assist in
destroying these annoyances to successful agricultural

pursuit, being an excellent stimulant to growing crops.

Amicus, Snelsmore, near Newbury, Bucks.

Superphosphate of Lime. — I am charged with

mystifying this subject. My paper has been read by
many who consider it clear and conclusive. I am sorry

the subject should be considered of so little

moment as to be treated in a flippant manner. I

feel obliged to Mr. Summers for the spirit of inquiry

with which he has approached it. I wish to discuss it

in the same spirit, although after this communica-
tion I must decline the contest, as my time is fully

occupied. Mr. Summers thinks that neutral necessarily

means insoluble, and that there cannot possibly be

any intermediate state. Now, most unfortunately for

this doctrine, chloride of sodium or common salt is a

neutral salt, and yet it is the most soluble of all salts ;.

therefore if any mistake about the word " neutral " has

occurred, it rests with Mr. Summers, not with me. I

am quite willing to adopt the two states of phosphates

against bi-phosphate aud neutral only, and to take Mr.
Summers's own doctrine, where he says, " bones exer-

cise a more permanent action than the best super-

phosphate." Now Mr. Summers must be well aware that

the phosphate of bones is, as it is commonly called, neutral.

If then neutral necessarily means insoluble, it is diffi-

cult to tell how these bones exercise their influence*

The fact is there are few if any substances really in-

soluble, and the inference of most scientific men is that

silica, mica, earthy phosphates, and oxides, were ren-

dered soluble slowly by the carbonic acid of the soil, or

decaying carbonic compounds ; therefore it is a natural

inference that substances rendered available for the

nourishment of vegetable life mnsc be naturally in a

neutral state (or which I should call a semi-soluble state,

i. e. neither soluble nor insoluble), unless we infer that

mica contains free soluble potash, or soils generally con-

tain iron in a soluble form, which it is well known is

not the case. But your correspondent *« X." not only

cuts down his own argument but that of Mr. Summers
as well as of Baron Liebig and Mr. Lawes on the

doctrine of superphosphate, for he says "that super-

phosphate, if soluble, added to the soil on meeting with

carbonate of lime and sufficient moisture, becomes

reutral," therefore (according to "X.V theory) use-

less ; so that he would infer that all soils contain suffi-

cient carbonate of lime to make all soluble phosphates

ne itral. Why then make them soluble at all ? But when
we reflect that an acre of soil 6 inches deep is computed

to weigh 1,344,000 lbs., and that it seldom contains less

than 10 per cent, of carbonate of lime, while 336 lbs. of

superphosphate of lime is deemed sufficient for an acrej

if this doctrine is sound Mr. Summers must be wrong
when he says bones and sulphuric acid are better than

bones alone, for it follows that the small quantity

of sulphuric acid meeting with so much carbonate of

lime would set the carbonic acid at liberty, forming

sulphate of lime, and leaving the free phosphoric acid to
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associate wuli tiie burroumiiug lune or iron to torm
neutral phosphate ot lime or iron, or any other con-
genial compound. Lastly, neither of your correspond-
ents appears to have paid much attention to the power of
assimilation which plants possess, although they must be
aware of the remarkable fact that the materials
absorbed or inhaled by a plant during the period
of its growth are in chemical combination, form, and
qualii.es altogether different from the substances
we meet with in the body of the plant. We never find
in the soil the substances which communicate the green
colour to the leaves, nor is the starch which occurs in
both seeds and roots found in the ground where they
grow. The plant has therefore the power of assimila-
ting the materials absorbed by it, and this applies as
much in respect of their chemical combination as their
external forms. S. Grove Grady.
Land Draining.—A reader of the Agricultural

Gazette of the 19th inst., who has not at hand that of
the 5th, might be led by the remarks of Mr. Horsfall to
imagine that I laid it down as a necessary consequence
that " a porous substratum underlying a thick super-
stratum of clay, is sup; lied with the whole of the water
it contains by percolation through the clay." Now, if

Mr. Horsfall will do me the justice to read my paper
again, he will find that I said nothing of the kind. My
object was to show, that, inasmuch as tapping the
underlying or water bearing stratum had drained the
strong clay superstratum, that superstratum could not
have been impervious and that it might have been
drained by parallel drains placed in it. The drains
used in the" Keythorpe system" are cut expressly to
act upon the porous stratum, in draining which they
have, as was desired, drained also the clay lying above it.

They could not h*Td effected this if the clay had been
bo impervious as to be unsusceptible of drainage. The
surface water which now falls on the clay must
percolare through it and into the porous stratum, and
pass off by the drains. By simply giving an outlet to
this porous substratum, or natural reservoir, or spring,
Mr. Trimmer has caused it to render most essential
service, and whether all the water found in it, or any
portion of it, was due to percolation through the clay is

a question that bears in no way upon the argument.
Certain it is that a portion, or even the whole, may
have descended through the clay ; or the supply may be
entirely due to other sources. But I have not seen the
land drained ; nor have I even read all that has been
written on the "Keythorpe system." Charles H.
Humbert, Watford, Herts. Jan. 22. [The Keythorpe
Fystem avails itself of porous beds on the clay, not under
lb]
Manual Agricultural Lahour remunerative.—We learn

from various quarters that the free use of steam
threshing machines is beginning to cause misgivings
aud discontent amongst agricultural labourers, inasmuch
as their services will not be required in the barn during
the spring months as heretofore. This circumstance,
though true to a certain extent, is counterbalanced by
the price of Corn being checked, from being raised at
the pre-en t time to a fearful height, and need not cause
any alarm on that head (want of employment) whilst
P*rkes's steel digging forks, or similar implements, are
exant. No able-bodied men nor laJs need, nor ought,
to stand still, as the constant use of those forks, either
between advancing crops, or preparatory for any crops
to be sown or plauted in February, March, or April,
will always repay, or doubly pay the employer, and the
employed will be more satisfied with the ease and
pleasure in performing this labour with them, than by
Che constant bore and comparative slavery of beating out
the corn ou the barn floor with his old "stick and half-
stick." Eight rods per day for men, and four rods for
Strong lads, may be easily, perfectly, and effectually
performed by those famed forks in one day, and 3d. a
rod may be considered a fair compensation now
between master and man, whereas to perform the same
work effectually by the common spade would cost
double the amount of labour and expense. As there is

much land yet to be sown in cereals, &c, we earnestly
entreat our agricultural friends to avail themselves of the
opportunity of preparing, during the dead month of
January, with these admirable implements, either
Parkes's or Dray's (for they are similarly made and
both in repute), as much land as they possibly can, for
sowing with Corn, Potatoes Sec, in February, March
or April, with not more than 1 bushel per acre of seed
Corn, in as uniform a manner as possible, and their
expectations of a remunerative crop will be fully
realized, thus all the labourers will be employed to the
advantage and satisfaction of both master and man. If
cottagers and allottees would sow one-third of their
plots with Corn, and the remaining two-thirds with
Potatoes of an early kind, alternately, viz., in beds
one yard Corn and two yards Potatoes and after
crops, we vouch for them abundant and lucrative crops
far beyond their sanguine expectations. Hardy and Son,
Seedgrowers, d-c, Maldon, Essex.

Crops in County Doum.—l am now enabled to express
an opinion relative to " the yield of the past harvest

"

in an agricultural district of considerable extent, in the
baronies of Ards and Castlereagh, which may be relied
upon as well founded, being the result of actual proof
ou the lands cultivated extensively by my brothers and
myself, and of minute inquiry from many farmers who
have already threshed largely of their crops. I may
state, then, that the Wheat crop has been one of the
most productive within our experience. We have in-
stances of very large produce indeed, exceeding in some
cim s even 27 cvvt of 112 lbs. per statute acre, and very

commonly amounting to full 20 cwt. This produce may
fairly be stated to be 25 per cent, above an average.
Of Oats the produce is very defective in quantity, and
the quality also inferior. The deficiency cannot be less
than 20 per cent, and is generally estimated more highly.
Barley is not extensively cultivated in this district. It
may have been about an average. Potatoes, though
short of what would have been considered an average
before the commencement of the disease, have proved
by very much more productive and more free from
taint than in any year since 1846 ; and having been
extensively planted, are affording a large supply of
food, which is very much diminishing the consumption
of the cerenls, even though the export of the article is

going on to a large extent, and the price of Potatoes is

thereby supported at a rate, which, but for the export,
would soon be largely reduced. Reports generally
admit that the produce of Potatoes is fully double that
of late y«-ars. John A ndrews, Comber.
A Case ofM'^management

.

—The comparative state of
waste in which many large estates are kept by their
want of improvement is a Joss to the country of con-
siderable magnitude, and much good may be done by
your exposing such an instance as I am about to relate,
and which the experience of many of your readers who
have to deal with church or college estates will say is

not singular. The Dean and Chapter of Windsor are
owners of extensive farms let to tenants on leases for
21 years, which leases it has been the custom to renew
every seven years at a low rent on payment of a propor-
tionate fine. The general bad condition of properties so
held is notorious. These gentlemen not only set their
faces against parish improvements, to which they may
be asked to contribute, and upon this much may be
said, but it will appear they are such enemies to inno-
vation that they not only refuse to assist their tenants
in improving tli3ir farms, but will not even give them
the opportunity of doing so at their own cost. I am
the let-see of a large farm of theirs in Oxfordshire which
might be made very productive, but which is now
almost a waste, and I am debarred from improving by
its want of draining; I therefore lately applied to their
steward to aid me in obtaining a Government loan to
drain it, expressing my willingness to pay the whole of
the rentcharge during my occupancy of 21 years.
It may be necessary to explain that the Government
advance money for draining to be repaid by an annual
rentcharge of 6 L per cent, for 22 years, but to obtain
this a leaseholder for 21 years must get the lessors to

join in the application. One would think that as I am
the lessee at a nominal rent for 21 years, and the money
is to be expended in the permanent improvement of
the land to at least the extent of the rentcharge, the
lessors would be most happy to join in an application
by which they would get their laud permanently bene-
fitted at the expense of the tenant to at least the extent
of the outlay, namely, about 5/. per acre—I say to at least
the extent of the outlay because it is only on condition that
the draining shall benefit the land to this extent that the
Government advance is to be obtained ; and in addition
to the benefit from the draining, the land would further
have the advantage of the other improvements which
the draining would lead to, but which its present
wet state is a bar to. But no ; the steward sees
the possibility of the Deans and Canons having to pay
the rentcharge for one year at the end of 21 years,
and does not see that by that time the estate will have
been benefited by my having made 21 payments out
of 22, and that 1 am desirous of incurring the rent-
charge for 21 years from seeing that the farm must
each year be benefited more than the additional rent I
undertake to pay, and at the end of my lease the lessors
would come into the improved rent my outlay would
have created at the cost of one year's payment ; and so
by this refusal I must continue to hold the land in its

present unimproved condition for 21 years, and the Deans
and Canons will at the end of my lease find their farm re-
maining in its present comparatively valueless condition,
and thus their future representativesare being deprived of
the improved rent which their joining in the application
would secure them. But perhaps it may be said, seeing
the advantage is so great, " Why do 1 not lay out the
money ni} self ?

n To this there is this unfortunate
objection—were I to do so, when the time comes, seven
years hence, to renew my lease, the same steward would
be the first to assess the farm at the improved rent my
outlay would have created, and I should thus increase

by tliis country has now attained to that amount that
we require the assistance of about 1 1 millions quarters
per annum of foreign growth, and such being the case,
" Is the production of the large estates vested in trustees
for the public advantage to be kept down in this way by
their worse than ignorance of their duty to their tenants,
to their successors, and to the nation ? " I think you
will see in this a subject of general importance, and I

trust I need not further apologise for troubling you and
asking you to insert this in the Agricultural Gazette.—
I remain, Sir, your obedient servant, J. F. B. C, Aynlio,
Northamptonshire, 1 1 Jan. [This letter has been for-

warded to us for insertion. It appeared in the Times
a few days ago.]

Farmers' Clubs.
Wadebridge, Jan. 7.—At the annual meeting of this

society Mr. R. Pollard read the award of the judges
for farm prizes. Messrs. Mark Guy, 27 points ; Henry
Symous, 28 points ; W. Menhinnick, 26 points ; Hart

Key, 26 points ; R. Pollard, 24 points ; H. Pollard^
points

; T. Olver, 85 points ; A. Hambly, 20 points"
and R. Grose, 2^ points. The subjects considered by
the judges in awarding the farm prizes, are—extent of
green crops, weeds, manure, fences, stock, implements,
crops, and improvements. The health of « The Sue?
cessful Competitors," was acknowledged by Mr. Olver
and Mr. H. Symons. Mr. Olver said :—« The farm I
occupy is about 600 customary acres,* 200 of which are
upland coarse pasture land, about 100 are what I call

second or third class grazing land, and the remainder
is arable. I endeavour as much as I can to carry out
the system recommended by this club, and which I

believe is most beneficial generally—though there
may be exceptions in this neighbourhood—the alternate
system. On these 300 acres of arable I grow 100 acres
of Wheat, and 50 acres of green crops ; and in carrying
out the alternate system 1 adopt what is commonly
called the six-course shift. For many years after I

came into this neighbourhood I adopted the five-course
shift ; but I found that to be too frequent ; I believe I

can now produce a greater amount of corn and cattle

by the six-course system than I could by the five-course •

and of course there is a great saving of labour, which is

a very important item at the present day, and one that
we ought not to lose sight of. I find (alluding to the
judges' report), that I stand at perfection with regard
to green crops. With regard to weeds, I stand some-
what low. And here I would observe that for the last

two or three years, for certain reasons, I have not
adopted the plan I now recommend in the alternate
system ; I have neglected it, and consequently I have
some fields that contain more Couch-grass than I wish.
With regard to manure, I apply nearly the whole of

my farm-yard manure generally on the second year's

Grass ; I think it more profitable to apply it in that way
than in any other

; you get an abundance of Grass, and
the land is ploughed down to Wheat, without further
manure. Then, as regards my green crops, they are

manured with artificial manures—guano and super-
phosphate. I also manure my spring crops as well as

my Turnip crops ; I think it is necessary when we draw
from the land a greater amount by artificial manures,
to supply an additional quantity of manure for the

succeeding white crop. That being the case, I stand
high with regard to white crops ; as might be expected
from my manuring. If I could not grow superior crops
by this extra manuring, I should of course be minus by
the transaction. Th»a alternate system, you must be
aware, is an expensive one ; but at the same time it

affords a great quantity of food, and I stand high as to

my stock. If I did not s'and high in that respect, if I

did not feed more stock than my neighbours do who do

not carry out that system, I should be a loser. Then
as regards implements, I stand somewhat high ; and
implements are of great importance to us at present
Labour is very expensive, and it is our duty to economise
in every possible way. This can be done by using

implements ; and by that means too we also economise
food, for by using the drill there is a great saving of

grain. But there are some places, I find from ex-

perience, where the drill cannot be used profitably.

I grow pretty much Rape ; and of course the land then

goes into Wheat again. Now I find it desirable to sow
that land wet ; and when the land is wet, it is not in

a fit state to apply the drill, and there I find it better to

sow broad-cast. In order to use the drill advan-

tageously the land should be tolerably dry ; but if I

were to sow Wheat, after Rape, into land sufficiently dry

for the use of the drill, I should find a falling off in the

spring. It has been observed by Mr. Robartes that we

are now, as agriculturists, enjoying a prosperous state.

Whatever be the state of agriculture in other parts of

England, I have no hesitation in saying that the whole

body of farmers in Cornwall this year will not put by a

shilling. I know there are thousands of acres which

will not produce two bushels f of corn per acre. We
are making a tolerably good price of our cattle; but our

Turnip crop was deficient, our summer was short of Grass,

and our hay was nearly all destroyed. Our represen-

tatives think agricultural statistics very desirable,I believe

they would if they could be accurately obtained ; but that

I believe, is impossible ; and I am very much inclined to

believe that that which appears from Scotland will be

found to be very inaccurate indeed. Certainly we do

know something of the number of inhabitants in »

country ; and it is also known what about is the amount

of food consumed by them. But if this statement from

Scotland be true, I believe the country must be minui

indeed, and we cannot consume anything like the

quantity it has been generally supposed we do consume.

There was one observation that dropped from Mr.

Kendall. He said we should have great fluctuation in

the price of our produce in time of peace, and that

therefore it was our interest and duty to have some

greater foresight into these matters, and that the

merchant is better versed in them and knows when to

sell and buy, and that it would become our duty to watch

the markets. Now, I would observe that this is a

matter of impossibility with us—we cannot always sell

when we wish. For instance, there are many of us who,

within the last two months, would readily have sold

corn at 30$. to 32a. per bushel : but we could not thresh

it ; we had no water ; and even if we had had water,

that was a time when we are generally employed in

preparing for the next year's crops. Again, our cattle

have to be provided with food during winter. Mr*

• The Cornish acre is 5760 square yards.
* The Cornish bushel is three imperial bushels.
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Kendall observed that the French are wiser than
ourselves ; and I believe Mr. Kendall said the French
had more foresight than ourselves, because last year
they bought wheat at 45s. while we bought at 70s. I

would ask if we did not benefit by that. Mr. Kendall
was addressing us as a body of farmers ; if we had had to
sell at 45*. instead of 70s. we should not have been so
well off as we are now. That was a little mistake of the
honourable member's , I believe. But what I wish to
observe is that we cannot sell when we would at all

times, and that we have not the control which the
merchant has."—Mr. Olver then referred to the liberal
and highminded character of his landlord, the late Sir
William Molesworth.

ESTABLISHED ABOUT HALF A CENTURY.

BASS AND B R WN'S

Calendar of Operations
JANUARY.

Wester Ross, 22nd January.—The weather has been verv
seasonable, although very variable. There lias been " a little of
everything, and nothing much." We had a few mild days in
which the Wheat plant made rapid progress, and the earlier sown
fields look thick and healthy. This has been a suitable season
for thin sowing—the ground has been so dry, and the weather so
mild that every grain of seed sown seems to have brairded. By
mistake we had about 8 acres sown with 2 bushels 3 pecks per
acre, and to the surprise of all it looks as thick as that which
received the usual quantity—4 bushels per acre. But this
reduced quantity will appear enormous in the eyes of those whose
good fortune it is to cultivate the rich fields in the genial climate
of merry England. Now an intense frost has set in, which has
put the ground into a suitable state for having the remainder of
the manure carted over it to the most suitable places for further
distribution, as we have not yet adopted the mode of distributing
it in a liquid state. We are taking advantage of the winter
months, whilst workmen are not so regularly employed, for
having several acres of waste land improved. It is trenched to
the depth of 15 inches, and the trenching costs 8/. an acre

; and as
little drainage is required, each acre is prepared for a crop at an
outlay of about 101. The soil is pretty good, and at present
prices the outlay would shortly find its way back to the pocket-
and, moreover, a few acres rent free might help a farmer through
years very different from those we have now seen, and in which
otherwise he might be in danger of upsetting. The peace pipe
has again sounded, and the farmers in the north do not seem somuch alarmed as was alleged they would, or as might have been
anticipated. They were endeavouring to make the most of their
opportunity, and now they seem not disinclined to step back
into the good days of peace and plenty.
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Notieen to Correspondents.
Agricultural Society of England : A HF C. The address of

the Secretary is 12. Hanover Square, London. You had better
apply to him. If any acquaintance of yours is a member his
introduction will suffice.

Diseased Potatoes: Ewell Castle. If grated we should suppose
they would only rot the faster. The steaming process would
be less costly, perhaps, if done continuously. Steamed Potatoesmay be piled up and mashed together in a heap, and will keep

k look for Cow-house : D. asks if any of our correspondents can
give information on this subject. We shall, therefore, be much
obliged for answers to the following questions from any whomay have used the Portland Cement Floor. "Whether the
action of the urine affects it? Whether the constant standing
of the cows in one spot causes it to sink into holes ? Whether
the cows are apt to slip on it ? What thickness thev used the
material? How long they have had it in use? What it cost
per foot ?

Gas Water: G M. We should apply it over the dung-heap, or
over any porous absorbent, and apply it in composr. If you
have any in store in spring youxould apply it then directly, as
plants in vigorous growth will use it as soon as applied. It
should, however, be very dilute, containing not more than one
per cent, of ammonia, and had better be applied during rain.

Glycerine: M S. It is in a certain sense a refuse of the candle
;

manufacture, being that part of natural fatty matters the
separation of which is one of the objects of the manufacturer.
Its non-illuminating power renders its presence undesirable

[

and its uses for other purposes make its separation a doubly
important consideration. Among its uses is said to be its
fitness for pig feeding, which is being tested in Edinburgh

,
m comparison with cod liver oil. All this, and much very inter-
esting matter beside, was related in connection with the manu-
facture of candles by Mr. Wilson, of Price & Co.'a Candle
Company, at the Society of Arts last Wednesday.

Litter of Pigs : W T Buttock. It may be well to save the best
of the five, as the parts may become developed hereafter. If
they do not descend from the abdomen they will not be fullv
developed. W C S.

J

Mocld and Salt: £ T. It depends on the number of acres on
which you intend to apply the mould. If you apply your 60
loads on 6 acres you may mix 12 cwt. with them first with
advantage.

One-horse Carts: Ewell Castle. You will find the subject
stated in the article in " Blackie's Cyclopedia." Mr. Hannam's
paper is erroneous where he describes a scheme for avoiding the
load upon the horse's back by leaving the central part of the
framework of the cart vacant, so that under no variation of upand down shall any part of the hinder load come in front of the
axle. Besides, ihe load on the horse's back, which he would
avoid, is oue of the advantages of the cart over the wa°-«-onPond Mud: Essex. The mud is generally useful as forming thebulk of a compost of which the more valuable parts are thethings added to it. You had better take it out and let it drain
in a heap. V, hen partly dry furn it over and mix it with dune-and apply it on the Grass next autumn.

'

Seed Wheat: H T W. Two years old Wheat will generally
germinate perfectly well. Some people prefer it, on the
alleged ground that the produce is free from smut. Whether
the vitality of the germs of this disease is as lasting as that of
the W heat itself we cannot say ; but it can easily be destroyed
by washing or soaking in certain solutions, and we should
greatly prefer recently harvested Wheat as seed.

Sewage Manure: B D T. We imagine your best plan is to
issue a prospectus, and urge it thus and personally upon
capitalists and others. \V e may frankly sav, however, that we
have not the least faith in your scheme, and this we may say
without kno«mg it.

BULBS AND ROOTS FOR SPRING PLANTING
supe^e^

ACHIMENES AND GLOXINIAS

SEED CATALOGUES SUPPLIED ON APPLICATION
GOODS CARRIAGE FREE {not under-20,.) to all the London Termini; also to all Stations on the

Colchester Line between London and Norwich.

Seed ?nd Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SON'SCATALOGUE
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Calliopsis coronata (Coreopsis)

„ marniorata
*Cynoglossum Hayni...

- 1 x

1

1

6

6
6
4
6
4
6
6
6
6
4
6

I

* * •

3. rf.
,

Clintocia pulchella alba

m
m H atroviolacea

•Diatithus Garnerianus

n Hendersoni fl. pleno
•Delphinium c*rdiopetalum...
Eutoca alba, new

•Erigeron Beyrichi
•Gomphrena globosa Haageana
•Guternezia zymnospermoides
•Gypsophila muralis ...

Goderia a!ba
f
new

• * A

* * • • •ft

- • »

|

• * *

.*.

1

1
Gynerium argrenteum (Pampas Grass 10

% *

* *

• «

• • •

• ••

• • *

3
4
4
3

•Helichrysum bractirynchum
*

,i bracteatum, white
*

>» h yellow...

ii macranthnm nanum
* n compositum maxim.
Ipomoea Hmbata

„ yiolacea alba (mexicana alba)
LRptosiphnn aiireum
1-inum grandiflorum rubrum

• »•

1

1

1

d.

6
6
6
e
3

6
4
fi

6

6
4
3
3
S
6
6

I

• * •

Lupinus Rubramosns (a fine bed-
dingptant)

Lobelia ramosa nana, new
•Morina etegans
Mvosotispalustris (Forget-me-Not)

,, azorica
Maurandya, in 6 varieties, each ...

Nepefa Meyeri
Phlox Drummondi atrococcinea

„ „ ocnlata alba ...

- h Victoria regina
Palnfoxia texana
P rilla Nankinensis...
Saponaria calabrica (beautiful bed-

ding plant)
Sunflower, new Californian
Sabbatia campestris
Sweet William, double

•Trifolium aurantiacum
Tropajolum Triomphe de Gand

•Whitlavia grandiflora

s. (L

•

* * t

• t •

# • *

• - i

I

1

1

6
6
a
4
4
s
6
6
6

S

6
6

&
G

5

GERMA SEEDS, in Collections,
And other Choice Flower Seeds, for which our Establishment is particularly noted.

9 f »

TaristiesofSeed: A. New varieties are obtained bv hvbri-
oising. Crosses between previously existing varieties are
couUaually occurring by natural or accidental mixtures, when
such varieties K'ow near one other, but they may also be ob-
tained artificinlly. The parents should not be chosen of very
different characters; they should both possess desirable
qualities, and the vigour of those qualities is likely to be
increased by the cross. Mr. Maund, of Bromsgrove, and Mr
«aynbird, of Basingstoke, have both been successful intnis way.

1 "jHbat
: A B. It may follow Beans, root crqps, or Clover or

"J."*
follow. It la this last which it follow* in the Lois-

afr w B5" stem* ^'»ich is erroneously described as a Wheat
tfltl r?i

eat successk»n. In the North Oats are geux^rally taken<iuer Llover.

' w^h\AND .
SERD9 ' c Olifton. Seeds may generally be ^rown

»"i >V heat quite as safety as with Barley. We have gae.wn^A^^jper annum tte toi many years with F^ufect safetyj |

Asters, TrufTaut'a French pyramid, the finest of all the
China Asters, in packets of 12 varieties

Aquilegia, various colours, fine, in packets of 12 sorts
Balsams, the finest Camellia flowered, ditto 6 sorts
Hollyhocks, select named varieties, ditto lisorts ...

»» »» >» mixed
Larkspurs, beautiful Hyacinth flowered, in pekts. of S sorts
Marygold, distinct varieties, ditto 10 sorts
Phlox Drummondi, beautiful and distinct, ditto 5 sorts
Poppy, in distinct showy varieties, ditto 6 sorts ...

Salpiglossis, new and beautiful colours, ditto 8«orts
Senecio, or Jacoboea, distinct and showy, ditto 7 sorts
Stocks, new large flowered German, finest of all, do. 12 sorts

,. new Gi*nt Brompton, ditto 4 sorts
Wallflower, fine double varieties, ditto 6 sorts
Zinnia elegans, brilliant colours, ditto 12 sorts
Ornamental Grasses, beautiful varieties, ditto 25 sorts

foliage planta for bedding, ditto 12 sorts

« • a

* r -

* i

* % f

M

S

3
3
2
2
1

2
2
2
1

2
1

3
1

2
3
5
3

d.

6
6
6

6

6 I

6
6

6
6
6

6

Calceolaria, from the largest& finest spotted flowers. 5s., 2s. &/.,
Cineraria, from the finest named varieties... ... 2*. 6d.
Carnations, finest double, also Picotees and Tree Cama-

nations, each
Geraniums, from the finest show and fancy varieties, each

„ bright scarlet, cerise, rose, &c, separate or
mixed, each

Heartsease, or Pansy, from a splendid named collection

>» h fancy varieties, striped, &c
Lobelia St. Clair, Insignia, Queen Victoria, &c, &c„ each
Munulus, or Monkey Flower, beautiful varieties, mixed
Petunia, splendid mixed, equal to named flowers

j

Portulacas, scarlet, yellow, white, striped rose, crimgon
purple, &c, each

Pinks, from the finest collection grown
Primula sinensis fimbriata, white and red mixed, true

saved from the finest collection known ...

Verbenas, mixed, from the best named flowers

- -

f * #

• 4 I

* • ft

2
o

i

i

1

1

1 **_

6
6"

6

- t

2
1

3
6

6

6
&

CUCUMBER NAPOLEON III. is the finest in cultivation. In packets, each, 8c and 5s. Sd.

aeenVnX'cata^ t0 ihe followinS ne* VEGETABLES, descriptions of which will be
French Bean— Haricot d'Alger,or Beurre blanc.

n Tall Zebra.
Doiichos sesquipedalis, called the Asparagus Kidney Bean.
Fhytolacca esculenta
Turnip fcatif of Paris
Radish, China Rose

Cauliflower, Karly Paris
Beet Crapaudine. or Route

h

Skin
6

Carrot, Brussels Red Winter improved Horn.
„ new white tran-parent.

Couve Tronchouda, or Portuguese Cabbage.
Pea, Denyer's Early prolific
Green Mai row.

Early Dwarf Erfurt.

Beet Long Orange, very sweec
Brussels Sprouts, imported
Savoy, Early Dwarf Ulm

f **•»•** „,„,
Messrs. E. G. Hesdersox& Sox beg to announce that the new Plants to be sent out this year are ffiven at the end «f tr «t.Seed CstokfCS, with full d-sciiptkuns, prices, &c.

given at tne ena ot thear

Plants of Cyn«*uioi argenteum, or Pampas GrWEI, 2.*. 6a\ each; 20*. per dozen: 11. 7s. per 100Plants of Petunia uyperialis, new double . hite, 3s. U. each; 30f. per dozen.
P

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood,
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AO KEATING BY EOT WATER
AT THE LOWEST PRICES CONSISTENT WITH

GOOD MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS
GRAY a*d ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London

Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water

Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

W HURD and CO., 1, Smith Street, King's
• Road, Chelsea, beg to inform the Nobility, Clergy, and

V. that they have commenced Business as HORTICUL-•Gentrv.

TURAL BUILDERS and HOT WATER APPARATUS
MANUFACTURERS. Having been practically employed many
years in the Firm of Messrs. Weeks & Co., Chelsea, they are

thoroughly acquainted with every branch of the Business.

Churches, Halls, Mansions, and Public Buildings Heated by
Hot Water. References to Works already executed.

COTTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

J WEEKS and CO.'S BOILERS.—At the beau-
• tiful seat of W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham Park, Streatham,

Surrev, can now be seen additional proofs of the efficiency of

WEEKS'S BOILER. One is there fixed, effectually heating an

incredible number of Forcing houses, Pine stoves, and extensive

ranges of forcing pits. This exquisite establishment has long

been celebrated for growing the finest Pines, Grapes, <fcc, &c,
under the able management of Mr. Page, the Gardener, who will

Icindly show and explain the hot-water apparatus, &c.

John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.

Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues, comprising

Horticulture in all its branches .~ PUBLIC TlNI V I TAT I O IM.

HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

HAVE this Season the pleasure of being able to

refer to several other extensive Establishments where

they have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which

hitherto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highly respectable firm of Messrs.

Edward Henderson & Co., of the Wellington Nursery, Weling-
ton Road, St. John's Wood, and as that Establishment is open to

the public Messrs. Johx Weeks & Co.'s Hot-water Apparatus

will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially

represented during this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
•Co. have now adopted what is called the "One Boiler System."

At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist

can see the Hot-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges of

Hothouses, all connected to one boiler. We will here quote

Mr. Edward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of

Messrs. J.Weeks & Co.'s system of heating by hot water. He says

:

u I am more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. have done for me in heating a great

.number of our hot-housesfrom one boiler. It is almost impossible

for me to express my satisfaction sufficiently strongly. The effect and

-great savingproduced is truly wonderful; less than two sacks ofcoke in

24 hours is all that is used to heat a vai*iety ofhothousesf &c, nearly

800 feet in length and these various houses are to some extent widely

separated, as300feet stand in one direciion
9
150feet in another,200feet

in another,and so on, including our large newly laidrout wintergarden.' 1

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive

private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be

seen in operation, and in every case with the same favourable

results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former

statements relating to their one boiler system, and most

respectfully solicit a
Tisit ro their Garden Es-

tablishment at Chelsea,

which consists of Hot-

houses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Pits,&c,

the whole measuring
1000 feet in length, ex-

posing to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-

ficial feet of glass, the

whole heated by one
boiler, 5 feet high by 3
feet 6 inches in diameter,

the water in the va-
rious houses circulating

through 5000 feet of Hot-
water Pipe.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bars. The large

surface which this Boiler

-exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of such extra-

ordinary power.
John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.

At our two establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches, combining all the improvements of the

day. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very

extensive variety of horticultural erections; also Forcing Pits

and Frames of all sizes. See our Illustrated Catalogues on

Horticultural Building and Heating by Hot Water; also of all

the best Stove and Greenhouse Plants; also of the best Vines,

Pines- Pe*^*"*. »"d other Fruit trees.

Johk Weeks & Co., Kings Road, Chelsea.

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LOiNDON.

A SE0W E00M DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES 0E HORTICULTUEL.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass frames
Game Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering

Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

CURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.

AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERf

C STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
• 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron

Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers

and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description, by

Hot Water.-Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-

houses, &cM combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers

of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & MELON SOXES & LIGHTS.

i

HOT-WATER APPARATUS. .

R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, SouthwM*.

• (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the I^P"'?

Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, i8 now enabled to make on-

Mderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, «"??

supply the trade upon verv advantageous terras, with mateT7
tor Warming Buildings of every description ;

Iron Conservatories.

Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at"1

Manutactory as above.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,

Warranted Good by the Makers.

IOSKPH MAPPIN and BKOTriiMis, Q***"s

*' Cutlery Works, Sheffield ; and 37, Moorgate Street, London-

Drawings forwarded by post. _______

—

-~

THE HYDRAULIC HAM will r»^

water, without manual labour, to » •

height, where a small fall can be obtained.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Ma^'

and all other Pumps. .

Fountains of every description ere

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.

Hose Pipe of every kind for **tiV*°

Gardens.

W. F. Roe (late Freeman Rob), Hy^*"1*

Engineer, 70, Strand, London.

!

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any

length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 It. 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to

100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxe* and

Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept read\,

glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, read}

tor immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to

all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the NobiLty

Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

POULTRY, ETC., SHOWS.
rtTTT fRY

>ORTABLE WIRE PENS FOR p0^
L **,

* AND PIGEONS, furnished on hire bv Thos. P- H*ijv

General Wire Worker, 27, Dale End, Birmingham.
Netting and Wire Goods of every description,

i

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
^

R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southward *g
• Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his Pa ^

n,

of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now V^^tf
supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. ^

description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works.

<fcc, at the. Manufactory as above.

H URDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out of ^ ^
i ground. 6 bars ... ... ••• ••• •••

HURDLES tor CA.TTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet out ^
of ground, 5 bars , ... os.
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135. Qd.

13*. Qd.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES. ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure
hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :—

SHEET GLASS, Packed in Boxes containing 100 Feet.
6 hy 4, and 6£ by 4£ ... 12a. 8 by 6, and 8*by6£..
7 by 5, and 7* by 5J ... 13s. 9 by 7, and 10~ by 8 ..

At 14s. per 100 Feet
12 by 9, 13 by 9, 14 by 9, 15 by 9, 16 by 9.

12 by 10, 13 by 10, 14 by 10, 15 by 10, 16 by 10.
12 by 11, 13 by 11, 14 by 11, 15 by 11, 16 by 11, 17 by 11, 18 by 11.

At 16s. per 100 Feet.
13 by 12, 14 by 12, 15 by 12, 16 by 12.

At 18s. per 100 Feet.
17 by 12, 18 by 12, 19 by 12. 20 by 12, 14 by 13, 15 by 13, 16 by 13,

17 by 13, 18 by 13, 19 by 13, 20 by 13, 20 by 15.
LARGER SIZES, not exceeding 40 Inches Long.

16 oz. from 2d. to 3A<2.,21 oz. from 3d. to 5d., 26 oz. from 6d. to7hi.,
per foot superficial, according to size and quantity.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD
HOUSES, THE SAME QUALITY AS WE SUPPLY TO Mr. RlVERS, and
of various dimensions, always on hand, at 18s. per 100 feet.
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.
HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-ounce, packed in Crates
of 300 feet, 2^d. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, 3^d.
Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet 34s., 38s., 40s., and

42s. per case.

Fern Cases with Ferns complete, suitable for the Drawing-
room, from 25s. each.
Aquariums with French polished stands, from 10s. each. Vase

shaped ditto, on Glass stand, 25s.
Perforated Glass for Ventilation, from ls.Qd. per foot.

Glass Tiles and Slates.
Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen

; Propagating and Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps, Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for
Ornaments, Fern Shades, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street
Without, London.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
TTETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,
J--*- of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square foot, for the usual sizes required, manv thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

SArT£NT R0UGH PLATE.THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
JI

L
.^T.tni SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING

8™^ S
,F

S
'
GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES

to James H etley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.
See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

rfHE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
c^oLX& ^£5iNG '

Mana&er«> 296. Oxford Street. London.

rtJ
STR?£G HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from

2d.; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from ikd.
Per

/°°i-
CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,

2?,™° *7 <&A25 '
6d'"' above

'
16s

'
8d

' Per box- FOREIGN
fell LET, in 200 feet cases. 34s. per case.
PERFORATED VENTILATING GLAS3 from Is. 6d. per

foot. TILES and SLATES from Qd. each. MILK PANS
21s. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN, 5s. Qd.; WARING'SBUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the NewAqnanum, 10s. each.—Catalogues free.

FOREIGN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUsT,
87, Bishopsgate Stkeet, Without.

H^ MILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
-*- • GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or
i00 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.

TH£ P
,?Il?P

E *00T PULPING AND MINCINGMACHINE.— Phillips s is the only Root Pulnine andMincing Machine which has received the Pnzes of the Ro "alAgricultural Society. Made only by Woods, Suffolk I on

Wu4 St
HuTr

k2
• h

DeliTed
v
Carri^e free in Lon^Pe'te"

aSSon «n ?h
' g

ai
?sbor?J

,»h - .Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and anystation on the Eastern Counties Railway. Illustrations De-scripnonŝ and Prices forwarded post free on aPplfcat?on?^_DRIZE MEDAL, 1851, and Notice by Jury of

^ARm^SAoSlL^^l in ARCHITECTURAL and
POTTa

L DtCORATIONS, &c, in PULHAMS TERRA
w2h hiVqSJf Ved

^°
imiUte St°ne 0f any tlnt

'
or t0 match™h

.

ms Stone-colour Cements, requiring no artificial colour or

T PiVr „7
aV
£g

u
6n tested 30 years'

durability is guaranteed byJ. rumam, Broxbourne.

J
.FOUNTAINS.

SEELEY begs leave to remind gentlemen intend-

^ *\,
1Dg t0

,

p,,t U
P

Slich Ornaments in their grounds next spring,
that the work ought to be oidered without delay, with a view to
its being properly seasoned. During the past year he has addedmany new designs to his stock.

Nos. 1 to 4, Keppel Row, NewJtoa^LJ*egenrs Park.

EifirJnnWT?rRI*8 »
ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.DWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety

of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may be
seen in use at \* orton Cottage, on application to the GardenerSundays excepted.
^Priced Lists ot Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application.

" I^RIGJ DOMO."—Patronised by her" Majesty the

n 4?
Ue
^
n

,'

tne
„
r)uklJ of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, ofEalmg Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

„__ T
PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.

jV? i

D0AI0 '" a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair
and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
trom attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had inany required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Archkr, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth
Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the
fcingdom. It. is mnch cheaper than mats as a coverine."

ELECTRO-PLATED SPOONS AND FORKS!
1\/f R. MECHI, 112, Regent Street, informs his friends

.

11 »nd the Public that his NEW SHOW ROOM, extending
into Glasshouse Street, is now open for the sale of the above
articles, together with an extensive stock in the newest and most
approved designs of Electroplated Dinner, Tea, and Coffee Ser-
vices, Liquor Frames, Salvers, Toast-racks, Spoons. Forks, &c.

:

also a large assortment of the best London and Sheffield made
Table Knives.—112, RegentStreet, London.

03

?!f^
L
o?J?.^

S'4^^tCIGARS, SISAL CIGARS!

sius^.s^r.s.-27 stamps - Non
* - «^« -as

MARK YOUR L

I"
1HE PEN SUPERSEDED.-

Coarse
PATENT

INEN.
The most easy, per-

" T
' "'" ~ on,

the
seTowJi^L^ meihoi

of marki"S UMB, Silk.Cott

[jOL LOW AY'S OINTMENT A£SD PII r S*-* CERTAIN REMEDIES FOR 30RF IFrf \rJohnson, Chemist, of Great Howard R*L

!

L
, .

S>,~Mn

asfe,ftis£SS !B i5r*3S

R2 i i \ foptions at Wholesale Prices, deli-" vered direct from the Queen's Bonded Warehouses inoriginal packages, for Farm Stock, Poultry &c from lis fi?percwt. Samples sent post free
7

'
'

ls ' 6d'

.
Thomas Moss & Co., 147. FenchurchjStreet, London.

LOCUSTS (SUGAR PODS)
t-v^ottxK11 FATT£*"»o Cattle, Sheep, &c.

RS^,f\ASHBY be^ to inforra F«"teni of
10;

&t°ck th?* they have some tons of the above for disposal at

_Corn Exchange, and Bull Stairs Wh»rf Blackfriars, London
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and its Proximi^ to both Water andRail communication, is deserving the notice of Agriculturists.
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2Ii *y 1% igi by ^iby 14, 20 by 15, at 18». per 100 feet.

21 m. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot
Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24
Ditt<> w 2 feet ... 34

HARTLEY'S Rmigh Plate, Sheet and Rough, files, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasn Trans
as Horticultural List.

r r '

Miljed Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,and \ arnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.
Established more than 100 years.

WATERPROOF PATHS]

T„
n
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

HObb who would enjoy their Gardens dnrinf the
^r.M^Sm r^?nths should construct their walks of PORTLANDCEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:- Screen thegravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixea with_it and to every part of clean gravel add one ofsharp
river sana. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state beforeapplying the water. Itmay then be laid on 2 inches thick. Anylabourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a fock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost, tt is necessary, as water does not soak through it,
to give a fall from the middle of the p*th towards the sides.

I he same preparation makes first-rate oavint? for RARNS
*£L
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- White & Bbotheri
^JilpanK 8trept t Westminster.

ETCALFE and CO.'SNEW PATTERN TOOTr
BRUSH, PENETRATING HAIR BRUSHES AND

Bggf 3PONGES.-The Tooth Brush 1^^. ShigW?important office of searching thoroughly into the divisions anccieansmg m the most extraordinary manner—hairs never com*
w \ J*

6!" 1

*

1*1-^ Penetrating Hair Brushes, with durable unWeached Russian bristles, which will not soften like commoi
nair, and immense stock of genuine nnbleached Smvrna Sponge
Jith every description of British and Foreisrn Perfumery a

ni7^LFB
'
BlNGLET

»
& Co.'s only Establishment, 130 b and 131vxtord Street, second and third doors west from Holies Street

CAtrnoir.—Beware of the word "from" Metcalfe's, adopted bvsome houses. Metcalfe's Alkaline Tooth Powder, 25. per box.
j

are exnibited the finest specimens of British manufactures in
Dressing Cases, Work Boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Ban
and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department
for Papier Mache Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table
Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-
ping orders executed. r

The same_prices^harged atall the Establishments.

pLOSE OF HOLIDAYS—The return of ^ulhl^
y~y their respective Boarding-Schools induces a solicitude from
Parents and Guardians for their personal comfort and attraction
and ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL, for accelerating the
growth and improving and beautifying the hair, ROWLANDS'KALYDOR, for improving the skin and complexion, and
removing cutaneous eruptions, and ROWLANDS' ODONTO or
Pearl Dentrifice, for rendering the teeth beautifully white, and
preserving the gums, are considered indispensable accompani-
ments for the attainment of those Personal Advantages so univer-
sally sought for and admired. Beware of spurious imitations. The
only genuine of each bears the name of " Rowlands" preceding
that of the article on the wrapper or label.—Sold by A. Rowland
& Sons, 20, Hatton Garden, London ; & by Chemists and Perfumers.

(^j-AS CHANDELIERS ANlT BRACKETS—The
V>* increased and increasing use of gas in private houses has
induced William S. Burton to collect from the various manu-
facturers all that is new and choice in Brackets, Pendants
and Chandeliers, adapted to offices, passages, and dwelling-rooms'
as well as to have some designed expre-sly for him: these areON SHOW over his SIXTEEN LARGE ROOMS, and present
for novelty, variety, and purity of taste, an unequalled assort-
ment. They are marked in plain figures, at prices proportionate
with those which have tended to make his Establishment the
largest and most remarkable in the kingdom, viz., from 12s. Qd
(two light) to 16Z. 16s.

HTHE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER.—X The real NICKEL SILVER, introduced 20 years ago bv
William S. Burton, when PLATED by the patent process of
Messrs. Elkington & Co., is beyond all comparison the very best
article next to sterling silver that can be employed as such, either
usefully or ornamentally, as by no possible test can it be dis-

yo BE LET, a NURSERY
f"litnate nearlhe

qhor.
P
i

r

n
n
r

Pal ^ete, consisting of Dwelling House and SeedShop, 10 Greenhouses, Pits, Frames, &c—For further particularsapply to H. F„ 5, Tfield Terrace, Lan<do»ne G,"vf? st£*£ell
I ™ VALUABLE FARMS TO LEf:

~~
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IGHT H,,V - THE Earl of Burlington.

I U lit, LL1, and entered upon immediately, all
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0Ut 360 acres of Salt Marsh Land.When the L Iverstone and Lancaster Railway (now in progress^

o( the Farms
Stati°D •" be ^^ 5 ™^ oTSth^

Hi^ H?mp!?
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se"d a Person t0 «how the Farms. Con-ditions and further particulars may be known on application toMr. Drrwry, of Holker.-Holker, Jan. 28.

TTt> rviUKStriYlVlEIM, FlORISTS, AND OTHERS
O BE SOLD, the LEASE of GROUND, near
town, with Greenhouses, Pits, &c well stocked with Plants.

Kent 10*. per annum.-Apply to Mrs. Sutherland, Florist,
Kilburn: or to Mr. Goddahd, 14, Great Portland Street, Caven-
gign_Sqnare, London.

TO BE SOLD, 20 Brace of Tame PHEASANTS^
J" Address, in the first instance, to Avis," at the Office of

this Paper.

Saks tig auction.

tinguished from real silver.

Tea Spoons, per dozen
Dessert Forks
Dessert Spoons
Table Forks
Table Spoons

M

tt

t'

# •

#••

* •

Thread or
Fiddle Brunswick King's
Pattern. Pattern. Pattern.

... 18*. ... 26s. ... 32s.

... 30s. ... 40s. ... 46s.

... 30s. ... 42s. ... 48s.

... 40s. ... 56s. ... 64s.
40s. ... 58s. ... 66s.

Tea and Coffee Sets, Waiters, Candlesticks, &c, at proportionate
prices. All kinds of re-plating done bv the patent process

CHEMICALLY PURE NICKEL NOT PLATED.
m ,_, „ , „ Fiddle. Thread. King's.
Table Spoons and Forks, full size, per doz.12s, ... 28s. 30s
Dessert ditto and ditto „ 10*. ... 21s. .'.'.'

25s.'
Teaditt0 „ 5s. ... lis. ... 12s.

r AMPS OF ALL SORTS AND PATTERNS.—
-*-* William S. Bijbton invites attention to his season's SHOW
of LAMPS. It embraces the Moderateur (the best Parisian
specimens of which have been carefully culled), Argand, Solar,
Camphine, Palmers Magnum, and other lamps for candles; and
comprises an assortment which, considered either as to extent
price, or pattern, is perfectly unrivalled.

'

Pure Colza Oil, 5s. 6d. per gallon.
Palmer's Candles, lOd. and i0±d. per lb.,
Patent Camphine, 4s. per gallon.

The alterations and additions to these extensive premises
(already by far the largest in Europe), which occupied the whole
of last year, are of such a character that the entire of EIGHT
HOUSES is devoted to the display of the most magnificent
stock of GENERAL HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including
Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated Goods, Baths, Brushes, and
Turnery, Lamps and Gaseliers, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and
Bedding), so arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms, as to afford
to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that can-
not be hoped for elsewhere.

Illustrated Catalogues sent (per post) free.

39, Oxford Street; 1, 1a, 2, and 3, Newman Street; and 4,5,
and 6, Perry's Place. Established 1820.

FANCY POULTRY.
The Stock of H. D. Davtes, Esq , or Spring Gbovi

House, Hounslow.
"YTK. J. C. STEVENS is favoured with instructions
LfX- to announce for Sale by Auction at his Great Room, 38,
King Street, Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY, 30th Januarv,
at 12 o]clonk precisely, the whole of Mr. Davies' renowned Stock,
excepting only such as are reserved for breeding; it consists ot
Spanish, Dorkings, Brahmas, White Cochins. Rangoons, Toulonse
Geese, and Rouen and Aylesbury Ducks. The well known high
character of the Yard renders all comment superfluous. Catalogues
which will be ready one day before the sale mav be hau hv
enclosing a stamped directed envelope to Mr. J. *C. Stevens
38, Kinar Street. Covent Garden. London.

'
'

'

IMPORTANT SALE OF DRIEO PLAP
R. J. C. STEVENS has received instructions to
Sell by Auction, at his Great Room, 38, King Street

Covent Garden, on TUESDAY, 29th January, at 1 o'clock
precisely, all the VALUABLE COLLECTIONS OF DRIED
PLANTS, which have been formed by the Travellers employ*

d

by the Horticultural Society of London during the last 40 vears.
The Heibaria consist of the collections formed by Douglass,Hart-
weg, Fortune, Forbes, Geo. Don, Parkes, Potts, and others hi North
America, Mexico, Peru, Brazil, Chili, and other parts of the globe.
—Catalogues may be had by enclosing a stamped directed enve<
lope to Mr. J. C. STPrvgvs.38. King Street. C-'V^nt Garden .

CONSIGNMENT FROM GHENT FOR ABSOLUTE SALE.
To Gentlemen, Nurserymen, and Others.

|YfESSRS. PKOTHEROE and MuRRIS are
t»I directed to Sell by Auction, at the Mart, Bartholomew
Lane, on FRTDAY, February 1st, at 12 o'ch»ck, about 500 fine
Double Camellias, and 600 Indian and New Ghent Azaleas, con-
sisting of all the approved kinds well furnished with bloom
buds; also 400 strong roots of Liliura lancifolium rubrum,
album, and snperbum, with a fine assortment of American
Plants, comprising fine Hybrid Rhododendrons, Kalmias, Andro-
meda floribunda, Ac, beautifully set with bloom buds —May be
viewed the morning of Sale. Catalogues mav be had at' the
Mart, and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Levtonstone,
Essex.

" *
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FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.

TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, Hish
•J Holbom, London, have now published thjir TWENTY
FIRST ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF FLORICLLTLRAL,
VEGETABLE, AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDb, acknow-

ledged to be the best Annual Catalogue of Seeds extant. It gives

a complete description of 1979 sP.eci^.»nd7^V^fJr

L
p
)V^^SEEDS, an. I a most comprehensive list ot\LULlAt5Lt ahu

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, all ofwhichcun be supplied and are,

a» usual, ot first-rate quality. It also contains lists of TEXAN,
INDIAN AND CALIFORNIAN FLOWER SEEDS, forming,

in fact thefinest Collection of Seeds ever submitted at any one time to

public notice. Catalogues forwarded free of charge and post paid

upon application to all parts of the world. •

James Cartkb & Co., Seedsmen, 238. High Holhom. London.

t( TXTHEELhiR'S LITTLE Book will DO SOMETHINGW to satisfy their Expectations."—Gardeners'

Chronicle.

Our Little Book contains a List—a very select List—
of the best Garden and Flower Seeds in cultivation. It

also contains descriptions and prices, and will be found a

safe and unerring guide to all purchasers. It should be

in the hands of every one who has a garden.

J. C. "Wheeler & Son. Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

BUTTON'S SEED CATALOGUE, with prices of

i5 every article, will be sent gratis and post free to any

CL(I tf7 7V I 8 AISO

SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE. Published by Longman,

Paternoster Row. Price 6d., or free by post Id., in penny stamps.

Bottom & Sons. Seed Growers and Merchnnts. Reading.

A MERICAN PLANTS;
10HN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of RHODO-
•" DENDRONS, AZALEAS, &c, as exhibited at the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and

can be had on application.

$^- The Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrons.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.—J*n. 26 .

" A M E Rl CAN PLANTS.
TTfATERER and GODFREY beg to announce their

VV Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants for

this season is now published, and will be sent free on application.

As the collection of American Plants at this Nursery is altogether

unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to their

interest to pav a visit to the Nursery, which may be readily done

by the South Western Railway to Woking Station.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

GEORGE MAKER begs to announce his DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA-

MENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES is now
readv, and may be had on application.

American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, seven

miles from Staines, Windsor Branch, South Western Railway,

where conveyances may be had.

PETER LAWSON and SON, Skedsmen, Nursery-
men, and Wood Foresters to the Queen's Most Excellent

Majesty; and to the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scot-

land, Edinburgh, and London.
Peter Lawson & Son beg to intimate that their Prices, ists

of Seeds, Plants, &c, for the present season are in course of Pub-

lication, and will be sent free by Post on application.

7, Great George Street, Westminster.

ENNEDY and KEMPTON'S second edition of

SEEDS FOR THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

SEEDS for the KITCHEN GARDEN can be

obtained from DEVONSHIRE, through Messrs

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

All orders carriage free.

See their "Price Current and Garden Directory" just

published.

AN PARCEL TRAINS are now running on the

Great Western and the other Broad Guage Rail-

ways, so that Seeds can now be sent from DEVONSHIRE
with as much regularity and despatch as from any

other county in England.

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants,
Plymouth, Devonshire.

(jEEDS FOR WALES.

—

Arrangements have been

C) made by the undersigned for the speedy transit of all

orders for WALES. Seeds can be forwarded from

Bristol direct by Steamer, or by the South Wales Rail-

way, via Gloucester.

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants and Seed Growers,

Plymou th, Devonshire.

Garden" seeds for Ireland.—Plymouth

'is situated in close proximity with CORK, DU BLIN,

BELFAST, and LIMERICK, and Steamers call every

week at the Great Western Bocks, so that purchasers in

our sister country will find their orders attended to with

promptness and despatch, on application to

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

SEEDS FOR IRELAND, SCOTLAND, AND WALES.

SUTTON and SONS having many customers in

North and South Wales, Scotland and Ireland, whom they

have supplied with Agricultural and Horticultural Seeds for

many years, are well acquainted with the sorts which thrive

best in each locality.

Sutton & Sons deliver their Goods Free of Carriage to

the Seaports, and many other parts of Ireland, Scotland,

and Wales. For particulars, address

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

TO NOBLEMEN, CLERGYMEN, AND OTHERS.

THE most Economical and Convenient Mode of

ordering GARDEN SEEDS is to send for one of

Sutton's Complete Collections for one year's supply,''

particulars of which may be had on application^

addressed—
Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers and Merchants, Reading.

IRECT COMMUNICATION BETWEEN

J

K their Scientific, Comprehensive, and Unique CATA-
LOGUE OF FLORICULTURAL, VEGETABLE AND
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now published, and may be had

on application, free. It will be found to comprise all the New

and Rare Flower Seeds, and a Select List of the most approved

Vegetable and Agricultural Seeds ever extant. Prepared by

Mr.' Keiiftos, who for the last 15 years, and up to the time of his

employer's decease, was principal Assistant of the late Mr. James

Carter, of Holborn.—Address Kennedy & Kempton, Bedford

Conservatory, Covent Garden, London.
t

SPLENDID SEEDLING HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS.

WILLIAM BARNES has now ready to send out at

5s. per dozen a few of his unrivalled CALCEOLARIAS.
They are very beau'iful healthy strong plants, and are now quite

ready for their permanent shift into large pots.

W. B. can recommend them with the greatest confidence, as

they have been saved only from the most beautifully marked and

finest shaped varieties, and if potted now will make splendid

blooming planta—Camden Nursery, Canibenvell, London.

F~INLAY FEASER, Jun. (lately with Messrs.

Minier, Nash, & Co., Strand), WILLIAM RICHARDSON,
and WILLIAM LEWIS GOAD (many years with Messrs.

Jacob Wrench & Sons, London Bridge), beg respectfully to

inform their friends, the trade, and public generally, that they

have taken the premises, 82, Bishopsgate Street Within, where

they intend carrving on the SEED BUSINESS in all its

branches and trust by great assiduity and strict attention to

merit an extended share of patronage. They confidently refer to

their lengthened practical experience as an assurance that the

goods thev offer have been selected with the greatest attention

both as to
"

genuineness and quality.—London, Jan. 26.

\ ~~'VERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent (Bel-

^JL. gium), begs to offer a NEW BIOTA, which is quite

distinct from the others, and is warranted particularly hardy.

BIOTA MELDENSIS, good plants £1 15

very strong 2 10

This" fine Coniferous plant will be shortly figured in Ver-

schaffelt's "Illustration Horlicole."

A. Y. aIro directs attention to his Journal L'lLLUSTRA-
TION HORTICOLE, which is one -of the best Floricultural

works on the Continent. The last Number (12th Number of the

second Vol.) is out, and contains :

—

1. Genetyllis tulipifera.

2. Rose Perpetual Panncbee d'Orleans.

3. Clematis campaniti>ra.

4. Dion ednle (fruits of ).

5. Dion edule (site in its natural country).

The Work can be seen and obtained of his Agent, Mr.R.SiLBERRAD,

5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London. JPrice 12a. a year.

DWARF~R05ES ON THE MANETTI.

GEORGE CLARKE be?s to offer his unrivalled

stock of DWARF ROSES (6-inch stems, budded on the

ManettiX consisting of all the leading kinds of Hybrid Per-

petuals,' Bourbons, Ac, at 12*. per dozen; very superior, 185.

;

fine strong plants, and beautiful fibrous roots, well adapted for

pot culture, or forming beds in the flower garden.

G. C. respectfully solicits an inspection or trial of the above,

which would doubtless clear away the prejudice which now exists

with many towards this truly valuable stock the Maoetti.

Standard Koses, in 12 distinct varieties, 18*. to 245. per dozen

;

Climbing and Pillar Rose*, fine strong plants, 12a. per dozen;

Dwarfs in pots, on their own roots ; also the late new French

Roses.

N.B. Where two dozen or more are ordered, plants in propor-

tion will be a<!ded to compensate for distant carriage.

gtre&tliam Place Nursery, Brixton Hill, Surrey.

GLOUCESTER AND DUBLTN.—By means of

sailing vessels which regularly leave this port for Dublin,

we are enabled to deliver our Seeds Carriage Free to that

City, whence tliey can be at once forwarded to all parts

of Ireland.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Gloucester.

\I/ HEELER'S GARDEN SEEDS have been knownW and appreciated in the West of England for more than a

hundred Years, and now that the railways afford such cheap

communication with distant parts of the kingdom, their celebrity

has become extended. We now deliver our seeds carriage free

by railway to the most distant and remote places. A Descriptive

Priced List mav be had on application.

J. C. Whfeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Gloucester; Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural

Society.

Established in the early part of the Eighteenth Century.

M YATT»S NEW SEECLINC POTATO,
THE "BROCKLEY KIDNEY."

\\f MYATT can confidently recommend this
* ' • variety as one of the best for Garden culture. Planted

the same time as the Ash Leaf it will be about ten days later.

The produce is nearly double, and the quality equal to this fine

old variety ; price 85. per bushel of 66 lbs.

FLUKE KIDNEY, 4s.
|

FLOUR BALL, 45.

BRITISH QUEEN, or EARLY MAY—45.

The above will be delivered at any of the London Railway

Stations free of charge tor sacks or delivery.

Special agreement for a ton, or any larger quantity.

Manor Farm , Deptford, Jan. 26.

S E E D P OT A T O E S.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO. have the pleasure of

offering the following varieties of Potatoes, all ofwhich have

been grown by themselves, and are of fine quality.

Per bushel of 4 stones :—
Kidney, Early Ash- *. d.

|
Foxe's Seedling ...

PEARS CRAFTED ON THE QUINCE AS PYRAMIDAL
SHAPED TREES.
SER beg to announce that theip

te above is now published, and may be had
post free on application.

J. & J. F. have sold a large number of these Trees for the last

three years, and have received numerous letters from gentlemen

in the country speaking in very high terms of their productive-

ness. They can therefore recommend them with greater confi-

dence to the notice of their friends and the public in general.

Lea Bridge Road, Essex.

DWARF-TRAINED FRUIT TREES.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON have much pleasure

in offering some of the finest Dwarf-trained PEACHES
and NECTARINES in the Kingdom; in short W. W. & Sox

feel convinced they are not to be surpassed in the trade. Price

bs. per plant.

N.B. Having a large stock of the above W. W. & Sou ara

disposed to deal liberally with the trade, and will furnish

wholesale prices on application.

Fine Pyramidal Pears on Quince, 18s. to 24*. per dozen.

Woodlands Nursery. Maresfi^ld. near Uckfield, Sussex.

H^HOMAS WILD, of Ipswich, is now sending out
i- his celebrated SEEDS:-Orion Melon, ls.-6d. per packet

;

Ipswich Standard Cucumber, 2s. 6rf.; Latter s unrivalled

Primulas (two new colours), scarlet and purple, 2s. 6d. ; Holly-

hocks, 24 show varieties, 100 seeds, 1*.; Pansies, from nine's

exhibition bed, 1*. ; the whole free by post, It. 6d.

Descriptive Illustrated Catalogue, Testimonials, Latter's

Hints on the Growth of Primulas, &c, free by post to all

Subscribers.

<!* F. WINSTANLEY, Seed Merchant, Man-
-L Chester, begs respectfully to call the attention of the

public to his very unique collections of FLOWER SEEDS

;

each packet of seed bears the name, colour and height of its

growth, and the collection is packed in a neat labelled box.

Mignonette and Sweet Peas being used in larger quantities ars

not included in these collections. Prices from 2s. 6d. to 40a.

'|i F. WINSTANLEY begs to iuform his friends

1 * that his collections of NEW GARDEN SEEDS are now
readv, comprising all the most useful vegetable produce, from

U. to 51. The DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE contains the

details of each collection on page 11.

Sped Warehouse. 2S. Market Place, Manchester.
""

TO MELON G ROWERS.
MONRO'S CRYSTAL PALACE HERO, and

MONRO'S GOLDEN GAGE MELONS, which gained

the two first prizes in June last at the Crystal Palace Exhibition,

the "Hero" the first prize for the heaviest Persian Hybrid

Melon, the "Golden Gage" the first prize for the best flavoured

Melon; both of which prizes were awarded to J. Mon-ro,

Colney House. St. Alban's. Two seeds of each sort taken from

the same fruits which gained the prizes, with a packet of

12 seeds of other first-rate sorts, for 2s. 6i. To the trade

12 packets for 12.—May be had by applying to W. F. Eawoon,

Salesman. 13. Tavistock Row. Covent Garden. London.

GOODWIN'S YORK EARLY WHITE CELERY.

JAMES BACKHOUSE and SON can now supply

SEED of this valuable CELERY. It is compact inhabit,

and not liable to run to seed, solid, crisp, and of fine flavour. It

may be had in perfection earlier than any other variety known
to us, and has for several years past taken first prizes at the

York Horticultural Exhibitions in 6th and 7th months. Packets

2s.6d. each, free by post, may be had either from Hurst and

M'Mullev, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, or direct from our-

selves.—James BACM0USB_&Soy. York Nurseries, Jan. 26.

CUCUMBERS.
TAMES DICKSON and SONS beg to offer the

«J following much esteemed varieties of Cucumbers, in sealed

packets containing six seeds, for Is. 6*2. each packet, post lree.

" Thev should be grown by all Cucumber growers."

MODEL OF PERFECTION —Has a fine white spine, re-

markably prolific and early; the fruit is 20 to 24 inches long

when fit for table, and is very handsome.

TELEGRAPH.—Black spine, rather smooth, great bearer, very

early handsome fruit.

The following lists are published, and will be forwarded pre-

paid on application :

—

Fruit Trees
Forest Trees.

>»

leaved
Jackson's
Fluke

Martin's Globe
Early York

„ Kings
„ Round frame

*• t

• • •

t * i

»«•

• •

» # *

• • t

* 4 «

* i *

9 *

* * *

• « *

...5s. Qd.

... 6

... 6

... 5
... 6
... 5
... 5

5• •

6 Emperor
6 Cockney
5 Hen's Nest
5 Oxford
5 American Native
6 White Rough .

6 Regent

Nursery and Seed^Establiwhment. Sleaford. January, 1R56.

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.

W THOMPSON, Tavern Street, Ipswich (author

• of the " Gardening Book of Annuals." favourably noiiced

in the Gardeners 1 Chronicle for August 18, 1S55), begs to offer a

select assortment of ANNUAL and PERENNIAL FLOWER
SEEDS, comprising every novelty of the season, and some rare

Seeds; of which a descriptive priced Catalogue, arranged

according to the Natural System, will be sent post paid, on appli-

cation. The following quotation of prices cannot fail to be

Vegetable and Flower Seeds
Roses

102, Eastgate Street, Chester; and Market Place, Manchester.

GREENHOUSE AZALEAS.

A PAUL and SON have to offer fine healthy

• plants of the following beautiful varieties of AZALEA
INDICA in large 60 and 54-sized pots, 125. the dozen; Alba,

Smithi coccinea, Herberti, Fielder's white, Speciosissima, Carmi-

nata, Colorans, Diana, Grenvilli, Coronata, Aurora, Symmetry.

The following, of the same size, 18s. the dozen :—Latentu,

Variegata, Rubra plena fulgens, Murrayana, Optima, Prince

Albert, Rosea Superba, Reine des Beiges, Holfordi, Ivery ana.

Perryana. . _.

The same sorts, in 48-sized pots, well set with bloom, est*

and 30s. per dozen. A few larger plants 3s. 6d. to 5s. eaclu

Carriage free to London.—Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

E WXT EW EARLY MARROW PEAS.
IN Harrison's Glory (blue) & Harrison's Perfection (white)

appreciated :

—

Ageratura conspicuum ...

Alonsoa Warczewiczi ...

Calceolaria chelidoniiiides

Coreopsis coronata ... ...

Gypsophila ranralis

Helichrysum brachyrhyn-
chum ... • O

s. d.
|

6
6
3
3
6

*

Lupiims pubcarnosus

Salvia Romeriana „

Silene Bergeri ...

f , squaraigera ...

Tithoniatagetiflora ...

Whitlavia grandiflora

# t *

« * *

»••

f ••

8. d.

6

6

3

3

3

6

GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS.

Sand J. KlNZ, Nurserymen, Frankfort-on-the-

• Maine, beg to call the attention of the trade to the following

Seeds, all warranted of first-rate quality.

GERMAN STOCK, in collections of from 10 to 30 varieties,

Is. 6d. to 2*. 6d. each collection, containing 100 Seeds of each

GERMAN ASTERS, dwarf, bouquet, globe, pyraraidical, and

others in collections, from 10 to 20 varieties, at Is. 6d. to 2s.

PiEONY ASTERS, the beautiful new varieties in collections,

from 6 to 12 varieties, at 2s. to 4s.; the same in packets, mixed,

All orders will be promptlv executed and forwarded to the

care of their London Agents, Messrs. Betiiam & Blackith,Cox s

and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames Street.

—These extraordinary Peas, which are nearly similar »n naD
';'

are. as early as Double-blossomed Frame, about 3 feet in neignr,

full of large pods which cluster from the bottom to the top ot tne

haulm, and are equal in flavour to Knight's Marrow. Samples at

the haulm may be s ;en at the following firms in London, of whom

they can be had, in quart packets at 5s. each :—

Batt, Rutley, & Silverlock, 412, Strand.

Beck, Henderson, & Child, Middle Wharf, Adelphi.

Hurst & M'Mdllen, 6, Leadenhall Street.

Minier, Nash, & Nash, 60, Strand.

Noble, Cooper, & Bolton, 152, Fleet Street.

Jacob Wrench & Sons, 39, King William Street, City.

DOUBLE WHITE CAMELLIAS.

TO BE SOLD, 500 fine bushy home grown plants

of DOUBLE WHITE CAMELLIAS, with good foliage,

and full of healthy flower-buds, at 245., 275., and 305. per dozen

,

i few extra plants at 365. and 425. per dozen.—Apply to w.

Sanford, opposite the "Golden Fleece," Edmonton, Middlesex.

For early sowing, a few packets of Seed saved 'rorn tne

Seedling Calceolarias which received the Prize at the Exbibitica

at the Crystal Palaces at 5*. and 105. fid, each. —

I

" AUTUMNAL MARROW SQUASH."

THE Advertiser, who is a Gardener, has brought witn

him from America seeds of the above fruit, a full account <

which is given in the Chronicle of last week. He has also three

-orts of VEGETABLE MARROW, which will be found »»

icquisition where this vegetable is much used. Seeds ot n>

»hole will be sent on receipt of 30 Postage Stamps, or u.

.SQUASH maybe had alone for 13 Stamps.—Direct A. B-t c
>

Munden Street, Hammersmith, London.

Printed by William Bbadbubt, of No. 13. L'ppw Woburn Place, an

FRKDERica Muliktt tTA!*«. of No. 20. Queen's Ro«d, \>e«. bom »
the Parish of St. Piracru. and in the County of Mid.llrsfx. Prir er*. _

their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitelriars, m the* J

•f London ; and published by them at the Office. No. 6. Upper »/>/'""',.

• treet.in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said C<mn*

•vbere all Advertisements and Communications are to be Api>b*s-»»

:be Ediiob.—Satubdat, January 26. ISSC
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SUTTON'S SEED CATALOGUE, with prices of
every article, will be sent gratis and post free to any

address. Also,
SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE. Published by Losgmax,

Paternoster Row. Price 6d. t or free by post Id., in penny stamps.
Suttom & Sons. Seed Growers and Merchants, Reading.

G. WALTE'S CATALOGUE is now readyTaod
can be had on application.

Seed Establishment, 181, High Holborn , London
.

KITCHEN GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS.
OHN CATTELL'S CATALOGUES of the above

are now ready, and may be had on application.

Westerham. Kent.

j

j

4-

a
a
c

e

a

ORITISH POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.— An
-L* Extraordinary Meeting of the British Pomological Society
will be held at the Rooms, 20, Bedford Street, Covent Garden, on
MONDAY, the 4th of February, at 1 o'clock, to compare and
determine the merits and qualities of Fruits, for the election of
Members, and for general business.

It is hoped that all who take an interest in the cultivation of
FRUITS and FRUIT TREES will forward to the meeting
specimens of such varieties as they can obtain, correctly named,
and otherwise assist in promoting the objects of the Society.

Persons desirous of becoming Members are requested to make
application to the Secretary on or before the day of meeting.
Members are elected at all the Meetings of the Society; and 10a.
entrance fee, with 10/. annual subscription, constitute member-
ship.—Robert Hogg, Secretary

.

OHT1CULTURAL MEETINGS AT THE
GARDENS OF THE BRISTOL, CLIFTON, AND

WEST OF ENGLAND ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY.— The
Meetings for the approaching season will be held at these
Gardens, on THURSDAY, 5th June, and THURSDAY, 28th
August, when nearly 4001. will be distributed in Prizes.—Sche-
dules of the Prizes may be obtained on application to the Hono-
rary Secretary, Clifton.WILLIAM B A R R A T~T,

LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.
HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved

principles. '

*** An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shrubs,

_ Evergreens, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.

T^RASER, RICHARDSON, and GOAD beg respect-
-*- fnllv to announce that their Premises are now open, and
orders will be thankfully received and promptly executed. Their
Catalogues are published, and will be forwarded gratis on appli-
cation.—82j Bishopsgate Street \Vlthin, Feb. 2.

to'the trade.
\TEW PURE WHITE COLLINSIA.—The price
-L* per ounce of this new and beautiful ANNUAL can be had
on application.

J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London.

VyAITE'S DANIEL O'ROURKE PEAS.—The best
* » Early Pea in cultivation can be supplied in any quantitv,

and price had on application to J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant,
ISt, High Holborn, London.

^iEAKALE AND ASPARAGUS PLANTS.—O TO THE TRADE.—ONE MILLION jm* strong
plants of Seakale and Asparagus are now growing by the
undersigned. Wholesale prices on application.

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

rpHE READING ONION is very superior to the
JL sort called White Spanish, which is usually supplied

for it.

Sutto.v & Sons, Reading, Berks, can supply genuine Seed at
moderate price, according to quantity required.

ZZ~~~ LILIUM CiCANTfcUM SEED.
T^RAJNCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS,
-*- Lpton Nurseries, Chester, having this last Autumn ripened a
considerable quantity of Seed of this noble LILY (the flower
stem of which was fully 10 feet high), beg to offer packets con-
taining 50 selected Seeds, at 2*. 64. per packet, free by post, on
receipt of 30 postage stamps^—Feb. 2.

CHOICE SEEDLING SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIAS.
T NASH, Coleford, Gloucestershire, offers 30 fineM • Plants post free for 10s , or 4s. 6d. per dozen.—They will
bloom beautifully in May and June, and are warranted to produce
first-rate flowers. Fine Verbena Seed 2s. &I. per packet.

PESHAWUR MELON SEEDS.—Four Seeds of this
the best of INDIAN MELONS for 2s. 6d.—Address as

und er, G. M. Elliott. Ripley, Yorkshire. •

HOLLYHOCKS! HOLLYHOCKS

!

JOHN CHATER and SON have a large stock of
•
* the leading sorts of Hollyhocks, in 3£-inch pots, well esta-

blished. List with price on application. Best mixed Hollyhock
Seed, 200, 1*. 6d. ; Improved Sweet William, 600, 1*. The trade
supplied on liberal terms.—Nursery, Haverhill.

\\T H. WHEELER, Florist, Hendon, Middlesex,
* » • can still supply Seeds of Victory of Bath Melon, and

Wheeler's Improved|Sion House (genuine) Cucumber, the best for
flavour and early growth, Is. 3d. per plant each. A few Cucumber
Plants lefc at 1«. each. ___

TO THE SEED TRADE.
Q_ TABER, Seed Grower, Rivenhall, Witham,
^-* • Essex, has for sale a few quarters of some of the best
Pirtsof Early PEAS and Green Windsor BEANS; Skirting's
Pnrple-top and other SWEDES, and MANGEL SEEDS of
cons, grown from select roots. Prices on application.

JC.WHEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED
• LIST for this Season will be published in a few

days, and may be had gratis on application.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

SEEDS, THE FINEST IN CULTIVATION.
BASS and BROWN'S 25th Annual Edition of their

SEED CATALOGUE supplied on application.

It contains everything which may be desired of the

choicest new and other Vegetable and Flower Seeds, superb

imported German Seeds, also Lists of splendid Bulbs and
Roots for spring planting.

Catalogues for the season complete by the present time for

three penny stamps.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

EORGE SMITH'S NEW AND PRICED CAT-
ALOGUE is Now Ready, and will be sent free by Post on

application. It contains Select Lists of Verbenas, Geraniums,
(of Show, Fancy, Variegated and Scarlet kind.- . Dahlias, Holly-
hocks, Petunias, and Chrysanthemums.

Tollington Nursery, Homsey Road, Islington, London.

ETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen, Nursery-
men, and Wood Foresters to the Queen's Most Excellent

Majesty; and to the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scot-

land Edinburgh, and London.

Peter Lawsos & Son beg to intimate that their Priced Lists

of Seeds, Plants, &c, for the present season are in course of Pub-
lication, and will be sent free by Post on application.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

AMERICAN PLANTS;
] OHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of RHODO-
«J DENDRONS, AZALEAS, &c, as exhibited at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and
caD be had on application.

£*T The Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrons.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.—Feb. 2.

GEORGE BAKER begs to announce his DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA-

MENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES is now
ready, and may be had on application.

American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, seven
miles from Staines, Windsor Branch, South Western ltailway,

where conveyances may be had.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
TT/"ATERER and GODFREY beg to announce their
» * Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants for

this season is now published, and will be sent free on application.

As the collection of American Plants at this Nursery is altogether

unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to their

interest to pay a visit to the Nursery, which may be readily done
by the South Western Railway to Woking Station.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

CUCUMBERS.

NEW PLUMS (DOsA/LINC'S.)

YOUELL and CO. have to offer a fine Stock of the
undermentioned new and very superior l'luina, viz. :

—
ANGELINA BURDETT, strong dwarf trees ... 2#.Crf.each

.. » ii „ trained ... 3 6
WOOLSTON BLACK GAGE, strong dwarf trees, 2 6

n n „ „ trained, 5

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

p H O I Cl VEGETABLES W ANTE D^ CUCUMBERS, I ASPARAGUS,
MUSHROOMS,

J
FRENCH BEANS,

CHOICE FLOWERS, &c.
Forward to George Taylor, Jun , Choice Fruit and Vege-

table Salesman, The Grand Stand, St. John's Market, Liverpool.
" Terms—Cash."

/ANTED TO PUhCHASE, 10,000 Strong ASH,
4 to 5 feet, delivered at any Station of the Great Western

Railway.— State price, &c, to Robert J. Darby, Nurseryman,
Cirencester.

INE APPLES WANTED.—Forward immediately
to George Taylor, Jhn., Choice Fruit and Vegetable

Salesman, The Grand Stand, St. John's Market, Liverpool.
M Terms- Cash."

I

YV
FRAME

OOD and INGRAM offer the following
known kinds at Is. per packet of 18 Seeds ;

—

well

Godfrey's Black Spine

„ White Spine, picked from the

above, and a very prolific kind
Improved Sion House
Sir Colin Campbell

Read's Surprise
Kelway's Defiance
Manchester Hero
Conqueror of the West
Snow's Horticultural.

Huntinffdrtn Nurseries, February 2.

W/ILLIAM WOOD and 60S are offering SEED-V LING FOREST TREES asunder. Prices will be fur-

nished on application.

WHEAT FOR LATE AND SPRING SOWING*
—Samples with prices of Talavera, Red Hybrid, Nursery,

April, and other kinds of Seed Wheat will be sent tree on appli-

cation to Mr. EL Raynbiiid, Basingstoke.

SEED BARLEY FROM THE CHALK.

MR. H. RAYNBIRD, Basingstoke, can supply
Chevalier, Golden Drop, Thanet, and other approved sorts,

of Barley at market prices. Hudson's Golden Melon Barley, a
new variety, productive, and of fine Malting quality, may be had
on application.

HARDY HEATHS
IX CATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite
" ™ attention to their large stock and first-rate collection of

these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues may he
had free on application to Waterek & Godfrey, Knap Hill
Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

S T R O N C OXK 'S.

MESSRS. I. and J. GAITSKELL, Nurserymen and
Seedsmen, Whitehaven, have for Sale a fine stock of the

above, 1£ to 4 feet high. Prices on application.

TO THE TRADE.
TOHN GRIGOR and CO., Nurseries, Forres, N.B.,
O begs to offer Strong One Year Seedling LARCH, and Two
V r Native Scotch PINE, &c. Prices on application.

T"

;U BE SOLD, Tery handsome large IRISH
YEWS, from 4 to 8 feet. Purchasers taking a large

number will be liberally dealt with. Prices on application.

—

Thomas Jackson & Soar, Nurseries, Kingston, near London.

TO BE SOLD, Specimen Hybrid RHODODEN-
DRONS, from 4 feet to 12 feet in height; the largest of

them have upwards of a hundred flower-buds upon them. To be
seen at Gaines's Nursery, Surrey Lane, Battersea.

Lists of Geraniums, Azaleas, Fuchsias, Stove and Greenhouse,
&c, gg hp obtained at the above address.

OSIERS! OSIERS!
TO BE SOLD, from 20,000 to 50,000 Sets of the

True ITALIAN OSIER—Apply to Mr. Charles Stxtbbins,

Brigg, Lincolnshire. Allowance made for distant carriage.

TO BE SOLD, several Thousands of the LANCA-
SHIRE LAD GOOSEBERRY TREES (surplus stock), at

Warren's Gardens, Isleworth. Price 51. per thousand.

OHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Muidleton,
near Manchester, can supplv the HEAVIEST LANCA-

SHIRE SHOW GOOSEBERRY TREES at 6s. per dozen.

FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO (true), 3*. per bushel, 56 lbs.

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS, PANSIES, &c &c. &c.

Catalogues now ready.

1 year Pinus austriaca.

1 year „ pinaster.

2 year Scotch Firs.
2 year Hollies.
1 year Alder.

1 year Thorns.
1 year Birch.

1 year Ash.
1 & 2 year Ailanthrs.
1 year Chinese Arborvite, &c.

THE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO (TRUE).

TOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
•' near Manchester, is now enabled to offer the above excellent

POTATO, which, having been raised in Middleton, may be

depended upon as oenuinf, and from the original stock. May
be had of a medium size for planting, at 2s. per bushel of 56 lbs.;

61. per ton. •

;
« - _^____

S E El) P O TA TOES.
TT7OOD and INGRAM beg to offer the following,

1 V warranted true, per bushel :—

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex^

"CUCURBITA PERENNIS" "ASA CRAY."
SEEDS of this extraordinary New Plant, which is

fully described in the Chronicle of Dec. 22d, page S36, can be
supplied genuine by the Subscriber 55. to 10/. per packet. Seeds
of Sir Colin Campbell, SaggT

s Royal Exhibition, and Lord Ken-
yon's Favourite, Improved Cucumbers *at Is. per packet.

W.J. Epps, Seed Merchant, Maidstrm<*.

Ashleaved Kidney
Jackson's do.

Golden Dew do. « • «

8s.

7$.

Martin's Globe
British Queen
Lapstone Kidney

• * • *

75-
OS.

5s.

Huntingdon Nurseries, February 2.

rPRUE LANCASHIRE FLUKE POTATOES may
J. still be had at 45. 9d. per bushel of SO lbs., or 61. 6s. per ton,

of Thomas Bell , Seedsman, Wigan, Lancashire.

GENUINE FLUKE KIOIMEY POTATO^
FRANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and CO.,

Seed Merchants. 14, Corporation Street, Manchester, offer

MARTIN and SON offer the above, quite new and
j
the above very prolific and hardy Potato, carefully picked for sets,

distinct, colour shaded crimson, very large flower, with !
Price may h<> had on application.

VERBENA "TRANB Y."

an immense cream-coloured eye in the way of an Alpine
Auricula, an excellent bedding and show variety. Mr. Glenny
says it is worthy a place in the best collection; plants in April,

5s. each; when six are taken, a liberal allowance made.—
Nurseries. Cottingham. Hull Branch Junction Street.

DOUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOTS,
4^. per dozen.—The annual importation of the above-

named beautiful and fragrant Flower has just been received,, and
large and well selected Bulbs may be obtained, without dis-

appointment, at A. Cobbett's Foreign Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall.

N.B. Printed regulations for treatment sent ; also, ja*t arrived,

very raoist and open Parmesan Cheeses.

1
POTATOES.—Fluke Kidneys, 3s. 6c/. per bushel of

1- 56 lbs., or 61. per ton; Early Short Top Ashlenf Kidneys
(trne\ 6s. per bushel; Early Ashleaf Kidneys (Mire; 9i. per\
bushel : sacks 6d. All orders to be accompanied by a remittance.

HrxPHRKY Chambeblatn. Kempsey, near Worcester.

EED POTATOES.—Mutches Ear. y is considered
the bes- Irere for general cropping; it is inferior hi qaaJity to-

ne Potato grown the year round ; very pr Iific. 0£per froshelof'

70 lbs. Also Lapfttone Kidney, Ashtop Kidney, Bopetor.'*, 3t

per bi*hel: York Regent, 4.?— Martin" & £o*r, ;>' ifseries,

Cottingh.: . Ilu'i Branch Junction Street-
.

1

Hr

ft
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TO GENTLEMEN ENGAGED IN PLANTING.

Y ELL AND O.
BEG RESPECTFULLY TO INVITE THE ATTENTION OF GENTLEMEN ENGAGED IN PLANTING TO THE FOLLOWING

LIST OF EASE AND HARDY CONIFERS, HARDY ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, &c,
Which they can supply in good healthy well-grown plants. They would also mention the fact that owing to their Nursery being situated on the most eastern

poiut of England, and fully exposed to the cutting north-east wind from the North Sea, the advantage that will be obtained by planting from such a district

cannot be otherwise than evident.

CONIFER JE.

19

If

11

19

If

11

If

it

Abies Archangelica ...

Clanbraziiiana ...

Dougiasi, 6 to 9 in.

„ 1 foot ...

„ 2 feet...

Jesoensls
Menziesi, 1 tol£ft.

„ 2 to 2J feet

morinda,very hardy
and ornamental,
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Cryptomeiia japonica,
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Goveniana, l£to2 ft.
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Lambertiana,9-12in
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Langoldi
macrocarpa, 6to 9in.
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ex. India, very hardy,
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Thujoides var. ...
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Dacrydium Franklini,
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Virgin. Red Cedar,
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Libo cedrus cl.ilensis,

4 to 6 inches

ff 9 inches ...
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„ Donniana
Piceaamabilis, 6 inches

Cephalonica.ltolift.
2 feet...

Erased, 9 to 12 in!

Hudsoni
nobilis, grafted, 9 to

12 inches
Nordmaniana, from

cuttings, 6 to 9 in.

„ „ stout seedlings,lft

„ Pindrow, 2 years,

255. per 100.

9 to 12 inches

„ „ 1 to 1£ feet...

„ Pinsapo, 1 year, 403.
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6 to 9 inches,

fine specimens,
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Australis
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hardy, not injured
by the late winter,
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Jeffryana
„ 1 yr. seedlings
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Saxe-Gothcea conspicua
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Taxodium sempervi-
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Alatemus, silver striped ...
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Unedo,6 to 9 in
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Aucuba japonica
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Azalea pontica, 1 foot

Bays, sweet ...

Bignonia radicans superba

t ,
major

Berberis Aquifolium, 1£ ft.
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cuneata ...

Darwini, good pts.

„ smaller do.

dealbata...

dulcis, strong 3 ft.

Fortuni .

.

Nepalensis
tenuifolia
trifoliata ...

Buxus (Box) balearicus, 1 to
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the Tree, 1± to 2 ft.

Calvcanthus macrophyllus
Caprifolium Nepaulense ..

Catalpasyringoefolia,3to4f.
Ceanothus azureus

dentatus
divaricatus
integerrimu?;
papillosus

„ rigidus

Cerasus ilicifolia
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Clematis nova species, yell.

Siebo!di ...

,, tubulosa
Clianthus magnificus

„ puniceus
Cotoneaster microphylla .

Crataegus (Thorn), stan-

dards, dbl. pink, scarlet,

and rigidus

„ crenata
Daphne collina

latifolia

Delahayana
„ Fioniaua ...

Deutzia crenata
gracilis, strong
Heyeri
scabra
staminea ...

Empetrum nigrum ...

Erica arborea
Allportt

codonoides
ciliaris

cinerea purpurea
herbacea
Mediterranea...
tetralix alba
vagans ..
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Escallonia macrantha
Monte Vidensis
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pterocladon •••

Euonymus Jap. var.,
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Ilex (Holly) aquifolia, com-
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„ standard weeping
„ variegated,l£to2ft.

Castanesefolia
cornuta...

diapyrena
furcata
heterophylla ...
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Jasminum fniticosum
nudiflorum
Ochroleucam
officinale ...

„ grandiflorunj
revolutum
Wallichianum ...

Kalmia latifolia

Lardizabala biternata
Laurus Cerasus, common

evergreen, 2 to 2£ ft.
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Portugal, do., 2-2A
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regalis

Leycesteri a formosa

•Ligustrum Japonicum,trae
lucidum

„ ovalifolium
Liriodendron tulipferum
(Tulip tree)

Lonicera(the Honeysuckle)
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Lonicera white
fiexuosa
floribunda
late red

,, scarlet trumpet...
Maclura aurantica, 1 year
from seed ...

Magnolia purpurea
Menziesia polifolia alba

h „ stricta
Neillia thyrsiflora ...

Paeonia Moutan, tree Paeony

„ papaveracea
Passifloracerulea ...

Paulownia imperialis
Periploca grseca
Pernettya ciliaris ...

angusti folia

phillyrsefolia

speciosa ...

Peumus fragrans, small
Philesia buxifolia ...

Philadelphus Gordonianus

„ Mexicanus ...

,, Sp. California
Piptanthus Nepalensis
Pyracantha, red berried

„ crenulata...
Pyrus Japonica

Quercus agrifolia ... 55. to
Ballota
Black Oak, new
Confertifolia ...
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Ilex (com. evergreen)
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Quercus Sclerophylla

,, Sempervirens grandifl.

,, Striped Turkey
Rhododendron altaclerense

barbatura
Falconer!
fastuoRum plenum
hirsutum
ignescens
lancifolium
nobleanum
Queen (Jackson)
robustum
Russellianum...
Smith, tigrinum
Thompsoni
fine Sikkim varieties

.

Ribes albidura
aureum
sanguineum

„ „ flore pleno...

Roses, climbing
„ Williams7 Evergreen

Salisburia adiantilolia

Skimmia japonica
Solanum crispum

„ jasminoides

Sphserosterama grandiflora

Spiraea callosa
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pmnifdiafl. pleno
pubehcens
Reevesi
Reeveei flore pleno
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Viburnum Dauricum
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„ species India ...

„ suspensum
Virgianian Creeper
Wistaria sinensis Is. 6d. to

„ alba
Weigela amabilis

„ rosea
Yucca californica

„ gloriosa superba, 25. Qd.

.. recurva ... 2^. 6rf.
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COMMUNICATIONS BY STEAMER AND RAILWAY TO ALL PARTS OF ENGLAND, IRELAND, &
AS WELL AS TO THE CONTINENT.

All Orders of 21. and upwards are delivered Carriage Free to London, Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to any
Railway Station within 150 miles of the Nursery.

SCOTLAND

Y0UELL & Co., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.
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NEW CELERY—COLO'S DEFIANCE RED.

JI7ILLIAM COLE, Nurseryman, Seedsman, a

VV Fiobist. Fog Lane Nursery, "VVitbington. near Manchester

hPfri to introduce this valuable new variety, which will be found

Tereat improvement on his well known Celery, "Cole s Dwarf

Solid Red " being a more robust grower, and decidedly superior

in every respect. In sealed £ oz. packets, free by post, 2s. each.

A liberal allowance to the trade. .

\V C can also supply seed of his well known Cole s Crystal

White Celery," and "Dwarf Solid Red," true, in A oz. packets,

free by post, &d. each.

William Cole takes this opportunity of intimating to Lis

friends aud the public that the business hitherto carried on under

the firm of Thorneley, Cole, & Co." will in future be carried on

»v himself as above, and respectfully solicits a share of their

patronage and support. He would also invite attention to his

Extensive stock of Hardy Trees, Shrubs, Fruit Trees, Roses

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Florists' Flowers, and :>oft-wooded

Plants of every description, Catalogues of which may be had

post free on application.

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
To Noblemen and Gentlemen Planting New Pleasure

Grounds, or Improving Parks or Drives, and to Com-

panies Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries.

WSKIRVING begs to offer his extensive Stock of

• TREES and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either

-for immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where

-smaller sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition

to his general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrubs,

which is allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this

W. S. invites any one wanting considerable quantities of

Specimen Trees and Shrubs to inspect his collection and obtain

prices on the spot, as the mere height of such trees (as quoted in

lists) gives no idea of the value of well grown select plants for

choice situations.

N.B. A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped

I CHOICE PLANTS, ETC.
nd "\7"OUELL and Co., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth,
>er, X Norfolk, beg respectfully to call attention to the following,

which they are now sending out in fine strong plants :—

AZALEA, varieties of Indica, comprising the following and

other equally choice kinds, good bushy plants in large and

small 48 sized pots, at 12s. and 15s. per dozen, viz. : Aurantia

elegans, Exquisite, Fulgens granditlora, Constance, Prince

Albert, Murrayana, ignescens, Lateritia granditlora, Con-

queror, Emily, Decora, Rosea punctata, carminata.

CAMELLIAS, in choice new kinds, without bud, 21s. per dozen.

EPACRIS, of finest varieties, bushy plants in 4S's, 12s. per doz.

;

smaller ditto, 9s.

ERICAS, of finest kinds, bushy plants in 43' s, 12s. per dozen.

A list of these will be found in our advertisement of Dec. 1.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in 50 best kinds, for 50s.

EUGENIA UGN1, a new Myrtaceous of easy cultivation, produ-

cing delicious fruit now being used for dessert, good plants,

STATICS MARITIMA ROSEA, and PSEUDO ARMERA.—
Strong plants of these two beautiful hardy herbaceous species,

producing throughout the year a profusion of deep lake coloured

flowers, 3s. per dozen.

GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM, the New PAMPAS GRASS,
2s. 6d. each, or 24s. per dozen.

CINERARIAS, a choice collection of all the best kinds, 9s. per doz.

PHLOXES, a selection of all the new and handsomest varieties

of this much admired flower, 9s. per dozen.

PHLOX, Countess of Home (Downie & Laird), fine strong plants

of this, the finest Phlox yet offered, 3s. 6d. each.

PAKSIKS, a fine collection of all the new and first-rate flowers,

9s. per dozen.
DEUTZIA GRACILIS, fine strongplants for forcing, 9s. per doz.

LILY OF THE VALLEY, strong for forcing, 5s. per 100.

P.-Ei »NIES, a choice collection of 20 new varieties for 20s.

ROCKETS, double crimson (strong), 9s. per dozen; the old

double pure white ditto, 3s. per dozen.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, a very extensive and select collection

of the handsomest kinds including those adapted for rock

work, 6s. per dozen ; 30s. per 100.

* * *

• • *
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£ s. d.
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1 10
1

15
10 6
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6
6

plants of the Araucaria hnbricata and Cedrus Deodara have been

grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great dis-

tances in this country, or to any part abroad.

Priced Lists will be sent on application.

JOHN WATERER has much pleasure in submitting

to the attention of gentlemen engaged in planting the follow-

ing desirable selections from his general NURSERY STOCK.
The whole of the Plants are in the best possible condition for

removal.

Cedrus Deodara, 4 to 5 feet, 7s. 6i. to 10s. 6tf. each, bushy
to the ground, fit for standing singly as specimens; 5 to 6

and 7 feet, 2ls. each ; 7 to 8 and 10 feet, 31s. 6d. to 42s.; 10 to

12 feet, 63s. (most magnificent plants).

Cedrus Lebanon, 4 to 5 feet, 31. 3s. per dozen.

Cry ptoraeria japonica, 5 to 6 ft.. 7s. 6d. each ; larger,10s 6d. to 21s.

Araucaria imbricata, 2 to 3 feet, 7s. 6d. to 21s. ; 3 to 4 feet, 21s.

to 42s. (splendid plants).

Fitz-R^ya Patagonica, 2 to 3 feet, 5s. each.

Juniperus Hibemica, 4 to 5 feet, 5s., handsome and close grown.
Libocedrns gigan'ea, 10s. 6d.; about 2 feet, 31s. 6d.

Finns Cembra, 3 to 4 feet, 5s.

Douglasi, 3 to 4 feet, SI. 3s. per dozen ; 4 to 6 feet, 7s. 6d. to

10s. 6d. each ; 6 to 8 and 10 feet, 42s. to 63s.

Lambertiana, 2 to 3 feet, 10s. 6d.; 3 to 4 feet, 21s. to 31s. 6d.

(very handsome),
insignis, H to 2 feet, 30s. per dozen: 2 to 2J feet, 42s.

;

larger, 5s. to 10s. 6d. each.

Saxe-Gothsea conspicua, 2 to 3 feet, 5s. [2ls. each.

Yew, Irish, close grown specimens, 5 to 6 and 7 feet, 10s. 6d. to

Wellington glgantea, good plants, 5s. to 7s. M. ; larger, very
handsome, 10s. 6rf. to 21s.

Cupressus Goveniana \ 1& to 2 feet,

„ macrocarpa j 71. 10s. per 100.

Thuja aurea, about 1 foot, 101. per 100: larger, 3s. Sd. to 5s. each

;

very handsome, 7s. 6d. to 21s. each.

CHOICE FRUITS, WARRANTED TRUE TO NAME.
APPLES. Standard, in best selection, good heads, 9s. per dozen.

»»
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Dwarf
Trained
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Dwarf
Trained
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ditto
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EXCELLENCE AND ECONOMY COMBINED.
CUTTON'S COLLECTIONS OF GARDEN SEEDS,
O THE BKST YST OFFERED.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS.
No. 1. A complete Collection for one year's supply of a

*lai^e Garden
No. 2. A complete Collection, in smaller quantities

No. 3. Ditto ditto ditto

No. 4. Ditto ditto ditto

No. 5. Ditto ditto ditto

No. 6. Ditto ditto ditto ..,

A List of the sorts and quantities contained

Collection will be sent Post Free in return for one postage

stamp ; and if some of the sort* arc already possessed,

increased quantities of others will be given in lieu of those

to be omitted.

HARDY AND SHOWY FLOWER SEEDS (Post Free),

Which may he sown where they are intended to bloom.

A Collection of the best 100 sorts known £1 1

A Collection of the best 50 .'•orts known 10

A Collection of the best 36 sorts known 7

A Collection of the best 24 sorts known 5
Bokhara Clover, Borage, and other Seeds for Bees.

Carriage Free by Rail to almost aV parts of the Kingdom.
Address, Jons Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers. Reading. Berks.

IMPORTANT TO PURCHASERS OF SEEDS.

"J
AMES CHARTRES and CO. be.' to announce

'
' that their unrivalled Stock of SEEDS is now arranged, which

contains every novelty of the sedson ; they are now prepared to

supply their collections of Seeds, which for many years past have

given universal satisfaction :

—

No. 1. Choice collection of Kitchen Garden Seeds £2 10*.

2. It
„ one halfof the above 1 5

3 _ a smaller selection 15
4".

;: r, , ... ow
Contents of No. 1 collection :—16 quarts of Peas, 12 best sorts ;

2 quarts Improved Windsor Beans, 2 quarts Wonder Longpod

ditto ; 2 quarts French Beans, four sorts ; 1 quart Scarlet Runners

;

1 oz. Dwarf Blood Red Beet; 1 oz. Borecole, fine curled; 1 oz.

Brussels Sprouts (imported); 4 ozs. Brocoli, 8 sorts; 6 ozs. Cab-

bage, 6 sorts; 12 ozs. Carrots, 3 sorts; 2 ozs. Celery, 2 sorts;

1 quart Mustard; 1 quart Cress; 1 pint Curled do.; 3 packets

Frame Cucumbers; 1 packet Fine Ridge Cucumber: 3 packets

Melons; 1 oz. Green Curled Endive; £ oz. Batavian Endive;

1 oz. Savoy; 1 oz. Musselburgh Leek; 2 ozs. Lettuce, 4 sorts;

12 ozs. Onion, 4 sorts ; 2 ozs. Parsnip ; 2 ozs. Parsley, finest

it

it

it

36s. to 605.,,

365. to 60s. „
125. ,,

95.

365. to 425. „
by name (good

71

79

M

It
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Rhododendron ponticura, for under cover, strong, fit for immediate
planting, 71. 10s. to 10Z. per 1000.

Catawbieuse, good bushy plants, 2Z. 105. to 5?. per 100 (a
good proportion of these have bloom buds) ; larger, 71. 105
per 100.

Catawbiense Hybrids, in good varieties, fine bushy plants,

2*. H)s. to 71. 105. per 100.

in choice sorts, by name, such as are annually exhibited by
us at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, well

grown plants, 1£ to 2 and 2$ feet, 305. to 6O5. per dozen.
Standards, of the most approved kinds, 215. to 42s., and

1055. each.
Azaleas (Hardy Belgian, and others), good mixtures, yellow,

pink, scarlet, &c, H foot, 2Z. 10*. to 31. 10s. per 100; very
superior, 12s., 18*., to*24s. per dozen.

Hardy Heaths, superior collection, 35s. per 100.

Kalmia latifolia, good bushy plants, 1 to 1^ foot, 41. 4s. per 100;
larger, of all sizes; myrtifolia, a superior variety, 1 to 1$

foot, 35. 6d. to 5s. each.

J. Wateber feels confident that intending planters would find

it greatly to their advantage to make a personal visit of in-

spection, which can easily be done, the Nursery being near the
Farnborough Station. South Western Railway, and Blackwater,
South Eastern Railway.

The Amprican Nursery, Bagqhot. Snrrev.

UNEQUALLED NEW MELONS.
Thb Fotjr best Superb Varieties that have ever yet been

sent out.

EDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and
Florist, offers M'Ewen's Arundel Hybrid Scarlet Flesh

Melon, possessing the following qualities:—The fruit is hand-
some, round shaped, slightly ribbed; flesh very firm and solid,

of a melting and most delicious flavour; it has a beautiful
appearance when set upon the table with other fruit, and has been
found to be the best of all other Melons for preserving; weight
"from 3£ to 4\ lbs.; a free setter and abundant bearer; very early
and hardy ; will grow with less bottom-heat than any other of its

kind. It obtained the first prize that was awarded to the Scarlet

Flesh Melons at the Great Exhibition at the Crystal Palace, the
2d of June last. Packets containing Three Seeds, 2s. 6d.

M'Ewen's Arundel Hybrid Green Flesh Melon.—This was ex-

hibited at the Royal Botanic Exhibition, Regent's Park, June
13th, where it obtained the 1st and 2d Prizes for the best

flavoured Green Flesh Melon ; it is a hybrid from those two well-

known Melons Golden Drop and Beechwood. It has the fine

flavour of the Golden Drop, with the shape and appearance of the
Beechwood, oval shaped, netted, and a very free setter; the
plants grow strong and carry out a great weight of fruit; flesh

very solid and firm, will keep its excellent flavour for many days
After it has been cat; weight from 4 to 5 lbs. Packets of Three
Seeds, 2s. 6rf.

Also Monro's Crystal Palace Hero. This was awarded the
first prize for the best and heaviest hybrid Persian Melon;
2s. 6d. per packet.

Monro's Golden Gauge Melon was awarded the first prize for
the best flavoured Green FIfesh variety at the Crystal Palace;
2s. 6<2. per packet.
The above new Melons will give the greatest satisfaction to all

purchasers. Persons requiring a Packet of each of the four
varieties will be charged 7s. 6d., or two packets of either kind
for 45. A remittance must accompany every order, either by
Post Office Order or Penny Postage Stamps.

14, Abbey Churchyard, Bath.

PEACHES, dwarf trained, in fine strong plants, 36s. to 60s.,,

NECTARINES, Dwarf trained ditto

APRICOTS, ditto ditto

CHERRIES, standard, in fine variety, ditto

dwarf ditto ditto

trained ditto ditto

GOOSEBERRIES, 25 of the finest varieties

bushes) selected for size and flavour, 30s. per 100 ; 4s. per doz.

CURRANTS, improved large White Dutch, Black Naple0,
a

Raby
Castle
Grape
Ked,

„ _
6s. per dozen : these aro the most desirable kinds in culti-

vation, and are highly recommended.
RASPBERRY FASTOLFF (True), strong well-rooted canes,

15s. per 100; Large White Raspberry, 24s. per 100; New
Monthly Fruiting, 20s. per 100 ; Belle deFontenay,6s.perdoz.

ASPARAGUS, Giant, 2 years 2s. 6d. per 100

w 3 years 3 6
extra strong, for forcing

RHUBARB, Myatt's Victoria

n Linnseus
Mitchell's Royal Albert
Hawke's Champagne, new & fine,

2s. each ... ... ... ... IS

SEAKALE, strong, 2 years 6

„ extra for forcing 10

All Orders of 21. and upwards are delivered Carriage free to

London, Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to any Railway Station

within 150 miles of the Nursery.
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per doz.
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per 100
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zonera; 1 Salsafy; Love Apple. Bag included

A Descriptive Priced Catalogue may be had on application.

Seed Warehouse^^KhTg^William Street. City, London.

CEDRUS DEODARA.
YOUELL and Co. beg to offer fine healthy well

grown Plants of the above, admirably adapted for Cemetery

planting, &c, at the following prices, viz. :-Fine handsome well

furnished Plant?, 2 to 3 feet, 3a. &i. each, 36*. per dozen :
ditto,

4 to 5 feet, 7s. 6d. each, 72s. per dozen. The above were all trans-

planted last season, and will remove with perfect safety.

Their CATALOGUE of Rare and Hardy Conifers and other

Ornamental Hardy Evergreen and Flowering Shrubs, may be

had on application. Railway Carriage and Freight by Steamers

verv reasonable.-Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

N E W AND CHOICE SEEDS.
Free by Post or, Carriage Paid.

6
6

6
6

1 6
6
6

6

6
6

6

Per packet

—

s. d.

Cauliflower, Lenormand's
extra large Paris,very'.fine 2

Carrot, Early Scarl. Horn,
best for forcing imported,

of the same kind as are

imported to the London
markets ... per oz. 1

Snake Cucumber, per pkt.

Abronia umhellata ...

Ageratum conspicuuni,new 1

Alonsoa Warczewiczi, new 1

Arctotis breviscapa
Browallia demissa

„ abbreviata,new,12 seeds

,, GlcttA «i» mmm •••

Calendrinia umbellata ...

Calyxhemenia chilensis,

new ... ...

Cannabis gigantea (Giant

Hemp for lawns)
Campanula stricta

Centaurea cyanus, double
new, blue striped

Centauridium Drummondi,
IlG*T iti ••« •** w

Centranthus macrosiphon
albus, new 1

Cineraria, from fine named
sorts 1

Clint'^nia pulchella ...

Cockscomb, Giant-headed,
new, brill, crimson red 1

Collinsiabicolor alba, new 1

Convolvulus minor, double
Dianthusiraperialis, extra

line double, from scarlet

to white
E?g-plant? new striped ...

Eschscholtzia tenuifolia,

II"W » • * * * * •#•

Euchnide bartonioides ...

Eutoca viscida alba, new,
•^ * J HfrciiJj ••* ••• »»*

Graramanthes gentian-
oides ... ••• •-.

Gomphrena Haageana, new
beautiful orange Uompo-
sitse 6

Gutiemezia gymnosper-
i moides, new ... ... 1

«

17

17

6

6

6

6
6

6
6

1

6

Per packet—5.

Gypsopbila muralis, red,

very pretty for rockwork
oredging

Helianthus argophyllns ...

Californicus. fl. pi.,

splendid dble. Sun-
flower, orange ...

Helichrysum brachyrhin-
chum ...

compm. maximum,
dou ble everlasting

flower, white to

orange red ...

Ipomoea limbata, violet blue

bordered white, 12 seeds 1

rubro-ccerulea, light

blue changing to

crimson, 4 seeds ... 1

Lamarckia aurea (Orna-
mental Gra^s)

Leptosiphon aureus, new
golden yellow 1

f , luteus, bright yellow

Linum decumbens, blue ...

grandiflorum rubrum,
splendid vermilion
crimson 1

Lisianthus Russellianus,

100 seeds 1

Lobelia ramosa, new dwarf 1

Mimnlus, from the finest

named Scarborough vars. 1

Nemesia compacta elegans,
[iCW »a* ••• •••

Nepeta Meyeri, new ...

Nyctarinia capensis, new
Palafoxia texana, new ...

Perilla nankinensis, orna-

mental purple leaves ...

Phlox Drum. Leopoldi ...

oculata, white
with crimson eye 1

Physostegia speciosa, new 1

Podolepisauriculatus,new
Portulaca, mixed
Sabbatta campestris, new

splendid, pink with yel-

low centre, 100 seeds

Schizopetalum Walkeri.
Silene Bergeri,new

&.

6
6

6

6

6

6

6
6
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17 77
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Collections suited for competition of the finest imported

German Asters, German Stocks. Balsams, Larkspurs, and

Zinnias, from 2s. 6d. to 7s. each. A general List of Seeds may
be obtained free on application. A General Catalogue of Plants

(priced) ditto. Post Office Orders are requested to be made pay-

able at Kingston-on-Thames. Small amounts may be remitted

in postage stamps.
Thomas Jacksox & Son, Kingston-on-Thames.

Eiit a>artrenn\s' Cftrotttcie*
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1856.

The daily papers contain, as nsual, distressing

accounts of a sad accident caused by ignorance of

common things. It is the old story over again. One

plant is mistaken for another ; a poison is cooked for

dinner, and the partakers perish. There is never a

year in which such cases are not recorded. The

crop is as annual as harvest or haysel.

It appears that the Provost of Dingwall having

invited 'some friends to dinner, the cook sent a

rustic to fetch Horseradish from the garden. The

man dug up Monkshood, a deadly poison ; the cook

not knowing the difference between Monkshood and

Horseradish, scraped the former, sent it to table,

and poisoned the guests, three of whom died m an

hour or two.

This comes of people being barbarously in-

structed. We talk of the education bestowed upon

the poor ; the Scotch more especially are proud of

what they do in this direction ; and yet, in the

county of Ross, in the midst of much real intelligence,

it has never occurred to anybody that servants want

to know something beyond reading, writing, and

cyphering. Surely it is quite as useful for a boy or

girl to be taught how to avoid poisoning either their

masters or themselves, as to know how to write a

letter.

We are no advocates for over-education ; we

should never propose to teach a ploughman to be a

botanist, or a servant girl to be a poetess. But

neither can we approve of under-education. The

first branch of knowledge which the lower orders

require is the use of the common things which sur-

round them ; that is of more importance to them

than even reading and writing, and if it were im-

possible to teach the two last we would be satisfied

with the first. All three however go well together.

We would have lessons in natural history in every

parish school in the country. The children should

be taught a few simple truths, and no more ; but

then they should be taught well. Among such

subjects, of course, the uses of common plants, and

the art of knowing one from the other would find a

place. The rural clergy would surely be able to

direct such studies as these ; although they might

be more than the village schoolmaster could grasp ^at

first. In the reform of the studies of the Universities

this ought to be insisted upon. No one should be

allowed to take orders unless he could pass a good
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examination in so simple a matter as the differences

between common plants, the properties they
possess, and the purposes for which their parts are

provided by nature. Were this required, with the

addition of a little medicine, surgery, and chemistry,

and some small acquaintance with other branches of

natural history, we should hear no more of such
terrible accidents as that now recorded. Such subjects

would to many men be far more agreeable than some
of the usual studies which, however ornamental, are

worthless for the purposes of active life ; and we doubt
not would be eagerly pursued by the rising genera-
tion, which already holds in scanty reverence the

attainments insisted upon by an age having little in

common with our own.
But to induce the students of our Universities to

occupy themselves with the physical sciences, some-
thing more is required than a reluctant acquiescence
in popular demands or a faint approval. Substantial

advantages must be offered by way of encouragement,
such as throwing open Fellowships and assigning a
certain number of them to those branches of learning

which may have been introduced into the curricula

of study. Unless some endowments are applied to

the encouragement of physical science, we do not

see that much is likely to be pained by making
its study permissive, as it is at present.

Let us hope that this point will be well con-

sidered by the Oxford Commissioners ; for if the

Fellowships are not thrown open, it is to be feared

that what may be given to the sciences will be

lost to classical literature, a result which those who
are most anxious for the spread of physical science

would regard as unfortunate. The Commissioners
have it in their power to advance the progress of

modern literature and modern science without at all

discouraging the ancient studies of the University,

and thus to confer the most important benefit both
upon Oxford and upon the cause of education in

general. The opportunity may never again occur, and
certainly, if neglected by the Commissioners, cannot

at any future time be seized upon by the actual

members of the colleges, fettered as they all are by
the obligations they have contracted to adhere to

the statutes of the founders.

We cannot doubt that the academical body of

Oxford, although it must not originate, would
acquiesce in such arrangements as are hinted at. We
have seen lately how the chair of Chemistry was re-

signed by Dr. Daubeney, who doubtless believed

that the University was in earnest in its endeavours
to render physical science an integral part of its

' system of study. That being so it would have
scarcely become any one to continue to teach two
important branches. We have therefore a right to

assume from this circumstance that the general body
would not murmur at any enactments which are

palpably necessary to give a reality and life to its

own recent regulations. It is obvious, indeed, that

so long as empty honour alone is to be gained by
cultivating science, while a provision for life may
be secured by clinging to the classics, the former can
never have fair play in the University against the

latter.

Unless we are misinformed, one of the colleges at

Oxford (Magdalen) has already of its own accord
rendered the elections to fellowships and scholar-

ships purely dependent on attainments, restored the

college lectureships, thus providing instructors in

physical science, and founded exhibitions for the
encouragement of the student in the purer branches
of education. But this is little, we imagine, to what
might be done, if old statutes did not stand in the

way ; and the public naturally looks to the Commis-
sioners, who are not shackled like the colleges

themselves, to complete the work which has been
commenced.

Last Tuesday the Herbaria belonging to the

Horticultural Society were brought to the hammer.
They consisted of various collections formed by the

travellers who have been from time to time employed
by the Society to procure seeds and plants in foreign

counti ies. The Horticultural Society, not being
incorporated for bo'.anical investigation, caused
these herbaria to be formed in order that its officers

might be able to ascertain the names and value of
the seeds which were sent home by its collectors.

That purpose served they became mere records of

past discovery, of very great botanical interest but with
no further bearing upon the objects of their owners.
It was, in fact, in great museums only that they
could be studied with advantage and convenience.
In such places they would possess the immense
advantage of being the identical plants published by
vaiious botanists during the last 30 or 40 years.
Out of the materials here to be found was drawn
much of the information upon which the authors
of the Flora Boreali-Americana, the Niger Flora,
the Botany of Beechey's Voyage, the Botanical
Register, and of numerous minor works relied

for the facts they made known or the conclusions

which they drew. Nor perhaps can be found any-
where more complete information concerning the

plants of Oregon, California, some provinces of

Mexico, Guatemala, Chile, Ceylon, St. Helena,

Penang, and the British possessions on the west
coast of Africa. So that no one was surprised to

find extraordinary interest taken in the sale both by
continental as well as resident botanists.

The first lot which excited much competition

was No. 7, Douglas's collections, formed in North-

west America and California. These were fastened

on fine paper the size of that used at the British

Museum, and amounted to somewhere about 500
species ; bought by the British Museum for 32£
Hartweg's collections in California and Mexico, a

very complete set, produced 20/. 10s. ; they are

understood to have been purchased for Professor

Agardh ; as these plants already existed in all the

large Herbaria of this country, their transfer to

Sweden is a scientific advantage. Macrae's collec-

tion in the Sandwich Islands was bought by the

British Museum for 9/. The same collector's Chilian

set was knocked down to Dr. Planciion for 9/., as

also were Griffith's Bootan (11/. 10s.), Fortune's

Chinese (9/. 5s.), Forbes's Delagoa plants (9/.), and

a large lot from Prince of Wales's Island (25/.) ;

these were purchased in part for Baron De Lessert,

and in part for the Museum of Natural History at

Paris. The following were obtained by the British

Museum, viz., Macrae's Ceylon collection (21/.),

and George Don's ill-dried specimens from the

West Coast of Africa (12/. 10s.). The whole col-

lection realised rather more than 250/.

New Plants.
162^2^'Cidium MicROCHiLUM,i?afc?na7!, in Bot. ifc^.1843,

t. 23. Lindley, Folia Orchidacea (Oncidium) p. 8,

No. 21.

We seldom see this fine species, although it is easy to

grow and its appearance is very striking, notwithstand-

ing the absence of gaudy colours. From a tuft of thin

broad leaves, not unlike those of Odontoglossum grande,

rises a long branching flower stem covered with a singu-

larly glaucous bloom ; on this appear in long succession

laterals bearing or 1 closely packed fleshy fragrant

flowers which have the merit of remaining for a long

time in perfection and are about an inch and half

across. In cultivation their sepals are olive green, with

a pale brown middle and many spots of a similar tint

;

the petals are brighter purple with a clear yellowish

green border ; the lip which is ivory white with sorr.e
]

yellow and crimson near the centre is much smaller

than the other parts, 3 lobed, and about twice as broad
as long. But all these colours are much deeper and
blighter in its native country. In the wings of the

column is to be found a portion of the evidence which
seems to show that these organs are abortive stamens

;

for we usually find at their tip a well marked gland

which it is scarcely possible to doubt is a rudimentary

anther.

We owe the introduction of the species to Mr.
I

Skinner, who found it in Guatemala growing on a bare
rock into the interstices of which its roots had p*;*.
trated. There it flourished in the full sunshine, having
no more shade than was afforded by a neighbouring
ledge of rock for an hour or two in the day ; and when
it was afterwards met with in other localities it still

basked in the sunshine of those tropical regions.
}t

probably experienced, as a general rule, at least 70°
gf

temperature, alleviated, however, by nocturnal radiation

THE PAEONY.
There is such a charm about spring flowers that w*

hail the Christmas Rose and the Snowdrop with gla$.

ness, promising, as they do, a harvest of flowers foruV

coming of which they, pale and lowly, are the fast

fruits. When the storm has cut off the autumn blooms

such as those of the Dahlia, the Hollyhock, and the

Chrysanthemum, the very shortest days seem long,, and

the winter tedious, till the season returns for bods

to open and rosy petals to unfold. The Dahlia and the

Chrysanthemum have lengthened our days of bloom in

the handsomest manner possible as far as the autumn is

concerned, and this being now a feat accomplished
it

behoves us to try our skill at the beginning of summer
aud see if we can lengthen the flowering season a little

in that direction.

The Paeony surpasseth the Dahlia and the Hollyhock

in the gaudy splendour of its flowers, and coming as it

does in the changeful days of April, and continuing

through May and even into June, we gain a month or

more upon our chief flowering plants, for the species

and varieties of Paeony are now hybridised and gob into

such good working order as to give gigantic flowers of

the most delicate shades of colour long before the Roses

have been able to show a bloom, and where as far as

blaze of flowers is concerned winter still reigns, ucless

in the few favoured spots where peat abounds and Rho-

dodendrons bloom to herald the advent of summer.
Tall-growing flowers would not be suitable for spric;

work, since our climate at that season is generally inter-

larded with storms ; but who does not recollect with

delight those sharp and bracing days of blue sky and

bright sunshine, when shadows steal over hill and dak

with giant strides cast down from clouds driving aloft

laden with the stray baggage of the retiring winter! It is

to gladden the garden at this time that something

showy is particularly wanted, something that will grot

in any garden without heat. The Paeony is not now tie

coarse single-petalled flower that it formerly was, but

double as the Ranunculus, to which family it belongs,

and some of the species at least are fragrant as the Rose.

When we look at the tiny button of the beautiful

Ranunculus, we feel sorry that it is not taller than it is,

but here we have one of the family with flowers as large

as wool mops and mounted on stems 4 feet high, gar-

nished with shining foliage of the most picturesque

character. I do not allude to the shrubby Moutan and

its varieties, but to the herbaceous kinds which run-up

to 3 feet or more in a few weeks from shoots about as

long as one's finger.

It is frequently complained of,aad

that not without good grounds, that

persons purchasing costly plants find

that after a long time and very

long bills they have after all little

left for their pains. It is not so

with the collector of the species

and varieties of Paeony, for although

it takes some years to get the speci-

mens large, when they are so it is

for a lifetime. I recollect an her-

baceous Paeony in my fathers

garden jammed into a Gooseberry

bush that supported its slender

flowering shoots ; how long this

had been established before I *»5

born I never inquired, but I knew

it to flower annually for 20 years.

No one ever seems to think of potting a Paeony intms

country, although no plant could be better suited tor

exhibition either at home or at public shows, and ye-«

is a notorious fact that the Chinese have been driving »

trade in Pseony plants for forcing for ages past,
?
arr>"!*

them to market sometimes a thousand miles, with M>

or no earth about them, much after the fashion of oa

Hyacinth bulb growers in Holland. The lovers o

bright flowers at Canton and Shanghae are annua"*

replenished with dry roots of Moutans from the pro-

vinces of Central China, where we are told this plan*

indigenous on the mountains.

The Tree Paeony has engraved on its physiognomy

high and dry place, whereas the herbaceous P*
"J

e

are from their very nature and appearance equal y

children of the swamp, for their deep fleshy roots for

the idea of their inhabiting either dry or stony g
r0UD

he

'

they are not only natives of this country, but;oi

swamps of Siberia, the gulleys and flats among the n

in Switzerland, along with heaps of the blue Geuu
;

The herbaceous Paeonies are also found in Spam, »*v>

and the south of Europe, as well as in China, wl'*re *

j

Fortune tells us the Chinese graft scions of M^ d

on roots of the herbaceous kinds, and thus increase

propagate their stock for market. ^
The Tree Paeony, like the China man of high casi^

uncommonly slow" in all its movements ;
beginnm,,

shoot soon after Christmas it will hardly get into ^
bloom for four months, during which time it »

ftf

pushed a couple of inches of wood it is good work,
^

it has something else to do than produce wood—"
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to ripen it when it is grown, and after that to rest it.

It cauuot be hurried by heat, and will not flower

the second year in the south of China. It is this

stately and dignified character dragged through

the dreary winter months that makes all tree Peeonies

tender in this country, whereas the herbaceous kinds

keep snug underground during that season, and rise

rapidly in spring, making as much growth in one month

as the other does in three. It is only about 70 years

since Sir Joseph Banks got the first Tree Pseony into

Kew Gardens from China, and it has since spread far

and wide; individual specimens forming a semi-globe

9 feet in diameter, and bearing 300 flowers in a season

;

and in Loudon's works we read of one that was said to

be 30 years old, and that bore some years nearly a

thousand blooms. This plant is quite a gem for com-

pactness ; it is therefore easily protected where that is

necessary, and does not like most showy plants soon

outgrow its bounds, for a good-sized gig umbrella would

be a perfect tent for a Moutan for 20 years.

Herbaceous Paeonies flower early, and carry a great

deal of foliage, and that upon rather slender stems ; in

order, therefore, to strengthen these and yet not to

erect a forest of masts by tying each flower stem to a

separate stick, I had some iron rings made about 30

inches in diameter, of g-ths of an inch wire, and placed

these under the foliage, supported on three iron rods

with hurdle claws ; this ring is raised as the plants

grow, and the flowers are thus supported, leaning grace-

fully over their own foliage.

Pseonia Moutan, var. papaveracea, is no doubt the

normal form of the Tree Pseony, and all the beau-

tiful double-flowered varieties of P. Moutan are evi-

dently the offspring of this paternal stock, and since

it has sported so freely into beautiful varieties

in this country there can be no doubt that

seasons of peculiar severity may be traced with certainty make this final plantation or not ! In general we think

from the number of layers of 'new wood which have

been deposited since the injury. In some instances the

decayed part will dry up and there will be no further

evil, especially when it is cut off from external influences

by means of the ccvering of new wood. Sometimes,

however, if the conditions are unfavourable, decay will

be communicated from the dead matter inwards, and the

tree will ultimately die or become worthless. If the

injury moreover takes place when vegetation is active, a

comparatively small degree of cold may prove fatal, as

was the case with the cold frosty winds of May 1809,

which destroyed almost every Plane tree in many parts of

England. Though many of the trees were lopped, and

in some instances a few latent buds were developed into

it is preferable to allow the tree to remain where it first

Bruited ; nevertheless it is by no means impossible to

transplant a strong seedling, even if it is 15 or 20 years

old. Cut to insure success, certain precautions must
be taken. A fortnight before planting, a hole at least

4 feet square and as many feet deep should be dug on
the spot where the tree is to be planted. It should then

be filled up to the depth of 2 feet, with good light

vegetable mould. As soon after the ripening of the

fruit as the ends of the shoots are properly matured, the

tree should be carefully taken up, so as neither to break

nor wound the roots. The latter are then pruned in

the manner pointed out in the article on planting, (see

Vol. for 1854, p. 740). It may here be remarked that

a seedling which has been already two or three timestolerable shoots, the general vitality was so depressed

that the trees ultimately failed, as was the case, amongst I
transplanted, and has its roots well divided, bears a

a thousand other instances, with a whole* avenue of final transplantation better than a tree which has been,

Planes in Northamptonshire, of the destruction of which

we have a distinct recollection. Sometimes under stress

of frost, even though life may not ultimately be sacrificed,

the strain is so great that fissures take place in the

trunks of trees, traces of which remain so long as the

centre of the trunk is perfect. This phenomenon has of

late been studied accurately by Dr. Caspary in Prussia,

where it is far more common than in England. It cer-

tainly does not arise from the expansion of the fluid

contents on freezing, since it takes place under intense

cold, and though on first freezing the protoplasm will

expand, as ice contracts on an accession of cold after

the first expansion, the original dimensions will be

, restored, and then, as the degree of cold increases, pro-

portionally diminished. The external rings then are colder

in proportion than those within, and therefore contract

more as they are nearer to the circumference,while perhaps

the internal rings may not be affected at all : the con-

the beautiful kinds which Mr. Fortune and other sequence is that the external layers are no longer able

parties tell us are grown at Shanghae have mostly to cover the internal, and a fissure takes place, and

sprung from the same parent stock. It is highly im- \
when once a fissure exists, though closed for a time and

portant, in future improvements of this genus by hybri- overgrown by new rings, circumstances may arise in

which either from the expansion of fluid accidentally

admitted from some wound, or contained in the decayed

deep colours of the" late-flowering I
matter with which its walls may be lined, the old wound

ight be selected, and plants possess- is opened, a circumstance which may be repeated several
• " *

" times at distant intervals. Frost splits, however, take

dization, that shrubbinessof character should be secured,

if possible, by one of the parents being P. Moutan v.

papaveracea ; the

herbaceous kinds m ^
ing them, if necessary, forced to get pollen early enough
to fertilise with. This would secure high colour in the

offspring, and if the fragrance of some could eventually be
extended by crossing to all, we should at no very distant

day possess such a blaze of bloom in May (a month
before the Roses) as is nowhere to be seen except in

the American garden at that season ; and notwith-

standing the great beauty of some of the so-called

scarlet Rhododendrons, I know of none that would not

look pale if placed by the side of a scarlet Pseony.

Let no one imagine that we have to wait for

hybridising for plants to produce a Pseony garden now.
The plants are already got and actually offered for sale being constantly supplied from behind by

in all our best nurseries, and the whole of the species ! sap, in consequence of which the mass

place more frequently at points where the tissue is

weakened from neighbouring decay, as beneath the old

wounds of fallen or amputated branches, though they

may occur under intense cold in trees perfectly free from

any anterior lesion. Dr. Caspary has described a

curious formation of ice under particular circumstances

in herbaceous plants, an account of which will be found

in this Journal, 18.54, p. 739. The rupture of the bark

in such plants and the formation of fibrous plates

of ice takes place, at far slighter degrees of cold

than those which produce frost splits, new matter
the rising

assumes a

and varieties that could be obtained are now growing

here, and flowered last year in the highest perfection
;

it is because parties well versed in flower growing
were quite taken by surprise to see that Psconies could

produce such effect that I have made notes for my own
use from them whilst growing, and have now endea-

voured to draw public attention to the subject. Alex.

Forsythe, St. Mary's Church, Torquay,

t

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CVI.

415. Congelatio (Freezing),—That different plants

are endowed with very different powers of enduring

heat and cold is plain to every one who has eyes to

appreciate the simplest appearances which are pre-

sented in the natural world. While in some instances,

as the Potato, a few degrees of cold are certainly fatal,

in others the fluid contents of the cellular tissue may
be completely frozen without any evil consequences. It

is manifest, tlnrefore, that in the first instance the

functional powers of plants are alone affected, and that

<Secay or rupture are due to the total suppression of

vitality or to increased intensity of cold, though seriou3

lesions may take place where the cold is not sufficient

to destroy life. The same plant may sometimes be sub-

jected to the action of frost several days in succession,

the tissues recovering their normal condition every
morning, and yet no permanent injury ensue, as we have
had occasion to notice in the common winter Aconite.

Even in cases where death is consequent on freezing

without manifest fissures in the common stem, the walls

of the individual cells are found to be entire. At a
later period they may be discoloured or give way from

j

decomposition, or one portion of a plant may be killed

while the other retains its vitality, and ultimately

recovers.

416. As iu most instances of depressed or apparently .

suspended vitality perfect recovery depends upon the I

change of condition not being too abrupt. If the plant

therefore is thawed too rapidly, or under exposure to

strong light, death is generally the consequence. Plants

then and fruit which have been frozen should if possible

be kept in a dark room while thawing, and if so, the

injury may be trifling. In herbaceous plants and smal
twiggy shrubs the effect of frost is seldom partial, at

least as regards what is above the surface of the soil, but
m trees of considerable size, a portion of the trunk from
various causes may be affected while the other remains
sound. We have therefore occasionally decayed patches
in the bark or alburnum (as in the case figured in De Can-
dolle's Organographie"), traces of which may be found

peculiar structure, the outer frozen surface .being con-

stantly pushed forward as the tips of the rising thread-

like columns freeze. This curious formation takes

place only when a
i.
vigorous flow of sap is suddenly

arrested by the first comparatively severe night, though

the temperature may be only a few degrees below

freezing. The formation will of course cease when the

upward flow of sap is entirely arrested.

417. The upper portions of a shrub are often destroyed

aunually while the root retains its vitality, and new

shoots are sent up from the base which is yet unin-

jured ; if, however, the frost is so severe as to injure

the bark just above the origin of the root, the vitality

of the root is seldom so great as to remedy the injury.

418. Frost is more injurious when the atmosphere is

saturated with moisture in consequence of the tissues of

plants being gorged with fluid, which ought to pass

away in a great measure by evaporation. Some plants

which come from a country generally overcast with

clouds suffer materially from that frost of radiation to

which we are so subject in England. The difficulty of

the cultivation of the Sikkim Rhododendrons in the

open air depends greatly on this circumstance. The

peculiar destructiveness of such frost arises partly from

its being attended by the deposition of dew which freezes

on the surface of the leaf, and partly from the subsequent

exposure when the sun rises to its unclouded rays.

M. J, B.

at most, only once removed.
All the email straggling fibres are cut off, and the

roots being spread out, and placed in the hole so that

their upper part may be S inches below the surface, the

hole is filled up with good mould taken from the surface

of a kitchen garden, mixing it with a barrow-load of

thoroughly decomposed hot-bed dung. Before the roots

are finally covered up, two pails of water should be

poured into the hole in order to firm the earth about

the roots, and a sufficiency of moisture being thus

supplied, fibrous roots are produced, even before the

winter solstice ; and the re-establishment of the tree is

thus ensured.

I u order to protect the roots from frost in winter,

they are covered with earth to the depth of 6 inches

additional. Lastly, three stakes are placed round the

tree, so as to form a triangle at the base, and uniting

round the stem at top in a circle which should leave

sufficient play for the stem of the seedling to follow the

sinking of the earth in the hole, and at the same time sup-

port it against the strong winds of winter. The branches

are not cut back in winter, nor in the following spring. In

the next autumn, however, at the fall of the leaf, they

are shortened back, not on the current year shoots, but

on those of the previous year. When a strong seedling

is finally transplanted, the extremities of the shoots

produced after the August flow of sap are cut off.

The final transplantation limits the production of

fruit in the following year, when not more than one-fifth

of the fruit set should be allowed to remain on the tree.

If too many be left before the roots are firmly estab-

lished, the fruit will be imperfectly nourished, and the

tree itself will be weakened, under a load of fruit which

it is not yet well able to bear. Afterwards, the tree

must be carefully pruned, on scientific principles, for

4 or 5 years ; it may then be left to itself, with the

exception of feupplying proper nourishment to recruit

its exhausted pow'ers, and giving it every year a

moderate thinning. The tree must also be carefully

freed from insects if Buch there be, for insects do not

readily attack vigorous trees, in which diseases are

rarely to be observed ; and wounds in such trees are

promptly healed. J. De Jonghe, Brussels.

AFTER TREATMENT OF A VIGOROUS SEED-
LING PEAR TREE, WHICH HAS BORNE

FRUIT FOR SEVERAL YEARS.

A vigorous seedling which has borne fruit for three

or four years, excessive production having been pre-

vented by judicious thinning of superfluous fruit, will

successively arrive at its full degree of development.

Year after year it will acquire more and more
characters. The spines on the upper branches become

fruit spurs, and it loses that appearance which is

generally considered a sign of wildness, but which, in

reality, is only a favourable indication of the delicacy

and late keeping of the fruit.

When the fruit of a seedling has been finally tried,

and deemed first-rate, the owner will be anxious to take

the tree out of the nursery and plant it in his collection,

other meritorious varieties ; is it prudent toamong
• Large trees suffered more than small ones, and the Occidental

Planes perished when the Oriental escaped. The preceding

spring had been unusually mild, and the sudden check to the

luxuriant buds was so great that the trees never recovered their

„ „ . vitality, though they made a few ineffectual attempts in that and
|

mi the tree a century or more afterwards, insomuch that the succeeding season.

Home Correspondence.
Occidental Plane.—You would confer a great obliga-

tion on all lovers of arboriculture if, through some of

the many intelligent correspondents of the Gardeners'

Chronicle, you would enlighten them upon the subject of

a tree well known about London, which commonly goes

by the name of " Occidental Plane," by which is

intended to be understood the American Platanus occi-

dentalis. About London every one must be familiar

with two very different kinds of Plane tree, and in this

neighbourhood (Kew) there are many fine old trees of

both kinds ; the one with very spreading lax branches,

the mai-s generally broader than the tree is tall, with

deeply lobed leaves and narrow elongated segments,

which every one acknowledges to be Platanus orientalis ;

the other with an upright habit, less elongated branches,

the mass taller than broad, with much less deeply

divided leaves, truncate or more or less cuneate at the

base, and with broad acute segments, and which fre-

quently (I believe indeed as frequentlyas the other is called

orientalis) goes by the name of Platanus occidentalism

I was first led to believe this latter could not be the

true Platanus occidentalis of America from the absence

of the thick down which covers the under surface of the

leaves when they first expand, and which becomes

gradually detached from them in the course of the

summer" (most copious indeed on our native specimens

in the Herbarium). " This down is so abundant on the

American tree," Michaux tells us, "that the inhabitants

regard it with dread, as they think that detached or

floating in the air it has a tendency to produce irrita-

__ r tion of the lungs, and finally consumption." Still, it

excellent | must be confessed that the general form of the leaf comes

very near that of P. occidentalis, but the base of the latter,

instead of cuneate or only truncated, is broadly cordate,

having a more or less deep sinus where the stalk is in-

serted
3
as shown in Michaux's figure (N. Am. Sylva,

ed. Paris, vol. ii., tab. 63.) Another circumstance which

led me to think this could not be the P. occidentalis is

the fact related by Loudon and other writers of this

tree ; viz., that in the year 1 809 a severe irost killed

back' the young shoots of many of the largest plants of

this species in England, * particularly those in

Richmond Park, at Kew, at Syon House, at Stowe,

* The general form of the leaves of these two is well repre-

sented in Loudon's •• Arboretum BriUnnicum," vol. iv., p. 2033

I n. 1952, ff. a. b.
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at Paine's Hill, and at Claremont ; " and this so far

iojured the trees throughout all the summer that in the

spring of 1810 they almost ail died,* especially the

older ones. And again Loudon says, the severe winter

of 1813-14 destroyed a number of the Occidental Planes

which escaped the severe frost of 18C9, bo that the tree

is now comparatively rare throughout Great Britain. If

such were reailv the case there must have been a third

•dnd of Plane in this pirt of the great valley of the

Thames equally hardy with the P. orientalis, namely,
the one in question ; of which I can point to a noble

specimen at the north end of the dell called the " Holly
Walk," in the pleasure grounds + of Kew. I now
became anxious to ascertain if this dubious Platanus
were described under any of the varieties of the two
universally acknowledged species ; but I little expected

to find what best agrees with it in Loudon under the P.

orientalis, or Loudon's first var.'acerifolia of Hort. Kew.,
ed. 1, vol. iii. ; not indeed that there is any cha-

racter given by which it can be distinguished from
P. occidentalis (for the leaves cannot be said to differ

from that species in form), and he adds that u in

general appearance, habit of growth, and every other
particular it cksely resembles P. orientalis ;" but, in

confirmation as it were of this, he refers us to his

figure of Mr. Salvin's tree, vol. viii., tab. 7*2a,^ which
is a most faithful and correct portrait of our tree, and
if any one will compare that with the figure of P. ori-

entalis, it is quite clear that the " general appearance
and liabit of growth " are really very different from
that species. He seems to speak of it as not a gene-

rally known plant : " There are vigorous young trees

in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and a fine speci-

men in the grounds of A. Salvin, Esq., at Finchley."

Few, or perhaps none, of your readers will be disposed

to agree with M. Spach, who says (Hist. Nat. des Vege-
taux, vol. xiii., p. 77),

u Nousa>ons acquis la conviction,

par suite des longues recherche s, que les deux (ou de
Willdenow quatre) pretem'u s especes des auteurs

doivent etre toutes cons derces comme varietes de
V espece suivante ; Platanus vulgaris, Spach !

" Of
this he has four varieties, and his third is

our plant, in all probability * acerifolia, Spach

"

(wholly disregarding Aiton), whose name he adopts,

as must be cle<-.r to any one, for he quotes S.

acerifolia, VVilld., which is nothing more, as Willdenow
tells us, than " P. orientalis aceritolia, Ait." He quotes
further P. cuneata, Tenore (an Willd. '?) though he de-

scribes the leaves, " a base rentrante ou tronquee;" and,

still more remarkable, he quotes Platanus occidentalis

of Michaux, Fl. Bor. Am., and states the plant to be a
native both of Southern Europe and America! As a

cultivated plant, however, in France, what he states of
it tallies with our tree in England : " la plus com-
mune de toutes les var'u :e* dans les plantations.'* The
PI

Cate
tab

da
I am aware that plants of the true P. occidentalis are in

nurseries, and we have young ones at Kew : that is such

covers everything with soot, causing the growth of many
trees to be slow, aud it may ultimately even prove
destructive to many of them. C. Walton, Victoria Park,
South Hackney.

Late Sown Flower Seeds.—Allow me to bring under
your notice a species of fraud which is carried on by
some seedsmen. Walking round a garden this morning,
a la<ly pointed out some borders which were sown with
annuals, biennials, and perennials at the end of

last October, but none of which had made their appear-
ance, with the exception of a few Antirrhinums. She
asked me if there was not a possibility of their germi-
nating shortly. I told her no, for they were sown at an
improper season, beim; too late. She assured me that

she purchased 51. worth of different seeds at a seeds-

man's in London, with directions to sow them in the end
of October. Now, what was the object in giving

directions to sow all those seeds so late ?—he must have
known that it would lead to disappointment. This
system cannot be too much reprehended, as it not only

gets the gardener into disrepute, but causes disappoint-

ments to purchasers. This case is not solitary, as 1 could
enumerate many. Rusticus, Newcastle.

Hoitzia Coccinea (see p. 104, 1854).—After two
seasons' experience I find this to succeed best in a stove

or intermediate house. I had two plants of it in 9-inch

pots, with upwards of 100 spikes of bloom on each, the

tallest spikes about 9 inches long. The soil I grew them
in was a mixture of loam, peat, leaf-mould, pit land, and
old cow dung. I shifted them three times, and con-

tiually kept stopping them till the middle of July. They
require frequent syringing, as they are very subject to

red spider. I tried this plant in the greenhouse aud
open air, but I find that it does not succeed well in

either situation. When they have done flowering I

throw away the oldest, and cut the youngest close in,

and after they have made shoots about 1 inch long, I

shake them out, prune their roots a little, and repot

them in the same soil as above. /. Archbell, Feltwell

Rectory, near Brandon, Noi'folk.

The Bor i{cultural Society.—Permit me, by way of

reply to "X." (p. 54), to remark that I am not sur-

prised that he attempts establishing, or rather only
reiterating, the narrow views (applied by another in

reference to gardeners), when he contents himself with
saying "it is clear to the commonest observer that gar-

deners have not done their best to support the shows at

Chiswick ; but, on the contrary, gone to the Botanic,

&c, simply because the amount of money was greater."

The records of the Society will prove that this is untrue,

and that some of the classes were even better paid than

those of the Botanic ; but a very " common observer "

might have seen that though the Horticultural Society

had doubled the amount of awards, and brought all the

gardeners in England, that that would not have com-

combat successfully against the opposition which has
|

been for many years accumulating. Take, for

as exhibit the very copious down on the young leaf instance, its proximity to Kew, so vastly improved
shoots, and while young looking very different from
what we here take for acerifolia. The questions, then,
to be determined are:— I. Do any old trees possessing
all the characters of P. occidentalis of Linnaeus and
American authors exist in England ? Are the trees
mentioned by Loudon as still remaining in the Chelsea
Garden, in the grounds of Lambeth Palace, Deepdene,
&c, really that species ? 2. Is the so-called "acerifolia"
specific illy distinct from P. occidentalis ? (for it seems
idle to refer it to P. orientalis), and if it is, of what
country is it a native ? Is there any authority for its

being a native of Spain ? The result is of some inte-

rest, for it is this tree which is found best to bear the
atmosphere of London, and in conjunction with the
English Elm is almost solely employed for ornamenting
t!ie suburban parks. The trees should be studied in

its distance from London—the remarkable unfor-

tunate weather on the fete days— the J very con-
venient and favourable position of the Botanic Society

—

the increasing inducements which Sydenham is holding

out ; take into account, too, the sameness which has
marked the Botanic and Cln'swick shows, making a
visitor who sees the one careless of seeing the other,

and the wonder will not be how Chiswick has given up,
but rather how it has been able to maintain its place so
long. u X." admits " that many gardeners exhibit at a
loss to themselves ;" but adds, " it is notorious that
many have the one object in view ; they calculate their

expenses to a shilling, and if these are likely to exceed
the value of the prize, they say at once, * I must stay at

home, this won't pay.'" Why " poor Richard " could
not give a better advice. Does " X." and his coadjutors

is

summer and autumn, when the leaves and flowers are

in perfection. W. J. Hooker.

Victoria Park.—You ask if the Deciduous Cypress
has been tried in any of the London parks. It has been
growing here these four years, and I may add that it

appears to be doing well. Mr. Barratt, I observe,
makes some remarks upon the absence of ornamental
trees in the metropolitan parks, which he says he has
walked through for 35 years. The next time he is in
London if he will pay a visit to tbis park he will find,

with one or two exceptions, all the trees and shrubs he

spring before the full development of the leaf, while the tnink that al1 gardeners are such fools as to work hard

down is still upon the P. occidentalis, as well as in aad lose into the bargain ? Where are the lecturers or
teachers on any subject who do not or ought not first

to count the cost of expenses, and why expect gardeners
to do more than they \ Think you that that van of

plants which you say is "hawked about" was produced
by magic \ Is it not a fact that 12 months—aye, and
oft as many years—of increasing watchfulness, of mental
and physical toil, was daily and nightly spent upon
them before they were fit for exhibition, and not
by one man only, but by a staff of hard working, ill

remunerated, but willing and generous minded servants ?

No, no, if exhibitors have erred at all, it has been in

lames, and many others equally good and much more malc
j

ng tnf'r services too cheap.
_

Allow me again to

rare. The
and varied

to deciduous kinds. Conifers do not grow at all, on
account of the smcke. Of Crataegus there are upwards
of 50 species or varieties

j and in Pyrus, Cerasus and
other ornamental trees the collection is equally rich, and
additions are continually being made of such as are
likely to thrive. The situation is very much exposed to

the east winds, not the least shelter, and the west wind

* " There are, however, still luge trees," Loudon says, " in
the Chelsea Garden, in the grounds of Lambeth Palace, at
Deepdene, and various other places."—But, query, are these the
true P. occidentalis, or our tree ?

| Two equally tine spveimeus of their kind, P. orientalis, may
be seen in the Botanic Garden, one close by the Temple of the
Sun in the old Arboretum, the other close by the gate leading into
the palace ground, opposite the west end of the Orangery.

* In this plate it is called Platanus acerifolia, the Maple or
Spanish Plane tree.

I collection of trees and shrubs here is large i

touch ?n the practicability of the shows proposed by the

, but is necessarily confined in a great measure I

Council - Ifc is evident that the early and late periods
of the season spoken of will give, rise to the improved
culture of a new kind of exhibition plants, as Camellias,
and a host of others, which have never yet been fairly

represented. Then instead of collections of plants,

which take up an immense space, have single specimens,
I say a plant of Rose Coupe d'Hebe, or the old or
I improved Moss ; there would be then no " make-up "

plants, nor expensive carriage expenses, and of course,

with prizes in proportion, which might suffice to com-
bine novelty, beauty, and economy. Perhaps even the

present " horticultural rooms," which have about them
so many interesting associations, might be made avail-

able. One thing is ceriain—that there are thousands in

your great city who will thankfully pay, and not grud-

gingly, for furnishing such means of instruction and

J
enjoyment, particularly at the spring meetings, whilst

" the Society n will be continuing to give an impetus to
horticulture, and opening up new channels of usefulness,

Geo. M'Ewen.
Beurre d'Amanlis Pear.—Mr. Rivers, I observe

speaks well of this Pear, but says "it is never highly
flavoured or perfumed." A pyramidal tree of this kind
on the Quince stock I had from him in 1853 bore thk
last year 14 large fruit, the first I had ever seen of the
kind, and I can assure you they were as high flavoured
as a good Jargonelle, and very like it in taste though
very different in appearance. In fact it was the highest

flavoured Pear I have tasted this season ; though that

does not say much, as generally I have lound them below
the mark, not only those of my own growth but in

Covent Garden Market. The Jargonelle thrives in our
deep rich soil in the marsh of North Lincolnshire per-

fectly, and does not canker. One that I grafted myself
18 years ago, near the banks of the Humber, on &
sucker of an old Pear stock that came up against the

house, speedily spread over two of the walls aud bore

(and bears I believe) large crops without a trace of

canker, lota.

Peas.—In this locality Fairbeard's Surprise takes the

lead with many gardeners. From my own experience,for
second, third, and late crops it is superior to any, being

of clean growth, not subject to mildew, and the flavour

partakes more of the Marrowfat than the extreme
sweetness of many of the wrinkled varieties. John
Soden, Middle Barton, Oxon.

Fdling Beech.—A landed proprietor having seen in

some periodical that the best time for cutting Beech is

the summer, at which period the wood does not become
worm-eaten, as it invariably does in a little time when
cut in the winter, tried the plan by cutting a tree and

having it used as a beam in an old cottage, having the

date cut in—1830. It has never been painted or white-

washed, and is now as fresh and sound as if just put up.

i . /.

.

Pipe Flues.—It is doubtful whether the smoke from a

flue could be conveyed underground in earthenware
pipes to the distance of 70 yards. The smoke would
become colder and heavier in proportion to its distance

from the flue ; so that by the time it reached the base

of the shaft it would be as dense as the air about to

enter the furnace and would balance it, so that there

would be little or no draught. A draught, however,
would be certainly insured by the heat from a very

small fire situated at or near the base of the shaft,

and so as to communicate with its interior. R. T.

During the last six or eight years I have heated my
greenhouse on the Polmaise system, which has answered
my purpose very well. The furnace is outside on the

south, and finding the smoke an annoyance, I took down
the chimney and connected with the stove a glazed

earthen pipe, which I carried underground at a level

upwards of 40 feet, where I erected a chimney of the

same sort of pipe. I have found during two

winters that it draws very well, and the supply of heat

to the house is increased ; about the middle of its length

it has a sudden bend, and passes through two frames

which it keeps warm. I thiuk I have seen at Maidstone

a chimney, I believe belonging to paper works, at perhaps

200 or 300 yards from the works, used with success.

Diamond. Permit me to inform your correspondent
" W. M." that I have now in operation a flue which

proceeds from an engine boiler about 90 yards in a

horizontal position, and afterwards rises about 6 inches

in a yard for 90 yards further to the foot of the

chimney : and also another similar flue which proceeds

about 100 yards at a rise of about 2 inches in a yard to

the foot of the chimney. These flues draw perfectly

without any such assistance as is alluded to by you, viz.,

the creation of a draught by an auxiliary fire. I have

availed myself of the opportunity of growing crops of early

Potatoes and other vegetables upon these flues. T. H.
Of the practicability ofconveying the smoke of a hothouse

fire by means of an underground pipe flue for abont

70 yards there can be no doubt. The plan has been

adopted here for some years with perfect success and

satisfaction, and I may add that advantage is taken of

the ground over the flue for growing early vegetables,

from whence they are gathered at least a week earlier

than on any other part of the garden. Colo. 1 would

advise your correspondent to build a proper flue for the

conveyance of his smoke, as he will always have clay

pipesjbreaking from the heat of the fire ; if he will build

a good brick flue he may heat his house by running it

70 yards underground as effectually as if it was closer

at hand. I have built and heated two bouses upon the

same plan, running the flues 50 yards underground, and

yet they answered perfectly. The flues enter the

houses at the east end, pass along the front and the west

end, and go out at the back wall ; they were then con-

ducted 50 yards underground to the garden wall. *

constructed a range of pits for bedding out plants over

the flue, which furnished a little dry I eat for the whole

range. The top underground should be made so that

it will throw off as much water as possible, as dampness

is unfavourable to a good draught. J. D. N. W.-~^
I have no hesitation in stating that your correspondent s

flue will draw quite well led underground the distance

he mentions. As a case in point, I may mention that

the smoke from the kitchen fire in the mansion at wis

place is conducted underground for about 150 J**®*9

rising in a chimney in the grounds behind. *fl®

natural elevation of the grounds behind the house *>

however, rather considerable. Likewise in the case oi

two of the Vineries here that are connected together,

each about 15 yards long, the smoke after traversing

over 60 yards of flue under each house—the flues being
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all on a level aud running backwards and forwards four

times underneath the floor of the houses— is conducted

by one tunnel to a chimney a considerable distance to

the rear of the sheds at the back of the Vineries. In

both these instances, however, the smoke is conveyed by

a regular flue large enough to be properly swept, to

facilitate which operation there are places at convenient

distances in the route where access is had to the flue,

by digging down and removing a paving stone fitted for

the purpose at such places, for the convenience of

removing soot when swept. I do not see how " W. M."
is to manage the sweeping of the clay pipes, of which he

proposes to make his flue, without taking them up, and

they would most certainly soon get choked with soot.

If " W. M." will have a proper brick or stone flue con-

structed underground from his hothouse (it should not

start lower than the highest flue in the house), as he has

a slight elevation in the ground he may conduct his smoke
to any distance. W. Hudson, Bridge Hill, Belper.

The scheme proposed by " W. M." is quite practicable.

The plan has been in operation here for the last four

years. The following conditions are necessary :—do not

allow any dip in the gradual ascent to the shaft. Lay
the pipes in a cemented drain so as to prevent the con-

tact of damp, otherwise your pipes may act as a drain

for water rather than a dry flue for smoke. The height
of the chimney stalk will depend on circumstances; if

there are trees or high buildings near, it must be of a

considerable height " to draw," and it may be well to

make provision at the base of the shaft for lighting up a
fire of shavings or such like to clear the chimney of

heavy air, and thus cause a draught ; this will not be
required when the fires are in constant operation.

Attend also to making, at convenient distances, openings
for the cleaning of the flues. In our case it is a flue

within a flue ; but for the purpose spoken of I think
the pipes proposed will answer. I may also add that
the distance here is 75 yards, and almost level ; but the
greater the ascent the better. G. M. * W. M." can
have no difficulty in carrying his flue where he wishes
if he does not let it dip. In the valleys of the north we
find that the flues from the engine boilers of mills are
often carried a considerable distance, and often ter-

minate in a beautiful column on the top of a neighbouring
hill, the mill being far below by the water side. Mauy
instances may be seen in the once lovely vale betwixt
Todmorden and Halifax, so highly praised by Cobbett,
who had a good eye for scenery. Tyro, Manchester. [We
have s sleeted the above as the best among many
answers for which we are indebted to the courtesy of
correspondents.]

Notes on Pears.—"T. R.V remarks upon August
Pears were so good that I have been anxiously looking
for his further promised communications. A sadly too
short notice appeared last week, and unless he completes
his list of really desirable Pears very shortly, we shall

not be able to profit by it this year. So far he may be
implicitly followed by all who wish to have good Pears,
except that I think Beurre' d'Amanlis better in all ways
upon Pear stocks than Quince. It is, however, desir-

able to have both, as they ripen at different times.
What I took up my pen for, however, was to ask all

Pear growers in the kingdom at once to send their lists

of best Pears, mentioning soil and climate. No fruit

varies so much, and no fruit is so well worth growing
in our climate, or is so little trouble or expense. Every
garden that can produce a Gooseberry bush can have
a Pear tree bush, and whether we look at its value to
cook, to eat, or to sell, it will beat any fruit, except
perhaps a very good Apple for the first and last, though
it would be difficult to beat Williams's Bon Chretien or
Beurre d'Amanlis even in these points. W. 0. F.
Roof of Westmin- ter Hall. — A person must be

very ignorant indeed of Gothic architecture who sup-
poses that any part of the present roof of Westminster
Hall could have existed in the time of Rufus. The hall

of Rufus had a nave and two aisles like a church, so
that it is impossible that any timbers of that roof exist
at present. Some of the smaller pieces may ; no simple
roof of anything like the span of Westminster ever
existed in Rufus's time, or till long after in England.
Somerset,

Cucumber Disease.—If your Whitfield correspondent
will minutely examine two Cucumbers, the one attacked
by disease the other ruined by neglect (but which he
confounds together), he will find traces of the destruc-
tive power of the former very dissimilar to that of
the latter. All decaying and decayed specimens that I
have seen have exhibited symptoms of an attack appa-
rently constitutional, as the following evidence will

testify :— Last February I commenced to cut fruit of a
Black Spine and the Improved Sion House varieties,

from plants turned out the previous October, in a house
devoted exclusively to their culture. The plants
throughout assumed a habit of vigour encouraging the
idea that they would be well able to support a succes-
sive crop of good fruit ; but, to my disappointment,
one apparently healthy plant began to flag, upon the
first symptoms of which I examined the stem minutely
immediately below the surface of the soil, when the evil

became visible. On the stem at this jointure numerous
small excrescences had formed, and by the aid of a lens
I ascertained that juice was exuding from them, which
confirmed my fears that the upward current of sap to
the leaves was impeded in its_ course. Imagining that
the evil would be contagious, I instantly removed the
invalid ; but in three days after another plant fell a
sacrifice to the malady, and was apparently victimised
under precisely the same circumstauces as the former

;

however, at the expiration of a fortnight, there were

but four plants remaining out of the 14 planted, and
which up to the time attacked so highly flattere;! my
expectations. From the remaining four I secured a
luxuriant and robust growth, and cut some good fruit

;

and this share of Fortune's bounties I attribute to my
method of after treatment. During the time I was
sustaining the loss of my plants, I procured some quick
lime and flour of sulphur, well mixing the two ingre-
dients together, and after laying bare to the roots °the
stems of the four plants, I rased a hillock round each
stem to the height of wind and water, after which I

carefully replaced the soil, and kept the stem and
materials in proximity as airy as means would allow.
Thus was I enabled to cut abundance of fine fruit at a
season when my neighbours were suffering from the
visitations of this incomprehensible calamity. J. R. T.
Or. to O. S. Pintle, Esq., Hucclecotc Gardens, near
Gloucester.

Witham, in 1855.

—

Australian genus Cryptodus, by Mr. Wot wood ; Notes
upon Hygrotus bisulcatus and Apion Curtisi, by Mr.
Janson ; and Descriptions by Mr. S;ainton of three

species of Indian microlepidoptera, reared by Mr.
Atkinson.

• t
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Botanical, of Edinburgh, December I2tJi.—The
President in the chair. On this occasion, office-bearers

for the ensuing year were elected, and several new
members were added to the list. Professor Balfour
exhibited specimens of Arum italicum, sent by A. J.

Hambrough, Esq., from Steephill Castle, Isle of Wight,
accompanied by the following note :—* I have been
watching the plant these last two years ; it is certainly

wild, and richly spread through the whole of the Under-
cliff of this island. If the plant is not the genuine Arum
italienm of Koch, it is very different in almost every
respect from Arum maculatum. It is now in full fruit,

whereas A. maculatum fruited in the early part of

summer. The spadix is bright yellow, the lobes of leaf

more divergent than in maculatum, and more or less

veined with yellow. The plant in flower is frequently over
2 leet in height, and the berry rarely contains more than

three

eight or
among Ivy and rocks, throughout the rough ground
under the cliff between Bonchurch and Niton." In a
subsequent note from Mr. Hambrough it is observed

—

" It is certainly very extraordinary that the Arum
italicum should be found so far north as the Isle of

Wight, as I believe the Tyrol has hitherto been con-
sidered its northern limit. Dr. Salter has seen it with
me in the wildest spots in this neighbourhood, and is, 1

believe, satisfied of its being indigenous. Many years
ago, when walking with Dr. Brom field, I recollect his

noticing an Arum in leaf, and mentioning his doubts as

to its being A. maculatum, and asking me to keep a look-

out for A, italicum. This was shortly before he left

England for the last time, and he had no opportunity of

seeing the plant afterwards, either in flower or fruit, nor
had I until last year, when I found the plant in abun-
dance all through the UuderclifF, in spots quite remote
from any dwelling, and in rough ground, which could

never have been cultivated. It is more common here
than A. maculatum, and has doubtless until now been
mistaken for that plant, as the leaf is never so

strongly veined as in the cultivated A. italicum,

aud might escape the notice of even a botanist

I was not satisfied with its distinction from A. macu-
latum until after examining the seeds of both plants.'*

The following papers were read :— 1. Report on the

state of the Society's Herbarium, by the curator.

2. Notes of a Botanical Trip, with Pupils, to Ben
Lawers and other Mountains in Perthshire, in August,

1855, by Professor Balfour, and others.

Entomological, January 7. J. O. Westwood, F.L.S.,

V.P., in the chair. Mr. Samuel Stevens exhibited some
very fine species of Lucanidse recently collected by Mr.
Wallace at Sarawak, interesting for the remarkable
series of varieties in the development of the maudibles

of the opposite sexes. Mr. Stainton exhibited a speci-

men of the beautiful Tiger moth, Callemorpha Hera (not

previously admitted into the British fauna), captured

|
by Mr. Henry Cooke at Newhaven, accompanied by
notices of other specimens taken or seen on the southern
coast. Mr. Shepherd exhibited a specimen of the very
rare Lebia crux minor, taken by the Rev. Mr. Livesay,

near Selborne. Mr. J. A. Turner, of Manchester,
exhibited some beautiful specimens of Coleoptera, from
Texas, as well as specimens of both sexes of the ex-

tremely rare Goliathus giganteus, from' the river

Gaboon. Mr. Frederick Smith exhibited an extensive

series of the nests of various species of Hyraenopterous
insects, from Natal ; some of these were of papyraceous
and others of earthen material ; amongst the former
were some species with combs formed of circular, and
others entirely of hexagonal cells. Mr. Foxcroft ex-

hibited a fine series of varieties of the beautiful

i (Ecophora Linneella, taken near London. The following

• papers were read :—Descriptions of three new Austra-

,
lian species of Pseudormorphce, by Mr. Newman.
Descriptions of a number of species of Entomostracous

Crustacea, from the Atlantic ocean, including 23 new
I species, by J. Lubbock, Esq. A Monograph on the

Notices of iSoohs.
Of foreign works we have before us the following.

Flora A n dina, part 2, by Mr. Weddell ; this important
work is still occupied by Composites.

—

Begoniaceen

Gaitungcn und Arten (Berlin, 4to, with 12 excellent

plates), by Prof. Klotzsch. In this work the learned
author proposes to form no fewer than 41 genera at the
expense of the old genus Begonia ; that some of his

genera are good will be readily admitted, but we regret

to see others founded upon characters of the slightest

possible texture. The work indicates much patient

research among the materials to be found in Berlin,

but they appear to be very scanty as regards
the vegetation of India.—From ML L. R. Tulasne we
have a Monographia Monimiaccarum, taken from the
eighth volume of the Archives du Museum. This
admirable treatise is illustrated by 10 plates executed

with the consummate skill for which M. Charles Tulasne,

the learned author's brother, is so deservedly celebrated.

M. Tulasne unites Atherosperms to this order.— M.
Planchon has published a learned thesis upon the ller-

modactyi of the ancients, a potent drug, now fallen into

disuse (Dcs Hermodactes au point de rue Botanique et

Pharmaccatiquc, Paris, Martinet, 4to.) He shows that

the true Hermodactyi was in all probability the modern
Colchicum varicgatum, and that its virtues were in

every respect the same as those of the Colchicum

autumnale now in use. It became neglected, and its

value was ultimately disbelieved, in consequence of

unskilful commentators having faucied that it was an

Iris, or a Narcissus, or a Cyclamen, or even the common
Trapa natans, instead of the powerful but dangerous

drug employed by the ancients.

FLORICULTURE.
The Cineraria.—We admire this flower because of

its usefulness, being available nine months out of every

twelve as a conservatory or greenhouse plant, and in

the absence of better, it does well for cut flnvers or

bouquets. But the great mass of cultivators fail to grow

seeds, whereas the fruit of A. maculatum contains it well. lam happy, however, to know and acknow-

or ten of a much smaller size. The plant grows Ied^e tnat manv do cultivate it successfully, annually

producing magnificent plants, the sight of which is

charming to all lovers of flowers. In giving a few brief

hints how the Cineraria may be successfully grown, let

us suppose that some good sorts were cut close down to

the soil in the pot about the end of April when they

had done flowering, either planted out or placed behind

a wall. In July these will be found to have commenced
to grow ; it will be evident that a plant may be divided.

Now, a great blunder is often committed by cutting the

plant into four or six pieces, retaining many of the old

roots, and then potting them in 5-ineh"pots. This is

a bad beginning ; still it must be propagated by division

of the root by single slips. Just take the finger and

thumb and slip off the young shoots when they have

new white roots about the size of cats' teeth : let there

be no old roots at all. Pot the slips singly in 3 or 4-inch

pots, the soil consisting of loam, peat, and sand. Then
place them in a close frame for a few day.*, shading of

course when the sun shines. The size aud demands of

the place will determine the number to be propagated,

but it is wise to have a superabundance. In a short

time these young plants will fill their pots with roots,

and cover the soil with leaves. To make them robust

and healthy, they should be placed out of doors, on the

north side of a house, wall, or hedge, and remain there till

about the first or second week of September. And now
is the time to give them a liberal shift and generous

food. The pots, 8-inch ones, should have been

previously washed and dried. Let about 2 inches deep

of broken pots or bricks be used for drainage, and

where these cannot be had use gravel, which answers

admirably for draining pot-plants. The most important

thing in the cultivation of the Cineraria is the use of

proper soil. Hundreds of gardeners use a mixture of

loam, leaf-mould, and sand, in about equal proportions ;

but this does not answer well, for in such the plants

grow too tall and bare at the bottom. The mixture

I recommend is composed of loam and dung from an

old Mushroom bed in about equal quantities, with a

handful of charcoal, all well bruised together and put

through a sieve. Rotten leaves should never be used for

Cinerarias, and very little sand, for if s?.nd be employed

the plants are apt to shed their bottom leaves and thus

disficriirfi themselves. 1 don't sav that the mixture I

have recommended is the best possible, or that fer-

mented horse-droppings is better than cow-dung. All

that I mean to say is, that if the mixture of soil and

horse manure be used, hardly anybody will fail to grow,

to say the least, respectable specimens of Cinerarias.

The plants after beiug potted should be placed very

near the glass on the north side of the centre of a span-

roofed greenhouse. If the house is glazed with

Hartley's glass they will thrive and grow fast on the

south side. About December the best plants will

require their final shifr. In January and February

the flower stems should be staked or tied out as widely

as possible, and after this is done but little more will

be necessary. Of course air and water are always

given when required. I forgot to mention that it is

sometimes necessary to pinch the points of flower
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feteina iu ihe autumn to keep li e best piauta iroiii

blossoming: too soon. The second ami third-rate plants

may be allowed to bloom when they like, from which
cut flowers may be obtained. To get Cinerarias in the

autumn it is necessary to sow seed in April and May,
and when the* plants are U P they are pricked off in

boxes or pots, and placed in the shade. During the

summer they are potted as they may require it, and
should be always kept out of doors, behind a wall or

hedge. When cuttings or blips cannot be got in July
and August, seeds may be sown iu June, which will

produce as large plants—hut then we cannot be sure of

getting good and beautiful varieties. Though the rays
of the sun are hurtful to the leaves of Cinerarias,

I have planted them out and seen them flower gaily in

iho borders, but they do not last long. Pm

Miscellaneous.
Prodigious Potato.—The Indcjpendance Beige informs

'its readers that u in the Belgian Colony of St. Thomas
a Potato has been grown weighing more than 50 lbs."

Good Bye, Big Gooseberries.

-Californian Woodpeckers.—Mr. Murray stated (see

Proceedings of the Royal Physical Society, Nov. 22,
rlC54) that he had received information on the habits of

. one of the Californian woodpeckers, which appeared to

him both sufficiently new and interesting to be worthy
. of being made generally known to naturalists ; and
. although the information is imperfect, and may possibly

turn out to be incorrect, he was bold enough to commu-
nicate it to the Society. The statement is, that a par-

ticular woodpecker in California lays up a store of

acorns in autumn for its spring consumption, and does

so by hammering out small holes in the bark of trees,

into each of which it places an acorn. His informant
was his brother, Mr. William Murray. He resides at

•San Francisco ; but when home on a visit last year, he
snentioned the habit of the woodpecker which has just

been related. Shortly after his return to California, he

rc-ceiv.d from him the piece of bored bark which he

exhibited to the Society, and at the same time commu-
nicated the following information which he had picked

up. He says :
—" I was talking to Simson the other

day about the curious custom the woodpeckers here

have of boring holes in the bark and storing them with

acorns, when 1 mentioned that I had told you of it, and

that you had refused to credit the fact, not of the acorns

being there, but of their being put there by woodpeckers,

because I was unable to say I had seen them put there.

' Well ' said he,' you can tell him that I've seen them.

*£ have seen them bore the holes, put in the acorns, and

hammer them well in, and I've seen them taken out

again in spring ; ' aud he went on to tell me that on

one occasion, in the time of the great flood (some years

a?o), he had witnessed an amusing scene among them.

His party were camped on a kind of island that had

been left dry ; and, having nothing better to do, watched

the operations of these birds. There were six or eight

of them at work on a tree in which there was a squirrel,

who had made his house in a hollow at the root of a

branch. The squirrel would pop out his head and look

.at them ; and the moment the coast was clear lie would

run out and scratch away at these things, and tear away

the bark ; and when the birds would see him, they

would all attack him, and he would run like lightning

down the tree, and up the other side, and into his hole

again, and then peep out and watch another chance to

iio the same, evidently having great fun. This con-

tinued for about three days, till at last one of

the party knocked the squirrel's head off with a

rifle- ball, and rid them of their persecutor." In

a subsequent letter his brother gives the following

additional information. He says—" Newland,a Scotch-

man, told him he had often seen the woodpecker storing

the acorns, and that it was a black bird with a red head ;

but Simson, he said, would introduce me to Dr. Tiask,

author of a geological reporr, and that he would be able

to say positively. The doctor stated that the provident

woodpecker is the black one with the red head and

yellow throat ; that he had observed them repeatedly
;

and further asserted that they eat acorns, and that he

had seen them do it. In confirmation of the possibility

at least of their being vegetable feeders, Simson tells me
that in the western country the farmers frequently clear

the woods by cutting the communication of the bark of

the trees, aud that, where that is done, these red-

headed woodpeckers appear in the clearings in perfect

swarms, and destroy Apples and Peaches in these

districts to such an extent that it is impossible to have

any fruit. I do not know whether they eat the acorus

or the grub that may be in them, but it is most certain

that they bore hoi s*|«n the bark, and hammer in the

acorns so firmly that you can hardly pick them out

again, and afterwards break them open, and eat some-

thing that is within the shell. The native Californians

are so well acquainted with the fact that they say when

the woodpeckers commence early it is a sign that we

shall have a severe winter. They keep boring the hides

all the summer, and are all ready for harvest when the

acorns are ripe." My brother adds that Mr. S mson

came across Mexico with John Audubon (he presumed

the son), who watched them, stuffed their skins, and

knows ail about them. They first observed these acorn

deposits in Chihuahua. Mr. Murray was inclined to

think that the evidence contained iu these letters would

be sufficient to satisfy the Society, as it had done him-

self, that there is good u round for believing that bond

fide acoru deposits are in California stored up for future

consumption by a woodpecker. Edinburgh New Philo-

sophical Journal,

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatories, &c.— All manual operations here

should of course be performed as early in the morning
as possible, in order that the family may enjoy their

rambles amongst the plants without obstruction in an
agreeable atmosphere and on clean floors. Orange
trees in tubs are liable to be affected by a black fungus
on the leaf, having the appearance of soot. This should

at all times be thoroughly cleaned off ; a little soap suds
warm, with some sulphur mixed with them and applied

with asponge, is a good remedy. All decaying flowers

or unsightly plants should be constantly removed, and the

places of the latter filled with things in blossom brought

from other departments. This structure where proper

means are allowed should now be getting gay ; h) brio*

Rhododendrons, Camellias, &c. which should be in

flower, make a fine display. Large plants of the above

that have been some time in their pots or tubs will

require much water, more than people commonly
imagine, and tepid liquid manure may be given more
occasionally with advantage. Stove-heat may soon be in-

dulged in here on sunny days by shutting up early after

a thorough ventilation. To obtain this, keep a rather

lively fire from seven in the morning until eleven

o'clock^ from which time it may decline until the

fallowing |morning. By taking the air entirely away an

hour afterwards, and watering floors or other temperate

surfaces, (not pipes or flues) a delightful atmosphere

wi (be created. Begin to repot Orchids, taking them
exactly in the order in which they bud ; be sure that

your material is scalded or halt charred to destroy

insects. Keep the plants well elevated, and use plenty

of charcoal in lumps of considerable size, fastening the

whole at last, so that the plant cannot be loosened by

agitation. Sphagnum or other Moss pegged on the top

makes a good finish, and is to be recommended in

houses which are unavoidably deficient of atmospheric

moisture. Syringe plants on blocks occasionally. Let

the temperature be 6*0° by night, 65° by day, rising to

70° on sunny afternoons.

ground prep»r«d by heavy manuring and trenching for

fresh plantations of Rhubarb, Seskale, and Asparagus,

and remember that the ground for these things can
hardly be made too rish.

COTTAGER'S GARDEN.
The cottager's leisure hours should be occupied in

collecting together all ditchings, road scrapings, and
other refuse matters to improve his soil. What other

folks call rubbish will be to him a valuable manure, if

husbanded aright. He should take care that his dung
heap is secure at bottom by means of puddling or

otherwise ; and an escape drain should be provided at

one end (the lowest) with a perfect stopper, so that in

the case of abundance of manure water, through rains

or otherwise, the cottager could draw off the surplus

into a sunken pit (water proof) and by means of a water

barrow apply it to his crops. Consult the Kitchen

Garden Calendar for information on other matters.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK, NEAR LONDON.
Fur the week ending Jan. 31, 1S5C,m observed at the Horticultwwl Garders,
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Jan. 25-Overcast; fin«*.

— 26—Fine; very fine ; cloudy ; rain at night.
— 27—Fine; cloudy ; sharp frost at ni/ht.
— Ss— Frosty; fine; overenst; thick bail shower in afternoon; frosty

— 29 -Clear and irosty;. fine; sharp fro *t at night.
— m»— rroMy; fine in iorenoon ; cloudy and cold; frosty.
— 31—Clear and frosty ; cloudy ami cold ; frosty at night.

Mean temperature of the week 4 deg- below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK.
Durlnfctne last 30 years, for the ensuing week, ending feb. 9 f lH.
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FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Where the bottom-heat is maintained by

means of fermenting materials buch beds as may have

been recently renewed should be carefully watched, and

if the heat at the bottom of the pots is found to exceed

90° the pots should be slightly raised in order to prevent

injury to the roots. It is not usual now to subject the

roots of Pines to a temperature of 110° or more, as we
have seen growers of the old school quietly doing, but it

is still too common a practice to allow the bottom-heat at

times to become too strong, throwing the plants prema-

turely into fruit or otherwise injuring them. Indeed we
believe that more harm is done to Pines by too much
bottom-heat than by any other cause, and success cannot

reasonably be expected while the roots are occasionally

subjected to a baking heat. Maintain a steady bottom-

heat of about 85° during the growing season, but depend

upon it that 90Q cannot be exceeded with safety. See

that the soil about the roots of growing plants

is not allowed to become too dry, and secure a

moist state of the atmosphere, but use the syringe

carefully, until the sun becomes more powerful to dry

the hearts of the plants. Vineries.—-Careful attention

will be necessary with houses where the Vines are fairly

in leaf. Take every opportunity to admit fresh air to

strengthen the shoots and foliage, &c. ; but do this

cautiously, and by small openings near the heating

apparatus, and shut up early in the afternoon letting the

thermometer rise to 80°. Where the Vines are in bloom,

let the night temperature range between 60° and 65°,

raisin* it 10° by day, and Muscats need hardly be

expected to set well unless they can be kept some o Q

warmer; but it will be better iu every case to lee the

temperature sink a few degrees on sharp nights than to

over-heat the pipes, and render the atmosphere un-

healthy. While the syringe cannot be used the

evaporating pans must be kept at work, and the floors,

&c, sprinkled in the morning or as often as may be

necessary to secure a moist state of the atmosphere ;

for unless this is attended to, red spider will be

very apt to make its appearance. But, perhaps, the

great cause of red spider is an unhealthy root

action, producing thin, weakly foliage, which despite the

most careful inside management is sure to be attacked

by this pest, therefore use every means to secure a dry,

warm state of the borders. Give Vines in pots a liberal

supply of manure-water in a tepid state.

HARDY FRUIT and KITCHEN GARDEN.

Push forward all kinds of wheeling while the ground is

in a favourable state for such work. Soils of a heavy

tenacious character are improved for working the

more they can be exposed to the action of frost, and

some persons dig such ground a second time, turning in

the frozen surface, in order to expose a farther portion

to the action of the weather; but where it may be

desirable to do this the frozen part should not be dug in

deep. Look well to the protection of Lettuce, Cauli-

flowers, &c., under glass, and take every opportunity of

exposing such things to air. Some of the strongest

roots of early Rhubarb might be covered with pots or

boxes, and sufficient leaves and stable litter to produce

a gentle warmth ; this would save injuring the roois by

removing them for forcing, but where there is a good

stock of roots this is of little importance, and is hardly
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The highest temperature durinjt the abo»e period occurred on the 9th,

!8»1—therm. 62 dejf. ; »nd th* lowest on the 9th, 1847—thenn.4 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Arbobicuvture : H D. We must beg- to be excused offering an

opinion upon what appears in a contemporary.

Azaleas : W M A. We do not believe it to be possible to ascer-

tain the number of varieties that have been imported from

China; certainly all the sorts having well marked habit were

among them. Some very good ones have been obtained here,

no doubt, but they are much more like the Chinese varieties

thau the latter are like each other.

Italian Orange Trees : Tyro. If they are really as dry as fire-

wood they will not revive. If there is any life in them it may

bo excited by planting them in a smart bottom-heat.

NAMES of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or coul I have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we

can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now

requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be

sent us at one time—C B G. Pawlovnia imperialis.—Miss

Murray. The fungus on the leaf of some Solidago gathered in

North America is Rhytisma Solidaginis, Schweinitz. M J B.

—W Barnes. It seems to be a small state of Polystichurn

Lonchitis. Who may be to blame for your not receiving

answers we cannot say—but we suspect yourself. You have

been twice written to privately, but as you give no other

address than Birmingham, it is possible that the letter-carriers

cannot fi id you. To send money tor your papers, and in the

same let'er to ask for the name of a plant can only result in

disappointment. Those who sell newspapers know nothing

about the matter, evt-n if they had time to attend to such

inquiries.—E»quirfr. 1, Custard Apple; 2, some Cassia; 6,

rotten; 4, unkuown; 5, do., dead. The three first are not

worth having. _ „,

Names of Fruits: Old Sub. 1, Quite worthless and not known,

2 Cornish Gilliflower, one of the richest Apples ; bears at trie

extremity of the shoots—a peculiarity which should be home

in mind in pruning the tree.-W C W. 1, Easter Benrre; %
Beurre Diel; 3, Passe Colmar; 4, Benrre Ranee; 5, lrfzi de

Caissoy ; 6, Winter Nelis. Apple No. 1, Lemon Pippin; NjfcJ

King of the Pippins; the others are unknown and worthies*.,

except perhaps for cider.E ;
•

Pvmpas Grass: T S Woodcock. It is a female; but rather too

young. Some seeds are good ; but many are unripe.

Smoke : Msokaonos. Nothing resists better than Sycarnor
K
e

a
S
!

Hazel, Planes, and Elms; the Fir tribe, Oaks, and Ashes.

detest it. We are unable to answer the inquiry abont Beecn-

Trvnsplan-ting : Ncwstede. We presume that the plants you

speak of are in pots. That being so they may be removed «

any time von please, but they should not be planted out niiany

till the dry north-east winds of spring are over. If they na>w

to be taken out of the ground before travelling to a great cn*-

tance we should, in our own case, wait till theend of August

or beginning of September; then lift them carefully inw

baskefs, well water their roots, wrap the whole in mats o

cloth, so as to hinder evaporation, and plant them as soon a

thev arrive in holes previously made ready. That is what we

should do in our own case. But if you dislike the expense, or

are afraid of the risk, then the sooner you remove them tne

better, provided your place is well screened from no5
tD-!*

winds. In all operations of this kind there is some risk. i»

will find the details of transplanting fully explain^

in the Theory and Practice of Horticulture (Longmans, V**>h

page 451. <kc. M\\t>A

Vinegar Plant: W C. ;it is the spawn of a fungus callea

Penicillium glaucum.t
, , ,_ — ., _« nne

Weeds; Hockly. We would advise you to try the effect <rf or.

of Mr. Fleming's salt-hotwater machines. Ot all places

carriage drive is the best for testing its efficiency.! .

Woodlice: DH. Trap them by means of t.les laid over ta^

bage leaves. Bean stalks, or any other dry hollow maten.

into which they can crawl. A toad or two will also be found u>

thin their numbers.^

worth the trouble and litter which it causes. Get • Ml5C . fU!1 price will be given for Nos. 7, 1847 ; and 27, isoi-
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PEHUVLAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-

phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Sugar Scum, and every

iption of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.description
Wm. Inolts Carne, 10, Mark Lane, London.

T

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY have the

following ready for Immediate delivery :—
CORN MANURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE, for Roots, Grasses, &c.

NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

PERUVIAN GUANO direct from importers warehouses,

Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and every artificial

Manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. E^Purseb, Sec.

T"
HE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured

at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,
j

7L per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.; Sulphuric Acid and,

Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guar*nte3l to contain 16 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulpha:* of Ammonia, aud

other Chemical M anures,
,

M A N U R E S.

HODGSON and SIMPSON, Wakefield, and

MATTHEWS and CO., Manufacturing Agricultural

Chemists, Driffield, manufacture the following Manures :—

SIMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-

dressing for Wheat, Barley, and Oats,

SIMPSONS NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoes,

aud other bulbous root crops. Price SI. per ton.

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.

The above have been successfully tested for eight years by the

leading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties,

and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with the

most beneficial results.

Testimonials and other particulars forwarded by post on appli-

cation, tf^ Superphosphate of Lime, equaUoany, 71. perton.

THE PATENT SANITARY MANURE COM-
PANY'S NITRO-BIPHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MA-

NURE.—Price delivered in London :— For Corn or Hops, 71. 10s.

per ton; for Roots and Grass, 61. 10s. per ton, bags included.

1S50 lbs. Blood in each ton, and a large per centage of Phosphates.

Use from 2 cwt. to 3 cwt. per acre. For local and ail further in-

forniation apply to the Offices , 21,jfollumJStree t, City, London.

TURNIP AND CORN SOWING.

BONE MANURE (either half-inch or dust),

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, SULPHURIC ACID,
&c—These valuable and genuine Manures may be had in any
quantity, of Jared Terrett Hunt, Lambeth Wharf, Upper
Fore Street, Lambeth, London, delivered to any Wharf or Rail-

way Station in Loudon, in sacks or otherwise.

J. T. II. earnestly recommends to the attention of the nobility

and gentry his PULVERISED BONE-DUST for the reno-

vation of Lawns, Meadows, Parks, &c.
Also, his PREPARED BONES, for the dressing of Vine Roots,

Asparagus Beds, Fruit Trees, &c. __
A
-
"RTIFICTaL MANURES, &c.~Manufacturers and

others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may
obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,

London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,

Coprolites, &c. v and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,

will find amplfl facility and accommodation at the College.

HE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Trustees.

Abel Smith, Esq., Jun., M.P., Walton House, Ware, Herts.

Charles Dimsdale, Esq., Essendon Place, Herts.

Edward Ball, Esq., M.P., 8, Belgrave Road, Pimlico.

Major-General Hall, M.P., Weston Colville, Linton, Cambridge.

John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.
Directors.

Chairman—JosAS Webb, Esq., Babrahara, Cambridgeshire.
Beputy-Chairman—Jons Sharp, Esq., Tower Villa, Queen's

Road, Regent's Park.

Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex.

John Clayden, Esq., Lirtlebury, Essex.

Richard Hunt, Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Esq t

Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lexham, Norfolk.

Robert Morgan, Esq., 72, Camden Villas. Camden Town.
Thomas Nash, Esq., Great Chesterlord, Essex.
James Odams, Esq., Bishop Stortford, Herts.
John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Pentonville,

With power to add to their number.
Bankers—Messrs. Barnett, Hoare & Co., Lombard Street.

Auditor—James Caird, Esq., Baldoon, and 6, Serjeant's Inn,
Temple, London.

Solicitors—Messrs. Kingsford& Dorm an, 25, Essex Street, Strand.

Secretary and Chemist—James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.

Offices—lo9, Fenchurch Street, London.
Manufactory, Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

The Directors of the above Company (many of whom ai e

eminent agriculturists) have great pleasure in acquainting their

friends and the agricultural community, that they have now-

completed their extensive Works and Machinery for the manu-
facture of their Manures; and, having secured nearly the whole
of the Blood produced by the butchers of the metropolis, and a
large stock of other necessary materials of the best quality, they
are now in a position to supply their Patent Manure of the
highest quality; and, as most of the Directors and many of the
Shareholders are large consumers themselves of the Blood
Manure, their fixed determination being to supply nothing but
sterling and genuine quality cannot fail to afford a guarantee
and protection to the farmer against imposition.

The great value of Blood Manure as a fertiliser may now be
considered as a fully and fairly established fact. Ever since the
first introduction of this valuable fertiliser, the demand has
always been greater than could be conveniently supplied, and
the Patentee has two objects in view in establishing a Company.
First, to develope the capabilities of this invention; and second,

to protect the farmer from the daily imposition to which he is

subjected, by having worthless articles pawned upon him as
genuine fertilisers, which have too often made him the victim of

designing and unprincipled men.
Its claims rest not in the assertion of a few experiments, it has

been tried for the last four seasons by hundreds with great

success, and in the next it will be tried by thousands. It affords,

in fact, a triumphant answer to the question, " What has science

done for Agriculture?"
The Blood Manure is composed of bones dissolved in Sulphuric

Acid, to which is added a large quantity of pure Blood, specialty

prepared to suit various crops, and may either be applied by the
drill or sown broadcast.

Testimonials from the most eminent agriculturists who have
used the Manure may be had from the local Agents.

Price, delivered at any Wharf or Railway Station in London:—
Corn and Grass Manure, 71. 10s. per ton ; Turnip Manure, 61. 10s*

per ton; Flax and Hop Manure, SI. 10$. per ton.

The Company beg to caution the public against the attempts
of spurious imitators, who, since the introduction of this Mannre,
have professed to make one possessing similar qualities. As
security, therefore, to the purchaser, pvery bag is marked
" ODAMS' PATENT BLOOD MANURE/' and sold only by
the authorised Agents of the Company.

pOLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY
\J and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37and

Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticularsmay be had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

DRAINING BY STEAM POWER.
JOHN FOWLER is prepared to undertake Contracts

for DRAINING LAND by his PATENT STEAM PLOUGH,
at prices varying, according to depth and distance, from 31. to 51. 10s.

per acre, inclusive of tiles, main drains, and all other expenses.

Contracts executed with great rapidity, and tiles manufactured
on the spot, where snitable clay ex i s t s.—Temple G ate, Bristol.

DRAINAGE OF LAND.
MR. J. JOHNSON, Drainage Engineer, is desirous

to undertake the Drainage of Land by Contract or Com-
mission. Temporary Tileries erected in any part of England,

and Drain Pipes manufactured at moderate prices. Every descrip-

tion of Drainage Tools.—Abingdon Street, Westminster.

riMIE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
X PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
He^ry Ker Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection

of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of

Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-
owner or his Agents, "independently of the Company's officers, or

he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-

lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly

instalments.
5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,

and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiRTy-ONE year3 for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments

will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved^Lauds can afford to pay. William Clifford, Sec.

•X*HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
-*- Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1S52—53, for England
and Scotland, and further empowered by Amendment Act,

1854—53. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,

Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-

cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Lives
renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years; (and Lessees

tor Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years,

with consent of their Lessor), &c, are enabled, by way of Loan
from the Company, or by their own funds, to execute and
charge on the Lands improved, by way of rent- charge for a

terra of 25 years, repaying capital and interpst, the cost of every
landed impVovement,especially of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,
Inclosing any Land, or improving Drains, Streams, or Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the

Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-

ings for Farm purposes already erected; Planting for Shelter

and for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea
Coast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-
lands and Islands of Scotland; Engines and Machinery for

Drainage, Engine-houses for Farm Steadings, &c, Water-wheels,

Tanks, Pipes, Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans
of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by the

Applicant's own Agents and are submitted to the approval of the

Inclosnre Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the sole judges

of the due execution of the works. Proprietors may apply jointly

for the execution of Improvements mutually beneficial,—such as

a common Outfall—Roads through the District—Water power,

&c. The Directors wish it to be understood that the Company is

of a strictly commercial character, and that the details of the

plans and of the execution of the Works are not interfered with

by them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-

sure Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of

Application, apply to the Honourable William Napier, Manag-
ing Director. 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southward (late

J • Stephenson & Prill), solicits an inspection of his patterns

of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to

supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,

&c, at the Manufactorv as above.

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out of

ground. 5 bars 4$. 9d. each.

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

of ground. 5 bars «»• 5a. 3d. each.

GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF GALVANISED
WIRE NETTING,

BARNARD and BTSHOP, Market Place, Norwich,
in consequence of improvements in their machinery for

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices.

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide
2-inch
2 inch
2-inch
Ijj-inch

l^-inch
li-inch
l|-incb

tt

tt

tt

tt
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strong, do.

intermediate, do.

ex&a stronjr, do.

24 inches wide
strong, do.

intermediate, do.

extra strong, do.

• * *

• * -
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* * *
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• * 9
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Galvan- Japanned
ised. iron.

51. per yd. Ad. per yd.

6 „ H tt

7 „ N tt

H ,f H tt

5± „ 4j tt

6| „ H tt

n » 6 tt

10 „ 8 H
All the above kinds can be made of auy width (under 8 feet),

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices one-fourth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, Sf/. per yard, 3 feet wide;

Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 2d. per

square foot.

Delivered free of expense in London. Peterborough. Hull, or

Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle

and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &c.

[ Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.
QAYNOR and COOKE, Manufacturers of the cele-

O brated Exhibition Prize PRUNING, BUDDING, and
GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and PRUNING SCISSORS, &c.
These articles are Warranted to stand any kind of work, and to

carry the keen edge of a razor without requiring to be sharpened
so frequently as is usually necessary to obtain that sharp edge
so requisite for the comfort and use of the practical gardener. The
blades are also warranted to wear through to the back. They
are used by all the eminent gardeners in England, Ireland, and
Scotland, and can be purchased of any Nurseryman or Seedsman
in the three kingdoms. Those who may not have used them are

respectfully solicited to give them a trial. The Great Exhibition

Prize Medal of 1^51, and the Prize Medal of the Horticultural

Society of Manchester, at their Show of 1854, was awarded to

Saynor & Cooke for their superiority of material and work-
manship. Established 1738.

41 I^RIGI DOMCV—Patronised by her Majesty the
J- Queen, the Dnk« of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Cbiswick Gardens, Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIGl DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun. from wind,

from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of

Elisha Thomas ARCHER.'whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth,
Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the

kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

^

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the

winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which

is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp

river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation

cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the

severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brothers,

Milhank Stm»t. Westminster.

AKNCR'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable

material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not

likely to corrode, and ran be raised or

lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

|;S ^w together, and the whole may be carried

•SB&lt ^9 on shouldertoanv pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 31. 3s.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs

are 5 ft. high.

14 inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. 6d. per foot.

l\ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 35. 6d. per foot.

Maybe obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the

above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines. &c.—Engravings sent on^application.

ARN ER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN -

DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth net exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel . of Barrel.

2A in. short 1 ft. 7 in.

n
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34
4
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long 3
ditto 3
ditto 3

ditto 3
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3

6
6
6

it
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8. d.

10
14

8

£
Fitted for lead, \ 1

gutta percha,
J

1

or cast iron
\
2

flanged pipe, 2 12

as required. J 3 3
short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe

attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

2j in. Iono ditto ditto ditto 2 IS

The short harrel Pump is very convenient

for fixint* in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply nf coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery tor Raising "Water by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; alwo Fire and Garden
Engi nes, &c. &c. --Engravings sent on application.

PRESENT PRICES OF FARM SEEDS.

THE CROPS of SWEDE TURNIP, MANGEL,
and other FARM SEEDS being rjood, prices art

much lower this season (at pi esent) as i-ee Messrs. Sutton's

Priced List, which may be had, post free, on application,

Addressed Suttok& Son's, Seed Growers and Merchants, Reading,

Berks. Early orders are requested and recommended.

Cite agricultural <&mttt.
SATURDA Y, FEBRUARY 2, 1856.

The paper upon Steam Cultivation read by Mr.

Fowler of Bristol before the Society of Arts lastWed-
nesday, which we have reported in another page, was

followed by an animated discussion. Letters were

read from gentlemen unable to be present, indicating

the channel in which experiments on the subject

ought to be made, and the views of it generally

which the writers took. Several of those who had
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actually incurred expense and devoted energy and
time to the solution of the problem spoke before

the meeting. Among others, Mr. Smith, of Woolston,

referred to in Mr. Fowler's paper, described the

ingenious tillage implement by which, under that

gentleman's direction, he had been able with a

seven-horse engine to cultivate four acres a day.

His experience was the most favourable described.

The steam engine employed is seven-horse power
when the steam is at 45 lbs. pressure on the inch.

The machine is worked to and fro upon the surface

of the lard by 15 lbs. pressure, and it is worked to

and fro beneath the surface with the pressure at

35 lbs. It then leaves the land tilled as by a

scarifier or grubber. It is worked by wire ropes

from a stationary engine ; this being the plan that

Mr. Fowler advocates.

It is a curious illustration of the way in which
one invention enables or assist another—that Mr.
Fowler attributes what success he has yet attained,

to the substitution of wire rope for chain in the

draught of his machine. So great is the friction of

chain upon the land that one able to transmit

20-horse power requires, so Mr. Fowler tells us,

more than 20 horses to trail a mile of it along

an ordinary ploughed field. And of course the

heavier the chain the weaker in this sense it is,

seeing that weight, on which friction depends, is

proportioned to solid contents, thus increasing with
the cube of linear dimension, while strength de-

pending on the transverse section increases only
with the square of linear dimension. A chain

doubled in length and in the diameter of its mate-
rial would increase in weight, and therefore in dif-

ficulty of draught eight times, but in strength or

ability to withstand that draught only four times.

The invention of wire rope, which being almost
cylindrical creates but little friction, thus facilitates

the conveyance of power to a distance, and that is

the principle on the application of which our hopes
of cultivation seem now generally to be built.

Our readers will find in another page an abridged
report of Mr. Fowler's paper.

A question wras asked the other day by a corre-

spondent of this Journal which many columns would
not fully answer, but to the principles involved in

which we may here shortly refer—" Which is the
BEST MANURE V

Perhaps more misconception prevails on this

subject as the result of the phraseology employed in

its attempted explanation, than exists from any
other cause. We continually hear the "properties"
of a manure spoken of, as if the whole substance had
a character apart from that of its constituent parts.

Such a manure, it is said, loses so much of its valu-
able " propei ties " if treated in such and such a
manner. If farmers would look upon manure
simply as the building material of their crops, a

great deal of light would at once be thrown
upon the subject. A plant is a structure, the
actual materials of which in all their weight and
quality already exist at the very time the seed is com-
mitted to the ground. Some of them exist in the

air, and are brought down in the rain or sucked in

by the leaves of plants—others exist in a more or

less accessible form in the soil—and others are

added in the manure. Some of them are so abundant
naturally that no artificial supply of them is needed;
others of them, though present naturally in quan-
tity sufficient for the natural growth of plants, are

not abundant enough for that increased growth at

which art aims. " The best manure," then, is in

one sense that which supplies to the growing plant
most completely, and in the form in which the plant

can most readily make use of them, all those sub-
stances which it needs as building material. In the
other and more accurate sense te the best manure " is

that which most efficiently, abundantly, and cheaply
supplies those particular portions of the building
material of plants in which the natural supply is

especially deficient.

Now there are many things needed by the plant
of which Nature unaided by art is in many soils a

scanty source : such especially are the nitrogen and
phosphoric acid which, in such forms of combination
as are capable of absorption and assimilation by the
plant, are undoubtedly the most powerfully ferti-

lising elements of manures. And the easiest answer
to our correspondent's question will be given by
indicating the cheapest sources of these two
substances.

Certain it is that the great demand for artificial

additions to the supplies of the farmyard leads to so
many spurious and deceitful offers of assistance that
sound knowledge on this substance is most important
to the farmer. There are so many artificial

manures in the market now-a-days that it is more
than ever necessary to bear in mind that ammonia
and phosphoric acid are the two ingredients on the

presence of which the value of a manure claiming
general usefulness alone must rest.

A correspondent, writing from Bagnalstown, asks

us to throw some light on an advertisement wh.ch
appeared the other day announcing a wonderful
chemical manure at only a few shillings a ton. It

appears to us that this is just a case in which the

ignorance of the reader is the hope of the advertiser.

Nitrogen in ammonia costs at least 50/. a ton, and
phosphate of lime in its two varieties of form from
10/. to 20/. a ton, and these, or their equivalents, are,

as we have said, really the only foundations on which
the reputation of any manure can be safely built,

so that we are not curious as to any sort of manure
which maybe offered for 17s. a ton. No doubt, seeing

that good stable dung is to be bought for 5s. to 85.

a ton, a good useful manure may be made for 17 s. ;

but an advertisement in a London paper is intended
for all the counties, and no one sends for farmyard
dung out of his own. Besides, it is a chemical
gentleman who advertises thus to all the counties,

and we may suppose that this professes, there fore, to

be a concentrated fertiliser, one whose carriage per

acre will not be a very heavy sum. Whatever it

may profess to be, we can confidently assert that

if it contains ammonia and phosphate of lime in the

relative proportions in which good guano has them
present in it, there are not more than 1 per cent, of

nitrogen and 2 or 3 per cent, of bone earth in

its composition. The success of the so-called
" economical manure " was based upon the popu-
larity of the sentiment that, in the long run, cost is

true economy. The manure in question appeals to

the more common prejudice in favour of cheapness.

It is plain, however, that if an article be valueless,

it is a loss to its purchaser, however low priced it

may be. Rational agriculturists well know that so

long as guano costs 12/. a ton, any sort of manure
which is to rival it must cost at least as much.

until it becomes habitual ; if too great an amount of
information is sought the object will fail. Let us enter
calmly and fearlessly on a discussion as to the best
means of introducing a measure which the progress of
time has matured, aud which is likely to exert as much
influence on agriculture as any of the important move-
ments of the past half century. We shall then be
prepared for any results. Edward £. Agate, Kingston,
near Arundel,

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.

No one can question the ability displayed, and sound
sense inculcated, in the leading article of the Gazette for

Jan. 7th. No doubt statistics do occupy the place in

man's civilisation which the talented writer of that

article assigns to them. One must admit the cogency

of the arguments put forward, and the question of the

importance of statistics being settled, we have only to

deal with the method of their collection.

Under this head it is essential to consider the feelings,

the prejudices if you like so to call them, of the class

from whom the information is to come. It is the mis-
fortune of farmers generally, from the nature of their

business—their acquaintance solely with physical causes,

and minute and often isolated facts—that their powers
of observation are quickened at the expense of those of

perception and reflection. They do not readily per-

ceive the bearings of a question, and thus are led to

s'em the tide which they should direct, or aim their

blows at a general truth which are only intended for a
particular application of it. Thus it was with the corn

laws, and it may be clearly perceived in this case that

the agriculturists as a body are not opposed to the advo-

cates of statistical information, but to certain proposed
or imaginary modes of collection. Ask the least in-

formed person in the agricultural body, without refer-

ence to the present question, if it be not pertinent to his

COVERED YARDS AND BOX FEEDING.
The general introduction of under-cover feeding*

which is gradually superseding the ordinary open farm-
yards with untroughed buildings, renders it necessary to
consider the matter with reference to the health of our
animals. The heavy losses from disease prove that at
present there are many points affecting the sauitary
condition of our animals that require inquiry and
amendment ; I purpose stating my own experience and
some other facts, in the hope that my brother agricul-

turists will communicate their views and practice on this

important question. I say all important, because I

believe that when we get statistics of the number of all

animals lost by disease on each farm, it will show a
formidable sum-total of deduction from the farmers*
profits. For many years I have kept my bullocks,

sheep, and pigs on open boarded floors, and with com-
plete success, never having in any instance had a com-
plaint amongst them, although sometimes from 300 to

400 pigs, 200 sheep, and 30 to 50 bullocks have been
placed in close quarters.

Although I cut up a great quantity of straw for con-

sumption by my animals, still, owing to the large bulk
I now grow, I find I cannot get rid of it all in that way.
I, therefore, converted my large barn into a covered
yard, and have had therein at various times three lots

of bullocks, none of which turned out satisfactorily,

eiiher as regarded the animals or the manure, although
they were well littered down with clean straw every
day. I suspected that the cause of this was the heating

of the manure under them, which became so intensely

hot although moist, that on removing the upper layer

volumes of steam would rise to the top of the bam.
One week was sufficient to render it as hot as a

Cucumber bed, and in five or six weeks the dung
became * fire fanged " and undecomposed. Know-
ing how many covered yards succeed and having
observed the dung from these removed in a rich cool

" spitting " condition, and knowing too how discrepant

have been the various results of box and under cover

feeding, I instituted inquiries into the cause, and
received from one whom 1 consider the father of covered

yards, a most lucid explanation. I had for many years

seen in the covered homestalls of the Rev. Mr. Cooke,

of Semer, near Hadleigh, many fine beasts in perfect

health and condition on manure from 2 to 4 feet thick.

To him, therefore, I applied for explanation and infor-

mation. u Well," he said, " like yourself in my early

days I found my cattle unhealthy, and perceived that the

cause was a too liberal supply of straw as litter ; the air

being thus admitted, set up violent fermentation and
the heating process. I therefore allowed the ' pudding

'

or solid manure to accumulate, scattering by hand very
thinly merely as much straw as would make a pasty

mortar bed of thick doughy consistence, the result being

the exclusion of air and perfect coolness. It would be
better to run the risk of the animals being somewhat
dirty than that there should be an active fermenting

mass.»>

This explanation of Mr. Cooke's I consider so valu-

busuness'to ascertain the'av7rage\leiro7coVn7na quan- f
b,e thatJ
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agricultural duty to make it

tityin hand in his own neighbourhood ? He will answer,
u Yes, to be sure." Why, the farmer is trying to gain

statistics every day of his life. What questions more im-

portant at market than the oft repeated ones :—" Is your
yield an average ? Have you threshed much ? Shall you
sell to-day V &c. Is it possible that the farmers of

England are averse to have that knowledge placed on a

firm and sure foundation as a guide to their most im-

portant transactions ! But it is easy to foresee that

much annoyance might arise from covetous and inter-

fering landlords, as from malicious neighbours, if the

exact yield of corn on each respective farm were known in

the immediate neighbourhood. A tax on industry and

known. By only applying as much straw as will tread

into and amalgamate with the manure, it is preserved

in that condition in which it may be ploughed in for

roots, without the process of dung helping. We all

know practically that if pigs are permitted to lie on

fermenting or hot manure they will have the " heaves,"

a lung disease as fatal as the pleuro-pneumonia

in cattle. The whole question of undercover feeding

thus resolves itself into one of so proportioning the

straw to the manure that the mass shall be sufficiently

pasty to remain cool. I have known pig feeders (not

farmers) who having no straw, successfully fatted their

hogs, although wallowing in and bedaubed with cool

of
talent, in the shape of an augmented rent, probably manure, whilst others who permitted too free a use ot

might be one result, whilst penury and negligence str
,
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1*. • • .* * - • • • .. . . . . 1 he natural tendency of a farm-yard labourer is to

litter abundantly, nor can we wonder at it, when we

know the thorough washing which farm-yards receive by

would be shielded ; for it is certain that we do lay too

much stress on the natural fertility of land, whilst

under the new order of things large crops depend much
more on judicious and liberal management. It is not

essential that the yield of any particular farm should be
known, and an arrangement which did not obviate this

difficulty would be, therefore, a wilful violation of in-

dividual interests. The following is the summary of a

plan which might be adopted in outline.

Proposed : that the overseer of every parish, when
collecting a rate, should deliver to each occupier of an
acre and upwards two forms for him to fill up ; one to

be a return without the signature of the returner, the

other to be a declaration with the signature that a

correct return had been made. The above to be

deposited at some convenient place, and by a certain

day, named in the form. To avoid recognition the

returns might be made on one or more forms.

The same object would be accomplished if the

returners were to forward their papers directly to some
office for the purpose in London ; the communication

of names to be strictly confidential.

The return should be made as simple as possible

heavy rains and water from untroughed buildings.

There is no fear of too much heating here. Still, in a

warm dry spring I have known cattle attacked with

lung disease by lying on dense masses of manure ui

open yards, the internal heat of which was fatal to their

health. We must never forget that the liquid manure

is thirteen times more in weight than the solid. If s°>

how great must be its loss in sloping open yards.

Thinking this matter a very important one, I have

sent a copy of this letter to several agricultural periodi-

cals. /. /. Mechi, Tiptree Mall, Kelvedon, Essex, Jan. 3l»

P.S. Mr. Lawrence, of Cirencester, keeps his farm

horses in boxes, removing the manure once in six or

eight weeks. He cuts his straw into 4-inch lengths.

In our eastern counties straw is generally more glassy

and reedy than in moister districts. Mr. Randall, m
the vale of Evesham, manages his sheep in winter

under cover by placing them upon burned clay, °r

brick-dust, in fact. He has been for many years a

great clay burner, and wheels daily (I believe) one
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barrowful," morning and evening, to every six large

sheep. The result is perfect health and appetite, and a

most valuable compost, producing great crops of roots.

I can, from my own experience, strongly recommend
burned clay for this purpose.

AGRICULTURAL CONSTANTS.
It is a fearful thing to differ from an editor, yet as

I well know your desire is the elucidation of truth, I

venture to reply to your comments on my agricultural

"constants."

It is quite true there is no mathematical certainty

in any of man's productions or manufactures, and the

examples you quote of engineers' u constants" are liable

to great variations ; for instance, the strength of iron

varies considerably with the temperature and humidity

of the atmosphere during the making of the iron from

the ore, with the materials put into the furnace, with

the care of the maker, and a thousand other contin-

gencies, and yet it is found convenient that a certain

number be the exponent of the average strength of cast

iron. So also in farm-yard dung ; this varies in com-
position from numerous causes, yet an average quality

may be reckoned upon—nay is ; for it is very usual to

say 8 loads of dung is a small, 15 a moderate, aud 20 a

good dressing for an acre of land. Therefore it is con-

ceded among farmers, that for all practical purposes

dung may, in calculation, be reckoned as of an average

quality.

Again, as to guano, what is sold by respectable

dealers is of pretty even composition ; it would be more
precise no doubt to substitute for the term guano
a certain percentage of ammonia, phosphates, &c, but

all these attain a fair average value in Gibbs's guano.

When we come to bone dust we have, perhaps, a more
certain composition than in guano, but when a learned

professor of agricultural chemistry points out this as

worth thirty times its weight of farm-yard dung, he has

endeavoured to give us a "constant;" but which (as I

before shown) appears to be an erroneous estimate,

and had I been entirely ignorant of chemistry or unused
to calculations, I might have taken this statement of

Dr. Madden*s as correct, and acted upon it to my loss.

It is therefore the discussion of such comparisons in

your pages that I desire, in order to settle faefs, or
" constants,*' on such a basis, that practical farmers may
safely act upon them. One very important question to

settle is the comparative value of dung of average
quality, and guano or superphosphate of average quality.

Another important question to ventilate would be

—

" What amount (in value) of manure is left by sheep on
land for every ton of Turnips eaten by them on the

field ?

"

I have used the word "constants" for conciseness,

and not with the idea that any agricultural facts are of

exactly constant recurrence, but I think they vibrate

about a normal line within a limit, variable no doubt,

but yet appreciable and rateable by the intelligent

farmer. Notwithstanding, if any conc'se terra more
suitable than " constants*' can be named I will willingly

adopt it, for the really important point is to have certain

sequences in farming practice to be as clearly defined as

possible. Martyn Roberts.

both of which are, however, generally necessary to make
the space requisite for the cheese.

February.—It being always an advantage to the cheese
that the rennet should be prepared some time before it

is wanted for use, it should be made in February, and as
large a quantity should be provided as can be conve-
niently done consistent with the size of the dairy. Large
Olive jars have been found very useful, some of which
will hold 30 gallons, and a hole can be made at the bottom
to draw the rennet from, which is much better than dis-

turbing it at the top by dipping out, and a wooden tap
should be used, as the acidity of the liquid would have
an injurious effect upon a metal one ; it has been found
a convenience to have a piece of board with holes per-

forated in it put into the jar under the veils to prevent
their getting to the bottom, and so preventing the

liquid from running out by their getting against

the tap; these little items, though so very simple,

affect the convenience of a dairymaid greatly.

The rennet should be prepared by first making a brine
strong enough to bear an egg, it should then be boiled
half an hour, and when quite cold put into the jar, and
to every two gallons should be added six veils, and one
Lemon sliced, which does away with any disagreeable
smell ; an ounce of saltpetre to every two gallons also

should be added ; it is very desirable that this essential

part of cheese-making should be provided two months
before required for use, because it is thus more likely

to check the tendency which the early cheese has
to heave. By being made in a large quantity, the
dairymaid is not obliged to be often testing the strength,

which is the case when the rennet is made in small

quantities, and it is liable sometimes to be too strong,

thereby causing the milk to become curd too quickly,

which should be carefully avoided. While, on the
other hand, if not of sufficient strength, the curd will

be tender, the cheese not so good, and cause great
waste by a considerable portion of the soft curd passing
through the sieve, and forming a sediment at the bottom
of the whey lead which ought to be in the cheese, and
this with good management is not likely to occur. There-
fore it is of great importance to attend to the above
directions for making the rennet, which, if acted upon,
will enable the dairymaid to go on for months with
regularity as regards the first part of the process of

cheese-making : and this has great influence upon the
other branches of the business. Irish veils are gene-
rally preferred, and they are not bought until old

enough for use. Sometimes the butchers who buy
the calves in dairy districts are required to return the
stomachs for the use of the dairy ; they are consider-

ably larger than the Irish ones, and whenever this is

the case they should be salted and kept at least 12
months before they are used, or they will injure the
cheese.

DIARY OF A DAIRY FARM.
January and February.

As every thing in connection with dairy proceedings
should be conducted with great cleanliness, it is well at

this season of the year to make preparations for the
commencement of cheese-making and the management
of the cheese, first by cleansing the dairy lofts, &c,
from any remains of the former year's operations. That
is to say, all cheese which remains unsold should be
removed from the rooms intended to receive that of
this year's making, to allow of white-washing, looking
well to all encroachments made by mice, which a little

mortar with pounded glass mixed with it, has been
found effectual in preventing. The shelves and floors

should be thoroughly cleansed from mites, which are
generally to be iouud after cheese has remained on
them through the winter, however attentive the dairy-
maid may have been in regularly wiping, and if they
are not thoroughly destroyed, they will do much injury
to the appearance of the new cheese, by preventing
what is called the blue coat from rising on it, which
marks the richness of the cheese, which is often
estimated much by its appearance. Sometimes in order
entirely to destroy these little enemies if they have been
allowed to increase, it may require more than one
washing with hot-water and soda to ensure the entire
extirpation of them, and if any of the last year's cheese
remains, and the mites require destroying, the best
mode of doing so is by rubbing the cheeses well with
sweet oil applied with a woollen cloth, and if neces-
sary by repeating this process. This has been found an
effectual remedy. A north aspect is considered the
best for a dairy, also for cheese lofts where it is desir-

able that there should be as much air as possible

admitted in the summer ; but convenience should be
provided for excluding it at different seasons of the
year, when it proves injurious to the cheese by causing
it to crack, therefore shutters are required, or in some
situations casements of glass, whereby the light may be
admitted without the air; the windows should be formed
of wire lattice, sufficiently fine to hinder the intru-
sion of mice and birds. Stands formed so as to take
several rows of shelves each side are the best for keep-
ing the cheese upon, as it generally dries better upon
them than on the floor or on those fixed round the walls,

Home Correspondence.
Floors for Cow-sheds.—In reply to' your inquirer, I

gave through the Agricultural Gazette, many years ago,

the particulars of a floor I had found very serviceable

for this and various other purposes—viz., three parts
coal ashes (those from the blacksmiths' forges to be
preferred) and two parts gas lime from gas works,
to be thoroughly mixed, and then made into a mortar
with gas tar. If the gas tar come from gas works
where the ammoniacal liquor is not separated, it will

be sufficiently mixed for the purpose ; but if the latter
'

be separated, and the tar be thick, it will set quicker if I

about one fourth part of water be mixed thoroughly
j

with the tar when used. For the floors of cow-sheds,
this should be laid about 3 inches thick in one layer,

on an even surface of gravel, or stone broken very
small with a sprinkling of gravel over, and rolled

down. The mortar may be laid on with a common
shovel, and merely patted down flat. In dry, warm
weather, if the mortar has been carefully made, the

floor will set firm in a few days. For any ordinary out-

house, half the thickness will make a permanent floor.

I have found this floor successful for everything but
pigs ; but daily moisture of a pig stye, and sweeping,

with the great and persevering power of the snout of

large pigs, beat me, from being too sparing, I believe, in

thickness for snch a trying purpose. About four years
ago I removed this asphalte from the pig styes, and
adopted the Portland cement as recommended by J. B.

White and Brothers, Millbank Street, Westminster,
whose advertisement appears continually in the Gazette.

This has completely posed even the pigs. I have used
it with perfect success, not only for pig styes, but for

dairies, cottage floors, &c. Much depends in all these

matters upon careful manipulation ; failure in them
can only result from want of attention to the directions

given, and carelessness. C. Lawrence.

Cutting Hedges.—I observed a few weeks ago at Wol-
singham in Durham a man cutting down an old White-
thorn hedge, the stumps of which varied from 3 to

10 inches in thickness ; they had often been cut at

about 2 feet from the ground, and in consequence had
branched at that height, forming a good fence above,

j

whilst below (the Thorns evidently having originally been
planted too far apart) the hedge was quite open ; to

|

remedy this it was being cut down to within a few
inches of the ground. I asked the man if the cutting

could not be more speedily and cheaply performed by
two men and a cross-cut saw, to which he did not

dissent, but stated that if sawn down the thorns would

not sprout anything like so freely as when chopped with

the axe, as he was doing, and suggested I should go to I

the other side of the field and look at some which had
J

been sawn down, and how badly they had sprouted
; he

and I find other workmen believe the advantage of the
chopping to be from the shaking the roots get ! Is
there any valid foundation for this belief \ W. Wooler.
Farm Bailiffs, dc.—With reference to your corre-

spondent, " One of the Attacked," I will only say that it

appears possible (as is ably proved by your orresjon-
dent " G. S.") to answer all my inquiries with suitable
and sensible remarks, without misconstruing the clearly
expressed motives of an unprejudiced person. I think
that the few lines in your correspondent's letter, wherein
he speaks of smock-frock bailiffs," and draws a sort of
comparison between them and watchmen, contain more
of personality and envious feeling towards one class of
those of whom I wrote than all the attacks put together
A Novice,

Moles, Partridges, Pheasants, and Ants.—An old,
learned, and quaint writer begins a book in this way:

—

M We cannot but know," he writes, « and be assured
that to encounter a vulgar error is more than to grapple
with a monster or to enter the lists with an Anakim,
especially since what is commonly received is currently
credited by the major part of the world, who take all

upon trust which they hear from such as they esteem wiser
than themselves, and drinking it in without the least

reluctancy." Pliny lias also the same sentiment, and
doubtless many others besides him. " Men," he writes,
M do not anywhere more readily err than where they
follow a guide whom they presume they may safely

trust." Now, when God created the world he esta-

blished a balance among the animals in it, causing one
kind, namely, beasts and birds of prey, to balance the
required numbers and kinds to be preyed upon ; thus
beasts and birds of prey in general are but few in

number, living chiefly but not wholly in pairs, as lions,

tigers, eagles, kites, hawks, ravens, &c; whilst cattle,

sheep, rabbits, and most kinds of birds congregate in

vast numbers and multiply extremely fast. Now, in all

this the thoughtful man sees the wisdom of God ; he sees

that the beasts and birds of prey are just as useful and
even as necessary, or more necessary, for the good of the
whole, than are the beasts and birds that are preyed
upon. But man destroys this salutary aud wise balance,

and by so doing brings great evils upon himself and on
his fellow men. Thus the incalculably useful and inno-
cent mole is everywhere barbarously killed, and the
same nearly may be said of partridges and pheasants,
and sometimes, as I shall show, of ants ; and I may add
of many other living creatures created by a merciful
and wise Providence for man's sole benefit, but which
man wantonly and barbarously destroys. If you ask a
farmer why he kills, or causes to be killed, moles

—

what is his reply I—why, in the first place, it is exactly
that complained of by the old English and the old Roman
writer above, namely, he does it because others do itt

and he inquires no further. Beyond this he has no
answer to give ; he never asks himself whether they do
him good or harm. * But come, let you and me reason
a little time together : you pay a man, Mr. Greening,
to destroy your moles." " Yes, sir, I do ; and I always
will." "Do you know what it was intended when that

little, beautiful, industrious, and truly interesting and
innocent creature was created, that he should do ?

"

" No, I do not, nor do I care; I hate to see molehills on
my farm, and so, as others do, I kill all the moles I can.''

"Did you ever ask yourself what they lived upon t—what
they were after when they showed you, by the exhibition

of those hills you complain of, that they were at work in

your fields \ " " No, I never did." " Did you read in

the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society that in

one year, and every year, full 60,000 bushels of seed

Wheat, equal at this time to nearly 30,000/. worth, are

destroyed by wireworms \ You will fiod in that work,

I think for 1845, the statement I have just above made
of the wonderful destruction made by wireworms, for

remember, if 60,000 bushels of seed were destroyed,

full 720,000 bushels of crop was prevented, equal in

value, at this time, to upwards of 300,000^. a year I

Now do not be angry ; I tell you, without fear of refuta-

tion, that if farmers, instead of killing moles, partridges,

and pheasants, would protect them, 720,000 more bushels

of VVheat would go every year into the English markets ;

but the creature designed, as I have said, by a kind Pro-

vidence to perform the chief part of this immense good

is the mole which you and your friends destroy. But
come, sir, keep your seat, and let us reason together a

little further. Some years since I had two fields, one

of which was full of wireworms, and the other was
infested with them to the extent of more than one third

part of it. My crops failed for the first two or three

years the land was in my possession, but every year

afterwards they improved, and at length rapidly. What
plan then did I pursue, Mr. Greening? Why, the

reverse exactly to your plan ; I bought all the live

moles I could obtain, first at 3s. a dozen and then at 2s.y

and turned them down in my fields ; and one year in

which I had 3 quarters of Barley on an acre and nearly

7 quarters of Wheat the moles were at work all the

summer, and in such numbers that, as I walked among
the growing crops, the ground under my feet was like a

honeycomb ; but that was the last year I had a mole

on my land ; their work being done, their food—the

former pests to my crops—being all consumed, the

little innocent workmeu, Mr. Greening, who had per-

formed for me a service beyond the powers of all the

men in my parish, migrated to my neighbours to per-

form for them the same kind of benefit they had for

me ; but, of course, death met them at every move,
and soon the whole colony was destroyed. I will add

that now I will allow all the farmers in this county to
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turn upon Uie glebe 1 hi} sell occupy all the inoies from

their farms they can br'mi, being convinced they would

do me no injury ; but, if I happen to have a wireworm,

they would by destroying him do me good."—" But has

not a noble duke, through that wonderful steward of

his, compelled his tenants to destroy all the moles on

their farms ? " " He has, sir, I admit, and the same two

wizards would, some few years since, have inserted the

same kind of clause for the destruction of rooks ; hut

shame, I conclude, and not knowledge, protects the

birds. Of course, his Grace can insist upon what cove-

nants he pleases ; the laws allow thus much ; but a

noble landed proprietor ought not to check but pro-

mote improvement, and there cau be no improvement

where farms are cultivated on the plan of the duke's

leases. What would our manufactures have been had

a 2aw for them been enacted such as the duke's leases ?

At this time they would have been what they were in

1756, and so must have remained. But if you can

bring to your aid this noble duke and his steward, who
iu reality are but one man, there are on my side ranged

in defence of Providence and its creatures three of the

wisest heads and the most scientific pens I know—

I

mean Talpa himself, Falcon, and Mr. Burcham—either

of whom, singly, if placed in the balance opposite to the

duke and his steward, if scientific knowledge has weight,

would cause the two feathers to kick the beam. You
observe, therefore, that wireworma do an immensity of

harm ; and that moles, partridges, and pheasants, but

particularly moles, do an immensity of good ; and with

this remark, sir, we will shake hands and end our dis-

course, to resume it, however, on some other occasion."

Ocorge Wilkin 8.

iPOClftlfS-

Society of Arts, Jan. 25.

—

On Cultivation by Steam.

—Mr. Fowler this evening read a paper on this subject,

from which we extract the following passages:— Mr.
Fowler first stated the problem as twofold— First, the

application of steam to field operations ; second, to the

carting and harvest operations of a farm ; and then

referred to the history of such attempts as had been

made towards its solution :

—

We have, at least, 12 schemes patented in the last few years
for rotatory cultivators, worked by locomotive engines, all vary-
ing only in detail ; and it has been the favourite subject of many
of our agricultural writers; but 1 believe a little consideration

would have spared them all much pains aud expense, as, If there

is one point more difficult than another from which to approach
our subject, it is in this direction. The enormous weight of

j
piement

engines required in which an ordinary farm pressure of steam is to this
used, and the weight necessary to give sufficient strength to the

drums and frames; the difficulty of steering such a great load to

the nicety for field operations; the yet unknown difficulties that
may meet the rotatory cultivator, though, at first sight, I confess
it appears well adapted to the work, to say nothing of the power
watted in moving such a weight over arable land, and up ever so

Blight an incline, might well deter the most sanguine from any
attempt of this kind; but it seems, from the records of the

Patent Office, such a monomania at the present moment, that I

4o not think it will be waste of time to endeavour to direct the

energies of my brother inventors to a different channel. For field

operations we have, then, but two plans that can be considered
a-* coming into competition, both of which have, in common, the
important consideration of proposing to use any ordinary portable

•farm engine; both propose to drag any given field implement
that may be attached to them, such as a combination of ploughs,
harrows, drills, &c, but they differ in the means by which they
accomplish this end in this respect. The one draws the imple-
ment by the direct traction of a wire rope, and the other by con-
veying the power from the engine to a windlass by an endless
rope, the windlass winding itself up and down the field by winding
up and paying off from two drums a wire rope, anchored at each
%nd

f
or winding along a wire rope, as may be found best. I must

premise my remarks on the merits of these plans by saying that

I am myself a patentee of one of them, and had I not thought
mine the best, I should not have entered on the competition, and
I must leave you to judge of their respective merits. After
Riving you the reasons that led me to that preference, we will

first consider the plan of travelling the windlass up and down the

field. A small hemp rope is passed round the fly-wheel of a
portable engine, placed in one corner of the field, one end being
carried round a pulley at the opposite end of the same headland,
aud again round a pulley at the top of the furrow to be ploughed.
It is then taken to the bottom of the field round another pulley
at the bottom end of the same furrow, and again brought up the
field to the top of the furrow, where passing round another pulley,
it is attached to the other end of the rope, passing round the fly-

wheel in its passage up or down the field; it conveys power to

a windlass by its friction on a pulley or series of pulleys
mounted upon it, and being set in motion, turns one or two drums
mounted on the windlass and either winds up or pays off two
wire ropes, or winds up and pays off a single rope, winding along
that rope ot friction. The rope that conveys the power is sup-
ported at intervals by carriages, and in order to convey the
necessary power must be made ofhemp, and from its great length
and the difficulty of supporting it, requires to be very small. As
lightness is necessary, speed is also a requisite. Any derange-
ment of the pulleys would, of course, at that high speed,
consume any amount of power. The windlass, if made
Htrong enough to wear well, with the drums and gear necessary
to reduce the speed, cannot weigh less than 30 cwt., and the power
required to draw that weight over the land cannot be less than
one-horse draft; assuming the friction of engine, pulleys, and
windlass at half horse-power, we have one-and-a-half horse-
power consumed in keeping the machine in motion. Some
experiments I have lately made on the friction of wire rope on
the land show that rather less than two-horse power is required
to drive engine, windlass, and wire rope enough to work 20 acres
of land (nearly a mile in length), the rope travelling at 2i miles
per hour, and being strong enough to pull up a 10-horse engine
at that speed. The disadvantage of the windlass travelling up
and down the field is very great, though the plough may be
attached to either end of it, and ploughing may be thus easily
performed

; yet, if you wish to pull any other farm machine when
you get to the headland, you have no means of getting the im-
plement to the opposite side of the windlass, and going back
except by the assistance of horse-power, and this, as will be seen,
does not apply to the simple rone by which the implement can
be easily turned. I thiuk witlTthese disadvantages, the plan of
traction by winding up a wire rope is greatly preferable, and it
ts much simpler, having fewer wearing parts, is less liable to
derangement, and more easily managed. The we*r and tear on
a hemp rope at such a speed, and exposed to all sorts of weather,
« a point on which I am not competent to form an opinion, but

former experience would lead to considerable doubt on this point.

Before proceeding to describe the two plans for traction, to which

I shall call your attention, it will be well to consider what have
been the causes of failure in the previous attempts of Ileathcote,

in 1837, Osborne, and Lord Willoughby d'Eresby. In the

experiments that Mr. Parkes, the well known draining engineer,

tried for Mr. Heathcote, the difficulty experienced was, to pro-

cure any material that would convey the requisite power without

entailing too much weight and consequent friction on the land.

Lord Willoughby d'Eresby, in the use of chain for that purpose,

effectually prevented the possibility of success in his efforts, as

the friction of chain on the ground is so great that it would con-

sume almost more power than it is capable of bearing, when of

any great length. The present perfection to which the manu-
facture of wire-rope has obtained, has, however, entirely over-

come the difficulties that beset them; and in Mr. Williams's

and my own plan, wire-rope is the only material with which we
propose working. Mr. Williams proposes to mount an ordinary

portable engine on a frame, on one of which two barrels are fixed

turned by the engine, by one of which a wire rope is carried up,

and by the other passed off; by the other, one end of this wire

rope passes straight down the field, and the other passing along

the frame at right angles to the drum for some distance, and then

down the field again, running along the frame enclosed at the

bottom, and meeting the other rope. The implement to be drawn

i 8 fixed between the rope, and alternately pulled backwards and

forwards by these ropes, the two frames being moved alon? the

headlands as the work progressed. My own plan is to mount
two drums on a frame, fixing them in one corner of the field, the

portable engine being set so as to drive them witli a short rope

or chain working in pulleys. The ropes are led off the drums to

opposite corners of the field, and there passed round pulleys,

anchored on a chain stretched between two posts or anchors, and
the drums being alternately set in motion, wind the wire rope

backwards and forwards between the two pulleys, which are

moved up the field by being allowed to slip along the chain

as the work progresses, the engine and windlass remain

ing stationary until the whole field is completed. I may
be allowed to add that one of my windlasses has been at

work for the last six weeks at Mr. Smith's, of Woolston, near
Fenny Stratford, who will be able to give you the results of his

experience. I believe either of the above three plans is capable

of solving the problem of the application of stfam to field opera-

tions, and Mr. Smith's experience would fully justify me in

saying that it may be done at a saving of 40 per cent, over horse

labour. Mr. Smith's calculations are as follows:—4 men and
boy will plough an acre in 2£ hours, or 4 acres a day. This is

only the same number of men required for horse labour, conse-

quently we have all the hor3e labour saved, from which deduct

the cost of 7 cwt. of coal, gives a saving of nearly half, as the

wear and tear will hardly exceed the wear and tear of eight

horses. Another advantage he considers must not be lost sight

of, is that the land is not injured by the treading of the horses

in wet weather, and, consequently, he can work it when he other-

wise would be at a stand-still. Having thus, I think, arrived

at the conclusion that any given implement may be drawn over

the land by an ordinary portable engine, it will be necessary to

consider what implements are likely to he best adapted to be
used with this tackle, so a9 practically to make it most service-

able. 1 loughing, of course, is the ordinary operation of a farm,

and a series of tour or five ploughs, fixed in a frame, will at any
rate best meet the present wants and prejudices of the farmer.

Mr. Williams has invented a series of ploughs that have very
considerable merit, and I have no doubt that but little difficulty

will be found in adapting ploughs to meet the requirements of the

farmer. I think there is every probability that some other im-

will, to a great extent, supersede the plough, and
attention ought now to be turned. Mr. Smith is

now, and has been for some years, moving with horse-

power a sort of grubber instead of the plough, and with, I hear,

the best results. But I must confess I see no way of effectually

and thoroughly turning over the soil, which is often necessary,

both to expose it to the air and bury the stubble and weeds, but by
the use of the plough. Still this operation can hardly be neces-

sary very often in a year, and, I believe, a machine may be made
which will take the soil up on a platform to a certain height,

then, passing it through revolving harrows, leave it at once in a

perfect tilth, and which may be worked by traction. This would
he a great advantage, as the soil is often, when broken up, in a

fit state to pulverise, but, after the sun's rays have heated it for

a few days, it is quite impossible to break it. The sets of imple-

ments that may be found best for different soils and circum-

stances to be worked by steam-power, will be numbered by
hundreds; and it is impossible for me to estimate the changes
to which the application of steam may give rise, nor will my
limits permit me to dwell longer upon it. It is worthy of serious

and careful attention, and, I think, deserves at once to be the

subject of extended experiment*. Having thus drawn your

attention to what appear to me to be all the most practicable

schemes and experiments for performing field operations by
steam, I now have to refer to the other branch of our subject,

the cartage of mntertal to and fro on a farm. A large team of

horses will still be necessary on a farm to do the necessary

carting, going to market, &c.
y
but during harvest every available

horse is often required, especially on large light land larms. Can
our windlasses be made available for harvest work ; if so, the

number of horses might safely be reduced two-thirds. The prac-

tice of ricking in the field is now common, and where this is the

case, there can be no difficulty in using the windlass to bring

the corn to one spot. You might fix the windlass in the morning
and clear an 80 acre field with it in a short time. It can be

removed and fixed again with ease in two hours. The windlass

could be also used for carting Turnips, but if a traction locomotive

could be made available, it would be far better suited to the work.

A tramway down the centre of the farm, using the windlasses to

the right and left to bring material to the barn, would reduce the

horse work to a minimum, but whether the locomotive could not

be made to do the carting work of a farm is well worthy of atten-

tion. The great difficulty met with by Hancock and others, on
common roads, was the speed at which they travelled, but for

this purpose three miles an hour will be a htifficient speed. I

belive that a few experiments would lead to a successful solution

of this problem. One essential to its success is, however, theuse
of very high pressure steam, so as greatly to reduce the weight
of the engine, and the consumption of as little water as possible.

Possibility of driving two wheels is now overcome by a very

simple contrivance, which I am not at liberty to describe to you,

and this is a great step in the right direction. Boydell's wheels

also may form an important auxiliary in certain states of the

weather, though I think they would hardly do in constant wear.

Were I to attempt the solution of this question, I should use

wheels to which Boydell's rail could be attached, whenever the

state of the weather demanded. Thus there are three directions

in which in my judgment it would be well to make some experi-

ments, 1st, in implements, adapted to be worked with the steam
windlasses ; 2d, in a rotatory cultivator, worked by a portable

engine, with endless band; 3d, in a locomotive used for traction

to do the cartage of a farm. I feel confident that a few well-

directed experiments in either or all of these directions would bring

out good practical results In the course of a few years : but I

would ask you whether it is right that the carrying out of these

experiments should be left to chance—whether, when so important

a matter is involved as the rapid development of steam cultiva-

tion, it would not be wise to enlist the public in the endeavour to

bring them to some practical solution. If left in private hands it

may, and probably will, take many years to arrive at any real

results, and at the cost of loss and disappointment to many of a

deserving but unfortunate class of men, whereas I feel contident

that with public assistance a short time would enable us to solve

Belfast Flax Society, Jan. 18.—At the annual
meeting held this day Mr. W. Charley related his

experience in Flax culture as follows :
—" Every year I

keep an account of the produce of my ground sown with

Flax, and a few statistics are especially valuable. Last

year, at this society, I think I mentioned that some
farmers had been telling me that they lost a good deal

of money by cultivating Flax in place of other crops. I

said to the society, in some remarks that I made, that

my crop brought me in a profit of 3Z. an acre. I got, I

remember, a good rating for saying that my profit was

so small ; and this year I selected a small part of a

field ; I had it carefully sown and attended to ; and my
profit on the crop is so very much increased that it is

very pleasant to me to state the amount. Last year my
profit was only 3/. an acre ; this year my profit is 14Z. 13s,

per acre—being an increase of III. 13$.

Flax Grown- ik 1855, OH Mr. Ciiaklky's Farm, 1a.

Statute Measure.

Expenses.
One ploughing, heavy furrow
Seed, 2A bushels
Harrowing, picking off stones, sowing seed and

rolling
Weeding
Cutting Rushes, and making ropes of same
Pulling and binding
Carting to yard, and ripling under cover
Carting to water, and fixing in same ...

Lifting out of water, and drawing to Grass
Spreading on Grass
Lifting off Grass and stooking ...

Carting to stack-yard, stacking, and thatching
Loading and drawing to scutch-mill

Carting from mill and marketing expenses
Drying Flax bolls at corn mill
Cartage, &c.

f
of bolls

Kent and taxes, la. Or. 2p....

Scutching and stricking 53 stones Flax, at

Is. 2d.

Or. 2p.»

1 1 *

*

• •*

t t - • •

• • •

£ 5.

12
1 16

+*• * « t • ft*

• •ft

«••

ft t ft

• 4ft

ft ft ft

ft

ft • t

» * •

• ftft 2

10
6
7
16
18
7
5

11

5
8
4
6
3
3
5

d.

3

5
4
6
6
8
10
1

6
3
3
8

# • • • •• 3 1 10

• ft •Total expenses

Receipts.
For Flax fibre, 4 stone, at 10s. 3d.

For ditto, 49 ditto, at 10*. ...

For scutching tow, 84 lb3. ...

For 60 bushels bolls for feeding

• # •

• ••

••ft ••• 13 9 1

£ s. d.

2 10
24 10

4 10
1 10

28 5 IC

14 16 91 I Oil L * * * f4g | i • | | * «««

Or, Ul. 13j. Od. per acre

!

'The accounts comprise," Mr. Charley added, "every

expense that I could think of ; and my land-steward, I

should say, is not very favourable to the growth of Flax,

so that everything charged is put down at the highest

figure."

first, we pre-

system— hinging

occurrence and

Itobtefo*.

The Keythorpe System of Land Drainage : its Principles,

Efficiency, Economy, and Opponents. By Joshua

Trimmer, F.G.S. W. P. Metchim, 20, Parliament

Street.

We recommend those of our readers who have gathered

their impressions from our columns of the way in

which Lord Berners* estates have been drained, to

procure this pamphlet and see how the practice which

his lordship found efficient grows in Mr. Trimmer's

hands from a mere instance, at

sume, of accidental success into a

on geological facts of very general

capable of course of as general an application. How
generally those observed facts of the geologist on which

the Keythorpe system hinges may hold true we do not

know, but they are, it would seem, characteristic of

large districts, and demand therefore the earnest atten-

tion of land drainers. This, it is plain, they have not

yet received, or we should not have Mr. Humbert
speaking of the Keythorpe drainage as if it were

identical with the old methods of Elkington. The Key-

thorpe system does not act by drains cut into a porous

bed below the clay soil which is to be drained. It acts

by drains cutting through the porous beds lying over the

clay subsoil. These are natural drains—furrows in the

surface of the subsoil filled up by porous material—but

they cannot act as drains for waut of an outfall ;
this

Lord Berners gave them by his cross cut conduits,

which not only act as drains themselves, but set in

operation whatever facilities for land drainage nature

has herself provided.

The following extract from the pamphlet explains the

thing at length :

—

*' If we examine any recent railway cutting we shall

see that the junction of the soil with the subsoil is very

irregular, that in some places the subsoil comes within

a foot or so of the surface, and in others sinks to the

depth of several feet The same appearances are ex-

hibited in sections of gravel, sand, and clay pits; and we

have in them this advantage for observation, that in extend-

ing the works a considerable extent of the soil is sometimes

carefully cleared for the use of the farm or garden

without disturbing the subsoil. We then see that the

irregularities which we had observed in section are the

transverse sections of certain natural subterranean

ridges and furrows. It must be obvious that the rain

which falls on the surface will sink downwards till

checked by the clay. It will then collect in the subter-

ranean furrows, and if they have any declivity will worK

its way along them through the porous soil, breaking out

or forming wet spots at the poiuts of least resistance.

Now comes the Keythorpe drainer, and cuts his drains

across the subterranean watercourses diagonally, crossing
***** voa i**** ouwiciiaiiviiu»'*"v*Vv—
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them at such an angle as still to maintain sufficient fa" ana

all the three questions that at present seem most to claim to prevent the water from play i g those pranks, in getting
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in *nd out of drains>
which we sometimes hear ascribed
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to it by the advocates for making the direction of the
drains correspond in all cases with the line of greatest

descent. ,,

Calendar of Operations

JANUARY.
Border of the Fens, January 28th.—During the wet, short-

,

and changeable days of mid-winter it is a difficult matter with
the aid of machinery and all other appliances to turn a full
complemeut of labourers to a profitable account in ordinary farm

rider cov
'ebruary , , „ mmwommm

^
and &s the season advances it is quite probab'e that most of the
odd jobs are done out of hand, and therefore until spring seeding
commences labour is devoted to manure, draining, and hedging*
to these a rainy day is not exactly fitted, both master and men are
unwilling to lose the day, and a wet jacket and wet shoes
result, often laying the foundation of rheumatism, and
sometimes cold and cough occurs, to end in ague. There
have been a few complaints in some districts of want of employ-
ment lately, chiefly from severe or unfavourable weather ; but as
soon as a few dry days ensue, the complaints are on the other side
for more labourers. Wages continue at 14s. and 15s. per week

;

women, Is. to Is. 3d. a day ; and boys are much sought for, those
at 14 to 16 years old earning Is. a day ; smaller boys at from 6d. to
8*i. Water, being once more in abundance, must "have attention

;

the brooks and ponds have again risen to the level they were as
three years ago, if not higher now than they have been for
many years; all tunnels are more or less choked up with weeds
and mud, and the frequent fro3t has loosened the soil on the
sides of ditches, and soon accumulates an obstruction to the
flowing stream. This has been a heavy month for roads of
all kinds, and will prove the value of good hard materials,
and of careful men to scrape and form a good crown for
thorough drainage and equal wear. Turnips are disappearing
fast, and sheep Improving, except in price, which has lately had
a downward tendency. Young Wheats look well and strong, as
we have had rain enough to settle the soil firmly round the plant.We have sown less seed than usual per acre this year, and the
growing crop looks thick enough in all reason. We begin to think
that thick seeding too often serves to cover defective cultivation,
and that thin seeding, if it has no other merit, will be considered
a test of good farming, as if it produces a plentiful crop
the quality may also be expected to be fine, although
last year on " drummy " or skirty land neither seed nor any-
thing else was a criterion of good management. The
damp weather has been very adverse for threshing, never-
theless with yards full of beasts straw must be provided, and
every favourable interval seized for this necessary process. Many
samples have been lessened in value considerably by the condi-
tion to which they have been reduced by the prevalence of rain

;this cannot always be guarded against, as if the engine or machine
has to be hired it may be bespoke when frost promises fair, but
by the time it is brought on the farm everything may be changed
by thaw and downfall ; something must always be hazarded, as if
the farmer waits until he is sure of escaping these chances he
would probably not be able to thresh at all. J. }\\ Peterborough.

Notices to Correspondents.
Grass Lakds Poached: Cor. You need not fear the present

cut-up appearance of the land. Roil it in March, and bushharrow a week or two afterwards. Life and spring weatherwnl soon hide all the present apparent faults of the field.H
£!SL
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'
Ten ">s. weight of Oats, and

20 lbs. of cu
:
chaff, with steamed Turnips, will suffice. Butsuch a question receives so many answers according to the

size and work of the animal, that any one answer is true only
ot the circumstances proper to it.

Manure in Grass Fields : R S. It is not necessary to spread
the droppings now, but in the con.parativelv dry weather ofsummer it is advisable to send a man over the fields once aweek for that purpose.
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Ploughing Lea: Old Subscriber. If the land is very light you
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ls Ver acre, out of cartsof recently slaked lime, and then finish the harrowin- Thismay perhaps check the wireworm. °" 1S
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and disinfec*d contents of sewers,

Knc andfafirifi ^ I'-
1™8 h? the addition of a»-P»-ate °zinc and chloride of calcium until no sulphuretted hydroeencan be detected. It is carried in casks to the work* Sit

is emptied on to a large heap, and dries natural7y They makemany thousand tons a year, and it sells for something iftoSr!

Qualifications of a Bailiff : EHW. Thank you- the subiectseems to be nearly exhausted. We have stil 1 several communications in type upon it. There is no s„ih
se
7.
eral cora "

Steaming Apparatus : Sub. Many makers ofter +ii«m . o* ,

Straw : Subscriber. Oat straw is best as foddpr T* •*

a^ng^ 6ither **' -^A'KSSg
Superphosphate: A'. Plaster and puddle a floor of clay, and let

as long as'any is absorb^d-tenfla^nltlwn tYI^llot of ashes round the edge. Pour on graduall^oj 7 c^ofsulphuric acid-forr or five of the ordinal carbovs It shouldbe poured into jugs, and thrown from thrUi? <?Jt
"should

The slowness of this plan, as well as its s^?'r Z "ie b°nes '

dation it will boil,
P
and fam ? and eife^'^HSTadbetter stand to windward of it. Before niJhff/^Mi -7 ?

and, if still very wet it should have the '^1^ ,

^ ESSaround it. They may be mixed with he hean in a hIv SI^w*and it will be fit for the drill in a fortnight
. T& n"tr^LSplmtemanure consists in the use of blood instead of wa^r to wa^hthe bones with, before the acid is added
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H AUTUMNAL MARROW SQUASH."

pals well

'T'HE Advertiser, who is a Gardener, has brought with
-*- him from America seeds of the above fruit, a full account of
which is given in the Chronicle of last week. He has also three '

sorts of VEGETABLE MARROW, which are bell-shaped, I

look very nice on the table, are less watery than the old variety, '

and of superior quality. No Seed order should be sent, and these
i

absent. Seeds of the whole will be sent on receipt of 30 Postage t

Stamps, or the SQUASH maybe had alone for 13 Stamps.—
|

Direct A. P., 6, Mundftn Street. Hammersmith, London. I

¥XT FULLER, Florist, Newton Bushel, Devon," • formerly Gardener to the late W. EL Story, Esq., of
Whitehill, begs to inform the Trade and the Public generally
that he will be prepared to send out the first week in May strong
plants of the following beautiful new FUCHSIAS, ail raised by
Mr. Story.
GEM OF WHITEHILL,—This flower is hitherto unrivalled

in form and quality ; the sepals are of a rich carmine, remark-
ably long and reflex elegantlv, giving the flower a bell-shaped
appearance, corolla deep violet, very free bloomer and good
habit. Is. 6J. each.

PILOT.—Long scarlet tube, sepals well reflexed, large double
dark corolla, very attractive. 55. each.
STAR.—Tube rather short, sepals well reflexed, beautiful

large double corolla. 5s. each. m^
DANDIE DINMONT.—Stout scarlet tube and so

reflexed, deep violet corolla. 55. each.
GLORIOSA SUPERBA.- Beautiful scarlet tube and sepals of

great substance beautifully reflexed, so as to resemble in shape
the Turk's Cap Lily ; deep violet corolla, very attractive, a good
flower for exhibition; 55. each, or the set for 11. U., when Glo-
riosa Superba will be given in to compensate for carriage.

IVE HUNDRED BUSHELS OF POTATOES
TO THE ACRE.—This enormous crop was grown last

year by a gentleman in Surrey, and out of which there were only
five bushels diseased; nearly all the quantity were large-sized,
some weighing 2 lbs. and 1 oz. f and not above three bushels o!
Chats out of the whole. This Potato was originally reared in
Scotland, and is called by the grower the Scottish Champion, and
has again- proved to have surpassed all other sorts, both in
quantity, quality, and freedom from disease, as will be seen by
the testimonials.
The price is 21. 2s., inclusive of the sack of three bushels,

delivered free at the South Western Railway Station in London.
—Apply by letter, post-paid, to Mr. William Gowland. 4,
Crooked Lane, London Bridge, London ; or to Thos. B. Atkinsox,
Seedsman, 64, High Street, Worcester where further testimonials
can be obtained. All orders must be accompanied by a remittance

" Sir,—In answer to yours respecting the Scottish Chamuion
Potato, I beg to say it is quite equal in flavour to the York
Regent, is very productive, boils very white and mealy. In fact,
of the sixty-seven varieties of Potatoes grown by me in the way
of experiment this season I consider it the best, and shall plant
it for my next general crop.—Your obedient servant,

u Edward Bennett, Gr. to Sir Offley Wakeman, Bart.,
"Perdiswell Hall, Worcester."

PINLAY FRASER, Jun. (lately with Messrs.A Minier, Nash. & Co., Strand), WILLIAM RICHARDSON
and WILLIAM LEWIS GOAD (many years with Messrs!
Jacob Wrench & Sons, London Bridge), beg respectfully to
inform their friends, the trade, and public general! v, that they
have taken the premises, 82, Bishopsgate Street Within, where
they intend carrying on the SEED BUSINESS in all its
branches and trust by great assiduity and strict attention to
merit an extended share of patronage. They confidently refer to
their lengthened piactical experience as an assurance that the
goods they offer have been selected with the greatest attention
both as to genuineness and quality.—London, Feb. 2.

BALSAM S^

P and A. SMITH, Florists, Dulwich, Surrey^beg
L • to offer Seeds of their superb BALSAMS, in sealed
packets of six separate colours, 2s. 6d. each ; also raLxed, at 2s.
per packet. The colours are scarlet, crimson, white, blush,
scarlet flaked, crimson flaked, scarlet spotted white ; also a small
quantity of purple and purple flake.

Copy of Minute. National Floricultural Society, July 26, 1S55.
"Balsams:—20 plants from F. and A. Smith, Dulwich. The

censors not having the power to award Certificates to this- class
ot plants (true Annuals, and therefore not considered Florists'
flowers), wish to express their unanimous opinion of the great
merit of the collection produced, which for variety, habit, colour
size, doubleness, and general excellence, are the best that h*4
hitherto come under their notice."

Dr. Lindley, on inspection, said:—
" They are fully equal, and in several particulars vastTr

supenor to the best I have seen in Continental establishments."'
Extract from the Iieport of the Meeting of the National Floricul-

tural Society, in the Gardeners' Chronicle, August 4th, 1856
page 520.

'

"Several extremely well-grown plants of what are called]
Camellia Balsams were furnished by Mr. Smith, of Dulwich, and
very handsome things they must be admitted to be ; among
them were blush, purple, and scarlet kinds, and scarlet mottlad
with white; and when we state that many of the flowers
measured quite 2£ inches across, and 1 inch deep, some idea.&f
the kind of display they made may be couceived ; their only fault
was that they were scarcely sufficiently in bloom."

F. & A. Smith have appointed as Agents:

—

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road.
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Seedsmen, Covent Garden.
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading,
Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery. Slough.
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, EdgewareRosdi
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Chelsea and Exeter.
Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, Surrey.
Messrs. Bass & Brown, Sudbury, Suffolk.
Messrs. W. E. Rendle & Co., Seedsmen, Plymouth.
Messrs. Dawes, Cottrell,& Co., Seedsmen, Moorgate Street, City,
Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester.
Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Co., 14, Corporation Street,

Manchester.

FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SON'SCATALOGUE
Of the above, containing all the novelties of the season (with a full-sized Engraving of the new Chinese PotatoDIOSCOREA BATATAS), is now ready, and enn be had gratis on application.

It contains upwards of 1500 varieties of FLOWER SEEDS, the whole of which are systematically arranged under thoirdifferent class.hcauons snch as Hardy Half Hardy, and Tender Annuals ; Biennials, Perennials, Alpine, o^rKocl Plant? with »very choice vanety of Seeds of Greenhouse, Stove, and Hardy Ornamental Flowering Trees and Shrubs In nearlv all c'as^s theheight the Plant attains with the colour of its flower is given, so that amateurs and persons unacquainted w th the names wHl bc-
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1<>'ringListof FLOWER SEEDS are recommended for tl,2ir superior beaSty aTd noveltvwith the exception of those marked with an asterisk, which we merely name that our customers may be aware we ha/e them hi our'List, and can supply them at the stated prices but we ourselves do not recommend them as possessing any superior ments eitherIn beauty or novelty of appearance to many of our well known favourites.
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Abronia urabellata
Acrocliniura roseum, new
Ageratum conspicnum
Alonsoa Warscewiczi
Arctotis breviscarpa
Argemone platyceras grandiflora..

•Browallia abbreviata
Balsam, dwarf scarlet

„ new orange

„ „ sulphur
•Calceolaria scabiosaefolia ...

•Campanula stricra

•Centauridium Drummondi...
Chrysocephalum arenarium
Collinsia bartsicefolia alba (new,

bicolor alba, incorrectly named
by some).

Convolvulus minor fl. pleno
Calliopsis coronata (Coreopsis)

„ mannorata
*Cynoglossum Hayni...
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Clintocia pulchella alba

if , t atroviolacea
•Dianthus Garnerianus

n ^
Hendersoni fl. pleno

•Delphinium cardiopetalum...
Eutoca alba, new

•Erigeron Beyrichi
•Gomphrena globosa Haageana
•Guternezia zymnosperinoides
•Gypsophila muralis
Godetia alba, new
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Gynerium argenteum (PampasGrass 10
Helichrysum bractirynchum
*

j, bracteatum, white
-

.» „ yellow...
• „ macranthnm nanum
* „ compositum maxim.
Ipomoea limbata

„ yiolacea alba (mexicana alba)
Leptosiphon aureum
Linum grandiflorum rubrum
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Lnpinus subramosus (a fine bed-
ding plant)

Lobelia ramosa nana, new ...

•Morina elegans
Myosotis palustris (Forget-me-No?)

„ azorica
Maurandya, in 6 varieties, each ...

Nepeta Meyeri
Phlox Drummondi atrococcinea

9t n nculata alba
u tt Victoria regina

*Palafoxia texana
Pirilla Nankinensis
Saponaria calabrica (beautiful bed-

ding plant)
Sunflower, new Californian
Sabbatia campestris
Sweet William, double

•Trifolium aurantlaciun
Tropieolum Triomphe de Gand

•Whitlavia grandiflora
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GERMAN DS, in Collections,
And other Choice Flower Seeds, for which our Establishment is particularly noted.
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Asters, Truffaut'a French pyramid, the finest of all the
China Asters, in packets of 12 varieties

Aquilegia, various colours, fine, in packets of 12 sorts
Balsams, the finest Camellia flowered, ditto 6 sorts
Hollyhocks, select named varieties, ditto 12 sorts

« n n mixed
Larkspurs, beautiful Hyacinth flowered, in pekts. of 8 sorts
Marygold, distinct varieties, ditto 10 sorts
Phlox Drummondi, beautiful and distinct, ditto 5 sorts ...

PoPP7» in distinct showy varieties, ditto 6 sorts
Salpiglossis, new and beautiful colours, ditto 8 sorts
Senecio, or Jacobcea, distinct and showy, ditto 7 sorts
Stocks, new large flowered German, finest of all, do. 12 sorts

„ new Giant Brora pton, ditto 4 sorts ...

Wallflower, fine double varieties, ditto 6 sorts
Zinnia elegans, brilliant colours, ditto 12 sorts ...

Ornamental Grasses, beautiful varieties, ditto 25 sorts
foliage plants for bedding, ditto 12 sorts

s. d.

3 6
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Calceolaria, from the largest & finest spotted flowers, 5s., 2s. GJ., Is.
Cineraria, from the finest named varieties... ... 2*. 6d.'

t
Is'.

Carnations, finest double, also Picotees and Tree Carua-
nations, each ^ 6

Geraniums, from the finest show and fancy varieties, each 2 6
, f

bright scarlet, cerise, rose, &c, separate or
mixed, each i $

Heartsease, or Pansy, from a splendid named collection ... l o
r> »» "fancy varieties striped, &c. ... ." 6

Lobelia St. Clair, Insignia, Queen Victoria, &c, &c, each 6
Mimulus, or Stonkey Flower, beautiful varieties, mixed ... 6
Petunia, splendid mixed, equal to named flowers ... ... l g.
Portulacas, scarlet, yellow, white, striped rose, crimson*

purple, &c, each ... ##
'

o 6-
Pinks. from the finest collection grown ... ± Q,
Primula sinensis fimbriate, white and red mixed, true)

saved from the finest collection known 2 O
Verbenas, mixed, from the best named flowers ... ... 1 6

CUCUMBER NAPOLEON III. is the finest in cultivation. In packets, each. 35. and 5a. Gd.

Kmi^MSo^l1^m^ & ^sUsto6nwAttentlon t0 the folio™S new VEGETABLES, descriptions of which will be
French Bean— Haricot d'AIger,or Beurre blanc.

„ Tall Zebra.
Dolichos sesquipedalis, called the Asparagus Kidney Bean.
Phytolacca esculenta
Turnip hatif of Paris
Radish, China Rose

Carrot, Brussels Red Winter improved Horn.
new white transparent.

Couve Tronchouda, or Portuguese Cabbage.
Pea, Denver's Early prolific
Green Marrow.

Early Dwarf Erfurt.

Cauliflower, Early Paris Beet Long Orange, very sweet
Beet Crapaudine, or Rough Brussels Sprouts, imported
Skin

j
Savoy, Early Dwarf Ulra .-.•«

im&S^«*m5££%£3gfZFm tbat the new Plan,s t0 "* sent ont ** year are BWea at ihe eni °f ™*
Plants of Gynerium argenteum, or Pampas Grass, 2s. 6d. each ; 20s. per dozen ; 71. 7s. per 100Plants of Petunia imperialis, new doubln white,

.',
. ». Gd. each ; 30s. per dozen.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.
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CHOICE SEEDS.
BASS and BROWN'S 2oth Annual Edition of their

SEED CATALOGUE contains everything which can he

desired of the choicest new and other Vegetable and Flower

Seeds. Copies supplied on application.

Nfr, fl^fjfT Choice collection* for small Gardens, 10*. 6d. and

15*. For Lists of the above Collections, see Catalogue.

6 vara. Peas, newes' sorts, 1 qrt.each, 18s. : 1 pint oach, 8s. 6d.

it

it

1 quart each, very superior, 18s. ; 1 pint each, 10*.

1 quart each, „ 10s. ; 1 pint each, 6*.

- 1 quart each, fine sorts, 6s.; 1 pint each, 3s. 6d.

Broccoli, in packets of finest for succession, 5s.

Lettuce, in packets of finest, 2s.

Cabbage, 1 oz. each, finest sorts. 3s.

Onions, 1 oz. each, finest sorts, 4s.

Very choice B^et, Imported Brussels Sprouts, Cauliflowers and

all other finest Vegetables. See Catalogue.

A FEW NEW AND SELECT I LOWER SEEDS.
Each per packet 6rf., except those priced.

Those marked * have not been inserted in the Catalogue.

Phlox, do. superb hybrids from

17
10
8

10
i
6
6

tt

n
n
11

11

11

it

tt

tt

tt

Hardy and Half hardy Annuals.

Alonsoa Warczewiczi, splendid,

Aster, Bishop's prize, ex- [Is.

Calceolaria chelidonioides (caii-

fornica)

Collinsia albiflora, new pure
white, Is.

Cynosurus cynosuroides (or

Sarmarkia auren ;, fine grass

Escholtzia tenuifolia, very
dwarf and neat

Gilia californica, fine

Oodetia alba, beautiful new
white, pink stamens, Is.

Grammanthus gentianoides

„ do. luteus

Gypsophvlla muralis, beautiful

glossy "foliage, covered with

red flowers, fine forbedding.ls.

Larkspur, dwarf Italian, Hya-
cinth-flowered, 3d.

Leptosiphon luteum, Ad.

„ aureum
Limnanthus sulphurea odorata

Linum grandiflorum rubrum, Is.

Lobelia erinus rosea
ramosus alba

„ major

it
rosea

Lupinus monogynia, fine light

and deep purple, variegated

Nasturtium, new dwarf scarlet

and crimson vara., 1 foot high,

with a mass of flower round
the stem

Nemesia bicolor, very attractive

and beautiful, Ad.

Neraesia versicolor compacta, Is

Neraophila, new white edged,4tf.

Pennisetum longistylum, new
Grass

Pavetta nankiensis, striking

dark purple and violet foliage

Pink, Imperial Indian, 3<i.

„ Indian whit«, Ad.

Stock, Victoria, fine scarlet, M.
„ Chamoy's fine yellow, 3ii.

Tropa>olum minus coccineum
Vincaria oculata nana, 3d.

Whitlavia grandiflorA, very
fine, and a general new fa-

vourite.

Greenhouse and Tender Annuals
9

Balsam from several choice im-
ported and others, ex.

Balsam, Smith's new vars. so

highly spoken ofby Dr. Lind-
ley and the Nat. Flor. Soc.

;

6 vars. separate, 2s. 6d.; larger

packets mixed. 2s.

Gomphrena aurantiaca, Is.

Iporaoea (Pharbitis^ limbita, Is.

violacea (rubra ceru-

lea), Is.

Phlox Drummondi,finemxd.,3d.

, do., fine scarlets

it

Leopold i and others
do. alba oculata, white,
dark eye, beautiful

Portulaca, 8 superb vars, sepa-
rate, 3s.

„ fine mixed vars.

Rhodanthe Manglesi
Salpiglossis atrosanguinea

„ new yellow
Schizanthus retusus alba

„ Grahami carnea
Thunbergia, 6 fine vars. sep. ?

3s.

mixed vars.
it

best

n

n

it

Hardy rerennials*

Abronia umbellata
Antirrhinum, ex., frpm

striped and others, Is.

Cistus, rock vars, ex., Is.

Dianthus Dunnetti, superb dark
new Sweet William, Is.

Dianthus superbus nanus, a
pretty dwarf fringed pink, in

vars., mixed, Is.

Dianthus maculata, fine spotted

Gladiolus, fine mixed hybrids
choice, ex. from
named vars., Is.

Hollyhock, choice, Is.

Lindheimeria texana, Is.

Lupinus magnificus, line varie-

gated , Ad.

Pansy, choice, ex., Is.

Phlox, choice, from our large

collection

Potentilla, splendii mixed, Is.

from our newest
vars,, ex. ex , 2s. 6J.

Sweet William, fine scarlet

Greenhouse Perennials.

Acacia lophantha

„ verticillata

Bossreaheterophylla, Is.

„ bilosa stenophyLla, Is.

Calceolaria, very choice, Is.

M ex. ex., 2s. 6d*

Calendrinia umbellata
Cineraria, choice, Is.

„ ex. ex., 2s. &?.

Coboea scandens
Geraniums, choice, Is.

ex. ex., 2s. 6<2.

finest scarlets, Is.

finest fancys, Is.

Gloxinia, choice, &d.

„ ex. ex., saved
new, 2s. 6J.

Heliotrope, fine mixed
Lotus Jacobteus luteus
Nyctarinia saliginoides

Platylobium triangular^,

Primula sinensis fimbriata, Is.

., ., u albM*-
Verbena, mixed, choice, Is.

ex. ex., from new, 2s. 6d.

DICKSON'S "EARLY FAVOURITE PEA."

FRANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS
have great satisfaction in ag un calling attention to this dis-

tinct and trulv valuable EARLY PEA (sent out by them for

the first time last season), which is admitted by all who have

grown or seen it to be the most PROLIFIC and best Early Pea

1. It comes in very ievr days after the earliest

wmm __
r

the flattering testimonials which they have re-

ceived from some of the first Gardeners in the kingdom who

grew it last season (see Gardeners' Chronicle of Jan. 12th, 1856),

will, they thiuk, be sufficient guarantee for its extraordinary

productiveness and general excellence.

Price 2s. 6 d. per quart, or Is. Qd. per pint, in sealed parcels.

VEGETABLE, FLOWER, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS
of every description, of select and superior quality, detailed

CATALOGUES of which will be forwarded on application.

The Old Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street,

Chester.—Feb. 2, 1S56.

PAMPAS CRASS (CYNERIUM ARGENTEUM) AND
DOUBLE WHITE CHINESE PRIMROSE.

MR. HENRY MAJOR, Knosthorpe, near Leeds,

begs to announce that he has a nice healthy stock of the

above beautiful Plants to dispose of at the following prices :—

PA MffcS GRASS (Seedlings 6 to 8 inches high), 3s. each, or

25s. per dozen, post free.

DOUBLE WHITE CHINESE PRIMROSE, 18s. per dozen,

hamper and package included.

CALCEOLARIA SEED, saved from H. M/s Fine Flowers,

2s. 6d. per packet, or 3 packets, 5s., post free.

Orders must be accompanied by a remittance, or they cannot

be attended to.

Mr. Major's Annual Descriptive List of new Shrubby Calceo-

larias will shortly be ready, of which due notice will be given.

STOVE PLANTS.
P. DIXON begs to announce that he has a fine

Stock of the above, consisting of Allamandas, Aphe-
landras, Ardisias, Begonias, Coccocypselum discolor, Hexa-
centris, Hoyas, Impatiens, Ixoras, Sciadocalyx, Warsc^wiczi,

Achimenes, and the erect flowering Gloxinias, &c. Ac., which he

offers in collections (left to his own selection) of 20 varieties

for 30s., 50 for 50s., 100 for 90s. Also a fine Stock of young
Geraniums, consisting of all the leading kinds, from 9s. to 30s.

per dozen. The annual Nursery Catalogue will be ready in a

short time. The Seed Catalogue may now be had gratis on appli-

cation.

Seed Establishment, Hull Nursery, Air Street, Sculcoates.

7ZA LEA I N D IC A.

GEORGE CLARKE is prepared to offer nice bushy
plants, well set with flower buds, from 12s. and 18s. to 24s.

per dozen, including the kinds enumerated below, which are the

much admired collection he exhibited at the Crystal Palace, and
received the 10Z. Award.

E.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :—
SHEET GLASS, Packed in Boxes containing 100 Feet.

6 by 4, and 6£ by 44 ... 12s. 8 by 6, and 84 by 6i ... 13s. 6d.

7 by 5, and 74 by 5J ... 13s. 9 by 7, and 10 by 8 ... 13s. 6d.

At 14s. per 100 Feet
12 by 9, 13 by 9, 14 by 9, 15 by 9, 16 by 9.

12 by 10, 13 by 10, 14 by 10, 15 by 10, 16 by 10.

12 by 11, 13 by 11, 14 by 11, 15 by 11, 16 by 11, 17 by 11, 18 by 11.

At 16s. per 100 Feet.
13 by 12, 14 by 12, 15 by 12, 16 by 12.

At 18s. per 100 Feet.
17 by 12, 18 by 12, 19 by 12, 20 by 12, 14 by 13, 15 by 13, 16 by 13,

17 by 13, 18 by 13, 19 by 13, 20 by 13, 20 by 15.

LARGER SIZES, not exceeding 40 Inches Long.
16 oz. from 2d. to 3£d.,21 oz. from 3d. to 5d., 26 oz. from6d.to7W.,

per foot superficial, according to size and quantity.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD
HOUSES, THE SAME QUALITY AS WE SUPPLY TO MR. RlVERS, and
of various dimensions, always on hand, at 18s. per 100 feet.

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS.
HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-ounce, packed in Crates

of 300 feet, *i$d. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, 3 ],d.

Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet 34s., 38s., 40s., and

42s. per case.

Fern Cases with Ferns complete, suitable for the Drawing-
room, from 25s. each.

Aquariums with French polished stands, from 10s. each. Vase
shaped ditto, on Glass stand, 25s.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation, from ls.6d. per foot.

Glass Tiles and Slates.

Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen ; Propagating and Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,

Wasp Traps, Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments. Fern Shades, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street

Without, London.

FOREIGN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Street, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading

men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

by 4 in. and 6 in. by
44

Broughtoni
Optima
Variegata
Gledstanesi

Iveryana
Magnificent
Delecta (Ryder's)

Exquisite
Triumphan s
Perryana
SymmetryDuke of Devonshire

Also all the newest varieties in cultivation, either on their own
roots or grafted, 30s. to 42s. per doz., if 12 or more are taken, viz.:
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Vesta
Julianus
Maria (True)
Beauty of Europe

Chelsoni
Perfection
Admiration
Extranesi

Criterion
Beali
Barclayana
Cuspiflora, &c. &c.

Nursery, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, near London.
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FLOWER SEEDS.—BEST ASSORTMENTS.
Including a quantity of the before-named, free by post, with

instructions for culture, Ac. The Catalogue gives colours,

heights, months of flowering, hardiness, duration, with prices

per packet of each, &c s. d.

100 vim. select hhowy Annuals, including newest ... 15

• • •

50 vars., 8s 6d. ; 30 vars., 5s. 6d. ; 20 vars.

20 vars. best dwarf Annuals, large packets, for filling beds

on lawns, &c, 7s. 6rf. ; 12 vars

20 vars. choice Greenhouse Annuals, including new, 7s. 6d. ;

12 vars. ••• ••• •••

20 vars. choice Greenhouse perennials, including new,

10s. 6d. ; 12 vars
20 vars. hardy biennials and perennials, including new,

7s. 6d.; 12 vars.

CHOICE IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS.
IN separate colours, vert fine and double.

30 superb vars. dwarf German Stock, 5s. : 15 vars.

Choice mixed do. packets, 6d- and Is.; new pale sulphur 1

Fine dwarf carmine, 6d. ; new White Hybrid 1

8 superb vars. new large flowering Stocks 2
New large Chamois, 6d. ; new white dwf . Wall-leaved, 6d. & 1

m
3
1

5

5

5

7 6

• * *

35. Od.

6
6

HARLES S. BARKER'S Seedling Florist Flowers
for the Spring of 1S56:—

VERBENAS.—Beauty of Godalming, bine slate colour, large

pips, and of excellent form. Florist, Oct. 1855.—Alley Moore,

purple and slate curiously shaded, carmine eye, a novel pleasing

rioter. Florist, Oct. 1855.— Rosetta, rose, carmine eye, pip large

and of exquisite form.—Maid of Honour, bright pink, centre rich

vermillion, truss large, habit fine.—Quakeress, silvery lilac,

centre bright rosy purple, fine form, habit good.—King of

Sardinia, rich purple plum colour, pip large, and of fine form,

truss large, habit good.

C. S. B. begs to assure his friends and the public that the

Seedling Verbenas he now offers far surpass in form, habit, and

colours anything of the kind ever sent out. Plants will be ready

about the 21st April, at 5*. each, or the set of six for 20«.—

Verbena Barker's Ravensw.-od, the best of all the dwarf scarlets

for baskets and vases, in April, 6s. per dozen.

VARIEGATED GERANIUM.—The Maid of Orleans, a great

improvement on Flower of the Day, foliage large and perfectly

flat (planted out in 1855, leaves were produced 5 inches over)

white margin, dark horseshoe, flowers beautiful cerise scarlet,

truss good and well above the foliage. Plants in May 5s. each.

TROPiEOLUM (Perpetual Flowering).—Triomph de Godal
ming, flowers large and circular, fringed, golden yellow, with

five large crimson blotches, abundant bloomer. The plant com-

menced flowering when only 6 inches high, and has continued to

produce flowera in succession from the axil of any leaf. The one

with a free blooming chira«ter, colour golden yellow, and bright

crimson blotch on all five petals, is the most novel and superior

to anything in its way at present in cultivation. Florist, Nov.
1855. Plants 21st April, 5s. each.

Godalming Nursery, Feb. 2, 1856.

PRIZE MEDAL, 1851, and Notice by Jury of

considerable artistic merit in ARCHITECTURAL and
GARDEN DECORATIONS, &c, in PULHAM'S TERRA
COTTA, granulated to imitate stone of any tint, or to match
with his Stone-colour Cements, requiring no artificial colour or

paint. Having been tested 30 years, durability is guaranteed by
J. Pulhaw, Broxbourne.

THE PRIZE ROOT PULPING AND MINCING

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21* by 13i, 16£ by 144, 20 by 14,

by 14, 20 by 15, at 18a. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2^

Ditto „ 2 feet ... 34
HARTLEY'S Reugh Plate, Sheet and Roush, Tiles, Strikin

and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,

as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,

and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than I00_years.

class Tor conservatories, greenhouses,
pit frames, etc.

HETLEY and CO. are supplying 16-oz. Sheet Glas*

of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 100

square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash,

A reduction made on 1000 feet.

Sizes.—Inches.

From 6 by 4
7 „ 5
8 „ 6
10 .. 8

Inches.

Under 6 by 4
7 „ 5
8 „ 6
10 „ 8

Per foot. Per 100 feet

at

n

»
it

Ud.
4f

is £0 12 6
2d. it

16 8
2\d. it 18 9
2kd. It 1 10
23d. it

1 2 1112 „ 9
Larger sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long,

16 oz. from 3d. to 3$d. per square foot, according to size.

21 oz. „ 34d.to5d. „ „ n
26 oz. ,, 3Jd.to7$d. „ „ V „ r t nn a

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, and

PATENT PLATE GLASS for Horticultural purposes, at

reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,

either in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

Propagating Glasses, Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass

Milk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not

hitherto manufactured in Glass.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate

price of this superior article should cause it to supersede an

other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence, no

alteration connected with the sash is required.

GLASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation oi

every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure

Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-nau.

List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

James Hetlet A Co.. 35. Soho Square, London.
.

N S.
intend-
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12 superb vara. Wall-leaved or Prussian
15 superb vars. Autumn Brompton ...

Fine scarlet do., 6d. and Is.: mixed fine, 6d. and ...

6 superb vars. Perpetual Emperor, blooming three times

si ycRi #M # ^ # ,. # ### •», #•• ..«

4 superb vars. new large flowering do
24 superb vars. quilled and striped Asters, 5s.; 12 vars.

12 superb vars. Globe flowering do. ...

16 superb vars. Pyramidal, do.

10 superb vars. Bouquet double dwarf do. ...

8 superb vars. Poeony flowered French do. (Truffaut's)...

Also superb imported Wallflower, Larkspur, Balsam, Sinecio

or Jacoboea, Cockscomb, Zinnia, and many others. See Catalogue,

page 46.

ROOTS FOR EARLY SPRING PLANTING.
Anemones, Ranunculus, Gladioli, Iris Germanica, Lilinm,

Tritonea aurea, Tigridia, Oxalis, Achimenes, Gloxinia, and a
great variety of other roots. See Catalogue, page 57 and 58.

Goods Carriage Free (not under 20».) to all the London
termini and all stations on the Colchester line between London
and Norwich.
Catalogues for the season to the present time sent free for

three penny stamps.
Post Office orders payable to Bass & Brown, or to Stephen*

Bbowx. Sudbury Post Office.

BASS & BKOWN, Stcd and Horticultural Establishment,
Sudbury, Suffolk.

MACHINE.—Phillips's is the only Root Pulping and
Mincing Machine which has received the Prizes of the Royal
Agricultural Society. Made only by Woods, Suffolk Iron

Works, Stowmarkflt. Delivered carriage free in London, Peter-

borough, Hull, Gainsborough, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and any
station on the Eastern Counties Railway. Illustrations, De-
scri ptions, and Prices forwarded post free on application.

B~~LOSSOM of FRUIT TREES.—WORSTED NET
to effectually protect the blossom of wall fruit trees from

frost and blight, and the lipe fruit afterwards from wa-ps and
flies, 7d. per square yard, in various widths. All kinds of ga'den,
fishing, and sheep nets, made by machinery,and at very low prices.

—R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road, King's Cross,

London.

TRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MATTING
AND DOOR MATS.

rT* TRELOAR has much pleasure in stat'ng that the
* • Jurors of the Paris Universal Exhibition have awarded

him the Prize Medal for Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufactures.
Catalogues, containing prices and every particular, free by post.

Warehouse, 42. Lndgate Hill. London.

FfOW TO KILL RATS, MICE, AND MOLES
I BY HUNDREDS.—A method will he forwarded, with

|
instructions, for 30 postage stamps, which will destroy th« above

vermin quickly and without trouble. 1000 Acres may be cleared

for a few shillings.—Gilbert Dysox, Hoo, Rochester.

JSEELEY begs leave to remind gentlemen lntcpa-

• ing to put up such Ornaments in their grounds next spring,

that the work ought to be ordered without delay, with a vie* 1

its being properly seasoned. During the past year he has aaaeu

many new designs to his stock.
. „_ .

NoB^jyo4
I
_Kepi>el Row, New Road , Repents Park. .

TSUPISS'S CONSTITUTION HORSE BALLS.-
vy To Sportsmen, Agriculturists, Postmasters, and aljjj 1?"

prietors of Horses, these Balls are particularly recommended "j

all cases of swelled legs, cracked heels, loss of appetite, ana vu»

energy ; for Coughs, Colds, Fever or Inflammation, they areiw»

best Medicine that can be exhibited, moreover their °Perallo"J

thoush effectual, is so mild, that they require no alteration o

diet,' and if given with a bran mash on Saturday night, wiuiw

interfere with the ensuing week's regular work.

NEAT CATTLE.—The Constitution Balls are strongly "^

commended by many highly respectable Gentlemen (see i«

monials)for Cows and Oxen as a most valuable medicine mcw«

of Hove or Blown, Scouring or turning out to Grass, °'
"^Tjjg.

food, Gargate, Hide Bound, Loss of Appetite, Staring Coat,
,

v

temper, Epidemic, or Influenza. Bullocks fat much fastei j

occasionally giving a Ball. ..*.— - ,.\.^ «f the
Prepared onlv bv Francis Cupiss, M.R Y.C.S, author^

" Prize Es-ay on the Diseases of the Liver ot the Horse, "
Norfolk: and sold by all respectable Medicine Vendors in i

and Country, in packets, six Balls eaeh 3*. 6U per parte
,

w

a wrapper giving full directions for the use of the •»*»?:
t of

Treatment of the Horse whilst taking them. Also af^£ -

n
testimonials from many Gentlemen who have used theb«
various Complaints. Any Gentleman using the Balls £»[
suit the Proprietor gratuitously, either personally, or oy

' post-paid.
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HEATING BY HOT WATER.

J
WEEKS and CO.'S BOILERS.—At the beau-

• tiful seat of W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham Park, Streatham,

Surrey, can now be seen additional proofs of the efficiency of

WEEKS'8 BOILER. One is there fixed, effectually heating an

incredible number of Forcing houses, Pine stoves, and extensive

ranges of forcing pits. This exquisite establishment has long

been celebrated for growing the finest Pines, Grapes, &c, &c
,

under the able management of Mr. Page, the Gardener, who will

kindly show and explain the hot-water apparatus, &c.

John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.

Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues, comprising

Horticulture in all its branches. __^___
PUBLIC INVITATION.

HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

HAVE this Season the pleasure of being able to

refer to several other extensive Establishments where

they have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which

hitherto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highly respectable firm of Messrs.

Edward Henderson & Co., of the Wellington Nursery, Wei ing-

ton Road, St. John's Wood, and as that Establishment is open to

the public Messrs. John Weeks & Co.'s Hot-water Apparatus

will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially

represented during this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
Co. have now adopted what is called the "One Boiler System."

At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist

can see the Hot-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges of

Hothouses, all connected to one boiler. We will here quote

Mr. Edward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of

Messrs. J.Weeks & Co.'s system of heating by hot water. He says

:

uIam more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. have done for me in heating a great

number of our hot-housesfrom one boiler. It is almost impossible

for me to express my satisfaction svfEciently strongly. The effect and

great saving produced is truly wonderful; less than two sacks ofcoke in

24 hours is all that is used to heat a variety ofhothouses, <fcc, nearly

SOOfeet in length, and these various houses are to some extent widely

separated, as 300 feet stand inone direction,\oOfeet in another,200feet

in another,and so on, including our large newly laid-out xointer garden."

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive

private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be

seen in operation, and in every case with the same favourable

results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former

statements relating to their one boiler system, and most
respectfully solicit a
visit ro their Garden Es-
tablishment at Chelsea,

which consists of Hot-
houses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Pits,&c,

the whole measuring
1000 feet in length, ex-
posing to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-

ficial feet of glass, the

whole heated by one
boiler, 5 feet high by 3
feet 6 inches in diameter,

the water in the va-
rious houses circulating

through 5000 feet of Hot-
water Pipe.
The accompanying

sketch represents onr
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bars. The large

surface which this Boiler

exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of such extra-

ordinary power.
John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.

At our two establishments horticultural science is fully carried

Out in all its branches, combining all the improvements of the

day. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very

extensive variety of horticultural erections; also Forcing Pits

and Frames of all sizes. See our Illustrated Catalogues on

Horticultural Building and Heating by Hot Water; also of all

the best Stove and Greenhouse Plants ; also of the best Vines,

Pines, Peachen, and other Fruit trees.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

BY
HER

MAJESTY'S
D ENCHE Hothouse

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

Works,Patent
King's Road, Chelsea.

These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the framework, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strone: glass, and all

completed for Is. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references

can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

Kexsal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
*J of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and
Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J.T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

I

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,

r ' • (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terras, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c 9 at the
Manufactory as above.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY~VARIETy7
Warranted Good by the Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTH LK6, Queen'sO Cutlery Works, Sheffield; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.
Drawings forwarded by post. ^^

GASELIERS IN GLASS AND METAL.—The
increased and increasing use of gas in private houses has

induced William S. Burtok to collect from the various manu-
facturers all that is new and choice in Brackets, Pendants,
and Chandeliers, adapted to offices, passages, and dwelling-rooms,
as well a* to have some designed expre sly for him ; these are
ON SHOW over his SIXTEEN LAKGE ROOMS, and present,
for novelty, variety, and purity of taste, an unequalled assort-
ment. They are marked in plain figures, at prices proportionate
with those which have tended to make his Establishment the
largest and mosjt remarkable in the kingdom, viz., from 125. 6d.
(two light) to 167. 165.

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER—
The real NICKEL SILVER, introduced 20 years ago by

William S. Burton, when PLATED by the patent process of
Messrs. Elkington & Co., is beyond all comparison the very best
article next to sterling silver that can be employed as such, either
usefully or ornamentally, as by no possible test can it be dis-

iguished from real silver. Thread or
Fiddle Brunswick King's
Pattern. Pattern. Pattern.

Tea Spoons, per dozen ,», lo5. ... -'«.'. ... -*--"-

Dessert Forks „ ... 305. ... 405. ... 465.

Dessert Spoons „ ... ... 305. ... 425. ... 485.

Table Forks „ ... 405. ... 665. ... 645.

Table Spoons
, f ... 405. ... 585. ... 665.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.
V/I ESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
LtJL Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue

of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.
103, Newgate Street, London.

""BARTON'S* PATENT SAFETY~STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

THIS is the Original Patent for Important Improve-
ments in Stable Fittings, Hay-box, Manger, and Water-trough

as one Jixture, including a method
surpassing all others for conveying
the straps and halter-weights to

the back ot the fitting to prevent
the horse being cast in the stall.

Stable Fittings of every descrip-

tion, plain, enamelled, or galvanised. Also the newly invented

Loose Box Fittings, Surface Gutters with moveable cover-

plates, Stable Posts, Ramps, Sills, and all kinds of Stable Fur-
niture in stock.—James Barton, Iron Founder, &c., 370, Oxford
Street, London.

MANUFACTURER of KITE'S PATENT VENTI-
LATING and SMOKE-CURING CHIMNEY CAPS,
patronised by her Most Gracious Majesty, 200 on Buck-
ingham Palace. In use also on St. James's Palace,

Windsor Castle, Government Offices, &c. &c. Zinc,

305.; cast iron 35*. each ; the latter as durable as the
building itself. Drawings and Price Lists forwarded
on receipt of two postage stamps.

Address Barton's Iron Works, 370, Oxford Street, London.

VI ETCALFE, BINGLEY, and CO/
I*J and CAMPHOR SOAP, in tablets (resist*

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES.
(OBTAINED THE PARIS EXHIBITION AWARD.)

J.3BJL ' -
'

* T. _Vti_

COTTAM AND HALLEN,
THE Original INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGH

AS ONE FIXTITRE, to which they have made important additions, the main features of the same being explained in the

description and engraving.

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball

of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-

tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached
from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the
seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim
general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,

light and durable.

D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can bo-

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an

object, as the long portiou of the bracket can be turned up out oi

the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, botli as to form and

utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,

Galvanised, or Enamelled. _
Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner Mangers

Earnm-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on show at

COTTAR & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARMING AND VENTILATING.—The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratis

on application.

Tea and Coffee Sets, "Waiters, Candlesticks, &c, at proportionate
prices. All kinds of re-plating done by the patent process.

CHEMICALLY PURE NICKEL NOT PLATED.
Fiddle. Thread. King's.

Table Spoons and Forks, full size, per doz.12*. ... 285. ... 30s.
Dessert ditto and ditto „ 10s. ... 21s. ... 25,9.

Tea ditto „ 5s. ... lis. ... 12s.

T AMPS OF ALL SORTS AND PATTERNS
L* William S. Burton- invites attention to his season's SHOW
of LAMPS. It embraces the Moderateur (the best Parisian
specimens of which have been carefully culled), Argand, Solar,
Camphine, Palmer's Magnum, and other lamps for candles; and
comprises an assortment which, considered either as to extent,
price, or pattern, is perfectly unrivalled.

Pure Colza OH, 5s. 3d. per gallon.

Palmer's Candles, 9rf. and 9jd. per lb.

Patent Camphine, 4s. per gallon.

The alterations and additions to these extensive premises
(already by far the largest in Europe), which occupied the whole
of last year, are of such a character that the entire of EIGHT
HOUSES is devoted to the display of the most magnificent
stock of GENERAL HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including
Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated Goods, Baths, Brushes, and
Turnery, Lamps and Gaseliers, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and
Bedding), so arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms, as to afford
to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that can-
not be hoped for elsewhere.

Illustrated Catalogues sent (per post) free.

39, Oxford Street; 1, 1a, 2, and 3, Newman Street; and 4,5,
and 6, Perry's Place^Established 1S20.

S OATMEAL
teredNov.3,1864).

Price 6d. each. This soap will be found the purest and most
perfect winter soap ever introduced to the public. It preserves
the hands from chapping, and renders the skin soft and agree-
able.—Sold wholesale and retail by the inventors and sole manu-
facturers, Metcalfe, Bingley. & Co., Brushmakers and Per-
fumers to H.R.H. Prince Albert, 130b and 131, Oxford Street.

Caution.—To prevent fraud, each tablet bears the registered
mark and the names and address of the inventors, as above.
Metcalfe's ALKALINE TOOTH PO WDER,2s. per box.—

The above may be obtained of most respectable Chemists, Per-
f irners, &c.

TO HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
PARTIES are invited to offer CONTRACTS for the

BUILDING of a RANGE OF HOUSES 60 feet long, viz :

a stove in the centre 20 feet in leiigrh, and a geranium and green-

house at each end; the whole under one span roof. Also for

repainting a range of hothouses 100 feet long, with ranges of

pits about 180 feet in length. Also for improving, and where
necessary altering the heating of the above, they being at present

heated by Weeks' boilers, which are found not to answer.—Apply
to Mr. Nichols, Oxton House . Exeter.

'pO BE LET ON LEASb, at Pawlett, near Bridge-
' water, a large ARABLE FARM. The above, from the

high quality of the Land and its proximity to both Water and
Rail communication, is deserving the notice of Agriculturists.

—The Farm will be pointed out by Geoege Neath, Pawlett
Bridgewater.

.

TO SEEDSMEN.
rT^O BE SOLD, a bargain, a comp ete Set of VEGE-
1 TABLE SEED DRAWERS, wifh solid mahogany fronts,

and labelled with black, on a gilt ground.—For further parti-

culars, apply to Wood & Ingram, Nnrneries. Huntingdon.

SILVER PENCILLED HAMBURGH EGGS.

MR. EDWARD ARCHEK, Malvern, will supply

EGGS from the birds stated below at 15*. a set of 13,

packing box included :—The run contains a Cock and seven choice

Pullets. The Cock is twoyear* old, and has taken 1st prize at

Birmingham, 1854: the Liverpool Cup, 1855; several first and

>*cond prizes since, and 1st at Liverpool, 1856. Four of the

Pullets have been exhibited alternately, and have taken the

following prizes:—2d at Anerley ; 1st at Bridgnorth; 1st at

Bedford: 1st at Taunton; 3d at Birmingham; and the Silver

Cup at Liverpool, 1856- The three sister Pullets have not been

exhibited. Post Office Order must accompany the order for

EffftW. Th ft birds may be viewed at any time. - Malvern , Feb. 2.

MONTHLY POULTRY SALE.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will hell by Auction at his

Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-
DAY, 5rh February, at 12 o'clock precisely, a selection of very

choice POULTRY from several Amateur Breeders of First-class

Birds, including Spanish bmi tVnm First Prize Birmingham and
Manchester Birds; coloured Dorking*, the strain of the Rev. J.

Hoyn and Mr, Lewry : Buff. White, and Partridge Cochins,

iirahmas, Sebright Bantams from Mr. M. Leno; Pigeons, Ac.

—

I

Catalogues by enclosing a stamped directed envelope to Mr. J. C.

Stevens, 38.*King Street, Covent Garden.
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FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.

JAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, Hiah
Holborn, London, have now published their TWENTY

FIRST ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF FLORICULTURAL,
VEGETABLE, AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknow-
ledged to be the best Annual Catalogue of Seeds extant. It gives

a complete description of 1979 species and varieties of FLOWER
SEEDS, and a most comprehensive list of VEGETABLE AND
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, all of which can be supplied and are,

as usual, of first-rate quality. It also contains list* of TEXAN,
INDIAN, AND CALIFORNIAN FLOWER SEEDS, forming,
in fact, thefinest Collection of Seeds ever submitted at anyone time to

public notice. Catalogues forwarded free of charge and post paid
upon application to all parts of the world.

James Carter & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

THE KITCHEN~GARDEN.
JAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, High

Holborn, London, continue to supply Collections of VEGE-
TABLE SEEDS for large or small gardens, from 11. to 51. and
upwards; these selections, made with the greatest care, and
comprising the most useful and approved varieties, have hitherto

rimerfailed to give purchasers the most complete satisfaction.

J. C. & Co. beg to observe that all NEW SEEDS advertised,

should they not be in their Catalogue, can be however supplied

bv them at the current prices. Their CATALOGUE of FLORI-
CULTURAL, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
acknowledged to be the best published, will be forwarded free of
charge upon application, and post paid to all parts of the world.

James Carter & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

NEW DAHLIAS, ETC.
CHARLES TURNER begs to state that his

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of New Dahlias, Gera-
niums, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Car-
nations, Pinks, Shrubby Calceolarias, Petunias, &c, &c, is now
ready, and contains many new varieties offered for the first time.

Sent post free on application.—Royal Nursery, Slough.

ENNEDY and KEMPTON'S second edition of
their Scientific, Comprehensive, and Unique CATA-

LOGUE OF FLORICULTURAL, VEGETABLE, AND
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now published, and may be had
on application, free. It will be found to comprise all the New
and Rare Flower Seeds, and a Select List of the most approved
Vegetable and Agricultural Seeds ever extant. Prepared by
Mr. Kemptox, who for the last 15 years, and up to the time of his

employer's decease, was principal Assistant of the late Mr. James
Carter, of Holborn.—Address Kennedy & Kempton, Bedford
Conservatory, Covent Garden, London.
~ SEED ESTABLISHMENT, HIGHGATE, LONDON.
TUM. CUTBUSH and SON beg to inform their

f 1 Patrons and the Public generally that they have received

this season their usual Fine Stock of VEGETABLE and
FLOWER SEEDS from their growers in the best condition
imaginable.

Collections can be made up at the same prices as those adver-
tised by other firms, but advise their customers to make their

own selections, which is found to be the cheapest and best in the
end.— Catalogues free on application.

HOLLYHOCKS.

TO THE TRADE.
TXflLLIAM E. RENDLE and CO. have several
V Tons of the following Seeds to dispose of at the lowest

market prices.

LONG RED MANGEL WURZEL | YELLOW GLOBE do.

RED GLOBE do.
|
WHITE BELGIAN CARROT

ORANGE JELLY FRUIT.
Prices on application to William E. Rendle & Co., Seed

Merchants, Plymouth.

All nkat and in the same condition as received from
the Growers.

»i

PLANT IN FEBRUARY !

f^AREY TYSO, Florist, Wallingford, Berks, begsw to offer Choice RANUNCULUSES and ANEMONES,
suitable for planting at this season, in selected assortments
as under :

—

RANUNCULUSES, 100 splendid named sorts, 405. to £1
25 superb new seedlings 1 10

100 fine mixtures, 85, to 10
DOUBLE ANEMONES, 50 fine named sorts, 105. to... 13
IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS, of the best quality, in

named assortments, Is. to 2*. 6d. each—Asters, Balsams, Stocks,

Larkspurs, Poppies, Wallflowers, Zinnias, &c. Choice Annuals,
25 packets per post, 55.

General Descriptive Catalogue of Florists' Flowers and Seeds
for 1856 may be had for one label.

AY'S VICTORIA CURRANT is the largest and
best late Red Currant known, per 100, 125.

MAY'S MAGNUM BONUM LETTUCE, well known to be
very superior. Per packet, free by post, lx. each.

MAY'S PARAGON CABBAGE is of very superior excellence,
tender and crisp. Per ounce, free by post, Is.

;
per pound, on

application. Fiue new seed.

EARLY ASH-LEAVED KIDNEY POTATO, I5. per stone
of 14 lbs.

11/ HEELER'S GARDEN SEEDS have been fo^L
» * and appreciated in the West of England for more than 1

hundred years, and now that the railways afford such chean
communication with distant parts of the kingdom, their celebrity
has become extended. We now deliver our seeds carriage free
by railway to the most distant and remote places. A Descriptive
Priced List may be had on application.
J. C. Whrelee & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Grower

Gloucester; Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural
Society.

Established in the early part of the Eighteenth Century

W TT7 HEELER'S little Book will do somethingW TO SATISFY THEIR EXPECTATIONS."

—

Qardaurj
Chronicle.

Our Little Booh contains a List—a very select List—

of the best Garden and Flower Seeds in cultivation. It

also contains descriptions and prices, and will be found a

safe and unerring guide to all purchasers. It should be

in the hands of every one who has a garden.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

100 Fine named Hardy Herbaceous Plants ...

100 „ „ Alpine Plants
100 „ „ Shrubs
100 „ .. Cape Heaths

• • • • - i

it*

•

TT

... £1 10

... 1 10
2 10
4 10

• • t

• f *

DIRECT COMMUNICATION BETWEEV
GLOUCESTER AND DUBLIN.—By means of

sailing vessels which regularly leave this port for Dublin,

ice are enabled to deliver our Seeds Carriage Free to thai

City, whence they can be at once forwarded to all parts

of Irelard.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

am Rosarv, Bungay, Suffolk.

BIRCHAM and WARD beg to state that their

collection of the above is in the finest possible health, and
consists of upwards of 16,000 established struck plants (not

grafted).

The peculiar disease which has proved so destructive to some
collections not having extended to the Eastern Counties, enables
B. & W. to offer an extensive stock of fine Plants, comprising the
best show flowers in cultivation ready for immediate delivery.

Catalogues will be forwarded on application. Wholesale orders
executed on liberal terms. Wholesale orders executed on liberal

terms—Hedenbam Rosarv, Feb. 2.
,

TO MELON GROWERS.
MONRO'S CRYSTAL PALACE HERO, and

MONRO'S GOLDEN GAGE MELONS, which gained
the two first prizes in June last at the Crystal Palace Exhibition,

the "Hero" the first prize for the heaviest Persian Hybrid
Melon, the " Golden Gage" the first prize for the best flavoured

Melon; both of which prizes were awarded to J. Monro,
Colne]pIIouse, St. Albau's. Two seeds of each sort taken from
the same fruits which gained the prizes, with a packet of

12 seeds of other first-rate sorts, for 2s. 6d. To the trade

12 packets for 11.—May be had by applying to W. F. Ebwood,
Salesman, 13, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, London.

^TEW EARLY MARROW PEAS.
• Harrison's Glory (blue) & Harrison's Perfection (white.)

—These extraordinary Peas, which are nearly similar in habit,

are as early as Double-blossomed Frame, about 3 feet in height,

full of large pods which cluster from the bottom to the top of the

haulm, and are equal in flavour to Knight's Marrow. Samples of

the haulm may be seen at the following firms in London, of whom
they can be had, in quart packets at 5*. each :

—

Batt, Kittle y, & Silverlock. 412, Strand.

Beck, Hendersox, & Child, Middle Wharf, Adelplii.

Hurst & M'Mhllev, 6, Leadenhall Street.

Mister, Nash, & Nash, 60, Strand.

Norlk, Cooper, & Bolton, 152, Fleet Street.

JacobWrench & Sons, 39, King William Street, City.
m

PEARS GRAFTED ON THE QUINCE AS PYRAMIDAL
SHAPED TREES.

J and J. FRASER beg to announce that their
• Priced List of the above is now published, and may be had

post free on application.

J. & J. F. have sold a large number of these Trees for the last

three years, and have received numerous letters from gentlemen
in the country speaking in very high terms of their productive-

ness. They can therefore recommend them with greater confi-

dence to the notice of their friends and the public in general.

Lea Bridge R^d,JEssex^

DWARF-TRAINED FRUIT TREES.
TfTILLIAM WOOD and SON have much pleasure

* in offering some of the finest Dwarf-trained PEACHES
and NECTARINES in the Kingdom; in short W. W. & Son
feel convinced they are not to be surpassed in the trade. Price

os. rer plant.

N.B. Having a large stock of the above W. W. «fe Sox are

disposed to deal liberally with the trade, and will furnish

wholesale prices on application.

Fine Pyramidal Pears on Quince, ISs. to 24s. per dozen.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

TO GENTLEMEN ENGAGED IN PLANTING,
AND TO NURSERYMEN.

STEPHEN SHILLING begs to offer good Trans-
planted PLANTS and TREES of the following at very low

prices, when a quantity of either sort are taken :

—

Fine blooming plants Epacris, 12$. per dozen.

All articles connected with the Nursery trade cheap and good, j
Address, Henry May, the Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

MYATT'S NEW SEE DLING POT A TO,
THE "BROCKLEY KIDNEY."

\\f MYATT can confidently recommend this
* * • variety as one of the best for Garden culture. Planted

the same time as the Ash Leaf it will be about ten days later.

The produce is nearly double, and the quality equal to this fine

old variety ;
price 8s. per bushel of 56 lbs.

FLUKE KIDNEY, 4s.
|

FLOUR BALL, 45.

BRITISH QUEEN, or EARLY MAY—4*.

The above will be delivered at any of the Loudon Railway
Stations free of charge tor sacks or delivery.

Special agreement for a ton, or any larger quantity.
Manor Farm , Pep t ford, Fet>. 2

.

SEED POT ATOES.
C1HARLES SHARPE and CO. have the pleasure of

''offering the following varieties of Potatoes, all of which have
been growu by themselves, and are of fine quality.

Per bushel of 4 stones :

—

Kidney, Early Ash- s. d. Foxe's Seedling
leaved

n Jackson's

„ Fluke
Martin's Globe
Early York

King's
Round frame

•**

*•»

• **

• «»

• * •

6
6
5
5
5
6
5

Emperor ...

Cockney
Hen's Nest
Oxford
American Native
White Rough
Regent

* f 9

• * *

t * 9 9

...5s. 0d.

6
6
5
6
5
5
5

• •

11

3,000 Arbor-vita?, 3 to 7 feet.

10,000 Spruce Firs, 4 to 10 feet.

10,000 Tree Box, 2 to 5 feet.

1,000 Limes, 6 to 10 feet.

1.000 Horse Chesnuts,8 to 12 ft
5,000 Beech, 6 to 10 feet.

15,000 Rhododendron Ponticum,
in variety, l£ to 4 leet.

The whole of the above are well worthy of attention, being good
in quality, the Evergreens of good healthy colour and bushy.
All applications will have immediate attention.

North Warnborough Nursery, near Odiham, Hants, 2-£ miles I

from Winchfield Station, South Western Railway.— Feb. 2. '

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford , February, 1856.

CONIFERS.
WILLIAM WOOD and SON having a good stock of

well grown plants of the following are desirous of offering

them at reduced prices, particulars of which will be furnished on
application.

Cedrus Deodara, 3 and 4 feet.

Cupressus Goveniana, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Libocedrus chilensis, 1$, 2, and 3 feet. [3 feet.

Cupressus funebris, remarkably fiue and bushy, 1£,2, and
Cedrus africanus, 2 and 3 feet.

Juniperus recurva, 3 and 4 feet.

squamata, 2 and 3 feet.

,t
Wittmaniana, 2 and 3 feet.

Cryptomeria japonica, splendid plants, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Taxodium sempervirens, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Thuja aurea, nice bushes, 1 foot.

Cupressus thyoide3 variegatis, Gold-striped Cedar, 9 to IS in.

„ ericoides, very bushy, 15 inches.

Common Yews, 2, 3, 4, and 6 feet.

Irish Yews, very fine, 3, 4, and 6 feet.

Portugal Laurels, bushy, 2, 3, 4, and 6 feet.

Do. do., standards, with splendid large heads, 4 and 6 feet.

The above have been regularly transplanted every season, and
will remove with perfect safety.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

SUPERB DWARF BUDDED AND DWARF STANDARD
HYBRID PERPETUAL AND OTHER ROSES.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON respectfully invite

attention to their fine stock of the above, which they are

offering as under:— Per dozen.

DWARF BUDDED ROSES 12s. to 18s.

DWARF STANDARD DO 18*. to 24*.

CLIMBING AND NOISETTE ROSES, named 9s. to 12*.

CLIMBING ROSES, mixed, for covering banks
DWARF ROSES, on own roots,mixed, not named
New Hybrid Perpetual Rose DUCHESS OF

bright vivid crimson, Standards or Dwarfs, 3s. 6d. each, with a
liberal discount to the Trade if six or more plants are ordered.

ROSES on 6-inch stems, established in 6-inch pots, for forcing,

exhibition, or greenhouse culture, 245. per dozen.
Catalogues gratis on application.

Woodlands NurFery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

BEARING TRAINED FRUIT TREES.
THOMAS JACKSON and SON having the greatest

extent of Wall in the trade, are enabled to offer at moderate
prices the under-mentioned FRUIT TREES trained for Walls
or Houses:

—

DWARF TRAINED PEACHES, 75. 6d each.
NECTARINES, 7s.6d. each.
APRICOTS, 75. 6rf. each.

GREENGAGE PLUMS, 5*. each.

MORELLO CHERRIES, 45. each.

STANDARD TRAINED PEACHES, 10s. 6tf. and 15$. each.

NECTARINES, 10s.6d. each.

APRICOTS, 105. 6d. to 215. each.

PLUMS, 55. and 75. &*. each.

MORELLO CHERRIES,55 each.

The above are all set with Flower-buds, and are capable of

bearing Fruit this season.

Fine Trained Trees of the usual nursery size, from 25. 6d. to

5s. each.
STANWICK NECTARINE, Standard Trained, 105. 6d. each.

KAISHA APRICOT, Dwarf, 2 Years' Trained, 55, each.

Nurseries, Kingston-on-Thames.
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SEEDS FOR IRELAND, SCOTLAND, AND WALES.
SUTTON and SONS having many customers in

North and South Wales, Scotland and Ireland, whom they

have supplied with Agricultural and Horticultural Seeds for

many years, are well acquainted with the sorts which thrive

best in each locality.

Sutton & Sons deliver their Goods Free of Carriage to

the Seaports, and many other parts of Ireland, Scotland,

and Wales. For particulars, address
Suttox & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

TO NOBLEMEN, CLERGYMEN, AND OTHERS.

THE most Economical and Convenient Mode of

ordering GARDEN SEEDS is to send for one 6f
H Sutton's Complete Collections for one year's supply

f

particulars of which may be had on application^

addressed—
Sutton & Soys, Seed Growers and Merchants, Reading.

GOOD SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.
~

Seeds Direct from tiie Growers the most certain mea»s-

of Preventing Disappointment,

SUTTON and SONS, Seed Growers, Reading,

Berks, can supply every hind ofGAUDEN SEEDS
and FARM SEEDS of genuine and superior quality,

warranted all of the growth of 1 855.
Horticulturists and Agriculturists residing in the most remote

parts of the kingdom, can procure good Seeds at very moderate-

prices from this Establishment-—For particulars, apply to

Sctton & Sons, Seed Growers, Rending. Berks.

NEW TURNIP.
WAITE'S " ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

TURNIP.
H^HIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
-L the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch

Turnip; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and maybe
sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip
may be had on application, or may be seen at the principal Seed

Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be-

obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3*. per lb.—A liberal

allowance to the Trade.

J.G . Waite, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London^
GOODWIN'S YORK EARLY WHITE CELERY.

TAMES BACKHOUSE and SON can now auppfrO SEED of this valuable CELERY. It is compact in habi',

and not liable to run to seed, solid, crisp, and of fine flavour. Jt

may be had in perfection earlier than any other variety known
to us, and has for several years past taken first prizes at the

York Horticultural Exhibitions in 6th and 7th months. Packets

2s. Gd. each, free by post, may be had either from Hurst and

M'Mullbk, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, or direct from our-

selves.—James Backhouse & Soy, York Nurseries, Feb. 2. _

G LENNY'S IMPROVED BALSAM SEED kom
double flowers 3 inches over, in six classes, 37 stamps, mixed

13 stamps. Six hundred references. Geranium and Pink saved

with the same care, 37 stamps each. Aster, Stock, and a fe*

other seeds that maybe depended on.

—

George Glenn y. Horti-

cultural A gent, Dungannon'

H

ouse, Fulham.

NEW AND GENUINE VEGETABLE, FLOWER,
AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.

PRANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and CO.,

-T Seed Growers, Seed Merchants, and Nurserymen,

14, Corporation Street, (late in Deansgate) Manchester, hep to

intimate that the whole of their VEGETABLE, FLO WEB,
and AGRICULTURAL Seeds for the year 1856 are now to

hand; a detailed Catalogue of which is published, and will w
forwarded (prepaid) on application. The greatest possible care

bavin? been exercised in the selection of their Seeds, and

many of those most difficult to obtain true having been saved by

themselves, they are enabled with great confidence to state that

their Seeds are True and Select in character, and of Sup£*ioB

quality.—14, Corporation Street. ^
NEW SEED CATALOGUE.

OAMUEL FINNEY and CO. beg to invite the

^ attention of their numerous friends and the public to the*

Catalogue of Seeds for the present season, which is now rt atv»

and may be had on application at their Nursery and ^ee

Establishment, Gateshead, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
f ,j

The Catalogue contains lists with prices to each article of ji

the most approved kinds of Vegetable Seeds, including many ne

and choice sorts, and comprises all that is requibite for ti»

Kitchen Garden, together with lists of Flower Seeds, forming *

collection of more than 700 select sorts, including all the spl*

did assortments of Stocks, Asters, Balsams, Calceolarias, &c. & -

which they annually import from France and Germany, a

which have heretofore given such general satisfaction; m» :

new and beautiful species and varieties have been ad^dt
^

year. Al
..-..-«.- r~i

Natural Grasses
so a complete list of all the most useful km*s

brasses, Rye-grass, Clover. Turnip, and other seea=>

use in the present improved system of agriculture. ,

Catalogues of Nursery Stock, Garden, and Agricultural ItQii

meuts, &c. &c.
t
may be had on application as above.

Gateshead Nursery, Feb. 2.

of Loniioo; an<l published
Street, in the Parish cf St.

where all Advertisements an
the Eairoa.—Satuboat, February % 1
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TO GENTLEMEN ENGAGED IN PLANTING.PARE AND HARDY CONIFERS, HARDY

William E. Re.vdlr & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
Established 1786.

HORTICULTURAL MEETINGS AT THE
GARDENS OF THE BRISTOL, CLIFTON, AND

WEST OF ENGLAND ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY.— The
Meetings for the approaching season will be held at these
Gardens, on THURSDAY, 5th June, and THURSDAY, 28th
August, when nearly 400Z. will be distributed in Prizes.—Sche-
dules of the Prizes may be obtained on application to the Hono-
rary Secretary, Clifton.

I L L I A M B A R R A T T,
LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved
principles.

An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Orkamektal Shrubs,
Evergreens, Forbit Treks. RoSBB, and TBO&HS,

IMPORTANT TO PURCHASERS OF SEE.DS.

SUTTON'S SEED CATALOGUE, with prices of
every article, will be sent gratis and post free to any

address. Also
SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE. Published by Longman,

Paternoster Row. Price 6d., or free by post Id., in penny stamps.
Sutton & Sons. Seed Growers and Merchants, Reading.

T G. WAITE'S CATALOGUE is now ready, and
*-* • can be had on application.

Seed Establishment, 181, High Holborn, London.

particulars oi tne aDov«» are given
Youf.ll & Co.'s Advertisements which appeared hist week.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth. Norfolk.

(CHOICE VEGETABLES WANTED-
Vy CUCUMBERS, I ASPARAGUS,

MUSHROOMS,
|

FRENCH BEANS,
CHOICE FLOWERS, &c.

Forward to Gkoroe Taylor, Jun., Choice Fruit and Vege-
table Salesman, The Grand Stand, St. John's Market, Liverpool.

" Terms—Cash."
Three Four Strong BLACK

W
***

J C. WHEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED
• LIST for this Season will be published in a fcio

days, and may be had gratis on application.
J. C. Wheeler & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Gloucester.

KITCHEN GARDEN AND FLOWcR SEEDS.
JOHN CATTELL'S CATALOGUES of the above

•J are now ready, and may be had on application.
Westerham, Kent.

!

"ERASER, RICHARDSON, and GOAD beg respect-
-*- fully to announce that their Premises are now open, and
orders will be thankfully received and promptly executed. Their
Catalogues are published, and will be forwarded gratis on appli-
cation.—82, Bishop-gate Street Within, Feb. 9.

TJENJAMIN MALLER, late Gardener at Belmont-
J-* Lee, Kent, begs to announce to his friends and the public
that he has, with Mr. ROBERT MILLER, of Lewisham, taken
the Premises, 5, Granville Terrace, Higli Road, Lewisham, where
they inteud carrying on the business of Seedsmen and Florists.
M. & M. will supply every article of the very best description

at the lowest possible prices.

THE READING ONION is very superior to the

sort called White Spanish, which is usually supplied

for it.

Sutton & Sons, Reading, Berks, can supply genuine Seed at
moderate price, according to quantity required.

OEAKALE AND ASPARAGUS ~PLANTS.—O TO THE TRADE.—ONE MILLION fine strong
plants of Sealcale and Asparagus are now growing by the

undersigned. Wholesale prices on application.
William E. Rbndle & Co., Seed M e

r

chants, Plymouth .

"plNE APPLES WANTED.—Forward immediately
-*- to George Taylor, Jun.. Choice Fruit and Vegetable
Salesman, The Grand Stand, St. John's Market, Liverpool.
" Terms—Cash: 7

TO THE TRAD E.

TNJEW" PURE WHITE COLLINSIA.—The price
L^ per ounce of this new and beautiful ANNUAL can be had
on application.

J. G. Waitk, Seed Merchant. 181, High Holborn^London.

Yy"AITE'S DANIEL O'ROURKE PEAS.—The best
* * Early Pea in cultivation can be supplied in any quantity,

and price had on application to J. G. Waite, Seed 'Merchant,
181, High Holborn, London.

A\[ H. WHEELER, Florist, Hendon, Middlesex,
* » • can still supply Seeds of Victory of Bath Melon, and

Wheeler's Improved Sion House (genuine) Cucumber, the best for
flavour and early growth, Is. 3d. per packet each. A few Cucumber
Planta left at 1-: each.

^

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Seedsmen, 102,
Eastgate Street, Chester, can offer in quantity to the

Trade the undermentioned, of genuine quality and new Seed, at
low prices, which will be furnished on application.

T.

T.

Bishop's NewLong-podded Peas
Blue Prussian do.
Whir* Post Onion

Strasburgh Onion
Portsmouth Broccoli
Scarlet Runners.

"WHEAT FOR LATE AND SPRING SOWING.
* » —Samples with prices of Talavera, Red Hybrid, Nursery,

April, and other kinds of Seed Wheat will be sent free on appli-
cation to Mr, H. Rayxbird. Basingstoke. __

SEED BARLEY FROM THE CHALK.

MR, H. RAYNB1RD, Basingstoke, can supply (^
Chevalier, Golden Drop, Thanet, and other approved sorts, Vy

of Barley at market prices. Hudson's Golden Melon Barley, a
new variety, productive, and of fine Malting quality, may be had
on application-

TO THE SEED TRADE.
GTABER, Seed Grower, Rivenhall, Witham,

• Essex, has for sale a few quarters of some of the best

ports of Early PEAS and Green Windsor BEANS; Skirving's
Purple-top and other SWEDES, and MANGEL SEEDS of
*orts, grown from select roots. Prices on application.

LONG YELLOW MANGEL WURZEL. — A
Grower has for Sale a few Cwts. of a very superior and

selected Stock of the above; growth of 1855, raised from large
sized roots. Also a first-rate stock of Orange Globe Mangel
at moderate prices.—For price, &c, apply to Mr. W. Taylor,
Washend^n Farm, Rochester. Kent.

SKiRVlNG'S IMPROVED SWEDE.

HK. HEMSTED, Seedgrower, Ridgwell, Essex,
• has 20 buAhels of the above new Seed from large trans-

planted selected bulbs—as good stock as can be produced—for
cash, 42*. per bushel, new sacks included, delivered free at
Braintree Station, Eastern Counties Railway, any Friday.

Ridg*-ell, Feb. 9.

(of Show, Fancy, Variegated and Scarlet kinds), Dahlias, Holly-
;

hocks, Petunias, and Chrysanthemums.
Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington, London.

CHARLES SHARPE begs "respectfully to inform
the Trade that his CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, cultivated and saved under his
own management, will be forwarded post free on application.

__ Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech, Cambridgeshire.

F. WINSTANLEY'S TRADE PRICED LIST
OF GARDEN SEEDS is now ready, and can be had on

appl'"nti"n, 28, Market Placft, Manch« j <t. r.

CP F. WINSTANLEY, Seed Merchant, 28, Market
-*- • Place. Manchester, is now ready to send out his DE-
SCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL, AND FLOWER SEEDS. Attached to this Cata-
logue is a Calendar of Seeds to be sown in each month ; also the
mode of cultivating the Dioscorea.

F. Wl.NSTANLEY begs to inform his friends
that his collections of NEW GARDEN SEEDS are now

ready, comprising all the mo«t useful vegetable produce, from
11. to 51. The DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE contains the
details of each collection on page 11.

Seed Warehouse, 28, Market Place, Manchester.

BOSSOM'S "CHAMPION" CELERY has proved
to be the best in cultivation for size/solidity, and crispness;

it also withstands a greater degree of frost than any other variety.
To be had in sealed packets at 1*. The Trade supplied.

T. F. Win'stanlky, Seed Merchant, Mancheste r.

PESHAWURMELON SEEDS.—Four Seeds of this

the best of INDIAN MELONS for 2s. 6d.—Address as
un_di r, G. M. Elliott, Ripler, Y<rksl [re. _

HOLLYHOCKS ! HOLLYHOCKS !

TORN CRATER and SON have a large stock of
*-* the leading sorts of Hollyhocks, in 3^-inch pots, well esta-
blished. List with price on application. Best mixed Hollyhock
Seed, 200, Is. 6d.; Improved Sweet William, 600, Is. The trade
supplied on liberal terms.—Nursery, Haverhill.

" CUCURBITA PERENNIS" " ASA CRAY."
SEEDS of this extraordinary New Plant, which is

fully described in the Chronicle of Dec. 22J, page 836, can be
supplied genuine by the Subscriber 55. to 10s. per packet. Seeds
of Sir Colin Campbell, Sagg's Royal Exhibition, and Lord Ken-
yon's Favourite, Improved Cucumbers, at Is. per packet.

W. J. Epps. Sppd Merchant. Maidstone.

NEW DAHLIAS, ETC.
CHARLES TURNER be-s to state that his

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of New Dahlias, Gera-
niums, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Car-
nations, Finks, Shrubby Calceolarias, Petunias, &c, &c, is now
ready, and contains many new varieties offered for the first time.
Sent post free on application —Roval Nursery. Slough.

NEW DOUBLE WHITE PETUNIA—" IMPERIAL " (true).

CHARLES TURNER is now able to supply
Plants of this beautiful new variety, which is as double

as an Oleander, and fragrant. Plants 35. 6d. each, with a con-
siderable reduction to the trade if a dozen are taken. C. T. begs
particularly to recommend it. as it is not only a novelty but also
a valuable bedding plant.—Royal Nursery, Slough.

WANTED, xnree or
** HAMBURGH VINES, in not less than eight size pots,

such 'as will insure 10 or 12 bunches of fruit on eacli Vine this
next autumn, price not an object.—Apply by letter to O. P.,
Office of this Paper.

CEDARS.
A PAUL and SON offer for Sale CEDRUS

-f-*- • DEODARA, 1 foot to 8 feet, from Is, 6rf. to 81*. 6d. each.
CEDRUS LIHANI, 3 feet to 10 feet, 3s.6rf. to 3ls. 6d. each
Magnificent specimens of the above and every intermediate size
frequently removed, may be had in any quantity, carriage free to
London, from A. Paul"& Son, Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

HARDY HEATHS
TIT"ATERER AND GODFREY respectfully invite
* * attention to their large stock and first-rate collection of

these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues may be
had free on application to ^VATEP.EK & Godfrey, Knap Hill
Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

TO THE TRADE.
TOHX GRIGOR and CO., Nurseries, Forres, N.B.,

Y begs to offer Strong One Year Seedling LARCH, and Two
Year Native Scotch PINE, &c. Prices on application.

HOWDEN, BROTHERS, Inverness, N.B^ offer
TWO YEAK SEEDLING NATIVE SCOTCH FIR,

and TWO YEAR SEEDLING LARCH to the Nursery Trade
at very moderate prices. » __^_____________
WILLIAM WOOD and SON are offering SEED^

LING FOREST 'REES asunder. Prices will be fur-
nished on application. *

1 year Pinus austriaca.
| 1 year Birch.

1 year Ash.

1 & 2 year Ailanthug.

1 year Chinese Arborvit<T,&c,

1 year „ pinaster.

2 year Scotch Firs.

2 year Hollies.

1 year Alder.

Woodlands Nurspry, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

'PO BE SOLD CHEAP, ENGLISH YEWS.—
-»- Several Hundreds of the above trees from 3 to 6 feet, very

fine.—Apply to Mr. Surmak, Nurseryman, Lavender Hill, Wand-
sworth Koad.

TO Btl SOLD, very handsome large IRISH
-*- YEWS, from 4 to 8 feet. Purchasers taking a large
number will be liberally dealt with. Prices on application.

—

Thomas Jacksox & Son. Nurseries. Kingston, near London.

T^O BE SOLD, several Thousands of the LANCA-
\ SHIRE LAD GOOSEBERRY TREES (surplus stock), at

Warren's Gardens, Isleworth. Price 5^. per tb/>n«and.

I OHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middieton,
' near Manchester, can supply the HEAVIEST LANCA-
SHIRE SHOW GOOSEBERRY TREES at 6s. per dozen.
FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO (true), 3*. per bushel, 56 lbs.

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS, PANSIES, &c. &c. &c.
Catalogues now ready.

THE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO (TRUE).

I OHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middieton,
*' near Manchester, is now enabled to offer the above excellent

POTATO, which, having been raised in Middieton, may be
depended upon as gektisf, and from the original stock. May
be had of a medium size for planting, at 3s. per bushel of 56 lbs.;

67. per ton. __^
GENUINE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.

FRANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and CO.,
Seed Merchants, 14, Corporation Street. Manchester, offer

the above very prolific and hardy Potato, carefully picked for sets.

Price may be had on application. _

HPRUE LANCASHIRE FLUKE POTATOES may
* still be had at As. 9d. per bushel of 80 lbs., or 61. 6s-. per ton,

of Thomas Bell, Seedsman, Wigan. Lancashire.

L^LUKE KIDNEY POTATOES, 3s. per bushel, 6s.

C per cwt., or in quantities exceeding 1 ton, 5/. per ton. Sacks
Is. per cwt. All orders to be accompanied by a remittance.

Humphrey Chamberlain, Kempsey, near Worcester.

SEED POTATOES.
\TTOOD and INGRAM beg to offer the following,
1 V -warranted true, per bushel :—

CELOSIA AUREA.
pRANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and CO.,
*- Seed Merchants, 14, Corporation Street, Manchester, offer
Sepds of the above very graceful Plant, at 2s. 6d. per packet.

LI Li U 'Yl CiCANTEUM SEED.
FRANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS,

Upton Nurseries, Chester, having this last Autumn ripened a
considerable quantity of Seed of this noble LILY (the flower
stem of which was fully 10 feet high), beg to offer packets con-
taining 50 selected Seeds, at 2a. 6<l. per packet, free by post, on
receipt of 30 postage stamps.— Feb. 9.

1

OUBLE ITALIAN TLBKROSE ROOTS,
4*. per dozen.—The annual importation of the above-

AsMeaved Kidney
Jackson's do.

Golden Dew do. t *

BIST

85. Martin's Globe 7s.

8s. British Queen 5*.

7s. Lapstnne Kidney 55.

Huntingdon Nurseries, February 9.
_

POTATOES IIM'thE WORLD FOR SEED OR
CONSUMPTION.

i^ODEN'S EARLY OXFORD, 200 sacks, to be sold
i ' immediately.—Apply to Mr. Mace , Calcot near Headi ng.

QEED FOTATOES.—True Ash-leaf Kidney, Jack-
3 8l;n's do„ Walnnt-leaved do.. Fluke (true), Lapstone,

Fi urralU and all other first class varieties, to be bad ofT.JF^
WixsTANr.KY, Seed Merchant, Manchester. ^?CtV^W

named beautiful and fragrant Flower : s just been received, and
large and well selected Bu1b*'.n I <btained, without dis- n^

QLED POTATOES.-
* best here for general cropping; it isijnfeTOr

Mutches Early,is constdejrtfd

rown the year round ; very pr^lifi^ W. *s
appointment, at A. Cobbrtt's Foreign'Warehouse. 18, Pall Mall. ' 70 !

Als-i Lapstone Kidney, Ashtop Kidii^w ILopfeto-^.M

N3. Printed regulations iot f sent; also, just arrived, -Msba!; York Repent. 4.*.— MAivris>fc~eDs tt

very moist and optii . ---u.'. .-•.-.. Co! im, Hull Branch. Jiin a reet.

a v\P]
—•*

X'it
*< *
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S
IMPROVEMENT OF GRASS LANDS.

UTTONS RENOVATING GRASS SEEDS FOR
IMPROVING OLD PASTURES.—Great improvement

may be effected by sowing 8 to 12 lbs. per aere of Suttox's

Renovating Seeds, which consist of Perennial Clovers and
Grasses of the finer kinds for improving the bottom.

An increase of several Tons of Hay per acre has leen

thus effected on many Meadows and Upland Pastures.

The Seeds should be sown early.

The di ought of last summer having caused partial failures in

the ordinary Grass and Clover Leas, Suttox's Renovating Grass
Seeds may be sown with great advantage in all such cases. Prk;
REDUCED TO 9d. PE* POUND.

Sutton & Sons also supply Orass Seeds for laying

down Land to Permanent Pasture at a moderate expense,

the sorts being selected in accordance with the nature of

the soil to be laid down, particulars of which may he

obtained by post.

Goods delivered Carriage Free by Rail.

Address John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Perks.
^

GARDEN SEEDS SENT CARRIAGE ~FR£fc BY
VyiLLIAM E - RENDLE and CO., Seed Mer-
Vt chants, Plymouth, according to the following

scale :

—

All orders above £1 will be sent carriage free to

any Railway Station between Plymouth and Paddington*

All orders above £2 will be sent carriage free to any

Station on the Broad Guage Railways, to any market

town in Devon and Cornwall, or to Cork, Dublin, and
Liverpool by Steamers.

All orders above £5 will be sent free of carriage to any
Railway Station in England and Wales, and to any
Port in England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland.

For further particulars see "Rendle's Price Current and
Garden Directory/* to be obtained from Wm. E. Rendle & Co.,

Seed Merchants and Seed Growers , Plymouth, Devonshire.

NEW SEED C ATA LOGUE.
SAMUEL FINNEY and CO. beg to invite the

attention of their numerous friends and the public to their

Catalogue of Seeds for the present season, which is now ready,

and may be had on application at their Nursery and Seed
Establishment, Gateshead, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
The Catalogue contains lists with prices to each article of all

the most approved kinds of Vegetable Seeds, including many new
and choice sorts, and comprises all that is requisite for the

Kitchen Garden, together with lists of Flower Seeds, forming a

collection of more than 700 select sorts, including all the splen-

did assortments of Stocks, Asters, Balsams, Calceolarias, &c. &c,
which they annually import from France and Germany, and
which have heretofore given such general satisfaction; many
new and beautiful species and varieties have been added this

year. Also a complete list of all the most useful kinds of

Natural Grasses, Rye-grass, Clover, Turnip, and other seeds in

use in the present improved system of agriculture.

Catalogues of Nursery Stock, Garden, and Agricultural Imple-
ments, &c. &c, may be had on application as above.

Gateshead Nursery, Feb. 9.

BASS and BROWN beg to offer the following,

of fine and strong erowth Plants:

—

all

of tine ana strong gr<

ROSES.
100 Standards, in 100 splendid vars.

100
100 Dwarfs,
100
100

11

100
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100
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Choice Selections, per dozen, Standards, 15?. to 24a, ; Dwarfs,

6*. to 185. ; Short Standards, on 1£ to 2 feet stems, 9s. to 21s.

DWARF TRAINED FRUIT TREES.
A very fine lot of strong well grown two and three year trained

Fruit Trees. Gentlemen requiring first-rate trees for planting

will not be better supplied :

—

Apricots ~)

Peaches ^ fine, 35. 6d. each ;
extra, 5s. each.

Nectarines J
Plums, fine, 2s. M each ; extra, 3?. Gd. each.

Other FRUITS, all of choicest sorts, see Catalogue.

llardy Herbaceous Plants, 100 distinct and showy vars., 305., or

50 for 175. Gel.

Ditto, 100 superior and newer vars., 505., or 50 for 305.

Hardy and Flowering Ornamental Shrubs, 20 lice vars., 12*.;

20 fine newer vars., 24*.

Hardy Climbing Plants, 20 fine sorts, 205.

Camellias, choice assortments, per dozen, well set with flower-

buds, 30i. to 6O5.

RHUBARB.—Bailey's Early Monarch, each 2*. 6rf.; Salt's

Crimson Perfection, 35. Gd. These two varieties are very
similar, and the earliest grown.

Ditto, Victoria Giant, 75. Gd. per doz.; Myatt's Linn&us, a good
early sort, 75. Gd. per doz.

SEAKALE, strong, for Forcing, IO5. per 100.

Catalogues, Nos. I., II. and III., for the present Season, for

warded complete for three penny stamps.
Goods carriage free (not under 205.) to all the London termini,

and all Stations on the Colchester line between London and
Norwich.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

TTT FULLER, Florist, Newton Bushel, Devon,
VV • formerly Gardener to the lato W. H. Story, Esq., of

Whitehill, begs to inform the Tradaand the Public generally

that he will be prepared to send out tne first week in May strong

plants of the following beautiful new FUCHSIAS, all raised by
Mr. Story.

GEM OF WHITEHILL.—This flower is hitherto unrivalled

in form and quality; the sepals are of a rich carmine, remark-
ably long and reflex elegantly, giving the flower a bell-shaped

appearance, corolla deep violet, very free bloomer and good
habit. 75* 6d. each.
PILOT.—Long scarlet tube, sepal3 well reflexed, large double

dark corolla, very attractive. 5s. each.

STAR.—Tube rather short, sepals well reflexed, beautiful

large double corolla. 55. each.

DANDIE DINMONT.—Stout scarlet tube and sepals well

reflexed, deep violet corolla. 55. each.

GLORIOSA SUPERBA.—Beautiful scarlet tube and sepals of

great substance beautifully reflexed, so as to resemble in shape

the Turk's Cap Lily ; deep violet corolla, very attractive, a good

flower for exhibition ; 55. each, or the set for 11. 1.*.. when Glo-

rioea Snperba will be given in to compensate for carriage.

OHN WATERER has much pleasure in submitting

to the attention of gentlemen engaged in planting: the follow-

ing desirable selections from his general NURSERY STOCK.
The whole of the Plants are in the best possible condition for

removal.
Cednts Deodara, 4 to 5 feet, 7$. Gd. to 10$. Gd. each, bushy

to the ground, fit for standing singly as specimens; 5 to 6

and 7 feet, 215. each ; 7 to 8 and 10 feet, 315. Gd. to 425.; 10 to

12 feet, 635. (most magnificent plants).

Cedrus Lebanon, 4 to 5 feet, 3/. 35. per dozen.

Cryptomeria japonica, 5 to 6 ft., 7s. Gd. each ; larger,10s. Gd. to 215.

Araucaria imbricata, 2 to 3 feet, 75. Gd. to 215. ; 3 to 4 feet, 215.

to 425. (splendid plants).

Fitz-R *ya Patagonica, 2 to 3 feet, 55. each.

Jumperus Hibernica, 4 to 5 feet, 5#M handsome and close grown.
Libocedrus gigantea, 105. Gd. ; about 2 feet, 315. 6d.

Pinus Cerabra, 3 to 4 feet, 55.

Douglasi, 3 to 4 feet, 3J. 3*. per dozen ; 4 to 6 feet, 75. Gd. to

105. Gd. each ; 6 to 8 and 10 feet, 425. to 635.

Lambertiana, 2 to 3 feet, 105. Gd. ; 3 to 4 feet, 215. to 315. Gd.

(very handsome).

n
~ insignia, 1£ to 2 feet, 305. per dozen; 2 to 2J feet, 425.

;

larger, 55. to 105. Gd. each.

Saxe-Gothsea conspicua, 2 to 3 feet, 55. [21s. each.

Yew, Irish, close grown specimens, 5 to 6 and 7 feet, 105. Gd. to

Wellington gigantea, good plants, 55. to 75. 6d. ; larger, very
handsome, IO5. 64. to 215.

Cupreasus Goveniana \ 1£ to 2 feet,

„ macrocarpa j 71. 105. per 100.

Thuja anrea, about 1 foot, 10Z. per 100 ; larger, 35. 6d. to 55. each
;

very handsome, 75. Gd. to 21*. each.

Rhododendron ponticum,7or under cover, strong, fit for immediate
planting, 71. 10*. to 10Z. per 1000.

Catawbieuse, good bushy plants, 21. 10*. to 51. per 100 (a

good proportion of these have bloom buds); larger, 71. IO5

per 100.

Catawbiense Hybrids, in good varieties, fine bushy plants,

21. 10*. to 71. IO5. per 100.

in choice sorts, by name, such as are annually exhibited by
us at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, well

grown plants, 1J to 2 and 2^ feet, 305. to 6O5. per dozen.

Standards, of the most approved kinds, 215. to 425., and
1055. each.

Azaleas (Hardy Belgian, and others), good mixtures, yellow,

pink, scarlet, &c, 1£ foot, 21. 10*. to 3Z. 105. perlOO; very
sup#rior, 125., 18*., to 245. per drvzen.

Hardy Heaths, superior collection, 355. per 100.
Kalmia latifolia, good bushy plants, 1 ro 1£ foot, 41. As. per 100;

larger, of all sizes; myrtifolia, a superior variety, 1 to li
foot, 3*. Gd. to 5*. each.

J. Watereb feels confident that intending planters would find

it greatly to their advantage to make a personal visit of in-
spection, which can easily be done, the Nursery being near the
Farnborough Station, South Western Railway, and Blackwater,
South Eastern Railway.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.
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GEORGE SMITH, in offering the blowing novel-

ties, informs his Patrons and Friends, and the Floral

Community in general, that he has purchased the splendid

Seedling Verbenas raised by Mr. Weatherill, Gardener to D.
M'Neil, Esq. They have been so justly and universally admired

at the various Exhibitions of the past season, and have so con-

stantly gained the highest honours, that it is almost unnecessary

to enlarge on their extraordinary beauty. G. S. also offers a
Seedling of the highest merit raised by Mr. Todman. The
above, in combination with the varieties of G. S.'s own raising,

will form a collection which he feels warranted in pronouncing to

be altogether unparalleled in the annals of floriculture.

VERBENAS.
CRITERION (Weatherill).—A flower of good substance,

truss medium, pips large and quite first-rate in quality, smooth
on the edge and circular like the outline of a Phlox, colour rosy

pink. This variety has received First-class Certificates from

the National Floricultural and Royal South London Societies.

SIR COLIN CAMPBELL (Weatherill).—Pip large, smooth
and even on the edge, truss of good size, colour white with
cherry eye, novel ami attractive, first-class in every respect and
rewarded accordingly at the Royal Botanic, the National, and the

Royal South London Exhibitions.

EUGENIE (Weatherill).—New in colour, delicate lilac or

pale lavender, pip large, smooth and even on the edge, truss full

sized and of extra fine form. First-class Certificates from the

National and the Royal South London Societies bear ample
witness to the sterling merits of this variety.

KING OF ROSES (Weatherill).—This noble flower stands

forth boldly as preeminent in its class. Colour rosy carmine,

with maroon eye; the truss is large and of fine form, and it

possesses in a remarkable degree the quality of stoutness. It is

further recommended by the possession of the highest honour
which the National Floricultural Society can bestow—its Certi-

ficate of the First Class.

CEDO NULLI (Weatherill).—Colour rosy blush, of good
form, an extra large and constant show flower.

GENERAL SIMPSON (Todmav).—A bold and well-shaped

flower of extra form and size, colour carmine. This must prove

a valuable variety for exhibition. First-class Certificate at the

National Floricultural Society.

JOHN EDWARDS (Smith).—Cerise or crimson scarlet, with

very large lemon eye. This must be considered the finest

Verbena yet introduced, taking all points into consideration: it

combines the properties of distinctness, brilliancy of colours,

large truss, fine habit either for pots or bedding, freedom of

bloom, and exquisite form. The National Society marked its

appreciation of this variety by awarding it a Certificate of the

First Class.
DANDY (Smith).—Intense red, with white eye, encompassed by

dark crimson. It was awarded a Certificate at the National for

its novelty in regard both to colour and character.

UNANIMITY (SMITH).—Rosy purple, with a large and con-

spicuous eye, a very telling and attractive variety. Rewarded
with the National Certificate.

Strong Plants of the above will be ready on or about the 20th of April.

Price 5s. each. The Set of Nina will be supplied at 35s.

PETUNIA.
HERMIONE.—This beautiful variety was raised in America,

and has been exhibited by G. S. at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Regent's Park, at the Shows of the Royal South London, the

North London, the National, and the Surrey Amateurs' Societies,

at ail of which it was considered the most beautiful Petunia yet

introduced, and by all of which it was awarded Certificates.

The Plant is of dwarf but free habit, and the flowers are large,

with good form and substance. The ground colour is blush,

curiously but regularly marked and spotted with bright purple.

G. S. begs to add that the colours are decided, and that neither

under glass nor in the flower border is it liable to lose its attrac-

tions. It is a variety absolutely indispensable to every grower

of the Petunia.
Ptants, 5s. each, toiU be ready about the 2Qth of April.

NEW FUCHSIAS.
G. S. begs to recommend the following, which he fully

anticipates will give universal satisfaction :

—

CONQUEROR (Smith).—Tube and sepals crimson, the latter

broad and well reflexed, corolla purple, very large and circular,

a free blooming flower, of fiue growth and habit, an excellent

variety for the purposes of exhibition. Label of Commendation
at the National.

GENERAL WILLIAMS (Smith!.—Tube stout and rather

long, sepals broad and well reflexed, of bright crimson scarlet

colour, corolla violet purple, good habit and a fine show flower.

ADMIRAL BOXER (Smith).—Scarlet tube and sepals, the

latter broad and well reflexed, corolla large and finely formed of

a deep violet hue ; a good show flower.

Strong tlants of these Fuchsias, 7s. 6d. each, will also be ready
to send cut about the 20th of April.

SEEDLING MIMULUS.
LYDIA (Smith).—A very large and disrinct flower of dwarf

habit. G. S. begs to subjoin the award of the censors of the

National Floricultural Society, on the occasion when tbia

Seedling was exhibited, April 26th, 1835: " Certificate of Merit

to Mimulus, Lydia; large bright yellow, blotched and spotted

with crimson, bold and attractive, dwarf habit and good form."

Rants, 2s. 6d. each, will be ready in April.

Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington.—Feb. 9.

A CAUTION TO THOSE WHO LIVE IN CLASS HOUSES
NOT TO THROW STONES.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON, Wel-
lington Road Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, have

been favouring of late the floral world with some important
information, the which it is my duty here to digest. Alter
giving descriptions of Banks's New Fuchsias, partly in their own
Catalogue and partly in Edwards's National Garden Almanack
for 1856, the Messrs. E. G. II. & Son inform the public—in great
alarm—that u other Seedling Fuchsias raised by the same emi-
nent raiser will be sent out this season, one from a Kentish nur-
sery, another from a nursery iathe vicinity of London, and that

in both cases the varieties so to be sent out are but the refuse of

a batch of seedlings from which they had made their selection."

As regards the dark Fuchsias I am about to send out, and
raised by Mr. E. Banks, I have only to say that refuse or not

they will give every satisfaction to all who may grow them, and
are offered to the notice of cultivators with an inward feeling of

pride at the happy opportunity of again sending out sterling

and meritorious flowers, and at a less price than those to be sent

into the market by the Messrs. E. G. H. & Son. Without wish-

ing to fall into the tone of boasting adopted by the Messrs.

E. G. II. & Son, I think it to be generally acknowledged that I

have sent out more good Fuchsias and fewer bad ones than
themselves ; of this, however, I admit the public to be the best

judge. The Messrs. E. G. H. & Son, however, think otherwise,

and believe " none like their own," or any one so cute in selecting
i( as themselves." Read on

—

Nous verrans.

The Messrs. E. G. H. & Sox may perhaps favour the floral

world witli some explanation (!) to an assertion made in a weekly
contemporary, viz. that a pretty little tchite corolla'd Fuchsia
was substituted for the real Queen Victoria, the original

elegant large variety of which ^lndrews's portrait was published.

Messrs. E. G. H. & Son, with some tirade, recommend their

batch of Thirteen (!) New Verbenas also raised by Mr. Banks, and
in confirmation of their quality refer to u other seedlings raised

by Mr. B. and sent out by them as standing years in cultivation,

when other raisers' flowers have been discarded." I fear what
is here asserted to be too true of themselves; they did two years

ago send out a batch—yes, a batch, and all have disappeared save
one beauty, the only variety of the batch of nine which ought to

have been propagated for sale. Have the eight been grown for

years ? Rather were they not discarded before their first season

had reached its termination?
Messrs. E. G. II. & Son do give me the credit for sending out

one good flower laBt season. I am proud of it for its proven first-

class qualities; with some reason I may claim to good judgment
by selecting the one—Lord Raglan. If that acknowledged good

judgment served me to select but one in 1854, the same good judg-

ment last autumn prompted me to refuse in toto the whole of the

batch from which, afrer my refusal, the Messrs. E. G. H. & Sox
selected 13 worthy to be sold to their customers.

If I am no very good judge of what I purchase for the gratifica-

tion and satisfaction of my friends, I am at least, theirs faith-

fully, George Smith, Florist,

Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington,

in the vicinity of London.

As.

4s.

NORFOLK.

w.

SEED ESTABLISHMENT, HICHCATE, LONDON.

WM. CUTBUSH and SON beg to inform their

Patrons and the Public generally that they have received

this season their usual Fine Stock of VEGETABLE and

FLOWER SEEDS from their growers in the best conditi

imaginable.

Collections can be made up at the same prices as those adver-

tised by other firms, but advise their customers to make their

own selections, which is found to be the cheapest and best in the

end. — Catalogues free on application.

SUPERB DWARF BUDDED AND DWARF STANDARD
HYBRID PERPETUAL AND OTHER ROSES.

TTTILLIAM WOOD and SON respectfully invite

* attention to their fine stock of the above, which they are

offering as under :

—

Per dozen.

DWARF BUDDED ROSES 12s. to ISs.

DWARF STANDARD DO ISs . to 24*.

CLIMBING AND NOISETTE ROSES, named 9s. to 12*.

CLIMBING ROSES, mixed, for covering banks
DWARF ROSES, ou own roots, mixed, not named
New Hybrid Perpetual Rose DUCHESS OF

bright vivid crimson, Standards or Dwarfs, 3s. 6d. each, with a

liberal discount to the Trade if six or more plants are ordered.

ROSES on 6-inch stems, establish<*d in 6-inch pots, for forcing,

exhibition, or greenhouse culture, 24s. per dozen.
Catalogues gratis on application.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
To Noblemen ani> Gentlemen- Planting New Pleasure
Grounds, oe Improving Parks or Drives, and to Co»
panies Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries.

SKIRVING begs to offer his extensive Stock of

TREES and SHRUBS of various sieps, adapted either

for immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where

smaller sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition

to his general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrub-,

which is allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this

season offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two matt

valuable Trees lately introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRI-
CATA and CEDRUS DEODARA, of various sizes, from I to 6 if.

W. S. invites any one wanting considerable quantities of

Specimen Trees and Shrubs to inspect his collection and obtain

prices on the spot, as the mere height of such trees (as quoted in

lists) gives no idea of the value of well grown select plants for

choice situations.

N.B. A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped

plants of the Araucaria imbricata and Cedrus Deodara have been

grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great dis-

tances in this country, or to any part abroad.

Priced Lists will be sent on application.
9

J- CHARLES S. BARKER'S Seedling Florist Flower

\y for the Spring of 1856 :—
VERBENAS.—Beauty of Godalming, blue slate colour, lars

pips, and of excellent form. Florist, Oct. 1855 —Ailey Moore.

purple and slate curiously shaded, carmine eye, a novel pleasn

flower. Florist, Oct. 1855.— Rosetta, rose, carmine eye, pip l*gj

and of exquisite form.—Maid of Honour, bright pink, centre ncu

vermillion, truss large, habit fine.—Quakeress, silvery lu*c -

centre bright rosy purple, fine form, habit good.—King M
Sardinia, rich purple plum colour, pip large, and of fine torn:.

truss large, habit good.

C. S. B. begs to assure his friends and the public that tne

Seedling Verbenas he now offers far surpass in form, habit, and

colours anything of the kind ever sent out. Plants will be rea'ty

about the 21st April, at 5*. each, or the set of six for 20»-

Verbena Barker's Ravenswood, the best of all the dwarf scarlets

for baskets and vases, in April, 6s. per dozen.
VARIEGATED GERANIUM.—The Maid of Orleans, a great

improvement on Flower of the Day, foliage large and perfects

flat (planted out in 1855, leaves were produced 5 inches over;

white margin, dark horseshoe, flowers beautiful cerise scarie.,

truss good and well above the foliage. Plants in May as. each.

TROPJ20LUM (Perpetual Flowering). -Triomph de (,od
.*V"

ming, flowers large and circular, fringed, golden yellow, witn

five large crimson blotches, abundant bloomer. The plant com-

menced flowering when only 6 inches high, and has rontinueo.ro

produce flowers in succession from the axil of any leaf. Jhe on-

-

with a ffee blooming charaeter, colour golden yellow, and bri;

,
crimson blotch on all five petals, is the most novel and superior

to anything in its way at present in cultivation. Flonst, am*

1855. Plants 21st April, os. each.

• Godalming Nursery, Feb. 9, 18o6.
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SEEDS FOR THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
SEEDS for the KITCHEN GARDEN can be

obtained from DEVONSHIRE, through Messrs
William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
A 11 orders carriage free.

See their "Price Current and Garden Directory" just
published.

VAN PARCEL TRAINS are now running on the

Great Western and the other Broad Guage Rail-

ways, so that Seeds can now be sent from DEVONSHIRE
<witk as much regularity and despatch as from any
other county in England.

"William E. Rendle & Co., Seed .Merchants,
Plymouth. Devonshire.

OEEDS FOR WALES.

—

Arrangements have been

made by the undersigned for the speedy transit of all

orders for WALES. Seeds can be forwarded from
Bristol direct by Steamer, or by the South Wales Rail-
way, via Gloucester.

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants and Seed Growers,
Plymouth, Devonshire.

AKDEN SEkDS FOR IRELAND.— Plymouth
is situated in close proximity with CORK, DUBLIN,

BELFAST, and LIMERICK, and Steamers call every
Week at the Great Western Docks, so that purchasers in
our sister country will find tlteir orders attended to with
promptness and despatch, on application to

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

IRECT COMMUNICATION BETWEEN
GLOUCESTER AND DUBLIN.—.By means of

sailing vessels which regularly leave this port for Dublin,
we are enabled to deliver our Seeds Carriage Free to that
City, tahence they can be at once forwarded to all parts
of Irelard.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
__ Gloucester.~ — —

"" ~\\7 HEELER'S little Book will do something
V V to satisfy their Expectations."—Gardeners'

•Chronicle. *

Our Little Booh contains a List—a very select List—
of the best Garden and Flower Seeds in cultivation. It
also contains descriptions and prices, and will be found a
safe and unerring guide to all purchasers. It should be
in the hands of every one who has a garden.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
_____ _ Gloucester.

GREENHOUSE AZALEAS^
A PAUL and SON have to offer fine healthy
"***• plants of the following beautiful varieties of AZALEA
1NDICA in large 60 and 54-sized pots, 12s. the dozen; Alba,
omithi

i
coccinea, Herberti, Fielder's white, Speciosissima, Carrai-

natn, Colorans, Diana, Grenvilli, Coronata, Aurora, Symmetry.
The following, of the same size, 18$. the dozen :—Lateritia,

AanegatA, Rubra plena fulgens, Murrayana, Optima, Prince
Albert, Rosea Superba, Reine des Beiges, llolfordi, Iveryana,
Perryana.
The same sorts, in 48-sized pots, well set with bloom, 24s.

and 30s. per dozen. A few larger plants 3s. 6d. to 5s. each,
{ferriage free to London.—Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

TT N D ERH I LL'S "SIR HARRY" STRAW-
V** BERRY.—Fine Plants of this greatly celebrated and hardy
Strawberry (warranted genuine), may now be had from the
propagator, in numbers not less than a score. 100 plants 47. ; SO,
31. 13s. 6d- 60, 21. 16«. ; 40, 11. 18*. ; 20, 11. ; in pots for forcing, not
vpss than 10, 2s. each.—Apply to Mr. Richard Underbill, Sir
1 larry's Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Also, a useful practical
Treatise on the Cultivation, &c, of Strawberries.

T> EA.UTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet
. .

c^taining 100 Seeds, 1*. ; sent post free, 1*. 2d. Calceo-
laria, Hehotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,
Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue
on application.
DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36

varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.
Wm. Cullingford, 1, Edmund^Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

-TYOWLING'S PLUMS.—These three varieties ofJ-' New PLUMS having fully sustained the character that
was given them by gentlemen and growers that have fruited
them this season, H. Dowling can confidently recommend them
as the most Prolific, Hardy, and high Flavoured of any in
cultivation.

Good Strong Trees can be had from the grower at very low
prices

; from Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough : or
Mr. Henderson, Pine-apple Place, London.
Southampton, February 9.

MYATT'S NEW SE£DLl NC POTATO,
THE "BROCKLEY KIDNEY."

XYT MYATT can confidently recommend this
* * • variety as one of the best for Garden culture. Planted

•the same time as the Ash Leaf it will be about ten days later.The produce is nearly double, and the quality equal to this fine
old variety

;
price Ss. per bushel of 56 lbs.

FLUKE KIDNEY, 4*. | FLOUR BALL, 4*. ~
BRITISH QUEEN, or EARLY MAY—4».

The above will be delivered at anv of the London Railway
-stations free of charge tor sacks or delivery.

Special agreement for a ton, or any larger quantity.
Manor Farm^Deptford, Feb. 9.1

]>J E W EARLY MARROW PEAS.
™ HABBISO *' 8 Glory (blue) & Harrison's Perfection (white.)

—These extraordinary Peas, which are nearly similar in habit,
«re as early as Double-blossomed Frame, about 3 feet in height,
tun of large pods which cluster from the bottom to the top of the
haulm, and are equal in flavour to Knight's Marrow. Samples of
the haulm may be seen at the foliowing firms in London, of whom
they can be had, in quart packets at 5s. each :—

Batt, Rutlet, & Silverlock. 412, Strand.
Beck, Henderson, & Child, Middle Wh^rf, Adelphi.
Hurst & M*Mullen, 6, Leadenhall Street.
Minier, Nash, & Nash, 60, Strand.
Noble, Cooper, & Bolton, 152, Fleet Street.

__Jacob Wrench & Sons, 39, King William Street, Cit

X^INLAY FRASER, Jun. (lately with Messrsx Minier, Nash, & Co., Strand), WILLIAM RICHARDSON,
and WILLIAM LEWIS GOAD (many yean* with Messrs.
••Jacob Wrench & Sons, London Bridge), beg respectfully to
inform their friends, the trade, and public generally, that they
have taken the premises, 82, Bishopsgate Street Within, where
Jhey intend carrying on the SEED BUSINESS in all its
branches and trust by great assiduity and strict attention to
raerit an extended share of patronage. They confidently refer to
their lengthened practical experience as an assurance that the

h°*v?
S tlley offer ^ave been 8electeci ^h tne greatest attention

Doth as to genuineness and quality.—London, Feb. 9.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, HigbO Holbom, London, continue to supply Collections of V EG E-TABLE SKEDS for large or small gardens, from 11. to 51. and
upwards; these selections, made with the greatest care, and
comprising the most useful and approved varieties, have hitherto
neverfailed to give purchasers the most complete satisfaction.

J. C. &Co. beg to observe that all NEW SEEDS advertised,
should they not be in their Catalogue, can be however supplied
by them at the current prices. Their CATALOGUE of FLORI-
CULTURAL, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEED^
acknowledged to be the best published, will be forwarded free of
charge upon application, and post paid to all parts of the world.

*

James Carter & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High llolborn, London.

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS^
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, High
«' Holborn, London, have now published their TWENTY
FIRST ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF FLORICULTURAL,
VEGETABLE, AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknow-
ledged to be the best Annual Catalogue of Seeds extant. It eives
a complete description of 1979 species and varieties of FLOWER
SEEDS, and a most comprehensive list of VEGETABLE AND
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, all of which ctm be supplied and are,
as usual, offirst-rate quality. It also contains lists of TEXAN,
INDIAN, AND CALIFORNIAN FLOWER SEEDS, forming,
in fact, thefinest Collection of Seeds ever submitted at anyone time to
public notice. Catalogues forwarded free of charge and post paid
upon application to all parts of the world.
James Carter & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

A M E R I C A N P L A N T~S.
~~

T\7"ATERER and GODFREY beg to announce their
V V Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants for

this season is now published, and will be sent free on application.
As the collection of American Plants at this Nursery is altogether
unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to their
interest to pay a visit to the Nursery, which mav be readily done
by the South Western Railway to Woking Station.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

AMERICAN P LANTS:
TOHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of RHODO-
<J DENDRONS, AZALEAS, &c, as exhibited at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and
can be had on application.

tj^ The Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrons.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.—Feb. 9.

G~EORGE~BAKER bega to announce his DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA-

MENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES is now
ready, and may be had on application.

American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, seven
miles from Staines, Windsor Branch, South Western Railway,
where conveyances may be had.

ENNEDY and KEMPTON'S "second edition of
their Scientific, Comprehensive, and Unique CATA-

LOGUE OF FLORICULTURAL, VEGETABLE, AND
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now published, and may be had
on application, free. It will be found to comprise all the New
and Rare Flower Seeds, and a Select List of the most approved
Vegetable and Agricultural Seeds ever extant. Prepared by
Mr. Kempton, who for the last 15 years, and up to the time of his
employer's decease, was principal Assistant of the late .Mr. James
Carter, of Holborn.—Address Kennedy & Kempton, Bedford
Conservatory, Covent Garden, London.
~ SEED P OTA TOES! j

TOHN SHARPE begs to offer the undermentionedO well selected SEED POTATOES, per bushel of 4 stones :—
Early Ashleaved Kidney.. 5s.

Jackson's ditto 5s.

Prolific ditto 5s.

Early York 5s. Od.
Emperors 5s. Od.
White Rough 5s. Od.
Regents 3s. 6d.

Seed Growing Establishment, Bardney Hall, near Lincoln.

w
FRAME CUCUMBERS.

OOD and INGRAM offer the following
known kinds at Is. per packet of 18 Seeds

:

well

Godfrey's Black Spine

v White Spine, picked from the
above, and a very prolific kind

Improved Sion House
Sir Colin Campbell

Read's Surprise
Kelway's Defiance
Manchester Hero
Conqueror of the West
Snow's Horticultural.

Huntingdon urseries, February 9.
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100,000 Larch Firs
10,000 Spruce
10.000 Oak ...

5000 Beech
1000 Yew ...

Spanish Chesnut
Elm of sorts ...

Birch
And a large

W. Haxdscomb,
Beds.

in. 18 to 3
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Feet.
10 to 12

5

SOLD, a large quantity of the
following :

—

Feet.
Lime
Balm of Gilead
American Arborvibe
Green Holly

.

Tree Box
Ditto, variegated

Rhododendrons
quantity of Fruit Trees and Shrubs.
Nurseryman, Aspley Guise, near Woburn,
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SUPERB SHOW PANSIES,
For Pot Cultivation,

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
near Manchester, will supply the following set of 20 extra

j

fine varieties for 155., hamper, package, &c.
r
included. To pur-

chasers having duplicates, other kinds of equal merit will be
•applied.

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS.
PETEU LAWSON and SON have given their best

attention to their Stocks of the above, which they know) to
be of first-rate quality.

Priced Catalog lies may be had on application.
Seedsmen and Nurserymen to Her Majesty the Queen, and to

the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.
27, 1 it George Street , Westminster*

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS. ETC.
pETER LAWSON and SON be.n to intimate that
* they are ready to send out all kinds of Agricultural Seeds,
comprising Hay and Pasture Grasses, Clovers and other Herbage
and Forage Plants, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, Carrots, and other
Koots, Seed Oats, Wheat, Barley, and Kye: all of which are of
the finest kinds and most app'roved varieties in cultivation.
Priced Lists may he had on application.
Seedsmen and Nurserymen to her Mnjestv the Queen, and to

the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.—27, Great
George Street, Westminster.

TO THE WHOLESALE SEED TRADE.
MESSRS. PLATZ and SON, Seed Growers,
!"-» Erfurt, Prussia, supply from their extensive Stock the
very best Flower and Vegetable Seeds, the growth of 1S55,
through their agent, Mr. R. Kennedy, Bedford Conservatory,
Covent Garden, London.

STOVE PLANT S™
EP. DIXON begs to announce that he has a fine

• Stock of the above, consisting of Allamandas, Aphe-
landras, Ardisias, Begonias, Coccocypselum discolor, llexa-
centris, Hoyas, lmpatiens, Ixoras, Sciadocalyx Warscewiczi,
Achimenes, and the erect flowering Gloxinias, &c. &c, which he
offers in collections (left to his own selection) of 20 varieties
for 30*., 50 tor 505., 100 for 905. Also a fine Stock of young
Geraniums, consisting of all the leading kinds, from 95. to 30s.
per dozen. The annual Nursery Catalogue will be ready in a
short time. The Seed Catalogue may now be had gratis on appli-
cation.

Seed Establishment, Hull; Nurser r, Air Street, Sculcoates.

HP F. WINSTANLEY, Sued Merchant, Man-
J- * Chester, be^s respectfully to call the attention of the
public to his very unique collections of FLOWER SEEDS;
each packet of seed bears the name, colour and height of its
growth, and the collection is packed in a neat labelled box.
Mignonette and Sweet Peas being used in larger quantities are
not included in these collections. Prices from 25. 6d. to 40s.

PLANT IN FE BRUARY!
CAREY TYSO, Florist, Wallin^ford, Berks, begs

to offer Choice RANUNCULUSES and ANEMONES,
suitable for planting at this season, in selected assortments
as under:

—

RANUNCULUSES, 100 splendid named sorts, 405. to £4
25 superb new seedlings 1 10

100 fine mixtures, 85. to 1

DOUBLE ANEMONES, 50 fine named sorts, 105. to... 13
IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS, of the best quality, in

named assortments, 15. to 25. 6d. each—Asters, Balsams, Stocks,
Larkspurs, Poppies, Wallflowers, Zinnias, &c. Choice Annuals,
25 packets per post, 55.

General Descriptive Catalogue of Florists' Flowers and Seeds
for 1856 may be had for one label.

PEARS CRAFTED ON THE QUINCE AS PYRAMIDAL
SHAPED TREES.

J and J. FRASER beg to announce that their
• Priced List of the above is now published, and may be had

post free on application.

J. & J. F. have sold a large number of these Trees for the last

three years, and have received numerous letters from gentlemen
in the country speaking in very high terms of their productive-
ness. They can therefore recommend them with greater confi-

dence to the notice of their friends and the public in general.

Lea Bridge Road, Essex.

EXCELLENCE AND ECONOMY COMBINED.
O UTTON'S COLLECTIONS OF GARDEN SEEDS,^ THE BEST YET OFFERED.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS.
No. 1. A complete Collection for one year's supply of a

large Garden
No. 2. A complete Collection, in smaller quantities

No. 3. Ditto ditto ditto

No. 4. Ditto ditto ditto

No. 5. Ditto ditto ditto

No. 6. Ditto ditto ditto

A List of the sorts and quantities contained in each

Collection will be sent Post Free in retuim for one postage

stamp ; and if some of the so?*ts are already possessed,

increased quantities of others will he given in lieu of those

to be omitted.

HARDY AND SHOWY FLOWER SEEDS (Post Fbkk),
Which may be sown ichere they are intended to bloom.

A Collection of the best 100 sorts known £1 1

A Collection of the best 50 sorts known ... 10
A Collection of the best 36 sorts known 7
A Collection of the best 24 sorts known *.. 5

Bokhara. Clover, Borage, and other Seeds for Bees.

Carnage Free by Rail to almost all parts of the Kingdom.
Address, Johx Suttox & Soys, Seed Growers, Reading-, Berks.

it
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£ s. d.
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2
1 10
1

15
10 6
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Argo, Paton & Small'*
Boadicea, Fellowes's
Charles Turner, Hale's
Chillington, Sadler's
Emperor, Hale's
Father Gavazzi, Holland's
Fearless, Schofield's
Lady Carrington, Hunt's
Lord Jeffrey, Lightbody's
Memnon, Turner's

Marchioness of Bath,Wheeler*s
Miss Talbot. Dickson & Co.'s
Nonsuch, Turner's
National, Turner's
Pandora, Hunt's
Sovereign, Dickson & Co.'s
Satisfaction, Turner's
Sir J. Paxton, Betteredge's
Sir J. Cathcart. Turner's
Yellow Climax, Paton& Small's

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1856.

I

Very select Pansy Seed, Is. to 2s. per packet. Catalogues !

-

now ready. Post Office orders to be made payable at Middleton,
Lancashire.

"jl/TAY'S VICTORIA~CURRANT is the krgest and
i-»-s- best late Red Currant known, per 100, 12a.
MAY'S MAGNUM BONUM LETTUCE, well known to be

very superior. Per packef , free by post, 1*. each.
MAY'S PARAGON CABBAGE is of very suoerior excellence,

tender and crisp. Per ounce, free by post, 1*. ; per pound, on
application. Fine new seed.

EARLY ASH-LEAVED KIDNEY POTATO, 1*. per stone
of 14 lbs.

^
100 Fine named Hardy Herbaceous Plants ...

100 „ „ Alpine Plants
100 „ „ Shrubs
100 ,. „ Cape Heaths ...

Fine blooming- plan's Epacris, 12,?. per dozen.
All articles connected with the Nursery trade cheaD and good.

Address, IIekbt Mat, the Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

*••

9-9

• •#

... £1 10
1 10
2 10
4 10

• » -

« *

Upon what principle is it that in some garders

and great gardens too, the earth in a tub or pot is

allowed to become so hard and filled with roots that

it is more like a sun-dried brick than anything for

plants to grow in 1 Is it because men think that

plants love soil out of which no nourishment can be
extracted ? and into which no water can enter ? Or
is it that they prefer to see plants decrepid instead

of vigorous ; or may it be ascribed to that reverence

for antiquity which refuses to listen to the explana-

tions of science, prefers an old stage coach to a rail-

way, and the post office under the Stuarts to the

electric telegraph under Queen* Victoria ?

Look at these fine Orange trees with limbs in the

full vigour of a green old age, but with foliage in a
consumption. Cast an eye upon those young exotics,

destined some day to decorate a palace, and intended

to be well nursed until the time comes when a
fitting place can be found for such valuable rarities ;

they are already struggling against an unkind
destiny ; their arms are shrunken, their leaves
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parched and dry. How is that ? Alas, they have

fallen among barbarians who require them to

wear a look of happiness in the midst of torture,

and to fatten though perishing of starvation. The

earth in which they grow is the place whence their

meat and drink should come ; but its springs are

choked and dry, and the food it once contained has

long since been exhausted. The roots which nature

gave them for mouths are broken, awry, twisted or

misshapen; in some the passages through which

food should flow upwards in invigorating streams

are bent backwards and forwards till no passage

remains ; in others they have followed the surface

of their prison, searching round and round for a

scanty beverage till at last they have become spiral,

hardened, thickened and incapable of ever regaining

flexibility ; so that when at last the plants to which

they belong are transferred to some fertile spot they

are incapable of imbibing their food and perish by

degrees, or having lost that power of extension in all

directions, which nature gave them, they ultimately

quit their grasp of the earth, and allow the trunk to

fall over—a hopeless wreck.

This is no exaggeration ; no highly coloured pic-

ture prepared for mere effect. The language em-

ployed, although somewhat figurative, is not untrue

;

but faithfully represents what was once common
among us, and still lingers in ancient places.

Perhaps the true cause of this wretched manage-

ment, at least in the case of large trees, is that men
do not always know how to prevent the hardening

of earth crammed from centre to circumference with

unhappy roots, by the only remedy, viz., frequent and

plentiful repotting, or, as we say when speak-

ing of large specimens, retubbing. To all such

we recommend an excellent article by Mr.

James Macnab in the Scottish Gardener. The
health of the Palm trees and other large exotics

under this gentleman's care in the Royal Botanic

Garden, Edinburgh, is the admiration of all who
see them. His precepts, therefore, come recom-

mended by a practice to the success of which we
all bear witness. The original paper is illustrated

with woodcuts ; and it will doubtless be consulted

by those who feel a difficulty in understanding such

description as we have the means of giving. In

the first place Mr. Macnab describes his manner of

moving heavy tubs from place to place. Such

tubs, he observes, "generally stand on four

bricks or stones, so placed as to give a free circula-

tion of air beneath, and at the same time affording

facilities for draining off the superfluous moisture,

and thus preserving the tubs from early decay. This

arrangement also affords the means of easily running

the plants from place to place. Three or four iron

rollers, four feet long and two inches in diameter,

are placed iu suitable positions below the tub, and

the plant lowered on them by means of pinches or

crow-bars ; the plant is then speedily run in the

required direction."

When placed the operation of lifting the ball of

earth high enough to enable the old tub to be pulled

away and a new one to be substituted is effected by

a pair of strong tressels, upon each which are fixed

two moveable hard-wood u cradles," resembling the

mould in which the trunnion of a piece of ordnance

is made to work. Into these cradles fall a pair of

"rollers" or windlasses worked by handspikes ; so

that the ball of the tree to beretubbed stands in the

centre of a square, two of whose opposite sides are

formed of tressels and the other two of rollers or

windlasses. It is easy to conceive how, by a simple

arrangement of this kind, even the largest tubs

used in gardening may be quickly and safely raised

to any required height.

To work an apparatus of this kind we are told

that :
—" For a weight of 20 or 25 cwt. eight men

will be quite sufficient, but if the mass is heavier, it

will require twelve men, two being placed at the

handspikes at each end of the rollers. After the

men are adjusted, two being stationed at each of

the guy poles, the plant is raised a few inches by

means of the handspikes acting upon the ropes, so

as to allow the hoops and bricks to be withdrawn

from below, as well as the loose soil and old drain-

age. Sweep all clean, then continue the raising till

the plant is sufficiently high to allow the tub to be

run beneath it. Thisdone, the plant must now be

lowered very gently into the new tub, taking care to

keep it quite upright, and exactly in the centre."

The last matter of importance to which attention

has to be paid is the renovation of the soil. This

cardinal point is effected thus :
—" Previous to filling

up the tub with its prepared soil, pots either whole

or cracked, 6 or 8 inches deep, are generally placed

round the surface of the drainage, the open ends

next the roots ; and in the case of plants in large

tubs, it is the practice to continue the inserting of

pots in this way while the tubs are being filled up,

care being taken in all cases to keep the open ends

of the pots next the ball ; sometimes as many as

eight or ten pots are introduced in this manner. In

after retubbing, these pots are generally found full

of beautiful healthy roots. The tub, after being filled

up with soil, is allowed to stand a few days before

being watered."

After this explanation we hope to hear no more

of Orange trees being left to die of hunger because a

gardener wants the means of lifting them out of their

tubs and renewing the soil. Some cart rope, a little

stout timber for tressels and windlasses, with some

aid from the wheelwright, will enable any one to

do all that is needed, beyond manual labour.

The same simple apparatus is perfectly well

adapted for lifting and transplanting trees in the

open ground, but to that point we must endeavour

to refer on a future occasion.

We took occasion some six years since in the

communication of some excellent specimens of the

esculent Lichen of Pallas, Lccanora esculenta,

and the allied species L. affinis from Erzeroum, to

call attention to its very curious history, and to

publish some remarks transmitted by our correspon-

dent there {Gardeners' Chronicle, 1849, pp. 612 and

581). It was stated, that though these Lichens,

especially L. esculenta, are so acceptable in time of

scarcity to mix with head corn, they were quite

unknown to the shepherds who traverse the great

plain which surrounds the city, and that Dr. Heinig,

who has rambled much about the neighbourhood,

had never met with them. Eversmann had in vain

searched for the minutest point of attachment in the

allied species L. fruticulosa, though he had
frequently met with specimens in a very early stage

of growth, scarcely exceeding a grain of sand

in magnitude. It is manifest that plants of

a spherical form, having no attachment to the

soil, and of small specific gravity, may
be easily blown for miles by the powerful winds

trically. It is supposed by our excellent correspond-

ent that the Lichen, which appears to be one of those

short-lobed forms of the Parmclia stellaris group,

which often puzzle botanists, and indeed to be a

state of P. csesia, in which opinion we are confirmed

by Mr. Babington, is developed in the first instance

on rabbit or sheep's dung, which in the process of

time is absorbed, leaving a round or elliptic free mass.

We have in vain searched for the slightest

trace of the vegetable fibres of which such sub-

stances are composed, and the brown matter

which simulates them is merely an hypertrophy

of the dark root-like bodies which clothe the

under surface of so many species of Parmelia.

The Lichens of the Lecanora affinis group are

merely extensions by ramification and radiation of

a single individual, whereas the plant before us has

arisen probably from many distinct plants, which

have formed a solid mass by the contemporaneous

growth of many imbricating fronds. The mystery,

therefore, of the mode of growth of the esculent

Lichen is as impenetrable as ever ; but we are

greatly obliged to Sir W. C. Trevelyan for the

knowledge of this very curious form of P. ccesia, of

which we can find no trace in any book to which

we have access. M. J. B.

which traverse the wide and open steppes, and that

their accumulation, as related by Pallas and others,

at the base of rocks is the natural consequence of

their nature and the circumstances under which they

are placed. The witch-balls, consisting of round

compact rolled masses of dead herbaceous stems,

present a similar but even more striking instance of

the power of the winds in such localities. If these

Lichens were known to grow in the country sur-

rounding Erzeroum, we should have an easy solution

of the showers of Manna from heaven, of which so

much has been said at different times, and which

possibly are not more marvellous than the supposed

descent of frogs, shells, seeds, &c, from the clouds, of

which our journals occasionally give reports.

The power of the wind in lifting up bodies of

some size from the earth and carrying them
to a distance is occasionally very considerable,

even in this country. In an early volume of,

the Annual Register, to which we have no power of

referring at this moment, an account is given of a

storm which took place at Oundle, and which was
witnessed by the father of the present writer, who
completely confirmed the report. Skins were carried

from a fellmonger's yard at Oundle, and lodged in the

Elm trees in the front of the Hall at Biggin, a distance

of two miles in a direct line, and some other circum-

stances took place still more marvellous. As is usual

with such winds, the breadth of the current of air

was very small, along which its destructive effect

was distinctly visible.

We were not aware that analogous bodies occur in

England till a few days since, when specimens of a

curious spherical Lichen, which rolls freely on the

exposed downs or sheep-walks of Dorsetshire, as at

Melbury, were communicated to us by Sir W. C.

Trevelyan. It was hoped that they might throw

some light upon the mode of growth of Lecanora escu-

lenta; but this unfortunately is not the case, as

they are formed on two distinct modes of growth.

Lecanora esculenta and affinis, of the latter of which

we give a section in the right hand figure, are essen-

tially centrifugal and increase after a dichotomous

manner, as is distinctly marked in L. affinis, but far

more decidedly in L. fruticulosa, while the speci-

mens before us of which we give a view of the

natural size, together with a section, grow concen-

New Plants.
163. Kozllenstetnia Kellneriana. Reicheribach f. in

"* Bonplandia, Jan. 15, 1854.

Under this name has been published a terrestrial

Orchid nearly allied to Zygopetalum and Warrea, for

an opportunity of examining which we are indebted to

James Bateman, Esq., w ho in June 1854 favoured us with

a living specimen, produced in his stove under the care

of Mr. Sherratt, from one of Warczewicz's Peruvian col-

lections. Professor Reichenbach's plant, gathered by

Wagener at Truxillo, 7000 feet above the sea, had pre-

viously blossomed in Germany in the garden of Captain

Kellner v. Kcellensteiu, a German amateur. It was

described as being very near Zygopetalum, tricolor, and

to have flowers smelling like many Stapelias. Mr.

Bateman describes his plant as having pseudo-bulbs the

size of a Cobnut, grassy leaves 1—2 to each, and one

or two at base, flower stems 18 inches high, flowers

lasting a long time, and having a peculiar disagreeable

odour. We found them to be secund and of a dinjry

violet colour, with a yellow crest at the base of the lip.

Professor Reichenbach, to whom specimens have been

communicated, considers it identical with his species,

which he reports to be very variable. Zygopetalum

tricolor is certainly a Kodlcnsteinia, and extremely like

the species now noticed, but its flowers are not secund,

its lip is pure white with thin broken crimson cross-

bands, and the crest is neither yellow nor next the base,

as here, but white, and in a line with the side incisions.

The front lobe is also somewhat smaller than the other ^

whereas in K. Kellneriana it is larger. The plant is

merely of botanical interest.

ON FROST SPLITTING.—By Dr. Robert Caspart

(from the Botanische Zeitung.)

The fact that in cold winters several of our hardy

trees, both indigenous and exotic, are often split length-

ways even to the pith by the frost, is a well known and

very interesting phenomenon*, but the precise circum-

stances under which it occurs and the causes of it have

been inquired into by very few persons, and have not

yet been satisfactorily ascertained. I have already

alluded to some questions connected with frost splitting

in a memoir f, in which I gave an account of some

observations on the disruption by frost of the tissue in

several small plants, chiefly herbaceous exotics, which

was accompanied by a curious foliaceous formation or

ice. The frost clefts of our trees are, however, very

different from that phenomenon both in their causes and

attendant circumstances. I shall presently show in

what the differences consist. In January and February

of the present year (1855) on the coming on of very

severe weather, numbers of these fissures showed them-

selves on trees in and near Berlin, and gave me the

opportunity of solving several questions which remained

unanswered respecting them, and of investigating more

closely their causes. As the accurate knowledge of the

meteorological relations at the time the clefts occurred

is of great consequence, I will first give the details of

the meteorological observations of the period in question*,

which I owe to the kindness of Dr. Schneider, who has

the direction of the station of the Meteorological

Institute in the Ritterstrasse in Berlin.

The commencement and middle of the winter 1354-j-

till the 13th January was, with the exception of a short

cold period in November, unusually rainy. The mean

temperature of November 1854 was + 1° 69 Reaum.

(about 36° Fahr.) ; the thermometer was mostly above

the freezing point, although the absolute minimum on

the 15th of the month was —7° 2 Reaum. (le^Fahr.)! In

December the mean temperature was + 1° 96 (near

37° Fahr.), and the absolute minimum on the 21st

December — 2° 5 Reaum. (26*° Fahr.) In January

1855 the lowest temperature which occurred beforejhf

* See in regard to the injury done to Oak timber the very

instructive work of Hiring, "On the Characters of the dinVre"

Kinds of Oak growing in Germany," Berlin 1853, p. 109, with two

figures of frost splits.

t Iu the Botanische Zeitung, 1854, No. 38.
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13th was — 0° 9 (30° Fahr.), on the 10th. From the

13th January to the 14th February a more or less

severe frost prevailed, which was only interrupted be-

tween the 4th and 7th February by a milder tempera-

ture, and partly by rain which froze on the ground.

But between the 4th and 7th February the thermometer

never reached + 1 Q (34 \ Fahr.), and even during the

rain it was generally below the freezing point, so that a

real thaw never took place between the 1 3th January

and 24th February. %

(Here follow two tables—one of the daily tempera-

tures, degrees of moisture, and direction and strength

of wind from the 13th January to the end of February

1855; the other of the daily degrees of moisture from

the 1st December, 1854, to the 12th January, 1855.)

There are in and about Berlin a considerable number
of trees which show frost clefts that have grown over.

I had previously resolved on making observations on

frost splitting in the course of 1854-5, and had there-

fore from the commencement of the winter directed my
-attention especially to those trees which had overgrown
frost clefts. I examined them almost daily, especially

when the severe cold set in, towards the middle of

January. On the 2d of February I first remarked the
reopening of frost clefts on a great number of Lime
trees in Charlottenburg, and on the 3d also on a large

number of trees in the Park (Thiergarten) which I had
not been able to visit on the 2d. Unfortunately T had
not for a few days before the 2d visited either Charlot-

tenburg or that part of the Park in which grew the
greater number of the trees which I subsequently
examined. Although I cannot therefore precisely fix

the day when these frost clefts reopened, yet it cannot
have taken place earlier than in the night of the 30th to

the 31st January ; for on the 30th they were certainly
not yet open. Probably it was in the night between the
1st and 2d February, when the thermometer in the
Ritterstrasse indicated a minimum of—15p 1 (—2°

Fahr.). During the whole of the temporary moderation
of the cold, from the the 4th to the 7th February, they
Temained open, and increased on the return of the
severe frost. But to my sorrow there were only old
overgrown frost splits that burst open, and no new ones
formed, with the exception of two trees, one a Lime tree
in the Park, the other a Horse Chesnut in the garden of
the pupil gardeners' establishment. Of the splitting of
the latter tree, the nursery gardener, E. Bouche, could
even give me the hour when it took place. It was
about 11 o'clock at night on the 9th February that it

burst with a report which M. Bouche heard plainly in
his dwelling situated about 20 paces from it.

(Here follow the detailed observations on the extent,
direction, appearance, and other particulars of the frost
slits of 33 different trees, Oaks, Sycamores, Limes,
Horse Chesnuts, Ashes, Poplar, Alder, and Bird-
Cherry, all except five noted down whilst the clefts

were still open, and three only of which he had not
himself observed all the particulars. The diameter of
the stems always taken at 2 feet from the ground, the
measurements in Rhine feet and lines (twelfths). The
following extracts will show the nature of Dr. Caspary's
observations, upon which he founds his arguments.)

1. Quercus sessiliflora.—In the Park, close to the
Lion's Bridge, three paces from the footpath ; stem
23 inches diameter ; frost cleft old, overgrown, the
border projecting considerably with eight breaks, show-
ing that the fissure had opened and grown over again
eight times in eight different years. The cleft was
about 15 feet long, under a projecting knot, and extend-
ing to the ground ; it commences below on the S.E.
side and ends above on the E. The direction of
the twist is to the left. The cleft opens about four lines,
the sides of the fissure are brown and decayed, with tne
exception of about eight lines of fresh wood and bark
where it had overgrown.

2. Quercus pedunculated.—In the botanic garden at
Schbneberg near a footpath ; diameter 17£ inches

;

two clefts. One is to the east from the ground upwards,
of the length of about 18 feet, and ends under the
stump of an old branch not overgrown. The frost cleft
is old ; had been overgrown ; opens four lines ; the
sides are brown and rather decayed. The fresh split
wood, where it had been overgrown, is about half
an inch thick. The second clefc is on the E.S.E.,
trends to the S. and then to the S.W. It begins
at about 7 feet above the ground, and extends
with breaks to the height of about 17 feet; it spans
four lines. It ends neither at a knot nor at a decayed
branch, but seems to be in connection with a stump
about 14 foot thick, which is about 2 feet above the end
of the cleft. Twist to the left. The projecting border
shows eight breaks ; the cleft had, therefore, burst
open and grown oyer again in eight different years.

7. Querent—which, species not detei-mined.—In the
Park, not far from the Lion's Bridge ; 12 inches
diameter. Cleft old ; not overgrown ; sides brown,
paler at the bark ; but this is not the consequence of
the formation of fresh bark, but because the sides of the
cleft had lain closer together by the bark. The cleft

extends to below the ground ; is about 3 feet long, and
spans four lines. It lies to the W.S.W. ; no twist-
ing perceptible. No iDJury occasioning it can be
seen

; but close over the cleft to the west is a smoother
place in the bark, which seems to indicate some injury
that has overgrown.

8. Quercus, species not determined.—On the road to
Charlottenburg, close to the footpath ; 28 inches dia-
meter, with two old clefts, one scarred ; with a projecting
border with eight breaks, showing an eight-fold burst-
ing and overgrowing. Cleft 4 to 5 lines broad, brown

cleft in its lower part is 4 or 5 lines broad, hig

on the sides, the fresh split wood 8 lines thick.

Twist to the right, aspect towards W.S.S., about 10
feet long in two portions. An irregular spot in the
bark at about two-thirds of the height of the cleft dis

closes an injury, the nature of which cannot be deter-

mined. The second cleft is in two portions, about
4 feet long, 6 feet from the ground to the N.E. No
perceptible injury in connection with it.

20. Lime Tret at Charlottenburg, on the left of the
Berlin road.—Stem 26 inches diameter. Frost cleft old,

overgrown with a border with several breaks, extends
from below about 8 feet up the main stem, is then con-

tinued above a large knot up to the fork of two branches,
into one of which it is continued for about 4 feet. The

her up
it spans from 9 lines to an inch or an inch and a
quarter. The young fresh split wood is 5 or 6 lines

thick, the sides of the cleft decayed, in the upper part
deeply rotted away, so that the overgrown bark forms a
border projecting over the inner edge of the cleft. No
twisting. Aspect on the main stem to the E.N.N.

22. Lime Tree at Charlottenburg, on the Berlin Road.—Stem 21 inches diameter. The cleft extends fr m the
ground up to the stump of a bough sawed off Du t no t

overgrown ; is continued with a break round the stump
and for some distance above it ; total length about
12 feet. The cleft spans an inch and a half, and I could
insert my rule into it to the depth of 8 inches. The
cleft was old and had been partially overgrown but
without a thickened border. The young wood and bark
which had been fresh split was only about three lines
thick. The sides of the cleft were much decayed and
full of dirt, which must have got into it before it was
fresh opened this season. Apparently it had remained
very long open in the part where it had not overgrown,
but where it showed a thickened border on the inner
edge formed of young wood and bark. The twist is to
the left, the aspect S.S.W. The cleft of this tree
leads to instructive conclusions, of which more hereafter.

25. Bird Cherry.— In the Park, four paces
from a foot-path. Stem 13 inches thick. Frost cleft
old, overgrown, under a stump not grown over, about
10 feet long, ceases at about 6 inches from the ground.
The fissure opens about 4 lines, is brown, the twist to
the right, the aspect from S. to S.S.W. The fresh torn
border of overgrowth about 8 lines thick.

29. Horse Chesnut (fig. 3*).— At Schoneberir, in the
garden of the pupil gardeners' establishment, five paces
from a walk. Stem 14 inches diameter. Cleft fresh,
having occurred, according to Mr. E. Bouche', on the
9th February, at 1 1 o'clock at night, with a loud report.
It is about 8 feet long, and extends nearly to the ground.
Twist to the left, direction to the south below, then by
the east to the north. It crosses a black decayed spot
on the bark of about 1 £ foot in length, lying rather more
than half way up the clefr, the decayhaving extended
into the young wood in brown streaks, about U inch
deep. The cleft opens to the breadth of 3 or 4 lines.

31. Ash (fig. 4).—In Soltmann's Brunuen<*arten.
Stem 18^ inches diameter. The cleft old, overgrown
rising from the ground about 8 feet high to the side of a
branch, in a north-west direction. I have not myself
seen this cleft open, but according to Hofrath Soltmann
and some of the people of the garden, it spans from half !

to three-quarters of an inch across, and opens every
winter, closing over again in summer. The clefts of
this and two other Ash trees (32 and 33) were remark-
able as having exactly followed the scar of a longitudinal
slit in the bark. It was only at the top that the cleft of
No. 31 slightly diverged to the left from the scar. These
scars had precisely the appearance of those left by the
slits that gardeuers often make, as they say, to let the
tree bleed, or they may have been slit from mere
wantonness. By the side of the cleft are the traces of
a shorter one, but which I am told does not open in

frosty weather.
(To be continued)

.

_ VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CVII.

419. Vexeficium (Poisoning). — Plants having only
very limited powers of choice as regards the matter
absorbed by the spongelets, whatever is really held in

solution by the water they imbibe must pass with it into

the cell cavities, and in those cases where substances
such as silex are taken up more freely by one plant than
another, the difficulty depends probably on mechanical
laws which at present we are unable to appreciate. If,

however, the choice of the spongelets is limited, that of the
stomates is still less so, so that whatever gaseous matter
may be contained in the atmosphere will find a ready
admission to the inward parts of the plant. It is obvious,
therefore, that as the exigencies of plants are very
different, and the same nutritive matter, or rather the
same proportions of it, will not suffice for the main-
tenance of health in all, even under ordinary circum-
stances, disease may arise from a deficiency or
redundancy of particular elements in the soil and atmo-
sphere. The salt steppes of Asia produce only such
plants as delight in the particular mineral which
abounds in them, or as are able to tolerate it in such large
proportions. In land, again, over-manured with guano
or other animal matters, health or even vitality cannot
be maintained, where the proportion is such as to

exceed greatly the wants of the species. Wheat, for

instance, will not flourish where there is a total absence
of silex, nor Cabbages where the proportion of nitro-

genous matter is very small. In some cases, indeed,

superfluous matter which could never pass off by the

* The figures will be given at the end of this curious paper.

stomates is stored up in the cavities of the cells, as

the crystals of oxalate of lime which form such a pro-

minent and interesting feature in the leaf cells of Figs,

Hops, and many other plants, the rhaphides with which M
many vegetable cells are gorged, or the carbonate of lime

in Charads. There is no reason to believe that these

matters are deposited with a view to any ulterior use, as

is the case with the magazines of starch, &c, which are

intended to perform important functions at some future

and often distant period. Other matters, howevt r, may
be present in the soil or atmosphere which are never

requisite for health in any proportion, and which in

themselves may be destructive. Different as vegetables

are from animals in a multitude of respects, there are

species which so closely resemble each other that it is

difficult to say to which great division of the organised

world they really belong. Both these exhibit vital

phenomena, and we may presume therefore that the

principle of life, however it may be modified, is essen-

tially the same in each. If proof, however, were
wanting in other respects, the identity of the effects

produced by many vegetable and mineral poisons upon
plants and animals would alone be sufficient. Whether
we take the principal organic poisons, as opium, hydro-

cyanic acid, chloroform, &c, or inorganic, as arsenic,

hydrochloric acid, iodine, &c, we find that the effect pro-

duced is essentially the same, in some cases affecting the

functions, in some the organic structure. Opium, hydro-

cyanic acid, chloroform, &c, paralyse or suspend the

functions of vegetables, precisely as they do those of

animals without injuring the delicate tissues ; while

arsenic, lead, &c, more or less impair their structure.

Nor is gaseous matter indifferent ; the comparative

barrenness of fens, at least as regards the majority of

the natural order of plants, depends in all probability on

the condition of sulphuretted hydrogen ; the impure

carburetted hydrogen of gasworks is notoriously injurious

to trees, as is also the emanation from certain

chemical works, which reduce their immediate neigh-

bourhood to a treeless wilderness.+ The mischief may
in many cases be purely functional at first, but the

suspension of functions, especially if long continued or

often repeated, except where it is of the nature of sleep,

is apt to induce active disease or the destruction of

particular organs, which may in the end prove gene-

rally fatal.

g£420. It is, however, curious what concentrated poison

some vegetables are able to endure. Moulds flourish in

arsenical and other mineral solutions, which might have

been supposed utterly incapable of sustaining any-

vegetable. One species is the source of great annoy-

ance in electro- typing, as in the Map Office of the United

States of Washington. The sulphate of copper is de-

prived of its copper by the mould, which assimilates

the sulphuric acid while the copper is deposited as a

thin metallic pellicle on its walls. A lungus again

flourishes in the * ater of tan-pits where no phaenogam

could exist.

421. Though the action of many poisons upon plants,

as opium, prussic acid, chloroform,:}: &c.,^ may be con-

sidered by the cultivator as mere matters of curiosity,

which can never call for any especial treatment at his

hands, it is most important that he should attend to the

principle involved in them, for if so he will not over-

manure his plants or trees. However beneficial the sub-

stance may be when properly administered, he will not

use coarse putrid manure as is the fashion with some of

treating Vines, the most delicate perhaps of fruits, and

the most easily impaired by injudicious treatment, nor

will he be indifferent to the quality of air with which

his houses are supplied. "Ventilation will be of little

use if poisonous vapours are constantly rising from

beneath, and these are sometimes so intense as to pro-

duce at once visible evil.

422. It is very doubtful whether plants are capable

of rendering ground noxious by excretion from their

sound and entire roots. It is, however, easy to con-

ceive that such plants as Poppies, if ploughed green

into the ground in considerable quantities, might prove

inj urious. 31. J. B.

TRADE MEMORANDA.
Manchester seems to be doing a great business in the

seed line. One order has, we understand, been received

for 50 bushels of Swedish Turnip seed and one hundred

weight of Cauliflotver seed as a sample.

By the way* who is Mr. Charles Bardsley of that

town ?

Home Correspondence.
Tlte Occidental Plane.—I have long been inclined to

think that a mistake has always existed in this country

with respect to this species of Plane, and am much
gratified that Sir W. J. Hooker has brought the subject

before us* I used to tell my old friend Loudon that he

was wron<* in his description and identification of it, but

I was then young, and 1 suppose not weighty enough to

move him. Allow me therefore to tell all that I know

t The hydrochloric gas from the works in which carbonate of

soda is produced from common salt is one of the most familiar

instances. If pre3ent in the proportion of ^~, it operates as a

deadly poison to vegetables, withering the leaves and ultimately-

destroying life altogether. The effects of this gas will be
familiar to most of our readers from the long ana expensive
trials to which irs pernicious effects have given rise.

+ A variety of details upon the effects of different poisons in

plants will be found in Pereira's u Materia Medica/' and in the
new edition of Lindley's M Theory of Horticulture" Those of

chloroform will be found in the latter place only, as its effects on
vegetable life were not well ascertained when fereira's volume
appeared.
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about it ; but let me first premise that I have always

been a great lover of the Plane, and I may add of all

other trees, for they seem to me when old and grand in

their proportions God's temples ; and I shall never

forget my feelings of admiration and devotion when
standing—many years ago—directly under the Pan-
shanger Oak in this county. To look up at its magni-

ficent branches and their admirable disposition seemed
to be looking at Divine architecture. Some 30 years

since— it may be nearly 40—I remember being much
interested by two rows of Plane stools'" planted by my
grandfather; one of them was called the Occidental Plane,

the other the Oriental. The former produced very large

leaves, but slightly lobed ; it made tolerably vigorous

shoots, but they always died back about half way or so

in the winter and spring, and the young trees propa-

gated from the stools by layers (this sort would not
grow from cuttings) were consequently stumpy and
unsightly ; still its foliage was so grand that it became a

favourite with me, the more so perhaps because it was
difficult to cultivate with success. I was, somehow or

another, impressed with the idea that this must be the
true American Plane, but when I went to the London
nurseries (I, then a country youth, thought them grand
authorities,) I found quite a different variety under
the name of Platanu3 occidentalis, and I was of course
in a pucker of uncertainty. On applying to Loudon he
would not agree with me that my favourite was correct,

so I thought I ought to be in the wrong, but I felt I was
not; I therefore wrote to the United States for some
seed of their Buttonwood or wild Plane tree of

the woods ; I received some, raised some young
trees from it, and found them to be in every respect

identical with the Occidental Plane of my grandfather.

I forget if I ever told Loudon the result of my experi-
ment, but I have since then always felt convinced tha'

the Occidental Plane is not the common Plane tree of

the environs of London, and that it is very rare and a
most distinct species. I do not remember the " thick
down M on its leaves, and I most deeply regret having
relaxed in my attachment, neglected, and lost it ; but I

will (D. V.) procure some young trees from one of my
American friends, and put the question at rest. With
respect to the so-called Oriental Plane alluded to above,
I have since found it to be the Platanus orientalis aceri-

folia of Loudon. I have received it from Frauce as
Platanus macrophylla. This is a most hardy and
vigorous growing tree, its leaves are not so deeply
lobed as those of the true Oriental Plane, but more
so than those of the true Occidental species.

It strikes freely from cuttings in some soils, and grows
into a large tree very rapidly. I have reason to

believe that this variety has given seeds in France,
where it seems to be cultivate 1 largely ; in some of the
French catalogues I find it under the names " Platane
a larges feuilles," Latinised into Platanus macrophylla,
and as Platane d'Espagne, the Spanish Plane. I have
received thence what appear to me to be three seedling
varieties of it, viz., P. palmata, P. palmata superba, with
large leaves very deeply cut, aud P. pyramidalis. These
all c grow from cuttings freely, are very hardy, and
rapidly form large healthy trees ; the latter in particular

is the hardiest of all, aud when young is very fastigiate,

becoming more diffuse in its habit as it increases in age,

but not spreading at all to the extent of P. acerifolia. It

will, I thiuk, form by far the finest tree of all, and grows
well in soils unfavourable even to the P. acerifolia. I

may as well say why I think the latter and its seminal
varieties entirely distinct from the Occidental and Oriental
Planes ; they are all much more robust and hardy
than those two distinct species, they all grow freely

from cuttings, whereas scarcely one cutting in a hundred
of the Occidental (my Occidental) and Oriental Planes
will strike root ; the varieties I have named seem to

form a race of which P. acerifolia is the type. Is, there-

fore, the latter the P. vulgaris of Spach, a tree from
the south of Europe, and a distinct species ? As far as

my limited observations have gone it is not P. occiden-
talis nor P. orie talis ; is it a Spanish tree ? Can it be
"P. hispanica?" under which name I find it in a
French catalogue. Some tree lover who has lately

travelled in Spain will perhaps be able to furnish infor-

mation about this very interesting tree. Permit me to

add to my usual signature, aud to subscribe myself
T. R., Herts.

Hexactntris mysorcnsis.—About 15 months ago a
healthy young specimen of this beautiful hothouse
climber was planted in a quantity of loose soil beneath
the north side platform of a large Orchid and Fern-
house here, and trained through the narrow space
between the platform and the wall, and then up the
roof rafter. During the first eight months it gained
considerable strength, exhibiting two or three showy
fiower-spikes, and progressed in growth during the
season of 1855, until by midsummer it had covered the
rafter to the extent of 10 or 12 feet. Having then to
all appearance arrived at maturity between the above
period and the present, it gradually unfolded from 100
to 150 flower-stems, which, as the winter advanced,
suffered a partial check by the lower degree of tem-
perature adopted in favour of the Orchids ; and though
its parti-coloured, drooping, thyrse-like bunches of
bloom, gracefully depending from the roof, were objects
of general admiration, it was not until the increase of
light with the opening of the new year that its ex-
tremely gay, golden-yellow blossoms* margined with
rich brown crimson, began to assume their tiorid tints,
and at the present time the plant is daily increasing in

* These are stumps or stocks from which young shoots are
layered or cut for cuttings ; it is a nurseryman's term.

ornamental effect. There is probably no other plant

of recent introduction which deserves more attention

than this, producing as it does racemes of flowers as

wonderful for their long-continued and progressive

development as for their almost unequalled brilliancy

of colour and duration of bloom, extending as

they do throughout the greater part of the

year, gay as the gayest in summer, and without

a rival for gracefulness of effect in winter.

Some idea of the interest attached to the continued ex-

pansion of bloom from the lengthening flower stems

may be formed when I state that many of the latter are

from 1 i to 2 feet in length, and under the most favour-

able influences they will even reach the almost in-

credible length of 3 feet ! H. lutea has also expanded
bright yellow blossoms, still larger than those of the

species now described, and gives great promise of being

an equally attractive plant. These species may there-

fore henceforth be regarded as two of the most valuable

second-class hothouse climbers yet introduced to our col-

lections, being equally adapted for pot culture upon
artistic wire-work or upon ornamental pillars, or for

roof rafters for obtaining a prolonged bloom where good
exposure to light and suitable temperature can be
ensured. W. Wood, Backhouse's Nursery, York.

Discoloured Granite.—We have here a terrace and
flower garden surrounded with white granite, which
during the few years it has been in use has remained
quite clean and white ; but some parts of it I am sorry

to say are now beginning to assume a black and green
appearance, which is offensive to the eye of my
employer. Can any of your correspondents inform me
how to restore it and prevent this discolouration I J. M.
Arum italicum.—The notice of this plant (see p. 71 b),

is incomplete in consequence of the omission of the date

of Mr. Hambrough's note. " It is now in full fruit,"

says Mr. Hambrough. But when was now ? Diss.

[The statement was taken from a printed report of Pro-
ceedings of the Botanical Society of Edinburgh.]

Californian Woodpeckers.—I really cannot swallow
Mr. Murray's account of the woodpeckers and acorns.

Woodpeckers do not feed on acorns. The long and supple

tongues of these birds are not formed by nature to en-

counter the hard acorn. The throat of the woodpecker is

very straight and ill adapted to gulp an acorn. Wood-
peckers only attack unsound bark, already in a state of

decay ; and in it the woodpeckers find plenty of vermin
which form their natural and usual food. The woodpeckers
could never bore the holes with an acorn in their

mouths ; because, when these birds attack the bark,

their bills are invariably closed in the first instance, and
form a kind of axe in appearance. This being the case,

where had they the acorns in the meantime ? Did the
observer see them apply to an Oak tree for a supply, or
pilfer them from some stall where they were on sale,

and then convey them to the hole prepared in the bark ?

It must have been for pastime—not for a provision of

food. As woodpeckers are not gregarious, I cannot for

the life of mo conceive how they managed to assemble
in " perfect swarms." Woodpeckers will sometimes
certainly feed on soft aud pulpy fruits—Peaches to wit.

Were I to hazard a conjecture, I should presume that

some individuals of the pie tribe had been engaged
amongst the acorns. In this case the bill would have
been suited to the food, and the food to the bill. Charles

Walerto-n, Walton Hall, near Wakefield.

Trees for the Sea Coast.—I want a list of a few of

those trees and shrubs which are best calculated for

standing great exposure to wind and a saline atmo-
sphere. The object is to plant as a shrubbery, with
ornamental trees and shrubs, and principally with ever-

greens, a steep bank running down to the sea beach, in

the neighbourhood of Dover, greatly exposed to wind
and storm, and the soil of which is light, sandy, and
friable, with small pieces of rock. Quercus. [The best

answer we can give is the following list of trees and
shrubs actually forming the pretty gardens facing the
sea at St. Leonard's. Among them are Rhododendron
ponticum, Aucuba, Arbutus, Sweetbay, Hydrangea,
Ledum latifolium,Yew, Leycesteria, Fuchsia, Sycamore,
Holly, Common and Portugal Laurel, Spanish Chesnut,
Evergreen and Lucombe Oak, Mountain Ash, China
Rose, Laburnum, Tamarisk, English and Turkey Oak,
Elm, Pontic Azalea, White Poplar, Laurustinus, Medi-
cago arborea, Atriplex Halimus, Lavatera arbora, Coto-
neaster, Erica arborea, all in perfect health.]

Rain Fall and Drainage—Drainage and Capillary

Attraction.—Two correspondents under the above sepa-

rate heads (Jan. 21, 1856) ask questions to which I will

venture to suggest answers. As to rain-fall and drainage,

reference to the table of rain-fall from 1841 to 1855
inclusive in your Paper, January 7, 1856, will show
that there is nothing extraordinary in the rain-fall of
the last three years ; the amount this year is half an
inch above the average. 1852, the year before these,

gives the largest fall in the 15 years, and on the four
years 4 inches above the average. The truth of

averages is quite wonderful, whether we take the
barometer, thermometer, or rain-guage ; so much so,

that having ascertained the mean variation for 20 years,

taking 12 months, the majority of these months will be
within the limit of that variation. There is no reason

to believe that land drainage has any effect on rain-fall.

After all, the evaporation from the earth is not very
materially lessened by drainage ; the whole surface of

the earth is continually giving off vapour in those

seasons when there is the greatest evaporation. The
air will only take up a certain amount of moisture, and
when it is in a condition to do so the earth will not fail

to give it off. But if this be doubted, whence do our

<i

great rains come from, and where do they descen
most copiously \—from the S. W. and near the sea or
on the higher lands ? What makes the rain-fall in the
east of England less than the west 7

. Is it not that the
easterly winds bring less rain, and that the south-
western rains have expended themselves before they
reach the eastern parts ? I think it will be found that
the easterly rains are heavier in the east than in the

|

west, and vice versd, and hence the mean rain-fall is in

the centre of England. This, however, requires con-

firmation. But depend upon it that the averages will

not be affected by drainage. The presence or removal of

trees may be a cause; it is said that since trees have
been planted in Egypt rain always falls. As to the

|

second question asked by Mr. Horsfall, as to capillary

attraction (if what he says amounts to a question which
he wishes answered), namely, " Whether the power of

capillary attraction varies under different circumstances
of soil, external temperature, and as to the height to

which it saturates the soil V from what he says above,
" that he had ascertained, by means of a spirit level, the

exact height the water saturates by capillary attraction

by measuring the distance between the surface of the

water of the river Wharf and the strongly defined

line to which the moisture rises," I think that he has

not taken the best way to settle the question. I

have often observed the line he speaks of ; if he were to

examine the soil a little within the bank, he would I

think find that the soil was more or less charged with

water to the surface; as a general rule soils will take up

and hold by capillary attraction one-third of their bulk

and one-fourth of their weight. As this water is

evaporated from the surface, any free water in the soil,

namely, that which would pass off by drainage, rises to

supply the place of that evaporated (the line on the face

of the bank is probably the point where the rapidity of

evaporation counterbalances the power or rapidity of

capillary attraction) ; if the face of the bank were

sheltered from evaporation it would probably allow the

line to rise higher at that point. According to the

theory of capillary attraction, water rises in a tube or in

the pores of the soil in an inverse ratio of their diameter.

Professor Leslie calculates that in gravel, coarse sand,

loam or clay, if in the first the gravel were divided into

spaces of -^ of an inch, the water would ascend four

inches; in coarse sand, ^ of an inch, 16 inches
; j^»

7 feet ; and in loam, say IQJ5D, 25 \ feet. The moisture

so drawn up is only parted with by evaporation. The
Professor gives us 25 J feet ; I believe there is no limit

in clays, except under the action of evaporation. This

is of course mainly ruled by the temperature, as the

surface dries ; the subsoil parts with its free water first,

and then in a certain ratio with that which it holds by

capillary attraction, and only in a certain ratio, below

the point of direct evaporation, so that below that point

the soil is only partially dried. /. C. Clutterbuck.
Felling Beech.—At p. 70 it is stated that a landed

proprietor has tried the experiment of felling Beech in

the summer ; and that a beam he put up in an old

cottage in 1830 is as fresh and sound as if just put up.

The Beech is the indigenous tree of the Cotswolds, and

if the above statement can be confided in (as not being

an isolated case), it would be of immense importance to

this country. I would, therefore, beg of * Y. Z." to

favour us with more details, e.g., size of tree ? what

country ? was the beam laid in a pond, or prepared in any

way ? is he aware of any other similar trial, and witii

what result ? Here we lay a Beech plank in water for

six months, and then it answers well enough for bara

floors. I have a back staircase of Beech, put up about

12 years since, but the wood was well pickled, and thus,

I believe, cost more than Baltic timber. If, however, by

felling our fine Beech trees in summer we can make
them available for in-doors work, the advantage will be

great indeed to myself and others. Cotswoldianus.
Peas.—About four years ago I procured a variety of

Pea, the name of which was Dutch Emperor, and

whose pods when eaten young were highly esteemed. I

have since searched many seed catalogues, but can find

in them no mention of this variety. Perhaps you could

furnish me with some particulars respecting it. T. M-
Booth, Perry, Yorkshire. [They are Sugar Peas, and

may be had of any great seedsman.]
Winter Covering.—As it is admitted that gardeners

generally require some kindof waterproof covering for the

protection of plants infpits, frames, houses, &c, in winter,

permit me to direct attention to Mr. Lancaster's * I*ig"

num Textile," an example of which was exhibited at the

Streatham Gardeners' Society's Rooms, on Thursday

week, and after a discussion of two hours' duration on

the subject, it was admitted by all present to be a

desirable and useful article. The model submitted for

inspection was a " pit," for the covering of which several

modes were offered, one in the shape of a shutter, the

whole length and width of the light ; another divided

across the centre, where there was a lap enabling the

covering to be drawn off at back and front ; a third

divided from back to front, and likewise supplied with a

lap. The material itself is woven wood or veneer,

dressed with some waterproof composition which, after

being passed between heavy rollers, and exposed to the

atmosphere, is said to become nearly as hard as metau

This material is also intended for the purposes ot

roofing, &c. &c. W. G. Turner, the Rookery Gardens*

Streatham. [When we saw this material some months

since we thought it promised to be very useful.] ,

Cucumber Disease.—I certainly cannot understand

how this, as has been stated, can be attributable in the

majority of cases to mismanagement, but I am °

opinion that when once it is discernable, strong measures
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should be adopted for its removal. It appears from my
own experience, and from that of previous writers in the

Chronicle, that this so-called disease manifests itself in

various forms, for instance Mr. Bailey of Nuueham in

the early part of last season complains of an unhealthy

root action, producing knotted protuberances, and

otherwise engendering in the plant a weakly, debilitated

constitution. " T. R." (see page 55) observes that the

diseased plant exudes a glutinous juice or gum, both

from the plant and fruit, the parts affected turning

black, and the leaves exhibiting yellow spots. Now my
chief cause of complaint has been mildew, irremovable

from the plant affected, even' under the most vigilant

and careful treatment. Four years ago come Midsummer,
I first observed it on plants of the Victory of Bath variety,

and some others I do not now remember. I immediately

withheld water, increasing the temperature and
applying quantities of sulphur ; this cheeked but did not

remove the disease. I then cut the plants close in,

gradually commencing more liberal treatment, which
induced a fast growth, but only to be diseased the same
as before. On perceiving this I cleared away every
vestige of mildewed Cucumber from the frame yard, in

doing which I found but one case of diseased root

action, as described above, the remainder being perfectly

sound and healthy. In a frame adjoining the

rest I had started on the first indication of mil-

dew some strong plants of CuthiU's Black Spine,

a most useful and hardy kind (when obtained true) ; this

from its robust habit seemed to resist the disease, and
carried good crops throughout the autumn. The
following spring I started two frames with Lord
Kenyon's Favourite and Cuthill's Black Spine. As soon
as the former variety came into bearing, the same traces

of mildew exhibited themselves. I directly cleared
away the plants (being careful then, as at all times, to

have fresh soil), and confined myself during the season
to the Black Spine, which produced excellent crops,

and quite resisted the disease. Since that time I have
principally grown the Black Spine, but last year I tried

three or four other sorts including Lord Kenyon's, but
fortunately enough without being troubled with the
slightest trace of mildew. John Coiddrey, Gardener,
Hardenhuisli.

Bees.—As a student and historian of the honey-bee
Huber was an enthusiast. He produced a book which
has been much read and admired. In writing it he was
honest, though frequently in error, doubtless from his

trusting to ttie evidence of his assistants, on whose eyes
he had to depend, for his own sight was very imperfect.
He once said to a friend, " I am more certain of
being correct than you, because you have only your own
eyes to depend on, whereas I take the mean of many
witnesses." This surely is enough to make a thoughtful
man hesitate before he credits all that Huber says. His
tale is told in such a straightforward and truth-like way
that it is hardly possible to disbelieve it ; heuce the cur-
rency of his errors. On this occasion IJwill notice^oce.
He says, that in some hives " there are found some
working bees that lay eggs ;" and he tells us what they
are like in his wonderful story about them. Some
modern bee books tell the same story. Let me say
emphatically that there never was a fertile working
bee;Vand to drive Huber's delusion away, let us ask any
of ^his disciples to produce an egg laid by her. The
queen is the only female, and when she is removed from
the hive no eggs are laid ; and none ever will be laid in
her absence. Working bees are neither male nor
female ; they do all the work, build the combs, gather
the honey, foster and feed the young, and pay supreme
homage to their queen. And when she, by reason of
age, becomes useless, they dethrone her; but before
they do this they put an egg in a royal cell, which when
hatched takes her place. A. P.

S^nrties*

Horticultural, Feb. 5.—A Special General Meeting
was this day convened for the following purposes:—To
consider the suggestions made to the Fellows by the
Council in their circular letter dated December 24th,
1855 ; and to authorise the termination of the tenancy
of the Garden at Chiswick.
The Marquess of Salisbury took the chair. Among the

Fellows present were the Duke of Northumberland, the
Earls Grey and Ilchester, Lord Downes, the Hon. W.
F. Strangways, Sir Peter Van Notten Pole, Sir W. J.
Hooker, Sir John Duckworth, Captain Trevor Clarke,
Mr. John Wood, the Rev. L. Vernon-Harcourt, Mr.
S. H. Godson, Mr. C. W. Strickland, &c, &c.

The Vice-Secretary read a report from the Council,
explaining the circumstances which led to the meeting
having been summoned, and the views of the Council as
to the mode of carrying on the Society in future. (The
most material parts of this have already been given in
the circular letters from the Council published in our
volume for last year pp. 709 and 853.) Among the
additions were the following paragraphs :

—

" The Garden had been the gr?at scene of the labours
of the Society ; it was there and through it that the
utility of the Society had been demonstrated to the
whole world ; it was the field in which it had gained a
reputation that was acknowledged wherever the name
of horticulture was known ; and moreover it was the
place upon which what may be almost called the affec-
tion of a large body of its Fellows had been fixed. That
such a place should be relinquished was a conclusion to
which nothing but the most imperious necessity could
nave conducted the Council ; but the necessity seems
to exist, and it is in part for the purpose of obtaining the

authority ol" the Society to make so great a sacrifice, or
of hearing what other course the Fellows may have to

propose, that this meeting is convened."
Adverting to the suggestions they had formerly made,

the report went on to say that—" The Council feel that

upon these points some difference of opinion must be
expected to prevail. In circumstances so difficult as

those of the Society it could scarcely be otherwise. The
Council do not cling to their own suggestions. The pro-
posals they have made are the best which had occurred
to themselves or been suggested by others at the date of

their circular of December 24. Should different views,

not inconsistent with the financial safety of the corpo-

ration, meet with the approval of the present meeting,
the Council will do what lies with them to give them
effect."

Earl Grey moved that the Council be authorised to

terminate the tenancy of the Garden at Chiswick as

soon as the lease will permit, and to sell the property
therein. The motion having been seconded by the Hon.
W. F. Strangways, Mr. Godson moved as an amend-
ment that a committee be appointed to investigate the

whole of the accounts and consider what is best to be
done as to the continuance of the Society. Mr. Henry
Bohn, one of the auditors, seconded the motion. After
some conversation, the Duke of Northumberland
offered, on the part of the Council, to make room at once
for a certain number of Fellows to be selected by the

meeting, a corresponding number of the present mem-
bers of Council retiring. The wish of the meeting,

however, appearing to be in favour of the appointment
of a committee, Lord Grey withdrew his motion, and
the amendment was carried. The committee was then

appointed and the meeting adjourned, after passing a
vote of thanks to the noble chairman.

Linnean, Jan. 15.—Prof. Bell, President, in the

chair. N. H. Mason, Esq., J. K. Mummery, Esq., and
R. J. Shuttleworth, Esq., were elected Fellows. W. W.
Saunders, Esq., exhibited several vegetable substances

collected by Mr. K. W. Plant in Natal, and made some
observations on them. One was evidently the fruit of some
Euphorbiaceous plant, and of these it was stated that

the husk contained a large proportion of tannin, whilst

the seeds yielded a pure oil in considerable quantity.

The Rev. C. A. Johns exhibited a drawing and a speci-

men in spirit of Sphseria militaris, found by him in June
last growing upon a chrysalis among dead leaves in

Buckleigh Vale, Devon. Mr. W. Matchwick exhibited

specimens of the fruit and tracings of the leaf of

Paulownia imperials, gathered by him on the 18th ult.

in the neighbourhood of the Champs Elysees, Paris,

where the fruit had ripened in the open air, on a tree

about 20 feet high. The following papers were read:

—

1 .
" Note on Lepidosiren annectens ;" and 2. "Remarks on

the notice of a species of Mason Wasp, by Dr. G. Buist,

in the Proceedings of the Society for June 20th, 1854,
by Mr. E. Newman." 3. "A Catalogue of the Dipterous

Insects collected by Mr. Wallace in the Malay Peuinsula,',

by F. Walker, Esq., with some prefatory observations

by W. W. Saunders, Esq.

Notices 23oo fts.

The Natural History of Pliny. Translated, with

copious notes and illustrations, by the late John
Bostock, M.D. F.R.S., and H. T. Riley, Esq., B.A.

Vols. 1—4. 12mo. Bohn.

This wonderful record of the state of natural science

in the reigns of Nero and Vespasian has hitherto been

little less than a sealed book to the English reader. We
have had indeed Holland's crabbed translation, which
is as hard to understand as the original ; but the press

of this country had produced nothing which could

really be said to make the great Pliny known to the

unlearned reader, until Mr. Bohn included his work in

the very useful Classical Library. This was the more
to be regretted, not only because of the intrinsic im-

portance of Pliny's Natural History, but because its

style is not such as every classical reader can under-

stand ; so unusual are the words in many cases, so

technical the language, and so brief the descriptions.

Like Virgil's Georgics, it requires a reader to be

familiar with country work and natural history, as well

as Latin, if it is to be really comprehended. Most espe-

cially it is necessary to be acquainted with modern com-
mentators if the old and forgotten names employed by
Pliny are to be identified with those of the moderns.

What, for example, did he mean by Philanthropos,Castor,
Aegolethron, Calabrice, Chrysolachanon, and the like ?

About such matters lexicographers and critics are often

so greatly at variance that it is impossible for the reader
to judge between them.
The late Dr. Bostock, by whom this translation was

commenced, was well fitted for the task ; learned,

careful, industrious, in direct communication with

naturalists, and having himself a considerable know-
ledge of natural science, he brought an unusual combi-

nation of attainments to his task. This is not said for the

purpose of drawing an unfavourable comparison with Mr.
Riley who succeeded him, but as an act of justice to a

departed friend who was esteemed by all who knew him.

On the contrary, in our judgment the whole of the

translation which has yet appeared evinces the exist-

ence of qualities of the same kind, with the exception

perhaps of natural history. At least it is evident that in

what concerns plants Fee is taken as sufficient authority,

and not without reason. There is a singular indication

of an unacquaintance with plants on the part of the trans-

lator in vol. iv. p. 4G4, where we are informed m u toot-

note that the fruit of Delphinium Staphisagria "is
formed of three capsules, containing a triangular seed

of black brown colour, about the size of a Kidney Bcan.,y

Pliny's own account is nearer the truth ; for he merely
says that the follicles contain a nuclcum, triangulum,

using indeed the singular for the plural number, but

correctly describing the triangular seed of the Common
Stavesacre.

We are not however inclined to point out blemishes

in a task so difficult of execution, and so useful to even
the learned reader. On the contrary we are glad to

believe that the work of translation is well done through-

out, as it certainly is most conscientiously.

The sterling information to be obtained in this great

work can never lose its value, much as it is mixed with
superstition and error. Iu Pliny there was united, to

use the words of one of his commentators (Sprengel),
te acre ingeuium, studium incredibile, summa vigilantia."

The work before us is said to have been compiled from
two thousand Greek and Roman volumes ; and consists of

37 books, those from the 12th to the 27th being occupied

with the history of herbs, trees, corn plants, and the

whole routiue of country affairs, or as it has been called

Res rustica. One cannot open a page without meeting

with something to amuse, if not instruct. Take for

example what he says of the Plane tree, concerning

which such interesting questions were last week raist d

by Sir William Hooker.
* The first Plane-trees that were spoken of in terms

of high admiration were those which adorned the walks

of the Academy at Athens— [in one of which] the

roots extended a distance of 33 cubits, and spread far

beyond its branches. At the present day, there is a

very famous Plaue in Lycia, situate in close proximity

to a fountain of the most refreshing coolness ; standing

near the road, with the cavity in its interior, it forms a

species of house 81 feet in width. Its summit, too,

presents the foliage of a grove, while it shields itself

with huge branches, each of which would equal an ordi-

nary tree in size, as it throws its lengthened shade

across the fields. In addition to this, that nothing may
be wanting to its exact resemblance to a grotto, there

is a circle of seats withiu, formed of stone, intermingled

with pumice overgrown with moss. This tree was

looked upon as so worthy of remark, that Licinius

Muc :anus, who was three times consul, and recently the

legatus of that province, thought it a circumstance

deserving of transmission even to posterity, that he,

together with 1 8 persons of his retinue, had sat down to

a banquet in the interior of it. Its leaves afforded

material for their couches in the greatest abundance,

while he himself, sheltered from every gust of wind,

and trying in vain to hear the pattering of the rain on
the leaves, took his meal there, and enjoyed himself

more than he would have done amid the resplendence

of marble, a multiplicity of paiutings, and beneath a

ceiling refulgent with gold.

" Another curious instance, again, was that afforded

in the reign of the Emperor Caius. That prince was so

struck with admiration on seeing a Plane in the terri-

tory of Veliternum, which presented floor after floor,

like those of the several stories of a house, by mean3 of

broad benches loosely laid from branch to branch, that

he held a banquet in it—himself adding very materially

to the shade it threw—the triclinium being formed for

the reception of 15 guests and the necessary attendants

:

to this singular dining-room he gave the name of

his < nest.'

"

This may serve, for those who are unacquainted with

this old author, at once as an example of Pliny's style

and of Mr. Riley's translation.

We ought to have noticed sooner a very useful volume

published by Mr. Mcintosh and Dr. Kemp, under the

name of the British Year Boole for the Country (12mo,

Longmans). It is a rich repertory of matters Agricul-

tural, Horticultural, Floricultural, and Arboricultural,

culled from the periodicals of the last year, or written

expressly for the work. When two authors of such

acknowledged ability combine to produce a book the

public is naturally inclined to measure it by a some-

what high standard ; and we do not think the public

will here be disappointed. We would only hint that

more caution might have been advantageous in endorsing

the alleged discoveries of fraud so pompously announced

by Dr. Hassall, and everywhere now regarded with

suspicion.

Garden Memoranda.
Abney Hall, Cheadle, near Manchester.—This

is the seat of James Watts, Esq., who has built here

a princely mansion, and formed gardens worthy of it.

The latter were, we understand, designed and laid out

in the first instance by Mr. Skirving of Liverpool,

but they were afterwards greatly altered by Mr.

Bigland of Manchester, and Mr. Barron has the

credit of introducing one of the best things about the

place, viz., an avenue of Junipers, which, as seen

from the main entrance of the mansion and the win-

dows of some of the principal rooms, is a striking

feature and well worth whatever it may have cost ;

and as the Junipers—large handsome plants— some 10

or 12 feet high, were brought from Eivaston in nearly

their present state as to size, the expense must have

been something very considerable. The conservatory

is an exceedingly handsome structure, forming as it

were part of the south side of the mansion, and so

arranged that a good view of the plants is obtained

from a picture gallery which adjoins it on the north
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8ul« ; its hi in if- - can also be seen to advantage from
many parts of the ground floor, and we know of no
instance where the show house for plants is so efficiently

and unobtrusively connected with the dwelling-house,
and when lighted up at night and thrown open to the
drawing-room the effect must be charming. But
although it is so well situated, and altogether so excel-
lently arranged, it is unfortunately ill adapted for plants,
owing to the want of proper means of ventilation.
The south fronts, which rise one above the other after
the manner of the Crystal Palace, are altogether some
20 feet in height, and are glazed with large squares of
opiate glass ; the roofs are ridj;e and furrow, and are
glazed with large panes of sheet glass, and with the
^exception of the entrance doors and small openings in
each end communicating with chimneys, no further
ventilation has been provided. This part of the arrange-
ment, together with the heating, was entrusted to the
late Mr. Sylvester, who was employed to warm the
mansion. He appears to have depended on obtaining
a sufficient supply of fresh air from gratings in the
raised edges of the beds just above the floor, and com-
municating with a shaft at a considerable distance from
-the house ; but this is found, as might have been
-expected, useless or nearly so in summer ; for the air in
the tunnel or shafts under the house being colder
than that in the house, is not likely to ascend to displace
heated air. Notwithstanding this disadvantage, how-
ever, this house is always kept extremely gay with
plants in bloom which are brought from houses in the
kitchen garden, and as it is found difficult to preserve
even the climbers on pillars, &c, in health for any
length of time, this is probably the only way in which
it could be furnished with plants in good condition. At
the present time this house is gay with the various
plants which bloom at this seaj-on, such as Camel-
lias, Epacrises, some of which measure qu'te 6 feet

•tiigh, and nearly as much through ; Daphnes in

large numbers, Correas, Erica hiemalis in quantity,

E. scabriuseula in the form of a Jarge specimen which
has made shoots some 2 feet 6 inches long covered
with bloom, and when seen in this state it is a
really handsome plant, notwithstanding the smallness
of the individual flowers and their dingy colour. The
gay looking Stricographis was also here in quantity,

and also the brilliant Euphorbia jacquiniflora, forced
Indian, and other Azaleas, and some of the early
flowering hybrid Rhododendrons, which are first-rate

subjects for forcing in winter, as they are easily excited

into bloom, and their flowers last a long time. Placed
amongst the specimen plants we also noticed quantities

of variegat* d Geraniums, such as Flower of the Day,
Golden Chain, &c, which had been taken out of the
flower garden in autumn, potted, and placed in heat
until they got covered with healthy foliage, and then
removed here to serve as filling up plants ; and they
certainly have a very dressy appearance as seen under
the large plant', and appear to stand well where very
few things could be placed with safety. There is a pair

of Acacia decurrens planted out in the beds, one on
each side of the centre passage, trained up the pillars,

" and made to form a circle under the roof, which were
loaded with bloom. This is certainly a magnificent

plant for situations like this, where it can be afforded

plenty of space and light. The delightfully fragrant

Luculia gratissima was also in good condition, but L.

Pinciana is found here as elsewhere to be difficult to get to

bloom. In front of the conservatory is a broad terrace

from which the ornamental ground is reached by means
of a flight of steps. The flower garden or parterre is

in the form of an oblong square divided in the middle by

a wide gravel walk, on either side of which are

the flower beds, which in summer and autumn are

gay with Verbenas, yellow Calceolarias, Ageratums,

Golden Chain, Flower of the Day, and other Geraniums,

varied by such plants in the centres of the circles as

Golden and Irish Yews, Junipers, and things of that

sort, which serve to break that sameness of expression

•which must unavoidably have prevailed had low grow-

ing plants wholly been employed. The lawn extends a

"considerable distance beyond the flower garden, and a

small stream runs through it, which is made to fall over

a cleverly executed piece of rockwork, which can be seen

~frova all the windows in the south front of the house.

On the west side the grounds slope gracefully from the

"terrace down to a sheet of water in a hollow, and alto-

gether the laying out of the place reflects great credit

upon those who have had the management of it. Mr.
Watts has, however, not been satisfied to wait for

effect from planting small plants ; but has en-

riched his grounds by a great number of Conifers,

many of them handsome specimens from Elvaston.

Among these the last one or two severe winters

have caused some losses ; but still there are many fine

plants left, more especially an Araucaria on the west

terrace, two Picea'Pinsapo, some Deodars, Piuus Cem-
bra and excelsa, Irish Yews, and ihe Chinese Junipers

already mentioned. It may be worthy of notice that an
Araucaria planted on the low grounds near the brook
has been very much cut up by the winters, while another
planted on high ground has been 1 ut little injured

although in an exposed situation—a fact which may
serve to indicate the propriety of planting things about
the hardihood of which there is doubt on elevated posi-

tions.

In the kitchen garden there is a considerable extent
of glass, both for fruit forcing and growing plants, all of
which is heated with hot water. Some of the plant-
houses built under the superintendence of the present
intelligent gardener, Mr. Smith, are adm'rable roomy

structures, in fact, just what are required for growing
large specimen plants in to supply a conservatory.

Here were Azaleas, Heaths, Epacrises*, Borouias, and
other plants of that kind, all in the finest possible

health, and many of them large in size. There is also

a good collection of stove plants. The whole of the

garden, both indoors and out, exhibited the best of

keeping ; every part was scrupulously clean and neat—a
point so essential to general effect that the best collec-

tion of plants is lost unless this is attended to.

Calendar of Operate
(For the ensuing week.)

ions

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Pursue the directions in regard

to temperature, &c, laid down in previous calendars.

Climbers may be looked over, and if an early display of

their beauties is required some of the irregular wood
may be pruned away forthwith. Passion flowers and
others may receive this treatment ; but permanent
plants, as Acacias, &c, will of course point out of them-
selves an exception. At present frequent introductions

and frequent removals must be the order of the day
here, and of course there must be a corresponding
change in the other plant-house departments. Camellias
require at this time abundance of water, and keep a
sharp eye to Heaths, Epacrises, and other things
that are liable to get pot-bound. Stove.—Let all

increase of heat take place on bright days, chiefly

early in the afternoon ; and then accompanied by
a somewhat moist air. Get a batch of Gloxinias
repotted and placed in bottom-heat, using peat, loam,
charcoal, and sand for compost in a fibrous state

;

stove climbers on trellises in pots or tubs that require
to be shifted soon, should be cut in previously to plump
buds preparatory to disrooting or shifting. Attend to

shifting Amaryllises where requisite ; as soon as they
show signs of growth let them be introduced to this

house and give them a little water, increasing it

gradually as leaves unfold themselves. Orchids com-
mencing growth should be immediately attended to

;

keep them at the warmest end of the house and beware
of drip lodging in the young bud. Some of the large

specimens that require shifting and that are very dry
had better be immersed in tepid water for an hour
a day or two previous to shifting. Cold Pits or
Frames. — Some calculation should now be made
as to how far the inmates of these structures

will be able to supply the £ masses in the

flower garden. Frost and damp will doubtless have
reduced the numbers of some kinds.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pinery.—Proceed steadily ; if pits are at libertv and

duly provided with a permanent bottom heat of 80", it

would be a good plan to shift a portion of the stock into

fruiting pots, in the expectation of either producing
very late or very early fruit. Where a constant

succession is required, we take it for granted that the

final removal into the fruiting pots should take place

successively also, as doubtless this influences in a con-

siderable degree the period of fruiting. The young
plants, t'H), that have thoroughly filled their pots, at least

a portion of them, might have a liberal shift, provided as

already stated there is pit room at command. Like

many other plants an early growth with a long summer
before them is important, In all operations of potting

use turfy loam, and the rougher the better the plants

will like it. Vinery.—Proceed as before recommended

;

lessen the atmospheric moisture where the Vines are in

blossom, and dispense altogether with syringing for a

while. Allow plenty of dry heat with a lively circulation

of air. Peach-house.—Continue to make slow advances
with heat on bright days. Cucumbers and Melons.—
Make a successional sowing of each of these for

fear of disappointment ; any surplus strong plants of the

early sowings m«y be planted in large pots or boxes and
placed in a light part of any house in which there

is a heat of 70° or thereabouts, and a moist grow-
ing atmosphere. All glass frames or pits at work
must be kept thoroughly clean ; the importance
of this in early forcing can scarcely be overrated. Let
all covering material be hung on rails to keep it free

from dirt. Keep at all times a good stock of fermenting

dung and leaves ready for making new beds or linings.

Where there is much forcing these should be mixed
weekly at this period.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Continue to make the necessary preparations for

clumps or masses by sweetening or renewing the soil.

Plant out things of biennial character in masses, where
requisite ; iu borders the rearrangement of perennials

had better stand over till the latter begm to bud in

March. Lose no time in finishing the planting of trees

or shrubs.
KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD.

Sow Tomatoes in heat ; also Basil, Marjoram, &c.

Get hand-glasses ready for Cauliflowers in pots ; enrich

the stations very much, 'adding fresh loam if at hand.

Turn out four strong plants from the pots—one at each

angle ; they should be well soaked with weak liquid

manure previously. Plant Seakale and Rhubarb for

next year's forcing on trenched rich ground. Plant

Box edging where required, and thoroughly drain any

portion of the garden which exhibits the least appear-

ance of stagnation. Where water is apt to stand on the

surface through the puddling properties of heavy rains,

try to improve the texture by a dressing of sand, ashes,

or lime rubbish, charcoal dust, &c. Plant Horseradish,

if not already done ; trench it in deeply, placing manure

at the bottom of the trench. Get all fruit trees planted
as soon ag possible and stake and mulch. Remember
to drain thoroughly. Nowhere is this adviee more
necessary than in the orchard ; although Apples and
Pears are fond of stiff soils they will never prove profit,

able where water is allowed to accumulate. Exanuae
all old or overborne trees ; many of this character may
be improved by applying manure to the extremities of
their roots, and also by good top-dressings which should
always be applied the moment the leaf begins to fall in

autumn.
COTTAGER'S GARDEN.

If not a'ready done a few Broad Beans may now be
sown, and also a few Peas, and do not forget a sprink-

ling of Radish among the Early Carrots ; in fact with

most broadcast crops a sprinkling of Radish or Lettuce

may be put in through the spring. The Thousand-
headed Cabbage is a valuable green for the coltager.

We saw a crop of an acre or more a few days since, and
the quantity and earliness of them were surprising.

The proprietor stated that it was quite as hardy as

Kale. H is plan is to have two or three seed beds ; say

one in February, another in March, and a third in

April. From these he fills every inch of spare ground

through the summer, which is not wanted for other

crops, and thus he has always a good supply when
wanted. A little Spinach may also now be sown and

some Mustard and Cress in a warm corner. Plan* out

a few Red Cabbages for pickling.

state of the weather at chiswich4 NEAR LONDO* i

For the week ending Feb. 7. 1S5C. at observed at the Horticultural GunlM.S
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Feb. 1— Ln?lit clou.!* and irosty: overcast; cloudy.
— 2—Overcast; cloudy; frosty.— 3— Frosty; fine throughout ; frosty,
— 4— Low clouds; overcast; slight rain.— 5— Partially overcast ; very fine; c oudy; bnisteroas.— 6—Densely clouded; slight rain; boisterous.— 7—1 nifonnly overcast; denssly clouded ; rnin.

Mean temperature of the week 2£ dejr. above the average.
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The highest temperature during: the above period occurred on th* 10th,

18:^1—therm. 65 deg. ; and the lowest on the 11th, 1S45— therra. 3 de&.

below zero.

Notices to Correspondents.
Apples : E J H. Your seedlings were too far gore. They
resemble some of the good old sorts, and deserve further trial

and comparison earlier in the season.
j|

Books: Reader. Glendinning or Hamilton on the Pine Apple
may possibly answer your purpose. %

Frames : C Jl/. Whether you can use the fined frame as a place

in which to preserve bedding out plants during winter depends
upon the power you may have of keeping down the heat. AH
that is wanted in such a place is exclusion of frost and damp.
A temperature of 35-* is high enough. If you keep plants too

warm they will grow, unless indeed the eartli iu the pots is

left too dry for the maintenance of that health which is indis-

pensable even when plants are dormant. Again, if you are to

use the same frames for striking cuttings in the spring, what
will you do with your bedding out plants at that time?

Green Pea Soup: PP. The statement is strictly true, and we
have been assured by those who were in the habit of tasting

the soup that its quality was excellent. We therefore infer

that there must be some defect in the manner of preparing it.

We take for granted that the leaves and stems were crushed

and pressed through a tamise. Of course the flavour will

depend upon the quantity of air and light admitted to the Peas

when growing.
Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or coull have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply>

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we

can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now

requested that, in future, not more than four plants may h?

Bent us at one time.

—

Baltic. The common Spruce Fir.—JP-£-

Tuam. Solanum pseudocapsicum.—J S P. Medicago grcecaand

Coris monspeliensis. If you read Latin consult Koch's Flora

Germanica ; if not, Maout and Decaisne's new Flore des Jardins

et des Champs.
Names of Fruits: C. Your Pears are not known. They *re

scarcely second rate.
|

Peaks: G W JK. The Eyewood, Winter Nelis, Thompsons.
Knight's Monarch, Glou Morceau, and Ne plus Meuris vvvU

rip^n in the blank between December and February, a penoa

which your present stock is not calculated to supply. ^°ur

Chauraontel will doubtless be improved by removal from *

N.E. toaS.E. aspect; but it ought to do well in your climate

as a pyramid, a mode of 'training which suits thi3 Pea

remarkably well. Your SLGermain had better be grattea

with the Winter Nelis.fl
. f

Potatoes : A B complains that Jackson's patent preparation to

the preservation of Potatoes has killed his sets, and he wlsD
^ t

«

to know whether this is consistent with the experience

others.

Misc.: WCD. The cost of your advertisement will be 4$.
<j

4s. 6rf. Remittance is to be "made by post-office order, payaDi

to James Matthews. Strand Office. A Subscriber. Wesoppj)

the trade in sheets, and therefore do not fold the paFr >

pray complain to the agent who supplies you.

**• As usual, many communications have been received too Ij *

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be ma°
[

•

We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents* *u

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.
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Rescript

ERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-

phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Sugar Scum, and every

iption of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.

Wm, Ivolis Parke. 10, Mark Lane. London.

nmE~LONDON MANURE COMPANY have the

J. following ready for immediate delivery :

—

CORN MANURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE, for Roots. Grasses, &c.

NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

PERUVIAN GUANO direct from importers' warehouses,

Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and every artificial

Manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. E. Purser, Sec.

rpHB FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
-L at Mr. Lawes v

Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

7?. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.; Sulphuric Acid and

Coprolites, 61—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent, of amnonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, aud

otherjjhemical Manures.

MANURES.
HODGSON and SIMPSON, Wakefield, and

MATTHEWS and CO., Manufacturing Agricultural

•Chemists, Iriffield, manufacture the following Manures:

—

SIMPSONS AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-
dressingfor Wheat, Barlev, and Oats.

SIMPSO>S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoes,

and othr bulbous root crops. Price 81. per ton.

N.B Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.

The abve have been successfully tested for eight years by the

leading Rimers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties,

nnd wercapplied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with the

TOOst benficial results.

Testironials and other particulars forwarded by post on appli-

cation. HW Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any, 71. per ton.

TURNIP AND CORN SOWING.
BOTE MANURE (either half-inch or dust),

SPERPIIOSPHATE OF LIME, SULPHURIC ACID,
<&c.

—

f*ese valuable and genuine Manures may be had in any
quanta, of Jared Terrett Hunt, Lambeth Wharf, Upper
Fore -reet, Lambeth, London, delivered to any Wharf or Rail-

way Sation in London, in sacks or otherwise.

J. . H. earnestly recommends to the attention of the nobility

and intry his PULVERISED BONE-DUST for the reno-
vati< of Lawns, Meadows, Parks, &c.

A>, his PREPARED BONES, for the dressing of Vine Roots,
Aspagus Beds, Fruit Trees, &c.

WAGE"CHARCOAL MANURE.—This highly
fertilising Manure, which is Peat Charcoal completely

satated with London Sewage, will be found most efficient for

evf species of crop; more especially for Peas, Beans, Turnips,
Mgel Wurzel, and other root crops. It will produce a greater
refn for the outlay than Guano or any other Manure at an
eqvalent value : it also possesses the property of retaining its

ielising power longer than any other Manures now in use. It

ro be obtained at the SEWAGE MANURE WORKS, Stanley
Blge, Fulham, at 4J, per ton, and in quantities less than half
an at 5s. per cwt., for ready money only ; and in quantities not
I than a ton, will be delivered at the London Termini of the
^Iroads free of charge for cartage. No charge for sacks.
t may also be had from Messrs. G. Gibbs & Co., 26, Down Street,
icadilly, Agricultural Seedsmen, Agents for London, and from
the other Agents of the Company,

^HE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
L MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Trustees.

bel Smith, Esq., Jim., M.P., Walton House, Ware, Herts,
harles Dimsdale, Esq., Essendon Place, Herts,
idward Ball, Esq., M.P., 8, Belgrave Road, Pimlico.
»Iajor-General Hall, M.P., Weston Colville, Linton, Cambridge.
John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

Directors.
Chairman—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.

Deputy-Chairman—John Sharp, Esq., Tower Villa, Queen's
Road, Regent's Park.

Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex.
John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury, Essex.
Richard Hunt, Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Esq, Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lexham, Norfolk.
Robert Morgan, Esq.. 72, Camden Villas, Camden Town.
Thomas Nash, Esq., Great Chesterford, Essex.
James Odams, Esq., Bishop Stanford, Herts.
John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Pentonville,

With power to add to their number.
Bankers—Messrs. Barnett, Hoare & Co., Lombard Street.

Auditor—James Caird, Esq., Baldoon, and 6, Serjeant's Inn,
Temple, London.

Solicitors—Messrs. Kingsford& Dorman, 25, Essex Street, Strand.
Secretary and Chemist—James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.

Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London.
Manufactory, Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

The Directors of the above Company (many of whom are
eminent agriculturists) have great pleasure in acquainting their
friends and the agricultural community, that they have now
completed their extensive Works and Machinery for the manu-
facture of their Mauures; and, having secured nearly the whole
of the Blood produced by the butchers of the metropolis, and a
large stock of other necessary materials of the best quality, they
are now in a position to supply their Patent Manure of the
highest quality; and, as most of the Directors and many of the
Shareholders are large consumers themselves of the Blood
Manure, their fixed determination being to supply nothing but
sterling and genuine quality cannot fail to afford a guarantee
and protection to the farmer against imposition.
The great value of Blood Manure as a fertiliser may now be

considered as a fully and fairly established fact. Ever since the
first introduction of this valuable fertiliser, the demand has
always been greater than could be conveniently supplied, and
the Patentee has two objects in view in establishing a Company.
First, to develope the capabilities of this invention; and second,
to protect the farmer from the daily imposition to which he is

subjected, by having worthless articles pawned upon him as
genuine fertilisers, which have too often made him the victim of
designing and unprincipled men.

Its claims rest not in the assertion of a few experiments, it has
been tried for the last four seasons by hundreds with great
success, and in the next it will be tried by thousands. It affords,
in fact, a triumphant answer to the question, " What has science
done for Agriculture?"
The Blood Manure is composed of bones dissolved in Sulphuric

Acid, to which is added a large quantity of pure Blood, specially
prepared to suit various crops, and may either be applied by the
drill or sown broadcast.

Testimonials from the most eminent agriculturists who have
used the Manure may be had from the local Agents.

Price, delivered at any Wharf or Railway Station in London :—
Corn and Grass Manure, 11. 10s. per ton; Turnip Manure, 6L 10s.
per ton; Flax and Hop Manure, 81. 10s. per ton.

The Company beg to caution the public against the attempts
of spurious imitators, who, since the introduction of this Manure,
have professed to make one possessing similar qualities. As
security, therefore, to the purchaser, every bag is marked
ODAMS' PATENT BLOOD MANURE,*' and sold; only by

the authorised Agents of the Company.

rpHE PATENT SANITARY MANURE COM*
-L PANY'S NITRO-BIPHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MA-
NURE.—Price delivered in London :— For Corn or Hops, 71. 10s.
per ton; for Roots and Grass, 6/. 10s. per ton, bags included.
1350 lbs. Blood in each ton, and a lar^re percentage of Phosphates.
Use from 2 cwt. to 3 cwt. per acre. For local and all further in-
formation apply to the Offices, i>l, Cullum Stre et, City, London.

MANURES.
TO BE SOLD, NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD

MANURE, SUPER-PHOSPHATE of LIME, GUANO,
BONE-DUST and HALF-INCH, GYPSUM. SULPHURIC
ACID, SALT, and all other MANURES of known value. Sole
Agents for the Peat Charcoal Companv. — Apply to Makk
Fothkrgill & Co. , 204a, Upper Thames Street.

A RTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
jlX others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may
obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

T
SIX PER CENT. BONUS FOR 1855-

HE CONSERVATIVE LAND SOCIETY.—
-A- Holders of completed shares (price ML As. 6d. and Is. for

pass-book), and of shares in progress paid a year in advance
(price 51. 2$. 6d. each and 1$. for pass-book) and upwards, receive
5 per cent, per annum guaranteed interest, payable half-yearly,

one month after Ladyday and .Michaelmas, and also any per
centage above 5 per cent, of the Bonus declared at each Annual
Meeting. Six per cent, was paid for 1S53, 7 per cent, for 1854,

and 6 per cent, has been declared for 1855. Any number of shares
may be taken, and there is no personal liability, every member
being allowed to withdraw under the Rules, when he chooses, his
subscriptions at ten days' norice. The taking of land is quite

optional ; a shareholder may be either an investor or an allottee,

or both, at his pleasure. The first payment on an uncompleted
share is 125. 6d. ; the subsequent Monthly payments 85., with 1$.

for every third month for quarterage, to meet working expenses.

The Conservative Land Society is thus open to every class of

the community, with an equally adjusted system on the Mutual
principle, and is now universally acknowledged to be one of the

most eligible investments of the day. For Prospectuses contain-
ing a list of Noblemen, Members of Parliament, and other Gentle-
men (upwards of 70 in number) on the Executive and General
Committees, &c, apply to

Charles Lewis Gruxeisex, Secretary.

Offices: 33, Norfolk Street, Strand, London.

rpHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
i PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henry Ker Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection

of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of

Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-
owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or

he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFORDED IX EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-j early

instalments.
5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,

and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiRTy-oxK YEARS for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the

improved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford, Sec.

q^HE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise
-»- water, without manual labour, to any

height, where a small fall can be obtained.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps.

Fountains of every description erected

;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.

Hose Pipe of every kind for watering
Gardens.

W. F. Roe (late Freeman Roe), Hydraulic
Engineer, 70, Strand, London.

wARNER'S 4i-inch IMPROVED LIQUID
MANURE PUMP,

with Ball Valve, fitted with
14 inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrought iron
Straps for screwing on to

any ordinary Water-bntt or
Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
505.

li-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,

3s. 6d. per foot.

11 Gutta Percha Suction,
Is. 9d. per foot.

\y ARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
V » DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £ 3. d,

2i in. short 1ft. Tin. /Fitted for lead, \ 1 10

3

4

2i

if

it

M

r?

ft

long 3

ditto 3 „
ditto 3

ditto 3

3

6
?»

tt

6

M

gutta percha, I 1 14

or cast iron V2
flanged pipe, 2
as required.

(
3

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2

2$ in. long ditto ditto ditto 2

8
12
3

14
13

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
S, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery tor Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and
-

Garden
Engines, &c. &c—Engravings sent on application.

LIQUID MANURE.

o

PATENT LIQUID-MANURE DISTRIBUTOR
* or WATER-CART, for the Ditfrlbntfon of Guano, &c,
warranted not to clog up or otherwise get out of order. It has
Waterproof Joints, and will scatter its Liquid from 12 to 15 feet
wide. It will work equally well on hilly or on level land without
any alteration. It is thoroughly adapted for Drill Crops or
Pasture Land, or for Watering Streets.—Full particulars may be
obtained of the Patentee. Isaac James, Tivoli, Cheltenham.

AT-CKUSHING and BEAN-SPLiTTING MILL
(Turner's No. 5).

This Mill is recommended to

the use of every person keeping

a Horse, as superior for effi-

ciency, durability, and ease in

working to any manufactured.

Two bushels of crushed corn

afford more nourishment both

to old and young horses than

three bushels of uucrushed!

Price £3 15s. 6J.

Made and Sold by

E. R. & F.TURNER, St. Peter's

Iron Works, Ipswich.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
<-* Cutlery Works, Sheffield; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawings forwarded by post._

pOLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
Vy and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufacture^ and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at tho College. The terms and other par-
ticularsmay he had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

Wilt flflrtcttltttral <5a?ttte»

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1856.

The simply descriptive style, with its substantial

and sometimes heavy matter of fact, has hitherto so

generally characterised the Journal of the English

Agricultural Society that one is almost startled on

finding in it a paper written with all the force and
brilliancy of a review article. Perhaps some of

the strangeness presented by this paper to the

accustomed reader of the Journal arises from its

being addressed to the advocacy of a policy rather

than to the description of a practice—an advocacy

on national rather than on exclusively agricultural

grounds—a policy, too, to which the English Agri-

cultural Society has not hitherto committed itself.

The subject of agricultural statistics which Mr.

Hoskyns has illustrated with such fullness and such

freshness in the concluding article of the present

issue of the Journal has, indeed, been hitherto

ignored by the Society, or rather refused considera-

tion by it as being beyond its scope. We are glad

to hear it now, at length, by the voice of one of its

editorial officers, speak so decidedly and so power-

fully where formerly its silence, though uninten-

tionally, we believe, was equivalent to opposition.

It is surely infinitely better that it should exhibit

the vigour and the energy of youth in its proceedings,

with generous confidence in the goodwill even of

those who may differ from the views it maycommend,
notwithstanding these should lead it to the very verge

of the field to which it is confined, rather than creep

on in the road or rather ruts of precedent by which
safety may be secured, but cnly at the expense of

speed and usefulness.

Mr. Hoskyns commences with an allusion to the

oft-quoted simile of the ship with its crew and
cargo :

—

" We are ' bound on a twelvemonth's voyage.' We—consumers
of earth's harvests—are the passengers, some the crew may it b«
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hoped, of such a ship; we touch at no half-way port, nor can we
shorten the duration of our voyage. The great centre of light

and heat, round which we travel, gives us but one harvest in the
year—one opportunity of storing our vessel for her trip ; and
though (to descend from the astronomical to the national) we are
able to import from other shores that supplement of our local

deficiency, which the world furnishes from its spare stock; yet
not one bushel of corn can we so obtain except for its equivalent
in some superadded labour of our own, which still must turn its

wages into food, and so become an appendix to the original
demand upon the soil. In this reactive effect of imported food,

the British corn grower is presented with an annually widening
margin, an enlarging front, so to speak, of customers, whose im-
ported supplies are the true measure of an excessive demand,
overtaking the produce of his own furrows; and such is, in fact,

the condition of husbandry in a country requiring to import, and
able to pay for, a large amount of food beyond its own annual
produce.

" But what is that? Amongst all the strange questions that
curiosity or business should still have left, to ask, in a country of
the busiest and best statists in the world, in the country of
Domesday-Book—the oldest record of land statistics, it is said,

in Europe, and of some of the earliest efforts ever made by a
government to learn the produce of its harvests—what is more
strange than that we have gone on importing corn as well as

growing it, in the profoundest ignorance and apathy till the last

few years, upon one of the most interesting, and, one should
suppose, most primitive questions it is possible for a country to

ask itself, and containing within itself the reply, to answer

—

What, in quantity and kind, is the food produce of our own
acres? What is the home-grown portion of that immense con-
sumption, say of corn alone, of which the imported supplement,
gathered in every quarter of the globe from fields we did not
sow, has now arrived at an annual average of nearly ten million

of quarters f
11

The national interest of such a question is shown,
by instances of very recent occurrence, to be made
up of the personal bearings it possesses not only on
consumers but producers. The harvest of 1846 was
sold, much of it under 50s. a quarter, some of it

over twice that sum—this being the result of igno-

rance, such as statistical information would have
met : and this sudden rise in price took place after

most of those who " thresh out their year's corn to

pay last half-year's rent—that class whom the Mark
Lane phraseology cruelly distinguishes as ' needy
sellers '—the same class (for so unhappily it ever is)

who { cannot see what good agricultural statistics

can ever do '—had turned their little stock into

cash, and the cash over to their landlords."

The national and commercial interests affected by
this ignorance are exhibited by reference to the
evidence of Mr. Leone Levi before the Lords'
Committee. Its bearings upon the science of agricul-
ture are illustrated by adducing the instances in
which large collections of facts have in other
sciences resulted in the perception of the general
laws whose force and jurisdiction it was the object
of those sciences to define. No faith can ever be
more fruitful or more wise than that which prompts
to the record and accumulation of occurrences and
facts. One listens in despair to those who refuse
assistance in the collection of such facts on the
ground of uselessness. It is not only unphilosophical
but impossible to indicate beforehand the know-
ledge which those facts will furnish—but the
history of all human knowledge hitherto proves
most incontestable that " laws " are seen in facts
when massed, which, though operating everywhere,
are veiled in the individual instances. A know-
ledge of such laws is necessarily profitable, for they
necessarily operate to the loss of those who igno-
rantly oppose them : let us then industriously
gather the individual facts, assured that the laws
of their occurrence will ultimately appear to the
great benefit of those whose knowledge of them
enables conduct in accordance with them.

All this is as true of the facts which make up
agriculture as of those which make up every other
art and science. But let Mr. Hoskyns state all this
in his own characteristic manner :—
"Everything throughout creation is governed by 'law;' but

over most of the tracts that come within the active experience of
mankind, the governing hand lies so secretand remote that until
very large numerical masses are brought under the eye at once,
the controlling power is not detected. To an appreciating mind
there is something attractively beautiful in the delicacy with
Which laws of unswerving regularity and resistless force are
withdrawn from view, masked behindan apparently inexhaustible
variety, an independence and spontaneity of action, and a play-
fulness of ' accident,' seemingly without control or bounds. It is
impossible too much to admire this indulgent feature of creative
and administrative power, which permits thus itsgraciousness to
be lost to general sight in the success of the very illusion
employed. The whole vocabulary of those who talk of 'chance

'

and *luck' attest the matchless lightness and elasticity of gait
which disguise the majestic onward tread and movement of
natural law. Statistics are the touchstone under which the illusion
at once vanishes. Like some potent chemical test it 'precipi-
tates at once, and exposes to view the latent law so skilfully
held in solution. Gathering its facts together and employing
them in masses, dealing with Nature wholesale and in the gross,
meeting her upon a scale of magnitude, far indeed behind her own,
yet in the right path of approach, this science forces out results
that never would have disclosed themselves in detail."

Descending from the general interests of science
to the more professional aspect of such knowledge as
complet e statistics of British agriculturewould supply,
Mr. Hoskyns illustrates its advantages to the farmer
by the parallel influence of similar knowledge in the
money market and in commercial operations gene-
rally, but here we cannot follow him. A history
and critique of the several attempts towards the
collection of agricultural statistics are given, and
the mam facts are represented in the following
diagrams :

—

°
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STATISTICAL DIAGRAM OF ENGLAND AND WALES.
Agricultural Distribution of the Soil of England and Wales, on the basis of the Returns from, 11 Counties, made in 1854 (and shotcn

by the inner dotted square).
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A similar diagram is given of Ireland, to which

we shall refer hereafter. We have already taken

up much more than the space ordinarily devoted to

a single paper in this journal, and must leave to our

readers the task of collating and comparing the

several items presented in these diagrams. Let

them take Mr. Hoskyns as their guide and study

his paper on the subject in detail. The statements

regarding Scotland appear as facts—those regarding

England are mere estimates founded on observa-

tions of a portion only of its extent.

" As far as Scotland and Ireland are concerned, the task is

actually accomplished, and a body of the most important evidence

has been furnished, which only requires for its completeness—we
might almost say for its true utility—the performance of the

corresponding task in England and Wales."
" It is a thing too mortifying to believe that the agriculturists

of England have ever seriously declined or hesitated to perform

their part in this most useful national inquiry. We would rather

believe—and we do believe—that ' the attempt, and not the deed,

confounded us ;' that the mode in which they were appealed to

was erroneous."

So concludes Mr. Hoskyns—a considerable por-

tion of his paper having been directed to a con-

sideration of the impolicy of employing the Boards of

Guardians in this work.

Those who are interested in the subject of Agri-

cultural Statistics will find in the paper we have

been considering useful information, elegant illus-

tration, and as we believe sound argument—all the

more likely to be influential for the intelligent,

agreeable, and vigorous manner in which the whole

is presented.

In the year 1847 the then council of the Society

of Arts felt that in the absence of a permanent
museum of inventions, it would be beneficial to

collect annually for public examination for a limited

period as many specimens, models, drawings, and

descriptions of recent inventions, whether patented,

registered, or not as it was possible to obtain the

loan of. Succeeding councils have taken the same
and in accordance with annual custom it is

meut, as well as of buying and selling of corn and stock

being confided to him, it will be needless to expatiate at

greater length upon his requirements, for whatever is

combined in a first-class farmer would constitute a

first-class farm manager, the difference being only that

in the one case he works upon his own capital, and in

the second upon the capital of his employer.

In the second description, and which is contemplated

by the qualifications below, an active, intelligent

working man is described who should be thoroughly

conversant with the practice of every description of

farming work and management, who acting under his

employer will not be expected to attend markets, or to

buy or sell corn or stock, but to devote hk whole and

undivided attention to the daily routine of the farm

management, the difficulty with such a person being in

keeping himself in his proper place, not arbitrarily con-

ducting himself towards the workmen or mixing up and

siding with them against the master so much com-

plained of by Marshall, who states:—"July 18, 1774.

I this day discharged Thomas Brock, my farm bailiff.

—

Why ? Because I suspected him of smuggling—be-

cause he was unequal to the management of the farm,

and is too much of a bailiff to be reduced to a bustler.

He is hated by the men and despised by the neighbours.

He has good hands, but a bad head—a crazy couch

dangerous to lull upon—a good implement of husbandry

(spoilt by being made into a bailiff), but a bad husband-

man."

Liebig and Mr. Lawes, on. the doctrine ot super-

phosphate, for he says that superphosphate if soluble,

added to the soil, meeting with carbonate of lime

and sufficient moisture, becomes neutral, and there-

fore (according to ' X.'s p theory) useless, so that

we would infer that all soils contain sufficient carbonate

of lime to make all soluble phosphates neutral. Why
then make them soluble at all ? " " X." is right, and
Mr. Grady is wrong. Does Mr. Grady suppose that

any substance with powerful acid properties could enter

the delicate organs of plants and cause beneficial

effects ? Our soils are not strainers, but chemical

filters in which the pabulum of plants is prepared.

Salts form and reform in the soil before they enter the

spongeolets of the roots. Soluble phosphates may
safely be applied even to a fallow without any fear of

loss resulting from it. In this I am confirmed by
Professor Way. It is clear that the superphosphate of

lime, when it once becomes incorporated with and dis-

solved by the moisture of the soil, must meet with lime

or other bases and be speedily neutralised. If, indeed,

the value of this substance as a manure were in any
measure dependent on its

and remaining in this

in the soil, we could

application productive of

soils which contain even

This is Marshall's definition in 1774 of what his

bailiff had been—the reversing it in 1856 will show
what a bailiff ought to be. B. B.

Qualifications bequired in- a Farming Bailiff—1822.

He should be industrious, active, intelligent. He should be

first in the morning, and last at night. He should not only order

men to their work, but lead the way; and should on all occasions

move from one department to another witbout delay, assisting

and directing where requisite, but always keeping the adage in

view the " Eyes of a master do more tban the lwmds." He should

be as the first power to the machine, and the best implement on the

fcirni, and should assist his master " to manage the men, not the

men to manage the master." He should be punctual and correct in

his accounts, honest in his dealings, and regular in his business.

He should every'night note down in a book the operations of the day,

the labour of the men, the corn and food consumed by the cattle and
View; ana in accordance Wltn annual CUStom ll IS horses, the corn bought and sold, and having done this, write down

intended to open the eighth annual exhibition of what is required to be performed on the following day onthe oppo-

;«««^+;^r,o ~„ "!?„«,+«,. H/ffLil^. <k. aMl* r.f \1*.rr.U site side, which the next night's account will confirm; he should
inventions on Easter Monday, the 24th ot March

( then ing^ct lhe premises_4e that all the locks are secure, the

next. If any of our readers should propose to be
j

cattle safely housed, and retire early to bed. as the only certain

step to rising early in the morning. By following these

directions, he will find next morning no difficulty in carrying out

his arrangements and will learn thereby that method and order

are the first principles of action ; this, by his example, will bo

communicated to the whole concern. The workmen will be

regular and even the horses also will partake of the benefit,

working tools, sacks, and implements will be taken care of,

" there will be a place for everything and everything in its place;"

articles lent to others should be charged to their account, and
credit given for them when returned—it is by thus attending to

the miuutia? of farming matters that the profit is obtaiued ;
" take

care of the pence and the pounds will take care of themselves."

He will take care at all times to be prompt and decisive with the

workmen, and if they are found idle, dissolute, or disorderly,

admonish them ; if no reform takes place, discharge them. He
should on the other hand always treat them with kindness and
civility, and will not fail to obtain the same kindness in return-
he will never allow them to indulge in abusive or blasphemous
language or in drunkenness, much less will he by precept give

them encouragement to follow his example, or allow them to

suppose he can be guilty of such practices himself, and he will do

well to discharge all that are in the continual practice of either.

He will endeavour to pay them fair wages, as the only sure mode
to have the work well performed, and to encourage his labourers

to be honest. He will ascertain what is a fair price for labour by
the piece, and give it, and so long as the workman does the work
properly, coutinue to give it. By lowering the price in con-

sequence of their making good earnings he will by so doing check
his exertions, and induce them to cheat him on every occasion,

for if men at piece work should not be allowed to exceed certain

wages weekly, they will always require a great price for their

work, which they will by their duplicity make him believe is

due for their exertions when their labour is only half bestowed.

R.B.

retaining its composition

highly soluble condition

not expect to see its

any good result on the

a moderate quantity of

a contributor it is necessary that he should com-
municate forthwith with the secretary of the

Society, Adelphi, London, stating

—

1st, the title of the invention.

2ndly. whether the article will be a specimen,

model, or drawing.

The articles must be forwarded to the house of

the Society on Thursday the 6th, Friday the lth
y

or Saturday the Ith of March. All articles

should be accompanied with a brief description of

the invention, a wood block (where possible), and
a reference to any publication where a fuller

account may be found.

No charge whatever is made for space, and the

exhibition is free.

We call the attention of our readers to this inti-

mation because many of them must be in a position

to further the objects of this annual exhibition at the

same time that they benefit themselves, by contri-

buting objects for deposit during its continuance.

The Society of Arts is especially deserving such

assistance of this kind as agriculturists can bestow,

for it has during the past few years done its best to

collect and publish, by discussion on agricultural

subjects, information useful to the farmer. Among
the subjects of last year and of the present session

are those of Sewage manure, Steam culture, and
Agricultural progress.

Inventions capable of illustration by plan and
model, and capable of illustrating any of these

subjects, ought to be represented at the forthcoming

exhibition. Agricultural implement makers and
inventors will, we hope, do their best to render it

useful to those who may examine it for agricultural

instruction.

Home Correspondence.
Superphosphate of Lime.—In reply to Mr. Grady, I

am not aware that I alluded to any other salts than

those that enter into the composition of superphosphate
j

of lime, and it was # the salt—phosphate of lime—that

I was alluding when I said " neutral and insoluble are

There are not only salts that

lime, much less on those of the chalk and limestone

districts. Professor Liebig, who suggested the use of

this manure in the first edition of his " Chemistry of

Agriculture," says, in speaking of this point :—" In"a

few seconds the free acids unite with the bases con-

tained in the earth, and a neutral salt is formed in a

very fine state of division." In some cases the neutral-

ising bases may be potash or soda, and then an alkaline

and highly soluble phosphate is formed, but the quantity

of lime existing in most soils would tend to convert the

soluble phosphate of lime wholly into neutral phos-

phate of the same base. If the view now taken be

correct, the sole advantage of adding sulphuric acid to

any substance containing phosphate of lime is to pro-

duce a soluble compound, not for direct use of the

plants but which shall penetrate intimately a large

portion of soil and there reproduce the phosphate

in a state of the finest subdivision, and more per-

fectly distributed throughout the particles of earth

than it could be by any mechanical process (Way).

If we require what are the characteristic properties of

the various phosphates occurring in nature as minerals,

we shall find that they are all without exception inso-

luble in water. It may justly excite our surprise that

they are absorbed by plants, and our curiosity to know
in what manner. This is however easily explained by

the presence of the alkaline carbonates, and also by that

of ammonia combined with the carbonic acid of the

atmosphere, since we find that by the action of these

substances upon the phosphates of lime and magnesia

(and these occur most frequently in nature), soluble

phosphates and insoluble carbonates are formed. Thus,

for example, when we bring the insoluble phosphate of

lime into contact with the soluble carbonate of potass

or carbonate of ammonia, the result is the formation of in-

soluble carbonate of lime and soluble phosphate of potass

or ammonia. A knowledge of this fact is of importance,

as it gives us an insight into the action of bonedust when

used as a manure (Petzholdt) ; also of superphosphate

of lime. See what Kuhlmann says :—" In order fully

to appreciate the effect of ammoniacal salts, it is neces-

sary to point out that they promote the entrance of

mineral salts into the plant. Phosphate of lime, phos-

phate of magnesia, and silica can, by the aid of carbonate

of ammonia, become somewhat soluble and absorbable.

Every soil contains carbonate of lime, which is rarely

free from alkalies, and thus, under the influence of solar

heat, will decompose sal ammoniac and sulphate of

ammonia, by which means soluble salts of lime and car-

bonate of ammonia are produced. Hence the ammoni-

acal salts are not only the chief source of nitrogen for

plants, but also the means of facilitating the entrance

into the vegetable organism of those mineral salts which

are absolutely indispensable to its growth." (Comptes

THE DUTIES OF BAILIFFS.
The subject lately introduced through the medium of

your columns has already proceeded further than you
probably contemplated. I will, however, take the

opportunity of enclosing for your insertion a statement

of what at the time of publication, in 1822, 1 considered

the qualifications of a farm bailiff ; bearing in mind,

however, that in the acceptation of the word as I put

it, a farm bailiff is a person employed by the owner

to take the active management of a farm under the

direction of himself as the principal. This person is

exactly of that description called by Marshall a bustler,

to define him from the manager or bailiff, and is a very

proper definition. Your correspondents, however, do

not appear to have made this distinction, one neverthe-

less especially necessary. The steward or manager of an

estate or large occupation must be considered to be a

man of education, of some practical ability, and fully

acquainted with all the new principles of farming. Such
a person would expect to be paid for his services libe-

rally, and not to be called upon to enter into any de-

partments of manual labour. His business being that

of directing others, and seeing that the work of the farm your correspondent l X.' not only cuts down his own

is properly executed, the whole department of manage- j argument but that of Mr. Summers, as well as Baron

one and the same thing. iUv»v «*~ ~«» «^v ~.-...~ --— . — „ — — -*- _ . . .- , , , , o^ -i

are soluble and salts that are insoluble, there are salts \
Rendus.) When soluble phosphate is added to the soil

that have different degrees of solubility which is depen- it is carried downward by the first ram until it comes

dent on the amount of alkali with which the acid is into contact with lime, for which it has a great arnnity
;

combined. These last mentioned salts are not to be it is arrested in its progress and forms a neutral salt in

found in superphosphate of lime : we have no other that fine state of subdivision in which it can be easily

salts in superphosphate save the soluble and insoluble.

Many of the phosphates are soluble in water, but not

phosphate of lime. All chemists of note support me in

this view. Liebig says, * The earthy phosphates (of lime

and magnesia) and iron are insoluble in water." Voelcker

says, "It is insoluble in water." Other neutral phosphates

are soluble in water, such for instance, as phosphate

of ammonia, phosphate of potash and phosphate of soda.

These salts are sometimes formed in the soil where lime

is deficient, when soluble phosphate is applied. Mr.
Grady ought to be informed that when chemists speak

of any substance being soluble or insoluble in water, they

speak of water chemically pure, and not of water con-

taining impurities and charged with carbonic acid—6uch

as the rain water that comes in contact with our manures

in the soil. Here, then, Mr. Grady has the key to un-

ravel the difficulty that occurs to him when he says

—

"If, then, neutral necessarily means insoluble, it is diffi-

cult to tell how these bones exercise their influence."

Hain-water being charged with carbonic acid and with

other impurities, we must look to these foreign ingre-

dients for its solvent action. Mr. Grady says—" But

decomposed by the action of the salts of ammonia,

chloride of sodium, and carbonic acid along with other

salts. The phosphate of lime thus formed gradually

forms soluble salts by changing its base, and it is absorbed

by the plants perhaps to be again changed in the living

organism of the vegetable. Geo. Summers, HoughtonFarm,

near Blandford.
The Suffolk System of Land Draining.—The method

of under draining pursued in Suffolk and other

parts of the adjoining counties differs widely from that

at present in vogue. It is cheap and therefore generally

left to be performed by the tenants. It requires to be

renewed periodically, and therefore would not be

sanctioned by the Inclosure Commissioners and their

inspectors in the case of a land-owner who wished to

drain an estate in this way and to charge the cost onthe

estate (see evidence before the Lords' Committee on the

improvement of land). Fortunately, however, in con-

sequence of the cheapness of the Suffolk method this is

not necessary. Its drains are about 2 4 feet deep, and

therefore shallow compared with the universal depth pre-

scribed by our draining authorities. On the other hand

its drains are of the depth with which Smith of

Deanston commenced, and which he for some time

\
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defended against the deeper drains of l'arkes.
even more than hinted in the paper by
Mr. Pusey on this subject in the Journal of the
Royal Agricultural Society, that it was the origin
of the Deanston system. The Suffolk method is at vari-
ance with all the received canons of land draining, as
expounded by our most celebrated authorities, and is

supposed to be discarded by the most successful modern
practice. Deeper drains I am told, however, have been
tried in the district by men who came to the question
unbiassed, and having tried these deeper drains having
conduits laid with pipes have abandoned them, except
under certain conditions, for the cheaper and old esta-
blished Suffolk method. Are these practical men right
or are they wrong ? If right, why are they right ? °If
Wrong, why are they wrong ? What are the conditions
of soil and subsoil which render them so, and are the
conditions of partial or of general occurrence ? Perhaps
some of our experienced laud drainers and draining
engineers will favour us with their views on these points.
I am sure you will see the importance of these ques-
tions when I add that some of the most strenuous
adherents to the Suffolk method of draining do not
adopt it indiscriminately on the whole of their land, but
on some portions of their farms use deeper drains laid
•with pipes in those situations which they consider to
require them. What, I would ask, are these situations,
-aud do they exist out of Suffolk I These are questions
of considerable importance, on which some of your
experienced practical and scientific drainers and drain-
ing engineers will enlighten us. £. W.

\

Publicity of Old Patents, dr.— It will afford those of
your readers interested in patents great pleasure to
hear that her Majesty's Commissioners of Patents, im-
pressed with the importance of agricultural mechanics
to the public at present, have commenced publishing in
a series all the specifications of patents under the old
statute for " tilling and preparing land," "ploughs and
.ploughing," « harrowing, hoeing, and raking," "manur-
ing,^ and "sowing, drilling, aud planting." The series
will include all the old patents for steam culture now
exciting so lively an interest in the agricultural mind.
Under the new statute nearly thirty specifications are
printed and in the course of being so, bearing on steam
culture. The progress here is interesting :—3 bein" for

[Feb. 9, 1856.
It was
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the suggestion of the local authorities and of the Chelms-
the late i ford Committee, that the period of the Society's

ensuing country meeting, to be held this year at that
county town, should be fixed for the week commencing
Monday the 14th of July. He also reported that the
Committee had adopted the plan of the show-yard
submitted to them by Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, *

the
Honorary Director of the Show, and had given direc-
tions for the commencement of the works. This report
was confirmed by the Council.

Agricultural Implements.— Colonel Challoner, as
chairman of the Implement Committee, laid the
following report before the Council :

—

The Implement Committee have taken into t'.ieir deliberate
consideration the subject referred to them by the Council
at their Special Meeting on the 10th of December last

;

namely, such a classification of implements for competitive

Simonds and Way, as Professors ; Air. Garrett7~M7
Hudson (of Castleacre), Mr. Brandreth Gibbs,' Air
Fisher Hobbs, Air. Jonas, and Mr. Milward, as mem'
bers of Council ; Mr. Milward, as the English Juror of
Cattle ; and Air. Fisher Hobbs, as the English Juror of
Sheep and Pigs, on that occasion ; and Air. Evelyn
Denison, AI.P. the English Juror of Agricultural Imple-
ments, at the Universal Industrial Exhibition held at
Paris subsequently in the same year. Air. Denison,M.P.
and Air. Fisher Hobbs respectively acknowledged the
compliment thus paid to themselves and their col-
leagues. They expressed their entire conviction of the
great advantage which could not fail to arise in favour
of the two allied countries from the friendly inter-
communication so happily subsisting between them.
Foreign Cattle.—Lord Feversham reported that the

trials at the future country meeting's of"ST BoeftS^nS 8®Parate prize-sheet for the foreign cattle prizes, con-
for which alone in each year prizes shall be offered as ditions, and regulations, would be submitted to the
shall inanrn the tri»i nf *wrv ^rf^tn. «f «™-„.,u.„...i Council at its next monthly meeting.shall insure the trial of every description of agricultural
implement once in three years. The Committee recommend
to the Council the adoption of the following rotation for the

period of three year?, namely :

—

1856 , 1857
Cultivation & Harvesting of

Crops.

ensuing

Tillage and Drainage of Land.

Ploughs
1 1 arrow g

Cultivators
Subsoilers
Clod-crushers
Rollers
Tile and Brick Machines
Implements for Drainage

Drills

Manure Distributors
Horse hoes
Hay machines
Mowing machines
Heaping machines
Horse rakes
Carts
"Waggons

185S

1852 ; 5 for 1853 ; 7 for 1854, and 12 for 1855. IP. B.

octettes*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council, Feb. 6 : Colonel Challoner,

trustee, in the chair. Thirty-four new members were
•elected.

Finances.—Mr. Raymond Barker, chairman of the
Finance Committee, presented the report on the
accounts of the Society, irom which it appeared that
the current cash balance in the hands of the bankers
was 2671/. He explained that this general balance
included 12007. received from Chelmsford as a sub-
scription towards the reduction of the expenses of the
Society's country meeting to be held at that place in
the present year. He also laid on the table the quar-
terly statements of account connected with the several
brauches of the Society's income and expenditure,
assets and liabilities.

Honorary Member.—The Emperor of the French
having graciously expressed his consent to the proposal
that he should be elected an Honorary Member of the
Society, the following resolutions were carried unani-
mously :

—

1. On the motion of Mr. Evelyn Denison, M.P., seconded by
Lord Berners:-" That his Imperial Majesty the Emperor
of the French be duly elected an Honorary Member of the
Royal Agricultural Society of England/'

2. On the motion of Mr. Brandreth, seconded by Lord Fever-
sham :—" That a Diploma of the Society, signed by the
President, and countersigned by the Secretary, with the
Great Seal of the Society attached to it, be forwarded."

3. On the motion of Mr. Thompson, seconded by Mr. Hoskyns :—"That a copy of the sixteen volumes of the Journal of
the Society, appropriately bound, be forwarded to his
Imperial Majesty, together with the Diploma of his
appointment as Honorary Member of the Society."

Standing Committees.—Reports were received from
the chairmen of the standing committees ot the Society,
-stating how often their respective committees had met,
and how many reports they had made to the Council.

Journal and Library.—Mr. Thompson, chairman
of the Journal Committee, laid on the table a copy of
the new part of the Journal (XVI., 2), and submitted to
the Council suggestions from that committee for arrang-
ing, cataloguing, and completing the library of the

Preparation of Crops for Market, or Cattle Food.
Engines ! Chaffengines
Threshing machines

J
Mills

Dressing machines
| Oilcake Breakers

The Committee accordingly recommend that the Implement
Prize Sheet for the Chelmsford Meeting should comprise
implements in the first of the above classes; with the
addition of special prizes for the best Steam-cultivator and
the first and second best Reaping Machines, and of a de-
partment for miscellaneous as well as for new implements.
The Committee beg to suggest : 1. That implement makers
wishing to have duplicate implements in the show-yard
may do so for the purpose of showing such implements at
work. Stewards are to reserve to themselves the power to
arrange such hours as may appear most convenient for the
implement makers to exhibit their different implements in
motion. The exhibitors to find the materials for such ex-
bitions. 2. That if any exhibitor shall send machinery
away from home, so that it is not possible for it to arrive
in time to be admitted into the yard, he shall forfeit the
right of the reduced rate of railway transit.

(Signed) C. B. Ciialloxer, Chairman.

The Report having been confirmed by the Council,
Mr. Ransome and Mr. Garrett submitted to their con-
sideraten a Memorial, signed by a great proportion of
the exhibitors of implements at the Society's meeting at
Carlisle last year, and conveying their views on 'the
system of offering individual money prizes for competi-
tion among the implement makers ; their satisfaction at
the triennial division for the trial of implements already
decided upon by the Council ; their desire to have
maintained the full severity of the tests for trial, and the'r
strong wish " that the report of the judges in such form
as may express their approval, either entire or qualified
(as the case may be), should be placed in the hands of
the exhibitors before the general exhibition day, in sub-
stitution of the individual money prizes as heretofore
offered on the Society's prize sheets." On the motion of
Lord Berners, seconded by Mr. Evelyn Denison, M.P.
this Memorial was read, aud received the fullest con-
sideration of the Council.

On the motion of Mr. Thompson, seconded by Sir
John V. B. Jonhstone, Bart, M.P., it was resolved :—
" That in case of equal merit in two or more imple-
ments of the same class, the judges be instructed to
divide the prize equally between them."
On the motion of Mr. Brandreth, seconded by Mr.

Thompson, the following sums were voted for the
respective classes of implements for which prizes would
be offered for the Chelmsford meeting (exclusively of
the steam-cultivator, 500/. ; reap^g machines, 50/.; and
miscellaneous awards), viz. :

—

For the class of ploughs
harrows
cultivators, &c.
subsoilers

clod-crushers and rollers
tile and brick machines
draining implements

Poultry Prizes.—On the motion of Sir Archibald
Macdonald, Bart., seconded by Mr. Brandreth Gibbs,
the schedule of prizes for farm-poultry proposed by
Mr. Fisher Hobbs for competition at the Chelmsford
meeting was unanimously adopted.

Foreign Office.—Communications received from the
Foreign Office by instructions of the Earl of Clarendon
were referred to the Journal Committee, and the best
thanks of the Council ordered for them. The Council
adjourned to their weekly meeting on the 13th of
February.

Miscellaneous.
_
Proper Time to Manure.—With respect to the proper

time or season for putting on farm-yard, artificial, and
other manures, that will depend entirely on circum-
stances and the convenience of the farmer. I remember
this question was once put to a very shrewd old Che-
shire farmer by a young neighbour, who had a very
high opinion of the old man's judgment and experience
in farming matters, and after stipulating for a fee in the
shape of a jug of ale (which of course was very cheer-
fully paid), what think you was the old man's reply to
the anxious inquirer ? Why simply this : " Put it on all

the year about." Now although we may not quite
agree with the old farmer that all the year about is

the best time for putting on manure, yet I think most
of us agree with him that a dressing of good manure
will seldom do harm at any season ; and no doubt by
this significant answer the old man meant to impress
upon the mind of his young neighbour the very high
value he placed upon this right hand friend. In my
opinion, the best time for applying manure of any kind
(including bone-dust) to permanent pasture is when
vegetation is the most active (say in the months of
April and September, if the land can be spared) ; and
the old-fashioned custom of putting on manure imme-
diately after the hay is carried off is, I think, a very
good one. Mr. Martin at Chester.

Calendar of Operations.
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Society. These suggestions were adopted.
Chemical Lectures.— Sir John V. B. Johnstone,

Bart., M.P., reported from the Chemical Committee
tiie suggestion of an alteration in the arrangement of
the lectures to be delivered this spring by Prof. Way,
the consulting-chemist of the Society, and announced
on the 4th of July last. The Council adopted this
suggestion, aud agreed to the following amended
schedule :—

1. On the influence of climate on the action of manure?.
a. On the composition of land-drainage water
3. A review- of the progress of chemical science with reference

to agriculture at home and abroad.
Guano-Substitute PRizE.-On the motion of Mr.Raymond Barker, seconded by Sir John V. P John-

stone, Bart MP., it was carried : « That the period of
the society a liability for the offer of the guano-substitute
prize shall terminate with the year 1856 "

Chelmsford M EEi,NG.-Mr. Barnett, Vice-chairman
of the Chelmsford Committee, reported to the Conned

and on this motion it was further resolved :

the several sums shall be divided or withheld at the
discretion of the judges ; and in no instance shall a
prize be given unless there be deemed sufficient merit."
On the motion of Mr. Brandreth, seconded by Mr.

Hoskyns, it was resolved that the following should be
the terms in which the Society's Prize of 500/. for a
steam- cultivator should be offered, viz., " For the
steam-cultivator that shall, in the most efficient manner,
turn over the soil, aud be au economical substitute for
the plough or the spade."

Paris Agricultural and Industrial Exhibitions.
—On the motion of Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart.,
M.P., seconded by Mr. Thompson, it was resolved :

" That the best thanks of the Council are due to those
of its members who so ably represented the Society at
the International Exhibitions at Paris, for their exer-
tions." Sir John Johnstone explained that it was
intended to include in this vote of thanks the Deputation
to the International Agricultural Meeting held at Paris
in June last, consisting of Mr. Miles, M.P., as President
of the Society ; Mr. Hudson, as Secretary ; Professors

FEBRUARY.
Berwickshire Merse Farm, Jan. 28.—Just before Christmas

we were visited with the most intense black frost known formany years, and, again, the week before last was characterised
by similar weather. In both cases, from want of the snowv
covering, the frost penetrated to the depth of nearly a foot so
that for several days after the change ploughing was out of 'the
question. That operation is unusually far behind for the season
During the past week, however, much lee way lias been made
up ; for in such circumstances one must break the law against
ploughing down a little frost. One good effect of the black frost
remains in the ease with which the lea furrow is turned. Little
or no Wheat has been sown during these two months, and the
greater breadth remains yet to be sown next month. What few
fields do show the blade appear to have sustained little damage
from the weather. Not so fortunate are the Swedes, however: a
large number are rotten, and the whole crop so deteriorated in
feeding quality that cattle can be kept improving only by the
assistance of artificial food. Hoggs, it would seem, are a hardier
race, for they have done well on their cut yellow Turnips in spite
of rain and mnd, and look very comfortable now that these few
days promise drier weather, though drawing more to frost, and a
little snow to-day. It is now little more than five weeks till our
lambing season comes on, and the ewe flock is daily folded on the
Turnip breaks for a few hours, and then run off into a Grass
field. Live stock markets have been dull for some time back,
but begin to show more animation. Our local grain markets,
which had just begun to revive, were completely knocked on the
head last week by the panic that emanated from Mark Lane.
Business was at a stand-still, and nine-tenths of the farmers
drove their corn home again rather than submit to a reduction

" That nnwarranted by the circumstances. Short as has been the time,

it thA
the reaction

*i
as already set in, and people begin to see more

'
",R clearly the refQlts of a peace, a consummation most devoutly to

be wished. To judge from the reported drain of her agricultural
population, Russia (if she show face at all) is more likely to

come as a buyer than as a seller. J. T.
West Sussex, /w>._We have still little to report. The

changeable and rather damp weather has not been suitable for

dung carting, a work that we like to get forward so as to lighten
us when the busy time of its application comes. There is a little

complaint about the Turnips not having stood the winter well.
Among Swedes there area few bad, but among Turnips none;
and perhaps the season will urge on us all the economy of storing
them as we now do Mangel, as apart from the saving of those
which now rot, we will not have so much difficulty in providing
for the sheep when the frost sets in. Lambing goes on well, so
far as we have heard, better than usual ; and though the land has
been very wet, yet as it has been mild they have done pretty
well. Our markets have come to a stand, but as there is still a
belief that peace will not have much effect upon prices, fanners
are holding back. We should think that threshing is about in
the same state of forwardness a3 usual at this time. We shall
now have our attention turned to sowing and ploughing up
behind the sheep for Oats and Barley as soon as the land is dry
enough. Wheat still looks well, having stood the winter without
suffering at all ; and so with the young Clovers. Our market is

well supplied with every kind of meat; beef is from 4s. 4i. to

4*. Sd.
; mutton the same ; and good porkers are 45. 8d. per stone.

Cr. 8.
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Notices to Correspondents.

Farm Accounts. Will our correspondent near Dunse be kind

enough to give us his address, which we have lost ?

Febmfvtation- : J P. In order to hasten rotting you should

keep it wet and turn it. If wetted with putrid urine ,
which is

itself in a state of fermentation, of course the process of rot-

ting would be accelerated—the urine acting as a leaven or

ferment. _. . . . . .. .

Finlayson's Harrow : Cutaway. It is a grubber, i. e. it is

capable of deep work. Scarifier and grubber are synonymous

terms. , ,

Gorse : Cutaway says : A few years ago, as may be seen by re-

ference to the Royal Agricultural Society's Journals, a great

deal was written "and thought about the value of Gorse as a

substitute for hay. Will you ask your numerous readers if any

of them have tried it, and with what results? The essays I

allude to are in the fifth and sixth vols. If the statements

there are correct, it is astonishing that Gorse is not more largely

used than I believe it to be. W ill your correspondents be good

enough to describe the implements or machinery they use for

converting it into fodder? ..«_«.«. e
Incumbered Estates Court : X. We extract the following from

"Allnutt'a Irish Land Schedule," in reply to your question.—

Produce »f public and private Sales up to December 31, 1855 :—

Amount of public sales during the year 1S50 ... £1,284,471 12 10

»>

ft

t>

tt

>t

n

n
tt

1851
1852
1853
1854
1855 • •*

2,537,359

2 835,340 10
2,818,861 12 8
2,397,265 10

2,445,296

Total amount of public sales from commence-
ment of proceedings, reported in Allnutt's

" Irish Land Schedule," to Dec. 31, 1855 .

Total amount ofprivate sales from commence-
ment of proceedings to Dec. 31. 1855—2S,000Z.
will be reported in schedule No. 106 ...

£14,318,594 5 6

. .- 3,013,073 19 3

Grand total of public and private sales in the

Incumbered Estates Court to end of Dec.

1S55, reported in Allnutt's "Irish Land
Schedule" 17,331,668 4 9

ITS : I A C* The sheep may be turned in to eat the Ivy with
safety.

Lucerke: HOC. Sow 16 lbs. of the seed towards the end of

April. It should be sown in rows about a foot apart. The
land should be deeply tilled and manured, and if a calcareous

loam you will have a first-rate crop. Sow the seed in shallow

drills.

Manure : Bagnalstown. It is called natro-calcareous, from which
we conclude that salt and lime are its principal ingredients.

Six of chalk and one of salt can be provided 20 miles from the

chalk pit for 7s. or Ss. a ton.

Partsg Machine: Cutaway. Glover's paring plough and Bentall's

scarifier or broad share are the two best implements for

paring. The former for tough old sward, the latter for ordi-

nary arable land.
Ploughing: S W. You had better not plough iu the snow. Better
wait till the land is dry. Patience is often as desirable a
quality as activity or perseverance.

Salt : H F Hutton. Five cwt. of salt is too much to sow at once
per acre. It you sow 1 cwt. per acre now and another cwt. per
acre a month hence you will have satisfied the plants and run
no risk. Five cwt. sown now would not on light land injure
Clover seed sown in April, but it might hurt the young Wheat
plant.

Sewage Manure: B D T, We should be glad to know your
plan and see your papers on the subject. Our judgment is not
altogether a priori.

Sulphuric Acid : Marley in Wilts. You can buy it at Id. per lb.

The addition of salt will not be of any service. Tt would pro-
bably be acted on by the sulphuric acid before the bones, and
then the solution of the bones would be effected by the muriatic
acid set free from the salt. The object is the solution of the
bones by any means, and the direct action of the sulphuric acid

is the best plan to adopt. If your land would pay for a dressing
of salt it should be applied independently or with lime.

Superphosphate : X has sent us another reply to Mr. Grady,
which however we do not print in full as the matter is already
fully disposed of. Mr. Grady, he says, had contended that the
bi-phosphate of lime being dissolved in water would go
wherever the water went, and be carried away from the land
with it. " X " had replied that the superphosphate dissolved
in water meeting with carbonate of lime becomes changed
into a plain and neutral phosphate, and that soils have the
power of retaining both ammonia and the phosphates. Mr.
Grady said u X " knocks down both Lawes and Liebig, but
the proper question is—Is this true or not? Never mind
whose opinions it knocks down ; that has nothing to do with
the question between Mr. Grady and the writer as to which
was right and which was wrong; but in truth it will be found
" XV statement does not cut down any of the arguments as
to the advantage of using a soluble phosphate, the superior
solubility of which even after committed to the earth is a well
known fact. Professor Way considers that though the super-
phosphate becomes neutral before it is taken up by the plant,

yet it is in an infinitely divisible state, and he denominates
this state precipitated (not semi-soluble) phosphate. Now
whether this theory is correct, or whether the plant takes
advantage of the soluble state of the superphosphate before it

becomes neutralised, and extracts from it sufficient elements
to form neutral phosphate, which appears to be the only
state in which it can be assimilated by plants : whichever
theory is correct, still the practical advantage is as to the
superior effect and solubility of superphosphate of lime over
ordinary phosphate however much reduced.

Superphosphate of Lime: A Correspondent asks if the following
is correct, as regards the variation of superphosphate in
analysis :

—" If you go to a bulk of 100 tons of superphosphate,
ail one quality, and made at one time, send a sample to be
analysed, fairly drawn, and find it 15 per cent, soluble phos-
phate, 15 per cent, insoluble ditto; you go a week afterwards,
take another sample the same way from the same bulk, send
it to be analysed, it will probably be found—12 soluble phos-
phate, 18 insoluble ditto; or, it may just as easily be found—
18 soluble phosphate, 12 insoluble ditto. I have found so
repeatedly that soluble phosphate is such an unstable or
changeable article, and the difference between a certain soluble
and insoluble phosphate so little, that it would be the height of
folly of me to guarantee what I could not, and which no
manure manufacturer can do, though some may profess to do
so, that is to guarantee superphosphate of lime to a per cent.;

it cannot be done without running the risk of continual mis-
chief with one's customers. The superphosphate made by me
has always given great and universal satisfaction. My trade
and connection and character depend upon that. That is the
best guarantee you can have. I shall be happy of your custom,
but I will not profess to do what neither I nor any other manure
manufacturer can do honestly." Such is the reply he has
received, when inquiring if the manufacturer would guarantee
the superphosphate ordered from him, according to analysis,

noticed here on 19th January. Superphosphate. [Superphosphate
will not resume the condition of neutral phosphate except on the
addition of some alkaline or other base capable of union with
the extra proportion of phosphoric acid. And an analysis of a
6wr sample ought to hold true of the bulk until some real
addition is made.]

Turnips: Messrs. Watte. The plates are admirable representa-
tions of the vegetables drawn. Truthful figures of this kind
are greatly to be desired—as being far better guides than mere
description can be.

ESTABLISHED ABOUT HALF A CENTURY.

BASS AND BROWN'S
Twenty-fifth Annual Edition of their SEED CATALOGUE

18 VERY SELECT, AND CONTAINS EVERYTHING WHICH CAN BE DESIRED OF THE CHOICEST NEW
AND OTHER VEGETABLES.

ASSORTED COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS.
These are particularly recommended to the notice of Amateurs not keeping regular Gardeners. The collections furnished from

this establishment have met with the highest approval, and will be found on trial such as will not be surpassed. Supplied as usual

as follows, for which see full particulars in Catalogue:—

No. 1 , £3 • • •

Harrison's Glory ...

„ Perfection

Epps' Lord Raglan
Monarch

No. 2, £2 ... No.

A few Choice New
... per quart

3, 25s.

««•

• • •
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u * • *
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PEAS,
5s. Od.

5
3 6
3 6

Collections for Small Gardens, 10$. 6d. and 155.

Descriptions see Catalogue.
Denyer's Prolific Marrow
Dickson's Favourite
"Waite's King of the Marrow
Fairbear-i's Nonpareil

• • •

• • *

• t *

per quart Ss.6d.

tt
2 6

11
3
1 6

All the choicest Broccoli, Lettuce, Cabbage, Cucumber, and other Vegetables, including many new approved kinds.

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
The varieties of Flower Seeds now sold have become far too numerous. Our aim has been annually to turn our attention

le growing of such only as are the most desirable for their beauty, odour, or other particular attractive properties; aud ourto the growing

sary nromianon tor purchasers

FLOWER SEEDS IN ASSORTMENTS.—We beg strongly to recommend these assortments, lor which, see Catalogue.

IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS.—Superb collections of these (see Catalogue).

SMITH'S NEW BALSAMS, so highly spoken of by Dr. Lindley and the National Floricultural Society. In sealed packets,

of six separate colours, for 2s. 6d.; packets of mixed, 2s. each.

BULBS AND ROOTS FOR SPRING PLANTING.
Very splendid collections of Ranunculus, Anemones, Gladiolus, Iris Germanica, and Primula, Lilium lancifolium, and other

superb Lilies, Tigridias, Oxalis, and a great variety of other Roots. For Spring Planting, see Seed Catalogue.

ACHIMENES AND GLOXINIAS.
Several superb new Continental varieties, (including 10 beautiful erect flowering Gloxinias), tubers of which are now ready, and"

will make fine flowering plants this season, for descriptions of which, see the last page of Seed Catalogue.

SEED CATALOGUES SUPPLIED ON APPLICATION.

SS- GOODS CARRIAGE FREE {not under 20s.) to all the London Termini; also to all Statioyis on the

Colchester Line between London and Norwich.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SON'S
CATALOGUE

Of the above, containing all the novelties of the season (with a full-sized Engraving of the new Chinese Potato

DIOSCOREA BATATAS), is now ready, and can be had gratis on application.

very cnoice variety
height the Plant attains with the colour of its flower is given, so that amateurs and persons unacquainted with the names will be

able to select for themselves. The following List of FLOWER SEEDS are recommended for their superior beauty and novelty,

with the exception of those marked with an asterisk, which we merely name that our customers may be aware we have them in our

List, and can supply them at the stated prices, but we ourselves do not recommend them as possessing auy superior merits either

in beauty or novelty of appearance to many of our well known favourites.

• • * - * *
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Abronia urabellata
Acroclinium roseum, new
Ageratum conspicuum
Aloiisoa Warscewiczi
Arctotis breviscarpa
Argemone platyceras grandiflora

•Browallia abbreviata

Balsam, dwarf scarlet

„ new orange ...

„ „ sulphur
•Calceolaria scabiessefoli

a

•Campanula striata ...

•Centauridium Drumraondi...
Chrysocephalum arenarium
Collinsia bartsisefolia alba (new,

bicolor alba, incorrectly named
by some).

Convolvulus minor fl. pleno

Calliopsis coronata (Coreopsis)

„ marmorata
*Cynoglossum Hayni

• • *

• • *

• * •

• •«

• *•
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6 Clintonia pulchella alba • • • 6 Lupinus subramosus (a fine bed-
r~ ft^

1 „ „ atroviolacea • • • 6 ding plant) 6

6 •Dianthus Garnerianus • • * 6 Lobelia ramosa nana, new 6

6 „ Hendersoni fl. pleno ««* 6 •Morina elegans 6

4 •Delphinium cardiopetalum... • •• 3 Myosotis paiustris (Forget-nie-Not) 4

6 Eutoca alba, new • • « 1 jy AZoriCJi *«« 99m *«• 4

4 •Erigeron Beyrichi *» > 6 Maurandya, in 6 varieties, each ... e
6 •Gomphrena globosa Haageana • «• 4 Isepeta Meyeri 6

6 •Guternezia zymnospermoides t •« 6 Phlox Drummondi atrococcinea ... 6

6 •Gypsophila muralis • • • 6 n „ oculata alba ... 6

6 Godetia alba, new » • • 1 „ 9f Victoria regina 1

4 Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass 10 6 i *Palafoxia texana
J.

6

6 Ilelichrysum bractirynchum • i
4 P.rilla Naiikmensis 6

1 * „ bracteatum, white • • 3 Saponaria caiabnea (beautiful bed-

• tt it
yellow # * » 3 ding plant) 6

• „ macranthum nanum 3 Sunflower, new Californian 6
TT ^

*
ti coruposituni maxim. 6 Sabbatia campestris 1 O

3
7 T *

Ipomoea limbata • • * 6 Sweet "William, double 6

4 .. violacea alba (mexicana alba) 1 •Trifolium aurantiacum 6

4 Lept'tsiphon aureum • 9 m 1 o Tropseolnm Triompbe de Gani ... 1
_

3 ,
Linum grandiflorum rubrum • • • 1 •Whitlavia grandiflora 6

GERMAN

Asters, Truffaut's French pyramid, the finest of all the

China Asters, in packets of 12 varieties

Aquilegia, various colours, fine, in packets of 12 sorts

Balsams, the finest Camellia flowered, ditto 6 sorts

Hollyhocks, select named varieties, ditto 12 sorts

w mixed ... ... •••

Larkspurs, beautiful Hyacinth flowered, in pckts.of 8 sorts

Marygold, distinct varieties, ditto 10 sorts

Phlox Drummondi, beautiful and distinct, ditto 5 sorts

Poppv, in distinct showy varieties, ditto 6 sorts ...

Salpiglossis, new and beautiful colours, ditto 8 sorts

Senecio, or Jacobcea, distinct and showy, ditto 7 sorts

Stocks, new large flowered German, finest of all, do. 12 sorts

„ new Giant Brompton, ditto 4 sorts ...

Wallflower, fine double varieties, ditto 6 sorts

Zinnia elegans, brilliant colours, ditto 12 sorts

Ornamental Grasses, beautiful varieties, ditto 25 sorts

foliage plants for bedding, ditto 12 sorts

• t «

| I |

t • I

• •*

* r t

• - *

* * *

!>
«*•

s. d.

3 6
3 6
2 6
2 6
1

2
2

2 6
1

2 6
1 6
3
1 6
2 6
3 6
5
3 6

11

«••

9 • m

i our Establishment is particularly noted.

Calceolaria, from the largest& finest spotted flowers, 5s., 2s. 6d., Is

.

Cineraria, from the finest named varieties... ... 2s. 6d.
t
Is,

Carnations, finest double, also Picotees and Tree Carna-

nations, each ...

Geraniums, from the finest show and fancy varieties, each
bright scarlet, cerise, rose, &c, separate or

mixed, each
Heartsease, or Pansy, from a splendid named collection

tf „ fancy varieties, striped, &c
Lobelia St. Clair, Insignis, Queen Victoria, Ac, &c, each
Mimulus, or Monkey Flower, beautiful varieties, mixed
Petunia, splendid mixed, equal to named flowers ...

Portulacas, scarlet, yellow, white, striped rose, crimson,

purple, &c, each ... .»

Pinks, from the finest collection grown
Primula sinensis fimbriata, white and red mixed, true,

saved from the finest collection known
Verbenas, mixed, from the best named flowers

9 t •

• •>•>

• # -

* • t

» * #

2 6
2 6

1 O-

1

6
6
6

1 6

6
1 0-

2 a
1 t-

CUCUMBER NAPOLEON III. is the finest in cultivation. In packets, each, 3s. and 5*. 6d.

Messrs. E. G. Hexdersox & Son* beg to draw attention to the following new VEGETABLES, descriptions of whieh will be

seen in the Catalogue :
—

French Bean—Haricot d'Alger, or Beurre hlanc.
Tall Zebra.

Dolichos sesquipedalis, called the Asparagus Kidney Bean.

Carrot, Brussels Red Winter improved Horn.

„ new white transparent.

Couve Tronchouda, or Portuguese Cabbage.

Phytolacca esculenta

Turnip hatif of Paris

Radish, China Rose

Cauliflower, Early Paris
Beet Crapaudine, or Rough
Skin

Pea, Denyer's Early prolific?

Green Marrow.
Early Dwarf Erfurt.

Beet Long Orange, very sweet

Brussels Sprouts, imported

Savoy, Early Dwarf Ulm

Messrs. E. G. Hekdersox & Sox beg to announce that the new Plants to be sent out this year are given at the end of their

Seed Catalogue, with full descriptions, prices, &c.
Plants of Gynerium argenteum, or Pampas Grass, 2s. 6d. each; 205. per dozen; 71. <5. per 100.

Plants of Petunia imperialis, new double white, 3s. 6J. each ; 30s. per dozen.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.
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TO MELON GROWERS.

MONRO'S CRYSTAL PALACE HERO, and
MONRO'S GOLDEN GAGE MELONS, which gained

the two first prizes in June last at the Crystal Palace Exhibition,
the "Hero" the first prize for the heaviest Persian Ilvbrid
Melon, the " Golden Gage" the first prize for the best flavoured
Melon ; both of which prizes were awarded to J. Monro,
Colney House, St. Alban's. Two seeds of each sort taken from
the same fruits which gained the prizes, with a packet of
12 seeds of other first-rate sorts, for 2s. 6d. To the trade
12 packets for U—May be had hv applying to W. F. Erwood,

BALSAMS.
Fand A. SMITH, Florists, Dulwich, Surrey, beg

•'to offer Seeds of their superb BALSAMS, in sealed
packets of six separate colours, 2s. 6d. each ; also mixed, at 2s.
per packet. The colours are scarlet, crimson, white, blush,
scarlet flaked, crimson flaked, scarlet spotted white; also a small
quantity of purple and purple flake.

Copy of Minute. National Floricultural Society, July 26, 1855.
*4 Balsams:—20 plants from F. and A. Smith, Dulwich. The

censors not having the power to award Certificates to this class
of plants (true Annuals, and therefore not considered Florists'
flowers), wish to express their unanimous opinion of the great] Salesman, 18^ Tavistock Row, Co^m^^eVi-oodon!
merit ot the collection produced, which for variety, habit, colour,
size, doubleness, and general excellence, are the best that had
hitherto come under their notice"

Dr. Li^dlet, on inspection, said :

—

" They are fully equal, and in several particulars vastly
superior to the best I have seen in Continental establishments."
Extract from the Report of the Meeting of the National Floricul-

tural Society, in the Gardeners' Chronicle, August 4th, 1S55,
page 520.
"Several extremely well-grown plants of what are called

Camellia Balsams were furnished by Mr. Smith, of Dulwich, and
very handsome things they must be admitted to be ; among
them were blush, purple, and scarlet kinds, and scarlet mottled
with white; and when we state that many of the flowers
measured quite 2} inches across, and 1 inch deep, some idea of
the kind of display they made may be conceived ; their only fault
was that they were scarcely sufficiently in bloom."

F. & A. Smith have appointed as Agents:—
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Sou, Wellington Road.
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Seedsmen, Covent Garden.
Messrs. Sutton & Sons. Reading,
Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery. Slough.
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, EdgewareRoad.
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Chelsea and Exeter.
Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, Surrey.
Messrs. Bass& Brown, Sudbury, Suffolk.
Messrs, W. E. Rendle & Co., Seedsmen, Plymouth.
Messrs. Dawes, Cottrell, & Co., Seedsmen, Moorgate Street, City.
Messrs.F.& A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester.
Messrs, F. & A. Dickson & Co., 14, Corporation Street,

Manchester.
Messrs. Brown & Austin, Glasgow.

VyATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite the
* * attention of parties engaged in Planting to their fine

Stock of the following HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c.
Araucaria imbricata, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet high, in quantities,

all stocky well grown plants; the larger sizes especially it
would be difficult to match.

Cedrus Deodara, H, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet, by the thousand; do. a
fine lot of larger, 6, 7, and 8 feet; do. some magnificent Trees,
10 to 15 feet. These are all in a famous condition for Trans-
planting, having been annually removed.

Cedars of Lebanon, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet; do. a few splendid Trees,
10 and 12 feet.

Cedars Red Virginian, 5 to 8 feet.

Cedars, variegated white, 2, 3, and 4 feet, one of the handsomest
variegated plants we know. We have a large stock. It is ex-
tensively planted at Elvaston Castle.

Cryptomeria japonica, fine plants, 4 to 7 feet.
Cupressus macrocarpa or Lambertiana, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet.
Nothing can be handsomer than some of the specimens of this
fine hardy plant.

Juniper, Chinese, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet; a fine lot of large plants,
6 to 8 feet.

*

Do. Irish, upright. 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet; do. larger, up to S and 10
feet. Oar stock of the two last mentioned Junipers we believe
to be quite unequalled, the Irish especially; the larger sizes
are perfect columns.

Do. recurva, 3, 4, 5, up to 8 feet.

Do. hispanica or thurifera, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Abies Douglasi, 2, 3, and 4 feet. A fine lot of large and very
handsome plant-*, 7, 8, 10, and 12 feet.

Picea nobilis, several hundreds of nice plants, 1£ to 2 feet, well
grown, and with good lead. None are grafted. A few taller
specimens up to 6 feet.

Do. Nordmanniana, a large quantity of remarkably handsome
^plants, 1J, 2, 3, and 4 feet. Nothing can exceed the vigour of
these plants, and all from seed.

Do. Pinsapo, magnificent plants, 4 to 7 feet high, in perfect health.
Pinus insignia, 1£ to 3 feet; a few good specimens up to 7 feet,

„ Lambertiana, from seed, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

„ Cembra, 3, 4, 5, up to 10 feet.

„ Montezuma*, fine plants, 4 and 5 feet.

„ macrocarpa, 2 and 3 feet, from seed.
Weeping Larch, clean, stems good, heads 7 feet high.
The following 10 varieties form a very singular *roup. They

are of dwarf habits; the well known Abies Clanbraziliana may
"foe taken as the type of the whole. We believe our collection to
be quite unique, and, we may add, most interesting.
Pinus strobus pumila (the dwarf Weymouth),

sylvestris pumila (the dwarf Scotch).

UNEQUALLED NEW MELONS.
The Four best Superb Varieties that have ever yet been

sent out.

EDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and
Florist, offers M'Ewen's Arundel Hybrid Scarlet Flesh

Melon, possessing the following qualities :—The fruit is hand-

J

some, round shaped, slightly ribbed; flesh very firm and solid,

(

of a melting and most delicious flavour; it has a beautiful

j

appearance when set upon the table with other fruit, and has been

I

found to be the best of all other Melons for preserving'; weight
from 3£ to 4 J lbs.; a free setter .and abundant bearer; very early
and hardy; will grow with less bottom-heat than anv other of its
kind. It obtained the first prize that was awarded to the Scarlet
Flesh Melons at the Great Exhibition at the Crystal Palace, the
2d of June last. Packets containing Three Seeds, 25. 6d.
M'Ewen's Arundel Hybrid Green Flesh Melon.—This was ex-

hibited at the Royal Botanic Exhibition, Regent's Park, June
13th, where it obtained the 1st and 2d Prizes for the be. t

flavoured Green Flesh Melon ; it is a hybrid from those two well-
known Melons Golden Drop and Beechwood. It has Che fine
flavour of the Golden Drop, with the shape and appearance of the
Beechwood, oval shaped, netted, and a very free setter; the
plants grow strong and carry out a great weight of fruit; flesh
very solid and firm, will keep its excellent flavour for many days
after it has been cut; weight from 4 to 5 lbs. Packets of "Three
Seeds, 2s. 6d.

Also Monro's Crystal Palace Hero. This was awarded the
first prize for the best and heaviest hybrid Persian Melon;
2s. 6d. per packet.

Monro's Golden Gauge Melon was awarded the first prize for
the beat flavoured Green Flesh variety at the Crystal Palace;
2$. fid. per packet.
The above new Melons will give the greatest satisfaction to all

purchasers. Persons requiring a Packet of each of the four
varieties will be charged 7s. 6d., or two packets of either kind
for 4s. A remittance must accompany every order, either by
Post Office Order or Penny Postage Stamps.

14, Abbey Churchyard, Bath. _^
GEORGE LEE, Market Gardener, &c, Clevedon,

near Bristol, has a surplus Stock of the following POTA-
TOES And STRAWBERRIES. The Potatoes are seconds, fit

for planting whole (such as he plants himself).

POTATOES.
Grigor's Prolific

Early Manley
m King

Flour-ball

Chesterman's Seedling
American Natives
York Regents
Lincolnshire White
Fifty-fold Kidney

Gd. half sack 4s.

Nelson's Favourite ~

The above 145. per sack of 240 lbs.; 75.
quarter sack.

Jackson's Kidney, 205. per sack; 115. half sack; 6s. quarter
sack,

^
Potatoes all first-class varieties, both as to quality and produc-

tiveness; quarter sacks may he had In two or more varieties.
STRAWBERRIES.

Black Prince
Princess Alice Maude
Myatt's Prolific

Swainstone's Seedling
Trollop's Victoria
Stirling Castle Pine

Deptford Pine
Royal Pine
Eleanor

Nimroi
Elton

The above 125. per 1000, or Is. (id. per 100.
Patterson's Scarlet Nonpareil, 305. per 100; 205.for60; smaller

plants. 205. per 100. Bonum Magnum, 245. per 100; 155. for 50.
Omar Pacha, 405. per 100; 255. for 50. Sir Harry, 505. per 100;
305. for 50.

Post Office Orders payable at Clevedon to George Lee.

NN E W AND CHOICE SEEDS.
Free by Post or Carriage Paid.

Abies Clanbraziliana
compacta
pygmjea

tt >9

Abies pumila 1 All dwarf varieties
diffusa V- of the

_ -. - Gregori ) Spruce Fir.
Picea pectinata pygmjea (the dwarf Silver Fir),Hudsoni.
Yew, common English, 3f 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet, in large quantities.
Do. upright, Irish, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet; some splendid plants,
8 to 12 feet.

Do. Dovaston or Weeping, a great many fine plants, worked on
straight stems, 7, 8, and 10 feet high, with good heads.

Do. adpressa, 2 and 3 feet.

Do. do., worked on common Yew, as standards.
Do. gold striped, 1£ to 2 feet, by the thousand.
Do. do., a splendid lot of plants, 4 to 6 feet.

Do. do., worked as standards on the common Yew, 8 to 10 ft. high.
Do. do., worked on Irish Yews, 6, 7, and 8 feet high.
Do. elegantisstma, or new gold striped: a large quantity, 1£ to
2i feet, and also worked as standards on the common and Irish
Yews. We may safely assert our stock of Golden Yews is
unsurpassed.

Do. yellow berried (true), very beautiful when in fruit as we
have it, 1£ to 3 feet.

Libocedrus chilensis, 2 to 3 feetf verv handsome and bushy.
Thuja Weareana, fine bushes, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet. This is one

ot the most useful, and, at the same time, ornamental hardy
plants we possess.

Do. American, for hedge*, doubtless the very best, 4, 5, and 6 feet.Da aurea, or Golden Arbor-vitae. This plant originated at this
Nursery; it has now, as it deserves, become a universal
favourite. Oar stock of it enables us to offer a choice of many
hundred fine specimens, from 1£ to 3 and 4 feet high, and as
much through—in fact, perfect globes.

Wellingtons gigantea, a few of the finest plants in the country,
being near 1£ feet high, and as much wide.

Hollies variegated, by the thousand, 2, 3, and 4 feet high. Some
splendid Plants, 10 to 15 feet high.

n*?.i
n,ay here reraark with reference to the large specirapns

alluded to in this Advertisement that every one of them is in a
condition to transplant, and travel any distance with perfect safety.

Per packet— s. d.
Cauliflower, Lenormand's
extra large Paris, very fine 2

Carrot, Early Scarl. Horn,
i

best for forcing imported,
of the same kind as are
imported to the London
markets ... per oz. 1

Snake Cucumber, per pkt. 6
Abronia umbellata ... 6
Ageratum conspicuum, new 1

Alonsoa Warczewiczi, new 1

Arctotis breviscapa ... 6
Browallia demissa ... 6
„ abbreviata, new, 12 seeds 1 6

6
6

6

6

6

#« *

#«•

«*#
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• * *

6

6

6
6

• • •
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6

06

1

1

6

.. ~--~j«,«««, 1U .Wi,HK 11 uueis a. CHOlce WUlCb IS
in but tew establishments of its kind in this country

wlr^i^S?? may be
,

reached hl 40 minutes by Train from the

Win?? I V aml the SoUth Western Railway Company
£f.nt/£ ?n

anCVn
.
t0 the No«h Western, enables us to send

^JSJuauL^ throusbout
' witbont ***** aDd

Kuao Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

„ elata

Calendrinia umbellata
Calyxhemenia chilensis,

new
Cannabis gigantea (Giant
Hemp for lawns)

Campanula stricta

Centaarea cyanus, double
new, blue striped

Centauridium Drummondi,
new

Centranthus macrosipbon
albus, new

Cineraria, from fine named
sorts

Clintonia pulcbella
Cockscomb, Giant beaded,
new, brill, crimson red 1

Collinsia bicolor alba, new 1

Convolvulus minor, double 6
Dianthus imperialis, extra

fine double, from scarlet
to white

Egg-plant, new striped ...

Escholtzia tenuifolia,

uc *v ->* **• •»*

Etichnide b*rtonioides ...

Entoca viscida alba, new,
25 seeds

Grammanthes gentian-
oides

Gomphrena Haageana, new
beautiful orange Compo-
site*? ..

.

... , t , \)

Gutiernezia gymnosper-
moides, new 1

1

3 6

1

6

6

6
6

1

6

Per packet—5. d.
Gypsophila mural is, red,

very pretty for rockwork
or edging

Heliantims argopbyllus ...

„ Californicus. fl. pi.,

splendid dble. Sun-
flower, orange ...

Helicbrysum brachyrhin-
chum

„ compra. maximum,
double everlasting
flower, white to
orange red

Ipomoea limbata, violet blue
bordered white, 12 seeds 1

„ rubro-coerulea, light
blue changing to
crimson, 4 seeds ...

Lamarckia aurea (Orna-
mental GrassJ

Leptosiphon aureus, new
golden yellow

„ luteus, bright yellow 6
Lin urn decumbens, btue ... 6
„ grandiflorum rubrura,

splendid Vermillion
crimson

Lisianthus Russell ianus,
100 seeds

Lobelia ramosa, new dwarf 1

Mimulus, from the finest

named Scarborough vars. 1

Nemesia compacta elegans,
new 1

Nepeta Meyer! , new ... O 6
Nyctarinia capensis, new 6
Palafoxia texana, new ... 6
Perilla nankinensis, orna-
mental purple leaves ...

Phlox Drum. Leopoldi ...

„ „ ocnlata, white
with crimson eye

Physostegia speciosa, new
Podolepia aunculatus, new 6
Portulaca, mixed 6
Sabbatia campestris, new
splendid, pink with yel-
low centre, 100 seeds ... 1

Schizopetalnm Walkeri ...

Silene Bergeri, new ... 1

1

1

1

1

6
6

6
6

Collections suited for competition of the finest imported
German Asters, German Stocks, Balsams. Larkspurs, and
Zinnias, from 2t. 6d. to 75. each. A general list of seeds may be
obtained free on application. A General Catalogue of Plants
(priced) ditto. Post Office Orders are requested to be made pay-
able at Kingston-on-Thaiues. Small amounts may be remitted
in postage stamps.

Thomas Jacksox & Sox, Kingston-on-Thames.

[Feb 9, 1856.

VERBENA "TRANB Y.»
YJARTIN and SON would recommend the abore-*-* Verbena to every grower. It is one of the most distinrt
varieties grown, and they do not hesitate to say it will please evervone

:
colour shaded crimson, very large flower, with an immenicream eye in th« way of an Alpine Auricula. It was exhibited

at the principal shows here and greatly admired, and ordered to»considerable extent, some making whole beds of it. Price C
each

;
if taken by the half dozen, 21$. Trade supplied liberally

Our general Nursery List comprises a good assortment ofConifer*, Forest, Fruit, and Ornamental Trees, Evergreen andDeciduous Flowering Shrubs, Greenhouse and Bedding Plants
Hollyhocks, Chyrsanthemums, Phloxes, and Bulbous Roots with
prices

;
also a List of Culinary Seeds may be had. Every article

before sending out is tested, and can warrant them to grow well
See our List with price, which, no doubt, will induce you to order"
Transplanted Swede and other Turnip Seeds from 30$. to 48s ner
bushel; 18 varieties of Flower Seeds, free for 15 staning-!
Nnrsery and Seed Establishment, Cottinghara (A.D., 1788)
Hull Branch Junction Street.— Martix & Boir, Proprietors.

NEW CELERY—COLL'S DEFIANCE~RED^
''

TXflLLIAM COLE, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and
Florist, Fog Lane Nursery, Withington, near Manchester

begs to introduce this valuable new variety, which will be found
a great improvement on his well known Celery, " Cole's Dwarf
Solid Red," being a more robust grower, and decidedly superior
in every respect. In sealed J oz. packets, free by post, 2s. each.

It can also be procured from the following agents :—
Messrs. Hurst and McMullen, 6, Leadenhall Street; Messrs

Noble, Cooper, and Bolton, 152, Fleet Street; Messrs. Minier
& Co., 60, Strand ; Messrs. Charlwood & dimming, Covent Gar-
den ; Messrs. Nutting & Son, 46, Cheapside, London; Mr. Turner
Slough; Mr. Duncan Hairs, St. Martin's Lane; Mr. Denver'
Gracechurch Street; Messrs. Downie and Laird, Edinburgh*
Messrs. F. & J. Dickson, Chester; J. Dickson & Son, Man!
Chester; Messrs. J. & J. Fraser, Lea Bridge, Essex; Messrs.
Little and Ballantyne, Carlisle ; Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter-
Mr. J. Veitch, Exotic Nursery, Chelsea; Messrs. Finney & Co.,
Gateshead: Mr. A. Pontey, Plymouth; Mr. E. Rendle, Plymouth-
Mr. Cattell, Westerham, Kent; Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, & Co_
Exeter; Mr. Browne, Norwich; J. Cole, Keyfield Nursery, St.
Alban's

; Garraway & Mayes, Bristol ; Drummond & Son, Stir-
ling; J. Dickson & Son, Market Place, Manchester; F. Win-
Stanley, Market Place, Manchester; F. & A. Dickson, Corpora-
tion Street, Manchester^ ____^
piVE HUNDRED BUSHELS OF POTATOES
J- TO THE ACRE.—This enormous crop was grown last
year by a gentleman in Surrey, and out of which there were only
five bushels diseased; nearly all the quantity were large-sized,
some weighing 2 lbs. and 1 oz., and not above three bushels of
Chats out of the whole. This Potato was originally reared in
Scotland, and is called by the grower the Scottish Champion, and
has again- proved to have surpassed all other sorts, both in
quantity, quality, and freedom from disease, as will be seen by
the testimonials.
The price is 21. 2s., inclusive of the sack of three bushels,

delivered free at the South Western Railway Station in London.
—Apply by letter, post-paid, to Mr. William Gowland, 4,
Crooked Lane, London Bridge, London ; or to Thos. B. Atkjnsos,
Seedsman, 64, High Street, Worcester, where further testimonials
can be obtained. All orders must be accompanied by a remittance

" Sir,—In answer to yours respecting the Scottish Champion
Potato, I beg to say it is quite equal in flavour to the York
Regent, is very productive, boils very white and mealy. In fact,

of the sixty-seven varieties of Potatoes grown by me in the way
of experiment this season I consider it the best, and shall plant
it for my next general crop.—Your obedient servant,

u Edward Bennett, Gr. to Sir Offley Wakeman, Bart.,
"Perdiswell Hall, Worcester."

DRAINING BY STEAM POWER.
JOHN FOWLER is prepared to undertake Contracts
*J for DRAINING LAND by his PATENT STEAM PLOUGH,
at prices varying, according to depth and distance, from 31. to bl. 10s.

per acre, inclusive of tiles, main drains, and all other expenses.
Contracts executed with great rapidity, and tiles manufactured
on the spot, where suitable clay exis ts —Havering, near Romford.

SLATt WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX

p1 DWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety
-L* of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may be
seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,
Sundays excepted.
Priced Lists ot Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application.

i~-

••

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS & DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Pabkes'

Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalog^
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate S t reet, London.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Keksal Greejt, Harrow Road, London.
TOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

*-J of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance ot

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Pnblic Buildings, &c, heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Sox have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engag**.
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HORTICULTURAT BUILDING AND HEATING BY
AT THE LOWEST PRICES CONSISTENT WITH

mHO± WATER,

GOOD MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY 8c ORMSON, DA IVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of
design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical
adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a
position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
** •' (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above

.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

J WEEKS and CO.'S BOILERS.—At the beau-
• tiful seat of W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham Park, Streatham,

Surrey, can now be seen additional proofs of the efficiency of
WEEKS'S BOILER. One is there fixed, effectually heating an
incredible number of Forcing houses, Pine stoves, and extensive
ranges of forcing pits. This exquisite establishment has long
been celebrated for growing the finest Pines, Grapes, &c, &c,
tinder the able management of Mr. Page, the Gardener, who will
kindly show and explain the hot-water apparatus, &c.
John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.
Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues, comprising

Horticulture in all its branches.

PUBLIC I N V ITATIO N.
HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,
HAVE this Season the pleasure of being able to

refer to several other extensive Establishments where
they have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which
hitherto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highly respectable firm of Messrs.
Edward Henderson & Co., of the Wellington Nursery, Welling-
ton Road, St. John's Wood, and as that Establishment is open to
the public Messrs. John Weeks & Co.'s Hot-water Apparatus
will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially
represented during this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
Co. have now adopted what is called the "One Boiler System."
At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist
can see the Hot-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges of
Hothouses, all connected to one boiler. We will here quote
Mr. Edward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of
Messrs.J.Weeks & Co.'s system ofheating by hot water. He says:

" I am more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what
Messrs. John Weeks & Co. have done for me in heating a great
number of our hot-houses from one boiler. It is almost impossible
for me to express my satisfaction sufficiently strongly. The effect and
great saving produced is truly wonderful; less than iwosacks ofcoke in
24 hours is all that is used to heat a variety ofhothouses, &c, nearly
800 feet in length, and these various houses are to some extent widely
separated, as 300feet stand in one direction,150feet in another,200feet
in another,and so on, including our large newly laid-out wintergarden."

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive
private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be
seen in operation, and in every case with the same favourable
results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former
statements relating to their one boiler system, and most
respectfully solicit a
visit to their Garden Es-
tablishment at Chelsea,
which consists of Hot-
houses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Pits,&c,
the whole measuring
1000 feet in length, ex-
posing to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-
ficial feet of glass, the
whole heated by one
boiler, 5 feet high by 3
feet 6 inches in diameter,
the water in the va-
rious houses circulating

through 5000 feet of Hot-
water Pipe.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bars. The large
surface which this Boiler
exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of such extra-
ordinary power.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,
Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches, combining all the improvements of the
day. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very
extensive variety of horticultural erections; also Forcing Pits
and Frames of all sizes. See our Illustrated Catalogues on
Horticultural Building and Heating by Hot Water; also of all
the best Stove and Greenhouse Plants; also of the best Vines,
***

, Peaches, and other Fruit trees.

John Weeks & Co., Kings Road, Chelsea.

C0TTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c-

m&
2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
)M DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE
M ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Mowing Machines Hand-glass Frames Garden Engines
Fountains Game N *

""

Hurdles
Garden Chairs

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING. GAME N]
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGP1PS

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
£. arden Vases

Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

mg'sWHURD and CO., 1, Smith Street, Ki _
• Road, Chelsea, beg to inform the Nobility. Clerery, and

Gentry, that they have commenced Business as HORTICUL-
TURAL BUILDERS and HOT WATER APPARATUS
MANUFACTURERS. Having been practically employed many
years in the Firm of Messrs. Weeks & Co., Chelsea, they are
thoroughly acquainted with every branch of the Business.
Churches, Halls, Mansions, and Public Buildings Heated by

Hot Water. Referencps to Works already executed.

Cf STEPH ENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS
• 61, Gracechurch Street, London. Manufacturer of Iroi

9

ron

BY
HER

AJESTY'S

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

EDENCH, Patent Hothouse Works,
• King's Road, Chelsea.

These Patent Horticultnral Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the framework, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all

completed for 1*. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references
can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & MELON BOXES & LIGHTS.
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JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremout
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxed and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept read v.

glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times,complete, ready
tor immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the Nobility
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers
and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description, by
Hot Water.- Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

FOUNTAINS.
JSEELEY begs leave to remind gentlemen intend-
ing to put up such Ornaments in their grounds next spring,

that the work ought to be ordered without delay, with a view to
its being properly seasoned. During the past year he has added
many new designs to his stock.

Nos. 1 to 4. Keppel Row, New Road, Regent's Park.

POULTRY, ETC., SHOWS.
PORTABLE WIRE PENS FOR POULTRY

AND PIGEONS, furnished on hire by Thos. P. Hawkins.
General Wire Worker, 27, Dale End, Birmingham. Game
Netting and Wire Goods of every description. _________

TO AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS^

'YHE PATENTEE of a very simple, SELF-RAKING,
A REAPING. xvj> MOWING MACHINE wishes to Disposn

of his right on liberal terms.—R. M.. care of Messrs Avery & Co.,
32. Essex Street, Strand.

TO SEEDSMEN,
TO BE SOLD, a bargain, a comp.ete Set of VEGE*.

TABLE SEED DRAWERS, with solid mahogany fronts,
and labelled with black, on a gilt ground.—For farther parti-
culars, apply to Wood & Ixqbam, Nurseries, H untingdon.

TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS^

TO BE SOLD, the LEASE of GROUND, near
town, with Greenhouses, Pits, &c„ well stocked with Plants.

Rent 101. per annum.—Apply to Mrs. Sutherland, Florist,
Kilburn; or to Mr. Goddaeu, 14, Great Portland Street, Caven-
di>h Square , London.

ryO BE LET OiN LEASE, at Pawlett, near Bndge-
-1 water, a large ARABLE FARM. The above, from the
high quality of the Land and its proximity to both Water and
Rail communication, is deserving the notice of Agriculturists.
—The Farm will be pointed out by George Neath, Pawlett
Bridgewater.

I^O BE LET, with immediate possession, about
1- 3 acres of Land, well planted with Choice Apple and other

Fruit Trees, lately used as a Nursery Garden, together with a
j
comfortable Dwelling-house, and a Vinery attached to the Sitting-

i
room, pleasantly situate about 7 miles eastward of Bath and 6

' westward tram Clupppnh*m —Particulars to be had of Mr. G
Bishop, Chippenham, Wilts*
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ROYAL BERKSHIRE
£? ST I EADI f

UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN, HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCE ALBERT
AND THE PRINCIPAL MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,

FOR SUPPLYING

SUTTON'S HOME-GROWN SEEDS TO ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM
CARRIAGE FREE (WITH FEW EXCEPTIONS).

SUTTON AND SONS, SEED-GROWERS, READING,
HAVE THE PLEASURE OF OFFERING THE UNDERMENTIONED CHOICE KINDS OF SEEDS WITH THEIR PRESENT PRICES AFFIXED.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS (carriage free),
WITH PRICES FOR THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY ONLY.

CARROT.
WHITE BELGIAN, the heaviest cropper and most certain 1

ORANGE BELGIAN; more saccharine
YELLOW BELGIAN i u . GREEN-TOPPED YELLOW SWEDELARGE RED ALTRINCMIAM ; large and nutritious
SIIORT ORANGE * • • • ••

1

1

1

1

d.

6

3
3

TURNIP SEEDS.

• * •

• ••

9
9
9
9

MANGEL WURZEL.
FROM SELECTED ROOTS.

YELLOW GLOBE (or Orange Globe), euitable for any soil

RED GLOBE, suitable for any soil

LONG RED; this sort requires good deep soil

LONG YELLOW; very similar to the preceding in shape
SUTTON'S ELVETHAM LONG RED; this is a very
superior new variety. Very scarce.

Manr/el Wurzel Seed may be had cheaper in large

quantities, if ordered immediately, except "The Elvetham."

EARLY WHITE FIELD PEA.
NEW EARLY RACEHORSE—comes off in good time for

Turnips, and is a good cropper, price 12s. per bushel.

COW CABBAGE.
LARGE DRUMHEAD, from fine selected plants (scarce)
THOUSAND-HEADED, very productive, tall, branching
SUTTON'S EARLY CATTLE; this, if planted 18 inches
asunder, produces a very heavy crop, and in a short
time. (Sow in March and August.) per lb.

s.

4
2

d.

6

ASHCROFT SWEDE, very laree, hardy...
SKIRVING'S LIVERPOOL SWEDE
PURPLE-TOPT. YELLOW SWEDE (Sutton's

fine stock), a heavy cropper, good form, hardy,

SUTTON'S PURPLE TOPPED YELLOW HY-
BRID, the hardiest, largest, aud most nutritious

of all hybrid Turnips
GLOBE, Red. White, or Green
LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE, a superior var.
presented to us by the Lite Philip Pusey, Esq., M.P.
TANKARD, Red, White, or Green
YELLOW TANKARD, (or Tankard Swede) ...

SUTTON'S EARLY SIX WEEKS, very early
and large

GREEN-TOPPED AND PURPLE-TOPPED
YELLOW ABERDEEN, each

SUTTON'S IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE, shape
of Matson's, but much larger, and quite hardy ...

SUTTON'S GREEN-TOPPED YELLOW HY-
BRID possesses same good properties as our
Purple-topped Hybrid, but is of quicker growth,
and more suitable for poor soils

SUTTON'S CRUICKSFIELD HYBRID
*•# •

• ••

Bush. Pound

8.

48
48
45

s. d.

1

1

1

4S 1

50
40

1 2
10

50
40
50

1 2
10

1 2

40 10

45 1

45 1

50
• •

1 2
1 6

6

PARSNIPS.
COMMON CATTLE * • # Per lb. Is. Od.

NEW LARGE GUERNSEY, altogether a superior kind 1 6

Common Red (or broad)
White (or Dutch)
Trefoil (or Hop Clover)
Trifolium incarnatum

CLOVERS.
Red Suckling (Trifolium minus

Alsike Clover

True Perennial Red Clover

Clovers.—Notwithstanding the scarcity thi* season, we have
succeeded in procuring a fine stock of each of the above kinds of

Clovers, which can be warranted genuine unadulterated Seeds..

Clovers vary almost weekly, and may be had on application.

RYE GRASSES.
• -

«

FRESH IMPORTED ITALIAN ...

TRUE ITALIAN ENGLISH SAVED
DITTO (SUTTON'S IMPROVED) ITALIAN-
DITTO (DICKENSON'S) ITALIAN
PACEYS PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS
ANNUAL RYE-GRASS, orCOMMON RAY

Per bushel.—.*.

10 to 12• ••

• m m

- . *

* *

1 1 i

• • •

* • • • •

9 to 11

12

12
10
5 tor

MISCELLANEOUS.
Keen's Forty-day Maize
Lucerne (fresh imported)
Furze, for fence aud cover
Broom
Dwarf Rape, or Cole
White Mustard
Burnet.—Spurry.—Chicory.
Yarrow, or Millefoil.

• * *

* i f

* *

» • #

Buckwheat.
Field Parsley, for sheep feed.

Potatoes, choice sorts.

Linseed or Flax, clean English

Ditto, Rigs, imported.

Giant Saintfoin.

Kohl Rabi.

"Bishop's Last and Best" Pea, for Double Cropping,
between the rows of Mangel, Swedes, &c. 12*. per bushel.

NOT BOUND BY THE ABOVE PRICES AFTER MARCH 1.

SUTTON'S PERMANENT GEASS SEEDS.
Gentlemen intending to lay down Land to Permanent Pasture, or for one or two years lay, are recommended to communicate with us, stating the nature of the soil and situation, that we may

advise as to sorts of Grass Seeds most suitable.

OLD MEADOWS DEFICIENT OF THE MOST NUTRITIVE GRASSES AND CLOVERS may be greatly improved by sowing at this season " Sutton s Renovating Mixture " of

Seeds, at the rate of 8 to 12 lbs. per acw, price l« a per lb. Our finest LAWN GKASS SEEDS are highly useful to improve Garden Lawns.
We have a very extensive stock of Natural Grasses, Perennial Clovers, &c , in our Warehouses, a Priced Li^l of which may be had on application, post free.

Sacks and Bags are charged at cost price only, and the full amount allowed, if they are returned.

PRICED LISTS OF GARDEN SEEDS AND PLANTS MAY BE HAD POST FREE.

JOHN SUTTON & SONS, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks, Fellows of the Horticultural Society of London; Members of the Royal
Agricultural Society of England, and the Bath and West of England Agricultural Society.

DWARF-TRAINED FRUIT TREES.
in|7ILLIAM WOOD and SON have much pleasure
* in offering some of the finest Dwarf-trained PEACHES

and NECTARINES in the Kingdom; in short W. W. & SOH
feel convinced they are not to be surpassed in the trade. Price

55. per plant.

N.B. Having a large stock of the above W. W. & Sox are
disposed to deal liberally with the trade, and will furnish
wholesale prices on application.

Fine Pyramidal Pears on Quince, 18s. to 24*. per dozen.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

NEW T U R N I P.

WAITE'S " ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID
TURNIP.

T^HIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
-*- the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch
Turnip; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and maybe
sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip
may be had on application, or may be seen at the principal Seed
Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be
obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3*. per lb.—A liberal

allowance to the Trade.
J.G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 1S1, High Holborn, London.

TV/T ELONS, MELONS, MELONS.—Orion, the
•*-*-* Winner at Regent Street and Crystal Palace,
although not as round, as hard, or as heavy as a cannon ball, is

a fruit of great be*uty, 4 to 6 lbs. in weight, tliin skin, thick
flesh of bright green colour, luscious as a melting Peach, fragrant
and delicious as a Pine Apple, prolific bearer, and ought to be in
the hands of every Melon grower. Six seeds out of the prize
fruit for Is. 6tf. free by post, with Latter** Hints on the Cultiva-
tion of Primulas, and a Coloured Drawing of a beautiful Seedling
from Latter's true Stock.—Address, Thomas Wild, Ipswich.

HOLLY HOCKS.
Hedenham Rosary, Bungay, Suffolk.

13IRCHAM and WARD beg to state that their
-*-* collection of the above is in the finest possible health, and
consists of upwards of 16,000 established struck plants (not
grafted).

The peculiar disease which has proved so destructive to some
collections not having extended to the Eastern Counties, enables
B. & W. to offer an extensive stock of fine Plants, comprising the
best show flowers in cultivation ready for immediate delivery.
Catalogues will be forwarded on application. Wholesale orders
executed on liberal terms.—Hedenham Rosary, Feb. 9.

I

SEED POTATOES.
[

TO THE TRADE.
pHARLES SHARPE and CO. have the pleasure of TXTILLIAM E. RENDLE and CO. have several

\J offering the following varieties of Potatoes, ail ofwhich have * * Tons of the following Seeds to dispose of at the lowest

been grown by themselves, and are of fine quality.

Per bushel of 4 stones :

—

Kidnc;y, Early Ash-
leaved ...

99
Jackson's

11
Fluke

Martin's Globe
Early York

*• King's

ji Round frame

S. d.

6
6

5
5
5
6
5

• • •

Foxe's Seedling
Emperor
Cockney
Hen's Nest
Oxford ...

American Native
White Rough
Regent

» * i

• * •

• * •

...69. Qd.

... 6

... 6

... 5
6
5
5
5

#•
• -

I

Nursery and Seed Establishmen t, Sleaford, February, 1856.

JOHN BELL, Potato Salesman, Covent Garden,
offers the following SEED POTATOES, warranted true stock.

Per bushel

—

s. d.

Ashleaf Kidneys
Fluke ditto

White lilossom ditto

Lapstone ditto

Early Shaws
in
• * •

• • •

• •

• «*

• * •

. - -

6
5
5
5
3

• * *Regents
Cockney ...

Early Frame
Snowballs...

Fortyfolds

Per bushel— .9. d.

6t

• *

• » •

• * *

3
7

10
4
5

PoBt Office Orders made payable at Charing Cross, and with
all country orders cash required, or a reference in London ; usual
allowance to the trade.

BEARING TRAINED FRUIT TREES.
THOMAS JACKSON and SON having the greatest

extent of Wall in the trade. ar« enabled to offer at moderate
prices the under-mentioned FRUIT TREES trained for Walls
or Houses:—

DWARF TRAINED PEACHES, 7s. 6d each.

„ „ NECTARINES, 7s. 6d. each.

„ ., APRICOTS, 7s. 6d. each.

„ „ GREENGAGE PLUMS, 5*. each.
MORELLO CHERRIES, 4s. each.

STANDARD TRAINED PEACHES, 10*. W.and 15s. each.

„ „ NECTARINES, 10*. 6d. each.

„ „ APRICOTS, 10*. 6d. to 21*. each.

„ „ PLUMS, 5s. and 7*. 6d. each.

„ MORELLOCHERRI ES,5seacli.
The above are all set with Flower-buds, and are capable of

bearing Fruit this season.

Fine Trained Trees of the usual nursery size, from 2*. Qd. to

STANWICK NECTARINE, Standard Trained, 10s. Qd. each.

KAISHA APRICOT, Dwarf, 2 Years' Trained, 55. each.

Nurseries, Kingston-on-Thames.

market prices.

LONG RED MANGEL WURZEL
| YELLOW GLOBE do.

RED GLOBE do. | WHITE BELGIAN CARROT
ORANGE JELLY FRUIT.

Prices on application to William E. Rendlk & Co., Seed

Merchants, Plymouth.
All neat and in the same condition as received from

the Growers. _

\y HEELER'S GARDEN SEEDS have been ki^
* * and appreciated in the West of Eugland for more than a

hundred years, and now that the railways afford such cheap

communication with distant parts of the kingdom, their celebrity

has become extended. We now deliver our seeds carriage free

by railway to the most distant and remote places. A Descriptive

Priced List may be had on application.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers.

Gloucester; Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural

Society.

Established in the early part of the Eighteenth Century

DICKSON'S "EARLY FAVOURITE PEA."
T7RANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS
-*- have great satisfaction in again calling attention to this dis-

tinct and truly valuable EARLY PEA (sent out by them for

the first time last season), which is admitted by all who ha^e

grown or seen it to be the most prolific and best Early Pe*

ever introduced. It comes in very few days after the earliest

varieties, and the flattering testimonials which they have re-

ceived from some of the first Gardeners in the kingdom ^j*.

grew it last season (see Gardener*
1 Chronicle of Jan. 12th, 1650*

will, they think, be sufficient guarantee for its EXTBAORi>i*AbY

productiveness and general excellence.
Price 2.s. 6d. per quart, or Is. &/. per pint, in sealed parcels.

VEGETABLE, FLOWER, and AGRICULTURAL BEED&
of every description, of select and superior quality, detailed

CATALOGUES of which will be forwarded on application.

The Old Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street,

Chester.—Feb. 9, 1856.

Printed by William Bhadeurt, of No. 13, tipper Woburn Placr. a^
Frkdsrick Muliett Eva5<". of No. 20. Queeo's Ro»d. Went, l»ota in

the Parish of St. Paocras and in the County of Middlesex, Printers. *c

their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Wbitefriars, in the *

of London ; and published by them at the Office, No.£. Upper WelhuRicn

Street, in the Parish cf St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County

where all Advertisements a^d Communications are to be Addrbssx-d i"

ib* Editor.—Saturday, February % 1^6»
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
The FIRST SPUING MEETING will take place at the

Society's House, 21, Regent Street, on TUESDAY, February 26,

from 12 to 4 p.m. The Chair will be taken at 2 p.m. On this

occasion the effects of Grafting will be a subject of inquiry and
discussion.

HORTICULTURAL MEETINGS" AT THE
GARDENS OF THE BRISTOL, CLIFTON, AND

WEST OF ENGLAND ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY.— The
Meetings for the approaching season will be held at these
Gardens, on THURSDAY, 5th June, and THURSDAY, 28th
August, when nearly 400L will be distributed in Prizes.—Sche-
dules of the Prizes may be obtained on application to the Hono-
rary Secretary, Clifton.WILLIAM BARRATT,

LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.
HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved

principles.
*#* An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Orkamestal Serves,

Evergreexs, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.

HARDY AZALEAS AND RHODODENDRONS.
LANE and SON have to offer most of the lead-

• ing sorts of the above, well set with bloom buds.
The Nurseries, Great Berkhamsted, Herts.

j

H

H

ROSES.
HLANE and SON, the Nurseries, Great Berk-

• hamsted, Herts, have still on hand a fine assortment of

STANDARD ROSES in variety, also DWARFS, both worked
and on own joots, consisting of the most popular sorts. Also
Roses in pots for immediate forcing.

FRUIT TREES IN POTS.
HLANE and SON beg to offer a fine collection of

• the above, which can be had at the Nurseries, Great Berk-
hamsted, consisting of Peaches, Apricots, Nectarines, Tears,
Plums, Cherries, &c, well furnished with bloom buds, and fit

for immediate Forcing. Catalogues may be had on application.

The Nurseries, Great Berkhamsted.

DOUBLE WHITE CAMELLIAS.
JOHN HENCHMAN, Junior, begs to offer fine

bushy home-grown Plants, full of flower-buds, at 24*., 27s.,

30«., and 36a. per dozen ; a few extra size at 3s. (yd. each.

INDIAN AZALEAS, short bushy Plants, full of flower-buds,

at 15a., 1&»., 24s...and 30*. per dozen.

Oppot- the Golden Fleece, Lower Edmonton.

"TO THE T~R~A~D E.

"VTEW PUKE WHITE COLLINSIA.—The price
J*' per ounce of 3 new and beautiful ANNUAL can be had
on application.

J. G. Watte, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London.

WAITE'S DANIEL O'ROURKE PEAS.—The best

Early Pea in cultivation can be supplied in any quantity,

and price had on application to J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant,
181, High Holborn, London.

NE PLUS ULTRA LETTUCE.
ART and NICKLIN, Seedsmen, Guildford,
offer to the public the above Lettuce. It is a Brown Cos

variety, folds and blanches beautifully without tying, is fine of
texture and very sweet; worthy of notice by the small or large
grower. ^ oz packets, 2s. &d., free by post.

NEW DAHLIAS, ETC.
CHARLES TURNER begs to state that his

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of New Dahlias, Gera-
niums, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Car-

nations, Pink6, Shrubby Calceolarias, Petunias, &c. &c, is now
ready, and contains many new varieties offered for the first time.

Sent post free on application.—Rnyal Nursery. Slough.

OSSOM'S "CHAMPION" CELERY has proved

to be the best in cultivation for size,fsoiidity,'and crispness

;

it also withstands a greater degree of frost than any other variety.

To be had in sealed packets at Is. The Trade supplied.

T. F. Winsta??ley, Seed Merchant. Manchester.

IT'ALSTAFF'S RASPBERRY CANES.—Any quan-
Jl tity of the above may be had at 2s. 6d. per hundred. Liberal

discount to the trade. Orders for 600 delivered to any Railway

Station in London. Post-office orders made payable to William
Ma.vx, Post Office, Brentford.—Mogden Lane, Isleworth.

STRAWBERRIES FOR FORCING.

KEENS' SEEDLING, BRITISH QUEEN, tho-

roughly established plants, in the best possible condition,

at Johm Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders, Seed Merchants

and Nurserymen . King's Road. Chelsea.

LILIUM ClCANTEUM SEED.

TTRANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS,
-*- Uptnn Nurseries, Chester, having this last Autumn ripened a

considerable quantity of Seed of this noble LILY (the flower

stem of which was fully 10 feet high), beg to offer packets con-

taining 50 selected Seeds, at 2*. 6</. per packet, free by post, on

receipt of30 postage stamps.—Feb. 16.

IMPORTANT TO PURCHASERS OF SEEDS.

SUTTON'S SEED CATALOGUE, with prices of
every article, xoill be sent gratis and post free to any

address. Also,
SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE. Published by Longman,

Paternoster Row. Price 6d., or free by post Id., in penny stamps.
Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers and Merchants, Reading.

ENDLE'S PRICE CURRENT and GARDEN
DIRECTORY for 1856 can now be obtained

from the undersigned, or through any Bookseller in town
or country. Price 6d., free by post.

For the Contents of this popular Work, see Gardeners' Chronicle,

December 29th.
William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

Established 1786.

JC. WHEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED
• LIST for this Season is now ready, and may be

had gratis on application.

J. C. Wheeleb & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Glouces ter.

G. WAITE'S CATALOGUE is now ready, and
can be had on application.

Seed Establishment, 181. High Holborn, London.

KITCHEN GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS.
JOHN CATTELL'S CATALOGUES of the above
J are now ready, and may be had on application.

Westerham, Kent.

SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT,
WISBECH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE.

CHARLES SHARPE begs respectfully to inform
the Trade that his CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, cultivated and saved under his
own management, will be forwarded post free on application.

EORGE SMITH'S NEW AND PRICED CAT-
ALOGUE is Now Ready, and will be sent free by Post on

application. It contains Select Lists of Verbenas, Geraniums,
(of Show, Fancy, Variegated and Scarlet kinds), Dahlias, Holly-
hocks, Petunias, and Chrysanthemums.

Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington, London.

WESTERN COUNTIES SEED DEPOT.
THOMAS VEITCH and Co., [of 195, High Street,

Exeter, Wholesale and Retail Seed Merchants, are

now prepared to furnish CATALOGUES of their AGRICUL-
TURAL, VEGETABLE, and FLOWER SEEDS, comprising
all the newest varieties, &c.,all of which cau be warranted genuine,

and supplied at very moderate prices. ^__
SEEDS7~THE FINEST ~IN~CULTIVATION.

BASS and BROWN'S 25th Annual Edition of their

SEED CATALOGUE supplied on application.

It contains everything which may be desired of the

choicest new and other Vegetable and Flower Seeds, superb

imported German Seeds, also Lists of splendid Bulbs and
Moots for spring planting.

Catalogues for the season complete by the present time for

three penny stamps.

Seed and Horticultural E s

t

ablishment. Sudbury, Suffolk.

F. WINSTANLEY'S TRADE PRICED LIST
OF GARDEN SEEDS is now ready, and can be had on

application, 28, Market Place, Manchester.

F. WINSTANLEY, Seed Merchant, 28, Market
• Place, Manchester, is now ready to send out his DE-

SCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL, AND FLOWER SEEDS. Attached to this Cata-

logue is a Calendar of Seeds to be sown in each month ; also the

mode of cultivating the Dioscorea.

77i F. WINSTA.NLEY begs to inform his friends

-L • thathis collections of NEW GARDEN SEEDS are now
readv, comprising all the most useful vegetable produce, from

11. to 51. The DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE contains the

details of each collection on page 11.

Seed Warehouse, 28, Market Place. Manchester.

T.

CELOSIA AUREA.
FRANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and CO.,

Seed Merchants, 14, Corporation Street, Manchester, offer
Seeds of the above very graceful Plant, at 2s. W. per packet.

NOTICE TO GROWERS OF PINE-APPLES.
WANTED, FOR THE LIVERPOOL MARKET,

a quantity of good PINES, not under 2 lbs. each. For-
ward immediately.

—

George Taylor, Jun., Fruit and Vegetable
Salesman, The Grand Stand, St. John's Market, Liverpool

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.
RHODODENDRONS WANTED.—Two Thousand

to Three Thousand Plants of various sorts and sizes, to be
delivered to London Bridge or the Tonbridge Station.—Address,
with Catalogues and prices, to A. Z.. 67, Borough, London.

HPHE AMERICAN VEGETABLE MARKOWS,
-A- advertised in the Chronicle, January 26th and February 2d,

may be had in packet*, mixed, for 13 stamps, or separate for 18
stamps.—A. B », 6, Munden Street, Hammersmith.

HARDY HEATHS
T1TATERER AND GODFREY respectfully invite
* » attention to their large stock and first-rate, collection of

these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Triced Catalogues may be
had free on application to Watereb & Godfrey, Knap Hill

Nursery, Woki n g,_S_urrey

.

_

TO THE SEED TRADE.
GTABER, Seed Grower, Rivenhall, Witham,

• Essex, has for sale a few quarters of some of the best

sorts of Early PEAS and Green "Windsor BEANS; Skirving's

Purple-top aud other SWEDES, and MANGEL SEEDS of

sorts, grown from select roots. Prices on application.

NURSERY TREES.
FOWLER and WRIGHT, Seedsmen and Nursery-

men, Glasgow, have on Sale a fine Stock of SEEDLING
and TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL
PLANTS, SHRUBS, and FRUIT TREES, at very moderate
prices. Catalogues may be had on application.—Feb . 16.

HOWDEN, BROTHERS, Inverness, N.B., offer

TWO YEAR SEEDLING NATIVE SCOTCH FIR,
and TWO YEAR SEEDLING LARCH to the Nursery Trade
at very moderate prices.

NURSERY TREES.
FOWLER and WRIGHT, Seedsmen and Nursery-

men, Glasgow, have on Sale a fine Stock of SEEDLING
and TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL
PLANTS, SHRUBS, and FRUIT TREES, at very moderate
prices. Catalogues may be had on application.

—

Feb . 16.

TO BE SOLD CHEAP, ENGLISH YEWS.—
Several Hundreds of the above trees from 3 to 6 feet, very

fine.—Apply to Mr. Surman, Nurseryman, Lavender Hill, Wand-
sworth Road.

MHO BE SOLD, very handsome large IRISH
-»- YEWS, from 4 to 8 feet. Purchasers taking a larga

number will be liberally dealt with. Prices on application.—

Thomas Jackson & Son. Nurseries. Kingston, near London. _

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,

near Manchester, can supply the HEAVIEST LANCA-
SHIRE SHOW GOOSEBERRY TREES at 6*. per dozen.

FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO (true), 3s. per bushel, 56 lbs.

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS, PANSIES, &c. &c. &c.

Catalogues now ready.
^

THE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO (TRUE).

JOHN HOLLAND Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,

r enabled to offer the above excellent

been raised in Middleton, may be

p, and from the original stock. May
- nlanting^at 35. per bushel of 56 lbs.

JKE KIDNEY POTATO.
ARTHUR DICKSON and CO.,

14, Corporation Street, Manchester, offer

*.nd hardy Potato, carefully picked for sets.

pplication.

«J near Manchester, is

POTATO, which, ha*
depended upon as of
be had of a medium

CENUir>

FRANCIS A

Seed Merc
the above very p) i

Price may be h-

FRAME CUCUMBERS.
WOOD and INGRAM offer the following well

known kinds at Is. per packet of 18 Seeds :—
Godfrey's Black SpiHe I

Read's Surprise

„ White Spine, picked from the Kelwav's Defiance

above, and a very prolific kind

Improved Sion House
Sir Colin Campbell

Manchester Hero
Conqueror of the West
Snow's Horticultural.

II untingdon Nurseries, February 16.

^EAKALE AND ASPARAGUS PLANTS.—
k5 TO THE TRADE.—ONE MILLION fine strong

plants of Scakale and Asparagus are now growing by the

undersigned. Wholesale prices on application.

William E. Resple & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

SEECMBARLEY from the chalk.

MR. H. RAYNBIRD, Basingstoke, can supply

Chevalier, Golden Drop, Thanet, and other approved sorts,

of Barley at market prices. Hudson's Golden Melon Barley, a

new variety, productive, and of fine Malting quality, may be had

on application.

EY POTATOES, 51. per ton ; in

ian 1 ton, 6s. per cwt; sacks, Is. per cwt.

expressly for Seed on newly broken up old

turf land. Alforders to be accompanied by a remittance.

HuMPHRKY Chamberlaix, Kempsey. Worcester.

FLUKE K L

quantities ies

The above are gron

ASH-LEAF KIDNEY POTATOES, one year, from

Yorkshire, arefully selected. SI. per ton; SHAW S, very

ate stock. 41. 10s. per ton; REGENT PLANTS, 4Z. per ton
first rate

for cash, of W. G. K. Breavixgtox, Vicarage Farm, Hounslow.

(Sacks 2«2 each holding: 2 cwt.)

BEST POTATOES IN THE WO3L0 FOR SEED OR
CONSUMPTION.

SODEN'S EARLY OXFORD, 200 sacks, to be sold

immpdUtriy^—^pjvtojtfr- Mack, Caleot. near Reading-

SEED POTATOES.—Tn» Ash-leaf Kidney, Jack-

son's do., Walnut-leaved do.. Fluke (true), Lapstone.

Flonrball, and all otljer first class varieties, to be bad of T. 1

Wixstak'i.ey, Seed Mei chant, Manchester. _______
T TOES.

TTTHEAT FOR LATE AND SPRING SOWING.
VV —Samples with prices of Talavera, Red Hybrid, Nursery,

! April, and other kinds of Seed Wheat will be sent free on appli-
' cation to Mr. H. Rayxbtbd, Basingstoke.

CUCUMBERS. CUCUMBERS, CUCUMBERS.
THOMAS WILD, Ipswich, offers for Sale IPSWICH

STANDARD, the best in the world, now being sent

out with Orion Melon, Latter*- unrivalled Primulas, Hollyhocks

from 24 best varieties, Pansies from Hine's exhibition bed, em-

bracing all the leading sorts. The above free by post, 7j. 6J.,

with Latter's Hints on the Cultivation of Primulas, and a

coloured drawing of a beautiful Seedling from the above seed.

Address Thos. Wild Ipswich.

SEED POTA
FREDERICK LETTS, Headley, near Epsom, has

the following kinds to dispose of:—

Ash-leaved Kidney, true 5$. per bushel.

York Regent „ &»• »>

Early White Sbaw „ 3*.

Apply as above, or to James Chameeelayse, Agent, H
ford Wharf, Strand. ^__

QEED POTATO ES.—The following J6rfc» fy>va
O and healthy stocks, may be had as below, a»tn^Iy;^P
Fiftyfold, Fluke, Lapstone, and Painted Lady.JEfc-.md. 9prl

ford, Earlv Fr*me, Early Cockney, Fortyfo»r Brjti

Early Shaw, York Regent, and Purple Regent,.— _

application. A descriptive, historical, and coifepw6en$iijij Cj*j

logue of Flower and Vegetable Seeds forwarflga f>u irgffigfe

three penny stamps. A remittance with ord£*fiJ^j^B0iJ
correspondents.— IIoopes & Co., Covent Garde* Mtok
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JOHN VVATERER has much pleasure in submitting
y to the attention of gentlemen engaged in planting the follow-
ing desirable selections from his general NURSERY STOCK
The whole of the Plants are in the best possible condition for
removal.

Cedrus Deodara, 4 to 5 feet, 7*. Gd. to 10*. Gd. each, bushv
to the ground, fit for standing singly as specimens; 5 to 6
and 7 feet, 21s. each

; 7 to 8 and 10 feet, 31*. Gd. to 42s.: 10 to
12 feet, 63*. (most magnificent plants).

Cedrus Lebanon, 4 to 5 feet, 31. 3s. per dozen.
Cryptomeria japonica, 5 to 6 ft., It. Gd. each ; larger.10* Gd to 21s
Araucaria imbricata, 2 to 3 feet, 7s. Gd. to 21s. : 3 to 4 feet 21s.'

to 42s. (splendid plants).
'

Fitz-R -ya Patagonica, 2 to 3 feet, 5s. each.
Juniperus Hibernica, 4 to 5 feet, 5s., handsome and close grown.
Libocedrus gigantea, 10s. Gd. ; about 2 feet, 31s. Gd.
Pinus Cerubra, 3 to 4 feet, 5s.

Douglasi, 3 to 4 feet, 31. 3s. per dozen ; 4 to 6 feet, 7s. Gd. to
10s. Gd. each ; 6 to 8 and 10 feet, 42*. to 63s.

Lambertiana, 2 to 3 feet, 10s. 6d.; 3 to 4 feet, 21s. to 31s. Gd
(very handsome).

insignia, 1J, to 2 feet, 30s. per dozen; 2 to 2J feet, 42s. •

larger, 5s. to 10s. Gd. each.
'

Saxe-Gothrea conspicua, 2 to 3 feet, 5s. [21s. each
Yew, Irish, close grown specimens, 5 to 6 and 7 feet, lOs.Gd. to
Wellington gigantea, good plants, 5s. to 7*. Gd. ; larger, very

handsome, 10s. Gd. to 21s. " '

Cupressus Goveniana > 1£ to 2 feet,

„ macrocarpa j 11. 10s. per 100.
Thuja aurea, about 1 foot, 10Z. per 100 ; larger, 3s. Gd. to 5s. each ;very handsome, 7s. Gd. to 21s. each.

n

t>

n

TVTESSRS. J. and H. BROWN offer the following*** CHOICE PLANTS, which they will forward to any part.
25 Axaleas, new hardy Belgian varieties, one of a sort, by s. d.

name, on their own roots 20
25 Aealeas, American varieties, do. do. ..." *.' ]" \%Hardy Heaths, Ledums, and Kalmias, per dozen

'. " G
2j Hardy American Plants, one of a sort, by name 10
12 Rhododendrons, including scarlet, white, and rose

'"
12

Fine hardy scarlet Rhododendrons, 1 to 2 feet, per dozen 15New yellow Rhododendrons, in pots, each ... 3s. Gd. to 5
Cedar of Lebanon, 2 to 3 feet, well grown, per doz., 12s. to IS
Cedrus Deodara, and other choice Conifers (see List).

6 Fine hardy Magnolias, one of a sort 10
50 Dwarf Roses, two of a sort, on own roots ... ...

'"
15

Standard and half Standard Roses, best sorts, per dozen)
12s.to... ... 18

Fine Climbing Roses, per dozen 6
Greenhouse Azaleas, best new vars., per dozen 12s. to 18
Camellias, fine sorts, well set with buds, per dozen

50 Choice Greenhouse Plants, one of a sort ..

12 Orchidea Plants, one of a sort, fine species
Fine Pampas Grass, each, 3s. 6d.; or, per dozen

6 new sorts Mimulus, very fine early flowering
Cinerarias, fine sorts, to flower early, per dozen

"

Fine New Double White.Pink and Blush Pa^onys, p. dozNew Conservatories and Gardens furnished in any part
of the kingdom on very reasonable terms.

[Feb. 16, 1856.
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Rhododendron ponticum, for undercover, strong, fit for immediate
planting, 11. 10s. to 101. per 1000.

Catawbiense, good bushy plants, 21. 10s. to 51. per 100 (a
good proportion of these have bloom buds); larger. 11 10s
per 100.

'

Catawbiense Hybrids, in good varieties, fine bushy plants.
21. Ids. to 11. 10s. per 100. * '

in choice sorts, by name, such as are annually exhibited by
us at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, well
grown plants, H to 2 and 2$ feet, 30s. to 60s. per dozen.

Standards, of the most approved kinds, 21s. to 42s., and
105s. each.

Azaleas (Hardy Belgian, and others), good mixtures, yellow,
pink, scarlet, &c, H foot, 21. 10s. to 31. 10s. per 100; very
superior, 12s., 18s., to 24s. per dozen.

Hardy Heaths, superior collection, 35s. per 100.
Kalmia latifolia, good bushy plants, 1 to 1* foot, 4?. 4s. per 100;

larger, of all sizes; myrtifolia, a superior variety, 1 to H
foot, 3s. Gd. to 5s. each.

J. Waters* feels confident that intending planters would find
it greatly to their advantage to make a personal visit of in-
spection, which can easily be done, the Nursery being near the
Farnborough Station, South Western Railway, and Blackwater
South Eastern Railway.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

CHOICE PLANTS, ETC.VOUELL and CO., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth,
-A Norfolk, beg respectfully to call attention to the following

which they are now sending out in fiue strong plants :—
AZALEA, varieties of Indica, comprising the following and

other equally choice kinds, good bushy plants, in large and
small 48-srzed pots, at 12*. and 15s. per dozen, viz.: Aurantia
elegans, Exquisite, Fulgens grandiflora, Constance, Prince
Albert, Murrayana, ignescens, Lateritia grandiflora, Con-
queror, Emily, Decora, Rosea punctata, carminata.

CAMELLIAS, in choice new kinds, without bud, 21s. per dozen.
EPACRIS, of finest varieties, bushy plants in4S's, 12s. per dozen •

smaller ditto, 9s.
'

ERICAS, of finest kinds, busby plants in 48's, 12s. per dozen.
(A List of these will be found in our Advertisement of Dec 1

)

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in 50 best kinds, for 50s.
EUGENIA UGNI, a new Myrtaceous of easy cultivation, pro-

ducing delicious fruit now being used for dessert, good
plants, 2s. Gd. each.

STATICE MARITIMA ROSEA, and PSEUDO ARMERA.-
Strong plants of these two beautiful hardy herbaceous species,
producing throughout the year a profusion of deep lake coloured'
flowers, 3s. per dozen.

GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM, the New PAMPAS GRASS
2s. Gd. each, or 24s. per dozen.

CINERA RIAS, a choice collection of all the best kinds, 9s. perdoz.
PHLOXES, a selection of all the new and handsomest varieties

of this much admired flower, 9s. per dozen.
PHLOX, Countess of Home (Downie & Laird), fine strong plants

of this, the finest Phlox yet offered, 3s. Gd. each.
PANSIES, a fine collection of all the new and first-rate flowers,

9s. per dozen.
DEUTZIA GRACILIS, fine strong plants for forcing, 9s. perdozLILY OF THE VALLEY, strong for forcing. 5s. per 100V
PJEONIES, a choice collection of 20 new varieties for 20s.
ROCKETS, double crimson (strong), 9s. per dozen; the old

double pure white ditto, 3s. per dozen.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, a very extensive and select collection

of the handsomest kinds including those adapted for rock
work, 6s. per dozen ; 30s. per 100.

CHOICE FRUITS, WARRANTED TRUE TO NAME.
Per dozen.

—

s. d.

FRUIT TREES,
Fine standard and dwarf-trained Apricots, Peaches
Nectarines, Pears, Plums, and Cherries. 3s. each, or'
Per dozen

~ Fine Apples, Figs, Medlars, Quinces, and Walnuts, each
„ Fine Gooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries, per doz

Filberts, new, thin shelled, and red skinned, per dozen *
Strong Vines from eyes, and layers in pots, per dozen 18
Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, and Cherries'
grown for pot culture, per dozen ...

'

18
Choice Flower Seeds, 18 papers, 5s. ; 40 do., 10*.] free by post.
New General Catalogue of Plants for 1656 can now be had.

Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London, Feb. 16.
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Fi BALSAMS.
and A. SMITH, Florists, Dulwicfa, Surrey K»

• to offer Seeds of their superb BALSAMS in l*u5packer of six
:

separate colours, 2s. Gd. each; also mixed ?9per packet The colours are scarlet, crtason, ij ite
' S,^

scarlet flaked, crimson flaked, scarlet spotted white: also'inSi'quantity of purple and purple flake.
Maa11

Copy 0/ Minute. National Flnricnltural Society, July 26 IflBC« Balsams :-20 plants from F. and A. Smith, Du wic'h Th«censors not having the power to award Certificates to thi« „iof plants (true Annuals, and therefore not considered FtorfJSflowers) wish to express their unanimous opinion o' tlu» ££ *merit of the collection produced, which for variety habit J?* 1

size, doubleness, and general excellence, are the'S^ha?Ehitherto come under their notice."
l n&d

Dr. Lindlky, on inspection, said:—
They are fully equal, and in several particulars vasti.superior to the best I have seen in Continental establishmentExtrac from the Report of the Meeting of the National FtaL,
J 52% *' Gardeners' Chronicle, August 4thTm,

" S(
:
v

.

er
*j extremely well-grown plants of what are callHCame l.a Balsams were furnished by Mr. Smith, of Dulwicl1 andvery handsome things they must be admitted to he

; aia£2
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and SCarlet kinds
'
and 6carJet moKteSwith white; and when we state that many of the floZ
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inch deeP' So™ id<* or

w. a ^J,.f *l
P 7 they made m *y be con<*ived

;
their only faulwas that they were scarcely sufficiently in bloom."

*c E" £ A * Smith have appointed as Agents :—
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road.
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Seedsmen, Covent Garden.
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, Berks.
Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nurserv. Slough.
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, EdgcwareRoad
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Chelsea and Exeter.

° m
Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, Surrey.
Messrs. Bass & Brown, Sudbury. Suffolk
Messrs. W. E. Rendle & Co., Seedsmen, Plymouth.
Messrs. Dawes, Cottrell, & Co, Seedsmen, Moorgate Street, City

MSr^i? AS DiCks£? & Son8
'
106

'
Eastgate Street, ChesS"Messrs, p. & A Dickson & Co., 14, Corporation Street-

Messrs. Brown & Austin, Glasgow.
P

[Manchester"

COTTINGHAM NURSERIES-ESTABLISHED 68 YEARS
HULL BRANCH ESTABLISHMENT, JUNCTION STREET.
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. and 30, per dozen. Seedling Cinerarias and Calceolarias,in 4 and inch pots, at 45, and 6*. per dozen.

*"" Gen<™l Nursery List may he had on application.

TO GENTLEMEN

RARE
ENGAGED IN PLANTING.

AND HARDY CONIFERS
HARDY ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS AND CLIMBERS

SELECT GREENHOUSE AND HARDY PLANTS NEW AND '

CHOICE FRUITS, &c. &c.
FULL PARTICULARS OF THE ABOVE ARE GIVEN IN YOUELL & Co's ADVERTISEMENTSWHICH APPEARED ON THE 2ud FEBRUARY

AuvtK1^"l^TS

ROYAL NURSERY, GREAT YARMOUTH, NORFOLK.

APPLES, Standard, in best selection, good heads
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PEACHES, dwarf trained, in fine strong plants
NECTARINES, dwarf trained ditto
APRICOTS ditto ditto
CHERRIES, standard, in fine variety ditto

» dwarf ditto ditto

orvr.o™™^^ ditto ditt0 ...i»*.tu*au
GOOSEBERRIES, 25 of the finest varieties by name (good

bushes) selected for size and flavour, 30*. per 100 ; 4*. per dozen.
CURRANTS, improved large White Dutch, Black Naples, Raby

Castle (red), large Red Grape, Ogd^n's Black, and Fox's Red
Grape, 4*. per dozen

; Knight's Sweet Red, Knight's large
Red, Cherry Red, large and fine, and Wilmot'u White Grape,
6*. per dozen

:
these are the most desirable kinds in culti-

vation, and are highly recommended.
RASPBERRY FASTOLFF (True), strong well-rooted canes,

15*. per 100; Large White Raspberry, 24*. per 100; New
Monthly Fruiting, 20*. per 100; Belle de Fontenay, 6*. per doz.

ASPARAGUS, Giant, 2 years, per 100
„ 3 years „

TIT* ttr a t? v* xr &> ^.
xtra

.

stron&' for forcing, per 100 .ItHUBARB, Myatt's Victoria perdoz.
„ Linnseus

Mitchell's Royal Albert

c i7 * ^ * t c 'J"*
8 ChamP ftgne, new & fine, 2*. eachfcLAKALt, strong, 2 years, per 100

„ extra for forcing
,

",[

All Orders of «. and upwards are delivered Carriage Free"toLondon Newcastle and Hull, as well as to any Railway Stationwithin 150 miles of the Nursery. y o»uon

FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS.

MESSRS. E. Gr. HENDERSON & SON'SCATALOGU
Of the abore, contaming all the novelties

,
of^the season (with a full-sized Engraving of the new Chinese PotatomostOREA BATATAS), is now ready, and can be had grahs on application.
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sepals extra wide, and beautifully reflexed, and of such sub-
stance that the flower has the appearance as if made of wax •

corolla deep violet. This Fuchsia is the largest and finest
that has ever been sent out; the size, width, and substance of
its petals, with other superior qualities, can scarcely be
imagined unless seen on the plant. Price 10* GdVENUS DE MEDICI (Ba.xKS).-A great novelty, and the most
beautiful Fuchsia that has been introduced for many years
tube while, with sepals of a blush pink, or white shaded and
striped with pink ; corolla deep violet blue, large and beau-
tifully formed; yet the above description will scarcely give an
adequate idea of its beauty, as the colour is quite new amon-
Fuchsias, but we have no hesitation in saying it will prove
one of the finest varieties for exhibition. The habit of the
plant is superior to any other white Fuchsia in cultivation ; the
flowers are large, well reflexed, and elegantly formed ; the
sepals are very long, which gives the flower a most striking
appearance. Price 10*. Gd.

— ^- — \—--•—"/. uvatict Liim.ii.il nuns »"»
sepals, the latter splendidly reflexed

; the tube verv short and
thick

;
corolla violet-blue, a striking and novel "colour, the

substance ot which is exceedingly fine, giving it the appear-
ance of a thick leathery substance. Price 10* GdCOUNTESS OF BURLINGTON (STORY's).-Scarb>t tube ami
sepals elegantly reflexed, with a beautiful pure white corolla;
habit of the plant graceful. This may be considered the finest

TT.Tr J^l *?I? ti Fuchsia yet sent out. Price 10*. Gd.VOLCANO DI AQUA (Ba»K8).-RIc1i glossy scarlet, with
well reflexed sepals; corolla violet, extra large; a wonderful

nTrTrfl" ^Jl^V"d
,

a ver^ freP bloomer. Price 10*. 6d.LHAKLhMA&NE (Baxks).—Rich scarlet, sepals well reflexed.
with a large barrel-shaped, vi- Jet-purple corolla- dwarf habit
and free bloomer; very distinct and novel. Price Ws. Gd.
••Persons ordering the whole of the above set will have

Story s Double White Corolla'd Fuchsia, "RAKU.vcn. .oba
given in gratis. This variety, our customers are aware, we were nn-

I
able to send out last spring on account ofthe smallness of the stoc'i.We can with confidence recommend the above Fuchsias as the finest that have been sent out for many years as hivin- oM^itr,

size, and colour far surpassing all others, either lor exhibition or orntmenfal effect in the Conse^t^
7 7 ' ° Q

Wellington Wood
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HOLLYHOCKS.

Hedeniiam Rosary, Bungay, Suffolk.
BIRCHAM and WARD beg to state that their

collection of the above is in the finest possible health, and
consists of upwards of 16,000 established struck plants (not
grafted).

The peculiar disease which has proved so destructive to some
collections not having extended to the Eastern Counties, enables
13. & W. to offer an extensive stock of fine Plants, comprising the
best show flowers in cultivation ready for immediate delivery.
Catalogues will be forwarded on application. Wholesale orders

•executed on liberal terms.—Hedenham Rosary, Fell. 16 .

ERICAS.
MESSRS. YOUELL and CO. beg to submit the

following list of choice ERICAS, which can be supplied
in good bnshy and healthy plants, in large and small 48s, at 125.
per dozen :

—

ERICAS.—Aggregata, ampullacea, ampullacea carnumbrata,
ampullacea rubra, aristata major, Archeriana, Bandoniana,
bicolor, Cavendishi, cerinthoides, cer. coronata, Clifford], Coven-
tryana, Devoniana, depressa, denticnlata moschata, echiflora,
Eweriana, eximia, exurgens coccinea, Hartnelli, hybrida, hyacin-
thiflora, Linna?oides nova, L. superba, metulwflora bicolor, "ovata,
perspicua nana, pinifolia discolor, princeps, propendens, pyri-
formis, primnloides, rubens, retorta major, Shannoniana (Turn-
bull), Sindryana, tricolor, tri. rubra, umbellata, ventricosa alba,
v. alba tincta, v. breviflora, v. carnea, v. coruscans, v. curta
ruba, v. densa carnea, v. dependens coccinea, v. fasciculata
longiflora, v. f. rosea, v. f. superba, v. globosa, v. hirsuta, v.
magmflora, v. perspicuoides, v. superba, v. tumida. v. tenuiflora,
Vernom, Ver. superba, ;verticillata, vestita tenuiflora, v. coc-
cinea, v. c. tenuiflora, v. rosea, viridiflora, Westcotti, Westpha-
hngi, Wilmorea superba, Walkeri.
The above are well grown, and of a suitable size for making

specimens. The usual discount to the trade when taken per 100.
All orders of 21. and upwards are delivered carriage free to

London, Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to any Railway Station
within 150 miles of the Nursery.

Royal yiirsery^Great Yarmouth, Norfolk^^^^
WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL^

To Noblemen and Gentlemen- Planting New Pleasure
Grounds, or Improving Parks or Drives, and to Com-
panies Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries.

TfiT SKIRVING begs to offer his extensive Stock ofTf . TREES and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either
for immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations where
smaller sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition
to his general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrubs,
which is allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this
casern oflfera opwaria of a hundred thousand of the twwtnost
valuable Trees lately introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRI-CATA and CEDRUS DEODAR A, of various sizes, from 1 to 6 ft.
W. S. invites any one wanting considerable quantities of

Specimen Trees and Shrubs to inspect his collection and obtain
prices on the spot, as the mere height of such trees (as quoted in
lists) gives no idea of the value of well grown select plants for
choice situations.

i
N"?" $Jew* hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped

plants of the Araucaria imbricata and Cedras Deodara have beengrown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great dis-
tances in this country, or to any part abroad.

Priced Lists will be sent on application.

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS FOR PRESENTV^ SOWING Per Post prepaid. pfir packet.-,, d.

Prt?v i v^i
V
.

6
,^ m 10° of the best varieties, by name ..2 6POLYANTHUS

VERBENA
HOLLYHOCK
CALCEOLARIA
GLOXINIA
DAISY
ANTIRRHINUM

60 of the most superb kinds „ ..'. 2
24 „ spotted varieties ... 2
30 of the best varieties 2
50 ofthe new Belgian vars, by name 1

AvrusiitiP , 'u
2° ^st named varieties la .\ bMUN L, from the most showv and brilliant kinds 1

30 packets of New Choice Flower Seeds, per post, free for 5
Youell & Co.. Roval Nursery, Great Yarmon£h .

TT/ILLIA.M WOOD and SON are offering SEED-* LING FOREST TREES asunder. Prices will be fur-
nished on application.
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6
6
6
6
6

1 year Finns austriaca.
1 year „ pinaster.
2 year Scotch Firs.
2 year Hollies.
1 year Alder.

1 year Birch.

1 y6ar Ash.

1 & 2 year Ailanthus.

1 year Chinese Arborvita\ &c.
Woodlands Nursery, Maresneld._near Uckfield. Sussex.

SUPERB DWARF BUDDED AND DWARF STANDARD
HYBRID PERPETUAL AND OTHER ROSES.

YyiLLIAM WOOD and SON respectfully invite
attention to their fine stock of the above, which they are

offering' as under :— per dozenDWARF BUDDED ROSES 12s to 1*8*

DWARF STANDARD DO. ... ... ^ ££ to 2
£'

ErJJJSJXS AND NOISETTE ROSES, named 9s. to 12s.CLIMBING ROSES, mixed, for covering banks As.DWARF ROSES, ou own roots, mixed, not named 4s.
New Hybrid Perpetual Rose DUCHESS OF NORFOLK

bright vivid crimson, Standards or Dwarfs, Zs.Gd. each, with a
liberal discount to the Trade if six or more plants are ordered.ROSES on 6-inch stems, established in 6-inch pots, for forcing
exhibition, or greenhouse culture, 24s. per dozen.

Catalogues gratis on application.
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Snssex.

]M AY'S VICTORIA CURRANT is the largest and
J.TJ- best late Red Currant known, per 100. 12s.
MAY'S MAGNUM BONUM LETTUCE, well known to be

very superior. Per packet, free by post, Is. each.
MAY'S PARAGON CABBAGE is of very superior excellence,

tender and crisp, Per ounce, free by post, Is.
;
per pound, on

application. Fine new seed.
EARLY ASH-LEAVED KIDNEY POTATO, Is. per stone

of 14 lbs.

100 Fine named Hardy Herbaceous Plants £1 io

J!5 » » fJPine plants
••• l I0

}S2 " » Shrubs 210
fci *,i '» -

C
f
pe Heaths 4 10

F ine blooming plants Epacris, 12s. per dozen.
All articles connected with the Nursery trade cheap and good

Address, Hkwry May, the Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire
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CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.

TXT THOMPSON, Tavern Street, Ipswich, Author of
,

f • *5e "Gardening Book of Annuals," favourably noticed in
the Gardeners Chronicle for August 18, 1855, begs to offer the
fo lowing selection ofNEWor RARE SEEDS from his Catalogue
all of which can be highly recommended, and will be sent post

Adlumiacirrhosa, rare
^Ethionema cordifolia, very pretty dwarf" rock plant
Ageratum conspicuum, pretty new white species
Alonsoa VVarezemczi, light scarlet, distinct new species
<.alandnnia umbellata, beautiful dwarf hardy annual
Centranthus macrosiphon albus ... # v
Delphinium micans, highly recommended,flowers first season
Dracocephalum grand iflorum (true)
Eschscholtzia tenuifolia ...

Eutoca viscida alba. 50 seeds
Glossocomia clematidea, interesting new hardy Bellwort
Ionopsidium acaule, beautiful for pots or rockwork
Linum grandiflorum (true)
Lupinus subcarnosus, very beautiful deep violet and white'

50 seeds '

Mulgedium Plumieri,' violet blurry pretty' border plant
Microsperma bartonioides, fine pot annual
Oenothera anisoloba (white)
Ononis matrix, very pretty, sp., yellow and red, rare
Phalacnea ccelestls, very pretty new annual, blue
Fharbitislimbata(true) •

Sabbaria campestris, very beautiful rose, with yellow eye^

Salvia argentea, very ornamental species, white and blue&Uene Bergen, pretty new species, deep rose ..
lrichonema speciosum, beautinil dwarf bulb, deep red

*

"
Whitlavia grandifiora ... '...

F -
JJAnd many other rare and interesting Seeds.

NahJ^Si Descri
J
tiv

1f
Ca

!

aI°S"\ arranged according to the

th«!w 7
l rf

D
w
d *cknowled^d by all who have seen it to l>ethe best yet published, sent post free on application.

™, _, UNEQUALLED NEW MELONS.XHE *OUB BEST SUPERB VARIETIES THAT HAVE EVEB YET BEEN

E_
_

T
SENT OUT.DWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and

M*lnn ™ RIST'-°ffers M 'E ^en's Arundel Hybrid Scarlet Flesh^r?Mg
,
the

,
foHowi^ qualities :-The fmit is hand-

ir*'melSL *%*' sUShtljHbbed; flesh very firm and solid,ot a melting and most delicious flavour: it has a beautiful

SSKfKS8
h "? U

/°?,the tab,e "ith other fruit
'
«nd hasbeen

f£ qi ai it
be8t 0f allother Melons for preserving; weightfrom 3i to 4) lbs.; a free setter and abundant bearer; very early

S^/il- 1

f?u «
ith Iess bo"om-heatthan anv other of itskind It obtained the first prize that was awarded to the ScarletFlesh Melons at the Great Exhibition at the Crystal Palace, the2d of June last. Packets containing Three Seeds. 2s. (W.

w" Ewen s Anindel Hybrid Green Flesh Melon.-This was ex-
hibited at the Koyal Botanic Exhibition, Regent's Park, June
i.ttn, where it stained the 1st and 2d Prizes for the best
flavoured Green Flesh Melon ; it is a hybrid from those two well-known Melons Golden Drop and Beechwood. It has th° fine
flavour of the Golden Drop, with the shape and appearance of theDeecbwood, oval shaped, netted, and a very free setter • theplants grow strong and carry out a great weight of fruit • fleshvery solid and firm, will keep its excellent flavour for many days

%laA
lt
a
has

8
]»een cut

;
weight from 4 to 5 lbs. Packets of Threeoeeas, 2s. vd.

Also Monro's Crystal Palace Hero. This was awarded thejm prize for the best and heaviest hybrid Persian Melon •

*s. &/. per packet. '

Monro's Golden Gange Melon was awarded the fi>3t prize forjne best flavoured Green Flesh variety at the Crystal Palace

t?
• per Packet.

'

The above new Melons will give the greatest satisfaction to allP "chasers. Persons requiring a Packet of each of the four

f.fr 1 7
lU be char&ed 7s - Gd-t or two packets of either kind

pnc(.f;aA remittance must accompany every order, either by^ost Office Order or Penny Postage Stamps.
14, Abbey Churchyard, Bath.
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TO THE TRADE.
WILLIAM E. RENDLE and CO. have several
* * Tons of the following Seeds to dispose of at the IovxmI

marlct pries.

L
°ur

i

„
K?^?IAXGEL ^URZEL

I
YELLOW GLOBE do.RLDGLOBEdo.

|
WHITE BELGIAN CARHOT

ORANGE JELLY FRUIT.
Prices on application to William E. Rexdlk & Co., SeedMerchants, Plymouth.

All neat and in the same condition as received from
t/ie Growers.

TO^??! 1

.!?
6
!;
08

*
SENT~CARR1ACE FREE-BY1X/1LLIAM E. RENDLE and CO., Serd Meh-

ft chants, Plymouth, according to the following
e
ir.f

U 0riers above £l wiU he «frf carnage free to
any Railwarj Station between Plymouth and Paddington.

Alt orders above £2 mil be sent carriage free to any
Station 07i the Broad Guage Railways, to any market
town in Devon and Cornwall, or to Cork, Dublin, and
Liverpool by Steamers.

All orders above £5 will be sent free of carriarje to any
Railway Station in England and Wales, and to any
Port in England, Hales, Scotland, and Ireland.
For further particulars see " Rrxdle's Price Current andGarden Directory," to be obtained from Wm. E. Resdlr & Cofceed Merchants and Peed Growers. Plymouth, Devonshire.

Vy HEELER'S GARDEN SEEDS have been known
* * and appreciated in the West of Entrland for more thnn ahundred years, and now that the railways afford such cheap

communication with distant parts ofthe kingdom, their celebrity
has become extended. We now deliver our seeds carriage free
by railway to the most distant and remote places. A Descriptive
rnced List may be had on application.
J. C. Whfelf.r & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Gloucester; Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural
*

Established in the early part of the Eighteenth Century.

Q ARTER'S PROLIFIC RASPBERRlT^eTfo.^ per doz.

^C0°,K
'u

S ?ApOLEOXf EUGENIE, and RAE'S PRINCESS,
three ot the best six Dahlias cominir out, 10s. 6d. each.
COOK'S four new HOLLYHOCKS, 20s. the set.
IRIS PUMILA (sky blue and very dwarf). 6.9. per doz.
lhe above are consigned to Mr. Glenxy, Horticultural A^entFulham. b

'

,-&
LE
?NY

'

s
J
MPR0VED BALSAM, the best ever produced

(600 references), six classes, 37 stamps; mixed, 13; Sulphur
Stock, 13 or 7; large flowering mixed, 13 or 7. The best Twelve
Annuals, 3*. Orders and subjects for sale received as above.GLENN V'S COMPANION FOR ALL THE ALMANACKS,
with Portrait. Is.. 1st March. '

PLANT IN FEBRUARY!nAREY TYSO, Florist, Wallin^ford, Berks, begs
>

to offer Choice RANUNCULUSES and ANEMONES
suitable for planting at this season, In selected assortments
as under:

—

RANUNCULUSES, 100 splendid named sorts, 40s. to£l
it 25 superb new seedlings l 10

- ___ » 100 fine mixtures, 8*. to 10
VhKL!\ANEMONES -

50 fine named ^ts, 105 . to... ISIMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS, of the best quality^ innamed assortments, l s . to 2s. 6d. each-Asters, Balsams, Stocks
Larkspurs, Popp,e8 , Wallflowers, Zinnias, &c. Choice Annuals,
2o packets per post, 5s.

'

General Descriptive Catalogue of FlorisU' Flowers and Seeds
lor_18o6 may be had for one label.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, ETC
OETER LAWSON a.nd SON beg to intimare thatx they are ready to send out all kinds of Agricultural Seeds
comprising Hay and Pasture Grasses. Clovers and other Herbage
and Forage Plants, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, Carrots, and other
Loots, Seed Oats, Wheat, Barley, and Rye; all of which are of
the finest kinds and most approved varieties in cultivation.
1 need Lists may be had on application.
Seedsmen and Nurserymen to Her Majesty the Queen, and to

the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.—27, Great
George Street. Westminster. ^

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS.
"

"DETER LAWSON and SON have given their best
-*- attention to their Stocks of the above, which they know to
be of first-rate quality.

Priced Catalogues may be had on application.
Seedsmen aud Nurserymen to Her Majesty the Queen, and to

the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.
27, Great George Street, Westminster.

BEARING TRAINED FRUIT TREES.
HPHOMAS JACKSON and SON having the greatestA extent of Wall in the trade, are enabled to offer at moderate
prices the under-mentioned FRUIT TREES trained for Walls
or Houses:—

DWARF TRAINED PfiACflKS, 7*. 6d each.
11 n NECTARINES, 7s. Gd. each.
n 11 APRICOTS, 7*. &i each.
11 u GREENGAGE PLUMS, 5r each.

ami'tm.^'U. MORELLO CIIi:RRIES,4».each.
STANDARD TRAINED PEACH KS. 10,. 6<*. and 15s. each.

NECTARINES. 10s. 6d. each.
APRICOTS, 10s. 6rf. to 21s. each.
PLUMS, 5.». and 7.s. 6d. each.

„. v „ , ,
MORELLO CHERRIES,5s.each.

The above are all set with Flower-buds, and are capable of
bearing Fruit this season.
Fine Trained Trees of the usual nursery size, from 2s. Gd. to

5s. each.

?
r
A
A
T?T7/

C
A
K
,,or^

T^?TNE '
st*"d*r* drained, 10s. Gd. each.KAISHA APRICOT, Dwarf, 2 Years' Trained, 5s. each.

Nurseries, Kingston-on-Thames.

S
IMPROVEMENT OF CRASS LANDS.""

UTTON'S RENOVATING GRASS SEEDS FOR
IMPROVING OLD PASTURES.-Great improvementmay be effected by sowing 8 to 12 lbs. per acre of Sutton's

Renovating Seeds, which consist of Perennial Clovers and
Grasses of the finer kinds for improving the bottom.
An increase of several Tons of Bay per acre has been

thus effected on many Meadows and Upland Pastures.
The Seeds should be sown early.
The drought of last summer having caused partial failures in

the ordinary Grass and Clover Leas, Sun-ox's Renovating Grass
fseeds may be sown with great advantage in all such cases. PriceREDUCED TO 9d. PER POUND.

Sutton & Sons also supply Grass Seeds for laying]
down Land to Permanent Pasture at a moderate expense,
the sorts being selected in accordance with the nature of
the soil to be laid down, particulars of which may be
obtained by post.

Goods delivered Carriage Free by Rail.
AddressJoHN Sutton & Sons, SeedGrowers, Reading, Berks.

ITALIAN RYE-C RA~SS, ETC.
DRUMMOND and SONS, Stirling, N.B., beg
to call the attention of those engaged in Agriculture to -^"/T".™"***™"1*". 1* aa* J™""* lIie v̂ can De

the following Seeds:- ° n Agncuuare to
|

charged With a TAX of 10s. 6d. each FOR UNDER-
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, selected from the finest stock in

Lombardy, and is especially recommended for its rapid
growth and luxuriant habit. Superior home-saved Seed may
also be had. Italian Rye-grass being extremely scarce this
season, orders should be transmitted without delay.

PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, of the finest growths, perfectly
clean and in various weights, weighing from 22 lbs. to 30 lbs.
per bushel.

GRASSES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE—From the exten-
sive experience they have had in this branch, and resulting
in giving complete satisfaction to the numerous gentlemenwho have favoured them with their orders, they feel war-
ranted in recommending their assortments as made up toorder—either mixed or separately, to suit every description

TfJ
*2H2> in &U

e ^e approved varieties of Swedes. Yellows, and
V> hites, carefully saved by themst-lves from /uW-/or*»-'*•«»<•

VETCHES (or TARES).—Large broad-leaved Scotch.

tion

Also a valuable Descriptive Catalogu_ . ^^
containing only such sorts as are really worth ciVtYvattn^
X.B.-FREE DELI VERY.-All Seeds are, under

certain limitations, delivered carriage free to the principal
shipping ports and railway stations throughout tlie

kingdom.

V FARM IMPLEMENTS.-An assortment of the most
approved Scotch Implements are usually kept in Stock.

W. DRUMMOND AUD SONS,
Seed and Implejie.vt Warehouses, Stirling and Dublin.

W
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»
Several correspondents ask whether they can be

gardeners
; surcharges to that amonnt having been

made by the surveyors of their districts. A, for
instance, living in Sussex, says—" I keep a gardener
and employ in my garden two labourers, who know
nothing about gardening, and merely roll, rake, dig,
and perform the usual rough labour of the place. I
made a return of my gardener, as usual, but the
surveyor surcharges me with 10s. 6c?. each for the
two labourers. Ami really liable to the tax, which
was never levied before?" This being a'matter
which concerns most especially the readers of the"
Gardeners' Chronicle, we have made the necessary
inquiry, and we find the following to be the present
state of the law.

In the last act passed for the regulation of certain
Duties of Assessed Taxes (16 & 17 Vict. c. DO) is
the following clause :—" the said duties on gar-
deners [namely, U Is. if above 18 years of age, and
10s. 6d.^ if under] shall extend to every gardener
who shall have contracted for the keeping of any
garden or gardens wherein the constant labour of a
person shall be necessary, or when a person shall
have been constantly employed therein, to be paid by
the person for whose use and in whose garden such
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r—
gardener or person shall have been employed ;

pro- ' grounds at Blenheim, who by an agreement,* dated

vided that no person shall be deemed to be a gar-

dener unless the whole or the greater part of his

time shall be employed as a gardener in a garden

requiring the greater part of the labour of one per-

son
;
provided also that any person employing any

under gardener shall be chargeable for such under

gardener at the rate of 10s. 6d. only" Such are the

words of the act.

It is, therefore, evident that for every under-

gardener his employer must pay 10s. 6d. per annum.

But what is meant by the words " Under-Gardener ?"

This the act does not explain. We should have

supposed that an under-gardener would have been

held to be a person skilful in gardening, but subor-

dinate to the chief gardener, such as a foreman, an

apprentice, a man employed to prune trees, or sow
seeds, or perform some other of the many opera-

tions called horticultural ; by which he is distin-

tinguished from a mere labourer, who only knows
how to mow, or dig, or drag a roller, or carry fruit

and vegetables to the house. But in this it appears

that we should have been mistaken. It seems that

the word under-gardener, within the meaning of

the act, includes every man above 18 years of age

employed in a garden under a gardener. That this

is so is now placed beyond a doubt by the following

decided cases :

—

No. I.—At a meeting of the Commissioners of Land and

3d March, 1842, is bound to keep such gardens in

order for the sum of 2007. per annum, exclusive of his

salary of 601. per annum.
Mr. Curtis contended that the Duke could only be

called upon to pay duty for the persons he employed,

and not for those employed by the head gardener.

William MacMorran sworn :—I am head gardener

of the public and private pleasure gardens at Blenheim.

Q State the number of persons employed by you as

under-gardeners.

A. I employ nine men in the summer, six in the

autumn, and four in the winter. The average number
of boys I employ is about six—age from about ten to

twelve years, at 6d. and id. per day, some 8d., only big

boys at 8d. per day. I agree to keep both gardens in

order for 2*001. a year. I have sometimes nine men
and six boys employed at the same time.

Q. State the acreage of the gardens.

A. I cannot say with certainty. I should say about

sixty acres. The Duke has full power over all the

persons employed in the gardens.

The Commissioners being of opinion that the contract

with the head gardener did not interfere with the

Duke's liability, confirmed the charge; but the Duke
being dissatisfied with their decision, demanded a case

for the opinion of her Majesty's judges upon the

following grounds :

—

Firstly, that William MacMorran, my gardener,

having contracted with me for a certain fixed sum for

the maintenance and due cultivation of my pleasure

__ . -,_ _ . , -.. . . », gardens, and the labourers employed by him under that
Assessed Taxes held at Hanmer for the Division of

contract being his servants and not mine, I am not
Maylor, m the County of Flint, on the 4th day of

: ]iable to tox fop under-gardener8, and therefore
September, 1854, for the purpose of hearing appeals ^ exemption. But if the iudses should decide
against first assessments of Assessed Taxes for 1854.

Sir John Hanmer, Baronet, appealed against assess-

ment made upon him for two under-gardeners.

Appellant stated that he only kept one gardener, at

an annual salary, and that the other two men employed

by him in his garden were labourers not in receipt of

annual salaries, but paid weekly wages at the rate of

common agricultural labourers of the district ; conse-

quently, he contended, they were not under-gardeners jm Burrows, Commissioners.

that I am liable to the tax on under-gardeners, then

—

Secondly, I appeal against the stated number of nine,

as according to the average number of persons em-
ployed during the year it appears that the number does

not exceed six.

The case is hereby stated and signed accordingly.

Given under our hands this 20th day of October,

1855:

—

Charles Cottrell Dormer, John Zechmere,

under the meaning of the Assessed Tax Act of last

session. Appellant is assessed for one gardener and
two under-gardeners.

The surveyor objected and stated the labourers in

question were in his opinion assessable as under-

gardeners.

The Commissioners relieved appellant from assess-

ment, and the surveyor demanded a case for the opinion

of Her Majesty's judges, which we have stated and signed x l 1S a

accordingly.

—

Joseph Lee, Thomas W. Lee, Commissioners, about^ to

Juogment.—We are of opinion that the determi-

nation of the Commissioners is wrong.— Wm. Wight-

man, T. J. Piatt, Samuel Martin. 14th December,
1854.

Judgment.—We are of opinion that the determination

of the Commissioners is right.

—

E. H. Alderson, T. J.

riatt. 6th Dec, 1855.

It would seem that these decisions of the Judges

are conclusive, and must govern all future cases

that may be brought before them.

No. II.—At a meeting of the Commissioners of Land and

It is announced that Dr. Gustav Richard, who is

quit Europe for many years, has deter*

mined to sell the valuable herbaria bequeathed to

him by his father, the late learned Professor Achille
Richard. Of the manner in which the sale is to

be effected we are not informed, but we presume
that inquiries addressed to Dr. Richard, at 29, Rue

Assessed Taxes, held at the Crown Hotel, Faringdon, ,

d'Enfer, Paris, will receive a reply.
_

The contents of this vast assemblage are said to be
as follows :

—

1. Herbier General.—Classed according to the Genera planta-
nim of Jussieu, about 27,150 species. 2. Herbier de Vile de
Cuba.—Plants sent home by M.' Ramos de la. Sagra, and types
of the Flore de l'lle de Cuba; about 4470 species (qu. speci-

on the 30th September, 1854, for the purpose of

hearing appeals against the first assessments for the

year 1854-5.

The Right Honourable Viscount Barrington
appealed against a charge made on him for four under-

jzardeners, whom he considered as labourers, and who me
f

n
7

s
),

.

w
.

ith
n
man7 I"*

1™* £
n <* triplicates.— 3. Herbier

b . .v j . . j j„, .i„ d Abystinie.—Collected by MM. R. Q. Dillon et A. Petit; and
were engaged in the garden assisting, and under the types of the Flore d'Abysainie; 7b20 species (qu. specimens;.
management of the gardener ; they were paid weekly

wages, knew nothing of the management of a garden,

and were frequently changed in the summer months, and
therefore could not be termed under-gardeners as meant

by the act of Parliament, but that under-gardeners were
persons skilled in gardening, and who might take upon
themselves the charge of a garden in the absence of the

head gardener.

Mr. Webber, the surveyor, contended that as these

men were employed in the garden, lawn, and shrub-

beries, under the direction of the head gardener, they

were assessable as under-gardeners at 10s. 6d. each, but

we, the majority of the Commissioners present who
heard the said appeal, being of his lordship's opinion

relieved him from the charge. The surveyor being dis-

satisfied with the decision requested a case for the

opinion of her Majesty's judges, which we hereby state

and sign accordingly.

The same case will govern the charge made upon
Sir Robert Throckmorton, Baronet, who was relieved

by the Commissioners from four under-gardeners.

Given under our hands this fourth day of December
1654 :—G. Butler, George Mantell, Thos. Belcher, Geo. F.

j

Crowdy, Commissioners.
Judgment.—We are of opinion that the determination

of the Commissioners is wrong.— Wm. Wightman, T. J.

Piatt, Samuel Martin. 14th December, 1854.

No. III.—At an adjourned meeting of the Commissioners

of Assessed taxes for the hundred of Wootton, in the

county of Oxford, held in the Town Hall in Wood-
stock, in the said district, on Wednesday the 26th
day of September, 1855, before us the undersigned

• Commissioners of Assessed taxes for the said dis-

trict :

—

Timothy Abraham Curtis, Esq., Agent to his Grace
the Duke of Marlborough, appealed against an
assessment of a charge for nine under-gardeners.
He contended that the Duke was not liable, inasmuch

as they were not the servants of the Duke, but merely
labourers, hired, employed, and under the sole control

of the head gardener in the public and private pleasure

4. Herbier du Senegal.—Collected by MM. Heuoelot et

Lepkieur, &c; and types of the Flore du Senegal; about 900
plants. 5. Herbier de la Guyane franpaise et des Petites

Antilles. Collected by Louis Claude Richard, accompanied
by drawings, aualyses, etc., executed by L. C.Richard; 2460
species, and a great number of specimens. Also Plantes de la

Guyane frangaise from M. Leprieur ; about 740 species. 6.

Plantes du Brisil.—From the provinces of Rio-Janeiro, Minas-
geraes, ^nd St. Paul ; collected by M. Ch. Vauthier ; 4060 species
and many specimens. 7. Plantes de la Nouvelle Zttande.—
From the voyage of the Astrolabe, under M. Dumont d'Urville,
types of the botany of that voyage. 8. French Plants ; about
600 species. 9. Plants of Naples and Sicily ; about 600
species. 10. Plants of China. 11. Plants of Bourbon and
Madagascar; about 600 species. 12. Sea "Weeds, a large
bundle. 13. Various Cryptogams. 14.—Herbarium of the
environs of Paris; 12 boxes.
bundle. 16. Cape plants ; one bundle.

15. East Indian plants; one—17. Cryptogams;
37 boxes.

N.B. The North American plants of Michaux,
published by the elder Richard, are incorporated
in the general herbarium.

ON FROST SPLITTING.—By Dr. Robert Caspary.

( Continuedfrom p. 85).

According to these observations, frost clefts occur in

trees from 7 inches to 40 inches diameter ; but I have
also seen frost clefts on some stems of Acer dasy-
carpum of 24 inches thickness, and I possess a branch
of a Peach tree from the nursery garden of Mr. Lor-
berg which is only 8 lines thick, and yet has a frost

* Copy of au Agreement between the Duke of Marlborough
and William McMorran.

Blenheim, 3d March, 1842.
I agree to serve the Duke of Marlborough as gardener, and

to undertake the care of the public and the private gardens at the
annual salary of sixty pounds, to commence from the first of
September last, being allowed to retain all fees for showing the
gardens if they exceed that sum, and having the salary made
up to that sum if the fees fall below it ; and being also allowed a
house rent-free, firewood, and vegetables as at present : and I
undertake to keep and render, when required, an accurate
account of the fees. I also undertake for the sum of two
hundred pounds a year from the first day of September last, to
be advanced by the Duke for labour, to expend that sum in
keeping the public and private gardens in a perfectly neat state
and proper course of cultivation.

(Signed) W. McMorran.

cleft ; although I have not included these cases amongs*
the observations given above because I have not seen

the frost clefts in these very thin stems during the time

of frost, but only observed them at a later period. The
assertion of SchUbler (" Observations on the Tempera-
ture of Plants," 1826), that thin trees of a few inches-

only in diameter are not liable to frost splitting is there-

fore incorrect.

The degree of frost under which these clefts occur

is always very considerable. I believe that the most

of the above-mentioned trees burst open in the night of

the 1st to the 2d February, when the minimum degree

was—15° 1 R. (—2° Fahr.). I was much pleased that

the date of the splitting of the Horse Chesnut in the

pupil gardeners' garden, No. 29, could be so accurately

fixed by Mr. E. Bouche. On the night in question, at

10 o'clock in the evening of the 9th February, the ther-

mometer in the Ritterstrasse indicated a cold of—14° 6

(about — 1° Fahr.), and the minimum of the night was
—18° 9 R. (—6* Fahr.). In the pupil gardeners*

garden, which lays more open, it must have been 2Q or
3° Fahr. colder. The Horse Chesnut, therefore, burst

by at least —1 5° 6 (—3° Fahr.).

As to the time of bursting, it appears always to take

place in the night. It was so with the last-mentioned

tree. Mr. Nursery-gardener Fr. Bouche tells me that

several years ago a Horse Chesnut tree in his own
garden also burst with a loud report, like a pistol-shot,

and that was in the night. Mr. Nursery-gardener

Reinecke, whose report I shall' communicate further on,

had occasion to hear the bursting of Cherry trees during

the night, when engaged in the heating of his plant

houses.

Frost splitting gives an excellent means of observing

the twisting of the stems of trees. See Alex. Braun

on the oblique direction of the woody fibres, in the

monthly reports of the Berlin Academy, August 1854.

I have everywhere noted this circumstance.

Frost clefts usually close over in summer by a new for-

mation of wood and bark, and open again in winter.

But this does not take place in all cases in every winter.

I have this winter observed many overgrown frost

clefts in Oaks and Lime trees, which did not break open

again. When, therefore, the thickened rim of over-

growth shows several breaks indicating a repeated

bursting open and healing over, this does not afford the

means of deducing with certainty the year when it first

split, even when the intervals between the breaks are of

equal thickness, for the cleft may have remained closed

one or more winters. In the case therefore of the

above-mentioned Oaks, Nos. 1 and 2, the evidence of

eight breaks in the border of the clefts still leaves it

doubtful whether they first broke out eight years since

or earlier.

Amoog the frost clefts of the 33 trees which I more
particularly examined, all except six showed a connec-

tion with some local injury which had there weakened

the cohesion of the woody tissue. This weakening of

the tissue occurred in the following forms :

—

1. Weakening by decay.

1. From a branch rotted away, fig. 1.

2. From a stump not overgrown, fig. 2 a.

3. From a bruising of the bark and young wood
which had occasioned decay, fig. 3 r.

2. Weakening by a slit in the bark, such as gardener*
make to cause the tree to bleed, fig. 4 s,s', a".

Also, in those six cases out of 33 where I could not

clearly trace a connection between the frost cleft and

any local weakening of the tissue, I could not say with

certainty that there was no such defect. Hidden from

sight, there might have been some decayed spot within

the wood, which may have been caused by some stump
of a branch long since overgrown, so as to be no longer

recognisable, but which at the time when it was not yer

closed over, by the admission of moisture and atmo-

spheric air occasioned a spot of decay, imperceptible

from without, but affording facilities for frost splittings

Amongst my observations I have found no certain case

of frost splitting occurring in wholly uninjured trees.

I may also remark that I have always carefully

looked for any ice that might appear in the open fissures

as indicating a previous deposit of liquid, and that I

have never detected even the slightest trace of it, any

more than did Treviranus in the case of Horse Chesnuts

and Elms (" Physiologie," vol. ii., p. 701).
The frost lasted till the 25th February ; on this day

came on a thaw which continued over the 26th and

27th. I was astonished on the morning of the 27th,

between 7 and 8 o'clock, to find the frost clefts already

closed on most of the trees. Still, those of the thickest

trees were not yet closed, although the fissures had

become several lines narrower. Gradually, as the

milder temperature continued, the clefts of these trees-

closed also. Here and there a single one still continued,

to gape, especially the fissure in the Lime tree,.No. 22r

which, even at the time of writing this on tnej 28th-

March, is still open to the width of about two fines, t"

{To be Continued.)

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CVIIL
423. Veneficium (Poisoning). Though several species-

of the lower fungi are able to endure concentrated

poisonous solutions,^ which would at once be fatal tO'

higher vegetables (420), it is curious that some mould*
and other parasitic fungi are peculiarly susceptible of

injury from certain inorganic substances, and that soUi'

t In a subsequent note written on the 1st July it is stated to

have been then completely closed.

t It might have been mentioned that concentrated opium is

not free from the attacks of fungi, as Periconia thebaica.
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tions, as arsenious acid, sulphate of copper, &c, in

which some species will grow and flourish, are certainly
fatal to others. This fact is of great importance, be-
cause those species which are most prejudicial to man
are often capable of being destroyed by such applications.

4*24. It was stated amongst other matters that moulds
will flourish in arsenical solutions. Such solutions have
been proved by Jager, Marcet, Macaire and others to
be fatal to higher plants, but Jager has himself wit-
nessed the growth of a mould in water containing ^ of
its weight in arsenic. Dr. Pereira communicated to me
luxuriant specimens of mould in a solution of arsenious
acid, amongst the threads of which were free crystals of
arsenic. This latter circumstance, taken in connection
with the fact that copper is deposited in a metallic state
on the threads of mould generated in a strong solution
of sulphate of copper, may perhaps indicate some vital

process by which the arsenic and copper are rejected,
while those parts of the solution which may be bene-
ficial are absorbed.* It is, however, well known that in
those cutaneous disorders which depend upon the
growth of parasitic fungi, the surest cure is to impreg-
nate the system with arsenic, which may act partfy
perhaps as a tonic, but partly as a direct antagonist to
the growth of the parasite. A superficial application
has not the same effect as the treatment just mentioned.|

425. We have no proof of fungi being capable of
existing in solutions of sulphur. Solutions of sul-
phuric and sulphurous acids though very weak are
inj urious to vegetation. Seeds indeed will germinate and
grow in crude sulphur, but then this substance is insoluble
in water.f It is strange,however, that this very substance
is a deadly poison when crude, but finely powdered, and
much more when quite impalpable, to those parasitic
moulds which grow on living vegetables, such as the
Hop and Vine mildew, the Peach and Rose mould, and
others of a similar character. It is clear that the
sulphur must enter into some combination in order to
its absorption into the plant, and what this may be is at
first sight by no means clear. If, however, it is
reflected that oxygen in a nascent state is given off by
the plant, and ready therefore to enter into combination
with any substance for which it has affinity, it may
readily be conceived that in that condition it may com-
bine with the sulphur to form sulphurous acid, and so
prove fatal to the mould, while the hardened cuticle of
the leaf does not suffer. Thus fumes of sulphur, or
sulphurous acid, may effect the same end in a closed
building, as, for example, a grape-house, but they are
not to be used without caution ; and on the same prin-
ciple fermentation, which depends upon the growth
of a fungus, is arrested by racking off the fer-
menting fluid into a sulphured cask. A few
grains, again, of sulphite of soda put into a bottle
with a fermentable juice are equally efficacious, as the
acid decomposes the salt, which evolves sulphurous
acid (Pereira under Soda bisulphis). Bisulphite of soda
has also recently been used with success in the treat-
ment of those diseased states of the stomach in which
the growth of the curious vegetable production Sarcina
ventriculi is one of the most prominent symptoms.

426. The most effectual way perhaps of applying
sulphur, and the most permanent, is that adopted by
M. Becquerel. A solution of sulphuret of potassium,
or sulphuret of calcium, is treated with an acid, and
then applied by means of a syringe. A deposit of
sulphur is formed on the leaves, which follows every
inequality,:}: destroys by means of its decomposition the
mould already present, and then prevents the formation
of a new crop of fungi. The sulphuret of calcium,
without the acid, acts like magic, but is not permanent.
Other chemical substances have been employed, but
those^ enumerated are the most promising or approved.

427. Several mineral substances are used to contend
against those fungi which attack cereals. Sulphate of
copper (blue vitriol), perchloride of mercury (corrosive
sublimate), arsenic, chloride of soda (common salt),
lime by itself or mixed with sulphate of soda, &c.,have all
their advocates, and all seem to be useful. Of these the
combination of the two last is most efficacious, and the
effect to be due to the caustic soda which is set free on
the combination of the sulphuric acid^with the lime.

428. Another set of fungi is injurious not to livin^
plants, but to their woody parts when employed in
domestic architecture or in ship-building. Freedom
from damp, and exposure to a frequently renewed atmo-
sphere are excellent preventives, but where these con-
ditions cannot be secured the only remedy is to
impregnate the wood with something which will destroy
the fungi which live at their expense. Corrosive subli-
mate and blue vitriol are the best remedies, and if

properly applied, completely successful. Where the
application can be only superficial it may be necessary
from time to time to repeat it. The vapours of sul-
phurous acid might in some cases be tried for the same
purpose with great prospect of benefit

429. Mould frequently occurs in ink, which is a strong
solution of sulphate of iron with nutgalls, constituting
a tanno-gallate of iron. The greater, however, the
proportion of the vegetable infusion, the more abundant
is the crop of moulds. It is certain that a large propor-
tion of sulphate of iron renders soil unfruitful, though
there is reason to believe that in small proportions °it
acts as a tonic. Oxides of iron are said not to be injurious.
Iron in some form or other forms an ingredient in the
composition of most plants. M. J. B.

GREENHOUSE FERNS.
This interesting tribe of plants is every year be-

coming more extensively cultivated. We now begin to
recognise beauty in form ; once we saw it only in colour.
Ferns, I need not say, are remarkable for their ele-
gance and varied shapes, and the minutia) of their
delicate organisation are also extremely interesting.
Being fond of plants of this description, and having
observed them attentively, I have been led to believe
that the following list of species capable of enduring
ordinary greenhouse temperature might prove useful".
I have cultivated at various times the whole of the
plants enumerated, and therefore I do not hesitate to
say that they may be grown successfully in houses
where artificial heat is employed only during severe
frost. Many species will be found less affected by cold
than Asplenium Marinum, a plant which I find will not
stand in the open Fernery in the gardens here. Those
species to which an asterisk is prefixed are what remain
of a number of plants which were planted out here two
years ago

; some of them have been slightly protected
by decayed fronds or a few leaves, and they seem to
some extent to be hardy. In the list will also be found
several plants to which a D is affixed ; such kinds
require less moisture than the others, and will therefore
succeed best in a comparatively dry house. The fol-
lowing is the list alluded to.
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* It is certain that vegetables by a vital process can effect
chemical changes which either surpass man's power or require
the most intense agents. They can, lor instance, force a substance
to enter into combination with another of lower electric affinity
than the one with which it is combined. Seaweeds, for instance
decompose the muriate of soda arising from the mixture of
chloride of soda and water. The chlorine and hydrogen are in
part appropriated and in part set free, while the soda combines
with the carbonic acid, thus reversing the order of chemical
affiuity. See Harvey Nereis Am. Bor. 1, p. 6.

t The common practice of placing a roll of brimstone in water
to which dogs have access is perfectly useless on this account.

+ The action of the acid is capable of explanation in the
following way. Supposing the substance employed to be sul-
phuret ot potassium and water, with the addition of sulphurous
or hydrochloric acid, we have the following equations :

—

2(KO, SO, HO) + SO* = 2 (KO, SO* , HO) + S
2(KO,SO, HO)+2HCI.=2KCl.+2HO+SO*+2HO + S.

In either case sulphur is set free, in the first by the conversion
pf the Hyposulphurous acid (SO), into sulphurous acid (S0.2 )

;

in the second, by the formation of chloride of potassium (K CI.),•w the same conversion. Similar reasons will apply if the sub-
stance -be sulphuret of calcium.

Adiantum assimile, Sw.
cuneatum, Hook,

*D .. hispidulum, R. Br.
formosum, R. Br.
reniforme, Lin.
affine, Willd.
pubescens, Schk.
setulosnra, J. Sm.

D Asplenium attenuatum, RBr.
D .. furcatum, Swz.

palmatum, Lam.
lucidum, Forst.
ebeneuiu, Ait.
compressum, Swz.
obtusatura, Forst.
flabelliforme, R. Br.
monanthemum, Lin.
praemorsura, Swz.
canariense, Willd.
falcatum, Swz.
polyodon, Forst.
acutum, Willd.
planicaule, Wall.
Petrarchte, Dec.

Athyrium umbrosum, J. Sm.
„ axillare, J. Sm. [J.Sm.

* Antigramma rhizophylla,
Aisophila capensis, J. Sm.
Acrophorus hispida, T. Moore
Arthopteris exigua, T. Moore
Balantium culcita, Kaulf.
Cyathea dealbata, Don.

„ medullaris, Don.
D Cheilanthes micropteris, Swz.
D „ spectabilis, Kaul.
D Cheilanthes viscosa, Lk.
D „ cuneata, Lk.
D Cassebeera farinosa, J.Sm.
D *. pteridoides. Presl.

hastata, J. Sm.
inframarginalis, J.Sm

Cibotum Schiedii, Sch.

„ Barometz, J.Sm.
Cyrtomium falcatum, Swz.
Davallia tenuifolia, Swz.

canadensis, Swz.
pyxidata, Cav.

„ bullata
Dictymia attenuata, J. Sm.
Dryuaria erioides, J. Sm.

diversifolia

Fortuni
vulgaris, J. Sm.
Billardieri, J. Sm.
pustulata, J.Sm.
linearis

Doodia aspera, R. B.

„ lunulata, II. B.
„ caudata, R. B.

Diplaziura decussatum, J. Sm
Darea bulbifera

diversifolia
cicutaria

„ flaccid

a

Dicksonia Squarrosa
antarctica, Lab.
arborescens, L. Herit.

Doryopteris pedata
Blechnum triangulare, Link.

occidental, Lin.
striatum, R. B.

„ australe [J.Sm.
Goniophlebium argutum,

sepultum, J.Sm.
vaccinifolium

Gymnogramma Totta, Lowe
leptophyila, Desv.
chaerophylla, Desv.

•
f9

aurita, Hook.
Goniopteris fraxinifolia

n prolifera
DGleichenia microphylla
D „ dicarpa
D Elaphoglossum conforms
D .. squamosum
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Ilypolepis repens, Presl
*

n ruguloaa
Lygodium palmatum, Swz.

„ flexuosum, Swz.
„ japonicum, Swz.
„ articulatum, Swz.
„ microphyllura, Swz.

Litobrochia vespertilionis,

J.S.
„ leptophyila, J. Sm.

Lomaria lanceolata, Spreng.
„ nuda, Willd.

1 „ Patersoni, Spreng.
,, Gillesi, Hook.
„ magellanica, Desv.
„ attenuata, Willd.

Lastrea glabella
acuminata
spinescens
elongata, Presl
eburnea, J.Sm.
decomposita, J. Sm.
decurrens
canadensis, Presl

D Mohria thurifraga, Swz.
Meniscium simplex

D Mertensia flabellata, J. Sm.
Marattia elegans, Endl.

* Nephrodium molle, R.B.
„ unitum, R.B.

D Nothochlama nivea, Desv.
D „ hypoleuca, Kunze
D n vestita, J. Sm.
D n marantic, R. B.
D „ Eckloniana, Kunze
D „ distans, R.B.
D „ lendigera, J. Sm.
Neottopteris vulgaris, J. Sm.

D Niphobolus pertusus, Spreng.
D „ varius, Kaulf.
D „ rupestris, Spreng.
D „ Lingua, Spreng.
Nephrolepis exaltata, Schott.

„ undulata
* Onychium lucidum, Spreng.
D Pycnopteris Sieboldi
Platyloma cordata, J. Sm.

flexuosa, J. Sm.
ternifolia, J. Sm.
rotundifolia, J. Sm,
Browni, J. Sm.
falcata, J.Sm.
calomelanos, J. Sm.
atropurpurea, J.Sm.

Phlebodium aureuoi
triseriale

„ squamulosum
Pteris longifolia, Sm.

cretica, Sm.
crenata, Swz.
umbro3a, R.B.
serrulata, Lin.
arguta, Vahl.
Kicgiana, Endlich.
tremula, R. B.
semipinnata, Lin.

Platycerium grande, J. Sm.
„ alcicorne, Desv.

Polypodium effusum, Swz.
* n trichoides

„ paradise

„ subpetiolatum,Hook.
Polystichum jungens, Presl

* n proliferum, J. Sm.
„ capense, J.Sm.
„ drepanum, Presl

, r
hispidum, J. Sm.

„ falcinellum, Presl
D Scolopendrium Krebsi
* Sitolobiumdavallioides, J.Sm.
Todea africana, Willd.

„ pellucida, Carm.
Trichomanes reniforme, Forst.
D Woodsia mollis, J. Sm.
* w™^«r-,..4;. radicans. Willd.
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\
—C, Barter, Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park

Home Correspondence.
How to Treat Plants which have been Dried up, as

Orange Trees, <tv., received from abroad.—It may per-
haps be worth while to detail, for the benefit of the
correspondent to whom you gave some advice on this
subject a week or two since, the means by which a
plant apparently quite dead from drought was restored
to vigorous growth. A large Gardenia tforida was re-
ceived in such a condition as to appear worthless. The
more succulent part of its stem and branches were
withered ; its leaves shrivelled up, and the whole aspect
of the plant resembled a newly-planted evergreen killed
by the March winds. There were many circumstances
which rendered it desirable to restore the plant if pos-
sible, and what seemed hopeless was attempted, and, as
the sequel will show, accomplished. As a preliminary
the plant, pot and all, was immersed in a tank of water,
sufficiently large to cover every branch. Here it re-
mained until the bark became plump by absorption, and
after being removed and the now saturated soil washed
from its roots, leaving them as bare as the branches, it
was repotted in as small a pot as would conveniently
hold the roots, using a compost suitable to the nature
of the plant. The entire stem, as well as the main
branches, was now enveloped in Moss and kept con-
stantly damp by syringing. Of course the plant was
shaded on sunny days. The pot being plunged in a
gentle bottom-heat, and a clamp atmosphere maintained
around the branches, in a short time the leaves began
to drop off—a certain sign, under the circumstances, of
returning health. Two or three weeks elapsed and
tiny buds began to push ; leaves [and shoots followed,
and the plant was restored. True, most of the smaller
branches never recovered ; nor was that of much
moment, as the vigorous growths from their bases more
than compensated them. In all cases of this kind
very gentle stimulants must at first be given, and
these with caution. Heat injudiciously applied, or
without the necessary adjuncts, will often accele-
rate death rather thau restore to health ; and
the same holds good with respect to both bulbs and
seeds. The latter, when the vital principle is become
dormant by age, will often decay if subjected to the ex-
citement of a tolerably high temperature, when if sown
merely in a cool frame they vegetate freely. And so of
bulbs : if these are received in a dry and shrivelled
condition, the first care should be to restore the lost
juices : when this has been accomplished the vegetative
principles may be aroused, but not before. I need
hardly observe that these necessary precautions are not
always attended to, and the consequences are the loss of
many plants which might otherwise have been saved.
Even in the cultivation of the ordinary Hyacinth this is

not sufficiently observed, especially by amateur and lady
cultivators. When, as is often the case, the bulbs have
lost much of their plumpness, they should either be
placed for a day or two in damp sand, or enveloped
individually in a piece of moistened flannel, before being
placed in the glasses. And even when they are there
it is an excellent plan to cover the crown of each with
a piece of thick blotting-paper or thin cloth, kept moist
by a few threads connected to it, and touching the water
below. 1 have seen the best results follow this plan.
G. W. L.

Ignorance of Common Tilings.—It is indeed to be
deplored that whilst the clergy and gentry are founding
schools in almost every village, and duly providing
• trained " masters and mistresses to instruct the rising
population in what is generally considered the most
necessary branches of learning, that botany, or as your
remarks last week have it, " the use of the common
things which surround them," should in no shape find
a place in their studies ; but the mere study of botany
from books is not sufficient to bring the minds of young
children, such as are usually found in village schools, to
understand plants in any useful way ; their minds would
become bewildered in the maze of technical terms. My
impression is that the instruction should consist in
simple lectures, illustrated by the things themselves,
assisted by a simple question and answer book, got up
without Latin or technical terms ; and as few school-

masters or mistresses are at present sufficiently

acquainted with the vegetable kingdom to impart such
instruction to their pupils, let the patrons of these
schools call in the aid of their gardeners, who are, or
should be, sufficiently well informed to impart informa-
tion enough on the subject to lead the minds of the
pupils to inquire and desire to know more of things
with which they have every day to do ; that done,
books will be resorted to to feed the growing desire for
knowledge, and when such a system gets fairly into
practice, such deplorable accidents as you alluded to
would doubtless become extremely rare; besides, a know-
ledge of botany would administer to the enjoyment of
life, for at every step the botanist meets something to
attract and interest him, at every turn a friend, an old
acquaintance in every familiar plant that strikes his eye;
silent and unobtrusive, but not the less a friend, it

abstracts him for a while from the cares and anxieties
of life. H. Howlett, Haverland.

CucumberDisease.—The misapplication ofstimulants in
my opinion often generates diseases in Cucumbers, such
as mildew, canker, gumming, and deformity. The fruit

is also liable to bitterness—an ill quality usually removed
by increasing the temperature. Even red spider and
thrips are not apt to attack Cucumbers in a thriving state.
Plants from the same batch of 6eeds and out of the same
pot may not be constituted alike, and may not be
alike susceptible of general treatment, and here,
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ill uiy opinion, lies ttie mystery. What is generally

known as disease makes its appearance in

gunmy spots the size of a small Pea, and very

often manifests itself on the fruit, while nothing^ is

•wrung -vith the Vines ; and under my own observation

in its >vorst form never indicated flagging or want of

substance in the foliage. This leads me to think that

your © -rrespondent with the lens discovered something

else, u id not the evil in question. The disease now
complained of is in my opinion new, and therefore it is

highly desirable that discussion on the subject may be

continued until some cure is elicited. George Westland,

Exotic Nurscrji, Chelsea.

Daphne Mezereum.— Passing through the pleasure

groun is at Bishopthorpe Palace I noticed a remarkably

line specimen of this old but favourite shrub, about 18

feet in circumference, and from 2 to 3 feet in height,

uniformly branched to the base. On inquiring the par-

ticulars of its situation and growth, I was informed that it

had for some years previously occupied a privileged posi-

tion on the principal Vine border, where it was supposed

to have derived its unusual vigour from the surface coat-

ings of manure that have been applied during the winter

and spring months. As a fair inference, it seems to

have proved a mutual benefit, and I trust that the

admirers of spring flowers (and who are not 1) will test

the efficacy of this fact by endeavouring to restore the

wonted beauty of those numerous worn-out and nearly

flowerless plants which are almost everywhere to be

met with, and it is still more earnestly to be hoped that

the present instance of restorative power may be found

equally efficacious in bringing into notice some of the

widely scattered specimens of that rare and valuable

variety of this species, viz., Daphne Mezereum autum-

nale, now almost lost to our collections. Cultivators of

ornamental shrubs will confer a favour by recording the

result of the experiment now suggested. W. Wood,
Wolgate Nursery, York.

Plane Trees.—I have long wished to know something

about the different kinds of Plane tree, and am there-

fore very glad to read the letter from Sir \V. Hooker
on the subject. Can any of your correspondents say

certainly what the large trees about Constantinople are?

I have a strong impression that the great trees in the

plain of Buyukdere, on the Bosphorus, has leaves like

those i;rown about London, and not the deeply cut ones

of what we call the Oriental Plane. I am not so sure

about the trees in the court of the mosque of Sultan

Sulimnn. If no one in England can decide this, I think

you would have no difficulty in obtaining a small branch

with the leaves during the summer, if you should think

it worth while. C. W. Strickland. [The late Professor

Link once assured us that our common Park Plane was

a Greek plant. But this was merely an obiter dictum.]

Disnzsc of Larch.—In a plantation of some extent in

the south of Ireland, 11 or 12 years old, a great number of

the Larch have got a twist in their tops. With few ex-

cept ;ons it does not appear till 10 or 12 feet from the

ground in the growth of the last year or two. It is

quite sufficient to spoil the tree for any purpose needing

strati i tness. In those Fir trees in which it appeared

earli' r the tree does not seem to grow out of it. Is there

any i hance of its doing so ? Is it an evil known else-

where or common % The land is rocky—a sandstone,

Eaid to be geologically above the old red sandstone. The
slope is to the east, and not much exposed. In other

plantations more exposed to the S.W. (one bad quarter)

there is very little of it. Is it possible a single gale of

wind while the shoots were growing caused it? Anon.
[We think so, or a sudden frost when the shoots were

younir and tender.]

Discoloured Granite.— I have found the following

solution effectual in cleaning discoloured or rusty

granite, viz., 1 pint of vitriol to 1^ quart of clean water,

laid on with a whitewash brush. Immediately after

using the solution wash off with clean water. If this

precaution is not particularly attended to, it makes bad

worse by blackening instead of brightening. Alex. Robert-

son, County Wicklow, Ireland.

Ancient Oak.— " Coway Stakes.*9— Botanists are

spared the expense, trouble, and bother of drawing one of

these from the bed of father Thames, as a fine specimen

is now deposited in the British Museum, and doubtless

Mr. Franks would give every facility for examining the

same, and the microscope would come in very well in

this instance. Centurion, Athenozum Club.

Monkshood and Horseradish.— I have reflected on
your article at p. 67, and I think of offering a prize for

the b» st Horseradish to the cottagers exhibiting at our

local Horticultural Show. This may induce some of

them to learn the difference between the two plants.

I want to know where I can find the best directions for

its cullivation. I will have them printed and dis-

tributed. And I shall also this year get the best root

that can be found in Covent Garden, to show at each of

our exhibitions as a demonstrative proof of the power

of cultivation, and an object for cottagers and gardeners

to rival. Surely the cook who would dress Monkshood
for Horseradish would roast a cat if the poulterer

brought it to her for a hare. Diss. [Thtre is some
external resemblance between the' crown of the root of

the two plants ; but the cook should have known she
was not scraping Horseradish. The following di-

rections for cultivation are among the simplest :

—

Trench the ground 2 feet or 20 inches deep in February
or March, having the trenches 2 feet wide ; the first

trench must be taken out 15 inches deep only, and the
mould harrowed back to fill up the last trench when the
quarter is completed. The bottom of the first trench

must now be dug over 5 inches deep, and levelled even;

then place a line lengthwise at 6 inches from the side,

and plant some crowns of the roots, each cut with an

inch or two of its root, at 9 inches apart along the line ;

when this is done remove the line 12 inches, which

will be within 6 inches of the side of the trench, the

same as the first, and must be planted in the same

manner. When this is done turn over the second trench

15 inches deep upon the roots so planted, which will

level the work ; dig up the bottom again as before, and

plant the sets in the same manner, and proceed thus

till the whole piece is finished. According to this

method the rows will be a foot apart, and the sets

9 inches distance in the rows. There will be nothing

further required from this time than to keep the

ground clean and not to suffer any other crop to be

grown upon the ground, as the Horseradish will

soon make its appearance, and occupy all the surface.

Some people drop the set of the Horseradish to the

bottom of a hole 1 £ foot deep, made with a hoe handle,

and fill up the hole lightly with the decayed remains of

an old Cucumber bed.]

Arum maculatum and Italicum.—I have never seen

A. maculatum in Italy, wild or cultivated. Italian

botanists take the splotched variety of Italicum for

maculatum, not knowing the true one. I suspect the

case of supposed A. Italicum in England to have arisen

from a similar mistake as to the unspotted variety of

maculatum. A. Italicum is said to have been found in

Portland, but which variety I do not know
;
perhaps it

was thought there that the starch, or arrowroot bearing

roots could not be the common Arum.
Arcm Italicum.

a. Spadix always white or yellowish. (Type—leaves large,

tall, green splotclied paler.) Common everywhere in

Italy.

/3. Spadix, &c, as the type. Leaves ditto, hut strongly

veined white; apparently a garden variety.

Arum maculatum.
a. Spadix purple, dark or pale; rarely if ever white or

yellow. (Type— leaves short, green, spotted, as well as

the spathe with purple.) Common in England.

/3. Spadix, &c. as in tue type. Leaves lanceolate mixed
with the usual arrow-shaped. Usually without spots or

splotches.

Arum Italicum seems to occupy an intermediate posi-

tion between A. Corsicum (tall, leaves uniform green,

spathe and spadix pale) and A. maculatum—the only

three true typical Arums of Europe.

Rain at Rothamstead in 1855 :

—

Actual weight
of Rain from
Gauge of Area
= 1.1000th of

an Acre, in

January...
February

.

March ...

April
May
June
July
August ...

September
October ...

November
December.

Total

lb. oz.

135 3
224 11
524 13
92 13
525 12
412 15
1577 2
596 3
348 12
1244 11
559 8
390 12

10th

7
7
4

3
1

6

Rain calcu-

lated in
inches from
weight in

large Gauge.

0.6

1.03

2.32
0.41

2.32
1.82

697
2.63
1.5

5.5

2.47

1.73

Rain in

Gauge of
ordinary
size in

in. and 10th.

6633 5 9

0.13

0.8725
1.718

0.2275
2.3125
1.3125

6.48

2.2475
1.295
4.555
1.9125
1.3275

3

29.3 24.2356 24.38

/. B. Lawes.

British Ferns.—The following list of species with

some of their varieties may be picked up within a radius

of five miles of this place. Within that compass the

conformation of the ground is admirably suited to the

growth of Ferns. In low shady places many of the free

growing kinds, such as Lastrea dilatata, Filix-mas,

Polystichum angulare, Athyrium Filix-fcemina, Os-

munda, &c, attain a very large size, and have a striking

and handsome appearance.

1. Polypodinm vulgare
2. „ /3 bitidum

3. Lastrea Oreopteris
4. „ Filix-mas
5. „ p incisa

6. „ dilatata

7. „ & dumetorum
8. ., Fceniaecii

9. Polystichum lobatum
10. „ aculeatum
11. „ angulare
12. .. /3 subtripinnatum

Adiantum-

13. multifidum
14. Athyrium Filix-foeniina

15. „ „ £ incisum
16. Asplenium lauceolatum

17. Asplenium
nigrum

18. „ /3 variegatum
19. „ marinum
20. „ Trichomanes
21. „ Ruta-muraria
22. Grammitis Geterach
23. Scolopendrium vulgare
24. „ /3 multifidum
25. „ y marginatum
26. Blechnum boreale
27. „ j3 See T. Moore's

Nat. Printed Ferns
28. Pteris aquilina
29. Osmunda regalis

30. Hymenophyllum Tun-
bridgense.

Polypodium vulgare when growing in dry shady hedges

often has the pinnae very wavy, and slightly serrated,

but whether that characteristic remains constant when
removed to the rockery or not I am unable to say.

L. Filix-mas has often a frond or two slightly varie-

gated, but it seldom or never (to my knowledge) extends

over the whole plant. Several varieties of L. dilatata

are to be met with, and may be distinguished easily

enough by their difference of aspect, but it is a hard

matter to find terms to explain their differences, so as

to point them out with anything like certainty. During

the past summer I met with a plant of this species grow-

ing in a dry shady wood, among tussocks of Molinia

coerulea, with robust triangular fronds of a dark green

colour, on which the indusium was quite black. Is this

of common occurrence? I have given dumetorum as

a variety of dilatata, but I wish to know if this is con-

si iered the same as Fcenisecii of Moore ? Asplenium

Trichomanes, although generally said to grow on dry

walls, is by no means particular in this respect ; indeed

in this locality it is more commonly found in hedges.

In the fence of the park here, there is a plant growing

that is watered with salt water every time the tide flows:*

yet it does quite as well as if on a wall 20 feet high.

Scolopendrium vulgare seldom sports except it is starved

or grown very luxuriantly, and when this occurs, even in

a slight degree, it often degenerates to the primary form
;

marginatum I have only seen growing in one place, in a

dwarf wall at Enys, where there are several plants of it

Although Pteris aquilina may be seen in different places

varying from a few inches to many feet in height, I

have never seen a good variety of it. Osmunda regalia

is sometimes nipped by cattle, by which much of its

otherwise majestic beauty is destroyed. Its matted

fibrous roots form an excellent material in which to

grow many kinds of Orchids. Polypodium Phegopteris,

I have been informed, was found in the neighbourhood

of Penryn during the past summer by Mrs. Phillpotts.

In addition to the species above enumerated, others

grow in the county, such as Adiantum Capillus-veneris,

Hymenophyllulum Wilsoni, &c. From the facility with

which many of the species may be dried so as to pre-

serve much of their original colour, many people dry

specimens to fix on white paper merely for the pretty

pictorial effect which they produce when nicely done
;

some even put them in frames. Facsimiles of them

are also taken by means of a piece of oiled paper,

smoked over the flame of a candle or lamp. Frs. Symora,

Carclew, Cornwall.

Quercus sessilifiora.—In the summers of 1853 and '54,

I visited Fontainebleau and had long drives through the

forest. I was much struck with the appearance of the

Oaks, and having forgotten what Loudon had stated

about them, as being all Quercus sessilifiora, I could not

account for their fastigiate appearance, so different to

our old English Oaks. My guide finding that I was a

lover of trees took care to show me all the lions of the

forest in that way ; I took notes at the time of their

girth and apparent altitude, but these I have mislaid,

and I now only remember that he first of all drove me up

to the foot of an enormous tree which he called * Chene

du Roi f this was a magnificent " stick," with a clean

straight bole entirely branchless, and with a compact

densely leafed head. He then after a considerable drive

brought me up to another, and with his " Voila,

Monsieur," directed my attention to its grandeur

;

this he called "le Chene des Deux Freres." I re-

member it as being very tall, straight, and branch-

less in its stem ; another he pointed out to me as " le

Chene de Ferrand " was equally grand ; in fact, I never

before saw such straight, clean-stemmed, bulky Oak

trees. It did not strike me at the moment that they

were the sessile sort, but on visiting another part of the

forest where the sandstone rocks lie on the surface in large

masses—one place I rememberasvery picturesque, called,

I think, the Valley of Rocks—I found some small stunted

trees with acorns, and I then found that the dense-foliaged

large Oaks I had been admiring were Quercus sessili-

fiora. Loudon describes the leaves as being of a " paler

green" than those of Quercus pedunculata ; this is just

the opposite of my impressions, for I remember being

attracted to some trees of Q. sessilifiora on the banks of

the Dart by their dark green hue, and by their thick, may

I call it leathery, appearance. The Fontainebleau Oaks

have this character. On coming to the verge of the forest

near the town I observed in some of the thickets young

trees of Quercus pedunculata, and I fancied that some

were hybrids partaking of the characters of both, but I

could not find any acorns on them ; has any one ever

heard of such hybrids ? The misfortune is that it ia

difficult to prove, for before a young Oak tree com-

mences to bear acorns one has generally ceased to care

about acorns and Oak trees. As the timber of the

sessile-fruited Oak must be used in large quantities in

Fontainebleau, and indeed in Paris, your inquiry as to

its quality in Garden*™' Chronicle, p. 52, can be easily

answered by a French timber merchant. Some of your

numerous readers will I hope be able to obtain correct

information as to its quality through some such source.

T. R., Herts.

Tlie Sydenham Flwoer and Fruit Shows.—As you have

permitted me to speak in behalf of " the Society " on

the good it has effected in times past, suffer me to say »

few words on the schedule of prizes just issued by the

youthful and already gigantic Sydenham. Though

fruit and flower shows may be considered as subsidiary

there, yet it requires no argument to prove that they

have got a strong hold on the minds of all ranks of the

people, and that their tendency is in unison with the

elevating and educational character which that noble

institution is developing. And it is gratifying to find

that the directors are men who are alive to the wants

of the age, and that no effort on their part will be

wanting to improve on the experience of the past—take

advantage of the present, and hold forth all that men ot

progress ought, and will be ready to support and

encourage. The schedule issued for the ensuing f**l

exhibition is an improvement upon any yet puhhsne*

by the older societies. In some cases the -prize8 are

lessened from those of last year, but they are still ub**T

and are better balanced. A few classes are scratched,

and here and there new features are observable.

« Class 1. Plants grouped for effect, in or out of flo**^
is very properly retained; but it may be suggested

here that for such grouping the exhibitors should no

be provided with an ordinary stage as lftst season, &u*

with sufficient space on the floor to describe a circ
*?J|:

oval, slightly raised in the centre, and the whole ot tn

pots to be mossed over. The rather severe crit
?
clflDV

K)
last year on the general arrangements as being '

scattered will no doubt be avoided. I think it is to "^

regretted that they have again fixed upon Saturday, »"
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tent gives

prizes are

pots. I do
irom the

that the show will only be open for one day. The fruit

regulations are excellent. Fruit shows in May will

tend to exhibit more skill, as well as to prevent its

being said that fruit growers were behind plant growers

in any degree. It has been urged that fruit was not in

the country, but the same encouragement that brought

Itoses in pots and other plants which were not in the

country before prizes were offered, will also bring fruit

;

and though the ensuing show may not exemplify this

largely, in succeeding years it will be more and more
abundant. That this department is not void of

attractions to visitors the " crush w in the fruit

ample evidence. I observe that good

offered for various fruit trees in

not anticipate that many can be brought

short notice given. Orange trees in

fruit might have been added with advantage, and when
the fruit is arranged artistically on a level table not dis-

similar to the manner it is " set up " for dessert (but

very different from the one-sided affair of last year),

with the Peach trees, the Grape, the Orange, the Plum
and the Cherry tree in pots, tastefully interspersed

either in vases or on pedestals—we can easily picture

a beautiful sight, and something which is yet to be seen.

It appears that this schedule is only the prelude of a

much grander fruit display which is to take place in

September, when we may reckon on the gardeners from
all quarters taking part in the fray. I say from all

quarters, and may I express the hope that our friends in

the far north will not longer exempt themselves from
taking part in some of the classes, from which there is

no obstacle differing much from that which their

southern friends have to contend against. . Let us
take Pines, Melons, Peaches, and Nectarines, &c. These
can be packed to send to any distance. We have seen
Peaches from Ireland, and compete successfully too ;

why not Peaches and Pines, &c, from Scotland ? The
rail has brought distant places near, why not take
advantage of it ? Methinks I hear them say, "give us
your climate." I admit for out-door fruits we have things

earlier, but I hesitate not to say that for early forcing they
have all the advantages which we possess. Let us there-

fore see to it that there will be flower and fruit displays

at Sydenham commensurate with the liberality of the
spirited directors, and worthy of being holden in the
precincts of the grandest of all gardens, and in the most
splendid of all palaces. Geo. McEwen.

Furniture in Gardeners' Houses.—On coming up to
the entrance gate of one of our London nurseries the
other day, I observed a cartload of furniture>hich had

brought

examples of Scarlet Nonpareil. Dr. Davies, of Pershore, ! tion of what happened to the author in the beginuing of
furnished what was called Burdon's Reinette, a favourite
dessert Apple in that locality, and others, together with
a seedling from the Sturmer Pippin, which was, how-
ever, inferior to its parent. Mr. Barratt, of Wake-
field, sent some Apples and Pears, all of them small in

size ; but some of them excellent in flavour. Apples
and Pears also came from the neighbourhood of Ipswich.

December, when attempting to reach Batoum :

" We at last reach IDS highest plateau of the moun-
tain ; our horses are staggering; each man has beeu
rolling over and over in gullies, aud dragging his horse

through drifts during the last three hours ; we none of

us have much strength left, but we all feel it is truly a

battle for life. We then come to the worst drift of all

:

Mr. M'Ewen, of Arundel, directed attention to the it is a valley in which the snow has accumulated."
desirableness of offering prizes at these meetings, a
matter which, after some discussion, was left to be
settled at a future meeting. Five new members were
elected.

Linn^ean, Feb. 5.—The President in the Chair. H.
Christy, Esq., and A. G. More, Esq., were elected

Fellows. The following papers were read :— 1. " Notice

of the habits of Atypus Sulzeri," by Mr. E. Newman.
This spider, which was recorded as British by Dr. Leach,

had not been found subsequently until last autumn,
when it was met with near Hastings by Mr. Brown, of

Cirencester, whose observations on the insect and its

habits Mr. Newman records. Mr. Brown thinks these

rare spiders may be found scattered along the southern

coast of England wherever the Hastings sand predomi- all my baggage is lost, and that one of ray horses is

nates: this kind of sandy soil being congenial to its bur- perfectly helpless. Some of the other people are still

" I am scarce able to fight my way through this hor-

rible gulf, and have still more difficulty in saving my
horse, which lies helpless on his back, having ceased

for a time even to struggle. My left hand and left

cheek are dead, apparen ly ; and I sink down gasping

and exhausted in the snow by the side of my faithful

steed, who has given up the game as lost. A little

reflection, and a little recovered breath, however, teach

me that li'e is worth one more effort. At last I rise,

and myself and horse are fairly landed on the opposite

bank, which, being swept by a fierce wind, is almost
bare of snow ; and here 1 lie down again. In five

miuutes, however, I scramble into my saddle, and turn

to look at my followers. My own servant lsmael has

escaped, and is standing by my side. He reports that

rowing habits. 2. " Note on a Fungus found imbedded
in the fens of Cambridgeshire," by the Rev. M. J.

Berkeley. In the museum at Kew there is a specimen

of Polyporus fomentarius, communicated by the Rev.

Mr. Hailstone, from the fens of Cambridgeshire, where a muleteer, asks permission to try and recover one of

struggling in the snow, but Khurshid Effcudi is fairly

buried in the drift, and has lost all power of saving

himself ; he raises his arms like a drowning man, and
cries feebly " aman, aman " (mercy, mercy). Mehemed,

it had occurred along with bog Oak, and must have

been buried for centuries. The specimen is so

perfect as to show the peculiar substance of the

pileus, both as regards colour and texture. It per-

fectly accords with one found in Sikkiin by Dr.

Hooker. 3. " Notes on Loganiacese," by G. Bentham,
Esq. A portion only of this monograph was read. The
Loganiacece, Mr. Bentham remarks, can scarcely be said

to constitute a natural order, but rather one of those

artificial assemblages which in the present state of our

knowledge of plants we are obliged to interpose between

some of the great families to receive anomalous genera

rejected from them. Our natural orders, with all the

improvements they have received from the most philo-

sophical of modern botanists, are yet as dissimilar in

definiteness of circumscription and apparent conformity

to nature as they are in extent. After some extended

the loads, but I tell him to look first to Khurshid
Effendi. A stout soldier now rushes forward, and by
immense efforts drags the poor man out of the snow,

more dead than alive. I direct some men to tie him on

the pack-saddle of a horse, which had been saved at the

expense of its load. Khurshid's own horse has strayed

down the mountain, and is irrecoverable.

" We now reassemble ourselves and turn to face the

most friuhtful hurricane. We ride on over the crest of

a trackless mountain, blinded by snow, and half-frozen

by cold. After some time our stout Kurd, Mollah

Hussein, suddenly pulls up, tells me he is lost, and asks

me if he should turn and try to find the road back again.

This I know to be a mntter of much greater difficulty

than it would have been an hour ago. Some of the

people cry out, ' Go on,' others, Turn back ; ' but I

soon silence this clamour, and tell Mollah Hussein to

philosophical remarks on the limits of natural orders, reflect well for five minutes, and then act for the best,

Mr. Bentham observed, that almost the whole of the as he is the only man who knows anything of the

been brought by a gardener from Yorkshire. The l Loganiacese lie very near to some part or other of the country. On this the Mollah pushes on, and we follow,

carter was told to take it to the gardener's lodgings,
|
vast field of Rubiacem ; and he then distributes them hoping to escape, yet fearing that our destruction is

where it will remain till he obtains another situation, ' into four groups, the Antoniece, Eulogauiacea?, Fagraeese, still far from improbable. The cold is terrible, and my
' * " *' ***

servant lsmael very drowsy, which disagreeable symp-
tom I never felt. After an hour's ride we at length

find landmarks ; the Kurd exclaims, * Elhamdu-li-

'llah / (Praise be to God), the road is clear ; " and the

words are echoed through the group, and most fer-

vently responded to by myself.

when perhaps it will be sent 200 miles into the country, and Gaertnerese, standing opposite the Cinchonacece,

It is well known that when an English gardener leaves Hedyotideae, Gardeniese, and Coffesese, in the group of

a place he has either to drag his furniture about in this Rubiacese respectively. The remainder of the paper
way or sell it at a great— sometimes a ruinous—sacrifice, was occupied by critical remarks on the genera, 24 in

Now, will you allow me to say that this state of things number, and an enumeration of the species, with
ought not to last, and that if you will lend us your aid characters, &c.
we shall see happier days. If a gardener on beino-

engaged by a gentleman modestly moots the idea of
having his cottage furnished, the proposal appears so
novel and outrageous that it is not entertained ; but if

you would undertake our cause, methinks many gentle-
men would be induced to listen to the suggestion or
solicitation of the new comer. You would thus confer
a great blessing on poor gardeners, for which I am sure
they would be grateful. In Ireland it is usual and
general to furnish the houses of gardeners and bailiffs.

Ahd why should it not be general in England ? A
trifling outlay on the part of the employer would cure
the evil Twenty-five pounds would purchase all neces-
sary furniture except bed clothes, which are easily
moved about. This furniture would be considered fix-

tures—permanent improvement on part of the estate,

and for which 5 per cent, might be charged in the
annual balance sheet. A n Old Gardener.

^oruttes.

British Pomological, Feb. 4.—(Extraordinary meet-
ing).—Mr. Giendinning in the chair. The subjects of
exhibition on this occasion were Pears, Apples, and
Grapes. Of the last named fruit Mr. Tillery, of Wel-
beck, sent bunches of Trebiana and Welbeck Black
Tripoli. Concerning the former, Mr. Tillery reported
that it was one of the best white late Grapes he had,
usually keeping in good condition till the end of March.
Like Muscats it was stated to require fire-heat in

September and October to get it ripened, while
there was sufficient sunshine to give it colour. Mr.
Rivers contributed a collection of Pears. Among
them were Josephine de Malines, a first-rate variety,

very juicy and melting, and will keep till April
;

Zepherine Gregoire, melting and even more juicy than

the last, also a first class sort ; Beurre Langelier,

large and melting, but not so much so as either

of the preceding, compared with which it was re-

garded to be only second rate ; Jean de Witte
;

Doyenne Gris d'Hiver, a middling good kind ; Easter

Beurre" ; Bezi Esperen, said to be an extremely

useful kind, well flavoured, hardy, and an abundant
bearer, but in some soils liable to crack ; likewise

Beurre Sterkmanns, a crisp, sweet Pear, but in this

instancerather coarse fleshed, and one or two other kinds.

Mr. Perry sent a collection of Apples and Pears from
the neighbourhood of Spalding. From Mr. Kitto came
specimens of Golden Cluster Apple, a good late keeping
kind, said to bloom later than most varieties, and also

jfioticts of 23oofc<s,

Dr. Sandwith's Narrative of the Siege of Kars (small

8vo, Murray), told as it is by one of the gallant de-

fenders of the devoted city, will be read by all who take

an interest in that country which may be the next

scene of warlike operations in the East. The work
consists of two parts ; in the first the author narrates

events up to the time when the city was invested ; the

second is a diary of the succeeding events up to the day
when he reached Batoum, after being honourably dis-

missed by the Russian General Mouravieff, in con-

sideration of the kindness with which he treated the

wounded prisoners who came beneath his medical care.

It is difficult to read Dr. Sandwith's account of the

causes which led to the fall of Kars without disgust and
indignation ; nothing can be more clear than that the

Allies must take matters into their own hands, if they are

ever to recover Asia Minor, one of the richest countries
\ flowers, with an

Russia: its Rise and Progress, Tragedies and Revo-

lutions, by the Rev. Thomas Milner (Longmans,

8vo, pp. 500), is a skilful abridgment of the history of

that country from the earliest period to the death of the

Emperor Alexander at Taganrog. The narrative is

easy, the arrangement good, and the facts selected are

chosen judiciously. It is by far the best abridgment of

Russian history which we have seen, and is most welcome

in the present state of our political relations.

We have received a small catalogue called Notes on

I Plants of which the Seeds are imported by Geo. Roberts,

j

but as we do not know what acquaintance Mr. Roberts

i

has with the plants he professes to describe, and he

does not say where he finds his descriptions, we can

ouly say to buyers " judge for yourselves." That the

statements are not to be implicitly relied upon will be

seen by the following extract :

—

"Crotalaria verrucosa.

A beautiful species with purple, blue, green and w
mthers of a golden Yellow." Now if

in the world, from the curses of misgovernment and
peculation. In this respect the course taken by the

gallant Williams will serve as a guide to his successors.

How all this was, is, and will be, the reader may learn

from Dr. Sandwith's interesting pages. The tale is old

indeed and so wants novelty, but it is one that cannot

be too often repeated.

The reader will find much to instruct him, besides

politics, in the account which the author gives of the

climate and productions of this little known part of the

world. He speaks in glowing terms of the riches of the

mines of copper, argentiferous lead, and coal, of the

excellence of the iron of Sivan Maden, between Kharpoot
and Diarbekir, which he describes as being highly car-

bonised and " superior perhaps to any in the world,"

of the glorious forests, and the general fertility of the

land, except on the higher ranges of the mountains,

which are almost impassable in winter. Gumush Khaue,
a place on the road from Trebizond to Erzeroum, is

famous, he tells us

—

" For a delicious Pear which much resembles the

Jargonel. I have heard it surmised that this Pear is of

English importation, and is one of the traces of an
English settlement of one or two centuries date ; this

I apprehend to be an unfounded idea, engendered

perhaps by national vanity, which will not allow the

poor Turk to have even a good Pear of his own."

As to the mountain passes, those who imagine that

troops can be taken over them in winter will perhaps

the

reader will turn to the Botanical Magazine, t. 3034, in

which he will find this plant figured, he will learn that

it is a mean looking Pea-flowered annual, the greater

part of whose blossom is white tinged with green

faintly stained with lead colour, and with a deep dull

purple stain at the end of the wings ; no " golden yellow

anthers" are visible, those organs being completely

concealed, as in most leguminous flowers. In like

manner Crotalaria retusa is called " a splendid plant,

with very large golden yellow flowers, the standard

of which is sometimes a bright purple." We will not

complain of the application here of the term splendid,

for that is a matter of opinion ; but we must say that,

because a few reddish streaks occur on the back of a

petal, to tell buyers that it is sometimes a bright purple

is not a fair description.

Garden Memoranda.
Holland House, Kensington.—The conservatory

here is now gay with Camellias, which are planted out in

the borders, and many of them large plants. A speci-

men of the old Double Striped, quite 15 feet in height,

is literally covered with blooms fully expanded ; Lady
Hume's Blush, a noble bush, has also many fine flowers

open on it, while the Myrtle-leaved kind and the Old

Double White are not yet in bloom. These last, there-

fore, form a good succession to the others, and thus by

meaus of Camellias alone this hou^e is kept dressy for

change their opinion after reading the following descrip- weeks together. Arranged along the centre of this conser-
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yatoryaretbe noble Uraiige trees lo which we nave uiiuueU
in former volumes. .Many of them are of creat size
and all of them are in excellent health. They have
not been re-tubbed for years, but they are annually top-
dressed in spring with old hotbed manure which keeps
them in good condition, and at the same time some
cowdung and clay mixed is put round the sides of the
tubs inside, so as to prevent surface waterings from
passing off between the tub and ball without moistening
the centre of the latter. This has been found in summer
to answer perfectly, but in winter it is removed for fear
of its keeping the soil too wet. The tubs in which
these trees are growing are set on feet and made to
take to pieces, so that the state of the roots can be
examined at auy time without much trouble ; the obiect
kept in view has been however to preserve the trees in

health in as small tubs as possible, and therefore when
the trees have been found to require more root-room,
instead of placing them in larger tubs, the size of the ball

has been reduced and fresh soil added, and thus the trees
have been induced to content themselves in tubs of
manageable dimensions. The plants of Fuchsia coral-

liua on the square brick pillars which support the roof
of the house, and which in autumn are covered with
flowers from the ground to a height of 15 feet, are at

present receiving their winter pruning, which consists

in divesting them of all useless spray, and spurring them
close in like Vines.

In the open ground two plants of Rhododendron
jitrovirens are at present masses of small purple blos-

soms which at thb comparatively flowerless time look
-unusually handsome, and on some Apple trees on the

tarn were several very fine bunches of Misletoe, the
bright green of which contrasted strikingly with the
long leafless branches from which they were sus-

pended. This favourite parasite took possession of these

t-ees naturally ; but it may be readily established

artificially by merely making slits in the bark and in-

serting the seeds on the under sides of the boughs,
•where birds are not likely to pick them out and destroy
$hem. Some young fruit trees in an orchard, which was
planted here some six years ago, have borne excellent

crops both in this and previous years. The ground in

the first instance was old pasture trenched 2 spits deep;
but it has all been retrenched this autumn, so that the

old turf has been brought agaiu to the surface, and it is

expected that the partial root pruning which the trees

have thus received will have the effect of checking
exuberant growths, and thus render thpm even more
fruitful than they hitherto have been. The flower buds
on Apricots on walls are very forward, and should the
present mild weather continue, they will soon be open.

It may be mentioned, however, that this is rather an
early spot.

In the kitchen garden Peas are coming through the
ground. The sorts are Sangster's No. 1, Early Frame,
and Prince Albert. The first has been found from ex-
perience to be the earliest.

Mushrooms are grown here in triangular ridges in

the open air. The horse-droppings are placed in the
centre, and, after being spawned, are covered with soil

in the usual way. Hay is then put over the ridge, and
the whole is covered from the weather by means of
straw protections. In this way abundauce of Mush-
rooms are secured. A bed put up in September last is

at present full of them.
Bedding plants, of which immense quantities are

• wanted every summer, are wintered here in old
Cucumber frames covered with mats. Verbenas and
other things succeed well in this way ; the tops of such
kinds as are found to be scarce are taken off them about
this time, struck and hardened off in turf pits, which,
like the Mushroom beds, are covered with straw
hurdles. These pits are also found to be useful for

Early Potatoes, Radishes, &c. The Potatoes are planted
• on a little bottom-heat of dung and leaves.

The beds in the flower garden* have all been dug, in

•order to prepare them for their summer occupants ; in

chort, the place generally is neat and clean, and has
within the last year or two been considerably improved.

the uesueo. eiut wilt oe attaiueu. Numerous writers
on this point assert that Grapes should ripen in
September to keep well ; we have, however, found it

very difficult to keep Grapes ripening at that time fresh
through January. As our Vinery is very steep, we may
perhaps obtain more light in November than some
others ; but, certainly, we have ripened Grapes in that
month of the above varieties (excepting the Barbarossa),
which have been equally well coloured and flavoured as
those ripened at a much earlier period ; and we managed
to keep the leaves green and fresh through the greater
part of Jannary, by simply covering the borders with
warm litter, to preserve the roo's in action. We name
this, as fresh Grapes and green leaves are a boon at
that period. To obtain the above, we shade the Vines,
to prevent their breaking before May. Bring on the
successional forcing houses, and pay every attention to
the regulation of fire-heat, and admission of air. The

|

bunches in the early house will now require thinning,
which should take place directly the berries are dis-
cernible ; aim at doing the work principally at the first

operation ; do not handle the bunches with dirty hands,
nor allow anything greasy to touch them. Keep the
house in a moderately moist state, by steaming the heat-
ing apparatus twice or oftener daily, but not during
sunshine. Peach House.—Go over the new ly set fruir,
and give them a slight thinning.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
The demand for bedding out plants (in the spring)

is frequently greater than the room devoted for their
wintering can supply. It will in this case be necessary
to commence propagating to make good the deficiencies.
For all the soft-wooded and free growing plants a
common dung frame, having a slight bottom-heat, will
suffice ; fill up to within 12 inches of the glass, upon
which place 4 inches of dry sandy soil, in which the
cuttings may be put directly you can procure a young
growth for the purpose. As the display of flowers
during the early summer months depends mainly on the
health of the stock at planting time, it will save labour
add increase the size and healthiness of the plants by
turning them out of their pots or cutting pans into low
pits or frames ; and a light sandy compost will serve for
them to grow in, and if 6 inches of this is placed over a
very light bottom-heat, the plants will soon make rapid
growth

; and you will have the advantage of an abun-
dance of cuttings for propagation, if wanted. Calceo-
larias, Petunias, Verbenas, and such things, answer best
for this ; but where time and pot room are objects,
scarlet Geraniums, and nearly every variety of beddin^-
out stuff, may be managed on the above plan. Before
planting time the plants should be checked by raising
them once or twice with a spade. Put in root cuttings,
iu a brisk bottom-heat, of Bouvardias, and some kinds
of Geraniums ditticult to strike in the ordinary way, or
of which cuttings are scarce to be got. Sow in small
pots Maurandyas, Lophospermums, and other plants of
that kind to get them strong by May. Keep the
pleasure-grounds swept and rolled frequently, to keep
down moss.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—This house should now be nearly

as gay as at any period during the whole year. Any
Camellias done blooming should, if possible, be removed
forthwith to some of the houses at work ; a moist atmo-
sphere, a temperature averaging 65°, and a slight shade
in bright weather, are the requisites in order to cause
them to produce wood freely and large healthy leaves.

Stove.—Some little increase of temperature may take
place here, and that chiefly as before observed in the
afternoon by shutting up early, at the same time using
a sufficiency of moisture. Look over the fastenings of
Orchids on blocks or in baskets, and renew the wires
where necessary. Lay baits for snails and cockroaches,
and otherwise endeavour to keep in check all similar
pests.

#

Examine and shift all plants that require such
attention, and cut back kinds which it may be desirable
to increase after flowering, in order to get a supply of
cuttings.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.

HARDY FRUIT axd KITCHEN GARDEN.
The Strawberry plantations will now require going

over ; for the present, however, allow the leaves of last

year's growth to remain, as a protection to the crowns
;

the beds should be cleared of weeds, and a dressing of
good rotten dung spread between the rows. We by no
means advise a digging between them, but if the ground
is firm, a light forking will do good, but only to break
the crust. As soon as the pruning of espaliers and
dwarf fruit trees is completed, let the ground, if poor,
have a surfacing of manure, and be slightly forked over,
leaving it rough for the winds of March to dry the
surface, when it may afterwards be raked smooth.
Pruning of all kinds should now be brought to a close,
except Figs, which may yet remain. When Filberts are
closely pruned, a deficiency of male blossoms sometimes
occurs ; in which case stick some branches of the common
Hazel, having a crop of catkins on, about the bushes, to
fertilise the female flowers. Before Peaches are tied to
the walls, they should be dressed with a composition,
consisting of soft soap, tobacco-water, sulphur, to which
add quick-lime, to give it consistence. Whenever any
appearance of scale is found on other wall-fruits, they
should be dressed during winter with the above compo-
sition. Although both soil and weather are unfavourable
for committing seeds to the open ground just at present,
still when necessity compels a continuous supply of
vegetables to be kept up, means must be taken to over-
come both unfavourable seasons and soils. Fortunately
for our purpose glass is cheap and timber not very dear,
and with such auxiliaries the cultivation of vegetables in

unfavourable seasons becomes easier in proportion to
the artificial assistance employed. To provide, there-
fore, against failures in the crops already sown, or
where the climate is too cold to trust seeds for the
present to the open ground, we advise sowing Peas,
Beans, Spinach, &c, in addition to the kinds named in

our la9t Calendar
;
good early varieties of the former

should be selected. They may either be sown in small
pots for the more easy transferring to the open ground;
or when the quantity is considerable, cut fresh pieces
of turf 12 inches long, and 4 or 5 inches wide ; turn the
Grassy side downwards, and form a channel along the
centre of the now upper part, in which sow the crop as
you would in the open ground. Place the turves under
..1....C -*- *-•

- «:- c-» -™ iu. _i_„i •

Lite Vineries.—Where it is desirable to have Grapes
fresh and plump after Christmas, a house should be, /v- ~ „^~ 6 . v ..Mv. xmc «1C ««-.«« U1IUC.

devoted to the purpose
; and if the kinds selected are

|
glass, giving air, &c, as the plants progress, removing

the true varieties of St. Peter's and the Barbarossa as the sashes entirely each fine day when the plants are
black Grapes, and the White Muscat and Charlesworth's up, to harden them perfectly before planting them out,
Tokay for white ones, cultivators may be satisfied that which, with the turves, require merely a trench being

cud with a spade, ami all put in, burying the turvet
about 2 inches.

COTTAGERS' GARDENS.
An important crop for cottagers is the Parsnip, yet

it is difficult to persuade them to cultivate it. It is not
like the Potato liable to be ruined by disease, all kinds of
stock will eat it, and it will succeed on almost any soil.
A good way to keep it in winter is to spread over the
crowns in November the manure that is intended for
the next crop and to trench them out as wanted, leaving
the soil in ridges. The ground for Parsnips should be
trenched, putting the manure in the bottom, and the
seed should be sown in drills 15 inches apart.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK. NEAR LONDON.
For the week ending Feb. 14. 135G, is obserred at the Horticultural Garden?.

Friday S 2
Satnr. 9 3
Sunday 10, 4
Mod. II

1 5
Tue«. 12 6
Wed. 13 J
Thur«. 14 -

Avraz*

BtBOHlTIB.

Max.

30.M8
29.97-

29.962
29.^)1

29.737

29.773
29.739

C9.Sf!>

TRMrBBlTUEI.
Oi the Air.

Min. ! Mean

Of the Earth

1 toot I 2teet[
Wind =

29.9S>>

'J9.909

29.9:3
29.S10

29.37S
29.CW5

29.709

Feb. 8— Densely overcast; fine; cloudy.— 9—Fine; exceedingly line; cloudy and mild.— 1<>—Uniformly overcast; cloudy.— 11— Koscjcy; rain; overcast;— 12—Overcast; rain; fine; rain at night.— 13—Rain ; showery throughout.— 14—Kain; showery; hue; fine.

ilean temperature of the week 9 de#. above the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
Durinjc the last 30 years, for the ensuing; week, ending: Feb. 23, 1SS6.
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3 6Sunday 17 45.7 31.0 3->.l 11 0.32 in. 9 t
Mon. 1* 44.i 31.0 377* 12 030 4

ft 3 1 4 7 6 3
Tues. 19 44.6 31.1 37.3 11 0JM a 1 4 5 1 7 4 3
Wed. 20 4i.2 30.S 3&8 16 0.51 3 3 3 4 1 8 5 3
Thum. 21 46J 32.0 39.1 16 0.20 2 6 3 5—7 6 1

Friday 22 45.7 333 39.5 13 0.29 8 5 7 -, 2 7 5 1

Satur. 23 46.8 ' 32.1 39.4 11 0.44 4 5 1 3 — 3

The hiehest temperature during the above :period occurred on the 21st
nd 23d. Is46—therm. 58 deg. ; k

and the lowest on the 17th, 1855— therm.
3 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Araucarias: Cavanensis had better wait till September unless
he has a damp climate and can depend upon several wet days
after the operation. The letter arrived too late for last week.

Barbe du Capucin* i D L B. It is blanched Chicory. It is im-
ported every spring from France to Covent Garden Market,
where it meets with but an indifferent sale.J

Beddixg Plants : P O T. Nemophila atoniaria, or Dahlia
Zelinda may possibly answer your purpose.

J

British Museum: E. A. There must be some misconception.
The collections are public property; the officers are paid
public servants, and we really do not believe they would dare
to do what you suppose them to have done. If you are right,
you have a simple remedy; apply to the trustees.

/

Ice Houses : D. They do not require ventilation
; quite the con-

trary. Ventilation ruins them.
Legal Questions: E T. We make a point of not running the

risk of misleading inquirers. We believe that you cannot
legally remove any tree or shrub whatever, unless you have a
special agreement. Why not consult your landlord? If nor,
you had better be advised by your solicitor.

Mealy Bug: H. Yes; but you must give your name and
address.^

Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly
decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,
they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.
We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is

now requested that, in future, not more than four plants
may be sent us at one time.

—

Sandwich. It is no doubt
Cupressus funebris. It does not agree with the engraving
which appeared in our colnmns some years since, because it is

a young one and not old and fruit bearing. It will change its

appearance in course of time.—JET W. Lonicera involucrata.—
O E F. Polypodium vulgare, Z.; var. serratum. Moore's Brit.
Ferns, Nature Printed, t. 2, f. B. S.

Pine-apples: Ananas. Your pit looks as if It would answer; you
must not, however, sink it too much below ground, and except
the place is naturally very dry indeed, a good drain should be
made all round it deeper than the bottom of the pit to carry off

superfluous water. The distance at which the Pines should
stand apart will depend on the sorts and the size of the plants.

As a general rule they should not be so close as to cause the
leaves to cross one another to any great extent. J

Potatoes : Mr. Cridland, seed grower, of Williton, near Taunton,
assures us that he and his neighbours lost their crops by
dressing the sets with Jackson's preparation. He says he
was an agent for the sale of it, and speaks with authority.

Protection: T F. There will be some danger of frost, though
not much. Why can you not close the sashes at night and
open them by day. By all means remove the lights as soon as

frost is gone. None of these costly contrivances are better, if

so good, as the woollen netting described last year, p. 24, which
further experience has proved to answer perfectly.

Railway Banks and Cuttings: G M E. We are sorry to say
we are unable to understand your drawing. It is scarcely
probable that the railway companies would like to incur the
risk of depredators and trespassers by covering their wastes
with fruit trees.

Red Spider: Glebe. Sulphur and water applied with a syringe
the moment the spider makes its appearance will probably be

found to rid your Gooseberry trees of this pest. The bestmeans
of keeping it from gaining a footing at all, however, is to wa sh

the trees with lime and sulphur in winter when the leaves are

off them.%
Sponge Bags: T P. These are varnished with some kind of

resin dissolved in spirit, and not covered with any solution of

glue. Nothing but varnish, (and H Mackintosh" is nothing else,)

will answer.
Tuberoses: J J. Excellent directions for cultivating these will

be found in our volume for 1849, p. 160. J
Wire: HP. Copper is best but dear; galvanised iron does very

well, but in either case you must tie your wood in securely*

There is much difference of opinion among gardeners as to the

use of wire. We prefer shreds and nails as being warmer.
Misc. : T H. Turfy loam, leaf-mould, and sand well mixed
together, but not sifted, will be found to suit Orange trees per-

fectly ; but for Camellias substitute peat for the leaf-mould. $—
Ji S. Send your address with the advertisement to the office,

and we will inform you the price.—A. B. Worthing. Will you

favour us with vour name and address.
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HPHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY have the I

-i- following ready for immediate delivery :

—

CORN MANURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE, for Roots, Grasses, &c.
NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

PERUVIAN GUANO direct from importers' warehouses,
Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and every artificial
Manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. E. Purser, Sec.

MANURES.
HODGSON and SIMPSON, Wakefield, and

MATTHEWS and CO., Manufacturing Agricultural
Chemists, Driffield, manufacture the following Manures :—
SIMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-

dressing for "Wheat, Barley, and Oats.
SIMPSON'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoes,
and other bulbous root crops. Price SI. per ton.

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.
The above have been successfully tested for eight years by the

leading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties,
and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with the
most beneficial results.

Testimonials and other particulars forwarded by post on appli-
cation. g^° Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any, 71. per ton.

MANURES.
HTO BE SOLD, NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD
™ viIANURE' SUPER-PHOSPHATE of LIME, GUANO,
?2^ E

"P.
LST AND HALF-INCH. GYPSUM, SULPHURIC

ACID, SALT, and all other MANURES of known value. Sole
Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company. — Apply to Mark
I OTRKRQiLL&^o.^^lJpper Thames Street.

T*HE PATENT SANITARY MANURE COM-
-L PANY'S NITRO-BIPHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MA-NURES.—For Corn or Hops, for Roots or Grass, 1350 lbs. of
Blood in each ton, and a large percentage of Phosphates. These
Manures compete successfully with Guano at much less cost—
r or price, testimonials, analysis, and local information, apply to
the Offices, 21, Cnllum Street, City, London.

DONE MANURE, PHOSPHATE OF LIME,
J^ NITRATE OF SODA, GUANO, GYPSUM, SALT,PEAT CHARCOAL, and all other Manures on sale, at H. J.
Hunt's Bone Mills and Manure Works, Broad Street, Lambeth,
Uondon. Agents wanted for the sale of BONE PHOSPHATE
of LIME, the best Manure for Turnips and all Root Crops.

T^HE PATENT W06l"\MANURE"~COMPANY

10

Shares.

Offices : 81, Gracechurch Street, City. Manufactory: Deptford.
Capital, 35.000Z., in 3500 Shares of 10/. each, with power to

increase to 100,000*. Deposit, 21. per Share.

Trustees.
Apsley Pellatt, Esq., M.P., Staines, Middlesex.
Thomas Luce, Esq., M.P., Malmesbury, Wilts.
Charles Curling, Esq., Clapham Common, Surrey.
R. Henley Payne, Esq., Bordean House, Petersfield, Hants

Directors.
Charles Curling, Esq., Davis Wharf, Southwark; and Clapham

Common, Surrey.
Josias Nottidge, Esq., Chemical Works, Locksfields, London-

and Bockiug Hall, Essex.
Joseph Odling, Esq., Castelnau, Barnes, Surrey.
With three other Directors to be chosen from "the Shareholders.!

Bankers—The Bank of London.
Solicitors— Messrs. Batty & Whitehouse, 26, Charles Street,

St. James's Square.

Consulting Chemist.
Dr. Odling, Professor of Practical Chemistry, Guy's Hospital.

A uditor.

F. D. Lockwood, Esq., 3, Sun Court, Cornhill, London.
Secretary pro tern.

Charles H. Tidbury, Esq.
This Company, as its name implies, is formed to carry on the

manufacture of artificial Manures, having as their basis decom-
posed wool, hair, woollen rags, shoddy and other waste products
of wool

j
together with the preparation of superphosphate of

iime, and such other chemical fertilisers as may from time
to time be required. The rapidly increasing demand for artifi-
cial Manures, and the gradual decreasing stock of Peruvian
Guano, render it of the utmost importance to the Farmers of this

THE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
-L MANURE COMPANY (Limited;.

Trustees.
Abel Smith, Esq., Jun., M.P., Walton House, Ware, Herts.
Charles Dimsdale, Esq., Essendon Place, Herts.
Edward Ball, Esq., M.P., 8, Belgrave Road, Pimlico.
Major-General Hall, M.P., Weston Colville, Linton, Cambridge.
John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

Directors.
Chairman—Josas Webb, Esq., Babraham. Cambridgeshire.

Deputy-Chairman—Joh.v Sharp, Esq., Tower Villa, Queen's
Road, Regent's Park.

Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex.
John Clayden, Esq, Littlebury, Essex.
Richard Hunt, Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Es-i , Edmonton. Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lexhaxn, Norfolk.
Robert Morgan, Esq.. 72, Camden Villas. Camden Town.
Thomas Nash, Esq., Great Chesterford, Essex.
James Odams, Esq., Bishop Stortford, Herts.
John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Pentonville,

With power to add to their number.
Hankers—Messrs. Barnett, Hoare & Co., Lombard Street.

Auditor—James Caird, Esq., Baldoon, and 6, Serjeant's Inn,
Temple, London.

Solicitors—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 25, Essex Street, Strand.
Secretary and Chemist—James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.

Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London.
Manufactory, Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

The Directors of the above Company (many of whom are
eminent agriculturists) have great pleasure in acquainting their
friends and the agricultural community, that they have now
completed their extensive Works and Machinery for the manu-
facture of their Manures; and, having secured nearly the whole
of the Blood produced by the butchers of the metropolis, and a
large stock of other necessary materials of the best quality, they
are now in a position to supply their Patent Manure of the
highest quality; and, as most of the Directors and many of the
Shareholders are large consumers themselves of the Blood
Manure, their fixed determination being to supply nothing but
sterling and genuine quality cannot fail to afford a guarantee
and protection to the farmer against imposition.
The great value of Blood Manure as a fertiliser may now be

considered as a fully and fairly established fact. Ever since the
first introduction of this valuable fertiliser, the demand has
always been greater than could be conveniently supplied, and
the Patentee has two objects in view in establishing a Company.
First, to develope the capabilities of this invention; and second,
to protect the farmer from the daily imposition to which he is
subjected, by having worthless articles patvned upon him as
geuuine fertilisers, which have too often made him the victim of
designing and unprincipled men.

Its claims rest not in the assertion of a few experiments, it has
been tried for the last four seasons by hundreds with great
success, and in the next it will be tried by thousands. It affords,
in fact, a triumphant answer to the question, " What has science'
done for Agriculture ?

"

The Blood Manure is composed of bones dissolved in Sulphuric
Acid, to which is added a large quantity of pure Blood, speciallv
prepared to suit various crops, and may either be applied bv the
drill or sown broadcast.
Testimonials from the most eminent agriculturists who have

UOd the Manure may be had from the local Agents.
Price, delivered at any Wharf or Railway Station in London :—

Corn and Grass Manure, 11. 10s. per ton ; Turnip Manure, 61. 10s.
per ton ; Flax and Hop Manure, 81. 10s. per ton.
The Company beg to caution the [public against the attempts

of spurious imitators, who, since the introduction of this Manure,
have professed to make one possessing similar qualities. As
security, therefore, to the purchaser, every bag is marked
"ODAMS' PATENT BLOOD MANURE," and sold only by
the authorised Agents of the Company.

rPHE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured

71. per
ftt Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,
rton; Superphosphate of Lime. 7/.: Sulphuric Acid and

A RTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
tT. others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES mav
obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efhcient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c.
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kenningtom
London Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprohtes &c. and Assays of Gold. Silver, and other Minerals'
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will fand ample facility an^accomnvvWinn «i th„ r^ifr^,

DRAINING BY STEAM POWER.

™.„,.™ •
i - ^ .., - !Ptn and distance, from SJ. to 57. 10^

per acre, inclusive of tiles, main drains, and all other expenses.
Contracts executed with great rapidity, and tiles manufactured
on the spot, where suitable clay exists.—Havering, near Romford.

M
DRAINAGE OF LAND.

R.J. JOHNSON, Drainage Engineer, ia desirous
to undertake the Drainage of Land by Contract or Com-

mission. Temporary Tileries erected in any part of England
and Drain Pipes manufactured at moderate prices. Every descrip^
tion of Drainage Tools.—AbingdonStreet, Westminster.

FOUNTA INS.
T SEELEY begs leave to remind gentlemen intend

-

*f
• ing to put up such Ornaments in their grounds next spring,

that the work ought to be ordered without delav, with a view to
its being properly seasoned. During the past year he has added
many new designs to his stock.

Nos. 1 to 4, Kernel Row, New Road, Regent's Park.
« l^RLGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty thea Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Svon House, his
Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultnral purposes, for preserving Emits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard ran, of
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City ; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-
men throughout the kingdom. "It is much cheaper than mats
as a covering."

rpHB GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
-1- PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henry Ker Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-
litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection

„„,, . ,,„, u_x»*__* -.. „. —— i
of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of

as a %smntJU^1XZ7T ?J SSS^ to ?CCOUnt ProPert* whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trustas a substitute for this fertiHrnr ihmU h* fc-JJ *t-
or a8 ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

WATERPROOF PATH&:
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

HPHOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
-L winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:-Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one ofsharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incarporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Anv
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.
The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.

Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brothers,
Milbank Street, Westminster.

substitute for this fertiliser should be brought prominently
before them.

For many years woollen rags have been extensively used for
crops requiring a large supply of nitrogen, of which thev yield in
their dry state 17 to 18 per cent. The length of time' required
or their gradual decomposition in the soil, by which means the
apital therein invested remains comparatively unproductive
has, however, tended to prevent their more general adoption. By
the process to be used by this Company the objection is entirelv
•removed

; and, by an artificial decomposition by means ofcertain
chemical agents, their fertilising properties are at once elimi-
nated, and their action upon the plant rendered immediate.
Although the preparation of the Patent Wool Manure has been

entered upon by the present proprietor only within the last few
months, the results of the working are sufficient to show the
remunerative nature of the manufacture—the return upon the
capital employed having been upwards of 25 per cent. ; whilst
the fertilising properties of the manure have exceeded his most
sanguine expectations. The accounts received of its applicationmay be inspected daily at the Offices, where also printed conies
of testimonials may be obtained.
The Directors have much satisfaction in announcing that theyhave secured the valuable services of Dr. Odling, Professor of

Practical Chemistry at Guy's Hospital, London; under whose
immediate superintendence the Manures will be prepared.
The utmost caution will be observed by the Directors in the

allotment of Shares, it being their desire to allot in small
numbers, that tbis Company may obtain the advantage of a
numerous Proprietary in the Agricultural districts.

The Company is constituted under the recent Act, limiting the
liability of the Shareholders to the amount of their Shares.
From very careful estimates which have been prepared the

Directors are led to believe that not more than 51. per Share will
be required during the first 12 months.

Applications for Shares to be made to the Secretary (pro tem.)
of the Company, at 81, Gracechurch Street. City ; or, to the Soli-
citors, Messrs. Batty & Whitehouse, 26, Charles Street St
James's Square.

'

Form of Application- fob Shap.es.
To the Directors of the Patent Wool Manure Company

Limited :

—

Gentlemen,—I request you will allot me
Shares of 10Z. each in the above-named Company; and I herebv
undertake to accept the same, or any les3 number you may allotme, to pay the deposit thereon, and to sign tbe necessary'Deedvhen called upon to do so.

Dated this day of *.... 185
Name in full

Bnsiness or Profession

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-
owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,
be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly
instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiRTy-ONE tears for Farm Buildinos, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford, Sec.

HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1852—53, for England

and Scotland, and further empowered by Amendment Act,

i

1854—55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,

I

Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-
cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Lives
renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years ; (and Lessees
for Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years,
with consent of their Lessor), &c, are enabled, by way of Loan
from the Company, or by their own funds, to execute and
charge on the Lands improved, by way of rent-charge for a
term of 25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every
landed improvement,especially of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,
Inclosing any Land, or improving Drains, Streams, or Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the
Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-
ings for Farm purposes already erected; Planting for Shelter
and for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea
Coast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-
lands and Islands of Scotland; Engines and Machinery- for
Drainage, Engine-houses for Farm Steadings, &c, Water-wheels,
Tanks, Pipes, Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans
of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by the
Applicant's own Agents and are submitted to the approval of the
Inclosure Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the sole judges
of the due execution of the works. Proprietors mav apply jointly
for the execution of Improvements mumallv beneficial,—such as
a common Outfall—Roads throngh the District—Water power.
&c. The Directors wish it to be understood that the Company is
of a strictly commercial character, and that the details of "the
plans and of the execution of the Works are not interfered with

COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
axd of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

Lower Kennington Lane.Kennington, near London.
Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticularsmay he had on application to the Principal.
Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver ia

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

TESTIMONIAL TO MR. T. B. WRIGHT.
BIRMINGHAM CATTLE and POULTRY SHOW.
J-*—At a Meeting of the Committee appointed to promote a
Subscription for the Presentation of a TESTIMONIAL to Mr.
T. B. WRIGHT, in acknowledgment of his important services
in originating the Birmingham Cattle Show, and for the valuable
assistance he has contributed towards its management, held on
Tuesday, February 12, it was resolved

—

That the Subscription List be closed on the 1st of March next.

Howard Luckcock, Chairman of Committee.
Johx Lowe, \Honorary
Johx Morgan,) Secretaries.

Subscriptions to the Fund will be received by the Treasurer,
Mr. John Shackel, Blenheim House, Small Heath; Mr. John
Lowe, of the firm of Mapplebeck and Lowe, Bull Ring, Bir-
mingham; Mr. John Morgan, Jun., Cattle Show Offices, 33,
Bennett's Hill; and by the Bankers, Messrs. Attwoods. Spooner,
and Marsh alls, New Street, Birmingham.—Post Office Orders
should be made pavable to Mr. John Morgan, jun.

OKKSHTkE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY^-
The next ANNUAL MEETING will be held at ROTHER-

IIAM, onWEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, August 6th and 7th,
when upwards of EIGHT HUNDRED POUNDS Are offered in
Prizes for Stock, Implements, Poultry, Flax, Essays, &c. Priz«
Sheets are now ready, and may be had free on application to the
Secretary. Jonv Hansam, Secretary.
Kirk Deighton, Wetherby, February 16.

by them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-
sure Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of

Residence in full
j
Application, apply to the Honourable William Napieb, Manag-

Referee ing Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.

Z\\t &grtntltttral <Ba?ette-

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1856.

Sound doctrine and mistaken practice in thr
RELATIONSHIP OF LANDOWNER AND TENANT have both
lately received striking illustration in instances
occurring singularly near to one another, both in
locality and in time. Mr. Grey, of Dilston, has
lately delivered a lecture on "the Duties of Land-
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lords and Tenants," before the Hexham Farmers' ? farmers to such a fully developed case of mistaken should be got up by the Club, embracing these
"*

' " **
" * practice, for it is an argument of greater weight than several measures.

words in favour of the sound doctrine taught by Mr.

Grey, at Hexham, on the relative duties of landlords

and tenants.

The question of Agricultural Statistics may be

said to have been at last fairly grappled by English

farmers at the meeting of the Farmers' Club last

week, when a resolution decidedly in favour of a

system "on broad and equitable principles," pro-

posed as an amendment, was adopted by a large

majority, after a most interesting discussion, not

more remarkable for the spirit displayed by those

friendly to the accomplishment of ample annual

returns of the kind and quantity of cereal products,

than for the admissions and approach to acquiescence

of those previously adverse to any general scheme

involving a disclosure of the results of each farmer's

labours. The introducer of the question, Mr.

Williams, acknowledged he was in some measure

influenced by the prospect of a compulsory measure,

yet admitted he was " decidedly of opinion that

no nation ought to continue in ignorance of its

capabilities of producing the first necessaries of

life," and that " however his brother farmers might

dislike to make any of their business or private

matters known, the good of the country at large

required that once in each year the quantity of corn

the kingdom has produced should be known."

On this Mr. Oakley, of Doughty Street, London
moved the following amendment, which was
seconded by Mr. Bidwell, of Ely :

" That a system
of agricultural statistics, carried out on broad and
equitable principles, would be of general advantage

to the country : And that the present plan of taking

the average price of corn is conducted in a manner
so careless and inefficient as to imperatively demand
some alteration." The amendment being put was
carried by a majority of at least two to one.

The amendment thus carried is more favourable

to the progress of the contemplated measure than

the original resolution—and its adoption by so in-

fluential a body of the Farmers' Club is a great step

in advance.

Club, in which, although the details of the bargain

between the two were not discussed, it was plain

that the recommendation given to the former was to

abandon, more or less, the strict rights of ownership,

in consideration of the higher style of agriculture

thereby encouraged in the latter. Leases for long

terms of years, and leases of large farms, both of

them involving considerable abandonment of the

original rights of ownership, were plainly the main
points on which Mr. Grey laid greatest stress

;

and although the details of the lease are to form

the subject of his second lecture, not yet spoken,

the principles which he already has enunciated

obviously tend to the establishment of a tenancy as

nearly resembling ownership as may be during the

term of a lengthened occupation. That, then, is

one side of the picture.

The other side gives us the history of a passage

in the existing relations between an owner of land

and its occupying tenants in the same county.

There is nothing which the Duke of Northumber-
land has done, in the matter we allude to, which it

"was not fully competent for his Grace to do. The
articles of agreement on which he insists as the

only terms on which his land shall be let are quite

"within his rights as owner ; and Mr. WETHERALL,his
tenant, who has given up his farm rather than bind

himself to their performance has no legal grounds of

complaint, that we are aware, on account of the loss ^^ UU1.UV,U vu..^ «.»..«.» «, ,

that he has sustained. The policy of a relationship
\ o7tU aCTeaee"u^^^ !

and nature of t}*** *hat are P"f®l
J.
agr^yal. Of the

here insisted on-such as
\ assumi t£afc a correct est imate f the produce fT**gT<

fr!fflS^, " , , \xr i ii. tv. • • : roads,—which threw many a steady-laced nag into a
could not be made. We know that this opinion is ^^ 20 or 3Q years ago

'
and were

J
expected to help

A STEAM-CULTURE REVERIE.—No. IV.

My friend, Mr. Digland (for he will not be displeased

at my naming him) reminded me that many of the early

inventions for propelling carriages by steam or other-

wise—the rack-and-pinion railways, locomotives pro-

pelling themselves by crutches, &c,—were not altogether

without their suggestions toward "power" ploughing

and cultivating ; and that the history of steam culture

is therefore bound up to some extent with that of loco-

motion, motive power, and railwaying in general. But

his own collection of schemes includes only such as

_ The were specially designed for field work ; and my references

pknTe propou7ded7o^ntemplated onfy a statement j

to other inventions will be merely to illustrate the origin

such as the owner has

the tenant has declined—is, nevertheless, a perfectly

proper topic for public criticism and discussion.

The impolicy of old-fashioned articles of agreement,

handed down by copy after copy from models of a

century ago, stands out boldly and therefore use-

fully—when, as in the case before us, their proper

fruit is borne. No tenant of intelligence and resolu-

tion and ability—if he be a free agent—will under-

take the cultivation of land except on conditions

which permit the exercise of that judgment by which
he expects his capital to yield its annual return.

The Duke of Northumberland, just as any other

landowner, may, however, refuse to allow the growth
of Hemp, Rape, Turnip, or Flax as seed crops. He
may require a rent of 101. for every acre above a
certain quantity which shall be in Potatoes in any
one year—manured with at least 12 tons of manure
to an acre. He may require 51. an acre for every
acre of arable land on which more than two crops

of corn shall be taken to one of fallowing. He
may insist that all the dung made each year

shall each year be used and spread — that a

certain length of fencing shall each year be cut

and scoured—that the moles and rats be all

destroyed—that twice in every year, at proper
seasons, the Rushes, Thistles, weeds, be mown, and
Whins and Brambles stubbed up which shall be
found growing upon the pasture fields, sides of

arable land, and in the lanes and hedges adjoining

the premises : and in case the premises are not
repaired, the moles destroyed, and the Grass
grounds scaled, the hedges and fences properly cut

and scoured, and the Rushes, Thistles, and weeds
twice mown, and the Whins and Brambles stubbed

up within two months after notice by the landlord

or his agent, he may employ proper persons to do
the same, the expense whereof shall be paid by the

tenant, to be recovered the same way as rent and
arrears.

It is perfectly competent for the owner of land

to require and do all this, or even to descend to

still greater detail, and enforce his own mode of

cultivation with minuter particularity—connecting

every departure from his rule with a severer

penaltv than any named in the particulars of agree-

ment before us.

All we say is that such a resolution produces its

natural fruit when the land as its consequence falls

into the hands of an inferior order of men, as to

intelligence, capability, and independance. Mr.
William Wetherall of Kirkbridge pointed out to

his landowner that some of the conditions to which
he was thus required to bind himself were impos-
sible of fulfilment—that others were unjust when
taken in connection with those on which he had
entered to his land. It needed no one to point out
that in his case no stringency was needed to ensure
good culture

—

that had already been exhibited. His
farm but lately had received—its tenant from its

owner—the premium as the best cultivated in the
district. And the list of names appended to a
circular on the subject proves that Mr. Wetherall
is esteemed highly in the north of England as an
agriculturist of ability and worth.

The dismissal of such men is the natural conse-
quence of attempts to enforce the observance of
conditions such as we have described—that conse-
quence has ensued in the instance before us : and

largely prevalent, and it is the main argument
against any inquiry into the probable quantity

of corn grown in each year, but is it not the

fact that in each year a nearly accurate esti-

mate is arrived at all over the country before

the harvest is closed 1—and may we not safely

assume that if a valuer or an enumerator taking

the farmer's teams after they had relieved the roadsters

I found not a single specimen. And indeed my friend's

mechanical monstrosities appeared sufficiently appalling

without them.

He had firmly embraced the opinion that a steam

engine, either of the racehorse or slow cart breed, is too

heavy an animal to be employed in merely travelling

2000 or 3000 acres should compute too largely, yet ! over arable land, dragging implements behind it
;

still

that among 1000 or more persons so employed the for the sake of testing the principle, he had not omitted

number under the mark might be expected to fully

balance the excess of those counting too much. The
estimates need not be completed until the middle of

September, by which time many parcels would be

tested by threshing so as to sufficiently confirm or raise

a doubt upon the aggregate returns. And why should

these returns differ from the known quantities of

Hops grown in consequence of a duty being paid by
each grower? Is it therefore an inquisitorial system?
Does any prejudice arise to the cultivators of

Hops ? And is there any just cause why a similar

account should not be rendered by each grower of

corn or feeder of stock ?

to try the earliest proposed engine purposely adapted

for traversing ploughed ground. This was patented by

Joseph Reynolds, 9th January, 1816, and without stay-

ing to detail what I saw of its performances, which were

far inferior to those of Boydeli's engine at Carlisle, I

must mention one or two original points in its construc-

tion. Being mounted upon three wheels it avoids that

rack of the carriage-frame upon uneven ground which is

occasioned by having two pairs of wheels. By an in-

genious system of gearing, the two broad roller-wheels

sustaining the principal weight, can be turned in opposite

directions, by which means the carriage can turn " on

an area of its own length." One roller can also be

I driven the same way but somewhat faster than the other,

Mr Svonfv ofPerkham said trulv that "everv for traversing a curved track. The chief feature, how-
Mr. bYDNE\, ot recknam

,
said truly mat evety &

suspended in such a manner
farmer was most anxious, above all things, to know ™£ ^^ a hori zQntal^n wMle^^ or

the price of corn, and what it was likely to be,
^
and

desce£ding a gradient. And this involves no difficulty

why therefore should every farmer be himself un-

willing to furnish the information that would assist

others in forming a correct opinion ?

We gather from this debate that one and a main

step is fully established, viz., that information is wanted

even by the farmer, and must be supplied. There is

some difference as to the extent to which it should be

furnished, and about the means to be employed.

It is perhaps not of much moment how much may
be at first required, as when once it is fairly carried

out so that a close approximation to reality is ob-

tained the advantages will be so obvious, the objec-

tions will so thoroughly vanish, that as much
knowledge as is requisite for the alleged purpose of

the public good will no doubt be cheerfully ren-

dered by most, if not all, agriculturists. And with

a little more inquiry and discussion the best means

will be'forthcoming. Intelligent men should be

employed, and they must be, if possible, persons

conversant with the details of farming business, as

if undertaken it should be faithfully and skilfully

accomplished—it would then redound to the credit

of farmers, and be of infinite service to the

country.

We may add that the resolution proposed by
Mr. Williams, while it recommended the farmers

of England to unite in cheerfully giving the acre-

age of their crops of Wheat, Barley, Oats, Rye,

Beans, Peas, and Potatoes, stated that as regards the

acreage of green crops, and the returns of the

numbers of different kinds of stock, the Club con-

sidered it could lead to no practical result, being of

too inquisitorial a character to be entertained, and

likely to have an injurious effect on the grower, inas-

much as it would affect the market value of his

commodity. As regards the present system of taking

the averages of the price of corn—that, it stated, was

conducted in so careless and disreputable a manner,

that an alteration in the law respecting it is impe-

ratively called for. It recommended that a uniform

system of measure for the sale of corn should be

adopted and enforced throughout the kingdom, and

in gearing, as the cylinders, crank-shaft, &c, are all

fixed upon the carriage-frame, the boiler alone being

moveable vertically,—that is, it is supported upon a

bearing at one end and can be raised or depressed at

the other, the steam pipe supplying the cylinders having

a joint and stuffing-box, to allow of this movement.

Careful not to waste money upon a repetition of

bygone experiments, Digland contented himself with

relating to me the history of Heathcoat's steam-plough,

and also of one or two other similar inventions, although

he has manufactured and worked some ploughing

machinery of a more novel description. In 1832, Mr.

Heathcoat of Tiverton, the well known inventor of the

lace machinery, brought out the first steam plough ever

put into actual operation, in which the ploughs were

drawn by ropes, to and fro between the principal

carriage on which the engine was mounted and an

auxiliary carriage sustaining a pulley a considerable

distance off. The platform carrying the engine with i»

machinery of wheels and barrels was supported upon an

endless flexible floor or railway extended over large

drums, in order to prevent its sinking in soft land. This

part of the invention was founded upon a very old pro-

posal. In 1770 Mr. R. L. Edgeworth patented an * end-

less railway." In 1821 Mr. Barry patented a contrivance

enabling a carriage to carry its own railway, or rather

to take up one pair of running wheels and set down

another pair, so as to step completely over a stone or

other obstacle, instead of rolling or jumping uVoaJ^
Mr. Gordon, in 1822, patented a perpetual railway, con-

sisting of a very large hollow cylinder, within wbicfl

locomotive engine was placed, the cylinder rolling wn

the engine climbed up its internal face as a tub will

when you walk inside it. In 1825, also, Sir G. t«y«jr

patented an apparatus resembling Barry's, a sen
^.^

friction rollers attached to two endless chains coir
i

S

successively in contact with the ground, so as to w»F

instead of rolling along the road. All these contnvanc,

however, as well as Heathcoat's, have been "^pea

simplicity and easy action by Boydeirs " endles* *TS
way." Heathcoat's 'pulley" was mounted upo»

carriage with three broad roller wheels, and was sin

forward at intervals according to the breadth J*F££
by the plough by means of a winch turned ny

.

This carriage was weighted so as to offer aufficien
queuce nas ensuea in tne instance before us : and adopted ana enrorcea tnrougnoui me Kingaom, ami mis carnage w» ™ c .6^

k^* =~ -. ~ — _ha;a from
ft is well to call the attention of landowners and of that petitions to both Houses of Parliament resistance to the drag of the rope, band or en
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the engine ; but stakes or posts driven into the soil at

proper distances and connected with the pulley- carriage

by cords or chains were also proposed. The plough

itself was double-acting, performing turnwrest work.

The patent also includes another form of engine-

carriage, mounted upon three broad rollers or drums,

instead of the broad endless bands. The steam-engine,

of smaller dimensions and more compact form than the

other, propels itself at a comparatively rapid pace,

serving as a heavy rolling-machine, to consolidate the

soil or crumble clods The steering wheel or roller

does not turn upon a transom, but its axis is set at an

angle with the axis of the other rollers by means of a

rack and pinion acting on only one of its bearings.

In the years 1835—6 this invention was repeatedly

tried upon Red Moss near Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire,

under the superintendence of Mr. Josiah Parkes,

C.E. ; indeed, it was chiefly designed for cultivating

such boggy waste lands as are of too spongy a
character to sustain the feet of horses ; and the

engine boiler was purposely constructed for con-

suming peat fuel. The results were that two ploughs

were actuated by an engine capable of working up to

50-horse power ; the implement travelled at a speed of

24 miles per hour, each turning a furrow of fibrous

Moss 13 inches broad by 9 inches iD depth, and com-
pletely reversing the surface. Each furrow of 220
yards in length (between the engine and the pulley) was
ploughed in somewhat less than three minutes, so that in

a working day of 12 hours the two ploughs could turn
over 10 acres. The engine was stationed, or rather
slowly propelled itself midway between two pulley

-

carriages, working one plough on each side ; and thus
had to advance only 1 1 yards, while the two ploughs
had unitedly travelled 5

J
miles, and ploughed an acre

of land. The power required for each plough was esti-

mated at about 12 horses ; and the weight of the sod
operated upon from the point to the heel of the imple-
ment was not les3 than 300 lbs. Eight men were
needed for the management of the apparatus, being at
the rate of nearly one man per acre. These details are
applicable only to the first heavy process of breaking
up bog.:y land ; but the deep culture and subsoiling of
stiff clays, demanding a great amount ot power, would
hardly prove less expensive.

But steam-ploughing was proposed not only for the
red bogs of Ireland but also for one of our colonies.
Mr. Alexander MacRae, a gentleman of great experience
in the working of the sugar estates of British Guiana,
directed his attention to the occasional necessity for

j

suspending cultivation by manual labour, and in 1839
'

patented some machinery for tilling by steam power.
This was constructed by Messrs. Edington and Sons, of
the Phoenix Ironworks, Glasgow, and tried on the estate

|

of Possil, near that city. The cultivated land in Guiana
being very flat, the fields are laid out with navigable
canals on each side, these running parallel to each other
at a distance of from 240 to 360 feet apart. The
machinery consists of a steam-engine contained in a
punt or iron boat on the canal at one side of the field,

and of a large pulley, contained in another punt on the !

canal at the other side of the field. The ploughs or
Other implements are secured to a carriage mounted on
four large wheels, and to this carriage one end of a
rope or chain is attached, which passes twice or three
times round a drum upcn the engine, then proceeds
beneath the carriage to the pulley in the other punt, and
after passing round it, returns to the carriage and is

there secured. The drum revolving by the power of
the engine draws the implement carriage across the
field

; and on the motion being reversed, the carriage
travels back again. The punts are shifted a sufficient
distance onward each time the ploughs reach the end of
their furrows.

As I have said before, these two proposals, essentially
the same in principle but varied in detail to suit par-
ticular conditions of soil and locality, have been lately re-

produced in a more practicable form, thus rendering
any renewed trials of the original designs perfectly need-
less. Iu my next paper I shall describe machinery
upon which my spirited friend has ventured to bestow
some of his pecuniary and other talents. I. A. C.

FARM BAILIFFS.
In the Agricultural Gazette of the 7th instant a

correspondent, who very modestly terms himself il A
Novice," pours into your friendly ear the doleful tale

of his perplexities in the pursuit of information as to

who are farm bailiffs, or who ought they to be.

Having had the misfortune to belong for several years
to that very useless class of people, I trust you will

kindly permit me to give your correspondent the

benefit of my experience so far as it goes, and I hope
he will rise from the perusal of these remarks a wiser

and more enlightened man on the, at present to him,
mysterious subject of bailiffdom.

" A Novice" divides the class of bailiffs into three or
four different orders ; I would be inclined to divide it

into two—first, bailiffs who are required to supply
brains and experience for their employers' benefit

;

and secondly, bailiffs who need not possess any
greater amount of intelligence than what is merely
sufficient to enable them to act as they are bid, without
thinking anything about the matter ; the employer in

this case engaging to find the brains, whether he does so
or not. The first class I am sure * A Novice" will

allow ought to be placed on a respectable footing,

inasmuch as they are responsible parties ; as to the
second class, any sort of men who know the difference

which exists between a bullock and a cart-wheel will do,

provided they are contented to become the patient and
uncomplaining scapegoats of their employers' blunders.

As your correspondent writes for the purpose of

acquiring information first, as to what farm bailiffs

actually are, and next, what they ought to be, it will

perhaps be as well if I briefly allude to the different

classes or varieties of farm managers which he enume-
rates. The first he mentions are Scotchmen, whom he
considers well enough versed in their national system
of farming, but when transplanted to the more genial

south, must be acclimatised, and, at the expense of their

unfortuuate employers, must serve a second apprentice-

ship in peeping over their neighbours* fields for the

purpose of ascertaining how they should farm in

England. Now, even at the risk of being considered

egotistical by your correspondent, I shall take the

liberty of taking my own case as a case in point, and
will show you what sort of second apprenticeship I

would have served had I derived my professional

knowledge, (perhaps that is too fine a phrase for

Mr. Novice,) from * a few peeps over the hedges of

the fields of the neighbouring farmers to get an idea of

their customs." I would have learned that draining to

a depth not exceeding two feet was far preferable to

going four feet down ; that removing Couch grass or

any other weed was only incurring unnecessary
expense ; that drilling or ridging Turnips at fifteen

to twenty inches wide, and leaving the plants six inches

apart, was a much better plan than ridging or thinning

at greater distances ; that the perfection of haymaking
was to bring it to such a degree of heat in the rick as to

make it as brown as possible or even black, provided
we did not require to call in the aid of the fire engines

to extinguish the flames ; that hedges fifteen feet high

and having a base of twenty to thirty feet wide was a
beautifully rural prospect ; that it was more economical to

keep four lumbering horses yoked in line to do the same
amount of work that two smart animals yoked abreast

would accomplish ; that ploughing should never exceed
three inches in depth ; that Turnips and straw should

invariably be sold, instead of converted into manure on

the farm where they were grown ; that—but in short,

I should only be occupying too much of your space, and
trying your patience, were I to enumerate all the lessons

I should receive by peeping over the hedges. The
sample I have given is surely quite sufficient to convince
even lC A Novice " of their immense utility. Your
correspondent next mentions a class "said to be
numerous," a class of clodhopping exquisites, redolent

of Macassar and brilliant in patent leather boots, kid

gloves, Brummagem jewellery, and who, Duerow-like,
scour the country bestriding u two or three horses."

During twenty years' experience I have mixed with all

kinds of farm managers, and I must say I have never
yet met with a specimen of this " said to be numerous "

class ; and unless existing only in the verdant imagina-
tion of " A Novice," I would strongly recommend that

the very first occasion on which he meets with one
answering the description, he proceed at once to

bag the rara avis, and forward him to the Sydenham
Palace, there to occupy a a niche amongst the curiosi-

ties of the nineteenth century.
" A Novice," in his pursuit of knowledge under

difficulties, next proceeds to enter in his classification

what he very properly terms a " hybrid" variety of the

genus bailiff, namely, those who profess to combine the

occupations of gardener and agriculturist, " two single

gentlemen rolled into one." That there are men filling

a compound situation of this kind, ay, and even a
threefold one, being at once bailiff, gardener, and
forester, is, like the blindness of the Irishman's horse,

not their fault but their misfortune. This fact—for an
undeniable fact it is—arises, not from any desire

on the part of a gardener or bailiff to fill in his own
person a plurality of offices, but partly from the entire

concern being often on so very limited a scale as to

preclude the possibility of finding sufficient employment
for more than one person, and in such a case it will

usually be found that the garden occupies the most
prominent position. This is, however, only one reason

;

another, and I am sorry to say perhaps a more general

one, is the short-sighted niggardliness of many em-
ployers. An establishment of considerable pretensions

must be maintained, without the owner having either

i the heart, or it may be the means, to keep it up on a

scale commensurate with its pretensions. Hence we
find in the pages of every advertising paper advertise-

ments for men wanted to fill the combined situation of

gardener and bailiff, and it may be forester, with the

splendid offer of perhaps 40Z. or 45£. a year, " and the

gate-house to live in," as an inducement Are not these

magnificent prospects, Mr. " Novice ?" Let us forth-

with bring up our sons and our daughters to be gar-

deners, bailiffs, and gate-openers.

The fourth variety of the bailiff fraternity is composed,
according to " Novice," of those who, having been un-
fortunate as farmers on their own account, try to make
a living by farming for others ; and although your
correspondent does not manfully avow his opinion, still

any one may see that if he had his will such people

should be sent either to purgatory or the workhouse,
rather than that they should fill the office of bailiff in

no matter how humble a sphere of labour. Did it

never occur to " A Novice " that a man may have
become unfortunate from causes over which he had no
control, or is he so placed in the world that he cannot

be shaken by any of those vicissitudes to which every

department of commerce is liable, and from which

certainly agricultural pursuits are not exempt ?

But the last class he touches upon, and over which
he has spread tin the most friendly manner the mantle
of his protection and patronage, u are the smock frock

or working bailiffs." Be it very far from me tc

insinuate even a shadow of discredit on this generally-

speaking deserving class of men. I know many cases

where the farms under their superintendance are con-
ducted in a manner every way creditable to themselves,

and I believe profitable for their employers. Unfor-
tunately for themselves their early education has in too

many cases been of such a limited nature as to prevent
them from rising in the world, as perhaps their natural
abilities would otherwise entitle them to do, and this

very circumstance is the cause why, whilst perhaps per-
fectly suited to fill the situations they do occupy, they
would be u quite at sea" in another appointment for

which a more highly educated man was better adapted.
If "A Novice " still desires to know who are " tho
right men for the right place," I must refer him to the
two classes into which I divided farm managers, for the
man who might perhaps answer perfectly all the
requirements of a quiet countryman would cut but a
sorry figure if placed in a situation of greater respecta-

bility and respousibilty. A Clodhopper.

Home Correspondence.
Steam Culture.—I perceive that your correspondent

" I. A. C." has in his third Reverie on this subject again

commenced sailing on dry land ! It would doubtless

prove edifying to more than myself to hear a little

further of the modus operandi in detail. In the mighty
deep we have paddle-wheel propellers working on
transverse horizontal shafts, Archimedian screw-

propellers on longitudinal horizontal ones, but propelling

ploughs on a vertical axis beats Usher out of the field.

After this Fisken's heart may well quake for the safety

of his sheet anchor, for when ploughs begin to sail up
and down the land broadside foremost there is certainly

some risk of its being at the opposite headland nearly as

soon as his rigger. Again, what is an engine ? In the

simple times of 1618 was it a spade, plough, or an
improved cascbrom ? " Wildgoose " would doubtlessly

have auswered either, and that the first patent for a

steam-engine, then ycleped under the more glowing

appellation of "Fire engine," was granted to Mr.
Ramsey in 1630. W. B.

St. Mary-le-bonc Bank for Savings, No. 76, Welbeck

Street, Cavendish Square.—The 26th annual general

meeting of this institution was held on Thursday the

7th of this month, at the Office, No. 76, Welbeck Street,

Cavendish Square, Sir James Juhn Hamilton, Bart, in

the chair. It appeared from the several reports read

to the meeting that the progress of the bank during the

past year had been of a satisfactory description, no less

than 2352 new deposits having been made in the last

year ; 23,398 deposit accounts remained open on the

20th November last, of which 18,192 held balances

averaging less than 21. 1 8s. 8<Z. each.

The sum in the hands of the Government on
the 20th November, 1855, as per receipt from £ s. d.

National Debt Office, signed by Sir A. Y.
Spearman, Bart., and laid before the meeting,

was ... ... ... ... ••• ••• ••• 3-46,933 4 1C

In the hands of the Treasurer, Sir Claude
Edward Scott, Bart., whose acknowledgment
was likewise produced 1.375 13 1* -

348,308 17 11

The balance due to depositors at that date, as
per balance-sheets produced 347,151 10 9

Surplus ~ £1,157 7 2

Superphosphate.—Assuming from Dr. Voelcker's in-

teresting paper in a late number of your Journal that it

would be wise to provide more liberally than I had
done for the early growth of my coming crop of

Swedes, I was intending to use 8 to 10 tons of super-

phosphate. May I ask your opinion as to making it at

home or purchasing ? I bought last year at a lower

price than ground bones from the same establishment,

and I see that the doctor puts his bones at 5/. 12s., and

superphosphate at 61. I presume that superphosphate

sold at a less price than the bones must either have a

mixture, perhaps of ashes, or must be very damp. The
amount of Diphosphate which a superphosphate holds

constitutes its value. Will this amount be likely to be

materially affected by want of skill in the process of

manufacture ? And would not the only evil likely to

arise be merely a portion of undissolved bone \ Lastly,

if made at home is it better to be made some time

before using it. J. D. [You had better buy the super-

phosphate. Want of skill resulting in the presence of a

great deal of undissolved bone of course materially

affects the quality of the result. If you make it your-

self you had better do so a month before use.]

The Measles in Pork.—In consequence of so large a

portion of the pork furnished by contractors for the use

of the navy having been condemned as unsound, the

subject of the diseases of swine, and more especially that

known as " measles," at present engages much attention

here, and many are anxious to obtain information

respecting it On referring to the " Encyclopaedia of

Agriculture " with that view, I find that Mr. Spooner

describes the disease as having its seat " somewhat
beneath the skin, on which we find a number of small

watery pustules externally of a reddish colour, and there

is fever, cough, discharge from the nostrils, and pustules

under the tongue." He further states that the disease

;
yields to cooling treatment. Encyclopaedia, head

—

!
Swine, p. 952. Now this description in no way applies

j
to the disease known here as u measles." This disease
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is marked by no external symptom, nor is it until the
flesh of the animal has been examined that any one can
tell whether or not a pig is infected. By measles we
understand the presence in the muscular parts of the
flesh of pigs of small white bodies, which under a good
microscope are shown to be animalcules of a very
singular formation, and which, according to some Conti-
nental authorities, are merely an undeveloped stage of
the tape-worm. Neither pustules in the skin, discharge
from the nostrils, or cough, attends the disease ; nor in

the opinion of pig-feeders, here or there, is there any
application known by which these granulations can be
removed from the flesh of the pig whether in its living

or dead state. Pigs infected with measles do not appear
to suffer in health, on the contrary, the finest looking
and fattest pigs are often amongst the worst affected

;

but the most important part of the inquiry is, Does the
presence of "measles *' in pork render it unwholesome?
The late Mr. Youatt, as quoted in " Stephens' Book of
the Farm," expresses a decided opinion that it is un-
wholesome. Martin, in describing the diseases of
swine in the " Farmers' Library," seems to confound
leprosy with measles, and describes the progress of the
disease to its finale, when the pig sinks a mass of
putridity. I have been at much pains to endeavour to

obtain correct information on this subject, and have
made very numerous inquiries, but no one that I ever
spoke to has known an instance of such finale ; on the
contrary, they all believe that up to thorough fatness
measles do not injure the health of the pig, and what
the consequence of holding over a much infected pig
after it has become fat, no one that I can find is

able to say. Edmund Murphy, Queen's College, Cork.
[The disease alluded toby Professor Murphy is totally

different from that briefly touched byme in the " Encyclo-
paedia," and has much less resemblance to the measles
in the human subject than mine, although perhaps it is

doubtful whether the latter is properly denominated,
the measles having certain characteristics in men which
is wanting in animals. Measly pork, which appears so
much more prevalent in Ireland than England, may
perhaps be attributed to the gross feeding of the
animal, by which means the germ of the tape-worm may
be taken with the food, and not destroyed in the digestive
process. I should not consider that the pork was un-
wholesome in consequence. Spooner L. Baily.]
Spring Wlieat out of Lea. — Will any of your

correspondents be good enough, through the channel of
your Paper, to give their experience in regard
to the cultivation of the above. I purpose sowing Wheat
on a field ploughed out of lea, the s:ud field having lain
in Grass for nearly 40 years ; the soil is a deep rich
dry loam, about 20 feet above the level of the sea, and
situated in a good Wheat growing district. I am afraid
of having too much straw, and if so the crop is likely to
be laid, and consequently the quality of the grain dete-
riorated ; I am therefore anxious to know which would
be the best sort of Wheat to sow, and also the quantity
per acre. 1 have spoken to several farmers in the
neighbourhood, and they all agree that the Oat does
better than any other cereal after lea. Now, I am
aware that it is common to sow Wheat after Clover
stubble in the southern counties, and if such a system
could be pursued in the northern counties, I conceive
that that " gold yielding grain " could not be otherwise
than remunerative. A. C. B., Cumberland.

Covered Yards and Box-jeeding.—Mr. Mechi justly
says this question is all important. I want to notice
the assumption that the disease called heaves in pigs,
and perhaps pleuro-pneumonia in cattle, is caused by
the animals lying on heating manure. Now is not this
just assuming what requires to be proved \ I do not
believe that the constantly wearing a warm plaister on
the external walls of the chest will ever induce fatal
disease of the lungs ; but constantly inhaling a vitiated
atmosphere, loaded with ammonia, aqueous vapour,
carbonic acid, and withal at the same heat as the lungs
themselves, is very likely indeed to corrupt the whole
mass of blood, and the body of the lungs too. Mr.
Randall's, of Evesham Vale, success is to me easily
enough accounted ; for he puts the very best ammonia-
trap exactly where it is wanted, and thereby nips the
evil in the bud. Mr. Mechi's own success on boarded
floors may be accounted for by the fact of these results
of decomposition being diluted by the air before they
are inspired. In his barn the cattle were in close con-
tact with the fermenting material ; and judging from
his account only, with only a limited access of air.
Then abundant air is to be admitted to keep our cattle
healthy, and drive off our precious and costly
ammonia to fertilise other fields than ours.
Is it not possible to combine the two desir-
able results—perfectly healthy cattle, and the most
rigidly economical saving of every particle of ammonia ?

The most of meat and corn on the smallest space ? I
jnfer from Mr. Way's lecture that the soil of England
m every cultivated spot will tenaciouslv hold till wanted
by the plant growing thereon every a'tom of ammonia
intrusted to it ; then why not use raw manure—unfer-
tnented dung ? Let its produce be constantly consuming
and constantly returning to the earth again. Some
different course of cropping or some different method of
use must be adopted ; for truth must be consistent—the
errors are ours. Another question is what is the best
use to make of our straw ! Ammonia is but a remit
of excrement

; it exists but sparingly therein at first,
and is it not a fact that the solid excreta of animals con-
tarn carbon enough of themselves to liberate ail their
ammonia ? Then why use straw as litter at all when
the very first effect of its application is to set up a

violent chemical action, burning off in waste the cost-

liest production on the farm ? A'.

[Feb. 16, 1856.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Weekly Council, Feb. 13.—Colonel Challoner,

trustee, iu the chair.

Sea-Sand.—The Rev. S. N. Kingdou, a member of
the Society residing at Bridgewater, near Holsworthy,
in Devonshire, informed the Council that a great quan-
tity of sea-sand was brought into the adjoining district

from Bude Haven, on the north-western coast of
Cornwall, to be employed by the farmers as a manure

;

also from a neighbouring part of the coast called Wide-
mouth Bay. No less than 59,000 tons of this sand had
been sent inland for manure, in the course of a single
year, by a canal formed for the express purpose ; and
a very large amount was brought away by waggons
and carts sent to the sea-shore itself. As the fertilising

qualities of this sand appeared to be very evident, he
thought it would be an interesting inquiry to ascertain
by chemical analysis the probable cause of such ferti-

lising action.—Professor YVay expressed the satisfaction
it would give him to investigate the nature of this sand,
and report the result to the Council, if the Rev. Mr.
Kingdon would kindly send to him a portion for analysis,

along with information under the following heads :

—

1. The nature of the soil benefited. 2. The quantity
of sand put on. 3. How often applied. 4. For what
crops. 5. The cost of application. Professor Way re-

marked that last year Mr. Scott had called the attention
of the Council to a peculiar deep-sea sand containing
fibrous matter and used in Ireland as manure under
the term "wool."— Colonel Challoner was acquainted
with a sea-sand on the Wexford coast, which produced
wonderful crops of Asparagus and other similar vege-
table products.

Clinker-Manure.—Dr. Ritterbandt desired to place
at the disposal of members of the Society five tons of a
manure obtained from the vitreous substance produced
in the fluxing of iron and other ores, and known in the
country as * Clinkers." This substance was treated
with sulphuric acid and a dark-gray sandy powder
obtained. This powder Dr. Ritterbandt had touud very
advantageous to Potato crops.^-Tiie Council decided
that they could take no cognisance of any manure sub-
mitted to them, unless accompanied by a suitable

chemical analysis showing its composition; and that, even
in such case, the trial oi inauures could only be under-
taken by the members iu their individual capacities.

Col. Challoner and the Rev. L. Vernon Harcourt ex-

pressed their willingness to give the manure a trial, in

their private capacities, should the chemical analysis
Dr. Ritterbandt might hereafter furnish hold out a
probable indication of favourable results, aud the esti-

mate of cost and quantity to be employed render the
application economical. Mr. Jonathan Gray stated that
in South Wales the use of clinkers to the laud had been
attended with no advantage.

African Grasses.—Mr. Donovan favoured the Council
with a collection of African Grasses and a stuffed speci-

men of the great locust bird, referred to in the following

communication :

—

37, Nottingham Place, New Road.
I beg you will receive, tor the acceptauce of the Royal

Agricultural Society, the accompanying specimens, con-
sisting of four books or vols- f Grasses, &c., two of
which, marked Nos. 1 and 2, contain specimens of the
common uncultivated indigenous Grasses of that part of
Africa situated between the chain f i>engousberg Mouutains
and the Orange and Vaal Rivera; vol. 3 contains, besiues
pasture, herbs, aud Grasses collected in the districts of Coles-
oerg, Richmond, and Beaufort, "W-, S.S.V7. of the Orange River,
some rough mountain Heath, common vegetation in the Cape
western district. The small collection, No. 4, are a few speci-
mens hurriedly collected in the immediate neighbourhood oi the
Emperor Napoleon's tomb, St. Helena. I must also mention a
specimen of natural history, " the great locust bird," which I

am induced to present to the British agriculturists on account ot
it being au object of great interest an* service to the European
agriculturists in Africa, who welcome with much pleasure the
rare, unexpected, and mysterious visits of these birds, because
of their habit of exterminating Vast swarms of destructive
locust. It will be found on examination that this specimen
bears a great resemblance (with exception of the legs and beak)
to the white storks in the British Museums. In conclusion, 1

beg you will intimate to the Society that 1 shall be happy to

answer any inquiries they may be desirous to make concerning
the agriculture, wool, &c, of those parts from which I have
gathered the Urasses in question.

(Sigued) John Clarke Donovan.
The Council voted their best thanks to Mr. Donovan

for the favour of these presents and communications,
and would feel further favoured by his attendance at

any of their weekly meetings, for the purpose of

furnishing such additional information as he might
possess in reference to African Natural history. Pro-
lessor Way had received information from the same
part of Africa, where the summers were short and
bright ; the Grasses there were represented to him as

being well worthy the attention of fcuglish agriculturists.

—On the suggestion of Mr. Majeudie, it was moved by
Mr. Fisher Hobbs that Mr. Hohert Brown, of the
Linnean Society, so eminently distinguished for his

acquaintance with the botanical productions of the

southern hemisphere, should be requested to examine
these Grasses, and favour the Council with his report
upon them.

Irish Grasses.—The following is the report of Mr.
Braudreth Gibbs on the dairy.jand Grasses obtained
from Ireland last year by Mr. Xboinas Scott, at the

request of Mr. Miles, M.P., and referred to the favour
of Mr. Gibbs's examination.

The packet of cut Grasses from Blarney Castle contain :—
Holcus lanatus, Italian Kye-grass, Dactylis glomerata, Cynosurus

xan

cristatus, Anthoxanthum odoratum, Lotus corniculatus CarTTPlantain, Agrostis, Festuca ovina, White Clover, Yarrow '

In the turf the only kinds that are in flower are the Antim..nthum odoratum, Cynosurus cristatus, and Plantain. Them
are, however, apparently several other kinds of Grasses in th*
turf; but they have not any culms or flowers. "We have ther*u
fore, planted the turf in bits, so as to get the individual plants tospread and throw out flower, and when they have come to suf
ficient maturity we will let you know the result.

Grain-Aerator.—On a former occasion Mr. Brown
favoured the Council with his attendance, for the pur-
pose of explaining to the members the progress of his
inquiries into the best mode of fumigating growing
crops, on the principle so long tried and found effectual
in his hand-fumigator for (garden use, namely, that oC
driving any kind of air or vapour, by means of revolv-
ing fan-wheels, through the fumigatory chamber, into
a pipe conducting the air or vapour immediately to the
plants, shrubs, or trees to which the application is

desired. At the present Council meeting, M. Salaville

exhibited a working model of his machine for the
preservation of grain, to which a first-class medal was
awarded last year at the Paris Exhibition. The prin-
ciple of M. Salaville's machine appeared to be
similar to that so long ago adopted by Mr. Brown

;

its application, however, is different, namely, to
large masses of grain, vegetables, or other Bub-
stances in barns, warehouses, or ships' holds. The
construction consisted of a fumigatory chamber, for

receiving the cold air or for generating the sulphurous
or other antiseptic preservative or vapour—of revolving
fan-wheels for driving these vapours from the chamber
into the perforated tubes over which the deep mass of

grain, Potatoes, &c. was laid and received through
their whole bulk the action of the vapours thus passed
up through them. The fan-wheels are set in motion
by hand or steam power. M. Salaville stated that

by means of this machine, not only were all insects and
their eggs destroyed at a very small cost, but a greater

weight and brighter appearance was given to the grain.

He invited the members to inspect these machines at

full work at the wharf of Messrs Charles Devaux and
Co., 62, King William Street, London Bridge.
The Chairman expressed to M. Salaville the thanks of

the Council for his attention in submitting this machine
to their notice ; at the same time informing him that

the Council in such cases expressed no opinion on the

value of inventions brought before them. He would be

at liberty to enter it for exhibition at the Chelmsford
meeting, where it would come under the notice of the

judges.

Microscope.—Colonel Challoner gave notice that at

the next monthly meeting he should move that the

Society should purchase a microscope of the most
approved and complete kind for investigations similar to

those to which M. Salaville's operations on grain would
lead, namely, to ascertain the exact difference produced
on the grain by the action of the vapours to which it

had been exposed. In the meantime he would suggest

that Prof. JSimonds be kindly requested to attend on

that day fortnight with his own microscope, and show to

the members that difference between the original aud

the vaporised grain.

Locomotive Railway.—Mr. Manning Fellowes, of

Ormesley, near Great Yarmouth, informed the Council
of an invention made 16 or 18 years since by Sir

George Cayley, of a steam locomotive laying down its

own railway ; and of which a plate was published at

the time in the " Mechanics1 Magazine." He also re-

ferred to " a trial with an endless chain for propelling

boats in a canal ; the chain, or the slack part of it,

sinking to the bottom of the canal, and there, being

detained by the mud, &c, formed a basis for motion

:

the scheme was found to be sound in principle, but was
abandoned in consequence of the room the machinery
took, and the water and dirt which came on board the

boat."

Cottages.—The reference made in the report on the

farming of Dorsetshire (Journal XV., 442) to Mr.
Sturt's cottages having excited much attention, Mr.
Sturt, on application to him, has kindly stated to the

Council his willingness to give any of the members all

the information he possesses in reference to their con-

struction and cost.

Treacle for Cattle.—Mr. Tollemache,M.P., referred
to the probable advantage that would arise, during the

high price of oil-cake, from the use of treacle for the

purpose of feeding cattle. It had already been tried, as

such a substitute, with considerable success by some

farmers in the eastern counties. A West Indian

merchant had informed him that coarse brown sugar

contained 95 per cent, of saccharine matter, while

treacle coutained not more than 15 or 20 per cent. He

thought it desirable to ascertain how far the amount of

nutritive value iu food depended upon the saccharine

matter it contained.—Professor Way remarked that

treacle consisted almost entirely of saccharine matter,

although not of that kind which could be crystallised out

of it. The Government had a few years ago appointed

a commission [to inquire into the feeding properties of

malt, when it was lound that Barley malted was not

better than Barley uumalted ; in other words, that sugar

was not better than starch.

Implement Report.—Mr. Fisher Hobbs gave notice

that, in consequence of some omissions having been

made in the Report of the Implements at the Carlisle

Meeting, published in the last Journal, he Bhould bring

the subject before the ^Council at their next Monthly

Meeting.

The Committee having referred to the Journal Com-

mittee papers by Mr. Fulbrooke on Meteorological
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Cycles, and by Mr. Dickson on Flax Operations,

arranged that on that day fortnight the following sub-

jects be brought before them :

—

1. Colonel Clinton's communication on Improvements in the
Machinery lor Raising Water and other Fluids, by
which a great Economy of Steam-power is effected.

2. Mr, Riddell's Exhibition and Explanation of his Model of

his new Reaping Machine,
3. Mr. Hancock's Exhibition and Explanation of his new

Chaff-cutting Machine.

The Council then adjourned to their Weekly Meeting

on Feb. 20.

Calendar of Operations.

FEBRUARY.
Cheshire, Feb. 12.—The weather for the two last months has

been very variable, commencing with severe frosts early in

December, and changing suddenly to mild weather towards

the middle of the month, and in a few days to frost again, which
in about a week changed again to unusually fine mild weather,
which continued to the end. During these changes very little

progress was made in ploughing as the fro&t was seldom entirely

out of the ground, therefore carting manure when the ground was
sufficiently hard, and occasionally carting Turnips to the home-
stead, and threshing straw for the cattle was the principal busi-

ness of the farm. The new year set in more favourably for the
plough, and a good deal of land was turned over during the first

nine days when the teams were again stopped by the frost, and
manuring and threshing had again to be resorted to for a week
or more, when another change took place, and the unsettled
weather of frost and thaw, with occasional thunder showers, con-
tinued until about the 5th inst., when the weather became more
settled, and "lea" and other ploughing is now going on very
satisfactorily. Notwithstanding the sudden changes and occa-
sionally severe weather, the Wheat crops generally are looking
remarkably well, and none appear to be over luxuriant; there is

still a good deal to be sown, some farmers thinking it better to
sow in the spring than late in the year; their success, of course,
will depend much upon the season. The land, upon the whole,
has been dry through the winter, and stocks of cattle, in many
instances, both old and young, have been allowed to range the
fields and eat off the old tufts of Grass left on the pastures, which
in some measure has been a saving of fodder. "Water meadows
properly attended to on streams not much affected by dry weather
are looking remarkably well, and will in another month afford
good pasturage for ewes and lambs. The practice of cutting all

the Turnips and Mangel Wurzel, and mixing with chaff, &c., is

found to answer and appears to be greatly on the increase. The
prospects of peace have affected the local corn markets, and prices
of Wheat have receded at least Is. Gd. per bushel. Great com-
plaints of the yield of all kinds of grain are constantly being
made by the farmers ; and as previous prices and a good demand
have induced them to thresh out freely, we think it probable
that we have arrived at the lowest point of depression until there
is a prospect of considerable importation. The cattle markets
are also depressed, but prices have not given way very mate-
rially, and good beef is still worth Gd. per lb. ; mutton, G^d. to 7c/.,

and pigs h-%d. W. P.

Notices to Correspondents.
Address : Subscriber of Many Tears. Mr. Strafford, 13, Euston Sq.
Average Prices of Grain: Correspondent. The published aver-
ages for any week certainly are not tho prices at which on the
average the grain of the country has been sold during that
week. The fact that comparatively little of the grain sold is

written down is enough to show this ; but the practice of selling
at a higher price, so much being added to the quantity, is the
main source of error. Wheat weighing 60 lbs. is sold at 70s.
a quarter, the seller making it up to 62 lbs. a bushel, and thus
the price of a better quality appears in the returns as the price
of the actual quality. This is no doubt a source of error and
injustice, for the averages are guides to many payments and
charges both on farmers and on landowners. And as prices
may vary five or more per cent, on any given market day,
according to those variations of quality which are thus ignored
it becomes possible that a corn rent or a rent charge may be
assessed as much as this per cent, above the sum at which after
the rate of actual sales it was properly assessable.

Box Feeding : Mr. Mechi adds to his paper on this subject last
week the following memorandum:—Another very important
point is the nature of the bottom. I find that in my barn, which
has a thin layer of chalk upon a retentive clay, the heating
process sets up rapidly, whilst the bricked floor shows no sign of
heating. On cleaning out the manure from the chalked floor,
it retained heat for 28 hours afterwards—not so the bricked
floor. I shall pave a portion of the barn floor to see whether
the chalk is the real cause of heating. [It is probably the
access of air beneath the unpaved portion which is the cause of
heating.]

Lice tn Cattle. Grease or oil well rubbed in at intervals will
ultimately kill them.

Lime and Guano : Ayrshire Subscriber. If you have very
recently applied the lime hot from the kiln, it would probably
dissipate much of the ammonia from the guano if you applied a
heavy dressing at once to the land. But the idea which seems
to prevail on this subject is that hot lime positively drives off
the ammonia. It only acts by uniting with any acid which
may have held the ammonia in a more or less non-volatile
state, so that the ammonia is left in its natural volatile form.
But then a great deal of it in guano is already in that form,
and it is possible to apply it to the soil, although volatile, with-
out any great waste. If you sow it broadcast just before rain
most of it will be at once washed in ; and if you sow it and then
scarify or harrow or even plough it in, its volatility will not
hinder its retention by the soil. If, therefore, the lime has been
applied some time, and you have the means of putting the
guano well under the surface, we think that you may safely
do so.

Oats : B B. We have been ploughing up old sward for Oats, and
have ploughed about 6 inches deep and 10 inches wide, using a
skim coulter, which throws the edge of the turf under the sod,
effectually burying the Grass. We followed the plough with a
drill presser, and shall in a week or two sow 4 bushels of Tar-
tarian Oats per acre over it. The Oats will fall into the furrows,
and come up as if drilled at 10 inch intervals. We shall give
the land a double tine of the harrow over them, and then throw
about 20 bushels per acre of lime broadcast over all and finish
the harrowing, roll heavily, and leave it. If Thistles come up
we must cut them or pull them, and if in spite of lime and
hard rolling the wireworm should destroy the plant, we must
just—keep our temper. There are evils for which no other
remedy exists.

Oats after Lea : Manx. It is best to adopt the practice of the
county in such questions as that of sowing Oats or Wheat after
Clover. We would iow Oats in Scotland and Wheat in the
south under such circumstances, or depart from the general
custom only on a very limited scale and by way of experiment.

Wheat: X If you fear your Wheat lodging you had better roll
it hard and apply some 2 or 3 cwt. ot common salt per acre.
Both of these things benefit weak lands.

Windlass^: Subscriber. We presume the drum should be loose on
the vertical shaft from which the four radial arms proceed to
which your hcrses are attached, and that one of tfcese arms
should carry a pal falling into the teeth of a circular JStchet
worx on the upper end of the drum.

B
CHOICE SEEDS.

ASS and BROWN'S 25th Annual Edition of their
SEED CATALOGUE contains everything which can be

desired of the choicest new and other Vegetable and Flower
Seeds. Copies supplied on application.

ASSORTED COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS.
These collections comprise only the best in cultivation, and for

quality are not to be surpassed. Collection No. 1, 31. ; No. 2, 21.

;

No. 3, 25s. Choice collections for small Gardens, 105. Gd. and
15s. For Lists of the above Collections, see Catalogue.

6 vars. Peas, newest sorts, 1 qrt. each, ISj.; 1 pint each, 85. Gd.
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1 quart each, very superior, 185.; 1 pint each, 105.

1 quart each, „ 10s. ; 1 pint each, 65.

„ 1 quart each, fine sorts, 65. ; 1 pint each, 35. Gd.
Broccoli, in packets of finest for succession. 55.

Lettuce, in packets of finest, 25.

Cabbage, 1 oz. each, finest sorts, 35.

Onions, 1 oz. each, finest sorts, 45.

Very choice Beet, Imported Brussels Sprouts, Cauliflowers, and
all other finest Vegetables. See Catalogue.

A FEW NEW AND SELECT FLOWER SEEDS.
Each per packet Gd., except those priced.

Those marked * have not been inserted in the Catalogue.

17
10
8
10
6
6
6

11

19

Hardy and Half-hardy Annuals.

Alonsoa Warczewiczi, splendid,
Aster, Bishop's prize, ex. [15.

Calceolaria chelidonioides (caii-

fornica)

Collinsia albiflora, new pure
white, 15.

Cynosurus cynosuroides (or

Sarmarkia aurea), fine grass
Escholtzia tenuifolia, very
dwarf and neat

Gilia californica, fine

Godetia alba, beautiful new
white, pink stamens, 15.

Grammanthus gentianoides

„ do. luteus
Gypsophylla muralis, beautiful

glossy foliage, covered with
red flowers, fine for bedding.ls-

Larkspur, dwarf Italian, Hya-
cinth-flowered, 3d.

Leptosiphon lutenm, id.

„ aureum
Limnanthus sulphurea odorata
Linum grandiflorum rubrum, 15.

Lobelia erinus rosea
ramosus alba

„ major
„ „ rosea

Lupinus monogynia, fine light

and deep purple, variegated
•Nasturtium, new dwarf scarlet

and crimson vars.. 1 foot high,
with a mass of flower round
the stem

Nemesia bicolor, very attractive

and beautiful, 4d.

Nemesia versicolor compacts, Is
Nemophila, new white edged,4rf.

Pennisetum longistylum, new
Grass

Pavetta nankiensis, striking
dark purple and violet foliage

Pink, Imperial Indian, 3d.

,, Indian white, Ad.

Stock, Victoria, fine scarlet, 3d.

„ Chamoy's fine yellow, 3d.
Tropjeolum minus coccineum
Viscaria oculata nana, 3d.
Whitlavia grandiflora, very

fine, and a general new fa-

vourite.

Greenhouse and Tender Annuals.

Balsam from several choice im-
ported and others, ex.

Balsam, Smith's new vars. so

highly spoken ofby Dr. Lind-
ley and the Nat. Flor. Soc.

;

6 vars. separate, 25. 6d.; larger
packets mixed, 25.

Gomphrena aurantiaca, 15.

Ipomcea (Pharbitis) lirobata, 15.

violacea (rubra ceru-
lea), Is*

Phlox Drum uiondi,fine mxd.,3d.
do., fine scarlets

Phlox, do. superb hybrids from
Leopoldi and others

„ do. alba oculata, white,
dark eye, beautiful

Portulaca, 8 superb vars, sepa-
rate, 35.

„ fine mixed vars.
Rhodanthe Manglesi
Salpiglossis atrosanguinea

„ new yellow
Schizanthus retusus alba

„ Grahami carnea
Thunbergia, 6 fine vars. sep.. 35.

„ mixed vars.

Hardy Perennials.

Abronia umbellata
Antirrhinum, ex., from best

striped and others, 15.

Cistus, rock vars, ex., I5.

Dianthus Dunnetti, superb dark
new Sweet William, I5.

Dianthus superbus nanus, a
pretty dwarf fringed pink, in

vars., mixed, 15.

Dianthus maculata, fine spotted
Gladiolus, fine mixed hybrids

„ choice, ex. from
named vars., I5.

Hollyhock, choice, 15.

Lindheimeria texana, Is.

Lupinus magnificus, fine varie-

gated, 4d.
Pansy, choice, ex., 15.

Phlox, choice, from our large
collection

Potentiila, splendid mixed, 15.

from our newest
vars., ex. ex , 25. 6d.

Sweet William, fine scarlet

ft
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Greenhouse Perennials.

Acacia lophantha

,, verticillata

Bossrca heterophylla, 15.

„ bilosa stenophylla, I5.

Calceolaria, very choice, Is.

„ ex. ex., 25. 6d.

Calendrinia umbellata
Cineraria, choice, 15.

„ ex. ex., 25. 6d.

Cobo?a scandens
Geraniums, choice, 15.

ex. ex., 25. 6d.

finest scarlets, 15.

finest fancys, 15.

Gloxinia, choice, Gd.

n ex. ex., saved
new, 25. Gd.

Heliotrope, fine mixed
Lotus Jacob^us luteus
Nyctarinia saliginoides

Platylobium triangulare, I5.

Primula sinensis fimbriata, 15.

„ „ „ alba, 15.

Verbena, mixed, choice, Is.

ex. ex., from new, 25. Gd.

91
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FLOWER SEEDS.—BEST ASSORTMENTS.
Including a quantity of the before-named, free by post, with

instructions for culture, &c. The Catalogue gives colours,

heights, months of flowering, hardiness, duration, with prices

• *

# • *

s.

15
4

d.

5

5

per packet of each, &c.
100 vars. select showy Annuals, including newest
50 vars., 8s. &7. ; 30 vars., 5*. 6d. ; 20 vars

—

20 vars. best dwarf Annuals, large packets, for filling beds
on lawns. &c, 7s. 6d. ; 12 vars

20 vars. choice Greenhouse Annuals, including new. 7s. 6J. ;

20 vars. choice Greenhouse perennials, including new,
105. Gd. ; 12 vars

20 vars. hardy biennials and perennials, including new,
4 S* \Xx* \ -L— V2irt5* ••* ## * ••• ••• ••# •*•

CHOICE IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS,
IX SEPARATE COLOURS, VERY FINE AND DOUBLE.

30 superb vars. dwarf German Stock, 5s.; 15 vars. ... 3$. Od.

Choice mixed do. packets, Gd. and Is.; new pale sulphur 1

Fine dwarf carmine, Gd.; new White Hybrid
8 superb vars. new large flowering Stocks
New large Chamois, Gd. ; new white dwf. "Wall-leaved, Gd. & 1

5

* » • ••

* • *

• • 9

* • •

• •#

9 9 9

* • t

• ' *

1

2
1

2 6
3 6
1

2
2
3
2 6
3
3
4

13 superb vars. Wall-leaved or Prussian
15 superb vars. Autumn Brompton
Fine scarlet do., Gd. and Is.; mixed fine, Gd. and
6 superb vars. Perpetual Emperor, blooming three times

a year
4 superb vars. new large flowering do.
24 superb vars. quilled and striped Asters, 55.; 12 vars.
12 superb vars. Globe flowering do. ...

16 superb vars. Pyramidal, do.
10 superb vars. Bouquet double dwarf do.
8 superb vars. Preony flowered French do. (Truffaut's)...

Also superb imported Wallflower, Larkspur, Balsam. Sinecio
or Jacoboea, Cockscomb, Zinnia, and many others. See Catalogue,
page 46.

ROOTS FOR EARLY SPRING PLANTING.
Anemones, Ranunculus, Gladioli, Iris Germanica, Lilium,

Tritonea aurea, Tigridia, Oxalis, Achimenes, Gloxinia, and a
great variety of other roots. See Catalogue, page 57 aud 53.

Goods Carriage Free (not under 20*.) to all the London
termini and all stations on the Colchester line between London
and Norwich.
Catalogues for the season to the present time sent free for

three penny stamps.

Post Office orders payable to Bass & Brows, or to Stzphex
Brow.y, Sudbury Post Office.

BASS * BROWN, Seed and Horticultural Establishment.
Sudbury, Suffolk.

DICKSON'S " EARLY FAVOURITE PEA/'
[7RANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS
-L have great satisfaction in again calling attention to this dis-
tinct and truly valuable EARLY PEA (sent out by them for
the first time last season), which is admitted by all who have
grown or seen it to be the most prolific and rest Early Pea
ever introduced. It comes in very few days after the earliest
varieties, and the flattering testimonials which they have re-
ceived from some of the first Gardeners in the kingdom who
grew it last season (see Garderters' Chronicle of Jan. 12th, 1856),.
will, they think, be sufficient guarantee for its extraordixary
productiveness and general excellence.

Price 2s. Gd. per quart or Is. Gd. per pint, in sealed parcels.
VEGETABLE, FLOWER, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS

of every description, of select and superior quality, detailed
CATALOGUES of which will be forwarded on application.
The Old Established Seed Warehouse. 106. Easteate S

Chester.—Feb. 16, 1856.
arehouse, 106, Eastgate Street,
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CHEAP AND SELECT NURSERY STOCK.
Established i-riob to 1700.

ryILLIAM JACKSON and Co., Bedale, Yorkshire,
* * beg to offer the following CHOICE STOCK at annexed

low prices. Their Nurseries are exposed and extensive, and
goods from them generally do well. Forwarded to any part of the
kingdom.

12 Abies Menziesi, 2 to 3 feet

12 „ morinda, 4 to 5 feet

12 „ Douglasi, 2 to 3 feet

12 „ do. 4 to 5 feet, fine specimens
12 Pinus Cembra (Siberian Pine), 4 to 5 feet
12 „ excelsa, 3 feet, line specimens
12 Cedrus Deodara, 3 to 4 feet, ditto
12 Taxodium sempervirens, 3 to 4 feet, ditto
12 Cedar of Lebanon, 2 to 3 feet

12 „ ,. 3 to 4 feet

12 fine Purple Beech, 5 to 6 feet
12 fancy Crati-'irns, ditto

12 New Scarlet Persian Lilac, 2 to 3 feet
12 Standard ditto, ditto, grafted, 4 to 5 feet
12 „ Berberis dulcis, 3 feet stem, fine heads
12 Hardy Azaleas, best vars. with flower buds, 2 to 3 ft.

12 Rhododendron dauricum atrovirens, with flower buds,
3 to 4 feet

12 „ handsome hardy varieties, 2 to 3 feet, many
with flower buds, purple, white, and crim-
son, selected from more than 100 kinds ...

100 Rhododendrons, in variety, 2 to 3 ft., bushy plants ...

100 Evergreen and flowering shrubs, two of a sort
100 good showy herbaceous plants, two of a sort
100 Dwarf Roses, extra fine varieties, two of a sort
1000 best Evergreen Privet, U and 2 feet for

1000 Evergreen Privet, 4ft., for field fences,' &c.
1000 Common Laurel, 1 to 2 feet
1000 Hollies, 1 to 1$ feet

. -

* # *

• *

• • •

• • •

' •

• * *

• ••

- * -

• •ft

#••

t. d.

20
20 9
40
80
20
20
50
30
18
30
12
9

12
24
30 .>

18 a
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• ••
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20
40

... 40
... 30
... 40

fancy
205. & 30

... 40
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FRUIT TREES.—Strong Plants.
Apples and Plums, good strong standards ...

Pears and Cherries, ditto ditto

Apples, Plums, and Pears, dwarfs, Ss. trained
Peaches, Nectarines, and Cherries, trained • 9 *

Per doz.

9*. to 12
125. to 18

30
42

• 9 •

• ft •

fl •#

• t • # •

- ft

ft ft*

• ft

» •

• ft ft

• ••

• ••

5
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Giant Asparagus, 10*. per 1000; Rhubarb, of sorts, per 100 40
Rhododendron Jacksoni, of varieties, 1 to 2 feet, well set with

flower buds, fine for forcing, prices on application.—English
Oaks, 2 to 3 feet and 3 to 4 feet ; Spruce, H to 2 ft. and 2 to 3 ft.

;

Larch, 2 to 3 feet and 3 to 4 feet; Strong Quickwood, 3 & 4 year»
transplanted.—Prices on application.
A reference or remittance respectfully solicited from unknown

correspondents.

T C. WHEEL bin and SON, Gloucester, beg to offerO . the following FLOWER SEEDS, imported from one
of the best Growers in Germany, which they can recommend
as being of the very best quality, and which will be forwarded
free by post at the following prices :—
QUILLED DOUBLE GERMAN ASTER—Assortment

of 24 splendid varieties, containing of each colour s. d.

ika) seeds ... ... ... ... ...

Ditto ditto 12 varieties ...

Packets of the above varieties mixed, Is. ; small packets,
AMn

GERMAN TEN-WEEK STOCKS—Assortment* of 24
most splendid varieties, each colour separate

Ditto, assortment of 12 most splendid varieties
The above varieties mixed, Is. ; small packets

NEW LARGEST FLOWERING DWARF TEN-
WEEK STOCK.— This new acquisition has been
greatly admired. The flowers are exceedingly large,
the colours rose, purple, blue, light blue, and white.
Assortment of nine beautiful varieties

The above varieties mixed, Is. ; small packets

DWARF GERMAN WALLFLOWER-LEAVED TEN-
WEEK STOCK—Assortment of 12 splendid varieties,

containing of each variety 100 seeds
NEW ROSE PURPLE EMPEROR STOCK, per packet
WALLFLOWERS—Collection of eight splendid varieties

DWARF DOUBLE LARKSPUR—Collection of 10 most
splendid varieties, containing of each colour one-eighth

Hii ounce 9#4 m99 *•• ... ••# • •*•

TALL DOUBLE LARKSPUR — Collection of eight
splendid varieties, containing of each colour one-eighth of
an ounce ... .»• ... ... ... ... ••• •••

ZINNIA ELEGANS-Collection of six beautiful varieties

The following unsolicited testimonials will give some slight

idea of the high repute in which our seeds are held :

—

" I beg to inform you that the German Stocks and Asters you
sent me last year met my entire satisfaction, for I had a most
splendid show; they were admired by every one who saw them. ,f

—Mr. John Eyre, of Long Buckby.
" The Wallflower seed you sent me is much finpr than ever I

saw before ; they are grand in the extreme—spikes of flowers
12 inches long."—Mr. Cleeton, Gardener to E. Holland, Esq., MJ>.,
D*nnbleton.

" The German Stocks and Asters have given general satis*

faction, having snrpassed all I have yet seen, both for brilliancy
or colour and compactness of bloom."

—

Mr. Vcrtegans, Florist,

Edg*baston, Birmingham.
" The German Stocks came up to your recommendation ; they

gave me great satisfaction, and many friends who visited the
gardens asked me where I had the seed from."

—

Mr. Barlass,
Gardener to T. B. D. Baker, Esq., of Hardwicke Court.

11 The German Stocks and Asters you sent to the Heath last
year are really good."

—

Mr. Chapman, Gardener, The Heathy
Cardiff.

WHEELER' S GARDEN SEEDS.
In order to save trouble in ordering seeds we have made up*

three collections of " Garden Seeds." The first a large Collection,

comprising all the sorts requisite and necessary for the year's
consumption of a large garden, all arranged in proper quantities
and correctly named, price 31., carriage free. Second Collection,
equally choice sorts, suitable tor a middle-sized garden, for 30s.,

carriage free; the third Collection for a small garden, price 15*.
u Your seeds were very good last year, and I hope they are

equally so this season."—B. B. Williams, Esq., Stackpole Courtf

Pembroke.
41 The Peas were excellent."— T7«? Hon.F. Scott, MJ>., Sandhurst

Grange.

J. C. Wheelkb & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester, Seedsmen to theGloncestershire Agricultural Society.

Established more than a hundred years.
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KENNEDY and KEMPTON'S second edition of
their Scientific, Comprehensive, and Unique CATA-

LOGUE OP FLORICULTURAL, VEGETABLE, AND
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now published, and may be had
on application, free. It will be found to comprise all the New
and Rare Flower Sfeds, and a Select List of the most approved
Vegetable and Agricultural Seeds ever extant. Prepared by
Mr. Kempton, who for the last 15 years, and up to the time of his
employer's decease, was principal Assistant of the late Mr. Jamks
Cabter, of Holborn.—Address Kennedy & K emptor, Bedford
Conservatory, Covent Garden, London.

S UPERB SHOW PANSIES,
Fob Pot Cultivation,

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
near Manchester, will supply the following set of 20 extra

ime varieties for 15*., hamper, package, &c, included. To pur-
chasers having duplicates, other kinds of equal merit will be
supplied.

MAPPINGS PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makers.

Argo, Paton & Sm all's

Boadicea. Fellowes's
Charles Turner, Hale's
Chillington, Sadler's
Emperor, Hale's
Father Gavazzi, Holland's
Fearless, Schofield's

Lady Carrington, Hunt's
Lord Jeffrey, Lightbody's
Memnon, Turner's

Marchioness of Bath/Wheeler's
Miss Talbot, Dickson & Co.'s
Nonsuch, Turner's
National, Turner's
Pandora, Hunt's
Sovereign, Dickson &Co.'s
Satisfaction, Turner's
Sir J, Paxton, Betteredge's
Sir J. Cathcart, Turners
Yellow Climax, Paton& Small's

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
*J Cutlery Works, Sheffield ; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

_____^_^__ Drawings forwarded by post.

V\TARN£R'£ PATENT VIBRATFNG STAN -

* * DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-
ges, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel . of Barrel.
2 A in. short 1 ft. 7 in. /"Fitted for lead, *

Very select Pansy Seed, 1$- to 25. per packet. Catalogues
siow ready. Post Office orders to be made payable at Middleton,
Lancashire.

SEED POTATOES.
JC. WHEELER and SON offer the following

• SEED POTATOES:—
flPRINCE OF WALES —This is the earliest round white Potato,

excellent for forcing, and for a general crop can be most highly
recommended. Per peck, 25. 6d.

;
per bushel, 9.*.

" I was highly delighted with the Prince of Wales Potatoes I

had from you last year ; I consider them more mealy and better
flavoured than Soden's Oxford, which in some respects it

resembles, and far more free from disease, planted in the same
coil and in every way alike."—Mrs. Canning, Portfields, Here-
ford.
" Your Prince of Wales Potato "I obtained when first sent out,

and I beg to bear testimony to its good qualities. It is early,

excellent, and very prolific. On a plot of ground last year I am
sure that I raised at the rate of nearly 400 bushels per imperial
acre."—Rev R. O. Bromfield, Sprouston Manse, N. B.

J. C Wheeler and Sov beg to add that they have much
satisfaction in introducing this Potato into general notice

—

they have Rent it into nearly all parts of the Kingdom, and every-
where it is highly spoken of. It is so early that it escapes the
disease more than almost any other variety. It is a large
•cropper, and the flavour is excellent; they can recommend it in
the strongest terms.
ALSTONE KIDNEY.—This is perfectly distinct from any other

Potato. It is an astonishing cropper, and the tubers are of
large size. It keeps well, and is good flavoured, and is

altogether an excellent and profitable variety. Per peck, 2s.6d. ;

per bushel, 95.

The Rev. R. O. Bromfield, of Sprouston Manse, N. B., gives
the following report ot the Alstone Kidneys which he had from
ns.
—

*' I had the Alstone Kidney planted in four rows of 10A yards
in length, the running length of all being 42 yards, and the
produce was three large heaped imperial bushels of Potatoes
besides a few small refuse. Not knowing the Potato previously
1 had it planted in rows 2 feet apart, which was too close and
made the crop less than it would have been, for the outside row of

10£ yards yielded nearly a heaped bushel. It is at the rate of
close upon 520 bushels per acre. The prodnee is unusually large
FLUKE.—This sort is now becoming well known. It is some-
what of a Kidney, but perfectly distinct from any other. As a
second early Potato it is without doubt the best, and will in a
short time find its way iruto every garden. 25. per peck.

ASHLEAF KIDNEY (true) an excellent sample. 25. 6d. per
peck, or 95. per bushel.

We (font pay carriage of Potatoes.

J. C Wheeleb & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

AND CHOICE SEE DS.
Free by Post or Carriage Paid.
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gutta percha,

or cast iron
flanged pipe,

as required,
short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 IS

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery tor Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c—Engravings sent on application.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

• Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his natt**^
of WROL'GHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared tosupply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Everv
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices
&c, at the Manufactory as above.

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out of
ground, 5 bars 45. 9rf. eachHURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet out
of ground, 5 bars 5*. 3d. each

NI E W
Per packet— s. d.

Cauliflower, Lenormand's
extra large Paris, very fine 2

•Carrot, Early Scarl. Horn,
best for forcing imported,
of the same kind as are
imported to the London
markets ... per oz. 1

i3nake Cucumber, per pkt. 6
Abronia umbellata ... 6
Ageratum conspicuum, new 1

Alonsoa Warczewiczi, new 1

Arctotis breviscapa ... 6
Browallia demissa ... 6

„ abbreviate, new, 12 seeds 1 6

j* elata - - - - * i 6
6

6

6
6

6

6

1

1

6

Calendrinia umbellata ...

Oalyxhemenia chilensis,

Cannabis gigantea (Giant
Hemp for lawns)

Campanula stricta

Centaurea cyanus, double
new, blue striped

Centauridium Drummondi,
new .,, ... ...

Centranthus macrosiphon
albus, new

Cineraria, from fine named
sorts

Clintonia pulchella
'Cockscomb, Giant headed,

new, brill, crimson red
Collinsiabicolor alba, new
Convolvulus minor, double 6
Dianthus imperialis, extra

fine double, from scarlet
to white

Egg-plant, new striped .

Escholtzia tenuifolia,

Euchnide bartonioides
Eutoca viscida alba, new,
25 seeds

•Grammantbes gentian-

Comphrena Haageana, new
beautiful orange Compo-
site

Ciuriempzia gymnosper-
lnoides, new 1

6
6

6

6

6

1

1

• • I

* T

6
6

6
6

1

6

1

3 6

1

Per packet—s. d.

Gypsophila muralis, red,

very pretty for rockwork
or edging

Helianthns argophyllus ...

„ Californicus. fl. pi.,

splendid dble. Sun-
flower, orange ...

Helichrysum brachyrhin-
chum ... ...

,, compm. maximum,
double everlasting
flower, white to
orange red

Ipomoea limbata, violet blue
bordered white, 12 seeds 1

,, rubro-coerulea, light
blue changing to
crimson, 4 seeds ...

Lamarckia aurea (Orna-
mental Grass)

Leptosiphon aureus, new
golden yellow

„ luteus, bright yellow 6
Linum decumbens, blue ... 6
„ grandiflnrum rubrum,

splendid Vermillion
crimson

Lisianthus Russellianus,

100 seeds
Lobelia ramosa, new dwarf 1

Mimulus, from the finest

named Scarborough vars.

Nemesia compact* elegans,
ilGn *«• **« ##t

Nepeta Meyeri, new
Nyctarinia capensis, new
Palafoxia texana, new ...

Perilla nankinensis, orna-

mental purple leaves ...

Phlox Drum. Leopoldi ...

oculata, white
with crimson eye 1

Physostegia speciosa, new 1

Podolepis aunculatus, new 6
Portulaca, mixed 6
Sabbatia campestris, new

splendid, pink with yel-
low centre, 100 seeds ... 1 6

Schizopetalum Walkeri ... 6
Silene Bergeri, new ...10

1

1

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 3Z.3s.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.

1£ inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. 9d. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3$. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, Joh5t Warner & Sons,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines . &c.—

E

ngravings sent on application.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

THIS is the Original Patent for Important Improve-
ments in Stable Fittings, Hay-box, Manger, and Water-trough

as one ^fixture, including a method
surpassing all others for conveying
the straps and halter-weights to

the back ot the fitting to prevent
the horse being cast in the stall.

Stable Fittings of every descrip-
tion, plain, enamelled, or galvanised. Also the newly invented
Loose Box Fittings, Surface Gutters with moveable cover-
plates, Stable Posts, Ramps, Sills, and all kinds of Stable Fur-
niture in stock.

—

James Barton, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford
Street, London.

MANUFACTURER of KITE'S PATENT VENTI-
LATING and SMOKE-CURING CHIMNEY CAPS,
patronised by her Most Gracious Majesty, 200 on Buck-
ingham Palace. In use also on St. James's Palace,
Windsor Castle, Government Offices, &c. &c. Zinc,
305.; cast iron 35*. each ; the latter as durable as the
building itself. Drawings and Price Lists forwarded
on receipt of two postage stamps.

Address Barton's Iron Works, 370, Oxford Street London.

.*v
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PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.
\/f ESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes*
L»A Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogs
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.

GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICe"oF~GALVANISED
WIRE NETTING.

r
I

H

DARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,
*-* in consequence of improvements in their machinery for

the manufacture of the above article, hav<\been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices. Galvan- Japanned

2 inch
71
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1 5-inch 1 ff
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ised. iron.

54. per yd. Ad. per yd.

6 „ *i ft

7
, » 5± ,

9* ,, 7i »
H » 44 t,

64 ft 5* n
n ,, 6 ft

10 „ 8

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide
strong, do.

intermediate, do.
extaa strong, do.

24 inches wide
strong, do
intermediate, do. ...

extra strong, do. ...

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under S feet),

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices one-fourth.
Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 8}d. per yard, 3 feet wide;

Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Phea'santries, 2d. per

square foot.

Delivered free of expense in London, Peterborough, II nil, or

Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle

and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles. &c.
Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISIT
(OBTAINED THE PARIS EXHIBITION AWARD.)

JSS.
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COTTAM AND HALLEN,
rfHE Original INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGH
-*- AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made important additions, the main features of the same being explained in the

description and engraving.

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to cUi111

Collections suited for competition of the finest imported
German Asters, German Stocks, Balsams, Larkspurs, and
Zinnias, from 2s. Qd. to 7s. each. A general list of seeds may be
obtained free on application. A General Catalogue of Plants
(priced) ditto. Post Office Orders are requested to be made pay-
Able at Kmsrston-on-Thanies. Small amounts may be remitted
in po-^t ige stamps.

Thoiivs Jackson & Sox, Kingston-on-Thames.

A reprpsents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball
of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-
tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached
from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the
seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet ir°n«

light and durable. v
e

D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space i
.

object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up ot

the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form a^d

utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plaia>

Galvanised, or Enamelled.

Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner M**9#s

Harness-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on shov *

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARMIMG AND VENTILATING.—The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratis

on application.
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JAMES PHILLIPS and CO., 116, Bishopsgate

Street Without, have the pleasure to hand their present
prices of

GLASS FERN SHADES AND STANDS.
«.

S. d. With 5. rf. S. d. With s. d.
6 in. diam . 2 stands 3 12 in . diam. 6 stands 8 o
7 „
8 .
9 »
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13

14
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10
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m 12 6
™ Ml

10 „ 4
PI

ft 6 15 n 14 „ 17

4 »» 7 16 » 18 6 „ 22

FERN CASES, with Ferns complete, suitable for the Draw-
ing Room, from 255. each.
AQUARIUMS, with French polished stands, from 10s. each.

Vase-shape ditto, on glass pedestal standing 23 inches high,
17 inches diameter, 25s.

Extract from The Cottage Gardener.
" Ferx Shades.—Many delight in seeing their beautiful Ferns

introduced into the domestic circle ; but without some such pro-
tection as these shades it would be impossible to preserve them.
The shades of which we speak are glass cylinders with a domed
top, which are placed on a glass pot wherein the Ferns have been
planted, and they form on a small scale a pretty imitation of a
Wardian Case."

TRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MATTING
AND DOOR MATS.

rP TRELOAR has much pleasure in stating that theA • Jurors of the Paris Universal Exhibition have awarded
him the Prize Medal for Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufactures.
Catalogues, containing prices and every particular, free by post.

Warehouse, 42, Ludgate Hill, London.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

[ R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
tf • (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c., at the
Manufactory as above.

BY
HER

M AJ ESTY'S

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet
of which are keptready packed forimmediatedelivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE.THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS. PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
HELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street. London.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from
2d.; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4Ad.
per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,
under 10 by 8, 12$. 6d. ; above, 16s. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases. 34s. per case.
PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. 6d. per

foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. each. MILK PANS,
21s. per dozen. H ELY'S HAND CHURN, 5s. 6d.; WAKING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium. 10s. each.— Catalogues free.

FOREIGN Arv-o EmQlISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsoatb Stkeet, Without.

HH MILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
-*- • GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or
300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.

T? DENCH, Patent Hothouse Works,
*

King's Road, Chelsea.
These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the framework, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all
completed for Is. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references
can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND~HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kexsal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

.
°f the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

R^fs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient
manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged,

TJSEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL WIRE WORKU of every description for the Conservatory, Garden, or other
service: the CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWERBASKETS to the original and numerous other elegant
designs; Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety; Flower Stand*
Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Framing, &c. Window Blinds
and sun Shades of all kinds of the best make

; Anglo-German
and other Bird Cages of superior description; Aviaries and
Conservatories fitted up, by W. Richarls. Improved Wire
f
j
orks, 370, OxfordStreet. nearlyopposiro princess's Theatre.

/^JLENFIELD PATENT STARCH.—Uaed in the

* v
Koyal Laundry, and pronounced by Her Majestv's laundress

to be the finest starch she ever used.-Sold by all Chandlers,
Grocers, ic, &c. *

SEED DRAWERS.
T° RE SOLD, an excellent Nest of SEED
* DRAWERS, 10 feet by 4, containing 30 drawers 11 by

9 inches, and 10± inches deep, and 45 drawers 8* by 7 inches and
6} inches deep, all having solid mahogany fronts and lettered
with black on a gilt ground. Price 6J.-Apply to Wood &
Ingram, Huntingdon. ________

TO MARKET GARDENERS AND FARMERS
HPO BE LET, a GARDEN FARM, comprising
-A- 50 Acres of Garden Ground and 15 of Meadow Land with
convenient Farm House and Buildings, about eight miles' from
Covent Garden and four from Kingston and Croydon markets
Immediate possession may be had.—For particulars apply to'
John Mackrei.l, Esq., Solicitor, 34, Cannon Street West: or
T. Attwood, Esq.,JLand_Agent, Mortlake, Surrey.
rVO BE LET, and may be entered upon at Lady
4 Day next, a PUBLIC PLEASURE GARDEN, with a good

House, large Kitchen Garden and Paddock of exc ILmt Graxing
Land attached containing 1} Acres. The Pleasure Garden
extends over 2 * Acres laid our in the modern Btyle, and planted
with Trees, Shrubs, ike. The town is populous, with good railway
communication, and there is no other garden of the kind within
40 miles. Fixtures, &c , about 1302. ; to be taken in the usual
way. Satisfactory reasons can be given for the present i c npier
leaving.—Applications to be addressed to V. F. J., Post Office.
Paulerspury, near Towcester, Northamptonshire.
^O

HEATING BY HOT WATER
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20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 214 by 13_, 164 by 144, 20 by 14,
by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.
Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 34

HARTLEY'S Rengh Plate, Sheet and Rough, files, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

r —r->

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

CAUTION.
GARDEN ENGINES, SYRINGES, Ac—The well-

JS*.
known reputation of Read's Engines, Machines, and

Syringes, has led to the nefarious practice of placing Cards in
Shop Windows with the words " Read's Patent " upon Syringes
of the VERY COMMONEST DESCRIPTION.

R. READ begs to caution the Public against being deceived by
such false representations, as many of these Instruments, upon
trial, will be found defective and useless.

READ'S Instruments have the Royal arms, and address
"35, REGENT CIRCUS, LONDON."

T WEEKS and CCVS BOILERS.—At the beau-
«-* • tiful seat of W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham Park, Streatham,
Surrey, can now be seen additional proofs of the efficiency of
WEEKS'S BOILER. One is there fixed, effectuallv heating an
incredible number of Forcing houses, Pine stoves, and extensive
ranges of forcing pits. This exquisite establishment has long
been celebrated for growing the finest Pines, Grapes, &c, &c,
under the able management of Mr. Page, the Gardener, who will
kindly show and explain the hot-water apparatus, &c.
John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.
Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues, comprising

Horticulture in all its branches.

** Descriptions sent post free.

T3L0SS0M op FRUIT TREES.—WORSTED NET
"^ to effectually protect the blossom of wall fruit trees from
frost and blight, and the ripe fruit afterwards from wasps and
flies, 7d. per square yard, in various widths. All kinds of garden
nshing, and sheep nets, made by machinery,and at very low prices!—K. Kichabdson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road, King's Cross,

-—— . ^TS ĈENTLEMEN
- to gardeners.WANTED IMMEDIATELY, the Address of any

* » Gardener or his Employer who has not received (free by
post) Patterns, with prices and particulars, ofHAYTHORN'S
HAXAGON GARDEN NET, for the protection of bloom, fruit,
and flowers from frosts, birds, wasps, flies, children, and servants;
covering also for Hot-houses, without preventing the admission
ofllight and air.—Letters and orders to be directed to J. W.
Hatthobv, Nottingham. Parcels—carriage paid to London
Liverpool, Leeds, Bristol, Hull, &c.

>JEW TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required,
1 yard wide, 2d. per yard ; 2 yards wide, 4<*. per yard

;

4 yards wide, Sd. per yard. Half-inch mesh ditto, 2 yards wide

T?rv?f
rJard

-
The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-

-n«lx, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds
^asps, flies, &c, from fruit trees, flower or seed beds, 4M per
square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, l"W. per

rS. ;
4
°l£ yatdS Wide

'
M

- Per yard '
At W

- CULLIXGFOED'S,
I, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

r.V SamPles exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west
^n^^fjheCrystal Palace, Sydenham.

TANN ED~NETTING, for the Protection of FRUIT
nf f,

T*?ES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the securitv

varri?%n°
WI\^dS

'
a* 1A P^ square yard

; 200 yards, 14*. ; 500y*ras, d0s.
; 1000 yards, 50.?.; scrim canvas for wall fruit.—At

M«.
N
r

GT
?
S & Co ''8 Rick

'
C,oth

-
Tent

>
and Waterproof Cloth

17 ttS1!^ 49
'

Kin& William Street, London Bridge:

PonS
"^d Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot;ropiar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth.

i

PUBLIC INVITATION.
HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,
l_j AVE this Season the pleasure of being able to
1 -*- refer to several other extensive Establishments where
they have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which
hitherto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highly respectable firm of Messrs.
Edward Henderson & Co., of the Wellington Nursery, Welling-
ton Road, St. John's Wood, and as that Establishment is open to
the public Messrs. Johx Weeks & Co.'s Hot-water Apparatus
will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially
represented during this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
Co. have now adopted what is called the m Ojte Boiler System."
At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist
can see the Hot-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges of
Hothouses, all connected to oxe boiler. We will here quote
Mr. Edward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of
Messrs. J. Weeks & Co.'s system of heating by hot water. He
says:

—

uIam more than satisfied toith the extraordinary results of what
Messrs. John Weeks & Co. have done for me in heating a great
number of our hot-housesfrom one boiler. It is almost, impossible
for me to express my satisfaction sufficiently strongly. The effect and
great savingproduced is truly wonderful; less than two sacks ofcoke in
24 hours is all that is used to heat a variety of hothouses, &c, nearly
800 feet in length, and these various houses are to some extent widely
separated, as300feet stand in one direction, 150feet in another,^200feet
n another,and so on, including our large newly laid-out wintergarden."
Messrs. John- Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive

private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be
seen in operation, and in every case with the same favourable
results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former
statements relating to their one boiler system, and most
respectfully solicit a
visit to their Garden Es-
tablishment at Chelsea,
which consists of Hot-
houses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Pits,&c,
the whole measuring
1000 feet in length, ex-
posing to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-
ficial feet of glass, the
whole heated by one
boiler, 5 feet high by 3
feet 6 inches in diameter,
the water in the va-
rious houses circulating
through 5000 feet of Hot-
water Pipe.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bars. The large
surface which this Boiler
exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of such extra-
ordinary power.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,
Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two establishments horticultural science is tally carried

out in all its branches, combining all the improvements of the
day. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very
extensive variety of horticultural erections; also Forcing Pits
and Frames of all sizes. See our Illustrated Catalogues on
Horticultural Building and Heating by Hot Water; also of all
the best Stove and Greenhouse Plants ; also of the best Vines,
Pines, Peaches, and other Fruit trees.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

nrO BE LET UN LEASE, at Pawlett, nearBridSe-JL water, a large ARABLE FARM. The above, from the
high quality of the Land and its proximity to both Water and
Rail communication, is deserving the notice of Agriculturists.
—The Farm will be pointed out by George Neath, Pawlett
Br id.trewater. _____^^_TO BE LET, with immediate possession, about
-*- 3 acres of Land, well planted with Choice Apple and other
Fruit Trees, lately used as a Nursery Garden, together with a
comfortable Dwelling-house, and a Vinery attached to the Sitting-
room, pleasantly situate about 7 miles eastward of Bath and 6
westward from Chippenham.—Particulars to be had of Mr G.
Bishop, C liipnenham^Wilts.

DORKING s7 '

~

WO BE SOLD, the whole Stock of DORKINGS
J- belonging to Mrs. TnoMAS Town-ley Pakker—For par-

ticulars, address Astley Hall, Chorley, Lancashire.

TO BE SOLD, FANCY POULTRY EGGS, from
* the finest strains, at a reduced price, from being overstocked.
BIRDS from the same stock, whose parents have all gained
prizes, are also on sale.—For particulars, address to A. A M
Post office, Brighton.

"'

SILVER PENCILLED~HAMBURCH £CC5
/I R. EDWARD ARCHER, Malvern, will supply

EGGS from the birds stated below at 15*. a set of 13,
packing box included :—The run contains a Cock and seven choice
Pullets. The Cock is two years old, and ha* taken 1st prizs at
Birmingham, 1854; the Liverpool Cup, 1S.V> : several first and
second prizes since, and 1st at Liverpool, 1856. Four of the
Pullets have been exhibited alternately, and have taken the
following prizes:— 2d at Anerley; 1st at Bridgnorth; 1st at
Bedford; 1st at Taunton; 3d at Birmingham; and the Silver
Cup at Liverpool, 1856. The three sister Pullets have not been
exhibited. Post Office Order must accompany the order for
Eggs. The birds may be viewed at any time. - Malvern. Feb. 16.

M

Saks fttj Auction.

fire v j

ASH PI

FANCY POULTRY.—Extra Sale 19th Februaet.
1\TR. J. C. STEVENS will sell by Auction, at his^'A Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-
DAY, 19th February, at 12 o'clock precisely, Spanish Fowls of
extraordinary quality from the yard of Sir Archibald Macdonald

;
first-class Dorkings, prize birds from the Rev. 8. Donne : White
Cochins from Mrs. Herbert; Buff Cochins, Brahma*. Polands,
Ducks, Pigeons, &c, from several amateurs.—Catalogues may
be had by enclosing a stamped directed envelope to Mr. J. C.
Stevens. 38. Kins Street. Covent Garden.

CAMELLIAS AND P£AR TREES FROM THE
CLARENOOM NURSERY, JERSEY.

IV/TR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction, at his
J.T1 Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-
DAY, the 26th February, at 1 o'clock precisely, 500 PEAR
TREES, including some of the best sorts in cultivation, and 500
CAMELLIAS, with bloom buds, sent by Mr. Rist Laxgelier,
of Jersey, for sale without any reserve.*—May be viewed on the
morning of sale and Catalogues had.

CAMELLIAS, GHENT AND INDICA AZALEAS, STAN
DARD AND OTHER ROSES. PINKS, PICOTEEF.
HOLLYHOCKS, and OTHER HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
BRITISH ORCHIDS, &c.

MR. HASLAM will Sell at the Mart, on THURS-
DAY and FRIDAY, 21st and 22d February, as above.—

N.B. Packing" Baskets of all siz«»8will be nrovided for purchasers.

TO GtEMTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, ANO OTHERS^
MESSRS. PROTHEUOE and MORRIS are in-

structed by Mr. Hally, of Blackheath, to Sell bv Auction
at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on THURSDAY, Feb 28th
at 12 o'clock, about 300 DOUBLE CAMELLIAS, from 1 to
5 feet, consisting of all the best kinds, well ,-»»t with bloom buds:
also Standard and Dwarf Roses ; American Plants, c i--tingof
Ghent and other Azaleas, Hybrid Rhododendrons. AndroRu-la
floribunda, Epacris, Cytisus, Otaheifa Oranges, &c. May be
viewed morning of Sale.—Catalogues had at the. Hart, tod of
the Auctioneers. Amer can Nursery, Leyt<nston*»,

_

PLUMSTEAO, NEAR WOOLWICH.
MESSRS. PKOTHEROE and MORRIS are

directed to Sell by Auction on the premises as above, on
MONDAY, February 25th, at 11 o'clock, Two newly-erecred
Greenhouses, a capital 3-light Box, about 100 Fruit Trees in
pots, established on Quince and other Stocks for Forcing, con-
sisting of Apples, Pears, Cherries, Flams, Peaches, &c; a choice

sort.nent of Roses in pots and ground ; the newest varieties of
Chrysanthemums, Carnations, and Pinks ; Gooseberries, a
few Camellias and Azalea indica. Also a young Alderaey Cow
(down Calving), 20 Cochin China and other Fowls, Bee-house
and Bees, Patent Hives, Water Carriage. Wheelbarrows, Water
Butts, Syringe, Garden Pots, and Trots, with sundry effects.
On view One day previous to the Sale—Catalogues may be had
on the premises; of the principal Seedsmen in London': and of
the Auctioneers, Amt,rican Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.
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SEEDS FOR THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

SEEDS for the KITCHEN GARDEN can be

obtained from DEVONSHIRE, through Messrs

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

A 11 orders carriage free.

See their " PaicB Current and Gardes Directory" just

puWished.

"TTAN PARCEL TRAINS are now running on the

V Great Western and the other Broad Guage Rail-

ways,so that Seeds can now be sent from DEVONSHIRE
with as much regularity and despatch as from any

ottter county in England.
"William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants,

Plymouth , Devonshire.

SEEDS FOR WALES.

—

Arrangements have been

made by the undersigned for the speedy transit of all

orders for WALES. Seeds can be forwarded from
Bristol direct by Steamer, or by the South Wales Rail-

way, via Gloucester.

"William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants and Seed Growers,

Plymouth, Devonshire.

AKDEN SEEDS EOR IRELAND.—Plymouth
is situated in close proximity with CORK, DUBLIN,

BELFAST, and LIMERICK, and Steamers call every

week at the Great Western Docks, so that purchasers in

our sister country will find their orders attended to with

promptness and despatch, on application to

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

IRECT COMMUNICATION BETWEEN

AMERICAN PLANTS:
TOHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE or RHODO-
*J DENDRONS, AZALEAS, &c, as exhibited at the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and

can be had on application.

lt=r* The Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrons.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.—

F

eb. 16.

I THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, High

Holborn, London, continue to supply Collections of VEGE

G

D GLOUCESTER AND DUBLIN.—£?/ means of

sailing vessels which regularly leave this port for Dublin,

we are enabled to deliver our Seeds Carriage Free to that

City, whence they can be at once forwarded to all 'parts

of Irelard.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

HEELER'S little Book will do something

to satisfy their Expectations."—Gardeners'"W
Chronicle.

Our Little Book contains a List—a very select List—
of the best Garden and Floicer Sced,s in cultivation. It

also contains descriptions and prices, and will be found a

safe and unerring guide to all purchasers. It should be

in the hands of every one who has a garden.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

.

'l^ F. WINSTANLEY, Seed Merchant, Man-
-L * Chester, begs respectfully to call the attention of the

public to his very unique collections of FLOWER SEEDS

;

each packet of seed bears the name, colour and height of its

growth, and the collection is packed in a neat labelled box.

Mignonette and Sweet Peas being used in larger quantities are

not included in these collections. Prices from 2s. 6d. to 40s-

E"
MERRY, Chrysanthemum Nursery, Stamford

• Hill, being a successful exhibitor from the formation of

the Stoke Newington Chrysanthemum Society in the year 1S46,

and having taken prizes at the following Exhibitions in the

year 1855 :— Stoke Newington, 2d; North London, 1st; the

Horns at Kenningtou, Silver Medal; Old Kent Road, 1st.

E. M. having selected the best 36 varieties can strongly recom-

mend the same, from 4s., 9s.,
rand 12s. per dozen, by Post Office

order.— StokH Newington.

ORCHIDS.
1\/I ESSRS. RANGEL and MOSER, of Rio de

' * Janeiro, have for sale a rare and magnificent collection of

CATTLEYAS, L^LIAS, &c; also rare Palms and other

Brazilian plants. Orders promptly attended to.—Direct, care of

Her Britannic Majesty's Agent for Packets, Rio tie Janeiro.

N.B. Since 1S53 all the rare and new Brazilian species of

Cattleyas, Lajlias, &c, sold in London have been forwarded from

this establishment.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet

containing 100 Seeds, Is.; sent post free, Is. 2d. Calceo-

laria, Heliotropiura, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,

Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, Qd. per packet. Catalogue

on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 3G

varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.

Wm. Cullingford, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond. Islington.

TTNDERHILL'S "SIR HARRY'' STRAW-
KJ BERRY.—Fine Plants of this greatly celebrated and hardy

Strawberry (warranted genuine), may now be had from the

propagator, in numbers not less than a score. 100 plants 47. ; SO,

81. 13s. 6J; 60, 21. 16s. ; 40, 11. 18s. ; 20, 11. ; in pots for forcing, not

less than 10, 2s. each.—Apply to Mr. RicnARD Lndef.hill, Sir

Harry's Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Also, a useful practical

Treatise on the Cultivation, &c, of Strawberries.
i

D"

—

ouble Italian tuberose roots,
4s. per dozen.—The annual importation of the above-

named beautiful and fragrant Flower has just been received, and

large and well selected Bulbs may be obtained, without dis-

appointment, at A.Cobbett's Foreign Warehouse, 18. Pall Mall.

N.B. Printed regulations for treatment sent ; also, jus,t arrived,

very moist and open Parmesan Cheeses.

-vfE'w EARLY MARROW PEAS.
1M Harrison's Glory (blue) & Habrisos's Perfection (white.)

—These extraordinary Peas, which are nearly similar in habit,

are as early as Double-blossomed Frame, about 3 feet in height,

full of large pods which cluster from the bottom to the top of the

haulm, and are equal in flavour to Knight's Marrow. Samples of

the haulm may be seen at the following firms in London, of whom
they can be had, in quart packets at 5x. each :

—

Batt, Rutley, & Sii.vf.rlock, 412, Strand.

Beck., Henderson, & Child, Middle Whurf, Adelphi.

Hurst & M Mullen, 6, Leadenhall Street.

Minier, Nash, & Nash, 60, Strand.

Noble, Cooper, & Bolton, 152, Fleet Street.

Jacob Wrench &So>s. 39, King William Street, City.

C U C U M B E R S.

TAMES DICKSON and Sons beg to offer the

tl following much esteemed varieties of Cucumbers, in sealed

packets containing six seeds, for la. 6d. each packet, post free.

" They should be grown by all Cucumber growers.''

MODEL OF PERFECTION—Has a fine white spine, re-

markably prolific and early; the fruit is 20 to 24 inches long

when fit for table, and is very handsome.
TELEGRAPH.—Black spine, rather smooth, great bearer, very

early handsome fruit.

The following lists are published, and will be forwarded pre-

paid on application :

—

Vegetable and Flower Seeds
J

Fruit Trees
Roses

J
Forest Trees.

102, Eastgate Street, Chester; and 23, Market Place (lata 106,

Deansgate) Manchester.

MENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES is now
ready, and may be had on application.

American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, seven

miles from Staines, Windsor Branch, South Western Railway,

where conveyances may be had.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
WATERER and GODFREY beg to announce their

Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants for

this season is now published, and will be sent free on application.

As the collection of American Plants at this Nursery is altogether

unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to their

interest to pav a visit to the Nursery, which may be readily done

by the South "Western Railway to Woking Station.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

MEADOW AND PASTURE CRASS SEEDS.

f^ EORGE GIBBS and Co., 26, Down Street,

\Jf Piccadilly, beg to announce that their MIXTURES OF
GRASS SEEDS are now ready for delivery at the following

prices :

—

Mixtures for laying Land down to permanent Grass, for light,

heavy, and other soils (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs. to the

acre) 30*. per acre.

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs.

to the acre) 32s. per acre.

Mixtures for improving and renovating old Grass Land, Is. per lb.

Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawns Is. 3d. per lb.

G. G. & Co.'s New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE
is now ready, and will be forwarded free on application.

GEORGE GIBBS & CO., Seedsmen,

2.6, Down Street, Piccadilly, London.

TO THE WHOLESALE SEED TRADE.

MESSRS. PLATZ and SON, Seed Growers,
Erfurt, Prussia, supply from their extensive Stock the

verv best Flower and Vegetable Seeds, the growth of 1855,

through their agent, Mr. R. Kennedy, Bedford Conservatory,

Covent Garden, London.

MYATT'S NEW SEEDLING POTATO,
THE "BROCKLEY KIDNEY."

WMYATT can confidently recommend this

• variety as one of the best for Garden culture. Planted

the same time as the Ash Leaf it will be about ten days later.

The produce is nearly double, and the quality equal to this fine

old varietv ; price 8s. per bushel of 56 lbs.

FLUKE KIDNEY, 4s. | FLOUR BALL, 4s.

BRITISH QUEEN, or EARLY MAY—4s.

The above will be delivered at any of the London Railway

Stations free of charge tor sacks or delivery.

Special agreement for a ton, or any larger quantity.

Manor Farm, Deptford, Feb. 16. ^__
~~ SEED P OTA TOES.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO. have the pleasure of

offering the following varieties of Potatoes, all ofwhich have

been grown by themselves, and are of fine quality.

Per bushel of 4 stones :

—

and may be had

J

Kidney EarlyAsh-leaved 5s. 0d.

ft

• • *

Jackson's

„ Fluke
Martin's Globe

Early York
King's
Round frame

• * ft

ft ft

ft ft ft

n

« • •

* * > * * •

5

4

5

5

6

5

• t t

# ft •

t '

Foxe's Seedling
Emperor...
Cockney ...

Hen's Nest
Oxford
American Native
White Rough ...

Regent

m a a

5s. Orf.

5

• «•

* *

5
5
5
4
4
3

., xiouuu. iraiiits ... u v ivcgcuv ...

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford, February, 1856.

6

w — i— - . —» i—»^^»^ - —" -

JOHN BELL, Potato Salesman, Covent Garden,

offers the following SEED POTATOES, warranted true stock.

Per bushel

—

s. d.

Ashleaf Kidneys
Fluke ditto

White Blossom ditto

Lapstone ditto

Early Shaws
• t *

• * *

tit

i ft 1

6
5
5
5
3 6

ft ftRegents
Cockney ...

Early Frame
Snowballs...
Fortyfolds

Per bushel—s. d.

3 6
« • *

• « #

• ••

• it

• • •

• • •

- - •

• « «

7
10
4
5

Post Office Orders made payable at Charing Cross, and with

all country orders cash required, or a reference in London ;
usual

allowance to the trade.

A
TO THE SEED TRA D E.

Rkduced Prices of Seed Potatoes and Seeds.

selected "kinds of POTATOES of good quality. Per bushel of

56 lbs. ; sack 2s., bag Is.

KIDNEYS. s. d.

Hardy's Seedling Frame 4

„ Ladies' Finders. . 4

„ Maldon Heroes... 4

ROUND VARIETIES.
Hardy's Victorias 4

Hardy's Albert Frame
Early May ..

Flour Balis...
9t

. •

s.

4
4
4

Prolific Cockneys 4
Potato Seeds for Exportation.

Present_Red.icedJPriced Seed List on application

SOUND SEED POTATOES.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Seedsmen and

Nurserymen, 102, Eastgate Street. Chester, beg to offer the

undermentioned first-class varieties of Potatoes tor Seed, together

I

with other esteemed varieties, a priced list of which will be fur-

nished, post-free, upon application, which will be found mode-

rate.
.

EARLY CHINA.—This early and excellent variety was in-

troduced by our seuior partner some years ago, and is an

established' favourite with all who have grown it.

HARROLDS EARLY FLUKE KIDNEY, PERTHSHIRE
REGENT'S, and PRINCE OF WALES. All true to their sort.

102, Eastgate Street, Chester, and 23, Market Place (late 106,

Deansgate) Manchester.
.

NEW GARDEN SEEDS.—SEED POTATOES.

THORNHILL and DICKSON, Bristol, have now to

offer a complete assortment of the above. Priced Catalogues

gratis on application.

T. & I>. having in past seasons acquired an eminent reputation

in the cultivation of Seed Potatoes of genuine merit, they have

much confidence and pleasure in recommending the subjoined to

their numerous Patrons and Friends :
—

NEW LA BELLE KIDNEY, fine early, producing abun-

dantly very large tubers, beautifully white, dry and floury,

14 lbs., 3s. , _ . „ . ...

EARLY INCOMPARABLE; the best round Potato In culti-

vation, earlier than Fortyfold; white, a great and safe cropper,

14 lb* 2s 6J
Very superior EARLY ASH LEAF KIDNEYS, per cwt. 15s.,

and many other esteemed varieties ; also
. . . ..'_._

The genuine FLUKE POTATO, from the original stock, per

cwt. 8s. (finest seed sample), per ton, 71. 10s. pre-paid.

The above free on board the Bristol Packets or Railways. Ao

charge for bags. „...
Tiior.N-HrLL & Dickson, 27, Bath Street, and Lawrence Hill

Nurseries, Bristol.

TABLE SEEDS for large or small gardens, from 11. to 51. and
upwards; these selections, made with the greatest care, and
comprising the most useful and approved varieties, have hitherto

neverfailed to give purchasers the most complete satisfaction.

J. C. &Co. beg to observe that all NEW SEEDS advertised,

Rhould they not be in their Catalogue, can be however supplied

by them at the current prices. Their CATALOGUE of FLORI-
CULTURAL, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
acknowledged to be the best published, will be forwarded free oj

charge upon application, and post paid to all parts of the world.

James Carter & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

PEARS CRAFTED ON THE QUINCE AS PYRAMIDAL
SHAPED TREES.

Tand J. FRASER beg to announce that their

• Priced List of the above is now published, an

post free on application.

J. & J. F. have sold a large number of these Trees for the last

three years, and have received numerous letters from gentlemen

in the country speaking in very high terms of their productive-

ness. They can therefore recommend them with greater confi-

dence to the notice of their friends and the public in general.

Lea Bridge Road, Essex.

NEW TURNIP.
WAITE'S " ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

TURNIP.
HPHIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between

-a- the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch

Turnip ; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and may be

sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip

may be had on application, or maybe seen at the principal Seed

Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be

obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3$. per lb.—A liberal

allowance to the Trade.

J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn,JLondon.^

PATENT LIGNUM TEXTILE.
New Protecting Material, Waterproof, a Non-conductor,

and Durable for Covering Pits, Vine Borders, Roofs, &c.

LANCASTER begs to call the attention of Hor-

- - ticnlturists to this Material, which has been highly com-

mended by all who have seen it. A Model of a Pit covered

with it, showing various ways of applying it, is on view at Mr.

Kernan's, Seedsman, Covent Garden. Made in sheets, 4 feet by

4 feet 6 inches, long lengths to order. Price Id. per square foot.

Pits covered with shutters as shown on the Model at 2d. per

Bquare foot. Covered with canvass the cost of the canvass extra.

J. Lancaster, Patentee and Manufacturer, Evelyn "S menes,

Edward Street, Deptford. ^
FINLAY FRASER, Jun. (lately with Messrs.

Minier. Nash, & Co., Strand), WILLIAM RICHARDSON,
and WILLIAM LEWIS GOAD (many years with Messrs.

Jacob Wrench & Sons, London Bridge), beg respectfully to

inform their friends, the trade, and public generally, that air

orders entrusted to their care will be thankfully received and

promptly executed. F. R. and G. confidently refer to their

lengthened practical experience as an assurance that the goods

they offer have been selected with the greatest attention both

as to genuineness and quality. Catalogues forwarded gratis on

application.—82, Bishopsgate Street Within. London, Feb. 16.

NEW SEED CATALOGUE.
SAMUEL FINNEY and CO. beg to invite the

attention of their numerous friends and the public to their

Catalogue of Seeds for the present season, which is now ready,

and may be had on application at their Nursery and Seed

Establishment, Gateshead, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

The Catalogue contains lists with prices to each article of all

the most approved kinds of Vegetable Seeds, including many new

and choice sorts, and comprises all that is requisite for the

Kitchen Garden, together with lists of Flower Seeds, forming a

collection of more than 700 select sorts, including all the splen-

did assortments of Stocks, Asters, Balaams, Calceolarias, &c. &c.r

which they annually import from France and Germany, and

which have heretofore given such general satisfaction; many

new and beautiful species and varieties have been added this

year Also a complete list of all the most useful kinds oi

Natural Grasses, Rye-grass, Clover, Turnip, and other seeds in

use iu the present improved system of agriculture.

Catalogues of Nursery Stock, Garden, and Agricultural Imple-

ments, &c. &c. may be had on application as above.

Gateshead Nursery, Feb. 16.

\Te R B E N A " T R A N B Y.»

MARTIN and SON would recommend the above

Verbena to every grower. It is one of the most distinct

varieties grown, and they do not hesitate to say it will please every

one ; colour shaded crimson, very large flower, with an immense

cream eye in the way of an Alpine Auricula. It was exhibitea

at the principal shows here and greatly admired, and ordered to a

considerable extent, some making whole beds of it. ™*J'

*

each : if taken bv the half dozen, 21*. Trade supplied bberauy.

Our general Nursery List comprises a good assortment °

Conifers, Forest, Fruit, and Ornamental Trees Evergreen ana

Deciduous Flowering Shrubs, Greenhouse and Bedding ria
«

l,

Hollyhocks, Chyrsanthemums, Phloxes, and Bulbous Roots, wu

prices : also a List of Culinary Seeds may be had. Every arnc

before sending out is tested, and can warrant them to grow *

See our List with price, which, no doubt, will induce you to croe .

.

Transplanted Swede and other Turnip Seeds from o0s. to
' *^^

bushel; 18 varieties of Flower Seeds, free for 15 s^Ugv
Nursery and Seed Establishment, Cottingham (A.D.,,n*>,

Hull Branch Junction S^ee^—MARTry &^Sok, Proprietory

—

Nlw CELERY-COLE'S DEFIANCE RED.

WILLIAM COLE, Nurseryman, Seedsman, a.

VV florist. Fog Lane Nursery, Withington near MancM"^

begs to introduce this valuable new variety which will pe
rf

a great improvement on his well known Celery, "Lo^
; -or

Solid Red," being a more robust grower, and decidedly sut

in every respect. In sealed * oz. packets, free by post, -»•

It can also be procured from the following agents :--

Messrs. Hurst and McMullen, 6, Leadenhall Street; M*

Noble, Cooper, and Bolton, 152, Fleet Street;, Messrs. »

& Co., 60. Strand ; Messrs. Charlwood & dimming, Cov|" doB ;

den; Messrs. Nutting & Son, 46, Cheapside, Jf^*;
Mr. Turner, |51ough; Mr. Duncan Hairs, St. Martins *

d

Mr. Denyer. Gracechurch Street; Messrs. 1,owm
,,.ster

:

Laird, Edinburgh; Messrs. F. & J. Dickson t-u^-.^

Messrs. J. & J. Fraser, Lea, Bridge, Essex; Mesf r
i- ter

.

and Ballantyne, Carlisle ; Messrs. A eitch & bon, i

j Co>
Mr. J.Veitch, Exotic Norsery, Chelsea; Messrs. .

F

in

£.J. nth

.

Gateshead: Mr. A. Pontey, Plymouth; Mr. E. Rend.e, i *.>

& ^
Mr. Cattell, Westerharo, Kent; Messrs. Lucombe, ^T

n«»
St.

Exeter; Mr. Browne, Norwich; J. Cole, Keyfield **"£>$&-
Alban's; Garraway & Mayes, Bristol ; Drummond - bo

,^
ling ; J. Dickson & Son Market Place^ Manches er *

Stanley, Market Place, Manchester ; F. & A. Dickson,

tion Street, Manchester.
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IMPORTANT TO PURCHASERS OF SEEDS.

SUTTON'S SEED CATALOGUE, with prices of
every article, will be sent gratis and post free to any

address. Also,
SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE. Published by Longmaw,

Paternoster Row. Price 6d., or free by post Id., in penny stamps.
Sutton & Sons. Seed Growers and Merchants, Reading.

TO GENTLEMEN ENCAGED IN PLANTING.
RARE AND HARDY CONIFERS, HARDY

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS AND CUMBERS, SELECT
GREENHOUSE and IIAKDY PLANTS, NEW and CHOICE
FRUITS. &C. &c. Full particulars of the above are given in
Youell & Co.'s Advertisements which appeared on the 2d Feb.

Royal Nursery. G reat Yarmouth, Norfolk.

HARDY
pSKoiog^ttabte -v.':.;::: i5»| T G - WAITED CATALOGUE is now ready, and CATERER "and' GODFREY "respectfully invite
PearMioteson...., U6 h *J • can be had on application.

I \\ attention to their large stock and first-rate collection of

— Italian Rye

Plane trees, BuyukJere 1 Is

Plants, new ll r>
— Roberta's 119

PoHentube 119
Poorrates 122
Protections, wall US
Roberts's notes on plants .... 119
Hobinia wood 119
Ryegrass, Italian 124
Seeds, trying 115
Spinach disease Ii7
Statistics. Irish 122 1—12*
Timber. Beecu 119— Robinia 119
— salesof 120

Turnips, Cumberland 123
Wall protections US

c
b

c

a
c

b
e
a
a
c

e
a
a
a
a
c
b

Seed Establishment, 181. High Holborn, London.

KITCHEN GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS.

JOHN CATTELL'S CATALOGUES of the above
J are now ready, and may be had on application.

Westerham, Kent.

j.

XJORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON,
»-* 21, Regent Street.—The next MEETING will take place
on TUESDAY, February 26, on which occasion the effects of
Grafting will be a subject of inquiry and discussion. The Chair
will be taken at 2 p.m .

THE SOCIETY OF ARTS ANNUAL COLLEC-
TION OF INVENTIONS will be opened at the Society's

house, John Street, Adelphi, on EASTER MONDAY, the 24th
March. It will comprise Models and Specimens of Recent In-
ventions, whether patented, registered, or not, and of works of
recent construction. Articles for Exhibition must be forwarded,
carriage paid, on the 6th. 7th, or 8th of March.W * T T,LLIAM BAR 11 A

LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.
HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved

principles.
*»* An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Orn-.vmentat, Shrubs,

Everc.rkexs, Forest Tre es, Roses, and Thorss.
T> ENJAMIN MALLER, late Gardener at Belmonl-
-*-> Lee, Kent, beers to announce to his friends and the public
that he has, with Mr. ROBERT MILLER, of Lewis.ham, taken
the Premises, 5, Granville Terrace, High Road, Lewisham, where
they intend carrying on the business of Seedsmen and Florists.
M. & M. will supply every article that is requisite lor a garden

of the very best description at thejowest possible prices.

TO THE TRADE.
-VTEW PURE WHITE COLLINSIA.—The price
-L^ per ounce of this new and beautiful ANNUAL can be had
on application.

J. G. Waitb, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London.

WAITE'S DANIEL O'ROURKE PEAS.—The best
* * Early Pea in cultivation can be supplied in any quantity,
and price had on application to J.G. Waite, Seed Merchant,
181, High Holborn, London.

ARLY WHITE FIELD PEA NEW EARLY
RACEHORSE—comes off early in July in time for Turnips,

and is a good cropper. Price 12s. per bushel.
Suttox & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

("> IANT SAlNTFOIN.—r/ie True Giant Saintfoin

X may be obtained genuine of the undersigned, at

10a per bushel. It will thrive on all soils.

Tony Sttttox «fe Pons. Seed Growers. Reading, Berks.

CLOVER SEED.
GENUINE NEW CLOVER SEED may be obtained

of the uncitviir/ined . Prices (according to market
and quantity required) wiU be forwarded on application.

Joan Sutton & Sons, Set^ Growers, Readin g, B^rks.

SEED BARLEY FROIvTthE CHALK.
lyTR. H. RAYN BIRD, Basingstoke, can supply

of
new
on application.

CARNATIONS, PICCOTEES, ETC.
pHARLES SCHOF1ELD has this spring a fine
V^ healthy stock of the above; also PINKS, PANSIES, &c.

|

Catalogues on application containing descriptive lists of those
ad many other Florist Flowers. Pansy Seed selected from the
nest show flowers, 2s. 6d. per packet. Hollyhock Seed, extra

fine, Is. 6d. to _2a. 6d. per packet.—Knovrsthorpe", near Leeds.
DOUBLE WHITE CAMELLIAS.

JOHN HENCHMAN, Junior, begs to offer fine
'J bushy home-grown Plants, full of flower-buds, at 24s., 27s.,
S0<? , and 36s. per doz-»n ; a few extra size at 3s. 6d. each.
INDIAN AZAL1 >, short busby Plants, full of flower-buds,

£t 15s., 18?., 24.?., and : p# doaen,
Opposite the Golden Fleece, Lower Edmonton.

SIwobuBLrWMITE PETUNIA—" iMPEKlAL" (true}.

CHARLES TURNER is now able to supply^ Plants of this beautiful new variety, which is as double
an Oleander, and fragrant. Plants 3s. 6d. each, with a con-
rable reduction to the trade if a dozen are taken. C. T. begs

•ticularly to recommend it, as it is not only a novelty but also
alnable bedding plan t.—Royal Nnrserv, Slough.

TO THE SEED TRADE.

C.WHEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED
LIST for this Season is now ready, and may be

had gratis on application,

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

SEED CROW I NG ESTABLISH M~E~N T f

WISBECH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE.
/CHARLES SHARPE be^s respectfully to inform
V^ the Trade that his CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, cultivated and saved under his

own management, will be forwarded post free on application.

NEW PLANT CATALOGUE^
WILLIAM RUMLEY and SONS' New Descrip-

tive SPRING CATALOGUE for 1856, of New and Choice
Fuchsias, Verbenas, Geraniums, Cinerarias, Petunias. Dahlias,
Pansies, Hollyhocks, Chrysanthemums, Stove, Greenhouse
Bedding, and Hardy Plants at very reduced prices is now ready
and may be had on application.

Oiiling, near Richmond, Yorkshire.

NEW DAHLIAS, ETC.
CHARLES TURNER begs to state that his

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of New Dahlias, Gera-
niums, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Car-
nations, Pinks, Shrubby Calceolarias, Petnnias, &c. &c, is now
ready, and contains many new varieties offered for the first time.
Sent post, free on application —Rovnl Mursprv. Slough.

T^EOKGE SMITH'S NEW AND PRICED CAT-
VJ* ALOGUE is Now Ready, and will be sent free by Post on
application. It contains Select Lists of Verbenas, Geraniums,
(of Show, Fancy, Variegated and Scarlet kinds), Dahlias, Holly-
hocks, Petunias, and Chrysanthemums.

Tollington Nursery, Hornsev Road, Islington, London,

BEFORE ORDERING YOUR SEED POTATOES,
send for THORNIIILL & DICKSON'S DESCRIPTIVE

PRICED LIST of the best leading varieties. Observe!—27,
Bath Street (facing the Talbot Hotel), Bristol; and Nursery
Grounds, Lawrence Hill.
N.B. A complete assortment of Kitchen Garden, Flower, and

Agricultural Seeds. Priced Catalogues free by Post.

* F. WINSTANLEY'S TRADE PRICED LIST
OF GARDEN SEEDS is now ready, and can be had on

application , 28. Market Place, Manchester.

Market
s DE-

i

I

i

inc. ruui\r. r\ ^i)jti rwintw \i*\«t/.

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Midc
'3 near Manchester, is now enabled to offer the above es

(

T* ASS and BROWN bpff' to offer to the Trade True
7-* and Fine Stocks of the following. Prices on application.
LEA!ss— Taylor's and common Windsor, Sword, Hangdown,
and Gr**>n Longpods.

PP. VS.—Fklrbeard's new Nonpareil ; also a few quarters of each
of £ii)<rwood Marrow, Flack's Victorv, Emperor. &c.

^.JDXEYBEAXS.-Of sorts.
tAUROTS.—Aki-.nchani and White Belgium.

wholesale Seed Usta on application.—Seed Establishment,
Sudbury, Suffolk.

' p F. WINSTANLEY, Seed Merchant, 28. K
*• • Placft. Manchester, is now readv to send out hi

SCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL, AND FLOWER SEEDS. Attached to this Cata-
logue is a Calendar of Seeds to be sown in each month ; also the
mode of cultivating the Dioscorea.

rp F. WI.NSTAJSLEY begs to inform his friends
i- * that his collections of NEW GARDEN SEEDS are now

ready, comprising all the most useful vegetable produce, from
11. to 51. The DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE contains the
details of each collection on page 11.

Seed Warehouse, 28, Market Place, Manchester.

BOSSOM'S "CHAMPION" CELERY has proved
to be the best in cultivation for size, solidity, and crispness;

it also withstands a greater degree of frost than any other variety.

To be had in sealed packets at Is. The Trade supplied.

T. F. Wikstanley, Seed Merchant, Manchester.

CELOSIA AUREA.
FRANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and CO.,

Seed Merchants, 14, Corporation Street, Manchester, offer

Seeds of the above very graceful Plant, at 2s. Sd. per packet.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
GTABER, Seed Grower, Rivenhall, Witham,

• Essex, has for sale a few quarters of some of the best
sorts of Early PEAS and Green Windsor BEANS; Skirving's
Purple-top and other SWEDES, and MANGEL SEEDS of
sorts, grown from select roots. Prices on application.

CHEAP AND SELECT7 NURSERY STOCK.
\VILLIAM JACKSON and CO., Bedale, Yorkshire,
* * beg to refer purchasers to their advertisement of useful

Nurpery Sfoek in tho Gardeners' Chronicle, page 109.—Feb. 23.

W STEWARD and CO., the only firm who supply O H0n*s do., Walnut-leaved do., Flnke (true), Lapstor«%
• SEEDS AT GROWERS' PRICES, Package and FTonrball, and all other first class varieties, to be bad of T. F.

Win-stanley, Seed Merchan t, Manchester.

HORTON, LewishanT Bridge, Kent, offers for

• sale true SEED POTATOES, warrant direct from

Yorkshire. Early Shaws and Yorkshire Ke^ents at 4s. per

bushel of 56 lbs., or 61. per ton, delivered A«e within 6 miles.

N.B. A snperior stock of Maple s f»*es selected expressly for

Orchidaceous baskets, and every r«<ner kind of stakes supplied in

large or small quantities at the towest price

these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues may be
had free on application to Waterer & Godfrey, Knap Hill
Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

NURSERY TREES.
"BOWLER and WRIGHT, Seedsmen and Nursert-
-Jl mes, Glasgow, have on Sale a fine Stock of SEEDLING

1 and TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL
PLANTS, SHRUBS, and FRUIT TREES, at very moderate
prices. Catalogues may be had on application.- -Feb. 23. ""37

VfTHEAT FOR LATETnD SPRING SOWINGS
* » —Samples with prices of Talavera, Red Hybrid, Nursery

April, and other kinds of Seed Wheat will be sent free on appli-

cation to Mr. IL Rayxbird, Basingstoke,

NOTICE TO GROWERS OF PINE-APPLES.
WANTED, FOR THE LIVERPOOL MARKET,

a quantity of good PINES, not under 21bs. each. For-
ward immediately.

—

Gkorge Taylor, Jun., Fruit and Vegetable
S alesman, The Grand Stand, 8t, John's Market, Liverpool.

11/ ANTED, one, two, or three ORANGE, LEMON,
1 V or CITRON TREES; also a Urge sized POMEGRANATE.
—Apply by letter to A. D., Post Office, Brook Street, stating
lowest price^ _^
n^O BE SOLD, six to eight dozen healthy"" PINE
* APPLE PLANTS, showing fruit. Also four dozen SUC-

CESION PLANTS.—Mr. G. Edwards, Gardener, Winter/old
Kiddnrrainsrer.

SUCCESSlON PINE PLANTS.

TO BE SOLD, about 40 SUCCESSION PINET
PLANTS, healthy and vigorous.—Apply to James Dick-

sov, Sons, & Co., 23. Market Place, Manchester.

TO GENTLEMEN AND BUILDERS PLAN T I NC^
nrO BE SOLD, some FRUIT TREES of large
* growth, a few Shrubs and Forest Trees, 140 fe-t of Asphalt^,

Kerb Stone, and Circular Iron Fence for a Fish Pond.—Apply at
Amherst Hou se, Amherst Road, Shacklewell, Stoke Newington.

rpO BE SOLD, very "handsome large IRISH
A 'YEWS, from four to eight feet. Purchasers taking a large
number will be liberally dealt with. Prices on application.

—

Thomas Jacrapy & Son, Nurseries, Kingston, near London.

I^ALSTAFF'S RASPBERRY CANES.—Any quan-
*• tity of the above may be had at 2s. 6d. per hundred. Liberal
discount to the trade. Orders for 500 delivered to any Railway
Station in London. Post-office orders made payable to William
HaBIT, Post Office, Brentford.—M-gden Lane, Isleworth.

, &c, Clevedont

POTATOES and
STRAWBERRIES, both of first-class varieties-see Advertise-
ment Feb. 7. Early orders are solicited, as the stock of many is

limited. (All Black Prince Strawberry sold.)

Post Office Orders payable a t Clevedon to George Lee.

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens~M^dieton^
near Manchester, can supply the HEAVIEST LANCA-

SHIRE SHOW GOOSEBERRY TREES at 6s. per dozen.
FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO (tru*), 35. per bushel, 56 lbs,

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS, PANSIES, &c. &c. &c.

_ Catalogues now ready.

THE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO (TRUE).
Middleton,

excellent

POTATO, which, having been raised in Middleton, may be
depended upon as gexuinf, and from the oiugtkal stock. May
be had of a medium size for planting, at 3s. per bushel of 56 lbs.

GENUINE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.
FRANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and CO.r

Seed Merchants, 14 Corporation Street, Manchester, offei

the above very prolific and tardy Potato, carefully picked for sets.

Price may be had on appl .ation.

FLUKE KIDNEY POTATOES, SL pa ton; in
quantities less than 1 ton, 6s. per cwt; sacks, Is. per cwt.

The above are grown expressly for Seed on newly broken up old
turf land. All orders to be accompanied by a rpmittance.

Hpmphrey Chamberlain", Kempsey, Worcester.

SH-LEAF KIDNEY POTATOES, one year, from
Yorkshire, carefully selected, S^.nerton; SHAWS, verr

first rate stock, 41. 10s. per ton: REGENT PLANTS, 41. per ton
for cash, of W. G. K. Breavinotox, Vicarage Farm, Hounslow.
(Sacks 2£j_each holding 2j:wt.)

<jEED POTATOES.—True Ash-lenf Kidney, Jack-

GEORGE LEE, Market Gardener,
near Bristol, lias a surplus Stock of

Carriage free. Lists on application, 13, Drake Street, Plymouth.
Collections IPs.. 20s.. 30*., 40s. each , value 10 per cent, more.

PRIMULAS—PRIMULAS—PRIMULAS.
ILD'S IPSWICH

world-wide celebrity, are
LATTER'S PRIMULAS, and \Y

STANDARD CUCUMBER, of wor
now being sent out with Orion Melon, Hollyhocks, and Pansies,
free by post for 7s. &/., with Latter's '• Hints on the Cultivation

j
of Primulas/' coloured drawing of a beautiful seedling, &c, on
appl ication to Thomas Wild, Ipsw i ch

.

THE SEED TRADE,
\T7ILLIAM CUT BUSH, Nurseryman, Barnet,

* Herts, begs to inform his Patrons and the Public that his
Stock of Vegetable and Flower Seeds are unusually fine this

season, and can recommend them as true to name, and such a*'

will give satisfaction.

W. C. has a fine Stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees in
1 good condition for planting.

F

SEED POTATOES.—The following sorts, from tr

and hpalthy stocks, may be had as below, namely :—Kjstney
1

,

Fiftyfold, FiaEe> Lapstone, and Painted Lady. Round ; Early O*
ford, K*rly Frame, Early Cockney, Fortyfold, British QaeeB*.
F«rty Shaw, York Regent, and Purple Regent—Prie** on
application. A descriptive, historical, and omprehensfve^Cata-
logue of Flower and Vegetable Seeds forwarded on reciggt 6T
three penny stamps. A remittance -with order fromHcmjHWWn
ccrresp^drats.— Hooper & Co. Cerent Garden MavkeC w/

-
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NEW CELERY—COLE'S DEFIANCE RED.

WILLI AM. COLE, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and
Florist, Fog Lane Nursery, Withington, near Manchester,

begs to introduce this valuable new variety, which will be found
a great improvement on his well known Celery/' Cole's Dwarf
Solid Red," being a more robust grower, and decidedly superior
in every respect. In sealed £ oz. packets, free by post, 2s. each.

It can also be procured from the following agents :

—

Messrs. Hurst and McMullen, 6, Leadenhall Street; Messrs.
Noble, Cooper, and Bolton, 152, Fleet Street; Messrs. Minier
& Co., 60. Strand ; Messrs. Charlwood & dimming, Covent Gar-
den; Messrs. Nutting & Son, 46, Cheapside, London;
Mr. Turner, Slough; Mr. Duncan Hairs, St. Martin's Lane;
Mr. Denyer, Gracechurch Street; Messrs. Downie and
Laird, Edinburgh; Messrs. F. & J. Dickson, Chester;
Messrs. J. & J. Fraser, Lea, Bridge, Essex; Messrs. Little
and Ballantyne, Carlisle; Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter;
Mr. J.Veitch, Exotic Nursery, Chelsea; Messrs. Finney & Co.,

Gateshead; Mr. A. Pontey, Plymouth; Mr. E.Rendle, Plymouth;
Mr. Cattell, Westerham, Kent; Messrs. Lucombe, Pi nee, & Co.,
Exeter; Mr. Browne, Norwich; J. Coje, Keyfidd Nursery, St.

Alban's; Garraway & Mayes, Bristol; Drummond & Son, Stir-

ling; J. Dickson & Son, Market Place, Manchester; F. Win-
stanley, Market Place, Manchester; I\ & A. Dickson, Corpora-
tion Street, Manchester.

'
» IVI P ROVEMENT OF GRASS LANDS.

SUTTON'S RENOVATING GRASS SEEDS FOR
IMPROVING OLD PASTURES.—Great improvement

may be effected by sowing 8 to 12 lbs. per acre of Sutton's
Renovating Seeds, which consist of Perennial Clovers and
Grasses of the finer kinds for improving the bottom.

An increase of several Tons of Hay per acre has been

thus effected on many Meadows and Upland Pastures.

The Seeds should be sovm early. Price reduced to 9d.pei* lb.

From Mr. G. Norrington, Rectory Farm, Taplow, 26th 11, 1855.
" About five years ago I wrote to you to send me a mixture of

Grass seeds to sow upon 10 acres of old pasture. At the time I
took the farm the 10 acres of meadow was almost useless. I
now have a most excellent pasture."

From C. F. Thruston, Esq., Talgarth, August 9, 1855.
" Your seeds have answered admirably. Turnips, Mangels,

Carrots, and Parsnips are superb. Your Grass seeds also have
answered well. They were sown in spring, under rather unfavour-
able circumstances. The after Grass is remarkable ; Clover and
Other seeds springing up where nothing but the poorest pasture
had been previously, and I think that a field of 9 acres sown with
your RENOVATING MIXTURE, is now one of the finest in
our neighbourhood."

From Sir David Cunynghame, Welleshourne House, Warwick.
u The meadows that were renovated with your seeds are look-

ing very well. I cut nearly 2 tons of hay to the acre, and three
years ago the same land hardly produced half a ton per acre.
The Garden Seeds I have had from you exceed by far any that I
have bought elsewhere/

Sutton & Sons also supply Grass Seeds for laying
down Land to Permanent Pasture at a moderate expense,
the sorts being selected in accordance with the nature of the soil
to be laid down, particulars of which may be obtained by post.
Many Meadows and Upland Pastures may be increased

in value 50 per cent, by sowing these Seeds (as see the

above letters).

Goods delivered Carriage Free by Rail.
Address, John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.
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JC. WHEELER and SON, Gloucester, beg to offer
• the following FLOWER SEEDS, imported from one

ot the best Growers in Germany, which they can recommend
as being of the very best quality, and which will be forwarded
free by post at the following priced :

—

QUILLED DOUBLE GERMAN ASTER—Assortment
of 24 splendid varieties, containing of each colour s. d.

100 seeds
Ditto ditto 12 varieties
Packets of the above vars. mixed, is. ; small packets, each
GERMAN TEN-WEEK STOCKS—Assortment of 24
most splendid varieties, each colour separate

Ditto, assortment of 12 moat splendid varieties
The above varie'ies mixed, Is. ; small packets
NEW LARGEST FLOWERING DWARF TEN-
WEEK STOCK.— This new acquisition has been
greatly admired. The flowers are exceedingly large,
the colours ro3e, purple, blue, light blue, and white.
Assortment of nine beautiful varieties

The above varieties mixed, Is. ; small packets
DWARF GERMAN WALLFLOWER-LEAVED TEN-
WEEK STOCK—Assortment of 12 splendid varieties,
containing of each variety 100 seeds

NEW ROSE PURPLE EMPEROR STOCK, per packet
WALLFLOWERS -Collection of eight splendid varieties
DWARF DOUBLE LARKSPUR—Collection of 10 most

splendid varieties, containing of each colour one-eighth
of an ounce

TALL DOUBLE LARKSPUR — Collection of eight
splendid varieties, containing of each colour one-eighth of
an ounce

ZINNIA ELEGANS-Collectionof six beautiful varieties
The following unsolicited testimonials will give some slight

idea of the high repute in which our seeds are held :—
" I beg to inform you that the German Stocks and Asters you

sent me last year met my entire satisfaction, for I had a most
splendid show; they were admired by every one who saw them."—Mr. John Eyre, of Long Buckby.
" The Wallflower seed you sent me is much finer than ever I saw

before ; they are grand in the extreme—spikes of flowers 12 inches
long."—Mr. Cleeton, Gardener to E. Holland, Esq., M.P., Dumbleton.

u The German Stocks and Asters have given general satis-
faction, having surpassed all I have yet seen, both for brilliancy
ot colour and compactness of bloom."—Mr. Vertegans, Florist,
Edg-baston, Birmingham.

" The German Stocks came up to your recommendation ; they
gave me great satisfaction, and many friends who visited the
gardens asked me where I had the seed from."—Mr. Barlass,
Gardener to T. B. D. Baker, Esq., of Hardwieke Court.

" The German Stocks and Asters you sent to the Heath last year
are really good."—Mr. Chapman, Gardener, The Heath, Cardiff.

WHEELER'S GARDEN SEEDS.
In order to save trouble in ordering seeds we have made up

three collections of " Garden Seeds." The first a large Collection
comprising all the sorts requisite and necessary for the year's
consumption of a large garden, all arranged in proper quantities
and correctly named, price 31., carriage free. Second Collection,
equally choice sorts, suitable for a middle-sized garden, for 30s.,
carriage free; the third Collection for a small garden, price 15s.

" Your seeds were very good last year, and I hope thev are
equally so this season." -R. B. Williams, Esq., StackpoU Court,
Pembroke.
" The Peas were excellent."— T/te Hon. F. Scott, M.P., Sandhurst

Grange.
J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Gloucester, Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural Society.
Established more than a hundred years.

TO NOBLEMEN, CLERGYMEN, AND OTHERS.
THE most Economical and Convenient Mode of

ordering GARDEN SEEDS is to send for one of
"Sutton's Complete Collections for one year's supply"
particulars of which may be had on application
addressed— "

Sutton & Soys, Seed Growers and Merchants, Reading.

CHOICE SEEDS.
BASS and BROWN'S 25th Annual Edition of their

SEED CATALOGUE contains everything which can be
desired of the choicest new and other Vegetable and Flower
Seeds. Copies supplied on application.

ASSORTED COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS.
These collections comprise only the best in cultivation, and for

quality are not to be surpassed.

Collection No. 1. (20 quarts Peas, and all other Vege-
tables in proportion), for 1 year's supply £3 q

Collection No. 2. in reduced proportions 2
Collection No. 3. do. '

1 5
Collections for small Gardens 10s. Gd. and 15
For any sorts of Vegetable Seeds not wished for, enlarged

quantities of others sent to make up the amount. For Lists of
the Collections see Catalogue.

A FEW NEW AND SELECT FLOWER SEEDS.
For an abridged list of about 100 varieties of these, see Adver-

tisements in the Gardeners' Chronicle of Feb. 2d, page 78, and
Feb. 16th, page 109.

Smith's New Balsams, 6 varieties, separate ... 2s. 6c?.

„ „ in larger packets, mixed 2s.

FLOWER SEEDS.—BEST ASSORTMENTS.
Free by post, with instructions for culture, &c. The Cata-

logue gives colours, heights, months of flowering, hardiness,
duration, with prices per packet of each, &c. s. d.

100 vars. select showy Annuals, including newest ... 15
• t m 450 vars., 8s Gd. ; 30 vars., 5*. Gd. ; 20 vars. ...

^20 vars. best dwarf Annuals, large packets, forfilling beds
on lawns, &c, 75. Gd. ; 12 vara

20 vars. choice Greenhouse Annuals, including new, 75. Gd.
;

•1^ Velio* • •• #• «»# ••* ,„ •*« # »j

20 vars. choice Greenhouse perennials, including new,
10s. &*. ; 12 vars

20 vars. hardy biennials and perennials, including new,
is, ou. 5 invars. ... ... ... ... .,, ...

CHOICE IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS,
IN SEPARATE COLOURS, VERY FINK AND DOUBLE.

30 superb vars. dwarf German Stock, 55.; 15 vars. ... 35. Oef,

Choice mixed do. packets, Gd. and 15. ; new pale sulphur 1
Fine dwarf carmine, 6d.; new White Hybrid 1
8 superb vars. new large flowering Stocks 2
New large Chamois, Gd. ; new white dwf. Wall-leaved, Gd. & 1
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COTTINGHAM NURSERIES-ESTABLISHED 68 YEARS AGO.
ESTABLISHMENT

MARTIN AND SON'S
CATALOGUE! OF VEGETABLE SEEDS

May be had on application, and we trust the low prices there quoted will induce those who have not yet
patromsed us to give us a trial. Every article is tested, and quality equal to any respectable firm in
Europe, we rather flatter ourselves, our firm having been established above half a century, and conducted
by Mr. M., Senior, for above 40 years.
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Truffaut's, 2s. 61. the collection.fO LA 1 Ohb—Mutch s Early is one of the most prolific and best flavoured grown, 65. per bushel of 70 lbs.

Also a fine Collection of Geraniums, good and healthy, 6s. to 9s. and 30,. per dozen. Seedling Cinerarias and Calceolarias,
in 4 and 6 inch pots, at 4s. and 6*. per dozen.

^^^^ Our General Nursery List may be had on application.

FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS.

MESSRS. E. GL HENDERSON & SON'SCATALOGUE
Of the above, confining all the novelties

;

of'the season (with a full-siz^d Engraving of the new Chinese PotatoUlUSCUKfcA. UA1A1 Ab), is now ready, and can be had gratis on application.
It contains upwards of 1500 varieties of FLOWER SEEDS, the whole of which are systematically arranged under their

ml^ttno^^^^^ t,mt ^ —mended for their superior beauty and novelty

the d£e?or°S^ the DeV D°Ub,e White PETU*IA IMPERIALS can be supplied by
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in M»y h^e, with the exception of the Countess of Burlington, been raised'by the eminent cultivator, Edward Banks, Esq., from whom the stock has been purchased :— ^ '

EMPEROR NAPOLEON (Banks).—Deep rich scarlet crimson ; DONNA JO-VOI7rN\ fFUvTrs'N _<3/.«».io* «,.;.„<,«.. * *.
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IV} petals, with other superior qualities, can scarcely be
rnw iw. w .

in
vT-

,ned unless s*™ on the plant. Price IO5. 6d.YEN L b OE MEDICI (Banks).—A great noveltv, and the most
beautiful 1 ,, chsia that has been introduced for many years;
tube white w^h sepals of a blush pink, or white shaded and
str.ped withpinv coroua deep violet bine, large and beau-
tifully formed; yet v^ above descri tion wil , scarceIy give an
adequate idea of its bea. ty, as the colour is quite new among
Fuchsias but we have no ^sitation iu s ? it will I
one of the finest varieties for o^uibition. The habit of the
plant is superior to any other white*w lisia in cllltivation . the
flowers are large, well reflexed, and ei^>y3ntIv formed . the

l

sepals are very long, which gives the fldwer I m ^t striking
appearance. Price 10a. 6d.

most stnxing

COUNTESS OF BURLINGTON (STORY's).-Scariet tube and
sepals, elegantly reflaxed, with a beautiful pure white corolla;
habit of the plant graceful. This may be considered the finest
white corolla'd Fuchsia yet sent out. Price 10s GdVOLCANO DI AQUA (BANKS).-Rich glossy scarlet, with
well reflexed sepals; corolla violet, extra large; a wonderful
flower for size, and a very free bloomer. Price 10s. 6d.CHARLEMAGNE (Banks).—Rich scarlet, sepals well reflexed,
with a large barrel-shaped, violet-purple corolla ; dwarf habit
and free bloomer

; very distinct and novel. Price 10s. 6d.
%• Persons ordering the whole of the above set will have

Story's Double White Corolla'd Fuchsia, " Ranunculjsflora "

given in gratis. This variety, our customers are aware, we were un-

We caa with confidence recommend the above Fuchsias a, ft. fiZTaM
°U
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size, and colonr far snrpassing all others, either^^hXtiTn^^men^^^tZSl™'7^ " ha"nS**'
Wellington Nursery, St. JohnVWood, London.

l
fc

2 superb vars. Wall-leaved or Prussian
15 superb vars. Autumn Brompton
Fine scarlet do., 6d. and Is.; mixed fine, 6d. and ...

6 superb vars. Perpetual Emperor, blooming three times
it j"ar ,., .., .,, ...

4 superb vars. new large flowering do,
24 superb vars. quilled and striped Asters, 5s.) 12 vars.
12 superb vars. Globe flowering do.

16 superb vars. Pyramidal, do.

10 superb vars. Bouquet double dwarf do.

8 superb vars. Pseony-flowered French do. (Truffaut's)...

Also superb imported Wallflower, Larkspur, Balsam, Sinecioor
Jacobtea,Cockscomb, Zinnia, and many others. See Catalogue, p.46.

FINEST LAWN GRASS SEEDS.
These include the finest dwarf and compact species best adapted

for the purpose, Is. per lb. Quantities not uudnr 1 peck, 18*. per

bushel. The quantity required for new Lawns is 2£ bushels.

ROOTS FOR EARLY SPRING PLANTING.
Anemones, Ranunculus, Gladioli, Iris Gerraanica, Lilium,

Tritonia aurea, Tigridia, Oxalis, Achimenes, Gloxinia, and a

great variety of other roots. See Catalogue, page 57 and 5S.

Goods Carriage Frke (not under 20*.) to all the London
termini and all stations on the Colchester line between London
and Norwich. *
Catalogites for the season to the present time sent free for

three penny stamps.—Post-office orders payable to Bass & Browx,
or to Stephen Brown, Sudbury Post Office.

BASS & BROWN, Seed and Horticultural Establishment,
Sudbury, Suffolk.

JOHN WATERER has much pleasure in submitting
to the attention of gentlemen engaged in planting the follow-

ing desirable selections from his general NURSERY STOCK.
The whole of the Plants are in the best possible condition for

removal.

Cedrus Deodara, 4 to 5 feet, 7s. Gd. to 10s. 6d. each, bushy

to the ground, fit for standing singly as specimens; 5to6
and 7 feet, 21s. each ; 7 to 8 and 10 feet, 31*. 6d. to 42*.; 10 to

12 feet, 63*. (most magnificent plants).
Cedrus Lebanon, 4 to 5 feet, 3£. 3s. per dozen.
Cryptomeria japonica, 5 to 6 ft., 75. 6tf. each ; larger,10$ Gd. ** j**

5"

Araucaria imbricata, 2 to 3 feet, 7s. Gd. to 21s. ; 3 to * ^et
»
2l5,

to 42s. (splendid plants).
Fitz-R «ya Patagonica, 2 to 3 feet, 5s. each.
Juniperus Hibernica, 4 to 5 feet, 5*., handle and close grown.

Libocedrus gigantea, 10s. Gd. ; about 9 *&tj 31s. Gd.

Pinus Cerabra, 3 to 4 feet, 5s.

Douglasi, 3 to 4 feet, HZ- 6s. per dozen; 4 to 6 feet, 7s. Gd. to

10s. Gd. each : fi *> 8 and 10 feet, 42s. to 63s.

Lambertian*, * to 3 feet, 10s. Gd.; 3 to 4 feet, 21s. to 31s. Gd.

(very handsome),
insignia, 1£ to 2 feet, 30s. per dozen; 2 to 2£ feet, 42s.;

larger, 5s. to 10s. Gd. each.

Saxe-Gothsea conspicua, 2 to 3 feet, 5s. [21s. eacn.

Yew, Irish, close grown specimens, 5 to 6 and 7 feet, 10s. Gd. to

Wellington gigantea, good plants, 5s. to 7s. Gd. ; larger, very

handsome, 10s. Gd. to 21s.

Cupres&us Goveniana \ 1£ to 2 feet,

„ macrocarpa J 71. 10s. per 100. .

Thuja aurea, about 1 foot, 101. per 100 ; larger, 3s. Gd. to 5s. eacn

;

very handsome, 7s. Gd. to 21s. each.

Rhododendron ponticum, for under cover, strong, fit for immediate

planting, 71. 10s. to 10Z per 1000.

w Cafawbiense, good bushy plants, 2Z. 10s. to ol. per 100 (ft

good proportion of these have bloom buds) ; larger, 7l> l^5

per 100.

Catawbiense Hybrids, in good varieties, fine bushy pU» ts »

2L 10s. to 71. 10s. per 100. , .

in choice sorts, by name, such as are annually exhibited Dy

us at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Fnv^ f
« eiI

grown plants, U to 2 and 2$ feet, 30s. to 60s. per dozen.

n Standards, of the most approved kinds, 21s. to 42s., *na

105s. each.
Azaleas (Hardy Belgian, and others), good mixtures, yello^

pink, scarlet, &c, 1* foot, 2/. 10s. to 31. 10s. per 100; W
superior, 12s., 18s., to 24s. per dozen.

Hardy Heaths, superior collection, 35s. per 100.
D) .

Kalmia latifolia, good bushy plants, i to U foot, 4/. A*. Ver l

\l
larger, of all sizes; rayrtifolia, a superior variety, 1 w

foot, 3s. Gd. to 5s. each. ,

J. Waterer feels confident that intending planters ?'nnld
f £.

it greatly to their advantage to make a personal visit or

spection, which can easily be done, the Nursery iving near

Farnborough Station, South Western Railway, *nd Blackiraw

South Eastern Railway.
The American Nursery, Bagsbot, Surrey.
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PEARS CRAFTED ON THE QUINCE AS PYRAMIDAL
SHAPED TREES.

J and J. FRASER begj to announce that their

• Priced List of the above is now published, aud may be had

post free on application.

J. & J. F. have sold a large number of these Trees for the last

three years, and have received numerous letters from gentlemen

in the country speaking in very high terms of their productive-

ness. They can therefore recommend them with greater confi-

dence to the notice of their friends and the public in general.

Lea Bridge Road, Essex,

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
To Noblemen and Gentlemen Planting New Pleasure
Grounds, or Improving Parks or Drives, and to Com-
panies Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries.

WSKIRVING begs to offer his extensive Stock of
• TREES and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either

for immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where

smaller sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition

to his general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrubs,

which is allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this

season offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most
valuable Trees latelv introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRI-
CATA and CEDRUS DEODARA, of various sizes, from 1 to 6 ft.

W. S. invites any one wanting considerable quantities of

Specimen Trees and Shrubs to inspect his collection and obtain

prices on the spot, as the mere height of such trees (as quoted in

lists) gives no idea of the value of well grown select plants for

choice situations.

N.B. A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped
plants of the Araucaria imbricata and Cedrus Deodara have been
grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great dis-

tances in this country, or to any part abroad.
Priced Lists will be sent on application.

IVE HUNDRED BUSHELS OF POTATOES
TO THE ACRE.—This enormous crop was grown last

year by a gentleman in Surrey, and out of which there were only

five bushels diseased; nearly all the quantity were large-sized,

some weighing 2 lbs. and 1 oz., and not above three bushels of

Chats out of the whole. This Potato was originally reared in

Scotland, and is called by the grower the Scottish Champion, and
has again proved to have surpassed all other sorts, both in

quantity, quality, and freedom from disease, as will be seen by
the testimonials.

The price is 27. 2s. , inclusive of the sack of three bushels,

delivered free at the South Western Railway Station in London.
—Arply by letter, post-paid, to Mr. William Gowland, 4,

Crooked Lane, London Bridge, London; or to Thos. B. Atkinson.
Seedsman, 64, High Street^ Worcester, where further testimonials
can be obtained. AH orders must be accompanied by a remittance.

H Sir,—In answer to yours respecting the Scottish Champion
Potato, I beg to say it is quite equal in flavour to the York
Regent, is very productive, boils very white and mealy. In fact,

of the sixty-seven varieties of Potatoes grown by me in the way
of experiment this season I consider it the best, and shall plant
it for my next general crop.—Your obedient servant,

" Edward Bennett, Gr. to Sir Offiey Wakeman, Bart.,
"Perdiswell Hall, Worcester."

THE CHAMPION KIDNEY POTATO.
EDWARD TILEY begs to state, in answer to the

numerous applications tbat have been made within the
last fortnight by persons who purchased the above last season,
wishing to know if they can be supplied with seed of the same
again, that he has about 20 bushels of good sound sets to

dispose of.

This variety bears a strong resemblance to that fine old

Potato the Ashleaf Kidney. If planted at the same time it will

come in ten days earlier; it is quite equal to that in flavour, and
will give double the crop. As a proof of its superior quality, a
market gardener who purchased a peck of them last season has
just sent an order for a sack, for his own planting. Several
persons who forced them last spring speak in the highest terms
of their being the best they ever grew for early frame work.

THE EARLY EMPEROR POTATOES.
This is one of the best keeping varieties that has ever yet been

sent out. It is a fine red Potato, nearly round, and the eye level

with the surface, so that there is no waste to it in peeling as in

most other sorts, which in general possess deep eyes. It is a
seedling from that well known kind the " Old Rough Red ; " it is

very mealy when boiled, and is so rich in flavour that it cannot
be equalled by any other Potato now in cultivation. It will be
found to keep well until new Potatoes come in plentiful again.
The above will be sure to give the greatest satisfaction to all

purchasers.
Sold in quantities of not less than one peck ; they will be sent,

hamper and package free, at 5s. 6d. per peck; or four pecks for

1Z., hamper free* A remittance in cash must accompany all

orders, or small amounts in penny postage stamps. Purchasers
would do well to name the nearest Railway Station to their resi-

dence.
Edward Tile*, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, 14,

Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.

SEED POTATOES.
JC. WHEELER and SON offer the following

• SEED POTATOES:—
PRINCE OF WALES.—This is the earliest round white Potato,

excellent for forcing, and for a general crop can be most highly
recommended. Per psck, 25. 6d.

;
per bushel, 9*.

u
I was highly delighted with the Prince of Wales Potatoes I

had from yon last year ; I consider them more mealy and better
flavoured than Soden's Oxford, which in some respects it

resembles, and far more free from disease, planted in the same
soil and in every way alike."— Mrs. Canning, Portfields, Hereford.
" Your Prince of Wales Potato ^1 obtained when first sent out,

and I beg to bear testimony to its good qualities. It is early,
excellent, and very prolific. On a plot of ground last year I am
sure that I raised at the rate of nearly 400 bushels per imperial
acre."—Rev R. O. Bromfield, Sprouston Manse, N. B.

J. C. Wheeler and Son beg to add that they have much
satisfaction in introducing this Potato into general notice

—

they have Rent it into nearly all parts of the Kingdom, and every-
where it is highly spoken of. It is so early that it escapes the
disease more than almost any other variety. It is a large
-cropper, and the flavour is excellent; they can recommend it in
the strongest terms.

ALSTONE KIDNEY.—This is perfectly distinct from any other
Potato. It is an astonishing cropper, and the tubers are of
large size. It keeps well, and is good flavoured, and is

altogether an excellent and profitable variety. Per peck, 25. 6d.
;

per bushel, 9s.

The Rev. R. 0. Bromfteld, of Sprouston Manse, N. B., gives
the following report of the Alston© Kidneys which he had from
us.

—

M I had the Alstone Kidney planted in four rows of 10* yards
in length, the running length of all being 42 yards, and the
produce was three large heaped imperial bushels of Potatoes
besides a few small refuse. Not knowing the Potato previously
I had it planted in rows 2 feet apart, which was too close and
made the crop less than it would have been, for the outside row of
10£ yards yielded nearly a heaped bushel. It is at the rate of
close upon 520 bushels per acre. The produce is unusually large.
FLUKE.—This sort is now becoming well known. It is some-
what of a Kidney, but perfectly distinct from any other. As a
second early Potato it is without doubt the best, and will in a
short time find its way into every garden. 2s. per peck.

ASHLEAF KIDNEY (true) an excellent sample. 2s. 6d. per
peck, or 9s. per bushel.

We don't pay carriage of Potatoes.
J. C. Whekleb & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Gloucester.

EPPS' SEEDLINC FUCHSIA "WONDERFUL."
MR. EPPS begs to assure the Public that the above

is without exception the most extraordinary and attractive

Fuchsia yet offered. Tube and sepals bright waxy scarlet;

sepals very broad and of great substance, which beautifully

reflex, displaying an immense dark violet velvet corolla,

measuring in many flowers li inch in diameter. This Fuchsia
will prove to be the greatest wonder yet produced in this class of

flowers. Drawings were made late in the autumn by that

celebrated floral artist, Mr. Andrews, which may be seen at most
of the principal Nurseries and Florists in the United Kingdom.
Early orders solicited, as there are already a great number
bespoke. Strong Plants early in Spring, 105. Qd. The usual

discount to the trade where three are taken.

Bower Nurseries, Maidstone.

BA.SS and" BROWN beg to offer the following, all

of fine and strong growth Plants:—

ROSES.
100 Standards, in 100 splendid vars £7
100 „ 50 „ 6
100 Dwarfs, 100 „ 3
100 „ 60 „ 2 5
100 „ 100 „ the whole perpetual ^ 5 a

bloomers ... )

100 „ 50 „ „ ... 4
Choice Selections, per doz^n, Standards, 15.9. to 245,

;

Dwarfs,
6s. to ISs. ; Short Standards, on 1£ to 2 feet stems, 95. to 215.

DWARF TRAINED FRUIT TREES.
A very fine lot of strong well grown two and three year trained

Fruit Trees. Gentlemen requiring first-rate trees for planting
will not be better supplied :

—

Apricots "I

Peaches S- fine, 35. 6d. each ; extra, 55. each.

Nectarines)
Plums, fine, 25. 6d each ; extra, 35. 6d. each.

Other FRUITS, all of choicest sorts, see Catalogue.

Hardy Herbaceous Plants, 100 distinct and showy vars., 305., or

50 for 175. Qd.

Ditto, 100 superior and newer vars., 5^5., or 50 for 305.

Hardy and Flowering Ornamental Shrubs, 20 fine vars., 12/.;
20 fine newer vars., 24s.

Hardy Climbing Plants, 20 fine sorts, 205.

Camellias, choice assortments, per dozen, well set with flower-

buds, 30 <. to 60s.

RHUBARB—Bailey's Early Monarch, each 2*. 6d.; Salt's

Crimson Perfection, 35. 6d. These two varieties are very
similar, and the earliest grown.

Ditto, Victoria Giant, 75. 6d. per doz.; Hyatt's Linnanis, a good
early sort, 75. 6rf. per doz.

SEAKALE, strong, for Forcing. 105.perl00.
Catalogues, Nos. I., II. and III., for the present Season, for

warded complete for three penny stamps.
Goods carriage free (not under 205.) to all the London termini,

and all Stations on the Colchester line between London and
Norwich.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

UNEQUALLED NEW MELONS.
The Four best Superb Vartetiks that have ever yet been

SENT OUT.

EDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and
Florist, offers M'Ewen's Arundel Hybrid Scarlet Flesh

Melon, possessing the following qualities:—The fruit is hand-
some, round shaped, slightly ribbed ; flesh very firm and solid,

of a melting and most delicious flavour; it has a beautiful

appearance when set upon the table with other fruit, and has been
found to be the best of all other Melons for preserving; weight
from 3£ to 4J lbs.; a free setter and abundant hearer; very early
and hardy ; will grow with less bottom-heat than any other of its !

kind. It obtained the first prize that was awarded to the Scarlet

Flesh Melons at the Great Exhibition at the Crystal Palace, the
2d of June last. Packets containing Three Seeds, 2s. Gd.

M'E wen's Arundel Hybrid Green Flesh Melon.—This was ex-

hibited at the Royal Botanic Exhibition, Regent's Park, June
13th, where it obtained the 1st and 2d Prizes for the best
flavoured Green Flesh Melon ; it is a hybrid from those two well-

known Melons Golden Drop and Beechwood. It has the fine

flavour of the Golden Drop, with the shape and appearance of the
Beechwood, oval shaped, netted, and a very free setter; the
plants grow strong and carry out a great weight of fruit; flesh

very solid and firm, will keep its excellent flavour for many days
after it has been cut; weight from 4 to 5 lbs. Packets of Three
Seeds, 25. 6<i.

Also Monro's Crystal Palace Hero. This was awarded the
first prize for the best and heaviest hybrid Persian Melon;
25. 6d. per packet.

Monro's Golden Gauge Melon was awarded the first prize for

the be3t flavoured Green Flesh variety at the Crystal Palace;
2s. 6d. per packet.
The above new Melons will give the greatest satisfaction to all

purchasers. Persons requiring a Packet of each of the four

varieties will be charged 75. Qd., or two packets of either kind
for 45. A remittance must accompany every order, either by
Post Office Order or Penny Postage Stamps.

14, Abbey Churchyard, Bath.

BALSAMS.
Fand A. SMITH, Florists, Dulwich, Surrey, beg

• to offer Seeds of their superb BALSAMS, in sealed

packets of six separate colours, 2s. Gd. each : also mixed, at 25.

per packet. The colours are scarlet, crimson, white, blush,

scarlet flaked, crimson flaked, scarlet spotted white ; also a small

quantity of purple and purple flake.

Copy of Minut*. National Floricultural Society, July 26, 1856.
" Balsams ;—20 plants from F. and A.Smith, Dulwich. The

censors not having the power to award Certificates to this class

of plants (true Annuals, and therefore not considered Florists1

flowers), wish to express their unanimous opinion of the great

merit of the collection produced, which for variety, habit, colour,

size, doubleness, and general excellence, are the best that had
hitherto come under their notice."

Dr. Lindley, on inspection, said:

—

* They are fully equal, and in several particulars vastly

superior to the best I have seen in Continental establishments."

Extract from the Report of the Meeting of the National Floricul-

tural Society, in the Gardeners' Chronicle, August 4th, 1855,

page 520.
M Several extremely well-grown plants of what are called

Camellia Balsams were furnished by Mr. Smith, of Dulwich, and
very handsome things they must be admitted to be ; among
them were blush, purple, and scarlet kinds, and scarlet mottled
with white; and when we state that many of the flowers

measured quite 2\ inches across, and 1 inch deep, some idea of

the kind of display they made may be conceived ; their only fault

was that they were scarcely sufficiently in bloom."

F. & A. Smith have appointed as Agents:

—

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road.
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Seedsmen, Covent Garden.
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, Berks.
Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, EdgewareRoad.
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Chelsea and Exeter.

Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, Surrey.
Messrs. Bass & Brown, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Messrs. W. E. Rendle & Co., Seedsmen, Plymouth.
Messrs. Dawes, Cottrell,& Co., Seedsmen, Moorgate Street, City

Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester

Messrs, F. & A. Dickson & Co., 14, Corporation Street

Messrs. Brown & Austin, Glasgow. [Manchester,

A.
CEDARS,

PAUL and SON offer Vor Sale CEDRUS
DEODAR A, 1 foot to 8 feet, from Is. 67. to 31s. Qd. each.

CEDRUS LIBANI, 3 feet to 10 feet 8*. 6*. to 31s. Sd. each.

Magnificent specimens of the above and even- intermediate size,

frequently removed, may be had in any quantity, carriage free to

London, from A . Paul & S >n , Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

NE PLUS ULTRA LETTUCE.
HART and NICKLIN, Seedsmen, ^'Guildford,

offer to the public the above Lettuce. It is a Brown Cos
variety, folds and blanches beautifully without tying, is fine of
texture and very sweet; worthy of notice by the small or large
grower. } oz pneke's, 2s. (W, f

free by post.

HOICE FLOWER SEEDS FOR PKESExNT
SOWING. Per Fttft prepaid. Per packet.—*, d.c

PANSY, saved from 100 of the best varieties, by name .. 2
POLYANTHUS
VERBENA
HOLLYHOCK
CALCEOLARIA
GLOXINIA
DAISY
ANTIRRHINUM

M
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60 of the most superb kinds ,,

24 f , spotted varieties
30 of the best varieties
50 < if the new Belgian vars , by name 1

20 best named varieties 1

ANEMONE, from the nv st showy and brilliant kinds ... 1

30 packets of New Choice Flower Seeds, per post, free for 5
Youkll & Co., Roval Nursery, Great Yarmouth.
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BEARINC TRAiNtD FRUIT TREE.S.

THOMAS JACKSON and SON having the greatest
extent of "Wall in the trade, nre enabled to offer at moderate

prices the under-mentioned FRUIT TKEES trained for Walls
or Houses :

—
DWARF TRAINED PEACHES. 7s. (xl each.

NECTARINES, 7s.6J. each.
APRICOTS. 7*. bi. each.

GREENGAGE PLUMS, oi.each.

„ „ MO R ELLO C IT Eli R I E S, 4*. each.

STANDARD TRAINED PEACHES, I0». M. and 15*. each.
N ECT AIM N 1 .S, 10*. 6J. each.
APRICOTS, 10*. 6d. to 2U. each.
PLUMS, 5*. and 7*. 6d. each.
MORELLO CHERRIES..")* each.

The ahove are all set with Flower-buds, aud are capable of

|
bearing Fruit this season.

Fine Trained Trees of the usual nursery size, from 2$. 6d. to

STANWICK NECTARINE, Standard Trained, 10s. Qd. each.

KAISIIA APRICOT, Dwarf, 2 Years' Trained, 5s. each.

Nurseries, Kingston-on-Thames,

V~E R BENA "TRANB Y »

TV/FART1N and SON would recommend the above
1*1 Verbena to every grower. It is one of the most distinct

varieties grown, and they donor hesitate to say it will please every
,one; colour shaded crimson, very large flower, with an immense
cream eye in the way of an Alpine Auricula. It was exhibited

at the principal shows here and greatly admired, and ordered to a
considerable extent, some making whole beds of it. Price 5$,

each ; if taken by the half dozen, 21$. Trade supplied liberally.

Our general Nursery List comprises a good assortment ot

Conifere, Forest, Fruit, and Ornamental Trees, Evergreen and
Deciduous Flowering Shrubs, Greenhouse and Bedding Plants,

Hollyhocks, Chrysanthemums Phloxes, and IJulbous Roots, with

prices; also a List of Culinary Seeds may be had. Every article

before sending out is tested, and can warrant them to grow well.

See our List with price, which, no doubt, will induce you to order.

Transplanted Swede and other Turnip Seeds from 30*. to 485. per
bushel; 18 varieties of Flower Seeds, free for 15 stamps.

—

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Cottingham (A.D., 1788)

Hull Branch Junction Street.— Martin & s»n, Proprietors.
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VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS.

PETER LA.WSON and SON have given their bes

attention to their Stocks of the above, which theyknow^to
be of first-rate quality.

Priced Catalogues raay be had on application.

Seedsmen and Nurserymen to Her Majesty the Queen, and to

the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

AGRICU LTURA L SEEDS, ETC.
PETER LAVVSON and SON beg to intimate that

they are ready to send out all kinds of Agricultural Seeds,

comprising 1 1 ay and Pasture Grasses, Clovers and other Herbage
and Forage Plants, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, Carrots, and other

Roots, Seed Oats, Wheat, Barley, and Rye; all of which are of

the finest kinds and most approved varieties in cultivation.

Priced Lists may be had on application.

Seedsmen and Nurserymen to Her Majesty the Queen, and to

the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.

27, Great George Street, Westm inster.
(

PRESENT PRICES OF FARM SEEDS.

THE CROPS of SWEDE TURNIP, MANGEL,
and other FARM SEEDS being good, prices are

much lower this season (atpiesent) as tee Messrs. Sutton's

Priced List, which may be had, post free, on application,

Addressed Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers and Merchants, Reading,

Berks. Early orders are requested and recommended.

£fte (BartrenerjET €firwticle*
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1856.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tuksdat, Feb. 26 — Horticultural » 2 r.x.

The mode of ascertaining the percentage of

good seeds in any given sample is to our great stir-

prise declared by some of our correspondents to be

a profound mystery, which they think it would be

useful to penetrate. That trying seeds, as it is

technically called, is useful—very useful—is true

enough ; but as to the mystery of the art, there is

' none.

When a merchant buys a parcel of seed he always

tries it, or should do so, in order to he certain that

he buys what is sold him. He does not allow his

country friend or foreign correspondent to send him
a sample half of which will grow while the other

half is dead ; but he requires it to be all good, or if

not he ascertains the percentage of dead seed, and
makes his purchase accordingly. It is certainly

desirable, in these days of eager competition

and underselling, that the retail customer
should do in a small way what the mer-

chant does on the large scale ; unless he
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be content to make his purchases blindfold. It is

well known that there are persons in the trade who
carry on a much more satisfactory business by

selLng seeds below their cost price, than others who
add 25 per cent, for profit. Thus A will give a

shilling for an article, sellitforninepence, and grow

rich, while B gives a shilling for the same article,

sells it for fifteenpence and loses his trade, being

denounced as a man whose charges are extravagant.

No wonder that the public should wish to be

enlightened on this matter. We are glad that our

attention has been directed to it thus opportunely

when gardeners are procuring their spring supplies.

Everybody knows that after seeds have been kept

a certain time they are incapable of growing. It is

equally notorious that all seeds may be killed, hy
hot water, or hot dry air. In neither case is there a

change in their outward appearance, except in

particular instances. It is also notorious that some
seeds are undistinguishable by the eye, although they

produce totally different plants. No one, for

instance, can tell the varieties of Carrot, Beet,

Turnip, Cabbage, Radish, &c, from each other by
their seeds. Red Beet, for instance, worth 8s.

a pound retail, is not to be known by its seeds from
Mangel Wurzel worth 6d. ; nor Cauliflower worth
half-a-crown an ounce from Cabbage seed worth 5s.

a pound. These data furnish the clue to the great

mystery before us.

Thus : A and B both give 16s. per lb. for Cauli-

flower seed. A retails his at 15c?. an ounce

;

while B is satisfied with 9d. A loses his trade, as

we have already stated ; while B is thriving. This,

like all great operations, is brought about by very
simple means. A sells all his seed as he bought it

;

but B knows better ; he perfectly understands the

love of the public for what is cheap, and he complies
with the popular taste and prepares a cheap article.

Instead of acting like his simple competitor, he
buys for a shilling another pound of Cabbage seed
which has either died a natural death, or been
killed for the occasion. This is carefully mixed
with the Cauliflower seed, and makes as nice and
clean a sample as can be desired. In this way he
obtains 2 lbs. of seed for 17s. instead of one lb. for

16s. These he retails at 9c?. an ounce, and converts

into 24.?.; while A, with his honesty, receives only
2.0s. Moreover, for one pound sold by A with 25
per cent, profit, B sells ten, with 50 per cent. Can
any one be surprised at the prosperity of the one and
the adversity of the other ]

If we are to jud^e from the endless complaints
which reach us there must be a good deal of such
ingenuity at work. It is therefore desirable, in the
interest of the fair trader no less than in that of the

public, that the manner of detecting such practices

should be explained. " Trying " seeds reveals the

secret. Nothing is easier, or more certain of

success. We will suppose that a gardener has
bought a pound of Radish seed. He is to count
out some even number of seeds, exactly as they

follow when spread on a piece of paper ; the usual
and most convenient number is 100. These he is

to sow carefully in finely-sifted mould in a flower-

pot, which is afterwards plunged in a hotbed, as if

he were attempting to raise some tender annual.
In a few days all the seeds which are good will

have grown. He then has only to count them, and
the difference between the number which grows and
that which was sown is the percentage of useless

seed. When a hotbed is not to be had, the necessary

heat may be obtained by plunging the flower-pot in a
heap of warm stable litter covering it with a hand-
glass, or even by placing it under a bell class in a
warm room. The only precaution that requires to be
taken is to be careful not to consider plants which
may damp off in the operation as representing bad
seeds. The damp confined atmosphere in which
the seeds are raised renders this accident very likely

to occur.

Gardeners are not the only persons interested in
the operation. When we look at the prices at

which agricultural seeds are sometimes sold, we
cannot doubt that a " trial " of such against more
high priced seeds would be advantageous. The
subject indeed is of more importance to farmers than
to gardeners when we consider how much greater is

the stake which the former have in their crops. They
may discover that very cheap agricultural seeds are
as expensive as very cheap manures.

.

A notice h^s been issued by the Horticultural
Society that at the meeting, on Tuesday next, Feb.
£6, some questions relating to the effect of graft-
ing upon certain descriptions of plants will be
illustrated by specimens collected for the purpose.
It is understood that the principal object will be to
show what the causes are of failure or success in
this ancient operation, and to demonstrate the
impossibility of any permanent or healthy junction
being effected between the scion and its stock in

many cases where propagation by grafting is

attempted.

The importance of such a subject will be appre-

ciated by the buyers of plants, who are invited to

contribute any evidence they may possess. That

evidence is not however required for the purpose of

showing that grafted plants are often as per-

fect as seedlings
;

proofs of this are to be

procured anywhere. What are wanted are

specimens, dead or alive, of bad grafting ; that

is to say of grafts which have failed from any cause

whatever—whether by reason of an unskilful

operator, or of the stock not suiting the graft, or

from other circumstances.

We also learn that a further supply of Gynerium
seed has been received for distribution from E.

Brande, Esq.

We learn with much satisfaction that the late

case of poisoning with Monkshood (see p. 67), has

attracted the attention of Sir Wm. Hooker ; and
that there has been recently placed in a conspicuous

situation in the Kew museum a specimen of the

root of the Monkshood by the side of one of

Horseradish, together with a short description of the

points in which they differ. This is really using a
great public institution for great popular advantage.

New Plants.
1G3. Achimenes magmfica ; alias Locheria magnifica.

Planchon and Linden in Fl. des Serves, x. t. 1013.

Most people would call this an Achimenes, of which
it has all the habit, and as far as we can discover all

the essential points of structure. We must, therefore,

object to the introduction of a new name for which

there is no sort of necessity, either botanical or horticul-

tural It is said that Locheria differs from Achimenes
in having the cup in which the ovary is seated of a
membraneous instead of a fleshy texture ; so that the

8ubdivi?ion of genera is now to be made dependent, not
only upon the mere thickness of an organ, but what is

worse, of one of no functional importance. To that

doctrine few in this country will subscribe.

Putting aside names we must add that the plant

before ua was introduced from Popayan by Mr. Triana,

one of the collectors employed by Mr. Linden. It

would appear from the published plate, a figure of
which we copy of the natural size, to be extremely
handsome, with thick velvety leaves, and large flowers
of a rich deep red colour, spotted with lines of black
purple. It may be compared to a gigantic form of
Achimenes hirsuta or pedunculata ; like which it has
the scaly rhizome and little bulbs so common among
plants of its class. We observe that Mr. Linden has it

in his new catalogue under the name of Locheria mag-
nifica at the price of 20 francs.

known numbers 1, 2, and 3 fail to give a crop, owing
perhaps to their blossoms being early, and thus killed

by a solitary spring frost ; while numbers 4, 5, and 6

blooming a few days later, have escaped. And, again
in some seasons it will be found, I cannot tell the
" reason why," that two or three or more varieties do
not come to perfection ; they either crack, or spot, or
are deficient in flavour. Now, if numbers 1, 5, and 6

thus fail, 8, 9, and 10 may be perfect ; and thus by
planting several varieties ripening in the same month
(I am writing for those who have room in their gardens)

failure to a certain extent is guarded against, and this

holds good through all the autumn and winter months
in which Pears are presentable ; let me illustrate this

by two or three examples that just now occur to me.
My Beurre Diel Pears last December were large and
handsome, but they were not good ; my Glou Morceau
were excellent ; my Beurre d'Arembergs and Winter
Nelis all ripened and rotted early in December ; but

my Beurre* Langelier and Passe Colmars kept well

through January, and yet generally they are all Pears

that ripen about the same period. So then let us look

at a few more September Pears. Beurre Goubault, a

very handsome greenish yellow round Pear, is a most

abundant bearer and exceedingly juicy, not rich, like a

Winter Nelis, but very agreeable and worthy of culture;

it succeeds on the Quince in a light rich soil, and forms

a prolific bush or espalier. Bonne d'Ezee, a full sized

and handsome Pear, sometimes ripening at the end of

August, but must be considered a September Pear, is

melting, rich, and good, succeeds and bears profusely

when grafted on the Quince. Jalousie de Fontenay
Vendee, like the three preceding varieties, is yet but

little known, but it well deserves attention ; it is not

large but of the full medium size, and melting, rich, and

good. It grows well on the Quince, and forms a nice

prolific pyramid.
We must not forget in this enumeration of Pears for

September one very old, and, I may add, universal

favourite, the Autumn Bergamot, or York Bergamot, or
11 Bergamie " of cocknies, and u Burgundy " of tho9e

who call a Bigarrean Cherry a " Bigerroon," simply

because it is not correct. The trees of this old Pear in

most soils look old even when they are young, and a

very old tree reported to be considerably more than 200

years old, growing in my garden, bears good fruit, and

looks as young as a tree of the same variety 30 years of

age. This premature appearance of age in young trees

is brought on by its tendency to canker. In cold soils

the young shoots generally die half-way down every

year, i.e., the shoots made in one summer canker and

die back the following winter. This is a Pear that we

need plant when youthful, for it seems (when planted as

a standard in the usual way) more inclined to give Pears

to your heirs than to yourself. It is therefore comforting

to know that it can be conquered, and that

we can make it • go a-head," as all things must in

these days. This is done by double grafting, or

"double working," and double grafting is done as

follows :—Take a vigorous tree of Beurre d'Amanlis

or Colmar d'Ete two or three years old, budded or

grafted on the Quince stock, and on the Pear part of

the tree, about a foot from its junction with the Quince

stock, graft your Autumn Bergamot ; in two or three

years, whether trained as a pyramid, a bush, or an espa-

lier, you will have a tree in a nice bearing state, and its

fruit will be finer than from standards planted in the

usual way in orchards or gardens. T. It., Herts.

NOTES ON PEARS.—No. III.

In describing Colmar d'Ete in the catalogues its

season is given as the " end of September," exactly the
same as that for Beurre d'Araanlis, but it generally
succeeds it, and in some seasons, and I may add, from
some soils, it will keep nearly through October. I may
as well say here that in giving qualified praise to
Beurre d'Amanlis (see page 53), I felt that I acted with
proper caution, for it is dangerous to say of any par-
ticular Pear that it is always good. Last autumn I ate
some that were gathered in time, and they were really
exquisite. My near neighbour had some I think larger
and more beautiful than mine were ; he produced them
at his dessert, and his friends declared they were not
quite equal to a good white Turnip. To return to
Colmar d'Ete : it is a very juicy, melting, and most
agreeable Pear, slightly vinous, and very refreshing to
a thirsty palate ; the tree is remarkable for its beauty,
as it forms a compact Cypress-like pyramid, and grows
if possible, more freely when budded on the Quince than
on the Pear.

There are perhaps too many September Pears, and
were it not that Pears are so variable in their flavour
and in bearing we might rest and say " hold enough ;"

but as pyramids and bushes take up so little room, it is

I think better to cultivate six or eight varieties ripen-
ing in the same month than three ; in cultivating we
will say ten varieties all ripening in September, I have

ON FROST SPLITTING.—By Dr. Robert Caspars

(Continuedfrom p. 100).

Before I proceed further, it appears to me necessary

to consider two questions : 1st, at what time tha

changes of temperature in the atmosphere show them-

selves in the interior of the tree ; and 2d, whether the

trees I examined at the time they burst, were entirely

frozen inside.

1. As to the time when the changes showed them-

selves in the interior of the tree, Schiibler, in his

researches into the temperature of plants (two Disser-

tations, Tubingen, 1826 and 1829), does not appear
a. 1 ft « % * **!» _ a? _— *i*t/T
to have taken a very close view of this question, r.i

we find only the following general statemeut (2d Disser-

tation, p. 9 and 10). " The temperature of trees lowers

itself very much slower when that temperature has

descended below the freezing point ;" and again, u The

converse occurs on the appearance of a thaw. If tbfl

frost had penetrated into the interior of the tree, if M
temperature had descended below the freezing point,

that temperature rises proportionally much slower" than

in warmer seasons. As Schiibler seldom made daily

observations, and only twice in the day, at sunrise ana

at 2 p.m., and for the most part only observed once a

week his thermometer, which he had inserted to the

depth of 4 inches into a Poplar tree of the thickness ot

14 French inches, he could obtain no information as to

the relation of the daily periodical changes of the atmo-

sphere with the temperature of the tree. Bameaus
(Ann. Sc. Nat. Par. Ser. 2, v. 19, p. 1 et seq.) has made

further researches on this point, observing seven or

eight times in the day the temperature of the tree and

that of the air. He has obtained the result that the

influence of the outer temperature on the tree require*

the more time to take effect in proportion to the thick-

ness of the tree. He found that a Poplar branch ot

4 centimetres (about 1£ inch) diameter in the shade

indicated in the centre the same temperature as that o

the air. In June 1841 a tree of about half a metre

(about 1 9 inches) diameter felt the influence of the ex-
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ternal temperature on its centre 15 or 16 hours later,

and a tree of 1 metre in thickness only showed the

effects of external changes in its centre after two days

or more. But Rameaux did not attain the establishing of

any general law on this point. Besides, his researches

suffer from a twofold deficiency ; first, that they were

chiefly made in the warm season between April and

September, and that he takes no account of the winter,

when, as we should conclude from Schubler's above-

quoted observation, the relations are somewhat altered ;

and secondly, that his method gave no certain results,

as the thermometer which Rameaux stuck into the tree

had, on each occasion of examining it, to be drawn

out of the otherwise corked up hole until the column of

mercury was visible, instead of being provided with a

column long enough for the thermometer to be read off

without disturbing it ; for by thus drawing it out it must
have been made to indicate a somewhat higher degree.

Under these circumstances the above-mentioned ques-

tion is not yet fully answered, and requires further

investigation.

2d. Were the trees which I observed frozen through

and through when they burst ? The answer to this

question, so important a one in the investigation of frost

splitting, depends so much on the one I have just alluded

to, which is only partially solved, that I can unfortu-

nately say nothing positive, excepting in respect of very
thin trees. The reply depends, in the first place, on
another question; at what degree of cold does the sap of

plants freeze ? As it contains salts and organic matter,

it does not yet freeze at 0° (32°). Hunter (Philos.

Trans., v. 65, 2, p. 447) found that the expressed juice

of Cabbage and Spinach only froze at 29° Fahr. (— 1.3

R). The sap of living plants freezes in flowers and
young shoots at a few degrees below 0° (32°), of which
it is easy to convince one's-self in the cold nights in

spring. Goppert (" Development of Warmth," p. 10)
only found this difference, that plauts with a watery and
so-called neutral sap and tender leaves froze much
quicker at the same degree of cold than those whose sap
contained more saline or resinous particles, or presented
larger masses, thicker leaves and stems, and (p. 147)
that « 2, 3 or 4°j4£ to 9° F.) of frost, if they continue
for a few days, will cause the sap of all trees, those of

Coniferse not excepted, to congeal." In order to give
the greater latitude, I will assume that the trees I

observed could only freeze in the centre when this

was cooled down to — 4° R. (23° F.). It may now
be asked, did the temperature ever sink so low in the
centre ? If the fact observed by Rameaux in June, that
the temperature of the atmosphere is communicated to

the heart of a tree of half a metre in thickness in 14 to

16 hours, be equally true in winter, then, indeed, all the
trees I examined in 1855, of which the thickness was
not more than half a metre, must have been frozen
throughout before the time of their bursting in the night
of the 1st to the 2d February, and the large Horse
Chesnut of the pupil gardeners' garden by 11 p.m. on
the 9th February. Let us consider more particularly

the case of this large Horse Chesnut. Its diameter is

14 inches, therefore not quite half a metre. On the
8th February the thermometer was at 2 p.m. at

F.), at 1 p.m. at —8° 3 (1 3° F.) ; in the
night of the 8th to the 9th it sunk to

F.) ; on the 9th at 6 a.m. it indicated

F.) ; at 2 p.m. — 11° 6 (+ 6° F.). As
in a tree of half a metre, according to Rameaux, the
•temperature of the air is communicated to the centre in

14 to 16 hours, it would in this tree of 14 inches do so
in about 10 to 12 hours

; yet not entirely so, there will

be some difference. What is this difference ? Schubler,
in the extremes of temperature of the tree he observed,
found it once, on the 8th January, 1828, 10° 5 (24°) ;

and on the 8th March even 11° 2 (25°) warmer than
the air. He gives no data for the explanation of
this difference, which possibly did not occur in our case,
and in most instances he found the difference between
the air and the tree much smaller. In January 1829, it

did not exceed 4° (9°), although it must be confessed
that Schubler's researches afford no very precise
results on this point. But let us assume that from the
minimum of the night of the 8-9 February, — 15° 4
<-— 3° F.) must be deducted 10° 5 (24°) as the greatest
difference that Schubler found in January, to give the
temperature that must have prevailed in the centre
of the tree after 10 to 12 hours, the tree must
have experienced throughout by 6 p.m. a temperature
of —4° 9 (21° F.), and consequently must have been
frozen through and through before 11 p.m., when it

burst. Schubler also observed in his Poplar tree a
temperature of —7°

( + 9° F.)
t
and in thinner trees

—12° to—14° ( + 5°. to +J°F.). I may therefore,

without further research, take it for granted that all

the trees I observed which did not exceed 14 inches in

thickness were thoroughly frozen before they split. It

is true that some of Schii bier's observations (2d Dis-

sertation of 1829, p. 15) are not in accord with this

assumption ; he" found that after a long frost in January,
1829, of which the minimum had the preceding day
been down to —14° ( + 4° F.), in a tree of Acer pseu-

doplatanus, in which he daily ascertained the depth of

the frozen wood, the frost had only penetrated to

15.2 lines, in a Horse Chesnut to 8.2 lines, in a red
Pine 12.5 lines, in an A?h only 16.8 lines, in a Hazel-
nut 16.9 lines, in a Salix fragilis 17.3 lines. But as he
reports that the temperature of his Poplar tree fell at
the same time down to —7° (16°) at the depth of 5
inches, and as, consequently, it must have been frozen
to that depth, Schubler is thus in contradiction with
himself, and some error must have crept in, and his

statement cannot disturb the above assumption. Calcu-
lations derived from the intensity of the frost in this

winter show the probability that trees even of 2 feet

thickness were frozen to the centre.

(To be continued).

4° 1 R. (23°

course of the— 15° 4 (— 3°

— 13° 9 (+ 1°

^ VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CIX.

430. Asphyxia* (Suffocation).— It has been a subject

of debate whether plants derive their nutriment from
the air, or from the ground in which they grow. Some
authorities maintain that manures are not intended as a

direct vehicle of nutriment ; but that they form humus,
which constitutes a reservoir for nutritious matters

derived from the air, while others contend that the

whole of the nutriment is absorbed by means of the

spongelet in the shape of an aqueous solution. The
truth apparently is that a portion of nitrogenous and
other constituents is carried down by rain from the

air, while another portion is derived from beneath

by means of springs, while the humus itself supplies its

share by the slow dissolution of ulmates and humates of

which it is composed. The several matters entering

with the water on one side supply the exigencies of the

plant and as was shown before (190) on the formation

of vegetable substances oxygen is constantly evolved
;

and as the fixation of carbon takes place principally

under the agency of light, in its presence oxygen is

evolved, while on the contrary in shade, when little or

no carbon is fixed, carbon remains in combination with

the oxygen, and carbonic acid is given out.

431. Besides this supply of the four substances,

carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen and oxygen, essential

to vegetable life contained in the absorbed water, as

the plant consists of a tissue pierced with ducts commu-
nicating with apertures in the leaves called stomates,

there is a communication of every part through the in-

tervention of delicate membranes with the outer air, the

gases of which it is composed entering when in contact

with the membranes at different rates of penetration.

The constituents of the vegetable organs may therefore

in part be received from the air, and on this account

a *ain in sunlight oxygen will be given off on the appro-

priation of the carbon, in addition to that from carbonic

acid mixed with the water, and in the shade carbonic

acid will be given off on account of the non-fixation of

carbon due to the absence of light.

432. But not only is atmospheric air thus brought in

contact with the intimate tissues of the plant, but

another important end is accomplished by the

means of these same outlets. The nutriiious matter

bein" conveved by water in the shape of an extremely

weak solution, it is necessary for the full and constant

supply of nutriment that so much of the water as is not

decomposed should pass off in the shape of vapour; and

this is readily done by means of the stomates, which not

only imbibe the air with all it may contain, but with the

air expel the superabundant moisture. If anything then

impede this course of things, the proper aeration or

interchange of gaseous matter is impeded, and the plant

suffers from asphyxia, whether from the presence of

noxious gaseous matter, or from the tissues being gorged

with fluid which impedes the accomplishment of needlul

vital processes.

433. The vast importance of these ducts appears in

the difference of wood structure which exists between

erect and climbing species of the same genus, or even in

different conditions of the same species. The stems are

subject to violent torsion and compression, and there-

fore to insure a free passage the ducts are far larger in

proportion to the need.

434. A small derangement indeed of the constituent

parts of the atmosphere in which plants are placed is

not so immediately dangerous as in the higher animals.

A proportion of one-eighth of carbonic acid in light is

not injurious though it would be in the shade. Respect-

ing the effects of nitrogen there is a difference of

opinion. Hydrogen must certainly exercise some

powerful influence, because in its presence vegetables

are not blanched, as related by Humboldt of experi-

ments in the Freyberg mines, where the atmo-

sphere contains hydrogen (133). It is, however, quite

certain that there must be some proper ratio

between the matters supplied and the necessities of

the plant or health cannot be maintained for a long time,

and hence arises the necessity in artificial atmospheres,

such as those which exist in heated frames or conserva-

tories, of taking care that a proper ventilation is

established and at the same time a condition of the air

favourable to a proper exhalation from the leaves, not so

dry as to cause evaporation, or so moist as to prevent

exhalation. In the one case the leaves will wither, in

the other the tissues will be gorged with moisture. It

h*s indeed been suggested that the growth of plants in

Wardian cases proves that ventilation is not necessary

to plants. Plants will not, however, thrive if air is com-
pletely excluded, as in perfectly closed bottles. In

Wardian cases such exclusion is never perfect. Their

use in the transport of plants, where fresh water is

scarce, and the air charged with saline particles, or when
the atmosphere is loaded with smoke, is no proof fiat

beyond their proper province they are worthy of adop-
,

tion. Firm healthy wood, abundant flowers, and perfect

fruit cannot be expected from such arrangements. The
great difficulty is to secure a proper decree of moisture

with change of air.f

435. If improper proportions of those constituents

* From a intensive and c^iyyet to throttle.

| I have not thought it necessary to enter further into the

subject of ventilation, as it is treated in the new edition of the

" Theory of Horticulture" in such a manner as almost to exhaust

the subject.
|

which are necessary to life are sooner or later injurious,

much more are plants liable to evil from an atmosphere

charged with strange gases. Sulphurous acid, sulphu-

retted hydrogen, hydrochloric acid, and others produce

death or violent disease by an asphyxia, as certainly as

in the human frame. One motive for ventilation

arises from the necessity of getting rid of noxious

exhalations from the soil or the manure mixed with it.

436. Some plants, again, perish by asphyxia from
immersion in water, though the process varies with the

species concerned. A few days produce death in one
case, while the same number of weeks may be required

to effect the same end in another. Other plants of

different constitution require such immersion. Where
this is incomplete the air-tubes are abundant and large

;

but there are also true aquatics to which, like aquatic

animals, the quantity of air mixed in the water gives a
competent supply. M. J. B.

Home Correspondence.
Disease in Winter Spinach.—This plague was pre-

valent in this neighbourhood several years ago, hut its

ravages were only partial compared with this last

autumn. I have a very good variety of Spinach, the

seed of which was first brought from Switzerland bv a
gentleman who noticed it growing in a cottage garden
in the vicinity of Zurich in 1820. It is very hardy,

and much admired for its flavour. When attacked by
the plague it first turns yellowish and sickly, and gradu-

ally dies away till nothing is left. Mine was sown last

August, and when just becoming fit for use was seized

by the malady and completely swept off, though it pre-

viously looked quite promising. The heart of the plant

seems all at once to become stagnant, the leaves assume
a yellow hue and gradually die. I have examined
the roots of many of the plants, which seem quite sound,

so that the cause, whatever it is, must be above ground.

Many gardens near us have suffered just the same, not a

plant has been left. I should like to know whether this

plague is general or only local in its ravages—perhaps
some of your correspondents can tell us ? Let me also

ask what is the cause of this evil ? and how is it to be
prevented in its destructive influence ? Quercits.

Ice Houses.—It is stated in your Paper of the loth

inst. u that ice-houses do not require ventilation, and
that ventilation ruins them." In answer to that I beg
to say that if constructed as mine is, ventilation is

essential, and no better ice-house can be made than the

one I have. My ice well is circular, 12 feet deep by 12

feet wide, and bricked round in 9-inch work ; it has a
roof over it thatched 2 feet thick, on one side a door
with a latticed opening in the upper part, and imme-
diatelyjopposite a latticed window, and neither are ever
closed, s > that there is always a draught through the

house winter and summer. The house should be
nnderately shaded with trees, and there must he a drain

trom the bottom, should the ground require drainage,

with a trap to prevent the air from entering below by
the drain, and the ice should be covered with a foot or

two of straw. At the bottom of the well should be
placed a layer of faggots resting on sleepers pointing to

the drain, so that any water may be carried off. An
ice-house constructed like mine allows of ice being

taken from it every day, with very little if any waste,

is far preferable to any other kind, and may be made at

less than half the cost of the old-fashioned ice-house.

My ice lasts through the whole year, and at the end is

rarely exhausted. F. B. IF., Feb. 19. [We thought

the question put to us related to ventilation by draius,

which is always ruinous to the ice.]

Balsam Bog (Bolax glebaria, Coram.') of the Falkland

Islands.—The museum of the Royal Gardens of Kew
has just been presented with a noble specimen (dried)

of this remarkable plant, by George Rennie, Esq., late

Governor of that settlement. The woodcut, in Sir James
Ross's " Voyage of Discovery in the Antarctic Regions,"

vol. ii., p. 302, represents a landscape, in which the

tufts of this plant constitute a remarkable feature ; but

the best account of it is in Dr. Hooker's * Botany of

the Antarctic Voyage," vol. i., p. 286. It belongs to a

group of minute umbelliferous plants, of which we
have no true representative in the northern hemi-

sphere ; and bears trifid leaves something like those of

Saxifraga tridactylites, but of a harsh and rigid

character. Though, in size, among the smallest of its

tribe,£ yet, owing to the peculiar mode of increase, one

single tuft of an old plant is as much as four men can

conveniently carry, and it becomes one of the most

striking vegetable objects in the countries where it is a

native. Long before the Falkland Islands," says Dr.

Hooker, " were colonised from Britain, this plant had

excited considerable curiosity by the very remarkable

mode of growth it there assumes, and by its forming a

feature in the landscape that strikes the most casual

observer. Now that these islands have been annexed

formally to the British dominions, the Bolax or Balsam

Bog is a production of still greater general interest. In

whatever portion of this country the voyager may land,

he cannot proceed far along the beach without entering

croves of Tussac Grass (Dactyl is csespitosa), whose

leaves often wave over his head ; nor turn his steps

inland without seeing, scattered over the ground, huge

rounded hillocks, of a pale and dirty yellow-green colour

and uniform surface, so hard that one may break the

knuckles on them. If the day be warm, a faint

aromatic smell is perceived in their neighbourhood, and

drops or tears of a viscid white gum flow from various

% We may refer for a good botanical representation of tLe

plant to Rook. Ic. Plant., vol. iv., t. 492.
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parts of these vegetable hillocks. The plains stand

apart from one another, varying from a few inches to

2 and 4 feet in height ; and though often hemispherical,

ar- tt times much broader than high, and even 8 or

10 feet long ! The very old ones begin to decay near

the ground, where a crumbling away commences all

r- uud, and baring hot a narrow attachment, they re-

semble immense balls or spheres laid upon the earth.

U'.">n close examination each mass is found to be her-

baceous throughout : the outer coat, or crust, formed of

innumerable little shoots rising to the same length,

former, set on its tiowers to more advantage, aud give

the bed a more characteristic appearance. I would

sugges* t'.at the plants be grown in pots and plunged in

the bed ; they could then be removed with n ore facility

to make room for other things. A. /., Shrubland Park:

Wall Tree Protections. — There are two points in

which it appears to me that the condition and treat-

ment of wall fruit trees and borders may be materially

improved. 1st. The fault of British climate is excess

of moi-ture in autumn and mildness of temperature in

the early part of winter, in consequence of which the

trees are kept in a sort of half growing, excitable state,covered with imbricating leaves, and so densely packed

that it is even difficult to cut out a portion with a and the wood and roots are not so perfectly ripened and

knife; while the surface is of such uniformity that hardened, or so completely and timeously put to rest a&

Lie' ens sometimes spread over it, and other plants

vegetate in occasional holes or decayed places* on the

tuft. On a careful inspection o!" the interior, the nature

of iho formation of these balls may be distinctly traced :

each of them, whoever the size, is the product of a
single seed, and the result of 'many, perhaps hundreds
of years' growth. In a young st;ite it is furnished with

a very long, slender, perpendicular tap-root, like a
whip-las'i, that penetrates the soil. At its summit arise

2 or 3 small branching stems, each densely covered for

its win 1-? length with sheathing leaves. As the indivi-

dual increases in size, the branches multiply more and
more, radiating regularly from the rooting c« ntre,

instead of prolonging rapidly in one direction; then send
out lateral shoots from the apices, and in such numbers
that the mass is rem 1< red very dense ; and by the time
the plant has gain d the diameter of a foot it is quite

smooth and convex on the surface. The solitary root

has become evidently insufficient for the wants of the

mass of individuals, which are nourished by fibrous

radicles proceeding from below the leaves, and deriving

nutriment from the quantity of vegetable matter which
the decayed foliage of the lower part of the stems and
older branches a tfi.rd." "The B dax glebaria yields a
gum-resin, which is white when oozing from the wounded
stem and leaves, but soon turns re 1-brown in drying.

It has been employed as an amplication to cuts and other
lesions with appaient effect." A bottle of this gum-
resin accompanies the specimen. Some idea maybe
formed of the appearance of the specimen sent, when, in

addition to the al».,ve particulars, we say that, together
with the very strong case for its transport and pack-
ing material, it weighed 5 cwt.; deduct for the stout

case and the packing 1 cwt., we leave 4 cwt. for the
actual weight of one lump of an umbelliferous plant. It

is cut off horiz< nt illy at its base from the place of
growth, but hrings aw.iy no earth or stones, the whole
inside being black decayed vegetable matter. Its height
is 2 feet, its broadest diameter 3$ feet, the circumference
10 feet, and its size over the top, from one side to the
opposite, is f! feet 3 inches. The very packing material,
entirely composed of filamentous and subfoliaceous
Lichens, viz., Usm a melaxantha, U. barbata and pli-

cata, together with various forms of Kamalina scopu-
lorum, &c, is of inteiest to the cryptogamic botanist,
many of the specimens being in tine fructification, and
no substance could better serve the purpose. It retained
a certain degree of moisture, without showing the least

disposition to heat or to decay, and is remarkably
elastic. A second box, 12 feet long, contains fine speci-
mens of the rarer sea-weeds of the Falklands :

D'Urvilkea utilis, Hook. Bot. Antaret. Voy., 1. c. Tab.
165, 16'J

; Lessonia fuscescens, together with what may
be considered L. ni^rescens and L. cordata (all figured
1. c. Tabs. 167, 168, 169, 170, and 171,) it really distinct.

Although the fronds of the Lessonia fuscescens are
part ally decayed, the stems or trunks branching at the
top are perfect, and measure 12 and 14 feet in length.
Handles for the large knife-blades of the Gauchoes are
made of this, and they become as hard as and re-
sembling horn. The specimens of Macrocystis pyrifera
show their attachment to the rock, a state in which it is

very difficult to procure th.-m. Ot this remarkable sea-
weed, specimens 100 and 200 feet in length are com-
paratively common; and from observations that are
recorded there is reason to btlieve that some attain a
length of 700 feet!—and if so, assuredly the greatest
length or height to which any vegetable has been known
to reach. IF. J. H.

Sexes of Ferns.—In the account by u R. E." of the
reproduction of Ferns he has called the spiral ciliary
filament a worm — will not this unintentionally lead
people not learned in these mysteries into the idea of an
animal agency in the production of a vegetable struc-
ture ? He did not intend, I am sure, to convey such an
impression. Although these ciliary filaments move
about, no one, I presume, ventures to assign to them an
animal structure or a distinct vitality. R Bree, Strick-
land. [What are they ?]

Lancaster's " Lignum textile."—Mr. Turner mu~t I
think be in error as to the opinion expressed by « The
Streatham Gardeners' Society" relative to the valu
of this mat rial, for I find by my notes of the proceed-
ings of the Society that the subject was not discussed
for want of time. John Cavil, Secretary to the Streatham
Gardeners Society.

Daphne Mezereum.—I agree with your York corre-
spondent respecting the merits of this Daphne : for
instance, what would look better at this season, in front
or a dining-room or sitting-room window, than a neat
bed of it interspersed with Daphne Laureola? The
foliage of the latter_would enhance the beauty of the

summit

!

very

they ought to be, and would be in a drier and keener

climate. 2d. There is a want of correspondence <r

agreement in the relative conditions of the ground in

which the roots are bedded, and the wall against which

the trees are trained in the latter part of winter and

beginning of spring, before the sap begins to move.

Even so early as the latter half of January the sun

begins to exert considerable influence on ohjects ex-

posed to its direct action, while the ground remains

under the full dominion of winter. Thus a thermo-

meter which marked 32° in the shade at the end ot

January rose to 60° when suspended against a common
stone wall facing the south. Every day the sun acquires

increasing power, the full influence of which is felt

against an upright wall, while the (as yet) slanting rays

produce little impression on the ground. A tree trained

agaiost a south wall then is placed in an unnatural and

artificial state, in which the stem and branches are from
time to time excited by warmth, while the action of the

roots is suspended by the low temperature of the ground.

This is not the case in an open compartment ; there the

sun has little direct influence on the stem and branches,

and they are surrounded by a free current of cold air

which reduces it to a minimum. The roots and branches
thus remain in correspondence with each other, and
both continue equally at rest till the gradually in-

creasing temperature of the earth and air sets the sap
in motion throughout the tree. As a consequence of

the conditions being so different in walled borders with

a sunny aspect, it may be expected that the fruit blos-

soms will he both prematurely excited and weakly
developed ; at once exposed to early frosts and lets able

to resist them. For the purpose of protecting the
borders from rain and undue moisture, when it is de-

sirable that the roots should be ripened and put to rest,

and of screening the walls from the action of the suu
when it is desirable that the buds should not be prema-
turely excited, I would suggest the employment of

light waterproof frames which should have their

office on the ground from October to the middle of

January, and from thence till spring is setting in

should serve as a screen to the wall. As they are to

serve these purposes in succession, and might also be
occasionally varied from one position to the other,
according to circumstances, a series of looped iron pegs
might be driven into the ground at a foot or more from
the wall, having the eye or loop about the same height
above the ground, which would afford sufficient fall to

the frame, when laid down, to carry off the rain. The
ends of the inner or bottom cross bar of the frame will

rest and move on the loop as a support aud hinge ; and
when no longer wanted for the border the frame might
be turned up and hooked or fastened to projecting bars
near the top of the wall, by which the frame would be
kept clear of the trees, and a free space left for the
circulation of air. As there are sometimes excessive
rains about the beginning of spring, the frames might
occasionally be let down on the border previous to their
final removal. /. H. H,
Arum Italicum.—Writers in the Gardeners 1

Chronicle
seem to take an interest in the question of the presence
or not of this plant as a native of Britain, and I am
sorry to see them trying to distinguish the A. italicum
from the A.maculatum by characters which are unworthy
of trust. I have also been sorry to see an argument
brought against the native character of the former plant
—that it Jwas not a native of any of the neighbouring
countries. This does not occur in the Gardeners1

Chronicle, and I forget in what journal it is to be
found. It is founded upon the careless mode in
which many persons who ought to know better content
themselves with examining some old u Flora" of
France to see if a plant grows in that country, not
remembering that the botany of that country is only
now attaining a tolerable state of perfection, and that
such books, valuable although they are, as Duby's
"Botanicon Gallicum," are exceedingly imperfect, and
more especially so in the botany of Normandy and
Brittany, the countries most resembling in situation and
climate the south-western counties of England. Judging
from that work, and even from Deslougchamps' " Fh
Gallica," it might be supposed that A. italicum was not
found in the north-western provinces of France ; but if

we turn to the admirable " Flore de France" of Dr.--.

Grenier and Godron, it appears that A. italicum is

found in "all the west of France from Caen to Bayonne,"
as well as in the Mediterranean region. What wonder,
therefore, is there that a plant that is a native of the
oppesite coast should be also native in the Isle of Wight.
The wonder rather is that it should have remained un-
known until now, and that it still remains unknown in
the counties of Dorset, Devon, and Cornwall, and in the
south of Ireland, in all of which it may safely be pre-
dicted that it will be soon noticed. Let me hope that
some of the intelligent gardeners who may read these
lines will have the pleasure of finding it According to

my views the distinctive characters of the plants are as
follows :

—

Arum maculatum (Linn.). Leaves hastate-sagittate, with
deflexed lobes green or spotted with purple, appearing
in the spring. Spathe ventricose below and above, with
inflexed edges when open. Berries many-seeded.

A.itaHcum (Mill.). Leaves triangular-hastate, with divari-
cate lobes and yellow veins ; appearing in the autumn.
Spathe ventricose below, opening nearly flat and very
broad above. Berries three-seeded.

I learn from Mr. Hambrough that A. italicum is very
plentiful in the south of the Isle of Wight, and that it

tiowers in June about a month later than A. macu-
latum. C. C. Babinyton.

Hybrid OaJcs.—" T. R." asks if u any one has ever

heard of such hybrids." Every one the least conver-

sant with raising seedling Oaks, or the management of

Oak plantations, must not only have heard ot such but

have often observed them. I venture to assert that were

a quantity of acorns collected from a mixed forest, and

the produce were, say 500,000 seedlings, in such batch

would be found some hybrids dissimilar to either

parent. In many nurseries are hybrids and

vatieties of the two species cultivated as ornamental

trees, nearly all of which have been picked up in batches-

of seedlings or from young plantations. Sessilis Rinefield.

The Plane Trees of Buyukdere.—In reply to Mr.

Strickland's inquiries in the last Gardeners' Chronicle, I

beg to say that the large Plane trees at Buyukdere, as

well as all that I observed in the neighbourhood of

Constantinople, all evidently planted, belong to the

common Eastern form of the Oriental Plane, with

leaves much deeper cut than either the tender Plane

that we suppose to be the true occidentalis, or the one

commonly grown in England and France under the

name of aceritolia, or in France especially under the

name of occidentalis. At the same time we have in

cultivation some varieties of the Oriental Plane with

leaves still deeper cut than those of the Buyukdere trees.

Specimens of the foliage of the latter remarkable trees,

which I gathered in the autumn of 1846, were laid into

my herbarium, now part of the collections attached to the

Royal Gardens at Kew, where they can be easily referred

to. G. Btntham. As to the Plane trees at Buyukdere I

am uuable to say which species they belong to, nor have

I seen the magnificent one at Vostizza, on the Gulf of

Corinth, but 1 ieel perfectly certain that every Plane

tree which I did see when iu Greece and the Levant 20

years ago belonged to that species which is called

orieutalis, with deeply indented leaves. I remember
some very fine old ones in the wild district between

Athens and Marathon, growing on the banks of rivulets

as Poplars and Willows do with us. One very large

one at the village of Kephissia, near a magnificent old

ruin of one on the banks of the little river Meles, near

Smyrna, I remember being exceedingly struck with,

so much so that when 1 returned home I imme-

diately planted a Platanus orientalis with deeply in-

dented leaves in my own little shrubbery, which though

a thriving plant hardly promises to attain the size in

height of two very fine specimens of the other species

(occidentalis) which have long been an ornament to the

plase. I have this autumn tried the experiment of

planting a Platanus orientalis on the banks of the river

at this place, but I fear though in its own sunny clime

the natural situation, in North Yorkshire it will prove

too damp and cold for it. As far as my experience goes

Platanus occidentalis is the quickest grower of the two,

and iu this country attains the largest size. In this I

may be mistaken. Downe.
Cloacine.—A short time ago I saw a discussion in

your Paper about the taste of plants being sometimes

suspiciously like the manure in which they have been

grown. Now this is not a pleasant idea. It dissipates

at once all our fond romance of science about the con-

version of elements into new forms. We may talk and

write to people for ever about oxygen, hydrogen, Liebig,

and Professor Way, the glaring fact will still remain

suspended before the epicurean vision that in eating our

forced or "strongly" grown vegetables, we are not

eating the rearranged, reorganised, or reconverted

elements of poor mild harmless humus, but actually the

very essence of some horrid artificial manure company,

or one of those proud monuments of rural greatness, an

ungypsumised dunghill. The question is one of national

importance, and I really felt much cast down in mind

when I read the facts, corroborated by those mystical

hieroglyphics " M. J. B." In this mental condition I

was looking at the plants in my greenhouse, all

redolent of pure fresh chlorophyll, and I was thinking

if it was really all a dream that Roses bad a

beautiful smell, or whether some eastern genii had

not invented the famous attar to delude mankind,

or whether poets had not been equally disingenuous

when they gave to the Lily its whiteness, when my «ve
^

fell with delight upon two huge pots containing most

luxuriant stalks of what I knew full well would soon be

converted into Rhubarb pie. Now then, I said to myseu,

will this great question be decided. Visions of P*8/
days and dinners, in which Rhubarb pie formed a promi-

nent part, came at once into my mind's eye. And

that smoky taste—what was that, % My mind reverted

insensibly but with horrid individuality to the sheep of

our respected vicar then browsing in happy gnorance

in the churchyard. Should any of my future dinners

be from a haunch of this mutton, and a pie of that

smoky Rhubarb? To settle the question I had wfl

Rhubarb in my greenhouse cut on the spot, and the pi

wherewith it was made was not smoky. " It is ^^a
the case, my dealV , said a gentle voice, "with f°|^
Rhubarb." Alas ! my greenhouse Rhubarb was forcea
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too. The truth shone out with clear unmistakable

certainty. No perversion of Liebig could possibly settle

the matter in favour of rearranged elements. The
actual tiling with whch those pots and tubs were sur-

rounded was positively identical with that smoky taste,

and the glories of Rhubarb pie are with me among the

things that were—at least that form of it which pro-

ceedeth from tubs and pots with their well-known

coverings of straw. Sic transit gloria rhabarbi. R. Brae,

Strickland.

Beech Timber.—Peim't me to inform Cotswoldianus

that my statement respecting the Beech beam is per-

ceeded to detail some experiments made on Tigri«;ia

conchiflora. In this plant," he remarked, "the style

and stigma are at least 4 inches in length, and after

the lapse of 14 hours from the application of pollen

grains, hundreds of pollen tubes may be seen in the

centre of the style, many in the axis of the ovary, and
generally one in each mi< ropyle. The following is a

summary of the results of many experiments on this

plant. 1. The pollen tube grows at the rate of an inch

id four hours, and under very favourable circumstances

(as under great heat and moisture) twice as rapidly.

2. The pollen tube is not a simple tubular prolongation

i

rious form, hooded ; spur red, with long stalks, and
three petioles, small and scale- 1 ike." What shall we
say!—what can we say 1— except that blundering like

this is most discreditable.

fectly correct, but it is an isolated case ; Beech not being
J

of the inner membrane (intine) of the pollen grain,

the natural growth of Carmarthenshire, it has never
j
except to a certain distance. It is in reality composed
of a series of cells, the first of which is formed from the

intine, the second is formed within the papillose cells of

the stigma, the third near the axis of the style, and the

others at varying distances. The last cell is usually at

the spot in the ovary where the tube perforates the cell

wall of the ovary to enter the canal ot the mien »p vie of

the ovule. Each cell is divided from that above and
below by a more or less perfect involution of the

external cell wall. 3. The pollen tube passes through

the stigma by a regular process of cell growth. After- comprehension ; a very important improvement in a book

wards cell after cell is added to the tube by a process
(

intended as a guide " to all who may have to * rough it,

municated to you my experience of the value of the of division, each cell performing its function independ- whether they be travellers, missionaries, emigrants, or

Acacia tree ; my opinion is confirmed every year—not ently. 4. No germinal vesicles exist in the embryo sac !

soldiers." To the army,mdeed, it must be most especially

Q .1 \ -* m ^ ^ \ m ft .t f\ y * • 1" .1 11 1 fY* *A L^ *

been tried since. The tree was cut in June, 1830, the

girth about five inches ; it was squared and cut into two
small beams, small bits of which I send with this note

to prove its soundness. It grew in an Oak wood above
the banks of a small river, nothing at all was done to it

as to pickling, it was cut, sawn, and immediately used.

I sent the paragraph in the belief that it might be an
advantageous thing to be tried again in a part where
Beech is indigenous. Y. Z. [The specimen sent us
was perfectly sound.]

Robinia Pstudacacia.— In December, 1843, I com-

Mr. .McLean has issued a prospectus of an illustrated

work to be called The Gardens of England, from drawings

made at Trentham, Wot urn, Shrubland, Alton Towers,

&c. &c. &c, by E. Adveno Brooke, with a suitable

letter-press description. The plates will be executed in

lithotint in folio ; some being finished by hand, and
sold at twice the price of the ordinary prints. The
specimens which we have seen are well executed, and
convey a faithful representation of the beautiful places

they are intended to illustrate.

A new and very much fuller edition of Mr. Francis

Galton's work on the Art of Travel (12mo, Murray),

has just appeared. We formerly drew attention to the

first edition of this valuable little work (1855, p. 135)

and we are now glad to announce that the author, by
means of copious and excellent woodcuts, has rendered his

instructions to travellers intelligible to the bluntest

one of the posts then referred to is decayed—they have
been in the ground 30 years. Mr. Withers, in his

publication (1843), advised the seed to be imported
from America. There is no necessity for that, as I have
frequently raised it from trees in this country ; but
having lately heard the same remark, I wished to ascer-
tain the fact again, consequently I directed about a
handful to be immersed in warm water 24 hours, and
then put in a box of earth upon the warm water-pipe
in the hot-house, when every seed appeared in two
days. This was 14 days ago, and they are now 3 inches
high, and consequently removed to a cooler place. It
would be difficult to exhibit any plants in a more
vigorous state. I beg to add, that from the plantation
made in 1823 I have for some years past cut down
many for the same useful purpose referred to above.
A. P., Cheam.

useful, and we doubt not that its value would have been

felt had it formed a part of the kit of every non-commis-

sioned and commissioned officer in the Crimea. We see,

of the Tigridia ; the pollen tube effuses its contents into

the sac with whose granular contents a mixture occurs,

and the embryo is evolved out of this mixture. Micro-

scopical specimens and drawings were sent to illustrate therefore, with satisfaction that the experienced author

*h» antKm^a vi^a _S « NntPa nn llui Chaulmnotrra has been allowed by the military authorities at Aldershott

personally to instruct the troops there "by a small

Jan. 28.

A report

&ottetfe&

Entomological.—Anniversary Meeting,
—Mr. Edward Newman, V.P., in the chair. r __.
from the Council was read and adopted, giving' an
account of the prosperous state of the Society, and pro-
posing the sale of the exotic portion of the collection,
with the view to increase the library, and to render the
British collection as complete as possible with the pro-
ceeds of the sale. Messrs. Newman, A. F. Sheppard,
Edw. Sheppard, and Waring were removed from the
Council, and Messrs. Baly, Pasco, Saunders, and
Waterhouse elected in their stead ; Mr. Saunders was
elected President for the ensuing year in the stead of
Mr. Curtis, to whom a vote of thanks was passed, and
a portrait of whom was ordered to be suspended in the
meeting room. The Chairman read an address on the
state of the Society, and on the progress of entomology
in England during the past year.

Ordinary Melting, Feb. 4.—W. W. Saunders, Esq.,
F.L.S., President, in the chair. The President returned
thanks for his election to the chair, and nominated
Messrs. Smith, Waterhouse, aud Westwood as Vice
Presidents. A new part of the Society's Transactions
was announced as ready for distribution. Mr. Samuel
Stevens exhibited some very fine Coleoptera j ust received
from Borneo, including several rare and new Lucanidee.
Mr. Moore exhibited some cases formed by a wild bee,
Megachile lanata, within a buffalo's horn received by the
East Iudia Company from Northern India. Mr. Baly
exhibited a specimen of the extremely rare beetle
Cryptonychus porrectus, received by Mr. Murray from
Old Calabar. A note from Mr. Hewitson was read,
giving an account of the creaking kind of noise made by
a specimen of the peacock butterfly which had been dis-
turbed in its hybernating quarters. A similar circum-
stance had been recorded by the Rev. Jos. Green in
the month of February, 1853. Mr. Newman read a

the author's views.— 3 " Notes on the Chaulraoogra

seeds of India." By Dr. Murchison. These seeds are

furnished by the Cliaulmoogra odorata, Roxb., or Gyno-
cardia odorata. The plant is referred by Lindley to

the Natural Order Pangiacese, which, by some, is con-

sidered a section of Papayaceee. The seeds are sold in

the bazaars in India, at about 13s. 4tZ. per cwt. The
tree is poisonous, but the seeds yield, by expression, a

bland fixed oil having a peculiar smell and taste. The
seeds are used by the natives of India in various cuta-

neous diseases. For this purpose, they are beaten up
with ghee or clarified butter, and applied to the diseased

cutaneous surface. The expressed oil is prized in the

treatment of leprosy in India. The surfaces of the

ulcers are dressed with the oil, while a six-grain pill of

the seed is given three times a day. The dose of the

latter is gradually increased to twice the original quan-

tity. The expressed oil is sometimes given internally

in doses of five or six minims. Too large doses are

apt to produce nausea and vomiting. The Chaul-

moogra is also prized by the Chinese.— 4. "On the

Gutta Percha plant of India." By Dr. Cleghorn.

—

5. " Notice of the Flowering of an American Aloe

(Agave americana)." By Mr. J. Lister.—6. " On the

Flowering of Plants, &c, in the Isle of Wight." By Dr.

T. Bell Salter.—Dr. Salter, at a recent meeting of the

Isle of Wight Philosophical and Scientific Society, gave

the following list of plants which had stood the winter

of 1854—5 in that island. Amongst the trees ;nd

shrubs those only are included whose stems as well as

roots retained vitality :

—

Camellia japonica
Melianthus major
Edwardsia graudiflora

Acacia armata

„ juniperina

„ verticillata

Myrtus communis
Punica Granatum
Fuchsia coccinea

Eiccartoni
gracilis

Youngi
globosa

„ microphylla
Escallonia rubra

„ macran th

a

„ montevidensis
Hydrangea hortensis

v

n

Solanum crispum
Veronica Lindleyana

Audersoni

degree of field practice," in the rude handicrafts they

require to be regularly taught. Let us hope that some-

thing more than permission will be granted ; and that

the art of campaigning will come to be considered

as much a part of the drill as extension motions, or

the manual exercise. For it is surely as necessary that

a man should know how to take care of himself under

difficult circumstances, as to march with the true military

bearing, or even to attack an enemy and defend himself.

Cold and hunger and thirst, and intense fatigue are

indeed, as our melancholy Crimean experience has

tausbt us, more formidable than lead and steel.

Mr. Roberts is dissatisfied with the remarks we felt it rur duty

to make upon his Notes on Plants (see p. 103). He complains of

our saying that he does not state where he finds his descriptions,

and tells us that in the instances quoted by us the descriptions

are placed in inverted commas, and explicitly stated to be derived

from Mrs. Loudon's Flower Garden. We do not admit the

accuracy of this assertion. It is true that in the description of

Crotalaria a sentence is quoted from Mrs. L., and it is true that

the descriptions of C. verrucosa and rem>a are between inverted

commas. But there is nothing to conn* ct the one with the other,

nor did we Mippose them to be so connected. Mr. R. must excuse

us for adhering to our opinion that there is no guarantee of the

trnth of his descriptions, whether original or borrowed. Where,

for example, did he learn that Bignonia stans is a climber? If it

is a climber it is not stans; if it is stans it is not a climber. But

he adds that he produces dried specimens and beautiful drawings

from nature. Why, he will see the same sort of evidence pro-

duced by the ingenious French gentleman who is practising his

?»

1*
speciosa

Benthamia fragifera

Buddleia globosa

,, Lindleyana
Salvia Grahami
Teucrium lucidum
Aloysia citriodora

Plumbago capeusis
Ixia crocata
Anomatheca juncea

Amaryllis Belladonna

Agapanthus umbeilatus

Tritonia aurea

Phormium tenax

Bambusa falcata ?japonica

It was observed that the Catalpa and Yucca have

flowered very freely this year, and that the Fig crop

has been abundant.— 7. * List of Plants in flower, in

the open air, in the Neighbourhood of Ryde, Isle of

Wight, in November, 1855." By Dr. T. Bell Salter.

that the exaggerated descriptions we objected to were just and

true. But the public wants to know something of his means of

judging. We have spared space for these remarks, at some

inc( nvenience, because we should be sorry that Mr. R. or any other

fair dealer should be misjudged. It is, however, for them to do

what buyers have a right to require of unknown persons,

especially in these days of fraud, namely, produce satisfactory

evidence that the statements they make are reasonably accurate.

Notice*
rby

& Spence, Introduction, Vol. i.) Also a note from
Foster's Voyage on the silk spider at St. Helena;
also descriptions of five species of insects of various tllAm
orders and families from Australia. Mr. Stain ton read

!

11™'
some remarks as to the most efficient methods of pro-
moting the study of entomology, suggesting the especial
advantage of observers confining their attention to
single families or genera.

a$oofc$ f

Miss Catlow's Popular Garden Botany (}2mo, Reeves)

is a very pretty volume, containing some excellent

coloured figures of flowers and indifferent gossip about

As to the title it is delusive, and we protest

gainst it. There is no Botany in the book. Undoubtedly

tiere are what are called "generic description*," which
a

there are what are called " generic

we are told are principally taken from Loudon's Ency-

clopaedia of Plants ; not a very good source, considering

that it merely gives the differential characters used by

the Linnean school of Botany, and which are inappli-

cable to an arrangement upon the natural system, which

is what is used in the volume before us. But in reality j
be used,

Miss Catlow's " generic descriptions" are not always to

be found there, and when they are she has taken no

pains to make them harmonize with each other. Take,

Botanical of Edinburgh, Jan. 10.—The President
in the chair.—The following papers were read :— 1.

* On some species of Epilobium." By Mr. Babington.
—The author directed attention chiefly to the plants

included under the names of Epilobium tetragonum and
E. alpinum. Under these have been embraced several for example, Nigella and Aconitum. What is called the

species which require to be separated. The characters corolla in Nigella becomes the calyx in Aconitum; while

to be considered in. the arrangement of Epilobia are the parts named nectaries in Nigella are called petals in

founded on the nature of the stigmas, whether divided Acouitnm. Such confusion can have no other effect

orjundivided, and the mode of extension of the plants than that of bewildering the unfortuuate little people

from year to year.—2. " Observations on ?the Pollen who try to learn Botany from the work. But if this is

Tube, its growth, histology, and physiology." By Mr. bad, what shall we say of the following account of

P. M. Duncan.— After giving a general account of the Aconitum itself ?—the italics are our own :
" Divisions

received facts relative to fertilisation, the author pro- ' of calyx petal-like, the upper arched
;
petals two, of

Garden Memoranda.
Mrs. Catleugh's Nursery, Hans Place, Chelsea.—

This is one of those places in which certain kinds of

plants are grown by the thousand for Covent Garden

market. It is, therefore, not uncommon to see here a

large housefull of Pelargoniums all in full flower at one

time, another of Heliotropes, and frames some hundreds

of yards long stocked with Mignonette. Potfuls of the

latter sown in September last and wintered in low cold

frames will soon be in blossom. Mignonette, we need

scarcely state, is sometimes sown in small pots with

the view of economising room ; but where space is

no object it gives less trouble and succeeds equally

well sown at once in the pots in which it is to

flower. It may be wintered in a shallow frame, as

has been done here, from which the lights should be

removed entirely in fine weather, so as to give as much
light and air as possible. Many complain that they

lose their Mignonette in winter ; but this is for the

most part owing to their keeping it too damp. It should

have little or no water for about three months during

the dull season, and care should be taken to keep it

free from drip, which is sure to kill whatever plants it

happens to fall on. When small pots are employed

particular care need not be taken to have th9 soil

very rich, provided it is light ; but when sown

at once in the flowering pots richer material should

draining well and placing on the top of

the crocks flaky pieces of decayed manure for the

double purpose of affording nourishment to the

plants when they are coming into bloom, and for

keeping the soil from choking up the drainage. Autumn
sown plants, which were shifted into larger pots about

Christmas, will blossom from the present time till about

May, and another sowing now will succeed them, after

which it may be had plentifully in the open ground.

Even the worst potfuls should not however be thrown

away, for if topped back about this time they come in

nicely for window boxes in May, which may be managed

in the following manner. Having some Tom Thumb
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Gertniuiua {Miy other dwarf showy plant*, as Inter-
mediate Stock?, would do) thr« e of these are placet!

in a bcx, one near each end and one in the
middle, and between them are introduced carefully,
so as not to break the tall?, pots of Mignonette,
filling the boxes up with rich light soil, and finishing
with a jrood watering to settle the earth round the
roots. The after- treatment consists in keeping the
boxes watered always when they require it, and be it

remembered that if Mignonette is ever allowed to flag
it seldom succeeds so well afterwards. Boxes thus
arranged are greatly admired during the summer
months, the Geraniums giving brilliancy of colour,
while the Mignonette furnishes all that is wanted in the
way of scent. In addition to the above, all kinds of
spiing bulbs are grown extensively here, and are at
present very ^ay. Hyacinths potted, and wintered out of
doors under ashes are now moved into heat in succession
as they are wanted and soon burst into bloom. Azaleas
and other shrubs are also forced into flower for bouquets,
for which at this season there is always a good demand.
Below the stages of different houses in which no more
nre-heat is used than just what will keep out frost, are
large beds of most excellent Rhubarb, from which the
market supply for weeks has been derived. This has
been obtained from roots which were moved under glass
soon after Christmas, placed closely together and covered
with soil. The sort is the Victoria, which, although per-
haps not so red as Salt's Perfection aud some other kinds,
is a vigorous grower, and deservedly a general favourite.
Pine Apples are also grown here plentifully on tan for
bottom heat and with hot-water pipes for surface heat.
These, until lately, had been over potted and otherwise
so badly managed that their roots had become nearly
gotten. They were therefore taken out of their pots,
the soil shaken from their roots, and all that were de-
cayed of the latter cut away and put into fresh soil and
smaller pits, and since that has been done they have
thriven admirably, and have now all started into fruit.
If, however, large pots do not answer for Pines it is

because they are unskilfully managed, and we need
scarcely add that the same remark holds good in regard
to most plants.

of pot room, as any check at the present season will

throw them prematurely into flower. Never allow
' aphides to gain a footing ou them, but fumigate when-
ever one is perceived.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pinery.—Recently potted stock will not require much

water at the root for a few weeks, and it should not be
heavily syringed until the plants get hold of the fresh

soil, and start into free growth. Keep the atmosphere
soft and moist by gentle syringings on the mornings of

bright days, and sprinkle the passages, &c, frequently.

Plants swelling their fi uit will be greatly benefited by
manure water in a clear state, which may be given

as often as the soil requires watering. With plenty

of moisture in the atmosphere a night tempera-

Miscellaneous.
Timler Saks.— On Thursday Mr. Bentley sold by

auction, at the Crown Hotel, Broad Street, upwards of
850 Oak, Elm, and Ash trees, from estates at Brans-
ford, Leigh, Powick, and Longdon Hillend. There has
not been so large a sale of timber for some years, and
it went off exceedingly well. Elm and Ash fetched
from Is. to Is. Ad. per foot, and Oak from 2s. to 3s
At a recent sale of navy Oak and other timber, grown
on the estate of Lord Portman, in the manors or
parishes of Orchard Portman, Staple Fitzpaine,
Bickenoll, Thurlbeer, West Hatch, &c, which took
place at the Greyhound Inn., at Staple Fitzpaine, there
were 1547 trees divided \ nto 136 lots. T
XTilised Dearly .3000/. Guilder.

'he lots sold

Calendar of Operations,
{For the mtwng week,)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c. — Luculias and other winter

blooming plants in beds or borders should be cut back
after flowering as freely as may be necessary to keep
them close and well furnished, and this should not be
deferred so as to permit the energies of the plants to be
wasted in the production of useless wood. The small

leaved weaker growing varieties of Citrus are invaluable

for winter flowering, and considering that they are
plants of ensy culture it is surprising that more of them
are not grown for this purpose. If a batch of healthy
young plants can be placed in a moist growing situa-

tion at once and allowed to remain until the young
wood becomes rather firm, then removed to a shady
place out of doors for the summer, and fully exposed to

the sun after about the middle of August they will flower

profusely during winter, if placed in a temperature of

about 45° or even 40°. The Mandarin, Myrtle leaved
and Otaheite Oranges are the most suitable kinds— the

last of these flowers and fruits in a very small state. Get
Camellias and Azaleas for early flowering next season
started into growth without loss of time. Camellias may
be had in bloom early in September by placing them in

heat in February, so as to get the buds set early, and
when once the plants acquire an early habit of startiug
into growth, they make as fine wood as those grown in

summer, but unless plants with prominent wood buds
can be selected, there may be some little difficulty in

getting them to make free growth the first season. Let
the temperature range about 45° at night, and give
air freely on tine days, which will tend to make
the permanent specimens in the house break their
buds slowly, aud will secure close strong growth.
Lose no time in repairing the drainage of any speci-

mens which require such attention, and endeavour to

secure a healthy, vigorous root action, which is of great
importance, especially in the case of hard-wooded
plants. Admit air freely on every favourable occasion
to greenhouse plants generally, aud persevere in the
destruction of insects immediately they are perceived.
Shift and tie out Pelargoniums as may be required, and
allow them plenty of space after this time With all the
light possible, and a free circulation of air whenever
the weather will permit, but avoid cold north-easterly
winds, which are very injurious to plants in active
growth. Do not allow Calceolarias to suffer for want

ture averaging1 from 70° to 75% allowing it to

rise to 85° with sunshine and a gentle circulation

of air, will be beneficial to these. Vineries.—
As soon as the berries are fairly set, cut off all

superfluous bunches at once, and get those left thinned

as speedily as possible. It is a very common practice

with young gardeners to overcrop Vines, and the result

is small, ill-coloured, ill-flavoured fruit, and disappoint-

ment. Aim at securing fruit of first-rate quality, which
will be more satisfactory than any quantity of interior

stuff. But depend upon it, that the way to do this is to

thin early and severely. The quantity proper to be left

must be regulated by the strength and vigour of the

Vines, &c, but it should be remembered that it is quite

possible to overcrop the most promising Vine. If the

border is covered with fermenting materials, see that the

heat is not allowed to decline. The buds will now be
breaking in the succession house, and when this is the

case, the night temperature may range from 55 p to 60°.

Take advantage of bright days to shut up early in the
afternoon with a moist atmosphere, allowing the ther-

mometer to rise to 75° for about two hours. Figs.—
Watch carefully for any indications of red spider or
brown scale, both being terrible pests when allowed to

gain a footing on the foliage. See that the borders are

in a moist healthy state, and attend to stopping the

shoots before the fourth or fifth leaf, so as to get the

wood matured, in order to secure a second crop.

Peaches.— If there is the least apprehension of red
spider play the syringe freely ou trees where the fruit is

fairly set, and commence the process of disbudding. If

green-fly makes its appearance fumigate at once. See
that the inside borders are properly supplied with water.

After the fruit is set let the temperature range about
60° at night, but rather under than above this on cold

nights, and with sunshine and a circulation of air it

should range about 75° during the day.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
Give lawns a good rolling after wet, and if it may be

necessary to take up any of the turf for the purpose of

levelling the ground this should be done as soon as pos-

sible. Proceed with edging the walks and keep these

clean, and roll frequently to make them firm for walking

upon, and also to prevent the growth of weeds. Where
it may be necessary to iucrease the stock of any of the

varieties of Dahlias these should be placed in heat at

once in order to secure cuttings.

&c, planted in beds, and protect

daiions of mice.

HARDY FRUIT AJTO KITCHEN GARDEN.
Prune and nail Peaches and Nectarines, and as soon

as this is done, if it is intended to apply a covering for

the protection of the blossoms, bring it into use at once

to shade them from the exciting influence of the sun.

If the covering can be so arranged as to be easily let

down on sunny days and the trees exposed at other

times it will considerably retard their flowering, and
thus will probably be of more service than any pro-

tection which can be afforded alter the blossoms expand.

Where the early crops of Peas have been injured by
frost or mice get some planted in turves with which to

made good the deficiencies in the lines. The turves

should be cut in widths about 5 inches, and 3 or 4 inches

deep, cutting out a shallow channel about 3 inches

wide and on the under side in which to place the seed.

The turves should then be laid with the green side

under in a moderately warm house, planting the Peas
and covering them with liyht soil, where they will soon

vegetate. As soon as they are fairly in leaf remove
them to a cool place, and gradually prepare them for

planting out. Managed in this way the Peas will not

sustain the slightest check, and will root through the

turf into the soil and grow away freely. If not already

done clean and dress Strawberry beds. A moderate
dressing of good rotten manure applied between the

rows and lightly forked in will be of great service to

two-year-old plants. See to keeping up a supply of

French Beans, and give those bearing in pots a liberal

supply of manure water, and endeavour to keep them
in vigorous health, so as to avoid having them infested

with red spider.

Look to Crocus bulbs,

them from the depre-

Feb. 15-Cloiuiy; very fine; fozsj at night.— ]f>— J*og:u*y ; very fine; foggy*
— 17—Hast; overcast; fogicy at night.
— li — Hazy; overcast; slight snow.— 19— Hazy and damp; cold and raw; cloudy.
— 2<'—densely clouded; cloudy and cold throu^Lout.
— 81—Slight rain, and occasionally very small hail ; cloudy at ni-ht

Mean temperature of the week £ de£. above the average.

RECORD OP THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK.
During the last 30 years, for the ensuing week, ending March 1,1*96.

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing VV» n-i m

Feb. and
March. Isi

40.6
4<>.6

40.1

41.0

41.3

39.9

41.1
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3

4
5

3

1
i

• 1
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3 2

1 5

2 3
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C 5

1 1
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i

3
1

4

2
|

i
•

.L;

3undny 2 J

Men. 25
Tues. 26
Wed. 27
Thurs. 28
Friday 29
Satur. 1

4S.S

43.1

47.1

47.6
4?*.8

45.5

47.6 '

31.4

S3.3
33.2

34.4
33.9

34.2
34.6

16
16

17
16
12
3
13

0.6) in.
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(.43

0.40
0.84
0.21

62

4 6 S

4 7 6

1 8
6 6 4

2 6 3

1 l-
5 !I5

m
2

3
I

8

3

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 23tb
f

18*6—therm. 64 deg. ; and the low ear on the 1st, 1854— therm. 13 deg.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON,
For the week ending Feb. 21, 155G, as observed at the Horticultural Gardens.

1

* . 1 i * * -

TsMrx&ATHrm.
1_ T*- . DAROMiiia. j i •

Feb. § br Oi the Air. Or the Earth Wind
c3
M

jM

Max. Min. MaxJ

5a

Min. Mean 1 toot
deep.

2teet
deep.

45

W 9 . ^' -*

Friday 15 9 29.773 29.7 :r> •JO
• -* 4;.5 48 S.W.

Satur. 161 10 iW.SU 29.76i 5* 43.U 49 45 E. .00
Sunday 1," H •:9 S13 >xi! 43 34 :ts.5 *S 45 E. M
Mon. 1* 12 29.762 29.7(.7 '66 13 31.5 42 44 E. .01

Tues. 19; U 23.-V.7 ».;m 42 3: :<7 41 4* N.E. .1)0

Wed. •: O 29.908 29.841 38 32 350 42 43J N.E. xo
Than. 21 Id 30.154 29.916 37 2S 32 5 41 43

:
N.E. 01

1 .02Averasre . 29.864 29 791
I
43.5 31J8 1 377 1

44.0 1 41.2

Notices to Correspondents.
Almonds : J S S. Keep the seedlings where they are, away from

frost and from heat, as long as you can. By and bye carefully

prick them out in rich light soil, tinder a hand-glass, shaded
until they have securely established themselves.

Axts ; A Constant Header. You are fortunate not to have more
than two very large nests in your ornamental woods. Attack
them with boiling hot water, and persevere, turning the heaps
over as the water cools and applying more of it. Or if you
please you may deliver yourself from your tormentors by the

use of hot gas tar. G T P. We give you the same advice,

except as regards gas tar, which in your case should not be
used.

Assessment of Under Gardeners: F J. It was in order that

every one should be able to judge for himself that we gave
Verbatim the only three appeals which have been decided by
the judges. Gentlemen must draw their own inference in

cases unlike those cited. We apprehend that a man cannot

be taken to be an under-gardener who works chiefly in a farm;
but when a labourer is employed in plantations and sweeping
the approaches to a residence the question assumes a new form.

If surcharged and the Commissioners are against you, you had
better appeal to the judges if you should be still dissatisfied.

Books : J P. Gardiner's lessons in British Mosses, 2 parts, with
dried specimens in illustration, and Hooker's Muscologia
Britannica; both published by Longmans. Of Grasses there

is no cheap account; except Moore's Dried specimens of Irish

Agricultural Grasses, to be had of the Dublin publishers.—
X YZ. Lindley's School Botany.—£ J. Loudon's 1 tortus Sub-
urbanus Londinensis.

—

J B. Loudon's Suburban Gardener may
possibly answer your purpose.^

Camellias : W G. They may be grafted now, but if you wish to

bud them wait till autumn.*
Dracaena: J A F. Cutoff a good piece of the top and treat it

exactly like the crown of a Pine Apple. The stump will throw
up suckers.

Earthing up Trees : J J. If no more than a foot is used there

will be no danger, only you had better let it lie as loosely as

possible. Use rotten sticks and other rough stuff as far as you
can. It is Tritoma media.

Gardkn* Walks: A Young Gardener. When the frost is gone
and the weather dry cover your walks with a concrete made
with hot gas tar, lime and sea gravel. Spread it very neatly
and evenly, keeping it higher in the middle than at the sides,

afterwards sift over it plenty of fine gravel, and roll it well

with a heavy roller so as to force the sand into the still soft

concrete.

Grafting: F R. No papers are admissible; if there i3 any
discussion it will be confined to Fellows.

Grafting Oaks: T G S. There is ro need cf inarching these

trees. Graft with two pears old wood, as if you were grafting
Apples, and at the same season : clay carefully, and earth up.

If the stocks are standard high then you can inarch them.
Heating : A. Such a tank as you describe will do if put near the

front wall.

Holly Tree : CI. We fear we do not understand your question.

If the Holly tree is "very large,, has a good head and is well

rooted," no care will be required for its preservation, beyond
preventing the encroachment of other bushes. Large deciduous
trees and shrubs transplanted last autumn ought not to require

any assistance now. If they push ill and their buds shrivel,

then, in that case, they should be well syringed frequently ia

the evening, unless it is frosty; and if any covering can be

thrown over them after the syringing, to be removed next day,

so much the better. Or, Moss may be tied over their main
branches so as to retain the water and preserve their bark in a

damp state. Spring water will do very well in its ordinary
condition ; if from a pond or ditch so much the better.

Microscopes: A i?. For the construction of such instruments

consult Quekett on the Microscope, published by Bailliere;

for their use we recommend the perusal of Mr. Currey's

excellent translation of Schacht on the Microscope, ed. 2. pub-

lished by Highley.—There is nothing special that we know of

as the Solar or oxyhydrogen instruments.

Mice: J B. Kill them with common figure of 4 brick traps, or

take them in wired ones, such as the ironmongers sell.

Names of Fruits : Ignoramus. Your Apple is the Cluster Golden

Pippin. The Pear shoots are very badly affected with acanker,

which is very common after warm moist seasons are succeeded

by a series of dry ones.[|

New AsPAftAGTJS: O S. Surely you do not believe one word that

is f und in the list, which would be a gross fraud if it were not

so preposterous a humbug.
New Garden: A B O. Your subsoil is a ferruginous sand

containing small metallic particles. Thin is not what we

should select for a garden. Have it well drained ; dress it

with lime and clay or strong loam; work them well in, and

manure with the most solid substances you can get, such as

burnt earth, charred weeds, decayed refuse from the wood yard,

and rotten tarm yard manure. If you can add cloacine do so.

But we should like to know what kind of weeds and Grass

grow in the surface soil ; and how deep the subsoil goes.

Pears : T B Pf
Manchester, says he has been very unsuccessful

this season in ripening late Pears. Fruit which should come

to perfection for the table in January and February and later

months has shrivelled, and in some eases remained hard, but

nearly in every case has been unfit for use. He would, there-

fore be obliged by some of our correspondents aiding him vj

advice both as to the proper time for gathering and the bes*

mode of keeping so as to ripen and bring the fruit to perfection

after gathering.

Seeds : E. S. They should all be raised like tender annuals, and

hardened off by degrees.

VisKhY: A Novice. There is no objection to your wasting;tne

floor of your houses—but it is a pitv to lose so muchusetu

room. Yon will gain very little unless von want fresh ripe

Grapes in March. Plant one Vine to each rafrer. Put l>l*c*

Hamburgh, Muscadines, and Sweetwnters into one Il0"^I
Muscat* and Frontignans into the other, if you l,ave

_

JJ r
Enough for such sorts. If the floor of your house is your ooru

then plant along the middle of it.

•-• As usual, many communications have been recelved^too^W
^^

and
We

I others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be ma •

I
must alho beg the indulgence of those correspondents, i

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.
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PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
j

A RTIFICIAL MANURES, &c— Manufacturers and

pirate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Sugar Scum, and every l\. others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may
"

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.

Wm. Txglts Carkk. 10. Mark L»nw. London.

rpHE LONDON MANURE CUMPAN Y have the

JL following ready for immediate delivery :—

CORN MANURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE, for Roots, Grasses, &c.

NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or ISLOOD MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

PERUVIAN GUANO direct from importers' warehouses,

Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and every artificial

Manure of known value.

40, Bridge. Street, Blackfriars. E. Purser, Sec.

riiHE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured

-L at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,

77. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.; Sulphuric Acid and

Coprolites, 6Z.—Otfice, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per ,

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and

ether Chemical Manures.

THE PATENT SANITARY MANURE COM-
PAXY'S NITRO-BIPIIOSPIIATE, or BLOOD MA-

NUKES— For Corn or Hops, for Roots or Grass, 1350 lbs. of

Blood in each ton, and a large percentage of Phosphates. These

Manures compete successfully with Guano at much less cost.—

For price, testimonials, analysis, and local information, apply to

theOffices, 21, Cullum Street, City, London. ___
MANURES.

HODGSON and SIMPSON, Wakefield, and

MATTHEWS and CO., Manufacturing Agricultural

Chemists, Driffield, manufacture the following Manures :—

SIMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-

dressing: for "Wheat, Barley, and Oats.

SIMPSON'S MTRO-PHOSPHATB for Turnips, Potatoes,

and other bulbous root crops. Price 8?. per ton.

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.

The above have been successfully tested for eight years by the

leading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties,

and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with the

most beneficial results.

Testimonials and other particulars forwarded by post on appli-

cation. rS^ Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any, 71. per ton.

ONE MANURE, PHOSPHATE OF LIME,
NITRATE OF SODA, GUANO, GYPSUM, SALT,

PEAT CHARCOAL, and all other Manures on sale, at H. J.

Hunt's Bone Mills and Manure Works, Broad Street, Lambeth,

London. Agents wanted for the sale of BONE PHOSPHATE
of LIME^eJg^It^j^ al l Root Crops.

SEWAGE CHARCOAL MANURE.—This highly

fertilising Manure, which is Peat Charcoal completely

saturated with London Sewage, will be found most efficient for

every species of crop; more especially for Peas, Beans, Turnips,

Mangel Wurzel, and other root crops. It will produce a greater

return for the outlay than Guano or any other Manure at an
equivalent value : it also possesses the property of retaining its

fertilising power longer than any other Manures now in use. It

may be obtained at the SEWAGE MANURE WORKS, Stanley

Bridge, Fulham, at 41, per ton, and in quantities less than half

a ton at 5s. per cwt., for ready money only ; and in quantities not

less than a ton, will be delivered at the London Termini of the

Railroads free of charge for cartage. No charge for s*cks.

1 1 may also be had from Messrs. G. Gibbs & Co., 26, Down Street,

Piccadilly, Agricultural Seedsmen, Agents for London, and from

all the other Agents of the Company,

rpiIE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
JL MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Trustees.

Abel Smith, Esq., Jun., M.P., Walton House, Ware, Herts.

Uharles Dinisdale, Esq., Essendon Place, Herts.

Edward Ball, Esq., M.P., 8, Belgrave Road, Pimlico.

Major-General Hall, M.P., Weston Colville, Linton, Cambridge.
John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

Directors.

Chairman—Joxas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
Deputy-Chairman—J ohn Sharp, Esq., Tower Villa, Queen's

Road, Regent's Park.
Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex.

John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury, Essex.
Richard Hunt, Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Esq , Edmonton, Middlesex.

Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lexham, Norfolk. !

Robert Morgan, Esq., 72, Camden Villas, Camden Town.
Thomas Nash, Esq., Great Chesterford, Essex.

James Odams, Esq., Bishop Stortford, Herts.

John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Pentonville,
With power to add to their number.

Bankers—Messrs. Barnett, Hoare & Co., Lombard Street.

Auditor—James Caird, Esq., Baldoon, and 6, Serjeant's Inn,
Temple, London.

Solicitors—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 25, Essex Street, Strand.

Secretary and Chemist—James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.

Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London.
Manufactory, Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

The Directors of the above Company (many of whom are

eminent agriculturists) have great pleasure in acquainting their

friends and the agricultural community, that they have now
<5ompleted their extensive Works and Machinery for the manu-
facture of their Manures; and, having secured nearly the whole

of the Blood produced by the butchers of the metropolis, and a

large stock of other necessary materials of the best quality, they
•are now in a position to supply their Patent Manure of the

Jiighest quality; and, as most of the Directors and many of the
Shareholders are large consumers themselves of the Blood
Manure, their fixed determination being to supply nothing but
sterling and genuine quality cannot fail to afford a guarantee
-and protection to the farmer against imposition.

The great value of Blood Manure as a fertiliser may now be

considered as a fully and fairly established fact. Ever since the

first introduction of this valuable fertiliser, the demand has
always been greater than could be conveniently supplied, and
the Patentee has two objects in view in establishing a Company.
First, to develope the capabilities of this invention ; and second,

to protect the farmer from the daily imposition to which he is

subjected, by having worthless articles pawned upon him as

genuine fertilisers, which have too often made him the victim of

designing and unprincipled men.
Its claims rest not in the assertion of a few experiments, it has

been tried for the last four seasons by hundreds with great

success, and in the next it will be tried by thousands. It affords,

in fact, a triumphant answer to the question, " What has science

done for Agriculture ?
"

The Blood Manure is composed of bones dissolved in Sulphuric

Acid, to which is added a large quantity of pure Blood, specially

prepared to suit various crops, and may either be applied by the

drill or sown broadcast.
Testimonials from the most eminent agriculturists who have

used the Manure may be had from the local Agents.
Price, delivered at any Wharf or Railway Station in London:—

Corn and Grass Manure, 1L 105. per ton; Turnip Manure, Gl. 105.

per ton; Flax and Hop Manure, S7. 105. per ton.

The Company beg to caution the public against the attempts
of spurious imitators, who, since the introduction of this Manure,
have professed to make one possessing similar qualities. As
security, there tore, to the purchaser, every bag is marked
*' ODAMS' PATENT BLOOD MANURE," and sold only by
the authorised Agents of the Company.

efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. NKSBIT, F.G.S., Ac.
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,

London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,

Coprolites, &c. and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,

will find ample tacility and accommodatiou at the College.

MANURES.
TO BE SOLD, NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD

MANURE, SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, GUANO,
BONE-DUST and HALF-INCH. GYPSUM, SULPHURIC
ACID, SALT, and all other MANURES of known value. Sole

Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company. — Apply to Mask
Fothrbgiix & Co., 204a, Upper Thames Street.

T~~
M) AGRICULTURISTS—I have been appointed by

Mr. Barber. Poulton Hall, Cheshire, Sole Agent for the Sale

of his COTTON SEED OIL-CAKE, and am now prepared to

receive orders for the same. Price 11/. p«r ton in Liverpool,

delivered at the carrier's (casks included). — Address, John
Lloyd. 63, Old Hall Street, Liverpool.

I subjoin copy of the analysis of it by Professor Way,
London, addressed to Sir Thomas Parkyns, Bart.. Ruddinston

Manor, which has been fully borne out by the experience of all

who have had an opportunity of trving it.

"15, "Welheck Street, Oct. 12, 1855.

" Sir Thomas,—I have made a careful analysis of the sample of

cake which reached me on the 3d Inst. With a full propor-

tion of alhuminous constituents, the sample of cnk*» now-

analysed contains twice as much oil as foreign or English

Linseed or rapecake; and I think it should therefore be

superior to them in feeding and fattening properties ;
experience

however, alone can decide ibis point; toe proportion ot water

(moisture) is also small, which is in favour of the cake keeping

without injury. Unless, therefore, it should in any way be dis-

tasteful to animals, I should form a high opinion of its value.

"I am, Sir Thomas, your obedient servant,

(Signed) J. Thomas Way."
"Sir Thomas Parkyns."

Sample of Oilcake received from Sib Thomas Parkyxs,
Oct. 3d, 1S55.

Moisture

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.
QAYNOIt and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
^ INC. BIDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES. VINE and
PRUNING SCISSORS. &c, as tested, recon- led, and re-

ported upon in the Gar. • -rs Chronic!* by Dr. Lindley (see No.

47, Nov. 24, 1S55), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-

man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English

and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1S51 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears. Hoes,

Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds uf Horticultural Tools.

Established 1738.

M
FIRST PRIZE REAPING MACHINE.

NOTICE.

• « *

Oil and fatty matters
Albuminous matters
Woody fibre ...

Starch, gum, sugar, &C.

Mineral matters in ash

* « »

t • ,

• « »

* - ?

i

• •

• • 1 1 *

058
19.40

28.31
10.64

26.98
8.09

100.000

THHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND 1*1-

JL PROVEMENT COMPANY
Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Hf.nrt Kek Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

Sir Johx V. Siieli.ey, Bart^ M.P., Deputy-Chairman.

George T. Clark, Esq. ~
John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P.
Sir William Cubitt, F.R.S.

Henry Currie, Esq.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

I

William Fisher Hobbs, Esq.
Edward J. Ilutchins, Esq., M.P.
Sir SfUBHel Morton Peto, Bart.
"William Tite, Esq.. M.P.
William WiNhere, Esq.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection

of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions <>f

Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-
owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or

he. may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-

lities WILL BE AFFORDED IK EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expanses will, in all cases,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-j early

instalments.
5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,

and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and

THiRTy-OKR year3 for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments

will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the

improved Lands can afford to pay. William < Jli ff« >rd. Sec.

/ARNER'S 4A-inch IMPROVED LIQUID
MANURE PUMP,

with Ball Valve, fitted with

l.i inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrought iron

Straps for screwing on to

any ordinary Water-butt or

Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,

505.
lA-inch Flexible Rubber

andfCanvas Suction for ditto,

3«. 6d. per foot.

\\

11 Gutta Percha Suction,

1*. 9d. p**r foot.

gentlemen whose orders they were obliged to decline for this

season on account of the manufacture not betag fully arranged,

that the Royal Agricultural Society's First Prize of 301. was

awarded to them for M'Cormick's Reaper, with their patent

screw platform, at the trial at Leigh Court, near Bristol, upon

the 29th of August last. Amongst the competing tnachioM wore

Bell's, by Crosskill : Forbush's, exhibited by Mr. Palmer; and
Hussey's, with tilting platform, by Wm. Dray & Co. The
reports of farmers who have worked the machines during this

present harvest, show that the average quantity of Wheat,
Barley, and Oats which they cut was from 1} to 1^ acre per hour.

Two horses work the machine with ease, and the only attendant

required is a man or a boy to drive. Farther particulars and

price3 sent free on application.— Bitroess & Kt;y, 103, Newgate
Street ; and 52, Little Britai n. London.

_

RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the

Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon Bouse, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Profess
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIGl DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted tor

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,

from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6rf. per yard run. of

Elisha Thomas ABCHRR.'whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men throughout the kingdom. "It is much cheaper than mats
as a covering.^

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens daring the

winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:- Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which

is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one ofsharp

river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state befr-re

applying the water. It may then he laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required heyond the

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation

cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the

severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the p*th towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cemeut, J. B. White & Brothers,

Milhank Street, Westminster.

IRON FfclMCE, HURDLES, fc T C.

R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwart (lnte

StrphbnsoW & Prill), solicits an inspection of his patterns

of WROUGI1T-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to

supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every

description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,

&c, at the Manufactory as above.

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out of

ground. 5 bars 4s. 9(7. each.

HURDLES tor CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

of ground,5 bars ... Bf.M.flttB.

J.

« « •

WAKNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not

likely to corrode, and can be raised or

lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried

on shoulder toany pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 3L3s.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs

are 5 ft. high.

1£ inch Gntta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. 9d. per foot.

1^ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 35. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the

above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheel*,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines. &c—Engravings sent on application.

LONG'S NON-POISONOUS SHEEP AND LAMB
DRESSINGS.—These important Sheep Dressings have

already been the means of producing the finest Hogget Fleeces

that have ever been seen in the United Kingdom. Specimens
j

were exhibited at the principal Agricultural Meetings of last
j

season, showing an increased Growth of Wool equal to 25 to 30

per Cent. Further specimens even of a more extraordinary
j

character are preparing for exhibition at the different Meetings

of 1S56.
Barry Brotiikrs, Sole Agents for the Introduction of Long s

Non-Poisonous Sheep and Cam** Dressing Compositions through-
j

out the United Kingdom, and for Shipment. Meriton s Wharf
and Shid Thames, London.

Appointed Agents in all principal Towns, of whom Catalogues

with Testimonials can be obtained : or from above.

POULTRY, ETC., SHOWS.
PORTABLE WIRE PENS FOR POULTRY
I AND PIGEONS, furnished on hire by Tuos. P. Hawkins,

General Wire Worker, 27, Dale End, Birmingham. Game
Netting and Wire Goods of every descrip r ion .

p

SLATt WORKS, ISLEWOSTH, MIDDLESEX

EDWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety

of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may be

seen in use at Worcon Cottage, on application to the Gardener,

Sundavs excepted.

Priced Lists ot Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application.

7SOLLEG Eof AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
\J and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE,37 and

Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The svstem of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare vouth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval

and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assavs of everv description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticularsmav he had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver m
the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry during the next twelvemonth^

VORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
1 The next ANNUAL MEETING will be held at ROTIIER-

H \M onWEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, Aneust6th and 7tb,

when upwards of EIGHT HUNDRED POUNDS Are offered in

Prizes for Stock, Implements, Poultry, Flax, Essays. &C. Prize

Sheets are now ready, and may be bad free on application to the

Secretary. John Hannam, Secretary.
"
Kirk Deighton, Wetherby, February 23.

^

iixt ^QvitnltnxKl (Bnttttt.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1856.

At a time when new manure companies are being

advertised, and new materials are being brought

into their service, and when farmers are preparing

for the season of vegetable growth by laying in

their stocks of food for plants, it is of the very

highest importance that the grounds be known on

which accurate valuations of such food can alone be

made.
Professor Way's paper on this subject in the

Journal of the Agricultural Society has the merit
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of beiuu admirably timed, at the same time that, it

thoroughly lays its subject before its readers. Tht-

difficul'ies in the way of estimating accurately the

Value of a mauure are fully stated; 1 ut that tiny

are as a general rule and for ordii.a-y purpo^> s

practically overcome by the data and the illustra-

tions which Mr. Way has given will be acknowledge
hy many a reader who has risen satisfied from the

perusal of his paper having gone puzzled to it for

instruction.

The value of a manure to any one who shall use

it varies with his soil, his crop, his climate. Bones
are valuable on sandy soils, much less so upon clays;

they are valuable for Turnips, much le3S so for grain

crops. Ammoniacal manures are found more valu-

able for green crops in the North than they are in

England. Again, the cost of a manure to any one
who shall buy it depends upon the source from
which he seeks it. Ammonia in sulphate of

ammonia costs l\d. per lb., in guano it costs 4f <#.

per lb. And there are other circumstances
affecting Loth value and cost to which Professor

Way alludes. It is plain, then, that the problem
is not so simple as might' have been expected

—

all that can be done is to give information on the
market value of the several ingredients of manure
in several of their most abundant forms, and from
the average cost thus arrived at to calculate the
selling value of any manure containing them. If

such a manure is offered at a price above the sum
thus calculated, the farmer had better take his

custom to another dealer. The agricultural value
of the manure is of course quite a different thing
from its market value—it should be ascertained by
experience : and in the absence of that it must be
determined by the quantity of nitrogen and phos-
phor i: acid in a soluble form that it contains.
The first table which Professor Way has quoted

gives the market value of a variety of different

substances which are either used directly as manure
or were necessary for the calculation in which he
had engaged.

Table I.

Sulphate of ammonia
Muriate of ammonia, 95 per cent.
Nitrate of potash (crudej, 85 to 90 per cent.
Sulphate of potash
Carbonate of potash, 97 to 98 per cent.
American pot&sb, 75 per cent.

manure will be wonli, for that ingredient, 0*. 6£tf. multiplied by
20, or 61. 10s. lOd."

It only remains to give instances of the mode of

calculation by which these tables are made useful to

the purchaser in the manure market, and this

Professor Way has done in the case of super-phos-

phate of lime and guano. The mode of calculation

based on the last column in the table seems the

simplest, and one instance in this way, which it is

stated was first employed by Mr. Neshit, may
suffice. The following table gives the analysis of a

superphosphate with the prices of each ingredient

per ton used in calculating the value, first of 100

tons and then of 1 ton of the manure :

—

In 100 Tons.
Organic matter (17 per cent.) 17 tons at 1! £17
Soluble phosphate (16A per cent.) 16£ tous at 321. 13s. Ad.,

say 33? 544 10
Insoluble phosphate (13 per cent.) 13 tons at 11 91
Sulphate of lime (41 per cent.) 41 tons at 11. 41
Alkaline salts (2 per cent.) 2 tons at 11 2
Ammonia (1 per cent.) 1 ton at 56J 56

£751 10
" We have here 751 I. 10s. as the cost of 100 tons of the manure;

by striking off the two last figures in the division of pounds
sterling (thus 751?.), we have. 7-AX, or 11. 10s. as the value of

the manure."

Professor Way's extremely valuable paper con-

cludes with tabulated analyses of 78 guanos, and 171
superphosphates. The average results afforded by
the two are as follow :

—

The 78 analyses give us the mean composition of Peruvian
guano, as under :

—

Moisture 13.67
Organic matter and salts of ammonia* 52.05
Sand, &c 1.83
Phosphates of lime and mairnesia 22.78
Alkaline salts, containing 3.34 phosphoric acid equal

to 6.89 soluble phosphate of lime 9.67

10O.<0

• • *

• II

• • *

£ s.

15
26

...32?. to 40
15
76
35

• * #

«•*

Nitrate of soda (usually 14/. to 17J.)» 95p. ctnt. 182. 10/. to 19
Sulphate of soda, 95 per cent 5 10
Common salt (clean) 1 6
Agricultural salt 1
Sulphate of magnesia (rough), 90 per cent 5

m_M » (pure), 97 percent 8 10
Sulphate of lime (mineral gypsum) 1 io

m , T
(precipitated) 1

Coprolite (ground). 52 per cent, of phosphate of lime ... 3 15
Bone ash, 70 per cent, of phosphate of lime, 61 17s. Qd. to 6
Animal charcoal, 70 percent, of phosphate of lime,
bL lot. to 6

Bones (half-inch boiled) 61. Ps. to 6 10
Guano (Peruvian) 11/. to 11 10

Over

tt

ft

tt

The analyses of the superphosphates give such
varying results that to strike the average of the
whole would give no useful information. The
following is a classification of them :

—

Of 171 specimens in the table, there are

—

Containing

—

Less than 5 p. cent, ofsoluble phosphate 11 samples, or 6£ p. cent.
Between 5 & 10 „ „ 49 „ or 29

n 10&15 „ „ 60
,, or 36

15&20 M „ 40 „ or 23
20 „ n 11 „ or 6i ..

On the whole Professor Way comes to the satis-

factory conclusion, in reference to all manures in-

tended for green crops, that

—

"The manufacture of these manures is rapidly improving.
Sounder information, abundant capital, free competition, and
improved machinery are doing for agriculture in this respect what
the same causes are found to effect in every other manufacture ; and
although I have given the analysis of what may be called a good
superphosphate, and which was probably sold at from SI. to 71.
per ton, it may not be long before such a sample will be con-
sidered of an inferior class. Of this I am sure, that the manu-
facturer must cease to leave any considerable quantity of phos-
phate of lime undissolved, and must raise the proportion of
soluble phosphate to as high a pitch as possible."

From the d ;ta which this table furnishes, the
following calculated prices have been deduced.

Table II.—Fob Calculating Money Value of Manures.

Names of Ingredients.

tt

n

tt

tt

• *

t

9 ••

*

t % *

* ft *

if

n

ii

* «

#

•# t « »

•

Ammonia in sulphate

in muriate

as supplied by bones

w dried blood

„ Peruvian guano

„ nitrate of potash

h >• nitrate of soda .

Biphosphate of lime
Soluble neutral phosphate of lime
Phosphate of lime in coproiite

in bone ash

in animal charcoal

in bones

n in Peruvian guano
Potash in sulphate

„ in nitrate

, f in American potashes
Magnesia in sulj

Soda in sulphate

„ supplied by common salt

Organic matter, nitrogenous ...

m non-nitrogenous
Alkaline salts

Sulphate of lime

n soda (dry)...

* potash

„ magnesia (dry)
Sulphuric acid(real)in sulphate oflime

Adopted Averages.
Nitrogen

Ammonia
Phosphate of lime
Soluble phosphate of lime
Potash

Per lb.

• tt

• f

• »•

• • t

» « * t *

• • • # *

d.

9t
6
<t

ft

5
Si

of
9JL

_ T ii i)

°tVo

4T
9
«,

»

s.

1

ft ft

«

ft * t

ft *

ft i

' • + * .

* • 1

1 ft ft

ft ft ft

• *•

ft t • * « ft ft t

of

Oft
aft

7 34 10
6

Percent,
per ton.

s. d.

13 7

17 11

8 11|

11

8
28
17

9
6
1

1

1

1

1

6

9

14

6

2

1

3

2

13

11
1

6
6

9

9

3

8*

"i
I

1

2

2

6

i

9

44

Ho

2T
4

n
4

3

5i

6

2
5
6J
2

Per ton.

£ s.d.

68 3

89 12

45 9

55

41

140

89

4S

2

1

3
32 13
6 5
8 11

S 2

6
4

5

2

45 14

5 11

30 16

45 14

72 16

31 14

13 14 9

1 17 9

10
10

1

10
5 15

16 13

11 7

2 11 6

68

56
7

32
30

13 4
16

" The column headed per cent, per ton," Professor
Way remarks,

-Jit
8
J*

rhaPs s°n?ewhat difficult of comprehension. It is, how-
!S nrh?I I

a Uat
l°
n familiar though to manufacturers

Stll ?»,f%
age

-

d m *.? P»rchas* ™* sale of commercial

SfSd^ fe S ?T a^^mtlon, soda ash (impure carbonateof soda) is sold at about 2id. per cent, per cwt. that is to sav a

to ItW ?h
H !

S™^ nd
-

f°r 6Very^«£ of £*^
hundredweLht of J**,."?

conta
i
ns

J°
^ cent, real soda, onenunaraaweight of it will be worth 60 times 2W or 81 4W

contains JO per cent, of soluble phosphate, one ton of the

IRISH STATISTICS.
In the Agricultural Gazette of the 22d December,

1855, p. 845, there is an extract from the Times, rela-
tive to the Irish agricultural produce for the year 1854,
and which that paper considers, and I think with good
reason, an indication of increasing agricultural wealth
and consequent improvement in the condition of the
people.

^
I think, however, that the Times in the article

Wheat is disposed too much to attribute this improve-
ment to war stimulant ; for my part I am inclined to
ascribe it to very different causes ; the high prices, from
whatever causes they may have arisen, would have been
equally effective, if not more so, in Ireland, in the in-
creased average of Oats, which, in its price, bears a
tolerably fair proportional increase with Wheat, being
nearly double the previous price. The increase in the
acreage of Wheat has rather, I think, been determined
by a returning confidence in the safety of this crop. It
had suffered, for some years, to an extent, in many
places, equal to four fifths of the crop from mildew, and
many persons had consequently abandoned the growing
of it altogether ; it has, however, in the last two or three
years been less seriously affected, and to this somewhat
restored confidence, rather than to war prices, may be
attributed the increase of 1854, Independent of
climate and the want of drainage rendering many parts
of Ireland not so applicable to Wheat as Oats, its straw
is under very low estimation either for fodd. r or litter,
and this is still more the case with Barley straw. The
value of Oat straw for fodder, as well as the rough prepa-
ration under which it succeeds, favours the tillage
of Oats.

°

With respect to Oats, it may be said to be our staple crop,
other causes have been in operation to affect the extent
of its tillage in bygone years, perhaps even more effective
than war prices at present. After the famine years of
1846 and 1847 confidence being lost in the Potato,
though not hope, the manure was very generally applied
to four repeated crops of Oats ; the progressive break-
ing down of our farmers, who, before they gave in, took
crop after crop of Oats in even a greater number of
successions than they had been accustomed, caused a
great increase in the acreage extent of this crop,
though very probably not in the weight of produce

;
then came a decrease in tillage from the overcropped
land falling into the hands of the landlords and bein<r

* Containing nitrogen 13.61, equal to ammonia 16.52.

le t by them, in the language of the country " waste "

to natural restoration. These times have passed, and
our agriculture may now be considered in a great
measure returned to its former healthful condition (if

healthful I may be allowed to call it), and may be hoped
to be under progressive improvement.

Flax made indeed a very great start from 1850 to

1853, but its falling off" in 1854 ought not to be, I

should think, attributed, as the Times supposes, to its

giving way to the reviving popularity of the Potato, for

it never in our rotations occupied the place of our old

friend, nor can they in any way interfere with one
another ; it, the Flax crop, rather comes in place of an
Oat crop); bu , from the introduction in those years of

supposed improvements in the manufacture of Flax,

and by the exertions made by those who took a deep
interest in its production, it became a temporary rage

;

this has subsided, some failed, some were disappointed

in over expectancy, and some fell from their first love,

and, perhaps, even the high prices of Oats and other

grain may have had some influence in checking its

culture. /. M. Qoodiff.

THE POOR-LAW.
There are few subjects of more importance to the

welfare of the country than the proper administration

of the poor-law, and we venture to say that so much
unmitigated evil was caused by the operation of the old

poor-law previous to the year 1834, that if the mischief

caused by the corruption and terror of overseers and

the insubordination aud increasing extortion of paupers

had continued much longer, there would have been a

servile war waged against property and respectability

that would have taxed the utmost resources and energies

of England to have overcome, as even now the traces

are not quite worn out of those claims of idleness to be

maintained, and maledictions to be appeaseJ, that were

then so common and so unmanageable.

Our attention has been directed to this subject by the

appearance of a leading article in the Morning Herald

of January 4th, extolling the old system of u sub-

division," as he calls it, and taxing the new system of

"aggregation" with injury to "the deserving poor and

the ratepayers," styling it the chief of " modern nos-

strums," and stating it to have been concocted by an
" artful speculator solely for his own purposes ;" all

this because from 1829-40 to 1854-5 the number of

paupers in the West London Union had increased from

1594 to 2494, i.e., 900 in 15 years, and the expenses

of the union from 11,793/. 12s. lid in 1838-9 to

21,1 1U. 5s. 3d. in 1854-5.

Whatever may have been the causes of the increase

in this particular union they do not prevail to the same

or anything like the extent in the country, although we

are free to admit that a considerable increase has been

observed the last two years, and as the agricultural

interest is very largely affected by the good or bad con-

dition of the poorest class of the community, it may not

be amiss to examine the reasons of this augmentation

of charges on account of relief to the poor to rescue

the question from personal or party grounds, that we

may endeavour to ascertain if anything can be done to

arrest or alleviate a growing evil.

We will first glance at the old poor-law as existing in

1834, when the money levied for poor-rates amounted

to 8,338,079/., applied, as Lord Brougham said, by

" a'grand violation of all sound principle to a system

which went to support the idle and the profligate at the

expense of the honest and industrious," which produced
" evils the extent of which no tongue could adequately

describe, and the possible extent of which no fancy

could picture" detailed at length "by the concurrent

testimony of magistrates, clergvmen, country gentlemen,

farmers, labourers, churchwardens, overseers, vestry-

men"—" who in one voice united in representing a state

of things which has reduced your peasantry to a state

of abasement which I am ashamed to think of, and

which I shudder to describe," by which some parishes

actually went out of cultivation, from the difficulty of

organising labour, and the excessive amount of poor-

rates ; every honest, right-minded man avoided paro-

chial offices, and when compelled to serve as overseers,

got over their year of office as well as they could, only

daring to apply temporary means to escape the evils

that threatened them without being able to stem the

torrent of unblushing pauperism with which every

village in England was more or less then threatened ',

the workhouses were worse than the prisons in scenes

of violence and degradation, without any prospect 01

improvement ; high wages were demanded for doing

nothing, and paid functionaries alone could be said

to manage parish affairs by turning this confusion and

disorder to their own pecuniary benefit.

The poor-rates have not been so high since! For

1854 the amount was 6,973,220/., and as a large portion

of the relief given is bread, and the 4 lb. loaf for 1855

averaged more than the previous year, we may exoec11

that a higher amount of poor-rates were levied during

the year just closed ; but will any one who is in tbe

least conversant with the operation of the poor-la^

compare the mode of administration at present with that

which prevailed previous to 1834 ? Our friend of the

Herald »&\b pauperism is dealt with in a " wholesate

way," whereas every separate case is entered in a boo"

witu a variety of particulars by the relieving offi<*r

which ensures a preparatory investigation previous

the case being considered by the board of guardians

,

every applicant has a fair hearing, and if there is any-

thing wrong in the inweased burden of the poor-ra^
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it ought rather to be attributed to a greater leniency or

indulgence in granting relief than an indiscriminate dis-

regard of the claims of the deserving poor.
j

And now for those instances where it may be sup-

posed a tendency exists to grant improper relief, or

where the alleged increase of charges may admit of cur-

tailment. Medical relief is a great boon to a poor man,

and the inclination of boards of guardiaus seems to be

favourable to a liberal grant of it ; but it is nevertheless

liable to be abused, 1st by persons applying fur it who
are well able to pay a doctor themselves, 2dly by orders

being granted without due consideration by overseers of

parishes remote from the residence of relieving officers
;

and 3dly, by orders being grant- d for trifling ailments

on which to found claims for other relief. Relieving

officers have a notion that they cannot refuse an order,

in this they often perhaps err on the right side, but too

much facility in giving medical orders discourages alto-

gether those medical clubs, which cost the labourer little

and yet keep him from the contamination of parish
relief. Applications for a doctor to attend the wives of
labourers earning full wages during confinement are
becoming more frequent, often in consequence of the
"doctors" refusing to attend without an order, because
they are sure of their fee from the board.

IA practice is also beginning to extend itself of getting
" funeral expenses" provided by the board whenever a
death takes place ; this is an insidious step towards the
old system.

Clothes are also frequently applied for to rig out one
of the family taking a place, a pitiable case is made out,
the humane feelings of the guardiaus are acted upon, and
not unfrequently 25*. for a boy, and 15s. or 20s. for a
girl, are allowed to start them into life ; the miserable
condition of the family being often brought about by
the extravagance or improvidence of the parents begets
commiseration for the children, which procures for
them advantages not enjoyed by more scrupulous poor
without considerable self-denial and privation. These
hints will suffice to show that abuses may creep in aud
should be carefully watched, and when possible pre-
vented. Much of the increase in poor-law charges may
be owing to a relaxation of that strictness which was
at first enforced, and which it is the constant business
of the Poor-law Commissioners to maintain ; but 618
unions in England and Wales take a deal of looking
after, yet it must be admitted that the qualifications
of all officers and persons concerned in administering
the poor-law are of a higher character than formerly

;

the union houses are not the horrible hotbeds of immo-
,

rality and wretchednei-s they once were ; the children
in all of them are, taken as a whole, well educated

;

and though parents who desert their offspring, or
rather men who desert their families, should be dealt
with as criminals, yet the children of such people are
better under the care of a master who keeps them clean
and endeavours to make them good, than living with a
drunken or vicious parent. One ugly feature of the
times is the increase of illegitimate children, and con-
sequently of abandoned girls ; this item cannot be
charged to the new poor-law, and like the other monster
grievance of cruel husbands, seems to demand extra-
ordinary treatment for its amendment. Finally, we
come to the conclusion that all social evils require
the efforts of benevolent and right-thinking men to
devise practical measures that shall abate evil and
induce good habits, while dearness of provisions must
abridge the comforts of the poor; the pressure is also
felt by numberless struggling families who can with dif-

ficulty keep their head above water, and the heavy taxa-
tion is severely felt by all persons with limited incomes.
For such, and for all, public journalists should state facts

and argue fairly, not revert to obsolete and disastrous
usages as a fair contrast to the condition of the poor at
present, but remove obstacles to a right apprehension of
things without fomenting discontent or insinuating use-
less calumuies. J. W., Peterborough.

others, and at that time I pointed out what I b> iuved to

be the peculiar requirements for a good manure for the

Turnip crop, and in the essay from which Mr. Stephens

quotes in his " Book of the Farm,'' I went upon the

same data aud followed the same process of analysis.

For the particulars, however, I must refer to the ess •;• a

themselves, which will be found in the 13th and 14th

volume of the Prize Essays aud Transactions of the

Society. Tie mistake Mr. M. Roberts has made is in

supposing that I made an nut and out comparison

between the three m nures; this I did not attempt, as it

was altogether foreign to the subject in hand. On the

contrary, the com par' son referred solely to thtir relative

effects upon the Turnip crop, which, as you are aware,

in Scotland always follows directly after the manuring;

the comparison is therefore strictly limited to the im-

mediate effects or to those only in relation to one parti-

cular crop. My method of comparison has often been

objected to, and my calculations considered erroneous,

but this has been entirely owing to the objectors over-

looking this limitation to immediate effects. It must
never be forgotten that in all fertile soils there constantly

exist?, independent of manure altogether, a vast super-

abundance of every ingredient, organic and mineral,

which any crop can require, and yet we know that

manures or substitutes for manure are required. The
cause of this lies in the condition in which the various

ingredients exist, those only being available for the pre-

sent crop which are in such a state or combination that

the growing plant can absorb and appropriate them.

I think my mode of calculating will be best understood

by an analogy. The coil may be compared to a banking

cone rn, where there is both vested property aud float-

ing capital, and the growing crop will represent the

daily demands for cash payments. Now it is clear that

that bank will be in the best condition to bear a heavy

crop, that is, to satisfy a large daily demand for money,

which has the largest floating capital, or whose vested

property is more readily capable of being realised. If,

for example, we compare three banks, and find that one

has 100,000^. invested in land, 15,00fU iu the Funds,

10,000/. in Exchequer Bills, and 5000/. in cash ; while

a second has in land 50,000/., in the Funds 50,000/., in

Exchequer Bills 20,000/., and in cash 10,000/., and the

third had in land 10,000/., in the Funds 50,000/.,

in Exchequer Bills 50,000/., and in cash 20,000/.;

it is clear that although the three concerns have

each a capital of 130,000/. they would yet be very

unequally prepared to bear a pressure upon them for

cash payments ; and in comparing their relative supe-

riority in this respect we should simply add together all

the different suras possessed, with the exception of the

amc.unt invested in land which it might be difficult to

realise, and we should conclude that the proportions of

30, 80, and 120 represented their relative capabilities to

meet a sudden run. And this is what my objectors say

I should have done with the three manures. But to

make the analogy more accurate it should be stated

that the daily customers at the bank require sometimes

cash, sometimes exchequer bills, and sometimes a

transfer of stock, since these are used to represent the

various ingredients of the different manures, and, conse-

sequently, the comparison must be made differently,

for the second bank can not only supply twice as many
customers with cash, but also twice as many with

exchequer bills, and nearly four times as many with

government stock ; hence nearly eight times as many
customers can be accommodated at the second bank as

compared with the first. Let it not be forgotten that

in every soil, however richly manured, the crop obtains

by far the greater part of its weight from the atmo-

sphere and water ; and all we can hope to do by manure
is to stimulate the plants into more vigorous health by

presenting some one or other of its required ingredients

in a readily absorbable, or, as it might be termed, in a

tempting form. I hope I have now succeeded in

explaining my meaning. Henry R. Madden, M. D.
9

Brighton.

AGRICULTURAL CONSTANTS.
Though the unceasing calls of a very extensive

medical practice have for 12 long years prevented
me from writing anything on the subject of agri-
cultural chemistry, I have by no means lost my interest
in the subject, and continuing a steady reader of
your valuable Paper have watched with much plea-
sure the progress of the science. It is not however
my inclination, neither indeed is it in my power, to

resume my pen and once more enter the field as a
writer, but having noticed a paper of mine referred to

on two occasions lately by Mr. Martyn Roberts, I am
anxious to say a few words in explanation. I had quite

hoped that your leader on '• Agricultural Constants

"

would have satisfied your correspondent ; but this not
being the case, I would call his attention to the following

circumstances in connection with my papers on Bone-
dust, Rape-cake, and Farm-yard dung. If he will refer

to the schedule of prizes offered by the Highland
and Agricultural Society of Scotland, he will find

that the subject was introduced in some such way as

this :
u Exteueive experience has proved that 1 ton of

bone-dust or Rape-cake is equal to 15 or 20 tots of

farm-yard dung iu the production of Turnips/' &c. &c.
In competing for the prize, therefore, I felt that one
point only was before me, viz., the immediate effects of
these three manures upon a crop of Turnips. On a
former occasion I had examined a somewhat analogous
8ubject, viz. to ascertain why the police manure of Edin-
burgh (ashes, house ref use,. &c.) was equal to farm-yard
manure for certain crops while greatly inferior for

Home Correspondence.
Adulteration of Bread.—Flour is adulterated with

Rice, Iudian corn, and sometimes Bean meal. These

are not unwholesome ; but the two former make the

bread hold more water ; and the latter serves to

j
disguise milchy flour. Bean meal may be detected by

the smell, on pouring boiling water on the flour ; Rice

and Indian corn only by the microscope, which house-

keepers do not generally possess. But flour has been

! also adulterated with chalk, plaster of Paris, and China

clay. All these may be detected by burning 100 grains

I

(or any precise quantity) of the flour entirely away
;

when the mineral substance will remain unconsumed.
Genuine Wheat flour will not leave more than 1 per

cent, of ash ; and what exceeds this may be charged to

the adulteration. And they may be detected in the

bread, by the same process. Chalk can be still more
easily detected, by mixing a teaspoonful of flour in half

a wine-glass of cold water, and adding 20 or more drops

of muriatic acid ; chalk will betray itself by efferves-

cence. In the bread the adulteration with Rice and
Indian corn flour may be indicated, though not with

certainty, by drying a weighed slice of the new bread,

freed from the crust, over boiling water, till it will lose

no more weight. The loss will show the percentage of

water, which will be greater in proportion to the Rice

or Indian corn present. Mashed Potatoes are also used

in bread, chiefly to improve the texture. If much ia

put in, the taste betrays it; but a little good mashed

Potato rather improves the bread than otherwise.

A'uin is the most common injurious adulteration of
i

bread. When the bread is pretty strong of alum, it

may be detected by the taste. Cut a good slice,

rather stale, about half-inch thick paring off the crust,

put it in a deep plate or saucer, with warm water

enough to soak it well, cover it and f-et it over hot water.

Keep it thus hand warm (but do not let it boil) 2
or 3 hours ; then squeeze out the water through muslin,

and the alum will betray itself by the taste ; or if

too weak for this, it may be strengthened by gentle (not

boiling) evaporation. But it will not be often strong enough
to discover in this way, the taste of the bread generally

covering that of the alum. To detect the more
common small quantities, the bread must be charred, to>

make it insoluble ; and the alum dissolved out by acid,

as follows :— First char 1000 grains of the flour or

bread ; then boil it in a flask, with four drachms of nitric

acid, four of muriatic acid, and four of water. Evapo-
rate to dryness ; when cold add one ounce of distilled

water and boil for a few minutes ; while boiling dilute

with two ounces of liquor potassse (as sold by the

chemists) and boil again for a few minutes, then filter,,

neutralize the clear liquor with muria'ic acid, and
precipitate with ammonia (the 1 quor of ammonia of the

chemists). The precipitate, if any, is alumina, showing

the presence of alum ; and if well washed, dried, ignited

in a platinum dish and weighed will indicate the

quantity ; but this requires a little chemical practice.

/. Prideaux.
The Cattle and Turnips of Fast Cumberland.—Cum-

berland having been very conspicuously brought before

the notice of the agricultural world iu the preceding

year, on account of the Agricultural Society having

favoured that county by holding their meeting at Car-

lisle, a few remarks on the various breeds of cattle for

the most part reared there, and also upon the descrip-

tions of Turnips mostly grown in that neighbourhood

(with the greatest success), will I have no doubt be
acceptable to our southern friends, who, I am informed,.

admired the culture and quality of our Turnip crops

during their sojourn in our border city. The principal

breeds of cattle in vogue here are the short-horns, the

Galloway (or black Scots as they are provincially

termed), and a sort of spurious breed, a cross between-

short-horns and Irish cattle. There are amongst
the neighbouring gentry and farmers three or four

choice breeds of short-horns, but the fancy prices which

have been obtained for this breed lately have induced

some parties to bring their stock to the hammer, large

sums having been paid for animals of acknowledged

blood and symmetry. Our ideas are that they are not

so profitable for the dairy, as they have too great a ten-

dency to fatten, instead of being good milkers. The
Galloway or Black Scots are the most suitable for the

quality of land, and are decidedly the best breed for

small farmers and cottagers. The plan usually adopted

is to sell the bull calves to the butchers as soon as they

are marketable, and the heifers after having had one or

two calves very quickly fatten, and will feed, on average,

siy from 38 to 42 stone of 14 lbs. Cross breeds withv

the Irish cattle are generally looked upon with suspicion

by farmers, as being often very stiff in the touch,

and many having cast calf (before being brought

to market) are slow feeders and hide bound.

The Turnips grown here with most success are the

Swedes, Yellow Bullocks, and White Globes. The
Swedes are found to be much the hardiest and best

keepers, never being used until all other sorts are

finished ; land in good order will produce from 20 to

25 tons per acre, aud calculating the price at 25s. per

ton [ ! ] this shows a valuable crop ; but when the great

outlay in wages and manure is taken into account, as well

as the process of thinning, hoeing, &c, many farmers

give a preference to a summer fallow, and consider that

the extra yield of Wheat the next year fully repays

them. It may be as well, in conclusion, to mention that

Yellow Bullocks generally produce from 18 to 22 tons

per acre, and White Globes 25 to 28 tons ; but as in all

the high and sandy soils the Turnips are almost inva-

riably eateu off by sheep, the exact growth per acre is

not quite so correctly ascertained. The usual Turnip

sheep here are Cheviot wedders, mostly bought at Fal-

kirk, and the price for turniping each sheep per week

is about 6d.; this is a high rate, but railways have much
increased the value of Turnips. Cumbrian. P.S. The

weight of the Turnips is calculated without including

the root or tops.

Box Feeding.—H&Ying seen in the two last Gazettes

some speculations on the possible or probable results of

this system on the health and condition of animals so

kept, it will no doubt be satisfactory to any persons

desirous of adopting it and who may have been influ-

enced by any theoretical objections, to learn the prac-

tical results of nine years' exrerience. During that

period in each year between October and June I

have fed in boxes 24 bullocks— Shorthorns, Hereford's,

Devons, and Pembrokes, purchased at various markets.

I have not lost a single bullock from disease of any kind.

I have never paid, to the best of my recollection, a

single shilling to any veterinary surgeon, nor has there

been any ailment amongst the cattle in the boxes. My
boxes were formed simply by excavating the earth under

old stalls 2 feet deep, building a common stone wall of

that height the entire length of the range back and

front, to prevent any earth falling in, and without any
brick or other floor ; the range is then merely divided

by cross rails into compartments 9 feet square, by strong

rails, which are raised by a very simple contrivance as

the manure accumulate* under the animals, until they

are raised to the ground level. That takes about 14 to

16 weeks. We generally find that, by that time, an
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average Moving annual walks off ou a level to tlie

butcher. The week before last my boxes were com-
pletely filled, some of them inconveniently. An agri-

culturist who was over my farm, on walking into the
principal range, and who did not know what was under
the bullocks, remarked on the sweetness of the building

—that, it was as sweet as any room in a dwelling-house.

I told him I considered it much sweeter than most
domestic apartments, in which opinion he concurred.
This week some other gentlemen had the opportunity of

seeing the boxes while being emptied. They had the

advantage of seeing a glorious sight to a farmer—

2

feet of dung so compressor! as absolutely to exclude all

access to air, in an equally moist state from the top to

the bottom ; not a particle dry or wet, but as soon as the

forks were inserted to hollow up and throw out the con-
tents and free access was given to air, the fragrance of

the preceding week was very quickly succeeded by an
atmosphere redolent of fine Swedes and Mangel, and
many a long, drooping, heavy ear of corn. The only
essential to complete success, as respects this system, is

that the litter should he passed through the chaff cutter,

set to cut from 4 to 6-inch lengths, or thereabouts, which
insures even treading and perfect absorption of the fluids.

We put in the bottom of the boxes when first started

3 or 4 inches deep of the small straws, &c, thrown out
behind the threshing-machine, or some turf ashes.

Charles Lawrence, Cirencester, Feb. 1 8.

Couch Grass.—Having had some experience in the
destruction of Couch Grass, the most vigorous enemy a
farmer has to contend with on a stiff soil, I have come
to the conclusion that nothing will effectually eradicate
the pest but the long steel fork ; the plough and spade
increase its growth by cutting the roots into small
pieces, and scattering them all over a field, the smallest
length sprouting out and increasing wonderfully. It
has been truly said that " the man who makes two
blades of Grass grow where only one grew before " is

a benefactor to mankind. Then surely the farmer who
causes his land (which only produced 20 bushels of
"Wheat per acre under the old system of cultivation)
to yield 30 in these days of improving husbandry is

entitled to some praise. Couch Grass requires similar
food to grain, and consumes even more, without re-
turning any equivalent to recompense the labour be-
stowed upon the soil. It therefore stands to reason
that the extirpation of this hungry weed would
leave a double allowance of nutriment for grain,
or nearly so, where the land is foul. The ex-
pense of forking is generally an object on urged by
many against using that valuable tool. This fear should
vanish into thin air, after the Lois-Weedon experiments
and others, which have proved that a thorough deep
stirring of land is preferable to a dressing of manure,
particularly when it is of a stiff nature. Another in-
calculable advantage of the fork cultivation is the in-
fluence upon drainage, the air penetrating the subsoil,
and the water running off more rapidly. A 4-inch
ploughing upon dirty "Couch land " is labour in vain.
With such facts before agriculturists will they still con-
tinue to encourage Couch Grass with the Wheat crop,
and cut as much Grass as stubble in the autumn \ It
may appear tedious going over the same ground so
often, yet cannot be too deeply impressed upon the
minds of agriculturists, rich or poor, the absolute
necessity of cleaning land and keeping it so, in order to
obtain the greatest amount of produce. If farmers wait
f >r steam cultivation to perform the work of deep tillage,
they may wait long enough. Falcon.

Italian Rye-grass.—To extracts from a paper on
Italian Rye-grass, read by Mr. Morton before the
London Farmers* Club last year, Messrs. Sutton, of
Reading, have appended the following notes from their
-own experiments and observations :—1. It will, how-
ever, thrive in any description of soil ; in fact, will grow
where scarcely any other useful Grass will exist. 2. We
have now adopted the quantity of 3 bushels per acre
sown alone ; but we find 2 to 3 pecks sufficient with
Clovers and a corn crop ; and this quantity should not
be sown till alter the corn is up, or it will get too high
before harvest. Although Italian Rye-grass is useful
for this latter purpose, its great merit is for soiling or
forage. (See Note 3.) 3. August is the best month, but
it may be sown with safety any time between February
and October. Anturanal sowing might have 8 lbs.

Trifolium incarnatum (Italian Crimson Clover) per acre,
-with the Rye-grass ; and the spring sowings would be
likewise improved by adding 4 lbs. Trifolium hybrid urn
(Alsike Clover). 4. Italian Rye-grass is also useful for
nursing Common Red Clover when sown with the crop,
by protecting it from frost and bringing it on much
earlier for use. 5. If the land is in good heart or con-
dition, three or four cuttings per annum may be obtained
even without liquid manure ; but undoubtedly, the more
manure is applied, especially if in a liquid form, the
more abundant will be the crop. It is important that
the liquid should be applied immediately after each
cutting

; and if it can be done before the sun has shone
upon the Grass where the scythe has wounded it, so
much the better. 6. Mr. Dickenson has since published
his pamphlet, and we would advise our friends to pro-
cure it. It is published by Hidgway & Co.

Gorse.—One of your correspondents in page 93 asks
for a description of implements used to convert Gorse
into fodder. I derive so much advantage from the
various correspondents in your Paper, tliat I am always
glad to answer any questions I can. This particular
one 1 must have answered already many times. 1 have
used^ Gorse for many years, and think it, on suitable

soils, the very best winter food for hordes, cows, and
calves (I have not tried it for sheep, but make no doubt
it is equally good for them). For horses it equals good
hay and will keep in good condition either fast or slow-

going ones. Cows milk extremely well upon it, and the

milk and butter is as pure as when they are on Grass,

and calves thrive well upon it. With Turnips, &c, it

is equally good for feeding cattle. To begin at the

beginning—first grow your Gorse. Here, I think, is

the great reason why Gorse is not so much used as it

ought ; because it grows on all waste ground it is

thought you need not take any pains or trouble about
it It should, however, be carefully grown on well

cleaned ground, sown much as you would Turnips on
drills, flattening the latter well down with a light roller.

It should be well horse-hoed and kept free from weeds
through the first summer, and will be better for horse-

hoeing afterwards. It will be ready to cut the autumn
but one after sowing. To mow it a short-bladed strong

scythe is required, and it must be cut level. For some
years I was much puzzled how to bruise it in the best

and cheapest manner ; but I then purchased from
Messrs. Richmond & Chandler, of Salford, one of their

chaff-cutting machines, and found it answered perfectly

for Gorse. My plan of using it is as follows :—The
man who feeds the machine uses gloves, and with them
on feeds it with Gorse. This first-cut Gorse is put on
one side as cut till sufficient is done. The feeder of the

machine has then straw placed upon it, and upon this

the once cut Gorse is placed with a large shovel. The
straw pulls it on and it gets a second cutting or bruising

from the machine. The cut stravv and Gorse is now
ready for feeding with. This description seems long,

but the process is very quick and inexpensive. I never
use any straw or hay uncut, aud when I have not
Gorse 1 am obliged to use straw, which is much more
expensive than Gorse, and is not half so good. In fact

Gorse is the only good green food you can have in

Agricultural Weeds.—Mr. Rawson,ot Glanhenwyr
Radnorshire, applied for leave to print off, at his own
expanse for private distribution, two hundred copies of
Professor Buekman's Prize Essay on Agricultural
Weeds, published in the last Journal of the Society.

Mr Kawson thought that such a gratuitous distribution

ot the essay among the Welsh farmers in his district

would strongly call their attention to the importance of
the destruction of weeds in their waste lands and hedge-
rows, and to the injurious consequences of the neglect
of such eradication ; and the example once set by a
few of the most enlightened of those farmers, and the
good effects of it shown, he had no doubt that in due
time it would be followed by those who at present were
least aware of its importance.—The council referred this

request to the ensuing monthly council, with an order
to the printers in the meantime to keep the type of the

Essay standing.

Parliamentary Legislation.—Several communica-
tions were addressed to the Council on the subject of

agricultural statistics, but were referred, without dis-

cussion, to the ensuing monthly meeting, when Mr.
Miles, M.P., gave notice that he would call the attention

of the Council to the following clause in the Society's

Charter, with a view to ascertain what interpretation

was given to the terms of that clause for the guidance

of the Council in their proceedings :

—

" And know ye further, that in granting this onr Royal Charter
to the said Royal Agricultural Society of England, we do hereby
declare it to be our full and entire will and pleasure that we
extend our Royal Protection to its national objects, under the

condition that a principle of its constitution shall be the total

exclusion of all questions at its meetings, or in its proceedings,
of a political tendency, or having refereuce to measures pending,
or to be brought forward, in either of our Houses of Parliament,
which no resolution, bye-law, or other enactment of the said

body politic and corporate, shall on any account or pretence
whatever be at any time allowed to infringe."

Steam Cultivator,—Mr. Burness, of Prospect Ter-

, T - . . - , .. .
, i r • i

race, Brixton, submitted to the Council a schedule of
winter and I feel convinced it has only to be fair y 8U stions on the subject of the Society's prize of 500?.
tried to become much used wherever the sod is lieht fori steam cultivator, and in reference to the best mode
enough to grow fit. If well cultivated it may be cut
every year and yields a great amount of food. Some
50 years since a large cowkeeperat Birmingham fed his

milking cows upon it, and for a long time no one could
get at his secret for having an abundance of sweet rich

milk through winter, as he would not allow any one to

enter his yard. In Wales numbers of cows are kept
upon it by small farmers and cottagers. They bruise
it upon a block of wood with a sort of mallet having
two knives placed across the bottom. It is common
there to buy Gorse, I should add, that although the
machine I have of Richmond & Chandler's has done its

work quite to my satisfaction for 10 or more years,

I saw great improvements upon it when at their
works some months since, and they have one now
especially devoted to Gorse ; but which of course cuts
straw also. W. D> Fox.

octettes.

generally of obtaining the great object of steam cultiva-

tion. These suggestions were received with thanks, and
referred to the Implement Committee, with a request

that they would report upon them to the Council.

Agricultural Meetings at Paris.—Mr. Miles, M.P.i
reported to the Council the arrangements in progress by
the French Government for the agricultural meeting to

be held at Paris in the years 1856 and 1857. He also

t-ubmitted to the Council the official prize-sheets having
reference to those meetings. A short abstract of this

will be given next week.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Weekly Council, Feb. 20.—Mr. Miles, M.P., vice

president, in the chair.

The Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England. John Murray, Albemarle Street.

To the concluding article—on Agricultural Statistics by
Mr. Hoskyns—of the current number of the Journal
we have already referred. The whole volume is

exceedingly interesting and useful, and does great credit

to the arrangements made for carrying on the editorship
Oil-cake,—-The Rev. Thomas Burroughes, a member !

of the work, which had so long been in the hands of Mr.
of the Society residing in Cambridgeshire, transmitted
to the Council a specimen of oil-cake which had been
supplied to him as genuine " Rape" cake ; but which,
from its suspicious indications, Mr. Burrnughes had not
ventured to give as food to his cattle until a chemical
analysis of its component parts had been made for him.
This cake on examination appeared to contain various
kinis of seed, had a very pungent taste, and on dis-

solving in hot water was found to emit the strong odour
of Mustard. Mr. Borroughes, therefore, desired to
ascertain whether it would be safe as food for stock ;

and, if safe, whether it would prove nutritious.

Peat-fuel.—His Excellency the Danish Minister
addressed an inquiry to the Council on a subject of
much interest in Denmark, namely, the compression of
peat for fuel. A note on this subject was read from
Messrs. Easton and Amos, the consulting Engineers of
the Society ; and the Secretary was authorised to
make further investigation on the points to which the
Danish Minister had referred.

Pusey. Among the more useful papers on manures—
the one describing the principles by which farm manage-
ment in manure making is influenced, and the other the

method of arriving at the intrinsic value of manures as sold

in the market—are those by Mr. Way on the value of Arti-

ficial Manures, and the Rev. W. R. Bowditch on the

Chemical Changes in the Formation of Dung. To these

we shall hereatter direct the fuller attention of our

readers. That they may learn the general character of

this issue of the periodical we may mention that of its

340 pages, 50 are occupied by a report of Buckingham-
shire Farming ; 24 by Mr. Bowditch's paper on Manure ;

20 by Professor Buckman on Agricultural Weeds ; 28

by Mr. Finlay Dun ou Lameness of Sheep ; 90 by a

controversial defence of the views on Agricultural

Chemistry held by Mr. Lawes and Dr. Gilbert ; 20 by

reports of the Carlisle Meeting ; 20 by Mr. Way on

Artificial Manures, and the remainder by Mr. Hoskyns
on Agricultural Statistics. Among the shorter papers

is one by the late Mr. Pusey, which will be read with

Economy op Heat.—M. Etienne Salmon, of Brussels,
inte

\
es} aa the last contribution of one to whom agricul-

tural literature owes so much. The experiment which

he describes was devised for the purpose of determining
the relative influence of superphosphate—charcoal and

nitrate of soda as manures for Wheat upon an exhausted

soil. It demonstrated the great superiority of the last

—the utter inefficiency indeed of the others under the

circumstances in which they were applied—thus corro

borating his own previously asserted opinion of
*K

specific value of nitrogen as a manure for Wheat.

communicated a plan by which the heat given off from
coal, during its slow combustion and conversion into
coke, might be applied to conservatories, manufactories,
hospitals, and other large buildings, which require a
great expenditure of fuel to warm them. M. Salmon's
plan was illustrated by a drawing, and consisted in
connecting pipes with the coke-oven, by means of which
hot air could be thrown into the atmosphere, and steam
conducted through the earth in conservatories, or below
the floors and along the walls of the buildings in
question.

Steam Digging Machine.—Miss Charlotte Bauer, of
Schwabitz, near Nimes, in Bohemia, reported to the
Conned the progress made by her brother, the late
Captain Bauer, in the invention of a steam digging
machine, in competition for the Society's Prize ; and
her desire to carry into execution the plans he had, as
he believed, so successfully perfected at the time of his
decease. The Council reterred this communication to
Mr. Allen Ransome, with a request that he would give
to Miss Bauer such advice in reference to the best mode

the

Calendar of Operations.

FEBRUARY.
Wester Ross, Feb. 19.—The weather has heen very change

able, and not particularly suitable for out-door labour. A go *1

deal of rain lias fallen within these few weeks, so that farmers

with water-mills are now well advanced with threshing out the

crop. Indeed corn-yards are presenting, for this season of the

year, aD unusually deserted appearance. The scarcity of str**

is everywhere complained of, and little of it can now be naa

either for love or money. From this cause a larger proportion

of the cop than usual has been already threshed out, aim as

by which she could carry out her wishes as his expe- K^f^!!!^ h
i
g?

,he™st °f "*">« *"*? }f™i
ed
raade*

»;Anna „: ftLi „. , iT-
F

i
g°ne direct to market, so that unless large importations be ra*""

nence might suggest to him.
J the preasure arisins

'

lrom a somewhat scanty crop may yet be
scanty crop
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felt ere the arrival of another harvest. In the meantime, how-

ever, the panic arising from the approach of peace has caused

prices to run speedily downwards, and a thorough want of con-

fidence generally prevails. All the odds and ends of woik that

might hinder the ongoing of the general labour of the farm

when better wea'her sets in, have been attended to and done

up. With threshing out grain, dressing and delivering it,

carting lime and manure, forming composts, mending roads,

trimming hedges, trenching land, &c, all hands have been pretty

busily employed. Although the ground has been wet, yet, from

the absence of frost and snow, ploughing of lea has been pro-

ceeded with. A good deal of Wheat remains to be sown

so soon as the ground is in a fit state for the recep-

tion. Turnips are running to their finish much quicker

than was anticipated, and sheep and cattle will, in many places,

be on short supplies both of straw and Turnips ere the Grass

comes. A field of good Turnips to be eaten off with sheep would

now fetch from 61. to 8/. per acre. The winter, on the whole,

being dry and open, sheep have made good progress, yet hoggs

have not altogether recovered the severity of last spring. Cattle

in courts are in forward condition. The railway is extending

itself northwards, and labourers are looking forward to a busy

season, with highly remunerating wages.

I

BIRCHAM and WAKD beg to state

collection of the above is in the linest possibl

H OLLY HOCKS.
Hedekham Rosary, Bungay, Suffolk.

that their
possible health, and

consistsofupwardsof I6,000established struck plants (not grafted).

The peculiar disease which has proved so destructive to some
collections not having extended to the Eastern Counties, enables
B. & W. to offer an extensive stock of tine Plants, comprising the
best show flowers in cultivation ready for immediate delivery.

Catalogues will be forwarded on application. Wholesale orders
executed on liberal terms — ll*»d«*nham ltosary, Feb. 23.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES. ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to
hand their present reduced pnees of Glass for Cash :—

SIIEi:T GLASS, Packed in Boxes containing 100 Feet.
fiby 4. undfti by t;

7 by 5, and 7* by 5$

.• -

• • •

13*. 67.

13*. &f.

WATEUEK and GODFREY respectfully

attention of parties engaged in Planting t<

Notices to Correspondents.
Cost of Digging : Somerset says that in our Paper of the 26th
January a correspondent founds an argument on the supposition

that he can get an acre dug with forks at 10*. an acre. What
is the use of such reasoning? It only leads to disappointment
and confusion in experimental agriculture. [Land can be

"turned in" for Id. per perch; but the cheapest digging will

cost 2d.]

Discoloured Granite: Granite stained by vegetation and
weather may be scoured with sand and alkali (as soda ash) in

hot water: this rinsed off, and the alcaline shade brightened

with dilute muriatic acid. If any vegetable tinge remains
after this scouring, it may be bleached out with solution of

chloride of lime. J. Prideaux.
Disinfectants : X. They depend generally on the decomposi-

tion of the noxious effluvium. Charcoal acts by burning the

vapours which it attracts. It is not so much a strong box in

which they are stowed away as a furnace through which, on
passing, they become converted into the products of perfect

combustion. Dr. Stenhouse explained this ; he says :—" When
putrifyiug animal and vegetable substances are covered with
charcoal powder, the effluvia and miasmata which, under ordi-

nary circumstances they would evolve directly into the atmo-
sphere, are absorbed and oxidised within the pores of the

charcoal, where they undergo a species of what is called low
combustion, which as effectually destroys them as if they were
at once passed through a furnace; it is, therefore, on its ab-

sorbing and oxidising power that the great efficiency of char-

coal as a deodorising and disinfecting agent depends."
Ewes : H G. They may have Mangel Wurzel while suckling.

There is no better food for them—along with a little good
Clover hay. They may have access to salt.

Food of Cows : M G. It is impossible to give the quantity of

Oats, of bran, of hay separately needed to keep a cow, because

a cow would not thrive on them, or the two former separately. In
London dairies a bushel of grains, 3 bushels of Mangel Wurzel,
and about 12 lbs. hay, and about 6 gallons of water is the winter
food of a cow.

Guano : 11 W. After opening the drills, putting in the manure,
and setting the Potatoes, we would sow the guano broadcast

over all. On pulling down the intervening ridgelets, or

splitting them to cover the Potatoes, the guano would be
covered and at the same time mixed with the soil, and but

little would fall directly on the tubers.

Irish Agricultural Statistics: Subscriber. The differences

between 1855 and 1854 are very considerable in excess of the

latter for Wheat and Oats, in excess of the former especially

for Flax. The following are the figures :—

i

mvite the

parties engaged in Planting to their fine

Stock of the following HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, &C
Araucaria imbricata, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and S feet high, in quantities,

all stocky well grown plants; the larger sizes especially it

would be difficult to match.
Cedrus Deodara, l\ f 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet, by the thousand: do. a

fine lot of larger, 6, 7, and 8 fe<»t ; do. some magnificent Trees,

10 to 15 feet. These are all in a famous condition for Trans-
planting, having been annually removed.

Cedars of Lebanon, 3,4, 5, aud 6 feet; do. a few splendid Trees,
10 and 12 feet.

Cedars Red Virginian, 5 to 8 feet.

Cedars, variegated white, 2, 3, and 4 feet, one of the handsomest
variegated plants we know. We have a large stock. It is ex-

tensively planted at Elvaston Castle.

Cryptomerta japonica, fine plants, 4 to 7 feet. 42$. permease.
"~~

Cupressus macrocarpa or Lambertiana, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet. |
*pern Cases w

Nothing can he handsomer than some of the specimens of this

fine hardy plant.

Juniper, Chinese, 2, 8, 4, and 5 feet; a fine lot cf large plants,

6 to 8 feet.

Do. Irish, upright. 3, 4. 5, and C, feet; do. larger, up to 8 and 10

feet. Our stock of the two last mentioned Junipers we believe

to be quite unequalled, the Irish especially; the larger sizes

are perfect columns.
Do. recurva, 3, 4, 5, up to 8 feet.

Do. hispanica or thurifera, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Abies Douglasi, 2, 3, and 4 feet. A fine lot of large and very
handsome plants, 7, 8, 10, and 12 feet.

Picea nobilis, several hundreds of nice plants, 1£ to 2 feet, well

grown, and with good lead. None are grafted. A few taller

specimens up to 6 feet.

Do. Nordmanniana, a large quantity of remarkably handsome
plants, 1 J, 2, 3, and 4 feet. Nothing can exceed the vigour of
these plants, and all from seed.

Do. Pinsapo, magnificent plants, 4 to 7 feet high, in perfect health.

Pinus insignis, 1£ to 3 feet; a few good specimens up to 7 feet.

Lambertiana, from seed, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

Cembra, 3, 4, 5, up to 10 feet.

Montezumrc, fine plants, 4 and 5 feet,

macrocarpa, 2 and 3 feet, from seed.

Weeping Larch, clean, stems good, heads 7 feet high.

The following 10 varieties form a very singular ^roup. They
are of dwarf habits; the well known Abies Clanbraziliana may
be taken as the lype of the whole. We believe our collection to

be quite unique, and, we may add, most interesting.

Pinus strobus pumila (the dwarf Weymouth).
„ sylvestris pumila (the dwarf Scotch).

Abies Clanbraziliana I Abies pumila 1 All dwarf varieties]

compacta I .. diffusa >• of the

12s. 8 by 6. and 8* by 6$
135. 9 by 7, and 10 by 8

At 14*. per 100 Feet
18 by 9, 13 by 9, 14 by 9, 15 by 9, 16 bv 9.

12 by 10, 13 by 10, 14 by 10, 15 by 10, 1G by 10.

12 by 11, 13 by 11, 14 by 11, 15 by 11, 16 by 11, 17 by 11, 18 by IK
At 165. ifu 100 Feet.

13 by 12, 14 by 12, 15 by 12, 16 by 12.

At I85. per 100 Feet.
17 by 12, 18 by 12, 19 by 12, 20 by 12, 14 by 13, 15 by 13, 16 by 13f

17 by 13, 18 by 13, 19 by 13, 20 by 13, 20 by 15.

LARGER SIZES, not exceeding 40 Inches Long.
16 oz. from 2d. to Qd.,2l oz. from 3d. to 5dn 26 oz. from 6d. to7ld.,

per foot superficial, according to size and quantity.
STXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD*

HOUSES, THE SAME QUALITY AS WE SUPPLY TO MR. RlVEUS, and
of various dimensions, always on hand, at 185. per 100 feet.

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.
HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-ounce, packed in Crate*
of 300 feet,*24<Z. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, 3\d.

Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet 31s., 38i., 405., and

ith Ferns complete suitable for the Drawing-
room, from 255. each.

Aqmriums with French polished stands, from IO5. each. Vas*
shaped ditto, on Glass stand, 969.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation, from lx.6rf. per foot.

Glass Tiles and Slates.
Glass Milk Tans, 21s. per dozen ; Propagating and Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoya' Milk Syphon

^

Wasp Traps, Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for
Ornaments, Fern Shades, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street
Without, London.
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pygm&a Gre^ori Spruce Fir.

nPHE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
-l HELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street. London.
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from

2d.; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4£d.

per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,
under 10 by 8, 12s. Qd. ; above, 16s. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases, 34s. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. Gd. per
foot TILES and SLATES from 6d. each. MILK PANS,
21s. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN, 5*. 6d.; WARING S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,

Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium. 10s. each.—Catalogues free.

Crops.
Acreage. Produce In Quarters.

1854. 1 1855. 1854. 1855.

Wheat

Barley
Bere
Rye ...

Beans
Peas ... •••

411,284
2,045,298
236,293
16.920

11,366
14,760
7,815

445,620

2,116,898

226,454
11,347

11,633
13,095

6,399

1,452,467

11,293,101

1,212,047

89,066
65,687

50,424
24,556

1,524,182
10,260,420

1,096,187

57,404

57,554
51,S8>0

17,687

The following, again, are the figures descriptive of Potatoes,

Flax, Turnips, &c. :

—

Crops.

Potatoes...
Turnips ...

Mangel ...

Cabbage...
Flax
Meadow...

• • •

• ••

Acreage.

1854.

9S9,660
366,311
21,351

26,080
151,403

1,257,864

1S55*

982,028
366,311
22,278
24,080

97,048
1,313,680

Produce in Tons.

1854.

5,061.654

5,207,636
366,427
a56,649
35,606

2,494,951

1855.

6,233,899
6,063,9*5
401,844
312,510
23,414

2,663,953

5S : R L. The quantities made by many companies are

ious. The masses lying in heaps are literally quarried to

Lice : L H. See Morton's New Farmers' Almanack, page 76.

W.C. S.

Mangel Wurzel: B S. It is not so much giving these roots as

changing to them suddenly from other food that will injure

sows in farrow. We have fed sows through the winter on

very little more than what they could pick up in the yard of

injured Mangels, some of them rotten—and they were not the

worse for the poor and rough food they had had. Three or

four weeks before farrowing they had some Mangels steamed
daily for them and a handiul of meal thrown in.

Manures
enormous. The masses lying
furnish the current supply. The poudrette of French works
lies in heaps of 30,000 or 40,000 tons ; so does the blood manure
of the Nitrophosphate Company. Of course the larger the

mass and the longer it lies the more thorough is that altera-

tion of its ingredients which is the object of the process, and

on which the efficiency of the material depends.

M. Guesox'b Marks of Milkers: A". The indications of milk-

ing qualities in cows, said to be furnished by the growth of the

hair on the hinderpart of the udder, asserted by Mons. Guenon.

and so far established bv him to the satisfaction of French

authorities that he received a Government reward for his

alleged discovery, have been observed in England too, and are to

a certain extent endorsed by Mr. Haxton, of Fifeshire, who

says :—" The conclusion arrived at, in regard to M. Guenon's

test of judging of the milking properties of a cow by the

development of the tcusson, is that, in a very large majority of

cases, it is borne out by facts. In a London dairy belonging

to Mr. Biggs, 31, Edgeware Road, where about 400 cows aie

kept, and where nine-tenths of them are far above average

milkers, the development or upward growth of the hair on the

posterior part of the udder, thighs, and perineum, was too

remarkable to be accounted for bv accidental causes."

Poultry Houses: Subscriber. "The Poultry Book" contains

plans, we believe, but your question shall be answered fully

next week.
Boot: Constant Reader. It* value depends chiefly on the

ammonia which it contains, partly on the charcoal and

gypsum. It is worth 6d. a biwhel or more, and 30 to 40

bushels are an ordinarv dressing. Mr. Dimmery, of Stinch-

combe, Gloucestershire, 'a great Potato grower, used nothing

«lse. Hisiiind was however on the lower oolite—a naturally

fertile soil

Picea pectinata pygmjea (the dwarf Silver Fir),Hudsoni.
Yew, common English, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet, in large quantities.

Do. upright, Irish, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet; some splendid plants,

8 to 12 feet.

Do. Dovaston or Weeping, a great many fine plants, worked on
straight stems, 7, 8, and 10 feet high, with good heads.

Do. adpressa, 2 and 3 feet.

Do. do., worked on common Yew, as standards.
Do. gold striped, lj to 2 feet, by the thousand.
Do. do., a splendid lot of plants, 4 to 6 feet.

Do. do., worked as standards on the common Yew. 8 to 10 ft. high.
Do. do., worked on Irish Yews, 6, 7, and 8 feet high.
Do. elegantissima, or new gold striped; a large quantity, 1* to

2* feet, and also worked as standards on the common and Irish

Yews. We may safely assert our stock of Golden Yews is

unsurpassed.
Do. yellow berried (true), very beautiful when in fruit as we
have it, 1^ to 3 feet.

Libocedrus chilensis, 2 to 3 feet, very handsome and bushy.
Thuja Weareana, fine bushes, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet. This is one

ot the most useful, and, at the same time, ornamental hardy
plants we possess.

Do. American, for hedge?, doubtless the very best, 4, 5, and 6 feet,
j

Do. aurea, or Golden Arbor-vitse. This plant originated at this

Nursery; it has now, as it deserves, become a universal
favourite. Our stock of it enables us to offer a choice of many
hundred fine specimens, from 1£ to 3 and 4 feet high, and as

much through—in fact, perfect globes.
Wellingtonia gigantea, a few of the finest plants in the country,

being near l\ feet high, and as much wide.
Hollies variegated, by the thousand, 2, 3, and 4 feet high. Some

splendid Plants, 10 to 15 feet high.

We may here remark with reference to the large specimens
alluded to in this Advertisement that every one of them is in a
condition to transplant, and travel any distance with perfect safety.

They have one and all been annually removed in our Nursery,
and in soliciting a personal inspection of our stock, we believe

we are justified in stating it offers a choice which is to be found
in but few establishments of its kind in this country.

The Nursery may be reached in 40 minutes by Train from the

Waterloo Station; and the South Western Railway Company
having a Branch on to the North Western, enables us to send

plants to all parts, in trucks throughout, without packing and
other extensive additions.—Knan Hill Nursery. Woking, Surrey .

\\
T IRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL

» * of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service
The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-

KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.

Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety

;

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice "Work, Fencing, &c
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make;
Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description

j

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W.Richards. Imperial
Wire Works, 370- Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's

Theatre.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,
^^^ of British Manufacture. at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediatedelivery.
Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to Jamks Hktlky & Co.

;
35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

FOREIGN AND ENGLISH SHEtT CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Stkert, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in •by 4J,

6i » 4*. » 7 tt 5

g n 5i f 8 t, 6

8* »» 64 - tt 9 » 7
9* »> n n 10 tt 8
10* tt 84 tt 11 ,t 9
12 ft 9 it 13 n 9
10 ft 10 tt 10* „ 10*
11 ft 10 tt III— „ io*

11 tf 11
tt }li „ 11*

12 ft 11 tt m „ 11}
13 ft 11 n 13£ „ 11*

18 it 12
tt

13* „ 124
13; ft m tt 14* ,, m
164 ** 134 *#«

\ • m l ••*

• »-

* * •

• »•

• ««

#•*

• •*

• •

• ••

• * t

» • 1

# I

• I

• * •

• ••

• t#

12s . Od.

12 6
13
13 6-

13 6
14 O-

14
14 0-

14
14 O
14 0-

14 O
16
16
16

HPANNED NETTING, for the Protection of FRUIT
J- TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security
of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard; 200 yards, 11?.; 500
yards, 30s.; 1000 yards, 50s.; scrim canvas for wall fruit.—At
Edgington & Co/s Rick, Cloth. Tent, and Waterproof Cloth
Manufacturers, 49, King William Street, London Bridge;
17, Smithfi^ld Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot,

P >plar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth.

NEW TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required,
1 yard wide, 2d. per yard; 2 yards wide, Ad. per yard;

4 yards wide, 8d. per yard. Half-inch mesh ditto, 2 yards wide,

8d. per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds,

wasps, flies, &c, from fruit trees flower or seed bed$, 4hd. per

square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, l\d. per
yard. At W. Ccixingford's,

c

eton.
yard ; 4 or 6 yards wide, M. per yai

1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islin

%• Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the S

Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.
South-west

20 bv'13, 21 bv 13, 82 bv 13, 21£ by 13*, 16£ by 144,, 20 by 14>

by 14, 20 by 15, at 18*. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, Id. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2$ „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3* „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Roueh, Tiles, Striking

and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,.

as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,

and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

DRAINING BY STEAM POWER.
TOHN FOWLER is prepared to undertake Contracts
*J for DRAINING LAND by his PATENT STEAM PLOUGH,
at prices varying, according to depth and distance, from 31. to 5?. 10s%

per acre, inclusive of tiles, main drains, and all other expenses.

Contracts executed with great rapidity, and tiles manufactured
on the soot, where suitable clay exists.—Havering, near Romford*.

^UPISb'S CONSTITUTION HORSE BALLS.—
To Sportsmen. Agriculturists, Postmasters, and all Pro-

prietors of Horses, these Balls are particularly recommended in

all cases of swelled legs, cracked heels, loss of appetite, and vital

energy ; for Coughs, Colds, Fever or Inflammation, they are the

best Medicine that can be exhibited, moreover their operation,

though effectual, is so mild, that they require no alteration of

diet, and if given with a bran mash on Saturday night, will not

interfere with the ensuing week's regular work.

NEAT CATTLE.—The Constitution Balls are strongly re-

commended by many highly respectable Gentlemen (see Testi-

monials) for Cows and Oxen as a most valuable medicine in cases

of Hove or Blown. Scouring or turning out to Grass, or from bad
food, Gar^ate, Hide Eound, Loss of Appetite, Staring Coat, Dis-

temper, Epidemic, or Influenza. Bullocks fat much faster by
occasionally giving a Ball.

Prepared only by Francis Cupiss, M.R.V.C.S., author of the
" Prize Essay on the Diseases of the Liver of the Horse," Diss,

Norfolk; and sold by all respectable Medicine Yendors in Town
and Country, in packets, six Balls each, 3s. <kl. per packet, with

a wrapper giving full directions for the use of the Balls, and
Treatment of the Horse whilst taking them. Also a Pamphlet of

testimonials from many Gentlemen, who have used the Balls ia

various Complaints. Any Gentleroin using the Balls may eon-

suit the Proprietor gratuitously, either personally, or by letter,

post-paid.
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY HOT WATER
AT THE LOWEST PRICES CONSISTENT WITH

GOOD MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS
GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of
design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical
adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kiud in the country, are in a
position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London

Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,

Y • (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved
•Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

J WEEKS and CO.'S BOILERS.—At the beau-
• tiful seat of W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham Park, Streatham,

fjurrev, can now be seen additional proofs of the efficiency of
WEEKS'S BOILER. One is there fixed, effectually heating an
incredible number of Forcing houses. Pine stoves, and extensive
ranges of forcing pits. This exqnUite establishment has long
been celebrated for growing the finest Pines, Grapes, &c, &c,
tinder the able management of Mr. Page, the Gardener, who will
kindly show and explain the hot-water apparatus, &c.
Johx Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufpcturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.
Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues, comprising

Horticulture in all its branches.

PUBLIC INVITATION.
HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,
HAVE this Season the pleasure of being able to

refer to several other extensive Establishments where
they have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which
hitherto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highly respectable firm of Messrs.
Edward Henderson & Co., of the Wellington Nursery, Wel'ing-
ton Rn»d

f St. John's Wood, and as that Establishment is open to
the public Messrs. Jons Weeks & Co.'s Hot-water Apparatus
will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially
represented during this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
Co. have now adopted what is called the "One Boiler System."
At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist
can see the Hot-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges of
Hothouses, all connected to one boiler. We will here quote
Mr. Edward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of
Messrs. J.Weeks & Co.'s system of heating by hot water. He
says:

—

U I am more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what
Messrs. John Weeks & Co. have done for me in heating a great
•number ofour hot-houses from one boiler. It is almost impossible
for me to express my satisfaction sufficiently strongly. The effect and
great savingproduced is truly toonderful; less than two sacks ofcoke in
24 hours is all that is used to heat a variety ofhothouses, <fcc, nearly
&00 feet in length, and these various houses are to some extent widely
separated, as 300feet stand inone direction, 150feet in another,200feet
in another\and so on. wcluding our large newly laid-out wintergarden. n

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive
private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be
seen in operation, and in every case with the same favourable
results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former
statements relating to their one boiler system, and most
respectfully solicit a
visit to their Garden Es-
tablishment at Chelsea,
which consists of Hot-
houses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Pits,&c,
the whole measuring
1000 feet in length, ex-
posing to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-
ficial feet of glass, the
whole heated by one
boiler, 5 feet high by 3
feet 6 inches in diameter,
the water in the va-
rious houses circulating
through 5000 feet of Hot-
water Pipe.
The accompanying

sketch represents * our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bars. The large
surface which this Boiler

exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

Tenders it of such extra-
ordinary power.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,
Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches, combining all the improvements of the
<lay. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very
extensive variety of horticultural erections; also Forcing Pits
and Frames of all sizes. ^3ee our Illustrated Catalogues on
Horticultural Building and fleating by Hot Water; also of all
the best Stove and Greenhouse Plants; also of the best Vines.
Pines, Peaches, and other Fruit trees.

John Weeks & Co., Kings Road, Chelsea.

V FIRE
°ooooo£L
ASH PI

C0TTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, <&c-

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.Garden Chairs

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING-,
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

VIT HURD and CO., 1, Smith Street, King's
" • Road, Chelsea, beg to inform the Nobility, Clergy, and

Gentry, that they have commenced Business as HORTICUL-
TURAL BUILDERS and HOT WATER APPARATUS
MANUFACTURERS. Having been practically employed many
years in the Firm of Messrs. Weeks & Co., Chelsea, they are
thoroughly acquainted with every branch of the Business.
Churches, Halls, Mansions, and Public Buildings Heated by

Hot Water. References to Works already executed.

BY
HER

MAJESTY'S

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

tj1 D E N C H , Patent Hothouse Works,L -** King's Road, Chelsea.
These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, vood being used for the framework, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all

completed for Is. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references
can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES,~7^AMES & LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER £ MELON BOXES X LIGHTS.

p STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
I ^ • 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron

Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers

and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description, by
Hot Water.— Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

H

O

RTTCULTURAT WORKS ANO HOT^WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London.
TOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
*J of the nohility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

R-^ofsof Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

rpHE HYDRAULIC KAlVTwHTraise
i water, without manual labour, to any

height, where a small fall can be obtained.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,

and all other Pumps.
Fountains of every description erected;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.
Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

Gardens.

W. F. Roe (late Freeman Roe), Hydraulic

Engineer, 70, Strand, London.

^ MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makerb.

TAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
** Place, Old Kent Road, London.
Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any

length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,
7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft,, and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready

|

tor immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
j

all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the Nobility.
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

J OSEPH MAPPIN and BROTH bKS, Queen's
Cutlery Works, Sheffield ; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawings forwarded hv post.

J
FOUNTAINS.

.
,

SEELEY begs leave to remind gentlemen intend -

• ing to put up such Ornaments in their grounds next 8jP
r5n

^'

that the work ought to be ordered without delay, with a new to

its being properly seasoned. During the past year he has adaea

many new designs to his stock.
Nos. 1 to 4, Keppel Row, New Road, Regent's Park.
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CAUTION.
GARDEN ENGINES, SYRINGES, &c—The well-

known reput-ttion of Read's Engines, Machines, and
Syringes, has led to the nefarious practice of placing Cards in

Shop Windows with the words u Read's Patent " upon Syringes

of the VERY COMMONEST DESCRIPTION.
R. READ begs to caution the Public against being deceived by

such false representations, as many of these Instruments, upon
trial, will be found defective and useless.

READ'S Instruments have the Royal arms, and address,

"35, REGENT CIRCUS, LONDON."
*** Descriptions sent post free.

TRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MATTING
AND DOOR MATS.

TTRELOAR has much pleasure in stating that the
• Jurors of the Paris Universal Exhibition have awarded

him the Prize Medal for Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufactures.

Catalogues, containing prices and every particular, free by post.

Warehouse, 42, Ludgate Hill, London.

OHN WARNER 1^ SONS*
rescent, Jewin Street, London.

ISED IROtf TUB GARDEN
»

Registered Spreader,
is strongly re-

commended,for

durability and
low price, viz.,

21. 195., to hold
10 gallons.

Larger 6izes

in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals., 24
gals., & 35 gals.

Mav be obtain-
ed of any Iron-
monger or
Plumber in
town or coun-
try, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, as also Machinery of Jail kinds
for raising Water from any depth to any height by Steam,
Horse, or Manual Power, Prices sent on application. Syringes
of various constructions and sizes from 95. upwards. Metallic
String fromSdL to Is. 3d. per lb.

AT-CRUSHING and BEAN-SPLITTiNG MILL
(Turner's No. 5).

This Mill is recommended to

the use of every person keeping

a Horse, as superior for effi-

ciency, durability, and ease in

working to any manufactured.

Two bushels of crushed corn

afford more nourishment both

to old and young horse3 than

three bushels of uncrnshed

!

o

Price £5 15s. 6d.

Made and Sold by

E.R.& F.TURNER, St. Peters

Iron Works, Ipswich.

5T
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Will be published on Tuesday ncx>, in crown 8ro, elegantly bound, price 10s. 6d., wi/k exquisite Illustrations,

jylain and coloured,

RUSTIC ADORNMENTS FOR HOMES OF TASTE.
By SHIRLEY HIBBERD.

CONTENTS
AQUARIUM—Its uses and fitness as an Ornament—Construc-

tion and famishing of Aquaria— Collecting specimens for

stock - Notices of the Creatures which inhabit the Marine
Tank—Notices of Sea Weeds—General management ot

Marine Aquaria.
FRESH WATER AQUARIUM—GARDEN AQUARIUM—

WARDIAN CASE.
MISCELLANEOUS ORNAMENTS FOR DWELLING

HOUSES—Vases for Cut Flowers—Fancy Pots— Miuiatuiv
Plants—Illuminated Trees.

AVIARY—Construction of a Bird-Room—Account of the Birds
which are usually kept in Aviaries—General management of
Aviary and Cage Birds.

APIARY—Pleasures and Advantages of Bee-keeping—Con-
sideration of the Possibility of Keeping Bees in Towns-
General Management of Bees— Be.* Hives and Bee Houses-
Code of Bee Management on Humane Principles.

ROCKERY— Situation-Construction—Planting and Manage-
ment of Alpines.

FERN El:Y—Formation—Stocking and General Management.
GARDEN SCENERY AND ORNAMENTS-Snmmer Houses-

Arbours — Decoration of Gardens— Rocks — Banks and
Ferneries—Rustic Seats—Root Ornaments—Chinese and
Italian Ornaments—Vases- Flower Stands—Rustic Baskets
—Trellis Work, &c, &c.

GROOMBRIDGE AND SONS, PUBLISHERS, 5, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON.

LAND DRAINAGE.
MR. BAILEY DENTON, Engineer to the Gen-

eral Land Drainage Compaxv, offers the following pub-
lications, which may be had by post (stamps being sent with the
order) of W. P. Metchim, 20, Parliament Street, London.

1. LAND DRAINAGE AND DRAINAGE SYS-
TEMS. Second issue (1855), price 35.

"The best practical treatise we have yet seen." Agricultural
Gazette.— " A very able treatise." Mark Lane Express.

2. TABLES OF COST OF LABOUR AND MA-
TERIALS. Price Is. 6d. For the Pocket.

3. RELIEF OR SURFACE MODELLING, as Sug-
gestive of Drainage and the Profitable Use of Drainage Waters.
Second Edition (1850), puce 3s. 6d. Medals R. A. S. E v 1840, and
Exhibition, 1851, were awarded for this method of Modelling.

GENERAL DRAINAGE AND THE DISTRI-
BUTION OF WATERS. A Paper reprinted from the" West-
minster Review " (1842). Price 2$. 6d.

Also, THE DRAINER'S A LEVEL FOR THE
USE OF WORKMEN. Price 325.

Mr. Bailey Denton's engagements do not preclude him from
Designing or Superintending the Drainage of Estates on terms
to be ascertained of him at No. 52, Parliament Street, London.

TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, GENTLEMAN'S SER
VANTS AND OTHtRS.

rFO BE LET, on advantageous terms, a PIECE OF
-*- GROU ND, situated in the main road a short distance from
town, with Greenhouses, Heating Apparatus, Pits, Lights, &c. f

well stocked with Plants.—For terms apply to Mr. Uvpoard,
Stationer, 14, Great Portland Street. London.

GARDEN MOULD.
TO be SOLD, about a Thousand Loads of GARDEN

MOULD, of the richest description, from a Market
Garden at Nine Elms, near Vauxhall, Surrey.—For par-
ticulars apply to Mr. Jones, the Engineer, London Gas Light
Company's Works, at Vauxhall . ^___^_

SEED D R A W E~R S~TO BE SOLD, an excellent Nest of SEED
A DRAWERS, 10 feet by 4, containing 30 drawers 11 by

9 inches, and 10£ inches deep, and 45 drawers 8£ by 7 inches and
6i inches deep

P
all having solid mahogany fronts and lettered

with black on a gilt ground. Price 61.—Apply to Wood &
Ingram, Huntingdon.

DORKINGS.TO BE SOLD, the whole Stock of DORKINGS
-^ belonging to Mrs, Thomas Town-ley Parker.—For par-

ticulars, address Astley Hall, Chorley, Lancashire.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS & DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'

Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street. London.

010° MILNER'S HOLDFAST AND FIRE-& 1& RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapour-
ising), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patents
of 1840-51-54 and 1865, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid
Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest,
BEST, and CHEAPEST SAFEGUARDS EXTANT.

Milner's Phoenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-
plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lord
Street, Liverpool. London Depdt, 47a, Moorgate Street, City.

_ Circulars free by post

"^T EW LABEL.—In consequence of the great variety
-L 11

of Counterfeit Labels of A. ROWLAND & SONS 1 MA-
CASSAR OIL, now in circulation, and which so nearly resemble
the original as frequently to deceive the unwary—they have em-
ployed those eminent artists Messrs. Perkins, Bacon, & Co.,
who, at great cost, and by a peculiar process of their own, have
succeeded in producing from steel H A NEW LABEL," which
cannot be forged. It is composed of a section of an engine-
turned circle, repeated 130 times, and forms an original lace-
work ground, upon which is engraved in white letters, M ROW-
LANDS' MACASSAR OIL, for the growth, restoration, and
for beautifying the Human Hair." Under which is the Signature
of the Proprietors in Red Ink, "A. ROWLAND & SONS/'—Sold
at 20, Hatton Garden, London; and by Chemists and Perfumers.

BUY OF THE MAKERS.
T & J. WITHERS, Manufacturers of BHUSHES,
*J • COMBS, and BROOMS, of everv description, whether for

the dressing-table, household, or stable use, 30 per cent, lower
than any other h, is.- in the trade. Manufactory, 36, Totten-
ham Court Road (opposite Bedford Street, Bedford Square).
Warranted Tooth Brushes, 3d.; superior ditto, 4d.; the best that
can be made, 6d. each.

N.B. The lowest price asked, and no abatement.

M A RK YOUR LINEN*
THE PEN SUPERSEDED.—The most easy, per-

manent, and best method of marking Linen. Silk, Cotton,
Coarse Towels, Stockings, Bonks, or anything else, is with the
PATENT ELECTRO-SILVER PLATES. By means of this
novel invention a thousand articles can b* marked in ten minute^.
Any person can easily use them. Initial Plate, l.s.; Name Plate,

2s.; Set of Numbers, 25. ; Crest Plate, 5s. Sent free to any part
of the kingdom (on receipt of stamps), by the inventor and sole

patentee, T. Culleton, Heraldic Engraver to the Queen and
Royal Family, 2, Long Acre, one door from St. Martin's Lane.

VALUABLE REMEDIES FORTtHE~ AFFLICTED.

DR. ROBERTS'S CELEBRATED OINTMENT,
called the POOR MANS FRIEND, is confidently recom-

mended to the Public as an unfailing remedy for wounds of every
description, a certain cure for Ulcerated sore legs, if of twenty
years' standing; Cuts, Burns, Scalds, Bruises, Chilblains, Scor-
butic Eruptions and Pimples on the Face, Sore and Inflamed
eyes, Sore Heads, Sore Breasts, Piles, Fistula, and Cancerous
Humours, &c. Sold in pots, at 1*. lid. and 25. 9d. each. Also his
PILUL^E ANT1SCROPHUL.E, confirmed by more than forty

years' experience to be, without exception, one of the best
alterative medicines ever compounded for purifying the blood,
and assisting nature in all her operations. Hence they are used
in Scrofulas, Scorbutic Complaints, Glandular swellings, par-
ticularly those of the neck, &c. They form a mild and superior
Family Aperient, that may be taken at all times without con-
finement or change of diet. Sold in boxes, at Is. l£tf., 2$.9d. 9

4s. 6d., lis. and 225. Sold Wholesale by the Proprietors, Beach
& Barnicott, at their dispensary, Brid port; by the Loudon houses.
Retail by all respectable Medicine Vendors in the United
Kingdom. Observe.—No Medicine sold under the above name
can possibly be genuine, unless "Beach & Barnicott, late Dr.
Roberts, Bridport," is engraved on the Government Stamp affixed

to each package.

TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, ETC.

TO BE LET, a small but very advantageous
NURSERY, situated in a thriving Market Town, about fifty

miles from Loudon, with Dwelling House, Vineries, and Forcing
House. May be entered upon immediately.—Apply for particulars
to Messrs. Nutting & Sons, Seedsmen, 46, Cheapside, London.

TO BE LET, with immediate possession, 2£ acres or
thereabouts of GARDEN GROUND, near London, well

stocked with choice Fruit Trees and thriving Bushes, for the
most part enclosed with lofty brick walls well covered with
Trees, being part of the Brandenburgh Estate in Fulham
Fields, near Hammersmith.—May be viewed by applying to the
Gardener at the Lodge, and particulars had of Mr. Stanham,
Surveyor, North End, Hammersmith Gate.

TO FLORISTS, GARDENERS, NURSERYMEN
AND OTHERS.

'X'O BE LET on LEASE for Four or Seven Years,
-L about an Acre of Rich Garden Ground between Streatham
and Tooting, with Four Greenhouses, Forcing Frames, &c, all

newly erected.—Mr. Clauk, Seedsman, Ilishopsgate Street.

GUILDFORD.
To Nuesertmex, Florists, Skedsmex, Mabket Gardexers,

and Others.

TO BE LET, with immediate possession, all that
truly valuable old-established Nursery Ground, Garden,

and Seed Business known as DICKINSON'S GUILDFORD
NURSERY GROUNDS, an area of seven acres of rich soil in a
high state of cultivation, close to the entrance to the town. The
nursery grounds have been in the above family nearly 60 years.

The present tenant, a widow, is disposing of the same solely in
consequence of the concern being too large for her to manage.
N.B. This opportunity is worthy the attention of those seeking

a profitable anji increasing business, being the only Nursery
Ground near this much improving neighbourhood. The present

stock is small and saleable. — Particulars and orders to view
may be had of Mr. Drury, Estate Agent, 50, High Street,

Guildford, Surrey.

Sales 6g auction.
MONTHLY POULTRY SALE.

R. J. C. STEVENS will sell by Auction, at his
Great Room, 38, King Street, Cogent Garden, on TUES-

DAY, 4th March, at 12 o'clock precisely. 60 COCHINS from the
yard of Thomas Sturgeon, Esq., of Gray's; being choice selected
birds, and chiefly bred last year; 36 first cla-^s SPANISH, from
Mr. Bailey, Kennin-ton Lane; GOLD and SILVER P< (LANDS,
c, from Graham Vivian. Esq.; a selection of DORKINGS,

SPANISH, and ERAHM AS, from Mr. VV. Saunders, ofCoxres;
choice RANTAM.S, PIGEONS, &c—Catalogues by enclosing a
stamped directed envelope to Mr. J. C. Stkvkns, 38, King Street,

Covent Ga rden.

PEAR TREES FROM THE CLARENDON NURSERY7
JERSEY.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction, at his

Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-
DAY, the 26th February, at 1 o'clock precisely, 500 PEAR
TREES, including some of the best sorts in cultivation, sent by
Mr. Rfisfi Lasgklier, of Jersey, for sale without any reserve.

—

May be viewed on the morning of sale and Catalogues had.

TO GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, AND OTHERS.
/JESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-

structed by Mr. Hally, of Blackheath, to Sell by Auction
I at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on THURSDAY, Feb. 28th,

at 12 o'clock, about 300 DOUBLE CAMELLIAS, from 1 to

5 feet, consisting of all the best kinds, well set with bloom buds:
also Standard and Dwarf Roses; American Plants, consisting of

Ghent and other Azaleas, Hybrid Rhododendrons, Andromeda
floribunda, Epacris, Cytisus, Otaheite Oranges, &c. May be
viewed morning of Sale.—Catalogues had at the Mart, and of
the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

PLUMSTEAD, NEAR
-
WOOLWICH.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
directed to Sell by Auction on the premises. Ivy

House, near the Post Office, Plnrastead, on MONDAY, the

26th of February, at 11 o'clock, Two newly-erected
Greenhouses, a capital 3-light Box, about 100 Fruit Trees in

pots, established on Quince and other Stocks for Forcing, con-

sisting of Apples, Pears, Cherries, Plums, Peaches, &c. ; a choice

assortment of Roses in pots and ground; the newest varieties of

Chrysanthemums, Carnations, and Pinks; Gooseberries, a
few Camellias and Azalea indica. Also a young Alderney Cow
(down Calving), 20 Cochin China and other Fowls, Bee-house
and Bees, Patent Hives, Water Carriage, Wheelbarrows, Water
Butts, Syringe, Garden Pots, and Tools, with sundry effects.

On view One day previous to the Sale—Catalogues may be had
on the premises; of the principal Seedsmen in London; and of

the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex. ^

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORIST*, AND OTHERS.
ANNUAL SALE.

VTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will Sell
L>JL by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on THURS-
DAY. 6th March, at 12 o'clock, about 200 choice DOUBLE
CAMELLIAS, from 18 inches to 5 feet, comprising all the

approved kinds, beautifully furnishfd with bloom-buds, Azalea
indica; also a choice assortment of Standard and Dwarf Roses,

consisting of Noisettes, Hybrids, Bourbon**, Perpetual*, Chinas,

&c; a fine collection of American Plants, comprising Ghent
and other Azaleas. Hybrid Rhododendrons, Kalmias, Magnolias,

Andromeda floribunda, &c. ; choice Dahlias in dry roots,

IVmias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Ericas, Epacris, Lilium lanci-

folium, &c.—May be viewed the morning of sale. Caialogues

had at the Mart; and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery,

Levtonstone. Essex.

IMPORTANT SALE.
\|P. T. BAXTER will Sell by Aucrion on WED-
jA-I NESDAY, March 5th, and following dayt

at 11 o'clock,

on the premises, Bromlev Coram »n Nurserv, near Bromley,

Kent tbe whole of the valuable NURSERY STOCK on about

5 acres of Land, comprising several thousands of tine Spruce,

Scotch, and Silver Firs, Larches, Chesnms, and Oaks, of variotfea

sizes: Weymouth Pines, Cedars, .500 Yews, quantity of fine

Laurels and Hollies, Box, Arbor-vi?te, Quick, 4000 Chfsnuts, aijd

6000 Ash Plants, several hundred Fruit Trees, Evergreens,
and Flowering Shrubs of the usual varieties, Roses, &c—May
be viewed seven days preceding the Sale, and Catalogues had at

the Dover Castle, Deptford, Inns in the neighbourhood, place of

sale, and of the Auctioneer, &c, Bromley, Kent.
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FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEOS.

TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, Hish
Holborn, London, have now published their TWENTY

FIRST ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF FLOKKXLTCRAL,
VEGETABLE, AND AGRICULTURAL BBBD8, acknow-
ledged to be the best Annual Catalogue of Seeds extant. It iriv*

a complete description of 1878 • ci^s and varieties of FLOWE II

BEEDB, iind aim tc prehensiva list ofVEGETABLE AND
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, all of which caw be supplied and ur»,

as usual, of jirst- rate quality. It also contains lists of TEXAN,
INDIAN, AND CALIFORNIA)! FLOWER SEEDS, /omfa
in fact, thefinest Collection of >reds ever submitted at anyone time to

public notice. Catalogues forwarded free of charge and post paid
upon application to all parts of the world.

Jakrs Carter & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, High
«J Hnlbom, London, continue to supply Collections of VEGE-
TABLE SEEDS for large or small gardens, from ILtoSZ. and
upwards; these selections, made with the greatest care, anil

comprising the most useful and approved varieties, have hitherto

neverfaihd to give purchasers the most complete satisfaction.

J. a & Co. beg to observe that all HEW SEEDS advertised,
should they v at M in their Catalogue, can be however supplied
bv them at the current prices. Their CATALOGUE of FLORI-
CULTURE, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
acknowledged to bfi the best published, will be forwarded free of
charje upon application, and post paid to all parts of the world.
James (\\ktkr A CoM Sc men, 238

f
High Hoi born, London.

v

PLANT IN FEBRUARY!
pAREY TYSU, Florist, Wallingforrf, Berks, beEsw to offer Choice RANUNCULUSES and ANEMONES,
suitable for planting at this season, in selected assortments
as under :

—

RANUNCULUSES, 100 splendid named sorts, 40*. to £4
25 superb new seedlings 1 10

n 100 fine mixtures, 8*. to 10
DOUBLE ANEMONES, 50 fine named sorts, 10s. to... 13
IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS, of the best quality, in

named assortments, Is. to 2s. Gd. each—Asters, Balsams, Stocks,

Larkspurs, Poppies, Wallflowers, Zinnias, &c. Choice Annuals,
25 packets per post, 5s.

General Descriptive Catalogue of Florists' Flowers and Seeds
i^5G may be had for one label.

FRAME CUCUMBERS.
OOD and INGRAM offer the following well

known kinds at Is. per packet of 18 Seeds:

—

Godfrey's Black Spine I Read's Surprise

„ White Spine, picked from the Kelway's Defiance
above, and a eery prolific kiud Manchester Hero

w

Improved Sion House
Sir Colin Campbell

Conqueror of the West
Snow's Horticultural.

Huntingdon Nurseries, February 23.

J. C. Whueler & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

E MERRY, Chrysanthemum Nursery, Stamford
Hill, being ft successful exhibitor from the formation of

the Stoke NewlogtOD Chrysanthemum Society in the ye:ir 1846,
and having taken prizes at the following Exhibitions in the
year 1855:— Stoke Newincrton, 2d; North London, 1st; the
Horns at Kennington, Silver Medal; Old Kent Road, 1st.
E. M. having selected the best 36 varieties can strongly recom-
mend the same, from 4*., 9#., and 125. per dozen, bv Post Office
order.— Stoke Newington.

GREENHOUSE AZALEAS.
A PAUL and SON have to offer fine healthy
-** • plants of the following beautiful varieties of AZALEA
TNDICA in large 60 and 54-sized potR, 12*. the dozen; Alba,
Srmthi coccmea, Herberti. Fielder's white, Speciosissima, Carmi-
nata, Colorans, Diana, Grenvilli, Coronata, Aurora, Symmetry.
The following, of the same size, 18*. the dozen :—Lateritia,

v anegatA, Rubra plena fulgens. Mnrrarana, Optima, Prince
Albert, Rosea Superba, Reine des Beiges, Holfordi, Iveryana,
.a erryana.

The same sorts, in 48-sized pots, well set with bloom, 24*.
and 305. per dozen. A few larger plants 3*. 6d. to 5s. each.
Carnage tree to London.—Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

T E W E A R L Y MAR ROW PEAS.
Harrison's Glory (blue) & Harrison's Perfection (white.)

N

hatilrn, and are equal in flavour to Knight's Marrow. Samples of
the haulm may be s en at the following firms in London, of whom
they can be bad, in quart packets at bs. each :—
Batt, Rutley, & Silverlock, 412. Strand.

S^K
,^E

vt

)

^R?OK '
& Ch,ld

'
Middle Wh»rf

»
Adelphi.

Hltbst & M Mn.LF.N, 6, Leadenhall Street.
Winier. Nash, & Nash, 60, Strand.
Noble, Cooper, & Bolton, 152, Fleet Street.
Jacob Wrench & Sons, 39, King William Street, City.

THOMAS VEITCH and Co., Western Counties
Seed IK- ,195, High Street, Exeter, will forward upon appli-

cation their List of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS,
postage fete.

COLLECTIONS OF TliETTY FLOWER SEEDS.
12 varieties, Is. ; 19 do , 2s. ; 12 do., 3s.; and Upwards, according

to quality and quantity. BftngSter'l No. 1 Pea (the earliest),

1*. 6d. per quart; Early Morning Star (much approved), 1*.

per quart ; Hair's Green Mammoth (very fine), Is. &/. per quart

;

other roost esh enied kinds, 8-/. per quart and upwards. Fultuer's
Early Forcing Fr*'ii< h Beans, Is. 6«i. per quart, and all other
articles etuiallv moderate, The best varieties of Seed Potatoes,
&c , &c— Fib. 23.

AMERICAN PLANTS;
JOHN WATEUER'S CATALOGUE of RIIODO-

DENDBONS, AZALEAS, &c.
t
as exhibited at the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and
can be had on application.
$3r*The Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrons.

Tb« American Nun •;•>-. Bagshot, Surrey.— Feb. 23.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
"I \rATEREK and GODFREY bei; to announce their
" ™ Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants for

this season is now published, and will be sent free on application.
As the collection of American Plants at this Nursery is altogether
unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to their
interest to par a visit to tbe Nursery, which may be readily done
by the South Western Railway to Woking Station.

Knap Hill Nnrsery. Woking, Surrey.

GEORG E BAK ER begs to announce his DESCRI P-
TIVE CATALOG li: o? AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA-

MENTAL 8HRUB3, FRUIT and FOREST TREES is now
ready, and may be had on application.

American Nursery, Wimlleshain, near Bagshot, Surrey, seven
miles from S Mines, Windsor Branch, South Western Railway,
where conveyances may be had.

" "yT 7 HEELER'S little Book will do somethingM to satisfy their Expectations."—Gardeners'
Chronicle.

Our Little Both contain.* a List—a very fleet List—
of the best Garden and Flower Seeds in cultivation. It

also contains descriptions and prices, and will be found a
safe and unerring guide to all purchasers. It should be
in the hands of every one who has a garden.

J. C. Whkeler & So\, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

"WHEELER'S GARDEN SEEDS have been known
* * and appreciated in the West of England for more than a

hundred years, and now that the railways afford such cheap
communication with distant parts of the kingdom, their celebrity
lias become « xt.nded. We now deliver our seeds carriage free
by railway to the most distant and remote places. A Descriptive
Priced List may be had on application.

J. C. Whkeler A Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester; Seedsmeu to the Gloucestershire Agricultural
Society.

Established in the early part of the Eighteenth Century.

DIRECT COMMUNICATION BETWEEN
GLOUCESTER AND DUBLIN.—By means of

tailing vessels which regularly leave this port for Dublin,
we are enabled to delivt r our Seeds Carriage Free to thai
City, whence they can be at once foj-warded to all parts
of Irelard.

McAOOW AND PASTURE GRASS SEEOS.
GEORGE GIBBS and Co., 26, Down Street,

Piccadilly, beg to announce that their MIXTURES OF
GRASS SEEDS are now ready for delivery at the following
prices :

—

Mixtures for laying Land down to permanent Grass, for light,

heavy, and other soils (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs. to the
AC Pt. ) •-• ••# •• *•* *•• •*• ••* oUoi T)PT !*''!

I -

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs.

to the acre) 325. per acre.

Mixtures for improving and renovating old Grass Land, Is. per lb.

Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawns 15.34. per lb.

G. G.&Co.'s New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE
is now ready, and will be forwarded free on application.

GEORGE GIBBS & CO., Seedsmen,

26, Down Street, Piccadilly, London.

SUPERB DWARF BUOUEO MIND D*>AKF STANDARD
HYBRID PERPETUAL AND OTHER ROSES.

\X7ILLIAM WOOD and SON respectfully invite
™ * attention to their fine stock of the above, which they are

offering as under :

—

Per dozen.
DWARF BUDDED ROSES 12s.tolSs.
DWARF STANDARD DO IS*, to 24*.
CLIMBING AND NOISETTE ROSES, named 95. to 125.

CLIMBING ROSES, mixed, for covering banks 45.

1)WARF ROSES, on own roots, mixed, not named 4*.

New Hybrid Perpetual Rose DUCHESS OF NORFOLK,
bright vivid crimson, Standards or Dwarfs, 3*.6<J. each, with a
liberal discount to the Trade if six or more plants are ordered.
ROS ES on 6-inch stems, establibbed in 6-inch pots, for forcing,

exhibition, or greenhouse culture, 24*. per dozen.
Catalogues gratis on application.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfiel d, near Uck field, Sussex.

SEED P O T A T O E S.

FREDERICK LETTS, Headley, near Epsom, has
J- the following kinds to dispose of:

—

Ash-leaved Kidney, true 55. per bushel.
York Regent „ 3s. „
Early White Shaw ,

f 3j. „
Apply as above, or to James Chambeklayxe, Agent, Hunger-

ford Wharf, Strand.

s eTd potatoes.
C1HARLES SHA.RPE and CO. have the pleasure of application. Fine new seed,

^offering the following varieties of Potatoes, all of which have ' ~ * ~~ ~ *— • — -
been grown by themselves, and are of fine quality.

Per bushel of 4 stones;—

CLOVERS «\!MD ITALIAN RYE-GRASS
For Sowing with Cony.

SUTTON and SONS can supply the proper quantiikt
of the best hinds of Clovers and Italian Rye-gra*i

seed at 20s. per acre.

As the demand for these is very great, and the supply limited
early orders are requested and recommended.

Roval Berkshire Seed Establishment.—Feb. 23.

QUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYEGRASSO and DICKENSON'S ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, are both
j

very superior to the Italian Rye-grass commonly cultivated.

At present Messrs. Sutton have a supply of true Seed

of each sort. Early application is requested.

Jomr Spttok & Sons Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

SUTTON'S PERMANENT PASTURE^-GRASS
SEEDS, separate or mixed.— Gentlemen intending

to lay down Land to Permanent Pasture, or for one c

two years' lait, are recommended to communicate with us
stating the nature of the soil and situation, that we may
advise as to sorts of Grass most suitable.

Price 24s. to 30s. per Acre.
Furtherparticulars will be sent post free on application, addressed

John Sutton & Soxs, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

THE ALSIK E HYBRID CLOV EJL
PERENNIAL RED CLOVER.—TRUE PERENNIAL

WHITE CLOVER.—Tbe above kinds of Clovers will take well
on land which has proved Clover-sick when sown with the
common kinds of Clover. They are all included in Messrs.
Button's Mixtures of Grass Seeds for Permanent Pasture, and
they may be purchased separately.
Sutton & Soxs, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

7P F. WINSTANLEY, Seed Merchant, Man-
-*- * Chester, begs respectfully to call the attention of the

public to his very unique collections of FLOWER SEEDS;
each packet of seed bears the name, colour and height of its

growth, and the collection is packed in a neat labelled box.
Mignonette and Sweet Peas being used in larger quantities are
notincluded in these collections. Prices from 25. 6d. to 4.0s.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet
containing 100 Seeds, Is. ; sent post free, Is. 24. Calceo-

laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,
Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, Gd. per packet. Catalogue
on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.
Wm. Cullixgforp, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Is l ington.

UNDERHILL^S "SIR HARRY" STRAW-
BERRY,—Fine Plants of this greatly celebrated and hardy

Strawberry (warranted genuine), may now be had from thff

propagator, in numbers not less than a score. 100 plants 4L; 80,

82. 135. 6J; 60, 21. 16s. ; 40, 11. 18s. ; 20, 11. ; in pots for forcing, not
Jess than 10, 2s. each.—Apply to Mr. RICHARD Uxderimll, Sir

Harry's Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Orders to receive atten-

tion must be accompanied with a Post-office Order on Birmingham.
Also, a useful practical Treatise on the Cultivation, &c, of

Strawberries, Is.

MAY'S VICTORIA CURRANT is the largest and
best late Red Currant known, per 100, 125.

MAY'S MAGNUM BONUM LETTUCE, well known to be

very superior. Per packet, free by post, 1/. each.
MAY'S PARAGON CABBAGE is of very superior excellence,

tender and crisp. Per ounce, free by post, Is.
;
per pound, en

Kidney Early Ash-leaved 5*. OiZ.

„ Jackson's ... 5

„ Fluke ... ... 4

Martin's (.lobe ... ... 5
Early York ... 5

„ King's ... ... 6

,, Round frame ... 5

• * •

• t •

Foxe's Seedling
Emperor...
Cockney ...

Hen's Nest
Oxford
American Native
Wbite Rough ...

Regent ...

«**

• • f

• * *

• * •

• t m

5s. Od.

5

* * -

5
5
4
4
3 6

_ Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford, February, 1856.

JOHN BELL, Potato Salesman, Covent Garden,
offers the following SEED POTATOES, warranted true stock.

Per bushel—5. d.

Ashleaf Kidneys
Fluke ditto

White Blossom ditto

Lapstone ditto

Early Shaws
• * »

•*

• •

- *

6
5
5
5
3 6

Reirents ...

Cockney ...

Early Frame
Snowballs...

Forty folds

Per bushel— s. d.

3 6
# * *

* * *

• ••

• * I

*••

fit

7
10

4

5
Post Office Orders made payable at Charing Cross, and with

all country orders cash required, or a reference iu London ; usual
allowance to the trade.

T~0 THE SEED TRADE.
Reduced Prices of Seed Potatoes asd Seeds.

ABRAHAM HARDY and SON, Seed Growers,
&c. Maldon, Essex, recommend to notice their earliest

selected kinds of POTATOES of good quality. Per bushel of
56 lbs. ; sack 2s., bag 1*.

KIDNEYS. .9. d.

Hardy's Seedling Frame 4

„ Ladles' Fingers. . 4
,. Maldon Heroes... 4
ROUND VARIETIES.

Hardy's Victorias 4

Hardy's Albert Frame
Early May ..

Flour Rails...

• • «

• . -

s.

4
4
4

d.

>?

„ Prolific Cockneys 4
Potato Seeds for Exportation.

Present Reduced Priced Seed List on application.

MYATT'S NEW SEEDLING POTATO.
THE "BROCKLEY KIDNEY."

VVT MYATT can confidently recommend this
• variety as one of the best for Garden culture. Planted

the same time as the Ash Leaf it will be about ten days later.
The produce is nearly double, and the quality equal to this fine
old variety : price 8*. ppr bushel of 56 lbs.

FLUKE KIDNEY, 4*. | FLOUR BALL. 4s.
BRITISH QUEEN, or EARLY MAY—4s.

The above will be delivered at any of the London Railway
Stations free of charge tor sacks or delivery.
Special agreement for a ton, or any larger quantity.

Manor Farm, Deptford, Feb. 23.

S E ED P OTATOES," E T^
TTENRY STROUD, Jan., Florist and Seedsman.
A L 1h><tS to offer the following in good condition, quite true,
and of Sizes sorted for planting whole:

—

HAIGII'S SEEDLING KIDNEY (Second Early).—A York-
shire variety, abundant cropper, very mealy, and of first-rate
flavour.

BELL KIDNEY fSecond Early), and of excellent qnalitv.
SILVERS SEEDLING KIDNEY (Second Early).—A* large

growing variety, good cropper, and keeps well.
Price 4s. 6d. per bushel of 56 lbs., or 2s. 6d. per half bushel, and

1*. Gd. per peck, baiys included.
H. S. begs to add that the whole of the above are grown an-

nually by himself for market and may be depended on. Early
orders are respectfully solicited, as the stock is limited.
A general assortment of Kitchen and Flower Garden Seeds,

also the greater part grown by himself, and the growing pro-
perties tested before sent out. A remittance from unknown cor-
respondents.—Dane Nursery, Margate, Kent.

EARLY ASH-LEAVED KIDNEY POTATO, Is. per stone

of 14 lbs.

100 Fine named Hardy Herbaceous Plants £1 10

100 „ „ Alpine Plants 1 10

lr'0 „ „ Shrubs 2 Iff

100 „ „ Cape Heaths 4 10

Fine blooming plants Epacris, 12s. per dozen.
All articles connected with the Nursery trade, cheap and good.

Address. Henbv MAY,theHopeNurseries,near Bedale, Yorkshire .

NEW T U K IM I P.
""

WASTE'S " ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID
^
TURNIP.

HPHIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
-*- the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotc'i

Turnip ; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and may be

sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip
may be had on application, or may be seen at the principal Seed

Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be

obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3a. per IB.—A liberal

allowance to the Trade.
_J. G. WAiTB,_Seed Merchant, 1S1, High Holborn, London^

GERANIUMS.
T CLARK lias a large stock of strong flowering Plants

*-" • of the following varieties to offer at reduced prices :

—

Phaeton (Foster), Wonderful (Hoyle), Fair Ellen (Story), Serena

(lloyle), Seraskier (Foster), Topsy (Hoyle), Petruchio (Foquet),

Una (Hocken), Omar Pacha (Hoyle), Pandora (Turner), Lord

Raglan (Hoyle), Grand Sultan (Turner), Jessica (Foster), Vesper
(Cant), Hubert (Hoyle), Yerda (Hoyle), Queen Eleanor (Hoyle),

Zoe (Hoyle), King of Portugal (Turner).
The set for 21 15.?.; selection of 12, 21. ; selection of 6, 11 5*.

Belle Vue Nursery, Cheltenham.

P O L Y A N fHUS~8E E D.

JAMES WOODS is now sending out his POLYAN-
THUS SEED, saved with more than ordinary care from

named and good laced flowers, which he can recommend with

con6dence. Having had numerous testimonials from different parts

of the kingdom of good and valuable flowers being raised from

his seed, it needs no further comment.
A packet of Seed to grow 300 plants, with directions for sow-

ing, price Is. per packet; or sent free on receipt of 13 postage

stamps ; or 6 packers for bs.

Jakes Woods, Florist. Harwich, Essex.

uUbLL' ITALIAN TUB&ROS£ KOOTS,

4.#. per dozen.—The annual importation of the above-

named beautiful and fragrant Flower has just been received, am*

large and well selected Bulbs mav be obtained, without dis-

appointment, at A.Cobbett's Foreign Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall*

N.B. Printed regulations for treatment sent ; also, just arriveo,

very moist and open Parmesan Cheeses. __^

FINLAY~~FRASER, Jun. (lately with Messrs.

Miuier, Nash, & Co., Strand), WILLIAM RICHARDSON
and "WILLIAM LEWIS GOAD (many years with Mjtf»j

Jacob Wrench & Sons, London Bridge), beg respectfully
*Jinform their friends, the trade, and public generally, that aa

orders entrusted to their care will be thankfully received »n°

promptly executed. F. R. and G. confidently refer to thei

lengthened practical experience as an assurance that the S? ^*
they offer have been selected with the greatest attention do

as to genuineness and quality. Catalogues forwarded &ratl^L
ppli cation—82, Bislmpngate Street Within- London. Feb. lo^

Printed by William Bbadeuhy, of .No. 13. Upper Woburn r,8£^th*?J
Fkedekick Muxtin Kvak*. of No. 20. Queen's Road, West, doiq

the Parish of St. Paocraa. and in the County cf Mid.llrsex. rn^--
their Office in Lombard Ktre>t, in tbe Precinrt of Whitetnars, in \°{^.

'

of London ; and published by them at the Office, No. 5, Upper >»«""*,-
Street, in the Parish of St. Paul'*, Covent Garden, in the said M>tu

^p
-

w!ier*« all Advertisements and Communications are to be Aduk»s

tbb Editoe.—Saturday, February 23, U-'sC.
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s UTTON'S FARM SEED
may be had gratis and post free.

Address Suttox & BoHfl. Seed Growers, Reading.

LIST

1NTATIONAL FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
-L^ Notice is hereby given that the Anniversary Meeting for
the Election of Officers for the year 1856-7, will be held at the
Society's Rooms, 21, Regent Street, on THURSDAY next,
March 6th. Chair to be taken at 1 o'clock precisely. The
Committee is respectfully requested to attend at 11 o'clock on the
forenoon of that day, to arrange the necessary preliminaries for
the said Meeting. John Edwards, Secretary.

THE SOCIETY OF ARTS ANNUAL COLLEC-
TION OF INVENTIONS will be opened at the Society's

house, John Street, Adelphi, on EASTER MONDAY, the 24th
March. It will comprise Models and Specimens of Recent In-
ventions, whether patented, registered, or not, and of works of
recent construction. Articles for Exhibition must be forwarded,
carriage paid, on the 6th, 7th, or 8th of March.

TNVENTORS who purpose to"contribute MODELS
-*- or SPECIMENS to the SOCIETY OF ARTS ANNUAL
COLLECTION OF INVENTIONS, should communicate with
the Secretary without delay, as the Exhibition will be opened
at the Society's House, John Street, Adelphi, on EASTER
MONDAY, the 24th of March.—March 1.

T.
' p F. VVINSTANLEY, Seed Merchant, 23,
A • PI&cp, Manchester, is now ready to send out

WILLIAM B A 11 R A T T,
LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved
principles.

*» An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shrubs,
Evergreens, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.

)OHN LAW, Curator of the Botanic Garden,
Sheffield, begs to inform the nobility and gentry that he has

had the privilege from the Directors for the last eight years to
practice as LANDSCAPE GARDENER and GARDEN
ARCHITECT. Plans and Estimates for Horticultural Gardens,
Asphalte for Garden Walls and Carriage Roads laid down on the
best improved principles. Terms on application.

CHEAP AND SELECT NURSERY^ STOCK.
TyiLLIAM JACKSON and CO., Bedale, Yorkshire,
» beg to refer purchasers to their advertisement of useful

Nursery Stock in the Gardeners' Chronicle, page 109, Feb. 16.

C ELOS I A AU R E A.

FRANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and CO.,
Seeo Merchants, 14, Corporation Street, Manchester, offer

Seeds of the above very graceful Plant, at 2s. &?. per packet.

TO THE SEED TRADE.

BASS and BROWN beg to offer to the Trade True
and Fine Stocks of the following. Prices on application.

BEANS.—Taylors and common Windsor, Sword, Hangdown,
and Green Longpods.

PEAS.—Fairbeard's new Nonpareil ; also a few quarters of each
of Rin^wood Marrow, Flack's Victory, Emperor, &c.

KIDNEY BEANS.—Of sorts.

CARROTS.— Altrincham and White Belgium.

"Wholesale Seed Lists on application.—Seed Establishment,
Sudbury, Suffolk.

CARNATIONS, PJCCOTEES, ETC.

CHARLES SCHOF1ELD has this spring a fine
healthy stock of the above: also PINK?, PANSIES, &c.

Catalogues on application containing descriptive lists of those
and many other Florist Flowers. Pansy Seed selected from the
finest show flowers, 25. (id. 'per packet. Hollyhock Seed, extra
fine, la. 6d. to 2.i. Sd. per packet .—Knowsthorpe, near Leeds.

PRIMULAS—PRIMULAS—PRIMULAS.
LATTER'S PRIMULAS, aud WILD'S IPSWICH

STANDARD CUCUMBER, of world-wide celebrity, are
now being sent out with Orion Melon, Hollyhocks, and Pansies,
free by post for 7*. 6d., with Latter s " Hints on the Cultivation
of Primulas," coloured drawing of a beautiful seedling, &c, on
applicarionto Thomas Wirr>. Ipswich.

D E L P H I ft I U M F OR MOSUM.
ILLIAM MOORE begs to inform the Public that
packets, 2s. 6d. ench. containing about 300 seeds, can now

he had of Messrs. NUTTING & SONS, Cheapside, London. The
Plant is perfectly hardy, of very dwarf habit (come true from
seed) ; decidedly one of the most lovely things in cultivation,
deserving a place on every Lawn in England.

Du rham Nursery, March 1.

l^OSSOM'S "CHAMPION" CELERY has proved
."^ to be the best in cultivation for size, solidity, and crispness

;

it also withstands a greater degree of frost than any other variety.
To be had in sealed packets at 1*. The Trade supplied.

T. F. Winstanlev, Seed Merchant, Manchester.

J C. WHEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED
• LIST for this Season is now ready, and may he

had gratis on application.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

___^ Gloucester.

NEW DAHLIAS, ETC.
CHARLES TURNER be2s to state that hie

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of New Dahlias. Gera-
niums, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Car-
nations, Pinks, Shrubby Calceolarias, Petunias, &c. &c, is now
ready, and contains many new varieties offered for the first time.
Sent post free on application.—Roval Nnrserv. Slough.

SEED CROWING ESTABLISHMENT,
WISBECH. CAMBRIDGESHIRE.

CHARLES SHARPE begs respectfully to inform
the Trade that his CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, cultivated and saved under his
own management, will be forwarded post free on application.

GEORGE SMITH'S NEW AND PRICED CAT-
ALOGUE is Now Ready, and will be sent free by Post on

application. It contains Select Lists of Verbenas, Geraniums,
(of Show, Fancy, Variegated and Scarlet kinds), Dahlias, Holly-
hocks, Petunias, and Chrysanthemums.

Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington , London.

F. WINSTANLEY'S TRADE PRICED LIST
OF GARDEN SEEDS is now ready, and can be had on

application, 2Sf
Market Place, Manchester.

Market
his DE-

SCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL, AND FLOWER SEEDS. Attached to this Cata-
logue is a Calendar of Seeds to be sown in each month ; also the
mod e of cultivating the Dioscorea.
"

F. WINSTANLEY bee;s to inform his friends
thathis collections of NEW GARDEN SEEDS are now

readv, comprising all the most useful vegetable produce, from
1/. to bl. The DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE contains the
details of each collection on pa^e 11.

Seed Warehouse, 28, Market Place, Manchester.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
JOHN WATERER'S CATOLOGUE of RHODO-
O DENDRONS, AZALEAS, &c, as exhibited at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and
can be had on application.
i^yThe Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrons.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.—March L
AMERICAN PLANTS.

TTjTATERER and GODFREY be? to announce their
* * Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants for

'

this season is now published, and will be sent free on application.
As the collection of American Plants at this Nursery is altogether

:

unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will lind it to their
interest to pay a visit to the Nursery, which may be readily done
by the South Western Railway to Woking Station.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrev.

GEORGE BAKER begs to announce his DESCRIP-
,

TIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA-
MENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES is now
ready, and may be had on application.
American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, seven

miles from Staines, Windsor branch, South Western Railway,
where conveyances may be had.

R

J

HPHE BEST EARLY PEAS OUT.—COTTRELI/S
-I- SEBSATOPOL and the NEW EARLY WONDER ; a few
more of these fine Peas may yet be bad of the undersigned.
TRUE FLAT RED TRIPOLI and LISBON ONION may

be had in any quantity of Dawe, Cottrell, & Bkxham (suc-
cessors to Frederick Warner), 3, Laurence Pountney Lane, and
36, Bishopgate Street London, Established 172 at 28, Cornhill .

^-TURNIP SEEDS.—Marshall's, Skirving's, Butler's,
-*- Matson's Purple Top and other Swedes, Scotch and other
Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, and all kinds of Agricultural Seeds.
—Prices on application to Dawe, Cottrell, & Bexham, 3, Lau-
rence Pountney Lane, and 3o

.J*
1 norgate Street, London

.

DOUBLE WHITE CAMELLIAS,

TO GENTLEMEN ENCACEO IN PLANTING.
ARE AND HARDY CONIFERS, HARDY
ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS AND CLIMBERS, SELECT

GREENHOUSE AND HARDY PLANTS, NEW and CHOICE
FRUITS, &c. &c. Full particulars of the above are given in
Youell & Co.'s Advertisements which appeared on the 2d Feb.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth. Norfolk.

SEED BARLEY FROM THE CHALK.

MR. H. RAYNB11U), Basingstoke,* can supply
Chevalier, Golden Drop* Thanet, and other approved sorts,

of Barley at market prices. Hudson's Golden Melon Barley, a
new variety, productive, and of fine Malting quality, may be had
on application .

WHEAT FOR LATE AND SPRING SOWING.
—Samples with prices of Talivera, Red Hybrid, Nursery

April, aud other kinds of Seed Wheat will be sent tree on appli-
cation to Mr. II. Raynhtrd, Basingstoke.

TO THE SEED* TRADE.
rj TABER, Seed Grower, Rivenhall, Witham,
VT # KittflT 1ms for sale a few quarters of some of the best
sorts of Early PEAS and Green Windsor BEANS; Skirving's
Purple-top and other SWEDES, and MANGEL SEEDS of
sorts, grown from select roots. Prices on application.

H A R D Y HEAT H S.

WATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite

attention to their large stock and first-rate collection of

these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues may be
had free on application to Watkkkr & Godfrey, Knap Hill

Nursery, Woking, Surrey. ___
N U R *! F R Y TREES

"POWLER and WRIGHT, Seedsmen 'and Nursery-
-- me.v, Glnsgow, have on Sale a fine Stock of SEEDLING
and TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL
PLANTS, SHRUBS, and FRUIT TREES, at very moderate
prices. Catalogues may be had on application.- -March 1 .

CHARLES DALY and~SON beg to inform the
Trade that they have still 500,000 pood 2-vear SEEDLING

THORNS to Sell, at 3s. 9d. per 1000; and 200,000 1-year SEED-
LINO LARCH, at U. 3d. per 1000. Carriage paid to England

;

for rash only.—Nurserymen, CoWaine. Ireland.

and G. SWA I L fc.S otter to the trade (cheap),
lyear SEEDLING ASH, fine; 1 and 2 years" SEEDLING

BEECH, fine. Prices on application.—Beverley Nurseries,
March 1.

r 1 1 and G. SWAILES offer extra fine EVERGREEN
* • OAK, twice Transplanted, 1J to 2 ft. COMMON HOLLY,
lijo 2 feet.—Beverley, March 1. *
HP and G. SWAILES have a Fine Stock of Strong
i- • Transplanted ENGLISH OAK, clean-grown and well-

rooted ; prices moderate. Also very fine and well-grown

ENGLISH and WYCH ELMS, 4 to 6 and 8 ft.: ASH, 4 to

6 ft.; ONTARIO and BLACK ITALIAN POPLARS, 4 to

6 and S to 10 ft. Surplus Stock, and to he sold cheap.
Beverley, Yorkshire. March 1.

>

O R C H I D S.

TO BE SOLD, a number of Masses of BROUGH-
TONIA SANGT'iNLA. in various sizes. They can be

sold singly, but a preference will be given to divide the parcel at

a lower price amongst three or four Cultivators. No further

quantity will be introduced by the importer for 12 months.

George Roberts, 32, Moorga te Street, London,

r pO BE SOLDT SCOTCH FIRS, SPRUCE, and
A- PINE ASTER.—Apply to Mr. Napieb, No. 1, Church

Terrace, Lewisham. _^

1

JOHN HENCHMAN, Junior, begs to offer fine
*J bushy home-grown Plants, full of flower-buds, at 245., 27a.,

30^., and 365. per dozen ; a few extra size at 35. &/. each.

TO BE SOLD, six to eight dozen healthy PINK
APPLE PLANTS, showing fruit. Also four dozen SUC

CESION PLANTS.—Mr. G. Edwards, Gardener. WinterfoH,

Kidderminster.
-

^TH> Bh_ SOLD, very handsome large IRISH
J- 'YEWS, from four to eight feet Purchasers taking a large

number will be liberally dealt with. Prices on application.—

Thomas Jackson & Sox. Nurseries. Kingston, near London.

BEFORE ORDERING YOUR SEED~POTATOES,
send for TIIORNIIILL & DICKSON'S DESCRIPTIVE

PRICED LIST of the best leading varieties. Observe!—27..

Bath Street (facing the Talbot Hotel), Bristol; and Nursery

Grounds, Lawrence Hill.

N.B. A complete assortment of Kitchen Garden, Flower, and
Agricultural Speds. Pricpd Catalogue* free by Post.

FLUKE KIDNEY POTATOES, 51. per ton ; in

quantities less than 1 ton, 65. per cwt; sacks. Is. per cwt.

INDIAN AZALEAS, short busby Plants, full of flower-buds,
I

The above are grown expressly for Seed on newly broken up old

at 15a., lSw., 24«., and 30s. per dozen.
Opposiff the Golden Fleece. Lower Edmonton.

NOTICE TO GROWERS OF PINE-APPLES.

turf land. All orders to be accompanied by a r^mi ttance,

HrMpriREY CnAXBERLAiy, Kempsey, Worcester.

w
RANTED, FOR THE LIVERPOOL MARKET,
v » a quantity of good PINES, not under 2 lbs. each. For-

ward immediately.—George Taylor, Jun., Fruit and Vegetable I
Ferrybridge, Yorkshire.'

Salesman. The Grand Stand. St. John's Market, Liverpool.

FRAME CUCUMBERS.
VITOOD and INGRAM offer the following well
" » known kinds at Is. per packet of IS S^eds :—
Godfrey'3 Black Spine

1 Read's Surprise
„ White Spine, picked from the

| Kelway's Denance
above, and a very prolific kiud

j Manchester Hero
Improved Sion House Conqueror of the West
TurntraU's fine Frame

| Snow's Horticultural.
Huntingdon Nurseries. March 1.

PARLY ASH-LEAVED. POTATOES, )s. per
stone ; a good sample and true. Carriage per Great Northern

Railway to King's Cross, 13s. Ad. per ton.—Address J. C. Arnall,

GEORGE LEE. Market Gardener, &c., Clevedon,
near Bristol, has a surplus Stock of POTATOES an!

STRAWBERRIES, both of first-class varieties—see Advertise-

ment Feb. 7. Early orders are solicited, as the stock of many is

limited. (All Black Prince Strawberry Bold.)

Post Office Orders payable at Clevedon to George Lee.

EED POTATOES.—True Ash-leaf Kidney, Jack-
snn*s do., "Walnut-leaved do., Fluke (true), Lapstone,

Flourball, and all other first class varieties, to be had of T. F.
Wixsta>ley, Seed Merchant. Manchester.

EED POTATOES.-^The"following sorts, from trg
and healthy stocks, may be had as below, namely:

—

1 ich packet of Beed bears the name, colour and height of its
growth, and the collection is packed in a neat labelled box.
Mignonette and Sweet Peas being used in larger quantities are
not included in these collections. Prices from 2s. 6cL to 40*.

ORCHIDS.
MESSRS. RANGEL and MOSER, of Rio de

Janeiro, have for sale a rare and magnificent collection of Fiftyfold. Fluke, Lapstone, and Painted Lady. Rqjjryl^

CATTLEYAS, LJSLlAS, &c; also rare Palms and other * ford, Early F.-v.rae, Early Cockney, Fortyfoid. BrW
Brazilian plants. Orders promptly attended to.— Direct, care of Early Shaw, York Regent, and Purple Re^et*.. 4Pr1c«s :9a-
Her Britannic Majesty's Agent for Packets, Rio de Janeiro. ! application. A descriptive, historical, and comppeheBsveC^fc*-
X.B. Since 1S53 all the rare and new Brazilian species of IoRiie of Flower and Vegetable Seeds forwardOT tfr£recef^toa&,-., :

Cattleyas. Lselias. &c, sold in London have been forwarded from
j
three penny stamps. A remittance with orde^ifQm ubJsjho*?

this establishment : correspondents.— IIoopzr & Co.,JCovent Ga-den^artei

."
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ROYAL BERKSHIRE
£ 2 ED ESTABLISHMENT, EEABIMil 5

UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN, HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCE ALBERT
AND THE PRINCIPAL MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,

FOR SUPPLYING

SUTTON'S HOME-GROWN SEEDS TO ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM
CARRIAGE FREE (WITH FEW EXCEPTIONS).

SEEDS grown in Berkshire and the Borne Counties having obtained great celebrity, SUTTON and SONS have annually increased their Stocks of Seeds to meet the

increasing demand. The undermentioned articles are of superior quaiity, being all genuine Home-grown Seeds. Agriculturists residing in the most remote parts of
the kingdom can now be supplied with Seeds direct from the Oi'owers, which will be found the most effectual means of preventing disappointment.

ITALIAN RYEGRASS SEED.
PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS.
MANGEL WUR2EL.
CARROT.
FURZE OR GORSE.

A Descriptive Priced List may be had post free.

CATTLE PARSNIP. I SWEDISH TURNIP SEEDS.
GARDEN SEEDS. YELLOW SCOTCH TURNIPS.
FLOWER SEEDS. HYBRID AND OTHER TURNIPS.
COW CABBAGE.
FLAX OR LINSEED.

KOHL RABI.

ALSIKE HYBRID CLOVER.

PERENNIAL WHITE CLOVER.
COMMON WHITE CLOVER.
PERENNIAL RED CLOVER.
COMMON RED CLOVER.
YELLOW TREFOIL.
LUCERNE.

SUTTON'S PERMANENT GRASS SEEDS.
GENTLEMEN intending to lay down Land to Permanent Pasture, or for one or two years lay, are recommended to communicate with us, stating the nature of the soil and situation, that we
ay advise as to sorts of Grass Seeds most suitable. The Alsike, the Perennial White, and Perennial Red Clover are included in our mixtures.
OLD MEADOWS DEFICIENT OF THE MOST NUTRITIVE GRASSES AND CLOVERS may be greatly improved by sowing at this season " Sutton's Renovating Mixture" of
«ds, at the rate of 8 to 12 lbs. per acr*, price \s. per lb. Our finest LAWN GRASS SEEDS are highly useful to improve Garden Lawns.
We have a very extensive stock of Natural Grasses, Perennial Clovers, &c, in our Warehouses, a Priced List of which may be had on application, post free.

*
* Sacks and Bags are charged at cost price only, and the full amount allowed, if tliey are returned.

Scttos & BOWl have often been requested to appoint Agents, but they consider it best to supply the Seeds direct to the retail purchaser carriage free.

PRICED LISTS OF SEEDS MAY BE HAD POST FREE,

SUTTON" & SONS, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks, Fellows of the Horticultural Society of London; Members of the Royal
Agricultural Society of England, and the Bath and West of England Agricultural Society.

FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS.

MESSES. E. G. HENDERSON & SON'SCATALOGUE
Of the above, containing all the novelties of the season (with a full-siz-d Engraving of the new Chinese Potato

DI06COREA BATATAS), is now ready, and can be had gratis on application.

It contains upwards of 1500 varieties of FLOWER SEEDS, the whole of which are systematically arranged under their
different classifications, such as Hardy, Half Hardy, and Tender Annuals; Biennials, Perennials, Alpine or Rock Plants, with a
very choice, i^nety of Seeds of Greenhouse, Stove, and Hardy Ornamental Flowering Trees and Shrubs. In nearly all cases the
height the Plant attains with the colour of its flower is given, so that amateurs aud persons unacquainted with the names will be
able to select for themselves. A select List of FLOWER SEEDS that are recommended for their superior beauty aud noveltymay be seen on reference to page 93 of the Gardeners7

Chronicle.
Plants of the GYNERIUM ARGENTBUM and the new Double White PETUNIA IMPERIALIS can be supplied by

the dozen or 100. Price may be had on application.
The following new FUCHSIAS to be sent out in May have, with the exception of the Countess of Burlington, been raised

by the eminent cultivator, Edward Banks, Esq.. from whom the stock has been purchased :—

JOHN CATTELL offers the following choice SEEDS,
'' selected from his Flower Seel Catalogue, which may be had
in packets, post free, at the prices annexed :—

s. d. Geranium, from finest s. d*

1

1

06

6

6

EMPEROR NAPOLEON (IUxks).—Deep rich scarlet crimson;
sepals exrra wide, and beautifully reflexed, and of such sub-
stance that the flower has the appearance as if made of wax

:

corolla deep violet. This Fuchsia is the largest and finest
that has ever been sent out ; the size, width, and substance of
its petals, with other superior qualities, can scarcely be
imagined unless seen on the plant. Price 10s. 6d.

VENUS DE MEDICI (Banks).—A great novelty, and the most
beautiful Fuchsia that has been introduced for many years;
tube white, with sepals of a blush pink, or white shaded and
striped with pink; corolla deep violet blue, large and beau-
tifully formed; yet the above description will scarcely give an
adequate idea of its beauty, as the colour is quite new among
Fuchsias, bur we have no hesitation in saying it will prove
one of the finest varieties for exhibition. The habit of the
plant is superior to any other white Fuchsia in cultivation ; the
flowers are large, well reflexed, and elegantly formed ; the
sepals are very long, which gives the flower a most striking
appearance. Price 10s. 6t£

DONNA JOAQUINA (Banks).— Scarlet crimson tube and
sepnls, the latter splendidly reflexed; the tube very short and
thick; corolla violet-blue, a striking and novel colour, the
substance of which is exceedingly fine, giving it the appear-
ance of a thick leathery substance. Price 10s. 6d.

COUNTESS OF BURLINGTON (STORY's).-Scarlet tube and
sepals, elegantly reflexed, with a beautiful pure white corolla;
habit of the plant graceful. This may be considered the finest
white corolla'd Fuchsia yet sent out. Price 10s. 6d.

VOLCANO DI AQUA (BAXKs).-Rich glossy scarlet, with
well reflexed sepals; corolla violet, extra large; a wonderful
flower for size, and a very free bloomer. Price 10s. 6d.

CHARLEMAGNE (Banks).—Rich scarlet, sepals well reflexed,
with a large barrel-shaped, violet-purple corolla; dwarf habit
and free bloomer; very distinct and novel. Price 10s. 6d.
%• Persons ordering the whole of the above set will have

Story's Double White Corolla'd Fuchsia, "Raxuncul^eflora"
given in gratis/ This variety, our customers are aware, we were un-
able to send out last spring on account ofthe smallness ofthe stock.

2
1

2 6

We can with confidence recommend the above Fuchsias as the finest that have been sent out for many years, as having quality
size, and col jur far surpassing all others, either for exhibition or ornamental effect in the Conservatory.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.

UNDERBILL'S "SIR HARRY" STRAW-
BERRY.—Fine Plants of this greatly celebrated and hardy

Strawberry (warranted genuine), may now be had from the
propagator in numbers not less than a score. 10O plants 41. ; 80.
3Z. la*. &/; 60, 81. 10*. ; 40. 1JL 13s. ; 20, 11. ; in pots for forcing, not
leas than to, 2*. each.—Apply to Mr. Richard Uxderhill, Sir
Harry's Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Orders to receive atten-
tion must be accompanied with a Post-office Order on Birmingham.

Also, a useful practical Treatise on the Cultivation, &c, of
Strawberries, Is.

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOLr
To Noblemen fcjro Gentlemen Planting Nbw Pleaspre
Grounds, ob Improving Parks or Drives, and to Com-
panies Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries.

TTf SK IRVING begs to offer his extensive Stock of
• TREES and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either

for immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where
smaller sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition
to his general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrubs,
which is allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this
season offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most
valuable Trees lately introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRI-
CATA and CEDRUS DEODAR A, ofvarious sizes, from I to 6 ft.
W. S. invites any one wanting considerable quantities of

Specimen Trees and Shrubs to inspect his collection and obtain
prices on the spot, as the mere height of such trees (as quoted in
lists) gives no idea of the value of well grown select plants for
choice situations.

i

N
;
B

" $J*\ hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped
plants of the Araucana imbricata andCedrus Deodara have beengrown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great dis-
tances in this country, or to any part abroad.

Priced Lists will be sent on application.

JOHN CATTELL having a large stock of very
fJ strong ground roots of the undernamed, is enabled to
offer them upon very advantageous terms to the Trade and others
requiring them in large quantities. Prices may be had on
application. #

Dodecatheon alba, per
(Enothera macrocarpa,
Gentiana acaulis,

Ilepatica, single bine

„ double red
Wahlenbergia grand i flora,

Helleborus niger,

dozen or per hundred
ditto ditto
ditto ditto
ditto ditto
ditto ditto
ditto ditto

ditto ditto

Azalea indica, finest mixed
Alstroemeria acutifolia . .

.

Anemone, Single Poppy,
extra fine mixed

Antirrhinum, from finest

varieties
A quilegia glandulosa
(M Gregorys true)

Auricula, fine mixed alpine 6
Balsam, in six varieties,

separate, all saved
from very superior
double flowers

„ the same mixed
Calceolaria, saved from

finest spotted and others,
carefully hybridised

Calceolaria, from a collec-

tion of new colours to
any previously sent out
by J. C. The flowers are
very large, mostly dark,
and very rich, on light
grounds,warranted to give
the greatest satisfaction 5

Carnation, from fine vars. 1

from perpetual or
winter flowering vars. 1

Clitoria plumeri 1

Cineraria, from finest vars. 2 6
Geranium, from first-rate

florist vars

„ fancy vars.
from newest Scarlet

varieties mixed

it

* •

• Pt

* f *

. - •

White, Salmon, and
Pink vars 6

Gloxinia, very fine mixed 1

Heartsease, from finest

florist vars. mixed 1

from new French
spotted and striped

Vaia t « • » • • •

Ipomoea rubra cscrulea
Lychnis fulgens
Lotus jacobseus
Mandavillea suaveolens
Mimulus, finest mixed
Morna elegans ...

Myrtle, common
Nasturtium, Cattell's new
Dwarf Crimson and ditto

Scarlet, each
Oxalis rosea
Passiflora csorulea

„ quadrangularis...
Primula sinensis, from
extra fine Fringed,W hite,

Blush, Pink, &c, mixed I 6

• * •

• • *
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1

1
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6

6
6

6
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Petunia, finest mixed
Polyanthus, fine mixed

extra fine mixed
Red Oxlip

Phlox Drummondi, extra
fine mixed, from very
rich dark flowers .

Saponaria calabrica .

Verbena venosa ... .

„ from finest vars.
Violet, Sweet-scented

must accompany orders from

• • i

• * *

#••

»•»
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6
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„ orientalis, each or per dozen
Lily of the Valley, per hundred; do. double, per dozen
Delphinium Barlowi, per hundred or per thousand

grandiflorum maximum, ditto ditto
Wheeleri, per dozen
hybrida flore-pleno, per dozen [thousand
Ilendersonia, per dozen, per hundred, or per
Mooreanum, per dozen or per hundred
magnificura, per dozen or per hundred

Also, Irish Ivy, strong budded, fit for immediate potting,
&c, per hundred or per thousand

Early and Late Dutch Honeysuckle, ditto ditto
Evergreen Berberis, from aquifolium and repens, twice
transplanted, from 1 to 2 feet, per 100 or per 1000

Hardy Azaleas of all the finest of the Ghent and other
varieties, splendid plants, loaded with bloom-buds, per
dozen, per 100, or per 1000

Raspberries, Red Antwerp, Fa.tfolff, Turk's Cap Red, and
Large-fruited Monthly, per 100.

Nurseries, Westerham. Kent.

Post Office order or stamps
unknown correspondents.—Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.

UNEQUALLED NEW MELONS.
The Four best Superb Varieties that have ever tet bees

SENT OUT.

EDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and
Florist, offers M'Ewen's Arundel Hybrid Scarlet Flesh

Melon, possessing the following qualities:—The fruit is hand-
some, round shaped, slightly ribbed ; flesh very firm and solid.

of a melting and most delicious flavour; it has a beautiful

appearance when set upon the table with other fruit, and has been

found to be the best of all other Melons for preserving; weight

from 3£ to 4} lbs.; a free setter and abundant bearer; very early

and hardy; will grow with less bottom-heat than any other of its

kind. It obtained the first prize that was awarded to the Scarlet

Flesh Melons at the C.reat Exhibition at the Crystal Palace, the

2d of June last. Packets containing Three Seeds, 25. 6c/.

M'Ewen's Arundel Hybrid Green Flesh Melon.—This was ex-

hibited at the Royal Botanic Exhibition, Regent's Park, June

13th t where it obtained the 1st and 2d Prizes for the best

flavoured Green Flesh Melon : it is a hybrid from those two well-

known Melons Golden Drop and Beechwood. It has the fine

flavour of the Golden Drop, with the shape and appearance of the

Beechwood, oval shaped, netted, aud a very free setter: the

plants grow strong and carry out a great weight of fruit: fl«*

very solid and firm, will keep its excellent flavour for many d*78

after it has been cut ; weight from 4 to 5 lbs. Packets of Three

Seeds, 2s. 6d.

Also Monro's Crystal Palace Hero. This was awarded the

first prize for the best and heaviest hybrid Persian Melon;

2s. 6d. per packet.

Monro's Golden Gauge Melon was awarded the first prize for

the best flavoured Green Flesh variety at the Crystal Palace;

2a. 6d. per packet.

The above new Melons will give the greatest satisfaction to all

purchasers. Persons requiring a Packet of each of the to

varieties will be charged 7s. 6<i., or two packets of either kind

for 45. A remittance must accompany every order, either vj

Post Office Order or Penny PoetkgQ Stamps.

14, Abbey Churchyard^ Bath.
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TO THE SEED TRADE. I

i^iEORGE ROBERTS begs to make known that he
*JT can supply the following SEEDS at favourable prices:—

Asclepias curassavica, Brunsfelsia americana, C*e-*alpinia

sepiaria,Canna indicate, lutea, Carica Papaya, ClitoriaPlnnrieri.

C. ternatea, Coix lachryma, Ipomea rubro-cierulea, Mimosa
pudica, M. asperata, Passiflora quadrangularis, Tecoma stan-*,

and many other scarce seeds, of which a list maybe had. A
beautiful Plate of Clitoria Plumieri will be forwarded to all

applicants inclosing six stamps with their request. Orders for

seeds from private purchasers respectfully declined.

82, Moorgate Street, London.

NEW CELERY—COLE'S DEFIANCE RED.

WILLIAM COLE, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and
Florist. Fog Lane Nursery, Withington, near Manchester,

begs to introduce this valuable new variety, which will be found

a great improvement on his well known Celery/' Cole's Dwarf

Solid Red/' being a more robust grower, and decidedly superior

in every respect. In sealed i oz. packets, free by post, 25. each.

It can also be procured from the following agents ;—
Messrs. Hurst and McMullen, 6, Leadenhali Street; Messrs.

Noble, Cooper, and Bolton, 152, Fleet Street; Messrs. Minier

& Co., 60, Strand; Messrs. Charlwood & Curaming, Covent Gar-

den ; Messrs. Nutting & Son, 46, Cheapside, London

;

Mr. Tfkrner, Slough; Mr. Duncan Hairs, St. Martin's Lane;
Mr. Denyer, Gracechurch Street; Messrs. Downie and
Laird, Edinburgh; Messrs. F. & J. Dickson, Chester

:

Messrs. J. & J. Fraser, Lea, Bridge, Essex; Messrs. Little

and Ballantyne, Carlisle; Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter;

Mr. J. Veitch, Exotic Nursery, Chelsea; Messrs. Finney & Co.,

Gateshead; Mr. A. Pontey, Plymouth; Mr. E.Rendle, Plymouth;
Mr. Cattell, Westerham, Kent; Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, & Co.,

Exeter; Mr. Browne, Norwich; J. Cole, Keyfield Nursery. St.

Alban's; Garraway & Mayes, Bristol ; Drummond & Son, Stir-

ling; J. Dickson & Son, Market Place, Manchester; F. Win-
Stanley, Market Place, Manchester; F. & A. Dickson, Corpora-
tion Street, Manchester.

# ^^
BALSAMS.

Fand A. SMITH, Florists, Dulwich, Surrey, beg
• to offer Seeds of their superb BALSAMS, in "sealed

packets of six separate colours, 2s. Gd, each ; also mixed, at 25.

per packet. The colours are scarlet, crimson, white, blush,

scarlet flaked, crimson flaked, scarlet spotted white; also a small
quantity of purple and purple flake.

Copy of Minute. National Floricultural Society, July 26, 1855.
" Balsams :—20 plants from F. and A. Smith, Dulwich. The

censors not having the power to award Certificates to this class

of plants (true Annuals, and therefore not considered Florists'

flowers), wish to express their unanimous opinion of the great

merit of the collection produced, which for variety, habit, colour,

size, doubleness, and general excellence, are the best that had
hitherto come under their notice/'

Dr. Lindley, on inspection, said:

—

" They are fully equal, and in several particulars vastly

superior to the best I have seen in Continental establishments."

Extract from the Report of the Meeting of the National Floricul-

tural Society, in the Gardeners' Chronicle, August 4th, 1855,

page 520.
" Several extremely well-grown plants of what are called

Camellia Balsams were furnished by Mr. Smith, of Dulwich, and
very handsome things they must be admitted to he ;

among
them were blush, purple, and scarlet kinds, and scarlet mottled

with white; and when we state that many of the flowers

measured quite 2\ inches across, and 1 inch deep, some idea of

the kind of display they made may be conceived ; their only fault

was that they were scarcely sufficiently in bloom"
F. & A. Smith have appointed as Agents:

—

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road.
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Seedsmen, Covent Garden.
Messrs- Sutton & Sons, Reading, Berks.
Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery. Slough.
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, EdgewareRoad.
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Chelsea and Exeter.
Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, Surrey.
Messrs. Bass& Brown, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Messrs. W. E. Rendle & Co., Seedsmen, Plymouth.
Messrs. Dawes, Cottrell,& Co., Seedsmen, Moorgate Street, City
Messrs. F.& A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester
Messrs, F. & A. Dickson & Co., 14, Corporation Street

Messrs. Brown & Austin, Glasgow. [Manchester.

JOHN WATERER has much pleasure in submitting
to the attention of gentlemen engaged in planting the follow-

ing desirable selections fiom his general NURSERY STOCK.
The whole of the Plants are in the best possible condition for

removal.

Cedrus Deodara, 4 to 5 feet, 75. Gd. to 10$. Gd. each, bushy
to the ground, fit for standing singly as specimens; 5 to 6

and 7 feet, 21s. each ; 7 to 8 and 10 feet, 31$. Gd. to 42$.; 10 to

12 feet, 63$. (most magnificent plants).

Cedrus Lebanon, 4 to 5 feet, 3Z. 3s. per dozen. m

Cryptomeria japonica, 5 to 6 ft., 1$. Gd. each; larger,10$ Gd. to 21$.

Arancaria imhricata, 2 to 3 feet, 7$. Gd. to 21s. ; 3 to 4 feet, 21$.

to 42$. (splendid plants).

Fitz-R >ya Patagonica, 2 to 3 feet, 5$. each.

Juniperus Hibernica, 4 to 5 feet, 5$., handsome and close grown.
Libocedrus gigantea, 10$. 6(L; about 2 feet, 31$. 6rf.

Pinus Cerabra, 3 to 4 feet, 5$.

Douglasi, 3 to 4 feet, 9L 8a. per dozen; 4 to 6 feet, 7$. Gd. to

10$. Gd. each ; 6 to 8 and 10 feet, 42$. to 63$.

Lambertiana, 2 to 3 feet, 10$. Gd.; 3 to 4 feet, 21$. to 31$. Gd.

(very handsome),
insignia, li to 2 feet, 30$. per dozen; 2 to 2£ feet, 42$.;

larger, 5$. to 10$. Gd. each.
Saxe-Gothsea conspicua, 2 to 3 feet, 5s. [21$. each.
Yew, Irish, close grown specimens, 5 to 6 and 7 feet, 10$. Gd. to

Wellington gigantea, good plants, 5$. to 7$. 6d. ; larger, very
handsome, 10$. Gd. to 21s.

Cupressus Goveniana \ 1£ to 2 feet,

„ macrocarpa j 11. 10$. per 100.

Thuja aurea, about 1 foot, 10?. per 100 ; larger, 3$. Gd. to 5$. each
;

very handsome, 7$. Gd. to 21$. each.

IMPORTANT TO SEEDSMEN AND FARMERS.
}

TO BE SOLD, Skirviiig's Purple-top Swede, Green
Globe, and White Globe Turnip Seed, from selected bulbs;

White Spanish and White Globe Onion BotdL all of 1855 growth ;

also S^ed Potttoes as follows: — Fluke Kidneys, 90$. per ton:
Early Shaws, 80$. per ton. Delivered either at St. Neots, on the
Great Northern Railvvav. or at Sinwesey (Eastern Counties
Line).—Apply to Mr. CoorER, Eiton Sacon, St. Neots, and
Dravton, C* ?nlv4.

~ T6 THE sTTo TRADE.
Reduced Prices of Seed Potatoes and Seeds.

SELECT GERMAN AND OTHER FLOWER SEEDS.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Seepsmkn an-1

NlTMUftruEtf, 102. Eastgate Street, Chester, would call atten-

tion to tinir choice selection of (ill:MAN and other FLOWtli
SEEDS, which they can with every confidence recommend as
beiiu' of superior quality. The great satisfaction given last

season by the whole of the German Flower Seeds imported and
supplied by them induces them now to offer them fresh and pure
as received from the same eminent source. A detailed Catalogue
will be furnished of both Flower and Vegetable Seeds, post tree
on application as above.

: _______^___
A BUAHAM HARDY and SUN, Seed Growers, T C. WHEELER and SON, Gloucester, beg to otter^ &c, Maldon, Essex, recomraeud to notice their earliest O • the following FLOW MR SEEDS, imported from one

selected kinds of POTATOES of good quality. Per bushel of

5G lbs.; sack 25., bag Is.

s. d.KIDNEYS.
Hardy's Seed linir Frame 4

Ladles1

Fingers. . 4
Maldon Heroes... 4

ROUND VARIETIES.
Hardy's Victorias 4

Hardy's Albert Frame
Early May ..

Flour Balls..

„ Prolific Cockneys 4
Potato Seeds for Exportation.

* *

• * •

8. d.

4
4
4

• * • • «

J

Present Reduced Priced Seed List on appl ication
.

OHN bELL, Potato Salesman, Covent Garden,
offers the following SEED POTATOES, warranted true stock.

ft

• • *

* t •

• • .

Per bushel

—

s. d.

• • •

Ashleaf Kidnevs
Fluke ditto

White Blossom ditto

Lapstone ditto ...

Early Shaws

• ».

• -

6
5
5
5
3 6

Resents ...

Cockney ...

Early Frame
Snowballs...
Fortyfolds

Per bushel— 5. d.

3 6
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5
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5
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Rhododendron ponticuna, for under cover, strong, fit for immediate
planting, 11. 10s. to 10Z per 10O0.

„ Catawbiense, good bushy plants, 21. 10s. to 51. per 100 (a

good proportion of these have bloom buds) ; larger, 11. 10s

per 100.

Catawbiense Hybrids, in good varieties, fine bushy plants,

21 10*. to 7?. 10s. per 100.

in choice sorts, by name, such as are annually exhibited by
us at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, well

grown plants/ft to 2 and 2A feet, 30s. to 60*. per dozen.

„ Standards, of the most approved kinds, 21s. to 42s., and
1055 GftCll

Azaleas (Hardy Belgian, and others), good mixtures, yellow,

pink, scarlet, Ac, li foot, 21. 10*. to 3Z. 10-s. per 100; very
superior, 125., 18$ , to 24s. per dozen.

Hardv Heaths, superior collection, 35s. per 100.

Kalmia latifolia, good bushy plants, 1 to li foot, 4?. 4s. per 100;

larger, of all sizes; rayrtifolia, a superior variety, 1 to 1£
foot, 35. Gd. to 5s. each.

J. Watkrer feels confident that intending planters would find
it greatly to their advantage to make a personal visit of in-

spection, which can easily be done, the Nursery being near the
Farnborough Station, South Western Railway, and Blackwater,
South Eastern Railway.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

Post Office Orders made payable at Charing Cross, and with
all country orders cash required, or a reference in London ; usual
allowance to the trade.

500 BUSHELS OF POTATOES TO THE ACRE.

THIS ENORMOUS CROP was grown last year by
a gentleman in Surrey, and out of which there were only

five bushels diseased; nearly all the quantity were large-sized,

some weighing 2 lbs. and 1 ozM and not above three bushels of

Chats out of the whole. This Potato was originally reared in

Scotland, and is called by the grower the Scottish Champion, and
has again proved to have surpassed all other sorts, both in

quantity, quality, and freedom from disease, as will be seen by
the testimonials.

The price is 21. 2s , inclusive of the sack of three bushels,

delivered free at the South Western Railway Station in London.
—Apply by letter, post-paid, to Mr. William Gowland, 4,

Crooked Lane, London Bridge, London ; or to Thos. B. Atkinson,
Seedsman, 64, High Street, Worcester, where further testimonials

can be obtained. All orders must be accompanied by a remittance.
" Sir,—In answer to yours respecting the Scottish Champion

Potato, I beg to say it is quite equal in flavour to the York
Regent, is very productive, boil* very white and mealy. In fact,

of the sixty-seven varieties ot Potatoes grown by me in the way
of experiment this season I consider it the best, and shall plant

it for my next general crop.—Your obediont servant,
u Edward Bennett, Gr. to Sir Offley Wakeman, Bart.,

"Perdiswell Hall, Worcester."

THE CHAMPION KIDNEY POTATO.
EDWARD TILEY be^s to state, in answer to the

numerous applications that have been made within the

last fortnight by persons who purchased the above last season,

wishing to know if they can be supplied with seed of the same
a^ain, that he has about 20 bushels of good sound sets to

'

dispose of.

This variety bears a strong resemblance to that fine old

Potato the Ashleaf Kidney. If planted at the same time it will

come in ten days earlier; it is quite equal to that in flavour, and
will give double the crop. As a proof of its superior quality, a
market gardener who purchased a pock of them last season has
just sent an order for a sack, for his own planting. Several

persons who forced them last spring speak in thf highest terms
of their being the best they ever grew for early frame work.

THE EARLY EMPEROR POTATOES.
This is one of the best keeping varieties that has ever yet been

sent out. It is a fine red Potato, nearly round, and the eye level

with the surface, so that there is no waste to it in peeling as in

most other sorts, which in general possess deep eyes. It is a

seedling from that well known kind'the " Old Rou^h Red;" it is

very mealy when boiled, and is so rich in flavour that it cannot

be equalled by any other Potato now in cultivation. It will be

found to keep well until new Potatoes come in plentiful again.

The above will be sure to give the greatest satisfaction to all

purchasers.
Sold in quantities of not less than one peck ; they will be sent,

hamper and package free, at 5*. 6d. per peck ; or four pecks for

11. , hamper free. A remittance in cash must accompany all

orders, or small amounts in penny postage stamps. Purchasers

srould do well to name the nearest Railway Station to their resi-

dence.
Edward Tilkt, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, 14,

Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.

SEED POTATOES.
f C. WHEELER and SON offer the following
J m SEED POTATOES:—
PRINCE OF "WALES.—This is the earliest round white Potato,

excellent for forcing, and for a general crop can be most highly

recommended. Per peck, 25. 6d. : per bushel, 9s.

" I was highly delighted with the Prince of Wales Potatoes I

had from you last year; I consider them more mealy and better

flavoured than Soden's Oxford, which in some respects it

resembles, and far more free from disease, planted in the same
soil and in every wav alike."— Mrs. Caxning, Portfields, Hereford.

41 Your Prince of Wales Potato I obtained when first sent out,

and I beg to bear testimony to its good qualities. It is early,

excellent, and very prolific. On a plot of ground last year I am
sure that I raised at the rate of nearly 400 bushels per imperial

acre."—Rev R. O. Bbomfield, Spronston Manse, N. B.
' J. C. Wheeler and Sox beg to add that they have much
satisfaction in introducing this Potato into general notice—
they have Rent it into nearly all parts of the Kingdom, and every-

where it is highly spoken of. It is so early that it escapes the

disease more than almost any other variety. It is a large

cropper, and the flavour is excellent; they can recommend it in

the strongest terms.
ALSTONS KIDNEY.—This is perfectly distinct from any other

Potato. It is an astonishing cropper, and the tubers are of

large size. It keeps well, and is good flavoured, and is

altogether an excellent and profitable variety. Per peck, 25. Gd.
;

per bushel, 9s.

The Rer. R. O. Beomfield, of Sprouston Manse, N. B.. gives

the following report of the Alstone Kidneys which he had from
us.
—" I had the Alstone Kidney planted in four rows of 10£ yards

in length, the running length of all being 42 yards, and the

produce was three large heaped imperial bushels of Potatoes

besides a few small refuse. Not knowing the Potato previously

I had it planted in rows 2 feet apart, which was too close and
made the crop less than it would have been, for the outside row of

10£ yards yielded nearly a heaped bushel. It is at the rate of

close upon 520 bushels per acre. The produce is unusually large.

FLUKE.—This sort is now becoming well known. It is some-

what of a Kidney, but perfectly distinct from any other. As a

second early Potato it is without doubt the best, and will in a

short time find its way into every garden. 2s. per peck.

ASHLEAF KIDNEY (true) an excellent sample. 2s. Gd. per

peck, or 95. per bushel, delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Gloucester.
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of the best Growers in Germany, which they can recommend
as being of the very best quality, and which will be forwarded
free by post at the following prices ;—

QUILLED DOUBLE GERMAN ASTER—Assortment
of 24 splendid varieties, containing of each colour
100 eeeds

Ditto ditto 12 varieties

Packets of the above vars. mixed. 1#.; small packets, each
GERMAN TEN-WEEK STOCKS—Assortment of 24
most splendid varieties, each colour separate

Ditto, assortment of 12 most splendid varieties

The above varieties mixed, Is. ; small packets
NEW LARGEST FLOWERING DWARF
WEEK STOCK.— This new acquisition has been
greatly admired. The flowers are exceedingly large,

the colours rose, purple, blue, light blue, aud white.
Assortment of nine beautiful varieties

The above varieties mixed, Is. ; small packets
DWARF GERMAN WALLFLOWER-LEAVED TEN-
WEEK STOCK—Assortment of 12 splendid varieties,

containing of each variety 100 seeds
NEW ROSE PURPLE EMPEROR STOCK, per packet
WALLFLOWERS-Collection of eight splendid varieties

DWARF DOUBLE LARKSPUR—Collection of 10 most
splendid varieties, containing of each colour one-eighth
of an ounce ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

TALL DOUBLE LARKSPUR — Collection of eight
splendid varieties, containing of each colour one-eighth of

ZINNIA ELEGANS-Collection of six beautiful varieties

The following unsolicited testimonials will give some slight

idea of the high repute in which our seeds are held :

—

" I beg to inform you that the German Stocks and Asters you
sent me last year met my entire satisfaction, for I had a most
splendid show ; they were admired by every one who saw them."—3fr. John Eyre, of Long Buckhy.

" The Wallflower seed you sent me is much finer than ever I saw
before ; they are grand in the extreme—spikes of flowers 12 inches

long."

—

Mr. Cleeton, Gardener to E. Holland, Esq., M.P., Dumbkton.
u The German Stocks and Asters have given general satis-

faction, having surpassed all I have yet seen, both for brilliancy

ot colour and compactness of bloom/'

—

Mr. Vertegans
r
Florist

f

Edgebaston, Birmingham.
"The German Stocks came up to your recommendation : they

gave me great satisfaction, and many friends who visited the
gardens asked me where I had the seed from."

—

Mr. Barlass,
Gardmer to T. /?. Le Rah r, Esq., of Hardwicke Court.
" The German Stocks and Asters you sent to the J loath last year

were really good."

—

Mr. Chapman, Gardener, The Heath, Cardiff.

WHEELERS GARDEN SEEDS.
In order to save trouble in ordering seeds we have made up

three collections of "Garden Seeds." The first a large Collection

comprising all the sorts requisite and necessary for the year's

consumption of a large garden, all arranged in proper quantities

and correctly named, price 31., carriage free. Second Collection,

equally choice sorts, suitable tor a middle-sized garden, for 305.

,

carriage free; the third Collection for a small garden, price 15s.
41 Your seeds were very good last year, and I hope they are

equally so this season"—i?. B. Williams, Esq., StaekpoU Court,

Pembroke.
" The Peas were excellentr—Tlte Hon. F. Scott, M.P, Sandhurst

Grange.
J. C. Wheelkb & Sok, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Gloucester, Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural Society.

Established more than a hundred vears.

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS.

PETER LAWSON and SON have given their best

attention to their Stocks of the above, which they know to

be of first-rate quality.

Priced Catalogues raay be had on application.

Seedsmen and Nurserymen to Her Majesty the Queen, and to

the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

ACRICU LTURAL SEEDS, ETC.
PETER LAWSON and SON beg to intimate that

they are ready to send out all kinds of Agricultural Seeds,

comprising Hay and Pasture Grasses, Clovers and other Herbage
and Forage Plants, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, Carrots, and other

Roots, Seed Oats, Wheat, Barley, and Rye; all of which are of

the finest kinds and most approved varieties in cultivation.

Priced Lists may be had on application.

Seedsmen and Nurserymen to Her Majesty the Queen, and to

the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

3TJie gfttfttttettf Chronicle*
SATURDAY, MARCH I, 1856.

Darwin commenced his Phytologia in the fol-

lowing words :
—" We have so accustomed ourselves

to consider life and irritability to be associated with

palpable warmth and visible motion, that we find a

renitency in ourselves to ascribe them to the com-

paratively cold and motionless fibres of plants. But

to reason rightly on many vegetable phenomena we
shall find it necessary first to show that vegetables

are in reality an inferior order of animals. If a

bud be torn from the branch of a tree, or cut out

and planted in the earth with a glass cup inverted

over it to prevent the exhalation from being at first

greater than its power of absorption ; or if it be in-

serted into the bark of another tree ; it will grow,

and become a plant in every respect like its parent.

This evinces that every bud ofa tree is an individual

vegetable being, and that a tree therefore is a family

ar swarm of individual plants, 'like the polypus,

with its young growing out of its sides, or like the

branching cells of the coral insect."

This was the opinion of an eminent man who
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wrote 56 years since. Similar opinions, more or

less modified, have been expressed by subsequent

physiologists. Those of Du Petit Thouars were

made known to the English reader in the Philoso-

phical Magazine for August, 1824, and have ever

since been the subject of discussion as opportunities

have arisen. In Prof. Lindley's earliest intro-

duction to Botany, published in 1833, they are

given in detail; and in 1835 the late M. Gaudi-

chaud brought them before the Institute in still

another form. They are familiar to the men of

science of every country, and we may add are also

universally accepted as true by all who can

claim a right to express an opinion upon the

subject. We therefore read with no little sur-

prise in an ingenious little volume that has just

appeared,* that this " neither represents the popular

belief, nor does it accord with the recognised doc-

trines of the schools. To the popular mind, indeed,

it may be said to be nearly unknown, while here-

tofore it has failed to secure the sanction of the

greater number of our scientific botanists." What
the popular belief about the buds of trees may be

we do not pretend to know, any more than what it

is as regards the moon, or the cause of thunder
;

but we must altogether dissent from the last part of

the paragraph quoted. Men of science fully recog-

nise the individuality of buds as a matter of theory.

What they do not agree about is the precise rela-

tion that exists between buds and wood ; or rather

in what manner that relation is to be interpreted.

Du Petit Thouars, and Gaudichaud, endeavoured

to prove that the wood of a tree is merely the roots

of its buds ; and they maintained their opinion with

much skill and tenacity. Others, however, have
objected to their theory upon several grounds, such

for example as the production of wood in cases

where no buds are present, or because the stock of

a grafted tree partakes in no degree of the nature of

its scion, although according to the theory of

Du Petit Thouahs, Gaudichaud and others, it

must consist of a mass of roots belonging to the

scion ; and most especially because wood is not in

structure the same as roots. It is on this ground
that a conflict of opinion has established itself;

nobody doubts the individuality of buds, but many
doubt whether the wood of a tree is a mass of bud-

roots. This is not the place in which to repeat

the arguments which either party rests its case

upon. The reader will find the most important

briefly stated in the fourth edition of Lindley's In-

troduction to Botany, Vol. ii., p. 187, where a
chapter is occupied by the subject.

Such being the case we must object to all claims

to originality in a matter which, in a scientific

form, has been worn threadbare, and we are glad to

see that the same view is entertained by the author

of the little volume whose appearance has led to

these remarks. To use his own words—" He has

advanced nothing that was not known before."

Nevertheless he has done very well.

In a gardening aspect the individuality of buds is

the cardinal point on which some of our most im-
portant operations turn; such, for example, as all

modes of propagation whatsoever, except by
seed. If that is not fully understood there is no
possible explanation of the reasons why certain

results are sure to follow the attachment of a bud
or the insertion of a graft, or the planting a cutting,

or the bending a layer, or the approach of a scion,

or the planting an eye—our six great forms of arti-

ficial multiplication. It must not be supposed that

Dr. Harvey has occupied an entire volume of 227
pages with arguments merely in support of the indi-

viduality of buds. The identity of wood and the

roots of buds is what he most especially dwells upon,
or if the reader pleases, the true origin of timber.

In all that he says he writes well, with good taste

and perspicuity ; and we gladly welcome him as a

useful recruit to the ranks of vegetable physiolo-
gists. Those who are interested in trees and their

way of living and growing, will find his pages in-

struct and interest them, although speculative points
occupy so large a part of the work.

We have lately received from Mr. Jackson-

, of

Guernsey, a very interesting account of some expe-
riments he has made with a view to discover a
more ready means of propagating^ferns than that
aiforded by the process of dividing the crowns which
form naturally. Mr. Jackson's experiments were
made with Scolopendriums, and show that at least
the curious forms of that Fern may be increased to
a much greater extent than was supposed without
having recourse to the spores. It seems to us that
the facts thus elicited throw some light upon the
formation of buds on the stipes and rachides of
Ferns, which it is now known occurs in many in-
stances-—in some constantly, in others as it would
• Trees and their Nature

; or the Bud audits Attributes. By
Ab. Harvej, M.D. 12mo. Nisbet,

I appear accidentally or only occasionally. Taking
' these into account, it seems highly probable that,

under proper conditions, the fronds of many
kinds of Ferns would produce plants if planted

as cuttings ; and it is further not unreason-

able to infer that parts of fronds may be em-
ployed for the same purpose. There is much scope

here for experiments, and among those which

more especially suggest themselves are the follow-

ing :—1. The fleshy living bases of fronds already

decayed, which surround the lower part of the

caudex in many Ferns, taken off with or without a

portion of the rind of the caudex. 2. Entire living

fronds, of different character, taken with and with-

out the rind of the caudex or rhizome attached to

their base. Mr. Jackson's successful experiments

were entirely confined to those Ferns which have
fronds adherent to the caudex : it would be very

desirable to ascertain if the same power is possessed

by the fronds of those species which are furnished

with a joint or articulation at which the fronds are

naturally cast off, and whether by the portion above
or below the articulation. 3. Healthy portions of such

fronds as Scolopendrium with a moderate length of

sound healthy rachis treated as cuttings. 4. Pinnae

of divided fronds cut so fis to preserve entire the

axil formed by the branching of the rachis. 5. Simple
pinna? and pinnules of large and small size and of

different textures, cut so as to preserve the axil of

the vein from which they arise.

In conducting these experiments it should be
borne in mind that it is usually at certain organised

points in connection with the

ribs and veins of Ferns, that buds
or bulbils, as well as sori, are

produced. The examples which
Mr. Jackson has been good enough
to send us, consist of healthy

fronds producing buds at the base,

and small portions of the rind

of the caudex with the living

bases of decayed fronds, also

throwing out buds as shown in

the accompanying sketch, in which
some of the buds spring from the

cut edges of the base of the stipes,

and others from the cut edges
of the rind of the caudex.

Mr. Jackson's account of his

trials is as follows :
—" Having

been very anxious to increase my varieties of
Scolopendrium, I have been experimenting on
some common sorts, and have been successful in

discovering a way of increasing them very rapidly
as to number, though not as to size. I find that

the remains of the Scolopendrium fronds, which
are attached to the very ends of the caudex,
and the tops of which must have been for many
years decayed, have the power of producing young
plants. Is this known to you ? I find also that a
perfect frond of Scolopendrium will rapidly produce
a new head, though there is not the slightest por-
tion of rhizome attached, ncr any appearance of a
bud. I imagine that the new bud comes out of the
cut part of the base as frequently as from the edge
of it, and from the lower edge as well as the upper;
and in the case of the rhizome I fancy it is requisite
that it should be cut lengthwise, as the buds appear
to push from the edge of the cut, and cannot per-
haps otherwise break through."

It would seem likely that those Ferns which
possess some degree of fleshiness or succulency may
be most successfully dealt with, probably from their
having a greater quantity of available organisable
material . Does the cut upon which Mr. Jackson, appa-
rently with reason, lays some stress—inasmuch as
these old caudices seldom produce young plants
when left entire—does this cut liberate the vital

force, which becomes organised in the shape of a
bud ? M.

coriaceous, spreading, lanceolate, with the base both
above and below produced into an auricle, which
is rounded and nearly equal in the upper pinnae, but
more angulate and most developed on the anterior

side in the short lower deflexed pinnae. The sori

are numerous, placed obliquely and forming two-

lines along each of the pinnse. It is a native of the

Cape of Good Hope and Natal, and should there-

fore succeed perfectly in a greenhouse. Our plants

have however been cultivated in the higher tempera-

ture of an intermediate house, in which they progress
satisfactorily. The young plants of this Fern are so

much like those of some Blechnum as to be readily

mistaken for them, but the more mature state is per-

fectly distinct in aspect as well as in structure, though

having some resemblance to the barren fronds o5

Lomaria auriculata. T. M,

a b. Portion of the rind
of the rhizome.

c. Living bases of de-
cayed fronds.

NEW GARDEN FERNS.—No. VII.

18. Scolopendrium Krebsii, Kunze, Linmea xviii.,

113 ; and in Schkhr Supp. i. 176, t. 74. Onychium
Krebsii, Kze., Lin. x., 504.

Fronds coriaceous, broadly lanceolate, acuminate, pinnate
;
pinna1

sessile numerous, lanceolate auriculate and subcordate at the
base, the margin repand and revolute, the lowest smaller
deflexed ovate, the upper confluent ; sori short oblique; stipes
short, terminal and adherent to the semi-erect rhizome.

A curious and ornamental warm greenhouse evergreen
Fern, with the true fructification of a Scolopendrium,
but having pinnated fronds. We are indebted for our
first knowledge of this plant in a cultivated state to Mr.
Henderson, of Wentworth, by whom the finest speci-
mens we have seen were communicated. Seedling
plants two years old produce with us fronds of about
a fcot in length, and fully fructified ; but Mr. Hender-
son's fronds measure nearly a foot and a half, with the
longer pinnae about 3 inches in length. The fronds are
more tapered below than above, aud the lower smaller
pinnae are more distant ; the rest are crowded, and the
apex is abruptly acuminate. The pinnae are smooth,

DISEASE IN CUCUMBERS.
Within the last few years practical gardeners have

been astounded, and philosophers have put on their

puzzling caps to discover a preventive for the too well-

known Potato disease, while the community, especially

its poorer members, have undergone much privation,

from losing the crops of that root, which has till lately

been regarded, next to bread, as one of the most im-

portant items in " food for the million."

Happily for us, the subject of our present notice does

not affect one of the staple articles of human food ; but

one which is nevertheless much in demand, and which

those great authorities in gastronomy, French cooks,

deem indispensable to their craft. Unhappy, therefore,,

is the fate of that gardener, who in spite of vibrio,,

mildew, burning the roots, and so forth, fails to produce
them u on demand.1 '

Various articles upon this subject have from time to-

time appeared in the pages of this Paper, but the

descriptions of the affection have been so vague and

mixed up with mildew and other causes, that with the

exception of the lucid account given by Mr. Ayres,

I have not seen any very intelligible case.

^
Last spring I sent to Dr. Lindley the root of a

diseased plant, which he obligingly figured in the

Chronicle, and which I dare say most Cucumber growers
remember. At the same time, the Rev. Mr. Berkeley
after examining the affected roots, made some remarks,
and figured a small vibrio, which he had found, and to

whose presence he thought the affection might be

attributable.

After the failure of that crop, I did not use the same
pit for Cucumbers again during last year, but another
a few yards off. In the first the plants grew in

fermenting materials, the atmospheric heat being

supplied by hot water pipes. The second pit was heated

from tanks in a chamber, and the same soil, a fine

maiden loam with leaf mould, which had always answered
perfectly before, was used in both cases. Every con-

genial condition for a successful issue was present

—

abundant light, heat, and moisture ; the result was, that

although I failed in the first pit, I succeeded beyond my
most sanguine expectations with the second crop, not a

trace of the affection appearing ; but this season I have

lost three successive crops in the first pit, and the roots

now sent are from the first plants in the second pit,

grown without check, and precisely under the same con-

ditions which so fully succeeded last year. Yesterday
I pulled up the plants, of which the one sent is an average

sample. It will be seen that the excrescences have not

become so large as they were when figured last year.

It is not the least remarkable of the phenomena
attending this disease that it should have attacked

Mr. Ayres's plants, distant 40 miles from hence, and

mine at the same time. My seeds have been from dif-

ferent sources, some from my friend Mr. Ingram, of

Windsor ; others from Mr. Spencer, of Bowood ; others

from Bath. The soil has all been from the same source,

but has produced both healthy and diseased plants. The

hygrometrical conditions have both in the case of suc-

cess and failure been uniform. The bottom-heat from

which the plant sent was taken was 85°. I yesterday

discovered what I suppose to be the vibrio of Mr.

Berkeley in one of the excrescences.
Believing the subject to be one of singular interest

and a phenomenon in the annals of Cucumber culture,

I invite the attention of the scientific readers of this

Paper to its consideration, and subjoin a few remarks on

the prognostics and various phases of the malady-

No trace of mischief has been apparent to me until the

plants made three or four rough leaves. After that

period the leaves do not attain their usual size, and the

plants do not form fresh breaks in the usual manner,

but appear stunted. Upon examination it is found that
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they are not forming roots ; but where roots should be

forming, round the stems, small granular excrescences

are perceived. In a short time the leaves flag in the

sun, the edges curl downwards, and their tissues become
Thickened, brown blotches appear on the surface, and

the state of the roots is that of the example sent : all is

over. Henry Bailey, Nuneham, Oxford. [Our corres-

pondent M. J. B. will have something to say presently

on this subject.]

ON FROST SPLITTING.—By Dr. Robert Caspary.

(Continuedfrom p. 117.)

I now turn to the consideration of the causes of frost

splitting, and in the first place it is necessary to test

the different views of the subject entertained by my
predecessors.

1. Duhamel and Buffon (Hist, de l'Acad. Roy. de
Sciences de Paris, 1737, p. 282) express the opinion
that frost clefts occur more * aux expositions clu Nord
et du couchant " than in other directions, because the
cold on those sides is more severe. This assertion
cannot have been seriously maintained by Duhamel
at least, for in the " Physique des Arbres," 1758, p. 346,
he states that thay are promoted by an exposure towards
the east and north {levant et nord). To these partially
contradictory statements of Duhamel's, I will oppose
the totally different one of Ehrhart, who, in respect of the
effects of the frost of 1788-9 in general, and partially
also with respect to frost splitting, which he had
observed, says, for the country about Herrnhausen,
•" those trees and shrubs which ha I been planted on the
southern side of the heights suffered more than those on
the north side" (Beitrage, vol. v., p. 148). I have
been unable to observe the slightest effect of exposition
on frost clefts. They do not depend upon any cold
-coming laterally in any one direction, but upon pre-
vious injuries with which they are connected; these
are the work of man, and, to me at least, showed no
connection with exposition. It is striking that all the
trees in which I observed frost clefts were not in the
midst of the forest, but near to roads or paths, and con-
sequently more open, as I have everywhere carefully
noted. The reason of this is not that trees on the way-
side are more exposed to any effect of weather in any
particular aspect, but that they are more liable to
injuries, not accidental only, but intentional also, for
purposes of cultivation. The roads along which frost-
split trees occur go in every direction, and in roads
with one and the same exposure there are often, in
patches as it were, the greatest and most inexplicable
differences as to the presence of frost clefts. Thus in
the long avenue of Lime trees from the bridge of
Charlottenburg to just before the palace, which has
everywhere the same exposure, making only a very slight
bend, the frost-split trees are mostly in the central
portion between the house No. 14 of the Berlin road
and the Wilhelmsplatz, although it is precisely this
portion which is the most sheltered from the north by
the houses ; before and after this part there are rarely
any frost clefts to be seen.

2. The proposition that certain exposures promote
frost splitting is to be distinguished from another one,
that the frost clefts show themselves on the tree towards
particular points of the compass. Gaudichaud attri-
butes the fissures in the wood, and consequent deep
decay which shows itself on the south-west side of an
avenue of Horse Chesnuts in the Luxembourg at Paris,
a metre and a half above a hedge which runs along it,

to the alternating effects of frost by night and thaw by
day during the winter. ("Comptes Rendus," 1853, p.
805.) As to his views of the alternation of frost and
thaw as a cause of splitting I will return to them
presently ; I now only speak of the direction of the
clefts as to the points of the compass. Gaudichaud also
reports that the outer trees of a Poplar plantation near
Paris, in a severe winter, had all become frost splitten
at the height of 2 metres from the ground to the length
of 4 or 5 metres on the south-west side. But as frost
clefts are always in connection with some injury, and
these injuries are independent of the points of the com-
pass, so they cannot either have been in connection
with these points. My observations show that the clefts
occur in directions the most varied without distinction,
in situations close to each other, and even on the same
tree. Probably the frost clefts of which Gaudichaud
speaks were all turned in one direction, [because the
injuries they were connected with, which Gaudichaud
did not remark, all lay in that direction ; for instance,
the boughs of these trees might have been pruned off
on that side only, as is often the case in alleys, and
these were all in alleys.

3. Gaudichaud deduces the clefts in the abovemen-
tioned trees of the Luxembourg from the alternations of
frost by night and thaw by day. I myself had formerly
remarked that * it is to be inquired whether a thaw
might not produce such a contraction of the outer
layers of a frozen tree, as that the proportionally
greater volume of the still frozen inner layers might
cause them to burst." (Bot Zeit. 1854, p. 702.) I can
now give it as a fact in regard to the thaw, that it has
nothing to do with the splitting. All the frost clefts I

observed burst open during the severest cold, and closed
immediately, as I have mentioned above, on the coming
on of a thaw.

4. Gb'ppert puts forth the conjecture that frost clefts
oiay be partially produced by the effect of wind and
storms when the trees are frozen and consequently
brittle. w All those which occur in winter in the axils
of the branches I could attribute to the effects of these

influences (wind and storms).'' Theoretically I have
nothing to say against this view ; but practically it is

certainly very seldom realised. I never saw a frost
cleft in the axil of a branch, they were always either
under the centre of a stump or a knot, or quite indepen-
dent of any branch, and I observed hundreds besides
those above detailed. That the frost clefts I observed
could not have been caused by wind is clear, as well
from their position on the thickest firmest lower part
of the trunk, as from a reference to the meteorological
table, which shows that the wind was never more than
2°, that is to say only strong enough for a little

piece of paper let fall from the height of a man to reach
the ground at a distance of 6 to 12 feet.

5. As wood, as is well known, easily splits by dryness,
so an idea appeared not improbable which some friends
expressed to me (as I have already mentioned Bot.
Zeit. 1854 p. 702), that the frost clefts are produced by
evaporation, whereby the outer layers were reduced in

volume and could not resist the expansive force of the
inner layers, where no such evaporation had taken
place, and which consequently retained their original bulk.

But this view is certainly incorrect, as is shown by a
glance at the relative moisture of the cold period from
the 13th January to the 25th February, as compared to

the previous rainy weather in December up to the

13th January. It is true that the relative moisture on
the 13th and 15th February at 2 p.m. was only 50 per
cent, but no tree burst before the 31st January, and
from the 16th January to that time the moisture was
so great that it exceeded that of the rainy time of
December and the first half of January, and even
reached 100 per cent, on the 22d and 23d January,
which had never occurred in December or before the
13 th January.

6. De Vriese (Some Principles of Vegetable Physiology
translated from the Dutch in the Gardeners' Chronicle,

1854, p. 597) entertains the opinion that the sap rises

in the stems of trees even in winter, and " often causes
large trees, the expansion of which is prevented by the
cold, to split from top to bottom, and the juice that is

taken up streams out through the crevices on the
surface." This proposition is in every respect contrary
to nature. The following facts disprove it:—1. The
thinner stems were, before they burst, frozen to the
centre as above shown, and therefore there could have
been no ascending current of sap in them. 2. The
colder the temperature, the less evaporation, and the
less will the sap ascend in leafless trees, even when, the
thermometer being above the freezing point, they are
not actually frozen ; and the attributing to this sap,
which must at any rate be very small in quantity and
weak in ascending power, force enough to press on the
outer layers which are prevented by the cold from
expanding so as to burst them, cannot on any ground
be justified. 3. No juice flows from the frost clefts

when they are first produced, as my observations have
proved to me. The flow of juices or gum only takes
place in the following spring or summer.

7. In an article of a correspondent of the Gardeners'
Chronicle, signed "R. E E." (1854, p. 614), which
attacks the proposition of de Vriese, another cause is

adduced for the frost splitting, which is by far the most
popular, and maintained more especially by mauy
gardeners, that the expansion of the sap in the act of
freezing causes the splitting of the stem, and that the
bursting of the vessels acts a great part in the pheno-
menon. In exotic annuals and small shrubs in which a
remarkable formation of foliaceous ice takes place at the
slight frost of 3° R. (25° F.) (Bot. Zeit., 1854, p. 665),
it is indeed clear that by the freezing of the sap a dis-

ruption of the tissue ensues, in the first place in the
layer of cambium and theu also in the wood itself,

but the ordinary frost clefts of our trees are certainly

not produced in this manner. That the vessels iu general
are not burst by the freezing of the sap has been so

often demonstrated, especially by Goppert, that one can
only be surprised at the ignorance which would still

maintain the contrary, and a refutation would be super-

fluous. But that in frost splitting the expansion of the

freezing sap does not cause the bursting of the stem will

be clearly proved by the following considerations. Ice
has its greatest {bulk at the moment of its formation.

According to the researches of Brunner on the density

of ice at different degrees of temperature (Poggen-
dorff's Annals, 1845, No. 64, p. 113), the specific weight
of ice at — 1° cent, is 0.91812, that of water at 0°

(32° Fahr.) being taken as the unity. The ice has tints

acquired about y\- in bulk ; but as the cold increases, its

volume diminishes very considerably, more than that of
any other body, even of zinc. Brunner found by the
determination of the specific weight of ice at different

degrees of temperature that the co-efficient of the linear

contraction of ice for every degree centigrade was
0.0000375, or ^f^. At — 10° cent, its specific gravity
is already 0-91912, and at— 20° cent, it is 0-92025. A

same result was obtained

l'Acad. de St. Petersburg,

who by another method,
by the direct measuring of a cylinder of

ice more than 5 feet long on the Neva at different

degrees of frost, found that the linear contraction of ice

for 80° Reaum. was 00530, consequently for one
degree centigrade 00000520. It is therefore clear,

that when a bottle or pipe, or any other closed vessel

containing water, does not burst as soon as the water
freezes it will not do so at all, because as the frost in-

creases in intensity the ice shrinks more than any other

body. Without fear of error we may, therefore, assume
in like manner that the watery juice of trees, even though

it contain salts and organic matter, will tollow the same
laws as water in respect of alterations of bulk, that is,

that it will acquire its greatest volume at the moment of

freezing, and with an increase of frost it will contract.

If, therefore, a plant bursts by the freezing of its sap, it

must do so at the moment of congelation or not at all.

I have shown that the sap of trees freezes at a tempera-
ture of from — 1° to— 4° R. (30° to 23° F.) A plant,

therefore, whose tissue is broken by the freezing of the

sap, must burst at a temperature ranging from — 1° to
— 4° ( 30 to 23°). In those exotic plants mentioned above,
in which foliaceous ice had formed, the rupture took
place at a temperature of— 30° R. (about 25° F.). But
as to the trees I observed, it has been shown that the
thinner stems had cooled down to below — 4° (23°), and
the sap had been frozen through and through before
they burst ; the frost splitting did not occur at the time
of congelation, but only at a subsequent period at lower
temperatures, a clear proof that the freezing of the sap
was not the cause of the bursting.

8. Duhamel and Buffon (Hist, de l'Acad. Roy. des
Sciences, Paris, 1737, p. 281-2) suggest that the

stems are burst by the increase of volume acquired on
congelation by a mass of moist decayed wood, or by an
accumulation of sap in the interior of the tree. They
say, " II n'est pas douteux que la seve, qui augmente
de volume lorsqu'elle vient a geler, peut produire plu-

sieurs de ces gercures." " Nous avons sen'* plusieurs

arbres attaqu(5s de cette maladie (the frost splitting) et

nous avons presque toujours trouvr sous la cicatrice

preCminente,^ un depot de seve ou du bois pourri."

Duhamel says the same in his " Physique des Arbres,"

1758, p. 346. Treviranus entertains the same opinion

(" Physiologic," vol. ii.,p. 701); so also does Goppert to

a certain degree, but only in the case of Willows, Nut
trees, and others in whose soft pith fluids could easily

accumulate. Schiibler (1st Dissert, p. 11) sees iu the

congelation of watery fluids " which older trees often

contain in their pith " at least one of the concurrent

causes of frost splitting. That this cause may in some
instances take place cannot be doubted, especially in old

frost clefts and trees with old knots. Gaudichaud
("Comptes Rendus," 1853, p. 801) adduces several

cases where deposits of sap had been found in the

cavities of old overgrown frost clefts, and where on
boring the liquid was squirted far out, even, in the case

of a black Poplar, to 2 metres. But it does not follow

that on the congelation of this liquid the stem must
split ; for if the ice finds space enough in the cavity for

its expansion, which must be the case in a large frost

cleft, or in the cavity under a knot, the stem would then

not burst, and to me it is more than doubtful that these

accumulations of sap in old frost clefts take place at

any other time than in spring and the beginning of

summer—at least it is only then that anything flows

from them, as 1 well know from the time of my ento-

mological studies, such liquid exudations from frost

clefts being a great rendezvous of wood insects— and it

would appear that these liquids are not the sap of the

tree, but meteoric water that has found its way in.

At any rate it is very rare that the causes so

brought forward by Duhamel and Buffon produce

frost clefts; I never found an example of it, as I

never found any ice in the cavities into the depths of

which I could often see most distinctly, and the rotten

wood which often covered their sides was always dry

without any ice-crystals. If these causes had ever

operated upon the trees I observed, the same argu-

ments I used in the last paragraph would prove that in

the case of the thin trees they must have burst at a
small degree of frost, or at any rate as soon as a tem-

perature of —4° (23° F.) had penetrated into the

interior of the tree. Now as from the 14th to the 20th

January—during seven days—the thermometer only

once rose to —1° (near 30°), and in most days the

maxima were not above —2° (174°), and by night

fell as low as —13° ( + 2|°), all the clefts in the thin

trees, if occasioned by the congelation of accumulated

liquids, must have burst during that period. But during

this time not one frost cleft had opened, a striking proof

that when they did burst they were not caused by the

freezing of accumulated liquids or wet rotten wood

alone.

( To be continued.)

similar though not the
by Struve (Bulletin de
1845, torn. 4, p. 170),
that is.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CX.

437. Anasarca* (dropsy). It is not intended by these

terras, which in conjunction with Hydrops have been

used by Meyen, Leveille and others to denote a particu-

lar condition of the tissues of plants, to assert that this

condition is at all identical with the affection known
under those names in the animal world. There is no
disease in the majority of cases of any principal organ

or organs causing an extravasation of fluid ; but from

external causes there is a general accumulation of water

in the cellular system, in consequence of which and

the attendant stagnation the plant is not properly nou-

rished, the vital energies are impaired, and as a natural

consequence of functional derangement organic mischief

at last takes place, which is more or less fatal in pro-

portion to the urgency and continuance of the outward

conditions.

438. In our last article (436) attention was drawn to

the tact that plants may be drowned as effectually as

animals. There are, however, conditions of the atmo-
sphere nearly as fatal in many cases as complete im-

mersion in water, if continued long enough. In our

own country it trequently happens that long continued

• From *ia, through, and r*(Z, the flesh.
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rn.i ..-> incur at tut; nine wbtn vegetation is moat active.

T»e ground is of course saturated with water, and at

the same time the air is charged with moisture, and

the intensity of light greatly diminished. Evaporation

from the plant is consequently almost at zero, while

exhalation is greatly diminished, the result of which is

thar every part of the plant is thoroughly gorged with

mosture. Meanwhile the concentration of the fluids and

the r proper elaboration and assimilation are much im-

p* ed The formation of cellular tissue, h< wever, does

no entirely cease, and as the quantity of nutritive matter

is diminished, the cellular tissue formed is weak and

unusually penetrated with moisture. In ordinary cir-

cumstances much of the energy of vegetation is directed

to the strengthening of these walls by the deposit of

layer after layer of lining matter, a process which re-

quires a lirge stock of nutriment mixed up with the

fluid sap, or at least a quick and continued supply.

Here however it is spent principally upon the mul-

tiplication of cells, and from the necessity of keeping the

fluid in constant action the formation of cellular tissue

is increased in proportion as the strength of the tissue

diminishes. Little carbon is fixed owing to the absence

of light, and the new shoots are therefore in outward
appearance luxuriant and rampant, but destitute of

strength, insomuch that if they are able to stand the first

winter's cold hey are unproductive.

439. The cell walls, however, are not the only parts

which suffer. The protoplasm of the cells, from which
every part of the plant and all its secretions derive their

origin, receiving little from the returning sap, is watery
and deficient in carbonaceous and nitrogenous matter,

the consequence of which is that but a small quantity of

Btarch, sugar, and other allied substances are separated,

the proteinous matters, on the presence of both of

which the economical qualities of the plant depend,
are more or less deficient, and the produce in con-

sequence is tasteless, scentless, and innutritious,

soon perishing from putrescence, combined with
the effects of a variety of minu'e moulds or other fungi.

The seed moreover does not ripen atall, or is preserved
with difficulty to the proper time of sowing, and then
produces starved and chlorotic plants.

440. The effects on long continued moisture are not,

however, confined to functional mischief. Where
functional disorder exists, organic lesion is sure to
follow, and accordingly this anasarcous state is the
forerunner of many evils, especially if there be con-
siderable depressure of atmospheric temperature, or
mu h more of the temperature of the soil, which is the
inevitable consequence of long-continued saturation.
The leaves at length acquire a yellow sickly hue from
the want of a proper formation of chlorophyll, they fall

off prematurely with or without any previous chlorosis,
as is also the case with other articulated organs, as the
flower and fruit, or the tissues begin to yield to decom-
position, and the fruit therefore rots before it is ripe,

spots are formed on the leaves and other succulent
plants, the stem becomes cankered, and the foundation
is laid of evils which are beyond remedy. Even in
winter, when vegetation is more or less dormant, plants
suffer from excess of moisture, which induces a low
state of vitality from which, though apparently flourish-
ing, they are unable to recover in the ensuing spring.
Dr. Limlley, for instance, remarks how much the
Rhododendrons, plants naturally loving moisture,
suffered from the wet weather of the winter of 1852 and
1853. Much of the spotting of evergreens* in the
spring arises doubtless from this cause. As a general
rule, wheii vitality is low plants will not endure excess
of moisture, a principle which all cultivators should per-
petually keep in mind. After a dormant condition it is

well to supply moisture at first with caution. Seed9 will

ofren grow better if the soil is not at first saturated
with water, and the same may be said of bulbs and
tubers after a long votage, or when they have been
kept for some weeks perfectly dry. The same prin-
ciple will also apply to other plants. Such rules of
course are not without exception, but in doubtful cases
cautious proceedings are the best.

411. In cultivation in the open air, the only remedy
for such a condition is to have the ground well drained
so that at least there may be no stagnant moisture, and
to keep the branches thin so as to be able to avail them-
selves as much as possible of what light there is. In
the conservatory, and in general under glass, matters are
a little more under control ; but even there if the tem-
perature and atmosphere be regulated with the greatest
nicety, if the roo ts are placed under unfavourable
conditions, it may be impossible to avoid shanking, fruit
shedding, and a variety of other evils.

442. Though the conditions above-mentioned do not
strictly come within the notion implied by the use of
the words dropsy and anasarca in animal pathology, there
is a condition of vegetables which bears a closer resem-
blance to it. Elms, especially, are subject to an affec-
tion characterised by an extravasation of fluid, and its

accumulation amongst the cellular tissue. In spring,
when the ascending force of the sap is very great,
where it is not appropriated quickly enough or dimin-
ished sufficiently by the action of the leaves, the fluid
oozes out of the cells and stagnates more especially

k*^ ^le alburnum or liDer
> the consequence of

which is that both are more or less damaged, and when

+hIt
MLlvi

"°.^ *h
! intelliSent gardener at Syon, lately told me

iw«* *™ /Und
w * at P,easnre spotting in the leaves of the

i2S JJT (Thelbroma) "<* Mango*een by an overdose of

tolUtor?
" l* °V ™' °r by any audden cha^e of

it finds a vent through some weak place iu the bark

air is admitted, and active putrescence takes place.

M. J. B.

putting too large a quantify of dead seed with the
genuine, so as for the seed to come up too thinly

on the land ; the tender consciences of some f
these cookers were therefore at rest, because the
farmers did not complain, but still it was thorough dis-

honesty, and those who have made their fortunes by the
practice ought to build hospitals or endow schools to
expiate their offence. The mode of testing garden
seeds as given by you is excellent; nothing can be
better, and it will soon put a stop to the practice of
mixing old and dead Peas with new and expensive sorts.

It is really no joke to give half a crown a quart for

some new kind of Pea and to find half a pint rotten

and worthless in a few days after sowing. The testing

of agricultural seeds seems to me to require something

more than what you have recommended. Farmers do
not like trifling operations ; rather than count 100 seeds

Imaking g7nerally,
&
the^wood "seems" to be |

and 80W them in a flower pot under glass, they would ran

I adapted, as it bears some resemblance I

the ri
!
k of lo'1DS a croP; Let testing of seeds be made

• - -
' a business, and a market gardener in a small way of

business, such a man we will say as Mr. Cuthill,

of Camberwell, make himself a "seed tester."

One for the three kingdoms will be enough, and
London as the centre the most convenient place,

and let the farmers send samples of their seeds

to him to be tested in the following manner. We
will suppose a farmer to have received his Clover seed

Home Correspondence.
TJte Plane Trees alluded to by Sir W. J. Hooker as

growing at this place are of the species that I have

always understood to be Platanus orientalis. The
largest specimens stand in a part of the domain known
as Chart Park, once the residence of a Capt. Cornwall,

and celebrated at that time for an extensive collection

of trees and shrubs, many of which still remain. The
largest of the Plane trees in question measures

11 ft. 5 in. in circumference at 3 feet from the ground,

and several others are as much as 9 feet round. Some
trees which were cut down several years since have

been converted into wainscotting, for which purpose,

and for cabine

extremely well

to the foreign production known as " satin-wood."

These trees agree with the description of P. orientalis

given in the abbreviation of Loudon's u Arboretum
Britannicum," but there is no reference to the Deep-
dene in that edition. A large tree of P. occidentalis

is said by Mr. Loudon to have then been growing in

the Palace Garden at Lambeth, and if that tree is still

living its species might readily be ascertained by ex- _ . .

animation ; for my part, however, I have never seen a
| f
or the season

>
*nd tw

.°
or three varieties of Turnips

;

large tree of the kind usually called occidentalis.

Although the eastern species is a very ornamental tree

— both in winter from the peculiar mottled appearance
of its bark, and in summer when fully clothed with
foliage

—

its value in that respect is somewhat lessened

by its lateness in coming into leaf; in backward seasons

I have known it to be nearly midsummer before the
leaves were perfectly expanded. /. B. Whiting, the

Deepdene Gardens.

The Weatlier in 1855.—The year which has just passed
has been a r« markable one. It has been the coldest

since 1784 (the years 1795 and 1814 not excepted). The
following is a summary of the adopted mean of each
month in the year, together with the actual maximum
and minimum temperature of the month at this place:

—

11 n 11

» 99 It

n It 11

instead of troubling himself to count out 100 seeds of

each and sow them, let him send a small packet of each

to the tester, with, we will say, 12 stamps for each in

prepayment. The packets may be named or numbered
thus :

—

No. 1. Skirving's Swede from Messrs. A.
2. Skirving's Swede from Messrs. B.
3. Clover from Messrs. C.
4. Italian Rye-grass from Messrs. D.

This catalogue must be kept by the farmer, and the

packets only numbered, and then on their being properly

tested the tester writes to his employer.

No. 1 . 80 seeds out of 100 grew.
2. 60
3. 75
4. 50

Sending packets with their names in full will of conrse

do as well, but the numbering will spare much writing,

and as it will not perhaps be quite agreeable for a

farmer living near the country house of his seedsman

to send his name, he may sign his letter and have his

reply from the tester sent to * A. B., Post office, Bir-

mingham," or as it may be ; depend upon it this sys-

tematic testing will rejoice the hearts of the honest

seedsmen, and make the cookers "shake in their shoes."

When we had seed-shops and seedsmen we got along

pretty well, but with our " seed-merchants " and " seed

establishments," seeds have not prospered ; there is yet

another move to make " seed professors " and " seed

institutions." Why not ? An Old Shopman.
Oak Apples.—Permit me to call the attention of

naturalists to the immense number of these excres-

cences in the neighbourhood of Exeter. Every Oak and

also the underwood of this timber tree is now (February)

literally covered. Could they not be useful for tanning

purposes \ V,

Cure for Damp Walls.— It is said (and in some cases

where it has been tried it has been found successful)

that if a damp wall is washed over on the outside with

sulphuric acid aud water in the proportion of one to six

it will not after such dressing show any symptoms of

damp. What is the change that takes place in the

-^ ***»,, , . , . ,
brick, and in what cases is such an application likely to

The total fall was 25.17 inches, of which 10.82 inches be of benefit ? If you or any of your correspondents
fell in July and October. C. B. N. P., Knebwcrth, could answer this question I would feel obliged. J.L.B.

[We are quite unacquainted with any such method as

Mean. Max.
Temp.

j

Min.
I
Temp.

deg. deff. deg
January, 1855 1 HI • •• • ** • •• 31.9 49 13
February

ji
ft » ft • i • • •ft ft ft ft 268 45 8

March n • •• • ft* • ft* • •• 35.6 51 21
April n *•• ft** • •ft •#• 43.7 66 25
May

ii • • ftftft •## • •• 46.8 77 24
June

if • ft* ft#« *•• • •• 55.0 81 33
July

ii • ft ft • •• • ft • • •ft 60.4 76 44
August ii ft* ft • ft* • *• • ft • 59.7 76 45
September ii • # • ft ft* ft ft ft ft •* 54.1 69 36
October

ii • ft • ftftft • ft ft • • * 49.7 61 32
November

ii • ft* ft ft* frl ft • ft* 39.7 51 27
December a » ft ft •• • •• *•• 34.2 47 14

It will be seen from this table that every month of the
year was more or less below the average temperature,
and that the departure from the mean was very large in

January, February, March and May, and considerable in

June and December. After the great frosts of 1795 and
1814, the ensuing December was unusually mild, as also
in 1820, 1823, and 1838. The following is the amount
of rain which fell here in 1855 :

—

January ... ... 0.83 inches July ... 5.54 inches
February ... ... 1.23

11 August ... 1 . «70 .

,

-March ... 187
11 September...

April ... 0.25
)1

October ... O.i-o
f t

May ... 1.91
11 November ... ... 2.16 ,.

June ... !.'>->
11 December ... ... 1 .Oi jm

Stevenage, Jan. 26.

Cooking of Seeds.—I remember well the rise, and I
hope I shall soon see the fall of this detestable dishonest
practice. About 40 or more years ago it was reckoned one
of the secrets of the trade, and mostly confined to the
eking out a supply of Cauliflower when it was scarce
and of Onion in a " bad year." I remember well being
on a visit to a farmer and seed grower in Essex about
the above period in the autumn ; he was a sharp fellow,
and I remember the knowing shake of his head, and
his You will see to-morrow," when I asked why he
had so large an accumulation of old Onion seed, not a
seed of which he assured me would grow, and which he
had been buying at a low price for three or four years !

The morrow came, and with it a great man from
London, who bought all his old seed, I think 10 or 12

that described.]

British Oaks.—I perceive that there is a tendency to

believe that the Quercus sessiliflora is distinct from the

Q. pedunculata. May I request that such of your readers

as have attended to the botanical differences between

them will send a note of the results arrived at to the

Chronicle for publication. I had been led to think that

no permanent characters could be found for their separa-

tion ; but from the recent remarks of the Editor and his

correspondents,! am prepared to be convinced of the error

of such a conclusion. C. C. Babington. The following

distinctive marks will be found pretty correct— QuebcUS

pedunculata l common British Oak and White Oak.—
Acorns generally single, in twos or threes ;

fruit-stalks

long. Leaves green, very deeply sinuate, short and

sacks (only think of sacks holding 4 bushels each of set-like ; foot- stalks very short, almost wanting, and of a

Onion seed) at a good price ; in those days Onion seed reddish-green colour. Buds small and not prominent
in bad seasons was sometimes 16s. per lb. whole-
sale, and so was worth diluting or " cooking." I
think I was told that the new seed of that" year
although scarce was pretty good, and each pound would
bear six ounces of old seed mixed with it. At this
period the mixing business was thought a great secret, , ——.„«M „*, luug, ttUUUi » ;cIluniD- v -

and was I think confined to the more valuable seeds, ' colour. Buds large and prominent. Branches upright.

such as Cauliflower, rare kinds of Broccoli, and Onion Tree assumes a robust and healthy appearance. SatiM
in bad seasons. Indeed, there was no occasion to | Minefield.
endavour to increase the profits on seeds, which were Flavourless Pine Apples.—Can you tell me why my
then enormous. Early York Cabbage was purchased of Pine Apples are so flavourless ? They are well grown,
the growers at about 9d. and lOd. per lb., and sold hanHanmo AmS* »„a +u~a :

—

c a—* — *« torture and

Branches tortuous and spreading. Tree assumes a

rather set and unhealthy appearance. Quercus sessili-

flora : Bay Oak, Chesnut Oak, Durmast Oak, and Red

Oak.—Acorns generally in clusters ; fruit-stalks rery

short. Leaves green, glossy and shining, deeply sin-

uate : foot-stalks very long, and of a yellowish-green

wholesale at As., 5s. f and 6s. per lb. It was some few
years after the above period that agricultural seeds,
more particularly the Turnip seeds, came largely into
consumption, and " cooking" them was soon found to
be a profitable speculation. I have heard that very
large sums of money were made by those who first did
it largely and systematically. I mean by this, they

handsome fruit, and the flesh is of first-rate texture a

quite sound, but it has no flavour whatever ; in faetit *

sour. I have been cutting Pines all winter, and have

not been out a fortnight until now. I will cut again ni

the course of three weeks or so. They look to aJi

appearance as well as plants could possibly look, being

green as Leeks and stout to the base, but still the frfflw

as I have stated, has no flavour. The sorts I have been

i

took care not to lose credit with the farmers by
(
cutting this winter consisted of Queens, Ripley Queens,
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Black Jamaicas, smooth -leaved Cyanes, and Envilles.

What can be the cause of want of flavour in them ?

P. P. [Too much water, too little heat, too little sun,

very little air. Are not these four your enemies, all or
some of them ?]

Disease in Spinach.—Our winter Spinach here has
gone off in the same way as that described by "Quer-
cus.

,, The cause of the evil in my opinion is over rich

soil ; the ground on which my Spinach was sown was
heavily covered with mould from a not very old Vinerv
border, and not a plant is now left, whereas a neigh-

bour, not a mile off, had his sown on rather poor light

land, and he has had no disease ; on the contrary, his

Spinach has been as healthy and good as it could pos-

sibly be. Colo.

Reproduction of Ferns.—You ask me what the ciliated

spiral filaments described by * R. E." in worms are.

Now, I would much rather throw the proof of their real

nature upon * R. E." Mr. Antherid is, however, most
certainly not a worm or an animal organism, notwith-
standing his activity as a swimmer in water. I need
not say that ciliary motion is no proof of this, or indeed
motion without cilia, or else Desmidiacerc and Diatoma-
cese would have an equal claim to be retained in the list of
animal structures. The independent life of sperma-
tozoids in animals is now abandoned by the best physio-
logists ; a fortiori, such an existence must be denied to
those of vegetables. The little coiled up spiral ciliated
filament which, under the name of Mr. Antherid, pro-
duces such wonderful effects when introduced through
the canal of the archegone to the embryo cell in the
prothallium of Ferns is surely a simple cell, which by
means of its little hair-like appendages finds its way
to another cell, and thus produces a new plant, just as
the pollen tubes find their way to the ovules of flowering
plants.

^
Wonderful as is the process, and beautiful as is

the design which it exhibits, it is not more so than the
reproduction of the Diatomaceae by conjugation. The
wonder would be great indeed were we to believe that
this was done by a worm, or by anything even analogous
to a worm having an existence more independent than
that of a simple cell. I hope R. E." will not consider
me hypercritical. I am anxious that the excellent
information contained in your Journal should not con-
vey wrong impressions, and I am sure you will agree
with me that nothing could be more erroneous than the
idea which I think most casual readers would obtain
from * R. E.'s " description. C. R. Bree, Stricklands,
Feb. 2d. [Worm — anything which penetrates gradu-
ally—whence to worm. Not necessarily an animal ; it

might be a bit of steel. See lexicographers passim.
R. E.~\

Adulteration of Seeds.—Your remarks on this subject
have recalled to my mind a case somewhat in point. A
certain celebrated nurseryman sent out packets of seeds
of a new and beautiful flower which he had imported,
at — per packet. One day a gentleman told the nur-
seryman that he could or did buy packets of the same
seed of another party at a considerably less price per
packet. Judge, therefore, of the gentleman's surprise
when the nurseryman told him that all the seed of that
particular flower imported to this country was first in
his hands, and that in sending it out he had not lessened
the price to any one. How the other party was enabled
to sell at a reduced price and yet obtain a profit, the
sticklers for cheap seeds and the patrons of puffing, after
perusing your observations on the subject, will not be at
a loss to guess. Uenricus.

Horticultural, Feb. 26.—The Rev. L. Vernon Har-
court in the chair. Viscount De Vesci, J. Clutton, Esq.,
and W. Potts, jun., Esq., were elected Fellows. Several
very fine specimens of Orchids were contributed by
Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting. Among them were the
Madagascar Angraecum eburneum, Dendrobium spe-
ciosum, a species which at one time nobody could flower;
various kinds of Vandas, a Phalsenopsis, an Acacia, and
a handsome example of the double flowered Chinese
Plum. From Mr. Forsyth, gr. to Baron Rothschild,
were two noble plants of Phaius grand iflorus, Medinilla
magnirica, and Boronia pinnata. Beautifully bloomed
Hyacinths were shown by Mr. Cutbush,of Highgate, and
a collection not so well flowered by Mr. Rosher, of St.
John's Wood ; from Mr. Crockford came Chinese
Primulas. Messrs. Veitch contributed a handsome new
Corraea raised from Australian seeds, a white-flowered
Cinchonaceous plant, a small bit of Streptocarpus poly-
antha, apparently a free flowering kind, and a very fine-

looking Rhododendron (purple with dark spots on the
upper petals) which was stated to force well. The same
eminent nurserymen also sent several well grown and
finely bloomed specimens of Epacris. Messrs. E. G.
Henderson produced a novelty in the shape of Eucharis
grandiflora, a plant with large striking snow-white flowers
(see our page 804 in the volume for 1855). From the
Society's garden came acollection of plants, among which
were the useful winter flowering Thyrsacanthus Schom-
burgki alias rutilans of gardens, Hakea acicularis,

a very free flowering species of this little cultivated

genus ; the large variety of Mignonette called Reseda
grandiflora, which is much more vigorous and quite as
sweet-scented as the common kind ; the Crimean Snow-
drop (Galanthus plicatus) gathered on the heights of
Sebastopol by Col. Munro ; also Dr. Fischer's Snowdrop
of the same name, which is somewhat different from that
of_ CoL Munro ; and Forsythia viridissima, a hardy

shrub, but whose flowers require a litt.e protection to
have them in perfection. Pears in good condi ion were
exhibited, which had been ripened on trees; in pots

in the Society's orchard house. Cuttings of fruit trees

were distributed. Some observations on grafting
were made on this occasion by the Vice-Secretary.
He be„Tau by stating that grafting often occurs
naturally, as is instanced by branches, fruits, and
even petals of flowers in close contact, and under
certain conditions growing together, aud went on
to show that such accidents had doubtless led to

effecting the same thing artificially. It is in real-

ity, he said, the property of all living vegetable
tissues to form permanent adhesions under certain cir-

cumstances. Very young or nascent tissue may be
made'to grow together with facility, as is exemplified in

practice by what is called herbaceous grafting. Ripe
tissues were next alluded to ; but even in the case of

these it was shown that a union could on'y be effected by
bringing into contact nascent matter which practically

consists in fitting the line of the cambium in the stock

neatly to that of the scion, or in other words fitting the

two together exactly. If this manipulation was not
effected skilfully the union, it was stated, would be im-
perfect, as would also be the case if the stock was
broader than the scion. It was mentioned that some
believe that the scion sends down wood into the stock,

but that this theory was attended by many difficulties.

The point had been illustrated by Dr. Maclean,
of Colchester, who grafted a yellow Beet on a red one

;

when the two were split down the middle after they had
been united it was found that the yellow Beet still re-

mained yellow, and that the red kind on which it was
grafted still remained red. In this case there was no
blending together of the tissues ; the two varieties kept
quite distinct. Cellular tissue, it was stated, would not

unite with wood, nor wood with wood ; with unskilful

operators and the employment of unsuitable stocks bad
joints were therefore of frequent occurrence. Although
the scion was not of the same nature as the stock,

there might be adhesion ; but the line of separation

between the two would always remain distinct, and in

bad cases it not unfrequently happened that the two
parted company across the line of union. Nevertheless
when stock and scion were alike in kind and con-

stitution, as when a Pear is grafted on a Pear,

and the workmanship well performed all traces of their

having been grafted disappeared. It was stated that

under proper conditions adhesions might therefore be
permanent and perfect, and that grafting might result

in as complete a plant as any seedling. Of this various

proofs were produced. It was shown, however, that

adhesions might be temporary either from bad work-
manship or from want of consanguinity. The ancients,

it was stated, were of opinion that Apples would grow
on Plane trees, and Beechmast on Chesnuts ; but it was
explained that this was a mistake, and that no permanent
union could take place unless stock and scion had the same
constitution. Sometimes durable unions might be effected,

as was instanced in the case of Pears on Quinces and
Peaches on Plums ; but they were not permanent. Ever-
green trees, it was stated, did not succeed on deciduous

ones, in illustration of which an example of Quercus
Turneri worked on the common Oak was produced ; the

evergreen in this case had grown for 13 or 14 years,

but was now dead, while the stock was alive and throw-

ing out suckers. Similar cases with nearly as bad results

w»re also before the meeting. But what, it was
asked, is "the same constitution?"

Plums, although constitutionally unlike ; but what is

very curious French Peaches which take freely on the

Pear Plum, dislike the Muscle Plum, and other ex
am pies of the same kind were brought forward,

was stated to be far easier to say what was not

same in constitution. The Cedar of Lebanon, for

stance, would not long agree with a Larch, nor
Medlar with the Whitethorn, or the purple Cytibus

with the Laburnum. In general the following conclusions

might be drawn :— 1. A scion will always form a per-

fect and permanent union with its stock if both are from
the same individual. 2. A scion will generally form a

perfect and permanent union with its stock if one is a

mere variety of the other. 3. A durable, but not per-

manent union may be effected when one species of a
genus is worked on another species. 4. No un
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British Rural Sports. By Stonehenge. (Routledge.)

This is a solid, closely printed 12mo. volume of 720
pages, wih a good index. Wo give the author's own
account of its contents :

—

<; In the following Manual of British Rural Sports, the

first part treats of 'The Pursuit of Wild Animals for

Sport,' comprehending Shooting— Hunting— Coursing
— Falconry—and Fishing. Part the second embraces
an account of ' Racing in all its branches,'

racing — Hurdle-racing — Steeplechasing — Riding to

Hounds— Troi ting-matches— Yachting— Boat-racing

—

and Pedestrianism ; while the third extends over the

following long list, viz., Cricket— Foot-ball— Fives

—

Bowling— Tennis— Curling — Golfing— Swimming

—

Skating—Horsemanship— aud Driving. And, lastly,

the fourth and fifth parts *»re devoted to such a descrip-

tion of the Anatomy, Physiology, and Diseases of the
Dog ami Horse as may enable the sportsman to preserve
their health, or to relieve any of the more ordinary
deviations from it. In this enumeration, Pugilism,

Cock-fighting, Bull and Badger-baiting are omitted, as

being contrary to the laws of the land ; and, to the beat

of my judgment, nothing is inserted which can injure

the morals, or destroy that gentlemanly feiling which
it should be the object of every true sportsman to

encourage."

For our own parts let us add that all which we have
examined has proved fto be well done, and that this

enumeration of contents is not only no overstatement,

but really less than we should have made ourselves.

How sound is the author's advice may be learned from
the following remarks upon rifles, in which justice is

done to Lancaster's, which are unrivalled for accuracy

of fire combined with facility of loading :

—

'* In the choice of the rifle much consideration should

now be given ; for the recent improvements introduced

l»y Colonel Colt and Mr. Lancaster have effected quite

a revolution in its form and powers. Under the old

regime, a rifle was considered first-rate which would in a

calm day kill at 1.50 or 200 yards ; and a chance made
shot at 300 yards was a feat to be never forgotten.

But by Mr. Lancaster's imention the windage cf the

ball is greatly reduced, while it is carried much further

in consequence of its increased weight, and the inge-

nious discovery and adaption of the principle, that the

axis of its rotation should be in the same line with the

axis of its flight, and not at right angles to it, as

formerly. The theory of this is clear enough, and is

very beautifully acted upon by 31 r. Lancaster. It is

quite manifest that if a circular ball is rapidly revolving

round its axis at ri-ht angles to its course, the friction

must be enormously increased, and as a consequence its

flight must be retarded in proportion. To obviate this

defect, Mr. Lancaster calculated that all the revolution

which is necessary for straight shooting is about once in

1 1 feet, and that all beyond that should be avoided. He
therefore made his barrels one quarter of that length,

or 2 feet 9 inches, exclusive of the chamber in the

breech, being 2 feet 10 inches in all. This length is

worked so that the rifle groove shall describe one

quarter of a revolution, or, in other words, so that each

groove shall commence at the breech on one side, and

end at the muzzle on the top or bottom— that is to say,

the side next to where it began. [This is rather obscurely

stated. The spiral oval of the bore makes a quarter of

Peaches take on
j a turn between the breech and muzzle, and the spire has

a geometrically increasing curve.] Consequently this

formation communicates such a slow revolving tendency

to the ball, that on leaving the muzzle it goes on with

the same kind and velocity of revolution, working its

way like a corkscrew through the air, but like one with

a very open and long worm. The barrel being thus

formed, the ball is also made to suit it, being at the

least one ounce in weight, and cylindrical in form,

with a sharp cone at the one end and a segment of a

circle at the other—sometimes, as in the Minie rifle,

forming a deep cup with a thin edge, which expands

and fills up the groove, and thus increases the force and

accuracy of its flight, without requiring any great

pressure of the ramrod. It is true that theory and

practice do not always agree, but in this instance they

ion either
j
appear to harmonise in a remarkable manner, for, on

It

the

in-
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durable or permanent can be expected when stock aud trial, it is found that Mr. Lancaster's rifle will carry,

scion are widely different. 5. Bad workmanship will render point blank, from one half as far again to twice as far as
1 • i f p.- • » 1 1 . «W»- *. * » . ". . . • ... . _ ! tL 4.U-» _ —— —any kind of grafting perishable. Grafted plants, then,

are not necessarily worse than seedlings ? A letter from a

Fellow of the Society was read to show that in the case

of Rhododendrons at least they were. Examples in the

shape of grafted Rhododendrons, apparently proving the

contrary, were, however, produced by Messrs. Standish
and Noble. It was, nevertheless, universally admitted patterns, unless indeed the two-grooved should prove

the old ones; and will also carry, with the proper

allowances, four or five times as far. I should therefore

unhesitatingly select a rifle on his principle, with the

common conical ball, or that of the Minie rifle."

We entertain no doubt that Lancaster's smooth-bored

rifles will speedily and entirely supersede the old grooved

that except the stock and scion were identical in their

natures plants thus increased were not so good as

seed lings. Both reason and experience therefore showed
that everything depended on the consanguinity of the

stock and scion, and that what is wanted is not to have
new methods of grafting invented, but to know
more about consanguinity. Mr. Glendinning objected
to the s'atement that evergreen Oaks did not live long
on deciduous ones, and pointed to the fact that in

Devonshire the Lucombe Oak worked on Quercus
Cerris had attained the size and age of timber trees.

The room was plentifully supplied with specimens of

grafted plants from Messrs. Standish and Noble of

Bags-hot, Veitch and Son of Chelsea and Exeter, Masters

of Canterbury, Osborne of Fulham, Rivers of Saw-
bridgeworth, and from the garden of the Society.

an exception ; for his possess as much absolute cer-

tainty of aim as is attainable, and can be loaded as often

without cleaning and as easily as a fowling piece. A
mtmket on this principle has been fired 160 times with

greased cartridges without becoming fouled inside the

barrel.

Sylloge generum specicrumque Cryptogamarum quas in

variis operihus descriptas iconibiisque illustratas, nunc
ad diagnosin reductas, nonnullasque novas interjectcu

ordine systcmatico disposuit, C. Montagne, D.M., &c.
Paris, 1855 ; 8vo., pp. xxiv. & 498.

This very useful volume is a digest of all the descrip-

tive papers which the author has published in a vast

variety of journals, voyages, &c, and which are so

widely scattered, and olten in books of such costly price
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as to make them inaccessible to a large portion of the
scientific world. Characters are given of 1684 species

of Cryptogamic plants, far the greater pare of which
were first published by the author, and copious indices

are added, which make the whole at once available for

study and for the arrangement of the herbarium.
Valuable notes are here and there inserted, errors cor-

rected, the nomenclature amended, and the whole
arranged accord tag to the latest improvements in this

branch of science. Even to persons in possession of all

the works in which the species are described, or of the
separate papers, the volume is a welcome boon, and
those who are interested in this broach of Botany will

do well to purchase it. To the more accomplished
Cryptogamist it is quite indispensable.

Miscellaneous.
The Purification of Sugar by Ants.— If the juice of

the Sunar-cane— the common syrup as expressed by
the mill—be exposed to the air it gradually evaporates,
yielding a light brown residue, like the ordinary musco-
vado sugar of the best quality. If not protected it is

presently attacked by ants, and in a abort time is, as"it
were, converted into white crystalline sugar, the ants
haying refined it by removing the darker portion, probably
preferring that part from its containing azotised matter.
The negroes, I may remark, prefer brown sugar to white

;

they say its sweetening power is greater ; no doubt its

nourishing quality is greater, and therefore as an article
of diet deserving of preference. In refining sugar, as
in refining salt (coarse bay salt containing a little iodine),
an error may be committed in abstracting matter

-designed by nature for a useful purpose. Dr. Davy in
•the Edin. New Philosophical Journal.

March.

Sunday 2
Mon. 3
Tue».

Friday
Situr. 8

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Orange trees in tubs or pots

should be carefully examined iu order to ascertain
whether or not their roots are in a healthy state, and
those requiring more space should be shifted at once;
but in many instances it may not be possible to afford

large specimens a shift. In this case remove as much
of the surface soil as can be done without greatly injur-
ing the roots, and replace it with a mixture of good
loamy turf, broken bones, decayed cow-dung and sand,
*nd see that the balls of the plants are in a moist

tht-m, using a 6oft sponge and clean water with a little

soap. This may appear a tedious process, but if the

enemy is taken in time it will be more easily eradicated

by these means than any other. Figs.—Keep the shoots

thin so as to expose the foliage to light and air, and per-

severe in the use of the syringe to prevent red spider.

Give air freely on bright days, shutting early in the

afternoon after syringing the house. Peaches—Pro-

ceed gradually with the disbudding of the early house,

and where the fruit is very thick a portion of these

should be removed as soon as they are fairly set ; but

the Peach is liable to drop until after stoning, and this

must be borne in mind, and plenty left to allow of a few £
u
e
e
d*; J

falling. Maintain a steady heat to Cucumbers of 6.5° Thu". *

or 7<>° at night, and allow it to rise 10° or 15° with

sun heat. Give air on every possible opportunity ; but

be very careful of cold draughts, which would ruin the

tender foliage. Stop the Vines and keep them thin and
regularly disposed over the trellis so as to expose them
to light and air. Attend carefully to the early Melon
plants, and regulate the temperature according to the

amount of sunshine, taking care not to get the

Vines weak and long-jointed through a high close

temperature, for if this state is induced it will be
difficult to secure either an early or abundant crop. Do
not omit putting in seeds of some of the finer kinds for

succession crops. The Bromham Hall is an excellent

variety, probably not surpassed as a hardy fruitful high-
j

flavoured kind.

I FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Finish removing shrubs where not already done as

soon as possible, and lose no time in getting alterations

involving the relaying or putting down of fresh turf

completed, for it is a great saving of after attention and
labour to get this kind of work finished before drying
winds set in. If not previously done get pillar Roses
trimmed and tied, and where wooden stakes are used
for their support get them examined carefully, letting

none be left that are not likely to last the season ; for it

is extremely inconvenient to replace them after

the plants have begun to ramble about. It is a good
plan to give pillar Roses a liberal supply of manure-
water when it can be conveniently obtained, or a dress-

ing of solid manure may answer the same purpose. A
stimulus of this kind will

i
be found of great service in

inducing vigorous growth and a fine display of flowers.

HARDY FRUIT A2TD KITCHEN GARDEN.
Get the pruning and nailing of all fruit trees finished

with the least possible delay, and if any planting still

remains to be done this should be completed at once.
Do not, as is sometimes done, over-manure the ground

Feb. 22—Cloudv; overcast; slight rain.
— 23—Fine throughout ; cloudy at ni^ht.
— M—Fine; overcast ; clear and frosty at ni^ht,
— 2S— Overcast throughout.
— ?fi—Uniformly overcast; cloudy; slight rain.
— 17—Overcast; clou.iy; slight drizzle ; cloudy.

Mean temperature of the week 13 deg. above the a7erajje.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHI8WICK.
Durinjrthelast 30 years, for the ensuing week, ending March &,!*«

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of i;ain.

PreT«»llD< VS'mc

2 5
3 8
2 6
1 S 3 I 2 5 4 fi:^ 4 1 4 8 3373—05 %t

The highest temperature during the abo»e period occurred on the 7t'j

and Mh, 1841 and 8th, 1826—therm. 61 (leg. ; and the lowest on the 4th, ISoi—

*

iherin. 15 deg.

see

wealthy condition. Strong manure water is of great
iervice to these, and may be applied freely at all about to be planted ; for it is' a great mistake toInduce
K?ason.«, particularly now when the trees will be starting the production of gross long-jointed wood in any stage
into growth. It is quite impossible to use the syringe to of the existence of a fruit tree ; wood of this description
advantage in many conservatories, and under such cir-
cumstances the flowering plants should be removed to
one end of the house, and the twiners, &c, giveu a
liberal washing with the engine, which will also greatly
assist in keeping the glass, &c, clean. This should be
<lone before the twiners start into growth, as there
will be no danger of injuring the tender foliage while
they a:e in a dormant state. Be satisfied with a rather
low temperature for the present, and give air freely on
fine days, endeavouring to avrud cold drying currents
as much as possible. Attend to keeping up a supply of
Roses, Azaleas, and other things requiring to be brought

• forward in a gentle heat, and persevere in the destruc-
tion of insects. Stove plants in active growth will

require much attention in order to properly direct their
energies and keep them perfectly clear of insects, &c.
'Give a little weak manure-water to such things as Alla-
mandas, Clerodendrons, &c, if in free growth, and mul-
titudes of stove plants will be benefited by the same
treatment. Do not neglect the old but beautiful and
useful Lisianthus. Keep the plants growing as freely
as a moist high temperature, plenty of pot room,

' manure- water, a rich open compost, and all the light

possible will effect, and get in seed at once, so
«s to insure a supply of pl.tnts for next season.
Keep up a free circulation of air on every favourable
opportunity, in order to induce h sturdy habitof growth.
"Water freely, but cautiously, especially in the case of
recently potted specimens.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pinery.—Succession plants should not be allowed to

get too dry at the root, as this would probably throw
them prematurely into fruit. In re-potting these, if a
plant is found too dry it should be set aside and well
watered, so as to get the soil in a moist healthy state
before shifting. And where the plants are growing in
•the open bed the soil should be carefully examined to a
sufficient depth, and if it is found to be over dry, water
as often a9 necessary with tepid water to thoroughly
moisten the mass, allowing two or three days between
each application. Maintain a moist atmosphere, aud
shut up early in the afternoon, allowing the glass to
rise to 80°

; but do not exceed 60° at night. Vineries.—
Proceed with thinning the berries whenever the crop
is sufficiently advanced to allow of this being done. Stop
laterals, tie in yr 11112: shoots, &c, and keep everything
neat and orderly. Maintain a steady night temperature
as near 65° as possible

; give air freely on fine days,
taking care to open all the ventilators a little, and
endeavour to avoid cold currents. See that the buds
in the late house are not excited by the present mild
weather; keep the house cool. Watch narrowly for red
spider in the early Vinery and in the forcing houses
generally, and should it be detected anywhere lose no
time in washing the infested leaves and those around

never gets thoroughly ripened, and in the case of stone
fruits, gum, canker, and the premature death of the
tree is sometimes the result ; and in the case of Pears
anything deserving the name of a crop is never ob-
tained till the gross habit induced by planting in over
rich soils is overcome. Ground intended for fruit trees
should first be drained, which should be done efficiently

and then trenched to the depth of 2 feet. And if the
natural soil is found to be too poor for the health and
growth of the trees a sufficient quantity of fresh turfy
loam should be added, but rich stimulating manures
should not be used, for they are soon exhausted, and
the trees are left to depend upon the natural soil for
their support, and when treated in this way never give
satisfaction. Trees infested with moss or lichen should
have their stems, &c., scraped, and be painted
with a composition of lime, soot, and cow-dung,
mixed with soap-suds to the consistence of thick paint,
carefully working the mixture into the crevices of the
bark, in order to bury American blight or other insects
which may be lurking there. Take advantage of the
first fine day, with the ground in working order, to get
in the main crop of Onions. The old practice of sowing
broadcast must be given up, as being too expensive to
clean and thin the crop. Select a piece of deep land in
good condition, and it the surface is not naturally firm
render it so before sowing by treading or rolling.

COTTAGER'S GARDEN.
Where not already done the main crop of Potatoes

should be planted as soon as ever the state of the
ground will admit of it. In the still uncertain state of
this crop the cottager should not plant a great breadth,
and should use only early sorts ; for notwithstanding
that the Potato is to the cottager the most useful of all

vegetables, yet when a third or fourth of a crop cannot
be depended on, the ground may be more profitably ,'

occupied. By planting early and only early kinds, and
this on iight and not over rich soil, there will be a good
chance of the crop being pretty well matured before
the period when disease has usually commenced its

ravages. See that a bed is prepared for Onions, and
also that every spare bit of ground is manured and
turned over.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK. NEAR LONDON.
For the week ending Feb. 28, 1S5C, as obserred at the Horticultural Gardeis.
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Notices to Correspondents.
Apple Trees: A H. They ought not to be manured at all. if

soil is naturally good, not over heavy, and well drained, the-
do perfectly well ; and they will not thrive in any othar. If
for any cause unknown to us they must have manure, then it

should not be such as contains much nitrogen. A gardener
would use an old exhausted Cucumber bed. There are no ex*
periments, that we know of, as to the use of saline subatanc.

for the Apple tree. If used at all it should be in March, before
the trees begin to form their new roots.

Berberis asiatjca : PP. It grows fast and makes a very strong

fence; but it is apt to lose leaves near the bottom and 1

become naked and unsightly, on which account it should not be
pruned. If, however, unpruned it will require at least 6 feet

of breadth in which to grow.
Crickets ; A B. states that for the last six months his kitchen,

I
which is not under ground, has been infested with these pests,

and inquires if some of our correspondents would kindly inform
him of the best way of getting rid of them.

Gas-water: D K. This varies so much in strength that no rule

can be given for diluting it with water. Mix it with twice it3

own quantity of water. It will not kill your Grass—although
it may make it brown.

IIeatikg: Delta Iota, Peat and sand is a good mixture. Finely
sifted coal cinders are better. We should not use bark in pre-

ference, though there is no objection to it. The chamber ought

to work well, if the water in the pipes circulates freely and
heats fully.

Insects : W P. Your Rose snags have been bored into by a very
minute black caterpillar of some little moth (Tortrix sp.)

which has spun there for itself a white silken bag, witlriu

which it has slept through the winter, aud from which it will

shortly make its escape and burrow into the young buds ; so

that you must cut off and burn all the ends of the twigs which
show the little aperture of the burrow. IF*.

Money : W H. Provided you invest it in Government, not foreign,

securities you cannot be far wrong. Your master's banker will

be your best adviser.
Names of Fruits: P. 3, Sweeney Nonpareil ; 9, Baxter's Pear-

main ; 11, Ross Nonpareil; 16, Alexander; q., probably Coes
. Golden Drop.—M Ji G. 1, Court Pendu Plat; 2, Blenheim

Pippin; 3, Dnmelow's Seedling; 5, Golden Russet; 7, Syke

House Russet; 2, Kirk's Lord Nelson; 10, Rhode Island

Greening.
||

Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is

now requested that, in future, not more than four plants

may be sent us at one time.—R TF. No. 2 is the Pinaster;

the others cannot be named from specimens so small without
cones. No. 1 looks like a morsel of Pinaster growing badly.

No. 3 may be a Stone Pine, but it is very doubtful.

—

1L It look-

like a morsel of Limnanthes Douglasi ; but we cannot ventu:
to name positively a piece or two of some very common looking
leaf and nothing more.—A B C. The red dots are Tubercularia
vulgaris; the green is Lepraria viridis.

Oil-cake : J C. We have no experience in the matter. The
presence of other seeds ought to be determinable without diffi-

culty, nor do we suppose their identification to be impossible
to persons having the necessary knowledge.

Painted Plant Supports: J C. The very little green paint

that may happen to rub off your flower stakes will not injure

the roots of your plants. J
Pea- leaf Soup : JH H. We have understood that some common
garden Pea was used. Experiment would show which is the

best. Try Knight's Marrow or some large sort. It is obvious
that the Peas must be grown with free access to air as well as

light. The point is to get into the young Pea plants the

peculiar flavour of the seed. Of course the Peas when in the

hands of the cook must be reduced to pulp, like Spinach, and
passed through a tammy before being used for flavouring.
Probably Sugar was added to bring out the flavour. We are

not at liberty to mention names ; but a visitor at the house in

question assured us the other day that he had often tasted this

soup, and found it excellent. We dare say however that most
of our vile English cooks would contrive to spoil it.

Pine Cones: TS P. Place them on their point, and drive a

stout iron pin or nail downwards from the base to the point,

passing through the axis. If this is skilfully done the scale*

will be forced asunder without injury to the seeds. Sow the

seeds now in a cool Cucumber bed, in pure loam, and as soon

as they are fairly up remove them to any airy place ^he
^j

there is no artificial heat. We doubt whether stone Pines wi'l

thrive so far north as Windermere, unless in some very

sheltered nook.
Roses : F F W. Cnttings of Hybrid Perpetual and Hybrid China

strike freely and make good plants. They may be taken at

any time when ripe and planted in a border with a north

aspect, or if shaded in any other situation' When rooted they

may be potted, introduced into heat in the winter or early

spring, and they will soon produce flowers. % ...

Vinery : A Novice. If you plant vour Vines under the rafter w*1

the roots next the front wall all the interior will be available

for something or other. E. g. Rhubarb, Asparagus, and Sea-

kale— forcing, Strawberries, French Beans, winter protection.

&c. We should plant the roots inside the house, opposite

arches through the wall into the front border. The roots wjU

then penetrate in all directions, some inside, some outside.

Since your houses are very small a border 6 feet wide tfouia

do
r though 12 feet are much better. Let it slope well to the

south, be dry, well made, and not trodden upr>u. Say a t° ^

or 18 inches above the ground level, and 2* feet deep altogether.

You will observe that we propose no border inside the house.

The ordinary soil, if good, is quite enough.
Woodlice n Mushroom Houses: Lpioramus. Trap them with

dry Bean stalks or plants with similar hollow stems, ww
which they creep, and may be caught and destroyed. Or yoi

might try the effect of watering round the sides of the bedji"t
boiling water, but take care that as little of it as possible »

poured on the bed or it will kill the Mushrooms.^
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,

OERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-A phate of Lime. Nitrate of Soda, Sugar Scum, and every
description of Artificial Manures. Unseed Cakes, &c.

Wk. Ikglih Carke, 10, Mark Lane, London.

DRAINAGE OF LAND.

:

London. Analyses of Soils. Guanos, Superphosphates of Limp. -p v ,\ n . , .

Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals, \ I
"• J

- J°Hl\bON, Drainage Engineer, is desire

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous . .

t0 undertake the Drainage of Land by Contract or Co
r>f receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

irous

m-

THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
at Mr. Lakes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

7?. per ton: Superphosphate of Lime, 7?.: Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.
N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, aud
other Chemical Manures.

Vp HEi LONDON MANURE COMPANY have the
-A. following ready for immediate delivery :

—

CORN MANURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE, for Roots, Grasses. &c.
NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

PERUVIAN GUANO direct from importers' warehouses,
Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and every artificial

Manure of known value.
40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. E. Purser. Sec.

rpHJfi PATENT SAMTAKY MANURE COM-
-A- PANYS NITRO-BirilOSPHATE, on BLOOD MA-
NURES.—For Corn or Hops, for Roots or Grass, 1350 lbs. of
Blood in each ton, and a large percentage of Phosphates. These
Manures compete successfully with Guano at much less cost.

—

For price, testimonials, analysis, and local information, apply to
the Offices, 2 1 t Cullum Street, City, JLondorK

OONE MANURE

mission. Temporary Tileries erected in any part of England,
and Drain Pipes manufactured at moderate prices. Every descrip-
tion of Drainage Tools.—Abingdon Street, "Westminster.

PHOSPHATE OF LIME,

DRAINING BY STEAM POWER.
JOHN FOWLER is prepared to undertake Contracts

for DRAINING LAND by his PATENT STEAM PLOUGH,
at prices varying,according to depth and distance, from 31. to 5lA0s.
per acre, inclusive of tiles, main drains, and all other expenses.
Contracts executed with great rapidity, and tiles manufactured
on the spot, where suitable cUv exists.— Havering, near Romford.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.Him Kkp. Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.
1. Tliis Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,
or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.
3. The "Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff, "Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFORDED IX EITHKR CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,
he charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly
instalments.

5. The term of such charge may he fixed hy the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for La>d Improvements and

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.
SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-

ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and
PRUNING SCISSORS. &c. t as tested, recommended, and re-
ported upon in the Gardners Chronicle bv Dr. Lindley (see No.
47,

"

m
nn
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears. Hop--.
Hakes, Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.

Established 1738.

IRON FCNCfi, HURDLES, ETC.
'

J"
R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

fJ • Stephen-box & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns
of WBOUG1 IT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to
supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Evenr
description of Ornamental Castings aud Metal Works. Prices,
4c, ar the Manufactory as above.
HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out of

ground, 5 bars 4*. 9cf. each.
HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

of ground. 5 bars ... 6*. 3d. each.

PrAT^H
R
Aro A°T
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n
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L"?' "«*««» •* Fam bSildkgb, wherebv the mstalmentsPEAT CHARCOAL, and all other Manures on sale, at H. J. will be kept within such a fair^^^ ftS tho occn
,
)iers of theHunt's Bone Mills and Manure Works, Broad Street, Lambeth.

London. Agents wanted for the sale of BONE PHOSPHATE
•of LIME, the best Manure for Turnips and all Root Crop s.

MANURE S.

T'O BE SOLD, NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD
MANURE, SUPER-PHOSPHATE of LIME, GUANO.

BONE-DUST axd HALF-INCH, GYPSUM, SULPHURIC
ACID, SALT, and all other MANURES of known value. Sole
Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company. — Apply to Mabk
Fothergill & Co., 204a, Upper Thames Street.

M A IM~ U RES.
HODGSON and SIMPSON, Wakefield, and

MATTHEWS axd CO., Manufacturing Agricultural
'Chemists, Driffield, manufacture the following Manures:

—

SIMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-
dressing: for Wheat, Barley, and Oats.

SIMPSON'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potaioes,
aud other bulbous root crops. Price 8L per ton.

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.
The above have been successfully tested for eight years by the

leading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties,
and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with the
most beneficial results.

Testimonials and other particulars forwarded by post on appli-
cation, ffg- Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any, 11. per ton.

HE PATENT W00a7MANUKE~C0MPaNY

Improved Lands run afford to pay. William Clifford, Sec.

AJEW TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required
-i-~ 1 yard wide, 2d. per yard: 2 yards wide, Ad. per vard
4 yards wide, SJ. per yard. Half-inch mesh ditto, '2 yarda wid*>
8rf. per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the 6quare inch, effectually excludes birds,
wasps, flies, &c, from fruit trees, flower or seed l>eds, 4W. per
square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, ljd. per
yard; 4 or 6 yards wide, 3d. per yard. At W. Cullixgford's,
1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.
*.* Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west

Gallery of t»>e Crvstal Palace, Sydenham.

T
cap
I
Shares.
Offices: 81, Gracechurch Street, City. Manufactory: Deptford.
Capital, 35,000*., in 3500 Shares of lof. each, with power to

Increase to 100,0007. Deposit. 21. per Share.
Trustees.

Apsley Pellatt, Esq., M.P., Staines, Middlesex.
Thomas Luce, Esq., M.P., Malmesbury, Wilts.
Charles Curling, Esq., Clapham Common, Surrey.
R. Henley Payne, Esq., Bordean House, Peterslield, Hants.

Directors.
Charles Curling Esq., Davis Wharf, Southwark; and Clapham

Common, Surrey. 4

Josias Nottidge, Esq
, Chemical Works, Locksfields, London

;

and Rocking Hall, Essex.
•Joseph Odling, Esq., Castelnau, Barnes, Surrey.
With three other Directors to be chosen from the Shareholders.

Bankers—The Bank of London.
Solicitors—Messrs. Batty & Whitehouse, 26, Charles Street,

St. James's Square.
Consulting Chemist.

Dr. Odling, Professor of Practical Chemistry, Guy's Hospital.
A uditor.

F. D. Lockwood, Esq., 3, Sun Court, Cornhill, London.
Secretary pro tern.

Charles H. Tidhury, Esq.
This Company, as its name implies, is formed to carry on the

manufacture of artificial Manures, having as their basis decom-
posed wool, hair, woollen rags, shoddy and other waste products
of wool; together with the preparation of suDerDhosDhate of

HHHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
A Incorporated hy Act of Parliament, 1058 68, fbi- England
and Scotland, and further empowered by Amendment Act,
1S54—55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,
Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-
cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Lives
renewable, or for a term of more thnn 25 years; (and Lessees
for Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years,
with consent of their Lessor), &c, are enabled, by way of Loan
from the Company, or by their own .funds, to execute and
charge on the Lands improved, by way of rent-charge for a
term of 25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every
landed improvement,especially of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,
Inclosing any Lnnd, or improving Drains, Streams, or Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the
Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-
ings for Farm purposes already erected: Planting for Shelter
and for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea
Coast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-
lands and Islands of Scotland; Engines and Machinery for
Drainage, Engine-houses for Farm Steadings, &c. f Water-wheels,
Tanks, Pipes, Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans
of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by the
Applicant's own Agents and are submitted to the approval of the
Inclosure Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the solejudgos
of the due execution of the works. Proprietors may apply jointly
for the execution of Improvements mutually beneficial,—such as
a common Outfall—Roads through the District—Water power,
&c. The Directors wish it to be understood that the Company is
of a strictly commercial character, and that the details of the
plans and of the execution of the Works are not interfered with
by them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-
sure Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of
Application, apply to the Honourable William Napier, Manag-
ing Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster .

TRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRF. MATTING
AND DOOR MATS.

T 1 TRELOAR lias much pleasure in statins; that the
-* • Jurors of the Paris Universal Exhibition have awarded
him the Prize Medal for Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufactures.
Catalogues, containing prices and every particular, free by post.

Warehouse, 42. Ludeate Hill. London.

THE CENTRAL F A R M E R S' CLUB,
-A. Founded 1843.

COMMITTEE FOR 1*'>G.

Chairman.—James Woon, Esq., Ockley Manor, Hurstpier
Point, Sussex.

Baker, R., Writtl*, E«ttl ! Pain, J.. Felmersham, Bedford
Barthropp, N. G., Cretinghara, Pain, W., Newbury

Suffolk
Bead til, Jas , Broom field Lodge,
Essex

Bennett, W., Cambridge
Bradshaw, J n Knole, Guildford
Burton, E. B., Hitchin
Caparn, R., Holbeach
Carter, J., 65, South Molton St.

Cheftins, William, 62, Moorgate
Street, City

Crosskill, W., Beverley, York-
shire

Coussmaker, L. A., Westwood,
Farnham

Gale, R. C. t Winchester
Granger, T. W., Stretham
Grange, Ely

Gray, Wm./ Courteen Hall,
Northampton

Howard, J., Bedford
Johnson, C. W., Waldronhurst,
Croydon

Mechf, J.J ., Tiptree Hall, E<sex
Nesbit, J. C, 89, Kensington
Lane

Oakley, J., 60, Doughty Street,
London

Odams, J., 35, Leadenhall St.,

Loudon
Owen, T., Clapton, Hungerford

Pawl* tt, T. E., Beestone, Big*
gleswudo

Shearer, B. P , Swanmore House,
Bishop's Waltham

Sidney, S., St. Mary's Road,
Peckham

Skelton, S., Sutton Bridge, Wis-
beach

Slatter, W.,Stratton.Cirencest-

r

Smith, J., Springfield Lodge,
Rve

Smith, R., Emmet's Grango,
Booth Molton

Spearing, J. B., Moulsford, Wa!-
Ifngford

Spearing,W.
r
Chilbolton, Stock-

bridge
Thomas, John, Bletsoe
Trethetry. H.. Silsoe, Beds.
Tyler, John. Ley ton, Ewex
Wall is, O., Overstone Grange,
Northampton

Ward, B. E., Drayton, Rocking-
ham

Webb, Jonas, Babralmm, Cam-
bridge

Webster, W. B., Weston-super-
Mare

William';, J. A., Baydon, Hun-
gerford

preparation of superphosphate of
other chemical fertilisers as may

to time be required. Therapidlv increasing demai

lime, and such otner cnemicai tertilisers as mav from time
. ,__ . . . „ and for artifi-

cial Manures, and the gradually decreasing stock of Peruvian
Guano, render it of the utmost importance to the Farmers of this
country that every substitute capable of being turned to account
as a substitute for this fertiliser should be brought prominentlv
oefore them.
Although the preparation of the Patent Wool Manure has been

entered upon by the present proprietor only within the last few-
months, the results of the working: are sufficient to show the
remunerative nature of the manufacture—the return upon the
capital employed having been upwards of 25 per cent. ; whilst
the fertilising properties of the raauure have exceeded his most
sanguine expectations. The accounts received of its application
may be inspected daily at the Offices, where also printed copies
of testimonials may be obtained.
The Directors have much satisfaction in announcing that they

have secured the valuable services of Dr. Odling, Professor of
Practical Chemistry at Guy's Hospital, London ; under whose
immediate superintendence the Manures will be prepared.
The Company is constituted under the recent Act, limiting the

liability of the Shareholders to the amount of their Shares.
From the very careful estimates which have been prepared, the

Directors are led to believe that not more than 51. per Share will
be required during the first 12 months.

Applications for Shares to be made to the Secretary (pro tem.)
of the Company, at 81, Gracechurch Street, City

; or, to the Soli-
citors, Messrs. Batty & Whitehouse, 26, Charles Street St
James's Square.

'

Form of Application- fob Shares.
To the Directors of the Patent Wool Manure Company

(Limited) :—
Gentlemen,—I request you will allot me

Shares of 101. each in the above-named Company; and I hereby
undertake to accept the same, or any less number you may allot
me, to pay the deposit thereon, and to sign tbe necessary' Deedwhen called up^n to do so.

Dated this day of 185
Name in full

Business or Profession
Residence in full

Referee

waterproof paths,
barn and cattle shed floors.

'X'HOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
* winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus :—Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.
The same preparation makes* first-rate paving for BARNS,

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Bbothkrs,

Itfilhank Street, Westminster.

" pRIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
*- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace. Royal Zoological Society, lafe Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier. Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching ravs of the. sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard ran, of
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane. Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-
men throughout the kingdom. It is much cheaper than mats
as a covering."

r OxNG'S NON-POISONOUS SHEEP AND LAMB
A-J DRESSINGS.—Those important Sheen Dressings have
already been the means of producing the finest Hogget Fleeces
that have ever been seen in the United Kingdom. Specimens
were exhibited at the principal Agricultural Meetings of last
season, showing an increased Growth of Wool equal to 25 to 30
per Cent. Further specimens even of a more extranrdinarv
character are preparing for exhibition at the different Meetings
of 1856.

Barry Brothers, Sole Agents for the Introduction of Long's
Non-Poisonous Sheep and Cattle Dressing Componitions through-
out the United Kingdom, and for Shipment. Meri ton's Wharf
and Shad Thames, London.
Appointed Agents in all principal Towns, of whom Catalogues

with Testimonials can be obtained; or from above.

Secretary.—Henry C0B8BT,

KXTRACT FROM RVPCHtT OF SrKCIAL OCMOtlTTRS.
"The Central Farmers' Club has been fa active existence

nearly thirteen years. Daring that period—in addition to afford*
ing the advantage of social intercourse between Farmers, Gen-
tlemen Farming their own Land, Agricultural Amateurs. Agri-
cultural Implement Makers, Land Agents, Country Solicitors
Count! y Clergymen, and others interested in the cultivation and
improvement of the soil—the Club has discussed upwards of
Eighty important Agricultural Questions, and (since 1853) cir-
culated printed Reports of these discussions among the Members.
The number of Members who have joined in the past year has
led the Committee to believe that the time has arrived when the
large body of residents in the country, interested directly or in-
directly in Agriculture, can support a Club House, situated in
a central situation, furnished plainly hut comfortably, with the
usual Dining, Drawing, Reading, and Smoking Rooms of a Club-
house, and in addition a certain number of Bed-rooms."

It is therefore proposed to largely increase the number of
Country Members, at a subscription of Two Guineas a-year, with
an Entrance Fee of Two Guineas, to cover the capital stock for
Furniture, &c. These arrangements will enable the Members to
enjoy the advantage of a first-class Hotel at a moiety of the usual
charges, as well as the peculiar comforts of a Club-house. Thus,
gentlemen visiting London for only six days in the year would
save nearly the whole amount of their subscription.

It is proposed that special arrangements be made for the ac-
commodation of Members attending the Monday and Friday Corn
and Cattle Markets, and the Annual Christmas Show. A limited
number of Town Members will be admitted at a subscription of
Three Guineas, and Three Guineas entrance.
Gentlemen desirous of joining under the new arrangement can

address themselves to the Chairman or Secretary, or to any
Member of the Committee of the Club.

Central Farmers' Club,
39, New Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London._____

COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

Lower Kennington Lane. Kennington, near London.
Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly an«i

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.
Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver ia

the couutry a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

Oie Agricultural <Ba*ettc*
SATURDAY, MARCH 1, 1856.

. + .

We have to add to our last week's report of the
English Agricultural Society's meeting that the
prize list and conditions of the Paris Exhibition were
made known, and it was resolved, on the suggestion
of Mr. Caird, that a report of that meeting should
be made to the Society by a deputation appointed
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t^Tinfesent it on the occasion. We announced last
j
society for the ascertainment and publication of

for live stock

being the list

and a similar

year, on the close of the Exhibition then, the liberal

character of the encouragement offered to exhibitors

in future years, but for the satisfaction of any who

mav intend to be present we repeat that the show

will open on the 23d of May, and close on June 7th,

that live »ck and implements for exhibition will

be conveyed from the frontiers at the cost of the

French Government, and that entries must be made

before April 9th. Any intending exhibitor must

send before that date to any French consul in this

country a declaration, of which the requisite form

may be had on application to the consul. Imple-

ments are received on May 23d, and tried on

May 27th to 30th. Produce is received on

May 2Gth, aid examined by jury on May 30th and

31st. Cattle will be received on May 28th,

and examined by judges on May 30,h and

31st. Food and bedding are provided for foreign

live stock at the expense of the Government.

Intending exhibitors should immediately apply to

the nearest French consular agent for the pamphlet

issued by authority, containing all the information

which they require.

We may mention that the prizes

are very liberal, 40/., 32/., 24/., 20/.

for short-horn yearling bulls alone,

list for bulls over one year old. There are similar

lists, not so full, for Herefords, Devons, Ayrshire,

and other breeds— for Merinos, Leicesters, Cots-

wolds, Southdown s, and other breeds—for Pigs of

large breeds and of small breeds—for Poultry, and

for implements.

Wl add to the information which has already

appeared in these columns on the manufacture of

sugar and of spirit from Beetroot, the following letter

on that subject from the Count De Gourcy, with
which we have been favoured by Mr. Caird. The
writer is well qualified to give an opinion on the

subject, as no one probably has a better knowledge
of European agriculture, or is better able to form a
judgment based upon so wide an experience. It

will be seen that the common Mangel YVurzel, not-

withstanding its more abundant produce, is not
equal to the Silesian Beet in its "profitable yield of

sugar.

The letter is as follows :

—

'"In answer to your questions concerning the dis-

tillation from Beetroot, let me say that it is carried

on on a great scale in the north of France, where
there are distilleries, and new ones spring up con-
tinually all over France. A considerable number of

our manufactories of Beetroot sugar had commenced
distilling instead of making sugar, especially at the
time when the Beetroot alcohols were selling as

high as 200 francs the hectolitre. Now that they
only sell at 100 francs, or about that price, there

are already several sugar manufactories which have
returned to sugar in place of alcohol ; and it is said

that when alcohol falls below 70 francs or 80 francs,

the large distillers will not be able to go on. But
it is thought that in the country distilleries, where
the residues from distillation become very profit-

able ia feeding cattle, and thus are the means of

producing manures of a highly fertilising character,

the owners will be able to bear a greater fall in the
price of alcohol than that mentioned above.
" Alcohol can be made from Mangel Wurzel as

well as from (ilobes and other varieties of Beet-
root, and from Carrots ; bnt these roots do not give
a remunerative quantity of spirit under distillation.

For the distilleries, therefore, the white Silesian

Beetroot is alone grown, which gives, according to

the system of a distiller, Champomois, 3£ per cent,

of alcohol ; but it is alleged that with the system
of another, Leplay, who manages a large distillery

near Basse', a small town 8 leagues from Lille, as

much as 5 or 6 per cent, of alcohol is drawn from
this kind of Beetroot.

'* The stems of Indian corn can also be distilled cut
at the time the ear is shooting, but it is maintained
that the Sorgho of China has begun to be distilled

with more profit. What is certain is that large

fortunes have been made all through France, Bel-
gium, Germany, Hungary, Poland and Russia by an
extensive cultivation of the Silesian Beeetroot, to

be converted into sugar, and during the last few
years into alcohol.

" I share your opinion that there is very good hus-
bandry over a large portion of Great Britain, but
that the British are wrong not to follow the example
of the north of France, Belgium, and part of Ger-
many, in the cultivation of roots for conversion into
sugar or for distillation, also of Hemp and Flax
and oleaginous plants, which certainly are trouble-
some, but which in the end are largely remunerative
and advantageous."

The London or Central Farmers' Club propose to
depart from their original constitution, or rather to
extend it beyond the limits of a mere discussional

agricultural opinions on matters of professional and

general interest. They propose to support a "club

house situated in a central situation, furnished

plainly but comfortably with the usual dining,

drawing, reading, and smoking rooms of a club-

house, and in addition about 20 bedrooms." That

there is need of some such establishment, and that

the prospectus which has been issued may meet

with an ample response we do not doubt. The

institution contemplated will have its uses, and we

are glad to forward its establishment by thus

making known the intention of it. At the same time

the society as it already exists serves well the purpose

for which it was originally established, and there are

many members already amply satisfied with what it

does in the publication of its monthly agricultural

discussions, who have no interest in the extension

contemplated. No doubt the establishment of such

an institution as they propose is a matter in which

the directors of the society must in their individual

capacity be interested : whether it be a subject

coming properly within the scope of their official

duties we do not know. We confess it seems to us

that the proper work of the Farmers' Club, hitherto

most admirably performed, is that of mutual infor-

mation and instruction.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.

The leading article in your paper of the 9th inst.

even this, as we have set-n, was met, so far as commerce
could meet it (commerce could not feed five millions of

Irish peasants who had absolutely nothing to give in

exchange), by an importation at steadily advancing

prices, which was ultimately found to be greater than

our actual wants. Do I, in saying this, desire to throw

cold water on the scheme for a national collection of

agricultural statistics? Assuredly not. I deem that

such will be, ere long, the most trustworthy index of the

fixed wealth of the country—the most satisfactory

criterion of its yearly condition—the truest record of

its progressive advancement.

How are they to be obtained ? is the paramount ques-

tion ; but it is one upon which Mr. Hoskyns throws no

light. Why have they not been obtained before] is

also a question passed over without an indication of

opinion further than a vague expression of regret

(p. 561) that '< one of the first efforts of the Royal

Agricultural Society was not directed to the establish-

ment of a system of statistical returns." Now, as I

read the rules of the Society, of which Mr. Hoskyns is

a prominent director, myself a very humble member,

such a proceeding would have been contrary to an

express provision of its charter, which binds it to **a

total exclusion of all questions of a political tendency

or having reference to measures pending or to be

brought forward in either House of Parliament." At

present possibly statistical returns would not be con-

sidered as a political question, though the expense of

them would have to be voted for in Parliament

even when conducted on a voluntary system, as in Scot-

land ; but would it have been thus a dozen years ago,

when the shadows of the coming change in the Corn

Laws began to fall heavily on the agricultural mind !

What would then have been the progress of the Society

had its general meetings been occupied with a contro-

versy ou the merits aud demerits of statistics ! had its

directors and official staff been burdened with the

organisation and detailed management of such a

system ? Instead of the happy and harmonious co-

operation of men of all parties which has been

the cause of so much success and so much use-

fulness, which has placed the Society at the

head of the agricultural "science and practice" of

the world—there would have been endless discussions-

angry debates, and diligent canvassing of members for

party divisions. No, it has been much better that we

have gone— it will be far better that we should go—on
a great while longer, sailing, to use Talpa's quoted

simile, over the ocean on our twelve months' voyage

without taking an exact inventory of our provisions

(with a latent conviction that " we have aye been pro-

vided for, and will yet "), than that the pilots of our

agricultural ship should be put to a task which they

didn't bargain for, and which the crew are supposed to

have a jealousy and suspicion of.

Thus the Royal Agricultural Society has not only not

been to blame for the absence of a national system of

agricultural statistics, but it has been wise in avoiding

what would have been up to the present time, and per-

haps would be even now a thorny subject.

But our Government is not similarly to be excused.

It did in 1847 propound a measure for the purpose

directed attention to a contribution from the pen of the

fluent and instructive writer who chronicled his doings

on a clay farm, on the apparently equally sterile subject

of " Agricultural Statistics," and I did as I presume

most members of the Society did when they obtained

their volume, i. e., turned first to Mr. Hoskyns's com-

munication, and finished it before looking at any other.

The impression it is calculated to produce is a mix-

ture of pleasure and surprise at seeing a naturally dull

subject dilated upon through 53 pages in his usual

sparkling style, and elucidated by illustrations drawn
from a wide circle of observation and comparison. I do

not suppose that many, if any, members of the Royal

Agricultural Society required to be convinced that the

want of agricultural statistics, the want of anythine

approaching to even a probable guess of the quantity of

food produced in Great Britain is discreditable to a

country in the van of civilisation. If there were any

who required to be convinced on this point, the

arguments Mr. Hoskyns marshals together are

sufficient, more than sufficient, for his purpose.

But I am not so sure that his illustrations of the advan-

tage to be derived, specially by agriculturists, from

such a collection are equally convincing. I have

long been, in my sphere (where that may be is no
ijreat matter, but I write myself a member both of the

Royal English and Highland Societies, and a tenant

farmer dependent solely on the cultivation of land), an

advocate for it ; and even the somewhat startling fact

that the publication of the Scottish returns, by showing

a larger quantity of Wheat grown there in 1855 than the provisions of which are given by a witness whom

in 1854 (though the whole quantity was but 632,817 !
Mr. Hoskyns quotes—but it was not pressed earnestly

quarters—a very drop in the bucket of British consump-
j

upon the attention of Parliament, and ic perished still-

tion), was the means of giving a considerable impetus to born. If commerce was to be advantaged, commercial

the downward movement of prices, has not altered my
opinion. But Mr. Ho^kyns's reference (p. 557) to

" needy sellers" who were obliged to sell early in 1846,

thereby losing the subsequent high prices, will be

met with a chuckle from these snubbed individuals,

if any of them read the Journal—" We are the lucky

ones this year, we sold at 85s.; you, the men with

balances at their bankers, are getting but 65s." I do
not think many of them would now say with Mr.
Hoskyns that "the ascertained facts of the harvest

would be most preeminently serviceable" to us. Nor
do I think that his quotations of prices in 1846 are quite

in accordance with his own maxim of "gathering facts

together and employing them in masses." It may be

that in November of that year the price of Wheat was for

a week at 50.s.; that in June following it was at 102s. to

105s. also fora week (I have not weekly averages at hand),

lut I know that the monthly averages give 60s. Id.

as th« price in November, 1846, being a rise of 14s. 4c?.

in the three months from August ; while 92s. lOd. is the

average for June '47, being another rise of 30s. Zd. in

other six months ! Will a collection of our statistics

give us an estimate of the crop earlier than November ?

Would such an estimate then made be more conducive

to the nation's weal than was the steady progressive

rise, which gradually, but not too abruptly, checking
consumption, also sufficed to draw from the very utter-

most corners of the earth supplies which reduced the

price so much before a single sheaf of the year's crop came
into use. Trade—and the provisioning of a nation either

from home sources or by importation is the greatest of

all trades—will not wait for tables or detailed estimates;

it concerts its operations far in advance of clerkly com-
putations by collecting and comparing the information
—guesses if you like to call them—floating in the social

atmosphere—the result of a wide-spread intercommuni-
cation of opinions orally and through the press—and on
these it acts, and generally promptly and successfully.

The case of 1846 was an exceptional one. In that year
there was the destruction—not belived in fully till

October or November— of the Potato, the staple food of

eight or ten millions of the population of the British

empire, an esculent of daily use in every family therein :

men did not then know ; if agriculture was to be

promoted, landlords, and they are the agricul-

turist's share of Parliament, did not then care

—the first were then drunk with railway gam-

bling, the last mad with anger at Corn Law repeal.

The nation then, by its representatives, showed it had

no desire for agricultural statistics.

Looking at the subject impartially, and from a

little distance, I do not judge that much if any blame

is justly to be charged upon the farmers of England. It

appears that an experimental trial was made in 11

counties of England and Wales in the year 1854. The

direction of this experiment was entrusted to the agency

of the assistant Poor-law Commissioners and their sub-

ordinate officers, an agency which, though in some

respects effective for such a purpose, yet was exposed to

the suspicion of the parochial mind. Viewing the

measure of success arrived at, I think it is really more

than under the circumstances could have naturally been

expected. Several of the commissioners, it is true,

were startled at the growls and black looks which their

inquiries called forth ; and one, I dare say very worthy

Shropshire yeoman, is by name pointed out as having

returned his schedule torn and endorsed with an ex-

pression of indignation at such questions : but really

these were small stumbling blocks. Had the commis-

sioners been a little behind the scenes where the

Scottish returns were collecting—I was nearly writing

" cooking "—they would have thought little of such

repulses, which Mr. Hall Maxwell, taught by **"

perience in the line, would have shown the

some easy way of getting remedied. But tnoU£

one or two of the commissioners are despondent, «j>

" Red Tapiets" will be when returns are not exact to a

figure, the success arrived at by others is most c?
c?.

raging. I find that Sir John Walsham's success in B»

district, the most important agricultural one Per^fPf
the kingdom, is almost complete. "In N

J
rfo1*

g
return," he writes, «' has been made of 1,281,277 acre-

This number falls short only some few thousands of tir

number stated in the census of 1851 : in fact oiuy

70,244 have not been accounted for, out of *'*»

22,727 acres belong probably to woods, forest
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•waters, &c, of which the measurements are not to

be procured." This is surely a beginning of success

which it is but a faint heart that would not follow up
through every county in the kingdom. Nor was its

sphere small ; on the contrary, the district successfully

" statisticated
m by Sir John VValsham is in extent of

tillage more than equal to one-half of the whole king-

dom of Scotland. He tabulates 1,101,000 acres, while

the whole land tilled in Scotland in the year 1854 is

but 2,003,695 ; and to use his own unassuming words,

The importance of Norfolk and Suffolk as corn

growing counties may perhaps be not improperly illus-

trated by the fact that their last year's harvest realised

the produce of 267,000 more acres of Wheat and
Barley than the whole kingdom of Scotland." Ay!
but to collect the statistics of the whole kingdom of

Scotland is a success which Mr. Hoskyns is never weary
of lauding, while the success, but little if at all less

complete, in the East Anglian counties is passed by un-

noticed and uncommended. The poet's " 'tis distance

lends enchantment to the view," translated into the

Scottish proverb—" Far away birds have fair feathers,"

will perhaps account for the unmeasured laudatiou of

what has been done in Scotland, compared with the
depreciation of the very considerable measure of success
arrived at in England. Methinks the telescope might
easily be turned the other way. I look at Mr.
Hoskyns's diagram (page 600) of Scotland, and find it

headed with an area of 20,047,462 acres. I turn to the
Highland Society's much vaunted returns, and I find

that in 1854 they account for but 12,613,345^ acres, while
in 1355 they account for but 3,529,9024, acres. Surely
this is a shortcoming with a vengence ! aud it is a short-
coming which has excited attention and created distrust

among many of the most intelligent tenant farmers of

Scotland, who observe that while they are asked
to give full information as to how they employ
the land they rent, the landlords are asked to give
no information as to how they use the land they
own. On this subject your contemporary the
North British Agriculturist writes thus :

u We think
that the mere supplies of cereal and other produce do
not exhaust the question of agricultural statistics.

That subject embraces land as the raw material of a
most important part of our industrial resources, and
every question bearing on the development of its

resources falls within its range." Nay, so little satisfied

was the committee of the House of Lords with the
small acreage accounted for, that its report states " the
farther changes which are to come in force this year,
however unavoidable (why unavoidable ?) are unsatisfac-

tory in their nature, as they involve the omission of several
important columns of information that were previously
given, such as those of pastures, sheep walks, woods, &c."
The &c. we shall assume to mean districts from which
man and sheep have been cleared away to make room
for red deer. For them there is no column in the
Highland Society's returns of stock, though witness
"Blackwood" /or last month, and leaders in the Times,
they occupy many a fair strath where stalwart men
were wont to be found. Cannot Mr. Hoskyns in his
next diagram give a square or oblong place to them ? I

will venture to say that before he has data for this, he
will be in possession of materials for an exact diagram
of every acre of the soil of England, which will much
please him aud alsoyour very obedient servant S., Feb. 19.

buy more of it : the chemical detection of these minute
quantities requires much skill. J. Pridtaux.

Superphosphate.— In your Paper of the 18th inst. in

the article " Superphosphate, ' you are pleased to give

your correspondent *• J. D." some sound advice
respecting superphosphate. May I also be allowed to

suggest through your columns to " J. D." and the noble

irley, and 4 bushels of Oats per acre, but of course
the quantity of seed varies according to the richness of

the soil and the earliness or lateness of the season. It

must not be overlooked that I cultivate the highest, and
I think I may state some of the poorest land in Dorset-
shire. Geo. Simmons, Houghton Farm, Blandford.

Steam cnjine Furnaces.—In this, as in most other
army of martyrs who enter the manure market for matters, inquiry and experience lead us to the conclu-
„i i i . .. ,1.., .i. . » *• i_ i i*- • .i ..i . «• - . .cheap superphosphate, that the genuine article is not to

purchased at the low figure put down by Dr. Voelcker
and others, viz., 61. Some time siuce there appeared in

your columns the result of an experiment made on
superphosphate at 61., and it was clearly shown on
analysis that the real commercial value was not more
than 31. The present value of hue bones fit for making

>u that there is much room for improvement, and that

our present system is sadly defective. I always felt dis-

satisfied with volumes of smoke, red-hot furnace doors,

and frequent stoking ; but until I had read Mr. Wil-
liams's able treatise <k On the Combustion of Coal," I

knew not how to remedy these evils. Since I adopted
his talented and common sense suggestions all is

superphosphate is 81. per ton, a;id the present price of . cotdcur de rose—a bright gts fire, no smoke, cool furnace
sulphuric acid from 11. to 91. per ton, but this is merely : door and ash-pit, diminished stoking, and greatly in-

a question of price for specific gravity, and without creased steam. I give the following dimensions of my
doubt the dearest is the best, but take a middle price,

and say sulphuric acid at 81. Now these being
the prices of the two principal articles that should be
used in the manufacture of superphosphate, I ask
"J. D." what sort of an article can be expected for the
low figure of 6/., and from this sum most liberal per

I

arrangements
Boiler 10 feet long, 3 feet diameter} flue through the centre

18-inch diameter. Furnace 4 feet long, '2 feet wide (exclusive of
deal plHtr-): the furnace bars 33 inches below the extreme curve
of the boiler. The bridge, a straight one, 7 inches below the
extreme curve of the boiler.

Consequently I have about 30 cubic feet of space in my
centages are given for the sale of. and carriage paid furnace for the proper admixture and combustion of the
from long distances. When Dr. Voelcker gave the [gases; and I have an area of bridge surface equal to
price of bones at 51. 12ft he doubtless meant the rough 30 superficial inches to every square foot of fire-grate,
bones as from the collectors. In London rough bones These spaces are more than double what I used to have
are fetching 61. 5s., and they have been quoted at Hull

j under the old system. My furnace-door is pierced with
at 11. 7s. I am writing this from a farm on which we '

£.inch holes, and by a plate equally pierced behind the
have been making superphosphate for ourselves, and to

prevent the imposition of cheap manures we have lately

made largely for our neighbours and friends. Having
had some experience in the manufacture of superphos-
phate, I am confident a fair sample, useful to the
farmer, cannot be sold under 11. per ton, and then only
at a mere shade of profit, and 11. 10s. is nearer the fair '

obvious, seeing that flame has 3000 degrees of heat,
price for a good sample. James Crowe

f
Hampen, Ando-

'

vtrsford, Feb. 26.

Thick versus Tldn Seeding.— Your correspondent
a Falcon " says :

—

" There is no greater mistake committed either by farmers or
gardeners than leaving any crops too thick upon the ground,
excepting those intended for green food; a tree to be fine and
healthy must have space to extend its branches and roots. The
same holds good with regard to Turnips, Carrots, Mangels, and
Onions, &c. It sounds strange to hear men aay, • The soil is

poor; you must, therefore sow more seed.' The contrary is the room jg qu i te unnecessary. instead of being, as I was
tact, which they should know more from painful household • • n » a »r . t ~i -
experience; at least many of them could answer the following originally, short of power, I can make my power
question, which conies home to them:—If one child requires a j

anything I choose up to 12-horse (or 72 gallons
pound of bread per day to keep it in health and condition what
would be the result if three were obliged to exist upon the same
allowance?"

j

"Hardy and Son" agree with * Falcon," and mention

bridge 1 have the power of admitting atmospheric air

above the fuel according to the power required. The
consequence of all this is a flame varying from 20
to 30 feet in length filling the centre flue and
side flues according to my requirements. The im-
portance of having flame instead of smoke must be

whereas smoke is barely warm. I found that the

j
ordinary opening in the flue at the end of the boiler

put out the flame in its attempt to curve up into the

centre flue, but I more than doubled the aperture, since

which it not only sweeps through the centre of the

boiler but illuminates the side flues. My boiler is kept

full to within 8 inches of the top. Having a dome it

does not prime, and with high pressure aud rapidly

nerated steam, the old proportion of one-third steamSe

one plant per square foot as being the most advantageous
distance for our corn crops. I presume that " Falcon "

and " Hardy and Son" will admit that the object of

all farmers is to get the greatest number of bushels
per acre at the least expense. This being obtained,

there will be no fear of the result to the purse of the
farmer, and the community will ultimately reap the

evaporated per hour), the original calculation being a

deficient G-horse. The fact is in most furnaces there is

not room enough for the proper expansion and aamix-
ture of gases ; hence in their attempt to expand we have
heated doors, and other inconvenient evidences of the

misapplication of heat. I need hardly say that I have
convenient trap-doors at each end of the flues, so as to

be able to remove any grit or soot in a few minutes

—

clear flues are indispensable. I hope these remarks
may be useful to some of my brother agriculturists.

J. J. Mechi, Tiptree Hall, Feb. 19. P. S. My remarks

Home Correspondence.
Beer is said to be less often adulterated than

is supposed : the writer wishes he could join in this

opinion. The pernicious ingredients used for this are
difficult of detection ; and the beer is mostly drunk on
the spot, where the seller knows the buyer is at his

mercy. So that, the quantity <irunk being very large,

Ihere is probably more actual poison swallowed in beer
than in any other way. The list of adulterants now
before me is nearly 50 : but being unable to give easy
instructions for their sure detection, I can only caution
your readers against those most likely to occur. The
great object is to pass weak or diluted beer off for
strong ; first, by satisfying the palate, for which it is

bittered by Quassia, made pungent by hot pepper,
ginger, or grains of paradise, thickened with mucilage,
and sweetened (where required mild) with treacle. All
these may be detected by a good palate, being very
distinct from the true flavours in good strong beer ; nor
are they very injurious, except too much of the pungent
ingredients. But it must also have the intoxicating

quality ; and here lies the great evil. The cheapest in-

toxicators that would readily pass in beer are coculus
indicus and nux vomica ; both containing deadly poisons,

of which minute quantities produce great effects ; much
worse than the intoxication from genuine strong beer,

although undiscoverable by easy chemical tests. Coculus
indicus powder is sold, in the north of England, for

killing lice on children and animals : so that, while the

mother is dusting the outside of the head with it to

destroy the intruders there, the father is applying it to

the inside of his head through the stomach, to produce
a dismal giddiness, without the merriment of vinous

intoxication. Of nux vomica (vomit nut), the intoxicat-

ing result is a kind of distressing cramp," produced by
strychnine, of whicli the nut contains a small propor-
tion ; but so strong that 1 -500th of a grain, dissolved
in an ounce of water, cramped aud killed a frog im-
mersed in it. Both also, as well as the grain of paradise,

produce thirst ; so that the drinker is never satisfied.

And all who value their health should take care, if

once entrapped by beer producing such effects, never to

benefit by the products becoming cheaper on account of wU, h M >

od /or oroinar
'

wbich should al
he .mailer cost of production. Thin seeding has long

haye^ drilled in^ ££«£ d ^ furnace^
had its advocates, but I am no aware that we can count

b
- ^ 2 feet below the copper_rauch more if a

amongst them any of our intelligent agricultures that * u oue> The fest g£J from candle 5g ftt
depend on the skillul management of their farms for .* . v „A ,i, A «„„» ti. fl.m « «.;n «a1.» :r . cni;j
*u • r iu an • I?, n it i

an inch above the name, lhe lame will smoke it a solid
their livelihood. How is this ? Because we all ask our-
selves before carrying anything into practice, u Will it

|

pay?" What particularly strikes "Falcon" is the

ignorance of agriculturists who eay

—

et The soil is poor;
you must therefore sow more seed." This is a rule by
which farmers abide, as experience has long ago taught
them the correctness of the view. Take a square foot
of poor soil, enriched a little by the droppings
of sheep fed on Turnips. This soil has not more than
two-thirds the percentage of ammonia, phosphate of
lime, &c, that is to be found in a better description of

soil, aud therefore the supply must be nearly or wholly
exhausted, or a very meagre corn crop will be the
result. The question then is, How are we to do this ?

Can we do this by inserting one solitary plant in each
square foot of soil ? Would the ramifications of the

body is pressed upon it, or rather into it. J. J. Mechi.

Irish Grasses.—In your notice in the Agricultural

Gazette of the 16th ult., page 103 6, of the proceedings

of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, reference

is made to a report by Mr. B. Gibbs on the Grasses of

this district, with a view no doubt of enabling the Society

to obtain definite information as to the alleged superiority

of the dairy produce of the south of Ireland. This report

is very meagre, Mr. Gibbs not having had sufficient

data, and as I should be most willing to aid in any way
in my power in such inquiry, I herewith inclose for

publicat :on in the Gardeners
1

Chronicle, should you
approve of it, a list of about 70 of the Grasses and forage

plants indigenous to the county Cork, the whole of

which may be gathered in a walk of two or three hours

*T *T* , IV
" uum "

J*""'"-*"""*
oi uie

around the city. I have arranged them in six sections,
roots of that plant become sufficiently numerous, thread

hay .

TefereJce to the natur
*
of ^ situations where

through the soil and absorb all the soluble ingredients ?

Would it not require more spongelets or mouths than '

we find in one plant I I believe it would, and I believe

we may in this way account for our experience in the

field disproving what has been stated by " Falcon " and
by " Hardy & Son." I ought to state that I am speaking
of corn crops only. The constituents required by the

plants being soluble must come in contact with the

spongelets, or they cannot be absorbed, therefore the

greater the number of mouths the greater the probabi- 1

lity of their being taken into the plant. If we grew a
thin crop on a poor soil we should get stouter straw and
finer ears, but I fear this would be a poor compensation
for the greater number of straws and ears—at least my
experience tells me so. The beneficial action of the
suu's rays is one argument brought forward by the
advocates of thin seeding. The light, heat, and

j

actinism of the sun exert their beneficial influence on
I

our crops, the latter especially, as it is to this agent we
owe the chemical processes into which vegetable life

resolves itself. This may seem to be in favour of thin

seeding, but in reality it is not In thicker seeding the

plants are not so tall, and for this reason do not shade
each other more than when thinner in the ground and
longer in the straw. By thin seeding we get late har-

vests, and the corn is in consequence often blighted.

What I state here is borne out by my experience in the

field. I usually drill 2 bushels of Wheat, 3 bushels of

they grow wild; sections one and two include the valuable

upland, and section three the marsh Grasses. Amongst
the Grasses sent from the land around Blarney Castle, ifr.

Gibbs, you will observe, enumerates Carex, Plantain, and
Yarrow, which far from enhancing deteriorate pastures,

and are mere weeds. I have not included any of the

pasture weeds, but were it considered useful to do so.

there would uufortunately be no difficulty in drawing up
a formidable list.

8ed • 1 . Grassesfound in Loir Jleadowsand Pastures.—Poa trivialis

common; Agrostis alba and vulgaris, also in marshes ; Dactylis
uiomerata, and in shaded places and dry banks ; Festuca pra-

tensis, common; Loliura perenne, and on upland pastures;

Arrhenattaerum avenaceuni, and on dry banks; Phleum pre-

tense, only in a few places ; Alopecurus pratensis, in a very few
places; Holcus lanatus, and on upland pastures also; Lotus
major (not a Grass, but a forage plant).

8&L2* In Upland Pastures.—Cynosurus cristatns, everywhere;
Anthoxanthum odoratum, everywhere; Agrostis canina, too

common; Trisetum flavescens, common; Triodia decumbena..
not uncommon ; Poa pratensis, common ; Briza media, very
common; Festuca ovina and duriu^cula, very common ; Serra-
falcus racemosus, here aud there.

Forage Plants in Upland Pastures. — Trifolium pratense,
medium .repens, procumbens, minus, aud filiforme; Sledicago
lupuiina ; Vicia craca and sepium ; Lathyrus pratensis ; Lotus
corniculatus.

Sect. 3. In Marshes.—Phalaris arundinacea, margins of stream;
Alopecurus geniculates ; Agrostis alba, also in moist upland
pastures; Phragmetis communis, on the sea shore; Atracsespi-

sa; Catabrosa aquatica, in water only; Glyceria aquatica, do.;

G. fluctans, mostly in water ; Sclerochloa maritima, distans, and
procumbens, in salt marshes ; Hordeam pratense, do.
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Sect. 4. Oh dry Bunks and Hocks, a/id Hralhs.—Ana lit*Mi->*;t,

precox, and caryophllya, Aveua pubescena, Sclerochloa rlgida,
Festuca bromoides and rayurus, Nardus stncta, all wholly
valueless, agriculturally speaking.

Sect. 5. In Woods and Bushy Places.— Melica uniflora, MoKnU
ccerolea, Millium effusum, Holctis mollis (also in pastures),
Bromus asper and erectus, Brachypodium sylvaticum, Festuca
gigantea, Triticum caninum, all of no agricultural importance.

Sect. 6. Grasses which, as Weeds, infest cult ted Lands.—
Alopecurus agrestis, not common; Serrafalcus mollis, very
common; Triticum repens, but too common; Lolium temulen-
tum, amongst corn and Flax; Lolium arv^nse, ditto; A vena
fatua and strigosa, in corn ; Poa annua: Bromus sterilis.

—E. Murphy, Queen's College, Cork,
Chalk as a remedy for Finger and Toe.—I have

followed the remarks in your Paper, on the diseases

called finger and toes and anbury, with great interest,

but I do not find that any of your correspondents insist

sufficiently upon what is here found to be a perfect

remedy, viz. the free use of chalk, wherever attainable.

'The land in this immediate district is so subject to both
diseases, in its natural state, as to make the cultivation

of either Swedes or Turnips a loss and vexation. The
application of chalk was recommended to me some four
•or five years ago ; a partial trial proved how beneficial it

was, and I do not now think of attempting either

Turnips or Swedes without it, although the horses have
several miles to go for it. I have for the last three years
•not failed to get good full crops of both roots, and upon
the same field in which previous to its application it

would have been difficult to find one bushel of clear

sound Swedes, it would now be more difficult to find

that measure of diseased ones. The quantity of chalk
for a dressing is from 10 to 12 waggon loads to the acre

;

the soil is a loam of every degree of strength, deeply
drained ; the variation of texture does not much affect

the disease but, contrary to expectation, I find the
stiffer loams show it with rather more virulence than
the light ones. I have used lime at the rates of from
10 to 20 quarters per acre with good effect, but it does
not, or has not hitherto in those quantities, so entirely

eradicate the disease as when applied in its original
form of chalk, nor do I think it so lasting in its results.

R. H. Valpiii Enborne, Newbury.
Bread.—Until the last few weeks, when a prospect of

peace began to dawn, the high prices of corn and flour
threatened to be enhanced to an extent so alarming
that eeveral writers for the public press suggested
means by which Wheat flour might be so prepared as
w>t only to effect a reduction of prices, but also an im-
provement in the bakero* loaf (as to quality), thus ren-
dering it more salubrious and nutritive. The late Pro-
fessor James Johnston had shown that the whole meal
obtained by simply grinding the grain is equally nutri-
tive as the entire grain, for "by sifting out the bran we
Tender the fine meal less nutritious in proportion, weight
for weight," and thus we go on to waste much wholesome
human food. The professor dealt with the question
chemically, and thus he appears to have overlooked the
public baker, and also the great aversion from brown
bread which is felt by nine-tenths of the consumers.
Now, whole meal must produce a brown loaf, and as
such would meet with determined opposition, the more
so as the bakers now charge it the full price of the best
white loaf. It would be an easy task to address those
domestic economists who bake their own bread, and to
give them ample practical directions. But as the
bakers have the game in their own hands, it would be
futile to enlarge on a subject that might obtain very few
•converts. There are, however, facts in agriculture which
must not be passed over in silence. First, then, bread-corn
of the highest quality, and in greatly increased quantity
ought to be grown ; and this it can only be by a much
deeper tillage of all sound arable land, and "also by a
system of thorough drainage carried out to 12 inches
below the depth of the pulverised staple earth. An
experiment upon a vast scale on the farms of the
Marquis of Tweeddale has demonstrated that land, in-
cluding the upper soil with its subsoil thoroughly broken
up and incorporated, to the depth of 20 or more inches
in the first instance, has produced great and increasing
abundance of cereal and fodder crops, with less manure
than is usually doled out by farmers as top-dressinqs,
who are content with the mere scratchiugs of the
surface by the common ploughs with their heavy com-
pressing soles. The two instruments invented "by the
Marquis—that is the light, but deep cutting plough,
which turns a true furrow, say of 12 inches—and the
Tweeddale subsoil plough effect every purpose, the latter
preparing the land for that effectual drainage above
alluded to. Frequent and extensive observations have
proved that thousands of acres in East Surrey remain
full of water under a thin upper soil. This is shown
by the stagnant or runuing water that exists in the
ditches about the fields and by the road sides. This
fact leads to the suggestion that ditches might be made
to subserve as guages for ascertaining the position of
water stagnating in the adjoining lands. If, instead of
12 or 15 inches, the ditches were carefully dug out to
the depth of 24 to 30 inches, and finished with a true
and gradual fall at bottom, a criterion would be afforded
jby the inlet and flow of water) whence to judge the
depth at which drains ought to be made, so as to com-
mand a good outfall. J. T.

octettes*

?nYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
The following is the report of a discussion on Dairy

Management which took place at the close of last week's
meeting :

—

Management of Dairy Stock.-Mi\ Horsfall stated that he
had been placed m communication with Prof. Sullivan, who was

ext*Mi*i\vly engaged in an examination of the dinerent kinus of

Irish butttr, and to whom Mr. Horsfall had detailed the pecu-
liarities of liis own management, and submitted specimens of

Ml own trotter, which Prof. Sullivan had undertaken to analyse,
in comparison with the Irish samples. Prof. Sullivan thought
that the superior excellence of Mr. Horsfall's butter was derived
from superior breed in the dairy stock; but Mr. Horsfall was

nfirmed in his own opinion that all his success had arisen from
the peculiarity of his winter feeding, which he found gave a
richer cream, and furnished to the butter a greater proportion of

the solid and olein fats than the richest summer pastures.— Mr.
Miles, M.P.. suggested that, as Mr. 1'randreth Gibbs had kindly
undertaken to examine the character of dairy herbage from
Ireland, it would at the same time be interesting to ascertain

the quality of Mr. Horsfall's pastures.—Mr. Horsfall expressed
his willingness to supply a plot of growing turf from his land
for the purpose of that comparison.—At the suggestion of
Mr. Caird, Mr. Horsfall again favoured the Council with a
recapitulation of the peculiar management of his dairy stock.

He had :or lour years given his dairy cows Jiape-cape, which im-
parted to the butter a finer flavour than any other kind of cake;
and in order to induce them to eat it, he blended it with one
quarter the quantity of malt-dust, one quarter bran, and
twice the quantity of a mixture in equal proportions of Bean-
straw, Oat-straw, and Oat-shells; all well mixed up together,
moistened, and steamed for one hour. This steamed food had a
very fragrant odour, and was much relished by the cattle : it was
given warm three times a day, at the rate of about 7 lbs. to each
cow (or of 21 lbs. daily). Bean-meal was also scattered dry over
the steamed food, cows in [full milk getting 2 lbs. per day, the
others but little. Mr. Horsfall had found this substance to be an
unfailing means of keeping up the condition of cows while
giving milk. When the animals had eaten up this steamed food
and Bean-meal, they were each supplied daily with 28 lbs. of
Cabbages from October to December, of Kohl-rabi till February,
or of Mangels till Grass time; each cow having given to her,
after each of the three feedings, 4 lbs. of meadow bay (or 12 lbs.

daily). The roots were not cut, but given whole. Mr. Horsfall
had reverted to this old practice, for four reasons: 1. Less
expense. 2. Less trouble. 3. Better mastication; and 4. No
instance of choking. The animals were twice a day allowed to
drink as much water as they desired.—Mr. Gadsden believed
that Mr. Horsfall's Kape-cake was not the ordinary market article
sold under that name, but the kind termed "green " Kape-cake,
which bore a higher price.—Mr. Horsfall remarked that he could
only get this particular cake by giving an early order to the
maker. It was made only from the German or English seeds,
which were free from the Mustard seed; while the ordinary
cake was manufactured from the East Indian seeds, which
were intermixed with the Mustard and both kinds were
worked up together. He had last October met with a large
stock of green cake, for which the dealer could not find a sale.
Mr. Horsfall having had a trial analysis of it made for him by
Prof. "Way, which showed it to contain 30 per cent, of
albuminous matter and 13 per cent, of oil, he purchased the
supply he then required at 71. 10s. per ton, and found it fully
to answer his expectations. The dealer soon after sold off all
the stock he had on hand, and had also sold 120 tons since. His
cows were always kept housed in the winter, and were milked
twice a day. They were only put to the bull when their yield of
milk fell below 12 quarts a day. Dr. Timm had tried the green
Kape-cake, but could not get his stock to eat it, unless steamed,
and then only in quantities not more than 2 lbs. a day; when
mixed with Linseed-cake they would eat that, and leave the
Kape-cake.—Piof. Way stated that a new cake was likely soon
to be brought into the market, namely, the Cotton-cake, obtained
from Cotton seeds, after the oil, for the candle-manufacturer's
purposes, had been pressed out of them by machinery. The
husks, however, and the short fibres of Cotton remaining attached
to them, might prove indigestible and obstructive when given as
food to animals; but the manufacturer was about to employ a
process for decorticating the seeds, which would remove such
objection to their use. The cake would be of superior quality
and moderate price, namely, 81. 105. per ton. The manufacturer
also thought it might be advisable to make an intermediate cake
of Cotton-seed with Linseed, which would oblige the cattle to eat
the Cotton-cake.— Mr. Gadesden remarked that he had at that
time some experiments in progress on the subject of Cotton-
cake, which, when completed, he would report fully to the Council.
As far as he had gone, the Linseed had made more meat at the
end of the first month on the six sheep feeding upon it than
had been made by the other six sheep which had been feeding
for the same period upon Cotton-cake; but the difference of
price between the two kinds of cakes equalised, in an economical
point of view, the advantage so gained by the feeding properties
of the Linseed over the Cotton-cake.—Mr. Holland, M.P., stated
that a friend having sent him a supply of Cotton-seeds from Egypt,
sufficient to fatten two beasts, the husks were found to be no
objection, but the oil in the seeds had imparted a most disagree-
able odour to the flesh of the animals.—Mr. Fisher Hobbs
thought, from Professor Way's analyses, that Rape and Linseed-
cake ought to be very nearly equal.—Mr. Horsfall explained that
the steaming process he employed rendered the essential oils in
the substances of his mixture more i-olatile and diffusive, ren-
dering the food more agreeable to the taste of the animals,
while they counteracted, at the same time, the bitterness of the
Rape-cake. The temperature of his dairy-houses was 60° Fahr.
in winter. His cows had no exercise at that season, as the
change of temperature would be too great for them. Their yield
of milk was more regular in winter. They were tied 3 ft. 9 ins.
apart, with 2 ft. 6 ins. at the hind feet of each, and straw was
bought for them. They stood when eating on open boards, and
rested on a couch of straw covered by a Cocoa-nut matting.
This matting he had found to be both cheap and substantial.
No water was laid on in his dairy-houses. His fatting
animals required none, while his milking cows were sup-
plied twice a day from a tap with as much as they liked to
take. They were brushed down once a week, but currying
was practised. His butter fetched a penny a pound more
in the market than his neighbours' ; and the only com-
plaint he heard from his customers was that he could not supply
them with a larger quantity. In the purchase of his dairy stock
he did not confine himself to any niceties of breed, but selected,
from time to time, such a fresh supply of animals as appeared
best suited for his purpose. These were generally large cows of
the native Yorkshire breeds, improved by intermixture with the
short-horned and long-horned breeds. On the average they yielded
261 worth of milk per annum each. He sold his new milk at 2d,
and his old at Id. per quart. The cows were in the morning first
milked, and afterwards fed ; then fed again at noon ; and in the
evening, after milking, when they were put up for the night. He
had found it to be the most profitable to milk the cows down till
they gave from five to six quarts a day, and then dry and fatten
them. They had the same food as the others, with the exception of
the Bean-meal, which was then discontinued.—Mr. Alcock, M,P.,
referred to the letting-system in Wiltshire and Dorsetshire.—Mr!
Caird remarked that in Dorsetshire the dairyman got good prices
lor his butter and cheese; but he did not feed in the winter.—
Mr. Horsfall added that he was persuaded that his system was an
economical one, otherwise he should have discontinued it,
as he himself only farmed for profit. The malt-dust (or
coombs) he used was obtained fiom pale-dried malt, and cost him
10*. per quarter. He had only used it since October, having
previously employed bran, which was agreeable in its flavour,
and contained phosphoric acid, a substance important for dairy
cattle. Malt-coombs were also rich in milking properties.—Mr.
Fisher Hobbs remarked that iu Cambridgeshire malt-coombs
were used for breediug ewes.—Professor Way was glad to find
that Mr. Horsfall was not in his present practice deviating from
the original priuciple on which he had set out, and that his view
of the action of albuminous (nitrogenous) food on dairy stock was
borne out by facts. Rape-cake, Oat-straw, bran, and malt, were

all oi the nitrogenous, or flesh-funning class; while butter itseir
although appearing to result from their employment, was not sol
This paradox might, Professor Way thought, be explained, bv
considering that the functions of the milch-cow were intended to
produce cheese and butter in the secretion of milk; and that if
more oily and less albuminous matter were given as food, less
butter would be the result.—Mr. Horsfall remarked that his prin-
ciple involved two objects:—1. The due supply of albuminous
matter in the food. 2. The quality of the oily matter, giving alon^
with the nlbuminons matter. Tenant-farmers in his neighl
bourhood had, like himself, obtained an increased richness^in
their butter from an additional supply of Bean-meal to the food
of their cows. Linseed oil alone, without albuminous matter, had
been found to have no effect of that kind. Mr. Horsfall obtained
1^ oz. of butter from each quart of new milk.—Mr. Caird moved
a vote of thanks to Mr. Horsfall. While on his tour of inspection
throughout England in 1850, as the Times' Commissioner, he
had visited Mr. Horsfall's establishment, and was much inte-

rested in what he then witnessed. The important details Mr,
Horsfall had communicated at the Council meeting held that
day, fully confirmed the selection Mr. Caird had made when
deciding on the particular dairy-farms he should visit and report
upon, on the occasion to which he had referred.—Mr. Gadesden
seconded the motion, and bore testimony to the great readiness
Mr. Horsfall had so kindly evinced on all occasions to communi-
cate the results of his experience on the important investigations

to which he had so successfully devoted his attention.—This
motion being carried unanimously, Mr. Fisher Hobbs hoped that

the Weekly Meetings of the session would be attended by many
of the practical members of the Society, and lead to friendly

discussions as interesting and important as the present had beeu.

Weekly Council, Feb. 27.—Mr. Raymond Barker,
V.P., in the chair.

Sea Sand.—Communications on this subject were

received from the Rev. S. Kingdon, Mr. Bence Jones,

and Mr. Marychurch, and referred to Prof. Way.
Peat-pressers.—Mr. Burness laid before the Council

a statement of the peculiarities of eleven machines

adapted for that purpose. This communication was

ordered to be transmitted to the Danish Minister, as

having immediate reference to the inquiry submitted

by his Excellency to the Council at a previous meeting.

Cottonseed Cake.—Mr. Gadesden, of Ewell Castle,

Surrey, favoured the Council with the following state-

ment of his expefiments connected with the fattening

properties of Cotton-seed cake in comparison with Lin-

" Ewell Castle, Feb. 27, 1856.
" With a view to testing the comparative quality of this cake

for feeding purposes, I selected, two months since/a dozen South-

down sheep, dividing them into two pens of six each, in an open

shed on boards, supplying them daily with equal quantities of

Swedes and chaff, giving to one six a pound each per day of

Linseed cake, and to the other si^ a like quantity of Cotton-seed

cake. The sheep were weighed when put up, and again at the

end of four weeks, with the following result:

—

6 fed with Cotton- Cwt. qr.lb'

seed cake, wghd.
same time 6 9

6 fed with Linseed Cwt. qr. lb.
cake, weighed
Dec. 26, fasting 5 3 18

Ditto, wgbd. 24th
January 6 1 25

Increase
*

4 weeks consumption £ s. d.

of cake, 1 cwt. 2qrs.
6 lb., at 14Z. 10s. per
ton, cost 12 6

Ditto, wghd. 24th
January ...

Increase

• tt

« • •

6 1 15

4 weeks consumption £ s. d.

of cake, 1 cwt. 2 qrs.

6 lb., at 81. 10s. per
ton, cost 13 3

11 It will here be observed that although the"" cost of the Cotton-
seed cake gave a saving of 95. 3d. as compared with that of the

Linseed cake, the sheep fed on it increased less than the others by
29 lbs. live weight, equal 16 lbs. dead weight, which, at 6^d. per
lb., would be 8s. 8d., being very nearly equivalent to the 9s. 3d.

saved in price of cake. The weighing at the end of the secoud
month gives results so nearly corresponding with the foregoing
that I need not trouble yon with the details. From these it would
seem that, at 81. 10s. per ton, Cotton-seed cake is, in fact, no
cheaper than the best Linseed cake at 14J. 10$. At the same time

I we may rejoice, as agriculturists, at the introduction of another
: variety of cake likely to be supplied in almost unlimited quan-
tity, useful in itself, and the competition of which with Linseed
cake is calculated to render the cost of the latter more moderate to

feeders of stock. (Signed) Jas. Gadesdex."

Centrifugal Churn.—Count Sparre favoured the

Council with the following communication :

—

" London, 26th Feb., 1856.
" As being much interested in every improvement in agricul-

ture, and especially in the treatment of milk, I have paid much
attention to a new system of churn invented by my countryman
Major Stiernsvurd. This churn was exhibited at Paris last year,

and received a first-class medal. As it is well known that no
country pays so much attention to all improvements in agricul-

ture as England, I have thought it but right to request the

opinion of the Royal Agricultural Society, and therefore beg to

inform you that I have now with mein London one of these
churns, which I shall be happy to place at the disposal of the

Society for any experiments they may submit it to. The advan-
tages of this churn are :—1st. The milk is put in at once from the

cow, without standing for cream (although cream may be churned
in it as well). 2d. After the butter is formed, which is with cer-

tainty in a few minutes, the milk is not soured, not being in

any sense buttermilk, and can be boiled without coagulation.
3d. The churn is not subject to get out of order; is easily kept

perfectly sweet, and is inexpensive in its construction. I have
the honour to present to the Society a small treatise by Major

Stiernsviird on the treatment of milk, in which will be found the

mode of using his new invention.
(Signed) " Count Ambjorx Sparre;'

The Council accepted Count Sparre's kind offer, and

arranged that it should be submitted in action before

the Council on that day fortnight.

Vitalityof Seeds.—-M. Salaville explained the various

conditions of organisation in grain in reference to its

vitality, and to the action of corrosive vapours applied

to it by means of his machinery. — Prof. Simonds

exhibited to the members under the action of h*9

powerful microscope various portions of Wheat in its

original state as well as in the condition in which it had

been left by the process to which M. Salaville had sub-

mitted it during the previous fortnight. He remarked

as tbe result of his own scrutiny on this occasion that en

submitting the dressed Wheat to the microscope several

spores of the uredo fetida were seen attached to the

hairs of the grain, which did not appear to have under-

gone any physical alteration ; but this Mr. Simonds

stated to be no proof that their vitality had not been

destroyed through the use of the fumigating agents,
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such being alone to be proved by vegetating the grain

and comparing the results with undressed samples.

Mr. Riddell exhibited his model of a reaper, and Mr.
Collett a model of his proposed plan for raising water.

—Mr. Trimmer's letter on Geology connected with
Drainage, and Mr. Fulbrooke's further statement of his

views on Meteorological Cycles, and the influence of the

Moon on Weather, were referred to the Journal Com-
mittee.

The Council adjourned to their Monthly Meeting on
the 5th cf March.
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Calendar of Operations.

FEBRUARY.
Northumberland, Feb. 28.—February set in with a sharp

frost, and bid fair at its commencement to "fill the dyke with
white; 1

' but this continued only long enough to enable us to get
our yards cleared of manure, and the latter carted out to the
fields, where it is required for the Turnip crop, without cutting
the land. We are quite ready to admit all the evils of cart-
ing out manure to the fields and leaving it in heaps during
the spring ; but until we can get our fallows wrought, and our
Turnips sown by steam-power, it is an evil we must submit to,

as the expense of keeping extra horses in Turnip time to cart it

direct from the yards or boxes would, in our opinion, be a greater
evil still. On the night of the 6th and morning of the 7th the
wind rose to a perfect hurricane, unroofing and upsetting stacks,
and in at least one instance in this neighbourhood lifting the stack
off the stand and setting it down some yards distant. The wind took
the frost effectually out of the ground, and so dried it that we
were enabled to finish the cleaning of a field which had lain over
half-finished from autumn, and which we have now turned over
with a 10-inch furrow, and do not expect it will require much
more to make it ready for sowing. Lea ploughing has got well
through; and those who did not get their spring Wheat sown
early in the season are now taking advantage of the present
uncommonly fine weather for getting it in. Our own land being
ready, and the weather suitable, we finished sowing Wheat last
month, and it is now up and looking well. Turnips are getting
scarce, and many will be pinched for food for both cattle and
sheep ere the Grass arrive, especially should the spring be
backward. There has been a considerable loss among hoggets
in this district caused by a whitish diarrhoea. About three
weeks ago we commenced giving them cut straw and bran mixed
with their Oats, and have since lost none; where they have
escaped the diarrhoea they have done well. Cattle have also
done well in the yards, and though prices are consideraly down,
they are still amply remunerative.

THE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE y
OR

BLOOD MANURE COMPANY.
(LIMITED.)

TRUSTEES.
Abel Smith, Esq., Jun., M.P., Walton House, Ware, Herts.

|
Edward Ball, Esq., M.P., 8, Belgrave Road Timlico

Charles Dimsdale, Esq., Essendon Place, Herts.
| Major-General Hall, M.P., Weston Colvilie, Linton", Cambridge

John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

DIRECTORS.
Chairman—Joxas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.

Deputy-Chairman—Johk Sharp, Esq., Tower Villa, Queen'* Road, Regent's Park.

Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex.
John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury, Essex.
Richard Hunt, Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex.

Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lexham, Norfolk.
Robert Morgan, Esq.. 72, Camden Villas. Camden Town.
Thomas Nash, Esq., Great Chesierford, Essex.
James Odams, Esq., Bishop Stortford, Herts.

John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Pentonville, with power to add to their number.

Dtmk*r$—Hum Barnett, Hoare & Co., Lombard Street.
|
Auditor—James Caird, Esq., Baldoon, &6

f
Serjeant's Inn, Temple, London.

Solicitors—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand. | Sea-etary and Chemist—JAmes Taylor, Esq., F.C.3.

Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London.

Manufactory, Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

Aiacmnery ror tne manuiacture ot tneir Manures; ana, having secured nearly the whole of the Blood produced by the butchers
of the metropolis, and a large stock of other necessary materials of the best quality, they are now in a position to supply their
Patent Manure of the highest quality; and, as most of the Directors and many of the Shareholders are themselves large consumers
of the Blood Manure, their fixed determination to supply nothing but sterling and genuine quality cannot fail to afford a
guarantee and protection to the farmer against imposition.

The great value of Blood Manure as a fertiliser may now be considered as a fully established fact. Ever since the first introduction

Notices to Correspondents.
Beaks : 72 Varden. We would apply 3 cwt. of Peruvian guano
per acre or 5 cwt. of the Nitro-phosphate Wheat manure, and
should prefer the former. It may be sown without any chance
of hurting the seed. Thanks for your note about the fork, to
which we shall refer. We have applied for information about
isothermal lines.

Butter: A H F C. The butter not "coming" is a frequent
grievance, often baffling explanation. Weather—electrical
condition—change in feeding, &c, &c, are all quoted to
account for the cream whipping into froth instead of yielding
butter. The subject needs experiment and investigation. At
present it is ho mysterious that the old expedient ot" a crooked
sixpence in the churn bears a very fair relationship to existing
knowledge.

Clover losing Root : A Z. Try heavy rolling, and apply 2 cwt.
of guano per acre, or a top-dressing of well-rotted dung. If
that should fail you could sow Vetches six weeks hence, after
scarifyingand harrowing the land. Any young growing crop will
be improved by rolling now when the land is dry.

Cow, Ewe, Sow: Armstrong. Forty, twenty-one, and sixteen
weeks respectively.

Eggs : F It S. The importation of 1855 was as nearly as possible
100 millions. This is less by 20 or 30 per cent/than in pre-
vious years. They come chiefly from France.

Gorse : D. would feel much obliged if Mr. W. D. Fox would say
at what distance be drills his seed, and whether, as has been
stated elsewhere, he thinks that only every alternate row

^
should be cut each year. If he would also state what quantity
of land he thinks will supplv each cow, he will oblige.

Gorse : J?/asks if Mr. Fox will kindly say if Gorse will grow in
a tield rather overshadowed by trees and sloping to the north.
Where can the proper Gorse seed be procured ?

Grass Seeds : Cheshire. We would sow the Oats now, and hoe
in the Grass seeds in six or eight weeks hence.

Guano, &c. : J Shepp. Sow the guano 3 cwt. per acre broadcast
over the whole land as it lies in drills with the sets laid, and
then cover in by ploughing or hoeing down the ridgelets.
Lime 30 or 40 bushels per acre newly slaked might be applied
in a similar manner—not with the guano however. It may be
spread out of acart. It may have an influence on the wireworm,
but that is doubtful.—A'. There were 305,000 tons imported last
year against 235,000 in the year before.

Lime and Salt: Cheshire. If these are in equal proportions then
you may add half a bushel of the mixture to every cubic yard
of pond mud, and apply 20 cartloads ot the whole per acre as a
top-dressing to your Grass land.

Mangel Wurzel: D A. It will produce poor milk. Swedes
will give it a disagreeable taste, which may be diminished or
destroyed by keeping the milk hot some time after it is put
into the dish, when the aroma will leave it. Mangel Wurzel
is certainly not injurious to stock. It is better late in spring.
See Mr. Horsfall on dairy feeding, in another column.

Nitrate of Soda : A. It contains nitric acid and soda and water,
besides foreign matters which accidentally or otherwise may be
present. It contains no ammonia. You may learn from the
name of a substance what its composition is, when the name
given is the style and title, which science has devised. Chemical
nomenclature has been devised for that purpose. Nitrates are
combinations of nitric acid with certain bases.

Poultry : A Subscriber will find numerous plans and directions
for the erection of poultry houses in the * Poultry Book," in
fact no other work we have seen treats the subject so well.
Eaton is the best authority for anything relative to pigeons.

Spent Gas Lime : TB P. You may mix it with manure or with
anything which will enable the access of air throughout it. A
heap of it with ditch parings, turf, &c, turned over two or
three times, at intervals of a fortnight, will then be fit for use,
at the rate of 30 or 40 bushels of the lime per acre, for the farm
or garden, arable or pasture.

Superphosphate: C C Williams. For Grass lands used for dairy-
ing we should prefer applying Nitro-phosphate manure, which
is a superphosphate containing a considerable proportion of
ammonia as well, to guano, which contains its phosphorus in a
less soluble condition and its ammonia in larger proportion
than is perhaps desirable under those circumstances,

Talavera Wheat, 31 Powell. It maybe sown as late as middle
ot March in ordinary seasons.

Tank: Subscriber. If your difficulty is pressure of water from
below upwards, the bottom of your tank should be, or should
have been, made basin-shaped, and the bricks laid in cement
and properly fitted would have made the tank water-tight.

IffiFOLiuM ikcarnatum : Agricola. It should be sown in autumn,
and produces in the following summeran abundant crop of forage
raUier stronger and coarser than the common Clover, but very
nutritive and palatable. Sow 20 lbs. on a clean unploughed corn
**ibble after rain ,and harrow it in.

The Blood Manure is composed of bones dissolved in Sulphuric Acid, to which is added a large quantity of pure Blood, specially
prepared to suit various crops, and may either be applied by the drill or sown broadcast,

'

BLOOD MANURE FOR TURNIPS.
The phosphates absolutely necessary for early development

and rapidity of growth In the young stage of the plants ar« in a
larger proportion in a soluble form than is usually met with in
ordinary samples of Superphosphate of Lime, and, the Blood
supplying nitrogen, the latter growth is also secured, hence the
superiority of the Patent Manure. It may be used alone at the
rate of 4 cwt. per acre, or it farm-yard manure is used. 3 cwt.
will be sufficient, with an equal quantity of fine mould or ashes.
N.B. For this, as for all other root crops, an additional appli-

cation of Blood Manure will much more than repay the additional
cost. Though 2 or 3 cwt. per acre will produce a crop superior
to that from a similar weight of Superphosphate of Lime, the
application of a much larger quantity will be found even more
remunerative. The rent and charges must be paid equally,
whether the land yields 10, 20, or 30 tons an acre: so that an
addition of 8 or 10 tons of roots beyond the common crop costs
nothing more than the price of the extra 2 or 3 cwt. of Blood
Manure applied.

THE blood manure for wheat,
BARLEY, OATS, ETC.

Being rich in nitrogen and other necessary ingredients, it is

especially adapted for the Wheat and other Corn crops, and has
been used with the greatest success in all parts of England. It
is a very remarkable fact that the analysis of blood and the
grain of Wheat are nearly identical, as proved by the most
eminent chemists,—it contains all the elements which plants
require, and when properly prepared, will become the essence of
vegetable as well as of animal life. The highly fertilising pro-
perties of Blood have been commented upon by Professor Way
and others, and the success of the Blood Manure for Wheat and
other cereals, has been fully proved upon all soils by the practical
experience of numerous Agriculturists. Should Wheat manured
with dung in the ordinary way look unhealthy in the spring, it

will be greatly benefited by top-dressing it with Blood Manure,
at the rate of 2 to 3 cwt. per acre,—thus strengthening the straw,
making it less liable to lodge, and very much increasing the
produce. For Barley and Oats, 3 to 4 cwt. per acre of the Blood
Manure may either be sown broadcast or drilled with the seed,

—

if the former, to be well harrowed in.

BEANS AND PEAS.
For Beans or Peas, 3 to 4 cwt. per acre may be used either

broadcast and harrowed in, or a portion afterwards, between the
drills at the time of horse-hoeing.

MANGEL WURZEL AND CARROTS.
Blood Manure is an excellent fertiliser for these crops. Four

cwt. to the acre with an equal weight of common salt should be
sown broadcast over the field, and well harrowed in, the seed
bein<* drilled in the usual way ; repeated horse-hoeing between

I the rows is of great importance for air and nutriment, and great"
j
advantage will he obtained by occasionally sprinkling a little
Blood Manure between the rows previous to the hoeing.

POTATOES.
The Blood Manure is specially prepared for this crop, and it

will be found to give most satisfactory results—it will be most
successful if used to the extent of 4 cwt. per acre, with half the
usual quantity of farm-yard dung, and the whole earthed up in
the usual way. Should the farm-yard manure not be used, then
6 cwt. of Blood Manure may be used alone, put into the bottom
of the drill, and the sets on the top and earthed up.

FLAX.
This crop in olden time had the renown of being one of the

most exhausting crops which could be put into the land, and this
by chemical analysis has been found to arise from the large
quantity of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, magnesia, and the alkalies
taken up by the Flax plant, which renders it a highly exhausting
crop. The Blood Manure is carefully prepared, so as to meet
the wants of this crop, and with its aid Flax can no longer be
considered an exhauster of the soil. In using Blood Manure for
this crop, from 4 to 6 cwt. may be sown broadcast, and harrowed
in before the seed is drilled.

HOPS.
It is well known to all Hop growers that Hops require more

manure for their proper development than any other plant which
they cultivate; the constant withdrawing of the Hops, year by
year, from the land necessitates the supply to the soil of a con-
siderable amount of both mineral and organic ingredients, and
the Blood Manure has been particularly prepared, with the object
of supplying the requirements of this important crop. It con-
tains all the constituents which the plant requires, both mineral
and organic, and will be found as cheap and efficacious as any
other manure now in use; from 10 to 12 cwt. per acre applied at two-
different times well worked in between the alleys, will be found a
most useful application, or the manure may be put round each-
hill and covered up with the soil.

Testimonials from the most eminent Agriculturists who have used the Manure
may be had from the local Agents. The following may be taken as a sample :—

Norfolk Farms, Windsor, February 20th, 1855.

Gentlemen,—In answer to your inquiry respecting the results
of Nitro-phosphate used on the Royal Farms, Windsor Great
Park, I have great pleasure in stating, that after applying it to
a field of Swedes, which gained the cup at the Royal East Berks
Agricultural Show, I have no hesitation in pronouncing it an
excellent manure, and intend using it to a greater extent during
the present season.

I am, gentlemen, your obedient servant,
Jambs Brebner.

~ Mr. Benjamin Goultox, Gedney Marsh, Long Sutton, Lincoln-
shire.—* 4

! drilled your manure "at the rate of 2} cwt. pel acre
along with the Wheat over 30 acres, and although the field U

the poorest land I have on my farm, the crop ranked amongst
: the best I have. I do not know how I can recommend it better
than by saying I shall use it much more extensively this season/*

.Park Farm, Woburn, Bedfordshire, Jan. 18th, 1854.
Gentlemen,—In reply to yonr inquiry respecting the Nitro-

phosphate supplied to his Grace the Duke of Bedford in 1853, F
beg to inform you I applied it all for Swedes, and in every in-
stance was very successful, particularly so on a field of 30 acres,
where I put on 2 cwt of it per acre, with a light dressing of
farm-yard manure, which has produced the finest crop of Swedes
I ever grew. I with great confidence recommend this valuable
manure to the notice of the agricultural community.—I am,
gentlemen, yours very truly, G. W. Bakbb.

PRICE, DELIVERED AT ANY WHARF OR RAILWAY STATION IN LONDON :

Corn and Grass Manure, £7 10s. per Ton.

Turnip Manure, £6 10s. per Ton.

Flax and Hop Manure, «£8 10s. per Ton.

The Company leg to caution the public against the attempts of spurious imitators, who, since the introduction of

this Manure, have professed to make one possessing similar qualities. As security, therefore* to the purchaser, every

hag is marked * ODAMS* PATENT BLOOD MANURE," and sold only by the authorised Agentsofthe Company.
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HEATING HOT WATER.

I

J WEEKS and CO.'S BOILERS.—At the beau-

• tifui seat of W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham Park, Streatham,

Surrey can now be seen additional proof* of the efficiency of

WEEKS'S BOILER. One is there fixed, effectually heating an

incredible number of Forcing houses, Pine stoves, and extensive

ranges of forcing pits. Thin exquisite establishment has long

been celebrated for growing the finest Pines, Grapes, &c, &e ,

«nder the able management of Mr. Page, the Gardener, who will

kindly show and explain the hot-water apparatus, &c.

Johjt Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders an<l Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, Kings Road, Chelsea, London.

Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues, comprising

Horticulture in all its branches,

public \n v i "Tat i o n.
HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,
j

HAVE this Season the pleasure of being able to

refer to several other extensive Establishments where
they have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which
iiitherto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highly respectable firm of Messrs.

Edward Henderson & Co., of the Wellington Nursery, Wel'ing-
ton Road, St. John's Wood, and as that Establishment is open to

-the public Messrs. John Wkeks & Co/s Hot-water Apparatus
will now have a chance of being fairly tested and iui partially

represented during this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
Co .have now adopted what is called the u Onk Boiler System."
At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist

can see the Hot-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges of

Hothouses, all connected to one boiler. We will here quote

Mr. Edward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of
j

Messrs. J. Weeks & Co.'s system of heating by hot water. He
says:

—

* I am more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what
Messrs. John Weeks & Co. have done for me in heating a great

number of our hot-houses from one boiler. It is almost impossible

for me to express my satisfaction sufficiently strongly. The effect and
great saving produced is truly wonderful; less than twosacks ofcoke in

24 hours is all that is used to heat a variety ofhothouses, <£c, nearly

800 feet in length, and these various houses are to some extent widely

separated, as 300feet stand in one direction
9
\60feet in another

t
200feet

-in another\and soon, including our large newly laid-out wintergardens'*

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive
private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be
3een in operation, and in every case with the same favourable
results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former
statements relating to their one boiler system, and most
^respectfully solicit a
visit to their Garden Es-
tablishment at Chelsea,
which consists of Hot-
houses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Pits,&c,
the whole measuring
1000 feet in length, ex-

posing to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-

ficial feet of glass, the
whole heated by onk
boiler, 5 feet high by 3
feet 6 inches in diameter,
the water in the va-
rious houses circulating

through 5000 feet of Hot-
crater Pipe.

The accompanying
sketch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bars. The iargi

surface which this Boiler

exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of such extra-
ordinary power.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.

At our two establishments horticultural science is fully carried

-oat in all its branches, combining all the improvements of the

day. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very
•extensive variety of horticultural erections; also Forcing. Pits

and Frames of all sizes. See our Illustrated Catalogues on
Horticultural Building and Heating by Hot Water; also of all

the best Stove and Greenhouse Plants; also of the best Vines,
Pines, Peaches, and other Fruit trees.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.
m

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

Krnsal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

R^ofsof Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobili ty and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged

,

MAPPINGS PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by thk Makers.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,

'' • (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved

Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-

siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon verv advantageous terms, with materials

for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,

Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the

Manufactory as above.

GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICE
WIRE NETTING.

QQnpnO

ASH PIT
V-

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
Cutlbry Woaxs, Sheffield ; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawings forwarded by post.

HPANNED NETTING,lbr the Protection of FRUIT
-*- TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security

of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard ; 200 yards, 145.: 500
yards, 30s. ; 1000 yards, 50s. ; scrim canvas for wall fruit.—At
£r*3iNGToif & Co.'s Rick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth
Manufacturers, 49, King William Street, London Bridge;
17. Smithfield Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot,
Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth.

"IV IRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
of every description, for the Conservatorv, Garden, or othe

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.
Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety i

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the hest make:
Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;
Avianes and Conservatories fitted up, by W.Kichabps. Imperial
Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearlv opposite Princess's
Theatre. ' rr

WARNERS' SWING WATER-BARROW
(To Hold Thirty Gallons)

Is intended for'all large Establishments where much watering is

done by the watering-pot. By its use much time and labour of

the Gardener are saved, particularly where the Tank, Pond, or

Pump is at a distance from the garden. May be obtained of any

ironmonger In town or country for 31. 35.

No establishment offers such a variety of effective machines for

hydraulic purposes, whether to supply Gardens, Hothouses,

Cottages, Farm3, Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every requi-

site connected with the conveyance and distribution of liquids.

H
No. 32.

Conservatory Pump, with Warner's Registered Spreader, 275. 6d.

Brass Syringes, 9s. to 18s.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, &c. Sheets of

Engravings sent on application.

Manufactured by John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Jewin
Street, London, and may be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in town or country at the advertised prices.

ARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

ges, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £
21 in. short 1ft. 7 in.

2

3

81
4
2!

ft

tt

tt

tt

tt

long 3

ditto 3
ditto 3
ditto 3

?>

it

It

6
6
6

•'

tt

it

9t

1

1

2

f Fitted for lead/
gutta percha,

or cast iron

flanged pipe, I 2
as required, j 3

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2

2i in. long ditto ditto ditto 2

.v
. d.

10
14

3
12
3

14
18

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery tor Raising Water by neans
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c. —Engravings sent on application.

ARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP,

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 3/. 3*.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.

1£ inch Gutta Percba Suction Pipe,
Is. 9<2. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Wabneb & Sons,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines, &c.—Engravings sent on application.

HJ. MORTOX and Co., Galvanised Iron Works,
• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON ROOFING, for Farm Buildings and
other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest roofing in use.

GALANISED SPOUTING, at from lO^d. per yard, for Farm
buildings, houses, &c—Never requires painting.

PATENT WIRE STrtAND FENCING, the strongest and
neatest fence in use. Upwards of 600 railesof this fencing fixed by
us in the last 8 years. For illustrated price list apply at the Works
GALVANISED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.—

Galvanised, 24 inch wide,
2-inch mesh, 6d., 8d.and lid.
per yard.
Galvanised, 24 inch wide,

3-inch mesh, 4d., h\d., and
l{d. per yard.
The Netting made any

width, and with openings of
any size.

GALVANISED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS
for DRY and WET FOOD.—Galvanised Chain Camp Stools
and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat,
6s. 6d. to 12s. 6d. each.—Galvanised Pronged Dahlia Rods and
Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdles,
Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-
vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea-
sure Grounds, &c, from lO^d. per yard.

For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Henry J. Morton & Co.,
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

OF GALVANISED

BARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,
In consequence of improvements in their machinery for

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make

• *

a great reduction in the prices.

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide
2-inch „ strong, do.

2 inch
2-inch
If-inch
l|-inch
1 1-inch
l§-inch

* • • • • t

ft

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

intermediate, do.

extra strong, do.

24 inches wide
strong, do.

intermediate, do.

extra strong, do.

t • •

• • *

• •

• • t

i •

• • #

• • •

Galvan-
ised.

5c?. per yd.
6
7

9}
54

n
10

tt

ft

tt

tt

tt

tt

Japanned
iron.

4d. per yd.

4|

5i

3
6
8

tt

n
tt

tt

tt

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet),

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices one-fourth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 8£d. per yard, 3 feet wide;
Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 2d. per
square foot.

Delivered free of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or

Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle

and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, <fcc.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post.

(i

wtk

i

l

PARKES'STEELDICCING FORKS AND DRAINING TOOLS.

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use hy

upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

AT THE NORWICH, GLOUCESTER, LINCOLN
and CARLISLE SHOWS,

The Prize for the best LINSEED and CORN CRUSHER *as

awarded to E. R. & F. Turner, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich.

t

E. R. & F. Turneb invite the attention of Agriculturists an

others to the following machines of their manufacture:

—

ROLLER MILLS for crushing Linseed, Oats, Barley, Malt,

&c, of various sizes, with or without Bt%an-mill combined. The

numerous prizes awarded these Mills by the Royal and other

agricultural societies rendercomment on their merits unnecessary-

PATENT COMBINED GRINDING and CRUSHING M1LL

for reducing Barley, &c
9
to a fine and soft meal, and cm^hiflg

Oats, Linseed, Ac, is strongly recommended for the varn*tv ot

purposes to which it is applicable, and for its perfect and economic

working. Price 251.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for horse or steam power, cutting three

lengths, with facility for changing the length of the cut almc

momentarily, and other valuable improvements.
OILCAKE BREAKERS, made entirely of iron, with case-

hardened teeth suitable for all descriptions of cake. Price 3/- Iu*

FIXED STEAM-ENGINES, on the horizontal direct acting

principle. Long experience and attention to the practical wor

ingof steam-engines of every variety, have enabled the raalV
r

factures to offer these Engines as inferior to noue—either

efficiency, economy, or durability—and at prices which will

found comparatively low.
.

Superior Portable Steam-Engines and Threshing ^Iaclu]^
Horse-Power Threshing Machines, Circular Saw Tables.

Horse Carts, and various other Implements, are also m*
factured at the above Works.

Illustrated Price Lists sent free on application.

G
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l2mo, with 147 Illustrations, 2s. cloth.

THE MICROSCOPE. By Dionysius Lardner, D.C.L.
Feom the "MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND ART."

*

Also, by the same Author, and from the "Museum of Science and Art,"

COMMON THINGS EXPLAINED. By Dionysius Lardner, D.C.L.
Containing :—Air—Earth—Fire—Water—Time—The Almanac—Clocks and Watches—Spectacles—Colour—Kaleidoscope-

Pumps. One Vol., 114 Illustrations, 2s. 6d. cloth.

POPULAR ASTRONOMY. By Dionysius Lardner, D.C.L.
Containing :—IIov to Observe the Heavens—Latitudes and Longitudes—The Earth—The Sun—The Moon—The Planets: are they
Inhabited?—The New Planets—Leverrier and Adams's Planet—The Tides—Lunar Influences—acd the Stellar Universe. One
Vol., 119 Illustrations, 2s. 6d. cloth.

THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH POPULARISED.
Bv DIONYSIUS LARDNER, D.C.L. 100 Illustrations. 12mo, 2s. cloth.

W. <& M.'s New Descinptive Catalogue will be sent by post (free) to any one writing for it.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES
PIT FRAMES, ETC. '

ETLEY and CO. are supplying 16-oz. Sheet Glass
1 * of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 100
square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash,
A reduction made on 1000 feet.
Sizes.—Inches.

From 6 by 4
7 „ 5
8 „ 6
10 ,. 8

99

99

11

at

99

99

11

er foot. Per 100 feet

lid. is £0 12 6
2d.

tt 16 8
2\d. n 18 9
2hd. it 1 10
2$d. n 1 2 11

LONDON : WALTON AND MABERLY, 28, UPPER GOWER STREET, & 27, IVY LANE, PATERNOSTER ROW.

COMPLETE COURSE OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
i.

LARDNER'S HANDBOOK OF MECHANICS. 357 Illustrations. One Vol., 5s. cloth.

LARDNER'S HANDBOOK
One Vol., 5s. cloth.

ii.

OF HYDROSTATICS, PNEUMATICS, AND HEAT. 292 Illustrations.

Inches.
Under 6 by 4

7 „ 5
8 „ 6
10 „ 8
12

it $

r
L*rger size8

'
not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 3d. to 3±d. per square foot, according to size.
21 oz. „ 3$rf.to5d.
26 oz. 84d.to7tf.

"

P4TSS!™R2UGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, andPATENT PLATE GLASS for II6rticultural purposes, at
reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,
either in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

Propagating Glasses, Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes Glass
Milk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not
hitherto manufactured in Glass. ,

PATENT PLATE GLASS.-The present extremely moderate
price of this superior article should cause it to supersede all
other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence No
alteration connected with the sash is required.

GLASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation of
every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure
Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half.
List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

James Hetlky & Co., 35, Soho Square, London
*

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.
TJEIGATE SILVER SAND, 16s. per Ton, lessA^ quantities Is. 6/. per bushel, delivered five miles, or to any
London Wharf or Railway.
PEAT and LOAM of various kinds. Sacks cost price (or hire

6i. each). Terms cash.
J. Kknxard, Swan Place, Old Kent Road. •

in.

LARDNER'S HANDBOOK OF OPTICS. 290 Illustrations. One Vol., 5s. cloth.

IV.

ifER'S HANDBOOK OF ELECTRICITY, MAGNETISM, AND ACOUSTICS. One Vol., 6*. cloth,

in April 1856.

Tlie above Four Volumes will form a complete Course of Natural Philosophy.'**-?]

LONDON: WALTON AND MABERLY, 28, UPPER GOWER STREET, & 27, IVY LANE, PATERNOSTER ROW.

A

THE FLORIST, FRUITIST, AND GARDEN
MISCELLANY. By C. Turner and J. Spencer, Monthly,

price One Shilling. Contents of the March Number, just

published, areas follows :—Fuchsias, with coloured illustrations ;

Giving Air; Horticultural Society; the Peach; Advice to

Young Rose Growers; Hardy Conifers, with a woodcut;
Bedding Plants; Preparation of Dahlia Ground; New Fern,
with a woodcut; Notes on a Journey; Earwig Trap, with a wood-
cut; Reviews; Horticultural Thermometer; a Calendar of

Operations for the Month, and various Notices of New Plants.

Office, 20, Southampton Street, Strand, London.

LOWE'S FOREIGN FERNS.
Now publishing, in Monthly Parts, royal 8vo, price Is., each con-

taining 4 Coloured Plates and numerous Wood Engravings,

NATURAL HISTORY OF FERNS, British
aso Exotic. By E. J. Lowe, Esq., F.R.A.S., F.G.S., &c.
London : Groombridge & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row.

EORGE MILLS' TREATISE on the CULTURE
of the CUCUMBER, MELON, SEA-KALE, and ASPA-

RAGUS. Price 3s. 6d., free by post.

Also his TREATISE on the CULTURE of the PINE
APPLE. Price 2s. 6d. free by post. For notices of the above
see Advertisements inserted January 1855.

George Mills, Uxbridge Road, Ealing. Middlesex.

NEW GARDENING SERIAL.
This day Is published, Icrown 8vo, price 3d., or stamped 4dn

the first Number, to be continued Monthly,

GOSSIP FOR THE GARDEN ; a Handbook for

the Florist and Suburban Horticulturist. Conducted bv
E. S. Dodwell, Hon. Secretary to the Midland Horticultural

Society, and late Conductor of the " Midland Florist," and John
Edwards, F.H.S., Secretary to the National Floricultural Society,

and Author of the " National Garden Almanack," &c.
Advertisements inserted at moderate rates.

London: Hooxston & Stoxeman*. Derby: "W. Rowbottom,
Iron Gate; and of all Booksellers, Newsmen, and Nurserymen in

the United Kingdom. «

Just published, with Plates, Second Issue, price 2s!6d., by post, 3s.

LAND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS;
a Paper read before the London Farmers' Club, with con-

siderable additions. By J. Bailey Denton, F.G.S., Assoc. Inst.

C.E., Engineer to the General Land Drainage Company.
London: James Ridgway, 169, Piccadilly; and to be had of

all Booksellers.
.

Now ready, price 3s. 6tL, bound in cloth,

LOIS WEE DON HUSBANDRY.
By the Author of " A Word in Season to the Farmer."

" By this mode of Husbandry, compared with the ordinary
modes, the ror iety of an acre yields more than the whole."

Jamws Ridgway. Piccadilly, and all Booksellers .

This day, price 3d., No. I. of

A MANUAL of BRITISH BUTTERFLIES and
MOTHS. By H. T. Staixton*, Editor of " The Entomo-

logist's Annual."
This work will contain descriptions of all the British Species,

with popular readable instructions where to find them and how
to know them, and will be illustrated with numerous woodcuts.
To be completed in about Thirty Monthly Numbers. The first

four Parts will comprise the whole of the Butterflies !

London: John Yak Voorst, 1. Paternos 'er Row.

Now ready, with Frontispiece and Vignette, 3s. 6d. cloth.

THINGS NOT GENERALLY KNOWN, familiarly
explained. A BOOK FOR OLD AND YOUNG. By

John Timbs, F.S.A., Editor of ,; The Year-Book of Facts."

Contents :—-Marvels of the Heavens—The Earth's Surface
and Interior—The Sea and Atmosphere—Sight and Sound-
Geographical Discovery— Phenomena of Lire and Death —
The Animal Kingdom — Curious Trees and Plants — Natural
Magic—Domestic Manners—The Calendar—Laws and Customs
—Church, and State, and Parliament—Nationalities and Dig-
nities—Science, the Arts, and Manufactures— Money-Matters
—Art-Terms—Lauguage and Books.

By the same Author, Third Thousand,

CURIOSITIES OF LONDON ; with nearly Fifty
Years' Personal Recollections. With a Portrait. 800 closely
printed pages, 14$.

London : David Bogue, Fleet Street.

WANTED to RENT, a FARM with a GENTLE-
' * MANS RESIDENCE, on an Improving Lease, an

Arable Farm of 500 or 600 acres, situate on a London Railway,
near to a principal station, and provided with Buildiugs and
accommodation necessary tor high farming and making the most
of the land. The occupancy would be very beneficial to the
property and an example to an adjoining tenantcy, as the Adver-
tiser has had large experience and would avail himself of every
improvement.—Address Mr. Hewitt Davis, 3, Frederick's
Place. Old Jewry, London.

TO MARKET GARDe1^RS~ANO FARMERS.
»T»0 BE LET, a GARDEN FARM, comprising
-A 50 acres of Garden Ground and 15 of Meadow Land, with
convenient Farm House and Buildings, about eight miles' from
Covent Garden and four from Kingston and Croydon markets.
Immediate possession may be had.— For particulars apply to
John Mackrell, Esq., Solicitor. 34, Cannon Street West- or
T. Attwqop, Esq., Land AgenyMortlake, Surrey.

'T'O BE LET ON LEASE, with immediate posses-
-A sion, 2J Acres or thereabouts of GARDEN GROUND, near
London, well stocked with choice Fruit Trees and thriving

,«,,, • . ,,.
7 j , ,« c e -, -

Bushes, for the most part enclosed with lofty bnck walls well
1856, is just published by Messrs. SlMPKlN & MARSHALL, covered with Trees, being part of the Brandenburg Estate

RENDLE'S FARM DIRECTORY FOR 1856,
Edited by

J. C. MORTON, Esq.,

Editor of the Agricultural Gazette and Cvclopedia of
Agriculture.

ENDLE'S AGRICULTURAL PRICE
CURRENT and FARM DIRECTORY FORR

4, Stationers1
Court, London, and can be obtained

throw/h them from any Bookseller in Town or Country,
or from the proprietors, Messrs. William E. Rendle
& Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth, price sixpence, or free
to all purchasers of seeds.

The present Edition is printed Octavo size, contains
128 pages of closely printed matter, and will be found
to be far more complete and decidedly superior to any
of the former editions.
The following are the contents of the present Edition:

—

THE PRICE CURRENT. Page
CABBAGES 24-25
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4-8

27—28
9—12, 29—30

34
23—24
6, 28

.. 36
14—22
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CARROTS
CEDRUS DEODARA
CLOVERS
FORAGE CROPS ...

GARDEN DIRECTORY
PLANTS

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
GRAIN CROPS
GRASSES
GUANO
MANGEL WURZEL
POTATOES
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME
TURNIPS

FARM DIRECTORY.
ADULTERATION OF GUANO...
AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS
ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS
APRIL WHEAT
BARLEY MANURE
CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS
CHINESE POTATO
COVENANTS IN LEASES
CROPS, CULTIVATION OF
EXHIBITION AT PARIS
FARM ACCOUNTS ...

FARM CAPITAL ...

FLAX CROP
GUANO. HISTORY OF
ON NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL MANURES
OSAGE ORANGE
ROTATION OF CROPS
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME
TESTIMONIAL TO MR. LAWES
WATER DRILL
WHEAT MANURE
ADVERTISEMENTS 110-128
Copies can be obtained from any Bookseller in town or

country; or from the Proprietors William E. Rendle & Co.,
Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
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... 61
92—107
... 68
... 85
37—45

... 77
45
72
76
69
60
88
82
110
79
86
89
107
47
84

in Ftilham Fields, near Hammersmith.—May be viewed by
applying to the Gardener at the Lodge, and particulars had of
Mr. Stanham, Surveyor, North End, Hammersmith Gate.

SEED DRAWERS.
TO BE SOLD, an excellent Nest of SEED

DRAWERS, 10 feet by 4, containing 30 drawers 11 by
9 inches, and 10£ inches deep, and 45 drawers 8£ by 7 inches and
6A inches deep, all having solid mahogany fronts and lettered
with black on a gilt ground. Price 61 Apply to Wood &
Ingram, Huntingdon.
rPO BE SOLD, at a very low price, in consequence of
-* alterations required, a very Handsome CONSERVATORY,
standing in front of E. Dench's Patent Hot- house Works,
King's Road, Chelsea.

GOLD PHEASANTS.—A Gentieman has a quantity
of most carefully bred Hen Birds for sale. A few Cocks

could also be parted with. All last year's birds.—Address,
G. E. F., Post Office, Maidstone.

SILVER PENCILLED HAMBURGH EGGS.

MR. EDWARD ARCHER, Malvern, will supply
EGGS from the birds stated below at 15s. a set of 13.

packing box included :—The run contains a Cock and seven choice
Pullets. The Cock is two year?* old, and has taken 1st prize at
Birmingham, 1854 ; the Liverpool Cup, 1855 ; several first and
second prizes since, and 1st at Liverpool, 1856. Four of the
Pullets have been exhibited alternately, and have taken the
following prizes:—2d at Anerley; 1st at Bridgnorth; 1st at
Bedford; 1st at Taunton; 3d at Birmingham; and the Silver

|
Cup at Liverpool, 1856. The three sister Pullets have not been
exhibited. Post Office Order must accompany the order for
Eggs. The birds may be viewed at any time.—Malvern, March 1.
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LETTERS
PATENT.

HPHE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
1 IIELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street. London.
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from

2d.; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from Ud
per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes'
under 10 by 8. 12s. 6d.; above, 16s. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases. 34*. per case.
PERFORATED VENTILATING GLAS3 from 1*. 6d per

foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. each. MILK PANS
21*. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN, 5». 6d.; WARING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10.?. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glass, s,

Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,'
Hand Light*, <tc. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium, 10s. each.—Catalogues free.

5ales tig auction.
TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTo, AND OTHERS.

ANNUAL SALE.
TI TESSRS. PROTHER.OE and MORRIS will Sell
1t_L fcy Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on THURS-
DAY, 6th March, at 12 o'clock, about 200 choice DOUBLE
CAMELLIAS, from 18 inches to 5 feet, comprising all the
approved kinds, beautifully furnished with bloom-buds, Azalea
indica ; also a choice assortment of Standard and Dwarf Roses,
consisting of Noisettes, Hybrids, Bourbons, Perpetuals, Chinas,
&c; a fine collection of American Plants, comprising Ghent
and other Azaleas, Hybrid Rhododendrons, Kalmias, Magnolias,
Andromeda floribunda, &c. ; choice Dahlias in dry roots,
Pffinnias, Yerbenas, Fuchsias, Ericas, Epacris, Lilium lanci-
folium, &c.—May be viewed the morning of sale. Catalogues
had at the Mart: and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery,
Leytonstone. Essex. ^^^^

JR. J. WILLMER will Sell by Auction at the
Mart, Bartholomew Lane, City, on WEDNESDAY,

March 12th, at 12 o'clock, a choice collection of Carnations,
Picotees, Pinks, Roses, Dahlias, Lancashire Gooseberries,
American Plants, Ac, •fee—On view the morning of sale: C«te-
logues ar the Mart, and of the Auctioneer

, Sunhury, Middlesex.

IIVIPOKTANT SALfc.
MR. T. BAXTER will Sell by Auction on WED-

NESDAY, March 5fh, and following day, at 11 o'clock,
on the premises, Bromley Common Nur<erv, near Bromley,
Kent, the whole of the valuable NURSERY' STOCK on about
5 acres of Land, comprising several thousands of fine Spruce,
Scotch, and Silver Firs, Larches, Chesnuts, and Oaks, of various
sizes; Weymouth Pines, Cedars, 500 Yews, quantity of fi:

Laurels and Hollies, Box, Arbor-vitse, Quick, 4000 Chesnuts. and
6000 Ash Plants, several hundred Fruit Trees, Evergreens,
and Flowering Shrubs of the usual varieties, Roses, &c—May
be viewed seven days preceding the Sale, and Catalogues had at
the Dover Castle, Depttbrd, Inus in the neighbourhood, place of
sale, and of the Auctioneer, &c, Bromley, Kent.
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Hijrh
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238,
Holborn, London, continue to supply Collections of VEGE-

TABLE SEEDS for large or small gardens, from 1*. to 5?. and
upwards; these selections, made with the greatest care, and
comprising the most useful and approved varieties, have hitherto

never/ailed to give purchasers the most complete satisfaction.

J. C. & Co. heg to observe that all MEW SEEDS advertised,

should they not be iu their Catalogue, can be however supplied

bv them at the current prices. Their CATALOGUE of FL< »KI-

CULTUKAL, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
acknowledged to be the best published, will be forwarded free of
Charge upon application, and postpaid to all parts of the world.

Jambs Carter & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.
AMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 233, Hi»h

J Holborn* London, have now published their TWENTY
FIRST ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF FLORICULTURAL,
VEGETABLE, AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknow-
ledged to be the best Annual Catalogue of Seeds extant. It pivos

a complete description of 1979 species and varieties of FLOWER
SEFDS, and a roost comprehensive list of VEGETABLE AND
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, all ofwhickcm be supplied and are,

as usual, of first-rate quality. It al«o contains lists of TEXAN,
INDIAN, AND CALIFORNIAN FLOWER SEEDS, forming,

in/act, thefinest Collection of Seeds ever submitted at anyone time to

public notice. Catalogues forwarded free of charge and post paid

upon application to all parts of the world.

James Cartrti A Co.. Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London^

NEW SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIAS.

MR. HENRY MAJOR, Kuosthorpe, near Leeds,
be^-i to announce that a' descriptive Catalogue of his

beautiful new SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIAS is now ready, Md
vjav be had upon pre-paid application.

Very choice CALCEOLARIA SEED 2s. 6d. per packet, or

throe packets St. Post free.

The PAMPAS GRABS, a beautiful hardy plaut, 2*. 6i. each,

or 1?. per dozen. Post free.

Postage stamps wiU be taken in payment of the Seeds, and
for single plaints of the Pampas Gra*s.

T>EAUTIFUL FLOWERS.

|
MEADOW AND PASTURE CRASS SEEOS.

GEORGE GIBBS and Co., 26, Down Street,

Piccadilly, beg to announce that their MIXTURES OF
GRASS SEEDS are now ready for delivery at the following

prices :

—

Mixtures for laying Land down to permanent Grass, for light,

heavy, and other Boils (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs. to the

acre) ..• •-• ••• ••• ••• ••• • 30*. per acre.

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lb-.

to the acre) 32s. per acre.

Mixtures for improving and renovating old Grass Land, 1*. per lb.

Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawns Is. 3<L per lb.

G. G. & Co.'a New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE
is now ready, and will be forwarded free on application.

GEORGE GIBBS & CO., Seedsmen-,

Z6 $ I>own Street* Piccadilly, London.

CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, 1856.
rpHOMAS GIBBS and CO., the Sekdsmex to the
-*- Royal Agricultural Socetv of Exglaxd, besj to inform

their friends and Agriculturists generally that their bulks of

Agricultural and Grass Seeds are now finished cleaning, and that

they shall be able to execute immediately any orders which may
be entrusted to them.

Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land to permanent
Pasture and Meadow.
Mixtures of Grass Seeds for Irrigation or "Water Meadows.

Upland Sheep Walks.
Parks and Field Lawns.
Cemeteries and Church Yards.
Garden Lawns and Grass Plots.

Renova ing old Pastures.

Rye-grasses, Clovers. Carrots, Cabbages, Parsnips, Mangel
Wurzela, Swedes, Hybrids, Turnips, and all other Seeds requisite

for the Farm. .

Kitchen Garden Seeds and Flower Seeds.

Pi iced Lists and detailed Catalogues are now ready, and may be
had, post fre«-\ on application to Thomas Girb* & Co., the Seeds-

men to the Royal Agricultural Society of England, corner of

Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, London.

ITALIAN" RYE-CRASS. " ETC.
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-12 packets, each packet
| \\f

containing 100 Seeds, Is. ; sent post free, Is. 2d. Calceo-
j

* V •

laria, Holiotropium, Ilollyhocka, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,

Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue

on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
Taricties, each variety 3d. per packet.

Wk. CuLLiNQFORn, 1# Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
near Manchester, 1k- 8 to inform Gentlemen, Amateurs, &c.

that he cm supply tin m with the following, from a Stock of

20,000 Plants well rooted, and in robust health, including every
choice variety grovn.

CARNATIONS, 9*., 12s., and IS*, per dozen pairs.

PICOTEES, 9s«., 12.*., and 18*. „
PINKS, 4s.,C>3. 9

aud9s. „
PANSIE8, As., 6$., and 9*. per dozen plants.

I5ELGIAN DAISIES, 45. and 6*. „
FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO, 3*. per bushel of 56 lbs.

SELECTED PANSY SEED, Is. and 2s. per packet.

DELPHINIUM UARLOWI, 4*. per dozen.
Auriculas, Alpine Auriculas, Primroses, &c.

Priced and Descriptive Catalogues now ready for one stamp.

Port-office orders to be payable at Middleton, Lancashire.

GERANIUMS.
T CLARK has a large stock ofstrong flowering Plants
- * of the following varieties to offer at reduced prices :—

pay inoy^premcnw ^r oq««>, approved Scotch Implements are usually kept in Stock.
Hoyle), Pandora (Turner), Lord * ,„ TVDT-*f^r^xT-r* orX™
Turner), Jessica f Foster), Vesper '

Q
W . DRL MMOND and SONS,

(Hoyle), Queen Eleanor (Hoyle), !

Seed and Implement Warkhousks, Stirling and Dublin.

!

Phaeton (Foster), Wonderful (Hoyle), Fair Ellen (Story), Serena -

(Hoyle\ Seraskier (Foster), Topsy (Hoyle), Petmchio (Foquet),
j

Una (Hocken), Omar Pacha (

Kaplan (Hovle), Grand Sultan (T
(Cant, Hubert (Hovle), Yerda
Zoe (Hoyle), King of Portugal (Turner).

The set for 21 15.*. ; selection of 12, 21. ; selection of 6, 1Z. 55.

Belle Vue Nursery, Cheltenham.

P OLYA N "Th U S S E £ D.

TAMES WOODS is now sending out his POLYAN-
f-J THUS SEED, saved with more than ordinary care from
nam°d and good laced flowers, which he can recommend with
confidence. Having had numerous testimonials from different parts

}

of the kingdom of Rood and valuable flowers being raised from

his seed, it needs no further comment.
A packet of Seed to prow 300 plants, with directions for sow-

ingt price Is. per packet; or sent free on receipt of 13 postage

stamps ; or 6 packets for 55.

This Advertisement will not be repeated.

James Woods, Florist. Harwich, Essex.

homas~TeitciT^
Seed Dep6t, 195, High Street, Exeter, will forward upon appli-

cation their List of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS,
postage free.

COLLECTIONS OF PRETTY FLOWER SEEDS.
12 varieties, Is. ; 12 do , 25. ; 12 do., 3*.; and upwards, according

to quality and quantity. Sanger's No. 1 Pea (the earliest),

15. 6d. per quart; Early Morning Star (much approved), Is.

per quart; Hair's Green Mammoth (very fine), ts.Gd. per quart;

other most esteemed kinds, 8<i. per quart and upwards. Fulraet's

Early Forcing French Beans, Is. &l. per quart, and all other

articles equally moderate, The best varieties of Seed Potatoes,

&C&C—March 1.

DRUMMONO and SONS, Stirling, N.B., beg
to call the attention of those engaged in Agriculture to

the following Seeds :

—

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, selected from the finest stock in

Lombardy, and is especially recommended for its rapid
growth and luxuriant habit. Superior home-saved Seed may
also he had. Italian Eye-grass being extremely scarce this

season, orders should be transmitted without delay.

PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, of the finest growths, perfectly

clean and in various weights, weighing from 22 lbs. to 30 lbs.

per bushel.

GRASSES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE.—From the exten-
sive experience they have had in this branch, and resulting

in giving complete satisfaction to the numerous gentlemen
who have favoured them with orders, they feel warranted in
recommending their assortments as made up to order—either
mixed or separately, to suit all description of soil.

TURNIPS, In all the approved varieties of Swedes, Yellows* and
Whites, carefully saved by themselves from fullrformed bulbs,

VETCHES (or TARES).—Large broad-leaved Scotch.

PRICED CATALOGUESof the above, with every other descrip-
tion of FARM SEEDS, may be had post free on application,

Also a valuable Descriptive Catalogueof VEGETABLE SEEDS.
* containing only such sorts as are really worth cultivating.

N.B.

—

Free Delivery.—All Seeds are, under certain

limitation s, delivered carriagefree to the principalslapping

ports and railway stations throughout tlie kingdom.
FARM IMPLEMENTS.—An assortment of the most%•

M AY'S VICTORIA CURRANT is the largest and
best late Red Currant known, per 100, 125.

MAYS MAGNUM BONUM LETTUCE, well known to be
very superior. Per packet, free by post, 1*. each.

MAYS PARAGON CABBAGE is of very superior excellence.
tender and crisp. Per ounce, free by post, Is.

;
per pound, en

application. Fine new seed.

EARLY ASH-LEAVED KIDNEY POTATO, Is. per stone
of 14 lbs.

100 Fine named Hardy Herbaceous Plants
100 „ „ Alpine Plants
100 „ „ Shrubs
100 „ „ Cape Heaths

Fine blooming plants Epacris, 125. per dozen.

All articles connected with the Nursery trade cheap and good.
Address. Hexby M ay, the Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.
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EPPS 1 SEEDLING FUCHSIA " WONDERFUL."
R. EPPS begs to assure the Public that the above
is without exception the mo.st extraordinary and attractive

Fuchsia yet offered. Tube and sepals bright waxy scarlet;

sepals very broad and of great substance, which beautifully

reflex, displaying an immense dark violet velvet corolla,

measuring in many flowen 1* inch In diameter. This Fuchsia
will prove to be the greatest vJonder yet produced in this class of
flowers. Drawings were made late in the autumn by that

celebrated floral artist. Mr. Andrews, which may be seen at most
of the principal Nurseries and Florists in the United Kingdom
Early orders solicited, as there are already a great number
bespoke. Strong Plants early in Spring, 10*. 6i. The usual
discount to the trade where three are taken.

Bower Nurseries, Maidstone,

^"SPLENDID NEW RHUBAKBT^ALT'S "CRIMSON
PERFECTION."

T3 0BERT SALT begs leave to inform the Gentry,
-t*' Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c. that this splendid variety of

Rhubarb is now ready for distribution; it is universally allowed
j f Ireland

to be the most early, prolific, and delicious variety ever offered J
t n w

W'HEELER'S GARDEN SEEDS have been known
and appreciated in the West of England for more than a

hundred years, and now that the railways afford such cheap
communication with distant parts of the kingdom, their celebrity
has become extended. We now deliver our seeds carriage free

by railway to the most distant and remote places. A Descriptive
Priced List may be had on application.

J. C. Wheeler & Sov, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester ; Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural
Societv.

Established in the early part of the Eighteenth Century.

"TT7HEELER/S little Book will do somethingW to satisfy their EXPECTATIONS."

—

Gardeners

CJironicle.

Onr Little Booh contains a List—a very select List—
of the best Garden and Flower Seeds in cultivation. It

also contains descriptio7is and prices9 and icill be found a
safe and unerring guide to all purchasers. It should be

\ in the hands of every one who has a garden.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

DIRECT COMMUNICATION BETWEEN
GLOUCESTER AND DUBLIN.—By means of

sailing vessels which regularly leave this port for Dublin
,

we are enabled to deliver our Seeds Carnage Free to that

City, whence they can be at once forwarded to all parts

to the public.
For further particulars refer to Gardeners' Chronicle, Dec. 8th,

1S55. A few two-year-old roots, 5s. each. Price 3s. 6d. per root,

three for 105., and six for 11.

Orders addressed to Robert Hall, Longton, Staffordshire; or
the following agents, will have immediate attention:—Messrs.
Hurst & M'Mulle>-, 6. Leadenhall Street, London; Messrs.
Burgess & Kent, Peukhull, Staffordshire; Messrs. Fbaxcis &
Arthur Dickson, 1-6, Eastgate Street, Chester; Messrs.
James Dickson & Sons, 102, Eastgate Street, Chester; Mr.
^alsbury, Meibourn, Dtrhyshire. A liberal discount allowed to
the Trade. A Post Office order from unknown correspondents.

Longton, March 1.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester,

FINLAY FRASKR, Jun. (lately with Messrs.
Minier, Nash. & Co., Strand), WILLIAM RICHARDSON,

and WILLIAM LEWIS GOAD (many years with Messrs.
Jacob Wrench & Sons, London Bridge), beg respectfully to
inform their friends, the trade, and public generally, that all

orders entrusted to their care will be thankfully received and
promptly executed. F., R., and G. confidently refer to their

lengthened practical experience as an assurance that the goods
they offer have been selected with the greatest attention both

as to genuineness and quality. Catalogues forwarded gratis on
application.—82, Bishopsgate Street Within. London, March 1.

NEW TURNIP.
WAITE'S " ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

^
TURNIP. U

T^HIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
J- the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch
Turnip; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and maybe
sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip
may be had on application, or may be seen at the principal Seed
Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be
obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3*. per lb.—A liberal
allowance to the Trade.

J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London.

PASTURE and LAWN GRASS.—Gentlemen laying
down Land for Permanent Pasture and Lawns can be sup-

plied with the best Mixed Grasses for the same, (or sorts

separate), nnder the advertised prices by Dawk, Cottbell &
Bksiiam (successors to Frederick Warner), 3, Laurence Pountney
Lane, & 36, Moorgate Street, Loudon.

PRIZE CALCEOLARIAS.
JOHN HENCHMAN, Jun., has now ready for

r ' delivery a few cutting plants from the SEEDLING CAL-
CEOLARIAS to which the prize was awarded at the Great
Exhibition, at the Crystal Palace; price for 12 distinct varie-

ties, 125. Also Seedling Plants from seed saved from the Prize
Plants at 55. per doz. ; in 48-pots, 12s., and Specimen Plants in

32-pots at 185. per doz. Seed saved from the Prize Plants, 55. and
105. 6tf. per packet. This is the proper time to sow for early
plants next, year.—Edmonton. M arch 1.

H O LLYH O C K S.
IIedenuam Rosary, Bungay, Suffolk.

BIRCHAM and WARD beg to state that their

collection of the above is in the finest possible health, an*
consists ofupwards of 16,000established struck plants (not grafted

,

The peculiar disease which has proved so destructive to some
collections not having extended to the Eastern Counties, enables

B. & W. to offer an extensive stock of fine Plants, comprising the

best show flowers in cultivation ready for immediate delivery.

Catalogues will be forwarded on application. Wholesale orders

executed on liberal terms.—lledenham Rosary, March 1.

>TAPOLh:ON, EUGENIE, and PRINCESS, three
' of the most novel and beautiful DAHLIAS coming our

this season, will be sent out by Mr. Glrnny, Horticultural

Agent, Fulham. Strong plants in May, 10s. 6d.
f
in priority of

application.

GLENNY'S IMPROVED BALSAM, 6 classes, 37 stamps;
mixed, 13; Pink, 37; Geranium, 37 ; bedding do., 13 ; Dahlia^

13 ; sulphur stock, 13: a dozen fine Annuals, 37 stamps.
GLENNY'S COMPANION to the GARDEN ALMANACK,

the most important of the Author's Works, Is., publishing by
IIorr.sroN & Stohevait,

O UBLB ITALIAN TU BEROSE ROOTS,
4&\ per dozen.—The annual importation of the abov#-

named beautiful and fragrant Flower has just been received, and.

large and well selected Bulb* may be obtained, without dis-

appointment, at A.Cobbrtt's Foreign Warehouse, 18, Pali Mall.

N.B. Printed regulations for treatment sent; also, just arrived,

very moist and open Parmesan Cheeses.
.

Kinghorn'sIjnequalled new scarlet
gehaniums.

COUNTESS OF WARWICK.—Beautiful large variegated

foliage, white margin, dark horse shoe, bauded with pink, 8trongly

marked, large truss of deep scarlet, the individual ilowers of fii

form, is ot" vigorous growth, proved to grow and flower well

planted out. Received a certificate at the Royal Botanic

Exhibition. Plants 10s. Qd. each.
ANNIE.—This is a decided improvement on " The Flower of

the Day," and " Silver Kiug," possessing fine large trusses of

bright scarlet, the foliage large and flat, margined with pure

white, does well planted out. has produced leaves 4^ inches over,

verv free grower. Plants Ifa, 6d. each.
GENERAL PELISSIER.—This noble Geranium has been the

admiration of all who have seen it, either in pots or bedded OUtj

throwing its numerous globular trusses of orange scarlet flowers,

well above the foliage, on strong white flower stalks, flowers ot

fine form with white eye, is of compact vigorous growth, leaves

medium size with dark green margin, distinct horse shoe, paler

green in centre. The best scarlet Geranium ever offered. Flowers

very free and perfect in the smallest pot. Was awarded a first

cla-s certificate, at the National Floricultural Society. Plants

10.9. Gd. each.
In compliance with many pressing solicitations, Feaxcis B-

KiNC.noRx has determined on sending out the above in the 3d

week of April. The usual discount to the trade. A remittance

will be required from unknown correspondents. Post Office

Orders on Richmond, Surrey.

_ St. Margaret's Gardens, Isleworth, Middlesex, March 1/

THE Manufacture of GARDEN NETTING by

Andrew Hall is now carried on iust the same by

THOMAS BRITTAIN & CO. in the same qualities, and order*

executed wi th dispatch and care.

—

Andmew Hall. Manchester^

CAUTION.
GARDEN ENGINES, SYRINGES, &c—The well-

known reputation of Read's Engines, Machines a"d

Syringes, has led to the nefarious practice of placing Cards m
Shop Windows with the words u Read's Patent " upon Syringes

of the VERY COMMONEST DESCRIPTION.
R. READ begs to caution the Public against being deceived b?

such false representations, as many of these Instruments, upon

trial, will be found defective and useless.

READS Instruments have the Royal arms, and address,

"35, REGENT CIRCUS, LONDON."
* *
* Descriptions sent post free.

^LG ENFIELD PATENT STARCH
USED IX THE ROYAL LAUNDRY,

axd pronoukckd by HER .MAJESTY'S LAUNDRESS to Bt

THE FINEST STARCH SHE EVER USED.
Sold by all Chandlers . Grocers, &c. &c^ —
BUY OF THE MAKERS. ,_~

T & J. WITHERS, Manufacturers of BRUSHES
O . COMBS, and BROOMS, of evorj- description, whether for

the dressing-table, household, or stable use, 30 per cent, lowe

than any other house in the trade. Manufactory, 36, Totten-

ham Court Road (opposite Bedlord Street, Bedford Sqnarej-

Warranted Tooth Brushes, 3d.- superior ditto, Ad.; the best tD»i

can he made, 6d. each.—N.B. The lowest price asked, and n</

abatement.

.-)-! 9° MILKER'S HOLDFAST AND FIRE'
~)X.& RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapon

ising), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple ^^".U
or 1640-51-54 and 1855. including their Gunpowder Proof &<»

Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the stbosc.es* ,

BEST, and CHEAPEST SAFEGUARDS EXTANT. -

Milkers Phoenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most cc

^

plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and
,

*'

Street, Liverpool. London Depot, 47a, Moorgate Street, City.

Circulars free by post.

Printed by Wxlli.m Bbadbijrt, of No. 13, Upper J»ohurn PJ

*
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NEW SORTS OF FARM SEEDS. |

ASECOND EDITION of SUTTON'S CATALOGUE
is now in the Press, which includes several valuable new

varieties of AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.

Edited by

.. .. i<

obtained from the Proprietors,

William E. Rrndle&Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

HENDLE'S FARM DIRECTORY,
J. C. Morton, Esq., is now ready, and can

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON,
21, Regent Street.—The next MEETING will he held on

Tuesday, March 18th, on which occasion the Quality of British
Oak Timber will be a subject of inquiry. The chair will be
taken at 2 p m.—N.B. The Meeting will take place on this day
iostead of March 11, a9 formerly announced.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.—
ELEMENTARY COURSE OF BOTANY.

Professor Lindlkv will commence a COURSE of LECTURES

\ I ESSRS. J. and H. BROWN inform the Nobility,
l^J Gentry, and Gardeners that their NEW CATALOGUE
of ORCHIDEA, STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
ROSES. G-ERANIUMS, FUCHSIAS, AMERICAN PLANTS,
CONIFERS, FRUIT TREES, &c, can be had by post.

Conservatories and Gardens furnished by Contract.
Albion Nu rsery, Stoke Newington. London.—March 8.

rjEORGE SMITH'S NEW AND PRICED CAT-
>-J ALOGUE is Now Ready, and will be sent free by Post on
application. It contains Select Lists of Verbenas, Geraniums,
(of Show, Fancy, Variegated and Scarlet kinds), Dahlias, Holly-
bocks, Petunias, and Chrysanthemums.

Tollington Nnraery, Hornsey Road, Islington, London.

SEED CROWING ES TABLISH M E N T,
WISBECH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE.

CHARLES SHARPE beas respectfully to inform
the Trad« that his CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, cultivated and saved under his
own management, will be forwarded post free on application.

NEW DAHLIAS, ETC~
CHARLES TURNER begs to state that his

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of New Dahlias, Gera-
niums, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Car-
nations, Pinks, Shrubby Calceolarias, Petunias, &c, &c, is now
ready, and contains many new varieties offered for the first time.

Slough.

H

on BOTANY to a Junior Class, for the express purpose of Sent post free on application —Roval Nnrserv. <

teaching Botany in an Elementarv manner, especially in its ————

—

—
relation to Common Things, on 5IONDAY, March 10th, at

r V F. WINS! AN LEl '6 TRADE P
r.8 o'clock, a.m. The Lectures are confined to such an account of

Vegetable Structure as enables the Student to understand it as
regards the Flora of Europe, and will be delivered (with the
exception of 12 days for the Easter Vacation), daily at 8 a.m.,

until the end of April. Fee for the Class 21; College Fee, 5s.

The Course to the Senior Class will commence on the 1st of May.
G. Vineu Ellis, Dean of the Faculty of Medicine.
Alexander W. Williamsox, Dean of the Faculty

of Arts and Laws.
March 8. f_l

H
__:
p - C. Atkinsox, Secretary.

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTI-
TUTION.—Notice is hereby given that an ELECTION

of PENSIONERS on the Funds of this Society will take place in _J\ *S
bL

c

TRICED LIST
OF GARDEN SEEDS is now ready, and can be had on

applica t

i

on, 28. Market Place, Manchester
.

TF. WINSTANLEY,Seed Merchant, 28, Market
• Place, Manchester, Is now ready to send out his DE-

SCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL, AND FLOWER SEEDS. Attached to this Cata-
logue is a Calendar of Seeds to be sown in each month ; also the
mode of cultivating the Dioscorea.

'T* F. WlNSTAlsLEY begs to inform his friends
1- • thathis collections of NEW GARDEN SEEDS are now
ready, comprising all the most useful vegetable produce, from

!

The DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE contains the

JULY next. All persons desirous of becoming Candidates are
required to send in their Testimonials and Certificates to the

Committee on or before the 1st of April next, after which time
they will not be received. Printed forms may be had upon appli-

cation. By Order. E. R. Cutler, Sec.
March 8. 14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden.

details of each collection on page 11.

Seed Warehouse, 28, Market Place, Manchester.

vvI T T,1L.L1AM BAKKA
LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved
principles.

•*,.* An extensive stork of Fruit Trees, Orxamkntat, Shbubs,
Evergre en's, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.

JOHN LAW, Curator of the Botanic Garden,
Sheffield, begs to inform the nobility and gentry that he has

ad the privilege from the Directors for the last eight years to

-practice as LANDSCAPE GARDEN KK and GARDEN
ARCHITECT. Plans and Estimates for Horticultural Gardens;
Asphalte for Garden Walks and Carriage Road- 'aid down on the

best improved prlii :i.des. Terms on application.

SEEDS FOR THE FARM cara ^
any quantity and of the best possible t

Messrs. William E. Rexdle & Co., Seed Mer<
Established 1786.

"red in

otionfrom
Plymouth.

H.

CHEAP AND SELECT NURSERY STOCK.
WILLIAM JACKSON and CO., Bedale, Yorkshire,

beg to refer purchasers to their advertisement of useful
Nursery Stock in the Gardeners' Chronicle, page 109, Feb. 16.

HARDY A ZALEA S AND RHODODENDRONS.
LANE and SON have to offer most of the
leading sorts of the above, well set with blooms.

The Nurseries, Great Berkhamsted, Herts.

ROSES.
LANE and SON, the Nurseries, Great Berk-
hamsted, Herts, have still on hand a fine assortment of

STANDARD ROSES in variety, also DWARFS, both worked
and on own roots, consisting of the most popular sorts. Also
Roses in pots for immediate Forcing.

H.

H.
!

G The TrueIANT SAINFOIN.

-

may le obtained genuine of the

10s. per bushel. It will thrive on all sot

Joh.v Sutton' & Pons, Seed Growers. Reading, Berks.

Sainfoin
•signed, at

CLOVER SEED.
GENUINE NEW CLOVER SEED may be obtained

of the undersigned. Prices [according to market
and quantity required) will be forwarded on application.

John Slttox & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading. Berks.

TURNIP SEEDS.—Marshall's, Skirving's, Butler's,

Matson's Purple Top and other Swedes, Scotch and other

Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, and ait kinds of Agricultural Seeds.

—Prices on application to Dawe, Cottbell, & Ben-ham, 3, Lau-
rence Pountney La ne, and 36. Moorgate Street, London.

WILLIAM HUSSEY begs to offer the under _amed
V Collection of ACHIMENES, &c. one str. ng Bulb of each

post free for 2.*., viz.;-Longiflora, alba, Tugwetliana, pedunculata,

skinned, rosea, venttsta, Jayi, grandiflora, and Gesneria zebrina.

Horticultural Gardens, Norwich.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
"XX700D and INGRAM hare to offer a few quarters of

* * REDMANS IMPERIAL PEAS, TAYLOR'S WINDSOR
BEANS. SCARLET RUNNERS, and DWARF FRENCH
BEANS, at a very low rate. Prices on application.

Huntingdon Nurseries, March 8.

"li/HEAT FOTTLATE AND SPRING SuWING
V \ —Samples with prices of Talavera, Red Hybrid, Nursery

April, and other kinds of Seed Wheat will be sent free on appli-

cation to M r. Lf. Haynbibd, Basingstoke.

SEED BARLEY FROM THE CHALK.

MR. H. RWNBIRD, Basingstoke, can supply

Chevalier, Golden Drop, Thanet, and other approved sorts

of Barley at market prices. Hudson's Golden Melon Barley, a

new variety, productive, and of fine Malting quality, may be had
on application.

DWARFROSES.
LANE and SON have a fine large stock of!

DWARF ROSES, such sorts as Alexandrine Bach-
meteff, Auguste Mie, Baronne Hallez, Madame Cavaignac, Mrs.
Stowe, Triomphe de Paris, William Griffiths, &c, still to offer.

Prices may be had on application at the Nurseries, Great Berk-
ham sted.

CHOICE PELARGONIUMS.
TT7ILLIAM HUSSEY begs to ofifer the under-namedW Collection, fine healthy Plants, package included, for 205.,

viz.:—Carlos, Empress, Duchess of Wellington, Optimum. Magnet,
Virginia Rosa, Phaeton, Scraskier, Lucy, Kulla, Cordelia, Mary,

Queen of May.—Horticultural Gardens, Norwich.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
GTABER, Seed Grower, Rivenhall, Witham,

• Essex, has for sale a few quarters of some of the best

sorts of Early PEAS and Green Windsor BEANS; Skirving's

Purple-top and other SWEDES, and MANGEL SEEDS of

sorts, grown from select roots. Prices onapplication.

ANTED, strong THORN QUICKS.—Address,
stating size, price, &c, Samuel Stafford, Nurseryman,

Hyde, near Manchester.

NOTICE TO GROWERS OF PINE-APPLES.

WANTED, FOR THE LIVERPOOL MARKET,
a quantity of good PINES, not under 21bs. each. For-

ward immediately.

—

Geobge Taylor, Jun., Fruit and Vegetable
Salesman, The G rand Stand, St. John's Market, Liverpool.

DWARF BOX -WOOD FOR EDGING.
\\TANTED 1000 to 2000 Nursery yards of good
V* DWARF BOX-WOOD fit for immediate use. Please

state cash price per yard delivered at a railway station.—Samuel
Fin'ney & Co., Gateshead Nursery, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
March 8. _
JOHN GK1GOR and CO., Nurseries, rorres, can

still supplv the Trade with fine one-year old SEEDLING
LARCHES, and two years' SEEDLING TRUE NATIVE
SCOTCH PINE PLANTS. Prices furnished on application.

HARDY HEATHS
WATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite

attention to their large stock and first-rate collection of

these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues may be

had free on application to Wateker & Godfrey, Knap Hill

Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

Established 1805.

TO GENTLEMEN ENGAGED IN PLANTING.
RARE AND HARDY CONIFERS, HARDY

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS AND CLIMBERS, SELECT
GREENHOUSE and HARDY PLANTS, NEW and CHOICE
FRUITS. &c. &c. Full particulars of the above are given in
Youell & Co.'s Advertisements which appeared on the 2d Feb.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth. Norfolk.

/ i KA_6 s_eI7s tun permane^FFasture,
vT FINEST LAWN GRASSES, TURNIPS, of sorts, and
other AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.- Lists of prices may be had
gratis of Wm. Babratt, Nurseries. Wakefield. _

rrHOMAS WELLAND, Surrey Gardens, Godalming,
-a Surrey, offers the following CABBAGE PLANTS:—Tru«
Field Drumheads, 3a. 9d. per 1000 ; a variety of fine Early sorts,

5s. per 1000; Red Picklers, 1*. per 100. Packed and delivered
free to the Godalming Station.

CHARLES DALY and SON beg to inform the
Trade that they have still 500,000 good 2-year SEEDLING

THORNS to Sell, at 3s. 9_. per 1000; and 200,000 1-year SEED-
LING LARCH, at 1*. 3d. per 1000. Carriage paid to England

;

for Cash only.—Nurserymen. Cnleraine. Ireland.

*RUIT~ TRtES IN POTS.
LANE and SON beg to offer a fine collection of

the above, which can be had at the Nurseries, Great
Berkhamsted, consisting of Peaches, Apricots, Nectarines, Pears,

Plums. Cherries, &c, well furnished with bloom buds, and fit

for immediate Forcing. Catalogues may be had on application.

The Nurseries, Great Berkhamsted.

FRUIT TREES IN POTS.

TO BE SOLD IMMEDIATELY, the contents of

an Orchard House, consisting of fine large Bearing Fruit

Trees, belonging to the late T. Darvell, Esq., Rose Cottage,

Berkhamsted, where they can be seen; or particulars can be had
of H. Lank & Sox, the Nurseries, Great Berkhamsted, Herts.

BLACK HAMBURCH VINES.

TO BE SOLD, Seven very large short-jointed BLACK
HAMBURGH VINES in 16-inch pots; stems 6 to 7 feet

long; nearly as stout as a walking cane. Raised from eyes and
will produce a large crop this season.—Apply to A. B. C., at the

Office of this Paper.

H^O BE SOLD, six to eight dozen healthy PINE
JL APPLE PLANTS, showing fruit. Alsi four dozen SUC-
CESSION PLANTS.-Mr. G. Edwards, Gardener, Winterfold,

Kidderminster.

TO BK SOLD, very handsome large IRISH
YEWS, from 4 to 8 feet. Purchasers taking a large

number will be liberally dealt with. Prices on application.—

Thomas Jacksqx & Sox. Nurseries. Kingsto n, near London.

n^PORTANT TO SEEDSM-N AND FARMERS.

TO BE SOLD, Skirving's Purple-top Swede, Green
Globe, and White Globe Turnip Seed, from selected bulbs;

White Spanish and White Globe Onion Seed, all of 1S55 growth

;

also Seed Potatoes as follows:—Fluke Kidneys, 90s. per ton;

Early Shaws, SO*, per ton. Delivered either at St. Neots, on the

Great Northern Railway, or at Swavesey (Eastern Counties

Line).—Apply to Mr. Cooper, Eaton Sacon, St. Neots, and

Drayton, Carubs.

EFORE ORDEKlNGr YOUR SEED POTATOES,
send for THORNHILL & DICKSON'S DESCRIPTIVE

PRICED LIST of the best leading varieties. Obsebve!—27,
Bath Street (facing the Talbot Hotel), Bkistol; and Nursery
Grounds, Lawrence Hill.

N.B. A complete assortment of Kitchen Garden, Flower, and

Agricultural Seeds. Priced Catalogues free by Post.

the FLUKE
KIDNEY POTATO (true), in any quantity, at 3s. per bushel

of 56 lbs. : 51. per ton ; strong sacks to hold 5 bushels (2£ cwt.)

U. 9d. each.—Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton. near Manchester.

FLUKE KIDNEY POTATOES.
WILLIAM HUSSEY has to offer 120 Sacks of the

V V above valuable Potato, warranted true. Price, per sack

or ton, on application.—Horticultural Gardens, Norwich.

TOHN HOLLAND begs to offer

F\LUKE KIDNEY POTATOES, 51. per ton ; in

quantities less than 1 ton, 6s. per cwt; sacks. Is. per cwt.

The above are grown expressly for Seed on newly broken up old

turf land. All orders to be accompanied by a remittance.
. _

Humphrey Chamberlai.v, Kempsey, Worcester.

P OTATOES FOR PLANTS G.—
BRITISH tjUEEN and FORTY-FOLD... per bush. 45. 0_.

SURREY CHAMPION, very hardy variety ... „ 3 6

Delivered free of charge to London by rail.

Hart & Nj^^n^Seedsmen. &c, Guildford.

IARLV POTATOES.
JOHN PELDON, Gardener, Easby Abbey, Rich-

mond, Yorkshire, has for sale Pure ASH-LEAVED
KIDNEY POTATOES, at 6J. per stone. They will, if required,

be delivered free at the Railway Station, Richmond. Purchasers

must either send their own sacks or pay cost price for new ones.

SEED POTATOES.—True Ash-leaf Kidney, Jack-

son's do- Walnut-leaved do- Fluke (true), Lap-tone,

Flonrball, and all other first class varieties, to be bad of T. F.

W i.vstAy-EY_8eedMerc!-. ant. M .nchester.

nrjFFOLK HERO, Early, Handsome, and Prolific

O Kidnev Potato, mav be taken from the open ground in

May 3s. per peck, or 10*. 6*. per bushel, including bag, and

carriage free to London. Only a few for s_le.-Tao_A3 Wilo,

Ipswich. —

SEED POTATOES.—The following sorts, from true

and healthy stocks, may be had as below, namely -.—Kidney

:

Fiftyfold Fluke, Lapstone, and Painted Lady. Round : Early Ox-

ford Early Frame, Early Cockney, Forty fold, British Queen,

Early Shaw, York Regent, and Purple Recent.—Prices —
application. A descriptive, historical, and compreh^nslveX:

logue of Flower and Vegetable Seeds forwarded on r_c«?*pt of

three penny stamps. A remittance with order from K__i»#ir*

correspondents.—Hoopkr & Co., Covent Garden Market^ Q L

leg

'*- t_s ?_
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JC. WHEitLEK and SON'ci Short Select SEED

• LIST for this Season is now ready, and may be
had gratia on application.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
I ;i'»ucesfer.

II 'HLKLER'S little Book will do something
\ V to satisfy their Expectations."—Gardeners'

Chronicle.

Our Little Bool: contains a List—a very select List

of the best Garden and Flower Seeds in cultivation. It
also contains descriptions and prices, and will be found a
safe and unerring guide to all purchasers. It slwuld be
in the hands of every one who lias a garden.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

SEEDS PURE AND UNADULTERATED.—
We beg most respectfully to call attention to the

leading article in last week's Gardeners' Chronicle,
referring to the importance of « trying Seeds " and will
most willingly forward samples for trial to any intending
purchaser*. If this plan were more generally adopted it

would prevent much disappointment and loss of crop.
To get seeds new and pure and really cheap, they should
be obtained directfrom the Growers.

J. C. Wiikklbr & Soy, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

,

s >limrn to the Gloucestershire Agricultural Society.

NEW SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIAS.
]U R- HENKY MAJOR, Knosthorpc, near Leeds,XTJ. beg-* to announce that a descriptive Catalogue of his
beautiful new SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIAS is now ready, and
may be had upon prerpaid application.
Very choice CALCKOLARIA SHED 25. 6d. per packet, or

three packets 5s. Post free.

The PAMPAS GRASS, a beautiful hardy plant. 2s. 6d. each,
or 1/. per dozen. Post free.

Postage stamps will be taken in payment of the Seeds, and
for single plants of the Pampas Grass.

rpHOMAS VEITCH and~C^., Western Counties
-A- Seed Depot, 195, High Street, Exeter, will forward upon appli-
cation their List of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS
postage free.

COLLECTIONS OF PRETTY FLOWER SEEDS.

per quart
;
Han s Green Mammoth (very fine), ls.6d. per quart

;

other most esteemed kinds, 8 1, per quart and upwards. Fulmer's
Early Forcing French Beans, Is. 6d. per quart, and all other
articles equally moderate, The best varieties of Seed Potatoes
&c, «fcc— March 8.

R
CHUNAN PALM.

GLENDINNING begs to inform the public tha
• this most beautiful PALM (the Hemp Palm of Chin a

has been growing in the open ground during the last four y ears
atChiswick, K^w, Osborne, and in Devonshire. It is unques-
tionably quite hardy, and is now offered for the first time at amoderate price, so that every garden may be decorated with
I aim trees, thereby producing a novel feature of an oriental
character in the climate of Great Britain, Plants in pots 2s.each; where three are tak«n in the Trade one will be added.

Chiswick Nursery, London.

L? MEUKY, Chrysanthemum Nursery, Stamford
r*' "ill, being a successful exhibitor from the formation of
the Stoke Newington Chrysanthemum Society in the year 1846and having token prizes nt the following Exhibitions in the
year 1855: -Stoke Newington, 2d; North London, 1st; theHorns at kennington, Silver Medal; Old Kent Road 1st
L. M. having selected the best 36 varieties can strongly recom-mend the same, from 4s., 9s., and ,12a. per dozen, by Post Office
order.—Stoke Newington.

SPLENDID NEW RHUBARB, SALT'S
PERFECTION."

"CRIMSON

"OOBERT SALT begs leave to inform the Gentry,A\- Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c, that this splendid varietv of
Rhubarb is now ready for distribution ; it is universallv allowed
to be the most early, prolific, and delicious variety ever offered
to the public.

For further particulars refer to Gardeners' Chronicle, Dec 8th

J?
55"

,
A

/«
w tw?-v

.

ear-oId roots, 5a. each. Price 3a. 6U per root
three for 10a., and six for 11.

* '

Orders addressed to Robert Salt, Longton, Staffordshire; or
the following agents, will have immediate attention :-Messrs
Hurst & M'Mullen, 6, Leadenhall Street, London; Messrs.*
Burgess & Kent, Penkhull, Staffordshire; Messrs. Francis &Arthur Dickson 1-6, Eastgate Street, Chester; Messrs.
James Dickson & Sons, 102, Eastgate Street, Chester; Mr
Salsbury, Mel bourn, Derbyshire. A liberal discount allowed to
the Trade. A Post Office order from unknown correspondents

Longton
, March 8.

NEW CONTINENTAL PLANTS"
]\ TESSRS E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg toJJJ give notice that they have just completed arrangements
with the noted traveller and botanisr, M.I. Linden, of the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Brussels, for the distribution throughout Great
Britain and Ireland of the following new and beautiful Plants
ACHIMENES (LOJHRBIA) MAC NT FIC A.—Dark vermiliion

red, spotted and rayed with deep violet, almost approaching a
black, flowers two inches in diameter.

ACHIMENES (Tydea) AMABILLS.—Delicate rose, with deep
carmine marking-, throat rayed and marked with white. ICUPHEA EMINENS.—Long bright red and yellow flowers,
being larger than any other In this class. It is very abundant
and tree, and expected to make a fine bedding planL

GONOCALYX PULCHER.-A beautiful little greenhouse
plant, with bright waxy red tubular flowers, tipped with white.
inis lovely plant is as charming when out of blossom as when
in, on account of the young growth being always of a livelv
rosy purple. *

Messrs. E. G. H. & Son take this opportunity of expressing
their pleasure m being enabled to offer the above beautiful Plants
which they are sure will give satisfaction to every one, they being
so totally distinct from all other varieties at present known in
their different classes.

?"Sk
Tbiab

?
vA?e,rPlantswillbe ready f°r sending out onand alter the 1st May.

The following coloured Plates are now readv, and may be had
on application at 6d each, or if by post at 8* each, except when
three or mo. e are taken, when tha postage will not be charged :-AOHIMENEa (Locheria) MAGNIFICA

„ (Tydea) AM ABILIS.
CAMELLIA JENNY LIND.
CUPHIA EMINEXS.
?i

!

A?JHUS ALB< >-NIGRICANS.

MEmci
:MPER0R NAPOLEON and VENUS DE

FLOWER AND CARDEN~SEEDS.

Sea\onfthh
U
a
e

{wHSSE containin
? a11 ^e novelties of the

DI^Tcmu*^ 0t ****** Caine* Potatoulkj tuuLA BA1AFA8, is now ready, and can he hadgratis on apphcatiom-Wellington Nursery?St. John's Wood

[March S, 1856.
TO THE TRADE, AND LARCE BUYERS.

T MORRISON and SON beg to offer the following
,J • strong well grown Plants.
Evergreen Privet, 1 to 1£ foot
Native Scotch Fir, 18 inches
Ash, 12 inches
Oak, 2 to 3 feet

Alder, 5 feet
Laurels
Spruce Douglassi
Larch, 15 to 18 inches.

N O T I C E.—Seed Warehouse, 54,

Two years' Seedling 1 year transplanted Native Scotch Fir,
Silver Fir, Norway Spruce. A few thousand Raspberries and
Gooseberries of finest kinds.

Montcoffer Nurserips, near Banff.—March 8.

PANSIES, 'FUCHalAS, ETC.
T MORRISON and SON, Montcoffer Nurseries,

*J • near Banff, beg to call attention to the following selections
from their Catalogue of Flowers, &c:

—

PANS! ES— 100 fine kinds for 40s. : 20 superb new vara., 25*.
HOLLYHOCKS-9s., 12* , or 18s. per dozen.
MIMULUS—20 varieties, «t 15s.
FUCHSIAS— 25 new varieties, at 17s. 6d. ; 12 newest and best

of last season, at 20s.
ANTIRRHINUMS—50 fine varieties, 40s.; 12 at 12s.
SCOTCH ROSES, at 9s. per dozen.
AYRSHIUE ROSES, at 9a. pnr dozen.
50 Fine selected GREENHOUSE PLANTS for 50s.
100 varieties HERBACEOUS PLANTS, at 30s.

Plants forwarded free of charge to London, Edinburgh, or Dub"
lin, when orders exceed 40«. Catalogues forwarded free.

Established 18U5.
CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, AND PINKS.VOUELL and CO.'S collection of the above de-

-- servedly favourites is probably the most extensive in the
Trade, and having for a series of years paid especial attention to
their cultivation, introducing the best of the newest varieties, they
are enabled to offer them at the following prices in fine strong
well-rooted plants.

CARNATION? AND PICOTEES.
12 pairs of fine kinds by name
12 „ extra tine „
Fine old Clove Carnations, per dozen pairs
Fine White „ M
The finest first-claBS show Pinks, by uame, per dozen

Pairs ... 9s. to
Yqubll & Co. , Royal_Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, MiddktOD,
<J near Manchester, begs to inform Gentlemen, Amateurs, &c,
that he can supply them with the following, from a Stock of
20,000 Plants well rooted, and in robust health, including every
choice variety grown.

High Street PTlh.ropposite the Guildhall. '
txlTEB,

JAMES VEITCH and SON, of Exeter and Chela.<J bes: respectfully to inform their Friends and the P„m£ »

rally that tliey continue to carry on the Seed Business l\ I
^^

fore, in all its branches, and on the above £££! i^Street, where it has been conducted for the last 18 veara .i.i Jgh

gSbSs^ .assr wHiTEvEE with ai" ^fis
James Veitch A Sox wish it particularly to be imflW^that their sole motive in giving this Notice is to preven mS£land disappointment to tbeir Customers, and to count™. .reports that have been or may be circulated to the contSJ 7
N.B.—They particularly request that all letters and onw r

Seed be distinctly addressed James Veitch & Sov 5iW?2lStreet, Exeter.—March 8. * ' *' H,Sh

C A M E L L
~

p HANDLER and SONS,
I A S.

Nursery, WandsworthV Koad, begto inform their friends and the' public tha*t7C2i!
extensive COLLECTION of CAMELLIAS is now cUinlinto bloom. They have a fine stock of young plinthset with flower buds, at reasonable prices, and fit fc?r travellinl

GERMAN AND OTHER FLOWER SEEDS.
elling.

f II

• I •

• 41

• • » • • •

• «ft

s. d.

18
24
12
18

12

T> PARKER begs to invite attention to his choice"• collections of GERMAN and other FLOWER SFFrw
whjch are recommended with the greatest confidence Taensure their giving satisfaction, they are supplied in UalU
packets, as imported. A descriptive and priced Catalogue ofFlower and \ egetable Seeds is published, and will be forwarded
post free on application.

w«™eu

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Holloway.

NEW DAHLIAS TO BE SENT OUT~IN~NUW~W

G WHEELER, Nurseryman, Warminster, Wilts •

good form, high centre; obtained Certificates at Troubridee
Salisbury, and Clifton Exhibitions ; 4 to 5 ft., 7s. 6d.

The usual discount to the Trade.

A.
^. TTT GREENHOUSE AZALEAS.
PAUL and SON have to offer. . . fine healthy

TVnT Pla? ts
,

of tl,e following beautiful varieties of AZALEAINDICA m large 60 and 54-sized pots, 12s. the dozen: Alba
Smithi coccinea, Herbert!, Fielder's white, Speciosissima, Carmi-
nata, Colorans, Diana, Grenvilli, Coronata, Aurora, Symmetry.
The following of the same size, 18s. the dozen :—LateritU,

\anegata, Rubra plena fulgens, Murrayana, Optima, Prince
Albert, Rosea Superb*, Reine des Beiges, Holfordi, Iveryana,
Perryana. ' '

The same sorts, in 48-sized pots, well set with bloom, 24*.
and dOs. per dozen. A few larger plants 3*. &L to 5s. each.
L^rriagejfreeJoLondon.—Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

CARNATIONS, 9s., 12s., and ISs. per dozen pairs.
PICOTEES, 9s., 12*., and 18s.
PINKS, 4s.,6s, aud9s. „
PANSIES, 4s„ 6>-., and 9s. per dozen plants.
BELGIAN HALS IE*, 4*. and 6s. „
FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO, 3s. per bushel of 56 lbs.
SELECTED PANSY SEED, Is. and 2s. per packet.
DELPHINIUM BARLOWI, 4s. per dozen.

Auriculas, Alpine Auriculas, Primroses, &c.

Priced and Descriptive Catalogues now ready for one stamp.
Post-office orders to be payable at Middleton, Lancashire.

SEEDS FOR THE FARM.
IX7ILLTAM E. REN OLE AND CO., Seed Mer- '

80w» m"ch later. Coloured Drawings of'this splendid Turnip

WAITES
NEW TURNIP.

" ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID
TURNIP.

j
HIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between

-1- the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch
l urnip

;
it possesses the properties of the Swede, and may be

chants, Plymouth, Devonshire, can supply the following i

5?
a
7,S? ?

on aPPllcation, or maybe seen at the principal Seed

.Rural Seeds, ail neat and genuine, and of the best possible ! ^a
;
a

.

Dllsnments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be
obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price Zs. per ib.-A liberal
allowance to the Trade.
J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London.^

TpLOUR, warranted free from Adulteration, and deli-

/" VS?
d t0 any part of Lond°n (not less than one peck\ carriage

free \\ hites, for pastry, at per bushel (56 lbs.) 12s. 8 L ; fine House-
holds, recommended for Bread-making, 12s.; Seconds, lis. 4d.;
\\ heat-meal, for Brown Bread, lis. 4d.; best coarse and fine
Scotch Oatmeal.—Address Hors.vaill & Catchpool. Bullford
Mill

1,
Witham, Essex; or Caledonian Road, Islington. Directions

for Making Bread sunnlied gratis.

»

** CHAN
Agricultural occus, an ue»i auu geuuine, ana or me Dest pos
description.

For full descriptions, see " Rendle's Agricultural Price
Current and Farm Directory.''*

Swede Turnip of sorts, lOd. per lb., Is. 4d. per qt, 5s. per gall.
Scotch Turnips ditto, lOd. per lb., 1*. 4d. per qt, 5s.
Common Turnips ... 8d. per lb., Is. per qt., 4s.
Tankard Turnips 8rf. per lb., Is. per qt., 4s.
"White Belgian Carrot .. 9rf. per lb.
Long Red Mangel Wurzel, 6d. per lb.

Yellow GI< he do. 6d. per lb.
Italian Rye-Grass, 9s. per bushel,

i Scotch Perennial do. 7s., 8s., to 9s. per bushel.
Devon Evergreen do. 6s. to 7s. per bushel.

Free Delivery—All Tcinds of Seed are delivered car-
riage free to all Steam Ports and Railway stations in
the United Kingdom.—See the " Price Current."

William E. Renele & Co., Seed Merchants
, Plymouth.

yERBENA "TRANBY" will be sent ouTabo^tthe
» 21st of April, in good healthy plants, at 5s. each, or 21s. the

half dozen. Colour shaded crimson, very large flosrer, with an im- i

mense cream eye, In the way of an Alpine Auricula, quite, dis- '

tinct, and habit good. A fine stock of Choice Geraniums, from 4s. to
30s. per dozen

; good sorts, 21. 2s. per 100. Cinerarias, good sorts
strong, 6s. per dozen. Bedding Plants, 21s. per 100. Dielytras
6*. per dozen. Pimelia decussata, strong and fine, 18s. per dozen !

See our List of Garden Seeds with prices. Flower Seeds, 20 sorts
tree for 18 stamps.

Martin & Son, Nursery and Seed Establishment, Cottingham,
Hull Branch Junction Street.

'

]\ I ESSRS. J. and H. BROWN offe7 the followin

i .
CH0ICE PLANTS, which they will forward to anv part.

2o Azaleas, new hardy Belgian varieties, one of a sort, by s. d
name, on their own roots 20

25 Azaleas, American varieties, do. do ...16
Hardy Heaths, Ledums, and Kalmias, per dozen ... 6

25 Hardy American Plants, one of a sort, by name ... 10
12 Rhododendrons, including scarlet, white, and rose ... 12

Fine hardy scarlet Rhododendrons, I to 2 feet, per dozen 15
New yellow Rhododendrons, in pots, each ... 3s. 6d. to 5
Cedar of Lebanon, 2 to 3 feet, well grown, per doz., 12s. to 18
Cedrns Deodara. and other choice Conifers} (see List).

6 Fine hardy Magnolias, one of a sort 10
50 Dwarf Roses, two of a sort, on own roots ...

'.'.'. '" 15
Standard and half Standard Roses, best sorts, per dozen,

12s to... . lg
Jb me Climbing Roses, per dozen g
Greenhouse Azaleas, best new vara., per dozen... 12s. to 18
Camellias, fine sorts, well set with buds, per dozen

50 Choice Greenhouse Plants, one of a sort
12 Orchidea Plants, one of a sort, fine species
24 Choice Ericas, one of a sort

Fine Pampas Grass, each
6 new sorts Mimulus, very fine early flowering
Cinerarias, fiue sons, to flower early, per dozen

"

«« EfV
6 New Doub,e White, Pink and Blush Pa»onys.'p. doz.

12 Phlox, new French Perennial varieties
25 Hardy Herbaceous Plants, by name

Carnations and Yellow Picotees, per dozen
FRUIT TREES.

Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, Plums, and Cherries,
3s. each, or, per dozen

Fine Apples, Figs, Medlars, Quinces, and Walnuts, each
Fine Gooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries, per doz. „
Filberts, new, thin shelled, and red skinned, per dozen 4
Strong Vines from eyes, and layers in pots, per dozen... 18
Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, and Cherries,
grown for pot culture, per dozen ^ ,

Choice Flower Seeds, 18 papers, 5s.; 40 do., 10s., free by post.New General Catalogue of Plants for 1856 free by post.
Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London, March 8.
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45
40
16
3
6

10
8
12
10
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80
2
3

IS

pplied gratis^

THE LODDIGES' COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS.
-A —This celebrated and unrivalled Collection, containing
upwards of 1200 Species in 2000 Specimens (many of which are

unique), and in the finest possible health, is now to be disposed
of in One Lot, thus affording to any Nobleman or Gentleman
commencing the cultivation of this beautiful tribe of Plants an

opportunity of at once obtaining the largest collection in Europe-
—For Terms and to view, address C. Lqddiges, Hackney. _^

THE ALSIKE HYBRID CLOVER-
PERENNIAL RED CLOVER.—TRUE PERENNIAL

WHITE CLOVER.—The above kinds of Clovers will take well

on land which has proved Clover-sick when sown with the

common kinds of Clover. They are all included in Messrs.

Sutton's Mixture of Grass Seeds for Permanent Pasture, and
they may be purchased separately.

Stjttos & Soss, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

PLYMOUTH is one of the principal Seaports in the

United Kingdom, and possesses one of the finest

harbours in the world.

Steamers and Clippers continually sail from thence to Australia,
New Zealand, India, America, and all parts of the world, so that

loreigu orders can be shipped with promptness and dispatch.

There aie regular lines of Steamers running to London*

Edinburgh, Hull, Liverpool, Coik, Dublin, Belfast, Glas-

gow, and all the principal Shipping Ports in the United

Kingdom every day in the week.

Plymouth is also connected by the South Devon Railway with

all the vast chains and links of the British Railways, and goods

can be sent as expeditiously and as cheaply as from Plymouth as

any town in England.

All Orders for Seeds cither for the Farm, the Kitch#l

Garden, or Flower Garden, can be had from
William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

Established 1786.

TO ALL WHO ENJOY DELICIOUS GREEN PEAS,
BOTH EARLY AND LATE.

VT M. GRIMSTONE, of the Herbary, Highsjate, was

the fortunate resuscitator of the only EGYPTIAN PEA,
reared from those found in a vase presented by Sir Gardener
\Vilkinson, the Egyptian traveller, to the British Museum.
Three were presented to Mr. Wm. Grimstone by Mr. T. JPettigrew, who opened this relic of the Pharaohs, 2844 years oia.

1 he growth, bloom, and bearing is different to those of this

country: they are very prolific. The taste is unequalled; they
boil much greener, and the skins are so tender yon do not taste

them in your mouth. A 2s. 6d. bag will produce enough for a

small family; they are planted thus—. •.-.-. 8 inches apart,

they require no sticks. Remember, every bag contains the history

of this wonder, with the original letters from Sir Gardener >> »;
kinson, and directions to cultivate them.—Sold in bags, 2s.

6J.three times the quantity, 5s.; and seven times the quantity, V*-

Each bag is signed and sealed by Wm. Grimstone, London Depoj

o2, High Street, Bloomsbury. Agents: JohnKernan, Seedsman,
Russell Street, Cerent Garden; Butleb & M'Culloch, Covent

I Garden.
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SEED POTATOES.
rOOD and INGRAM be^ to offer the following,

warranted true :—

Perbushelof561bs.
Golden Dun Kidney ...

Regents • • -

• tBritish Queen
Houghton Park Seedling

5.

4
3
3
3

d.

6

Per bushel of 56 lbs.—*, d.

Golden Multiplier

Lapstone Kidney
Chapman's do.

Mitchell's Albion
f ••

• t »

» - •

• • t

4
3
4
4

6

Nurseries, Huntingdon, March 8.
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BUSHELS OF POTATOES TO THE ACRE.

THIS ENORMOUS CROP was grown last year by

a gentleman in Surrey, and out of which there were only

five bushels diseased ; nearly all the quantity were large-sized,

some weighing 2 lbs. and 1 oz., and not above three bushels of

Chats out of the whole. This Potato was origin-ally reared in

Scotland, and is called by the grower the Scottish Champion, and

has again proved to have surpassed all other sorts, both in

quantity, quality, and freedom from disease, as will be seen by

the testimonials.

The price is 21. 2s., inclusive of the sack of three bushels,

delivered free at the South Western Railway Station in London.

—Apply by letter, post-paid, to Mr. William Gowland, 4,

Crooked Lane, London Bridge, London ; or to Thos. B. Atkinson,

Sepdsman, 64, High Street, Worcester, where further testimonials

,cu be obtained. All orders must be accompanied by a remittance.

« Sir,—In answer to yours respecting the Scottish Champion

Potato, I beg to say it is quite equal in flavour to the York
Regent, is very productive, boils very white and mealy. In fact,

of the sixty-seven varieties of Potatoes grown by me in the way
of experiment this season I consider it the best, and shall plant

it for my next general crop.—Your obedient servant,

"Edward Bennett, Gr. to Sir Offley Wakeman, Bart.,
" Perdiswell Hall, Worcester."

SEED POTATOES.
JC. WHEELER and SON offer the following

• SEED POTATOES:—
PRINCE OF WALES.—This is the earliest round white Potato,

excellent for forcing, and for a general crop can be most highly

recommended. Per peck, 2s. 6d.
;
per bushel, 9s.

" I was highly delighted with the Prince of Wales Potatoes I

bad from you last year; I consider them more mealy and better

flavoured "than any other sort, and far more free from disease,

planted in the same soil and in every way alike."—Mrs. Canning,
Portfields, Hereford.
" Your Prince of Wales Potato I obtained when first sent out,

.and I beg to bear testimony to its good qualities. It is early,

excellent, and very prolific. On a plot of ground last year I am
sure that I raised at the rate of nearly 400 bushels per imperial

acre."—Rev R. O. Bromfield, Sprouston Manse, N. B.

J. C. Wheeler and Son beg to add that they have much
satisfaction in introducing this Potato into general notice—
thev have sent it into nearly all parts of the Kingdom, and every-

where it is highly spoken of. It is so early that it escapes the

disease more than almost any other variety. It is a large

•«ropper, and the flavour is excellent ; they can recommend it in

the strontrest terms.
ALSTONE KIDNEY.—This is perfectly distinct from any other

Potato. It is an astonishing cropper, and the tubers are of

large size. It keeps well, and is good flavoured, and is

altogether an excellent and profitable variety. Per peck, 2*. 6J.

;

per bushel, 9s.

The Rev. R. O. Bromfield, of Sprouston Manse, N. B., gives

the following report of the Alstone Kidneys which he had from
•us.—" I had the Alstone Kidney planted in four rows of 10A yards

in length, the running length of all being 42 yards, and the

produce was three large heaped imperial bushels of Potatoes

besides a few small refuse. Not knowing the Potato previously

I had it planted in rows 2 feet apart, which was too close and
made the crop less than it would have been, for the outside row of

10£ yards yielded nearly a heaped bushel. It is at the rate of

close upon 520 bushels per acre. The produce is unusually large.

FLUKE.—This sort is now becoming well known. It is some-

what of a Kidney, but perfectly distinct from any other. As a

second early Potato it is without doubt the best, and will in a

short time find its way into every garden. 2s. per peck.

ASHLEAF KIDNEY (true) an excellent sample. 2s. Qd. per

peck, or 9s. per bushel, delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers*

••Gloucester.

JOHN WATERER has much pleasure in submitting

to the attention of gentlemen engaged in planting the follow-

ing desirable selections from his general NURSERY STOCK.
The whole of the Plants are in the best possible condition for

removal.

Cedrus Deodara, 4 to 5 feet, 75. Qd. to 105. 6<f. each, bushy
to the ground , fit for standing singly as specimens; 5 to 6

and 7 feet, 21s. each ; 7 to 8 and 10 feet, 31s. Qd. to 425.; 10 to

12 feet, 63s. (most magnificent plants).

Cedrus Lebanon, 4 to 5 feet, SI. 3s. per dozen.

Cryptomeria japonica, 5 to 6 ft., 7s. Qd. each ; larger.lOs. Qd. to 21s.

Araucaria imbricata, 2 to 3 feet, 7s. Qd. to 21s. ; 3 to 4 feet, 21s.

to 42s. (splendid plants).

Fitz-Roya Patagonica, 2 to 3 feet. 5s. each.

-Jumperus Hibernica, 4 to 5 feet, bs., handsome and close grown.
Libocedrus gigantea, 10s. Qd. ; about 2 feei, 31s. Qd.

Pinus Cembra, 3 to 4 feet, 5s.

Douglasi, 3 to 4 feet, 11. 3?. per dozen ; 4 to 6 feet, 7s. Qd. to

10s. Qd. each ; 6 to 8 and 10 feet, 42s. to 63s.

Lambertiana, 2 to 3 feet, 10s. Qd.; 3 to 4 feet, 21s. to-3Lt.6i.

(very handsome),
insignis, 1* to 2 feet, 30s. per dozen; 2 to 2J feet, 42s.

;

larger, 5s. to 10s. 6d. each.

Saxe-Gothaa conspicua, 2 to 3 feet, 5s. [21s. each.

Yew, Irish, close grown specimens, 5 to 6 and 7 feet, 10s. Qd. to

"Wellington gigantea, good plants, 5s. to 7s. Qd. ; larger, very
handsome, 10s. Qd. to 21s.

Cupressus Goveniana \ 1? to 2 feet,

„ macrocarpa J 71. 10s. per 100.

Thuja aurea, about 1 foot, 10Z. per 100; larger, 3s. Qd. to 5s. each
;

very handsome, 7s. Qd. to 21s. each.

Rhododendron ponticum, for under cover, strong, fit for immediate
planting, 11. 10s. to 10Z. per 1000.

„ Catawbiense, good bushy plants, 21. 10s. to 51. per 100 (a

good proportion of these have bloom buds); larger, 11. 10s

per 100.

Catawbiense Hybrids, in good varieties, fine bushy plants,

21. 10s. to 11. 10s. per 100.

in choice sorts, by name, such as are annually exhibited by

us at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, well

grown plants. U to 2 and 2$ feet, 30s. to 60s. per dozen.

Standards, of the most approved kinds, 21s. to 42s., and

105s. each.

Azaleas (Hardy Belgian, and others), good mixtures, yellow,

pink, scarlet, &c, 1$ foot, 21. 10s. to 31. 10s. per 100; very

superior, 12s., 18s , to 24s. per dozen.

Hardv Heaths, superior collection, 35s. per 100.

Kalmia latifolia, good bushy plants, 1 to 1£ foot, 47. 4s. per 100

:

larger, of all sizes; myrtifolia, a superior variety, 1 to H
foot, 3s. Qd. to os. each.

J. Waterer feels confident that intending planters would find

it greatly to their advantage to make a personal visit of in-

spection, which can easily be done, the Nursery being near the

Farnborough Station. South Western Railway, and Blackwater,

South Eastern Railway.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

V

EPPS' SEEDLINC FUCHSIA "WONDERFUL."

MR. EPPS begs to assure the Public that the above

is without exception the most extraordinary and attractive

Fuchsia yet offered. Tube and sepals brighr waxy scarlet;

sepals very broad and of great substance, which beautifully

reflex, displaying an immense dark violet velvet corolla,

measuring in many flowers H inch in diameter. This Fuchsia

will prove to be the greatest wonder yet produced in this class of

flowers. Drawings were made late in the autumn by that

celebrated floral artist, Mr. Andrews, which may be seen at most

of the principal Nurseries and Florists in the United Kingdom.

Early orders solicited, as there are already a great number

bespoke. Strong Plants early in Spring, 10s. Qd. The usual

discount to the trade where three are taken.

Bower Nurseries, Maidstone.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS.

OHN CATTELL begs to offer to the public a few

chMce SEEDS, which may be had free by post at the prices

annexed :— Per packet.-s.
J
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Beet, Cattell's dwarf purple-top

Brussels Sprouts, fine tall

n „ dwarf

„ Imported
Scotch Kale, fine feathered, tall

„ dwarf hardy curled

Couve Tronchuda
Broccoli, superior Walcheren

Cattell's superior new white
Dilcock's Bride ...

Ellettson's Emperor
fine dwarf Purple Sprouting

Cauliflower, fine early

„ n dwarf Walcheren
Cabbage, Cattell'H dwarf Barnes

„ Reliance (the best known)
Paragon
Green Colewort

Savoy, Catteil'fl dwarf green curled

Celery, Cattell's tall solid white
Cole's Crvstal white
Laing's Mammoth Red

Cucumber, Kerryson's Prize
Manchester Prize
Saga's Exhibition
Cattell

f

s fine long black spine

Endive, moss curled

„ Batavia small green
Lettuce, Black Seeded Brown Bath Cos

Large London White Cos
Alphage Cos
ftfl arseilles Cabbage

Leek, thick-leaved Musselburgh
Melon, Bellegarde,Montreal,Trentham Hybrid, Sarepta,

Per doz. seeds
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Victory of Bath, Beechwood
Parsley, Cattell's Exquisite Curled]

Turnip, improved Red American
Vegetable Marrow, white egg-shaped

„ Custard

A Post Office Order or Postage Stamps to accompany all orders

from unknown correspondents.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Westerham, Kent.

JOHN CATTELL having a large stock of very
strong ground roots of the undernamed, is enabled to

offer them upon very advantageous terms to the Trade and others

requiring them in large quantities. Prices may be had on
application.

perDodecatheon alba,

I Kiinthera macrocarpa,
Gentiana acaulis,

Hepatica, single blue

„ double red
"Wahlenbergia grandiflora,

HeHebonis niger,

dozen or per hundred
ditto ditto

ditto ditto

ditto ditto

ditto ditto

ditto ditto

ditto ditto

ft

ft

ft

ft
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tt

orientalis, each or per dozen
Lily'of the Valley, per hundred; do. double, per dozen
Delphinium Barlowi, per hundred or per thousand

grandiflorum maximum, ditto ditto

Wheeleri, per dozen
hybrid a flore-pleno, per dozen [thousand
Hendersonia, per dozen, per hundred, or per
Mooreaiium, per dozen or per hundred
magnificum, per dozen or per hundred

Also, Irish Ivy, strong budded, fit for immediate potting,

&c, per hundred or per thousand

Early and Late Dutch Honeysuckle, ditto ditto

Evergreen Berberis, from aquifolium and repens, twice

transplanted, from 1 to 2 feet, per 100 or per 1000

Hardy Azaleas of aU the finest of the Ghent and other

varieties, splendid plants, loaded with bloom-buds, per
' dozen, per 100, or per 1000

Raspberries, Red Antwerp, Faatolff, Turk's Cap Red, and
Large-fruited Monthly, per 100.

Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.

TOHN CATTELL offers the following choice SEEDS,
J selected from his Flower Seed Catalogue, which may be had

in packets, post free, at the prices annexed :—

s. d. Geranium, from finest a. d.
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2

1

2 6

Azalea Indlca, finest mixed 1

Alstrcemeria acutifolia ... 1

Anemone, Single Poppy,
extra fine mixed

Antirrhinum, from finest

varieties

A quilegi a glandulosa
(MGregor's true) ...

Auricula, fine mixed alpine 6

Balsam, in six varieties,

separate, all saved
from very superior

double flowers

„ the same mixed
Calceolaria, saved from

finest spotted and others,
carefully hybridised

Calceolaria, from a collec-

tion of new colours to

any previously sent out
by J. C. The flowers are
very large, mostly dark,
and very rich, on light
grounds,warranted to give
the greatest satisfaction 5

Carnation, from fine vars. 1

from perpetual or

winter flowering vars. 1

Clitoria plumeri 1

Cineraria, from finest vars. 2 6

Geranium, from first-rate

florist vars

„ fancy vara,

from newest Scarlet

varieties mixed

v

• *

* . * *

White, Salmon, and
Pink vars 6

Gloxinia, very fine mixed 1

Heartsease, from finest

florist vars. mixed 1

from new French
spotted and striped

Yclibi § * • mm

Iporaoaa rubra cseralea

Lychnis fulgens

Lotus jacoteeus
Mandavillea suaveolens
Mimulus, finest mixed
Mornaelegans
Sfjrtlt, common
Nasturtium, Cattell's new
Dwarf Crimson and ditto

Scarlet, each
Oxalis rosea
Passiflora caerulea

„ quadranguiaris . .

.

Primula sinensis, from
extra fine Fringed,White,

I Blush, Pink, &c, mixed 1 6
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Petunia, finest mixed
Polyanthus, fine mixed

extra fine mixed
Red Oxlip

Phlox Drummondi, extra
fine mixed, from very
rich dark flowers

Saponaria calabrica

Verbena venosa ...

„ from finf st vars.

Violet, Sweet-scented

6
6

1

3
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Post Office Order or Stamps must accompany orders from

unknown correspondents.—Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.

MEADOW AND PASTURE CRASS SEEDS.

GEOKGB GIBBS and Co., 26, Down Street,

Piccadilly, beg to announce th*t their MIXTURES OF
GRABS SEEDS are now ready for delivery at the following

prices :

—

Mixtures for laying Land down to permanent Grass, for light,

heavy, and other soils (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs. to the
acre) ... 30s. per acre .

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs.

to the acre) 32s. per acre.

Mixtures for improving and renovating old Grass Land, Is. per lb.

Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawn* Is.Zd. per lb.

G. G. & Co/a New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE
is now ready, and will be forwarded free on application.

GEORGE GIBBS & CO., Seedsmen,
26- Down Street* Piccadilly, London.

CRAbS AMD AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, 1856.

THOMAS GIBBS and CO., the Sekdsmen to the
Royal Agriculttuat. Son ft* ok Esui.axd, bet? to inform

their friends and Agriculturists generally that their bulks of
Agricultural and Grass Seeds are now finished cleaning, and that
they shall be able to execute immediately any orders which may
be entrusted to them.

Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land to permanent
Pasture and Meadow.
Mixtures of Grass Seeds for Irrigation or Water Meadows.

Upland Sheep Walks.
Parks and Field Lawns.
Cemeteries and Church Yards.
Garden Lawns and Grass Plots.

M n Renovaing old Pastures.

Rye-grasses, Clovem
t

Carrots, Cabbages, Parsnips, Mangel
Wurzels, Swedes, Hybrids, Turnips, aud all other Seeds requisite

for the Farm.
Kitchen Garden Seeds and Flower Seeds.
Priced Lists and detailed Catalogues are now ready, and may be

had, post free, on application to Thomas Gibbs & Co , the Seeds-

men to the Royal Agricultural Society of Euglaud, corner of

Halt-Moon Street, Ptocadiily, London.

ITALIAN RYE-CRASS, ETC.

\\f DRUMMOND and SONS, Stirling, N.B., beg
* " • to call the attention of those engaged in Agriculture to

|
the following Seeds:—
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, selected from the finest stock in

Lombardy, and is especially recommended for its rapid

growth and luxuriant habit. Superior home-saved Seed may
1

also be bad. Italian Bye-grass being extremely scarce this

season, orders should be transmitted without delay.

PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, of the finest growths, perfectly

clean and in various weights, weighing from 22 lbs. to 30 lbs*

per bushel.

GRASSES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE—From the exten-

sive experience they have had in tfelfl branch, and resulting

in giving complete satisfaction to the numerous gentlemen
who have favoured them with orders, they feel warranted in

recommending their assortments as made up to order—either

mixed or separately, to suit all description of soil.

TURNIPS, in all the approved varieties of Swedes, Yellows, and
Whites, carefully saved by themselves from full-formed bulbs

.

VETCnES (or TARES) —Large broad-leaved Scotch.

PRICED CATALOGUES of the above, with every otherdescrip-

tion of FARM SEEDS, may be had post free on application*

Also a valuable Descriptive Catalogue of VEGETABLE SEEDS,
containing only such sorts as are really worth cultivating.

N.B.

—

Free Delivery.—All Seeds are, under certain

limitations, delivered carriagefree to the principalshipping

ports and railway stations throughout the kingdom.

%• FARM IMPLEMENTS.—An assortment of the most
approved Scotch Implements are usually kept in Stock.

W. DRUMMOND and SONS,
Seki> and Implement Warehouses, Stirling and Dublin.

^

IMPROVEMENT OF CRASS LANDS.
QUTTON'S, RENOVATING GRASS SEEDS FOR
O IMPROVING OLD PASTURES.—Great improvement
may be effected D7 sowing 8 to 12 lbs. per acre of Sutton's

Renovating Seeds, which consist of Perennial Clovers and
Grasses of the finer kinds for improving the bottom.

An increase of several Tons of Hay per acre has been

thus effected on many Meadows and Upland Pastures.

The Seeds should be sown early. Price reduced to 9d.per lb.

From Mr. G. Norrtngton, Rectory Farm, Taploio, 26th 11, 1856.
" About five years ago I wrote to you to send me a mixture of

Grass seeds to sow upon 10 acres of old pasture. At the time I

took the farm the 10 acres of meadow was almost useless. I

now have a most excellent pasture."

From G. F. Thruston, Esq., Talgarth, August 9, 1855.
" Your seeds have answered admirably. Turnips, Mangels,

Carrots, and Parsnips are superb. Your Grass seeds also have
answered well. They were sown in spring, under rather unfavour-

able circumstances. The after Grass is remarkable ; Clover and

other seeds springing up where nothing but the poorest pasture

had been previouslv.and I think that a field of 9 acres sown with

your RENOVATING MIXTURE is now one.of the finest in

our neighbourhood."
From Sir David Cunynghame, Wellesbourne House, Warwick.
" The meadows that were renovated with your seeds are look-

ing very well. I cut nearly 2 tons of hay to the acre, and three

years ago the same land hardly produced half a ton per acre.

The Garden Seeds I have had from you exceed by far any that I

have bought elsewhere.'

Sutton & Sons also supply Grass Seeds for laying

down Land to Permanent Pasture at a moderate expense,

the sorts being selected in accordance with the nature of the soil

to be laid down, particulars of which may be obtained by post.

Many Meadows and Upland Pastures may be increased

in value 50 per cent, by sowing these Seeds (as see the

above letters).

Goods delivered Carriage Free by Rail.

Address, John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
To Noblemen- and Gentlemen- Planting New Pleasure

Grounds, or Improving Parks or Drives, and to Com-

panies Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries.

WSKIRVING begs to offer his extensive Stock of

• TREES and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either

for immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where

smaller sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition

to his general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrubs,

which is allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this

season offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most

valuable Trees latelv introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRI-
CATA and CEDRUS DEODARA, of various sizes, from 1 to 6 ft.

W. S. invites any one wanting considerable quantities of

Specimen Trees and Shrubs to inspect his collection and obtain

prices on the spot, as the mere height of such trees (as quoted in

lists) gives no idea of the value of well grown select plants for

choice situations.

N.B. A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped

plants of the Araucaria imbricata and Cedrus Deodara have beea

grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great dis-

tances in this country, or to any part abroad.

1 Priced Lists will be sent on application.
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CHOICE PLANTS, ETC.
YOUELL and CO., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth,

Norfolk, beg respectfully to call attention to the following,

which they are now sending out to fine strong plants :—

AZALEA, varieties of Indica, comprising the newest and
ehotottt kinds, good bushy plants, in 48-slzed pots, 15a. p. doz.

CAMELLIAS, in choice new kinds, well adapted for making
fine flowering specimens next season, 2ls. per dozen.

CHOROZEMA, in 6 beautiful varieties, 9s.

EPACRI3, of finest varieties, bushy plants in 48' s, 12^. per dozen

;

smaller ditto, 95.

ERICAS, of finest kinds, bushy plants in 48's, 12$. per dozen.

(A List of these will be found in our Advertisement of Dec. 1.)

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in 50 best kinds, for 50*.

><>LLYA LINKAKIS, good plants, 1*. (W. each.

n HETEROPIiYLLA, 9s. per dozen.
STATICE SINUATA, 95. per dozen.
EUGENIA UGNI, anew Myrtaceous of easy cultivation, pro-

ducing delicious fruit now being used for dessert, good
pUnts, 25. 6d. ea?h.

LILIL'M SPECIOSUM, good flowering bulbs, 2s. 6d. each.
LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM, 9*. per dozen.
EX I M I U M, 9s. per dozen.

CLEMATIS SI KBOLDI, strong plants, 15. 6d. each.
AZUREA GRANDIFLORA, I5.6d.each.
HENDEK30NI, 15. 6d. each.
MONTANA, 15. each.
FLAM ULA, 9<f. each.

GLADIOLUS IN3IGNIS, fine flowering bulbs, 6.5. per dozen.
CARDINALI3 „ 35. „
BRENCHLE YENSIS, vivid scarlet, 25. each.

GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM, the New PAMPAS GRASS,
25. 6d. each, or 245. per dozen.

CINER VRIAS, a choice collection of all the best kinds, 9*. perdoz.
PHLOXES, a selection of all the new and handsomest varieties

ofthis much admired flower, 95. per dozen.
PHLOX, Countess of Home (Downie & Laird), fine strong plants

of this, the finest Phlox yet offered, 35. 6rf. each.
PANSIES, a fine collection of all the new and first-rate flowers

95. per dozen.
PRIMROSES, per doz.:—Double Yellow, 4*. ; Double White,45.

;

Double Purple, 4*. &* ; Double Crimson, in maroon, a fine
and scarce old plant, 125.

DELPHINIUM HENDERSONI, I5. 6rf. each; Mooreanum,
65. per doz^n; Barlowi, 65. per dozen.

DEUTZI A GRACILIS, fine strong plants, 95. per dozen.
LILY OF THE VALLEY, strong, 55. per 100.
P--E* >NIES, a choice collection of 20 new varieties for 205.
ROCKETS, double crimson (strong), 95. per dozen; the old

double pure white ditto, 35. per dozen.

STATICE MARITIMA ROSEA, and PSEUDO ARMERA.—
Strong plants of these two beautiful hardy herbaceous species,
producing throughout the year a profusion of deep lake coloured
flowers, 35. per dozen.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, a very extensive and select collection
of the handsomest kinds, including those adapted for rock-
work, 6s. per dozen.
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ASPARAGUS, Giant, 2 years, per 100 2s. 6d.

„. 3 years „ 3 6
„ extra strong, for forcing, per 100 . 5

RHUBARB, Myatt's Victoria per doz. 8
„ „ Linnajtis „ 8
, t

Mitchell's Royal Albert „ 8
„ Hawke's Champagne, new & fine, 2s. each „ 18

SEAKALE, strong, 2 years, per 100 6
„ extra for forcing „ 10

All Orders of 21. and upwards are delivered Carriage Free to
London, Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to any Railway Station
within 150 miles of the Nursery.

JC. WHEELER and SON, Gloucester, beg to offer
• the following FLOWER SEEDS, imported from one

of the best Growers in Germany, which they can recommend
as being of the very best quality, and which will be forwarded
free by post at the following prices :—
QUILLED DOUBLE GERMAN ASTER—Assortment

of 24 splendid varieties, containing of each colour s. d.
100 seeds 5

Ditto ditto 12 varieties 2 6
Packets of the above vars. mixed. Is. ; small packets, each 6
GERMAN TEN-WEEK STOCKS—Assortment of 24
most splendid varieties, each colour separate 5

Ditto, assortment of 12 most splendid varieties 2 6
The above varieties mixed, Is. ; small packets 6NEW LARGEST FLOWERING DWARF TEN-
WEEK STOCK.— This new acquisition has been
greatly admired. The flowers are exceedingly large,
the colours rose, purple, blue, light blue, and white.
Assortment of nine beautiful varieties 2 6

The above varieties mixed, 1.?.; small packets 6
DWARF GERMAN WALLFLOWER-LEAVED TEN-
WEEK STOCK—Assortment of 12 splendid varieties,
containing of each variety 100 seeds 3NEW ROSE PURPLE EMPEROR STOCK, per packet 1

WALLFLOWERS-Collection of eight splendid varieties 3
DWARF DOUBLE LARKSPUR—Collection of 10 most

splendid varieties, containing of each colour one-eighth
of an ounce 5 o

TALL DOUBLE LARKSPUR — Collection of eight
splendid varieties, containing of each colour one-eighth of
an ounce 3 6

ZINNIA ELEGANS-Collection of six beautiful varieties 2 6
The following unsolicited testimonials will give some slight

idea of the high repute in which our seeds are held :—
" I beg to inform you that the German Stocks and Asters you

sent me last year met my entire satisfaction, for I had a most
splendid show; they were admired by every one who saw them."—Mr. John Eyre, of Long Buckby.

" The Wallflower seed you sent me is much finer than ever I saw
before

; they are grand in the extreme—spikes of flowers 12 inches
long. —Mr. Cleeton, Gardener to E. Holland, Esq., MJ>., Dumbleton.

" The German Stocks and Asters have given general satis-
faction, having surpassed all I have vet seen, both for brilliancy
of colour and compactness of bloom."—Mr. Vertegans, Florist,
Edgrbaston, Birmingham.

'• The German Stocks came up to your recommendation ; theygave me great satisfaction, and many friends who visited the
gardens asked me where I had the seed from."—Mr. Barlass,

T^"V° B
'
U Baker

>
Es?-> °f BardwwU Court.

1 lie Oerman Stocks and Asters you sent to the Heath last vear
were really good. -Mr. Chapman, Gardener, The Heath, Cardif.

WHEELER'S GARDEN SEEDS.
In order to save trouble in ordering seeds we have made up

three collections of Garden Seeds." The first a large Collection
comprising all the sorts requisite and necessary for the year's
consumption of a large garden, all arranged in nroper quantities
and correctly named, price 3*., carriage free. Second Collection,
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a mid<"e-sized garden, for 30*.,carnage free; the third Collection for a small garden, price 15s.
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i ,ast ^ar, and I hope thev are

Tmbrlk?
a^on."-B. B. WUliams, Esq., StaApole Court,

Grolge.
**** ""* excellent-"-^ Bon. F. Scott, M.P., Sandhurst

rt'S'i^***}** & Sov
« Nurserymen and Seed Grower?Gloucester, Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural

I Society-Established more than a hundred years.

uAK'a VICTORIA CUK.KAMT is the largest and
1VI best late Red Currant known, per 100, 12s.

MAYS MAGNUM BONUM LETTUCE, well known to be

jrv superior. Per packet, free by post, lx. each.

MAY'S PARAGON CABBAGE is of very superior excellence,

tender and crisp. Per ounce, free by post, 1*. ;
per pound, on

pplication. Fine new seed.

- EARLY ASH-LEAVED KIDNEY POTATO, la. per stone

of 14 lbs.

100 Fine named Hardy Herbaceous Plants ...

100 „ „ Alpine Plants
100 „ „ Shrubs
100 „ „ Cape Heaths

Fine blooming plants Epacris, 12s. per dozen.

All articles connected with the Nursery tr^de cheap and good.

Address, Hknry Mat, the Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.
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LAWN TREES.
THE FOLLOWING PENDULOUS and FLOWER-

ING TREES have straight clear stems from 5 to 7 feet in

height, and can be recommended as highly ornamental :

—

• - -

Each—5. d.\
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Acer LobeHi
Sycamore, purple leaved...

Horse Chesnut, double
flowering

Amelanchia (the Snowy
Mespilus

Amygdalus pendula (weep
ing Almond)
„ communis dulcis

Betula laciniata (Fern-
leaved Birch) 1

Caragana j ubata(very rare) 3
frutescens(pendulous) 2
grandiflora 3

it pygmsea 2
Cerasus Padus variegata 2
Cotoneaster marginata
(evergreen & pendulous) 2

niicrophylla, ditto ... 2
rotundifolia, evergn. 2

(These are all grafted on
C. frigida.)

Crataegus pendula nova
(new weeping Thorn,
beautiful)

Cytissus elongatus (pen-
dulous)

purpureus pendula
ditto*

atropurpureus, do.*
puppureus elongatus* 2
purpureus major* ...

purpureus fl. albo* ...

purpureus fl. roseo
(pendulous)*

supinus (pendulous)
Weldeni
caucasicus
sessilifolius...

These are all worked on
straight stems of the Pur-
ple Laburnum, on which
they succeed well.
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2 6

1 6
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6
6
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Beech, Fern-leaved ... 1

cut-leaved 1

weeping, two vars. ... 2
smooth-leaved purple 1

Ash, Aucuba-leaved ... 2
"Willow-leaved ... 1

curled leaved ... 1

silver striped ... 1

golden-twigged weep-
ing 2

Althea Frutex, dble. pink 3
„ dbl. carnation striped 3

Juglans regia pendula
(Weeping Walnut) ... 10

Pavia Californica (Caii-
nianChesnut 5
„ discolor 2

Populus tremula pendula
(Weeping Poplar) ... 2

„ alba pendula ... 5
Salix Americana pendula 1
Sophora japonica pendula

(fine trees, 8 ft.) ... 7
Lilac, Charles the Tenth 2

dark red 2
light blue 2
dwarf French white 2
Valleteana 2
Sangeana (red Sibe-

rian, or "scarlet"
of same)

Ulmus (the Elm) montana
pendula 1

„ nova 2
„ variegata 2

rugosa pendula .„. 2
glabra pendula ... 2
stricta purpurea (pur-

ple-leaved Elm) 2
virninalis 2
viminalis variegata 2

Wistaria, or Glycfne siuen-

6
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6
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sis (5 feet, stout) ... 5
Carriage Paid to London.

Thomas Rivers, The Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

CHOICE SEEDS.
BASS and BROWN'S 25th Annual Edition of their

SEED CATALOGUE contains everything which can be
desired of the choicest new and other Vegetable and Flower
Seeds. Copies supplied on application.

ASSORTED COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS.
These collections comprise only the best in cultivation, and for

quality are not to be surpassed.
Collection No. 1. (20 quarts Peas, and all other Vege-

tables in proportion), for 1 year's supply £3
Collection No. 2. in reduced proportions 2
Collection No. 3. do. l 5
Collections for small Gardens 10a. 6d. and 15
For any sorts of Vegetable Seeds not wished for, enlarged

quantities of others sent to make up the amount. For Lists of
the Collections see Catalogue.

A FEW NEW AND SELECT FLOWER SEEDS.
For an abridged list of about 100 varieties of these, see Adver-

tisements in the Gardeners' Chronicle of Feb. 2d, page 78, and
Feb. 16th, page 109.

Smith f

s New Balsams, 6 varieties, separate ... 25. 6d.

* „ in larger packets, mixed 2$.

FLOWER SEEDS.—BEST ASSORTMENTS.
~

Free by post, with instructions for culture, &c. The Cata-
logue gives colours, heights, months of flowering, hardiness,
duration, with prices per packet of each, &c. s. d.
100 vars. select showy Annuals, including newest ... 15

5

5

7 6
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50 vara., 8s. 6d. ; 30 vara., 5*. 6d. ; 20 vars
20 vars. best dwarf Annuals, large packets, for filling beds

on lawns, &c, 7s. 6d. ; 12 vars
20 vars. choice Greenhouse Annuals, including new, 7s. 6d.

;

^* vars. ... ... ... ... , pl ... ...

20 vars. choice Greenhouse perennials, including new,
105. 6d. ; 12 vars

20 vars. hardy biennials and perennials, including new,
7s. 6d.; 12 vars

CHOICE IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS,
IJT SEPARATE COLOURS, VERY FINE AND DOUBLE.

30 superb vars. dwarf German Stock, 5s.; 15 vars. ... 3s. Od.
Choice mixed do. packets, 6d. and Is. ; new pale sulphur 1
Fine dwarf carmine, 6d.; new White Hybrid 1

8 superb vars. new large flowering Stocks 2
New large Chamois, 6d. ; new white dwf. Wall-leaved, 6d. & 1
12 superb vars. Wall-leaved or Prussian
15 superb vars. Autumn Brompton
Fine scarlet do., 6d. and Is.; mixed fine, 6d. and
6 superb vars. Perpetual Emperor, blooming three times

.
a year

4 superb vars. new large flowering do
24 superb vars. quilled and striped Asters, 5s. : 12 vars.
12 superb vars. Globe flowering do. ...

16 superb vars. Pyramidal, do.
10 superb vara. Bouquet double dwarf do
8 superb vars. Pipony-flowered French do. (Truffaut's)... . v
Also superb imported Wallflower, Larkspur, Balsam, Sinecio or

Jacoboea,Cockscomb. Zinnia, and many others. See Catalogue, p.46.
FINEST LAWN GRASS SEEDS.

These include the finest dwarf and compact species best adapted
tor the purpose, Is. 3d. per lb. Quantities not under 1 peck, 18s. per
bushel. The quantity required for new Lawns is 2£ bushels.

ROOTS FOR EARLY SPRING PLANTING.
Anemones, Ranunculus, Gladioli, Iris Germanica, Lilium,

Tntonia aurea, Tigridia, Oxalis, Achimenes, Gloxinia, and a
great variety of other roots. See Catalogue, page 57 and 58.
Goods Carriage Free (not under 20#.) to all the London

termini and all stations on the Colchester line between London
and Norwich.
Catalogues for the season to the present time sent free for

three penny stamps.—Post-office orders payable to Bass & Brown,
or to Stephen Brown, Sudbury Post Office.

* ?^SS i BROWN, Seed and Horticultural Establishment,
Sudbury, Suffolk.

'
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BALSAMS.
Find A. SMITH, Florists, Dulwich, Surrey, be*

• to offer Seeds of their superb BALSAMS, in sealed
packets of six separate colours, 2s. 6d. each ; also mixed, at 2j
per packet. The colours are scarlet, crimson, white, blush*
scarlet flaked, crimson flaked, scarlet spotted white ; also a small
quantity of purple and purple flake.

Copy 0/ Minute. National Flori&dtural Society, July 26, 1S55,
" Balsams:—20 plants from F. and A. Smith, Dulwich. The

cer.sors not having the power to award Certificates to this class

of plants (true Annuals, and therefore not considered Florists'

flowers), wish to express their unanimous opinion of the great
merit of the collection produced, which for variety, habit, colour

size, doubleness, and general excellence, are the best that had
hitherto come under their notice/'

Dr. Lindley, on inspection, said :—
* They are fully equal, and in several particulars vastly

superior to the best I have seen in Continental establishments."

Extract from tte Report of the Meeting of the National FlorioxU
tural Society, in the Gardeners' Chronicle, August 4th, 1856,
page 520.
" Several extremely well-^rown plants of what are called

Camellia Balsams were furnished by Mr. Smith, of Dulwich, and
very handsome things they must be admitted to ho

; among
them were blush, purple, and scarlet kinds, and scarlet mottled
with white; and when we state that many of the flowers

measured quite 2J inches across, and 1 inch deep, some idea of

the kind of display they made may be conceived ; their only fault

was that they were scarcely sufficiently in bloom."

F. & A. Smith have appointed as Agents:—
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Sou, Wellington Road.
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Seedsmen, Covent Garden.
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading. Berks.
Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, EdgewareRoad.
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Chelsea and Exeter.
Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, Surrey.
Messrs. Bass & Brown, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Messrs. W. E. Rendle & Co., Seedsmen, Plymouth.
Messrs. Dawes, Cottrell,& Co., Seedsmen, Moorgate Street, City
Messrs. F.& A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester
Messrs, F. & A. Dickson & Co., 14, Corporation Street

Messrs. Brown & Austin, Glasgow. [Manchester.

WATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite the

attention of parties engaged in Planting to their fine

Stock of the following HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c.

Araucaria imbricata, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet high, in quantities,

all stocky well grown plants; the larger sizes especially it

would be difficult to match.
Cedrus Deodara, 1 J, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet, by the thousand; do. a

fine lot of larger, 6, 7, and 8 feet\ do. some magnificent Trees,

10 to 15 feet. These are all in a famous condition for Trans-
planting, having been annually removed.

Cedars of Lebanon, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet; do. a few splendid Trees,

10 and 12 feet.

Cedars Red Virginian, 5 to 8 feet.

Cedars, variegated white, 2, 3, and 4 feet, one of the handsomest
variegated plants we know. We have a large stock. It is ex-

tensively planted at Elvastnn Castle.
Cryptomeria japonica, fine plants, 4 to 7 feet.

Cupressus macrocarpa or Lambertiana, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet

Nothing can be handsomer than some of the specimens of this

fine hardy plant.

Juniper, Chinese, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet; a fine lot of large plants,

6 to 8 feet.

Do. Irish, upright, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet; do. larger, up to 8 and 10

feet. Our stock of the two last mentioned Junipers we believe

to be quite unequalled, the Irish especially; the larger sizes

are perfect columns.
Do. recurva, 3, 4, 5, up to 8 feet.

Do. hispanica or thurifera, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Abies Douglasi, 2, 3, and 4 feet. A fine lot of large and very
handsome plants, 7, 8, 10, and 12 feet.

Picea nobiiis, several hundreds of nice plants, 1£ to 2 feet, veil

grown, and with good lead. None are grafted. A few taller

specimens up to 6 feet.

Do. Nordmanniana, a large quantity of remarkably handsome
plants, 1J, 2, 3, and 4 feet. Nothing can exceed the vigour of

these plants, and all from seed.
Do. Pinsapo, magnificent plants, 4 to 7 feet high, in perfect health.
Pinus insignis, 1£ to 3 feet; a few good specimens up to 7 feet.

„ Lambertiana, from seed, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

„ Cembra, 3, 4, 5, up to 10 feet.

m Montezumse, fine plants, 4 and 5 feet..

„ macrocarpa, 2 and 3 feet, from seed.
Weeping Larch, clean, stems good, heads 7 feet high.
The following 10 varieties form a very singular group. They

are of dwarf habits; the well known Abies Clanbraziliana ma}'

be taken as the type of the whole. We believe our collection to

be quite unique, and, we may add, most interesting.
Pinus strobus pumila (the dwarf Weymouth),

sylvestris pumila (the dwarf Scotch).
Abies Clanbraziliana

compacta
pygracea
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Abies pumila "> All dwarf varieties

diffusa > of the
Gregori j Spruce Fir.

Picea pectinata pygmsea (the dwarf Silver Fir), Hudsoni.
Yew, common English, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet, in large quantities.

Do. upright, Irish, 4, 5, 6. and 7 feet; some splendid plants,

8 to 12 feet.

Do. Dovaston or Weeping, a great many fine plants, worked on

straight stems, 7, 8, and 10 feet high, with good heads.
Do. adpressa, 2 and 3 feet.

Do. do., worked on common Yew, as standards.
Do. gold striped, 1£ to 2 feet, by the thousand.
Do. do., a splendid lot of plants, 4 to 6 feet
Do. do., worked as standards on the common Yew, S to 10 ft. high.

Do. do., worked on Irish Yews, 6, 7, and 8 feet high.
Do. elegantissima, or new gold striped; a large quantity, 1£ t0

2£ feet, and also worked as standards on the common and Irish

Yews. We may safely assert our stock of Golden Yews is

unsurpassed.
Do. yellow berried (true), very beautiful when in fruit as **

have it, 1£ to 3 feet.

Libocedrus chilensis, 2 to 3 feet, very handsome and bushy.
Thuja Weareana, fine bushes, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet. This is one

of the most useful, and, at the same time, ornamental hardy
plants we possess.

Do. American, for hedge?, doubtless the very best, 4, 5, and 6 fee/.

Do. aurea, or Golden Arbor-vitpc. This plant originated at this

Nursery; it has now, as it deserves, become a universal

favourite. Our stock of it enables us to offer a choice of many
hundred fine specimens, from 1£ to 3 and 4 feet high, and as

much through—in fact, perfect globes.
Wellingtonia gigantea, a few of the finest plants in the country,

being near l£ feet high, and as much wide.
Hollies variegated, by the thousand, 2, 3, and 4 feet high. Some
splendid Plants, 10 to 15 feet high.
We may here remark with reference to the large specimens

alluded to in this Advertisement that every one of them is in a

condition to transplant, and travel any distance with perfect safety-

They have one and all been annually removed in our Nursery*

and in soliciting a personal inspection of our stock, we believe

we are justified in stating it offers a choice which is to be found

in but few establishments of its kind in this country.
The Nursery may be reached in 40 minutes by Train from the

Waterloo Station 5 and the South Western Railway Company
having a Branch on to the North Western, enables us to sena

plants to all parts, in trucks throughout, without packing ana

other extensive additions.—Knap Hill Nursery, Woking Surrey
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TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, High
O Hoi born, London, contiuue to supply Collections of VEGE-
TABLE SliEDS for large or small gardens, from 11. to 51. and
upwards; these selections, made with the greatest care, and
comprising the most useful and approved varieties, have hitherto
neverfailed to give purchasers the most complete satisfaction.

J. C. & Co. beg to observe that all NEW SEEDS advertised,
should they not be in their Catalogue, can be however supplied
by them at the current prices. Their CATALOGUE of FLORI-
CULTURAL, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
acknowledged to be the best published, will be forwarded free of
charge upon application, and postpaid to all parts of the world.
Jambs Carter & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holbom, London.

KINGHORN'S UNEQUALLED NEW SCAHLET
GERANIUMS.

COUNTESS OF "WARWICK.—Beautiful large variegated
foliage, white margin, dark horse shoe, banded with pink, strongly
marked, large truss of deep scarlet, the individual flowers of fine
form, is of vigorous growth, proved to grow and flower well
planted out. Received a certificate at the Royal Botanic
Exhibition. Plants 10s. 6d. each.
ANNIE.—This is a decided improvement on " The Flower of

the Day," and " Silver King," possessing fine large trusses of
bright scarlet, the foliage large and flat, margined with pure
white, does well planted out, has produced leaves 4g inches over,
very free grower. Plants 10s. 6d. each.
GENERAL PELISSIER.—This nobleGeranium has been the

admiration of all who have seen it, either in pots or bedded out,
throwing its numerous globular trusses of orange scarlet flowers,
well above the foliage, on strong white flower stalks, flowers of
fine form with white eye, is of compact vigorous growth, leaves
medium size with dark green margin, distinct horse shoe, paler
green in centre. The best scarlet Geranium ever offered. Flowers
very free and perfect in the smallest pot. Was awarded a first
class certificate, at the National Floricultural Society. Plants
10s. 6d. each.

In compliance with many pressing solicitations, Francis R.
Kinghobn has determined on sending out the above in the 3d
week of April. The usual discount to the trade. A remittance
will be required from unknown correspondents. Post Office
Orders on Richmond, Surrey.

St. Margarefejgardens, Islewortb, Middlesex, March 8.'

TJENDLE'S AGRICULTURAL" PRICE CUR-
-AVRENT AND FARM DIRECTORY is now published, and
can be obtained from the Proprietors or through auy Bookseller
in town or country,

It is this season produced under the Editorship of
John C. Morton, Esq., the Editor of the Agricultural
Gazette," and the " Cyclopaedia of Agriculture:'

It contains 128 closely printed pages, octavo size, and is one of
the most valuable works on Agriculture ever published.

From the " Florist" for March, 1856 :—
"

' Rendle'8 Price Current and Farm Directory?
More than 100 pages of sound practical information on
Farming matters; such is the 'Farm Directory: a work
that should be read by everybody who has a bit of Farming
land. * * * * How so much is prepared and published
at the small cost of 6d. is a mystery."

William E. Rexdle &jCa^SeedJtferchants, Plymouth.

CELECT CULTIVATED GRASSES for PERMA-y NENT PASTURE, Ac, on Sale by William E. Rendle &
Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth. Fur large quantities special
contracts may be made at reduced prices.

Extracted from "Rendle's Agricultural Price Current and Farm
Directory for 1856."

^
Our Mixed Grasses for Permanent Pasture, <L-c, have

given the greatest satisfaction to all who have sown them.
They are selected according to the best Tables—and will
be sold at the lowest remunerative prices. Those who wish
to make their own selection can purchase all ilie kinds
separately.

FIXTURE for LAYING DOWN LAND to PERMA-NENT PASTURE or MEADOW.—The kinds are most care-
fully saved, all noxious weeds being excluded. The selec-
tions will contain several species of Festucas, Loliums,
Foas, and Trifoliums, in such quantities as will best suit
the soil for which the selection is intended. We usually
send 2 bushels of light seed, and 12 lbs. of heavv seed per acre
which will be sufficient for most soils. The large increasing
demand for Grasses for permanent pasture enables us to offer
them at the reduced price of from 24s. to 30s. per acre, according
to the sorts required to suit the soil. (Gentlemen in giving their
orders are requested to state the quality of the soil, situa-
tion, &c.)

FOR LAYING DOWN PERMANENT LAWNS.—In Lawns,
or Ornamental Parks, it is generally desirable to have a predo-
minance of fine Evergreen Grasses. All the coarser kinds will,
therefore, be entirely excluded, and the sward will at all times
present a luxuriant and handsome appearance. The prices of the
best Lawn Grass are 18s. per bushel, 2s. 6J. per gallon, or Is. per lb
FOR PERMANENT PASTURE and HAY in ORCHARDS

and other GROUNDS much OVERSHADED with TREES.—We can supply a very excellent mixture of Grasses suitable for
the above purposes at 30s. per acre, comprising two bushels of
light seed and 12 lbs. of heavy.
FOR HEATHY or MOORY LANDS which have beenIMPROVED with a view to their PRODUCING BETTER

•PASTURE.—We can offer an excellent mixture for Heathy or
Moory Lands, at 25s. per acre, with varieties which will thrive
best on such soils. When the order is sent it is desirable that it
should be stated whether the soil is of a moist peaty character, or
of a dry nature in a high altitude.
FOK LAYING DOWN SHALLOW UPLANDS and SHEEPWALKb.—For this purpose we can offer a very excellent assort-

ment suitable for elevated situations, which we can render at 30s
per acre, to produce excellent food for sheep.
FOR LANDS in PREPARATION for IRRIGATION, orWATER MEADOWS—In this mixture we place those varieties

that, from their natural habits, will stand an excessive moisture.
Price 24s. per acre.

MIXTURE for RENOVATING OLD PASTURES, PARK
LANDS, &c—We can supply an excellent selection for renovat-
ing Old Pastures, deficient of Clovers, and the finer Grasses, at
7s. 6d. per acre, comprising about 10 lbs. of seed, at 9d. per lb.
This renovating mixture is very useful for such lands as do not
require to be laid down afresh, when the plant is thin, whether by
partial failure of seed, drought, or any other circumstances.
FINE GRASS SEED, for ORNAMENTAL PARKS,

PLEASURE GROUNDS, &c, KEPT CONSTANTLY UNDER
THE SCYTHE.—Our selection of fine Lawn Grass Seeds has
always given the greatest satisfaction. We can point to our own
Grounds as a remarkable instance of their, superiority. In the
year 1850, our Gardens in the Union R->ad were completely altered,
the soil levelled, and laid down to fine Grass; the seeds were not
sown till the beginning of June, and by the 30th of July following
a very superior sward was obtained.

All orders delivered caniage free, see Rendle's
' Agricultural Price Current and Farm Directoi-y fcr
1856."

Apply to Wm. E. KENDLE & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

o >

QAMUEL FINNEY and Co.'s CATALOGUE OF^AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.-We beg to inform our Agri-
cultural fri-nds and the public, that our FARM SEEDS are now
ready tor delivery

; and as we have proved the growth of each
kind, we can give them our strong recommendation. We would
direct particular attention to our extensive stocks of import,
and home-grown Italian, Pacey's, and other perennial Rye
Grasses; Red, White, Perennial red, and A I^ike Clovers, Tretoil&c; also to our select stocks of the most approved kinds of
natural Grasses for Permanent Pasture and Meadow.
We beg particularly to recommend our mixtures for various

soils and situations, which we have prepared to a ereat extent
during the last 30 years with unvaried success; and also our
mixtures for Lawns, Bowling Greens, &c.We grow annually large stocks of Turnips, Mangels, Carrots,
and other Root Seeds from full grown selected Roots, and we can
recommend them as being pure and of the finest quality.

TANNED NETTING, for the Protection ofTRUIT
TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security

of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard ; 200 yards, 14*. ; 5001

yards, 30*.; 1000 yards, 50.*.; scrim canvas for wall fruit. At
Edgingtu.s & Co.'s Rick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth
Manufacturers. 49, King William Street, London Bridge-
17, Smithneld Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot,'
Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth.

RHODENDRON, AZALEAS, LEDUMS, ETC.

QEORGE WHEELER, Nurseryman, Warminster,
V-J Wilts, begs to offer at very moderate prices—
RHODODENDRONS suitable for Beds, Cover, or Plantations

raised from seed of good and hardy kinds, and all transplanted'
from 9 inches to 2 feet high and upwards.

'

RHODODENDRONS, named kinds, including rosea in varieties
macranthum, magnoliwfolium, Myrtle-leaved, the two good'
sweet-scented varieties fragrans and Govenianum, a large
quantity of pontica alba 2 to 3 feet and upwards, hybrids
scarlets, Nobleanum, &c. '

AZALEAS, hardy, in great variety, well set with bloom-buds
2 feet and upwards. '

ANDROMEDAS, VACCINIUMS, LEDUMS, AMERICAN-
S'™^' gfTILTHERIA, MENZ1ESIA, HARDYHEATHS, &c, all in hne condition.

ROSES, Standard and Dwarfs.
BEECH, 6 feet. LAUREL, 6 to 8 feet. YEW, 4 to 6 feet
Fine SPRUCE PINE, 4 to 8 feet high.

'

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, a large collection. The following
by the 100 :—Campanula carpatica alba, the purest white

A^Mn^ifJ^w,^ Bruno's Lily; Dielytra spectabilis.
Of CHINESE P.EONIES, Odorata grandiflora, double white-
Humei, Keevesi, Pottsi, and Rose-scented. Prices on aunli-
cation. e*

Fine BULBS of Anomatheca cruenta and Tigridias, conchi-
flora, and Wheeleri. Small quantities of the above Bulbs free
by post at 4s. per dozen.

Choice CUCUMBERS at Is. per paper, viz., The King, black-
spmed, very handsome; Ingram's Hybrid, white-spined, a
long and most prolific sort.

CALCEOLARIAS to bloom in May, raised from the finest
spotted varieties, in single pots, at 6s. per dozen plants; deli-
vered free by post at 6s. per dozen by shaking all the soil
from the roots.

Fine CALCEOLARIA SEED, 2s. 6d. per packet.

\\/IRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
of every description, for the Conseruatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.
Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety

;

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing &c.

]^EVV TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required.^ 1 yard wide, 2d. per yard; 2 yards wide, Ad. per yard;
4 yards wide, Sd. per vard. Half-inch me*h ditto, 2 yards wide,
Brf. per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds,
wasps, flies, &c, from fruit trees, flower or seed beds, Aid. per
square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, l\d. per
yard

; 4 or 6 yards wide, 3d. per vard. At W. Cullixgford's.
1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond. Islington.
*.* Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west

Gallery of the Crystal Palace. Sydenham.

]\J OBLEMEN, CLERGYMEN, GENTLEMEN, and
a- 11 GARDENERS, are respectfully invited to transmit their
address to Mr. J. W. Haythorv, Nottingham, who will forward
free by Post particulars and patterns of U aythorx's HEXAGON
GARDEN NET, the best and cheapest article, highly approved,
and now generally used for the protection of bloom, fruit, and
flowers, from frosts, birds, wasps, flies, children, and servants,
and also for placing on Hothouses, effectually keeping out birds
and in.-ects. without preventing the admission of light and air.
Parcels carriage paid to London, Liverpool, Bristol, Newcastle,
Hull, &c— Orders by Post directed Mr. Haythorn, Nottingham,
will have immediate attention.

" pRIGI DQMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the-
*- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the-
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIG I DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City ; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

" It is much cheaper than matsmen throughout the kingdom,
as a covering."

r PI-IE Manufacture of GARDEN NETTING by
-- Andrew Hall is now carried on just the same bvTHOMAS BRITTAIN & CO. in the same qualities, and orders
executed with dispatch and care.—Andrew Hall. M anchester.

POULTRY, ETC., SHOWS.
PORTABLE WIRE PENS FOR POULTRY
*- AND PIGEONS, furnished on hire by Thos. P. Hawkins
General Wire Worker, 27, Dale End, Birmingham. Game
Netting and Wire Goods of every description.

TRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MATTING
AND DOOR MATS.

TTRELOAR has much pleasure in stating that the
• Jurors of the Paris Universal Exhibition have awarded

him the Prize Medal for Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufactures.
Catalogues, containing prices and every particular, free by post.

Warehouse, 42, Ludgate Hill. London.

FIRST PRIZE REAPING MACHINE.
NOTICE.

MESSRS BURGESS and KEY beg respectfully
to inform the public, and particularly the noblemen and

gentlemen whose orders they were obliged to decline for thin

season on account of the manufacture not being fully arranged,
that the Royal Agricultural Society's First Prize of 302. wa'f

awarded to them for M'Cormick's Reaper, with their patent
screw platform, at the trial at Leigh Court, near Bristol, upon
the 29th of August last. Amongst the competing machines were
Bell's, by Crosskill ; Forbnsh's exhibited by Mr. Palmer; ani
Hussey's, with tilting platform, by Wm. Dray & Co. The
reports of farmers who have worked the machines during this

present harvest, show that the average quantity of Wheat,
Barley, and Oats which they cut was from 1£ to lj acre per hour.
Two horses work the machine with ease, and the only attendant

required is a man or a boy to drive. Further particulars and
prices sent free on application.

—

Burgess & Key, 103, Newgate
Street; and 52, Little Britain, London.

PAGE AND CO.'S
COMPOSITION FOR THE DESTRUCTION OP BLIGHT

UPON THE

HOP, E0SES, WALL-FRUIT TEEES, CUCUMBERS, MELONS, TINES,

ST0YE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

Extra Strong,

Ten
4s. per Gallon, sufficient to make Four Gallons fit for use.

Gallons and upwards, Carriage Free to London.

A FTER FIVE YEARS' EXTENSIVE USE by the most eminent Gardeners in the Kingdom, the
-£* superiority of PAGE and CO.'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION is unquestionable, requring only a trial to insure its general
use for destroying every pest to which Plant and Fruit Growers are subject (without injuring the nibst delicate flowers or foliage;,
and promoting a luxuriant growth.

The greatest indication of its value is its adoption by the NURSERY TRADE as the most efficient and economical means they
can employ, many of whose opinions will be found recorded in a Pamphlet of Testimonials, which may be obtained of the Agents :

but to publish them as previously would take the whole advertising medium of the Gardeners' Choonicle.

reet, Edinburgh.

AGENTS
Messrs. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, London.
Messrs. Bass & Brown, Sudbury.
Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester,
and 14, Corporation Street, Manchester.

Messrs. Sutton & ^ons, Reading.
Messrs. Rendle & Co., Plymouth.
Mr. J. Veitch, Exotic Nursery, Chelsea.

t

Messrs. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester.
Mr. E. Paul, Derby.
Mr.G. Wheeler, Nurseryman, Warminster.
Messrs. Masters & Son, Canterbury.
Messrs. Downie & Laird, Sonth Frederick
Mr. W. Rarratt, St. John's, Wakefield.
Messrs. Thomas Davies & Co., Wavertree, Liverpool.
Mr. E. Taylor, Malton, Yorkshire.
Messrs. Chandler & Son, Wandsworth Road, London.
Mr. Freeman, Wobnrn.
Messrs. Fisher, Holmes, & Co., Handsworth Nursery, Sheffield.
Mr. J. Perkins, Northampton.
Mr. W. F. Smith, Rivershead Nursery, Se< enoaks.
Mr. W. J. Epps, Nurseryman, Maidstone i nd Ashford.
Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.
Mr. J. Whomes, Pelargonium Nursery, Win sor.

Messrs. Mitehinson & Co., Seed Merchants, Truro.
Mr. F. Brewer, Nurseryman, Birmingham.
Messrs. Wood & Ingram, Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Mr. Baskerville, Bristol.

Mr. Burham, Hastings.
Messrs. Leake & Smith, Bridgenorth.

Mr. G. Davison, St. Peter's Street, Hereford.

Mr. W. Garraway, Welwvn, Herts.

Mr. Thomas Cridland, Willingtoo, near Taunton.
Mr. Henry Home, Market Place, Henley-on-Thames
Mr. R. M. Mills, Market Place, Bourn.

Mr. Husbands, Talbot Street, Nottingham.

Mr. Caparn, Seedsman, Newark.
Mr. John Catrell, Seedsman, Westerham.
Mr. Morgan, Nursery, Kidderminster.

Messrs. Ivery & Son, Nurseryman, Dorking and Reigate.
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter.

Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden. *

Mr. W. Bower. Moorgate House, East Retford.

Messrs. Wm. Drumniond & Sons, Dawson Street, Dublin.
Mr. John Allen, Sen., Bothwell Street, Glasgow.
Mr. E. A. Dixon, Hull.

Mr. J.C. Fox. Witney.
Mr. J. Scott, Merriott Nursery, Crewkerne.
Mr. H. Steel, Shefford, B-ds.
Mr. A Christie. Maidenhead.
Mr. A. Wood, Barbourne, Worcester.
Mr. J. F. Fraser, Nurseryman, Aylesbury.
Mr. E. R. Gre^nus, Nurseryman, Watford.

Pamphlet>, with instructions for use, free by post on application to

PAGE & CO., Seed Merchants, Southampton.
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HOKTICULTUKAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY HOT WATER
AT THE LOWEST PRICES CONSISTENT WITH

GOOD MATERIALS AND WOROIANSHIP.

GRAY & OR.V1SON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.
|
purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

WHURD and CO., 1, Smith Street, King's
• Road, Chelsea, beg to inform the Nobility, Clergy, and

Gentry, that they have commenced Busines8 as HORTICUL-
TURAL BUILDERS and HOT WATER APPARATUS
MANUFACTURERS. Having been practically employed many
years in the Firm of Messrs. Weeks & Co., Chelsea, they are
thoroughly acquainted with every branch of the Business.
Churches, Halls, Mansions, and Public Buildings Heated by

Hot Water. References to Works already executed.

HEATING BY HOT WATER

J WEEKS and CO.'S BOILERS—At the beau-
• tiful seat of W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham Park, Streatham,

Surrey, can now be seen additional proofs of the efficiency of

WEEKS'3 BOILER. One is there need, effectually heating an
incredible number of Forcing houses, Pine stoves, and extensive
ranges of forcing pits. This exquisite establishment has long
been celebrated for growing the finest Pines, Grapes, &c, &c

,

under the able management of Mr. Page, the Gardener, who will

kindly show and explain the hot-water apparatus, Ac.
Johh Wcxks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.
Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues, comprising

H orticultnre in all its bran r h eg.~~~
P UBLIC INVITATION.

HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

HAVE this Season the pleasure of being able to
refer to several other extensive Establishments where

they have fixed ONK BOILER to do the same work which
hitherto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highly respectable firm of Messrs.
Edward Henderson & Co., of the Wellington Nursery, Weling-
ton Road, St. Joint's Wo d, and as that Establishment is open to

the public Messrs. John* Weeks & Co.'s Hot-water Apparatus
will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially
represented during this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
Co. have now adopted what is called the "One Boiler System."
At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist

can see the Hot-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges of
HothonMis, all connected to one boiler. We will here quote
Mr. Edward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of

Messrs. J. Weeks & Co.'s system of heating by hot water. lie

aays:—
uI am more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. Jtave done for me in heating a great

number of our hot-houses from one boiler, ft is almost impossible

for me to express mjf satisfaction sufficiently strtmgly. The effect and
great savingproducedis truly wonderful ; less than two sacks ofcoke in

2£hoursis all that is used to heat a variety ofhothouses, dtc. %
nearly

800/«€t in length* and these various houses are to some extent widely

separated, as 300feet stand in one direction,150feet in another 2< Qfeet
in another\and so on, including our large newly laid-ont winter garden.*"

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive
private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be
seen in operation, and in every case with the same favourable
results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former
statements relating to their oxe boiler system, and most
respectfully solicit a
visit to their Garden Es-
tablishment at Chelsea,
irhich consists of Hot-
houses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Pits,&cM
the whole measuring
1000 feet in length, ex-
posing to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-
ficial feet of glass, the
whole heated by oxe
boiler, 5 feet high by 3
feet 6 inches in diameter,
the water in the va-
rious houses circulating
through 5000 feet of Hot-
water Pipe.
The accompanying

sketch represents * our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bars. The large
surface which this Boiler

exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of such extra-

power.

ASH P\Tm

John Weeks & Co., King's Eoad, Chelsea,
Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two establishments horticultural science is fully carried

oflt in all its branches, combining all the improvements of the
day. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very
extensive variety of horticultural ereotkn*; also Forcing Pits
and Frames of all sizes. See our Illustrated Catalogues on
Horticultural Building and Heating by Hot Water; also of all
the best Stove and Greenhouse Plants; also of the best Vines,
Pines, Peaches, and other Fruit trees.

Johx Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES
(OBTAINED THE PARIS EXHIBITION AWARD.)

COTTAM AND HALLEN,
nTHE Original INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGH
-*- AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made important additions, the main features of the same being explained in the

description and engraving.

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball
of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-
tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached
from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the
seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim

general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,

light and durable.
D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an

object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of

the way when not in use.

I

toil AM S MANORS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form ai

utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain
Galvanised, or Enamelled. ^ .

Lnrrroved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Comer Mangtxx
Harness-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on show at

JOTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARMIJNG AND VENTILATING—The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratis

on application.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

cooooo

THESE FITTINGS will be found to possess all

the latest and most important improvements, and are of
the best manufacture. All kinds of Stable Furniture in stock.
Iron Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, &c. New Illustrated Catalogues
forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.

James Barton, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford Street, London.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & MELON BOXES & LIGHTS.

TAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
<-> Place, Old Kent Road, London.
Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any

length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the Nobility,
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

p STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
^^ • 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron
Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers
and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description, by
Hot Water.— Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
[ R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
" • (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-

siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &e. f

at the

Manulactory as above.

H

O

RTICULTURAL WORKS A ND~HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY. !

Kensal Gkeen, Harrow Road, London.
JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
*J of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-

houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance ot

design, and durability of materials and workmanship. ,

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

R'Kifs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

minner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers

of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively enggggy-

DRAINING BY STEAM POWER.
JOHN FOWLER is prepared to undertake Contracts

O for DRAINING LAND by his PATENT STEAM PLOUGH,
at prices varying, according to depth and distance, from 31. to 5/. 1W-

per acre, inclusive of tiles, maia drains, and all other expenses.

Contracts executed with great rapidity, and tiles manufactured

on the spot, where suitable clay exists.—Havering, near Rjjmjora-

THE~BEST~CURE FOR SMOKy"cHIMNEYS.
Patronised bt Her Most Gracious Majesty. rt,

KITE'S PATENT VENTILATING and SMOKb-
CURING CHIMNEY CAPS.-Two Hundred on Bucking-

ham Palace, in use also on St. James's Palace, Claremoni,

Windsor Castle, Government Buildings,.&c. Wrought Iron, io*-.

Galvanised do., 30*.; Cast Iron, 35s. each, the latter as duraDie

as the building itself. The merits of this invention are P1
"

;*"

bv practical experiments daily at the Royal Polytechnic, tne

Crystal Palace, and at the Manufactory. Illustrations and tesu

monials forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.
^

Depot— Barton's Iron Works, and Manufactory for the Paten

Stable Fittings and Enamelled Mangers.

Address, James Babto>', 370, Oxford Street, London.
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AMERICAN PLANTS.

JOHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of RHODO-O PENDRONS, AZALEAS. &c, as exhibited at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Re^nt's Park, London, is now published, and
can be had on applicati >n.

§3T The Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrons.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.—March 8.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
WATERER and GODFREY be? to announce their

Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants for
this season is now published, and will be sent five on application.
As the collection of Ameiican Plants at this Nursery is altogether
unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to^ their
interest to pay a visit to the Nursery, which may be readily done
by the South Western Railway to Woking Station.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

GEORGE BAKER begs to announce his DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA-

MENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES is now
ready, and maybe had on application.
American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, seven

miles from Staines, Windsor branch, South Western Railway,
where conveyances may be hid.

NEW DOUBLE WHITE PETUNIA—" IMPERIAL7' Ttrue}.
CHARLES TURNER is now able to supply

Plants of this beautiful new variety, which is as double
as an Oleander, and fragrant. Plants 3s. 6d. each, with a con-
siderable reduction to the trade if a dozen are taken. C. T. begs
particularly to recomrapnd it. as it is not onlv a novelty but also
a valuable bedding plant.—Royal Nursery, Slough.

ESTABLISHED 180 5~

« ATORFOLK HERO" CUCUMBER.-Without
-i-" exception the very best Cucumber for open ground culti-

vation that has yet been offered. It is a most prolific bearer, as
handsome as any frame variety, the fruit measuring from 16 to

inches in length, who will forward per post free (on receipt of
postage stamps) packets containg nix seeds, Is.; 18 Seeds, 2s. 6d.
To Market Gardeners the above will be found a great acouisition.

Yquell & Co.. Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth. No'rfol k

.

IDOSSOM'S "CHAMPION" CELERY has proved
-L» to be the best in cultivation for size, solidity, and crispness

;

it also withstands a greater degree of frost than any other variety.
To be had in sealed packets at Is. The Trade supplied.

T. F. Wixstanley, Seed Merchant, Manchester.

HP F. WINSTANLEY, Seed Merchant, Man-
-a- « Chester, begs respectfully to call the attention of the
puolic to his very unique collections of FLOWER SEEDS

;

each packet of seed bears the name, colour and height of its
growth, and the collection is packed in a neat labelled box.
Mignonette and Sweet Peas being used in larger quantities are
not included in these collections. Prices from 25. 6d. to 40s.

TROUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOTS,
J-^ 4*. per dozen.—The annual importation of the above-
named beautiful and fragrant Flower has just been received, and
large and well selected Bulbi may be obtained, without dis-
appointment, at A. CoBnRTT's Foreign Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall.

N.B. Printed regulations for treatment sent; also, just arrived,
very moist and open Parmesan Cheeses.

Ot*t!St
THE lovers op delicIousTTruit.

"

RION MELON, the winner at Regent Street and
Crystal Palace, is a fruit of great beauty, from 4 to 61bs in

weight, thin skin, thick flesh, luscious as a melting Peach,
fragrant and rich as a P.neapple. 6 seeds out of the pure fruit
free per Post Is. 6d—Address. Thomas Wtlu. Ipswich.

DELPHINIUM FOKMO 6 U M.
TyiLLIAM MOORE begs to inform the Public that

f packets, 2s. 6d. each, containing about 300 seeds, can now
be bad of Messrs. NUTTING & SONS. Cheapside, London. The
Plant is perfectly hardy, of very dwarf habit (comes true from
seed) ; decidedly one of the most lovely things in cultivation,
deserving a place on every Lawn in England.

East_Dereham Nursery, Norfolk, March 8.

THE BEST EARLY PEAS OUT.—COTTRELL'S
SEBASTOPOL and the NEW EARLY WONDER ; a few

more of these fine Peas may yet be had of the undersigned.
TRUE FLAT RED TRIPOLI and LISBON ONION may

be had in any quantity of Dawe, Cottbell, & Bbnham (suc-
cessors to Frederick Warner), 3, Laurence Pountney Lane, and
36, Moorgate Street. London. Established 1720 at 28, Cornhill.

T>ASTURE and LAWN GKASS.
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ioo TO THE SEED TRACE.
ASS and BROWN beer to offer to the Trade True
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,rk8 ?f the toll-wing. Prices on application.ULANfe.-laylors and common Windsor, Sword,. Hangdown,and Green Longpods.

few quarters of each
mperor, &c.

PF*-*S—Fairbeard's new Nonpareil ; also a

*?!%5n£^& Marrow. Flack's Victory, BeMONEY BEAN;*.—Of sorts.
CARROTS.- Altrincham and White Belgium.

Snd^XfT*^^ °D Wlic*^n-Seed Establishment,

WHEELER'S GARDE?T^El:DSl^v7beeDrkiiown
and appreciated in the West of England for more than ahundred years, and now that the railways afford such cheap

communication with distant parts of the kingdom, their celebrity
has become extended. Wa now deliver our seeds carriage free
by railway to the most distant and remote places. A Descriptive
Triced List may be had on application.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester; Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural
Society. °

Established in the early part of the Eighteenth Century.

1 \1RECT COMMUNICATION BETWEEN
I / GLOUCESTER AND DUBLIN.—By means of

sailing vessels which regularly leave this port for Dublin,
ice are enabled to deliver our Seeds Carriage Free to thai
City, whence they can be at once forwarded to all parts
of Iretard.

J. C. Wheelee & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
. Gloucester.

\

-..SLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.
I AMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238. Hirf-,
' Uolborn, London, have now pullisked their TWENTYFIRST ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF FLORICULTURAL
IyW il?'^ SD AflWCULTDBAL SEEDS, acknt^
ledged to b« the test Annual Catalogue of Seeds extant. If jjives
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t' Iist of VEGETABLE ANDAGRI« I LTURAt 8EEDS,*H</n*fc*ean be supplied and are

St????i/Vfettff J"*'*'*'
If H,so confa us list, of TEXAN!

L£L £ 4> ?™KF0RNIAN FLOWER SEEDS, farming,m fact, th, finest Collection of Seeds ever sulnn Utr-d at any one time topuhuc notice Catalogues forwarded free of charge and post paidupon application to all parts of the world.
Jam.-> Tarter & Co., Seedsmen, £ II

i gh Holborn, London.
A ELLOW GLOBE MANGEL WURZEL, of the
1 best description, at Gd. per lb., or Utbs for 6s •

WHITE BELGIAN CARROT SEED, Vd/pa li!,
and all other lands of Agricultural Seeds of the lest
descriDUons mid at the lowest remunerative prices

Carrlaee free to all Railway Stations and Steam Ports in theunited Kingdom,
w_"-mam E. Rest,tk_&Co.,JjqpA Merchan ts, Plymouth.

2? ROYAL
BERKSHIRE

SEED
ESTABLISHMENT

HOLLYHOCKS.
Hedevham Rosarv, Buxoat. Suffolk.

I1IECHA.1I and WAKD beg to state that their
1 ' collection of the above is in the finest possible health, and
consistsofupwardsof 16,000established struck plants (not grafted).
The peculiar disease which has proved so destructive to some

collections not having extended to the Eastern Counties, enables
B. & W. to offer an extensive stock of fine Plants, comprising the
best show flowers in cultivation ready for immediate delivery.
Catalogues will be forwarded on application. Wholesale orders
executed on liberal terms.—Hed^nbam Rosary, March 8.

~ GERANIUMS.
| CLARK has a lar^e stock of strong flowering Plmts
«' • of the following varieties to offer at redn-ed prices :—
Phaeton (Foster). Wonderful (Hoyle). Fair Ellen (Story), Serena

(Hoyle). Seraskier (Foster), Topsy (HovIh), Petruchio (PoqneO,
Una (Uocken), Omar Pacha (Hoyle), Pandora (Turner). Lord
Raglan (Hoy lei, Grand Sultan (Turner), Jessica 'Foster), Vesper
(Cant), Hubert (Hoyle), Yerda (Hovle), Queen Eleanor (Hoyle),
Zoe (Hoyle), King of Portugal (Turner).
The set for 21 15*.; selection of 12, 21. ; selection of 6, \l. 5s.

Belle Vue Nursery, Cheltenham.
TO NOBLEMEN, CLERGYMEN, AND OTHERS^

' I 'HE most Economical and Convenient Mode of
1 ordering GARDEN SEEDS is to send for one of

u Sutton's Complete Collections for one year's supply"
particulars of which may be had on application,
addressed—
i Sottox & Sons, Seed Growers and Merchants. Reading.

GOOD SEEDS, CARRIACE FREE.
Seeds Direct from the Growers the most certain mraks

STTmm^xr °F I>RKVK*TI*G DlSAPPOlXTMKNT.
LTTON and SONS, Seed Growers, Reading,
Berks, can supply every hind of FARM SEEDS

of genuine and superior quality, warranted all or the
growth of 1 855.

Agriculturists residing In the most remote parts of the kingdom,
can procure good Seeds at very moderate prices from this Esta-
blishment—For particulars, apply to

ftrnuy &Soxs
,
Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

-Gentlemen laying
down Land for Permanent Pasture and Lawns can be sup-

plied with the best Mixed Grasses for the same, (or sorts
separate), under the advertised prices by Dawe, Cottrell &
Benham (successors to Frederick Warner), 3, Laurence Pountney
Lane, & 36, Moorgate Street, London.

CRYPTOVIERIA JAPOIMICA.
^D GLENDINNING has just received fresh Seeds
AV. from Mr. Fortune by the last Overland Mail, direct
from China, of this well-known Hardy Ornamental Tree,
which will be sold in packets containing from 2000 to 3000 each.
Free, by post, at 10s. 6d. each. If three packets are ordered by
the trade, one will be added.—Chiswick Nursery, London.

CARNATIONS, MCCOTEEs7~ETC.
CHARLES SCHOF1ELD has this spring a fine

healthy stock of the above; also PINKS, PANSIES, &c.
Catalogues on application containing descriptive lists of those
and many other Florist Flowers. Pansy Seed selected from the
finest show flowers, 2s. 6d. per packet. Ilollybock Seed, extra
fine, Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d. per packet.—Knowsthorpe, near Leeds.

CEDAR S,
~

A PAUL and SON offer for Sale CEDRUS
• DEODARA, 1 foot to 8 feet, from Is. Si. to Bis. 6d. each.

CEDRUS LIRANI, 3 feet to 10 feet, 3s.6d. to 31s. 6d. each.
Magnificent specimens of the above and every intermediate size,
frequently removed, may be had in any quantity, carriage free to
London, from A. Paul & Soyt_N i

\
' series, Cheshnnt, Herts.

N O TICE.
JOHN C. SOMM ERS, 1 B9, Fenchnrch Street, London,

begs to inform his friends and the public that he intends to

buy on commission, and not on his own account, from respectable
Growers and others, GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS
that may be depended upon for purity and correctness of stocks.
•
#* Orders from unknown correspondents must be accompanied

with a banker's reference.

SKIRVING'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP.—
A Grower has for dispo-al a very superior Stock of the above,

raised from selected and tansplanted Bulbs, all growth of 1S55,
and guaranteed t> grow n-t less than 90 per cent. Also a few
cwts. of MANGEL WURZEL SEED, of fine selected stocks.—
For price, &c, apply to Mr. D. Taylok, Nashenden Farm,
Rochester, Ke nt.

UNDERBILL'S "SIR. HARRY" STRAW-
BERRY.—Fine Plants of this greatly celebrated and hardy ,

Strawberry (warranted genuine), may now be had from the
'

propagator, in numbers not less than a score. 100 plants 41.; 80,
82. 13*. 6\Z; 60, 21. 16*. ; 40. U. 18s. ; 2 >, U. ; in pots for forcing, not
less than 10, 2*. each —Apply to Mr. Richard Uxderhill, Sir
Harry's Road, Edgb tstrm, Birmingham. Orders to receive atten-
tion must be .ccoinpaui^d with a Post-office Order on Birmingham. !

ALso
;
* useful practical Treatise on Uie Cultivation, &c., of

Strawberries U. I

I^INE NEW ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, imported
* direct from Italy.

Fine selected GRASSES for PERMANENT PASTURE, 30*.
per acre. This will include a mixture of the true Cow Grass or
Perennial Red Clover.

Fine LAWN GRASS, Is. per lb.; 40 lbs. will be sufficient for
an acre. Delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheeler & Son,
Nurserymen and Seed Growers. Gloucester.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets,each packet
containing 100 Seeds, Is. ; sent post free, Is. 2d. Calceo-

laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,
Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue
on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.

Wm. Cullinqfobd, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington .

ROBERT M. STARK begs to intimate that his
Catalogues for the Spring are now ready, and may be had

on application. He would more particularly direct the attention
of his friends to those containing Vegetable and Flower Seeds,
Hollyhocks, and other Florists' Flowers, Herbaceous Plants,
Ferns, &c, as they contain in addition to old established
favourites every article of recent introduction really useful and
likely to interest the Horticulturist, Florist, or Botanist.
Edinburgh : Edgehill Nursery, Dean, and 145 , Princes Street.

ESTABLISHED 1805.
CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS FOR PRESENT

SOWING. Per Post prepaid. Per packet.—s. d.

PANSY, saved from 100 of the best varieties, by name .. 2 6

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS.
T}ETER LAWSON and SON have given their best
J- attention to their Stocks of the above, which they know to
be of first-rate quality.

Priced Catalogues may be had on application.
Seedsmen and Nurserymen to Her Majestv the Queen, and to

the Highland and Agricultural Societv of Scotland.
27, Great George Street, Westminster.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, ETC.OETER LAWSON and SON beg; to intimate that
* they are ready to send out all kinds of Agricultural Seeds,
comprising Hay and Pasture Grasses, Clovers and other Herbage
and Forage Plants, Turnips. Mangel Wnrzel, Carrots, and othei
Roots. 8 «d Oats, Wheat, Barley, and Ry.>; all of which are of
the finest kinds and most approved varieties in cultivation
Priced Lists may be had on application.
Seedsmen and Nurserymen to Her Majesty the Queen, and to

the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.
27, Great George Street, Westminster. . ,

POLYANTHUS
VERBENA
HOLLYHOCK
CALCEOLARIA
GLOXINIA
DAISY
ANTIRRHINUM,,

»

n
n
tf

50
50

v
tf

» * i

• • •

1 1 •

2
2
2
2
2

60 of the most superb kinds „
24 „ spotted varieties

30 of the best varieties

50 of the new Belgian vars , by name 1

20 best named varieties 1

ANEMONE, from the most showy and brilliant kinds ... 1

30 packets of New Choice Flower Seeds, per post, free for 5
Youell & Co., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

6
6
6
6
6
6

FRAME CUCUMBERS.
WOOD and INGRAM offer the following well

known kinds at Is. per packet of 18 Seeds :

—

Godfrey's Black Spiae I Read's Surprise

,. White Spine, picked from the

above, and a very prolific kind
Improved Sion House
Turnbull's fine Frame

Kelway's Defiance
Manchester Hero
Conqueror of the West
Snow's Horticultural.

Huntingdon Nurseries,' March 8.

J OHN H£LL, Potato Salesman, Coveut Garden,
offers the following SEED POTATOES, warranted true stock.

Per bushel—5. d.
\

A'hleaf Kidneys ... 6
Fluke ditto 5
White Blossom ditto ... 5
Lactone ditto 5

Per bushel— 5. d.

Resents 3 6
Cockney 7

trly Frame 10
Snowballs 4

Early Shawa 3 6 1 Fortyfolds 5
Post Office Orders made payable at Charing Cross, and with

all country orders cash required, or a reference iu London ; usual
allowance to the trade,

INLAY FRASGR, Jun. (lately with Messrs.
Minier

f
Nash, & Co., Strand), WILLI All RICHARDSON,

and WILLIAM LEWIS GOAD (many years with Messrs.

Jacob Wrench & Sons, London Bridge), beg respectfully to

inform their friends, the trade, and public generally, that all

orders entrusted to their care will be thankfully receiyed and
promptly executed. F„ Rv and G. confidently refer to their

lengthened practical experience as an assurance that the goods

they nffer have been selected with the greatest attention both

as to genuineness and qualiry. Catalogues forwarded gratis on

application,—82, Bishopegate Street Within. London, March 8.

i
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If there is any one thing upon which we have
insisted from the very commencement of this

Journal more than another it is the necessity of

finding some method of admitting warm damp air

to the interior of glass houses, copiously, and at will,

without having recourse to the dry cold blasts

which find their way through ordinary ventila-
tors. The interior of a hothouse should feel the
breeze as freely and as constantly as an Orchard
House. Without some power of this kind good
gardening is impossible; some power of the kind
has indeed been long possessed, arising, as it does,

out of the very nature of glazed buildings, but it has
been far below what the demands of horticulture

require. And now that glazing with large squares

and close laps has become common, it is in most
cases wholly insufficient.

" When the external air is admitted into a glazed

house containing a moist atmosphere, it, under
ordinary circumstances, is much colder than that

with which it mixes ; the heated damp air rushes
out at the upper ventilators, and the drier cold air

takes its place ; the latter rapidly abstracts from
the plants and the earth, or the vessels in which
they «row, a part of their moisture, and thus gives

a sudden shock to their cons'itution, which cannot
fail to be injurious. This abstraction of moisture is

in proportion to the rapidity of the motion of the

air% But it is not merely dryness that is thus
produced, or such a lowering of temperature as the

thermometer suspended in the interior of the

house may indicate ; the rapid evaporation that

takes place upon the admission of dry air produces

a degree of cold upon the surface of leaves, and of

the porous earthen pots in which plants grow, of

which our instruments give no indication."

To this statement, borrowed from the Theory and
Practice of Horticulture, no objection can we be-

lieve be taken. What has been done to meet the

difficulty is mentioned in the same work, and in

other horticultural treatises ; but none of the
methods described can be said to be effectual. By
far the best is undoubtedly that employed by the

late Sir Robert Peel at Drayton Manor, the
contriver of which has been supposed to be the

celebrated George Stephenson, but which we be-

lieve was really carried out for the first time at
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Hew ell Grange by Mr. John Jonks, of Birmingham,

so well known as the constructor of the admirable

forcing houses in her Majesty's Gardens at Fro:»more.

Underground drains were sunk, 3 feet deep, at light

angles to the front wall, and extending from its

inside to a walk about 12 feet distant from the

house, and parallel with it. At each end of the

drains was a perpendicular shaft ; that in the inside

opened immediately behind and below the hot- water

pipes, and was never closed ; that in the open air

was closed by a moveable square plug. So long as

the plug remained in its place no ventilation took

place. As soon as the plug was removed, the

-denser external air pressed down into the shaft,

and, rushing through the drain, delivered itself

among the hot-water pipes, expanding rapidly in

the house, and dispersing itself among the plants.

The drains being always damp, on account of their

depth in the moist heavy clay of Drayton Manor,
the air which passed through them was always

charged with as much moisture as was required.

This plan answered the purpose well as far as it

went, but its action was insufficient. Mr. Jones
has now shown us some drawings of a plan by
which he proposes to augment the ingress and
egress of warm air to any extent that may be
desired. This is to be effected by hollow back
walls in the case of lean-to houses, and a series of

counter drains. When houses are span-roofed some
modification would be necessary, with the precise

nature of which we are unacquainted. In this way
air must be brought not merely into motion, but
into a state of great activity, so that a quick and
perpetual renewal of its particles will take place

oyer every portion of the surface of a plant. Those
wbo wish to know more of the details, which cannot
be further explained without drawings, will, we
doubt not, meet with attention from Mr. Jonks, who
is now acting engineer at the Crystal Palace.

In connection with this improvement we may
take the present opportunity of mentioning that a
new method of constructing light hothouse roofs has
also been proposed by the same experienced engi-

neer. Its object is to do away with all movable
sashes, all rafters, all drip, and all open laps

;

advantages which cannot be easily over-estimated
where there is a complete command of air, but dis-

advantages in the absence of that power. The object
is attained by the use of what are called "trusses"
applied to the roof at intervals, and forming very
convenient lines over which Vines or other climbers
can be trained. Weak materials may thus be made
as efficient as stronger ones, just as was the case with
the slight trussed gutters used to carry the ridge
and furrow roofs in the original Crystal Palace in
Hyde Park.

Whether we take the two contrivances together,
or look merely to the perfect command of air thus
obtained, it seems to us that we have an improve-
ment introduced into construction, which is onlv
second to that which followed the employment of
hot-water pipes.

It will be seen by our correspondence that we did
not draw attention to the Frauds in the Seed
Trade without very sufficient reason. Much more
Jias been disclosed to us confidentially. We there-
fore again say to purchasers of seeds be on your
guard.

There is no doubt that by means of steam,
sulphur, and old age, all sorts of rubbish are made
to pass for articles of sterling value. Dead Rape
<ioes duty for Turnip seed, "Dead Black Medick
for Lucerne, and Dead Clover for the living. A
little oil here, a little burning sulphur there, with
plenty of sifting and shaking and rubbing, will
produce samples even finer than what is seen when
all is fresh and good. In these cases the eye can
<lo nothing except mislead. Chemical tests all fail.

Microscopes are dim. Such frauds can be detected
only in one way, and that is the way we lately
pointed out. Seeds must be tried.

In one respect only do buyers require to *be
further advised as to the mode of making the trial.

They must not expect any sample of seeds to con-
sist wholly of such as will grow. Various causes
-combine to produce some mortality ; but it should
rot exceed 10 per cent. If, then, 90 in 100 seeds are
found to grow the buyer should be satisfied; if

fewer grow he has a case for suspicion.
When we consider how enormous is the consump-

tion of seeds in the gardens and farms of this
country, it is evident that mere mixing with only
25 per cent, of bad seeds must be attended with
^ery large loss to the public.

That every buyer should try, or cause to be tried
,n the manner recommended by us, or last week by
a "Shopman," such seeds as he purchases, is the
best remedy we can propose for the present state of
things. The next best method would be in all
cases of considerable purchases of seeds to require

a written warranty that what is sold will grow to

the extent of so much per cent, at least. If this pre-

caution is taken, and the written warranty given, the

vendor would be unable to resist successfully an

action for damages in case of the seeds sold proving

bad. Or, payment might be made conditional upon

the seeds when tried proving as good as is warranted.

It is, however, not necessary for us to suggest more
particularly in what way the existing evil should be

met. We confine ourselves to pointing out its

existence and the consequences.

Let us not be misunderstood. There is not a

more honourable body of men in this country than

the seedsmen of the United Kingdom. They in-

clude in their ranks merchants eminent for their

probity and large transactions, and others who
thoui;h not merchants have long been known for the

truth and skill with which they conduct their busi-

ness. It is in their interest quite as much as in

that of the general public that these remarks have

been made. They have nothing to fear from trials

of their seeds. On the contrary they must feel

that the most searching inquiry can only redound to

their honour. But there are black sheep in their

flock, to whom our words will be as gall and worm-
word ; men who render honesty ruinous, and bring

into discredit the best men in the country. It is

against them and their practices that we have
warned the public ; and we have the satisfaction to

believe that the warning has not been given in vain.

New Plants.
164. Gonocalyx pulcher. Planchon and Linden

**
Fl. Columb. ined.

We have received from Mr. Linden a coloured repre-

sentation of this pretty plant, which he offers for sale at

25 fr., and of which we translate his description. "A
charming (greenhouse) shrub, related to Vaccinium,
with close upright branches, clothed with dense foliage,

among which appear here and there pretty tubular

flowers of a brilliant rose. The leaves are small,

almost orbicular, and not very unlike those of an
Alaternus. The young shoots and new leaves are of a
bright rosy purple colour. It was found by Schlim in

company with Calyptraria haemantha (a glorious shrub,
noticed in our volume for 1854, p. 556) in the pro-
vinces of Pamplona and Ocana at the elevation of 7000
feet above the sea/'

THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The attention of the horticultural public is at this

time occupied with the question of the modification
of the Horticultural Society. The Council have put
forth their scheme, which is now passing the ordeal of
a select committee, of whose labours we are shortly to
hear. Various papers on the subject of the present
position of the Society and the causes of its financial
difficulties, have also appeared in the horticultural
periodicals, especially in the numbers of " The Florist *

for the present and two preceding months. The sub-
ject has naturally produced considerable interest among
gardeners and the friends of gardening ; but the very
one-sided view taken in the papers of the periodical I
have mentioned (which is apparently the organ of the
exhibitors at the Society's and other flower shows),
induces me to beg admission in your columns for another
view of the most prominent question discussed in
the articles referred to, namely, the causes of the
failure of the recent exhibitions of the Horticultural
Society, involving in their failure the loss of funds to
maintain the Society's garden.
The causes of the failure of the exhibitions, though

variously stated, may be summed in the one complaint

of the exhibitors at the flower shows ; which islTwant
of libernlity in the schedules of prizes, both in respect
of the amount given for prizes and in respect of the
exclusion of certain objects from the exhibitions.

That there may have been some mistakes made by the
Council, amidst the conflicting claims of different classes
of flower growers, in arranging their schedules, is not
unlikely ; but the reason of the failure of the recent ex-
hibitions has not been either the want of exhibitors or
the quality of the shows—for though larger collections
have been seen elsewhere, the quality of the shows was
never anywhere nor at any time finer than in the past
year—nor could there be said to be any want of speci-

mens. The reason of failure was not the deficiency of
objects exhibited, nor the want of more or higher prizes
at the Chiswick shows, it was the want of visitors. And
that want is to be accounted for by very obvious reasons.
The rivalry of other societies possessing a more

eligible locality, or other attractions for their exhibitions
is the true cause of the failure of those at Chiswick.
What has filled the gardens of the Botanic Society in

Regent's Park, while those of Chiswick have been
thinned ? Obviously the convenience of the localitv a
locality extremely agreeable in itself, and accessible to

thousands who can assemble there without interfering

with any other engagement of the day. Ladies and
loungers of all degrees may choose their own hour, seo

the show and the company, and listen to the music,
during their afternoon drive. The professional man, the
official, or the man of business from any quarter of the

town, need not quit his chambers, his office, or his prac-
tice, earlier than usual, and may still enjoy the same
treat on his way home. To go to Chiswick requires
arrangements for the whole day, or a great part of the

day ; the expense of a carriage to those who have no
carriage of their own ; to those who have a carriage the

expense of servants and horses while waiting there. If

the enjoyment of a country drive and a visit to a

beautiful garden is desired on any other than a show
day, Kew and Hampton Court and the Crystal Palace
now present attractions which Chiswick can never offer,

make what you will of its garden.
True, the Crystal Palace is as distant as Chiswick.

But the most resolute stickler for the shows at Chiswick
will not pretend that the Horticultural Society can any
more vie with the proprietors of the Crystal Palace in

the schedules for its shows than in any of the number-
less additional attractions which Sydenham preseuts,

in addition to its flower shows, and for a lower price.

The question, in fact, resolves itself into a very
simple view :—The Horticultural Society flourished, and
covered the costs of its garden in a great measure from
the produce of its exhibitions, while it possessed a

monopoly of the great flower shows. Flower shows
have lost none of their attractions, and never will lose

them as long as civilisation lasts. But the public

demand now-a-days conveniences alike in their busi-

ness and in their recreations. And since similar shows
can be had in another and an agreeable situation, almost
at their doors—and in a third situation, which, though
at some distance, can be reached by a cheap railway
that sets down the company at its door, and then
lavishes enjoyments for the eye (and is not wanting ia

those which grosser senses demand), with a prodigality
never before known, and not to be had at any cost else-

where— it is plain that the Horticultural Society's exhibi-

tions can never compete with either of the other societies

in attracting visitors, even if its schedules equalled the

others in amount, and filled the pockets of the ex-
hibitors instead of drawing upon them as the Society is

now accused of doing.

It is useless in this utilitarian age to appeal to the

prestige of the Horticultural Society, or to urge its

claims on the patrons and lovers of horticulture, as the

originator of the great improvements in gardening in

our times, and for many years—if not still—the chief

promoter of these improvements, as the earliest if not

chief contributor to those great accessions of trees and
plants which have enriched the catalogues of horticul-

ture since the beginning of this century. A voracious

public will patronise that Society and those exhibitions

which contribute most to its enjoyment at the least cost

of time, convenience, and money. These requirements
the locality of the Society's garden will not admit of its

supplying to the extent which the locality or the acces-

sories of its more fortunate rivals enable them to do.

And as without the funds which the exhibitions formerly

supplied, the garden at Chiswick cannot, according to

the present constitution of the Society, be maintained,

the problem which the reformers of the Society have to

solve is, how to supply funds by other means if the

garden is to be maintained, or to present some other

feasible scheme for insuring the continuance and useful-

ness of the Society without the garden. Another FM.S.j
March 5.

ON FROST SPLITTING.—By Dr. Robert Caspary.

(Continuedfrom p. 133).

I now proceed to consider what are the real causes.

And first we must distinguish between fresh frost clefts

and old ones which have reopened, as the circum-

stances attending the two are somewhat different.

First, of the old overgrown frost clefts which broke

open again. It struck me at the first glance at many
of these trees, that the splitting arose from the wood
being more contracted by the frost in a peripherical

than in a radial direction. Let us consider the frost

cleft of the Lime tree, No. 22, as it presented itself to

ma from the 3d to the 26th February, and as repre *
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3d February I saw the bark and youug wood were torn
asunder by a fresh cleft of an inch and a half. The
sides of the old cleft a e and d <j, which had evidently
often broke out, were full of dirt and dust, but without ice
crystals, and already so much decayed that the sides were
no longer straight, but much hollowed out, as is shown by
the lines a e and d e. I could insert my rule 8 inches
deep into the fissure, the eye reached still farther ; the
tree was split up to the pith. Let us now represent to
ourselves the state of the tree before the cleft burst
open again, about the 1st February; a transverse section
must then have been as in fig. 5. The bark r and the
young wood h closed over the cavity at B, whilst
the old wood n' from a? to e was separated by a
radial fissure, the sides of which had become somewhat
concave by decay. 1 1 we assume that frost clefts are
caused by the expansion of the sap by congelation, or
that the bursting proceeds solely from the difference of
bulk of the inner still warm parts and the colder outer
layers at the coming on of severe frost—an assumption
I shall presently return to—we should expect that the
inner wood, of greater relative bulk than the outer
layers, would in the first place have closed up the old
cavity in the lime tree in question. We should have
expected on its again splitting open to find the fissure
closed near the centre of the tree, and the sides lying
close one against the other, which, however, was not the
case. If the alterations of volume which incontestably
did take place by congelation had been relatively the
same in a radical and a peripherical direction, no rent
of the border of ove: growth would have ensued. But
does not a cleft of an inch and a half in breadth yawning
to the very pith clearly show that the peripherical
contraction (iudicated by the arrows fig. 5 a and b),
was proportionally much greater than the radial ?

I have in vain sought through physical literature for
researches on the changes in the volume of wood caused
by temperature. The best authorities on physics and
architecture give no information, and I do not believe
that any experiments have as yet been made on this
point, so important for the present inquiry. All that I
could find are a few data on the expansion of wood by
heat in a longitudinal direction, which are not applicable
to my purpose. Kater (" Nicholl's Journal," v. 20,
quoted by Bailly, Mem. of the Astronomical Society of
London, 1822, v. 1, p. 416) found the linear coefficient
of the expansion of white Deal for every decree of
Fahr. to be 0.00000220*85, and Struve (" Description
of the Great Refractor at the Observatory of
Dorpat," 1825, p. 4), for the same wood gives
0-0000044 for a degree of Reaumur, that is

0-0000028444 for a degree of Fahr., which is indeed
but a very small change. But the alterations of volume
by temperature in wood in a radial and peripherical
direction are certainly as different from the above and
from each other, as are the diversities in wood according
to the three directions in respect of heat-conducting,
elasticity, cohesion and permeability by fluids (see
Tyndall on the Transmission of Heat through Organic
Structures, in Trans. Phil. Soc, 1853). The architect
Hagen informs me that in aquatic constructions no
attention is paid to the contraction of wood by cold. I
have heard the same thing from an intelligent official
of the Prussian admiralty, a born Swede, who has had
much experience in naval architecture. Both have
assured me that the splitting of timber, that is of felled
wood dried in the air, is unknown. Yet in the absence of
all positive data on the relative contraction of wood in
a peripherical and radial direction, it appears to me that
this reopening of old frost clefts shows that the differ-
ence is considerable. It would appear that the decayed
wood which lines the clefts is particularly subject to
these changes, but that the same cause acts on sound
wood, as shown by the frost clefts which reopen without
any decayed wood on their sides.

But for frost clefts which burst open for the first
time another cause operates, which has less effect at
least on the reopening of old fissures. A tree which
bursts for the first time is either frozen through, as I
have shown in the case of the thin stems and the 14-inch
thick Chesuut I have above referred to, or, in some of
the thickest trunks, it may not yet be quite frozen to the
centre. The bursting takes place at night by severe
frost, not less than 15° Reaum. (—14° Fahr.) Kameaux
has shown that the temperature of the concentric layers
of wood by night increases from outside to inside. A
very severe sudden frost that cools down considerably
the outer la) ers must occasion an important difference
in temperature between these and the inner ones, and
at the same time a considerable difference in relative
bulk. The inner layers, whether frozen or not, must
considerably exceed the outer in relative bulk, and thus
increase the strain upon them.

(To be concluded in our next.)

the first injury but the destruction of many of those root-
lets which were still entire, from the want of moisture, or
from close packing. Such plants it is manifest must
_-___. v. _______ _e _ f — — As ___ — I & H J^ —

ciiemK-ut upplie-aii.iiia, as po.asti, auiujt#iJi», nine, <3ce.,

have been tried successfully, or water acidulated with
nitric and sulphuric acid.

447. In certain tubers, as those of Orchids, vegetation
may apparently be suspended for years in the absence

light, as m those cases where such plants as Orchis
hircina, Ophrys apifera, &c, disappear for years till the

If in these cases there

i e ,
° . r'™- •• *° '"""mcjsl iuusi nircina. unnrvs aniteva \-c d
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e Prevented thw, when is any growth, it is so suppressed that no external signs
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,
hfVhe bn?» «™« roots, as those of Dahlias,will grow for years, increasing
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hel'e the CXCept Where Water had been too liberally administered
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plant! have suffered from a long voyage; but even in which case they decayed. M.J. B.where great injury has taken place, if the tree be
healthy new roots will soon be pushed out, since
vegetation does not cease entirely so long as the soil in
contact with the roots is not frozen, and by spring
there will be enough to produce short weak shoots, and
after another season it will recover entirely from
the change unless extraordinary drought has supervened.
A great deal of planting, however, is deferred till spring, - - r o -- - -r~-and seldom with good results. It often happens that

j

me,
.

,s of Sllch rea,1 >' hardy trees and shrubs as are likely
weeks] of incessant drought succeed during which to interest and inform people of all classes. If the
it is impossible that any rootlets should be formed,

""""""" —-—«-» **-* - —»*- —
and so small a quantity of moisture is imbibed
that the buds have nothing to force them into
growth except what nutriment is present in the
stem, and that is not available because there is not
moisture enough to make it soluble. Under such cir-
cumstances it frequently happens that at midsummer
not a bud has started, and if the branches were not
pruned summer may pass away without any sign of life.

Even if a midsummer shoot is made, the powers of vege-
tation have in general been so much impaired that the
tree, though it may live for years, never produces free-
growing healthy shoots, and the branches ultimately
canker and it dies. It is possible indeed, even when a vear

Home Correspondence.
Plane Trees.—The subject of Planes, as a small ye*

confused genus and one interesting to the ornamental
planter, is worthily taken up by the Gardeners' Chronicle.
It would be useful to turn the London parks and
gardens to account by planting in them authentic spec:-

common so-called Platanus occidentals is not the
American species, what is it, and whence comes it ?
The common so-called Platanus orientals seems to me
identical with that of the Levant, fringing the Simois
and other torrenfs as the Willows do in the north.
But there are other varieties or species named in
gardens and gardeners' catalogues ; and though I have
never made them out as distinct, there are certainly
slight differences in leaf. There is a very large leaved
sort in the Continental gardens. In the Botanic Garden
at Vienna was one that the late Prof. Jacquin thought
to be the true oriental is, but as it was tender there and
never grew beyond the size of a shrub, much reliance
cannot be placed on its character. It has a smaller,
simpler leaf than our orieutalis, cuneate in its generalhas gone by without the expansion of the buds, that they i

r— -—• -—«-«* ucU «i..3> uuncaic m iu general
may start in the next spring ; but this is seldom the JJ^Mj deeply cut, but rarely more than trifid.

case, and if so a few hot days in summer often con- This might nor exhibit the true form of the foliage when-
summate the evil.

j

developed by the vigorous growth of a large tree, but
444. In autumn planting, trees seldom get into this

t,ie nIa,lt doubtless exists still, and might be identified.
lethargic state

; if it be delayed till spring, plantations as T,
!

e wood of our common Platanus orientalis is softr
seldom prosper, and under the latter circumstances if

' britt,e
, hut very ornamental for joiners' work, being

the summer should prove hot and the air dry, it will be j

8omething between the Maple and Satinwood in appear-
necessary to have recourse to artificial irrigation ; in the ance when polished. The bark of this tree seems to
garden the ground must bemulched,and in the field,atones

scale off ,ess abundantly in dry weather than that of its

must be placed round the trunk to shade the ground ; if
^ng^ner Platanus occidentalis (the common). This is-

the trees are large, the latter practice is good under any al1 I can contribute to the subject, 5.

circumstances. The reason for spring planting often Experiments with Charcoal, dc, as a medium for
rests on the impatience of the proprietor, who cannot ImPartin9 Heat hy means of the Sun.—It is generally
bear to wait, and sometimes on the ignorance of the understood that a black colour gets the warmest, and we
planter, but in no case is time gained, as most people /have known of walls having been painted of that colour

ce. It has been stated !

for
.

the Purpose of training fruit trees u

many „„ „%MA^ .

m „,
to administer water cautiously. (% 413.) j

m »>' be found to be under glass, or" night coverings of
445. Grafts often show an indisposition to grow, from somekind. Anotherthing which has not been taken advan-

causes analogous to those which affect late planted trees.
ta8e °*> so

f
ar as I know, is the immense heating power

It may be necessary sometimes to wet the clay by which £
rom so 'ar influences which is given to a wall from being

they are protected from the outw
" '"

peculiar delicacy to put the graft
be possible to heap the soil up for its protection. Where - . - ~ «
*"

'
' ' trees, Figs, Vines, &c. I mean to face those banks with.

different materials for the purpose of experiment, and

have
30 or
Peach

they have been kept too long before grafting, moisture
previously applied to the bark may be of service. When i

•—"• " 9mm F"«i'" ;"5 m cAptri-iiucut, ami-
buds are inserted in dry weather it is in like manner Dart of these hanks I have already covered with char-
useful to moisten occasionally the worsted or mattin^ by c

" From the following figures it will be seen that
* * * .1 I i •*-» . j.. .... " lira lioi-n r»..± « n «. »_ _*. -ewe have got an agency at work of some power if we can*

properly apply it. I may remark here, that it is in sun-
shine that the marked difference appears. The follow-
ing are the readings of the thermometer to-day (March
4th) after a few hours' sunshine :

—

6 A.M.

I

Perpendicular wall
Battered wall
Earth bank in a sheltered
sanation

Earth bank ditto, faced with )

charcoal
j

Frames fur Gooseberries and )

Figs surfaced with charcoal ! j
Ditto, without I

Frames tor Melons surfaced
|

with charcoal )

Frames without
Thermometer exposed

* • *

3#
37

33

37

50

48

64

64
86

12 NOON\

56°

Go

61

66

80

72

;

6 P.M.

90

84
45

ally the worsted or matting bv
which they are bound. Both grafts and buds, however,
though dormant for a time, at length under favourable
circumstances wake up from their lethargy and ultimately
make strong and healthy plants. Re informs us that
grafting lethargic trees is often of use, but I have no
experience on the subject, nor can I find any further
information.

446. Lethargy also may exist in bulbs and seeds, in
the former generally from injury or disease in the part
from whence the leaves and roots are given off, in the
latter from imperfect ripeness,f age, or the want of
proper conditions of moisture, air, and temperature.
In some foreign seeds the external coat is so hard that
it is necessary to file it through in order to admit mois-
ture to the embryo. It is the proper business of the
gardener to know how to supply the most favourable
conditions.% With respect to old seeds, as vitality is

1Itt^tS 1

S DOt readi,y t^S^l k
f
d l Deed *Cl>rce]y *** that the d,ier tlTe hank^are the

111a u
must

J
be a

l
)P ll

r

e
n
d Ver

-
V s Paringly, otherwise the better, and that a drain should be at the bs«e

Derore sowing has sometimes been found efficacious, or 8iope of the surface the more power the sun will!^2l!^^^ hJe. I am quite aware niany^bjections may^e
once^m^d^ urged against the successful carrying out of these
be expected to retaiu theirVegetatK prmcples- the cold at night and undue exeite-
matured. * ° * v } ment by d.iy—the blister in spring and the spider inVEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXI.

|

X See on this subject the chapter on seeds in the Theory summer, and the thousand and one other obstacles which

r.^'
2

' hETHARGu,A* (Leth«rgy) Whenever plants are °
g ThouU^e spores of some moulds will bear a temperature E,^ *>.***?** ^neither will I assert that early

removed from the ground, with a view to their trans- I equal to that of boiling water, it is noiprobab^ and *P ring Cucumbers would not suffer so
plantation, it is impossible, whatever care be taken, to ot anv Pluenogim could endure such a heat, and still retain its

' niuch from cold and damp, nor that the Peach and
effect the process without breaking offnumbers of the finer

' 25fK In^ cfies
A
oa

s

***** the heat probably nevtT pene- Vine may not be grown n the cottager's ean'en as w«dl«u- ft
e trated beyond the hard shell in any great decree. I ivmemher ____ «K«* n f *i • i _ ,° _.

bail 'cu as wei*

30 vears since seeds of Acada &yAa^©25SktogTt:K aa ihat of the prince, nor tliat_th^forcing gardener
sing boiled two or three minutes. The most extra- This far exceeds that of the raisins which had be^n 7

42°
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40?
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54

50

75.
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40

fibre;

plant

tue pnicess witnout Dreading on nam oers ol tlie hner
, on the integrity of which the vigorous growth of the
immediately depends. In the case of trees, which

From Xrfa forgetfulness, and u»y% swift, that which quickly
lorgets, and thus krfiatyt* Is applied to indicate a diseased con-
aitioa ohwact«rised by inactivity.

beyc
years since

bridge after being
.hree times

<j a - — •— -...uv»--j. iu« -uu.t Cilin- mm -. «« ^-»^\_i_v»jia mat ui IUC 1111,1111.

ordinary case, however, on record, is that mentioned by Dr. steeped in boiling water, as recorded by myself in the "Anna!*Lindley of the germination of the seeds ot Raspberries which had of Natural History." Such reports, however should alwavT tobeen boiled for jam. In this ca_=e the seeds must have been put to the test of direct and accurate experiment that the circuit'exposed to a higher temperature than that of boiling water, stances of time and temperature may be strictlv ascertaired
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may not materally add to the best kind of heat—by ]
plan I have adopted with

*

every blink of the sun—wi liout adding to the coal

bill ; I ut I am very desirous that the hints thrown out

may be taken up, tried and tried again, and fairly re-

ported on. The subject lias a wide application, and
seems worthy of some attention. Geo. M cEwen.

Cooking Seeds.—Your remarks on dead seeds must
have in some degree opened the eyes of many who have

but hitherto complained of the fly, the slug, and the

severe fro^t of some byegone day.

success in the south of

kngland against cockroaches or black beetles. I do

not think it did much good. I tried red wafers with no

success, and I do not think much of slices of Cucumbers,

which are said by some to destroy crickets. T. B. P., Man-

tester. Roasted Apple and arsenic rubbed together

and laid on the floor will tempt the crickets and kill them.

Lay it on a piece of thick paper or a thin tile. P. P. P.

For the extirpation of cockroaches, crickets, &c, I

Little°does John have used with complete success a paste made and sold

Bull know the "strange ways'* that have been practised

of late. Our continental neighbours did not join in this

unholy and adulterous alliance until recently, but our

intimacy has not only taken them to see our very strong-

holds, but our weakest and most vulnerable points, and

the enemy has now gained so much upon us that we
may consider ourselves eclipsed. It is true Rape seel

has a great affinity to Turnip seed, but we are not

Russian enough to prefer the former to the latter

by Charles Penny, 4, Roseberry Cottages, Dalston.

X Y. Z. Chase's beetle poison killed huudreds, lots

came to the funeral, they have since all disappeared.

F. D% By means of a half-crown box of Penny's

composition we entirely cleared our kitchen of

crickets. C. D. [We cannot confirm the statement re-

specting Chase's poison, which, although effectual with

black beetles, we cannot persuade our crickets to eat.]
|

__ _ Ferns.—As regards the temperature necessary for,

to feed upon unless killed—literally dead—aud then |
the growth of Ferns, I may mention that for my Fern-

we may cake it, but not otherwise. You imagine all
|

house I only use heat to exclude frost, and I have
*

' occasionally found the thermometer down to 29° or 30

when I have omitted to light a fire or to keep it up suf-

ficiently. Under these circumstances I have found the

following varieties uninjured by the winter, and also

attain a state of great perfection in the summer,
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viz. :

—

Pteris tremula
hastata and^macrophylla
longifelia

crenata

„ vespertilionis

Adiantum pedatum
pubescens
assimile
cuneatum
reni forme
formosum
hispidulum
affine

Cunninghami
Biechnum braziliense

australe
lanceola

Polystichnm coriaceum

„ semulinn
Nephrodium pubescens

,f
decompositum

Onvclriura lucidum
Todea pellucida

The following varieties have also with slight injury

stood the winter ; but they would evidently succeed

better with more warmth, especially in the early spring,

as it is late in the season before the new fronds appear

or become fine, viz. :

—

Davallia dissecta

Asplenium canariense
furcatnoi

flabellifolium
bulbiferum
palmatum
umbrosum (Allanto-

dia australis)

lucidum
Cheilanthes vestita

profusa
micromera
repens

Lygodium palmatum
„ scandens

Acroatichum alcicorne

Nothochlaena distans

„ lanuginosa
_ Maran t&$

Anemia fraxinifolia

Pycnopteris Sieboldi

Polypodiura effusum

Doryopteris palmata

who buy seeds can try their vitality or percentage ; that

may be, but that would not detect mixed seeds, which

are worse than dead. The fact is, all growers and

seedsmen ought to state upon the face of their invoice

that the seeds are pure, correct stock, and the year

grown ; if of a former year and mixed, sell as such, and

so state, for it will happen that last year's seeds are

better than this, owing to the season. 1 understand

many in the seed trade will only buy with some kind of

warrant to certify this (for the most experienced eye

cannot detect every kind or variety of seeds), and must
possess the character of the seller. There are seme,

however, who send out seeds wholesale and retail with

half dead seeds, and even more, and thia depends on the

kind and the party who may buy. I have also long

conceived it possible that not only the preparatory

measures used to kill, but the dry guano — pure

or otherwise—helps to kill us, by imbibing directly

or indirectly the pernicious poisons made use

of. We know and see by experience the effect

continued good living has upon our bodily frames,

—blotches, boils, &c; but at first we appear to fatten,

unless hereditary gout pinches us ; in like manner do

all artificial manures, and although we hail all appa-

rent improvements in the increase of our produce and

our wealth, it is only temporary. The old system

was the natural ; the manures made on the farm from

cattle, lime, soot, sawdust and ashes, with ammonia, &c,
are decidedly the best in the long run; and until we
return to our original state our progress in this adulter-

ous generation cannot but tend to our ruin as a nation.

Another great ev 1 is the murderous onslaught on birds,

which not only encourages t-lugs, &c, from the artificial

Dianure above named, but the flies, lice, and vermin
which are their food, while we are deprived of their

songs all the day long. I trust that you will not let

either subject drop until we leave off these strange ways
and bad ways, for there can be no peace till then. John
Johnson, a Seedsman, Bexley Heath. -Surely testing

seeds is a simple process. I remember an old farmer
many years ago who always sowed one hundred of his

Turnip and Clover seeds in a pot filled with earth, which

had a saucer of water under it. This he placed by the

side of Ins kitchen fire upon the oven top, and a very

short time Mifticed to show whether the seeds would
vegetate or not. Nothing can be more simple or satis-

factory than this, and nothing more simple than to

leave the nursenmau who sends you bad seeds,

telling him the reason you do so. W. D. F. A _ _
practice has lately greatly increased which I much (D. Mezereum), which, though essential as the first of

dislike, i. e. placing at the bottom of advertisements its class to greet the opening spring with the rich

"prices on application." I regret to find it followed by incense of its grateful odour, as well as for the desirable

some of the most respectable firms in the trade. It is contrast of white and purple in its variety, is never-

as much as to say, u tell me who you are, and I shall theless much inferior where display alone is sought to

know how much cooking your s^eds require." Why the very beautiful Siberian Rhododendron (R. dauri-

not state openly the prices ? We can th^n guess cum atrovirens), which is now unfolding its gay violet

whether you are likely to cook or not. The case is rosy- tinted blossoms in many of our gardens. A
different when a tradesman refers to his printed cata- few plants of this very hardy, free-flowering, neat-

logue. A Subscriber of 11 Years. habited plant, amongst a clump of the first-

Weedy Streams.— I have a winding rocky garden ! mentioned, or arranged as a detached mass, would

through which a stream of water Hows, the total
\

form a fine feature in the distance, and in itself must be

Polypodium aureura

„ plumosum

Cheilanthes elegans

lendigera

farinosan

„ elegans
Darsea cicutaria
Nephrolepis exaltata
Gymnogramma touientosa
Pteris geraniifolia

It is evident that some Ferns, chiefly found in nearly

tropical countries, will succeed under greenhouse culture

here ; aud I hope that several growers will, by making
their experience known, help in determining winch they

are, for the convenience of many who have not stove-

heat at command. P. W.
Spring-ilowering Shrubs for Beds.—The suggestion of

your correspondent, at p. 118, that Daphne Mezereum
would form a desirable bed, or group, reminds me that

we now possess a variety of ornamental spring-

flowering shrubs which might furnish a successive

display nearly up to the season for ordinary bedding-

out purposes. Is it not surprising that so little has

been done in this way of garden decoration ? Com-
mencing then with the above-named general favourite

length of which may perhaps cover 100 yards ; to ke*-p

it clean a bed has been made for it of Portland cement,

so that in no place it comes in contact with earth. It

varies from 4 to 6 feet in width, and 3 to 12 inches in

depth, but on account of the water coming from a field

pond at some distance, and in spite of a great length of

pipe with several openings into gravel to filter it, the

regarded as the gayest of our early blooming shrubs
;

and perhaps the most valuable and universally adapted

for picturesque effect, in the cool greenhouse or drawing-

room conservatory. Uniform with the above for a
separate group may be added the equally gay winter and
early spring-flowering Jasminum nudifiorum, furnishing

an excellent contrast by its numerous clear bright

would-be stream is always and most rapidly generating i yellow star-like blossoms, gleaming like early Primroses
upon a green ground. When suitably arranged this

valuable object would appear most lively when seen
against the darker tints of evergreens behind it. In
rotation to these succeeds the neat green-twigged For-
sythia (F. viridiss^ma), which forms lively looking

bushes literally loaded with clear yellow Jasmine-
like blossoms, diffusing a balsamic odour, and appearing
at a distance like golden Furze bushes—as hardy in

growth and as free in flowering. As a pleasing contrast

to this would be found the elegant Canadian Rhodora
(R. Canadensis), yielding a profusion of small yet con-

I

spicuous rosy lilac blossoms. These again are fol-

lowed by the beautiful little shrubs Deutzia gracilis

and Berberis Darwini, the former a Syringa in minia-

ture, with many racemes of snow-white blossoms, and
the latter ornamented with numerous drooping spikes

ofgolden-yellow cup-shaped florets charmingly contrasted

against its glossy dark green leaves. After these
nuisance has partly abated, but my gardener having

|
comes the new Himalayan Rhododendron ciliatum, a

some in his kitchen, I got a hedge-hog to try the same
[
neat dwarf species, unfolding comparatively large and

j

thick green slimy weeds, and although ic is as clear as

crystal where it falls 4 or 5 feet down between rocks

into the garden, it becomes wiLhin a few yards filthy

and slimy-looking. If it be cleaned out thoroughly it

returns to its former state in the most incredibly short

time of a day or two. Is there any chemical compound
that I could put in it to keep it clean I The stream is

so slow as to be almost imperceptible ; whatever is used ,

must not be of a nature to injure the Portlaud cemtnt.
I have tried salt in vain. An Amateur.

Crickets.—In the winter of 1854-55 my stove, houses,
and hot pits were overrun by these pests. I killed

hundreds of them by scalding them with hot water
during the night, but destroyed more by trapping them
by means of wide-mou'hed pickle bottles with a little

treacle and water, or beer, or even train-oil as a bair,

the pickle bottles being suuk in the ground, or placed so
that the crickets could get into them. This winter the

conspicuous white blossoms, with roseate tint, which

when seen en masse might readily be mistaken for a bed

of Dog's tooth Violets. Among the well known but little

appreciated shrubs of highly ornamental character,

blooming at a later period, and, like the foregoing, well

adapted for portable pot-culture, are the double-flower-

ing Peach, laden with thickly-set clusters of lovely, rich,

rosy peach-coloured blossoms, resembling nothing so

much as miniature Pompone Roses ; the Ribes atro-

sanguineum, an erect growing variety, its long attenuate

branches festooned with pendent racemes of richly

shaded crimson flower- spikes ; and last, but not least,

are the brilliantly-flowered double and single- blossomed

dwarf Almond, studded over with bright rosy-tinted

bloom, and which would appear very effective as an

outer circle in connection with the two previous kinds.

William Wood, York.

Bees.—The study of the natural history of the honey-

bee is surrounded by obstacles. To the difficulty of

making experiments it must be ascribed that so little

progress has taken place since the days of Huber in

arriving at any certainty with regard to those points

which were left by him in doubt Admitting at once

that the eyes which he employed were occasionally

mistaken, and that he sometimes allowed himself to be

borne along to somewhat hasty conclusions, the

mind of Huber was eminently of an analyzing cast,

and many of his theories have been confirmed by sub-

sequent investigation. The instance referred to lately

by a correspondent, (see p. 87) is one, the truth or

fallacy of which I have often wished to see proved, but

have not had the opportunity of making the necessary

experiments. Will your correspondent oblige me by

saying if he has done so by placing the hive in the same

condition as Huber did with his, removing the queen,

allowing the bees to supply their loss by raising an

artificial queen in a forced royal cell, then removing

her before the date of hatching, and marking those bees

which emerge from the cells contiguous to the cradle of

royalty. Such, if I remember right, was the process

employed by Huber, while his assistant, with won-

derful perseverance, watched these marked bees inces-

santly for 30 hours ere he detected them depositing

their eggs. It is evident that the experiment might

frequently fail, without disproving the theory, as all

depends on the chance of a portion of the nutriment

destined for the queen having been dropped into some

of the ordinary cells. Yet when we reflect on the

wonderful development which the larva of the worker

undergoes, changing the instincts, form and functions

of the industrious insect into those of the fertile mother,

a semi-metamorphosis can scarcely excite surprise,

especially when we remember that the functions of these

fertile workers are described to resemble those of true

queens, whose organisation has been deteriorated, and

also that a perfect queen, under certain circumstances,

may produce a bee which is neither a perfect drone nor

a perfect worker. May I further inquire if it has been

ascertained with certainty that the bees ever remove an

egg from a cell, except for the purpose of eating it. Q. 8*

New American Shrub.—A new and beautiful flowering

shrub has been discovered in the state of North

Carolina, Macon County, U. S. It is said to be a

nameless and undescribed variety of Rhododendron, the

flower of which is second only in magnificence to the

Magnolia grandiflora. It grows to the height of 4 or 5

feet, and is easily transplanted and cultivated. It is

stated that no American flower exceeds this in beauty ;

its colour is a bright crimson, approaching scarlet, and

the panicles are composed of 20 or 30 flowers, forming

a conical mass nearly as large as a man's head. The

leaves are evergreen, of a deep colour. The spot where

the flower was found is on the top of a'most inaccessible

mountains. A Labourer, Hertfordshire. [We know

nothing of this. It is evidently an exaggeration, "

nothing more.]
m .

Sheplterdia argentea.—ln 1843 there was noticed in

Loudon's Gardeners' Magazine, page 43, a tree under

this name which was said to produce excellent fruit,

and to be grown extensively by Messrs Winship at

Brighton, near Boston, U. S. It also appears from the

article in question that Messrs Osborne of Fulnara

ordered some of the plants at that time. Now I should

like to know how they have succeeded with them, an

whether this Shepherdia is worth growing in *n

country as a fruit tree. /. Mitchell, jun. .

Orchids wrongly named at Sales.—In August, I*5 **

my gardener at tended a sale of Orchids belongs?

Mr. Fairie, of Liverpool, at Stevens's, and one of the

lots was marked " fine plant of Lselia purpurata. '
X*

its rarity it produced great competition, and my ga "

dener purchased it for 177. 17*. I raised the plan* wl **

great care until last autumn, when it flowered, and

my great disappointment it turned out to be a very

poor variety of "
k
Cattleya Crispa," worth about 205. or

less. If the sale had consisted of imported plants such a

mistake might have occurred, but coming from a gen-

tleman's co lection, I think, under such circumstances,

there should be some redress, which I have in vai

sought for at Mr. Fairie's hands, who says ne bougn

the plant of one of the London nurserymen, r. &-
,

[Certainly Mr. Fairie ought to return the money, an

proceed to its recovery from him who deceived him.]

Flavourless Pine Apples.—I have seen winter'^,,

exactly in the condition of those described by " **• '

from being watered with strong guano water and o

stimulants when nearly ripe, and also from u9lDa
jed

excess of manure at the last shifting for plants inteii

to fruit in winter. D. D.
%

Rabbits.—€an any of jour readers suggest to me
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cheap and effective method of keeping out rabbits from
burrowing under wire netting in a light sandy soil ?

Slates have been suggested, but they are very expensive

for so large an area as 400 yards. 0. M. R., Norfolk.

Pitti Palace, Florence.—It may interest your lady

readers (who are fond of memorials of places visited by
them) to know that I have just raised seeds found in

March in the gardens of this palace under every Bay
tree, and a few from a cone of one of the two Cypress

trees in the Campo Santo, Pisa. To naturalists these

are more natural souvenirs than bad flowers inlaid in

slate, or worse alabaster figures, which are the usual

substitutes. Somerset.

*0rirttosi.

Linnean, Feb. 19.—R. Brown, Esq., V.P., in the

chair. A. Hambrough, Esq., and the Rev. C. Popham
Miles were elected Fellows. The following papers
were read:— 1. " Note on the Quantity of Tannin in

the Galls of Cynips Quercus-petioli," by Dr. Viner.

After alluding to the vast mischief wlvch has resulted

from the great abundance of this insect during the past

season, and mentioning that the galls had been used in

Devonshire for ink-making, Dr. Viner explained the

result of his inquiries as to whether the latter contain

a sufficient quantity of tannin to render them useful

substitutes for the ordinary galls of commerce. By
macerating 100 grains of Devonshire galls in ether
and water a residue was obtained weighing 26.74 grains,

and containing 17 grains, or about two-thirds of tannic

and gallic acids. 100 grains of the best Aleppo galls

submitted to the same treatment yielded a residue of

58.50 grains, containing 56 grains of tannic and gallic

acids. The Aleppo galls were very heavy specimens of
the best kind, and had not been perforated by the
Cynips, whilst the Devonshire ones had all been per-
forated, and therefore contained a smaller propor-
tion of tannin than would have been the case
if they had been examined at an earlier period. The
principal published analyses of commercial nutgalls,

which show a varying percentage of from 26 to 77 of
tannin, indicate great difference of quality. Dr. Viner
thinks these discrepancies are owing to accidental
causes, such as the variable nature of the seasons, which
it is well known greatly influence the quantity and in-

tensity of vegetable secretions. As to the Devonshire
specimens, which contained a less amount of tannin than
had been expected, Dr. Viner is of opinion that if

examined earlier in the season thev would be found to

contain a sufficient quantity to justify their collection for
commercial purposes. If they were gathered at the
proper season, before the Cynips had escaped, and when
the gall was in its most vigorous aud valuable stale,

another good result would follow— the insect would be
prevented from increasing to what seems likely to be a
mischievous extent, threatening the destruction of the
Oak plantations.— 2. " Description of a New species of

amusing. We must, however, always distinguish

between the events which Madame Pfeiffer actually

witnessed, and the information she received from others.

Her powers of walking are not the least remarkable
part of this lady's accomplishments ; for example, in

Borneo she tells us that accompanied by a Chinese and a

Dyak they set out on her second walking journey " at a

pace as if we were running for our lives, and continued

the whole way the same hot haste. I really believe

we ran 20 miles without stopping.''' Two days after she

had a " severe march of more than nine hours, through

thick wood and high jungle Grass, and only did 20 miles."

The next day she and a cooly walked or rather ran the

whole day, 20 miles more. The country through which

the race was run was nevertheless not particularly

fav urable for pedestrianism. Madame Pfeiffergives the

following account of it:

—

"Yesterday and to-day I had really some hardship

to undergo. One-third of the way was through j uncle

Grass ; the other two-thirds up and down high hills

covered with dense forests, and right through several

marshes ; and I was compelled to go barefoot like the

natives of the country. Shoes would infallibly have
stuck in the mud and been left behind ; and high boots

would have become so heavy that I could not have
walked in them. Another inconvenience was that I was
sure to be, at least once a day, drenched through with

the tropical rain, and had then to let my clothes be dried

on me by the heat of the burning sun. The only thing

that made me amends was the constant beauty of

scenery displayed in this mountainous region."

When a lady runs rounds the world at this pace she

should not be expected to bestow time upon minutiae.

Nevertheless she contrives to find time for everything.

She speaks with admiration of the good government of

Rajah Brooke in Borneo, and gives much curious infor-

mation concerning the Dyaks and their love for such

"fancy articles" as human heads. With the country

itself she was charmed :

—

" The scenery of the country we were passing through

now became more lovely with every stroke of the oar.

The morasses had disappeared, and were succeeded by

luxuriant rice-plantations, with smiling hills in the back-

ground. Among the trees there were some glorious

specimens,—some with trunks 140 feet high,— others
spreading out their mighty branches, and hanging their

leaves down into the wafer, so as to form deliciously

cool leafy bowers. Large hives of the wild bee were
often hanging on lofty slender stems with very few

branches ; but to reach hives of this kind and rob them
of their honey, the natives make a kind of ladder of

bamboo, which is fastened to the trunk of the tree at

every two feet, stands about six inches from it, and is

carried to a height of 80 feet"
" More and more beautiful views are continually

presenting themselves. The hills are multiplying and
becoming higher and higher. The peak that just now
came into sight cannot be less than 3000 feet high.

The scenery reminds me of that of Brazil. Here, too,

Paussus, from Tropical Africa," by J. O. Westwood, ! are vast impenetrable primeval forests, with overwhel-
Esq.— 3. The completion of a Memoir by G. Bentham,
Esq., on " Loganiacese," which was commenced at the
last meeting. This part of the paper contained the
descriptions and synonymy of the species which Mr.
Bentham refers to this order.

ming masses of luxuriant vegetation, and here, as well

as there, but little cleared land and but few inhabited

Raileo ; and when one goes to decay and another is

built, it remains without a roof until a new head has
been obtained to place in it. Then the roof is put on,

and the store of heads brought from the old Bailee"
Returning home wiJi their prizes, they announce

their good fortune, from afar, by a loud piercing whistle,

produced with a shell ; and the women and children
hasten out to see the conquering heror s come, greet them
with all due exultation, and lead them in triumph to the
Baileo. The heads are then given over to the boys
and girls who have passed their 10th year, and they
eagerly suck away every drop of blood that may yet
be clinging to them—a proceeding which, in the opinion
of their parents, tends to inspire them with vdour.
After this the trophies are slightly roasted, elfa ed cf
the flesh, and hunt; up in the Baileo. The Altoras are
not cannilal-:, and in these feasts, which last several
days, they consume several wild hogs and deer."

Pleasant people these to be visited by a travelling

gentlewoman ; our authoress however adds, that they
are represented as " good and honest people, of very
fair morals," notwithstanding the awkward habits which
exist among them, to which must be added the prac-
tice of killing their sick when not likely to recover.

Luckily Madame Pfeiffer did not succeed in making
their personal acquaintance.

We have no sprtce at present for further extracts.

Those which we have given will show the vivacity of

the authoress and the intrepidity with which she exposed
herself to risks from which the fair sex usually shrinks.

Hereafter we may return to the amusing pages of the

second volume, which chiefly relates to America, and
especially the United States.

The Journal of the Proceedings of the Linnean Society

No. I., is the herald of a new mode o f publishing the

Natural History papers brought before that learned

body. The part just issued forms an 8vo. of 96 closely

printed pa»es, with two plates, and only costs three

stalling*. Four such p*rts are to appear annually, and
will form a handsome volume. This is a great improve-

ment upon the old and costly 4to. Transactions, which
we hope and believe will no Linger burthen the finances

of the Society. We learn from a circular letter from
the Secretary that the Council have determined to

forward the parts as toon as published, gratuitously (by
post), to all Fellows of the Society resident in the

United Kingdom, whose addresses are known, and whose
annual contributions are not in arrear. The *' Journal"
for the present year will be sold to the pub'ic at 12s.

for the four pans ; or the Botanical and Zoological

sections may be obtained separately for 8s. each. As
the publication adds largely to the expenditure of the

Society, the Council trust that the Fehows will assist in

promoting its sale. All subscriptions prepaid for the

year through a Fellow of the Society at the Society's Bouse,
will eu title the subscriber to the full trade-reduction of

25 per cent.

The part before us contains valuable communications
by Messrs Half, Bell, Walker, Newman, and the late

George Newport on the Zoological side, while Botany is

supplied in equal quantity by Mr. Charles Buubury, Dr.

places. The chief difference is that Borneo is in-
Mtdsner, and Mr. Kippist. The paper by the first of

tersected by a countless number of small streams or these gentlemen on the Botany of Madeira and Tenenffe

Notices 23oofc£f

By IdaA Lady's Second Journey Found the World.
Pfeiffer. 2 vols. 8vo. Longmans.

No one can deny that Madame Pfeiffer is an amusing
and enthusiastic traveller. Those who read her former
volumes will remember with what vivacity, if not

accuracyjshe hit off India and its peculiarities, and they

may now be glad to follow her in another small excur-
sion from London to the Cape of Good Hope, Borneo,
Java, Sumatra, Celebes, Ceram, the Moluccas, Cali-

fornia, Panama, Peru, Ecuador, and home by the

United States, the whole performed in about four
years.

Our horticultural friends will smile at the account
given by the authoress of the Chiswick exhibitions :—

u The exhibition only lasts one day ; and I should
certainly never have imagined that for a display of this

kind rainy weather would be desirable—and yet it was
so. In fine weather all the gay world of London resorts

to these flower-shows ; but the purpose of the meeting
is rather to display their own finery than to see the

flowers. Bands of music play in various parts of the

gardens ; and the thronging of the perpetually moving
multitude makes a real examination of the supposed

objects of the exhibition almost impossible.
u I had, however, on my visit the advantage of very

favourable weather—that is to say, it rained incessantly,

and scarcely any one came to disturb me in my admira-

tion of the glorious specimens exhibited in greenhouses
and under tents.
" The splendour of the collection, especially of the

exotics, is almost indescribable. I really saw many
specimens of these beautiful strangers that were finer

and {fuller of blossom than I ever saw in their native

country. The display of fruit was less remarkable, with

the exception of the Pine-apples, which were of ex-

traordinary size, and weighed ten or twelve pounds."

The information she collected respecting our own
England, where u the winter often sets in at the end of

September and lasts till March," must we fear be taken

as a specimen of the kind of accuracy which pervades

these volumes. They are, however, not the less The huts in which they keep these trophies are called

rivulets, whilst Brazil has scarcely any water but the

vast floods of her mighty rivers. What might this

island become were it peopled by industrious, peaceful,

and truly civilised nations ! Unfortunately this is very

far from being the case. The population is scanty, and i

more intent on war and mutual destruction than on any
kind of productive labour ; and for white settlers the

climate is a great obstacle."

In Java Madame Pfeiffer of course visited the

celebrated Botanical Garden of Buitenzorg, which she

thus describes :

—

" Beautiful parterres of flowers alternate with groves

and lawns, and thickets, and bright clear water glitters

through the fresh green leaves. The paths and roads

are kept in the most beautiful order, and cross each

other in every direction, while elegant seats offer

themselves for repose to the weary. Among the plants

and trees there are some rare and valuable specimens.

Mr. Tressman,the superintendent of the garden, pointed

out especially a plantation of Vanilla, a climbing plant,

and two delicate exotics, both of which had been lately

introduced from America. With the Vanilla the climate

seemed to agree extremely well, and its branches were
hanging down loaded with large juicy pods." This reads

like a poet's description of Paradise.

When visiting Sumatra the famous Camphor trees

were inspected. They must certainly be very peculiar

productions— for we are assured that the Camphor,
which is found in a concrete state under the hark, is

swept down with long brooms ;
" but this must be done

with the greatest care, for if the broom goes too deep (!)

the tree is destroyed."

After reading this, one cannot refrain from asking
whether the following account of the wild Alforas, a

race inhabiting Ceram, is to be entirely depended
upon :

—
u The'Alforas have, as I have said, like the Dyaks, a

passion for collecting human heads, and esteem these

valuables above every other booty that can be offered

them. The most acceptable present that a lover can

bring to his fair one is a fancy article of this kind ; and
if he cannot get a whole one, she will modestly content

herself with a portion thereof. Five or six young men
will frequently form a company to go on a head-hunt,

and divide among them any specimen they may procure.

will much interest even the most "general reader."

Things not generally known, is the title of a little

rolume from the pen of Mr. Timbs (12mo, pp. 247,
Bogue). It is a classified scrap-book or common place-

book, in which the author gives an account of matters
of which, as he says, the world is not generally aware.
In bit Natural History he has been wonderfully success-

ful. He says, for example, that Mr. Yarrell has proved
the eel to be viviparous, because it has milt (printed

melt) and roe like other fishes. That was certainly not
known before. Pearls, he tells us, are formed by
certain fizh in their shells. Of this also we were quite

ignorant. Ranunculus aquatilis and hederaceus are

said to differ merely in tins, that while the former plant

remains in the water its leaves are all finely cut and
have their divisions hairy (!) ; but when the stems
reach the surface, or if the seeds fall upon soil merely
wet " the result is Ranunculus, hederaceus." This

nobody knew. Barley, Wheat, Oat:?, and Rye, are

found to be resolvable iiito one ; Oats have been trans-

formed into Wheat ; Baobab trees are 5000 years old
;

Judas hanged himself upon an Elder bush—or else a
Fig tree ; a Bread fruit tree dying of old age is restored

to youth by an Aloe ; the Nettle leaf seen through a

microscope appears the model of an extensive estate

decorated with timber aud shrubbery ; finally the

Potato disease wa<? caused by an Aphis (no doubt the

aphis vast tatur of the leanted Mr. Smee). Certainly

none of these ingenious stories are things generally

known—most certainly Mr. Timbs should confine him-

self to antiquities, which we hope he understands better

than Natural History.

Garden Memoranda.
Messrs. Osborne's, Fulham.—A visit to this nursery

even at this season is not without interest. On the wall

of the show house are trained two Camellias, which are
now beautifully in bloom. The varieties are Colvillei

and imhricata, both of which flower at one time, and
their blossoms being of d fferent colours contrast ad-
mirably with one another. Camellias managed in this

way make charming coverings for walls, and where a
border for planting them in does not exist, boxes either

of slate or wood answer the same purpose. If made
of the former material they are of course more durable
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Ihes-helves in this house were gay with sprint bulbs
such as Hyacinths, Narcissi, Crocuses, and

3
Tulips

which are flowering here this year unusually well. The
Crocuses m this instance were planted in the pots before
tJiey began to push, but we need scarcely state that ii

lifted out of the open border in tufts a little before this
season, just when they are coming Into bloom, the>
make an equally good display, and require less atten
tion Many varieties of Crocuses are grown here
in beds out of doors, and as they are now in
bloom and all labelled, those interested in their
differences and nomenclature may do well to inspect
them That delightful spring bulb, the Siberian
Sqntfl, is also now in blossom in the open border, as is
likewise S

.
bifolia

; but the former is the earliest, and
considerably the handsomest. In one of the stoves the
Ageratum like Conoclinium ianthinum was in flower
and well grown, as this was, in a decorative point of

11**1
. ,

li8

J
S

.

a tru,
-v vaIu»b,e pl««nt. Its colour,

hluisn-hlac, being so different from that of other plants
which bloom at the same time, renders it especially
worthy of attention. Kogieria thyrsiflora was also in
flower, and for the decoration of the stove at this
eeason few plants are better adapted, for every shoot
will produce flowers, and even pieces struck and placed
*0 small pots blossom freely. A house has lately been
erected here for the cultivation r.f Orchids and tender
rerns

i,
to have collections of which has lately become

so fashionable, and at one end of a stove we remarked a
miniature aquarium filled with the better kinds of Water
-Lilies. In one of the greenhouses, which are now'gay
with Epacrises, was an excellent specimen of Libocedrus
Donniana, a small plant of which has survived the winter
here unhurt, and quite unprotected in the open border
In ^ addition to Squills and Crocuses, Hepaticas, both
white and purple, are as gay n,w in open beds as they
well can be, and that charming early Rhododendron
dauncum atrovirens is still, and has been for the last
three weeks, one mass of small purple blossoms. In
ftrm.ng a collection of spring flowering shrubs this
therefore must not be overlooked, and the same should
be stated in reference to Andromeda rloribunda, which
is just now opening numberless spikes of small white
bell-shaped flowers. By means of such materials as
these and others, of which every nursery affords
examples, our gardens might, with no great difficulty
be rendered almost as gay in spring as at any other
time ot the year. Among early flowering wall plants
nothing can be much handsomer than Jas.ninum nudi-
florum, which blossoms profusely all through the early
spring months. 7 J

manner; the children brought ail the weeds and refuse
they could collect from time to time, and added it green
to the rest, and by the occasional addition of turfs a
continued smothered fire was kept up for weeks ; in one
cottage-garden was as much as 50 bushels, and the
process still going on. With these ashes the farmer
always did well in his Turnip crop ; so that not only
was an exterminating warfare carried on with our
enemies, but they were destined ultimately to be con-
verted into food ; and we cannot better conclude this
essay thm by saying, Always destroy the life and repro-
ductive power of weeds, even by fire, if necessary.
B uckman xn Journal of Royal A gricultural Society. '

Early Horn Carrots, and Stone Turnips should be sown
at once on a warm rich border if not yet done •

alsoLeeks, Urussels Sprouts, Savoys, German Greens, Snow'*
and Early Sprouting; Broccoli, and the main croo of
Potatoes should be planted without delay.

COTTAGER'S GARDEN.
Fruit trees, if any, and small iruit-bearing bushes asGooseberries and Currants, should now be pruned •

this
if not already done, must not be longer neglected'
Also get the ground amongst bush fruit manured and
lightly dug

; but in doing so take care not to injure the
roots. Pay all necessary attention to Early Peas, and
see that they are not injured by mice or birds. Where
they are above ground draw the soil to their stems
raising it on the windy side sufficiently to make a kind of
shelter for the plants. Plant Fairbeard's Champion ofEngland for succession, and if a few of Fairbeard's
Surprise are planted at the same time they will come inabout a week earlier than the Champion.
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Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing weeJc.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—The operation of watering at

this season should be conducted with care, more espe-
cially in the case of recently potted plants, which must

\

STATE °f the weather at chiswick. near London
not be Overdosed. Keep them close, and if the weather For the ffeek ending March ft ISSC, as observed at the Horticultaral Gardeti
is not frosty, syringe frequently so as to maintain a

' = ~
rattier moist atmosphere ; but until the growth of the
plant shall have indicated that it has taken to the fresh
sod apply water very sparingly at the root. Luculias
in pots should be encouraged to make free growth in
order to get the wood well ripened, and the plants in
flower belore those planted in the conservatory border,
for it is desirable to prolong the blooming season of this
charming shrub as much as possible. Stove.—Some of
the Orchids may probably require shading; at all
events see that material for the purpose is ready for
use but do without it as long as possible, and with a
little care in removing plants likely to be injured to
shady positions, it will not be necessary, at least in
most cases, to apply it just yet. An increase in the
night temperature of stoves may now be allowed, more
especially if the weather should prove bright, but this
should be obtained not by the use of an extra quantity
of coal, but by shutting up early in the afternoon.
Maintain a moist atmosphere, and give no quarter to
insects of any kind.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pinert.—Give plants swelling their fruit as much

liquid manure-water as the state of the soil will
permit, and afford them a thoroughly moist atmo-
sphere day and night. Admit fresh air when
the thermometer rises to 80°

30.430 30 418

Feh. 29-Fojcarr; dry haze; cloudy; frosty,
March 1—Lniiormly overcast; cloudy.
"" 2-Oyen-ast; cloudy and cold; slizht rain.— 3—tine; ckudy and cold throughout.— 4—Cloudy and cold.— l-fj.'^Jhaie; overcast; clouly; slight frost.— 6 -Slight drizzle; cloudy and cold.

Wean temperature of the week !£ deg. below the average.

RECORD OP THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During the-last 30 years, for the ensuinjc week, ending March 15, 1*6.

Sits.
! s-

Sunday 9

Mod. Ii

Tue*. 11
Wed. |a

Thurs. 13

Knday 14
Satur lb

Miscellaneous.
English Oaks.—People who are accustomed to look on

Oak trees as plants capable of arriving at an average
size of some 40 or 50 feet of timber, a* they generally
do in the north, and who have not had the advantage
of examining them as they are found in many parts of
the south, can form no just estimate of what an Oak of
first-rate dimensions really is. With reference to this,

I may be allowed to state that in the New Forest,
Hampshire, there were, two years ago, when I inspected
that forest, some fine Oaks, many of which contained
-upwards of 200 cubic feet of timber. But the most
""valuable crop of Oak timber which I have ever wen
•was in Dean Forest, Gloucestershire. There, in 1852.
there were 1200 Oak trees felled in order to supply
timber for the navy. I happened to be called to
inspect this forest while these trees were lying newly
*ut, and the sight of so much fine timber was truly no
common one, as will be acceded to by every forester
when I state that many of the stems of the trees
measured 50 feet long, and two feet on the side of the
square ; that I measured the stem of one particularly fine

tree, and found it to contain 400 cubic feet, and that the
average size of the 1200 trees was somewhat more th in

100 feet. These trees were old and fully matured, I

should say they were above 200 years old. The s ;ze
they attained must be acknowledged as fir-t-rate, and is

an evident proof that the soil and climate of the south
of England are suited to grow the Oak to such dimen-
sions

; and from this fact it is to be inferred that they
are also adapted to grow most other common kinds to
dimensions equally as important, as may be proved
Trom an examination of the many fine specimens of
\Elm, Ash, &c., &c., found growing on private proper-
lies throughout the parts of the country just adverted
no. James Brown in the North British Agriculturist.

'.Tkt true value of Weeds.—The weeds of hedge-banks
and fences are innumerable : many wild flowers, not in

by opening the ventilators on one side of the house only,
and by no means allow currents to blow through the
house and rob the atmosphere of its moisture. See
that a steady bottom heat of from 80° to 90° is main-
tamed, but do not exceed the latter. Let succession
plants start slowly into growth, which will induce a com-
pact s'urdy habit. Do not exceed 60° by night here,
and give a little air when the glass rises to 75° ; keep
the atmosphere moist ; also attend to the bottom heat,
and see that the soil is not allowed to become too dry or
get sodden, which is apt to be the case from syringing
heavily, which however is a very bad practice. Thesyringe
should be used merely to dew the plants, and when the
soil requires water a good soaking of clear weak manure-
water should be given. Vineries.— As the berries
swell in the early house look over the bunches carefully,
with a view of ascertaining whether they have been
sufficiently thinned and go over any bunches at once

|which may require a second thinning, for it is great in-
justice to leave the berries to be cut out after they are
stoned, which is by no means an uncommon practice.
Peaches.—Keep the young shoots neatly and regularly
tied in, so as to admit light and air freely to the foliage,
and keep preen fly and red spider at a distance ; a?so
apply sulphur immediately if mildew is perceived. Look
to previous Calendars and be careful not to push
succession houses too fast. Keep the atmosphere moist,
but avoid using the syringe 011 trees in blossom.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SIIRUBREKIE3.
Bourbon, Tea, and other tender Hoses may now be

pruned, and the beds manured and lightly forked. Roses
do not, however, dislike a rather firm soil, and care
should be taken not to injure their roots by forking or
digging. The best manure for these is cloacine, which
should be applied after loosening the surface soil,
and an inch or two of fresh soil sprinkled over it will
prevent any unpleasant smell that may arise from its
use. Get walks edged, gravel rolled, &c , and every-
thing put in the neatest order. Also see that a sufficient
quantity of plants for 4« bedding " is in a fair way to be
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.V 3 3 3! 3 8' 4| 1
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Couch, Cleavers, Bindweed, and Bryony are among
the most troublesome, especially when they occur in

young Quicks. To insure the growth of the fence these
must be removed, and indeed should never be suffered
ft© make head. This can be done with a small fork,
1 handled with judgment, so as not to disturb the roots of
the hedge. By this means we may not only remove the

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: Cara. Loudon's Arboretum Britaiuiicum, s vols, Svo.

There is an abridgment in one volume.
Dead Vine Roots: J. It is impossible to say what has killed
them without knowing something of the circumstances under
which they have been grown. Such a result is sometimes pro-
duced by bad drainage and over dosing with strong manure

Grafting
: Q B. Pears will not take on Apples, nor vice versa.we do not remember any case where A will take on B, thoughB will not take on A, but there probably are such instances.

t or instance Cytisus purpureus will t«ke on C. Laburnum

;

P"'^?,"ever heard of C. Laburnum taking on C. purpureus;
if it did take it could hardly live over the year. Yon will find
all that is known respecting these matters in the Theory and
Practice of Horticulture, chapter xii.-ff. We do not suppose
that \\ istaria sinensis will graft or bnd on Cytisus Laburnum,
or on any Cytisus

; nor is there anv allied tree 011 which it
might be inserted with the least hope of permanent success.

Ipomvka Lf.aui: Sub. If properly treated it certainly ought to
flower in the situation you mention.J

Melons: Tulse Hill. The Bromham Hall and Beechwood are both
excellent varieties.^

Milokw : A Silurian. I have not access at present to the reports
of the Central Society of Agriculture of France, and therefore
cannot tell yon prrci.-ely the proportions used by \T. Recquerel.
I believe 6J* ounces of sulphuret of potassinm (liver of sulphur)
should be used to 9 pints of water. Half the weight o£
sulphuric acid, Z\ ounces, or an equal weight of hvdrochloric
acid should be added to the sulphuret in soluti.-n. This should
however be used with caution, a further addition of water may
be found necessary in practice. You will soon find whether th«
solution is too strong. The same principle will apply to sul-
phuret of calcium and sulphuret of sodium. M. J. B.

Miss Murray's New Vegetable : Mary. The plant mentioned
by this lady under the name of Okro is the common Hibiscu3
esculentus, cultivated in every country where there is heat
enough. In this country it requires a damp *tove. No suc-
cess has yet attended such attempts as have been made to

grow it as an esculent. We do not thinfc the seeds can be had,
unless of Messrs. Charlwood & Co., of Covent Garden.

Monstrous Hazel: Tkirsk. It is a verv unusual example of a
branched catkin. We never saw anything like it before.

Rabbits: MB. They will eat any sort of annual if they are
hungry. You must keep them out of your flower garde*
All the Pears you mention are spring sorts, except the Marie
Louise, and that is a late autumnal kind.

Rhododendrons : Correspondent. You may graft them now.
The Sikkims will take on Catawbiense and other kinds; but
whether they will succeed long on them or not wc are unable
to say.J

Scotch Firs : J M. Plant them in the autumn.t
Trees in Parks : A B O. It is not a bad plan to lay large stones
several yards in diameter on the ground round the stems of

young forest trees planted in a park. It kt»eps off the cattle,

and it does not kenp air and moisture from the roots. The best

protection for young Hingle trees is no doubt a good fence of

tall laths or poles formed into a circle or triangle. Or if you
have plenty of wattles then a close circular fence made like

hurdles. The subsoil of your field should be ascertained

our list, by growing in such situations are weeds, ready when wanted in May. Sow seeds of tender
**

" ~
" annuals on a gentle hotbed where they can be freely

exposed to air when up to keep them dwarf and stocky
;hardy annuals may also be sown out of doors where

they are intended to bloom. "

HARDY FRUIT and KITCHEN GARDEN.
While favourable weather continues push forward

. ,- . ______ „ , —
|

all operations requiring attention here with the least
weeas, but the operation contributes to the fertility of possible delay. If not already done get nailing "Partial draining »• is of little use.
the soil, and thus the hedge more quickly overtops

j
finished, borders dug, and paths formed so as to give

W
f
A

?i

H ™R Wall
?

: b- That «sed at Heckfield consists of the

what but for thJa »»>—*;— „°„M £*j_ I t __ L I __ IT? ,°\ P
. . '

S0 "
. & x7? following materials :—U bushel of gray lime, 14 bushel of

Roman cement, 6 lbs. of copperas, 6 lbs. of soft soap, 6 lbs. of

sulphur, and as much yellow ochre as will bring the whole to

the colour desired. The copperas is used as much to destroy
moss as insects; gray lime is much the best. Any brick-

layer will know how to mix and apply this composition. +
*»• As usual, many communications have been received too late

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made.
We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents, the

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.

what but for this attention would completely smother it. an appearance of "neatness, and be 'prepared" within tnis ca-e, as inmost others, it is safer to burn what
!
covering for the protection of the blossoms. Seewe remove tha« to remove it to the dung-heap or to let

it lie about. We knew a farmer who offered his
cottagers 3d. the bushel for weed ashes ; and as a

» description of the manner in which a cottage family
proceeded to make them may be useful and interesting.

to keeping up a succession of Peas and Beans ; also
plant out winter Lettuce on a rich warm piece
of ground, and provide a succession of Radishes and
other small salads. Manure and dress Asparagus beds.
Get Cauliflower plants raised un ler glass hardened off,
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A RTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
Xl- others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURESmay
obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, Ac, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
\rill find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
at Mr. Lawks1 Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,

H. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.; Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, aud
cither Chemical M anu res. __„
rpHE LUNDON~MANURE COMPANY~havelhe
-A. following ready for immediate delivery:—

CORN MANURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE, for Roots, Grasses, &e.
NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

PERUVIAN GUANO direct from importers' warehouses,
Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and every artificial
Manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Plnckfriars. E. Purser, Sec.

HPHE PATENT SANITARY MANURE COM-I PANY'S NITRO-BIPIIOSPHATE, or BLOOD MA-
NURES.— For Corn or Hops, for Roots or Grass, 1350 lbs. of
Blood in each ton, and a large percentage of Phosphates. These
Manures compete successfully with Guano at much less cost.—
For price, testimonials, analysis, and local information, apply to
the Offices,_21,_CulIum Street, City, London.

B""
ONE MANURE, PHOSPHATE OF LIME,
NITRATE OF SODA, GUANO, GYPSUM, SALT,

PEAT CHARCOAL, and all other Manures on sale, at H. J.
IIuxt's Bone Mills and Manure Works, Broad Street, Lambeth,
London. Agents wanted for the sale of BONE PHOSPHATE
of LIME, the best Manure for Turnips and all Root Crops.

MANURES.—On Sale, N ITRO^I-PHOSPHATE,
or BLOOD M ANURE, SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME,

GUANO, BONE-DUST and HALF-INCH, GYPSUM, SUL-
PHURIC ACID, SALT, and all other MANURES of known
value. Sole Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company.—Apply to
Mark Fothp.rg ill & Co ., 204a. Upper Thames Street.

M A
and

P

N U R E S.

HODGSON and SIMPSON, Wakefield,
MATTHEWS and CO., Manufacturing Agricultural

Chemists, DrifiloW, manufacture the following Manures :—
SIMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-
dressing for Wheat, Barley, and Oats.

SIMPSON'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoes,
and other bulbous root crops. Price 81. per ton.

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.
The above have been successfully tested for eight years by the

leading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties,
and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with the
most beneficial results.

Testimonials and other particulars forwarded by post on appli-
cation. i£g

3 Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any, 7Z. per ton.

SEWAGE CHARCOAL^I^
fertilising Manure, which is Peat Charcoal completely

saturated with London Sewage, will be found most efficient for
cv*-ry species of crop; more especially for Peas, Beans, Turnips,
Mangel Wurzel, and other root crops. It will produce a greater
return for the outlay than Guano or any other Manure at an
equivalent value : it also possesses the property of retaining its
fertilising power longer than any other Manures now in use. It
may be obtained at the SEWAGE MANURE WORKS, Stanley
Bridge, Fulham, at4i, per ton, and in quantities less than half
a ton at 5s. per cwt., fbr ready money only ; and in quantities not
less than a ton, will be delivered at the London Termini of the
Railroads free of charge for cartage. No charge for sacks.

It may also be had from Messrs. G. Gtbbs & Co., 26, Down Street,
Piccadilly, Agricultural Seedsmen, Agents for London, and from
all the other Agents of the Companv,

AGKNCY FOR A VALUABLE MANURE.—

A

Manufacturer is open to appoint a few respectable Agents
for his Manure, which commands a ready sale, as its goodness
is certified by more than 1000 testimonials from all parts of the
United Kingdom, and by many farmers who have used it several
years.—Address, with occupation and references, R. TM at Mr.
*E. Colter's, Printer, 17, Fenchurch Street, London.

ATENIMYOOL MANURE COMPANY (Limited).
Capital, 35 000/.. in 3500 Shares of 107. each.

Deposit. 21 per Share.

Trustee*.

Apsley Pellatt, Esq., M.P.. Sraines, Middlesex.
Thomas Luce, Esq., M.P , Malmesbury, Wilts.
Charles Curling, Esq., Clapham Common. Surrey.
R. Henley Payne, Esq., Bordean House, Petersdeld, Hants.

Directors.

Charles Curling, E?q., Davis Wharf, Southwark; and Clapham
Common, Surrey.

Josias Nottfdge, Esq, Chem'cal Works, Locksfields, London;
and Bockin^ Hall, Essex. •

Joseph Odling, Esq
, Castelnm, Barnes, Surrey.

With three other Directors to be chosen from the Shareholders.
Bankers—The Bank of London.

Solicitors—Messrs. Batty & Whitehouse, 26, Charles Street,
St. James's Square.

Consulting Chemist.

Dr. Odling, Professor of Practical Chemistry, Guy's Hospital.

Auditor.

F. D. Lockwood, Esq., 3, Sun Court, Cornhill, London.

The Directors beg to announce that no applications for Shares
can be received after Wednesday the 12th inst.

C. H. Tidbury, Secretary.

8V Gracechnrch Street. London.—March 8.

HPHEREINERA L LAND DRAINAGE AND 1M-X PROVEMENT COMPANY
Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Henry Ker Setiieb, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-
owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elfct whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFORDED IK EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,
be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly
instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and' extended to fifty years for Lakd Improvements and
THiRTy-oyR years for Farm Rutldixgs, whereby the instalments
will be kfpt within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford, Sec.

OERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guanp, Superphos-
± phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Nitro-Phosphate or Blood
Manure, Sugar Scum, and every description of Artificial
Vnnn-pc. T ineppd r.»k<>*. #i-W, 1*01,16 Carnf, 10, Mark Lane.

I

L

r mi »
DATENT LIQUID-MANURE DISTRIBUTOR
1 or WATER-CART, for the Distribution of Guano, &c,
warranted not to clog up or otherwise get out of order. It has
VVaterproof Joints, and will scatter its Liquid from 12 to 15 feet
wide. It will work equally well on hilly or on level land without
any alteration. It is thoroughly adapted for Drill Crops or
Pasture Land, or for Watering Streets.—Full particulars may be
obtained of the Patentee. Isaac Jambs, Tivoli, Cheltenham.

\I7ARNER'S 4i-ineh IMPROVED LIQUID
** MANURE PUMP, M

with Ball Valve, fitted with
1$ inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,
with strong wrought iron
Straps for screwing on to

any ordinary Water-butt or
Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
50s.

1^-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,

3s. 6d. per foot.

11 Gutta Percha Suction,
1* 9d. per foot.

1*7 ARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAA-
V f

. DAKD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-
ges, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel.
2i in. short 1 ft. 7 in. / Fitted for lead, \

3*
3

4

H

if

n
if

long 3
ditto 3
ditto 3
ditto 3

n

tt

3

6
6
6

ff

ff

ff

gutta percha,

or cast iron
flanged pipe,
as required,

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

2i in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 IS

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery tor Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. Ac.—Engravings sent on application.

H^HE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise
-A water, without manual labour, to any
height, where a small fall can be obtained.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps,
Fountains of every description erected

;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.
Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

Gardens.

W. F. Roe (late Freexak Roe), Hydraulic
Engineer, 70 , Strand, London.

SLATt WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX

J7*
DWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety

E-lJ of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may be
seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,
Sundays excepted.
Priced Lists of Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application.

;

F

PARKtS' STEEL DICCINC FORKS AND DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BUR'iESS and KEY, aa Mr. Parkks'
1*-*- Wholesale Agouti for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ev^r invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.

ONG'S NON-POISONOUS SHEEP AND LAMB
DRESSINGS.—These important Sheep Dressings have

already been the means of producing the finest Hogget Fleeces
that have ever been seen in the United Kingdom. Specimens
were exhibited at the principal Agricultural Meetings of last
season, showing an increased Growth of Wool equal to 25 to 30
per Cent. Further specimens even of a more extraordinary
character are preparing for exhibition at the different Meetings
of 1856.

Barrv Brothers, Sole Agents for the Introduction of Longs
Non-Poisonous Sheep and Cattle Dressing Compositions through-
out the United Kingdom, and for Shipment. Meriton's Wharf
and Shad Thames, London.
Appointed Agents in all principal Towns, of whom Catalogues

with Testimonials can be obtained; or from above.

/ COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,W and or PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE,37 and
Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nksbit, F.G.S., F.C.S.,&c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

hranch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.
Mr. Nksbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Uhemistry during the next twelvemonth.

almost be
agriculture-

closure, of

£iie &grtntUttral $&fftte*
SATURDA r, MARCH 8, 1856.

Wi give elsewhere the paper unabridged which
Mr. Hoskyns read hefore the Society of Arts last

Wednesday. The subject is the History of Agri-
culture during the past 15 years. It is evidently
written by the same pen to which we owe so many
brilliant and useful contributions to agricultural

literature. It opens with a reference to what may
called the ancient history of English
-making use of the progress of land en-

trade, and of population, during the
early part of the present century, to indicate in-

directly improvements of which we ought to have
the history fully and directly in the statistical

records of each succeeding year. The period during
which the more detailed examination of the subject
is conducted dates from 1840, when population had
at length overtaken the resource of fresh enclosure
—and when, as Mr. Hoskyns states, the deficiencies

of acre No. 1 could no longer be supplied by a mere
collateral resort to acre No. 2. It is then that the
routine of the practice which has hitherto been suf-

ficient must itself be altered, so that from the un-
alterable acreage the increasing demand for agricul-

tural produce may be satisfied.

Mr. Hoskyns refers to four several agencies by
which, in the absence of fresh lands waiting for enclo-
sure, agriculturists and their customers have hitherto

been benefited. These four " farmers' friends" are

guano

—

Liebig, taken as representing the informa-
tion which we owe to scientific men—the Royal
Agricultural Society of England, established at the

commencement of the period under review—and
improved draining. And the influence of these
several "items of new resource, all opening to view
for the first time, almost simultaneously, about the
year 1840"—forms the main topic of discussion.

It is with reference to the mechanical and chemical
necessities of clays and sands respectively that this

discussion is conducted, and the probabilities of

the future as well as the history of the past are

given under both of these divisions of the subject.

The whole concludes with an allusion to an agri-

cultural literature which has arisen within the

period named, and to that confidence and respect

for its teaching which it has at length achieved.

The subject could hardly have been arranged so

as more compendiously and instructively to exhibit

those facts in agricultural history and practice to

which our future progress will most probably be
due. And our readers will we are sure agree with
us, that it could not have been presented in a
manner better calculated to win the regards of

the intelligent though generally non-professional

audience before whom Mr. Hoskyns read his lecture.

The paper furnishes indeed a capital instance of
that singular power of agreeable illustration

alluded toby H.R.H. Prince Albert, who presided

on the occasion, as characteristic of its writer.

The inference drawn from it by His Royal High-

ness was that Science, Art, and Commerce were all

contributory to the result presented by our agri-

cultural progress in its present stage—and that on
their contributions as well as on the information

which full stati>tical inquiry would disclose, the

hopes of our agricultural future must depend. The
appeal addressed to the audience, so far as it was
agricultural, that each in his own sphere would
facilitate this inquiry, coming as it does from one
who has so good a claim to rank as a British farmer,
will, we are sure, be influential.

At the close of the lecture Mr. Paine, of Farnham,
slated what geologists have done for agriculture
during the past few years : Mr. Lawes related the
progress of agricultural chemistry : Mr. Ransoms re-
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ferred to the advances in agricultural mechanism: Arts have established anew claim on the confidence
and Mr. Hudsom, of Castleacre, alluded to some of and goodwill of farmers by this new instance of
the more important steps in the progress of agricul- attention to their iuterests.
tural practice. We shall report these addresses
fully next week. With one exception they were
for the most part mere developments of points to

which Mr. Hoskyns had previously alluded in his

paper—and to that exception alone shall we refer at
present.

Mr. Ransome did not agree with all that had been
advanced on the subject of agricultural mechanism,
and for the credit of machine -makers he con-
tended that the contrast between the exhibitions of
Oxford and of Gloucester did not represent the rela-

tive positions of their art at those periods respectively.
But it is clear that Mr. Ransome in asserting
this, however truly, did not take notice of the
object of the paper he was criticising ; it was not
the progress of agricultural machine making but
the progress of agriculture that was the point under
discussion. The former might have reached per-
fection, while the latter might be miserably low.
Agricultural mechanics might boast a list of perfect
agricultural machines, and if so, then if any of
Mr. Hoskyns' " farmers' friends " should succeed in

effecting their distribution and their general use, that
agency would properly have the credit of the agricul-

tural progress which must ensue. We believe with
Mr. Hoskyns that the English Agricultural Society
have contributed largely to the agricultural progress
that was being described, whether their patronage
have induced the invention of any new machine or
not. The invention of Crosskill's clod-crusher mav
have dated previously to the establishment of the
Agricultural Society, yet the great services for
which clay land farmers have to thank it are as
properly referrible to the influence of that Society, as
if the whole historv of the implement were in-
cluded within the lifetime of that third of Mr. Hos-
kyn's " farmers* friends." There is no point more
prominently brought out by Mr. Hoskyns than the
fact that agricultural progress has been, and still for
long must be, mainly dependent on the publication
of what is already known and practised by the few,
as distinguished from what may be due to positive
additions to existing power or existing knowledge,
and the 2000 implements now annually collected at
the exhibitions of the Agricultural Society may be

In common with our agricultural contemporaries
we have received many letters on the ravages
of a worm which in some localities has attacked
the young Wheat plant. Mr. Westwood states

below all that the entomologist knows of its history

and its habits that can be of any use to the
farmer. As, however, considerable alarm has
been excited, it may be well to mention that

the evidence which has reached us does not
wholly confirm the original report from Riseholme
on this subject. Those whose memory can retain

the history of a dozen years together, know well
that a season never passes in which reports of in-

juries in localities do not excite a general alarm
at one time or another of the year in refer-

ence to one or other of the crops we culti-

vate. Present injury is observed—and the power of

plants to recover is at the best but recollected : it i

more frequently is forgotten, and complaints arising

in places take the form of a general lamentation,
and an impression arises which subsequent events
generally fail to justify.

A general remark of this kind, however true in

a course of years, may of course fail of application
to any particular instance. It is, we are aware,

|

moreover, sure to excite displeasure in the locality

that may be suffering, and we would not venture to

have made it had we not received letters from that
very locality which seem to show that the most
has been already made of the injury complained of.

j

The following is a passage from one of them :

—

li In your remarks on the corn trade in your last

week's paper, you allude to the bad appearance of

the Wheat on the light lands in Lincolnshire, your
remarks being founded upon a letter published in

another paper from Mr. Marshall, of Riseholme,
near Lincoln. I think this statement is calculated

to convey an erroneous impression of the appear-
ance of the Wheat on the light lands in this county
at the present moment. Mr. Marshall's statement
as to the great destruction of the Wheat plant on
summer-eaten seeds is undoubtedly correct; but
I believe the general opinion is, that such destruc-
tion is to a much less extent this year than usual,

fairly quoted, just as the ledger of every agricul- The appearance of the Wheat, in this di>trict at
tural machinist in the country may be quoted, in
proof of that enormous extension of agricultural
power which the past ten years have witnessed in
the distribution and employment of efficient

agricultural machinery.
Perhaps no better illustration of the justice of

this remark exists than is afforded by Mr. Ran-
som r's own exception from his criticism :

H All
honour be to him," he exclaimed, " to whom
we owe the successful application of machinery
to the art of land drainage !

" We quote his

words from memory, and may not quote them
literally ; but the impression he conveyed was
that Mr. Fowler's drain plough was an exception to

his general assertion that our existing agricultural
machines date much earlier than Mr. Hoskyns had
been supposed to state. But this is not an excep-
tion at all. It is 11 years since the engraving,
which we here annex, was published in these

columns—long before we heard of Mr. Fowler's
name in connection with this subject—and to Mr.
Saul, of Garstang, not to Mr. Fowler, is due the
origination of the idea of draining by an " iron-
strung necklace of pipes" drawn underground behind
a mole plough—an idea which the latter has since so
energetically and cleverly developed. The convey-
ance of power, too, from a fixed station in a field to
any part of that field for the purpose of dragging such
a mo.e plough as is drawn above is no new thing.
And yet we say with Mr. Ransome, " all honour be
to Mr. Fowler," for we, more consistent than he,
attribute the step in agricultural progress seen in the
application of steam power to a draining machine,
quite as much to the influences, be they the energy
of individuals or the patronage of societies which
extend already existing knowledge, as to the inven-
tive genius to which existing knowledge may be due.

It is plain that perfect models may exist either in
example farms or in machines, which are useless as

uu e
?

°f aSricultural Progress until their example
shall be generally followed and in operation ; and
Mr. Hoskyns is right in describing the wonderful
extension of good cgricultural machines as the verv
best illustration that exists of the advance in good
farming during the period he referred to.
We only add that the paper was listened to with

great interest by as large a number as the theatre of
the institution would hold, and that the Society of

least, is certainly good in comparison with other
years, not excepting Mr. Marshall's, which I see
nearly every week. There is an extra breadth of

Wheat sown in this neighbourhood, a much greater
portion than usual of the Turnip land that was
bared up to Christmas being sown with Wheat."

The following is Mr. Westwood's report :

—

We have received from a correspondent, Charles
P. Tebbutr, Blunti-ham, near St. Ives, Huntingdonshire,
a communication, dated the 4th instant, relative to the
extensive injury to which the young Wheat plants in

that neighbourhood have been subjected during the last

two or three weeks, from which the following are
extracts :—
" I observe both in the Gardeners1

Chronicle and the Mark Lane
Express some complaint of the young Wheat plant in certain
localities. The cause of the loss of the plant is also stated not
to be fully ascertained. I have a field of Wheat, the plant of
which bus been rapidly failing during the last fortnight. Upon
careful examination I find a small maggot in the centre of the
stem which cuts oif the main shoot of the Wheat plant, and is,

I think, clearly an immediate cause of the evil
"As this matter is one of great importance, I have forwarded

to you several specimens which will, I trust, clearly explain my
meaning. The maggot has a white body and a small black speck
near the head. Much of the plaut has been quite destroyed in
the field in question ; but I think if proceedings are now stopped
sufficient remains. I may mention that it is now somewhat diffi-

cult to find the maggots than it was a week since, when almost
every stem seemed to contain them ; I fancy they eat their way
out. In my instance tliese maggots are confined to Wheat alter
fallow and green crop. They are not new to me this year. I have
for several yearn found them and pointed them out to friends as
causing much of the injury ascribed to other causes ; but 1 never
found them so numerous as this year."

The specimens sent with the preceding communication
consisted of various Wheat plants as well as several of the

been so crushed that the latfer reached me in a dead
state, 80 that I shall be unable to follow their trans-
formations, and ascertain the precise species of fly

which is the parent of these destructive larvae. There
is no question however~that they are the offspring of
minute two-winged flies closely allied to the very inju.

rious Chlorops pum'.lionis and C. lineata, which also, in

the larva state, feed on the interior of the stems of corn
plants, but at a later period of its growth, so that the
plant is at the time of its attacks in a condition to
throw up an abundance of side shoots, which some-
times even more than compensate the damage done
by attacks of the fly. But in the cases now before
us I fear that the plant is so much injured as not
to be able to throw up any side shoots. On looking
over Mr. Curtis

1

admirable series of articles on in-

jurious insects in the Journal of the Royal Agricultural
Society, there is one species of minute fly of which that

author records the history, and which seems closely to
agree in its mode of attack upon the Wheat plant

with the insects now doing so much injury. This
is the Oscinis vastator (vol. 5, pi. L. fig. 51—34),
the larvae of which were' observed attacking young
Wheat plants in the middle of June, the fly appearing
in the early part of the following month. It is impos-
sible without rearing the insect to determine whether
those now attacking the Wheat are specifically identical

with those described by Mr. Curtis ; the period of the
year when they were observed being so different may
possibly indicate a distinct species, although it may not

be improbable that the June maggots were the offspring

of a second brood of the Oscinis which had been
produced from larvae which (like those now before
us) had been hatched from eggs deposited in the

past autumn and which had become winged flies in

April or May, as will in all probability be the case with

those larvae which are now engaged in destroying the

Wheat plants. I need scarcely add that I shall be
much obliged for specimens of the plants and insect*

sent alive, so that I may pursue their economy and
clear up the doubt which exists as to the particular

species of fly. As the maggots do not appear to me
to be full grown the question immediately occurs as to

the steps most advisable to be taken to prevent their

further ravages. Doubtless when they have consumed
one plant they crawl to the next and continue feeding,

till they have acquired their full size, when they will

undergo their change to a pupa and shortly afterwards
to the perfect fly, resembling in fact a miniature
house fly. To resow the ground without taking any
measures previously to cleanse it from these larvre

would be I should conceive but waste of labour ; repeated
ploughing and turning up the soil would certainly

enable the rooks and other birds to destroy a great

number of the larvae, but I would suggest where the

injury is very extensive that the surface of the ground
should be burnt.

It is proper to observe further that these small white

grubs do not appear to be the only agents at work at

the present moment in the destruction of the young
Wheat plants. At the last meeting of the Entomologi-
cal Society on the 3d inst., a communication was received
from Mr. Botting, of Poynings, Hustperpoint, Sussex,
accompanied by specimens of insects which were stated

to be committing very great destruction in the Wheat in

that neii^hbourhood by gnawing it off a short distance
below the surface of the ground ; the land where the

insects were most numerous had been Clover and Rye-
grass last year, and it was stated that in some instances

acres of the young Wheat plant were completely
destroyed by them. Mr. Bottiug's letter was accom-
panied by a pill box containing earth infested to a
very great extent by minute dirty coloured grubs
with shining black heads, transversely wrinkled
bodies and destitute of legs, which are at once recog-

nisable as the larvae of some species of Tipula or

daddy long legs. The specimens are scarcely more
than a line (one-twelfth ot an inch) long, and are con-

sequently in a very young state, so that their ravages

are not yet at an end. It seems not improbable that

they belong to Tipula maculosa or a closely allied

species.

(CHLOROPS LINEATA).

small white maggots observed by our correspondent. And
there is not the least doubt, both from an examination
of these specimens as well as of others which have been
submitted to me by the editor of the Mail Lane Express,
that the maggots are the true cause of the evil in ques-
tion. Unfortunately it happens, that from having been
forwarded in a post letter, the plants and insects have

(TIPTH-A maculosa).

Now these insects are more easily to be attacked than

the Oscinis larvae, because they do not bury themselves

within the stem of the plant, but creep about at large

on the earth feeding upon the fibres of roots or upon

young fresh shoots as in the instance before us, and

hence probably it is that owing to the ground not

having been well cleared of the roots of the last year s

Clover crop, the parent fly has had the instinct w
discover that the earth contained an abuudant supply oi
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food for her progeny, which she deposits in the earth by

simply thrusting the sharp end of her body into little

crevices in the ground, into each of which she drops an

-egg. Although lime-water is not sufficiently obnoxious

to destroy these larvae it might be advantageous to try

watering the infested spots with brine, nitrate of soda,

or even strong liquid manure as a means of destroying

them. Their skins are, however, so tough that perhaps

the safest way would be repeated ploughing or burning

the soil as suggested above. J. 0. W.

In reference to the meeting this week of the

London Farmers' Club we have space only to say

that Mr. Jackson's paper, on the best form of agree-

ment between landlord and tenant, illustrated in

an effective and often amusing manner the evils of

a tenancy at will as well as those which are inse-

parable from the lease. It advocated the establish-

ment of a tenant-right on a tenancy determinable

by a long notice as the best style of bargain forgthe

furtherance of good farming. It commented severely

on the relationship between landlord and tenant

on the Duke of Northumberland's estates. An
animated discussion ensued, which we hope to give

next week.

a good superphosphate, this ,tate of things will remain management here recommended. 1 he cream should be

unaltered; but a change must take place as soon as kept in tin vessels suited to the convenience of changing

purchasers of superphosphate generally are determined it, which should be done every day, and a flat piece of

to insist on demanding from the dealer an analysis of wood or slice kept in the tins used to contain he cream,

his superphosphate. It would be unjust to the manu- which the dairymaid should use whenever she has an

facturerto insist on a perfect agreement between the opportunity by stirring it frequently ;
this P«\«\*.a

results of the analyses as supplied by him and those skin from rising, winch is a disadvantage to the butter'.

obtained on examination of the bulk of the purchased The cream should be churned twice a week wher..the

superphosphate. Differences of two or three or even butter is taken from the churn, a clean doth that lias
i

been

five per cent, in the amount of phosphates may occur
,

scalded and afterwards left to he in cold water should

in two samples taken from a large heap of super-
j

be used to beat it with ; this will absorb al
I
the^butter-

phosphate. But if the differences are much larger it milk if wrung dry and the beating repeated three or

is a proof the manufacturer does not carry on his business
|

four times; after this a quantity according: ^ tMteOf

with that skill and businesslike manner which enables fine salt should be added and worked m with the hands,

several of our best makers, always to supply super-
j

when it will be ready for making up '"to any form

phosphate of a composition, quite sufficiency uniform required, without the use of water. ^|MI«
to afford a guarantee to the purchaser that he has ob- washing it is by some persons thought quite necessary

tained value
8
received for his money.

|

for making good butter and that the milk cannot be

It is strange that men in the habit of buying and properly extracted from ,t without mung a q^ntrfy of

selling do not pav more attention to their own interest,
:

water, but if the experiment be tried alter-tfag mode of

and often are content to buy the cat in the bag. If
;

making above recommended, it will be found that no

this were not the case would it be possible for so many butter-milk whatever remains in it ^ **»«*£
unprincipled individuals-av, and even companies-to tained from many years' experience that butter made

dHve a lucrative trade in artificial manures? The vague without the application of water retains its »weetow» »

manner in which the expression « a good manure -is longer time than when water is used and * d£" ™*

used is fraud with mischief. Applied ufsuperphosphate. appear at all -reasonable tha his should U
,

the «w,

the question "what must I pay for a good manure 1"
j
when we recollect that the washing of meat presents its

BONE-DUST AND SUPERPHOSPHATE.
Allow me to direct attention in the columns of the

Agricultural Gazette to a mistake which I cannot pass

toy unnoticed. Several of your correspondents have

represented me as having fixed the value of bones at

51. \2s. per ton, and that of superphosphate at 61. per

ton. I do not know from what source they have derived

their information, since nowhere have I published such

a statement. It strikes me, however, that the error

into which your correspondents have fallen may have

arisen from a superficial perusal of a paper of mine
entitled, " On the comparative value of different arti-

.icial manures for raising a crop of Swedes," and
published in the last July Number of the " Journal of

the Royal Agricultural Society of England." Amongst
other manures employed in experimental trials upon
Swedes, I used bone-dust and superphosphate of lime.

The experiments were made in 1853. The bone-dust

was purchased at that time at 51. \2s. per ton, and the

superphosphate, made on our farm, did cost us 6/.

per ton.

These prices you will observe are stated as plain

matters ot fact, and I cannot understand how any one

can infer from such a statement that I meant to fix the

price of bone-dust for all seasons at 51. 12s., and that

of superphosphate at 61. per ton. Every farmer knows
that bones have risen very much in value, and that

consequently a superphosphate like that which in 1353
was obtained at 61. per ton, in 1356 would cost con-

siderably more.
Whilst speaking of the commercial value of super-

phosphate, I may observe that the question has fre-

quently been put to me :—What ought I to pay for a

good superphosphate ? Now, if superphosphate were a

manure which, like genuine Peruvian guano, or pure

bone-dust, or unmixed nitrate of soda, varies but little

in composition, a definite answer could be given. But
as the most heterogenous mixtures are sold under the

common name of superphosphate and as manures, its

composition must greatly vary even if it is prepared

only from bones and oil of vitriol, and as these in-

gredients are used in different proportions, it is evident

that the above question is just as indefinite as any of

the following :—" What ought I to give for a good

horse, or a good watch, or a good house ?

"

Unless it is stated whether a cart-horse or a good

hunter is required, or whether a good silver or a gold

watch, or a house with three or six rooms is wanted,

or in general, unless the essential characters of the

object desired are stated, the adjective good becomes
very vague in its meaning, and admits of all possible, it

may be unsatisfactory answers. A similar case is pre-

sented to us in superphosphate, for this manure varies

so much in composition that it can be prepared at any
price, from '61. upwards to 121. The commercial value

of it depends chiefly on the amount of soluble phos-
phate and next on that of insoluble phosphate of lime

contained in it. Thus a sample containing 20 per cent.

of soluble phosphate will be better than another sample
containing only 10 per cent. A third sample containing

only 5 per cent, of soluble phosphate in comparison

with the preceding would be termed poor, but com-

pared with a fourth sample, containing only 1 per

cent, of soluble phosphate, it would be a good sample.

It must not be supposed that these examples are merely

imaginary and have nothing to do with what actually

occurs in the manure market. Indeed the differences

in the relative proportions of soluble phosphate in

different samples of superphosphate I have frequently

found even greater than the differences here given by way

of example. And let it be observed that not only the

cheap samples of superphosphate are often poor in soluble

phosphate, but occasionally I have found on analyses

even the most expensive samples wretchedly poor in

phosphates. Although it is quite true that the cheaper

samples of superphosphate are more frequently sold at

disproportionately high prices, it is equally true that at

the present time many expensive samples are sold in the

manure- market which are not worth half the money
which is paid for them. As long as agriculturists will

be content with the declaration of the dealer to supply

properly speaking, has no sense. Before the amount of

goodness required is mentioned no definite answer can

be given ; aud as the goodness of this manure depends

principally on the amount of soluble or insoluble phos-

phate, the question is fairly put when it is asked : What

am I to pay for a superphosphate containing 16 per

cent, of soluble and 16 per ceut. of insoluble phosphate ?

Or the question may be reversed, aud asked : What

amount of soluble or insoluble phosphate ought a sample

of superphosphate to contain which is sold, for instance,

at 11. per ton ?

At the present time I believe a sample containing

about 33 per cent, of phosphate of lime, one half of

which is rendered soluble by acid, can be obtained in

the manure market at the rate of 11. to 11. 10*. per ton.

Many samples lately analysed by me, and sold at that

keeping as long as it would do if no water were applied

to it. Some persons have an objection to salt, and there

is a method of making butter without it by keeping the

small pats or prints, as they are sometimes called, in

strong salt and water after they are made ; the butter

is very delicate thus prepared, but is never sold in the

market, and can only be procured by bespeaking it at

a dairy.
.

When calves are intended for weaning, which is

usuallv done this month, or as early as convenient in

the season, they should be selected from the best and

oldest cows, experience proving to the farmer that a

heifer's first and second calf are not so strong and likely

to thrive well as those from cows of tried constitution,

&c. It has been proved a better method to allow the

calves a small quantity of best milk than a much larger

quantity when skimmed, and especially so for the first
nri<p however have shown me that only few were ., ., tm

. - =

SSS h"ey tha* was paid for them, iLry buyer mun.h or six weeks. The proportion rf^quarts.morn-

of superphosphate for which 11. to 11. 10,. is asked, >ng and the same.quantity in the «™n>»6' »'" »"
therefore, will do well to obtain from the dealer a written much as they will generally take well niter they are

guarantee, stating that the bulk of the manure shall eon- taken from .the cow, before t ey WlilM
Ln about 33 per cent, of phosphate, one half of which sucking ,t wit;1. the fingers. Much patience «*«"•>«

is rendered soluble by acid. Unless this precaution is reqn.red by the attendantJo.induce I em to do h s

observed, he runs the risk of getting an inferior article, and great loss » often occasioned by their neglect,

not worth, it may be, half the money which he has paid and letting them remain to be < riven
_
by hunger

for it. Most dealers, for obvious reasons, strongly to take the milk Such a nouon.shows great

object to such a reasonable guarantee j but inasmuch as stupidity m the holder of it. ^ «*«»»ch of a calf

there are others who willingly comply with this just being very delicate, it is most easily affected
;

by

equest, the purchaser of superphosphate has only to
j

any change, and scouring soon follows a ht letting

bla'me himself he docs not get as good a manure as in
\

Wavated by he -t^ an Je r ef o

all fairness he is entitled to ask. Aug. Voekker, Ciren-

cester.

DIARY OF A DAIRY FARM.
March.

The general operations of the dairy in the month of

March must of course materially depend upon the time

of the coming in of the cows, which, however, usually

commences in this mouth. A great proportion of the

milk is required the first fortnight as food for the calves,

even if they are not intended to be fattened. If they

are, of course it must be continued till they are sod to

the butcher. The milk thus early in the season is not

considered of importance as regards cheese making, as

if new milk be used for that purpose, it causes fermen-

tation, and this renders the cheese of very inferior

quality, and often of very little value ; therefore the ^ to be rfveo
appropriation of the milk to the purpose of butter- >

DrJpared the night
making is much the most advantageous use to be made

of it. Independently of the inferior quality of the

cheese that is made from the early milk, another objec-

tion to using it is the uncertainty of the quantity

brought into the dairy after the calves have had their

portion, which renders the supply too irregular for

making cheese with advantage. On every account,

therefore, it is considered most desirable to use the

milk entirely for butter. Sometimes when the dairy is

very early, persons are induced to begin cheese

making towards the end of this month, but in that case

only for family purposes, when at least half the cream

is taken from it, and even then it is very subject to

heave. To prevent this many plans have been adopted
;

one of simple character has* however been tried with

much success. After the rennet is put into the milk add

a little of the sour whey which is going to be taken from

the dairy,aboutapint to 40 or 50 gallons will be sufficient.

The new milk after the cows have calved should not be

brought into the dairy to be set up for butter under

three days ; if not all taken by the calves it is useless

excepting for the pigs ; after the third day it may be

set up to produce cream, and it has been found, that by

skimming the milk every twelve hours the flavour of

the butter is better than when it is left on the milk

twenty-four hours, which is a plan many jersons adopt,

with the idea that they obtain a greater proportion of =
butter from one thick, than from two thin skimmings. Home Correspondence.
If the milk should yield a trifle more in quantity, which

.

is doubtful the difference is not equal to the improved Guano with no Guano -in it.—borne time since a

oualitv of the butter if the cream has not been allowed friend of mine had a sample of guano sent him from

to remain on the milk more than twelve hours ; this Hull highly recommended as of first-rate quality.

exneriment has been tried on succeeding weeks, when Hearing the price was 8/., I took it home to see what it

the butter has proved decidedly better by die mode of was, advising my friend not to buy it. Dried m an oven a

mother, which often retards the growth of young calves

for several weeks, if it does not cost their lives : a

little patient teaching, and the observation of their

natural habits and instincts being quite necessary in

those having the charge of young animals, which of

course need to be taught a process of even feeding

when it is unnatural to them. When they can drink

well one quart of best or new milk will be sufficient,

added to which they should get half-a-pint of good oat-

meal, or the same quantity of Linseed has been

found equally nourishing and sufficient to keep them

in good growing condition. Both the meal and

seed may be prepared in the same way, viz.,

thus, take for each calf half a pint of oatmeal or

Linseed, mix it in a little cold water, and then add suffi-

cient quite boiling to make the allowance for each calf

two quarts of liquid ; keep it in a covered vessel till

required to be given. The morning's meal should be

prepared the night before, as it should stand for some

hours, and that given at night made in the morning, and

if made in large quantities it retains some heat
;
a little

more boiling water mav be added to give it the warmth

of new milk, 1 quart of which should be given with

2 quarts of this liquid to each calf.

The milking cows should now get the best food pro-

vided for them, with access to good water, the com-

fort of shelter, and everything tending to secure their

good condition, surely tending to greater produce of

milk. Ro-.ts and good hay can generally be supplied

on every farm, and any disagreeable taste in the butter

from the food of the cattle can be prevented by putting

about a dessert spoonful of saltpetre, finely powdered,

to about 3 quarts of cream immediately it is taken off

the milk, placing it in a tin vessel to stand in boiling

water, and constantly stirring the cream while it is

heating and until it cools again ; about half an hour is

sufficient for the whole process. About a teaspoonful

of common salt and half the quantity of saltpetre has

proved also of use in preventing any disagreeable

flavour in butter occasioned by the food of the cattle,

being put into the proportion of 2 gallons of milk, when

it is brought in warm from the cow and placed in pans

or any vessel provided to receive it, to stand in till the

cream is skimmed from it.
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sample of 100 grains lost only about 2 per cent, ot
water. Burnt in a platinum crucible not a smell of
ammonia was given off, nor was a glass rod dipped in
muriatic acid in the least degree tarnished when held
over it. Instead of losing above 50 per cent, by burning,
it, I think, lost two, and in place of turning grey it

turned a bright red. I mention this case because it is

the first time guano without any guano in it has come
under my observation, and also because I believe it to
be a new substitute sold for guano. I found, as might
be expected, it contained a good deal of iron, a small
quantity of lime (I was not at the trouble of weighing),
a good deal of clay, and a small percentage of the
finest sand I ever saw. Am I right in thinking this
was the warp mud from the banks of the Humber dried
and ground ? This would account for the sand being in

so exceedingly fine a state. My friend said it smelt
strongly when he first had it, the lime remaining in it

;

and the fact of its having been kept some weeks would
account for no ammonia remaining when tested by
me. From some cause I could not get the name of the
party who sold it, or rather offered it. Farmers have a
great fear of the law, perhaps with reason, and if they
escape loss do not like the trouble and risk of exposing
% case of this kind, and even when taken in, generally
make up their minds to take care next time and tav
nothing about it /. R. Pearson.

Steam Cultivation.— There are generally two sides to
most subjects. It requires a miud quick—not of appre-
hension but comprehension—to see both sides of a
question at the same time with an equally strong eye
1 glean from " Y. F. W.'s » letter, Nov. 24, 1855, thai
he understands my circular method of cultivation, ami
is able to foresee what the consequence of its introduc-
tion, both arable and mechanical, would be. I shall
quote all Y. F. W.'s" objections, and comment upon
them as they appear in his letter. 1st. He alludes to
economy in land, and points out that by this circular
method in tilling 24 acres of land, we should leave 3 or
4 acres untitled (which estimate is incorrect by half the
amount stated.) 2d. He allu ies to ventilation, and
affirms that the land left untitled (if so left) would
exercise no beneficial effect on the circular half acre
crops. These are the agricultural points; and he then
enters upon the mechanical principles involved in the
plan, and says, 3d., * C. B." seems to think the well-
known mechanical law of what you gain in time yon
lose in power, does not apply to his case when he talks
of tilling land 12 times faster than is now done. 4th.
* Y. F. W." assumes the farmer must ever require as
large a series of tillage contrivances as he now employs
(although he knows the gardener can effect the whole
work of tillage with only four, viz. a spade, a rake a
hoe, and a cutting knife, the whole of which he could
carry in his great-coat pocket if he had but one u haft

"

to fit the lot.) 5th. My ftUusion to reaping-machines,
harvest waggons, &c. 6th. How the point d'appui to
my machine is to be removed to a new base of opera-
tion ; how much time such transfer will take

; and how
the machine is to be moved out of one field into
another -its weight, &c. Finally, he does not know-
where "man" is more worthy than machinery, or
machinery more worthy than man. I will first premise
for« 4 Y. F. W.'s" information that steam-power is no
more needed to my method fian it is to a railroad The
first point to which •« Y. F. W." calls attention' is the
apparent waste of land, and insists upon the neces-
sity of economising land. Now for years past this
dogma has been the grand stumbling-block to agri-
cultural advancement ; it is the economy of manure,
time, labour, and money, not of land which'
should most be studied in agriculture. No one has more
forcibly illustrated than the farmer the story of the
"boy and filberts ;" or the straining at gnats in one
direction, and swallowing whole camels at the other.
The farmer, more frequently than otherwise, grasps at
a substance he has not the power to embrace, and the
result is weakness of hold. It has been demonstrated
over and over again in the pages of the Agricultural
Gazette, without one word from me, that if a farmer of
400 acres lost 50 acres to-morrow, and did then bestow
his manures, his means, and his money upon the
remaining 350, both himself and his country would he
great gainers. It is true that by this circular method we
should have to leave a small portion of land uncultivated
by machinery, which might afterwards be cultivated by
hand, or be applied to some purpose so as to conduce to
the fertility of the cultivated acres. I believe there is
no want of judgment in such a proposition. My plan
of tillage is so devised that if we do but establish the
principle, it will compensate the farmer, through
diminished horse keep, double cropping, saving of
cartage,and by increased fertility in the cultivated areas
for any small loss of land he may suffer. The second point
to which " Y. F. W." refers is" ventilation : he remarks
«'C. B/ supposes the loss of 2 acres in 24 will conduce to
the aeration of the plants in the centre of the half-acre

J*™*-**
Now tl is is not exactly the fact ; in the first

place, I .^ay these 2 acres need not be left untilled, still if
they were so left many experienced agriculturist* will
tell him this bonus of space, allowing a reasonable dis-
tance between *ach plant, would be such a boon to the
whole that it would greatly conduce to increased produce.&ome years since, w'.ien I made the theory and practice
of farming m the field my especial study, I desired to
find on how Nature effected the ventilation of our cropsand fields Is lt not ?wu{hle that in lhe {()Vm of f

V

rings and blighted spors among growing crops, Nam-

e

tr/Twy^ left a
:
isibie mark °* E?«Ed!

Y. k. W.' observes that the blank spaces will not
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afloat the plants in the centre of the circles, they beiug
more than 80 feet distant. Now, I have travelled
round the globe, and under many situations witnessed
the operations of Nature on a large scale, never
losing my interest in tillage and plant-production, and
in the Gazette I can only offer the sum of a traveller's
observation on Nature's method of aeration on the large
and small scale : it may be thus stated, viz., that blank
or vacant spaces in our fields, although they be 80 feet

the best judge ot superiority ot constructio7TImT~o?
adaptation for feeding in those animals which con-
tribute to the provision of our wants and the cUD

*

ply of our luxuries. Year by year the requisite
ability to understand the higher processes of his art
brings added numbers and a higher standard of ex-
cellence into the field, and we finally add that while this
progress goes on, and this improvement is notorious

in
his tastes, his pursuits, and his conduct the Britishdistant from the p ants, by inducing and maintaining an

|
farmer, notwithstanding that a considerable accession t*atmospheric current will ventilate those plants, how-

|

his worldly means has been recently made shows t*!ever dense—blauk spaces in forests, although they be reality of hi *
* * '

far distant from certain trees and shrubs, will ventilate
'

them. " Y. F. W." says, " In my opinion the circular
method of moving mechanism is wrong ; and "C. B."
had better employ his inventive talent in trying to work
steam-machinery on the present square method." The
first reason I have to offer for not blindly following in
the wake of those who during the past 60 or 70 years
have endeavoured to work field-machinery on the square
method, is, that it has either signally failed, or led to no
result. It is evident that in 1856 we stand in this position.
After years of hammering, by some of our " best hands,"
on the rusty old nail involved in the rectangular or
square method of tillage, the various practices of the

his advance by employing more labour bv
adding more implements, by readiug more books and
papers, and by taking a higher status in transacting local
public business than has been previously allotted him.
J. W.

t Peterborough.

Thick and Thin Seeding.—There is so much difference
in * poor land," that before entering upon the subject of
sowing Wheateitherthick or thin, it should be thoroughly
understood what soil comes under the denomination
of * poor." The term indicates want of what is required
for the growth of a particular seed sown. One descrip.
tion of soil may refuse to perfect Swedes and Mangel
and yet throw off a fine crop of Wheat under judicious

fiplHa Ko«a nnt i Z*', •
i j ''"" ~ -(treatment; another may produce an excellent crop offields have not advance I a single degree in time, power,; Parsnips and fail in sending malting Barley to theor economy, when placed in the balance and compared market. « Poor," therefore, when applied to land inwith certain other arts and practices, such as roan- connection with Wheat, must mean the absence o

unde7'the ^ 2223. ' *f^^ *""* ^^ nourishment * »»™ » average crop. Suchunder the « rectangular" principle of mechanical being the common sense view of the matter on whatoperatmg ,n the field why should I follow such fruitless principle does the farmer sow thickly on "poor Ld.»

straw and head. If the former grows vigorously and
method of field operating has been perfected for years
pa*t, and to all intents and purposes < used up," quite
as much as the old road-method was perfected and
incapable of advancement, a few years ago. Now,
everybody sees that, in respect to the old turnpike-road
method of travelling, even if the coaches had been made
of gold, and the bones of the horses of " superphosphate "
of lime, that business or practice never would have
attained to the present "one mile in one minute ;" but
certain people having discernment turned aside from
the beaten track, and altered the method of operating
altogether

; and we all see and feel the result. It will
be just the same with farming in the field. The past
experience of others under the "square" method
leading to no result is the rational consideration deter-
ring me from seeking to work tillage machinery after
such a method. C. Burcham, London.

Agricultural Progress.—The testimony borne to the
merits of British farming by Mons. Le'once de Lavergne,
in his "Mural Economy of England, Scotland, and
Ireland, has been ablv noticed in No. 209 of the
Edinburgh Review just published. The article is com-
posed ln a kindred spirit with that of the work, and
will tend to make its merits more widely known ; it is
desirable that this treatise on our agriculture should be
extensively read, inasmuch as its laudatory tone is
strangely contrasted with the depreciatory terms gene-
rally applied to farmers ; indeed, a supercilious manner
is displayed by almost all persons not farmers, who if
blessed with no other qualifications deem themselves at
least competent to judge and condemn them without
mercy. It has been the fashion for several years to
dwell complacently on the progress made by all classes
in civilisation, in science, in art, and in general informa-
tion

;
but m no class has more real progress been made

of late than among agriculturists. Whether it is
guano, or mechanics, or chemistry, or war that has
effected this transformation we cannot precisely say or
if the attention of men has been diverted from pursuing
the phantom of protection to a close examination of
business

; or if a season of calamity has introduced
economy, accounts, and better management

; or if the
clash and confusion of parties in the State has deprived
mere party following of much of the importance which
once belonged to it, and has led to a stronger affection

the latter fills well the soil cannot be "poor." It often
occurs that hungry laud becomes infested with the wire
worm and various grubs, in this case it may be requisite
to sow thickly in order to compensate for the plant
destroyed by the insects. The necessity of thus
wasting seed arises, not from the advantage gained in
the return of Wheat per acre ; but to guard against
failure in consequence of bad tillage. Where thin
seeding is practised on " poor land," the drills being a
considerable distance apart, the barrenness of the soil
may be much improved by frequent stirring to admit the
air as a fertiliser, which is well known to contain plant
food. In thick sowing this is not practicable, nor can
weeds, the favourites of poor land, be easily aud effec-
tually eradicated. I have never advocated a grain to a
square foot, as hinted at by your correspondent. I
recommend I bushel in the autumn, and 5 pecks in the
spring, of Wheat per acre—taking for granted that
draining and cleaning are rigidly enforced. If four
grains of Wheat will flourish where there is only food
for two, it is unlike anything else I know of "in the
vegetable kingdom, however I may have overlooked this

extraordinary property. It is certainly contrary to
my plight experience in such matters. Falcon.
As the subject of thin seeding meets with but few con-
verts it may be considered futile to enlarge much upon
it till our ensuing growing crops on a lar^e scale prove
our case more forcibly. It gives us pleasure, however,
to know that your correspondent, Mr. G. Simmons, in
last week's N umber, March 1st, condescends to reason
so fairly on our thin seeding principles, expressing only
his doubts and fears whether it is practicable to grow
only one single plant of corn on each square foot of
land. Without criticism and argument the subject
would remain too one-sided. Mr. S. admits that he
sows from 2 to 4 bushels of seed corn per acre, which
of Wheat is about from 1,280,000 to 2,560,000 grains
for an acre

; or from 8000 to 16,000 on a rod ; or from
264 to 528 on a square yard ; or from 29 to 58 on a square
foot. If he or any of his advocates will take the trouble
to plant at an early season, or due time of the year, say his
8000 grains on a rod, or 264 on a yard, or 29 on a foot,
which equals 2 bushels per acre ; also another square

for leases, liberal covenants' and ^he'ttKnnZr^T" '

^ *"* th
?
entities 25 ° on a >¥"» rod, or nine on a

cultivation ; whether anv or all of these iV.fl ,.„7
8 g

,• °
• ?

ana treatlDg both crops in every other

Mned have wrouZ the change rT. ItTT "!? *llke
'.
e,tller on P™* « rid. land, he or they may

evident there 7s a chant rid 7, J.,? '•
""" I™*"1* » the l^ter experiment obtain many fine

powerful, ,T,e t in tl"e
g

infXv' T'd T' *"? T f''°m
,

ea°h Plant' "»«* from the thi.k planted

ind promising ll.ll ^S «1 £&?"*• th
?7 would ."«««7 find themselves minus of the

„ -..« t - >,.,,, ,r_ WJU1C6 ior augmenting their
produce, for tilling the land, for feeding stock, or for
any other operation worthy of trial and likely to payIney nave awakened as out of a long sleep, and if at
last aroused, their vigorous attempts at progress will
not be less successful than their compeers, or of le«s
consequence in unfolding the latent riches that abound

— . „„ VIXU^a u uuaueis per acre : wimv-
thick seeders never do or can attain. Hardy and Son.
Seed Growers, <Lc, Maldon, Essex.

Agricultural Statistics.— Those who oppose the collec-

tion of agricultural ttatistics may now be left alone I

. . ' ~ -——r- > »«• Mm wnu iowi resign their
dominion to Coleseed and Wheat ; Furze and Heather
are replaced by food for cattle and sustenance for man •

steamers and clod-crushers lax the discrimination of
those who one while boasted of « slow and sure;"
machines for ever> thing require "'cute" hands to
guide them

; master and man consult about questions

". & * " 1Uf '" «" Human unaeru**i«&^
but this does not much matter, and one error perhaps
corrects another. If, however, there is an error in the
mode of collecting or ascertaining the data, all will be
vitiated more or less,, and this I think is the case with
the Scottish statistics as now published. In eight

counties there are no returns from occupants rentedthat would puzzle a muhm-tn , ,Jj .1 1 T ere are n0 returns from occupants rentea

mform aS I™1T~ Z. nnt v
* »»<•« »*, >vhile in the others returns are taken from

hend butany in is wonderful varietv L? iT^"
a" ""^ 10t

'
a lit,le «»««I«»tion wdl ,how that this

^^^^SS^^S^tTS^^^^^^'^ confusion 0D tIle "hole, when totals

t a tew of the nol lest 7p ants a^f he dlft C"m<M° be CMlsidercd. lt is said that these .wepteJ

fathom all the .hc-ori«o eo^ara^e p y Wol „«" 'S^T ^l^' *f «" "* L""'la"d
»

bU',
"'

'swu^Buye puysioiogy ne is all due deiereuce to the framers of the scheme, this is
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not the case. The wildest parts of the Highlands are
perhaps situated in Perth, and this, with Aberdeen, is

ranked amongst the Lowland counties
;
parts of Dura-

barton and Stirling too are Highland. But why should

a diff.rence be made? If it is said that the small

tenants in the Highlands do not understand English
and would find a difficulty in filling up the forms, the
sime may be said of many renting above 201., or even
1001. But no real difficulty would arise, all above 4/.

pay poor-rates, and should be included. There is

another point which renders all diagrams of Scotland
(like that at p. 90) erroneous. There are no correct
maps of the country, and the extent of parishes and
estates is not known in many instances ; we are worse
off" in that respect than Englishmen can imagine. I

point out these things that the same blunders may not
be committed when English statistics are regularly

collected, and that the present statistics may not be
regarded as facts, as seems to be the case at p. 91.

Ait. F. C.

Wheat Crop of 1855.— So much discussion has taken
place in regard to the yield of the last year's Wheat
crop that perhaps the observations of a practical farmer
may not be altogether unworthy of a place in your
Journal. There can be no doubt that in this neighbour-
hood, and for many miles round it, the best Wheat lands
have yielded the least, and the worst and inferior soils

the most ; and for this reason, that the heavy crops on
the low lands were laid, and the moderate ones on the
inferior soils stood up ; but even with this advantage
the produce is very much below what it ought to be.
I have been a tolerably good tiller of the soil, anxious
to show an example to my worse informed and duller
neighbours, and have followed the four-course system
Turnips, Oats sown with Clover, mown twice, and fol-

lowed with Wheat— instead of the foolish plan of fallow,
Wheat, Oats, and fallow again ad infinitum. This
system, which is according to the absurd agreements
with the landlord, results in something like 16 bushels of
Wheat on an average of seven yeara, whilst my produce
is as under :

—

1852, 32 bushels per acre, weight 65 lbs.

1853, 24 H .. m 62
1 ?54,

1S55,

30
2)

n n
if

t>

n

63

61 >.

If

be composed of a^thousand or more joints or rings, each
|
which makes pleasure vault over dimci

of which contains thousands of ova
J these microscopic hope to look discouragement in tl

ova, like the spores of fungi, may float in the air, and
------

in that case find their way into the stomachs and circu-
lation of pigs and other animals, whether grossly fed er
not. Bad food and impure water may, however, induce
a state of the system adapting it for the development of
these ova, which then become the measle or Cvsticircus
oellulosus, as this entozoon is technically designated.
A. closer attention to this subject may show perhaps
that English pigs are not less subject to this affecti.n
than Irish. I may further mention that it is a gene-
rally received opinion among farmers in these parts
that sulphur, antimony, turpentine, &c, have been
resorted to for the extirpation of measles without the
slightest beneficial result. E. Murphy, Queen's College,
Cork.

Clinker Manure.—In your notice of my clinker
manure, in the report of the proceedings of the Royal
Agricultural Society at a meeting held February 13,
you speak of this substance as being obtained from the
vitreous substances produced in the fluxing of iron and
other ores. This is not the case: the 'clinker" used
as the basis of my manure is the semifused ash of ordi-
nary coal, and is quite unconnected with smelting
operations of any kind ; it is, in fact, the mere inorganic
matter of coals. In a short time the chemical analysis
of this new manure will be submitted to the agricultural
public. L. A. RUterbandt, M.D.

Making an average of 27 bushels per acre, weighing
rather more than 62 lbs. per bushel. The nature of the
land is yellow clay resting on a strong blue clay full of
large stones at about 4 feet from the surface, which
surface when I took it in hand might have 4 or 5 inches
of tolerable soil on. By ploughing a little deeper every
time I have now got rid of the yellow clay, and can
turn up 10 or 12 inches of soil, off which I can get
from 12 to 20 tons of Turnips per acre in a favourable
season. This year, which was a most difficult one to
produce any Tnrnips at all from such soil, I have from
12 to 15 tons of Swedes and 18 tons of white Norfolk.
The only extra manure I use is 2 tons of Stanhope
lime per acre spread on the Clover land before it is

ploughed down for Wheat, and 3 cwt. of home-made
superphosphate of lime per acre for the Turnip crop

;
the cost of the lime is about 10s. per ton, and that of
the acid and bones about 25s. per acre—no great outlay
for fcur years' cropping. I use 1 6 single horse loads of
good dung per acre for the Turnips, which are sown on
the ridge and all pulled off. Old Slope, Thirsk, Yorkshire.

Alcolwl from Mangel Wurzel.—In reference to the
remarks in your journal of Saturday on distillation from
Beetroot, and that *' alcohol can be made from Mangel
Wurzel," I wish to communicate a fact that has recently
occurred on my farm, which may confirm the alcoholic
property of Mangel Wurzel, while the latter may
furnish the solution of that which has been a puzzle to
me and my farm-bailiff. Twice in the last 18 months
I have lost suddenly on one occasion six, on the second
about a fortnight ago, eight young porkers, from a
seizure which had all the symptoms of water on the
brain or determination of blood to the head—gid-
diness, blindness, slight convulsion, resulting after
a few hours in death. The only appearance on
opening the animal was a suffusion of lymph
on the brain. All the body and inside of the
animals appeared perfectly healthy. On both occasions
the food of the animals had been Mangel Wurzel,
boiled for several hours with some Barley-meal. The'
Mangels were cut in slices and boiled in a large iron
cauldron, but not given to the pigs till cold the next day.
Could some distillation have taken place in the process,
and the animals have been affected by the alcohol ?

Your remarks of Saturday seem rather to warrant such
a conclusion. The older pigs were not affected. Those
that died lately were about four months old, and had
been about a fortnight on this course of food. P. S. L. G.

Gorse.—I should recommend the drills for Gorse to be
3 or 4 feet apart. Cut the whole crop at once, or you
add much to the labour, and if the ground is too poor to
grow an annual crop, cut half each year, but not in
alternate rows. I cannot state what ground will be
required for cows ; but at a very rough guess, I should
say half an acre of good ground would last a cow through
the winter, if the Gorse is two seasons' growth. Gorse
will not grow to be of any use under trees. It likes a
free open situation. Any nurseryman will supply the
seed. W. D. Fox.
u Measles" in Pork.—I fear we must infer from the

reply which you were so kind as to obtain to my
inquiry (see page 108), that but scanty information i

exists on this curiously interesting if not important
subject. A single tape worm, as is well known, may

j

octettes.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council, March 5.

—

Colonel Challoner,
Trustee, in the chair.

Finances.— Colonel Challoner reported from the
Finance Committee, that the current cash-balance in

the hands of the bankers (including the Chelmsford
subscription) was 2/48Z.

Guano-substitute.—Sir John Shelley reported the
preparatory steps he had taken for the trial of Colonel
Warrington's manure offered in competition for the
Society's prize. He also stated that other competitors
had put in claims for that prize. The Council con-
firmed this report, and referred to the Guano-substitute
Committee the subsequent arrangements to be made for
the trials proposed.

Foreign Cattle and Sheep Prizes.—Mr. Miles,
M.P., reported from the Foreign Prize Committee the
following schedule, which was unanimously adopted :

—

Bulls, of any pure foreign race.
Six Prizes, amounting to

Cows, of any pure foreign race.
Four Prizes, amounting to

Rams, of any pure foreigu race.
Two Prizes, amounting to

Rams crossed : foreign and any other rac?.
Two Prizes, amounting to

Ewes (pens of three), of any pure foreign race.
Two Prizes, amounting to

Ewes crossed : foreign and any other race.
Two Prizes, amounting to

• ft •

* * -

.. £105

CO

• * •

I '

40

30

30

• * * • • ft- I a t * 15

mculty, an enahlesd

le face without

Hiuching. In fact, if I am not so much afraid of it as I

know I ought to be, it is because, with the everlasting

exception of my own farm, my agricultural experiences

have not verified that stubbornness and tenacity which
we used to hear of, but, on the contrary, every idea or

suggestion forced out by the reflections that accompany
a difficult practice have generally met with a freedom
and openness to conviction which of itself has seemed to

me to mark a sort of agricultural era, and has led me to

watch with a wider interest its contemporary develope-
ment throughout the country.

Yet in doing this, and looking back upon its past

history, I cannot deny that the comparative universality

I have alluded to, of the topic, has appeared in some
degree to lay it open to the adage that " what is every-
body's business is nobody's business,* diverting the
eye of public interest from the landmarks of its pro-
gress by the very breadth over which its current
extends ; whilst other industries and arts, lying in more
defined channels, are more readily marked and mea-
sured, and every invention and improvement mapped
down with a precision, not so easily accorded to the

progress of a national industry, which, though repre-

senting a capital calculated, 20 years ago, at 21 7,000,000/.,

has, for the reason suggested, reached our time with no
history, no statistics, no representative in the law or the

state, no board, no minister, no department, in fact, as

Mrs. Gamp would say, u no nothing.'' So entirely

nnnoted and unchronicled is its progress, by the state

for the public, or by the public on its own account, that

if it were possible for me to recapitulate step by step all

the forgotten facts of its history during the present

century alone, and lay them succinctly under the eye, I

do not believe there is a single branch of art or industry

of which the particulars would seem to form a more
novel or eventful history, or more suggestive of surprise

that they should have been allowed to drop astern, as it

were, in the wake of time, and fade from view ; and
this, too, while presenting facts surely as instructive

for reflection or foresight as could occupy the attention

of the economist or the statesman.

Before attempting any reference to its more recent

progress, it seems desirable to premise some statement
of the condition at which it had arrived at the opening
of the period under review. To form a judgment of the

growth one must know the original stature. For this

purpose I must hasten over some ground familiar, pro-
bably, to many of my hearers.

I need hardly point to the fact that this country,

whose average imports are now nearly 10 million quarters

annually, was, less than a century ago, doing a large

trade as an exporter of corn to other countries ; that

later in the last century than the year corresponding
with this, a celebrated French economist (M.D'Augueille),
quoted afterwards by Arthur Young, said that England
could grow corn enough in one year to support herself

for four. The 20 years elapsing between 1773 and 1793
were the turning point of our history in this respect, a
sort of pivot period, when exports and imports nearlyThe final arrangements of the Foreign prize sheet
™" T T 7 TK-ZtZl X«T2

were specially referred to Mr. Miles and° Lord Fever- \

btt,anced <*<* other, under almost nominal duties m-

sham. The entry of Foreigu stock, as in the case of '

ward and °UtWard '
A bl°W but St€ady mcloBure °f

English stock, must be made before the 1st of June..

Chelmsford Meeting.—Mr. Fisher Hobbs having
reported the favourable progress of the arrangements at

land during that interval, bepan to mark the consumption
of a gradually increasing trade and population, of which,
however, we have no accurate means of computation or
comparison till the opening of the present century. I

f

the amount of land required for the trial of implements I wards 'rose"to from 30*. to 4fe
'

ftm in the memory of
on that occasion.

| men now living) the price of a bushel of Wheat was two-
Spring Lectures. — The Council decided on the thirds of the rent of an acre of land, not at a time of auy

following arrangements for the spring lectures to be severe pressure of war or scarcity, but under circum-
delivered before the members of the Society at the stances of comparative equability. It would be difficult

to adduce a more striking evidence of the fall in the

price of food as compared with the producing area, than
the change that has since taken place.

With the year 1793 this period terminated, and, with

the war, began also a succession of deficient harvests.

No account had been kept of the progress of inclosure

during the century ; but a Committee of the H onse of

Commons which sat. in 1797 computed the total quantity

at about four million acres.

From the commencement of the present century,
down to this time, we have a definite record of the
progress of inclosure, of population, of corn imported,

weekly meetings of the Council.
"Wednesday, April 9, noon.—Prof. Simonds, on the dis-

eases and injuries arising to domesticated animals from
the presence of parasitical insects infesting their skin.

"Wednesday, April 23, noon.— Prof. Way, on the progress of
chemical science at home and abroad, in reference to
agriculture.

Wednesday, May 14.—Prof. "Way's second lecture.

Wednesday, June 18.—Prof. Way's third lecture.

The Council then adjourned to their Weekly Meeting
on the 12th of March.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.
At a very crowded meeting of this Society on Wednes-

day last, presided over by H.R.H. Prince Alb rt, the of prices, aud, in some measure, of the rent of land
;

following paper, which we give entire, was read by Mr.
Hoskyns : * On the Progress of English Agricul-
ture DURING THE LAST FIFTEEN YEARS.

and from these we shall be able to form some idea of the
point to which our agriculture (using the term in its

national or territorial sense) had arrived at the period

which forms the starting point of our present inquiry.

Taking it in decennary period*, the account stands as follows
'"Difficile est proprie communia dicere.''

A very acute observer of
life has left behind him the
are so difficult to handle as those which are of every- In the second decftde> from I810 to 1820 the inclosiire was
day interest, and come under the definition of common 1,410,930 acres, the further addition to the population 1,978,523,

property. j
and the Wheat imported 4,585,780 quarters.

A very strong sensation of this truth came over my !
Thus, during these first 20 years, while upwards of three mil-

™;„ i . r>'j^;„ r lii-vn«„,.Q.i t*_ A. .1 r» -i Hon acres were brought under the plough, the population was in-mmd on being honoured by the request of the Council crease(i about three-and-a-half millions. The rent of land
of this Society to undertake a paper on the recent pro- advanced during the war to at least three times its former
gress of agriculture as one of its eveninc topics for amount, measured at least in a depreciated paper currency. But

discussion. There is no branch of our industry to which
with the cl0:je of the w"' in the midd,e of the second decade

the remark I have quoted applies so forcibl) ; and if it

were not that the most difficult tasks and the most dis-

couraging results I have ever met with have been from
my own soil, I should never have had the courage to

undertake the task, nor that deep interest in the topic

(1815), the avemge price of Wheat given by those 15 years,
845. 9d. a qunrter, fell to an average of 78s. 4J. for the last five
years of the same period.

Thus, it will be observed, these 20 yaars present the phenome-
non of immense inclosure of land, under the stimulant of the
highest prices of food ever known, except in very early recorded
cases of famine, in this country. It would seem to have required
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no prophet to foretel the colUps* that muse occur when tiie

stimulating causes were withdrawn, with the increased acreap

brought under crop; yet it does not appear that this was the

point that dr^w chief attention in the remedial measure pro-

poied, the tendency of which was rather adverse than iavourabie

to the laying down of land to its original pasture.

From that time—viz. 1820-the whole scene changes, and the

most trying period commenced that the business of husbandry

has perhaps ever known in this country ; the causes of which are

now more clearly apparent. Three million of fresh acres, not ot

the best quality, as the la xl last brought into cultivation in an

old-inhabited country rarely is, and a circulation suddenly con-

tracted to a metallic currency, produced a condition which no

prohibition of importations was of any avail to remedy, because

the competition lay, in fact, at home, in that increased acreage,

held at greatly advanced rents. Nothing but the sternly increase

of population, and the still more rapid increase ot trade and

capital, could have sustained cultivation at the point it had ex-

tended to, nor waa this done without considerable reduction of

rents, though to nothing like what they had been hefo'.e the war.

The best expression of this is seen in the strikingly reduced

inclosure of the next 10 years (from 1820 to 1*30), which reached

only 340,380 acres, little more than a fifth of the previous rates.

During this third decennary period, the advance of the popula-

tion by 2,161,495 was gradually bricging round the natural

remedy to the farmer for those overdoses of inclosure which the

war had prescribed; but the reduction of the average price of

Wheat from 78s. 4d. to 68*. 3</., accompanied by no increase of

importation, shows an advanced acreable produce under a strong

home competition; the rent of land gradually rising to nearly its

previous mark.
The nextdecennary period, from 1830 to 1840, shows, in spite of

the facilities afforded by the General Inclosure Act of 1835, a

still reduced and almost trifling addition to the cultivated soil

which 4 practical men' pronounced condign judgment up »n guan<\

with the hundred ' artificials ' that sprang up after it. as b*nng a

men ' stimulant/ forcing a single crop by some sort of roadie, and
|

then leaving the ground no richer th*n before ? The very obj*c-
'

tionwasa challenge, which cried out for an answer as plainly

as matter could appeal to mind for explanation. The manure

was come, M and the man " was needed to answer that challenge;

and th- man was found in the distinguished Professor of G lessen,

whose publications, if they did not initiate, at least drew atten-

tion to, the important and new-sounding fact that the bulk of a

plant being not derived from the soil, the bulkiuess of a manure

had little to do with Its value. Let us give the honour due to

our first great teacher, Liebig; though it still remained torus

to learn a deeper lesson from a quarter nearer home. But this

expression regarding 'artificial' manures, that they were 'mere

stimulants
1 was an error not In husbandry only, but in phy-

siology. The analogy which the phrase assumed, from animal

to vegetable life, was false. You cannot 'stimulate' the growth

of a vegetable except by supplying it with its natural food
;
and

whether that be conveyed to it condensed into half a bushel, or

disseminated through the mass of a cart-load, the elements it

feeds on are identical in either case, and the growth and sub-

stance produced are 'he same. It has pleased Creative Wisdom
to adapt certain herbs and minerals to the faculty of producing

upon the braiu and nervous apparatus of animal life sudden and

temporary exaltations of power and feeling, to meet the sudden

emergencies to which animal life is subject from without; and

these exaltations are followed by an equivalent depression. But

no such necessity, and consequently no such capacity, exists in

vegetable life. Light is, in fact, in their case, the only thing to
(

which the term 'stimulant' can for want of a truer expression, i

be applied. Whatever promotes their growth is their specific

food; and the more readily and completely a manure yields itself

wholly up to the crop it is applied to, the more effectually it obeys

yard manure possesses an advantage over artificial manures in its

lasting qualities. This is a fallacy. The lasting qualities of

farm-yard manure are (in a commercial sense) not an advantage;

for it is getting back your money by instalments instead of

getting it all at once. A great deal of your capital is placed in

the land, where it lies dormant for a long time; but science can
correct that evil by enabling you to put the right manure in the

right place"
i have ventured into this point so far, with the view of

showing what a happy collateral commentary upon the intro-

duction of guano were the translated works of such a writer

as Liebig, who, whatever his after-suffered breach at cer-

tain point*, when exposed to the formidable battery of

such experimentalists as Lawes and Gilbert, had yet probed into

nature's secrets and disclosed the theory of the action of manures,

and led to that economy in the special application of them to

different crops, the effect of which has been to institute a new
business and establish a new Manufacture in this kingdom.
What would our ancestors have said to the manufacture of an

artificial manure t Why, thirty years ago, the phrase would have
sounded about as rational as the idea of manufacturing a Wheat
rick. Yet this is now a large trade ancillary to agriculture,

employing thousands of hands, and proceeding upon chemical

data that, before the investigations of Professor Liebig, were
like an unknown tongue to the agriculturist. The very adver-

tisements of such traders, puffing and exaggerated as they may
often be, have hi.d the effect of engrafting into the language of

this new agricultural commerce, words and phrases which
incidentally assert scientific facts, and involve a sort of rough
introduction to the meaning and use of chemical terms for those

who would, probably, obtain it in no other way.
There is nothing more remarkable than the rapidity with

which the smallest morsel of practical truth, however scientific

in its nature, becomes snapped up and digested into the language
of commerce. The late Charles Duller used merrily to say that

the Times advertisements were the best light reading he knew
for amusement and instruction at short notice. I often think of
his remark when I see the practical doses of chemistry adminis-
tered to modern husbandry in the weekly advertisement pages of
our agricultural periodicals. The revolution, perceptible to the

ear, that farming has undergone from this cause, strikes me, in

truth, as a ' great fact,' so gradually grown up, that it is only by
certain landmarks laid down by accident, or by some of those
irresistibly ludicrous mistakes which the use of new terms brings
to pass, and stamps upon the memory, that one can measure the
change wrought in this particular. What along-winded sentence
it used to take, for instance, to paraphrase and explain the now
well-known word ammonia, in order to rescue that all-essential

'chemical* from a certain personality of attribute which its

feminine termination inconveniently suggested ; and what would
now be thought if Mr. Paine, of Farnham, in contrasting the
geological wealth under the soil with the fertiliser just named
existing in the atmosphere above it,—describing, in fac*, the
fossil dung which he "digs out of the bowels of the harmless
earth/' and if its antediluvian live-stock, sbould narrowly escape, !

as my friend Mr. 1 1 useable did some ten years ago, being
reported as introducing Coppery Lights into the dark places of
agriculture. I have never forgiven myself for putting an ex-
tinguisher on those metallic luminaries which caught my eye in
a version of a speech of his that chanced unluckily to come
across me before publication, with that now well-known mineral
superphosphate, the coprolite, thus brilliantly introduced to the
farming world. But to return- !

The third element of progress I named was the esta-

blishment of that powerful engine of agricultural im-

provement, combining both the stationary and portable

character, the Royal Agricultural Society.

„ If I were asked to name, in a breath, what I regarded as the
not to name any other, something of the same phenomena greatest achievement of that important body, I sbould say that,

mree inav have been ^e Aladdin's lamp, it has summoned up a new race of powerful
Genii, and set them all at work for the farmer. If any one
doubts that fact, let him contrast the exhibition of agricultural
implements collected by its first meeting in 1839, at Oxford,
where the entries were twenty-two, with that which took place
in 1852, at Gloucester, where they amounted to no less than two

j

thousand and thirty tw<> ! What would have been thought only
ten or twelve years ago of the facts disclosed in letters received
last year from several of the great firms of English agricultural
machine makers, whose engines we were unable, for lack of
space, to select for the Paris Exhibition, viz., that being in the
habit of exporting from one to two hundred agricultural steam
engines a year to different parts of the Continent, the non-

|

ning of the century to the year 1840, exhibits on the one hand an
addition of rather more than three-and-a-half million acres to

the cultivated land, against an increase of nearly six million to

the population of Great Britain ; whilst the effect of the foreign

supplies of Wheat did not amount to so much on the average as

three weeks' consumption in the year, calculated over the whole

period.

It may be remembered that at the time when the

question of the free admission of foreign corn was ;
.n

agitation, it was a common prediction that it would

have the effect of throwing land out of cultivation. It

will be seen from the preceding account of the immense
inclosures during the first twenty years of this century,

that had the measure taken place at the close of that

period, there might have been some ground for the

apprehension on the part of the inferior undrained

clays, from the fact that the increased produce, shown
by the figures I have given, was chiefly drawn from a

remarkable cotemporaneous improvement going on, I

might almost say discovered, in the cultivation of the

lighter class of soils. But it is equally evident, from the

same figures, that from 1820 to 1840 not only was this

prediction becoming every year less applicable, but, on

the contrary, we were beginning to present the opposite

phenomenon of a population overtaking the resource of

fresh inclosure, and compelled to have recourse to some
other means for increasing the produce of the soil.

It is at this period in the history of a country that

agriculture begins to assume the most interesting aspect

for the purpose of our present inquiry. It is qu'te

obvious that until this pressure arrives, until the tide of

population has so risen as to cover that outlying margin
which fresh inclosure brings under the plough, the mere
routine of practice is not likely to offer much change, or

to undergo much intrinsic improvement. As long as

the deficiencies of acre No. 1 can be supplied by a
mere collateral resort to acre No. 2, the same system
will do, the same old implements, the same waste of

manure, the same uneconomised apparatus in the field

and in the fold, in the barn and in the cowshed, in the

dairy and in the piggery, for the simple reason that the

second inclosed acre is open to precisely the same pro-

cess as the first.

But it has been and is the characteristic of our day
to have witnessed in this country the comparative ex-

haustion of this resource. The plough can no longer

strike a supplementary furrow in fresh ground ; and
we have seen, during the fifteen years that have elapsed

since 1840, the first-fruits of that opening problem, how
the old furrow was to be made the arena of an increased

produce, when agriculture is thrown back upon its own
resources, and compelled, somewhat tardily at first, to

examine those resources by the light of its principles.

No doubt this condition may have befallen other

perhaps in the Netherlands and in Tuscany,

in the exhaustion of territorial resource may
presented ; but certainly never before in any country
possessing such characteristics as this in point of capital,

inventive power, industry, and skill ; and there never
perhaps has been a more remarkable exemplification
of the proverb— that * all things are double, one against
another 1—than in the timely elements that seemed to

spring up just when our husbandry had come to need
them, more than it was, so to speak, itself aware of.

I allude to four distinct elements of new resource
opening to view for the first time, almost simultaneously.* appearance of one of their manufacture amongst 'the prize
aV^i-.* +1ia *, rt«« loiA j T • i_ r A i mi engines In the French Exhibition would operate unfavonrablv toabout the year 1840 and which, for reasons that will th

*
m with their foreign connectioni An

p
d ""J ^t?~?geJpresently appear, 1 will state in this order :— lirst, the were the "unsuccessful candidates/' the less brilliantly distin-

and medal winners.
possible, of course, to
4000 square yards, in

bear it in mind,"
. , . , ^ offer it as a speci-

men m highly commended ."

The fourth element I named was Drainage. To this
I shall have to return.

I refer to these four prominent agencies, presenting
themselves to our review, as cotemporaries, not in the

system of drainage.

My hearers will perhaps draw rapid mental exclusions on the
comparative practical value of these four farmers friends. No
donbt guan-» is a ready friend, and a quick teacher. But who is
there that does not remember the almost universal error that
guano brought to light, existing in men's minds as firmly rooted . c . • .,.-. «

as a first principle, respecting the food of plants and the nature tone ot an ^elusive citation of particular causes, for the
ot manures ? Who cannot recal the shakes of the head with

|

causes co-operating with them have been many, much

less with tlie object ot stringing upon theiu a dry chrono-

logic il narrative of facts. The use of the pnst does net

lie in its catalogues of annual occurrences, little better

for our purpose than an almanack or an obituary. The

review that gives back life and value to bygone events

consists in their analysis ; and, following that vein of

thought, the causes I have named as dating their ori^n

about the same period (1 840), suggest to mind the two

great heads into which agricultural improvement natu-

rally mainly divides itself — viz., the Chemical and

the 'Mechanical. And I confess that when I see the

extent to which the use of 'chemical manures; so to

call them, has been carried upon the light Turnip hus-

bandry soils—upon those vast Norfolk plains, for in-

stance, which the names of Holkham, and West-acre,

and Castle-acre, bring to mind ;
where the manure

merchant is the largest landlord, amongst the large, and

the heaviest rent his ' little bill,'—I cannot help identi-

fyin o- those two divisions I have named, with the two

classes of soils which form almost separate codes of

agricultural practice in this country, and whose history

and experiences are so widely different—viz., the Light

soils and the Clays.

It must be obvious to any one who considers the nature of our

climate, that the treatment of the heavier and more tenacious

soils presents by far the greater difficulty, and one that would be

the latest surmounted in the natural progress of labour or inven-

tion. But the mechanical disadvantage presented by the clays is

not the only one, nor the worst. Few men prefer a difficult task

to an easy one. Few men, under a weeping sky, preter a soil

which is for ever turn ng rain into a foe, to one upon where it is

not only a friend, but an ever welcome one. Few men prefer a

soil upon which, whatever its boasted mineral superiority, tbat

" beast with golden feet," as the Sheep is called in the Persian

proverb, gets its four golden extremities screwed into the

ground, like the table of a ship's cabin. The consequence is that

we realise upon the clays a sort of travesty of the saying ot the

old poet, who says that " Love alights with ease on wealthy

places." We find; conversely, as it were, that " Wealth alights

with love on easy places"-in other words, that every farmer

who has capital enough to manage a clay farm in a capital way,

goes travelling about in search of " a sheep and Turnip farm

to the track of capital follows, I fear, the main average of intel-

ligence arrl skill, settling like the Monks of old. upon the

choicest spo's, where the struggle with Nature if flirt only lighter,

but spreads its easier task over a longer and more eisureiy year

of twlve uninterrupted months. The statistics ol the ram-fa i

of this country, of which, happily, we are in po- session, sh w

that the quantity of rain which falls in the wes' of Engla >d is

three times greater than in the east, and that the armer, of the

midland and west-county clays have thus had ano i er dis-

advantage to contend with in their plough-lands ;
ami that the

causes which, in the early part of this century, occasioned so

much land, which formerly was pasture, to be broken up lur

corn, in those districts of the kingdom, bequeathed for many years

a forced application of the soil, not easy to correct without too

long-continued a loss for tenant-farming to encounter, suner

land, more rain, a shorter working year, less capital, wimis

too frequent concomitant, less skill and intelligence, present

a formidable array of disadvantages against the heavy sous, in

takimr a comparative review of our means of advancement. 10

this the one reply has been, Drainage. But it }Ue.drainage-

statistics are only half true, which we heard read in this room

not many weeks ago, the advanced knowledge of this art;bm

sadly outstripped the practice, and what has been done is Mt»

compared with what remains to do. What are two or tnree

millions, or five millions, of public money spent in drainage^

Would one hundred millions drain, at U. or bl. an acre, all me

clay soil, pasture as well as arable, in Great Britain, now un-

drained or badly drained, and the draining of which would pay

10 per cent, and 20 per cent, upon the outlay ? What can be toe

cause that-in a country which has sunk nearly its three ntm-

dred millions sterling upon railroads, that can scarcely pay ba«

their 3 per cent, upon the outlay—stints and diverts the tree

flow of capital from a channel as safe, as certain of return as tne

arterial blood, to the heart and inner sustenance of the nation.

That this is a matter involving serious points of consideration

will, I think, appear from the following facts :—
During the seven years from 1840 to 1846 inclusive, our imports

of Wheat had advanced from less than one million quarters per

annum in the previous ten years to very nearly an average ot

two millions; while from 1846 to the present time, under we

development of an unrestricted trade, they have advanced to

nearly Jive million quarters per annum, or more than half ot tne

whole imports of foreign grain. Now, inasmuch as the >V new

crop occurs only once in the four-course system of Light sous>

whilst upon the clays, whether managed upon the six-course

system or upon the older three-course shift, it is grown upon a

larger oddmark, approaching to the ratio of a third instead ot

fourth of the arable land, and is, therefore, looked to by tne

farmer as furnishing the profit, which on the light soil is dra
^

from the Wheat and Barley crop together (beside a wider range

of profits derived from the sheep flock ;) it seems obvious tbat rne

improvement of the clay soils to their utmost extent It t •

special, I should almost say the only means left to us for ^j*/™"

ing in any important degree to maintain the produce ot >»n

in proportion with our increasing numbers. . 1R**
The population of Great Britain at the last census in ij»r

was twenty-one millions ; during the five years ending with tn*

year, the imports of Wheat had averaged four"and"a~

tioD
million quarters, thus giving about eleven weeks' consunip

instead ot three weeks, the quantity I named as supplied by "

portation during the first forty vears of the century. B,lt
'

j
must also be borne in mind, that not one quarter ofW "
corn do we obtain except by its equivalent in additional lao

at home, the wages of which will still he mainly spent in «

purchase of fresh supplies of food ; whilst, therefore, the e*^.j

demand is so far cumulative, the home grower can °u'F a _
himself of it by meeting it with an extra produce obtained rro

the soil at the same cost. We have here a lively challenge

the improvement of the Wheat soils. Drainage first, and sow

new mechanical aid not yet divulged, are the only resources

can look to with reasonable prospect of success.

It would be, beyond all expression, interesting, ^ ott

looking back over the last ten years of increasing popu "

lation and enormously increased imports, we had any

possible means of ascertaining the statistics of ou

increased home produce ; but for this invaluab e

retrospect we are without the shadow of progressive

data.
he

The weekly returns of corn sold, which regulate ^
averages, are too imperfect and manifestly untrustworthy
even worth alluding to; and beyond these we have lite ^
nothing approaching to a guide to go by; all we can do

J*^look at our improved implements of husbandry, a
jr->»ition

immensely increased sale, indicated by an annual exm ^
augmented a hundred fold, from twenty to two thousand, as *^ef
ject of indefinite congratulation, which it is out ot OOX V' .,

to estimate, as we should like to do, by an annual tan

recorded results. This would he a practical and con ly

test. Bu' instead ofthis, we are in the position of a ma™
u6

turer who shows you the quantity of fresh machinery he n ^
up, the new inventions he has made or purchased, the
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liands he employs, the increased number of his customers, and the

superior economy with which hia work is accomplished, but can

furnish you with no account whatever ot the produce! Whoever
wishes for an almost provoking argument for agricultural statis-

tics, let him look at this now irreparable fact. In vain do we
point to the almost perfected specimen of the plough, from the
manufactories of a Ransom e, a Howard, a Ball, or a Busby; to

<5arrett*s horse-hoe; Hornsby's drills; to Benthall's broadehare,
Coleman's cultivator and scarifier; to Chandler's ingenious water-

drill; to Croskill's clod-crusher; to the nearly, but not quite,

perfected Reaping machine ; to our splendid late improvements In

steam-driven barn-works, completing at once, and in the compass
of a stage-wagon, the whole operation, from the threshing of the

corn to the dropping it into the sack, winnowed and cleaned, and
ready for market, recalling, to the above distinguished list, the

names of Clayton and Shuttleworth, and Hnmphris. These
names are but a very few even of the most prominent among an
army of Titans eternally waging peaceful war, whose machines,
like a "list of the running horses" at our annual agricultural
Olympics approach each other within the narrowest shades
of differing merit. We witness all these fresh accessions of

mechanical economy to the various details of husbandry practice,

but what their joint comparative effect has been upon the national
produce we cannot tell, and, what is worse, shall never know.
But this we are able to see, that, with the exception of th*»

inimitable clod-crusher, almost every mechanical improvement I

have named is, more than at first meets the ear, addressed to

light land culture. First, because a greater proportion of them
are adapted to the larger holdings, more rarely met with on the
clays. But let me take, tor instance, that useful class of instru-
ments represented by Benthall's and Coleman's scarifiers for
Autumn cultivation of stubbles, one of the greatest improvements
of modern practice. The farmer of the clays may listen with
admiring envy to the virtues of an instrument whose wholesale
power of extirpating the annual weed crop bids fair to reduce the

- Bare Fallow to its narrowest necessary limits, but in the majority
of seasons he dare not use it. The utmost exertion of his team is

required to get his ploughing done, and his Wheat sown, in the
few weeks after harvest when his land is in proper condition for
tillage. Had he but an implement that would work night and day
during those critical six weeks of September and October after
his grain is hai vested, and before the November fogs and rains
set in, he would, indeed, he a debtor to mechanical skill ; but the
want of this leaves him often overtaken by the approach of
winter, with many a task unfinished that comes with redoubled
pressure upon the hurried days of Spring-time. I say that this
is the specific want upon that large portion of the arable land of
this kingdom which the character ofour climate renders unfit for
winter cultivation. The effect of drainage, even when most per-
fectly performed, is only comparative. It modifies the evil, but
does i ot cure it. " We have scotched the snake, not killed it."

Besi-!<s
v the glazing passage of the plough through a clay in

winter time is often detrimental to the operation of the drains;
and the elongation of the modern mould-board, one of the features
of its improved form, is an elongation of that glazing action,
show- g that even its very points of excellence and finish—for
light land culture—are, to some extent, negatived upon the clays.

Unless the mighty power of Steam will befriend us here, I see
no loop-hole of escape from the unequal struggle which has been
going on, and is every day widening the distance, in the race
between the light soils and the heavy. The resources of the
light soils are more readily available, and followed out through
the year. The Turnip crop, fed off by an ample sheep flock, with
the collateral advantage of the Barley crop, renders their quad-
rennial Wheat crop a thing of almost attained excellence, whilst,
in their case, of far different comparative importance to the place
it holds upon the clays.

I do not deny that, when I look at the new and extraordinary
powers which the U6e of guano holds out to the heavv land
farmer, and not guano alone, but every artificial fertiliser which,
like it, can be applied by hand to tlie growing crop, leaving no
track of horse or wheel, during the wet months of winter, and
rendering these naturally rich staples almost independent of
"courses" and "shifts," as they are called, I see a power of
almost indefinite increase in the Wheat crop (for whose enlarge-
ment we must look to||that quarter), could we only overcome the
mechanical difficulty, the two-fold problem of hard work and
shorter time, in th«ur preparation. That it can be overcome I do
believe ; that it is worth the effort, not only of a Company, but of
a Nation to overcome it, I foresee. To no other country is the
problem presented, under the necessity which enforces and
compels its consideration and solution upon our large acreage of
clays, with such a weeping winter sky above them, yet such inex-
haustible capabilities within them. The celebrated seven-acre
field at Rothamsted, and that perplexing Eden of mystery at
Lois Weedon, differing in other aims, agree in this, in showing
the unfailing annual prodnce which a Wheat soil, unmanured,
will give, according to its tillage, if kept free from weeds.

What, then, might not be accomplished on the clays,

if, to a more specially adapted mechanism of tillage, we
should add the revision and partial abrogation of an
ancient system of cropping, and covenants for cropping,

which the introduction of Guano has, to a great extent
rendered obsolete. '

When we consider the primary rank of the Wheat crop as th e

direct human food, and the peculiar capacity of the Scotch aad
Irish climates for the production of Oats and other inferior graim
evinced in the statistical returns that have appeared of those
parts of the United Kingdom, is it not forcibly indicated that no
blind adherence to custom, or rotation, should prevent our stronger
class of soils being put to their full capacity, being worked on hiyh
/pressure^ Nor can I see why the farmer of the clays should be
forbid to do as the manufacturer does,—adapt his produce to the
.market, and turn guano into Wheat as fast as the machine he
lures will enable him. The idea of " exhaustion of the soil" is a
chimera. Let it be only kept free from weeds, the true exhausters
of land, and the simple equation remains, that so much applied
Nitrogen will make so much Wheat, and when that is reaped,
and the land is ploughed and cleaned, the same dose of nitrogen
will produce the same result again. If the question be still

asked, what chemistry has done for agriculture? let the most
original and practical authority in this or any other country
on that subject, Mr Lawes, point to that simple fact which he
has discovered and proved. The controversy which has made
this important discovery memorable, has had the singular fate of
outlasting its field-proof and practical adoption in this country.
' Nitrogen for Wheat. an<l phosphates and sulphates lor Turnips/
has received the stamp of successful practice, before the battle of

theory has been brought to a close. But Chemistry has full

right to its Retorts; and it would be ungrateful to suppose that

our debt to Professor Liebig is cancelled or affected by the prac-

tical disproof of his opposite theory, whose original announcement,
regarded as part of a grand research into the principles of manure,
awakened attention and inventigation to the point, and has thus
conferred such lasting benefit on agriculture, " bringing with its

surcease, success." The experiments, too, of Mr. Thompson and
Professor Way, resulting in the discovery of a specific chemical
relation between ammonia and the silicates of alumina, have
strengthened our practical reliance on an affinity, the importance
of which, in the culture of clays, can hardly be overrated. Re-
garding the atmosphere as the proved storehouse of that element,
shown to be the special food of cereal crops, and repeated fresh

exposure of the soil as the surest invitation to its absorp-
tion, this subject has become the meeting in our day of the
-chemistry and the mechanics of agriculture, reflecting new
immortality upon the labours and guiding iustincts of Jethro
Tull, carried out as they have been to more accurate demonstra-
tion by the unvarying personal success of his modern illustrator

and improver, whose "word" is every year "in season/' with

44 quarters per acre, on the garden-farm of Lois-Weedon, which I will not come to Mahomet/' The remains of the profit still
still produces its annual crop of Wheat without manure, and left to us lie poised between two elements, and the'miracle
followers witaout success. consists in temping a collapse—viz., between the overcost of

But to return to the mechanical question.

I shrink from speaking of myself: but let me not be thought
to have slackened upon the great subject of steam culture. I
have watched the spread and progress of the question from the
time when the very name of steam cultivation produced a smile,
an 1 have lived to realise a certain prophecy, that the time would
quickly come when the reclaim of the thought would be the
harder task amidst the throng of speculators on the subject, each
e ivel^ped in the believed originality and perfectibility of his own
idea. But it is a ta>k which far exceeds, for its accomplishment,
the power of a single hand. I fall who nurse ideas upon the subject
would but agre** to sacrifice a little of that self-reliant individuality
with which nature has gifted inventive minds, and those who pro-
nounce upon the merit of v hole catalogues of others' patents
would but sink a little of tha« generality of which she has bren
equally liberal to minds that »re not inventive, this invaluable
object would be on the right road to its accomplishment, and
England might add thai onefourth to its Wheat crop which it now
purchases abroad. The October temper of a clay soil will not
wait while horses are eating and sleeping fourteen hours out of
twenty-four; and the substitution of a power that needs no re^t,
at that period when the soil says, " Now or never/' is not so much
a question of economy in money as in time. I cannot desert the
principle that that particular mode of turning the soil peculiar to
tlie plough, is the mere relative necessity of a particular tool,

that it may be done and is done in other ways, and that it will be
done with less expenditure and waste of power, in detail, begin-
ning from the top, as the planing-machine would eat through a
board, than by upheaving the furrow-slice from the bottom upon
the hardened fulcrum of a subsoil already too compact and imper-
vious; and lastly, that by so performing it in detail, the object of
cultivation, supplementary to that of inversion with the plough, is

incidentally comprehended in one operation; a confirmation, to
my mind, on the principle of the occult relations of mechanical
truth in matters of invention, that the suggestion is a right one.
But an union ofthought and action, and of all the sinews of enter-
prise, is the course that indicates itself for the accomplishment of
this now widely cherished object. Could the inauguration of such
an union be ever more appropriate than in a place and in a
presence, which recall to mind the greatest union for the sacred
international brotherhood of industry and art that time has yet
witnessed?

I turn with anxious interest to such a machine as Fowler's
Draining Plough, with its happy incidental adoption of the
lately-invented wire-rope, and that most suggestive and satisfac-
tory feature which it embodies in its stationary engine. It is
impossible to see this, or, indeed, to read its inventor's practical

cultivation and the level of the market price below.

Nor does this Apply to the occupier alone. Our
system of landed settlements, like the cropping cove-
nants in farming leases, are the creation of a period
when the mere tenanting of a farm was a boon, a sort
of grant, by which an old servant or dependant might
be pensioned off, when, to use the shortest phrase, the
land was its own capital.

It now approaches much more to the charactpr of a mill in
which, if the be>t machinery be not put in, the balance of profit
is lost in useless labour and wasteful expense. Reaching the
occupier first, it is yet upon the Owners of setthd property that
the impact of this movement ultimately falls. Improvement is
not a choice—if is an imperative necessitv. We have tried to
reach the case by Government grants for drainage; but drainage
is a mere first step, implying a succession and round of invest-
ment in the soil, in stock, in buildings, in barn-works, in addi-
tional hands, even to furnish the farm with its complement of
requisite machinery. The annual loss which this country, with
all its prominent and boasted agricultural improvement under-
go- s, by the tied-up hand of ownership, which settled estates,
without proper powers for improvement both to owners and
trustees, and land held under ecclesi^tical leases, with the
execrable system of septennial fines on renewal too exten-
sively exhibit, is a subject that sooner or later must find a
tongue, and a more efficient and constitutional remedy than
Government grants, which struggle with the effect, but leave
untouched the cause which they incidentally recognise.

An almost exhausted hour— I fear a quite exhausted
patience—warn me to a brief conclusion, while the
hydra-headed subject I have merely approached stares

me in the face with its numerous and various
topics, rising thicker and thicker to my view still

untouched upon. Looking back over the space of my
own, however limited, experience, and purposing a
sketch, I have encountered a history, which no effort at
compression could reduce into the narrower space I

would gladly prefer. One subject alone I cannot end
without a parting word upon, and that shall be as short
as those words can be which carry long thoughts.
When the cares and difficulties of an intractable soil

ISSSfe ?! ^f!^S^^J^LV!SI^ J^re, without recog-
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first drew me from other studies to that of agriculture,

what was my dismay to find that books were looked
upon as the very rocks and shoals ahead to be avoided,
not consulted, by the home mariner, the plougher of
the land, who would escape shipwreck. Strange
paradox ! Yet of all the prejudices to be sur-
mounted this seemed surely the most difficult

which would cut off every chart of information

nising in it the outline of something which may relieve onr clay
soils as much from the pressure of heavy hoofs and wheels on the
surface in the act of cultivation, as his iron-strung necklace of
pipes relieves their moistnre from below, cutting through the
subsoil like a cheese. It is upon the Steam-engine in every
form, as it gradually wins its way from the fold into the field, and
from the one engine that smoked in onr trial-yard at Bristol in
1842, to the fifty-seven that stood in row at Lincoln, waiting to
prove their speed and power by Mr. Amos's perfected Dynamo-
meter.—it is upon this power that we must rest our boo^s for t rt a ±\ *
that mechanical progress of agriculture which our climate and

bey°lld that wh,ch the solitary steerer already
possessed, or saw around him, in however wild a
latitude. It is still, indeed, true, as so discriminately

pointed out by one whose toiling and valued pen has
ceased among us

—

Philip Pusey—that books will not
teach practical farming ; but neither, as he justly re-

joined, are they a substitute for the apprenticeship of
daily practice in any other pursuit. Yet, luckily—as no
man better than the farmer knows—* knowledge is no
burthen/ and the boy who whistles at the plough, or
the man who holds it, much more the master who
directs it, walks none the heavier, observes none the
less acutely, draws truth from nature none the less

easily, is none the less u in league with the very stones'of

the field," though all "Morton's Cyclopaedia," and
Stephens' u Book of the Farm," were sublimated into

his brain. It would be toiling over a stale furrow to

argue the point again, but it is impossible for me to

look back over the period I have spoken of, without a
keen sense of gratitude to the bold and brilliant pens
that have broken through a barrier threatening to

immure husbandry within the solitude which is in truth

its own greatest deprival, and in some degree inseparable
from its steady and industrious pursuit, apart from the

our clay demands, and our mines of coal and iron, with equal
speciality, present the means of.

There is one striking feature which has marked
the period we are looking back upon and has perhaps
attracted the notice and interest of the non-agricultural
world more than any other, and will hereafter become
perhaps a distinguishing landmark of the time ; I mean
those numerous Example Farm?, which, spreading
gradually from one or two isolated instances, and
weathering a somewhat rude storm during the range of
low prices reaching from 184 7 to 1852, are now suffi-

ciently numerous to be said to afford a specimen almost
in every county of what can be accomplished by a
resolute enthusiasm in the adoption and carrying out of
all the improved resources which capital and general
intelligence can bring to bear.

I use the term general intelligence, as distinguished from prac-
tical farming knowledge, not as at all denying the latter
qualification, often in a very high degree accompanying the
effort, and always gradually attainable, but because I shall not, I

think, misdescribe the object and idea of these really patriotic
establishments, in speaking of them as the pioneers who,
generally speaking, have, explored untrodden paths, and whose
more prominent labours and results have been perhaps toomnch
mistaken by the public eye for a general movement of the main
line and body of our agriculture, to which they form

I

civilising thought and intercourse which the city mouse

!

a sort of advanced company. If, however, foreigners
express themselves in terms of admiring astonishment
at these examples of applied capital and skill, which
they are taken, from one to the other, to visit, and
from which, as in the case of that careful investigator and
flattering eulogist of British agriculture, M. Lavergne, they
naturally gather so high an estimate of onr general progress,
I think they would be not less astonished could they be made
aware how large the bulk of farming is in this country which is
literally unreached by the very echo of what is being done even
within a few miles of its bouudary fence. The terrible per contra
that might b* shown, if a balance were struck of the acreable
proportion of best farming against the worst, is a subject that
wowld be surprising to those who judge of the whole contents of
the basket by the plump rosy apples that lie prominently at the
top. The fact is that the revolution which has been taking place
in the agriculture of this country presents, like the planetary
motion from which the term is borrowed, a centrifugal as well as
centripetal actiou; as the heavier capitalled portion, which has
come ft> regard the soil as a mere arena for investment, has
approached nearer to the utmost limit of profitable produce, a
large ouier circle of those who vainly persist in looking npon a
farm as its own capital, are clinging on to holdings far beyond
their means, and to a system which every invention and every
improvement, and every addition of capital to agriculture
renders more untenable. The condition of the handloom
weavers after the introduction of the power loom, more obvious
and sudden in its operation and the struggle it presented,
was not more hopeless in principle. I fear no honest portrait
of the condition of English

;
agriculture could be given which

did not include this shadow upon the background. It is the
result of an inflexible law which no philanthropic regret
can avail to alter. It is true that capital cannot be applied
profitably to agriculture beyond a certain limit, as Mr. Lawes
has shown by a simple table that submits it to the eye as
plainly as an equation, so far as the growth of cereals is con-
cerned: but the proof lies at a point so high, so far above the
ordinary scale of farming, that for the present question it is as
though that limit did not exist. Every description of improve-
ment that we hear of with so much welcome, can only be of use so
far as it tends to lower the cost of production. With every step
in that direction the profits of the unimproved farm, of the un- 1 . • -
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capitalled occupier, are threatened to be left high-aud-dry hy the
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sinking level around. No advance of population will come to ;
of a well-known epigraph, "Si indicium

the aid of this. Occasional high prices, like the present, mask spice,'
9 I might gratefully recognise it here, before my

for + while the opera ion of
^
this law but in the long run it will

, brother-members and the Council of this Society, and tl
be louml that the market will not wait for, will not rise, to meet , ~ . ,. - . . . , *\

;ost of production. The "Mountain t
Presiding presence of one who, amidst the al

enjoy?. But who is there whose labour is not cheered
and lightened by the words of those who, too far away
for personal intercourse, are yet struggliug with the

same task as himself ? Whether the scene lie among
the now too classic fields of Pusey, in Berkshire, or

amidst the liqui-fertilised and startled acres tl**t once
bore the dry and barren name of Tiptree Heath, in Essex—
whether we imbibe Ions draughts of chemistry from the

fountain-bead at Rothamsted, in Hertfordshire, or seek a

too short oblivion or enjoyment of * Present Prices* upon
the chalky downs of Dorset—or whether, invited by the

active spirit of the times, deserting these hospitable

homesteads, we start forth upon a roving commission,

with the " chiel amang ye taking notes, from the Solent

up to John o' Groat's "—do we find that such fireside

companions a3 these diminish our practicality, or invade

our winter evenings less usefully and pleasantly than
the Ocz-tte, or Express, or Messenger, or other weekly
page which brings us tidings of the markets of the
worl-I, to which not more the trade than the mind of

British Agriculture has been opened ? I, at least, for

one, must acknowledge that in the steady and progressive

ch mge which*' Practice
#
with Science ,, has wrought upon

the aspects of farming during the 15 years past, the

most striking, the most complete of all has be<m, where
I saw most to despair of in the outset—in its Litera-

ture both practical and scientific (for even in its

literature these two classes must co-exist). Did I need

a token—a convincing attestation—that in the three-

fold character of farming, as an ' Art/ a * Manufacture,'

and a * Commerce,' and, let me add, an Education, its

interest and progress are felt as among the highest

f not the words,

requiris circum-

the exigencies of a high cost absorbing
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avocationa of a life devoted tu tlie promotion of tlM

useful, the beautiful, and the good, lias practically

earned, and freshly dignified, a name associated of old

With the Throne and Royalty of England—the name of

a British Farmer.

After the remarks of Messrs. Paine and Lawes'

Ransorae, and Hudson, which we will report next week,

his Royal Highnessthe Frksident said, "I feel I am only

carrying out your wishes in proposing to you that we
should return our best thanks to Mr. Hoskyns for the very

valuable paper which he has read to us. He has given

us a very accurate and succinct Irstory of the progress

of agriculture, in that peculiarly agreeable and epigram-

matic style which is familiar to every one who has read

his amusing and valuable little work, the ' Chronicles of

a Clay Farm.' He has not only interested and amused
us for the hour, but he has given us much to think on

;

and if he has taught any one lesson of greater import-

ance than another, it is that the future progress of agri-

culture will mainly depend upon the close and intimate

union and the hearty co-operation of science, art, manu-
factures, and commerce, and that the primary condition

of a successful progress for the future will be the

obtaining of accurate and complete agricultur.il

statistics. And here I hope I am not trespassing in

asking you gentlemen, and every one of you, in his

particular circle, to contribute his mite in obtaining

those statistics which are so much wanted, and which
Government is now trying to collect. I merely repeat

our thanks to Mr. Ho>kyns for his interesting paper."

Farmers' Clubs.
Taunton: On Clay Soils.— Professor Voelcker, of

the Agricultural College, of Cirencester, at the request
of the Council of the Bath and West of England Agri-
cultural Society, delivered a lecture on this subject, of

which we give the following abridgment from the

columns of the Taunton Paper :

—

u The subject of my present lecture has been selected because,
in the first instance, clay soils abound in this neighbourhood;
secondly, because no soils repay better the outlay tor judicious
improvements; and thirdly, because there is hardly a subject
which illustrates in so many different ways the connection of
theoretical chemistry with practical farming. The very formation
of clay soils is depending on chemical action, for the chemical
influence of the atmospheric oxygen and carbonic acid upon
various mineral matters contributes principally to the formation
of clay soils. Clay soils are formed during the decomposition of
granite and other rocks, which the geologist calls volcanic. In
granite we find three minerals, quartz, mica, and felspar. Felspar
is a combination of silica, i. e., sand with alumina and potash. On
exposure to the air the carbonic acid of the atmosphere acts upon
this felspar, and gradually separates it into silicate of alumina
and silicate of potash. Silicate of alumina is China clay; it is
insoluble. Silicate of potash is soluble. It is washed away and
further decomposed into soluble silica and carbonate of potash.
This explains why clay soils that are naturally deficient in sand
or silex produce, notwithstanding, Wheat with strong straw. All
kinds of clay contain more or less soluble silica, and consist
principally of silicate of alumina or a combination of silica with
alumina. Agricultural clays are produced principally from the
decom posit on of granite, or felspathic rocks; the clay being
washed away and transported from one locality to another,
becomes intermixed with other constituents, and these foreign
constituents are the priucipal cause of the fertility we observe in

|

most agricultural clays. The foreign matters in agricultural
clays contain potash, soda, lime, manganese, ph isphoric acid, and
a few others, which I will not mention at present. All these
foreign constituents we find again when we burn any vegetable
produce raised for food of man or beast, and as these con-
stituents are always found in the ashes of plants we are
entitled to conclude that they are necessary for the existence
and perfection of the plant; indeed, it may be laid down as
a principal rule that those manuring constituents which form the
foreign admixture in all agricultural clays are absolutely neces-
sary, for the plants which we cultivate cannqt come to perfection
without them. But often they are contained in such a combina-
tion in the soil as to be comparatively useless at the time, and
the question is how to get at them. Into the composition of sandy
soils but a very small amount of those substances enter that are
food for plants. Clay soils contain insoluble silicates and un-
decomposed materials, from which the clay is formed. These
materials furnish, on gradual decomposition, potash, one of the
most fertilising constituents. By working the land, fresh quan-
tities of undecomposed granite are brought under the influence
of the atmosphere, and the felspar contained in it is gradually
decomposed and furnishes soluble potash. This benefit is not
reaped by stirring a sandy soil. However much we mav stir a
sandy soil, we cannot eliminate such a result from it, because
there is not potash present in any considerable quantity ; but in
many clay soils the supply of potash, one of the most useful fer-
tilising substances, is almost inexhaustible. All clay soils
possess in a remarkable degree the power of absorbing moisture
and fertilising gases lrom the atmosphere. They possess
in a high degree the power of absorbing carbonic acid gas
and ammonia— two constituents which furnish the materials
with which *the plant builds up its organic structure. This
power of absorption is dependent in a great extent en the
surface of the soil which is exposed to the influence of the atmo-
sphere. The mote we plough the glebe, the more readily we
give access of the atmosphere to the soil; the more the soil is
pulverised, the greater is the absorbing surface, and the more
beneficial the result; and this teaches us at once the great ad-
vantage of stirring clay soils when there is an opportnnitv. In
wet seasons, I am aware you do harm to clay soils by working
ihem

; but I am likewise acquainted with the fact that all do not
lake the advantage of the most favourable seasons for working
them as much as possible, especially before the setting in of
frost, which in a purely mechanical way, by the expansion of
the ice which is formed, contributes towards the pulverising of
clay soils, and effects the chemical decomposition of these sub-
stances, which furnish potash to the growing plant. But clay
soils have not only the propertv of absorbing fertilising gases
from the atmosphere—ammonia and carbonic acid gas—but have
also the power of absorbing and retaini. insoluble salts, which
are articles of food to our cultivated plants. If von take a
solution of a salt of ammonia, or take a solution of soluble salt
of potash, and throw it on a clay soil, you will find the latter
will retain the ammonia and potash of the soluble salt; or if
you take liquid manure and pour it over a clay soil, you will find
the most fertilising constituents contained in liquid manure are
retained by the clay soil. This is a very remarkable property,
which explains many facts with which all practical farmers
are acquainted. We know, for instance, that sandy soils are
irequ^nrly described as hungry soils, merely receiving, with-
out yielding much, because the manuring substances are
wasm-ci out by showers of rain, and the most useful conti-
nents are lost. It is not so with clay soils. i t is impossible

to wash out from them the most useful fertilising constituents.

Let us now inquire into the best means of improving clay soils.

Draining not only takes away the excess of water, but brings
into the soil large quantities of a'mospheric air, which, plying its

influence on the constituents of clay soil, gradually renders them
soluble; hence draining not only removes an excess of water,

but brings likewise into the soil atmospheric air, and with it

organic fertilizing constituents. The advantages of deep plough-
ing, a second mode of improving clay soils, become more and
more apparent from year to year. But when you have to deal
with a soil resting on cold sterile barren subsoil, you may run
a risk of burying a good soil amongst the subsoil, which only in a
number of years will again come into good cultivation. The
nature of the subsoil then must determine whether it is advan-
tageous at once to plough very deep, or more advantageous
gradually to improve the condition of land by going a little

deeper and bringing up the subsoil every year or two;
and it may be advantageous not to bring up the subsoil at all.

You have heard of Mr. Smith's system of growing corn year after

year; Mr. Smith (I mean of Lois-Weedon) grows corn year after

year, by leaving between the rows space sufficiently large for him
to work between them, and by this means he succeeds in bringing
the soil between the rows in a state of fertility which will next
year enable him to grow another crop of corn on the same field on
which the crop of the preceding year had been grown. By
constantly working tire land in this way, Mr. Smith has suc-
ceeded in growing for a succession of years abundant crops. I

do not doubt for a moment that in many localities his plan may
be carried out with very great advantage, but at the same time
I would observe that not all soils—not even all clay soils—are in
a condition to enable the farmer to follow out this plan with
success. If there is plenty of useful material to work upon,
plenty of undecomposed felspar, plenty of insoluble lime, plenty
of phosphoric acid in the soil, the working of the land will bring
those fertilising constituents which naturally are present in an
insoluble state into a condition in which they can be assimilated
by the growing plant; but in land which does not contain these
materials it is not well to follow out such a plan; and this

accounts for the fact that whilst many persons who have followed
Mr. Smith's plan with advantage and speak highly in its

favour, others term it an irrational and unprofitable system.
Many clay soils, I believe, will enable the farmer to grow corn
for a succession of years, but this is to be said, regarding Mr.
Smiths system, that you have not always men sufficient at hand
to work the land, and therefore you cannot practically carry out
that system. Nothing, I believe, improves clay soils so much as
the system of burning aud paring. Many of you have heard of
Mr. Randall, who has been to a very great expense in testing this
system in regard to clay soils, and the effects produced have been
really remarkable. In burning, clay undergoes remarkable
changes—potash becomes soluble, and all those fertilising con-
stituents are rendered soluble which plants require; or, to speak
in a somewhat sweeping way I would observethat burning pro- I

duces exactly those changes in clay soils which fallow produces; ?

and this, there can be no doubt, is a very great advantage,
for if, instead of waiting from year to year or even six or eight
months, you can at once realise the benefit of this process of im-
proving clay soils, the advantages are apparent. Liming is

another mode of improvement. Many clay soils are deficient in
lime, and consequently are improved by the application of that
substance; however, as clay soils differ much in composition, it

must not be taken as a universal rule that all clay soils are im-
'

proved by liming. Drop a few drops of spirits of salts on the soil,

and if it effervesces lime is not wanted ; but if, on the contrary, it

produces no effervescence, it shows a deficiency of lime, and such
soil will in all probability be benefited by its application. Another '

(

directs that mind thus stored and trained io his^vork
we are sure that he will benefit as much by education as'
any other man. Colman. [For this quotation we are
indebted to the columns of the Journal of the Albert
Agricultural Training Institution.]

Calendar of Operations.
MARCH.

West Sussex, March 3.—We have now got past that part of
the season in which the cares for the weather do not disturb m
so much, and now every day is of importance to get in Oats and
Barley. Peas have been got in and in the best of or<!er, and the
laud is now in fine order lor sowing the other spring Corn. And
if we are not careful to work it closely after the plough, it will
get hard, as it was very wet during January. The Wheat looks
extremely well, there are yet no signs of those failures that we
hear of in other part3 of the country. The young Clovers look
well and now are in good order for rolling—neither dry nor wet
The Turnips have not stood the winter well, we have seen them
very much rotted in some places, especially on flinty land and
here I may remark that they suffered most last autumn on the
same land. Is it because the land in getting hard brings the
stones so close as to injure the bulb? There is no doubt
that soil, as well as the sort of Swedes, has a good deal to
do with their keeping good through the winter, and I rather
think as a rule that the roughest and most unshapely roots stand
best—at least this season it has been so. Mangels will now be
found useful, as they will come between the Swedes and seeds-
and as it is all out of the way of the plough no delay is caused in
sowing spring corn where they grew, and they will keep till

most wanted, even through the summer. Every year proves
their importance more and more, and one advantage of them is

that they can be sown earlier than injudicious to sow Swedes,
thereby dividing the work more equally over the season. The pre^
para tion for this crop will be our first care after Barley is sown and
Wheat rolled. Our markets for lean sheep are much lower than
last year ;

" down couples " are 10s. to 12s. lower than they were
then; but lean cattle are still at a high price, such as to leave
little to the fatter, and the common system of laying a heavy
charge on the dung has to be adopted, where any attempt is made
to keep accounts, which is seldom done. Q. S.

improvement of clay soils is, the application of artifical manures.
If you have not home-made manure in sufficient quantities to
enable you to give a fair dressing to all your fields, and have on
your /arm light and heavy soils—if you have sandy and clay
soil— it is decidedly more advantageous to apply home manure to
sandy soils, and to apply to heavy clay soils (provided it is in a
fit state of cultivation) a specific artificial manure : the conse-
quence will appear at once. Sandy soils contain, as a principal
constituent, silex—some as much as 96 per cent , and compara-
tively small quantities of other fertilising constituents. Now,
farm-yard manure may be called a universal manure, containing
all the elements of nutrition which plants require, and conse-
quently it produces in the soil naturally deficient in these
elements greater and more beneficial effects than in soils in
which we have not this deficiency. For instance, ammonia is
one specific manure for corn crops; nitrate of soda is another
manure which may be nsed with very great advantage on clay
soils—guano I ought to mention as one of the most usefuUertilisers.
Now guano and nitrate of soda contain much nitrogen, which
exercises a specific action, highly beneficial to our Wheat crops.
The application of guano, however, in sandy soils, is not the
best. Guano is not a perfect manure, because in sandy soils

;

there is a deficiency of phosphoric acid, and this deficiency is not
supplied in sufficient quantities by the phosphoric acid contained
in guano. But by the application of guano to clay soils we can
get additional corn crops. There is another instance, showimr
how a knowledge or* clay soils will enable us to make the best of
artificial manures. We find that in the cultivation of root crops
specific manures are required. A specific manure for root crops
is superphosphate of lime—bones in a soluble form. Super-
phosphate of lime produces most beneficial effects on clay soils—
in fact, much greater than it is observed to produce on sandy
soils; indeed, I have heard of some sandy soils in which it did
not act beneficially at all. I do not wonder at this, for if you
apply a manure which contains principally phosphate and lime,
or only two fertilising constituents, to a soil deficient in most
fertilising constituents, it cannot produce any very striking effect.
Bat in clay soils there is very little chance of superphosphate not ;

acting; and it is to a very great extent wasting good material to
grow root crops on good clay soil with too abundant a supply of
home-made manure. What is wanted for Turnip crops is super-
phosphate of lime or bone-dust. Well-rotted manure contains
a large amount of ammoniac*! salts, the specific function of which
is to produce leaves ; by Qslng, therefore, too heavy a dose of well-
rotted dung on clay soils you are apt to produce an abundant crop
of tops, but, comparatively speaking, small bulbs; thence the
great advantage of using a specific manure which supplies just
that constituent which is deficient in a clay soil. It is tfue there
is phosphoric acid in most clay soils, sufficient to supply the
crops of Wheat with the necessary amount; but in the case of
Turnip crops, an important point should be borne in mind. If you
look to the organism of a Turnip and the organism of Wheat,
there will be observed a remarkable difference; for Wheat
spreads out its fibrous roots to the extent of several feet in search
of food; but the Turnip is confined for its nourishment to a small
space ; consequently if we place phosphate close to the bulb of the
root, it will produce great effect, while the same constituent pro-
duces no effect on the corn crops.

Miscellaneous.
Booh Farming.—On the general subject of book

farming we suppose that all the world knows there is a
schism among farmers. The old conservative farmers
don't believe in it. The young progressive farmers do.
Now we are on both sides; we are for book farming, and
we are against book farming. If the farmer applies the
book to the soil, instead of his own head, we are sure
that his farming will be poor enough. But if books and
papers are used on the farmer's mind— to give it habits
of reflection and observation ; to possess it with the
elements of Nature with which he deals, and if then he

Notices to Correspondents.
Broadcast Oats: EH. As you cannot handhoe yon may sew
the seeds when the plant is fully up, and harrow them in.

Coltsfoot : J A B. says I observe at page 95 of Messrs. Rendle's

Farm Directory, a notice of that troublesome weed Tussilago

Farfara or common Coltsfoot. It may not, therefore, be out of

place to mention that I have lately succeeded in effectually

destroying it by cutting off the crown of the plant and imme-
diately applying a small quantity of common salt. (There
would be as little trouble in digging the root out altogether.]

Cyder : J M. Can any one tell us what quantity of sulphate of

soda should be added to a cask of cyder containing 100 gallons.

Ewes aftkr Lambing: J J. This is a very fatal disease in-

deed. Bleeding, aperient medicine (Epsom salts one ounce),

and sedatives, such as tincture of opium two drs^ with gruel,

are the proper remedies. W C S.

Fluke Potatoes : A Farmer writing in a Scotch paper regarding

the above very valuable variety of the Potato, says, "The
Flukes are expensive to plant, as cut sets do not answer, and
the whole ones being generally of a large Bize, the seed bears a
disproportion to the return that can be calculated upon, though
an almost entire freedom from disease has hitherto marked their

growth." On this a practical gardener gives his experience—
11

I obtained last season 1 peck of seed Potatoes of the Fluke
variety from Edinburgh : I cut them all up, leaving only one

eye to each set (even the smallest were cut), not a single plant

failed. The produce from the peck was 5 bushels of beautiful

Potatoes, with only two diseased tubers in the whole crop.

They were grown in garden soil, but in rather an unfavourable

situation, being under the shadow of large fruit trees. I have

no doubt if they had been more favourably situated, the produce

would have been greater." "Will some growers on a large

scale give their experience as to cutting or not cutting for

planting?
Gorse: G H. We should think it the most likely fence plant to

succeed under the circumstances, but Mr. Fox's answer to the

questions which have been addressed to him will include yoar

case.

Gua.no ! Subscriber. You may use it in water as strong as ordinary

liquid manure, say at the rate of 1 lb. of ammonia in 200 lbs. of

water ; add 1 cwt. of guano to 400 gallons of water, and give the

hedges a good watering: with this liquid once a fortnight.
Hoeing Wheat : J H W. It does goad though the land be clear.

It has two effects— it brings fresh particles of m>:1 in conUct

with one another, and it brings fresh particles of air in contact

with the soil, and in both of these respects does the so 1 benefit

as a storeroom of food for plants and as a laboratory in which

their food is prepared. The former effect is obtained by pre

paring the land, and so is the latter in a measure. We would

recommend if your Wheat on light soil is a good strong plant

to harrow it across the rows, having first rolled it; but if there

be weeds it must be hand-hoed. Crosskill's is the best

presser. Wheat benefits by sheep feeding when the land is

loose by the treading, when it is poor by the manuring, aud

when the Wheat is "proud" by^the feeding which it thus

receives.

Isothermal Links: SUaford. In answer to our correspondent,

Mr. Russell, of Kilwhiss, states that the direction of tbe

Isothermal lines on the 1st of May in England will be nearly

from east to west. Dove's charts, published by Taylor& Walton,

London, contain much interesting information on Isothermal

lines for the different months. But they cannot altogether be

relied upon, as Dove has made use of many observations which

were taken under different schemes, but as an outline they are

admirable.
Salt: Mr Gadesden. Thanks. The paper was received by us as

a " proof," from which the words " To the editor ofjthe Plymouth

Herald" had been erased, leading us to suppose that the sender

wished it to appear as an original contribution to this Paper.

We add the correction which you have been kind enough to

elicit. Mr. Prideaux states :—« It is still my practice to recom-

mend weight for weight of used Pilchard salt with guaTP

(except in special cases), as tending to improve the quality oi

the products, where it may not increase them in quantity*

which, however, in many cases it also does, as you are well

aware. Guano I would seldom use without either salt or nitrate

of soda (nitrate of potass rather, if the price allowed), believing

that the strong alkaline condition of guano, while pushing for-

ward vegetation, has a tendency also to promote putrescent

disease ." This is in correction of the paper on Salt published

a few weeks ago, in which the writer did not intend to recom-

mend that in the employment of sulphate of ammonia, guano,

&c, so much as three times their weight of common salt shonia

he applied with them.
Seeds ix a Pound: X. We should be glad if any one h^
ascertained the number of seeds in a lb. of our common agricul-

tural plants, to receive information on the point. There is wan?

a young student of agriculture who might contribute information

of this kind. He may be assured that it will be better for wm
to determine these and many other points by actual experi-

ment than by searching for information on them in books.

Swedish Turnips : Tyro. We would not sow till the first week in

June in Hampshire. *

Uncultivated Soils : C W D. We had hoped to have discus***

your question fully this week. It shall be made the subject o*

a leading article in our next number.
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THE PATENT NITEO-PHOSPHATE
OR

BLOOD MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED.)

TRUSTEES.
Abel Smith, Esq., Jun., M.P., Walton Ilonse, Ware, Herts.
Charles Dimsdale, Esq., Essendon Place, Herts.

|
Edward Ball, Esq., MP, 8, Belgravo Road, Pimlieo.

I
Major-General Hall, M.l\, -Weston Cohille, Liuton, U

John Brady, Esq., M.P., "Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

ambridge.

DIRECTORS.
Chairman—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.

Deputy-Cliairman—John Sharp, Esq., Tower Villa, Queen's Road, Regent's Park.
Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex. I Robert I eeds Fsn Wp<jf T p-»1io™ w«wxiv
John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury, Essex. Koben mSSiT^, 7i?fSS?vm5?; i t
Richard Hunt, Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts. ThoSwM&S W^^rSSSl^ftST***

1 T°Wn '

Thomas Knight, Esq., Eumonton, Middlesex.
| Ja^Odams; ftI^^^H^

'

John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Pentonville, with power to add to their number.
Jfenfers-Messn. Barnett, Hoare & Co., Lombard Street.

|
A uditor-James Caird, Esq., Baldoon, & 6, Serjeant's Inn, Temple, London

&>Z^or5-Messrs.Kingsford&Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand.
| Secretary and Chemist-James Taylor, Esq FCS

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.
CAYNOll and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
Pp,

l*^. BLMHHNG, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE andPRLMNG SCISSORS. &c, as tested, recommended, and re-
ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.
4<, .Nov. 24, 1S55), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the Englishand trench Exhibition Prize Medals in 1S51 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wearthrough to the back.

wiL
&

£' b"f

1

8lB
?,
to c*11 Att™tion to their Garden Shears, Hoes,Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.

Established 173S.
MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN fcVEKY VArTeTyT

'

WARRANTED GOOD BY THE MAKERS.

J
OSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen'sCutlery Works, Sheffield

; and 37, Moorgate Street/London.Drawings forwarded hv post.

Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London.
Manufactory, Plaistow MarsheSj Essex.

i
— --

,

HPHE DIRECTORS of the above COMPANY (many of whom are extensive Agriculturists) have great pleasure

AlachV^rTfor°th?m»m
r,f^S

«?
n
M S5V8S2*BMi ""J 1*" 1*. th? ^ have now ~»Pl«ted their extensive Works and

It ihlSi. o Jf
,

*

ctur« of
,
their Manures; and, having secured nearly the whole of the Blood produced by the butchersot the mej-opoh and a large stock of other necessary matenals of the best quality, they are now in a position to supplv their

of the BbTManure
g
the^ ^JFl'S?' K 52? t^ D 'fMto» Md f"^ ^Shareholders are themseWes lar.eSum

s

ofThis ™iuab?eu^ "7 "^* con
^deKred as a

J"! established fact. Ever since the first introduction

of a fe«"xDerimentl it'hM h1 rl f^^.^w ?*" C°Uld h(i ™™™n«y supplied. Its claims rest not in the assertion

toed bv thousand?^
laSt four "*?<"«» b* hundreds with great success, and in the next it will betried Dy thousands. J

t affords, in fact, a conclusive answer to the question, " Wnat has science done for Agriculture?"

„JhQ *??0d ¥anur
.

e is composed of bones dissolved in Sulphuric Acid, to which is added a large quantity of pure Blood sneciillvprepared to suit various crops; and may either be applied by the drill or sown broadcast.
V»nnty P"™ wood, specially

QAT-CRUSHING and BiiAN-SPLlTTING MILL
(Turner's No. 5).

This Mill is recommended to

the use of every person keeping
a Horse, as superior for effi-

ciency, durability, and ease in

working to any manufactured.

Two bushels of crushed corn

afford more nourishment both
to old and young horses than

three bushels of uncrushed !

Price £5 15*. 6d.

Made and Sold by
E.R.& F.TURNER, St. Peter's

Iron Works, Ipswich.

BLOOD MANURE FOR TURNIPS.
The phosphates absolutely necessary for earlv development

and rapidity of growth in the young stage of the plants are in a
larger proportion in a soluble form than is usually met with in
ordinary samples of Superphosphate of Lime, and, the Blood
supplying nitrogen, the latter growth is also secured, hence the
superiority of the Patent Manure. It may be used alone at the
rate of 4 cwt. per acre, or it farm-vard manure is used, 3 cwt.
will be sufficient, with an equal quantity of fine mould or ashes.
N.B. For this, as for all other root crops, an additional appli-

cation of Blood Manure will much more than repay the additional
cost. Though 2 or 3 cwt. per acre will produce a crop superior
to that from a similar weight of Superphosphate of Lime, the
application of a much larger quantity will be found even more
remunerative. The rent and charges must be paid equally,
whether the land yields 10, 20, or 30 tons an acre ; so that an
addition of 8 or 10 tons of roots beyond the common crop costs
nothing more than the price of the extra 2 or 3 cwt. of Blood
Manure applied.

THE BLOOD MANURE FOR WHEAT,
BARLEY, OATS, ETC.

Being rich in nitrogen and other necessary ingredients, it is
especially adapted for the Wheat and other Corn crops, and has
deen used with the greatest success in all parts of England. It
is a very remarkable fact that the analysis of blood and the
gram of Wheat are nearly identical, as proved by the most
eminent chemists,—it contains all the elements which plants
require, and when properly prepared, will become the essence of
vegetable as well as of animal life. The highly fertilising pro-
perties of Blood have been commented upon by Professor Way
and others, and the success of the Blood Manure for Wheat and
other cereals, has been fully proved upon all soils by the practical
experience of numerous Agriculturists. Should Wheat manured
with dung in the ordinary way look unhealthy in the spring, it
will be greatly benefited by top-dressing it with Blood Manure,
at the rate of 2 to 3 cwt. per acre,—thus strengthening the straw,
making it less liable to lodge, and very much increasing the
produce. For Barley and Oats, 3 to 4 cwt. per acre of the Blood
-Manure may either be sown broadcast or drilled with the seed—
if the former, to be well harrowed in.

BEANS AND PEAS-
For Beans or Peas, 3 to 4 cwt. per acre may be used either

broadcast and harrowed in, or a portion afterwards, between the
drills at the time of horse -hoeing.

MANGEL WURZEL AND CARROTS.
Blood Manure is an excellent fertiliser for these crops. Four

cwt. to the acre with an equal weight of common salt should be
sown broadcast over the field, and well harrowed in, the seed
being drilled in the usual way ; repeated horse-hoeing between
the rows is of great importance for air and nutriment, and great
advantage will be obtained by occasionally sprinkling a little
Blood Manure between the rows previous to the hoeing.

POTATOES.
The Blood Manure is specially prepared for this crop, and it

will be found to give most satisfactory results— it will be most
successful if used to the extent of 4 cwt. per acre, with half the
usual quantity of farm-yard dung, and the whole earthed up in
the usual way. Should the farm-yard manure not be used, then
6 cwt. of Blood Manure may be used alone, put into the bottom
of the drill, and the sets on the top and earthed up.

FLAX.
This crop in olden time had the renown of being one of the

most exhausting crops which could be put into the land, and this
by chemical analysis has been found to arise from the large
quantity of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, magnesia, and the alkalies
taken up by the Flax plant, which renders it a highly exhausting
crop. The Blood Manure is carefully prepared, so as to meet
the wants of this crop, and with its aid Flax can no longer be
considered an exhauster of the soil. In using Blood Manure for
this crop, from 4 to 6 cwt. may be sowu broadcast, and harrowed
in before the seed is drilled.

OIIN WARNER and SONS,
Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly

HOPS.
It is well known to all Hop growers tiiat IIops require more

manure for their proper development than any other plant which
they cultivate; the constant withdrawing: of the Hops, year by
year, from the land necessitates the supply to the soil of a con-
siderable amount of both mineral and organic ingredients, and
the Blood Manure has been particularly prepared, with the object
of supplying the requirements of this important crop. It con-
tains all the constituents which the plant requires, both mineral
and organic, and will be found as cheap and efficacious as any
other manure now in use; from 10 to 12 cwt. per acre applied at two
different times well worked in between the alleys, will be found a
most useful application, or the manure may be put round each
hill and covered up with the soil.

Testimonials from the most eminent Agriculturists who have used the Ma:
may be had from the local Agents. The following may be taken as a sample

:

Norfolk Farms, Windsor, February 20th, 1855.
Gentlemen,—In answer to yonr inquiry respecting the results

of Nitro-phosphate used on the Royal Farms, Windsor Great
Park, I have great pleasure in stating, that after applying it to
a field of Swedes, which gained the cup at the Royal East Berks
Agricultural Show, I have no hesitation in pronouncing it an
excellent manure, and intend using it to a greater extent during
the present season.

I am, gentlemen, your obedient servant,
James B&ebxer.

Mr. Bevjamin Goultok, Gedney Marsh, Long Sutton, Lincoln-
shire.—" I drilled your manure at the rate of 2J cwt. per acre
along with the Wheat over 30 acres, and although the field is

the poorest land I have on my farm, the crop ranked amongst
the best I have. I do not know how I can recommend it better
than by saying I shall use it much more extensively this season."

.Park Farm, Woburn, Bedfordshire, Jan. ISth, 1854.
Gentlemen,—In reply to your inquiry respecting the Nitro-

;
phosphate supplied to his Grace the Duke of Bedford in 1853, I
beg to inform you I applied it all for Swedes, and in every in-
stance was very successful, particularly so on a field of 30 acres,
where I put on 2 cwt. of it per acre, with a light dressing of
farm-yard manure, which has produced the finest crop of Swedes

j

I ever grew. I with great confidence recommend this valuable
manure to the notice of the agriculfciral community.—I am,
gentlemen, yours very truly, g. W. Baker.

PRICE, DELIVERED AT ANY WHARF OR RAILWAY STATION IN LONDON
Corn and Grass Manure, £7 10s. per Ton.

Turnip Manure, £6 10s. per Ton.

Flax and Hop Manure, £8 10s. per Ton.

The Company beg to caution the public
this Manure, have professed to make one f

*Hf is marked « ODAMS' PATENT BL

commended,for

durability and
low price, viz.,

21 19s., to hold
10 gallons.

Larger sizes
in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals., 24
pais, & 35 gals.
May be obtain-
ed of any Iron-
monger or
Plumber in
town or coun-
try, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, as also Machinery of all kinds
for raising Water from any depth to any height by Steam,
Horse, or Manual Power, Prices Kent on application. Syringes
of various constructions and sizes from 9s. upwards. Metallic
String from M. to I s. 3d. per lb.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES. ETC.
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, South wark (late
*J • Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns
of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to

supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,

&c, at the Manufactory as above.

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out of
ground, 5 bars 4$. 9d. each.

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet out
of ground, 5 bars ... 5*. 3d. e*ch.

HJ. MORTON and Co., Galvanised Iroa Works,
• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANISED IRON ROOFING, for Farm Buildings and
other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest rooting in use.

GALANISED SPOUTING, at from 1QJ& per yard, for Farm
buildings, houses, &c—Never requires painting'.

PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest and
neatest fence in use. Upwards of 600 miles of this fencing fixed by
us in the last S years. For illustrated price list apply at the Works,
GALVANISED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.—

Galvanised, 24 inch wide,.

2-inch mesh, 6<J., 8d- and 11J.

per vard.
Galvanised, 24 inch wiSe,

3-inch mesh, 4d., did., and
7{d. per yard.

The Netting made any
width, and with openings of

any size.

GALVANISED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS
for DRY and WET FOOD.—Galvanised Chain Camp Stools

and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat,

6*.6cf. to 125. 6d. each.—Galvanised Pronged Dahlia Rods and
Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdles,
Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-
vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea-

sure Grounds, &c, from 10£d. per yard.

For Illustrated Price Lists apply to IIexby J. Morton & Co.

2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

BY
ROYAL

L ETTE RS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY*
HELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street. London.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from
2d.; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from ikd.
per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,
under 10 by 8, IS*. 6d. ; above, 16a. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases, 34s. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLAS3 from Is. 6d. per
foot. TILES and SLATES from Gd. each. MILK PANS,
21s. per dozen. H ELY'S HAND CHURN, 5s. 6d.; WARING-'

3

BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium. 10s. each.—Catalogues free.
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TAMES PHILLIPS and CO., 116, Bisho rsgate

<J Street Without, beg respectfully to submit their prices of—

PROPAGATING GLASSES.
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CUCUMBER TUBES.
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AQUARIA.
With French polished Stands, 10.?. each.

Vase-shaped ditto with Glass Pedestal, 25$. each.

Glass Tanks, warranted perfectly watertight, 36 inches

long by 18 inches deep, 31. each. Intermediate sizes at

various prices.

GLASS FERN SHADES AND STANDS.
d.s.

6 inch diameter, each
7 n tt tt

18 it tt ti

9
tt tt tt

10 tt tt tt

11
tt tt tt

* - *

* - t
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8
10

12

17

22

d.

6

r Fern Cases with Ferns complete, suitable for the Drawing-

room , from 25*. each

.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation, from Is. Gd. per foot.

Glass Tiles and Slates.

Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen ; Propagating and Bee Glasses,

Cncumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,

Wasp Traps, Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments, Fern Shades, and every article in the trade.

116, Bishopsgate Street Without.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES. ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :
—

SHEET GLASS, Packed in Boxes containing 100 Feet.

6 by 4, and 6£ by 4± ... 12s. 8 by 6, and 8\ by 6$ ... 13.*. Gd.

7 by 5, and 7J by 5A ... 13s. 9 by 7, and 10 by 8 ... 13s. 6d.

At 14«. per 100 Feet
12 by 9, 13 by 9, 14 by 9, 15 by 9, 16 by 9.

12 by 10, 13 by 10, 14 by 10, 15 by 10, 16 by 10.

12 by 11, 13 by 11, 14 by 11, 15 by 11, 16 by 11, 17 by 11, 18 by 11.

At 16*. per 100 Feet.
13 by 12, 14 by 12, 15 by 12, 16 by 12.

At 18s. per 100 Feet.

17 by 12, 18 by 12, 19 by 12, 20 by 12, 14 by 13, 15 by 13, 16 by 13,

17 b'v 13, 18 by 13, 19 by 13, 20 by 13, 20 by 15.

LARGER SIZES, not exceeding 40 Inches Long.
16 oz. from 2d. to 3Ad,21 oz. from 3d. to 6d., 26 oz. from Gd. to7ie?.,

per foot superficial, according to size and quantity.

SIXTEEN OUNCE SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD
HOUSES, the same quality as we supply to Mr. Rivers, and
of various dimensions, always on hand, at 18s. per 100 feet.

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS.
HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-ounce, packed in Crates

of 300 feet, 2$d. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, 3 id.

Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet 34s., 38s., 40s., and
42s. per case.

Fern Cases with Ferns complete suitable for the Drawing-
room, from 25s. each.
Aquariums with French polished stands, from 10s. each. Vase

shaped ditto, on Glass stand, 25s.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation, from ls.6d. per foot.

Glass Tiles and Slates.

Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen ; Propagating and Bee Glasses,

-Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps, Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments, Fern Shades, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street
Without, London.

RITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.— Sizes from 7 by 5 to 9 by 7 at

11$. Gd. per 100 foot box; 9$ by 7A and 10 by 8, at 12s. 6d. per

box, in 21 oz. Is. per box extra ; larger sizes up to 22 by 14, 15 oz.,

at 16*.; and 2i oz., 25s. per 100 feet. B oces charged 2s. each,

and returnable at the same price if delivered free. Crystal

"White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent
Hough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead, Oils,

Turpentine, Colours, &c—G. Farjiiloe & Sox, US, St. John
Street. West Smithfield, London.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

per square foot, for the usual sizes required, manv thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediatedelivery.
Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

ATENT ROUGH PLATE.THICK CROWN GLASS.GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to Jamks Hktxey & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

Gardener?' (JhrnnirJe first Saturdav in each month.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

HPHOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during: the

1 winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the

gravel ofwhich the path is at present made from the 1 am which

is mixed with it, and to every part of cl^an gravel add one of sharp

river sand. T » five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the writer. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the

spado, and In 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation

cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the

severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to jtfve a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE SIIHUS, FARM YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. WniTE & Brothers,

Mil hank Street, Westminster.

010° MILNEU'S HOLDFAST AND ITRE.
&±& RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapor-
ising), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patents

of 1840-51-54 and 1855, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid

Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest,
BEST, and CHEAPEST SAFEGUARDS EXTANT.
Milner's Phoenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-

plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lord

Street, Liverpool. London Depdt, 47a, Moorgate Street, City.

Circulars free hv post.

ETCALFE and CO.'S NEW PATTERN TOOTH
BRUSH, PENETRATING HAIR BRUSHES, AND

SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth Brush performs the highly-

important office of searching thoroughly into the divisions and

cleansing in the most extraordinary manner—hairs never come
loose. Peculiarly penetrating Hair Brushes, with durable un-

bleached Russian bristles, which will not soften like common
hair, and immense stock of genuine unbleached Smyrna Sponge,

with every description of British and Foreign Perfumery, at

Metcalfe, Bingley, & Co.'s only Establishment, 130 b and 131,

Oxford Street, second and third doors west from Hnlles Street.

Caution-.—Beware of the word "from" Metcalfe's, adopted by

some houses. Metcalfe's Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box.

N -In consequence of the great variety
abels of A. ROWLAND & SONS' M.\-

VICTORIA NEEDLES.— A Morocco Leather
PURSE, containing 100 of the finest quality Cast-steel

NEEDLES, assorted, of the most useful sizes, and a Steel

BODKIN, forwarded free by post, on receipt of 12 postage stamp
Apply to IfAPPLEBECK & Low K. Birmingham.

EW LABEL.-
of Counterfeit L

CASS A R OIL, now in circulation, and which so nearly resemble

the original as frequently to deceive the unwary—they have em-
ployed those eminent artists Messrs. Perkins, Bacon, & Co.,

who, at a great cost, and by a peculiar process of their own, have

succeeded in producing from steel "ANEW LABEL/' which

cannot be forged. It is composed of a section of an enpine-

turned circle, repeated 130 times, and forms an original Uce-

work ground, upon which is engraved in white letters, " ROW-
LANDS' MACASSAR OIL for the growth, restoration, and

for beautifying the Human Hair." Under which is the Signature

of the proprietors in red Ink, " A ROWLAND & SONS,"-Sold

at 20, Hatton Garden, London: and by Chemists and Perfumers.

This day is published, price 55.,

OLIA ORCHIDACEA. Parts VI. and VII., com-

pleting the First Volume, containing Oncidium, Calanfhe,

Limatodis, and Geodorum.
J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

M

P

FOREIGN AMD ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE'
87, BianoPSOATE Street, "Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same an supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading

men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in . 1
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7| tt H f 6 Jt
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11
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12* ,0d.
12 6
13
13 6
13 6
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
16
16
16

50 hy 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13. 21± by 13*, 16*. by 14$, 20 by 14,

by 14, 20 by 15, at 18a. per 1<X) ieet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot
Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2$ „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3*. „

HARTLEY'S Raugh Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking
nd Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,

.S Horticultural List.

.Milled Sheer, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had oa application.

Established more than 100 years.

F

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5s. Gd.URAL CHEMISTR
By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.R

Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London,

Lecturer on Chemistry'in the Hon. E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary

at Addiscombp,&c.
f
&c.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

FOR THE BENEFIT OF SUFFERING
HUMANITY.—A rftired gentleman having cured himself

of Deafness, Defect of Bight) and General Debility, after suffering

upwards of 25 years, thinks it is his duty to mike the remedy
known for the benefit of the afflicted; he will therefore forward

the particulars for the cure of the same on receipt of a stamped

euvelope properly directed.— Address. Rev. J. Johnstone, 1,

Park Terrace. Heavitrefr, Exeter, Devonshire,

EBIL1TY and NERVOUSNESS. — Encourage-

ment to those in despair, and suffering from debility,

spermatorrhoea, relaxation, nervousness, and exhaustion of the

system, Advice and prescriptions, with a treatise on these dis-

eases, for a successful course of self-treatment, by which a per-

manent cure of the most protracted case is effected, sent post free

upon receipt of 14 postage stamps, by E. J. Roberts (late Army
Surgeon), U 9

North Terrace, Moor Edge, Newcustle-on-Tyne .

HAMPTON'S FILL OF HEALTH.—The mani-

fold advantages to the heads of families from the possession

of a medicine of known efficacy, that maybe resorted to with

confidence, and used with success in cases of temporary sickness,

occurring in families more or less every day, are so obvious to

all, that no question can be raised ot its importance to every

housekeeper in the kingdom. For females these Pills are truly

excellent, removing all obstructions, the distressing headache so

very prevalent with the sex, depression of spirits, dullness of

sight, nervous affections, blotches, pimples, and sallownessof the

skin, and produce a healthy complexion.—Sold by Prout and
Harsant, 229, Strand, London; and ail Vendors of Medicine.

Price 1*. Hd. nnd 2* 9d. per box.

LAiU'S GOUT AND RHEUMATIC PILLS.
—This preparation is one of the benefits which the science

of modern chemistry has conferred upon mankind; for during the

first twenty years of the present century to speak of a cure for the

Gout was considered a romance ; but now the efficacy and safety

of this medicine is so fully demonstrated, by unsolicited testi-

monials from persons in every rank of life, that public opinion

proclaims this as one of the most important discoveries of the

present age.— Sold by Prout and Harsant, 229, Strand, London;
and all Medicine Vendors. Price Is. lArf. and 25. 9rf. per box.

A R R ' S LIFE P~l L L S
immediately eradicate any vicious, acrid, or dangerous

matter which may have accumulated in the system, and the

moment the tone of the stomach is restored, the patient finds new
life and vigour, the appetite comes back again, and, with a little

perseverance, even the oldest man discovers that he has the

chance of living a little longer.
*»• ASK FOR PARR'S LIFE PILLS.

Sold by E. Kdwards, 67, St. Paul's Churchyard; Barclay &
Soxs,9f>, Farringdon Street; Sutton & Co., 10, Bow Churchyard ;

H&nnay & Co., 63, and Sangar, 150, Oxford Street, London; and

by all respectable Chemists and Medicine Vendors in town and
country. In boxes, price l.i. Ud., 2s. 9d., and in family packets,

lis. each. Directions with each box^

OLLOWAY'S OINTMENT AND PILLS
SURPASS ALL OTHER REMEDIES FOR TilE

CURE OF BAD LEGS.— Mr. James Heslop, "Weaver, of

Galashiels, suffered severely from a Sore Leg, and notwithstan<l-

ing he tried everything that medical skill could devise, yet all

was to no purpose—no cure was effected until he made use of

IIofxoway's Ointment and Fills. These invaluable medicines

soon had the desired effect, tor in a few weeks his leg was completely

healed, |and he wishes publicity given to the (act that others

Blight derive the same benefit.—Sold by all Medicine vendors
throughout the world; at Pivfessor Hot.loway's Establish-

ments, 244, Strand, London, aud SO, Maiden Lane, New
York; by A. StaJIPA, Constantinople; A. Guidicy, Smyrna;
and_E. MuiB, Malta.

VALUABLE REMEDIES FOR THE AFFLICTED.

DR. ROBERTS'S CELEBKATED OINTMENT,
called the POOR MAN'S FRIEND, is confidently recom-

mended to the Public as an unfailing remedy for wounds of every
description, a certain cure for Ulcerated sore legs, if of twenty
years' standing; Cuts, Burns, Scalds, Bruises, Chilblains. Scor-

butic Eruptions and Pimples on the Face, Sore and Inflamed
eyes, Sore Heads, Sore Breasts, Piles, Fistula, and Cancerons
Humours. &c. Sold in pots, at If. l*d. and 2*. 9d. each. Also his

PILULE ANT ISCROPHULjE, confirmed hy more than forty

years' experience to be, without exception, one of the best

alterative medicines ever compounded lor purifying the blood,

and assisting nature in all her operations. Hence they are used
in Scrofulas, Scorbutic Complaints, Glandular swellings, par-

ticularly those of the neck, &c. They form a mild and superior

Family Aperient, that may be taken at all times without con-

finement or change of diet. Sold in boxes, at la. l^d., 2s. 9d.,

As. 6d., lis. and 225. Sold Wholesale by the Proprietors, Beach
& Barnicott, at their dispensary, Bridport; by the Londonhouses.
Retail by all respectat.le Medicine Vendors in the United
Kingdom. Observe.—No Medicine sold under the above name
can possibly be genuine, unless "Beach & Barnicott, late Dr.
Roberts, Bridport," is engraved on the Government Stampaffixed

Grasses, avo, 45 coloured piaies, ciom x^.—dwf«« '

the Farm, 3 vols. Svo, plates, 11. 18s., 1844.—Loudon s 1

pa;dia of Agriculture, thick 8vo (pub. 21. 10s.), 18s.,

London's Gardening, thick Svo, 20s., 1835.—Miller s Ga

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED,
/ARNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY;
\J Their History and Management.

By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A.,

Rector of Intwood with Keswick.

Post-office orders to be made payable to James Matthxw3,

5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London.

rV*0 BE SOLD, by R. Davies, Temple Row, Bir-

1 mincham, a valuable Collection of Works on BOTANY,
GARDENING, ENTOMOLOGY, and GENERAL LITERA-

TURE ; ATLASES; the ORDNANCE and other MAP&, Ac:

being part of the Library of the late JOHN WILLMORE, Esq,

of Apsley, Edgbaston, near Birmingham. Most of the Books are

bound in morocco elegant, russia, or calf, and are equal to new.

Descriptive Catalogue per post on application to Mr. Daties,

and application for the Botanical Works may also be made to

Mr. Cole. PirehhVld Nursery, near Birmingham.
.

L^ARM kit's MAGAZINE, Irom Jan. 1838 to Oct.

F 1855, royal 8vo, 214 numbers ("pub. 211. 10*.), 21. 10s.-

Brown's Forester, 8vo (pub. 21s.), cloth 14s., 1851.—Sinclair s

Grasses, Svo, 45 coloured plates, cloth 12*.—Stephens Book of
' -- -~ 1844—Loudon's Lncyclo-

3s., 1835.-
Gardener*s

Dictionary" by Martyn, 4 vols., folio calf gilt, ll-*sz}f*;T.

A CATALOGUE of AGRICULTURAL and BOTANICAL
BOOKS, now ready, gratis.

London : John Petheram, 94, High Hoiporn.

"practicalMechanics' journal enlarged.

WITH Part XCVII of the PRACTICAL
VV MECHANICS' JOURNAL, Monthly Is., will commence

the Enlarged Series, consisting of 28 Illustrated Quarto Pages,

being an increase of four pages upon the original size. b&cQ

Part of this standard Work contains from two to three Quarto

Page Plates, engraved in unrivalled style from accurate drawings

under the supervision of the Editor, and from 50 to 70 >Vooa

Eneraving-5, illustrating the details of every Notable Invention

of the day. This addition to the size of the Work will enable

the Editor to render it still more valuable as a guide and Dook

of reference for the Inventor, Patentee, and Manufacturer, oy

devoting greater space to practical notes upon the varied inven-

tions of the time; and no important Patent will pass unrecorded

in its pagps. Yearly Vols., I to VIII., 14s. each, are now com-

pleted. They contain nearly 300 pages of Plate Engravings, ana

4000 Wood Engravings, forming an unequalled collection oj

the Mechanical, Engineering, and Scientific information oi

the day. __—
PRACTICAL WORK ON THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Price Is. (or free for 14 stamps). Cloth limp.
.KITCH BN GARDEN. By E. S. Delamer. Being

Plain Practical Advice on the Culture in the open Grouna

of Roots, Vegetables. Herbs, and Fruits, with a Calendar o»

Kitchen Garden operations.

Also uniform, price Is. each,

Angling, and where to go.

Poultry Yard. By Miss Watts.
Horse. By Youatt and Cecil

Small Farms! By Martin Doyle.

FJax and Hemp. By L. »•

Delamer.
Cage and Singing Birds.

The new volume (price Is.), just ready, will be

THE FLOWER GARDEN. By E. S. VtL***!Lt
Jo..

Farnnsdonjstreet^

atioDS, price 5s.,

London: George Routledge & Co.,

Just published, cr-.wn Svo, cloth, with llluMratioiiN y l,!7 ' e

"^AIRY FARMING: the Rearing and Feeding oi

Dairy Stock, and the Management of their Produce. /D
RURIGOLA. _, „i ot1

London: L . Reeve, Henrietta Street,
CoventGaraen.

Now ready, price One Shilling,

THE DRAINAGE OF LONDON : A tetter w
I the Metropolitan Board of Works on the Value ° ^ns of

the most economical mode of disposing of it, and tn* ™,y ^v.
effecting its application to Agricultural purposes, uv

•

f

Pocock, B.A, F.R.I B A., elected Member of the Boara

Works for the Westminster District.

London : James Ridgway, Piccadill;

LA ND DRAINAGE. r
R.BAILEY DENTON, Engineer to «* h^
eral Land Drainage Company, offers the follow*"» -*>

tbe
lications, which may be had bv post (stamps b*-ing sentwi

order) of W. P. Metchim, 20, Parliament Street. Loudon.

1. LAND DRAINAGE AND DRAINAGE Sys-

tems. Second issue (1855), price 35.
Anrirultoral

"The best practical treatise we have yet seen. Agr".»

Gazette—"A. very able treatise." Marie Lane Express.

2. TABLES OF COST OF LABOUR AND MA-

TERIALS. Price Is. Gd. For the Pocket.

3. RELIEF OR SURFACE MODELLING, as &jV

gestive of Drainage and the Profitable Use of Drainage wim •

Second Edition (1850), pi ice 3s. Gd. Medals R. A S.JS, «*«»

M

Exhibition, 1861, were awarded for this method of Modelling-

GENERAL DRAINAGE AND THE WggJJr
BUTION OF WATERS. A Paper reprinted from the v>

minster Review " (1842). Price 2s. Gd.

Also, THE DRMNER'S A LEVEL FOR
USE OF WORKMEN. Price 32a.

Mr. Bailey Denton's engagements do not preclude hirnn^

THE

o each Dackaee.
i

Des
to be

ignincor Superintending the Drainage of Estates on «i

e ascsrtyluttd of him.at No. 52, Parliament Street. London-

*
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* ** ACAULAY'S ENGLAND
ILLUSTRATED BY

Original Documents, Ballads, Broadsides, Proclamations, &c, m
NOTES AND

OF
QUERIES *

SATURDAY, 12th January, 1856. Price_4d., Stamped 5d.

CONTENTS:— Burnet's Unpublished History—Ballad on Battle of Benrhv Ho»«i -\fa?™. i»«......y. a..*„v i mu
Nine Worthies: a Satire-Execution of Sir T. Perkins-Piwlamation^ !A^^VtT*
Jeflreys-Sancroft's Commission for Consecrating Dr. Uick^UnK^^^'^^^^Z^ l^^ rIf^n James II.-The Savoy-Father Petre and Dr. Busby- Satire against Sherlock, <fcc.

^ec»aiation me l)e Witts-Lpigram

A Specimen sent for Five Postage Stamps.

C

BELL AND DALDEY, No. 186, FLEET STREET; AND BY ORDER OF ALL BOOKSELLERS AND NEWSMEN.

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S INTRODUCTION TO
J- BOTANY, 4th Edition, with Corrections and Additions,
now ready, in 2 vols. 8vo, with Six Copper Plates and numerous
Y\ ood Engravings. Price 24s. cloth.

London: Lokgman, Brow.v, Green, & Longmans.
Just published, fcap. 8vo, price 4.?. 6rf. cloth,

rpHE BRITISH YEAR-BOOK FOR THE
-L COUNTRY FOR 1856: being an Annual of Agriculture,
Horticulture, Floriculture, and Arboriculture. Edited by C.
M'Intosh, Esq., Author of u The Book of the Garden," &c.

;and T. Lindley Kemp, M.D., Author of "The Natural History
of Creation," &c.
"A very useful volume. It is a rich repertory of matters

Agricultural, Horticultural, Floricultnral and Arboricultural,
culled from the periodicals of last year, or written expressly for
the work. When two authors of such acknowledged ability as
Mr. M'Intosh and Dr. Kemp combine to produce a book, the
public is naturally inclined to measure it by a somewhat high
standard

; and we do not think the public will here be disap-
pointed."— Gardeners' Chronicle.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

A New Edition, with numerous Woodcuts, Plates, and an
engraved Field Book, in 8vo, price 12*. cloth,

AJESBIT'S PRACTICAL LAND SURVEYING,
-L^ for the Use of Schools and Private Students. Tenth Edition,
revised and enlarged. To which are added, Plane Trigonometry,
with its application to the Mensuration of Inaccessible Heights
and Distances; the Method of Surveying by the Theodolite,
including Railway Surveying; Railway Engineering, including
the Principles and Practice of Levelling, Parliamentary Plan
and Section, Methods of Laying-out Railway Curves, Cutting
and Embanking Railways, Contents of Cuttings by means of
General and Auxiliary Tables, Tunnelling, Viaducts, Super-
Elevation of exterior Rail in Curves. &c, by T. Baker, Land-
Surveyor and Civil Engineer.

London
: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Just published, in fcap. 8vo, price 2*. 6d. cloth,

A UDUBON THE NATURALIST IN THE NEW
J.X. WORLD: His Adventures and Discoveries. By Mrs.
Horace St. John.

London
: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.
THE TRAVELLER'S LIBRARY.

In 16mo, price 2s. 6d. cloth; or in Two Parts, price Is. each,
A NIMAL LIFE IN THE ALPS. Translated from** the German of F. Von Tschudi; and forming Vol. XLVII.

or Parts 96 and 97 of the " Traveller's Library."

.
London: Longman. Brown, Green, & Lqnqman3.

NEW EDITION OF
OWEN'S LECTURES ON INVERTEBRATA.

In 8vo, with 235 Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth,

T ECTURES ON THE COMPARATIVE ANA-
J-* TOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF THE INVERTEBRATE
ANIMALS, delivered at the Royal College of Surgeons. By
Richard Owen, F.R.S., Hunterian Professor to the College.
Second Edition, greatly enlarged.

Also, in 8vo, with Woodcuts, price 14s..

PROFESSOR OWEN'S LECTURES ON THE
COMPARATIVE ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF THEVERTEBRATE ANIMALS. Part I.-Fishes.

London; Longman, Brown
, Green, & Longmans.

Parts I , If., & HI., price Is. each, of THE
POPULAR HISTORY OF ENGLAND, by Charles
^7 i «f

I0HT
'
are now ready—Each Part contains: a beautiful

steel Hate, and the whole Work, beautifully printed in octavo

JSi«r
CO? p,flted in about 36 Parts, and illustrated with about

1000 Wood Engravings.
4
' A book for the parlour, the cottage, and the school room."—

Athenaum.
Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

Fully illustrated, price 2s. 6d.

"DRITISH FERNS (a plain and easy account of),
*~> wherein each species is described in words of common useBy the Rev. E. Bosanquet, M. A. The Illustrations onlv.
price 6d. -'

London : Robert Hardwick e. 26, Duke Street, Piccadilly.

LOWE'S FOR E I C N F E R NT
Now publishing, in Monthly Parts, royal 8vo, price Is., each con-

taining 4 Coloured Plates and numerous Wood Engravings
A NATURAL HISTORY OF FERNS, British

and Exotic. By E. J. Lowe, Esq, F.R.A.S., F.G.S., &c.
London: Groombridgb & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row.

PLAIN EDITION.
On the 31st of March, price Six Shillings,

'T'HE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN; containing
J- 48 plain plates and oloured frontispiece. Flexible boards.

John E. Sowe by, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

On e 31st of March,
T^ERN ALLIES: A Supplement to the Ferns of
J- Great Britain. Flexib e boards, 31 plates ; full coloured, 18s.

:

partly coloured, 9s.

John E. Sowerbt, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.
FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS, BTC,

Shortly will be ready,

DRITISH POISONOUS PLANTS. By C.Johnson,
* ' Esq. Flexible boards, crown Svo, with 28 illustrations
Full coloured, 7s.; plain, 5s.

John E. Sowbrby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth._ Just published, price 3d., No. I. of

A MANUAL op BRITISH BUTTERFLIES and£± MOTHS. By II. T. Stainton, Editor of " The Entomo-
logist's Annual."
This work will contain descriptions of all the British Species

with popular readable instructions where to fiud them and how
to know them, and will be illustrated with numerous woodcuts
To be completed in about Thirty Monthly Numbers. The first
four Parts will comprise the whole of the Butterflies !

London
; John Van Voorst, 1, Paternos'e^Row.

RENDLE'S FARM DIRECTORY FOR 1856S
Edited by

J. C. MORTON, Esq.,

Editor of the Agricultural Gazette and Cyclopedia of
Agriculture.

Illustrated with Engravings, price Is. 6d.
f

A CATECHISM OF PRACTICAL AGRICUL-
<Tf Tl HE. By IIknrv Stephens, F.R.S.E., Author of theH Book or the Farm."W illiam I'lu-rwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

Complete in Two Volumes,
PROFESSOR JOHNSTON'S

CHEMISTRY OF COMMON LIFE,
• ' -vr

A\lt

l!
n,imerous Engravings on Wood, price lis. 6d.

Air. Johnston s book is a book for the people : there is hardly
a tact or a principle that it would not be for the benefit of the
richest as well as the poorest to know."—Athenaum.

JllLLiAM Blackwood & Sons. Edinburgh and London.
Sixth Edition, fcap., price 6s. 6d.,

Q TABLE ECONOMY: a Treatise on the Manaw-^ ment of Horses in relation to Stabling, Grooming, Feeding,
Watering, and Working. By John Stewart, V.S.

Also by the same Author,
ADVICE TO PURCHASERS OF HORSES.x "*-

_, 18mo, with Plates, price 2s. Gd.
_\\illiam Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

A new and revised Edition, price 7s. 6d
rrHE ANGLER'S COMPANION to the RIVERS
^.*k

AN'D^?? IIS
,c°

F SC0TLAND. By Thomas Tod Stoddart.
>\ ith a I ishing Map of Scotland.

Willi aMjtL^K^^D&^o^g^dinburgh_and Loudon.
This day is published, in roval 4to, price 3s

,

'

ON THE ARRANGEMENT, CONSTRUCTION
AND FITTINGS OF SCHOOL-HOUSES. ByR.Scori

Burn, Engineer. Illustrated with Engravings.
William Blackwood & S ons, Edinburgh and London.

EMIGRANTS' GUIDES.\EW ZEALAND, by E. B. Fitton, a Landowner
-L ^ and late Resident in the Colony. Price As.

; per post free.

/CANADA, by William Hutton.m Price Is.: per
v.y post is. id.

r

TTNITED STATES, by a Practical Emigrant from^ North Britain. Price Is. 6d.; per post nineteen stamps.

AUSTRALIA, by John Capper.
post Is. Id.

London
: Edward Stanford, 6, Charing Cross, whose Cat-

alogue of Works on Emigration may be had on application, or
will be forwarded per post for one stamp.

Now ready, price 3s. 6U, bound in cloth,

F OIS WEEDON HUSBANDRY.
*-* By the Author of " A Word in Season to the Farmer."
" By this mode of Husbandry, compared with the ordinary

modes, the moiety of an acre yields more than the whole."
Jamhs Ridgway, Piccadilly, and all Booksellers.

Price Is. 6d., by post Is. 8d.,

HE KEYTHORPE SYSTEM OF LAND

Price Is. per

T

DR. ALFRED TAYLOR AND DR. OWEN REES.
New Edition, in Two Vols. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts price

SI. 13*cloth; or separately, Vol. I., 28s.; Vol. II., Part 0,21s
Part II., 24s.

PEREIRA'S ELEMENTS of MATERIA MEDICA
AND THERAPEUTICS. New Edition, edited by Alfred

S. Taylor, M.D., &c; and G. Owen Rees, M.D., &c.
*** In this work will be found a full account of all the Poisons

their symptoms, uses, and effects.
'

London : Longman, Brown, Green & Longmans.
MR. KESTEVEN'S

~

DOMESTIC PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.
In One Volume, square post 8vo, price 7s. 6d. cloth

A MANUAL OF THE DOMESTIC PRACTICE
f
1 Of MEDICINE. By W. B. Kesteven, Fellow of the

Royal College of Surgeons of England, &c
* Calculated to supply as far as possible the place of the medical

practitioner when his aid cannot be obtained, not in the quiet
household merely, but on the road, on the ocean, and in the
desert."—John Bull.

" At once the most sensible, simple, careful, and complete
Handbook of Domestic Medicine which we have ever met with.
It is a model for arrangement, and, as far as we have tested, of
accuracy."

—

Field.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.
CHEAP BOOKS.

SECOND- HAND COPIES of MACAULAY'S
ENGLAND. Vols. III. and IV., SYDNEY SMITH'S ME-

MOIRS, WESTWARD HO! and many other works of the past
and present season are now on sale at Mudie's Select Library.
Lists of prices for March may be obtained on application.
Charles Edward Mudik, 511, New Oxford Street, London;

and 76, Cross Street, Manchester.

CHEAP EDITION OF MARRYAT'S NOVELS^
rj.EORGE ROUTLEDGE and CO. have much
^-* pleasure in announcing that they have purchased the
Copyrights of CAPTAIN MARRYAT'S NOVELS—which
have enjoyed an unequalled reputation for many years—as the
truest pictures of sea life that have ever appeared.
The " Smollett of the present day, without his coarseness."

TV/TARRYAT'S (Captain) PETER SIMPLE.
J-TX Price Is. 6d. boards, will be ready on March 15th, and will
be followed, on the 15th of each month, by his other equally
celebrated works.
As a large demand is expected, to prevent delay orders should

be at once forwa.ded to all booksellers.
Xondon; George Routledge & Co., 2, Farringdoc Street.

RENDLE'S AGRICULTURAL PRICE
CURRENT and FARM DIRECTORY FOR

1856, is just published by Messrs. Simpkin & Mabshall,
4, Stationers' Court, London, and can be obtained
through them from any Bookseller in Town or Country,
or from the proprietors, Messrs. William E. Rendle
& Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth, price sixpence, or free
to all purchasers of seeds.

The present Edition is printed Octavo size, contains
128 PAGES op closelv printed matter, and will be found
to be far more complete and decidedly superior to any
of the former editions.
The following are the contents of the present Edition :—

THE PRICE CURRENT. Page
CABBAGES 24-25
CARROTS 23CEDRUS DEODARA '

... 32
CLOVERS 13
FORAGE CROPS 25
GARDEN DIRECTORY 8

PLANTS 30-31
GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS ... 4-8
GRAIN CROPS 27-28
GRASSES 9—12, 29-30
GUANO '... 34MANGELWURZEL 23-24
POTATOES 6,28SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME 36
TURNIPS 14-22

FARM DIRECTORY.

A^TLrTr?rIlATI0N °F GUAN0 82AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS 61ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS ... 92—107
APRIL WHEAT aa
BARLEY MANURE" Z '" £ g
CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS" Z '"37-45
CHINESE POTATO . J?
COVENANTS IN LEASES ~ ~ ~ '" 45
CROPS, CULTIVATION OF V>
EXHIBITION AT PARIS Z Z Z Z 76FARM ACCOUNTS

fi?FARM CAPITAL ... %flax crop : :;; z ::: ::: UGUANO. HISTORY OF 82
ON NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL MANURES... 110
OSAGE ORANGE 79
ROTATION OF CROPS 86SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME 89
TESTIMONIAL TO MR. LAWES 107
WATER DRILL ... 47WHEAT MANURE S4
ADVERTISEMENTS 110—128
Copies can be obtained from any Bookseller in town or

country; or from the Proprietors William E. Rendle & Co.,
Seed Merchants, Plymouth. I

DRAINAGE: its Principles, Efficiency, Economy, and
Opponents. By Joshua Trimmer, F.G.S. It saves from one-
third to one-half of the ordinary expense of draining.

" Read, not to contradict and to confute, nor to believe and take
for granted, but to weigh and consider."—Bacon.
_ London : Published by W. P. Metchim, 20, Parliament Street.

Just out, price 2a. 6d. free per post,O ORSE, FURZE, or WHIN : its Use, Abuse,vJ and Cultivation, or How to Keep Cattle at 3d. per day.
By L. Fenwick i>e Porquet, Esq., author of " Le Trevor,"
* French Dictionary," " How to Keep Horses," "How to Make
Bread at half the uraal price," &c.

Mary Wedlake & Co., 118, Fenchurch_Street^City.
Just published, price Threepence,

GARDENING FOR THE MANY : Being Monthly
Directions, step by step, for the cultivation of each crop ia

the Garden of the Amateur and Cottager. By Contributors to
The Cottage Gardener."

Ten Copies for distribution sent free by post for 2s. 6d.
London :

" Cottage Gardener " Office. 20, Paternoster Row.

A TREATISE on the ORIGIN, PROPAGATION,
and CULTIVATION of the STRAWBERRY. By Mr.

Richard Underhill, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Price la. May
be had from a Bookseller in every principal town in Great
Britain, as well as from the Author, through the post.
Agent for London : G. Cox, IS, King Street, Covent Garden.

TTTANTED to RENT, for a term of years, a FUR-
» * NISHED HOUSE, on a Moderate Scale, with a little

land, and good Partridge and Covert Shooting well preserved, in
any of the counties near London, or in Norfolk, Suffolk, or
Dorsetshire. The soil must be dry and Turnips grown abun-
dantly.—

M

r. Imeson, 23, Park Street, Grosvenor Square^

SNUG FARM, within 20 miles of London and two~of
a market town. About 40 Acres—7 Meadow. Good Land,

with comfortable House and Buildings. Rent moderate.—A. B.C.,
Refreshment^Rooms,:^CuUum Street, Fenchurch Street .

nPO'BE LET, PAWLETT HAMS, ne^r Bridge^
A water, in Lots, for GRAZING, from March 25th until
December 31st, 1856.— For particulars, apply to Mr. Henry-

Smith. Pawlett, Bridgewater. ^_____^__
TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS*!

'

THO BE SOLD, the LEASE of GROUND, near
A town, with Greenhouses, Pits, &c.,well stocked with Plants.
Rent 101. per annum,—Apply to Mrs. Sutherland, Florist,
Kilburn ; or to Mr. Goddard, 14, Great Portland Street, Caven-
dish Square. London.

SEED D R A W E R S

TO BE SOLD, an excellent Nest of SEED
DRAWERS, 10 feet by 4, containing 30 drawers 11 by

9 inches, and 10£ inches deep, and 45 drawers 8J by 7 inches and-
6i inches deep, all having solid mahogany fronts and lettered
with black on a gilt ground. Price 6L—Apply to Wood &
Ingram. Huntingdon.

Sales trg auction*

MR. J. WILLMER will Sell by Auction at the
Mart, Bartholomew Lane, City, on WEDNESDAY,

March 12th, at 12 o'clock, a choice collection of Carnations,
Picotees, Pinks, Roses, Dabiias, Lancashire Gooseberries,
American Plants, &c, &c—On view the morning of sale ; Cata-
logiies at the Mart , and of the Auctioneer, Sunbury. Middlesex.

_TO UtNTLEMcN, ivURSkKYM£iM. ANO OlHcKS.
VJESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
i-'-i instructed by Mr. Hally to Sell by Auction at the Mart,
Birtholomew Lane, on THURSDAY, March 13th, at 12 o'clock,
about 250 DOUBLE CAMELLIAS, from 1 to 5 feet, comprising
all the best kinds, well furnished with bloom buds; |also fine
Standard and Dwarf Roses, including Hybrids, Perpetuals,
N. .i-ertes, Chinas, &c ; choice American Plants, Camellia Stocks,
Cyt suis, Verbeuas, Fuchsias, Otaheite Oranges, Geraniums,
Lilioto lancifolium rubrum, album, Dahlias in dry roots, &c—
On view the morning of sale ; Catalogues had at the Mart, and
of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstoue, Essex.
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LIST OF

JOHN KERNAN
IN OFFERING TO HIS FRIENDS AND THE PUBLIC THK ANNEXED

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER
WHICH INCLUDES EVERY NOVELTY INTRODUCED UP TO THE PRESENT SEASON,

B|« TO ASSURE HIS CUSTOMERS THAT HE HAS SPARED NO TROUBLE IN SECURING EVERY ARTICLE AS GOOD AS IT COULD POSSIBLY BE PROCURED.

Iff

• • •

o
5
8 6
1

1

1

PEAS. Perqt.— s. d.

Harrison's Perfection,

white •

„ Glory, blue
Denyer's Prolific ...

Kaiiy Emperor ...

Shilling's Early Grotto ...

(Early and large, and a
fine late Pea.)

Bishop's new long-podded
Fairbeard's Champion of
England ...

Fairbeard's Surprise
British Queen
Knight's Dwarf, green and

tall

Scimitar ...

Woodford or Nonsuch
Victoria Marrow ...

Dwarf green Mammoth
Tall white do.

With all other varieties

worth cultivating.

BEANS.
Early Mazagan
Sword Longpod ...

JIangdown
Taylor's Windsor...
Johnson's Wonderful
Green Genoa
Dwarf French, of sorts

Scarlet Runners ...

Painted Lady do....

* *

• * •

• . »

» '

* * •

* • #

i

i

i

i

1

1

1

1

9

6
6

CRESS.
Water, per paper...
Mustard, per pint...

CELERY.
Coles's Superb Ked

„ White
Seymour's Superb White

„ Superb Red ..

New Rose, solid ...

New Giant
CUCUMBER. Per paper.

Crawshay's Ne Plus Ultra 1

t - •

Beet, fine London Red
,, Silver, or Seakale...

rer qt.

6
8
6
8
8
8

1

1

1

Per oz.

6
6
6

* •

9 t I

• **

• • #

m m t

»•*

• •*

* »

„ Whyte's black
Borecole,new heading, per

paper 6
red and white varie-

gated, for garnishing
dwarf curled, per oz.

Brussels Sprouts (foreign

seed, tine), per oz.

„ English do.

Kohl Kabi, per paper ...

V

i»

6
6

9
6
6

Savoy, green curled, per oz. 6

BROCCOLI. Peroz.
Mvatt's Early Purple Cape 1

• • * ...*

> * t

1

1
1

1

1

• . *

* » |

Miller's Dwarf
Chappell's Cream...
Dancer's Early White
Somner's Late White
Willcove White, late

Grange's Early White—
from the original raiser

Invisible White ,.,

Purple Sprouting ...

Walcheren ...

Imperial Winter ...

Dwarf Siberian
Purple Syrian

CABBACE.
Nonpareil ...

Shillings Qne*n .

Atkins Matchless
Enfield Market
Knight's Early Dwarf
Early York
Large York
Early Battersea
Couve Tronchuda, p. paper
Red Dutch
And all other kinds in cul-

tivation.

CARROT.
Early forcing Horn
Early Scarlet Horn
Long Orange
Fine Surrey
Altringham, per lb.

White,forAgriculture,p.lb.

Parsnip, Ilollow-crown,

per oz* *•* ••• •»•

* • 1

• * t

1

1
..10
..10
... 1

... 1

... 1

Per oz.

... 6

...

...

...

...

* * •

#• •

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Per oz.

6
4
3
3

1

1

3

• t •

- * I

• * •

CAULIFLOWER. Peroz.

• • •

Mercer's fine Pearly
London Particular

Large Asiatic
Walcheren...

PARSLEY. Per bush.
Plain, for sheep-walks and

• * t

i

i

i

i 6

early lambs
Extra curled, per oz.

CRESS..
Plain, per pint
'"urled

American, per oz....

14

* * •

• • ft

• • *

1

3

6

3

a. d.

... 6

... 6

Per oz.

... 6

• * •

6
6
6
6

t »

- ft

• ft •

•

• ft

o
o

Victory of Bath
Acme of Perfectiou
Syon House
Weedon's Free Bearer
Early Frame
Kerrison's ..

Walker' vS Rambler
Windsor Prize
Early Handglass
Early Ridge

MELONS.
Seymour's Golden Perfec-

LiOil • . t •»• ••

»

True Syon House
Suow'sIIybridGreen-flesh
Beechwood
And all the better sorts

. grown for this market.
ENDIVE.

New Imperial, per packet
Batavian, per oz. ... ...

Green curled
White curled

6
6
6
6
3
6
6
6
3
3

Mvatt's fine new Strawberries.

Asparagus plants, according to age, per 100, 2s. 6J. to 5*.

Seakale plants, according to age, per 100, 5-*.; do. for forcing, 10a.

Dulley's Early Scarlet Admirable Rhubarb, per root, Is.

Myatt's Victoria do. (the largest in cultivation), Is.

.Mushroom Spawn, per bushel, 5s.

Cornwell's Victoria Raspberry, per dozen, 2s. 6a.

All the fine new Raspberries, 2s. &i. to 3*. per dozen.

Seeds of all the new Strawberries, Raspberries, Gooseberries, and

Currants, per paper, 6d.; with Tree Seeds recommended to

Emigrants.
POTATOES.

Per bushel—.', d.

Soden's Early Oxford ...

Barnard's Earlv Frame
Shilling's Early Prolific

Kirke's True Ash-leaved
Kidney

Walnut-leaved Kidney...

8
8
8

8
8

Per bushel

—

s. d.

Ash-leaved Kidney
Fluke Kidneys ...

Forty-fold
Early Hen's Nest
Early Shaw
Prince Regent's

• * *

ft . ft

8
5
5
5
6
5

6
6
6
6

ft ft ft

6
6
6
6

Herbs, all the kinds, p.pkt. 6

LETTUCE. Peroz.
ft • ft

• ft ft

• I • • • ft

• ft ft

• * •

• - •

ft • ft

« 4 n

ft * *

• •

ft ft t

ft # ft

9 V

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Per oz.

... 6
..

...

...

,..

ft • ft

6
6
6
6

9

6
6
6

Bath Cos, black seeded
Brighton Cos
Imperial Cos
Victoria Cabbage...
Green Paris Cos ...

White Summer Cabbage
Fine London White Cos .

Paris Cos
Drumhead
Bath Cos and others

ONION.
James's Long Keeping
Fine White Spanish
Globe
Sttasbargh...
Deptford
Silver-skin
Tripoli
Blood red
Two-bladed, forpicklin

RADISH. Peroz.
New Scarlet Olive-shaped,

a dfliuious new variety
New Rose ...

Early frame, per pint

Long Scarlet

lied and White Turnip
Black Spanish, per oz,

SPINACH.
New Flanders, per pint
Round, or Summer
Lettuce-leaved (new)
New Zealand, per oz.

TURNIPS.
Early Snowball ...

Red American Stone
Teltow, for stewing
Early Dutch
Yellow Maltese ...

„ Stone
Early Snowball, per lb. ...

Early Dutch (earliest),

true imported

* • t

• •

» * *

• • •

1

1

1

3
3
6
6
6

3

• ft •

ft ft *

6

6
6
3...

Per oz.

... 3
,..

...

...

2

* - •

• * *

3
3
3

3
3

2

Vegetable Marrow, p. pkt. 3

Gourds, ornamental ... 6

„ cw't 6

AGRICULTURAL TURNIPS
Yellow Bullock per lb.— 1

Skirving's Swede...
Laing's ditto

Ashcroft ditto

Dale's Hybrid
Red Round ...

White Round
White Globe
Oxheart

• ft •

*

ft ft ft

• ft ft

Drumhead Cabbage
Thousand Headed

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

.. 1

Per lb.

..2 6

.. 1 6

t * »

• ft ft

• * ft

• ft ft

Furze, per lb. 2s. Broom, Is.

Coarse Grasses for Game Covers, 8s. per bushel.
Yellow Globe and Long Red Mangel Wurzel, per lbM Is.

"White Silesian or Sugar Beet, per lb., Is.

<!hevalier Barley; Hopetoun, Tartarian, Sandy, and other Oats.
Flax, from Riga seed, one year grown in this country.
A fine collection of all the best Permanent Grasses (hand picked),

separate or mixed. If mixed, per bushel, &?.

Sweet Vernal, the earliest and most suitable Grass for early
Lambs, 2$. per lb.

White, U, and Red Clover, 9d. : Lucerne, Is. ; and Trefoil, 6d.
Kohl Rabi, for Agriculture, per lb., 2*.

Italian Rye-grass. Spring and Winter Tares.
A few of the very finest Grasses for Lawns, per lb., Is. 6d.
24 papers of Hardy Annuals, 5*.

And many other most productive late kinds; also seed saved
from the beat varieties, 6d. per packet.

Garlic, per lb., 6d. Shallots, per lb., Sd.

Budding and Pruning Knives.

Russia Mats, 2s. each. Cuba Bass, per lb., 2s.

Buckwheat, Indian Com, Rape, Hemp, &c, for Aviaries.

The trade supplied on moderate terras with every article true to

its kind. Catalogues may be had on application.

FLOWER SEEDS.
Superb German and Prussian Stocks, 24 distinct varieties, for

exhibition, the collection, 85.

12 varieties of do., distinct in colours, 45.

12 autumn flowering do., in distinct colours, As.

A mixture of all the finest varieties of Ten-week, per paper, 6i.

12 varieties of Brompton Stocks, 4s.

A mixture of Brompron do., per packet, 6*i.

12 named varieties of Hollyhocks, 3s. [Shrubberies.

8 named varieties of Marvel of Peru, 2s. 6d., fine, for the front of

Per packet—.*, d.

# * f

# • t

1 * *

• • •

• * *

99

99

Abronia ilmbellata
Achimenes, seeds & bulbs
Ageratum albiflomm
Alstruemeria, of ports

Anagallis, of sorts

Amethystea cterulea
Anemone, fine mixed
Antirrhinum (all the new

kinds)
Argeraone grandiflora

Barclay ana
speciosa

Aquilegia glandulosa, fine

fragruns ... 1

fine mixed Ger-
man varieties

Asters, 12 distinct German
vars., in sealed packets 4

A mixture, including all

the colours of above ...

Asters, 12 distinct French
V * - irlft * # • ft * * • •

A mixture, including all

colours of above
Auricula, from fine named

flowers

„ alpine
Brachycome iboridifolia ..

„ alba, new ...

Balsams, 12 very fine dis-

tinct colours, all

double

„ mixture of above
Bartonia anrea
Blumenbachia insignis ...

Browallia, of sorts ...

Calceolaria,newsp.(annual)l
Calceolarias, from a collec-

tion of named shrubby
kinds ... ... ... 1

Calceolarias, from Herba-
ceous do 1

Calendrinia discolor ...

n grandiflora...

„ ilmbellata ...

Campanula pulcherriuia...

„ Lorei, blue ...

white...

6

6

G
C
3
6

3
3
3
3
6

6

4

6

Per packet.

—

s. d.

Convolvulus minor,striped 3
Clarv, white topped ...

CLIMBERS.
Coboea scandens
DaiHinpelis scaber
Lophospermum erubescensO

„ Ilendersoni

[fOasa aurantiaca
Maurandya Barclayana...

,, new scarlet ...

Trop*eolum peregrinum...
pentaphyllum
tricolorum
grandiflorum 1

trimaculatum
minor coccineum

11

6

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Iponuea rubra cwrulea
punctata ...

rosea ...

n

1

6
6
6

o
fi

3
6
6

Thunbergia alata
...

yy alba
aurantiaca
new yellow

« > *

• # *

* #

99 • • •

...

...

• ••

99 yy

t t (

. .

„ stricta

n sylvatica

„ grand is

Catananche bicolor

Ch*enostoma fastiuiata

Cistus guttatus, very dwf.
• • •

• • *

• • •

* «

• * •

1

Clintonia pulchella

ff elegans .

Cockscomb, dwarf scarlet

Cuphea, all the kinds
Cineraria, selected from

the latest new kinds
Commeiina alba ...

„ ooelestia

Carnation, from named
flowers 1

Clarktas, all the varieties

Coreopsis, new marbled ...

tinctoria

Drummondii
nigra (new)

Candytuft, new crimson
purple...

white ...

„ sweet-scented
Convolvulus major ... .,

minor

yy

y*

99

y9

• * •

• ft «

•••

« * «

• * «

3
3
6
3
3
3
3
3
6
3
6
6
6
3
6

6

3
3

3
6
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Collinsia grandiflora
bicolor
Bartsifflfolia

„ multicolor
Cowslip, fine mixed
Dahlia scabigern, dwf. lilac

„ fine mixed
Datura fastuosa, purple ...

„ „ white ...

,. ceraticanle ...

Delphinium or Larkspurs
Ditto, biennial and peren-

nial varieties
Digitalis or Foxglove ...

Dianthus, double white
Indian pink

double Indian
Cherii
Garnierianus
superbus nanus
imperialis,very

double ,,.

And others.
Didiscus cairuleus ...

Eucharidium grandiflonim
Eutoca viscida

Egg plant, white

„ purple
Eschscholtzia, 3 sorts ...

„ new, white
Erysimum Perofskianum
Fuchsia from named sorts

Gaillardia picta

Josephus, new
Kichardsoni ...

aristata

Gaura Lindemani
Globe Amaranthus, of sorts
Geum splendens
Geranium, from fine sorts 1

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

3
3
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

3

3

3

6

3
3
6
6

it

tr

ft # ft ft

• • .

do. new dark 3 Hibiscus, of sorts...

Gilia, of sorts

Grahamia aromatica
Gramnathes gentianoides
Godetia, all the new sorts
Heartsease, from first-rate

prize flowers
Hurnea elegans
Helichrysum macranfhum

„ bracteatum album
Heliotropium peruvianum

Voltaireanum
...

• * •

* • • ••>

6

3
3
3
3
3
6

3
6

6
6
3
3
6

3
6

3
6
6

3

6
6
6
3

6
6
3

3

« • 9

m •#

o

>»

>t

3

6
3
6
6
6
6
6
3
3
3
6
3

FLOW R
Per packet.

—

s. a.

Heliophila araboides
Helianthenium, Ro*k

Kj IS I li S lift ••» •••

Hollyhock, Chinese

„ fine mixed ...

Ipomoca coccinea ...

„ Burridgi ...

„ quamoclit
Ipomopsis elegans
lsotoma axillaris ...

Jacoboea, double crimson...

„ purple ...

new lilac ...

yellow
Kaulfussia ameloides ...

Handsome Ornamental
Grasses per paper, 6d.

Laikspurs, 12 distinct Per pkt.

German vars. 2 6
mixed dwarf
Rocket ...

Leptosiphon densiflores ...

androsaceus
luteum ...

Loasa aurantiaca
Limnanthes grandiflora ...

Douglasi ...

rosea ...

sulphnreaodo-
rata ...

Linum grandiflorum album

„ „ rubrum
Lobelia heterophylla major

SEEDS.

yy

99

99

99

yy

19

3
3
3
6
6
6
3
6

99

*9

9f

ramosus alba

,, rosea
gracilis alba
And others

Lotus Jacobaeus ...

„ nova sp. ...

Lupinus Hartwegi

• • *

- * »

a «

yy

99

99

99

It

« i *

roseus
• » *

• • •

• « •

• • •

• a •

ft # ft

• • ft
1

99

nanus
Cruikshanki
affinis

monogynia
Lychnis, of sorts ...

Malope grandiflora

Mallow, new zebra
Malva miniata
Madaria corymbosa
Marvel of Peru
Marigold, dwarf pigmy
French

Other varieties ...

Maurandya, new white
Mesembryanthemura tri-

color

Mignonette, new large,

per oz. ...

Mignonette, per oz.

Mimosa sensitiva
Mimulus, from 12 distinct

named varieties ...

„ moschatus
Martynia fragrans
Myosotis palustris (Forget-
me-not)

Nasturtiums, of all sorts

Nemesia floribunda ...

vesicolor, new ...

compacta, new ... 1

Nemophila insignis major

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
3

6
3
6
3
3
3
6
3
3
3
3
G
3

6
3

6

99

99

99

99

99

• ««

• •

. •

*J

insignis alba
discoidalis

maculata
aurita alba
striata

Nierembergia splendens
violacea ..

,, fine mixed
Nolana atriplicifolia

„ paradoxa ...

,,
grandiflora alba...

Nycterinia selaginoides...

„ capensis ...

GSnothera Drummondi ...

macrocarpa ...

« •

>»

And others...

6
6
6

6
3
6

6
3
6
6

3
6
3
3
6
6

6
3
6
3
3
6
6
6
6
6
3

Per packet—.?, d.

Papaver marcel I i o
„ nudicaulis ... o

Poppy, carnation, mixed
Peas, sweet, all the colours,

tt

>»

ft **

4H

ft 1.

• * 9

ft .

ft «•

1

separate or mixed
Pentstemon, of sorts

Perilla nankinensis
Phlox Drummondi

„ white
Leopoldi(new)
new, scarlet

oculata
perennial mixed

Picotee,from named flowers 1

Platystnmon caiifornicus

Potentilla
Polyanthus, fine mixed
Portulacca splendens

Thellusoni
grandiflora
striata alba
Gilliesi

yellow

sinensis (white
fringed)

lilac

m
99

ff

w
Primula

ft t *

* * *

• 1

1

a

ft t *

99

99

• • . *. *

large crimson

A

cortusoides
rubrn striata

Rhodanthe Manglesi

Salpiglossis, new scarlet,

fine mixed...
new yellow...

1

1

1

2

1

...

. * *

Salvia Ramieiia
Salvia, of borts

Sanvitalia procumbens
Saponaria calabrica

„ ocymoides
„ multiflora

Schizanthus Hookeri
Grahaini

> i

. * •

. *

.

«
• •

...

a i

99

fl

99

99

99

retususalba
humilis
Priesti

veuustus
Walkeri,

« i #

ft 4 ft

" *

1

* 1 I

ft • •

ft
»

ft ft •

ft * -

Schizopetalon
very sweet

Spbrenogyne speciosa
Streptocarpus Rexi
Silene pendula alba

„ Schatta

„ compacta ...

Stock, white pyramidal ...

„ Buck's Intermediate,

16 out of 20 will

come double
Chapman's Scarlet

Ten-week ...

Shepherd's White ...

„ Purple ...

Sedum caaruleum, for rock-

work
Sultan, yellow

„ white and purple .

Tagetes signata

„ lucida
Thunbergia [see Climbers).
Tropa»olum (se-e Climbers).

3
3
3

3

6
6

6

6

6

6
6

3
3

6

6
6
6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

3

6

6

6

6

6

3

3
3

3

6

3
6

6

6

6

6

»

»

6

3

3

3

• • •

* ft

• * ft

ft « t

99

yy

t * •>

-

ft t *

1TropiBolura speciosura

Viscaria oculata ...

new dwarf
white

Violet, Russian (ever-

flowering

Verbena, a mixture of best

sorts

Wallflower, blood red ...

Double German
changeable ...

8 vars. of im-
ported German 2

Zinnia elegans coccinea ...

purpurea
aurea ... •••

mixed from 20 sepa-

rate varieties

99

it

ft

ft «

6

3

3

3

3

3

6

6

6

6

3

6

6

6

6
6

6

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs of all descriptions.

Cedrns Deodara, Cryptomeria japonica, Taxodium sempervirens,

25. 6d. to 105. 6d. each ; all the new Pinus.
Named Double Anemones and Ranunculuses; Gladiolus Brench-

leyensis and gandavensis; Tigridia pavonia and conchiflora,

with many other flowering Bulbs, and Herbaceous Plants, wlncu

may be planted out till the middle of May.
Carnations, Picotee^, and Pinks, per pair, from 15. to 35. &L
All the better named Heartsease from 6s. to 30s. per dozen.

Fine named Dahlias, per dozen, 125.

„ Chrysanthemums, new kinds, 125.

Standard Dwarf and Climbing Roses, I5. to 25. 6d. each.

Rivers' Miniatwre Fruit Garden, with directions for culture ana

root pruning, 25. Rivers' Orchard House. 25.

Rivers' new edition of the " Rose Amateur's Guide," 3s. 6rf.

Rivers' new Fruit Catalogue, 6d. [should distribute to cottager.

Paxton's" Cottage Calendar," 3d., which ladies and gentlemen

Collections of 24 Annuals, mixed, recommended by Dr. Lindley

as suitable for Shrubberies, 55. [on the most liberal terms.

Seeds for distribution by gentlemen to their tenants and cottagers.

Seeds selected and carefully packed for Australia, North ana

South America, India, and New Zealand, in the most secure

way to arrive safe at any of the above places.

Ladies and gentlemen relying upon the judgment and experience of John KXfcXAjr, instead oi

being supplied (as is often the case) with what is neither useful nor ornamental, may depend upon
having a election of the most useful and indispensable Vegetables to any amount named, by the
parties forwarding him their orders. The same economy will be observed in the choice of Flower
Seeds, J. K. feels it almost needless to observe that the liberality of discount will be with the
amount.
Old Meadow Turf, which will take a considerable time to decompose and char by the regular or

natural means, may be produced by the following simple and short process:— Place four bricks

raised two on two above 3 feet distance from four others similarly arranged, upon which place a

>heet of iron large enough to rest fully on the bricks. By making a fire under this simple machine,

and allowing your Turf to remain until charred it will, when bruised, make an excellent stimulant

for Annuals, Herbaceous and Pot Plants of all sorts. If the vermin of the season do not disturb

them, you will not require more than one plant in a hundred of those that come up. Be careful to

begin thinning when the plants are quite young. Do not sow delicate Annuals in the open b°™*£:

until the end of April, or (what is better) make two sowings, one in the middle of April, and in*

other the beginning of May. These will succeed each other until October.

SEEDS SELECTED AND CAREFULLY PACKED FOR ALL CLIMATES.
Pnn

,!rik
by

' <&"*". B *AD?™*, of No. 13, Upper Woburn Place, and Frederick Mvllktt Evaics. of No. 20, Qneen'a Road} West, both in t&e Parish of St. Patterns, and in the Cour.tr of Middlesex. Printe"';

r ,,«Tl «?** ,n
n . ? -

d 8tre*t * in the Precinct of Whitefhars, in the City of London; ami pnbiiahed by them at the Offic*, N».5, Upper Welliuzton street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the saia
county, wnere all Advertisements and Communications are to be Addressed to tbi Editor.—Satvrdat, MsrchS, \S5C.
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*t~, PL
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TTORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON,
±~*~ 21, Regent Street.—The next MEETING will be held on
r.
L7'8£

AY
L
March 18th

'
on which occasion the Quality of BritishOak limber will be a subject of inquiry. The chair will be

taken at 2 p m.-N.B. The Meeting will take place on this day
instead ot March 11, as formerly announced.

RENDLE'S FARM DIRECTORY, Edited by
J. C. Morton, E*q., is now ready, and can he

obtained from the Proprietors,
William E. Rkmplb & Qon Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

J
a WHEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED

• LIST for this Season is now ready, and may be
had gratis on application.

J. C. Whbeler & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
,

G louces ter.

VI ESSRS. J. and H. BROWN~hrfbrm the Nobility,
* Gentry, and Gardeners that their NEW CATALOGUE

of ORCHIDEA, STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
£08ES. GERANIUMS. FUCHSIAS, AMERICAN PLANTS
CONIFERS, FRUIT TREES, &c, can be had bv post.

Conservatories and Gardens furnished by Contract.
Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London.—March 15.

__ NEW DAHLIAS, ETC.
rjHARLES TURNER begs to state that hisV DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of New Dahlias, Gera-
niums, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Car-
nations, Pinks, Shrubby Calceolarias, Petunias, &c. &c, is now
ready, and contains many new varieties offered for the first time.
Sent post free on application.—Roval Nursery. Slough

.

rjEORGE SMITH'S NEW AND PRICED CAT-VJ ALOGUE is now ready, and wiff be sent free by post on
application. It contains Select Lists of Verbenas, Geraniums,
(of Show, Fancy, Variegated and Scarlet kinds), Dahlias, Holly-
hocks. Petunias, and Chrysanthemums.

Tollington_Nurseiy, Hornsey Road, Islington, London.

QENUINE NEW CLOVER%EED mayl obtain*!^ of thc ™<kr*igncd. Prices (according to marketand quantity required) will be forwarded on application.
__ Joint Suttok & Soss. Seed Growers, Reading. Berks.
QKIRVING'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP _
raised ?mm Zt*< 5* di

,

sposal a
, 2R 8U Perior Stock of Ihe **•.raised from selected and transplanted Bulbs, all growth of 1856

SLTSSSSSw K^!CSS thM W V" «* Also a fe^

For nri<? il
GEL

V
U3*£L * EED '

of fiue "elected stocks.-

R^hg^ K^. apply tQ Mn D
*
TAYLOB

'
N^hendeu Farm

MEW BRITISH FERN.
A8PLEKIUM RkFRACTUM (MoORE). FOR DeSCRIPTIOX AND PLATE

RP A £5 ?A*S
B PART °F " NATURE PRINTING."rAKKLK begs to offer the above new and distinct

r.^«J}T*
S
: r°

f which ,

l

e Possesses the entire stock. Plantsforwarded post free on application, at 10*. 6d. each
Paradise Nursery. Iloroscy Road^Hollowav.

HARDY

/-CRYSTAL PALACE FLOWER SHOWS.—It isV intended to have THREE FLOWER SHOWS durinir thp i r.^™^.. . ~ ,
————

coming fie , son, on the following davs:-l. SATURDAY May
|

[^HOMAS BARNES' CATALOGUE 18 now ready,

« WW.SriSH^P'tX nntl THURSDAY, 25th and 26th June; I
* and

,
m*7 b« ha^ on application, containing Descriptions and

«^iJ;?«
S
»

DA
K
YfT?VRSDAY» and FRIDAY, the 10th, llth

~
"

_

and 12th September. Schedules of the Prizes at the first Flowerhhow are now ready, and may be had on application to the
fcecretary. Particulars of the other Shows will be duly announced.

n.. * i i> , «£ <5dw!
G. Grove, Secretary.

Crystal Palace, loth March, 1S56.

JS
ATIOiNaL FLOKlCULiURAL SOCIETY,

21, Regent Street.

« uvfr.Tvtn
ff0rl°n THURSDAY, March 27th inst., for

S P,
Yi

!;

CiNTHS » 6 Pots of other Bulbs; 3 Plants of PRIMU-
LAft; 3 Blooms of CAMELLIAS. Three prizes to each. All
Biibjects intended for competition must be staged by 12 o'clock
after which time none can be received.

'

.
Nc-te.—If one or more Camellia Blooms be shown on the Plant

instead of in a cut state, such will not disqualify from competition.
Seedlings as heretofore.
On THURSDAY, April 24th, the subjects invited, and to which

£?™T,may brt awarded, are, 4 AURICULAS, 4 POLYAN-THUSES, 4 CINERARIAS. Three Prizes to each. Seedlings
as heretofore. Joilv Edwards.

*v,
Pa
o

f ^ IIL'
completing Vol. I. of the Society's Transactions, is in

the Press, and will, together with the Schedule of Prizes for 1856be published and distributed in a few days.
'

\\J I L L I A~M B A R~1T~A~T~T,
* v LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.
HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved

principles.V An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shrubs,
- fcyKRQBEKys, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorvs.

JOHN LAW, Curator of the Botanic Garden,
' Si.elheld, begs to inform the nobility and gentr . that he hashad the privilege from the Directors for the last eight years to

ARC HI TLCT. Plans and Estimates for Horticu' ural Gardens:
Asphalte tor Garden Walks and Carriage Roads '

id down on theDestjrn proved principles. Te rms on applicatin

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONIC
~

,
GLENDINNING has just received fresh Seeds

« from Mr. Fortune by the last Overland Mail, direct

£™i
(- lnn!l

> of this well-known Hardy Ornamental Treewhich will be sold in packets containing from 2000 to 3000 each'
1 ree, by post, at 10s. Gd. each. If three packets are ordered bythejrade^one^will be added.—Chiswick Nursery, London.

"PINE NEW ITALIAN RYE-GRASSTl^o^ted
„,. . direct from Italy.
Fine selected GRASSES for PERMANENT PASTURE 30sper acre. This will include a mixture of the true Cow Grass orPerennial Red Clover.
Fiue LA.WN GRASS, 1*. per lb.; 40 lbs. will be sufficient for«h acre. Delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheeler & So.v,
Nurserymen and Seed Growers, Gloucester.

WHEAT FOR LATE AND SPRING SOWING.
* * —Samples with prices of Talavera, Red Hybrid, Nursery.

April, and other kinds of Seed Wheat.will be sent free on anpii-
c ition to Mr. II. Rayn rird, Basingstoke.
rp'URNIP SEEDS.'—Mawhall'g, Skirting's, BmleTs",
A. Matsons Purple Top and other Swedes, Scotch and other
T iiruips, Mangel Wnrz»»l, and all kinds of Agricultural Seeds.
—Prices on application to Dawk, Cottrkll, & Ben-ham 3 Lau-
rence P>unjney_J^jne^nd^6

1JkfoOT
'

.
•

—

—j "" «« "" ayiuiiniiuu, cuuiaiuiuf; inscriptions anil
Prices of Dahlias, Fancy Dahlias, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Phloxes,
Hollyhocks. Chrysanthemums, Mimulus, Petunias, Roses, Daisies,
and Miscellaneous Plants for bedding, &c. &c.

D;yie Croft Nurseru>s. Stowmarket.

T. F. WINSTANLEY'S TRADE PRICED LIST
OF GARDEN SEEDS is now read v, and can be had on

application, 28. Market Place, Manchester.

28, Market
it his DE-

R

r piIE BEST EARLY PEAS OUT
-*- SEBASTOPOL and the NEW EARL* „ ywuClK .

more of these fine Peas may yet be had of the undersigned!
i

*•*»•—«««»«• »h#iu'/-ccmTRUE FLAT RED TRIPOLI and LISBON ONION may \ of thousands stilt remain, and can be had at the lowestbe had in any quantity of Dawe Cottrell, & Bexham (sue ' wholesale prices, on application to

' P F. WINSTANLEY, Seed Merchant, 2
1 • Place. Manchester, is now ready to send o= ^^~
SCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL, AND FLOWER SEEDS. Attached to this Cata-
logue is a Calendar of Seeds to be sown in each month ; also the
mode of cultivating the Dioscorea.

T1 F. WliNSTANLEY begs to inform his friends
• *- * thathis collections of NEW GARDEN SEEDS are now
ready, comprising all the most useful vegetable produce, from
1/. to 5?. The DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE contains the
details of each collection on page 11.

Seed Warehouse, 28, Market Place, Manchester.

Established 1805.
TO GENTLEMEN ENCAGED IN PLANTING

RARE AND HARDY CONIFERS, HARDYM ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS AND CLIMBERS, SELECTGREENHOUSE and IIAKDY PLANTS, NEW and CHOICE
FRUITS. &c. &c. Full particulars of the above are given in
Youell & Co.'s Advertisements which appeared on the 2d Feb.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

ASPARAGUS AND SEAKALE.
\7"OUELL and Co. having a large Stock of the above
J- growing on the Sea Coast, of the finest quality, beg to offer

it at the following prices:

—

Asparagus, Giant, 2 years old, per 100 2.?. 6d.
Ditto 3 years old, per 100 3s. 6d.

Seakale, per 100 6s. Qd. I

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.
j

NOTICE TO~GROWERS OF PiNE-APPLEST
RANTED, FOR THE LIVERPOOL MARKET,
v a quantity of good PINES, not under 21bs. each. For-

ward immediately.—Gkoroe Taylor, Jun., Fruit and Vegetable
Salesman, The Grand Stand, St. John's Market. Liverpool.

T>OSSOM'S " CHAMPION" CELERY has proved
f-* to be the best in cultivation for size, solidity, and crispness

;

it also withstands a greater degree of frost than any other variety.
To be had in sealed packets at Is. The Trade supplied.

T. F. Winstanlet, Seed Merchant, Manchester.

RASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURE,
FINEST LAWN GRASSES, TURNIPS, of sorts, and

other AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.- Lists of prices may be had
gratis ofWM. Barratt. Nurseries, Wakefield.

OEEDS FOR THE FARM can be~pr~o~cured inO any quantity and of the best possible description from
Messrs. William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

Established 1786.

-jVTEW CLOVER SEED, COW GRASS, AND
-L^ ALSIKE CLOVrER, new and genuine, without any
admixture of old or inferior seed, can be obtained from

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
uEaKaLE StED.

—

Several Bushels of home-grmenO Seed can be procured from William E. Rendle
& Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS.—Several hundreds

HEATHSWATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite

th*L ™?K 0r\t

°r

t
,

1,

?r t!« stock and firs'-rnte collection ofhese most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues may be

M&L£? ™ "Plication to Caterer & Godfrey? Knap HillNmvery, Woking. Surrey.

I OHN GKIGUATand CO., Nurseries, Forres, can

Apr p?pl7
,
,he Trade v,Uh fine one-year old SEEDLING

smrrfpTv ,

t m?x.lPars ' SEEDLING TRUE NATIVESCOTCH PINE PLANTS. PrirPs furnished on application.

W CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.OOD and INGRAM beg to offer fine showy
«or „«iH

an
vT
d var

!
etie

T
9
;
wel1 established in pots, from Is. to 1*. Qd.

per pair.—Nurseries. Huntingdon.Jlarah 15.

„ , BOX ED CINQ, "

R JAMES VEITCH, Jan., of the Exotie Nurserv,
•ii u i"^

ln w*nt
.

of a considerable quantity of BOX EDGING,
will be glad to receive offers, stating quantity and price per 100yards from such persons as have any to part with. It must bedwarf'uA good, and warranted to plant at least 3 yards for 1.The terms to include its delivery free into a railwav truck atthe nearest station.— March 15.

*

M

cessnrs to Frederick Warner), 3, Laurence Pountney Lane and
26- Moorgate Street. Loudon. Established 172 at 28, Cornhill.

^__ NOTICE.
rOHN C. SOMMERS, 1 59, Fenchurch Street, London,

f ' bega to inform his friends and the public that he continues to
twiy r»it commission, and not on bis own acconnt,from respectable
Growers and others, GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS
t"* t ™*7 *« depended upon for purity and correctness of stoqks.

• <5jiders from unknown correspondents must be accompanied
with a fciKker's reference.

t

William E. Rksdlk & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

cFOLK'S DEblAWCE RED CELERY.--The left
Celery of the season, of most excellent quality,

Is. per packet.

BOSTON NEW VEGETABLE MANURE—

4

new and valuable introduction from America, 2s. 6d.
per packet, can be obtained genuine from

William E. Ren-dle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

r-rr.x,
DWARF BOX -WOOD FOR EDGING!

~

RANTED 1000 to 2000 Nursery yards of snoiv
> DWARF BOX-WOOD fit for Immediate use. Please

"iJUVrv a
P
,?

Ce
£
e

'[
y
?
rd

^
e 'ivered at a railway etation.-SaiiuEL

r innfa & Co.. Gateshead Nursery. Newcastle-upon- Tyne.

TV ^^^LaJTuHEAP, a lar*e Quantity of exoel-
j^^Jejp^TURR-Apply to Wm. Cutbush & Soy. Highgate.
nPO_BK SOLD, very handsome large IRISH

,
YEWS, from 4 to 8 feet. Purchasers taking a largenumber will be liberally dealt with. Prices on app&oilio^TnoMASjACKSoy & Sok. Nurseries, Kingston . nearJ^vndnrK

OEFORE ORDERING YOUR SEED POTATOES,
PRTPFn nJH

f°£
N

k
IL

*

L
,
* d, CKSON'S DESCRIPTIVE

S *i o ,7 .

the be8t ,eftd,Qff varieties. 0bsebvk!-27,
Ba.h,btreet (facing the Talbot Hotel), Bristol; and Nursery
Grounds, Lawrence Hfll. *

N.B. A complete assortment of Kitchen Garden, Flower, andAgricultural Seeds. Priced Catalogues frne bv Post.

DOTATOES FOR PLANT I N G._
SUBREYCHaS and F

,

0n
J
Y-F?LI>... Per bush. 4,. 0<L

b\™EY CHAMPION, very hardy variety ...
' 3 6

Delivered free of charge to Loudon by rail.
Hart & Nicklik, Seedsmen. Ac., Guildford.

QUFFULK HtRO,. Early, Handsome, and Prolific
KJ Kidney Potato, may be taken from the open ground in
May. 3s. per peck, or 10s. 6d. per bushel, including bag, and
carnage free to London. Only a few for sale.—Thomas Wild,
Ipswich. .,

'

TTENRY STROUD, Junr., Dane Nurserv, Margate,-LA Kent, has a few bushels more SEED POTATOES left, as
advertised February 23d, which see for price and description; the
same ^an ha highly recommended for general culture.

kjUED POTATOES.—True AshJeaTKidney, Jack-^ son's do., Walnut-leaved do., Fluke (true), Lapstone,
Flourball. and all other first class varieties, to be had of T. F."

\\ in-sta.vle v. Seed Merchant. Manchester.

rpLUKfe; POTATOEST-A Large Quantity of the
J- celebrated FLUKE KIDNEY and TASKER'S SEED-
LING POTATOES to be disposed of, for Seed or Eating. Price
55. per bushel of 64 lbs., or 16a. for three bushels, sack included.—
A pply to Mr. I [ . P._J< >ses. Huleote Farm , Towceater.

TOHN HOLLAND begs to offer the FLUKEO KIDNEY POTATO (true), in any quantity, at 3*. per bushel
of 66 lbs.; 51. per ton; strong sacks to hold 5 bushels (2A cwt.)
Is. 9d. each.—Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton, near Manchester.

Hand R. STIRZAKER, Nurserymen, can
• supply a few tons of tlie true FLUKE POTATO, at

31. 10s. per ton for cash. Also Scotch Drumhead Cabbage plant*
fine, 10Z. per 100.000, or 2s. fri. per 1000. They havo still

Svcamore, Wych Elm, and Spruce Firs to offer transplanted
(tine) . Price on application.— Lancaster.

I^LUKB KID.NEY POTATOES, 5L per ton ; in
*- quantities less than 1 ton, 6s. per cwt; sacks, 1*. per cwt.
The above are grown expressly for Seed on newly broken up ola
turf land. All orders to be accompanied bv a remittance.

Hr-MPHREY Chamberlain-, Kempse'v, Worcester.

t^EED POTATOES.—The tollowin? sorts, from t*uB *rvk^ and healthy stocks, may be had as b«dow, namtfr —Kidney
Fiftyfold, Fluke, Lapstone, and Painted Lady. RuuHd rHEarlv Ov- '•

^'
ford, Early Frame, Early Cockney, Fortvfold, BHt»h Queen

-Prifcs
»FP ww....v,w. ^^^upu.c,!!,^,,^!, Aim com pr«M)«naive Lata-
lofftie of Flower and Vegetable Seeds forwarded^ receipt af
three penny stamps. A remittance with order f&ai -«nku<WHi
correspondents.— IIoopek & Co., Covent Garden Marked

a
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SPLENDID NEW RHUBAKB, SALT'S " CRIMSON
PERFECTION."

ROBERT SALT begs leave to inform the Gentry,
Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c, that this splendid variety of

Rhubarb is now ready for distribution; it is universally allowed

to be the most early, prolific, and delicious variety ever ofFered

to the public.

For further particulars refer to Gardeners' Chronicle, Dec. 8th,

1855. A few two-year-old roots, 5*. each. Price 3s. 6d. per root,

three for 105., and six for 11.

Orders addressed to Robert Salt, Longton, Staffordshire; or

the following agents, will have immediate attention : — Messrs.

Hubst & M'Mcllek, 6, Leadenhall Street, London; Messrs.
Burgess & Kent, Penkhull, Staffordshire; Messrs. Francis &
Arthur Duksux, 1« 6, Eastgate Street, Chester; Messrs.

James Dickson & Sons, 102, Eastgate Street, Chester; Mr.
Salsbury, Melbourn, Derbyshire. A liberal discount allowed to

the Trade. A Post Office order from unknown correspondents.
Longton, March 15.

BALSAMS.
Fand A.SMITH, Florists, Dulwich, Surrey, beg

• to offVr Seeds of their superb BALSAMS, in sealed

packets of six separate colours, 2s. 6d. each ; also mixed, at 25.

per packet. The colours are scarlet, crimson, white, blush,

scarlet flaked, crimson flaked, scarlet spotted white; also a small
quantity of purple and purple flake.

Copy of Minute. National Flnricultural Society, July 26, 1855.
u Balsams:—20 plants from F. and A. Smith, Dulwich. The

censors not having the power to award Certificates to this class

of plants (true Annuals, and therefore not considered Florists'

flowers), wish to express their unanimous opinion of the great

merit of the collection produced, which for variety, habit, colour,

size, doubleness, and general excellence, are the best that had
hitherto come under their notice."

Dr. Lindley, on inspection, said:

—

m They are fully equal, and in several particulars vastly
superior to Lhe best I have seen in Continental establishments."

Extract from the Report of the Meeting of the National Floricul-

tural Society, in the Gardeners' Chronicle, August 4th, 1855,
page 520.
" Several extremely well-grown plants of what are called

Camellia Balsams were furnished by Mr. Smith, of Dulwich, and
very handsome things they must be admitted to he ; among
them were blush, purple, and scarlet kinds, and scarlet mottled
with white; and when we state that many of the flowers
measured quite 2$ inches across, and 1 inch deep, some idea of
the kind of display they made may be conceived ; their only fault

was that they were scarcely sufficiently in bloom."

F. & A. Smith have appointed as Agents:

—

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road.
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Seedsmen, Covent Garden.
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, Berks.
Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery. Slough.
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, EdgewareRoad.
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Chelsea and Exeter.
Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, Surrey.
Messrs, Bass& Brown, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Messrs. W. E. Rendle & Co., Seedsmen, Plymouth.
Messrs. Dawes, Cottrell,& Co., Seedsmen, Moorgate Street, City.
Messrs.F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester.
Messrs, F. & A. Dickson & Co., 14, Corporation Street
Messrs. Brown & Austin, Glasgow. [Manchester.

C ELECT CULTIVATED GRASSES for PERM/T-^ NENT PASTURE, &c, on Sale by William E. Rendle &
Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth. For large quantities special
contracts may be made at reduced prices.

Extracted from "Rendle's Agricultural Price Current and Farm
Directory for 1856."

Our Mixed Grasses for Permanent Pasture, Ac, have
given the greatest satisfaction to all who have sown them.

They are selected according to the best Tables—and will

be sold at the loivest remunerative prices. Those who wish

to make their own selection can purchase all the kinds
separately.

MIXTURE for LAYING DOWN LAND to PERMA-
NENT PASTURE or MEADOW.—The kinds are most care-
fully saved, all noxious weeds being excluded. The selec-
tions will contain several species of Festucas, Loliums,
Poas, and Trifoliums, in such quantities as will best suit
the soil for which the selection is iijtended. We usually
send 2 bushels of light seed, and 12 lbs. of heavy seed per acre,
which will be sufficient for most soils. The large increasing
demand for Grasses for permanent pasture enables us to offer

them at the reduced price of from 24s. to 305. per acre, according
to the sorts required to suit the soil. (Gentlemen in giving their
orders are requested to state the quality of the soil, situa-
tion, &c.)

FOR LAYING DOWN PERMANENT LAWNS.—In Lawns,
or Ornamental Parks, it is generally desirable to have a predo-,
minance of fine Evergreen Grasses. All the coarser kinds will,

therefore, be entirely excluded, and the sward will at all times
present a luxuriant and handsome appearance. The prices of the
best Lawn Grass are 18s. per bushel, 2s. 6d. per gallon, or Is per lb.

FOR PERMANENT PASTURE and HAY in ORCHARDS
and other GROUNDS mugh OVERSHADED with TREES.—
We can supply a very excellent mixture of Grasses suitable for
the above purposes at 30s. per acre, comprising two bushels of
light seed and 12 lbs. of heavy.

FOR HEATHY or MOORY LANDS which have been
IMPROVED with a view to their PRODUCING BETTER
PASTURE.—We can offer an excellent mixture for Heathy or
Moory Lands, at 25s. per acre, with varieties which will thrive
best on such soils. When the order is sent it is desirable that it

should be stated whether the soil is of a moist peaty character, or
of a dry nature in a high altitude.

FOR LAYING DOWN SHALLOW UPLANDS and SHEEP
WALKS.—For this purpose we can offer a very excellent assort-
ment suitable for elevated situations, which we can render at 30s.
per acre, to produce excellent food for sheep.

FOR LANDS in PREPARATION for IRRIGATION, or
WATER MEADOWS— In this mixture we place those varieties
that, from their natural habits, will stand an excessive moisture.
Price 24s. per acre.

MIXTURE for RENOVATING OLD PASTURES, PARK
LAN I »S, &c.—We can supply an excellent selection for renovat-
ing Old Pastures, deficient of Clovers, and the finer Grasses, at
7s. ft/, per acre, comprising about 10 lbs. of seed, at 9rf. per lb.

This renovating mixture is very useful for such lands as do not
require to be laid down afresh, when the plant is thin, whether by
partial failure of seed, drought, or any other circumstances.
FINE GRASS SEED, for ORNAMENTAL PARKS,

PLEASUKE GROUNDS. &c, KEPT CONSTANTLY UNDER
THE SCYTHE.—Our selection of fine Lawn Grass Seeds has
always given the greatest satisfaction. We can point to onr own
Grounds as a remarkable instance of their superiority. In the
year 1850, our Gardens in the Union Road were completely altered,
the soil levelled, and laid down to fine Grass; the seeds were not
sown till the beginniug of June, and by the 30th of July following
a very superior sward was obtained.

All orders delivered carriage free, see Rendle's
" Agricultural Price Cuirent and Farm J>irectory for
A0*50.

Apply to Wh.E. Rendlk 6 Co, Seed Merchants, Plymouth,

Established 1805.
CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, AND PINKS.

YOUELL and CO.'S collection of the above de-
servedly favourites is probably the most expensive in the

Trade, and having for a seiies of years paid especial attention to

their cultivation, introducing the best of the newest varieties, they
are enabled to offer them at the following prices in fine strong
well-rooted plants.

CARNATION? AND PICOTEES.
12 pairs of fine kinds by name
12 „ extra fine „
Fine old Clove Carnations, per dozen pairs
Fine White „ „ „
The finest first-class show Pinks, by name, per dozen

pairs ... ... ... ... ... ... \)s. to

Finest mixed Border Carnations and Picotees, per
dozen pairs

Youell & Co., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

**# * *
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Established 1805.
CHOICE PLANTS, ETC.
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YOUELL and CO., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth,
Norfolk, beg respectfully to call attention to the following,

which they are now sending out in fine strong plants:—
AZALEA, varieties of Indica, comprising the newest and

choicest kinds, good bushy plants, in 48-sized pots, 155. p. doz.
CAMELLIAS, in choice new kinds, well adapted for making

fine flowering specimens next season, 2ls. per dozen.
CHOROZEMA, in 6 beautiful varieties, 9s.

EPACRIS, of finest varieties, bushy plants in 48
T

s, 12s. per dozen

;

smaller ditto, 9s.

ERICAS, of finest kinds, bushy plants in 48's, 12.9. per dozen.
(A List of these will he found in our Advertisement of Dec. 1.)

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in 50 best kinds, for 505.

SOLLYA LINEARIS, good plants, Is. 6d. each.

„ HETEROPH YLLA, 9s. per dozen.
STATICE SINUATA, 9s. per dozen.
EUGENIA UGNI, anew Myrtaceous of easy cultivation, pro-

ducing delicious fruit now being used for dessert, good
plants, 2s. 6d. earb.

LILIUM SPECIOSUM, good flowering bulbs, 2s. Gd. each.

„ LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM, 9s. per dozen.
« EXIMIUM, 9s. per dozen.

CLEMATIS SIEBOLDI, strong plants, Is. 6d. each.
AZUREA GRAND1FLORA, ls.6i.each.
HENDERSONI, Is. 6d. each.
MONTANA, Is. each.
FLA.MULA.9cl. each.

GLADIOLUS INSIGNIS, fine flowering bulbs, 6s. per dozen.
CARDINALIS „ 3s. „
BRENCHLEYENSIS, vivid scarlet, 2s. each.

GYNERIUM ARGE0TEUM, the New PAMPAS GRASS,
2s. 6d. each, or 24s. per dozen.

CINERARIAS, a choice collection of all the best kinds, Os.perdoz.
PHLOXES, a selection of ail the new and handsomest varieties

of this much admired flower, 9s. per dozen.
PHLOX, Countess of Home (Downie & Laird), fine strong plants

of this, the finest Phlox yet offered, 3s. 6d. each.
PANSIES, a fine collection of all the new and first-rate flowers

9s. per dozen.
PRIMROSES, per doz. :—Double Yellow, 4s. ; Double White, 4s.

;

Double Purple, 4s. 6d ; Double Crimson, in maroon, a fine

and scarce old plant, 12s. •

DELPHINIUM HENDERSONI, Is. Gd. each; Mooreanum,
6s. per dozen ; Barlowi, 6s. per dozen.

DEUTZIA GRACILIS, fine strong plants, 9s. per dozen.
LILY OF THE VALLEY, strong, 5s. per 100.

PPEONIES, a choice collection of 20 new varieties for 20s.
ROCKETS, double crimson (strong), 9s. per dozen; the old

double pure white ditto, 3s. per dozen.
STATICE MARITIMA ROSEA, and PSEUDO ARMERA.—
Strong plants of these two beautiful hardy herbaceous species,

producing throughout the year a profusion of deep lake coloured
flowers, 3s. per dozen.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, a very extensive and select collection

of the handsomest kinds, including those adapted for roctf-

work, 6s. per dozen.
DAISIES, 30 of the best new German varieties, by name, 4s.

per dozen.
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, of the handsomest of the large flower-

ing varieties, 9s. per dozen.
Do. ^ do., of Pompons, 9s. per dozen.

ASPARAGUS, Giant, 2 years, per 100
3 years „

extra strong, for forcing, per 100 .

RHUBARB, Myatt's Victoria per doz.
„ Linnaeus

Mitchell's Royal Albert
Hawke's Champagne, new & fine, 2s. each

SEAKALE, strong, 2 years, per 100

,, extra for forcing „ ..

All Orders of 21. and upwards are delivered Carriage Free to
London, Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to any Railway Station
within 150 miles of the Nursery.

KITCHEN GARDEN* SEEDS.
JOHN CATTELL begs to offer to the public a few

*-* choice SEEDS, which may be had free by post at the prices

* • *
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annexed :•

Beet, CattelFs dwarf purple-top
Brussels Sprouts, fine tall

„ „ dwarf
„ Imported

Scotch Kale, fine feathered, tall ...

, f
dwarf hardy curled

Couve Tronchuda
Broccoli, superior Walcheren

Cattell's superior new white
Dilcock's Bride ...

Eliettson's Emperor
fine dwarf Purple Sprouting

Cauliflower, fine early

„ „ dwarf Walcheren
Cabbage, CattelFs dwarf Barnes ...

„ Reliance (the best known)
Paragon

„ „ Green Colewort
Savoy, Cattell's dwarf green curled
Celery, Cattell's tall solid white

„ Cole's Crystal white

„ Lain^'s Mammoth Red
Cucumber, Kerry son's Prize

Manchester Prize
Sagg's Exhibition
Cattell's fine long black spine
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white
Endive, moss curled

„ Batavia small green
Lettuce, BUck Seeded Brown Bath Cos

Large London White Cos
Alphage Cos
Marseilles Cabbage

Leek, thick-le*ved Musselburgh
Melon, Bellegarde. Montreal,Trentham Hybrid, Sarepta,

Victory of Bath, Beechwood Per doz. seeds
Parsley, Cattell's Exquisite Curled]
Turnip, Improved Red American
Vegetable Marrow, white egg-shaped

„ Custard
A Post Office Order or Postage Stamps to accompany all orders

from unknown correspondents.
Nursery and Seed Establishment, "Weaterham, Kent.
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PLYMOUTH is one of the principal Seaports in th*
United Kingdom, and possesses one of the finest

harbours in the world.

Steamers and Clippers continually sail from thence to AustraliaNew Zealand, India, America, and all parts of the world so th*?
foreign orders can be shipped with promptness and dispatch.

There ate regular lines of Steamers running to London
Edinburgh, Hull, Liverpool, Co)k

9 Dublin, Bdfast. Glasi
gow

9 and all the principal Shipping Ports in the United
Kingdom every day in the week.

Plymouth is also connected by the South Devon Railway with
all the vast chains and links of the British Railways, and goods
can be sent as expeditiously and as cheaply as from Plymouth as
any town in England.

All Orders for Seeds cither for the Farm, the Kitchen
Garden, or Flower Garden, can be had from

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth
Established 1786.

SEED POTATOES
f C. WHEELER and SON offer the following
*J • SEED POTATOES:— 6

PRINCE OF WALES.—This is the earliest round white Potato
excellent for forcing, and for a general crop can be most highly
recommended. Per peck, 25. 6d.

;
per bushel, 95,

" I was highly delighted with the Prince of Wales Potatoes I
had from you last year; I consider them more mealy and better
flavoured than any other sort, and far more free from disease
planted in the same soil and in every way alike."—Mrs. Canning'
Portfields, Hereford.

'

" Your Prince of Wales Potato I obtained when first sent out,

and I beg to bear testimony to its good qualities. It is early,

excellent, and very prolific. On a plot of ground last year I am
sure that I raised at the rate of nearly 400 bushels per imperial
acre."—Rev R. O. Bromfield, Sprouston Manse, N. B.

J. C Wheeler and Soy beg to add that they have much
satisfaction in introducing this Potato into general notice—
they have sent it into nearly all parts of the Kingdom, and every-

where it is highly spoken of. It is so early that it escapes the

disease more than almost any other variety. It is a large

cropper, and the flavour is excellent; they can recommend it in

the strongest terms.
ALSTONE KIDNEY.—This is perfectly distinct from any other

Potato. It is an astonishing cropper, and the tubers are of

large size. It keeps well, and is good flavoured, and is

altogether an excellent and profitable variety. Per peck, 2$. 6d.

;

per bushel, 95.

The Rev. R. O. Bromfield, of Sprouston Manse, N. B., gives

the following report of the Alstone Kidneys which he had from
us.
—

" I had the Alstone Kidney planted in four rows of 10i yards
in length, the running length of all being 42 yards, and the

produce was three large heaped imperial bushels of Potatoes
besides a few small refuse. Not knowing the Potato previously
I had it planted in rows 2 feet apart, which was too close and
made the crop less than it would have been, for the outside row of

10£ yards yielded nearly a heaped bushel. It is at the rate of

close upon 520 bushels per acre. The produce is unusually large.

FLUKE.—This sort is now becoming well known. It is some-
what of a Kidney, but perfectly distinct from any other. As a

second early Potato it is without doubt the best, and will in a

short time find its way into every garden. 25. per peck.
ASHLEAF KIDNEY (true) an excellent sample. 25. 6d. per

peck, or 95. per bushel, delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers^

Gloucester.

T C. WHEELER and SON, Gloucester, beg to offer

O • the following FLOWER SEEDS, imported from one

of the best Growers in Germany, which they can recommend
as being of the very best quality, and which will be forwarded

free by post at the following prices :

—

QUILLED DOUBLE GERMAN ASTER—Assortment
of 24 splendid varieties, containing of each colour s. d.

i mm • » • • * t
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100 seeds
Ditto ditto 12 varieties
Packets of the above vars. mixed, 1*.; small packets, each

GERMAN TEN-WEEK STOCKS—Assortment of '21

most splendid varieties, each colour separate

Ditto, assortment of 12 most splendid varieties
The above varieties mixed, Is. ; small packets
NEW LARGEST FLOWERING DWARF TEN-
WEEK STOCK.— This new acquisition has been
greatly admired. The flowers are exceedingly large,

the colours rose, purple, blue, light blue, and white.
Assortment of nine beautiful varieties

The above varieties mixed, Is. ; small packets
DWARF GERMAN WALLFLOWER-LEAVED TEN-
WEEK STOCK—Assortment of 12 splendid varieties,

containing of each variety 100 seeds

NEW ROSE PURPLE EMPEROR STOCK, per packet

WALLFLOWERS-Collection of eight splendid varieties

DWARF DOUBLE LARKSPUR—Collection of 10 most
splendid varieties, containing of each colour one-eighth

of an ounce
TALL DOUBLE LARKSPUR — Collection of eight

splendid varieties, containing of each colour one-eighth of

an ounce
ZINNIA ELEGANS-Collection of six beautiful varieties

The following unsolicited testimonials will give some slight

idea of the high repute in which our seeds are held :

—

" I beg to inform you that the German Stocks and Asters yon

sent me last year met my entire satisfaction, for I had a most

splendid show ; they were admired by every one who saw theffl.

—Mr. John Eyre, of Long Buchby.
14 The Wallflower seed you sent me is much fin«»r than over I saw

before ; they are grand in the extreme—spikes of flowers 12 inches

long."—Mr. Cleeton, Gardener to E. Holland, Esq., M.P 7

Dmnbldon.

u The German Stocks and Asters have given genei'»l satis-

faction, having surpassed all I have yet seen, both for brilliancy

ot colour and compactness of bloom."—Mr. Vertegans, ilortfh

Edybaston, Birmingham.
they
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6

gave
gardei
Gardener to T. B. Le Baker, Esq., of Hardwicke Court.
"The German Stocks and Asters you sent to the Heath 'ASt

J\.
were really good."—Mr. Chapman, Gardener, The Heath, Cardiff.

WHEELER'S GARDEN SEEDS.
In order to save trouble in ordering seeds we have rnsue v

three collections of" Garden Seeds." The first a large CoHectuw

comprising all the sorts requisite and necessary for the yea

consumption of a large garden, all arranged in proper n
nantl

:

on
and correctly named, price 3/., carriage, free. Second ^ ol,ec£L '

equally choice sorts, suitable for a middle-sized garden, far* »

carriage free; the third Collection for a small garden, price ios.

u Your seeds were very good last var, and I hope they »

equally so this season." -R. B. Williams, Esq., Stacf-J-oH ^^ '

Pembroke. _ ,h ,.r3t

" The Peas were excellent."— TJie Hon. F. Scott, M.F., Samtaur

Grange.

J. C. Wheeler & Son. Nurserymen and Seed
pJJjSr

Gloucester, Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural &<>«« j

Established more than a hundred years.
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MEADOW AND PASTURE CRASS SEEDS.
GEORGE GIBBS and Co., 26, Down Street,

Piccadilly, be*r to announce that their MIXTURES OF
GRASS SEEDS aie n>w ready for delivery at the following
prices :

—

Mixtures for laying Land down to permanent Grass, for light,

heavy, and other soils (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs. to the
Rcrtry §•« ••• •»» « ## wwm « i# *«• tjKjs . pc- store.

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs.

to the acre) ... 325. per acre.

Mixtures for improving and renovating old Grass Land, 1*. per lb.

Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawns ls.3<I. per lb.

G. G. & Co/s New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE
is now ready, and will be forwarded free on application.

GEORGE GIBBS & CO., Seedsmen",

26, Down Street, Piccadilly, London.

CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, 1856.

THOMAS GIBBS and CO., the Seedsmen to the
Koyal Agricultural Society of England, beg to inform

their friends and Agriculturists generally that their bulks of
Agricultural and Grass Seeds are now finished cleaning, and that
they shall be able to execute immediately any orders which may
be entrusted to them.

Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land to permanent
Pasture and Meadow.
Mixtures of Grass Seeds for Irrigation or Water Meadows.

Upland Sheep Walks.
Parks and Field Lawns.
Cemeteries and Church Yards.
Garden Lawns and Grass Plots.
Renovating old Pastures.

Rye-grasses, Clovers, Carrots, Cabbages, Parsnips, Mangel
Wurzels, Swedes, Hybrids, Turnips, and all other Seeds requisite
for the Farm.
Kitchen Garden Seeds and Flower Seeds.
Priced Lists and detailed Catalogues are now ready, and may be

had, post free, on application to Thomas Gibbs & Co., the Seeds-
men to the Royal Agricultural Society of England, corner of
Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, London.

ITALIAN RYE-CRASS SEED.O UTTON and SONS having in anticipation of theO present great demand for this invaluable article

provided an extra large stock of the best quality seed, are
still able to execute orders for either Sutton's Improved,
Dickenson's, or Fresh Imported Seed. Instructions for
cultivation are sent with the Seed. Early orders will be
necessary. Priced Lists of Agricultural Seeds may be
had gratis (post free).

John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

PERMANENT PASTURE GRASSES.- Gentlemen
intending to lay down Land to Permanent Pasture,

or for two or three years' lay, are recommended to com-
municate with us, stating the nature of the soil and situa-
tion, that we may advise as to sorts of Grass most suitable.

Price 24s. to 30s. per Acre.
Further particulars will be sent post free on application, addressed

John Sutton & Sons. Seed Growers, Reading. Berks.

1
PERMANENT PASTURE GRASS, of the finest

. quality, can be obtained from the Subscribers. For
a full description of all the best and most useful kinds,
see "Rendle's Price Current and Farm Directory for
1856." Apply to

William E. Rendt.k & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

A./ELLOW GLuBE MANGEL WURZEL, of the

JL best description, at 6d. per lb., or 14 lbs. for 6s.

;

WHITE BELGIAN CARROT SEED, 9d. per lb.,

and all other kinds of Agricultural Seeds of the best

descriptions and at the lowest remunerative prices.
Carriage free to all Railway Stations and Steam Ports in the

United Kingdom,
William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

SEEDS FOR THE FARM.
WILLIAM E. RENDLE and CO., Seed Mer-

chants, Plymouth, Devonshire, can supply the following
Agricultural Seeds, all neat and genuine, and of the best possible
description.

For full descriptions, see " Rendle's Agricultural Price
Current and Farm Directory."

Swede Tumip of sorts, lOd. per lb., Is. 4rf. per qt., 5s. per gall.
Scotch Turnips ditto, lOd. per lb., 1*. ±d. per qt., 5s.
Common Turnips ... 8d. per lb., Is. per qt., 4s.
Tankard Turnips &1. per lb., Is. per qt., is.
White Belgian Carrot ... 9d. per lb.

Long Red Mangel Wurzel, 6d. per lb.

Yellow Gibe do. 6c?. per lb.
Italian Rye-Grass, 9s. per bushel.
Scotch Perennial do. Is., 8sn to 9s. per bushel.
Devon Evergreen do. 6s. to 7s. per bushel.

^
Free Delivery.—A 11 kinds of Seed are delivered car-

riage free to all Steam Ports and Railway stations in
the United Kingdom.—See the " Price Current."

William E. Rencle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

ITALIAN RYE-CRASS, ETC.
XTf DRUMMOND and SONS, Stirling, N.B., beg
" * • to call the attention of those engaged in Agriculture to

the following Seeds :

—

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, selected from the finest stock in
Lombardy, and is especially recommended for its rapid
growth and luxuriant habit. Superior home-saved Seed may
al30 be had. Italian Rye-grass being extremely scarce this
season, orders should be transmitted without delay.

PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, of the finest growths, perfectly
clean and in various weights, weighing from 22 lbs. to 30 lbs.
per bushel.

GRASSES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE.—From the exten-
sive experience they have had in this branch, and resulting
in giving complete satisfaction to the numerous gentlemen
who have favoured them with orders, they feel warranted in
recommending their assortments as made up to order either
mixed or separately, to suit all description of soil.

RNIPS, in all the approved varieties of Swedes, Yellows, and
Whites, carefully saved by themselves from full-formed bulbsVETCH ES (or TARES) —Large broad-leaved Scotch.

PRICEDCATALOGUESof theabove, with every otherdescrip-
tion of FARM SEEDS, may be had post free 6n application.
Also a valuable Descriptive Catalogue of VEGETABLE SEEDS^
containing only such sorts as are really worth cultivating.

.
^?'^'.

—

Free Delivery.—All Seeds are, under certain
limitations, delivered carriagefree to the principalshipping
ports and railway stations throughout the kingdom.
%* FARM IMPLEMENTS.—An assortment of the most

approved Scotch Implements are usually kept in Stock.

W. DRUMMOND and SONS,
faEED and Implement Warehouses, Stirling and Dublin.

ft

PERMANENT PASTURE
A[R SMITHE'S MIXED GRASS SEEDS for
-*-»-*- various soils are now ready for sale.

—

C>>*t per acre, 24*.,
allowing 4 bushels to the MM. The Seeds will be delivered tree
of expense to the nearest Rhilway Station. Reference will be
required from parties unknown.— Eastlin<;. Feversham, Kent.

IMPORTANT TO SEEOSMEN AND FARMERS. ~~

yO HE SOLD, Skirvinjr's Purple-top Swede, Green
A Globe, and White Globe Turnip Seed, from selected bulbs;
White Spanish and White Globe Onion Seed, all of 1866 growth

;

also Seed Potatoes as follows :- Fluke Kidneys, 90s. per ton;
Early Shaws, 80s. per ton. Delivered either at'St. Neots, on the
Great Northern Railway, or at Swavesey (Eastern Counties
Line) —Apply to Mr. Cooper, Eaton Sacon, St. Neots, aud
Drayton, Catnbs.

rpH E A L S 1 K EniYBRID CLOVER.—
J- PERENNIAL RED CLOVER.—TRUE PERENNIAL
WHITE CLOVER.—The above kinds of Clovers will take well
on land which has proved Clover-sick when sown with the
common kinds of Clover. They are all included in Messrs.
Sutton's Mixture of Grass Seeds for Permanent Pasture, and
they may be purchased separately.
Sutton & Suns, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

PASTURE and LAWN GRASS.—Gentlemen laying
-- down Land for Permanent Pasture and Lawns can be sup-
plied with the best Mixed Grasses for the same, (r>r sorts
separate), under the advertised prices by Dawk. Cottrell &
Bkniiam (successors to Frederick Warner), 3, Laurence Pountney
Lane. & 36, Mnorgate Street, London.

SEED BARLEY FROM THE CHALK.
]\/[R. H. RAYNB1RD, Basingstoke, can supply
**-* Chevalier, Golden Drop. Thanet, and other approved sorts
of Barley at market prices. Hudson's Golden Melon Barley, a
new variety, productive, and of fine Malting quality, may be had
on application.

EPPS' SEED LINC FUCHSiA •* WONDERFUL."
MR. EPPS begs to assure the Public that the above

is without exception the most extraordinary and attractive
Fuchsia yet offered. Tube and sepals bright waxy scarlet;
sepals very broad and of great substance, which beautifully
reflex, displaying an immense dark violet velvet corolla,
measuring in many flowers 1£ inch in diameter. This Fuchsia
will prove to be the greatest vender yet produced in this class of
flowers. Drawings were made late in the autumn by that
celebrated floral artist, Mr. Andrews, which may be seen at most
of the principal Nurseries and Florists in the United Kingdom.
Early orders solicited, as there are already a great number
bespoke. Strong Plants early in Spring, 105. Qd. The usual
discount to the trade where three are taken.

Bower Nurseries, Maidstone.

f^ EORGE LEE, Market Gardener, &c, Clevedon",
V7 near Bristol, offers the remaining surplus stock of POTA-
TOES and STRAWBERRIES at a great reduction in price.
The Potatoes are all Seconds, fit for planting whole, strictly his
surplus stock and of varieties he can confidently recommend true
to name. The following Potatoes round varieties at 10s. the sack
of 240 lbs. ; 5s. 6d. half sack ; 3s. quarter sack :—Grigor's Prolific,

Early King, Early Manley, Nelson's Favourite, Rylott's Flour-
ball, American Native, York Regent, aud Lincolnshire White.
Jackson's Improved Kidney 16*. a sack ; 8s. Qd. half sack

;

45. 6d. quarter sack.
Strawberries of the following varieties true to name at Is. 6d.

per 100:— Keens' Seedling, Princess Alice Maude, British Queen,
Myatt's Prolific; Swainston's Seedlinir. Trollop's Victoria, Stirling
Castle Pine, Deptford Pine, Royal Pine, Eleanor, Elton, Nimrod,
and several other old varieties. New Strawberries true to name :

—Patterson's Scarlet Nonpareil, 5s. to 20s. per 1C0; 3s. to
12s. 6d. for 50 according to the strength of the plants. Bonum
Magnum, 5s. to 20s. per 100, &c. Admiral Dundas 5*. to 20*.
per 100, &c. Omar Paciia, 7s. 6d. to 30s. per 100; 4s. to 16s.
for 50. (Underhill's) Sir Harry, 20s. to 50s. per 100;
12s. 6d. to 30s. for 50.—Post-office Orders payable at Clevedon, to
George Lee.

VERBENA "TRANBY" will be sent out about the
21st of April, in good healthy plants, at 5s. each, or 21s. the

half dozen. Colour shaded crimson, very large flower, with an im-
mense cream eye, in the way of an Alpine AukicuLA, quite, dis-
tinct, and habit good. A fine stock of Choice Geraniums, from 4s. to
30s. per dozen

;
good sorts, 21. 2s. per 100. Cinerarias, good sorts,

strong, 6s. per dozen. Bedding Plants, 21a. per 100. Dielytras,
6s. per dozen. Pimelia decussata, strong and tine, 18s. per dozen.
See our List of Garden Seeds with prices. Flower Seeds, 20 sorts
free for 18 stamps.
Martin & Son, Nursery and Seed Establishment, Cottingham,

Hull Branch Junction Street.

NEW CONTINENTAL PLANTS^
MESSRS E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg to

give notice that they have just completed arrangements
with the noted traveller and botanist, M. I. Linden, of the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Brussels, for the distribution throughout Great
Britain and Ireland of the following new and beautiful Plants.
And in. accordance with the above arrangements, M. I. Linden
has handed over to them for execution, when ready, the orders
be had already received from the following gentlemen :

—

S. Rucker, Esq., Wandsworth Messrs. Rollisson and Sons,
\V. Saunders, Esq.

r
Wandsworth Tooting

Mr. J. Veitch, Jun., King's Messrs. Backhouse and Co.,
Road, Chelsea York

Messrs. H. Lowe
Clapton

and Co., Messrs. A. Henderson and Co.,

Pine-apple Place.

ACHIMENES (Locheria) MAGNIFICA.—Dark vermillion
red, spotted and rayed with deep violet, almost approaching a
black, flowers two inches in diameter.

ACHIMENES (Tydea) AMABILIS.—Delicate rose, with deep
carmine markings, throat rayed and marked with white.

CUPHEA EMIN ENS.—Long bright red and yellow flowers,
being larger than any other in this class. It is very abundant
and free, and expected to make a fine bedding plant.

GONOCALYX PULCHER.—A beautiful little greenhouse
plant, with bright waxy red tubular flowers, tipped with white.
This lovely plant is as charming when out of blossom as when
in, on account of the young growth being always of a lively
rosy purple.

Messrs. E. G. H. & Son take this opportunity of expressing
their pleasure in being enabled to offer the above beautiful Plants,
which they are sure will give satisfaction to every one, they being
so totally distinct from all other varieties at present known in
their different classes.

P.S. The above New Plants will be ready for sending out on
and after the 1st May.
The following coloured Plates are now ready, and may be had

on application at Sd. each, or if by post at 8d. each, except when
three or more are taken, when the postage will not be charged :

—

ACHIMENES (Locheria) MAGNIFICA.
„ (Tydea) AMABILIS.

CAMELLIA JENNY LIND.
CUPHIA EMINENS.
DIANTHUS ALBO-NIGRICANS.
FUCHSIA EMPEROR NAPOLEON and VENUS DE

MEDICI.

FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS.
A Catalogue of the above, containing all the novelties of the

season (with a full-sized Engraving of the new Chinese Potato
DIOSCOREA BATATAS), is now ready, and can be had
gratis on application.—Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

SUTTON'S SELECTED MANGEL WURZEL.—
The MANGEL WURZEL ROOTS grown from

Messrs. Sutton's Seed gained the First Prizes at the

Birmingham and many other Foot Shows last season—
(sec Times Xcicspaper, December 12, 1855.)

They were also much admin-d on Messrs. Sutton's stand at
the Smitlifield Club, shown in 1! iker Street Bazaar, as see reports
in the Agricultural Go -ate. Bell's Messenger, Mark Ixxne Express,
and other papers of December last. At present, Messrs. Sl'TTOX
can supply any quantity of Seed. Price of their selected Yellow
Globe 9d. per lb. The prices of other kinds and of large quan-
tities may be had on applies ti n —Kcyal Berkshire Seed Estab-
lishment. Reading, March, 1856.

ROYAL
BERKSHIRE

SEED

^y fecjj ESTABLISHMENT

COOD SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.
Seeds Direct from the Growers the most certain means

ok Preventing Disappointment,

SUTTON and SONS, Seed Growkrs, Reading,
Berks, can supply every kind of FARM fcEEDS

of genuine and superior quality, warranted all of the
growth of 1855.

Agriculturists residing in the most remote parts of the kingdom
can procure good Seeds at very moderate prices from this Esta
blishment.—For particulars, apply to

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, P.erks.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, ETC.
DETER LAWSON aud SON beg to intimate that
-*- they are ready to send out all kinds of Agricultural Seeds,
comprising Hay and Pasture Grasses, Clovers and other Herbage
and Forage Plants, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, Carrots, and othet
Roots. Seed Oats, Wheat, Barley, and Rye; all of which are of
the finest kinds and most approved varieties in cultivation
Priced Lists may be had on application.

Seedsmen and Nurserymen to Her Majesty the Queen, and
the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS.
PETER LAWSON and SOxV have given their best

attention to their Stocks of the above, which they know, to
be of first-rate quality.

Priced Catalogues may be had on application.

Seedsmen and Nurserymen to Her Majesty the Queen, and to
the Highlaud and Agricultural Society of Scotland.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

NOTICE.
Seed Warehouse, 54, High Street, Exeter

(Opposite the Guildhall).

JAMES VEITCH & SON,
OF EXETER AND CHELSEA,

BEG respectfully to inform their Friends and the
Public generally that they continue to carry on the Seed

Business as heretofore, in all its branches, and on the above
Premises, 54, HIGH STREET, where it has been conducted for

the last 18 years, and that they have

NO CONNECTION WHATEVER
with any other Seed Establishment in Exeter.

JAMES VEITCH and SON wish it particularly to be under-
stood that their sole motive in giving this Notice is to prevent
MISTAKES and DISAPPOINTMENTS to their Customers,
and to counteract any reports that have been or may be circulated
to the contrary.

N.B.—They particularly request that all LETTERS and
ORDERS for SEED be distinctly addressed

JAMES VEITCH & SON, 54, High Street, Exeter.

Seed Warehouse, 54, High Street, March 15.

SATURDAY, MARCH 15, 1856.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tosbdat, March IS -Horticultural "m.

In another column will be found a report of the

proceedings at the meeting of the Horticultural

Society last Tuesday. It will be seen that nothing

has yet been determined as to the future action of

the Society. Many reasons deter us from express-

ing at present any opinion upon the report of the

Committee ; nor indeed would it be useful to do so,

because the public can deal with mere matters of

business, such as the discussion in Regent Street,

without our assistance. We would only point out

one thing, but that is important. The Council

shrink, and we think most properly, from risking

any further ihe financial position of the Society ;

were it not for that they would be as ready as the

most eager Fellow to re-enter the field of Exhibition

in the Garden. They doubtless think that in an
association of English gentlemen the first consider-

ation is to preserve inviolate the honour of the

Society, which would be compromised were they to

consent to measures that should ultimately lead to

an inability on the part of the Society to meet its

engagements. In short, they are responsible for

their acts, not only to the Fellows but to the world,

and they feel that responsibility. On the other

hand, gentlemen eager for the promotion of Horti-

culture and sincere friends of the Society, overlook,

or under-estimate difficulties, and persuade them-
selves that no risk attends a further prosecution of

what the Council think dangerous.

The question at issue seems then to be in what
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manner risk is to be removed or at least much
J

diminished, and it was doubtless the perception of

this which led one of the Fellows who addressed

the meeting on Tuesday to suggest the formation of

a guarantee fund. This is a practical view of a

practical matter, and deserves consideration. If

any such plan could be devised the Council would

then be somewhat relieved from a serious responsibi-

lity, which although not legal is moral, and therefore

imposes the highest of all obligations ; and we should

hope that it will be found when the Society re-

assembles on the 31st of March, that this question

has not been overlooked.

The other day, at the Society of Arts, Mr.

Archer, in a very interesting account of some of

the foreign commerce of Liverpool, mentioned that

the use of Salep has revived in an unexpected

manner. Our readers, doubtless, know that the

knobs of which this substance consists are the roots

of such terrestrial Orchids as our Orchis mascula,

&c, and that they once formed a pleasant beverage

sold at the corners of streets in the early morning

under the name of "hot saloop," just as Coffee is

now sold. Mr. Archer tells us that he should have

been much puzzled at the importation of Salep not

only continuing, but increasing, had he not traced a

lot of the root to the manufactory of a chocolate

maker, from which he presumes that it is occa-

sionally employed in that preparation. At all

events he is persuaded that Salep might be advan-

tageously employed in the manufacture of cocoa and

chocolate. This conjecture seems to us to derive

support from the nature of the aromatic principle

which is present in well prepared Salep. One of

the most costly ingredients in chocolate is

Vanilla—the pod of a climbing Orchid—valued

not only for its fragrance, but its stimulating

qualities. The weak odour of Orchis roots appears

to us to be identical with that of Vanilla, as indeed

is the fragrance of the whole race, however much
it may be modified or disguised by the presence of

other "essences." Possibly we have here the com-
mencement of a new source of employment for

women and children in the districts where the com-
mon Orchis grows wild abundantly

;
possibly, also,

some of the S. African species, whose roots are so

much larger than our own, may pay for collecting

at the Cape of Good Hope and the adjacent

colonies. •

Another circumstance was mentioned by Mr.
Archer, to which we also take the opportunity of

drawing attention. There is not a more dangerous

poison than mix vomica, the seed of a tropical bush

called Strychnos. It is used medicinally in very

small quantities, but has no other legitimate appli-

cation. In the year 1838 duty was paid on 1017 lbs.

of the drug ; in 1839 on only 478 lbs. ; in 1840 on
550 lbs. " Ten years since," Mr. Archer remarks,
" a ton of this article would have been a large

annual import—it now exceeds sometimes a hundred
tons. Its use in medicine will not account for this

large increase, and our sanitary officers will do well

to make observations upon the symptoms which
attend the dying ale-drinker, for notwithstanding

the fine testimonials of the recipients of casks of

pale and bitter ales, my firm conviction is, that the

pure bitter of strychnine is a valuable auxiliary to

the brewer. Great efforts were made a few years

since to introduce the wood of Picrama excelsa, a
large tree producing a wood as intensely bitter as

quassia, and, indeed, this wood was supposed by the
importers to be quassia, but they entered it as billet

wood, in order to evade the duty. The trick was
eventually discovered, and this, together with the
high rate of duty, prevented the brewers receiv-

ing their supply of bitter wood. They have, doubt-
less, found a substitute."

We recommend this statement to the attention of

the Custom House authorities. We know not
whether brewers, or rather publicans, are consumers
of nux vomica; but it is certain that its employ-
ment is secret ; and it is not fitting in a country like
this that vast quantities of so deadly a poison should
be permitted to enter with impunity into consump-
tion for purposes which it is to be feared cannot but
be destructive of human life. Prohibition, or prohi-
bitory duties, might stop the evil and remove the
scandal.

We have received a letter from our kind corres-
pondent, Sir W. C. Trevelyan, in which after

microscopical examination he subscribes entirely to
the view we have put forth as to the absence of a
nucleus consisting of the dung of some animal in
the curious ball-shaped Lichen which we lately
figured (p. 84). It was stated that the Lichen was
supposed to be a form of Parmelia cwsia, or some
species of the group to which that species belongs,
but Sir W. J. Hooker believes that it is rather a
variety of Parmelia saxatilis, in which opinion Sir

W. C. Trevelyan now coincides. Sir W. J.

Hooker has indeed shown us a specimen in which

some of the lobes of the frond are very broad,

and the surface corrugated, which certainly

bear a strong resemblance to that species. The
question can only be decided by the discovery of

the fruit, which differs greatly in the two groups.

Our correspondent believes that portions of the

Parmelia are blown off the trees and carried from a

considerable distance to the downs by west or

south-west winds, to which the spot where the

specimens were collected is most exposed, and there

lodged amongst the short herbage. In this position

they continue to grow, though liable to be rolled

about continually by the wind, as he saw them on

the 10th of last October. There is no good reason

why they should not fructify, and we hope much
that now attention has been turned to the subject

we shall be able to procure fruiting specimens. In

connection with the esculent Lichen of Pallas, Dr.

Hooker has conceived a notion that it is not

autonomous, but that it is a state of some well-

known species. This is of course at present but

conjecture ; but as good conjectures often lead to

truth, the notion is worth recording. At present the

curious arrangement of the gonidia, like spores in an
ascus, and the occurrence of several allied species,

one of which has a fruticose habit, militate against

the notion, which may, nevertheless, eventually

prove true. M. J. B.

We understand that the account of the Stanwick
Nectarine Fund has been closed—and that his

Grace the Duke of Northumberland has directed

the proceeds, amounting to 242^. 16*., to be trans-

ferred to the Trustees of the Gardeners' Benevolent
Institution. Mr. Stevens had previously paid over

12/. 7s., and Mr. Rivers 12/. 6s., the amount of the

sums they were severally entitled to for their com-
mission on sales, so that this piant has yielded to

the charity 267/. 9s.

The public will not fail to appreciate properly

the kind feeling of the Noble Duke which first led

his Grace to entertain the idea of making this valu-

able plant serve the cause of Charity.

We have very great pleasure in announcing that

to Mr. Veitch, Exotic Nursery, Exeter, has been
awarded in the 2d Class of the great Paris Exhibi-
tion a Silver Medal, for important services rendered
to botany and horticulture, by the introduction of a
great number of new and rare plants to our gardens,
both from the old and new world. Although this

took place in the autumn of last year, it is, we believe,

only now officially announced in this country, in the
"Jury Awards," No. 141, recently published for the
United Kingdom. Mr. Veitch does not come under
exhibitors, but " co-operators M

in furthering the
cause of science. This is a high compliment very
gracefully paid, and let us add most thoroughly
deserved, as will be unanimously admitted by every
lover of plants who is acquainted with the great
merits of Mr. Veitch.

size. The mother~worms must, therefore, have died

leaving behind them a mass of eggs, of which far the
greater part were already hatched when the specimen
was gathered. In the Wheat Vibrio the increase in

size is enormous from the condition in which the worms
generally appear in the blackened grains. From dimen-
sions of sV by ys'ra they increase to £ by jut and from
the size of the eggs the increase must be as great in the

Arctic Vibrio. 1 do not indeed imagine that the species

is different I have no details as to the comparatiTe

differences of appearance assumed by the germen of

Rye, Barley, and Oats, when affected by the worm, but

they are probably considerable, as in the analogous

instance of Ergot. In size and form the Wheat Ergot
is extremely different from that of Rye and Barley. I

have lately received from Mr. Bailey, of Nuneham, a

specimen of a Cucumber plant affected by Vibrio,

similar to that which I had last year the opportunity of

figuring in this Journal (1855, p. 220).

It completely confirms my observations in that place,

but I have derived no fresh light upon the subject.

There are the same delicate transparent cysts as before,

and as in the former instance dispersed, but sparingly,

through the substance of the tuberous masses which the

worms generate upon the root The obtuse head in this

case seems to indicate that the species is distinct from
the Wheat Vibrio.

It is almost impossible to guard completely against the

attacks of such minute animals. The soil may be

changed, and new modes of cultivation adopted, and yet

the mote may be conveyed by the air to the young

plant, notwithstanding all our precautions. The best

hope is that like the Wheat Vibrio it may be extremely

local. I have received the Wheat Vibrio from Surrey

and Sussex,butafter the most diligent search I have never

been able myself to find a single specimen of Earcockle.

The Cucumber Vibrio has occurred to other cultivators,

I believe, besides Mr. Bailey. The affection is so

strange that it ought not to be confounded with the

prevalent Cucumber disease, which has scarcely a point

in common. The caution is, however, necessary, and

the more so because mistakes in such matters stultify

remarks which would otherwise be useful.

GRASS AND CUCUMBER VIBRIOS.
Dr. Hooker has kindly communicated to me a

curious production on some species of Grass from the
Arctic Regions, where it was gathered by Caj.tain
Pullen in 1850, and which for several reasons deserves
notice in this Journal. The germen is converted into a
brown hard flask-shaped body furnished with- a long
white-tipped neck, like a Florence oil-bottle. The walls
are hard and rather thick ; the cavity is destitute of any-
thing like seed, the albumen of which is replaced by a
little white cottony pallet, consisting of an infinity of
little worms about ^ of an inch long and y^- in thick-
ness. In the midst of the mass are a few eggs with a
young worm perfectly formed within them, of much
greater diameter than the worms themselves, which
have consequently not arrived at their full development.
All this agrees perfectly with the Earcockle which
occasionally occurs in Wheat, except that the thickness
of the Vibrios is slightly less, and the form which the
diseased germen assumes is very different. The
Vibrios did not revive on immersion in water, though
the specimens have not been gathered quite so long as
some in which Professor Henslow informs me that he
has witnessed this wonderful phoenomenon. Vibrios
have not been found before in any except cereal Grasses,
and in nature 'they seem to be confined to Wheat.
Professor Henslow, however, observed " that Barley,
Rye, and Oats may become infected by sowing them in
the same hole with the grains of Wheat, which are
filled with the Vibrio. The experiment however
succeeds with difficulty and only to a small extent."

I have no information as to the exact spot where the
specimen was obtained, but it is quite clear that the
Vibrio must be able to endure a very great degree of
cold, as it is destined to be developed, after the long
winter, in the young germinating Grasses—a remarkable
circumstance taken in conjunction with the fact that the
Wheat Vibrio will revive when brought to such a degree
of dryness, that the slightest touch would reduce it to
powder.

The Vibrios are all as nearly as possible uniform in

The figure represents the affected germens of tl»e

Grass and Wheat magnified, and highly magnified

figures of the Grass Vibrio and egg?. The three pro-

cesses at the tip of the Earcockle of the Wheat seem to

indicate that the germen is composed of three carpellary

leaves. These processes are not, however, constant.

M. J. B.

ON FROST SPLITTING.—By Dr. Robert Caspart.

(Concludedfrom p. 153.)

This inequality of relative bulk in the inner and

outer layers has been given by Schiibler, Pfeil, and

formerly by myself as the sole cause of frost splitting.

Schiibler says :* " When the outer layers of wood and

bark are once frozen, which soon happens, there is

nothing more to cause these layers to increase in volume;.

they will rather contract with increasing cold, as is the

case with all solid bodies. These outer layers are thus

no longer capable of containing the inner wood when ia

the act of freezing and thereby increasing in bulk, and

they often split with great force." Schiibler her3 assumes,

and I formerly followed him, that the trees are not yet

frozen through when they burst, which is, however,

certainly not the case in thin trees, and very question-

able for the thickest ones. Pfeil (" On Forest Use and

Technology," part iv., 1845, p. 112) thus explains frost

splitting : « Frost splitting takes place when suddenly

a severe frost contracts the outer layers of wood, whilst

the inner ones are still distended by a higher tempera-

ture." This not very precise expression leaves one to

conjecture that Pfeil also considered the interior of the

tree as not yet frozen. But the contraction of the wood

in a peripherical direction, which far surpasses the

radial contraction, is not taken into account in the above

propositions. This cause, combined with the strain occa-

sioned by a sudden and considerable cooling doicn and

consequent contraction of the outer layers, whilst the inner

ones are still wanner and relatively more distended («w*

perhaps sometimes unfrozen), effects a splitting of the stem

wliere there may be smne ueak point in its tissue, such as &

knot, an old stump, or some injury to the bark.

Duhamel and Buffon, iu the above quoted works, are

of opinion that frost splitting is more frequent in wet

soils than elsewhere

—

u Les arbres qui sont dans Ies

terroirs marecageux ont le tissu de leurs fibres ligueuse*

plus faible et plus rare, et leur seve est plus abondante

et plus aqueuse que dans les terroirs sees ;
ce qui J*1

que reflet de la rarefaction des liqueurs par la geleees

plus sensible et d'autant plus enetat dedesunirlesfibres

ligneuses qu'elles y apportent moins de resistance

• Quoted by Wiegmann, " Diseases and Diseased Monstrosiu

of Plants," 1839, p. 140. I know not from what part ot scDudic.

writings this is taken.

The
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congelation of the sap, has been already refuted. But a '

distinguished gardener, Mr. J. Reinecke, is also of
opinion that trees in a wet soil, which are otherwise
quite healthy, are especially liable to frost splitting. He
has sent me the following communication :

—

"Observations on the splitting of fruit trees made
during the continuous severe frosts of 1822-3 and
1829-30.
u During my engagement in the above years in the

well-known nursery gardens of Kniestedt, in the Suden-
berg suburb of Magdeburg, it happened that in the
month of January, 1823, as also in December and
January, 1829-30, whilst the frost was continuous
from 18° to 24° Reaumur (— 8<* to — 22° Fahr.), the
young healthy fruit trees of 6 or 8 inches in thickness
used to split open in the evenings and nights. I
observed it chiefly on young sappy Cherry trees, which
were without a defect. The bursting took place on all
sides; the consequence was that the Cherry trees suffered
much the next year from the flow of gum, became
sickly, and gradually died.

" I must remark also, that the garden was laid out in
2816 on very moist meadow land. Till the year 1822
all the fruit trees grew with extraordinary vigour ; after
that time some of the finest specimens began to sicken,
which has brought me to the conviction that we do
very wrong when we plant orchards on a watery soil.
Trees are here much more liable than on a dry soil to
split in severe winter, wheu the frost lasts at a degree
of from 18° to 24° Reaumur. Jul. Reinecke.

"Berlin, Feb. 25,1855."
As to Mr. Reineeke's assumption that the trees in

question were quite sound, it may be a question whether
such was really the fact. The Horse Chesnut tree, No. 29,
was shown to me as having been quite sound, although
the injury with which the frost cleft was connected
showed itself to me at first sight. A knot, a stump, a
defect in the bark is easily overlooked, and is yet pre-
cisely the occasion of the frost split. Those Cherry trees
may have had their bark ripped to bleed them, which no
gardener would certainly reckon as an injury, and yet
may cause frost splitting, as in the Ash trees Nos. 31,
o2, and 33. That those trees may have been bled is,
however, a mere conjecture, and it is a question whether
in wet soils even perfectly sound trees may not be liable
to frost splitting, for possibly, owing to rich moisture
and over luxuriance, the tissue of trees may be weak
enough to burst in severe frost even without any local
injury. This point is open for further investigation, butmy observations are all against any more ready splitting
of trees m wet than in dry situations. The trees on the
Cnarlottenburg road which showed the most frost clefts
are on the highest and driest part of it ; and in the
lower parts of the Park, which are very wet and in the
year in question were already under water in Novem-
ber, as for example, west of Frederick William III.'s
monument, I observed no frost clefts.

The splitting of the stems of trees, of which I have
been treating, has only been observed by me or by the
other authors I have quoted in winter after very severe
frosts. Reum ("Vegetable Physiology," 1835, p. 172)
is however of opinion that these clefts do not occur in
winter only, but also in summer, on a diminution of
neat, but only in stems whose pith is excentrical, whence
they cannot be properly called frost clefts. Reum says
that he has observed these splittings in summer to take
place after hot days in cool nights, in the case of Wey-

]mouth Pines and Sumachs. As to the latter fact it
seems to me that it should rather be attributed to
hygrometrical than to thermometrical changes. Unfor-
tunately I have never had occasion myself to observe
any trees split in summer. As to the supposition that
it is only trees with excentric piths that are liable to
splitting, this does not appear to me to be generally
the case. I have not indeed had any opportunity of
cutting any of the trees I ;observed across, so as to
ascertain the position of the pith ; but their stems were
quite round, and showed no signs of excentric growth.
The figure of the transverse section of an Oak which
had a frost cleft given by Haring ("Distinctive Cha-
racters of the Kinds of Oak growing in Germany

"

p. 109) also shows the pith in the centre.
'

The disruption of the tissue of exotic annuals and
small perennials (Perilla arguta, Tagetes bonariensis,
etc., Botan Zeit., 1854, No. 38), is distinguished from
frost splitting by the following marks.

~~
Annuals and Small

all and the other very unsatisfactorily, and to which I

would therefore invite attention. They are :—
1. Researches on the temperature of trees. To

determine its daily and annual periods in connection
,

with the daily and annual periods of the temperature of
the air and of the earth for trees of every diameter,
during at least one year's observations made three times
a day (6 a.m., 2 and 10 r.M.), and hourly during a few
days in each month, especially during the colder winter
season.

2. Researches on the changes in the bulk of wood,
especially when fresh and sappy, in its three different
dimensions at different degrees of temperature.

The following are the woodcuts alluded to in the
preceding papers on this subject.

Fio. 6 fia. 5.

by attention to this point. In Grape-houses there is no
more fruitful sxstem of mischief than inattention to the
soil in which the roots are placed. As the leaves and
branches are subjected to a high temperature, and
therefore have an active interchange of fluids, and a
considerable waste by perspiration and evaporation,
except the temperature of the roots is conformable
fresh fluid will not be supplied with sufficient speed and
constancy, and matters cannot go on very prosperously.
The branches will throw out roots, the leaves become
pale and warty, and the fruit will shank, ripen im-
perfectly, or exhibit symptoms of decay. Where the
ground is well drained, provided the temperature should
not be sufficiently high, it can be raised by protection
from the external air by mulching or the application of

Fig. 1. Fro. 3.

EXPLANATION OF WOODCUTS.
u U

1 -—,°Ak (No. 3 of the Observations) with a frost cleft /under a knot a-
to, border of over-growth. J '

wil°*
3-7-Mo«e

.
Chesnut (No. 29; with a frost cleft/, which crosses an injury in the

JL'7 Tf % de~7 had penetrated into the wood to the depth of half an inch.1 10. 4.—Ash (No. 31). The frost cleft/-/' follows the cut made for bleedings-s
,
except in the upper part where it diverges to the left. Iu the cut for bleeding r'there is a second frost cleft/". 6

Fig 5^-Diagram of a supposed section of the Liraetree (No. 22) before it burstopen in February 1S55
;
a e, cavity of the old frost cleft ; h-, old wood ; n, young wood :

B, bark ; v place where it is overgrown. ' >j t, >

t

F
v°

6
r~9'*S

ran
?
of the same tree after it burst open in February 1855. a h h- asin Fig. o;/bffc, line of rupture of the bark ;ba,cd, line of rupture of the youuewood ; ae,de, concave sides of the cavity. * s

Perennials.

1. The disruption of the tissue
occurs at the first relatively
sharp frost of the season at the
commencement of winter, but
at no great cold (—3° Reaum.
in the cases observed).

3. The disruption of the tissue
is caused by the expansion of
the abundant sap in congealing,
especially in the layers of cam-
foium.

Hardy Indigenous Trees.

1. The frost clefts only burst
open in severe frosts, at least
—14^ Reaum. at a later period
in winter.

2. The frost splitting is caused
by the preponderant periphe-
rical contraction of the wood
in connection with the strain
occasioned by the dispropor-
tionate volume of the inner
warmer wood and the colder
outer layers.

3. The stem bursts at a part
where the tissue is weakened
by decay or injury, although
the tree may be in other re-
spects sound.

4. No ice issues from the

3. The disruption shows itself
in perfectly round plants and
uninjured parts (or on half dead
stems if they are still green,
according to Leconte).

4. From the stem issues -,. ^. w
-either fibrous or leafy ice^

, fissures.

K-
Ch

.

0wes its oriSin t0 th« sap
J|

u
wa8 ri8inS in the tissues

*t the time of congelation. I

My views on the causes of frost splitting require
further confirmation by the working out of two ques-

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.-No. CXII.
448. Languor (Decrepitude).—The disease indicated

under this name by Re and Leveille * is a sort of decre-
pitude or premature old age to which many trees are
subject from various causes. It is not the natural decay
of age which in trees arises principally from the decom-
position of the older tissues which gradually communi-
cates with and impairs the younger growth, but a
decrepid state under which, though the trunk is still

sound, the buds become few in number, small, and
weak, producing meagre unhealthy shoots, the scanty
blossoms do not set readily, and if fruit should set. it is

inferior in size and general aspect, and devoid of flavour.
The leaves, meanwhile, are pale, soon discolouring, and
falling off many weeks before the ordinary time. Year
by year these conditions become worse, the fruitfulness
decreases, the branches are suffocated with Lichens,
and at last death inevitably consummates the evil. This
malady is not, however, confined to the orchard ; it is
well known in French vineyards under the name of
gouptisure, and is not uncommon in the avenues with
which the roads on the continent are so often bordered.

449. It is evident that such a condition may arise
from constitutional weakness, but outward causes also
may produce it, such as the stagnant water of ill-

drained ground by depressing the proper temperature of
the soil, and therefore not maintaining a due proportion
between the atmospheric and subterranean heat, on
which health so greatly depends, but much more com-
monly it arises, and especially the form just mentioned
called goupmure, from sterile soil at a certain depth
below the surface, accompanied frequently by a want of
moisture.

450. The remedy in the first instance is easy enough.
No person should think of planting fruit trees where he
is not certain that there is a good drainage ; but even
where trees have suffered considerably from this cause

fermenting manure, but where it is

saturated with wet, which can obtain
no exit, such applications are almost
useless.

451. The cause, however, of languor
or decrepitude may be the barrenness
and dryness of the soil, separate or
combined. This of course is not the
case for the most part with the super-
ficial soil. No one would fix upon a
dry barren sand as the site of an
orchard or vineyard. In general the
upper stratum is good, and the trees
planted in it flourish well for a time.
After a few years, however, health
gives way, various unfavourable sym-
ptoms appear, and gradually signs of
dissolution, increasing every season,
are too evident to admit of mistake.
In such case it will generally be found
that there is a bed of dry unprofitable
soil into which the roots have pene-
trated, which yields neither nutriment
nor moisture, andthetree is imperfectly
nourished by the old roots which creep
along the surface. 1 1 frequen tly happens
moreover that this bed is terminated
by an impenetrable crust of indurated
gravel or conglomerate, so that the tree
is precisely in the condition of a plant
growing in a garden pot, which receives
a little superficial moisture, while the
soil below is completely parched and
exhausted, and every gurdener knows
that such a condition cannot long be
contiuued without injury. This case
does not admit so readily of alleviation
as the former. Irrigation where it

can be employed, and the application
of manure well mixed with the super-
ficial stratum is the most available.
On a small scale something may be
effected by digging out the sterile

substance and replacing it with better,
but trees will after all seldom flourish
permanently on land which is naturally
unsuitable to their nature. In most
cases the wisest plan is if possible to
give up the ground to the cultivation
of something which does not require
so great a depth of soil and to choose
a new and better site for the fruit
trees, and if timber trees are in ques-
tion, the land should at once be grubbed
up and put under the plough, for the
produce otherwise will scarcely repay

the expense of fencing. As regards fruit trees, it may
answer the cultivator's purpose to plant them even
where the subsoil is bad, provided they last sufficiently
long to make a profitable return for the space they
occupy. When they begin to fail, or, as the phrase i.-,

as soon as they strike into the Kale, the earlier in
general they are removed the better. The question is,

however, one of pure calculation. M. J. B.

Almanac du Bon Jardinier, 1S52, p. 174.

Home Correspondence.
Spinach and Turnip Failure.—I don't agree with

your correspondent (i Colo " in attributing the failure of
autumn-sown Spinach crops to " over rich soil." The
garden I have to cultivate certainly cannot be com-
plained of on that score, for I will venture to say that
the soil is naturally quite as poor as that of "Colo's"
neighbour, and yet the Spinach I depended upon for a
winter supply nearly all went off inj the manner
described by * Quercus." The disease has also been
general in this neighbourhood, whatever the quality of
the soil. Is not a more probable cause to be found for
it in the excessive wetness of the autumn ? We had
here the unusual quantity of S J inches of rain between
Sept. 29th and Nov. 4th, which being followed by cold
nights and one or two sharp frosts, so paralysed the
young and tender plants that instead of growing they
gradually dwindled away. In this part of the country
we have also to deplore the loss of another autumn-sown
crop—the Turnip, not only in gardens but in the fields.

I always sow a good breadth of the Stone Turnip as
soon as the second early Potatoes have been taken up,
which sowing furnishes a very useful supply of small
bulbs during the early spring months ; but this season
that crop was entirely destroyed by a species of aphis.
In the spring and early part of summer our gardens
were, with the exception of the Gooseberry caterpillar,
remarkably free from- this and other injurious insects ;

the aphides, however, were determined to pay us their
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animal vi-it, no as they could not come early in summer

thev >me late in autumn. /. B. W.
hi.-coloured Rain.-On Saturday the 2d of February,

Can-ihmas day, the morning having been previously

warm and bright at Whalley, Lancashire, about 1 o'clock,

pm., the sky became suddenly overcast, when two

fl*s!u s of lightning were succeeded by torrents of rain

for :< . hour. The rain that fell was the colour of pale ink,

dirty as the Irwell at Manchester, but without smell,

•••lefable near the sea, as to whether it will tow and authority tells us that 2 oz. of Cabbage seed is required

•ive a fair produce in nearly a pure sand ^kh only a for a rod of ground ; this i* 20 lbs weight per acre. 1 how-

top dressing of guano. Also if heavy westerly winds ever presume that he meant rood, not rod in which casetop dressing ot guano

and an occasional overflow of the highest tide would be

detrimental, and whether the sani would require to

be laid as dry as possible in banks, as the roots could not

otherwise be drained ; also the best way and time to

plant it. A Subscriber.

Durability of Larch and other Posts.—Are there any

half a pound or 71,888 seeds would be needed to produce

10,000 plants. He also expressly says that 2 ounces of

seed or nearly 18,000 seeds will only return 4000 or

5000 plants. I shall not pretend to say what amount

of waste there really is ex necessitate rei in these cases,

but it certainly does appear to be very much beyond

accounted for? Are any of your correspondents aware

of similar occurrences ? and is the effect beneficial ?

On these points I should like to have the opinion of

your readers. Cliviger, March 10.

Rhododendrons.—The great celebrity of these flowering

evergreen shrubs, and the tempting descriptions given

in our " Trade Catalogues " have induced me to pur-

chase and plant about twenty specimens of the best

sorts. Having so done all my friends as they look at or

see them at once say, " Oh they will never do any good

—

all money thrown away— they want a peculiar soil

—

nothing but peat will do ;" and with a variety of similar

consolations I am daily rewarded for my hazardous

outlay of about a ten pound note. Well now, will some
kind friend say if my case is hopeless ? The soil is

rather a light loam. I have dug holes for them about

two feet deep and two feet wide, which were filled with

decayed turf and black bog soil, but I am willing to get

peat or anything else if I can get them to flourish and
flower. 1 buy guano, blood manure, &c, for different

crops of " The London Manure Company," and on

looking over their list of manures my eye caught with

delight on " Iri>h Peat." Who will tell me if this is

the food these splendid shrubs will luxuriate in ? or if

not where I can get it, and what to get ? My neigh-

bours are all laughing at me for my folly, so those who
will help me will be friends in need, and friends indeed

to A Farmer in a Fix. [Don't use Irish Peat. Your
plants will do well enough if you have mixed your sandy

loam with the peat, provided the soil is not too dry.]

7he Buffalo Berry (Shephcrdiv argentea).— Some 10

or 12 years ago I was much taken with Loudon's descrip-

tion of this "fruit bearing" tree, and accordingly I

imported some hundreds from the United Srates; many
of these were from the late Mr. J. A. Downing, then a

nurseryman at Newburgh ; these, I remember, were all

sent in pairs, it being, as is well known, diaecious. I

planted out three pairs with the hope of obtaining fruit;

they proved true, the difference between the male and
female trees when in bloom being quite apparent,

although from the flowers being very small they require

close observation. These trees have blossomed every year
mos-t abundantly, but owing to their precocious habit of

unfed ing their flowers the first mild days in February,
and t'len being killed by the first frost, I have never
obtained a berry from them. Two years ago I placed a
pair of young trees raised from layers in a large pot.

tying their stems together, so that their branches should

be mingle!. This pot with its hopeful pair I placed iu

my orchard house ; they both blossomed in February,
1855, and owing to the dry atmosphere did not suffer

from the frosts of March, so that last autumn I had the
felicity of tasting real Buffalo berries in England. Let
me quote Loudon* and then guess my hopes. "Its
fruit, which is much relished in America, is about the
size of the Red Currant, much richer to the taste, and
forms one continuous cluster in every branch and twig."

My berries were in colour and shape like very small
red Currants, and their flavour just ten times more acid

than the fourest Currants ever tasted ; alas for my
hopes ! Still to a dusty-mouthed tired buffalo hunter with
no red Currant bushes in view, they would probably seem
"mm h richer*' than any Currants, in the same way that

a very crabby Apple eaten in the middle of a hard day's

grouse shooting in hot weather in August will have a
Kibstone Pippin flavour. T. R., Herts. The Shep-
herdii argentea has been grown by us since 1843, but it

has never produced fruit. We consider it of no value

as a fruit-hearing tree for this country, the summers
being too short in our latitude. Osbrti'n <k Sons, Fidham.

Warming bij Charcoal.—Mr. M'Ewen says charcoal has
a great power for absorbing heat, and so it has, as all

black coloured substances have. And so far well, but
it has an equally great power of radiation, so that it

will produce the greatest extremes of heat and cold
unless the heat that it acquires by day be retained by
some artificial means, such as Gulliver's philosopher
was employed about. This I think his own figures

prove, or at least they do not disprove it. In the three

experiments in which he tried it there is only 1° in its

favour in the morning, while the d fference at noon is

19°, and at night 7°, so that it produces a more un-
steady temperature than where it was not applied.

This may perhaps account for the ill success that has at-

tended painting walls black. G. S.

Aspararjus.— Having a garden on the south coast of
Ireland running down to the sea with a warm aspect,
though rather exposed to westerly gales, about an acre
of which is nearly a pure sand, 1 have been advised to
plant Asparagus as the no-t profitable crop, and I

the wire netting well tarred under ground, or a tarred

brick all round under the surface will have a consider-

able effect if your rabbits are not very determined.

Nemo.
Grafting.—The following example of fruits grafted on

a Jargonelle Pear was furnished to you by me in 1850,

and will be found in your volume for that year, p. 758.

I now repeat the diagram with such alterations as have

Bon Chretien.

Kibston Pippin.
Bon Chretien.

Ribston Pippin.

Siberian Crab.

Common Hawthorn
(died last year).

Black Taunton Apple.

P>eurr<5.

Flanders Pippin.

Blenheim Orange.

Downton Pippin.
Jargonelle.

Siberian Crab.
Medlar (dead 9 years,

bore fruit ior 4).

Apple.

Apple.

Bishop's Thumb Pear.

\

Quince (dead 9 years).

Scarlet Nonpareil.

Nonpareil.
t

Royal Wilding Apple.
Jargonelle.

taken place in it since that time. Grafted in KUO ; all

luxuriant, and bore fruit last year. F. Daxies, Pershore,

March, 1856.

Pea-leaf Soup.—As many seem to douht the excel-

lency of this soup, permit me to state that ever since it

has been mentioned in your columns, we have had it

frequently, and it is pronounced by all to be excellent
;

equal in factjto the best Pea soup. The Peas tried were

Knight's Marrow, Victoria Marrow, and Thurstane's

Reliance, all of which answered well. They were grown

with free access to light and air, and were well hardened

off before cooking. This gave them a deeper colour and

more substance, which is what is required for Pea-leaf

soup in the middle of winter. The Pea leaves must
however be put into the hands of an experienced cook

to bring the soup to perfection. Green Mint is of course

required and other things to suit the palate, but this

a cook well knows. D. L. B.t
Lincoln.

Seed Sowing.— It would appear from the evidence

collected by Mr. Hall Maxwell for Scotland, the Police

of Ire'and, and the Poor-law Commissioners for Eng-

land, that the following is the probable quantity of land

under four crops for which seeds easily adulterated are

required, namely

—

England. Scotland. Ireland. Total.

Acres. Acres. Acres. Acres.
Turnip 2,267,200 449,372 366,311 3,082,883
Mangel 177,263 2,297 22,278 201,838
i^arrois .,, ... ... 12,638 1,191 ? 13,829
Cabbage, &c 97,334 1,209 24,080 102,628

The quantity and value of the seeds required for this

acreage may be taken as follows :

—

Turnips, 3 lbs. per acre at Is. per lb = £462,432
Miingel, 6 lbs. „ 9d. „ =» 45,413
Carrots, 5 lbs. „ Is. „ ss 3,957
Cabbage, £ lb. „ 4*. „ = 10,262

£522,064

This is a very low estimate, hut if 25 per cent, of these

seeds is bad it is clear that the country sustains a clear

annual loss of more than 1 30,0007. Let us look at the

matter from another point of view. I find that a pound
of each of three of the above seeds contains the follow-

ing quantities, viz.:—Turnip, 248,128 ; Mangel, 15,520;
Cabbage, 143,776. Carrot is difficult to count, and

1

I have not ascertained its numbers. Now an acre
of Turnips or Beet set a foot apart will hold rather
more than 43,500 plants ; and I believe that of Catlle

Cabbages 10,000 per acre is the usual number.
If so, and all seed was good, and there were no loss from
the fly or other enemies, or the hoe, 3 lbs. of Turnip
seed ought to sow, not an acre, but 1 7 acres ; 6 lbs. of

Mangel nor one acre but two acres
; 4 1°. of Cabbage

seed not one acre but seven acres. Of course I do not
mean to say that there is much precision in these figures,

because we all know how much the Turnip crop suffers

from a variety of causes. Still 17 times more than is

necessary in that crop if set so close as a foot apart, does

!

would be greatly obliged for information from any of ^
eem an amount of provision that could not be required

your readers who have had experience in growing that if ^e seed was what it ought to be. This is much more
—— striking in the Cabbage crop, which is sown in beds and

* Encyclopaedia of Trees and Shrubs under article Sbepherdia afterwards pricked out. A deservedlygreat agricultural

another house only 6d., and many other seeds in similar

proportion, the last price being below the cost. R.

Peach Houses.— Having erected several Peach houses

(or glass lean-to's against my garden walls without fire),

I-have found a difficulty in getting any book or informa-

tion as to their proper management at different seasons

of the year. They are now becoming so general that I

thought some one might be induced to write a short

treatise on the subject, or to give the necessary informa.

tion in your columns. A hint or two en the subjec^

would be considered a favour. Thos. Broadwoody 17,

Cadogan Place.

^ourties*

Horticultural, March 1 1 .—A Special General

Meeting assembled to-day to receive a report from the

Committee appointed Feb, 5 (see p. 87), " to investigate

the whole of the accounts, and consider what is best to

be done as to the continuance of the Society.* The

Marquess of Salisbury having taken the chair, Mr.

Godson, the chairman of the Committee, read the

following report :

—

The Committee of Inquiry have met from time to time, and

after a full and minute investigation of the accounts, have great

pleasure in reporting that they have been well and correctly

kept, and do credit to the Officers of the Society ; nor must they

omit to acknowledge the readiness of those Officers to impart

every information which might aid the inquiry.

Before they proceed to the consideration of the next part of their

business, your Committee think it necessary to state, that all the

information which has reached them concurs to show that the

Fellows are extremely anxl us to preserve the Gardens; and the

strength of this feeling has been further proved by some of them

having been induced, by the mere rumour that the surrender of

them was intended, to withdraw their subscriptions. Indeed, it

almost amounts to aforfeiture of the Charter, for the Society was

incorporated expressly, "for the improvement of Horticulture in

all its branches, ornamental as well as useful ;" and it is obvious

that it cannot be practically improved, if no example of iraP™v
*J

practice in the cultivation of fruits and flowers can be exhibited

for imitation, and if there were no opportunity of testing the

value of any new horticultural theories by actual experiment;

in short, a Horticultural Society without a garden would be like

a crew of sailors without a ship, or an army without weapons.—

In answer to this it may be said that, according to the scheme

propounded by the Council, enough of the Garden was to be

retained for experimental purposes ; but this is impossible. Tha

Duke of Devonshire has signified to the Committee, through his

agent, that the Society must have all or none ; his Grace will not

let us retain a mere fragment for ourselves, and throw up

the remainder. Moreover, the preservation of these Gardens

in their entirety for its present purposes is an object of

national importance; the Arboretum contain-* one of the moat

valuable and diversified collections of rightly-named trees and

shrubs to be found in this country, or, perhaps, in all

the world; and there young gardeners and foresters may learn

the names, and characters, and habits of the plants by which

gardens aud parks may be adorned. But the Orchard, however

little it may be visited by those who repair to the Garden only for

amusement, or to see the flowers, is a still more valuable feature

of the property ; for it is without any competition elsewhere, and

its value is increasing every year, for it takes a great length of

time to bring a collection of this sort to perfection. Many sorts

of fruits that are rashly or ignorantly praised have to be tried, their

names have to be verified, for they are often incorrect, and their

merits have to be proved and described, if they possess any; some

are shy bearers, and are easily affected by unfavourable seasons,

and it is not thought fair to pronounce sentence upon them till

they have been tried for several years, when they are rejected as

worthless (and this has been the case with very many), their

places have been supplied by others, which have to undergo tM
same lengthened ordeal; but the result has been, that tbougn

some of the more recent introductions are yet young, and have

not arrived at their full bearing, yet the Orchard contains almost

every variety of tree which is likely to be useful in this c00*?^
How great, then, is the advantage of this to the whole of the

British Islands, both directly and indirectly! for not onlytne

Fellows of the Society have it in their power to obtain grafts ot

the most valuable sorts for their own orchards, without any war

of a mistake in the name, but those too, who, not being Fello*»

of the Society, depend entirely for the supply of their Gardens

upon the respectable nurserymen who are, have the same nŝ '
ance that the trees which they purchase are correctly named, in

number of choice trees thus named, from which grafts m*y re

obtained, is about 1600.
m

Since, then, it would not only be a disaster, but also a disgrace,

to English Horticulture, if a Garden of this description *&*

sacrificed without some overwhelming necessity, we next P1**^,
to the task assigned to us, of devising some means to avert td »

calamity, for with the Gardens the Society itself must stand w
fall.

We have come to the conclusion that much may be <jon

by reorganising the management of the Garden, and tn

the income of the Society may be much increased. At P^ se

for the management of the Garden there are two head gardene

with a salary of 100/. each, both able and excellent men i

their own departments, but both independent of each otber. a

placed under the general superintendence of Dr. *il
,

n<
^LZ*

Of the scientific attainments of the Vice-Secretary it is i™?£v
sible to speak too highly, or of the advantage which the b?°ier*

has derived from his unwearied exertion* to raaint^5 un.

character: but we are of opinion that be has been tre
f*
w^

fairly by the Society in this,—that its officers have UW ug>

him the whole burden of the most minute details in the LT**r*m
as well as in the correspondence, and have exacted /? ^ ^ f

him than any one man could untuUy perform : a»d th^^vti^
the case is confirmed by a resolution recently ProP°^. !L

y
into

Council; namely, to institute a regular system of in
^
ul^oat

subjects of importance connected with horticulture, throug^
the kingdom, by means of Special Committees, wh'*e

J**~ise
will be communicated to the monthly meetings, and ot?

€
<#

made public; these Special Committees, which would ioi»*
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many centres, from which the love and study of horticul- subscription would hereafter enjoy only the same privileges as

ture would be diffused through their respective neighbour- the new two guinea subscribers. All payments should be due on
the day of election, and annually on the first of May, beiug paid
in advance, as is the usage in other societies.

Lastly: since there are some heavy subscriptions remaining
unpaid, and it is most essential to ascertain how far we can rely

hcods, and by which atteution would be called to the opera-

tions and merits of the Society, can best be organised by

the Vice-Secretuy, and would entail upon him a large amount

of administrative "labour, and a great increase of correspondence

;

nor is this all, for other projects are announced to be in contem- upon the assistance of the existing Fellows in carrying out the

plation, which would be highly valued by all those who look to
;
proposed experiments, it is highly desirable that a letter should

the Society, not only for amusement or profit, but for instruction
j

be sent by. the Council to every Fellow, the object of which would

too. The success of these schemes will very much depend upou

the assistance of the Vice-Secretary, and occupy a great portion

of his time, besides that which is required for the determination

of new seeds and plants. It is desirable, therefore, on every

account, that he should be enabled to devote himself entirely to

the science of horticulture, by relieving him from all other re-

sponsibility.

The Committee therefore propose, that the management of

the Garden and the Exhibitions shall be confided to some one

practical man of first- rate skill and energetic character, who shall

have the superintendence of every department, and try to raise

be, not only to obtain the most important assurance of continued
support—at least, for a year or two—but to remind them, also,

of their privileges, by reciting them, with which some are very]
imperfectly acquainted, and at the same time to test their feeling,

and, through them, the feeling of the public, with respect to the

value of those privileges respectively, so that the Council may
be able to judge what those are with which it would be undesir-

able to interfere.

As one means of lessening the expenditure of the coming year,

Dr. Lindley has given a noble example of self-denial, by volun-

tarily offering to give up his salary of 600/. for one year, while

the reputation of the Garden as a model of good management for
|

this* experiment to revive the Society is in progress, without

all other gardens, while at the same time he may be able to withdrawing his valuable assistance. He made the same hand-

develope the resources of the Society, and thus to improve its some offer in a letter to the Council, dated 18th July, 1854.

finances. It is absolutely necessary that the person filling this [
It is the earnest wish of some of the best friends of the Society,

that a subscription should be raised to pay off the loans, which
bear an interest of G per cent., to the amount of 2,4002.

Considerable donations have been promised, in the hope of

extricating the Society from its difficulties.

S. Holmes Godson, Chairman.

A long discussion succeeded the reading of this docu-

ment, the several speakers remarking that the Com-
mittee had failed to point out in what way funds were
to be raised for the immediate purpose of carrying out

the plans they recommended. It was therefore con-

tely necessary
office should thoroughly identify himself with the interests

of the Society; and though never losing sight of a proper

economy, yet he should manage the Gardens in the most
efficient manner with regard to beauty, utility, and profit; for

which purpose he should have the absolute control of all the

persons employed in the garden, subject only to the authority of

the Garden Committee, selected from the Council, who will take
eare that nothing is done to conpromise the character of the

Society, or to involve it in an unnecessary expense. But while
the Committee would have this kept in view, they are of opinion
that it should be conducted more as an experimental Garden than
heretofore; that experiments should be there tried, not only on |

*"^ r"*"° ""«

seeds, plants, and roots, but also on implements, boilers, manures, !
tended that the report could not be adopted until it had

&c., provided that the persons bringing them to be tested do so been submitted to the Council, in whom is legally vested
at their own expense, and that honest and trustworthy reports of

; tjie entire management of the corporate affairs, and
their success or failure be inserted in any publications which the ° r

Council may see fit to sanction. Should the plan here proposed
for the management of the Garden be adopted, and should it con-

sequently be necessary to dispense with the services of any of
those at present employed in the Garden, the Committee
earnestly recommend them to the good offices of the Council, if

other situations can be found for them : especially for

Mr. Thompson and Mr. Gordon, both having been for

a great many years faithful servants of the Society, both of
the highest character and worth, and the Society, which
has so long enpyed the advantage of their services, cannot
now dismiss them without some 6ense of self-reproach, nor
without some discredit in the estimation of all right-feeling
persons.

^
There are two other alterations in the construction of the So-

ciety, which we deem essential to its future success : having
noticed that three at least, if not more, of the Members of Coupcii abstained from voting
named in the Charter were practical Horticulturists, we consider mee tine should adjourn
it expedient that the same principle should still be our guide, and

, f .
J

who had had no opportunity of considering it, the

report having been delivered to them only half an hour
before the chair was taken. This course having been

objected to, it was moved by Colonel Challoner, seconded

by Mr. Gadesden, " That the report ot the Committee
appointed on the 5th of February last now presented be

referred to the Council, with a request that the Council

do report to a future meeting on the practicability and
advisability of adopting the recommendations of the

Committee, or any part of them." Upon a show of

hands the noble chairman declared the motion carried,

by Ayes 24 to Noes 11. We believe about 30 Fellows

It was then settled that the

till Monday, March 31, at

that one-third of the whole number should consist of such persons,
as the most competent judges of the condition of the Garden, and
most likely to take a professional interest in its proper manage-
ment, one being always included in the annual change directed
by the Charter. Provided always that, while in office, no Member
of the Council shall be allowed to take advantage of the position,
in obtaining plants for themselves without a recorded permis-
sion from the Council. The other alteration, which we recom-
mend on the same grounds, will be much facilitated by the
adoption of this Rule. At present the Garden Committee
consists of five Members of the Society, besides three of its

Officers. We consider that those three ought to be practical
Horticulturists, and on the Council.
With respect to the increase of income, it is obvious that one

mode of increasing it is by diminishing expenditure; but your
Committee have looked minutely into the details, and are of
opinion that the Council has already reduced it as low as the cir-
cumstances of the Garden will permit. There is one point, how-
ever, to which they wish to call the attention of the Council:
while they quite approve of a liberal distribution of grafts and
cuttings and seeds, and plants introduced by the Society, they do
not approve of an unprofitable waste of time and labour, and
house-room and expense, in the wholesale propagation of common
things for the benefit of a few Fellows, who might easily obtain

one o'clock.

Notice* &oote.

Domestic Scenes in Russia, (small 8vo., Murray,) is a

republication of very interesting letters describing

country life in Russia, by the Rev. R. L. Venables.

Recent events have rendered the work more than ever

acceptable to readers, and it always enjoyed much
reputation as a faithful account of what few are likely

to see. One extract will illustrate the author's style.

" In almost every house some female art is carried on,

useful or ornamental ; and the women are employed in

spinning, weaving, knitting, carpet-making, &c. ; for the

raw material in Russia is worth little, and the manufac-

tured article alone is valuable in the market.

paid, calculated at so many years' purchase. The lover,

however, was not inclined to dispute the price the lady

might demand, but on applying to her, and unfortu-

nately explaining the state of affairs, he received for

answer that on no terms whatever would she emanci-

pate her slave. Every effort was used to shake the

resolution, which appeared unaccountable ; but argu-

ment, entreaty, and money were alike unavailing, and
the lady remained inexorable

;
giving in the end the

clue to her obstinacy by observing that she would
never see her serf take precedence of her, as she would
do if married to a colonel, while she was herself but the

widow of a major. The match was necessarily broken
off, and the girl's prospect of happiness destroyed. To
complete her misery, her mistress revoked her leave of

absence, and ordered her immediate.)- to return to her

native village ; an order which the system of passports

and police rendered it impossible to res st or evade.

Arrived in the village, the unhappy girl accustomed to

the habits and comforts of civilised life was clothed in

the coarse garments of an ordinary peasant, and was
moreover ordered forthwith to marry a rough-bearded

movjik, or common country labourer. Revolting at this

tyranny, and refusing to obey, she was flogged, and,

though she still resisted for awhile, a long continuance

of cruel and degrading treatment conquered her in the

end, and she was forced to submit to the miserable lot

entailed upon her by the wretched jealousy of her re-

morseless mistress. The story of this barbarity was told

me with an indignation as strong as could be felt

among ourselves, but there was no redress for the

sufferer. The mistress up to a certain point had the

law on her side, and where she had not, as in the com-
pulsory marriage, might overpowered right. That such

a case should be possible sufficiently condemns the

whole system of serfdom."

Typical Forms and Special ends in Creation, by Drs.

M'Coah and Dickie, (Edinburgh, Constable, 8vo., pp.

539), is an ingenious well written dissertation upon final

causes—one of the best that has appeared since "Rays
Wisdom of God in the Creation," now obsolete. Such
a work requires a more critical examination than we
can at present give it. We can therefore only recom-

meud it to the attentive perusal of the careful reader.

We shall take an early opportunity of adverting to some
of the views advocated by the learned authors, especially

to that of Dr. M'Cosh, who finds a correspondence

between trees and leaves in several respects, one of

which is that a stalkless leaf indicates a trunk naturally

branched from the ground, and a long stalked leaf the

contrary. Dr. M'Co-di goes so far as to believe that

this speculation is confirmed by the manner of growth of

the English Oak tree, whose leaves have no stalks.

That is surely going very far.

* The ladies of England, however, ' who live at home
at ease,' little know the disagreeable and troublesome

the same things at a trifling cost elsewhere. A revision of the duties of inspection and correction which thus devolve
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benefit from their subscriptions, except a few seeds and cuttings. »"<* severity of its use depends on the character of the

The recent experience of the Exhibitions at Chiswick has filled the
minds of timid people with misgivings, which, after all, may be
unfounded, and if, in future years, they are confined to two, one
in June and one in July, and the tickets if not used in the
Garden are understood to, give admission to the Exhibition in
Regent Street, there is reason to hope that they may at least be
self-supporting, notwithstanding the expense which must
necessarily be incurred by a wise liberality in encouraging
exhibitors to encounter the risk, expense, and inconvenience of
sending their plants for exhibition. The untoward circumstances
which operated so disastrously npon the finances of the Society
the last two years may be looked upon as an unhappy accident
which may never occur again. With such means and appliances
as the Society possesses in its Garden for exhibitions of unsurpas-
sable excellence, why should the Society despair? The season
cannot always be unpro'pitious ; brighter days may yet be in
store for the Society. So long as the Socie'ty is solvent, some
risk should surely be incurred to secure the continnauce of
a reunion which contributes so much to the happiness
of so many families; we venture, therefore, to exhort
the Fellows not to be faint-hearted, but to trust to such a
reinforcement of their numbers, by increasing the popularity and
celebrity of the Society, as may carry it through all its diffi-
culties in triumph. We would advise that Monthly Meetings
should be held at Regent Street, as heretofore, at which prizes
should be given for any articles of vegetables, fruit, and flowers

master or mistress, many of whom, like those among
whom I have lived, voluntarily limit the application of

this punishment to male offenders, and always resort to

it with great reluctance. The system, however, is re-

volting in itself, and it necessarily opens the door to

frequent scenes of gross oppressiou and cruelty, where,

as sometimes happens, the power is vested in handa

nearly as rude as those of the serf himself. All

owners of serfs are noble, but the law cannot make
them all gentle.

" The following anecdote, which I am assured is true,

will illustrate the results of serfdom, while it will

remind you of my remarks in a former letter on the

Russian system of military rank, as furnishing the

universal rule of precedence. Among the serfs owned

by a widow lady was a girl, who had been brought up
with unusual indulgence in the household, receiviog a

superior education, and acquiring manners far beyond

those of her class ; to which advantages was added the

natural gift of an attractive person. At a proper age

of great merit or novelty. The basis of this increased popu-
j

she was apprenticed at Petersburgh to a French dress-

larity is to be found in the sixteenth and seventeenth resolutions maker or milliner ; and having attained to some skill in
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«**«* some important the business, she was after a time offered profitab'e em-
alterations therein. It in proposed, therefore, to admit two , ' . . . • j f
classes of subscribers, one paying four guineas, as at present, Payment. This her mistress permitted her to accept,

who shall not only enjoy the exclusive privilege of sharing mi on the usual payment of an obrok to herself in lieu of
the distributions from the Garden, but shall be entitled to a
transferrable ivory ticket, which shall admit the holder to all

the Exhibitions, to the use of the Library, and to all

Meetings in the Society's rooms ; the second class would
consist of two-guinpa subscribers, paying an admission
fee of only one guinea, and entitled to free admission
to all Exhibitions and Meetings, and to all the other privi-

leges of Fell •*», except the ivory ticket and a Bhare in the
distribution of seeds and plants, &c. It is not proposed to

interfere with the Life- Members and early Subscribers, who will

be left on the same footing as heretofore; but that the present
four-guinea Members may not have cause to complain, we
propose to give them the option of either continuing with the
same privileges as heretofore, with the addition of the trans-

ferrable ivory ticket, or of dividing their present four-guinea
subscription into two two-guinea subscriptions, thereby remaining
themselves, and bringing in some member of their immediate
family, as a two-guinea subscriber without payment of fees.

Of course, the Subscribers so dividing their present four-guinea

personal service. The girl conducted herself well in her

situation, acquiring a knowledge of French, and forming

habits of some refinement. Here she attracted the

notice of an officer of the rank of colonel, who in due

time proved his attachment by offering her marriage.

The girl accepted his proposal, and nothing remained
but to obtain her freedom from her mistress, the con-

sideration for which—or in plain words the purchase-

money—the colonel was eager to pay. This ought to

have been regulated by the obrok which the girl had

* There is evidently some misconception here on the part of the

Committee. Dr. Lindley could not have undertaken to support

this or any other particular experiment, because he did not

know what experiment would be proposed at the time when he

made the offer alluded to.

Garden Memoranda.
Mr. Glendinning's, Turxham Green.—Perhaps the

most interesting object at present in flower here is a

new Camellia from China, discovered and sent home by

Mr. Fortune. It is a carnation striped kind, very

different however from any we have hitherto possessed

inasmuch as the stripes, rosy pink, are much more
brilhant than in any variety we now have of this class,

and the general outline and form of the flowers are all

that the most fastidious in such matters could desire.

This therefore must be regarded as an acquisition of no

mean importance. It may be mentioned that the plant

which has flowered is half starved and nearly destitute

of foliage ; therefore the blooms, handsome as they now
are, may be expected to be much more so when pro-

duced by healthy specimens.

On a front shelf in the same range of houses in which

we noticed the Camellia were a dozen of as fine

Chinese Primulas as perhaps ever graced a greenhouse

stage. They consisted of double varieties, white and

pink, covered with flowers, each plant measuring about

15 inches in height, and as much in diameter. The

effect produced by such a row of specimens may there-

fore easily be conceived. Though comparatively com-

mon, what have we so valuable for conservatory

decoration at this season of the year as this charming

Primrose ; and for bouquets, we need not state, it

will furnish an inexhaustible supply. It therefore

well repays every attention that may be bestowed

on it, and it may be induced to keep blooming for weeks

together. These specimens were, we understand, raised

from cuttings struck in April last on a little bottom heat;

they were kept growing and shifted on all through the

summer, till at last they were moved into 11-inch pots,

in which they have been flowered.

Young Chu?an Palms we observed here in abundance.

The few introduced in the first instance by Mr.

Fortune made this plant dear and unobtainable, but

now that it has been raised so plentifully from seed by

Mr. Gleudinning, its price has.become comparatively so

moderate that we may soon expect to meet with it in

every garden in the country. What species of Cham-

aerops it is we believe is still uncertain ; but its

hardiness at Kew.f Bagshot, Osborne, and other

places where it has been planted out is said to have been

esabliahed. Here, then, we at last possess the means of

varying our landscapes with one of the most peculiar

forms of vegetation of the tropics, and Palm trees

growing in the open air in England may even be ex-

pected to be a matter that will excite little surprise.

By the way, we may observe that in our advertising

| We regret to say that the specimen in the Garden of the

Horticultural Society, planted in a low cold clay bank over-

shadowed by trees and exposed to the North, is now dead.
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columns ia»t week the name w us accidentally mis-
printed Chunun Palm, and its price set down at 2s a
plant. We need scarcely state that it should have been
Chilian Palm, aid the price instead of 2*. should have
been 21 5. earn.

Another plant from which much is expected is Abies
Kcempferi. Of this Mr. GleniKnoinjg has some thousauds
raised from seed, and also a number of young plants
dug up in woods in China by Mr. Fortune, and sent
home in War.Han cases, in which they arrived safely,
and are all doing well. This fine Conifer is said to
have been found in the central, northern, and eastern
provinces of China, and is stated by Mr. Fortune to be
a very beautiful tree, and no doubt perfectly hardy. As
a good account of it will be found in our volume for
1054, p. 2.5.5, and a representation of its cone at p. 455
of the same volume, little needs to be said respecting it
here. The plants in their present state look exactly
like so many young Larches.

Of other Coniferous trees both rare and common
Air. Glendinning has a good collection. In a houseful
of them in pots we remarked charming specimens of
the handsome Libocedrus chilensls, Dacrydium Frank-
lini—the famous Iluon Pine, Pinus parviflorn, Bun-
geana and Padufia, Picea Nordmanniana, grafted
on the Silver Fir, a Stock which apparently suits it

perfectly, as the union of the top with the stock in this
instance was so complete as to be scarcely perceptible.
In the same house were also Thujopsis borealis, a
singular dwarf Juniper called echiniformis, and other
interesting plants. Out-of-doors we noticed an extremely
handsome Picea Nordmanniana, 3 feet in height, aud as
much through. This had been raised from seed.
Among new plants were the Primrose-leaved

Campanula, the Green Dye plant of China, and other
novelties, of which little is at present known.
The general stock under glass is In excellent con-

dition, more especially a span-roofed house full of
Heaths, both specimei s fit for exhibition and smaller
plants, all in the best of health, and many such as
Westcotri and other winter kinds in blossom. In this

>house were also admirable specimens of Araucaria
Bidwilli and Cunninghami, as well as of Cupressus

^'funebris. The latter were nearly five feet in height.
In a lean-to house put up a year or two ago were

some thriving young Vine plants, for which this nursery
is celebrated. This house is warmed by hot water, and
also by dung linings, and the young p.iants are started
on a tan bed. Under such circumstances need it be
wondered at that excellent results are obtained ? On
the back wall are permanent Vines of all the best sorts,
from which the eyes to be propagated are got, and there-
fore the sorts may be relied on as being true to their
kinds.

Several acres of new ground have lately been
added to this nursery chiefly for growing fruit
trees on, a purpose for which, being a good
,lwm wel1 trenched, it seems well adapted. On this
we remarked some excellent pyramidal Pear trees, both

-on Quince and Pear stocks. On either side of a long
straight walk lately made here have been planted all the
unore ornamental kinds of Conifers, and also some
excellent standard Portugal Laurels, of which there is
here a capital stock. Small Orchard-house trees for the
forthcoming season have been potted. Of last year's
supply few have been left, which would seem to indicate
that the demand for these dwarf trees is on the in-
crease. Orchard-houses are now being erected every.

v where; we understand that they are even pushing their
way into the far north of Scotland.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservat. )HY, &c—Now is the time to set about

ascertaining whether or not there is a sufficient quan-
tity of plants for the decoration of the conservatory
during the summer and autumn. If this is attended to
at once very much may yet be done towards making
good any deficiencies which may happen to be dis-

covered, for it is not yet too late to provide multitudes
" Of showy plants for blooming early in autumn. Young
plants of Allamandas, Clerodendrons, Torenias, &c, and
many other tilings if encouraged with a brisk bottom-
heat and other favourable circumstances will form nice-
rfz*d specimens in a few months ; and large masses of
Statices, than which few plants are more useful, will
under kind treatment, be obtained in a short time. The

- old Cassia corymbosa is a useful plant, and should not
*be overlooked where better things are scarce, as it

grows rapidly and produces a long succession of bright
yellow flowers. Those, also, who possess Impatiens Jer-
douiae should encourage it by every possible means to
make wood and propagate it as quickly and freely as pos-
sible, for it is just the plant that is wan ted for autumn deco-
ration. Then there are quantities of useful things which
may be raised from seeds, as Thunbergias, Ipomoeas, Cocks-
combs, Globe Amaranths, Balsams, Lobelias, &c, and
cuttings of Fuchsias made of young wood will root in
warm sand in little more than a week, and may be
grown into nice-sized specimens bv July. The pretty
dwarf variety of Heliotropium Voftaireanum, although
too delicate for the flower garden, will be found useful
tor blooming under glass where sweet-scented flowers
are in request. In fact, where the stock in hand is
dehcient not a day should be lost in making every pos-
sible effort to provide considerably more than is likely
to be wanted, so as to be prepared "against any accident
or extra demand should such occur. Push on Camellias

'

that have fairly started their buds with a warm moist
atmosphere and plenty of weak manure water. AL-o
get a portion of the Epacrises into a gentle heat as soon
as they have sufficiently recruited their energies after
flowering. By starting them into growth ahoat this
time and getting their wood ripened early they will he
in full blossom in November, at which season their
flowers retain their beauty much longer than after the
sun becomes powerful in spring. Proceed as diligently
as possible with the repotting of such of the hard-
wooded greenhouse plants as require it so as to afford
them every chance to make a vigorous growth. Be
careful however before potting to have the ball In a nice •

moist state, and avoid giving large shifts to weakly
growers.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.— Attend carefully to the bottom heat,

particularly where this is produced by fermenting mate-
rials, as tan, &c, and see that it is not allowed °to rise
too high, which it is exceedingly apt to do after fresh
materials have been added, either during bright weather,
or where there are pipes under the bed. Where much fire
heat is used it requires some practice and attention to
be able to keep the soil in a proper state as regards
moisture, but this must be effected at any expense of
attention if success is to be insured. Maintain a
thoroughly moist atmosphere, but do not push young
stock too fast until we may be favoured with more sun'
shine, when if all is right at the roots there will be no
dang.r of drawing the plants, as would be the case
in the present state of the weather. Avoid allowing
water to lodge in the hearts of plants shoving fruit.
and spare the flowers of those in bloom with the
syringe. Pot off or plant out suckers as they can be
obtained sufficiently strong, and attend to keeping up a
regular succession of plants, which is the surest way of
providing for a succession of fruit. Vineries.—See
that the houses in which the Vines are not yet started
are properly cleaned, the Vines painted with the usual
composition of soft soap, sulphur, &c, and everything
put into proper working order; also get the rods bent in
time to induce the buds to push regularly. Attend to
disbudding and stopping, & c., as may be necessary in
the succession houses, and see that the inside borders
are kept properly moist, giving tepid manure-water as
may be necessary to effect this, aud do not be afraid of
giving too much of this to Vines in pots.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES
Sweep and clean lawns and give them a double rollipo-

with a heavy roller in order to make the turf smooth
and solid. Tins is sometimes put off until dry weather
sets in, after which the roller makes comparatively little
impression, whereas, if done now, the lawn will be
greatly consolidated and improved for the season. If
any alterations or planting still remain unfinished every i

available hand should be concentrated on this work so
|

as to get it completed as soon as possible. Planting '

done after this time will require much attention in
watering, and this at the very busiest season of the
year, especially if large plants are removed, and it is toocommou a practice to put off such work to the last
Look over beds planted with bulbs, and where necessary
stir the surface soil so a* to keep it open and friable
and also to give it a fresh appearance. If the stock
of bedding plants is still deficient get in cutting
in the most favourable position without loss of
time. See to the propagation of Dahlias and Holly-

(

hocks
;
the latter have of late years become so much

improved that many consider them superior to the
Dahlia in the effect which they produce when planted
skilfully, and therefore especial attention should be
paid to having a good supply of them. Cuttings slipped
off the old plants with a heel, planted in very sandy
soil, and afforded a gentle bottom heat, keeping the
leaves as cool as possible, will be found to root perhaps
more freely at this than at any other season. Get
Calceolarias hardened off by removing them to a cold
frame, and exposing them freely to air preparatory to
planting them in turf pits to make room uuder glass
for more tender things.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Cauliflowers and Lettuces that have been wintered

under glass may soon be planted out, selecting a
sheltered deep rich piece of ground. It is a very good
practice in planting-out things that are at all tender at
this uncertain season to throw up the ground in good
strong ridges running east and west, planting on the
south side of the ridge. The plants are thus sheltered
from the north winds and fully exposed to the sun.
Peas, &c, that have been raised under glass, if properly
inured to the weather, should be planted out at once,
giving them the most favourable situation at command'
and it is a very good practice to shelter them for some
time after planting out, by placing some branches of
bpruce *ir, or any other suitable evergreen alon«* the
rows so as to break the wind, &c. TaKe advantage of
dry days to stir the surface of the ground amon*
growing crops, and to prevent weeds from makin* the*?
appearance. °

COTTAGER'S GARDEN.
Follow up sowing the necessary crops, as in the

kitehen garden portion of the Calendar, Carrots and
Onions on trenched ground, the manure in the bottom,
bow a little Celery on a warm slope ; throw small
silted ashes over the surface to prevent the depredations
of slugs, and cover up with a little litter. Celery seed
must be kept constantly damp, and the bed should be
very rich. Grafting, if any, should be finished off hand.

,

Potato planting should be proceeded with, both with i

the early kinds and the late, although it has'

been tuo much the practice to set the hitTerops
in May and even June, the consequence of which is that
the " seed" is never ripened as it ought to be, and this
circumstance (coupled with fermentation in bags or
pits; is at the bottom of much of that tenderness of con-
stitution that renders the plants a prey to disease. The
cottager should sow a few hardy annual seeds directly
plant out his Carnation layers, finish planting the
Ranunculus, and attend to his flower beds if any
generally.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LOMXn.
For the weekending M arch 13, 185C, as observed at theHorticulrirral flintl!
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March 7—Orerc.ist ; c'ou-iy and cold ; frosty at ni<ht.— 8—Frosty and fog-icy ; fine; slight frost.— 9— Fine; overcast; cloudy at night.— 10— Fogscy; fine; cloudy.— 11— Fotficy; hazy; sharp frost at niirht.— 12— Clear and froatjr; cold and dry; cloudy and xvindy.— 13— Brisk wind; very cold, and excessively dry air.

Mean temperature of the week 4$ deje. above the average.

RECORD OP THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During the last 3u years, for the ensuing week, ending March 22, 1856.
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 19tu
id :oth, 1^.6—therm. 69 deg. ; and the lowest on the 17th and -0th, 1S45-an

therm. 16d«{.

Notices to Correspondents.
A HonSKKEZPEK WHO IS A TERROR TO AH. THE SlBIlTATH
about the place : A Gardener in it*-. North. Very sorry to
hear that the good woman is Bach a termagant; bs5 what
advice can we give you, except to appeal to your master, if you
cannot do otherwise ? Whatever else yeu may do avoid- go'injr.

to law. You will be beaten and laughed at into the barg«fer.
Ants : Juvenis. They are pests in Glass houses, and von had

better get rid of them. If you burn sulphur you will kill vour
plants. Ifyoumix it with whitewash and paint with it your
flues or pipes you will do no harm but will drive away the red
spider, if it is troublesome.

Daphne Mezerki.m autumnale: Spring Gardens. It may be
increased either by meaus of cuttings or by grafting it oa the
common Mezereum. |

Grass Seeds: A Five Years' Subscriber. It is impossible to

answer your inquiry without further information. Is- your
Grass mowed as a lawn, or allowed to grow roughly ? What is

your soil? Uuder what trees does it refuse to grow? Such
points are in need of full explanation before any advice warth
having can be given. We do not see Camomile in the trade
lists. It forms an excellent turf mixed with other plants oa
heavy clay provided it is kept close down. The wild plant
produces its seeds. You would, however, find it most con-
venient to introduce it in the turves employed for laying down
fine lawns.

Greenhouses : Limerick. Flues are cheaper than hot waterr but
!

not so easily managed. The place is too large for a stove. You
had better plant Black Hamburgh and Black Prince. Winte
Sweetwater and K«>yal Muscadine Vines. You must carry voir
pipes one above the other round the house, as near the outside
walls as you can convenientlv get them.

Gyxeiuum argesteum: P. This noble Grass has been fully
described in our Volume for 1854, p. 708. Sow the seed*
directly, with little or no covering, in pans or pots, well
drained and rilled with a mixture of light sandy loam and peat
in equal parts, and keep the soil rather dry alter sowing for a
few days

;
then water freely. Place the pans or pots in a warm

frame or pir„ until the young plants are fairly up, afterwaids
place them in a cooler and more exposed situation, in a pit or
greenhouse

; but not in a drying situation. When the planrs are
large enough, pot them singly in small pots, giving a liberal
supply of water afterwards, at all times; in no case whatever
must the young plants be allowed to get dry at the roots, from
the time they first vegetate until they have been planted out.

Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged toreluctautly
decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,
they should exhaust their other means of gaining in formation.We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves

; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help tbem—and that most williuglv. It is
now requested that, in future, not more than four plants
may be sent ns at one time.—A B. It is a pale variety of
Zygopetalon Mackaii.

Mealy Bug: ET N. The only mode of getting rid of this pest
is continual brushing, sponging, and washing with a mixture
of tobacco water and soft soap. Plant Nympluua Devoniana
now. Croggon's Felt, which has been often advertised, will

^
probably answer your purpose.^

Vine Mildew: Amateur. Nothing has been found so good as
sulphur applied the moment the mildew appears. Grison's mix-
ture undiluted would, we fear, be too strong, and might injure
the Vines. If you try it it should be on a small scale at first,

and merely as an experiment J
Vines : A Sub. The holes should be under the rafters, and ought

to be altered. It is not quite impossible to muke shift with
your present arrangement because you can make each Vine
firm two rods, and lead them right and left to the rafters.

Keep your Vines on the rafters leading the Literals under the
sashes, but do not form a permanent trellis of branches under
the lights, because, if you do, the inside of the house willba
inapplicable to any useful purpose.—Sub. It is impossible to

say with certainty what ails them without more information
as to the circumstances under which they have been grown
than what you have furnished. Hard forcing with too dry a
heat, currents of cold air, or borders in bad condition might all

or any of tliem cause the young and tender bunches to curl up
into knots and become blind. Of these, however, cold currents
are most likely to have caused the evil.J

*•* As usual, many communications have been »eceived too late,

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made.
We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondentSj thfl

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.U.3., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &cM and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
Trill find ampie facility and accommodation at the College.

PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Nitro-Phosphate or Blood

Manure, Sugar Scum, and every description of Artificial
Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.—W. IngltsCarnk, 10, Mark Lane.

THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
-A- at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,

7Z. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 7Z.; Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 6Z.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

HE LONDON MANURE~^MPANY~have the
following read7 f°r immediate delivery:—

CORN MANURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE, for Roots, Grasses, &c.
NITRO-PHOSPIIATE, or BLOOD MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

PERUVIAN GUANO direct from importers' warehouses,
Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and every artificial
Manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. E. Purser, Sec.

ffHE PATENT SANITARY MANURE COM-
-L PANY'S NITRO-BIPHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MA-
NURES.— For Corn or Hops, for Roots or Grass, 1350 lhs. of
Blood in each ton, and a large percentage of Phosphates. These
Manures compete successfully with Guano at much less cost.—
For price, testimonials, analysis, and local information, apply to
the Offices, 21. Cullum Street, City, London. ,

MANURES.— On Sale, NITRO-BI-PHOSPHATE,
or BLOOD MANURE, SUPER-PHOSPHATE of LIME,

GUANO, BONE-DUST and HALF-INCH, GYPSUM, SUL-
PHURIC ACID, SALT, and all other MANURES of known
value. Sole Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company.—Apply to
Mark FoTHERorrx & Co ., 204a, Upper Thames Street.

MANURES.
HODGSON and SIMPSON, Wakefield, and

MATTHEWS and CO., Manufacturing Agricultural
Chemists, Driffield, manufacture the following Manures:

—

SIMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-
dressing for Wheat, Barley, nnd Oats.

SIMPSON'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoes,
and other bulbous root crops. Price 81. per ton.

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.
The above have been successfully tested for eight years bv the

leading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties,
and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with the
most beneficial results.

Testimonials and other particulars forwarded bv post on appli-
cation. ff^- Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any, 71. per ton.

THE CONSERVATIVE LAND SOCIETY^
* Trustees:—

DRAIN'ING BY STEAM POWER.
TOHN FOWLER is prepared to nitdertake Contracts

•> for DRAINING LAND by his PATENT STEAM PLOUGH,
at prices varying, according to depth and distance, from 31. to 51. 10s.
per acre, inclusive of tiles, main drains, and all other expenses.
Contracts executed with great rapidity, and tiles manufactured
on the spot, where suitable clav exi sts.—Havering,

n

ear Romford.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold
together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 4± in. Pump, with legs, 3l.3s.
The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.

1* inch Gutta Percha Suction Pine. &c '
'at t,,e Manufactory as above.

1*. 9J. p*er foot. HUSDLES for SHEEP, 6 fee

PAXTOM WORKS. SHEFFlELO.
CAYNOR, and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-M INO, BUDDING, an.l GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and
PRUNING SCISSORS, &c. t as tested, recommended, and re-
ported upon in the Gar, r's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.
47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-
man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1S51 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the ken edge of a razor, and to wear
throueh to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes,
Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.

Established 1738.

J
IRON FtNCt7HUR DU S, ETci \

R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, South wark (late
• Stephenson & Prill), solicits an inspection of his pattern*

of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to
supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal "Works. Prices,

14 inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3*. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for
Raising Water, by means of Wheels,

. _ . «, .
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

i ire and GardenEngines. &c—Engravings sent on application.

UfARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAtt-
r * DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-
ges, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel.

. feet long, 3 feet out
of ground. 5 bars ...

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3
inches out of ground. 5 bars

4«. 9<L each.

5*. 3d. each.

TRELOAR'S COCOA NUT FIBRE MATTING
AND DOOR MATS.

'"P TRELOAR has much pleasure in stating that the
•*- • Jurors of the Paris Universal Exhibition have awarded
him the Prize Medal for Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufactures.
Catalogues, containing prices and every particular, free by post.

Warehouse, 42, Ludgate Hill. London,

3
SJ
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pUPISS'S CONSTITUTION HOUSE BALLS
V-^ To Sportsmen, Agriculturists, Postmasters, and all Pro-
prietors of Horses, these Balls are particularly recommended m
all cases of swelled legs, cracked heels, loss of appetite, and vital
energy; for Coughs, Colds, Fever or Inflammation, they are the

, I
best Medicine that can be exhibited, moreover their operation,
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The Lord Viscount Ranelagh.
Hon. Colonel Lowther, M.P.

Bight Hon. R. Christopher N.
Hamilton, M.P.

J.C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P.
The Fourteenth Quarterly Meeting will be held at Exeter Hall,

ou Thursday. March 27, at Three o'clock, Viscount Ranelagh in
the Chair, when 100 Rights of Choice will be drawn, and 50 added
hy seniority. Shares taken up to the time of the Drawing will

3, Round Hill Park Estate (third portion), Brighton, East Sussex
;

<-, Brockley Hill Park Estate (reserved lots), Forest Hill, West
Kent. For Prospectuses, Shares, Plans of Estates, &c, apply to
__ _ .

Charles Lewis Grunejsen, Secretary.
33, Norfolk Street, Strand, London.

rpHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
-*- PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Hekry Ker Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-
litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,
•cr as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.
3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
ke may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal FACI-
LITIES WILL BE AFEORDKD IN EITHER CASE.

4. The whole coat of the works and expenses will, in all cases
tie charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-jearlv
instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and'
THiRTy-ONE year3 for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
rail be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lands can affoTd to pay. William C lifford, Sec.

HE

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
AT THE NORWICH, GLOUCESTER, LINCOLN,

and CARLISLE SHOWS,
The Prize for the best LINSEED and CORN CRUSHER was
awarded to E. R. & F. Turner, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich.

of Hove or Blown, Scouring or turning out to Grass, or from bad
food, Gargate, Hide Bound, Loss of Appetite, Staring Coat, Dis-
temper, Epidemic, or Influenza. Bullocks fat much faster by
occasionally giving a Ball.
Prepared only by Francis Cupiss, M.R.V.C.S., author of tha

" Prize Es.-ay on the Diseases of the Liver of the Horse," Diss,
Norfolk; and sold by all respectable Medicine Vendors in Town
and Country, in packets, six Balls each, 3*. 6d. per packet, with
a wrapper giving full directions for the use of the Balls, and
Treatment of the Horse whilst taking them. Also a Pamphlet of
testimonials from many Gentlemen who have used the Balls in
various Complaints. Any Gentleman using the Balls may con-
sult the Proprietor gratuitously, either personally, or by letter,
post-paid.

TUNG'S NON-PulSOSOUS SHEEP AND LAMB
*-* DRESSINGS—These important Sheep Dressings have
already been the means of producing the finest Hogget Fleecffl
that have ever been seen in the United Kingdom.' Specimens
were exhibited at the principal Agricultural Meetings of lust
MMM1, showing an increased Growth of Wool equal to 25 to MO
per Cent. Further specimens even of a more extraordinary
character are preparing for exhibition at the different Meetings
of 1856.

Barrv Brotuf-rs, Sole Agents for the Introduction of Long's
Non-Poisonous Sheep and Cattle Dressing Compositions through-
out the United Kingdom, and for Shipment. Merit on's Wnari
and Shad Thames, London.
Appointed Agents in all principal Towns, of whom Catalogues

with Testimonials can be obtained ; or from above.

/ COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
vy ako of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.
Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining. Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly anJ

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in
the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

'T'HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
-*- Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1852—53, for England
and Scotland, and further empowered by Amendment Act
1S54—55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents'
Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-
cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Lives
renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years

;
(and Lessees

for Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years
with consent of their Lessor), &c, are enabled, by way of Loan
irom the Company, or by their own funds, to execute and
charge on the Lands improved, bv way of rent-charge for a
terra of 25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every
landed improvement, especially of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,
Inclosing any Land, or improving Drains, Streams, or Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the
Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-
>og8 for Farm purposes already erected; Planting for Shelter
«ad for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea
^oast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes In 'he High-
lands and Islands of Scotland; Engines and Machinery for
Drainage, Engine-honses for Farm Steadings, &c., Water-wheels,
" ail^9, Pipes, Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans
of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by the
Applicant's own Agents and are submitted to the approval of the
luclosure Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the sole judges
of the due execution of the works. Proprietors may apply jointly
tor the execution of Improvements mutually beneficial,—such as
a common Outfall—Roads through the District—Water power,
*c. The Directors wish it to be understood that the Company is« a strictly commercial character, and that the details of the
plans and of the execution of the Works are not interfered with
oy them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-buw Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of
application, apply to the Honourable William Napier. Manag-
ing Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster. I

E. R. & F. TiraxEB invite the attention of Agriculturists and
others to the following machines of their manufacture :

ROLLER MILLS for crushing Linseed, Oats, Barley, Malt
&c, of various sizes, with or without Bean-mill combined. The
numerous prizes awarded these Mills by the Royal and other
agricultural societies rendercomment on their merits unnecessary
PATENT COMBINED GRINDING and CRUSHING MILL

for reducing Barley, &c, to a fine and soft meal, and crushing
Oats, Linseed, &c, is strongly recommended for the variety of
purposes to which it is applicable, and for its perfect and economic •

working. Price 25Z.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for horse or steam power, cutting three
lengths, with facility for changing the length of the cut"almost
momentarily, and other valuable improvements.
OILCAKE BREAKERS, made entirely of iron, with case-

hardened teeth suitable for all descriptions of cake. Price 3J. 10*.
FIXED STEAM-ENGINES, on the horizontal direct acting

principle. Long experience and attention to the practical work-
ing of steam-engines of every variety, have enabled the manu-
factures to offer these Engines as inferior to none—either tor
efficiency, economy, or durability—and at prices which will be
found comparatively low.

Superior Portable Steam-Engines and Threshing Machines
Horse-Power Threshing Machines, Circular Saw Tables, One
Horse Carts, and various other Implements, are also mann-
tactured at the above Works.

KOYAL COLLEGE,

;

AGRICULTURAL
CIRENCESTER.

Patron

~

His Royal Highness Prince Albert.
President of Council—-Earl Bathurst.

Principal—Rev. J. S. Haygabth, M.A.
Professors. &c.

Chemistry—J. A. C. Yoelcker, Ph. D., F.C.S.
Zoology, Geology, and Botany—Jas Buckman, F.G.S., F.L.S.
Veterinary Medicine and Surgery—G.T. Brown, M.R.C.Y.S.

Surveying, Civil Engineering, and Mathematics—
F. Armstrong, C.E.

Manager of Farm—G. Austin.
Students are admitted after the Summer and Winter

Vacation: also in April and October. The annual fees
for boarders vary from 55 to SO guineas, according to age
and other circumstances; the fee for out students is 40Z. per
annum. The College course of lectures and practical instruction
is complete in one twelvemonth, though a longer course U
recommeuded. Prospectuses and information can be had oa
a pplication to the Principal.

Oic ^grtcuUtttai 6c»rttc*
SATURDAY, MARCH 15, 1856.

Illustrated Price Lists sent free on applicati r>n.

The following letter, descriptive of an unculti-

vated soil, has reached us from a correspondent :

—

" I have a park of friable land of which the

component parts, per analysis, are as follows :

—

Silica

Iron and aluminum
Carbonate ot lime

Carbonate of magnesia

• • *

Moisture

" l^KIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
-»- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Svon Hous*, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool^a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, fo preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching r*ys of the sun, from wind, into cultivation 1 As larze quantities of land some-
from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard m
Elisha Thomas Archer
Lane, Cannon Street, C
men throughout the kin;

" What would, in your opinion,

of manures to begin applying to

... 81.60

... 3.20

... 8.71

... 0.31

... 6.40

i

100.22

be the best class

bring such land

as a covering »?

_ _ „ "J
what similar in character exist, I think it would be

sr, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity a subject of much interest to landlords if the subject

S^?d
4"£^3rKSlr*5in

S
SS; of ».Uw«. fully discussed

; each proprietor could
apply the arguments to his own ca*e, subject to
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such particular alterations as the analysis of his

own soil suggested."

The analysis is neither sufficiently full nor suffi-

ciently explicit. There are, we doubt not, other

things present besides those named— quantities

which, though mere traces in 100 grains, would in

the quantity traversed by the roots of a single plant

be large enough to exercise a very material influence

on its growth.

If there be any vegetable covering at all at present,

the soil contains the alkalies potash and soda

—

it also probably contains some quantity, however
small, of phosphoric acid ; vegetable matter exists

in it to some extent ; and perhaps ammonia, if a
sufficient weight had been examined, might have
been detected. The quantity of these things which
is present is precisely the point one wants to know
by which to guide an answer to the question put. It

should be remembered that it does not need a thick

or heavy covering of soil to make 1000 tons per
acre, and the very slight indications which the
chemist here has neglected to observe may corre-

spond to such a dressing of bone-dust or of guano as

not even Mr. Telfer or Mr. Mechi ever yet applied.
How much less, then, is such an analysis fitted to

indicate the deficiencies which might lead one to

advise the application of a few cwts. only of one
manure or the other.

We may add here that we gather from the pub-
lished notice in the Journal of the English Agri-
cultural Society that such an analysis as the above
is made in their laboratory for 1/. ; but the higher
sum, 3/., charged for "a complete analysis," is

evidently much more than three times as valuable
for any purpose of information or of guidance.

But the analysis quoted, as well as being imper-
fect, is not sufficiently explicit. It states that 81
per cent, are silica—but in what state is this silica ?

It may be almost undistinguishable mechanically
from clay—that is, it may be so finely divided that
a very small percentage of alumina may give the
soil the character of a clay, or it may be so coarse
grained that a much larger proportion of alumina
would leave it still a sand ; but upon the lightness
or stiffness of a soil might depend advice as to the
condition in which bone-dust, farm-yard dung, and
many other fertilisers should be applied. It states
that 3.2 per cent, are iron and aluminum, but one
does not know from this whether the soil may not be
a ferruginous and barren sand ; it nny be full of
poisonous iron salts, or it may almost be a fertile
loam. The entire absence of vegetable matter in
the figures given strikes us as particularly noticeable,
for the quantity put down as moisture would lead
ns to suppose organic matter would be present in
very considerable degree. It is plain, then, that the
analysis given is not sufficient to enable an answer
to the question.

Our answer, however, is less dependent now upon
such information as is so imperfectly given above
than it would have been ten years ago. " Ten
years ago," said Mr. Lawes last week, "it was
thought that every description of soil would require
special manures to suit them; it is no small addition
to our stock of knowledge to have ascertained with
certainty that when once we know the most suitable
manure for any particular crop, it will be applicable
for all soils. The farmer who leaves the light soil of
Norfolk to cultivate the heavy clayof Warwickshire,
requires no analysis of his soil to" tell him that the
same artificial manure which he used successfully to
grow his Wheat on one soil will be equally appli-
cable to the other. I would go further, and say that
the same rule would hold good in any part of the
world where Wheat is cultivated."
A perfect analysis of a soil would indeed enable

one to manure more economically—but, after all,

the true economy in manuring is to apply it as
abundantly as the crop will take it up, and excess
of fertilising matter is often economically applied.
We suppose, then, that the soil in question is a com-

parativeljfinfertile sand, and in that case we should
recommend to grow a crop of Rye or Mustard, using
2 cwt. of Peruvian guano as a dressing, and plough
it in in autumn, work it well in spring, and with
2 cwt. of Peruvian guano and 3 cwt. of superphos-
phate, grow a crop of Turnips next summer and
feed them off with sheep, giving them plenty of
cake, and following that with Barley, seeds, &c, in
the usual rotation for light soils.

It is possible, however—and the presence of lime
would almost indicate as much—that we are wrong
in supposing the land so light and sterile ; and it

may be possible by the addition of these "artificials,"
along with as much farm manure as can be spared, to
grow a crop of Turnips at once. That of course
will save a year in the process of improving it.

Reference is made in another column to the
prices of manures based upon the testimony of the
London Manure Company last year. We have now

a report from them at the present date. The
following particulars are almost wholly from them.

As, however, it is of the manure market generally

that we have to report, we may add thnt superphos-

phate varies in price on comparing the lists of dif-

ferent manufacturers, and from 61. to 11. for honest

superphosphate is a more accurate quotation. The
manure market varies but very little from week to

week in its quotations, and it is therefore needless

to give a weekly report. If a rise or fall should

happen we shall intimate the fact in time.

The imports of guano during the last week have

been 7650 tons, the whole of which is readily taken

from ship's side, the demand being extremely

brisk. The stock of nitrate of soda is small and

holders firm. Superphosphate of lime and all

manures of value are in active demand.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Ammonio-phosphate ... per ton 8 to

Blood manure ... ... „ 6 10

Bone dust ... ... per qr. 1 4
Bones (4-inch) „ 1 2 '„ 1 3

„ 7 10

5„ 1

Brown vitriol per lb. Of,,

Concentrated urate ... per ton 710 0„0
Coprolitea „ 3 10 „ 4

Ditto and sulphuric acid ,. 500 ,,000
Fishery salt „ 1 15 „ 2
London Manure Com-

pany's Corn Manure... „ 7100,, 00
Gypsum „ 1 12 „ 2
Nitrate of potash ... „ 25 „32
Nitrate of soda „ 19 „20
Peruvian guano ... „ 11 5 „ 11 10
Rape cake „ 6 10 „ 7
Salt „ 1 1 „ 1 6

Soda ash „ 10 „
Soot „ „
Superphosphate of lime „ 6 „ 6 6
Sulphuric acid (concen.) per lb. 1 „
Sulphate of ammonia ... per cwt. 017 „ .18

A verv striking instance of the spurious character

of some of the oilcakes now in the market is given
in a recent number of our contemporary, the North
British Agriculturist. High prices are of course a

premium upon adulteration—just as low prices are

upon that inferiority in quality produced by care-

lessness. A mixture of dust, earth, rubbish, is

however very much less objectionable than one
with the husks of other seeds, added quite as much
for the additional bulk they give the cake as for

their addition to the oil expressed. Such seeds,

whether present unintentionally or added with a
fraudulent intention, carry this further effect, that
they are often poisonous. And so Mustard seed is

sometimes complained of, and in the instance now
alluded to the seeds of some Polygonum, a weed
common in the north of Germany. A liability so
serious, to which both ignorance and fraud subject
the purchaser of oilcakes, should make him very
wary of entering at once upon their use as food.
They should be tried on a single head before the
whole herd is fed, and their quality will then
appear. In the case referred to by our contemporary,
90 cattle were affected by it. On the second day
after feeding on the cake, Mr. M'Gregor of
Invergordon, who relates the case, says :

—

(l In
November last I was called by express, and when I

arrived I found upwards of 90 head of cattle,

including feeders and year-olds, attacked with the
most violent purging that ever I witnessed. On
making inquiry, I found the whole were getting oil-

cake, and that this was the second day they were
getting this same cake. The year-olds did not get
above a pound a day of it, and the feeders not more
than 4 lbs. They were getting oilcake previous to
this, but not of the same parcel. A few hours after
I arrived two of the feeding cattle died, and having
made a post mortem examination of one of them, I

found the most of the intestines inflamed, and
coming to the conclusion that it was the cake given
them that caused the violent purging and death, I

sent the intestines of the other stot, and a sample
of the cake given them, to Professor Dick, to be
analysed."

Dr. Kemp, to whom the cake was sent for exami-
nation, writes :—" I tested nearly all the contents
of the stomach and intestines for the usual common
poisons, but no trace of any could be detected. I

next ascertained that good oilcake should not con-
tain the same number of these black seeds, if,

indeed, it should contain any. They are the seeds
of a plant belonging to the natural order Polygo-
nacese, some members of which possess acrid pro-
perties that would account for the symptoms
witnessed by Mr. M'Gregor during the life of the
dead animal, and also of those similarly affected, but
which recovered. The particular genus and species
of the seeds found in the cake is, or at least almost
certainly, the Polygonum lapathifolium, a seed that
I believe infests ill-cultivated soil in Belgium and
the north of Germany, where the cake in question
was probably purchased."

THE POTATO CROP.
As the season for planting Potatoes is approaching, I

thought I would give my experience of the way in

which I have been most successful in planting them,

as well as the sort to be planted (which, by the way, has

a deal to do with it). I grew some acres last year on
Wheat stubble without any dung, dug up in the winter

and allowed to lie till the beginning of April, when I

commenced planting them in the following manner
(rhe ground I should say is a very strong clay subsoil,

but has been well drained 3 feet 6 inches deep) :—we use

a tool called a Tubal, made in Devonshire, with which

we make a drill as if for Peas, but about an inch

deeper, the drills 2 feet apart, and then lay in the sets

about 1 or 12 inches apart. After they are in draw in

the drill on one side sufficient to cover the sets and

leave the other side till the plant is up a fortnight ; then

draw in the other side, and this will be as good as hoeing.

If, however, the ground is very foul, you must hoe

again and heap them up if wanted. They will require

nothing more done to them before they are ripe, save

only the top dressing, which I sow broadcast about

3 weeks after they are up ; 1£ cwt. guano, or not having

this 24 of superphosphate of lime will answer the purpose-

Now, I have planted several sorts in this way— Regents,

Kidneys, Early Oxford, and others, all of which suc-

ceeded very well, but none like the Early Oxford ; they

were ready to take up the latter end of July or begin-

ning of August, quite soon enough for a crop of Turnips.

The yield was remarkably good, more than 130 sacks

to the acre, and the mode in which we get them up is at

follow.-- :—The Potatoes being planted near the surface,

we have a tool like a dung fork, only turned down, wife

which a man can with ease get up 60 bushels a day,

and being so near the surface there has not been half a

bushel of diseased Potatoes to an acre. The Oxford

Potato keeps so much better than any other and is best

for all purposes. Richard Webb, Calcot Farm, Reading,

March 6.

At page 1 64 you requested a few remarks respecting

the Fluke Potato. There seem but two opinions

respecting the quality of this Potato, and these seem

candid: viz., " first rate," and "good for nothing."

Many speak of it in such high terms as to pronounce it

unequalled, whde others condemn it as decidedly the

worst Potato they ever grew. Now, when doctors differ

who shall decide ? By which party shall we be advised?

I offer these remarks respecting this Potato in conse-

quence of the divided opinion as to its merits. I have

on several occasions heard people exclaim, " Somebody

must be wrong, for one highly recommends while

another condemns it.** On several occasions I have

witnessed different persons digging up their Flukes, and

have frequently asked them their opinion, which may

be summed up as follows : " Well, master," I would say,

" are they good ?
** The reply would be : " Ah, good

for the pigs ! I will never plant another Fluke as long

as I live." Another perhaps would be more favourable,

and say : They are the best croppers and boilers I

ever saw in my life.'* On the other hand others would

raise the following objections : " Too rank in the

haulm ; too much deformed ;" or, as your correspond-

ent observed—" not one-half came up that was planted."

When the Fluke was so extensively advertised last

season, it was recommended in the following high terms:

* This fine variety is less liable to the disease than any

other, is of excellent quality, large, and very productive."

How has it sustained the high character thus given of

it ? It is certainly very productive, large, and pro-

nounced by some unequalled in flavour. But has it

escaped the disease more than any other variety ? I

must say, as an eye-witnei-s, in some districts it

has been diseased more than other varieties, while in

others it has been less subject to it than many ;
I

helieve there are but few, if any, districts in which it

has entirely escaped, but for this last point I consider

that it merits the high character given to it last season.

For the benefit of those who may again grow the F»uke

(to which, by the way, I trust all will give another

trial), I beg to say it should be borne in mind that last

season was a very unfavourable one lor the cultivation

of the Potato, more especially on high soil. The dry-

ness of the early part of the summer caused the tops

to lose their vitality, in consequence of which the tubers

commenced to ripen their skins before attaining hali

their full size, and when the season changed we had a

long continuance of wet by which the newly-formea

tubers were excited into growth and formed a secon

lot, which accounts for so many deformed Flu*69*

My opinion is that the Fluke, being natural ly a coarse

grower, should be planted on poor soil; when planted on

rich manured land, the tubers become deformed, toe

haulm exceedingly coarse, the Potatoes in consequence

get neither warmth to the tubers nor sun and air b
"*Jt|

ted through the haulm; the tubers do not get thoroughly

ripened ; the strength of the haulm keeps up the sap

until so late in the season that the *kin on the tubers

merely gets set, and not properly matured ; such Potatoes

cannot be expected to boil like a ball of flour, or eat m

flavour like a well-ripened variety. The Fluke, P1*
!^

on poor soil, new broken upland or sandy land, *"

bring perfect tubers of moderate size; the haulm being

of moderate strength dies down in sufficient timf

ripen the tubers as they should be, while the quality is

the first class. The fault thus lies not in the Potaw?

i»ut in the soil and cultivation. The grower of these pew

no doubt selected his very best piece of land, and o

manured it in order to excel, by which means he or -

.round wUlgrow Flukes of
shot the mark, for while poor g
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the first quality, over-manured land would only grow them

fit for pigs. There is as much difference iu the constitu-

tion and the culture required in some varieties from others

as the treatment required between a donkey and a

racehorse. With respect to cutting the sets, I find

they will bear cutting as well as most Kidney Potatoes.

There were planted here last season 12 bushels, the

greater part being cut sets, and every one was frozen

as hard as a s one, and I believe not 30 sets failed in

the latch : these were purchased of Mr. Holland, of

Middleton, Lancashire. I have no doubt, there being

so many complaints respecting this Potato coming up

so badly, that many of them were dried in a kiln and got

roasted too much, as the Potatoes appear to be per-

fectly sound—the eyes only seem to be affected, as it

dried completely up. I have seen perches of land with

not more than a score Potatoes above ground. I have

no doubt all parries have spoken of the Fluke as they

have found it ; be persuaded, and grow it again on poor

land, and you that have condemned it will next season

sing its praises. Edward Bennett, Gr. to Sir Offlcy Wake-
man, Bart., Perdiswell Hall, Worcester, March 10.

I cannot lay claim to the appellation " grower on a

large scale" of Fluke Potatoes ; but my mite of ex-

perience may be useful as far as it goes. I planted last

year about an acre of ground, half with cut sets, half

with uncut, side by side, and treated as to manuring
and all other circumstances exactly alike. The result

was, that so few of the cut sets vegetated, that I

ploughed up the ground and sowed it with Turnips. The
uncut sets produced a moderate crop, which were the

soundest Potatoes we had last year. I ought to mention
that our ground is a wet, stiff soil, not well suited for

Potatoes, of which we grow but a small quantity for

home use. We had but a moderate crop with much
disease last year. A Cheshire Subscriber.

THE WHEAT GRUB.
Since I wrote to you last week I have received several

communications on the subject of the destruction of the
young Wheat crop by insects. " R. F. W." from
Southam has forwarded some Wheat plants infested by
the larvae of the supposed Osciuis vastator, but having
been pulled up without any earth left at the roots, and
then sent by post in a letter, they are crushed and dried
up, so that. I cannot hope to succeed in rearing any of
the larvae to the perfect state. A few plants with a
little mould packed in a small tin box would answer my
purpose well. U R. F. W." says that for several years
past he has found the maggot far more destructive of
the young Wheat than the wireworm, which may be
easily accounted for, because the parent fly deposits its

eggs upon the young plant as soon as it appears above
ground ; whereas the wireworm, being at large in the
ground, only by chance happens to come upon the young
plants in burrowing through the ground. " R. F. W."
further says that this maggot is found more or less in

the Wheat after Clover and Rye-grass, which I cannot
account for by any peculiarity in the insect's habits, for
it is not to be supposed that the larvae feed on the stems
of the young Clover, although they may do so on the
Rye. " R. F. W." adds, that he always finds the Wheat
which has been eaten by these maggots in February
and March suffer from the wireworm in Apiil. There
is, however, no other natural connection between the two
insects than that arising from both being fond of the young
shoots of cereals. " R. F. W." lastly observes that the
only check which he has found is the clod-crusher, and
as the body of the maggot is very soft and fleshy this

seems a reasonable mode of extirpation.

From other quarters I have received specimens of
infested Wheat, which prove that several other kinds
of insects are engaged in the work of destruction of the
Wheat plant. In the neighbourhood of Brighton the
Wheat grounds seem to be extensively infested with
the young larvae of the TipuJfe, of which I should be
very glad of specimens, sent as above mentioned, in

order to determine the history and identify the species.

In other parts of the country the little grub described
by Mr. Markwicke in the Linnean Transactions as
biting off the young plants below the surface, in the
same way as the wireworm, has reappeared, and I have
now specimens alive and trust I shall be able to trace
the species to the final state ; Mr. Curtis considering it

to be a species of Carabidae ; I, on the contrary, believe
it to be a Rove beetle (one of the Staphylinidae), as I

find it to be identical with the larva figured in my
Introduction to the Modern Classification of Insects,

vol. i., fig. 16, No. 10, and which I discovered more
than 20 years ago gnawing the young Turnips in the
early spring. I find also in the mould of infested plants

specimens of a Snake millepede, and also of a very
small and slender white worm, like a young Filaria.

J, 0. Westwood, Hammersmith, March 13.

hay arv- taken in the season, and if two, ths proportional

quantity and value of each. Let the kind, quantity, and
money value of the manure applied to the laud be

stated, and whether applied annually or biennially. Let
the manure and all other expenditure be charged Against
the meadow, per acre, and let the money value of the

hay be stated to its credit, and a balance struck. I

think this information will be useful in reference to the

actual value of land managed iu this manner, and the

possibility of increased value being given to meadow land

by any other mode of treatment. It is to be hoped that

accurate details can readily be had. I do not doubt you
will willingly lend your assistance. The information

will be thankfully received. .4 Grass Farmer, March 10.

Chivas 1 Orange Jelly Turnip.—During the spring of

1855 your Paper was more than once speaking in praise

of Chivas' Orange Jelly Turnip as being the most
nutritious, and resisting the frost better even than the

Swede. From the representations of your corre-

spondents I was induced to sow au acre of them, and
most heartily do I regret it, as every Turnip was
utterly destroyed by the first hard frost, worse even

than the common white or red. I have been hoping to

see that others have tried it, and what the result in

their case has been. /. D. H. . [In the last notice of this

Turnip we expressly referred to the very contradictory

reports given of it.]

Seeds.— I have been very much pleased by the perusal

of your article in the Chronicle with respect to seeds,

and it has shown me the reason why it is recommended
by some to sow so much seed per acre. In this part of

Somerset (West) we never sow more than 1 lb. per acre,

whilst in a catalogue before me it is said that of Swedes

2 lbs. or 3 lbs. is required for an acre ; of Early Large

Turnip 2 lbs. to 3 lbs. ; and of Stubble Turnip, 4 lbs.

Whilst in my opinion \ lb. of new Turnip seed would

be sufficient if we could manage to drill or sow it even.

With respect to tryi g seeds I find the best way is to

wet my finger in my mouth and dip the top of it into

the seed, count the number of seeds and proceed as you

I direct ; by my plan you get good and bad if these be

mixed together, and so have a better chance of ascer-

taining the percentage of good and bad seed. Thomas
Cridland, Seed Grower, &c.

Central Farmer's Club.—The plan circulated by the

committee for establishing this club in a hou^e of its

own with bed-rooms, &c, does not, as has been stated,

involve any deviation from its original constitution. The
club was established in 1843 for the express purpose

of affordiug opportunities of social intercourse to agri-

culturists visiting London. For want of sufficient

funds it was located at the York Hotel, where a limited

number of beds at a fixed price and the use of two

rooms were secured for the use of the members. It was

not until the following year that the discussions on agri-

cultural topics, by which the club has become best

|

known, were commenced. At present the club has

overgrown the accommodation of an hotel. There is

I
little doubt that increased numbers, attracted by the

comfort and economy of a club-house, would add

interest to the discussions. S. S., one of the Committee of

the Club.

I Agricultural Drainage by the Military Authorities at

Aldershot.—I believe no question can now be said to

j
exist with landowners as regards the superiority of 4-feet

,
drains over 18 inches for the more perfect drainage of

I sandy and gravelly soils; and it is also well known that

under the advice of the most experienced draining

engineers, and supported by the Parliamentary evidence

taken before several committees on the subject of land

draining, the Inclosure Commissioners, who have the

passing the plans of the draining by means of the public

i loans of four millions and the advances of the several

land drainage companies, do not consider any drains as

perfect that are not of the depth of 4 feet. This being

so, what shall be said of the care of the public expendi-

ture when we find the public money is to be spent, or

rather, my readers may say, to be wasted, upon plans

that no landowner would allow tiles for, or that the

Commissioners would admit to be of any use, and in-

volving an expenditure of at least double what would be

thought necessary by any agricultural engineer to do

the work well ? 1 refer to the proposed plans and speci-

fications, as made public, for tenders for the drainage

of the site of the Aldershot Camp, about 258 acres of

sandy moorland, which are as follows : viz., with drains

18 inches deep and 12 feet apart, made of pipes of

3 inches inside diameter, with collars connecting the

joints, and which under the specification and con-

ditions will cost between 207. and 30J. an acre. As
soon as I learnt these particulars I thought it

advisable to inform the military authorities of the

mistake they were about to commit, and accordingly on

him 1 had successfully drained the i< event's Park for

public use, a strong clay, with 4-feet drains, at a cost of

10/. 15«. an acre, to ' show him that on the worst

draining soils, and for other than mere agricultural pur-

poses, 4 feet had been chosen as not too deep, and an
expenditure of \0l. \5s. an acre was the utmost thought

necessary); and he winds up by saying that the nearer

the pipes are to the surface after securing them with

earth sufficiently to preserve them from accident, the

better. To this communication I immediately replied,

expressing my surprise at the confidence with which his

clerk of the works had given an opinion on draining,

and stating that I had for nine years been an agri-

cultural drainer in large practice, as well as a Govern-
ment inspector of draining, and I^would undertake" to

drain the land in question far more effectually, at half

the cost involved by the proposed plans, and enclosing

him a little work called " Agricultural Drainage," draw-
ing his attention to it and more particularly to Lord
Lonsdale's evidence there given, as to the depth of

drains with reference to road-making and laying the
surface dry and hard, where he speaks of the failure of

shallow drains to take the water from the surface, and
the advantage of drains of 5 and 6 feet deep in laying

the land dry and strengthening and hardening the

surface. In doiug this I expected I had done enough to

bring about some inquiry, with a view to securing some
attention to the subject ; but no further notice has been
taken of my communication, and I suppose the return

of my first letter should have told me to expect none.

The soil of the site of the camp jjrill be known to most
agriculturists as being composed of so large a proportion

of sand and gravel, with so little a mixture of clay as to

be considered one of the most barren in the south of

England. The surface for a few inches is sandy peat;

underneath this there extends down for many feet a
mixture of sand and gravel, which from having an im-

pervious bed underneath becomes full of water in winter.

By this description there are few of your readers con-

versant with draining, who will not see that the soil in

question is one of the easiest to drain, and most calling

for very deep drains. Hewitt Davis, 3, Frederick's Placty
Old Jewry, March 12.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Weekly Council, March 12.—Mr. Miles, M.P.,.

Vice-President, in the Chair.

Churns.—At a weekly meeting of the Council, on the

24th of April, 1850, Messrs. Burgess and Key sub-

mitted their box churn to the inspection of the members,

and exhibited its simple and peculiar action in the pro-

duction of butter from cream. At this meeting on the

12th of March, Count Sparre favoured the Council with

an opportunity of witnessing the performance of Major
Stiernsvard's Swedish centrifugal churn, to which a
medal of the first class had been awarded last year at

the Paris Exhibition. These two churns were on the

present occasion tried before the Council in juxtaposi-

tion and under the same circumstances, the same milk

and cream being in each case used :

—

I.—Churning with New Milk.

Stiernsviird ...

Burgess & Key J6 quarts. 63
3

II.—Chcknino with Cream.

Home Correspondence.
Meadow Land Farming.—Can it be ascertained with

accuracy what is the produce of and expenditure upon
meadow land of good Jquality, say in Middlesex, where
the supply of hay to the London market makes meadow
land, producing hay, valuable? I think this is an

interesting and useful subject of inquiry, and as one of

your readers I shall leel obliged if you can assist in

procuring information which can be relied on. I should
be glad to learn the quantity of hay produced per acre,

and let it be stated in cwts., so as to be under-
stood by all persons—whether familiar with loads or
trusses, or other measures of quantity, which are local

terms. Let it also be stated whether one or two crops of

^__ U 33 <Bo - V >>
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Stiernsviird ... 5 quarts. 60° F. 120 3

Burgess & Key
j

5 quarts. 60° F. 60 *{

9 Quantity

Not in a
state to

be
weighed.
3ilbB.
good

butter.

The Swedish churn was then tried, with the remaining

cream, at less than its usual speed ; but in consequence

__ of its not being charged with the exact quantity of cream

the 23d February I wrote "to the' commandingVoyal |
required in its case, no result was obtained. In the

engineer at Aldershot, informing him I was a draining former trial with cream, at the full speed of revolution,

engineer and a Government inspector of drainage, and
had had large experience in draining in that locality,

and advising him that the jroposed plans would be

imperfect as regards laying the land dry and sound, and
the expenditure would far exceed, by some thousands of

pounds, what was necessary for that purpose, and

the butter on being taken out of the churn was too soft

to be weighed ; and on being put into cold water, it was

found too incoherent, without undergoing the regular

process of u making," to be weighed.—The churn of

Messrs. Burgess & Key required little labour to be

kept in action, and the butter was almost at once

referring him to the Inclosure Commissioners for further
j

turned out
^

in a^ fine marketable state.
^

Count

information on the subject. On the 8th inst I received "
"*~~~

* "~ _
" '' * " " "

a letter from Sir Frederick Smith, inclosing me back my
letter with a memorandum of his clerk of the works,

wherein he explains that the sand and gravel form the

lower stratum only, and is not the chief consideration,

and that the deep draining I had referred to as success-

ful in clay would form no criterion as to the most judi- I

ciou3 plan to be carried out at Aldershot (L had informed j
Prince Albert communicated through the Haa. Colonel

Sparre thanked the Council for their kind atten-

tion in witnessing the performance of his countryman's

churn, and regretted that its performance on that

occasion, from circumstances for which he could not

account, was not so satisfactory as- it had been on former

trials.

HiNOVERiAN Agriculture.—His Roval Highness-
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Flupps a present of two agricultural works to the t the series, the per centage of the soluble silica ranges from 20 to

Society, from Dr. C. II. Meyer-Altenburg, of Ebstorf 7^ -

-
This substance has not received much attention hitherto,

in the principality of Luneburg, entitled respectively :

" Die Vorziige der Minorats-Erbfolge in sittlicher,

materieller, und national-okonornischer Hinsicht/'
and m Die Einfiihrbarkeit der Spaten-Cultur, in der
grossern landwirthschaftlicher Betrieb;" the latter work
being the prize essay on spade cultivation of the Royal
Hanoverian Agricultural Society at Celle. The Council
ordered their best thanks to his Royal Highness Prince
Albert, and to the author, for the favour of these
presents.

Value op Dairy Cows.—Mr. Horsfall stated at a
former meeting of the Council that he valued his dairy
cows on the average at 25/. ; he has since communicated
the following explanation of that estimation :— « My
milch cows give, on the average, about quarts each per
day; which, at the price stated, 2d. per quart, gives 251
per year."

The Council stands adjourned over Passion week, to
Wednesday the 26th of March.

either from agriculturists nr chemists; indeed, prior to this dis-

covery, soluble silica was far too costly an article to be employed
for agricultural purposes. If it be useful, it can now be procured
at a very trifling expense. I use large quantities of it on my
farm, and immense quantities are used in the neighbourhood.
The soft parts are spread like mud over the fields, or employed
as a covering to, and as a bottom to dung-heaps, and also to

spread over the bottom of the fold-yards and farmyards. The
hard parts are dried, and ground up into a fine powder. This is
used to absorb the urine in the tanks, and to litter up the
fattening pigs, as a substitute for straw. It thus forms
an excellent drill-manure for root-crops. As an absorben-
and deodoriser it is equal to charcoal dust, and I need

blishment of the Royal Agricultural Society. The firsTmeetm^
of that Society at Oxford could hardly he supposed to afford verf
fair evidence of the state of agricultural mechanics at th^*
period; the Society was little known— its rules less so ulso, its

and
certa

motives doubted, and many held back from contributing to its
exhibitions, in order that they might see what others would do

" how they were likely to fare. The meeting was limited
inly, but, limited as it was, at this meeting and the one

succeeding, one or more good specimens of all the best imple-
ments then in general use were exhibited, and if I might be
allowed to lay before you the names and character of the instru-
ments then in use and there exhibited, you will be enabled to
judge to what state agricultural mechanics had at that date
arrived. There were drills by Garrett, Hornsby, and Smith-
ploughs by Kansome, Howard, and Barrett; zig-zag harrows hv

Society of Arts: March 5—Agricultural Progress.
The following addresses were delivered at the close of Mr.
Hoskyns's paper : Mr. J. M. Paine, of Farnham, spoke
on the geological resources of agriculture. He said :

—

"I fear that it must be admitted that geology has not hitherto
cone much for agriculture, and although its resources are
manifold, that it has not done what it ought and might do.
Still some good things have been effected by its means, and more
particularly within the fifteen years of the interesting review so
ably presented to us by Mr. Hoskyns. But geology without the
aid of chemistry as an interpreter will not profit the farmer
Chemistry must tell us what to find, or when we have found it
what it is, while geology teaches us where to search for it It
has been said, however, in disparagement cf such combined
investigations, that the knowledge of the constituents of the true
geological subsoils is of little value, inasmuch as the greater
part of our cultivated fields is composed of superficial drifts
oftentimes differing widely in character from the soils they

Mr. Way in Vol. XIV. of the Journal of the Royal Agricultural
Society. At Binsted and Selborne, in Hampshire, lime is largely
employed on the out-croppings of the silica soils. The farmers
there speak highly in praise of its application, while on thegault
soils below, they say that lime does very little good. I formerly
laughed at them for what I considered their misapplication of lime:
but the farmers were right,—for the gault there contains much
carbonate and sulphate of lime, while the silica rock, which re-
sembles a piece of impure chalk, contains scarcely a trace of lime.
Here, again, practice was in advance of agricultural science. I
will not detain your Royal Highness and the meeting by any
further remarks, observing only in conclusion, that the earth fur-
nishes supplies of organic as well as inorganic manures, and that
our coal-fields might furnish us-with an abundance of ammonia,
now wa>ted in the ordinary consumption of coals, and that many
of our clay soils contain latent stores ofthis valuable article ; and if
chemists would set their brains to work, and teach us how to
avail ourselves of these riches, it would indeed prove a great
boon, not only to farmers, but to the community at large.

Mr. J. B. Lawes, F.R.S., spoke on the chemistry of
agriculture. He said :—
The period which Mr. Hoskyns has selected as the starting

point in his most interesting and instructive paper just
read to us, although comprising so small a portion of time
in the history of British agriculture, refers back to a period
sufhciently remote to include the whole history of the chemistry
of agriculture, so far as it relates to this country. Whatever
might have been known or practised in other countries before
that period, certainly neither attracted the attention nor influ-
enced the practice of the agriculturists of Great Britain. It is
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"» anotner manner, by teaching the extentdepth and direction of these diluvial drifts ; and this knowledge
is often very useful in the drainage of land. I need scarcelyremind my present hearers how this has been signallyand successfully .exemplified in the case of Lord Bemersat Keythorpe. On a much humbler scale I have derivedHimilar benefit in draining some of my own land at FarnhamBut I consider that agriculture would ultimately reap manyadvantages, did it possess an analytical knowledge of the true
geological subsoils as they outcrop in various parts. From mvown experience, I can confidently state, that the soil of one fieldis frequently the most appropriate manure for another. And itsometimes happens that examinations of this nature lead to thediscovery of beds of peculiar substances, which act as spec fie
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man of science and the practical farmer, and the very different
points of view from which they would regard the U3e of
this new science, it could hardly be expected but that
serious disagreements should arise between them. The ques-
tion of profit and loss naturally enters largely into all theviews and considerations of the practical farmer, while the scien-
tific man entirely disregards it. To obtain the same increase in
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Ro-yal Agricultural Society, I am persuaded,would willingly assist gentlemen in kindred investigations and

irrespective
any question of cost, but to recommend this salt to be used for
agricultural purposes would depend upon economical questions
having no connection with science. For want of practical know-
ledge the man of science, although correct in his principles has
often erred in the application of these principles to practice Forwant of scientific knowledge the agriculturist has expected from
the teachers of science rules to guide and improve his practice
which the science of the day was quite incapable of supplyingHence the farmer is inclined to regard the man of science
as visionary, theoretical, and unpractical, while the man ofscience accuses the farmer of indifference to science, or applvin-
to it only to furnish Mm with recipes to enable him to fill hispockets more rapidly. It has of late years been too much the
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, .„..w«, .. .c i.uc, wiui ciiemistry, Dotan v, phy-siology, and some other sciences, but still distinct from them all
Its truths can alone be investigated and explained by experi-ments conducted in the field with all the aids and refinements
which modern science affords. It is a science abounding in diffi-
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cultivate it with the greatest assiduity. Although it would
not be easy, or even possible, to point out distinctly in what way
science has advanced the practice of agriculture from year to
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of avery marked progress, if we comparetwo periods sufficiently remote. When we consider that tenyears ago, it was thought that every description of soil Wouldrequire spec.al manures to suit them, it is no small addition toour stock of knowledge to have ascertained with certainty thatwhen once we know the most suitable manure for any particular
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The former who leavesthe light soil of Norfolk to cultivate the heavy clay of Warwick-
shire, requires no analysis of his soil to tell him that the same
artificial manure which he used successfully to grow his Wheaton one soil will be equally applicable to the other. I would *o
further, and say that the same rule would hold good in anv oart
of the world where Wheat is cultivated. Ten years ago. nothing
certain was known of the value of manures in connection wi.h
their chemical composition

; at the present tfma, there are many
in this room who would be willing to accept the chemical compo-
sition of any manure as the measure of its value. If time per-
mitted, I could point out to you that more correct views are also
entertained on the subject of feeding animals ; that we begin toknow that a rotation of crops is not a necessity, but merely aneconomical process for obtaining certain ingredients essential toourcorn crops. With increased knowledge, the necessity for any
fixed routine will be no longer apparent, and the former will befree to pursue that system which freedom of competition and flue-

"*;i
ln Pr''ee/ender necessary to enable him to realise the fullreward for his skill and capital.

Mr. Allen Ransoms spoke on the mechanism of
agriculture. He said :

—
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t Pleasure t0 the interesting paperread by Mr. Hoskyns; and in venturing to make a few remarkson that portion of it which is more immediately connected Sthmy vocation as an implement maker, I am desirous to lay before
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particular, but I should hardly do justice to those who for many
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to the advancement ot agriculture through the medium of its me-

S!^S£i !? S !*^ 1 mySelf 0f th,S opportunity to vindicate
the position which thevh«H •**<.;».-..> i«-»-„. j.j:* *_ ..

.rrows by
Howard

;
portable threshing machines by Kansome, Garrett

Barrett and Exall, and Hart; winnowing machines by Cooch
and Hornsby; clod crushers by Crosskill; Turnip cutters by
Gardner; haymaking machines by Wedlake; chart" engines of
great variety by Comes, Kansome, Garrett, Richmond and Co
and many others; and rollers of every description. It is no lesl
a fact that all these implements remain at the present day
standard implements, little if at all altered in their prin-
ciples, though perhaps generally improved in their details.
In the subsequent period many new inventions have'
from time to time made their appearance at the Society's
exhibitions, many crudities, and many novelties. Most
of these have had their short hour of fame and trial, and
eventually have disappeared for ever. Amongst those in-
troduced during the last 15 years, which have since proved their
title to be added to the original list of standard implements, the
following stand as the most prominent:—Garratt's lever horse-
hoes; Grant's, Smith's, and Howard's lever horse-rakes; Bent-
all's broad share plough; Bushe's, Baxter's, and Phillips's root
pulpers; Biddell's Bean-cutter, and many improvements and
varieties of chaff-cutters and of mills. These, with those men-
tioned as existing previously to the Oxford meeting, may be
considered as mainly comprising the class of standard imple-
ments of the prest-nt day. I have not included in this list the
reaping machine, upon which ranch ingenuity and cost has been
expended to adapt it to the requirements of this country, by
several makers, because it has not as yet assumed the character
of a standard implement; but I think another season will not
pass without at least one specimen which may secure for it that
position. Having now, I trust with all becoming modesty, shown
the position to which agricultural mechanics had attained—both
prior to 1839 and since—I will endeavour to explain the causes
to which the present general use of the standard implements is

mainly attributable. 1st, to the improvements in all machinery
and tools for working in wood and iron, producing a superior
style of workmanship at ordinary cost. 2d, to the facility of

transit afforded by railways. 3d, to the necessity of econ-
omising all farming costs by means of every labour-saving
machine ; and last, not least, to the opportunities afforded by the
itinerant annual exhibitions of the Royal Agricultural Society,
tor general observation, test, and comparison of all the best
implements throughout the length and breadth of the land.

This has enabled the makers of implements in every district to

profit by the examples of the best implements of all other
districts, and the standard being selected as of the highest class,

the b st implements have become more generally diffused; the
advantage obtained to the agricultural community, arising less

from the introduction of new inventions, than from the general
adoption throughout the country of the best implements of every
district, with a general improvement in the style and quality of

workmanship. Hitherto, 1 have spoken of the instruments only
as ordinarily used by horse or hand power; but the introduction
of steam-power in its portable form has opened up a wide field for

the ingenuity and enterprise of the manufacturer; inasmuch as,

by its aid, machines of a much more comprehensive character,
which are beyond the limits of ordinary horse-power, can be
constructed ; and in this direction the energy and the ability of

the agricultural machine manufacturer has been largely called

into action, and with most satisfactory results, especially in

relation to the steam engine itself, and to the threshing machine,
which combines, with the merely threshing operation of beating
out the corn, the further stages of separation from offal and the
production of a perfect sample, fit for market. Important,
however, as has been the application of steam power, whether to

fixed or portable machinery, greatly more important would it be
if it could be brought to bear upon the tillage of the soil. All
honour to the inventor of the steam tile draining machine,, who
by his persevering exertions has at last effected the first stage of
this desirable object; but a very much wider field remains yet to

be accomplished in the tillage of land by steam ; and honour to

all those who have attempted the further stages. The mode in
which it is to be accomplished is at present only seen in the
distance. There are many and various views as to the best
means of effecting it, but certain it is that the experiment is too
great for any one individual—too large for individual enterprise.
The cost of inventions, of experiments, of trials, and of errors, is

enough to drain the deepest purse, and break the strongest heart.
I have no hesitation in saying, that if the object is to be
accomplished within a reasonable time, as it is a matter hat
would result in great national good, it should be made a matter of
national cost. The funds, I believe, are all that is wanting to
bring about some arrangement which will have a practical effect.

Until some such general fund is obtained, we shall go on hoping,
each hope to end in disappointment. This is not the time for the
place to enter upon the plan, but I should be most happy to

confer with any one on the subject, and throw my information
into the general fund for the accomplishment of such a desirable
end.

Mr. John Hudson, of Castle Acre, spoke on the

practice of agriculture :

—

*

I have been requested to speak a few words upon the
subject of the progress of Practical Farming during the last

fifteen years. The scientific gentlemen who have preceded me
this evening bave entered so fully into the subject, that they have
left me an almost barren field to work upon. I must, therefore,
crave your Royal Highness's indulgence to be allowed to allude
to the early part of the present century, when Thomas William
Coke, the late Earl of Leicester, adopted and recommended the

improved system of practical agriculture. At that time the

county of Norfolk consisted of large tracts of wild heaths and
rabbit warrens. Rye was extensively grown, but very little

Wheat was produced there. Mr. Coke recommended the fanners
to cultivate the Turnip crop upon an extended scale, and it was
at that time the drill superseded the broad-cast method of sowing
both corn and Turnips. Mr. Coke spent large sums of money in

building convenient farm premises for his tenants, and encouraged
them to improve their farms by granting them 21 years' leases,

with liberal covenants. And it was his pleasure, at the latter part

of his life, to give his improving tenants the best tenant right

they could have— a renewal of their leases four years before the

expiration of the term, and that without taking undue advantage
of the outlay of the tenants' capital. Up to 1821, he held annual
meetings at Hoikham, in the month of July, where he gathered
around him all the scientific skill and prnctical experience he
could obtain at that time. I have there seen Sir H. Davy, Sir

Jos. Banks. Dr. Rigby, and the only agricultural chemist of the

day, Mr. Grissenthwaite. They thought there was something
" looming in the future," but it remained to the period named on
the paper for discussion this evening, for the further develop-
ment which chemical science has brought to bear upon agricul-

ture. It is to Liebig, Lawes, Paine, Way, and others, that we
are indebted for the discovery of the method of converting the

hard bone into food for the infant plant of our root crop. In my
earJy days, the Turnip crop waa a most uncertain one to obtain-

'position whlchThev had at^Vn^lnn^rjl!!"7* 1° Ti
ndicate ^ut now that our chemists have made these important discoveries,posiuon wnicu tney had attained long antecedent to the esta- it is almost reduced to a certainty. It was about 15 years ago that
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the Royal Agricultural Society ot England was formed, under the
auspices of his Grace the Duke of Richmond and the late Earl
Spencer, Mr. Pusey, and Mr. Handley. That Society has
offered prizes for improved implements, as well as improved
breeds of cattle, sheep, horses, &c. and held out inducements for
chemical science to aid practical farming. When I first put my
hand to the plough, it was a very primitive implement, and per-
formed its work imperfectly. Ransome and Howard have
improved our ploughs; Garrett has improved Cook's drill and
the inverted horse-hoe, which was invented by Francis Blaikie
in 1816, and which I first used on my farm at Castle Acre in
1823. These improved implements have very much tended to
the progress of practical farming during the last 15 years.
Ransome, Clayton, and Shuttleworth, Ilornsby, Tuxford, and
others, have brought out the steam threshing machines. These
have greatly lessened the cost of production. The legislature
of this country has also done much towards the progress
of agriculture. Some 20 years since the alteration of the
tithe-law took place, and labour was set free by the repeal
of the old poor-law, without which improved practical farm-
ing could not have progressed as it has done. The people
require cheap food. This can only be obtained by lessen-
ing the cost of its production. The three great items in the
farmer's expenditure are rent, labour, and the purchase of artifi-

cial manures. As the area of these islands cannot be extended,
we must not expect the first to be much decreased, and the
labourer is not too well paid. It appears to me that the best way
to reduce the cost of agricultural production is to endeavour to
obtain the manures at le?s cost. We are told that many of the
uninhabited islands in the Pacific abound in fertilising matter;
and could it be supplied at abouthalf the present price, it might
enable the farmers of England to raise an abundant supply of
food, both bread, corn, and meat, for the increasing population.
I trust the farmers of England willnot be considered drones iu the
busy hive of industry, as, in my opinion, they have endeavoured
to keep pace with the advancement of the manufacturing and
commercial community of these realms.

LSI

THE PATENT NITROPH0SPHATE,
OR

BLOOD MANURE COMPANY.
(LIMITED.)

TRUSTEES.
Abel Smith, Esq., Jun., M.P., "Walton House, "Ware, Herts.
Charles Dimsdale, Esq., EssenJon Place, Herts.

Edward Ball, Esq., M.P.,8, Belgrave Road, Pimlico.
Major-General Hall, M.P., Weston Colville, Linton, Cambridge

John Bradv, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

Notices to Correspondents.
Clover : J D II. We would nrply 3 cwt. of guano per acre. It

will have more effect than 30 bushels of soot and 5 cwt. of
gypsum.

Dairy: An Old Sulscriber. For two cows the smallest-siz-d
American churn, four milk pans, a vessel to hold cream, a slab,
and the wooden band implements for manufacturing tiie butter
will be needed.

Grass Seeds: A Farmer. We extract a passage in answer to
your question from M Rendle's Farm Directory," which contains
notices ofcrop cultivation of the following kind :—" For common
alternate husbandry : 8 lbs. of Red Clover, 4 lbs. of "Wbite
Clover, 4 lbs. of Trefoil, and 1 bushel of Rye-grass are abundant
seeding. Where the land is to remain down for more than one
year, especially where the land is clayey, 1 or perhaps 2 lbs. of
Timothy Grass, Phieum pratense, may be added, and if Italian
Rye-grass is taken it should be sown as late in April as possible.
The above Clovers without Grass seeds will give an abundant
plant. In permanent pasture the seeds chosen shuuld vary ac-

• cording to the character, especially as to stiffness, of the soil : the
quantity altogether may be about 40 lbs. an acre, made up how-
ever of seeds which vary between 5 and 8 lbs. a bushel, as in the
case of the Foxtail, up to 12 or 14. as in the case of the Poas and
Festucas ; 10 to 18 as in the case of Italian and other Rye-
grasses, and 40 and upwards as in the case of Timothy Grass.
This last must be sown by itself, or with the Clover in a Gra^s
seed machine set for Clover, and the other Grass seeds mav be
mixed and sown afterwards, the whole being bushed or rolled
in. In permanent pastures the following quantities per acre
may be sown :—8 or 10 lbs. of both Perennial and Italian Rye-
grass, and 2 or 3 lbs. each of three or four of the besi Fescues,
2 lbs. of Catstail and Timothy Grass, and 2 or 3 lbs. of the Fox-
tail Grass, 2 or 3 lbs. of the rongh and smooth stalked Poas,

DIRECTORS.
Chairman—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.

Deputy- Chau-mm>i—John- Sharp, Esq., Tower Tilla, Queen's Road, Regent's Park.

Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex. I Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lexham. Norfolk
John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury, Essex. I Robert Morgan. Esq.. 72, Camden Villas. Camden Town
Richard Hunt, Esq., Stanstead Abbot. Herts. I Thomas Nash, Esq., Great Chesterford. Essex
Thomas Knight, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex.

| James Odams, Esq., Bishop Stortfiord, Herts.

John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Pentonville, with power to add to their number.

.Banters—Messrs. Barnett, Hoare& Co., Lombard Street.
| Auditor—JamesCaird, Esq., Baldoon, &6, Serjeant's Inn, Temple, Lond

Solicitors—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand.
| Secretary and Chemist-J&mes Taylor, Esq., F.C.S;

OB

Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London.

Manufactory, Plaistow Marshes^ Essex.

'yHE DIRECTORS of the above COMPANY (many of whom are extensive Agriculturists) have great pleasuret in acquainting their friends and the agricultural community, that they have now completed their extensive Works arxl
the butchers
supply their

- .- —. M ,..-.,. ... .
,

_. J"any oitne Shareholders are themselves large consumers
of the Blood Manure, their hxed determination to supply nothing but sterling and genuine quality cannot fail to afford a
guarantee and protection to the farmer against imposition.

The great value of Blood Manure as a fertiliser may now be considered as a fully established fact. Ever since the first introduction
of this valuable fertiliser, the demand has been greater than could be conveniently supplied. Its claims rest not in the assertion
of a few experiments, it has been tried for the last four seasons by hundreds" with great success, and in the next it will be
tried by thousands. It affords, in fact, a conclusive answer to the question, " What has science done forfor Agriculture?"

The Blood Manure
prepared to suit various

e is composed of bones dissolved in Sulphuric Acid, to which is added a large quantity of pure Blood specialJv
ious crops, and may either be applied by the drill or sown broadcast.

'

BLOOD MANURE FOR TURNIPS.

will be sufficient, with an equal quantity of fine mould or ashes.
N.B. For this, as for all other root crops, an additional appli-

cation of Blood Manure will much more than repay the additional
cost. Though 2 or 3 cwt. per acre will produce a crop superior
to that from a similar weight of Superphosphate of Lime, the

and about 4 lbs. of the Cocksfoot, along with a mixture of equal application of a much larger quantity will be found even more
quantities of the White and Red Clovers, in all about 10 lb*, remunerative. The rent and charges must be. paid equally,
per acre. This in the maximum figures given will be 34 lbs. of i

wtether tlie land yields 10, 20, or 30 tons an acre; so that an

MANGEL WURZELAND CARROTS.
Blood Manure Is an excellent fertiliser for these crops. Four

cwt. to the acre with an cquaL weight of common salt should. be
sown broadcast orer the field, and well harrowed in, the seed
being drilled in the usual way : repeated horse-hoeing between

. . . , „ Tl . . .
the rows is of great importance for air and nutriment, and g.-^at

superiority of the Patent Manure. It may be used alone at the advantage will he obtained by occasionally sprinkling a little
rate of 4 cwt. per acre, or it farm-yard manure is used, 3 cwt. Blood Manure between the rows previous to 'the hoeing

The phosphates absolutely necessary for early development
and rapidity of growth in the young stage of the plants are in a
larger proportion in a soluble form than is usually met with in
ordinary samples of Superphosphate of Lime, and, the Blood
supplying nitrogen, the latter growth is also secured, hence the

Grass seeds and 10 lbs. of Clovers. In the case of lighter soils
the Catstail Grass may be reduced. In the stiffer soils the
Cocksfoot may be increased."—Tyro. Sainfoin is generally sown
without a mixture of Grass seeds, and we should so recom-
mend it. Four bushels of the rough seed per acre.

Importation of Grain- : C II.
, , .
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addition of 8 or 10 tons of roots beyond the common crop costs
nothing more than the price of the extra 2 or 3 cwt. of Blood
Manure applied.

THE BLOOD MANURE FOR WHEAT,
BARLEY, OATS, ETC.

Being rich in nitrogen and other necessary ingredients, it is

especially adapted for the Wheat and other Corn crops, and has
been used with the greatest success in all parts of England. It
is a very remarkable fact that the analysis of blood and the
grain of Wheat are nearly identical, as proved by the most
eminent chemists,—it' contains all the elements which plants
require, and when properly prepared, will become the essence of
vegetable as well as of animal life. The highly fertilising pro-
perties of Blood have been commented upon by Professor Way
and others, and the success of the Blood Manure for Wheat and
other cereals, has been fully proved upon all soils by the practical
experience of numerous Agriculturists. Should Wheat manured
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Manure may either be sown broadcast or drilled with the seed,

—

if the former, to be well harrowed in.

BEANS AND PEAS.
For Beans or Peas, 3 to 4 cwt. per acre may be used either

POTATOES.
The Blood Manure is specially prepared for this crop, and it

will be found to give most satisfactory results—it will be most
successtul if used to the extent of 4 cwt. per acre, with half the
usual quantity of farm-yard dung, and the whole earthed up in
the usual way. Should the farm-yard manure not be used, the«
6 cwt. of Blood Manure may be used alone, put into the bottom
of the drill, and the sets on the top and earthed up.

FLAX.
This crop in olden time had the renown of being one of the

most exhausting crops which could be put into the land, and this
by chemical analysis has been found to arise from the large
quantity of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, magnesia, and the alkalies
taken up by the Flax plant, which renders it a highly exhausting
crop. The Blood Manure is carefully prepared, so as to meet
the wants of this crop, and with its aid Flax can no longer d's
considered an exhauster of the soil. In using Blood Manure for
this crop, from 4 to 6 cwt. may be sown broadcast, and htlTOWei
in before the seed is drilled.

HOPS.
It is well known to all Hop growers that Hops require mo^

which
vear by

con-
and

- . . bject
of supplying the requirements of this important crop. It con-
tains all the constituents which the plant requires, both mineral
and organic, and will be found as cheap and efficacious as any
other manure now in use; from 10 to 12 cwt. per acre applied at t^vo
different times well worked in between the alleys, will be found a

broadcast and harrowed in, or a portion afterwards, between the most useful application, or the manure may be put round each
drills at the time of borse-hoeine\ hill and covered nn wirh thp cAnhill and covered np with the soil.
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Testimonials from the most eminent Agriculturists who have used the Manure 1

may be had from the local Agents. The following may be taken as a sample :—
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Eef.ds : L B. We cannot recommend seedsmen. You arc doubt-
less, if not near the Drumraonds of Stirling

r the Gibbs's of
London, the Kendles of Plymouth, the Suttons of Reading,
near one or more of the customers of one or other of these firms.
Ask advice from them.

Small Fabm: W T B. Next week.
The pkjst Rkmedy fob the iieavixg in* Sheep after yeaning

is a teaspoon ful of laudanum in half a pint of gruel every halt
hour. It is the result of spasm, therefore the remedy is a
specific. F D.

*• As usual, many communications have been received too late
and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made.
We must also heg the indulgence of those correspondents, the
insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.

Norfolk Farms, Windsor, February 20th, 1855.
Gentlemen,—In answer to your inquiry respecting the results

of Nitro-phosphate used on the Royal Farms, Windsor Great
Park, I have great pleasure in stating, that after applying it to
a field of Swedes, which gained the cup at the Royal JEast Berks
Agricultural Show, I have no hesitation in pronouncing it an
excellent manure, and intend using it to a greater extent during
the present season.

I am, gentlemen, your obedient servant,
• James Brebxer.

Mr. Benjamin Goultox, Gedney Marsh, Long Sutton, Lincoln-
shire.—"I drilled your manure at the rate of 2* cwt. per acre
along with the Wheat over 30 acres, and although the field is gentlemen, yours very trul

the poorest land I have on ray farm, the crop ranked amongst*
the best I have. I do not know how I can recommend it better

J

than by saying I shall use it much more extensively this season.' 7
*

' .Park Farm, Woburn, Bedfordshire, Jan, 18th, 1854.
Gentlemen,—In reply to your inquiry respecting the Nitro-

phosphate supplied to his Grace the Duke of Bedford in 1853, I
beg to inform you I applied it all for Swedes, and in every in-
stance was very successful, particularly so on a field of 30 acres
where I put o'n 2 cwt of it per acre, with a light dressing or
farm-yard manure, which has produced the finest crop of Swedes
I ever grew. I with great confidence recommend this valuable
manure to the notice of the agricultural community.—I am

G. W. Baker.

PRICE, DELIVERED AT ANY WHARF OR RAILWAY STATION IN LONDON

:

Corn and Grass Manure, £7 10s. per Ton.
Turnip Manure, £6 10s. per Ton.

Flax and Hop Manure, <£8 10s. per Ton.

TJte Company heg to caution the public against the attempts of spurious imitators, who, since the introduction oj
this Manure, hare professed to make one posnyu similar qualities. As security, tJterefore, to the purchaser everi
bag is marled « ODAMS' PATENT BLOOD MANURE," and sold only by die authorised Jgentsofthe Company
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HEATING BY HOT WATER.

J WEEKS and CO.'S BOILERS.—At the beau-
• tifulseat of W. Leif, E#q., Streatham Park, Streatham,

Surrev, can now be seen additional proofs of the efficiency of

WEEKS'8 BOILER. One is there fixed, effectually heatin- an
incredible number of Forcing houses, Pine stoves, and exr* r.Mve

ranges of forcing pits. This exquisite establishment has long
been celebrated for growing the finest Piues, Grapes, &c, <&c-,

under the able management of Mr. Page, the Gardener, who will

kindly show and explain the hot-water apparatus, &c.
John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.
Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues, comprising

Horticulture in all its branches.

PUBLIC INVITATION.
HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

HAVE this Season the pleasure of being able to
refer to several other extensive Establishments where

they have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which
ftitherto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highly respectable firm of M*- srs.

Edward Henderson & Co., of the Wellington Nursery, Welling-
ton Road, St. John's Wood, and as that Establishment is open to

the public Messrs. John Wfeks & Co.'s Hot-water Apparatus
'will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially
represented during this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
Co. have now adopted what is called the "One Boiler System."
At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist
can see the Hot-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges of
Hothouses, all connected to one boiler. We will here quote
Mr. Edward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of
Messrs. J. Weeks & Co.'s system of heating by hot water. He
says:

—

•* I am more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what
Messrs. John Weeks & Co. have done for me in heating a great
number of our hot-housesfrom one boiler. It is almost impossible
for me to express my satisfaction sufficiently strongly. The effect and
great saving produced is truly wonderful; less than twosacks ofcoke in

lAthours is all that is used to heat a variety ofhothouses, <ftc. f nearly
300 feet in lengthy and these various houses are to some extent widely
separated* as 300feet stand in one direction, 150feet in another,200feet
<in another,and so on, including our large newly laid-out wintergarden

"

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive
private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be
«een in operation, and in every case with the same favourable
results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former
statements relating to their one boiler system, and most
Tespectfully solicit a
visit ro their Garden Es-
tablishment at Chelsea,
which consists of Hot-
houses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Pits,&c,
the whole measuring
1000 feet in length, ex-
posing: to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-
ficial feet of glass, the
^rhole heated by onr
boiler, 5 feet high by 3
feet 6 inches in diameter,
Ihe water in the va-
rious houses circulating
through 5000 feet of Hot-
water Pipe.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bars. The large
surface which this Boiler
exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of such extra-
ordinary power.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,
Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches, combining all the improvements of the
day. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very
extensive variety of horticultural erections; also Forcing Pits
and Frames of all sizes. See our Illustrated Catalogues on
Horticultural Building and Heating by Hot Water; also of all

the best Stove and Greenhouse Plants; also of the best Vines,
Pines,2Peaches, and other Fruit trees.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea*

HOT-WATER APPARATUS^
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
tJ • (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
•Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c 9 at the
Manutactory as above.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makers. N

in oil

EAT AND DURABLE LABEL.-feend thra*
Postage Stamps for a specimen label, painted and 1. tr«2

IL to F. H., Fost Office, Lydbury, North Salop.
KU*m.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Qujcen's
*-* Cutlery Worifcs, Sheffield ; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Urawinir-i f<.rw;irnVd hv post.

John Warner and suns,
London, Manufacturers of FIBE

GARDEN ENGINES, and SYRING BS

8, Jewin Crescent'
ENGINES, PUMPS'
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No. 82. No. 11. No. 14.

Brass 8yringes, _<. to 18*.

Also a great variety of effective Machines for Hydraulic pur-
poses, and to supply Gardens, Hothouses, Cottages, Farms,
Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every requisite connected
with the conveyance and distribution of Liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, &c.

HJ. MORTON and Co., Galvauized Iron W_H__
• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds. *

GALVANIZED IKON ROOFING, for Farm |BnildinCT «_i
other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest roofing _n «!!?
GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from 10£_. per yard for F

buildings, houses, &c—Never requires painting.
' arm

PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest _„_
neatest fence in use. Upwards of 600 milesof this fencing fi_Jh
us in the last 8 years. For illustrated price list apply at the "\VorV

7

GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING-!
Galvanized, 24 inch'wide

2-inch mesh, 6d,8d. and lu'per yard. xw-

Galvanized, 24 inch wide
,

3-inch mesh, _d kjl. _ J

ti j
: * Ud. per yard.

*" **' aad

rrrrr ' width and with openings ofany size.
6

'

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDER
for DRY and WET FOOD.-Galvanized Chain Camp Stoofc
and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat
6s. 6rf. to 12*. 6d. each.—Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Rods and
Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdles,
Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-
vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea-
sure Grounds, &c, from 10_d. per yard.

For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Henet J. Morton & Co.
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GREAT REDUCTION IN THETprice. OF CALVANISCb
WIRE NETTING.

I
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MAJESTY'S

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

HornousE Works,T? D E N C H , Patent
-L -i • King's Road, Chelsea.

These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all
others, wood being used for the framework, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all
completed for 1*. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references
^an bejrfven.jind Printed Price Lists sent

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

Kessal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

,. °*
il*
6 nobjlity and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
-design, and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Su, Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels. Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient
manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasurein referring to numbers
•ot_the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensivelyengaged

.

J^EW TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required.!

^ „ -j
1 ya/d wide

'
2d- Per yard » 2 yards wide, Ad. per yard;Vyarda w,de &*. per yard. Half-inch mesh ditto, % yards wide, !

™¥? -J
a
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Th* ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-"
iLTn. m

Me
!
he* to the square inch, effectually excludes birds,

Y\/'ARNERS , SWING WATER-BARROW
* * (To Hold Thirty Gallons)

Will save much of the gardener's time and labour. May be
obtained of any Ironmonger for 3J. 3s.

OLOSSOMofWALLFRUITTREES.—woksted
*-* NET to effectually protect Blossom and the Ripe fruit after-
wards from Wasps and Flies, in various widths, at Id. per square
yard. Thread ditto, 6d. Transparent Sheeting, 2 yards wide, Is.
per yard run. N.B. Old tanned nets, 6*. 3d. per 100 yards.
R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, corner of Judd Street,

New Road, London .

GARDEN eSTbELLISHMENTS and~IMPLE-
MENTSofHORTICULTURE.—COTTAMandHALLEN

have arranged in their SHOW ROOMS, for the Season, a Select
Assortment appertaining either to the Cottage or a Nobleman's
Mansion, comprising garden chairs, vases', and fountains, from
the cheapest to those of a more expensive and ornamental
character

;
garden rollers, garden engines, lawn mowing

machines, garden bordering, garden stakes, flower trainers,
garden arches, hand glass frames, every description of garden
tools, and a complete collection of articles, in plain and orna-
mental wire work, for the protection of fruit trees, the adornment
of the conservatory, for aviaries, poultry houses, &c. Builders of
conservatories and greenhouses, and manufacturers of every
variety of fencing and gates.—Illustrated catalogues and draw-
ings, free, on application to Cottam & Hallen, Iron Works,
2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street.

O ARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,
L* in consequence of improvements in their machinery for

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices. Galvan- Japanned

ised. iron.
2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide 5d. per yd. 4tf. per yd.
2-inch „ strong, do 6
2 inch „ intermediate, do 7
2-inch
lg-inch
l«S-iuch

IS -inch
ljj-inch

it

M
H
»»

extra strong, do.
24 inches wide
strong, do. ...

intermediate, do. ...

extra strong, do. ...

• ft

ft ft*

• * •

• • •

ft ft ft

* -

• ft ft

n
10

ft *> it

ft 5* tf

If n it

ft 4| tt

ft 5i M

It 6 !>

tt 8 tt

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet)r

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices one-fourth.
Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 8Jrf. per yard, 3 feet wide;

Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 2d. per

square toot.

Delivered freo of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or

Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle

and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &c.
Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post.

THE BEST CURE FOR SMOKY CHIMNEYS.
Patronised bv Hbr Most Gracious Majesty.

KITE'S PATENT VENTILATING and SMOKE-
CURI NG CHIMNEY CAPS.-Two Hundred on Bucking-

ham Palace, in use also on St. James's Palace, Claremont,
Windsor Castle, Government Buildings, &c. Wrought Iron, 25i.

;

Galvanised do., 30s.; Cast Iron, 35s. each, the latter as durable

as the building itself. The merits of this invention are proved
by practical experiments daily at the Royal Polytechnic, tbe

Crystal Palace, and at the Manufactory. Illustrations and testi-

monials forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.
Depdt— Barton's Iron Works, and Manufactory for the Patent

Stable Fittings and Enamelled Mangers.
Address, James Bartox. 370, Oxford Street, London.

COTTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c.

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE

lingtoi

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
WHIP" M___»mriac_ 1 1 ann-crla *_c_ h ru?i___c r* __-.,j_,__ i -*_____;___.

«

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks

Garden Bordering
Watering Pots

Garden Arches, &c

'^1^ nf?}
es
;
xhib^\wlth pricefi att*<*ed, in the South-westnailery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham. ^ « iu

Garden Chairs

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK.
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.
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JAMES PHILLIPS and CO., 116, Bishopsgate
Street "Without, beg respectfully to submit their prices of

—

PROPAGATING GLASSES,
£ s. J. £ s. d.

2-in. diameter 3 6perdoz. 11-in. diameter 18 Operdoz.

3 „ n 4 6 H 12 n ?» 1 1 7t

4 „ » 5 6
tt

13 M tt
14 tt

5 n » 6 6 tf 14 »» tt
1 10 tt

6 „ tt 8 tt 15 J» tt
1 16 tt

7 „— — n 10
If

16
If ft

2 2 tt

8 „ it 12 tt 17 if tt 2 8 tt

9 » »» 14 18 $t
3 nw —

10 „ H 16 19 >* :t 3 12 tt

CUCUMBE;r tubes.
12 inches long ... Is. Od. each 20 inches long Is. Sd, , each

14 n M ... 1 2 n 22 91 9* ... 1 10
t!

16 „ ff
... 1 4

>t
24

tf ft
... 2

19

18 „ » ... 1 6 » 26
*» ft ... 2 2

tt

AQUARIA.
With French polished Stands, 3s. Gd. each. Vase-shaped ditto

with Glass Pedestal, 205. each. Glass Tanks, warranted perfectly

watertight, 36 inches long by 18 inches deep, 3i. each. Inter-

mediate sizes at various prices.

GLASS FERN SHADES AND STANDS.
$. d.

6 inch diameter, each ...
__
7
8

ft

ft

tt

tt

tt •••

tt •••

9
10
11

If

tt

tt

ft

tt

tt

tt tt tt

3
3 6
4
5
6
7

12 inch diameter, each

13

14

15

16

• . *

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

Zf

tt

tt

It tt tf

* ••

a i *

8.

8
10

12

17

22

d.

6

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

of British Manufacture. at prices varying from 2d. to 3d
per square foot, for the usual sizes required,many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.
Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

ATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hktlbv & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardener? 1 Chronicle first Saturdav in each month.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
HELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street, London.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from
2d.; and HARTLEYS PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4±d.

per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,
under tO by 8, 12s. 6d. ; above, 16s. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 fret cases, 34s. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. 6d. per
foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. each. MILK PANS,
21s. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN,5s. 6d.; WARING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium 10s. each.— Catalogues free.

FOREIGN A*D EmGlISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, BlSHOPSGATE STKEET, WITHOUT.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in . by 4*

?!
tf *k tf

7 „ 5
tt H ff 8 n 6

8± tt 64 tt 9 1, 7
94 tt n tf 10 » 8
104 tf 8* w 11 ., 9
12 t$ 9 tt 13 n 9
10 tt 10 tf 10* - 101
11 tt 10 tt 1H H 10*
11 ft u n Hi » IH
12 ft 11 n 12_ „ Hi
13

tt
11 N 134 n Hi

13
tt

12 » 13_ „ 124
13$ 13*

tf H* n 13*
15h tf 134 ••* <>» • ••

• • _

• t ft

* *

• • t

• # •

• • ft

•

• •ft

• •ft

• • *

« • •

* * *

• ••

• ft ft

• •ft

« .

•••

• • •

12* . Od.
12 6
13
13 6
13 6
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
16
16
16

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21£ by 13}, 16* by 14£, 20 by 14,

21 by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2$ „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 34 „

HARTLEY'S Rangh Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking
*nd Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,

and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

HE Manufacture of GARDEN NETTING by
Andrew Hall is now carried on just the same by

THOMAS BRITTAIN & CO. in the same qualities, and orders

executed with dispatch and care.

—

Andrew Hall. Manchester.

:"-VJ

PARKcS 1 STEEL DIGGING FORKS AND DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'

Wholesale A_r«nts for England, have always in stock a
large assortment These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Societv, who pronounce them to be the best
ever inveuted, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.

TESTIMONIAL TO N. B. WARD, ESQ,, F.R.S.
-1 F.L.S., &c.—The great services rendered by Mr. Ward to

the Science of Botany by his invention of the Wardian Cases,
are considered by many lovers of the science to be deserving of
acknowledgment, and it has been thought that the most enduring
testimony of Mr. Ward's merit, as well as the most gratifying
proof of the esteem in which he is held, would be the placing
his portrait in the Meeting Room of the Linnean Society.

The following gentlemen have therefore agreed to act as a
Committee, and to receive the names of all who are desirous of
forwarding this object. The subscription is limited to one
guinea, and it is proposed that each Subscriber shall receive a
Lithograph Copy of the Portrait.

Committee.

Prof. AUraan, Trinity College, Dr. Hooker, Montague Villas,

Dublin. Richmond. [mon.
Dr. Ansell, Harley Place, Bow. R. Hudson, Esq.,Clapham Corn-

er. Babingtnn, Esq., St. John's, G.Jackson, Esq., Church Street,

Cambridge. [burgh. SpitalfieUs.
Prof. Balfour, University, Edin- Dr. Lankester, Saville Row.
T. Bell, Esq.,New Broad Street. Dr. Parker, Finshury Square.
Prof. Bentley, Argyle Square, Prof. Quekett. Royal College,

New Road. Surgeons.
Dr. Billing, 6, Grosvenor Gate, A.M. Randall, Esq., Finsbury
Hyde Park. Square.

E. W. Coke, Esq., the Ferns, Dr. Wright, Grazeley Lodge,
Kensington. I Reading.

Treasurer—James Scott Bowerbank, Esq., 8, Highbury Grove,
Highbury.

Secretary—Henry Letheby, Esq., M.B., Medical College, London
Hospital.

About 160 names have already been received, and the portrait,

which is nearly finished, is expected to be ready for the next
exhibition of the Royal Academy.
The Committee are desirous to complete the List of Subscribers

as soon as possible, in order that the Lithograph may be pre-
pared and sent out.

_ __
HE PELARGONIUM ; or, Practical ObservationsT on its Cultivation. By Johx Dobson, Woodlands Nursery,

Isleworth. Price Gd. ; or post free from the Author, 8d.

London: H autlton, Adams, & Co.

Second Thousand, price 3d, (or po_t free 4d.,) No. 1, ot

A MANUAL of BRITISH BUTTERFLIES and
MOTHS. By H. T. Stainton, Editor of " The Entomo-

logist's Annual."
To be completed in about Thirty Monthly Numbers. The first

four Parts will comprise the whole of the Butterflies !

" Contains an excellent and concise description of the various

species, illustrated with woodcuts, with their peculiar locality,

time of appearance, &c."

—

Brighton Gazette.

London : John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row ; and to be had
of all Booksellers and News agents.

C H E_ A P BOOKS
SECOND - HAND COPIES of MACAULAY'S

ENGLAND, Vols. III. and IV., SYDNEY SMITH'S ME-
MOIRS, WESTWARD HO! and many other works of the past

and present season are now on sale at Mudie's Select Library.
Lists of prices for March may be obtained on application.

Charles Edward Mudie, 511, New Oxford Street, London;
and 76, Cross Street, Manchester.

Post free One Shilling.

MEDICAL GALVANISM and KINESIPATHY,
for the Cure of Chronic Diseases of the Liver and Digestive

Organs, Nervous, Rheumatic, Scrofulous, and Paralytic Affections,

Tumours, Spinal Weakness, &c. By Mr. H. Dohebty, 10, Con-
duit Street. Regent Street, London.

r rAN N ED JN ETTIN G, for theTrotectioiTof FRUIT
-L TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security

of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard ; 200 yards, 145 ; 500
yards, 305. ; 1000 yards, 505.; scrim canvas for wall fruit. At
Edgington & Co.'s Rick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth

Manufacturers, 49, King William Street, London Bridge-

17, Smithfield Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot,
Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens durln? the

winter months should construct their walks ofPORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the 1 am which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the

severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brothers.

Milbank Street, Westminster.

ETCALFE, B1NGLEY, and Cu\S OATMEAL
and CAMPHOR SOAP, in tablets (registered Nov. 3, 1854).

Price 6rf. each. This soap will be found the purest and most
perfect winter soap ever introduced to the public. It preserves
the hands from chapping and renders the skin soft and agret -

ble. Sold wholesale and retail by the inventors and sole manu-
facturers, Metcalfe, Bixgley, & Co., Brushmakers and Per-

fumers to H.R.H. Prince Albert, 130b and 131, Oxford Street.

Caution.—To prevent fraud, each table bears the registered

mark and the names and address of the inventors, as above.

Metcalfe's ALKALINE TOOTH POWDER, 25. per box.—
The above may be obtained of most respectable Chemists, Per-
fumers. &c.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS AN EXCELLENT MEDI-
CINE.—Perfect digestion and Pure Bile produce good

blood, and if the functions of either the Stomach or the Liver are
disordered, Holioway's Pills will assuredly repair the mischief,
and enable them to supply the channels of circulation with an
uncontaminated fluid. Then in cases of Bile, lBdig<s:ion or
disordered stomachs, why not tise this invaluable remedy, which
has cured thousands when every other medicine failed? The
number of years these Pills have been in use confirm the efficacy

of their good effects.— Sold by all medicine vendors throughout
the world; at Prof. Holloway's Establishments, 244, Strand.
London, and 80, Maiden Lane, New York ; by A. Stamta,
Constantino ple; A. Gutdicy, Smyrna ; and E. Muir. Malta.

HAMPTON'S PILL OF HEALTH.—The mani-
fold advantages to the heads of families from the possession

of a medicine of known efficacy, that maybe resorted to with
confidence, and used with success in cases of temporary sickness,

occurring in families more or less everyday, are so obvious la

ail, that no question can be raised ot its importance to every
housekeeper in the kingdom. For females these Pills are truly

excellent, removing all obstructions, the distressing headache so

very prevalent with the sex, depression of spirits, dullness of

sight, nervous affections, blotches, pimples, and sallownessof the

skin/and produce a healthy complexion.—Sold by Proct ar.d

Harsant. 229, Strand, London; and all Vendors of Medicine.

Price Is. l£tf. and 2s. 9d. per box.

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.
EEIGATE SILVER SAND, 16*. per Ton, less

quantities Is. 6i. per bushel, delivered five miles, or to any
London Wharf or Railway.
PEAT and LOA M of various kinds. Sacks cost price (or hire

6d. each). Terms cash . J. Kenkard, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

.) 1 7)° MiLNER'S HOLDFAST AMr FIRE-
"* J-^ RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapour-
ising), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patents
of 1840-51-54 and 1855, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid
Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest,
best, and cheapest safeguards extant.
Milnkr'8 Phoenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-

plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lord
Street, Liverpool. London Dep6t, 47a, Moorgate Street, City.

Circulars free by post.

\ 17ANTED TO RENT, a SMALL FARM, from
' * 10 to 40 Acres, with suitable House and Buildings for the

quantity of Land. To enter at Lady-day next.—Direct to W. S.
Kanelagh House. Fulham, near London.

WANTED to RENT, for a term of years, a FUR-
NISHED HOUSE, on a Moderate Scale, with a little

land, and good Partridge and Covert Shooting well preserved, in
any of the counties near London, or in Norfolk, Suffolk, or
Dorsetshire. The soil must be dry and Turnips grown abun-
dantly.—Mr. Impsok, 23, Park Street, Grosvenor Square.

AVlSFO R D HOUSE, SUSSEX^

TO BE LET, FURNISHED, for one, two, or three
years, this charming and commodious country residence, with

Stables, Gardens, and „ Hothouses. Situate four miles from the
Btt, and within 10 minutes' drive of the London, Brighton, and
South Coast Railway ; equidistant between Brighton and
Portsmouth ; four miles from Arundel, and seven from Chi Chester.
No keeper of a Seminary, a medical, or other establishment of
this nature, neeed apply.—Fort .rms, &c, apply to Mr. Elgood,
98, Wimpole Street, London. •

HTO BE LET, a HOUSE very pleasantly situated,
J- overlooking Buckingham Palace Gardens. Lease Seven
years at 90/. a year. Stables may be had attached to the house.
—To he seen by inquiring at 9. Lower Grosvenor Place.

HAMPSHIRE.
TO BE LET, in the neighbourhood of the Winchester,

Ramsey, and Dunbridge Railway Stations and Markets, in one
or two FARMS, about 626 acres (of which 235 acres are now in
the occupation of the proprietors), consisting ot 532 acres arable,

70 acres downs, 20 acres pasture, and two Farm-houses, one of

them of a superior description, with a variety of Farm-buildings,
Manure-tanks, and Shed, suited to modern farming, in good
repair. Entry at Michaelmas. If the land is let as one farm the
best of the two houses will be let with it. Offers may be bent in

on or before April 6. The outgoing tenant not a bidder. The
highest offer will not be accepted, irrespective of other considera-

tions. The Farms may be seen on application to the bailiff.

—

A. B., Post Office, Stockbridge. Hants.

rpO BE LET, PAWLE V r
-
HAMS, near Bridge

-L water, in Lots, for GRAZING, from March 25th unti
December 31st, 1856.—For particulars, apply to Mr. Henry
Smith, Pawlett, Bridgewater.

^

SEED DRAWERS.
TO BE SOLD, an excellent Nest of SEED

DRAWERS, 10 feet by 4, containing 30 drawers 11 by
9 inches, and 10£ inches deep, and 45 drawers 8£ by 7 inches and

6J inches deep, all having solid mahogany fronts and lettered

with black on a gilt ground. Price 6Z.—Apply to Wood &
Ingram, Huntingdon.

,

AMEb WARD can supply EGGS from tirst-class

Birds of the best Strains in the country. Dorking, Brahma,
Aylesbury Duck, and Rouen Duck, at 15s. per dozen, including
case.—Address, Holme, Stilton, Hunts.

SILVER PENCILLED HAMBUKCH EGGS.

MR. EDWARD ARCHER, Malvern, will supply
EGGS from the birds stated below at 15*. a set of 13,

packing box included :—The run contains a Cock and seven choice

Pullets. The Cock is two years old, and has taken 1st prize at

Birmingham, 1854; the Liverpool Cup, 1855; several first and
second prizes since, and 1st at Liverpool, 1856. Four of the

Pullets have been exhibited alternately, and have taken the

following prizes:—2d at Anerley; 1st at Bridgnorth; 1st at

Bedford; 1st at Taunton; 3d at Birmingham; and the Silver

Cup at Liverpool, 1856. The three sister Pullets have not been
exhibited. Post Office Order must accompany the order for

Eggs. The birds may be viewed at any time. -Malvern, March 15.

e-

til

i

F

£alfS bp auction.

FANCY POULTRY.—EXTRA SALE 18th MARCH.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his

Great Room, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-
DAY, 18th March, at 12 o'clock precisely. CHOICE POULTRY,
including Sebright Bantams, first class Birds from the yard of a

well-known Fancier, and some trom Mr M. Leno; Hamburghs
and Polands from C. E. Coleridge, Esq.: a selection of Various

Breeds from the Rev. J. H. Gandy, of Taunton, including Prize

Birds, Dorkings, Spanish, Cochius, Game, &c, many of which are

first class Birds ; also some first-rate Carrier and other Pigeons

from Mr. Geo. Potter, of Old St. Pancras Road.—Catalogues by
enclosing a stamped directed envelope to Mr. J. C. Stevens, 38,

King Street, Covent Garden.

AN IMPORTATION OF BULBS AMD SEtOS FROM INDIA.

j\ I R. J. C. STEVENS xvill Sell by Auction at his

i*i Great Room. 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on SATUR-
DAY, the 22d March, at 1 o'clock precisely, about 50 Flowering

Bulbs of LILIUM GIGANTKIM in capital condition, and

90 lbs. of Seeds of CONIFERS, including Cedrus I.^odara,

Pinus excelsa and Pindrow, Cupressus torulosa, &c— May be

viewed on the morning of sale, and Catalogues bad.

RO~S~_ T R EE S.

MR. J. STEVENS will sell by Auction at his

Great Room, 3S, King Street, Covent Garden, on

SATURDAY next, 22d inst.. at 1 o'clock precisely, 800 ROSE
TREES, of the best sorts of Hybrid P^rpetuals, Bourbons,

Noisette's, Standards, Half Standards, aud Dwarfs; and 100 TEA
ROSES in Pots.—May be viewed on the morning of Sale, and

Catalogues had.

R. J. WILLMER will Sell by Auction at the

Mart, Bartholomew Lane, City, on WEDNESDAY,
March 19th at 12 o'clock, a choice Collection of CARNATIONS.
1'ICOTEES, PINKS. ROSES, DAHLIAS, LANCASHIRE
GOOSEBERRIES, AMERICAN PLANTS, _c—On view the

morning of sale. Catalogues at the Mart, and of the Auctioneer,

Sunbury,_M iddlesex.

TO GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN. AND OTHERS-
ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will Sell

M

M by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on THUR;
20, at 12 o'clock, about 150 fine Double CamelliiDAY. March 20, at 12 o'clock, about 150 hue Double Uameuias,

from 1 to 5 feet, comprising all the best kinds, well furnished

with bloom buds. Also fine Standard aud Dwarf Roses, choice

American Plants, Ornamental Trees and Evergreens, together

with Verbenas, Fuchsias, Pee nias, Dahlias in dry roots, &c—On
view the morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had at the Mart,

and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.
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FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.

JAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, High
Holborn, London, have now published their TWENTY-

,

FIRST ANNUAL CATALOGUE OP FLOIUCULTURAl, I

VEGETABLE, AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknow-
ledged to be the best Annual Catalogue of Seeds extant. It gives
a complete description of 1979 species and varieties of FLOWER
SEEDS, and a most comprehensive list of VEGETABLE AND

THUM AS VEITCH and Co., Western Counties
Seed Depot, 195, High Street, Exeter, will forward nponappli- I

WAITE'S "
cation their List of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS,
postage free.

COLLECTIONS OF PRETTY FLOWER SEEDS.
12 varieties, 1*. ; 12 do , 2*. ; 12 do., 3s.; and upwards, according

to quality and quantity. Sangster's No. 1 Pea (the earliest),
j
so

15. fW. per quart; Early Morning Star (much approved), 1*.

NEW TURNIP.
ECLIPSE/' PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBR.r,TURNIP. "YBRid

HPHIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid betw,

Tl

upon application to all parts of the world.

James Cakter & Co.. Seedsmen. 238. High Holborn, London.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, High
O Holborn, London, continue to supply Collections of VEGE-
TABLE SEEDS for large or small gardens, from 11. to 51. and
upwards; these selections, made with the greatest care, and
comprising the most useful and approved varieties, have hitherto
never/ailed to jive purchasers the most complete satisfaction.

J. C. &Co. beg to observe that all NEW SEEDS advertised,
should they not be in their Catalogue, o.in be however supplied
by them at the current prices. Their CATALOGUE of FLORI-

I

CULTURAL, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, i

acknowledged to be the best published, will be forwarded free of
charge upon application, and postpaid to all parts of the world.
James Cartee & Co., fr-edsme n, 238. High Holborn, London.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
JOHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE op RHODO-
ti DENDBONS, AZALEAS, &c, as exhibited at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and
can be had on application.
liyThe Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrons.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.—March_15.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
TyATERER and GODFREY beg to announce their
* v Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants for

this season is now published, and will be sent free on application.
As the collection of American Plants at this Nursery is altogether
unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to their
interest to pay a visit to the Nursery, which may be readilv done
by the South Western Railway to Woking Station.

K

n

ap Hill N nreery, Wok ing, Surrey .

GEORGE BAKER ben to announce his DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA- *

MENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES is now *
ready, and may be had on application.
American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, seven
iles from Staines, Windsor branch, South Western Railwav,

\y HEELER'S GARDEN SEEDS have been kn
" » and appreciated in the West of England for more th

hundred

uown
an a

years, and now that the railways afford such cheap
communication with distant parts of the kingdom, their celebrity
has become extended. We now deliver our seeds carriage free
by railway to the most distant and remote places. A Descriptive
Priced List may be had on application.

J. C. Wheeler & Soy, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester; Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural
Society.

Established in the early part of the Eighteenth Century.

1RECT COMMUNICATION BETWEEN
GLOUCESTER AND DUBLIN.—By means of

sailing vessels which regularly leave this port for Dublin,
we are enabled to deliver our Seeds CanHage Free to that
City, ichence tltey can be at once forwarded to all parts
of Irelard.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

i)

SEED POTATOES.
O700D and INGRAM beg to offer the following,

* warranted true :—
Per bushel of 56 lbs.— it. d.Per bushel of 56 lbs.—s. d.

Golden Dun Kidney ... 4
Regents 3
British Queen 3
Houghton Park Seedling 3 6

Golden Multiplier
Lapstone Kidney
Chapman's do.
Mitchell's Albion

• ••

* * *

* • *

4
3
4
4

6

may be had on application, or may be seen at the principal si*?
Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed cmi S
obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3*\ per lb —A lih^r »

allowance to the Trade. «
" "wrai

_«L G. Waitk, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London.

ATAPOLEON, EUGENIE, and PRINXES^Tthree
-*-^ of the most novel and beautiful DAHLIAS coming out thi •

season, will be sent out by Mr. Glbkttt, Horticultural agentFulham. Strong plants in May, 10s. 6d., in priority of application'
GLENNY'S IMPROVED BALSAM, 6 classes, 37 stamps*

mixed, 13; Pink, 37; Geranium, 37; bedding do., 13; Dahlia'
13 ; Sulphur Stock, 13 ; a dozen fine Annuals, 37 stamps. '

GLENNY'S COMPANION to the GARDEN ALMANACK
the most important of the Author's Works, Is., publishing W
IIOULSTOS & STONEMAN,

Nurseries, Huntingdon, March 15.

I OHN BELL, Potato Salesman
*J offers the following SEED POTATOES,

where conv«*vances mav ho had.

" -yT7 HEELER'S little I

V V TO SATISFY THEIR E:

Per bushel—s. d.
Ashleaf Kidneys ..6
•Inke ditto 5
White Blossom ditto ... 5
Lapstone ditto 5
Early Shaws 3 6

• # •Regents
Cocknev ...

Early Frame
Snowballs...
Fortyfolds

, Covent Garden.
warranted true stock.

Per bushel—*, d.

3 6
7

10
4
5

• •

• * *

m I •

- - • « a *

XPECTATIONS.' Gardeners*
Chronicle.

Our Little Book contains a List—a very select List—
of the best Garden and Flower Sctds in cultivation. It

Post Office Orders made payable at Charing Cross, and with

BOOK WILL DO something "1! countrv 0,
"
(1ers cash required, or a reference In London ; usual

allowance to the trade.

CHOICE PELARGONIUMS, ETC
TOHN DOBSON and SON are now sending out the
tl following in good strong Plants, all requiring an immediate
repotting :—
PELARGONIUMS (Beck's).—New and beautiful varieties

and the best of other raisers. Choice show varieties, 12s. iSs'
24s., 42s., and 63*. per dozen, in extra strong plants. .

''

FUCHSIAS.—The best of last season, including the white
corolla varieties, 15s. per dozen ; older varieties, 6s., 9s., and 12s.
per dozen.
VERBENAS— The best varieties (both continental and

English) sent out last season, 12s. per dozen.
PANSIES.—A very large and healthy stock of all the beat

sorts sent out up to the present time, 6*., 9s., 12s., ISs., and 24s.
per dozen.
A Descriptive Catalogue of Pelargoniums may be had oa

application. A liberal allowance in plants is made for distant
carriage.—Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
** near Manchester, begs to inform Gentlemen, Amateurs, &c.
that he can supply them with the following, from a Stock, of
20,000 Plants well rooted, and in robust health, including every

also contains descriptions and prices, and will be found a !

choice variety grown.

safe and unerring guide to all purchasers. It should be
in the hands of every one who has a garden.

J. C. Wheeler & So.v, Nurserymen and Sued Growers,
Gloucester.

HOLLYHOC K S.

B
HXDKVBAM ROBABY, BUKOAT, SUFFOLK.

IRCIIA.M and WARD beg to state that they
hare a very large stock of healthy plants of all the leading

kinds ot Hollyhocks. Catalogues will be forwarded on appli-
cation. Wholesale orders executed on liberal terms. .

lledenham Rosary. March 16.

PICCOCARNATIONS,
, Wfw .

pilARLES SCHOFIELD has this spring a fine
V-^ healthy stock of the above; also PINKS, PANSIES, &c.
Catalogues on application containing descriptive lists of those
and many other Florist Flowers. Pansy Seed selected from the
finest show flowers, 2s. &/. per packet. Hollyhock Seed, extra
fine, U. 6d.Ao 2s. Gd. per packet.—Knowsthorpe, near Leeds.

TO THE LOVERS OF DELICIOUS FRUIT.
RION MELON, the winner at Regent Street andO

CARNATIONS, 9s., 12.?., and 18*. per dozen pairs.
PICCOTEES, 9*., 12.*., and ISs.
PINKS, 4s., 6s., and 9.*.

PANSIES, 4s., 6s., and 9*. per dozen plants.
BELGIAN DAISIES, 4<. and 6s. „FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO, 3*-. per bushel of 56 lbs.
SELECTED PANSY SEED, Is. and 2s. per packet.
DELPHINIUM BARLOWI, 4*. per dozen.

Auriculas, Alpine Auriculas, Primroses, &c.
Priced and Descriptive Catalogues now ready for one stamp.

Tost-officeorders to be payable at Middleton, Lancash ire.
r

p F. WINSTANLEY, Seed Merchant, Man-
j

-*; * Chester, begs respectfully to call the attention of the
i
puohc to his very unique collections of FLOWER SEEDS

;

j

each packet of seed bears the name, colour and height of its
growth, and the collection is packed in a neat labelled box.

i
Mignonette and Sweet Peas being used in larger quantities are

;

not included in these collections. Prices from 2s. 6d. to 40s.

"DEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet

fZ c
?
nt*in

'

nS 10<> Seeds, Is. ; sent post free, Is. 2d. Calceo-
laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,

R

CHOICE CALCEOLARIAS.
TOHN COLE begs respectfully to offer a few dozen
*J strong healthy unbloomed Seedlings of his matchless
Calceolarias, saved from select sorts carefully impregnated.
J. C. is happy to say his Seedlings have given great satisfaction
the past two seasons, and many parties have written again for
thrm. 3s. per doz., 25s. per 100. A remittance expected from
unknown correspondents.—Keyn>1d Nursery, St. Albans. Herts.

C H U S AN PALM. '

GLENDINNING begs to inform the public that
this most beautiful PALM (the Hemp Palm of China) I

has been growing in the open ground during the last f. >ur vears
'

at Chiswick, Kew, Osborne, and in Devonshire. It is unques-
tionably quite hardy, and is now offered for the first time at a
moderate price, so that every garden may be decorated with .

Palm trees, thereby- producing a novel feature of an oriental
character in the climate of Great Britain. Plants in pots 21s.
each ; where three are taken in the Trade one will be added.

Chiswick Nursery, London.

NEW CINERARIA, "DUCHESS OF LANCASTER."
T_| WATKINSON, Nurseryman and Florist,
-*-*• Manchester, intends sending out for the first time, on the
19th inst., the above splendid new CINERARIA, which is
decidedly one of the best that is coming out. Colour, pure white
ground, with bright blue tips, and dark nurple disc; flower,!
large and stout, of superior form ; dwarf, compact habit, and of
free growth. As a show flower quite indispensable, as it is so
very attractive. Took first prize at the Manchester Botanical
and Horticultural Exhibition ]Rst year, and was the admiration
of all that saw it. Strong healthv plants 5s. each. Early orders
are respectfully solicited—MarchJ5.

O R cHh I O S^
TITESSRS. RANGEL and MOSER, of Rio de

r L Jaw ro,
,

Iiave for sale a rare and magnificent collection of
CATfLEYAS, LJELIAS, &c. ; also rare Palms and other
Brazilian plants. Orders promptly attended to.—Direct, care of
Her Britannic Majesty's Agent for Packets, Rio de Janeiro.
N.B. Since 1853 all th« rare and new Brazilian species "of

Cattleyas, Ltelias, &c. sold in London have been forwarded from
his establishment.

Wm^Ccllinoforp, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

T" 7 N D ER II I LL'S "SIR HARRY" STRAW"-
<^ BERRY.—Fine Plants of this greatly celebrated and hardy
strawberry (warranted genuine), may now be had from the

tion must be accompanied with a Post-office Order on Birmingham
Also, a useful practical Treatise on the Cultivation, &c, of

Strawberries, It.

1DOBERT M. STARK "begs to intimate that his
-*-* Catalogues for the Spring are now ready, and may be had
on application. He would more particularly direct the attention
of his friends to those containing Vegetable and Flower Seeds
Hollyhocks, and other Florists' Flowers, Herbaceous Plants'
Ferns, &c, as they contain in addition to old established
favourites every article of recent introduction really useful aud
likely to interest the Horticulturist, Florist, or Botanist.
_Edinburgh : Edgehill Nursery, Dean, and 145, Princes Street.

D6LPHINIU M FOKMOSUM.WILLIAM MOORE begs to inform the Public that

r rHfcl LODDIGES' COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS.
—This celebrated and unrivalled Collection, containing

upwards of 1200 Species in 2000 Specimens (many of which are
unique) and in the finest possible health, is now to be deposed
of in One Lot, thus affording to any Nobleman or Gentlemancommencing tne cultivation of this beautiful tribe of Plants an
opportunity of at once obtaining the largest collection in Europe.—For Terms and to view, address C . Loddigt^, Hackney.

seed); decidedly one of the most lovelv things in cultivation
deserving a place on every Lawn in England.

East Dereham K ursery, Norfolk
, March 15.

GERMAN AND OTHER FLOWER SEEDSL
13 PARKER begs to invite attention to his choice
-*-<-• collections of GERMAN and other FLOWER SEED-
which are recommended with the greatest confidence. To
ensure their giving satisfaction, they are supplied in sealed
packets, as imported A descriptive and priced Catalogue of
1- lower and Vegetable Seeds is published, and will be forwarded
post free on application.

Paradi-e Nursery, Hornsey Road, Holloway.

JOHN HENCHMAN, Jun., Edmonton, has still for
«' sale a few collections of Cutting Plants from the Prize
Calceolarias exhibited at the Great Crystal Palace Show. Price for
12 varieties, 12.?. Seedling plants from same varieties, 5s. per
dozen strong, 12*. and 18*. per dozen. Prize seeds, saved from
plants exhibited, for early sowing, 5*. and 10*. 6d. per packet,
Fine healthy Double White Camellias, full of flower buds, at

24*., 2tsn 30*., 36*., and 42*. per dozen.
Choice Indian Azaleas, full of flower buds, at 15*., 18*., 24*. : and

choice specimen plants, 30*. per dozen. Remittance or reference
requested from unknown correspondents.

GAMUEL FINNEY and Co.'s CATALOGUE OF
<* AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.—We beg to inform our Agri-
cultural friends and the public, that our FARM SEEDS are now
ready for delivery; and as we have proved the growth of each
kind, we can give them our strong recommendation. We would
direct particular attention to our extensive stocks of imported
and home-grown Italian, Pacey's, and other perennial Rv.
Grasses; Red, White, Perennial red, and Alsike Clovers, Trefoil.

&c; also to our select stocks of the most approved kinds of
natural Grasses for Permanent Pasture and Meadow.
We beg particularly to recommend our mixtures for various

soils and situations, which we have prepared to a great extent
during the last 30 years with unvaried success; and also our
mixtures for Lawns, Bowling Greens, &c.
We grow annnaliy large stocks of Turnips, Mangels, Carrots,

and other Root Seeds from full grown selected Roots, and we can
recommend them as bHing pure and of the finest quality.

Catalogues with prices of the whole may be had, postage free,
and arrangements as to carriage made, on application to

Samuel Finsky & Co., Gateshead, Newcastlp-upon-Tvne.

WALTON NURSERY^ LIVERPOOL]
To Noblemen and Gentlemen Planting New Pleascbi
Grounds, ob Improving Pahks or Drives, and to Com-
panies Planting Public Parks or Cemrteries.

WSKIRVING begs to offer his extensive Stock of
• TREES and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either

for immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where
smaller sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition
to his general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrubs,
which is allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this

season offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two mr>st

valuable Trees lately introduced, the ARAUCAUIA IMBRI-
CATA and CFDRUS DEODARA, of various sizes, from 1 to 6 ft.

W. S. invites any one wanting considerable quantities of

Specimen Trees and Shrubs to inspect his collection aud obtain

prices on the spot, as the mere height of such trees (as quoted in

lists) gives no idea of the value of well grown select plants for

choice situations.

N.B. A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped
plants of the Araucaria imbricata and Cedrus Deodara have been
grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great dis-

tances in this country, or to any part abroad.
Priced Lists will be sent on application. _,

500 BUSHELS OF POTATOES TO THE ACRE.
•yiUS ENORMOUS CROP was grown last year by
-*- a gentleman in Surrey, and out of which there were only

five bushels diseased; nearly all the quantity were large-sized,

some weighing 2 lbs. and 1 oz., and not above three bushels ot

Chats out of the whole. This Potato was originally reared ia

Scotland, and is called by the grower the Scottish Champion, and

has again proved to have surpassed all other sorts, bothia
quantity, quality, and freedom from disease, as will be seen by
the testimonials.

The price is 21. 2s., inclusive of the sack of three bushels,

delivered free at the South Western Railway Station in London.
—Apply by letter, post-paid, to Mr. William Gowland, 4,

Crooked Lane, London Bridge. London ; or to Thos. B. Atkinsox,
Seedsman, 64, High Street, Worcester, where further testimonials

an be obtained. All orders must be accompanied by a remittance.

" Sir,—In answer to yours respecting the Scottish Champion
Potato, I beg to say it is quite equal in flavour to 1"

Regent, is very productive, boils very white and mealy.
the York

In facfr

of the sixty-seven varieties of Potatoes grown by me in the way
of experiment this season I consider it the best, and shall plant

it for my next general crop.—Your obedient servant,
" Edward Bennett, Gr. to Sir Offlev Wakeman, Bart.,

" Perdiswell Hall, Worcester."

"COLOUR, warranted free from Adulteration, and deli-

Wheat-meal, for Brown Bread, Us.4d.; best coarse and
Scotch Oatmeal.—Address Horsnaill & Catchfool. Bullwra

Mill. Witham, Essex ; or Caledonian Road, Islington. Directions

for Making Bread supplied gratis. ___

\yiRE WORK, USEFUL AN0 ORNAMENTAL
» » of every description, for the Conseruatory, Garden, or otiier

service

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.
Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety

,

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing. « c -

Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make;

Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, bv W. Richards. Impe" ftl

Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearlv opposite Princess

»

Theatre. '

Printed by William Bbadhubt. of No. 13, Upper Woburn Pl«5e;.^
Frkdebick Mullett Evan*, of No. 20. Queen's Rosd. West, botn
the Parish of St. Pancra*. and in th#- County of Middlrsfx. P ri " ter

^:.%
their Office in Lombard Mre-t. in the Precinct of Whitetriara. in tb«

"JJ
ot London; and published by rh«-m at the Office, No. f», Unn«r »*»»'«"'
Street, in th- P*nsh of St. Paurs, Corent Garden, in the said ^oa°TJ

p
'

where all Advertisements and l omiaunicaiioos are to be Ancaas8BB
T« EoiTOa.—Satubdat, March \%, ISafi.
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ATATIONAL SOCIETY,FLOKICULTURAL
21, Resent Street.

Prizes are offered on THURSDAY, March 27th inst., for
•6 HYACINTHS; 6 Pots of other Bulbs; 3 Plants of PRIMU-
LAS; 3 Blooms of CAMELLIAS. Three prizes to each. All
bubjects intended for competition must be staged by 12 o'clock,
After which time none can be received.

Note.—If one or more Camellia Blooms be shown on the Plant
instead of in a cut state, such will not disqualify from competition.
Seedlings as heretofore.

On THURSDAY, April 24th, the subjects invited, and to which
Prizes may be awarded, are, 4 AURICULAS, 4 POLYAN-
THUSES, 4 CINERARIAS. Three Prizes to each. Seedlings
as heretofore. John Edwards.
Part VIII., completing Vol. I. ofthe Society's Transactions, is in

the Press, and will, together with the Schedule of Prizes for 1856
be published and distributed in a few days.

GRAND FLOWERljHOW, open to all England!
will take place on the occasion of the visit of the Royal

Agricultural Society to Chelmsford, in the third week in JULY
next. Further particulars will be announced in future Papers.

m W. W. DrrpiELP, Frkd. Chancellor, Hon. Sees.

pHATTERlS HORTICULTURAL AND FLORL
Vy CULTURAL SOCIETY.—The Exhibitions of this Society
for the year 1856 will he held at Chatteris as follows, viz. :—The
First Exhibition on WEDNESDAY, July 2 ; and the Second
Exhibition on WEDNESDAY, September 10.

In addition to the usual Prizes the following will be offered, viz.

:

At the July Exhibition, for the best 48 varieties of Roses, single
"blooms, First Prize, a Subscription Silver Cup, value five guineas;
Second Prize (offered by the Society), 11. 10s. At the September
Exhibition, for the best 36 Dahlias, dissimilar, First Priz<\ a
Subscription Silver Cup, value five guineas ; Second Prize
<offered by the Society), 1/. 10s. All further information may be
-obtained on application to William Fryer, Hon. Sec.

__ Chatteris, March 22.W * L L I A M BARRATT,
* v LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.
HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved

principles.

V*An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shbvbs,
Evergreens, Forrst Trees, Roses, and Thorns.

JOHN LAW, Curator of thb Botanic Garden,
Sheffield, begs to inform the nobility and gentry that he has

.had the privilege from the Directors for the last eight years to
practice as LANDSCAPE GARDENER and GARDEN
ARCHITECT. Plans and Estimates for Horticultural Gardens;
Asphalte for Garden Walks and Carriage Roads laid down on the
be s t improved principles. Terms on application.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTECS.
T\fOOD and INGRAM beg to offer fine showy
* * named varieties, well established in pots, from Is. to Is. GtP

•per pair.

—

Nnrseries t Huntingdon, March 22.

T> OSSOM'S "CHAMPION" CELERY has proved
-*-* to he the best in cultivation for size, solidity, and crispness

;

it also withstands a greater degree of frost than any other variety.
To be had in sealed packets at U. The Trade supplied.

T. F. WiyyrAyLEY, Seed Merchant, Manchester.

<>EEDS FOR THE FARM can be procured inO any quantity and of the best possible descriptionfrom
Messrs. William E. Rbndlb & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

Established 1786.

"V[EW CLOVER SEED, COW GRASS, AND
1_\ ALSIKE CLOVER, new and genuine, without any
admixture of old or inferior seed, can be obtained from

William E. PwESPLB & Co, Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

J \ 1ANT £»AiiNFOlN.--rAe True Giant Sainfoin
V.X may be obtained genuine of the undersigned, at

1 j. per bushel. It will thrive on all soils.

Joujc Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

GOOD CLOVER SEED.
GENUINE NEW CLOVER SEED may be obtained

of the undersigned. Prices (according to market
Kind quantity required) will be forwarded on application.

Jons Sutton & Soss. Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

GRASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURE,
FINEST LAWN GRASSES, TURNIPS, of sorts, and

other AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.- Lists of prices may be had
gratis of W_. Barratt, Nurseries, Wakefield.

PERMANENT PASTURE
]\TR. SMITHE'S MIXED GRASS SEEDS for
—*-*- various soils are now ready for sale.—Cost per acre, 24*.,
allowing 4 bushels to the acre. The Seeds will be delivered free
of expanse to the nearest Railway Station. Reference will be
required from parties unknown.— Eastling, Feversham, Kent.

| NEW FARM SEEDS.O UTTON'S CATALOGUE will be sent gratis andO post free on application.

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading.

FARM DIRECTORY, Edited byRENDLE'S
' J. C. Morton, E*q., is now ready, and can be

obtained from the Proprietors,
William E. Revolts & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

JC. WHEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED
• LIST for this Season is now ready, and may be

had gratis on application.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

\ I ESSRS. J. and 11. BROWN inform the Nobility,
*J Gentry, and Gardeners that their NEW CATALOGUE

of ORCHIDEA, STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
ROSES. GERANIUMS. FUCHSIAS, AMERICAN PLANTS,
CO NIFERuE, FRUIT TREES, &c, can be had by post.

Conservatories and Gardens furnished by Contract.
Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London.—March 22.

Hollyhocks, Chrysanthemums, Mimulus. Petunias, Roses, Daisies.
and Miscellaneous Plants for bedding, &c. &c.

Dane Croft Nurseries, Stowmarket.
/^EORGE SMITH'S NEW AND PRICED CAT-
S'* ALOGUE is now ready, and will be sent free br post on
application. It contains Select Lists of Verbenas, Geraniums,
(of Show, Fancy, Variegated and Scarlet kinds), Dahlias, Holly-
hocks, Petunias, and Chrysanthemums.

Tollington Nursery. Hnrnsev Road, Islington, London.

NEW DAHI IAS ETC
CHARLES TURNER begs to

'

state that his
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of New Dahlias, Gera-

niums, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Car-
nations, Pinks, Shrubby Calceolarias, Petunias, &c. &c, is now
ready, and contains many new varieties offered for the first time.
Sent post free on application.—Royal Nursery. Slough.

rr *\ WINSTANLEY'S TRADE PRICED LIST
A • OF GARDEN SEEDS is now ready, and can be had on

application, 28. Market Place, Manchester
.

HP F. WINSTANLEY, Seed Merchant, 287Market
*- • Place. Manchester, is now ready to send out his DE-
SCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF GARDEN, AGRICUL-

'

TURAL, AND FLOWER SEEDS. Attached to this Cata-
logue is a Calendar of Seeds to be sown in each month; also the
mode of cultivating the Dioscorea.

fV F. WINSTANLEY begs to inform his friends
-*- * thathis collections of NEW GARDEN SEEDS are now

ready, comprising all the most useful vegetable produce, from
11. to 51. The DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE contains the
details of each collection on page 11.

Seed Warehouse, 28, Market Place, Manchester.

EORGE BAKER begs to announce his DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA-

MENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES is now
ready, and may be had on application.
American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, seven

miles from Staines, Windsor branch, South Western Railway,
where conveyances mav be had.

AMERICAN PLANTS,
JOHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of RHODO-

DENDRONS, AZALEAS, &c, as exhibited at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and
can be had on application.

ISfl^The Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrons,
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.—March 22.

AMERICAN PLANTS.

WrATERER and GODFREY be* to announce their
Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants for

this season is now published, and will be sent free on application.
As the collection of American Plants at this Nursery is altogether
unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to their
interest to pay a visit to the Nursery, which may be readily done
by the South Western Railway to Woking Station.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

ANTED IMMEDIATELY IN LIVERPOOL
MARKET.W

PINES, not under 2 lbs.

SMALL MUSHROOMS
NEW POTATOES

CUCUMBERS
FRENCH BEANS
LARGE ASPARAGUS

Forward to George Taylor, Fruit and Vegetable Salesman,
The Grand Stand, St. John's Market, Liverpool.

Terma—Cash.
TO THE SEED TRADE.

A.

BEANS, at a very low rate. Prices on application.
Huntingdon Nnrseries, March_22_.

CEDARS.
PAUL and SON offer for Sale CEDRUS
DEODARA, 1 foot to 8 feet, from Is. 6d. to 31s. 6d. each.

CEDRUS LIBANI, 3 feet to 10 feet, 3s. Gd. to 31s. fti. each.
Magnificent specimens of the above and every intermediate size,
frequently removed, may be had in any quantity, carriage free to
London, from A. Paul & Soy, Nurseries. Cheshunt, Herts.

CHOICE CALCEOLARIAS.
JOHN COLE begs respectfully to offer a few dozen

strong healthy unbloomed Seedlings of his matchless
Calceolarias, saved from select sorts carefully impregnated.

J. C. is happy to say his Seedlings have given great satisfaction

j
the past two seasons, and many parties have written again for I

j
them. 3s. per doz., 25*. per 100. A remittance expected from

|

' unknown correspondents.—Keytield Nursery, St. Albans, Herts.

;

•

t
CRYPTOWERIA JAPONICA.

T> GLENDINNING hai just received fresh Seeds
-H-» from Mr. Fortune by the last Overland Mail, direct
fiom China, of this well-known Hardy Ornamental Tree,
which will be sold in packets containing from 2000 to 3000 each.
Free, by post, at 10s. &*. each. If three packets are ordered by
the trade, one wi ll be added.—Chiswick Nursery, London.

NEW BRITISH PERM.
ABPLKtnraf Rffractum (Moors). For Dkscbiptiok and Platk

see March Part of "Nature Printing"
T) PARK Kit begs to offer the above new and distinct
1*" species, of which he possesses the entire stock. Plants
forwarded post free on application, at 10.?. 6<i. each.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Holloway.

NEW OOuBLE WHITE PETUNIA—" IMPEKIAL " (true).
pHARLES TURNER is now able to supply
V/ Plants of this beautiful new variety, which is as double
as an Oleander, and fragrant. Plants 3*.*6d. each, with a con-
siderable reduction to the trade if a dozen are taken. C. T. begs
particularly to recommend it, as it is not only a novelty but also
a valuable bedding plant.—Royal Nursery, Slough.

TO THE LOVERS OF DELICIOUS FRUIT.

ORION MELON, the winner at Regent Street and
Crystal Palace, is a fruit of great beauty, from 4 to 6 lbs in

weight, thin skin, thick flesh, luscious as a melting Peach,
fragrant and rich as a Pine Apple. 6 seeds out of the Prize fruit
free per Post. Is. fri.—Address, Thomas W ir.n. Ipswich.

l^OR BEST CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS,
*- PANSIES, PHLOXES, BELGIAN DAISIES, Ao , apply t»
John Holland, Rradshaw Gardens, Middleton. near Manchester.

W STEWARD' and CO., Seed Stores, Drake
• Street, Plymouth, can supply all the PRIZE CUCUM-

BERS, MELONS, &c, Qd. to U. per packet (post free). Im-
porfed and other FLOWER SEEDS, 100 sorts (post free), 14*. 64.

NOTIC E.

JOHN C. SOMM ERS, 1 59, Fenchurch Street, London,
begs to inform his friends and the public that he continues to

buy on commission, and not on his own account, from respectable
Growers and others. GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS
that may be depended upon for purity and correctness of stocks.
%• Orders from unknown correspondent must be accompanied

with a bank i»r" s reference.

V^KIRViNG'o IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP.—^ A Grower has for disposal a very superior Stock of the above,
raised from selected and transplanted Bulbs, all growth of 1855,
and guaranteed to grow uot less than 90 per cent. Also a few
cwts. of MANGEL WURZEL SEED, of fine selected stocks.—
For price, Ac. apply to Mr, D. Taylor, Nashenden Farm,
.Rochester, Kent,

WHEAT FOR LATE AND SPRING SOWING.
—Samples with prices of Talavera, Red Hybrid, Nursery,

April, and other kinds of Seed Wheat will be sent tree on appli-

cation to Mr , H. Raynbird, Basingstoke.

SEED BARLEY FROM THE CHALK.

MR. H. RAYNBIRD, Basingstoke, can supply
Chevalier, Golden Drop, Thanet, and other approved sorts

of Barley at market prices. Hudson's Golden Melon Barley, a
new variety, productive, and office Malting quality, may be had
on application.

H A H f) Y H f A T H S

TT^ATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite

attention to their large stock and firsr-rate collection of

these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced CatalogM* may be
had free on application to Wateseb & Godfrey, Knap Hill

Nursery, Woking, Surrey. '
•

DICKINSONS ITALIAN RYE-GRASS i>ElD
is sold by himself (he has no deputed Agent) to^Agricul-

turists only, 605. per quarter for present payment.—Ne*v Park,
Lvmington, Hants.
The Pamphlet, U. 9 hv Messrs. Ridgwvy. Piccadilly, London.

FINE NEW ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, imported
direct from Italy.

Fine selected GRASSES for PERMANENT PASTURE, 30s.

per acre This will include a mixture of the true Cow Grass or

Perenu I Red Clover.
Fine LAWN GRASS, Is. per lb.; 40 lbs. will be sutacieut fv-r

an acre. Delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox,
Nnrserrmpn and S^d Growers. Gloucester.

TESTUD1NARIA ELEPHANTlPES or ELEPHANT'S FOOT.

WANTED, a PLANT of the above.-Apply to

Hugh Low & Co.. Upper Clapton. ^
SALVIA P A T £ N 5.

TO BE SOLD, 120 fine old Roots of this beautifnl

Blue Salvia, price 2'. Terms cash.—Apply to A. B., the
Pont Office. Kingston B'nun». "P» r Tetswnrth. Qx^n.

f |'U Be* 6ULD, very handsome lartje IRISH
i- YEWS, from 4 to 8 feet. Purchasers taking a lar»e

number will be liberally dealt with. Prices on application —
Thomas Jackson & ?ns. Nurseries. Kingston, near London.

r l^ and G. SWAlLES ofl'er fine one-year Seedling

JL • ASH, and two-year Seedling BEECH. Also EVER-
GREEN OAK, twice transplanted, 1^ to 2 feet, very fin*, and
well rooted.— Beverley. March 22.

OHN HOLLAND begs to offer the FLUKE
KIDNEY POTATO (true), in any quantity, at 3s. per bushel

of 56 lbs.; 51- per ton; strong sacks to hold 5 bushels (2| cwt.)

ls.9d. each.—Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton, near Manchester.

FLUKE KIDNEY POTATOES, 51. per ton ; in

quantities less than 1 ton, 6s. per cwt; sacks, Is. per cwt.

The above are grown expressly for Seed <"m newly broken up old

turf land. All orders to be accompanied by a remittance.
HrMPHREY Chamberlain, Kempsey, Worcej

eEED POTATOES.—True AahAp^hr^ vO sons do. Walnut-leaved do, FJ^^$ri^\ >,

Flourball, and all other first class vaH^>^ fr-A **
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MEADOW AND PASTURE CRASS SEEuS.

GEORGE GIBBS and Co., 26, Down Street,

Piccadilly, beg to announce that their MIXTURES OF
GRASS SEEDS are now ready for delivery at the following

£rices :

—

Ilxtures for laying Land down to permanent Grass, for light,

heavy, and other soils (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs. to the

acre) 30*. per acre.

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs.

to the acre) 32a. per acre.

Mixtures for improving and renovating old Grass Land, Is. per lb.

Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawm Is. 3d. per lb.

G. G.& Co.'s New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE
is now ready, and will be forwarded free on application.

GEORGE GIBBS & CO., Sekdsmkn,

26, Down Street, Piccadilly, London.

GREENHOUSE AZALEAS.

A PAUL and SON have to offer fine healthy
• plants of the following beautiful varieties of AZALEA

INDICA in large 60 and 54-sized pnts, 12s. the dozen; Alba,
Smithi coccinea, Herberti, Fielder's white, Speciosissima, Carmi-
nata, Colorans, Diana, Grenvilli, Coronata, Aurora, Symmetry.
The following, of the same size, 18s. the dozen :—Lateritia,

Variegata, Rubra plena fulgens, Murrayana, Optima, Prince
Albert, Rosea Superba, Reine des Beiges, Holfordi, Iveryana,
Perryana.
The same sorts, in 48-sized pots, well set with bloom, 24s.

and 30s. per dozen. A few larger plants 3s. 6d. to 5s. each.
Carriage free t"1 London.— NnrstTit-s. i heahunt, Herts.

S~U P E R B HOLLYHOCK S.

JOSEPH BUTLER, Gardener to R. Hills, Esq.,
*J Colne Park, Ilalstead, Essex, begs to inform the Nobility and

moSwifl rmn5CR,C
rn

URAL ^^ if™ ™ i

Gentr? that he hM now read^ for 8endin* 01lt m»sl of the leadingrpHOMAS GIBBb AND CO., THE SEEDSMEN TO THE
: varieties of this beautiful flower from 45. to 1*. 10*. per dozen.

JL i al Agricultural Sockty of Ekglaxd, beg to inform
; Catalogues will be forwarded on application, by enclosing one

their friends and Agriculturists generally that their bulks of postage stamp. ^
CHOICE FLOWERTsEEDS AT REASONABLE

PRICES:—
100 packets Choicest Annuals and Perennials ... 17*. 6d.
75 ditto ditto ditto ... 13 6
50 ditto ditto ditto ... 10
25 ditto Hardy Annuals 5

The above Seeds are all of last year's saving, and warranted
to be free from any mixture of dead seeds, in fhll sized packets,
with printed directions as to best mode of cultivation, describing
height, colour, &c. The first three collections delivered free to
any part of town. Imported German Collections in original
sealed packets. Every description of Vegetable Seeds of the
finest quality at moderate prices.

Charles Southby (late Fairbairx), Clapham

.
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Agricultural and Grass Seeds are now finished cleaning, and that

they shall be able to execute immediately any orders which may
be entrusted to them.
Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land to permanent
ture and Meadow.

Mixtures of Grass Seeds for Irrigation or Water Meadows.
Upland Shepp Walks.
Parks and Field Lawns.
Cemeteries and Church Yards.
Garden Lawns and Grass Plots.

„ Renovating old Pastures.

Rye-grasses, Clovers, Carrots, Cabbages, Parsnips, Mangel
Wurzels, Swedes, Hybrids, Turnips, and all other Seeds requisite

for the Farm

.

Kitehen Garden Seeds and Flower Seeds.
Priced Lists and detailed Catalogues are now ready, and may be

had, post free, on application to Thomas Gibbs & Co., the Seeds-
men to the Royal Agricultural Society of England, corner of

Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, London.

SEEDS FOR THE FARM.
WIULIAM E. RENDLE and CO., Sfed Mer-

chants, Plymouth, Devonshire, can supply the following
Agricultural Seeds, all neat and genuine, and of the best possible
description.

For full descriptions, see u Rendle's Agricultural Price

Current and Farm Directory.'
19

Swede Turnip of sorts, lOd. per lb., Is. 4rf. per qt, 5s. per g all

Scotch Turnips ditto, \0d. per lb., \s. Ad. per qt., 5s. „
Common Turnips •.. 8d. per lb., Is. per qt., 4s. „
Tankard Turnips 8d. per lbn 1$. per qt, 4$. „
"White Belgian Carrot ... 9d. per lb.

Long Red Mangel Wurzel, 6d. per lb.

Yellow Globe do. 6d. per lb.

Italian Rye-Gfass, 95. per bushel.
Scotch Perennial do. 7s., 8s., to 9*. per bushel.
Devon Evergreen do. 6s. to 75. per bushel.

Free Delivery—All lcinds of Seed are delivered car-

riage free to all Steam Ports and Railway stations in

the United Kingdom.—See the "Price Current."
William E. Kkncle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

SUTTON 'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS,
and DICKENSON'S ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, are both

very superior to the Italian Rye-grass commonly cultivated.

A t present Messrs. Sutton have a supply of tme Seed,

of each sort. Early application is requested.
Johk Surrey & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

SUTTON'S SELECTED MANGEL WURZEL.—
The MANGEL WURZEL ROOTS grown from

Messrs. Sutton's Seed gained the First Prizes at the

Birmingham and many other Root Shows last season—
(see Times Newspaper, December 12, 1855.) I

They were also much admired on Messrs. Sutton's stand at
the SraithfieldClub, shown in Baker Street Bazaar, as see reports
in the Agricultural Gazette, Belts Messenger, Mark lAine Express,
and other papers of December last. At present, Messrs. Suttok
can supply any quantity of Seed. Price of their selected Yellow
Globe 9d. per lb. The prices of other kinds and of large quan-
tities may be had on application.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading, March 22.

IMPROVEMENT OF GRASS LANDS.
SUTTON'S RENOVATING GRASS SEEDS FOR

IMPROVING OLD PASTURES.—Great improvement
may be effected by sowing 8 to 12 lbs. per acre of Sutton's
Renovating Seeds, which consist of Perennial Clovers and
Grasses of the finer kinds for improving the bottom.
An increase of several Tons of Hay per acre has been

thus effected on many Meadows and Upland Pastures.
The Seeds should be sown early.
The drought of last summer having caused partial failures in

the ordinary Grass and Clover Leas, Sutton's Renovating Grass
Seeds may be sown with great advantage in all swh cases. Pkice
REDUCED TO 9d. rER POUND,
Sutton & Sons also supply Grass Seeds for laying

T A TOESWand S. GAINES respectfully invite attention
• tn thp. fnllnwfnrr T.icf nf VAT A TTVT?a .to the following List of POTATOES:—
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or any other sort that may be required. Also Packets
Annual Flower Seeds, Packet at 25. 6d., 15 varieties ; packet at 5>\.

80 varieties; Scarlet Runners, packet, 105.
; Dwarf French

Beans, 12s. of sorts.

All orders must be accompanied by Post Office Orders payable
at Charing Cross to W. & S. Gaines, Seedsmen and Herbalists,
Covent Garden Market.

ItLlAM KNIGHT, Florist, &c. f begs to offer
the following SUPERB FLOWER SEEDS, saved from the

best varieties, post free :— Per packet—s. d.

Antirrhinum, from 100 striped and spotted varieties ... 6
Balsam, from 25 best double varieties ...

Calceolaria, from 50 best spotted varieties
Cineraria, from 50 choice new kinds
Double Daisy, from 60 fine named varieties ...

Hollyhock, from 50 superb varieties
Mimulus, from 20 choice kinds
German Aster, from 24 fine large quilled varieties
Pansy, from 100 best show flowers
Sweet William, from 50 large double varieties
Verbena, from 100 of the newest varieties
Phlox, from 50 best perennial varieties
Phlox Drummondi, 30 finest varieties
Dianthus atropurpurea plena, large double purple

atrosanguinea plena, large double red
sinensis plena, from 20 varieties

Alstrrrmeria, from Van Houtte's Chilian varieties ...

German Aster, 12 fine varieties in separate colours ...

German 8tocks, 12 ditto ditto
Double Wallflower, 12 ditto ditto
Double Poppies, 12 ditto ditto
Marigold, African and French, 12 ditto
Larkspur, double dwarf, 12 ditto ditto
Brompton Stocks, 12 ditto ditto
Salpiglossis. 12 ditto ditto
Zinnea elegans, 8 ditto ditto
Ipomoea limbata, a splendid climber
Primula sinensis, fine large varieties
Potentilla, from the best new varieties ...

Cucumber, Knight's Improved Hardy Ridge ; this is the best
variety ever offered for ridge culture, 1*. per packet.

Choice Hardy Annuals, 100 most approved varieties, 55. ; 50
ditto, 35.; 36 ditto, 2s. &J. ; 12 ditto, Is. 2d. Hardy Perennials,
50 choice varieties, 4*.; 25 ditto, 25. 6d.—Catalogues may be
obtained on application inclosing a postage stamp.

67, High Street, Battle, 8nasex
.

SPLENDID NEW BEDDING CALCEOLAR IA
CATTELL'S BEAUTY OF WESTERIIAM,
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Address John Sutton & Sows, Seed flrowwrg. Reading, Porks.

ITALIAN RYE-CRASS, ETC.
1T T DRUMMOND and SONS, Stirling, N.B., beg
* ™ • to call the attention of those engaged in Agriculture to

the following Seeds :

—

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, selected from the finest stock in
Lombardy, and is especially recommended for its rapid
growth and luxuriant habit. Superior home-saved Seed may
also be had. Italian Rye-grass being extremely scarce this
season, orders should he transmitted without delay.

PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, of the finest growths, perfectly
clean and in various weights, weighing from 22 lbs. to 30 lbs.
per bushel.

GRASSES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE.—From the exten-
sive experience they have had in this branch, and resulting
in giving complete satisfaction to the numerous gentlemen
who have favoured them with orders, they feel warranted in
recommending their assortments as made up to order—either
mixed or separately, to suit all description of soil.

TURNIPS, in all the approved varieties of Swedes, Y'ellows, and
Whites, carefully saved hy themselves from full-formed bulbs.

VETCHES (or TAKES) -Large broad-leaved Scotch.
PRICEDCATALOGUES of theabove, with every otherdescrip-

tion of FARM SEEDS, may be had post free on application.
Also a valuable Descriptive Catalogue of VEGETABLE SEEDS,
C0I

xi
ai
£
ing

r>
nly SUch sorts as are re*1Iy worth cultivating.

7
.

N.B.-—Free Delivery.—All Seeds are, under certain
Imitations, delivered carriagefree to theprincipalshipping
ports and railway stations throughout the kingdom.
%• FARM JMPLF.MENTS.-An assortment of the most

approved bcotch Implements are usuallv kept in Stock.
TV. DRUMMOND avd SONS.

Seed and Implement "Warehouses, Stirling and Dublin.

down Land to Permanent Pasture at a moderate expense, .T
C
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re in informing

the sorts being selected in accordance with the nature of
the pubhc that he has now stron* healthy plant9 ready t0

the soil to be laid doicn, particulars of which may be

obtained by post.

Goods delivered Carriage Free by Rail.
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send out of this very fine CALCEOLARIA, The foliage and
habit is like Sultan, but the flower-stems not so tall, and the
flowers are produced in the greatest profusion; the colour is a
bright deep rich crimson, with a velvety centre, almost black

;

from its fine free habit, and striking colours, J. C. has no hesita-
tion in saying it will become the most popular of the dark
bedding varieties. Good plants in 4-inch pots, 5s. each, postage
or hamper included.

J. C. has also the following fine Bedding Plants:

—

GERANIUM Beauty of Chipstead.—Most brilliant scarlet,
of the cerise habit, extra fine bloomer, each

Trentham Scarlet Gem.—Intense bright deep scarlet,
the beat of the large growing scarlets, each

Virginium.—Pure white, with a very small spot of
pale light purple in the upper petals, immense
trusser, and extra free bloomer, each

Vamegated Varieties.
Attraction (Gaines7

)

Attraction (Kinghorn's).—Habit and foliage like
Flower of the Day, with deep pink horseshoe
mark, 21s. per dozen, each

Silver King, each
Silver Queen, each 2s. 6d. to
Brilliant, 6s. per dozen, each
Golden Chain, 65. per dozen, each

GENTIANA acaulte, very strong, 85. per dozen, each
DELPHINIUM Hendersoni, strong ground roots, 51. per

100, 15s. per dozen, each
magnificum, each
Barlowi, 35s. per 100, per dozen
grandiflomm maximum, 405. per 100, 6s. per doz., each

CALCEOLARIA, strong plants of unbioomed seedlings
from J. Cattell

?

s established collection, in single
pots, per dozen

seedlings from store pans, per dozen
from J. C.'s collection of new colours, very superior,

in single pots, per dozen , mA remittance or reference must accompany all orders from
unknown correspondenU.—Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.

u
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HOL LYHCCK. RED BEET, AND CELERV~c^:
JOHN HOADE and s6f, N^tm* ,^ Addlestone, near Chertsey, Surrey, bee to offer tn *„ '

x
0t

the following really choice Seeds :-
B to tLe P^Uc

HOLLYHOCK. - Saved from 50 first-rate named vftri*rno others being kept, at 2s. 6d. per packet.
var'etieg,

RED BEET.-Of a peculiar high coloured and dwarf fcfejfor which they have been long famous, at Is. per packet
nd'

CELERY -Solid, white, compact in its growth, and stand, f..longer than the ordinary kinds, at U. per packet.
ds far

Payment taken in postage stamps.

E
UNEQUALLED NEW MELONS?DWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman andFlorist, 14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset be«£

\, ate that he can supply the following :— '
egs to

M'Ewen's Arundel Hybrid Scarlet and Green Flesh SIFT nva
and Monro's Crystal Palace and Golden Gauge ditto 2, m -Z
packet, or two packets for 45. '

W
- ^

The Champion Kidney and Early Emperor POTATOFS
5s. 6d. per peck, hamper and package included. For fnrtW
particulars see Advertisements in this Paper March 1st loSf
pages 130, 131.

* Ist
'
18o6

»

All the CUCUMBERS can also be supplied as advertise
January 26th, 1856, page 50.

«« erased

PRIMULA SINENSIS saved from all the best coloured
fimbriated varieties, 1*. 6d. per packet.
DIGITALIS, or FOXGLOVE SEED, saved from 20 of themost superb striped and spotted varieties, Is. per packet
HOLLYHOCK SEED, saved from all the best varieties in

cultivation, Is. per packet; if required a packet containing »i
distinct sorts, all to name, will be sent for 5s.

Unequalled quilled GERMAN ASTER, Is. per packet.
FRENCH ASTER, or P^ONIFLORA TRUFFAUT, about

20 of the most striking varieties, Is. per packet.
CINERARIA SEED, saved .from the most superb distinct

varieties, Is. per packet.
BALSAM SEED, saved from the most superb distinct

varieties, Is. per packet.
Very superior DWARF LARKSPUR, 6d. per packet.
A remittance must accompany every order bv cash or penny

postage stamps, when the whole or any part (as the case may be>
will_be|immediately forwarded.

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
~~

To Noblemen and Gentlemen Planting New Pleasure
Grounds, or Improving Parks or Drives, and- to Com-
panies Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries.
Vy SKIRVING begs to offer his extensire Stock of
" * • TREES and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either

for immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where
smaller sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition
to his general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrubs,
which is allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this
season offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most
valuable Trees lately introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRI-
CATA and CEDRUS DEODARA, of various sizes, from 1 to 6 ft

W. S. invites any one wanting considerable quantities of
Specimen Trees and Shrubs to inspect his collection 8nd obtain
prices on the spot, as the mere height of such trees (as quoted in
lists) gives no idea of the value of well grown select plants for
choice situations.

N.B. A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped
plants of the Araucaria imbricata and Cedrus Deodara have been
grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great dis-
tances in this country, or to any part abroad.

Priced Lists will be sent on application.

500 BUSHELS OF POTATOES TO THE ACRE.
HIS ENORMOUS CROP was grown last year by
a gentleman in Surrey, and out of which there were only

five bushels diseased; nearly all the quantity were large-sized,

some weighing 2 lbs. and 1 oz., and not above three bushels of

Chats out of the whole. This Potato was originally reared in

Scotland, and is called by the grower the Scottish Champion, and

has again proved to have surpassed all other sorts, both in

quantity, quality, and freedom from disease, as will be seen by
the testimonials.

The price is 2Z. 2*, f inclusive of the sack of three bushels,,

delivered free at the South Western Railway Station in London.
—Apply by letter, post-paid, to Mr. William Gowland, 4,

Crooked Lane, London Bridge, London; or to Thos. B. Atkinson,
Seedsman, 64, High Street, Worcester, where further testimonials
can be obtained. All orders must be accompanied by a remittance,

" Sir,—In answer to yours respecting the Scottish Champion
Potato, I beg to say it is quite equal in flavour to the York
Regent, is very productive, boils very white and mealy. In fact

of the sixty-seven varieties of Potatoes grown by me in the way
of experiment this season I consider it the best, and shall plant

it for my next general crop.—Your obedient servant,
" Edward Bennett, Gr. to Sir Offley Wakeman, Bart,

" Perdiswell Hall, Worcester."

SEED POTATOES.
T C. WHEELER and SON offer the following
° • SEED POTATOES:—
PRINCE OF WALES.—This is the earliest round white Potato,

excellent for forcing, and for a general crop can be most highly

recommended. Per peck, 25. 6d.
;
per bushel, 9s.

" I was highly delighted with the Prince of Wales Potatoes I

had from you last year ; I consider them more mealy and better

flavoured than any other sort, and far more free from disease,

planted in the same soil and in every way alike."—Mrs.CA>'»i*<V
Portfields, Hereford.
" Your Prince of Wales Potato 'I obtained when first sent ontr

and I beg to bear testimony to its good qualities. It is early,

excellent, and very prolific. On a plot of ground last year I wn
sure that I raised at the rate of nearly 400 bushels per imperial

acre."—Rev R. O. Bromfield, Sprouston Manse, N. B.

J. C. Wheeler and Sox beg to add that they have mnch
satisfaction in introducing this Potato into general notice—

they have sent it into nearly all parts of the Kingdom, and every-

where it is highly spoken of. It is so early that it escapes the

disease more than almost any other variety. It is a large

cropper, and the flavour is excellent ; they can recommend it ic

the strongest terms.
ALSTON E KIDNEY.—This is perfectly distinct from any other

Potato. It is an astonishing cropper, and the tubers are ot

large size. It keeps well, and is good flavoured, ftn<* **

altogether an excellent and profitable variety. Per peck, 2s. &* V

per bushel, 9a.

The Rev. R. O. Bromfield, of Sprouston Manse, N. B., gj
veS

the following report of the Alstone Kidneys which he had from

us.—" I had the Alstone Kidney planted in four rows of 104 yarav

in length, the running length of all being 42 yards, and tne

produce was three large heaped imperial bushels of P°.tftt0®*

besides a few small refuse. Not knowing the Potato previously

I had it planted in rows 2 feet apart, which was too close ana

made the crop less than it would have been, for the outside rowoi

10$ yards yielded nearly a heaped bushel. It is at the rate ot

close upon 520 bushels per acre. The produce is unusually large.

FLUKE.—This sort is now becoming well known. It is some-

what of a Kidney, but perfectly distinct from any other. AS a

second early Potato it is without doubt the best, and will w »

short time find its way into every garden. 2s. per peck.

ASH LEAF KIDNEY (true) an excellent sample. 2s. 6d. Ver

peck, or 9s. per bushel, delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheeleb & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Gloucester.

T
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NEW AND BEAUTIFUL PLANTS.

THE ANNEXED LIST OF VALUABLE PLANTS has been selected from a large and rich collection of novelties ; and the Advertisers having proved them

to be desirable acquisitions, have therefore no hesitation in strongly and confidently recommending them. They will be severally announced, and sent out for the

FIRST TIME DURING THE PRESENT YEAR BY

MESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON SON.
In answer to numerous Subscribers that have kindly ordered our NEW PLANTS, we beg to say that No*. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 1«, 17, 18, 19, 20,

-23, & 24, will be ready for delivery as soon as our New Catalogue (which is now in the press) is issued. We have adopted this course in consequence of our new

Catalogue containing names, with prices and description, of upwards of 200 New Plants in species and varieties, which will enable those that have ordered some

of our novelties to have any others forwarded in the same package that they may be pleased to select therefrom.

1. MEYENIA ERECTA.—This beautiful plant is a native of

the south-west coast of Africa, and was first discovered by
Dr. Vogel, in the Niger Expedition, and introduced by us
in 1854.

It is of easy culture, growing very freely in an interme-
diate house, or stove ; of shrubby habit. By plant culti-

vators it will be hailed as a great acquisition, being of a
colour so much to be desired in plants grown for show
purposes, which is of a beautiful bluish purple, much
superior to Thunbergia chrysops, or the well-known Mau-
randia Barclayana, with a distinct yellow eye or throat.

The blossoms are produced in the greatest profusion

from the axils of the leaves, and shaped somewhat after

"the style of a large Achimenes flower, but with a tube
•considerably larger, and about 2 inches in length.

Without enlarging further on the merits and extreme
beauty of the plant, we deem it quite sufficient to quote
the opinion of Sir W. Hooker, who pronounced it to be the

most beautiful plant of modern introduction.

During the past season it was exhibited as a new plant
at the principal Horticultural Exhibitions, and received

various prizes, with the highest encomiums that could be
passed upon it. 21a. each.

2. AZALEA INDICA EMPRESS EUGENIA.—An Indica
variety, of an excellent and compact habit, and blossoming
in the most profuse manner: its colour is extremely
pleasing, of a beautiful transparent rose, with intense
spotting on the upper petals ; the flowers are large and
exquisitely formed.
We have much pleasure in being able to offer this superb

'variety, and make no doubt that it will be an universal
favourite for many years to come : as some proof of its

merits, we may add" that during the past season it has
received the following prizes:—First Class Certificate at

the Horticultural Society's Rooms, Regent Street ; Silver

Medal at the Royal Botanic Society's Gardens, Regent's
Park ; First Class Certificate at the Horticultural Society's

Exhibition, Gore House, Kensington. Plants 21s. each.

3. AZALEA INDICA IMPERATRICE JOSEPHINE.—
Colour bright cerise, blossoms of good form, spotted on
upper segments, free growth and excellent habit. 10s. Gd.

each.

4. HOYA GRANDIFLORA.—This beautiful species was first

discovered in the dense forest near the shore of the Island
Tssesa Kambangan to the south of Java and forwarded to

lis by our collector Mr. John Henshall; the flowers are
equal in size to II. imperialis, but of a pure white, the
foliage elliptic, and slightly lanuginous. 42*. each.

5. DENDROBIUM CYMBIDIOIDES. — This interesting

pseudo-bulbous Orchid has been sent to us from Java : our
Collector found it on one of the small hills adjoining the

Mountain Megamendung in the western district ; the

flowers are of a lemou colour, freely produced in short
spikes. 5 guineas each.

6. DENDROBIUM AMBOINENSIS. — This pretty dense
flowering species was introduced by our collector Mr.
John Henshall from the northern valleys of Amboina

j

the flowers are of a bright rosy red colour, tipped with pale

green, and produced in clusters up the stem. 105s. each.

7. RHODODENDRON COCCINEUM PUNCTATUM.—This
peculiar free flowering variety will be a desirable addition

to our thoroughly hardy kinds : the habit is good, colour a

crimson scarlet, and the flowers are richly spotted on all

the petals, after the style of an Alstroetneria. 15s. each.

8. RHODODENDRON INCOMPARABILE.—A useful, hardy,

and very late blooming kind, with noble trusses of fiuely

shaped bright red blossoms. 15s. each.

9. RHODODENDRON STAMFORDIANUM —This variety

is an immense acquisition, possessing all the sterling

qualities which constitute a good Rhododendron, beinj*

perfectly hardy, late, and a profuse bloomer, with unexcep-
tionable growth; colour crimsonish purple, with intense

black marking on the upper petals, which renders it

extremely attractive. 31s. Gd. each.

10. RHODODENDRON PAVONIUM.— A very conspicuous,

late, and free blooming hardy variety, of a deep blush

colour and rich dark blotch on the upper petals, similar

to a Geranium. 15s. each.

11. RHODODENDRON CLOWESIANUM.—A free flowering

thoroughly hardy kind ; the blossoms are pure white, of

exquisite shape, and the upper petals are strikingly marked
with dark spots. 10s. 6d. each.

12. RHODODENDRON MAGNIFLORUM.—A late blooming
hardy variety, with remarkably fine foliage, immense
truss, and most gigantic blossoms; colour lilac purple,

shaded with red, intensely spotted with greenish brown on
the top petals, 21s. each.

*
#* A set of the above Six Rhododendrons, 4Z. 15s.

13. DICTAMNUS ELEGANS.—A beautiful herbaceous plant

with reddish crimson flowers, the spikes of blossom are
much larger than in the older varieties; altogether it is a
great improvement. 10s. Gd. each.

Two charming little free

14. GERANIUM FULGENS ) flowering bedding varieties;

> full description will be here-

15.GERANIUM MODESTUM) after announced. 10s. Gd.

each.

16. ABIES CRASSIFOLIA.—This very distinct and handsome
species has been raised from seed, being perfectly hardy

;

it will be a great acquisition. Grafted plants, 31s. Gd m each.

17. AZALEA HARTNELLI.—A new hardy variety that we can
very strongly recommend; it blossoms freely with very large

trusses, the flowers individually are also large and well

formed : the colours are pleasing, and distinct from other

existing varieties; top petal yellow; all the other petals of

a light orange, peculiarly shaded with scarlet, and each
spotted in a remarkable manner with brown at the base.

We offer this variety with confidence, having selected it

from several hundred seedlings, all of which were pretty,

but not possessing sufficiently distinctive properties to

entitle them to be named. 21/. each.

18. ERICA PHYSODES VIRESCENS.—This new and inte-

resting distinct species we have lately imported from the

Cape of Good Hope : the plant is of pretty close habit ; the

flowers somewhat resemble in shape the old and well-

known E. physodes, but are considerably longer, and
instead of being white, as in the last-named species, they
are of a clear transparent green. 21s. each.

19. ERICA AMA1ULIS.—A very distinct and pretty variety,

of good habit, belonging to the " retorta" section : it is a
most abundant bloomer, the flowers individually are large

and flask-shaped ; colour white, shaded with rose. This
variety will be very useful for autumnal exhibition pur-

poses, as it blossoms from July to October. 15s. each.

20. ERICA AFFINIS.—This is a nice variety, much resem-

bling our well-known E. Cavendishi, but for exhibition

purposes it will be found a desirable acquisition, as it

blossoms earlier than the last-named variety; the flowers

are also a shade lighter, being more of a lemon colour;

the habit is good, and the blossoms are produced in the

most profuse manner. 10s. Gd. each.

21. FAGR^EA MORINDjEFOLIA.—This splendid stove plant

has been sent to us from the district of Indramaya,
in the western part of Java, by our collector Mr. John
Henshall ; its Magnoliacese-like foliage makes it extremely
ornamental, added to which it blossoms with fine long

terminal spikes, from which the flowers are produced in
clusters ; they are trumpet-shaped, of a soft rosy colour,

with a pure white mouth. 21s. each.

22. FAGR-^EA PEREGRINA.—A very handsome free-growing

stove plant, collected by Mr. John Henshall at Bantam, in

the western division of Java; it has fine lanceolate

foliage, and blossoms with large bunches of whit*,

flowers. 21s. each.

23. RHODODENDRON RETUSFM.—A very distinct green
house species, discovered by Mr. Johu Henshall on the
11 Pangerangse," one of the lofty volcanic mountains in the
western part of Java, at an elevation of 10,000 feet above
the level of the sea ; the flowers are of a tubular form,

freely produced, and of a beautiful golden yellow colour.

See drawings in " The Florist," May No., 1855. 42s. each.

24. HUNTLEYA CERINA.—This is really a lovely orchid
from St. Paul, of a delicate canary colour, very showy,
and by far the handsomest species in this section. 210s. each

23.

The following is a List of New and Good Plants, selec

out for the first time during the past year : it contains

include in this list a few new plants of especial merit that

GESNERIA MIELLEZL—Thisfplant will be found a most
desirable acquisition, and some idea may be formed of its

beauty when we say that it is more handsome than G.
Donkeleari; the flowers in shape are similar to the
Gloxinia erecta, but produced after the manner of a
Gesneria ; colour, lilac purple, with a white throat. 63s.

ted from our general stock of novelties, that were introduced by us and other horticulturists, and sent

the new plants imported from foreign growers that we have proved to be of sterling merit ; and we also

we have imported from foreign horticulturists during the present year.

36

37

26. BEGONIA SPLENDIDA.— This exquisite plant was
discovered in Java by our collector, Mr. John Henshall,
during his researches in the Indian Archipelago. It

is an extremely beautiful plant, of ornamental foliage,

the stems and leaves of which are covered over with a
bright crimson hirsute down ; altogether it presents so
striking an appearance that it is alone much to be desired
for its magnificent foliage, for which we are now offering
it, the plant not having yet flowered in this country. 21s.

'28. WEINMANNIA TRICOSPERMA. — A greenhouse plant
from Valdivia, exceedingly handsome for its fine foliage,
which is equal in beauty to that of a Fern; it is of good
habit and easy cultivation. 10s. Gd.

28. MANDIROLA ROEZLI.—An extremely handsome Gesneri-
aceous plant, producing fine spikes of lilac-coloured
blossoms. 7$. Gd.

30. VACCINIUM ERYTHRINUif.—A most beautiful ever-
green shrub, from the volcanic mountains in Java, sent to

•ns by our collector, Mr. John Henshall, who found it

growing about 10,000 feet above the level of the sea; the
habit of the plant is very dense and bushy, the foliage of a
very dark green colour, ovate and thickly set : the flowers

are of a fine bright crimson, produced in bunches at the

axils of the leaves. This magnificent species will probably

prove hardy, as V. Rollissoni has done. 21s.

32. AZALEA INDICA EULALIE.—This distinct variety we
can strongly recommend; the blossoms are large, of thick

waxy substance, blush colour, intensely and richly spotted

with carmine. 7s. 6t?„ 10/. Gd.
t
and 21s.

33. LOMATIA FERRUGINEA.—This fine evergreen shrub

was found in Chiloe and Patagonia, and is remarkable for

its beautiful Fern-like foliage; as a fine-leaved greenhouse

or conservatory plant, it is perhaps without a rival. 10*. 6d.

34. TYD^EA ELEGANS.—A beautiful stove plant from New
Grenada, with bright scarlet .flowers; very showy.

7s. Gd.

S3. BIGNONIA CHRYSOLEUCA.—A distinct species, and a

great addition to our stove creepers; the blossoms are

yellow, tipped with white, exceedingly handsome and
attractive. 10*. Gd.

38.

39.

40.

41

42.

43.

44.

45

46.

47

MANDIROLA LANATA.—A pretty Gesneriaceous plant,

of a delicate violet colour inside the mouth of the blos-

soms, and shaded lilac outside ; very fine bloomer. 10s. Gd.

ERICA JEMULA.—This is a very beautiful hybrid, in the

Erica Massoni section, of a fine bright crimson colour, after

the style of Erica aristata, but very much higher in

colour; altogether this is a very distinct variety. 155.

ERICA EXIMIA SUPERBA.—This variety may really be
said to be three times as fine as the parent, whose name it

bears ; it is a very compact grower, and excellent in

habit, with tubular blossoms of a fiery scarlet colour. This
charming variety obtained the first seedling prize at the

Royal Botauic Gardens, 1852. 21s.

HABROTHAMNUS iZEPHIRIN^E.— This is a very
distinct plant; it produces its red blossoms in corymbs
very profusely when only a few inches high. 155.

BIOTA MELDENSIS.—This distinct ornamental plant is a

valuable addition to our evergreen Coniferse. It has been
raised from seed, and is reported to be a hybrid between
the Red Cedar (Juniperus virginica) and the Chinese
Arbor-vitse (Thuja occidentalis) ; being quite hardy, and a
handsome free growing plant, we can strongly recommend
it. 50s.

AMPHICOME EMODI.— A beautiful greenhouse plant

from Northern India ; flowers large, funnel-shaped, with an
orange tube, and pale rose-coloured limb. 21s.

GENETYLLIS HOOKERIANA (syn. G. fuchsioides).—

This is the extremely rare scarlet species, and the plant

alluded to in Dr. C. F. Meisner's paper "On new Species
ofCharaselancieae," recently read before theLinnean Society.

It has been introduced from West Australia, and succeeds
well in a greenhouse. 21s.

RHOPALA ORGANENSIS. — An exquisite ornamental
stove plant, far exceeding in beauty any other sort in this
family. 42s.

AUBRIETIA MOOREANA.—A distinct and very free
flowering Alpine plant, of a purplish blue colour. 5s.

BIGNONIA ROLLISSONI.—A first-rate stove climber from
Brazil; the blossoms are of a bright golden colour, tipped
with white, which make a pleasing and striking contrast

;

the plant is of good habit, and the flowers freely produced
in bunches. 21s.

RHODODENDRON PELARGONIiEFLORUM (Y*n
Houttes).—Pink, shaded with yellow, beautifully spotted

;

a splendid hybrid, extra. 42s.

BEGONIA SCAMANNI. — A very distinct species from
P anama ; leaves beautifully spotted. 10s. 6d

4S. DAMMARA OBTUSA —A most distinct and handsome
species from New Caledonia ; a great acquisition to onr
greenhouse Conifer. 63s.

49. CASTANEA CHRYSOPHYLLA (the Golden Chesnut of
California).—This extremely interesting, hardy, and mag-
nificent^ evergreen shrub we have much pleasure in offer-

ing as a great novelty ; as an ornamental plant, it will

rank foremost among our evergreens ; any description we
may give of this beautiful plant would but imperfectly

convey a true representation of its character; the foliage

is of a dark green on the upper surface of the leaves, and
the under part of a beautiful golden colour, which gives to

the plant a most remarkable feature. 63s.

50. RHODODENDRON FERRUGINEUM ALBUM.—This is

precisely the same as the old R. ferrugineum, with the

exception that it has blossoms of snowy whiteness; it is an
interesting plant, and extremely rare. 31s. Gd.

51. RIBE3 SUBVESTITUM-—This new species has been intro-

duced from California; its flowers are of a deep crimson,

and the foliage highly ornamental. 10s. Gd.

52. SALISBURIA ADIANTIFOLIA INCISA.—This is a very
interesting plant, with pretty laciniated foliage. 10s. Gd.

53. CALYPTRARIA HjEMANTHA.—A beautiful plant from
Panama, easily cultivated in an intermediate house ; the

blossoms are produced in spikes, which are 2 feet long,

having on each from 15 to 20 flowers, of a rich bright plum
colour. 21s.

54. PTERI5 ASPERICAULIS.—A stove Fern from the East
Indies, and one of the most handsome of this pretty tribe;

an indispensable plant in every collection where Ferns are

grown. 15s.

55. CROTON DISCOLOR.— A truly magnificent ornamental

stove plant, dark green on the upper surface of the leaf,

with bright red underneath, which makes a striking con-

trast. 31s. Gd.

56. DIDYMOCARPUS POLYANTHUS.—A very free flower-

ing, handsome, and desirable plant; the leaves are few,

lying on the pot; the flowers are of a delicate pale lilac

blue colour, and produced in a panicle, which rises from
the base of the leaf. 15s.

BEGONIA OPULIFLORA MINIATA.-This remarkable
hybrid has been obtained by fertilising B. opuliflora with
B. miniata, and tbe result is that the variety now offered

has the bright-coloured flowers of the last-named variety,

but produced in umbels similar to B. opuliflora, 21s. each.

MESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON & SONS, THE NURSERIES, TOOTING.
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it
r are fully equal, and in Beveral particulars vastly
to the beat I have seen in Continental establishments."

BALSAMS.Fin A.SMITH, Florists, Dulwich, Surrey, beg
• to offer Se*da of their superb BALSAMS, in scaled

packets of six separate colours, 2s. 6d. each ; also mixed, at 2s.
per packet. The colours are scarlet, crimson, white, blush,
scarlet flaked, crimson flaked, scarlet spotted white; also a small
quantity of purple and p>irple flake.

Copy ofJMinut*. National Floriaxltural Society 9 July 26, 1855.
"Balsams:—20 plants from F. and A. Smith, Dulwich. The

censors not having the power to award Certificates to this class
of plants (true Annuals, and therefore not considered Florists'
flowers), wish to express their unanimous opinion of the great
merit of the collection produced, which for variety, habit, colour,
aize. doubleness, and general excellence, are the best that bad
hitherto come under their notice."

Dr. Liwdley, on inspection, said :

—

They
superior

Extract from the Beport of the Meeting of the National Fkriculr
tural Society, in the Gardeners' Chronicle, August 4th, ig55,
page 520.
" Several extremely well-grown plants of what are called

Camellia Balsams were furnished by Mr. Smith, of Dulwich, and
very handsome things they must be admitted to be ; among
them were blush, purple, and scarlet kinds, and scarlet mottled
with white; and when we state that many of the flowers
measured quite 2\ inches across, and 1 inch deep, some idea of
the kind of display they made may be conceived ; their only faU lt

was that they were scarcely sufficiently in bloom."

F. & A. Smith have appointed as Agents:—
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road.
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Seedsmen, Covent Garden.
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading. Berks.
Mr. C. Turner, Koyal Nursery. Slough.
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, Edgeware Itoad.
Messrs- Veitch & Son, Chelsea and Exeter.
Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, Surrey.
Messrs. Bass& Brown, Sudbury, Suffolk.
Messrs. \V. B. Rendle & Co., Seedsmen, Plymouth.
Messrs. Dawes, Cottrell,& Co., Seedsmen, Moorgate Street, City-
Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester.
Messrs, F. & A. Dickson & Co., 14, Corporation Street

CHOICE SEEDS.
I) ASS and BROWN'S 25th Annual Edition of their
L* SEED CATALOGUE contains everything which can be
desired of the choicest new and other Vegetable and Flower
Seeds. Copies supplied on application.

ASSORTED COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS.
These collections comprise only the best in cultivation, and for

quality are not to be surpassed.
Collection No. 1- (20 quarts Peas, and all other Vege-

tables in proportion), for I year's supply £3
Collection No. % in reduced proportions 2
Collection No. 3. do. i 5
Collections for small Gardens 10s. Gd. and 15
For any sorts of Vegetable Seeds not wished for, enlarged

quantities of others sent to make up the amount. For Lists of
the Collections see Catalogue.

A FEW NEW AND SELECT FLOWER SEEDS.
For au abridged list of about 100 varieties of these, see Adver-

tisements in the Gardeners' Chronicle of Feb. 2d, page 7b, and
Feb. 16th, page 109.

8mith's New Balsams, 6 varieties, separate ... 25. &?.

* ft inlander packets, mixed 25.
FLOWER SEEDS.—BEST ASSORTMENTS.

Free by post, with instructions for culture, &c. The Cata-
logue gives colours, heights, months of flowering, hardiness,
duration, with prices per packet of each, &c. #. d.
100 vara, select showy Annuals, including newest ... 15

$a 1

Messrs. Brown & Austin, Glasgow. [Manchester.

TT7ATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite the
* v attention of parties engaged in Planting to their fine

Stock of the following HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c.
Araucaria imbricata, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet high, in quantities,

all stocky w*ll grown plants; the larger size* especially it
would be difficult to match.

Cedrus Deodara, U, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet, by the thousand; do. a
fine lot of larger, 6, 7, and 8 feet; do. some magnificent Trees,
10 to 15 feet. These are all in a famous condition for Trans-
planting, having been annually removed.

Cedars of Lebanon, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet: do. a few splendid Trees,
10 and 12 feet.

Cedars Red Virginian, 5 to 8 feet.

Cedars, variegated white, 2, 3, and 4 feet, one of the handsomest
variegated plants we know. We have a large stock. It ib ex-
tensively planted at Elvaston Castle.

Cryptomeria japonica, fine plants, 4 to 7 feet.

Cupressus macrocarpa or Lambertiana, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 fee t.

Nothing can be handsomer than some of the specimens of this
fine hardy plant.

Juniper, Chinese, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet] a fine lot of large plants.
6 to 8 feet.

Do. Irish, upright, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet; do. larger, up to 3 and 10
feet. Our stock of the two last mentioned Junipers we believ0
to be quite unequalled, the Irish especially; the larger sizes
are perfect columns.

Do. recurva, 3, 4, 5, up to 8 feet.

Do. hispanica or thurifera, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Abies Douglas! , 2, 3, and 4 feet. A fine lot of large and yeryhandsome plants, 7, 8, 10, and 12 feet.

Picea nobilis, several hundreds of nice plants, 1£ to 2 feet, well
grown, and with good lead. None are grafted. A few taller
specimens up to 6 feet.

Do. Nordiuanniana, a large quantity of remarkablv handsome
plants, 1$, 2, 3, and 4 feet. Nothing can exceed the vigou r f
these plants, and all from seed.

Do. Pinsapo, magnificent plants, 4 to 7 feet high, in perfect health.
Pinus insignis, 1£ to 3 feet; a few good specimens up to 7 feet.

„ Lambertiaua, from seed, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

„ Cembra, 3, 4, 5, up to 10 feet.

„ Montezuma?, fine plants, 4 and 5 feet.

, f macrocarpa, 2 and 3 feet, from seed.
Weeping Larch, clean, stems good, heads 7 feet high.
The following 10 varieties form a very singular group- They

are of dwarf habits; the well known Abies Clanbraziliana may
be taken as the type of the whole. We believe our collection to
be quite unique, and, we may add, most interesting.
Pinus strobus pumila (the dwarf Weymouth).
„ sylvestris pumila (the dwarf Scotch).

Abies Clanbraziliana

„ compacta
pygmaea

4*950 vars., 8*. &£. ; 30 vars., 5*. 6d. ; 20 vars. ...

20 vars. best dwarf Annuals, large packets, for filling beds
on lawns, &c, 7s. 6d. ; 12 vars

20 vars. choice Greenhouse Annuals, including new, 7*. 6d.
;

12 vars. ... ... ... ### 99m 999 mmm

20 vars. choice Greenhouse perennials, including new,
10*. 6d; 12 vars. • • • • * • • •* • t *

20 vars. hardy biennials and perennials, including new,
75. 6d.; 12 vars. * * *

• - '

5

5

7 6

5

DIRECT COMMUNICATION BETWFPvGLOUCESTER AND DUBUlt^™*
ting vessels which regularly have this fort for Lublin

we are enabled to deliver our Seeds Carriage Free to ih I

City, whence thty can be at once forwarded to all r>n«*
of Irelard. r r'9

J. C. Wheeleb & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers
Gloucester. ^

" \\7 HEELER
'S LITTLE B°0K WILL D0 sOMET^j

f ¥ TO SATISFY THEItt EXPECTATIONS."—tfordcifcitf
Chronicle.

Our Little Booh contains a List—a very select List—
of the best Garden and Flower Seeds in cultivation. It
also contains descriptions and prices, and will be found a
safe and unerring guide to all purchasers. It should be
in the hands of every one who has a garden.

J. C. Wheeler & Soy, Nurserymen and Seed Growers
Gloucester.
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CHOICE IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS,
IK SEPARATE COLOURS, VERT FINE ANI> DOUBLE.

30 superb vars. dwarf German Stock, 55. ; 15 vars.
Choice mixed do. packets, Qd. and 1*.; new pale sulphur
Fine dwarf carmine, 6tJ.; new White Hybrid
8 superb vars. new large flowering Stocks
New large Chamois, 6d. ; new white dwf. Wall-leaved, 6d!& 1
12 superb vars. Wall-leaved or Prussian
15 superb vars. Autumn Brompton ...

Fine scarlet do., 6d. and 1*. ; mixed fine, 6d. and ... ...

6 superb vars. Perpetual Emperor, blooming three times
a year

4 superb vars. new large flowering do.
24 superb vars. quilled and striped Asters, 55.; 12 vars.
12 superb vara. Globe flowering do.
16 superb vars. Pyramidal, do.
10 superb vars. Bouquet double dwarf do.
8 superb vars. Pfeony-fiWered French do. (Truffaut's)...
Also superb imported Wallflower, Larkspur, Balsam, Sinecio or

Jacoboea,Cockscomb. Zinnia, and many others. See Catalogue, p.46.

FINEST LAWN GRASS SEEDS.
These include the finest dwarf and compact species best adapted

for the purpose, Is. Sd. per lb. Quantities not under 1 peck, 1S5. per
bushel. The quantity required for new Lawns is 2h bushels.

ROOTS FOR EARLY SPRING PLANTING.
Anemones, Ranunculus, Gladioli, Iris Germanica, Lilium,

Tritonia aurea, Tigridia, Oxalis, Achimenes, Gloxinia, and a
great variety f other roots. See Catalogue, page 57 and 58.
Goods Carriage Frkr (not under 20s.) to all the London

termini and all stations on the Colchester line between London
and Norwich.
Catalogues for the season to the present time sent free for

three penny stamps —Post-office orders payable to Bass & Broavn,
or to Stephen- Brown, Sudbury Post Office.
BA.SS & BroWN, Seed and Horticultural Establishment,

Sudbury, Suffolk

.

T~~CTWHEELb:HrAND SON, Gloucester, beg to offer
fJ • the following FLOWER SEEDS, imported from one
of the best Growers in Germany, which they can recommend
as being of the very best quality, and which will be forwarded
free by post at the following prices :

—

QUILLED DOUBLE GERMAN ASTER—Assortment
of 24 splendid varieties, containing of each colour s. d.

THE ALSIKE HYBRID CLOVER^
PERENNIAL RED CLOVER.—TRUE PERENXIVTWHITE CLOVER.-The above kinds of Clovers will take well

on land which has proved Clover-sick when sown with tiecommon kinds of Clover. They are all included in Messrs
Sutton's Mixture of Grass Seeds for Permanent Pasture and
they may be purchased separately.

'

Button-& Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

CHOICE PELARGONIUMS, ETC.
JOHN DOBSON and SON are now sending out thev following in good strong Plants, all requiring an immediate
repotting:

—

PELARGONIUMS (Beck's).—New and beautiful varieties
and the best of other raisers. Choice show varieties, 12s., l&.'
245., 42s., and 63s. per dozen, in extra strong plants.

_
FUCHSIAS.—The best of last season, including the white

1
corolla varieties, 15s. per dozen ; older varieties, 6s., 9s., and 12s
per dozen.
VERBENAS.— The best varieties (both continental and

English) sent out last season, 12s. per dozen.
PANSIES.—A very large and healthy stock of all the best

sorts sent out up to the present time, 6s., 9s., 12s., ISs., and 24*.
per dozen.
A Descriptive Catalogue of Pelargoniums mav be had on

application. A liberal allowance in plants is made for distant
carriage.—Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

l^EAKALE SEED.—Several Bushels of home^grom
Seed can be procured from William E. Rendle

& Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS.—Several hundreds

of thousands still remain, and can be had at the louett

wholesale prices, on application to
William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

COLE'S DEFIANCE RED~(M^ERY^rhebest
Celery of the season, of most excellent quality,

8
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Plants,

Abies pumila "I All dwarf varieties
diffusa

J-
of the

Gregori ) Spruce Fir.
Picea pectinata pygma>a (the dwarf Silver Fir),Hudsoni.
Yew, common English, 3, 4, 5, 6. and 7 feet, in large quantiti
Do. upright, Irish, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet; some splendid pla
8 to 12 feet.

Do. Dovaston or Weeping, a great many fine plants, worked on
straight stems, 7, 8, and 10 feet high, with good heads.

Do. adpressa, 2 and 3 feet.

Do. do., worked on common Yew, as standards.
Do. gold striped. 1£ to 2 feet, by the thousand.
Do. do., a splendid lot of plants, 4 to 6 feet.

Do. do., worked as standards on the common Yew, 8 to 10 ft. high.
Do. do., worked on Irish Yews, 6, 7, and 8 feet high.
Do. elegantissima, or new gold striped; a large quantity, 1^ to
2J feet, and also worked as standards on the common and Irish
Yews. We may safely assert our stock of Golden Yewa'js
unsurpassed.

Do. yellow berried (true), very beautiful when in fruit as wa
have it, 1* to 3 feet.

Libocedrus chilensis, 2 to 3 feet, very handsome and bushy.
Thuja Weareana, fine bushes, 3, 4, 6, 6, and 8 feet. This is one

oi the most useful, and, at the same time, ornamental bardv
plants we possess.

Do. American, for hedges, doubtless the very best, 4, 5, an-3 6 feet
Do. anrea, or Golden Arbor-vitae. This plant originated at this
Nursery; it has now, as it deserves, become a universal
favourite. Our stock of it enables us to offer a choice of many
hundred fine specimens, from 1£ to 3 and 4 feet high, and asmuch through—in fact, perfect globes.

Wellingtonia gigantea, a few of the finest plants in the country
being near 14 feet high, and as much wide.

Hollies variegated, by the thousand, 2, 3, and 4 feet high. 8ome
splendid Plants, 10 to 15 feet high.

i.

W
,

e
J
ma7 here remark witQ «&ference to the large specimens

alluded to in this Advertisement that every one of them is in a
condition to transplant, and travel any distance with perfect safety
1 ney nave one and all been annually removed in our Nursery

fJl al
Q

i

ioiSftf a Personal inspection of our stock, we believe

J?w,J ustlfi
f\.'?

gating it offers a choice which is to be foundin but tew establishments of its kind in this country.
I ne Nursery may be reached in 40 minutes by Train from the

?T; n
F

«
at,
T' aud the South Westera Railwav company

iwi\a
,

anC
L°n. t0 the N^h Western, enables us to send

£Sl. ? •
P

- £V.n trucks thro«Sh™t, without packing andother extensive additions.-Knap Hill Nursery, Woking sSrrty
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100 seeds
Ditto ditto 12 varieties ...

Packets of the above vars. mixed, is. ; small packets, each
GERMAN TEN-WEEK STOCKS—Assortment of 24
most splendid varieties, each colour separate

Ditto, assortment of 12 most splendid varieties
'.

The above varieties mixed, 15. ; small packets
NEW LARGEST FLOWERING DWARF TEn"WEEK STOCK.— This new acquisition has been
greatly admired. The flowers are exceedingly large,
the colours rose, purple, blue, light blue, and white.
Assortment of nine beautiful varieties

The above varieties mixed, Is. ; small packets
DWARF GERMAN WALLFLOWER-LEAVED TEN-WEEK STOCK—Assortment of 12 splendid varieties,
containing of each variety 100 seedsNEW ROSE PURPLE EMPEROR STOCK, per packet

WALLFLOWERS-Collection of eight splendid varieties
DWARF DOUBLE LARKSPUR—Collection of 10 most
splendid varieties, containing of each colour one-eighth
of an ounce

TALL DOLBLE LARKSPUR — Collection of eight
splendid varieties, containing of each colour one-eighth of
an ounce

ZINNIA LLEGANS-Collectionof six beautiful varieties
The following unsolicited testimonials will give some slight

idea of the high repute in which our seeds are held:—
" I beg to inform you that the German Stocks and Asters you

sent me last year met my entire satisfaction, for I had a most
splendid show; they were admired by every one who saw them."—Mi: John Fu* e, of Long Buckby.

The Wallflower seed you sent me is much finer than ever I saw
before

; they are grand in the extreme—spikes of flowers 12 inches
long."—Mr. Cletton, Gardener to E. Holland, Esq., M.P., Dumbleton.

' The German Stocks and Asters have given general satis-
faction, having surpassed all I have yet seen, both for brilliancy
of colour and compactness of bloom."—Mr. Vertegans, Florist
Edg-baston, Birmingham. '

4 The German Stocks came up to your recommendation • they
Save me great satisfaction, and many friends who visited the
gardens asked me where I had the seed from."—Mr. Barlass,
(rardenerjo l-B.Lc Baker, Esq., of ffardwicke Court.

were

Is. per packet.

BOSTON NEW VEGETABLE
new and valuable introduction from
per packet, can be obtained genuine from

William E. Rkkdt.k & Co.. Seed Merchants. Plymouth.

^ELECT CULTIVATED GRASSES for PEKMA-U NENT PASTURE, &c., on Sale by William E. Rekdlb&
Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth. For large quantities special
contracts may be made at reduced prices.

Extracted from "Rendlk's Agricultural Price Current and Farm
Directory for 1856."

^
Our Mixed Grasses for Permanent Pasture, <fcc, have

given the greatest satisfaction to all who have sown them.

They are selected according to the best Tables—and will

be sold at the lowest remunerative pieces. Those who wish

to make their own selection can purchase all tlie hinds

separately.

MIXTURE for LAYING DOWN LAND to PERMA-
NENT PASTURE ob MEADOW.—The kinds are most care-

fully saved, all noxious weeds being excluded. The selec-

tions will contain several species of Festucas, Loliums,
Poas, and Trifoliums, in such quantities as will best suit

the soil for which the selection is intended. We usually
send 2 bushels of light seed, and 12 lbs. of heavy seed per acre,

which will be sufficient for most soils. The large increasing
Jemand for Grasses for permanent pasture enables us to offer

them at the reduced price of from 24s. to 30s. per acre, according
to the sorts required to suit the soil. (Gentlemen in giving their

orders are requested to state the quality of the soil, situa-
tion, &c.)

*

FOR LAYING DOWN PERMANENT LAWNS.—In Lawns,
or Ornamental Parks, it is generally desirable to have a predo-
minance of fine Evergreen Grasses. All the coarser kinds will,

therefore, be entirely excluded, and the sward will at all times
present a luxuriant and handsome appearance. The prices of the

best Lawn Grass are 18s. per bushel, 2s. 6d. per gallon, or Is per lb.

FOR PERMANENT PASTURE and HAY in ORCHARDS
an-d otheb GROUNDS much OVERSHADED with TREES —
We can supply a very excellent mixture of Grasses suitable for

the above purposes at 30s. per acre, comprising two bushels of

light seed and 12 lbs. of heavy.
FOR HEATHY ob MOORY LANDS which have bee*

IMPROVED with A view to theib PRODUCING BETTER
PASTURE.—We can offer an excellent mixture for Heathy or

Moory Lands, at 25s. per acre, with varieties which will thrive

best on such soils. When the order is sent it is desirable that it

should be stated whether the soil is of a moist peaty character, or

of a dry nature In a high altitude.
FOR LAYING DOWN SHALLOW UPLANDS and SHEEP

WALKS.—For this purpose we can offer a very excellent assort-

ment suitable for elevated situations, which we can render at 30s.

per acre, to produce excellent food for sheep.
FOR LANDS in PREPARATION for IRRIGATION, OB

WATER MEADOWS.—In this mixture we place those varieties

that, from their natural habits, will stand au excessive moisture.
Price 24s. per acre.

MIXTURE for RENOVATING OLD PASTURES, PARK
LANDS, &c—We can supply an excellent selection for renovat-

ing Old Pastures, deficient of Clovers, and the finer Grasses, at

7s. 6d. per acre, comprising about 10 lbs. of seed, at 9d. per lD-

'"' "

vating mixture is very useful for such lands as do not

be laid down afresh, when the plant is thin, whether by
failure of seed,jlrqugbt, or any other circumstances,

necessary for the year
consumption of a large garden, all arranged in proper quantitit,.
ami correctly named, price 3Z., carriage free. Second Collection,

2£5 7 C
J

,O10e a
^
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8"^ble for a middle-sized garden, for 30s., always given the greatest satisfaction. We can point to our own
carriage tree, the tbird Collection for a small garden, price 15*. Grounds as a remarkable instance of their superiority. In the

«„, ,,°
ur se

??f
were ve*7 «*>d last year, and I hope they are year 1850, our Gardens in the Union Road were completely altered,

equally so this season. -R, b. Williams, Esq., StachpoU Court, the soil levelled, and laid down to fine Grass; the seeds were not

T?S.
oke~ . «. I

80wn tiU the beginning of June, and by the 30th of July following
The Peas were excellent. J-TJte Hon. F. Scott, M.P., Sandhurst a very superior sward was obtained.

t n' -nr r \
All orders delivered carriage free, see Rendle

s
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eT9
> "Agricultural Price Current and Farm Directory for

uiouceateif »«edsmen to theGloucestershire Agricultural Society i ft t« "
- -Established more than a hundred yeari. . t , . m „ . L — „„.v,* Apply to Wm. E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
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PLYMOUTH is one of the principal Seaports in the

united Kingdom, and possesses one of the finest
harbours in the world.

Steamers and Clippers continually sail from thence to Australia,yew Zealand, India, America, and all parts of the world, so that
loreigu orders can be shipped with promptness and dispatch.

There aie regular lines of Steamers running to London,
Edinburgh, IluU, Liverpool, Co.k, Dublin, Belfast. Glas-
gow, and all theprincipa' Shipping Ports in the United
Kingdom, every day in the week.

Plymouth is also connected by the South Devon Railway with
all the vast chains and liuks of the British Railwavs, and poods
can be sent as expeditiously and as cheaply from "Plymouth as
any town in England.

All Orders for Seeds either for the Farm, the Kitchen
Garden, or Flower Garden, can be had from

William E. Rrxdle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
Established 1786.

C AMl'EL FINNEY and Co.'s CATALOGUE OF^ AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.—We beg to inform our Agri-
cultural friends and the public, that our FARM SEEDS are now-
ready for delivery; and as we have proved the growth of each
kind, we can give them our strong recommendation. We would
direct particular attention to our extensive stocks of imported
and home-grown Italian, Pacey's, and other perennial Rve
Grasses; Red, White, Perenniafred, and Alsike Clovers. Treto'il,
&c; also to our select stocks of the most approved kiuds of
natural Grasses for Permanent Pasture and Meadow.

We beg particularly to recommend our mixtures for various
soils and situations, which we have prepared to a great extent
durinj; the last 30 years with unvaried success; and also our
mixtures for Lawns, Bowling Greens, &c.

We grow annually large stocks of Turnips, Mangels, Carrots,
and other Root Seeds from full grown selected Roots, and we can
recommend them as being pure and of the finest quality.

Catalogues with prices of the whole may be had, postage free,
and arrangements as to carriage made, on application to

Samuel Film & Co., Gateshead, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

NEW CONTINENTAL PLANTS.
• -

"yjESSRS E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg to give notice that they have just completed arrangements

rrp-f SirUn-nS^r J

ra
^
ell

«f
*nd botanist. It. I. Lixdex, of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Brussels, for the distribution throughoutGreat Britain and Ireland of the following new and beautiful Plants :—

ACHIMENES (Locheria) MAGNIFICA.—Dark vermillion
red, spotted and rayed with deep violet, almost approaching a
black, flowers two inches in diameter.

ACHIMENES (Tydea) AMABILIS.—Delicate rose, with deep
carmine markings, throat rayed and marked with white.

CUPHEA EMINENS.—Long bright red and yellow flowers,

being larger than any other in this class. It is very abundant
and free, and expected to make a fine bedding plant.

GONOCALYX PULCHER.-A beautiful little greenhouse
plant, with bright waxy red tubular flowers, tipped with white.
This lovely plant is as charming when out of blossom as when
in, on account of the young growth being always of a lively
rosy purple.

Messrs. E. G. H. & Son take this opportunity of expressing their pleasure in being enabled to offer the above beautiful Plants,
which they are sure will give satisfaction to every one, they being so totally distinct from all other varieties at present known in
their different classes. *

[TNDERHILl/S 'SIR HARRY" STRAW-
vJ BERKY.— Fine Plants of this greatly celebrated and hardy
Strawberry (warranted genuine), may now be had from the
propagator, in numbers not less than a score. 100 plants 41. ; 80,
3Z. 13*. M ; 60, 21. 16*. ; 40. 1M8». ; 20, 11 ; in pots for forcing, not
less than 10, 2*. each.—Apply to Mr. Richard L'xdebhill, Sir
Harry's Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Orders to receive atten-
tion must be accompanied with a I 'oat-office Order ou Birmingham.

Also, » useful practical Treatise on the Cultivation, dec, of
Strawberries Is. ___^^^
]\ JESSRS. J. and H. BROWN offer the following1» CHOICE PLANTS, which they will forward to any part.

25 Azaleas, new hardy Belgian varieties, one of a sort, by *.
name, on their own roots 20

25 Azaleas, American varieties, do. do!' ...
.".'

..] 16
Hardy Heaths, Ledums, and Kalmlas, per dozen ... 6

•25 Hardy American Plants, one of a sort, by name ... 10
12 Rhododendrons, including scarlet, white, nnd rose ... 12

Fine hardy scarlet Rhododendrons. I to 2 feet, per dozen 15
New yellow Rhododendrons, in pots, each ... 3*. 6d. to 5
Cedar of Lebanon, 2 to 3 feet, well grown, per doz., 125. to 18
Cedrus Deodara, and other choice Conifene (see List).

6 Fine hardy Magnolias, one of a sort 10
50 Dwarf Roses, two of a sort, on own roots ... ...

'.'.'. 15
Standard and half Standard Roses, best sorts, per dozen,

12*. to ig
Fine Climbing Roses, per dozen 6
Greenhouse Azaleas, best new vars., per dozen . 12s. to 18
Camellias, fine sorts, well set with buds, per dozen

50 Choice Greenhouse Plants, one of a sort
12 Orchidea Plants, one of a sort, fine species
24 Choice Ericas, one of a sort

Fine Pampas Grass, each
6 new sorts Mimnlus, very fine early flowering

d.
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Cinerarias, fine sorts, to flower early, per d.-zen 1(

Fine New Double White,Pink and Blush Peonies, p. doz. J

Phlox, new French Perennial varieties 1:

M

V

?>

99

BEDDING CALCEOLARIA, Rosy Morn (Henderson's;, bright
orange and crimson shaded, free and very showy. 7s. 6d.

General Canrohert (Henderson's), rich ruby or plum crimson,
fine and distinct 7s. 6d.
General Pelissier (Henderson's), scarlet orange, with yellow
cap and edging 7s. M.
Don Francisco (Henderson's), very dark velvety plum, with
orange lip

... 7s. Gd.
Ethel Newcome (Henderson's).' deep golden' yellow," profuse
and fine habit, producing its blossoms in large bunches, and
continues throughout the season a mass of flower. 7s. 6d.
Don Saturnino (Henderson's), dark maroon, very dwarf
and free 7s. 6d.

Shirley (Henderson's), orange buff, fine habit, arid profuse

T-\T
r
r\
r

v; ,„•• 7s. 6d.
Little Dorrit (Henderson's), crimson shaded with orange,
yellow cap 7s ^

With the exception of General Pelissier, any six of the above, *36sl
Shirley and Little Dorrit belong to the class of Shrubby

Calceolarias, with small narrow leaves, such as the old Augusti-
folia, and like it they have small flowers, which are produced in
large bunches in the greatest profusion. All the others have
Jarge flowers in the way of Sultan, with the exception of Ethel
Newcome, which is a hybrid betweeu the two classes.
VARIEGATED G KRANIL'M.-Mountain of Snow.—The entire

stock of this variety we purchased of J. T. Lennox, Esq.

>»

n

>>

ft

It is the most beautiful white variegated leaved Geranium
in cultivation; in habit it is dwarf and spreading, like Tom
Thumb; the foliage is large and fine, edged and marked
with pure white, and which is in greater proportion t nan
usual in this class of Geranium. The flowers are fine, and
of a rich scarlet 10s. 6d.
Fairy Nymph.—This is another variety from the same
raiser as the above, but quite distinct from it in habit, etc.
The growth is very free and erect, similar to Mrs. Lennox :

indeed, we need only remark that it is an improrement in
every way on that variety. The white of the leaf is very
pure, and the plant makes a good bedder. ... 7s. 6d.

j

GLOXINIA, Jacqueline (Henderson's), porcelain blue, with
clean white blotch on the lower petals, towards the centre
ot which are small plum-coloured spots, flowers large. 7s. 6d.
Ferdinand (Henderson's), French white, the three lower
petals violet blue, with deep edging of white, large and
ffne

^
... ... ... ... ... ... tai 75. g,^

Caterina (Henderson's), clear white, with dense narrow
stripe of plum colour through the lower petals, dis-
tinct ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7s. 6d.
Battista (Henderson's), white, with large broad blotch of
violet puce, throat spotted at base, flowers very large. 7s. 6d.

Bletso (Henderson's), deep violet purple, with narrow
stripe of white 7s. 6d.

Any four of the above 11. 5s.
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The above Plants and six of the best new FUCHSIAS of 1856 (for description of which see back Nos.) will be sent out in May,
and next week will be advertised those Nurserymen throughout the United Kingdom who will have them for sale, and also parties
able to supply the New Continental Plants.

*

The following coloured Plates are now ready, and may be had on application at 6d. each, or if by post at 8d. each, except when
three or more are taken, when tha postage will not be chareed :—

ACHIMENES (Lochebia.) MAGNIFICA.
„ (Tydea) AMABILIS.

CAMELLIA JENNY LIND.

CUt'HEA EMINENS.
D1ANTHUS ALBO-NIGRICANS.
FUCHSIA EMPEROR NAPOLEON and VENUS DE MEDICI.

FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS.
A Catalogue of the above, containing all the novelties of the season (with a full-sized Engraving of the new Chinese PotatoDIOSCOREA BATATAS), is now ready, and can be had gratis on application.—Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

PAGE AND C O.'S
COMPOSITION FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF BLIGHT

UPON THE

HOP, WALL-FKUIT TREES, CUCUMBERS, MELONS, TINES,

ST0YE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

Extra Strong, 4s. per Gallon, sufficient to make Four Gallons fit for use.

Ten Gallons and upwards, Carriage Free to London.

A FTER FIVE YEARS' EXTENSIVE USE by the most eminent Gardeners in the Kingdom, the
-£*• superiority of PAGE and CO.'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION is unquestionable, requring only a trial to insure its general
use for destroying every pest to which Plant and Fruit Growers are subject (without injuring the most delicate flowers or foliagej,
and promoting a luxuriant growth.

The greatest indication of its value is its adoption by the NURSERY TRADE as the most efficient and economical means they
can employ, many of whose opinions will be found recorded in a Pamphlet of Testimonials, which may be obtained of.the Agents

;

but to publish them as previously would take the whole advertising medium of the Gardeners 1

Chronicle.

AG E N
Messrs. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, London.
Messrs. Bass & Brown, Sudbury.
Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester,
and 14, Corporation Street, Manchester.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading.
Messrs. Rendle & Co., Plymouth.
Mr. J. Veitch, Exotic Nursery, Chelsea.

Messrs. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester.

Mr. E. Paul, Derby.

Mr. G. Wheeler, Nurseryman, Warminster.
Messrs. Masters & Son, Canterbury.

Messrs. Downie & Laird, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.
Mr. W. Barratt, St. John's, Wakefield.

Messrs. Thomas Davies & Co., Wavertree, Liverpool.

Mr. E. Taylor, Malton, Yorkshire.

Messrs. Chandler & Son, Wandsworth Road, London.
Mr. Freeman, Woburn.
Messrs. Fisher, Holmes, & Co., Handsworth Nursery, Sheffield.

Mr. J. Perkins, Northampton.
Mr. W. F. Smith, Rivershead Nursery, Sevenoaks.
Mr. W. J. Epps, Nurseryman, Maidstone and Ashford.
Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.
Mr. J. Whomes, Pelargonium Nursery, Windsor.
Messrs. Mitchinsou & Co., Seed Merchants, Truro.
Mr. F. Brewer, Nurseryman, Birmingham.
Messrs. Wood & Ingram, Nurseries, Huntingdon.

TS :-
Mr. Baskerville, Bristol.

Mr. Burharo, Hastings.
Messrs. Leake & Smith, Bridgenorth.
Mr. G. Davison, St. Peter's Street, Hereford.
Mr. W. Garraway, Welwyn, Herts.
Mr. Thomas Cridland, Willington, near Taunton.
Mr. Henry Home, Market Place, Henley-on-Thames
Mr. R. M. Mills, Market Place, Bourn.
Mr. Husbands, Talbot Street, Nottingham.
Mr. Caparn, Seedsman, Newark.
Mr. John Cattell, Seedsman, Westerham.
Mr. Morgan, Nursery, Kidderminster.
Messrs. Ivery & Son. Nurseryman, Dorkiug and E« gate.
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter.
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden.
Mr. W. Bower, Moorgate House, East Retford.
Messrs. Wm. Dnimmond & Sons, Dawson street, DuLlin.
Mr. John Allen, Sen., Bothwell Street, Gla» 'ow.
Mr. E. A. Dixon, Hull.

Mr. J. C. Fox, Witney.
Mr. J. Scott, Merriott Nursery, Creirkerne.
Mr. H. Steel, Shefford, Beds.

Mr. A. Christie. Maidenhead.
Mr. A. Wood, Barbourae, Worcester.

Mr. J. F. Fraser, Nurseryman, Aylesbury.
Mr. E. R. Gre^nus, Nurseryman, Watford.

Pamphlets, with instructions for use, free bj % oat on application to

PAGE & CO., Seed Merchants, Southampton.

25 Hardy Herbaceous Plants, by name
Carnations and Yellow Picotees, per dozen

FRUIT TREES.
Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, Plums, and Cherries,

3*. each, or, per dozen
Fine Apples, Figs, Medlars, Quinces, and Walnuts, each
Fine Gooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries, per doz.
Filberts, new, thin shelled, and red skinned, per dozen
Strong Vines from eyes, and layers in pots, per dozen... 18
Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, and Cherries,
grown for pot culture, per dozen. 18

Choice Flower Seeds, 18 papers, b.i. | 40 do.. 10s., free by post.
New General Catalogue of Plants for 1856 tree bv post
Albion Nursery, Stoke Newi n^ton. London, March 22.

GARDEN EMBELLISHMENTS and IMPLE-
MENTSofHORTICULTURE.—COTTAMan-dIIALLEN

have arranged in their SHOW ROOMS, for the Season, a Select
Assortment appertaining either to the Cottage or a Nobleman's
Mansion, comprising garden chairs, vases, and fountains, from
the cheapest to those of a more expensive and ornamental
character; garden rollers, garden engines, lawn mowing
machines, garden bordering, garden stakes, flower trainers,
garden arches, haud glass frames, every description of garden
tools, and a complete collection of articles, in plain and orna-
mental wire work, for the protection of fruit trees, the adornment
of the conservatory, for aviaries, poultry houses, &c. Builders of
conservatories and greenhouses, and manufacturers of every
variety of fencing and gates.—Illustrated catalogues and draw-
ings, free, on application to Cottam & Hallen, Iron Works.
2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street.

rpHE Manufacture of GARDEN NETTING by
A- Andrew Hall is now carried on hist the same bv
THOMAS BRITTAIN & CO. in the same qualities, and orders
executed with dispatch and care. Andrew Hall, Manchester.

YJU IRE~WORK,~USEFUL AND ORNAMENTA

L

v 9 of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other
service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.
Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety

;

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make;
Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description

;

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W.Richards. Imperial
Wire Works, 370. Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's
Theatre.

*

TANNED NETTING, for the Protection of FRUIT
TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security

of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard ; 200 yards, 14s. ; 500
yards, 30s.; 1000 yards, 50s.; scrim canvas for wall fruit. At
Edgikotow & Co.'s Rick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth
Manufacturers, 49, King William Street, London Bridge;
17, Smithfield Bars, City ; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot,
Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth.

NEW TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required.
1 yard wide, 2d. per yard; 2 yards wide, 4rf. per yard;

4 yards wide, 8d. per yard. Half-Inch mesh ditto, 2 vards wide,
8d. per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds,

wasps, flies, &c. from fruit trees flower or see(* bedn, 4^J. pei
square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, l$e2. per
yard; 4 or 6 yards wide, 3d. per yard. At W. Cut-lingfobd's,

1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

*** Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west
Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

" pRIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
I- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, hia

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society la*e Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dar:('ord.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIG I DOMO" a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floriculture! purposes, for preserving Fruits
ind Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects, and from morning fronts. To be had in
ny required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-
men throughout the kingdom* "It is much cheaper than mats
is a covering/'

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.
SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-

ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and
PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-
iiorted upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.
17, Nov. 34, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-
man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
i ml French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 18?5. Tim
ila^es warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
hroush to the back,

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes,
States, Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.

Established 173?«

i
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EOiLTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY EOT WATER,
AT THE LOWEST PRICES CONSISTENT WITH

GOOD MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS
GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of
design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a
position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
G, & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London

Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
• (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved

Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, f at the
Manufactory as above.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

J WEEKS and CO.'S BOILERS.—At the beau-
• tifui seat of W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham Park, Streatham,

Surrey, can now be seen additional proofs of the efficiency of
WEEKS'S BOILER. One is there fixed, effectually heating an
incredible number of Forcing houses, Pine stoves, and extensive
ranges of forcing pits. This exquisite establishment has long
been celebrated for growing the finest Pines, , Grapes, &c.

f &c,
under the able management of Mr. Page, the Gardener, who will
kindly show and explain the hot-water apparatus, &c.
John "Wbeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.
Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues, comprising

Horticulture in all its branches.

PUBLIC I N VITA TION.
HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,
HAVE this Season the pleasure of being able to

refer to several other extensive Establishments where
tbey have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which
hitherto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highly respectable firm of Messrs.
Edward Henderson & Co., of the Wellington Nursery, Welling-
ton Road. St. John's Wood, and as that Establishment is open to
the public Messrs. John Weeks & Co.'s Hot-water Apparatus
will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially
represented during this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
Co. have now adopted what is called the "Owe Boiler System."
At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist
can see the Hot-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges of
Hothouses, all connected to ove boiler. We will here quote
Mr. Edward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of
Messrs. J. Weeks & Co.'s system of heating by hot water. He
says:

—

*'Iam more than tatiffied with the extraordinary results of what
Messrs. Johx Weeks & Co. have done for me in Treating a great
number of our hot-housesfrom okb boiler. It is almost impossible
for me to express my satisfaction sufficiently strongly. The effect and
great savingproduced is truly wonderful; less than two sacks ofcoke in
lAhonrs is all that is used to heat a variety of hothouses, <fcc, nearly
SOO feet in length, and these various houses are to some extent widely
separated, as 800feet stand in one direciion

7
l50feet in another.200feet

in another,and so on, including our large newly laid-out win ter garden."
Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive

private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be
seen in operation, and in every case with the same favourable
results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former
statements relating to their oxe boiler system, and most
respectfully solicit a
visit to their Garden Es-
tablishment at Chelsea,
which consists of Hot-
houses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Pits,&c,
the whole measuring
1000 feet in length, ex-
posing to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-
ficial feet of glass, the
whole heated by oxe
BorLER, 5 feet high by 3
fe«t 6 inches in diameter,
the water in the va-
rious houses circulating
through 5000 feet of Hot-
water Pipe.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bars. The large
surface which this Boiler

exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of such extra-
ordinary power.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,
Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers;
At our two establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches, combining all the improvements of the
day. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very
extensive variety of horticultural erections; also Forcing Pits
and Frames of all sizes. See our Illustrated Catalogues on
Horticultural Building and Heating by Hot Water; also of all
the best Stove and Greenhouse Plants; also of the best Vines,
Pines, Peaches, and other Fruit trees.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

READ'S GARDEN ENGINES, SYRINGES, &c.

CAUTION—The well-known reputation of READ'S ENGINES, MACHINES, and SYRINGES, has led to
the nefarious practice of placing cards in shop windows, with the words "READ'S PATENT" upon Syringes of the vest

commonest description. R.READ begs to caution the public against being deceived by such false representations, as many of
these Instruments, upon trial, will be found defective and useless.

Read's Instruments have the Royal Arms, and Address—35, REGENT CIRCUS, LONDON.
£$y» Descriptions sent post free.

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

Hothouse Works,

BY
HER

MAJESTY' S

EDENCH, Patent
• King's Road, Chelsea.

These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all
others, wood being used for the framework, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all
completed for Is. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references
can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
*-* of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and
Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient
manner. J.T. & Son have great pleasurein refen rig to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER X MELON 30XE5 & LIGHTS.

n STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
v^ • 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron
Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers
and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description, by
Hot Water.— Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

W HURD and CO., 1, Smith Street, King's
» » • Road, Chelsea, beg to inform the Nobility, Clergy, and

Gentry, that they have commenced Business as HORTICUL-
TURAL BUILDERS and HOT WATER APPARATUS
MANUFACTURERS. Having been practically employed many
years in the Firm of Messrs. Weeks & Co., Chelsea, they are
thoroughly acquainted with every branch of the Business.

Churches, Halls, Mansions, and Public Buildings Heated by
Hot Water. References to Works already executed.

THE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise

water, without manual labour, to any
height, where a small fall can be obtained.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps.

Fountains of every description erected;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.
Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

Gardens.

W. F. Roe (late Freemax Roe), Hydraulic
Engineer, 70, Strand, London.

TAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont^ Place, Old Kent Road, London.
Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any

length from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,
7 ft., i tt. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
100 feet. L pwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the Nobility
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

'

7 0HN WARNER and 'SONS.
*J Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN

ENGINE,
With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-

commended,for
durability and

low price, viz.,

21. 19*., to hold

10 gallons.

Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

vi*,14gals,24
gals., & 35 gals.

Mav be obtain-

ed ofany Iron-

monger or

Plumber "*

town or couc-—

-

try, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, as also Machinery of all kinds

for raising Water from any depth to any height by st
.

e*®:

Horse, or Manual Power, Prices sent on application. gyring"
of various constructions and sizes from 9s. upwards. Metallic

String from 5d. to Is. &!. per lb.
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FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.

TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, HighO Holborn, London, have now published their TWENTY-
FIRST ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF FLORICULTURAL,
VEGETABLE, AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknow-
ledged to be the best Annual Catalogue of Seeds extant. It trives
a complete description of 1979 species and varieties of FLOWER
SEEDS, and a most comprehensive list of VEGETABLE ANDAGRICULTURAL SEEDS, all of which can be supplied and aiv,
as usual, offirst-rate quality. It also contains lists of TEXAN,
INDIAN, AND CALIFORNIAN FLOWER SEEDS, forming,
in fact, thefinest Collection of Seeds ever submitted at anyone time to
publxc notice. Catalogues forwarded free of charge and post paid
upon application to all parts of the world.
Jambs Cartbb & Co., Seedsmen, 238, 1 1 i ah Holborn , London

.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, High
~ Holborn, London, continue to supply Collections of VEGE-TABLE SEEDS for large or small gardens, from 11. to 51. and
upwards; these selections, made with the greatest care, and
comprising the most useful and approved varieties, have hitherto
neverfailed to give purchasers the most complete satisfaction.
J.C. & Co. beg to observe that all NEW SEEDS advertised,

should they not be in their Catalogue, can be however supplied

SU^y.4
!
16 current prices. Their CATALOGUE of FLORI-CULTLRAL VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,

acknowledged to be the best published, will be forwarded free of
charge upon application, and postpaid to all parts of the world.
James Carter & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.
WHEELER'S GARDEN SEEDS have been known
v a ^

Dd aPPreciated in the West of England for more than a
hundred years, and now that the railwavs afford such cheap
communication with distant parts of the kingdom, their celebrity
has become extended. We now deliver our seeds carriage free
by railway to the most distant and remote places. A Descriptive
Priced List may be had on application.

J. C. Whbbler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester; Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural

Established in the earlypar^of the Eighteenth Century.

W-DELPHINIUM FORMOSUM.
1LLIAM MOORE begs to inform the Public that

x. x. J?%C^ ts
'
2s

- $
d

-
each

' containing about 300 seeds, can now
be had of Mkssrs. NLTTING & SONS. Cheapside, London. The
riant is Perfectly hardy, of very dwarf habit (comes true from
seed)

;
decidedly one of the most lovelv things in cultivation,

deserving a place on every Lawn in England.
East Dereham Nursery, Norfolk, March 22.

HOLLYHOCKS.
BTr>r.TT?S?

1NHAM £?SARY>
Bungay, Suffolk.

1IRCHAM and WARD beg to state that thev
- , .

na7e *Ye
i7

large stock of healthy plants of all the leading

h?« w? ,

?
b°?k

S

-

J
CaWoB°M wU1 be Awarded on appli"

cation. Wholesale orders executed on liberal terms.
ILgdjmJmmRojmr^March 22.

MP S *' KING'S «M>^
K. SKIKVIxNCx, Queen Square, Liverpool, begs to

™-« a^"ain
f
his Wends and the public that he has fixed the

price of his improved SWEDISH TURNIP SEED for the

fSSSHi
PeC

i

Ib
'
#
A

.

n °ther kinds of Turni P and Agricultural
Seeds in general, of the most select description, at moderate
rates, priced Catalogues of which may be had on application.A remittance or reference from unknown correspondents is re-
spectfullyrequested to accompany orders.—

L

i verpool, March 22.

JOHN HENCHMAN, Jan., Edmonton, has still for

y sale a few collections of Cutting Plants from the Prize
Calceolarias exhibited at the G reat Crystal Palace Show. Price for
12 varieties, 12*. Seedling plants from same varieties, 55. per
dozen strong 125. and 18a. per dozen. Prize seeds, saved from
plants exhibited for early sowing, 55. and 10s. 6d. per packet,

oa £ he
o\

thl?ouh]
? White Camellias, full of flower buds, at

24*., 27*, 305., 365., and 425. per dozen.
Choice Indian Azaleas, full of flower buds, at 155., 18*, 24*. ; and

choice specimen plants, 305. per dozen. Remittance or reference
requested from nnknown correspondents.

WAITE'S

T

NEW TURNIP.
" ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

TURNIP.

l urnip
; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and may he

sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnipmay be had on application, or maybe seen at the principal Seed
Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be
obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3*. per lb.—A liberal
allowance to the Trade.
J. G. Waits, Seed^Merchant, 181 , High Holborn , London.

CALCEOLARIAS.
DENJAMIN WHITHAM, Nurseryman, &c,± -M Clough Nursery, Mottram, near Manchester, can warrant
that he has the best strain now out of CALCEOLARIAS, which
he offers at the following low prices, viz. : in Pans at 15. Gd. ter
dozen

; No. 60 pots at 2s. 6d. ; No. 4S pots at 45. ; and No. 36 pots
at 65. per dozen.
The cheapest place for miles round Manchester for Dahlias

Fuchsias, and all other bedding out plants. The Spring Cata-
logue may be had on application as above.

GERANIUMS.
Yy H. WHEELER, Florist, Hendon, Middlesex,

• has fine plants of the following at reduced prices:—
Zoe (Hoyle'sj, King of Portugal, Jessica, Pandora, Una, Topsv,
Petruchio, Seraskier, Serena, Fair Ellen, Phaeton, Lord Raglan,
Omar Pacha, Floretta, Cato, Vesper, Frances, Attraction,
Foster. The above for 21. 10s. ; a selection of 12, 21. Cucumber
Plants at 15. each. Prices of small plants of the Geraniums on
application. An Apprentice wanted.

POTATOES AND STRAWBERRIES.O EORGE LEE, Market Gardener, &c, Clevedon,
*~* near Bristol, offers the remaining surplus stock of POTA-
TOES and STRAWBERRIES at reduced prices. Thev are
of varieties he can confidently recommend. For names and
prices see Advertisement March 15, lt56.—Post-office Orders
payable at Clevedon, to George Lee.
N.B. The Strawberries which attracted so much attention at

the Clevedon Horticultural Shew last season were from Spring
planted plants. It is now a good time for planting.

SEED POTATOES^
TT7"OOD and INGRAM be* to offer the following,
* » warranted true :—

Per bushel of 56 lbs.—5. d.

Golden Dun Kidney
Regents
British Queen

• •#

t • *

4
3
3

Houghton Park Seedling 3 6

Per bushel of 56 lbs.—s. d.
Golden Multiplier
Lapstone Kidney
Chapman's do. ..

Mitchell's Albion

• * A

»

Nurseries, Huntingdon, March 22.

4
3
4
4

6

JOHN .BELL, Potato Salesman, Covent
offers the following SEED POTATOES, warranted t

* * •

Per bushel
Ashleaf Kidneys
Fluke ditto

White Blossom ditto
Lapstone ditto ...

Early Shaws

• *

-5. d.

6 Regents
5 Cockney ...

5 , Early Frame
5
3 6

Snowballs...
Fortyfolds

Garden.
rue stock.

Per bushel— 5. d.

3 6
7

10
4
5

• ,

« *

* 4 %

I

E
CERMAN AND OTHER FLOWER SEEDS.

B

Post Office Orders made payable at Charing Cross, nnd with
all country orders cash required, or a reference in London ; usual
allowance to the trade.

F. WINSTANLEY, Seed Merchant, Man-
Chester, begs respectfully to call the attention of the

public to his very unique collections of FLOWER SEEDS
;

each packet of seed bears the name, colour and height of its

growth, and the collection is packed in a neat labelled box.
Mignonette and Sweet Peas being used in larger quantities are
not included in these collections. Prices from 2s. 6<i. to 40s.

PERMANENT PASTURE GRASS, of the finest

V quality, can he obtained from the Subscribers. For
a full description of all the best and most useful kinds,

see "Rendle's Price Current and Farm. Directory for
1856." Applyto

William E. Revplk & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

"X/ELLOW GLuBE MANGEL WURZEL, of the

X best description, at 6d. per lb., or 14 lbs. for 6s.;
WHITE BELGIAN CARROT SEED, 9d. per lb.,

and all other Icinds of Agricultural Seeds of the best

descriptions and at the lowest remunerative prices.
Carriage free to all Railway Stations and Steam Ports in the

United Kingdom,
William E. Rksple & Co.. Seed Merch ants, Plymouth.

PERMANENT PASTURE GRASSES.— Gentlemen
intending to lay down Land to Permanent Pasture,

or for tico or three years' lay, are recommended to com-
municate with us, stating the nature of the soil and situa-

tion, that we may advise as to sorts of Grass most suitable.

Price 24s. to 30s. per Acre.
Further particulars will be sent post free on application, addressed

Johx Suttos & Soys, Seed Growers, Reading. Berks.

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS SEEoi
~~

SUTTON and SONS having in anticipation of the

present great demand for this invaluable article

provided an extra large stock of the best quality seed, are

still able to execute orders for either Sutton's Improved,
Dickenson's, or Fresh Impoi-ted Seed. Instructions for

T7
„ — . ___ cultivation are sent with die Seed. Early orders will bebAUllULL

1

FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet necessary. Priced Lists of Agricultural Seeds may be

•S5H3L*!? ?T
ee

.

dA ls
:; *»* P09* free, Is. 2d. Calceo-

\ had gratis (post free).
Johx SuTToy & Soys. Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

which are recommeuded with the greatest confidence. To
ensure their giving satisfaction, they are supplied in sealed
packets, as imported. A descriptive and priced Catalogue of
Flower and Vegetable Seeds is published, and will be forwarded
post free on application.

Paradise Nursery , Hnrnsev Road, Hollowav.

NAPOLEON, EUGENIE, and PRINCESS, three
-L^ of the most novel and beautiful DAHLIAS coming out this
season, will be sent out by Mr. Glenny, Horticultural ajyent
Fulham. Strong plants in May, 10». to, in priority of applicationGLENNY'S IMPROVED BALSAM. 6 classes, 37 stamps;'
mixed, 13 ;

Pink, 37 ; Geranium, 37 ; bedding do., 13 : Dahlia
13 ; Sulphur Stock, 13 ; a dozen fine Annuals, 37 stamps.
GLENNY'S COMPANION to the GARDEN ALMANACK

the moat important of the Author's Works, Is., publishing by
HouLSToy & Stoneman. ° '

SWEDISH TURNIP SEEDST
JOHN B. WRIGHT, Hedderwick Hill, Dunbar,
*J begs to offer to Agriculturists "Improved East Lothian
Purple-top Swedes," grown by himself from carefully selected
pure bulbs of crop 1855. The above is warranted quite free from
all adulteration, and will be sent free to the chief railway stationsm quantities of not less than 50 lbs. Price Is. 3d. per lb'
including package.—March 1856.

''

laria, Heliotropinm, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,
Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, to. per packet. Catalogue
on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.

Wat. Cpllinqford, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond. Islington.

EPPS' SEEDLINC FUCHSIA " WONDERFUL."
MR. EPPS begs to assure the Public that the above

is without exception the most extraordinary and attractive
Fuchsia yet offered. Tube and sepals bright waxy scarlet:
sepals very broad and of great substance, which beautifully
reflex, displaying an immense dark violet velvet corolla,
measuring in many flowers 1£ inch in diameter. This Fuchsia
will prove to be the greatest wonder yet produced in this class of
flowers. Drawings were made late in the autumn by that
celebrated floral artist, Mr. Andrews, which may be seen at most
of the principal Nurseries and Florists in the United Kingdom.
Early orders solicited, as there are already a great number
bespoke. Strong Plants early in Spring, 10s. Qd. The usual
discount to the trade where three are taken.

_^^_ Sower Nurseries, Maidstone.

Tj^LOUR, warranted free tram Adulteration, and deli-
-*- vered to any part of London (not less than one peck\ carriage
free Whites, for pastry, at per bushel (56 lbs.) 12s. 8d. ; fine House-
bolds, recommended for Bread-making, 12s.; Seconds, lis. 44.;
Wheat-meal, for Brown Bread, lis. Ad.: best coarse and fine
jcptch Oatmeal.—Address Hors.vaill & Catchpool. Biillford

? 4V V .

uham
»
Essex ; or Caledonian Road, Islington. Directions

tor Making Bread supplied gratis.

IMPORTANT TO SEEDSMEN AND FARMERS.
T^O BE SOLD, Skirving's Purple-top Swede, Green
*• Globe, and White Globe Turnip Seed, from selected bulbs;
White Spanish and White Globe Onion Seed, ail of 1855 growth

;

also Seed Potatoes as follows:—Fluke Kidneys, 90s. per ton;
Early Shaws, 80s. per ton. Delivered either at St. Neots, on the
Great Northern Railway, or at Swavesey (Eastern Counties
Line).—Apply to Mr. Coopeb, Eaton Sacon, St. Neots, and
Drayton, Cambs.

"SPLENDID NEW RHUBARB, SALT'S '«CRIMSON~
PERFECTION. •'

ROBERT SALT begs leave to inform the Gentry,
Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c, that tins splendid variety of

Rhubarb is now ready for distribution ; it is universally allowed
to be the most early, prolific, and delicious variety ever offered
to the public.

For further particulars refer to Gardeners' Chronicle, Dec. Sth,
1855. A few two-year-old roots, 5s. each. Price 3s. 6d. per ro< t

three for 10s., and six for 11.

Orders addressed to Robert Salt, Longton, Staffordshire; or
the following agents, will have immediate attention :— Mes

j
Hurst & M'Mullex, 6, Leadenhall Street, London; Messrs.
Bctbgess & Kent, Penkhull, Staffordshire; Messrs. Fbancis &

I

Arthur Dicksox, 1' 6, Eastgate Street, Chester : Messrs.
James Dickson & Sons. 102, Eastgate Street, Chester: Mr.
Salsbury, Melbourn, Derbyshire. A liberal discount allowed to

the Trade. A Post Office order from unknown correspondents.
Longton, March 22.

CHUSAN PALM.
1) GLENDINNING begs to inform the public that
1 *• this most beautiful PALM (the Hemp Palm of China)
hM been growing in the open ground during the last four years
at Chiswlck, Kew, Osborne, and in Devonshire. It is unques-
tionably quite hardy, and is now offered for the first time at a
moderate price, so that every garden may be decorated with
Palm trees, thereby producing a novel feature of an oriental
character In the climate of Great Britain. Plants In pots 21s.
each

;
where three are. tak»n in the Trade one will be added.

.
Chtewfcfc Nurs^rv, London.

ROYAL
:rkshire £j£

SEED
ESTABLISHMENT

II

GOOD SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.
Seeds Direct from the Growers ti« most certain

of Preventing Disappointment.
OUTTON and SONS, Seed Ghoweb* Reading,O Berks, can supply every kind of FARM SEEDS
of genuine and superior quality, warranted all of the
growth of 1855.

Agriculturists residing in the most remote parts of the kingdom,
can proaure good Seeds at very moderate prices from this Esta-
blishment.—For particulars, apply to

Sdtton & Sons, Seed Growers. Reading, Berks.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, ETC.OETER LAWSON and SON beg to intimate that
1 they are ready to send out all kinds of Agricultural Seeds,
comprising Hay and Pasture Grasses, Clovers and other Herbage
and Forage Plants, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, Carrots, and othei
Roots, Seed Oats, Wheat, Barley, and Rye; all of which are of
the finest kinds and most approved varieties in cultivation-
Priced Lists may be had on application.

Seedsmen and Nurserymen to Her Majesty the Queen, and
the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

VEGETABLE AND FLO\VER~ SEEDS?
pETER LAWSON and SON have given their bestA attention to their Stocks of the above, which they know to
be of first-rate quality.

Priced Catalogues may be had on application.

Seedsmen and Nurserymen to Her Majestv the Queen, and to
the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

NOTICE.
Seed Warehouse, 54, High Street, Exeter

(Opposite the Guildhall).

JAMES VEITCH A SON,
OF EXETER AND CHELSEA,

T>EG respectfully to inform their Friends and the
A-J Public generally that they continue to carry on the Seed
Business as heretofore, in all its branches, and on the above
Premise^ 54, HIGH STREET, where it has been conducted for
the last 18 years, and that they have

NO CONNECTION WHATEVER
with anv other Seed Establishment in Exeter.
JAMES YEITCH and SON wish it particularly to be under-

stood that their sole motive in giving this Notice is to prevent
MISTAKES and DISAPPOINTMENTS to their Customers,
and to counteract any reports that have been or may be circulated
to the contrary.
N.P.—They particularly request that all LETTERS and

ORDERS for SEED be distinctly addressed

JAMES VEITCH & SON, 54, High Street, Exeter.
Seed Warehouse, 54, High Street, March 22.

&<ie (SartanerjeT Chronicle*
SATURDAY, MARCH 22, 1856.

At the last meeting of the Horticultural Society
in Regent Street, some remarkable illustrations of
the timber of the common Oak (Q. pedunculata),
and of the Durmast (Q. sessiliflora)7*were brought
under consideration; the"oEject of doing so being
to show three things—that these Oaks may be dis-

tinguished by their timber as well as other marks,
that Durmast timber is at least as good as that of
the common Oak, and that the belief in its want of

durability is not only unsupported by proof, but
directly contrary to evidence.

The large size of the medullary rays is well
known to afford the means of distinguishing the
timber ; so that a practised eye can hardly fail to
recognise the one or the other in cases where fair

specimens can be examined. That small pieces of
these Oaks may resemble each other is no proof
that sections of mature wood cannot be distinguished.

It is the large size of these processes which makes
it so easy to rend the common Oak, while the
Durmast refuses to submit to the operation. When
genuine Durmast is contrasted with genuine common.
Oak, the distinctions are obvious

; but in the
opinion of all woodmen of experience there are
varieties, or as some say hybrids, of each, which
partake of an intermediate character in the foliage

and acorns, and which may therefore be supposed
to offer an intermediate condition of the wood.
Of this we have an example now before us in a
specimen from the county of Norfolk, which, because
the acorns are on a very short stalk, has been sup-
posed^ be Durmast, although other circumstances
show it to be merely a sessile- fruited variety of the
common Oak, the only species we ever saw in the
eastern counties.

An experiment as to the value of Durmast was
made some years since in Portsmouth Dockyard upon
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timber taken out of the Vindictive, a ship into

which some marked specimens had been purposely-

introduced in 1832. When tested as to strength

it was found that while common Oak from the same

ship broke on an average under a weight of 031 lbs.,

only bending 4| inches, the Durmast sustained on

an average the weight of 1032 lbs., and was deflected

5 1 inches before breaking. This important experi-

ment unfortunately stands alone, as far as we remem-

ber, but it seems to have convinced the dockyard

authorities that they were wrong in rejecting Durmast,

as had been the case for a great many years, and it

is now in great request in the Royal forests, at least

in the New Forest. It is very much to be desired,

as we said some months since, that further experi-

ments on this subject should be made carefully in

different parts of the country. If the Durmast is

found everywhere, under equal circumstances, to

be tougher, or only as tough, as the common Oak, a

very great fact will have been ascertained ; for it

grows considerably faster than the common Oak, is

far handsomer, and moreover v. ill thrive on land

too lii^ht for the common species.

All writers admit that it grows faster ; in this

we find no difference of opinion ; our personal ex-

perience is the same, and a series of specimens

produced in Regent Street on Tuesday, bore evi-

dence to the same fact. Two " rounds were sent

from the New Forest, of the same size, and crowing
in the same place. They had been selected by Mr.
Cumberbatch as fair objects of contrast, and had

been growing near each other ; the Durmast had
acquired its size in 107 years, while the common
Oak had required 132 years to gain the same girth.

A second case was still more striking. While at

Arniston Mr. Brown selected for comparison two
trees on that estate, slabs of which were produced

;

the Durmast had gained a diameter of 14 inches in

41 years, while the common Oak had done no more
in 80 years.

Undoubtedly it is a common belief that fast-

grown timber is less valuable than slow grown, and
vice versa. It is, however, very far from being

proved that this is true. Indeed, we gave some
striking instances to the contrary several years since,

and we shall endeavour to revert to the question in

a week or two.

For the purpose of showing that the prevailing

belief of the want of durability in Durmast is a

mistake, a number of interesting ancient specimens,

still in good preservation, were exhibited. The dura-

bility of the common Oak hardly requires proof ; it

was nevertheless illustrated by pieces of timber
taken out of Windsor Castle when under repair, and
by portions of an ancient canoe or coracle, which
had been discovered about 10 feet deep at the

bottom of the " Slopes " of Windsor Castle by
some workmen employed in digging a founda-
tion for a bridge ; with it were found deer's

horns, Hazel-nuts, &c. The age of this relic

although unascertaiuable must be very great, inas-

much as it was probably left where it was found at

some period when the Thames, or a branch of it
t

reached the foot of the Slopes, a time no doubt far

more remote than when " Cowy Stakes " were
driven into the bed of the Thames. These examples
were furnished by Mr. Ingram, H.M's gardener at

Frogmore. Oiher specimens of common Oak were
taken from the venerable church of St. Cross at

Winchester, furnished by the Rev. the Master ; from
the foundation of the pier of Old Ouse Bridge at

York, dating back to the 13th century ; and a piece

of one of the piles of Old London Bridge from
Mr. Murray.
The specimens of ancient Durmast compared with

these were as follows :

1. Timber from Glasgow Cathedral, from the Hon.
J. K. Howard, F.H.S. 2. Part of a beam from
West Boldon Church, co. Durham (a. d. 1300),
furnished by Capt. Collinson, RE. 3. A portion

of a rafter in the church of St. Cross. 4. Pieces of

the roof of Westminster Hall. 5. The end of a

beam from Heslington Hall, a seat of the Yar-
burgs, built in the beginning of Elizabeth's
reign. 6. Part of a staircase in the Abbot's house
at York, prior to being occupied by Charles and
James. 7. Part of the timber of the Hospitium of

St. Mary's Abbey, York (about 1400 a.d.). 8. Part
of a a Saxon log coffin ; in excavating for new
houses in Parliament Street, York, great numbers
of these coffin3 were found. 9. Part of a huge boss

from the centre of the roof of the choir of York
Minster (end of the 14th century), saved from the
fire in 1829. The five last had been contributed
by Mr. Baines, of York.

It was impossible to say that the Durmast speci-
mens were in any degree less durable than the others.
The beam, indeed, from Heslington,and the half-burnt
boss from York Minster, were in part as sound as

when they were introduced into the buildings.
Nothing, therefore, can be clearer than that in i

the cases now mentioned the Durmast yielded in no
respect whatever to the common Oak in strength

and durability. There, however, still remains the un-
answered question, viz., How far the quality of the

Oak timber of either one species or the other is

dependent upon soil or climate ? It is certain that the

I Scotch foresters condemn the modern Durmast as

they find it with them ; it is equally certain that the
woodmen of Dean Forest and the New Forest hold
iq opposite opinion. May we not suppose that

Durmast, which is the common French species,

requires a better climate than that of Scotland 1

Surely this is an inquiry that ought not to be
allowed to sleep ; and which should engage the most
serious attention of country gentlemen.

Under the head of "botanical geography" we
propose to present to our readers comments upon
some chapters in M. Alphonse De Candolle's
" Geographie Botanique Raisonnee," which relate

to meteorology and other subjects which have a
direct bearing upon the every day operations of the

gardener and agriculturist. From our notice of the

work in question in September, 1855, (p. 615) it

will readily be understood how high a value we
place upon its contents, and we need therefore do
no more here than assure our readers that the

subjects we shall select have never been so ably

treated by any naturalist ; and that whether for

their value and interest, or for their importance in a
practical and economical point of view, they deserve

to be carefully studied and followed out by those
who possess the means and ability for doing so.

With regard to the instruments required, they are

of the simplest and cheapest construction ; for their

observation no great amount of skill or expenditure
of time is demanded ; and for working out the

conclusions to be derived from them, none but the
simplest rules of arithmetic are needed.

Hitherto the very facility of observation, the sim-
plicity of the formulas, and the cheapness of the
instruments, have too often proved obstacles to the
progress of meteorology, from having led to careless-

ness in the observations. The thermometers in

common use are faulty to a proverb, and it is not
too much to say that in nine cases out of ten no
one attaches any confidence to the temperatures
recorded by gardeners, though there is no reason
whatever why these should not be as accurate

as a record of Greenwich Observatory. The ther-

mometer itself is so cheap that its goodness is seldom
inquired into ; and it is moreover often imagined
that the relation of the mercury to the scale is

analogous to that of the magnetised end of the com-
pass needle to its card, and that as all magnetised
compass needles must always point to the magnetic
north, so all columns of mercury must stand at the
same height at the same time, if placed in reason-
able proximity to one another. As little regard is

paid to the reading off as to the selection of the
instrument, and the fact that it often makes several

degrees of difference in the result, whether the
observer looks from above or from below to the point
of the scale where the mercury stands, is very often

disregarded. So, too, with regard to the position of
the instrument, its exposure and height from the

earth
;
provided it is out of the sunshine few care

where it is put. Paradoxical as it may seem, it is

not the less true, that were the thermometer a costly
instrument and one troublesome to consult, the
science of meteorology would now be far advanced
beyond its present stage, for few would have bought
any but a good instrument, or failed to place it in a
good position, to observe it accurately, and to work
out the results conscientiously. Nine-tenths of the
observations would then be available to science,

whereas now the converse is the rule. Let any one
who thinks these statements exaggerated, examine
the records in our columns at the next accession of

an unusual temperature, whether high or low, and
|
ask how it is that places not a mile apart show differ-

ences of temperature of 10° and upwards at the
same time, and this at times when the temperature
is steadiest; and if he is still inclined to attribute

this difference more to the influence of locality than
to the causes we have named, let him read M. De
Candolle's chapter upon the different temperatures
of the air at heights of only a few feet above one
another. Accurate instruments are now accessible
to all at a most moderate price (though not to be
procured for the trifle that is generally expended
upon a gardener's thermometer) ; and simple rules

for placing and observing them have been drawn up
by men of experience, and whose position in the
country commands our confidence ; and to these we
would refer such of our readers as wish to have
something better than a toy for an instrument, and
a deception for an observation.

On the Temperature of the Air at different Dis-
tancesfrom the Ground.—Thermometers are usually

hung 4 feet above the level of the earth, a height

which gives the temperature to which manyTushes
are exposed, but

#

which corresponds neither to that
which the majority of herbs experience, nor to that
of the foliage, flowers, and fruit of trees ; it is in
short, that to which a very small proportion of the
vegetable kingdom is exposed.

The formation of dew and hoar frost are familiar
examples of the fact that the temperature of the
surface of the soil is occasionally very much lower
than that of the air above it ; but though the obser-
vations of Marcet of Geneva, and of James Forbes
of Edinburgh, have shown how the temperature
varies at different elevations and under different

circumstances, data are wanting from which any
general laws may be deduced for calculating the
ratio of diminution at different localities, seasons
and hours, from the surface of the soil up to 300
feet above it ; at about which elevation the diminu-
tion due to the action of the soil itself is no longer
appreciable.

At Brussels M. Quetelet made a series of obser-
vations, which are detailed by M. De Candolle, on
the effects resulting from hanging the thermometer
at higher or lower levels, and the following are the

degrees indicated :

—

Mean temperature of the year.

At the level of the soil

A t 10.8 feet above it

• •• • ••

a I #

46°S
49°6I

Diff. 3
e

Mean temperature at 9 a.m.

Surface. 10.8 feet elev. Difference.

Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn

34°6
44° 1

58°8
48°6

34°4
49°3
64°4
50°5

— 0°2

+ 5°2

+ 5°fi

+ 1'9

Maximum temperature at 9 a.m.

Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn

• • •

• ••

. *

Surface.

46°9

57°9
70°0
58°6

10.8 feet elev.

52°0
67°6

79°5

65°3

Difference.

+ 5°1

+ 9°7

+ 9°5

+ 6
9
7

Minimum temperature at 9 a.m.

Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn

• *

« t*

Surface. 10.8 feet elev

20°7
35°4
52°0
37°0

7°3

33° I

51°3
34°5

Difference.

— 13°4

— 2'3

— 0°7

— 2*5

These results are highly instructive. It has often

been the subject of remark that the extreme tem-

erature registered by the thermometer at the

orticultUral Society's gardens at Chiswick (whose

accuracy is undoubted) are respectively higher ;nJ

lower than those of neighbouring localities ; and the

importance of the appended notice, that the instru-

ment is placed only 4 feet above the soil (the best

elevation for many horticultural purposes) is over-

looked ; whereas, if duly considered, the difference

should be no matter of surprise at all : some of the

thermometers about London being hung at least

7 feet from the ground, and against the trunks of

trees ; which, being warmed during the day, radiate

heat during the night. In Brussels the thermometer
at 10.8 feet elevation stands in summer 5°6 above

one placed on the surface of the soil, and in winter

a trifle below it ; and at extreme temperatures, when
the observations differ most and are most com-

mented upon, the upper thermometer in summer
and autumn stands on the mean 9°7 above the

lower, and in winter 13°3 below it.

Further, as it is not at all unusual to hang ther-

mometers both outside windows of upper storeys,

the differences between good observations that find

their way into print may be expected to be even

greater than the above ; and lastly, when it is

added that an error of 2° is a common instrumental

one, and that defective shading from radiation from

surrounding bodies will engender errors of 6° or 8
3

more, it may readily be conceived that but for

the fortunate circumstance that in the long run

these errors in some degree compensate one another,

the thermometer would run the risk of being

banished from common use.

M. De Candolle says that, according to M. Mar-

cet's observations at Geneva, the temperature ordi-

narily increases with the elevation above the ground,

and that this difference is greater in summer than

in winter, but that nevertheless in particular cases

of extreme cold the difference is enormous ;
as for

instance on the 20th of January, 1838, when an

elevated thermometer stood 14° above another 50

feet below it.

In continental countries the differences are greater

than in islands, because of the clearness of their

skies, and their more variable temperature.

These observations prove that a tree, a bush, and

a herb, growing side by side, are exposed to very

different degrees of temperature ; and we may add

that it invalidates the means of comparison of a

vast number of facts accumulated in England as to

the effects of frost ; for, putting aside the errors

of instruments and observation, and the local dis-

turbing causes that affect every place, it follows
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that no available information is given by such facts

as that at Brighton a temperature of 18- killed such

and such a plant, whereas in London a temperature

of 10° did not affect it ; unless the height of the

individuals be given, their elevation above the main

level of the soil if planted on mounds, and that of

the thermometer also.

M. Df. Candolle indeed observes that whereas the

height of one and the same species is everywhere

the same, whatever correction is to be applied to

the observed temperature will probably not differ

much in different countries ; but from this opinion

of the uniformity of the height of a species we

altogether dissent, except it be greatly modified ;

for there are many of our native busnes, and far

more of trees, that are on the average 3 feet higher

over one large area than over another (of which the

Oak, Furze, Broom, Juniper and Alder are con-

spicuous examples), and 3 feet may, as we have

seen, be accompanied by a difference of cold which

is far more than enough to kill, at a season when

the temperature is already low.

Before dismissing this subject, we may so far

digress as to observe, that happily for the practice

of Horticnlture, the injurious effect of cold depends

primarily upon the suddenness of its accession, and

secondarily on the epoch of the plant's life and of

the year at which it supervenes ; and that, except

in extreme cases, the correction due to the elevation

of the plant and of the thermometer is of subordi-

nate importance ; to which we may add the fact,

that all species will under favourable circumstances

endure unhurt a wide range of temperature above and

below the mean which usually suits them best.

The most conspicuous proof we can give of this is

that in the Himalaya a large proportion of the

species have on an average a range of 4000 feet in

elevation ; this corresponds to a difference of mean
temperature of 13°. Take for example a tree

growing from 9—13,000 feet, as the Himalayan

Larch ; it is exposed to mean annual temperatures

of 44° at the lower and 36° at the upper limits of

the range ; and as the mean temperature of the

hottest month at 9000 feet is about 55°, and that

of the winter at 13,000 feet is 18°, this species is

exposed to a range of 37° between these two ex-

tremes : further, the difference between the mean
maximum of 9000 feet and the mean minimum
of 13,000 feet is 24°, to which difference of tempe-

rature two specimens of the same species may be

exposed under ordinary circumstances on the same

mountain. This is independent of the effects of ex-

ceptional temperatures, and of solar and terrestrial

radiation, which would far more than double the

amplitude. That this is not at all an exaggerated

statement every one conversant with the statistics

of mountain meteorology will admit ; and yet not

only has the Himalayan Larch proved most difficult

to cultivate in England, but the scarlet Rhododen-

dron, which has a vertical range of nearly 8000 feet

(or almost double that of the Larch), is still more so

in the open air.

We may conclude this subject with M. Dl Can-

dolle's own words, that it is no doubt vexatious

to be so little able to appreciate the probable limits

of the errors thus engendered, but that in the

present state of the science it cannot be helped-

J. D. II.

NEW GARDEN FERNS.—No. VIII.

19. Stenochl-Ena tenuifolia, T. Moore. Lomaria
tenui folia, Desvaux, Berl. Mag. v. 326. Lomario-

botrys tenuifolia. Fee Gen. Fil. 46. Ste.nochl.ena

scandbns, J. Sin. Bot. Mag. 1846, comp. 17 ; and of

English, and probably all continental gardens.

Fronds dissimilar: sterile ovate pinnate; pinnce linear-lanceo-

late, much acuminated, argutely cartilagineo-serrate, the lower

btalked, the upper sessile; fertile bipinnate; pinnae stalked,

glanduliferons, and sporangiferous on the petiole; pinnulea

linear (3-4 inches long) sessile and decurrent posteriorly ; stipes

lateral and adherent to an elongated scandent rhizome.

This Fern, which is known in gardens under the name

of S. scandtns, was received at Kew in 1841 from the

Berlin garden, and was supposed to be the Acrostichum

scandens of Linnaeus ; but from specimens which have

fructified at Wentworth, and subsequently we believe at

Kew, it proves to be a very different species, correctly

placed however in Mr. Smith's genus Stenochlaena.

This group of Acrostichoid Ferns is a very natural one,

marked by cenain peculiarities in the venation, and

also by the production of a very obvious gland on the

anterior base of the pinnae, similar to those which occur

on the phyilodia of some species of Acacia ; these glands

occur near the base of the lamina in the sterile fronds,

and on the petiole in the fertile ones, and are equally

present in the original pinnate and the African bipin-

nate species, the latter differing however in having the

pinnae continuous with the rachis, whilst in the former

they are articulated. The peculiarity in the venation

is this, that the parallel forked and apparently free veius

are in reality venules, that is secondary veins, spring-

ing from a series of veius which form very narrow costal

areoles, sometimes not seen without a careful exami-

nation, at other times very obvious. It is the pre-

sence of this costal areole and of the gland, neither

of them represented in any of the figures we have

seen except in a small woodcut in the "Gardeners'

Magazine of Botany 1
' (iii., 130), which best distinguishes

this" from M. Fee's allied genus Lomariopsis. The

Lomariobotrys of Fee cannot be separated from

Stenochlrena. The cultivated plant forms one of the most

elegant of evergreen stove Ferns, its rhizome climbing

extensively, and its numerous large, smooth, shining,

pendulous fronds havinga strikingly beautiful appearance,

when covering the wall of a damp Fern house, for which

it is especially adapted. The sterile fronds are 2 to

4 feet long, with linear-lanceolate pinna1 sometimes

nearly a foot long, acuminate at the apex, somewhat

obliquely wedge-shaped at the base, and furnished with

sharp, unequal, cartilaginous serratures on the margins.

The gland is produced on the anterior side of the

wedge-shaped base. The fertile fronds are bipinnate

the pinnee stalked and narrowly margiued at the base

and there often sporangiferous M well as glanduhferous ;

the pinnules alternate, distinct, linear, 2 to 4 inches

lon°r

, sessile, and somewhat decurrent at the posterior

base. The plant agrees with Presl's Stenochlaena Meyer-

iana, the Lornaria Meyeriana of Kunze, in its bipinnate

fertile fronds, and continuous pinnae, but in South African

specimens of the latter before us the proportions and

attachment of the fertile pinnules are so different

that they cannot well be associated, and our plant

seems to airree more exactly with the Lomaria

tenuifolia of Desvaux, wiih which Kunze compares his

L. Meyeriana, the former, he says, differing in its ses-

sile and much longer fertile pinnules, the very points

in which ours differ so remarkably from the South

African specimens. Desvaux's plant is a native of

Madagascar, and this furnishes another inference in

favour of its identity with the garden plant, which will

not with us survive the winter in a greenhouse, as it

should do, if a native of Natal or the Cape of Good

Hope. The more obvious points of difference pre-

sented by the garden plant are the more acuminated

and less decurrent pinnae of the barren frond, the more
distinct arcuate veins, aud the two or three times longer

fertile piunules, which are not stalked but sessile and

decurrent, and so long (often 4 inches) as to cross the

rachis of two or three adjacent pinnae, pro-lucing an

intermingled mass of linear segments. The accompany-

ing figure does not show the gland, which is present on

the stalk of the fertile pinnae. T. M.

chemical rays are greatest when passing through a

colourless medium, and that they do not pass through

different coloured mediums in the same proportions.

453. All vegetables, however, do not require the

same intensity of light. Seaweeds require frequently a

very faint degree of light for their perfect development,

and" some fungi as Truffles grow in the complete absence

of light, as is the case also in the artificial growth of

Mushrooms f But even amongst Phseno^ams the

powers of endurance are very different, mainly because

exhalation and absorption are principally excited by its

presence, and if the rootlets cannot absorb as fast as the

moisture is abstracted from the leaves death must

follow. Coloured glass, therefore, in the shape of lights

or bells has been recommended, but it does not appear

that any modification of light by such means is nearly

so successful as simple shading. The only exception

perhaps which should be made is in favour of those

plants (as Ferns) which usually grow under the shade

of trees, and therefore receive their light modified by

passing through green leaves, and this perhaps is

effected better by simply painting the glass with a thin

coat of jrreen than by any tinting in the glass itself.

454. Though light is necessary wherever green leaves

are to be perfected, and on their perfection the health

of plants in great measure rests, roots in general

where they depend upon matter already stored up in a

plant, as in a bulb or tuber, are developed more rapidly

in its absence, and hence the benefit of placing bulbs

which are to be grown in water in a dark room till

sufficient roots are developed to supply moisture to the

pushing bud. Where, however, they rely upon the

leaves, as in cuttings, they require light for their

development, as in the absence of light the leaves

cannot remain healthy. In such a case the bell glass,

if coloured, might be expected to be injurious, its

object being merely to insure the cutting against the

injury of too dry an atmosphere.

£

455. It sometimes happens accidentally that plants

are completely shaded from the influence of light by

being covered or obscured by some obstacle which will

not admit the passage of its rays. Such a state it is

obvious, if continued for any length of time, must end

in death. Where there is the slightest admission of

light, however, it is quite curious how plants under

certain circumstances will travel after it, exactly as

roots will travel after water. A Potato left in an

obscure corner of a cellar has been known to send out

shoots of many feet in length towards a crevice

admitting light, and the same may be said of other

plants under similar circumstances, and of all in some

degree where light is not equally intense on all sides.

456. Plants grown in darkness are characterised by

their tender tissue and the absence of peculiar secretions.

These are qualities which render blanching an important

process in horticultural practice. A Lettuce, lor in-

stance, when grown Ireely contains so large a quantity

of Lactucarium as to make it unpalateable and unfil for

food, and the same principle applies in many other cases,

as in Celery, Asparagus, Cardoons, &c. Such varieties,

then, are sought as by the natural conformation of the

outer leaves protect some portion of the plant from the

influence of light ; hence we have Cabbages, Broccoli,

Cabbage- Lettuces, and a variety of other excellent

culinary productions, and where nature modified by art

is not sufficient, the same purpose is obtained by tying

up the leaves themselves, throwing up earth against them,

forcing the plants to vegetate in cellars or other places

to which light has no access, or to pass through such a

depth of soil that a long mild succulent shoot is pro-

duced, instead of one hard in texture and harsh in

flavour.

457. Where plants have suffered from absence of

light, provided they do not remain too long in darkness,

|

and the shoots are not too thin and lanky, its admis-

sion soon restores health. Pelargoniums, for instance,

which have sprouted in a dark cellar, provided they are

protected from a dry atmosphere soon acquire a green

tint, and become perfectly healthy ; and the same plant

may be subjected to a similar process some years in,

succession without permanent injury. M. J. B.

I

-VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXIII.
T52. Albefactio* {Blanching).— One of the most

important agents in the growth of plants is undoubtedly

light. In its absence scarcely any function is rightiy

performed ;
perspiration is impeded, the tissues are

weak, chlorophyll is not formed, and all the peculiar

secretions are either entirely suppressed or greatly

diminished ; and as light is a complex body, under

peculiar circumstances, where it does not reach a plant

in its normal condition, as when for instance it passes

through coloured glass, its effect even when present will

not always be the same. It has been found by experi-

ment that the effect of the luminous calorific and

^From albas white, and/o I am made.

Home Correspondence.
Constriction of Hothouse Roofs.—At page 152 you

mention a proposal by Mr. Jones of Birmingham to

support hothouse roofs with trusses applied to the roof

at certain intervals apart I beg to state that we have

at this place a house 60 feet in length, 22 feet in width,

13 feet in height in the centre, and four feet six inches

at the sides, supported with trusses, having no rafters

or sliding sashes—bars the entire width of the house

have only been used, the bars being very light, two and

a quarter inches in depth, by one and a quarter in

width, and 13 feet six inches in length. There is a

longitudinal bar running the entire length of the house,

half way up the roof on each side ; the trusses occur at

t In the absence of light, however, fungi are not always per-

fected. Many species in mines, for instance, never attain their

normal appearance. A beautiful production was forwarded to uk

some years since from a cellar at Bristol by Mr. Thwaites, resem-

bling a Cauliflower without a vestige of hymenium. When placed

under the influence of light numbers of pilei were developed, and

the species proved to be Agaricns ostreatus. In this case, a: least,

the dictum of Fries that the hymenium is the creature of light

was perfectly verified.

+ In seediings the first root depeuds on the nutriment col-

lected in the seed. Light is unfavourable to germination how-
ever on other accounts. The translator of Lindley's 4i Theory
of Horticulture,'' in his remarks on the germination of the

Paeony does not seem to have noticed that the cotyledons of the
Fseony remain imprisoned in the shell of the seed, like the coty-

ledous of the Acorn, Chesnut, Water Lily, &c. See Liudl-
Thecry of Hort., p. 25, ed. 2.
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every seven aud a halt leet, aud are connected with tlie

longitudinal bar by a strutt 10 inches in length, all being
firmly screwed together ; the trusses are well adapted
for climbing plants although we have not used them for
that purpose. The house is glazed with 15 oz. sheet
glass, the squares being three feet five inches in length,
and one foot mx inches in width. The trusses are of
half inch round iron. This house was erected in

[March 22, 1856.
latum of the hothouses at Drayton Manor, but m the
whole arrangement and construction of those houses I

was interfered with—and shackled—only by my own
inability or want of knowledge to make them more

it cau be and is adapted to the comfort aud wdW 7
the wearer even in the most « extreme " occaaionTanfl
by those too who need not be what " G S" is nil i
tn «.n « r.,iii;..ft).'e nk;i n« u » r , Pie**ed

perfect The late Sir Robert Peel never knew of, or
'
before the earth banks, &c, can prove generaHv ?at

siw the ventilating drain-nines until thev w*»ra laiil »n,l f il f™. *h* r,,,™™^ Bu ,i MnrA^ <-„-*u
B

.
* v «we-

September 1855, the work all being done by workmen
from the neighbouring village under plans devised and
superintended exclusively by ourselves. It is much
lighter than any house we have either seen or heard of,

aud it is said by all who have seen it to be a very elegant
structure, and it is quite strong enough. The bottom
ventilation is in the sides in the brickwork close to the
ground, the top ventilation in the ridge in the shape
of small rifling lights, act n^ very efficiently, and when
open there is a fine gentle breeze passing continually
through the house. I have reason to believe this to be
the first house that has been erected iu this country on
this light, elegant, and economical principle. John Page,
Gardener to Abraham Dixon, Esqiurc, Birdies Green,
Erdington, near Birmingham.
Mixing Seeds.—As investigations are now taking place

respecting the adulteration of articles of human food, I

am gratified to find that through your exertions the
shameful system of adulterating horticultural and agri-
cultural seeds which has been carried on so extensively
and profitably for some years past, will not be allowed
to escape unnoticed. In this country we are almost
entirely dependent for our supply of seeds on England,
and it is therefore a matter of serious moment to us to
find that this disreputable process of "cooking," as
some of your correspondents aptly term it, is so well
understood and so extensively practised there. But I
will en ieavour to show that the seed merchant is far
too astute and cunning a man to go to t ,e expense and
labour of purchasing and killing Rape seed to mix with

aw the ventilating drain-pipes until they were laid and
in operation, when they were pointed out and their
effect, as to altering the temperature of the air, shown
to him, by the application of two thermometers, one in
the descending pipe outside, and the other in the
ascending one inside (the difference being full 10°).
The late Sir Robert adopted the mode of construc-
tion of the present hothouses at Drayton Manor from
his having frequently seen (and I believe approved of)
the Frogmore houses during their erection. He placed
the Drayton Manor matter in the hands of his architect,
Mr. Sydney Smirke, aud that gentleman was pleased
ultimately to place the whole arrangement in the hands
of myself and the then gardener (Mr. Milne), a confi-
dence which I trust the result justified. I have not the
honour of being " acting engineer" to the Crystal Palace
Company, that office being most efficiently filled by Mr.
A. T. Cooke, C.E. /. Jones, Clerk of Works Office,
Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

Weedy Streams.—In the name of all that is natural,
tasteful, and picturesque, what can your " Amateur"
correspondent be thinking of, when he cements the
bottom of " a winding rocky stream " through his garden
to keep it clean," and asks for a chemical compound

to prevent the weeds from growing ! Let him sell his
winding rocky stream to some one who knows what to
do with it, and go and buy a place near some well-
filtered water supply where he can lead through Port-
land cement banks as much clean water as he likes,
with no envious weeds to disturb its cleanness, or hide
the " bed of cement " that keeps it from " contact with
the earth." If he will not do this, let him try fish,
snails, molluscs of all sorts, or waterfowl, to keep downrr..-. :_. * '.l a. j- x .° - r — » 'uyjima^a ui an sui'ts, or wateriowi, 10 Keen uowi
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t a very reduced^ rate
; four or five years ago, for Rabbit Fence.-A cheap aud effective method ofinstance, Swedish Turnip could be had at Mark Lane

at 80s. or 90s. per quarter, and the other varieties even
at much less than this, and accordingly at that time
large quantities were purchased and have been kept i/i

stock ever since, this species of stock being known by the
technical designation of 000 or trio, 4, 5, or 6 trio, accord-
ing to its age, and is always at hand to mix with the
neat seed in proportion to the vegetating faculties of the
latter article. The trio has then merely to be winnowed
by machine, well shaken up, with the addition of a
little oil to give the necessary polish and new appear-
auce, aud this precious article goes forth to the world
as "genuine" Turnip, Clover, &c, as the case may be.
Last year afforded a good example of this ; Swedish
Turnip was sent out at 604 and 70s. per bushel, though
the original cost of the one half of it did not exceed
10* or 12*., and the oilier kinds of Turnip proportion-
ately less

; and if any of your readers wi 1 refer to the
price lists of the different London wholesale seed houses,
they will find that the quotations of this year, though
under those of last, are still very high, especially when
we consider how large au ingredient the 4, 5, and 6
year-old trio forms in the composition of any parcel of
seeds quoted. Seedsmen may well chuckle at the great
ignorance of the trade mysteries displayed by the
uninitiated in their account of the Rape " cooking "
process

; and as for the proposal to appoint a man like

keeping rabbits from burrowing under wire netting or
an upright wooden frame, is as follows :—Take a
narrow spade and dig out a rut under the wire netting
from 9 to 12 inches deep, and fill the rut with broken
brick-bats or rough gravel, then pour in thin hot lime
grout till all the space is completely filled. I have
been in the habit for these last 20 years of walling in
the roots of fruit trees in the same way—a plan which I
find answers remarkably well. I also find that these
under-ground walls are very good for forming tanks for
holding liquid manure in. William Henderson, Dunkeld.

Transplanting Evergreens.—I shall feel obliged by
Mr. Rogers informing me whether he considers the
mlrJilln t\F 1 ..,.;i *i._ Ji._i.i_ _ p

fa] for the purposes shadowed forth, experiments should
extend over at least two years. A correspondent thus
writes—" My Strawberries and French Beans were aU
cut down in June last year-—these are sad difficulties "
Well, but just as you will plant Strawberries and French
Beans as before, so do not give up the banks because
your hopes may be blasted once or twice. But learn
where your plans fail, and rectify them for the
future. It requires no foresight to see that it would
be madness to plant fruit trees, unless in favour-
able situations, close against those banks without
attending to preventives to retard the action of the sap
and expansion of blossom buds, as shading with leafy
boughs, &c, while such as Peach trees and Vines might
be removed entirely until, say the middle of April and
we are pretty certain that the summer and autumn
heats, and the night dews, for which we have a great
affection, will more than make up for a late start. Again
by means of broad shutters made to fold back by day'
or temporary copings as applied to walls on brackets, or
even by calico, radiation might be stopped. Another
way, which may be useful, but only applicable where
early forcing is carried on, is this—and I can testify
from experience, both in Scotland and England, that to
no better treatment can you subject early houses, when
cleared of their fruit (say in June) than to expose them
fully. The earth banks then, in a variety of ways, might
have the use of the sashes. However these are only
suggestions, and enlightened practice, adapting different

plans to different circumstances, must ultimately
decide. I may remark that last autumn I thoroughly
ripened Vines and Strawberry plants in pots on
such banks, long after the sun had lost its

power in the open garden and sheltered border.
There is nothing new in all this ; it is as old as the hills,

and the Vine-clad mountain sides in other lands ex-
emplify the principle. We have tried experiments
with coloured glass, why not coloured and uncoloured
banks ? Covered and also uncovered 3 Perhaps I

should say that in some cases a temporary trellis,

2 and 3 inches, even a foot from the soil, may be neces-
sary, and that the more sheltered the situation is the
better. Geo. MlEwen.

Seed Associations.—Much has been written in your
Journal about the adulteration and mixing of seeds.

Adulteration of all kinds should be most strenuously
opposed, but there has of late years been such a mania
for cheap seeds that some houses in the trade have been
tempted, in order to compete with others, to reduce the

quality of their seeds. An association of seedsmen wasmiddle ot April the suitable season for removing com-
1 formed in Scotland some years ago to prevent the
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mixing and adulteration of seeds, and every memberHollies in April, instead of November, induce m« tn w« a »\~a~~a *« -«u *u: i.-* Z*. __j _._*._ THollies in April, instead of November, induce me to
make this inquiry. C. B. [We cannot withdraw our
objections to transplanting any kind of evergreen in the
spring. Why take the risks of spring when you have
October without risks?]

Pta-leaf Soup.—From what has been stated in your
columns we have been induced to try this. Our first
and second attempts did not come up to our expecta-
tions. The second was however an improvement ou the
first so far as colour and flavour were concerned ; the
only deficiency was substance, and that I am happy to
say we successfullyjobtained in the third attempt. At theATr Piifii;n^m *. 57* V. ^ ,uv " "Jt*" ""^ ^ "^ouewosiuuv ooiaineu in tne tnira attempt. At the
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state oi things, the only remedy the purchaser has,
should he have been duped with a spurious article, is to
bring an action at law for the amount of loss sustained
on the deficiency of the crop. There is another point
in connection with the subject of seeds to which I wish
to allude, and one which I should like to see deter-
mined. It is well known that a large quantity of gas is
burned in all large seed stores, and as gas is proved to
be detrimental to books and furniture, there is some
reason to fear that it may also act prejudicially on the
vital powers of seeds ; at all events, it is a point worth
the attention of those interested in having good seeds,
and might be easily set at rest by any of our eminent
chemists. Veritas, Dublin.

The Barometer in N. S. Wales.—In a recent (??) work
on New South Wales, the author, Mr. Barron Field,
observes, that in that country, where many things seem
to be the exact opposite to our experience on this side of
the globe, " the barometer rises before bad weather and
falls before good." Can any of your correspondents give
any explanation of the cause of this ? H. J. B.

What to do with Sand.—A correspondent wants to
Jtnow what to do with an acre of sand iu the south of
Ireland, near the coast. Why not set Liquorice ?—
there is a ready sale for any quantity, as it is very useful
in mixmg with wines, beer, &c, being innocuous. Guano
on sand would be soon lost. Pinus Pinaster, if pro-
tected from rabbits, and planted thickly, will pay well in
pure sand m a moist climate

; in Perauzabuton (Cora-
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some feet "P the stem of the trees,and yet they are quite vigorous. Somerset.
Hothouses at Drayton Manor.—At page 152 you have

was pledged to sell nothing but neat and genuine seeds.

It would be a most excellent thing If at the present
juncture an association of English seedsmen could be
formed to carry out this most desirable object. I feel

assured that such a step would be hailed with the

greatest pleasure by all the respectable houses in the
trade. You would be doing the - State much service"
if you would help in the formation of such a society.

The quantity of Clover sold every year is immense, and
there is no description of seed so doctored and tampered
with, and samples during the present season can be had
to vary from 60s. up to 90*. per cwt. for Red, and even
to 1 J 5s. for White Clover. A pound of the best willnf a Klim ...,.,.• * en , i_ r, , i .
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Prusa.an blue or any other the agricultural seed business, because it can be proveduiue variety oi 1 eas to hoi Rpnnrntp v. Mm* nn* r >f «rx* *u*± \j i itt i «• r. , _ . •. £« «_^wue variety of Peas to boil separately. Mint ought not

to be used
; the less artificial it is the better. Pea

Green, Herefordshire.

Cheap Reading Room.—Why cannot your correspond-
ents do as 1 propose doing, open the'ir infant schools
every evening from 6 to 9, and on Sunday also between
services, and charge nothing ? This " is the rub " with
countrymen, who, whatever they be, farmers or
labourers, have a morbid dislike to parting with hard
cash. Somerset.

Experiments with Charcoal, Sloping Banks, &c—
Permit me to inform "G. S." (see p. 174) that my
object in directing attention to this subject was, as
stated, to show « that we had an agent of some power at
work if properly applied." I also said that it might be
found most efficient under glass or coverings of some
kind, and that it was in sunny weather that the effects
were chiefly felt. But from the figures given—from a
few hours' sun in March—enough was elicited to justify
the hope that some practical good might result from
repeated experiments. The figures in fact demon-
strated the heating and radiating powers, and also
showed their difference under covering; this havin
been done I do not see the aim of such remarks
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plans I took the liberty of submitting to you of animproved mode of hothouse structure, fn so IZerVlway that

1
cannot resist the feeling o return voumvgrateful thanks. On perusing the article in J™l07lthink most of your readers would consider^ MrGeorge Stephenson had something to do with the ventl

jas the following: "And so far well, but it has
an equally great power of radiation so that it will pro-
duce the greatest extremes of heat and cold * * *
And again it produces a more unsteady temperature
than where it was not applied." So far well, or so far

that Mangel Wurzel seed retailed at 6d. per lb. will give

a profit of more than 60 per cent, over the price paid

to the growers. If seedsmen could get even one-

quarter of this profit on Clover they would be very con-

tent. In conclusion I do sincerely hope that much good
may arise from the correspondence in your Journal

—

and I trust to hear the opinions of others" respecting the

formation of an association such as I have described. B.

Hints to Woodmen from an A mateur.—The best axe

for any tree but large Oak or Elm (which are rarely cut

with the axe) is an American, 3 lbs. head, with —- inch

handle. I have had a 5 and 8 lbs. axe with me, and
have always found the small axe do more work, and ft

short handle in « sideling " ground is preferable. Thick
shoes with very protruding hobnails, without which in

steep ground you cannot get a firm purchase; a flannel

belt, as the small of the back is very tender, and is

much exposed ; a loose waistcoat with short flannel

sleeves and short trousers, not breeches, which hamper
the stretch, and a loose flannel cap are best Somerset.

Large Portugal Laurel—At Springwood Park, Rox-
burghshire, tlie seat of Sir George Douglas, Bart, there

was lately dug up what was two years ago a magnificent

Portugal Laurel, the dimensions of which were as

follows :—circumference of trunk 10^ feet, height

22 feet, extreme circumference 122 feet I may men-
tion that it would doubtless have covered a much
greater surface had it not been that the extreme twigs

had for years been annually cut off. It was killed by
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have found most effective in killing the large wasps
which appear early in the season. Being strung with
wire of £-inch mesh there is no resistance to the
air, and a wasp when struck is cut to pieces. I have
given the pattern to Mr. Whitehead, the agricultural
implement maker at Preston, who will be glad to
execute orders. Nothing could possibly answer the
purpose better than it does, and therefore every garden
should possess one. T. S. [The instrument in question
is like the racket used by players at tennis, viz. a battle-
dore with wire substituted for parchment]

195
in a leading article in another column of
paper.
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Horticultural, March 18.—Rev. F. Beadon in the
chair. Many interesting plants were furnished on this
Occasion. Among novelties was a hybrid Rhododendron
from I. Anderson, Esq., of Edinburgh. It was stated
to have been raised between R. davuricum and R. for-
mosum, the former being the female parent. Its blooms
were considerably larger than those of R. davuricum
and of a pale peach colour, and it was mentioned that

j £££ o7di™"ncy exlto bSlT^ I
""*,

the p.ants were perfec-.y hardy, some of the brood, the
|
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Linnean : March 4.—The President in the chair
Dried specimens of about 1 30 species of East Austra-
lian plants, collected and presented by Dr. Muller, and
a collection of Arctic plants collected bv Dr. Rae,' pre-
sented by Sir John Richardson, were "laid before the
meeting. The following papers were read :— 1. Note
"on some Larvae voided by Children," by Mr. E. New-
man.—2. Notice "on the occurrence of Sepia bfcerialis
in Cornwall," by J. Couch, Esq.— 3. A memoir "on the
Developement of the Ovule of Santalum album, with
some remarks on the phenomena of impregnation in
plants generally," by Prof. Henfrey. The observations
detailed in this memoir were undertaken with the object
of confirming Mr. Henfrey's views on this subject,
as detailed in the 21st volume of the Society's Tran-
sactions, which views coincide generally with those of
Amid, Von Mohl, Muller, Hofmeister, and Tulasne, and
are in opposition to those of Schleiden and Schacht.
Even among the disciples of Amici, however, a certain

themselves composed of the nitrogenous protoplasmic
matter of cell contents. A series of 36 clever micro-
scopic figures was given in illustration of the memoir.

specimen exhibited included, having stood two winters
in the open air near Edinburgh. It has, in short,
united the colour of the male parent with the hardy
constitution of the female, and thus a valuable addition
has been made to early flowering shrubs. A Certificate
of Merit was awarded it. Messrs, Lee showed the
Clivia-like plant called Imatophyllum miniatum, bearing

upright flower-stalk ; Oncidium maculatum, and four
charming varieties of Camellia. The latter consisted of
Jubilee, a carnation striped kind, a rosy-pink sort called
Normani, and Archduchess Augusta, a" variety new in
colour, being violet purple, with a white stripe down
the centre of each petal. From Messrs. Veitch came
a fine pale-flowered Rhododendron named picturatum
superbum, a double red Chinese Almond loaded with
blossoms and extremely ornamental. This was reported
to have been flowered in their Orchard-house, and for
the decoration of a conversatory at this season nothing
could possibly be handsomer. The same firm also con-
tributed various specimen Epacrises, and the following
Orchids, viz., Cypripedium villosum, Dendrobium Far-
meri, and Trichopilia suavis, all in admirable condition
both as regards health and bloom. Messrs. Henderson,
of Pine-apple Place, produced an extremely well
flowered Phaius grandifolius, also Dendrobium Pie-
rardi, and some plants remarkable for fine foliage,
among which was Pteris aspericaulis, which is
one of the handsomest tender Ferns we possess.
From Mr. Charles Adams came what was called the
"Berkshire Rake," an implement with handle and
head of wood, the former about 5 feet long, the latter
18 inches : and teeth of iron, long and slightly bent for-

is formed after fecundation. Hofmeister says before
;lulasne says he never could find it anterior to the

fertilisation
; though, he adds, < ; this delicate question

no longer (1849) possesses all the interest which
was accorded to it by MM. Mirbel and Brononiart
and more recently by Mr. Henfrey. It is true the
existence of the embryonary vehicle a*t a period anteriorSSt£2r«sriS» If £»

!

3»«5=b=hV5K=3
doubt, prove invincibly that this vesicle could not owe
its origin to the latter organ ; even now that the error
of the pollenists is no longer uncertain, the question
seems worthy of attention, especially on account of the
theoretical consequences involved." Confidently as
Tulasne expressed himself as to the origin of the germinal
vesicle independently of the apex of the pollen-tube,
this very point is most warmly contested by Schacht!
Notwithstanding a tolerably positive opinion, derived
from a number of cases in which the end of the pollen-
tube and the germinal vesicle were seen together, but
distinct, in one preparation, the objects are so delicate
and the causes producing obscurity so difficult to guard'
against, that Mr. Henfrey cannot but think the demon-
stration of the pre-existence of the germinal vesicle in the
embryo-sac must be considered the most important fact
that can be brought forward in opposition to the views
of Schleiden.

^ As remarked by Tulasne, it has
great philosophical importance in reference to the
speculations as to the source of the vitality of the new
being

; and it is no less important for the establishment
of the relations of the processes of embryogeny in the
various classes of plants, and of the analogy which these
present to phenomena attending the reproduction of

ward IW*^..^ * u ij ""f 'P""S ~Z— 7"
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Among plants from the Society's subject by the late Mr. Griffith. -The inveXa?i?mGarden the more remarkable were Echeveria retusa ! itself," Mr. Henfrey remarked, « had derived^ nfelan"

I _ 1 A a ^V 1 - ft & a ^ _
and rosea, two useful succulents ; Conoclinium ianthi-
num, Lachenalia aurea, and Azalea obtusa. The latter
was a complete mass of small red flowers, which render
it one of the gayest greenhouse shrubs we have at this
season of the year. The Vice-Secretary offered some
remarks on this occasion, " On the subject of British
Oaks." It was unnecessary, he stated, to go into any
poetical description of Oak. It is universally acknow-
ledged to be one of the staple products of Eng-
land. The question is, whether there are two
kinds of Oak. This has been disputed, and he
doubted much whether any two persons would
agree as to what constitutes the difference between
t
?
em

*

<r

He woul^, however, direct attention to a
sketch of the appearance they present in their most dis-cim« I r\ m -. **, *« fill- __ « . • . ——

choly interest from the materials having been furnished
by the late lamented Dr. Stocks." After describing many
of his microscopic examinations. Mr. Henfrey continues
* I have directed my utmost efforts to the accurate ob-
servation of the ends of the embryo-sacs with the pollen-
tubes adherent. They are tolerably easily extracted
with needles under a low doublet I have examined at
least five-and- twenty, and have applied every means to
make the structures clear. • * * The end ot the pollen-
tube adheres so firmly to the end of the embryo-sac, that
it cannot be torn away in a really fertilised ovule. My
decided opinion is that Griffith was in error in stating
that tin-

j
lien penetrates into the embryo-sac ; I believe

that it only applies itself firmly against it, over the
point where the line of division exists between the two

produced on long footstalks. In the opinion of forester!
?™ube b

!
con

l
es ^herenr, the nucleus acqu.res a

mere are several varieties of these two sorts of Oaks.
It is generally supposed that the Durmast and Common
Oak differ only in the acorns ; but that is a misconcep-
turn of the difference between them. It will be seen, he
said, that the Durmast has broader and rounder leaves

'

with long yellow footstalks. They are also more'
glossy and not so deeply cut as in the Common Oak.
Moreover, if a young sprig of the Durmast is com-
pared with the other it will be found that there is
a considerable difference between the two—the buds are
larger and, as compared with the Common Oak, there is
also a difference in the structure of the wood. It will• seen, he remarked, that what are called the
medullary rays are large and broad in the one case and
small and thin in the other. A specimen of the wood
01 each was here exhibited, which plainly showed that
the rays in the Durmast were small whilst those in the
Common Oak were large and much more easily distin-
guished. The wood of the latter was also stated to rend.
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Garden Memoranda.
Crystal Palace, Sydenham.—Many have been of

opinion that plants would not succeed in the interior of
this building

; experience has however shown this to be
a mistake—a fact which we think will be obvious to
anybody who may pay the Palace a visit even at the
present time ; for although the plants generally have not
yet begun to grow, their condition after having passed
through the ordeal of a moderately severe winter is in
all respects as satisfactory as coula possibly be desired.
The Palms in the warm end of the house have appa-
rently suffered little or nothing. Musas have already-
begun to push, and the same onward movement is
observable in other examples of tropical trees. Five
or six of the large Date Palms imported from Egypt
have thrown up leaves from their tops, and some of
them have even made new roots. That some of them
will live may therefore be set down as a matter of
certainty. The scarlet flowered Inga pulcherrima
appears to thrive admirably here, and so do Ficuses
of different kinds. Asiatic Crinums have been
planted in corners of beds, and their peculiar
forms and long deep green leaves render them well
adapted for such places. Among Ferns Cibotiums,
and others of the less tender sorts do well ; but very-
delicate kinds look as if they were not quite at home.
Some of the pillars are becoming nicely covered with the
Granadilla (Passiflora quadrangularis), so that in course
of time this department may be expected to present a
rich luxuriant vegetation. Round the edges of the beds
has been planted a broad verge of the Common Toothed
Lycopod, the lively green of which to the eye tired by
looking at more gaudy objects has a pleasing and
refreshing effect. The aquarium in this end of the
building is being cleaned out, and the bottom freshly
cemented. The water has been drawn off and the soil
in which the Lilies and other plants grew last year is

being removed. Hitherto the bed of mould has been
made to cover the whole bottom of the tank, but this
season Mr. Eyles intends to confine it in wooden boxes
placed at certain distances apart in the water, and suffi-

ciently large to accommodate the plants to be grown in
them. This it is considered will be an improvement
on the former practice, and less soil will be thus re-
quired than when spread all over the bed.

It is not, however, alone in the warm end of the'build-
ing that the plants look thriving, they appear in equally
good condition in the temperate portion of the house.
Many of the Camellias here are at present loaded
with flowers

; the old Double White is the only variety
that has to any extent dropped its buds, but even of it

some plants promise a fair display of bloom. Some of
the hardier Palms that have been planted in front of
the Egyptian Court live and even make new leaves

;
but as may be expected they do not succeed equally
with the same kinds in warmer situations. When it is

stated that the temperature of this portion of the Palace
has been down on several occasions nearly to freezing,
it is rather a matter of surprise that they grow at all.

Cycases seem mere impatient of the cold ; one or two
planted out here look yellow and sickly. Although
well drained and otherwise placed in conditions most
favourable to growth, one of the two immense masses of
Elephant's Foot which had been planted in front
of the Sheffield Court has died. It is however
the smaller of the two. That which remains looks
thoroughly established, and has pushed several healthy-
shoots. The different kinds of tender Araucarias with
which the building is well furnished are in excellent
order. The ncble A. excelsa presented by the
Horticultural Society from the great conservatory at
Chiswick is however dead. Though after being
replanted its stem and branches were enveloped in
moss, which was kept damp to prevent exhaustion, it

never recovered the effects of removal, and the loss of
the 1 all of earth which was shaken from it in travelling
from Chiswick to Sydenham. The magnificent Orange
trees which grace the nave and central portions of the
Palace may be said to be as green and healthy as they
possibly could be. True, some of them appear to have
put on the " sear and yellow leaf;'* but these
are such as were out of health when they came. They

germinal vesicle from which the suspensor is developed.
I think the contents of the pollen-tube, after it becomes
adherent to the summit of the embryo-sac, pass into the
latter, reach the nucleus, and determine its conversion
into a cell. * * * The facts relating to the germi-
nation of the Fucacece and Conferva* described by
Ihuretand Cohn, together with those brought forward

subjected to a rough passage. In consequence of their
bad appearance Mr. Eyles has been led to retub some
of them, and in doing so he found that their drainage
was most inefficient, so much so that he recommends all

who import U range trees from the Continent to look to
that matter the moment they arrive, or they will pro-
bably have to pay for the omission by the death of their

nation ESSiSlSK^i^^ P"?" of iraPreg- j treei Since the drainage has been' repaired"and freshnation in plants consists in the absolute admixture of the I soil a" * " '
""

'

protoplasmic substance of two cells ("male" and
"female") of which the female (or germinal) substance
or body always pre-exists in the form of a nucleus, oiseen, he remarked, that what are called the I « protoplast/ wl'.ile ^male or spermatic T^taneeHilary rays are larcre and broad in the one case and m&Jl Z »vj f.„m „r a „.„„..). .Tr,? substance
exists in the form of a granulose fluid. In the flowering
plants the spermatic fluid is conveyed directly into the
embryo sac by the channel of the pollen- tube; a similar
process appears to exist in the conjugation of the lower
Algae; in other cases the spermatic fluid is conveyed
from organs situated at a distance from the parent cellwhi<*h +K 1 —

c
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added, their condition has somewhat improved.
Azaleas planted out in the borders on slightly ele-
vated platforms, supported by tree roots and other
material that would sec.ire perfect drainage, are as
full of flower buds as they can hold, and there is
scarcely a decayed leaf on any of them. All New
Holland plants have succeeded remarkably well. Blue
Gum trees grow with wonderful rapiditv, more especially
the Eucalyptus globulus, which it will* be remembered
was killed out of doors near London during the severe
winter before last. The aquarium in the west end of the
building has just been put in order for the summer. The
vases and dry basins round the sides of the water are

as it is well pos-
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sible for them to be. Among the different objects of

decoration were Hyacinths, Tulips, Heath*, and Cine-

rarias, the whole being mixed with Epacris not

in bloom, but placed there in order to set off the

flowering plants to more advantage than they otherwise

•would be. The fountains in the Alhambra wlvch are

not in use have also been converted into floral vases,

which, being full of Tulips and other early blooming

plants, have an excellent effect. Indeed, the condition

of the indoor p'ants is most satisfactory. The aquatics,

it will be remembered, were last year truly mag-
nificent, and the display this season promises to be

equally grand.

maintaining a pleasing uniformity of arrangement and young stock. Calceolarias if well established may
fce

displaying the colours to the greatest advantage, bearing planted out in a turf pit on poor sandy soil, where thev

in mind that no amount of floral display will compensate can be protected from frost or cold winds, but thev

for bad arrangement, but will rather serve to make the must be prepared for this by previously inuring them
latter more apparent. Pick off decaying flowers and

leaves directly they make their appearance, and endea-

vour to replace the plants with others as soon as they

shall have begun to get shabby. Sprinkle the surface

of the beds frequently, so as to assist in keeping the

atmosphere moist, and also see that the under soil is

kept in a unifoimly moist condition. Watch for insects

and attack them as soon as they are perceived, which

is the only way of preventing them from doing mischief.

Out'of doors the grounds are now all but completed, Stove.—Proceed with the repotting of such plants as

and the various basins and lakes are well supplied with

water ; the fountains however do not play during the

winter months. Numbers of beds in the terrace garden

have been filled with Crocuses and other bulbs which

are now in flower ; but owing to the dulness of the

weather they do not open well. Protections of Oak
branches have been put round the different specimens

of Araucaria imbricata which have been brought at

considerable expense from Elvaston. This Araucaria

is well known to be hardy, but it has been considered

advisable to afford it some protection until the trees

shall have become better established. The walks and
grounds are in excellent order, and even at this season

form an agreeable promenade.

FLORICULTURE.
Cinerarias.—"P.M (see p. 71) does not appear to

recommend retaining any part of the old stools of the^e

plants for potting. He prefers increasing them by off-

sets. The following is a system which I have practised

with complete success. Last August I prepared a quan-
tity of friable loam and one part leaf-mould. I shook
away the old compost previous to potting off the old

roots, which I put into 4$ inch pots. I placed them in

a cold frame where they had plenty of air, regularly

shading them from the mid-day sun ; they soon started

into growth. About the middle of September I shifted

them into 10-inch pots, using the same compost as

before, and placed them as near the glass as possible.

As soon as severe frosts set in thev were removed to a

require it, and give all necessary attention to those in

active growth, using every means to induce rapid

growth, combined with strong short-jointed wood. The

only way of effecting this is by securing a vigorous root

action, and keeping the plants near the glass. Speci-

mens that were started early in the season will require

rearrangement in the way of placing them in positions

suitable to their state of growth. Ixoras, Cleroden-

drons, Allamandas, &c, that have become well rooted,

will be greatly benefited by a careful supply of manure-

water, but see that it is given in a tepid state and not

over strong. Look sharply after mealy bug and thrips,

for if these are allowed to establish themselves at this

season, they will furnish plenty of work for leisure

hours during the summer.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Where the Pines are grown in pots, it is

by no means a bad practice to occasionally rearrange

those in the fruiting pit, placing those showing by them-

selves, so as to be able to afford them a rather drier

atmosphere while in bloom ; for at this season there is

some danger of badly-formed fruit if the atmosphere is

kept too moist, or the syringe used too freely while the

plants are in flower. Those exp' cted to show shortly

should also be kept as much together as circumstances

will admit, so as to avoid having to disturb the arrange-

ment for some time to come. Indeed, where a regular

supply of fruit has to be furnished from only a mode-

rate quantity of plants, frequent rearrangements will be

necessary ; for it is, perhaps, impossible to regulate the

treatment so as to get every plant to fruit just at the

desired time/and hence it will be necessary to use

to full exposure to sun and air, &c, whenever the
weather will permit. Their place under "lass can be
profitably occupied with recently potted off stuff, and
with ordinary care they will do better planted out than
stunted in smail pots.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Get in the main crop of Carrots the first fine day

when the ground is in good working order. Attend to

keeping up a succession of Peas by planting every fort-

night a breadth proportionate to the demand. Soil up
and stake those above grouud and protect them from
the ravages of mice and slugs, which are often very
destructive at this season. Blanch Seakale in the open
ground by placing inverted flower pots over the crowns
and covering these with light soil or any material which
will effectually exclude light. Prick out ou a slight hot-

bed Cauliflower plants raised in heat. The gentle

bottom-heat will greatly assist in pushing them along

without their being weakly and drawn, as is the case

when they are grown under glass. Also prick out Celery

on a gentle bottom-heat, and protect it with a frame or

hand-glasses till it has become well established, and sow
seed for the main crop. Attend to providing succession

crops of Spinach, and keep the surface-soil regularly

stirred among growing crops ; also do not forget small

salad, as Radishes, &c, and sow sweet herbs for trans-

planting.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON,
For the week ending; March 20, ISoG.asobaerred at the Horticultural Garde' «•

late Vinery. Before removal there was not a green fly

on them, but it afterwards gradually made its appear- I every means to regulate the supply, such as removing a

ance and commenced its work of destruction. By means portion of the plants to the coolest division when too

however of a little tobacco and Brown's i'umigator my
plants were soon restored to health and vigour. By
following the above method I am confident that no cul-

tivator nf ed despair, as " P." justly terms it, of growing
respectable specimens of Cinerarias. J. M.

Miscellaneous.
Leaf of (he Pigeon-Pea Tree.—The leaf of this tree

(Cajanus indicus) on its upper surface is covered with a
fine down. When incinerated, it yields a large propor-
tion of fixed matter, derived from the soil, consisting

chiefly of the vegetable alkali, of phosphate of lime, of

carbonate of lime, of magnesia, and silica. The silica

is derived from the down. Under the microscope it

exhibits the same form as the down, viz , that of spicules,

in shape not unlike the poi?on-fang of the serpent,

tubular to a certain extent, and slightly curved, from
about gi to jjg of an inch in length, and in width at the

base about Fgks . The substance of these spiculte— that

is what remains after incineration—I infer to be silica,

jrom its being infusible before the blow-pipe, and in-

soluble in the mineral acids. Were the soil in which
the plant grows to be examined, probably after a few
years, these spiculce might be found deprived of their

vegetable organic portion, the residual silicious matter
preserving their forms, and they might be mistaken for

the skeletons of infusoria. The leaves examined were
from a plant growing in a volcanic soil, that of St. Kitts,

where it is much used as a green dressing to the Cane
iields, and is considered very fertilising. As its roots

many happen to show at once, which is frequently the

case at this season, and forwarding others as much as

can be done. Plants swelling the : r fruit can hardly be

afforded too moist an atmosphere, and they must be

carefully attended to with water at the root, giving clear

liquid manure in a rather strong state, and some of

this should also be sprinkled upon the tan, &c, so as

to make the atmosphere resemble that of a dung pit.

Shut up early in the afternoons of bright days, letting the

thermometer rise to 85° or 90°, moistening the plants

with the syringe, and sprinkling the passages so as to

saturate the atmosphere with moisture, but avoid high

night temperatures or a too free use of fire-heat Vine-

ries.— If fermenting materials have been used for

warming"the borders these must be turned occasionally,

adding fresh dung as may be necessary to maintain a

gentle warmth in the border, for it will not be safe to
1

neglect this at present. Ventilate cautiously, on cold windy
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Friday 14 30.140 30.103 43 2S 3U 40 4'2 E. xO
Satur. I* 9 30.144 30.090 46 St 39.0 40 42 E. i»
Sunday 16' 10 30 023 29.949 50 39 44.5 40 ;!• E. *
Mod. 17' 11 29.951 29.924 44 39 41.5 41 4l£ K. M
Tuea. 18 12 2Q.9H0 29.764 50 41 4S.5 42 42 E .24

Wed. 19; 13 29.909 29.734 51 41 46.0 44 43 N.E. JX>
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N. .01
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March 14— Dry cold wind, clear and coll ; *li*ht iroat at night.— 15—C'oudy and windy ; overcast; fine; cloudy.— 16— Sluht haxe; cloudy; constant rain at night.— 17—Hazy throughout ; slight rain.— 18—Hazy; fine; ram.
— 19—Hazy; fine; cloudy.— i0—Hazy; orercast; fine; cloudy.

Mean temperature of the week equal to the average.

BECORU OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
DurinjrtheUnt 30 years, for the ensuing week, endin* March 29,lSc6.
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The highest temperature during the above nerio<i occurred on the 27tb.

1330—therm. 75 deg. ; and the lowest on the 25th, 18*0—tuerm. 14 dtij.
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Notices to Correspondents.

A zalfa: A A. It is very handsome, and we think,
double variety, new in colour.}:

Dioscobea Batata3 : TV. It is better to treat this as a hardy

plant. They should be treated like Potatoes, only they must

be planted on ridges, beneath the crest of which the soil

.
t

should be trenched 2£ feet deep,

bright days admitting air on the sheltered side of the Evergreens : Anon. Common Laurels are best pruned in April.

house only, and keep the inside borders moist by — ^ _* -1 *
u i.n. i- »>» «nn

occasional sprinklings, so as to counteract the dry-

lug effects of cold air and bright sunshine. If it

is desirable to prevent the Vines in the late house

from starting for some time yet, they should be let

down as far from the glass as can be conveniently

done, and the house shaded, unless the Vines can be

taken out, which would allow of the house being used

for other purposes, and there is little danger of the

weather being such after this season as to injure the

Vines. Houses starting should be kept thoroughly moist,

syringiug the Vines morning and evening, and the rods

penetrate deeply, and the roots of the Cane spread near should be bent as may be necessary to induce the buds
the surface, it seems well adapted to counteract the ex-

j

to push regularly. Peaches.— Where the fruit is fairly

liausting influence of the Cane. Dr. Davy in the Edin. set, maintain a nice humid atmosphere, giving the trees

They mnybe pruned at almost any time, especially in the warm
parts of England. Fruit trees may be pruned at any time

during winter. A week or two more or less can make no

difference in the operation of layering Laurels.

New Philosophical Journal.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Many of the structures which

go under this name are very unfit places for Heaths,
being generally too lofty, and kept too warm ; but

such varieties a? E. vernix coccinea, Westcotti, hiernalis,

Lamberti rosea, Burnetti, Linnseoides, &c, which bloom
in winter when the house is generally kept cooler than

at any other season are invaluable, flowering as they do,

when well grown, most profusely. These varieties

should be largely cultivated for the decoration of con-

servatories, and for supplying cut bloom. They should

be pruned back severely as soon as they have done
flowering, giving them a liberal shift when they start

into growth, using rich strong peat, and if they are
well attended to during the growing season they will

overcome any injury they may sustain through occu-
pying a somewhat unsuitable position while in bloom.
What with Azaleas, Camellins, Roses, Double Red
Chinese Almonds, &c, and a sprinkling of New
Holland plants and forced bulbs, show houses should
now be a blaze of flowers. Let every plant, how-
ever, be placed in the most suitable position, and aim at

a good washing with the syringe ju9t before shutting up

in the afternoon, so as to keep them clear of red spider,

and see that the soil about the roots is in a properly

moist state. Attend to disbudding and tieing in the

shoots, keeping them thin and regular. Here as else-

where it will be a work requiring careful attention, while

the present state of the weather lasts, to properly

regulate the ventilation, but this must be attended to at

any expense of time or trouble.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Look over all recently transplanted shrubs and trees

for the purpose of ascertaining whether they are

securely staked, for if these are allowed to roll about

with the wind the tender roots are often broken off and
the plants are consequently deprived of their only means
of obtaining nourishment. Mowing will soon require

attention; therefore have the turf swept, well rolled, and
rna'le thorough!}' firm without loss of time, and remember
that if the first mowing is deferred till the Grass has

got long it will require much time and labour to get the

turf again into proper order. Also get the walks

edged and otherwise put into proper repair. Attend

carefully to the stock of bedding plants, and get rooted

cuttings potted off as soon as they are fit, and
encourage them with a gentle bottom-heat and
careful management to make quick growth, for after

this season there is no time to be lost with

Ferns: Jessie. Any of the smaller hardy species will thrive m
such a place as you describe. As to Osmunda regalia it would

probably do very well ; but it should have soft peaty or fibrous

material if it is to flourish grandly.—J S W. They may he

obtained through any of the great nurserymen. %
Gas Tar : F G. On no account paint your hot-water pipes witn

this : it will be certain to injure your Vines % . ,

Ginsen* : J B. It is the root of a Panax, aud cannot be obtained

from the trade in this country. You must send to China for

it; and will most likely be unable to procure it alive. The

North American plant is said to be different from the Chinese.

Insects: Amateur. Your pots of Verbenas are infested by tm

larv« of a small Tipula, possibly T. maculosa (of whica

figures were given in our Journal a week or two ago), w kicn

have doubtless gnawed off the plants; the remainder should »j

repotted in clean soil, the earth having been carefully sbaKcn

from the roots and burnt. W. n t

Moss : Sub. Water your lawn with gas-water. The Moss win

die and the Grass flourish. If you cannot do this use a gooj

top-dressing of guano mixed with one-third of sulphate m
ammonia. J ..

Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we veIr
to request our correspondents to recollect that we ne

T
cr

u-
t

t
1(j

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this Ki
•

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially app Y>

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for aSSiato
f , 1

^'
they should exhaust their other means of gaining Infonn»«oj^

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thins =,

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. AU
can do is to help them—and that most willingly- "
now requested that, in future, not more than four P 1

..

may be sent us at one time.—E 31 G. 1. Probably &*->>*

Khutrow. 2. A. Pinsapo. In sowing Deodar seeds reBpo. in sowing ue"n»r °™.:~.
[f

need not be paid to setting them In any particular P ,"
1
!! . >^

wrong they will afterwards rectify theuuselves.J—G M a

Aerides teretifolium.Aenaes leretnoiium. ,n(i

New Garden : A B C. We adhere to the recommendations »

opinion formerly given. If this soil has a "pan beI
^
w

the
draining and trenching you will do no good with it """^

the
pan is broken throngn. We should not like to have

management of such soil. , - ^
Raisixb: Ban is desirous of knowing where Muse*wi

Valentia raisins, raised from seeds in this country, have p

duced their fruit.
t tn0

Steam Heating : E B. Perhaps it will be as well to eoa

.

small stones with mortar if you have any doubt of P°~e
fir^

full control over the steam. We should however, m tne ^
instance, ascertain how the apparatus works, whicu ~*

m x%

easily effected with a plunged thermometer or two. ° te

s#

very unmanageable in gardens under ordinary circumsta
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\ RTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and

j\- others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and

efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.&., &c,

Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,

London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates ot Lime,

Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,

•will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured

at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek :-Turnip Manure

V.. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 7Z.; Sulphuric Acid and

Coprolites, 6J.-Office, ^Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

«ent. of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and

other Chemical Manures.

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY have the

following ready for immediate delivery :—

CORN MANURES. ~ ^ '
'

CONCENTRATED URATE, for Roots, Grasses, &c.

NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

PERUVIAN GUANO direct from importers' warehouses,

JNitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and every artificial

Manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. E. Pubseb, Sec.

U]
ARNER'S 4±-inch
MANURE PUMP,

with Ball Valve, fitted with
1$ inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrought iron

Straps for screwing on to

any ordinary Water-butt or

Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
50s.

lj-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,

35. 6d. per foot.

IMPROVED LIQUID

U Gutta Percha Suction,

Is. 9d. per foot.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
V DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the nse of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel.

2i in. short 1 ft. 7 in.

MANURES.
HODGSON and S1MFSUIN, Wakefield, and

MATTHEWS and CO., Manufacturing Agricultural

Chemists, Driffield, manufacture the following Manures:—

aTMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-

dressing for Wheat, Barley, and Oats.

SIMPSON'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoes,

and other bulbous root crops. Price 81. per ton.

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.

The above have been successfully tested for eight years by the

leading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties,

.and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with the

most beneficial results.

Testimonials and other particulars forwarded by post on appli-

cation. &6° Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any, 71. per ton.

»»

it

» " It

Fitted for lead, "\

gutta percha,

or east iron

flanged pipe,

as required.

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe

attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

long 3 „ 3

ditto 3 „ 6
ditto 3

ditto 3 „

6

6„

THE PATENT SANITARY MANURE COM-
PANY'S NITRO-BIPHOSPIIATE, or BLOOD MA-

NURES.— For Corn or Hops, for Roots or Grass, 1350 lbs. of

031ood in each ton, and a large percentage of Phosphates. Thefle

Manures compete successfully with Guano at much less cost—
For price, testimonials, analysis, and local information, apply to

the Offices, 21,^ullum Street, City, London.

QEWAGE CHARCOAL MANURE.-This highly

O fertilising Manure, which is Peat Charcoal completely

saturated with London Sewage, will be found most efficient for

every species of crop; more especially for Peas, Beans, Turnips,

Mangel Wurzel, and other root crops. It will produce a greater

return for the outlay than Guano or any other Manure at an

equivalent value : it also possesses the property of retaining its

fertilising power longer than any other Manures now in use. It

may be obtained at the SEWAGE MANURE WORKS, Stanley

Bridge, Fulham, at 4i, per ton, and in quantities less than half

a ton at 5s. per cwt., for ready money only ; and in quantities not

less than a ton, will be delivered at the London Termini of the

Railroads free of charge for cartage. No charge for sacks.

It may also be had from Messrs. G. Gidbs & Co., 26, Down Street,

Piccadilly, Agricultural Seedsmen, Agents for London, and from

all the other Agents of the Company.

MANUKES.-On Sale, NITRO-BIPHOSPHATE,
or BLOOD MANURE, SUPER PHOSPHATE of LIME,

GUANO, BONE-DUST and HALF-INCH, GYPSUM, SUL-

PHURIC ACID, SALT, and all other MANURES of known

value. Sole Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company.—Apply to

MakkIFothkrgill & Co., 204a, Upper Thames Street.

rpHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Hekrv Ker Seymrb, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

Sir John V. Shelley, Bart., M.P, Deputy-Chairman.

Oeoree T. Clark, Esq. William Fisher Hobbs, Esq.

John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P. Edward J. Hutchins, Esq., M.P.

Sir William Cnbitt, F.R.S. Sir Samuel Morton Peto, Bart.

H enry Currie, Esq. William Tito, Esq., M.P.

The short barrel Pump is vpry convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and

space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

_ May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery tor Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden

Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makers.

[OSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
*J Cutlery Works, Sheffield; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawings forwarded by post.

DRAINING BY STEAM POWER.

JOHN FOWLER is prepared to undertake Contracts

for DRAINING LAND by his PATENT STEAM PLOUGH,
at prices varying, according to depth and distance, from 31. to BfclOf.

neiacre. inclusive of tiles, main drains, and all other expenses.

Contracts executed with great rapidity and tiles manufactured

on the spot, where suitabl e clay exists.—Havering, near_Romford.

FIRST PRIZE REAPING MACHINE.
NOTICE.

MESSRS BURGESS and KEY be? respectfully

to inform the public, and particularly the noblemen and

gentlemen whose orders they were obliged to decline for this

season on account of the manufacture not being fully arranged,

that the Roy.il Agricultural Society's First Prize of ZQl. was

awarded to them for M'Cormick's Reaper, with their patent

screw platform, at the trial at Leigh Court, near Bristol, upon

the 29th of August last. Amon-st the competing machines were

Hell's byCrosskill; Forbush's exhibited by Mr. Palmer; and

llussey's, with tilting platform, by Wm. Dray & Co. The

reports of farmers who have worked the machines during this

present harvest, show that the average quantity of Wheat,

Barley, and Oats which they cut was from 1J to 1} acre per hour.

Two horses work the machine with ease, and the only attendant

required is a man or a boy to drive. Further particulars and

prices sent free on application.—Burgess & Key, 103, Newgato

Street; and 52, Little Britain, London.

UOYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
It

*

CIRENCESTER.
Patron -His Royal Highness Prince Albert.

President of Council—Earl Bathurst.

Principal—Rer. J. S. Haygarth, M.A.

Professors, &c.

Chemistry—J. A. C. Voelcker, Ph. D., F.C.S.

Zoology. Geology-, and Botany—J as. Bucknian,F.G.b. r .L .8.

Veterinary Medicine and Surgery—G. T. Brown, M.K.L.\ .&.

Surveying, Civil Engineering, and Mathematics—

F.Armstrong, C.E.

Manager of Farm—G. Austin.

Students are admitted after the Summer and Winter

Vacations: also in April and October. The annual fees

for boarders vary from 55 to 80 guineas, according to age

and other circumstances; the fee for out students is 40L ppr

annum. The College course of lectures and practical instruction

is complete in one twelvemonth, though a longer course is

recommended. Prospectuses and information can be had ou

application to the Principal.

riOLLEGEop AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
V^ and ok PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S ., &c.

The svstem of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture

Engineering. Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval

and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

Mr Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deli\-er in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

VOHKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
It PKIZE SHEETS for the Rotherham Meeting may be

had of the Secretary, Mr. John HannaM, Kirk Deighton,

Wea'erby.—March 22.

T
O

Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq. William Wilshere, Esq.

1 This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection

of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions ot

Vroperty, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property

2 In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3 The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or

<he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-

lities will BE AFFORDED IK EITHER CASE.

4 The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,

"be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-j early

instalments. . v ^ j v. 4v j
5 The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,

and extended to fifty years for Land Improvement* and

thirty-one ye*r3 for Farm Buildisgs, whereby the instalments

wit! bt> kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the

*m proved Lands canafford to pay. William Clifford, Sec.

POULTRY, ETC., SHOWS.

PORTABLE WIRE PENS FOR POULTRY
X AND PIGEONS, furnished on hire by Thos. P. Hawkins,

-General Wire Worker, 27, Dale End, Birmingham. Game
letting and Wire Goods of every description.

IRON ' FENCETh'URDLES, ETC.

T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

J • ^tephensok & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns

«f WKOUGHT-IKON FENCE, which he is now prepared to

Kimnlv nnon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every

KiesSiption of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,

.<fcc, at the Manufactory as above.

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

of ground, 5 bars * ** eacb -

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3

inches ont nfjrround. 5 bars ... ^ ...fr.8A_eagli.__

T"ONG^slJON:POlSONOUS SHEKP AND LAMB
I, npvwiMfiS-These important Sheep Dressings have

*i«_dv W_ the means of producing the finest Hogget Fleeces

?uat av^ever heTn seen In the United Kingdom. Specimens
.,,at have ever neenH

Agricultural Meetings of last

Reason 'ho'wmg wtacSSSWh 3 Wool equal to H.to SO™ r_«J F rther specimens even of a more extraordinary

Thira^er« pw^rifffor exhibition at the different Meetings

°
BaTrv Brothers, Sole Agents for the Introduction of Long's

Notpoison^Sheepand Cattle^^^^"f^
out the United Kingdom, and for Shipment. Menton 3 Whan*

and Shad Thames, London.

Appointed Agents in all principal Towns, ofwhom Catalogues

•with Testimonials can be obtained; or from above.

BOYD'S PATLN r SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHE.
—Sole Makers, William Dray & Co.. Swan Lane, London.

May be had of all respectable Ironmongers and Seedsmen.

SCYTHES— Order Boyd's Patent Vulcan 3cythe; it is the

cheapest and best. It is sold ready for immediate use, avoiding

loss of time and Blacksmith's fees. Price only 4s. 6d., or with

handle complete, 6s. 6d. Prospectus on application.

W. Dray & Co., Manufacturers, Swan Lane, London; and of

all Ironmongers and Seedsmen in the Kingdom.

AT-CRUSHING and BEAN-SPLITTING MILL
(Turner's No. 5).

This Mill is recommended to

the use of every person keeping

a Horse, as superior for effi-

ciency, durability, and ease in

working to any manufactured.

Two bushels of crushed corn

afford more nourishment both

to old and young horses than

three bushels of uncrushed!

Price £5 15s. Bd.

Made and Sold by

E.R.& F.TURNER, St. Peter's

Iron Works. Ipswich.
^^^^ras^-UfSs

IMPROVED LAWN MOWING MACHINES.

Manufactured and Sold by Budding's Patent

TAMES FERRABEE & Co.,

O PHCENIX IRON WORKS,

Nbar STROUD,
GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

These are the only MOWING
MACHINES that can be used by

unskilled labourers

with equal facility

on Lawns, Verges,

between Flower beds, T~~*

on Bowling Greens,
•__

Cricket and Pleasure

Grounds; 5000 of

them have been sold.

Price List, including the carriage to any Railway Station

south of York.

Hand Machine, for One Man, cutting 16 inches wide £5 10s. Orf.

Ditto for Man and Boy „ 22 ditto ... 6 O

Pony Machine (or Donkey) „ 26 ditto ... 8 O

Horse Machine „ 23 ditto ... 11

Ditto ». 36dirro ... lo

London Agency :-The Mana^ «f the Agricultural Depart-

ment, Baker Street Basaac.

he ®sttcttittttal 45a*rtte-
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—
It is curious to observe how knowledge which in

one age was considered only speculative or theore-

tical, and as such left entirely in the hands of daring

adventurers on the confines of the territory of for-

bidden mysteries, becomes in a little while longer

connected with the most practical concerns of our

everyday life. If, for example, an ag.iculturist of

50 years back had been told that the science of

ecology could be made available in assisting him in

his conclusions as to the value of land, could point

out to him important facts which should guide

him in relieving the soil of superfluous water, or

direct him as to the position and depth below the

surface of a spring of well water, the smile of in-

credulity (if disbelief had manifested itself in so

mild a form) would soon have given place to scorn

at the presumption or imbecility of the scientinc

pretender. , . ,

But so much have matters become altered in the

present day that there is little difficulty m gaming

at least a respectful audience for the conclusions

of the geologist in respect to any of the points

just mentioned, and we therefore need offer no

apology for a few remarks on the teachings of geology

with respect to the agricultural value of land.

If for a moment we consider the aims of geology

and agriculture, we shall see their intimate connec-

tion The former has for its object the making us

acquainted with the structure of the earth, and as a

science in itself, is complete just in proportion as its

conclusions are based upon knowledge of other

sciences—-the latter comprehends the best method

of dealing with this same earth, so as to make it

available to the bringing forth the greatest amount

of produce. . ,

Now the teachings of the geologist show us that

the earth is made up of verv different rocks, and

that La one countv one kind of rock or "formation"

may prevail, whilst in another may be one of a

totally different kind. In both these we may have

the same climate, the same elevation, and but a

.slight variation in Tain and other atmospheric results

;

and yet how varied the kind and quality of the

agricultural productions of each. The question,

then, naturally arises, is this the result of caprice or

of different management, or do the manners, cus-
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-r >S the
't-^s * >*- »~ gb«from the rocky foundation upon which they-are laid

p

» ng f> but for the latter, superficial deoosits. wholesale cash nrices for l*™ ~—J£IT- were »
the snrronnding surface conditions merely modifying
them?
The inquiry will perhaps be best answered by

bringing together the results of an examination of
the prevailing crops on some of the
ant rocks, as in the following table :-

same thing
;
but for the latter, superficial depotUs^ wholesaleTaX^IJh^Z™****"*" the

"

especially where of any thickness, should be care- and not the retail price deU^T&I ê£*?
t*>

i done, a wp11-ovo/>h*«^ «,-.« , station or wharf Tf ci»««i^ u_ i.___ -
rarestfully coloured, and this done, a well-executed map

of any district or county might lead the student of
nature to speculate upon the prevailing wild plants
and the nature of the more civilised cultivated onp*more import- with a. much certainty as the palJoS^et Sr
student of fossils decides upon the nature of the
animal remains he may find entombed in certain
rocks.

Let us now review the productions of formations
as put down in our table. Fruit trees succeed on deep

sandstone and the lias are particularly favourable to
he growth of orchards ; if, however, we trace the
Has lands to the scarps of the Cotswolds, we shall
see that the moment they disappear orchards will
not succeed

; the condition of fruit trees, and wemay add of forest trees, shows at once the line of
separation between the lias and its superincumbent

station or wharf. It should be borne in mind^tmerchants and manufacturers cannot be expected,embark a large amount of capita), attend markets, riskbad debte, and give cred!t merely for the plea5ure of thtthing. I therefore consider that the merchant's profi?ought to have been added, or the retail prices shouldhave been given Again, 61. 10s. per ton is shown*
the price of half-inch bones, whilst the Hull weekly
price current for a long time past has given the price ofcattle bones by the cargo before they are landed on
crushed as 11. to 11. 5s. per ton. Phosphate of lim . toosoi. and therefore the marls oKhToH aTd^re^ Tva^d atl^p^ ^wTicTiJSSS^^Tsandstone and the lias are particularly favourable to calcined bones. Jieldin, 70 »J ""?Z t£°° ^_ f

°Tcalcined bones, yielding 70 per cent, of phosphate ofhme, are worth 61. per ton wholesale. Now this will beId. per lb. within a fraction. These matters, though
apparently trivial, are really of importance. S.

A STEAM-CULTURE REVERIE.—No. V.
One of the mechanical curiosities among which Ioolite Now, on following out the different beds of fou»d or rather lost myself wasVdiminutive bufeVtne oolite formation we pass over beds of clay, such I

dent]y powerful locomotive engine-running m ZLas fullers' earth clav. forest. rnnrMo «i.. {L-j acclivity tri««Sn- fc^i^E. °
,
p " ceePas fullers' earth clay, forest marble clay, Oxford

clay
;
the moment each of these appears in a passage

vities, tripping harmlessly over water-furrows
working a digging machine in a strong loamy soil, yet
without any visible appearance of boiler, steam, or fire

across the oolite rocks, those spots are marked by *lthout an^ Vlfiible appearance of boiler, steam, or fire
the reappearance of orchards to a greater or W j °*

uench ra7 ebullition of inquiries as to whether its

extent, showing that this is due to the reappearance TJT "aa
fv
d
?
riv

f?
from 8team

'
air

' W ether, &c,m the rocks of the proper mechanical conditions
for their growth

; but the differences in the manner
in which they succeed, and the variations in the
produce are so marked that we can only refer them to
causes affecting individual rocks.
As regards grain, the different varieties of dif-

ferent districts the amount of yield per acre, the
variation in quality, though all confessedly affected
by methods of cultivation, yet these, with even the
latter element itself, are matters dependant mainly
upon the staple-that is, the rock we have to act
upon. But it would be idle to multiply instances
tending to show that if agriculture be limited to
merely a matter of plant growing, it will be more or
less affected in its operations by the structure of the
substratum of the soil to be cultivated, and hence
geology on this principle alone must be viewed- as it
is daily becoming—more and more as an eminently
practical science. J

my friend Digland handed me an old number of the
" Literary Gazette," (for August 20th, 1840), contain-
ing an article on what was termed " the New Agrarian
System." °

It seems that a Mr. Pinkus, cogitating the question
ot cultivating by steam, perceived the unavoidable waste
of power involved in making an immensely heavy steam-
engine travel at a smart pace over arable ground-
hence the merit of Heathcoat's method of ploughing by
bands and pulleys, in a direction at right angles* to
that of the engine's slow progression. Yet for some
tillage operations, especially deep delving, it seems
better to apply the power in direct connexion with the
tool rather than to transmit it by horizontal traction :
in other words, spades or revolving diggers will be most
advantageously worked by a locomotive power. How
then obtain an exceedingly light engine ? " At the
Colosseum in the Regent's Park," writes the editor,
we attended and witnessed the working of a model of

certain machinery by which this is proposed to be
attained. It consists of a stationary steam-engine,Tk,, i a- ,,, .. • :

v* " *»*•««wmry Bceani-engine,
I he clothing of the earth with wild and cultivated

wh,ch communicates by pipes laid a few inches under-
plants, the kinds and condition of its animals, even S™UIld

> and branching in all the necessary directions,
the occupations and accommodation of man in his

W
• ,

machmery for performing every kind of
business, the materials cf his dwellings whether of

aSMcul,ural .labour—ploughing, harrowing, sowing,
brick, or stone, or wood, and the position of hisW8, ?

raming- Celling, cutting down wood, &c.
villages and towns-are all matters defendant I H*

imProv,^ methods distant fields, comprising

.
geological formation- ^^1^^^^ manv square miles near to or surrounding a station,* only an approxi- ""Ant question of ^fj^^ W™ KHfflSta&LtT*V *?^T

iuts out to uf such do in a future paper we shall seT Lt every person ^Te^s^
possible to disconnect «Wf "J

* practical pursuit will be none the less there shall be a half-mile in length of^mLns or pi^s

oice^ t^- trilths of a scienc« ?
ht0Ugh ¥? lhe P°Wer of the station^ engKonce held to be entirely speculative, as was Geology. tra»*™tted into the fields by an auxiliary vacuum

' F0UV> w ,,ch in any part of the fields can put inOTT" r,CT — -- motion a locomotive engine of light weight and without
boiler or furnace. To this locomotive engine actuated
by atmospheric vacuum power, various implements of
husbandry are from time to time appended, performing

lin» .f^ * --„.---—r ~~, Fi«*m sucn ai- —,; " TJ ° tu "« vision mat some of the ^rL^^T^f ab°Ve enunierateo- The power is

1? *i
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l
on thafc the state of the crops no

mS™d»«»* found in superphosphate of lime can be ZSETZLS the
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OT«™ ^ a Mow flexible tube,
les i than he mechanical and physical aspect o! the ^^^ ^^^ f^ ^uud th^ U Bitted ^and itself will afford a most efficient means of^l ^\ If

r
we add a ^ir percentage of the

tracing the boundary lines of each. These differ-,S AT
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found in ^perPhosphate%f lime
ences are doubtless due to such causes as mechanical ! l™?u!

Phosphates, we shall arrive at the following
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This table, though confesses.,

tt^-ff
the tr"th

'.yet P°ints — «» «» »ucnS f

dlffer
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.

es tha
,

1 !* is
,
impossible to disconnectthem from their geological basis, and had we timeand evidence at command it would not be difficult

to show that each of the formations tabulated
presents diversities in its different parts. Hence,
taking the new red sandstone as one formation

SS^TfJf ISM*- Prts
,
»*W

PRICES OF MANURES.
I beg to call your attention to the enclosed letter re-ceived by me last year from the secretary of thej;^ 9 •-•-""' "'utrij, umeieni parts, its upper «"veu ».v me last year from the secretarv nf ,h~dms on of narb, and its lower of sandstones^

P
n ^"don Manure Company. After reaX^hiseterbreaking up into agricultural soil, present such a ? ***** -»7 »™ to "the decision 7"tM o Te

1-! ,v
d
!f

arcat >on that the state of the crops no
'Dg«dl?'"8 ^und in superphosphate of lime can be

texture and chemical composition, which are not themere accidents of particular spots but affect We
districts inasmuch as the area occupied by each
geological formation was usually of large extent andwas throughout its whole deposited under the same
circumstances of climate, materials and time I

*m °V f
Te exa

,

mine more foHy the details of the
table the facts here insisted upon will only beDrought before us in a clearer light.

thin*h
e
iTk—!°

f re
?
tno °ne fact can be clear<*than that this item, the touchstone as regards value
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?
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v
e

'
f°r althouSh in all districts will be

bits ot land beanng a fancy price affected by its^W °\accommof^^ jet each district depends

«?™
D
nV°

mUCh Upon the surface as the^sub-
stance Of course patches here and there will befound to be made up of mixed materials deeply
covering up the original formation, and indeed it

£henever this is the case, another difference wilbe distinguished by the accurate observer, so thathe hneslof demarcation between local deposits upon

seues, will at all times show themselves by thedifference m the wild plants which ele^toUw
^T^eltt .

^ the PeCUl-itieS °< the cX
Here, then,jtfr not too much to say that geolo-

are mere speculations.
W,hw ot Produce ' ^ best they

results

Moisture n.oo
Organic matter... 12.00

f
a"d 6.00

Soluble phosphate 17.00
Insoluble 16.00
Sulphate of lime... 37.00
Ammonia... ... 1.50
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112
37
84
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806
or fully 8J. per ton, according to Professor Way.

Ihusit will be seen that the Manure Company cansupply u. with superphosphate of lime at If. Us. perton less than Professor Way admits that it can be sup!plied to the public. Geo. Summers. P
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thG lelter referred t0 '> its ^te isJuly 6, I800, which materially affects its value as evi-dence now in the spring time of 1856J •—

you require at the imdem?ntioned prices • * manures

— ^ _ .„ , m IIC1 « a,ain , SSSSTSfSSiV 1%
^P«ton

f
at the We-t India Dock..

whenever this is the case, another difference will ?3
llPhateofam^onia,ati6i: " JtWeSSS; h .he Ai«+; :»».-j u_ .i. >

*"w"ieraiirerence will Manure salt (white) at u «, " I* T , VSgs
»
bags extra

" The price of bones varies very much JIV Do8
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do "

ce?t
e

of
C

nsVu'hTe "^£^tmaml a^'
a"d ^ " ""^ ^ SSlTl "^ ^ ^ ",d deliT^ °f the l0°SeDed

salts and organic matttr" ' * Ittrge amount of *lkaline
f
arlh fcbehmd, and the axis of the digger is placed

lOniMtudinHllv ™ «^««l • _x_.J _<•
ob

., r

worKing round a roller parallel to the axle, and which
may be reversed at pleasure so as to operate back-
wards and forwards and in any direction "

• ?°? Dl^nd had n»t precisely copied this idea

;

instead of laying down pipes all over his estate to
convey power as you would water or gas, or indeed aa
we distribute manure, he merely adopted the flexible
tube, to connect a pneumatic locomotive with a
stationary portable steam-engine. I could not fail to
perceive in the principle of this invention a promised
solution of many difficulties involved in steam-culture,
and alike perplexing whether we attempt to propel a
steam-engine about an arable field or haul our tilling
machinery by ropes and pulleys. However, I must
defer a lull consideration of my friend's atmospheric
scheme by way of preserving the chronological order of
niy descriptions. I may here add, that Mr. Pinkus, in
1840, patented also a scheme for working implements
by electricity : wires taking the place ol the main-pipesm the previous system.
Of the rather unfortunate tribe of rolling diggers or

forkers intended to be drawn by horses, I saw the
earliest representatives

; the very first, indeed, being a
rotary grubber patented May 1st, 18'21, by W. Thomas
and Joseph Lobb. One was patented by Joseph Hall,
duly utn, 1842, consisting of a number of rotary delvers
or discs on one axle, having spades or cutters attached
to their periphery. These cutters project radially ; but
instead of being immoveably fixed are hung by joints
allowing them a little play, so as to facilitate their
entrance into the soil and delivery of the loosened
earth ibehind. and tho ^\a «*- *Z j: :- »iMnA*l

asour,

the
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Of the performances of these implements it is hardly decesso dd no Poemr "the davaTrZT f^
necessary to speak : the latter clogged itself and became when such loca schnnl iltllt ,
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' masters of middle class schools whether thev have not

JftoU. hiZlf?7
in
? ? °v;

ghS
?
F^ ;™Plement« b* experienced the want of some impartial andVecognisedportable horizontal wmdmilU. I need not devote a sheet standard in their too often unequal competition with

unscrupulous pretenders to the honourable office and
of paper to the description of these mills ; the fickle
though cheap motive-power of the winds having given
place to that evolved at will out of fuel and cold water.
But one or two details of the tackle or dragging appa-
ratus (not included in the patentees' claims), deserve a
little attention.

Two mills are employed, one erected in one corner
of a field, and the other in the corner diagonally oppo-
site. A doubled endless rope is extended along one
headland and one side of the field

guide-pulleys shifted on each headland, it can thus be
made to range from end to end, and coincide with every
furrow in turn, without altering the length of the
rope. Instead of diggiug a fresh anchor-hole for each
lurrow, each pulley is hooked to a uooden beam, and
shifted along it as required, the beam or rack being

title of preceptors. I would ask them to consider
whether the institution of some public test of their
pupils proficiency would not, while encouraging those
pupils to increased exertions and longer stay at school
at the same time supply to their establishments an
evidence of due qualification or certificate of excellence
such as the examinations for University degrees and

i ,
-

»i
honours have long furnished to the schools of the higherand by means of

j

classes-and have furnished, I will venture to say, with
great advantage to them all ; but more especially to
those which, though some of them simply grammar-
schools by their foundation, have, thanks very much to
these examinations, won a world-wide distinction as the
public schools of England.
The establishment of special examinations to testtK^T chains

T
stakes d

,

riven into the groan,c «^<^™z,vzstkThe plough of course traverses between the two an- mm. fAr !,« ,;«!,» j.-m :-« .
" * ae,ecnon « «• r,8ntThe plough of course traverses between the two an-

chored pulleys
; and it is fastened to the rope by a

pincer-shaped clip, which releases its hold when the
implement comes in sudden contact with any excessive
resistance.

It will be seen that the above method of shifting the
pulleys has been adopted, with slight modifications, by
some very recent inventors. I. A. C.

ON MIDDLE CLASS EDUCATION.

men for the right places, is becoming one of the ques-
tions of the day. Witness the examinations recently
set on foot for the Indian service by the Indian Govern-
ment

; for the engineers and artillery service by the
war department

; for lawyers by the inns of court ; and
last, not least, those projected for our civil service by
the late Government. But it is to be observed, that as
yet the more general character of University education
does not appear by the results to have at all unfitted
University men for distinguishing themselves in these
more technical and special examinations; nor does the

LLord
1

Ebrington has been kind enough to send us a memorandum
m
?
re te

p
chnicaI and special examinations ; nor does theon this subiect read at the October meeting of the council of the va,ue of academical distinctions appear to have been at«reX^^^ newl^stuted^ *,"^ P" hM^ at *~

prepared in relation to the proposed compel within The ™Z\l l J*™""**-
e

U ha8 ?et *> * P™ved
districts of the Society which the offer of a prize was intended

w
,.

hether the establishment of something like a standard
to produce. We rf™ n«rH*„. *r« .„ «~ fcf_ , I of middle class education, by means of some examina-

tions analogous to those of our Universities, would not
prepare the way for, instead of obstructing, and be
assisted, instead of obscured by, any subsequent trials
of more technical or professional qualifications. I
believe this to be a desideratum much wanted. Whether
it can be supplied remains to be seen. The Society of
Arts, by the examinations it has lately instituted, has
made a vigorous effort to do so. As I stated in my
letter to Mr. Chester, the Society's comprehensive
character, its more than centenary existence, its ties of
affiliation with almost every town in England, and the
countenance of its Royal President and distinguished
Vice Presidents, afford it great advantages for this
work. We shall see by the result of this year's ex-
aminations whether the Society has hold enough upon
the nation at large to succeed in its object. I hope it
has. I fear, however, it certainly has not upon the
rural part of the population ; and it is in them I, as a
country gentleman, must feel the deepest interest.

It was under these impressions that, before makino-
trial of the Society of Arts, I was led to think of the
plan of county honours and county degrees mentioned
in my letter to Mr. Chester. As this obviously, how-
ever, could not be carried into effect without larger and

^w more influential co-operation than I had any right to
of reading, reflection, and travels, "sometimes

e*Pect for any project of mine, I determined to take
themselves they can give regular farmers general

th
.

e
,
steP wh,ch the Council were so kind as to honour

to produce. We give portions of it in the following columns.]

Having already repeatedly made public, both in writing*
and by word of mouth, my impression as to the extent
and causes of the relative deficiency of the means of
education for the middle classes in general and for the
farmers in particular, I need not here go into the whole
-question again. Nor need I repeat how sincerely
anxious I ieel that farmers and farming should keep
pace with the progress of other classes and other arts.
I will observe, however, that if things go on as they do
now, I augur more favourably for some time to come of
the professional than of the social prospects of the
farmers. And for this reason. Though, on the one
hand, I am convinced, from the decided advance which
agriculture, like all other arts, has latterly been making,
that a combination of science with practice, and an
acquaintance with the experience of a wide circle of
agriculturists, attainable only by the well-educated,
will become gradually more and more indispensable to
profitable farming

; yet, on the other hand, the more I
see ot farming and farmers, the more sensible I become
of the very great amount of valuable practical know-
ledge they, for the most part, have of their particular
business. And though highly-educated gentlemen on
the strength of the really fuller knowledge they have
derived on certain agricultural points from their wider
range -*-—»•

flatter

lessons in their trade , vet the more
ir iarmers general .,,

r
. Z ^Tk T

ou
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luim aa to nonour miglity empire in tins point of view seems to me better
I am able to learn !. * VOte ™ *PP«>val when I mentioned it to them at calculated to kindle sentiments of pure and undivided
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prize for three years in succession, those who are yet
rather too young to come forward as candidates may
look to doing so hereafter, and begin forthwith to pre-
pare themselves accordingly.

3. I will refer to my often cited letter to Mr. Chester
for the reasons which lead me to require from the can-
didates certificates of competent scriptural knowledge
as a necessary part of an Englishman's acquirements, on
grounds not religious only, with reference to a future
world, but also purely secular, with reference to the
world that now is, to society as at present constituted in
England, to our English laws and English institutions.

4. With regard to the subjects of examination, they
have this year been purposely limited to three, viz. the
English Language, the History and Geography of the
British Empire, and Practical Mathematics—some ac-
quaintance with all of which is undeniably required by
every Englishman of the middle class who can be con-
sidered educated up to the standard of his position.

5. With regard to the points chiefly to be aimed at
in examining upon these subjects, I have conferred with
the three gentlemen who have so kindly undertaken the
laborious duty of conducting the examinations, and I am
happy to find a general concurrence between their viewg
and mine.

a. The knowledge of the English language I seek to
test and elicit relates not so much to correct grammar,
though that of course is implied, as to some acquain-
tance with the force and value of words, and the power
of faithfully representing thoughts and things in lan-
guage

; that is, of expressing what is meant, so as to
convey within a reasonable compass neither more nor
less than the sense intended to be conveyed. Mere
grammar, the dry bones, so to speak, of the language,
cannot of itself perform this higher, and, as it were,
vital function. Indeed if there must be a deficiency in
either one or the other, it had far better be in grammar
than in expression. No one who has not the command
of a vocabulary sufficiently lull and appropriate upon
any given subject can without undue prolixity make
himself thoroughly understood about it ; or speak or
write effectively, even if he cau himself think accurately,
upon it, which, since words are thoughts, is in many
cases far from easy. On the other hand the employment
of exaggerated language in the attempt at oratory or
fine writing, while it is far more repugnant to good taste
than the want of point and precision resulting from a
defective vocabulary, for the same reason tends to con-
vey impressions at least equally inaccurate. But every
one must have heard and read much that was more or
less incorrect in grammar, and yet perfectly intelligible
and to the point, often very graphic and sometimes even
eloquent This classical scholars well know from occa-
sional examples in the best authors. Still, even were it

otherwise, the practical character of the classes here in
question requires that their education should deal with
substance in preference to form.

b. The History and Geography of the British Empire
may, I think, be well taken together, as they happen in
the case of our particular country to be closely connected
with each other. What I should especially seek here in
the candidates would be a fair acquaintance with the
outline of the History of the Empire, of its principal
events, particularly of its wars and conquests, or dis-

coveries, and, in connexion with these, of the course of
its colonisation. To this, as of not less importance,
especially for men engaged in the business of raising
food for the population, I should add a good general
idea of the character, products, and resources of the
United Kingdom, and of those numerous colonies and
dependencies which togethermake up the British Empire.
The consideration of the History and Geography of that
mighty empire in this point of view seems to me better

of the comparative pecuniary results of professional and J
ivert

.

on- Having said thus much to put the Council
ot amateur farming in general, the more highly I am
inclined to rate the regular farmer's superiority in
whole branches—and those among the most important—ot that business. This, however, makes me only
regret the more that, for want of some additional educa-
tion, so many good farmers and sensible men should to

fully in possession of my views, and to secure those
views, as far as may be, from misconception, I will pro-
ceed to the details of my scheme.

1. With regard to the candidates for the prize, my
own idea is that they should be young men bond fide

so great an exfent, be restrained from K&^nz'Zii IhlTitJ"
a^»cuHure, the sons or relatives of Devon-

culture by the freer communication of their knoiled7e £™Jf f™ SSfS *"*»*** °r tenants), mainly
to others, and from more usefully serving the pubK£ g
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c puonc in culture. If occasion should arise for a more stringentvarious capacities
; and should be thus prevented from T.Z\' -
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m th,s respect, the 50/. franchise would
community.

tnemselves in the eyes of the perhaps the more fairly indicate the minimum for renting

My object in offering the present nrize is not mPrPlv ! ff
rme
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cause i4 w ™th their educational qualifica-

to give young farmers an ^^^""0^™^ °- ——^^ " *»*!«•"« *f the raid*«
to endeavour to ascertain, with a view to its amendment
if necessary, the means of education at present practi-
cally available for that class in Devonshire. I mean of
general education, as distinguished from business train-
ing. I cannot believe that in the present day any ascer-
tained deficiency will long be allowed to continue in this
country without some effort being made to supply it
more especially if the class affected be one so powerful
and so capable of manfully overcoming difficulties as
the agricultural body has recently shown itself to be.
In the present instance this accurate knowledge is the
more essential, because we have some reason to believe
not only that more has latterly been done for improvin

'

the education of the classes both above and below the
tarmers than for them, but also that the present genera-
!l°f|J>fJ r̂nierB find, with regard to the education of
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patriotism in Englishmen, than would be the study, to
an equal extent, of the history of the English people, of
the growth and development of our social organisation
and political institutions ; because such a study neces-
sarily brings men into contact with party and contro-
versial questions still debated at the present day. More-
over, the study without which a real knowledge of our
history viewed in the latter aspect is not to be acquired,
must be far deeper and more systematic, and demands
powers of philosophical reflection hardly to be attained
without longer and severer mental training than it is

reasonable to pre-suppose in the candidates to whom I
offer my prize.

c. With regard to the third subject, viz. Practical

class, and for their duties as~citiZens' of a"free"connte7 ^Iathematics .
wh&t ought to be required would seem to

that we are here concerned, rather than with their
bea thorouPh knowledge oftheearherru'es of arithmedc,

technical or professional knowledge as persons en<raoed f^,?*"
the first Pr," ciPle8 of

.

the mechanical powers, of
in the business of farming. The standard adopted "for

bookkeeP,ng, and of mensuration. I say of the principles,

tenant-farmers would furnish a sufficient basis for de-
bec

.

ause *J« fa
T
more important to have a thorough

termining the limitations in the cases of freeholders or
copyholders. It seems unnecessary to fix a maximum

;
as the Committee would practically, I believe, find no
difficulty iu deciding whether or not any one offering
himself as a candidate was or was not, from present
portion in society, or from past advantages of
first-rate school or college education, so far above the
standard of the class I seek to benefit as to be an unfair
competitor for the others to have to encounter.

2. The object of limiting the age of candidates to
18 and 23 inclusive, is simply to insure their having all

fairly committed themselves to the pursuit of a«rricul-

ture, and being so far removed from boyhood as not to
repel from competition those just arrived at manhood,
and already entering upon the business of life. But as

Sir Stafford Nortlicote, Bart., M.P.; the Rev. Chancellor

t l ^-^ ~^a°*~L ;«.„„:«„ ^r a- • a Martin; R. Dymond, Esq., C.E., who most kindlv undertook at
I have announced my mtention of offering the same my request to conduct the first examinaUons next Easter.

* Jrj

understanding of principles than a familiarity with those
convenient formularies which, though invaluable in the
daily business of life, caunot of themselves enable any
man to deal with new and unexpected cases; and, if

merely learnt by rote, give none of the valuable mental
training furnished by the process of thoroughly master-
ing any subject.

In conclusion I will only add how anxious I am that
the three examiners^ should be relieved from all trouble
about this matter not inherent in the nature of their
duty. And indeed it would seem on every account
desirable that a Committee should take off their hands
any questions that may arise as to the admission of
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kept covered on a bare tioor mildewed and became

useless. I plant very early for an ear!y market and

prefer the waste of planting whole Kidneys to the risk of

cutting them. The fact is whole sets are hardier

against the action of manure, against rain frost and

vermin. If Kidneys are cut they should be so some

weeks before planting, that the cut part may form a new

firm skin. In the ca^e of large Flukes the cook might

daily before dressing those allotted for dinner cut off the

crown ; these crowns being dried would I think be

sufficiently hardy to succeed in dry grouud when planted,

say in March, when the worst winter frosts and heaviest

muoicating to them the arrangements which be proposes to rains have ceased. But if we are driven to plant large

make for awarding the prize which he has offered to the sons whole Potatoes let US give them more room in propor

and relatives of farmers in Devonshire, and to assure him that

whatever tends to promote so desirable an object cannot fail to be

a matter of interest to them.
It was proposed by Mr. Acland and seconded by Mr. Dymond

— That the Couucil understanding that his Lordship does not

propose to make the Society responsible for the details of the

proposed examinations, are happy to learn that there is reason

to believe that some active members of this Society are prepared

to co-operate with his Lordship in carrying" out the proposed plan.

Both resolutions were carried nem. con.

persons proposing to present themselves as candidates,

&c. I would therefore venture to ask the Council to

•designate some Devonshire members of the Bath and

West of England Society,* whose assistance I might

solicit for this purpose with the high sanction of the

Council.

Extract from the Minutes of the October Meeting of the Council of
the Bath and Went of England Society for the Encouragement

of Agriculture, Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce*

Established 1777.

After some remarks upon the above statement of hi« Lordship,

it was proposed by Mr. T. D. Acland andseconde 1 by Mr. A. II. D.

Troyte—That the Council beg to thank Lord Ebrington for com-

THE POTATO CROP.
Having observed in your Notices to Correspondents

in the Agricultural Gazette some remarks on the Fluke

Potato I beg to offer a few observations thereon.

Four years ac° I purchased one cwt. of Flukes ; I was
told at the time not to do more than split them, or they

would not come up. Being anxious to set a certain

portion of ground with them, I cut them all to single

eyes ; they all came up with the exception of ten, the

failure of those 1 attribute to the sprouts being rubbed

off in the sack, when brought to the garden. In the

autumn when taken up, they were a splendid crop,

yielding 17 stone for every stone planted, or 136 stone

of sound potatoes, and eight stone of diseased ones,

making 144 stone in all. The ground on which they

were planted is a very stiff clay soil, they were in-

differently mauured, and planted on the 9th of May,
which was yery late—the quality was excellent. The
following season having more seed wherewith to plant,

and having picked out the middle sized ones for seed,

they were planted whole on ground contiguous to where
they were grown the year before, they came up well,

but when the crop was taken up it was quite inferior to

the previous one, yielding not more than 12 stones per

stone of seed, with a great deal more decnyed ones from
disease. From the same Potatoes this last season I

planted still more largely upon some new ground that

had been trenched for a plantation. This was a light

gravelly soil ; about one half of the sets were cut, the

other half middle sized ones set whole. All came
up well ; at the time ot taking up, those from cut

sets had the advantage over the other of about three

stones per stone of seed, or thus, cut sets 15 stone per
stone, uncut 12 stone per stone. Those planted in the

garden from the same seed, and grown on the same
ground on which they grew the previous year, were
quite equal to those of the first year I had them, indeed
the tubers were larger ; the quality is first rate, in none
of these seasons were the sets planted more than two
inches deep. I attribute the failure of the Fluke to over
deep planting, and buying the seed just when it is wanted

tion, and (I have found) we shall have our reward in a

greatly increased produce. P. V. F.

Last year on April 17th I set 11 J lbs. of Flukes, cut

into 777 sets. I believe none of them would have failed

had it not been for a kind of worm which destroyed

nearly a third part of them. The others produced a

satisfactory crop. On the same day, but in a different

part of the garden, I set 1 1 lbs. of the same variety, cut

into 377 sets ; of these the worm above alluded to

destroyed about a twelfth part. The remainder suc-

ceeded admirably. I did not weigh the produce in

had previously set on March 15th 6 lbs.

soil, 1 bushels per acre being the medium quauuty

drilled by me on my poor land. The Marigold Wheat
contains 528,000 grains in 1 bushel, or 1,056,000

grains per acre. This will be about 24 grains per square

foot. It must not be lost sight of that we do not plant

our Wheat but drill it in the ordinary way, therefore I

have not 24 plants per square foot, as Messrs. H. and

Son would have us believe, but 1 7 plants per square

foot, some grains not having germinated, others being

destroyed by the attacks of birds and insects. I have

grown" Barley in my garden 8 inches asunder, and fouixl

it amply thick, which is a proof that overfed plauts may
be grown very thin with advantage to the grower, but

this is no proof that it will pay to cultivate so high and

seed so thin. Perhaps this Barley was sown where no

corn ever grew before, and and on a naturally rich soil

dug often and deep; in fact, such a soil as we do not often

find cultivated in a manner that would not pay

for the production of corn. Does this description

of soil correspond with that on which Messrs. H. & Son

grew 84 bushels per acre from 4$ pints, and 15 bushels

only from 3 bushels per acre ? If so, I am not so much
surprised at the result, for it would be madness to seed

so thickly on a soil containing a superabundance of the

constituents necessary for a crop of Wheat. Twenty-one

sacks of Wheat per acre ! Is it possible ? I have full confi-

denceinMessrs.H.&Sonjbuthowwasthisresultobtainedl

I presume that it was a few yards of transplanted Wheat,

either c»se. I

of Dean's Seedling Potato (a seedling raised from the

Fluke, and which it much resembles). I did not count „

the number of sets, but they were put in about 12 inches
]

and that Messrs. H. & Son's calculation was based on a

apart in eight rows 2 feet apart, the aggregate length of
-- 1— *-* :

*
*u *—

•
f ~lo " f ™m •*»» «•<>

which was 170 feet. The produce was 93 lbs. of very

fine and excellent Potatoes. Four other persons in this

neighbourhood procured Fluke Potatoes last spring.

All of them cut them into ordinary sized sets, and a

satisfactory crop was the result. Q. W. Manning, St.

Juliet Parsonage, Cornwall, March 17.

I am induced to state in consequence of the

diversity of opinion expressed by your correspondents

what my experience of the Fluke is. Early last

spring I planted 3 acres of marsh land that had been

drained, pared, and burnt, and had received 10 cart-

loads of manure* per acre with Flukes, all of them cut

into sets. I was cautious not to take more than three

or four from the largest Potato, and many were simply

divided in half. My crop was magnificent. Taking the

whole throughout, each set produced 45 well grown

tubers. Many reached the high amount of from 60 to

76 tubers. This statement may seem almost incredible,

but I can verify it by friends who personally inspected

my field. After this who can say that the Fluke is not,

not only a good, but the A 1 Potato. The poor people

round me have rightly judged of its merits, and if I had

200 bushels to sell I am certain that they would all be

parted with within a week, such is the demand for them.

I am planting nearly 3 acres this year in the same
fashion, being satisfied from experience that no harm
can arise from dividing the Fluke Potato. C. F.

Thruston, Talgarth Hall, Merionethshire,

Home Correspondence.
Thick versus Thin Seeding.— I agree with "Falcon"

in his description of poor land, and was not aware but

I had pointed out the common sense principle on which

the farmer sows thickly on this description of soil. The
and having them put in sacks, and nearly all the sprouts greater number of plants found in the soil where thick
rubbed off. The Fluke is nothing but a late Kidney ; seeding is practised produces a greater number of
any one is aware that the early Kidney suffers very
much by losing its first sprout. As to field planting, the

above mode is as applicable as in the garden, having
grown them there for my own use. My neighbour, a
large farmer, purchased some Flukes the last season. He
had been told if he cut them they would not come up

;

he planted them whole and at 2 feet apart in the line
;

I had 5 stone of cutsets in the same field. About [a

dozen missed of mine, and my crop was quite equal to

his ; in comparing the expense of seed his would cost

five times as much, as the seed was large in size. The
Fluke when planted in the field should be covered as
light as possible, or the ridges harrowed down imme-
diately after planting. There are two sorts of Fluke in

this vicinity : one is excellent, the other worthless ; it

spontjeolets than where there are fewer plants, and
these having each the power to absorb the pabulum of

the plants a greater weight of corn per acre results

from thick seeding. With the greater number of plants

is increased the facility for the collection of the con-

stituents necessary to the formation of corn. If all the

soluble food found in a barren soil could be placed in

juxtaposition with the spongeolets or mouths, as can be

effected in animal life, then would "Falcon's" theory be

correct. I would ask " Falcon," if he possessed two
fields of Turnips on laud of equal texture and richness,

one manured with 3 cwt. of superphosphate of lime per

acre, and the other sown without manure, would he

allow the former to be left 10 inches only asunder and
the latter 20 inches ! This, I believe, is what ** Falcon"

calculation of the production of a plant from every seed,

therefore their statement would require a little modifi-

cation. Much praise is due to Messrs. Hardy & Son

for their perseverance in what they think will ultimately

be of benefit to the community. Now that they culti-

vate Wheat by the acre their results will gain mors

attention, and consequently they may gain more con-

verts, especially if they give us a balance sheet showing

greater profits than we now obtain. Oeo. Summers,

Houghton Farm, Blandford.

The Storm of Feb. 6.—It will probably be in the re-

collection of your readers that in the night of February

6-7th ult., a most destructive hurricane passed over the

south-west of Scotland, and especially the city of Glasgow.

In perusing the details which were given in the Times

of Saturday, Feb. 9, 1 was struck with the fact that the

nearer the different points of damage lay towards

Ireland, at so much an earlier hour of the night did

they begin to suffer from the violence of the wind;

whereas those which were situated further inland, or on.

the eastern coast of England, did not experience this

visitation until a later hour, and towards the morning-

Conceiving, therefore, that this was a true progressive

storm, and that its probable line of movement would be

from west to east, across the north of Ireland and centre

of Scotland, I made application to the Trinity Board for

copies of the reports from the undermentioned light-

houses, an abstract of which I subjoin in Table I., and

if your readers will draw a line E.N.E and W.S.W_
through the city of Glasgow, and then draw others from

it to the different stations in the following table, they

will I think clearly perceive how regularly the barometers,

there observed, fell and rose again, as the storm's

centre travelled the course I have indicated. The general

direction of wind was from South and S.W., veering to,

West ; the hours of its greatest force coincide very

closely with those of the greatest depression of the

barometer.

Stations.

Scilly

Cornwall.
• * # * •

is a large Potato, when cut into very yellow, and when would call a common sense principle. No person rejoices

* • *

boiled is always sweet as though it were frosted ; this

variety has brought the good one even into bad repute,

as people are jealous of being taken in. Kirhby Londs-
dale.

I see a correspondent in the agricultural part of your
Paper writes to know if the Fluke Potato may be
planted with cut sets. I have grown it in considerable
quantities for the last three years, and I prefer whole
Email Potatoes, and at digging up time save them for

«eed ; but I cut some bushels of the medium sized ones
longitudinally, and have very few blanks in the piece. I

consider the Fluke Potato to require good garden
ground in preference to field culture. The crop here
from the garden is immense—from the field hardly an
average ; 1 have in the former dug 17 Potatoes, weigh-
ing 20 lbs., in a row of 10 yards. G. Bond,

I have grown Potatoes to a considerable amount for
some years, and my experience has taught me that all

Kidneys are more liable to rot when cut than round
ones. Last year I planted one cwt of Flukes, a portion
being cut ; strong frost succeeded, and then smart rain ;

the cut ones perished, the others flourished. A neigh-
bour had a like case. Even a few cut ones that were

f

The following members of the Council—Mr. Siliifant, of

compliance with this request.

more than myself to see any prejudice removed that

tends to retard the advancement of our profession, nor
would any person enjoy more than myself the sight of

a field of corn grown by the application of science to

that perfection which we cannot yet attain to. Science

is not yet sufficiently advanced—science may some day
enable us to grow corn with that certainty which
Messrs. Hardy & Son would have us believe is now
possible. The time may come when we may deposit

4,\ pints of grain per acre and say with satisfaction we
shall reap 84 bushels per acre in the coming harvest.

Messrs. H. & Son may feel assured that there are few
farmers who do not too often experience the loss re-

sulting from the plants being too thin in the soil, and
this in soils in a high state of cultivation. Chemistry
must teach us more about manures before we can with

profit sow so thinly, and the destruction of iusects must
be more studied, and much more must be known about
them, before we sow as little as 1 bushel per acre on

laud that is naturally poor, or I think I may say

on land that may be placed amongst the medium
quality. On some land rich in the constituents

of Wheat 1 bushel per acre may be sown with

advantage, provided that it is drilled in good season,

few soils that do not even then require

vary the quantity per acre according to the

Edystone
Devonshire.

South Bishop
Cardiganshire.

Dublin

Sr. Catherine's

I. of Wight.

St. Bees, Cumb.

Longstone
Northumb.

Flainborough
Yorkshire.

N. Foreland ...

Kent.

Heligoland ...

i • •

* •

Highest previous
observation ofBar.

5th, 9 a.m. ; 29,91

9 a.m. 39,21

9 a.m.
1

29,95

P • I

10 a.m.

8 p.m.

3 p.m.

3 pjn.j

3 p.m.

30,02

29,81

29,64

29,84

29.87

«*»

t ••

9 p.m. 30,08

6th, 3 a.m. 29,86

Lowe 81 observa- Differ

tion, noted at ence.

,56

,51

.8*
*

,85-

&
.51

29,35

29,70

29,22

29,20

29,34

28,80

28,79

29,04

29,57

29.22

6th, 3 p.m.

3 p.m.

3 p.m.

1p.m.

9 p.m.

9 p.m.

7tb, 3 a.m.

3 A.m.

3».m

9 a.m.

At St. John's Point, Dundram Bay, at the height of the

storm the barometer fell to 28,91 at 11 p.m. of the 6th.

I think it probable that the logs of the outward bouoJ

American and West India steamers may carry back ui}

data beyond the west of Ireland. F. P. B. Martin,

Oxford and Cambridge Club, March 18. ,

Covered Yards or Box Feeding.-—Since I lust addressed

you on this subject, I removed 100 half-bred hoggej

trom an open boarded floor and placed them on Bt
J?

in a walled and covered shed with paved bottom. *

space allowed is 10 superficial feet per head, including

in this space the necessary feeding troughs. Of cou o

there is proper ventilation by openings in vario
^

directions to carry away the impure corporeal exna »-

tions. Each sheep receives daily 10 lbs. of M »n#j'

three-quarters of a pound of Rape-cake, and some

cut Wheat straw chaff. Their appetites and conditio^

are in every way satisfactory. They have been n«

8 weeks in this shed without any removal of manu ,

and by an almost daily examination of the condition w»

the manure I cm enabled to arrive at dennl
f*

C^
earliness or lateness of the season and the state of the

j
elusions. If straw was too abundantly supplied
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manure became warm—too warm ; by stopping the

supply it became cool. In fact the degree of wetness of

the manure regulated its temperature ; when wet it was

cool, when moist it heated. Finely cut straw or short stuff

absorbed moisture quickly, and had to be very sparingly

supplied. A light covering of straw once a day keeps

the manure in perfect order, solid and free from smell,

but disturb it with a fork, and the odour is all-powerful.

One pound and a half of straw per head per day for

sheep is a sufficient foddering, and 9 to 12 lbs. for a

bullock. We must not forget that 13-14ths of the

manure is liquid. I was never before satisfied or confi-

dent as to feeding on straw bed, but now I see clearly

that the failure or success depends upon the proper

management of the manure. I read Mr. Lawrence's

remarks with much satisfaction, and know that box-

feeding with him at Cirencester has been quite success-

ful ; but there is much difference between the hard

glassy cereal straws of Essex and the far more soft and
spongy straw of the elevated Cotswold Hills. The
former are more hard and reedy, and admit air readily,

whilst the latter pack closely and exclude air. In the

former case it is necessary to effect this exclusion by
ample saturation. The late dry weather has caused the
manure in many open farmyards in this neighbourhood
to heat violently, and then " fire-fang." As my last

communication on this important subject was considered
valuable by many practical farmers, I trust the present
may not be deemed inopportune. The quantity of straw
I have named for litter would have to be increased
where the animals were fed entirely on roots. J. J. Mechi,
Tiptrce, March 17.

Nature v. Art, or Poultry v. Wild Birds.—There is a
sad war going on from time to time, as it suits the con-
vemence of correspondents, about rooks, sparrows, and
moles, and such like so-called farmers' friends. Mr.
Wilkins, in your Number for February 2d, has treated
us to the last essay on the subject ; and as he calls

on us to reason together, let us do so for a few minutes,
for there is yet a " Greening " not so convinced by his
argument as the happy issue of his interesting dialogue
brought out. He asserts, what nobody denies, that all

things were made good, and hence infers that we
ought to let them remain as they are. But is not one
of our first commands "to replenish the earth and
subdue it?" The reverend gentleman seems to be a
great admirer of Nature in some things, but I do not
tfiink he is so, so far as he himself supposes. Suppose
we were to allow her to manage things her own way,
vhat would the result be ? All our life is a struggle
against Nature, not to kill her, that we cannot do, but
to subdue her ; without her we could not get on at all

;

but we must see if we cannot set her properly to
work, and where we find any ravages committed
among crops we must not say it is Nature's tax, but
art's imperfection. Let us then remove the evil

even at the risk of having the cure as bad as the
disease, and then see if art will not find a remedy.
I think if the rooks and moles were destroyed
we might put more manageable substitutes to do the
work, and which would at the same time be profitable.
What does any of these vermin do that our common
barn-door fowls cannot and do not do ? They can eat
slugs, grubs, and insects of all kinds, and also corn, and
raost seeds ; in short they are omnivorous, and more
than that they are industrious. They will pick all off
the surface, and even go down to a good depth. Well
now that we have found them how are we to set them
to work to do it properly ? I think that we shall manage
it by having our poultry houses built like gipsy vans, so
that we can take the whole flock to where they are
wanted, not where they only please to go. Let them
be taken in the morning when the ploughs go to work,
and as their house is with them they will stop con-
tentedly and work with pleasure, requiring little more
food and converting a scourge to a profit. We know it

is said that few will go where there is nothing to be got,
and so with them, yet see how incessantly they scour
the one or two fields that adjoin their house ; and if

they get so much there, how much will they get if sent
over all the farm ? By this means they could exist in
great numbers at little cost and with better health than
they do, sometimes confined to one spot. And then
perhaps Mr. W.'s friends would disappear, because
there would be no grub left for them. The work will

be done at less cost and by more tractable workers, and
they might be made to answer as well in the garden
(they could be confined by netting to the spot they are
wanted in), so as not to injure any crop, and then we
should hear no more inquiries how to kill wire-worms.
The farmer has, and I dare say always will have, lots

of friends, but many of them are very selfish, and
among such are Mr. W.'s protegees. Such a plan

might perform a cure and solution for the game-laws, by
gathering up all stray grains after harvest, so that

nothing be lost nor left for these wild beasts. O. S.

Sundries.—In the first place I recommend your
inquirer "J. M." in the Number for March 8, 1856, not
to put any sulphate of soda to his cyder. It may be
that he does not know that sulphate of soda is the
common purgative salt called Glauber salt, the use of
which is now almost superseded by Epsom salts. [It is

not sulphate but sulphite, or rather hyposulphite of soda
that is recommended.] Next as to Gorse— I think it

extraordinary that a spineless Furze bush, or at least a
bush with soft and harmless spines has not been dis-

covered among the millions of bushes growing almost
everywhere, for if found it could most easily be mul-
tiplied by small cuttings, so as to be sold in rooted
plants at a shilling, or for less per hundred. In 1852, in

July or August, I cut from bushes of the double i rarelv contain more than 50 or GO per cent of phosphate

blossomed Furze more than a thousand cuttings, trimmed
and planted them very close together in sandy soil

within a two-light frame to protect them from drying
winds, all within five hours, and of them full a thousand
became rooted, and in the subsequent spring were put
out into rows a foot apart and nine inches asunder, and
became beautiful plants. Now I want somebody to

discover a spineless Furze bush, from which to propa-
gate, and then so valuable a fodder plant for winter use
will soon become plentiful. A reward should be offered
for a living spineless Furze bush.—Lastly, in answer to

the wish expressed in your notice to " X " as to seeds
in a pound, I send you the weight of a pound of seed
of each sort of a number of Grasses, and of some plants

ascertained in the years 1838 to 1843, during which
period I was in the habit of occasionally collecting seeds
of Grasses, of other plants and of trees for the purpose
of sending parcels or specimens to N. S. Wales, of most
of which I carefully cleaned and weighed portions with
scales so accurate that two seeds of Agrostis alba
would alter their balance.

Number of Seeds to a lb. weight avoirdupois,
when very well cleansed, of the after-named
Grasses and Plants.
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Agrostis alba stolonifera
Aira aquatica

w flexnosa
Alopccurus pratensis
Anthoxanthum vernum
Avena flavescens

„ sativa, var. Winter Oat
Bromus erectus
Briza media
Cynosurus cristatns
Dactylis glomerata
Festuca riuriuscula

gigantea ...

elatior

Ovina
„ pratensis...

Olyceria fluitans ...

Hoicus avenaceus...

„ lanatus
Lolium perenne ...

Phaiariii arundinacea

-
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Seeds in
1 lb.

avoirdupois.
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„ cananensts,
Fhleum nodosum ...

n prateose
Poa annua ..•

cultivated for bird-seed
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compressa
trivialis

pratensis
var. ancustifolia

,i „ var. subctvrulea
Triodia decumbens
Nasturtium officinale (Water-cress)
Lathyrns pratensis
Orobua tuberosum
Rpseria luteola (Dyer's Weed or Weld)
Kumex acetosa (Common Sorrel)

Trifoliura incarnatum
„ medium (true wild zigzag Clovor)

„ pratense (wild common Perennial Clover)

n pratense bienne (cultivated Clover)
„ repens (White Dutch Clover)

Vicia sepium

• #

• » i

* * * • *

4 ,83S .400

1,2 11.160

74<.SO0
520.920
672,000

1,728,000

1 2.480

69,120
929,280
952.320
395,520
415,4 40

126,720
230.400

1.113,600
207.360
276.4S0
122.88)

1.050,720
199.H80

506.880
64,512

2,119,660
948,480

1.54:*,680

2,023,68 I

2,380.800
1,405,440
1.27S.7-20

1,3^3.21)0

192,000
2,457.600

34 304

38 912
1,612800
441 .^00

104.448
437,700

322,560
253.440

821 .760

28,672

J. C. X.
Superphosphate of Lime.—In your Paper of the

8th of March there is a communication from Professor
Voelcker of Cirencester upon the subject of supherpho=-
phate of lime which contains some extremely useful

information and some practical remarks founded upon
sound sense and prudence, but it would be highly
desirable if he would go one step further in the

chemical information which he affords. He states that

the value of superphosphate of lime 'when sold varies

extremely in consequence of the mode of preparing it,

and that he does not consider that it can be deemed
good, (a relative term) unless it contains 33 per cent,

of phosphate 'of lime one half of which has been
rendered soluble by acid, and that such an article can
be now furnished at from 11. to 11. 10s. per ton. The
question which I should be anxious to have solved is, of

what the remaining 67 per cent, is expected to consist,

whether of water contained in the acid, or of ashes,

sand or other ingredients mixed with it by the manufac-
turer. Again supposing that no admixture has been
made, that nothing but acid has been applied *o the

bones, and that the substance formed is in a tolerably

dry state, what he then considers to be the proportion

of phosphate of lime. I have been in the habit, since

the time Mr. Pusey recommended the practice, of

purchasing crushed bones and sulphuric acid separately,

and of mixing them in the simplest manner possible.

Generally for the purpose of drying the mixture and
convenience in using it, some ashes or sand have
afterwards been added, but I should feel much obliged

to Professor Voelcker if he would say whether his

remark of 33 per cent, applies to the pure substance
of I one and acid. I conceive not, but this point in his

remarks is obscure. As far as I understand the
chemical change which takes place, it is this : that bones
consist entirely of phosphate of lime, that by adding
sulphuric acid two substances are formed, one being

sulphate of lime, the other a biphosphate of lime which
is easily soluble in water. These having performed this

operation without any other admixture, what does he
consider to be the proportions of the various ingre-

dients ? This appears to me to be the only true mode
of estimating the real market value or cost of super-

of lime.]

Drainage and Irrigation.—A. correspondent of yours

appearing desirous to have a confirmation of my state-

ment that I had frequently caused deep drains in strong

clays to discharge liquefied manure abundantly, I beg

to state that it has been no uncommon occurrence. He
may be more surprised when I tell him that the manure

was the solid as well as liquid, all mixed together with

water. I have no doubt Professor Way was quite right

in savin? that clays will retain ammonia ; but if our
* • • •

nitrogen has not become ammonia do wc not lose it by

filtration ? There is unmistakeable evidence given by

the rich verdant colour of the vegetation which grows

where the drainage flowed that we lose much valuable

manure through our drains. A few years ago, during

heavy rains, I saw the drains discharging rich streams

of manure, and on examination found that it proceeded

from a dung-heap 200 yards distant from me, which
was on the surface of the soil; but through which, and

through the soil the essence was carried by the falling

rain. J. J. Mechi, Tiptree, March 17.

Soils.— I am extremely obliged by the notice you

have taken of my communication in respect to soils.

In reference to the completeness or incompleteness of

the analysis I am not responsible. I forwarded the soil

to Mr. Medlock, of Great Marlborough Street, and he

charged me three guineas, the highest sum named by

you in page 1 78. D.

Farmers' Clubs.
London, or Central Farmers' Club : Farm Agree-

ments.—At the late monthly meeting Mr. Jackson

read a paper on this subject. His first inquiry was

—

Are verbal agreements, or, in other words, agricultural

customs, best calculated to give a stimulus to agricul-

tural improvement ? From the evidence given by wit-

nesses before the Tenant-right Committee, it appears that

a system of compensations for improvements has within

the last 20 or 30 years grown up into a custom in parts

of Lincolnshire ; and that this, combined with tenant

right agreements, has in those districts almost magically

changed the fens and rabbit-warren wilderness into

fruitful fields. The following is from the evidence of

Major Francis Brown, landowner, occupier, and tenant

farmer :

—

u Lincolnshire, in my early period, was in a very bad state of

cultivation indeed; in short, one-third of the whole county was
entirely uncultivated; the four-field system was gradually intro-

duced, and artificial manures were introduced also; and then,

after a lapse of time, when tenants had to quit their farms,

valuers began to make allowances to them. It was a very

gradual thing in its early program; it was fought very stoutly

against, but it is now, I believe, universal."

It thus appears how improvement and security (the

incitement to improvement) have gone hand-in-hand,

even without security of tenure ; for there appear to

have been few leases.—The description of farm agree-

ment best calculated to give a stimulus to improve, is of

course that which conveys to the occupier the ownership

or freehold. This is the best inducement to improve,

for there are no consents to ask or penalties to fear.

Here is perfect fixity of tenure ; entire security for

investment. But thera are two things which preclude

the possibility of this being the description of farm

agreement best calculated to give a general stimulus to

agricultural improvement : First, few farmers have the

capital wherewith to purchase land ; and, secondly,

only a small proportion of English freeholds ever come

into the market for sale. If, however, perfect fixity of

99 years if you like. Formerly " long leases," and

leases' for one or more lives, were frequently given.

Some of the latter even in my own neighbourhood are

not run out ; but I never knew an instance in which

they were renewed at rack rent. Many may, and in

reference to holdings of from 500 to 1000 acres pro-

bably do, believe that leases for 21 years, with few

restrictions and tenant-right clauses, are * best calcu-

lated to give a stimulus to agricultural improve-

ment." If we compare such leases with tenant-

right agreements, I think we shall find that their

single advantage is fixity of tenure or certainty of

occupation for a given term. This undoubtedly secures

to the lessee both the pleasure and the profit of his im-

provements for the period ; but it must be kept in mind

that the profit in improvements is made more secure to

the tenant by agreement, or even by tenant-right

custom, where it has kept pace with improvement, as

it has in some favoured spots—for example, in parts of

Lincolnshire ; because compensation is then calculated

from the date of improvement, while in the other case

the term may be too nearly run out to allow of a return.

I am aware it may be contended that certainty for a

given time is better than uncertainty for double that

time ; as under the former the tenant can calculate up

to a given date, whereas under the latter he cannot cal-

culate at all. But it must be borre in mind that we do

not contend, on behalf of the lease, for the " profit * of

the outlay— that has been conceded to agreements—but

only for the pleasure andenjoymert ; and a3 these are

I

phosphate of lime, and the value which is obtained in brighter in anticipation than in retrospect, I do

the article purchased. Considering the great adultera- not see how we can refuse to concede, in reference

tion and worthlessness of many artificial manures which
\
to agreements and Lincolnshire customs, that on

Professor Voelcker has so often explained, and the a bush so well birdliraed two birds are better than one.

doubtful value of what is sold as superphosphate of , I have here an agreement of this kind, for a farm of over

i;me, it is surprising to me that more agriculturists do 200 statute acres, dated 1817; and the compensation

not follow the simple directions of Mr. Pusey, which clause is in the?e words :—" That, if the tenant shall

would obviate all chance of deception. Scotus. [ Bone |
be turned off the farm at any time, and shall not have
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reaped the benefit of such permanent improvements as
he may have made thereon, lie shall be allowed for the
same such sum or sums of money as two impartial
persons shall fix upon, one to be chosen by the land-
lord, and the other by the tenant ; and in case they
shall not agree, an umpire shall be chosen by them
whose determination shall be final." As this is the
oldest farm agreement in which I have found a tenant-
right clause, it is gratifying to perceive that it has stood
the test of 39 years' experience. The tenant, feeling
that the clause secured his improvements, so that the
owner could not take an advantage of him, soon
changed the farm from a bad to a good condition, and
is continuing, up to the present time, to reap the harvest
of his own sowing, having brought up his family in
great respectability, and become independent in his
circumstances. Many of the tenant-right agree-
ments draw a proper distinction between acts of
husbandry and permanent improvements, limiting
the previous consent of landlords to the latter, as
in clause 9 of the Cheshire agreement; and the
approved invoices put the matter beyond dispute.
Whether such agreements, reserving to the landlord
annually the power, but depriving him of all pecuniary
motive for cutting short the tenure, be " the description
of farm agreement best calculated to give a stimulus to
agricultural improvements S" is the question I have now
much pleasure in submitting to the agricultural world.
However much we may differ on this question, I doubt
not we shall all agree that every farm agreement, how-
ever good, will fail in giving a stimulus to improvement,
unless it obtain the entire suffrages of the tenant-
farmers.

Mr. Sidney said : Many landlords still acted in some
degree under the influence of the feeling that they were
conferring a favour on their tenants by allowing them
to occupy their land ; and in all such cases that notion
was a great hindrance to good cultivation. The first
trace of any general improvement in this respect was to
be found about 25 years ago. He had been told by
Mr. Hudson that if he Jet his farm "go out of heart"
during the last four years of his term, it would still be
in as good condition as when he first entered upon it

;

for at that time it only produced .02 coombs of Wheat,
whereas it was now producing, and had produced for 1

4

years in succession, upwards of 1300 coombs. This
high state of cultivation had been brought about by Mr.
Hudson every year putting into the land more than he
took out of it; consequently he had always a vast
amount of capital thus employed, with which the land-
lord could have nothing to do . The question on the card
was, " The form of farm agreement best calculated to
give a stimulus to agricultural improvement ;" and was
not that form of agreement the best which induced the
tenant to put as much of his floating capital into the
soil as he could employ at a profit ? They were all
agreed as to these points -.—That they must have a rota-
tion of crops, use the best descriptions of farm imple-
ments, lay out very large suras in concentrated manures,
and maintain a numerous stock upon the land. Was
there one among them, then, whether Mr. Hudson of
Castleacre, Mr. Thomas of Lidlington, or any other
man, who would go and put his SL or 10/. an acre into
the soil upon an annual agreement which placed it in the
power of the landlord, or the landlord's trustee, agent,
or even gamekeeper, if there happened to have been a'

quarrel with that individual, to eive him notice to quit,
turn him out at the end of 18 months of his tenancy, and
leave him to a lawsuit or an arbitration for compensa-
tion ? In considering this question they must not keep
their eye upon certain model landlords, but bear in mind
that they were asked to sanction a form of agreement
which might be adopted under all or any circumstances
between two different men. With regard to the broad
and general principles on which all farm agreements
should be founded, in order to develope to the utmost
the agricultural resources of the soil, the following cir-
cumstances were essential :

—

1. That the landlord should provide the buildings, farm stead-
ings, roads, drains, fences, suitable and required for the cultiva-
tion of the farm.

J. That the tenant should, in addition to experience, possess
capital sufficient to provide the implements, machinery stock
seeds, artificial manures, and labour required by the acreaee and
quality of the farm.

3. That the tenancy should be on terms that would enable the
tenant to put the farm through at least one complete rotation
of crops, with security for return of unexhausted capital sunk in
the soil.

4. That as minute restrictions hampered a good tenant, and
did not restrain a bad tenant, the restrictive clauses should bo as
few and simple as possible.

Mr. R. Baker, of Writtle, had always held the
opinion that in making an agreement for letting lands,
it was more advisable to secure the tenant in the money
he invested by way of improvement as he went on, than
to pay him an amount of compensation upon leaving. It
was no remuneration merely to pay him for the im-
provements which were unexhausted. That was only
the last act of justice which could be done him in taking
the farm out of his hands, or letting it to another tenant
at an increased rent. It must be obvious to every one
who regarded the matter in the light of a commercial
transaction, that, in taking a farm and looking to it to
repay him his investment of skill and capital, to bring it
into a cultivable state, it was more necessary to have

SS li
for "W inS "itself the outlay in improve-

w?A St 1
' UatU tbe exPirati™ of the tenancy,when it would have to be paid by another. The objec

of the present discussion should be, he thought, ratherirr^f ? as * what their^ **«*
were, than to dictate the terms upon which they should
let their farms

j and in all their arrangements they
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should be governed by this principle, that, whatever the
improvements on an estate, they should be suffered to
remain there, and not be withdrawn by the tenant at
the end of his term. It had been very much the custom
in his neighbourhood, where the farms were let for
14 years, for the tenant to go on farming exceedingly
well for the first seven or eight years, but after that

the farms of tenants-at-will were seldom in^he^hleh
state of cultivation that with a lease they would have
been in.

On the motion of Mr. R. Baker, the following reso-
lution was passed unanimously :

—

" That the form of farm agreement, or lease, best calculated
to give a stimulus to agricultural improvement, is that which

..»-.. .„* w« mai wiou uj. cigui j cars, uu[ alter mat t" biv« a stimulus tu agricultural improvement, is that which
time he made it his business to exhaust the improve-

i

gives security t0 the tenant during his occupation, with com-
m»n+B nn +;i ot #i,o «™;™*;„„ ~f *K- * *v. r.„L ' pensation for unexhausted improvements at the exuiratinn ne

the term."
ments, until, at the expiration of the term, the farm was
left in as bad condition as, or worse than, when he first

took it. Now, he wished to see that system obviated by
restrictions being introduced into the clauses governing
the latter portion of the lease, so that the tenant should
not be allowed to exhaust his improvements, but should
be paid compensation upon the principle laid down in
the Cheshire agreement, or some principle analogous
to it, in proportion as they remained unexhausted.
Mr. Sidney had stated that which the practical
farmer would see was not exactly correct, namely,
that until lately there had been no permanent invest-
ment of the tenant's capital in the land. Now,
he maintained that 50 years ago the amount so invested
was very little different from what it was at present.
At that time marling, chalking, and draining were un-
derstood and applied to the land. He granted that the
drilling of Turnips was a recent practice, but he did not
know that it had much increased the production. The
old system of growing Turnips was just as good as the
present, and every practical farmer would say that as
good beef and mutton were made with Turnips alone
then, as with oilcake and Turnips now. If they had
increased the growth they had not improved the quality
of Turnips, for every year they deteriorated. But the
point they had to discuss to-night was, • The form of
farm agreement best calculated to give a stimulus to
agricultural improvement f* and he held that the best
form of agreement would be that which would give the
tenant sufficient interest in the soil to induce him to in-
vest his capital therein ; that would give him sufficient
time to make a return upon it, so that at the expiration
of his term he should not feel compelled to withdraw
his capital with the knowledge that if he did not with-
draw it he would not be paid for it, but that compensa-
tion should be secured to him in proportion to the
amount of capital he had invested over and above what
was invested under the ordinary modes of farming, and
over and above what he might have extracted and re-
turned to his own pocket. He (Mr. Baker) should say
that that would be best effected by a running lease
extending from 10 to 15, 20, or 25 years, and termi-
nable by either party giving to the other five years'
notice in writing to that effect. But no tenure of land
should be commenced without a written agreement.
Everything should be reduced to writing, which would
prevent a vast deal of trouble in the end ; and as the
stamps on leases were reduced, there would be no diffi-
culty in effecting it on that account.

Mr. Mechi said, the combination of a fair and mode-
rate valuation of improvements with a lease was, perhaps,
the most desirable arrangement that could be made

;and, of course, if custom recognised that practice in a

Mid-Lothian.— Cultivation of Red Clover.— The
following is part of a paper by Mr. Walker, of Kilpunt
read at a recent meeting of this association :

—

The kinds of soil in which this plant thrives are of a class
distinguished by several qualities, all of which conduce to the
preservation, development, and growth of the Clover plant. Red
Clover, as we all know, belongs to the family of lime plants;
hence those soils that are calcareous, and contain lime in abund-
ance, are suitable in part. But while all suitable Clover soils
exhibit the presence of both lime and potash, as also other che-
mical ingredients of lesser note, it is not less necessary that they
should possess a large proportion of clay. Speaking of leading
constituents to make a perfect Clover soil, we must have lime,
clay, and humus. These argillaceous lands occur chiefly ia
genuine richness in the carses of this country. I shall now
advert to the character of those lands upon which this useful
forage plant refuses to grow. Most plants grow and thrive on
very different kinds of soil, the cereals, Rye-grass, leguminous
and bulbous plants generally, and although certainly there are
lands in which all do not thrive alike, yet in few instances in
the record of good farming does it happen that any of the above-
named plants have been sown on land farmed according to the
rules of good husbandry and refused to vegetate, or after having
vegetated for a while, have sickened and died ; thus these appear,
although belonging to different and distinct families, to find enough
of nutriment in all ordinary fertile soils as serve for the purposes
of developing their growth, and bringing them to maturity.
Far differentia the case with red Clover; on all light soils, as a
rule, its growth is uncertain, and this appears to prove that this
plant adheres to certain soils, as before described, these having
certain constituent parts in their composition, as likewise before
mentioned. But while the causes of failure may be attributed to

the want of a proper constitution of soil, or rather to the land
having become exhausted of the food required for the Clover
plant, yet other causes are at work which render the successful
culture of this uncertain plant even more uncertain. The sowing
out of Grasnes along with a crop has, no doubt, a 'endencytc
militate against a luxuriant forage crop; and when iberal appli-
cations of guano, or top dressings, are applied to ihe white cro
along with which the Grasses are sown, a rankness of growth s

induced so as to exclude light and air from the germina' ng
Grasses, and it is impossible in nature but that the Clever
plants must be wholly or partially choked, or, at the Lj st, so
sickly that the succeeding winters 1

frost kills the delica shoot.
But while I say that it appears many soils do not possess suf-
ficiency of mineral ingredients for the nourishment of the Clover
plant, yet I am of opinion that failure often happens even in
soils when most, if not all, necessary mineral substances are
present. Our system of improved farming is greatly a cause of
this

; first, draining has the effect of rendering the soil less com-
pact, its cohesive nature is much lessened—as a consequence, air

gains admission more freely, and makes the land lighter and
more open, so that its texture is considerably changed ; and
many of us have proved that openness of the soil is inimical to

preservation of Clover. How frequently have we seen a capital
braird, strong healthy plants at the cutting of the white crop,,

and when March and April came round, the goodly appearance
had vanished, the red Clover especially having died out during
the winter and spring months. Now, we may be apt to blame
the constitution of the soil for this, while the truth is, the
young plants have been destroyed by the frosts. And as a
proof of this, how often do we find that ill planted Grass
lands usually succeed frosty winters. If we take the severity
of la*t winter and spring as an instance fresh in our remem-
brance, and note how barren the land was last summer of
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harmony of action throughout the kingdom ; for while
in many parts of the country—in Lincolnshire, Norfolk,
and Bedfordshire—liberal and enlightened arrange-
ments were carried out, in others the whole system was
so backward that they were really not in a condition to
avail themselves of the improvements of the age ; and if
an attempt were made suddenly to force upon some

red Clover. The growth of Beans, especially, seems antagonistic
to its successful culture, when sown immediately after them,,
and this antagonism seems to arise from the deep-rooted plant
rendering the land open, and easily penetrable by frost, and
likewise because the Bean takes lime largely from tbe soil ; thus
using up the most essential mineral manure for the growth of

Clover. Its frequency as a crop in our rotation is perhaps the
*

.
~

#
—«i-v •»" iwito upuu ovine most universal of all the causes that I have attempted to

miserable districts the high notions and progressive sen- ' enumerate for rendering land Clover-sick. Many practice the

timents prevailing in others, the results would be anv-
' ?"sMft c<

£
lrse

'
sowin& ™d Clover, grow or not grow, once every

thing but satisfactory. He had often tlrd landlord ! — ** *"* Whlto
-

^*J" be ^^ "* eTW*
complain of the difficulty of getting tenants with capital

;
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second shift, that is once in 10 years, provided it cannot be made

.... -p * >W|nM.j to grow oftener.

nut nis answer to that was simply that it was their own The most important part of this subject is now
fault, and that to obtain men of capital for tenants thev

' * * *
- .

. capital for tenants they reached—viz., how may Clover failure be partly or
should offer them advantages which would compensate wholly remedied ?

them for whatever investments they might make in im-
proving the cultivation of the soil.

Mr. Thomas, Lidlington, Beds., maintained that if
they wished to have an honest, independent, persever-
ing, wealthy, and intelligent tenantry, they would never
obtain them, in the long run, under the system recom-
mended by Mr. Jackson ; that was, a yearly tenure

vv hile it is difficult to get at a specific remedy, it is pos-

sible by remarking general and known characteristics of

Clover-growing lands, and by practical trials to acquire a
pretty good idea what applications may be necessary lor the

several cases with which we are or may be connected.
In moorish soils, whether peat, clay, or bog, the application of

lime has been found most beneficial as a fertiliser, and although
on moorish soils of high altitude red Clover is rare, yet, of all

known mineral manures there is none that causes the land to

an undoubted right to claim a money compensation for 2S i~
ils

i
h
P
wever
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are incapable of keeping succulent vegeta-

the outlav he had marlp in th* on \\
J^ n"V*ua*u™ Ior tion alive during a severe winter; and are, therefore, especiallr
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There ^re higher unsnited for the growth of the plant in question. Much better to

ana more generous feelings than those which originated sow white Clover alone with the natural Grasses than to force the

in pounds, shillings, and pence, which oueht to dieter* £,owth of a Plant wllich the soil and often the climate forbid*,

the arrangements between lanHlnr^ Bn^ „ n „*
^w»w» On many of the chalky soils of England red Clover will not
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op thr™ m the growth of red Clover. Of restoratives applied to this
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**** before agricultural improve-
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description of soils, I have seen lime do well, when applied as
men* coum De pushed forward at an accelerated Dace, composts. But as the application of composts ia more costly than

mutual good feeling should be established between pro!
prietor and occupier

; and that could only be effected
by the former giving such a tenure as would attract the
best men to the land, and encourage them to lay out
their capital, with the prospect of its being returned

them tenfold.

vuiupwow. "uv «a me application or composts is more u"«*»«.r *-

—

many farmers think, I am of opinion that the better way is to

apply a moderate quantity of caustic lime before the Turnips
are sown, and to consume one-third or a half of the Turnip crop

on the ground with sheep, and this management of light soil*

will, next to certainty, restore the growth of the Clover plant.

On very light gravelly soil I have witnessed the process of clay-

ing. This was performed by the late Dr. Drew, farmer, Carmylf

,

near Glasgow, in a most extensive way. The texture of the sou« T r> • V»
near Glasgow, in a most extensive way. The texture ot tne m»«

iyir. d. .Fain, ielmersham, Beds., said that in travel- altere <l quite perceptibly. A very marked increase of all due-

ling through the kingdom he never had occasion to »*fc
ceed

JnS c™ps ensued, and none more so than Grass an* plover

the question whpthpr. 1 1 i •
occasion to ask ^^ The CMt gcotch acre won]d be fromm t0 15l . but

w« hlu A 1 •
land m Particular districts it depends on the quantity applied. I think about 500 carts per

was new under nxity of tenure or not. He thought acre were applied, and the last field that was done got even wore.

he could always tell, without making any inouiries'of
The

JandIord employed the men to fill the carts, and he didau

the sort- and Ap NU.1Z L u- u u
y in<

l
uir,es
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OI the horse work and spread it. I will just remark that tbe mcc-r-
tne sort, ana the conclusion to which he came was that poration of strong clay with the light soil made the land of a
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stronger texture, capable of retaining in store, and not losing by
evaporation from heat or filtration from rain, the food of plants,

which was put into it in the application of manures, and like-

wise by this stronger texture being made better able to resist

the severity of frosts, and the sudden alternations of heat
and cold, which are so prejudicial to the winter life of the

Clover plant. This is the part that clay performed here.

150 to 200 cub. yards per acre would be a good dressing. I have
now reached the last description of land that frequently—some-
times altogether—refuses to grow Clover. Of all the foregoing

this is the most eminently fertile, and in all cases of clover-sick,

loamy land, treatment of this is the best repaid. On my own
farm I have a considerable breadth of this description, which. I am
told, grew red Clover well 20 years ago ; long since it has con-
tinuously failed, and it is only of late years that I have been
tolerably successful in restoring this plant, by applying court-yard
manure to the white crop along with which the Clover is sown.
And in my experience, both from practice and observation, I have
found, where lime was very expensive and difficult to obtain, or
where the lease was wearing to a close, when the expense of lim-
ing could not he expected to be repaid, that this method has
proved satisfactory. But while I have proved to my own satis-

faction that the application of court-yard manure in the way just
stated is a tolerably sure method of restoring the growth
of red Clover, I have also proved that consolidation of
soils of this description is also highly necessary. Last
autumn I had a field in young Grass ; the Clover seeds were
sown along with a crop of Barley, after Turnips; in this case
I gave guano to the Barley, not court-yard manure. When it

was removed, I had a fair appearance of Clover throughout the
field. Having occasion to cart home grain from a distant part
cf my farm, I used as most convenient for a road one of the
ridges of this field—this ridge so used was beaten and trod in
consequence—and when winter had passed away, and along with
it almost the whole of the Clover plants of my field, I remarked
that this roaded ridge, lying in the middle of the park, retained
its original thickness both of Clover and Ryegrass ; and more,
when the growth of spring came this solitary iidge shot away,
and the Rye-grass, as well as Clover, was far enough advanced
to afford a bite for stock 10 days before the rest of the field ; and
this is nothing new, for how invariably are the tramped and
kneaded head ridges of our fields the best planted with red
Clover, going to prove where such occurs that the land needs
consolidation as much as re-invigorating treatment. As to the
general rules which I think may be tried in the manage-
ment of land that refuses to grow red Clover; I will say,
first, that on all non-growing Clover lands try the six
years rotation, instead of the five, and let court-yard manure
be applied to the white crop with which the Clover seeds
are sown. If by this application the Clover comes up thick
enough, but dies out during winter, then I would say, press
or roll the land in autumn, after the removal of the white crops;
or, better, if the climate is early enough, sow spring Wheat after
Turairs, instead of Barley, giving court-yard manure; of course
selecting a damp enough till in early spring to cause the land to
knead together, by which consolidation both the Wheat and
Clover crops will be greatly benefited. The most successful
crop of red Clover that I ever had was in this way—viz.,
manure applied to spring Wheat after Turnips, and sown with
Grasses. If the application of manure fails to revive its growth,
I would on moorish and loamy soils apply lime ; while on sand
and gravel it would be right to apply clay. Nevertheless, I
again state, that the judicious application of court-yard manure,
along with proper consolidation of soil and the recurrence of the
Clover crop less frequently in our rotation, will have a satis-
factory effect.

the Swedes were in rough leaf they were hoed out at
intervals of 12 inches apart in the rows, and the land
between the rows was well and repeatedly stirred with
Smith's horse-hoe during the whole of the summer,
until the Swedes were too large to admit of this opera-
tion. The Swedes are an excellent crop for the season,
and are now being sliced with the turnip-cutter for the
sheep and cattle, which, with artificial food, are
thriving fast.

2d. The Barley crop—after the Swedes were fed off

last winter by the sheep, having corn, oil-cake (4 pint
of Beans and £ lb. of cake daily,) and clover-hay—was
partly dibbled and partly drilled upon the land (being
once ploughed and scarified), at the rate of about 2£
bushels per acre, in rows of 8 inches apart ; the land
was then well harrowed and crushed with Crosskill's

roller. When the Barley was sufficiently high, it was
alternately horse-hoed and clod-crushed several times

:

the horse-hoe raising the mould so as to enable it to

ibsorb the moisture and the nitrogen from the air, and by
this means increasing the bulk ; the clod-crusher
pressing and consolidating the land, so as to enable it to

retain what it had absorbed, and by this means stiffen-

ing and glazing the straw so as to prevent it from
falling. This process was adopted on all the Barley
which was planted in February and March ; and
where it was adopted the Barley did not fall although
it was a very full crop. Where this system was not
entirely carried out, as was the case with the Barley
planted in April, the Barley did fall. The last hoeing
was done by men in order to hoe instead of to harrow
in the Clover seed which was sown upon one-half of the
Barley land, the remaining half being left for winter
Beans or Pulse (Beans and Peas).

21 years, as parties might propose. The result was, that

of ten proposals for one farm, which was eventualy let at

a rent of 2,0007.—only three offeied for both terms, and
mark the difference of the offers. One for 15 years was
1630!., but for 21 years ]76QL, viz. 130Z. more for the
longer term, during the whole lease. Another for 15
years was 16202., but for 21 years 1 7302., being a dif-

ference of 1 102. per annum. Another for 15 years was
1400/., and for 21 years 16262., making the great
difference of 2262. The other seven competitors offered
only for a term of 2 1 years. Then, for another farm
offered pn the same conditions, and let for 13052., of six

parties, not one proposed for the shorter term. Having
stated that the tendency of the times is for long leases,

I shall now venture on another assertion, and say that
the tendency is equally for large holdings. It used to
be the argument against the policy of large farms, that
there was less competition for them, in letting. I must
again appeal to facts and practical demonstration. Of
six farms which I have recently let—for one of 20002.,
I had ten offers ; for one of 1 305/., six ; for'one of 1 0502.,
seven ; for one of 2582., six ; and for one of 1802., two.
Hence, then, for a large farm of 20002. a-year were ten
offers from highly respectable and eligible tenants, and
for a small farm of 180/., with good buildings and in good
condition, only two. Mr. Grey at Hexham.

Sprouted Wheat good for Seed.—A correspondent of
the Rural New Yorker, W. Garbut, Wheatland, New
York, states that sprouted Wheat is about as good for
seed as that which is uninjured by wet weather. Mr.
Garbut says :—The excessive wet weather in harvest
sprouted so much of the Wheat in this section, that
many of the farmers are very anxious to procure sound
Wheat for seed. I can assure them that they need not

3d. The Clover crop—being French Red Clover seed, be solicitous on that account, for Wheat that has been

Notices &00&&
The Gone; its Use, Abuse, and Culture. M. Wedlake

& Co., 118, Fenchurch Street

This is a collection of all the information which has
appeared on the subject in agriculturall journals and
periodicals, garnished with poetical illustrations accord-
ing to the taste of the compiler, and with trade illustra-
tions in the shape of frequent foot-note references to
the fact that Mary Wedlake & Co. manufacture the
best chaff-cutters, Gorse-crushers, Oat-bruisers, &c. &c.
We are quite sure that manufacturers, merchants,

and seedsmen seeking the custom of agriculturists do
well to present along with their price lists, catalogues,
<&c, such information as shall secure the currency and
perusal of their advertisements ; and seeing that all cul-
tivators have annual if not more frequent occasion to
read such lists, this is really a way of securing for use-
ful agricultural information attention and publicity
which it might not otherwise receive. But we confess
that we do not admire the manner in which the task
has been performed in the case before us.

The object is the sale of Wedlake's Gorse mill, and the
subject accordingly is Gorse—and readers are treated to
a high-flown and exaggerated advocacy of its culture in
an ill-arranged set of extracts, of which magniloquence,
tautology, and extravagance—all extremely out of place
in connection with so simple a subject—are the
characteristic features. As an illustration both of the
language employed and of the opinions given, we
extract an absurd little question and answer from the
61st page :

—

The author asks :—« Why is Welsh mutton an
epicurean desideratum ?

1f
(/)

And he answers :—« Simply because the sheep are
fed on Gorse "(I!)

The book consists of some eighty 8vo pages.

was hoed in at the rate of 18 lbs. per acre on the
Barley land, 20 bushels of soot and 20 bushels of ashes
being sown upon every acre in the month of March.
The first crop was mown for hay in June, the second
crop partly mown and partly fed off by sheep. Where
the second crop was mown the sheep were folded, and
woollen rags were applied at the rate of 6 cwt. per acre.

4th. The Wheat crop was planted on the Clover lea,

once ploughed, the weeds and Couch having been forked
out by men and boys ; the Uxbridge white Wheat, the
Spalding and Cone Wheats, were then planted in three
separate portions in drills 10 inches apart ; the land
was then trodden by the sheep and clod-crushed several
times Jin the autumn to consolidate it for the winter.
15 bushels of soot and 3 cwt. of salt per acre were sown
upon it in the spring, the soot being intended to increase
the bulk of straw, and the salt to stiffen, 'glaze, and
prevent it from falling, as well as to increase the weight
of the grain. The 1 0-inch rows fully allowed of Smith's
horse-hoe' being used in such a manner as „to raise
plenty of mould, and then the clod-crusher so con-
solidated! the ;land and strengthened the roots of the
Wheat, that the straw very much resembled a reed in
respect of its stiffness ; this process of alternate horse-
hoeing and clod-crushing was repeated several times
during the spring, until the crop became the largest,

and at the same time the most upright, which was
perhaps ever seen when the land had been previously
in so bad a state.

The pigs during the last winter were fattened upon
Swedes, Barley, and Pulse, steamed by Stanley's
apparatus. The cattle in the yards were some of them
fed upon Swedes, hay, and oil-cake, some upon hay, and
some of the very lean ones upon straw and cut Swedes.
The horses work in pairs, and in Scotch carts, one
horse in a cart ; they are light in the leg, and yet full of
bone and muscle, and are generally strong carriage
horses, purchased with a blemish, which does not affect
their work, and yet prevents the price from being very
extravagant. Mr. Bead in the Journal of the English
Agricultural Society.

Farm Memoranda.
Haddenham Manor Farm.—The summer of last

year (1853) the whole of the farm was very foul with
couch and other weeds, much impoverished, and out of
condition. The first process was thoroughly to clean
and manure the land, and to drain it where required.
The next was to get it into something like a rotation of
crops as near as possible on the four-course system.

1st. The Swede crop.—The land having been well
cleaned in the spring was drawn out into deep trenches,
26 inches apart from each other, which were filled
with 15 loads of pig manure per acre, then covered in
as lightly as possible, roiled and drilled with 2 pounds
of Swede seed and 40 bushels of peat ashes per acre,
and upon some portion 3 cwt. of superphosphate per
acre, over and above the manure and peat ashes. The

Miscellaneous.
The late Mr. John Haxton of Drumnod, Fifeshire.—

Mr. Haxton had been long connected with the literature
of Agriculture. For some years he edited the Dublin
Farmers' Gazette—he had for many years been a valued
contributor to our own columns, and he wrote many of
the articles on the Practice of Agriculture in the I

Cyclopedia published by Messrs. Blackie of Glasgow.
It is with unfeigned grief that we announce his death on
Sunday last. His loss will be deeply felt in his own
neighbourhood, as that of one actively engaged in
promoting the religious and social welfare of hisreligi __
humbler neighbours; it will be deplored by a large

CT .

circle of sincere friends attached to him by the quiet I water, it will be necessarry to flush out the drains
unassuming modesty of a character in which substantial

|
occasionally. In meadows subject to floods this opera-

sprouted will germinate as freely a second time as it did
the first, and with equal vigour. To test the fact, on
the 17th of this month I took some of the worst sprouted
Wheat that I had ; every kernel of it had grown, and
it was so thoroughly dry that the sprouts all rubbed off.

I put it into rich soil of suitable moisture. Ou the
fifth day much of it made its appearance, and now, on
the eighth day, many of the spears are 3 inches long,

and as strong and as vigorous as I ever saw young
shoots of Wheat. Every kernel of it has grown. Ihe
Year-Book of Agriculture.

A History of Low Land Drainage.—Last year I
drained a swamp in which were numerous springs ; the
natural drainage of the surrounding porous lauds to a con-
siderable extent had all found vent here, and formed a
channel for escape, and in course of time had washed
away the soil to the extent of about half an acre, and
depth of two or three feet below the level of the
surrounding land. In this case, we had to cut our
outlet drain to the depth of about seven feet, and to
lead all the springs into it, nearly filling a six-inch pipe,
which is constantly running and conveyed to the farm-
house. Had the water which breaks out here not
found a vent, a bog would probably have been formed,
and raised considerably above the adjoining surface :

this we frequently meet with, and when drained the
land will subside. I know meadow lands, which were
drained some years ago, that have subsided and left the
roots of Alder trees more than two feet above the
present surface. Where fall can be obtained, I would
in no case put my drains at less depth than tliree feet

;

but it happens sometimes that this depth cannot be
obtained without incurring too much expense, and in a
case of this kind I drained a meadow last year at a
shallower depth with good effect : this meadow was
nearly of a dead level, and I could barely obtain three

feet for an outfall into an open channel ; consequently,

I had to obtain the fall in the drains by dimininishing

the depth at the higher end to 30 inches. A large

quantity of water is discharged, and with it a ferrugi-

nous matter commonly called *' car," which we find

deposited in the open drain at the outlet This
meadow is occasionally flooded. This summer it was
flooded to considerable depth, and when the flood

subsided, the rush of water at the outlet of the drains

was with great force, and was perceptible when the

water in the open drain was several inches above it.

This is an important consideration, as many gentleman
are of an opinion that an outlet should never be so low
as to be within the influence of flood water, and to

underdrain meadows subject to floods is money thrown
away. This is a great mistake, as the greatest improve-
ment that I know of in draining has been on such
lands. The temporary filling of the drains with water
tends to loosen the ferruginous matter which adheres
to them, and the rush when the flood subsides clears

them out. Wherever ferruginous matter exists in the

intelligence, warm sympathies and pleasant humour
were delightfully united. It will be felt throughout his

tion will be performed by the floods to some extent,

but when water can be brought from a higher level and
native country, as the removal of one of the most used at pleasure, it can be best performed. This has
intelligent of the public men among its agriculturists been done with good effect on Sir Robert Peel's estate of
for many years.

Length of Leases.—I have been accustomed to think
where no unusual outlay was required for improving a
farm, that 15 years was a sufficient length of term for
an owner to relinquish the power over his property, and
for a tenant to have a fair course of crops ; and in
holdings of small size, I see no need to alter that
opinion. But in offering two large farms to let last

autumn, believing that tenants of large means are not
willing to remove and establish themselves in concerns
demanding great capital without the prospect of

-v*c, uvcr ana aoove ttie manure ana peat asties. The demanding great capital without the prospect of effect of a dry season on their hay crop. Where waterland was then rolled with a very heavy roller. When lengthened occupation, I offered them on leases of 15 or, cannot be brought from a higher level/the same effect

Drayton Manor by Mr. Josiah Parks, and I have recently

adopted the same plan on Mr. Ashton's estate at Wervin.
Besides flushing the drains, the plan has this further
advantage : in a dry season, when the meadows become
parched, water can be let into the drains, and, by
stopping the outlet, will rise in the soil, through the
cracks and fissures, to an height limited only by the
head of water, and effect what Mr. Parks calls sub-
irrigation, the great advantage of which must be suffi-

ciently obvious to all practical farmers who know the
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may be obtained Bo some extent by stopping the outlet

of the drainage water. I adopted this plan on a farm
at Withington, belonging to Wilbraham Egerton, Esq.,

which was drained by the Drainage Company. A
great portion of this farm, * Withington Old Hall," was
sand loam on sand substrata, and at two feet from the

surface it was full of water, and in cutting our drains to

the requisite depth of four to six or seven feet, we
found it a tedious operation to keep our line of drain

true (which was necessary on account of the slight fall),

and the sand out of the pipes. This we effected by a

process too tedious for minute description here, and by

putting a sluice at intervals along the main drain

(which was a six-inch pipe), with a plug to stop it at

pleasure, we could from the great flow of water soon

fill all the pipes above the sluice, which, on being

released, would effectually clear the pipes from any
deposit. At first, being uncertain at what distance the

drains would effectually draw in the sand land, I put

them at 24 yards apart, but soon found we might safely

extend the distance, and we then put them at 48

yards apart. In wet weather, the flow of water was so

great that the six-inch main was over-charged, and we
put in a relief drain below every sluice, from the main
into the brook, with which it was parallel at the

distance of about a rood. We frequently find the upper
part of a field a dry sand loam on a porous substrata to

some depth, resting on a strata that water will not

readily penetrate, and the lower part of the field clay

loam on clay or marl, marking a line where the water
from the upper portion finds vent at the surface ; in this

case I cut a drain across the fall, above where the water
shows itself, through the porous into the impervious
strata, for a catch drain for the upper portion and then

put parallel drains, in the direction of the fall, to the

main drain at the bottom of the field. It happens
sometimes that the impervious strata which throws up
the water is merely a narrow seam or band, and the

soil below is porous ; again in this case, a catch drain

with a proper outlet will be sufficient : I have found
it quite effectual. Mr. Palin, at Chester, OiL 9, 1855.

Notices to Correspondents.
Agricultural Statistics : C. The remarks of Lord Ellen-
borough will excite amusement more than anger. They may
possibly have been true once upon a time of very limited
districts of small farms, but that any general difficulty in

obtaining returns can arise from the cause alleged is simply
absurd. We hope to refer to the whole subject once more
next week.

—

FliS. Scottish returns are the added items
of each separate farm in the country sent in by the farmer.
Irish returns are estimates and information collected by the
police. English returns are an estimate of the whole country
founded on information collected in 11 counties. The whole
together gives the following results as to the acreage of green
crops:

—

Turnips ...

M uitfel Wurzel
<Jarrois ...

Cabbages, &c. .

Potatoes ...

Hare Fallow

*«•

• • •

• * •

England.

2,267.200
177,263

12,68S

97,53*
•192.287

895,969

1

Scotland Ireland. Total.

449,372
2.297

1,191
l,2i i9

146,962
22,462

366,311

22,278
?

24,080

982,028
?

3,082.883
201,838

13,829
102,623

1,321,278

?

Total under crop ... 15,261,842 3,529,902 5,612.992' 24.404,736

Ash Bark : E C Stevens. There is no doubt that the production
on Ash bark is a Bpecies of Coccus. It is very common on the
bark of Ash, and of some other trees. MJ JR.

Cbosskill : G C. We have not used the new crusher in which
large and small discs alternate on the same axle ; but we should
suppose it to be an improvement on the other.

Cyder: G. S. Gather the fruit when thoroughly ripe and dry
and store it in some cool room in heaps. Grind in November in
cold weather. Add sugar or malt wort to bring the juice to
specific gravity 1070 or SO; ferment in a vat until the specific
gravity is redmced to 1060. Transfer it to casks, until at length
it may be transferred to a clean barrel, previously filled with
sulphur vapour, and placed in a cool cellar.

Economical Manure : PVR. We have no doubt it is the same.
Forks : A Correspondent says that although he supplied his man

with many of the improved kinds of digging fork, they have
recently discontinued using them in favour of one said to have
been accidentally invented in the neighbourhood from a broken
hollow spade, which, when the centre was gone, worked well.
They now supply their own tools of this pattern in preference
to using the three pronged and four pronged ones he provided,
and say they can do much more with them on clays or strong
loams. The tines are of iron, shod with steel, kept sharp. They
cut well, and disengage the earth quickly.

Poultry : Gallus. Cochin China fowls are more liable to the
malformation you mention than any other variety, and the
cause is ascribed to their propensity to roost on the ground. It
might also be caused by a too hasty descent from a lofty perch,
but as ducks, geese, and every variety of poultry are liable to
it, we can but ascribe the majority of cases to natural causes.

Sea Sand : X We believe that the practice is justified by the
result in Cornwall and in Ireland. The sand in question is
calcareous, being chiefly comminuted shells. It is not however
invariably approved of. Thus Mr. Allanson of St. Columb has
very lately said in the Cornish papers :

" About ten or twelve
years since, doubting much the value of sea sand as a manure,
I commenced to make field experiments with it, desiring ito
discover if possible whether it would be profitable to increase
or diminish that article in agriculture ; and in no experiment
that I made could I discover any benefit from sand : I therefore
felt it to be my duty to show the public what I had done, and to
recommend the disuse of that article as a manure. Experi-
ments have been annually carried on by me up to the present
time, and I hesitate not to say that the use of sea sand,
in general cultivated land is, in my opinion, one of the
greatest delusions in agriculture: in fact, sand, as an increaser
of grain either in quantity or quality, on such land is, in my
opinion, a humbug, and to this opinion I can get the ready
response of practical men in every parish I know between
Camelford and Truro."

Soot from Locomotive Engines : Z. Soot is valuable in propor-
tion as the draught through the chimney is slight. The soot
froin the chimneys of locomotives is as nearly as possible
worthless. ;it might be used for drying up Cloacine. We used
some ga-< lime for that purpose.

The Economical Manure : Inverness. Thanks for your letter.
It farmers

,
will buy without analysis or guarantee no remon-

strance will avail. Their conduct is a sort of suicide which
cannot be " put down."

THE PATENT NITR0-PH0SPHATE,
OR

BLOOD MANURE COMPANY.
(LIMITED.)

TRUSTEES.

Abel Smith, Esq., Jun., M.P., Walton House, Ware, Herts.

Charles Dimsdale, Esq., Essendon Place, Herts.
Edward Ball, Esq.. MP., 8, Belgrave Road, Pimlico.

Major-General Hall, M.P., Weston Colville, Linton, Cambridge.

John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

DIRECTORS.
Chairman—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.

Deputy-Chairman—John Sharp, Esq., Tower Villa, Queen's Road, Regent's Park.

Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lexham, Norfolk.
Robert Morgan, Esq., 72, Camden Villas, Camden Town.
Thomas Nash, Esq., Great Chesterford, Essex.
James Odams, Esq., Bishop Stortford, Herts.

Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex.

John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury, Essex.

Richard Hunt, Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts.

Thomas Knight, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex.

John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Pentonville, with power to add to their number.

Bankers—Messrs. Barnett, Hoare& Co., Lombard Street. | Auditor—James Caird, Esq., Baldoon, & 6, Serjeant's Inn, Temple, London.

Solicitors—Messrs. Kingsford& Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand. | Secretary and Chemist—James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.

Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London.

Manufactory, Plaistow Marshes^ Essex.

THE DIRECTORS of the above COMPANY (many of whom are extensive Agriculturists) have great pleasure

in acquainting their friends and the agricultural community, that they have now completed their extensive Works and

Machinery for the manufacture of their Manures; and, having secured nearly the whole of the Blood produced by the butchers

of the metropolis, and a large stock of other necessary materials of the best quality, they are now in a position to supply their

Patent Manure of the highest quality; and, as most of the Directors and many of the Shareholders are themselves large consumers

of the Blood Manure, their fixed determination to supply nothing but sterling and genuine quality cannot fail to afford a

guarantee and protection to the farmer against imposition.

of
of a few experiments* __ __ ; ,

tried by thousands. It affords, in fact, a conclusive answer to the question, " What has science done for Agriculture?

The Blood Manure is composed of bones dissolved in Sulphuric Acid, to which is added a large quantity of pure Blood, specially

prepared to suit various crops, and may either be applied by the drill or sown broadcast.

BLOOD MANURE FOR TURNIPS.
The phosphates absolutely necessary for early development

and rapidity of growth in the young stage of the plants are in a

larger proportion in a soluble form than is usually met with in

ordinary samples of Superphosphate of Lime, and, the Blood

supplying nitrogen, the latter growth is also secured, hence the

superiority of the Patent Manure. It may be used alone at the

rate of 4 cwt. per acre, or it farm-yard manure is used, 3 cwt.

will be sufficient, with an equal quantity of fine mould or ashes.

N.B. For this, as for all other root crops, an additional appli-

cation of Blood Manure will much more than repay the additional

cost. Though 2 or 3 cwt. per acre will produce a crop superior

to that from a similar weight of Superphosphate of Lime, the

application of a much larger quantity will be found even more
remunerative. The rent and charges must be paid equally,

whether the land yields 10, 20, or 30 tons an acre ; so that an
addition of 8 or 10 tons of roots beyond the common crop costs

nothing more than the price of the extra 2 or 3 cwt. of Blood
Manure applied.

THE BLOOD MANURE FOR WHEAT,
BARLEY, OATS, ETC.

Being rich in nitrogen and other necessary ingredients, it is

especially adapted for the Wheat and other Corn crops, aud has
been used with the greatest success in all parts of England. It

is a very remarkable fact that the analysis of blood and the

grain of Wheat are nearly identical, as proved by the most
eminent chemists,—it contains all the elements which plants

require, and when properly prepared, will become the essence of

vegetable as well as of animal life. The highly fertilising pro-

perties of Blood have been commented upon by Professor Way
and others, and the success of the Blood Manure for Wheat and
other cereals, has been fully proved upon all soils by the practical

experience of numerous Agriculturists. Should Wheat manured
with dung in the ordinary way look unhealthy *in the spring, it

will be greatly benefited by top-dressing it with Blood Manure,
at the rate of 2 to 3 cwt. per acre,—thus strengthening the straw,

making it less liable to lodge, and very much increasing the

produce. For Barley and Oats, 3 to 4 cwt. per acre of the Blood
Manure may either be sown broadcast or drilled with the seed,

—

if the former, to be well harrowed in.

BEANS AND PEAS.
For Beans or Peas, 3 to 4 cwt. per acre may be used either

broadcast and harrowed in, or a portion afterwards, between the

drills at the time of borse-hoeiug.

MANGEL WURZEL AND CARROTS.
Blood Manure is an excellent fertiliser for these crops. Four

cwt. to the acre with an equal weight of common salt should be

sown broadcast over the field, and well harrowed in, the seed

being drilled in the usual way ; repeated horse-hoeiug between

the rows is of great importance for air and nutriment, and great

advantage will be obtained by occasionally sprinkling a little

Blood Manure between the rows previous to the hoeing.

POTATOES.
i The Blood Manure is specially prepared for this crop, and it

will be found to give most satisfactory results—it will be most

successful if used to the extent of 4 cwt. per acre, with half the

usual quantity of farm-yard dung, and the whole earthed up in

the usual way. Should the farm-yard manure not be used, then

6 cwt. of Blood Manure may be used alone, put into the bottom

of the drill, and the sets on the top and earthed up.

FLAX.
This crop in olden time had the renown of being one of the

most exhausting crops which could be put into the land, and this

by chemical analysis has been found to arise from the large

quantity of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, magnesia, and the alkalies

taken up by the Flax plant, which renders it a highly exhausting

crop. The Blood Manure is carefully prepared, so as to meet

the wants of this crop, and with its aid Flax can no longer De

considered an exhauster of the soil. In using Blood Manure tor

this crop, from 4 to 6 cwt. may be sown broadcast, and harrowed

in before the seed is drilled.

HOPS.
It is well known to all Hop growers that Hops require mrm

manure for their proper development than any other plant wnicn

they cultivate; the constant withdrawing of the Hops, year oy

year, from the land necessitates the supply to the soil of a con-

siderable amount of both mineral and organic ingredients, and

the Blood Manure has been particularly prepared, with tbeobjec^

of supplying the requirements of this important crop. It con-

tains all the constituents which the plant requires, both mineral

and organic, and will be found as cheap and efficacious as any

other manure now in use ; from 10 to 12 cwt. per acre applied at
in-

different times well worked in between the alleys, will be founa a

most useful application, or the manure may be put round ea

hill and covered up with the soil.

Testimonials from the most eminent Agriculturists who have used the Manure

may be had from the local Agents. The following may be taken as a sample :—

Norfolk Farms, Windsor, February 20th, 1855.

Gentlemen,—In answer to your inquiry respecting the results

of Nitro-phosphate used on the Royal Farms, Windsor Great
Park, I have great pleasure in stating, that after applying it to

a field of Swedes, which gained the cup at the Royal East Berks
Agricultural Show, I have no hesitation in pronouncing it an
excellent manure, and intend using it to a greater extent during
the present season.

I am, gentlemen, your obedient servant,
James Bbebxeb.

Mr. Benvamix Goultox, Gedney Marsh, Long Sutton, Lincoln-
shire.—" I drilled your manure at the rate of 2h cwt. per acre

along with the Wheat over 30 acres, and although the field id

the poorest land I have on my farm, the crop ranked
^fSteJ

the best I have. I do not know how I can recommend it Dei

than by saying I shall use it much more extensively this seas

Gentlemen,

j
phosphate supplied v.w^ „..v ~~~~ ~-

t ia,

beg to inform you I applied it all for Swedes, and in ey?*^
g

stance was very successful, particularly so on a field of 30 ac^
^

where I put on 2 cwt. of it per acre, with a light dr* g

J

in^
pS

farm-yard manure, which has produced the finest crop of o w
•

I ever grew. I with great confidence recommend this vain

manure to the notice of the agricultural community^—* T

gentlemen, yours very truly, G. W. Bake

PRICE, DELIVERED AT ANY WHARF OR RAILWAY STATION IN LONDON:

Corn and Grass Manure, £7 10s. per Ton.

Turnip Manure, £6 10s. per Ton.

Flax and Hop Manure, £8 10s. per Ton.

* This seerae untrustworthy.
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SAMUELSON S REGISTERED LAWN MOWING MACHINES
FOR

PLEASURE GROUNDS, LAWNS, BORDERS, BOWLING GREENS, ETC.

To cut from 9 inches wide, for a boy to work,

Up to 30 inches wide, for man and boy.

THE REGISTERED IMPROVEMENT renders unnecessary the great

care requisite in the handling of these machines on the old plui ; all that

is now required can be done by any unskilled Labouber, who has only

to push the machine before him. The Registered adjustment insures *

clean and perfectly level cut of any required height, and prevents the

knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground may he.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS,

with copies of Testimonials, will he

forwarded, post free, on application

to the manufacturer.

The above may also he procured

at the principal Agricultural Im-

plement Depots in London ; and of

all respectable Ironmongers and

Seedsmen in the country.

B. SAMUELSON, Britannia Works, Banbury.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR REQUISITES
Awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition, and Patronised by the English and

French Governments.

COTTAM AND HALLEN,
HTHE Original INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGH
,

AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made important additions, the main features of the same being explained in the
description and engraving.

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball
of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-
tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached
from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the
seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim
general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,
light and durable.
D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an
object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of
the way when not in use.

COTTAMS MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and
utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,
Galvanised, or EnameUed.
Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner Mangers
JJarness-rootn Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on show at

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARMI.NG AND VENTILATING.-The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratia

on application.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

n

1
"

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS AND DRAINING TOOLS.
VfESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'

.
"*- "Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
«ver invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, Loudon.

T^HESE FITTINGS will be found to possess all
tne latest and most important improvements, and are of

the best manufacture. All kinds of Stable Furniture in stock.

J
ron Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, Tomb Railings, &c. New Illus-

trated Catalogues forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.
Jamks Barton-, Iron Founder, Sec., 370, Oxford Street, London.

J

FOUNTAINS.
SEELEY begs leave to remind gentlemen intend-

• ing to put up such Ornaments in their grounds next spring,
that the work ought to be ordered without delay, with a view to
its being properly seasoned. During the past year he has added
many new designs to his stock.

Nos. 1 to 4, Keppel Row, New Road, Regent's Park.

9~l .V> MILNER'S HOLDFAST AM) FlRE-
<%» -L& RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapour-
ising), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patents
of 1840-51-54 and 1855, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid
Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest,
BEST, and CHEAPEST SAFEGUARDS EXTAXT.
Milner's Phoenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-

plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lord
Street, Liverpool. London Depot, 47a, Moorgate Street, City.

Circulars free by post.

J
AMES PHILLIPS anp CO., 116, Bishopsgate
Street Without, beg respectfully to submit their prices of—

PROPAGATING GLASSES.
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With French polished Stands, 3a. 6<i. each. Vase-shaped ditto

with Glass Pedestal, 20*. each. Glass Tanks, warranted perfectly
watertight, 36 inches long by 18 inches deep, 31. each. Inter-
mediate sizes at various prices.

GLASS FERN SHADES AND STANDS.
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Fern Cases with Ferns complete suitable for the Drawing,
room, from 255. each.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation, from Is.Sd. per foot.

Glass Tiles and Slates.

Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen; Bee Glasses, Lactometer',
Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons, Wasp Traps, Plate, Crown, and
Ornamental Glass, Shades for Ornaments, and every article in
the trade.

116, Bishopsgate Street Without, London.

BRITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL^
TURAL PURPOSES.—Sizes from 7 by 5 to 9 bv 7 at

lis. 6d. per 100 foot box; 9$ by 7* and 10 by 8, at ltf. 6d. per
box, in 21 oz. Is. per box extra ; larger stmt up to 22 by 14, 15 oz.,

at 16s.; and 21 oz., 25s. per 100 feet. B>»xes charged 2s. each,

and returnable at the same price if delivered free. Crystal

;

White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Pateut
Rough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead, Oils,

Turpentine, Colours, &c.—G. Fabmiloe & So.v, 118, St. John
Street, West Sraithfield, London.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d
per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediatedelivery.
Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

ATEXT ROUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS. PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to Jamks Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
HELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street. London.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from
2d.; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4^<L

per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,

under 10 by 8, 12$. 6<f.; above, 16s. 8<i. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases. 345. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. 6d. per
foot. TILES and SLATES from 6<*. each. MILK PANS.
21s. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN, 5f. &*.; WAKING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium 10s. each.—Catalogues free.

FOREIGN ANO ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Stkebt, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading

men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.
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20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 214 *>y 13^, 16* by 14$, 20 by 14,

21 by 14, 20 by 15, at 18a. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2$ „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3£ „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking

and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application^

Established more than 100 years.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during- the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the l°am which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 4S hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.
The same preparation makes" first-rate paving for BARNS,

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brother-8 ,

Milfault Street. Westminster.
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SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX-
Xj^ DWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a varietyJ—

' of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may be
seen in nse at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,
Sundays excepted.
Priced Lists ot Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application.

TRELOAR'S COCOA NUT FIBRE MATTING
AND DOOR MATS.

HH TRELOAR has much pleasure in stating that the
-1- • Jurors of the Paris Universal Exhibition have awarded
iiim the Prize Medal for Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufactures.
Catalogues, containing prices and every particular, free by post.

Warehouse, 42, Ludgate Hil l, London.

"VTOBLEMEN, CLERGYMEN, GENTLEMEN, and
-L^ GARDENERS, are respectfully invited to transmit their
address to Mr. J. W. Haythorn, Nottingham, who will forward
free by Post particulars and patterns of Hayteiorn'b HEXAGONGARDEN NET, the best and cheapest article, highly approved
and now generally used for the protection of bloom, fruit, and
flowers, from frosts, birds, wasps, flies, children, and servants,
and also for placing on Hothouses, effectually keeping out birds
and injects, without preventing the admission of light and air,
Parcels carriage paid to London, Liverpool, Bristol, Newcastle,
Hull, &c—Orders by Post directed Mr. Haythorn, Nottingham,
will have immediate attention.

HJ. MORTON and Co., Galvanized Iron Works,
•

2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.
GALVANIZED IRON ROOFING, for Farm 'Buildings and

Other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest roofing in use
GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at fromlO±</. per yard, for Farm

buildings, houses, &c—Never requires painting
PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest and

neatest fence in use. Lpwards of600milesof this fencing fixed by
us in the last 8 years. For illustrated price list apply at the Works
GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.—
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

2-inch mesh, 6d., Sd. and lid.
per yard.
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

3-inch mesh, Ad., b$d., and
7id. per yard

.

The Netting made any
with, and with openings of
any size.

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS
for DRY and WET FOOD.—Galvanized Chain Camp Stools

aud Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat,

6*. 6J. to 125. 6d. each.—Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Rods and
Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdles,
Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-
vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea-

sure Grounds, &c, from 10£d. per yard.
For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Henry J. Morton & Co.,

3, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

ri^HE^OMFORT OFA FIXED WATER-CLOSETA for 1/.—Places in Gardens converted into comfortable
Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY-SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, preventing the return of cold

air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it or unfix it in two hours.

Price 11. Also Hermetically-sealed and inodorous chamber
commodes, 1/. 25. and 21. 45., and improved Portable Water-
closets, with pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A prospectus
with engravings forwarded by enclosing two post stamps.—At
Fvrg and Co.'s Sanatorium, 46, Leicester Square.

ONE THOUSAND BEDSTEADS TO CHOOSE
FROM.—HEAL and SON have just erected extensive

Premises, which enable them to keep upwards of One Thousand
Bedsteads in stock, One Hundred and Fifty of which are fixed for

inspection, comprising every variety of Brass, Wood, and Iron,

with Chintz and Damask Furnitures, complete. Their new
Warerooms also contain an assortment of BED-ROOM FUR-
NITURE, which comprises every requisite, from the plainest
Japanned Deal for Servants' Rooms, to the newest and most
tasteful designs in Mahogany and other Woods. The whole
warranted ot the soundest and best manufacture. Hsaii and
Son's Illustrated Catalogue of Bedsteads, and priced List of
Bedding, sent free by Post.

H eal & Son, 196. Tottenham Court R^ad.

'•'HE BEST SHOW OF IRON BEDSTEADS*"*X the KINGDOM is WILLIAM S. BURTON'S.—He h*s

FOUR LARGE ROOMS devoted to the exclusive show of Iron

and Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots, with appropriate

Bedding and Mattresses. Common Iron Bedsteads, from 165.

5

Portable folding Bedsteads, from 125. 6d. ; Patent Iron Bed-
steads, fitted with dovetail joints and patent sacking, from
17$. 6d.; and Cots, from 205. each ; handsome Ornamental Iron
and Brass Bedsteads, in great variety, from 21. 7s. 6d. to 151. 155.

HPHE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER.—
JL The real NICKEL SILVER, introduced 20 years ago by
William S. Burton, when PLATED by the patent process of
Messrs. Elkington & Co., is beyond all comparison the very best
article next to sterling silver that can be employed as such, either
usefully or ornamentally, as by no possible test can it be dis-

tinguished from real silver.

Tea Spoons, per dozen
Dessert Forks
Dessert Spoons
Table Forks
Table Spoons

P
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Thread or
Fiddle Brunswick King's
Pattern

.

Pattern. Pattern.
18*. ... 26a. .. . 32a.

, 30s. ... 40a. .. . 46a.

305. ,mi *1£S* ## . 48a.

,
40s. ... 66a. .. . 64a.

, 40s. ... 58a. .. . 66a.

Tea and Coffee Sets. Waiters, Candlesticks, &c, at proportionate
prices. All kinds of re-plating done by the patent process.

CHEMICALLY PURE NICKEL NOT PLATED.
Fiddle. Thread. King's.

Table Spoons and Forks, full size, per doz.l2a. ... 28s. ... 30a.
Dessert ditto and ditto „ 10a. ... 21*. ... 25a.
Tea ditto „ 5a. ... 11a. ... 12a.

CUTLERY, WARRANTED.— The most varied
assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all war-

ranted, is on sale at William S. Bubtok's, at prices that are
remunerative only because of the largeness of the sales. 3^-inch
ivory-handled table knives, with high shoulders, 11a. per dozen

;

desserts to match, 10a. ; if to balance, Is. per dozen extra : carvers,
4s. per pair; larger sizes, from 19a. to 26a. per dozen; extra fine,

ivory, 32*.; if with silver ferrules, 37s. to 50s. ; white bone table
knives, 7s. 6d. per dozen ; desserts, 5s. 6d. : carvers, 2s. 3d. per
pair ; black hern table knives, 7s. 4d. per dozen ; desserts, 6s.

;

carvers, 2s. 6d. ; black wood-handled table knives and forks, 6*.

per dozen; table steels, from Is. each. The largest stock in
existence of plated dessert knives and forks, in cases and other-
wise, and of the new plated fish carvers.
The alterations and additions to these extensive premises

(already by far the largest in Europe), which occupied the whole
of last year, are of such a character that the entire of EIGHT
HOUSES is devoted to the display of the most magnificent
stock of GENERAL HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including
Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated Goods, Baths, Brushes, and
Turnery, Lamps and Gaseliers, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and
Bedding), so arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms, as to afford
to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that can-
not be hoped for elsewhere.
Illustrated Catalogues sent (per post") free.

^pw.^r* 5 Vf ,ilnd3 '
Newm«i Street; and 4,5,and 6, Perry s Place. Established a.d. 1820.

WORKS ON

GARDENING AND BOTANY
FOR THE PRESENT YEAR.

Cloth Gilt, price 7s.,

LADIES' FLOWER GARDEN,
Companion to the. Being an Alphabetical arrangement of
all the Ornamental Plants grown in Garcus and Shrubberies,
with full Directions for their Culture. By Mrs. LOUDON.

Cr. 8vo
f
cloth extra gilt edges, price 16s.,

PAXTON'S BOTANICAL DICTIONARY,
Comprising the Names, History, and Culture of all Plants
known in Britain

; together with a full explanation of
Technical Terms. By Sir JOSEPH PAXTON.

In Three Vols., cloth extra, price 335. each,

PAXTON'S FLOWER GARDEN,
Illustrated with upwards of 100 Coloured Plates, and more
than 200 Wood Engravings. Edited by Sir JOSEPH PAX-
TON and Dr. LINDLEY. Complete in Three Volumes.

In small 8vo, cloth, price 35. 6d.
f

H0W:T0 LAY OUT A SMALL GARDEN.
Intended as a Guide to Amateurs in Choosing, forming, or
improving a Place, from a quarter of an acre to thirty acres
in extent, with reference to both design and execution. By
EDWARD KEMP.

Price 25. cloth,

HANDBOOK OF GARDENING.
For the Use of persons who possess a small Garden. By
EDWARD KEMP. 11th edition, enlarged and improved.

Price 55. cloth,

HISTORY OF AGRICULTURE,
a Short Inquiry into the; in Ancient, Mediaeval, and Modern
Times. By WREN HOSKYNS.

The British Ferns represented by Nature-Printing.

In Monthly Parts, price Gs. each, the

FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN
NATURE-PRINTED (L fe-size).

Twelve Parts are already published of this splendid folio work'
which will bo completed in about Sixteen. Each Part contains
three folio Plates of different varieties of Ferns, represented
by the process of NATURE-PRINTING. The descriptions,
&c, by Thomas Moore, F.L.S., and Edited by Dr. Lindley.

H Nature-Printing is that process by which Nature * engraves

'

herself (as it were) into a plate of metal; the printed impression
from which represents the* Fern' in its exact size, form, and
colour, with the most minute marks of * venation/ ' fructification/ "

&c. &c.

BRADBURY & EVANS, 11. BOUVERIE STREET.
Just our, price 25. 6d. free per post,

GOKSE, FURZE, or WHIN : its Use, Abuse,
and Cultivation, or How to Keep Cattle at 3d. per day.

By L. Fexwick de Porquet, Esq., author of "Le TrSsor"
" French Dictionary/' " How to Keep Horses," "How to Make
Bread at half the usual price/' &c.

Mary Wkdlakb & Co., US , Fenchurch Street, City,

TABLES ON CATTLE, HAY, AND DRAINING.
Ninth Editiou, price 2s. 6d. cloth, of

ANEW SET of TABLES for computing the
"Weight of Cattle by Measurement, the Quantity of Ilay in

Ricks of different Forms, the Value of Land, &c. &c. To which
is now added, a Concise System of FARM BOOK-KEEPING.
By James Strachan, Fochabers.

The Book-Keeping is also sold separately, price 6d.

Second Edition, price 25. Gd. cloth, of

STRACHAN'S TABLES ON DRAINING, with
PRACTICAL DIRECTIONS.

Edinburgh : Oliver & Boyd. London : Sihpkix, Marshall. & Co.

RENDLE'S AGRICULTURAL PRICE CUR
RENT AND FARM DIRECTORY is now published, and

can be obtained from the Proprietors or through any Bookseller
in town or country,

It is this season produced under the Editorship of
John C. Morton, Esq., the Editor of tlie Agricultural

Gazette, and the u Cyclopaedia of Agriculture."
It contains 128 closely printed pages, octavo size, and is one of

the most valuable works on Agriculture ever published.

From the " Florist" for March, 1856 :—
*

* Rendle's Price Current and Farm Directory?^
More than 100 pages of sound practical information on
Farming matters ; such is the * Farm Directory? a work
that should be read by everybody who has a bit of Farming
land. * * * * How so much is prepared and published

at the small cost of 6d. is a mystery.
9 n

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

Just Published.

SUTTON'S AGRICULTURIST'S MANUAL AND
FARM SEED LIST.- Containing valuable articles on the

Cultivation of Ttalian Rye-Grass, Management of Pastures, Cul-
tivation of Root Crops, and other useful information.

As this Publication is compiled principally for the use

of Messrs. Sutton's Customers, it is requested that those

who have not yet received it, or who may desire another

copy for a friend, will forward their address, when it will

be sent Gratis and Post Free.

Other persons may receive it post free in return for Twelve
Postage or Receipt Stamps.
Address John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

BOOKS FOR THE COUNTRY.—NEW VOLUMEi
Price 1*., cloth cover; or free by post for Fourteen Stamps,

l^HE KITCHEN GARDEN. By E. S. Delamer;
A or, Culture in the Open Ground of Roots, Vegetables, Herbs,

and Fruits. Also, price Is. each.

Angling, and Where to Go. Poultry Yard. By Miss Watt.

Pigeons and Rabbits. The Horse. By Youatt & Cecil.

Sheep. By W. Martin. Bees. By the Rev. J. G.Wood.
Small Farms. Ry Martin Doyle. Cage and Singing Birds.

The New Volume will be THE FLOWER GARDEN, U.
by E. S. Delameu.

London : George Routledoe & Co., 2, Farringdon Street^

NEW VOLUME OF
DE LA RIVE'S WORK ON ELECTRICITY.

Now ready, Vol. II., in 8vo, with Woodcuts, price 28*.,

A TREATISE ON ELECTRICITY, IN THEORY
AND PRACTICE. By A. Db la Rive, late Professor in

the Academy of Geneva. Vol. I., price 185., may still be had.
11 It is emphatically a Treatise, containing both the theoretical

and practical aspects of the science; and is so clearly written

that even the tyro may make it his introduction to electricity,

while the most accomplished electrician will find it an invalu-

able summary."—Leader.
" This will be a standard work on electricity when completed

To all who desire to have an acquaintance with the recent

ideas and experiments of electricians, and with the theory and

practice of electricity generally, this is one of the most valuable

as well as most recent sources which they can consult."—Builder.
* From such a life we are entitled to expect noble results—

from such a man we anticipate masterly works; and masterly

indeed is the Treatise now before us, in which is expounded the

whole of what European zeal and genius have discovered up to

the present time in the vast and difficult science of electricity.

It was De la Rive's original intention to complete the work m
two volumes; but although this second volume contains upwards

of 900 compact pages, a third has been found necessary to

complete his design. Nor will any one who cares two pins about

the book regret this extension : for here we have a work which is

extensive, not because the writer is diffuse, but because his

knowledge is exhaustive—not because he ill understands the art

of exposition, but because he is a master of exposition and his

matter is abundant. The pages are as full of matter as an egg

is full of meat—they are not padded out with slack verbiage.

irrelevant digressions, or unnecessary details Altogether, we

can name no work so eminently adapted to the wants of the

student, and to the instruction of the amateur."—Saturday

Review.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Every Saturday, Foolscap Quarto, price Fourpence, or Stamped Fivepence,

NOTES AND QUERIES:
A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS, ANTIQUARIES,

GENEALOGISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS, &c.

^V OTES AND QUERIES will, it is believed, be found to bring before the general reader every week a vast

-^ amount of curious and interesting information. It was established for the purpose of furnishing to all lover3 of Literature a

Commonplace Book, in which they might, on the one hand, record for their own use and the use of others those minute facts—those

elucidations of a doubtful phrase' or disputed passage—those illustrations of an obsolete custom—those scattered biographical

anecdotes or unrecorded dates—which all who read occasionally stumble upon;—and, on the other, of supplying a medium th
.

rou
^which they might address those Queries, by which the best informed are sometimes arrested in the midst of their labours, in toe

hope of receiving solutions of them from some of their number. The success which has attended this endeavour to supply a wan

long felt by literary men, is rendered manifest by the necessity of permanently enlarging the Paper from 16 to 24 Pa£^ *
<

opinions of The Quarterly Review, Athenmum, Examiner, Literary Gazette, Spectator, Dublin Review, &c. t as to the utility, &c. ot I«oto

axd QuSBTES, see Prospectus. Specimen Number sent on receipt of five postage stamps. -. .

NOTES AND QUERIES is also issued in Monthly Parts, for the convenience of those who may either have a di&cuiry hi

procuring* the unstamped Weekly Numbers, or may prefer receiving it monthly. Each Part contains Papers by some of our mo

distinguished writers. Those already issued contain Articles by

—

Rev. A. Gatty . Rev. L. B. Larking
|
George Ormerod,Esq. W. J. Thorns, Esq.

Henry Hallam, Esq. = MarcAnty.Lower,Esq J. R. PlanchS, Esq. B. Thorpe, W*
W. B. MacCabe, Esq' E. F. Rimbault, Esq. Rev. J.H.T^^
RevS.R.Maitiand.D.O Rev. Dr. Rock

H
SirW.C.Ti^TgJ;

Lord Brnvbrooke
John Britton, Esq.
John Bruce, Esq.
J. Burtt, Esq.
W. D. Christie, Esq.
J. P. Collier. Esq.
W. D. Cooper, Esq.
Bolton Corney, Esq.

Rev. T. Corser
Dr. Dalton
Professor De Morgan
Dr. Diamond

J. O. Halliwell, Esq
E. Hawkins, Esq.

Hepworth Dixon, Esq. Rev. J. Hunter
SirFortunatusDwarris Samuel Htckson.Esq.
Sir Henry Ellis

C Forbes, Esq.
Douglas Jerrold, Esq
Rev. Dr. Kennedy
R. J. King, Esq.

Sir F. Madden
J. H. Markland, Esq.

S. W. Singer, Esq.
E. Smirke, Esq.

T.H.Turner,E^[Bt

Rev. Henry ^ alter

J. E. B. Mayor, Esq.
j
George Stephens,Esq. Albert Way, Esq.

Lord Monson [M.Pj H. E. Strickland, Esq. ; Benj. B. A\
\f

eXgc
R.Monck.Milnes,Esq., Earl of Shaftesbury

|

W.Yarreil,bs(l-
"'

P. Cunningham, Esq. E. Foss, Esq.

NOTES AND QUERIES is also published in Half-yearly Volumes, each with very Copious Index, price 105. 6d. cloth boards

Of these Nine have been published ; and a few Complete Sets, price 4i. Us. 6d., may still be had.
f lftfltingThe following List of Subjects treated upon will show that these Volumes are not merely of temporary interest, but ot

value for reference :

—

Literary History
Bibliography
Biographical Illustrations

Popular Manners and Customs
Origin of Proverbial Sayings
Folk-Lore
Illustrations of Shakspeare

Illustrations of Chancer and
Early English Literature

Glossarial Notes
Notes on Hallam, Macaulay,&c.
Genealogy and Heraldry
Miscellaneous Antiquities
Ecclesiastical History

Writings of English and Con-
tinental Reformers

History of London and its

Neighbourhood
Ballads and Old Poetry
Remarkable Events in English,

Scotch, and Irish History

Anglo-Saxon Literature

Fine Arts

Natural History
,

Photography, especially ia lts

Relation to Archaeology

* As a mass of curious, out-of-the-way information upon almost
j
amusement 'scarcely could take up a miscellany *^a* j ^s

every matter that may be supposed to be of interest to educated
' * "~* *" ~* JJ **•*««> "«w

minds, a volume of Notes and Queries is of itself a curiosity,

and quite an out-of-the-way treasure. Wholly apart from its

very great value as an aid to the literary labourer who works
upon unhacknied material—a point so well recognised that it

need not be urged—we would suggpst that the reader for

more anecdote and quaint accounts of odd things ce
^ Jea(jto

mind, than a volume of Notes aitd Queries..-. .-" "J^at the
the formation of some notion on the point if we 8ta

J® turee

Index to the fifth volume contains not many les* ™
t
uere is

thousand five hundred references to subjects upon wmen
information given in its pagea."—Examiner.

GEORGE BELL, No. 186, FLEET STREET; AND BY ORDER OF ALL BOOKSELLERS AND NEWSMEN*
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PROFESSOR LIXDLEY'S INTRODUCTION TO
J- BOTANY, 4th Edition, with Corrections and Additions,
now ready, in 2 vols. Svo, with Six Copper Plates and numerous
"Wood Engravings. Price 24s. cloth.
^— London :_Lo.vGMAy, Browx, Green, & Loxgmasb.

In One Vol. Svo, with many hundred Woodcuts, price 50*.,

T OUDON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA of GARDENING:
J-^ Comprising the Theory and Practice of Horticulture, Flori-
culture, Arboriculture, and Landscape Gardening : including all
the latest improvements, &c. A New Edition, corrected and
improved by Mrs. Lomox.

London
: Loxgmax, Brown, Greek, & Longmans.

- , The Fourth Edition, in 8vo, price 10s. 6d.,

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON BREWING,
-J--*-

based on Chemical and Economical Principles ; with
Formulas for Public Brewers, and Instructions for Private
Families. By W. Black, Practical Brewer.

London
: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Just published, in fcap. 8vo, price 2s. 6d. cloth,

A UDUBON THE NATURALIST IN THE NEW
-»-*- "WORLD: His Adventures and Discoveries. By Mrs.
Horace St. John.

*' A biographical sketch of ' Audubon,' by Mrs. Horace St.
John, planned on a modest scale, and executed gracefully with
much evident diligence and care, is a very welcome little book
indeed."—Examiner.

London
: Longman, Brown, Green, ^Longmans.

A New Edition, in 8vo, price 7*. cloth,^

q^HE CORRELATION OF PHYSICAL FORCES.
rJ?7 ^* ?" Grove

» Q-c -> m -a -. F.R.S., Corresponding Member
ot the Academies of Rome, Turin, &c. Third Edition, with
Notes and References.

London: Longman. Brown. Green. & Longmans.
NEW EDITION OF

PHILLIPS'S GUIDE TO GEOLOGY.
In fcp, 8vo, with Four Plates, price 5s.,

A GUIDE TO GEOLOGY. By John Phillips,

e^
F
r'

R
i
S

"i
F -GS -» deputy Reader in Geology in the University

ot Oxford, &c. New Edition, corrected to the present time.
London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

DR. HUMPHREYS'S MANUALS FOR; SCHOOLS^
Just published, in fcp. Svo, price 2s. 6d. cloth,

]\/T ANUAL OF MORAL PHILOSOPHY, for the

tr *
Us

S Zl
Scbools

- B7 E - R- Humphreys, LL.D., Head
Master ot Cheltenham Grammar School. With a Preliminary
tssay on the Relations of Natural and Revealed Religion, by the
Rev. J. E. Riddle, M.A. J

Also by Dr. Humphreys, in fcp. 8vo, price 3s. 6d. each,

K^SH^L 0F CIVIL LAW - Second Edition.MANUAL OF POLITICAL SCIENCE. Second Edition.
.London

; Lqvqman, Brown, Grben, & Longmans.

Tttt^ ^,~J)* R ' MACAULAY»S WORKS:HE HISTORY OF ENGLAND, from the Acces-
sion of James II. By the Right Hon. Thomas BabingtonMacaulaw Vols. III. and IV., 8vo, 36s.

Vols. I. and II., Eleventh Edition, price 32s.

CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL ESSAYS.
Library Edition Three Vols. Svo, 36s.
In One Volume, with Portrait Square crown 8vo, 21s.
In Volumes for the pocket Three Vols. fcp. 8vo, 21s.
The People's Edition Two Vols, crown 8vo, 8s.

LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME.
Illustrated Edition Fcp . 4to , 2 ls.

SPEECHES, corrected by Himself 8vo 12s
Speeches on Parliamentary Reform in 1831 and 1832*.".- 16mo, Is!

London: Longman, Brown, Grbrn, & Longmans.
MR. KESTEVEN'SDOMESTIC PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

In One Volume, square post 8vo, price 7s. 6d. cloth,

A MANUAL OF THE DOMESTIC PRACTICE
OF MEDICINE. By W. B. Kesteven, Fellow of the

Royal College of Surgeons of England, &c.
« There are circumstances no doubt arising which occasionally

demand from the heads of families, clergymen In retired districts,
captains at sea, &c. some knowledge, however slight, of remedial
measures and applications. To such persons Mr. Kesteven's
book is well adapted. There is no twaddle in it-"—Lancet.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.
Fcp. 8vo, with Woodcnts, 3s. 6d. cloth ; or in 3 Parts, Is. each,T ESSONS IN GENERAL KNOWLEDGE : An

J--* Elementary Reading- Book, intended to serve as a familiar
and attractive Introduction to the Principles of Natural ScienceBy R. J. Mann, M.D., F.R. A.S., Author of " Guide to the Know-
ledge of the Heavens," the " Book of Health," &c.
" An elementary reading-book, intended to combine the ordinary

advantages of readtng-lessons with the communication of useful
knowledge. There is a pleasant intermingling of popular
science, history, and biography, written with a simplicity to the
level of juvenile comprehension, and rendered the more instruc-
tive by the etymological explanation of the words in each lesson
which might otherwise be difficult for young readers to under-
stand correctly."—Aihenaenm.

m
London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

R
Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5*. 6d.URAL CHEMISTR

-^ By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.
Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Societv of London,
Lecturer on Chemistry iu the Hon. E. 1. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscombe, &c, &c.

_ J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Second Edition, revised and enlarged, price 5*. 6d.,

QRNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY;
^^ Their History and Management.

By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A.,
Rector of In twood with Keswick.

James Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street Covent Garden.

PLAIN EDITION.
On the 31st of March, price Six Shillings,

rPHE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN ; containing
-*- 48 plain plates and coloured frontispiece. Flexible boards.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

On the 31st of March,

FERN ALLIES : A Supplement to the Ferns of
Great Britain. Flexible boards, 31 plates; fall coloured, 185.;

partly coloured, 9/.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS~ETC.
Shortly will be ready,

BRITISH POISONOUS PLANTS. By C. Johnson,
Esq. Flexible boards, crown 8vo, with 28 illustrations.

Full coloured, 75.; plain, 55.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

LOWE'S FOREIGN F E R N S.

Now publishing, in Monthly Parts, royal Svo, price 15., each con-
taining 4 Coloured Plates and numerous Wood Engravings,

A NATURAL HISTORY OF FERNS, British
ani> Exotic. By E. J. Lowe, Esq., F.R.A.S., F.G.S., &c.
London : Groomrridge & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row.

Fully illustrated, price 25. 6d.

BRITISH FERNS (a plain and easy account of),

wherein each species is described in words of common use.
By the Rev. E. Bosanquet, M. A. The Illustrations only,
price 6d.

London : Robert Ha bwicke, 26, Duke Street, Piccadilly.

TREATISE on the ORIGINTPROPAGATION*
and CULTIVATION of the STRAWBERRY. By Mr-

Richard Underhill, Edg aston, Birmingham. Price Is. May
be had from a Bookseller in every principal town in Great
Britain, as well as from th Author, through the post.

Agent for London : G. C oc, 18» King Street, Covent Garden.

THE PELARGONIUM; or, Practical Observations
on its Cultivation. By John Dobsox, Woodlands Nursery,

Isleworth. Price 6d ; or pnst free from the Author, 8d.
London: Hamilton, Adams, & Co.

Just published, price 3d.,

GARDENING FOR THE MANY ; being monthly
directions, step by step, for the cultivation of each crop in

the garden of the Amateur and Cottager. By Contributors to
" The Cottage Gardener."
Ten copies for distribution free by post 25. 6i.

London; " Cottage Gardener" Office, 20, Paternoster Row;
Just published, price 6d.,

PORTRAIT GALLERY OF GARDENERS.
No. 5, DR. LINDLEY.

This is a reprint, on superior paper, of the Biographies in
11 The Cottage Gardener," with extra fine impressions of the
protraitson tinted paper.
The first four parts being—1. Sir Joseph Paxton; 2. Mr. G.

Fleming; 3. Mr. Donald Beaton; 4. Mr. Veitch, sen., are
reprinting.

London : " Cottage Gardener" Office, 20, Paternoster Row.

Tm p o'rtant" w ork.
Just published, by post, 2s.,

ON THE FAILURE OF WALL FRUIT:
its Cause and Remedy. Also THE REAL CAUSE

OF THE POTATO DISEASE, with a New, Profitable, and
Certain Method of Preventing it

;
proved by facts. By a

Practical Grower.
London : Sturt, 22, Coventry Street, Haymarket.

Second Issue, price 2s. 6d., or by post, 3s.

LAND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS ;
with Plates by J. Bailey Denton, Drainage Engineer.

"The best practical treatise we have yet seen."

—

Agric. Gazette.
"A very able treatise."

—

Mark Lane Express.
London: Ridoway, Piccadilly ; and Metchim, Parliament St.

Price Is. 6d., by post Is. &*.,

THE KEYTHORPE SYSTEM OF LAND
DRAINAGE: its Principles, Efficiency, Economy, and

Opponents. By Joshua Trimmer, F.G.S. It saves from one-
third to one-half of the ordinary expense of draining.

u Read, not to contradict and to confute, nor to believe and take
for granted, but to weigh and consider."

—

Bacon.

London : Published by W. P. Metchim, 20, Parliament Street.

In 8vo, price 7*. 6d^ the Third Edition ot

AN INQUIRY INTO THE NATURE OF THE
SIMPLE BODIES OF CHEMISTRY. By David Low,

Esq., F.RS.E., &c.
Edinburgh: Adam& Charles Black. London: Lokgman&Co.

EMIGRANTS' GUIDES.

MOORE'S POETICAL WORKS.T ALLA ROOKH. By Thomas Moore. In 16mo,
J-^ with Vignette, price 5*. cloth ; morocco, by Hayday, 12s. 6d.

Also,
Illustrated Edition, with 13 Plates square crown 8vo, 15s.
Diamond Edition, with Frontispiece 32mo, 2s. 6d.

MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES.
Diamond Edition, with Portrait 32mo

f 2s.6d.

aLT^ super-royal Svo, 31*. 6d.
]\JEW ZEALAND, by E. B. Fitton, a LandownerAn Lauion in 16mo, with v ignette „ 55. 1^ n „A . _ „ . '

Aiy ^ . „ -

New Illustrated Edition, with 13 Plates, square crown 870,215: !

and late Resident in the Colony- Pnce *s
- '> Per Post fr*e-

MOORE'S POETICAL WORKS.
In 10 Vols. fcp. 8vo, with Portrait and 19 Plates 35*.
In crown 8vo, from ruby type, with Portrait 12*. 6d.
Edition in One Vol., medium Svo, Portrait and Vignette .. 21*.
MOORE'S SONGS, BALLADS, & SACRED SONGS, 16mo, 5s.
Diamond Edition, with Frontispiece, in the Press.
Moore's History of Ireland Four Vols. fcp. 8ro, 14*.
Moore's Memoirs, &c, edited by Lord J. Russell, 8 Vols. 4Z. 4*.

Vols. VI. and VIII., with Index, price 21*. shortly.
London: Longman, Beown, Green. & Longmans.

A

A

Illustrated with Engravings. Price Is. 6d.

CATECHISM OF PRACTICAL AGRICUL-
TURE. By Heniiy Stethens, F.R.S.E., Author of the

"Book of the Farm."
William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

BREEDS OF CATTLE.
SERIES OF ETCHINGS, in Copper, giving ex-
amples of the six most esteemed Breeds of Cattle. Bull

and Cow of each, in 12 plates, 12s., by E. T. "Welles.

May be had of Mr. Batsman, 90, Charlotte Street, Fitzroy
Square ; and also " Guide to Form in Cattle," price 1*.

PRICE FOURPENCE OF ANY BOOKSELLER^
ONTENTS of the NUMBER for SATURDAY

LAST, MARCH 15, OF
THE ATHEN/EUM.

JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE
SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS.

Thirty-two large Quarto Pages.

Reviews of, with Extracts from—

C

A Portion of the Journal kept
by Thomas Raikes, Esq., from
1831 to 1847 : comprising Re-
miniscences of Social and Po-
litical Life in London and
Paris during that Period.

Knights and their Days. By
Dr. Doran.

The Ecclesiastical History of
England and Normandy. By
Ordericus Vitaiis.

Clara ; or, Slave Life in Europe •

"With a Preface by Sir A-
Alison, Bart.

Eastern Experiences, colleoted

during a Winter's Tour in

Egypt and the Holy Land.

By A. S. Kennard.
Lectures on the History of

Ancient Philosophy. By the

late W. A. Butler.

With Shorter Notices of
Bridal Etiquette. By Madame

de Chatelain.
Asiatic Chiefs. By J. Szeredy.
A V;sit to Sebastopol a Week

after the Fall.

Histor/ of the Assyrians and
Iranians. By J. Kruger.

Burning of the Dead [Die Lei-
chen-Verbrennung]. By Dr.
Trusen.

or, the Triliteral Classic of
China, &c. By the Her.
S. C. Malan.

Primaeval History of the Indo-
Germanic Race. By J.
Kroner.

The War and the Newspapers.
By C. E. Kennaway.

Educational Works, Pamphlets,
Ac.A 1 U^tU. UVt

The Threefold San-Tsze-King ; | List of New Books.

Original.—Royal Literary Fund.
Weekly Gossip.— State Papers — Burlington House—

Royal Society Candidates — English Peasantry— Calico

Printing—Dulwich College—Increase of Fish in the Seine

—

Services of the Microscope—Madame Ida Pfeiffer— Scottish
Universities.

Societies.—Reports of the Proceedings of the Geographical
—Asiatic— Antiquaries—Archaeological Institute—British
Archaeological—Entomological—Photographic

Fine Arts.—Lectures on Painting. By Prof. Hart—New
Publications.

Fine Art Gossip.—Pictorial Copyright—Royal Academy
Reforms—Paul Veronese's ' Adoration of the M«gi '—Hamp-
stead Conversazione—Graphic Society— London Art-Exhibi-
tions—Prohibition of Photography in Pompeii, &c.

Music and the Drama.—Madame Goldschmidfs Con-
certs—Haymarket

(

4 The Evil Genius ').

Musical and Dramatic Gossip.—Our Musical Esta-
blishments— The Blind Sardinian Minstrel— Music at
Naples—Paris Operatics—Costa's Reading of Handel's

^
Chorus " For unto us," in The Messiah;

Miscellanea The Historical John Gilpin.

The Athenaeum may be ordered of any Bookseller.

In Two Volumes, 8vo, with nearly J 600 Woodcuts, price 60*.,

DR. URE'S DICTIONARY of ARTS, MANU-
FACTURES, and MINES : Containing a clear Exposition

of their Principles and Practice. The Fourth Edition, much
enlarged and corrected throughout.
"These volumes of Dr. Ure's consist chiefly of original and

exact treatises, written with so much accuracy and care that
they may be universally resorted to as authoritative,—as indeed
the former Editions have been,—as well by artists and manu-
facturers as by British and foreign scientific writers. The
author has throughout the entire work kept most seriously
before his mind the one object of promoting the best and most
economical developments of the arts and manufactures; and
has produced a work which altogether surpasses every other of
its kind with which we are acquainted/7—Mechanics' Magazine. l

London; Loxgmax, Erown, Gheex, & Longmans.

UNITED STATES, by a Practical Emigrant from
No&th Britain. Price Is. 6d.] per post nineteen stamps.

AUSTRALIA, by John Capper. Price is. ; per
post Is. Id.

London; Edward Stafford, 6, Charing Cross, whose Cat-
alogue of Works on Emigration may be had on application, or
will be forwarded per post for one stamp.

8vo, elegantly bound and illustrated, price 10*. 6rf,'

EUSTIC ADORNMENTS FOR HOMES OF
TASTE, and Recreations for Town Folk in the Study and

Imitation of mtare. By Shirlby Hibberd.
" Nothing could be more seasonable than this elegant book.

It is beautifully illustrated, and as a present to those whom we
love or esteem, we do not know anything more appropriate."

—

Cottage Gardener.
" Aquariums, Ward's Cases, Aviaries, Fernery, Bees, Rock-

work, Garden Scenery, Fountains—in fact, everything delight-
ful will be found in this tasteful volume. The matter and
manner of the work coincide happily, and each in turn well
illustrates the other."—Naturalist.

"The work is in itself almost as pleasant an object of con-
templation as the things it treats of.'—John Bull.

London: Gboombbidge & Sons, Publishers, 5, Paternoster Row.
i

HAMPSHIRE.
nnO BE LET, in the neighbourhood of the Winchester,
-*- Ramsey, and Dunbridge Railway Stations and Markets, in one
or two FARMS, about 626 acres (of which 235 acres are now in
the occupation of the proprietors), consisting of 532 acres arable,
70 acres downs, 20 acres pasture, and two Farm-houses, one of
them of a superior description, with a variety of Farm-buildings,
Manure-tanks, and Shed, suited to modern farming, in good
repair. Entry at Michaelmas. If the land is let as one farm the
best of the two houses will be let with it. Offers may be sent in
on or before April 6. The outgoing tenant not a bidder. The
highest offer will not be accepted, irrespective of other considera-
tions. The Farms may be seen on application to the bailiff.

—

A. B., Post Office, Stockbridge, Hants.

TO BE LET, PAWLETiHiAMS, near Bridge
-L water, in Lots, for GRAZING, from March 25th until
December 31st, 1856.—For particulars, apply to Mr. Hbxrt
Smith, Pawlett, Bridgewater.

SEED DRAWERS.
TO BE SOLD, an excellent Nest of SEED

DRAWERS, 10 feet by 4, containing 30 drawers 11 by
9 inches, and 10£ inches deep, and 45 drawers 8£ by 7 inches and
6i inches deep, all having solid mahogany fronts and lettered

with black on a gilt ground. Price 6Z.—Apply to Wood &
Ingram, Huntingdon.

r

|

1OB~ESOLD, EGG6 trom Pare White-faced Spanish
-*- Fowls of extraordinary beauty, great size, and with immense
combs. They are bred from the Birds which took the Liverpool
Silver Cup of 1855 and 1856. Orders will be attended to according

to priority. Price 125. per doz.; box, 1*. extra.—Address Mr
Wm. Plummrr, The Grove, Catton, Norfolk.

m

JAMES WAKD can supply EGGS from first-class

Birds of the best Strains in the country. Dorking, Brahma,
Aylesbury Duck, and Rouen Duck, at 155. per dozen, including

case.—Address, Holme, Stilton, Hunts.
^

POULTRY.—ECCS.
MISS BELL will supply EGGS from 24 Select

Single-combed coloured Dorkings, including the Second
[No. 419) at the last Birmingham I

Prize Birds, at 205. per dozen; 18 Select Whitefaced Black
Spanish, including the First Prize Cock (Pen No. 903) at the last

Birmingham Show, and Third Prize Hens (Pen No. 62), and
highly commended Cock (Pen No. 68), at the Royal Agricultural

Society's Carlisle Show, with other Prize Hens, at 305. per dozen

;

10 Select Silver Spangled Hamburghs, including the First Prize

Pen (No. 163) at the last Birmingham Show, at 10s. per dozen;

4 Rouen Ducks, being the Second Prize Pen (No. 1464) at the

last Birmingham Show, at 205. per dozen; 4 Select Aylesbury
Ducks, of heavy weights and pure breed, at 205. per "dozen.

Package in all cases included. Eggs delivered in strict rotation,

according to priority of orders, and remittance per Post Office

Order on Carlisle, payable to Jaxes Littue.—Woodhouselees,
Canonbie, March 22.

TO
-
GENTLEMEN, FLORTSTSr^ND OTHERS.

MESSRS- PROTHEROE and MORRIS will sell

by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on THURS-
DAYand FRIDAY, March 27th, and 28th, at 12 o'clock, a first-class

Collection of Carnations, Piccotees, and Pinks; also about 600
choice Standard Dwarf Roses; a superb collection of fine Double
Hollyhocks from a celebrated Grower ; also an assortment of
American Plants, Camellias, Azalea Indica, Fuchsias, Verbenas^
Dahlias in dry roots, &c. May be viewed the morning of Sale*

—Catalogues may be had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers..
American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

(CANADA bv William Hutton . Price U npr ^ ^ Single-combed coloured Dorkings, including the Second

J ^nlfiT iS
y WILLIA* «t™>N. prince "• > Ver

, Prize Pen (No. 419) at the last Birmingham Show, and other
' post IS. Id. Prf™ Rir^fl o* OH* nar HnTpn : lfi Select Whitftfar-ftd Rlarlr
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B IINBRIDGE AND HEWISON,
NUESEEYMEN, SEEDSMEN, AND FLORISTS, TOEK,

post free on application. Its contents are
LYHOCK*, STOVE PLANTS. GREENHOUSE
8, CARNATIONS AM» PICOTBE8, PINKS.

full List is given below; well deserve the not ce ot
Amateurs who may want such to furnish new houses, &c, as suitable for producing at once good effect, being fine, strong, and beautifullv formed Plants, and well set with flower buds. They have eiven
ilso below other Selections from their Catalogue.log

CAM
S.

Alba insijrnis,l$ feet ... 2
Alba plena, 1 to 1J feet 2s. 3

3 to 4 feet... 25*. 40
35
30

n
Almutl,3£feet
Althrrflora rosea, 3* feet
Amahilis triumphans,
lift

Afiemonseflora, 1 to U feet

„ rubra, 2 to 4 feet

105. Gd.

„ alba, U to 3 feet

2s.

Augustifolia superb, 1^ ft.

Atrorubt-ns, 3feet
Augustine superb, 1 to

feet ... ... ... 2s.

.Bachante, 2 feet

Blackburniana, 1A feet ...

Bonne Diredighim, l£ ft.

Candidissima, 1 foot
Car8wt:lliana,l4to3£ft. 2s.
.Cavendishi, 1 to 3 ft. 2*.
Centonia, 1 to 1$ ft. 2s.
43ham ylolof, 1 foot
C handleri, 3 feet

Carlotta Grisi, 1 foot ...

Colvilli rubra, 2 feet ...

Constantiana, 1 foot
"Cooperi, 3* to 4 feet 30*.
«Coquette,l to 4 ft. 2s.to30*. 40
I)ahIi«eflora igna, I foot... 2
Daviesi, 2* feet
Duchess de Orleans, 1 to
Hfeet 25.

JSelipse, 1J foot
Elegans, 1£ foot
JElphanstoni, 2 feet
Emiiie Cachlochi, 1£ foot

„ grandiflora, 1$ foot
Excelsa, 3$ feet _

Exiraia, 3 and 4 feet 305. 40
Feasti, alba, 1 foot 2
Fimbriafa, 1 to 1£ foot 25. 2

2
9

E
d.

L L I A S.

*• * • *

5.

2
30
2

40

•

25
2

25

2
7
2
2
2
25
25
2
2
25
9
7
2
40

• 0)

• «ft

• • ft

35

3
2
2
5
2
2

35

Floribunda, 9 inches
Forbesi, 34 feet

Fordi, 3 to z\ feet 30s.
Fortinta, 1 foot
Fulgens, 1$ foot
Galessi, \\ foot

Garviesi, \\ to 4 ft.,25. Gd. 35
Grandiflora nova, U foot 2
Granti, 1 foot ... ... ... 2

• • *

1*0

- • -

* • •

2
35
35
2
2
2

6
6
6
6

6
6

6

6

G

6

6
6

6

6
6
6

6
6

Gmnelli, 1\ foot

Hendersoni. 1 to 3 ft. 25.

Ilenrie Favre, 1 foot

Imbricata, 1, 1J, and 3 ft.

2s.,2s.Gd. 30
„ alba, 1 to 2i feet, 25. 15

Jadcsonl, 3 feet 35
Jnrratti, 2 feet 10
Latifolia niacrantha, 1 to

1* foot 2$. 2• •9

a * * 2
2

2
•>

• • *

30
2
2

2

7
40
2

30
2
2
2

Laurentiana, 1 foot
Leeana superba, 1 foot ...

Madoni, 1 foot

Masmerto, 1 foot

Marchioness of Exeter,
l£.3,&3£ft.2s.6*/.,25s.

f

Minute, 1 foot ...

NTassmani, 1 foot
Nobelissima, 1 foot
Ochroleuca, 1 to 1£ ft. 2.9. 2
Palmer's Perfection, 3 and
3i feet 30«. 35

Parade, 1£ foot 2
Pendula, l£to2ift.2s.&*\ 10
Picturata rosea, 2 feet ...

Pceoiii flora rosea, 4 feet...

Pratti, 1 foot

Pressi eclipse, 3 feet

Prince Albert, 1 foot

Princess Cochlochi, 1 foot
Punctata, 1 foot
Queen Victoria, U to 2 ft.

2s. 6d. 5
Kawsi, U to .?£ ft. 2s. 6d. 35
Reticulata, l£ to 3$ feet

2s. 6d. 35
Reevesiana, 1£ foot

Rhynderis, 3 feet ...

Rosette, 2$ feet
Rubescens, 1 to 1£ ft.

Rubria, 2£teet
Sieboldi, 1 foot

Sovereign, 1£ foot

Spineo, 1£ foot
Striata, li foot
Sweeti, 1$ foot

Tricolor, 1 to 3 feet
Vandettia carnea, 2 feet ..

Walter Fred Campbell,
1£ foot

Welbankiana, 3£ feet

Woodsia, 1£

- *

• • •

000

9,

• #•

•

»

9

• # •

• • •

• •

• ••

25.

- < .

2
25
20
2
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2
2
2

2
2
20
7
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6
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6

6

6
6
6

6

6
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AZALEA INDICA.
Speciosissima, S. rosy purple, spotted 2s. 6d.

Sp'endens, S. orange pink, spotted 2s.G'l.

Speciosa 9*.

Stanleyana, deep bright rose, with brown spots, splendid
form ... ... 3*. 6d. 10• • • • * a - > a * -

Our selection, 30*. to 51. per dozen.

AZALEA INDICA.
Abbreviations: F.,Fraser; S, Smith; K., Knight & Perry; L. P.,
Lucombe, Pince & Co. ; S. aud N., Standish & Noble ; I., Ivery.

•Alba -- _••• ls.25s.0i.
. „ magna,F.. fine white, sometimes striped, good form 2s. 6J. 5
„ magniflora, large fine white 2s. G>i.

,, perfecta,S. pure white 2s. Gd.
Albert!, K. large scarlet, dark spots 2s. 6d.
Amcena (species) bright rosy purple, very hardv, extra ...
Apollo, K. orange scarlet 2s.
Aurora. L. P. scarlet, large m
Beall. S. and N. rich vermillion and white striped, extra, 2s. 10
Barcl.iyana, fine white
Beauty of Europe, pink, striped with carmine,
*"? , •:

Beauty of Reigafe, T. white, striped with rose
Bianca, white

7
7

5
5
3
2

verv dis-

...2s. 6d.

6
6

6

6

2-t. 6d.

* * •

m%%

• **

» ••

• *»

• • •

2s.

2s.

2s.

* • *

• • •

ft •#

* > -

• t •

• ••

• * ft

2s. 6d.

2s. 6J. o

2s. Sd. 7

«roiightoni. S. stout, light salmon pink, finely spotted, 2s. Bd.
Buckingham!, bright scarlet crimson, fine
Carminata, fine scarlet, distinctly spotted
Chelsoni, K. orange scarlet, fine form...
Coronata, bright rosy red
Criterion
-Lnspitoha, S. and N. rich rosy lake, flowers late, large and

very reflexed petals, extra ...3s. 6d.
Danielsiana
Delecta, rose, large and fine
Decora, K. rich violet rose, distinct colour
Delicata, I. very good rose, fine form ...

Due de Brabant, scarlet, early flowering M .w .Duke of Devonshire, L. P. a good free blooming scarlet, 2s.
•Oarland
Gledstanesl. white, sometimes striped with red ... ...

„ formosa, fine formed white, well striped with cerise 5
<rlory of Sunninghill, F. fine double rich pink flowers 2s. 10

...2s. Qd. 7
• • • • « • tJ

•*• ••• o
2s. 7

...3».6/i.l20

...Zs.M. 10

...2s. Gd. 3
3
3

00

3
5
3
3

25
5

5
10
7

10
7
3
5
3
7

40
2
3

• * *

9

» • *••

• 0* • •0

• 00

0ft0

» •

• •0 * • ft

...2s. Sd.

... 3*. 6d.

llorberti

Hebe
Iveryiana, white, with red stripes
Juliana, K. a fine crimson, good shape
Latenti a, light orange red, good form
Magnifies
Minerva, K. deep scarlet
Mrs. Fry, bright carmine, very large flower...
Mutabilis
Murrayana. large carmine pink'" .'.'.'

'.'.'.

...„,. w .

Karci.ssiflora, a double white and free flowerer. very
novel

2s.6d.
Optima. K large scarlet, dark spots 2^.6^.
I erryana, K. splendid dark orauge scarlet 2s. Gd.
PnBstantissima, K. light orange red, much spotted and

large
Prince Albert
Punctata...

Refulgens, K. dark scarlet, large and fine
Ro-^ea punctata
Rubra plena, a good distinct double scarlet
Rhododendroides
Seraiduplex maculata, S. fine double rosy Dink
Sinensis

7
5
5

• 04 2s. Gd.
00a *»0 * • -

• •

• 04

0*0

ft ft

5
2
7
5
5

a a

•It

2s. Gd.

2s.

2*.

2s. Gd. 10
... 10
2*. 3
... 2

6

6
6

6
6

6
6
6

6
6

6
6

6
6
6
6
6

6
6
6
G

6

6
6

6
6
6
6

Symmetry, K. salmon pink, richly spotted with crimson ..

vartogafa, salmon pink, white margin
Vesta, L. P. fine white, good form 2s.

Virtata, white, beautifully striped with purple ... 2*.

Violacea superba, 8. fine rich purple violet, good and showy
Our selection, 12*., 18*., and 30*. per dozen.

STOVE PLANTS.
Those marked thus t are Stove Climbers.

*. d.

3 G
5
3 6

10

3 6
3 6
10 6
5
3 6

Achimenes, Ambroise
Verschaffelt

Dr. Hopf
Earl Wolforth
Edmond Boissier
Edward Otto ...

gigantea
longiflora major

Sir Trehern Thomas
Adamea versicolor

^Eschynanthua splendi-
dOB, 25. 15

AlIamandaneriifolia,l$.6<i\25

it

n
it

it

tt

tt

*t

• * •

• • •

. . •

• -

.

• • •

.«.

2
2
1
2
2
1

1

1

1

ft

• 04

tt

tt

tt

tt

• • •

• • •

• • •

2*.

• -

schotti

Aphelandra Leopoldi
Balsamina jerdonias

Begonia Ingram i ...

marmorea
Natalensis
opulifolia...

„ Prestonlensis superba
Thwaitsi 5*.

zanfhina
Caladium bicolor...3*.6£ 20

discolor...3s. 6d 20
7

2
2

2
2
10
3
2
o

10
2

tt

4 04

„ pictum
Cissus discolor

Clerodeudron fallax su-

perba
Cyrtanthera magnifica ...

Cyrtocerus reflexa

C R E E N H

2
2
2

O

d.

6
6
6
6
6
6

6
6

6
r>

6

6
6

6
6

6

6

U

004

ft 04

• • 5
2

Dracama nobilis

ffc)chit«s picta
Franciscea confertiflora,

2*. Gd.
Gardenia florida

Fortuni ,.2s.6d. 10
2

7
2

tt

it

ft •

ft • ft

- - •

• «0

• • 9

ft

„ radicans
Gloxinia Comte de Talley-

rand ...

flammea
Hauptmann

"Wiithe

; , ^
Rex ignens ...

Hebeclinium ianthinum
fHexacentris lutea

, f mysorensis
Iletrocentrnm roseum
Hippiella atrosauguinea
Hindsia Iogiflora

h alba
Hoya bella

Paxtoni
variegata

tFpomoea Leari
rmpatiensJerdoniae, 25.6^7- 7
Medinellamagnifica^.G^.lO
tPassiflora amahilis, 2s.6d. 3
+ „ Belotti, ...2s.6d. 3
Pentas rosea 2
Sciodocalyx Warscewiczi 3
Sonerila margaritacea, 55. 10

SE PLANTS.
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FUCHSIAS.
Beatify of the Bower, Banks', tube scarlet, dark corolla,

smooth perfect flower

Climax, Banks', tube rich crimson, sepals reflex back, the
points touching the seed vessel corolla very large, of a
splendid violet blue

Dominiana, a fine hybrid, with large scarlet flowers

Empress Eugenie, Story's, crimson tube and petals, corolla

niiG Wtllt6.. # , t# >•« ft«« ••• ••• ••• 0ft»

Fairy Queen, Banks', tube white, corolla rich plum-coloured
puce, immense bloomer

Grand Sultan, Banks', tube rich crimson, corolla large and
very dark velvety purple, a noble flower, first-rate for

exhibition
Lady of the Lake, Story's, tube fine deep crimson, corolla

blush white.
Maid of Kent, Banks'; this is pronounced to be the best

white Fuchsia out
Mrs. Story, Story's, tube tine scarlet, corolla fine substance

and clear white ... ... ... ... .. ... ... 2

NapoleonI II.,Banks\a dark var.,fine smooth flower,good habit 2

Omar Pacha, Banks', a large and well-proportioned flower,

tube dark crimson, corolla intensely dark velvety purple :

excellent habit ... ... ... ... ...

Prince Albert, Banks', tube scarlet crimson, with a rich

violet corolla, fine

Queen Victoria, Story's, tube scarlet crimson, and a lovely

clear white corolla •••

Raffaelle, Story's, tube and sepals crimson, corolla rich

chocolate, flaked with rose •; 2

Snowdrop, Story's, tube and sepals crimson, corolla clear white 2

Water Nymph, Story's, tube light scarlet crimson, corolla

a. d.

9

6

2

2

2

2

2 6

2

2

2

fine clear white
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* • • 0*0 ft ft ft 000 2
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T
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9

Those marked * thus are climbers, or adapted for covering
pillars, rafters, or blank walls,

s. d. I

• aft
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Acacia armata
grandis (true)

oliefoli a elegans. .

.

rotundifolia
Aphelexis argenteum, 1*.

couspicua ... 2*. Gd.
butuilis 2s.

mucrantlia pur-
purea ... 2*. Gd. 10

macran. rosea
;
2*.6rf. 7

ruppstris grandi-
flora ... 2*. Gd. 10 6

Sesmoides nova,
2s. Gd. 3

speciostssima,2*.R<2. 10
speciosa ...2*. Gd. 7

•Bignonia jasminoides
nana 1*. Gd. 2

Boronia Drummondi,
3*. Gd. 10

Call*, new sp. ... 5*. 20
•Cassia corymbnsa ... 1

Cestrum aurantiacum 1*. 2
„ regalli ... 2

Chorozema cordata la. Gd. 2
„ cordatum splendens2*.6J. 7

2*. 10

Eugenia Ugni Is. Gd.
Eutaxia floribunda Is.

„ myrtifolia Is.

s.

5
2
2
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it

tt

7
2
3
2
2

6
G

6

a * *
„fkvum
Lawrenceanum
varium nan urn

tt

tt

t* n
Citrus

2
2
2

3
5
3
3

CHanthusmagnificusl.6tZ.25
2

Chandleri
Japonicus

Otaheite
Citrus Mandarin
•Clematis H>lena

Sophia
tt

Is.

Is.

Is.

2*.

2*.

2*.

6

6

6

6
6
6

6
6
6

6

6
6

6

tt

Correa speciosa major ...

Cyclamen persicuui rub-
rum 25. 3 6

Cytisus racemosa fra-

gTans ... 25. .3

„ „ superba ... 85. 10
Daphne indicaalba 25. 3

japonica 25. 3
odorata 2*. 3

Dielytra spectabilis I5. 2
Dillwynia Cinnabarina 2

„ Drummondi 2
„ scabra ... 2

Diosma ambigua ... 2
Dracophvllumgracilftls 6rf.l5

Epacrise!ezantissimal5.6<i. 5
grandwflora I*. 6d. 7
„ rubra 25. 6d.

llyacinthiflora

tt

tt

t»

ft

n
tt

tt

tt

tt

• *

imprcssa
alba

>t

tt

I*. 6d.
Is. 6d.

U. 6d.

Is. 6d.

25. 6d.

carnea
„ coccinea
miniata

„ grandiflora

„ splendens
Eriostemon myoporoides

35. 6d. 30
intermedium 35. Qd. 10

t*

3
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5
3
3
3
5
3
3

6
6
6
6
6

6
6

e

6
6
6

6
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2
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2
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3
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3
3
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Fagelia bituminosa Is. Gd. 10
Hovea celsi ... is. 6'/. 2
Hydrangea japonica varie-

gata ... 2s.

„ Europeus
Kalosauthes coccinea 1*.

„ superba 1*.

miniata ... is.
Louis Napoleon Bo-

naparti ... 2s.
*Kennedya monophylla

1*. Gd.
* „ andomariense 1*. Gd.
* „ coccinea 1*. Gd.
* „ ovata alba Is. Gd.
*Lapageria rosea
LiUam lancifolium al-

bum ... 1*. 6d.

„ ., rubrum ... 2*.

„ „ speciosum rubrum 2s.

„ „ punctatum 2*. Gd.

„ „ Wallichianum
Lobelia Ghiesbrechti ...

* Lonicera odoratissima
Lychnis Sieboldi
•Mandevillea suaveolensls.2
Phlox, Drummondi, Gen.

Radetzky Is. 2
„ depressa criterion Is. 5
Pimelia Hendersoni ... 2

„ Nieppergiana, 2*.6J. 5
„ spectabilis ... 2

Polygala cordifolia 1*. 2
Dalmasiana 1*. 2
gracilis... Is. 2
grandiflora 1*. 2
Myrtifolia 1*. 2

oppositifolia,ls.6«i.2

speciosa Is. 2
Rhododendron Gibsoni,5*. 25
*Rhynchospermum Jasmi-
noides ls.6d. 2

Sarracenia purpurea
Salvia porphyranta
Shuthiolia erecta Is. Gd.
•Sollya Drummondi Is.

* „ heterophylla,ls.6</.25
Statice Halfordi ... 2*. 15
*Swainsoniagalegifolia,l*.10

n alba,ls.l0

Grevana.2*. 3
Tetratheca ericifolia 2s. 7

„ verticillata, Is. 6d. 7
Tritonia aurea 2
*Tropaeolumazureum,2*.6V/.7
* „ Jarretti 2s. 5
* „ Fentelmani. 2.-*. Gd.5
* „ tricolor 2*. 5
Veronica Andersoni Is. 2

„ variegata. 1*. 10
Liemani, Is. 10

d.
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Abbe* Belanger
Abdul Medschid Khan,

white, rose centre
Alexandrina, white, deep

rose centre, fine

Alice Allain, largo rose,

pink centre, dark
Anuibal, white, fine

Antagonist, white
Boileau
Browni, rosy pink, fine ...

Candidissima, white, with
crimson centre

Captivation, rose, crimson
eye

Chateaubriand
Colonel Dundas, superb
dark purple self, large and
of extra form

Comte de Talleyrand, rosy
crimson

Countess of Home, white,
lilac centrs, extra

Criterion, white,rosy purple
stripe, extra

Don Revel ...

Dr.Andry,crimson,dark eye
Dr. Guersant
Dr.Leroy,dark rosy crimson 3 6
Exquisite, blush lilac, white
eye

Fanny Adam
General Radetzky, crimson
and white striped

Gerard de St.Troud,mottled
and striped

Gloire de Neuilly

»

tt

>t

n

PHLOXES.
s.d.

Hebe,largewhite,rosecentre 9

Hendersoni ... 9

Henry Kougier 1

Madame Adam, lively rose,

red centre 9

Bosville ... 1 6

Courcelles, lavender,

light centre 3 6

Domage 1 '

Fontaine
Lierral, blu^h white,

violet centre 9

09
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1 6

•
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• • ft
• 00

1

1
9

Millenett
Vaillard

Marianne
Maria Bontagne
Marchionesse Giovanni St.

Cyr ...

Mr. Domage
Napoleon, flue striped

President Doscaine
Primulseflora, pure white...

Queen Victoria, white, with

rose centre, beautiful ..

Rachel •

Heine des Phlox, blush,

dark centre " l

Roi Leopold, rosy crimson,

striped with white... •••
J

Rosini, clear lilac, white

centre
Scarbro' Gem •• .

Spenceri,rose,fine trus.S'Iwt -
u *

Van Houtte, white, rose

striped ."V-V"
Veronique,rosy blusb,white

centre...

16
20
9

lfi

09

36
09

36

09UIUIIOUCHCUIIIJ X V WIHI«
,

„*.

Onr Selection, 7s. Gd. to 21s. per dozen. Purchaser's Selection,^.

P A N S I E S. , . n .

Alfred the Great, Turner's 0s.9d. Miss Talbot, Dickson s... I«*
* * ft ft •

* * ft

- » n

Argo
Ariel, Dickson's...
Climax, Bell

f

n ...

Constance, Turner's
Defiance
Duke of Pertb, Handa*

syde's
Emperor, Hale's
Fair Rosamond, Brown's
Father Gavazzi, Holland's
Gem, Turner's ...

Gliffe, Dickson's
Joe Miller, Turner's ...

Lady Carrington, Hunt's
Lord Palmerston, Turner's 2
Lord Raglan, Turner's ... 1
Marchioness of Bath,
Wheeler's

Memnon, Turner's
Minerva, Dickson's
Miss Steward, Hale's

* ft

l

1

o
l

1

1

1

1

1

6
6
9
6
9

6
6
9

Mrs. Beck, Turner's

Mrs. M. Hamilton, Na-

smyth's
National, Turner's
Nonpareil, Dickson's

Nonsuch, Turner's

Omar Pacha, Dickson s

Phoenix, Hale's ...

Porapey, Hale's

9

ft •

ft •

000

• ft

1

1

1

1

1

1
a

6 Queen Victoria, Dickson 8
"-

9 i Royal Albert, Turners... 1

6
! Royal Visit, Dickson s...

ft ft ft

ft ft

1

2
1

1

9

6

6
6
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•

Satisfaction, Turner's

Seraph, Dickson's
SirJohnCathcart,Tumer s

Sir Joseph Paxton, Bet-

teridge's -• •••

Sir Philip Sydney, Pel'

lowes'
Triumphant
White Flag

1
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1

1
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6

6

6
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Selections left to B & H. as follows :—

New class

Fuchsias
Verbenas

A Choice Collection of Rose
Garden, and Agricultural Seeds

uraamental Ireesand Shrubs, Fruit Trees, &c, at Lawrence Street Without, Walmgate Bar.

Per doz.—5.

Dahlias 6s. 18
Show Geraniums 6s.

f
9s. 50

Fancy do. 12*., 18s., 24*. 36
of Show do.

125., 18*. 24
6s. 21
6s. 12

Chrysanthemums, large
flowering

„ Pompon
Antirrhinums
Petunias ...

Cinerarias...

Hollyhocks
10/., 12*., 18*., 24*.,

,. good bonier

* *

* •

0ft

00

6
6
6

6
7

36
6

d.

6

Per doz.-*-

Stove Plants ... J& %
Greenhouse do. ... !-*• w
Stove and Greenhouse

8*. 18
Ferns • *ft 0ft •

Hardy do.

Azalea indica 12.*., 18»- f
Phloxes ... ^5. ba. -l

Bedding and Border Plants

in great variety ••' w
Pansies ... &.,*• 1 '

Herbaceous Plants 4s.w.?
Conifer* ... «* Zi
Named Auriculas Vi». *

Carnations and Picotees

p«r doz. pairs—VIsJbs-
-*

Pinks -
bs ' U

d.

a

o

o

.0

i

N.B. The usual allowance to the Trade.
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NEW FARM SEEDS. I

BUTTON'S CATALOGUE will be sent gratis andO post free on application.

m Suttojt & Sons. Seed Growers, Reading.

ted

can
by

he

T> OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, REGENT'S PARK,
JA_The EXHIBITIONS of 'PLANTS, FLOWERS, and
FRUIT in the Gardens of the Society this season will take place
on WEDNESDAY, May 28th, June ISth. and July 9th, and of
AMERICAN PLANTS, on SATURDAY, June 14th.

Tickets of admission are now being issued, and cau be obtained
a the Gardens only by orders from Fellows or Members of the
Society. Price, before Mny 17th, 4s. ; after that day, 5s. each.
Extensive improvements ara in progress in the American

Garden.

HOLLYHOCKS.
Hr.oENHAM Rosary, Bungay, Suffolk.

15IRCHAM. and WARD beg to state that they
* * have a very large stock of healthy plants of all the leading
kinds of Hollyhock*. Catalogues will be forwarded on appli-
cation. Wholesale orders executed on liberal terms.

Hedenham Rosary, March 29.

SUPERB HOLLY HOCK JL
JOSEPH BUTLER, Gardener to R. Hills, Esq.,
y Coin* Park, I lalstead, Essex, begs to inform the Nobility and
Gentry that he has now ivady for sending out most of the leading
varieties of this beautiful flower from 45. to 11. 10s. per dozen.
Catalogues will be forwarded on application, by enclosing one
postage stamp.

NEW BRITISH ~FER,\T
ASPLENIUM REFRACrUM (MoORK). FOR DESCRIPTION AND PLATK

,

species, oi wntcn he possessps the entire stock. Plants
forwarded post free on application, at 10*. 6d. each.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Holloway.

RENDLE'S FARM DIRECTORY, Eli
J. C. Morton, Esq., is now ready, and

obtained from the Proprietors,
William E. Rkxdle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

JC. WHEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED
• LIST for this Season is now ready, and may he

had gratis on application.
J. C. Wheeler & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

. Gloucester.

\/f
ESSRS. J. and H. BROWNTnform the Mobility,

*-/J Gentry, and Gardeners that their NEW CATALOGUE

CHATTERIS HORTICULTURAL AND FLORI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.—The Exhibitions of this Society

for the year 1856 will be held at Chatteris as follows, viz. -—The
First. Exhibition on WEDNESDAY, July 2: and the Second
Exhibition on WEDNESDAY, September 10.

In addition to the usual Prizes the following will be offered, viz.

:

Subscription Silver Cup, value five guineas; Second Prize
(offered by the Society), 1/. 10s. All further information may be
obtained on application to William Fever, Hon. Sec.

Chatteris, March 29.__

LW T T,ILLIAM BARRA
LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved
principles.

••* An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Orxamental Shrubs,
.

Evergreens, Forest Trees, Roses, and Tiior.vs.

CONIFERS, FRUIT TREES, &c. ( can be had by post.
Conservatories and Gardens furnished by Contract.

Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington. London.—March 29.

'I'HOAIAS BARNES' CATALOGUE is now ready,A and may be had on application, containing Descriptions and
Prices of Dahlias, Fancy Dahlias, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Phloxes,
Hollyhocks, Chrysanthemums, Mimulus, Petunias, Roses, Daisies,
and Miscellaneous Plants for bedding, &c. &c.

Dane Croft Nurseries, Stowmarket.

/^.EORGE SMITH'S NEW AND PRICED CAT-.
V-fl ALOGUE is now ready, and will be sent free by post on
application. It contains Select Lists of Verbenas. Geraniums,
fof Show, Fancy, Variegated and Scarlet kinds), Dahlias, Holly-
hocks, Petunias, and Chrysanthemums.

Tollin gton Nu rsery.' Hornsey Road, Islington, London.
NEW DAHLIAS, ETC. I

CHARLES TURNER begs to state that his
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of New Dahlias, Gera-

mums, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Car-
nations. Pinks, Shrubby Calceolarias, Petunias, &c..&c, is now
ready, and contains many new varieties offered for the first time.
Sent post free on application—Roval Nnrserv. Slough.

T

TO THE LOVERS OF DELICIOUS FRUIT.
Z^RION MELON, the winner at Regent Street and
**f Crystal Palace, is a fruit of great beauty, from 4 to 6 lbs in
weight, thin skin, thick flesh, luscious as a melting Peach,
fragrant and rich as a Pine Apple. 6 seeds out of the Prize fruit
free per Post, Is Sd.—Address, Thomab Wild. Ipswich.

CHOICE CALCEOLARIAS.
I"OHN COLE begs respectfully to offer a few dozen

*J strong healthy unbloomed Seedlings of his matchless
Calceolarias, saved from select sorts carefully impregnated.
J. C. is happy to say his Seedlings have given great satisfaction
the past two seasons, and many parties have written again for
them. 4*. per dozen, 25s. per 100. A remittance solicited from
unknown correspondents.—Keyfield Nursery, St. Albans, Herts.

^T GAINES has a few fine specimen RHODODEN-
of

Camellias, &c, &c. N. G. begs to invite purchasers to pay a
visit to the Nursery.—Nursery, Surrey Lane, Flatter . .>

srRiPTlVE CATALOGUE OF GARDEN, AGRICUL-
JRAL, AND FLOWER SEEDS. Attached to this Cata-

MR. DAVIDSON, who is extensively etigaged in ' logue is a Calendar of Seeds to be sown in each month ; also the
LANDSCAPE GARDENING and GARDEN ARCH I- I

mode of cultivating the Dioscorea.

Hp F. WINSTANLEY begs to inform his friend*
-»- * that his collections of NEW GARDEN SEEDS are now

r r i'. wins"1

-«- * chester, begs

TECTURE, respectfully offers his services to Noblemen, Gentle-
men, and the Public, in Designing and Directing New Works and
Improvements in Parks, Gardens, Cemeteries, &c.

Offices, 36, Great Russell Street, Bedford Square, London.

O EEDS FOR THE FARM can be procured inO any quantity and of the best possible description from
Messrs. William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

Established 17S6.

NEW CLOVER SEED, COW GRASS, AND
ALSIKE CLOVER, new and genuine, without any

odmixture of old or inferior seed, can be obtained from
William E. Rknplk & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

GOOD CLOVER SEED.
GENUINE NEW CLOVER SEED may be obtained

of the wadersigned . Puces (according to market
and quantity required) will be forwarded on application.

John Suttox & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

SUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS,
AMD DICKENSON'S ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, are both

very superior to the Italian Rye-grass commonly cultivated.

At present Messrs. Sutton have a supply of true Seed,
of each sort. Early application is requested.

Johm Sutton & Soxs, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

"PINE NEW ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, imported* direct from Italy.

Fine selected GRASSES for PERMANENT PASTUR£,30s.
per sere. This will include a mixture of the true Core Grass or
Perenaial Red Clover.

Fine LAWN GRASS, 1*. per lb.; 40 lbs. will be sufficient for
an acre. iMivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheeler & Son,
Nurserymen and Sped Growers. Gloncester.

yyciuNSON's Italian rye-grass seed
*-' is sold by himself (he lnui no deputed Agent) to Agricul-
turists only, 60*. per quarter for present payment.—New Park,
Lymington, Hants.

__TheJ>amphlet, Is., by Messrs. Ridoway, Piccadilly. London.

GRASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURE^
FINEST LAWN GRASSES, TURNIPS, of sorts, and

other AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.- Lists of prices may be had
gratis of Wii. Ba rratt, JNurseries, Wakefield.

WHEAT FOR LATE AND SPRING SOWING.
—Samples with prices of Talavera, Red Hybrid, Nursery,

April, and other kinds of Seed Wheat will be sent free on appli-
cation to Mr. H. Ratkbibd, Basingstoke.

NOTICE.
JOHN C. SOMMERS, 1 59, Fenchurch Street, London,

Y D*&s to inform his friends and the public tbat he continues to
buy on commission, and not on his own account, from respectable
growers and others, GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS
that m» v be depended npon for purity and correctness of stocks.
*** Orders from unknown correspondents must be accompanied

^th a banker's reference.

ready, comprising all the most useful vegetable produce, from
1*. to 5Z. The DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE contaius the
details of each collection on page 11.

Seed Warehouse, 28,
* ' • "ket Place, Manchester.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
JOHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of RHODO-

DENDRONS, AZALEAS, &c.f as exhibited at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and
can be had on application.
S^yThe Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrons.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.—March 29.

AMERICAN PLAN T S.
TTTATERER and GODFREY beg to announce their
* ^ Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants fi>r

this season is now published, and will be sent free on application.
As the collection of American Plants at this Nursery is altogether
unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to their
interest to pay a visit to the Nursery, which may be readily done
by the South Western Railway to Woking Station.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

GEORGE BAKER begs to announce his DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA-

MENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES is now
ready, and may be had on application.
American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, seven

miles from Staines, Windsor branch, South Western Railway,
where conveyances may be had-

C A M E L L I A S.

CHANDLER and SONS, Nurserymen, Wands-
worth Road, beg to inform their Friends and the Public that

their extensive collection of CAMELLIAS is now in bloom.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
YyOOD and INGRAM beg to offer fine showy
' ™ named varieties, well established in pots, from 1*. to 1*. 6cP

per pair.—Nurseries, Huntingdon, March 29.

FRUIT TREES IN POTS.
TT LANE and SONS have fine healthy Plants of
*--*-• the above, with Bloom Buds for bearing this year.
Prices will be sent on application.

The Nurseries, Great Berkhamstead. Herts.

INDIAN AZALEAS.
LT LANE and SONS beg to offer large quantities of
*- -» • fine healthy Plants of the above. Also small specimens for
Growing or for Exhibition. Prices and Catalogues can be had on
application.—The Nurseries, Great Berkhamstead, Herts.

HARDY AZALEAS AND RHODODENDRONS.
HLANE and SON have to offer most of the

• leading sorts of the above well set with blooms.
The Nurseries, Great Berkhamstead, Herts.

D WARF ROSE S.
~

s
TE and SON have a fine large Stock ofH.

sLfcY, Seed Merchant, Man-
spectfully to call the attention of the

public to his very ' iiqne collections of FLOWER SEEDS :

each packet of seed bears the name, colour and height of its
growth, and the collection is packed in a neat labelled box.
Mignonette and Sweet Peas being used in larger quantities are
not included in th^se collections. Prices from 2s. 6d. to 40s.

PERMANENT PASTURE
Tl.TR. SMITHE'S MIXED GRASS SEEDS for
IvX various soils are now ready for sale.—Cost per acre, 24*.,
allowing 4 bushels to the acre. The Seeds will be delivered free
of expense to the nearest Railway Station. Reference will be
required from parties unknown.— East ling, Feversham, Kent.

SEED BARLEY FROM THE CHALK.

MR. H. RAYNB1RD, Basin-stoke, can supply
Chevalier, Golden Drop, Thanet, and other approved sorts

of Barley at market prices. Hudson's Golden Melon Barley, a
new variety, productive, and of fine Malting quality, may be bad
on application.

H A ROY MPATW^
TT^ATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite
" 1 attention to their large stock and first-rate collection of

these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues mny be
had free on application to Watereb & Godfrey Knap Hill
Nnrserv, Woking. Surrey.

i'O Be SOLO, very baudsome large IK1SH
YEWS, from 4 to 8 feet. Purchasers taking a large

number will be liberally dealt with. Prices on application.

—

Thomas Jackson" & Sox, Nurseries. Kingston, near London.

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.

TO BE SOLD, a large quantity of first-rate TOP-
SPIT LOAM off an old Sheen Pasture.—Apply to Mr.

Jobs A. Watson; Agent for the Ealing Rectory Estate,
Ealing. Middlesex.

n^O BE SOLD, FLOUR BALL POTATOES ; as
-*- the stock is limited, orders attended to in rotation. Price 2*.

per peck, in quantities of not less than 10 pecks; prepayment by
Post-office Order to William Beckett, Welham, Retford, Notts ..

JOHN HOLLAND begs to offer the FLUKE
O KIDNEY POTATO (true), in any quantity, at 3s. per bushel
of 56 lbs. ; 5/- per ton ; strong sacks to hold 5 bushels (2$ cwt.)
lf-JM^each.—Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton, near Manchester.

Hand R. STIRZAKER offer the true FLUKE
• POTATO at 3J. 10s. per ton; also SCOTCH DRUM-

HEAD CABBAGE PLANTS, fine, 10?. per 100,000, or 2*. fcf.

per 1000, for cash.—Lancaster.

FLUKE KIDNEY POTATOES.
FISHER, HOLMES, and CO. beg to offer the

above, true and good, at lOrf. per peck of 20 lbs. Parties

requiring large quantities will be liberally dealt with.

Handsworfli Nursery, Sheffield, March 29.

LUKE KIDNEY' POTATOES, R p« ton; in

quantities less than 1 ton, 6s. per cwt; sacks. Is.

The above are grown expressly for Seed on newly brokeft up old
turi land. AH orders to be accompanied by a remittance.^/V

Humphrey Chaicbvelaix, Kempsey, \VQrceater.
DWARF ROSES, auch sorts as Alexandrine Bach-

meteff, Auguste Mie, Baronne Hallez, Madame Cavaignac, Mrs.
St »we, Trioraphe de Paris, W~iUiam Griffiths. &c., still to oner,

,
. _

both worked and on own root*. Tricv- and Catalogues) n**f be Flourball, and all other first class varieties, to lie h*L-<rf T. F
hid on application at the Nurseries, Great BeffckamtfUai, Herts. Wl taxley, Seed Meicfcaut, UtnchedtiM-. ££ ^ f

SEBL) POTATOES.—True Ash-leaf Kkiney, Jack-
•vm's do., "Walnut-leaved do.f Fluke (true^T. LapatDl

?«5
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210 THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.
JC. WHEELER and SON, Gloucester, beg to offer

• the following FLOWER SEEDS; imported from one

of tbe best (J rowers in Germany, which they can recommend
as being of the very best quality, and which will be forwarded

free by post at the following prices :—

QUILLED DOUBLE GERMAN ASTER—Assortment
of 24 splendid varieties, containing of each colour 5. d.

9 * * > . * 5
2 6

8

5
2 6

6

• • •

* • f

VII 2 6
6

3
1

3

5

3

2
6

6

100 seeds
Ditto ditto 12 varieties

Packets of the above vara, mixed. 1*.; small packets, each

GERMAN TEN-WEEK STOCKS—Assortment of 24

most splendid varieties, each colour separate

Ditto, assortment of 12 most splendid varieties

The above varieties mixed. Is. ; small packets

NEW LARGEST FLOWERING DWARF TEN-
WEEK STOCK.— This new acquisition has been
greatly admired. The flowers are exceedingly large,

the colours rose, purple, blue, light blue, and white.
Assortment of nine beautiful varieties

Th»» above varieties mixed, 1*.; small packpfs
DWARF GERMAN WALLFLOWER-LEAVED TEN-
WEEK STOCK—Assortment of 12 splendid varieties,

containing of each varietv 100 seeds
NEW ROSE PURPLE EMPEROR STOCK, per packet
WAI LFLOW ER3-ColWtion of eight splendid varieties

DWARF DOUBLE LARKSPUR—Collection of 10 most
splendid varieties, containing of each colour one-eighth
ofan cunce

TALL DOUBLE LARKSPUR — Collection of eight
splendid varieties, containing of each colour one-eighth of

ZINNIA ELEGANS— Collection of six beautiful varieties

The following unsolicited testimonials will give some slight
ictea of the high repute in which our seeds are held :—
" I beg to inform you that the German Stocks and Asters you

sent me last year met my entire satisfaction, for I had a most
splendid show; they were admired by every one who saw them."—Mr. John Fu» ef of Long Buckby.

" The Wallflower seed you sent me is much finer than ever I saw
before ; they are gram! in the extreme—spikes of flowers 12 inches
long."

—

Mr. Glteton^ Gardener to E. Holland, Esq., JAP., Dumblcton.
u The German Stocks and Asters have given general satis-

faction, having surpassed all I have yet seen, both for brilliancy
of colour and compactness of bloom"

—

Mr. Vertegans, Florist,
Edg'baston, Birmingham.
"The German Stocks came up to your recommendation ; they

gave me great satisfaction, and many friends who visited the
gardens asked me where I had the seed from "—Jfr. Barlass,
Gardiner to T. B.Lc Baker, Esq., of Hardwicke Court.
n Tbe German Stocks and Asters you sent to the Heath last year

were really good."—Mr. Chapman, Gardener, The Heath, Cardiff.

WHEELERS GARDEN SEEDS.
In order to save trouble in ordering seeds we have made up

three collections of u Garden Seeds." The first a large Collection
comprising all the sorts requisite and necessary for the year's
consumption of a large garden, all arranged in proper quantities
and correctly named, price 3/., carriage free. Second Collection,
equally choice sorts, suitable for a middle-sized garden, for 30$.,
carriage free; the third Collection for a small garden, price 15$.
"Your seeds were very good last year, and I hope they are

equally so this season"—i?. B. Williams, Esq., Stackpole Court,
Ftombrake.

" The Peas were excellent "—27^ Hon. F. Scott, M.P., Sandhurst
Grange.
J. C. Whkei.hr & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Gloucestei, Seed>men to the Gloucestershire Agricultural Society
Established more than a hundred years.

SELECT CULTIVATED GRASSES for PERMA-
NENT PASTURE, &c, on Sale by William E. Resole &

Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth. For large quantities special
contracts may be made at reduced piices.

Extracted from "Rendlr's Agricultural Price Current and Farm
Directory for 1856."

Our Mixed Grasses for Pemianent Pasture, <&&, have
given the greatest satin/action to all who have sown them.

They are selected according to the best Tables—and will

be sold at the lowest remunerative prices. Those who wish
to make their own selection can purchase all tfie kinds
separately.
MIXTURE for LAYING DOWN LAND to PERMA-

NENT PASTURE or MEADOW.—The kinds are most cai
fully saved, all noxious weeds being excluded. The selec-
tions will contain several species of Festucas, Loliums,
Poas, and Trifoliums, in such quantities as will best suit
the soil for which the selection is intended. We usually
send 2 bushels of light seed, and 12 lbs. of heavy seed per acre,
which will be sufficient for most soils. The large increasing
demand for Grasses for permanent pasture enables us to offer
them at the reduced price of from 245. to 30*. per acre, according
to the sorts required to snit the soil. (Gentlemen in giving their
orders are requested to state the quality of the soil, situa-
tion, Ac.)

FOR LAYING DOWN PERM A XENT LAWNS.-In Lawns,
or Ornamental Parks, it is generally desirable to have a predo-
minance of fine Evergreen Grasses. All the coarser kinds will,
therefore, be entirely excluded, and the sward will at all times
present a luxuriant and handsome appearance. The prices of the
best Lawn Grass are 18*. per bushel, 2s. 6d. per gallon, or Is per lb.

FOR PERMANENT PASTURE and HAY in ORCHARDS
and other GROUNDS much OVKRSHADED with TREES.—
We can supply a very excellent mixture of Grasses suitable for
the above purposes at 30$. per acre, comprising two bushels of
light seed and 12 lbs. of heavy.
FOR HEATHY or MOORY LANDS wurni have Bllir

IMPROVED with a view to their PRODUCING BETTER
PASTURE.— We can offer an excellent mixture for Heathy or
Moorj Lands, at 25*. per acre, with varieties which will thrive
best on such soils. When the order is sent it is desirable that it

should be stated whether the soil is of a moist peaty character, or
of a dry nature in a high altitude.

FOR LAYING DOWN SHALLOW UPLANDS and SHEEP
WALKS.—For this purpose we can offer a very excellent assort-
ment suitable for elevated situations, which we can render at 30*.
per acre, to produce excellent food for sheep.
FOR LANDS ix PREPARATION for IRRIGATION, or

WATER MEADOWS.—In this mixture we place those varieties
that, from their natural habits, will stand an excessive moisture.
Price 24*. per acre.

MIXTURE for RENOVATING OLD PASTURES, PARK
LANDS, &c.—We can supply an excellent selection for renovat-
ing Old Pastures, deficient of Clovers, and the finer Grasses, at
7s. 6d. per acre, comprising about 10 lbs. of seed, at 9d. per lb.
This renovating mixture is very useful for such lands as do not
require to be laid down afresh, when the plant is thin, whether by
partial failure of seed, drought, or any other circumstances.
FINE GRASS SEED, for ORNAMENTAL PARKS,

PLEASURE GROUNDS, &c„ KEPT CONSTANTLY UNDER
THE SCYTHE.—Our selection of fine Lawn Grass Seeds has
always given the greatest satisfaction. We can point to our own
Grounds as a remarkable instance of their superiority. In the
year 1H50, our Gardensin tbe Union Road were completely altered,
the soil levelled, and laid down to fine Grass; the seeds were not
sown till the beginning of June, and by the 30th of July following
a very superior sward was obtained.

All orders delivered carriage free, see Rendle's
"Agricultural Price Current and Farm Directory for
1856." y J

Apply to Wm. E, Kesdle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
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CUCURBITA PERENNIS.
TT7 THOMPSON, Tavern Street, Ipswich, begs to;
* » • offer a few Seeds of this remarkable plant, described

recently in the Gardeners' Chronicle, in packets of four seeds

each. Price 1j. Also the following selection from his catalogu
of desirable new or rare seeds :

—

Al'>iisoa Warczewiczi, light scarlet, distinct new species ...

Ag^ratum conspicuum, new white, abundant bloomer, good
liHUlL #« •»• *•• •** • *•# •»• •*•

Convolvulus Cantabrica, pretty dwarf perennial, rose
Erysimum arkansanum, fine new species, orange, fragrant
Lupinus subcamosus, deep violet aud white, very beautiful
Leptosiphon aureum, very pretty
Matricaria eximia, good dwarf white bedder, free bloomer...
Monopsis debilis, dark blue, pretty dwarf annual
Papaver commutatum, very pretty dwarf species
Tropasoltim Smithi, rare, eight gfeeds

Whitlavia grandiflora, deep violet, a beautiful annual
Ten Week Stock, new large flowered varieties, mixed
Emperor Stock, six beautiful vars., mixed
Quilled Asters, 10 finest varieties, mixed
Truffaut's Pteony-flowered ditto splendid mixed, imported..,
Camellia Balsams, very fine colours, mixed

With every novelty of the season, and many rare seeds.

The " Gardening Book of Annuals," by W. Titompsox, favour-
ably noticed in the Gardeners' Chronicle for August ISth, 1855,
and in all the leading publications of the day, may be had Post-
free of the Author for 30 stamps.

[March 29, 1856.

MARROW _^
America, 2t. 6<£
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WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
To Noblemen ani> Gestlemkw Planting New Pleasure
Grounds, or Improving Parks or Drives, and to Com-
panies Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries.

WSKIRVING begs to offer his extensive Stock of
• TREES and SHRUBS of various sizns, adapted either

for immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where
smaller sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition
to his general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrubs,
which is allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this
season offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most
valuable Trees lately introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRI-
CATA and CEDRUS DEODARA, ofvarious sizes, from 1 to 6 ft.

W. S. invites any one wanting considerable quantities of
Specimen Trees and Shrubs to inspect his collection and obtain
prices on the spot, as the mere height of such trees (as quoted in
lists) gives no idea of the value of well grown select plants for
choice situations.

N.B. A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped
plants of the Araucaria imbricata andCedrus Deodara have been
grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great dis-
tances in this country, or to any part abroad.

Priced Lists will be sent on application.

COLE'S DEFIANCE RED CELERY^-riulZt
Celery of the season, of most excellent owli*

1 s. per packet. ^'

BOSTON NEW VEGETABLE
new and valuable introduction from
per packet, can be obtained genuine from

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merch ants, Plymouth
SEEDS FOR THE FAKrvT

—

~

WILLIAM E. RENDLE and CO., Seed Mer-
chants, Plymouth, Devonshire, can supplv the following

Agricultural Seeds, all neat and genuine, and of the best possible
description.

For full descriptions, see " Rendle's Agricultural Price
Current and Farm Directoi*y."

Swede Turnip of sorts, lOd. per lb., Is. Ad. per qt„ 5s per e&ll
Scotch Turnips ditto, lOd. per lb., 1*. Ad. per qt, 5s.
Common Turnips ... 8d. per lb., Is. per qf., 45. "

Tankard Turnips 8d. per lb., 1*. per 4:., 4c
White Belgian Carrot ... 9d. per lb.

Long Red Mangel Wurzel, 6d. per lb.

Yellow Globe do. Qd. per lb.

Italian Rye-Grass, 9s. per bushel.
Scotch Perennial do. 7s., 8s., to 9s. per bushel.
Devon Evergreen do. 6s. to 7s. per bushel.

Free Delivery.—A 11 kinds of Seed are delivyed car-
riage free to all Steam Ports and Railway stations in
the United Kingdom.—See the " Price Current."

William E. Reddle & Co., Seed Merchants
, Plymouth.

PLYMOUTH is one of the principal Seaports in the

United Kingdom, and possesses one of the jineit

harbours in the world.
Steamers and Clippers continually sail from thence to Australia,

New Zealand, India, America, and all parts of the world, so that
foreign orders can be shipped with promptness and dispatch.

There a? e regular lines of Steamers running to London
Edinburgh, Hull, Liverpool, Co; k, Dublin, Belfast. Glas-

gow, and all the principal Shipping Ports in the United
Kingdom every day in the week.
Plymouth is also connected by the South Devon Railway with

all the vast chains and links of the British Railways, and goods
can be sent as expeditiously and as cheaply from Plymouth as
any town in England.

All Orders for Seeds either for the Farm, the Kitchen
Garden, or Flower Garden, can be had from

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
Established 1786.

SUTTON'S
GRASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURE,

Including the True Perennial, Red, White, and Alsike Clovers (Carriage
Free), price 24s. to 30s. per Acre.

From Professor Lindley.—" Messrs. Sutton,—We have already made trial of your Grass Seeds, and it is but justice to say they
have proved the best we have sown for many years. "JOHN LINDLEY

" Horticultural Society, 21, Regent Street, London, Nov. 9, 1853."

Sutton's Renovating Grass Seeds for Improving Parks, Pastures, and Meadows.
1

Quantity of Seed required, Slbs. to 12 lbs. per acre. Price reduced to 9d. per lb., or SOs. per cwt.
From C. F. Thurston, Esq., Talgarth, August 9, 1855.

"Your Seeds have answered admirably. Turnips, Mangel
Wurzel, Carrots, and Parsnips, are superb. Your Grass Seeds
also have answered well. They were sown in spring, under
rather unfavourable circumstances. The After-Grass is remark-
able—Clover and other seeds spring up where nothing but the

nine acres sown with your Renovating Mixture is now one of the

finest in our neighbourhood."

From Mr. G. Norrington, Rectory Farm, Taplow, 26th 11, 1855.
" Five years ago I wrote to you to send me a Mixture of Grass

Seeds to sow upon 10 acres of "old Pastures. At the time I took
the farm, the 10 acres of Meadow was almost useless. I have

poorest pasture had been previously; and I think that a field of now a most excellent pasture."
SUTTON'S RENOVATING GRASS SEEDS consists of the finest and most nutritive kinds of Perennial Grasses and Clovers,

and the price, which is now reduced to 9d. per lb., or 80s. per cwt., is lower than the same kinds of Clovers and Grasses can be pur-
chased separately at any Seed Establishment in the Kingdom.

Permanent Pasture Grass Seeds for any Soil at moderate charges.
SUTTON and SONS have been often requested to appoint Agents for the sale of their Seeds in different localities; knowing,

however, that Agencies seldom prove satisfactory, they have adopted the practice of; paying the Carriage to most parts of England.
By this arrangement gentlemen residing in those parts of the kingdom where Seeds are not grown can be supplied with genuine
new Seeds directfrom the Growers, whereby much disappointment and loss of crops may be avoided.

Sutton's Price List of Farm Seeds post free.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

SUTTON'S
SELECTED MANGEL WURZEL.

THE ROOTS of this superior MANGEL WURZEL, which were exhibited at the Birmingham and other

Agricultural Shows, took the First Prizes in every instance. (See Times December 12th, 1855.)
Messrs. Sutton's ROOTS were also much admired on their Stand at the Smithfield 'ciub Show in the Baker Street Bazaar, as

see reports in the Agricultural Gazette, BeTXs Messenger, Mark Lane Express, and other papers of December last.

The following Extracts from Letters also show the superior quality of Sutton's Mangel Wurzel:—
From Mr. F. Mander, Inlease, near Hungp.rford.

I ',"1 will send you one of the Yellow Globe Mangels which will
astonish you. There have been a great many people to see
tbem."

From John Fryer, Esq., Manor House, Chatteris, October 13, 1855-
I shall in a week or ten days be pulling one of the finest crops

of Mangel Wurzels from the Yellow Globe Seed you sent me,
that I have grown for many years. I find it very beneficial
changing seed from your soil to ours."

From Mr. W. Moore, Steward to A. Fountain, Esq.
"Our Mangels and Turuips we had of you are splendid; we

have 200 acres, without a rood missing. Send 200 lbs of Yellow
Globe Mangel such as we had last year. If any gentleman had
offered 400*. for ours (17 acres) it would not have been accepted."

From the Rev. Hexry Cripps, Preston Vicarage, Cirencester.My Mangels are the most regular, and the finest I have
ever had."

From Mr. Alexander, Agriculturist to the Irish Church Mission
Clifton, Connemara.

The Farm Seeds with which we were favoured (gratuitously)
from Messrs. Sutton and Sons were excellent, principally the
Long Red and Yellow Globe Wurzel, Swedish Turnips, and
Parsnips."

From Mr. T. Hibbard, Bishopstone.
" Your Mangel Wurzels did remarkably well ;—the finest I saw-

anywhere."

From C. J. Parke, Esq., Henbury House, Wimborne, Do**>

January 14, 1866. .. _
" You will please keep a sufficient quantity of your

.

lflv
f .

*
v

Mangel Seed for 7 acres. Mv last crop was magnrticent; ni)

bailiff informs me that he weighed a part of the field, and calcu-

lated the roots at over 48 tons per acre."

From J. C. Slestan, Esq., West Clif Cottage, Bideford.
" I have had a most excellent crop of M angel Wurzel from toe

Seed I had of you last April, l have had the Elvetham weigiu "

31 lbs. and 32 lbs., and Yellow Globe upwards of 25 lbs. each. *

shall require a considerable quantity of each sort the ensuin

season."

From the Rev. W. Cornwell, Crossen's Parsonage. Southport-

" Your Lincolnshire Red Turnips, and your Elvetham Maiigei.

have succeeded so admirably, that I should like to try your otuer

seeds."

From Robert Stratton, Esq., Box Bush House, Brinhmrth.

"I am very much pleased with your Elvetham Mangel. *

quality I believe to be very superior, as I find my pig* llKe '

much better than any other sort. Your Grass seeds also gave

me great satisfaction."

At present Mes3rs. Sutton can supply any quantity of Seed. Price of their Selected Yellow Globe, 9d. per w-i

Fine Long Red, 9d., or cheaper by the cwt. ; Elvetham (new sort). Is. 6d. per lb. For prices of other kinds, see

Sutton's Priced List of Farm Seeds, which will be sent post free.

SUTTON & SONS, Seed Growers, Royal Berkshire Seed Establisliment, Heading
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UNEQUALLED NEW MELONS.

EDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and
Florist, 14

f
Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset, begs to

state that he can supply the following:

—

BTEven's Arundel Hybrid Scarlet and Green Flesh MELONS,
and Monro's Crystal Palace and Golden Gauge ditto, 2$. 6rf. per
packet, or two packets for 4s.

The Champion Kidney and Early Emperor POTATOES,
5$. &d. per peck, hamper and package included. For further
particulars see Advertisements in this Paper March 1st, 1856,

pages 130, 131.

All the CUCUMBERS can also be supplied as advertised
January 26th, 1856, pasre 50.

PRIMULA SINENSIS saved from all the best coloured
•fimbriated varieties, Is- 6rf. per packet.
DIGITALIS, or FOXGLOVE SEED, saved from 20 of the

most superb striped and spotted varieties, Is. per packet.
HOLLYHOCK SEED, saved from all the best varieties in

'Cultivation, Is. per packet; if required a packet containing 24
distinct sorts, all to name, will be sent for 5*.

Unequalled quilled GERMAN ASTER, Is. per packet.
FRENCH ASTER, or P^EONIFLORA TRUFFAUT, about

20 of the most striking varieties, Is. per packet.
CINERARIA SEED, saved from the most superb distinct

varieties, Is. per packet.
BALSAM SEED, saved from the most superb distinct

varieties, 1*.' per packet.
Very superior DWARF LARKSPUR, Gd. per packet..
A remittance must accompany every order by cash or penny

postage stamps, when the whole or any part (as the case may be)
will be immediately forwarded.

SEAKALE SEED.

—

Several Bushels of hwne-grown
Seed can be procured from William E. Rendle

& Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS.—Several hundreds

of thousands still remain, and can he had at the lowest

wholesale prices, on application to

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 p^cket^ic^ack7t
containing 100 Seeds, Is. ; sent post free, Is. 2d. Calceo-

laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,
Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue
•n application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.

Wm. Cullinofobd, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, ETC.
GEORGE WHEELER, Nurseryman, Warminster,

Wilts, begs to offer, at very moderate prices :—
RHODODENDRONS from good hardy kinds, transplanted

suitable for beds, cover, or plantations, 9 inches to 2 feet and
upwards.
RHODODENDRONS, good named sorts of fine hardy varie-

ties, including fragrans and Govenianum, both of which are
3weet; Nobleanum and scarlet in variety, 2 to 3 feet and upwards.
AZALEAS, hardy in great variety, well set with bloom buds,

2 feet high and upwards.
*<A good Stock of Rhododendron Ponticum, white, 2 feet and
upwards; Andromeda, Vacciniura, Ledum, American Cranberry,
Gaultheria Menziesia, Hardy Heath, &c.

ITALIAN RYE-CRASS, ETC.
WDRUMMOND and SONS, Stirling, N.B., beg

• to call the attention of those engaged in Agriculture to
ihe following Seeds:

—

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, selected from the finest stock in
Lombardy, and is especially recommended for its rapid
growth and luxuriant habit. Superior home-saved Seed may
also be had. Italian Ryp.-grass being extremely scarce this
season, orders should be transmitted without delay.

TERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, of the finest growths, perfectly
clean and in various weights, weighing from 22 lbs. to 30 lbs.

per bushel.
GRASSES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE.—From the exten-

sive experience they have had in this branch, and resulting
in giving complete satisfaction to the numerous gentlemen
who have favoured them with orders, they feel warranted in
recommending their assortments as made up to order—either
mixed or separately, to suit all description of soil.

TURNIPS, in ail the approved varieties of Swedes, Yellows, and
Whites, carefully saved by themselves from full-formed bulls.

VETCHES (or TARES) —Large broad-leaved Scotch.
PRICED CATALOGUESof theabove, with every otherdescrip-

tion of FARM SEEDS, may be had post free on application.
Also a valuable Descriptive Catalogue ofVEGETABLE SEEDS,
containing only such sorts as are really worth cultivating.

N.B.

—

Free Delivery.—All Seeds are, under certain

imitations, delivered carnagefree to the principalshipping
ports and railway stations throughout the kingdom.V FARM IMPLEMENTS.—An assortment of the most
approved Scotch Implements are usually kept in Stock.

W. DRUMMOND and SONS,
Seed and Implkhent Warehouses, Stirling and Dublin.

s
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l e^TdTd^new bedding calceol aria
CATTELL'S BEAUTY OF WESTERHAM.

JOHN CATTELL has much pleasure in informing
the public that he has now strong healthy plants ready to

send out of this very fine CALCEOLARIA. The foliage and
habit is like Sultan, but the flower-stems not so tall, and the
flowers are produced in the greatest profusion; the colour is a
bright deep rich crimson, with a velvety centre, almost black

;

from its fine free habit, and striking colours, J. C. has no hesita-
tion in saying it will become the most popular of the dark
bedding varieties. Good plants in 4-inch pots, as. each, postage
or hamper included.

J. C. has also the following fine Bedding Plants:—
•GERANIUM Beautyof Chipstead.—Most brilliant scarlet, *. rf.

of the cerise habit, extra fine bloomer, each ... 2 6
ft- Trentham Scarlet Gem.—Intense bright deep scarlet,

he best of the large growing scarlets, each ... 1 6
„ Virginium.—Pure white, with a very small spot of

pale light purple in the upper petals, immense
trusser, and extra free bloomer, each

Variegated Varieties.
Attraction (Gaines')

,

Attraction (KinghornN).—Habit and foliage like
Flower of the Day, with deep pink horseshoe
mark, 21*. per dozen, each

Silver King, each
Silver Queen, each 2*. 6d. to
Brilliant, 6s. per dozen, each
Golden Chain, 6s. per dozen, each

OENTIANA acaulip, very strong, 8*. per dozen, each ...

DELPHINIUM Hendersoni, strong ground roots, 51. per
100, 15*. per dozen, each

n magnificum, each
» Barlowi, 36s. per 100, per dozen
,, grandiflorum maximum, 405. per 100, 6*. per doz., each

CALCEOLARIA, strong plants of unbloomed seedlingg
from J. Cattail's established collection, in single
pots, per dozen

» seedlings from store pans, per dozen
tf from J. C.'s collection of new colours, very superior,

in single pots, per dozen

^ remittance or reference must accompany all orders from
unicnoirn correspondents.—Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.
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NEW AND SELECT PLANTS.

ASS and BROWN have a fine aud strong stock ! WAITES "
of the following:—

*•* • • *

• ft

• *l

Thomas,

fc» t

• • « «»«

•

• • •

• • *

GERANIUM
12 superb new show vars. of last season
50 superb vars, including some of the above
25 ditto ditto

Fine selections, per dozen 9*., 12*., and
6 superb new fancy vars. of last season

25 superb vars., including the above
Fine selections of fancy vars 9*., 12*., and

ACHIMENES.
5 snperb new continental vars., strong tubers
12 superb vars, including Sir Traherne

Gigantea, CheriU, Louis Van lloutte, &c.
12 fine and beautiful vars

GLOXINIAS,
10 splendid new continental vars. ...

10 splendid new ditto, erect flowering vars.
The 20 vars. together for

12 finest vars. of previous introduction

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
50 fine and select hard-wooded species and vars.

Fine selections, per dozen... 185. and
50 fine and select species and vars, 455.; or 25 vars.

STOVE PLANTS.
25 snperb and select species and vars

Fine selections, per dozen 2is. to

HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
100 distinct and showy vars, 305.; or50for
100 superior, including many newer vars., 505. ; or 50 for

ROSES, 12 dwarfs, in pots, splendid new continental vars.
HARDY CLIMBING PLANTS, in pots, 20 fine sorts ...

PHLOX. 25 vars., IO5. 6d. ; 25 superior vars
POTENTILLAS, 12 fine vars, 6?. and 9s.; 12 extra fine...

King of Crimsons, the finest large crimson,
and dwarf habit of growth, each

8 snperb new vars., including King of
Crimsons

ROSE-MADAME DESIRE GIR.VUD, new Carnation-
striped Hybrid Perpetual.—The flowers of this novel
and beautiful variety are double, of the size and form
of^ Baron Prevost, colour white, striped with rose and
crimson, dwarf plants in pots, worked on the Manetti
stock, each

CATALOGUE No. V. is now ready, and may be had on
application, containing their superb Achimenes, Gloxinias,
Bedding and Soft-wooded plants, &c; also a List of New and
Rare Plants of every class.

GOODS CARRIAGE FREE (not under 205.) toall stations in
London, and all stations on the Colchester line between London
and Norwich. Post-office orders payable to Bass & Brown, or
to Stephen Brown.
BASS and BROWN Seed and Horticultural Establishment,

Sudbury, Suffolk.
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PANSIES, FUCHSIAS,
PETUNIAS, DAHLIAS,

FIRST-CLASS CINERARIAS,
VERBENAS, GERANIUMS,
HOLLYHOCKS, ETC.

WM. RUMLEY and SONS are now sending out
the undernamed in fine strong Plants, hamper included,

or free by post, viz.:

—

CINERARIAS—The following 10 new varieties of 1S55 for
12s., or 6 for 8?. :—Turner's Lady Mary Labouchere, Lady
Pax t on, Mrs. Foster; Hopwood's Loveliness, Optima, Orion;
Frost's Mrs. Ricketts, Miss Bannerman, Matilda; Rousie's
Optima. The following choice varieties 75. 6d. per dozen, or 6
for 4s. :—Advancer, Duke of Wellington, Estelle, Empress
Eugenie, John Bull, Lord Stamford, Lablache, Lady Camoys,
Lord Palmerston, Mrs. Beecher Stowe, National, Novelty,
Octavia, Polyanthiflora, Prince Arthur, Scottish Chieftain.

PANSIES.—The following extra fine varieties, 6*. per dozen,
or from 6d. to 9d. each. Aurora, Amelia, Blue Eyed Maid,
Commander-in-Chief, Conqueror, Duke of Perth, Duke of Suther-
land, (Ellen, Douglas's),* Earl of Mansfield, (Excelsior, Stewart's),
France Cycole, Governor, Mr. Beck, Marchioness of Bath, Nobili-,
Post Captain, Queen of England, Sir J. Paxton, Supreme, <fec.

FUCHSIAS.—First-rate new varieties of 1855, 9*. and 10s. 6d.
per dozen.
VERBENAS.— All the best new varieties of 1855, 65.

per dozen.
GERANIUMS.—Extra fine show varieties, 65. to 42*. per doz.
PETUNIAS.—Choice varieties, 4s. to 9s. per dozen.
DAHLIAS.—Extra fine show and fancy varieties, 3s. to 18s.

per dr>zen.

HOLLYHOCKS.—Extra fine, 10s. 6d. to 18s. per dozen.
The above will be forwarded immediately on receipt of a Post

Office Order payable at Richmond, Yorkshire. Our New Descrip-
tive Catalogue of the above is now ready, and may be had on
application.—Gilling, near Richmond, Yorkshire.

SEED POTATOES
J:

C. WHEELER and SON offer the following
• SEED POTATOES:—

PRINCE OF WALES—This is the earliest round white Potato,
excellent for forcing, and for a general crop can be most highly
recommended. Per peck, 2s. 6d.

;
per bushel, 9s.

" I was highly delighted with the Prince of Wales Potatoes I
had from you last year ; I consider them more mealy and better
flavoured than any other sort, and far more free from disease,
planted in the same soil and in every way alike."—Mrs. Canning,
Portfields, Hereford.
" Your Prince of Wales Potato 'I obtained when first sent out,

and I beg to bear testimony to its good qualities. It is early,
excellent, and very prolific. On a plot of ground last year I am
sure that I raised at the rate of nearly 400 bushels per imperial
acre."—Rev R. O. Beomfield, Sprouston Manse, N. B.

J. C. Wheeler and Son beg to add that they have much
satisfaction in introducing this Potato into general notice

—

they have sent it into nearly all parts of the Kingdom, and every-
where it is highly spoken of. It is so early that it escapes the
disease more than almost any other variety. It is a large
cropper, and the flavour is excellent ; they can recommend it in
the strongest terms.

ALSTONE KIDNEY.—This is perfectly distinct from any other
Potato. It is an astonishing cropper, and the tubers are of
large size. It keeps well, and is good flavoured, and is
altogether an excellent and profitable variety. Per peck, 2s. 6d. :

per bushel, 9s.

The Rev. R. O. Beomfield, of Sprouston Manse, N. B., gives
the following report of the Alstone Kidneys which he had from
us.—" I had the Alstone Kidney planted in four rows of 10£ yards
in length, the running length of all being 42 yards, and the
produce was three large heaped imperial bushels of Potatoes
besides a few small refuse. Not knowing the Potato previously
I had it planted in rows 2 feet apart, which was too close and
made the crop less than it would have been, for the outride row of
10£ yards yielded nearly a heaped bushel. It is at the rate of
close upon 520 bushels per acre. The produce is unusually large

FLUKE.—This sort is now becoming well known. It is some-
what of a Kidney, but perfectly distinct from any other. As a
second early Potato it is without doubt the best, and will in a
short time find its way into every garden. 2s. per peck.

ASHLEAF KIDNEY (true) an excellent sample. 2s. 6d. per
peck, or 9s. per bushel, delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheelee & BOJT, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

NEW TURNIP.
ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

^
TURNIP.

'""PHIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
*- the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch

Turnip
: it possesses the properties of the Swede, aud may be

sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip
may be had on application, or mav be seen at the principal Seed
Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be
obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3*. per lb.—A liberal
allowance to the Trade.
J. G. Waits, Seed Merchant, 181 , High Holborn, London^

SKIRVINC'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP.
j\ JR. SKIRVING, Queen Square, Liverpool, begs to
Lfl acquaint his friends and the public that he has fixed the
price of his improved SWEDISH TURNIP SEED for the
season at Is. per lb. All other kinds of Turnip and Agricultural
Seeds in general, of the most select description, at moderate
rates, priced Catalogues of which may be had on application.
A remittance or reference from unknown correspondents is re-
spectfully reqnested to accompany orders.— Liverpool, March 29.

SWEDISH TURNIP SEEDS.
TOIIN B. WRIGHT, Hedderwick Hill, Dunbar,
*J begs to offer to Agriculturists "Improved East Lothian
Purple-top Swedes," grown by himself from carefully selected
pure bulbs of crop 1855. The above is warranted quite free from
all adulteration, and will be sent free to the chief railway stations
in quantities of not less than 50 lbs. Price Is. 3d. per lb.'
includiug package.—March 1S56.

ORCHID S~

Ti/TESSRS. RANG EL and MOSER, of Rio de
^-*- Janeiro, have for sale a rare and magnificent collection of
CATTLEYAS, LvELIAS, <kc. ; also rare Palms and other
Brazilian plants. Orders promptlv attended to.—Direct, care of
Her Rritannic Majesty's Agent for Packets, Rio de Janeiro.
N.B. Since 1853 all the rare and npir Brazilian species of

Cattleyas, Lwlias, &c, sold in London have been forwarded from
his establishment.

VECETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS.
PETER LAWSON and SON have given their best

attention to their Stocks of the above, which they know to
be of first-rate quality.

Priced Catalogues may be had on application.
Seedsmen and Nurserymen to Her Majesty the Queen, and to

the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.
27, Great George Street, Westminster.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, ETC.
DETER LAWSON and SON beg to intimate that
-^ they are ready to send out all kinds of Agricultural Seeds,
comprising Hay and Pasture Grasses, Clovers and other Herbage
and Forage Plants, Turnips. Mangel Wurzel, Carrots, and other
Roots, Seed Oats, Wheat, Barley, and Kye; all of which are ot
the finest kinds and most approved varieties in cultivatiou.
Priced Lists may be had on application.
Seedsmen and Nurserymen to Her Majesty the Queen, and

the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.
27. Great George Street, Westminster.

DIRECT COMMUNICATION BETWEEN
GLOUCESTER AND DUBLIN.—By means of

sailing vessels which regularly leave th is port for Dublin,
we are enabled to deliver our Seeds Carriage Free to that
City, whence they can be at once forwarded to all parts

of Iretard.
J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Gloucester.

A / ELLOW GLOBE MANGEL WURZEL, of the

jL best description, at 6d. per lb., or 14 /6s. /or Ga.;
WHITE BELGIAN CARROT SEED, 9d. per lb.,

and all other kinds of Agricultural Seeds of the best

descriptions and at the lowest remunerative prices.
Carriage free to all Railway Stations and Steam Ports in the

United Kingdom,
William E. Rewdle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

PERMANENT PASTURE GRASS, of the fiimt
1 quality, can be obtained from the Subscribers. For
a full description of all the best and most useful linds,

see " Rendle's Price Current and Farm Directory for
1856." Apply to

William E. Rekdle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
—

Wte <Bartretm# Chronicle*
SATURDAY, MARCH 29, 1856.

It seems that a new agent is provided for gar-

dening. The vitality of seeds we are assured is

preserved, or when languid is roused into activity

by Glycerine. At a late meeting of the Society of

Arts, Mr. G. F. Wilson reported that he had re-

ceived from a very zealous and successful cultivator

of tropical plants, a statement that glycerine has a
remarkable action upon seeds. His friend wrote :

" Some Castor-oil seeds were immersed in glycerine

for 10 days ; when planted, they germinated very
quickly. I then put some of the Benee (?) seeds

given me last year (some of which my gardener
then sowed, but they never came up), into glycerine

for 20 days, and I find they are sprouting beauti-

fully ; some that were put in water have never
appeared. The glycerine must have something to

do with even restoring vitality, for I have tried

one or two dried up Indian seeds, and they have
succeeded also." Mr. Wilson added, that he should
hardly have expected such favourable results ; but
when he remembered the extraordinary power of

glycerine as a preservative of both animal and
vegetable bodies, he thought it would be well worth
while to try some experiments on the transport of

seeds in glycerine.

It would be not a little curious to find that a
substance the very existence of which is as yet
hardly known to the world possesses the power of
preserving seeds during long voyages, and that it

t
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moreover should be obtained by the modern pro-

cesses employed in candle making. Yet such would
>eem to be the case, for what is called glycerine is

a colourless and sweet syrup produced in the manu-
facture of stearic acid, or as they are commonly
called Price's patent, candles.

Should experiments prove that glycerine really

possesses the property now ascribed to it, some
attempt should be made to ascertain what there is

in its composition that gives it the power. One
might suppose that it owes its protecting action to

the exclusion of air, or to the perfect dryness that

it ensures, refusing as it does to allow moisture to

pass, and moreover unable to give up its own water
of combination at any ordinary temperature. We
quite agree with Mr. Wilson in thinking that seeds

bottled in glycerine should be at once sent to the
colonies for the sake of testing the value of the
supposed discovery.
• But what can give it the property of stimulating
as well as preserving vitality ?

The Estimates for Civil Services for the pre-
sent year now before us present some features of
garden interest. In the Green Park 1454/. is re-

quired for filling up what is called the basin
opposite Devonshire House, and improving the
adjacent ground. We had hoped that the Chelsea
Water Company could have been compelled to pay
this expense in consideration of the advantages they
have so long been permitted to enjoy from a
public nuisance. If the alteration is skilfully

year more and more information will be elicited on
points of no slight importance to a great mercantile
country. So valuable and extensive a collection

required a cheap and popular guide book, similar in

size and plan to that for the gardens, and one, with
many illustrations, has consequently been published
during the year just expired. The museum had
already become even before the close of 1854
inconveniently crowded by the accession of new
contributions, and a considerable amount of them
had to be temporarily accommodated in the temples
and in sheds. A vote for an additional museum was
therefore submitted to, and sanctioned by Parlia-

ment, and it has been happily so far carried out that

at the moment of preparing this report the walls are

erected, and the roof will in a few weeks be covered in.

This convenient structure is destined to give further

accommodation to the extent of 13.000 square feet

of mural glazed cabinets. And it is in every respect

fortunate that the structure is so far advanced, for

an additional opportunity of acquiring valuable
collections was afforded during last summer, when I

was summoned by the French Imperial Commis-
sioner to take an active part in the jury of the
second class at the Great Paris Exhibition. That
class, mainly relating to vegetable products, offered

the very objects most requisite to enrich our collec-

tion. A grant of 200/. was accordingly obtained
from the treasury, to be expended in procuring such
articles as were most important for the Kew museum,
while the President of the Board of Trade liberally

„ offered to expend an equal amount. Thus provided,
carried out this park will be so much improved in

;

and further assisted by the several officers of the
appearance as to console us for the loss of the beau-

; Science and Art Department of the Board of Trade
tifulbridge__over the water in St. James's Park, I then in Paris, and enriched by numerous donations

1S56.

which the Times would not permit Parliament to
sanction. 500/. are devoted to enlarging the planta-
tions in Victoria Park ; it is to be hoped that some
one will keep a vigilant eye upon the manner
in which this money is expended. The New
Museum at Kew is to cost, with fittings, &c., 5424/.,

from many exhibitors, 48 large cases were trans-

mitted to Kew. They contain vegetable products,

many of them very rare and valuable, from Algeria,

Australia, Austria, the East Indies, France, the
Grand Duchy of Hesse, Jamaica, Mauritius, Norway,
Prussia, Sardinia, Sweden, Tuscany, the United

a sum well laid out. A nursery for park plants is ! States, Tasmania, Victoria, Wurtemburg, &c. &c.
to be formed at Kew at a cost of 800/., an

j

All have arrived in safety, and their contents will
excellent measure much too long delayed. A couple

! go far towards filling up the surplus space in the
of thousand pounds are devoted to the drainage of
Richmond Park. May we ask how often this park
has been drained (!) already 1 There is to be an iron
fence round Kew and Richmond Greens, at a cost
of 120/.; Ilolyrood Palace is to have 3426/., more
than two-thirds of which is required for forming a
new road to Duddingstone.
The total cost of the Royal Botanic Garden, Kew,

exclusive of the new museum, is 10,734/. This part
of the estimates is accompanied by an important
report from Sir William Hooker, from which we
extract the following statements. The total number
of visitors in 1855 was 318,818 ; their conduct is

described as bein

Indeed such acts

committed are plainly described as belonging more
frequently to the well-dressed than the lower classes.

• The erection, during the year, of a new house
for succulent plants, 200 feet long, 30 feet wide, and
15 feet high, has enabled us to display (and to
advantage, for the first time) our noble co'l lection of
medicinal Aloes and Euphorbias, grotesque Cacti,
and fibre-bearing Agaves ; this is perfectly unique of
its kind. Our new pits and frames will allow us to
satisfy the general taste for flowers, by rendering the
lawns and open borders more gay than they have
hitherto been. The recently formed arboretum, or
collection of hardy trees and shrubs, in the
pleasure-grounds, has received considerable acces-
sions from temperate climes, which require nothin

new museum.
" To say that this collection of vegetable products

is unrivalled is saying little, and no more than
might have been asserted while the museum was
quite in its infancy, since nothing of the same in-

structive kind had ever been attempted. Ours is

the gratification of having set the example, which is

now being followed in several of our colonies
(Jamaica, Demerara, Melbourne, &c). The East
India Company is forming a similar museum in
London, at Calcutta, and at Madras ; another has
been attached to the Botanic Garden of Edinburgh;

with the little portable greenhouses which
ceded the present Wardian cases ; and what Wl
more, Mr. Reeves succeeded in communicating u
the captains the enthusiasm which animated
himself. Nor, indeed, could his exertions for
sending home new plants have been crowned
with much success had not the goodwill of th
officers been secured ; for a voyage from Macao toLondon was not what it has now become. Doubling
the Cape was so difficult an operation that the
freight of living plants was continually damaged or
thrown overboard in order to clear the decks. And
in this way hundreds of plant cases were lost
always however to be replaced by a zeal and perse^
verance which no disaster could diminish.
Among the methods by which Mr. Reeves ascer-

tained what would be acceptable in England
was the transmission of drawings, executed in
his own house, under his own superintendence
in order to secure himself against the decern
tions practised by the native draughtsmen. Such
drawings first brought us acquainted with the
Chinese Primrose, many of the finest Camellias
and, above all, with the Glycine (Wistaria) sinensis'

a plant second only to the China Rose in import-
ance as an object of decoration. In this- way was
formed that collection of authentic drawings of
Chinese plants, by far the most extensive in Europe
which now forms part of the library of the Horti-
cultural Society.

Nor were the exertions of our much lamented
xfriend confined to the collection of living plants. If

we look into private Herbaria, there we find marks
of his industry and liberality ; at the British Museum,

;

and in the Museum at Kew the name of Reeves
occurs wherever Chinese productions are met with.

At last the kind good old gentleman has left us.

One short week ago he was still to be seen examin-

ing the plants in the meeting room of the Horticul-

tural Society. Although now taken from us, he
will long be present in the affectionate memories
of those to whom he was more dear than words can

describe. The name of Reevesia thyrsoidea given by
a friend to a beautiful plant discovered by himself is

the simple epitaph inscribed to his memory in the

annals of science.

and at the moment of drawing up this report I
lg the subject of great satisfaction.

|
observe the following paragraph in the Liverpool

j of impropriety as are occasionally
! Daily Post :—' A museum of applied science is

recently founded in connection with the Royal In-
stitution of this town. It contains already above
GOO specimens, many of great value, and as it has
commenced with the vegetable substances, we
purpose to follow out the plan which has afforded
so much satisfaction and instruction at the museum
of the Royal Gardens of Kew.' A small but well
arranged series of similar objects was formed towards
the close of the Paris Exhibition by order of his
Imperial Highness the Prince Napoleon; and we
are likely to have a powerful but honourable rival
in the Museum of the Jardin des Plantes at Paris.
There, indeed, an unexampled collection of woods
and other products connected with physiology and

K„ f 4
. • «• .,-. -„*., . -/*— --- » pure botany has long been deposited, but with no

™Tntfl
thC

u 7re
J
u» d^P™?nt to become approach to an economic museum till now, whenornamental as well as highly instructive to persons donations and purchases at the close of the Greatwho are interested in forests and in ornamental

planting."
" The establishment of our present Museum of

Economic Botany only dates from 1848. The
building affords 6000 square feet of glazed cabinets
for the deposit of those vegetable products that
are either eminently curious or in anywise service-
able to mankind ; it is consequently of the highest
importance, if simply for instructional purposes, and
essential to a great commercial country, as must be
evident to any person who reflects on "the innume-
rable ways in which the vegetable kingdom ministers
to the wants of the human race. The ship-builder,
the carpenter, the cabinet-maker, the general
merchant, the manufacturer, the weaver, the
physician, the druggist, the dyer, the oil and colour-
man, &c. &c, will here find systematically
arranged the several objects in which they are
interested, accompanied by their correct appellation,
the countries whence they come, and the names
of the plants from which they are procured. Till
this collection and the correspondence which it
entailed determined these points, many had been
entirely or chiefly unknown as regarded their origin
or native country; and it is indubitable that ever}

pure
Paris Exhibition will lay the foundation of one on
a most extensive scale."

With every word in these extracts we cordially
concur.

DEATn has this week claimed another victim from
among the Nestors of Horticulture. Mr. John
Reeves, a name dear to all who are familiar with
England and her gardens, has left us for a better
world, after a long, useful, and honourable life of
82 years. Holding a high office in China under the
E. I. Company at a time when that great association
monopolised the Chinese trade, and when little was
known of Chinese gardens beyond some grotesque
caricatures upon paper and porcelain, Mr. Reeves
employed himself with indefatigable zeal in sending
home all that he found most rare and beautiful
among living plants. Thus employing his leisure
through many years, he was either the immediate
or indirect source from which were derived the
Chinese Azaleas, Camellias, Montana, Chrysanthe-
mums, Roses, and numberless other treasures which
have been for so many years the glory of our col-
lections. Not a Company's ship at that time sailed

rjfor Europe without her decks being decorated

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXIV.

458. 6. External or Accidental, 2 (Organic.)—We
have hitherto under this section (b) confined our attention

as ninch as possible to those diseases which, though

arising from external causes, are as far as we can judge

purely functional. We now come to a second series of

maladies arising from palpable causes, which are indi-

cated not merely by a derangement of those functions',

on which health depends, but by outward lesions, about

which no doubt can bo entertained. These may be of

various kinds, and may arise from various causes; they

may be direct injuries, as from the force of wind, light-

ning, or other atmospheric phenomena ; from the depre-

dations of insects and other animals, or from what may
be regarded as pure accident or wilful mischief ; again-,

they may be due to the more insidious attacks of ex-

ternal or internal parasitic plants living at their

expense, and in consequence impeding their growth ; or,

thirdly, they may be due to parasitic insects, arising from

eggs deposited within their substance, or making their

way into it as soon as they are hatched. Formidable

diseases may originate from any of these causes, and some-

times two or more may be combined. It is not, how-

ever, merely by exhaustion that injury is produced.

This may exist in various degrees, and sometimes may

inflict no permanent injury ; but it is different when,

as is frequently the case, the most important organs^

ft s those of fructification, are affected, and the fruit

iu consequence is entirely destroyed. It is n0*

our intention to enter at any great length into

the ravages of insects. We shall content ourselves

with a few general remarks, first on the curious-

effects produced by insects on vegetable tissues,

and then with a notice of some of the more important

pests by which plants are affected as the Wheat Midge,

the Pyralis of the Vine, the Vibrio, and plant loose,

without however attempting a description or enumera-

tion of the hosts of enemies by which they jr*

surrounded, scarcely one being exempt from its peciv
.

plague, and some nourishing a legion. Infor*1*11011

respecting these will be found in works on Entomology,

and our own Journal will afford in its notices of in**

a vast fund of such information. It will, on the con-

trary, be needful to enter at some length into tne

question of parasitic fungi, both on account of the ve

important part they bear in producing disease,

ruinous effects of such diseases, and the nec< iuty
f

n€re

for due appreciation of the subject by all cultivators,

if they hope to contend successfully against them.

The gardener must fir3t be able to speak positively as w
the nature of the attack. It will not do in such m*"^
to act simply on conjecture ; to fancy, for instance,

a little natural pubescence on young leaves, or much

some specks of carbonate of lime, or other chemical

posit, are parasitic moulds, mistakes which are cowtt" 7

made, and respecting whichwe are as often coDsnKe ;

our correspondents ; they must not again fancy l
.

few hvpertrophied hairs or cellular warts are fungi; n
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NEW GARDEN FERNS.—No. IX
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Rhododendrons Falconeri and WighH.-lt will doubt-
less interest your readers to know that a specimen ofeach of these very fine plants is now in bloom in ournursery The flowers of Wighti are not equal to thoserepresented m The Rhododendrons of Sikkim Hima!Iava;» while those of Falconeri are very much superior
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nce>m being nearly transparent.

Altogether the plant is a handsome one, and forms adecided acqu I81 tion. Falconeri is yet more than that^
ts flowers are the most beautifully shaped of any known

by about 2 inches deep, of a rich primrose colour,
strongly dashed w th crimson at the base. The shape
of the individual blossoms, as well as that of the truss
will leave nothing to be desired in those respects The
flowers both of Falconeri and Wighti .are sweet-scented,
the latter, however, much more so than the former
Judging from the several species of the Sikkim Rhodo-
dendrons which have now blossomed, and comparing
them with the published representations, we think thatmany varieties of each will be found, some much supe-
rior others far below what is expected. Standi^ and
i> oble, Bagshot.

Transplanting Evergreens.—In reply to the inquiry
of vour correspondent « C. B.;> which appears to be
addressed to me, I beg to inform him that I should notrecommend him to remove Yews in April, the period
which I have recommended for Hollies, for the following
reason. The young growth of the Yew commences
much earlier than that of the Holly, and advances more
slowly, and at the season stated he would find his Yews
covered with young wood, which would suffer by
removal, and would injure the tree. Evergreens vary
very much in this respect, and almost every species has
some constitutional peculiarity. It is very remarkable
in the Deodar, which I have never moved more
successfully than in the spring, whilst the Cedar of
Lebanon (so nearly related to it that many persons
assert them to be the same species) suffers exceedingly
if moved at that season. I have moved from the same
spot, and the same soil, a dozen Deodars without one of
them suffering in the least, whilst of 12 Cedars, five out
of six died. John Rogers.
Ants.—I clear my hothouses of these by means of

arsenic mixed with lump sugar, at the rate of about
1 gram to 20, laid on Orange peel, of which they will
eat greedily. Wasps I have destroyed in the same way
but it is dangerous to have this remedy lying about out
of doors. Robert CassUlis, Gardener to the Rev. J. p.
Janes, Elm Green, near Cirencester.

Oalc Timber.—With regard to the large Oaks of the
Forest of Dean, I know that the shipbuilders of Chep-
stow, in Monmouthshire, and of Brokebear, in Glouces-
tershire, both on the river Wye and on the borders of the
forest, always considered the smaller Oaks of Hereford-
shire superior in quality to the giants of the forest ; and
I believe there can be little doubt that an Oak grown
alone and in an exposed situation will be harder and
more durable than one grown in a sheltered group,
witness the white Oaks of the forests of Canada, which
split so freely that they are used for cask staves and
are not more durable than our Ash. B. Minshull
Thomas, Foxdoivn, Bideford. [But the white Oak of
Canada, although an Oak, is not one of our British
species. J

Soil for Rhododendrons.—«A Farmer in a Fix" (seepage 174) need not put himself to any expense for peat
one of my nurseries, which is a light soil rather in!
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Sn^ in thus attempting to grow Khododcjidrnn. a ê^.^Tr«L;^ pale variety of the

without peat *««^™*^^£^l SrfiTtS m*h,«d Mr. W&ker specimens of

the attempt by planting out about 8000 kinds near
>

i ea „ ,

Necrophorus vespillo recently

years ago, and they far exceeded my mostJ™^™ £«™
a ve Mr. Wollaston exhibited portions of his

expectations; since that time I Lave grown ^quantity ^^^ion of Madeira insects formed during

the past year, comprising a great number of novelties.

Mr Lubbock made some observations en the legs

of 'the genus Mysis. Mr. Westwood gave an ac-

SmTZa; "includin, upwards of 100 of the bett

varieties I could procure. They in some cases grow

freelv, indeed too much so, and require extra removal,

to check them. Their foliage is fine and bright m colour.

I have them from 6 inches to 6 feet high, and when in

bloom they are a sinht worth going miles to see. 11 Mum
Barratt, ht. John's Nursery, Wakefield.

Plane Tree Timber.—As much discussion has ot late

taken place respecting the Plane, I should like to know

the experience of those who have tested its qualities as

. % . ... _ r i*. :~ i.„.* iu#i^ biinwn ii\ the trade.

count of the great injury to which the young Wheat

crop is at the present time subjected in different parts

of the country, owing to the attacks of different species

of injects : from Norfolk he had received specimens

which had been destroyed by the larvee of a small

the experience of those who have teste* its—.
» *p*^^t^^^J^^^^^.

a timber tree ; for it is but little known in the trade S'^VuntSnt in which the ground was
and consequently dealers are unwilling to buy it Asa Dunn,, g Hmg*^

larvJof one of the Tipulid*.

timber it seems to resemble the yellow-coloured Be ch ^^^^^^.^ beetles frora £orne ,

more than the Sycamore, both in hardness density,

and general appearance ; but I doubt much whether it

will ever become such a long-lived tree, for amongst

some half dozen that 1 have cut of fair timber size,

I find only one sound, and the situation they were

growing on was a dry open one. I fear, therefore that

its merits must be confined to its appearance. H. 1. U.

ocieticg*

Linnean, March 18.—W. Yarrell, Esq., V P., in the

chair. 11. Adams, Esq., was elected a Fe low. Ihe

following papers were read :— 1. « Remarks on the

influence of the sexual organ in modifying the external

character in animals," by W. Yarrell, Esq. 2. The

commencement of a memoir entitled « Remarks on the

nature of the outer fleshy covering of the seed in

Descriptions of new Longicorn beetles from Borneo

were read by Mr. Pascoe. Mr. White also read de-

scriptions of some new species of the same tribe of

beetles Mr. Westwood described a very fine new

Morphideous butterfly from Borneo. Mr. Curtis com-

municated a note from Mr. Maclean containing a de-

tailed account of the transformations of the Brimstone

butterfly, proving that the early spring specimens have

hybernated. A uote by Mr. Newman on the parturi-

tion of Dorthesia Characias was read, as well as a

description by Mr. Baly of a new genus of Chrysomehdee

from tropical Africa.

Jersey Horticultural : March 1.—The President

in the chair. On this occasion Col. Le Couteur

read the following Memorandum on a Recently

Observed Disease on Pear-Trees. « I was packing

(he said) some Pears for England, when I noticed a

nature of the outer nesuy mwv*** - — Beurre d'Aremberg, or Glou Morceau Pear, with an

Clusiacere Magnoliacese, &c , and on the development infinite number of brownish-looking excrescences all

of the raphe in general under its various circum- ! ver it. On a closer examination, I saw that it was not

stance*" by J. Miers, Esq. Mr. Miers, in a paper exactly shrivelled, but starved in its growth, and had not

already published in the Society's Transactions, pro- attained half th-

pounds an opinion different to that of some other botanists

on the nature of these seed coverings. The external

fleshy envelope of the seed of Clusiere he regards as a pro-

duct of extraneous placentary growth, subsequently to the

development of the pi imine, and therefore a kind of

arillus. In the tribe Tovomitece of the same family, the

outer coating, similar in substance and colour, is un-

questionably an aril, while in the tribe Garunieoe also

this covering assumes the character of an enveloping

pulp. If therefore in the two latter tribes, Mr. Miers

continues, the outer coating be unquestionably an aril, it

was fair to conclude that the analogous envelope m the

Clusiece was of a similar nature. This inference had

siacete Magnoliacese, etc, ana on uie uevwupiuwu innnite numuer ui wuw«wiri«v«i..B v.^^
the raphe in general under its various circum- I over it. On a closer examination, I saw that it was not

» t_ t urLw k-c« Mr. Mifirs. in a paper OV oo*lv «hri veiled, but starved in its growth, and had not

„ the usual size, or average, of fine healthy

fruit ; also, that the parasites extended all along the

stem, being very much crowded near the eye. They

were sprinkled over the Pear in all directions ; some

heads pointed one way, some another. At first I con-

sidered them to be fungi. I took the Pear to a

;
scientific member of our Board, who placed one of the

supposed fungi under a powerful microscope ; but we

could not then determine what it might be : there did

not appear to be life in it. I afterwards carefully lifted

one of these excrescences from the Pear with a sharp

penknife, when I accidentally broke the under-skiu of it

—on which I placed the creature under a powerful

Uusiesewas o: a simimr iwiu». *«« -microscopic power, when I discovered ten transparent

been confirmed by the detection of a distinct simple I egg9 within it, quite invisible to the naked eye. One of

raphe beneath the inner pellicle of the aril, wholly free
| tnese egg 8 , on being exposed to the rays of the sun, in a

from the testa, which it perforated at the apex, and . 8nort time burst, with signs of life, but I could not

became lost in the chalaza of the iuner integument, discover the contents, or see the embryo. It was

With such demonstrative proof as regards the Clusiese, evidently a parasitic insect : its form is somewhat like

a comparison with similar facts observable in the Mag-
t

-,iat f a lady-bird, elongated and flattened. As a

nol'acete had been drawn, because, Mr. Miers added, if
j iimpe t adheres to a rock, it attaches itself to the bark of

that eating be considered an aril in the oue family, it

must be of the same nature in the other. Dr. Asa

Gray, on the other hand and on various occasions, has

regarded the external fleshy coat of the seeds of Mag-

nolia as the testa, and the same view has been adopted

by Drs. Hooker aud Thomson in the recently published

« Flora Indica." In the present memoir Mr. Miers

adduces at great length, and in much detail, what he

regards as conclusive evidence in support of his own

published view of the subject, replying to the objections

of Dr. Gray, and adopting in support of his own argu-

ment Dr. Gray's figures of the structure of the ovules

of Magnolia. The evidence employed, consisting chiefly

of detailed explanations of the structures in dispute,

does not admit of compression within our limited space,

and is altogether of a technical nature.

Entomological, March 3.—W. W. Saunders, Esq
,

F R S. President, in the chair. Mr. Samuel Stevens

exhibited a specimen of the beautiful Epischnia diver-

salis taken by Mr. Mytton at Hurstperpoint, near

Brighton, proving that the species, which had been

rejected from the British lists, is really indigenous to

this country ; also a selection of British moths from Mr.

Wallace's collections recently received from Borneo.

Mr. Adam White made some observations on these

species, pointing out their peculiarities, and recom-

mending the more general study of exotic insects.

Amongst the species was a new species of the strange

Hemipterous genus Ho'.optilus. Mr. Saunders exhibited

a small shrimp-like Amphipod Crustacean taken out of

a well at Wandsworth, which Mr. Westwood identified

as the Gammarus subterraneus of Leach, and as belong-

ing to Schiodte's bind genus Niphargus. Another

instance of the capture of this curious species near

the tree, or to its fruit ; and, how slow soever, evidently

with power of locomotion and reproduction to a pro-

I digious extent— in numbers sufficient to overspread
' and to damage the young shoots, eventually so as to

destroy branch and fruit, and probably the root.

The head is something like the snout of a pig, of a

transparent dirty yellow colour, which is attached

to the body by a short neck of nearly the same

colour, with two or three rings to it ; the back is

rounded, elongated, and brown, with a delicate fur or

down over it, over its lower edges especially, on either

side. When the creature is lifted with caution, the

lower part, which is formed to suit the base on which it

reposes, is seen to be a thin yellow skin, which protects

the inside of the creature. On removing this fine skin,

I could discover no entrails with the glasses in my
possession, but a number of transparent eggs were

found in several specimens; these were probably

females—the others, no doubt, being males. I commu-

nicated my discovery to Dr. Lindley, the Vice Secretary

to the Horticultural Society of London, with a request

to be informed what he considered it to be. I received

the following reply :— Your Pear is attacked by the

Mussel scale insect, with which you will find that your

branches are swarming. What you found under the skin

are the young ones, each of which will soon have a litter

of its own. All you can do is, to cut the trees as hard

in as you can—when the leaves are off—to burn what

y< u remove, and then paint the branches all over with a

mixture of lime, soot, sulphur, and water—the old stem

included. Should you care enough for your tree to

think it worth the trouble, it would be better, before

painting it, to have the branches scrubbed with water,

heated to 160° to 180° Fahrenheit. It is a horrid pest.'

I immediately examined all my Pear trees, and only

discovered this pest on two of them : one, a Marie

brandies have been painted, either with the mixture

recommended, or with paint oil, which I have found to

fill up the pores of most insects, and so destroy them. I

recommend all Pear growers to examine their trees, to

prevent this pest, if possible, from devastating our well

famed Island Pears."

The Rev. S. King then read the following communi-

cation on the same subject, by which it will be seen that

that gentleman differs from the views of Col. Le

Couteur and Dr. Lindley, and considers the pest to be a

fundus, not an insect :—«* In the autumn of last year,

Colonel Le Couteur brought me a Pear for examination,

covered with numerous small patches of parasitic

matter, of a kind which had never fallen under bis

observation before. One of these patches, about the

twelfth of an inch in length, was placed upon a slip of

glass, and subjected to a low power of the microscope.

Its shape was very much like that of a mussel shell,

rounded at one extremity, and taperering away to a

truncated point at the other, which point appeared

formed of Beveral folds, and looking much like the end

of a cigar. It was of a light brown colour, beset with a

hoary down, with ciliated edges, resembling a good deal

the scale of a Beech leaf bud. The parasite adhered to

the fruit like a limpet to the rock, the margin of its

shell conforming itself to the shape of the rind. I

regarded it as a fungus ; but Colonel Le Couteur thought

it more likely to be an insect. There was, however, no

vestige of legs or wings or antennte, or of any organ of

either locomotion or sensation. The glass, with the

specimen on it, was put into a drawer, and two

months or more elapsed before I examined it again.

I then found, to my surprise,- that the thing had bunt,

appearing like an empty capsule, having scattered

a great number of white ova over the surface of the

glass, to which they adhered, in the shape of a fan, and

to a distance of from a quarter to half an inch, none

being near the parasite itself, but evidently shot from it

with considerable force. They were Potato shaped,

with surface-depressions, and not at all pointed like the

parent. This led me to look at a piece of the Fear-

rind, having several parasites on it, which I had put

away amongst other microscopical objects. I found

every one of them burst in a similar manner, and the

ova scattered like caseshot in all directions. A short

time ago I again examined the glass slip, and perceived

that nearly every one of the ova was surrounded with,

or had proceeding from it, a cloudy stain, extending to a

considerable distance. On submitting this to a high

magnifying power, the stain was resolved into millions

of minute longitudinal cells or particles of tawny dust,

the ovum itself being reduced to an almost infinitely

thin curled up membrane. In these particulars, we

observe a strict analogy with the growth and propaga-

tion of fungoid plants ; but none whatever with animal

growth and propagation."

Specimens of the devastated branches of Pear-trees,

and of the insects (or fungi) under a microscope, were

laid before the Board by Col. Le Couteur, and were toe

subjects of much observation and discussion. Jtrtey

Times. [If Mr. King will consult our volume for 184^,

page 736, he will discover that he has something yet to

learn concerning common things.]

HlTCHAM LABOUBEBS' HORTICULTURAL SHOW FOB )&fo~

\mong the memoranda annexed to the schedule of prizes w

find the following, which may serve as hints in other ca^w.

Rev. J. S. H. offers three prizes of 2s. 6d., 2s., and Is. 6d,an«

Miss A. II. a prize of Is. to four of the children of the p&neu

school who shall best answer questions about the wild ™ww»

Hitcham. For Wild Flower Nosegays, the following Pnze8
"J

offered from a contribution of the late MrsH.: one or "•»•

five of 6d. each, to children between eight and 14 years; ana

ot' 6J., and thr«e of Ad. each, to children under eight years. a.
•

The children who compete must bring a ticket for Tep[&™>
,

attendance and good conduct either at the day or Sunday &c"
&

Mr. K. will distribute a few groats as extra prizes, ana ri

pinch of White Snuff to all who compete. Rev. J. »•£• w
hoe6 ,

spade, draining spade, fork, scythe, rake, and three

respectively to the tenants of the eight best cultivated oiJ»

allotments; and G. Knights, Esq. adds 3s to.the f^t,^
second, and Is. to each of the four next, and txl. to the^""J
two ; both neatness in cultivation, variety in C^P

Stakec
general attention to the regulations of the judges *U1 °*

t wili

into account. The owner of the best cultiv^ed aiiotmem

receive a framed ticket. Ten of the wives of those a nc.

labourers who stand first among theallotters classea, » m_
i ^

Is. 6rf. each from Miss H., sen. Mr. B. offers three prizes^ rf

Is. 6d., and l5.,for the three best cul
i
lvated

hn
ot

oh
:"

in

P
ed flow*

Fuchsias distributed bylhimself among those who 0°""°*.^ j*
prizes in 1855. Rev. J. S. H. Proposes the folllowngpn«-

<^
agricultural labourers, at the first show in 18BJ. «"«

f msC,

of 25., and one of 1*. 6d., for the head or entire Js™, fhe

woman, ox, horse, sheep, pig, dog, or cat, carved in w ^
block may be of any size down to the handle of a waiu^ ^
The artist may state what sum he may be willing w tjJjn

performance. If it should appear that sufficient pain. ^ ^
about this subject, it is probable the vaue of the pn^.^*,.

gradually increased. Long winter evenings wwi « £"" ^nioai

nity for such work. Any objects, the result or ^
ingenuity, may be exhibited ; and may probably *ust»

for future occasions.

Bromlev, Kent, was mentioned by Mr. Lubbock. -._
r

. -—---_ „ _ - -t^ -

Mr. Saunders also exhibited a remarkable Longicorn Louise, which was overrun with it : the vegetation of

beetle, of an elongated form, with incrassated hind

thighs, from Northern India. Mr. Stainton exhibited a

larva of a small Lepidopterous insect which had been

vomited by a person who had previously undergone con-

siderable suffering ; likewise leaves of Scotch Fir mined

by the larvae of Ocnerostoma pinariella. Mr. Hudson
exhibited the larvae and perfect beetles of the &mall

the tree seemed strangled and checked ; the crop had

been all but worthless, ill-grown and ill-flavoured. The

evil was so extensive that I had the tree cut down to

the graft. A Beurre d'Aremberg, that was next to it,

has been attacked, commencing from the point of

contact with the Marie Louise. All the branches on

which I could discover the insect in numbers have been
exhibited the larvae and pertect beetles oi me binmi mnu. i wu.u u^vu.u «,u~ .»»—- .- --— _-

,„u„m .

stag beeUeDorcuspara'ellipipedus, taken in Ash stumps.! cut off, and burned; w! ere it is in few spots, the how or by whom ,

Notices; of SooM.

The Food of London : a Sketch of ihe Chief ^ Qj

Sources of Supply, Probable Q»*ntitie*, ^^
Arrival, Processes of Manufacture, Sm* 01

? p^fir
ration, and Machinery of Distribution, ojw ^
a Community of Two Millions and^ {

'm^
George Dodd, Author of '< British

Manufociur

&c. 8vo. Longmans ; pp. 524.
mUlion*

The food of London ! what a subject
!

A
d by %

and a half of people to receive their »">, cnllioi*

quiet system of self organisation ;
nine »un kDOf»

of rations to be furnished annually, »nd do^^^
that is indeed a theme to
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the powers of the shrewdest observer aud the profoundest
statistician. Nor is it a subject to be easily handled by
even the most able; for although ( - there are rations

for all and endless variety in those rations, yet is there
no commissary-general to take care of such matters. 5 '

There is no centre of information concerning such a
prodigious operation ; but he who would master the
subject must pick up evidence from among the count-
less fragments in which it lies concealed. Mr. Dodd
appears to be just the person to handle such details

;

he has inquired diligently, reported faithfully, and con-
sidered skilfully. Such published information as existed

he has used freely ; and if he still leaves the subject
in some respects unexhausted the reader will wonder
nevertheless where he can have gleaned so much.
One chapter treats of the supply of food to London

in past ages ; in others are discussed the warehouse
room, corn and bread, cattle and cattle markets, country
meats and cured provisions, dairy produce and poultry,
Billingsgate and fish supplies, fruits and vegetables,
grocery and colonial produce, beverages, and finally

the retail trade. Upon all these subjects the informa-
tion carefully collected by the author is ample and
extremely curious. The antiquarian chapter more espe-
cially will reward the most cursory reader ; for he
will be surprised to learn how badly our gr« at ances-
tors sometimes fared, how barbarous the food, when
aldermen fed on porpoises, blackbirds, whelk pottage,
and roasted milk, while poor men stayed the'r appetites
with bean-bread. Yet the prices of food in early times
would seem to indicate a better state of things, when
in Norfolk, about the year 1480, malt sold for 13d. a
coomb (a measure of four bushels, not two as Mr. Dodd
supposes), Wheat 2s. or 2s. 2d., and Oats Is.

But fruit and vegetables and Coven t Garden are
our more e>pecial concern. " Few of our market places,"
says Mr. Dodd, "link the present with the memory
of the past so fully as the Convent Garden market— for
Convent Garden it was, before men clipped it and
shortened it to Covent. The open area was once a
garden belonging to the monks of Westminster Abbey

;

the ground is known to have been thus appropriated
as far back as the year 1222 ; and there has probably
never been a week, during a period of six centuries and
a half, in which this plot of ground did not contain fruit,
flowers, and vegetables—first as a garden, and. then as
a market. In the time of Queen Elizabeth, the (former)
Convent Garden was a walled space, very much larger
than the present market ; extending from Drury Lane
on the east to St. Martin's Lane on the west, and from
open meadows on the north to Bedford House on the
south. This house, the town-residence of the lordly
family of Russell, occupied a part of the ground now
constituting Southampton Street. The open space thus
marked out comprised fields and gardens, with rows of
trees, and a few buildings. The change of destination in
this open space occurred at the time of the Reformation.
At the period when the marginal portions of the old
garden were thus covered with straight streets of new
houses, the central area or square was enclosed by rails,

and had a sun-dial in the middle. The south side of

the area alone, between the enclosure and the garden of
Bedford House, was used as a market for fruit and vege-
tables. When Tavistock and York and Southampton
Streets were built, at a somewhat later date, the
market people were driven nearer to the centre of the
enclosure ; this offended the aristocratic dwellers on the
north side, who one by one left ; their deserted man-
sions became occupied mostly as hotels ; and to this
day the Covent Garden hotels constitute a distinguishing
feature in the locality. The market grew and grew in
area and importance ; but it did not grow in cleanliness
or comfort. Until within the last quarter of a century
it was very unsightly and incommodious ; the sheds and
wooden structures were in ruinous condition ; the filth

and disorder were terrible ; and the reckless character
of the market people was rendered still more reckless
by the total neglect of all means of conducing to their
comfort and orderly management." We need not say
how much things are altered now.
As to the consumption of fruit and vegetables in this

and other London markets, there seems to be no possi-
bility of arriving at anything like a probable estimate.
Rejecting Mr. Mayhew's calculations in the Morning
Chronicle as excessive, our author gives a more reliable
computation, apparently derived from a more authentic
source :

—

" Mr. Braithwaite Poole, from the usages of his office

as goods' manager on a great railway, is accustomed to

estimate quantities by the ton weight, which sometimes
renders it difficult to compare his estimates with those
of other authorities. The following remarkable return
is given by him as representing the weight of the prin-

cipal kinds of vegetables sold at the London markets
in 1850 :—Potatoes, 138,000 tons; Cabbages, 80,000;'
Turnips, 43,600; Onions, 36,850; Broccoli, 31,950;
Carrots, 8050; Turnip-tops, 4150; Peas, 3900 ; Cucum-
bers, 2200 ; Rhubarb, 2100 ; Lettuces, 2050 ; Beans,
2630 ; Celery, 800 ; Radishes, 750 ; Spanish Onions,
650 ; Vegetable Marrow, 300 ; Asparagus, 260

;

Herbs, 250.

"The same authority, adopting the same grouping
into tons weight instead of measures of capacity, gives

another return relating to fruit :—Apples, 17,150 tons;
Pears, 9325 ; Gooseberries, 6900 ; Plums, 4550 ; Cur-
rants, 3900 ; Damsons, 1052 ; Cherries, 927 ; Straw-
berries, 700 ; Filberts, 230 ; Hazel Nuts, 226 ; Mul-
berries, 54 ; Raspberries, 16."

All these calculations are however, as Mr. Dodd
admits, extremely uncertain. They however assist in

showing what a prodigious maw this L ndon of ours
possesses.

With one extract more we must close our notice of
this most interesting work :

—

" The foreign fre-h-fruit trade has a clearly-marked
character in London. It has its own locality, its own
salesmen, its own buyers, its own porters. Around the
lanes just named the warehouses are placed and the
salesmen transact their business. In more than one of
them we may see the names of Keeling and Hunt
written up on the fronts of warehouses which appear
more like vast granaries than mere fruit store-houses

;

this firm has the reputation of being at the head of the
trade. The wilderness of sweets about this neighbour-

of the house there are planted out in the border
specimen Camellias which reach nearly to the roof.
These are noble trees loaded with blossoms, which are
also produced in great profusion by plants trained all

over the back wall. Among red varieties we remarked
magnificent examples of Chandleri, Eximia and
Elegans

; on the List were flowers of immense size and
on most of them,>s is frequently the case, the petals
were beautifully n ottled with white." Among smaller plants
in pots were Rosea perfecta nova, a rather pretty kind
with a bright rosy pink colour ; Reine des Fleurs, a very
free flowering sort even in a small slate ; Mathottiana, a
Continental variety with bright red blossoms of very
large size, some of them measuring quite 6ix inches in

floor upon floor, story upon story, may be seen piled,

and heaped, and blocked up with chests, boxes, sacks,
baskets, barrels, all bursting with their rich fruitinesg.

In cold, dark, stone cellars, in lofty ground floors,
in topmost cockloft, not a foot of space is wasted

;

every square yard is economised, and made to perform
its utmost function. Grapes, Chesnuts, Pine-apples,
Citrons, Hazel-nuts, Oranges, Lemons, all are there in

overwhelming abundance, in waggon-loads, in heaped-
up piles, in towering pyramids. A busier and a noisier
scene is going on in another part of the great 'Orange
territory/ In Monument Yard is one of the largest
fruit firms in this metropolis—in the world. They are
the brokers who, almost daily during the season, hold
auctions of the fruits they have on hand. In a long,
not over cleanly room, looking out upon the great stone
Monument, are some desks, a solid table, and rows of
benches, on which, in all sorts of attitudes, are to be not say are perfectly hardy.

was remarkable for good shape and generally attractive
character. Among whites the old double sort still

holds the first place. Its only fault is its liability to
drop its buds. In the plants here, however, this has not
happened to any great extent this year ; at least enough
have remained on to produce a fair crop of flowers.

Camel lias have been growing out of doors here
against a wall with a north-west aspect for these last 20
years; they stand our most severe winters without
a leaf being injured and flower well, forming a good
succession to those under glass, from which they only
differ in the size of their blossoms. The latter are
much smaller on trees in the open air, and if the
weather at flowering time happens to be unfavourable
their beauty soon gets tarnished. A little protection to
the flowers only would however remedy this ; the
plants themselves, after what has been stated, we need

seen all sorts of fruit buyers. When Pine Apples,
Grapes, and French and Dutch soft fruit are on sale,

the assembly will be rather more select ; but for the
Orange and Lemon business the company comprises
several west-end buyers, with a motley crew of noisy
greasy folk from the purlieus of Duke's Place, Covent
Garden, and Spitalfields. Those men it is who, buying
the fruit in lots of eight cases, retail them out at a good
profit to costermongers and small shopkeepers.' An
electro-telegraphic message announces that a c'ipper-
load of fine early Oranges has just arrived at South-
ampton ; when immediately all is bustle at Monument
Yard ; and in a few minutes circulars are conveyed by
messengers to the buyers, north, south, east, and west
of the metropolis, informing them that by ten o'clock
on the following morning their first parcel of the new
St. Michael crop will be on view in their warerooms,'
trusting securely in the fact that the railway company
will transmit the fruit in due time.

" This foreign fruit trade has become, indeed, a large
one. No less than a million and a half of bushels of
foreign Nuts, of various kinds, were brought to London
in 1853, and a million and a half pounds of Grapes,
besides the immense stores of Oranges and Lemons, and
a goodly quantity of Pine Apples, Cherries, Apples,
Pear3, and other fruits.

" Fruit and vegetables, the costly and the humble,
the British and the foreign— all are now experiencing
the benefit of rapid conveyance, so far as the supply of
London is concerned. The Great Northern brings up
enormous quantities of Potatoes—64,000 tons in 1854

;

and all the railways together now convey hundreds of
thousands of tons of fruit and vegetables to London in a
year. One of the curious results of our modern im-
provements is, that if Covent Garden has a plethora of

good things on any one morning, she sends off a tele-

graphic message to Birmingham, or other large towns,

to ascertain the state of the supplies there ; if there be
room for more, waggon loads ot fruit are sent off by
rail ; and thus prices become equalised and supplies

diffused. On one night several tons of Gherkins arrived

at the King's Cross terminus. The South- Eastern
Railway brought up to the Bricklayers' Arms
depot, in the first half of 1855, no less "than 48,000
baskets and other packages of fruit and vegetables,

weighing 1150 tons. But this is far below the amount
in the second half of the year, when more vege-

table products are in their prime ; on three days in the

months of July and August the arrivals amounted
to more than 10,000 packages each day. On one very

|

busy night, the goods' trains brought up 120 tons of

Peas, aud 40 tons of Filberts, grown in Kent, together
with 40 tons of rich Plums from abroad, superadded to

|

a fair average of other vegetables and fruits. The
Kent Road was in a turmoil all night,—nothing but
laden waggons following in a stream almost continuous.
Of the wonders of the Hop-trade at the Bricklayers'

Arms depot, a future chapter will tell. It is obvious
that, when Covent Garden market receives such
special inundations of good things, it would be advan-
tageous to avoid an excessive laxity of price by sending
portions into the country for sale ; and the electric

Stocks on which to inarch Camellias are planted out
here in beds under glass, a method by which better
plants are produced than by growing them wholly in
pots. The varieties to be inarched are also planted out
in pits under glass, and the stocks which are potted are
brought and placed round them. Strong branches of
the former are bent down and inarched on the latter,

and iu this way flowering plants are often obtained the
first year.

In the show house were various Rhododendrons,
among which one called fragrans was very sweet-
scented. Its flowers are white tinged with lilac.

Azaleas were also very gay, and a delicious perfume
was maintained by red Indian and other Daphnes. The
front shelves were interspersed with Ferns intermixed
with plants of Lachenalia bicolor ; these formed as it

were a sort of undergrowth for standard Azaleas, which
rising up from among them and overtopping them
looked like a forest in minature, and had a pretty
effect. Cupressus funebris and Cryptomeria japonica
potted and placed in vase?, we were informed, form
excellent plants for town conservatories, a fact worth
remembering by those who have such places to deco-
rate. They are reported to stand confinement well.

Miscellaneous.
Yerva de Paraguay, or Paraguay Tea.—This is the

name known over all South America for the leaves and
twigs of a tree in Paraguay, yielding a pleasant and
exhilarating infusion. The usual mode of preparing the

infusion is in a small calabash, or matt, with a neck to

it, which, cut off, leaves a small hole, the total contents

being about the eighth part of a pint. To prepare a

mate is to make an infusion, but it does not necessarily

follow that it will be an infusion of yerva, which, as an
article u dear bought and far fetched," is prized by
ladies and well-to-do people. In the pampas of Buenos
Ayres, the poor Gauchos invite the traveller to take a

mat£ cimanon, i. c, an infusion of wild herbs, analo-

gous to our nettle tea, or balm, or other herb tea. The
word ciman-on is applied to wild men also, and « in

Drake's voyage he speaks of the Symerons, or fugitive

negroes. In the West Indies they call them Maroons.

It is probably a corruption from ancient Moorish times,

originally Cis-Marrucco, or next to Morocco, as the

French now call Spain M Africa bey n I the Pyrenees.'*

In some cases where yerva exists riot, you are asked to

take an agua caliente, literally, a warm water, in

which a bit of orange or lemon peel is steeped. But
these are beggarly appliances, and the true thing is a

mate de yerva—" the herb," which is held to be a

universal luxury, whether prepared in the simple cala-

bash, or the sdver cup, made in imitation thereof, for

the wealthy. Tomar un mate is to have a good strong

cup of the yerva infusion. Whether made in the

mansion, the cottage, or the wilderness, the process is

as follows :—The water is boiled in a copper pot, big-

bellied below, aud with a long neck and a small opening

above ; a pot such as I verily believe I>hmael first

taught the Arabs to make, from traditions of Tubal

r .j ._ „ , .._ ^. v „„.„ Cain. The mate is then half filled with yerva, after the

telegraph offers a peculiar aid here, by diffusing a bomWla has been placed in position. The bombilla
L-ns\tvlori<ra mS tin. r-*...^ „f *v,~ - -

--* - :„ . _. _c ;<, t ;*.,,.„ 1 1 <• « • Lrf,^ nnnm '" thftt IB-knowledge of the state of the markets in any part of

England."

G-arden Memoranda.
Messrs. Chandler's, Vauxhall.—The fine collection

of Camellias for which this nursery has long been
celebrated is now in full bloom, aud we need not add
that it is well worth inspection. When we state that

they form a bank 160 feet in length and 8 or 10 feet in

depth, some idea may be formed of the kind of enter-

tainment which so large a display may be expected to

is literally a "little pump," that is, a sucking tube,

ending in a perforated bulb, which performs the office of

the perforated diaphragm in our teapot spouts. Some
use su^ar with the infusion, epicures burnt sugar, and

others add a piece of lemon peel, just as we folk at home
put a black currant leaf amongst the tea. The boiling

water being poured on, the preparation is complete, and

the imbiber, holding the mate in both hands in cold

weather, sucks it dry, with care not to burn his tongue.

A second water is poured on, and a second person sucks

it, and so on tiir all the strength is gone, when it is

afford. At certain distances apart all along the centre I emptied and tilled again, till all the company is sup-
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PiieU. It is cubtoumry tor a muCc to Ms &cul lo tile

"edside in early morning ; and in travelling the first

*hing the guide "does after lighting his morning fire is to

prepare a mate for his patron. The yerva U usually

carried in a kidskin bag, the sugar in a second bag, and
all goes with the mat6tad the coffee-pot into the aljorjas,

or saddle-bags. Poor people use a reed instead ot a

silver bombilla. The infusion is highly refreshing taken

in the ordinary way, but it is occasionally taken

with milk, matt con lecke. For my own part, whenever
milk was to be had, and time served, I invariably used

the yerba as we do our tea, with the difference of a

bullock's horn, or some such contrivance, supplying the

place of a tea-pot. It had all the effect of tea, and I

believe it contains the principle of theinc
tM well as does

the cocoa-leaf of Upper Peru. The notion of intoxica-

ting qualities in yerva is fanciful. It will affect people

of weak nerves as strong tea does, but not otherwise.

Nor is there any reason why it should deteriorate by
keeping. Chinese tea is carefully packed in leaf-tin

;

.that of Paraguay is packed in bags of dry hide, in large

quantities, and when the bags are open a large quantity
is left exposed to the air for a long time. It is brought
to Buenos Ayres, by land or river, 1200 miles, and sells

there at about 4 dollars the arroba of 25 lbs. Mates de
yerba are one among the four cardinal vices of certain

parts of South America. On a villainous spur of the
Andes, called, if I recollect, the Cuesta de Acay, it was
hard sleeping, while running water was freezing, in the
open air, night after night, and harder waking, in the
dark, with the Three Marie's (Orion's belt) just rising

on the horizon. On such occasions, my guide was
wont to lace the mate with a little aniseed brandy.
One morning, feeling very sleepy, stumbling along in

the dark over the refuse of an extinct volcano, it

occurred to me to ask old Sancho, " How much water
did you put in the male ? " " Niaguna I " (none) was the
reply. So it appeared that in the dark, frosty
morning, between sleeping and waking, I had sucked
through the bombilla—ere sherry cobblers were known
—about half-a-pint of boiled brandy, flavoured with
yerva—green tea punch with a vengeance. There was
jio question of the intoxicating quality of the yerva
under these conditions. To conclude. Some years
back, M. Herve, an artist, returning from Buenos Ayres,

brought with him some cuts of yerva, which was sold
retail on Ludgate Hill for about 4s. per lb., and it was
much liked by many people. It is probable that, with
favourable circumstances, it could be imported here at
about 6d. to 9d. per lb., and it would be a very useful

addition to our stock of infusion- making materials. W.
^Bridges Adams. Abridged from the Journal of the

Society of A rts.

Paper Made from Broom.—The Perthshire Courier
Bays :

—" Among the many experiments made by Mr.
Niven, gardener to W. Stirling, Esq., of Keir, M.P., is

that of making paper from common Broom. Mr. TS
T
iveu

has already patented a process for the manufacture of
paper from other materials than rags, and it is said that
experiments are now being made at the Messrs.
Cowan's paper-mill, Penicuik upon the subject.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.— The occasional bright sunshine

and cold drying winds which have recently prevailed
" will soon, unless means are used to counteract their

effects, destroy the beauty of the finest specimens of

plants in this house, particularly if their blooming has
been forwarded in a close moist atmosphere, and
although it is yet too early to bring shading into general

use it will be impossible without its assistance to pre-

'serve the blossom of plants during such weather as we
may now very soon expect. Blinds can hardly be looked

upon as anything better than necessary evils, for

besides their being troublesome and expensive, it is very
difficult to arrange them so as to prevent their being

continual eye-sores through their disfiguring the house.

It is therefore worth while to have them so
arranged as to be easly drawn up or let down,
and to be as little conspicuous as possible

when not in use, for if they are troublesome to move
there is a great tendency to employ them more than is

absolutely necessary, and nothing can look more dismal
than a house wrapped in canvas when there is no sun-

shine ; and besides the disagreeable appearance it is

most injurious to any growing plants in the house, and
' also prevents those in bloom from attaining their proper
colour. Whatever material is used for blinds it should
be light and strong, for what is wanted is merely to

break the force of the sun's rays without darkening
"the house. A nice light open-made canvas forms the
best kind of shading material. A close net is superior
"in some respects, but it is so objectionable in the case
of lofty houses from its liability to get torn through
moving it up and down that it is altogether unsuitable.

It may soon be necessary to admit air freely to keep
down the temperature, but in doing this avoid as far

as possible allowing cold currents to blow over the
plants.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
^
Pineries.—Look over young growing stock, occa-

sionally examining 'and repotting such as is found to
be in want of more pot room. The temperature may
be slightly advanced as the amount of light increases,
but this is a matter in which the state of the plants
will be the best guide. Aim at securing strong dwarf

plants, witli a tree haoit ot growth ; and it this is

obtained, it is immaterial whether the night temperature
is C0° or 70°, and very much will depend upon circum-
stances as to which will be proper. Plants that may
be unhealthy and in an unkind state, if kept near
the glass, will be benefitted by a considerably higher
temperature than would be suitable for others in a
free state of growth. These are circumstances,
however, which can be properly judged of only by
those in care of the plants, but they are easily under-
stood by a little careful observation. Use every means
to induce a vigorous root action, and if this is obtained
free strong growth will result with otherwise ordinary
care only. Vineries.—See that Vines starting into

growth are tied up in their places before the shoots
get so long as to be liable to be broken off in the
operation. Syringe frequently until the leaves begin
to unfold ; but use the syringe sparingly after that
is the case, and only on the afternoons of bright
days. Where the buds do not promise to break
regularly bend the Vines so as to place those that
are backward in the most likely position to catch
the sap, and this should be done directly any indications

of their breaking irregularly are observed. If any of
the bunches in houses where the berries are stoned look
as if they would be improved by a few more berries
being cut out, let this be done at once, so as to allow
those left plenty of room, and also to avoid having to
handle the fruit after it begins to colour. Give air as
freely as the state of the weather will admit, using a little

extra fire heat, and leaving a little air on at night so as to

prevent the bloom being injured by damp settling on
the berries, as is apt to be the case where the house is

shut up. Figs.—Where the early crop is approaching
maturity the borders should be well watered, so as to
avoid the necessity of having to water the soil after the
fruit begins to ripen, which is injurious to the flavour,
and is also apt to cause the fruit to burst prematurely,
particularly if the trees have been rather dry at
the root previously. So far as the present crop is "con-

cerned the trees can, perhaps, hardly be too dry at the
root while the fruit is ripening, but where a second crop
is expected care must be exercised to keep the trees in
health, and to prevent the foliage becoming a prey to

red spider, otherwise the second crop can hardly be
expected to be good for much. Use the syringe
vigorously and maintain a moist atmosphere as long as
this can be done without risk of injuring the fruit. Also
keep the young wood thin and regularly tied in, stopping
before the fourth or fifth leaf, according to the strength of
the shoots, &c. Melons.—Encourage those newly planted-
out with a moist warm atmosphere, so as to get them
into full growth as quickly as possible ; but plants that
are fairly established should be kept cooler, admitting
air on every favourable opportunity, in order to secure
short-jointed fruitful wood. Keep the shoots thin and
regular, pinching out any not wanted, but avoid stop-

ping the main shoots until they reach the sides of the
pit, when by pinching out the points the laterals will

start into growth and show fruit abundantly ; and by
this time the plants will have gained sufficient strength
to set and carry a fair crop. Do not exceed 65° at
night, and admit air when the glass rises to 75°, but
do this very carefully on cold days. Endeavour to
maintain a steady bottom-heat of about 80° or 85°, and
keep the soil in a healthy state as to moisture. See to
providing plenty of young plants for succession crops.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
With bright sunshine and drying winds it may soon

require the utmost care to save recently transplanted
evergreens of large size ; and no mere surface watering
will be of any service. The ground about the roots as
well as the ball should be thoroughly soaked. After
applying water and allowing the surface to become
moderately firm stir it slightly with a blunt fork, which
will prevent its cracking, and will also allow the free
action of the sun and air to warm the soil and encourage
the production of active roots. Surface dress with fine

soil, and water newly laid turf whenever it is observed
to be suffering from the effects of the dry cold weather.
Take advantage of the present dry weather to stir

the surface soil of shrubbery and herb borders,
to prevent the growth, of weeds and give the whole a
fresh clean appearance. Do not neglect to put in plenty
of Mignonette, and if not already done, hardy annuals
should be sown without further loss of time, except in
cases where they are not wanted to bloom before
autumn.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
See that recently transplanted trees are not suffering

for want of water ; this, however, will hardly be the
case, except on dry porous soils, and in such cases the
ground should be mulched with decayed leaves to
preserve it in a uniformly moist state. Attend
carefully to the protection of the blossoms of all

fruit trees ; where nothing better or more con-
venient can be obtained, Yew or Spruce branches will
be of service, provided they are so fixed as not to be
liable to be blown against the blossoms. Remove the
covering as frequently as may be convenient on fine
days, so as to fully expose the trees to sun and air. Get
a supply of tobacco water in readiness to attack
aphides immediately they make their appearance on
Peach trees. Sow Broccoli on beds of light rich soil in
an open situation for the main crop, and Cabbages,
Cauliflowers, Lettuces, &c., in succession. Also attend
to sowing small breadths of Turnips about once a fort-

night, so as to secure having a regular fcupply in a fit

state for use. Put in a small breadth of some earlv

I variety of French Bean on a warm dry sheltered
border, and plant a quantity in small pots to be raised
in a cold frame and planted out as soon as all danger of
frost is over. Use the hoe liberally among growing
crops to destroy weeds, and keep the surface soil loose
and friable.

I

STATE OP THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK. NEAR LONDON
For the week ending March 27, I35C. .» observed at the Horticultural Garden
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March "21— Hazy; overcast; rloudy.— 22— Overcast ; fine; rloudy and cold.— 23—Mazy; fine; clear at night.— 24 — Hazy and coll ; clear.— 25 — Hazy ; overcast; cold N.E. wind ; clear.— 26— Hazy ; rlou«ly
; piercing cold wind; frosty at niarht.

*— 27— Clear; fine but cold, very dry a-r; sharp frost at night.
Wean temperature of the week :t deg. below the average.
RECORD OK THK WEATHER AT CHLSVUUK.

Duringthe last 30 years, for the ensuing week, ending April 5, is:>6.
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 3d,
1848-therm. ;S deg. ; and the lowest on the 1st, 1S38 -therm. 16 deg.

Notices to CorresDondents.
Abuse: Winchester. Do you remember the old prorerb that

curses are like chickens 5 they always come home to roost.
Watch, and observe.

Arum mactjlatum: -S. The conns (roots) are acrid and poisonous.
Nevertheless if ground or rasped in water, when the leaves are
down, a fecula resembling Arrowroot may be obtaiued from
them. But the operation blisters the fingers and inflames the
eyes of the workpeople. And now that real Arrowroot is .«o

cheap, the extraction of this sort does not pay. If you wish to

try the experiment you must be careful to wash the fecula in

two or three waters.
Correa : J G. There is nothing the matter with the specimen
you have sent U3. What you suppose to be disease is only the
natural covering of the plant.J

Dealers: Yarebury. We cannot express an opinion. Every
one must judge for himself. It is certain, however, that no
one can honestly sell the articles at such a price.

Fernery: A Lady. Soil damp, usually peat loam and sand, bnt
varying according to the species. Aspect shady, and well
sheltered from the wind. You should consult for details

Moore's Handbook of British Ferns.
Guatemala: G US. Packet just arrived.

IHSEC n : Ji F W. Thanks for the young Wheat plant**, but we
fear there are no insects in thorn.

—

IIL K. The minute insects

found in such immense numbers on your garden walks are

Dezoria viatica (see Gard. Chron.., 1847). The cause of their

appearance in su^h masses, as well as their origin, is unknown.
The little flies reared from a kind of Thistle are one of the

Gall Midges (Cecidomyca Sonchi ?). W.
Names of Fruits : J P. 1, Blenheim Pippin; 2, Feam'a
Pippin

[|

Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never hare
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in-mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.
We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is

now requested that, in future, not more than four plant*

may be sent us at one time.

—

liusticus. It is AlchemilIa(or
Aphanes) arvensis. It possesses no noxious properties; but is

a slight astringent. Your shepherd is dreaming.—Ihrvo.
Pittosporum uudulatum.

—

C B A. 1. Pinus insignis. 2. Juni-

penis Virgiuiana(female). 3. Ditto (male). 4. Ditto (comniOQ

forra).f
Peach trees js Pots: A W. We do not believe that your

Geraniums have spoiled the setting of your Peaches. More
causes than one may explain the accident. You may not give

air and warmth enough when in flower ; or your roots may
have been out of order; or possibly the stock and scion may
disagree. The last is however unlikely considering the great

respectability of the person from whom they were bought.

Another reason may be that the wood of last year was not well

ripened. The frets should have been put out of doors last

autumn as long as possible, and in the full sunshine to ripen and

harden their wood.
Rhododendron: G G. Goodwood. There can be but one opinion

as to your fienrlet seedling being a fine production, although m
some respects it resembles R. alta-clerense and the many other

hvbrids that have originated from crosses with R. arborenm*

The specimen sent is very handsome, the flowers (84) being

large and of a brilliant colour, forming altogether a comport

conical truss, 5 inches in height and as much through at the

base. B.
Strawberries : Sub. They have been kept too damp when they

were in blossom. They should receive manure water untu

after the fruit is set, and then the syringe should be app"*
only once or twice ; the less the better. % r • -te

The Ambrosia Pear: Pyru*ion behalf of himself and his fnenas

who have been much disappointed in the flavour and ^cent

the vaunted Ambrosia Pear of the last two seasons, asks for in-

formation as to its habits, treatment, &c, to insure a good crop

in Devonshire. We believe the variety retains its good quai£

ties for only a day or so, and therefore will not prove more

useful than other early ephemeral varieties. .

Vines: Vitis. It is a common practice to syringe Vines mtne

afternoons of sunny days with tepid water until the fruit begi

to change colour. Some cultivators, however, do not syringe

all after the Vines have fairly broken, but permit them ij

derive what moistnre they require from damp walls, floon ft

other surfaces, which are watered at least twice a day.+

Alpha. You do not state whether yon want early or ia

Grapes; nor whether they are to have a high or ordinary w "

perature. Until we know that we cannot answer your quesuo

satisfactorily.X r Anr
White Spruce Beer: A Sub. will feel obliged by some ot ou

correspondents furnishing him with a receipt for ™ak *D
f̂

,7^'

%• As usual, many communications have been Iweived
K: l ftde

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be m a
-

We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents,^
insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

•obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nksbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
Ijondon. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
.are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
t)f receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,

ill find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

HpHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY have the
-i- following ready for immediate delivery :

—

CORN MANURES.
CONCENTRATED URATE, for Roots, Grasses, &c.
NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

PERUVIAN GUANO direct from importers' warehouses,
Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and every artificial

Manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. E. Purser ,
Sec.

THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
1 at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

7Z. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.; Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
•cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

THE PATENT SANITARY MANURE COM-
PANY'S NITPvO-BirHOSPHATE, OR 13LOOD MA-

ENURES.—For Corn or Hops, for Roots or Grass, 1350 Ihs. of
Blood in each ton, and a large percentage of Phosphates. These
Manures compete successfully with Guano at much less cost.

—

For price, testimonials, analysis, and local information, apply to
the Offices, 21, Cullum Street.City, London,

" M A N U R E Si

HODGSON and SIMPSON, Wakefield, and
MATTHEWS and CO., Manufacturing Agricultural

Chemists, Driffield, manufacture the following Manures:

—

SIMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-
dressing for Wheat, Barley, and Oats.

SIMPSON'S NITRO-PII03PHATE for Turnips, Potatoes,
and other bulbous root crops. Price SI. per ton.

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.

The above have been successfully tested for eight years by the
leading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties,
and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with the
most beneficial results.

Testimonials and other particulars forwarded by post on appli-
cation, gif Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any, 71. per ton.

ivTa" nTCTr e s.

THE following Manures, of warranted quality, are
now ready for delivery, viz. :

—

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, made from Bone, see
Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, Vol. 6, Part 2.

THE PATENT SANITARY COMPANY'S NITRO-BI-
PHOSPIIATE, or BLOOD MANURES, for Corn, Grass, Roots
and Hops.

Also GUANO, NITRATE OF SODA, BONEDUST, and
£-lNCH; SULPHURIC ACID, SALT, GYPSUM, and all

other Manures of known value.
Apply to MxTiK FothtvKgill & Co., 204, Upper Thames Street,

-sole Agents for the Paat Charcoal Company. ^^
PHCENIX CHEMICAL WORKS, PLYMOUTH.

BURNARD LACK and CO. are ready to deliver in
London or at anv convenient Railway Station or Seaport,

BIPHOSPIIATE OF LIME considered as neutral soluble
phosphate, at Professor Way's standard price, viz., 6s. fii. per
cent, per ton.

B. L. & Co/s No. 1 Concentrated Superphosphate contains 40
per cent, of neutral soluble phosphate delivered as above (bags
included) at 131. per ton, four months acceptance, or less 2J per
cent, discount for cash. A considerable reduction made for
-quantities.

Guaranteed analyses and opinions by Pbofessors Way and
Voklcker sent on application.—Apply as above.

HiHE GExNEHAL LAND DRAINAGE AND 1M-
JL PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Hexrv Kbb Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.
1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.
2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.
3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFORDED IK EITHER CASE.

4. The whole coat of the works and expenses will, in all cases,
be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly
instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiRTy-ONE years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lauds can afford to pay. William Clifford Sec.

rPHE LAND^TTMPKOV^vi^^ COMPANV.—
-*- Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1S52—53, for England
and Scotland, and further empowered by Amendment Act,
1854—65. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,
Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-
cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Lives
renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years; (and Lessees
for Lires not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years,
with consent of their Lessor), <&c. t are enabled, by way of Loan
from the Company, or by their own funds, to execute and
charge on the Lands improved, by way of rent-charge for a

PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
* phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Nitro-Phosph&t* or Blood
Manure, Sugar Scum, and evpry description of Artificial
Manures, J Linseed Cakes, &c.~W. Inglis Carxe, 10, Mark
Lane.

U/AKNEK'S IMPROVED LIQUID MAMJKE,
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
materia], and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder toany pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 3/. 35.

The barrel is 27^ in. long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.

1£ inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. 9d. per foot.

li< inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3*. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warmer & Sons,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

[fiae/--- .

;

x
Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines,&c—Engravings sen^onapplication.

\\J ARNER'JS PATENT VIBRATING STAN-"
f * DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON' PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £

QAYNOR and C<O ING, BUDDING,

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.
COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUX-

and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and
PRUNING SCISSORS. Arc, as tested, recommended, and re-
ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.
47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-
man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1S51 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes,
Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.

Established 1738.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.

I

supply upon vary advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,
&c, at the Manufactory as above.
HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

of ground, 5 bars 4s. 9J. each.
HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3

inches out of ground. 5 bars 5*. 3<i. each.

TRELOAR'S COCOA NUT FIBRE MATTING
AND DOOR WATS.

r"P TRELOAR has much pleasure in stating that the
* • Jurors of the Paris Universal Exhibition have awarded
him the Prize Medal for Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufactures.
Catalogues, containing prices and every particular, free by post.

Warehouse, 42. Ludgate II ill. London.

2
2,

3
31
4

in. short 1 ft. 7 in.

long 3 n 8 *
ditto 3 .. 6

n

Jf

If

ft

ft

ft v tf

ditto 3 „ 6 „
ditto 3 „ 6tf w

( Fitted for lead, "\ 1

gutta percha, 1

2
2
3

8. d.

10
14

8
12
3

or cast iron

rfanged pipe,

as required,
short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be iixed, when desired,
under the stage.

May be obtained of anv Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above "prices, or of the

i

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNEll and SONS gravel of which the path is at present made from the 1 am which
S, Crescent, Jewin Street, London. ' is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharj

" JVRIGI DOM<).»— Patronised by her Majesty ih<
* Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire fur Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mil. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
(wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

!
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the t-corching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Arciikr, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-
men throughout the kingdom. u It is much cheaper than mats
as a covering."

watlk proof paths,
barn and cattl£ shed floods.

rT*HOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
-1 winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

Every description of Machinery tor Raising Water by means
of Wheels. Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c.\ also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

OOYD'S PATENT SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHE.
I ^ —Sole Makers, William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, London.
May be had of all respectable Ironmongers and Seedsmen.
SCYTHES.—Order Boyd's Patent Vnlcan Scythe; it is the

cheapest and best. It is sold ready for immediate use, avoiding
loss of time and Blacksmith's fees. Price only 4s. &i., or with
handle complete, 6s. 6d. Prospectus on application.

W. Dray & Co., Manufacturers, Swan Lane, London ; and of

ajl Ironmongers and Seedsmen in the Kingdom.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
T THE NORWICH, GLOUCESTER, LINCOLN,

and CARLISLE SHOWS,
The Prize for the best LINSEED and CORN CRUSHER was
awarded to E. R. & F. Turner, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich.

I

A

Inclosing any Land, or improving Drains, Streams, or Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the
Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-
ings for Farm purposes already erected; Planting for Shelter
and for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea
Coast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-
lands and Islands of Scotland; Engines and Machinery for
Drainage, Engine-houses for Farm Steadings, &c, Water-wheels,
Tanks. Pipes, Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans
of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by the
Applicants own Agents and are submitted to the approval of the
Inclosure Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the solejudges
of the due execution of the works. Proprietors may apply jointly
for the execution of Improvements mutually beneficial,—such as
* common Ontfall—Roads through the District—Water power,
Ac. The Directors wish it to be understood that the Company is

of a strictly commercial character, and that the details of the
plans and of the execution of the Works are not interfered with
by them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-
sure Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of
Application, apply to the Honourable William Napieb, Manag-
ing Director, 2, Old Palace Yard Westminster.

E. R. & F. Ttra>*SR invite the attention of Agriculturists and
others to the following machines of their manufacture:

—

ROLLER MILLS for crushing Linseed, Oats, Barley, Malt,
&c, of various sizes, with or without B^an-mill combined. The
numerous prizes awarded these Mills by the Royal and other
agricultural societies rendercomment on their merits unnecessary.

PATENT COMBINED GRINDING and CRUSHING MILL
for reducing Barley, &c, to a fine and soft meal, and crushing
Oats, Linseed, &c~ is strongly recommended for the variety of
purposes to which it is applicable, and lor its perfect and economic
working. Price 25*.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for horse or steam power, cutting three
lengths, with facility for changing the length of the cut almost
momentarily, and other valuable improvements.
OILCAKE BREAKERS, made entirely of iron, with case

hardened teeth suitable for all descriptions of cake. Price 31. 10a

FIXED STEAM-ENGINES, on the horizontal direct acting
principle. Long experience am! attention to the practical work-
ing of steam-engines of every variety, have enabled the manu-
factures to offer these Engines as inferior to none—either for

efficiency, economy, or durability—and at prices which will be
found comparatively low.

Superior Portable Steam-Engines and Threshing Machines,
Horse-Power Threshing Machines, Circular Saw Tables, One
Horse Carts, and various other Implements, are also manu-
factured at the above Works.

Illustrated Price Lists sent free on application.

arp
river sand. To live parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and Incorporate the whole well in the dry .state before
applying the water. It mny then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SllKDS, FARM-YARD.*, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.

Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. Whitk & Brothees.
M ilbank Street, "\Wptm i n ster.

DRAINING BY STEAM POWER.
JOHN FOWLER is prepared to undertake Contracts

for DRAINING LAND by his PATENT STEAM PLOUGH,
at prices varying

?
accordingto depth and distance, from 37.tn5f.10ff.

per acre, inclusive of tiles, main drains, and all other expenses.
Contracts executed with great rapidity, and tiles manufactured
on the spot, where suitable clav exists.—Havering, near Romford.

I ONG'S NON-PoISONOUS SHEEFAND LAMB
-L* DRESSINGS.—These important Sheep Dressings have
already been the means of producing the finest Hogget Fleeces
that have ever been seen in the United Kingdom. Specimens
were exhibited at the principal Agricultural Meetings of last

season, showing an increased Growth of Wool equal to 25 to 30

I

per Cent. Further specimens even of a more extraordinary
character are preparing for exhibition at the different Meetings
of 1856.

Barry Brothers, Sole Agents for the Introduction of Long's
Non-Poisonous Sheep and Cattle Dressing Compositions through-
out the United Kingdom, and for Shipment. Meriton's Wharf
aud Sh;id Thames, London.
Appointed Agents in all principal Towns, of whom Catalogues

with Testimonials can be obtained ; or from above.

/ COLLEGE of AGKlCULTUKEANDCHEMlbTRV,
'Kj AMD of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
3S, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbtt, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nksbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in
the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry during flic next twelvemonth.

OHKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

—

PRIZE SHEETS for the Rotherhnm Heating may be
had of the Secrerary, Mr. Johk Haxnam, Kirk Deighton,
"Westerby.—March 29.

Cite &grtntltttrai <5a$ette*
SATURDAY, MARCH 29, 1856.

It may be well for the sake of any who intend to

exhibit breeding stock, poultry, or implements, at

the fjreat National Agricultural meeting at Paris

next May, to remind them that the 9th April is the

last day on which declarations of such intention can

be received. The French Government has appointed

a committee in England for the purpose of making
such arrangements as will induce English breeders to

become exhibitors. Its office is 9, Pall Mall East,

and the names upon it, Messrs. Amos, Denison,
Brandreth Gibbs, Fisher Hobbs, W. Miles, R.
Milward, Professor Wilson, &c, are evidence of its
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capabili* v and energy. The French Government, in

their anxiety to make this meeting a thoroughly

international gathering, have resolved to open
separate classes for all other breeds of animals not

enumerated in the original prospectus, and to give

equally liberal premiums as to those classes already

described—provided, however, that such breeds be
represented by animals not less than four or five in

nnmber. We add that the various forms of

declaration referred to in the prospectus of this

gathering may be obtained at 9, Pall Mall East,

or of Mr. Brandreth Gidbs, Half Moon Street,

Piccadilly.

to say that there is every prospect of such a repre-

sentation of the different breeds of the country as

will be highly creditable. He says :

—

u The polled cattle of Angus and Aberdeen would be
shown in great strength, and though there might be
greater difficulty with Galloways, specimens of that

race would not be wanting. The Duke of Sutherland,

and various other Highland proprietors and farmers,

had promised their quota of Highland cattle. Cheviots

would be sent from Sutherland and from the south of

Scotland ; black-faced sheep from Argyleshire, Perth-
shire, and he hoped also from the upper ward of the county
of Lanark. The only other breed was Ayrshire-", in

regard to which he looked principally for assistance to

! those who were now present. He saw gentlemen

T,,r, i*h<u- «t nnrro loo ^ m , A„„.«„Tm,„., o™ . belonging to Lanarkshire, Renfrewshire, and Dumbar-Ihe letter at page 1,3b, on Agricultural ota- , , ? *%. . . . „ e
'

, t ., ' .. ,
,

tistics, has undoubtedly been read with interest by
many, both of those who anxiously look for the
results of a general statistical inquiry and of those
who deprecate any such " interference " in private

and personal affairs. We confess we differ from
our corre>pondent whether he argues for the English
Agricultural Society or against the Highland Society.

VVe differ from him in believing that the English
experiment and the Scottish success have presented
all the contrast on which Mr. Hoskyns dwells.
Along with the large percentage of returns asked
for in the former case, but not obtained, there has
been a large proportion of estimates at second-hand;

tonshire districts—all famed for the purity and excel-

lence of that valuable breed, and he did trust, after the

explanation which had been offered, that they would
not be backward in taking such steps as would ensure a
full exhibition of it, the more especially as he was
informed, on high authority, that it was precisely that

class most likely to command high prices in the French
market.'*

Now all this looks like activity, energy, and life

—the habit of considering usefulness first and strict

attention to order, rule, and etiquette as of sub-
sidiary importance begets its proper and most useful

fruit. On the other hand we have in England a
society pursuing undoubtedly an important and a

while in the latter case, from all that we can hear, '

fruitful course of action, paying much stricter atten-
there has been a singular unanimity exhibited in tion, however, than its northern sister to the
the all but universal receipt of answers directly letter of the rules by which its charter binds it,

from the tenant farmers. Surely the word "cooking," declining to step beyond the limits of the path
in reference to these returns, which " S." had " almost which they prescribe, and stationary therefore in the
written " should have never been referred to. If

honest estimates, failing evidence at first hand, can-
not fairly be obnoxious to such a charge as that

—

what shall be thought of its fairness in a case where
simple addition seems to have been the only opera-
tion needed or performed in order to the attainment
of the result 1

interest it excites, the influence it exerts, and the
character of the work it does. Why have the large

meetings for agricultural discussion held latterly in

London been at the bidding and arrangement of the

Society of Arts, instead of under the auspices of the
Royal Agricultural Society of England ] Why is the
committee in charge of English relations to the Paris

The great objection which " S." has dwelt upon Agricultural Show an independant body nominated
connection with the Highland Society's returns is, by the French Government instead of the deputa-

tion, which it ought to be, from the national Agri-
cultural Society, wielding all its influence and
stimulating, as the Scottish Association does, the

energies and activity of its members all over the
country. The Society of Arts includes agriculture

among the subjects of its June examination, and has
in other ways exerted itself in behalf of agricultural

in

however, founded on the absence of inquiry or of
information as to the extent of moorland and of
waste retained as such for sporting purposes by its

owners. The reason given for this by Mr. Maxwell
in his evidence before the Lords' Committee on this

subject was simply the impossibility of obtaining
accurate information on the subject. Tenant farmers
are not required to give the extent of their sheep education. The Highland Society resolved at the
walks which they do not know, and in like manner meeting last Wednesday to apply for a supple-
landlords are not asked for the extent of land kept mentary charter, enabling it to act in behalf of
waste for deer. It might be interesting to know agricultural education. Why do we never hear this
how much land is thus unoccupied, but the interest I subject of agricultural education mooted as the
attaching to such information would depend upon proper aim and object—direct as well as indirect-
its social rather than on its agricultural bearings, of the Agricultural Society of England ? Let our
which alone are the proper object of the inquiry. Society do as the Highland Society does ; let it

But it is on our correspondent's defence of the throw itself with as much energy into every useful

,

placed however where they cannot act with one^
half their efficiency !

'

The object, no doubt, is to lay the surface dry •

but that can only be attained by draining the sub^
stance of the soil below the depth from which the
surface can be influenced, and any one who has seen
on land or roads the effect of springs, or even of
mere stagnant collections of rain-water in the soil

knows that there must be at least 3 feet deep of
dryness to ensure it on the surface.

In reference to roads, the best authority* declares
that " it is the native soil which really supports the
weight of traffic ; that while it is preserved in a dry
state it will cany any weight without sinking, and
that it does in fact carry the road and the
caniages also; that this native soil must first

be made quite dry and a covering impenetrable
to rain must be placed over it to preserve
it in that dry state." Drains 18 inches deep
might serve as conduits for the water running
off this " impervious surface," but they are unable

to lay dry " the native soil ;" and unless that be

done none of the results, whether for road-making,

building, or mere surface dryness are attainable. We
should like, moreover, to know how long they will

resist the weight of field-pieces passing over them.

It is plain that those who drew up the specifications

referred to are ignorant of the art of draining land

;

there will be shameful waste of public money if

the plan is persevered in ; and the only persons

whose interests can be served by the proceeding

will be those wTho after doing the work badly may
have to pull it up and do it over again at the public

expense.

Is there no one in the House of Commons to

draw the attention of Government to this matter ?

Wk have to announce the sale, on Thursday next,

of the Fawsley herd of pure-bred short-horn cattle,

the property of Sir Charles Knightley, baronet.

Mr. Strafford has then to dispose of 48 cows,

heifers, and calves, and 27 bulls and bull calves.

They will undoubtedly attract a large gathering of

agriculturists, and command high prices.

English Agricultural Society that we wish princi-
pally to comment. Its rules bind it to abstain from
all questions having reference to measures pending
or to be brought forward in either House of Parlia-

forward movement ; be foremost in every place
that agriculturists may occupy ; care less about a
literal adherence to precedent and rule ; depend

. , ilfilt4.. . . . . . , .

less upon ^s charter and its funded property;
ment, and so 5. thinks that it is right in refusing estimate as highly its opportunities as its income
to interfere with agricultural statistics. But it is and use both actively and fully. There is no reason

society should occupy. The rule of the Highland
Society is nominally the same, but practically very
different in its effect. For instance, the Drain-
age Outfall Act brought in by Lord Lincoln

Our readers have seen the protest which Mr.
Hewitt Davis has recorded (p. 179) on the waste of
labour and of money about to be allowed at Alder-

e

e

of the Society may be
habit of progress and
a guarantee of useful-

Take the meeting the

some years ago was in its original form objection- ! shot in the attempted drainage of the camp. Th
able as regards Scotland : Mr. Hall Maxwell was principle involved in the official specification of th.
sent to London, succeeded in disconnecting Scotland work to be done does, if it be correct, entirely upset
from the operations of that measure-drew a bill

; the theory and practice of land drainage as now
for Scotland—got it brought in and passed: and the understood, and may therefore well engage our
influence of the Society has been felt most usefully ' -" *' T - .......

.

©»..
through that—its interference, in spite of the letter
of its charter, with a measure affecting the drainage
of the country. The progress of the Ordnance
Survey of Scotland is another Government measure
in which the Society has most properly taken great
interest. And this energetic interference, advocacy
or otherwise, in reference to measures and proceed-
ings in which the influence
usefully exerted, begets a
activity which is of itself

ness and evidence of life.

other day in Edinburgh as an illustration. Th
prospectus of the premiums offered by France at the
forthcoming Paris Exhibition came before the
Highland Society—Scotland and its breeds had no
distinct place in it—immediately Mr. Hall Max-
well was directed to prepare a memorial on the
subject, and the president of the Society himself
places it in the hands of the Emperor—a supple-
mentary programme of premiums is issued, special
to the breeds of Scotland, and of the most liberal
character—a public meeting is immediately called
at which the Secretary of the Society explains the
whole affair to the farmers present, and he is able

e

attention. It seems that the drains are to be 12 feet

apart and 18 inches deep, while the pipes employed
are to be 3 inches in diameter. We need not say
that such means of exit for the water are sufficient

for carrying away the rain-fall of a year in less than
a day—the pipes to be employed being absurdly
large and the interval between the rows unneces-
sarily small.

Nor need we say that drains half a yard deep are

I

not calculated to drain the land either as the site of
houses or of roads, or with the object of obtaining a
firm and dry surface. They will not drain a foot
deep of the land so well as if they were twice or
thrice the depth proposed—while the imperfectly
drained 12 inches which may possibly be obtained
may rest in spite of them upon a quagmire. Of
course all drainage engineers agree with Mr. Davis
in his protest. He superintended the drainage of
Regents' Park—the object being to lay land dry for
public enjoyment—and this was done by 4 foot
drains a perch and a half apart in stiff clay soil, with
pipes of 14 and 2 inches bore. The object at Alder-
shot is much the same, the difficulties incomparably
less, and yet we have twice the number of the
drains and four time* their individual capacity,

THE PRICE OF MANURES.
In your impression of Saturday last I observe two

letters on the subject of the value of manures, one signed

Geo. Summers," the other M S." In both of these

exception is taken to the data which in my papers in

the last Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society

I have furnished for the valuation of artificial manures,

but curiously enough, in an opposite sense— the one

asserting that manures may be bought at less than the

prices I have ventured to fix for their respective ingre-

dients ; the other, that in quoting the wholesale cash

prices and omitting the fair profits of the trade, I have

sacrificed the dealer to my zeal for the consumer.
If the two classes here represented would agree to

pair off respectively with their present advocates,

I could wish no better proof of the correctness of my
conclusions, for the divergence between them might

fairly be attributed to the different lights in which

such matters are naturally viewed through the me-

dium of opposing interests, and my own figures

being the mean, might in that case be safely

adopted as the truth. My answer to Mr. Summers
is very simple. Mr. Summers quotes to you the

price of superphosphate of lime as sold by a highly

respectable firm, and taking the per-centage of soluble

and insoluble phosphate of lime as guaranteed, he

arrives at the conclusion that the ingredients therein

are purchased at much lower rates than those which I

have fixed for them. Now leaving out of the question the

fact that Mr. Summers has filled in the sketch with

details from his own fancy, for which (especially the

proportion of ammonia), although they may be substan-

tially correct, he finds, so far as I can see, no warrant

in the letter he refers to ; and further, as you yourself

have pointed out, that the two estimates were framed

at different times, and very possibly under different

conditions of the manure market ; setting aside, I say,

these circumstances, Mr. Summers will not, 1 think,

find in the paper referred to that I ever gave the price

at which superphosphate of given quality could o*

supplied to the public ; but that at which, taking &f
average of makers of repute, it actually is so supph***

Whether this is a good basis or not I must leave to

others to judge, but to me it seemed the only one open

to adoption. We may safely leave the ordinary innfl*

ences affecting trade to settle the question as to

the legitimate profits of the manure maker, and I con-

fess that I should have been exceedingly unwilling to

tamper with so very delicate a subject.

And this brings me to notice your other correspond-

ent's strictures, which for the reason just given I con-

sider peculiarly unjust. "S." is evidently a manufac-

turer of manures, and as such he upbraids me witn

giving the wholesale prices of different manures ana

making no allowance for the profits of the manufacturer.

The fallacy of this position is, I should think, too obvious

to mislead any of your readers. With one single excep-

tion, which 1 will immediately refer to, the cost of eacB

ingredient of manures is calculated from the prices

• Mr. Mac Adam's evidence—Parliamentary Committee.
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which the substances containing it are sold to the con-

sumer by the manure dealer. These prices in fact form

the basis of nil my calculations, as your readers will see

by referring to ihe first of the tables which you did me

the honour to quote in your Journal of the 23d ot Feb.,

and especially as regards superphosphate, the value of

whose ingredients is in fact calculated from its average

composition and price as ascertained by the best means

at my disposal.

Does " S." mean to eay that in taking the actual

selling price of a manure, and calculating from that

and the composition the different values to be appor-

power, appears to be that patented by Booser and

Pettitt, July 1846, under the name of a * screw plough."

It was affixed transversely behind a frame mounted upon

carriage-wheels or rollers ; the gearing consisted of a

spur-wheel upon the hind carriage-wheel, an inter-

mediate spur-wheel, and a pinion on one end of the

cylinder axle ; and a rapid motion—in the same direc-

tion as the revolution of the carriage-wheels, and there-

fore assisting rather than retarding the onward progress

of the machine—was communicated to the tilling-

cylinder, either by the carriage being drawn forward by

horses, or from a steam-engine placed upon it. Digland,

^ZZF&SXTX.= «, «*& ^j-** —« • >*" {=£
of the manufacturers profit ? As well might he say that

in buying a pound of sugar from the growers I have

not paid for the expenses of its extraction from the

Sugar-cane and its freight from the colonies.

The single exception to which I have referred is that

of " insoluble phosphate of lime," and I somewhat regret

that in my paper I did not more fully explain my

reasons for the price affixed to that substance. b.

would in that case have found that I have done perhaps

somewhat more than justice to it as an element of arti-

ficial manure.
Iu my estimates I have adopted \d. per lb. as an

average value for phosphate of lime in a manure. As
" S." justly says, its price in calcined bones is more

nearly Id. per lb. ; on the other hand, in coprolite and

bone (even taking the price named by " S." for the

latter), phosphate of lime is bought at less than %d.

per lb. But will any one assert that the phosphate of

bone, ash, or animal charcoal are worth id. per lb. as

a direct application to the soil \ Assuredly not. Still

less can be said in favour of phosphate of lime

derived from mineral substances, such as coprolite and

apatite. Without decomposition by acids they are posi-

tively useless. If in anything I have erred it has been

in allowing too high a value for insoluble phosphate

contained in manures, a conviction which I entertained

even when writing my paper, as a careful reader will

not fail to observe. With the sole exception of phos-

phate of lime from unburnt bones we have no alterna-

tive but to class all insoluble phosphate in the same

category. There are no doubt degrees in its solubility

and consequent efficacy, as derived from this or that

source, but these are refinements into which in regard

to price no one is at present prepared to enter.

In a superphosphate made entirely from unburnt

bones the insoluble phosphate of lime may be valued to

the consumer at the price it costs the dealer, with

a fair addition for his profit in reselling it, but nothing

more. My own experience would lead me to believe

that not one superphosphate in a hundred is so manu-

factured ; but even if it were so, the value of insoluble

phosphate of lime, as given by me, would be fully

sufficient. The price quoted for half-inch bones was

furnished to me in London at the commencement

of November, when (as it will be seen by a foot note)

the paper was written, although not published till late in

January. " S." will observe that in regard to these

prices I gave what in his case would seem to have been an

ineffec ual caution that due allowance should be made for

fluctuations incidental to the markets.

My time is so much occupied that your correspondents,

and you yourself, sir, must acquit me of any want of

respect it I decline to discuss this question further.

Let us imitate the practice of our courts of law, where

the plaintiff having been answered by counsel for the

defence is entitled to a reply, and there the matter rests.

If I have failed to satisfy or convince your corre-

spondents in ihe matter you will no doubt give them the

opportunity of saying so.

But before I close this, I fear somewhat overlengthy

communication, I would wish in all earnestness to say

that in drawing up the tables referred to, I have felt a

deep sense of the responsibility of the task—a task to

which the wish of the agricultural community, rather

than my own inclination impelled me. I knew full well

how considerable are the interests involved, and how

difficult it would prove to hold the balance impartially

between the parties concerned. You may, therefore,

rest assured that I did not undertake this work in an in-

different or frivolous spirit. That I may have committed

errors of greater or le=s magnitude is more than prob-

able, but if so, I believe I shall be one of the first to

discover, and I hope to acknowledge them. I have a

fair right to ask in return that those who sit iu judg-

ment upon my conclusions should tale them as a whole,

and not attack me with isolated extracts. /. Thomas

Way. __

(pneumatic) engine for actuating quickly or slowly any

rotatory digger hung to its tail, tested this invention in

an effectual manner. The tool as I saw it may be said

to consist of a cylindrical shaft or barrel, upon which

are set a number of screw-blades projecting radially :

something, in fact, half-way between the cutter of

Budding's lawn-mower and a roller from the platform of

Burgess & Key's reaper. It seems really wonderful

that it should have escaped the classic epithet of

« Archimedean !
" These screw-blades might be either

in sections, or wrapped round the cylinder from end to

end. Teeth, prongs, or cutters might also be fixed iu the

same helical or screw form. As might be anticipated,

the blades, presenting a flat side instead of sharp edge

to the ground, would not enter it at all, although the

inventors had supposed they would turn over short

furrow slices ; but various forms of radial cutters,

prongs or tines being tried, a scratching slovenly opera-

tion was accomplished, though with incessant stoppages

in consequence of the teeth fouling themselves with

weed.
.

The next invention in my historic series is a method

of steam-plougl ing, patented July 23d, 1846, by John

Tulloch Osborne, Esq., of Demerara, and which my
experimenting friend has carried out with engines and'

ploughs of his own contrivance— to be noticed in a future

paper. As I found from the drawings submitted to me

this invention was defective in detail, though its principal

arrangements have been little improved upon by suc-

ceeding mechanists. Osborne's plan differs from both

Heathcoat's and MacRae's in having two engines and

weaving still obtains? If railroads have been of no

utility because they did not entirely supersede common
roads, horses, and carriages? If steam-vessels are of

no use because sailing-vessels still wing their way ? If

the electric telegraph is of no use because the post-

office is still in action ? If the telescope is^of no use

because it does not supersede our eye-sight I"

Many years have passed since energetic discussions

of the subject appealed to public attention ;
yet we are

again involved in times of scarcity without having an

economical steam-cultivator employed iu the field ; and

in spite of Talpa's burrowings under the foundations of

olden prejudice, in spite of the trials of Lord Willoughby

D'Eresby, the Marquis of Tweeddale,and several others,

the Royal Agricultural Society has been obliged to raise

its steam-plough prize to 500?.—half what it would give

for a substitute for guano. I. A. C.

A STEAM-CULTURE REVERIE.—No. VI.

So many steam -cultivators having been designed to

operate with revolving diggers or toothed barrels, I was

oratified when my friend Digland pointed out a specimen

of the earliest proposed form.

In Pratt's invention of 1810, we have the first intro-

duction of ploughs or cutters attached about a rotating

axle; the axle being vertical. In 1345, J. Seller

patented a machine for drain-cutting and subsoiling, iu

which also a vertical spindle armed with cutters was

employed to excavate a trench, while an endless eleva-

ting belt or a screw cleared out the loose earth behind it ;

and I may just say in passing that an endless belt

or continuous railway with tooth-like projections

was employed to propel the machine and keep it fed up

to its work, and that the carriage-wheels were driven

with a very slow motion by a tooth-wheel and screw.

But the firut horizontal cylinder armed with tines,

blade, or tillers, and driven by gearing from a motive-

Home Correspondence.
Agricultural Statistics.—May 1 through your Journal

draw attention to the bill brought into the House of

Lords by the President of the Board of Trade for " The

Collection of Agricultural Statistics." It is proposed

uii in «»ou ^ .
*~ **•- tnat tue Po°r-law Hoard shall employ such persons as

As
S
mighT be anticipated, they think fit to distribute, collect, and receive the

-- - returns ; and to estimate the average rate of produce per

statute acre. Thus, the working of the measure will be

entirely under the control of the Poor-law Board,

and I venture to express a hope that they will not, as

in the case of the experimental returns obtained by

them in 1854, in any way confound it with the Board

of Guardians and the Poor-law machinery. One trust-

worthy and energetic local agent is required for every

district, and no more ; through whom honest super-

vision and credible estimates of the average rate of

produce may be secured, with all the secrecy that can

be claimed by the most suspicious contributor. Lord

Stanley of Alderley, on introducing the subject into the

House of Lords, made a quotation from Mr. Hoskyns

very clever article in the Journal of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society, in support of his argument in favour of

the measure ; 1 take the liberty of quoting from the

same paper a paragraph which equally deserves the

BvkSssHarSsaws, :&.**-3=»3SS3SsS
of the corn grown by the other, Mr. Hoskyns adds,,

page 585 :

—

" But one is almost thankful in such a case for the candour

that will put objection into a shape susceptible of reply; [of " l
f

'

mere vexation to follow out the history of this experimental trial

of one of the most useful measures that ever emanated Irom

Government in the behoof of agriculture, as the tale is drearily

t.Id in the remaining reports of the Poor-law inspectors em-

ployed for agricultural statistics. But why Poor-law inspectors f

is the cuestion that keeps pressing on the mind as one reads,

and recurring fresh and fresh at every page. There are tew

gentlemen of higher standing or more valuable capabilities

engaged in the public service than those who hold that title,,

and devote their legal and scientific prowess to the carrying out

like faithful knight-errants the decrees, partaking scantly in the

pleasures, of that sempiternal Round-table which imagination

delights to picture, at Somerset House. But what possible con-

nection of thought was it that suggested the idea of turning their

lances into reaping-hooks ? By what discourse of reason could

the conclusion have been evolved that the fit and proper medium

through which to invoke the agrestial mind of LngUnd and

Wales to the nature and benefits of agricultural statistics was a

body of gentlemen, who either by education, habits or official

experience, were not in conscience bound to know a Wheat trom

a Barley-rick ? »^
« And still more does the question obtrude itself, why at the

turn of every leaf of the Report one is compelled to knock one s

head against the Board of Guardians ?
' What has this respect-

able but proverbially indurated body got to do with the matter i

Did the originator of the adoption of this part of the proposed

machinery ever hear the motto, " Divide et impera f If not, we

venture to submit a short psychological reflection upon this text

in the words nsed bv no less an authority than bir John V\ ai-

sham in his late evidence before the Lords' Committee :—
"

« Certain persons will always object to making returns. It is

impossible to analvse all the motives influencing a mans mind

in these matters. I have known myself- it has been within my
own knowledge-that perhaps three fourths of a certain number

of farmers would make the returns if left to themselves; but when

they get together, say at market, with the other fourth, who will not

hear of making any returns, the passive majority are sure to be

led by the active minority to withhold the returns they might

otherwise have given.'—p. 38. ,,«••- .**.„.
" Our mildest experience," Mr. Hoskyns adds, "joins in attes-

tation of every word of this philosophy; but why stop at the

market place ? for if such may be said of the green what shall

be said of the dry ? If this be true of the semi-rural corn-market

under the free canopy of heaven, how much more in the loaded

atmosphere of that many-titled inner-chamber where, from time-

to time, vestry-meeting, parish-chtb, or other provincial noun-

collective, rivals the close packing of the jury-oox without its

unanimity, the wrangling of the old Bailey without its ancestral

wit !

"

Now, with regard to those experimental returns, the

public mind seems to have been divided between admi-

ration of what was accomplished, and pity for the

benighted individuals who, by the refusal of their co-

operation, obstructed the success of the experiment.

But I am not aware that any one has ever ventured

to hint at the possible inaccuracy of those returns that

were duly delivered, and that now wear such an

orderly and unimpeachable aspect in the stately pages

in which they are arrayed. Far be it from me there-

fore to question their veracity ; ouly, as many persons

avowedly object to this inquiry, as being inquisitorial

and unfair; as people do sometimes, in matters of

equal moment make erroneous returns, as is evidenced

by the Chancellor of the Exchequer's daily acknow-

ledgments in the Times of sums sent to him by

conscience-stricken taxpayers : so I think it will be

desired by those who expect for the outlay proposed ©

chains anchored a-head, and wound up by barrels on the

engines. There are two drag ropes, and each engine

9 irries two drums, which alternately coil and pay out

their respective ropes ; so that as each rope travels

first toward one engine and then to the other; the ploughs

attached are worked to and fro, in opposite directions.

Each plough-carriage, that is, a single plough mounted

upon four wheels, lays down the slack rope in its rear

one furrow's breadth further from the ploughed

o-round, in line ready for the return bout. The ropes

are about 5 feet apart, so that when each plough has

made six furrows, it is necessary to move the engines,

which have been shifted forward 10 inches at a time,

5 feet onward along the tramways, in order to take

fresh ground. This removal is cleverly managed :

when each plough comes to the end of its last furrow

it is directed by the superintending workman on to an

inclined plane, attached by hinges to the near side of the

engine, which gradually raises it free off the ground,

aud it is thus carried by the engine to the next breadth

of land. Each plough, also, in the last iurrow of each

remove, lavs down the slack rope by means of an out-

rigger, ready for the next furrow, which will be 5 feet

off. Two lengths of rail are employed for each engine,

one being taken up behind and laid down in front,

whilst the other is sustaining its weight. With a view

of adapting the apparatus to the Demerara lowlands,

where the engines can be placed in boats or punts, the

drums are made to slide on their axes (which are ver-

tical), in order to be raised or lowered to suit the

relative levels of the ground and water.

With the improved portable steam-engines now in

use, a better construction of drums and gearing, the

strong and light iron wire-rope now manufactured, and

a light and ea^y arrangement of ploughs accommodated

to the new mode of draught, there would seem to be

little difficulty in following out a modification of

Osborne's system of steam tillage ; and I may explain

in another paper how this promises to be accomplished.

And truly steam-husbandry is a matter of the first

importance. In 1840, the propounder of one scheme

urged the advantage of dispensing with a million

horses, and thus saving 30,000,000L annually. Mr.

Osborne, again, introduced his invention to the notice

of the Highland Society « at a moment when a scarcity

of food was spreading dismay, and actual famine was

abroad in many places ;" and argued that steam-power

must be greatly needed when horses consumed so much

food, and yet laboured only 2400 hours out of the 4419

hours of daylight in a year. And in a powerfully written

pamphlet on "the Food Question," in 1847, steam-

ploughing forms one of the principal texts. " In plough-

ing 100 acres," says the author, "men and horses walk

a linear distance of 1000 miles, wasting vital force and

food which might have been so much better bestowed."

And in dealing with the objection that animal power

cannot be spared, as we have crops to carry, manure

to lead out, &c, he says, " You need not totally disuse

auimal power ; oxen, which eventually become butcher's

meat, will be at hand ; but I would ask this class of

objectors If power-looms are useless because hand-
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t,raate the average rate of produce perAcre. As Lord Stanley of Alderlev lias entered upon the

encounter which his predecessors have shunned, 4e may
Jairly hope that to complete so useful a work he will
secure to us reliable and unquestionable returns. Butthe moment has arrived when all persons alive to the
importance of the measure should calmly reflect uponthe mode mwh.ch it is proposed to carry it out. Cka>.F. Humbert, Watford, Herts.
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.p. _ (Signed) "Wm. Barber."
The flavour of the meat referred to by Mr. Holland
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flZ I,TTh haV,ng been fed uV°n Cotton-seed cakefrom which the greater part of the oil had been ex-pressed but from the Cotton-seeds themselves containing-
e,r fu

1 proportion of oil.-Mr. Gadesden remarked!
that.nh-s experiments on feeding sheep with Cotton-
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seed cake he had found the mutton after cookin- to be
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under ord.nary crcumstanees, as the animals were at

hJril"
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lty'""Mr
' S^^ 9fated that hehad remarked the same effect produced by feeding on

Arachide-nut CAKE.~Mr. Spooner, of EHn& nearSouthampton, transmitted a sample of Arachide-nut
cake, along with the following communication :-
" Observing that the attention of the Societv .f f». ™iameetings has been directed to the sub ect of I e -dinltj^

Analysis.—Moisture
Oil

* • • • • *

Albuminous matter
Woody fibre, starch, gum, &c!
Mineral matter

• * I

• * -

•

• * *

• ••

*•«

*• ?

• ••
• • ••*

9.8

1

12.34
35^0
3S.26
4.29

Containing nitrogen
100 -00

... 5.56
fSigned) J. TnoMA3 Way.
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(Signed) VV. C. broosBB."
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from colour or odour. This oil becomes"sTTi,i at —=^between 37; and 39» F., and is used for the
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as well as for the manufacture of a white dr?^* °f <^^

Cultivatio.v op GRASSES.-Dr. Calvert of •* ^Place, Regents' Park, read to the councd a J' Park
hjs 20 years/ experience in the cultivation o G 22 °n
his estate in Yorkshire. The length of'
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which occupied nearly three hours in its deliver?^allow us on the present occasion to give onlv thl
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III.—The further impediment arising from the ravn^o ^. ,upon the seed crop bv a snecies of o-mh «r LI .,
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to encourage the superior culturedfour meadows and nT?^lands, so as to produce at least double the amount^ nJZT'1for their stock, which the land is capable of doing f"
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8 ^ laid d °Wn ** P™P^7 -deetef cleJ^SS
. .^•~Tjie diflSculties attendant on ascprtaininff which «~ ^kinds of Grasses best adapted lor permanent na,ti.i2^5meadows in ordinazy situations and soils, and wl ich^otZ tlTSrejected as unprofitable or detrimental, ei her from tlei r ?PnV^to impoverish and exhaust the land, inducing fo„ ness bvS
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° f obtainin? Reed of the last species and

ont »I •
°/ Grafes f°r Permanent past.ires and meadow! wiftout admixture ol weed and inferior Grass seeds
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Dr. Calvert stated that he had adopted the plan ofsowing his selected Grass seeds (of which he had stillby him more than he required for his own use, a sufficient

quantity to sow from 10 to 20 acres), at the rate of 24
Jbs. to the acre, on well-prepared -round; and that he pre-ferredthm^ sowing, independently of economical con-
siderations ,n reference to the seed. He exhibited tothe members a^ great variety of specimens of the best,
as well as of i„fer,or Grasses, for the purposes of com!
par.son.--Mr. Scott stated that he had himself been
en-ased for four years in researches of this kind. He
called attention to the experiments of Lawson andDrummond on the effect of depth on the growth of
Grasses

;
to the « Botany of Grasces " by Dr. Parnell :and to the confidence which, from his own experience

cultivators might repose in all seedsmen of established
reputation. They were responsible men whose characters
would be involved by the supply of inferior seeds.

Portuguese Agriculture.—M. Felix Nogueira
transmuted from Lisbon, through the Portuguese

fo^
1188^* C

,°Py °f his " A,raa"*ck do Cultivador" for
1856, with a letter stating that he offered it » as a token
or lii8 high consideration of the Royal Agricultural
Society of England, and as furnishing in its pages
obvious proofs of the estimation in which he held the
asricul ural literature of England." The council
ordered their thanks for the favour^of this present and
communication. r

Field DvNAMOMETER.-Mr. Amos, one of the Consult-
ing Engineers of the society, announced to the Council the

S^S f !!

3 eff°rt8 t0 Produce a ' Dynamometer
adapted for the purpose of testing the draught of imple-
ments m the field. This communication was referred to
the Implement Committee.
Communications from the Pev. S. N. Kingdon and

Mr. Gubbin on Sea-sand as Manure, were referred to
I rofessor Way

; and further papers on Agricultural
Mete orojojy

,
from Mr Ful brook, to the Council Com-

^n !r* o a * ?C adJ°urned to their monthly meetifl
on the 2nd April. * 'g

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND
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* The narnes of 19 additional candi-dates for election at the next Monthly Council were reJ.
Sardinia* Agriculture—HIs Majesty the Kin- ofSardinia having resolved to develop^ the agricultural

gSSrt hiS %***» *y t»»e application tf the b sagricultural machinery of England, Sign. Anbron ofFlorence and Sign. Pinto, f
g
Rome

, presented them-^Blves before the Council on this occasion for the pur-pose of announcing this intention on the part of the
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he&Vm^iS Majesty's sign manual, grant-

obfecTf t» 1rWer aDd a°^°»»y to effect the importantoDject ot their mission to this country
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cAke given to the ewes. In such practice some care is necessary,
as we have known instances where coosiderahle mortality
occurred from high condition of the ewes. Other kinds of stock
are doing well. Store beasts are in demand in anticipation of a
forward spring, and lambs are selling freely at from 305. to 40s.
each. This animation is partly owing to the stir in the wool
trade, wool having experienced a considerable rise within the
last few weeks. Meat is making full prices. Beef, 7s. 3d. to 7s. &f.
per stone; mutton, 6W. to 7d. per lb.; pork, 7s. 6d. per stone.
Corn sustains irs value with some fluctuation in the face of peace
in prospect; Wheat of IS stone the coomb has been worth 70s. per
qaarter; malting Barley, 40s. to 43s. ; and Oars from 20s. to 30s.,
no various is the quality, and in many instances so light the
weight. Labourers are plentiful, and the price of labour not
higher than last year. J. W., Peterborough.
"Wester Boss: March 24.—The fine weather with which we

have been favoured this season is quite a contrast to that of last
year. Twelve months ago the weather was uncommonly cold
aud damp, the soil was in a very unfit state for the reception of
seed, and all betokened a late and unfavourable harvest. This
year, however, the season has been mild and open, the seed
that has been already sown has harrowed in in the best possible
condition, and the weather still continues as favourable as we
could desire. A large quantity of Spring Wheat has been sown :

indeed so favourable has the season been, that, for once, the
farmers have had an opportunity of sowing Wheat to their hearts'
content. A good deal of April Wheat, which is now much used
as a substitute for Barley, will yet be sown, and I venture to
say that, when this is accomplished, a larger breadth of Wheat
was never sown, In one season, in this country. In the month
of February, and in the first of March, the autumn-sown Wheat
was making rapid progress ; but since then we have had easterly-
winds and frosty nights, which have meanwhile checked its pro-
gress, and have prevented premature advancement. The sowing
of Oats has been generally proceeded with, and on many farms
is concluded. Sandy Oats, which have been largely sown for

NEW PLANTS
OF

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SON.

ACHIMENES (Lochkjua) MAONIFICA.
(Tydka) AMABILIS.

Coloured Plates otthe above, aud one of FUCHSIA EMPEROR NAPOLFON 1application at 6,/. each, or if by post at Sd. each, except when three or more are taken, w

BANKS' NEW FUCHSIAS will be sent out next May, and the foil

CUPHEA EMINENS.
GONOCALYX PULCHER.

nd VENUS DE MEDICI may be had or>
hen the postage will not bo charged.

Messrs. Allan, Stirling
Barkaway, J., Dereham
Karnes, W., Cambenvell
Bunas, T., Stowmarket
Bates, W. & J., Oxford
Cant, B. R.

f Colchester
Cheynes, J., Warwick
Courcha, J., Bethnal Green
Dobson^&SonJsleworth
Douglas, T. H., Edinburgh
Downie & Laird, Edin-
burgh

Ewing, J. W., Norwich
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Messrs Frewer, J. E.,Stowmrkt.
„ Fisher, Holmes, & Co..

Sheffield
Godwin, F., Sheffield
Griffin, J.

?
Bath

A. Henderson & Co., Pine
Apple Place

IIopwood,W, Cheltenham
I very, W., Peckham
Johnson. S., Dover
Laird, W. P., Dundee
Lowdon, J., Bradford
Mill«r, K., Newcastle
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owing Nurserymen will be able to supply Plants:—
Messrs. Moore, \V.

t Dereham
Noyes, (J., Manchester
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Oluroyd. Shrewsbury
Osborn & Sons, Fulham
Parker, R. t HornseyRoad
Parsons, G., Brighton
Perkins, E„ Leamington
Pratt, J., jun Stoke-on-
Trent

Rss, R., Ipswich
Ridgvay, C, Stockport
Rumley, w. t & So
Richmond

ons,

r?

n

The leading Continental Nurserymen have also ordered plants.

Messrs.Small,G.,&Son, Ilkeston
Smith. G., HornseyKoad
Spriggins, D., & Co, St.

Alban's
Stafford. S., Hyde
Steel, W. & J., Castle-

nellen
Taylor, S., Nottingham
Turner, C, Slough
Turner, Helensburgh
Veitoh.Jas., jun., Chelsea
Walton, II., Burnley
WlUon, R Warwick

it

n
tt

them to the fields, where their early growth will do little harm.
Our hrst Muir of Ord market for the season was held last week
and a large number of sheep was exhibited. Prices were about
the same as last year, and many left unsold. A very few fat
cattle were disposed of to the butchers in the neighbourhood •

only a few grazing beasts were exhibited, and for these there'
was no demand. Both Turnips and straw have run more quickly
to their finish than usual ; hoggs are returning in fair condition
to their
we mi
rations.

ir hill pasture, and unless Grass come more speedily than
ight reasonably expect, cattle may look out for short

Notices to Correspondents.
Agricultural Statistics: Fits. The bill now before Parlia-
ment provides as follows:— In February each year the over-
seer of the poor is to send in to the Poor Law Board a return of
every occupier of land in the parish or district, with the nature
of the occupations, &c. In May the schedules will bo issued
to such owners and occupiers, who will fill them up and return
them on the 1st of June. The schedule contains columns
headed " Extent of acreage," and the names of the various
Descriptions of crop, as well as those of live stock. These
schedules will b* returned to the Poor Law Board, and thence
to the Board of Trade, in order to their being arranged accord-
ing to the respective counties. For the purpose of securing
those returns, it is proposed to confer a compulsory potcer upon
the parties engaged in this operation, by which anv person
declining to fill up the schedule may be summoned "before a
justice ot the peace ; and the magistrate, on being satisfied that
there is a refusal to give this information, will have power
to inflict a penalty not to exceed 40*. It is left to the discretion
of the officers of the Poor Law Board to form au estimate of the
amount of the produce of each farm in such a way as they mav
deem most expedient. The government by this bill propose
that every farmer shxuld send only a return of the quantity of
land he occupied, and of the descriptions of crop which he
cultivated. With regard to the estimate after harvest, that
information may be obtained either by testing the value of the
crops, or by some other means.

Devonshire Farm : W T B. We have no doubt whatever about
the fertility of a farm being maintained by the application of

ini* j
D0,1gn t manure per acre to one quarter of it, and of

40 loads of home manure per acre to another quarter of it
every year. We hope shortly to examine the case more fully

Great Budworth: J E, Cheshire. The description seems to us
personally severe, and calculated to offend. We shall be happy
to publish the speech referred to, and to comment upon it if
you will favour us with a copy.

Laying down to Grass: -Y Y Z. The following are reports of
actual practice in Cheshire, taken from the Journal of the
Manchester Agricultural Society. Tiie first is on a clay soil
the second on a sandy one.—(1). In 1S51 the land was in root-'
manured with horse and cow dung; in 1S52 was in Wheat and'
in 1S53 Oats, and sown down to Grass.: In 1854 it was manured
with 3£ cwt. of guano per acre, and mown twice. This sprin<*
the same quantity of guano applied, and mown once. The land
had been well drained at 15 feet apart, and the following quan-
tities and varieties of seeds were sown per acre : 3 lbs of Red
Clover, 3 lbs. of White Clover, 3 lbs. of Cowgrass, 2i lbs of
Ribgrass, 2 lbs. of Trefoil, 3 pecks of Perennial Ryegrass
1 peck of Italian Ryegrass, £ bushel of Meadow Fescue, i dittoHard Fescue, ± ditto Cocksfoot, 2* lbs. of Dogstail, and 4 lbs ofMeadow Grass : all sown in April. The land is a strong clayloam on a stiff clay subsoil, under first-rate management inevery respect, and perfectly clean and free from any bad
Grasses. A capital bottom of White Clover and other

SS £u
Gras

.f\
ami the

,
entire cr°P uniformly thick and heavy.

(2). The soil is a good sandy loam of fair depth, resting on a
clay, sand, and gravelly subsoil. The land had been previously
well drained with tiles and stones. The field had been 1stPotatoes (manured with 20 tons of cow and horse dung per acre

1

)

2d W heat, 3d Barley, and sown with the following quantity
and variety of seeds per acre, viz.: on the Barley crop in
April, 1 bushel Perennial Ryegrass, 6 lbs. hard Fescue, 6 lbs
rough and smooth-stalked Meadow-grass. 8 lbs. Ribgrass and
12 lbs. Trefoil, and Red and White Clover. The field' top
dressed with 2£ cwt. of guano per acre in the spring of both
1.S54 and 1855. Mown twice last year, and once this. The
land is perfectly clean and free from bad herbage ; the crop
above an average for the season, and a good mixture of Grasses,
the bottom close and well up. The claimant is a good fanner
in every department to which his practice extends. The farm
is in a good climate. Inspected June 19th, 1855.

Lucerne and Clover: E. They both like calcareous loamy
soils; the former especially likes a calcareous soil. Guano is
a universal manure, and both will prosper on it. We have
grown Lucerne only in small patches—not more than halt an
acre. It was sown in rows 16 inches apart, and a good dressing
of stable manure spread broadcast and dug in between the
rows once every summer.

Seed Corn: Charles D. It will not be easy to obtain Brown's
Barley, but Sandy Oats are in common cultivation in Scotland
and you might apply either to Lawsons, seedsmen, of Edinburgh'
or perhaps a corn factor might obtain them for you; and Mr!
Charles Shirreff, corn factor. Edinburgh, is, we believe, a good
address. The Redstraw White Wheat is not more liable to
sprout than other sorts—but it is somewhat liable to shed wh*n
ripe.

plant is alike covered with flowers on stout~short footstalks, so
that it resists the rain perfectly, the side shoots below each
flower are always well set with buds ready to fill up the places as
the first flowers pass away ; the foliage is handsome and plentiful
a feature that is often over-looked in this plant, as a Verb.na
with small diminutive leaves never looks well, nor on the other
hand is it pleasing to see large thin foliage, as is the case of
"\ erbena Mrs. Woodruffe, especially when the habit, like that
variety, is loose and straggling. To he sent out after the 1st ofMay at 2s. 6d. each, 21s. per dozen, and 120s. per 100.

Henderson's favourite PETUNIA for 1S56 will be ready for
delivery after the first week in May. This excellent variety, wo
are confident, will supersede every Petunia hitherto grown, either
for bedding purposes or pot culture. Its superior qualities can-
not be better described than in the words of the able and intelli-
gent Gardener, Mr. John Smith, of Peel Hall, Lancashire, from
whom they received it:-" I now send you the stock of Petunia
MO. 1. Tiie flowers are moderate sized, with a fine bold outlines-
colour a rich bright scarlet, with clear white eye. It is a profuse
bloomer, and makes a most effective bed

; indeed, it was the most
conspicuous bedding plant in the whole of our Flower Garden,
which was filled with the showiest and most dazzling kinds of
flowering plants." In consequence of the plant being a second
year's seedling, the opportunity of proving Its value as a bedding
Plaut has been tried, and far exceeded our expectations.

Li the course of May next, Plants will be ready at 3s. 6d. each.

BANKS' NEW VERBENAS
LADY CAMOYS (Banks).—Orange scarlet, with crimson centre

and yellow eye; a brilliant flower and fine habit.
MRS. ARCHER CLIVE (Banks) —Rich ruby crimson—novel

colour: a distinct and fine variety.
LADY KEltRISON (Banks).— Blush white, large yellow eye

with crimson and rose spot on the upper petals.
IMPERIALIS (Banks).— Mulberry crimson with light eentre-

an excellent beddcr and improvement on Ariosto.
'

LA STELLA (Banks).—Rich orange scarlet with light eye ; fine
form, and large truss extra.

LADY HARCOURT (BANKs).-Bright rose, goal truss, and
habit distinct and fine.

COUNTESS OF DUNMORE (Banks).—Bright rose, large con-
spicuous white eye; dwarf compact habit.

MRS. HOSIER WILLIAMS (BANKs).-Pure white, and is not
injured with bad weather; a first-rate habit, and may be
depended on for making a fine bed.

FOR THE 1st of MAY.
|

VISCOUNTESS EMLYN (BA*M).-Whi|* with bright rosy
crimson eye, fine formed truss, and good habit.

COUNTESS OF OXFORD (Banks). - Lavender, with large
white eye

; a conspicuous and pleasing variety, in the way of
Annie Laurie.

NOSEGAY (BANKs).-Fine deep salmon, with dark centre; close
dwarf habit, distinct and fine.

MOONLIGHT (Hanks).-White, with splendid large trusses;
and, for the purpose of exhibition, the finest white in culti-
vation.

Gratis^!.
18

'
° f Ma7 the 86t f°r 2L 2''' includinS the two following

FICTURATA (Banks).—White, with dense violet eye.
PURPUREA MAGN1FICA (Banks).-Mulberry crimson; fine

habit
; good bedder. '

FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS.
DIOSCOpT^B^ <h
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°f the season (with a nill-sized Engraving of the new Chinese PotatoDIOSCOREA BATAI AS), is now ready, and can be had gratis on application—Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood

PAGE AND C O. ' S
~

COMPOSITION FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF BLIGHT
UPON THE

HOP, ROSES, VALL-FEUIT TREES, CUCUMBERS, MELONS, TINES,
STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

Extra Strong, 4s. per Gallon, sufficient to make Four Gallons fit for use.
Ten Gallons and upwards, Carriage Free to London.

AG E N
Messrs. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, London.
Messrs. Bass <fe Brown, Sudbury.
Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester
and 14, Corporation Street, Manchester.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading.
Messrs. Rendle & Co., Plymouth.
Mr. J. Veitch, Exotic Nursery, Chelsea.
Messrs. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester.
Mr. B. Paul, Derby.
Mr. G. Wheeler, Nurseryman, Warminster.
Messrs. Masters & Son, Canterbury.
Messrs. Downie & Laird, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.
Mr. W. Barratt, St. John's. Wakefield.
Messrs. Thomas Davies & Co., Wavertree, Liverpool.
Mr. E. Taylor, Malton, Yorkshire.
Messrs. Chandler & Son, Wandsworth Road, London.
Mr. Freeman, Wobtirn.
Messrs. Fisher, Holmes, & Co., Ilandsworth Nurserr. Sheffield.
Mr. J. Perkins, Northampton.
.Air. W. F. Smith, Rivershcad Nursery, Sevenoaks.
Mr. W. J. Epps, Nurseryman, Maidstone and Ashford.
Mr. C. rurner, Royal Nursery, Slough.
Mr. J. Whomes, Pelargonium Nursery, Windsor.
Messrs. Mitchinson & Co., Seed Merchants, Truro.
Mr. P. Brewer, Nurseryman, Birmingham.
Messrs. Wood & Ingram, Nurseries, Huntingdon.

TS:-
Mr. Baskerville, Bristol.
Mr. Eurham, Hastings.
Messrs. Leake & Smith, Bridgenorth.
Mr. G. Davison, St. Peter's Street, Hereford.
Mr. W. Garraway, Welwyn, Herts.
Mr. Thomas Cridland, Willington, near Taunton.
Mr. Henry Home, Market Place, Henley-on-Thames
Mr. R. M. Mills, Market Place, Bourn.
Mr. Husbands, Talbot Street, Nottingham.
Mr. Caparn, Seedsman, Newark.
Mr. John Cattell, Seedsman, Westerhara.
Mr. 3forgan, Nursery, Kidderminster.
Messrs. Ivery & Son, Nurseryman, Dorking and Reigate.
Messrs. Veit«h & Son, Exeter.
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden.
Mr. W. Bower, Moorgate House, East Retford.
Messrs. Wm. Drnramond & Sons, Dawson Street Dublin.
Mr. John Allen, Sen., Bothwell Street, Glasgow-
Mr.E.A. Dixon, Hull. ° #

Mr. J. C. Fox, Witney.
Mr. J. Scott, Merriott Nursery, Crewkerne
Mr. IL Steel, Shefford, Beds.
Mr. A. Christie, Maidenhead.
Mr. A. Wood, Barbourne, Worcester.
Mr. J. F. Fraser, Nurseryman, Aylesbury.
Mr. E. R. Greenus, Nurseryman, Watford.

Pamphletsj with instructions for ute,ffte by post on application to

PAGE & CO., Seed Merchants, Southampton.
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MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranter Good by the Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
*J Cutlery Works, Sheffield; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawings forwarded by post. ___

mARNERS~s"wiNG W ATEK-BA RROW
V V (To Hold Thirty Gallons)

Will save much of the gardener's time and labour. May be

obtained of any Ironmonger for 3/. 3$.

Brass Syringes, 9$. to 18$.
m Also a great variety of effective Machines for Hydraulic pur-

poses, and to supply Gardens, Hothouses, Cottages, Farms,
Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every requisite connected

with the conveyance and distribution of Liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, &c.

A

/

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS AND DRAININC TOOLS
MESSRS. BUR'JESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'

Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Roy.il Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.

SAMUELSON'S
REGISTERED BUDDING'S LAWN MOWING MACHINES

FOR

PLEASURE GROUNDS, LAWNS, BORDERS, BOWLING GREENS, ETC.

To cut from 16 inches wide, for a boy to work,

Up to 30 inches wide, for man and poney.

Prices ... £5 10 £5 17 6 £6 £9 £11 10

Width Cut 16 ins. 19 ins. 22 ins. 25 ins. 30 ins.

THE REGISTERED IMPROVEMENT renders unnecessary the great

care requisite in the handling of these machines on the old plun ;
all that

is now required can be done by axt uxskilled^Labourer, who has only

to push the machine before him. The Registered adjustment insures a

•clean and perfectly level cut of any required height, and prevents the

knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground may be.

Copies of Testimonials will be

forwarded, post free, on application

to the manufacturer.

The above may also be procured

at the principal Agricultural Im-

plement Depots in London ; of Messrs.

J. Veitch & Son, Exotic Nurseries

Chelsea; and of all respectable Iron-

mongers & Seedsmen in the country.

B. SAMUELS0N, Britannia Works, Banbury,

C0TTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

A SHOW K00M DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot "Water Apparatus
•Garden Vases

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAME NTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark
J • Clate Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved'
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c., at the
Manufactory as above. ___

BY
HER

MAJESTY' S

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

Hothouse Wores,EDENCH, Patent
• King's Road, Chelsea.

These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the framework, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all

completed for 1*. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references
can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
*J of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J . T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
I of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

1" WEEKS and CO.'S BOILERS.—At the beau-
'* • tiful seat of W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham Park, Streatham,

Surrev, can now be seen additional proofs of the efficiency of

WEEKS'S BOILER. One is there fixed, effectually heating an
incredible number of Forcing houses, Pine stoves, and extensive

ranges of forcing pits. This exquisite establishment has long

been celebrated for growing the finest Pines, Grapes, &c, &c.,

under the able management of Mr. Page, the Gardener, who will

kindly show and explain the hot-water apparatus, &c.

John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water
Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.

Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues, comprising
Horticulture in all its branches. _^____^

P U B L I C~TnV"| T A T7o IM.

HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

HAVE this Season the pleasure of being able to

refer to several other extensive Establishments where

they have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which

hitherto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highly respectable firm of Messrs.

Edward Henderson & Co., of the Wellington Nursery, Welling-

ton Road, St. John's Wood, and as that Establishment is open to

the public Messrs. John Weeks & Co.'s Hot-water Apparatus

will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially

represented during this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
Co. have now adopted what is called the "One Boiler System."

At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist

can see the Hot-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges of

Hothouses, all connected to one boiler. We will here quote

Mr. Edward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of

Messrs. J. Weeks & Co.'s system of heating by hot water. He
says:

—

''lam more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what

Messrs. Jons Weeks & Co. have done for me in heating a great

number of our hot-homesfrom one boiler. It is almost impossible

for me to express my satisfaction sufficiently strongly. The effect and

grmt savingproduced is truly wonderful; less than two sacks ofcoke in

2<Lhours is all that is used to heat a variety ofhothouses, d>c, nearly

800 feet in length, and these various houses are to some extent widely

separated, as 300feet stand inone direction, 160feet in another,200feet

in another,and so on, including our large newly laid-out wintergarden.'
1

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive

private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be

seen in operation, and in every case with the same favourable

results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former

statements relating to their one boiler system, and most

respectfully solicit a

visit ro their Garden Es-

tablishment at Chelsea,

which consists of Hot-

houses, Greenhouses,

Conservatories, Pits,&c,

the whole measuring

1000 feet in length, ex-

posing to the atmosphere

upwards of 16,000 super-

ficial feet of glass, the

whole heated by one

boiler, 5 feet high by 6

feet 6 inches in diameter,

the water in the va-

rious houses circulating

through 5000 feet of Hot-

water Pipe.
The accompanying

sketch represents our

improved Upright Tubu-

lar Boiler, with hollow

furnace bars. The large

surface which this Boiler

exposes to the imme-

diate action of the nro

renders it of such extra-

ordinary power.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.

At our two establishments horticultural science is fully cft

J"
e~

out in all its branches, combining all the improvements of tue

day. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very

extensive variety of horticultural erections ; also Forcing ri

and Frames of all sizes. See our Illustrated Catalogues on

Horticultural Building and Heating by Hot Water; also ot au

the best Stove and Greenhouse Plants; also of the best Vines,

Pines, Peaches, and other Fruit trees.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

1THE COMFORT OF A FIXED WATEK-CLOSET
X for l/.-Placea in Gardens converted into comfortable

Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY-SEALJ^
PAN, with its self-acting valve, preventing the return ot coiu

air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it or unfix it in two noura.

Price 11. Also Hermetically-sealed and inodorous ch*mn«

commodes, 11. 2s. and 21. As., and improved Portable >^"£
closets, with pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A Prosp_A*

with engravings forwarded by enclosing two post stamps j>

Fyfe and Co.'s Sanatorium, 46, Leicester Square.
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CLASS FOR. CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES.

PIT FRAMES, ETC.
TAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure toO hand their \ -resent reduced prices of Glass for Cash :—
SHEET GLASS, Packed in Boxes containing 100 Feet.

6 by 4, and 6£ by 4£
7 by 5, and 7* by 64

12*.

13«.

8 by 6. and 84 by 6$
9 by 7, and 10" by 8

• 4

*

135. 6d.

lSs.6d.
LARGER SIZES, not exceeding 40 Inches Lono.

16 oz. from 2d. to S4d.,21 oz. from 3d. to 5d., 26 oz. from 6J. to74rf.,
per foot superficial, according to size and quantity.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD
HOUSES, THE SAME QUALITY AS WE SUPPLY TO MR. RlVERS, and
of various dimensions, always on hand, at 18$. per 100 feet.
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.
HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-onnce, packed in Crates

of 300 feet, 2$d. pe r foot. Twenty-one Ounce, 3 \d.
Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet 34*., 38s., 40j., and

42*. per case.

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS.
Packed in boxes of 50 feet each.

w

JVEAT AND DURABLE LABEL.-Send three

Z> „-i ^ St*m Ps for » specimen label, painted and lettered^iUoJVH.,^ost Office, Lydbury, North Salop.

IRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

Jvjn ice*

v J£° ?
RYST4L PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-

it
&

•

r
. 1onSlnaI «nd numerous other elegant designs.

Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety;
1- lower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.
Y> indow Bhnds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make;
Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description-
Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W. Richards. Imperial
\\ire -Works, 37Q, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's

A RT UNION of LONDON. (By Royal Charter )-
<*•* 'nzeholders select lor themselves from the p,ihH<. Chivifrom the Public E\hihi.
t.ons. F

;
very Subscriber of One Guinea will have, beside the

TM HIP lff?krrS

»

mpreSSi0n
i

0f
,

a P
¥
,ate of " HARVEST INHL Hh,llLANDa, engraved by J. T. Willmore. A.R Afrom the important and well-known Picture by Sir E. I.andseer'R.A., and Sir Augustus Callcott, R.A. Subscription closes Mon

4 .4, vv est fetrand. Lbwis p, „ K | secretaries.
Just out, price 2a. 6rf. free per post,

€ by 4, and 64 by 44
7 by 5, and 7£ by 54 t

10s. 6d.

12
8 by 6, and 8^ by 6\
9 by 7, and 10 by 8

• • • 13*. 6d.
15

For larger sizes, * full List of Prices will be sent on application.
FERN CASES, with Ferns complete, suit tble for the Draw-

ing Room, from 25*. each.
AQUARIUMS, with French polished stands, from 10*. each.

Vase-shaped ditto, on glass stand, 20*.
Perforated G-lass for Ventilation, from 1*. 6d. per foot.

Glass Tiles and Slates.
Glass Milk Pans, 21*. per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons
Wasp Traps, Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for
Ornaments. Fern Shades, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street

____^ Without, London.

BRITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORT1CUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.-Sizes from 7 by 5 to 9 by 7 at

11*. 6d. per 100 foot box ; 9$ by 74. and 10 by 8, at 12*. 6d. per
box, in 21 oz. 1*. per box extra ; larger sizes up to 22 by 14, 15 oz.
at 16*.; and 21 oz., 25*. per 100 feet. Boxes charged 2*. each,'
and returnable at the same price if delivered free. Crystal
White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent
Rough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead, Oils,
Turpentine, Colours, &c—G. Farmiloe & Son, 118, St. John
Street, West Smithfield t_Lnndon.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.TTETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,
---*- of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d
per square foot,for the usual sizes required,many thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed for immediatedelivery.

«H?£8 ° f Prices ftnd Estimates forwarded on application, forPATENT ROUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
Jr A^l^nir S

.
L
ci
TES

'
WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING

S£A^S.£?i£LASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES
to James Hhtlev & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

lA/ATER your GARDENS aud MANURE your
J » LANDS with GUTTA PERCHA TUBING. Half-inch
lor gardening 4d. per foot, medium; ikd. stout; brass branch,
stop-cock, and rose, 5*. 6d. Apply for illustrated price lists, to
James Sheath & Co., the Patent Gutta Percha Factory, 35, Old
b treet Road

.

J
'

rfUiE
-»- An
THO
executed

, with d ispate 1
1 and care. Andrew H"all,"Manchester.*

HPANN ED NETTING, for the Protection of FRUIT
f-

TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security
ot fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard ; 200 yards, 14*. : 500
yards, 30*.; 1000 yards, 50*.; scrim canvas for "wall fruit. At
Edgington & Co.'s Rick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth
Manufacturers, 49, King William Street, London Bridge;
17, SnnthhVld Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot,
Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth.

IE Manufacture of GARDEN NETTING by
A.NDUEW Hall is now carried on just the same byMAS BHITTAIN & CO. in the same qualities, and orders

usual price." Ac.
Mary Wriu.akk & Co.. lis, F^nchnrchStreet, City.

TABLES ON CATTLE, HAY. AND DRAININ
vru. ^'"- Ld

l
t10"' I,nce **• 6<*- c^th, of

C.

"^™~, » vnncise aystem Ot FARM BOOK-KEEPINGBy James Strachax, Fochabers.
i^tri^u.

The Book-Keepino is also sold separately, price 6d.

S
Second Edition, price 2*. 6d. cloth, of

TRACHAN'S TABLES ON DRAINING, withPRACTICAL DIRECTIONS. '

EdinbnrghjjOLrvKji&Bovp^ondon^SiMi-KiN, Marshall. &Co.

West, Corner of College Hill, city.' TheTw End" i>ep1
d.; continues as

;

before at 23, King William Street, Charing Cn£s
pftSL^SSS

WUh T
;

stim"'" :^ "»' ] "-ue8 of Friends ami
l atr-ms, sent free on application to the Umversai PitAravAa nt™¥r

*l**
m Jh

!
E
:
LASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET! ,83, Cannon Street West, Corner of College 11111 Ci ti andTING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds, 23, King William Street, Charing Cross ' '

'

wasps, flies, &c. from fruit trees, flower or seed beds. Aid. pei
"^ = '

,

SfillftTO rorH TAWm VrTTTXTC n ._ n i_ • , Am* i i «..__... _square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, Ud. per '

yard
; 4 or 6 yards wide, 3d. per yard. At W. Cullingford's,

'

1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.
%• Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west

Gallery of the Cry s tal Palace, Syden 1 1am
:

HJ. MORTON and Co., GalvanizeoTlron Works",
• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANIZED IRON ROOFING, for Farm Buildings and
other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest roofing in useGALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from 10£.i. per yard, for Farm
buildings, houses, &c—Never requires painting.
PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest and

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

»..-.. i.^ii i iv/«_iui uuau OUDIJI IrLABO irOUl
and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from ikd.

foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,

rpHE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
J- HELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street. London.
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from

2d.;

per
under 10 by 8, 12*. 6d.

;
above, 16*". 8d. per box. FOREIGN

SHEET, in 200 feet cases, 34*. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLAS3 from 1*. Bd. per
foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. each. MILK PANS
21*. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN.5*. Sd.z WARING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10*. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7*. per 100, and the New'
Aquarium 10*. each.— Catalogues free.

FOREIGN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE7.

87, Bishopsgate Street, Without.
'

rp MILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
JT1 * GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or
300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.

._,, HAMPSHIRE.
rpO BE LET, in the neighbourhood of the Winchester

or te!pA&n lt
n^e Rai,7V Sta

V
0ns and Markets

'
in™or two 1-ARMb about 62S acres (of which 235 acres are now in

-o.^
UpR

i

t,onof ",e Proprietors), consisting of 532 acres arable,
*0 acres downs, 20 acres pasture, and two Farm-houses, one of

M«„Jl?
Sl

?en0r
f^S" "' With a variet5r of Farm-buildings,

Manure-tanks, and Shed, suited to modern farming, in goodW of£SL ?
Mlcha

?J1

ma8 -

1

If the land is let as one farm thebest of the two houses will be let with it. Offers may be sent inon or before April 26 The outgoing tenant not a bidder. The
t'ina r??

er
P
W,H not be «cepted, irres, ective of other considera-

A R P^e
nff

ria8
a
ma

i

y
t
be

,

8een 0n *i'PIication to the bailiff.—A. B., Post Office , Stockbridge. Hants.

T
TO MARKET GARDENERS^

~ '

O BE LET, 12 Acres of Land, well stocked with

of Knwfnm
8
' T^. ^^'7 TKSSB

'
**•» SitUated in the PaHsh

Green ^liham'
ME8 PuUPART

'
Land A^"t, Walham

J^Mi:^ WAHD can SUPP^ EGGS from"first-lass
a i L °L

th
f
best

,

Strains in the country. Dorking, Brahma,
Aylesbury Duck and Rouen Dn-k. at 15*. per dozen, including
case.—Address, Holme, Stilton, Hunts.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4£ in.

64
64

•I*

10
10
11
11
11
12
13i
13^

6i n
74 n
8i if

n ft

104 ft

12 tt

10 tt

11 tt

11 99

12 91

13 t*

13 ff

13$ ft

16J ft

* • *

n 7 t$ 5

n 8 tt 6
tt 9

tt 7

tt 10 tp 8

n 11 n 9
tt 13 tt 9
ft 10* tt 10}

tt 111 tt 104

tt iii tt 111

tf 12± tt wl
tt 134 tt 11*

tf 13| it V2\

tt 14} it 13*

• • •

* • *

*••

»•
* •

• -*

• *•

••»

' t •

* - *

• »#

• •

.

• * #

* •

.

• .-

12#. 0J.
12 6

• t >

*«•

• •• . * * t «

13
13
13
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
16
16

16

6
6

Galvanized, 24 inch wide,
2-inch mesh, 6d., Sd. and llrf.

per yard.
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

3-inch mesh, 4d., 5irf., and
7$d. per yard.
The Netting made any

with, and with openings of
any size.

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS rr0 BF SOI I) prr <fw>w p wT Z ^Z ^r
for DRY and WET FOOD.-Galvanized Chain Camp Stools J V. ,

«ULL, »
bbbs from Pure White-faced fcpanibh

and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat,
1

^owls of extraordinary beaut 7- Rreat size, and with immense
6s. 6d. to 12s. 6d. each.—Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Rods and
Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree, Guards, Hurdles,
Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-
vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea-
sure Grounds, &c, from 10£d. per yard.
For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Hexry J. Morton & Co.

2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.
'

GREAT RED U CTION IN THE PRICE OF CALVAN I S ED
WIRE NETTING. ,.,,..„«„

Birmingham, 1854; the Liverpool Cup. 1855; several first and
second prizes since, and 1st at Liverpool, 1856. Four of the
I ullets have been exhibited alternately, and have taken the
following prizesi:-2d at Anerley; 1st at Bridgnorth; 1st at
Bedford; 1st at Taunton; 3d at Birmingham; and the SilverCup at Liverpool, 1856. The three sister Pullets have not been
exhihited. Post Office Order must accompany the order for
Eggs. The birds maybe viewed at any time. - Malvern, March 29.

combs They are bred from the Birds which took the Liverpool
bilver Cup of 1855 and 1856. Orders will be attended to according
to priority. Price 12.. per doz ; box, 1*. extra.-Address Mr
A\ m. Plummkr

, The Groye^Catton, Norfolk.

SILVCR PENCILLED HAMBURCH~£CCT
MR. EDWARD ARCHEK, Malvern, will' supply

MONTHLY POULTRY SALE.

tt

it

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21± by 13$, 16£ by 14J, 20 by 14.
21 by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 feet. * '

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.
Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2$
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3±

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, files, Strikin
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Trans'
as Horticultural List.

*^
Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours

and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application!
Established more than 100 years.

BARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,
in consequence of improvements in their machinery for p^Y/*' £d^i»~ "HE V*£

tbejmanufecture>_of the above article, have been enabled to make
P°Ultry

'
,nc,,,din& First C1

Japanned

* • *

a great reduction in the prices.

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide
2-inch
2 inch
2-inch
l|-inch
ll-inch
15 -inch

If-inch

tt

M
tt

it

it

tf

tt

strong, do.

intermediate, do.
extra strong do,
24 inches wide
strong, do. ...

intermediate, do.
extra strong, do.

• ••

• » •

• ••

t ••

. -

Galvan-
ised.

5d. per yd.
6

- ' 7

... 10

iff

• »

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

iron.
4<f.per yd.

4A

?
8

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

THE BEST CURE FOR SMOKY CHIMNEYS.
Patronised bv Her MostGbacious Majesty.

KITE'S PATENT VENTILATING and SMOKE-
CURING CHIMNEY CAPS.—Two Hundred on Bucking-

bam Palace, in use also on St. James's Palace, Claremont,
Windsor Castle, Government Buildings, &c. Wrought Iron, 25*.;
Galvanised do., 30a. ; Cast Iron, 35s. each, the latter as durable
as the building itself. The merits of this invention are proved
by practical experiments daily at the Royal Polytechnic, the
Crystal Palace, and at the Manufactory. Illustrations and testi-
monials forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.
DepAt—Barton's Iron Works, and Manufactory for the Patent

Stable Fittings and Enamelled Mangers.
Address, James Barton, 370, Oxford Street, London.

QNE THOUSAND BEDSTEADS TO CHOOSE
^^ FROM.—HEAL and SON have just erected extensive
Premises, which enable them to keep upwards of One Thousand
Bedsteads in stock, One Hundred and Fifty of which are fixed for
inspection, comprising every variety of Brass, Wood, and Iron, , . „,
with Chintz and Damask Furnitures, complete. Their new the hands from chapping and" renders the skinsof^and^affree*
STm?^Ts

t
1
.

8
?

contfti1
}
an assortment of BED-ROOM FUR- ble. Sold wholesale and retail by the inventors and sole manu-rxilLRE, which comprises every requisite, from the plainest

" ~ " ~
Japanned Deal for Servants' Rooms, to the newest and most
tasteful designs in Mahogany and other Woods. The whole

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under S feet),
at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices one- fourth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 8\d. per yard, 3 feet wide;
Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 2d. per
square toot.

Delivered fre? of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or
Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle
and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &c.

Illustra^ed^a^^oguesand Patterns forwarded by post.

212° MILN ER»S HOLDFAST AND FIRE-
RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapour-

^loin*
1 a11 tbe imProvements, under their Quadruple Patents

ot lb-40-51-54 and 1855, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid
Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest,
best, and cheapest safeguards extant.
Milker's Phcenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-

plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lord
btreet, Liverpool. London Depot, 47a, Moorgate Street, City.
_ Circulars free by post.

Vf ETCALFE, BINGLEY, and CO'S OATMEAL
J-** and CAMPHOR SOAP, in tablets (registered Nov. 3, 185-4).
Price 6d. each. This soap will be found the purest and most
perfect winter soap ever introduced to the public. It preserves

warranted ot the soundest and best manufacture. Heal and
Son's Illustrated Catalogue • of Bedsteads, and priced List of
Bedding, sent free by Post.

Heal & Son, 196, Tottenham Court Road.

facturers, Metcalfe, Bingley, & Co., Brushmakers and Per-
fumers to H.R.H. Prince Albert, 130b and 131, Oxford Street.
Caution.—To prevent fraud, each table bears the registered

mark and the names and address of the inventors, as above.
Metcalfe's ALKALINE TOOTH POWDER, 2s. per box —

The above may be obtained of most respectable Chemists, Per-
fumers, &c

iseiy, a o»-iecnon oi very (jnoice
ass Spanish, from a well known

Amateur, Prize Polands and 1 1 am burghs from C. E. Coleridge,
Esq.; White and Coloured Dorkings, Cochins, Game, Avlesbury
and Rouen Ducks; Also an Hydro-Incubator, and some Books on
Poultry.—Catalogues, by enclosing a stamped directed envelope
to Mr. J. C. Stevens, 38, King Streef, Coven t Garden.

SPECIMEN HEATHS AND GREENHOUSE PLANT*.
A /I R. J. C. STEVENS is favoured with instructions
!-T-»- to Sell by Auction at his Great Room, 38, King Street,
Covent Garden, on FRIDAY, April 11, at 1 o'clock precisely,
the Collection of Specimen HEATHS and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, belonging to E. L. Betts, Esq.. removed from Preston
Hall, Maidstone. These plants have been most successfully ex-
hibited at the Royal Botanic and other Shows for the last two
seasons, and are in excellent health.—May be viewed on the
morning of Sale, and Catalogues had of Mr. J. C. Stevens.
38, King Street, Covent Garden.

'

ORCHIDS.
MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his

Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-
DAY. April 8, at 1 o'clock precisely, a Collection of
ORCHIDS in fine health, including many choice specimens
such as Aogrsncum ebnrnenm, Aerides Fox-brush, A. affine'
Saccolabium guttatum, S. prsemorsum, S. ampullaceura, s!
retusum, Cattleya labiata. C. maxima, Lffilia elegans, Ph'aJje-
nopsis araabilis, P. granditiora, Vunda suavis, Y. tricolor. &c.
May be viewed on the morning of nale, and Catalogues had of
Mr. -J. C. Stevens, King Street, 38, Covent Garden.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, ANO OTHERS
MESSRS. PROTHEKOK and MORRIS will Sell

by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane. City, on
THURSDAY, April 3d, at 12 o'clock, a first-rate Collection of
Carnations, Ficotees, and Pinks; also Choice Standard and
Dwarf Roses, consisting of Hybrids, Bourbons, Perpetuals, &c.

;

an assortment of American Plants, Camellias, Azalea indica,
Fuchsias, Yerbenas, Dahlias in dry roots, *c, &c—May be
viewed the morn'ng of Sale. Catalogues had at the Mart, and of
the Auctioneers, American Nursery. L'yronstone, Essex.

MR J. WILLMER will Sell by ~Auc^iT~a71he
Mart. Bartholomew Lane, on WEDNESDAY, April 2

at 12 o'Clock, a choice collection of Ficotees, Carnations, Y'ellow*
Picotees, Pinks, Roses, Dahlias. Lancashire Gooseberries, Ame-
rican Plants, &c—On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues at
the Mart

;
aud of the Auctioneer, Sunbury, Middlesex.
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FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.

JAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, Hish
Holborn, London, have now published their TWENTY-

FIRST ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF FLOKICULTURAl,
VEGETABLE, AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknow-

ledged to be the best Annual Catalogue of Seeds extant. It irives

a complete description of 1979 species and varieties of FLOWER
SEEDS, and a most comprehensive list of VEGETABLE AND
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, all of which cm be supplied and are,

as usual, ot first- rate quality. It also contain* lists of TEXAN,
INDIAN, AND CALIFORNIA* FLOWER SEEDS, forming,

xnfact, thefinest Collection of Seeds ever submitted at anyone time to

pnUie notice. Catalogues forwarded free of charge and post paid

upon application to all parts of the world.

James Carteb & Co., Seedsmen, 238, lli.rh T I ulhorn, London.

DELPHINIUM FORMOSUM.
TfflLLIAM MOORE begs to inform the Public that
* 1 packets, 2s. 6d. each, containing about 300 se*ds, can now

be bad of MESSRS. NUTTING & SONS, Cheapside, London. The
Plant U perfectly hardy, of very dwarf habit (comes true from
seed); decidedly one of the most lovely things in cultivation,

deserving a place on every Lawn in England.
East Dereham Nursery, Norfolk, March 29.

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA.
RGLENDINNING has just received fresh Seeds

• from Mr. Fortune by the last Overland Mail, direct

from China, of this well-known Hardy Ornamental Tree,
which will be sold in packets containing from 2000 to 3000 each.

Free, by post, at 10*. 6d. each. If three packets are ordered by
the_trade, one will be added.—Chiawick Nursery, London,

GERMAN AND OTHER FLOWER SEEDS.

E PARKER begs to invite attention to his choice
• collections of GERMAN and Other FLOWER SEEDS,

which are recommended with the greatest confidence. To
ensure their giving satisfaction, they are supplied in sealed

packets, as imported. A descriptive and priced Catalogue of

Flower and Vegetable Seeds is published, and will be forwarded
post free on application.

Paradise Nursery, Hornscy Road. Ifolioway.

HOICE HOLLYHOCK SEED.— An Amateur
growing a Collection of the above splendid flowers (which

are the choicest varieties in cultivation raised by Chater, Paul,

Bircham,Roake, and other eminent raisers), is trilling to dispose

of some of the above valuable Seed, iu packets at 2s. 8 ;
. each, or

12 varieties, separate, 5$., post free; stamps taken inpayment.
—Communications to be addressed to C. D. W.

f
care of Mr.

Lister, Postmaster, Barnsley. Yorkshire.

CE. ALLEN having a large Stock of the following
• splendid DAHLIAS, will be able to supply fiue strong

Plants the last week in April at moderate prices:—Annie,
Empress, Admiral Duudas, Pre-eminent Goldsmith, Lady Folke-

stone, Lord Hath, Ruby Queen, Espartero, Cossack, Ne-Plus-

Ultra, and Mrs. Stowe. Fancies: Amphion, Baron Alderson,

Miss Frampton, Comet, Surpriser, La Tropique, Miss Herbert.

The above are selected as the best of last year's varieties. A
descriptive priced Catalogue forwarded on application, and a

liberal allowance made to compensate for long carriage.

Shacklewell, near Loudon, March 29.

UNDERBILL'S "SIR HARRY" STRAW-
BERRY.—Fine Plants of this greatly celebrated and hardy

Strawberry (warranted genuine! may now be had from the

propagator, in numbers not less than a score. 100 plants 4/. ; 80,

31.13s. 6d; 60, 2M6*.; 40, 11. 13s.; 20, Uj in pots for forcing, not

less than 10, 2s. each.—Apply to Mr. Richard Undkrhill, Sir

Uarry's Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Orders to receive atten-

tion must be accompanied with a Post-office Order on Birmingham.
Also, a useful practical Treatise on the Cultivation, &c, of

Strawberries, Is.

POTATOES AND STRAWBERRIES.
GEORGE LEE, Market Gardener, &c., Cievedon,

near Bristol, offers the remaining surplus stock of POTA-
TOES and STRAWBERRIES at reduced prices. Th.-y are

of varieties he can confidently recommend. For nam^s and
prices see Advertisement March 15, 1-56.—Post-oflice Orders
payable at Cievedon, to George Lee.
N.B. The Strawberries which attracted so much attention at

the Cievedon Horticultural Show last season were from Spring
planted plants. It is now a good time for planting.

HOLLYHOCK, RED BEET, AND CELERY SEED
JOHN HOADE and SON, Nurskrymen, of

Addlestone, near Chertsey, Surrey, beg to offer to the public
the following really choice Seeds:

—

HOLLYHOCK. —Saved from 50 first-rate named varieties,

no others being kept, at 2s. 6d. per packet.

RED BEET.—Of a peculiar high coloured and dwarf kind,
for which they have been long famous, at Is. per packet.
CELERY.—Solid, white, compact in its growth, | and stands far

longer than tUe ordinary kinds, at 1$. per packet.
Payment taken in postage stamps.

c h u~s~a n~ pTTl m~
RGLENDINNING begs to inform the public that

• this mest beautiful PALM (the Hemp Palm of China)
has been growing in the open ground during the last four years
at Chiswick, Kew, Osborne, and in Devonshire. It is unques-
tionably quite hardy, and is now offered for the first time at a
moderate price, so that every garden may be decorated with
Palm trees, thereby producing a novel feature of an oriental

character in the climate of Great Britain. Plants in pots 2ls.

each ; where three are taken in the Trade one will be added.^ Chiswick Nursery, London.

EPPS 1 SEEDLING FUCHSIA " WONDERFUL."

MR. EPPS begs to assure the Public that the above
is without exception the most extraordinary and attractive

Fuchsia yet ottered. Tube and sepals bright waxy scarlet;

sepals very broad and of jrreat substance, which beautifully
reflex, displaying an immense dark violet velvet corolla,

measuring in many tlowers 1£ inch in diameter. This Fuchsia
will prove to be the greatest wonder yet produced in this class of
tlowers. Drawings were made late in the autumn by that
celebrated floral artist, Mr. Andrews, which may be seen at most
of the principal Nurseries and Florists in the United Kingdom.
Early orders solicited, as there are already a great number
bespoke. Strong Plants early in Spring, 105. 6d. The usual
discount to the trade where three are taken.

Bower Nurseries, Maidstone.

AMUEITfINNEY and Ca'^CATALOGUE OF
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.—We beg to inform our Agri-

cultural friends and the public, that our FARM SEEDS are now
ready for delivery: and as we have proved the growth of each
kind, we can give them our strong recommendation. We would
direct particular attention to our extensive 6tocks of imported
and home-grown Italian, Pacey's, and other perennial Rye
Grasses ; Red, White, Perennial red, and Alsike Clovers, Trefoil,

&c; also to our select stocks of the most approved kinds of
natural Grasses for Permanent Pasture and Meadow.
We beg particularly to recommend our mixtures for various

*oils and situations, which we have prepared to a great extent
dnring the last 30 years with unvaried success; and also our
mixtures for Lawns, Boiling Greens, &c.
We grow annually large stocks of Turnips, Mangels, Carrots,

and other Root Seeds from full grown selected Roots, and we can
recommend them as being pure and of the finest quality.

Catalogues with prices of the whole may be had, postage free,
and arrangements as to carriage mad£, on application to
'.Samuel Finney & Co., Gateshead, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY IN LIVERPOOL
MARKET.

PINES, not under 2 lbs. I CUCUMHER3
SMALL MUSHROOMS FRENCH I1EANS
NEW POTATOES I

LARGE ASPARAGUS
Forward to George Taylor. Fruit and Vegetable Salesman,

The Grand Stand, St. John's Market, Liverpool.

Terras—Casb. __
HOICE FLOWER SEEDS AT REASONABLE

PRICES :-
100 packets Choicest Annuals and Perennials

75 ditto ditto ditto

60 ditto ditto ditto

25 ditto Hardy Annuals
The above Seeds are all of last year's saving, and warranted

to be free from any mixture of dead seeds, in full sized packets,

with printed directions as to best mode of cultivati >n, describing

height, colour, &c. The first three collections delivered free to

any part of town. Imported German Collections in original

sealed packets. Every description of Vegetable Seeds of the

Jhiest quality at moderate prices.

Charles Southby (late Fatrbaiex), Clapham.

JOHN BELL, Potato Salesman, Covent Garden,
offers the following SEED POTATOES, warranted true stock.

• • •

• • •

175. M.
13 6
10
5

Per bushel

—

s. d.

Ashleaf Kidneys
Kluke ditto

White Blossom ditto

Lapstone ditto ...

Early Shaws

»i«

• * *

* • •

6
5
5
5
3 6

t *Regents
Cockney ...

Early Frame
Snowballs...
Fortyfolds

Per bushel- -s. d.

3 6

• • i

* *

• * »

« * •

• *

• • •

• •t

*•*

• ••

7
10
4

5

VV
Per bushel-s. d.

Early Bath • »• 5

„ Flourball • * * 5
Ilicks's Early ... •• • 5
Ash-leaf Kidney ••a 6
Nevill's Defiance • •• 6
Thruston'* Conqueror • * 6
Shilling's Early • •• 6
Oxford „ ... • • 6
Cockney „ « »• 6
Frame », • • 6
Tiley's Conqueror • • • 6

or aiiv nthflr snrt thia.t BIftV bo

ft » ft

Per bushel—s.

Bread-fruit 4
Walnut-leaf Kidney
White Blossom do.

Cambridge do.

Fluke do.

Jackson's Improved
Red Ash-leafKidney
Lapstone do.

Americans
Forty fold

«# •

- *

t •

• • #

do.

• # »

• »

•

• • »

4

4

4

4

6
6
4
6
4

Post Office Orders made payable at Charing Cross, and with
all country orders cash required, or a reference in London ; usual

allowance to the trade.

P O T A T O E S .

and S. GAINES respectfully invite attention

to the following List of POTATOES:—
d.

required. Also Packets of

Annual Flower Seeds, Packet at 2*. &*., 15 varieties; packet at5»,

30 varieties; Scarlet Runners, packet, IQs. ; Dwarf French

Beans, 12*. of sorts.

All orders must be accompanied by Post Office Orders payable

at Charing Cross to W. & S. Gaines, Seedsmen and Herbalists,

Covent Garden Market.

CARNATIONS. PICOTEES, 9*WKS, PANSIES, PHLOXES,
BELGIAN DAISIES, ETC,

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,

near Manchester, is now sending out the above, in sets, as

in former years, and none but the usual strong plants and extra

Hue show varieties, which have given such high satisfaction to

is customers, will be forwarded.

25 pairs CARNATIONS in 25 different vara.

25 ditto 1 ICOTEE3
25 ditto PINKS
25 plants PANSIES

19 19

f> w

it f$

• ft ft

•J ft f

ft • ft

It

*• ft

ft _ ft
- * '

- _ • • • ft

£1
1

10
12
S
4

12 ditto PHLOXES
12 ditto BELGIAN DAISIES

Hamper, &c, included.

Descriptive Catalogues now ready. Post Office orders to be

payable a t Middleton, Lancashire . ___

SUPERB SHOW PANSIES.
JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,

near Manchester, will supply the following set of 20 extra

fine varieties for 16*., hamper, package, &cM inqluded. To pur-

chasers having duplicates, other kinds of equal merit will be

supplied.

Argo, Paton & Small's
Boadicea, Fellowes fg

Charles Turner, Hale's
Chillington, Sadler's

Emperor, Hale's
Father Gavazzi, Holland's
Fearless, SchofiekTs
Lady Carrington, Hunt's
Lord Jeffrey, Lightbody's
Meranon, Turner's

Marchioness of Bath, Wheeler's
Miss Talbot, Dickson & Co.'a

Constance, Turner's
National, Turner's
Pandora, Hunts
Round Table, Downie & Laird's
Satisfaction, Turner's
Sir J. Paxton, Betteredge's
Sir J. Cathcart, Turner s

Yellow Climax, Paton & Small's

Fine Show varieties, 4s. and 6s. per dozen. Very select Pansy
Seed, Is. and 2$. per packet. Catalogues now ready. Post-office

orders payable at Middleton, Lancashire.

HEELEH'S^GARDENT SEEDS have been known
and appreciated in the West of England for more than a

hundred years, and now that the railways afford such choap
communication with distant parts of the kingdom, their celebrity

has become extended. "We now deliver our seeds carriage free

by railway to the most distant and remote places. A Descriptive
Priced List may be had on application.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester; Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural
Society.

Established in the early part of the Eighteenth Century.

"TT7HEELER'S little Book will do something

VV to satisfy their Expectations."—Gardeners'

Chronicle.

Our Little Booh contains a List—a very select List—
of the best Garden and Flower Seeds in cultivation. It

also contains desanptions and prices, and will be found a

safe and unerring guide to all purchasers. It should be

in the hands of every one who has a garden.

J. C. Wheeler & Soy, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester. ^^__

NEW DAHLIAS TO BE SENT OUT IN MAY BY7

GEORGE WHEELER, Nurseryman, War.
minster, Wilts.

ECLIPSE (Wheeler's).- Fine dark purple, first-rate form,
full high centre, and very constant; obtained certificates at
Bath, Clifton/and Salisbury Exhibitions

; 3 to 4 feet. 10s. 6rf. each.

LADY RAGLAN (Wheelers).— Buff; a fine back row
flower of good form and high centre; obtained certificates at
Trowbridge, Salisbury, and Clifton Exhibitions ; 4 to 5 feet. 75. 6d.

The usual discount to the Trade.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS.—A large collection of the follow-

ing can be supplied by the 100:—Double white Primrose, Cam-
panula carpatica, blue; ditto, pure white variety; Czackia,
or St. Bruno's Lily; Hepatica, pure white; Delphinium,
Chinese; ditto Barlowi, ditto Wheeled; Gaillardia splendidis-
sima, ditto bicolor; Helleborus pnrpurascens; Pseonies, Chinese
in variety, viz., rose-scented, Hume's, Reeves's, Potts's, double
white, odorata grandiflora, &c.
Fine Bulbs of Anomatheca cruenta, Tigridias conchiflora and

Wheeled, free by post, 4s. per dozen.
Tritonia aurea, good blooming bulbs, free by post, 18*. per doz.
Phlox, a fine collection.

rpHOMAS VEITCH and CO., Wholesale and
-A. Retail Agricitltural Seed Merchants, Western Couatfea
Seed Depot, 195, High Street. Exeter, opposite Broadgate bee
to draw the attention of purchasers to their Stock of TURNIPS

79

if

99

ft

W
u
11

MANGEL, CARROTS, GRASSES, Ac., which are now open
of beautiful sample, and in excellent condition, and as ever?
variety has been proved, T. V. & Co. declare them genuine
and with no adulteration whatever, consequently purchasers
will not be liable to the annoyance, vexation, and loss of %
mixed and uncertain crop.

SEED POTATOES and all articles connected with the Seed
TjiisI (if* ss

Twelve varieties of pretty FLOWER SEEDS, Is. ; 12 do. *o
2s.; 12 do., do., 3s.; and upwards according to quality and
quantity.

Agricultural, Vegetable, and Flower Seed List forwarded on
application, postage free.

N.B. A Registry kept for Bailiffs and Gardemars.

MEADOW AND PASTURE CRASS SEEDS.
GEORGE GIBBS and Co., 26, Down Street,

Piccadilly, beg to announce that their MIXTURES OF
GRASS SEEDS are now ready for delivery at, the following
prices :

—

Mixtures for laying Land down to permanent Grass, for light
heavy, aud other soils (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs. to the
acre) ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 30s. per acre.

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs."

to the acre) 32s. per acre.
Mixtures for improving and renovating old Grass Land, Is. per lb.

Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawns Is. 34. per lb

G. G. & Co/s New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE
is now ready, and will be forwarded free on application.

GEORGE GIBBS & CO., Seedsmen,
26 f Down Street, Piccadilly, London.

CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, 1856.
q^HOMAS GIBBS and CO., the Seedsmen to thiA Royal Agricultural Society of England, beg to inform
their friends and Agriculturists generally that their bulks of
Agricultural and Grass Seeds aie now finished cleaning, and that
they shall be able to execute immediately any orders which may
be entrusted to them.

Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land to permanent
Pasture and Meadow.
Mixtures of Grass Seeds for Irrigation or Water Meadows.

Upland Sheep Walks.
Parks and Field Lawns.
Cemeteries and Church Yards.
Garden Lawns and Grass Plotfi.

Renovaing old Pastures.
Rye-grasses, Clovers, Carrots, Cabbages, Parsnips, Mangel

Wurzels, Swedes, Hybrids, Turnips, and ail other Seeds requisite

for the Farm.
Kitchen Garden Seeds and Flower Seeds.
Priced Lists and detailed Catalogues are now ready, and may be

had, post free, on application to Tiiohas Gums & Co., the Seeds-
men to the Royal Agricultural Society of England, corner of
Half Moon Street, Piccadilly, London.

FLOUR, warranted free from Adulteration, and deli-
vered to any part of London (not less than one peck), carriage

free. Whites, for pastry, at per bushel (56 lbs.) 12*. 8 1. ; fine House-
holds, recommended for Bread-making, 125.; Seconds, ll*.4<i.;

Wheat-meal, for Brown Bread, 11*. -il. ; best coarse and fine

Scotch Oatmeal.—Address Horsnaill & Catchpool, Bullford
Mill, Withara, Essex; or Caledonian Road, Islington. Directions
for Making Bread supplied gratis. _^_^___
RICE FOR GRINDING, FEEDING, and all

other Purposes.—Large consumers of RICE may obtain

any quantity at the lowest market price, viz., from lis. to 16/.

per cwt.; fine, 195. and upwards. Damaged, Sweepings, and
Me.d, the cheapest and best Food for Horses, Cattle, Pig*,

Poultry, Dogs, and various other purposes, 5s. to 10$. per cwt.,

at J. Umphelby's, 2, Love Lane, Eastcheap, where sample^
Lists, nnd Directions for using Damaged Rice may be obtained.'

TO NURSERYMEN AND CARDfcJ<4fcRS^

REIGATE SILVER SAND, 16s. per Ton, less

quantities Is. 6d. per bushel, delivered five miles, or to any
London Wharf or Railway.
PEAT and LOAM of various kinds. Sacks ccst price (or hire

6^. each). Terms cash . J. Kenkard, Swan Place, Old KentRoad»

FDUNTA I N~S.

T
SEELEY begs leave to remind gentlemen intend-

• ing to put up such Ornaments in their grounds next spring,

that the work ought to be ordered without delay, with a view to

its being properly seasoned. During the past year he has added

many new designs to his stock.
Nos. 1 to 4, Keppel Row, New Road, Regent's Park.

GLEN FIELD PATENT STARCH
USED IN THE ROYAL LAUNDRY,

and proxouxced by HER MAJESTY'S LAUNDRESS to bb

THE FINEST STARCH SHE EVER USED.
_ Sold by all Chandlers, Grocers, &c. &c.

DRESSING CASES.
AT MR. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENTS,
•^ 112, Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street, and Crystal Palace,

are exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures m
Dressing Cases, Work Boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags,

and other articles of utilitv or luxury. A separate department

for Papier MacM Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table

Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-

ping orders executed.
The same prices charged at all the Establishments^ p

BUY OF THE MAK E R S.

BRUSHES, COMBS, and BROOMS, of every

description, whether for the dressing-table, household, or

stable use, 30 per cent, lower than any other house in toe

trade, at the Manufacturers, J. & J. WITHERS, 36, Totten-

ham Court Road (opposite Bedford Street). Warranted Tooro

Brushes, 3d.; superior ditto, Ad. ; the best that can be made, oa.

each —N.B. The lowest price asked, and no abatement. ^

CALAMITOUS FIRE which occurred on the

night of the 19th inst. at St. Andrew's Hill,
JJf!jJ«

C mraons, having completelv destroyed the FURNITL* *

STOCK, &c, of xMr. JAMES MANLEY, formerly Nurseryman

at Hackney, a few Friends are desirous to raise a small sum

assist his Family under their present straitened circumstances.

Subscriptions will be thankfullv received by Hu^^A
Mc Mullen, 6, Leadenhall Street; and by Hugh Low & y*
Clapton. £ *

*'

Messrs Hurst & McMullen, 6, Leadenhall Street ... 2 ^

Messrs. Hugh Low & Co , Clapton
Mr. W. Ivery, Peckham
Mr. R. Glendinning, Chiswick
Messrs O. & S ...

Mr. W. Addiscott, 6, Leadenhall Street

Mr. W. Clark, 25, Bishopsgate Street ...

Mr. W. Denyer,82, Gracechurch Street
—JjJ ^ ~

/

Further subscriptions will be acknowledged in the Garaencr

Chronicle.
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| NEW FARM SEEDS.
SUTTON'S CATALOGUE will be sent gratis and

post free on application*
Sutton & Soya. Seed Growers, Reading.

RENDLE'S FARM DIRECTORY, Edited by

J. C. Morton, Esq., t* now ready, and can be

obtained from the Proprietors,
William E. Rbkple & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

C.WHEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED
LIST for this Season is now ready, and may be

had gratis on application.
J. C. Wheeler & Soy, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Gloucester.

T30YAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
"—The EXHIBITIONS of PLANTS, FLOWERS, and
FRUIT in the Gardens of the Society this season will take place

on WEDNESDAY, May 28th
f
June 18th, and July 9th, and of

AMERICAN PLANTS, on SATURDAY, June 14th.

Tickets of admission are now being issued, and can be obtained
at the Gardens only by orders from Fellows or Members of the
Society. Price, before May 17th, 4*. ; after that day, 5s. each.

STOKE NEWINGTON FLORICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—The above Society will hold a Miscellaneous

Exhibition on WEDNESDAY, August 27th, when Prizes will
be awarded for DAHLIAS, HOLLYHOCKS. ASTERS, VER-
BENAS, &c. Arthur Woetlkt, Hon. Sec.

THE ANNUAL NATIONAL CARNATION and
PICOTEE EXHIBITION will be held on TUESDAY,

August 5th, in conjunction with the Handsworth Society's
Grand Floral Fete on that day. All communications and sub-
scriptions .to be sent to George P. Tye, 107, Great Charles
Street, Birmingham.

PRACTICALGEOLOGY.—King's College, London.
—Professor Tevkant, F.G.S., will commence a course of

TWELVE LECTURES on GEOLOGY, having especial
reference to the application of the Science to Engineering,
Mining, Architecture, and Agriculture. The Lectures will com-
mence on WEDNESDAY Morning, April 9th, at 9 o'clock.

FeelZ.ll5.6tf.—R. W. Jelf, D,D , Principal.

GLENNY, Landscape Gardener, Improver of
Estates, and Horticultural Agent, will attend at any

part of the Kingdom at Shows, or for consultation, on due notice.
Fulham, April 5.

G.

W T T,ILLIAM B A R 11 A
LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved
principles.

*** An extensive stock of Fruit Treks, Ornamental- Shrubs
Evergreeks, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorks. .

SEEDS FOR THE FARM can be procured in
any quantity and of the best possible descriptionfrom

Messrs. William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

______^___ Established 1786.

NEW CLOVER SEEDT^COW
-
GRASSLAND

ALSIKE CLOVER, new and genuine, without any
admixture of old or inferior seed, can be obtained from

William- E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

GOOD CLOVER SEED.
GENUINE NEW CLOVER SEED may be obtained

of the undersigned. Prices (according to market
and quantity required) will be forwarded on application.

John Sutton & Sons. Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

SUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS,
and DICKENSON'S ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, are both

very superior to the Italian Rye-gra.ss commonly cultivated.

At present Messrs. Sutton have a supply of true Seed,
of each sort. Early application is requested.

John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

yycKiNSON's Italian rye-grassT se!S>
-*-' is sold by himself (he has no deputed Agent) to Agricul-
turists only, 60*. per quarter for present payment.—New Park,
Lymington, Hants.

The Pamphlet, Is., by Messrs. Ridgwat, Piccadilly, London.

GRASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURE,
FINEST LAWN GRASSES, TURNIPS, of sorts, and

other AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.- Lists of prices may be had
gratis of Wm. Barratt, Nurseries, Wakefield.

T MPROVED SKIRVING'S SWEDE TURNIP
-* SEED, grown by Mr. Robert Baker. Writtle, Essex,
warranted a true stock and of the growth of 1855, will be forwarded
*t 21. per bushel, and if. extra for the bag, upon receiving a
remittance as abore by Post Office Order on Chelmsford Office.

lirHEAT FOR LATE AND SPRING SOWING.
* * —Samples with prices of Talavera, April, and other kinds

of Seed Wheat will be sent tree on application to

Mr. H. Raynbird, Basingstoke.

SEED BARLEyTrOM THE CHALK.

MR. H. RAYNBIRD, Basingstoke, can supply
Chevalier, Golden Drop, Thanet, and other approved sorts

cf Barley at market prices. Hudson's Golden Melon Barley, a
new variety, productive, and o( fine Malting quality, may be had
on application.

J.

NEW BRITISH FERN.
ASPLESIUM REFUACTUM (MoORE). FOR DESCRIPTION AND PLATK

see March Part of "Nature Printing"

R PARKER begs to offer the above new and distinct

• species, of which be possesses the entire stock. Plants
forwarded post free on application, at 10s. 6d. each.

Paradise Nursery, Ilorasey Road, Holloway,

DELPHINIUM FORMOSUM.
WILLIAM MOORE begs to inform the Public that

packets, 25. 6d. each, containing about 300 se*>ds, can now
be hadof Mkssrs. NUTTING & SONS. Cheapside, London. The
Plant is perfectly hardy, of very dwarf habit (comes true from
seed); decidedly one of the most lovely things in cultivation

deserving a place on every Lawn in England.
East Dereham Nursery, Norfolk, April 5.

MESSRS. J. and H. BROWN inform the Nobility, Ckyptomeria Japonica.
Gentry, and Gardeners that their NEW CATALOGUE

j

T> GLENDINNING has just received fresh Seeds
if ORCHIDEA, STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS," XV. fr0ra Mr. Fortune by the last Overland Mail, direct

T.

of ORCHIDEA, STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
ROSES, GERANIUMS, FUCHSIAS, AMERICAN PLANTS,
CONIFERiE, FRUIT TREES, &c, can be had by post.

Conservatories and Gardens furnished by Contract.
Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London.—April 5.

NEW DAHLIAS, ETC.
CHARLES TURNER begs to state that his

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of New Dahlias, Gera-
niums, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Car-
nations, Pinks, Shrubby Calceolarias, Petunias, &c, &c, is now
ready, and contains many new varieties offered for the first time.
Sent post free on application.—Roval Nursery, Slough.

F. WINSTANLEY'S TRADE PRICED LIST
OF GARDEN SEEDS is no^r ready, and can be had on

application, 28, Market Place, Manchester.

Hp F. WINSTANLEY, Seed Merchant, 28, Market
J- • Place, Manchester, is now ready to send out his DE-
SCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL, AND FLOWER SEEDS. Attached to this Cata-
logue is a Calendar of Seeds to be sown in each month ; also the
mode of cultivating the Dioscorea.

'T* F. WIiNSTAiNLEY bega to inform his friends
A • that his collections of NEW GARDEN SEEDS are now
ready, comprising all the most useful vegetable produce, from
11. to 5L The DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE contains the
details of each collection on page 11.

Seed Warehouse, 28, Market Place, Manchester.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
JOHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of RHODO-

DENDRONS, AZALEAS, &c, as exhibited at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and
can be bad on application.

Bia^The Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrons.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.—April 5.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
WATERER and GODFREY beg to announce their

Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants for

this season is now published, and will be sent free on application.

As the collection of American Plants at this Nursery is altogether

unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to their

interest to pay a visit to the Nursery, which may be readily done
by the South Western Railway to Woking Station.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

GEORGE BAKER begs to announce his DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA-

MENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES is now
ready, and may be had on application.
American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, seven

miles from Staines, Windsor branch, South Western Railway,
where conveyances may be had.

I^HE BEST THREE DAHLIAS of the season-
Cook's EUGENIA, Cook's NAPOLEON, and Hedges

PRINCESS, for which G. Glensy is agent, will be sent free to

any part of the Kingdom, if prepaid, Dnngannon House, Fnlham.

OLDEN CHAIN GERAxMUMS.—100 dozen tine

healthy autumn struck plants at a moderate price.

Thomas Wild, Inswich.

THOMAS WILD, Ipswich, has a few packets o*
Orion Melon, Is. 6d. ; Standard Cucumber, 2s. 6d.; Latter'

s

Primula, 2s. 6d. Now is the proper season for sowicg; order
without delay.

_ N.B. Hollyhock, Pansy, and Suffolk Hero Potatoes are soldout.

TO THE LOVERS OF A GOOD RED BEET.

CHARLES DOLTON, Seed Grower, Speenbam-
land, Newbury, will forward $ oz. packets of the above by

post on receipt of six postage stamps.-—Established 1800*

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.W00D ASD *NGRAM beg to offer fine showy
» named varieties, well established in pots, from Is. to Is. 6rf.

per pair.—Nurseries, Huntingdon, April 5,

INDIAN AZALEAS.
HLANE and SONS beg to offer large quantities of

• fine healthy Plants of the above. Also small specimens for

Growing or for Exhibition. Prices and Catalogues can be had on
application.—The Nurseries, Great Berkham stead, Herts.

FRUIT TREES IN POTS.
LANE and SONS have fine healthy Plants of
the above, with Bloom Buds for bearing this year.

Prices will be sent on application.

The Nurseries, Great Berkhamstead, Herts.

HARDY AZALEAS AND RHODODENDRONS.
LANE and SON have to offer most of the

H.

H.

H.

leading sorts of the above well set with blooms,

The Nurseries, Great Berkhamstead, Herts.

" dwarf"
O H C H D it A

QRCHID.EA PLANTS.—Choice Species, including

J-* Dendrobium, Oncidium, Stanbor- *, Epidendrum, &c. &c.
Twelve Plants, one of a sort, for 405. to 60*. and 80*. per dozen. , r . .

List by posr.-Messrs. J. & H. Brown', Albion Nursery, Stoke I both worked and on own roots. Prices and Catalogues may be

Neiriogton, London April 5 had on application at the Nurseries, Great berkhamstead Herts.

ROSES.
LANE and SON have a fine large Stock of

DWARF ROSES, such sorts aa Alexandrine Bach-

meteff, Aiiguste Mie, Baronne Hallez, Madame Cavai^nac, Mrs.

Stowe, TrioniDhe de Paris, William Griffiths, &c, still to offer.

from China, of this well-known Hardy Ornamental Tree,

which will be sold En packets containing from 2000 to 3000 each.

Free, by post, at 10s. 6d. each. If three packets are ordered by
the trade, one will be added.—Chiswick Nursery, London.

HOLLYHOCKS.
Hedeniiax Rosary, Bungay, Suffolk.

BIRCHAM and WAKD beg to state that they

have a very large stock of healthy plants of all the leading

kinds of Hollyhocks. Catalogues will be forwarded on appli-

cation. Wholesale orders executed on liberal terms.

Hedenham Rosary, April 5.

sTTp erb hollyhocks.
JOSEPH BUTLER, Gardener to R. Hills, Esq.,

Colne Park, Halstead, Essex, begs to inform the Nobility and

Gentry that he has now ready for sending out most of the leading

varieties of this beautiful flower from 4s. to U. 10s. per dozen.

Catalogues will be forwarded on application, by enclosing one

postage stamp.

SELECT HOLLYHOCKS.
WILLIAM PERRY, Foreman to Mr. Rivers, of the

Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, begs to inform the public that

he has published a Descriptive List of Selected HOLLYHOCKS,
which will be sent postage free on application^

DAHLIAS, ETC., FOR 1858.

Pf C. ALLEN having a large stock of the best

-* • novelties sent out last season, can supply strong Plants

at the end of April at moderate prices. A Descriptive Pi iced

Catalogue forwarded on application. A liberal allowance made
for long carriage.—

S

hacklewell, near London.

NEW DOUBLE WHITE PETUNIA—" IMPERIAL" (truk).

CHARLES TURNER is now able to supply

Plauts of this beautiful new variety, which is as double

as an Oleander, and fragrant. Plants 3s. 6d. each, with a con-

siderable reduction to the trade if a dozen are taken. C. T. begs

particularly to recommend it, as it is not only a novelty but also

a valuable bedding plant.—Royal Nursery, Slough.
i

RAGA S P A U S

YOUELL and CO. having a large Stock of the above

growing on the Sea Coast, of the finest quality, beg to offer

* >

2s. 6d.

... 3s. 6d.
* • -

it at the following prices:—
Asparagus, Giant, 2 years old, per 100

Ditto 3 years old, per 100

Royal Nnrsery^G reat Yarmon th
.

ANTED IMMEDIATELY IN LIVERPOOL
MARKET.

PINES, not under 2 lbs.

SMALL MUSHROOMS
NEW POTATOES

CUCUMBERS
FRENCH BEANS
LARGE ASPARAGUS

Forward to George Tayiou, Fruit and Vegetable Salesman,

The Grand Stand, St. John's Market, Liverpool.

Terras—Cash. ____

T F. WINSTANLEY, Seed Merchant, Man-
chester, begs respectfully to call the aatrentioix of the

public to his very unique collections of FLOWER SEEDS ;

each packet of seed bears the name, colour and height of its

growth, and the collection is packed in a neat labelled box.

Mignonette and Sweet Peas being used in larger quantities are

not included in these collections. Prices from 2s. M. to 4Qs.

« T<HE ONLY BALSAMS WORTH GROWING,"
i- [see many UiU- •*).—Gleksy's Improved Six Classes, 37

stamps ; Mixed, 13 ; I ink and Geranium, 37 each ;
Dahlia, Aster

Hollyhock, Double Imperial India Pink, 13 each; Annuals, 1

J

for 35.; and Imported German of all kinds, at the Catalogue price.

HARDY HEATHS.
WATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite

attention to their large stock and first-rate collection of

these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues maybe
had free on application to Wateheb & Godfrey, Knap Hill

Nursery, Woking. Surrey.

T and G. SWAILES otfer a few 1000 of PINUS
J- • MARITIMA, two rears' <*edlinsr*> very fine stiff Plants,

and well rooted. Also 'EVERGREEN OAKS, twice trans-

planted, U to 2 feet in height.—Beverley Nurseries, Apni 5.

TO BE SOLD, very handsome large IRISH ^
YEWS, from 4 to 8 feet. Purchasers taking, a lar»«

number will be liberally dealt with. Prices on app«e*titfa —„
-

Thomas Jackson & Soy. Nnrsert<»s. Kingston, near _I.*»ndoA_

O BE SOLD, FLOUR BALL POTATOES ; as

the stock is limited, orders attended to in rotation. Price %».

p«r peck in quantities of not less than 10 peck* ; prepayment by.

Post-office Order to William Beckett, Welham, Retfafd. Molte..

QEElTPOTATOES.—Tro* Ash-leaf Kidney, Jack-
O sons do., "Walnut-leaved do.. Fluke (trne), Capstone,

Flonrball. and all other first cla^s varieties, to be had «f T. F«]

WnMvasLST, Seed Merchant, Manchester. ^ C

LUKE KIDNEY POTATOES, 3Z. 10«. pttr to

* *

"S-
A">

F
:

v
sacks, Is. p<T «wt. Grown expressly for Seed on newly

broken \*\i old turf lan»l. All orders to be accompanied by a

remittance*—HCHTHBEY Cua:. &LAIX, Kenips* y, Worcester.
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CHOICE SEEDS.

BASS and BROWN'S 25th Annual Edition of their
SEED CATALOGUE contains everything which can be

desired of the choicest new and other Vegetable and Flower
Seeds. Coping uupplied on application.

ASSORTED COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS.
These collections comprise only the best in cultivation, and for

quality are not to be surpassed.
Collection No. 1. (20 quarts Peas, and all other Vege-

tables in proportion), for 1 year's supply £3
Collection No. 2. in reduced proportions 2
Collec'ion No. 3. do. ... ...

"

i 5
Collections for small Gardens 10*. 6J. and 15
For any sorts of Vegetable Seeds not wished for, enlarged

quantities of others sent to make up the amount. For Lists of
the Collections see Catalogue.

A FEW NEW AND SELECT FLOWER SEEDS.
For an abridged list of about 100 varieties of these, see Adver-

tisements in the Gardeners' Chronicle of Feb. 2d, page 78, and
Feb. 16th, page 109.

Smith's New Balsams, 6 varieties, separate ... 2s. 6d.

tt „ in larger packets, mixed 2*.

FLOWER SEEDS.—BEST ASSORTMENTS.
Free by post, with instructions for culture, &c. The Cata-

logue gives colours, heights, months of flowering, hardiness,
duration, with prices per packet of each, &c.
100 vars. select bhowy Annuals, including newest
50 vara., 8s. 6d. ; 30 vars., 5s. 6d ; 20 vars
20 vars. best dwarf Annuals, large packets, for filling beds

on lawns. &c, Is. Qd. ; 12 v;n

20 vars. choice Greenhouse Annuals, including new, 7s. G</.

;

^* *Hrs» cit « 9 * ,n >## ### ##f m%m

20 vars. choice Greenhouse perennialp, including new,
10*. 6£; 12 vars

20 vars. hardy biennials and perennials, including new,
7*.6&; 12 vars

CHOICE IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS,
IX SEPARATE COLOUBS, VERY FINE AND DOUBLE.

30 superb van*, dwarf German Stock, 5*.; 15 vara. ... 3*. Od.
Choice mixed do. packets, 6d. and 1*.; new pale sulphur 1
Fine dwarf carmine, 6J.; new White Hybrid 1
3 superb vars. new large flowering Stocks 2
New large Chamois, 6d. : new white dwf. Wall-leaved, &?. & 1

* *
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superb vars. Wall- leaved or Prussian
16 superb vars. Autumn Brompton
Fine scarlet do., 6d. and Is.; mixed fine, Bd. and
6 superb vars. Perpetual Emperor, blooming three times

a year ... ,,, ... ...

4 superb vars. new large flowering do
24 superb vars. quilled and striped Asters, 5s.; 12 vars.
12 superb vars. Globe flowering do.
16 superb vars. Pyramidal, do.

10 superb vars. Bouquet double dwarf do
8 superb vars. Pseony-flowered French do. (Truffaut's)... . „
Also superb imported Wallflower, Larkspur, Balsam, Sinecioor

Jacobcea,Cockscomb, Zinnia, and many others. See Catalogue, p.46.

FINEST LAWN GRASS SEEDS.
These include the finest dwarf and compact species best adapted

for the purpose, Is. 3d, per lb. Quantities not under 1 peck, 18s. per
bushel. The quantity required for new Lawns is 2* bushels.

ROOTS FOR EARLY SPRING PLANTING.
Anemones, Ranunculus, Gladioli, Iris Germanica, Lilium,

Tntonia aurea, Ti-ridia, Oxalis, Achiraenes, Gloxinia, and a
great variety of other roots. See Catalogue, page 57 and 58.
Goods Carriage Free (not uuder 20s.) to all the London

termini and all statious on the Colchester line between London
and Norwich.
Catalogues for the season to the present time sent free for

three penny stamps.—Post-office orders payable to Bass &. Brown.
or to Stbphrn Brown, Sudbury Post Office.
BASS & BROWN, Seed and Horticultural Establishment.

Sudbury, Suffolk

.

T C. WHfcELfcR and SON, Gloucester, beg to offer
*) • the following FLOWER SKEDS, imported from one
of the best Growers in Germany, which they can recommend
as b«ing of the very best quality, and which will be forwarded
free by post at the following prices :—
QUILLED DOUBLE GERMAN ASTER—Assortment

of 24 splendid varieties, containing of each colour s. d.
• *

• t *
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* « I
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100 seeds
Ditto ditto 12 varieties
Packets of the above vars. mixed, l.s. ; small packets, eachGERMAN TEN-WEEIv STOCKS—Assortment of 24
most splendid varieties, each colour separate

Ditto, assortment of 12 most splendid varieties
The above varieties mixed, Is. ; small packetsNEW LARGEST FLOWERING DWARF" TEN-WEEK STOCK.- This new acquisition has been
greatly admired. The flowers are exceedingly large,
the colours rose, purple, blue, light blue, and white.
Assortment of nine beautiful varieties

The above varieties mixed. Is. ; small packetsDWARF GERMAN WALLFLOWER-LEAVED TEN-WEKK STOCK—Assortment of 12 splendid varieties,
containing of each variety 100 seeds

NEW ROSE PURPLE EMPEROR STOCK, per' packetWALLFLOWERS— Collection of eight splendid varietiesDWARF DOUBLE LARKSP UK-Collection of 10 most
splendid varieties, containing of each colour one-eighth
of an ounce

TALL DOUBLE LARKSPUR -Collection of eight
splendid varieties, containing of each colour one-eighth of
an ounce

ZINNIA ELEOANS— Collection of six beautiful varieties
The following unsolicited testimonials will give some slight

idea of the high repute in which our seeds are hnld :—
" I beg to inform you that the German Stocks and Asters you

sent me last year met my entire satisfaction, for I had a most
splendid show; they were admired by every one who saw them."—Mr. John F»- e, of Long liuckby.
" The Wallflower seed yon sent me is much finer than ever I saw

before; they are grand in theeztreme—spikes of flowers 12 inches
long."—Mr. Cleeton, Gardener to E Holland, Esq., M.P, DumbUton.

" The German Stocks and Asters have given general sati
faction, having surpassed all I have yet seen, both for brilliancy
ot colour and compactness of bloom."—Mr. Vertegans, Florist
Edg boston, Birmingham.

' The Germau Stocks came up to your recommendation ; thev
gave me great satisfaction, and many friends who visited the
gardens asked me where I had the seed from."—Mr. Barlass

uiTZ*° T'
B'U Baker

'
E*°> °f Ha'-dwkke Court.

The German Stocks and Asters von sent to the Fleafh last vear
were really good."—Mr. Chapman, Gardener, Th- Heath, Cardiff.

WHEELERS GARDEN SEEDS.
In order to save trouble in ordering seeds we have made up

three collections of "Garden Seeds." The first a large Collection
comprising all the sorts requisite and necessary for the year's
consumption of a large garden, all arranged in proper quantities
and correctly named, price SI., carriage free. Second Collection,
equally choice sorts, suitable tor a middle-sized garden, for 30s.,
carriage free; the third Collection for a email garden, price 15*.

Tour seeds were very g«>od last var, and I hope thev are

ftmbloke*
8eason; '

~R ' B- Williams, Esq., Stackpole Court,

" Tue Peas were excellent."- Tlie Hon. F. Scott, MJ>., Sandhurst
Grange. ' '

ril'
c

-
Wheblhr & Son. Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Gloucester Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural Societ yEstablished more than a hundred years.
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Established about Half a Century.
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.

n
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* * *

Reduced prices for large quantities.
Mangel Wurzel, Yellow Globe

Red Globe ...

Long Red
m h Long Yellow

White Silesian Sugar Beet ..

Carrot, White Belgian
Yellow Belgian
Long Red Altritigham

Large Cattle Parsnips ...

Drumhead Cattle Cabbage (scarce) ...
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Swede Turnip, purple-top, extra, 40a. per bushel... 10
„ „ Skirving's, 40s. per bushel ... 10

Turnip, Orange Jelly, Lincolnshire Red Globe, Round, Tankard,
Scotch, and other Turnips at moderate prices.

Bass & Bbowv** SELECTED NATURAL GRASSES FOR
PERMANENT PASTURES are highly Approved, and have
given the fullest satisfaction, and can be supplied to suit the soils
required. Per acre—s. d.

For Soils generally, including Clovers ...24s. to 30
Renovating Mixture for Old Pastures, per lb. ... 10
Finest Lawn Mixture, 4s. 6d. per peck, per lb. ... 1 3

All orders and inquiries will receive prompt attention. Carriage
free to all stations in London and all Stations on the Colchester
Line between London and Norwich.

Bass & Brown, Seed Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

SEEDS FOR THE FARM.
lyiLLIAM E. RENDLE and CO., Seed Mer-
* * chants, Plymouth, Devonshire, can supply the following

Agricultural Seeds, all neat and geuuine, and of the best possible
description.

For full descriptions, see " Rendle's Agricultural Price
Current and Farm Directory."

Swede Turnip of sorts, \0d. per lb., Is. 4rf. per qt., 5s. per gall.
Scotch Turnips ditto, lOd. per lb., 1*. id. per qt., 5s.
Common Turnips ... 8d. per lb., Is. per qt., 4s.
Tankard Turnips 8d. per lb., Is. per qt.. 4s.
White Belgian Carrot .. 9d. per lb.
Long Red Mangel Wurzel, 6rf. per lb.

YellowGhbe do. 6d. per lb.
Italian Rye-Grass, 9s. per bushel.
Scotch Perennial do. 7s., 8s., to 9s. per bushel.
Devon Evergreen do. 6s. to 7s. per bushel.

Free Delivery—A 11 hinds of Seed are delivered car-
riage free to all Steam Ports and Railway stations in
the United Kingdom.—See the " Price Current."

William E. Rkxdlk & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

\\ ILLIAM KNIGHT, Florist, &c, begs to offer
the following SUPERB FLOWER SEEDS, saved from

the best varieties, post free :— Per packet.— s. d.
Antirrhinum, from 100 striped and spotted varieties
Balaam, from 25 best double varieties
Calceolaria, from 50 best spotted varieties
Cineraria, from 50 choice new kinds
Double Daisy, from 60 fine named varieties
Hollyhock, from 50 superb varieties
Miraulus, from 20 choice kinds
German Aster, from 24 fine large quilled varieties
Pansy, from 100 best show flowers
Sweet William, from 60 large double varieties
Verbena, from 100 of the newest varieties...
Phlox, from 50 best perennial varieties

,, Drummondi, 30 finest varieties
Dianthus atro purpurea plena, large double purple

„ atrosanguinea plena, large double red ...

sinensis plena, from 20 varieties

* * t
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AlstroDm^rifl, from Vaa Houtte's Chilian varieties
• *

«

German Aster
German Stocks 12 do.
Double Wallflower ... 12 do.
Double Poppies 12 do.
Marigold, African & French. 12do.
Larkspur, double dwarf 12 do.
Brompton Stocks ...12 do.
Snipi^lossis 12 do.
Zinneaelegans 8 do.
Ipomeea lnnbafa, a splendid climber
Primula sinensis, tine large varieties
Poteutilla, from the best new varieties
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...12 fine vars. in separate colours 1 6
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CUCUMBER, KNIGHT'S IMPROVED HARDY RIDGE—
This is th« b^st varefy ever ..ffered for ridge culture, Is. p.pckt.

CHOICE HARDY ANNUALS.-100 most approved vars.; 5*.
50 do.. 3*. ; 36 do., 2*. 6d. ; 12 do., 1*. 2d.

'

HARDY PERENNIALS. 60 choice vars., 4s.; 25 do., 2s. 6d.
Catalogues may be obtained on application inclosing a postage

stamp.—67, High Street, Battle, Brora*. ' '

]\f ESSRS. J. and H. BROWN offer the following^* CHOICE PLANTS, which they will forward to any par?.

25 Azaleas, new hardy Belgian varieties, one of a sort, by s. d.
name, on their own roots . 20

25 Azaleas. American varieties, do. do. ..." .'"
'"

jg o
Hardy Heaths, Ledums, and Kalmias, per dozen .". 6

25 Hardy American Plants, oue of a sort, by name ... 10 6
12 Rhododendrons, including scarlet, white, and rose ... 12

Fine hardy scarlet Rhododendrons. I to 2 feet, per dozeii 15
New yellow Rhododendrons, in pots, eacli 3s. 6d. to 5 6
Cedar of Lebanon, 2 to 3 feet, well grown, per doz., 12*. to 18
Cedrus Deodara, and other choice Conifers (see List).

6 Fine hardy Magnolias, one of a sort ..." 10 6
50 Dwarf Roses, two of a sort, on own roots ... ..'.

. 15
Wistaria sinensis, strong plants. eHch ..." .."

... 3 g
White ani yellow Jasmine and Honeysuckle for edging
per dozen ...

\ 6
Clematis Hzurea, per dozen 12
Fine Climbing Roses, per dozen "

g n
Greenhouse Azaleas, beet new vars., per dozen 12s. to 18
Camellias, tine sorts well set with buds, per dozen 30

50 Choice. Greenhouse Plants, one of a s.rt ... 45
12 Orchidea Plants, one of a sort, fine species ..'. ... 40
24 Choice Eneas, one of a sort ... -ta n

ioe Pampas Grass, each 3 g
6 new sorts Miinulus, very fine early flowering 6 o

Calceolarias and Cinerarias, blooming plants, per dozen 12
Fine New Double White.Pink and Blush Ironies, p. doz. 8

12 Phi >x, new French and Belgian Perennial varieties 12
25 Hardy Herbaceous Plants, bv name ... .. 10 6

Carnations, Yellow Picotees, and Pinks, per dozen '.'.'.

10

„, FRUIT TREES.
Apricots, Peaches. Nectarines, Pears, Pur, md Cherries.

Fine Ap.des, Figs, Medlars, Quinces, ami Walnuts, each 2
Fine Gooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries, per doz. 3
Filberts, new, thin shelled, and red skinned, per dozen 4
Strong Vines from eyes, and layers in pots, per dozen 18
Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, and Cherries,
grown for pot culture, per doz^n 18

Choice Flower Seeds, 18 papers, 5s.; 40 do., 10*.. free bv post.
New General Catalogue of Plants fur 1856 free by post.
Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London, April 5.

SCILLA S I B E R I C A.
JOHN CATTELL has now flowering several thO sands of the above, which is the hardiest and mo>t be.iH??
of all the early spring flowering plants. As a proof f iS fcL 51

;

ness, on the morning of the 31st of March, we had 17° Jf
killing the flowers of Andromeda floribunda, Crocus &c . i

,

the warm day of April 1st the Scilla Siberica was as 'beautiful
*

j

though no frDst had occurred. Parties wishing to see its bMmUmay have a bunch of Flowers transmitted by post by enclos-
12 penny stamps. Bulbs will be supplied in the autumn

Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.

]\,f ESSRS. YOUELL and CO. beg to submit the^>J following list of choice ERICAS, which can be supnlS
in g.>od bu-hy and healthy plants, in large and small 48s at 19/
per dozen;— '

x***

ERICAS— Aggregata, ampullacea, ampullacea cirnumbrabi
ampullacea rubra, aristata nmjor, Archeriana, BandoniaM'
bicolor, Cavendishi, cerinthoides, cer. coronati, Clifford! Coven
tryana, Devoniana, depressa, denticulate m scJuta, e'ehiflon!
Evreriana, eximia, exurgens cocci nea, Hartnelii, hybrid*, hyaci£
thiflora, Linnfeoides nova, L. superba, metulaefloiVi bio* -lor ovau"
perspicua nana, pinifolia discolor, princeps, propendens piri-
formis, prinmloides, rubens, retorta major, Shannoniaua (Turu-
bull), Sindryaua, tricolor, tri. rubra, umbellate, ventricoea atbi!
v. alba tincta, v. breviflora, v. caraea, v. conucans, v. eurta
ruba, v. densa carnea, v. dependens coccinea, v. fascicuUU
longiflora

f
v. f. rosea, v. f. superba, v. globosa, v. Mrsuta, t

magniflora, v. perspicuoides, v. superba, v. tumicla. v.tenuidora!
Veruoni, Ver. superba, verticillata, vestita tenui flora, v. co£
cinea, v. c. tenuiflora, v. rosea, viridiflora, Westcotti, Westpht-
lingi, Wilmorea superba, Walkeri.
The above are well grown, and of a suitable size for making

specimens. The usual discount to the trade when taken per lOOi
All orders of 2/. and upwards are delivered carriage freg to

London, Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to any Railway Station
within 150 miles of the Nursery,

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Nor folk.

IMPROVEMENT OF CRASS LANOS.
CUTTON'S RENOVATING GRASS SEEDS FORM IMPROVING OLD PASTURES.-Great improvement
may be effected by sowing 8 to 12 lbs. per acre of Suttok's
Renovating Seeds, which consist of Perennial Clovers and
Grasses of the finer kinds for improving the bottom.

An increase of several Tons of Hay per acre has bee*

thus effected on many Meadows and Upland Patiura.
The Seeds should be sown early.

The drought of last summer having caused partial failures in
the ordinary Grass and Clover Leas, Sutton's Renovating Grass
Seeds may be sown with great advantage in all such cases. Pkice
REDUCED TO 9d, PEE POUND,

Sutton & Sons also supply Grass Seeds for laying

down Land to Permanent Pasture at a moderate expense,

the sorts being selected in accordance with the nature of
the soil to be laid down, particulars of which may U
obtained by post.

Goods delivered Carriage Free by Rail.

Address Johw Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers. Reading, Berk*

ITALIAN RYE-CRASS, £T C^
*"

\Xf DRUMMOND and SONS, Stirling, N.B., be*
* » • to call the attention of those engaged in Agriculture to

the following Seeds:

—

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, selected from the finest stock In

Lombardy, and is especially recommended for its rapid

growth and luxuriant habit. Superior home-saved Seed may
also be had. Italian Rye-grass being extremely scarce this

season, orders should be transmitted without delay.
PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, of the finest growths, perfectly

clean and in various weights, weighing from 22 lbs. to 30 lbs.

per bushel.

GRASSES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE—From the exten-

sive experience they have had in this branch, and resulting

in giving complete satisfaction to the numerous gentlemen
who have favoured them with orders, they feel warranted in

recommending their assortments as made up to order—either
mixed or separately, to suit all descrip ion of soil.

TURNIPS, in all the approved varieties of Swedes, Yellows, and
Whites, carefully saved by themselves from full-formed l*fi*.

VETCHES (or TARES)— Large broad-leaved Scotch.
PRICED CATALOGUESoftheabove,with every otherdesmp-

tion of FAR VI SEEDS, may be had post free on application.

Also a valuable Descriptive Catalogue of VEGETABLE SEEDS,
containing only such sorts as are really worth cultivating.

N. B.

—

Free Delivery.—All Seeds are, under certain

liniifations,dettvered carriagefree to the principalshippi*9

ports and railway stations throughout the kingdom.
%• FARM IMPLEMENTS.—An assortment of the most

approved Scotch Implements are usually kept in Stock.

W. DRUMMOSD and SONS,
Skf.d and Implement Warehousk.s, Stirling and Dublin.

BALSAMS.
Fand A.SMITH, Florists, Dulwich, Surrey, beg

• to offer Seeds of their superb BALSAMS, in sealed

packets of six separate colours, 2/. 6d. each ; also mixed, at 2s.

per packet. The colours are scarlet, crimson, white, DIUMj

scarlet flaked, crimson flaked, scarlet spotted white; also a sw*u

quantity of purple and purple flake.

Copy of Minute. National Floricultural Society, July 26, lg^5'

" Balsams:—20 plants from F. and A.Smith, Dulwich. IDJ

cersors net having the power to award Certificates to this ci*«J

of plants (rrue Annuals, and therefore not considered Floristt

flowers), wish to express their unanimous opinion of the gre*

merit of rhe collection produced, which for variety, habit, coio
»

zp, doubleness, and general excellence, are the best that o

hitherto come under their notice."

Dr. LlwDLBY, on inspection, said:

—

c*tv
"They are fully equal, and in several particulars vasuj

superior to the best I have seen in Continental establishments.

Extract from the Report of the Meeting of the National F'or
'{^

tural Society, in the Gardeners' Chronicle, August 4IA, iQDOf

page 6*20. ,,-j
11 Several extremely well-grown plants of what are cawj

Camellia Balsams were furnished by Mr. Smirh, of Dlll * icn
* !„*

very handsome things they roust b« admitted to he :
am -

them were blush, purple, and scarlet kinds, and scarlet
*J° ^

with white; and when we state that many of the fl

^
measured quite 2| inches across, and 1 inch deep, soiue 1

raUit
the kimi of display they made may be conceived ;

their on 1?

was that they were scarcely sufficiently In bloom."

F. & A. Smith have appointed as Agents:—
Messrs. K G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road.

Messrs. Hooper & Co., Seedsmen,Covent Garden.
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading. Berks.
Mr. C. Turner, Roval Nursery Slough. «^T?nad.
xMessrs.A Henderson & Co.. Pine-apple Place, Edgeware iw»

Messrs. Veitch & Son, Chelsea and Exeter.

Messrs. Kollisson & Sons, Tooting^Surrey.
Messrs. Bass & Brown, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Messrs. \V\ E. Kendle & Co., Seedsmen, Plymouth. .

Messrs. Dawes, Cottrell,& Co., Seedsmen, Moorgmte &tre
^[' ter.

Messrs.F & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, i>">

Messrs, F. & A. Dickson & Co., 14, Corporation ^^
Mesbrs. Brown & Austin, Glasgow. LJiaucu
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NEW DAHLIAS TO BE SENT OUT IN MAY BY
GEORGE WHEELER, Nurseryman, War-

minster, Wilts.

ECLIPSE (WnEELEit's).-Fine dark purple, first-rate form,

full high centre, and very constant; obtained certificates at

Bath, Clifton, and Salisbury Exhibitions ; 3 to 4 feet. 10s. 6d. each.

LADY RAGLAN (Wheeler a).— Buff; a fine back row

flower of good form and high centre; obtained certificates at

Trowbridge, Salisbury, and Clifton Exhibitions ; 4 to 5 feet. 7s. 6d.

The usual discount to the Trade*
HERBACEOUS PLANTS.—A large collection of the follow-

ing can be supplied by the 100:—Double white Primrose, Cam-
panula carpaticA, blue; ditto, pure white variety; Czackia,

or St Bruno's Lily; Hepatica, pure white; Delphinium,

Chinese; ditto Barlowi, ditto Wheeleri; Gaillardia
#

aplendidis-

sima, ditto bicolor; Helleborus purpurascens; Preonies, Chinese

in variety, viz., rose-scented, Hume's, Reeves's, Potto's, double

white, odorata grandiflora, &c.
Fine Bulbs of Anomatheca cruenta, Tigridias conchiflora and

Wheeleri, free by post, As. per dozen.

Tritonia aurea, good blooming bulbs, free by post, 18$. per doz.

Phlox, a fine collection.

S PLENDID NEW SCARLET DELPHINIUM,
DELPHINIUM CARDINAL E.

MESSRS. VEITCH and SON, of the Exotic
Nubskries, Chelsea and Exeter, have much pleasure in

announcing that they are now prepared to execute orders for

DELPHINIUM CAKDIXALE, a new and rare introduction

of remarkable beauty, possessing a colour hitherto unknown in

the genus to which it belongs. It was figured in the *' Botanical

Magazine" for December, 1855, and described by Sir William J.
Hooker in the following terms.

" We have now the pleasure of making known a species of

Delphinium equalling if not surpassing any other in size and
symmetry of the pUnt, and excelling in the brilliancy of colour

^)f the flower, and that as rich a scarlet as can well be looked
upon. It is one of the many novelties selected by Mr. William
Lobb in California, and introduced to our gardens by Messrs.
Vkitch & Sox, of the Exeter and Chelsea Exotic Nurseries.
Treated as a hardy perexniai* it cannot fail to be a great
favourite with all lovers of handsome flowers."
Strong plants in 48-sized pots 10s. 6d. each, with one over on

three to the trade. Special terms to the trade per dozen, or in
4arger numbers, may be had upon application.— April 5-

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
TO NOBLEMEX AND GeVTLEMEK PLANTING NEW PLEASURE
Grounds, or Improving Parks or Drives, and to Com-
panies Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries.

WSKIRVING begs to offer his extensive Stock of
• TREES and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either

for immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where
smaller sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition
to his geu^ral stock of the leadiug kinds of Trees and Shrubs,
which is allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this
season offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most
valuable Trees lately introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRI-
CATA andCEDRUS DEODARA, of various sizes, from I to 6 ft.

W. S. invites any one wanting considerable quantities of
Specimen Trees and Shrubs to inspect his collection and obtain
prices on the spot, as the mere height of such trees (as quoted in
lists) gives no idea of the value of well grown select plants for
choice situations.

N.B. A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped
plants of the Araucaria imbricata andCedrus Deodara have been
grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great dis-

tances in this country, or to any part abroad.
Priced Lists will be sent on application.

500 BUSHELS OF POTATOES TO THE ACRE.
THIS ENORMOUS CROP was grown last year by

a gentleman in Surrey, and out of which there were only
five bushels diseased; nearly all the quantity were large-sized,

some weighing 2 lbs. and 1 oz., and not above three bushels ot

Chats out of the whole. This Potato was originally reared in
Scotland, and is called by the grower the Scottish Champion, and
has again proved to have surpassed all other sorts, both in

quantity, quality, and freedom from disease, as will be seen by
the testimonials.

The price is 21. frM inclusive of the sack of three bushels,
-delivered free at the South Western Railway Station in London.
—Apply by letter, postpaid, to Mr. William Gowland, 4,

Crooked Lane, London Bridge, London: or to Thos. B. Atkinson,
Seedsman, 64, High Street, Worcester, where further testimonials
can be obtained. All orders must be accompanied by a remittance.

"Sir,—In answer to yours respecting the Scottish Champion
Potato, I beg to say it is quite equal in flavour to the York
Regent, is very productive, boils very white and mealy. In fact,

of the sixty-seven varieties of Potatoes grown by me in the way
of experiment this season I consider it the best, and shall plant
it for my next general crop.—Your obedient servant,

u Edward Bennett, Gr. to Sir Offley Wakeman, Bart.
"Perdiswell Hall, Worcester."

SEED POTATOES.
C. WHEELER and SON offer the following

SEED POTATOES:—
PRINCE OF WALES.—This is the earliest round white Potato,

excellent for forcing, and for a general crop can be most highly
recommended. Per peck, 25. Qd.

;
per bushel, 9*.

" I was highly delighted with the Prince of Wales Potatoes I
had from you last year; I consider them more fnealy and better
flavoured than any other sort, and far more fr« from disease,
planted in the same soil and in every way alike."—Mrs. Canning,
Portfields, Hereford.
" Your Prince of Wales Potato I obtained when first sent out,

And I beg to bear testimony to its good qualities. It is early,
excellent, and very prolific. On a plot of ground last year I am
sure that I raised at the rate of nearly 400 bushels per imperial

j

acre."—Rev R. O. Bbomfield, Sprouston Manse, N. B.

J. C. Wheeler and Son beg to add that they have much
satisfaction in introducing this Potato into general nntice

—

• they have sent it into nearly all parts of the Kingdom, and every-
where it is highly spoken of. It is so early that it escapes the
disease more than almost any other variety. It is a large
•cropper, and the flavour is excellent; they can recommend it in
the strongest terms.

ALSTONS KIDNEY.—This is perfectly distinct from any other
Potato. It is an astonishing cropper, and the tubers are of
large size. It keeps well, and is good flavoured, and is

altogether an excellent and profitable variety. Per peck, 25. 6d.
;

per bushel, 95.

The Rev. R. O. Bromfield, of Sprouston Manse, N. B., gives
the following report ot the Alstone Kidneys which he had from
ps.

—

u
I had the Alstone Kidney planted In four rows of lOi yards

in length, the mnning length of all being 42 yards, and the
produce was three large heaped imperial bushels of Potatoes
besides a few small refuse. Not knowing the Potato previously
I had it planted in rows 2 feet apart, which was too elose and
made the crop less than it would have been, for the out-id« row of
*G£ yards yielded nearly a heaped bushel. It is at the rate of
close upon 520 bushels per acre. The produce is unusually large
FLUKE.—This sort is now becoming well known. It is some-
what of a Kidney, but perfectly distinct from any other. As a
second early Potato it is without doubt the best, and will in a
short time find its way into every garden. 25. per peck.

ASH LEAF KIDNEY (true) an excellent sample. 25. 6d. per

pHOICE FLOWER SEEDS FOR PRESENTw SOWING. Per Post prepaid. Per packet.—5. d.

PANSY, saved from 100 of the best varieties, by name ..

POLYANTHUS
VERBENA
HOLLYHOCK
CALCEOLARIA
GLOXINIA
FUCHSIA
DAISY
ANTIRRHINUM
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50
60 of themost superb kinds
24 * spotted varieties

30 of the best varieties

all the new varieties of last year
50 of the new Belgian vars , by name 1

20 best named varieties ... ... 1
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ANEMONE, from the most showy and brilliant kinds ... 1

30 packets of New Choice Flower Seeds, per post, free for 5

Youell & Co., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

Establish eo 1805.

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, AND PINKS.
OUELL and CO.'S collection of the above de-

servedly favourites is probably the most expensive in the

Trade, and naving for a series of years paid especial attention to

their cultivation, introducing the best of the newest varieties, they
are enabled to offer them at the following prices for fine strong

well-rooted plants.

CARNATION? AND PICOTEES.
12 pairs of fine kinds by name
12 „ extra fine „
Fine old Clove Carnations, per dozen pairs

Fine White „ „ „
Finest mixed Border Carnations and Picotees,

dozen pairs

TREE CARNATIONS, flowering summer and
have now to offer a very choice collection of this beautiful

class at ISs. per dozen.

PINKS.—The finest first-class show Pinks, by name, 95. to 12$.

per dozen pairs.

M Fine mixed border ditto, 65. per dozen pairs.

All Orders of 21. and upwards are delivered Carriage Free to

London, Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to any Railway Station

within 150 miles of the Nursery.
• Royal Narserv. Great Yarmouth, Norfolk,

MR. T. LINDEN, of Brussels, respectfully informs
the lovers of new Exotic Plants and the Trade that he has

* • -

- *

• » .

s.

IS

12

IS

d.

per
... 9

winter.—We

the
made an arrangement with Messrs. E. J. IIekderson & Son,
Nurserymen, Wellington Road, St. John's Wood, London, aban-
doning to them his right of selling in England his LOCHERIA
MAGNIFICA, TYD-*A AMABILIS, CUPUEA EMINENS,
andGONOCALYX PULCHER, and that in consequence he
could not accept any orders on these four Plants tor Great
Britain; but at the same time he begs to offer his other new
introductions, and among them the most remarkable

RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, ETC.

GEORGE WHEELER, Nurseryman, Warminster,
Wilts, begs to offer, at very moderate prices :

—
BHODODENDKnNS from good hardy kinds, transplanted

suitable for beds, cover, or plantations, 9 inches to 2 feet and
upwards.
RHODODENDRONS, good nAmed sorts of fine hardy varie-

ties, including fragrant* and Govenianum, both of which are
sweet; Nobleanura and scarlet in variety, 2 to 3 feet and upwards.
AZALEAS, hardy iu great variety, well set with bloom buds,

2 feet high and upwards,
A good Stock of Rhododendron Ponticum, white, 2 feet and

upwards; Andromeda, Vaccmium, Ledum, American Cranberry
Gaultheria Menziesia, Hardy Heath, &c.

"~NEW VERBENAS, FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS^" AND
MIMULUS.

(^ EORGE SMITH is warranted in pronouncing his
1

' SEEDLING VERBENAS unequalled. They are highly
recommended by the National Floriculturai Society, and have

! had six first-class certificates awarded to them. The three
Seedling Fuchsias are very fine, either for exhibition or orna-
mental purposes. The Petunia Hermione exceeds all others for

its great beauty, and must be a favourite for years to come.
Miinulus Lydia received a Certificate, awarded at the National.

The above to be sent out on and a'ter the 20th of April. For
descriptions see Catalogue, which will be forwarded on application.

Tnllingfrm Nursery, flornaey Road, I slington. London.

FIRST-RATE DAHLIAS FOR 1856.

KEYNES' ANNUAL CATALOGUE (Illustrated,

see Turner's Florist) contains the best selected List of the

above, and will be sent on desire. Plants will be ready as usual

the first week In May.
P.S. The party who printed the above Catalogues never having

printed any before, wishes to explain the nature of the Illustra-

tions. He states, the man looking over the gate is seeking after

all the first-rate flowers that were offered in 1855, wondering they

are not in J. Keynes's Catalogue. The Nondescript at the end is

a new Dahlia Poker (about to be patented), by which a skilful

dresser is enabled to make a second class flower look equal to a

first. The windmill is a puff, and so are many advertisements,

and he wishes the public not to believe even ail there may be
stated in the Catalogue. The Typographical error (the omission

of a commaj, he trusts will not put a full stop to the sale of the

flowers. Castle Street. Salisbury, April 5.

j.
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2is. to 40*.

405.

24«.

12s.

CALYPTRARTA H.EMANTIIA
MARANTA PARDINA ...

„ METALLICA
CHiETOGASTRA LINDENIANA

&c. &c. &c,
all of which are now ready to be sent out.

Hid new Catalogue for 1856 may be had on application to

Messrs. Beth am & Blackith, Cox and Hammond's Quays,
Lower Thames Street, London.
The usual allowance to the Trade when three Plants are

ordered.

P
VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS.

ETER LAWSON and SON have given their best

attention to their Stocks of the above, which they know to

be of first-rate quality.

Priced Catalogues raay be had on application.

Seedsmen and Nurserymen to Her Majesty the Queen, and to

the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

SEEDS,

P

H
FIRS T-C LASS SHOW PANSIES.
ART and NICKLIN, Florists, Guildford,

Surrey
r
offer the following PANSIES :

—
Monarch (Hale)
Pompey (do.)

Duke of Perth
Ophir(M'Dowall)
Ringlet (Turner)
Satisfaction (do.)

Adela (do.)

Marchioness of Rath (do.)

Alfred the Great (do.)

Criterion (Hooper)
Great-Western (do.)

Sylvia (Thomson)
Elegantissima (do.)

Sylvia (do

)

Sovereign (Dickson)
Miss Talbot (do.)

Pandora (Hunt)
British Queen (Turner)

The above Set 12s., hamper, &c, included.

Euphemia, Mr. Beck, Pompey, Polyphemus, Caroline, Con-
ductor, Queen of England, Gem, Duchess of Norfolk, Lady
Montague, Commander-in-Chief, Eva, &c, 5s. per dozen.
Numerous testimonials could be furnished of satisfaction given

by^pl ants sent -out.

SUPERB SHOW PANSIES.
JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
*' near Manchester, will supply the following set of 20 extra
fine varieties for 155., hamper, package, &c.

t included. To pur-
chasers having duplicates, other kinds of equal merit will be
supplied.

j

Argo, Paton & Small's

Boadicea, Fellowes's
diaries Turner, Ilale's

Chillington, Sadler's

Emperor, Hale's

Father Gavazzi, Holland's
Fearless, Sch otield's

Lady Carrington, Hunt's
Lord Jeffrey, Lightbody's
Memnon, Turner's

Marchioness of Bath, Wheeler's
Miss Talbot. Dickson & Co.

!

s
Constance, Turner's
National, Turner's
Pandora, Hunts
Round Table, Downie & Laird's
Satisfaction, Turner's
Sir J. Paxton, Betteredge's
Sir J. Cathcart, Turner s
Yellow Climax, Paton& Small's

Fine Show varieties, 4s. and 6s. per dozen. Very select Pansy
Seed, 1*. and 25. per packet. Catalogues now ready. Post-office

orders payable at Middleton, Lancashire.

To~T7TTO E^
I IWand S. GAINES respectfully invite attention

• to the following List of POTATOES:—

• • *

«

• * *

» • *

Per bushel
Early Bath

„ Flourball
Hicks's Early
Ash-leaf Kidney
N«vill's Defiance
Thrnston's Conqueror
Shillings Early
Oxford
Ockney
Frame „
Tiley's Conqueror

• * *

• * V

/!

91

• ••

* - *

44

• •

• **

s.

5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
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Per bushel

—

s.

Bread-fruit 4
Walnut-leaf Kidney
White Blossom do.

Cambridge do.

Fluke do.

Jackson's Improved
Red Ash-leaf Kidney
Lapstonedo.
Americans
Fortyfold

• ••

do.

Ml

- • •

4
4

4

4

6
6
4
6
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AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, ETC.
ETER LAWSON and SON beg to intimate that

they are ready to send out all kinds of Agricultural Seed3 t

comprising Hay and Pasture Grasses, Clovers and other Herbage

and Forage Plants, Turnips, Mangel VVnrzel, Carrots, and othe*

Roots, Seed Oats, Wheat, Barley, and Rye ; all of which are ot

the finest kinds and most approved varieties in cultivation.

Priced Lists may be had on application.

Seedsmen and Nurserymen to Her Majesty the Queen, and

the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.

27, Great George Street, Westminster. ^
LYMl)UT H^kTow* of the principal Seaports in the

United Kingdom, and possesses one of the finest

harbours in the world.
Steamers and Clippers continually sail from thence to Australia.

New Zealand, India, America, and all parts of the world, so that

foreign orders can be shipped with promptness and dispatch.

There aie regular lines of Steamers running to London,
Edinburgh, Hull, Liverpool, Co. k, Dublin, Btlfast, Glas-

gow, and all the principal Shipping Ports in the United

Kingdom every day in the week.

Plymouth is also connected by the South Devon Railway with

all the vast chains and links of the British Railways, and good*

can be sent as expeditiously and as cheaply from Plymouth as

any town in England. .

All Orders for Seeds cither for the Farm, the Kitchen

Garden, or Flower Garden, can be had from
William E. Re.vdle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

Established 1786.

UTTUN'S SELECTED MANGEL WUKZEL.—
The MANGEL WURZEL ROOTS grown from

Messrs. Sutton's Seed gained the First Prizes at the

Birmingham and many other Root Shows last scason~~

(see Times Newspaper, December 12, 1855.)

They were also much admired on Messrs. Srrrox's stand at

the SmithfieldClub, shown in Baker Street Bazaar, as see reports

in the Agricultural Gazette, BdVs Messenger, Mark Ixme Repress,

and other papers of December last. At present, Messrs. Suttox

can supply any quantity of Seed. Price of their selected \ ellow

Globe 9d. per lb. The prices of other kinds and of large quan-

tities may be had on application.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading, April 5.

I

Efie (Bartrtnerg' Gitromcle*
SATURDAY, APRIL o, 1856.

o

or any other sort that may be required. Also Packets of

Annual Flower Seeds, Packet at 2$. &iv 15 varieties; packet at 5s.,

30 varieties ; Scarlet Runners, 10s. per bushel ; Dwarf French
Beans, 12s. per bushel, of sorts.

All orders must be accompanied by Post Office Orders payable
at Charing Cross to W. & S. Gaixes, Seedsmen and Herbalists,

Covent Garden Market.

EPPS' SEE.DLINC FUCHS'A " WOiMOEKFUL."

MR. EPPS begs to assure the Public that the above
is without exception the most extraordinary and attractive

Fuchsia yet offered. Tube and sepals bright waxy scarlet;

sepals very broad and ot great suhstance, which b'eaurit'ully

rt-flex, displaying an immense dark violet velvet corolla, ^
measuring in many flowers 14 inch in diametrr. This Fuchsia ""' _ --Hwi- tipw knii On the other "it has
will prove to be the greatest vender yet produced in this class of upon an entirely new oasis, yn ow uuier, iu iias

Last Mondav the Horticultural Society arrived

at a decision the importance of which can scarcely

be over-estimated. The reports which we have

published of the proceedings in Regent Street daring

the present spring have shown that the financial

position of the Corporation has been engaging its

serious attention ; and that two diametrically oppo-

site views have been held of what should be its

future action. On the one side it has been con-

tended that the Garden at Chiswick can no longer

be maintained, now that the funds provided during

the last 25 years by the Garden Exhibitions have

totally failed, and that the Society must be organised

at Chiswick may
which will be a

peck, or 9*. per bushel, delivered carriage free.
r _

J. C. Whiileb & Son, Nnrserymen and Seed Growers, discount to the trade where three a>-e taken

Gloucester. I Bower Nurseries, Maidstone.

flowers. Drawings were made late in the autumn by that ' been Ur^ed that the exhibitions

celebrated floral artist, Mr. Andrews, which may be BMI at most
;
, revived the conseouence of

of the principal Nurseries and Florists in fee United Kingdom.
(

De revi;^'
luts ooumnfwcu*

Early orders solicited, as there are already a great number replenished exchequer.

|
bespoke. Strong Plants early in Spring, 10s. 64. The usual

j Las^ Monday's meeting settled the question by

;
resolving unanimously that the Garden must be
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relinquished unless, before May 1, such a sum of

money shall have been subscribed as the Council

may think adequate to secure its maintenance. By
this vote the accuracy of the views of the two

parties in the Society will be fairly and speedily

tested, by the only means that can be regarded as

satisfactory : an appeal to the Fellows at large.

It is not necessary to show how great a loss hor-

mantle of Tull has fallen on no unworthv sue-

cessor, but is now worn by one who has known not

only how to restore it to freshness, but to fashion

it into a form such as modern improvements render

necessary. Had those experiments conveyed the same
conviction to the Agricultural mind as they have

to our own, and had they been generally carried

out to their legitimate conclusion, they would have

ticulture will sustain should the relinquishment of had no claim to a place in the Horticultural depart-

Chiswick become inevitable, for it is not merely the

place wherein the great modern revival of gardening

has been effected, where rival methods of cultivation

have been tested, and where the greatest gardeners

in the world, by publicly exhibiting the result of

their skill, have formed a correct standard by which

all other cultivators have been measured throughout

the country ; but it is also the only public horticul-

tural establishment in the United Kingdoms. For

the great gardens of Kew, Edinburgh, Dublin, and

the smaller ones in our provincial towns are all

Botanical, while the so-called Botanic Garden in the

Regent's Park is a pleasant public promenade, and

nothing more. It is at Chiswick that gardening has

been the one great object of attention ; it is there that

fruit trees have been tested ; that modes of cultivation

have been the subject of inquiry, that the value of

ment of the Gardeners' Chronicle. But they are

still regarded with doubt, and have scarcely ex-

tended their influence beyond the Garden. We
therefore, for the present, claim them as our own.

We do not believe that an experienced and intel-

ligent practical gardener can be found who will

dissent from the conclusions at which the author of

the celebrated Word in season has arrived. For
gardeners well know the value of deep draining,

and deep forking, and early planting, and giving their

crops plenty of room in which to grow. When a

gardener is told that a larger crop can be had by
working half the land within the compass of an

acre than by filling it full of plants, he will only

reply by assent, when he is told how the result is

accomplished. This is more clearly than ever ex-

plained in a little book,* which has just appeared,

kitchen garden produce has been investigated, and ! and the curious reader will not fail to examine

.that cultivation beyond this has been limited to

what is beautiful and ornamental. Should Chiswick

disappear there will be no such establishment to

take its place, unless the Horticultural Society

locates itself elsewhere. This is undoubtedly a

subject of very great national concern.

There is but one way of preventing what may
really be called a calamity, and that is by furnishing

the Council with funds wherewith the utility, as well

as the existence of the Garden, may be preserved.

Merely to do what would enable it to exist in a state

of dilapidation, is to do nothing. It must be

flourishing to be valuable. One may already see

in the general aspect of the Garden the effects of

that constrained economy which failing funds have

rendered indispensable. Another six months of

such reduced expenditure would render it a thicket.

Gardens are costly if they are maintained in a

thoroughly effective state. Those who imagine that

parsimony can be advantageously applied to such

.
places, and that a niggard spirit will do what can

only be done by numerous and expensive " muni-

tions" of horticulture, only betray their ignor-

ance of such subjects. One estimate which we
have seen of the cost at which Chiswick Gar-

den might be supported, under an " improved
management," would excite our laughter if

we did not know it to have proceeded from

good though much mistaken feeling. In that

estimate it is calculated that 33 acres of

ground, much of which is mown, with hothouses,

greenhouses, conservatories, and endless lines of

pits—in a public garden, where labour is of necessity

less continuous than in private establishments

—

that for all this a dozen labourers are enough, in-

cluding a gatekeeper ; that such a place can dis-

pense with manure, loam, peat, sand, tools, and
barrows ; that no flues need be swept, no garden
pots are necessary ; that there shall not be one
shilling spent in pens, ink, stationery, and petty

expenses ; and that the materials used in the repair

of such a multitude of buildings may be taken at

just six-and-twenty pounds a year. We readily

admit that if all this could be done, the management
which should bring it about would indeed be
" improved." Such, however incredible it may
seem, is one of the methods by means of which it

is asserted that a great public Garden may be sup-
ported in efficiency.

The Fellows of the Society have taken the right

view of this matter. Country gentlemen have
gardens of their own, and they are pretty good
judges of the cost of such places. They therefore

put aside all fallacious estimates ; they decided
that if the Garden is to be maintained it must be in

a manner worthy of the great body to which it

belongs ; that for this purpose money is indis-

pensable ; and that if the Fellows do not subscribe
the requisite amount the Garden must be relin-

quished ; for they will be no parties to risks and
speculations which may render the Corporation
unable to meet its engagements.

The question has now become a public one, and
by the public will it be decided. Should it unfor-
tunately happen that Chiswick is to disappear, we
venture to prophesy that its want will be quickly
felt, unless some unforeseen opportunity should
arise of establishing it elsewhere.

"VV e are among those who venture to regard the
experiments in cultivation carried on at Lois-
Weedon, as forming an epoch in the history of
tillage, from which great improvements and im-
portant results must necessarilj arise. The old

in their detail those Lois-Weedon operations to

which we are here referring. What they are we
do not attempt to describe, for if curtailed of their

minute description they lose their value ; if reprinted

at length the author would be treated with injustice,

even if our crowded columns could bear such an
inroad. Suffice it to say that they result in the

production per acre of 24 tons of Mangel, and more
than 16 tons of Carrots. In like manner 33 tons of

Drumhead Cabbages, weighing from 30 to 48 lbs.

each, and 6 quarters of Red Lammas Wheat are

borne per acre on the land in question.

And be it remembered that this land is about the

stiffest, stickiest clay we ever had the misfortune

to walk over in wet. weather. It shows, however,
that the heavy lands of England are among the

richest in the world in the hands of those who are

in a condition to work them well.

The results in question are obtained mainly by
the use of a fork, not of a spade, nor of a plough.

The method of using it is this :

" For clean and accurate tillage, for bringing up
definite quantities of a few inches of suboil, in

even layers, and placing them on the surface to be
acted on by the atmosphere before mixing with the
staple, the fork is the only implement at present on
which I can depend ; for the exposure of the sub-
soil is a matter of bit by bit. At an early stage of

my farming, about 12 years ago, a chain or two of
my land was ill dug with the spade by a heavy hand,
a spit of 8 or 10 inches of clay was brought up
and then mixed with the staple ; and the error has
taught me a lesson. The clods, covered with mould,
and thus kept from tbe influence of the atmosphere,
have never been effectually weathered ; with all my
stirring I have been defied, and that stubborn piece
has defeated me to this day. But the fork, judi-
ciously handled, is able to effect what has hitherto

been beyond the power of any other implement, and
to bring by degrees the heavy clay subsoil mixed
inch by inch with the shallow staple, to the required
depth of mellow, friable mould. To the fork, then,
I must still look for perfect tillage in this instance,

as well as some others. But there are occasions
when the plough can be used with equal advantage
and greater economy ; and whenever they do arise I

plough."

The true obstacle to the general introduction of
the Lois-Weedon method of cultivation, an obstacle
be it observed not felt in a garden, is getting the
land forked over quickly enough at the time
when working the soil is required. Men cannot be
always had, and machinery gives little aid ; but wait
awhile, and relief upon this point is sure to come.
It has never yet happened that when a want is

felt, and an advantage pointed out, the ingenuity
of man has failed to meet the want. To use the
words of our experienced correspondent " B.," " It
would seem that in all processes where machinery
has to be invented, the first consideration should be
that of the object to be attained ; then, but not till

then, the machine which will best produce the de-
sired effect. The object of all digging machines is

to diminish the tenacity of the soil, to expose new
surfaces of it to the air, to bury weeds, to mix and
apply fertilising agents in the most efficacious

manner, and that machine which best effects all or
most of these purposes may, therefore, be considered
as the most useful. The plough turns over the soil

but does not break it up ; the bigot, as it is called
in France, turns over the ground, and when applied
a second time breaks it up ; both of these instru-

ments bury weeds, but are alike objectionable as

* Lois-W&cdcm Hutbandry, Ridgway.

hardening the subsoil; the spade removes th
ground, but requires a separate operation

t

break it up ; the fork is free from most of these
objections ; but like all the other tools used for
digging, requires a separate operation to disintegrate
heavy soils. For this purpose, however clod-
crushers, &c, are in frequent use, as in France the
employment of women armed with beaters to break
the clods. If the above requisites of a tiller of the
land be just, invention should be directed—not to
the improvement of the plough or spade—but to
the contrivance of a machine which, whilst it turns

over the soil, breaks it up without hardening the
soil beneath the instrument. Doubtless our me-
chanists of the present day are fully competent to

the devising what might be termed a perfect tilling

machine, capable of being worked by steam power.

It seems only from limited knowledge of the requi-

sites that it has not hitherto been accomplished.'*

In this opinion we think that everybody must
concur.

A correspondent or two beg for information as

to the best way of cultivating and curing Tobacos.

The same question has been so often put to us on

former occasions, that we gladly avail ourselves of

a paper in a recent volume of the United States'

Patent Office Reports to lay before our readers the

method practised in Florida. It is needless to add

that those who may wish to try the experiment ef

Tobacco making in this country, within the limits

permitted by law, must make due allowance for the

differences between the climate of Florida and

Great Britain. Those who have friends in our

colonies, India for instance, Borneo, the Cape,

Australia, New Zealand, the West Indies, or even

Canada, will we doubt not find the information

given by Mr. Hernandez acceptable to their cos-

respondents.

The growth of Tobacco of excellent quality is

certainly not limited to the Havannah, where indeed

a great deal is of an inferior description, the fine

cigars of that island being yielded, according to Db

la Sagra, by a very inconsiderable area. Tobacco

in no material degree less enjoyable than first-class

Havannah was produced at the Great Exhibition in

1851 from Trinidad, Java, and some places in Bengal.

That of Guatemala, as manufactured by young

Spanish women (not blacks) in the employment of

Don Jose Maria Samayoa,t although only beginning

to be known in this country, is equal to genuine

Havannah of the first class, and will perhaps super-

sede it in public favour. Nor is there any reason why

our own colonies should not also produce Tobacco

of excellent marketable quality, if not first-class.

Where Cotton can be grown profitably there also is

a field for Tobacco. Rich soil, high summer tempe-

rature, and thoroughly good manipulation are the

essentials, and what the latter are the reader has

now a better opportunity of knowing than he had

while consulting the gardening books in which he

usually seeks for information.

Even in this country, where a rod or two of ground

are occupied by the plant, it will be found that

attention is demanded to many details little thought

of by gardeners, most especially in the drying and

curing processes, concerning which Mr. Hernandez

gives such useful information.

^VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXV.
459. BrontesisJ {Electric Stroke).—The two popular

causes assigned for the greater part of the diseases to

which plants are subject are blight and lightning, the

former of which is supposed to be conveyed by tee

wind, especially when easterly, in the shape of a thin haze,

while the latter is often as completely fabulous. In toe

one case as in the other, there is frequently a great mis-

take, and a neglect of true causes, which are plain enough,

where the eyes are not completely blinded. It
«Jj

r *?

rare for vegetation tobe arrested completely on the instan

by a flash of lightning, though it is possible that su

should be the case in trees as well as in animals wi

any sign of external injury. Trees, however, whicn

struck by lightning will otten vegetate for years tno ^
the force has been sufficient not only to split the

*J?
but to dive to the base of the strongest roots. w °

the bark is at once completely stripped with atten

splitting of the trunk and drying up of its j
uic^

process of vegetation may be as effectually arres e

it would be if it were at once wilfully separated form^J

feet in a tree in active vegetation. The more •fjV' ^e
vegetation the more speedy in all probability wou* ^^
change. Cases however occur in which the bark has

thus separated by lightning, and yet vegetation S?*V
without interruption. Such a case is reported m.0
nets1

Chronicle, 1846, p. 597, and is reproduced in tne j
edition of the " Theory of Horticulture,

,,
p. 47.

J*
[

,

multitudes of cases of death which have beenreprese «

as due to electric action, I have scarcely fouII<l °"
f

which there did not seem to be the evidentworKuiB

t Cigars may, under the existing law, be imported » _ litf

quantities ; and we understand that this great nnnsa » rr ^
them for priyate consumption in boxes of 500 weighing *

18a. per box delivered in England, exclusive of dMttf.

' From /S;arr»j lightning.

as
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some other cause. The vegetation of a shrub or a part

of it, for instance, which appeared healthy a day or two

ago is arrested suddenly, the foliage withers, and

the whole is aa dead as if it had been taken

from the ground or broken off and exposed to a burning

sun. But a little examination shows that it was no

sudden visitation ; destruction had been travelling on-

wards with sure but certain steps ; some grub had eaten

through the tender succulent pith on which the vigour

of the plant depended ; the root had been gradually

impaired by the mycelium of some fungus ; the narrow

strip of bark by which the foliage was supplied with

nutriment was at length eaten through by canker, and

so the mainepring of life was broken and the plant or

a portion of it at once perished.

460. The effects of lightning when it is really the cause

of injury are in general too palpable to admit of any

doubt though it does not always act in the same way,

nor with the same degree of actual lesion, supposing

the force of the stroke to be equal. A multitude of

circumstances may be conceived as modifying its action,

as the comparative condition of the atmosphere, or the

angle of incidence, or the part of the tree on which the

stroke impinges. The albumen of the wood is more
strongly charged with moisture than the rest of the

tree, and therefore is a far better conductor. The force

of the stroke when it enters the tree follows naturally

the course of the young wood, and in consequence

shivers that more especially, at the same time throwing

off the bark, by the sudden generation of steam, some-

times to a great distance from the trunk. The course

of the lightning is not, however, indicated by the

line of fissure, which merely coincides with the line of

least resistance. The more central parts meanwhile are

fissured in consequence of the contraction of the concen-

tric strata increasing in intensity towards the circum-

ference exactly as in frost splits, the outer layers

being progressively more filled with moisture and
better conductors. The same force which causes the

contraction of the annual rings themselves thus splitting

at various points, causes also the separation of these

rings from one another, and thus the tree is shivered

into thin laths. Sometimes, however, there is less

difference between the state of moisture of the rings,

and the effect is the more general, so that only one or

two principal fissures are formed without much detach-

ment on the surface. Where the course of the longitudinal

fibres of which the stem is composed is oblique, which
is frequently the case as the stem splits more easily in

that direction, the fissures in the trunk sometimes take

a spiral course. When the trunk is hollow or filled

with touchwood, the lightning may in addition to other

mischief set the tree on fire, but this seems never to be
the case where vegetation is unimpaired, at least in our

own climate.

461. It is not, however, probable that in every case

the fissure is caused by contraction due to the liberation

of moisture. A heat so intense as to generate steam
te such an extent as to cause instantaneously the fissure

of a trunk some two or three feet in thickness without

much external injury, as is sometimes the case, must
destroy the vitality of every part through which it

passes, and yet fissured trunks may live for many years

and the fissure be concealed by fresh layers of wood,
insomuch that it may never be discovered till they

are cut down. It is probable, therefore, that the effect

may sometimes be produced by mere mechanical force

alone, exactly in the same way as rocks and the firmest

buildings are split, where there is no question about the

sudden generation of steam, and this is possibly in

general the case where the fissures are unaccompanied
by much external inj ury. Where no fissure takes place

vitality may be arrested generally by the intense

electric action.

462. Some kinds of trees are certainly more subject

to be struck by lightning than others, but the effect of

lightning upon all seems to be in proportion to the

intensity of the flash, and the ease with which the wood
is split. Where it is desirable to protect particular

individuals from lightning the only remedy is to attach

a lightning conductor.* M. J. B.

CULTIVATION OF CUBA TOBACCO.
"By Joseph M. Hernandez, of St. Augustine, Florida.

The first thing to be considered in this, as in every

other culture, is the soil, which, for the Cuba variety of

Tobacco, ought to be of a rich sandy loam, neither too

high nor too low ; that is, ground capable of retaining

moisture. The more level the better, and, if possible,

well protected by margins. The next should be the

selection of a spot of ground to make the necessary

beds. It would be preferable to make these on land

newly cleared, or at all events where it has not been

seeded with Grass ; for Grass seeds springing up
together with Tobacco would injure it materially, as the

Grass cannot be removed without disturbing the plants.

In preparing the ground for the nurseries, break it up

properly, grub up all the small stumps, dig out the roots,

and carefully remove them with the hands. This being

4one, make the beds from three to four inches high, of

a reasonable length, and from three to three and a half

<feet broad, so as to enable the hand, at arm's length, to

weed out the tender young [plants with the fingers from
•both sides of the bed, and keep them perfectly clean.

The months of December and January are the most

proper for sowing the seed in Florida. Some persons

speak of planting it as early as the month of November.

* Much use lias been made in this article of aa abstract of

Cehn's paper in " Botanische Zeitung," Feb.3 f
1854.

I am, however, of opinion that about the last of Decem-

ber is the best time to sow. Any sooner would expose

the plants to suffer from the inclemency of the most

severe part of our winter. Before the seed is sown,

take some dry trash and burn it off upon the nursery

beds, to destroy insects and Grass seeds ; then take an

ounce of Tobacco seed and mix it with about a quart of

dry ashes, so as to separate the seed as much as possible,

and sow it broadcast. After the seed has been thus

sown, the surface of the bed ought to be raked over

slightly, and trodden upon by the foot, carrying the

whole weight of the body with it, in order that the

ground may at once adhere close to the seed, and then

water it Should the nursery beds apparently become
dry from blighting winds or other causes, watering

will be absolutely necessary ; for the ground ought to

be kept in a moist state from the time the seed is sown
until the young plants are large enough to remove.
The nurseries being made, proceed to prepare the

land where the Tobacco is to be set out. If the land is

newly cleared, (and new land is probably more
favourable to the production of this plant than it is to

that of any other, both as respects quality and quantity,)

remove as many of the stumps and roots as possible,

and dig up the ground in such a manner as to render

the surface perfectly loose ; then level the surface, and
in this state leave it until the nursery plants have

acquired about one-half the growth necessary to admit

of their being set out. Next, break up the ground a

second time in the 'same manner as the first, as in this

way all the small fibres of roots and their rootlets will

be more or less separated, and thus obviate much of

that degree of sponginess so common to new land, and
which is, in a great measure, the cause of its seldom

producing well the first year, as the soil does not lay

close enough to the roots of the plants growing in it, so

that a shower of rain produces no other effect than that of

removing the earth still more from them. Should the

land be such as to admit of being worked with the

plough, it ought certainly to be preferred to the common
hoe. The plough, however, should be excluded after

the plants are set out.

The ground having been prepared and properly

levelled off, and the plants sufficiently grown to be

taken up, say of the size of good Cabbage plants, take

advantage of the first wet or cloudy weather to com-
mence transplanting. This should be done with great

care, and the plants put single at equal distances ; that

is, about three feet north and south, and two and a half

or two and three-fourths feet east and west. They are

placed thus close to each other to prevent the leaves

from growing too large. The directions of the rows,

however, should alter according to the situation of the

land. Where it has any inclination, the widest space

should run across it, as the beds will have to be made
so as to prevent the soil from being washed from the

roots by rain when bedded ; but where the land is

rather level, the three-foot rows should be north and

south, so as to give to the plants more effect of the sun by

passing directly across the beds rather than obliquely

over them. To set the plants out regularly, take a

task line 1 05 feet in length, with a pointed stick, three

feet long, attached to each end of it ; then insert small

pieces of rags or something else through the line, at

the distance of two feet and three-fourths from each

other
;
place it north and south, (or as the land may

require,) at full length, and then set a plant at every

division, carefully keeping the bud of the plant above

the surface of the ground. Then remove the line three

feet from the first row, and so on until the planting

is completed. Care ought to be taken to prevent the

stretching of the line from misplacing the plants. In

this way, the plants can be easily set out, and a proper

direction given to them both ways. In taking the plants

up from the nursery, the ground should first be

loosened with a flat piece of wood or iron, about an inch

broad, then carefully holding the leaves closed towards

each other, between the fingers, draw them up and

place them in a basket, or some other convenient thing,

to receive them for planting. After taking up those

which can be planted during the day, water the nursery,

that the earth may again adhere to those remaining.

The evening is the best time for setting out the plants,

but where a large field has to be cultivated it will be

well to plant both morning and evening. The plants

set out in the morning, unless in rainy or cloudy

weather, should be covered immediately, and the same

should be done with those planted the evening previous,

should the day open with a clear sunshine ; the Palmetto

leaf answers the purpose very well. There should

be water convenient to the plants, so as to have them
irrigated morning and evening, but more particularly in

the evening, until they have taken root. It is hence

generally necessary that wells should be sunk at con-

venient distances throughout the fields. The plants

should also be closely examined when watered, so as to

replace such as happen to die, that the ground may be

properly occupied and all may ripen as nearly together

as possible.

From the time the plants are set out, the earth

and leed on the leaf, grow io a >erv 1 «rge size, and U ok
very ugly, and are commonly called the "tobacco

worm." There is also a small worm which attacks the bud
of the plant, and which is sure destruction to its future

growth ; and some again, though less destructive, are to

be seen within the two coats of the leaf, feeding as it

were on its juices alone. The worming should be
strictly attended to every morning and evening, until

the plants are pretty well grown, after which every

other day will be sufficient. The most proper persona

for worming are either boys or girls from 10 to 14

years of age. They should be made to come to the

Tobacco ground early in the morning, and be led by
inducements (such as giving a trifling reward to those

who will bring the most worms) to worm it properly.

Grown persons would find it rather too tedious to stoop

to examine the under part of every leaf and seek the

worm under ground ; nor would they be so much alive

to the value of a spoonful of sugar, or other light

reward. Besides where the former would make this

search a matter of profit and pleasure, it would prove to

the latter only a tedious and irksome occupation. Here

I will observe, that it is for similar reasons that the

culture of the Cuba Tobacco plant more properly

belongs to a white population ; for there are few

plants requiring more attention and tender treatment

than it does. Indeed, it will present a sorry appearance,

unless the eye of its legitimate proprietor is constantly

watching over it.

When the plants have acquired from 12 to 14 good

leaves, and are about knee high, it may be well to begin

to top them by nipping off the bud with the aid of the

finger and thumb nail,f taking care not to destroy the

small leaves immediately near the bud ; for if the land

is good, and the season favourable, those very small top

leaves will, in a short time, be nearly as large, and ripen

quite as soon as the lower ones, whereby two or four

more leaves may be saved ; thus obtaining from 16 to

18 leaves in the place of 12 or 14, which is the general

average. As the topping of the Tobacco plant is all

essential in order to promote the growth, and to equalize

the ripening of the leaves, I would observe that this

operation should, at all events, commence the instant

that the bud of the plant shows a disposition to go to

seed, and be immediately followed by removing the

suckers, which it will now put out at every leaf ; indeed,

the suckers should be removed from the plant as often

as they appear. The Tobacco plant ought never to be

cut before it comes to full maturity, which is known by

the leaves becoming mottled, coarse, and of a thick

texture, and gummy to the touch, at which time the end

of the leaf, by being doubled, will break short, which it

will not do to the same extent when green. It ought

not to be cut in wet weather, when the leaves lose their

natural gummy substance, so necessary to be preserved.

About this period, the cultivator is apt to be

rendered anxiouB by the fear of allowing the plants to

remain in the field longer than necessary, until

experience removes these apprehensions. He should

be on his guard, however, not to destroy the quality of

his Tobacco by cutting it too soon. When the cutting

is to commence, there should be procured a quantity of

forked stakes, set upright, with a pole, or rider, sitting

on each fork, ready to support the Tobacco and keep it

from the ground.
" The plant is then cut obliquely even

with the surface of the ground, and the person thus

employed should strike the lower end of the stalk two

or three times with the blunt side of his knife, so as to

cause as much of the sand or soil to fall from it as

possible ; then tying two stalks together, they are

gently placed across the riders, or poles, prepared to

receive them. In this state, they are allowed to remain

in the sun or open air, until the leaves have somewhat

wilted, whereby they will not be liable to the injury

which they would otherwise receive if they came

suddenly in contact with, other bodies when fresh cut

Then, place as many plants on each pole, or rider, as

may be conveniently carried, and take them into the

drying house, where the Tobacco is strung off upon the

frames prepared for it, leaving a small space between

the two plants, that air may circulate freely among

them, and promote their drying. As the drying

advances, the stalks are brought closer to each other, so

as to make room for those which yet remain to be

housed. . ., ,

In drying the Tobacco, all damp air should be

excluded ; nor should the drying of it be precipitated

by the admission of high drying winds. This process is

to be promoted in the most moderate manner, except in

the rainy season, when the sooner the drying is effected

the better ; for it is a plant easily affected by the

changes of the weather after the drying commences.

It is liable to mildew in damp weather ; that is, when

the leaf changes from its original colour to a pale yellow

cast, and from this, by parts, to an even brown. W hen

the middle stem is perfectly dry, it can be taken down,

and the leaves stripped from the stalk and put in bulk

to sweat ; that is, to make Tobacco of them ; for before

this process, when a concentration of its better qalities

takes place, the leaves are always liable to be affected

around them should occasionally be stirred both with a ! by the weather, and cannot well be considered as being

hoe and the hand. At first, hoe flat, but as soon as the I anything else than common dry leaves, partaking ol t.ie

leaves assume a growing disposition, begin gradually to I nature of Tobacco, but not actually lobacco. me
draw a slight bid towards the plants which must be leaves are to be stripped from the sta ks m damp or

closely examined, even while in the nursery, to destroy cloudy weather, when they are more easily handled and

the numerous worms that feed upon them, which cut the separation of the different qualities rendered also

the stalks and gnaw the leaves when first set out,
j

more easy. The good leaves are at this time kept by

They resemble the grub worm, and are to be found near ^Washing the handg after this in water is necessary, as tha

the injured plant under ground. Others, which come a^d juices of the plants, otherwise, would soon produce a sore-

I from the eggs deposited on the plant by a butterfly, 1 ness of the fingers.
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themso ves for •* wrappers," or "caps,

defective oneB for " fillings.— _.

When the Tolacco is put in bulk, the stems of the

leaves ;-!iould all be kept in one direction, to facilitate

the tv * of them in hanks ; afterwards making the

bulk t>" o or three feet high and of proportionate

circur; rence. To guard against the leaves becoming
overh«f.:ed, and to equalize the fermentation or
sweati !>-.;, after the first 24 hours, place the outs :de
leaves in the centre, and those in the centre to the

outside of the bulk. By doing this once or twice, and
taking care to cover the bulk either with sheets or

blankets, so as to exclude all air from it, and leaving it

in this state for about 40 days, it acquires an odour
strong enough to produce sneezing and the other
qualitv'-s of cured Tobacco. The process of curing may
then be considered as completed. Then take some of

the most injured leaves, but of the best quality, and in

proportion to the quantity of Tobacco made, and place

them in clear watt r ; there let them remain until they

rot, which they will do in about eight days ; next break
open your bulk*, spread the Tobacco with the stems in

one direction, and dampen them with this water in a
gentle manner, in order that it may not soak through
the leaf ; for in this case the leaf would rot.* Then
tie them in hanks of from 25 to 30 leaves. This
being done, spread the hanks in the Tobacco-louse
for about twelve hours to air, in order that the damp-
ness may be removed, and afterwards pack them in

casks or barrels, and head them tight, until you wish to

manufacture them. The object of dampening the
Tobacco with this water is to give it elasticity, to

promote its burning free, to increase its fragrance, to

give it an aromatic smell, and to keep it always soft.

This is the great secret of curing Tobacco for cigars
properly, and for which I am indebted to the people of
Cuba, who certainly understand the mode of curing
this kind of Tobacco better than any other. It is to

them a source of great wealth, and may be made
equa ly so to us. We c in have here three cuttings
from the original plant ; the last cutting will be of
rather weak quality, but which, nevertheless, will be
agreeable to those who confine their smoking to weak
Tobacco.

In u ratooning " the plant, only one sprout ought
to be allowed to grow, and this from those most deeply
rooted

; all other sprouts should be destroyed.
The houses necessary for the curing of Tobacco ought

to be roomy, with a passage-way running through the
centre, from one extremity of the building to the other,
and pierced on both sides with a sufficient number
of doors and windows to make them perfectly airy.

In addition to what I have said respecting the mode
of cultivating and treating the Tobacco-plant, I have
further to state that the plant, once allowed to be
checked in its growth, never again recovers it ; and that
in promoting the drying of the leaf, fire should not be
resorted to, because the smoke would impart a flavour
which would injure that of the Tobacco itself.

In order to obtain vigorous plants, the seed ou"ht to
be procured from the original stalk, and not from the
^ratoons," by allowing some of them to go^o seed for
that express purpose. In Cuba, the seed is most
generally saved from the ratoon plants, but we should
consider that its climate and soil are probably more
favour tble to the production of this plant than ours,
and, consequently, we ought to confide in the best seed,
which can be had from the origiual stalks. American
Patent Offi'.e Report.

and'the most
|
should be given at>out the end ol

February, and may he removed as soon as the tree is in

full vegetation. If this precaution be*not taken, wounds
in the bark from sun-stroke must be healed by means of

a plaster, consisting of a mixture of clay and cow-dung,

THE SUxV-STROKE IN PEAR TREES.
[This is the article referred to by M. de Jongbe at p. 21f?.]

Of all the diseases to which the Pear tree is liable
toe most dangerous is that which arises from sun-stroke!
Tins is produced on the lower part of a pyramid, or
immedrately above the graft of a Quenouille tree. It is
by the direct rays of the sun in the month of March
that this affection is occasioned. The tender, smooth
bark of a young tree, being not yet hardened, when
struck directly by the solar rays, separates longitudinally
from the alburnum to the extent of from two to five
inches. The bark cracks in the middle, and its edges
curling up, it affords a refuge for insects, which take up
their quarters there and contribute by their biting to
increase the siz-- of the wound, and to produce a canker
which most frequently causes the destruction of the tree.

The sun's rays striking this part of the tree causes an
expansion. It is also at that part where the sun-stroke
is almost invariably observed, and seldom higher up
anion* the branches. This observation involves the
question of the influence of the stock upon the graft,
which will be the subject of consideration on another
Occasion. Every amateur cultivating a certain number
of Pear trees under the above circumstances mi«*ht
make out a somewhat long list of deaths which have taken
place among his pyramids in consequence of sun-stroke,
Without perhaps having perceived the cause to which
the loss ought to be attributed.
The more the bark of a tree is exposed to the sun's

rays the more it hardens, and the less it is liable to
sun-stroke. The more its lower part is sheltered the
more tender it is, and consequently liable to suffer in
spring from the effects of the direct ravs of the sun.

In order to prevent these bad consequences, it is im-
portant that the part of the stem immediately above the
graft should be protected to the height of 2| feet with
some slight covering, such as a coarse cloth, straw rope,
or_a covering of plater, or clay. This protection

* A sponge is used in Cuba for this delicate operation.

January or in ignorance of the names and dist nc.ive characters of o
„o *u« 4,.™ :« :„ ordinary plants still obtains among those whose poeitiom

and education would seem to warrant better things we
can hardly wonder that those far below them should
be equally deficient in a knowledge of " common

similar to grafting clay. The whole is wrapped round I things." Yet so it is, and if such ignorance resulted
with a piece of cloth, which should remain on till the in nothing more than occasionally placing tho
end of the season. This is the only remedy which can who are unfortunate enough to exhibit it in
be emploved for the prevention of the fatal consequences humiliating position it were hardly worth while to eiye
resulting from sun-stroke. In the autumn, when the the matter serious thought as a public question. BuLO " 7

cloth and grafting clay are taken off, it will be observed

thai a layer of bark, sufficient to preserve the tree from
destruction, has been formed over the alburnum. If,

on the contrary, this remedy is neglected the rent of the

bark rarely heals of itself. The most vigorous trees do
not resist sun-strokes, and it is to this cause that the loss

on the contrary, the consequences—as every observer
every readtr of the pas>ing events of the day knows
too well—are such as to render all of us interested in
the dissemination of such knowledge as shall prevent
their occurrence. But it is not a deficiency in a know-
ledge of the external characters of plants that alone bo

of a great many fine young dwarf pyramid and generally obtains ; the simplest elements of vegetable
II M^liAll ilia fVAOO lO +i\ \\Ck a f t w*i Kllf r\A f T?*\i\*\ *1 a 7?amj ^vm7/^n \ %\K«tn%/\t^^«r 1 w* a^aai^i'aU r\ ± I \ £*^ ^ « ,1 I- 1.1 .*Quenouille trees is to be attributed. {Echo de Bruxelles.)

Home Correspondence.
The St. James's and Green Parks.—Allow me to claim

your attention to the question, by no means yet properly
answered, how best may the new roads across the Green
Park and St. James's Park, so much required, be laid

out ? A word in time from yon may prevent much
waste of time and labour, and the loss of an opportunity
which may probably never again offer itself for the ini-

physiology—the essentials of life and health—the
primary causes of disease and death in plants are
equally sealed books to the great majority of persons,
and more especially to those in whom such knowledge
would be of the highest importance to themselves and
indirectly to the community at large. I have ventured
to make these observations by way of introducing an
example of forest pruning, or rather I should say forest
mutilation, which has lately come under my observa-
tion. A gentleman whose antecedents I know nothing
of (but most certainly the management of plantations
never formed part of his studies) became the possessor

of common sense—who may be willing to assist in

determining this matter. Before all things might

provement of London. If you would confer a great nmmcu m um M uecame me
benefit on the country you would publish the names of of an e8tate in a western countv that shall be name-some first-rate men of genius- 1 had better perhaps say, lesg> Llke m08t pergons^ a /ecen% acquired

~
perty, he set about improving, or at least what he was
willing to believe to be improving, and of course the
plantations came in for a share of his attention. To
do however the former possessor justice, the woods were

«.i. uZt~ *i -\ c *u "j i
• u »

"° i-t --
:

in a by no means indifferent condition. Thinninjr was

?LS"fr f fc

e m
?
und which has hitherto

\
perhaps a httle in arrear . to remedy that was in realitycontained it, the most beautiful landscape gardening all that w&3 required Bufc Qur incJpient ^^
thought otherwise. It so happened that at the Mecha-
nics' Institution of the neighbouring town (of which by

it not be advisable to deprecate the waste
of labour in filling up the Green Park Reservoir,
when by artistically and tastefully distributing over the

.„, „.« „.„„„ „v.c«..,«. '-"""vup g».u<:iuu};

arrangements might be made ? By applying the soil

removed from excavations for sunken roads through the

•plantations abounding in the neighb<._
hood— dwelt at some length upon the importance of

light to vegetation in general, and to trees in particular.

He endeavoured to impress upon bis auditory that

without an ample supply of that important element to

plants they could never form the tissues and secretions
necessary to robust health, that deprived of its influence
they become puny and deformed ; that trees in over-

crowded plantations could not develop themselves, bat

became " drawn " and starved for lack of it ; besides

the Birdcage Walk and Pimlico (left and right) passing
in front of the Palace ? and Pall Mall be continued into
that road—the line of street without houses ? Henry
Clinton, Colonel, Royston, Herts. [We are afraid that
the prejudices about the Parks are inveterate, and that
so long as they are entertained by the Londoners,
Government is perfectly incapable of carrying out what
our correspondent desires. The sense'ess rejection of
the beautiful bridged road over the water in St. James's
t>..«i, «„~ ~c .i.~ ,™~„* -„ i i u Mcuaujc uiawu ana starved ior lacK 01 it ; Desiues

mernil dee^ m0St T^ many other facts bearing upon the subject which need

^^\n^^^frt^nT f J5? " **?*»**' ,8
,

not be alluded to here! Well this lecture, it seems,

r^r^nf^hlT% 0f
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• °Pened a new field ^ our hero,andone in which hewas

end ^im of^^^aXv^^ " deterrained ^ distinguish himself, and that he did most

J^fk?^ r,
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J
her-ing following the evening of the

Birmingham (late ' Clarke **$"«). I n 1^wa^i^ ha f a <o-en »« "** "g
think it a mode!. The trees are now n full bloom, and tation T..p1V Ta ^^i if ^V* ? £S
the measurements as under will speak for themselves Iff !?i
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a"d the branch
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The standards are quite able toYear hree andI four" S 7"
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dozen fruits each, this bein* the KcradI y^r ofS d*atm«™'?*y*[™toytewoTkweaton,Unt^
, » uem tne secona year 01 uieir scarred and hacked by "pruning" met the eye on every

side. A beautiful wood that bordered the public road, and
by its charming outline, and the drooping branches of the

Birches, was the admiration of every one who saw hV
did not, alas ! escape the general " improvements'* sug-

gested by the unlucky lecturer. The beauty of that

wood is destroyed for ever ; naked trunks and un-

sightly snags and scars remain—the waving branches,
the flowing outline will never be found there again.

Why this mutilation ? Why this destruction ? Let the

author of it answer. " Did not the lecturer tell us that

good timber could never be grown without plenty of

light, and have I not cut off" the branches to admit as-

much as possible to the trunks." Truly is a little

knowledge sometimes a dangerous thing. 0. W. L+
Growth of Conifers at Boconnoc in Cornwall .—

?

Scale.—8 feet to an inch.

growth. I think there is little danger of the wood being
too strong if properly ripened, and the roots in a
proper medium. I shall have something to say soon on
other forms of structure and graceful modes of training,
but I must defer it at present. Circumference of last
season's growth :—Royal George, 1£ inch ; Barriu^ton,
1 1 ; Shanghae, 2£ ; Bellegarde, \\ ; Elruge Nectariue,

1J. Geo. M lEwen
7
Arundel.

A Lesson on forest Management and its Results.—
« There may be," observes Dr. Lindley in the preface to
one of the editions of his ''School Botany," "a
difference of opinion as to the advantage of spending
much time upon the study of botany ; but there is one
opinion only as to the importance of knowing the
names of the plants of which man has to make use, or
which he is continually meeting with. There is not at
the present day a person of any intelligence ignorant of
such things, who does not regret that some portion of his
youth should not have been devoted to this kind of
inquiry. The Dorsetshire gentleman who put himself
to considerable trouble and no small expense to carry a
sack of Hornbeam seed from Florence to London, would
have been saved the exertion had he known that the
Hornbeam grew in abundance on his own estate ; and it

may be safely asserted that every one of that celebrated
Court party which discovered a prodigy in the beautiful
tree m Windsor Park, would have been glad if their
early education had spared them the mortiflcation of

Names.
Heights

I>e«.

1855

Pinus anstriaca
Ombra
excelsa
Hartwegi
insignis
inops
Laricio
Nordmanniana
pungens
pithyusa ...

Pyrenaica
rigida
resinosa
serotioa

Teocot£
Abies aiuabilis

A. BmnonU
A. Douglasi
A. Ellecombiensis...
A. Morinda
A. do.

A. Menziesi
A. Smithiana
Pioa Ophalonica
P. Pinsapo
P. apectabilis
P. Webbiana
Araucaria imbricata
Cedrus D^odara

n

•f

n
ft

n
ft

Jf

tr

7'

79

Cupreasus torulosa
-. —rw Tr—•«*« —^— «.vM»V4 WUvmiva Ui Cryptomeria j^ponica ...

te&rniDg from Lord M. that the tree in question waa Taxodium sempervirens...

|
only a Spanish Chesnut" Now, if such a lamentable I The leader of P. Teocotf and many hboote were killed
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the winter of 1854-5, and the shoots of A. Brunonis

were alsr> injured in the same winter. 0. N. Fortcscue.

New Kinds of Food.—By a paper read on some of

the Animal and Vegetable Products constituting the

Foreign Commerce of Liverpoo 1

, and by the discussion

which ensued at the Society of Arts on the 29th of

February, it appeared that many articles of food, though

much esteemed in foreign countries, could not fiud pur-

chasers in England, excepting for inferior purposes,

such as provender for horses. Many of these vegetable

substances could be imported and sold with a moderate

profit at a cheap rate'; it seems desirable to inquire how

British prejudice against them could best be overcome.

Some Leguminosse, French Bean seed, for example,

should, when cooked, have the first water in which they

are parboiled thrown away, as they emit to it a nauseous

flavour, which renders them unpalatable if this pre-

caution be not taken ; but the greatest bar to the intro-

duction of new kinds of diet is the high price at which

retailers sell them. This, it would seem, might be

remedied were some benevolent persons to supply new

articles to some particular shop in London, for instance

at Covent Garden Market, but on condition that the

Seller should not add to their prime wholesale cost any

more than a reasonable profit. Some unprejudiced

individuals there are, doubtless, amongst even the very

poor; such persons might be expected to purchase

cheap kinds of food though new to them, and their

example would go far towards the conviction of

their neighbours that what is good, cheap, and

nourishing abroad, should not be despised at home.

Numerous instances might be adduced to show that new

articles of diet are retailed at exorbitantly high prices,

dried and pressed vegetables amongst others, which,

though obtained wholesale at a moderate rate, are re-

tailed at prices which render them more costly than

fresh ones. The same observation is applicable to dried

fruits. Normandy Pippins, it is true, are retailed at a

price which at most seasons causes them to be cheaper

than fresh Apples. These Pippins are examples that

dried fruits are as good as fresh ones for puddings and

for stewing, though in London much less costly than

fresh Apples. These Normandy Pippins are a proof

Council : 5, th»- financial question. The Council repeated what
they always said, viz.. that nothing less than imperious nee y
compelled them to entertain the question of relinquishing the
Garden. As to its future management, the Council If ft that

question for the consideration of their succ» s. The Council
assented to the proposal that only two Exhibitions shall in

future be held annually in the Garden: one in June, the other
in July, provided the financial means should be supplied. Then
as to the constitution of the Council it f, viz., the constant
presence of three practical horticulturists, it was remarked that
this is a subject to be alt with by the Fellows a f large, who
are the electors, rather than by the Council who only nominate.
The Council have how. ver n<> objection to make to the plan.

The all-important branch of the inquiry was after all the finan-

cial question. The Committee expressed an opinion that " so
long as the Society is solvent some risk should surely be in-

curred." The Council were of the same opinion in 1854, when
the losses of that year were ascertained ; and it was that feeling

which induced them to run the risk of 1855, which has had the
effect of deteriorating the property of the Corporation to the
extent of 1550/. Risks of this kind, it was observed, are dan-
gerous; and if too often repeated soon convert slvency into

insolvency. The Council made no serious objection to the
plan of reducing the annual subscriptions to 2/ 2*., nor to

other measures which had been suggested, provided they were
practicable, and would enable the Society to try the experiment
of reviving the Exhibitions, and c. ntinuing to maintain the
Garden. But the Council desired the Fellows to bear it in

mind that if the Garden is continued, and the business of London
reorganised, no relief is to be obtained from reduced expenditure

;

on the contrary, a largely increased annual disbursement would
be inevitable. The Garden, if maintained with its present
reduced means, would soon become a wilderness. A considerable
addition to lab-mr and materials of all kinds is immediately
needed, even the tools are worn out, many repairs must be
executed ; while the experiments of which it is proposed that the
Garden should be the scene, are in themselves attended b)- expense.
With reference to a possible saving of 500?. a-year, the Council
saw that there was some misapprehension. In July, 1854, Dr.
Lindley, foreseeing the increase of the difficulties of the Society,

placed his salary of 500Z. a-year at the disposal of the Council,
and at the same time offered to continue to give the Society
gratuitously such advice and assistance as new engagements
might permit. It was however to be remembered that the ad-

vantages to the Society would by no means be commensurate
with the sacrifice made by Dr. Lindley ; for even were his offer

accepted, the Society would not save more than 2001. a-year,

while he would lose 500/. ; inasmuch as it can hardly be supposed
that an efficient successor could be found for less than 300Z. a-year.

Therefore the Council did not think it for the advantage of
the Society that this offer sh uld be accepted in 1854; nor
do they feel that the true interests of the Society would be con-

sulted by accepting it now. In order that the Fellows may know
what amount it is which is immediately required to place the

Society in a position to try further experiments, they presented
a very detailed report from the Accountant, from which it appeared

that shopkeepers are apt to raise their prices, not that at least between 4000/. and 5000/. must be immediately

thenceforth sold at Id. a pound dearer than before.

This is not the only dried fruit susceptible of being sold

at low prices, for dried Plums and Pears are equally

abundant in France. The French plan is to spread the

fruit on wicker trays, expose them to the sun, and when

the oven is heated these trays are put into it after the

bread is taken out. Mies Acton, in the new edition of

her cookery book, gives ample instructions for the dry-

ing fruits on a small scale for domestic use. Some

Cherries dried in her way are good for eating raw, and

also soaked in tepid water, just enough to cover them,

are excellent for winter pies and puddings. In the

south of France the sun has power sufficient to dry

Figs, &c. ; but in this climate artificial means of desic-

cation must be had recourse to. Probably in a large

manufactory of dried fruits the passing a current of

warm air over them would be found the most efficacious

and the cheapest means, but time must be allowed for

the interior moisture to be dried before the outer surface

is hardened. B.
Pears in South Devon.—I have heard it stated that,

favourable and mild as the south coast of Devonshire a

mile or two inland is, the finer kinds of Pears will not

fruit there at all well, but Apples bear most abundantly.

Would any of your correspondents living in that neigh-

bourhood—Torquay, Teignmouth, or Plymouth—have

the kindness to inform me it* this is the case, and if so,

whether it is attributable to the Apple blooming later,

or to the greater prevalence of spring frosts in that

locality having more effect on the Pear bloom than the

Apple?— Captain A. Wade. [The statement that the

finer kinds ot" Pears will not fruit well a mile or two

gentlemen, who from ill-health have unfortunately found them-
selves unable to be useful to the Society as they once were. In
their room the Council put in nomination the Rev. L. Vernon
Harcourt, whose standing in society and acquaintance with rural

affairs would render him a valuable councillor, even in the
absence of another claim, that of having been an active member
of the late Committee. With him the Council associated t*n
eminently practical men, of whom one, Mr. James Veitch, jun.,

was also upon the late Comn.ittee, and the other, Mr. John
Spencer, Gardener to the Marquis of Lansdowne at Bowood, is a
most able and experienced gardener.

These szentlemen were afterwards elected. The Earl

of Orkney having moved the reception of the report, the

Right Hon. Earl Grey, seconded by J. E. Deni^on, Esq,
M.P., moved as an amendment:—"That the Council be

authorised to terminute the tenancy of the Garden at

Chiswick as soon as the lease will permit, and that the

property therein be sold." A long discussion ensued,

which ended by Lord Grey's proposing to add to his

resolution the following words :
—" Unless such a sum

as the Council may require for maintaining the Garden
shall have been subscribed before May 1." This having

been carried unanimously, the proceedings terminated.

We understand that the Counc 1 has since met for the

purpose ofgiving effect to this resolution, and determined

upon a circular letter to be sent forthwith to the Fellows

of the Society.

propitiate her, drew forth a rich watch froinjhis vest.

This told, apparently, with electric force upon her feel-

ings ; for he was in>tantly informed of the existence of

cakes, venison, and other dainties, from which to make
an excellent repast. But, first, he was compelled a-ain

to gratify her curiosity by another sight of the watch,

which she beheld in wonder. She received with ecstacy

the gold chain, which Audubon presented to her; and
hanging it with barbaric pride around her brawny neck,

she expressed, at the same time, how happy the posses-

sion of the watch also would make her. Meanwhile,
Audubon, more intent on satisfying his appetite than

securing his ornaments, pa'<d little attention to her

antics.''

Signs however made by the Indian soon informed
him that danger was near, aud a 1 the watchfulness of the

traveller was aroused :

—

" After priming his gun, he returned to the hut,

where, making a pallet of bear skins, and calling his

dog to his side, in a few minutes he feigned a deep

>hunber, while awaiting the issue of the adventure, lu
a short time, two youths entered, bearing a stag on a

pole. Having laid down their burthen, they asked for

whisky, of which they drank freely, all the while in-

creasing the ferocity of their gestures.

* The mother then spoke in a low tone concerning

the watch, and a conveisation ensued which it was easy

to interpret. Audubon then gently tapped his dog, and

beheld with indescribable relief the splendid eyes of the

faithful animal sagaciously raised, as though aware of

the impending danger, alternating towards his master

and the trio in conversation. The looks of the young

Indian, too, reassured him.
" Yet it needed all his fortitude quietly to observe the

menacing proceedings, for with surprise and horror he

beheld the wretch, whose cupidity had been excited by

his possessions, take up a large carving knife, and pro-

ceed to the grindstone to whet its edge. A sickness of

soul crept over him as he observed her sharpening still

more and more the deadly instrument with which she

w%s about to take advantage of his defenceless con-

dition.

" Approaching him cautiously, she appeared contem-

plate g the readiest method ot dispatch.

"'Jh moment which might, spite his endeavours at

self-defence, be his last, was at hand, when suddenly the

door opened, and two stout travellers armed with rifles

entered. Offering them a hearty welcome, Audubon

instantly made his situation understood. The Indian

danced for joy, and the culprits were now the captives.

The return of a bright and rosy dawn brought their

merited punishment, that which Regulators usually

employ for such delinquents. Iheir cabin was then

tired, and its contents became the possessions of the

young Indian."

This story would have charmed Mrs. Radcliffe. .

Jiottrcsi &00T(£,

Audubon, the Naturalist in the New World (]2mo,

Longmans), is a little volume describing the adventures !

and discoveries of the great American naturalist. It

is in fact a brief sketch of his life, as illustrated by the
inland on the south coast of Devon, while Apples bear

anecdotes contained in his own works, or published by
most abundantly, appears to us to be rather paradoxical

and not supported by any facts that have come to our

knowledge. Perhaps some of our friends in that part

of the county will enlighten us on this matter, if we are

mistaken. We believe more attention is paid there to

the culture of the Apple than to the Pear—but where

the latter is grown, we think it will be found that it

bears well, and that the fruit attains a degree of excel-

lence unsurpassed by any produced in other parts of the

kingdom. B.\

octettes.
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Horticultural, March 31.— Sir Philip de

Grey Egerton, Bart., M.P., Vice-President,

chair. This was a Special General Meeting

purpose of receiving the reply of the Council to the

report printed in extenso at p. 174, and for electing

three new members of Council. The purport of the

reply, which is far too long for entire insertion, will be

collected from the following abridgment :
—

After recalling to the recollection of the meeting their pre-

vious reports, the Council proceeded as fo'lows:— When the

meeting of the llth of March broke up, the Council immediately
invited to a conference the Chairman and the two other members
Of the late Committee who addressed the meeting. Without
adverting to all the topics introduced into the report of the
Committee, the Council limited themselves to— 1, the preserva-
tion of the. Garden ; 2, the future management of the Garden

;

3, exhibitions at the Garden; 4, the reorganisation of the

Garden Memoranda.
Messrs. Jackson's, Kingston.—The frontage of this

nursery has of late been considerably extended and

improved^A good show house at the entrance is now
full of bloflSrmg plants, among whi h were some pretty

specimens o r the S'kkim Rhododendron ciliatum, which

flowers annually as freely as an AzUea. These had

been lifted out of the open border in autumn, potted and

wintered under glass. The Chinese Die'ytra spectabilis,

"potted up" from the open ground when well grown,

also makes an extremely showy plant at this season. On
the back wall were Camellias, which tin's year have

bloomed abundantly, and in the centre of the house

were numbers of well-flowered specimens of the better-

sorts ot Rhododendrons, which, together with Azaleas

and other spring flowering plants, made a fine display.

Of Conifers, both in-doors and out, there is here an

excellent collection. Among others under glass we

remarked good sized plants of Wellingtonia tiigantea,

and of Jeffrey's Abies tax-folia or Pattoni from the Rocky

Mountains ; this last in its present state bears some

resemblance to a Hemlock Spruce. In the same pit

were likewise Libocedrus chilensis and Doniana, both

handsome specimens, Cephalotaxus Fortuni, and what

was called Thuja elegans. These are stated to with-

stand ordinary winters in sheltered places without injury.

In the principal Orchid house a specimen of Dendro-

bium aLrgregatum was well furnished with charming

bunches of bright yellow flowers, and along with it was

present
"^ Rucker's variety o; Dendiobium nobile,

calling a bat a bird (p. 35), and from which is considered to be handsomer than the species.

- - There was a' so here a pretty variety of Lycaste Skin-

neri with a pure white lip, the pink colour in this

instance being wholly confined to the sepals and petals.

In addition to Orchids this house contained a charming

collection of Ferns, among which we remarked Gymno-

gramma chrysophylla aurea, a var'ety the under sides

of whose fronds were of a brighter yellow than those

of the species ; al-o G. pulchella and sulphurea, Chei-

lanthes farinosa, Pteris aspericaulis, a kind with very

handsome leavrs; Dictyoglossum crinitum, the fronds

of which are covered with long black hairs ; Asple-

nium diversifolium, with scarcely two leaves alike;

Davallia falcinella, and the singular-looking Aspi-

dium Fili x-mas monstrosum. At the entrance

of this stove were two remarkable plants, one

Xylophylla latifolia, with a handsome top of leaf-

like appendages, on the edges of which the flowers

are produced—the other Cordyline heliconisefolia, with

a noble head of Musa-like leaves from among which

others. It is to be regretted that a more skilful hand

has not been employed in putting together such frag-

ments ; for although nothing can materially diminish

the interest belonging to many of the stories, yet it

might have been greatly enhanced by a person conver-

sant with naturalists and their language. That such is

not the case in the

inadvertencies as

the undoubting manner in which " Gait " and " de

Thouville" are spoken of as well-known botanists. We
would also suggest that a Tulip tree is not a Tulip

(p. 41), and that such words as verdurous, the cord of

a bow, &c, are scarcely English. Notwithstanding such

blemishes as these and a constrained style, the little

volume will, we doubt not, find many readers, for all

admire adventures, and those of Audubon were some-

times striking enough, as the following example shows.

On one occasion when benighted he entered a

small log cabin occupied by an old woman and

a wounded Indian. The appearance of the former
" mi^ht have dismayed any but the stoutest heart.

About her tall, gaunt figure, her mi erable attire was

bee llesslv gathered. The roughness of her manner and

the audacity of expression were also well suited to the

large proportions and muscular limbs of this Meg
Merrilies of the woods.

"As he received no voluntary courtesy from his

hostess he was anxious to let her know of 'the hunger I issues a panicle of cream-coloured flowers. Both these

of which he was so painfully sensible himself, and, to
j

plants were standards, acme 6 feet or so high, and were
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ot uuinipusuig in appearance. On a side shelf was a

collection of the different sorts of variegated Orchids,

and near them an example of the Madagascar
Ouvirandra fenestralis. This was 'growing in a small

quantity of mould in the bottom of a glass pan with

some white pebbles placed over the soil to show off the

skeleton leaves of this singular aquatic to more advan-

tage. Thus situated, it eeemed to be thriving, and
although but a young plant was extremely interesting.

Of Heaths and hpacrises there are here immense
numbers, among the latter E. nivalis compacta
appeared especially deserving of notice, inasmuch
as it expands its flowers freely to the very points of the

shoots, which few other varieties do. Its snow-white

blossoms are also unusually abundant and showy.

Among newer sorts of Heaths may be mentioned Erica

glauca, which resembles elegans, but it is more upright

in habit. Of E. ventricosa coccinea minor there were
large quantities, that remarkably free-flowering variety

always meeting with a ready sale.

In a cold frame were numbers of plants of the Pampas
Grass, all seedlings, and many of them with leaves 2 feet

in length. In the propagating house Eugenia Ugni, in

the shape of young seedlings, was plentiful. A plant

of it last year ripened fruit here, which was found to be
delicious. The seeds were saved and sown in light

peaty soil, and nearly every one of them vegetated. The
old plant itself, we were informed, had been sold for a
gentleman's orchard-house, for which, if it should not
turn out to be altogether hardy, it is well adapted. In
this house were some beautifully-grown plants of the

Double White and Red Chinese Primulas, and asso-

ciated with them was a new scarlet Geranium with a
white eye called Sir Colin Campbell, a striking kind
which will doubtless prove an acquisition.

Among Azaleas we noticed a deep brilliant rosy
salmon-coloured seedling, with flowers of great sub-

stance and good shape. It had also a handsome foliage,

which set off the blossoms to good advantage. This
will doubtless turn out to be a really good kind, and it

is apparently new in colour. Among Sikkim Rhodo-
dendrons we observed a promising plant of Dalhousiae
standard high on its own roots. Grafted plants of this,

it is said, often do not live long, and the same thing
is reported of R. javanicum. The Blue Tropceolum,
we may add, is grown here abundantly. It is, we need
scarcely say, a truly beautiful species, and deserving
of more attention than it has hitherto received.

FLORICU LTURE.
National Floricultural Society, March 27.—Mr. Perry, of

Birmingham, in the chair. The censors on this occasion for
miscellaneous subjects were the chairman, Mr. Turner, of
Slough, and Mr. Smith, Florist, Hornsey; and for Cinerarias,
Mr. Lidgard, of Hammersmith, and Mr. Atkinson, late a nursery-
man at Gloucester. The greatest novelties exhibited were two
of Nuttall's Bhotan Rhododendrons, now flowering for the first
time in this country. One called nervosum had a large, some-
what coarse foliage of a grey aspect, and cream-coloured blos-
soms about as large as those of R. Edgworthi, and marked
inside the base of each flower with a small violet blotch. The
other, which was named Hookeri, was considerably the hand-
somer of the two. It has a good bright green foliage, and
its flowers, though individually not much large^than a
lady's thimble, were of so brilliant a crimsfllJ as to
'be striking even at a distance. Of this a cut specimen only
was produced. These were furnished by — Fairie. Esq., of
Liverpool. Of Hyacinths there was a good display. By far the
best came from Mr. Cnttmsh, of Highgare, whose sorts were
—Mammoth, white ; Grand ', lilac ; Cavaignac, flesh-coloured

;Mont Blanc; Duke of "Wellington, crimson; and Robert
Steiger. Other collections came from the Messrs. Hendersons',
of Pine-apple Place and Wellington Road. From the last'

. named nurserymen also came a new Cyclamen, purple
in colour, and very promising. Camellias were present In
the shape of blooms and plants. The kind to which
most attention was directed was C. alba compacta, from
Mr. Gaines, the shape of which was perfect. La Reine,
a striped sort, was also worthy of notice, as was likewise a cut
bloom of a red kind from Messrs. Henderson. This was full
sized and excellent in form. Of Cinerarias there were several
collections, chiefly seedlings. Among the latter the best came
from Mr. Turner; they were Prince of Wales, white edged with
pale blue, and Lady Jane Peel. Mr. Smith, of Holloway, sent
Princess Royal, white tipped with blue, closelv resemblin"
Bousie's Optima. From Messrs. Wood and Ingram came
Geranium Crimson King, a free flowerer, but rosy salmon rather
than crimson. It looked as if it would be a valuabU variety
tor forcing.

Calendar of Operations.
{fyf the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—AH kinds of climbers should

after this time be frequently examined, to prevent a
confused growth. Kennedyas, &c.» if crowded should
have their shoots thinned. The different Ipomoeas and
Thunbergias being subject to red spider should be well

syringed to prevent that pest gaining ground. Where
a large quantity of hardy shrubs is annually forced
either to decorate the drawing-room or the conservatory,
it is not desirable to pot a fresh stock each season, as a
number of the deciduous things such as Roses, Lilacs,

Thorns, Honeysuckles, &c, may by proper treatment
be made to bloom for several successive seasons.

Select, therefore, the most suitable plants when removed
from the houses, and give them some kind of
temporary shelter to gradually harden their foliage

;

those cramped for pot room shift into a size larger pot
in rich turfy loam ; towards the end of the month
plunge them in an open situation, in order that the
wood may get ripe early. These plants, from having
been previously forced, will bloom earlier than the new
stock, of which a portion should each year be potted to
replace such as become useless for further work. Cut
down and place in a cold frame the most choice kinds

ot Cinerarias for suckers after they have done flowering,

and put in a stock of Chrysanthemum cuttings for autumn
I display. As spring flowering plants for the stove and for

cutting, we know of none more useful than Begonias.

Now will be a good time to commence with a stock for

next season's display ; as they go out of bloom allow

them a short rest in a rather dry house, when they may
be partially disrooted and repotted, pruning in any
straggling shoots. Keep them close and syringe

frequently, when they will soon commence growing.
Abundance of light and a tolerable share of pot room
are necessary to insure fine plants. Above all keep
them a good distance apart, that the fine foliage of some
of the species may have full room to expand. As the

I plants advance liquid manure may now and then be
given. Their period of blooming is from January to

May.
FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

If not done previously the herbaceous ground should
now be well cleaned and neatly raked over. Fill up
vacancies either from the reserve garden or by sowing
annuals in the intermediate spaces. Large plants of

some genera, as Phloxes, Asters, &c, generally throw
up too many flowering shoots ; where such is the case
thin them out at once, so as to obtain not only fine

heads of bloom but increased strength to the remaining
shoots to enable them to need less assistance from stakes.

Hollyhocks for late blooming may still be planted, as it

is better where they are grown extensively to plant at

two or three times to insure a succession of bloom.
These showy plants are admirably adapted for plant-

ing in long lines and parallel to straight walks, walls,

&c, where they produce a grand effect. One of
the principal points in pleasure-ground scenery is

the beauty of the turf, which should be kept at all

times closely cut if perfection is aimed at, but more
particularly at this season, when by frequent mowings,
cuttiug the Grass as low as possible, the foundation of a
close bottomed turf will be laid for the season ; on poor
sandy or rocky soils, the verdure must be maintained
by occasional waterings with weak liquid manure.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—In the present state of the weather it will

be nearly impossible to maintain a properly moist state

of the atmosphere without the aid of shading; for, if

sufficient air is admitted on bright days to keep down
the temperature, the atmosphere is speedily robbed of

its moisture, and the foliage at once feels the change,
and is easily injured by bright sunshine acting upon it

in its exhausted state. We are no advocates for shading
Pines when it can be dispensed with, consistent with the
well-being of the plants; but except in the case of tank
or dung pits, where a constant stream of moisture can be
commanded, it is nearly impossible, in the present state

of the weather, without the aid of shading, to maintain a
sufficiently moist atmosphere, either for young growing
stock or for plants swelling their fruit. A very thin

material should be used, however, and this only for a
few hours on the forenoons of bright davs. Growing
stock and fruiters should be lightly syringed every fine

afternoon, shutting up the house early, but do not use
the syringe too freely, as this is apt to render the soil

about the collars of the plants too wet, and water, when
allowed to lodge in the axils of the leaves, tends to dis-

figure and render the foliage weakly. See that the
whole of the stock, whether in pots or planted out in the
open bed, is kept in a healthy state as to moisture at the
root, for any neglect in this respect at the present season
will be most injurious, and may cause a large portion of
the young stock to show fruit prematurely. In watering
Pines, the same attention and care should be exercised
as in the case of more tender things, looking over the
plants often, watering only such as are dry, and giving
these a liberal soaking. Vineries.—Where the Vines
are strong and vigorous, and a healthy root action can be
secured there will not be so much to fear from the
attacks of red spider, but in the case of old sickly Vines
and badly conditioned borders, and these two generally
go together, the most assiduous attention will be neces-
sary to keep this pest from making its appearance. The
atmosphere should be kept moist, using fire-heat as
sparingly as possible, and if spider makes its appear-
ance it must be eradicated at once either by washiog
every affected leaf with a sponge, or by a liberal use of
the syringe as long as this can safely be used, so as to

avoid having to contend with this enemy when the
Grapes are colouring. The pipes should a'so be coated
with a mixture of sulphur and lime, renewing this occa-

sionally as it gets worn off. Stop laterals as they make
their appearance, and keep the shoots thin and regular
in order to expose the foliage as much as possible to the
light. Ventilate very cautiously, opening the top sashes
only on cold drying days, and shut up early in the
afternoon. Peaches.—Where the stoning process is

over there will be little or no danger of the fruit

falling, therefore if the crops have not already been
sufficiently thinned this should be done at once, and if

fine fruit is an object thin liberally. Keep the trees
moist at the root alter stoning while the fruit io swelling
rapidly, and weak manure-water may be given with
advantage to such as show any indications of weakness.
Also secure a moist atmosphere by frequently sprinkling
the floors, &c, and use the syringe freely on the fore-

noons of bright days to prevent the appearance of

red spider.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN .

Seedling plants of Cauliflowers, Cabbage, &c, raised

this present spring should be pricked off when large

enough, to get stocky for final transplanting. As the

future growth of the Brassica tribe depends much on 1

not being drawn when young, some attention ehouloVbe
paid to this point when they are in the seedling state
for the best after culture barely compensates for the
first neglect. As the time for sowing the principal
crops of winter and Spring Broccolis and Greens is
now at hand, select if possible an open piece of
ground, rather poor than rich ; let the seed be sown
thinly, and when large enough to handle prick them
out on a similar soil. To carry out the above directions
among the numerous varieties inserted in the seedsmen's
lists not more than three or four are necessary. A crop
of the Globe Artichoke should now be planted for pro-
ducing a late supply of heads. We have in former
Calendars given directions for preparing ground for
these and other permanent plants ; on this the young
side shoots taken from the old stools may be planted in
lines 4 feet apart and 18 inches between the plants, or
trenches may be dug 18 inches wide and the same in
depth, in which some well-rotted manure should be du»
and the plants put out as above.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON,
For the week ending April 3, 1S5C, as observed at the Horticultural Gardens.
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March 28—Cloudy and cold ; frosry at night.— 29—Cold and dry ; dry haze ; sharp frost at ni^bt.— 30—Miicht haze; fiue; dry air; tery severe frost fir the period of

the season.
— 31— Slight haze ; excessively dry air; frosty at ni^ht.

April 1— bine; exceedingly fine ; slightly clouded; fine.
— 2— Fine; very fine; slight rain.— 3—Overcast ; rain at night.

Mean temperature of the week *£ deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK..
Duringthe last 30 years, for the ensuing week, ending April 12,1856.
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The highest temperature during the abore period occurred on the 9th'
1944—therm. 73 deg. ; and the lowest on the 6th, 1851—therm. 21 def.

Notices to CorresDondents.
Amaryllis humilis: Diss. Two plants have borne this name

f

viz. Cyrtanthus uniflorus and Nerine hnmilis. Both come from
the Cape of Good Hope, and neither is hardy.

Diseased Peach-trees: G S. We should say that the roots of

your Peach tree had found their way into water or into some
deleterious fluid.

Figs : A Sub. There is no other difficulty in growing Figs
against the back wall of a vinery where the heat is kept up all

the year round than finding a season ot rest. That however
may be secured by temporary dryness.

Fungi in Wine Cellars : W B. There is nothing extraordinary
in it. "What you have sent is merely the spawn of some great

fungus, perhaps a Clavaria.
Insects: L V II. The myriads of little insects which are stated

to have come out of a churchyard at West Dean, Sussex, are
Pteromalus viridis, one of the many minute species of para-
sites which live in the lower slate on the bodies of other
insects. We should be glad of any additional particulars
respecting them. IF*.

Moss on Fruit Trees : Keswick. Scrape the Moss off by all

means and burn it. You need not meddle with the twigs, but
confine the operation to the trunk and main branches, which
you cannot easily hurt. A trowel is a good instrument, as it

is handy to use, and takes off all loose bark as well. Having
thus cleared the trees from Moss apply the following compo-
sition, viz., a peck of fresh cow-dung half a peck of quicklime,
half a pound of flower of sulphur, some wood-ashes and &
quarter of a pound of lamp-black. Mix the whole together

with as much urine and soap-suds in a boiling state as will

form the ingredients into a thick paint, and lay it on with a

brush.
Names of Fruits: J Rodolph. 1, Uvedale's St. Germain; 3,

Jean de Witte; 4, Bergamotte de Uollande.
Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we nerer have
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It ii

now requested that, in future, not more than four plants

may he sent us at one time.

—

H H* Ixora coccinea. ^^
Swans : Vincent desires to know how swans may be preserved

from foxes. [The former should be "at home " on an island], i*-

To our Questioners. Will you be so good as use a little

ingenuity in varying your signatures? We, as well as you,

have experienced much inconvenience in consequence of the

answer intended for one A. B. being supposed to apply to the

questions of some other A. B. And the evil is growing.

We have this week three signatures of " Subscriber" to three

questions exactly of the same nature, though not exactly

requiring the same reply. What but confusion can groir out

of that?
Transplanting Seedling Hollies: Diss. It is perfectly jrue

that a correspondent signing himself % has stated that "the

best time for transplanting seedling Hollies is the spring, ^hen

there is no danger of their suffering from severe frost." But

that is not our opinion. Hollies may be transplanted either m
spring, midsummer, or September. But risk attends the two

first and therefore we prefer the last.

Vikkby: Alpha. For your Vinery to be kept at the temperature

you describe, plant Muscat of Alexandria, Cannon Hall Muscat,

Black Frontignan, and Black Damascus.
Misc : Sub. Tropseolum speciosum is, we believe, hardy, if kept

on a well drained north border. Epacris heteronema is not

hardy. Cucurbita perennis is described at p. 836 of our volume

for 1855. Full price will be given for the following Numbers

.

No. 7, 1847 ; 27, 1851 ; 8, 1854.

%• As usual, many communications have been received too iatr,

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be m*mi.

We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents, me
insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.
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pEHUVLAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
JL phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Xitro-Phosphate or Blood
Mantire, Sugar Scum, and every description of Artificial

Mamines , Linseed Cakes, &c.—W, Ixglts Carne. 10, Mark Lane,

LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1810).

The above Company have the following ready for immediate
delivery:—Corn Manure, for top-dressing; Blood ditto for Corn ;

Blood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured
expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for

Turnips, Mangels, Grasses, &c; Peruvian Guano direct from
importers' warehouses; Nitrate of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia,
and every artificial manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. Epwabd Purser, Sec._

THE PATENT SANITARY MANURE COM-
PANY8 NITRO-BIPHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MA-

NURES.—For Corn or Hops, for Roots or Grass, 1350 lbs. of

Blood in each ton, and a large percentage of Phosphate*. These
Manures compete successfully with Guano at much less cost.

—

For price, testimonials, analysis, and local information, apply to

the Offices, 21, Cullum Street,City, London.

THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

71. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71. ; Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, aud
•ther Chemical Manures .

M A N U RES.
THE following Manures, of warranted quality, are

now ready for delivery, viz. :

—

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, made from Bone, see

Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, Vol. 6, Part 2.

THE PATENT SANITARY COMPANY'S NITRO-Bl-
PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURES, for Corn, Grass, Roots
and Hops.

Also GUANO, NITRATE OF SODA, BONEDUST, and
£-IXCH; SULPHURIC ACID, SALT, GYPSUM, and all

other Manures of known value.
Apply to Mark Fothkrgill & Co., 204, Upper Thames Street,

sole Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company.

* TO AGRICULTURISTS, MARKET GARDENERS,
AND AMATEURS.

TOTTENHAM SEWAGE MANURE (Higgs*
Patent).—This highly fertilising Manure, consisting of the

Nightsoil, Blood, Urine, and other Nitrogenised Matters yielded
by the Town Drainage is now ready for delivery from the Works,
or from the Railway Station at 41. 4s. per ton, or may be had for

use in the Garden, of most of the principal Seedsmen in London,
in packets 9d. each.

—

Sewage Works, Page Green, Tottenham.

MANURES.
HODGSON and SIMPSON, Wakefield, and

MATTHEWS and CO., Manufacturing Agricultural
Chemists, Driffield, manufacture the following Manures :

—

SIMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-
dressiner for Wheat, Barley, and Oats.

SIMPSONS NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoes,

and other bulbous root crops. Price 81. per ton.

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.
The above have been successfully tested for eight years by the

leading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties,

and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with the

most beneficial results.

Testimonials and other particulars forwarded by post on appli-

cation. i£P Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any, 71. per ton.

RTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbxt, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
w ill find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

HE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henry Keb Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection

•of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of

Property, wherher held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-
owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or

he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-

lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER CASE.

4. The whole coat of the works and expenses will, in all cases,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly

instalments.
5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,

and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiRTy-ONE years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments

will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
knproved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford Sec.

* C^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the

-F Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professot

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO" a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floriculrural purposes, for preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,

from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of

Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street, City ; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men throughout the kingdom. ** It is much cheaper than mats
as a covering."

FIRST PRIZE REAPING MACHINE.
NOTICE.

MESSRS BURGESS and KEY beg respectfully

to inform the public, and particularly the noblemen and
gentlemen whose orders they were obliged to decline for this

season on account of the manufacture not being fully arranged,
that the Itoyal Agricultural Society's First Prize of 301. was
awarded to them for M'Cormick's Reaper, with their patent
screw platform, at the trial at Leigh Court, near Bristol, upon
the 29th of August last. Amongst the competing machines were
Hell's, by Crosskill ; Forbuslfs exhibited by Mr. Palmer; and
Hussey's, with tilting platform, by Wni. Dray & Co. The
reports of farmers who have worked the machines during this

present harvest, show that the average quantity of Wheat,
Barley, and Oats which they cut was from 1J to 1 j acre per hour.
Two horses work the machine with ease, and the only attendant
required is a man or a boy to drive. Further particulars and
prices sent free on application.

—

Burgess & Key, 103, Newgate
Street; and 52, Little Britain, London.

WATEKPKOOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the

winter months should construct their walks ofPORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the

firravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
oannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the

severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally welt as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Oment, J. B. White & Brothebs,

Milbank Street, Westminster.

PATENT LIQUID-MANURE DISTRIBUTOR
OB WATER-CART, for the Distribution of Guano, &c,

warranted not to clog up or otherwise get out of order. II has

Waterproof Joints, and will scatter its Liquid from IS to 15 feet

wide. It will work equally well on hilly or on level land without
any alteration. It is thoroughly adapted for Drill Crops or

Pasture Land, or for Watering Streets.—Full particulars may be
obtained of the Patentee, Isaac James, Tivoii, Cheltenham.

WARNER'S 4i-inch IMPROVED LIQUID OW MANURE PUMP, - *-*

with Ball Valve, fitted with
14 inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrought iron
Straps for screwing on to
any ordinary Water-butt or
Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
505.

lj-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,

3s. 6d. per foot.

li Gutta Percha Suction,
Is. 9d. per foot.

oyd's patent self-adjusting scythe.
—Sole Makers, William Drat & Co., Swan Lane, London.

May be had of all respectable Ironmongers and Seedsmen.

SCYTHES.— Order Eoyd's Patent Vulcan Scythe; it is the

cheapest and best. It is sold ready for immediate use, avoiding

loss of time and Blacksmith's fees. Price only 4s. &*., or with

handle complete, 6*. 6d. Prospectus on application.

W. Dray & Co, Manufacturers, Swan Lane, London ; and of

all Ironmongers and Seedsmen in the Kingdom.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the nse of Farms, Cot-
tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £ s. d.

2i in. short 1 ft. 7 in. / Fitted for lead, \ 1 10

H
3

3J
4

8*

ft

tt

tt

11

nlong 3
ditto 3 „
ditto 3 „
ditto 3 ..

6

;»

tt

ft

gutta percha, f 1 14

or cast iron
J-
2 8

flanged pipe, 2 12
as required. } 3 3

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN "WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery tor Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

1

m

'

1

•1UU

QAT-CRUSHING and BEAN-SPL1TTING^ (Turner's No. 5).

This Mill is recommended to

the use of every person keeping

a Horse, as superior for effi-

ciency, durability, and ease in

working to any manufactured.

Two bushels of crushed corn

afford more nourishment both

to old and young horses than

three bushels of uncrushed !

MILL

Price £5 155. 6d.

Made and Sold by

E. R. & F.TURNER, St. Peter's

Iron Works, Ipswich.

PARKES'STEELDICCINCFORKS AND DRAINING TOOLS
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'

Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue

of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.
103, Newgate Street, London.

/ COLLEGE of AGKiCULiUHE ANDCHEMlbTKY,
Vj and op PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

3S, Lower Kennington Lane. Kennington, near London.
Principat—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver m
the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

I Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

EUt ftgrtcitltural (&mttt.
SA TURDA Y, APRIL 5, 1856.

IMPROVED LAWN MOWINC MACHINES.
Manufactured and Sold by Budding's Patent

JAMES FERRABEE & Co.,

PHCENIX IRON WORKS,
Near STROUD,

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

These are tbe only MOWING
MACHINES that can be used by

unskilled labourers

with equal facility

on Lawns, Verges,

between Flower beds,

on Bowling Greens,

Cricket and Pleasure

Grounds; 5000 of

them have been sold.

Price List, including the carriage to any Railway Station
south of York.

Hand Machine, for One Man, cutting 16 inches wide £5 10». Od,

Ditto for Man and Boy „ 22 ditto ... 6

Pony Machine (or Donkey) „ 26 ditto ... 8

Horse Machine * 2S ditto ...11

Ditto » 36 ditto ... 15

London Agency:—The Manager of the Agricultural

ment, Baker Street Baxaar.
epart-

j

i

The sale at Fawsley, on Thursday, of Sir Charles

Knightley's long established herd of Short-horns

was, in spite of the wet weather, attended by three

or four thousand people from all parts of the country.

Mr. Strafford kept them standing patiently in the

rain for five hours, during which he disposed

of four dozen cows, heifers, and heifer calves, and

30 bulls and bull calves, at prices sufficiently signi-

ficant of the esteem in which the breed is held,

and of the genuine character of the herd which

has been thus dispersed.

The animals were all in admirable condition, and

the prices reached—generally uniform enough to

show that unity of quality which by its long

standing the herd had acquired—were in some few

cases of the higher class by which the breed has

been distinguished. The highest prices were gene-

rally given for those animnls in which the Duchess

blood existed. Thus the Duke of Cambridge by Grand

Duke (10,284) sold for 330 guineas ; his sire was sold

last year by Mr. Bolden for 1000 guineas. The
next highest price was given for a young bull,

Bosquet, which was bought by Mr. Shepherd for

200 guineas. Several of the heifers exceeded 150

guineas apiece, and the average—for cows and

heifers nearly 81 guineas, for bulls and bull calves

nearly 71 guineas, for the whole sale nearly

76 guineas—is much higher than considering the

comparative smallness of the highest prices is

generally the case. This largeness of the aver-
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age, noi wiUisiatKling the lew instances in which

the highest prices were attained, is a satisfactory

proof of the general good quality of the animals.

The following list is to some extent defective, but

will be completed next week :

—

SALE OF THE FAWSLEY HERD, Aram 3, 1856.

COWS AND HEIFERS.

Flourish

Uutterwort ..

Anemone
4

j
Meadowsweet

5, London Pride

1

2
3

• •

10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17

18

19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34

35
36
37
38

• • •

6 Amaranth
7 Garland
8 Kissinda

9 Sweetwater
Fleda ...

Maiden's Blush*
Cyrilla

Mimosa
Kishtnee

Cold Cream ...

Aloyse

Drapery
Henna
Eugenie
Blouzelind ...

Catchit

Wheedle
Chrysalis

Chemisette
Albreda
Alix

Camhine
CUrHfell

Krminstade ...

Blanchefleur...

* + •

# •

Yrs.

8

7

*l

• •*

99

Stan-

• ••

* • •

• t #

Mr. Smith
Timms
Boult
Lawson
J. B.

hope, M.P
Thome
Sanday
Wyatt ...

Timms
Saunders

n
11 • I •

99 * •

11

91

• •

.

• • •

11

11
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with Low's Agriculture, Johnston's Agricultural
Chemistry, and Mr. Pi-set's Paper on the Progress
of Agricultural Knowledge, in No. 26 of the Royal
Agricultural Society's Journal, together with such
a general knowledge of farm practice and of the
management of live stock as must to some extent
at any rate have been acquired in the field. The
examination will be conducted by written papers
and orally. It is desirable that the most be made
of this opportunity in the interests of agriculture
and what publicity our columns can give it is

therefore gladly afforded. Mr. Mechi offers a prize
of Ten Guineas to the candidate who shall pass the
best examination in the principles of agriculture
and obtain a first class certificate therein. The
examinations instituted are for candidates from in-
stitutions associated with the Society of Arts and
any one willing to submit to them must therefore
be introduced through one or other of these institu-
tions. We hope that there may be many to com-
pete for the certificates of proficiency that will be
awarded.

In reference to the agricultural department it may
be as well to remark that while Low, Johnston, and
Pusey are the authors named, the object of the
examiners will be to ascertain the acquaintance of

the candidates not so much with the writings speci-
fied as with the truths which they convey, which
may be found elsewhere, and are in fact related in

all systematic works on agriculture and agricultural

chemistry.

We learn from a correspondent at Plymouth, that

the demand for Italian Rye-grass has this season

been enormous, and the wholesale price has been
nearly double of what it has been for many years

past. Notwithstanding this high price the sale has
been immense, and a London agent writes, " I very
much question if any foreign Italian Rye-grass is to

^ ^^ be had in London." Of course he means in the

ordinary seeding of the Clover crop? Ei^ht lbs.of red !

hands
°f

imPorters - The seedsmen probably have

••»eeds there are in the pound of our commonly cul-

tivated field plants should still remain to be
answered. It is plain that the answer will not

necessarily affect farm practice—for the quantity

of seed which it is proper to sow per acre is a

matter to be determined by experience, not by
argument apart from trial ; and yet surely it is

most desirable to compare the number of the seeds

we ordinarily sow with that of the plants we raise.

If in ordinary practice 1,200,000 seeds of Wheat
are sown on every 40,000 superficial feet, or what is

more extraordinary 15 to 18 million seeds of Flax
are scattered on the same extent, about three to every

inch of land, it is surely well to let the farmer know
it. He knows very well he does not raise so many
plants as this—and struck, as he must be, by the

enormous disproportion between the means he uses

and the result he gets, he will inquire into its causes.

The Turnipseed employed per acre numbers from
600,000 to a million according to the kind and
quantity adopted ; this, if the rows are 2 feet apart,

is two or three dozen seeds per foot of row, where a
single plant alone is to be grown. No doubt nothing
like so many generally come up, but then there is a
great destruction by the hoe, which will explain
much of the discrepancy in this case. What how-
ever becomes of the 18,000,000 seeds of Flax which
are commonly—of the 6,000,000 seeds of Oats which
are sometimes—sown per acre 1 There is no destruc-
tion by the hoe in either instance here. A single
ear of Oats may contain 100 grains—a single plant
will generally include half a dozen ears, but if

6,000,000 plants should yield as much as this im-
plies, they would produce 100 loads of grain.
Instead of 600 seeds apiece they need yield but
half a dozen each to produce an ordinary crop of
Oats. It is plain that five-sixths of the seed or of the
plants that they produce are killed in the cultivation
of the crop. And the proportion is vastly greater
than this in the case of other plants. What is the

75
330
125
60

95
80

200

27
43
SO
43
30
82
36
85

115

45
85

30
30

76
50
20
32
55
41

35

37
44

36

Clover, four of white Clover, and four of Trefoil
may be sown—that is at least 6,000,000 seeds per
acre—a seed on every inch of land—but instead of
144 are there generally half a dozen plants on every
square foot of the Clover field ?

There are about 25,000 seeds of Sainfoin in a
pound of " rough " seed, as it is called, and it weighs
some 20 lbs. per bushel : 4 bushels is an ordinary
seeding, and they contain 2,000,000 seeds, or 50 per
square foot of land. This is the number too of
seeds in an ordinary seeding of Vetches. It
is manifest that in both these cases there is an
enormous destruction either of young plants or
seed ; and these are the two great divisions under
which the causes of this anomaly must be classed :

Faults of seed and sowin
tion.

we shall in future articles [direct the attention of
our readers. Meanwhile we are enabled, by the
assistance of Messrs. Rendle, of Plymouth, to lav
before them the following answers to the question
how many seeds to the pound ?

some still, though many of them, large as was the

stock laid in, are already nearly cleared out, and
will find great difficulty in executing orders.

Name.

t # •

t t •

• • *

• - *

91

If

I

sura obtained for 78 animals was 596:2
guineas, averaging nearly 76 guineas each.
We add that several additional sales of short-

horns are shortly to come off, and among them one
advertised in our columns by Mr. Wot erell. We
allude to that of Mr. Smythe Owen, at Condover
ttall m Shropshire. This herd contains first-rate
blood, as will be seen by referring to the catalogue.
It comes off on Tuesday, the 15th inst

Wheat
Barley
Oats
Kye
Canary Grass...
Buckwheat
Vetches
Lentil ...

Beans ...

Peas
Flax ...

Turnip (Rendles Swede)
(Cornish Holdfaat) ...

(Orange Jelly)
Rape (Dwarf Essex) ...

Mustard (White)
Cabbage (Scotch Drumhead)

„ (Drumhead Savoy)
Kohl Rabi
Mang.WurzeI(FisherEIobbs,

)

„ (Morton's) ...

Parsnip (Common Cattle) ...

„ (Large Guernsey) ..

Carrot (Belgian)
Sainfoin (Rough)
Lucerne
Chicory
G<>rse
Clover (Red) ..

„ (White)
Trefoil (Common)
Trifolium incarnatum
Trefoil (Crimson Birdfoot) ...

Ryegrass (Perennial)

„ (Italian)

Sweet Vernal Grass
Sheep Fescue
Timothy Grass
Plantain, or Rib Grass
Common Milfoil

#•*

< *

It is a singular illustration of the inexactness of
agriculturaj^Dowledge that the question how many

MrrjoribankI
her "^ * fortnight old, fwMfof^^neaa to Mr.

Xo.ofseeds
per lb.

10 500
15,400
20,000

23,000

54,000
25,000

8,300
8,'20n

600 to 1,300
18u0to2000

108,000
155,000
239,000
233,000
118,000

75,000
128.000
117,000
131,000
24,6( '0

22,400

97,000
117,000

257,000

23,800]
205,0001

445,000
77,000

249,600
686,400
318,4*

' 118.400

307,200
344,"00

272,000

923,200
548,800

1,178,400
290,000

3,080.000

No. of lbs. !

Common
per bushel. sc'e,lln?

per acre.

1 to 2 bush
3 to 4
4 to 6
3 to 4

3 to 4

?>

!)

n

v

58 to 64
48 to 56
38 to 42
56 to 60

48to 50
60 to 63
58 to 60
60 to 65 2 to 3
60 to 65 3
50 to 60 2|to3
50 to 56 3"to51bs.

n

50 to 56
67+
62+

54 to 56
20 to 24

14+
»»

9+
20 to 24
55 to 60
27 to 30
55 to 60
60 to 63
59 to 62

DIARY OF A DAIRY FARM.
April.

The process of cheesemaking commences very
generally in the beginning of April, although that which
is made whilst the cows are eating hay is never of the

finest quality. This is very manifest even in the outward
appearance, there being a deficiency of the blue coat, a

sign of richness which is observable when the cows are

eating Grass, and the cheese is more inclined to heave
during this month than later in the season. There is a

plan adopted by very many persons to prevent this

heaving, which if regularly practised through the

and faults of cultiva-
! summer would seem very likely to render the cheese un-

To these two first-class agricultural subjects wholesome, and if not used with great discretion it might
.n :_ t..t __*_-. i__ -j: , ,-, ... - ! be very dangerous. This is the use of blue vitriol, dis-

solved in water, a certain portion (of course a small one,,

not exceeding a piece the size of a nut for 50 gallons of

milk) being put into the milk at the same time with the

rennet ; this has the effect of preventing fermentation,
but the use of it is frequently prejudicial, for if left to

the judgment of the dairymaid, proper care is not

always exercised, and when there has been too much
u.^e-i it has been known to show itself by turning the

cheese blue when exposed to the air. In one instance it

was known that a considerable quantity was entirely

spoiled, and the factor unable to do anything with it.

However it has been a general custom to use it in dairies,

and where it has been done with caution, it has proved a

remedy for the heaving of the cheese, which upon
some land it is oftentimes very difficult to prevent.

The use of a small quantity of the sour whey and
also a little saltpetre has sometimes proved very
effectual without the risk of using vitriol. A table-

spoonful of saltpetre to about 40 gallons of milk is placed

on the cloth which covers the cheese-tub underneath
the sieve, and the milk passed through iu straining,

dissolves it, and mixes it effectually with the milk.

The practice of using annatto or cheese-colouring is not

so generally adopted now as formerly, though in some

districts it is still used, and the cheese preferred with

it ; in others it is completely discarded ; it does not

appear to affect the quality of the cheese excepting

when used very largely, and then it has been found to

have the effect of drying it to a certain degree and

thereby depriving the cheese of richness, therefore

under any circumstances a small quantity should be

used, sufficient to make the milk one thade deeper in

colour. In cheesemaking, as in most other things*

people fancy their own way the right one, but it is ***?

desirable to test the best method by trying several

experiments in the same dairy, by which a correct con-

clusion may be obtained; there is certainly nothing

like experimental knowledge, which if desirable in

nv-st things, is e»pecially so in the management of »

dairy, where the variety of the seasons and constant

changes in the weather have such a decided effect that

it is difficult to lay down regular rules for everything ;

many circumstances, therefore, must be influenced by

the experienced judgment of the dairymaid. However
the plans here recommended have been practised many

use of annatto

8 to 14 lbs.

14 lbs.

7 lbs.

V
J?

4 bushels,
16 lbs.

* * *

80
* *

20 to 2S
13 to 18

8
12
40

8 to 10 lbs.

4 to 5 lbs.

4 to 5 lbs.

20 lbs.

* * *

1 to3bnsh.
Do.

The further consideration of thi.
table we must postpone for a week.

s very important

We have to announce in reference to the exami-
nation in agriculture before the Society of Arts in _^ 11C1

-C mmmummm__June next, mat it will presume an acquaintance years with considerable success. The
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was iu this dairy altogether abolished, and the cheese

was thought to be improved in quality thereby.

After the rennet is put into the milk it should always

Stand at least an hour without being disturbed, when it

should be cut slowly with a knife having three blades,

but only sufficiently small to allow of some of the whey
being dipped from it ; after it has stood a quarter of an

hour it may be broken up very small, without the risk

of getting the fat from the curd into the whey, which is

of importance ; the quantity of whey butter should not

exceed 1 lb. to each cow, and if less the cheese is the

better ; the curd being broken very small the second

time causes it to sink into a solid mass, and the whey
can then be more easily taken from it. It is of much
importance to the quality of the cheese that the curd

should be made as dry as possible, therefore it is gene-

rally put into vats and placed in the prets for half an
hour to effect this, and when taken out and placed in

the tub in large dairies a mill for grinding the curd
placed on the top of the tub has been found

very efficacious, as a saving of much labour to

the dairymaid, the crumbling of the curb suffi-

ciently small being a very hard process for the hands,

and not so regularly done as when prepared by
the mill. It only then requires to be pressed
firmly into the vats. It has been proved that after the

use of the mill the cheese retains the fat better than
when all the process is performed with the hands.

Cheese has been found richer by the curd not being
scalded at all, but merely a little scalding water thrown
over it after the vat is sufficiently full, first laying a
cloth over it, and the cheese to be turned over to allow

of both sides receiving the hot water ; this makes it

firm on the outside, and prevents its cracking.
It is well to commence cheesemaking by using the

thinnest vats ; the cheeses in these are more likely to

keep their proper shape thus early in the season ; they
should not be made thicker than eight or nine to the
cwt. It is custon.ary to set up a small ponion of mi.k
for butter to be skimmed once, and after wards to be put
into the cheese ; the addition of a little cold milk is an
advantage to it, and it has been proved that when the
milk requires to be warmed to make it of the proper
heat before adding the rennet, it is a much better plan
to warm some of the milk when brought from the cow
to a greater degree of heat than to warm that which
has-been standing 12 hours and the cream taken from
It ; it has been observed that the cheese is much firmer
by this plan, therefore it is well to adopt it. After the
cheese has been in the press two hours it should have
the wet cloth removed, and replaced by a dry one,
and if it be found that the curd is not properly closed,

a second may be used before it is salted. The salt

should be rubbed in at n<gh; to the cheese made in the
morning, and that made at night as soon as possibly

convenient in the morning ; three times is sufficient for

thin cheese, and four times for thick, the cloth to be left

off the last time of salting ; afterwards a small quantify
of salt may he used to prevent the cheese sticking to the

vat during the time it is in the press, taking care that it

is turned every day ; and though not necessary for thin

cheese to remain in the vat more than four days, it is

thought an advantage if there is press room to allow of

being longer before turned out on the shelves ; when
there it must be turned every day. Avoid putting it in

a draught of air when tender, as this will invariably cause
it to crack.

The dairy should now be getting most of the new
milk, the calves weaned last month from the oldest

cows being the best for this purpose. T.ie milk they
get, mixed wito the oatmeal or Linseed before recom-
mended, may be taken from the quantity set up for

butter and once skimmed after standing 12 hours.

Calves at live or six weeks old will grow fast and be in

sufficiently good healthy condition, with half a pint of

Linseed or oatmeal prepared in the manner before

described, and one quart or three pints of skimmed
milk in addition at every meal. The milk should be
placed in a tin vessel in boiling water to render it of

sufficient warmth, and the quantity reduced according
to the age of the calves, and regulated somewhat by the
number kept, as their growth may be forced to some
extent by higher feeding. Some good hay should be
put to them twice a day, and some Swedes cut very
thin, which they will soon take to eat readily if a hit is

put into their mouths as soon as they have taken their

milk, when they are disposed to suck anything that

comes in their way. The food as above described has
proved by long experience to be quite sufficient for

the rearing of good useful dairy stock, calves so

treated becoming fine heifers from this commencement
at the end of three years, and in many cases even

at two years old. A sufficient number of these

young cows to supply the place of old cows turned from
the dairy stock last autumn should now calve, and their

young should ruu with th^m for as much as a fortnight

and then be sold, except in cases of particular favourites

which may be desired for weaning on the farm. The
heifers require some little time to become quiet and
accustomed to l>e milked, which they will more readily

allow with their calves by their sides, and the frequent

Sicking of the calves during the whole 24 hours makes
the milking an easier operation afterwards. A run for

a few hours in the dav in a sunny field or orchard, with

access to shelter, will"do the weauing calves much good.

On no account allow them access to water. The cows
should now have the best food provided, the dairy
C0W9 on every farm being the stock at this t me paying
most for good feeding, and on ordinary farms by the
end of the month some early Rye-grass could be pro-

vided and be given to them in the yard* in addition to

their winter food, as a good preparation to their being
turned in the Grass fields next month, which often

. . .

[We have received the following question in reference

to our correspondent's diary for February :
—

"I see in the Gardners' Chronicle of thf 2d Fehrnary an ex-
cellent recipe for making reunet by one of your correspondents,
but no name signed. Allow me to suggest to him that I think
lie would confer a great boon on dairymaids, particularly young
ones, if he would mention what quantity of that rennet should In-

used for a new milk cheese of 14 or 16 lbs. weight, and how much
I ir a skim-milk one of the same size? Any one can make the

rennet; but none but an experienced dairymaid would know how
to use it T. T. /?., 23, Fork Street, Bath.

In reply to this our correspondent says :—About half a
pint of the rennet prepared according to my recipe is

enough for 50 gallons of new milk, or 75 gallons of

skim milk. These quantities in the case of new milk
may yield somewhere about 40 lbs. of cheese.]

Home Correspondence.
Seeds.—I have hitherto referred to Messrs. Lawson

& Son's treatise when I wanted to learn the number of

seeds contained in 1 lb. avoirdupois. Let us compare
"J. C. X.'b" table with that of Messrs. Lawson &
Son :

—

Seeds In tie Pound,
Avoirdupois.

J. C X.
Lawson and

Son.

|
Agrostis alba stolonifera 4,838.-4 6,000,000

i

Alopeeurus pratensis ... 529,920 912.000
Cynosurus cristatus 952,320 336,000
Dactylis glonierata 896,620 480,000
Festuca duriuscula 445.440 468,000

.. ciatior ... ... ... ... 230,400 2 16,< '00

ii
ovina ... ... ... ... 1,113.600 768,0( )0

M pratensis » ... 207,360 312000
Lolium perenna 199,680 192,000

|
Plialaris arundinacea 50«,880 504,000
Phleum pratense 948.480 88S.000
Poatrivialis 2,380,800 2.6' 4.000

„ pratensis 1,40.5,440 2,916,000
Trifulium pratense 322.560 192.000

„ repens
| 821760

I
384,000

"J. C. X." finds nearly treble the number of seeds in

Cynosurus crista tus that Messrs. L. & S«»n found, and
more than double in Tri folium repens. The numbers
vary greatly in other cases. Who then are we to

believe, " J. C. X." or Messrs L. & Son ? Geo. Summers,
Houghton Farm, Blandford.
An error that may mislead.—In the " Scottish Agricul-

tural Almanac" for 1855, page 11, is giveu report of

experiments in fattening cattle, said to have been
superintended by Mr. M Culloch of Auchness and to

have been awarded the Highland Society's prize of 20£,
185*2-3. In the results as there given, there seems a
miscalculation, which if left uncorrected is fitted to

mislead as to the feeding value of an acre of Turnips.
The error seems to run through the whole 21 lots

experimented upon, but lot 5 may be tested being one
of the simplest. The experiments extend over 100
days, each animal used daily 150 lbs. of Turnips ami
left as profit 21. lis. l\±d., being, says the report, at the
rate of 20/. 14s. 0j<£. for the Turnips per acre of 30
tons. 150 lbs. of Turnips for 100 days == 15,000 lbs,
the value of which is 2/. lis. ll^Z. Now 15,000 lbs:

21. Us. ll^d. : : 30 tons: not 207. 14s. OfiZ. but
III. 12s. 9$d. S,, Forfarshire. [Tlie Almanac here
referred to is the one published by Mr. J. Lockhart
Morton, of Edinburgh.]
The Weather.—Although I have no faith in prognos-

tications about weather, and consider meteorology a
barren science in its present state, still I register facts

and deal in suggestions, which help to keep alive the

interest in the study ; some law which may be applied

may be discovered at last, but never will if we neglect

to observe what takes place. With this general remark
I request of such of your readers who study meteoro-

logy to let us know when the rain be^an in their locality

on Sunday the 16th March, and how they can account

for the fact that the wind that day being due E. the

rain commenced in the W., and progressively extended
to the E. The facts are these :—My brother was at

Bath, W. of my residence 30 miles, and the rain began
at 1 p.m. ; here it commenced at 3 p.m. ; and at Her-
nitage, Berkshire, 30 miles E. of this place, it began at

5 p.m. ; making a nearly equable progress from W. to

E. of about 15 miles per hour. I hope some of your
readers may have happened to note exactly the time
when it began to rain, that we may have the additional

facts to aid us in our inquiry for the cause. The only

conclusion I can at present come to is, that the condi-

tions producing rain operated in an exactly opposite
direction to the wind, and progressed eastward quite

independently of the wind. Thus. C. Brown, Cirencester.

[At West Moulsey, in Surrey, it began about 7 in the

evening.]

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council, April 2 : Colonel Challoner.

Trustee, in the chair.—Thirty-four new members were
elected.

Finances.—Mr. Raymond Barker, chairman of the

Finance Committee, preseuted the report on the

accounts of the Societv ; from which it appeared that

the current cash-balance in the hands ot the bankers
was 3,399*., (including 1,200/. as the Chelmsford
subscription).

Prizk-Essaysand Library.— Mr. Dyke Acland, vice-

Chairtnau of the Journal Committee, reported the

arrangements made for adju iicatiug o:i the Essays sent

in by the 1st of M irch last to compete for the prizes

offered by the Society ; and the further recommenda-
tion of the Journal Committee iu reference to the
preparation of a complete catalogue of the Society's

Library,

Chemical Analysis.—Mr. Wren Hoskyns, Chairman
of the Chemical Committee, reported that a revision of
the charges to be made by Pro*. Way, Consulting Che-
mi>t to the Society, for analyses placed in his hands by
members, was at that time under the consideration of
the Committee, who intended to report their recom-
mendation of a new schedule of such charges to the
Council at their next monthly meeting.—Mr. Fiaher
Hobbs expressed his intention of representing to the
Committee on that occasion the great additional advan-
tages the farmers of the country would derive from
Prof. Way's scientific acquirements, if, consistently with)

other arrangements, a condition could be introduced in.

the Society's re-engagement with him that he should in

the course of each year make certain tours through the
farming districts, and acquire personally from the dif-

ferent members throughout the country a more prac-

tical knowledge of the means by which he might be able,

not only to improve his own acquaintance with the
application of science to agriculture, but to advance
their own interests, and that of practical agriculture

generally, by such more extended survey of the ordinary

operations of farming.

Chelmsford Meeting.—Mr. Barnett, Vice-Chairman
of the Country Meeting Committee, reported their re-

commendations that a show-yard should at once be
constructed of the same size as the one at Carlisle last

year ; and that Mr. Manning, the Society's contractor

of works, should prepare and submit to the Committee
the plan and estimate of a Pavilion capable of accom-
modating 1000 guests at dinner on the Thursday of the

Chelmsford meeting show-week in the middle of July

next.

Certificate Entries. — Members were reminded
that all entries of implements at the Chelmsford
Meeting (as far as regarded the space required and the

number of implements to be sent), were to be made to

the secretary by the 1st May ; and all entries of live-

stock by the 1st Juue.

Miritorious Labourers.—Mr. Fisher Hobbs hoped
that some opportunity would be afforded at the Chelms-
ford Meeting to recognise, in accordance with one of the

chartered objects of the Society, such services of meri-

torious agricultural labourers as might be brought under
its notice by the several local associations of the county
of Essex.

Field-Dynamometkr. — Colonel Challoner having
reported, as Chairman of the Implement Committee^

j
the communication made by Mr. Amos, one of the

j
Consulting Engineers of the Society, of his successful

efforts in devising a D>namometer lor ascertaining the

tractive force required to work field implements, the

t Council authorised the Committee to direct the con-

struction of such an instrument for employment at the

Chelmsford Meeting ; also to give final instructions for

the completion of the conditions of the Implement
Prize-sheet for that occasion.

Country Meeting of 1857.—Notice was given that

I at the next Monthly Council on the 7th May at noon,

memorials and deputations would be received in refer-

ence to the Society's Country Meeting to be held in

1857 at some city or town in the district comprised of

the counties of Dorset, Hants, Somerset, or Wilts.

Paris Show.—Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, as a member of

the Committee appointed by the French Government
for carrying out the arrangements in London for the

Paris Show next month, expressed his willingness to

receive and forward any entrit- s the members of the-

Society might wish to make for that occasion.

English Jurors.—On the motion of Mr. Brandreth

Gibbs, a special committee was appointed to carry out

any application the French Government might make to

the Council for the recommendation of Eughsh Jurors

for the ensuing Paris Show.
Mr. Nesbit, Principal of the Agricultural and

Chemical College at Kenniugton, presented a copy of

the new edition of his work on Agricultural Chemistry,,

and the Nature, and Properties of Guano.— Si^nor F,

Lotterie, of Bergamo, presented a copy of his work on
the Cultivation of the Mulberry Tree, and the Manu-
facture of Silk and Paper from its Bark.—The Central

Society of Agriculture at Brussels, the Royal Agricul-

tural Society of Bavaria, the Horticultural Society of

Berlin, and the editor of the Moniteur des Cornices et

des Cultivateurs at Paris presented copies of their re-

spective Transactions.— Mr. Eddison, ot Leeds, presented

a copy of the Leeds and Yorkshire Flax Society, with

suggestions for prizes to be offered by the Royal Agri-

cultural Society of England in that department.—These

several communications were received with the thanks

of the Council

The Council adjourned to Wednesday next, at twelve

o'clock, when Professor Simonde would deliver before

the members of the Society his lecture on the Skin-

Di&erfses of Domesticated Animals.

Highland Society : March 26th.—A special general

meeting of this Society was held to make arrangements

f >r the Paris Show, and to consider a petition for a sup-
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plementary charter in connection with Agricultural
Education. The first proceedings included the
electioa of the French Emperor an Honorary Associate
of the Society, and the nomination of a deputation to
the Paris Show. Mr. Maxwell then made the following
statement with regard to the arrangements for the
Show :—The directors have much pleasure in reporting
that the invitation of the French Government will be
worthily responded to by the farmers of Scotland, and
that all the native breeds of this country will be well
represented in the Show-yard at Paris. Indeed, the
desire to support the meeting is such, that applications,
in more than one instance, have been made by the
Society to the French Minister, to obtain even a wider
"field for exhibitors than is afforded by the programme.
As it originally stood, ewes must have been lambed
before 1st November 1854. This necessarily excluded
giramers, but on a representation the Minister has
altered the period to 1st May, 1855. There is a strong
desire in Aberdeenshire to complete the polled breed by
theexhiliitionof oxen ; but as theShow is limited to breed-
ing stock, an application has been forwarded on this

point also. The decision, however, has not yet been
intimated. The implements are to be classed on Satur-
day the 24th and Monday the 26th. When on the

subject of implement, he might mention that he had
this day received a letter from If. Tisseraud,the French
Commissioner in Britain, announcing an additional prize

of 20/. and a gold medal for the best fixed steam engine
for farm purposes. The period for entering stock, &c,
had been prolonged till Friday the 18th April, in

consequence of a request he (the secretary) had made
to that effect, with the view of having the] day postponed
to some important shows and sales at Castle-Douglas
and Lockerby. It is understood that stock will be
carried free to the different ports and back on the same
terms when there has been no change of ownership.
Implements to be carried at half price each way.
Arrangements will not be neglected for so cleaning
tracks, &c, as toobvlate all danger of infection—a precau-
tion which owners of valuable animals are entitled to

look to. The period for starting must be regulated by
that when the stock should be in Paris. Wednesday,
the 28th May, is the day fixed for receiving them in the
yard, and the judges commence operations on the 29th ;

but animals brought from such a distance must have
some little time to recruit, and it is therefore proposed
that they should all be delivered in Paris not later than
Saturday the 24th, which would necessitate their leaving
London on the 22nd. Exhibitors will of course pay the
travelling and other personal expenses incurred by
themselves or their servants, both in England or in
France

; and, with a view of saving expense, neighbours
are advised to club together and employ among them
one respectable man, particularly as assistance will be
found both in London and Paris. Stock, as has been
already said, is carried free to London, where Mr.
Robert Morgan, 72, Camden Road Villas, London, the
Society's agent, receives, houses, and ships it, exhibitors
paying him only his outlay for food. The cost of the
passage, it is hoped, will be met by the Society's vote of
100Z. for stock belonging to tenant-farmers, together with
a fair rate to be levied on what belongs to proprietors.
In France, the carriage and keep of stock are defrayed
by Government. No arrangement has yet been matured
in regard to the passage, but inquiry is now being
made in London regarding the best port for landing at
in France, the capabilities of the ordinary steamers,
and the probable cost of a special steamer from the
Thames to Boulogne or Dover, and ample instructions
on this point will be forwarded by the secretary to
each exhibitor. Arrangements have been made, not
only to have accredited agents, who can speak English,
at the place of debarkation, but to lodge the Scotch
servants together in the building of the Show, under
the charge of similar persons responsible to Govern-
ment for their conduct. Similar persons would be in
attendance at the port selected for the debarkation of
the Scotch stock. It must be distinctly understood
that, while the Society employs an agent in London,
makes arrangements for the voyage, and otherwise
endeavours to relieve exhibitors from expense and
difficulty, neither it nor the secretary incurs any respon-
sibility, and that exhibitors will themselves bear any
loss or damage that may possibly occur. Mr. Maxwell
concluded by reading the following extract from a
letter just received from M. Tisseraud :—« We
have got at Paris, from the best sources of information,
advice that important purchases of breeding-stock,
machines, &c, will be effected at the Show of Paris
for France and numerous continental States, also for
******* and even, it appears, for Australia, Paris
will thus be a very important European market, and
the prices will be very high."

Agricultural Education.—The Secretary read the
following petition, which had been prepared in reference
to agricultural education :

Unto the Queen's most Excellent Majestv, the petition of the
Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, Humbly

x7?? .
;—Tnat y°ur petitioners were incorporated by your

m3* 71 r°yal Predecessors> for the purpose at first of pro-moting the general improvement of the Highlands of Scotland,

b™i„l
rea

* VlT
°f encouraein6- the art of agriculture in particular,

SJXK t
e entire extent of your anc*ent kingdom ; and your

£SS?nuS
hope

J
hEt they have not been unsuccessful in theJ^PI hmentofthese objects. The means hitherto adopted by

thTs s£ it.T
1

"8
fc

r ""Jin* out the views of the founders of

imnrWmJm«
Ve ¥*? ^e gating of premiums for agriculturalSf niSnS t!
n
,t

the hold
,

ine of shows of «««•. implements,

of aSkiiltu£ n% general Promotio° of the science and practice

£L*X ™ i

But y°ar Petitioners are satisfied that theyS *£!*!}' f
a,

if ?* °bjeCts of the ™titution withoutlurtner powers to enable them to encourage and direct the proper

course of agricultural education. There does not at present exist

any prescribed or authoritative curriculum for education in

agriculture, nor any guide to indicate to the student the course
he should pursue ; neither is there any tribunal to which he can
submit his attainments, and by which these can be certified.

Your petitioners, therefore, seek to direct agricultural education
into a systematic channel by means of a well-considered cur-

riculum, and to stimulate its prosecution by providing for

agriculturists the means of having their acquirements officially

investigated and certified. That your petitioners do not, for

these purposes, seek any grant of public money, nor propose to

interfere with any existing seminaries, but to give effect to them
through the instrumentality of a council or committee of their

own members, properly constituted, and with the co-operation of
certain of the Professors in the University of Edinburgh and
elsewhere. That to clothe such council or committee with the
requisite powers, your Majesty's authority is required in the

form of a supplementary charter to your petitioners, who
venture to subjoin hereto the terms in which they humbly con-
ceive the empowering clauses thereof may be expressed. May it

therefore please your Mnjesty to grant a supplementary charter
to the petitioners, in the terms subjoined or otherwise, to do in

the premises as to your Majesty may seem meet. And your
petitioners will ever pray.

The term9 of a supplementary charter in conformity
with this petition were also submitted to the meeting.
The proposed council consists of the President of the
Highland Society and certain other officials, of seven
members elected by the Society, and of the Professors
of Agriculture, Anatomy, Botany, Chemistry,
Natural History, and Technology in the University of

Edinburgh.
Professor Balfour stated that the subject of agri-

cultural education had been brought before the Society
on several occasions previously, but circumstances
had occurred which prevented it from being fully

carried out. In these days, when so much science was
brought to bear upon agriculture, they must all have
felt the importance of introducing a different system of
education for agriculturists. It was very important
that some curriculum should be laid down, in order
that young men might know how to proceed with their

studies. The Society did not intend to establish a
college, or any institution of that kind, but simply to

take advantage of the means which they had at their
command, to fix the curriculum which would be best
suited for persons intending to be agriculturists, and
having passed through this course, young men would be
examined before a competent board appointed by the
Society, and receive a certificate to the effect that they
had gone through the course of study and passed the
examination satisfactorily. He had taken a great
interest in this matter from the beginning, and he was
most willing to give any assistance that he could in the
matter. He had also spoken to the Professors of
subjects connected with agriculture, in the University,
and they had all expressed their readiness to assist the
Society by acting as examiners ; so that there would be
no difficulty in reference to that point. Professor
Balfour concluded by moving u that the meeting, being
of opinion that it is the duty of the Society to support
any measure calculated to direct and stimulate
agricultural education, cordially approves of the pro-
posed petition and draft supplementary charter, and
authorises the directors to take all necessary steps for
giving effect to the object in view."

Mr. Wilson, Edington Mains, seconded the motion.
It had, he said, for a very long time appeared to him
a singular fact, that nothing of the sort now proposed
had been done in this country. In many quarters
they heard surprise, and perhaps regret expressed,
that the important matter of agricultural statistics

should not have received the sanction of that Society
and of the country at an earlier period. It appeared
to him quite as remarkable that the very important
subject of the education of the rising generation
of the farmers of Scotland should not have been deemed
worthy of more notice than it had hitherto received.
He very cordially approved of the proposal which was
now made, and he would even be disposed to see the
movement go a little farther than was at present con-
templated. This, however, he looked on as an exceed-
ingly judicions and appropriate beginning, and he
trusted that it would work as well as it was expected to
do. He had occasion to know that very many young
men—farmers' sons—were sent to this city and else-

where to prosecute their education, who had suffered
grievously from want of some judicious guidance as to
the branches to which they should more immediately
turn their attention. The present proposal would be of
great advantage in supplying that want.
The Chairman believed that what Mr. Wilson said

was quite true—that among farmers the want of a
proper agricultural education was very greatly felt

;

and the circumstance that Mr. Wilson had seconded the
proposal now made reminded him that both he and Mr.
Wilson belonged to a farmers' club in Berwickshire which
some years ago felt so much the desirableness of
encouraging agricultural instruction, that they gave out
of their funds, small as they were, a certain sum yearly
for the purpose of encouraging parish schoolmasters and
others to open classes for giving instruction in agricul-
ture. He recollected also that some years ago a
memorial on this subject had been presented to the
Society from the farmers of Aberdeenshire. In other
parts of the kingdom, as in Ireland and in England,
there were great seminaries for the purpose of giving
a special agricultural education ; and he would be well
pleased to see similar institutions in Scotland. Though
all that was at present proposed was that a diploma
should be given to individuals who passed an examina-
tion in certain branches satisfactorily, he had no doubt
that ultimately this would lead to the establishment of
seminaries in which the necessary instruction could be
obtained. The Society and its directors had done

t themselves great credit in taking the initiatory step in
this movement.
The motion was unanimously agreed to.

The Society then resolved itself into a monthly
meeting, when Mr. Wilson," of Edington Mains, read a
paper on the cultivation of Mangel Wurzel.

&elneu)j5.

Lois- Weedon Husbandry. J. Ridgway, Piccadilly.

Our advertising columns have for some time announced
a new work on Lois-Weedon Husbandry*. This little

volume, by the author of " A Word in Season to the

Farmer," gives in succession the year's journal of the
Mangel Wurzel aDd the Bean crop, of the Carrot crop,

the Swedish Turnip, the Drumhead Cabbage, the Italian

Rye-grass, the Lucerne, the Grass land, and, lastly, the

Wheat crop. The prculiarities of Lois Weedon hus-
bandry are shown to be compatible with the easy

management of all these crops ; for on each is brought

to bear the principle of stirring the subsoil and the soil,

thus rendering both absorbents of atmospheric stores

of fertilising matter as auxiliary to an artificial applica-

tion of the same.
It may be well to ask the author of this volume—who

is undoubtedly the most intelligent as well as the most
confident and energetic of the exponents of Tull's

husbandry—What it is that he claims as original in

his system of tillage ? To this question as already put

Mr. Smith answers as follows :

—

" I claim the originality, such as it is, of going below

the staple and bringing up to the surface the clay sub-

soil, while the Wheat is growing at its side. The accident

of living in a happier age than Tull has enabled me to

claim the originality of thus finding a supply of mineral

food which is practically inexhaustible, to feed the plant. In

every succeeding account of the practice of Tull's scheme
in its integrity, I find continual complaints of the loss of

crops by the frost, from the exposure of the plant from
the furrow slice taken from the sides of the rows before

winter. I claim the originality of bringing up the sub-

soil without injuring the plant, but on the contrary of

giving shelter to -it by the ridges of each interval.

I claim the originality, as compared with Tull, of narrow-
ing the intervals while I increase my staple, and thus,

assisted by my supply of mineral food, doubling my
produce.
" But, God help me ! I am boasting a great deal.

I do hope and trust, however, that I have never

published my opinious presumptuously ; and I am quite

sure I should never have spoken thus, had the question

not been put to me so directly by a writer eminent and

influential in agricultural literature.

" In a leading journal devoted to the interest of the

farmer, a series of papers has lately been introduced by
that writer on the subject of Tull's husbandry. They
show great research, and are written in a style of singular

excellence, and have helped to call attention very for-

cibly to the work of one who was the greatest genius in

his way, and the most far-seeing cultivator of the soil,

the country has ever produced. I fully agree with him
that Tull anticipated draining and subsoiling ; and I

believe that, had he lived till even the dawn of agricul-

tural chemistry, uniting as he did great mechanical
talent with accurate practice and ingenious theory, he

would have left little to be done by us, his feeble

descendant. As it is, I fear he had no prophetic view

whatever of those mineral elements of fertility—those

indispensable phosphates and alkalies—those silicates and

sulphates, of which we are enabled to talk so glibly now.

And I think it will be clearly seen, from the passages

I have quoted above, that Tull taught his followers, and

made it a rule to himself, never to go below the staple,

in the sense I have always endeavoured to explain it. So
that if he had practised on my clay soil, which for the

most part has a staple of only five inches, he would never

have moved the subsoil ; instead of doing as I have

done, bringing it by degrees to a friable depth of nearly

20 inches ; for at the end of 12 years I have only gained

that point; my practice being to bring up only two or

three inches of this tenacious substance at a time, and

for the last two or three years not even that."

The thing which will most strike ordinary readers of

Tull, or rather readers of his ordinary reviewers, is the

position Mr. Smith has claimed for him as the teacher

not of the mineral but of the organic nutriment of

plants.

" For it was on this Tery point of organic food for

vegetation that the theory and practice of this great

man wholly and solely turned. He believed that, by

pulverising the staple of his broad intervals, either

mechanically or by exposing the clods to the action of

the atmosphere, the divided particles of the soil would

become, in the annual fallow, so invested with vege-

table matter, which he called M earth,"—that matter

having first been exhaled into the air, and then brought

down by the rain and the dew, that it and it alone

would feed his crops year after year, ad infinitum.

Again, "that Tull depended wholly on vegetable

matter to feed his crops, without any reference at all to

mineral matter, is equally plain to my mind. For, not

to enter too much into detail, which would be merely to

repeat what I have said elsewhere, the following pas-

sages by themselves prove it by the clearest logical

deduction. * If it should be demanded from whence the

soil can be supplied with vegetable matter to answer

* James Ridgway, Piccadilly.
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what is carried off by these constant crops of Wheat,

that the land be not consumed by them I*—after answer-

ing, Mr. Bradley, he replies, * The soil in this our case

cannot be supplied in substance, but from the atmo-

sphere. The earth which the rain brings down can do

it alone if it fall in great quantity.' But, « Dews must

add very much to the land thus continually tilled and

hoed/ C. 1 1

.

" And, to sum up, he adds,—' Could we as easily com-

pute the quantity of earth in rain water as the quantity

of water is computed, we might perhaps find it to

answer the quantity of earth taken off from our hoed

soil annually by the Wheat.' C. 11.

« If, therefore, Tull thought that the rain provided an

exact equivalent for the substances carried off by the

Wheat, it is clear that, as he gave no account, so he took

no account of any mineral substances at all."

It was left for Mr. Smith to supplement the de-

ficiencies of his predecessor, and by that diligent

cultivation of the subsoil which Tull had previously

applied only to the staple, to secure for his growing

plants a permanent store of inorganic food from the

storehouse of the former, at the same time that he

secured organic matter in abundance from the atmo-

sphere by his cultivation of the latter.

The little volume now published will do a great deal

to disabuse those who have only heard, or but hastily

read of Lois-Weedon, of the idea that it is merely an

exceptional case, devoted to the growth of but a single

crop. The principles there illustrated are here shown

capable of application to every crop the farmer grows

—they are shown to be everywhere in operation—and

the methods of working in accordance with them, rather

than in opposition to them, are pointed out in the case

of all the crops we have named above.

Calendar of Operations.

MARCH.
Berwickshire Merse Farm, March 31.— Seed time is now all

but over, the rare exceptions being where a few Turnips yet remain

on the ground unconsumed. On reviewing the season we observe

that it has been characterised by cold dry east winds, relieved

by one solitary shower on the 6th, and some symptoms of a snow-

storm immediately after. Ploughing being well forward, and the

land mellowed by the intense black frosts of January, the lea

afforded a plentiful cover of March dust for the Oat seed, and was
immediately rolled down in good order. Turnip land, where the

crop was eaten on in wet weather, got very hard, and required

twice ploughing to secure the necessary tilth for Barley. Mach
April Wheat, however, has been sown in preference, which will

cause a large deficiency of the former cereal in our coming crop.

Spring corn, though thus satisfactorily committed to the ground,

has made no growth yet, and must await the advent of rain and

warmer weather. Wheat after Turnips has stood the winter well

;

but in the few instances where it was tried on lea (" seeds "), the

most of the plants have been thrown out, and some have actually

ploughed it up for a crop of Oats. It seems that our climate is

unsuitable to the latter system of cropping. A few mild days

about the beginning of the month set the Grass a springing, and

promised well for the lambing season, which commenced on the

7th, but the cold winds soon nipped it up, though the absence of

rain with the cold has favoured the lambs, in spite of a deficiency

of milk. The crop of lambs is good, but some places have had a

considerable mortality among the ewes, from inflammation con-

sequent on difficult parturition. Ever since the New Year
Turnips have commanded exorbitant rates. Large quantities

rotted after the black frosts, and many were forced to sell their

stock much sooner than they expected. What roots do remain

are dry and sapless, and require the assistance of artificial food.

Hoggs will do better now on the young Grass, bare as it is, with a

daily feed of cake and Beans. The high and rising price of wool

makes every one anxious to clip before selling if the weather

permit. Water-power threshing machines have been inoperative

for some time, but where it could be threshed corn has not been

withheld from the markets, and most stackyards are well thinned

out. J. Y.

West Sussex: March 26.— The weather js all that we
can desire, and the seasonable rains that we had on the

17th did us a deal of good, as before that w« were obliged to

spend more labour to get the land to a proper tilth, but

now it works very free, and is again dry enough. The Wheat
looks very forward and promising, and as we have now cold

north winds they will keep it back a little. There is a good

deal of Barley sown, as the Swedes are being cleared off faster

than is agreeable. Many have their sheep on short allowance,

and that at a very expensive rate ; but fortunately the Clover

plant looks well, and so does Rye and Vetches, and with milder

weather all will soon get into more comfortable circumstances.

The health of the flocks has been but indifferent lately, we
believe on account of the cold north-east winds ; many of the

lambs have got stiff and cramped in their legs; and as there has
been little sunshine their lying on the damp ground has increased

the evil ; but with brighter weather we have sigus of returning

vigour. Wheat rolling is now nearly over, and preparing for

root crops will now be our work. G. S.

Notices to Correspondents.
Fawsley Sale : C. Wilson. Yon will find a list of the prices

and purchasers in another column.

Mangel Wurzel: Messrs. Sutton & Son, of Beading, give us the

following result of their experience as to the cause of Mangel

Wurzel running to seed ; the principal cause is the plant being

in too forward a rtate during the hot weather of July and

August; and this premature condition is generally the result

of too early sowing, though sometimes of too stimulating ma-

nures or of weather highly favourable to the progress of the

young plant. The last week in April is generally the best

time for sowing in the southern and midland counties. If the

land is light and the weather dry at time of sowing it is neces-

sary that it should be rolled after the seed is deposited. [In

this we perfectly agree. If the land is well and deeply tilled

it will allow of being planted earlier than if it be hard and

imperfectly cultivated.] m *-*m
Naked Skix: P G. If the hair has been only recently lost it

will probably grow again without assistance, but if it has been

lost for some months, the cutis or true skin has been injured,

and with it the roots of the. hair. In such case external

applications will be useless. W C S.

Salt : Tenterden. If yon are near the shore no purpose will be

served by adding salt to the land. There is plenty in it

already—as much we should suppose as plants will take up. An
open friable soil in a wet season or wet climate may have as

much as 6 or 7 cwts. per acre applied. .

Woollex Rags : F C L. We presume they would most easily

decompose in some strong alkaline liquor, of winch you may
possibly obtain a supply at soap works; but water and

patieoee will reduce them. If piled in a heap and watered with

stale task liquor, they will rot away in the course of a month
or twa.

THE PATENT N1TR0-PH0SPHATE *
OR

BLOOD MANURE COMPANY.
(LIMITED.)

TRUSTEES.

Abel Smith, Esq., Jnn., M.P.. Walton House, Ware, Herts.

Charles Dimsdale, Esq., Essendon Place, Herts.

John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

DIRECTORS.
Chairman—Joxas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.

,—,.,— ., ^., ..»,.grave Road, Pimlico.
Major-General Hall, M.P., Weston Colville, Linton, Cambridge

Deputy-Chairman—John- SiiAur, Esq,

Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex.

John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury, Essex.

Richard Hunt, Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts.

Thomas Knight, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex.

Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lexham, Norfolk.
Robert Morgan, Esq.. 72, Camden Villas. Camden Town.
Thomas Nash, Esq., Great Chestertord, Essex.
James Odams, Esq., Bishop Stortford, Herts.

John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Pentonville, with power to add to their number.

Bankers—Messrs. Barnett, Hoare& Co., Lombard Street.
|
A uditor—James Caird, Esq., Baldoon, &6, Serjeant's Inn, Temple, London -

Solicitors—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand.
|

Secretary and Chemist—James Taylor, Esq.. F.C.S.

Offices—109, Fenchurcli Street, London.

Manufactory, Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

THE DIRECTORS of the above COMPANY (many of whom are extensive Agriculturists) have great pleasure

in acquainting their friends and the agricultural community, that they have now completed their extensive Works and

Machinery for the manufacture of their Manures; and, having secured nearly the whole of the Blood produced hy the butchers

ef the metropolis, and a large stock of other necessary materials of the best quality, they are now in a position to supply their

Patent Manure of the highest quality; and, as most of the Directors and many of the Shareholders are themselves large consumers

of the Blood Manure, their fixed determination to supply nothing but sterling and genuine quality cannot fail to afford a

guarantee and protection to the farmer against imposition.

The great value of Blood Manure as a fertiliser may now be considered as a fully established fact. Ever since the first introduction

of this valuable fertiliser, the demand has been greater than could be conveniently supplied. Its claims rest not in the assertion

of a few experiments, it has been tried for the last four seasons by hundreds with great success, and in the next it will be

tried by thousands. It affords, in fact, a conclusive answer to the question, " What has science done for Agriculture?"

The Blood Manure is composed of bones dissolved in Sulphuric Acid, to which is added a large quantity of pure Blood, specially

prepared to suit various crops, and may either be applied by the drill or sown broadcast.

BLOOD MANURE FOR TURNIPS.
The phosphates absolutely necessary for early development

and rapidity of growth in the young stage of the plants are in a

larger proportion in a soluble form than is usually met with in

ordinary samples of Superphosphate of Lime, and, the Blood

supplying nitrogen, the latter growth is also secured, hence the

superiority of the Patent Manure. It may be used alone at the

rate of 4 cwt. per acre, or it farm-yard manure is used, 3 cwt.

will be sufficient, with an equal quantity of fine mould or ashes.

N.B. For this, as for all other root crops, an additional appli-

cation of Blood Manure will much more than repay the additional

cost. Though 2 or 3 cwt. per acre will produce a crop superior

to that from a similar weight of Superphosphate of Lime, the

application of a much larger quantity will be found even more
remunerative. The rent and charges must be paid equally,

whether the land yields 10, 20, or 30 tons an acre; so that an

addition of 8 or 10 tons of roots beyond the common crop costs

nothing more than the price of the extra 2 or S cwt. of Blood

Manure applied.

THE BLOOD MANURE FOR WHEAT,
BARLEY, OATS, ETC.

Being rich in nitrogen and other necessary ingredients, it is

especially adapted for the Wheat and other Corn crops, and has

been used with the greatest success in all parts of England. It

is a very remarkable fact that the analysis of blood and the

grain of Wheat are nearly identical, as proved by the most

eminent chemists,—it contains all the elements which plants

require, and when properly prepared, will become the essence of

vegetable as well as of animal life. The highly fertilising pro-

perties of Blood have been commented upon by Professor Way
and others, and the success of the Blood Manure for Wheat and

other cereals, has been fully proved upon all soils by the practical

experience of numerous Agriculturists. Should Wheat manured
with dung in the ordinary way look unhealthy in the spring, it

will be greatlv benefited by top-dressing it with Blood Manure,

at the rate of 2 to 3 cwt. per acre,—thus strengthening the straw,

making it less liable to lodge, and very much increasing the

produce. For Barley and Oats, 3 to 4 cwt. per acre of the Blood

Manure may either be sown broadcast or drilled with the seed,

—

if the former, to be well harrowed in.

BEANS AND PEAS.
For Beans or Peas, 3 to 4 cwt. per acre may be used either

broadcast and harrowed in, or a portion afterwards, between the

drills at the time of horse-hoeing.

MANGEL WURZEL AND CARROTS.
Blood Manurp is an excellent fertiliser for these crops. Four

cwt. to the acre with an equal weight of common salt Bhould be
sown broadcast over the field, and well harrowed in, the seed
being: drilled in the usual way ; repeated horse-hoeing between
the rows is of great importance for air and nutriment, and great

advantage will be obtained by occasionally sprinkling a little

Blood Manure between the rows previous to the hoeing.

POTATOES.
The Blood Manure is specially prepared for this crop, and it

will be found to give most satisfactory results—it will be most
successful if used to the extent of 4 cwt. per acre, with half the

usual quantity of farm-yard dung, and the whole earthed up in

the usual way. Should the farm-yard manure not be used, then-

6 cwt. of Blood Manure may be used alone, put into the bottom
of the drill, and the sets on the top and earthed up.

FLAX.
This crop in olden time had the renown of being one of the

most exhausting crops which could be put into the land, and this

by chemical analysis has been found to arise from the large

quantity of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, magnesia, and the alkalies

taken up by the Flax plant, which renders it a highly exhausting
crop. The Blood Manure is carefully prepared, so as to meet
the wants of this crop, and with its aid Flax can no longer be
considered an exhauster of the soil. In using Blood Manure for

this crop, from 4 to 6 cwt. may be sowu broadcast, and harrowed
in before the seed is drilled.

HOPS.
It is well known to all Hop growers that Hops require more

manure for their proper development than any other plant which
they cultivate; the constant withdrawing of the Hops, year by
year, from the land necessitates the supply to the soil of a con-
siderable amount of both mineral and organic ingredients, and
the Blood Manure has been particularly prepared, with the object

of supplying the requirements of this important crop. It con-

tains all the constituents which the plant requires, both mineral

and organic, and will be found as cheap and efficacious as any
other manure now in use ; from 10 to 12 cwt. per acre applied at two
different times well worked in between the alleys, will be found a

most useful application, or the manure may be put round each;

hill and covered up with the soil.

Testimonials from the most eminent Agriculturists who have used the Manure

may be had from the local Agents. The following may be taken as a sample :—

Norfolk Farms, Windsor, February 20th, 1855.

Gentlemen,—In answer to your inquiry respecting the results

of Nitro-phosphate used on the Royal Farms, Windsor Great

Park, I have great pleasure in stating, that after applying it to

a field of Swedes, which gained the cup at the Royal East Berks

Agricultural Show, I have no hesitation in pronouncing it an

excellent manure, and intend using it to a greater extent during

the present season.
I am, gentlemen, your obedient servant,

Jams* Brebxer.

Mr. Bexjamin Goultox, Gedney Marsh, Long Sutton, Lincoln-

shire.—" I drilled your manure at the rate of 2i cwt. per acre

along with the Wheat over 30 acres, and although the field is

the poorest land I have on my farm, the crop ranked amongsr
the best I have. I do not know how I can recommend it better

than by saying I shall use it much more extensively this season.'
7.

Park Farm, Woburn, Bedfordshire, Jan. 18th, 1854.

Gentlemen,—In reply to your inquiry respecting the Nitro-

phosphate supplied to his Grace the Duke of Bedford in 1853, I

beg to inform yon I applied it all for Swedes, and in every in-

stance was very successful, particularly so on a field of 30 acres,

where I put on 2 cwt. of it per acre, with a light dressing or

farm-yard manure, which has produced the finest crop of Swede-

I ever grew. I with great confidence recommend this valnable

manure to the notice of the agricultural community.—I am,
gentlemen, yours very truly, G. W. Bakbb.

PRICE, DELIVERED AT ANY WHARF OR RAILWAY STATION IN LONDON:
Corn and Grass Manure, £7 10s. per Ton.

Turnip Manure, £6 10s. per Ton.

Flax and Hop Manure, £8 10s. per Ton.

this
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N E W PLAN T S.
"]\ T ESSRS E. G. HENDERSON and SON be£ to g've notice that they have just completed arrangements
xVl with the noted traveller and botanist, M.T. Lisdkx, of the Royal Zoological Gardens, Hrnssels, fur the distribution throughout
•Great Britain and Ireland of the following; and they tike this opportunity of expressing their pleasure in being enabled to offer
such superior and beautiful Plants, which they are sure will give satisfaction to everyone, they b^ing bo totally distinct from all

other varieties at present known in their different classes.

ACIIIMENES (Locheria) MAGNIFICA.
(Tydea) AMAH1LLS.

CCPUEA E WIN ENS.
GONOCALYX PULCHER.

Coloured Plates ot the above, and one of Banks's FUCHSIA EMPEROR NAPOLEON and VENUS DE MEDICI ma
be had on application at 6d. each, or if by post at &d. each, except when three or more are taken, when th<j postage will not
be charged.

Henderson's favourite VERBENA for 1S56 is without excep-
tion one of the finest, and will doubtless become one of the most
noted bedding Verbenas in every garden throughout England.
They do not profess to say it will surpass all others in form ; but
for its other good qualities it is unapproached by any. The
trusses of flowers are exceedingly large and of a rich dark scarlet.
The habit is robust and free, and does not require to be pegged
down to till up empty spaces, as is too often the case; but if left to
itself it is unequalled for its uniformity of growth. The whole
plant is alike covered with flowers on stout short footstalks, so
that it resists the rain perfectly, the side shoots below each
flower are always well set with bu»Is ready to fill up the places ;i^

the first flowers pass away ; the foliage is handsome and plentiful,
a feature that is often over-looked in this plant, as a Verb na
with small diminutive leaves never looks well, nor on the other
hand is it pleasing to fee largo thin foliage, as is the case of
Verbena Mrs. Wood ruffe, especially when the habit, like that
variety, is loose and straggling. To be sent out after the 1st of
May at 2s. 6d. each, 245. per dozen, and 120*. per 100.

Hk.vdersox's favourite PETUNIA for 1856 will be ready for

distribution in May. This excellent variety, they are con-

fident, will supersede every Petunia hitherto grown, either

for bedding purposes or pot culture. Its Superior qualities can-

not be better described than in the words of the able and intelli-

gent Gardener, Mr. John Smith, of Peel Hall, Lancashire, from

whom they received it:—" I now send you the stock of Petunia
No. 1. The flowers are moderate sized, with a fine bold outline 5

colour a rich bright scarlet, with clear white eye. It is a piofuse

bloomer, and makes a most effective bed ; indeed, it was the most
conspicuous bedding plant in the whole of our Flower Garden,

which was filled with the showiest and most dazzling kinds of

flowering plants." In consequence of the plant being a second

year's seedling, the opportunity of proving its value as a bedding
J plant has been tried, and far exceeded our expectations.

In the course of May next, Plants will be ready at Zs. 6d. each. •

THE NEW SPRING CATALOGUE
Will be ready for distribution the latter end of this month, and those parties not customers of Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, but
desirous of obtaining this Catalogue, either for reference or otherwise, can have a copy forwarded free on application. It will
contain description and colours of 500 Stove Plants, 700 Greenhouse, and 1000 other Plants of miscellaneous sorts, such as Azaleas,
Geraniums, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Ac. In addition to this information it will contain short and select lists of the best Plants
adapted for the various purposes connected with the Stove, Greenhouse, and Garden.

"With this Catalogue will be published a Coloured Plate representing a group of Eight New Plants.
Collections of the following New Plants will be sent out in May. For description, price, &c, see New Spring Catalogue
BANKS'S NEW FUCHSIAS.

„ „ VERBENAS.
LENNOX'S VARIEGATED GERANIUMS.
HENDERSON'S BEDDING CALCEOLARIAS.
SMITH'S NEW GLOXINIA.

ELPHIN.STON'S and HENDERSON'S NEW BEDDING
GERANIUMS.

HENDERSON'S NEW POTENTILLA and DELPHI-
NIUM.

DR. VAN SIEROLD'S NEW PLANTS.

FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS.
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ies of the season (with a full-sized Engraving of the new Chinese PotatomOaCOKLA BATATA&), is now ready, and crn be had gratis on application—Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

PAGE AND CO.'S
COMPOSITION FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF BLIGHT

UPON THE

nOP, ROSES. WALL-FRUIT TREES, CUCUMBERS, MELONS, TINES,
STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

Extra Strong, 4s. per Gallon, sufficient to make Four Gallons fit for use.
Ten Gallons and upwards, Carriage Free to London.

A ITER FIVE YEARS' EXTENSIVE USE by the most eminent Gardeners in the Kingdom, the"superiority of PAGE and CO.'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION is unquestionable, requring only a trial to insureds eeneril

SS£3g5KSffS£^ PlaDt *»d ***•*— are -B* (without injuring the mLt deliclteSrs M£|
The greatest indication of its value is its adoption by the NURSERY TRADE as the most efficient and economical means theveta employ, many ot whose opinions will be found recorded in a Pamphlet of Testimonials, which may be obtained of the\mta-*ut to publish them as previously would take the whole advertising medium of the Gardeners' Chronicl

0Dcainea 0I tne ASents ,

AG E N
Messrs. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, London.
Messrs. Bass & Brown, Sudbury.
Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester,
and 14, Corporation Street, Manchester.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading.
Messrs. Rendle & Co., Plymouth.
Mr. J. Veitch, Exotic Nursery, Chelsea.
Messrs. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester.
Mr. E. Paul, Derby.
Mr. G. Wheeler, Nurseryman, Warminster.
Messrs. Masters & Son, Canterbury.
Messrs. Downie & Laird, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.
Mr. W. Barratt, St. John's, Wakefield.
Messrs. Thomas Davies & Co., Wavertree, Liverpool.
Mr. E. Taylor, Malton, Yorkshire.
Messrs. Chandler & Son, Wandsworth Road, London.
Mr. Freeman, Wohurn.
Messrs. Fisher, Holmes, & Co., Handsworth Nursery, Sheffield.
Mr. J. Perkins, Northampton.
Mr. W. F. Smith, Rivershead Nursery, Sevenoaks.
Mr. W. J. Epps, Nurseryman, Maidstone and Ashford.
Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.
Mr. J. Whomes, Pelargonium Nursery, Windsor.
Messrs. Mitchinson & Co., Seed Merchants, Truro.
Mr. F. Brewer, Nurseryman, Birmingham.
Messrs. Wood & Ingram, Nurseries, Huntingdon.

TS:-
Mr. Baskerville, Bristol.
Mr. Burham, Hastings.
Messrs. Leake & Smith, Bridgenorth.
Mr. G. Davison, St. Peters Street, Hereford.
Mr. W. Garraway, Welwyn, Herts.
Mr. Thomas Cridland, Willington, near Taunton.
Mr. Henry Home, Market Place, Henley-on-Thames
Mr. R. M. Mills, Market Place, Bourn.
Mr. Husbands, Talbot Street, Nottingham.
Mr. Caparn, Seedsman, Newark.
Mr. John Catrell, Seedsman, Westerham.
Mr. Morgan, Nursery, Kidderminster.
Messrs. I very & Son, Nurseryman, Dorking and Reigate.
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter.
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Coven t Garden.
Mr. W. Bower. Moorgate House, East Retford.
Messrs. Wm. Drnramond & Sons, Dawson Street, Dublin.
Mr. John Allen, Sen., Bothwell Street, Glasgow.
Mr.E. A. Dixon. Hull.
Mr. J. C. Fox, Witney.
Mr. J. Scott, Merriott Nursery, Crewkerne.
Mr. H. Steel, Shefford, Beds.
Mr. A. Christie, Maidenhead.
Mr. A. Wood, Barbourne, Worcester.
Mr. J. F. Eraser, Nurseryman, Aylesbury.
Mr. E. R. Greenus, Nurseryman, Watford.

Pamphlets, with instructions for use, free by post on application to

PAGE & CO., Seed Merchants, Southampton.

\\ ATER your GARDENS and MANURE your
* * LANDS with GUTTA PERCIIA TUBING. Halt-inch

for gardening, 4d. per foot, medium; 4£tf. stout: brass branch,
stop-c. ck, and rose, 5s. Qd. Apply for illustrated price lists to
J.bni: \ th _vC_o^^tentGiittePercha Facto ry, 35. Old Street Road

.

(^.ARDEN EMBELLISHMENTS and IMPLE-V^ MKNTSofHORTICLLTUKK-COTTAMandHALLEN
have arranged in their SHOW RouMS, for the Seaaon, a Select
Assortment appertaining either to the Cottage or a Nobleman's
Mansion, comprising garden chairs, vases, and fountains, from
the cheapest to those of a more expensive and ornamental
character; garden rollers, garden engines, lawn mowing
machines, garden bordering, garden stakes, flower trainers,
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the **** of*» *»•£ the adornmentof the conservatory, for aviaries, poultry houses, &c. Builders ofconservatories and greenhouse's, and manufacturer, of every

inTs Li
f*»«n 8 jnd gates.-lllustrated catalogues ana draw-

^iXs^'SSSa^^" & HALLE
*' Iron Wwk*

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
T R. PEILL, J 7, New Park Street, Southward

' V% Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Corneal Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by bis late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, wirh materials
for VV arming Buildings of every description

; Iron Conservatories
Koofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c. at the
Manufactory as above.

C/%ution7~O ARDEN ENGINES, SYRINGES, &c—The well-
V-* known reputation of Rkad'b Engines, Machines, and
Syringes, has led to the nefarious practice of placing Cards in
bhop Windows wirh rhe words ' Rkad'sPatkst" uponSvringes
of the VERY COMMONEST DESCRIPTION.

R. RLAD begs to caution the Public against being deceived bv
such false representations, as many of these Instruments, upon
trial, will to found defective and useless.

READ'S Instruments have the Royal arms, and address.
"35, REGENT CIRCUS, LONDON/'

*** Descriptions sent post free.

HEATING BY

WEEKS and CO.'S BOILERS,

HOT WATER.

f wishes and UU.'S BOILERS.—At the beau-
•-' • tifulseat of W. Leaf, Esq., S treatham Park, Streathim"
Surrey, can now be seen additional proofs of the efficient ?r
WEEKS'd BOILER. One is there fixed, effectually heating
incredible number of Forcing houses, Pine stoves, and extensive
ranges of forcing pits. This exquUite establishment ha* fan?been celebrated for growing the finest Pines, Grapes &c ic
under the able management of Mr. Page, the Gardener' wliu rill
kindly show aud explain the hot-water apparatus, &c.

'

Johx Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water
Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.
Plans, Estimates, and illustrated Catalogues, comprising

Horticulture in all its branches. 5

PUBLIC IIMVITATIO N. "
U

HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,
HAVE this Season the pleasure of being able to

refer to several other extensive Establishments where
they have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which
hitherto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highly respectable firm of Messrs.
Edward Henderson & Co., of the Wellington Nursery, WelingJ
ton Road, St. John's Wood, and as that Establishment is open to
the public Messrs. John Weeks & Co.'s Hot-water Apparatus
will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially
represented during this mnter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
Co. have now adopted what is called the "One Boiler System."
At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist
can see the Hot-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges of
Hothouses, all connected to one boiler. We will here quote
Mr. Edward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of
Messrs. J. Weeks & Co.'s system of heating by hot water. He
says:

—

*' I am more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what
Messrs. John Weeks & Co. have done for me in heating a great
number of our hot-housesfrom one boiler. It is almost impossible
for me to express my satisfaction sufficiently strongly. The effect and
great saving produced is truly wonderful ; less than two sacks ofcoke in

2£hours is all that is used to heat a variety of hothouses, &c.
f nearly

800 feet in length, and these various houses are to some extent widely
separated, as 300feet stand in one direction, 150feet in another, 200feet
in another^and so on, including our large newly laid-out wintergarden.'1

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive
private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be
seen in operation, and in every case with the same favourable
results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former
statements relating to their one boiler system, and most

respectfully solicit a
visit to their Garden Es-

tablishment at Chelsea,
which consists of Hot-
houses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Pits,&c,

the whole measuring
1000 feet ha length, ex-

posing to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-

ficial feet of glass, the

whole heated by Ose
boiler, 5 feet high by 3
feet 6 inches in diameter,

the water in the va-

rious houses circulating

through 5000 feet of Hot-
water Pipe.
The accompanying

sketch represents our

improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, witli hollow

furnace bars. The large

surface which this Boiler

exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of such extra-

ordinary power.
John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturer*;
At our two establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches, combining all the improvements of the
day. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very
extensive variety of horticultural erections; also Porting Pits
and Frames of all sizes. See our Illustrated Catalogues on

Horticultural Building and Heating by Hot Water; also of all

the best Stove and Greenhouse Plants; also of the best Vines,
Pines, Peaches, and other Fruit trees.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
• 61, Gracechnrch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron

Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers

and Apparatus tor Warming Buildings of every description, by
Hot Water. - Prices and Estimates furninhed upon application

ASH PI

BY
HER

MAJESTY'S

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

Lj1 BENCH, Patent Hothouse Works,
*^ • King's Road, Chelsea.
These Patent Horticultural Buildings are snperior to all

others, wood being used for the framework, but covered witn

Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all

completed for Is. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references

can be given, and Printed Price Lists senL —

-

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LIGHTS

FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & LEMON BOXES & LIGHTS.

I AMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont

'
"

Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any

length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 tr,b_in-»

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 i..., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from P»
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Bvxes an

Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept reaay,

glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, rea y

r immediate u-*e, all made of best material, packed and
..
8e°,-

fv
all parts of rhe kingdom.—References may be had to the >oDUitjf

Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.
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SLAT£ WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDOLtSEX

EDWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety

of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may be

seen in use at Wortou Cottage, on application to the Gardener,
Sundays excepted.
Priced Lista ot Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application,

THE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise

water, without manual labour, to any
height, where a small fall can be obtained.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps.
Fountains of every description erected

;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.
Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

Gardens.

W. F. Roe (late Freeman Roe), Hydraulic
Engineer, 70, Strand, London

Mappings pruning knives in every variety,
Warranted Good by the Makers.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STA3LE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

THESE FITTINGS will be found to possess all

the latest and most important improvements, and are of

the best manufacture. All kinds of Stable Furniture in stock.

Iron Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, Tomb Railings, &c. New Illus-

trated Catalogues forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.

James Barton, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford Street, Londoa.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHfc-Ks, Queen's
*J Cutlbry Works, Sheffield ; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawing forwarded by post.

HJ. MORTON and Co., Galvanized Iron Works,
• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANIZED IKON ROOFING, for Farm Buildings and
other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest roofing in use.
GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from 10£<i. per yard, for Farm

buildings, houses, &c.—Never requires painting.
PATENT WIRE STttAXD FENCING, the strongest and

nearest fence in use. Upwards of 600 miles of this fencing fixed by
us iu the last 8 vears. For illustrated price list apply at the Works.
GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.—
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

2-inch mesh, Qdn 8d. and lid.
per yard.
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

3-inch mesh. 4d., b\d.
$ and

7$d. per yard.
The Netting made any

with, and with openings of
any size.

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS
fur DRY and WET FOOD.—Galvanized Chain Camp Stools
and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat,

6$. 6d. to 12*. 6ci. each.—Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Rods and
Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdles,
Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-
vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea-
sure Grounds, &c, from lO^d. per yard.
For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Henry J. Morton & Co.,

2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

SAMUELSON'S
REGISTERED BUDDING'S LAWN MOWING MACHINES

FOR

PLEASURE GROUNDS, LAWNS, BORDERS, BOWLING GREENS, ETC.

To cut from 16 inches wide, for a boy to work,

Up to 30 inches wide, for man and poney.

Prices ... £5 10 £5 17 6 £6 £9 £11 10

Width Cut 16 ins. 19 ins. 22 ins. 25 ins. 30 ins.

. THE REGISTERED IMPROVEMENT renders unnecessary the great

care requisite in the handling of these machines on the old plan ;
all that

is now required can be done by any ukskilled^Labouber, who has only

to push the machine before him. The Registered adjustment insures a

clean and perfectly level cut of any ^required height, and prevents the

knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground may be.

Copies of Testimonials will be

forwarded, post free, on application

to the manufacturer.

The above may also be procured

at the principal Agricultural Im-

plement DepSts in London ; of Messrs.

J. Veitch & Son, Exotic Nurseries^

Chelsea ; and of all respectable Iron-

mongers & Seedsmen in the country.

B. SAMUELS0N, Britannia Works, Banbury.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES.
Awarded a Prize at. the Paris Exhibition, and Patronised by the English and

French Governments.

G

COTTAM AND HALLEN,
THE Original INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MA.NGER RACK and WATER TROUGH

AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made important additions, the main features of the same being explained in the

description and engraving.

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball

of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and

freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-

tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse

being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached

from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the

seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes.

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim
general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,
light and durable.
D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an
object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out 9
the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and
utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,

Galvanised, or Enamelled,

Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner Mangers
Hfimess-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on shrnc at

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARMING AND VENTILATING.—The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratis

on application.

BEEHIVES.
Pbizk Medal Awarded to G. NuGSBOUB & Soss, for Bie-

Hives and Honey, at the Paris Exposition or 1855,

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour &

Sons, with all the recent im-
provements, G I asaes,& Ther-
mometer, price 35s., securely
packed for the country.

This unique Hive has met
with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit, by the most timid

:

its arrangements are so per-
fect that the Honey may be
taken at any time of the
gathering season without at
all injuring the Bees.

Applications addressed to
George Neighbour & Sons,
127, High Holborn, or 149,
Regent Street. London, will
receive prompt attention.
Their new ly-arranged Cata-

logue of other improved
Hives, with drawings and
prices, sent on receipt of two
stamps.

Agrkt8:—Liverpool, James Citthbkrt, 12, Clayton Square;
Manchester, Hall& Wilson, 50. King Street; Glasgow, Austbc
& M'Aslkn, 168, Trongate; Dublin, J. Edmoxdsox & Co.,

61, Dame Stree^

OHN WARNER and SONS,
Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With Wabneb's Registered Spreader,
is strongly re-

commended, for

durability and
low price, viz.f

21 19*., to hold
10 gallons.

Larger sizes
in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals., 24
gals.,&35gals.
May be obtain-
ed of any Iron-
monger or
Plumber in
town or coun-
try, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, as also Machinery of all kinds
for raising Water from any depth to any height by Steam,
Horse, or Manual Power, Prices tent on application. Syringes
of various constructions and sizes from 9s. upwards. Metallic
String from bd- to Is. 3d. per lb.

TO BE SOLD, the BUSINESS of a GENERAL
SEEDSMAN and CORN-CHANDLER in a large Market

Town in Ke »r
?
where an excellent trade has been carried on for the

paU four years The premises are spacious, and capable ofdoing
an extensive business. The advertisers having hired a small
Earn is the only reason for disposing of the same. Goodwill,
Stock, and Fixtures under 2001.—For full particulars address
A. B. C, Thomas Gtodwin, Esq., Maidstone, Kent.

TO BE SOLD, EGGS from Pure White-faced Spanish
-1 Fowls of extraordinary beauty, great size, and with immense
combs. They are bred from the Birds which took the Liverpool
Silver Cup of 1855 and 1856. Orders will be attended to according
to priority. Price 12s. per doz ; box, 1*. extra.—Address Mr.
Wm. Plumxkr, The Grove, Catron, Norfolk.

f

JAMES WAHD can supply EGGS from firs ;-class

Birds of the best Strains in the country. Dorking, Brahma,
Aylesbury Duck, and Rouen Duck, at 155. per dozen, including
case.—Address, Holme, Stilton, Hunts.

5aies bg auction.

ORCHIDS,
MR. J. C. STEVENS will S^ll by Auction at liis

Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-
DAY, April 8, at 1 o'clock precisely, a Collection of

ORCHIDS in fine health, including many choice specimens,
such as Angreecum eburneum, Aerides F •x-brush. A. atfine,

Saccolabium guttatum, S. pramiorsum, S. ampullaceum, S.

retusum. Cattleya labiata, C. maxima, Laelia elegans
T
Phaiae-

nopsis amabilis, P. grandiflora, Vanda suavis, V. tricolor, Ac.

—

May be viewed on the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had of

Mr, J. (\ Stevkns, King Street. 38. Covent Garden.

SP^tcTjvT^i htATHTAND CKE£N«OUSt PLANTS.
R, J. C. STEVENS is favoured with instructionsM to Sell by Auction at his Great Room, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, on FRIDAY, April 11, at 1 o"C lock precisely,

the Collection of Specimen HEATHS and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, belonging to E. L. Beits, Esq.. removed troin Preston
Hall, Maidstone. These plants have been most successfully ex-
hibited at the Royal Botanic and other Shows for the last tvo
seasons, and are in excellent health. Also an Importation of

Orchids from India.—May be viewed on the morning of Sale,

and Catalogues had of Mr. J. C. Stevens, 38, King Street,

Covent harden.

lO C NTLEviEiV, FLOKIbT?, A«*Q OTHtRS.
MhSSRS. t'KOTHEUOE asd MORRIS will Sell

bv Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew T,ane, on
THURSDAY, April 10, at 12 oTloek, a fat-rate collection <

Carnations, Picntees, and Pinks; also fine Standard aid Dwarf
Roses; a superb collection of Double Hollyhocks from ;i celebra-

ted L'p>wer; an assortment of American plants, Azalea Indica,

Fuel si**, verbenas, Dnhlias in dry roors, &c. May he viewed
the morning of sate,—Catalogues had at the Wart, and of the

Auctioneer*, American Nursery, Leyton ne, Essex.

WkLLAlEK will Sell by Auction «t th*
Hart, Bartholomew Lane, on WEDS 1 SDAY, April 9,

at 12 o'clock, a choice collection of Picota**^ Carnation*, Yellow

Pi otees. Pinks, Roses, Dahlia**, Auricula*, American Plan's,

&C.—On view the morning of Sain. Catalogue* at the Mart; a:;d

of »>'• Ah^'^'mmv -Minhnrr, M "iUe< x.

cutviwuVtK nrtLL, »vitAK 5.-tkE •* SBuRY SALOP.
Vkkv Important 9ai.b of First-ci.a-> Pubkbreo Suortiiobxs.

MK. W'fcTHEUKLL will Sell by Auction, without
reserve, at I'ondover Hall, on TUESDAY, April 15, the

en'tre and excee x\y pur -bred HEBD of SHORTHORN*,
eonatettng of from 50 to 60 Bolls, Cow-* *nd Heifers, of different

H^es, *h« property of Edward William Smyth Owen Esq, which
ive been bred wirh great care and arrention for mnny veins,

ir«-m the best herds in the kingdom. Vict- ry (9."83), Sir Isaac

(9646), Frederick (11 4S9),G»vazzi (11 5<8), and Columbus (12,64*

hav** lately be n used in 'he herd- The yearlings and the two-
M.rnl g <rn by Mr. Townley's Frederick (11,489), the calves by
hi- G«v«zzi and Columbus —Catalogues, with p^di^rees and
other particulars, may be had of Wm Eyton, Esq , Gonsal,
Shrewsbury; and of Mr. Wetherrll, Kirkbridge, Darlington,

M H J
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COLE'S DEFIANCE RED CELERY.—The best

Celery of the season, of most excellent quality,

Is. per packet.

BOSTON NEW VEGETABLE MARROW.—^
new and valuable introduction from America, 2s. 6d.

per packet, can be obtained genuine from
William E. Rekple & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

SEAKaLE SkED.

—

Several Bushels of home-grown
Seed can be procured from William E. Rendle

& Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS.—Several hundreds

of thousands stilt remain, and can be had at the lowest

wholesale prices, on application to

William E. Resole & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

~X/ ELLOWGLuBE MANGEL WURZEL, of the

JL best description, at Gd. per lb.
f
or 14 lbs. for 6s.;

WHITE BELGIAN CARROT SEED, 9d. per lb.,

and all other kinds of Agricidtural Seeds of the best

descriptions and at the lowest remunerative prices*

Carriage free to all Railway Stations and Steam Ports in the
United Kingdom,William E. Rekdlk & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

PERMANENT PASTURE GRASS, of the finest

quality, can be obtained from the Subscribers. For
a full description of all the best and most useful kinds,

see "Rendle's Price Current and Farm Directory for
1856." Apply to

William E. Rendle & CoM Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

PERMANENT PASTURE GRASSES.- Gentlemen,

intending to lay down Land to Permanent Pasture,

or for two or three years'
1

lay, are recommended to corn-

municate with us, stating the nature of the soil and situa*

tion, that we may advise as to sorts of Grass most suitable.

Price 24s. to 30s. per Acre.
Furtherparticulars will be sent post tree on application, addressed

John Sutton & Soys. Seed Growers . Reading. Berks.

THE ALSIKE HYBRID CLOVER-
PERENNIAL RED CLOVER.—TRUE PERENNIAL

WHITE CLOVER.—The above kinds of Clovers will take well
on land which has proved Clover-sick when sown with the
common kinds of Clover. They are all included in Messrs.
Sutton's Mixture of Grass Seeds for Permanent Pasture, and
they may be purchased separately.

Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

FINE NEW ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, imported
direct from Italy.

Fine selected GRASSES for PERMANENT PASTURE, 30*.

per acre. This will include a mixture of the true Cow Grass or
Perennial Red Clover.

Fine LAWN GRASS, 1*. per lb.; 40 lbs. will be sufficient for

an acre. Delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox,
Nurserymen and Seed Growers, Gloucester.

IRECT COMMUNICATION BETWEEN
GLOUCESTER AND DUBLIN.—By means of

sailing vessels which regularly leave this port for Dublin,

we are enabled to deliver our Seeds Carnage Free to that

City, whence they can be at once forwarded to all parts

of Irclar-d.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

SKIRVINC'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP^

MR. SKIRVING, Queen Square, Liverpool, begs to

acquaint his irienda and the public that he has fixed the
price of his improved SWEDISH TURNIP SEED for the
season at Is. per lb. All other kinds of Turnip and Agricultural
Seeds in general, of the most select description, at moderate
rates, priced Catalogues of which may be had on application.

A remittance or reference from unknown correspondents is re-

spectful 1yj^gneatedtojiccom

MEADOW AND PASTURE CRASS SEEDS.

GEORGE GIBBS and Co., 26, Down Street,
Piccadilly, beg to announce that their MIXTURES OF

GRASS SEEDS are now ready for delivery at the following

prices :

—

Mixtures for laying Land down to permanent Grass, for light,

heavy, and other soils (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs. to the
acre) 30$. per acre.

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs.

to the acre) 325. per acre.

Mixtures for improving and renovating old Grass Land, Is. per lb.

Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawns ljv.&i. per lb.

G. G. & Co.'s New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE
is now ready, and will he forwarded free on application.

GEORGE GIBBS & CO., Seedsmen-,

26, Down Street, Piccadilly, London.

CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, 1856.

THOMAS GIBBS and CO., the Seedsmen to the
Royal AoRicri/n ual Socett of England, beg to inform

their friends and Agriculturists generally that their bulks of
Agricultural and Grass Seeds aie now finished cleaning, and that

they shall be able to execute immediately any orders which may
be entrusted to them.

Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down laud to permanent
Pasture and Meadow.

Mixtures of Grass Seeds for Irrigation or Water Meadows.
Upland Sheep Walks.
Parks and Field Lawns.
Cemeteries and Church Yards.
Garden Lawns and Grass Plots.
Renova'ing old Pastures.

Rye-grasses, Clovers, Carrots, Cabbages, Parsnips, Mangel
Wurzels, Swedes, Hybrids, Turnips, and ail other Seeds requisite

for the Farm.
Kitchen Garden Seeds and Flower Seeds.
Priced Lists and detailed Catalogues are now ready, and may be

had, post free, on application to Thomas Gibbs & Co., the Seeds-
men to the Royal Agricultural Society of England, corner of
Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly^ondon.

THOMAS VE1TCH and CO., Wholesale and
Retail Agricultural Seed Merchants, Western Counties

Seed D^pdt, 195f
High Street, Exeter, opposite Broadgate, beg

to draw the attention of purchasers to their Stock of TURNIPS,
MANGEL, CARROTS, GRASSES, &c

f
which are now open,

of beautiful sample, and in excellent condition, and as every
variety has been proved, T. V. & Co. declare them genuine,
and with no adulteration whatever, consequently purchasers
will not be liable to the annoyance, vexation, and loss of a
mixed and uncertain crop.
SEED POTATOES and all articles connected with the Seed

Business.
Twelve varieties of pretty FLOWER SEEDS, 1*.; 12 do. do.,

2s.; 12 do., do., 3*.; and upwards according to quality and
quantity.

Agricultural, Vegetable, and Flower Seed List forwarded on
application, postage free.

N.B. A Registry kept for Bailiffs and Gardeners.
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FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.
JAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, High

Holborn, London, Seedsmen to Eleven of the principal

Agri-Horticultural Societies of the British and Conti-
nental Empires, invite the attention of the Fioricultural

Word to their ENCYCLOPAEDIC CATALOGUE of FLORl-
CULTURAl, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
the Twenty-first Annual Issue, acknowledged to be the best pub-
lished, which will be forwarded free of charge and post paid to

all parts of the wobld upon application to James Carter
& Co., 8eedsmen, 238, High Holborn , London.

IXTHEELER'S GARDEN SEEDS have been known
* » and appreciated in the West of England for more than a

hundred years, and now that the railways afford such cheap
communication with distant parts of the kingdom, their celebrity

has become extended. We now deliver our seeds carriage free

by railway to the most distant and remote places. A Descriptive

Priced List may be had on application.

J. C. Whkeleb & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester; Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural

Society.

Established in the early part of the Eighteenth Century.

OSSOM'S « CHAMPION " CELERY has proved
to be the best in cultivation for size, solidity, and crispness;

it also withstands a greater degree of frost than any other variety

To be had in sealed packets at Is. The Trade supplied.

T. F. Winstanley, Seed Merchant, Manchester.

GERMAN AND OTHER FLOWER SEEDS"
~

1> PARKER begs to invite attention to his choice
V. collections of GERMAN and other FLOWER SEEDS,

which are recommended with the greatest confidence. To
ensure their giving satisfaction, they are supplied in sealed

packets, as imported. A descriptive and priced Catalogue of

Flower and Vegetable Seeds is published, and will be forwarded
post free on application.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Holloway.

POTATOES AND STRAWBERRIES.
GEORGE LEE, Market Gardener, &c, Clevedon,

near Bristol, offers the remaining surplus stock of POTA-
TOES and STRAWBERRIES at reduced prices. They are

of varieties he can confidently recommend. For names and
prices see Advertisement March 15, 1-50.—Post-office Orders
payable at Clevedon, to George Lee.
N.B. The Strawberries which attracted so much attention at

the Clevedon Horticultural Shew last season were from Spring
planted plants. It is now a good time for planting.

CHUSAN PALM.
RGLENDINNING begs to inform the public that

• this most beautiful PALM (the Hemp Palm of China)
has been growing in the open ground during the last four years

at Chiswick, Kew, Osborne, and in Devonshire. It is unques-
tionably quite hardy, and is now offered for the first time at a
moderate price, so that every garden may be decorated with
Palm trees, thereby producing a novel feature of an oriental

character in the climate of Great Britain. Plants in pots 21s.

each ; where three are taken in the Trade one will be added.
Chiswick Nursery, London.

WILLIAM IVERY, Hanover Nursery, Peckham,
near London, begs to inform his friends and the public

that his New and Select Spring CATALOGUE is now ready,

and will be sent, post free, on application. It contains all the

best Geraniums, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Cinerarias, Azalea indica,

Miscellaneous Plants, Phloxes, large Flowering and Lilliputian

Chrysanthemums, Hardy Herbaceous Plants, Dwarf Pot Roses
of the choicest kinds, Bedding Plants in great quantity, at

reasonable prices.

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS AT REASONABLE
PRICES:—

100 packets Choicest Annuals and Perennials
75 ditto ditto ditto

50 ditto ditto ditto

25 ditto Hardy Annuals

The above Seeds are all of last year's saving, and warranted
to be free from any mixture of dead seeds, in full sized packets,
with printed directions as to best mode of cultivation, describing
height, colour, &c. The first three collections delivered free to

any part of towu. Imported German Collections in original

sealed packets. Every description of Vegetable Seeds of the
finest quality at moderate prices.

Charles Southby (late Fairbairx), Clapham.

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS, PANSIES, PHLOXES,
BELGIAN DAISIES, ETC,

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
near Manchester, is now sending out the above, in 6ets, as

in former years, and none but the usual strong plants and extra
fine show varieties, which have given such high satisfaction to

his customers, will be forwarded.

25 pairs CARNATIONS in 25 different vara. ... £1
25 ditto 1TCOTEES „ n 10
25 ditto PINKS „ n 10
25 plants PANSIES „ „ 12
12 ditto PHLOXES , t „ 8
12 ditto BELGIAN DAISIES 4

Hamper, &c, included.

Descriptive Catalogues now ready. Post Office orders to be
payable at Middleton, Lancashire.

15>000 DWARF ROSES IN POTS NOW READY FOR
SENDING OUT.

WM. WOOD and SON beg to solicit the early atten-

tion of Planters to their enormous and splendid Stock of

ROSES ik POTS ; the Plants are strong and healthy, are well
adapted either for planting out in masses or for growing, or in
pots for exhibition or greenhouse decoration. The above consist
principally of the leading Hybrid Perpetual Roses, with some
Bourbons, Noisettes, and Chinas, and will be supplied from 12s.

to ISs. per dozen.

The selection of sorts being left to W. W. & S., Plants pre-
sented for distant carriage. Reference required from unknown
correspondents. Catalogues forwarded free on application.

—

N.B. The months of April and May are very eligible for
planting out Roses from pots.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

TO ALL~W~HO ENJOY DELICIOUS GREEN
-
PEAS?

BOTH EARLY AND LATE.
\\7M. GRIMSTONE, of the Herbary, Highgate, was
* * the fortunate resnscitator of the only EGYPTIAN PEA.

reared from those found in a vase presented by Sir Gardener
Wilkinson, the Egyptian traveller, to the British Museum,
Three were presented to Mr. Wm. Grimstone by Mr. T\ J.
Pettigrew, who opened this relic of the Pharaohs, 2844 years old.

The growth, bloom, and bearing is different to those of this
country: they are very prolific. The taste is unequalled; they
boil much greener, and the skins are so tender yon do not taste

them in your mouth. A 2s. 6rf. bag will produce enough for a
small family; they are planted thus—. • . • . • .8 inches apart;
they require no sticks. Remember, every bag contains the history
of this wonder, with the original letters from Sir Gardener Wil-
kinson, and directions to cultivate them.—Sold in bags. 2s. 6d. ;

three times the quantity, 5s.; and seven times the quantity, 10s.

Each bag is signed and sealed by Wm. Grimstone, London Depot,
52, High Street, Bloomsbury. Agents: JohnKernak, Seedsman,
Russell Street, Covent Garden; Butlee & M'Cclloch, Covent
Garden.

WAITE'S "

T
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17s. 6d.
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NEW TURNIP.
ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

^HIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
A- the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch
Turnip; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and maybJ
sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turninmay be had on application, or may be seen at the principal Seed
Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be
obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3*. per lb.—A liberal
allowance to the Trade.

_ J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 1S1, High Holborn, London.
MAJOR'S NEW CALCEOLARIAS. '"L

R. HENRY MAJOR, Knosthorpe, near Leedi
begs to announce that his beautiful new shrubby CAL-CEOLARIAS are now ready to send out in nice healthy plant*

Price of the set of 18, 31. Parties not wishing to purchase the
full set, may have the 10 marked * in his List for 21. For par-
ticulars see Descriptive Catalogue, which may be had on
application.

H. M. offers a second set of 12, to include his best sorts of last
year, as well as several of last year's seedlings not yet let out.
Price 255.

Very select Calceolaria Seed, 2*. 6d. per packet.
Pampas Grass, 2s. 6d. each, post free. ,
It is respectfully requested that orders from unknown corre-

spondents be accompanied by a Post-office Orde r,—

A

pril 5.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 paeketo/eaclTpi^t
containing 100 Seeds, Is. ; sent post free, 1$. 2d. Calceo-

laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias
Geraniums, aud other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue
on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.

Wm. CuLLiyoFOBi>, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington

.

CHOICE BEDDING PLANTS.
TTTILUAM F. SMITH has to offer fine healthy
V Plants of the following choice GERANIUMS and VER-

BENAS:—
GERANIUM BEAUTY OF CIIIPSTEAD.—Brilliant scarlet

of the habit of Cerise Unique; very beautiful. Strong Plants

in large 60-size pots, 185. per dozen.
GERANIUM LADY HOLMESDALE, improved (Smith's).-

Splendid deep pink with white centre, truss well formed, and

as large as an Hydrangea; warranted one of the best for pot

culture, 95. per dozen.
GERANIUM FLOWER OF THE DAY, in small GO-size pots,

As. per dozen.
Ditto, in large 60-size pots, 65. per dozen.
Ditto, large in 48-size pots, 125. per dozen.
GERANIUM, Scarlet varieties, 45 per dozen.
VERBENA MRS. WOODROFFE, 4s. per dozen.

„ MRS. HOLFORD, 45. per dozen.

A remittance or reference must accompany all orders from
unknown correspondents. Carriage free to London.

Riverhead Nurseries, Sevenoaks, Kent
!

HEELER'S little Book will do something

to satisfy their Expectations."—Gardeners

Chronicle.

Our Little Book contains a List—a very select List—
of the best Garden and Flower Seeds in cultivation. It

also contains descriptions and prices^ and will be found a

safe and unerring guide to all purchasers. It should he

in the hands of every one who has a garden.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

SAMUEL FINNEY and Co/s CATALOGUE OF
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.—We beg to inform our Agri-

cultural friends and the public, that our FARM SEEDS are now
ready for delivery; and as we have proved the growth of each

kind, we can give them our strong recommendation. We would

direct particular attention to our extensive stocks of imported

and home-grown Italian, Pacey's, and other perennial Rye
Grasses; Red, White, Perennial red, and Alsike Clovers, Trefoil.

tec; also to our select stocks of the most approved kinds of

natural Grasses for Permanent Pasture and Meadow.
We beg particularly to recommend our mixtures for various

soils and situations, which we have prepared to a great extent

during the last 30 years with unvaried success; and also our

mixtures for Lawns, Bowling Greens, &c.
We grow annually large stocks of Turnips, Mangels, Carrots,

and other Root Seeds from full grown selected Roots, and we can

recommend them as being pure and of the finest quality.
Catalogues with prices of the whole may be had, postage free,

and arrangements as to carriage made, on application to

f Samuel Finkey & Co., Gateshead, Newcastle-upon-Tyne^

FLOUR, warranted free from Adulteration, and deli-

vered to any part ofLondon (not less than one peck), carriage

free. Whites, for pastry, at per bushel (56 lbs.) 12s. 8 J. ;
fine House-

holds, recommended for Bread-making, 12$.; Seconds, 11*. 4d«?

Wheat-meal, for Brown Bread, Us. id.; best coarse and tine

Scotch Oatmeal.—Address Horsnaill & Catchpool. Bullford

Mill, Witham, Essex ; or Caledonian Road, Islington. Directions

for Making Bread supplied gratis. —

,

RICE FOR GRINDING, FEEDING, and all

other Purposes.—Large consumers of RICE may obtain

any quantity at the lowest market price, viz., from il#- to 16*.

per cwt.; fine, 19s. and upwards. Damaged, Sweepings, ana

Meal, the cheapest and best Food for Horses, Cattle, Fig*,

Poultry. Dogs, and various other purposes, 5s. to 105. per cwt.,

at J. Umphelby's, 2, Love Lane, Eastcheap, where sample^

Lists, and Directions for using Damaged Rice may be obtained.

HE WALTONIAN PROPAGATING CASE.—
The above is intended for Rearing Seeds, Cuttings &c,

well adapted for Greenhouses, Conservatory, or Drawinjr-ro<jni-

Heated by hot water and a small oil lamp, or gas jet. Higniy

recommended in the " Cottage Gardener," No. 389, March 11. law-

Made and Sold by G. West. Victoria Road, Surbiton, Kingston.

Price, plain, 3S*., or with Glass front and sides, 455. L*raPs
!

if required to burn 12 hours, 3*. extra. The above m
*y{f 25

at the Maker's shop, and at Mr. Kernan's, 4, Great Knaaeu

Street, Covent Garden, London.
m

IRK WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service. _,«« ni«-
The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER ^a

KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.

Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in yarie.. .

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, «*•

Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best maw,

Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior descriptio^

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted np, by W. Richards, imp"
Wire Works, 370. Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princes*

Theatre.
.
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Printed by Wau.H Bradbitrt. of'No..13 . Upper Woburn Plac*.

Vrepehick Mullett EvA«f. of No 20 Qu^'s ^»d
;
"/-"printer.,

the P.ri.h of St. Pancra.. and n the County of Sfjj2£/ta the

at their Office in Lombard Street m the Precinct '*™*»g™£ Upper
( itr of London: and pnblished by them at the Office Ao. a. »^d

Wellington Street, in the Pari.h of St. Paul'., Covent Garden »«»
b<?

County, where all Advertiwment. and • ornmun.cat.on. are

Auurhssed to the Editob.-Saturpat, April 5, !*>&.
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NATIONAL FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY, 21,
Regekt-Street.—The Second Exhibition will be held on

THURSDAY, 24th inst., when Prizes will be awarded to

AURICULAS, POLYANTHUSES, and CINERARIAS, each
four distinct varieties. Everything intended for exhibition must
be at 21,*Kfegent Street, before 12 o'clock. Seedlings as usual.

Joh^ Edwards.» *

METROPOLITAN EXHIBITION OF HOLLY-
HOCKS. &c-, 1S56. — Mb. John Edwards has the

pleasure to announce that he has been requested to infimate to
growers .of the HOLLYHOCK that the usual GRAND
METR'OWLITAN EXHIBITION will be held about the end
of Aug'ust,or early in September, and that SILVER CUPS and
other IMPORTANT PRIZES will be liberally offered for Com-
petition. Fyll particulars wi ll be announced.—21, R°gent Street.

HTTsouth lonTjonsociety of amateur
FLORISTS.—The First Exhibition of the above Society

for the present year will be held at the Horns Tavern, Ken-
nington, qu.A1.ON DAY, April 28th, when Prizes will be awarded
for the following productions, viz. :—Auriculas, Heartsease,
Cinerarias,jS« r-.tlings, &c. Admission from 2 till 7 o'clock by a
Member's U"il^t. The following Exhibitions will also take
place iu May* June, July, September, and November, for Florists'

Flowers. List of Prizes and the Rules of the Society may be
obtained from r John Bushkll, Secretary pro tern.

Lower Kenriington Lane .

LEEpS : FLORAL AND HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION, Mat 28th.—Printed Schedules may be

had (by enclosing stamp) on application to "William Waggett,
Jim., Secretary, Benson's Build ing3, Park Row, Leeds.

ALTERATION OF DAYS OF SUMM ER~S

H

OW]
BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY.—la consequence of the Crystal Palace Com-
pany having just announced a Flower Show to take place on the
25th and 26th June, the Brighton Summer Show will be held on
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, the 11th and 12th of June,
instead t5f the 25th and 26th as heretofore announced. Schedules
can be (Obtained of the Secretary or of E. Spary, Superintendent
of the Exhibition. Extra Prizes will be given for Azaleas, six
varieties; Roses in Pots, six varieties.

.
.- By order of the Committee,
I^dwabd Carpenter, Sec. Lavender Sfrppt. Brighton.WILLIAM B A R K A T T,
LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved
principles.

*** An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Obxamejttal Shrubs,
Evergreeks, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.

SEEDS FOR THE FARM can be procured in
any quantity and of the best possible descriptionfrom

Messrs. William E . Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth
(

Established 1786.

SUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE^GRASS
and DICKENSON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-

GRASS, may still be obtained of Scttox & Sons, Readin
Prices according to quanti ty req uire d.

pRESH IMPORTED ITALIAN RYE-GRASSA may be obtained genuine of Sutton- & Soxs, Reading.—
Price (according to quantity required) will be given on
application.

^iTtJON'S RENOVATING GRASS SEEDSO for improving Parks, Meadows, and Upland Pastures.
Quantity required per acre 6 to 12 lbs, price 9d. per lb.

Sutton & Soxs, Royal Yorkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

i^vfcASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURE,
VT -FINEST LAWN GRASSES, TURNIPS, of sorts, and
otbeV, AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.- Lists of prices may be had
grafts of Wm. B.abbatt, Nurseries, Wakefield.

THE ALSIKE HYBRID CLOVER.-PERENNIAL RED~~
CLOVER.—TRUE PERENNIAL WHITE CLOVER.

THE ABOVE KINDS OF CLOVERS will take well
on land which has proved Clover-sick when sown with the

common kinds of Clover. They are all included in Messrs.
Sutton's Mixture of Grass Seeds for Permanent Pasture, and
they may be purchased separately.

__Suttov & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

TO THE LOVERS OF A GOOD RED BEET.
/CHARLES DOLTON, Seed Grower, Speenham-
^—

' land, Newbury, will forward £ oz. packets of the above by
P"st on receipt of six postage stamps.—Established 1800.

SEED BARLEY FROM THE CHALK.
\JR. H. RAYNBIRD, Basingstoke, can supply
* *- Chevalier, Golden Drop, Tbanet, and other approved sorts
of Barley at market prices. Hudson's Golden Melon Barley, a
r-.ew variety, productive, and office Malting quality, may be had
c»r» amplication.

RENDLE'S FARM DIRECTORY, Edited by

J. C. Morton, Esq., is now ready, and can be

obtained from the Proprietors,
William E. Rexdle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

J C. WHEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED
• LIST for this Season is now ready, ami may be

had gratis on application*
J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Gloucester. ' *
__

MESSRS. J. and H. BROWN inform the Nobility,

Gentrv, and Gardeners that their NEW CATALOGUE
of ORCIIIDEA, STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
ROSES, GERANIUMS, FUCHSIAS, AMERICAN PLANTS,
CONIFEILE, FRUIT TREES, Ac, can be had by post.

Conservatories and Gardens furnished by Contract.
Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London.—April 12.

NEW DAHLIAS, ETC.
CHARLES TURNER bees to state that bis

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of New Dahlias, Gera-
niums, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Car-
nations, Pinks, Shrubby Calceolarias, Petunias, &c. &c, is now-

ready, and contains many new varieties offered for the first time.
Sent post free on application.—Roval Nursery, Slough.

CATALOGUE OF CHOICt PLANTS.

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
• begs to inform amateurs and the trade that a Supplement

to his Catalogue of Plants is just published, which may be
had on application, of his Agent, Mr. R. Silberrad, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London.
N.B. His New Indian Azalea Eulalie Van Geert will be sent

out on the 1st May, at 75. Qd. and 21s. each; one over for every
three plants taken.

F. WINSTANLEY'S TRADE PRICED LIST
OF GARDEN SEEDS is how ready, and can be had on

application, 28. Market Place, Manchester.

rP F. WINSTANLEY, Seed Merchant, 28, Market
A • Place, Manchester, is now ready to send out his DE-

T.

ASPARAGUS.
YOUELL and CO. having a lar^e Stock of the above

growing on the Sea Coast, of the finest quality, beg to offer

it at the following prices:

—

Asparagus, Giant, 2 years old, per 100 2.*. 6d.
Ditto 3 years old, per 100 3s. 6d.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA.
RGLEND1NNING has just received a second and

• more recent supply from Mr. Fortune by the last Overland
Mail, direct from China, of this well-known Hardy Ornamental
Tree, which will be sold in packets containing from 2000 to 3000*

each. Free, by post, at 10.?. 6rf. each. If three packets are
ordered by the trade, one will be added.

_ Chigwick Nursery, London.

V E RBENA TRA N B Y.
~I\/TARTIN and SON can yet furnish a few plants of
_IvA the above magnificent VERBENA at 55. each, as adver-
tised Feb. 23d.—Cottingham and Hull.

P.8.—Not to be repeated.

TURNIPSEEDS.
MARTIN and SON can furnish, at 21. per bushel

or 10J. per lb., SKIRVING'S & MOSS FANG SWEDE
TURNIP, new Seed, own growth, warranted.—Nursery and
Seed Establishment, Cottingham, Bull Branch Junction Street.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
TTTOOD and INGRAM beg to offer fine showy
* » named varieties, well established in pots, from Is. to Is. 6d

per pair.—Nurseries, Huntingdon, April 12.

DAHLIAS, ETC., CARRIAGE FREE.

CE. ALLEN having a large stock of the best
• novelties sent out last season, can supply strong plants by

the end of April at moderate prices. A Descriptive Priced
Catalogue forwarded on application.

—

Shacklewell , near London.

NEW BRITISH" FERN.
asplenium refractum (moork). for description ast) platk

see March Part of "Nature Printing."

mode of cultivating the Dioscorea.

fp F. WINSTANLEY begs to inform his friends
-L • that his collections of NEW GARDEN SEEDS are now
ready, comprising all the moat useful vegetable produce, from
Ik to 51. The DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE contains the

tails <> f each collection on page 11.

seed Warehouse, 28, Market Place, Manches •,

AMERICAN PLANTS.*

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Holloway.

ry F. WINSTANLEY, Seed
J- * Chester, be^s respectfully to call

Merchant, Man*
the attent : fl '

public to his ve • collections of FLO WEI*
p.t!' picket of so< . —s the name, colour and height of its

growth, d thft c*. tion ia packed in a neat labelh>d box.
Mignonette and Swe Peas being used in larger quantities are
not in'* ided in these t\ Elections. Prices from 2*. 6<J. to 40s.

JOHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of RIIODO- T>0 30M'S "CHAMPION" CELERY has proved
DENDRONS, AZALEAS, &c, as exhibited at the Royal X> to b

Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and
can be had on application.

1ST The Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrons.
The American Nursery, BagBbot, c,irroy.—April 12.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
WATERER and GODFREY be? to announce their

Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants for

this season is now published, and will be sent free on application.

As the collection of American Plants at this Nursery is altogether

unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to their

interest to pay a visit to the Nursery, which may be readily done
by the South Western Railway to Woking Station.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

GEORGE^BAKER begs to announce his DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA-

MENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES is now
ready, and may be had on application.
American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagsbot, Surrey, seven

miles from Staines, Windsor branch, South Western Railway,
where conveyances may be had.

ANTED IMMEDIATELY IN LIVERPOOL
MARKET.w

PINES, not under 2 lbs.

SMALL MUSHROOMS
NEW POTATOES

CUCUMBERS
FRENCH BEANS
LARGE ASPARAGUS

Forward to Geobge Taylor, Fruit and Vegetable Salesman,,

The Grand Stand, St. John's Market, Liverpool.

Terms—Cash.

J7INE NEW ITALIAN
-
RY&GRASS, imported

*- direct from Italy.

Fine selected GRASSES for PERMANENT PASTURE, 305.

per acre. This will include a mixture of the true Cow Grass or
Perennial Red Clover.
Fine LAWN GRASS, Is. per lb.; 40 lbs. will be sufficient for

an acre. Delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox,
Nurserymen and Seed Growers , Gloucester.

KALMIAS, ANORO v.EDAS, AND \ZALEAS.
ryiLLIAM F. SMITH has for sal .veral hundreds

of fine healthy plants of Kalmia
Andromeda floribunda, 1 to 3 feet; A?
2 to 4 feet. All fine blooming plants, w:
Price may be had on application.

Riverhead Nursery, Seve'

h o lTTy H O '

Hedenham Rosar"- n

folia, 1 to 3 feet;

as, in 30 varieties,

ated to remove well.

..s, Kent.

S.

be the best in cultivation for size, solidity, and crispness

;

it also withstands a greater degree of frost than any other variety

To be had in sealed packets at Is. The Trade supplied. '

"

T. F. Winstanlev, Seed Merchant, Manchester.

«' rpHE ONLY BALSAMS WORTH GROWING,"
JL {see many Utters).—Glexxy's Improved Six Classes, '37

stamps; Mixed, 13; sealed packets on' >/. Pink 37: Dahlia, Aster,
Hollyhock, Double Imperial India Pink, 13 each ; Annuals, 12
for 3s.

I^HE BEST THREE DAHLIAS of the season-
Cook's EUGENIA. Cook's NAPOLEON, and Hedge's

PRINCESS, for which G. Glexxy is agent, will be sent free to

any part of the Kingdom, if prepaid, and any others procured to

come with them at Catalogue prices, strong unmutilated plants.

—

Fulham. April 12.
.

SMUNDA REGALIS.—Good planfs of the above
fine hardy FERN, 25. 64.; magnificent specimens, 21s. each.

WANTED, STRONG IRISH IVY, in pots 5 to 8

feet ; bushy. State price per 100.

Wm. Cutbush & Sox, Highgate Nurseries, London.

GOLDEN CHAIN GERANIUMS.—100 dozen fine

healthy autumn struck plants at a moderate price.

Thomas Wild, Ipswich.

THOMAS WILD, Ipswich, has a few packets of

Orion Melon, Is. 6d. ; Standard Cucumber, 2s. 6d.
. ; Latter's

Primula, 2s. 6d. Now is the proper season for sowing; order

without delay. #
N.B. Hollyhock, Pansy, and Suffolk Hero Potatoes are sold out.

HARDY HEATHS.
TT7ATERER and GODFREY respectfully inviteW attention to their large stock and first-rate collection of

these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues may be

had free on application to Waterer & Godfrey, Knap Hill

Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

aniTrT STThZAKE K offer SCOTCH DRUM-
• HEAD CABBAGE PLANTS, fine, 10?. per 100,000, or

2s, 6d. pprlOOO. for cash.—Lancaster.

HTQ BE SOLD, very handsome large IRISH
Purchasers taking a large

Suffolk.
BIRCHaivI and WARD oeg co state that they

have a very large stock of healthy plants of all the leading
kinds of Hollyhocks. Catalogues will be forwarded on appli-

cation*. Wholesale orders executed on liberal terms.
Hedenham Rosary, April 12.

^T GAINES has now in flower several large plants

$ • of Hybrid Rhododendrons and Azaleas for sale, also an
immense stock of Geraniums, both Show, Fancy, and French

varieties; Fuchsias, Dahlias, Cinerarias, Ericas, Epacris, Camel-

lias, and all kinds of bedding plants.

N.G. h ;s to invite purchasers to visit the Nursery, Surrey
j

Lane. Battersoa. 1

YEWS, from 4 to S feet

number will be liberally dealt with. Prices on application.

Thomas Jacksok & Son'. Nurseries, Kingston, near London.

EED POTATOES.—True Ash-leaf Kidney, Jack-

son's do., Walnut-leaved do., Fluke (true), Lapstone,
,

Flonrball, and all other first class varieties, to be bad of T.fZ
Win'STA.n lev. Seed Merchant, Manchester.

17LUKE KIDNEY POTATOES, 31. 10s. pe# ton;
i sacks, 1*. per cwt. Grown expressly for Seed on newly

broken up old turf land. All orders to be accompanied by a
remittance.—

1

1 TPnnr.v C u a mbewlaik, Kempsey, Worcestefr,

SHLEAF KIDNEY POTATOES, 5s. per bushel
;

MUTCH'S EARLY ROUND (this is one T fne'.hes*

very prolific, and tine flavour, 5s. per bushel; HOPS-t-OJTl?
EARLY EOUNI>. 4,*. perhn 1. -< ft

F

Wauti.v S. 9b*, ''- tingha-n and IIul'. "
*

£J\

>
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SPLENDID NEW SCARLET DELPHINIUM

DELPHINIUM CARDINAL E.

MESSRS. VKITCII and SOX, of the Exotic
Ni-rsbeies, Chelsea and Exeter, have much pleasure in

amionncing that they are now prepared to execute orders for
DELPHINIUM CABDINALE, a new and rare introduction
of remarkable beauty, possessing a colour hitherto unknown in
the genus to which it belongs. It was figured in the " Botanical
Magazine" for December, 18-55, and described by Sir William J.
Hooker in the following terms.
" We have now the pleasure of making known a species of

Delphinium equalling if not surpassing any other in size and
symmetry of the ph. ntf and excelling in the brilliancy of colour
of the flower, a;d that as rich a scarlet as can well be looked
upon. It is one of the many novelties selected bv Mr. William
Lobb in California, and introduced to our gardens by Messrs.
Vkitch & Son, of the Exeter and Chelsea Exotic Nurseries.
Treated as a hardy perennial it cannot fail to be a great
favourite with all lovers of handsome flowers."

Strong plants in 48-sized pots 10s. 6d. each, with one over on
three to the trade. Special terms to the trade per dozen, or in
larger numbers, may be had upon application.—April 12.

7
3

5

6

6

JOHN and CHARLES LEE beg to offer fine healthy
*J well grown plants of the following, which they can recommend
as desirable additions to every collection:

—

STOVE PLANTS. 8 .d.
SONERILA MARGARITACEA, a lovely neat dwarf

plant, with pun* white spots on the leaves
BEGONIA SKMPERFLORENSSaNDERSI, very"showy

„ ZAXTHINA MARMOREA ) finely marked
B „ GANDAVENSIS

J foliage, each
RONDELETIA ANOMALA, quite new and very beautiful,

like a Bouvardia ; flowers richest vermillion with yellow

RHEXIA GLANDULOSA, new; fine" large"blue" flowers,
like Pleroma elegans

CENTRADKNIA SK.INNERI, a new and beautiful white
variety, with good foliage

THYRSACANTHU3 RUTILAN3, very elegant, produc-
ing numerous pendant spikes of bright red flowers

MEDINELLA MAGN1FICA, strong seedlings, in large
6° P°ta

NERIANDRA SUBERECTA, fine yellow, flowers in a
small state

IPOM O: A HORSFALLI, the most splendid of its class
APHELANDRA LEOPOLDI, regular white stripes on the

leaves; flowers bright yellow, beautiful

„ PORTEANA, leaves irregularly blotched
white, flowers deep orange, splendid

CROTON VARIEGATUM (true), the best broad-leaved
varietv

HIBISCUS ALBA PL
HABROTIIAMNUS HUGELII, new
CANNA WARSCEWICZI, very showy ...

GESNERIA DONKELAARI, a noble hybrid
SCUTELLARIA VILLOSA, a fine scarlet
CROTON DISCOLOR, under side of leaves deep crimson
IXORA ALBA (rue), fine large trusses and very free ...

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
ACROPHVLLUM VENOSUM, beautiful long spikes of

cream-coloured flowers, strong plants
BORON I A DRUMMONDI, elegant foliage and bright pink

Established 1805.

Y^TT
C
r.

A
r
R
,

NAT,0,S,S
'
P,C°TEES, AND PINKS.

OUELL and CO.'S collection of the above de-
servedly favourites is probably the most exensive in the

i rade. and having for a series of years paid especial attention to
tneir cultivation, introducing the best of the newest varieties, they
are enabled to offer them at the following prices for fine strong
well-rooted plants.

io • , CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES. s. d.
12 pairs of fine kinds by name i8
li „ extra fine „ 24
Fine old Clove Carnations, per dozen pairs l*
Fine White „

"" io n
T^- tin". „ " tt •• ... lo U
finest mixed Border Carnations and Picotees, per

trpp r p*irs 9 '°
TREE CARNATIONS, flowering summer and winter.—We
have now to offer a very choice collection of this beautiful
class at 18s. per dozen.

PINK3.—The finest first-class show Pinks, by name, 95. to 12s.
per dozen pairs.

„ Fine mixed border ditto, 6s. per dozen pairs.
All Orders of 21. and upwards are delivered Carriage Free to

London, Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to any Railway Station
within 150 miles of the Nursery.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

POTATOES.
and S. GATNES respectfully invite attention

to the following List of POTATOES:—

[April 12, 1856.

R
C H U S AN PALM.

to inform the public that«.,., iuvdi ucAiiLiiui raL,M (the Hemn P*im t r,J^^
has been growing in the open ground durine the 1**7 r

Chint
)

at Chiswick, Kew, Osborne, and in Devonshire ?
f "r *«

tionably quite hardy, and is now offered for the fi-
'\.u"»»*

moderate price, so that every garden may be d^lJtT at *
Palm trees, thereby producing a novel feature of 11^- With
character in the climate of Great Britain. Plants ;* onent*I
each

;
where three are taken in the Trade one will be a^?«°i

8 21'*

Chisw ick Nursery, London.

B
NEW AND SELECT PLANTS

ASS and BROWN have a fine and itroM firrua
of the fallawinn- :-
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n Flonrball
Hicks's Early
Ash-leaf Kidney
Nevill's Defiance
Thruston's Conqueror
Shillings Early
Oxford
Cockney
Frame
Ti ley's Conqueror
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'
Bread-fruit

Walnut-leaf Kidney
White Blossom do.

Cambridge do.

Fluke do.

Jackson's Improved
Red Ash-leafKidney
Lapstone do.

Americans
Fortyfold

Per bushel—s.
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or any other sort that may be required. Also Packets
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d.

„ ..„ _ —, _„ of
Annual Flower Seeds, Packet at 2s. 6d., 15 varieties: packet at 5s.,

30 varieties ; Scarlet Runners, 10*. per bushel ; Dwarf French
Beans, 12s. per bushel, of sorts.

All orders must be accompanied by Post Office Orders payable
at Charing Cross to W. & S. Gaines, Seedsmen and Herbalists,
Covent Garden Market.

NEW ROSES IN POTS.
t>ENJAMIN R. CANT begs to offer the following,
*-* a descriptive Catalogue of which may b j had post free on
application; the plants are exceedingly healthy and robust, with
shoots 18 inches to 2 feet long.

HYBRID PERPETUAL.
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flowers; keeps well through winter
„ SKKKULATA, neat specimens

BEJARIA (K-TUANS ..,

FABIANA VIOLACEA
CHAM.FROPS PALMETTO, a fine hardy Palm from

North America
PIMELEA LORAIXEANA, new and fine ..

„ GNIDIA, good
STATICE HALFORDI, the finest of its class
HYDRANGEA JAPONICA VARILGATA, highly orna-

mental l*.6rf. to
FLORE PLENO, new and distinct

GREVILLEA ROSEA, very free, produces a perfect mass
of deep rose-coloured flowers 3s &J, to

VACCINIUM CARACASSINUM,new
NERIUM SPLKNDENS GIGANTEUM, a large and

splendid variety
CAMPANULA PRIMUL.EFOLIA, verv neat foliage
AZALEA IN DICA LEEANA, pure white, of good su£

stance aud perfect form. First-class Certificate at Gore
Houae 10s.6d.to42
„ ADMIRATION, white ground with crimson

flakes, fine form and very free ; superb
„ CRITERION, variegated salmon white and

crimson, fine form and very free; superb...
BERBERIS NEURERTI, a fine new hybrid; hardy

„ JAMESONT, very scarce; hardy

PAMPAS CRASS.
One of the most ornamental plants recently intro-

duced, producing large tussacks or tufts of elegant droop-
ing leaves, 6 or 8 feet long, and numerous flower stalks
8 or 9 feet high, surmounted by large silvery plumes

VARIEGATED LEAF •GERANIUMS.
THE FLOWER OF THE DAY, a universal favourite,

and too well known to require description, per dozen 9THE MOUNTAIN OF LIGHT, ditto, per dozen ... ' 18
ATTRACTION, like the Flower of the Dav ; but with the

additional attraction of a scarlet horse-shoe, per dozen 42
SILVER KING, silver-edged leaves and deep scarlet

flowers, per dozen
MRS. LENNOX, a giant variety of the Mountain of Light,

per dozen
SILVER QUEEN, good variegated foliage, each ... .„
BRILLIANT, irregular variegation, deep scarlet flowers,

dwarf, very free and good, per dozen
GOLDEN CHAIN, fine foliage, slow growth, narrow crirn-

#v«^2.
n flowe#J

i
*ood for edging Per d°z*n 18s. to 24ODORATA VARIEGATA, variegated Prince of Orange,

very good ; strong plants, per dozen ..
'

21LADY PLYMOUTH, good variegation, useful for edgings',
per dozen ... •. 12

CONIFEROUS PLANTS.
THUJA GIGANTEA, a noble hardy tree of great

mTT^
eAuty: introduced 1855

-
Strong plants ... 10*. 6U to 21

mSJK£,HPNIANAi the most elegant of the tribe ... 5s. to 10 6THL JOPSIS BOREA LIS, very graceful and quite
hardy 7s. 6d. to 10 6

Alphonse Karr
Arthur de Sansal
Docteur H£non ...

Due d'Elchingen
General Pelissier

General Simpson
Joseph Ledechaux
Louise Magnan
Madame Knorr
Marquise de Murat
Mathurin R^gnier

Alfred de Dalmas
Gloire d' Orient

ft ••

ft ••

• ••

5s. Od.

7 6

ft • I
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5
5
5
7
5
5
o
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Ornement des Jardins
Pauline Lansezeur ...

Prince Noir
Souvenir de la Reine
d'Angleterre

Triomphe de 1'Exposi-
tion

Triomphe d'Avranches
Bourbon, Empress Eu-
g^nie

10s. 6d.

5

5

10 6

G ERANIUMS.
12 superb new show vars. of last season ...

50 superb vars, including some of the above
25 ditto ditto

Fine selections, per dozen ... .'" qs ., Us. and
6 superb new tancy vars. of last season

'

25 superb vars., including the above
Fine selections of fancy vars 9j.

;
12* and

ACniMENES.
5 superb new continental vars., strong tubers
12 superb vars, including Sir Traherne

(Jigantea, Cheriti, Louis Van Houtte, &c.
12 fine and beautiful vars

GLOXINIAS.
10 splendid new continental vars
10 splendid new ditto, erect flowering vars.

The 20 vars. together for
12 fiuest vars. of previous introduction

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
50 fine and select bard-wooded species and vars.

Fine selections, per dozen... 18s. and
50 fine and select species and vars, 45s. ; or 25 vars.

STOVE PLANTS.
25 superb and select species and vars.

Fine selections, per dozen '.'.'.24/.
"to

HERBACEOUS PLANT3.
100 distinct and showy vars, 30s.; or 50 for
100 superior, including many newer vars., 50s. ; or 50 for
ROSES, 12 dwarfs, in pots, splendid new continental varsHARDY CLIMBING PLANTS, in pots, 20 fine sorts...'
PHLOX, 25 vars., IPs. 6d. ; 25 superior vars. ...

POTENTILL AS, 12 fine vars, 6s. and 9s. ; 12 extra fine..'.'

King of Crimsons, the finest large crimson,
and dwarf habit of growth, each

8 superb new vars., including King of
Crimsons

ROSE-MADAME DESIRE GIRAUD, new Carnation-
striped Hybrid Perpetual.—The flowers of this novel
and beautiful variety are double, of the size and form
of Baron Prevost, colour white, striped with rose and
crimson, dwarf plants in pots, worked on the Manetti
stock, each
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PERPETUAL MOSS

ftftft

5s. Od.

5
Madame de Villars ... 5s. Od.

12 of my own selection from above for 60s., or 21 sorts for 51.

The following at the prices attached, or purchaser's selection
40s. per dozen ; my own choice 30s. per dozen.

MOSS.
Comtesse Doriat
Frederic Soulie*

Baron de Wassenaer 3s. 6d.
Capitaine Ingraam ... 3

PERPETUAL MOSS.
Madame Edouard Ory 5s. Od.

| Salet

HYBRID PERPETUAL.
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Baron LarTar
Belle Lyonnaise ...

Coimesse de Turenne
Comtesse Valliant ...

Deuil de F. Willermoz
Emperor Napoleon
Evftque de Meaux
Gloire de Vitry
Julie Guinoisseau
Lafontaine
Madame de Caraba-

Madame de Trotter

8s. Od.

3 6
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Madame Lacour Jurie
Mudarae Masson
Madame Place
Madame Theodore

Martel

Madame Vidot
Mar£ii£rite Lecureux
M*xime
Monsieur Pigeron
Mrs. Standish...
President Menoux
Kaphael

35. 6(7.

3 6

3s. 6d.

3s. M.
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24

Frilet ...

Isabelle II.

NOISETTE.
Augnsta
Polonie Bourdin

BOURBON.
3s. 6d.

3 6
Marguerite Dubourg...
Oiuer Pacha ... • » •

• • •

ft • ft

Lucullus * • •

Augnste Vacher
Blanche deSolleville.,,

• • *

CHINA.
5s. Od.

3 6

TEA.
3s. Od. f Louise de Savoie
3 Madame Maurin

• t ft

3s. 6d
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3 6

3s. Od.
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99
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35. Gd.

3
The following at 205. per dozen :—

MOSS.
I>'Arcet 25. Od.
Gloire des Mousseuses 2 6
L'Eblouissante ... 2
Jeanne de Montfort 2

Marip de Blois
Madame Alboni
Princess Alice,..

Vaudael ...

• .

.

• • •

•

^{vj;; k'l-'AUCA, a very neat glaucous Arborvita?
riNLS JEFFREYI, new and very distinct, one year

seedlings ...
J

^JV^^SLEYI, new, one year seedlings

JKIy:?C V.
LATA

>
ver7 ornamental, 1 year seedlings

SAKINIAN A, strong plants „BENTH AMIANA, a distinct and fine species, three
years seedlings

a2?S??J !
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±*OUOCARPUS CHILIN A, distinct ... 10s. 6d. } said to be

LIBOCEDRUS^HlLfl^SIS, trom seef '

** * S^B^toJUN
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PLRUS ?
Ilf
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'
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?
forminS a noble upright column about

I foot in diameter
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Alfred Colomb
Alphonse de Lamartine
Augnste Gninoisseau
Baron Heecheren
Raronne de Kermont
Caroline Milsom
C^res
Cicero
Colonel de Rongemont
Conseiller Jordeuil ..,

Dr. Jamain
,

Duchess of Norfolk ...

Gpnernl Jacqueminot
Gloire de France
Gloire de Parthenay...

Francois TIerincq
Madame Fon-aine

HYBRID PERPETUAL.
2s. Od.
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Ajar
Cerise pourpre

Jules Margottin
M:<dame F. Rigaux
Madame Lacroix
Madame Recamier
Marie de Bourges
Panachee d*Orleans ...

Paul Dupuy ...

Prince de la Moskwa
Prince L£on ...

Sir John Franklin
Souvenir des Braves ...

Souvenir de Leveson
Gover

Triomphe de Paris

BOURBON.
2s. Sd. I Prince Albert...
2

J Reine Hortense

NOISETTE.
2s. Od.

| Marie Charge"

TEA.

2s. 0(7.
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s'D SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
Hammersmith.

... 2s. Orf. I Gloire de Dijon
.. -. -

••• 2 I Williams' everg. climber 1 6

nA 's
.V

n
n

lots a
,
se,ect assortment of the best older kinds of

Hybrid Perpetual, Bmrb.n, Noisette, China, and Tea-scented
Roses from 12s. to 15j. per dozen.

Carriage paid to any station on the Eastern Counties Railway.
St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

5
CATALOGUE No. V. is now ready, and may be had on

application, containing their superb Achimenes, Gloxinias,
Bedding and Soft-wooded plants, &c. ; also a List of New and
Rare Plants of every class.

GOODS CARRIAGE FREE (not under 20s.) to all stations in
London, and all stations on the Colchester linn between London
and Norwich. Post-office orders payable to Bass & Brow*, or
to Stephen Brown.
BASS axd-BROWN, Seed and Horticultural Establishment,

Sudburv. Suffolk.

CHOICE PLANTS, ETC.
"VTOUELL and CO., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth,
*- Norfolk, beg respectfully to call attention to the following,

which they are now sending out in tine strong plants :—
AZALEA, varieties of Indica, comprising the newest and

choicest kinds, good bushy plants, in 48-sized pots, 15s.p.doz.

CAMELLIAS, in choice new kinds, well adapted for making
fine flowering specimens next season, 21s. per dozen.

CHOROZEMA, in 6 beautiful varieties, for 9s.

EPACRIS, of finest varieties, bushy plants in48's, 12s. per dozen;
smaller ditto, 9s.

ERICAS, of finest kinds, bushy plants in 48's. 12s. per dozen.
(A List of these will be found in a separate Advertisement.)

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in 50 best kinds, for 50s.
SOLLTA LINEARIS, good plants, Is. 6d. each.

HETEROPHYLLA, 9s. per dozen.
STATICE SINUATA, 9s. per dozen.
EUGENIA UGNI, anew Myrtaceous of easy cultivation, pro-

ducing delicious fruit now being used for dessert, good
plants, 2s. 6d. ea?h.

LILIUM SPECIOSUM, good flowering bulbs, 2s. 6d. each.
LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM, 9s. per dozen.
EXIMIUM, 9s. per dozen.

CLEMATIS SIKBOLDI, strong plants, Is. 6d. each.
AZUREA GRANDIFLORA, ls.6tf.esch.
II K N DERSONI, Is. 6d . each.
MONTANA, Is. each.
FLAMULA, 9d. each.

BERBERIS DARWINL—Nice plants of this beautiful dwarf
species, bearing a profusion of rich gold- coloured blossoms,

9s. per dozen.
PHILADELPHIA MEXICANUS, 9s. per doz°n.

GORDONIAN US, 9s. per dozen.
DEUTZIA GRACILIS, fine strong plants, 9s. per dozen.
GYNKRIUM ARGENTEUM, the New PAMPAS GRASS,

2s. Sd. each, or 24s. per dozen ; extra strong, 3s. 6d. each.
CIN ER ARIAS, a choice collection of all the best kinds, 9s.perdoz.

PHLOXES, a selection of all the new and handsomest varieties

of this much admired flower, 9s. per dozen.
PHLOX, Countess of Home (Downie & Laird), fine strong pl»n»

of this, the finest Phlox yet offered, 3s. 6d. each.
PANSIKS, a fine collection of all the new and first-rate flowers

9s. per dozen.
PRIMROSES, per doz.:-Double Yellow, 4s.; Double Crimson

or maroon, a fine and scarce old plant, 12s.

DELPHINIUM HENDERSONI, 18*. per dozen; Mooreanam,

6t. per dozen : Barlowi, 6s. per dozen. , ,

.

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS, fine strong flowering plants of tins

lovely and hardy species well adapted tor bedding, 9.«. perdoz.

LILY OF THE VALLEY, strong, 5s. per 100.

PiEONIE8, a choice collection of 12 new varieties for 12s.

ROCKETS, double crimson, 9s. per dozen; double yellow, V.

per dozen.
STATU E MARITIMA ROSEA, and PSEUDO ARMERA-
Strong plnnts of these two beautiful hardy herbaceous ipecies,

producing throughoutthe yea* a profusion of deep lake coloured

flowers 3s. per dozen.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, a very extensive and select collection

of the handsomest kinds, including those adapted for rocK-

work, 6s. per dozen. AaDAISIES, 30 of the best new German varieties, by name, «.

per dozen.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, of the handsomest of the large flowe.-

ing varieties, 9s. per dozen.
Do. do., of Pompons, 9s. per dozen.
GLADIOLUS IN > IGNIS, fine flowering bulbs, 6s. per dozen.

„ CARDINALIS „ 3s. *

All Orders of 21. and upwards are delivered Carriage £
ree

*|?

London, Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to any Railway BWWP
within 150 miles of the Nursery.
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MANGEL WURZEL SEED.—Purchasers of
large quantities will be supplied liberally.—Prices on

application, stating quantity required.

Suttox & Sons, Koyai Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading,

'-X/ELLOW GL^BE MANGEL WURZEL, of Vie

X best description, at 6d. per lb.
9
or 14 lbs. for 6s.;

WHITE BELGIAN CARROT SEED, 9d. per lb.,

and all other hinds of Agricultural Seeds of the best

descriptions and at the lowest remunerative prices.

Carriage free to all Railway Stations and Steam Ports in the

United Kingdom,
William E. Kknpl* &_Co.

t
Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

____

PLYMOUTH is one of the principal Seaports in the

United Kingdom, and possesses one of the finest

harbours in the world.
Steamers and Clippers continually sail from thence to Australia,

New Zealand, India, America, and'all parts of the world, so that

foreign orders can be shipped with promptness and dispatch-

TJiere ate regular lines of Steamers running to London,

Edinburgh, Bull, Liverpool, Co?k 9 Dublin, Btlfast, Glas-

gow, and all the principal Stripping Ports in the United

Kingdom every day in the week.

Plymouth is also connected by the South Devon Railway witli

all the vast chains and links of the British Railways, and goods
can be sent as expeditiously and as cheaply from Plymouth as
anytown in England.

All Orders for Seeds cither for the Farm, the Kitchen

Garden, or Flower Garden, can be hadfrom
William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

Established 1786.

NEW DAHLIAS TO BE SENT OUT IN MAY BY
GEORGE WHEELER, Nurseryman, War.

minster, Wilts.

ECLTPSE (Wheeler's).— Fine dark purple, first-rate form,

full high centre, and very constant; obtained certificates at

Bath, Clifton, and Salisbury Exhibitions
; 3 to 4 feet. 10*. 6d. each.

LADY RAGLAN (Wheeler's).— Buff; a fine back row
flower of good form and high centre; obtained certificates at

Trowbridge, Salisbury, and Clifton Exhibitions ; 4 to 5 feet. 75. 6d.

The usual discount to the Trade.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS.—A large collection of the follow-

ing can be supplied by the 100:—Double white Primrose, Cam-
panula carpatica, blue; ditto, pure white variety; Czackia,
or St. Bruno's Lily; Hepatica, pure white; Delphinium,
Chinese; ditto Barlowi, ditto Wheeleri; Gaillardia splendidis-

aima, ditto bicolor; Helleborus pnrpurascens ; Pseonies, Chinese
iu variety, viz., rose-scented, Hume's, Reeves's. Potts's, double
white, odorata grandiflora, &c.
Fine Bulbs of Anomatheca cruenta, Tigridias conchiflora and

Wheeleri, free by post, is. per dozen.
Tritonia aurea, good blooming bulbs, free by post, 18s. per doz.
Phlox, a fine collection.

rpHOMAS VEITCH and CO., Wholesale and
-1- Retail Agricultural Seed Merchants, Western Counties

Seed Dep6t, 195, High Street, Exeter, opposite Broadgate, beg
to draw the attention of purchasers to their Stock of TURNIPS,
MANGEL, CARROTS, GRASSES, &c, which are now open,

of beautiful sample, and in excellent condition, and as every
variety has been proved, T- V. & Co. declare them genuine,

and with no adulteration whatever, consequently purchasers

will not be liable to the annoyance, vexation, and loss of a
mixed and uncertain crop.

SEED POTATOES and all articles connected with the Seed
Business.
Twelve varieties of pretty FLOWER SEEDS, Is.; 12 do. do.,

2s.; 12 do., do., 3s.; and upwards according to quality and
quantity.

Agricultural, Vegetable and Flower Seed List forwarded on
application, postage free.

N.B. A Registry kept for Bailiffs and Gardeners.

T?LOWER SEEDS.— We have selected out of our

|J large Collection of Flower Seeds twenty of the most

beautiful and showy varieties, each sort distinct in colour,

and calculated to produce a fine effect when planted out

in groups or beds in the Flower Garden. The German
Stocks, Asters, Larkspurs, and Wallflowers especially are

most superb. The Collection will be sent free by post to

any address, price 5s.

The following unsolicited testimonials will give some slight

idea of the high repute in which our seeds are held :

—

u
I beg to inform you that the German Stocks and Asters yon

sent me last year met my entire satisfaction, for I had a most
splendid show; they were admired by every one who saw them."
—Mr. John Fv> e, of Long Buckby.

" The Wallflower seed you sent me is much finer than ever I saw
before ; they are grand in the extreme—spikes of flowers 12 inches
long."

—

Mr. Cleeton, Gardener to E. Holland, Esq., M.R, Dwmbleton.
u The German Stocks and Asters have given general satis-

faction, having surpassed all I have yet seen, both for brilliancy

of colour and compactness of bloom"

—

Mr. Vertegans, Florist,

Edgtbaston, Birmingham.
" The German Stocks came up to your recommendation ; they

gave me great satisfaction, and many fnends who visited the
gardens asked me where I bad the seed from."

—

Mr. Barlass,
Gardener toT. B.Le Baker, Esq., of ffardwicke Court.
" The German Stocks and Asters you sent to the Heath last year

were really good."—Mr. Chapman, Gardener, The Heath, Cardiff.
J C. Wheeler <St SoN,_Seed Growers, Gloucester.

CHOICE PLANTS.
MITCHELL and Co., having a large stock of the

following plants, most respectfully inform their numerous
patrons that they will be prepared to send them good strong

plants on and after the 20th inst.

NEW FUCHSIAS, consisting of Story's New White Corollas;

all other first-rate varieties, 10s. 6J. per dozen, basket included.

VERBENAS.—A first-rate collection, none but the best of

1855, Gs. per dozen, or four dozen for 20s., basket included.

CALCEOLARIAS, Henderson's and Turners new varieties of

1855, 12.?. per dozen, hamper free ;
older varieties, 4*. per dozen,

or 6 tor 21s., basket free.

DAHLIAS of 1855 & 54.—Our own selection of the following

first-rate varieties :—Lord Bath, Pre-Erainent, Ruby Queen,

Baron Alderson, The Nigger, Emperor, Napoleon, Omer Pacha,

John Keynef

s Rachel Rawlings, Primrose Perfection, Topsy,

Uncle Tom, Miss Pope, &c, 12s. per doz.,package free ; older well-

known varieties, 6s. per doz., or 4 dozen for 20s., basket included.

LOBELIA SPECIOSA, the best blue dwarf bedding variety,

6s. per dozen.
PETUNIA IMPERIALIS, Double White, first-rate for bed-

ding, 6s. per dozen.
PETUNIAS.—A Choice Collection, 4s. per dozen.

Pinks, our collection consists of all the best show varieties,

4s. and 65. per doz^n.—Carnations, first-rate varieties byname,
12s. per dozen pairs.—Picotees, 12s. ditto.—Tree Carnations, our
collection stands unrivalled; our own selection, good strong
plants, 12s. per doz., trade price per 100 upon application.—Phloxes,
first-rate sorts, 6.. per dozen.—Phlox Drummondi Radetzky.
Post Office Orders are respectfully requested from unknown

correspondents payable to John Faiebrotheb. AH orders over
20s. are delivered free in London, or to any station on the London
and South-Coast Railway.

Bristol Nurseries, Kemp Town, Brighton.

Established about Half a Cesttky.
CRICULTURAL SEEDS.

OASS and BRoWN can supply the following of
*-* pure and genuine selected stocks, and of extra quality.

Per lb.—3. d.
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Reduced prices for large quantities.
Mangel Wurzel, Yellow Globe

Ked Globe ...

Long Ked ...

„ Lon^r Yellow
White Silesian Sugar Beet
Carrot, White Belgian

„ Yellow Belgian
„ Long Red Altringhara

Large Cattle Parsnips ...

Drumhead Cattle Cabbage (scarce) ...

Swede Turnip, purple-top, extra. 40s. per bushel...

„ „ Skirving's, 40s. per bushel
Turnip, Orange Jelly, Lincolnshire Red Globe, Round, Tankard,

Scotch, and other Turnips at moderate prices.

Bass & Brown's SELECTED NATURAL GRASSES FOR
PERMANENT PASTURES are highly approved, and have
given the fullest satisfaction, and can be supplied to suit the soils
required. Per acre—a. d.

For Soils generally, including Clovers ...24». to 30
Renovating Mixture for Old Pastures, per lb. ... 10
Finest Lawn Mixture, 4s. 6d. per peck, per lb. ... 1 3

All orders and inquiries will receive prompt attention. Carriage
free to all stations in London and all Stations on the Colchester
Line between London and Norwich.

Bass & Brown, Seed Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

H
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ST-C LASS SHOW PAN
and NICKLIN, Flortsts,

Surrey, offer the following PAN SI US

I ES.
Guildford,

Monarch (Hale)
Pompey (do.)

Duke of Perth
Ophir(M'Dowall)
Ringlet (Turner)
Satisfaction (do.)

Adela (do.)

Marchioness of Bath (do.)

Alfred the Great (do.)

Criterion (Hooper)
Great-Western (do.)

Sylvia (Thomson)
Ele^antissima (do.)

C. Turner (Hale)
Sovereign (Dickson)
Miss Talbot (do.)

Pandora (Hunt)
British Queen (Turner)
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MEW TURNIP.
WAITE'S " ECLIPSE/' PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

TURNIP.
T^IIIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
-*- the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch
Turnip ; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and may be
sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip
may be. had on application, or may be seen at the principal Seed
Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be
obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3*. per lb.—A liberal
allowance to the Trade.

J.G.W aite, Seed Mefchant^lSl, High Holborn, London.
MAJOR'S NEW CALCEOLARIAS.

j\fR. HENRY MAJOR, Knosthorpe, near Leeds,
ItX begs to announce that his beautiful new shrubby CAL-
CEOLARIAS are now ready to send out in nice healthy plants.
Price of the set of 18, 32. Parties not wishing to purchase the
full set, may have the 10 marked* in his List for 2/. For par-
ticulars see Descriptive Catalogue, which may be had on
application.

H. M. offers a second set of 12, to include his best sorts of last
year, as well as several of last year's seedlings not yet let out.
Pries 25^.

Very select CalceoUria Seed, 2*. Gd. per packet.
Pampas Grass, 2*. 6d. each, post free.

It is respectfully requested that orders from unknown corre-
spoudents be accom panied*by a Post-office Order,—April 12.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet
containing 100 Seeds, Is. ; sent post free, Is. 2d. Calceo-

laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,
Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue
on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.

Wm. Cullixqforp, 1 , Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

TO THE TRADE.
SEEDLING CRYPTOMS.RIA JAPONICA.

GEORGE JACKMAN begs to annouuee he has been
fortunate to ripen from his specimen plant a quantity of

SEEDS of the above well-known Hardy and Ornamental Tree.
Seedlings can be supplied in pans, the 2d week in May, at the
following prices :

—

I65. per 100 | 725. Gd. per 500 | 1205. per 1000.

N.B. Cash or satisfactory reference from unknown correspon-
dents. Woking Nursery, Woking.—April 12.

FlRST-RATE DAHLIAS FOR 1856.

J KEYNES' ANNUAL CATALOGUE (Illustrated,
• see Turner's Florist) contains the best selected List of the

above, and will be sent on desire. Plants will be ready as usual
the first week in May.
P.S. The party who printed the above Catalogues never having

printed any before, wishes to explain the nature of the Illustra-

tions. He states, the man looking over the gate is seeking after

all the first-rate flowers that were offered in 1855, wonderingthey
are not in J. Kkynes's Catalogue. The Nondescript at the end is

a new Dahlia Poker (about to be patented), by which a skilful

dresser is enabled to make a second class flower look equal to a
first. The windmill is a puff, and so are many advertisements,
and he wishes the public not to believe even all there may be
stated in the Catalogue. The Typographical error (the omission
of a comma,), he trusts will not put a full stop to the sale of the
flowers. Cast le Street, Salisbury, April 12.

orchids!
MESSRS. RANGKL and MOSER, of Rio de

Janeiro, have for sale a rare and magnificent collection of
CATTLEYAS, L^ELIAS, 4c; also rare Palms and other
Brazilian plants. Orders promptly attended to.—Direct, care of
Her Britannic Majesty's Agent for Packets, Rio de Janeiro.

N.B. Since 1853 all the rare and new Brazilian species of
Cattleyas, Lielias, See., sold in London have been forwarded from
his establishment.

SKIRVING'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP.
]\ JR. SKIRV1NG, Queen Square, Liverpool, begs to
-1-*A acquaint his friends and the public that he has fixed the
price of his improved SWEDISH TURNIP SEED for the
season at Is. per lb. All other kinds of Turnip and Agricultural

Seeds in general, of the most select description, at moderate
rates, priced Catalogues of which may be had on application.

A remittance or reference from unknown correspondents is re-

spectfully requested to accompany orders.—Liverpool, April 12^

The above Set 12s., hamper, &c, included.
Euphemia, Mr. Beck, Pompey, Polyphemus, Caroline, Con-

ductor, .Qu^en of England, Gem, Duchess of Norfolk, Lady
Montague, Commander-in-Chief, Eva, &c, 5s. per dozen.
Numerous testimonials could be furnished of satisfaction given

by plants sent 0Ht.

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS, PANSIES, PHLOXES,
BELGIAN DAISIES, ETC,

TOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
*J near Manchester, is now sending out the above, in sets, as
in former years, and none but the usual strong plants and extra
fine show varieties, which have given such high satisfaction to
his customers, will be forwarded.

25 pairs CARNATIONS in 25 different vars.
25 ditto I ICOTEES
25 ditto PINKS
25 plants PANSIES
12 ditto PHLOXES
12 ditto BELGIAN DAISIES

Hamper, &c, included.
Descriptive Catalogues now ready. Post Office orders to be

payable at Middleton, Lancashire.

KINGHORN'S UNEQUALLED NEW SCARLET
GERANIUMS.

COUNTESS OF WARWICK.—Beautiful large variegated
foliage, white margin, dark horse shoe, banded with pink, strongly
marked, large truss of deep scarlet, the individual flowers of fine

form, is of vigorous growth, proved to grow and flower well
planted out. Received a certificate at the Royal Botanic
Exhibition. Plants 105. Gd. each.
ANNIE.—This is a decided improvement on " The Flower of

the Day," and u Silver King/' possessing fine large trusses of
bright scarlet, the foliage large and flat, margined with pure
white, does well planted out, has produced leaves 4§ inches over,
very free grower. Plants 10$. Gd. each.
GENERAL PELISSIER.—This nobleGeranium has been the

admiration of all who have seen it, either in pots or bedded out,

throwing its numerous globular trusses of orange scarlet flowers,

well above the foliage, on strong white flower stalks, flowers of
fine form with white eye, is of compact vigorous growth, leaves
medium size with dark green margin, distinct horse shoe, paler
green in centre. The best scarlet Geranium ever offered. Flowers
very free and perfect in the smallest pot. Was awarded a first

cla-:s certificate at the National Floricultural Society. Plants
10$. Gd. each.
In compliance with many pressing solicitations, Francis R.

Kisghorx has determined on sending out the above in the 3d
week of April. The usual discount to the trade. A remittance
will be required from unknown correspondents. Post Office

Orders on Richmond, Surrey.

St. Margaret's Gardens, Isleworth, Middlesex.—April 12.

AMU EL FINNEY and Co/s CATALOGUE OF
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.—We beg to inform our Agri-

cultural friends and the public, that our FARM SEEDS are now
ready for delivery; and as we have proved the growth of each
kind, we can give them our strong recommendation. We would
direct particular attention to our extensive stocks of imported
and home-grown Italian, Pacey's, and other perennial Rye
Grasses ; Red, White, Perennial red, and Alsike Clovers, Trefoil, '

&c; also to our select stocks of the most approved kinds of
natural Grasses for Permanent Pasture and Meadow.
We beg particularly to recommend our mixtures for various

soils and situations, which we have prepared to a great extent
th~ Highland and Agricaltural Societvof

during the last 30 years with unvaried success; and also our
(

°
27 Great George Street We?

mixtures for Lawns, Bowling Greens, &c.
|

p '

We grow annually large stocks of Turnips, Mangels, Carrots,
and other Root Seeds from full grown selected Roots, and we can
recommend them as being pure and of the finest quality.
Catalogues with prices of the whole may be had, postage free,

and arrangements as to carriage made, on application to

Samtel FiNyKY 8c Co., Gateshead, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
To Noblemen and Gkntlemev Planting New Pleasure
Grounds, or Improving Parks or Drives, and to Com-
panies Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries.

WSKIRVING begs to offer his extensive Stock of
• TREES and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either

for immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where
smaller sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition

to his general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrubs,
which is allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this

p
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, ETC.

ETER LAVVSON and SON beg to intimate that

they are ready to Bend out all kinds of Agricultural Seeds,

comprising Hay and Pasture Grasses, Clovers and other Herbage
and Forage Plants, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, Carrots, and other

Roots, Seed Oats, Wheat, Barley, and Rye; all of which are of

the finest kinds and most approved varieties in cultivation.

Priced Lists may he had on application.

Seedsmen and Nurserymen to Her Majesty the Queen, and

the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS.

PETER LAWSON and SON have given their best

attention to their Stocks of the above, which they know to

be of first-rate quality.

Priced Catalogues may be had on application.

Seedsmen and Nurserymen to Her Majesty the Queen, and to

v of Scotland.

Westminster.

Eivt (8zvXitntv& Cfcromcle*
SATURDAY, A PHIL 12, 1856.

The readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle will not

have yet forgotten the interest which attached to

the specimens of timber from Tasmania exhibited

in Hyde Park in 1851. (See pp. 276 and 291 of our

volume for that year.) It was difficult to over-esti-

mate the colonial value of that description of pro-

duce, whether for the purposes of naval construction,
season offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most ,. i :ij:—- „***, «» ««k;««f «rr.rL- ATr»of
valuable Trees latelv introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRI- Ordinary building uses, or Cabinet

^
Work. Most

CATA and CEDRUS DEODAR A, of various sizes, from 1 to 6 ft. »

W. S. invites any one wanting considerable quantities of

Specimen Trees and Shrubs to inspect his collection Bnd obtain

prices on the spot, as the mere height of such trees (as quoted in
|

lists) gives no idea o^the value of well grown select plants for

choice situations.

N.B. A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped

especially was the magnitude of the Blue Gum
Tree {Eucalyptus globulus) a subject of universal

wonder. We are, therefore, glad to have the oppor-

tunity of drawing attention once more to this

marvellous example of vegetable growth, as d«-

plante crfthe Aranwria imbrl^ta" an*d"cednis Deodara haTa'bi'e* scribed in the very ably written account of the
grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great dis- Tasnianian contributions to the late Paris Exhibi-
taac in «M""»«2££»J £«^™$icIllion ,

! tion, of which a copy has just reached us from its
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author, Mr. Milligan. It is true that Eucalypti yielded by this particular tree, at a time of very
are not trees for an English forest

; but we see no high prices, is, however, no criterion as to its value
reason why they should not flourish in such climates in ordinary times, when its price would be regulated
as that of Killarney, as it is already known that ; by the price of labour almost entirely."
they do on the once desolate island of Ascension.
We copy Mr. Milligan's descriptions verbatim.

With a plant exhibited by Captain Goldsmith, of
Hobart Town, 70 feet long, 11 feet wide, and
3 inches thick, we have the following account

:

" This is perhaps the most valuable and important
of the timber trees of Tasmania. Its principal

habitat is in the south side of the island ; but it is

also met with in the valley of the Apsley and at the
Douglas River, on the East Coast, and it reappears
upon Flinders Island, in Bass's Straits : its strong-
hold, however, is D'Entrecasteaux's Channel, and

One of the gentlemen who are preparing to occupy
themselves with experiments on the comparative
strength of different samples of Oak and other
Timber has suggested that it would be advan-
tageous if we were to point out in what manner the

timber should be cut for the purpose, in order to

secure not only a correct but a comparable set of

results. We quite agree with him. There is no
doubt that the same timber cut and bent in one
direction will possess a degree of strength beyond
what it will have if cut and bent in another ; so that

along the south side of the island, whence it has tne weakest timber may appear the strongest if care
*__ a •% • • « * • . • * .£»-_. XA.1_ A._ 1 • i il ' * 1
been exported in various shapes within the last

three years to the value of about 800,000£ The
Blue Gum attains, when at maturity, an average
elevation and size greater probably than any other
tree in the world ; a plank forwarded to the London
Exhibition of 1851, which, from the difficulty expe-

is not taken to guard against this unsuspected source
of error. The longbow exemplifies this. If two
staves of Yew, taken from the same stick, and only
divided by a sawcut, are curved in opposite direc-

tions, the one will snap with a 6-inch pull, the other
will bend for 2 or 3 feet. To this circumstance all

nenced in procuring a ship to carry it, arrived in j

experimenters on the strength of timber should
"C 1 J t _ 1 _ i _ #__ It' _ 1 « A •. r , w*»,.t aa«_ f.,11 _ J L T._ 1 i 1! i' _ .f ilEngland too late for exposition, measured 145 feet

in length, and was 20 inches broad by 6 inches in

thickness. A plank of the same width and thick-

ness was cut 100 feet in length by Mr. James Boyd,
Civil Commandant at Port Arthur. Van Diemen's

most carefully advert. In whatever direction of the
grain one piece of timber is cut, the other should
be also cut in like manner.

Let the annexed figure represent a " round," or
transverse section of a piece of Oak. The proper

one piece of timber being cut parallel withTth"
fibre, and another obliquely across the fibre Should
this happen their relative strength, although taken
from the same log, must be different, the oblion^v
cut being the weakest. H J

We are the more tempted to offer these remarks
because we do not find it stated in Captain Fowke^
elaborate account* of his experiments on the woods
examined last year in the Great Paris Exhibition
that this subject engaged his attention. If it di«j
not the value of the results the gallant officer
obtained is hardly equal to the labour and care
bestowed on the experiments. We are the more
apprehensive that the point was overlooked when
we see that the breaking weights vary greatlv in
specimens of the very same tree. Thus in a
Casuarina one piece broke with 3195 lbs., while
another, under apparently equal circumstances
resisted the strain up to 4629 lbs., and the same
occurred in other cases. A difference equal to
1434 lbs. in the weight required to break two
specimens of the very same timber one 1| inch
and the other If square, seems too remarkable to
be explained except upon the hypothesis that the
specimens were cut uncomparably.

Land, in order to be forwarded to the Paris Exhi- j

mode of cutting it, in order to secure the greatest
V:*; -f -intf U._i 1a. 1 1 e a • _ .. i i «.,*(.;„««.. _~ 1. • L N n- . , , ill. _
bition of 1855, but it has been found impracticable
to get it shipped by any vessel at this port (Hobart
Town), and it does not therefore appear in this
catalogue. This tree attains at its full growth a
height of 250 to 350 feet, and a circumference varv-

resistance which it can offer to a strain, would be
to follow the course of the medullary rays from a to c
and b to d. c d, which would be wider than a b,

should be placed lowermost when the breaking weight
is attached to its middle, and the lath a b c <? .placed

ing from 30 to upwards of 100 feet, at 4 feet from between two uprights would be in exactly the same
the ground. In regular forest ground it rarely gives
off its principal limb under 100 feet, and there is not
unfrequently a stem clear of any branch for 200 feet
and upwards. The most important purpose for

which this timber is adapted, and to which it is

extensively applied, is that of ship-building. The
Messrs. Degrates and Messrs. Watson of this place
have built and fitted out vessels with it, of which
several are now trading regularly to and from
England.

^
Its specific gravity is greater than that of

Teak, British Oak, or even Saul ; and experiments
instituted to ascertain its breaking weight, &c,
have established the fact, that in strength and
elasticity it is superior to all other timbers. For
planking and stringers, and for keels of ships, the
Blue Gum possesses a suitability beyond all other
timbers, since it affords length and dimensions which
it would be impossible to obtain from any other tree.
The purposes to which the wood of the Blue Gum is

applied areas numerousas the varietiesof work which
devolve on the shipwright, millwright, house car-
penter, implement- maker, and engineer, for in all

these departments of mechanical labour and skill it

is found to be a material all but indispensable, not-
withstanding the great diversity of woods available
in the colony. For instance, it is in constant use
for treenails in shipbuilding, as gunwales for boats,
for house building, for fitting up steam-engines and
the heaviest machinery, in the construction of
wheels, wheel-barrows, carts, &c, &c, and for piles

position for resisting a strain as an ordinary long-
bow, when held in the hand : b representing the
back and a the "belly" of the bow. But it is
evident that if c d is uppermost instead of lower-
most the lath would be in the same position as a
bow when drawn backwards ; and it is also evident
that if in any experiment respecting strength some
laths have a b uppermost and others have c d
uppermost the results will be uncomparable and
untrustworthy.

This explanation will doubtless be perfectly
intelligible, and every one will at once see the truth
of it. But timber may be cut in other ways not so

on which to raise wharves; bridges of great span, „ .._. w
are built of it. That at Bridgewater, about 11 miles obviously different, with the same fallacious result",
from Hobart Town, of which a model was sent to Tnus *et us suppose that a log is cut up into experi-
the London Exhibition, and which is raised upon
piles measuring 65 to 90 feet each in length, stands
9 feet above the highest high-water mark, mea-
sures 96 feet from end to end, by a breadth affording a
roadway of 24 feet, and is constructed entirely of this
timber. This tree, like most of the Eucalypti,
yields a red, highly astringent gum, which has been
extensively used, and found to answer, as a 'kino,'
and the leaves by distillation yield an essential oil

having the properties of ' Cajeput oil.'

"

Another specimen,contributed by Mr. JohnAbbott
is described as follows :

—

" This section, 3 feet in diameter,*was cut out of
the trunk 194 feet from the root ; the first branch
being given off 20S feet from the root, and the total
length of the tree being 318 feet. The following
descriptions and quantities of timber are said to
have been sold at the stump of this tree :—

mental quartering, the concentric circles in some
spars being placed in one direction, in others in
another, we have the very same sources of error.
For example, let four pieces of timber of equai
magnitude be cut and placed as is represented in the
four following diagrams ; there is little doubt that

6 feet palings, 5000, at 22s. per 100 ...

5 ditto 4500, at 20s. ditto
3£ ditto 10,000, at 105. ditto
Laths, 32,000, at 16*. ditto
Shingles, 30,000, at 18s. ditto
And it is estimated that the remainder of
the tree will produce 60,000 or 70,000 laths.^ 165., say

• - »

ft « i

ft t ft

£55
43
50
25 12
22

50

£245 12

No. 3 will be able to bear a greater weight than the
others without breaking ; for it will be nearly in the
position of a b in the first diagram ; on the other
hand No. 2 will be the weakest, No. 1 next in
weakness, and No. 4 nearest in strength to No. 3.
These differences are to be more especially expected
in such timber as Oak, Ash, Elm, Deal, &c, in

Twelve TTmnflia w™* *v r u ii, ,,
wnlcn the structure is not at all homogeneous. In

fordouWe ft \t
this timber would have sold what are called Hardwoods, the structure of which

timbe hlvi^rnT ' i- Pr
?

Ce
.°f aU SOrts °f 1S far more hora°geneouS

, we conceive such differ-

of the

1

atl^^SS^AS2« 1^de;°e

U

e

ld * *"** ^^ "*»* * &

Hard wood for house building, *c. The net amount Another possible source of error may consist in

In a Leader of last week we alluded to the

resolution passed on the 31st ult. at the General
Meeting of the Horticultitial Society, the words of

which we think it well to repeat—" That the

Council be authorised to terminate the tenancy of

the Garden at Chiswick as soon as the lease will

permit, and that the property therein be sold ; unless

such a sum as the Council may require for main-

taining theiGarden shall have been subscribed before

May 1st." In consequence of this resolution the

Council have met and have decided that a sum of

5000/. is requisite to pay off the floating debt of the

Society, and re-establish the Garden on a more
secure foundation, and they accordingly yester-

day issued a circular to the Fellows to that

effect. The Council have themselves set the exam-
ple of subscribing liberally, and if the other Fellows

—and the public, for they are deeply interested in

the result—only do their duty equally as well, there

will be no necessity for the Gardens at Chiswick

being closed, a proceeding which would deeply

affect the interests of Horticulture in all parts of

the kingdom.
The President, the Duke of Devonshire,

has put his name down for . .

.

The Duke of Northumberland, Vice
President

Mr. Gadesden, Member of Council
Rev. "W. L. Harcourt „
Colonel Challoner
Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.
Mr. Blandy
Rev. W. B. L. Hawkins
Mr. James Veitch, Jun.
Mr. J. Spencer
Dr. Royle, Secretary ..,

Professor Lindley, Vice-Secretary
Mr. Wilson Saunders, Treasurer
Right Hon. Lawrence Sulivan, old

Member of Council
Mr. Strachan
Mr. R. Hutton
Mr. H. G. Bohn, Auditor
The Earl of Ilchester, F.H.S.
The Hon. VV. F. Strangwats, F.H.S...

.

Mr. Simpson, F.H.S
Honourable Mrs. Vernon Harcourt ...

Mrs. Chatfield
Mr. Nathaniel Lindley
Mr. Good, F.H.S.
Mr. Glendinning, F.H.S.
Mr. Cock, F.H.S
Mr. Wentworth Dilke, F.H.S.
Mr. Warner, F.H.S.
Mr. Pontey, F.H.S.
Mr. James Veitch
Messrs. James Veitch & Co.

Mr. Jos. Martineau, F.H.S.
Mr. Chas. Druce, F.H.S.

Mr. R. A. Hornby
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New Plants.
165. Double Rose-coloured Chinese Peach.

When Mr. Fortune was in China for the Horticultural

Society he obtained that beautiful spring shrub the

double crimson Peach, of which a glorious specimen

was exhibited by Mr. Veitch at the late meeting in

Regent Street. But the Chinese have several varieties

of equal or greater beauty, one of which with bngnt

rose-coloured flowers has just flowered with Mr. CM"
dinning. It has firm petals, rather deeper towar°.

S
^v

edge than near the centre, and has moreover a perfectly

double cajyx; that is to say, one cap stanjs_wittv

* Jt'port of the Paris Universal Exhibition, Part I., P- ^2, 99

A Parliamentary paper just issued.
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another as in a "hose in hose » Polyanthus Although

[

rium The arrangement was so similar to that of" the point of attachment while the process of impregnation fronly two flowers have opened upon a weak plant they well-known Oidium frueti.enum,* which is so common -those blossoms which still remai^on theTre Vs tw ana*prove to be larger than m the double crimson, and leave on Pears, Plums. Grants and other fmit n, fl t T u-.c -ZZ S :
' 7/ LVT. 18Su ,Tprove to be larger than in the double crimson, and leave

no doubt that this is a great horticultural acquisition.

166. New Double Crimson Chinese Camellia.
Along with the preceding we saw a singularly handsome

dark crimson Camellia, also sent home by Mr. Fortune.
It is remarkable for the regularity, roundness, and firm-
ness of its outer petals, while the centre is a little open.
It is in the way of the Myrtle-leaved, or perhaps of
Beali, and when strong must become a very striking
variety. At present the imported plant is weak, and
the flower by no means what will be produced upon a
vigorous young stock. Mr. Glendinning calls it C.
Lindlcyana.

?
n
lf .f?» Vum

J.
Grapes and other fruit, that I was uncertain. It is on this account that the aspect of

nait inclined to think that I had before me some form or gardens and other cultivated grounds is so important,
condition of that species. The specimen was therefore

;
and why the defence of walls or clumps of trees is often

again put by
; but no further development took place, indispensable. It is extremely difficult even with ccn-A very curious circumstance, however, was observed,

j

siderable skill in a garden fully exposed to the drill of aine little cushions remained in precisely the same condi- north-east wind to have any early vegetation, and it is
tion, and no more were developed, though there was a : because of its exposure to this wind that an eastern
promise of a further crop

; but instead, the cuticle was
;
aspect is so unfavourable to wall fruit, quite as much as

raised into little shining transparent pustules, and a
J

from its receiving a smaller quantity of sun.
tendril of minute spores precisely like those first 465. It is necessary then to guard against wind quiteobserved was protruded through it. The vegetative

j

as carefully as against frost, and screens are no less

A NEW EUROPEAN OAK.
Dr. Andr.e describes in the Botanische Zeitung under

the name of Qutrcus polycarpa, a Transylvanian Oak,
which he supposes to be an undescribed species. This
is his account of it.

This species was found at Hermannstadt by Dr. Schur
and ourselves, and the description has been made
from the specimen in our possession. The leaves
are broadish obovate, somewhat coriaceous, smooth on
their upper surface, and are provided with slightly hairy
stalks, about one-third or one-fourth the length of the
leaves. The expression « long-stalked " used by Schur
seems scarcely applicable. The acorns, which we found
tolerably ripe as early as the month of August, occur
in clusters of from five to 10 on numerous short leafy
shoots. The name given above is therefore very appro-
priate, unless indeed it should be found that the abund-
ance of fruit was owing to an extraordinarily wet season.
How far this Oak can be regarded as a new species must
be determined by future observation. In the shape of
the leaves and their short rouuded lobes the plant
approaches, according to descriptions, Q. iberica, M.
B. (Flor. taur.-cauc. ii. p. 402 and Ledebour, Flor.
Ross, iii. p. 590), which however has the scales
to the cup longer and extended into a stiffish
point. The leaves are also like those of Q.
apennina, Lam., according to the descriptions of De
Candolle (Flor. Franc, vi., p. 352), and Reichenbach
(Flor. Germ, excurs., p. 177), but the numerous acorns
are here collected into an interrupted spike on a long
stalk. All the other kinds which come near it, e. g. Q.
conglomerata Pers. (Rchb. Icon, germ., fig. 1310), Q.
pubescens, Willd., Q. robur or lanuginosa, Rochl. (Plant.

| TKo fl „, M M , 4 . , A, , . r if
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the leaf, its much more sham-cornered sinuses, and it, !

Apple with decayed patches infested with the fungus of

part had been greatly diminished, while the fruit was
more than proportionally increased.

There was yet another matter of surprise. It was
impossible not to call to mind the little fungus figured upon
Grapes in the Gardeners' Chronicle, 1854, p. 676, and
the subjoined figure compared with the one there given
would at first seem to indicate an identity. But the
spores were more inclined to be curved, rather longer,
and not so variable in size, and the want of a peri-
tliecium separated the two widely from each other.
The Grape fungus, according to received principles,
was a Septoria, while this is a Glreosporium. At the
same time these organisms are so different in different
conditions, that I would not affirm that the two produc-
tions are essentially different, and the more especially
because in external appearance and habit they are so per-
fectly identical. The matter at any rate is well worth
recording, and as it should seem entirely new. Whether
the fungus has anything to do with causing the disease
I am uncertain, but I am inclined to think that it is not
a mere aftergrowth from the evidence which is afforded
by other species of Glajosporium which are developed
in leaves while still in full vitality.

the leaf, its much more sharp-cornered sinuses, and its
longer and somewhat irregularly developed lobes. Q.
pubescens. \\\, if of a similar age, has the under side of
the leaves and the leaf-stalks much more densely
covered with hairs, which are themselves of a more
yellowish grey colour. The hairiness of the other kinds
is not described with sufficient exactness for the pur-
pose of comparison. Notwithstanding the differences
just alluded to our plant viewed as a whole is un-
doubtedly most like Q. pubescens.
[We draw attention to the existence of this supposed

new species in the hope that it may induce some one
acquainted with the Oaks of Eastern Europe to
investigate their differences and the quality of their
respective timber. The late Mr. Tierney Clarke assured
us that he never saw Oak timber of such excellence and
dimensions as that which was brought from the Hun-
garian forests to be employed in the famous suspension
bridge which he constructed across the Danube at Pesth.]

DISEASEJN APPLES.
My attention was attracted some three months ago by an

enormous Apple resembling closely the Blenheim Pippin
but inferior in quality, which was placed for ornament
on the mantlepiece of a cottage. On examination there
appeared to be something curious about the texture of
the flesh as it loomed through the semi-transparent
skin, and on request, the fruit was readily accorded to
me, with a view to a more accurate inspection. After
being placed a few days in a dark cupboard till a fit
moment offered itself for further investigation, it
presented a spotted appearance externally as well as
internally, which indicated approaching decay. The
spots were perfectly circular and well defined, and
exhibited traces of vegetation. On cutting through the
Apple, the flesh was found to be discoloured in various
places from the effects of incipient decomposition, which
was not confined to the surface, but penetrated into the
centre of the fruit,by no means however extending to the
tissue intermediate between the patches. The appearance
was in fact not altogether unlike that which occurs so fre-

quently in Apples, when the flesh is speckled with russet
spots, without being at all putrescent. In this case
however the spots were larger and better defined. The
divided portions were again placed aside to give more
time for the development of the incipient vegetation
which appeared on the spots, and in a few days some of
them were studded with pearl-like specks bursting
through the cuticle, and swelling above it in the form of
little flat cushions. Sometimes there was but a single
speck in the very centre, but more frequently there was
a more or less perfect ring of satellites.

.

On examination, each plant was found to consist of
a branched inosculating mycelium giving rise to simple or
forked subfastigiate irregular threads, each tip of which
was surmounted by an oblong curved or irregular spore
about

-nj\y5th of an inch in length. There was not the
flightesi trace of any investing membrane or perithe-

the natural size. The figure beneath presents the ap-
pearance of one of the little cushions penetrating the
cuticle. The threads are represented on the left hand
with the spores in situ, and beneath some of the spores
highly magnified. The species may be characterised as
follows:— Glceosporium fructigenum, n. s. pustulis con-
centricis biformibus ; his stellatim apertis, sporis
apicalibus ; illis poro apertis, sporis cirrhum gelatinosum
elformantibus. M. J. B,

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXVI.
463. ANEMOsisf ( Wind shake).—-That organic mischief

is frequently caused by wind, is a fact familiar to every
one. Our woods and avenues, gardens and orchards suffer
more or less during every heavy gale, and every gar-
dener knows that a main part of his duty is to secure
his trees and plants by proper stays from its destruc-
tive force, and more especially, as in grafts, where the

requisite for the one purpose than the other, but
wherever they are used, it is essential that they should
be so firmly fixed as not to injure the young shoots by
any agitation, and that they should not screen off the
light to such an extent as to be injurious to proper
strength. Neither should the wind be so completely kept
out as to prevent all motion, for wind is a most important
agent in the dispersion of pollen. To what an extent pollen
is conveyed by wind maybe conjectured from the frequent
instances on record of yellow rain, the colour arising
from the mixture of pollen. This phenomenon is often
due to the pollen of Firs, but a case was submitted to me
which occurred some years since in Wales in which the
pollen of some Cupuliferous tree was concerned, I believe
that of some Oak. Plants on the ground may be protected
by little hedges of evergreens. In spots peculiarly exposed
to sea breezes Buplcurum fruticosum is used effectually for
this purpose, and I have seen delicate flowers brought to
great perfection under such protection, which could not
have survived without some such contrivance. In Bed-
fordshire where Cucumbers are largely grown in the
fields it is often the practice to grow a narrow row of
Rye between each compartment for the same purpose,
and in Hop-grounds the coarser growing Hops are often
placed as a screen on the outside of the grounds while
the hedges are encouraged to grow as high as possible.
In this latter case, however, the object is not so much
to screen from cold as from violence, as the Hop does
not flower at a very early period. On the coast another
object is effected by the screen, namely, to keep off in
some measure the saline particles with which strong
winds blowing from the sea are always charged, and for
this purpose the screen of course must be formed of
something which is indifferent to their action, or to
which salt is actually advantageous.

466. Another object is answered by such screens in
some cases, namely, the arresting of the spores of para-
sites which might be injurious to vegetation. Expe-
rience has shown both in the Potato and Vine disease,
but especially in the latter, that plants are far less
subject to attack where they are screened from pre-
valent winds. Potatoes are not likely to be so much
protected because they are generally exposed to several
quarters, but vineyards on a slope are exposed often to
a single wind only. Dwarf Vines are far less subject to
mildew than those on trellises. Even where winds are
charged with noxious gases, screens are capable of
affording some protection. M. J. B.

Home Correspondence:
Cracking of Pears.—The following extract from the

* Horticulturist" (American) is interesting, showing as
it does the tendency of Pears to crack even in the
sunny climate of America, and the mystery which seems
to envelope the question. In some seasons, as is well

-. , _^ /f „w „. **«»•» «"c* c mo - known, Pears commence to crack when not larger than
union between the stock and graft is easily destroyed, |

a Hazel nut, and continue to increase slowly in size, still

or where a valuable bud may be prematurely separated, retaining their cracked and deformed appearance, and
It is, moreover, a common report amongst woodmen never ripening or becoming fit for use. This species of
that trees suffer from wind in the contraction of various cracking is very different from the bursting of Pears in

autumn after a dry summer when the heavy autumnalfissures, and that in consequence the timber proves -umuiu ««. aui ; BUUiuici nucu mc ucav; auiuiuuw
what they call shaky. I believe, however, that this is a j

rains fall. * A remark, if you please," says a writer in the
mistake, and that such fissures are due either to frost or " Horticulturist," " on the singular freak of my White
K"lti~J~ Doyenne' trees, producing fine splendid fruit for years

after planting, then for the space of nine or ten years
uniformly cracking and producing only unsightly and

lightning.

464. Besides, however, the actual fractures or com-
plete severance from the earth which is due to wind,
organic mischief arises in a very different way. Within
proper bounds, and when accompanied by a due propor-
tion of moisture, wind is beneficial to plants in promot-
ing circulation and causing consequently the deposition
of wood, as has been proved by the experiments of Mr.
Knight. A too stringent confinement then of plants is

not desirable, at least not greater than is sufficient to
defend them from the violence of sudden gusts. But the
effect of wind in general is to diminish the quantity of
moisture, in proportion to its velocity, and east and
south winds are peculiarly deficient in moisture, and the
former often extremely cold. The consequence is, that
in east winds the fibres of the wood which conduct the
moisture are contracted, the flow of sap is diminished,
and vegetation checked. When the buds are just
moving and the alburnum separating from the young
bark, the woodman has no difficulty in stripping off the
bark, which is scarcely possible when there is no flow of
sap. But though the process may be easy to-day, 12 hours
of north-east wind will check the flow to such an extent,
that the labourer is compelled to wait for a change.
Besides this, as the air is charged with a less quantity
of moisture, evaporation is increased while the supply
of sap is diminished, and therefore a double mischief
takes place, the evil at the same time being aggravated
by depressed temperature. The consequence of which
is that the peduncles of the blossoms fall off from their

* This fungus is very different from the common Grape
mildew,

t From xu.uif, wind.

worthless fruit ; then suddenly to resume their former
habit in the production of as fair and handsome fruit

as you could wish to look upon or to eat, and this with-

out any apparent cause, or the least change in the soil,

or anything being done to the tops. This to me is

altogether an unaccountable mystery. I had attributed

the return to their former habit of the production of

fair and good fruit to the last two or three unusually dry
summers, but this being an unexampled wet one, and
my fruit being now fully formed and grown without the
blemish of a crack, I am just where I started—a' Know-
nothing' on that subject. And I think the facts

developed in my trees upset all the theories that have
been started as to the cause. At all events they prove
conclusively that it is not to the variety having run out

by old age, or that the trees had absorbed from the soil

all the particles necessary to their healthy action and
the perfection of their fruit. As I have observed in a
former communication, my trees are scattered over my
ground, some in cultivated land and others in Grass ; the

latter have never beer, disturbed about the root, the

others have shared alike in the benefits of the other

crops in the cultivation, aud yet all have acted pre-

cisely alike.' ' T. R., Berts.

Dorsetshire Climate.—For the last few years I have
found the Lacebark tree stand out very well, and grow
prodigiously. Triteleia uniflora proves quite hardy and
Mowers well. Tasmannia is flowering for the first

time out of doors, as are also Rhod. Zeylauicum, stria-

tum, arboreum scarlet, Gibsoni, Aponogeton, and
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Gladiolus tristis, which cannot be too much praised; seasons seen a particular orchard in full blo<>m and vet

Acacia II ugeli, which seems very hardy for an Acacia, •<! most invariably fail in producing fruit. It has also

* aud all this in spite of sharp frosts almost every night been a subject of notice by me that orchards and

for .'• month past, which pass over aud do no harm,
win •'! I cannot account for. S.

vegetable*, as Broccoli, Cauliflower, &c, are more
liable to injury in an aspect of direct sunshine tban in

Tr-ide Catalogues.—I wish you would denounce, ex exposed situations or rather in situations less influenced

eatJu ltd, the practice of mmy nurserymen printing in

th*-ir catalogues plants that they have not got, and I

b( !• re often never have had. Some names seem to

figure as matter of course, never to be called for or sent

wronjr ; some are gone clean out of mind, and to get a

true plant you must n^k for it true, and lucky if you get

it, S'ine congener or counterfeit having usurped its name
an- 1 place. S. F. W.
Son Dials.—Will any of your correspondents be kind

enough to inform me whe her those old-fashioned but

most useful articles called sun-dials are still manu-

by the power of the sun. Devaniensis.

Pea-leaf Soup.—I advised our cook to give this a

trial, and after showing her your corrt spondent's mode
of making it, and giving her materials for the purpose
I am glad to say that she was successful the first time

;

all who partook of the soup pronounced it equal to that

made with green Peas in summer. Its colour was, how-
ever, found to be improved by the addition of a few

Lettuces. The proportions of the different articles used

were— Half a pint of Peas, one quart of Pea leaves, two
small Lettuces, and one Onion, middle-sized. These

factored ? I wrote lately to a most respectable house afforded soup for a company of six. The sort of Peas
in London on the subject, but my inqu'ry seems to have
been regarded as a voice from the tomb—no reply

whatever having been vouchsafed. 0. P.
Lois- If'cedon Cultivation.—Your article on this sub-

ject has set my thoughts rambling back to the period
when the Times commissioner in Ireland related such
wonders about the immediate fertility of certain worth-
less land there, after it had been dug two spits deep, or
as deep as practicable; the trench while open being
broad enough to admit of the workman levelling the
bottom of the land, and thus facilitating the running off

of the water. I think, too, it was recommended to put
upon this level bottom such hollow litter as might be at

hand. Land worth 2s. 6d. per acre was in the next A. Barclay, Middleton Half, Carmarthen, April 8.

year worth some 20s., but I confess I am writing

employed were Stubb's Dwarf Marrow, and for the

leaves Taylor's Early Prolific, sown in December last

out of doors. James Steuart, Gardener to H. K. Tomp-
son, Witckingham Hall, Norfolk. •

Schizanthus pinnatus.—I have a noble plant of this,

the dimensions of which are as follows :—Height,

4 feet G inches ; diameter at top of pot, 5 feet 2 inches.

It is at present completely covered with flowers. As a

proof of prolonged vitality in seeds, I may mention that

the seed from which this plant and others were raised

was gathered July .0th, 1849, and sown July 15, 1855.

Cineraria seed gathered and sown as the above has also

produced beautiful plants, which are now in flower.

vaguely, and with I could refer to the account Now,
however, for my application. I adopted the notion, and
turned np in my kitchen garden a yellow clay (marly,

kind, and easily disintegrated by frost) in every vacant
bed, till in about two Years I had the whole of it du£
two spits deep and the bottom levelled as directed, and
certainly in some parts I put hollow litter or sticks. I

beg you to understand that I buried the long cherished
° staple" completely, and it has not yet again seen day-
light (though I hope to live to bring it up some day
well saturated with good things), and well do I re-

member my labourer saying, " Now, sir, you've spoilt

your garden!'* but I also well recollect the fine

Ash- leaf Potatoes I found (embedded, I admit, like

fossils) in this clay the first year, and I have never
repented it, though in the wettest part of the ground the
bed " dug badly " fur two or three 3 ears. I am induced
to trouble you with this letter on account of the extreme
caution which Mr. Smith says is necessary in bringing
up the clay, and in order to suggest that where it is less

retentive than at Lois-Weedon, and where the staple is

very shallow, it may be good policy to deepen it at once
much more boldly. It is evident that Mr. S.'s land is

of unusual tenacity. None but the very closest clay
cou'd be brought up wi h accuracy an inch at a time
on the points of the tines of a fork. 1 have since
worked my ground with Parkes' forks three and four
pronged, and I dare say they counteracted my rash
digging. I may add that I have been a gratified reader
of Mr. Smith's earliest pamphlet. G. W. 9 April !).

Red and White Larch Cones.—In your Journal for
1844 p. 261, is the following direction from the pen, if

I mistake not, of Mr. Billington :

—

u As soon as they "

(the Larches) "are in bloom where the best Larch
timber is desired, it would be advisable to mark with a
dot or with a strip of paint all those with white-
bl s-otned Cones that they may be taken down at future
thim.inir«, as the red-blossomed trees produce the best
timber." I have searched diligently through all the
subsequent volumes for any information from another
Correspondent to corroborate or to contradict the above,
but I can find none. I find, however, in u Brown's
Forester," 2d edit, p. 216, "the white is the variety
whicli attains the greatest dimensions of timber, and is

the s«>rt most generally cultivated." "It is said that upon
the Atliol estates the red Larch does not attain to more
than on#-third the cubic contents which the white Larch
does

;
and this is observable in ewry p'autation where

the two varieties are found growing together." Now
if Mr. Brown's "white Larch " is. the same variety as
the «• Larch with white-blossomed Cones" of " W. B.,"
the result of the experience of the one is exactly con-
trary to that of the other. Possibly the locality may
have something to do with the matter. As I have some
Larch plantations now coming up for thinning, and
their extent is greater than I should care not to thin
well, I consider I am performing a private as well as a
public duty in calling the attention of your readers to
the question at issue ; for if " W. B. " be the man I

suspect him to be, his authority on any question of
forestry is not to be lightly esteemed. Omnia explorate
mtliora retiaete. v

Pears in South Devon.— With regard to the statement
of yaw correspond* n* that on the south coast of
Devonshire the finer kinds of Pears will not fruit at all,

whist Apples bear abundantly, I have observed that
the cause lie has attributed is probably the correct one.
The mild winters forcing the blossom to expand before
the cold nights have ceased and the leaf is sufficiently
advanced to protect the same, together with the well-
known moisture of the atmosphere in these parts fixing
the frost on the blossom, from want of some protection
the fertilising parts of the flower are destroyed, and
consequent failure, which might be prevented by a
covei mg of netting or other available substitute, is the
result. The earlier and more tender sorts of Apples
also often fail *— - r

Foreign Correspondence.
Guatemala, February 2d, 1856.— I arrived at the

mouth of the river Dulce, in the Bay of Honduras, in

the evening of the 17th of December, after a fine run
from Belize of 26 hours in the schooner Fidelia. We
got ashore on the bar of the river, and remained fast

till 9 o'clock next morning off' the beautiful Carib village

of Livingstone, so named in 1835 after the Minister
for Foreign Affairs of the United States. There is now
a population of Carib Indians here of some 600 or 700,
whose occupations, except as fishermen, it is difficult to
discover, unless the few who are occupied cutting
Mahogany in the various neighbouring works may be
reckoned among the inhabitants : having their homes
here, though absent nine months of the year.

About 11 o'clock, Dec. 18th, the sea breeze came
quietly in, and carried us with the assistance of four
heavy sweeps up that most beautiful of all tropical

rivers, whose steep and perpendicular banks are covered
with such a vegetation as only a visit to Kew or the
Cry.-tal Palace can impart any idea of. Lofty Palms,
rising in majesty with their plume-crowned tops out of
an infinity of lovely evergreens, many covered- with

single pseudo-bulb can be found without its base bein
open and as full as it can hold of these insects and vet
no injury whatever seems to accrue to the plants for
they luxuriate in exuberant vigour, ev ry apex throwing
out its 3 or 4 feet flower stem, covered at the point with
blos-oms. The Epid. bicornutum is a species I have
observed attacked in like manner. ,

From San Felipe to Ysabal occupied us about 41
hours—24 miles distance. The breeze having moderated
much at sunset, we came to an anchor off Ysabal about
9 o'clock at night, and being expected, the commandant
politely sent a boat on board for me, the regulation
being that no person can land before the vessel ha«
entered at the custom house. I slept on shore there-
f« re by courtesy.

20th. Occupied all day arranging my luggage and
laying in provision for my journey ; had very little time
to saunter, though always much tempted, on the borders
of this immense and very beautiful lake, or gulf, as it is

more properly termed. On its banks grow in great
luxuriance an infinity of fine Ferns and Lichens—of the
former trees of 20 feet high, with 5 or 6 inches diameter
of stem and tops like Cocoanut trees. A few fine young
specimens I carried home with me last year, and have
selected again some of the finest and largest to take
home (if I am spared so to do) another voyage. On the
trees overhanging the lake are multitudes of Orchids,
such as Oncidium luridum and roseum, Epiden-
drum alatum, Stamfordianum, and cochleatum, great
quantities of Trigonidium Egertonianum, which grows
in tufts of some 3 feet square, and is really in such
masses a rather imposing plant, for it has long slender

leaves which after a certain height droop round a
famous group of flowers, whose stems continually main-

tain an erect position, and thus afford a fine show, and
really the colouring is not so bad. I found a quantity

of Coryauthes Gemini, of which you received specimens
last year ; but though we have had men out for months
hunting, no more of the Paphinias than the solitary

specimens at Mr. Veitch's could I get. 'Tis no joke

plant hunting here ; once the sun gets above 12
D
altitude,

the reflection on the water aiding, it is next to impos-

sible to remain out of doors ; and no plauts of any worth

can be found in the bush, while much danger from

vermin and snakes attends the huntsman. I must
confess to a spirit and love of the sport which surmounts
any difficulty, but at the same time I am also obliged to

confess that here I am beaten, for I fancy this place

the hottest on earth. I left here a plant of Cissus dis-

color which I brought out with me, and I feel sure in a

few years some traveller may be surprised to find this

scrambling over every bush and tree within a mile of

the eastern side of the town.

21st. About 9 o'clock a.m. started, and after 200

yards from the town, plunged into a primaeval forest

where vegetation has run wild from time immemorial.

Who is it that can enter such a wi'derness and be
Ipomceas and other Couvolvulacese, brilliant in" their

i
passionless ? I have crossed this mountain forest I think

diversity of colourings, but crowded into an interminable
\
some 40 times now, and yet I never do so without a

mass, and only showing here and there a bare stem
where the extraordinary growth had forced a clean and
distinct trunk through the cover. What a field is here
for one to botanize, but it has its difficulties. In the
first place you must have a vessel at your entire dis-

posal, and a subordinate crew who will bear with your
folly, as they would term cutting bushes. What a sight
even do the distant banks (some 30 or 50 yards asunder
across), present to the eye !—a wilderness of loveliness,
rank yet perfect, never yet intruded on by human foot,
and wherever a turn in the river has created a bank or
flat, a little Grass may have gained a footing. Here
you find the Buccatory hiccatee, a species of tortoise,
and the ug'y alligator snugly ensconced, and calling

sense of intense veneration ; for I read in every leaf and

every wonderful form—and here they are endless—some
tale of Divine truth. Who, indeed, can look upon

Nature, such as a tropical forest presents here, and not

be impressed at least with awe ? But what has tended

to render me the happy being I am in the midst of such

solitude, I owe to my friend Bateman, who first called

my attention to what I might do for science, by telling

me to open my eyes only as I travelled, and to the

correspondence and friendship of yourself and other

able guides ; so that what I undertook at first as afford-

ing pleasure and amusement to others, has at last

become the second nature of myself. I could no more

now travel over any country without picking up
attention from the dreamy to the real. Should you,

j

every seed and flower I saw, and gloat over what
however, which is not unfrequent, by the force of the
current in one of these creeks get run into the bush,
a topsail yard fouling one of the overhanging branches,
a shower of ants will be sent down on the deck, and woe
betide all unfortunate beings on whom these gentry fall,

particularly one not used to cope with them. A skin
like that of a patient in small-pox will in 10 minutes be
the result ; for travellers in this climate are not over-
laden with clothing, the thermometer never getting
below 90° of Fahr. We got to the entrance of the
Lagunita or Golfete about half-past 10 o'clock at

appears new, than I could forget my food and rest

;

and what pleasure, moreover, does it afford in dis-

pelling the ennui of the tropics, whicli most of my
countrymen complain of ; that at least never disturbs

me. I never allow idleness to gain a footing, for have

I not always at hand a pastime fertile with pleasure in

such a country as this ; for though engaged in business

as I am, we are isolated from the excitement of daily

news—that treat only reaching us here monthly. The

interval is one of weariness. But I am moralising

instead of getting over this, in days of yore almost im-

nighr, aud lay all night with just sufficient wind to keep passable, mountain of the Mico. The road (?) is at

the vessel in her position. Next morning, the 19th, least now open to
the sun nearly roasted us alive on this broad sheet of
crystal water, perfectly becalmed. Towards 12 o'clock
the breeze came down and away we went, the vessel
cutting her way through shoals of Pistia stratiotes,
which is borne by the breeze through these inland gulfs.
One very odd thing I observed here ; though a consider-
able quantity of these Pistias are carried by the current
into the river, I never saw one carried out to sea.
I have often searched in this charming Golfete for
Nymphaeae or Victorias ! ! but never met with any.
As we leave the Golfete, we enter another river with

flat banks, the scrubby trees along its edge covered with
Orchids, the principal and almost sole occupants. The
lovely Schomburgkia tibicinis purpurea, a few Brassa-
vola venustas, and Epidendrums of the Amphiglottian
Polyclad ian family, with immense masses of the Br« me-
liaceous order, some with brilliant crimson tops 2 or 3
feet long. As we emerge from the river, and imme-
diately opposite the Castle of San Felipe, there are
masses of Schomburgkia tibicinis, 14 feet or perhaps
more deep, and covering some 10 or 12 feet square,
whose flower stems dip in the water. An odd thing. — — -- ri -•"»—*» "«f *«* lire "»K». "« w»\* Willie Oil UUC &1UC Will VUU iUiu i/»* *«re uiini- ——

.irom the same reason
; I have many

j
all these plants are inhabited by the red-fire ant; not a

|

sand mixed with talc and gravel. Here I found in a-

heaven, and tjie light and sun are

visible. Great improvement has taken place, it is now

some 14 or 15 feet wide, and perhaps 5 yards of forest

on each side are cut down ; but the ups and downs are

the same as ever, and it is wonderful to observe what a

change in tlie vegetation is produced on each side by

the admittance of air and ventilation. Lovely speci-

mens of Begonias, with their hairy elephant-eared

variegated leaves, some of enormous size trailed over

by Ferns without number, a Campauulate flower now

and then rising out from among them, while the edges

of the forest are rank and dark with its giant trunk*

covered with twisting Arads, great withes connecting

all in one web-like labyrinth? ; large Marants with

their fanciful leaves luxuriating in he shade, and pour

forth a shower of water as the breeze shakes their

slender pendulous cradles. ,

For some 10 miles we have this description 01

scene, when, rising out of a valley called the Garnto,

which seems to part the ridge of coast and interior, we

ascend a dry stony hdl covered with a perfectly distinct

vegetation—not a single plant of what was innumerable

on one side will you find on the other. The sou a dry
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luxuriant flower as it was when I passed in July last

the Bignouiad of which you have specimens atChiswick ;

quantities of Rondeletia anomala also in flower
;

Oaks and Laure's in very stunted forms, with here
and there a s ray Pinus, a so very stunted. A few
miles of this and we cross another river or ravine (as it

is sometimes dry), and get into a forest of Pines

—

splendid trees. Here all other vegetation except Gra-
minaceae ceases ; but just before I entered this forest

my attention was arretted by a Lime or Lemon tree,

every branch of which was literally covered by the
pretty little Oncidium glossomystax in full bloom. On
my return I will bring some branches. Emerging from
this forest and on its western edge stands the village of
Quirogua. Here I put up for the night, arriving just
at sundown, swinging my hammock in a rancho, or, as
one of my Cornish, companions, a miner from Truro,
called it, a birdcage.

By the break of day of the 22d I was again on my
mule. The first half hour of our journey was in ob-
scurity ; but how charming it is to see the first burst of
light in the tropics, so rapidly does the sun show itself

after once passing the edge of the horizon ! Shortly
after leaving Quirogua we enter a considerable strip of
Palms. These trees grow at stated distances, and their
leaves or great fronds form arches that give the effect
of aisles and naves of some glorious old gothic cathedral.
The soil is very damp here, and though perfectly
natural this wonderfully beautiful grove has quite the
appearance of having been planted. The nut or fruit of
this Palm is called Corroso, and is a favourite dessert
with the muleteers, whom you will always see breaking
them up with hammers in their bivouacs or resting
places when they can find them. Near the edge of this
grove I found in a swamp Schultesia brachyptera, very
brilliant, and also Sauvagesia erecta, rather showy, as it

forms masses. We crossed the river Motagua at the
Barbasco in a canoe, the river being too deep to ford with
safety, but not reaching beyond the mule's belly. Just
beyond the Barbasco is a Diothonea growing on all the
trees, which trees however are only Crescentias ; it is

a pretty crimson species and alive in Europe. Near the
hacienda of Iguana I observed in a ravine near a small
rivulet a very fine PandanUS-looking plant. Beyond
Iguana I remarked in great luxuriance fine masses of
Schomburgkia tibicinis with lots of Epidendrum radi-
atum, and among them though very rarely, Lycaste
cruenta. On the banks of a small rivulet about a league
or a league and a half from Gualan my attention was
arrested by Lycoseris squarrosa. The foliage of this bush
was of the loveliest green with a bright orange flower,
presenting one of the prettiest effects imaginable. It
struck me that no plant could be introduced with a
more perfect contrast than the orange stars blazing in
a shining green canopy. You will find seeds of the
female with rather larger flowers, but not such a fine
foliage. I was particularly struck with the graceful-
ness of a little Lespedeza (?) covering in a carpet-
like manner the sandy banks. This may prove a very
ornamental plant, hanging like tracery over a suspended
pot. I got into the town of Gualan about half- past 3
o'clock and put up for the night, making up my mind
to rest a day there. Remained quiet all Sunday, and
on Monday, 24th December, started for Jacapa.
On leaving Gualan we cross a small but very rapid

river, one of the tributaries of the Motagua, and about
a league on I went to the tree from which I gathered
the fine specimen of the large orange-yellow Cassia
(perhaps C. grandis). This 1 consider a real prize,
and a reference to the dried specimens will bear me
out. It is very rare. I did not meet with a doz n
trees, or rather shrubs for it is not large, in all my
journey. Before reaching the village of San Carlo,
iu a valley near the river, I was particularly struck with
the brillancy and depth of colours of the common
Poinciana, which seems to grow everywhere

; vet I
never saw anything so graceful and beautiful as the
specimens before me. Such a flower is worth
cultivating, so I send .^eeds (No. 8). Along the side
of the river growing in loose sand were specimens
of a Tribulus ; I could find no ripe seeds. This plant
seems to be fond of a very dry soil, yet is, no doubt,
at certain seasons completely under water. I entered
Jacapa about 1 o'clock, and passed the night. G. TJ. S.

gonidia burst at the same time with the formation of! apt to get
these apertures, Pring^heim conjectures, with great do not.
probability, that they perform the same functions as the
horn-like processes in Vaucheria, but he has not
witnessed the production of spermatozoids from them.
Mr. Thwaites had noticed these bodies so long ago as
1846, and had correctly sketched as well as mounted
them in some species of (Edogoniuni and Bulbochrete
communicated at that time to Mr. Berkeley, with a
suggestion of their affinity with the above-named pro-
cesses of Vaucheria. Doubtless Pringsheim will follow
up the question he has so successfully begun, but as the
season is just at hand for observing these bodies in
perfection, Mr. Berkeley thought that especial notice
might be drawn to the fact of their having been
some years since observed in England, in order to
direct the attention of oilier observers to the sub-
ject. 2. " On some collections of Arctic Plants,"
by Dr. Hooker. The object of this paper was to place

©reen and discoloured, which the tiles

No proper kitchen garden has as yet been formed
;

but for forcing purposes there are plenty of glass
houses, which all together cover a large extent of surface,
walled off or otherwij-e separated from the ornamental
ground. Here Pine Apples, Vines, Peaches, Figs,
Cherries, Strawberries, Melons, and Cucumbers, &c,
are grown extensively, in addition to which many span-
roofed pits and small houses are devoted to plant
growing. The pits are all or very nearly so span-
roofed, heated with '2-inch hot-water pipes, and fitted up
inside with moveable wooden stages which can be
lowered or raised according to the height and nature of
the plants to be grown on them. The lights, which are
hinged at top, lilt up and down on both sides, and thus
a plentiful ventilation is secured. Some of these pits
were filled with bedding plants in boxes, which... accommodate more plants in smaller room than could

on record an account of the collections made by Dr. be done in pots ; in this way they also r< quire lessatten-
Lyall in Sir E. Belcher's expedition ; by Dr. Anderson tion, and they t

and Herr Miertsching in Sir R. M'Clure's ; and by Mr.
Rae after his detachment from Sir J. Richardson's
party on an exploring expedition from Great Bear Lake
to the mouth of the Coppermine River, and to the south
shores of Victoria Land. These collections contained
no novelty, but were considered of sufficient value for
this special notice, as furnishing important materials
towards a knowledge of the geographical distribution of
plants within the Polar circle. 3. " On the botany of
Raoul or Sunday Island, one of the Kermadec group in

!the South Pacific Ocean," by Dr. Hooker. The
materials from which this sketch was drawn up consist

|

of a small collection of plants made upon the island by
Mr. M'Gillivray, late naturalist to H.M.S. Herald. The
Kermadec Islands form a small group situated about
450 miles N.E. of New Zealand, and between that group
and the Feejees. Raoul Island is the largest of this group.
The most interesting circumstance connected with that
vegetation is the identity of most of the flowering plants,
and of all but one of the Ferns, that have been collected
upon it, with those of New Zealand. The collection
consists of 42 species, contained 17 species of dicoty-

transplant with equally gO"d balls. It
may be mentioned that bedding plants are all propa-
gated here in spring from a few store p<-t«. As regards
pits for Potatoes, that for the first crop is heated by hot
water, those for later supplies by means of leaves
only. From the earliest pit, which was started in

December, the first dish of Potatoes was dug on the 1st
of this month. Of Figs we observed a pitful loaded
with fruit. The kind which has been found to do best
for a first crop is the While Xerii, which is not apt to shed
its fruit ; but Lees' Perpetual and the Brunswick are the
sorts most approved for general purposes. In the earliest

Vinery there is at present a good crop just beginning
to colour. All the Vineries here are span-roofed, and
iu most of them the Vines are planted one on each side

of the house alternately ; but in the earlcst house,
which is smaller than the others and sunk, they are all

on one side, the rods being led under the roof down to

the bottom on the opposite side, and then turned back
again. The later houses have a path up the middle of
them and beds on either side, in which French Beans
and other produce of that kind are grown. For the
French Beans, however, pits are preferred. In the

ledons, of which four were new ; three monocotyledons ; Pencil houses the trees are loaded with fruit, and in the
and 22 species of Ferns and Lvcopods. earlics

Garden Memoranda.
Hillingdon Court, near Uxbridge, the seat

of C Mills, Esq.—A new mansion has lately been
built here, and gardens formed in connection with it

worthy of its style and beauty. At one end of it is a
" box garden," designed, we believe, by Mr. Nesfield.
This when filled in different parts with flowering plants
in summer, lias doubtless a grand effect ; but even in
winter a degree of variety has been given to it by sur-
facing the walks with materials of different colours.
These consist of white, red, and yellow gravel, and
black coal ashes, which, when looked down upon from „ „ _
the windows of the mansion or viewed from the top

j
weather. At" the end of ft*fa a* lean-to Strawberry

of the green sloping banks which surround this house full of finely grown plants now ripening a

st of them they have done stoning. In one or two of
the houses we noticed examples in pots of the Stanwick
Nectarine, whose fruit when ripe is delicious ; but it is

at least 5 weeks later than the ordinary kinds, and there-

fore to render it eatable it has to be removed to a
warmer situation after the fruit of other kinds is fit for

use. It should, in fact, be grown in a house by itself,

which it well deserves. In a late Peach house, 75 feet in

length, the trees are now in full bloom, as is also a Green
Gage Plum. In this house a free circulation of air is

constantly kept up, and the fruit does not ripen so early
as they do on open walls. A go d succession is however
thus afforded, and it forms an excellent house for

wintering Strawberries in, and other things which
are all the better for a slinht protection in severe

in what is called a
varied and interesting

dwarf wall, surmounted
by vases, separates this

at the end farthest from

octettes

Linnean, Af/ril 1.—The President in the chair. J. A.
Brewer, Esq., and Dr. T. H. Tanner, were elected
Fellows. Mr. James Backhouse, jun., presented a
series of dried specimens of British Hieracia, in illus-

tration of his forthcoming work on these critical plants.

The following papers were read :—1. " Note on the recent
discoveries in relation to the microgonia of fresh-water
Algoe," by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley. Prof. Braun has,
it appears, discovered in different groups of the fresh-

water Algae, certain organs scarcely exceeding -foh of
an inch in length, and often not half that size, to which
he has given the name of microgonidia; they are clavate
bodies, unicellular or divided by one or two septa, and
occurs in little groups, or separately on or in the neigh-
bourhood of the large spores. Pringsheim, who has
thrown so much light on the physiology of the Algse, has
observed in CE logonium and Bulbochsete, that when the
contents of the swollen joints in which the spores originate
have been concentrated, a round lateral aperture in the
former and one or more circular fissures in the latter
are formed, by means of which they are exposed to the
entrance of minute bodies from without. As the micro-

garden—tor it is formed
sunken pannel— have a
appearance. A handsome
at certain distances apart
garden from the park, and
the house it is ornamented by a fountain and basin, the
latter 30 feet in diameter. On the south "front of the
mansion is the lawn, through which, parallel with the
house, runs a noble terrace walk, margined with standard
Roses, and right and left of this is dressed ground,
enriched with clumps of choice shrubs, specimen
Deodars, and other Conifers. Remarkable among the
latter was a plant of Picea nobilis, beautifully furnished
with branches down to the very surface of the closely
shaven lawn, and having a main stem nearly 8 feet in
height. Associated with these, but standing out by
itself, was a noble tuft of Pampas Grass, which grows
and flowers here admirably every year. The points of
its leaves get bleached and white, but beyond t

: at
it sustains no further injury from the winter. An
inverted funnel-shaped wicker protection, open at
top, has however been put over it when the weather
has been at all severe. Opposite the garden entrance to
this magnificent residence is a fountain and basin
surrounded by flower beds, and in their immediate
neighbourhood are vases, clumps of the best kinds of
Rhododendrons, Heaths, Andromedas, and other
flowering shrubs. We now come to the west end of the
house, where in connection with it has been erected a
pretty conservatory or glass-covered promenade, more
than 100 feet in length. This has an upright glass
frontage and a flat roof on the ridge and furrow system.
Immediately inside the glass front is a slate shelf
literally covered with flowering plants, then a walk p:iv

"

with Minton's tiles of various colours, and beyo
this a bed in which fine specimens of Indian
Daphnes and other conservatory shrubs are planted
out, the whole being backed by a wall which will soon
be hid by Camellias and other plants trained against it

on wires put there for that purpose. Occupying the _ _
bottom of a hollow some 12 feet below this conservatory place, so as to 'give tt

is a herbaceous garden of elegant design, with a fountain not *lw"

a78 ab,e t0 avoi

and basin in its centre. This when viewed either out ^ made it is very diffic

of the conservatory or from the steep terraced banks
which surround it has a pleasing and excellent effect.

By the side of this delightful dell is a stove constructed
on the same principle as the conservatory just alluded
to. Its paths, however, are of Portland stone, which
is not liked so well as Minton's tiles, inasmuch as it is

red

ond

magnificent crop. The sorts consist of Keens' Seed-

ling, Patrick's Seedling—a showy kind especially when
iu flower and much esteemed here, and Ingram's Prince
of Wales. Melons and Cucumbers are also largely

cultivated, the latter being " in cut " all the year round.
The sort is Constantine's Incomparable, said to be a
capital variety, which was found to re.-ist the disease,

while a pit full of t! e Himalaya, although in all respects

similarly treated, was entirely destroyed.

Espaliers formed of iron uprights, through which are

strained galvanised wire trainers, line the sides of the

walks in a small fruit garden here. Concerning the

galvanised wire, Mr. Constantine,the gardener, reported

that it did no harm out of doors ; but that indoors

Peaches cankered wherever the wood came in contact

with it, while on Vines it had no ill effects.

It may be worthy of mentioning that the lawn is

mown by one of Shanks' small machines, which is liked

better than Budding's, inasmuch as it is more easily

worked. The place we need scarcely say is in excellent

order, and in justice to Mr. Constantine it should be

stated that it has been wholly formed under his direction,

and that it does credit both to his taste and skill. Of
his success in fruit culture the prizes he has won at the

different metropolitan exhibitions are perhaps the best

criterion.

FLORICULTURE.
Gebaxium Cruisov King.—We think that the party who

reports the Floricultural part of your Paper ought to mention to
whom certificates are awarded, as from that not being said about
our Geranium, which is advertised in another column, we have
letters saying that the writers observe that it did not get a
certificate, imagining that if it had it would have been so stated in
the Chronicle. Now as this Geranium did obtain a certificate at the
last Floricultural Society's meeting, we consider that the omis-
sion of stating so in the report is calculated to do us serious
harm, and think you ought to mention in your next number that
there was such an omission. If you can manage this for us you
will oblige Wood da Ingram, Huntingdon. [We think it is only
reasonable that the awards made at London meetings should be
advertised by the society at whose meetings the awards take

them an official character. Reporters are
avoid errors in such matters ; and if an error

very difficult to correct it]

Miscellaneous.
The Lawton Blackberry.—At a recent meeting of the

New York Farmers' Club, Mr. Field said he had been
experimenting with the common Bramble to see whether
the improvements effected in the Blackberry by Secore,

*
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ami carried into extensive operation by Lawion, were taut while the iruit is colouring than at any other

the result of change in the soil and cultivation, or period. Therefore let the fermenting materials be

whether it could he traced to a peculiar variety of the turned occasionally, adding fresh as may be requisite to

keep the temperature of the border at about 70°.

In cases where red spider threatens to be troublesome,

in succession-houses, rendering syringing necessary,

rainwater should be provided for syringing with, as it

water containing lime is used, the berries are sure to be
disfigured by an incrustation of lime. Figs.—To have
this fruit in perfection, the trees should be rather dry
at the root and the atmosphere rather dry and warm
during the ripening period ; but respect to the second
crop often prevents proper attention being given to the

ripening of the first. It care, however, is used to have
the borders in a healthy state as to moisture, and
rather inclining to dryness at the time the fruit begins

to ripen, and save in the case of plants growing in pots

or tubs, giving no more water at the root until the first

crop is gathered, fruit of good quality will be obtained

without risking the loss of the second crop. Plants in

pots or tubs swelling a heavy crop will be benefited by
an occasional watering with weak manure water.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Look well to recently transplanted trees and shrubs ;

do not allow anything to suffer for want of water at the

root, but one good soaking after planting to settle the

soil will be sufficient in most cases until we have more

sunshine to warm and dry the ground. The soil should

be kept moist but not saturated and run together by

Bramble. He took a plant from the wools, where it

had grown in fine soil, and planted it in poor soil, and
yet it produced berries as large as Lawtou's, although

only a small crop. Several berries measured 4 inches

each in circumference. From his experiments he was
convinced that there were distinct varieties of the

Bramble, some of which were more favourable than

others to produce the fine fruit now grown by Lawton,
and that it ia to the variety, rather than to either the

soil or the cultivation, that the superiority is to be
attributed. The Year-Book of Agriculture.

Fabrication of Pasteboard.—A new species of manu-
facture has just been created in France—the fabrication

of pasteboard from the pulp of Beetroot. This fabrica-

tion is carried on to some extent in the commune of

Foulain (Haute-Marne), and can be employed, it is said,

with advantage in ornaments, tea-trays, and other such
articles. Daily Paper.

KtCORO OF THIS WEATHLK AT CHlSWICk.
During taelatr 30 year*, for the ensuing week, ending April *19,lH»

April.

Sunday \'S

Hen. 14

lues. 15

Wed. in

rhurr 17
Friday 1h

Satur. 19

c * £

F6.0

57.8

579
S6.9

57.4

57.9

W.7

lis

34.6
a, .-

39 2

37-0
3iJ»

36.7
35.8

9 e.

a

4S.3

47-5
4Sj
46.9

46.6

47.3

47.2

No. of
Years in
vhich it

Rained.

12

11

17
12
14
13

7

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing Wind,

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 19th.
1*54—therm. 77 deg. ; and the loweat on the 16tb, 184", and lOlh. l*9•

,-
therm. 20 deg.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT,
'Conservatory, &C.—Proceed with the staking and

tying out of plants which require such assistance,

but if our former directions have been carried out rela- I

over-watering, as is sometimes done ; a sprinkling over-

live to growing plants with short-jointed wood a good
]iea(j wjth t}ie eng|ne on the evening of drying days will

deal in the way of stakes may be dispensed with, De of more service to large evergreens than over-water-
although some will be necessary to give the plant its

jnff tnem at tne root# gee tnat all recently planted
desired shape ; on no account, however, use more than tilings, whether large or small, are well secured
will effect that purpose. Turn each plant frequently against wind. The best way of effecting this in

round in order that it may not become onesided. The tne case f jarge piants is to use three strong
greatest care will be requisite to prevent soft-wooded

stove plants from drawing ; as these will now be making
rapid progress, they should have a large share of light,

shading only during the middle of the day. Some of

those potted early may now require a second shift ; in

this, however, the cultivation must be guided by
the purpose for which the plant is grown. Take
every opportunity of keeping down insects by fumigation

and the active use of the syringe, but in this take care

tarred cords for each specimen, fixing them to the plant

by means of a collar made of strong metallic wire, and

thickly wrapped round with canvas to prevent its

injuring the bark, and then tying them to strong pieces

of Oak driven into the ground at proper distances from

the stem of the tree. This may be somewhat more expen-

sive than staking, especially where stakes can be obtained

without any outlay ; but a plant once properly secured in

this manner may be considered safe against wind, as the
to avoid injuring the young foliage of large-leaved plants. ropea wjn ]ast for vearSj anii unt}i tne roots get suffi-

The drainage of hard-wooded plants should be frequently cient j10 id of the grounfj. For specimens in prominent

situations metallic wires should be employed instead of

cords, being neater in appearance ; and although sorae-
ing that condition, and they will, as a matter of course, what expensive in the first instance they will last a life-

PMiiirp. tn Im waI snnnliprl with wnfpr mnrp. panpoi.illv *• ^ m i_^ - j x ^r ±\ a.~*."±_ „r at. —^,,.,,4

examined. At this season several of them are either in

bloom (as many of the New Holland plants) or approach-

require to be well supplied with water, more especially

large specimens not shifted since last season ; if the

drainage is imperfect therefore ill-health will inevitably

be the consequence, and the most delicate plants will

be the first to suffer. Cuttings struck for a stock of

-winter flowering plants will now require potting off.

As it is not desirable that these should be grown to a
large size keep them rather short of pot-room ; a hot-

i in every aarden.

time. Take advantage of the present state of the ground
to stir and rake the surface soil of shrnbbery and

herbaceous borders to prevent the growth of weeds and
give a fresh neat appearance. Also plant out Wallflowers,

double Rockets, and young stock of herbaceous plants

generally. Delphinium Hendersoni is one of the finest
j

plants we possess in this way, and should have a place

water pit will answer best for growing these and similar

things. The plants can then be brought close up to

the glass, and by a little attention will become stout and
bushy with well ripened wood by the autumn, and may
then be brought into bloom at pleasure.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Plants swelling their fruit should be

carefully attended to with water at the root ; for, if

allowed to get too dry, there is great danger of checking
the fruit and preventing its attaining the size which it

would under proper treatment. It is, however, easy

to err in the opposite extreme, and considerable-careand

practice are necessary to enable one to properly water
plants having their pots plunged ; therefore this should

not be intrusted to inexperienced hands, who would

HARDY FRUIT and KITCHEN GARDEN.
The weather having become more genial to the

opening bloom a portion of the protecting material might
soon be removed from Peach, Nectarine, and Apricot

trees, but this should be done gradually, in order that the

bloom may not suffer from a too sudden exposure. Where
canvas screens on rollers are employed of course they are

rolled up by day and let down at night; if the nights how-
ever are warm they need not be lowered quite down, as a

little extra air will be more beneficial to the bloom than

otherwise. We name this as we have more than once

observed the blossoms of Peach and Apricot trees

injured by too much covering where spray or netting is

used, and which could not be conveniently removed
daily. Figs should now have their winter protection

probably water every plant if the surface soil indicated
j
taken away, and have the necessary thinning out and tying

in. The bloom of the choicest kinds of Pears should have
some protection should frost occur ; where the trees are

against walls this is easily done, but with espaliers

and low standards the ditficulty is greater; for the

latter a slight frame shaped like an umbrella and
covered with canvas might be fixed over each tree ; of

course the frame should exceed in diameter that of the

tree. For espaliers a width or two of canvas should be

fixed on a frame over the line of trees. If the above

are placed 2 feet above the trees they will protect them
from a tolerably severe frost, provided it is not accom-

panied by wind. As soon as the principal kitchen crops

are in the ground and the mam quarters have got their

supply of dung wheeled on to serve for the season as we
formerly directed, proceed to make good any part of

the edgings not in order, either (supposing they are Box)
by taking the whole up and replanting or filling up
blanks.

dryness. Use weak tepid manure water for plants that

are well rooted, whether fruiters or growing stock,

and keep the atmosphere thoroughly moist, giving

air very sparingly on cold, drying, gleamy days.

•Black Jamaicas and Montserats expected to supply ripe

fruit at Christmas should soon be ready for shifting

into their fruiting pots, and care should be exer-

cised to avoid checking their growth by any means, as

this might lead to their fruiting prematurely. See to

having the balls in a rather moist state at the time of

repotting, and keep the bottom-heat regular and the

atmosphere moist and rather close until the plants

appear to have taken to the fresh soil. The same
attention will be necessary in regard to watering and
bottom- heat, &c, in the case of those growing in the

open bed, for plants that are any size are apt to show
fruit at this season if at all checked in their growth.

Vineries.—Directly the fruit in succession houses is

sufficiently advanced for thinning get this done, the

laterals stopped, and the shoots regulated without loss of

time, for allowing the berries to get so thick that the

scissors can hardly be got amongst them renders thinning

tedious, and also robs the Viues. Give inside borders a

liberal supply of manure water,using that from the stable-

yard tank where it can be obtained, and mixing with it

a sufficient quantity of warm water to render it about
mUk warm. In all cases, give every possible attention

to the state of the roots, securing a little artificial warmth
where circumstances allow of doing so, for the ground is

cold and very unfavourable for the roots of Vines.
Where fermenting materials have been used on the
border of the early house, the heat should not be
allowed to decline until the fruit is fairly ripe, for it is

easier to secure a heavy crop of well swelled fruit
than to perfectly colour and ripen even a moderate
crop, and a healthy root action is perhaps more impor-

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK. NEAR LONDON.
For the week ending April 10, 1S5C, as observed at the Horticultural Gnrdei 8.

1

TBMPKBATUaa I

April.

3

BlBOHBTlI.
Ol the Air.

'

Ofthe Karrn Wini)
.c

Max. 1 Min. Mai.

59

Min. Mean, 1 toot
deep.

2 test; -
deep.!

Friday 4 29 29 773 29.654 30 44.5 44 44
i

s.\y. .(<•

Satur. 5i • 29.->98 29.31S »7 40 485 48 45 s. .to

Sunday fi 1 29 330 29.248 57 27 42.i» 49 45 S.E. .00

vlon. 7 2 29.49* 29.446 59 39 4').0 49 45 S.W. .04

Tues. 6 3 2 '.260 29.183 53 35 41.0 49 45 S.E. JM
Wed. 9 4 29.30'. 29.273 56 52 49 48 45* S.W. 30

Thura. 10 5 29.461 29.143 60 41 50 5

1 4I..S

48 46" S.W. .01

ATenure . 29.460 29.323 57.3
|
MJ 43.1 45.1

i~44

April 4—Densely clouded; low white clouds ; fine.
— 5— Fine throughout; cloudy at night.— 6—nine; white cloud*; frosty at night,— 7—Fine; cloudy; rain.— H—Slight rain; showery; cloudy.
— 9—Cloudy; rain; cloudy.
— 10—Rain; cloudy; fine; cloudy at nis;ht.

Mean temperature of the week 1 deg. above the

Notices to Correspondents.
Annuals : Tyro. Bartonia aurea, bright yellow ; Eutoca vis-

cida, deep blue ; Zinnia coccinea, red ; and Mignonette
may possibly suit your purpose. We never recommend
dealers.*

Azaleas: HA P. There is little doubt that your plants have
been Jed with something that has disagreed with them. They
look as if the soil had been poisoned. Who could have advised
you to employ alum as a manure?

Crickets: R H. Several methods by which it is stated they
may be got rid of have been given by our correspondents ar
p. 154. Our own attempts to destroy them have hifterto
proved unsuccessful. We are afraid of arsenic.;};

Colouring : A Novice asks what dye is used for colouring
Grasses, Mosses, &c. We do not know, and should be very
sorry to see our own Grasses or Mosses spoiled by trty
colouring process.

Conifers: Conifer. We know of no such plant as Picea Tsngat-
skoi. There is an Abies, not Picea, Tsuga, not yet introduced
from Japan. The name sounds as if it were Russian, and if

so it will have nothing to do with Pinus Skinned, a form of
P. nocarpa, native of Guatemala and tender.

Concrete : C L. We conceive that well rammed chalk will

answer every purpose. Put a two feet border on it. If you
value the Pear tree you would perhaps find its renovation
worth attempting. We should gradually open a trench some
10 feet from the trunk, lift the fibrous roots up carefully, and
bring them up to within 6 inches of the surface, immediately
refilling the trench with good loam, having a little well rotted

stable litter, such as an old Cucumber bed, well mixed with it.

The best way would be to do half the work iu September, and
half in March or September following. It is now too late in

the season for such a job.

Glycerine : Geo. D. Yallance. If you will refer to what was said

respecting this substance, you will see that we had do per-

sonal experience in the use of it. We merely reported what
had been observed by Mr. Wilson, iWe presume the right

way to use it is to steep the seeds in glycerine for several days

as has been already stated, and then to sow them in the iwual

manner. All the seeds mentioned in your letter are of Green-

house plants. There is no resemblance whatever between
syrup and glycerine, except that both are sweet.

Grafting Berbfrxies : R Galliere. We are unable to make OTt

the meaning of your question, as far as we can decipher it.

Greenhouse Climbers: An Amateur. Hardenbergiamacrophylla,
Mande villa suaveoIens.Bignonia grandiflora.Passitibracu ruk'O-

racemosa, Kennedya Marryattse, Tecoma jasminoides, Dolichos

lignosus, and Tacsonia mollissima may possibly answer your

purpose.
Guano-water: Const. Reader. It makes a very good manur?

for Strawberries. Put a handful of guano into a gallon of

water ; stir it up well two or three times at intervals of two or

three hours ; when dear decant, and it is then fit for use. The

residue maybe added to the compost heap.

J

Guatemala Tobacco. We have a crowd of inquiries upon this

subject, to all which we can only reply that such inquiries

should be addressed to Don Jose Maria de Stamayoa* Guate-

mala, with a reference for payment. That is our own plan,

and it can be equally adopted by every one else.

Insect3 : A Subscriber. Your Cucumber leaves are infested with

small flat insects which appear as well as we can judge from

their crushed state to be the mealy bug. Powder the plant

with sulphur, and also fumigate your frame with tobacco

smoke.

—

Bees. You have chosen a wrong name, your bees being

in fact saw flies (Trichiosoma lucorum) : the figure and history

of which, with its transformations, you will find in Gard.Chrtn.

(31 Jan., 1852.)—Subs. A P. The little black insects which

accumulate in such vast numbers on your walks are Desona

viatica. (See Card. Chran., 1847, p. 221, for figure and descrip-

tion.) They feed ou decaying vegetable matter ;*but the cause

of their congregating iu such quantities is a mystery.—-' «•

The beetles which have destroyed the seeds of the Tara Mimosa

are a species of Brechus. W.—L VII. In our reply to you last

week the words in the larva state were misprinted in the Imcer

state.

Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged toreluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or couli have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information^

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thl™""»
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. AU we

can do is to help them—and that most willingly, it w
now requested that, in future, not more than four P iA™*

may be sent us at one time.—Col. Charlton. Your epipnyw

from Manilla is Dendrobium anosmum ; a scentless variety <h

D. macropbyliuni.

Omar Pacha Apple: S Shilling. Your Apple is a good-looking

fruit, resembling Adam's Pearmain in form, but somewn*

rounder, and more strongly marked towards the eye, j
approa*

ing in this respect the angular shape peculiar to the -HrS '

Whether it possesses any of the good qualities of either or u*

sorts mentioned remains to be proved, as the sPe
f
irnen.^ti>

were found to be perfectly dry and insipid, probably owl °«»

their having been kept so long beyond their proper season. -

Pampas Grass : H O N. It does very well inanysihiationw»»

the soil is damp without being either dry or wet. Jt
#

J»
ported to grow on the banks of the river Uruguay, but U *

not bear our hard winters if the roots are covered with wai

We should try it on any tolerably high river bank.

Pio Manure: C W. This is very'strong, rank stuff, and is n

fit for garden purposes until it has been well rotted d^™.tant
mixed with earth, or leaves, or some kind of dead afcsorw

material. *

Pines : T S P. Pinus taurica is the same as P. p^Us\a
"8 '

r:Ce
P. nigricans as Austriaca. Both belong to the l^naster i

The first is the great Pine of the south coast of the cn™e**

Sweet-scented Camellias : M S R. At pp. 54, 70, and 86 ono

volume for last year, mention is made of a variety wnu

said to be sweet-scented, but none possessing any fragrance

ever come under our own notice J ..
The Horticultural Society: A C. You are not aware\\

^
this is a Corporation and incapable of taking any ^ -v
variance with its charter, The plans you propose are enure .

at variance with the charter.
f
.

Yews: H S. We never before saw Irish Yews in such a Siaw,

and have no idea what ails them. . ^
%• As usual, many communications have ^™*ZntomUe.
and others are detained till the necessary tnqu ine

J
»n

,J!^ the
We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents,

1
insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.
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PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
X phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Nitro-Phosphate or I ? 1 « >o<l

Manure, Sugar Scum, and every description of Artificial

Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.
W. I.vglis Carse, 10, Mark Lane, London .

HE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,

71. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.; Sulphuric Acid and

Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and

other Chemical Manures.

ONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1810).

The above Company have the following ready for immediate

delivery:—Corn Manure, for top-dressing; Blood ditto for Corn
;

Blood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured

expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for

Turnips' Mangels, Grasses, &c. ; Peruvian Guano direct from

importers' warehouses; Nitrate of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia,
and every artificial manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. Edward Purseb, Sec .

THE PATENT SANITARY MANURE COM-
PANY'S NITRO-BIPIIOSPIIATE, or BLOOD MA-

NURES.—For Corn or Hops, for Roots or Grass, 1350 lbs. of

Blood in each ton, and a large percentage of Phosphates. These
Manures compete successfully with Guano at much less cost.

—

For price, testimonials, analysis, and local information, apply to

the Offices, 21, Cullum Street.City, London.

MANURES FOR ROOTS AND~~TOP-DRE5SING
~

CORN CROPS.

THE undersigned beg to advise Agriculturists they

are now prepared to deliver the under-mentioned Manures,
|

viz. :

—

Their celebrated SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (see

Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, Vol. 6, Part 2.).

NITRO-BI-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE for Cereals,

Roots, and Hops.

Also NITRATE OF SODA, GUANO, BONEDUST, and
4-INCH BONE; SULPHURIC ACID, GYPSUM, and all

other Manures of known value.

Apply to Mark Fothergill & Co., 204a, Upper Thames Street,

London, Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company.

MAN U~R El
HODGSON and SIMPSON, Wakefield, and 1

MATTHEWS and CO., Manufacturing Agricultural
Chemists, Driffield, manufacture the following Manures:

—

SIMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-
dressing for Wheat, Barley, and Oats.

SIMPSON'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoes,

and other bulbous root crops. Price 8Z. per ton.

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.

The above have been successfully tested for eight years by the

leading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties,

and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with the

most beneficial results.

Testimonials and other particulars forwarded by post on appli-

cation. (^ Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any, 71. perton.

TO AGRICULTURISTS, MARKET~CARDENERS,
AND AMATEURS.

rpOTTENHAM SEWAGE MANURE (Higgs'
JL Patent).—This highly fertilising Manure, consisting of the

Nightsoil, Blood, Urine, and other Nitrogenised Matters yielded

by the Town Drainage is now ready for delivery from the Works,
or from the Railway Station at Al. 4s. per ton, or may be had for

use in the Garden, of most of the principal Seedsmen In London,
in packets 9d. each.—Sewage Works, Page Green. Tottenham.
~ PHCEIMIX CHEMICAL WORKS, PLYMOUTH^
BURNARD LACK and CO. are ready to deliver in

London or at anv convenient Railway Station or Seaport,

DIPHOSPHATE OF LIME considered' as neutral soluble

phosphate, at Professor Way's standard price, viz., 65. &f. per

cent, per.ton.

B. L. & Co.'s No. 1 Concentrated Superphosphate contains 40

per cent, of neutral soluble phosphate delivered as above (bags
included) at 132. per ton, four months acceptance, or less 2£ per
cent, discount for cash. A considerable reduction made for

quantities.

Guaranteed analyses and opinions by Professors Wat and
Toelcker sent on application.—Apply as above.

RTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &cM and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will findTample facility and accommodation at the College.

WATER your GARDENS and MANURE your
LANDS with GUTTA PERCHA TUBING. Half-inch

for gardening, 4d. per foot, medium; 4W. stout; brass branch,
stop-cock, and rose, 5s. 6d. Apply for illustrated price lists to

J.8HEATH&Co.,Patent Guttapercha Factory, 35, Old Street Road.

rpHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
JL Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1852—53, for England
and Scotland, and further empowered by Amendment Act,
1854—55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,
Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-

cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Lives
renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years

;
(and Lessees

for Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years,

with consent of their Lessor), &c 9
are enabled, by way of Loan

from the Company, or by their own funds, to execute and
charge on the Lands improved, by way of rent-charge for 1

term of 25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every

landed improvement, especially of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,

Inclosing any Land, or improving Drains, Streams, or Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the

Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-

in o^s for Farm purposes already erected; Planting for Shelter

and for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea

Coast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-

lands and Islands of Scotland; Engines and Machinery for

Drainage, Engine-houses for Farm Steadings, &c, Water-wheels,

Tanks, Pipes, Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans
of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by the

Applicant's own Agents and are submitted to the approval of the

Inclosure Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the solejudges
of the due execution of the works. Proprietorsmay apply jointly

for the execution of Improvements mutually beneficial,—such as

a common Outfall—Roads through the District—Water power.
&c. The Directors wish it to be understood that the Company is

of a strictly commercial character, and that the details of the
plans and of the execution of the Works are not interfered with
by them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-

sure CommiSvSioners. For further information and for Forms of

Application, apply to the Honourable William Napieb, Manag-
ing Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.

SAMUELSON'S
REGISTERED BUDDINGS LAWN MOWING MACHINES

FOR

PLEASURE GROUNDS, LAWNS, BORDERS, BOWLING GREENS, ETC.

Prices

To cut from 16 inches wide, for a boy to work,

Up to 30 inches wide, for man and poney.

£9£5 10 £5 17 6 £6

Width Cut 16 ins. 19 ins. 22 ins. 25 ins. 30 ins.

THE REGISTERED IMPROVEMENT renders unnecessary the great

care requisite in the handling of these machines on the old plan
;

all that

is now required can be done bt ant unskilled Labourer, who has only

to push the machine before him. The Registered adjustment insures a

clean and perfectly level cut of any required height, and prevents the

knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground may be.

Copies of Testimonials will be

forwarded, post free, on application

to the manufacturer.

The above may also be procured

at the principal Agricultural Im-

plement Depots in London ; of Messrs.

J. Yeitch & Sox, Exotic Nurseries,

Chelsea; and of all respectable Iron-

mongers & Seedsmen in the country.

15. SAMUELSON, Britannia Works, Banbury.
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MEADOW AND PASTURE GRASS SEEDS.

GEORGE GIBBS and Co., 26, Down Street,

Piccadilly, beg to announce that their MIXTURES OF
GRASS SEEDS are now ready for delivery at tbe following

prices :

—

Mixtures for laying Land down to permanent Grass, for light,

heavy, and other soils (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs. to tbe

acre) 30*. per acre.

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs.

to the acre) ••• 32^. per acre.

Mixtures for improving and renovating old Grass Land, Is. per lb.

Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawns U.M. per lb.

G. G. & Co.'s New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE
is now ready, and will be forwarded free on application.

GEORGE GIBBS & CO., Seedsmen,

26, Down Street, Piccad illy, London.

CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, 1856.

THOMAS GIBBS and CO., the Seedsmen to the
Roy at. AGRICULTURAL Socf.tv of England, beg to inform

their friends and Agriculturists generally that their bulks of

Agricultural and Grass Seeds are now finished cleaning, and that

they shall be able to execute immediately auy orders which may
be entrusted to them.

Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land to permanent

Pasture and Meadow.
Mixtures of Grass Seeds for Irrigation or Water Meadows.

Upland Sheep Walks.
Parks and Field Lawns.
Cemeteries and Church Yards.

Garden Lawns and Grass Plots.

Renovaing old Pastures.

Rye-grasses, Clovers, Carrots, Cabbages, Parsnips, Mangel
Wurzels, Swedes, Hybrids, Turnips, and all other Seeds requisite

for the Farm.
Kitchen Garden Seeds and Flower Seeds.

Priced Lists and detailed Catalogues are now ready, and may be

had, post" free, on application to THOMAS GIBBS X CO.,

the Seedsmen to the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

corner of Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, London.

SUTTONS SELECTED MANGEL WURZEL.
rjiHE MANGEL WURZEL ROOTS grown from

L Messrs. Sutton's Seed gained the First Prizes at the

Birmingham and many other Root Shows last season—

(see Times Newspaper, December 12, 1855.)

They were also much admired on Messrs. Sutton's stand at

the Smithfield Club, shown in Baker Street Bazaar, as see reports

iu the Agricultural Gazette, BelVs Messenger, Mark T^ne Express,

and other papers of December last. At present, Messrs. Sutton

can supply any quantity of Seed. Price of their selected Yellow

Globe 9i. per lb. The prices of other kinds and of large quan-

tities may be had on application.

Rcyal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading, April 12
.

f¥A LI AN RYE-CRASS, ETC.
DRUMMOND and SONS, Stirling, N.B., beg

to call the attention of those engaged in Agriculture. to

the following Seeds:

—

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, selected from the finest stock in

Lombardy, and is especially recommended for its rapid

growth and luxuriant habit. Superior home-saved Seed may
also be had. Italian Bye-grass being extremely scarce this

season, orders should be transmitted without delay.

PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, of the finest growths, perfectly

clean and in various weights, weighing from 22 lbs. to 30 lbs.

per bushel.

GRASSES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE —From the exten-

sive experience they have had in thi« branch, and resulting

in giving complete satisfaction to the numerous gentlemen
who have favoured them with orders, they feel warranted in

recommending their assortments as made up to order—either

mixed or separately, to suit all description of soil.

TURNIPS, in all the approved varieties of Swedes, Yellows, and
Whites, carefully saved by themselves from full-formed bulbs.

VETCHES (or TARES) —Large broad-leaved Scotch.

PRICED CATALOGUESoftheabove, with every otherdescrip- I

tion of FARM SEEDS, may be had post free on application.

Also a valuable Descriptive Catalogue of VEGETABLE SEEDS,
containing only such sorts as are really worth cultivating.

N.B. Free Delivery.—All Seeds are, under certain

limitations,delivered carriagefree to the principalshipping

ports and railway stations throughout the kingdom.

V FARM IMPLEMENTS.—An assortment of the most

approved Scotch T">nl«ments are usually kept in Stock.

W DRUMMOND and SONS,
Seed and Implement Warehouses, Stirling and Dublin.

/
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PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS AND DRAINING TOOLS.

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
Wholesale Aeents for England, have always in stock a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by

upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers menib. r^ of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue

of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.

w.

DISCOVERY IMPORTANT TO AGRICULTURISTS.

AF. SCHLOTTHAUBER, Naturalist, at Gbttin-

• gen, has discovered two plants indigenous to England and

Germany vielding substitutes for Coffee, not to be distinguished

from the best Mocha. They may be cultivated in sandy or

clayey soil, and yield from 201. to 401. an acre. He offers to

communicate his discovery either for the sum of 4000Z., or an

annual payment of 400Z. for 20 years.

/COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
KJ and OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the >aval

and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analvses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticularsmay be had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver ia

the couutrv a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

£fic ^grtcttiturai <Bmttc.
SATURDAY, APBIL 12, 1856.

We learn from Mr. Brandreth Gibes that the

French Government has extended the time for

receiving declarations from those who intend to be

exhibitors at Paris till the 23d of April, for the con-

venience of English exhibitors. They also offer

additional prizes of 20/. for the best fixed steam

engine for farming purposes, 10/. for the best port-

able threshing machine, and 10/. for the best fixed

threshing machine to be driven by steam. A new
sub-category of prizes has been opened for shearling

ewes lambed before the 1st of May, 1855. In-

tending exhibitors must send in their declarations
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before April 23d: the forms are to be had at 9,
Pall Mall Ea.t.

A MrMnER of the Corps Legislatif of France has
asked :

—
" What is the average quantity of iron

consumed annually per acre on a farm?" Thisii
to include horse-shoes, tires, chains, and all farm
implements. As the inquiry has reference to an
alteration of the French tariff in the interests of
agriculture it is very desirable that some approxi-
mate datum should be furnished in reply. Obviously
the experience of farmers will vary exceedingly in
respect to this subject. Some soils are proverbial lv
sharp, while others, adhesive and clayey, do but
little to waste the ploughshare or the harrow tine.
There are, however, probably very few cases of
either sort of land where any kind of record
has been kept of such waste ; and it will be a
singular illustration of attention to detail if an
answer to so curious a question shall in any instance
be obtained.

We put the question nevertheless, knowing that
on some farms a contract with the blacksmith is
entered into in which he agrees to keep implements
in order and horses shod at so much per pair per
annum, payment for all new metal being in addition
to the price thus due. If any reader of this paragraph
shall have a blacksmith's bill of this description by
him, and will tell us its amount per annum, together
with the extent and kind of soil he cultivates, we
shall be very much obliged.

^
An interesting lecture on artificial manures was

given last Mondny bv Mr. Nesbit, of Kennington,
before the London *

Farmers' Club. The rival
theories of plant nutrition were described, and the
"true" theory civen in their place. This seemed
to be, that all that plants contain they need, and
that_ the relative importance of their different in-
gredients depends pretty much upon the proportion
which obtains between the quantity of each thev
need and the quantity of each supplied by nature". I

Ammonia and phosphoric acid are " now " the
special elements of manures, as gypsum was once
supposed to be; but gypsum, so the lecturer
stated, is not so considered now because
enormous quantities are supplied in other wavs,
as superphosphate, &c, and the supply ex-
ceeding the demand no such extraordinary
results are met with now as were formerly
experienced from its application as manure.
Whether ammonia or phosphoric acid ever shall
become in like manner comparatively ineffective
cannot be foreseen ; but the inference from Mr.
Nesbit's statement was that all these things rank
in importance simply according to the natural defi-
ciency of each, and that the plant's demand for
each is of the same kind, quality, or force, its
exigency being in proportion merelv to the deficiency
of the supply.

This probably is in the main a true statement
of the case, hut it is very much calculated to
mislead if there he not added to it (1) that the
natural supply of many things is abundant, and of
others altogether in sufficient for a crop lan>e enough
to pay a rent

; (2) that the natural liability to waste
and loss of some things is insignificant,' while of
others it is of the most serious importance ; and (3)
that the appetite of the plant for some things may I

be satisfied by a substituted substance, while for
the want of others there is no remedy whatever.

#

All these three considerations go to magnify the
importance of ammonia in manures, and to render
it impossible that it should ever be fairly placed
with gypsum in the class of manures liable to lose
their rank. Phosphoric acid, too, is so largely
needed and so imperfectly supplied that its rank as a
manure is with reference to the majority of soils a
permanent one.
The natural and artificial sources of supply of

both these substances were enumerated by Mr.
Nesbit. Guano, nitrates, blood, as affording
nitrogen; bones, phosphatic marls, coprolites,
apatite, &c., as affording phosphorus were referred
to. On the subject of superphosphate some useful
and some, as we think, questionable suggestions
were made. Mr. Nesbit would not aim at the
production of an entirely soluble superphosphate.
After the seed has brairded and the young plant is
established it needs abundant food for months before
it is matured. During this period the comparatively I

less soluble portion of a well-made superphosphate
comes into use

; if it had been wholly soluble it
would before that time have disappeared, and the
plant, puffed out rapidly and unripened to an exces-
sive size, would rot. Mr. Nesbit rode over some
lurnips ln Hampshire not long a^o, and on
crossing the hue which separated dung and bones
as the manure from superphosphate he found he had
left sound roots for rotten ones, and this was the
proof on which his argument was based. Now if

his docirine be that superphosphate by itself is an ? given as the result must in every case be~Taken~M
invnillCiant man lira fnr

1
nrnirii! tl'a rtnif/} onroa u.it li t\.a movimnm if 1., i.-.,. ,.'.,-.., : Mlinsufficient manure for Turnips we quite agree with

it ; but if he desire to teach that the less soluble
superphosphates in the market are equally valuable
with others, we wholly disagree. Let farmers buy the
manure conta.ning the greatest quantity of soluble
matter, they can dilute it with bones or dung or any-
thing else at home, and if they apply it to the soil

direct it will be well diluted there. Mr. Cuthbert
Johnson very properly referred to this in the course

of the evening as a complete answer to Mr.
Nesbit's theory. His suggestion as to making
coprolites and other mineral phosphates the source
of the soluble part of the manure, while bones
should furnish the comparatively insoluble portion,

is one that deserves the attention of all manure
makers.

In addition to phosphoric acid and ammonia
alkaline salts were specified ; common salt was
alluded to as a "corrective of excessive fertility,"

and its use along with guano for cereal crops was
recommended, as tending to strengthen straw and
hinder the falling of the crop.

Mr. Nesbit was followed by Mr. Baker, of

Writtle, who referred to the methods of applying
artificial manures as being of the greatest importance.
He had no doubt, and neither have we, that much of

the guano and other ammoniacal manures applied on
grain crops during the past dry month of March has
been lost. The best plan he believed to be that of

applying these artificial manures before the seed, at

any time during the preparation of the land, and
ploughing it in. He had all his land for Mangel
Wutzel ready for the seed. During the early frosts

he had ploughed in 10 to 15 loads of dung—and he
has since applied 4 cwt. of salt, 3 cwt. of guano,
and 3 cwt. of blood manure per acre, and he will

the maximum, it being often impossible in the case
of Grasses to avoid counting as seeds what may be
merely husks or even dust. The seed as supplied
in the market is of course often adulterated
and the number of seeds actually sown per pound
must not be taken from our correspondent's table
as it might if the samples sown were botanically
accurate, or from our own, as it might if the samples
sown were commercially honest. How largely this
adulteration is carried on appears from a sample
that has been sent to us by Messrs. Drummond of
Stirling. They say :

—

"In Italian Rye-grass as well as other seeds there
has been a good deal of ' manufacturing' going
on. See for instance the enclosed sample sent us
the other day as ' our own direct importation.'
Sprinkle a little of the seed upon a sheet of paper
and see what a quantity of ' Hair-giass' is in it.

The Hair-grass is the small seed with a ' long tail,'

and is a vile weed which is often to be found largely
in common Rye-grass seed, and requires much labour
to take it out. Seed cleaners generally burn it, but
this year a demand sprung up for it, for what pur-
pose you can guess. We may note that in genuine
Lombardy Italian Rye-grass we never have a seed of
Hair-grass."

drill 1 or 2 cwt. of superphosphate with the seed. -, —
" It is as easy to grow 35 or 40 tons of Mangels IedSe them." If he does this, I f

as 25 or 30." That is a crop you can " make ;" not i

^'y satisfied, and it was for the

so grain : Wheat you may manure excessively and
out what l conceived to be errone

lose your crop ; there was, therefore, no egotistic

vanity in saying that he grew the heaviest crops of
Mangel Wurzel in his neighbourhood.

Mr. Mechi followed Mr. Baker, referring to deep

THE PRICE OF ARTIFICIAL MANURES.
If any excuse were required for addressing my

previous communication and the present on the im-
portant subject referred to, it is to be found in the last

paragraph of Professor Way's paper, in which he says :
t( I know full well how considerable are the interests
involved.'* In the same paper he adds, " that I may
have committed errors of greater or less magni-
tude is more than probable, but if so I believe I shall

be one of the first to discover, and I hope to acknow-
" ~ for one shall be per-

purpose of pointing

roneous, so that Professor
Way might have an opportunity of correcting them that
I was induced to pen the few observations which I made.
I certainly did not upbraid him, and I have no idea of
calling in question his motives, his mode of reasoning,

u . . * o jt
|

his general accuracy, or his scientific attainments ; on all
cultivation as ensuring the economical storage of the these points I entertain for him the highest reBpect.
manures applied and to the fact that in spite of it a Mr. Way says I am evidently a manufacturer. Well,
waste of fertilising matter took place through the

|

grant that I belong to this suspected class, this ought to

drains even on his stiff clays. To this subject Mr. |

add foi]ce rather than otherwise to the ground of my
Mechi has again referred in our columns of to-day.
Professor Wilson, of Edinburgh, had long since
pointed out the fact, proving it by the analysis of
drainage water, and to this Mr. Cuthbert Johnson
referred in the remarks which he, following Mr.
Mechi, addressed to the meeting.

The discussion generally embraced very fully
both the theory and the practice of manuring, and
the full report of it in the Club Journal will form
one of the most useful of that series which has yet
appeared.

Before proceeding further with our remarks on
the number of seeds sown per acre under ordinary
farm practice in the case of the several crops, we

I

may just mention how the numbers have been ascer-
tained. Mr. Summers points out the discrepancy
between Lawson and our correspondent "J. C. X."
in the case of several Grass and Clover seeds, which
he specifies. In answer to him we have received the
following letter :

—

" Owing to the remarks of Mr. Geo. Summers in
the Gazette of the 5th inst., I confidently state that
the table of the number of seeds in a pound, fur-
nished by me and published on March 22d, was
when recorded in 1838 to 1843 correct. I myself
collected all the specimens carefully examined, and
believe that each species or variety was botanically
true, and not intermixed. The seeds were weighed
when dry, after having been stripped from the
rachis, or threshed and well cleaned from chaff and
light rubbish, and from corolla when separable. It
is not easy to clean perfectly the seeds of Holcus
lanatus, Alopecurus pratensis, or any of the Poas.
Five ounces of Holcus lanatus seed as stripped from
the rachis will produce only 2 ounces of seed as
cleaned by me

; 8 ounces of Festuca pratemis pro-
duced but 3 ounces of seed.

"I wish that Mr. Summers had procured a
thimbleful of the seed of Trifolium repens (white
Clover), had weighed a portion with a 10-grain or
half-scruple weight, counted the weighed portion
and multiplied it by 700, which would give the
number of seeds in a pound; for if he had done so
he would have been enabled to judge which of the
tables, viz., that of ' J. C. X. or that of Messrs.
Lawson & Son, was most to be depended upon."
To this we add, that in the cases published by

us last week one ounce, 100 grains, and in some few
instances 10 grains, carefully weighed and counted,
were made the basis of the calculation. The seeds
were as supplied in the market, and the numbers

complaint, for no one can better judge the wholesale
and retail value of manures than a manufacturer, and
no one is so likely to suffer from an incorrect statement.
Let us suppose a case : A consumer in the mouth of
February asks the price of crushed bones, and he is

informed 81 per ton, or a relative price per quarter,
this price including the use of sacks and the carriage to
his nearest railway station. Indignant at what he con-
ceives to be an imposition the consumer refers to

Professor Way's Table of Prices in the Agricultural
Gazette, and adopting the advice of the editor in the
same article removes his custom from the unfortunate
manufacturer, who naturally fds somewhat sore at
being made the victim of a mistake or mis-statement.
Now, as this is a matter of fact which can readily be
ascertained, will the editor be kind enough to refer to
the "Hull Price Current" for the four weeks of

February last, which he will find in the Eastern Counties
Herald, and probably also in the Mark Lane Express,
beariug in mind at the same time that it is the whole-
sale price per cargo for uncrushed bones that is here
quoted, and not the retail price ? Having done this will

he have the goodness to state how much less than 11,

per ton is the price quoted ? Will he also refer to the
public sales of bones in London during the same month,
and if he is not satisfied the writer will show him offers

of cargoes during the same month at not less than 11.

per ton. Having done this he will have a right to ask
whether, when 61. 10s. per ton was stated to be the price

of crushed bones, he was far wrong in saying that this

must have been the wholesale and not the retail price,

or whether he imposed on his customer in charging Sh
per t<>n, including crushing, &c, use of sacks, and rail-

way carriage.

Again, with regard to bone-ash, Professor Way
acknowledges that 61. per ton is about the wholesale

price of this article containing 70 per cent, of phosphate
of lime, which will bring the phosphate of lime to very
nearly Id. per lb. ; but he says that it is only of this

value to dissolve, and not to apply to the laud in its

ordinary state. Now, surely if the phosphate of lime in

ordinary half- inch bones will produce a great effect on

the Turnip crop— and that it does produce a great effect

we have had abundant proofs—surely this same phos-

phate, when reduced to a fine powder by burning and
crushing, will have at least an equal effect, for ammonia
can, of course, be added in another form. Again, although
a mineral phosphate even in a fine state of division would
no doubt have a much less effect, yet when we are told

and when we know that on certain soils containing 1 or

2 per cent, of phosphate of lime in a mineral state

neither bones nor superphosphate have any effect, this

certainly militates stron-ly against the assertion that a

powdered mine: al phosphate is perfectly useless when
added to the soil unless it is dissolved in acid.

Professor Way in his table gives ammonia in Peruvian

guano as costing 441. 2s., whilst in bones it costs
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451. 9s. Is'ow, surely one or the other must be wrong,

for no reflect ing person can say that the ready formed,

finely divided, and available ammonia in Peruvian
guano is not much more valuable than in the crude

state of half- inch bone, which requires fermentation

and a considerable time before its ammonia ib given up.

This is no doubt owing to putting the phosphate ot lime too

low. If he had valued the phosphate of lime in bon»*s

at something like Id. per lb., it would have brought

down the value of bones in ammonia to its proper level.

To show that the phosphate of lime in bones is valued

too low, we may again refer to the table in which Pro-

fessor Way calculates the phosphate of lime in coprolite

as 10s. 8d. per ton more than that in bones. Now,
surely this cannot be correct. I am afraid I have
occupied too much space, but the importance of the

subject must be my excuse. S. S.

[We find that the Hull "General Price Current,"

dated Feb. 1, quotes bones at 71. to 11. 7s. per ton ; and
the price current of a commission agent for whole-

sale buyers in bones, guano, &c, of the same date, in

London, is 61. 2s. 6d. free on board for consumers
;

61. 7s. 6d. weighed on delivery, buyers paying freight

;

61. 7s. 6d. foreign do., the expenses on which are 5s.

a ton at the docks. • These prices are the lowest ; the

highest quotations are 2s. 6d. more. ]

gallons I No !—tour quarts of cream. Surely it is and milk was daily consumed by the family, I consider
time, then, that the prize system were abandoned. If

it hive any influence at all, it can but divert the ambi-
tion of agricultural engineers from the true objects of
their profession— the simplification and cheapening of

existing, and the invention of new machines, to the
aims of the jockey and of the juguler ; whist it lowers
the character of the Society, and serve s no LeUer pur-
pose than to flatter the self-importance of a few of its

members on the anuu.il field days. Such were not the
means that brought to their present perfection the railway
locomotive and the marine propeller, the power loom
and the spinning frame, the chronometer and the tele-

scope, the galvanic battery and the electric cable. The
master minds who have laboured in the advancement
of mechanical science in all these branches would scorn
to submit their inventions to the judgment of a few
amateurs, or to dance attendance for days ou the estate

of a country enquire. It is time that the agricultural

this production to be considerable. E. C.t Pan-y-Ochinr

Gresford, DenIvjh sh ire .

onrtt'esu

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Weekly Council, April 3.—Colonel Challoner,

Trustee, in the chair.

Skin Diseases of Domesticated Animals.—Professor
Simonds, the Veterinary Inspector of the Society,
delivered before the Memlers the first part of his
lecture ou the injuries arising to domesticated animals
from parasitic insects infesting their skin. The Pro-
fessor commenced his lecture by remarking, that how-
ever little apparent interest this subject presented to
the scientific physiologist, it was a most important
one to the practical farmer and flock-master. All

engineer should cease to accept as distinctions such domesticated animals were, to a greater or less extent,

rewards as the Royal Agricultural Society can bestow. a
.

ffe
.

c
.

te
?.
DV peculiar parasitical insects. These might be

Home Correspondence.
Tlie Royal Agricultural Society and its Implement

Prize Sheet.—The tffect of the establishment of the

Royal Agricultural Society on the manufacture of agri-

cultural implements was admirably illustrated by Mr.
Hoskyns at the Society of Arts, by comparing it with

the wonders of Aladdin's lamp. Mr. Ransome whose
imagination ordinarily requires but a spark to kindle it,

appears to have been somewhat chilled by the solemnity

of the occasion, or he would not have questioned the

propriety of a comparison so apposite ; he would have
remembered that it was not the light but the friction of the

lamp which evoked the genii, just as it is not the
brillancy of the Society's judicial decisions, but the per-

severance with which they have "rubbed on" from
year to year, matching Bale against Busby and Corms
against Chandler, that has called out the " geniuses "

who annually assemble under its tents. At least, if this

view of the case be abandoned, and a claim set up for

the Society as having advanced the science of agricul-

tural mechanics rather than as having diffused the

knowledge of its achievements, I fear we must side

with Mr. Ransome, for scarcely an instance can be

named where the Royal Society so much as proposed a

mechanical problem for the solution of the engineer,

whilst at least one will be familiar to most of your
readers, for which the cold shade of the Society's neglect

did its worst, happily to no purpose, to destroy the

ardour of the most talented agricultural engineer of the

age. How vicious is even its boasted system of trials

by the dynamometer, regardless of other important
elements, is well known to exhibitors and to the

initiated amongst the buyers of agricultural implements,
though the public will scarcely believe, what is however
perfectly true, that the beautiful locomotive steam-
engines which annually contest the prizes of the

Society are unfit for use on the farm, and that, of the

thousands of admirable engines annually manufactured
for the use of the farm by the leading houses who compete,

not one would have a chance of winning the Society's

prize. That the same absurdity prevails amongst minor
implements will appear from one instance amongst
many. For years the prize for one of those useful

machines which assist the farmer in economising his

fodder, was contested by a machinist in the north of

England whose productions vie in cheapness, accuracy,

and durability with those of the first mechanics of the

district, and they are the first mechanics of

England. His implements commanded a sale of

housands annually not only in England, but in every part

of the globe. Still he could not win the Society's prize,

which was carried off year by year by an industrious

mechanic, without science, without capital and the
appliances which it commands, but who still produced
before the judges a machine absorbing rather less

power—though the power in either case was so trifling

as to be of no practical importance—than that of his

competitor ; but which, had it been put to a month's
work in the state in which it was placed before the

judges, would have dropped to pieces at the end of that

time. At length the north country machinist brought

to trial a handsome well-made machine, which per-

formed its work with half the power of that of its rival,

and took the prize. Orders for the prize machine

poured in from all quarters; but they remain unful-

filled to tins day, for the machine was constructed not

to be sold, but to win. Should we travel out of the

beaten track of implements known to and adopted by

every farmer of capital and skill, and observe the

Society's award on new implements, the reaping

machine for instance, we shall find them less reliable

than the unaided judgment of the practical man.
Again and again have those who pinned their faith to

the Society's contradictory awards and comments, as

regards this implement, been misled, the makers not
less than the users ; the firm which has in the last

instance obtained the Society's prize being perhaps
furthest removed from the great requisites of simplicity

and durability. A^ain, turning to the lowest class of

the Society's distinctions, what can be more absurd, for

example, than to stamp with its verdict as the best

churn for the farmer an implement tried with—four

I

A Prizeman.
The Weather.—On Sunday the 1 6th of March the rain,

concerning which Mr. Brown made you a communica-
tion, began to fall here a few minutes before 12 at noon.
It was prefaced with what in summer we would have
called heat drops. A heavy murky s-ky cast its gloom
over us early in the day, a much darker shade being
perceptible low down in the S.S. VV. This gradually rose,

bringing with its approach all the darkness of an
impending thunderstorm, with for a short time some-
what of its sultriness. The wind was E.N.E., but there
was evidently an upper current, bringing the rain upon
us, and by one o'clock there was a somewhat gusty
west wind blowing; towards dark it had drawn a point

or two to the north, the rain still falling heavily; some-
time during the night, I cannot say what, the stars were
brightly shining, and on Monday morning the wind was
in its old quarter again, and as cold as ever. R.

f
Uske,

April 7. In answer to Mr. Brown, of Cirencester,

(p. 235), I beg to say that the rain on the 16th March
commenced here at from a quarter to halt-past 5 o'clock,

p.m. Iris, Hei.ley-on-Tfiames.

divided into three great classes :— 1. Insects attacking
the external parts of the body, on which they pass
through the whole period of their existence, as in the
cases of acari producing scab, mange, &c. 2. Insects
which pass their larval condition only on the skin,

as a temporary nidus, from which they escape as
flies on assuming their winged condition 3. Insects,

most destructive to animal life, lodged in the

internal organs and cavities of the body. Professor
Simonds added, that veterinary science was still

very inferior to medical science in its nomenclature,
having in many instances very imperfect terms to

express the peculiar forms of disease ; and it was still

the habit to retain different names in the case of lower
animals to diseases identical in their character ; the

mange and scab in the horse and sheep being analogous
to the itch or scabies in the human subject. It would
lead to greater simplicity and precision if the mange,
scab, and similar diseases were classed under the general

term of " scabies." The scab among sheep led to great

losses among flock-masters, in consequence of the deteri-

oration of the wool and general condition of the animal.

Filtration of Manures through Soils.

days we have been
clay field, which was

The last three l*s cause for many years was not known; and the merit

vals of 50 feet, with 1-inch pipes placea o ieet ueep
The soil is a strong tile earth, far too tenacious for sugar, cheese, flour, and almost every other form

making bricks. Our irrigation with pipe hose and jet ot vegetable matter ; but that there was scarcely a

was composed of the solid and liquid droppings of
"

.—......
substance not affected with tlum. lie found that the

male and female acarus of the horse and of the sheep

possessed well defined characters in the case of each of

those animals, the former being the cause of the mange,

and the latter of the scab. The study of their natural

history would, in Prof. Simonds's opinion, be the best

clue to the means of their destruction. These mites

were endowed with the capability of travelling from one

animal to another: and the scab-disease of sheep v a?

known to extend to a whole flock, leading to fatal

chronic disease. Since 1840 Prof. Simonds had
1

instituted numerous experiments for the purpose of

irrigate, although nearly one ascertaining whether the mites belonging to one class of

inigated. Three questions animals had the power of engendering the same disease

on animalsof another ; in other words, whether the mite

which produced scab on sheep was capable of producing

the horse or the dog, and the contrary. He tried

bullocks and other stock, together with the usual decom-
position of the great tank and a proper addition of water.
The quantity applied about 100 gallons per minute, fall-

ing like a shower of rain ; total application per acre
about '20,000 ga dons, or 1 inch rainfall. Every drain
in the field has been running abundantly and discharging
liquid manure, strong and highly coloured, as is

almost invariably the case when we irrigate abun-
dantly. The same thing took place in another but
lighter land field, drained 6 feet deep ; of course the
cottagers who use the water from my spring find

it tainted whenever we
mile from the fields

arise out of these facts 1st, will heavy land farmers
still continue to doubt whether water can filtrate

through their soils ? 2dly. Does not heavy rain wash
through drained soils the essence or solutions of
ordinary farmyard manures that have been applied

in the solid form ? 3. When our town sewage is

applied to agricultural purposes will not a large

quantity- of it find its way by percolation to our brooks
and rivers? Practically I can answer the two latter

questions in the affirmative. It is an evil that can-

not be avoided, because it is quite clear that the
people of this country must be fed, which can only take

place by abundant applications of manure. It is equally

certain that strong solutions of the 200,000 tons of

bird's dung or guano which we annually import from
Peru pass through our soils and mix with the water
which is the beverage of millions of our people.

Limpid and transparent it may be, and yet it

will contain much of the elements of all those

apparent abominations which constitute the very
essence of our corporeal substance. I think I men-
tioned before that 1 have seen the solutions from an
ordinary dung-heap on the surface of a strong clay field

flowing abundantly through drains some hundreds of

yards distant from it. I feel, with many market gardeners,
that we must continue to see with regret the essences

of our manures leave our ditches to fertilise our rivers
and seas. It may be interesting to consider whether
since our extensive drainage and improved manuring
the weeds in our rivers have not grown with greater
vigour. That we must continue to manure in spite of
such losses is too obvious a proposition to be denied.

J. J. Mechi, Tiptrec, April 1. N.B. My men and myself
are of opinion that our clay soils retain much less

moisture than the more dry and open soils, their capil-

laiy powers being inferior.

Produce of Four Alderney Cows.—Last year my dairy
consisted of four Alderney cows. They were not all in

profit until the beginning of July. The produce during

the year was 712 lbs. of 18 oz. of butter, and six small
cheeses, weighing from 10 to 12 lbs. each. The pasture

laud is extremely poor, but there is abundance of good
water. It is the custom in this locality to churn the

milk with the cream, by which means the butter keeps
longer fresh than if cream alone is used. Considering

the delicacy of constitution of the true Alderney breed,

and taking into account that a large quantity of cream

mange on
these experiments again and again . madeevery variation of

circumstance, but entirely failed to produce such results.

It had however been alleged that in Germany success

had attended similar efforts. The acari, or mites, vary

much in shape. Pediculi, or lice, existed in the greatest

variety: They could only live however in that par-

ticular part of the animal's body to which they were

adapted. He then referred to the period which elapsed

between the deposition of the acari on the skin of sheep

and the development of the scab disease, as a question

affecting the purchasing of sheep and the liability

attached to that transaction. First a slight redness

came on the skin, albuminous fluid was exuded which

matted the adjoining wool. In a few days, definite pain

was felt by the animal, which violently attempted^ to

scratch itself by rubbing the part against any resisting

object. The irritation extended to 10 or 12 inches.

The disease advanced with rapid progress. Acari had

travelled over other parts of the body. In 16 days, 50>

or 60 eggs of the acarus were found at the base of the

wool. Large thickened crusts of a white appearance

were formed. The health of the animal and its skin

became generally affected. Large scales or scabs en-

sued, which, on being raised, a great number of acari

could be detected. Inflammation had ensued on the

skin. The itch in the human subject arose from the

same cause ; the acarus burrowed beneath the scale of

the epidermis, or outer skin. This affection was known
to be more communicable when the person was warm
in bed than under other circumstances, the acari then

coming out and extending their operations. The itch-

mite insinuated itself within the skin, while the mites

of the horse and the sheep made their attacks upon the

skin. He described in detail the peculiarities in the

adaptations of these creatures for the accomplishment

of their particular purposes ; their suctorial discs for

extracting the juices of the skin, their booklets for

holding themselves bv the wool or hair so as not to be
shaken off while continuing their operations, and the

trumpet shapen appendages which enabled them to hold

themselves securely by yalves to flat surfaces ; the
relative size of the male and female mites, the female
being the larger insect and adapted for propagation^

while the male was smaller and adapted for sucking th^
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skin, the disease however not being extended by
males only ; their changing their place in quest of
new sources of nourishment, and the consequent exten-
sion of inflammation in the skin of the animals they
infested. He referred to the question of these scab-
mites being capable of living a certain period when
removed from their natural sphere on the skin of the
sheep. He had instituted experiments to ascertain this
point

; and the result was that he had found the mites
alive and vigorous 14 days after they had been removed
from the backs of sheep. He exhibited specimens placed
for microscopical investigation in castor-oil between a
pair of glasses. He remarked that oil of every kind
was exceedingly destructive to insect life. This effect

was owing to the spiracles on the general surface of the
body of insects becoming blocked up by such glutinous
fluid. The acari, or mites, formed no exception to this

peculiarity of structure ; they lived, however, as he had
found, no less than 10 days in castor-oil, between glasses

hermetically sealed up by varnish, and during that period
they were seen freely moving their limbs in the oil. He
therefore thought it only fair to infer that they would
have lived longer under other less fatal circumstances
m the wool of the sheep ; and that for at least a fort-

night there would be great risk to any fresh healthy
flock occupying the ground from which infected sheep
had been removed. The disease of scab occasioned
great loss in the condition of the sheep, and in the
quality and amount of the wool. The hairy parts of

the animal, however, appeared to suffer \esa than the
decidedly woolly portions—as about the head, and below
the knee, and on the hock. The remark of the late

Mr. Youatt may be here added :

—

iS The old and un-
healthy sheep are first attacked, and the long-woolled
sheep in preference to the short : a healthy short-

woolled sheep will long bid defiance to the contagion, or
possibly escape it altogether. The scab may be called

into existence by the derangements which our neglect,

or unavoidable accident, or disease, may have made in

the skin of the sheep."—Prof. Simonds then proceeded
to the consideration of the cure of scab. This he re-

marked was to be effected by the removal of the cause,

namely, by the destruction, not only of the acari or
living mites, but also by the destruction of their eggs,

which were ready a few days after being deposited to

turn out a fresh swarm of insects to extend the disease.

Many of the remedies proposed would destroy the
insects themselves, but not their eggs. In the pro-
cess of sheep-dipping, agents most destructive to

insect life were often used ; but these fre-

quently failed to eradicate the source of disease
in consequence of the eggs being left uninjured and ready
to hatch. The rubbing-in of unguents had often
succeeded ; the deleterious matter was absorbed and
diffused, and was present to destroy the young mites as

soon as they came out of their eggs. The ordinary
mercurial ointment had often been recommended. By
itself, however, it was too strong for the purpose. The
late Mr. Youatt had recommended it to be mixed with
three or four times its weight of lard. The following
are his directions :

—

" A safer and more effectual method than washes—destroying
the insect and benefiting the wool—is the application of a
mercurial ointment. It had long been in frequent use among the
sheep-masters, as a cure for the scab, but had got into some dis-
repute from its having been made too strong, and applied
In too large quantities, thus salivating some of the
Iambs and the pregnant ewes. The ointment should be
made of two strengths. That for bad cases should
consist of common mercurial, or troopers ointment, rubbed down
with three times its weight of lard. The other, for ordinary
purposes, should contain five parts of lard to tme of the mercurial
ointment. The operator should begin with the head of the sheep,
and nib a little of the ointment well into it. A shred or furrow
should then be made from the head to the tail, and in such
a manner that the skin is exposed. A little of the ointment
should then be applied with the finger to the skin along the whole
of the exposed surface. Another furrow should then be drawn on
either side ; and in this way over the whole sheep, the furrows
not being more than four inches apart. When any of the scabs
are easily moved they should be taken away ; and, last of all,

the whole of the ointment that has been thus applied to the
furrows must be well and thoroughly rubbed in. The quan-
tity of ointment applied to each sheep may vary from a
few drachms to two ounces, one-third of the quantity being used
for a lamb. The sheep that has been thus dressed may be con-
sidered at least as incapable of infecting any of the others ; the
itching will soon subside; the acari will either be destroyed by
the mercury as soon as they appear on the skin, or it will pene-
trate to their deepest recesses and poison them there ; or if, at
the expiration of 10 days, there should continue to be much
uneasiness or itching, another but a lighter dressing may take
place. This ointment will have a kindly effect on the roots of
the wool, encouraging their growth and that of the natural yolk,
and forming a comfortable and most useful defence against the
cold of the ensuing winter.''

Professor Simonds remarked that arsenical appli-
cations were more potent, but they required great care.
The best mode was that of sprinkling a solution of
arsenic, again and again, over the diseased parts. The
preferable form of such solution was that of arseniate
of potash, blended with vegetable infusions, such as
those of Foxglove, Stavesacre, Henbane, Dock-roots, &c.
He recommended two ounces of common arsenic, and
two ounces of carbonate of potash to be boiled together
in a quart of water until they were dissolved, when a
further quantity of water was to be added to make up a
gallon of solution. To this gallon of solution, a gallon of
vegetable infusion was to be added, made by* pouring a
gallon of boiling water over four ounces of Foxglove
leaves, and allowing the infusion to remain till cold,
when it was poured off. These two gallons of liquid
constituted a safe agent and one of the most potent
remedies for scab. Half a pint of it, at intervals of a
few days, was to be sprinkled (from a bottle, through a
quill in the cork) on the skin at the back and sides of
the sheep. Two or three dressings would be found

i

sufficient to cure the most inveterate cases of scab in

sheep. Many of the advertised remedies consisted of

preparations of mercury or arsenic with similar

vegetable infusions.—Professor Simonds then proceeded

to state that parasitical insects travelled to other

animals ; and althoughthey did not produce the identical

disease on them they peculiarly produced on the par-

ticular animal to which they naturally belonged, they

had nevertheless the power of creating c great amount
of local irritation of an annoying character on the skin.

He cited as an instance of this kind the effects of

insects infesting common domestic poultry on^he horse.

Poultry, it was known, swarmed with insects of various

kinds, especially with lice and mites, and those creatures

had a great tendency to travel from the poultry to

other animals. Horses often appeared to have the

manfje, while their disease was no mange at all, but

simply the inflammation occasioned by poultry ticks

reaching them from the contiguity of the hen-roost to

the stable ; often from the roost being over the stable,

in which case the dirt and insects from the birds fell

through the flooring upon the horses. Inflammations
of this kind were easily cured by means of oil impreg-
nated with sulphur.—Prof. Simonds concluded his

lecture by referring to the third class of parasitical

insects, which passed only one period of their existence

in the skin of animals, namely, the period of their larva

or grub state, before they assumed their winged form as

flies. He alluded to the "warbles" as a familiar in-

stances of a result in such cases. These were small

tumours, about the size of a Hazel-nut, on the skin of

the farmer's best-doing stock, and contained each a large

maggot, grub, or bot, the larvae state of the gad or

breese-fly. Particular species of this fly for each animal
deposited their eggs not only on the backs of cattle, but
in the nostrils of sheep, and on the hair and skin of

horses, where they were hatched ; being licked up by
the horse and passing into the stomach and afterwards

through the intestines as bots. The cattle gad-fly de-

posited on the skin of the animal its exceedingly

minute egg9
which being hatched by the heat passed

beneath the scarf-skin and lay secure, feeding on
the unctuous secretions of that integument. It

afterwards burrowed into the skin, and insinuated

itself below it. A small puncture, like that made by the

prick of a pin, might be detected ; the fly itself having
no power to puncture the skin. In this situation the

grub passed through the winter. In March diffused

swellings were formed on the backs of the cattle, which
gave pain on pressure, the burrowing of the insect having

induced inflammation. The grub lay in its nidus, or

nest, within the true skin till the approach of summer,
when its white colour became dark, and it made its way
out of its retreat. On the ground it soou assumed
the chrysalis state, escaped from its shell as a gad-fly,

laid its eggs, and died : the eggs again produced grubs,

and the same transformations succeeded. It was the

same with the bots of the horse. When they lost at

maturity their power of attaching themselves to the

stomach, they slipped their holdings, and passed

out of the stomach through the intestines to the

ground, where they assumed their chrysalis state

and beeame flies.—The egg of the sheep gad-fly

was deposited about the middle or latter part of summer.
The sheep were seen herded together with their heads
down, and violently stamping with their feet. The fly

at length deposited its egg in their nostrils, and the

hatched grub penetrated through the immediate cavities
\

to the frontal sinuses, where a plate of bone prevented
its getting to the brain. In the case of horned sheep it

would get to the extremity of the horny cavity. In
these situations the grubs found a natural secretion

from the lining membranes, on which they subsisted.

He remarked that various affections of the brain in

sheep, such as vertigo, gig, giddy, turnsick, goggles, &c,
commonly ascribed to the presence of these gad-fly

grubs reaching that organ, had a totally different

origin, namely, arising from the formation of little

sacs or bladders containing hydatids. He ex-

hibited to the members a skull of the sheep,

and explained the mechanical impossibility of such
penetration of gad-fly maggots through the nostrils into

the cranium.—Prof. Simonds alluded to the dog-flea as

being the particular cause of the mange in dogs. This
insect, he remarked, was the fruitful source of diseased

action and mange on the skin of the dog, where it

generated and passed through all its gradations of exist-

ence. The Professor, in conclusion of this first portion

of his lecture, explained by coloured drawings highly

magnified the peculiar structure of the parasitical in-

sects whose annoyances to the domestic stock of farmers
he had described ; and submitted to the inspection of

the members, by means of his powerful microscope, the
actual specimens from which those magnified drawings
had been executed.

Sir John Johnstone, Bart., !M.P., moved a vote of

thanks to Prof. Simonds. The facts and reasonings he
brought before the meeting were novel to the generality
of farmers and highly interesting. They could not fail to

be productive of much utility ; and he hoped that some
opportunity would be given during the present season
for the concluding part of the lecture.—Mr. Mainwariug
Paine, in seconding the motion, remarked that the in-

formation they had received was very useful.—Colonel
Challoner, as chairman, put the motion to the meet-
ing, which was earned unanimous y. He had heard
many scientific lectures, but never one before in

which science was rendered so perfectly intelligible

to farmers. He felt how much more he now knew
of the cause of the parasitical complaints among

animals. As a lover himself of dogs, and havinc taken
great pains with a particular variety of breed of
pointers, he had experienced the great advantages to,be
derived from careful cleanliness of their skin,°and the
application of a valuable old remedy he had constantly
and successfully employed to keep up its healthy action
They were dressed with it regularly every spring and
having occasionally left a single do:; out by way of
testing the value of the remedy, he had found in that
dog the greatest possible difference from the others
He had fully proved the effect, he now knew the reason
These fleas it appear never leave the dog, and can only
be kept away in the first instance by a constantly recur-
ring detergence. Such information as the Professor had
given would be highly useful to masters [of hounds.
He himself offered Prof. Simonds his own personal
thanks for his lecture.—On the motion of Mr. Fisher
Hobbs the thanks of the meeting were voted to Colonel
Challoner for his kindness in presiding on that occasion.

On the motion of Mr. Lawrence it was decided that
it be recommended to the next Monthly Council that
the concluding part of Prof. Simonds's lecture, u On
Parasites Affecting Domesticated Animals," should be
delivered before the members at 12 o'clock on Wednes-
day, the 25th of June next.

The Council then adjourned to their Weekly Meeting
on Wednesday the 16th of April.

Calendar of Operations.
APRIL.

Forfarshire Glexs, March 31.—With us the past has been a
model winter, a general temperature low enough to enable vege-
table life to enjoy its usual period of repose, but at no time has
there been so much severity as to prove dangerous, or even dis-

agreeable to the animal creation. An incipient vegetation which
appeared about the end of February has been completely kept in

check by the dry cold weather prevailing throughout March.
The soil was never in better working state, clean, and rendered
friable by the bare frosts of winter. Oat seeding commenced
early in March, and is now generally concluded. The early
varieties now under cultivation, combined with the hope of high
prices continuing, have induced a number of Glen farmers to try
their luck in both autumn and spring Wheat this season, some
on farms where Wheat lias not been grown for the last 40 years,

and some under circumstances and at an altitude where Wheat
was never in this district grown before. Under the double

stimulus of high prices for produce and the high pressure of

modern rents, arable land is extending in every direction, along

the river's banks and up the mountain s side, changing the aspect

of many a moss and many a moor; and with the aid of artificial

manures applied with real knowledge, land so reclaimed affords

a reasonable prospect of remuneration. Inquiries regarding the

state of the Potato pits receive but one general answer, viz.,

"more than half rotten;" notwithstanding the Potatoes continue
abundant and almost unsaleable, and a great part are likely

ultimately to be disposed of as food for cattle; the crop of last

season seems everywhere to have been both extensive and

abundant. Turnips, between rotting from the effects of frost

and injury from the raids of wild animals, now afford a greatly

reduced amount of sound feeding per acre, and cattle are likely to

be put on a still more stinted allowance ere their place is sup-

plied by Grass. The rigid economy that has been exercised in

the straw barn during the winter is still found necessary, and

generally nothing that is available as fodder will be left over.

As a consequence of the scarcity of rations cattle markets have

been glutted with immature animals all winter, and a general

complaint prevails of not paying, and so far that is true. The
farmer who rears and feeds his own stock is paid and well paid,

but the dealer who pays him rent for his Turnips and straw-

yard and speculates on cattle feeding, will not be paid, but the

blame is all his own in paying too much for his Turnips. A
feeding ox consuming 1£ cwt. of Turnips per day will make about

1 lb. of beef during that period, giving the value of 1J cwt. of

Turnips to the feeder, as, at the utmost, Id. ; 1 ton of Turnips is

therefore worth 75. 9d.
t
and an acre producing 20 tons worth

11. 15s., which, taking beef at the extreme price, leaves him

nothing at all to cover expenses and pay for trouble. The
average price of Turnips let to dealers during the past season

has been from 95. to 12s. per ton, a price which does not afford the

least probability of remuneration. Feeders of sheep are in the

same fix, and from the same cause, viz., too expensive food. The

high price realised by growers of Turnips, the loss incurred by

the dealers, and the disappointment experienced in the Potato

crop, are likely, combined, to remedy the evil of high-priced

Turnips by next season should the crop prove an abundant one.

The store flocks have got over the winter without any great

hardships, and are now returning to the glens In good condition;

when left at liberty they are soon found to have arranged them-

selves in the glens in order of seniority, the oldest wethers taking

the highest ground, and the next oldest the next highest. In an

extensive grazing where a complete stock is kept up, by mid-

summer they will be found in four divisions; highest up, the

three-year-old wethers, which are sold off in the autumn; next in

order the two-year-olds, below these the one-year-olds, and lowest

of all the lambs, kept by themselves. Where the different ages

meet they mix to some extent, but the distinction is very clearly

kept up. In the extreme higher range three-year-olds alone win

be found, and in the extreme of the lowest of the three voluntary

divisions, one-year-olds alone will Le found, and the centre of tne

middle zone will be occupied chiefly, if not exclusively, by twx>-

year-olds. Besides this general arrangement, each of the Iarg

divisions are found separated into smaller groups, each of w*110

frequent the same locality, and unless disturbed seldom leave x

during the season, and when driven off take the first opportunity

of returning. Private friendships seem also to exist, *w0
,

*v :„ _r.— i v -*u pany, * i>~i. enoenn. ana

whei
««,„ „,»•«».. «.gns or distress until they are ag ...

tinctions of rank are evidently kept up in the woolly community,

and in some cases are very obvious; except during the *uPP l

^
season, rams will keep company only with rams, and when a

of the rams have been reduced to the condition of wethers, iro

inferiority as breeders, they still keep up a degree ofdignity, ft

although expelled the society of rams, they scorn to mix am°"|
the common herd, and form a distinct class by themselves a

uniformly keep company. During nursing time the ewes

kept upon a separate pasture, and when taken from the lam *

and sent to the glen among the other sheep, they disperse -ne

selves in parties throughout the whole. When new
J
toc*

purchased, as hoggs in spring, they require very careful new b

for some months until they know their boundaries and have

habits formed. If that is carefully attended to they seld0
J? j

after life seek to leave the ground. Sheep purchased ftfler *
rS

first year never settle upon a new uninclosed pasture; they an }

endeavour to get home again, are always inclining homewar >

and will, if allowed, return from any possible distance, o.

Notices to Correspondents.
ACrRICULTUBAL EXAMINATION BEFORE THE SOCIETY OF ABT*|

H G. We do not know what the arrangements may be oy *

the examiners will be guided, but we presume that you *
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need to join some provincial society in union with the Society I

of Arts, and to present yourself before the secretary of the
Society of Arts previous to the day of examination, accredited
as a member of the local society, when you will be informed of
the nature of the proceedings. The days of examination will be
announced as soon as known. How long you will need to
remain in town we do not know. An examination by written
paper will probably result in the selection of the few who will be
examined orally, and a couple of days will probably be all that
will be needed.

Ammokiacal Manure : G S says—" "SVhen we apply any manure
containing much ammonia to our ' sour ' land, it causes the sheep
or cows fed on it to scour; can you inform me what element or
salt produces this effect? It is only on ' sour' land that this effect
is produced."—We have never heard this complaint before

:

if any one else has observed it perhaps he will be good
enough to state his experience.

Chickaveed: Inquirer. You may get a good deal of it up by
harrowing.

I.vsects : W S. The insects you have sent from your Wheat
field are the larva; of a two-wing fly (Syrphus sp.) which feed
npon Aphides, and which ought to be protected and not
destroyed.

Pigs : R V K. In the absence of any information as to the state
of the stomach and intestines, whether full or empty, or in a
state of inflammation or otherwise, we are disposed to consider
that the symptoms were due to some deleterious substance
taken in or with the food. Inflammation of the stomach would
produce most, if not all the symptoms. W. C. S.

Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester : G S. They grant
diplomas. The names of those obtaining them have been
annually published in the Agricultural Gazette, and will appear
yearly in the new " Farm Almanack."

Superphosphate: Beta. It is a good manure for Carrots, but
they need some ammoniacal manure as well. We would apply
3 cwt. of guano and 3 cwt. of common salt broadcast over the
land at once, and harrow it well down, and then drill 2 cwt. of
superphosphate and 3 or 4 bushels of ashes with the seed per
acre.

The Fawslet Sale : Correspondent. We add a corrected reprint
of our report last week, some of the purchasers in which we
had been unable to name.

PAGrE AND CO.'S
COMPOSITION FOR THE DESTRUCTION

UPON THE
OF BLIGHT

HOP, TALL-FRUIT TREES, CUCUMBEES, MELONS,
STOVE AND CtREEMOUSE PLANTS.

VINES,

Extra Strong, 4s. per Gallon, sufficient to make Four Gallons fit for use.
Ten Gallons and upwards, Carriage Free to London.

and promoting a luxuriant growth.

can
but

The greatest indication of its value is its adoption^y the NURSERY TRADE as the most efficient and economical means theyemploy, many of whose opinions will be found recorded in a Pamphlet of Testimonials, which mav be obtained of'the A**ntn
to publish them as previously would take the whole advertising medium of the tfar.Wr.' rhr^i.L
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Sir W. Lawson...
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H.R.H. Prince Albert
Mr. Drewry, for Lord
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Mr. Sanders
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20 Tristrem
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Sir J. Crewe
Rev. T. Cator
Mr. Beasley
Lord W. Pawlett
Mr. Marshall, U.S.

Holmes
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Adkins
Dixon
Thompson ...

Dodwell ...

Jackson ...

Abbott
Selby
Kirkham ...
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The Scottish Champion Potato.—We have had a letter from
Mr. Bennett, Perdiswell Hall, Worcestershire, in which he says
in reference to many inquiries which have been addressed to
him, and to which he is unable to give individual replies:
*' I have nothing whatever to do with the sale of it, neither do
I know the gentleman that is now sending it out. Last antumn
his agent, Mr. Atkinson, informed me that Mr. Chillingworth
would like to know ray opinion of his Potato, he being aware
that I had planted some 67 varieties side by side, and all on
the same day, in order to ascertain if possible the earliest, and
also the most productive. I forwarded him my opinion in
writing, but I was not aware of his intention to publiclv
advertise it."

• Unwell—h«r calf, a fortnight old, sold for 41 guineas to
Mr. Marjoribanks.

A G E N
Messrs. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, London.
Messrs. Bass & Brown, Sudbury.
Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester,
and 14, Corporation Street, Manchester.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading.
Messrs. Rendle & Co., Plymouth.
Mr. J. Veitch, Exotic Nursery, Chelsea.
Messrs. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester.
Mr. E. Paul, Derby.
Mr. G. Wheeler, Nurseryman, Warminster.
Messrs. Masters & Son, Canterbury.
Messrs. Downie & Laird, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.
Mr. W. Barratt, St. John's, Wakefield.
Messrs. Thomas Davies & Co., Wavertree, Liverpool.
Mr. E. Taylor, Malton, Yorkshire.
Messrs. Chandler & Son, Wandsworth Road, London.
Mr. Freeman, Woburn.
Messrs. Fisher, Holmes, & Co.,Handsworth Nursery, Sheffield.
Mr. J. Perkins, Northampton.
Mr. W. F. Smith, Rivershead Nursery, Sevenoaks.
Mr. W. J. Epps, Nurseryman, Maidstone and Ashford.
Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.
Mr. J. Whomes, Pelargonium Nursery, Windsor.
Messrs. Mitchinson & Co., Seed Merchants, Truro.
Mr. F. Brewer, Nurseryman, Birmingham.
Messrs. Wood & Ingram, Nurseries, Huntingdon.

medium of the Gardeners' Chronicle.

TS:-
Mr. Baskerville, Bristol.
Mr. Burham, Hastings.
Messrs. Leake & Smith, Bridgenorth.
Mr. G. Davison, St. Peter's Street, Hereford.
Mr. W. Garraway, Welwyn, Herts.
Mr. Thomas Cridland, Willington, near Taunton.
Mr. Henry Horne, Market Place, Henley-on-Thames-
Mr. B. M. Mills. Market Place, Bourn.
Mr. Husbands, Talbot Street, Nottingham.
Mr. Caparn, Seedsman, Newark.
Mr. John Cattell, Seedsman, Westerham.
Mr. Morgan, Nursery, Kidderminster.
Messrs. Ivery & Son, Nurseryman, Dorking aud Reigate_
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Kxeter.
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden.
Mr. W. B.wer, Moorgate House, East Retford.
Messrs. Wm. Drumraond & Sons, Dawson Street. Dublin.
.Mr. E. A. Dixon. Hull.
Mr. J. C. Fox, Witney.
Mr. J. Scott, Merriott Nursery, Crewkerne.
Mr. H. Steel, Shefford, Beds.
Mr. A. Christie, Maidenhead.
Mr. A. Wood, Barbourne, Worcester.
Mr. J. F. Eraser, Nurseryman, Aylesbury.
Mr. E. R. Greenus, Nurseryman, Watford.
Mr. J. B. Austi n, Chemist, Parson's Street, Banbury.

Pamphlets, with imtructions for vje,free by post on application to

PAGE & CO., Seed Merchants, Southampton.

VALUABLE IMPROVEMENTS IN MOWING MACHINES.

BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT,

Under the Patronage of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, and His Majesty the Emperor of
the French.

XANDEK SHANKS AND SON,
ARBROATH,

A.

FORFARSHIRE. PATENTEES.
and SON, while soliciting the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and Gardeners to their

Poney MOWING and ROLLING MACHINES, the completeness and superiority of which arc now well knowir

SHANKS
Horse and irouoj ul\j *t xi^vx auu xvuliLiii>u iuaiuln t.5, xne completeness ana superiority ol which are now well knowm

at the same time respectfully solicit notice to their new HAND MACHINE, specially adapted for mowing small lawns verges'
around flower beds, |&c, and which has now undergone a trial amply sufficient to enable the Patentees with all confidence to offer it
as the cheapest as well as the most efficient_ and complete machine extant. The improvements effected by the Patentees enable

cut
cut

the machine can be easily worked and managed by a" common labourer. The machines are fitted with due regard to strength and
durability, and consequently not at ail liable to get out of order. The work is executed with great rapidity, and in a manner vastly
superior to mowing with the scythe, while the simultaneous operations of rolling and close cutting greatly improve and beautify
the turf. The Roiling and Mowing Machine is now in common use at all the Royal Gardens, Windsor, Kew, Buckingham Palace
and Osborne. A. Shanks & Sox have much pleasure in submitting the following from the numerous unsolicited testimonials
received by them in favour of their New Hand Machine :—

.From Mary Wedlake & Co., London.
" Gentlemen,—We must inform you that your Hand Machines

give extreme satisfaction ; indeed, they are preferred to all others."

From Ii. K. Goode, Esq., of Heather Ball, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.
" Gentlemen,—The Machine does its work far better than can

be done with the scythe, and at half the expense."

From James James, Esq., of Samiston, near Jedburgh.
" Gentlemen,—I am happy to say that I am much pleased

and satisfied with the manner in which the Machine does its

work. It is, I find, a very great saving of labour, and far sur-
passes the scythe in the manner that it leaves the Grass after
mowing."

From Thos. Mitchell James, Esq., of Phantassie, Haddingtonshire.
" Mr. Thomas Mitchell James has received the Grass Cutting

Machine from Messrs. Shanks & Son. It has given great
satisfaction."

From D. Forbes Mitchell, Esq.
9 of Tftamiston, Aberdeenshire.

"Mr. Forbes Mitchell's compliments, &c. As far as he has
been able to judge of the Mowing Machine, it answers perfectly,
better than expected, and is likely to become a necessary imple-
ment wherever known."

From the National Garden Almanackfor 1S56.
"Twelve months' experience enables us to indorse all the

Patentees set forth as to the capabilities of their improved
Machine. Our Gardener delights in its use."

Illustrated Price Lists forwarded on application.

N.B. A. SnAXKS & Sox finding that their Patented Improvements are pirated, beg to caution the public against purchasing
Machines with their improvements without their name nod address marked on the Machines.

A. Shanks & Sox also supply Fleming s SALTING MACHINES, for destroying Weeds, &c, on Gravel Walks, Court Yardsy
&c, particulars and prices of which will be learned on application.

A G E N
Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith.
Mary Wedlake & Co., 118, Fenchurch Street, City.
Messrs. William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, London.

„ William E. Rendle & Co., Plymouth.
„ F. & A . Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester;

and 14, Corporation Street, Manchester.
Mr. G. Folkard, Hertford.
„ T. Johnson. Leicester.

TS:-
Messrs. Danks & Nixon, Nottingham.

Mapplebeck & Lowe, Birmingham.
Wm. Drummond & Sons, Stirling; and 53, Dawson

Street, Dublin.
Brown & Austin, Argyll Arcade, Glasgow.
James Dickson & Sons, 32, South Hanover Street,

Edinburgh.
Dickson <fc Tiimhnll, Perth.

tt

tt

tt

it

j^EAT AND DURABLE LABEL.-Send three
L^ Postage Stamps for a specimen label, painted and lettered
in oil, to F. H., Post Office, Lydbury, North Salop.

" pRIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majestylhf
- i- Queen, the Dnke of Northumberland for Syon House, his
Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professoi
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Daftford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
" FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and fioricultnral purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at 1?. 6d. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-
men throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats
as a covering."

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.
REIGATE SILVER SAND, 16a. per Ton, less

quantities 1*. 61. per bushel, delivered five miles, or to any
London Wharf or Railway.
PEAT and LOAM of various kinds. Sacks ccst price (or hire

fof.each). Terms cash. J. Kexxard , Swan Place. Old Kent Road
TKtLOAR'S COCOA NUT FIBRE

-
MATTING

AND DOOR MATS.
TTRELOAR has much pleasure in stating that the

• Jurors of the Paris Universal Exhibition have awarded
him the Prize Medal for Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufactures.
Catalogues, containing prices and every particular, free by post.

Warehouse, 4'2, Ludgate Hill. London.

TANNED NETTING, for the Protection of FRUIT
TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the securitr

of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard ; 200 yards, lis. • 500
yards, 30a.; 1000 yards, 505.; scrim canvas for wall fruit.' \t
EDGiyoTON & Co.'s Rick, Cloth. Tent, and Waterproof Cloth
Manufacturers. 49, King William Street, London Bridge-
17, Smithfield Bars, City: and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot,
Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth.
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HORTICULTURAAi BUILDING AND HEATING BY HOT WATER,
AT THE LOWEST PRICES CONSISTENT WITH

GOOD MATERIALS AND WORKMANSI -r

GRAY 5c ORSVISON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
GRAY a*d ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

T perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water

Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
|

JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
• (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved

Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-

siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials

for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,

Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the

Manufactory as above.

READ'S GARDEN ENGINES, SYRINGES, &c

HEATING BY HOT WATER

J"
WEEKS and CO.'S BOILERS.—At the beau-

• tiful seat of W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham Park, Streatham,

Surrey, can now be seen additional proofs of the efficiency of

WEEKS'S BOILER. One is there fixed, effectually heating an
incredible number of Forcing houses, Pine stoves, and extensive

ranges of forcing pits. This exquisite establishment has long

been celebrated for growing the finest Pines, Grapes, &c, &c,
under the able management of Mr. Page, the Gardener, who will

kindly show and explain the hot-water apparatus, &c.

John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Buildera and Hot-water
Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.

Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues, comprising
Horticulture in all its branches.

PUBLI C I N V I T aTToInK
HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

HAVE this Season the pleasure of being able to

refer to several other extensive Establishments where
they have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which
hitherto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highly respectable firm of Messrs.

Edward Henderson & Co., of the Wellington Nursery, Wei ing-

ton Road, St. John's Wood, and as that Establishment is open to

the public Messrs. John Weeks & Co/s Hot-water Apparatus
will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially

represented dnring this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
Co. have now adopted what is called the "One Boiler System."
At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist

can see the Hot-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges of
Hothouses, all connected to ohe boiler. We will here quote
Mr. Edward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of
Messrs. J. Weeks & Co.'s system of heating by hot water. He
says:

—

u I am more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what
Messrs. Johk Weeks & Co. have done for me in heating a great

number of our hot-housesfrom one boiler. It is almost impossible

for me to express my satisfaction sufficiently strongly. The effect and
great saving produced is truly wonderful; less than two sacks ofcoke in

24ho?trs is all that is used to heat a variety of hothouses, &c.
%
nearly

800 feet in length, and these various houses are to some extent widely

separated, as 300feet stand in one direction
, 150feet in another,200feet

in another,and so on. including our large newly laid-out ic inter garden.**

Messrs. Johx Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive
private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be
seen in operation, and in every case with the same favourable
results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former
statemonts relating to their 02TE boiler system, and most
respectfully solicit a

visit to their Garden Es-
tablishment at Chelsea,

which consists of Hot-
houses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Pits,&c,
the whole measuring
1000 feet in length, ex-
posing to thfc atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-
ficial feet of glass, the
whole heated by oxk
boiler, 5 feet high by 3
feet 6 inches in diameter,
the water in the va-
rious houses circulating
through 5000 feet of Hot-
water Pipe.

The accompanying
sketch represents * our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bars. The large

surface which this Boiler

exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of such extra-

ordinary power.
John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches, combining all the improvements of the
day. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very
extensive variety of horticultural erections; also Forcing Pits
and Frames of all sizes. See our Illustrated Catalogues on
Horticultural Building and Heating by Hot Water; also of all
the best Stove and Greenhouse Plants : also of the best Vines,
?5ne<3. Peaches, and other Fruit trees.

John- Weeks & Co., King s Road, Chelsea.

pAUTION.—The well-known reputation of HEAD'S ENGINES, MACHINES, and SYRINGES, has led to^ the nefarious practice of placing cards in shop windows, with the words " READ'S PATENT" upon Syringes of the very

commonest descbiption. R. READ begs to caution the public against Ueing deceived by such false representations, as many of

these Instruments, upou trial, will be found defective and useless \ n

READ'S Instruments have the Royal Arms, and Address, 35, REGENT^CIRCUS, LONDON.
Descriptions sent post free.

C0TTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXtOKJD STREET, Lui\DoN.

A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.

Flower Sticks

Garden Bordering

Watering Pots

Garden Arches, &c«

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
FK.wer Stands

Hand-glass frames
Game Netting
Hurdles

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower LabelsGarden Chairs
IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.

AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION. _
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

"RXTTTTUTlOTtf PRIZE MEBAT, frATES A^D EWAMETXET) TVrAtfttET>S.

HE COMFORT OF A FIXED WATER-CLOSET0-|9° MILNER'S HOLDFAST AND FIR&
,

r|>*^ w.uvnx w - .—— .
, hle*W_L,W RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapour- I for l/.-Places in Gardens converted into $°™ f(

»

r
:

a

FD
ing), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patents Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICA LLi-kkAI '

.

of 1840-51-64 and 1855, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid PAN, with its self-acting valve, preventing ^J^^i^ns.
Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest, * *.-.«.— -
BEST, and CHEAPEST SAFEGUARDS EXTANT.
Milker's Phoenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-

plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lord
3treet, Liverpool. London Depot, 47a, Moorgate Street, City.

Circulars free by post.

air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it or unfix it in **° h
°H!*

r

Price 11. Also Hermetically-se*led and inodorous c™?»°

commodes, 11. 2s. and 21. 4s., and improved Portab,e
r
"

ctuS
closets, with pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A P^f » t

with engravings forwarded by enclosing two post stamps-

Fife and Co.'s Sanatorium, 46, Leicester Square.
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BEEHIVEStoH™«lA![

AmD T° G
" FM«HWWB & Soars, for Bee-

^- vinu uRnSS*' .

A£T?B Paris Exposition of 1855.\ LS0U1
f
S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-X ^ HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour A

Sons, with all the recent im-
provements, Glasses, & Ther-
mometer, price 35s., securely
packed for the country.
This unique Hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit, by the most timid

:

its arrangements are so per-
fect that the Honey may be
taken at any time of the
gathering season without at
all injuring the Bees.

Applications addressed to
George Neighbour A Sons,
127, High Holborn, or 149,
Regent Street, London, will
receive prompt attention.
Their newly- arranged Cata-

logue of other improved
Hives, with drawings and
prices, sent on receipt of two
stamps.

Agents:—Liverpool, JAMBA Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Square;
Manchester, Hall & Wilson, 50. King Street ; Glasgow, Austin
& M-Aslen,. 168, Trongate; Dublin, J. Edmondson A Co.,
61, Dame Street

WARNERS' SWING WATER-BARROW
V CTo Hold Thirty Gallons)

Will save much of the gardener's time and labour. May be
obtained of any Ironmonger for 31. 3s.

r r> 'T?rHr
N

r
FENCE

» HURDLES, ETC.
I K. 1 LILL, 17, New Park Street, South wark (late

,
•Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns

of WROUGHT-IKON FENCE, which he is now ^SJeHosupply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices
Ac., at the Manufactory as above.
HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

of ground. 5 bars
HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3

inches out of sronnd 5 bars

I H

4$. 9J. each.

B#. 3<f . each.
IVl/nPPlN'h PKUNINC KNIVES IN tVEKY VARIETY,

Warranted Good by the Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHLK&, Queen's^ Cutlery Works, Sheffield
; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

_:
Drawings forwarded hv post.

GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICE O
F
~CALVAN I S ED

WIRE NETTING.

O A.RNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,
J-»

in consequence of improvements in their machinery for I

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices.

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide

Brass Syringes, 9s. to 18*.
Also a great variety of effective Machines for Hydraulic pur-

poses, and to supply Gardens, Hothouses, Cottages, Farms
Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every requisite connected
with the conveyance and distribution of Liquids.

Fountains suitable, for Conservatories, Lawns, Ac
rpo BE SOLD FOR 7L, HUSSEY'S REAPING
J- MACHINE, by R. Garrett & Sox.-Apply to ThosMoore, Nursery and Seedsman, Kingsbridge, Devon.

2-inch
2 inch
2-inch

ljj-inch

11-inch
1 1 -inch
lf-inch

ir

n
»
if

ii
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ii

strong, do.

intermediate, do.
extra strong, do.
24 inches wide
strong, do. ...

intermediate, do.
extra strong, do.
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5d. per yd
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Japanned
iron.

4<2.per yd.

H
n
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1KU:N KUUlIiNG, for Farm Buildings andother roofs The cheapest, most durable, and nearest noting in use

h„ut
LVA

.
NIZED SPOUTING, at from I0*d. per yard, for Fambi.il.lm_-. houses. Ac—Never requires painting

™
PATENT WIRE STKAND FENCING, fhe strongest andnet est fence muse. Upwards of600 milesof 'this fencin/fixedfbyus ii, the last 8 yrars. For illustrated price I ist apply at the Work*^GALVANIZED GAME AND TOULT^SeTOIN^

Galvanized, 24 inch wide.
2-inch mesh, b'<i., 8d. and lid.
per yard.

(Galvanized, 24 inch wide,
< inch mesh, 4d., 5M., and

. \d. per yard.
The Netting made any

with, and with openings of

Gates ^^15 Lad"SlSSJSS? of W&KS 2?&

?^SL^^ J. Morton * Co.WANTED TO RENT, at Michaelmas next a soorl
;, FARM, from 203 to 300 Acres, with snitaWe fi4Address Alpha, PostOitice, Augmering, Arundel. S„sTx

I BU
stock of plants fit for©^"SHTciSM Xl «KApplybyJetteratthe Ĝ d^^O^ni^)^.

VALUABLE FARM
T .,«!

LE1
>

f
?
r such «Wi«nb« of years as may beagreed, on (entry at Martinmas, 1856). The FARM of

^J^lfL^SLSPSSS^ «* *•» ""h a good

ft

If

fl

ft

ff
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ifAll the above kinds can be made of any width (under B feet)
at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
tiian the lower, it will reduce the prices one-fourth.

ROYD'S PATENT SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHE.
yjT CSo,e Makers > William Dray A Co., Swan Lane, London.
May be had of all respectable Ironmongers and Seedsmen.
SCYTHES.—Order Boyd's Patent Vulcan 3cythe; it is the

cheapest and best. It is sold ready for immediate use, avoiding
loss of time and Blacksmith's fees. Price only 4s. 6U, or with
handle complete, 6\s. 6d. Prospectus on application.
W. Dray A Co., Manufacturers, Swan Lane, London; and of

all Ironmongers and Seedsmen in the Kingdom.

R°^AJk ACRlCULTURAL~SOC IETY OF ENGLAND.
AT THE NORWICH, GLOUCESTER, LINCOLN

and CARLISLE SHOWS,
The Prize for the best LINSEED and CORN CRUSHER was
awarded to E. R. & F. Ttjrvkr, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich.

MYREMILL in the parish of £7 bol^ absently n theoccupancy of the proprietor. This Farm is XJ5H" ithin eh htmiles of the market town of Ayr, and one from >UvbZ *herlthere is a railway station. It extends to 298 acres, one rood eSpoles, imperial; has been recently drained, and is in the h^hjwtstate of cultivation. It is interacted by good public roads andportions of the farm roads are laid witSlron ? amwa^ 'Thestead ng ,s complete in accommodation, comprising comfortableDwell.no: House, extensive Feeding Byres, Sheep Ho^StablesBarns, Grananee, &c. There ja a powerful Steam En5ne towhich is attached a Threehfng Machine Turnin andI i-'™

Manme' Pum^
Ct£T^U^~^^l and L™d

Strong Galvanised Pcral^^^^.'^T^S; 3 feet wide; S^o^11T/iWTT* a
f*

pî a™ ,ft" ^""distdbu-
StnJr !"? SParro^-Proof Netting for Pheasantries, 2d. per IZwlZn hJj tL % u

A* ***?** management andsquare toot. * cultivanon, liberal terms will be granted without taking two
Tk f

Cr°pS S su«»88«on
f
but with a fixed rotation at the cLl TJ

Ong>

,£yhn£
n> "**» ""^ by« B->W^ B»yal Bank

Eop.^DEIM SPANGLED HAMBURGH S:
(xGS at 105 . per set (of 13), all from Prize Brde

.- 1.

1U
SSft fr0m Mrs

- Coleridge's celebrated stock EtonCollege, VVindsor.-Address, Mr. Jxo. Compto.v Portche^errareham, Hants. 'vntuwier,

'

square toot.

Delivered fre" of expense in London. Peterborough. Hull or
Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattleand Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &c.

Illusfratpd Camlngnpw and Patterns forwarded bv post.

%A/AKJNJb,K'& lMfKUVr,L» LIQUID AlAi\ U Jtlifivir OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.
The valve is a ball of imperishable

material, and cannot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold
together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder toany pond or tank required.

Price of 4± in. Pump, with legs, 3L3*.
The barrel is 27* in. long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.

Ii inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. 9d. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. 6d. per foot.
May be obtained of any Ironmonger

or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,

Fir* «r,d am-*-, v i
R
„
am3

»
Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

!i!iJLnA^^g!LEnffli^^.—Engravinga sent on application.
WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAR-f f DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet
Diameter Length

£ s. d.

h
se

T? ^ S/^D,EGGS from Pure Whito-faoed Spaoi.
oLZ 41^

fextra°rdinary beauty, great size, and with immensecombs They are bred from the B.rds which took the Livernool

to pnonty. Price 12s. per doz ; box, U. exrra.-Address 1hW^Plummeb, The Grove. Catr„n. Norfolk.
A1«ess Mr.

lug

ap VI

.

E. R. & P. Turner invite the attention of Agriculturists and
others to the following machines of their manufacture-
ROLLER MILLS for crushing Linseed, Oats, Barley, Malt,

&c, of various Mzes, with or without Bean-mill combined The
numerous prizes awarded these Mills by the Royal and* other
agricultural societies rendercomment on their merits unnpre>sarvPATENT COMBINED GRINDING and CRUSHING MILL
for reducing Barley, &c, to a fine and soft meal, and crushing
Oats, Linseed, &c, is strongly recommended for the variety 0?
purposes to which it is applicable, and for its perfect and economic
Working.
CHAFF CUTTERS, for horse or steam power, cutting- three

lengths, with facility for changing the length of the cut°almost
momentarilv, and other valuable improvements.
OILCAKE BREAKERS, made entirely of iron, ^with case-hardened teeth suitable for all descriptions of cake. Price 3/ 10«FIXED STEAM-ENGINES, on the horizontal direct acting

principle. Long experience and attention to the practical work-
ing of steam-engines of every variety, have enabled the manu-
factures to offer these Engines as inferior to none—either tor
efficiency, economv, or durability—and at prices which will befound comparatively low.

Superior Portable Steam-Engines and Threshing Machines
Hor^e-Power Threshing Machines, Circular Saw Tables, OneHorse Carts, and various other Implements, are also manu-
factured at the above Works.

I I Illustrated Price Lists sent free on application.

of Barrel, of Barrel.
2$ in. short 1 ft. 7 in. /'Fitted for lead, \ 1 10

~
1, \ gutta percha,

I
I 142i

3

4

H

long 3 „ 3 „ I gutta percha, I 1 14
ditto 3 „ 6 „ -j or cast iron 1-2 8
ditto 3 „ 6 „ flanged pipe, 2 12
ditto 3 „ 6 „ as required. ) 3 3
short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

2$ in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

11

11

11

11

11

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

p.„m , - „ May ^ obtained of any Ironmonger or

pIZ^L ° T ^1 °r
,
Country, at the above prices, or of thePatentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONSa, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

nfWhZia
e
«

ripti
°?,0f Machinery tor Raising Water by means

Fn^nes LRS9
' r^ *>" Pum P9 '

&C " ; a,so Fire "d GardenEngines
L
&c

1
&c—Engravings sent on application.

rnilACP u
AN

°, CATTLE SHED FLOORS.
I HObfc who would enjoy their Gardens dnrin- the

CEMFNT
er

C0NrRFTK
d S^°Ct^ wa^s ofPORTLAND

1 V v- u u
RLT ^, *bich are formed thus:—Screen thegravel '/which the path is at present made from the I am which

is mixed with it. and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the drv state beforeapplying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick Am
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of th.
severest trost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it
to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides
The same preparation makes first-rate pavins for RaWvd

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other ritnaSS
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid iuwinter equally well as in summer

111 »

/

s 4, . *WUBn "uck, at 10s. per dozen inchcase.-Address, Holme.J tilton. Hunts. '
l

« .^ S
Ur
VE* PENCILLED HAMBURGH CCCSVP^WARD ARCHER, Malvern, III supply' E

S
GS

.
from the birds stated below at 15*. a set of 13

PUIS
b
The

n
ro.

d
fc

ed
-
:~,The™ "X" 118 * C°ck and«™ cho ce

Julie s. The Cock Is twoyearb old, and has taken 1st priz> atBirmingham, 18o4
;
the Liverpool Cup, 1855; several firsthand

second prizes since, and 1st at Liverpool, 1856. Four of thePullets have been exhibited alternately, and have taken ±efollowing prizes :-2d at Anerley; 1st at Bridgnorth : l°t atBedford; 1st at Taunton
; 3d at Birmingham; and the Silver

e^ihU^P^'n^6
- J*?

6 thwc 8»ter Puliete have not Leeaexhibited. Post Ofhce Order must accompany the order forKesa. Thfl birds may be viewed at anvjhn^-V^prn ^pri? 12 .

"^U BE SOLD, by Private Treaty, by order~of
the Executors of the late John B«>wW, Esq. an extensive

Collection of STOVE akd GREENHOUSE PLANTS. The StoveP ants consist of about 200 to 2.50 pots, amongst which are fine

5?" tfl •* Strehtzias, Bletias, M.isa Cavendi.shi, Zamia horrida
Clivia nobihs, Francesceas, Gardinias, &c. And about 180 pots
ot Ferns, amongst which are fine well-grown specimens ofAdiantum renitorme, varium, and macrophyllum

; Asplenium
nidus, Cassibera palmata, Cymnogramma Mert-nsii, chrvso-
phylla

; Hemionltla cordata, Polystichum capense, &c.~Annlv to
Messrs. John Bewlet & Son, 16, Brunswick Buildings
Liverpool. ° '

ORCHIDS.
'TO BE SOLD, by Private Contract, a small Collec-

tion of the above beautiful Plants, the property of a gentle-man declining their cultivation on account of ill health. \1 any
of the specimens are very fine, and among them will be found •—VandM suavis (Veitclvs true), tricolor, cjerulea; Phahpnnpsis
amabilis (very fine), grandifl.»ra: Saccolabium guttatum, Blumei
nirtjus, &c. ; aKrides quinquevuinera, vivens, roseum A-c
Calnnthe vesti ta ( Vei ten's fine dark-eyed). Burlingtonia fragransCartleyas Aclandia?, crispa, purpurascens (true), anperba laliiaU
IantMaa. &c; Coelogyne cristata, &c; Hendrobiura clavamm'
Falconen, Farmeri, Dallmnsiiniim, formosum, &c •

1 relii
purpnrata (true), Barksriana, &c. ; Odontoglnssuni anm-
purpurenra, Phalsenopsis, &c: Milionia morelli snecuhilir
yirginalis, &c.

;
Scut.caria Hadw.ni, Sopbronitla grau(i,fl()ra,Oncidium, &c.-For further particulars, terms, &cT, annlv toMr.PiUKCiB Ford, Nurseryman, Southampton Hants- or toMr. Henry Clarke, Seedsman, 39, K ing_Srreet

7 Coven t Garden
TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS

*

ESSRS. PROTHEUOE and MORRIS will Sell
- by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane onTHURSDAY April 17, at 12 o'clock, a first-rate Colie^on of

irnations, Picotees, and Pinks; also Standard and Dwarf
Roses; an assortment of American Plants, Azalea indica and
other Plants En bloom

;
Fuchsias. Verbenas. Dahlias iu drv 'rootsAc-May be viewed the morning of Sale. Catalogues had at the

.dart, and of the Auctioneers, American Koraerv Levton-
:>tone, Essex. J '

iJCJrivu

]\
f R. J. WILLMEK »ill .Sell by Aoctioa aTlhe-»J Mart, Bartholomew Lane, Citv, on WEDNFmiiY

April Ifi, at 1-2 o'Clock, a choice Collection of Picotee^W-'
tons, \ellow Picotees, Pinks, Roeee, Dahbas liiric.nas

^m^acmrers^the* C=C J. B. Whit, A Brothvr, £TSSl£Sfta» *f%, \VZS"^ilbank Street, Westminster.
mothee.

,

j ^j^^ ^1^ at tne Mttrt, and of the Auctioneer, Suubury,Milba
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FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.

JAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, High
Holborn, London, Seedsmen to Eleven of the principal

Agbi-IIorticultural Societies of the British and Conti-

nental Empires, invite the attention of the Floricnltiiral

Word to their ENCYCLOPAEDIC CATALOGUE of FLORI-
CULTURAL, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
the Twmty-first Annual Issue, acknowledged to be the best pub-

lished, which will be forwarded free of charge and post paid to

all parts of the world upon application to James Carter
& Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

GERMAN AND OTHER FLOWER SEEDS.

E PARKER begs to invite attention to hia choice

• collections of GERMAN and other FLOWER SEEDS,
which are recommended with the greatest confidence. To

ensure their giving satisfaction, they are supplied in sealed

packets, as imported. A descriptive and priced Catalogue of

Flower and Vegetable. Seeds is published, and will be forwarded

post free on application.

Paradise Nursery, Ilornsey Road, Holloway.

BEDDING PLANTS.
Fand A. SMITH beg to offer strong plants of the

• undermentioned in May from %s. per dozen :—Ageratum,
Alonsoa, An«galli3, Cuphea, Calceolaria, Geranium (in great

variety\ Heliotrope, Lantana, Lobelia, Miuutlus, Nasturtium,

Pentstemon, Petunia, Pansies, Roses, Salvias, Fuchsias and

Verbenas in great variety, Climbers, &c. .

F. A A. S. beg to rnfer to former advertisements for a descrip-

tion of their superb Balsams, seed of which may still be obtained

at 2s. Gd. per packet assorted colours.

Dulwich, Surrey.

RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, ETC.

C^i EORGE WHEELER, Nurseryman, Warminster,
X Wilts, begs to offer, at very moderate prices :—
RHODODENDRONS from good hardy kinds, transplanted

suitable for beds, cover, or plantations, 9 inches to 2 leet and

upwards. •

RHODODENDRONS, good named sorts of fine hardy varie-

ty including fragrans and Govenianum, both of which are

sweet: Nobleanum and scarlet in variety, 2 to 3 feet and upwards.

AZALEAS, hardy in great variety, well set with bloom buds,

2 feet high and upwards.

A good Stock of Rhododendron Ponticum, white, 2 feet and

upwards; Andromeda, Vaccinium, Ledum, American Cranberry

Gaultheria Menziesia, Hardy 11 pat h. &c.

NEW VERBENAS, FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS, AND
MIMULUS.

GEORGE SMITH is warranted in pronouncing his

~" SEEDLING VERBENAS unequalled. They are highly

recommended bv the 'National Ploricultural Society, and have

had six first-class certificates awarded to them. The three

Seedling Fuchsias are verv fine, either for exhibition or orna-

mental purposes. The Petunia Hermione exceeds all others for

iN groat beauty, and must be a favourite for years to come.

Mimulus Lydia received a Certificate, awarded at the National.

The above to be sent out on and after the 20th of April. I- or

descriptions see Catalogue which will be forwarded on application.

Tollington Nursery. Hornsev Road, Islington. London.

R. T. LINDEN, of Brussels, respectfully informs

the lovers of new Exotic Plants and the Trade that he has

male an arrangement with Messrs. E. J. IIf.xderso* & Son,

Nurserymen, Wellington Road, St. John's Wood, Lmidon aban-

doning^ them his right of selling in England his ^"ERJA.
M \GM KICV, TYD.EA AMABILIS, CUPHEA EMINENS,
andGONOCALYX PL'LCHER, and that in consequence he

could not accept anv orders on these four Plants tor Great

Britain: but at the same time he begs to offer Ins other new

introductions, and among them the most remarkable ..

CALYPTRARI.V H I.MANTHA ... ... 24s. to 40.*.

MAUANTA PARDINA ... — *<>*•

METALLICA 24*.

CH-ETOGASTRA LINDEN!ANA 12s.

&c. &c. &c,

all of which are now ready to be sent out.

His new Catalogue for 1S56 may be had on application to

Messr.-. Betham «& Blackith, Cox and Hammond's Quays,

Lower Thames Street, London.
The usual allowance to the Trade when three Plants are

ordered.

s.

3
2

d.

W HEAT F0R LATE AND^SPRING SOWING.
> V —Samples with prices of Talavera, April, and other kinds

of Seel Wheat will be sent free on application to

Mr. II. Rawbtrp. Basingstoke.

FLOWER SEEDS RARE AND BEAUTIFUL.
WILLIAM DENYEK, Seedsman and Florist,
* • offers the whole of the following, including postage, for 26*.,

or each kind at the prices quoted.

TRUFFAUT'3 NEW FRENCH DOURLE ASTERS,
OR REINE MARGUERITE.

This collection of Double Asters is the most perfect at

present in cultivation. They are really splendid. An
assortment of 12 of the finest varieties

Aquilegia, 6 distinct and beautiful colours

These are quite hardy, and when planted out will last

and flower for several years.
j

Convolvulus major, 6 splendid bright colours

NEW LARGE FLOWERING DWARF TEN WEEKS
STOCK.

The flowers of this variety are very large and double,

brilliant colours, quite distinct, 8 vars. ...

Stock, Emperor or lYrpetual, 6 vars., splendid

These are quite now, and different to any other stock,

being very double and of large growth, lasting and

flowering for several years.

Wallflowers, splendid Double Gigantic, 6 varieties, bright

and singular colours ... ... ... ... ... •••

These are from a Continental grower, who has gained

many first-class prizes.

Alonsoa Warscewiczi

SEEDS FOR THE FARM.

1 6

2
2

»

2

*
• • t 1

New and splendid annual of graceful habit, producing

long spikes of bright scarlet flowers, suitable for pots

or the ground.
Calceolaria, Tigred and spotted

Saved by an amateur from the finest collection in this

country. Only a limited number of packets.

Cosmidiura Buridgeanum
A beautiful new annual ; the colour of the flower-heads

are deep rich purple, with a narrow border of bright

orange, and very handsome foliage. One of the most
elegant annuals ever introduced.

Escholtziatenuifolia

Lovely dwarf annual, well adapted for edging, clear

straw colour, compact habit, dwarf and neater than

the old varieties ; very showy and attractive.

Gutierezia gymnospermoides
A new free flowering annual, blooms all through the

summer an'l autumn.
Gypsophila Muralis ...

m

New dwarf and very pretty annual, with small shining

foliage covered with bright pink flowers, suitable

for edging of beds, rockwork, or growing in masses,

keeps in bloom from June to November,
Ipomcea limbata, quite new

Bright purple with white margin, large flower, a

lovely Climber, blooms freely in the open ground.

This is strongly recommended.
Linnm grandiflorum rubrum verum, Perennial Flax

Large, bright scarlet, one of the most beautiful Peren-

nials grown.
Morna elegans

New and beautiful Everlasting.

Sabbatia campestris ...

A splendid annual, of graceful habit and glossy

foliage, bright rosy pink with yellow centre, blooms

profusely.

Salvia Roemeriana
A new and splendid vnriety, bright scarlet, 6 inches

high, suitable for clumps.
Trona'olum minus coccineum

A dwarf and beautiful bright scarlet variety^suitahle

for either pots or the open ground, blooms profusely

through the whole season.

Vlolft striata, quite new
Or Striped Pansey, saved from the most beautiful

striped varieties.

AYhitlavia grandiflora, new
A beautiful new annual, produces in abundance large

dark violet bell-shaped flowers, suitable for pots or

growing in masses.
82, Gracechurch Street, near the Spread Eagle, London.

2 6

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 1

1

* * *
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1

1

1

1 6

1

N E W PLAN T S.

1% TESSRS E G HENDERSON and SON be?; to jrive notice that they have just completed arrangements

l>i with the noted traveller and botanist, M.T. Lixdes, of the Royal Zoological Gardens, Brussels, for the distribution throughout

Great Br iin and Ireland of the following;' and they take this opportunity of expressing their pleasure in being enabled to off.r

ShtDpoSor and beautiful Plants, which they are sure will give satisfaction to every one, they being so totally distinct from all

other varieties at present known in their different classes.

Coloured Plates oMbe above, and one of Basics'* FUCHSIA EMPEROR NAPOLEON and VENUS^EMroiCI^
be had on application at Gd. each, or if by post at SJ. each, except when three or more are taken, when the postage -will not

be charged.

Hevdersok's favourite VERBENA for 1S56 is without excep-

tion one of the finest, and will doubtless become one of the most

noted bedding Verbenas in every garden throughout England.

They do not profess to say it will surpass all others in form ;
but

for its other good qualities it is unapproached by any. The

trusses of flowers are exceedingly large and of a rich dark scarlet.

The habit is robust and free, and does not require to be pegged

down to fill up empty spaces, as is too often the case; but it left to

itself it is unequalled for its uniformity of growth. The whole

plant is alike covered with flowers on stout short footstalks, so

that it resists the rain perfectly, the side shoots below each

flower are always well set with buds ready to fill up the places as

the first flowers pass away ; the foliage is handsome and plentiful,

a feature that is often over-looked in this plant, as a "\ erbvna

with small diminutive leaves never looks well, nor on the other

hand is it pleasing tb see large thin foliage, as is the case, of

Verbena Mrs. Woodruffe, especially when the habit, like that

variety, is loose and straggling. To be sent out alter the 1st oi

May at 2s. Gd. each, 21s. per dozen, and 120s. per 100.

Henderson's favourite PETE XIA for 1856 will be ready for

distribution in May. This excellent variety, they are con-

fident, will supersede every Petunia hitherto grown, either

for bedding purposes or pot culture. Its superior qualities can-

not be better described than in the words of the able and intelli-

gent Gardener, Mr. John Smith, of Peel Hall, Lancashire, from

whom they received it:—"I now send you the stock of Petunia

No. 1. The flowers are moderate- sized, with a fine bold outline
;

colour a rich bright scarlet, with clear white eye. It is a profuse

bloomer, and makes a most effective bed ; indeed, it was the most

conspicuous bedding plant in the whole of our Flower Garden,

which was filled with the showiest and most dazzling kinds of

flowering plants." In consequence of the plant being a second

year's seedling, the opportunity of proving its value as a bedding

plant has been tried, and far exceeded our expectations.

VTTILLIAM E. RENDLE and CO., Seed Mer-W chants, Plymouth, Devonshire, can supply the following
Agricultural Seeds, all neat and genuine, and of the best possible
description.

For full descriptions, see " Rendle's Agricultural Price
Current and Farm Directory"

Swede Turnip of sorts, lOd. per lb., Is. Ad. per qt., 5s. per gall.

Scotch Turnips ditto, lOd. per lb., 1*. Ad. per qt., 5a.

Common Turnips ... 8d. per lb., 1*. per qt., As.

Tankard Turnips 8d. per lb., Is. per qt., 4s.

White Belgian Carrot ... 9d. per lb.

Long Red Mangel Wurzel, Gd. per lb.

Yellow Gh.be do. Gd. per lb.

Italian Rve-Grass, 9s. per bushel.

Scotch Perennial do. 7s., 8s., to 9s. per bushel.

Devon Evergreen do. 6s. to 7s. per bushel.

Free Delivery.—All kinds of Seed are delivered car-

riage free to all Steam Ports and Railway stations in

the United Kingdom.—See the " Price Current."

William E. Renele & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

SUPERB NEW FORCING AND BEDDING GERANIUM
"CRIMSON KING"

WOOD and INGRAM beg to offer fine blooming
plants of the above indispensable variety, the flower of

which is large and well formed, colour a beautiful rosy crimson

with pencilled eye; an immense bloomer, and has the very de-

sirable property of continuing to flower throughout the summer.
It rec-ived a Certificate at the last meeting of the National

Floricultural Society on the 27th ult., the censors being Messrs.

C. Turner, C J. Perry, and C. M. Atkinson. Price 10s. Gd. each,

with the usual allowance to the trade, and one over when three

are orderpd.— Huntingdon Nurseries. April 12.

TO THE TRADE.
~

GEORGE ROBERTS begs to make known that he

can supply the following SEEDS at favourable prices.

Pharbitis limbata, Ipomea Horsfalli, I. rubro-cferulea, I. bona

nox, I. quamoclit, I. purpurea, I. variegata, Convolvulus poly-

anthus, Aristolochia odoratissima, Brunsfelsia americana, Caaal-

pinia sepiaria, ;Canna Warczewiczi, C. indica, C. lutea, Cana-

valia aliissima, Centauridium Drummondi, Clitoria Plumieri,

C. ternatea, Combretum comosum, Duranta Ellisia. Mimosa

asperata, M. pudica, Passiflora quadrangularis, Quisqualis

indica, Tecoma stans, Thunbergia alata, T. alba, T. aurantiaca,

T. Frveri. Also a large number of fine large Bulbs lately

received of Hippeastrum equestris, and Zephyranthes carinata.

—32, Moorffate Street, London.
,

15,000 DWARF ROSES IN POTS NOW READY FOR
SENDING OUT.

WM. WOOD and SON beg to solicit the early atten-

tion of Planters to their enormous and splendid Stock of

ROSES in POTS ; the Plants are strong and healthy, are well

adapted either for planting out in masses or for growing, or in

pots for exhibition or greenhouse decoration. The above consist

principally of the leading Hybrid Perpetual Roses, with some

Bourbons, Noisettes, and Chinas, and will be supplied from 12s.

to ISs. per dozen.

The selection of sorts being left to W. W. & S., Plants pre-

sented for distant carriage. Reference required from unknown

correspondents. Catalogues forwarded free on application.—

N.B. The months of April and May are very eligible for

planting out Roses from pots.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield^near^ck field, Sussex
:__~~ CHOICE BEDDING PLANTS.

T1TILLIA.M F. SMITH has to offer fine healthyW Plants of the following choice GERANIUMS and VER-

BENAS:—Geranium Beauty of Chipstead, brilliant scarlet, of

the habit of Cerise Unique ; very beautiful. Strong Plants in large

60-size pots, 18s. per dozen.—Geranium Lady Holmesdale, im-

proved (Smith's), splendid deep pink with white centre, truss

well formed, and as large as an Hydrangea; warranted one ot

the best for pot culture, 9s. per dozen.—Geranium Flower ot tne

Day, in small 60-size pots, 4s. per dozen. Ditto, in large 60-stze

pots, 6s. per dozen. Ditto, large in 48-size pots, 12s. per dozen.

Geranium, Scarlet varieties, 4s per dozen.

VERBENA—Mrs. Woodroffe, 4s. per dozen. Ditto Mrs. Hol-

ford , 5s. per dozen. .

A remittance or reference must accompany all orders irom

unknown correspondents. Carriage free to London.
Riverhead Nurseries, Sevenoaks, Kent.

SU P E RB S~H O W Ta N S I E S.

10IIN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,

«J near Manchester, will supply the following set of 20 extra

fine varieties for 15s., hamper, package. &c, included. To pur-

chasers having duplicates, other kinds of equal merit will oe

supplied. _ , .

Marchioness of Bath, Wheeler >

Mtss Talbot. Dickson & Co. s

Constance, Turner'3

National, Turner's

Pandora, Hunts
Round Table. Dowme & Laira »

Satisfaction, Turner's

Sir J. Paxton. Betteredge s

Sir J. Cathcart, Turner's^

Yellow Climax, Paton & femaii s

In the course of May next, Plants will he ready at 3s. 6d. each.

THE NEW"SPRING CATALOGUE

C.eraniums Fuchsias Chrvsanthemums, &c. In addition to this information it will contain short and select lists of the best Plants

adapted for the various purposes connected with the Stove, Greenhouse, and Garden.

ith this Catalogue will be published a Coloured Plate representing a group of Eight hew Plants.

Uections of the following New Plants will be sent out in May. For description, price, &c, see New Spring Catalogue.

ELPHINSTONa'S and HENDERSON'S NEW BEDDING
GERANIUMS.

HENDERSON'S NEW POTENTILLA asd DELPHI-
NIUM.

DR. VAN SIEBOLD'S NEW PLANTS.

adapted

W
Collections

BANKS'S NEW FUCHSIAS.
VERBENAS.

LENNOX'S'VARTEGATED GERANIUMS.
HENDERSON'S BEDDING CALCEv)LARlA

S

SMITH'S NEW GLOXINIA.

FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS.
A Catalog of the above, containing all the novelties of the season (with a full-sized Engraving of the ne^ Chinese Potato

DIOSCOREA BATATAS), is now ready, and cen be had gratis on application.—Wellington Nursery, St. John's "Wood.

Argo, Paton & Small's

Boadicea, Fellowes's
Charles Turner, Hale's
Chiliington, Sadler's

Emperor, Hale's
Father Gavazzi, Holland's
Fearless, Schofield's

Lady Carringtou, Hunt's
Lord Jeffrey, Lightbody's
Memnon, Turner's -- _ , . o«„cV
Fine Sho* varieties, 4,. and Gs. per dozen. llY'^I^e

Seed, Is. and 2s. per packet. Catalogues now ready. Post-office

orders pavable at MiddletonJ.ancaslure. .

EPPS' SEEDUNC FUCHSIA 'IWO^p,^/^"

MR EPPS be«rs to assure the Public that the abo>e

is wiSnt caption the most extraordinary ancUttrac^

Fuchsia vet offered. Tube and sepa s bright
:
waxy

'

jew^

sepals vefy broad and of great B

k̂
ta™e'^

reflex, displaying an iminense
^^-.TJjJj*

Ve
-K5i Fiich»i»

measurin" in many flowers H inch in diameter. 1 hi
J* f

wS piSve to be the greatest wander yet. produced.»n b* rf**

flowers. Drawings were made late in the autumn oy

of th
Earl
beSP0K.e. D»««8 * «—•» *'J — ~r---o»

discount to the trade where three are taken.

Bow^r Nurseries, Maidstone.

wHEELERS LITTLE BOOK WILL DO M**** 1
*!*,

Chronicle. T2A—
Cur Little Booh contains a List-a ^nifec[^ n

of the best Garden and Flower Seeds ^.^Xmda
also contains descriptions and prices and ™U°e

J° ld bc

mfe and unerring <juide to all purchasers. It snow

in the hands of every one who has a garden.

J. C. Wheeler & So*, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Gloucester.
.

Tinted by Warn. »»»WWoKST^^
Frederick Muclitt fcVASii..of No. M. uueea « ~

dd
'
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Prpterfc
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JC. WHEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED
• LIST for this Seaso.i is now ready, and may he

had gratis on application.
J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

. Gloucester. __„^__
\/I ESSRS. J. and H. BROWN inform the Nobility,

- "^.S.
entry' and hardeners that their NEW CATALOGUE

°f ° R,
CIIIDEA

« STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
55?.?5v,S

ERANIUMS
' FUCHSIAS, AMERICAN PLANTSCONIFERS, FRUIT TREES, &c, can be had by post.

Conservatories and Gardens furnished by Contract.
Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London.—April 19.

TJORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON,
-1--1- 21, Regent Street.—The next MEETING wilt be held on
TUESDAY. April 22. The Chair will be taken at 3 p.m.

XJOYAL B.JTANK1 SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
JLV_The EXHIBITIONS of PLANTS, FLOWERS, and
FRUIT in the Gardens of the Society this season will take place
on WEDNESDAY, May 28th, June 18th, and Jnlv 9th, and of
AMERICAN PLANTS, on SATURDAY, June 14th.
Tickets of admission are now being issued, and can be obtained

at the Gardens only by orders from Fellows or Members of the
Society._Price, before May 17th, 4$.; after that day. Ss^each.

"RATIONAL FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY, 21*
-L* Regent Street.—The Second Exhibition will be held on
THURSDAY, 24th inst, when Prizes will be awarded to
AURICULAS, POLYANTHUSES, and CINERARIAS, each
four distinct varieties. Everything intended for exhibition must
be at 21, Regent Street, before 12 o'clock. Seedlings as usual.

' Johs Edwards.

METROPOLITAN EXHIBITION OF HOLLY-
HOCKS, ic , 1S56. — Mr. John Edwards has the

pleasure to announce that he has been requested to intimate to
growers of the HOLLYHOCK that the usual GRAND
.METROPOLITAN EXHIBITION will be held about the end
of August or early in September, and that SILVER CUPS *«d
other IMPORTANT PRIZES will be liberally offered for i a-
petition. Full particulars will be announced.—21, Regent. Street.

ALTERATION OF DAYS OF SUMMER SHOW.
"BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX HORTICULTURAL
•^ SOCIETY.—In consequence of the Crystal Palace Com-
pany having just announced a Flower Show to take place on the
25th and 26th June, the Brighton Summer Show will be held onWEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, the 11th and 12tb of June,
instead of the 25th and 26th as heretofore announced. Schedules
can be obtained of the Secretary or of E. Spary, Superintendent
of the Exhibition. Extra Prizes will be given for Azaleas, six
varieties; Roses in Pots, six varieties.

By order of the. Committee,
Edward C arpknt

r

n, Sec, Lavender Street, Brighton

.

KENILWORTH CASTLE.—The Third Annual
Exhibition of FLOWERS, FRUITS, and VEGETABLES

will be held among the Ruins of Kenilworth Castle on WED-
NESDAY, July 2. Prizes to the amount, of One Hundred
Pounds are offered for general competition. Schedules and every
particulars may be had on application to J. Cheynk, Sec.
Priory Gardens, Warwick, April 19.

WI L L I A M B A R R A
LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved
principles.

T T,

•„* An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shrubs,
Evergreens, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.

I\/l R. DAVIDSON, who is extensively engaged in
±*A LANDSCAPE GARDENING and GARDEN ARCHI-
TECT URIC, respectfully offers his services to Noblemen, Gentle-
men, and the Public, in Designing and Directing New Works
and Improvements in Parks, Gardens, Cemeteries, &c.

Offices. 36, Great Russell Street, Bedford Square, London.

UTTON'6 KUNOVAT1NG GRASS SEEDS
for improving Paries, Meadows, and Upland Pastures.

Quantity required per acre 6 to 12 lbs, price 9d. per lb.

Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

OUTTOJN'S IMPROVED ITALIAN KYE-GRASS,O and DICKENSON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-
GRASS, may still be obtained of Sutton & Sons, Reading.—
Prices according to quantity required.

j/RESrT~LVl PORTED
-
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS

* may be obtained genuine of Sutton & Sons, Reading

—

Price (according to quantity required) will be given on
application.

FINE NEW ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, imported
direct from Italy.

Fine selected GRASSES for PERMANENT PASTURE, 305.
per acre. This will include & mixture of the true Cow Grass or
Perenuial Red Clover.

Fine LAWN GRASS, Is. per lb.; 40 lbs. will be sufficient for
an acre. Delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheeler & Son,
Nurserymen and Seed Growers, Gloucester.

GJ.RASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURE,
* FINEST LAWN GRASSES, TURNIPS, of sorts, and

other AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.- Lists of prices may be had
gratis of Wm.Babratt, Nurseries, Wakefield.

SEED BARLEY FROM THE CHALK.
]\/TR. H. RAYNB1RD, Basingstoke, can supply
*•*-*- Chevalier, Golden Drop, Thanet, and other approved sorts
of Barley at market prices. Hudson's Golden Melon Barley, a
new variety, productive, and of fine Malting quality, may be had
on application. {

l< t\ W1MSTAN LEY'S TRADE PRICED LIST
-*- • OF GARDEN SEEDS is now ready, and can be had on

application, 28. Market Place, Manchester.
'P F. WINSTANLEY, Seed Mercha^t^S", Market
* • Place. Manchester, is now ready to send out his DE-
SCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL, AND FLOWER SEEDS. Attached to this Cata-
logue is a Calendar of Seeds to be sown in each month : also the
mode of cultivating the Dioscorea.
;p F. WINSTANLEY begs to inform his ir.ends
* ' that his collections of NEW GARDEN SEEDS are now

ready, comprising all the most useful vegetable produce, from
11. to 51. The DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE contains the
details of each collection on page 11.

Seed Warehouse, 28, Market Place, Manchester.

NEW DAHLIAS, ETC.
CHARLES TURNER begs to state that his

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of New Dahlias, Gera-
niums, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Car-
nations, Pinks, Shrubby Calceolarias, Petunias, &c. &c, is now
ready, and contains many new varieties offered for the first time.
Sent post free on application—Roval Nursery. Slon ffh

.

' AMERICAN PLANTS!
JOHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of RHODO-V DENDRONS, AZALEAS, &c„ as exhibited at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and
can be had on application.
1S^The Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrons.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Sum y.—April
L 19.AMERICAN PLANTS.

T* CATERER and GODFREY be* to announce their
' Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants f..r

is season is now published, and will be sent free on application.
as the collection of American Plants at this Nursery is altogether
unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find It to their
interest to pay a visit to the Nursery, which may be readily done
by the South Western Railway to Woking Station.

Koap Hill N "rs*»r- "'nH^g, Surrey.

ftEORGE Ba:» ance his DESCRIP-
,V JIVE CA '

*

'AN PLANTS, ORNA-MENTAL SIIRc ,. .^tEST TREES is now
ready, and may be had on application.
American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrev. seven

miles from Staines, Windsor branch, South Western Railway,
where conveyances may be had

piRST-CLASS SHOW PANSIES, in stron^ell-
*• rooted autumn struck Plants, at 6s. per dozen.
John Holland. Bradshaw Gardens Middleton. near Manches ter.

piRST-CLASS DAHLIAS for 1856, strong plants,
*- 6s. per dozen.
Spring Catalogues now ready; may be had upon application.

John Holland, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton, near Manchester.

PLUKE KIDNEY POTATO (True).—To clear

YJ?ttb£t
AND BEAUTIFUL PHLOXES.

UUbLL and CO. are sending out a very choice
Collection of the above in 60 of the moat beautiful and

distinct varieties, selected with great care from upwards of 200
kinds in their possession.—Priced, per dozen, including that fineNew Phlox COUNTESS OF HOME.
.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

NEW BRITISH FERi\f
~

AsrLRNiuM Rivfiiactum (Moork). For Drscriptio.v axd Platf.
8f.e March Part of " Nature Printing."

T> PAUK ER begs to offer the above new and distinct
L \, . species, of which he possesses the entire stock. Plants
forwarded post free on application, at 10s. 6d. each.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Holloway.

CERMAN AND OTHER FLOWER SEEDS.
T> PARKER begs to invite attention to his choice11, collections of GERMAN and other FLOWER SEEDS,
which are recommended with the greatest con6dence. To
ensure their giving satisfaction, they are supplied in sealed
packets, as imported. A descriptive and priced Catalogue of
Flower and Vegetable Seeds is published, and will be forwarded
post free on application.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road. Holloway.

EARLY CORNISH BROCCOLI.
MITCHINSON'S PENZANCE, or EARLY

WHITE CORNISH BROCCOLI, celebrated and in-
valuable for its earllness. (See Testimonials).

Gardeners, Seedsmen, and others who applied too late for Seeds-

I

of this superior and rare Broccoli, are informed that they may be
I
snpphed with Plants from the Seed beds in May next, at 2s. 6d.
per 100 (Carriage or Postage included), by sending their orders
during the present month to Hurst & M'Mullkn, Leadenhall
Street, London ; or to MiTCHixsoy & Co., Truro, Cornwall.

rjOLDEN CHAIN GERANIUMS, 100 dozen fine

|

V-ff healthy autumn-struck plants, at a moderate price. Orion
Melon, Is. 6d.; Ipswich Standard Cucumber, 2s. 6d.-y Gloxinia,
1*.

:
Dahlia, Is.; Cineraria, Is.] Calceolaria, 1*.: Polyanthus, Is.

N.B. A very small quantity of the above remain unsold.
Latters Primula, Hollyhock, and Pansy, and Suffolk Hero

Potatoes are sold out.—Order without delay of
Thomas Wild. Ipswich.

•*- out for the season, in large or small quantities, 2a. per
bushel of 56 lbs. Sacks 9d. per cwt.
Johk Holland, BradshawGardens, Middleton, near Manchester.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY IN LIVERPOOL
MARKET.

I

PINES, not under 2 lbs.

SMALL MUSHROOMS
NEW POTATOES

CUCUMBERS
FRENCH BEANS
LARGE ASPARAGUS— ^^ - p ^m -^ ^ w^ 4 ^rf- m -w * * » »v ^^ *« m — *** & ^ & & » &j»> ^ ^pf ^/

Forward to George Taylor, Fruit and Vegetable Salesman,
The Grand Stand, St. John's Market, Liverpool.

Terms—Cash,
IMPORTANT TO NURSERYMEN.

TT/^ANTED IMMEDIATELY, the under-mentioned
* ^ PLANTS:—Irish Ivy, strong young plants; Variegated

Ivyf strong plants; Honeysuckle, strong growing sorts; Clematis
Virginiana ; Wistaria sinensis- The above all in pots.—Address,
statin* price per 100, to John Wiohtmax, Gardener to Sir R.
Peel, Bart., Drayton Manor, Tam worth,

HARDY HEATHS.
TT7ATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite
* v attention to their lar<re stock and first-rate collection of

these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues may be
had free on application to Watereb & Godfrey, Knap Hill
Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

HO LLYHOCKS.
IIedenham Rosary, Buxqay, Sctfolk.

DTRCHAM and WARD beg to state that they
rj have a very large stock of healthy plants of all the leading
kinds of Hollyhocks. Catalogues will be forwarded on appli-
cation. Wholesale orders executed on liberal terms.

Hedenham Rosary, April 19.

OSSOM'S "CHAMPION" CELERY basTproved
to be the best in cultivation for size, solidity, and crispness

;

it also withstands a greater degree of frost than any other variety
To be bad in sealed packets at 1*. The Trade supplied. ..

T. F. Wikstasley, Seed Merchant, Manchester.

'p F. WlNSTAiNLfcY, Sekd Merchant, Man-
i- % Chester, be?s respectfully to call the attention of the

public to his very unique collections of FLOWER SEEDS;
each packet of seed bears the name, colour and height of Its

growth, and the collection is packed in a neat labelled box.

Mignonette and Sweet Peas b^ing used in larger quantities are
not included iu these collection*. Prices from 2s.6d. to 405.

B
i

FLDW AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.
TAMEC CARTE Tfc*ifD CO., Sbedsmen, 238, High
*J Holborn, London. Seedsmen to Eleven of the principal
Agri-Horticultural Societies of the British and Conti-
nental Empires, invite the attention of the Ftorictiltural
Word to their ENCYCJ "PJEDIC CATALOGUE op FLORI-
CULTURAl, VEGETABLE, AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
thf 1 wenty-first Annual Issue, acknowledged to be the best pub-
lished, which will be forwarded free of charge and pott paid to
all parts of the woelo npon application to James Carter& Co.. Seedsmen, 238. High Holborn, London.

N E W TURNIP.
WAITE'S " ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

TURNIP.
n^HIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
-*- the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch
Turnip; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and maybe
sown much later. Coloured Drawings of tiii« splendid Turnip
may be had on application, or mar he seen at the principal Seed
Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be
obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3*. per lb.—A liberaJ
allowance to the Trade.
J. G. Waite, Seed Merchan* 181, High Holborn, London.

KALMIAS, ANORO EOAS, AND AZALEAS.
"IT/'ILLTaM F - SMITH has for sale several hundreds
v » of nne healthy plants of Kalmia latifolia, 1 to 3 feet;

Andromeda floribunda, 1 to 3 feet; Azaleas, in 30 varieties,
2 to 4 feet. All fine blooming plants, warranted to remove well.
Price may be had on application.

Riverhead Nursery, Sevenoaks, Kent.

O R AN G E T R [ £ J,
T and C. LEE have just received a consignment of
*J • young ORANGE TREES in the finest possible condition,

^
n bloom and in fruit.—Nursery. Hammmersmith.
ryO Br. SOLD, very handsome large IRISH
A YEWS, from 4 to 8 feet. Purchasers taking a large-
number will be liberally dealt with. Prices on application.—
Thomas Jackson & Soy. Nurseries. Kingsto n, near London .

T'HOMAS WELLANU offers for Sale TRUE DRUM-
« HEAD for Cattle. Packed and delivered at Godalmiug

StaMon. 3x 9d. per 1000.—Surrey Gardens. Godalming, Surreys

VJEED POTATOES.—True Ash-leaf Kidney, Jack-
l ^ son's do.t Walnut-leaved do., Fluke (true), Lapstone,
Flourball, and all other first class varieties, to be had of T. F.
WarsTAyLEv, Seed Merchant, Manchester.

TA7HEAT FOR LATE AND SPRING SOWING.
» » —Samples with prices of Talavera, April, and other kinds

of Seed Wheat will be sent free on application to

Mr. H. Rayxbtrd, Basingstoke.

QRANGE GLOBE MANGEL.—A Grower has for
* disposal a few cwts. of the above, all raised with great care

from first-rate stocks, the bulbs being of great size, and possess-
ing the true orang* colour.^ Price 32#. per cwt, or 6d. per lb.
Carriage paid to London. Stock warranted genuine and select.

Apply to Mr. W . Tayi^.b. Nashenden Farm, Rochester.

/> RUSHED OATS.—The best weighed, 40 lbs. to the
V-/ bnsbel. delivered to any part of London, or to any rattwmw~-
station.—Apply to Hors»aill & Catchpool, Caledonian Koad
Islington. Cash or good reference required. /}

'

FLOUR, warranted free from Adulteration, and deli-
vered to any part ofLondon (not less than one peckV carriage

free. Whites, for paltry, at per bushel (56 lbs.) 12s. 4i.; fine House-
holds, recommended for Bread-making, lis. S/.; Seconds, IU.;
Wheat-meal, for Brown Bread, 1^. Orf.; best^coarse a«d fin*
?cntch Oatmeal.—Address Worsma'ill & Cawbfool. IfcUlforti
Mill. Witham, EftMX ;

or Caledonian Road, I«!it!gtoo, I>i»#itteaft
I { . king B: 1 gratia.

.
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CHOICE PLANTS.
M|[TCH ELL and Co., having a large stock of the

following plants, most respectfully inform their numerous
patrons that they will be prepared to Bend them good strong

plants on and after the 20th inst.

NEW FITCITSIAS, consisting of Story's New White Corollas;

all other firsr-rate varieties, 105. 6d. par dozen, basket included.

VERBENAS.—A first-rat-^ collection, none but the bast of

1355, 65. per dozen, or four dozen for 205.. basket included.

CALCEOLARIAS, Henderson's and Turner's new varieties of

1866, 12?. per dozen, hamper free; older varieties, 45. per dozen,

or 6 for 215., basket free.

DAHLIAS of 1853 & 54.—Our own selection of the following
first-rate varieties :— Lord Bath, Pre-Eminent, Ruby Queen,
Baron Alderson, The Nigger, Emperor, N . ileon, Omer Pacha,
John Knyne's Rachel Rawlings, Primrose Perfection, Topsy,
Uncle Tom, Miss Pope, &c , 125. per doz., package free

; older well-

known varieties, 65. per doz., or 4 dozen for 205., basket included.
LOBELIA SPECIOSA, the best blue dwarf bedding variety,

6s. per dozen.
PETUNIA IMPERIALI3, Double White, first-rate for bed-

ding, 6s. per dozen.
PET U N IAS.—A Choice Collection, 45. per dozen.
Pinks, our collection consists of all the best show varieties,

4*. and ^5. per d^z^n.—Carnation-?, first-rate varieties hy name,
12j. per dozen pairs.—Pic^tees, 12a. ditto.—Tree Carnations, our
collection stands unrivalled ; our own selection, good strong
plants, 12-r. per doz., trade price per 100 upon application.— Phloxes,
first-rate sorts, 6*. per dozen.—Phlox Drummondi Radetzky.
Post Office Orders are respectfully requested from unknown

correspondents payable to John Fairbbother. All orders over
205. are delivered fcev in London, or to any station on the London
and South-Coast Railway.

Bristol Nurseries, Kemp Town, Brighton.

CHARLES TURNER !S~nov^eady1to~send out the
following NEW PLANTS:—

NEW VERBENAS. 5. d.
Loveliness (Edmonds), bright rosy pink, large truss, dwarf

close habit, and an abundant bloomer. This is by far the
best of the rose-coloured varieties, and most valuable/or
ftt'A tiny »•• 9#9 j g# # i # 9# t ## | MmB #u

Blue Bonnet (Edmonds), light blue, large truss and good
habit; colour bright and lasting, andfirit-rate for bedding
purposes

Pre-Eminent (Edmonds), bright ruby red, large white eye,
fine truss, and good form ; extra fine

Crimson Perfection (Edmond-*), ruby crimson, white centre,
good truss, and a fine variety for bedding

King of Sardinia (Edmonds), a greatly improved " Rouge
et N"ir," deep crimson with dark centre, and an excellent
variety for bedding

Standard Bearer (Edmonds), better than " Violacea," deep
blue, with large white centre, good form, extra fine

Victory (Edmonds), rosy purple, large white eye, very
large smooth pip of excellent form, large truss, extra fine

Dukeof Cambridge (Edmonds), an improved Tyrian Prince,
larger, with clear white eye, fine habit and a free grower 5

Dr. Maclean ( E imouds) rosy purple, with large white centre,
large and fine

The Set for 21. 2s.

NEW SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIAS.
Pallida (Cole), pale canary yellow .* Each
Lemonade (Cole), lemon
Goldfiuder (Cole), deep yellow
Orange Perfection (Cole), bright pale orange
Orange Boven (Cole), bright orange brown, dwarf habit
Pilot (Cole), crimson brown, dense bloomer
King of Sardinia (Cole), deep crimson, of Sultan habit, but
dwarfer, good shape

Alhir* (Cole), orange with brown spots
Hawk' (Cole), deep orange with dark brown spots
^Harlequin (Cole), dull or., densely spotted with dark brown 7

The Set, 31.

N.B.—The above were selected from the batch of very
Una seedling shrubby Calceolarias exhibited by Mr. Colo,
of St. Alban's, at the Royal Botanic Society's Exhibition
in June last, as well as at the National Floricnltural
Society's meetings, and which were so much admired. They
are all of first-rate habit, and are alike valuable for bedding,
or for pot culture. They are particularly recommended for
•culture in pots, as they are admirably adapted for Conser-
vatory decoration.

NEW VARIEGATED GERANIUM.
Alma (Turner), a very great improvement on Flower of the
Day, better foliage, with whiter margin, and producing
freely good trusses of brilliant scarlet flowers. The best
.of this class, and is strongly recommended 10

SCARLET asd HORSE-SHOE GERANIUMS.
General Simpson (Speed), brilliant orange scarier, with large
white eye, fine shape, large truss, aud a deuse bloomer;
an excellent bedding variety

Lady Dowries (Turner), rosy carmine, good shape, and large
truss, an abundant bloomer, of dwarf habit, aud a capital
variety for bedding, quite distinct

Rosy Morn (Turner), deep cerise, with horse-shoe foliage,
good form and truss, fine

Spitfire (Turner), brilliant scarlet, fine form, and deeply
marked borse-shoe foliage, very dwarf and distinct ... 5

Symmetry (Turner), salmon rose, fine form, and large truss 5
Princess Royal (Iugrara),a great improvement on, and much

brighter iu colour than Ingram's Princess Alice, being of
a bright rose colour, with clear white centre, very dwarf
habit, and a most abundant bloomer. The best of the rose
or pink coloured varieties. First rate for bedding

NEW ANTIRRHINUM.
Conqueror, rich yellow, with crimson flakes like a Carnation,
Urge flower, good shape, and producing a very large well
filled spike. A very attractive and fine variety

NEW PETUNIAS.
Majestic (Turner), violet crimson, edged with deep rosy
blush and veined with purple ; large and smooth, excellent
form and substance, very fine

[
JJ'

)r D>mo (Turner), rosy blush, with rosy crimson centre]

o-t **«**» large, of good substance, and very fine
rieturata (Turner), rich purple edged with white, good form,medium size „.

'

Purpurea Alba (Turner), purple "veined* with" crimson andedged with whire, distinct and fine

*J*. llVwa1fourvariet,ea are highly recommended, and
are al free bloomers, of good habir.

Imper.al (New white double) True. -This very beautiful
variety is as double as an Oleander, and fragrant ; it is a
free grower, and will no doubt be useful as a bedding
plant. A considerable red iction if a dozen are taken. Each

T^ t
NEW C0NTIKENrAL PETUNIAS.

Leon Lcquay ... 5s. 6d.
Madame Eugenie Lemi-
<***

. •« 5
Docteur Andry 5

c HOICE FLOWER SEEDS FOR PRESENT
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inese are all beautifullv striped

Char

Marquise de St. Innocent 5s. Qd.
Monsieur Loyre 5
Prothe 5
Wilhelm Pfitzer 5
virs.. *nd are great novelties.

»
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u
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80W ING . Per Post prepaid. Per packet.—a.

PANSY, saved from 100 of the best varieties, by name ..

POLYANTHUS
VERT, EN A
HOLLYHOCK
CALCEOLARIA
GLOXINIA
FUCHSIA
DAISY
ANTIRRHINUM

* * •

* *

2
2

2
2
2
2

if

50
50
60 ofthernost superb kinds .,

24 ,, spotted varieties

30 of the best varieties
all the new varieties of last year
50 of the new Belgian vars , by name I

20 best named varieties 1
ANEMONE, from the most showy and brilliant kinds ... 1

30 packets of New Choice Flower Seeds, per post, free for 5
Yqukll & Co., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

NEW ROSES IN POTS.
\XfILLTAM WOOD and SON have much pleasure
* *in offering fine healthy plants of the following new ROSES

in pots. HYBRID PERPETUAL.

d.

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

6

Each—s. d.

Arthur de Sansalles
Docteur Denon ...

Due D'Elcliingen...

General Pelissier ...

General Simpson ...

Josephine Ledechaux
Madame De" ire" Giraud
Mad ime Knorr

* • a

• * •

* .

• ••

• * «

• • t

5
5
5
5
5
5
3
3

6
6

Each—s. d.

Marquis de Murat ... 5
Mathurin Regnier ... 5
Pauline Lansezeur ... 5
Poeonia 5
Souvenir de la Reine d'An-

gleterre 7
Trioraphed'Avranches ... 5
Thomphe de 1' Exposition 7

BOURBON.
ImpeVatrice Eugenie ... 7 6 | Marquis de Balbiano

One plant each of the above for 41. 5s.

HYBRID PERPETUAL-Or.DEB Varieties.

6

6

* •• 7 6

• t •

Amandine ...

Auguste Mie
Baronne Hallez ...

Caroline de Sansalles
C»rate de Nanteuil
Duchess of Norfolk
Duchess d'Orleans
Empereur Napoleon
General Brea

Castellane

w Jacqueminot
Gervais Rouillard

*

Gloire de France ...

Jules Margottin ...

Julie Guinoisseau
Lafontaine
Le Lion des Combats

»»

• • *

* * •

• • •

• • •

• * •

* * -

1

1

1
1

2
2

2
5

2
2
2
1

2
1

3
3
1

6
6
6
6

6
()

6
6
6

6
6
6
6

Lord Raglan 5
Louise Odier 2
Louise Peronny 2

Madame de Cambaceres 3 6
„ Lacour Jurie ... 3 6
,, Phelip 2 6
„ Theodore Martell 3 6

Mrs. Rivers 2
Monsieur Pigeron ... 3

President Menoux ... 3 6
Prince Chipetouzikoff ...2

Prince Leon 2 6
Salvator Rosa 1 6

SouvenirdeLevesonGower2
Triomphe de Paris ...2

William Griffiths 2
N.B.— Plants presented for distant carriage. The usual dis-

count allowed to the Trade.
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

NEW ROSES IN POTS.
BENJAMIN R. CANT bejja to offer the following,

a descriptive Catalogue of which mar b \ had post free on
application ; the plants are exceedingly healthy aud robust, with
shoots 18 inches to 2 feet long.

HYBRID PERPETUAL.
Alphonse Karr
Arthur de Sansal
Docteur Henon...
Ducd'Elchingen
General Pelissier

General Simpson
Joseph Ledechaux
Louise Mas?nan
Madame Knorr
Marquise de Murat
Mathurin Rpgnier

*»«

• «•

tn
• ••

• • •

• > •

• ^

• > •

OS.0d.
7 6
7 6
5
5
5

5
7 6
5
5
5

• - *

• • •

Ornement des Jardins
Pauline Lansezeur
Prince Noir ...

Souvenir de la Reine
d'Aiigleterre

Triomphe de I'Exposi-
tion ...

Triomphe d1 Avranches
Bourbon, Empress Eu-

£nie

10*. (id.

5

5

10 6

10

7

6
6

«#t • • • 7 6

Alfred de Dalmas
Gloire d'Orient

• ? • 5s. Qd.

PERPETUAL MOSS.
... 5s. Qd. I Madame de Villars
... 5

I

12 of my owrn selection from above for 60*., or 21 sorts for 51.

The following at the prices attached, or purchaser's selectii
40*. per dozen ; my own choice 30*. per doz-m.

MOSS.

ion

Comtesse Doriat
Frederic SouUe'

Baron de Wassenaer 3*. (W.
Capitaine Ingraara ... 3

PERPETUAL MOSS.
Madame Edouard Ory 5s. 0d. | Salet

HYBRID PERPETUAL.
• • t

• ••

* • »

Baron Larray ...

Belle Lyonnaise
Comres.se de Turenne
Comtesse Valliant ...

Deuilde F. Willermoz
Emperor Napoleon ...

Ev£que de Meaux ...

Gloire de Vitry
Julie Guinoisseau
Lafontaine ...

Madame de Camba-

Madame de Trotter

3*. 04. Madame Lacour Jurie

* • t

- • *

• t •

* * •

• t

• • *

3
3
3
3
5
3
3
3
3

ft • *

3
3

6
6

6
6

6
6

6
6

6

• • >

. -

.

- • -

• ••

••t

Madame Masson
Madame Place
Madame Theodore

Marcel

Madame Vidot
Marguerite Lecureux
M *xirae

Monsieur Pigeron
Mrs. Standiih...

President Menoux
Raphael

• • •

•

• ft*

• * •

*• • • •
Frilet

Isabelle II

NOISETTE.
Augusta
Polonie Bourdin

BOURBON.
3?. M.
3 6 • ft •

ftjftft

• ••

ft ft I
Auguste Vacher
Blanche deSollevitle...

The following at 205. per dozen :—
MOSS.

D'Areet
Gloire des Mousseuses
L'Eblouissante
Jeanne de Montfort

Marguerite Dubourg...
Omer Pacha ...

CHINA.
55. Qd. Lucullus
8 6

I

TEA.
St, 0d.

J

Louiae de Savoie
3 Madame Maurin

3«. 6/7.

3 6

35. Sd

3s. 6d.

5

3 6

3 6

8 6

3 6

3
3
3
3
3

6

6

3*.

3
6d.

6

35. Qd.

3s. Qd.

3

• ft •

2*. Od.

2 6
2
2

Marie de Blois
Madame Alboni
Princess Alice...
Va idael • ft •

ft m *

• •ft

• • •

•••Alfred Colomb
Alphonse de Lamartine
Auguste Guinoisseau
Baron Heecheren
Baronne de Kermont
Caroline MiUom
C6rds
Cicero
Colonel de Rougemont
Conseiller Jordeuil
Dr. Jamain
Duchess of Norfolk
General Jacqueminot
Gloire de France
Gloire de Parthenay...

HYBRID PERPETUAL.
2.9. Od.

2

• » «

••• • •
• •«

• * *

* •«

• • «

• f •

• ••

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

6
6

• * ft

• ft ft

• • •

* • ft

• ft ft

• ft #

Oer„i„ ra Cri™n^7^°^^^'^°^ J"

105. 6d.

10 6
6

Royal Nursery, Slough.

Francois Herincq
Madame Fon aine

Isis

• ••

« * »

• ••

• «•

Jules Margottin

Madame F. Rigauz
Madame Lacroix
Madame Recamier
Marie de Bourges
Panach6e d'Orleans
Paul Dupny ...

Prince de la Moskwa
Prince Leon ...

Sir John Franklin
Souvenir des Braves ...

Souvenir de Leveson
Gowrer

I Triomphe de Paris
BOURBON.

2/.6U I Prince Albert ...

2 j Heine Hortense
NOTSKTTE.

25. Qd. | Marie Charge
TEA.

25.0<f.

2

25. Qd.

2
2
2

ls.&d.

2

* * m

ft •

2

2

2

2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2

6
6

6
6

6

• ft ft
25. Qd.

2

25. Qd.

Gloire de Dijon ... 2s.6d.
Williams' «verg. climber 1 6

f * *

Ajax
Cerise pourpre

ir
A
J*j

ln Pots a seIect as^rtment of the best older kinds of
Hybrid Perpetual, B.urbnn. Noisette, China, and Tea-scented
Roses from 12». to 15$. per dozen.
Carriage paid to any station on the Eastern Counties Railway.

St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

Established 1305.
CARNATIOMS, PICOTEES, AND PINKS

YOUELL and CO/S collection of the above de.
served ly favourites is probably the most ex-ensivein th"

Trade, and having for a series of years paid especial attention
their cultivation, introducing the best of the newest varietioa *tvarieties. they
are enabled to offer them at the following prices for fine s'trn
well-rooted plants.

on8

• • ft

• ••

• ft ft

• •ft

• • •

••ft

a.

18
'24

12

18

d.

per
... 9 o

winter.—W*

Pi

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEEg.
12 pairs of fine kinds by name
12 „ extra fine „

Fine old Clove Carnations, per dozen pairs
Fine Whife „ „ „
Finest mixed Border Carnations and Picotees,

dozen pairs

TREE CARNATIONS, flowering summer anl
have now to offer a very choice collection of this beautiful
class at 18s. per dozen.

PINKS.—The finest first-class show Pinks, by name, 9s. to 12s
per dozen pairs.

„ Fine mixed border ditto, 6s. par dozen pairs.
All Orders of 21. and upwards are delivered Carriage Free to

London, Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to any Railway Station
within 150 miles of the Nursery.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

JOHN and CHARLES LEE beg; to offer fine healthy
well grown plants of the following, which they can recommend

as desirable additions to every collection :

—

STOV£ PLANTS.
SONERILA MARGAR1TACEA, a lovely neat dwarf

plant, with pure white spors on the leaves

BEGONIA SEMPERFLORKNS S aNDERSI, veiy showv
„ ZANTHINA MARMOREA ) finelymarked

GANDAVENSIS ] foliage, e»c'i

RONDELETIA ANOMALA, quite new and very beautiful,

like a Bouvardia; flowers richest vermillion with yellow
eve

RHEXIA GLANDULOSA, new; fine" large" blue'flower\
like Pleroma elegans

CENTRADENIA SKINNERI, a new and beautiful white
varietv, with good foliage

THYRSACANTHUS RUTILANS, very elegant, produc-
ing numerous pendant spikes of bright red flowers

MEDINELLA MAGN1FICA, strong seedlings, in large

Dv |)OlS .!• .*« **• ••• #*» •*• ••* Mf

NERIANDRA SUBERECTA, fine yellow, flowers in a
STUil I Sl&t6 .,, ... ... ... ... , ## tm

IPOMCEA HORSFALLI, the most splendid of its class ...

APHELANDRA LEOPOLDI, regular white stripes on the

leaves; flowers bright yellow, beautiful

„ PORTEAN A, leaves irregularly blotched
white, flowers deep orange, splendid

CROTON VARIEGATUM {true), the best broad-leaved
variety ...

HIBISCUS ALBA PLENA, new
HABROTHAMNUS HUGELII, new
i ANNA WARSCEWICZI, v«ry showy ...

GESNERIA DONKELAARI, a noble hybrid
SCUTELLARIA VILLOSA, a fine scarlet

CROTON DISCOLOR, under side of leaves deep crimson
IXORA ALBA (rue), fine large trusses and very free

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
ACROPHYLLUM VENOSUM, beautiful long spikes of

cream-coloured flowers, strong plants

BORONI A DRU MMOND1, elegant foliage and bright pink

• * •

• ••

• • ft

• ••

*ft«

• • •

• ••

ftftft

• •ft

ft t ft

ft » ft

• *

• ••

s.d.

7 6
36

50

10 6

10 6

10 6

36

76

76
50

50

#• *

50
36
86
50
10 6
36
10 6

76

10 6

• • *

t « ft ft • •

* • f

• • *

3s. 6 /. to

2s. Sd. to

ft •

• ft ft

• ft*

• «t

* t •

ftftft

50
50
7 6

26

• ••

• •ft

t * <

10 6
50
36
31

26
3 6

50
50

50
36

. •

10 6

10 6

50
36

26

90
13

flowers; keeps well through winter

,, SERRULAT A, neat specimens
REJARTA OZSTUANS ...

FABIANA VIOLACEA-
CH A MiEROPS PALMETTO, a fine hardy Palm from

North America
PIMELEA LORAINEANA, new and fine

G NIDI A, good
STATICE HALFORDI, the finest of its class

HYDRANGEA JAPONICA VARI EGATA, highly orna-

mental Is. 6J. to

„ FLORE PLENO, n^ and distinct

GREVILLEA ROSEA, very free, produces a perfect mass
of deep rose-coloured flowers ... 3s. 6i. to

VACCINIUM CARACASSINUM, new
NERIUM SPLENDENS GIGANTEUM, a large and

splendid variety
CAMPANULA PRIMULiEFOLIA, verv neat foliage

AZALEA INDICA LEEAN A. pure white, of good sub-

stance and perlect form. First-class Certificate at Gore
House 10*. 6d. to 42

„ ADMIRATION, white ground with crimson
flakes, fine form and very true ; superb
„ CRITERION, variegated salmon white and

crimson, fine form and very free; superb
BERBERIS NEUBERTI, a line new hybrid ; hardy

„ J AMESON I, very sc tree; hardy

PAMPAS GRASS.
• One of the most ornamental plants recently intro-

duced, producing large tussacks or tu'ts of elegant droop-

ing leaves, 6 or 8 feet long, ami numerous flower stalks

8 or 9 feet high, surmounted by large silvery plumes ...

VARIEGATED LEAF GERANIUMS.
THE FLOWER OF THE DAY, a universal favourite,

and too well known to require description, per dozen ...

THE MOUNTAIN OF LIGHT, ditto, per dozen

ATTRACTION, like the Flower of the Day; but with the

additional attraction of a scarlet horse-shoe, per dozen 42 U

SILVER KING, silver-edged leaves and deep scarlet

flowers, per dozen
i*!*

MRS. LENNOX, a giant variety of the Mountain of Light,
q

per dozen ... ... ... •• ••• ,t /.

SILVER QUEEN, good variegated foliage, each ... ...
a °

BRILLIANT, irregular variegation, deep scarlet fio*erS'

s40
dwarf, very free and good, per dozen

.

••• *

GOLDEN CHAIN, fine foliage, slow growth, narrow crun-

son flowers ;
good for edging, per dozen 1&»- t0 **

ODORATA VARIEG ATA. variegated Prince of Orange,

very good; strong plants, per dozen •••

LADY PLYMOUTH, good variegation, useful for edgings, ^

per dozen
CONIFEROUS PLANTS.

THUJA GIGANTE A, a noble hardy tree of gT6»t

beauty; introduced 1855. Strong plants ... I0-.6d.jo ^i

THUJA DONlANA, the most elegant of the tribe ... 5*. to w «

THUJOP3IS BOREALIS, very graceful and quite

hardy 7s.6d.to wo
BIOTA GLAUCA, a very neat glaucous Arborvita? •••

PINUS JEFFREVI, new and very distinct, one year

seedlings
BEARDSLEYI, new, one year seedlings ... -
TUBERCULATA. very ornamental, 1 year seedlings

SABINIAN A. strong plants „ r

BENTHAMIANA,* distinct and fine species, tnre-
^ Q

years seedlings
PONDEROSA, scarce, two years seedlings ...

ABC H ASIC A. new and scarce, two vearssf.edlm„s

PODOCARPUSCHILINA. distinct ... Ws. 6d >said woe
•

„ NUBIGEN A „ .- 10*. 6*. f _
hft™^ 10 6

LIBOCEDRUS CHILI EN *IS, from^eed ...
*•**•* *

JUNIPERU3 SINENSIS LEE AN US, a great acquisition

for terraces, and forming a noble uoright column about^ _
g

1 foot in diame ter

NURSERY AND SEED KS 1ABL13HMENT,

HammersmitlL

7

ft

tf

it

tt

ft

• *

t *

6

7 6

36
7 6

10 6

76
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FIRST-RATE DAHLIAS FOR 1355-

J KEYNES' ANNUAL CATALOGUE (Illustrated,

• see Turner's Florist) contains the best selected List of the

above, and will be sent ou desire. Plants will be ready as usual

the first week in May.
P.S. The party who printed th« abore Catalogues never having

printed any before, wishes to expl iin the nature of the Illustra-

tions. He states, the man looking over the gate is Making after

all the first-rate fl >wers that were offered in 1855, wondering they

are not in J. Kbvnf-s Catalogue. The Nondescript at the end is

anew Dahlia Poker (about to be patented), by which a skilful

dresser is enabled to make a second class flower look equal to a

first. The windmill is a puff, and so are many advertisements,

and he wishes the public not to believe even all there may be

stated in the Catalogue. The Typographical error (the omission

of a commaj, he trusts will not put a full stop to the sale of the

flowers. Castle Street, Salisbury, April 19.

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
TO NoBLRMStf AND GeSTLKMES' PLANTING NEW PLEA8URK
Grounds, oa Improving Parks or Drives, and to Com-
panies Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries.

TTTT SKIRVING b»gs to offer his extensive Stock of
V V • TREES and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either

for immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where
smaller sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition

to his general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrub-,

which is allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this

season offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most
valuable Trees latelv introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRI-
CATA and CEDRUS DEODARA, of various sizes, from 1 to 6 ft.

W. S. invites any one wanting considerable quantities of

Specimen Trees and Shrubs to inspect his collection and obtain

prices on the spot, as the mere height of such trees (as quoted in

lists) gives no idea of the value of well grown select plants for

choice situations.

N.B. A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped
plants of the Araucaria iinbrlcata andCedrus Deodara have been
grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to gre.it dis-

tances in this country, or to any part abroad.
Priced Lists will be sent on application.

ESSRS. J. and H. BROWN offer the following

CHOICE PLANTS, which they will forward to any part.

J3 Azaleas, new hardy Belgian varieties, one of a sort, by s. d.

name, on their own roots ...

25 Azaleas, American varieties, do. do
Hardy Heaths, Ledums, and Kalmias, per dozen

25 Hardy American Plants, one of a sort, by name
12 Rhododeudrons, including scarlet, white, and rose

Fine hardy scarlet Rhododendrons, 1 to 2 feet, per dozen 15
New yellow Rhododendrons, in pots, each ... 35. 6d. to 5
Cedar of Lebanon, 2 to 3 feet, well grown, per doz., 12s. to 13
Cedrus Deodara, and other choice Coniferse (see List).

6 Fine hardy Magnolias, one of a sort

50 Dwarf Roses, two of a sort, on own roots

Wistaria sinensis, strong plants, each
White and yellow Jasmine and Honeysuckle for edging,

per dozen ... •••

Clematis azurea, per dozen
Climbing Roses, per dozen

• • •

*••

• ••

- •

20
16
6
10
12

• - *

* * -

• •

• ftft

• t f

• • •

*• t

*t«

•

* *

• * »

• * •

• ••

•ft 9

10
15
3

6
12
6

Greenhouse Azaleas, best new vara., per dozen .. 125. to 18
30
45
40
16
3
6

6

6

6

6

• • • • f •

• I

t • *

*••

• » *

• •

tM • •

12
10
10

Camellias, fine sorts, well set with buds, per dozen
>0 Choice Greenhouse Plants, one of a sort

12 Orchidea Plants, one of a sort, fine species

24 Choice Ericas, one of a sort

Fine Pampas Grass, each
6 new sorts Mimulus, very fine early flowering

Calceolarias and Cinerarias, blooming plants, per dozen 12

Fine New Double White,Pinkand Blush Peonies, p. doz. 8
12 Phlox, new French and Belgian Perennial varieties ...

25 Hardy Herbaceous Plants, by nam**
Carnations, Yellow Picotees, and Pinks, per dozen

FRUIT TREES.
Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, Plums, and Cherries.

Fine Apples, Figs, Medlars, Quinces, and Walnuts, each
Fine Gooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries, per doz.

Filberts, new, thin shelled, and red skinned, per dozen
Strong Vines from eyes, and layers in pots, per dozen... 18
Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, and Cherries,

grown for pot culture, per dozen .. ... 18
Choice Flower Seeds, 18 papers, 55. ; 40 do., 10s., free by post.

New General Catalogue of Plants for 1856 free by post.

Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London, April 19.

6

6

2
3
4

MR. T. LINDEN, of Brussels, respectfully informs
the lovers of new Exotic Plants and the Trade that he has

made an arrangement with Messrs. E.G. Hbndebsoj* & Son,

Nurserymen, Wellington Road, St. John's Wood, London, aban-

doning to them his right of selling in England his LOCHERlA
MAGNIFICA, TYDJEA AWABILIS, CUPHEA EMINENS,
and GONOCALYX PULCHER, and that in consequence he

could not accept any orders on these four Plants tor Great

Britain; but at the same time he begs to offer his other new
introductions, and among them the most remarkable

C VLYPTRAR1A H^MANTHAf
MARANTA PARDINA ...

METALLICA
CH-fiTOGASTRA LINDENIANA

Sec. 9cc. Ac,
all of which are now ready to be sent out.

His new Catalogue for 1856 may be had on application to

Messrs. Bet£i.vm & Buackith, Cox and Hammond's Quays,
Lower Thames Street, London.
The usual allowance to the Trade when three Plants are

ordered. •

i

III

• »

• P •

'*•

•••

245. to 40s.

405.

24j.

125.

pOUEIGN SEED ORDERS.—Plymouth is admir-
l ably situated for the ex^wuion and transmission of Forkiox
Orders. The Subscribers have during the p lat season forwarded
Seeds to Australia, Nkvt Zealand, United States, Cavada,
India. Malta, Francb, Austria, Portitoal, Ioniw Island-,
M adeiua. Gambia, China, Capkof Goon Hope. Prince Edward's
Island, Balaklava in the Crim a, and within the Inst week
they hav^ supplied some Russian Okkukus (lately quartered in

Plym >uth), to take to their native country.

The following letter has just been received from a Nurseryman
in Austrawa, and is important in showing that by careful and
proper packing. Seeds will travel tfwusands of miles, ani through
the Tropics to >, without injury.

* The case of Seeds you sent me arrived in excellent

condition, and tliey are all growing wel!
f
and

9 fro7n every

appearance, I should have supposrd that they Iiad only

travelled a sliort distance instead of so many thousands
of miles. This I consider is owing to their being well

ripoied and dried, and carefully and properly
packed. 1 have to tender my bed thanks to you for your
attention in doing so, for generally seeds tJtat are sent out

to this Colony are destroyed owing to their getling damp
on the passage."

Our plan of packing succeeds admirably, and all the letters

from our Foreign Correspondents tell the same tale. All Foreign
Orders will be attended to with promptness and care.

William E. Rendle & Co., Foreign and Export Seed Mer-
chants, Plymouth.

C H O I C t S £ c. u a .

BASS and BROWN'S 25th Annual Edition of their
SEED CATALOGUE contains everything which can be

desired of the choicevst new and other Vegetable and Flower
Seeds. Copies supplied on application.

ASSORTED COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS.
These collections comprise only the best in cultivation, and for

quality are not to be surpassed.
Collection No. 1. (20 quarts Peas, and all other Vege-

tables in proportion), for 1 year's supply £3
Collection No. 2. in reduced proportions 2
Coll^crion No. 3. do. 1

Collections for small Gardens 10$. Sd. and
For any sorts of Vegetable Seeds not wished for, enlarged

quantities of others sent to make up the amount. For Lists of
the Collections see Catalogue.

A FEW NEW AND SELECT FLOWER SEEDS.
For an abridged list of about 100 varieties of these, see Adver-

tisements in the Gardeners' Chronicle of Feb. 2d, page 78, and
Feb. 16 th, page 109.

Smith's New Balsams, 6 varieties, separate ... 2s. 6d.

„ „ in larger packets, mixed 2s.

FLOWER SEEDS.—BEST ASSORTMENTS.
Free by post, with instructions for culture, &c. The Cata-

logue gives colours, heights, months of flowering, hardiness,

6
15

- * *

• ••

• «•

duration, with prices per packet of each, &c.
10 ) var-i. select 6howy Annuals, including newest
50 van*., 8s 6d. ; 30 vars., 5/. 6d ; 20 vars. ...

20 var-t. best dwarf Annuals, large packets, for filling beds
on lawns, &c, 7s. &I. ; 12 vars

20 vars. choice Greenhouse Annuals, including new, 75. Qd.
;

1Z » aio* • •• • •• • •• • •• *** ••• *•»

20 vara, choice Greenhouse perennials, including new,
L**8i tKl. j 1— YftrS. ### m i« B , ## ,. # ,, #

20 vars. hardv biennials and perennials, including new,
7s. 6d.; 12 vars.

CHOICE IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS,
IN SEPARATE COLOURS, VERY FINE AND DOUBLE.

30 superb vars. dwarf German Stock, 55.; 15 var^.

Choice mixed do. packets, 6<i. and 1$. ; new pale sulphur
Fine dwarf carmine, 6d.; new White Hybrid
8 superb vars. new large flowering Stocks

s.

15
4

d.

f 1

1

6

5

7 6

5

fll

3$. 0J.

M

• • •

• • *

• ••

• ft «

ft * t
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" • »

• • •
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• * • • *t

1
1

2
1

2 6
3 6
1

2
2
3
2 6
3
3
4

New large Chamois, 6d. ; new white dwf. Wall-leaved, Qd. k 1

12 superb vars. Wall-leaved or Prussian
15 superb vars. Autumn Brompton ..

Fine scarlet doM 6d. and Is.; mixed fine, Qd. and
6 superb vars. Perpetual Emperor, blooming three times

4% V CHI * ## %mm « # , f |» ### f##; ##>#

4 superb vars. n*w large flowering do
24 superb vars. quilled and striped Asters, 55.; 12 vars.
12 superb vars. Globe flowering do.

16 superb vara. Pyramidal, do.

10 superb vars. Bouquet double dwarf do. ...

8 superb vars. Pseony-flowered French do. (Tmffaut's)...

Also superb imported Wallflower, Larkspur, Balsam, Siuecioor
Jac )boea,Cockscomb, Zinnia, and man? others. See Catalogue, p.46.

FINEST LAWN GRASS SEEDS.
These include the finest dwarf and compact species best adapted

for the purpose, Is. 3d. per lh. Quantities not under 1 peck, 18*. per
bushel. Ttie quantity required for new Lawns is 2£ bushels.

ROOTS FOR EARLY SPRING PLANTING.
Anemones, Ranunculus, Gladioli. Iris Germanica, Lilium,

Tritonia aurea, Tigridia, Oxalis, Achimenes, Gloxinia, and a
great variety of other roots. See Catalogue, page 57 and 5S.

Goods Carriage Frre (not under 20*.) to all the London
termini and all stations on the Colchester line between London
and Norwich.

Catalogues for the season to the present time sent free for

threepenny stamps.—Post-office orders payable to Bass & Brown,
or to Stbphbn Brown, Sudbury Post Office.

BASS 4 BROWN, Seed and Horticultural Establishment,
Sudhurv, Suffolk.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SON
WILL shortly send out their NEW CATALOGUE for the present Season, and beg to inform parties who

have not hitherto favonred them with orders, that the same can be had poat free on application. This useful book should

be in the possession of ev«»ry practical Gardener and Amateur : the care bestowed in compiling and arranging descriptions of upwards
of 500 Stove, 700 Greenhouse, and 1000 Miscellaneous Plants, will render it an interesting guide, equally suitable for reference or

perusal. In addition to the above-mentioned descriptions, it contains short and select Lists of all novelties of note at present in

cultivation, discarding those that have been found not to answer the expectations of their cultivators, and retaining only such
varieties as they can confidently recommend.

A Coloured Plate representing a group of Nine new Plants will be publishedfwith above, and can be had post free for 12 stamps.

CRYSTAL PALACE SCARLET.—The qualities of this new
bedding Dahlia are such that henceforth no garden with but
half a dozen flower beds will be complete without it. It fills up
thar void so long felt by many, via., the having a bed compos d
of largw bold flowers, brilliant in colour, profuse bloomers, and
of dwarf hahit. This Dahlia posatsses all the above requisites

;

it will, therefore, be easily imagined how smaller ani more
-diminutive flowers are lost beside it, added to which, it is one of

the easiest plants to preserve throughout the winter, and can be
propagated in spring by dividing the roots in the same way as an
ordinary herbaceous plant. Persons in the habit of visiting the
Crystal Palace last season must have been struck with the noble
eftVec the Dahlia there made when pegged down, but this

variety from its dwarfness of growth will not require such care;

and those who have had the pleasure of viewing the noted

gardens of Tedworth House last summer, will b • able to appre-

DAHLIA (Dwarf Bedding).
| ciate the following particulars given of it by the able superin-
tendent there, Mr. Sanders.

* In colour this beautiful dwarf Dihlia'is equal to the most
glowing scarlet»Geranium. The floorers are of a medium size,very
double and full to the centre, of very compact habit, its growth
averaging one ani a half feet, and having line dark leaves which
contrast admirably with the brilliant colour of the flower. It

commences flowering early in July throwing up large quantities

of flowers together, and remains one perfect sheet or bloom until

cut off by the autumn frosts. As a bedding plant it will stand
pre-eminent, and will be found unequalled for the decoration of
the flower garden during the autumnal months; another and not
leas excellent quality of this plant is, that neither rain or sun-
shine have any effect on its brilliancy."

Plants can be had in May, 5s. each.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.
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SPLENDID NEW SCARLET DELPHINIUM
DELPHINIUM CARDINAL E.

MESSRS VEITCH and SON, of the Exotic
Xursbktcs, Chelsea and Exeter, have much pleasure in

announcing that thev aro now prepared to execute orders for

DELPHINIUM CAKDINALK. a new and rare introduction
of remarkable beauty, pos*es*ini{ a colour hitherto unknown in

the genus to which it belong. It was figured in the " Botanical
Magazine" for December, 18>6, and described by Sir William J.
Hooker in the following terms.

We have now the pleasure of making known a species of
Delphinium equalling if not surpassing any other in size and
symmetry of the pi mt, and excelling in the brillitncy of colour
of the flower, ad that as rich a scarlet as cm well be looked
upon. It is one of the many mveliies selected by Mr. William
Lobb in California, and introduced to <>ur gardens by Messrs.
Veitch & Son, f the Exeter and Chelsea Kxotic Nurseries.
Treated as a hirdy perknnial it cannot fail to be a great
favourite with all lovers of handsome flowers."

Good established plants, IDs. Qd. each, with one over on
three to the trade. Special terms to the trade per dozen, or in
larger numbers, may be had upon application.—April 19.

O ORT1CULTURAL SOCl KTY OF LONDON,
*^*-

21, RKaiwr Strrkt, April, 1856.

It having b*en Resolved at a SPECIAL GENERAL MEET-
ING of the FELLOWS that the GARDEN at CHISW1CK
should be relinquished, unless a sum sufficient to maintain it

shall have been SUBSCRIBED before the FIRST of MAY;
and the COUNCIL having hxed the sum to be so raised at

£5000, a SUBSCRIPTION has been opened upon the under-

standing that no DONATIONS will be called for unless the

whole sum of £5000 shall have been Subscribed, or thereabouts.

Gentlemen intending to Subscribe are requested to communicate
their intentions to the Secretary.

The following Subscriptions have been already announced:

—

His Grace the Duke of Devonshire, President
His Grace the Duke of Northumberland, V.P.

j

James Gadesden, Esq.
Rev. W. L. Harcourt
Col. Ghalloner
Sir Jos. Pax ton, MP.
J. J. Blandr, Esq.
Rev. W. L. B. Hawkins
Mr. James Veitch, Jan.
Mr. J. Spencer
Dr. Royle, Secretary ...

W.Wilson Saunder^Eaq , Treasurer
Sir S. M. Peto, Bart....

Sir Philip Egerton, Bart., M.P. ...

R. Hutton, Esq
Right Hon. Lawrence Sulivan
J. M. Srrachan

r
Esq.

H.G. Bohn, Esq. ...

The Honourable Mrs. Vernon Harcourt
Nathaniel Lindley, Esq.
J. A. Good, Esq.
Mr. Glendinning
Mr. Cock
C. Wentworth Dilke, Esq.
C. R. Warner, Esq....

Mr. Pontey ...

Mr. James Veitch
Messrs. James Veitch & Co.

H on, W. F. Stranpways
T. B. Simpson, Esq.
K*rt of Ilchester

Mrs. Chntfield,76, Sloaue Street
Joseph Mitrtineau, Esq.
Charles Druce

r
Esq.

Robert A. Hornby, Esq.
Charles Leach, Esq.
General Charles Fox
Alex. Oswald, Esq.
Sir Oswald Mosley, Bart....

Earl Spencer
H. Behrens, Esq., Travemiinde*
Walter Ewer, Esq. ...

Alex. Druce, Esq. ...

George Wood, Esq....

Rev. Frederick Beadon
S. Ruefcpr, Esq.
The Lord Bishop of Winchester
C. Loddiges, Esq. ...

Edmund Johnston. Esq.
Right Hon. W. F. Tighe...
J. B. Glegg, Esq.
J. C. Stevens, Esq.
John Ames, Esq.
Sir T. T. Drake, Bart.
Col. Gold
A.R. Stewart, Esq....

E. A. Brande, Esq. ...

Sir Henry Lambert, Bart.
H.J. Grant, Esq. ...

Robert Hanbury, Esq.
John Luscombe, Esq.
George Thomas Davy, Esq.
John R. Reeves, Esq.
Wilkinson Dent, Eaq.
Edward Rosher, Esq.
Beriah Botfield, Esq.
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HerGrace theDuchesaDowagerofNorthumberland 50
• ot

• *•
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R. H. Solly, Esq.
W. H. Solly, Esq. ...

The Viscount Downe
Countess de Salis ...

J. T. Brooks, Esq. ...

Joseph Rigby, Esq....

Rev. Dr. Pinckney ...

Baroness Windsor ...

The Right Hon. Sir Robert Peel, Bart...

J. R. Gowen, Esq
21, Regent Street, April 17, 1856 .
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100

100
50
20
26 6
25
10 10
10 10
10 10
5 5
10 10
21
20
10
20
20
20
10 10

10
5 5

10 10

10 10
10 10

21
5 5
10
10 10
10 10
15
5 5

25
1 1

20
io io
5
6 5
10
10
10
50
100
10 10

5 5
2 2
10
21
20
10 10
10
10
10
5 5
10 10
10
5
5 5
20
10
15
10 10
5

50
50
50
5 5
10 10

d50
21
6 5
10
10 10
5 5
5 5
10 10
5 5
50
20

* See Mr. Behrens' letter in another column.
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MEETIxN'GS FOR THE ENSUING WEIK.
TciiDii, April 23-Horticultural , 3 F.B.

Does any one remember a hardy herbaceous

plant, of no mean beauty, once called Chrysanthe-

mum coccincum, and afterwards Pyrethj-um carneum f
—a bright green tufted thing, with rose-coloured

flower heads as large as a halfcrown, and leaves not
unlike Chamomile, for which reason it is called on
the continent Camomille rouge. Some will doubt-
less call it to mind ; while others can find it figured

in the 1080th plate of the Botanical Magazine, or

in the 1024th of the Botanical Register. It is one
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of those pretty ornament* of gardens which the

rage for Verbenas and Pelargoniums and other
u bedding stuff " has driven out of general cultiva-

tion. In the gardens of Belgium and Germany it

is still preserved and thus may be readily recovered,

as we doubt not it will be after we shall have said

something of its curious history.

It appears that eastern like western nations are

tormented by Fleas—the former rather more than
the latter, if travellers are to be credited—saving
always the Pyrenean shepherds who are so happy
as to sleep in a sheepskin sack, and who appreciate
better than any others the meaning of a bag of fleas.

Now there are certain plants which possess, we dare
hardly say deserve, the reputation of being what an
ingenious French writer calls pulicifuges, by which
he means repellent of fleas. One of our common
road-side plants is called Fleabane (Inula Pulicaria),
which same, says Dodoens, an old Flemish herbalist,
" laid, strowed, or burned in any place driveth away
all venomous beasts and killeth gnats and flees."

We are also assured by a certain Prof. Cantraixk
that the common Oxeye Daisy (Chrysanthemum
Lcucanthemum), which whitens the meadows of

slovenly farmers in early autumn, is used in Bosnia
and Dalmatia, mixed with the litter of their

domestic animals, as a specific against such un-
pleasant visitors. In fact, the Professor was sur-
prised to find so few fleas considering the dirty

habits of the people. Prof. Morren confirmed the
fact of the Oxeye Daisy being pulicifugous by his

own personal experience at Liege,

i^ Hence it may be inferred that fleas have a prejudice
against Pulicaria and Leucanthemum, which they
manifest by declining to associate with those plants.

But it seems that Caucasian, Persian, and
Koordixh fleas have a still worse enemy in the
beautiful red Pyrethrum to which we referred in

the beginning of the present article. M. Duchartre
has brought this to our recollection by announcing
in the last number of the Flore des Scrres that
Persian flea powder, prepared from its flower heads,
" not only causes the death of all sorts of disagree-
able or injurious insects, but when distilled yields a
spirit, of which a small quantity mixed with water
may be used with the greatest success in the open
air or in greenhouses against greenfly, house flies, &c,
without doing the least injury to plants." We know
not whether this is the Poudre mismaque* adver-
tised in the Paris newspapers as effectual for such
purposes. What is certain is that a powder of
Pyrethrum is very largely used as a flea-bane among
the nations of Western Asia.

^
Concerning this powder some curious details are

given by Mr. Henry Galeotti in the Journal d?Hor-
ticulture de Belgique. He assures us that since its

• energetic properties have been discovered it is

largely cultivated in various circles and govern-
ments of Southern Russia. It begins to flower there
in June and lasts for more than a month. In dry
weather the flower heads are hand-plucked, and a
good collector will obtain from 30 to 80 lbs. of the
wild flowers daily. They should be dried in the
shade, care being taken to stir them frequently;
this operation takes three or four days. Mr. Ga-
leotti adds that 1000 lbs. weight of fresh flowers are
required to produce a single pound of dried ones ;

which is evidently some misprint ; for he adds that
in Transcaucasia above 40,000 kilos of the powder are
manufactured annually for consumption in Russia,
which, if the loss by drying were such as he repre-
sents, would require 80 millions of pounds weight
of fresh flowers.

Five-and-thirty tons of this flea powder are manu-
factured annually for Russian use in Transcaucasia
alone. Such we are assured by Baron Folkersahm,
a Russian noble,f from whom M. Galeotti seems to
have obtained his information, is the fact ; and we
recommend it to the attention of statisticians, who
may possibly be able to calculate the number of
bushels of fleas which 35 tons of flea powder will
kill. This gentleman adds that more than 20
villages in the district of Alexandropol are occu-
pied with the cultivation of the Red Camomile,
whose powder he assures his readers will preserve
them from fleas, will kill flies, gnats, and lice, and
destroy the maggots which breed in the wounds of
domestic animals. When winged creatures are to
be dealt with the powder is to be mixed with any
substance which they like, such as sugar when house
mes are to be killed. M. Folkersahm is also of
opinion that if further experience should demon-
strate the efficacy of the Pyrethrum against other
sorts of insects, it would be easy for everybody who
has_a garden to grow enough of it to kill all the

[April 19, 1856
insects which ravage his crops. We answer for it

that if it would only repel the Gooseberry cater-
pillar gardeners would be satisfied.

The discovery of this drug is said to be quite
modern. " An Armenian merchant called Sumbitoff,
while travelling in southern Asia, remarked that
the inhabitants employed some kind of powder to
protect themselves from the stings of insects.
Having discovered that the Red Pyrethrum yielded
this powder he, on his return to his own country,
communicated the secret to his son and taught him
how to know the plant. The son, having fallen
into bad circumstances, set to work to manufacture

|
pulicifugall' powder, and made much money by

it ; his selling price in 1818 having been 2,5 roubles
(about 41. sterling) the pood, or 2s. a pound."

There is no doubt that the Russian flea powder
is the same as that Pire-ot ;

, of which samples have
been sent from Erzroum to the museum at Kew, by
our invaluable correspondent Henry H. Calvert,
Esq., with the following memorandum :

—

" Pire-oti (which means Flea-wort) is exported
from Koordistan to various parts of Turkey, for the
destruction of fleas, which it certainly accomplishes
most effectually. It suffices to strew some of the
powder inside a bed or over a sofa or carpet to kill

or drive the intruders away. The English and
French officers made an excellent use of this drug
in the Turkish barracks ! I have not yet been able
to ascertain the plant from which it is obtained ; I

thought it was a Pulicaria from the similarity of
smell of the dried pulverised leaf, but a native tells
me that such is not the case, and he described to
me a plant with a white flower, yellow disk, and
divided leaf, which leads me to think the Pire-oti is

a Matricaria or Anthemis. I believe the two
samples of Pire-oti are more or less adulterated, for
I have seen some much stronger in smell, but I could
not find better qualities for you."
We think ourselves able to say with certainty

that the Pire'-oti is the ground half ripe flower heads
of Pyrethrum carneum, for in one of Mr. Calvert's
samples there still remained some unground fruit,
which we are unable to distinguish from that plant.
At all events it seems that the plant spoken of by
Messrs. Folkersahm and Galeotti is that species,
if the figures in the Flore des Serres (ix. t. 917)
represent it. As for P. roseum, we have never seen
it in cultivation; for the plant so called in the
Botanical Register, t. 1024, is certainly P. carneum,
as De Candollf. pointed out. It is to the latter
that those who wish to try experiments with flea
powder must have recourse : and we promise them
that if it do not kill fleas it will at least prove a very
gay ornament of their flower garden.

New Plants.
*v,. ^.ia "»*«*, womann. liireoudia rotat*.

Klotz&ch Bcgon., p. 91.
^^

Picked by Mr. Gordon out of some Epidendmnv
roots received by the Horticultural Society from M?
Botteri. It forms a stout short-stemmed plant witik
great triangular herbaceous stipules, deep green diktat
leaves with oblique sinuously incised oval shin'
leaflets, pale beneath and thinly covered there with
long rufous hairs which spread over the stalklets and
collect in a dull purple collar at the apex of the petiole
thence straggling sparingly down the petiole itself
The flowers are bright rose colour, in a close dicho
tomous hairy panicle. The petals are two to each
flower, male or female, firm and orbicular. The wines*
of the fruit are nearly semicircular, one bein* aboS
twice as large as the other two. This is a pretTy addi.
tion to the genus, its firm dark green shining leares
giving variety to the somewhat monotonous foliaee of
the race. 6

168. Thuicbergia laurifolia.
T. omnino glabra, caule volubili, foliis oblongis acuminatis obso-

lete dentatis baai trinerviis, floribus geminis pedunculo communi pedicellis aequali, bracteis valde convexis basi gibbis apice
obliquis acutis fauce duplo brevioribus, calyce truncate integernmo glanduloso, corolla? lobis subrotun'dis sub*qualibm
fauci inlundibulari sequalibus, antheris villosis omnibus ica>-
quali-bicalcaratis.

This is a noble twining stove plant, for our knowledge
of which we are indebted to Messrs. James Veitch &
Son. With larger and finer flowers than T. grandi-
flora it associates smooth, firm, rather shining leaves
from 4 to 6 inches long. The corolla, which is ultra-
marine blue with a whitish throat, measures nearly 2$
inches in diameter, although the plant before us is far
from being in vigorous health. It is perfectly distinct
from T. grandiflora in the form and surface of the
leaves, which are neither angular nor harsh with hair^
and its flowers are considerably finer. Its native
country is uncertain.

It is evident that the directors of the Crystal
Palace intend to occupy themselves seriously with
Horticultural exhibitions. The immense quantity
of covered space at their disposal gives them faci-
lities unknown elsewhere, and of those facilities
they are determined to avail themselves.
We have now before us the plan of the ensuing

Horticultural Campaign. There is to be a meeting,
lasting for one day only, in May ; another is to last
for two successive days in June ; and a third, ex-
tended over three successive days, is announced for
September. At these three meetings prizes of the
aggregate value of more than 23501. are offered, and
the amount may be increased. Of this large sum
about 1650/. is applied to flowers, 600/. to fruit,
and 105/. to what are called "Amateurs' and
Cottagers' classes " in September.

In general the rules are framed upon those of the
Horticultural Society, and being the result of long
experience, may be expected to work well; but
considering the means at the disposal of the Crystal
Palace Company they might be, and probably will
be, improved. Moreover to be effectual they must be
strictly enforced.

One thing in particular strikes us as being unskil-
fully explained. Each exhibitor is furnished with
a form in which he is to state in writing, five clear
days before the exhibition, " the average diameter
of the objects to be exhibited." Now among those
objects are cut flowers, Potatoes, Onions, Pine
Apples and other fruits, and collections of produce.
Surely it is not intended to ask for the average
diameter of Cherries, Plums, Carrots, Dahlias, and
Asters. Wecannotsuppose that anv such information
is needed; and we are quite sure it will never be
furnished. Something else is evidently intended,
and that something should be clearly pointed out, or
the managers of the exhibitions will find themselves
involved in endless misunderstandings.

fardf cLnii?
UteALes Punaises, puce«, fourmis, pucerons, ca-

ftJfiSr^^S^^il^il^ B°itt» de 2 i 20 fr. On traire a

There is now on private view, at 14, Newman
Street, the bark of a portion of the trunk ot
Wellingtonia, stripped off the wood at 20 feet from
the surface. The specimen is 20 feet in diameter
inside the bark, and gives an idea of this stupendous
tree, such as no drawing or description can convey.

ON THE INFLUENCE OF THE STOCK UPON
THE GRAFT.

The raiser of a new and remarkable variety of the
Pear increases it, in the first place, to a limited extent?
in order to study its nature and productions before he
proceeds to propagate it on an extensive scale. But in

doing this, as in the case of every other fruit tree, there
are certain principles which must be followed to insure
success and the future good condition of the variety
propagated. One of these principles forms the subject

of the present article. It is founded on facts, and sup-
ported by observations which every amateur might
make for himself, either on his own trees or in the

nurseries. In fact, from a series of observations made
on a considerable number of trees, the conclusion that

the stock has an influence both upon the growth and
productions of the graft may be arrived at. To esta-

blish the truth of this beyond doubt, several specimens
of the same variety grafted upon different kinds of

stocks must be grown in different soils and aspects.

Not only does this influence manifest itself in the vigour
and hardiness of the tree, but also in the quality of the

fruit and the time of its ripening.
On examining the lines of a nursery quarter where

from 25 to 50 stocks of different kinds are budded with

the same variety, it will be seen that after two years*

growth in the same place some of the stocks will be

more vigorous than others of a different origin planted
in the same line. Afterwards, when these stocks are

transplanted into other quarters for training, it will be-

seen that the stocks which grew best in the beginning
continue to take the lead of those of a more delicate

constitution, or one having no similarity to that of the

graft.

Can we judge of the vigour and hardiness of a new
variety propagated on the last-mentioned kind ef

stocks ? When the trees reared on them are trans-

planted with the view of producing fruit, we find that

the latter has neither the form nor the flavour of thai-

borne by vigorous trees of the same variety. In judg-

ing from the growth and produce of a tree worked on *

delicate or improper stock, one is apt to be deceived in

regard to the real merits of a new variety. When w*
examine the same varieties, worked on the wild Pear

stock, on the same species of Pear in a wild state, or on

free stocks from seed of a good variety, planted in soils

of very different quality—for instance, in a shallow

humus soil, with a gravelly subsoil, or in a marly clay—

we establish the same facts as in a light deep soil, or u*

an alluvial soil enriched with rotten dung, namely, that

stocks of a delicate constitution and of a different nature

or temperament from that of the graft never produce

trees so healthy and well-grown as those reared on

vigorous stocks, whatever the nature of the graft

may be.

In contradiction to this opinion, it has been asserted

that the stock is only a medium of communication

between the earth and the scion, and that the latter, ij

vigorous, will always predominate over the stock, ana

impress its characters upon it This opinion, ex-

pressed in too absolute a manner, can only be admitted

on the condition that all stocks possess the same

amount of vigour and the requisite degree of similarity,

and that all the grafts or buds employed shall be exactly

alike. That a vigorous variety accommodates itseli

better to any stock than one does that is delicate or that

<s imroduced from countries warmer than our own, may

be admitted without reserve.

In order to make this more intelligible we will pf*
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an example. In my nursery there are two Pear
trees of the variety Alexandrine Helie (named after

Mdlle. Helie, of Paris, a daughter of one of the corre-

spondents of the late Van Mons). The variety came
first into bearing in 1844, two years after the decease of

Van Mons, and was named as above by his son. We
may add, that by its wood and the flavour of the fruit it

belongs to the race of the Passe Colraar. Both trees

were planted under the most favourable conditions as

regards soil. One of them is of a delicate constitution ;

the other is vigorous. The former yields a small,

eracked, and gritty fruit ; the latter fine fruit of the

Passe Colmar form, but more round, of an exquisite

flavour, ripening in the end of autumn or in winter.

Thinking they were two different varieties, and being

determined to settle that point, I cut off the stem of the

delicate tree, and cleft-grafted it, at the height of 6 feet,

on a stock raised from seed of the Poire d'Amande
double. On this the graft soon became as vigorous as

the other tree of the same variety. In the fourth year,

the graft bore three fruits exactly like the best speci-

mens of the variety. This result leads to another con-

clusion, that a vigorous seedling variety, after having

grown for some years on a stock which exercises an
unfavourable influence upon it, does not, in consequence,

lose its essential properties; and that these will be

reproduced as soon as the tree is placed under circum-

stances favourable to their development. The above

results are also confirmatory of the influence of the

stock upon the graft.

We will adduce another example. Two strong pyra-

mids of the variety Nouveau Poiteau, which forms part

of our collection. One of these pyramids has ascending

and remarkably vigorous branches and shoots ; and it has

produced for four years fine fruit, especially on the

upper part. These fruits are fit for use at the end of

November, and are of excellent quality. The other

pyramid has the branches less upright, and the wood
instead of being of a deep green colour is yellowish

brown, the fruits are not so well formed, their quality

is far from being good, and they ripen about a month
earlier, although the two trees grow in the same kind of

soil, the fruit is gathered at the same period, and the

*rees are both under the same system of management.
Ooes not this difference arise from the difference of the

stocks on which the trees are worked ? We are inclined

t> believe so ; for the person from whom the trees were

oitained employed the same kind of scions from shoots

©l the upper part of the tree, worked on the Pear stock.

A. third proof is confirmatory of the influence of

th« stock upon the gratt as regards the period of

ripening. Williams's Bon Chretien, a well-known Pear,

bears fruit upon the free stock, and also on the Quince,

which ripen generally in the end of September, or

beginning of October. One of my standard trees,

planted in the same soil as two pyramids, yielded fruit,

of which the successive ripening did not take place till

the end of November, and continuing till the end of

December. The stock originated from a seed of the

•Catillac Pear, on which at half-standard height was
budded a good winter Pear, and on the stem thus

formed was grafted five years ago the Williams's Bon
Chretien. This difference in the time of the ripening of

the fruit, kept in the same fruit room, is it not owing
to the influence of the stock 1 We forgot to mention
that the quality of the fruit left nothing to be desired,

and that it was even superior in aromatic flavour to

the best of the fruit grown on a tree worked on a strong
Quince stock.

These facts clearly show that it would be difficult not

to acknowledge the influence of the stock upon the

graft, and that the latter can only produce fruits of an
ameliorated character in proportion as it is favourably
influenced by the stock. It is from the analogy of the

stock and graft that healthy vigour results ; and unless

that analogy is sufficiently close, it is impossible, in our
climate, to obtain from a tree, cultivated on the Pear
stock, either as a dwarf, half, or tall standard, fruits in

all their beauty, and possessing all the essential qualities

of the variety. De Jonghe, Brussels.

hot weather, or when there is a very sudden change, it

may be useful to shade the trunks of valuable trees

which are peculiarly exposed to injury.

468. Organic mischief frequently takes place, how-
ever, in a very different way. In large conservatories,

where it is almost impossible to shade effectually from a

burning sun, except by painting or the use of rough or

ground glass, the rays of light are often so concentrated

by the unequal substance of the glass through which they

pass, as to induce injury to tender tissues. It is

when the leaves are young that they seem especially

susceptible of injury. The destruction of the tissue is

so complete that no chlorophyll is ever formed in it, and
an unsightly blotch appears upon the plants, till the

leaves ultimately fall. A close inspection of the course

of these blemishes shows plainly that in most cases the

injury took place in an early stage of growth. The
affection does not seem to depend altogether upon the

peculiar kind of glass which may be used, though from
the mass of evidence which was adduced in this Journal

in 1848,+ in spite of some conflicting facts, it is pretty

certain from its peculiar mode of manufacture that

sheet glass is more apt to produce burning than crown
glass. The more perfect the manufacture, and the

more uniform the substance of the glass, the less pro-

bability there i3 of injury. In small establishments

shading is the most evident remedy, but this cannot be

carried to excess with safety. The surest remedy
appears to be a thorough ventilation. Where this has

been secured, from the testimony of Sir J. Paxton and
Mr. Rivers, no evil has been experienced from the use

of sheet glass.

469. Similar spots occur frequently upon the tender

leaves of plants where water has rested, it is supposed
from the convex drop of water acting as a lens. It is

however very doubtful whether this is a true explana-

tion of the case. It is much more probable that some
chemical action takes place between the young tissues

and the water, which is injurious.

470. The spots however in this latter case are not

always entirely exempt from chlorophyll, but the chlo-

rophyll is oxidized or partially decomposed, so that a pale

spot appears surrounded by a variously-coloured ring.

Sometimes the centre of the spot is occupied by a few

perithecia, filled with spores. The fungus, however,seems
rather to be the consequence thau the cause. Such spots

may possibly be due to the concentrated rays of the sun,

but it is quite as likely that they may arise from chemical

action, or cold. The resemblance of the effects of heat

and cold did not escape the notice of Virgil, who conse-

quently describes cold as burning ;§ or, in other words,

performing the effect of heat. The effect is to destroy

vitality in one or two cells, in consequence of which the

neighbouring tissues are more or less affected, as the sur-

face of a smooth sheet of water into which a pebble has

fallen. Certain it is that drops of water freezing on the

surface of leaves give rise to such spots, sometimes

probably by the action of cold, sometimes by their

acting as lenses, at a time when vitality is compara-
tively low. In some cases, as that of a Cherry the

leaves of which were figured in this Journal, 1849,

p. 595, the whole subjacent spot is destroyed, and the

injury does not extend further ; but at length the dead

portion separates as the leaves grow, and perforations

are left, as if they had been gnawed by insects.

M.J.B.

simple tronded Ferns, having sori however resemblmg

those of the present plant. This has no doubt arisen

from too high a value having been attached to the

aspect of the plants. Mere external resemblances,

however, appear to us to be very fallacious tests of generic

affinity ; and as there is between the so-called Gymno-
grammas now alluded to, an absolute identity in fructi-

fication with Grammitis even as limited ; and as more-
over the latter genus, as originally proposed by
Swartz, had something of the comprehensive character

here claimed for it, we have no hesitation in referring

to it all that section of Gymnogramma to which the

name of Leptogramma has been applied. Gymno-
gramma itself, separated by Desvaux from Grammitis,
although perhaps sufficiently defined by the character

of forked sori, is not, as was long ago remarked
by Sir W. Hooker and Dr. Greville, too distinct

from the latter genus, for in many species the
simple sori are as numerous or more so than
the forked ones. The present subject is a graceful

evergreen stove Fern, with an erect caudex, bearing

terminal adherent pale green fronds of about 2 feet in

length, lance-shaped, tapering very much below, the

lowest pinnse being merely rudimentary ; they are also

considerably tapered and elongated at the apex. The
pinnae are sessile, oblong-lanceolate, attenuate or acumi-

nate at the apex, pinnatifid almost to the rachis, the

segments narrow-oblong or linear, sometimes slightly

falcate, obtuse, and occasionally crenate at the end.

The stipes is short, and the whole frond is pubescent.

The fronds are fertile throughout, the sori forming

simple oblong lines of spore cases on the simple veins,

and ranged in an obliquely parallel series on each side

the midvein. It is a native of Jamaica, and was intro-

duced to our gardens about five years since. It was
first noticed and described bv Mr. R. Reward, whose
name we have taken the opportunity to associate

with it T. M.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXVII.
467. Heliosis* (Sun-bum, sun-spot, tkc).—Under the

article Desiccatio, it was explained what a powerful
action the sun has in promoting or destroying the func-

tions of plants, but it is no less powerful in producing
organic mischief. One instance was mentioned in an
earlier part of this series under the article Gumming.
The sun's rays are sometimes so powerful on the portion

of the trunk submitted to their direct or reflected action

that the bark bursts,+ and the exposure of the wood soon

induces further evil. M. De Jonghe has very lately

drawn attention to this circumstance, and has shown
moreover that fissures in the trunks are sometimes dne
to the same cause, which are often attributed to frost.

The circumstance has perhaps not attracted the atten-

tion which is requisite in this country. In extremely

• From v i.iKLux.i I am exposed to the sun.

t The action of heat or cold in splitting such solid structures as

wood may be illustrated by the following passage in Sir James
Rosa's M Antarctic Voyage/' vol. i., p. 225:—"We have often in

the Arctic regions witnessed the astonishing effects of a sudden
change of temperature during the winter season, causing great
rents and fissures of many miles extent; especially on the fresh-

water lakes of those regions, where the ice being perfectly trans-

parent affords better means of observing the effects produced: a
fall of thirty or forty degrees of the thermometer immediately
occasions large cracks, traversing the whole extent of ihe lake in

every direction, and attended with frequent loud explosions; some
of the cracks opening in places several inches by the contraction

of the -upper surface in contact with the extreme cold of the

atmosphere,"

NEW GARDEN FERNS.—No. X.

21. Grammitis Hewardii, Moore, in Index Filicum,

ined."*Gymnogramma oracile, Heward, Mag. Nat.

Hist. 1838, 457. Leptogramma gracile, J. Smith,

Hook. Journ. Bot., iv., 52.

Fronds lanceolate pubescent, plnnato-pinnatifid ; pinnte oblong
lanceolate attenuate, alternate, decrescent below, the lowest

rudimentary ; segments linear blunti3h and sometimes crenate

at the apex, dilated and confluent below, with an open sinus

;

sori oblong simple, obliquely parallel, uniserial on each side

the costa; fronds terminal, adherent to an erect rhizome.

We have adopted the view of Presl, which appears

to us the most correct, as to the generic position of

those compound Ferns which bear sori such as those

of the present species, that is to say simple oblong naked

sori. They are very commonly referred to Gvmno-
gramma, or to its offshoot Leptogramma, the genus

Grammitis being restricted to a set of small mostly

% See especially pp. 539, 555, 604; and the communications of

Messrs. Mitchell and Rivers in the same volume.

g penetrabile frigus adarat.—Yirg. Georg. 1, v. 93.

Home Correspondence.
TJie Horticultural Society. — I have anxiously

attended to all that has been published in your Journal

regarding the question of relinquishing the garden of

the Horticultural Society. Being a foreigner and no
Fellow of the Society, I am perfectly aware that I am as

little entitled to meddle with English affairs as the poet

in Shakespeare's Julius Ccesar with the grudge of the

generals, and that I may perhaps risk a similar treat-

ment. Nevertheless, the lively interest I take in

everything concerning Horticulture and the thorough

couviction, that there are no two institutions in Europe,

the discontinuance of which would be in a higher

degree deplorable for all friends of gardening than the

London Horticultural Society in its full and unabated

efficiency, and the Gardeners? Chronicle, a journal con-

taining more real practical knowledge than all con-

tinental garden journals together, are too strong in me,
not to give them way and make me bold to offer 1007.

on the same terms as will be fixed for otiier subscribers

of funds to be collected for the conservation of the

Chiswick Horticultural Gardens. Sir, I know very well

that 1007. is a trifling sum in England. But I am no
man of large pecuniary means, and I think a good will

does not fail to find a good place. Directions for

payment will be given upon notice. Hein. Bekrens,

Travemunde, near LubecJc, April 9, 1856.

Thuja dolabrata and Cupressus japonica.—In looking

over "* Thunberg's Travels in Japan in 1 775-6," which,

by the way, is the most interesting account we have yet

had of the interior of that country, he states that near

Fakonie, after passing over the Fakonie mountains, on
his road to Jedo, and at about two or three days'

journey thence, "one of the handsomest and largest

trees I saw here was the superb and incomparable Thuja

dolabrata, which was planted everywhere by the road-

side. I consider this tree as the handsomest of all the

Fir-leaved trees, on account of its height, its straight

trunk, and its leaves, which are constantly green on the

upper and of a silver-white hue on the under part."
^
I

have seen the name of this Conifer in some foreign

catalogue, but do not recollect ever having seen it

in English collections. Has it been introduced I*

[We believe Messrs. James Veitch & Co. possess it]

Again he says, page 164, vol. iii. of his * Travels,"

edars (Cupressus japonica) grow in great plenty

hereabouts (». c, near the village of Fakonie), as well

as in most of the provinces ; but nowhere perhaps can

they be found finer or in greater numbers. These are,

indeed, the straightest and tallest of all the Fir-leaved

trees. Their trunks run up as straight as a candle, and

the wood lasts long without being subject to decay.

It is not only made use of for the construction of

bridges, ships, boats, and other sorts of wood-work

to be kept under water ; but of it is made also

joiners* work of all kinds and dimensions, which, when
lacquered, show all its veins through the varnish."

Has this fine tree been introduced into England

!

[Yes ; it is Cryptomeria japonica.] In the next

page, after describing the Thuja, he says :

—

u The
northern and mountainous part of Japan being

very cold, I found here several genera of trees and

shrubs which are otherwise inhabitants in Europe,

although for the most part they were a new species.

Thus I fouud here two or three kinds of Oak, some
Vaccinia, a few Viburna, and trees of the Maple kind,

together with a wild sort of Japanese Pear (Pyrus
japonica)/' We may therefore, I think, hope that

Thujadolabrata and Cupressus japonica will flourish with

us. T. R., Berts.

Thermometers.— Persons acquainted with Rutherford'a
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seii-iegisterii.g tHtruiuuieu-ra nil easily perceive that Lectors. Un tiie morning of the 6 1st ult. my drama-
Negretti and Zambia's self-registering Minimum Ther- meter registered 13' or 14° of frost ; but I saved my
mw meter is constructed on the same principle, which is crop of Apricots by throwing a light covering of dry
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suffered to remaiu on the trees night aud day without
any injury. T. R., Berts.

Rabbits.—Being much troubled with these pes's,
which have burrows in a high bank full of tree roots
and at a depth which precludes the possibility of digging,
whilst from their extent and situation ferrets cannot be
used, I have thought that in a case of this sort some
preparation containing arsenic might be employed to
kill them ; and I am sure if such were to be sold, many
would gladly buy it. I throw this out as a suggestion

[April 19, 1856.

thciefore give the explanation of it which we find in a
statement accompanying a specimen of Negretti and
Zambra's thermometer now before us. The bulb and
part of the tube " is filled with perfectly pure spirits of
wine, in which floats freely a black glass index. A slight
elevation of the thermometer, bulb uppermost, will
cause the glass index to pass to the surface of the liquid,
where it will remain, unless violently shaken. On a
decrease of temperature the alcohol recedes, taking with
it the glass index ; on an increase of temperature, the
alcohol alone ascends in the tube, leaving the end of the to some of your chemical readers. /. R. Pearson.
index furthest from the bulb indicating the lowest tem- Larch Cones {see p. 246).—The question raised re-
perature that has taken place during the absence of the specting the comparative growth of Larch bearing
observer. So far the Minimum Thermometer may be white and red cones, is answered in this district on the
considered a Rutherford's, which we have frequently oolite in favour of the red, as seen in the measure-
recommended as the most convenient registering ther- ments annexed. I apprehend it will be very difficult
mometer for horticultural purposes. It may be to determine the comparative value of the timber,
of course attached to a scale of wood, metal, Although the trees measured give the palm to the red
or other material. The peculiarity of the instru- ; cones, I do not trust much to this, knowing how limited
ment before us is in the scale. This is made of

j

my inquiry has been ; but the fact of the great differ-
strong zinc, apparently cast ; and instead of the ence in growth in trees of exactly the same species
divisions and numbers indicating the degrees being . favours the idea of strong individuality, and induces
marked by indented lines they are raised, the iutervals me to recommend any person thinning Larch to cut
being cut out of the solid metal. The divisions

|
out the weaker trees and let the lords of the forest

are not of course so fine as in delicate instruments ! have dominion, without any reference to red or white
where the utmost precision is required ; but they are cones. I am sure he will net more per acre by adopting
nevertheless exact enough for all ordinary purposes of this plan than by attempting any scheme that has not been
Horticulture They are easily seen, and not liable to worked out. We cannot grow superior timber of the
be effaced. The instrument we have received agrees Fir kind in England, they all grow too fast • even

. -j -., •»••« mougri i passedthrough a fine country the only plant I found worthTof
notice was a ilibit-cus near phceniceus. 1 sent seed* f
this by last post in a letter to Mr. Veitch and LadV
D. N. I do not think I ever sent to Europe a finer
thing than this of its kind. You may judge by the dried
specimens, which vet retain some of their pristine colour
(It is certainly a very handsome thing.) My atte

"

tion was called to it at a great distance by its brilliant
I found it, however, very scarce with few ripe seeds
and I have never seen it out of the spot I found it in'
viz. Sonorate. From this the whole vegetation is little
different, only I found a quantity of Oncidium cebolleta
with Hexopia crurigera, and here and there a stray
Oncidium roseum ; the class of trees Mimosas, or BraJl
woods. I slept at the village of San Jose, swinging my
hammock as I had done since leaving Ysabal, in tbe
corridors of the rancl.o. Here, however, I felt the
cold much, being now nearly on a level with Guatemala.

Leaving San Jose on the 28th early in the morning I
reached Guatemala to a 10 o'clock breakfast, aud found
all well. From San Jose to Guatemala there are to be
found Lycaste cruenta, Odontoglossum maculatum
Oncidium leucochilum, Brassavola glauca, Epidendrum
radiatum, aromatieum, selligerum, Skinneri ; Dinema •

perfectly well with one of Newman's first-rate thermo-
meters, and the price is only Zs. 6d. Considering the
durable nature of the new instrument in question it

must therefore be considered cheap, and well adapted
for horticultural purposes. We may be permitted to
point out that the recess for the bulb should not be too
small in order that its sides may not be in too near
coniact with the bulb.||

Lace-bark Tree.— Your correspondent's." (p. 245),
tells us that for the last few years he has found the Lace-
bark tree "stand out in the open border in Dorsetshire
and grow prodigiously." The Lace-bHrk tree, par ex-
cel'.ence, and the only one, as far as I know, generally
called by that name, is Daphne La^etta, Linn. (Lagetta
hntearia, Lam.) of Jamaica, and there not a mountain
plant. We can hardly conceive it to be that, and we
shall be thankful if he will give the tree its scientific
name, as he has done with the other tender trees which
he has found to bear a Dorsetshire climate in the open
air. W.J.H. ^
Musa Cavenduhi.—We generally grow at this place

about a dozen of Musas, some of which are now in
fruit ; others are doing well and are considered of fair
size. But in the same batch, and of course in the same
temperature (as they are all in two houses), I have one
plant which is greatly superior to all the rest of
Cavendishi, although it has received exactly the same
treatment* both as regards pot-room, soil, and water, &c.
And I may remark that some fruited last summer of
the same age as the one to which I now allude, and also
that none of my plants are grown in bottom-heat, i.e.,
they are not plunged in any heating material. Notwith-
standing its superiority and being an older plant than
the others, I cannot however perceive any signs of its
offering to show fruit, and therefore should it continue
growing throughout this season, I am of opinion that it
will make a magnificent specimen. All that I can say
at present is that it is growing most luxuriantly, and
surpasses its associates surprisingly, as well as others
that I have seen elsewhere. The following are the
exact dimensions of this plant, viz., circumference of
stem, 6 inches from the ball, 2 ft. 4 in. ; circumference at
top of stem, 1 ft 11 in. ; height of stem, 5 ft. ; length of
leaves, 5 ft. ; width of do., 2 ft 4 in. ; height of plant
altogether, 10 ft. Are these dimensions unusually large 1

John Roberts, Gardener to Sir J. Radcliffe, Bart.
Rudding Park, Wethcrby, Yorkshire, April 16.

The Crystal Palace May Show.— I did think that when
the Crystal Palace Company began to interest itself in
the noble science of Horticulture, we should have had
all the inmates of our gardens represented in a fair and
impartial manner, but I am sorry to say that one class
at least has been omitted, namely, that of vegetables.
I am quite sure that giving liberal prizes for vegetables
would not only bring a great many more exhibitors
toother at these meetings, but would in a threat measure
serve to counteract that sameness which is acknow-
ledged to exist in the Horticultural and Boanic Societies'
shows. Permit me also to add that if growing fruit

Larch timber—the best— does not equal the foreign
Spruce, our worst— principally because the first will
grow 1 inch in circumference annually, whilst the latter
will not average £ of an inch, and other things the same

;

the strength of timber depends on the number of its

annual rings :

—

.
Inches circumference.

Vv nite or green cones, 56 years growth, 40
Red
Red
White
White
Red
Red
Red
R d

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

56
56
150
150
150
150
150
150

Thos. C. Brown, Cirencester.

do.
do.

do.

do.
do.

do.

do.

do.

40
48
67
68
68
73
74*
82

Foreign Correspondence.
Guatemala, Febmary 2d, 1 856.— I finished my former

article (see;'p. 246) by stating what I found at Jacapa.
On Dec. 25th, Christmas Day, I started about 8 o'clock.
Fine cloudy morning, and I was glad of it, for the day's
journey was over arid plains, through a forest of
Mimosas, Pereskias, and the Organos Cactus. This
latter is remarkable as the extraordinary habitat of
Epidendrum asperum, which has evidently not spared
a single plant, for hardly is there one without this
Epiphyte in possession of one of its branches. No field
whatever to-day to make any collection. The only
flower I found was a Cochlospermum ; seeds I sent
last year under the name of large Orange Magnolia.
It is a fine thing. The trte was about 12 feet high and
spreading; the flowers solitary—not a leaf on the tree.
We reached El Jicaro at 4 o'clock.
Dec. 26th.—Started at 4 o'clock in the morning, brilliant

moonlight. I did this to accompany a party through
the Callejon of Guaystatoya, a dangerous pass where we
are obligtd to have an escort of troops on account of
its vicinity to impassable mountains infested by robbers,
who occasionally sally out on stray travellers. I reached
this pass about 7 o'clock and found my friends 1 ad
preceded me, so alone I entered, and about 9 o'clock
met a conducta with about 50 soldiers ; the officer in
command assured me all was quiet and no danger, so I
loitered for hours as a fine harvest was to be got here.
About 100 yards in the first ravine I found a Bejuco,
some species of Paullinia, hanging in graceful clusters
from the points of the branches ; a little further I
got a most lovely Bignonia called here by the natives
Siiiac. Presently occurred in great luxuriance and
exquisite fragrance Ceesalpinia exostema. This is
called Gallo, or Cock here, and much resembles a
Poinciana. All along the pathways in brilliant crimson
clusters was Dipteracanthus Haenkei, while the banks of
the steep mountain sides shone with white clusters of
the very beautiful Corollate Euphorbia of which I hope
to send seeds next month when ripe, as I have found
it near here ; but Mr. Veitch has a living plant I
gave him in August last The Tara Mimosa, sweetly

ou,.iiorma greater acquisition than half-a-dozen pots
i

bunches of pendulous seeds hanging in clusters likeor weu-grown Mushrooms ? The same may be said of the common Ash ; and moreover not an unimocrtaut
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Brassias Wrayce and verrucosa, Sobralia ma-
crantha, Notylia bicolor, Comparettia falcata—all these
plants occur on the Oaks, the predominant tree of
which some five species can be counted. I found the
Corollate Euphorbia up to within three leagues of this
city, and I hope to get seeds for next packet. This last

day's journey is through a highly exposed country, and
from the circumstance of much ventilation, and, at the
same time, sufficient shade, is most abundantly the
habitat of Orchidaceae, at all events as to quantity,
though quality, I must confess, belongs to warmer
climes. Five thousand to eight thousand feet above the
level of the sea is sure, at least in this latitude, 1 4 N., tc

be the seat of many fine species and genera.
Nothing particular occurred here worth mentioning

till the 9th of January, when we were all much struck
by a singular cloud overhanging the city about half-pa*
10 o'clock, and which increased and increased in

heaviness with an opaque and most unnatural colour.

About half-past 2 o'clock, however, all conjectures wen
set at rest by a shower of fine dust, which was moss
painful to the eyes, causing a sneezing like the commence
ment of a cold. I went out to a neighbouring mouit
from which we could get a view to ascertain where tHs
phenomenon arose ; but all was perfect obscurity to toe

north-western side, proving that from the volcano De
Fuego, near the Antigua, the cloud took its origin. We
made collections of the dust, which lay on the mornmg
of the 10th full one-eighth of an iuch deep in the streets.

I went on the lOrti to the Antigua, nine leagues from
this, the country all covered, and the dust getting deeper
and deeper and more ponderous as I approached ; in

the Antigua I found it a quarter of an inch deep.

Mounted a horse aud rode out to Duenas, a village

within four miles of the crater's mouth as the crow
flies ; here I found the scoriae larger. I send samples

of what fell in Guatemala 40 and 50 miles distant, and
also of what fell about five miles distant, and I shall

order some to be sent of what fell in Ysabal, at least

200 miles distant as the crow flies, if not 280. Those
who witnessed the first eruption from the coast describe

it as most magnificent ; a pillar of ashes rose in a perpen-

dicular form for some 500 feet above the peak, gradually

assuming the form of a canopy, and extending till it

seemed to have attained an insupportable density, when
it was borne with a breeze to the north and spread out

into a cloud, covering a distance the extent of which

is not at present ascertained. The important thing

for us to learu here now is what effect such material

has on vegetation ; I therefore send you such

samples as will enable you to get it analysed, and

we wait with much anxiety the result, as we observe

the mountain is determined to persevere. Immense
volumes, happily only of smoke, came from the pinnacle,

aud every moment we may have a repetition. Again,

this will, we fear, have a very bad effect on our Cochi-

neal plantations, all now covered with the young insect,

the seeding having commenced generally about the

15th, and even yet the plants are covered with the dust

The insect however seems to have only attached itself

to the side which was protected. A notice of the

analysis of this volcanic matter in the Gardeners' Ckro*

niclejpny give, and your ideas of its effect on the soil.

You may take into consideration that this fell on tbe

9th of January, and we shall not have any rain till the

22d or 23d of May, i. e. in the Antigua and immediate

neighbourhood of the volcanoes. Here, fortunately, we

had three days ago a shower for four hours, which has

washed our house tops at least j but the ash
""
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» ifi here also as well as a Tecoma, distinct from
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conductas have left it I brought with me last
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wn,ie nower which year a specimen of the rare Oreophosis DerbyanuS;

to compete wiTdi^T
mMle'cl^s S^ners a chance accompanied me for many miles. The climate in this which is in the British Museum now ; and Mr. Car-

Sun Dials (Dipleidoscope).—" O. P." (see p 246)
could probably obtain a sun-dial from Negretti and
Zambra, Hatton Garden, unless he preferred trying thedm endoscope made by Dent, of 61, Strand, which is
aata to be « as simple as a sun-dial, while it is infinitely2!r^ A diP,eid<*c»Pe costs, I beheve, two
guineas, if. jf%

J, Im'h
iK9 Fmi

i
?™-U ">y of ynr readers have

mo bloaaom
> *V wl» 6»<1 dry hay the best of all pro?

be estimated at

- — from Ysabal 80° or
90 rahr. was more near the standard.

Breakfasted in Guastayton, and proceeded afterwards
to the village of El Florida. I was much struck
throughout this journey now in a colder climate to see
patches on the mountain side here white as snow, there
brilliant pink crimson produced by overpowering quax -

titles in full blossom of No. 2 and No. 5. Descending
the Cuesta I searched but searched in vain lor seeds of
the Aliamanda-looking plant you got specimens of
from me in August.

habitat of the Oreophosis, the only spot this rare bird

has ever yet been found upon. The peak from which

this new eruption took place is the southern one, froffl

which a gentle curl of smoke always arose. Now it

comes forth in clouds. The drawings were made by

Mr. Thos. Wvld, who resides within five miles °* ^
volcano, a brother of Mr. W. Wyid's, the artist, Carl-

ton Chambers, Regent Street The mountain is now

much changed in form. It is higher and has lost att
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the beanti
r
ul colours, having become a dingy brown

throughout. This country is about to undergo great

changes. We are to have steamers on lie South Sea
once a month to Panama—and one in April from Ysabal
and Belize on the north. Nicaragua is in the hands of

the Filibusters fr< m California. (J. U. S.— [The volcanic

ashes have been most obligingly examined by Pro'essor

E. Solly, who finds them to ^consist chiefly of silica,

alumina, and oxide of iron. He therefore does not

expect their presence will exert any important influence

upon vegetation, and that what effect they do produce
will be chiefly mechanical. Some volcanic ashes con-

tain saline matter in abundance and that may produce
mischief ; but in these Guatemala ashes the quantity ot

saline matter is very small.]

octettes.

Society, April 15.—The President in the

chair. F. Currey, Esq., M.A., was elected a Fellow.

Mr. Westwood exhibited and made some remarks on a
species of Coccus from Natal, producing wax, and on the
wax obtained from it. The following papers were read:
— 1. " Extract of a letter from Mr. R. Spruce, addressed

to G. Bentham, Esq.," giving some account of the

Iron affords another striking example of the effect of

the mistaken benevolence of protectionist governments
In order to keep alive a few ironworks in the eastern

and northern extremities of European Russia the im-
portation of iron is prohibited. The consequent
state of the country at a distance from the foundries
cannot be better described than in the words of the

author. " We find in the rural buildings of our western
provinces wooden nails taking the ph-.ee of iron nails

;

and even amongst easy, if not wealthy proprietors, we
find locks and bolts at park gates and garden doors, and
sometimes at barn doors too, replaced by wooden
latches, and hinges by Osier-rings, by which the doors
are hung upon the posts, whilst their richer brethren
who use the metal article grumble sadly at its price.

Throughout a great part of the empire farm horses are
without shoes, and farm carts without tire ; axles are
of wood, spades of wood covered with a thu) coating of

iron, and in many districts the ploughshare itself is of

wood with an iron point. Implements of that descrip-
tion were to be seen at the St. Petersburg show of agri-

cultural products in 1850. The partisans of the pro-
hibitory system allege that in many provinces the
shoeing of the horses and the use of iron in theptasants'
carts would, from the quality of the soil, be totally

useless, in fact, rather hurtful than otherwise; but we
re a seriousneighbourhood of Tarapota, in Peru, and of its vegeta- think such assertions as these scarcely requi

tion. 2. " Note on Obolaria virginica," by Dr. Asa refutation."

Gray. Some years ago, in a memoir in which this

plant was figured and described, Dr. Gray suggested
that it should be referred to the Gentianacese, notwith-
standing a peculiarity in its placeutation. It now
appears that it ought to be referred there on account of

its placentation. Mr. H. J. Clark has noticed that in

most of the Gentians of the United States, the ovules

occupy the whole or nearly the whole parieties of the

ovary, sometimes in nearly definite rows, but more
commonly indefinitely crowded over every part except
the very sutures. This was found also to occur in

Bartonia (of Muhlenberg), in the ovary of B. tenella

there occur four re-entering angles, which render the
cell cruciform, and in this the resemblance to Obolaria
is striking. The only anomaly of Obolaria as a true
Gentianaceous plant is the imbrication instead of the
convolute aestivation of the corolla, but this character is

found to be not altogether constant even in orders where
it is considered important, as is evidenced in some
species of Mimulus, especially M. ringens and M.

Tea, which is largely consumed in Russia, is another
carefully protected article. The Tea trade between
Russia and China is carried on exclusively overland
vid Kiakhta, and is in the hands of a very limited
number of merchants. The frontier town of Kiakhta
is situate in the midst of a vast desert at the extremity
of two immense empires, and the Tea has to traverse
more than 7000 English miles before it reaches Moscow,
which may be considered the centre of its distribution.

Importation by sea is prohibited in order that the over-
land trade may be supported, and whilst Tea of a fair

quality sells in Loudon for 80 or 90 kopecks the lb., Tea
of the same quality costs in Russia 2 or 1\ roubles, not-

withstanding the fact that the duties levied in England

sion, Tbyrsacanthus Schcniburgki, which is one of the
mootornamental stove plants we have at this season, and
many varieties of Begonia, amon^ which one of the gayest
was Ingrami, a cross-bred raised by Mr. Ingram, of

Frogmore. In the greenhouses among Azaleas and gay
flowering plants of that description we observed one or
two striking examples of Lachenalia a urea, with spikes

of deep yellow or rather orange coloured flowers,

which, when produced In sufficient abundance on strong
stems as these were, are extremely showv ; associated
with these were Deutzia gracilis, a mass of snow-white
blossoms

; Mr. Fortune's double red and white Chinese
Peaches, the beauty of which is not yet sufficiently

known; the new large variety of Migi.ouette, which is

quite as sweet scented as the common kind ; and Tropseo-
lum Triomphe de Gaud, which with a good succession
of plants may be had in flower from October till May.
In the large conservatory after the Camellias, which
have been aud are still in great beauty, perhaps the
most striking plants were examples of Salvia gesneri-
flora, which is to the conservatory or greenhouse at
this season what the scarlet Geranium is to the
parterre in summer, viz. the gayest of the gay. In
order to have fine specimens of this Sage at the
proper time the cuttings should be put in now, and
after they have grown into plants large enough to put
out of doors they should be turned out of their pots and
planted where they can stand all the summer, and when
danger from frost is to be apprehended in autumn they
should be taken up, potted, placed in a close frame for a
few days, and when they come into flower introduced to

the conservatory, where they will last in beauty for

several weeks at a time. This plant, therefore, is a real

acquisition wherever it is desirable to have a fine display
of flowers at this time of year. The large Brugmansias
and Tea Roses in the bed of this house will also
soon be in full blossom. The beauty of the latter will

doubtless be increased by giving them, as has lately been
done, some fresh soil enriched with manure, by which
they have apparently been improved in vigour, and they
are covered with flower-buds. While speaking of Roses
we must not omit to notice the Rose-house, iu which the
plants have thriven most satisfactorily ; they bid fair toand Russia are, or at least were till lately, pretty nearly

the same. This enormous difference of price of course be tVeu nuer lt P°ss«ble th s season than they were last,

leads to smuggling on a most extensive sale, and in spite
The >'ounS wood which they have lushed is strong and

of the vigilance of the police little else than smuggled v,gorouA and they exhibit no signs of mildew or other

Canton Tea is drunk in Poland and the western provinces
of Russia. It used to be thought that the Caravan

moschatus, which almost as frequently present the
(
Tea was of a different and very superior quality

aestivation of the Rhinanthideoe as that of the Antirr-
hinideie. 3. A memoir u On several instances of the
anomalous development of the raphe in seeds, and the

probable causes of such deviations from the usual course
of structure, especially in reference to Stemonurus
(Urandra of Thwaites), with some prefatory remarks on
that genus,* by J. Miers, Esq. The commencement
only of this paper was read.

Russia.

Vol 2,

Notice* of asoofcg.

Commentaries on the Productive Resources of
By M. L. de Tegoborski. In 3 vols. 8vo.

pp. 483. Longmans.

Of this work the first volume, relating to the internal

sources of wealth in Russia, appeared about a year ago,

and was then noticed at some length in our columns.
(See Gardeners' Chronicle for 1855, p. 243.) In the
volume now before us the author gives an account of

the manufactures and commerce of the Russian
empire. It is from works of this description rather
than from the loose notes of travellers that any-

thing like a just notion of the internal state of a areat

country is to be acquired ; and dull as statistical

to the Canton, and that to this circumstance its higher
price was referrible. It appears, however, that the two
sorts come from the same plants and the same planta-

tions, and the differences in quality are referrible to the
periods at which the leaves are gathered. The author
examines at considerable length the probable conse-
quences of removing the prohibition on Canton Tea,
but for further details we must refer the reader to the

work itself. He will find in the Appendix a very full

and interesting account of the trade between Russia
and China.

England appears to be the great customer for Russian
produce. From the author's estimates it would seem
that nearly two-thirds of the whole exports fiud their

way into this country. Our space, however, compels
us to refrain from making any further extracts. This
second volume appears to be in every way equal to the

first. The third and concluding volume will \ e devoted

to the means of internal communication and the financial

resources of the empire.

Garden Memoranda*
Horticultural Society's Garden, Chiswick.

The young and tender foliage and newly developed

tables no doubt are, recourse must be had to them by blossoms now everywhere observable out of doors, more
all who require information of a more solid description especially in the ornamental department of this garden,

than can be obtained from the sweeping conclusions

and partial statements in which popular works

indicate plainly that spring has at last fairly set in, and
at the same time warn us that notwithstanding the cold

on foreign countries so frequently abound. To all ; easterly winds that have prevailed for the last two or

therefore who really care to learn the state of the 'vast j

three weeks, vegetation generally may soon be expected

empire with which we are now happily at peace, this

further instalment of M. Tegoborski's work will be most
welcome. The advocates of protection, if any such there
be, will see the natural effects of that policy in a country
where almost every interest is protected, and where as

a consequence almost every class suffers in order that

to make rapid progress. This therefore is just the time
when gardeners who wish to keep their places in good
order must bestir themselves to have tilings neat and
trim, and when a little extra labour in keeping Grass
short, rolling walks, and otherwise beautifying dress-

ground is best bestowed. Unfortunately the want of

some other may carry on a lingering trade. Speaking
I

this assistance may be observed here and there in the

of the cotton manufacture, which is protected against

English rivalry, the author shows that for 12 or 15

years Russia cottons were selling for at least 60 per

cent, and in many cases 100 per cent, and more, dearer

than similar articles of English manufacture ; for the

whole series of 27 jears, from 1824-50, the average

difference in price was 50 per cent., and the sacrifice

nearly 17 millions of roubles per annum. This is not

all]; the manufacturers who have been kept on their legs

by the prohibitory system, and have been thus sheltered

from the competition of foreign industry have of course

had no sufficient reason to exert themselves, and they,

are wholly unable to produce many articles which the

population would willingly enough consume if they had
the chance. M. Tegoborski is by no means a great

advocate for free trade ; but even in his opinion the

time has arrived when a little more competition from
abroad has become requisite, were it only to stimulate

the activity and intelligence of the home manufacturers,
and to give them that confidence in their own strength

I

gardens now under notice, but not to a greater extent
than a month's work of sufficient hands might
easily rectify. Indeed, considering the reduced state

of the labour in all departments here for so many
months in succession, it is somewhat surprising: to

find that so little has been neglected, and that every-
thing looks so thriving and well as it does. The con-
servative wall has already received its annual pruning
and nailing, and mowing of the Grass in the arboretum
is now in progress.

In-doors the plants generally are in excellent con-
dition, and many of them are in full flower. In the
curvilinear stove was one of the best specimens of
Rhynehospermum jasminoides we ever remember to

have seen. It was literally covered from top to bottom
with snow-white blossoms, whose fragrance scented the

whole house. In another stove was the singular Co!um-
nea Schiedeana, with brown spotted flowers, together with

Tecoma undulata, an East Indian species, with clusters

of bright yellow blossoms not unlike those of an
which they will never acquire by continuing to lean Allamauda, a hybrid Canna with brilliant crimson
upon the crutch of Custom-house prohibition. a J

flowers that are produced for several weeks in succes-1

disease. The beds have been forked up and the house
altogether made neat and orderly.

In the propagating house, among new plants yet to be
proved, of which there is at present a good many here
(chiefly supplied by Mr. Skinner), we remarked an
example of the Madagascar Water Yam tOuvirandra
feuestralis). This was growing in loam in a pan
of waUr, which is changed once or twice a day by
pouriug fresh water over it from a rosed watering-pot,

thus causing the stale water to flow over the sides of the
pan, and at the same time giving the skeleton lace-like

leaves of this singular plant a good washing. Under
this treatment it appears to be thriving and increasing

in size.

The orchard-house is the next point to whic'i atten-

tion may be deservedly directed. This is at present
full of nicely grown trees in pots, most of them iu flower;

but some of them with fruit already set. Nothing could
possibly be more interesting or afford greater pleasure

to inspect than this house as it appears at present.

Along the sides of the paths 40 sorts of Strawberries in

pots have been placed for trial, and up the rafters Vines
have been trained, mostly new kinds also placed there
with the view of proving their value. The Peach
trees in the glass walls, it may be mentioned, have
blossomed freely, as have also those in Messrs. Rivers'
and Ker's pi otected trellis, and iu both places, if all

goes on well, full crops may be expected. Peaches on
the open wall in the orchard department may now be
said to have fairly set a full crop. On some parts of

this wall they have been, and are still, protected with

Harrison's netting, of which a high character and a
woodcut representation were given in our volume for

last year, aud for other portions straw protections have
been employed, which are cheap, and also answer the

purpose for which they are applied perfectly. Owing,
however, to the buds not having been previously excited

by mild weather, and the trees having received but
little check while they were in blossom, fruit has set well

tins year, even with no other protection than 9-iuch coping

boards. On standard and espalier trees of all kinds

there is also this season every appearance of good crops.

The espalier trees, maiden plants put iu 5 years ago on
newly trenched ground, have since that time made
ample growth. They are now (each tree) for the most
part 5 feet in height and 12 feet in length, and promise
to produce good crops. What fruit they bore last year
was finer than that from walls. The stakes which
support the espaliers are inch s mare yellow Deal, and it

may be worth mentioning that the tops of these after

they have rotted off at bottom remain sound and make
good tallies. They are cut into the required lengths and
split down diagonally, the name being written

on the new face which is thus formed, while

the angle at the back gives the label s rengtb. "With

labels of this kind most of the fruit trees in the belts

and elsewhere have been named afresh during the past

winter.

It may be useful to add that among Lettuces the
hardy Hammersmith and Brown Cos h.--.ve again proved
themselves to be excellent winter sorts ; but we also

noticed an equally hardy French kind called " Laitue
Morine." This is of a much paler green than the
Hammersmith, and is reported to be a valuable variety
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Calendar of Operations.

(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c— Heat and moisture may now be

more liberally supplied to tropical plants. As the
season advances these should be gradually increased
but in all cases avoid a high night temperature

; for
those plants which are growing most actively 60° are suf-
ficient at this season. The necessary night temperature
must be principally obtained by closing early and so re-
taming the heat derived from the sun, and when fires
are required they must not be so strong as to render it
necessary to admit currents of cold air for the purpose

'

a
keeping the thermometer down. Cold air must, in-

.
deed, be used wiih greater caution now than when the

„ plants
i

were in a dormant state, for the admission
of cold currents during the development of young
growth frequently gives it a check, and so injures the

* cl
eV

,

lage m to 8PoiI the futu™ appearance
of the plant ; a cold current of this description is very
different from the moderate circulation of the air which
is necessary in all plant structures. Give the proper
attention to Achimenes, Gloxinias, and other summer
and autumn flowering plants, according to the directions
given in former Calendars. The latest succession of
Achimenes to flower late in the autumn should now be
placed in heat. Some of those in former successions
may be potted for hanging vases, for which A. longiflora
and cupreata are particularly well adapted. Prefer
pans or broad shallow pots for their general cultivation
and as they require an abundant supply of moisture
when they are in flower, let the drainage be as efficient
as possible, in order that they may be freely watered
without stagnating the soil. Let that useful summer
and autumn- flowering plant the Fuchsia have its due
share of attention by repotting them as they require ir

[April 19, 1556.
FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

Lose no time in potting off bedding plants, or prick-
ing out into frames or boxes young cuttings as soon as
tiey are sufficiently rooted, and seedlings as soon as
they will bear handling. As the potted-off plants be-
come established they should be hardened off by
gradually inuring them to the open air. The hardier
kinds may be set upon a bed of coal ashes or plunged
in old tan En the open air, and protected at night°by
hoops and mats. If the plants in small pots are
plunged in old tan, ashes, or some other light material,
much of the labour of watering will be saved, many
deaths avoided, and the plants will altogether be in a
better state when planting-out season arrives. Patches
of some of the more showy of the hardy annuals should
now be sown in vacant places which usually exist in the
he: baceous beds, and in the edges of clumps and borders
IB the shrubbery. Among the many kinds excellently
adapted for this purpose we may mention the
following :—Double Poppies of various colours, Lu-
pins Sunflowers, African and French Marigolds,
Goodetias, Erysimum, Clarkia, Gilia, Coliinsia, Si-
lene, Escholtzia, Nemophila, Nolaua, &c, not for-
getting the old fashioned favourite Mignonette. A
sufficient quantity of cuttings and seedlings of half hardy
climbers should now be potted for planting out in May,
with such plants as Cobieas, Maurandyas, Lophosper-
nmms, Calampelis, Loasia, Tropceolum canariense, &c;
many bare places on the walls and trellises may be
covered and made ornamental which would otherwise be
unsightly blemishes on the general appearance of the
place.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Continue to thin very gradually coverings of Spruce

and Yew branches on wall trees where the fruit is* set
Commence the disbudding of Peaches and Nectarines
by removing a portion of the superfluous shoots now,
and in a week or 10 days go over them, and regula e

'
.

Notices to Corresnondents
Apricots: Calebs. We fear your cuttings will soon h;q « . .

standing the promise they Lake to vol YonTadtttoS?
-

planting your Box edging till September; then wat£?t f.
r

you'ma/cliVu '^ " * *«'^^ MMsSS?^
Assessed Taxes: G K. U your man does no garden work k.cannot be either gardener or under-gardener A*^ *liability in respect of other servants we are unable toa/vl*
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.rpWM tbat he and o^ers have h^sold to them as Smith's Balsams what are not so • thaTi.?
1

say, not what are furnished by Messrs. Smith & Co' the £2brated growers at Dulwich. He has also sent us a' packet Tfwhat he regards as spurious, and it undoubtedly bears Mresemblance to the genuine packets. We know nolhtoJfurther of the matter; but we must say that, in the abinSsome satisfactory explanation, it looks very like one of thol
sen"/

** shaking a11 ^^nce between buyer a^d

BE E
.Y i x

B
.

ee-\e(,P^ fishes to know if there is any objection hia Deal hive board? and whether, instead of the plan of f-StaJbees at the top of the hive mentioned in books, there13any objection to a drawer introduced inro the- hive hoinP

I *V°U
i
d th6n in/eality be a ™7 shallow box, furnwElwith this drawer and a slide to close or open the a^er ™w «the surface through which the bees would have to descend intothe drawer when feeding might be necessary ? He has twiceZsays, addressed letters to Marriott, the Lee-hive manufacture?without any reply, and would wish to know his present addressCitronworts: J D, Basin? Park. Your specimens of Oran«Sare curious, and several of them we think very prettv The?

illustrate in a striking manner the remarkable forms v*hich thefruit of some of the Citrus tribe not unfrequently assume Withsuch examples you may judge how difficult it is to determinewhat is a variety and what is a species in this eenus. On

K«£!

f

hcomP°st
>
*nd occasionally watering them with «*«* ,u » wee* or m aays go over them, and rami* eliquid manure Mnch however, of their beauty depends them finally. After the blossoms are fa rly set a°dvan

"Ae FuSSV
f P,aDt
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N?r,yaI1 the yariet>e8 of tagC Bhoul* be take" of a fi»e morning to w^hXUieir uchsia have a natural tendency to form pyramidal

' '" - -
-

° ° wnan ine

bushes, and; by a little attention they may be guided
into this very appropriate form ; only "one shoot should
be allowed to take the lead ; this one should be trained
perfectly upright and the side shoots regulated by
stopping any exuberant ones which are outstripping
*neir neighbours. Violets are everybody's flower and
•are therefore well worth a little attention to produce
Wiem m first-rate excellence. A frame of light rich
compost, consisting of loam and leaf-mould, should be
prepared under the shade of a north wall for their
summer quarters, as in such a situation they may be
preserved from the ravages of the red spider, from the
attacks of which they will certainly sutler if exposed to
ihe scorching sun during the hot months. In this frame
*ke offsets from the old beds should be planted about
4 inches a- under, and kept close till they have begun to
form new roots. The best varieties are the Neapolitan
and the Tree Violet.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Wbera the houses are glazed with lar e

sized squares, and the plants are close up to the glass,°a
thin shade will be of great service on bright days ; but
only a thin material should be used, for the object in
shading should be to break the force of the sun's rays
not to darken the house. Give air rather freely on fine*
days, but shut up early m the afternoon, sprinkling the
growing stock lightly with the syringe and well loading
the atmosphere with moisture by sprinkling every avail-
able surface. See that plants growing in the open bed
»M properly moist at the root, giving a thorough soak-
ing when the soil is found to be dry, for mere surface
watering is of no use here. Fruit beginning to change
colour should be afforded as dry an atmosphere as cir-
cumstances will admit Eudeavour to keep newly-potted
stock as much together as possible, in order to be able
«t3 afford it rather more shade and moisture and less air,
until the roots strike into the fresh soil. Queens,'
intended to furnish the autumn supply of fruit, should'
by this time be well established in their fruiting pots ; and
where this is not the case, they should have every
possible attention, for it is easier to retard these than to
induce growing plants to show fruit. Vineries.—
Where it is desirable to retard the breaking of the Vines
in the late house as long as possible, and the glass
cannot be removed nor the Vines exposed to the open
air, they should be let down as far from the glass
as can be done, shading the roof, and giving all the are
possible. We are not quite certain, however, that their
is any decided advantage in retarding Vines by artificial
means after this season. We would almost invariablv
allow the buds to start at the bidding of the weather
after this time, merely giving all the air possible, and
take chance as to the fruit keeping until next March, prefer-
ing the certainty of a crop of prime fruit to being able to
furnish a very late supply. Weakly or overcropped
Vines ought to be very carefully examined for red
spider, which may be expected to make its appearance
on these, particularly if the weather continues bright,
and means should be used to thoroughly eradicate it the
moment it is perceived. Probably the best method is to
well wash every affected leaf with a sponge, for it is usele=s
trying to overcome it in such cases by syringing, which
only serves to keep it in check, and when the fruit
begins to colour, and syringing must be laid aside, it
will increase with fearful rapidity. Keep the atmo-
sphere moist, sprinkling the floors, &c, frequently on

«^glJay
-Y
and toka Care *" inside b«te>» well

supplied with water.

trees with the engiue, for the purpose of removing
decayed blossoms and destroying the greenfly. The
superfluous shoots of Apricots should also be removed,
and the remaining shoots carefully examined in search
of the green caterpillar, which not only injures them,
but also eats holes in the young fruit, and thereby causes
them to gum and grow deformed, or fall off before they
are stoned. Wherever these pests are observed, let
them be destroyed by gently pressing the leavesm which they are lodged between the thumb
and finger, after which the trees should be washed
with clear water from the engine. After the fruit is
set more is to be feared from the ravages of the cater-
pillar than from either frosts or storms. As regards
vegetables continue to make periodical sowings of
Spinach once a fortnight, and Peas, Beans, and Turnips
once in three weeks. Successional sowings of all Salads
should be made with strict regularity and proper atten-
tion paid to preserving them from the ravages of birds
and insects, as a deficient supply of these little neces-
saries is inexcusable after this month. If the crops of
Onions, Leeks, Parsnips, Beets, Salsafy, Scorzonera,
and Skirret are not yet sown, no time should be lost
and the latest period for sowing the main crop of
Carrots is near at hand. A sowing of tall Kidney
Beaus may now be made in early localities ; the
early sowing of this useful vegetable not unfrequently
gets cut off by late spring frosts, but when this
happens the ground should be left undisturbed, as
shoots will be produced from beneath the surface
which will furnish a crop nearly as soon as the leaders
would if they had remained uninjured. The sooner
stakes are put to rows of Peas after they are sown the
better, as at this season of the year they afford a slight
protection to the young plants as soon as they appear
above ground. The remainder of autumn-sown Cabbages
and Cauliflowers should now be transplanted on the first
favourable opportunity.

STATE OP THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON.
For the week ending April 17, 185C. as observed at the Horticultural Gardens.
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April 11—Fine; showery; rain at night.— 12— Rain; cloudy and mild; fine.
""

if~E
ine; clouJy; warm; hary; fine.— 14— Fine, w.th snn ; cloudy ; windy with rain.~ K~ Ji*5
reM

f
:
c
,

old e*st w,nd
!

fine but cold." 1- ii u ?
loud,

5
»tron* north-east wind

; clear.— 1/ -Slight frost ; dusky white clouds ; fine ; cloudy
Mean temperature of the week 2 deg. abore the lll—ll

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK
PJXTiuKthm last 30 yeara. for the ensuing week, ending April 26, m 6.

April,

Sunday 20
Men. 21
Tue». ::

Wed. 23
Thurs 24
Friday 25
Satur. 26

1

No. of
I
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1 Prevailinff Wind-
Tears in ' - h * 1 *
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Rained.
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of Rain.
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12 1.40 484 75 2
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t|™ Per*tTudu
f
inir the •bo*e P«"od occurred on the 25th.

J
1540-thenn. 50 deg. ; and the lowest on the 24th. 1851-therm. 18 d«.

distmctly lobed or ribbed, and a umch finer specimen than -foeone represented in that beautiful work. The small round.
iruit with rery prominent ribs agrees with that of the Citrusaumntium fructu costato, t. 18. All the Citrus tribe anrdesirable evergreen shrubs, of easy eultnre, requiring little-more heat to grow them to perfection than that of an ordinary
greenhouse. Their flowers are universally esteemed for their
fragrance, aud their fruits, so varied and beautifnT, render themmost interesting objects at all seasons of the year. B.

Conifeks: An Amateur and Reader.—Vie would refer you upon
tins sul ject to what is said at p. 135 of our volume for this
ye
*f u,

u cannot Sralt Abies on Piuus, nor is it at all
probable that your operation will under any circumstances be
attended with success. What is called herbaceous grafting,
that is to say employing this year's wood for both s4ock and
scion, is indispensable.

C
°m?

T*u
?
TIO!r 0F GLAsanoL'SRS.—We have received from Mr.

Mitchell, of Clowance Gardens, near Camborne, Cornwall,
some clever drawings relating to this subject. Thev enliibic
the same principle of roof construction as has been bro»gJ*t into
notice by Mr. Jones, of Birmingham, and fully described by
us in a leading article at p. 152. The plan of supporting roofs
by means of trusses is shown to be not only applicable to span-
roofed, but also to le»n-to houses. In oae of the drawings
under notice, that of a Vinery, the roof bars are trussed with
J>o. 5 iron wire, to which the Vines are trained. A defect in
Mr. Mitchell's plans is apparently a want of sufficient ventila-
tion, which in Mr. Jones's case has been amply provided*

English Timber : A Landed Proprietor. The price offered for the
Oatc timber is certiinly very low, but yoa are 15 miles from
London, and the price given in the Chronicle is the London
price. It would have been best to have had it valued by the
professional person that measured it, as there can be no doubt^
that he is acquainted with its local value. As to sawing the
timber, all depends on the price that can be obtained lor ii

when converted into plank. The Maple and Willow are worth-
less, except for charcoal making. If you are near auy gun-
powder works you might get a bid for them. J S.

Figs: R P L. Some sorts cast their fruit more readily than
others. The usual cause is the exposure of the small autumn-
born figs to more cold and damp during winter than they can
bear. If your trees are now forming small new fruit as large
as Peas those fruit will ripen during the sumaaer.

Heating: A Sub. Use a 4-inch iron pipe and hot water. It is
much better than a flue for propagation, though not so unex-
pensive; and it is more easily managed than troughs. If,
however, you like to try the experiment you may employ
Kendle s tank by adapting a small boiler to a wooden trough
furnished with a moveable lid.

Insects: Mr P. We found a smashed larva of a small fly
(Anthomyia sp. ?) and a small lulus amongst the particles
lound at the crown of your Clover plants. Without better
materials we cannot suggest any advice. W.

Names of Plants.--We have been so often obliged to reluctantly
decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never hare
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
should bear In mind that, before applying to us for assistance,
they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.
We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—aud that most willingly. It is
now requested that in future, not more than four plants
may be sent us at one time.—J C R. Lathraea squamaria.—
Goodwood. Vanda concolor—-i' G. Vanda Sulingi.

—

R Dranes.
Juuiperus oxycedrus.—Wm Bass. Asystasia or Henfreya
scandens and some weedy Acanthad indeterminable.

—

Pfitxmey.
Garrya elliptica and Andromeda calycuiata.

Nectarines in Pots : Y G B. Place them in a close bouse or
pit, and fumigate them with tobacco smoke; that, if done
effectually, will soon clear them of greenfly.

J

Peach Trees : Ireland. Gumming is caused by excessive vigour,

owing to the border being either too rich or too wet. Yoo must
prevent this exuberance by laying in more wood, or by better

draining your border; and you must also get your wood riper

than we take it to be.

Pine Pit : A young Gardener. Wood is very perishable in the

presence of fermenting materials, and cannot be made other-

wise without using substances which are likely to kill the

plants. The smell will go off by degrees. You might stop it

by mixing Peat Charcoal with the fermenting material.
Ventilation: Granta. Until we have heard the lecture wb
cannot tell whether it will be of any horticultural interest.

Vines: R Gallier. You can graft the Barbarossa Grape upon
auy sort as strong and as hardy as itself; whether the stock

be black or white is immaterial.
Vine Borders : Journeyman. If the refuse of a size and glue

manufactory is well rotted down it is good to mix with compost
for a Vine border, but not otherwise.

White Walks: 31. They may be made of pounded spar,

pounded oyster shells, or silver sand. Of the first excellent

walks are made in Derbyshire.^
Misc : Beta. We can supply you with a volume for 1846.— Full

price will be given for the following Numbers: No. 7, 1847;

27, 1851 ; 8, 1S54.

*•• As usual, many communications have been received too lat*»

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made

.

We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents, tut

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c„ and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Nitro-Phosphate or Blood

Manure, Sugar Scum, and every description of Artificial

ManoreB, Linseed Cakes, &c.
W. Inqlis Carnb, 10. Mark Lane, London.

LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1810).

The above Company have the following ready for immediate
delivery :—Corn Manure, for top-dressing ; Blood ditto for Corn

;

Blood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured
expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for

Turnips, Mangels, Grasses, &c. ; Peruvian Guano direct from
importers' warehouses ; Nitrate of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia,
and every artificial manure of kuown value,

40, Bridge Stree t, Blackfriara. Edward Purser, Sec.

THE PATENT SANITARY MANURE COM-
PANY'S NITRO-BIPHOSPIIATE, or BLOOD MA-

NURES.—For Corn or Hops, for Roots or Grass, 13501bs. of

Blood in each ton, and a large percentage of Phosphates. These
Manures compete successfully with Guano at much less cost.

—

For price, testimonials, analysis, and local information, apply to

the O ffices, 21 t Cullum Street,City , London.

THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

71. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 7L; Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.
N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures. _^MAN U R E~S.

HODGSON and SIMPSON, Wakefield, and
MATTHEWS and CO., Manufacturing Agricultural

Chemists, Driffield, manufacture the following Manures:

—

SIMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-
dressing for Wheat, Barley, and Oats.

SIMPSON'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoes,
and other bulbous root crops. Price 87. per tou.

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.
The above have been successfully tested for eight years by the

leading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties,
and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with the
most beneficial results.

Testimonials and other particulars forwarded by post on appli-
cation. g3T Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any, 71. per ton.

MANURES FOR ROOTS AND TOP-DRESSING
CORN CROPS.

HHHE undersigned beg to advise Agriculturists they
J- are now prepared to deliver the under-mentioned Manures,

viz. :—
Their celebrated SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (see

Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, Vol. 6, Part 2).
NITRO-BI-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE for Cereals,

Roots, and Hops.
Also NITRATE OF SODA, GUANO, BONEDUST, and

i-INCH BONE; SULPHURIC ACID, GYPSUM, and all

other Manures of known value.
Apply to Mark Fothrrgill & Co., 204a, Upper Thames Street,

London, Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company.
# PHCENIX CHEMICAL WORKS, PLYMOUTH.
BURNARD LACK and CO. are ready to deliver in

London or at any convenient Railway Station or Seaport,
BIPHOSPHATE OF LIME considered as neutral soluble
phosphate, at Professor Way's standard price, viz., 65. 6d. per
oont. per ton.

B. L. & Co.'s No. 1 Concentrated Superphosphate contains 40
percent, of neutral soluble phosphate delivered as above (bags
included) at 131. per ton, four months acceptance, or less 2i per
cent, discount for cash. A considerable reduction made for
-quantities.

Guaranteed analyses and opinions by Professors Way and
Voelcker sent on application.—Apply as above.

TO AGRICULTURISTS, MARKET GARDENERS,
AND AMATEURS.

TOTTENHAM SEWAGE MANURE (Higgs'
Patekt).—This highly fertilising Manure, consisting of the

Nightsoil, Blood, Urine, and other Nitrogenised Matters yielded
by the Town Drainage is no* ready for delivery from the Works,
or from the Railway Station at 4Z. 4s. per ton, or may be had for

use in the Garden, of most of the principal Seedsmen in London,
in packets 9d. each.—Sewage Works, Page Green, Tottenham.

T~~
HE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE^AmTISl.

PROVEMENT COMPANY
Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Henry Ker Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.
1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,
or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.
3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFORDKD IV EITHER CASE.

4. The whole coat of the works and expenses will, in all cases,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly
instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fiftt years for Laxd Improvements and
TCiiRTy-ONE tears for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be kept within snch a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford Sec.

WATERPROOF PATHS!
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens durin? the
winter month* should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the lnam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of snch equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it.

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.
The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, bard bottom Is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement. J. B. White & Brothers,

Milbank Street, Westminster.

WARNBSH'S 4i-inch
MANURE PCMP,

with Ball Valve, fitted with
1£ inch Brass Union for
attaching flexible suction,
with strong wrought iron
Strap3 for screwing on to

any ordinary Water-butt or
Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
50s.

U-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,

35. 6d. per foot.

IMPROVED LIQUID

1\ Gutta Percha Suction,
Is. 9d. per foot.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-
tages, Manure Tanks, and "VVells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £
n in. short 1 ft. 7 in. / Fitted for lead. \ 1

2*
3

4

2i

»»

tt

tt

tt

tt

long

ditto

ditto

ditto

3

3
3

3

it

tt

tt

tt

6
6

6

tt

tt

tt

tt

gutta percha,

or cast iron
flanged pipe,
as required.

short, with 15 feet of Load Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2

1

2
o

3

8. d.

10
14

8
12
3

14
2| in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery tor Raising Water by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

BOYD'S PATENT SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHE.
— Sole Makers, William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, London.

May be had of all respectable Ironmongers and Seedsmen.

SCYTHES.—Order Boyd's Patent Vulcan Scythe; it is the
cheapest and best. It is sold ready for immediate use, avoiding
loss of time and Blacksmith's fees. Price only 4.*. 6d.

t
or with

handle complete, 65. 6d. Prospectus on application.

W. Dray & Co., Manufacturers, Swan Lane, London; and of
all Ironmongers and Seedsmen in the Kingdom.

QAT-CRUSHING and BEAN-SPLITTING
^ (Turner's No. 5).

This Mill is recommended to

the use of every person keeping

a Horse, as superior for effi-

ciency, durability, and ease in

working to any manufactured.

Two bushels of crushed corn

afford more nourishment both

to old and young horses than

three bushels of uocrushed

!

MILL

Price £5 15*. 6d.

Made and Sold by

E. R. & F.TURNER, St. Peter's

Iron Works, Ipswich.

if

I mii

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS AND DRAINING TOOLS
A fESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
1YJL Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at le*at 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.

THE ALSIKE HYBRID CLOVIR.-PERENNIAL RED
CLOVER.—TRUE PERfeNNIAL WHITE CLOVER.

TM1U ABOVE KINDS OF CLOVERS will take well

on land which has proved Clover-sick when sown with tf.e

common kinds of Clover. They are all included in Messrs.

Sutton's Mixture of Grass Seeds for Permanent Pasture, and
they may be purchased separately.
Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, lfc56.

'THOMAS GIBBS and CO., the Seedsmen to ths
A Royal Agricultural Society of Kngland, beg to inform

their friends and Agriculturists generally that their bulks of
Agricultural and Grass Seeds aie now finished cleaning, and that
they shall he able to execute immediately any orders which may
be entrusted to them.

Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land to permanent
Pasture and Meadow.
Mixtures of GAss Seeds for Irrigation or Water Meadows.

j, „ Upland Sheep Walks.
ft „ Parks and Field Lawns.
91 i) Cemeteries and Church Yards.

„ „ Garden Lawns and Grass Plots.

,• „ Renovaing old Pastures.
Rye-grasses, Clovers, Carrots, Cablmges, Parsnips, Manuel

Wurzels, Swedes, Hybrids, Turnips, and all other Seeds requisite
for the Farm.
Kitchen Garden Seeds and Flower Seeds.
Priced Lists and detailed Catalogues are now ready, and mav he

had, post free, on application to THOMAS CIB3S X CO.,
the Seed>men to the Royal Agricultural Society of England,
corner of Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, London.

5
Established about Half a Ckntuuv.AGRICULTURAL SEED

BASS and BROWN can supply the following of

pure and genuine selected stocks, and of extra quality.

Reduced prices for large quantities. Per lb.

—
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Mangel Wurzel, Yellow Globe
lied Globe
Long Red

„ „ Long Yellow
"White Silesian Sugar Beet
Carrot, "White Belgian

Yellow Belgian
„ Long Red Altringham

Large Cattle Parsnips ...

Drumhead Cattle Cabbage (scarce) ...

Swede Turnip, purple-top, extra, 40$. per bushel... 10

„ „ Skirving's, 40s. per bushel ... 10

Turnip, Orange Jelly, Lincolnshire Reil Globe, Round, Taukar.J,

Scotch, and other Turnips at moderate prices.

Bass & Brown's SELECTED NATURAL GRASSES FOR
PERMANENT PASTURES are highly approved, ami have
given the fullest satisfaction, and can be supplied to suit the soils

required. Per acre—s. d.

For Soils generally, including Clovers ...24$. to ;30

Renovating Mixture for Old Pastures, per lb. ... 10
Finest Lawn Mixture, 45. 6ti. per peck, per lb. ... 1 3

All orders and inquiries will receive prompt attention. Carriage
free to all stations in London and all Stations on the Colchester
Line between London and Norwich.

Bass & Brows, Seed Establishment, Snrlburv, Suffolk.

ITALIAN RYE-CRASS, ETC.
\T7 DRUMMOND and SONS, Stirling, N.B., be?
* • to call the attention of those engaged in Agriculture to

the following Seeds:

—

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, selected from the finest stock In

Lombard

y

T and is especially recommended for its rapid
growth and luxuriant habit. Superior home-saved Seed may
also be had. Italian Rye-grass being extremely scarce this

season, orders should be transmitted without delay.

PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, of the finest growths, pprfectly

clean and in various weights, weighing from 22 lbs. to 30 lbs.

per bushel.
GRASSES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE —From the exten-

sive experience they have had in this branch, and resulting

in giving complete satisfaction to the numerous gentlemen
who have favoured them with orders, they feel warranted in

recommending their assorrments as made up to order—either

mixed or separately, to suit all descripicn of soil.

TURNIPS, in all the approved varieties of Swedes, Yellows, and
Whites, carefully saved by themselves from full-formed bulbs.

VETCHES (or TARES).—Large broad-leaved Scotch.

PRICED CATALOGUESoftheabove,with every otherdescrip-
tlon of FARM SEEDS, may be had post free on application.

Also a valuable Descriptive Catalogue of VEGETABLE SEEDS,
containing only such sorts as are really worth cultivating.

N.B.

—

Free Delivery.—All Seeds are, under certain

limitations, delivered carriage free to the principalshipping

ports and railway stations throughout the kingdom.

%* FARM IMPLEMENTS.—An assortment of the most
approved Scotch Implements are usually kept in Stock.

W.DRUMMOND axd SONS,
Seed and Implement Wabkhoushs, Stirling and Dublin. ^

C~
OLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
and op PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kenninsrton, near London.
Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering. Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

Eht &fluntltttrai ©ajeite*
SATURDAY, APBIL 19, 1856.

The Committee appointed in England by the

French Government for carrying ont the objects of the

forthcoming; Agricultural Exhibition in Paris, having

applied to the various railway companies in England

respecting the charges for transit of Live Stock and
Implements to and from the Show, the following

companies have most handsomely accorded facilities

as follows :

—

The Great Northern, London and North-Western,

Great Western, Eastern Counties, and the companies

in alliance with them, to carry live stock free to

and from the Show. Implements to pay full fare

to the Show, but free on return.

The return being subject to a proviso that the

stock and implements continue the bondfide property

\
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of the exhibitor. These are the me privilege

that have annually been granted to our own Royal

Agricultural Society of England at its country

meetings.

The South Eastern Railway Company has al>

handsomely granted free transit for live stock both

wavs. Half-rate for implements. Under the same

conditions as to ownership.

The committee have received information fromthe

Mayor of Calais that this port possesses every con-

venience for the disembarkation of animals, &c.

The committee are now obtaining information as to

the best mode of shipment, &c.

The letter on Agricultural Statistics which we

publish in another column requires that we should

give our readers some additional information on the

proceedings of the Highland Society, both in

refereuce to their last year's report on the agricul-

tural statistics of Scotland, and in relation to the

subject of agricultural education. On their efforts

towards the due representation of Scotland at the

forthcoming Paris Exhibition there needs no word

of praise from us. Whether " S." be right in

speaking of that meeting as something " in the bazaar

line'' or not, it is in its most useful aspect a great

international gathering of great significance at the

present time—and of great influence, all who saw

the Exhibition last year will say, not only upon

future times, but especially on the experience of

agriculturists during them on both sides of the British

Channel. The Highland Society appeared to be

exhibiting their energetic character in this as in

other ways, and we believe that we were right in

referring to this as illustrating by contrast the com-

parative want of energy of the, national Society of

England. " S." says "that the contrast was the

other way last year, and we are perfectly willing

that whatever credit may be due for the appoint-

ment of a body to represent them at the Paris

Show should be given to the English Agricul-

tural Society ; but in explanation of the absence

of Scottish representatives on that occasion, it

must be stated that no prizes were offered to Scottish

breeds of stock. A place for Scottish breeds was

this year claimed by the Highland Society, and on

the concession of this claim, though at the eleventh

hour, all that influence which the Society possesses

was put forth—with what effect, though bnt two

months' notice could be had, will no doubt be seen.

We must now refer to our correspondent's

strictures on the proceedings of the Highland

Society as regards the agricultural statistics of

Scotland.

We cannot admit the correctness of the in-

ference to which his statement leads. He would

have us to suppose that the difficulties in Scotland

were in reality much like those experienced in

England ; but "had either been overcome by Mr.

Hall Maxwell's management, or concealed by him

in his report. This is giving him more credit for

the success achieved than we believe he would

claim, and less for candour than he merits. Our

correspondent seems to have forgotten the following

passage in the report by Mr. Maxwell :
—

" I do not

mean to affirm that information was always volun-

tarily tendered, or that there have not been in-

stances where it was refused ; an entire absence of

opposition was not to be looked for fn connection

with such a measure, but its extent has been sin-

gularly and satisfactorily minute. There were no

exact means last year for determining this

point, or for ascertaining how many returns

had been made by enumerators in consequence

of refusals. I have now, however, obtained reports

as to this from every district, which enable me to

state that in 13 counties, though there may have

been instances of neglect and oversight, there was

not one of absolute refusal or opposition, while

in the other 19 counties there were about. 60 cases

of that character." Now, we are able to affirm that

this number includes all the cases of tabulations by
obliging neighbours alluded to by " S." He is

therefore scarcely justified in stating that while
11 we know of every shortcoming in Hampshire, we
had not even a guess of a marked refusal in Argyle,"

where 60 cases of refusal are actually reported. Mr.
Hall Maxwell had the ordinary good taste not to

drag forward the name of Mr. Campbell or any other

defaulter ; but at the same time he directly reported

that the opposition did "comprise the names of

landlords whose influence might have been looked

for in an opposite direction, but whose example
has been fortunately disregarded by their tenants."

One sentence more on the question of agricultural

education. A supplementary charter to enable the

s ms stated in a hi Ji-toned report, \jj.ich may be

ipt out of fcigl t But has never been answered.

Now we have no wish whatever to keep this report

out of sight, and we reproduce it here in order that

its "reasons" may exert what influence properly

belongs to them. The following is the

"Report by ber Majesty's Advocate on Petition for the Highland

and Agricultural Society of Scotland.

* After carefully considering the circumstances of this petition,

ab.nir with the exiting charters of the Highland Society, and the
,

draft warrant for tliH supplementary charter now proposed, and

after reie it.-dly conferring with a committee of the petitioners I i

have to report my humble opinion, that the prayer of the petition

should netbe complied with. J
"The principal object of the petition is to establish a sort ot

College, with a power of issuing diplomas, of the nature of

degrees, to the students, in respect of their proficiency in the

knowledge of agriculture and the arts and sciences connected

therewith, which should enable them to assume the style and title

of ' Fellows of the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scot-

land ' with a power to exact fees for granting such diplomas. It

humbly appears tome that no sufficient grounds have been shown

r such an unusual procedure as the establishment of this sort of

A . cultural College, with the power of granting degrees; and

further, that if her Maje^y lent her royal authority to such an

institution it would furnish a precedent liable to sreat abuse.

(Signed) " And. Rdtherfubd."
" London, 24th May, 181*."

The fact is that although "S." hints that this

report was kept out of sight and never answered,

yet immediately on its appearance the Society

plainly told the public that the Advocate never had

considered the question with them ; that there had

been no such meetings as he alluded to ; that on

one occasion only had he seen a deputation, and

then refused to consider or discuss the point ; that

neither then nor in his report had he assigned

grounds, and that therefore they would not accept
j

such a refusal as conclusive : and their resolution

on that subject then, is being acted on now.

We contend that the three points which we

discussed, and which " S." again refers to—then-

conduct in the collection of the agricultural

statistics of Scotland — their energetic efforts

towards an efficient representation of Scotland

at the Paris show—and their contemplated move-

ment in agricultural education—are all evidence of

the life, wisdom, and power of the Highland and

Agricultural Society of Scotland. They were

referred to at first, only incidentally, in order that

all the force of a contrast might be brought to bear
|

upon the conduct of the English Agiicultural i

Society in these several particulars. There are pro-

bably few English farmers who are not ready to

admit with us the useful course of conduct by

which our national Agricultural Society has been

distinguished ; all we contend for is, that those

who guide its proceedings err if they think that by

continuing year after year in the same unvarying

course, however good originally, they will either

fulfill the purposes of a national Agricultural

Society or obtain for themselves that support and

influence in England which their sister association

is rapidly acquiring«in the north.

scarcity—a fact which is not generally known. Early

in last season the Crimean commissariat despatched

their agents to Lombardy (whence the greater por-

tion of our stocks are obtained) and purchased the

rowing crops. This was done to a very consider-

ble extent. The crops were immediately cut, and

sent to the Crimea as compressed hay for the use of

the arrav. This soon became known to contractors,

and the "price of seed rose accordingly. The smaller

dealers felt unwilling to purchase, being of opinion

that the high price would limit the demand, and that

they would run the risk of having their stocks unsold.

They refrained from purchasing, and were content to

be dependent on the large wholesale dealers for a

supply when the season came round. This has now

arrived, and the market is in a somewhat excited

state from the eagerness to purchase by small dealers

for the supply of their customers.

This appears to be the true state of the case—and

our advice to purchasers now would be to delay their

seed time till after harvest. The new crop will have

ripened, and seed from Lombardy of the current

year will have arrived before October, when Italian

Rye-grass seed may be sown with perfect safety

and success.

We have seen a thermometer invented and manu-

factured by Messrs. Negretti and Zambra, which

appears very successfully to unite the qualities of

cheapness and efficiency. It is a self-registerin.2

minimum thermometer providing for the record of

the lowest temperature in the usual way. The

chief peculiarity consists in the use of a metallic

frame on which 'he scale is cast in relief. A mini-

mum thermometer is often useful to the farmer, and

an instrument so efficient as the one named and

costing so little as three shillings and sixpence,

deserves to be thus brought under his notice.

Exception was taken lately by a correspondent to

the paragraph upon the demand this spring for

Italian Rye-grass seed, which was described &t page

234 as unprecedented, and in fact exceeding the

supply. We were told
—" Whoever your informant

is he "is quite incorrect, although it may be his own

supply of foreign seed is limited. No man has any

right to pretend to have such information, which

could only be obtained by correspondence with the

chief holders, and this has not been the case in this

instance."

The publication of an inaccurate statement in so

prominent a place as this is of course exceedingly

mischievous, and though placing confidence in our

original correspondent on this subject, we im-

mediately made inquiry into the accuracy of his in-

formation. He had himself failed in his attempts

to purchase from importers, and the fact appeared

to us of sufficient importance to justify our notice of

it. We learn, however, that in Scotland the supply

of foreign Italian Rye-grass has been fully equal to

the demand, although that has exceeded all previous

experience ; the trade has been long an increasing

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.

A letter bearing the same signature as shall be

appended to this, which appeared in your Number of

March 1st, is made the subject of lengthened editorial

comment at p. 218 of your Paper. I have no reason to

be dissatisfied with your remarks on the grouud of want

of courtesy, though you have arrived at and expressed

conclusions different from mine. Perhaps you will

allow me to resume the subject, and to carry it on

somewhat further than either of us, or even Mr.

Hoskyns, has yet followed it. ,,.»,*
My point of view will not be obscured by the fog of

prejudice against agricultural statistics, for I have

already stated myself to be an advocate for them ;
or by

the mist of special predilection either for that nation*,

society (the Scottish), which has assumed the local

management of their collection, or for that one (the

English) which has considered such a task as beyond

its sphere of authority and usefulness, for I am a

member of toth societies ; neither will it be limited by

professional (I always deem farming a profession;

jealousy of outside interference, for while I am a tenant

farmer dependent solely on the cultivation of land, 1

have been connected with trade and accustomed to

foreign travel. I have entered upon this egotism merely to

clear my way to the positions which I desire to establish.

These are

—

. .

1st. That agricultural statistics are a national, not

solely, or even chiefly, an agricultural necessity ;
hence .

2d. That they should be collected through a national

fluency
°« The greatest of all manufactures is the manufacture

of a nation's food." With this dictum of Montesquieu

few of your readers will be disposed to quarrel. WhT

of this greatest industry have we no record—either ot

its present extent or past progress? (A continuous

record of the one will be the best exposition of the

other.) Foreign imports and exports, their amounts,

the items of which they are composed, the countries to

, which they go, from which they are received— all these

details are collected as a matter of daily business by

Government officers, are tabulated and published

monthly, summed up yearly. The shipping arriving at,

departing from, and registered in our ports is similarly

recorded and tabulated ; and thus the progress or

declension of any branch of our commence can be tracea

out in documents which are periodically pubiisiieo

under governmental authority. Do importers of sugar

or cotton, exporters of iron or haberdashery, complain

of "interference in their private affairs- because they can-

not import or export without giving in a manifest whicb,

after passing through the hands of the local customs

officials, wilf be incorporated with tables that circulate

not only from Cornwall to Caithness, but literally "fro*

China to Peru." Because one column of these table

tells us that 100 million yards of cotton have been

; exported, have we thence any knowledge how many

yards the house of Messrs. Twist and Spun have^anu

factured*-when we learn from another that three

!
millions' worth of "apparel" has been sen

:

abwjj

does this tell us how many s op *rtfe*
*J° ^er

from Moses and Sons' emporium \ In like inanner

did a table tell me that Norfolk produced one mUhon

quarters of Wheat, and had 300,000 sheep, would tb*

be any guide to my knowing how many quarters we

! harvested by Farmer Smith '-how many sheep were

fed by Farmer Jones ? Not in the least wny,

then, should English farmers and some ol "

self-styled « friends » consider the demanding f*?™™

of a manifest (so to speak) of the ladm
f

Whee,

^uv«,ivu. s\ isuppieiueiuary cnaner tu cuauic um> one, and preparation was therefore made for the still

Highland Society to act in this was applied for in larger demand of the present year. The largest

1849, and a report on their proceedings in that matter : -*— -* ; * *°n na fkn * **««»*»

was read before the meeting of the Society in that
year. The late Lord Advocate rejected the petition
of the Society in that matter, as " S." says, "for

importers of it tell us that though the supply is

short in comparison with last year it is not true

that none is to be had.

The war has had a direct influence in causing a

Barley, Potatoes, sheep, cattle, &c, which their W^,
carrying to maturity and to \maf^o1r anyone
and inquisitorial ! No one w shes to know, *"* no

ffi

shoold know save the officials in the metropolian am •

how much of either individual ^mers produce

the nation desires to know and is entitled and^

mined to know, how much the aggregate of the farm

of the country produce^ each year. ^^

i

let consid*
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as a matter appertaining to each trade in its own par-

ticular brand; ! Were shipowners to tabulate shipping,

West India merchants sugar and rum, cotton brokers

cotton ? Were there no compulsion upon them to

return the desired particulars—were there no autho-

rised officer to whom these particulars should be com-

municated ? There are chambers of commerce

—

zealous, active, and able—in Liverpool, Glasgow, and

other parts : to employ them to collect and tabulate the

import, export, and shipping returns would be fully as

feasible and as much in accordance with the purposes

for which they were organised, as it would be to employ

a society originated and chartered for the advancement

of the " science and practice " of agriculture in the col-

lection of its statistics. Yet this task has been, as I

think unwisely, undertaken by the Scottish Society ; and

it appears to be matter of regret to Mr. Hoskyns and

yourself that the English Society, sticking not merely to

the letter but also to the spirit of its charter, con-

sidered that it neither could nor should concern itself

with a similar task in England. The Irish Society is

undisturbed, because the constabulary do (in a way)

collect the statistics of the Green Isle.

In times past farmers have never been asked to fur-

nish any statistical information ; those holding " land

and beeves n were as unnoticed in the tables of our

statists as if their productions had no influence what-

ever on the national well-being. Commerce was wiser

however in this respect than statecraft, for the

report of a good or bad harve3t in Britain had an influ-

ence direct or indirect over the money market of the

whole world. Now, all of a sudden, an outcry is raised

because farmers Smith and Brown do not reach per

scdtum to the conclusion which our public men have

been centuries in arriving at ; because they do not do

at somebody's (they do not well know who's) asking,

what their commercial brethren are bound to do

through a specially commissioned Government officer

of customs or excise, that is, disclose as much of their

individual doings as will enable the State to make a

summation of all the similar doings of the community,

which is the alone purport of statistical inquiry.

The nation has a right to. this information, for

it will be useful—it cannot well be called indispensable,

seeing how long it has been done without—to the states-

men who direct the nation's affairs.

These are the grounds on which I rest my advocacy

of agricultural statistics ; and it is as a nat ; onal inquiry,

to be conducted by a regularly constituted department

of State, that I shall consider it in a future communica-

tion. Iu my last letter I expressed a doubt whether

the system, however promptly or correctly it were

worked, could be of direction to agriculturists in their

sales. I showed that Mr. Hoskyns' estimate of the loss

sustained by (t needy sellers" who came early into the

market in 1846, might well be « written off" by the

gain the same class have made from selling promptly in

1855 : yet this supposed loss in 1846 is made, even in

hindered by the letter of their charter <»t incor-

porat on.] He, it is well known, was not a mere

lawyer but a man of vi< \vs in advance not only of his

professional brethren but even of the reforming states-

men of the age. By him the application was rejected

for reasons stated in a high-toned report, which may be

kept out of sight, but has never been answered.

Again you point out in your editorial comment how

the Scottish Society is to show, or cause to be shown, at

the Paris gathering of this year, which I believe should

be considered as somewhat in the bazaar line ; while

you overlook the fact that at the grand exposition of

last year English agriculture was fully represented by

men! animals, and implements; while the Scottish

Society appeared by no representatives either at Paris

or at Carlisle. I shall conclude for the present by

saying that while there may be fussiness without pro-

gress, there may be quietude without lethargy. S.,

April 4.

the speech of the President of the Board of Trade (I

should have preferred writing of the Board of Agricul-

ture, but of this hereafter), the groundwork of an

argument to show that farmers would profit in a

pecuniary sense by the proposed collection. If they

profit, necessarily the remainder of the community
would, to the same extent, lose ! I have considered the

measure as one of national—not class—interest and im-

portance ; and it is as such alone that it is deserving of

support. How I would have it worked I shall hereafter

discuss in your columns : in the meantime I shall

succintly reply to your strictures on my previous letter.

I therein broached a supposition—wherewith you are

not quite satisfied— that iu the Scottish returns there

had been something of the " making things pleasant

"

used. I believe you could not be long in those places

wherein Scottish farmers do congregate, without hearing

jokes as to how little difficulties and obstinacies and

refusals had been got over by the indefatigable Mr.

Hall Maxwell. Now by coaxing a recusant ; again by

tiring him out with duplicate, triplicate, or quadrupli-

cate of the unfilled-up schedules ; or if that failed

getting an obliging neighbour to tabulate for him. All

this was very good management—it has succeeded—
and as Talleyrand said, " nothing succeeds like success :"

I believe the tota's tabulated are as close as practicable

to the reality. But this judicious management has been

veiled rather than thrust iuto notice. In the English

partial inquiry the case has been very differently

handled ; e. g.—Mr. Hoekyns has named to the world

a Shropshire yeoman who tore his schedule and sent it

back endowed—* Such questions 1" There is nothing in

the Scottish report to show how a west country magnate

named Campbell of Monzie—a landowner and sheep

farmer of no small repute—not only refused to fill up a

schedule, but came to • the countercheck quarrelsome,"

and a little further, in a correspondence with the High-

land Society's secretary, which I enclose. Englishmen,

it is notorious, parade the short-comings of their own

people ; Scotsmen are more canny and quiet ; hence we

know of every short-coming in Hampshire, but had not

even a guess of a marked refusal in Argyll.

When adverting to the educational project of the

Highland So.iety,° which finds much favour in your

eyes, you were most likely unaware that it is but the

reproduction of a scheme which had been brought

forward several years ago, when an application for a

supplementary charter, such as is now pending, was

referred to the late Lord Rutherford, then Lord

Advocate. [We were perfectly aware of this, and the

whole history illustrates how an energetic body of men,

determined upon a useful course of action, proceed when

BOYDELL'S TRACTION ENGINE.
On Wednesday and Friday the 2d and 4th inst. the

Messrs. Boydell & Glasier, of the Camden Works, ex-

hibited their traction engine at various performances

to a large assemblage of spectators, specially invited on

the former day at the Camden Works, and by adver-

tisement on the latter at Willesden, Middlesex. Both

courses of experiments have given general satisfaction,

the propositions of ploughing and carting on level land

haviug been fairly solved. To the truth of this we hope

Mr. Mechi, of Tiptree Hall, who was present on both

occasions, will bear his invaluable testimony, and also

many others who took a lively interest in the proceed-

ings of the day. The engine exj erimented with is one

of those ordered by Lord Panmure some time ago for

tl e Crimea, where the endless railway is now in success-

ful operation on the wheels of gun-carriages ;
General

Codrington bearing favourable testimony in his des-

patches to the importance of the invention, as enabling

him to transport heavy siege guns, which could not have

been done by any other means. The engine is greatly

superior to the experimental one exhibited at Carlisle,

as will be seen from the following description.

The engine has two cylinders, each 6£ inches in

diameter, and works with a stroke of 10 inches. The

crank shaft has two cranks, with a fly wheel on one end,

and a small ten-leaved pinion on the other, which slides

out and in of gearing by means of clutchwork. On the

carriage wheel, 6 feet in diameter, is a 96-toothed wheel,

5 feet iu diameter, into which the above pinion works

when on the quick speed. On another shaft working in

two slide-boxes are an intermediate 20-toothed wheel,

into which the pinion works when on the slow motion,

and a small ten-leaved pinion, which then gears in the

96-toothed wheel. This shaft and wheels are lifted out

of gearing by means of lever apparatus when the engine

is required for threshing or other purposes, or changing

from the one speed to the other. All admired the sim-

plicity and importance of these improvements.

At the slow speed the engine travels at the rate of

from 1) to 2} miles per hour, and at the quick speed

from 3 £ to 4 4 miles. It weighs 9 tons, including 2 tons

of coal and water. With 60 lbs. of steam per square

inch the pressure on the pistons is 2400 lbs. Of this

360 lbs. are lost by extra velocity of the pistons, reducing

the force exerted on the crank shaft to 2040 lbs.

Calling this force the motor force, and the force applied

to haul carts, ploughs, &c, the traction force, we have

the former, 2040 lbs. as above, for the quick speed, and

4080 lbs. for the slow speed as applied to the top of the
_ ^h A J a M 1 — _

96-toothed wheel on the carriage wheel. Of these

forces 850 lbs. are consumed in friction and propelling

the engine forward on level ground according to experi-

ments made to ascertain this, so that the forces ap-

plied to produce movement are for the quick speed

1190 lbs., acting on a leverage of 5 feet 6 inches from

the fulcrum or endless rail ; and for the slow speed

3130 lbs., acting with a leverage of 5 feet 3 inches.

Doubtless theoretical conclusions could be drawn from

the above data as to the traction force of the engine
;

but owing to the divided state of opinion on this topic,

we shall allow the following experiments to speak for

themselves, hoping by means of a diagram to return to

this disputed branch of the subject at some future

period.

The Wednesday experiments at the Camden VV orks

were as follows :

—

1. Two trenches were dug in the ground, one for each wheel'

about 18 inches in depth, and in length sufficient to allow the

endless railway to rest in the bottom, for the purpose of doing

away with any momentum acquired in descending into the trench.

Into these the engine slowly worked itself, stood still in the

bottom, and then propelled itself up an inclined plane of 4 feet,

the ascent being thus about 1 foot in 3. This experiment was

repeatedly performed, much to the satisfaction of spectators.

Its object is to show what inclination the engine will ascend

without exerting any traction force, so as to be able to exert

double the force down hill, or in hulling up hill guns or waggons

I on the principle of a stationary windlass, taking short distances at

each time. .

2. The engine next hauled over soft ground 7 tons of bricks in

a waggon weighing 2 tons 5 cwt., making a total load of 9 tons,

thus solving the proposition of carting manure, the pro-

duce of harvest, and that produce to market; in short, the

ciirting on a comparatively level farm.

3 The third experiment was hauling the empty waggon

(2 tons 5 cwt.) with the fore-wheels locked and four ploughs

ploughing up the ground to the depth of a four-horse furrow.

With this experiment visitors expressed themselves highly

pleased every time it was made.

4 The last experiment was going in and out of a doorway only

a ew inches more than the width of the carriage wheels, turning

within a narrow space the breadth of a common road, round

narrow turns with the waggon, «Scc, proving the command the

engineers had over the engine, and certainly the resultm every

case spoke greatly to their praise.

Such were the first day's experiments. Kesults in

every case were so satisfactory as to leave little doubt

that an important step has beeu made towards successful

steam culture and cartage.

The field experiments at Willesden, Middlesex, on

Friday, the 4th inst., were not so successfully performed

as those at Camden Town, owing to the heavy ram

which fell during the preceding night, and the want of

the necessary precaution to meet such an exigency. The
field, for example, set apart for experimenting in was so

wet that it could not be entered, while Samuelsou's

digger and Ransome's double plough provided as im-

plements could not advantageously be worked. But

although these circumstances were against the experi-

ments in one sense, they were in their favour in another,

as they exemplified the* action of the endless-railway on

a very tenacious clay soil, too wet for horses entering,,

and the traction force of the engine in such a case.

1. The first experiment made was in hauling a Samuelson's

digger one round of the field. The tenacious, or, as it was-

technically termed in the district, "very loving '" clay soil

adhered to the diggers until stripped off from them by the bars

above, when it fell in shapeless sods, the green side generally

uppermost. It also adhered to the endless railway, thus reducing

the traction force of the engine while it increased the resistance

of the implement ; but independently of both these adverse

circumstances the performance gave general satisfaction so far

as the traction force of the engine and action of the endless

I railway on the ground are concerned, various high estimates

i having been made as to the number of horses the former was

equivalent to; while all unanimously declared that the latter

did infinitely less harm to the soil than horses' feet would have

done. .

2. The second experiment was made by hauling four common
ploughs, each set to the depth of a four-horse furrow, one round

of the field ; but the chains with which they were attached to-

the engine being too short (to say nothing of their -breaking at

every few yards), the ploughs and ploughmen were so crowded

together that the experiment, so far as ploughing is concerned r

must he set down as a failure. At the same time it was generally

admitted that four " four-horse furrows" were made in several

places, thus proving the traction force of the engine equivalent

to that of 16 horses of the district. But to arrive at a more satis-

factory conclusion than this, we applied to one plough yoked

behind the engine a dynamometer, which indicated 8 cwt.;

then by measuring the depth and breadth of this furrow, and

comparing it with the four previously made, concluded that in

hauling them the engine exerted a traction force of 24 cwt. In

other words, that it would have hauled without intermission three

ploughs in a frame on wheels, ploughing three such furrows fa

such a soil, and moving at a pace of one and a halt that of the'

horses of the district.

3. The engine propelling itself to and from vV Ulesden, hauling-

behind it a waggon and coal weighing upwards of 3 tons, may be

taken as a third experiment, proving the value of the endless
' railway to all portable engines, so as to enable them to transport

I themselves from place to place. Several of the road-mclinationS

measured 1 foot in 6, while an incident on the way home deserves

recording. A four horse waggon with about 4 tons of grams in

passing the engine got off the road, and there stuck fast. A
second team of three horses was yoked, making seven horses, but

of no avail. Mr. Boydell then yoked his "steam horse, whicl*

hauled the whole after it on to the road, the horses, terrified at

their new-fangled rival, doing more harm than good. Simple aa

this experiment is, it has perhaps done more to establish in the-

mind ot Middlesex rusticity the traction force of Boydell s engine,

or the near prospects of steam superseding horses, than all the

others made.

The conclusions to be drawn from these experiments

are in favour of the application of the endless railway to-

portable engines, with the motor force applied to the

top of the wheel, but that this force applied to one

wheel only reduces the amount of traction force dis-

posable for agricultural or other purposes. That

engines may be constructed capable of performing all the

cartage of a farm and ploughing by direct traction on

comparatively level land ; that the endless railway does

less harm to the land than horses' feet, and that frames

of one-way ploughs must be made so as to avoid out-

cas'ings. Whether direct traction, or indirect by means

of fixed or travelling windlasses, are to make the best

and cheapest work is a question which experiment of

course must decide. The probability is that when

steam culture and cartage are fairly established, both

direct and indirect traction will be required on every

farm, waggon and cart wheels of every kind used for

slow motion on land being furnished with endless rails.

A general error appears to be to place too much con*

fidence in individual projects, without taking into con-

sideration the vast variety of circumstances The

sooner the agricultural mind is disabused of this the

better, the grand question at present being to discover

and appreciate the different links in the chain of pro-

gress- the endless railway being obviously one. W. B.

Home Correspondence.
.Eone-cto.-Inyour Paper of 29th March Professor

Way says that the phosphate of lime in bone ash

is, without decomposition by acid, positively useless*

Why is this so ? Half inch bones without acid are not

useless, and boiled bones are, I believe, considered more

useful than raw, in consequence of the grease in the

latter preventing a speedy decomposition. In many

country places bones may be bought cheap, but there

is no mill to grind them, though they may easily be

burnt and then crushed. Does the burning render the

phosphate less soluble ? What quantity of water and

acid respectively should be mixed with the fine powder

of burnt bones I and how much soluble phosphate may

be expected to result 1 A Ten Years' Subscriber.

A Iderney Cows.—I see in your Paper of last Saturdiy

a statement from " E. C, Pan-y-Ochin, Gresford, Den-

bighshire," of four Alderneys giving 712 lbs. (18 oz. to

the pound) of butter during the year, besides about 601bs.

of cheese and a liberal allowance of milk and cream for

family uses. Having kept up my own breed for many
years from an excellent stock which I brought from

Jersey, and never having nearly approached to the

amount of butter stated by E. C.", I am greatly inte-

rested in the matter, and shall feel myself deepl/
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indebted to the gentleman for some information respect-

ing the feeding and general management of his cows,
and if he would at the same time kindly communicate
some few hints of his dairy processes and the churn
employed he would add much to the obligation. T. I.

[" J. L.", another correspondent, had addressed a
similar request to our correspondent * K. C."]

ocittits*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Weekly Council, April 1<> : Mr. Raymond Barker,

V.P., in the Chair.

Liquid Manure Irrigation.—Mr. Chadwick made
the following communication to the Council

:

Mr. Chadwick said :—May I a^k the favour to be permitted to
submit some suggestions to persons who have adopted the prin-
ciples of liquified manure cultivation, now, I am glad to htare,
so far extending as to preclude individual communications, even
to those with whom I am personally acquainted, and who have
acted upon my recommendations. The suggestions relate to the
frequency of the applications of the manures. In recent times
the "lasting" manures have enjoyed extensive popularity. A
dressing which served two years, and mucli better if it serves
three, is deemed sound agricultural economy. Thus manuring
with solid bones was once preferred ; but thin practice has been
broken in upon by breaking the bones, and still more by pul-
verising them; and by the experience of immediate and more
heavy as against the lighter though more lasting production.
With the farm bailiffs of the older habits, who are accmtomtnl to

deem only that as manure which is to be moved by the spade
cr the fork it is a great upturning of the ideas and of practice
to treat, as I have presumed to do, that only as economical and
proper manure which to only to be moved by the spoon or the
scoop. But eminent agriculturists have agreed with me, and
have now moved many of their farm bailiff-*, who had been edu-
cated to gife one dressing for two years, or one dressing for a
season, r i give—four—eight—and even 10 dressings of liquified
and diluted manures. The grumblings and this " everlasting
work of dressing" M whick would be sure never to answer/' h-ivi-

been generally silenced by successive augmentations of crops.
But even with yields 45 bushels of Wheat, where II and at the
utmost 30 had been got before ; with even 10 dressings instead of
one: with double, treble, and even with quadruple crops; I have
still to present myself with an aspect of dissatisfaction, and make
remonstrances against remaining sins of waste, and talk even of
this practice as backward. I, have visited the farms of forward
and successful agricultural improvers during the last year and
the year before, who hftve put their farms under good and
tolerably complete diKtributory apparatus, who were still using
£iiano or other artificial manures, whilst they had near the cattle
sheds heaps of decomposing dung which ought not to have been
there, 'and whose liquid manure tanks were stinking with the

ipe of the products of decomposition—denoting the extent of
re which is preventing bypurting the manure in its right plan.

One eminently successful improver is a guano merchant, and
is to be excused for displaying to the farmers a liquified appli-
cation on his farm, the powerful effect of his commodity. Another
farm manager has also excusable prepossessions in favour of
special manures, which he has been moved to try. But the
opinion—evidence/" and the particular examples to which I ad-

vert, and the addition of any imported stimuli by the managers,
are opeu to objection, whilst the farm-yard itself presents in
the unused dung, $nd in the products of decomposition evolved
from the stagnaut coiveuts of the tank, the demonstration of
the presence of unused or misused manure. The empirical

t.

important demonstration that the complete sewerage DuOor
1000 houses, including the external surface washings of th**

streets and roofs of \ -es may be absorbed, disinfected, and ren-
dered productive on about 200 acres of ordinary land. The other
instances of the application of sewer-water to agricultural pro-
duction are generally, as at Edinburgh, Milan, the Clfpst-ne
Meadows, the Duke of Bedford's water meadows at Tavistock
are irrigations chiefly with the surface washings of the streets

and the overflows of decomposed manure from cesspools, drains,
and sewers of deposit, which is the strongest in periods of storm

;

but in the case of the sewerage of Rugby, from a general water-
closet system and self-cleansing pipe-drains and sewers, the
manure cornea undecom posed—unwanted, chiefly from the inte-

rior of houses, and is the weakest iu the periods of extraordinary
terms. The manageableness of the sewerage without large reser-
voirs, or offensive marsh surfaces, like the plain water mea-
dows; the manageableness on limited areas are matters of great
importance for towns. The Kugby experience demonstrates that
the sewerage of the metropolis may be utilised inoffensively, far

less offensively than the mannrhtgs of market gardens, on an
area of 50,000 or 60,000 acres, or 10 miles square, about the extent
of the Plamstead marshes, or say a belt of land about a mile and
a quarter wide, commencing, at the inner circle, about 5 miles
from the centre of the metropolis. On such practical examples
what I wish to urge in respect to farm-yard manures is that the
liquid manure pump should he kept going for the immediate deposit
of the manure on some part of the farm or another; it will be
better preserved 09 fallows than In the tank. In the tank after
decomposition commences, it not only wastes but becomes a
hource of danger to the cattle in the shed ; inasmuch as from the
manner in which the tanks have been commonly constructed,
they are too frequently retorts for the generation of noxious
gasen, and the drain from the shed serves as the neck of the
retort, to convey the gases into the shed where they are sure to

operate to a greater or less extent injuriously. In Flanders and
Holland where the sheds are kept remarkably clean, the escape
of the concentrated gases from the long kept liquid manure of
their tanks have in certain conditions of the atmosphere been
productive of great mortality amongst the cattle. The long kept
liquified manures convert the tank into as dangerous a common
cesspool or fosse as such as tho-e which pollute the air, and the
Interior of the houses of Paris. In the new cultivation 10
dressings with liquified farm-yard manures has been deemed
a maximum application. Yet to such an application a dress-
ing of guano has been superadded, as I complain, whilst liquified
farmyard manure was in the tanks and might be made further
available. I rely upon the evidence of market gardeners as to
an experience of many years for the fertilising power of farmyard
manures upon the same crops year alter year; and the market
gardeners to whom I have shown the results obtained on the
new liquified manure farms, exceeding, as they have already
done, all other agricultural production, deem that production
as nowise extraordinary, nor will it be found to be so in relation
to the green crops grown by market gardeners ; and I rely upon
the evidence of horticulturists of practical experience and much
superior production in quality as well as quantity, in asserting
the expediency of far more frequent applications of liquified
manure than has yet been dreamed of by most of the mauagers
of liquified manure farms. Horticultural experience justifies
me in saying that not 10, but more than 20 dressings in the
course of the season, properly applied, will be attended with
remunerative results. Tke applications of liquified manure to
the cereals maybe intermitted or moderated during the perh d
of growth, to avoid carrying the vegetation too far into stalk and
leaf. But horticultural experience shows that when the leavts
are withered and the plant is out of bloom and the corn is set, it

should then be well fed to make the corn plump and heavy.
It the soils are light and the weather dry, the food may be
conveyed in the liquid twice a week. It may be conveyed to
the roots of the stauding crop by a hose with lateral apertures, as
explained at p. 165 of the Minutes of information on the applica-
tion of the refuse of houses and towns to agricultural production.demonstrations of the absorbent and retentive power of soils -{[?!} °Y -

w,fls« ot »ouse
which I obtained from trial works on the Manchester canal ^ hat I wish then to impress is that it is more economical to

in 1843-47, such as the marks of a leaky hobe risible on the
Grass in the second year after a single dressing, corroborated and
extended by the scientific researches of Professor Way and
others, have been subsequently corroborated practically on a
number of the liquified manure farms. Sometimes the corrobora-
tion has been accidental. Thus on one farm very capacious
tanks were filled by the solid deposit, and they were seen to be
overflowing and the unused liquid manure rmniug d >wn a lane.
The farm manager was for the removal of the solid deposit by
hand labour and cartage, but the owner suggested that the tanks
might be more conveniently and cheaply emptied by pumping the
contents on some adjacent fallows, to which "it could do no
harm," and although it was in the winter, if the rains were not so
very heavy as to wash it all away it might do some good;
and this course was taken, and the succeeding rains were very
heavy, but to the surprise of all the summer crops every-
where displayed "to a splash" the effects of the applica-
tion of the manure in the preceding winter, affording on a
large scale a demonstration that liquified manures are not
held in mechanical suspension, as the Baron Liebig and other
patentees of solid manures have assumed and alleged, but are
at once received in chemical combination. A familiar proof of
the combination is the immediate suppression of offensive
smells even from decomposing manures, which ia so im-
portant for sanitary objects, as well as for agricultural
economy, in the prevention of the further waste ot manure.
Mr. Walker, of Newbold Grange, near Rugby, who receives
nearly the whole of the sewerage of that town upon his own
estate, has given Important demonstrations of the principles for
which I have contended. Every day except Monday throughout
the year—and except days of very severe frost—the sewerage
manure is applied to some part or other of the laud by steam
power, and hose and jet as distributor?' apparatus. By the total
abolition of cesspools, and of brick house drains or brick sewers
of deposit; and the substitution of pipe drains and pipe sewers
properly adjusted to the flow—and which are therefore self-
cleansing— all the refuse of the town is discharged at a rate of
upwards of two miles an hour, and before it can enter any
advanced stage of decomposition. The sewerage from 900
houses has some odour, though slight; but has not the odour of
decomposition, and does not smell half so bad as the old cess-
pool matter of a single cottage, as any one who goes to the spot
may convince himself. All the refuse matter of the town dis-
charged into the house drains by 9 o'clock will, during nearly
300 days in the year, be upon the land, and not merely upon
the surface, but in chemical combination with the soil of that
portion of the farm to which it may be applied—freed
from all odour, « disinfected," and preserved from all waste
usually before 10 o'clock, or within little more than an
hour. Usually—not many days afterward*, upon the Grass
land—the portions last irrigated may be discerned by the
sheep and cattle, which have selected it and are feeding upon
it. He informs me that when an accident has occurred to the
engine, and the works have been stopped, in about three or four
days bubbles of gas are evolved, and decomposition commences,
that is to Bay, waste commences. Now it is this 'waste which
it is of importance to avoid by the application of the manure
as frequently as practicable, before the decomposition can com-
mence. Since the manure tanks must be emptied, no great def-
erence will occur in the total amount and expense of labour under
^oper arrangements, whether they are emptied soon or late.
Mr. walker has applied the sewerage of 900 houses to aboutow acres But he finds that pumping every day, except Sun-
aay, ne only gets about three dressings in the year all over the
farm. He is nevertheless well satisfied with the result, as he
obviously may be, in more than double crops in his cereals as
well asf his Grass. But if he were to renew the work he would,
as J apprehend, give a more concentrated application, 10 dress-
ings or upwards on a limited area. And the example affords an

have the manure on the land than in the tank; that all delay
of the application until decomposition has commenced is waste-
ful and dangerous ; that until the whole of the farm-yard manure
is thus used up, any artiticial manures are superfluous, and that
they do not yet know how far it will go. The information
I have received warrants me in saying that the best of the
liquified manure farms may by this course far exceed their
present crops.

In answer to the inquiries of Mr. Slaney and other members,
as to the expenses of the process, Mr. Chadwick stated* that Mr.
Walker had informed him that he estimated the establishment
charges and working expenses of the new works, steam-engines,
pipes, and labour of distribution, at 11. per acre per annum ; but
that was for pipes over double the area that would in future be
used; and Mr. Chadwick said that according to the best
of his information, 14*. per acre might be set down s
the establishment charges and working expenses, includ-
ing 10 dressings during the season. The expense of
each additional dressing of 20 tons of liquified manure (or

I
watering with simple water) by steam-power, was stated at about
U. under ordinary circumstances. Where gravitation was
obtainable for pipe distribution, the cost might be set down at
from 7s. to 10s. per acre under ordinary circumstances. However
new farms had been lately laid down, and got into work on the
principle on heavy as well as light lands by steam as well as by
gravitation, which would afford further data. It had been stated
as a deviation from the principle that on some liquid manure
farms guano or solid manure was still applied as a dressing, but
almost invariably this manure was "washed in" by the applica-
tion of plain water, that is to say it was liquified on the ground,
instead of in the tauk, and this was only another and commonly a
clumsy mode of applying the principle.

The discussion on this subject we must unavoidably
postpone till next week.

French Pines.—Mr. Baskerville Glegg, having found
that the Pine seeds he presented to the Council on a
former occasion had grown exceedingly well on his
estate in Cheshire, favoured the Council with the follow-
ing statement respecting the foreign cultivation of that
tree :

—

w The Pinus maritima has long been extensively cultivated on
the waste lands in France, and is particularly calculated for sow-
ing on the sand hills on the sea coast, as it is one of the few of
the tribe unaffected by the sea breezes. The mode of culture
consists in breaking up the surface and sowing about 20 lbs. of
seed to the statute acre. It vegetates quickly and well, and the
plants come up very thick, and are thus drawn up very straight.
When about the thickness of walking-sticks they begin to thin
them out. The first use made of them is to support the Vines,
there used as fences for the railways, and put to different purposes
till they reach 14 years' growth; by this time they stand at
regular distances, and are called upon to pay their yearly rent.
This is done by a strip of the bark being taken off about the width
ot the hand and 7 feet high. In the summer the turpentine
exudes from the wound, and is scraped off as it forms; the fol-
lowing year another stiip of the bark is removed, and so on every
y ear till they come round to the part from which the bark was first
removed

; by this time the sore is healed and they begin to tap it
again. It is considered that each tree pays about 5 sous, or 2Ad.
a year ; and this land, which 20 years ago might have been pur-
chased at l(d. an acre, is now worth 4*. The French Government
sow extensive tracts of these wastes every year, and it is con-
sidered that the timber is benefited rather than injured by the
process, and found to be harder than those trees that have not
been tapped."

Eakth barrows.—Mr. Slaney furnished the following

aiuteuunt of the advantages ot blitling tiaiTowg ior tiie
removal of loose earth from one place to another:
"This contrivance is a simple machine for moving earth

soil short distances, and chiefly on a slight decline. The import-
ance of lessening the cost of moving earth will be understood
by all conversant with rural improvements. In the case of
enlarging fields, levelling banks and mounds of earth, lowerin*
headlands, filling up pits and holes, and making farm roads any
facility in moving earth is of consequence. The usual method ia
by carts or wheelbarrows. In either case the soil has to be
loaded by sp?de and hand, lifted in one case—ofren from 4 to 6

1 feet, and always 2 to 3 feet—from the ground; requiring much
J labour in time. The mollebart, or Flemish barrow, is something
like a common barrow without a wheel or legs, with a sharn
iron edge in the front, and is so contrived as to slide easily
under auy loose earth, and thus load itself without using a spade.
A short tackle fastened to it on each side is attached to one
horse—on a word the horse draws on the little machine the
handles are elevated a little and its edge slides under
the earth, and it is loaded. The handles then being pressed
upon, the edge is elevated above the ground, and on a
word the horse advances, dragging the load in any direc-
tion, and on reaching its destination, the handles being
loosed, the load turns over. The empty machine is afterwards
drawn back for another load, and the process is repeated. The
soil ought to be first loosened by a lurk or a plough, and when so
loosened can thus be easily moved a short distance. Mr. Ham*
mond has been good enough to send me a model of a little

machine for a similar purpose. It is somewhat like a barrow
without legs, with the bottom taken out, pressed down on loose
earth, and then dragging it along the ground to its destination,
I bring these implements forward, hoping they may elicit ob-
servation and improvement. Mr. R. Stephenson, C.E., with
whom I have had the pleasure of acting on the late Commission
on Health of Towns, &c, and whose name is known throughout
Europe as one of our ablest civil engineers, tells me that hitherto
almost all earth work is carried on in the old way, moving the
soil in barrows or carts, and loading it by spade or forks. It is

evident that any simple implement which would lessen the cost

of these operations would, in this country, be valuable. I

therefore have ventured to bring this matter before the Society,
trusting others may improve on the hints already given "

The late Rev. William Rham, in his Paper on the

agriculture of the Netherlands, published in the second

volume of the Society's Journal (page 61), gave a

drawing and description of the implement referred to

by Mr. Slaney.

Deep-Draining. — An interesting discussion took

place, which we regret that our limits will not allow us

to give, on the question of the depth and frequency of

drains on different soils. Mr. Beale Browne hoped a

lecture would be given before the Society on this sub-

ject. He had found 4 feet the moat useful depth. The
minimum of depth in any case was considered by the

meeting to be from 3£ to 4 feet, and the maximum 5 ;

while very deep drains (as of 10 feet) had been found

injurious. Mr. Scott, during his extensive experience,

had never known Mr. Parkes's principles fail if only

properly applied ; he had found 4 feet the standard

depth, with the drains not nearer than 24 feet on the

closest soil. Mr. Slaney had used 4 feet deep and 36

feet apart, with great advantage.

Miscellaneous Communications.—Count Sparre and

Messrs. Burgess and Key transmitted the result of trials

(privately made) of their respective churns. Miss

Banister, of Steyning, communicated her plan of a home-

stead, haviug special reference to the feeding of cattle.

The Council adjourned to the 23d of April at 12

o'clock, when Prof. Way would deliver a lecture "On
the Progress of Chemical Science, both at Home and

Abroad, in reference to Agriculture."

On Agricultural Chemistry and the Nature and Fro*

perties of Peruvian Guano. By J.C. Nesbit, F.G.S.,

F.C.S., &c. Fourth edition. Longman & Co.

These lectures have been delivered in many parts of

the country before farmers' clubs and agricultural

meetings. Mr. Nesbit has the power, as he proved

last Monday, of commending and explaining his subject

to agriculturists in a remarkable degree. And having

mixed much with farmers, he is better able than many
agricultural chemists to give a practical turn to his

suggestions. The book he has now published contains

four of his lectures, together with an essay on Peruvian

Guano, from which we shall next week make an extract

on the mode of supplying guano to the soil.

We may mention as an illustration of the way in

which Mr. Nesbit's labours as a lecturer are appreciated

by English agriculturists, that, on the conclusion of the

discussion at the Centr.il Farmers' Club on Monday

evening last, several gentlemen expressed their desire

to offer to Mr. Nesbit some testimonial of the apprecia-

tion with which they regarded the valuable services ne

had in this way rendered to agriculture. A subscrip-

tion list was at once opened. Mr. J. Wood, of Ockley

Manor, Sussex, the chairman for the year, has con-

sented to act as treasurer to the fund, and Mr. H. Corbet

as honorary secretary.

Calendar of Operations.

APRIL.
CHBsniRB, April 9.—The weather for the last eight weeks nas

been most favourable for all field operations, consequently »nnera

generally are very forward with their spring tillage. The *£"?°*

of cereals is completed, or nearly so on many farms, and ^*VJ
planting of both early and winter kinds is in a very *dT

J"£~
state. Wheats generally are looking well, although, as is »IW*?*

the case at this season of the year, there are complaints aDoui

injury from wireworm, grub, &c. Italian Rye-grass »s
./tS

forward in some situations, and we have seen crops which, II we

weather is favourable, will be ready to cot for soiling ma rori

night or three weeks. This is a valuable Grass either sojrn

alone for early cutting or mixed with Clover and other seeds tor

pasture; it is a Grass that all cattle are fond of. and there i>

nothing chat we have met with that will afford so early and nice

a pasture for ewes and lambs. We have seen instances ot »

partial failure in Clover roots, not in consequence of the ian«
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being " Clover hick/' a* to our knowledge one field has not had
Clover on before for 20 years, and another for 10 or 12. The
cause appears to us to b*. a small worm, similar to a bot, the

larva of a kind of moth, which we have known to be very destruc-

tive to Turnip crops. On examining some of the diseased plants,

which are easily known by their drooping appearance, and, in

the more advanced stage, withering of the leaves, we found the

roots perfectly healthy and vigorous, but the crown had a brown
cankered appearance evidently spreading downwards into the

root. We send a few specimens herewith of the diseased plants,

and also some of the suspected depredators, with a few small

round substances resembling eggs, found in the centre of the

plants; we have never noticed anything of the kind before, and
hope it is not general. The land in question has a good mixture

of seeds upon it, therefore as the Clover is the only plant afl'ected,

it may not prove quite so onerous as wa3 first apprehended.

Many dairy stocks have already begun to feel the effects of

damaged hay occasioned by the prevalence of floods in the

meadows last July. This is a matter which requires the most
serious consideration of both landlord and tenant in a dairy

district, where cattle are almost entirely dependent upon their

winter supply of food from the meadows. Ewes and lambs appear

to be doing well, and farmers are looking forward to earlier

pastures than they have had for the last few years, as nothing

can be more favourable to the growth of Grass than the present

weather. Milking cows have been fetching high prices, bat fat

and store cattle are considerably lower than at this time last

year, whilst store pigs are as dear as we ever remember them.

IF. P.

PAGE AND CO.'S
COMPOSITION FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF BLIGHT

UPON THE

HOP, ROSES. WALL-FRUIT TREES, CUCUMBERS, MELONS, TINES,
STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

Extra Strong:, 4s. per Gallon, sufficient to make Four Gallons fit for use.

Ten Gallons and upwards, Carriage Free to London.

AFTER FIVE YEARS' EXTENSIVE USE by the most eminent Gardeners in the Kingdom, the
superiority of PAGE and CO.'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION is unquestionable, requiring only a trial to insure its general

use for destroying every pest to which Plant and Fruit Growers are subject (without injuring the most delicate flowers or foliage

)

t

and promoting a luxuriant growth.
The greatest indication of its value is its adoption by the NURSERY TRADE as the most efficient and economical means they

can employ, many of whose opinions will be found recorded in a Pamphlet of Testimonials, which may be obtained of the Agents ^
but to publish them as previously would take the whole advertising medium of the Gardeners' Chronicle.

For List of Agents, see Gardeners' Chronicle of April 12th, and previous Numbers.

Pamphlets, with instructions for use, free by post on application to

PAGE & CO., Seed Merchants, Southampton.

Notices to Correspondents.
Ax Error that may mislead: Mr. J. Lockhart Morton, of

Edinburgh, writes to us as follows:

—

"In the Agricultural

Gazette of April 5th, I observe a communication from a corre-

spondent in Forfarshire referring to an error in the Scottish

Agriculturist's Almanack for 1855. At the 11th page of that

little book a summary is given of a number of experiments
on the fattening of cattle as couducted by Mr. M'Cullocb, of

Aucbness. The returns per acre for the Turnip crop as

therein stated were taken from a table published along with

Mr. M'Culloch's prize essay (see Highland Society's Transac-

tions for July 1853, p. 73), and assuming that the figures of such

a table would be correct, I unfortunately neglected to check

them. As pointed out by your correspondent they are certainly

far wrong, but my chief error lay in not discovering this at the

time I prepared the summary, which it is right to say was
submitted to Mr. M'Culloch before being published in the

Cheshire : WB, Cheshire, wants to know if it is customary for

tenants in that county annually to contribute a cheese to the

landlord. Many such customs which existed are gradually

dying out.

Expense op Iron on Farms: G W, Bushey, says, "When I

lived in East Lothian about the year 1850 it was the practice

with some farmers to contract with the blacksmith for repairs

at the rate of 505. a pair of horses per annum. This included

the repairs to all gear with the exception of carts, which I

think were extra ; the farms which particularly came under my
notice were strong land with a good proportion of rock. I sub-

sequently farmed in Hampshire, working two pair of horses,

when my blacksmith's bill averaged 51. a pair per annum,
exclusive of new implements, the soil partly clay and part sand.

I can possibly account for the apparent difference in expense

if desirable." We should be glad to hear further on this

subject, especially as to the quantity of new metal used by the

blacksmith in the course of the year.

Irish Moss : / Maguire. Will any one who has used this in pig

feeding state what quantities are given per day, and what pro-

portion of Barley-meal is used with it.

Lime, Salt, awd Ashes : J B H. Your own experience is the

best answer to your question. We should however be glad to

know how your opinion has been arrived at. It is possible that

in a calcareous soil near the shore, lime and salt may be

useful, because the mixture generates a caustic alkali, which

might quicken and dissolve matters now lying inert in such a

soil ; but for hurrying Turnips through the season of danger from

fly, we should prefer something more in the nature of an

ammoniacal superphosphate.

Rennet : Ilderton says :—" Your correspondent, Feb. 2, 1856, gives

an excellent recipe for making rennet, headed ' Diary of a

Dairy Farm;' but would it not be better if you could learn

from him the weight of veils for every 2 gallons? for he says,
' to every 2 gallons should be added 6 veils.' Now they

vary greatly in size, for the other day I got three weighing

3 oz. each, and yesterday one weighing 13£ oz., all last year's

curing. Your correspondent does not state whether the rennet

should be excluded from the air by tightly covering the jar

.during the process of making and using."—In answer to

this the writer of " Diary of a Dairy Farm " informs our corre-

spondent that Irish veils vary in weight from 5 to 8 ounces

each, therefore in making a quantity of rennet it has never

been found necessary in his dairy to weigh each veil ; taking

one with the other the number of 6 to every 2 gallons has been

found a sufficient rule. The Irish veils are always prepared

better than the English, and are of a more regular size, but

the English are oftentimes saved, and used from motives of

economy ; these vary more in size in consequence of calves

being sold at earlier and later ages than in Ireland. A calf is

sometimes sold in England at a week old as inferior meat to

the butcher, and sometimes kept many weeks and fatteued,

whereby the veils would of cours.e be greatly increased in size

and weight. In a small dairy it might be well to weigh the

veils, as also In a small dairy where it is more difficult to

ensure good rennet nothing but Irish veils should on any
account be used. If there be not an earthen top^ to the vessel

used to hold the rennet, one made of wood to fit the top has

been found to answer as well ; it is not necessary to exclude

the air so entirely aa to use any other covering.

Society of Arts Examinations for Candidates from Insti-

tutions Associated with the Society of Arts : Warrington.

The fallowing are the rules -.—The examinations will commence

at 10 a.m. on Tuesday the 10th of June, 1856, at the Society's

House in the Adelphi. Candidates who propose to offer them-

selves for examination must give written notice of their inten-

tion to the Secretary before tha 3lst of May, 1856. Each can-

didate must state the institution to which he belongs, his age,

his employment, and by whom employed, and the subjects in

which he desires to be examined. All candidates will be

required to possess a competent knowledge of writing and

spelling. The examiners define good writing as a bold hand

in which all the letters are distinctly and completely formed.

Every candidate will be expected to come prepared in two sub-

jects (not subdivisions of subjects) at least. The examiners in

science merely recommend the text-books set down : they will

be prepared to recognise knowledge however obtained. The
examination will be conducted by written papers and by oral

examination. The examiners will award certificates ot three

classes. First class certificates will be awarded only to a high

degree of excellence. The examiners in agriculture will be

Mr. James Caird and Mr. J. C. Morton. The examination will

presume such a general knowledge of farm practice and ot the

management of live stock as must to some extent, at any rate,

have been obtained in the field. The text-books by which it

will be guided are, Low's Elementary Agriculture (Longmans),

Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry (Blackwood), Mr. Pusey's

Papers on the Progress of Agricultural Knowledge, in the 26th

Number of the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal.

Erratum: In " A Prizeman's" paper on the Implement Show of

the English Agricultural Society, p. 251, at column a, line

seven from the bottom, for "firm" read "form."

SAMUELSON'S
REGISTERED BUDDING'S LAWN MOWING MACHINES

FOR

PLEASURE GROUNDS, LAWNS, BORDERS, BOWLING GREENS, ETC.

To cut from 16 inches wide, for a boy to work,

Up to 30 inches wide, for man and poney.

Prices ... £5 10 £5 17 6 £6 £9 £11 10

Width Cut 16 ins. 19 ins. 22 ins. 25 ins. 30 ins.

THE REGISTERED IMPROVEMENT renders unnecessary the great

care requisite in the handling of these machines on the old pli.n ;
all that

is now required can be done by any unskilled Labourer, who has only

to push the machine before him. The Registered adjustment insures a

clean and perfectly level cut of any required height, and prevents the

knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground may be.

Copies of Testimonials will be

forwarded, post free, on application

to the manufacturer.

I
The above may also be procured

at the principal Agricultural Im-

plement Depots in London ; of Messrs.

J. Veitch & Sox, Exotic Nurseries,

Chelsea; and of all respectable Iron-

mongers & Seedsmen in the country.

B. SAMUELS0N, Britannia Works, Banbury.

NEW INVENTIONS FOR REQUISITES
Awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition, and Patronised by the English and

French Governments.

COTTAM AND HALLEN,
HPHE Ordinal INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGH
-*- AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they Lave made important additious, the main features of the same being explained in the

description and engraving.

A represent* the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball

of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-

tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse

being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached

from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the

seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim

general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,

light and durable.

D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be
used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an-

object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out ot*

the wav when not in use.

COTTAH'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and

utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,

Galvanised, or Enamelled.

Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers. Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner Mangers,

H imcss-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaf Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on show at

0TTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARMING AND VENTILATING.—The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratia

on application.

.1
*

r«

'r»HE COMFORT OF A FIXED WATER-CLOSET
-A- for 1/ —Places in Gardens converted into comfortable

Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY-SEALED
PAN with its self-acting valve, preventing the return of cold

j

air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it or unfix it in two hours.

Price 11 Also Hermetically-sealed and inodorous chamber

commodes, 11. 2s. and U. 4j., and improved Portable Water-

closets with pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A prospectus

with engravings forwarded by enclosing two post stamps.—At
|

Fyfe and Co.'s Sanatorium, 46, Leicester Square.

010° MILNER'S HOLDFAST AND FIRE-
^1-w RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapour-
ising), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patents
ot 1840-51-54 and 1865, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid

Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest,
BEST, and CHEAPEST SAFEGUARDS EXTANT.

Milv:- r'b Phoenix (212°) Safe Works. Liverpool, the most com-
plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lcrd
Street, Liverpool. London Depdt, 47a, Moorgate Street, City,

Circulars free by post.
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HEATING 3Y HOT WATER.

J
WEEKS and CO.'S BOILERS.— At the beau-

• tiful seat of W. Leaf, &*q., Streaibam Park, Streathara

Surrev can no* be seen addttion.il proof* of the efficiency of

WEEKS'S BOILER. One is there fixed, effectually heating an

incredible number of Forcing houses, Ptne stoves, and extensive

ranges of forcing pits. This exquisite establishment has long

been celebrated for growing the finest Pines, Grapes, &c, &
mder the able management of Mr. Page, the Gardener, who will

kin.lly show and explain the hot-water apparatus, &c.

Joh.v Wefics & Co., Horticultural Builder.? and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chel-- «. London.

Plans, Estimates, aud Illustrated Catalogues, comprising

Horticulture in all its branches.

P UBLiC INVITATION.
HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

HAVE this Season the pleasure of being able to

refer to several other extensive Establishments where

they have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which

hitherto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world kno-vs the highly respectable firm of Messrs.

Edward Henderson & Co., of the Wellington Nursery, Wei mg-

ton R->ad St. John's Wood, and as that Establishment Is open to

the public Messrs. JOHM Weeks & Co.'s Hot-water Apparatus

will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially

represented during this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
Co. have now adopted what is called the "One Boiler System."

At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist

can tee the Hot-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges of

Hothouses, all connected to one boiler. We will here quote

Mr Edward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of

Messrs. J. Weeks & Co.'s system of heating by hot water. He
«ays:—

aIam more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. have done for me in heating a great

number of our hot-houses from onb boiler. It is almost impossible

for me to express my satisfaction sufficiently strongly. Th* effect and

great saving produced is truly wonderful; less than two sacks ofcoke m
24 hours is all that is used to heat a variety of hothouses, &c, nearly

800 feet in length, and these various houses are to some extent wvl

separated, as 300feet stand inoncdireciion,\60feet in another.200feet

in another,and so on, including our large newly laid-out winter garden."

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive

private establishment*, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be

seen in operation, and in every case with the same favourable

results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former

statements relating to their one boiler system, and most

respectfully solicit a
visit fo their Garden Es-

tablishment at Chelsea,

which consists of Hot-
houses, Greenhouses,
•Conservatories, Pits,&c,

the whole measuring
1000 feet in length, ex-

posing to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-

ficial feet of glass, the

whole heated by one
boilkr, 5 feet high by 3

feet 6 inches in diameter,

the water in the va-

rious honses circulating

through 5000 feet of Hot-

water Pipe.

The accompanying
sketch represents our

improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow

furnace bars. The large

surface which this Boiler

•exposes to the imme-
diate -action of the fire

renders it of such extra-

ordinary power.
John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.

At our two establishments horticultural science is fully carried

$ut in all its branches, combining all the improvements of the

day. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very

-expensive variety of horticultural erections; also Forcing Pits

and Frames of all sizes. See our Illustrated Catalogues on

Horticultural Building and Heating by Hot Water; also of all

•th* best Stove and Greenhouse Plants; also of the best Vines,

Pines, Peaches, and other Fruit trees.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

C STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
• 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron

Hurdles Fencing, Ac, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers

and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description, by

'Hot Water. - Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

.HOTHOUSES. CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & LEMON BOXES X LIGHTS.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
• (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved

Conical Boilers in Iron an 1 Copper, is now enabled to make con-

siderable reduction in the prices cli .rged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials

fur Warning Buildings of" every description ; Iron Conservatories,

Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, Ac, at the

Manufactory as above.

HOT WATER PIPES (Cast Ibin) at WHOLE-
SALE PRICES, with ElbowH, Syphons, Tee-Pipes, and

everv requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and Saddle Boilers,

50s. each. Improved Soot DoOTS and Furnace Doors, Builders'

Castings. Pi] and Gutters of every description in stock at

Mr. Lynch Whit Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground
Street, BUckfriara Brid London.

-pHE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise

-i. water, without manual labour, to any.

bright, where a small fall can be obtained.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,

and all other Pumps.
Fountains of every description erected;

Rock work, Grottoes, &c.
IF.se Pipe of every kind for watering

Gardens.

W. F. Roe (late Freeman Rok), Hydraulic

Eng

GREENHOUSE, SHOP-FRONT, WINDOW
SASH, and DOOR MANUFACTORY. -Greenhouats

anil TTrtfhnu.-iPK. Snmmer-honses. &r... fitfii camnlota *» i- _

. Gl*S6,inio6
feet cases, 2d. per foot; Cucumber Frames, Pits, &c, on the
shortest notice.—A List of Prices on application to Mr. Sm;

8, Q teen's Row, New Road, Pentonville, Loudon.
iith,

Makers.
VARIETY

[OSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
<-J Cutlery Works, Sheffield ; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawings forwarded by post.

_

'1'HE I.il'llOVED PATENT GARDEN, WATKR
1 AND ROLLING ENGINE may be had in the Agricultural

Departm at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham ; and at J. DORE'S,
the sole Manufacturer, 17, Exmouth Street, Clerkenwell, London.

The threefoM use of thin n^at little Machine must be obvious
iu Watering. Rolling, or Syringing; it will throw about 60 feet,

and is so portable that any ordinary domestic may use it. It

contains about 20 gallons, price oL 10*.; 25 gallons, 6J. 10#.

N WARNER and SONS,
n Street, London.

RON TUB GARDEN
NE,

Registered Spreader,
is strongly re-

coninir»nried,for

durability and
low price, viz.,

2Z. 195., to hold
10 gallons.
Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz.,14gal%24
gals., & 35 gals.

May be obtain-
ed of any Iron-
monger or
Plumber in
town or coun-
try, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, as also Machinery of all kinds

for raising Water from any depth to any height by Steam,

Horse, or Manual Power, Prices Kent on application. Syringes

of various constructions and sizes from 9s. upwards. Metallic

String from 5rf. to Is. 3d. per lb.

BAKTOIM'S PATtNT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

BEADON'S PATENT EAVES GUTTER TILE
for Farm Buildings Roofs of Houses (either old or hew,

whether of Thatch, Slate or Tile), and other structures. 8ole

Agent, J. B. Lawks, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

This is the chea; st kind of spouting known, and is especially

adapted for Farm Buildings and Lib .Hirers' Cottages. It will

last as long as the building with repair, requires no paint, and

will bear the weight of a ladder against it without injury. Price of

each Tile of about 13 inches long is id. Stop-ends aud outlets 6rf.

each. Any mason can put them up. If 100 feet or more are re-

quired, a man will be sent to fix them at bd. per foot. This prio*

to include Tiles (delivered at Agent's yard) cement, labour.—May
be had in London, Glo'ster, Bi idgewater, and Rugby.

PRICE
-
TEN

-
SHILLINGS AND UPWARDS.

A PORTABLE INSTRUMENT for Fumigating

Greenhouses, Stoves, and Frames, or Shrubs and Flowers,

in the open air more effectually, in conjunction with Sanostebs

Florombra, without injuring the most delicate plant; delivering;

the smoke cool, in a dense mass, and effecting a great saving ot

Tobacco —Manufactured and supplied to the Trade by Messrs.

Barbkr & Groom, London; and may be had of all Ironmongers,

Seedsmen, and Florists.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

'J • Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns

of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to

supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every

description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Pncea,

&c, at the Manufactory as above.

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out .

of ground, 5 bars 4*. ft*, each.

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3

inches out of ground, 5 bars o». 3d. eacn.

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft, 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to

100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and M«lon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., k*pt ready,

glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sect to

all parts of fhe kfnsrdom.—References may be had to the Nobility

Gentry, and t\w Trade, in most of the counties in England.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kbnsal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TA YLOK. and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, Ac, combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS tor the Fronts and

R'w»fs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, 9ch-»ol8, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Sos have threat pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

THESE FITTINGS will be found to possess all

the latest and most important improvements, and are of

the best manufacture. All kinds of Stable Furniture in stock.

Iron Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, Tomb Railings, &c. New Illus-

trated Catalogues forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.

Jambs Barton. Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford Street, London.

BEEHIVES.
Prize Medal Awarded to G. Neighbour & Sons, for Bbe-

HlVES AND HONEY, AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION OF 1855.

NEIGHBOURS IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour &

Sons, with all the recent im-
provements, Glasses,& Ther-
mometer, price 35«., securely

packed for the country.
This unique Hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit: its arrangements are

so perfect that the Honey
may be taken at any time
of the season without at all

injuring the Bees.
Applications may be ad-

dressed to George Neigh-
bour & Sons, 127, High Hol-

born, or 149, Regent Street,

London.
Their newly-arranged Cata-

logue of other improved
Hives, with drawings and
prices, sent on receipt of two

stamps.
Agents:—Liverpool, James Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Square;

Manchester, J. Wilson, 50, King Street; Glasgow, Austin
& M'Aslen. 168, Trongate; Brown & Austen, 10 and 11,

Arcade; Dublin, J. Edwondson & Co., 61, Dame Street;

Chester, J. Dickson & Suns, 102, Eastgate Street.

NEW TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required-

1 yard wide, 2d. per yard ; 2 yards wide, 4d. per yard

;

4 yards wide, 8d. per yard. Half-inch mesh ditto, 2 yards wide,

8d. per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDLN NET-

TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes Diraa,

wasps, flies, &c. from fruit trees flower or seed beds, 4**. V™
square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, ljd..per

yard ; 4 or 6 yards wide, 3d. per yard. At W. Cullinoford s,

1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

**• Samples exhibited, with prices attached, m the South-west

Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham. ___

TANNED NETTING, for the Protection of FRUIT
TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for^security

of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard
;
200 y«£M*£» «g

yards, 305.; 1000 yards, 50*.; wrim canv« fw wall fruit
. ^

Edgington & Co.'s Rick, Cloth, Tent and Waterproof Clott

Manufacturers, 40, King William Street London Bndf*

17, Smithfield Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant l*pw»

Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth. ^
1 J. MORTON and Co., Galvanized Iron Works,

Li • 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANIZED IRON ROOFING, for F»m BmUlwg* ami

other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest rooting

GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from 10^. per yard, tor r

buildings, houses, &c—Never requires painting.
t an(j

PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest ana

neattst fence in use. Upwards of600»^?'*;»
t̂ffi^fi.

us in the last 8 years. For illustrated price list apply *VtTIN G.-
GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY N ETTING,

Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

2-inch mesh, &*, 8d. and ltt.

P
GaKa

d
niZed, 24 inch wide,

3-iucu mesh, 4d., 5M-, ana

7id. per yard.

The Netting made any

with, and with openings ot

any siae.

r.iTVANT7PTl POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDER^

for DR? aTd WET FVOD^-Galvaniaed Chain Camp Stool*

and Chain These aw made to close up and are very neat,

2. Basinghall Buildings* Leeds.
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JAMES PHILLIPS and CO., 116, Bishops^ate

Street Without, beg respect fullv to submit their prices of—
PROPAGATING GLASSES.
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AQUARIA.

With French polished Stands, 35. 6d. each. Vase-shaped ditto

with Glass Pedestal, 205. each. Glass Tanks, warranted perfect ir

watertight, 36 inches long by 18 inches deep, 3J. each. Inter-

mediate sizes at various prices.

GLASS FERN SHADES AND STANDS.
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suitable for the Drawing-Fern Cases with Ferns complete

room, from 25s. each.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation, from Is. 6J. per foot.

Glass Tiles and Slates.

Glass Milk Pans, 2ls. per dozen; Bee Glasses, Lactometers,

Lord Caraovs' Milk Syphons, Wasp Traps, Plate, Crown, and

Ornamental Glass, Shades for Ornaments, and every article in

the trade.
116. Bishopsgate Street Without, London.

RlTTsli SHEET GLASS FOK HORTICUL-

TURAL PURPOSES.—Sizes from 7 by 5 to 9 by 7 at

lis. Gd. per 100 foot box ; 9$ by 1\ and 10 by 8, at 12s. 6d. per

box, in 21 oz. Is. per box extra ; larger sizes up to 22 by 14, 15 oz.,

at 16s.; and 21 oz., 25s. per 100 feet. B >xes charged 2s. each,

and returnable at the same price if delivered frwe. Crystal

White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent

Rough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead, Oils,

Turpentine, Colours, &c—G. Farmiloe & Sos, 118, St. John

Street, West Smith field, London.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS
of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d

per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS.GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hbtlbv & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See ilardsntri Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

THIRTY TO FIFTY PER CENT. BELOW COST.
^HAFF CUTTING. CORN BRUISING, CATTLE
WEIGHING, DIBBLING, and other MACHINE*, by

Ran*omes, ftarwtta, Ac, warranted equal to new.— Kowarh
Weir, Agricultural Engineer, 16. Bath Place, New Road (I

doors ipest of Hatnpo^ead Ro<d>. Londo n.

^ECOND-ilAND AGRICULTURAL IMPLB-O ME NTS. -Gentlemen having surplus Midlines and Imple-
ments may realise their value bv applicatl m to Edward Weir,
Agricultu al Engineer. 16, Ba'.li Place, New Road (6 doors west
of Harap-^ad Road'. L'mlon.

'

____

URANTED, about '250 feet at Sound Second-hand
4-iuch IRON PIPING, fit for a Hothouse, in the usual

separate 1-uigths.— Particulars and lowest cash price forwarded
toT.T.,The Villetta, Emaworth, Hants.

To BE SOLD FOR 7/., HUSSEY'S REAPING
MACHINE, by R. Garkbtt & Son. -Apply to Thos.

Moore. Nursery and Seedsman, Kin-rsbridge. Devon.

"Important to nurseryman ano floats.
ATENT MACHINE-MADE TALLIES FOR
PROPAGATING PURPOSES, five-eighths of MI inch

wide, perfectly smooth on both sides, and pointed. Price Is. Sd.

per 1000, for cash. A sample by post on receipt of stamped
envelope.—E. Edwards 8c Co., St. Paul's Square ,

Birmingham.

WATER your GARDENS and"'MANURE your
V » LANDS with GUTTA PERCH A TUBING. Half-inch

for gardening, 4d. per foot, medium; 4£i. stout; brass branch,

stop-cock, and rose, 5s. Gd. Apply for illustrated price lists to

J. Sheath v Co., Patent Guttapercha Factory. 85, Old Street Road.

O LL TOBACCO CORD, the cheapest and most
effectual article for Smoking Greenhouses and Destroying

the Fly on Plants. Nurserymen can be supplied with the above
at Is. Gd. per lb.[by Josrph Baker, 6, Walcot Cottages, Kenning-

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
HELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street, London.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from

2d.: and HARTLEYS PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from itf.

per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes

under 10 by 8, 12s. Sd. ; above, 16s. 8u\ per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases. 34s. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLAS3 from Is. 6d. per

foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. each. MILK PANS.
21s. per dozen. HELY'S H AND CHURN,5s. Gd.; WARING S

BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,

Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium 10s. pach.—Catalogues free.

FOREIGN AMD ENGLISH SHEET GLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bi8Hops6ate Street, Without.

TMTLLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading

men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.
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METCALFE and CO.'S NEW PATTERN TOOTH
BRUSH, PENETRATING HAIR BRUSHES, AND

SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooih Brush perforinn the highly-
important ortice of searching thoroughly into the divisions and
cleansing in the most extraordinary manner—hairs never come
loose. Peculiarly penetrating Hair Brushes, with durable un-
blea^hful Russian bristles, which will not soften like common
hair, ami inr;i nae stock of genuine unbleached Smyrna Sponge,
with every description of British and Foreign Perfumery, at
Mrtcalpk, Bin'Oley, & Co.'s only Kstablishmrnt, 130 and 131,
Oxford Street, second and third doors west from Holies Street.
Caution.—Beware of the won! •'from" Mntcalfe's, adopted by

some houses. Metcalfe's Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box.

COLOEN SPANGLED HAMBURCHS.
EGGS at )0s. per set (of 13), all from Prize B rrds,

1 in part from Mrs. Coleridge's celebrated stock, Eton
College, Windsor.—Address, Mr. .Ino. Comptok, Portchester,
Fart-ham, Hants.

JAMES WARD~can supply* EGGS froiiTfirsi -class
Birds of the best Strains in the country. Dorking, Brahma,

Aylesbury Duck, and Rouen Duck, ar 15s. per dozen, including
case.—Addres s. Holm*, Stilton. Hants.

TO BE SOLD, EGGS from Pure Wkite-fncod Spanish
-*- Fowls of extraordinary beauty, great size, and with immense
combs. They are bred from the Birds which took the Liverpool
Silver Cup of 1855 and 1856. Orders will b* attended to according
to priority. Price 12s. per doz ; box, U. MKtffa.—Address Mr.
Wm. Plummkr, The Grove. Cation, Norfolk.

TO FLORlSTo, GARDENERS, ANO OTHERS,

TO BE LET, a PIECE of GROUND near London,
for a term of years, with Greenhouses, Pits, Lights, Stock,

Shed. &c. Terms moderate,—Apply to Mr. Goddard, 14, Great
Portland Street.

EDWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety

of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may be

se«m in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,
Sundays excepted.
Priced Lists ot Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.
QAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
O ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and
PRUNING SCISSORS, Ac, as tested, recommended, and re-

j

ported upon in the Gardeners Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.

47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-

man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English ;

and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes,

Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.
'

Established 1738.

FIRST PRIZE REAPING MACHINE.
NOTICE.

\/TESSRS BURGESS and KEY beg respectfully
LVX to inform the public, and particularly the noblemen and
gentlemen whose orders they were obliged to decline for this

season on account of the manufacture not being fully arranged,

that the Royal Agricultural Society's First Prize of 301. was
awarded to them for M'Cormick's Reaper, with thfcir patent

screw platform, at the trial at Leigh Court, near Bristol, upon
the 29th of August last. Amongst the competing machines were
Bell's, by Crosskill ; Forbush's exhibited by Mr. Palmer; and
Hussey'a, with tilting platform, by Win. Dray & Co. The
reports of farmers who have worked the machines during this

present harvest, show that the average quantity of Wheat,
Barley, and Oats which they cut was from 1£ to lj acre per hour.

Two horses work the machine with ease, and the only attendant

required is a man or a boy to drive. Further particulars and
prices sent free on application.

—

Buuokss & Key, 103, Newgate
Street; and 52, Little Britain, London

« L^RIGI DOMO/*— Patronised by h^r Majesty til*

C Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, bis

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professoi

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, la'e Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIG I DO MO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floriculrural purposes, for preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,

from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wid^, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of

Elisha Thovas Archer, whole and sole manufac urer, 7, Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats
a covering ii

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21± by 13£, 16* by 144, 20 by 14,

21 by 14, 20 by 16, at 18a. per 100 teet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot
Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24 »
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 34 „

HA.RTLBVS R«ngh Plate, Sheet and Ronsh, Tiles, Striking

and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,

as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,

and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established tiotr than 100 rears.

TRELO*RS COCOA-NUT FidKfc MAT TING
ANO DOOR MATS.

TTRELOA.R. has much pleasure in stating that the

• Jurors of the Paris Universal Exhibition have awarded

him the Prise Medal for Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufactures.

Catalogues, containing prices and every particular, free by post.

Warehouse, 42. Lnrtgate Hill, London.

ARDEN EV1BELLISHMENT6 and IMPLE-
MKNTSo*HORTICULTURE.—COTTAM atoH ALLEN

have arranged in their SHOW ROOMS, for the Season, a Select

Assortment appertaining either to the Cottage or a Nobleman's

Mansion, comprising garden chairs, vases, and fountains, trom

the cheapest to those of a more expensive and ornamental

•character; garden rollers, garden engines, lawn mowing

machines, garden bordering, garden stakes, flower trainers,

garden arches, hand glass frames, every description of garden

tools, and a c mplet> collection of articles, in plain and orna-

mental wire work, Tor 1 1
protection of fruit trees the adornment

of the conservatory, foraviaries, poultry houses, &c. Builders of

conservatories and greenhouses, and manufacturers of every

variety of fencing an* .rates.—Illustrated catalogues and draw-

ings, free, on application to Cottam & Hallkk, Iron Works,

2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street.

NEW LABEL.— In consequence oi the great variety

of Counterfeit Labels of A. ROWLAND & SONS' MA-
CASSAR OIL, now in circulation, and which so nearly resemble

the original as frequently to deceive the unwary—they have em-
ployed those eminent artist* Messrs. Perkins, Bacok, & Co.,

who, at a great cost, and by a peculiar process of their own, have
succeeded in producing from steel *' A NEW LABEL," which
cannot be forged. It is composed of a section of an endne-
turned circle, repeated 130 times, and forms an original lace-

work ground, upon which is engraved in white letters, "ROW-
LANDS' MACASSAR OIL for the growth, restoration, and
for beautifying the Human Hair." Uuder which is the Signature
of the proprietors in red Ink, " A ROWLAND A SONS." The
whole, with the exception ot the Pnfile of her Majesty the Queen,
being covered with a lacework pattern, in transparent colourless

ink. The Pamphlet enclosed in the label or wrapper has been
re-written and thoroughly revised; and instead of the cork and
seal to the bottle, a glass stopper, of the Aire and Calder Com-
pany's Patent, is now used. The prices of the Macassar Oil are

35. Gd. and 7s. ; family bottles, equal to four small, 10*. Gd. ; and
douhle that size, 21s. Sold at 20, Hatton Garden, London; and
by Chemists and Perfumers

!

PARR'S LIFE PILLS
PURIFY the BLOOD and Prevent the Establish-

ment of Diseases in the System. The period has now-

arrived whea the necessity for economy, precaution, and judicious

attention to the purchase of good medicine is beginning to be

felt and acknowledged. The large sale of PARR'S LI FE PILLS
shows that rhe English public are not behindhand in discern-

ment, when they p ttronise an article of such established repute,

and of such d*cid*d usefulness.

**• ASK FOR PARR'S LIFE PILLS.

Sold by all respectable Chemists and Medicine Vendors in

town and country, and by the following appointed Agents :~

E. Edwards, 67, St. Paul's Churchyard;

Barclay & Sons, 95, Farringdon Street;

Sutton & Co., 10. Bow Churchyard
;

H annay & Co., 63, and Sangar, 150, Oxford Street, London.

In boxes, price 1*. Ud.,2*. 9J., and in family packets, lis. fa^h.

Pro'ecfed and guaranteed in *very country by the English

Government stamp, which is affixed to each box of the genuine

medicine.

miles of the market town of Ayr, and one from Maybole, where
there is *f railway station. It extends to 298 acres, one rood, eight
poles, imperial; has been recently drained, and is in the highest
state of cultivation. It is intersected hy good public roads, and
portions of the farm roads are laid with iron tramways. The
steading is complete in accommodation, comprising comfortable
Dwelling House, extensive Feeding Byres, Sheep Houses, Stables,

Barns, Granaries, &c. There is a powerful Steam Engine, to

which is attached a Threshing Machine, Turnip and Srraw
Cutters, Oilcake Crushers, Millstones for grinding, and Liquid
Manure Pumps. The Tanks are capable of storing about
300,000 gallons of liquid manure, and pipes are laid for its distribu-

tion over the whole lands. As regards management and
cultivation, liberal terms will be granted without taking two
white crops in succession, but with a fixed rotation at the close of
the lease. Mr. Smith, manager at Myremill, will show the
Farm; and offers will be received by Mr. Brown, Royal Bank
Office, Maybole.

ORCHIDS.
TO BE SOLD, by Private Contract, a small Collec

.

tion of the above beautiful Plants, the property of a gentle-

man declining their cultivation on account of ill health. Many
of the specimens are very fine, and among them will be found :—
Vandas suavis (Veitch's true), tricolor, caerulea; PhalamopsU
amabilis (very fine), grandiflora; Saccolabium gutraMim, Blumei
majus, &c. ; brides quinquevulnera, VlveiW, roMlDQQ, ic;
Calanthe vestita (Veitch's fine dark-eyed), Rurlingtonia fragrans,

Cattleyas Aciandia*. crispa, purpurasceris(true)< soperba, labiata,

Ianthina, &c; Ccelogyne cristata, Ac; IMidrobium clavaMim,
Falconer!, Farmeri, Dalhousianum, formosum, &c. ; Lselia

purpurata (true), Barkeriana, &c. ; Odonroglouum aurc-

purpureum, Phalamopsis, &c; Miltonia morelli, spectahilis,

virginalis, &c. ; Scuticaria, Halweni, Sophronitis grandiflora,

Oncidium, &c—For further particulars, terms, Ac., apply to

Mr. Francis Ford, Nurseryman, Southampton Hants; or to

Mr. Hrnry Ct.arkk, Seedsman, 39, King Street, Covent Garden ,

ORCHIDS.
An Importation- from Nrw Grenada, just received pkr
W. I. Mail Packet " Atbato," in first-rate condition.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his

Great Ro^m,?8, King Street, Covent Garden, on FRIDAY,
April 25, at 1 o'clock precisely, a Collection of ORCHIDS made
In the Province of Veragua, New Grenada, consisting ot magni-
ficent masses of Trzchopilias suavis and coccinea, and a species
probably new, Odontoglossum Warczewicz'a, Epidendrum ma-
culatum, Cypripeditim caudatum roseum Wane* discolor, Cat-

tleyas from the volcano of Chirrqui, and other species which
Mr. Warczewicz failed to bring home alive when he visited that

district in 1853.—May be viewed on the morning of Sale and
Catalogues had of Mr. J. C. Stevens, 3S, King Street, Covent
Garden.

THE $PL£NJIU COLLtCTION OF AZALE* INDICA
BELONGING TO

MESSRS. FRASER, LEA.BRIOGE ROAD, ESSEX.
R. J. C. STEVENS is instructed to offer fop

Public Competition at his Great Room, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, on TUESDAY, April 29, at 1 o'« lock precisely,

the whole of the magnificent Collection of AZALEAS, com-
prising ail the finest varieties in cultivation, in the most healthy

condition, and beautifully furnished with bloom; a i^reat

acquisition to parties intending to exhibit this season.— M«iy be
viewed on the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had of Mr. J. C-

Stevens, 38, Kin g Street, Covent Garden, London.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, ANO OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEKOE and MORKIS will Sell

by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on
THURSDAY, April 24, at 12 o'Clock, a first-rate Collection of

Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks ; also a choice assortrnei.t of

American Plants, AzaLa indica, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Dahlias in

dry roots, &c, with a variety of plants in bloom.—On view
the morning of Sale. Catalognes bad at the Mart, and of the

Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex
.

MR. J. WlLLAlfciK will bell by Auction at the

Mart, Bartholomew Lane, City, on WEDNESDAY.
April 23, at 12 o'Clock, a choice Collection of Picotees, Carna-

tions, Yellow Picotees, Pinks, Roses, Dahlias, Auriculas,

Heartsease, Hollyhocks, Peonies, &c. On vi#*w the morning of

Sale.—Catalogues at the Mart, and of the Auctioneer, Sunbury,
Middlesex.

VALUABLE ANO WARE FERNS, HOTHOUSE AND
GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

Poitlton-cum-Seacombe, near Liverpool.

ESSRS. THOS. WINSTANLEY and SONS
will Sell on the premises, near the village of Poulton, on

THURSDAY, May 1, at 12 o'Clock preciselv, the extensive

collection of valuable HOTHOUSE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, the property of the late Mr. John BewW. The Stove

Plants consist of about 200 to 250 pots, amontrst which are fine

plants of Strelitzia, Bletia Mnsa, Cavendishi, Zamia, horrida;
Cliveanobilis ; Francisceas, Gardenias, &c# ; and about 180 pots of

Ferns, amongst which are fine well-grown specimens of Adiantum
reniforme, variurn, macrophyllum ; Asplenmm nidus, Cassibera
palmata, Gymnogramma, Mertensi chryso[)hylla, Hemionitis
cordata, P lystichum capense, &c.—May be viewed on applica-

tion on the premises any day previous to the Sale. Catalogues
are preparing and will be ready in a few days at the Office of

Messrs. Thos. Winstanley & Sons, Church Street, Liverpool.

M
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TO THE TRADE.
SEEDLING CRYPTOM£RIA JAPONIC A.

GEORGE JACKMAN begs to announce he has been
fortunate to ripen from hl« specimen plant a quantity of

SEEDS of the above well-known Hardy and Ornamental Tree.
Seedlings can be supplied in pans, the 2d week in May, at the
following prices:

—

165. per 100 | 725. 6J. per 500 | 1205. per 1000.

N.B. Cash or satisfactory reference from unknown correspon-
dents. Woking Nursery, Woking.—April 19.

CRYPTOVIERIA JAPONICA.
KGLENDINNING has just received a second and

• more recent supply from Mr. Fortune by the last Overland
Mail, direct from China, of this well-known Hardy Ornamental
Tree, which will bo sold in packets containing from 2)00 to 3000
each. Free, by post, at 105. (W. each. If three packets are
ordered by the trade, one will be added.

C hiswick Nursery, London.

H U

MEADOW AND PASTURE CRASS SEEDS.
GEORGE GIBBS and Co., 26, Down Street,

Piccadilly, beg to announce that their MIXTURES OF
GRASS SEEDS are now ready for delivery at the following
prices :—
Mixtures for laying Land down to permanent Grass, for light,

heavy, and other soils (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs. to the
•ICrGJ +•• • *• •• »•« ••• «•• •*• 0\)£ • T)ttI aCi r *

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs.

to the acre) 325. per acre.

Mixtures for improving and renovating old Grass Land. l.v. per lb.

Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawns Is. 3d. per lb.

G. G. & Co/s New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE
is now ready, and will be forwarded free on application.

GEORGE GIBBS & CO., Seedsmen,
26, Down Street, Piccadilly, London.

SUTTON'S SELECTED MANGEL WURZEL.
lHE MANGEL WURZEL ROOTS grown from
Messrs. Sutton's Seed gained the First Prizes at the1CHUSAN PALM. ^

T> GLENDINNINGjjegs to inform the public that Birmingham and many other Root Shows last season
this most beautiful PALM (the Hemp Palm of China)

(sce Tilues ,y December 12, 1855.)
has been growing m the open ground during the last fmr years _. , . . , «

at Chiswick, Kew, Osborne, and in Devonshire. It is unques- !

^«ey were also much admired on Messrs. Sutton's stand at

tionably quite hardy, and is now offered for the first time at a
the Srnithheld Club, shown in Baker Street Bazaar, as see reports

moderate price, so that every garden may be decorated with ?*.M^r^^T^m ¥?******. *y*,*iy^lw'» MmklABM Expreu,
Palm trees, thereby producing a novel feature of an oriental
character in the climate of Great Britain. Plants in pots 21a.

each ; where three are. taken In the Trade one will be added.

Chiswick Nursery, London.

NOTICE TO ALL ENGLAND.
JOHN SUPPER'S (Villa Nursery, Camden Town,
•J London) is the cheapest place for DAHLIAS, FUCHSIAS,
VERBENAS, GERANIUMS, CALCEOLARIAS, HELIO-
TROPES, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, and all kinds of Bedding
and Greenhouse Plants of fine varieties true to name.— Cata-
logues may be had on application for two postage stamps.

A.
CATALOGUE OF CHOlCc PLANTS.

VAN GEEKT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
begs to inform amateurs and the trade that a Supplement

to his Catalogue of Plants is just published, which may be
had on application, of his Agent, Mr. R. Silberrad, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London.

N.B. His New Indian Azalea Eulalie Van Geert will be sent
out on the 1st May, at 75. 6d. and 21s. each; one over for every
three plants taken.

RANCIS R. KINGHORN is no*Tendinz out his

and other papers of December last. At present, Messrs. Sutton
can supply any quantity of Seed. Price of their selected Yellow
Globe 9d. per lb. The prices of other kinds and of large quan-
tities may be had on application.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading, April 12.

1) EAUTCFUL FLOWERS.—12paekets,each packet
*-* containing 100 Seeds, Is.; sent post free, Is. 2d. Calceo-
laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,
Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue
on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.
Wm. Cullixofobd, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
VTr J. EPPS, Seed Merchant and Grower,
» » • Maidstone, begs to offer

—

F

Slcirving's Swede ...275. bush.
Marshall's selected ...28
KppsT

32
Lying's 30

Oranpe Jelly 31*. bush.
Smart's White Globe, 28 ..

Long Red Wurzel ...80 cwt.
Yellow Globe 36 „

The above Seeds have been grown by the advertiser from the

if

unequalled New Scarlet Geraniums, Countess of "Warwick, i
best selected stocks in the country.

!

F.

Annie, and General Pelissier. For description see advertisement 1

of the 12th inst., page 243. Good established plants, 10$. 6d. each.
The usual discount t<> the trade. Plants added to compensate for

distant carriage. A remittance will be required from unknown
correspondents. Post Office Orders on Richmond, Surrey.

SUPERB N£W~FORCll\»C ANO~BC0DING CfcRAlMIUM
11 CRIMSON KING."

"fTfOOD and INGRAM beer to offer fine blooming
** plants of the above indispensable varioty, the flower of

which is large and well formed, colour a beautiful rosy crimson
with pencilled eye; an immense bloomer, and has the very de-
sirable property of continuing to flower throughout the summer.
It received a Certificate at the last meeting of the National
Floricultural Society on the 27th ult.

f the censor* being Messrs.
C Turner, C. J. Perry, and C. M. Atkinson. Price 10*. 6d. each,
with the usual allowance to the trade when three are ordered.

Hu ntii i \xdon Nurseries, April 19.

BeCDING PLANTS.
and A. SMITH beg to offer strong plants of the
undermentioned in May from 3s. per dozen :—Ageratum,

Alonsoa, AnagallW, Cuphea, Calceolaria. Geranium (in great
variety), Heliotrope, Lantana, Lobelia, Mimnlus, Nasturtium,
Pentstemon, Petunia, Pansies. Roses, Salvias, Fuchsias and
Verbenas in great variety, Climbers, &c.

F. Ac A. S. beg to refer to former advertisements for a descrip-
tion of their superb Balsams, se^d of which may still be obtained
at 2*. 6d. per packet assorted colours.

Duhnch, Surrey.

15,000 DWARF ROSES IN POTS NOW READY FOR
SENDING OUT.

TX7M. WOOD and SON beg to solicit the early atten-
* » tion of Planters to their enormous and splendid Stock of

ROSES ix POTS; the Plants are strong and healthy, and well
adapted either for planting out in masses or for growing on in
pots for exhibition or greenhouse decoration. The above consist
principally of the leading Hybrid Perpetual Roses, with some
Bourbons, Noisettes, and Chinas, and will be supplied from 12s.
to ISs. per dozen, the selection of sorts being leit to W. W. & S.

Plants presented for distant carriage. Reference required from
unknown correspondents. Catalogues forwarded free on appli-
cation.—N.B. The months of April and May are very eligible for
planting out Roses from pots.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

Terms, Cash or satisfactory reference at two months .

POTATOES.
\V and S. GAINES respectfully invite attention" • to the following List of POTATOES:—

Per bushel

—

s.

5* •
-Early Bath

„ Flourball
Hicks's Early
Ash-leaf Kidney
Nevill's Defiance
Thruston's Conqueror
Shilling s Early
Oxford
Cockney
Frame „ ..

Tiley's Conqueror

* - *

• • ft

• • *

ftf

n ft ft ft

• • *

* a •

5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

d.

be

Bread-fruit

Walnut-leaf Kidney
White Blossom do.

Cambridge do.

Fluke do.

Jackson's Improved
Red Ash-leafKidney
Lapstone do.

Americans
Fortyfold

Per bushel

—

s.

4• 1 •

• * ft

• I ft

d.

of
Annual Flower Seeds, Packet at 2.*. 6d., 15 varieties

;
packet at 5*.,

30 varieties; Scarlet Runners, 10s. per bushel ; Dwarf French
Beans, 12*. per bushel, of sorts.

All orders must be accompanied by Post Office Orders payable
at Charing Cross *o W. & S. Gaines, Seedsmen and Herbalists,
Covent Garden Market.

• * t

do.

• * *

• * •

* * *
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4

4

4
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4
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or any other sort that may be required. Also Packets

" \T7HEELKR\S little Book will do somethingm to satisfy their Expectations."—Gardeners'
Clironicle.

Our Little Book contains a List—a very select List—
of the best Garden and Flower Seeds in cultivation. It
also contains descriptions and prices, and will be found a
safe and unerring guide to all purchasers. It should be
in the hands of every one who has a garden.

J. C. Wheeler & Soy, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

t
Gloucester.

TO THE TRADE.
/GEORGE ROBERTS begs to make known that he
V-J can supply the following SEEDS at favourable prices.
Pharbitis limbatft, Iporaca Horsfalli, I. rubro-caeralea, I. bona
nox, I. qnamoclit, I. purpurea, I. variegata, Convolvulus poly-
anthus, Aristolochia odoratissima, Brunsfelsia americana, Ca?sal-
pinia sepiaria, Canna Warczewiczi, C. indica, C. lutea, Cana-
valia altissiraa, Centanridium Drumraondi, Clitoria Plumieri,C ternatea, Combretum comosnm. Duranta Ellisia, Mimosa
asperata, M. pudica, Passiflora qnadranpularis, Quisqualis
indica, Tecoma stans, Thunbergia alata, T. alba, T. aurantiaca,
T. Fryeri. Also a large nnmber of fine large Bulbs lately
received of Hippeastnim equestris, and Zephyranthes carinata.
—32, Moorgate Street, London.

TJUGH LOW and CO. have now ready for Sale
-LA plants of the undermentioned VERBENAS.'seedlings of
Pvougier and Cbauviere, of Paris, which they particularly recom-
mend :—Claire, pure white, striking carmine eye ; Edotiard, flesh

naia, purple amaranthus, yellow centre, surrounded with brown

,

Auguste Maquet, salmon rose-purpled, violet centre; Alphonsine,
poppy red, white and lilac cent.-e.—Price 1*. Qd. each.

Clapton Nursery, London. April 19.

/

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, ETC.
OETER LAVVSON and SON beg to intimate that

they are ready to send oqt all kinds of Agricultural Seeds,
comprising Hay and Pasture Grasses, Clovers and other Herbage
and Forage Plants, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, Carrots, and other
Roots, Si'ed Oats, Wheat, Barley, and Rye; all of which are of
the finest kinds and most approved varieties in cultivation.
Priced Lists may be had on application.

Seedsmen and Nurserymen to Her Majesty the Queen, and
the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEd¥]
PETER LAWSON and SON have given their best

attention to their Stocks of the above, which they know to
be of first-rate quality.

Priced Catalogues may be had on application. .

Seedsmen and Nurserymen to Her Majesty the Queen, and to

the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

T YNCfl'S STAR OF THE WEST CUCUMBER.
*—' —The Subscribers have just received the following, quite
unsolicited, which fully bears out the character given to it by
the raiser, Mr. Lynch, Gardener to the Earl of St. Germans.

Extract of a letter received from a scientific Horticulturist
in Essex :

—

" Last year I obtained some seed of Lynch't Star of
the West Cucumber from you, which turned out every-

thing that could be desired, both as a cropper and for ex-
cellent flavour, and in all the general qualities for a first
rate Cucumber. As a first rate bearer I may men'ion
that in one plant I counted fifty-eight fruit (after
rubbing off eight where they came double), before any
of them ivere more than 6 incites long, and the plants
begun to show fruit at the first joint on every side shoot."
Packets 2/. Gd. each, containing five Seeds, can be obtained

from William E. Rekdlb & Co ., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

CHOICE BEDDING PLANTS^
TyiLLIAM F. SMITH has to offer fine healthy
* » Plants of the following choice GERANIUMS and VER-
BENAS:—Geranium Beauty of ChipBtead, brilliant scarlet, of
the habit of Cerise Unique ; very beautiful. Strong Plants in large
60-size pots,, 18?. per dozen.—Geranium Lady Holmesdale, im-
proved (Smith's), splendid deep pink with white centre, truss
well formed, and as large aa an Hydrangea; warranted one of
the best for pot culture, 93. per dozen.—Geranium Flower of the

small 60-size pots, 4*. per dozen. Ditto, in large 60-size
r dozen. Ditto, large in 4S-size pots, 12a. per dozen.
Scarlet varieties, 4? per dozen.

VERBENA—Mrs. Woodroffe, 4s. per dozen. Ditto Mrs. Hol-
ford , 5*. per dozen.
A remittance or reference must accompany all orders from

unknown correspondents. Carriage free to London.

Riverhead Nurseries, Sevenoaks, Kent.
,
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NEW VERBENAS, ™CHSIAS, PETUnIaTTTn^

/^J_EORGE SMITH is warrant-d in pronouncing b;«1J SEEDLING VERBENAS unequalled. Th^y are Wm
recommended by the National Floricultural Society and £r
had six first-class certificates awarded to them. The thr«I
Seedling Fuchsias are very fine, either for exhibition or orn«*mental purposes. The Petunia Hermione exceeds all others f£
its great beauty, and must be a favourite for years to cotnTMimului Lydia received a Certificate, awarded at the National
The above to be sent out on and a'ter the 19th of April For

descriptions see Catalogue, which will be forwarded on application
Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Isli ngton. London.

SKIKViNG'S IMPKOVED SWEDE TURNIP.
~~

Vf R. SK IRVING, Queen Square, Liverpool,' bees to
* *- acquaint his friends and the public that he has fixed th»
price of his improved SWEDISH TURNIP SEED for the
season at Is. per lb. All other kinds of Turnip and Agricultural
Seeds in general, of the most select description, at moderate
rates, priced Catalogues of which may be had on applicationA remittance or reference from unknown correspondents is re^
spectfully requested to accompany orders.—Liverpool, April 19.

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS, PANSIES, PHLOXES
BELGIAN DAISIES, ETC, '

10HN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,

Y near Manchester, is now sending out the above, in sets, *l
in former years, and none but the usual strong plants and extra
fine show varieties, which have given such high satisfaction to
his customers, will be forwarded.
25 pairs CARNATIONS in 25 different vara. ... £1
25 ditto PICOTEES „ „ 1
25 ditto PINKS
25 plants PANSIES
12 ditto PHLOXES
12 ditto BELGIAN DAISIES
25 DAHLIAS ...

Hamper, &c, included.
Descriptive Catalogues now ready. Post Office orders to be

payable at Middleton, Lancashire.

j^ELSON'S NEGRO is tlie best Dark Shrubby
-L^1 CALCEOLARIA ever offered ; unequalled for bedding pur-
poses, and one of the earliest flowering varieties in cultivation.
In habit dwarf, clean, free and robust. Blooms abundantly all

the summer, producing in the open borders colossal semicircular
trusses. The flowers are of a rich deep crimson colour, much
finer than " Sultan," which, unlike that semi-herbaceous variety,
neither scorches or fades, the colour being proof against sun and
rain. Ordered by all the Nurserymen in London, Bristol, and
elsewhere who have seen it. Now ready to send out. Fine strong
plants, price 5s. each ; or three sent where two are ordered.

St. Michael's Nursery, Bristol, April 19.

r
I THOMAS VEITCH and CO., Wholesale and
-*- Retail Agricultural Seed Merchants, Western Counties
Seed Depot, 195, High Street, Exeter, opposite Broadprate, beg
to draw the attention of purchasers to their Stock of TURNIPS,
MANGEL, CARROTS, GRASSES, &c, which are now open,
of beautiful sample, and iu excellent condition, and as every
variety has been proved, T. V. & Co. declare them genuine,
and with no adulteration whatever, consequently purchasers-
will not be liable to the annoyance, vexation, and loss of a
mixed and uncertain crop.
SEED POTATOES and all articles connected with the Seed

Business.
Twelve varieties of pretty FLOWER SEEDS, \s.\ 12 do.io.,

2s.; 12 do., do., Zs.\ and upwards according to quality and
quantity.

Agricultural, Vegetable and Flower Seed List forwarded on
application, postage free.

N.B. A Registry kept for Bailiffs and G ardeners.

TfDWARDS'S REGISTERED EARWIG TRAP
*—* is an elegant, durable, and effectual instrument for the
destruction of earwigs. It is highly recommended by the Editot

of the " Florist," and other distinguished Horticulturists. Being
ornamental in shape it must supersede the ugly inverted flower-

pots in all tastefully kept gardens. Price 9s. per dozen. Sold

wholesale at the manufactory and by the following agents:—
S. Martzx, 14, Gough Square, Lo-don; C. Turskb, Rnyal
Nursery, Slough; J. Keynes, Nursery, Salisbury. Descriptive
drawings sent on receipt of postage stamp.
E. Edwards & Co., Inventors and Manufacturers, St Paul's

Square. Birmingham.

WIRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
» » of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.
Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety ;

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.

Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make;
Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W.Richards. Imperial
Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's

Theatre.

CALAMITOUS FIRE which occurred on the

night of the 19th March at St. Andrew's Hill, Doctors'

Commons, having completely destroyed the FURNITUKE,
STOCK, &c, of Mr. JAMES MANLEY, formerly Nurseryman
at Hackney and Exeter, a few Friends are desirous to raise a

small sum to assist his Family under their present straitened

circumstances. .

Subscriptions -will be thankfullr received by Hurst &
BfcMULLKV, 6, Loadenhall Street; by Hl»H Low & Co., Clapton;

and by Mr. Bruce, Kingston.
Messrs. Hurst & McMullen, 6, Leadenhall Street ... £2 2

Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., Clapton
Mr. W. Ivery, Peckham
Mr. R. Glendinning, Chiswick
Messrs. O. & S
Mr. W. Addiscott, 6, Leadenhall Street

Mr. W. Clark, 25, Bishopsgate Street

Mr. W. Denyer, 82, Gracecburch Street
Mr. Soden, Middle Barton
Mr. Butcher
Mr. Davis
Mr. Gower, Kingston
Mr. Bruce, Kingston
Messrs. Fraser, Leyton ...

Mr. Edward Denyer, Brixton
Mr. Jno. Andrew Henderson
Mr E.G. Henderson, St. John's Wood
Mr. T. Sommerville, St. John's Wood
Mr. Mc Arthur, Edeeware Road
Mr. Videon Junr., Edgeware Road
Mr. Charles Woodrooffe, Harrow Road
Mr.G. Jackrnan, Woking
Mr. R. C. Ward, Bath
Mr. George Gray, Bow
Mr. Marnock, Regent's Park ...

Messrs. Dobson & Sons, Isleworth

Mr. John Adams, Brentford
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HPHE EARL of STAMFORD and WARRINGTON
-* will allow the Public to walk in the Grounds of Enville Hall

on TUESDAYS and THURSDAYS, commencing the first

Tuesday in May.—Application must be made at the Gardens for

admission and a Guide.

RAND HORTICULTURAL AiND FLOK1CUL-
TURAL EXHIBITION AT ROTHERHAM. Open to

all England. On WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, the 6th
and 7th August, 1856, during the Show of the Yorkshire Agri-
cultural Society in that town. The list of prizes is now ready,
and may be obtained, gratis, of Mr. Charles Dixon, the Hon.
Secretary, at Rotherham or Sheffield. The PRIZES offered will

exceed ONE HUNDRED POUNDS in amount. Specimens
sent for Competition from a Distance will receive every care and
^attention.—Rotherham, April 26.

\\/-ATFORD HORTICULTURAL AND FLORI-
» CULTURAL SOCIETY.—The Second Exhibition of the

above Society will take place at Cashiobury Park, on the
3d of July next. Schedules are now ready, and can be had on
application to the Secretary, Mr. J. \V. Taylob, High Street,
Watford, Herts. ___^_

*LTEKATION OF DAYS OF SUMMER SHOW.
BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY.—In consequence of the Crystal Palace Com-
pany having just announced a Flower Show to take place on the
25th and 26th June, the Brighton Summer Show will be held on
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, the 11th and 12th of June,
instead of the 25th and 26th as heretofore announced. Schedules
can be obtained of the Secretary or of E. Spary, Superintendent
of the Exhibition. Extra Prizes will be given for Azaleas, six
varieties ; Ro^es in Pots, six varieties.

By order of the Committee,
Edward Carpenter, Sec, Lavender Street. FrurV

MESSRS. MASTERS and SON,
LANDSCAPE GARDENERS,

Canterbury and Maidstone.

I L L I A M B A R R A T T,
LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved
principles.

An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shrubs,
EVERGREEN8, FOREST TfiKES, ROSES, and THORNS.

T.

***

CATALOGUES. I

HLANE and SONS' CATALOGUE of ROSES,
• GREENHOUSE, STOVE, and HARDY PLANTS; also

TREES and SHRUBS, HOLLYHOCKS, &c. &c, can be had
at the Nurseries, Great Berkhainstead, or by letter on receipt

of one penny stamp.

C. WHEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED
LIST for this Seaso.i it now ready, and may he

had gratis on application.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox. Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

___^___ Glouces tej\

MESSRS. J. and H. BROWN inform the Nobility,
Gentry, and Gardeners that their NEW CATALOGUE

of ORCHIDEA. STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
ROSES, GERANIUMS, FUCHSIAS, AMERICAN PLANTS,
CONIFERS, FRUIT TREES, &c, can be had by post.

Conservatories and Gardens furnished by Contract.
Albion Nursery, Stoke Newinpton, London.— April 26.

WILLIAM BAINES begs to inform his friends and
the public that his SPRING CATALOGUE of Indian

Azaleas, Cinerarias. Fuchsias, Verbenas, Hollyhocks, Phloxes,
Roses, Geraniums, Chrysanthemums, perpetual-blooming Carna-
tions, and other miscellaneous Plants, with an excellent assort-

ment of Herbaceous and Bedding Plants is now ready, and will

be sent post free on application.—Camden Nursery, Camberwell.

F. WINSTANLEY'S TRADE PRICED LIST
OF GARDEN SEEDS is now ready, and can be had on

application, 28, Market Place, Manchester
.

rP F. WINSTANLEY, Seed Merchant, 28
t
Market

A • Place, Manchester, is now ready to send out his DE-
SCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL, AND FLOWER SEEDS. Attached to this Cata-
logue is a Calendar of Seeds to be sown in each month ; also the
mode of cultivating the Dioscorea.

^p F. WINSTANLEY begs to inform his friends
A * that his collections of NEW GARDEN SEEDS are now
ready, comprising all the most useful vegetable produce, from
11. to bl. The DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE contains the
details of each collection on page 11.

Seed Warehouse, 28, Market Place. Manchester.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
TOHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of RHODO-
O DENDRONS, AZALEAS, &c, as exhibited at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and
can be had on application.

tmr The Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrons.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.—

A

pri l 26.

GEORGE BAKER begs to announce his DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN im..wt> ORNA-

BNTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TKJ :S is now
ready, and may be had on application.

American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, seven
miles from Staines, Windsor branch, South Western Railway,
where conveyances may be had.

ERIC AN
\\

GRASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURE,
FINEST LAWN GRASSES, TURNIPS, of sorts, and

other AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.- Lists of prices may be had
grati s of Wm. Babratt, Nurseries, Wakefield.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
SKIRVING'S SWEDE, 8 sacks for sale, warranted

all new S^ed and pure stock; also Long Yellow and Long
Red Mangel Wurzel.—Apply to Johk Mots, Jun., Feeniug,
Kelvedon. Essex.

GOLDEN CHAIN GERANIUMS.
"DOBERT REA, Ipswich Nursery, Ipswich, begs to
Li offer strong Plants at per 100, 75s. ; per dozen, 12a.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
T¥7OOD and INGRAM beg to offer fine showy
» » named varieties, well established in pots, from Is. to Is. 6d.

per pair.—Nurseries, Huntingdon, April 26.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
TATERER and GODFREY besj to announce their

Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants for

this season is now published, and will be sent free on application.

As the collection of American Plants at this Nursery is altogether

unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to their

interest to pay a visit to the Nursery, which may be readily done
by the Southwestern Railway to Woking Station.

Knap Hill Nursery. Woking, Surrey.

NURSERY & SEED ESTABLISHMENT, SLEAFORD.
/UIARLES SHARPE and CO., respectfully invite

\J the attention of the Trade to their Turnip, Mangel Wurzel,
and Carrot Seeds, the stock of which has been carefully selected

and grown by themselves from transplanted roots.

Catalogues with prices can be had on application.

NEW DAHLIA LADY FRAMCLIN.
CHARLES SCHOFIELD begs to offer the above

splendid Dahlia. It has taken nnmerous First Prizes in

Class showing. The colour is salmon or rich orange, quite distinct.

C. S. can recommend it with confidence. Plants now ready,

10a. 6J. each. Show varieties of Dahlias, 65. per doz. : Pansies

63. to 12.«. per doz.—Knowsthorpe, near Leeds. „___
FIRST CLASS PANSIES, ETC.

HART and NICKLIN, Florists, Guildford, offer a
collection of Twenty PANSIES for 12s., including

Monarch (Hale), Satisfaction (Turner), Sovereign (Dickson), &c.

NEW DAHLIAS, ETC.
CHARLES TURNER begs to state that his

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of New Dahlias, Gera-

niums, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Car-

nations, Pinks, Shrubby Calceolarias, Petunias, &c, &c, is now
ready, and contains many new varieties offered for the first time.

Sent post free on application.—Roval Nursery. Slough.

NOTICE TO ALL ENGLAND.
JOHN SLIPPER'S (Villa Nursery, Camden Towd,

London) is the cheapest place for DAHLIAS, FUCHSIA?.
VERBENAS, GERANIUMS, CALCEOLARIAS, HELIO-
TROPES, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, and all kinds of Bedding
and Greenhouse Plants of fine varieties true to name.— Cata-

logues may be had on application for two postage stamps.

NEW BRITISH FERN.
asplen1um refractu3i (moore). for description see

March Part of " Nature Printing."

R PARKER begs to offer the above new and distinct

• species, of which he possesses the entire stock. Plants

forwarded post free on application, at 10j. 6d. each.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Holloway.

KALMIAS, ANDROMEDAS, AND AZALEAS.
"fTJTILLlAM F. SMITH has for sale several hundreds
V v of fine healthy plants of Kalmia latifolia, 1 to 3 feet;

Andromeda floribunda, 1 to 3 feet; Azaleas, in 30 varieties.

2 to 4 feet. All fine blooming plants, warranted to remove well.

Price may be had on application.

IUverhead Nursery, Sevenoaks, Kent.

SELECT HOLLYHOCKS.

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL PHLOXES.
YOU ELL and CO. are sending out a very choice

Collection of the above in 60 of the most beautiful and
distinct varieties, selected with great care from upwards of *200

kinds in tlieir possession.—Price 9s. per dozen, including that fine

New Phlox COUNTESS OF HOME.
Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

CHOICE SHOW PANSIES.
JDOBSON and SON can supply strong plants of

• the above at 9s., 12s., and 18s. per dozen.
"Woodlands Nnrse ry. Isleworth.

BECK'S NEW PELARGONIUMS.
JDOBSON and SON beg to state that a few sets

• of the above splendid varieties remain unsold. Prices and
other information respecting them may be had on application.

"Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

and
CHOICE SHOW GERANIUMS.

T DOBSON and SON having a large and very
** • healthy stock of all the leading favourites, beg to offer

them from 18s. per dozen. We flatter ourselves that the plants

are unequalled in the trade, as many testimonials can verily.

. Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

SUPERB YELLOW-GROUND PICOT EES.

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
near Manchester, can supply 12 pairs extra fiue named

varieties of the above for 13*.

FIRST-CLASS SHOW PANSIES, in strong well-

rooted autumn struck Plants, at 6s. per dozen.

Johh Holland, Bradshaw Gardens. Middleton. near Manchester.

IRST-CLASS DAHLIAS for 1856, strong plants,

6s. per dozen.
Spring Catalogues now ready; may be had upon application.

John* Hqllawp, Bradshaw Gardens. Midd leton. near Manchester.

RHODODENDRONS AND GHENT AZALEAS.
HLANE and SON have still to offer fine Plants

• of the above, well set with bloom buds, consisting of

well-known first-rate sorts, Catalogues of which may be had on

application.— Great Berkhamstead, Herts. 4

INDIAN AZALEAS.
HLANE and SON have great pleasure in

• offering Indian Azaleas consisting of all the most

popular sorts at from 12s.
t

15s., Ids., 24*. to 36*. per dozen,

selection left to themselves. Also fine young specimens, price of

which can be had on application at the Nurseries, Great

Berkhamstead, Herts. Usual discount to the trade.

BERNARD SAUNDERS will be happy to supply

Six Growing Plants of GYMNOGRAMMA LEPTO-
PHYLLA or ANNUAL MAIDEN HAIR FERN, for 8#.6rf.,

bo^ and postal -> ; > °uoVd.— Cse>arean_Nurst -1 y. .l.t-^y, April 26.

IjOSSOWS "CH^IPION" CELERY has proved
^ to be thu best in cuKivation for size, solidity, and crispness;

it also withstands a greater degree of frost than any other variety

To be had in sealed packets at Is. The Trade supplied.

P. 1Vinsta2*li:y, Seed MercnSrrv Manchester.

VyiLLIAM PERRY, Foreman to Mr. Rivers, of the
v V Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, begs to inform the public that

he has published a Descriptive List of Selected HOLLYHOCKS,
which will be sent postage free on application.

DAHLIAS, VERBENAS, GERANIUMS, CALCEOLARIAS-

J
GRIFFIN having an immense Stock of all the

• choicest varieties of the above Plants, begs to offer tbem
at very low prices. Descriptive Catalogues will be forwarded on

application.— "Weston Road, and 2, New Bond Street , Bath.

800»000 FLATPOLE OR DRUMHEAD CABBAGE PLANTS.

THOMAS MOORE begs to inform the public that he
has for Sale, at 5s. per thousand, or 201. per hundred thou-

sand, a superior Stock of Plants grown from Seed of his own
saving. Information can be given of last year's growth on appli-

cation.—Kingsbridge Nursery, Devon.

ITALIAN RYE-CRASS SEED.

SUTTON and SONS having, in anticipation of the

present great demand for this invaluable article, provided

an extra large stock of the best quality Seed, are still able to

execute orders for either SUTTON'S IMPROVED, DICKEN-
SON'S, or Fresh Imported Seed.

Instructions for cultivation are sent with the Seed.

Early orders wil1 h" necessary. Priced List of Agricultural

Seeds maybe had g^-3—Reading. Berk shire.

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA.
RGLENDINNING has just received a second and

• more recent supply from Mr. Fortune by the last Overland

Mail, direct fiom China, of this well-known Hardy Ornamental

Tree, which will be sold in packets containing from 2000 to 3000

1 each.' Free, by post, at 10s. 6d. each. If three packets are orde:ei

f by the trade, one will be added.—Chiswick, Nursery London.

'^HE ONLY BALSAMS TO BE DEPENDED ON.
X Glenn y"s Improved Six Classes, 37 stamps; Mixed, 13;

splendid Asters, quiiled, 13; Pyramidal, 13; New Bouquet, 13;

Double Imperial India Pink, 13; 12 Showy Annuals, 36.

Dungannon House, Fulham.

T^O DAHLIA GROWERS.—Three of the best Six

coming out, NAPOLEON. EUGENIA, and PRINCESS,
sent free to any part of the Kingdom, 10a. 6d. each, with any

others required.—G. GLEyyv, HorticulturalAgen t, Fulham.
" SACCOLABIUM AMPULACIUM. -

/ ILLIAM MAULE and SONS have much plea-

. / sure in stating that they can supply a year's established

Plants of this scarce and charming Orchid at 1055. each.

Stapleton Road Nurseries, Bristol.
~~

T O TH E T R A D E.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO. have a quant.ty of

GREEN and PURPLE-TOP SCOTCH TURNIP SEEDS
to offer, of a selected stock, growth of 1S55. Price on application.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford, April 26.

w

TT^ATERER
t flfrtontinn ir

HARDY HEATHS.

these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues maybe

had free on application to Wateeeb & Godfeei, Knap Hill

Nursery. Woking. Surrey.

HEATTOK LATE AND SPRING SOWING.
—Samples with prices of Talavera, April, and other kinds

of Seed Wheat will be sent free on application to

Mr. H. Ray kbtbd, Bas ingstoke. ,

SEED BARLEY FROM THE CHALK.

MR, H. RAYNBIRD, Basingstoke, can snpply

Chevalier, Golden Drop, Thanet, and other approved sorts

of Barley at market prices. Hudson's Golden Melon Barley, a

new variety, productive, and of fine Malting quality, may be had

on application.

j
ORANGE TREES.

young UKA.>\jrri xn.*^* •" -* *"""

in bloom and in fruit.—Nursery, Hammmersmith.

i

" SUCCESSION PINE

TO BE SOLD, about 90 healthy plants, the property

of a gentleman.—For particulars apply to Messrs. Masters

&Son. Exotic Nursery. Canterbury, and Fant Nursery^jlaidatone.

O BE SOLD^ very handsome large IRISH
YEWS from 4 to 8 feet. Purchasers taking a large

number will 'be liberally dealt with. Prices on application.—

Thomas Jackson & Soy. Nurseries. Kingston, near London.

CEEITPOTATOES.—True Ash-leaf KidnajgJact
O snns do., Walnut-leaved do., Fluke fmu La^*TO
FlonrbalL and all other first class varieties^ to Be h*4 « T T

WxiaTASLKT, Seed Merchant, Manchester. -•
J^J^c
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NEW TURNIP.
WAITE'S "ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

m

TURNIP.
T^HIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
-L the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch
Turnip; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and maybe
sown much later. Coloured Drawings ot this splendid Turnip
may be had on application, or may be seen at the principal Seed
Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be
obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3j. per lb.—A liberal
allowance to the Trade.

J.G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holbnrn, London.

FINE NEW ITALIAN RYEGRASS, imported
direct from Italy.

Fine selected GRASSES for PERMANENT PASTURE, 30*.
per acre. This will include a mixture of the true Cow Grass or
Perennial Red Clover.
Fine LAWN GRASS, 1*. per lb.; 40 lbs. will be sufficient for

an acre. Delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheeler & Son,
Nurserymen and S»-*- d Growers, Gloucester.

OEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet
MJ containing 100 Seeds, 1 j. ; sent post free, Is. 2d. Calceo-
laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,
Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue
on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.

Wm. Cullimqfobd, 1, Edmund Terraca , Ball's Pond, Islington .

EARLY CORNISH B ROCCOLI.
MITCHINSON'S PENZANCE, or EARLY

WHITE CORNISH BROCCOLI, celebrated and in-
valuable for its earhness. (See Testimonials).

Gardeners, Seedsmen, and others who applied too late for Seeds
of this superior and rare Broccoli, are informed that they may be
supplied with Plants from the Seed beds in May next, at 2s. 6d.
per 100 (Carriage or Postage included), by sending their orders
during the present month to Hurst & M'Mullkn, Leadeuhall
Street, London; or to Mitchtnson & Co., Truro, Cornwall.

FUCHSIAS. ~~ ~
TyiLLIAM HUSSEY begs to offer the under-Damed
* * Collection for 12s., hamper included : viz., Queen Victoria,

Trentham, Mrs. Story, Voltigeur, Exquisite, Henderson!, Car-
toni, Splendidissima, Clapton Hero, Glory, Hebe, Pearl of
England, President, Prince Arthur, Alpha. Globosa mftgnifica,
Prince Albert, Empress Eugenie, Sidonia, Vanguard, Monarch,
Princess of Prussia, Lady of the Lake, Kossuth, Standard of
^Perfection.—Horticultural Gardens, Norwich.

PELARGONIUM S.
~

TX r ILLTAM HUSSEY begs to offer the under-named
** Collection from bushy Plants for 20$., package included:

Constance, Ro^vena, Virgin Queen, Rosamond, Conspicua, Chloe,
Ganymede, Na eissus, Magnificent, Lord Mayor, Aj*x t Emilv,
Cassandra, Generalissimo, Belle of the Village, Loveliness,
Centurion, Alonzo, Optimum, Elise, Nectar Cup, Symmetry,
Gulielma, Pearl, Rubens, Lavinia, Chieftain, Enchantress, Prince
Arthur, Pulchra, Mochanna, (^neen of May, Beatrice, May
Queen, Christine, Eurydice, Cuyp, Little Nell, Magnet, Ariadne,
Col. of the Buffs, Major Domo.

Horticultural Gardens, Norwich.

SUPERB INItW FOKCTKTc AND BtL>DINGi ~GtKAIMIUM
"CRIMSON KING."

TT700D and INGRAM beg to offer fine blooming
* * plants of the above indispensable variety, the flower of

which is large and well formed, colour a beautiful rosy crimson
with pencilled eye; an immense bloomer, and has the

-

very de-
sirable property of continuing to flower throughout the summer.
It received a Certificate at the last meeting of the National
Floricultural Society on the 27th ulr.

t the censors l?eing Messrs.
C. Turner, C. J. Perry, and C. M. Atkinson. Price 10*. QdL, each,
with the usual allowance to the trade when three are ordered.

Huntingdon Nurseries, Ap ril 26.

SPLENDID SEEDLING CALCEOLARIAS^
TVILLIAM BARNES has now to offer his two

" new and unrivalled CALCEOLARIAS " ADM IRATION"
and "CAMDEN HERO," at 5*. each. The former is a very
fine, free-blooming, shrubby variety for bedding; flower large
and showy, golden cap, velvet crimson centre, encircled by a
belt of yellow. Camden Hero possesses all the good qualities of
Admiration, is of a beautiful dark glossv crimson colour, fine
flower, large truss, dwarf habit, and very free bloomer.

N.B. The stock of the former is limited.

s

William Barjes, Camden Nursery. Camherwell.

15*000 DWARF ROSES IN POTS NOW READY~ToR
SENDING OUT.

TT M. WOOD and SON beg to solicit the early atten-
* * tion of Planters to their enormous and splendid Stock of
ROSES in POTS; the Plants are strong and healthy, and well
adapted either for planting out in masses or for growing on in
pots for exhibition or greenhouse decoration. The above consist
principally of the leading Hybrid Perpetual Roses, with some
Bourbons, Noisettes, and Chinas, and will be supplied from 12$.
to 18s. per dozen, the selection of sorts being lelt to W. W. & S.
Plants presented for distant carriage. Reference required from

unknown correspondents. Catalogues forwarded free on appli-
cation.— N.P>. The months of April and May are very eligible for
planting out Roses from pots.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield. Sussex.

CHOICt BEDDING PLANTS.
TT7ILLIAM F. SMITH has to offer fine healthy

Plantsof the following choice GERANIUMS and VER-
BENAS:—Geranium Beauty of Chipstead, brilliant scarlet, of
the habit of Cerise Unique; very beautiful. Strong Plants in large
60-size pots, 18s. per dozen.—Geranium Lady Holmesdale, im-
proved (Smttft's). splendid deep pink with white centre, truss
well formed, and as large as an Hydrangea; warranted one of
the best for pot culture, 95. per dozen.—Geranium Flower of the
Day, in small 60-size pots, 4s. per dozen. Ditto, in large 60-size
pots, 6^. per dozen. Ditto, large in 48-size pots, 12s. per dozen.
Geranium, Scarlet varieties, 4s per dozen.
VERBENA—Mrs, Woodroffe, 4s. per dozen. Ditto Mrs. Hol-

ford, 5s. per dozen.
A remittance or reference must accompany all orders from

unknown correspondents. Carriage free to London.
Riverhead Nurseries^ Sevenoaks, Kent.

rpHOMAS VfelTCH and CO., Wholesale and
-*- Retail Agricultural Seed Merchants, Western Counties
Seed Depdt, 195, High Street. Exeter, opposite Broadgate, beg
to draw the attention of purchasers to their Stock of TURNIPS,
MANGEL, CARROTS, GRASSES, &c, which are now open,
of beautiful sample, and in excellent condition, and as every
variety has been proved, T. V. & Co. declare them genuine,
and with no adulteration whatever, consequently purchasers
will not be liable to the annoyance, vexation, and loss of a
mixed and uncertain crop.
SEED POTATOES and all articles connected with the Seed

Business.
Twelve varieties of pretty FLOWER SEEDS, Is. ; 12 do. do.,

2s.; 12 do., do., 3s.; and upwards according to quality and
quantity. *

Agricultural, Vegetable and Flower Seed List forwarded on
appl'cahon, postage free.

N.B. A Registry kept for BailifFs and Gardeners.

CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.

PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the
Quekx, &c, beg to intimate that they have directed their

usual attention to procure very superi t stocks of Grass and
Agricultural Seeds, and which they recommend to their customers
with confidence. Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land

to permanent pasture or ornamental Grass, suitable for all kinds

and conditions of noils. Foreign Italian Rye-Grass, and all other

Forage and Herbage Plants, Turnips, Manuel Wurzel, Carrots

and other roots 6f the most approved varieties in cultivation,

trden and Flower Seeds in every variety.

Priced Catalogues will be sent free bv post on application.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

TURNIPS, MANGEL WURZ£L, XC.

PETER LAWSON and SON, Skedsmen to the
Queek, Ac, beg to intimate that they have a very superior

stock of the above of their own growth, including some highly
improved varieties, which have been raised from roots selected

for their fine shape and high specific gravity rather than their

size. Among other excellent kinds they would recommend
particularly their

e

Lothian purple-top Swede
Tweeddale purple-top Yellow

Bullock Turnip
Improved Green Round do.

Red Round do.

Improved Pomerari an White
Globe Turnip

Red Globe do.

Long Red andOrange
Globe Mangel
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Priced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application, and
lower rates charged when large quantities are taken.

27, Great George S treet, Westminster.

MEAOOW AND PASTURE CRASS SEEDS.

GEORGE GIBBS and Co., 26, Down Street,

Piccadilly, beg to announce that their MIXTURES OF
GRASS SEEDS are now ready for delivery at the following

prices :—
Mixtures for laying Land down to permanent Grass, for light,

heavy, and other soils (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs. to the

acre) 30*. per acre.

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs.

to the acre) 32s. per acre.

Mixtures for improving and renovating old Grass Land, Is. per lb.

Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawns Is. 34. per lb.

G. G. & Co.'s New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE
is now ready, and will be forwarded free on application.

GEORGE GIBBS & CO., Seedsmen,

26 f Down Street, Piccadilly, London.

CRASS AIMO AGRICULTURAL SLEDS, lo56.

I^HOMAS GIBBS and CO., the Seedsmen to the
• Royal AoRicuT/rrnAL Society of England, beg to inform

their friends and Agriculturists generally that their bulks of
Agricultural and Grass Seeds are now finished cleaning, and that

they shall be able to execute immediately any orders which may
be entrusted to them.
Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land to permanent

Pasture and Meadow.
Mixtures of Grass Seeds for Irrigation or Water Meadows.

Upland Sheep Walks.
Parks and Field Lawns.
Cemeteries and Church Yards.
Garden Lawns and Grass Plots.

Renovaing old Pastures.

Rye-grasses, Clovers, Carrots, Cabbages, Parsnips, Mangel
Wurzels, Swedes, Hybrids, Turnips, and all other Seeds requisite

for the Farm.
Kitchen Garden Seeds and Flower Seeds.

Priced Lists and detailed Catalogues are now ready, and may be
had, post free, on application to THOMAS GIBBS X CO.,
the Seedsmen to the Royal Agricultural Society of England,
corner of Hftlf-MoOIl Street* Piccadilly, London.

ESTABLTSHRD ABOUT HALF A CENTURY.AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
BASS and BRuWN can supply the following of

pure and genuine selected stocks, and of extra quality.

Reduced prices for large quantities. Per lb.

—

s. d.

Mangel Wurzel, Yellow Globe
Red Globe ...

Long Red ...

„ Long Yellow
White Silesian Sugar Beet
Carrot, White Belgian

Yellow Belgian

„ Long Red Altringham
Large Cattle Parsnips...
Drumhead Cattle Cabbage (scarce) ...

Swede Turnip, purple-top, extra, 40$. per bushel...

„ „ Skirving's, 40$. per bushel
Turnip, Orange Jelly, Lincolnshire Red Globe, Round, Tankard,

Scotch, and other Turnips at moderate prices.

Bass & Brown's SELECTED NATURAL GRASSES FOR
PERMANENT PASTURES are highly approved, and have
given the fullest satisfaction, and can be supplied to suit the soils

required. Per acre

—

s. d.

For Soils generally, including Clovers ...24s. to 30
Renovating Mixture for Old Pastures, per lb. ... 10
Finest Lawn Mixture, 4s. 6d. per peck, per lb. ... 1 3

All orders and inquiries will receive prompt attention. Carriage
free to all stations in London and all Stations on the Colchester
Line between London and Norwich.

BABS& Brows. Seed Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

ITALIAN RYE-CRASS, ETC.
WDRUMMOND awd SONS, Stirling, N.B., beg

• to call the attention of those engaged in Agriculture to
the following Seeds:

—

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, selected from the finest stock in
Lombardy, and is especially recommended for its rapid
growth and luxuriant habit. Superior home-saved Seed may
also be had. Italian Hyp-grass being extremely scarce this

season, orders should be transmitted without delay.

PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, of the finest growths, perfectly
clean and in various weights, weighing from 22 lbs. to 301bs.
per bushel.

GRASSES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE —From the exten-
sive experience they have had in tin*' branch, and resulting
in giving complete satisfaction to the numerous gentlemen
who have favoured them with orders, they feel warranted in
recommending their assortments as made up to order—either
mixed or separately, to suit all descrip ion of soil.

TURNIPS, in all the approved varieties of Swedes, Yellows, and
Whites, carefully saved bv themselves from fullformed bulbs.

VETCHES (or TARES) —Large broad-leaved Scotch.
PRICED CATALOGUESoftheabove,with every otherdescrip-

tion of FARM SEEDS, may be had post free on application.
Also a valuable Descriptive Catalogue of VEGETABLE SEEDS,
containing only such sorts as are really worth cultivating.

N.B.

—

Free Delivery.—All Seeds are, under certain

limitations^delivered carriagefree to the principalshipping

ports and railway statvms throughout the kingdom.
%• FARM IMPLEMENTS.—An assortment of the most

approved Scotch Implements are usually kept in Stock.

W.DRUMMOND and SONS,
Seed and Implement Warehouses, Stirling and Dnblin.
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O UGH LOW and CO. have bow rea^v forXj1A plants of the undermentioned VEKBEN \s"se.dli« #
Roueier and Chauviere, of Paris, which they particnUrlv nO?mend :—Claire, purs white, striking carmine evf • Ed. nrifl °C
colour, yellow centre; Jaguarita, purpled violet, darker clr
white eye; Medenc, bright crimson red, black centre yellow.
Kosati, lilac pink, purple centre

; Noel, bright scarlet black IZ*
;

Martial, bright rose, purple centre; Marietta, pure white hrilli
rose eye ; Le Gondolier, bright currant colour, centre clear •' m2z?
bright cherry colour, sometimes striped with pink, darkcenhT'
Inehille, pale pink, the centre dark like and v»-llow •

I a Teh
naia, purple amarauthus, yellow centre, surrounded with brown-
Auguste Maquet, salmon rose-purpled, violetcentre: AlphoMinV
poppy red, white and lilac centre.—Price Is. 6d. *ach. '

Clapton Nursery, London, April 26.

FIRST-RATE DAHLIAS FOR 1856
T KEYNES' ANNUAL CATALOGUE (Illustrated
*J • see Turner's Florist) contains the best selected List of the
above, and will be sent on desire. Plants will be ready as usual
the first week in May.

P.S. The party who printed the above Catalogues never harine
printed any before, wishes to explain the nature of the Illustra-
tions. He states, the man looking over the gate is seeking after
all the first-rate flowers that were offered in 1855, wondering they
are not in J. Kf.yxr3*b Catalogue. The Nondescript at the end i-j

a new Dahlia Poker (about to be patented), by which a skilful
dresser is enabled to make a second class flower look equal to a
first. The windmill is a puff, and so are many advertisements
and he wishes the public not to believe even all there may be'
stated in the Catalogue. The Typographical error (the omission
of a comma), he trusts will not put a full stop to the sale of the
flowers^ Castle Street, Salisbury, April 26.

NEW DAHLIAS TO BE SENT OUT IN MAY BY*
GEORGE WHEELER, Nurseryman, War.

minster, Wilts.
ECLIPSE (Wheeler's). -Fine dark purple, first-rate form,

full high centre, and very constant; obtained certificates at
Bath, Clifton, and Salisbury Exhibitions ; 3 to 4 feet. 10«.6d.eaeb
LADY RAGLAN (Wheeler's).— Buff; a fine back row

flower of good form and high centre; obtained certificates at

Trowbridge, Salisbury, and Clifton Exhibitions ; 4 to 5 feet. Is.Qd,

The usual discount to the Trade.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS.—A large collection of the follow-

ing can be supplied by the 100:—Double white Primrose, Cam-
panula carpatica, blue; ditto, pure white variety; Czackia,

or St. Bruno's Lily; Hepatica, pure white; Delphinium,
Chinese; ditto Barlowi, ditto Wheeleri ; Gaillardia splendidis-

sima, ditto bicolor ; Helleborus purpurascens ; Pseonie*, Chinese

in variety, viz., rose-scented, Hume's, Reeves'd, Potts's, double

white, odorata grandiflora, &c.
Fine Bulbs of Anomatheca cruenta, Tigridias conchiflora and

Wheeleri, free by post, 45. per dozen.
Tritonia aurea, good blooming bulbs, free by post, 16$. per dor.

Phlox, a fine collection.

LYNCH'S STAR OF THE WESTCUCUMBER.
—The Subscribers have just received the following, quite

unsolicited, which fully bears out the character given to it by

the raiser, Mr. Lynch, Gardener to the Earl of St. Get mans.

Extract of a letter received from a scientific Horticulturist

in Essex :

—

" Last year I obtained some seed of Lynch's Star of

the West Cucumber from you, which turned out every'

thing that could be desired, both as a cropper aiidfor ex-

cellent flavour, and in all the general qualities for a first

rate Cucumber. As a first rate bearer I may men'ion

that in one plant I counted fifty-fight fruit (ajter

rubbing off eight where they came double), before any

of them were more than 6 inches long, and the plants

begun to shmo fruit at the first joint on every side shoot.'
1

Packets 2s. 6d. each, containing five Seeds,, can be obtained

from William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

O^IGirSEElTORbERS.-^Plymouth is adrair-

ably situated for the execution and transmission of ^0BE1'^
Orders. The Subscribers have during the past season forwarded

Seeds to Australia, New Zealand, United States, Canada,

India, Malta, France, Austria, Portugal, Ionian Islands,

m adeira. g ambl a, china, cape op good hope, prince edward 8

Island, Balaklava in the Crimea, and within the last week

they have supplied some Russian Ofkicers (lately quartered m
Plymouth), to take to their native country.

The following letter has just been received from a Nurseryrann

in Australia, and is important in showing that by careful ana

proper packing, Seeds will travel thousands of miles, aui through

the Tropics too, without injury.

" The case of Seeds you sent me arrived in excelled

condition, and they are all growing well, and, from ever

appearance, I should have supposed that they had only^

travelled a short distance instead of so many thousands

of miles. This I consider is owing to their beivg im
ripened and dried, and carefully and proper"

packed. / have to tender my best thanks to you for ywr

attention in doing so, for generally seeds thai a re sent ovt

to this Colony are destroyed owing to their getting damp

on the passage."

Our plan of packing succeeds admirably, and all the kKw*

from our Foreign Correspondents tell the same tale. All rorenj

Orders will be attended to with promptness and care.

William E. Rendle & Co., Foreign and Export Saed Mer-

chants, Plymouth. .

LOWER SEEDS.— We have selected out of wtr

large Collection of Flower Seeds twenty of\
the * os*

beautiful and showy varieties, each sort distinct in c*°*l
and calculated to produce a fine effect when planted ou

in groups or beds in the Flower Garden. Tkef*™*™
Stocks, A sters, Larkspurs, and Wallflowers especially a

most superb. The Collection will be sent jree by post 10

any address, price 5s.
^

The following unsolicited testimonials will give some sltg.

idea of the high repute in which our seeds are held:—
" I beg to inf*nn you that the German Stocks and ^^J^t

sent me last year met my entire satisfaction, for I had .^r
splendid show : they were admired by every one who saw

—Mr. John Eyre, of Long Buckby.
j %fr

" The Wallflower seed you sent me is much finer than e
^f,

r

;nches
before ; they are grand in the extreme—spikes of flo^ rs

n "w^.
long."—Mr. Cleeton, Gardener to E. Holland, Esq., MJ-, "«™ -

'• The German Stocks and Asters have givenj;
ne£v,

liariCv
faction, naving surpassed all I have yet seen, both for Dri

f
_

rf .

ot colour and compactness of bloom."—Mr. Vertegans, *

Edgebaston, Birmingham. ^ey
" The German Stocks came up to your recommendation . -^

gave me great satisfaction, and many friends Z ™ fariass,.

gardens asked me where I had the seed from. -Mr. w
Gardener to T. B. Le Baker, Esq., of Hardwtcke Court. ^.
" The German Stocks and Asters you sent to the Heath ia^

were really eood^-Mr. Chapman, Gardener, Th? Heath w
S C. Wheeler Sc Sox, Seed Growers, Gloucester.
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GRAND EXHIBITION OF AMiRICAN PLANTS.

MESSRS. WATERKR and GODFREY, of the
Knapp Hill Nursery. Woking, Surrey, have the honour to

announce to the Nobility, Gentry, and Amateurs, that they h.ive

made arrangements with Mr. T. B. Simpson for a Grand Exhi-
bition of American Plants in the newly erected Pavilion in

Ashburnham Park, adjoining (Jremorne Gardens, which will far

exceed any Exhibition ever seen either in this or any other
•country. Particulars in future advertisements.

^_^ Knapp Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

NEW VERBENAS, FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS, AND
MIMULUS.

GEORGE SMITH is warranted in pronouncing his

SEEDLING VERBENAS unequalled. They are highly
recommended by the National Floricultural Society, and have
had six first-class certificates awarded to them. The three
Seedling Fuchsias are very fine, either for exhibition or orna-
mental purposes. The Petunia Hermione exceeds all others for

its great beauty, and must be a favourite for years to come.
Mimulus Lydia received a Certificate, awarded at the Natioual.

The above are now being sent out. For descriptions see
Catalogue, which will be forwarded on application.

Tollin gton Nursery, Hornsev Road. Tslinsrtnn, London.

DAHLIAS, LTC, CARRIAGE FRfcL.

CE. ALLEN having a fine Stock of the best
• novelties sent out last season can supply plants the first

•week in May at the undermentioned prices:— Dahlias sent out
last season, 12*. per dozen ; older varieties, 6s. per dozen. All
orders amounting to 21s. accompanied with a Post Office order
forwarded free on any line of railway or sea-port town having
steam communication. A Descriptive Catalogue forwarded on
application.—Shacklewell, near London.

TO THE "TKADE!
SEEDLING CRYPTOMtLRIA JAPONICA.

Y^j_EORGE JACKMAN begs to announce he has been
^-* fortunate to ripen from his specimen plant a quantity of
SEEDS of the above well-known Hardy and Ornamental Tree.
Seedlings can be supplied in pans, the 2d week in May, at the
following prices :

—

165. per 100 | 72s. 6d. per 500 | 120*. per 1000.
N.B. Cash or satisfactory reference from unknown correspon-

dents. Woking Nursery, Woking.—April 26.

ZZ BED DING PLANTS.
Tj1 and A. SMITH beg to offer strong plants of the
-*- • undermentioned in May from 35. per dozen :—Ageratum,
Alonsoa, Anagallis, Cuphea, Calceolaria, Geranium (in great
•variety), Heliotrope, Lantana, Lobelia, Mimulus, Nasturtium,
Pentstemon, Petunia, Pansies. Roses, Salvias, Fuchsias and
Verbenas in great variety, Climbers, &c.

F. & A. S. beg to refer to former advertisements for a descrip-
tion of their superb Balsams, seed of which may still be obtained
at 2s. 6d. per packet assorted colours.

Duhvich, Surrey.

/Ij.OLDEN CHAIN GERANIUMS, 100 dozeiTfine
>^ healthy autumn-struck plants, at a moderate price. Orion
Melon, I5. 6d. ; Ipswich Standard Cucumber, 2s. 6d.; Gloxinia,

xr
Danlia

'
ls -i Cineraria, I5.; Calceolaria, Is.; Polyanthus, 15.

N.B. A very small quantity of the above remain unsold.
Latter's Primula, Hollyhock, and Pansy, and Suffolk Hero

Potatoes are sold out.—Order without delay of
Thomas Wild, Ipswich.

XiELSON'S NEGRO is the best Dark Shrubby
-L ^ CALCEOLARIA ever offered ; unequalled for bedding pur-
poses, and one of the earliest flowering varieties in cultivation.
In habit dwarf, clean, free and robust. Blooms abundantly all
the summer, producing in the open borders colossal semicircular
trusses. The flowers are of a rich deep crimson colour, much
finer than " Sultan," which, unlike that semi-herbaceous variety,
neither scorches or fades, the colour being proof against sun and
rain. Ordered by all the Nur-erymen in London, Bristol, and
elsewhere who have seen it. Now ready to send out. Fine strong
.plants, price 55. each ; or three sent where two are ordered.

St. Michael's Nursery, Bristol, April 19.

BEDDING PLANTS.
\\7 ILLIAM HUSSEY begs to offer the under-named
* ? collection of fine healthy Plants, well established in small

pots, for 255., package todtided, viz : — 6 chrice Fuchsias.
IS Scarlet Geraniums, 6 Petunias, 12 Calceolarias, 18 Verbenas'
12 Heliotropes, 12 Pinks, 12 Picotees, 12 Show Geraniums!
6_Dahlias.—-Horticultural Garden*, Norwich.

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, P. NKsVpANSIES, PHLOXES
BELGIAN DAISIES, ETC,

'

"I OHN HOLLAND, Bra.lshaw Gardens, Middleton,

Y near Manchester, is now sending out the above, in sets, as
in former years, and none but the usual strong plams and extra
tine show varieties, which have given such high satisfaction to
his customers, will be forwarded. #
25 pairs CARNATIONS in 25 different vars.
25 ditto 1 ICOTEES
25 ditto PINKS
25 plants PANSIES
12 ditto PHLOXES
12 ditto BELGIAN DAISIES
25 DAHLIAS

Hamper, &c, included.
Descriptive Catalogues now ready. Post Office orders to be

payable at Midd'eton. Lancashire.

BEST SHOW HOLLYHOCKS.
Hedemiam Rosary, Bungay, Suffolk.

OIRCHAM and WARD can supply strong Plants
1 of the following first-rate kinds, which will produce fine
spikes for exhibition the ensuing blooming season.

i'

tt

v

»
ft *

• * t

< *

• • V
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• * *

£1
1

10
12
g
4
12

Atropurpurea
Criterion
Hon. Mrs. H. Ashley
La Tourterelle
Miss Nightingale
Princess Alice
Queen of the Fairies
Solfaterre

Beauty of Cheshunt
Hedenham Rival
Jenny Lind
Lemonade Improved
Omer Pacha
Purple Perfection
Schamyl
Variegatum

d.

6

9
6

WT

RANCIS R. KINGHORN is now sending out his
-*- unequalled New Scarlet Geraniums, Conntess of "Warwick,
Annie, and General Pelissier. For description see advertisement
of the 12th inst., page 243. Good established plants, 10s. 6d. each,
The usual discount to the trade. Plants added to compensate for
distant carriage. A remittance will be required from unknown
correspondents. Post Office Orders on Richmond, Surrey.

St. Margaret's Gardens, Isleworth, A pril 26.

TO THE. TRADE.
~~

^J_EORGE ROBERTS begs to make known that he
v-J can supply the following SEEDS at favourable prices.
Pharbitis limbata, Ipomea Horstalli, I. rubro-cserulea, I. bona
nox, I. quamoclit, I. purpurea, I. variegata, Convolvulus poly-
anthus, Aristolochia odoratissima, Brunsfelsia americana, Cresal-
pinia sepiaria, Canna Warczewiczi, C. indica, C. lutea, Cana-
valia altissiraa, Centauridium Drummondi, Clitoria Plumieri,
C. ternatea, Combretum comosum, Duranta Ellisia, Mimosa
asperata, M. pudica, Passiflora quadrangularis, Qnisqualis
indica, Tecoma stans, Thunber^ia alata, T. alba, T. aurantiaca,
T. Fryeri. Also a large number of fine large Bulbs lately
received of Hippeastrum equestris, and Zephyranthes carinata.
—32, Moorgate Street, London.WHEELER'S little Book will do something

to satisfy their Expectations."—Gardeners'
Chronicle.

Our Little Bool: contains a List—a very select List—
of the best Garden and Flower Seeds in cultivation. It
also contains descriptions and ponces, and will be found a
safe and unerring guide to all purchasers. It should be
in the hands of every one who has a garden.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
OlnupHstar.

Established 18U5.

Y
CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, AND PINKS.

OUELL and CO.'S collection of the above de-
servedly favourites is probably the most expensive in the

Trade, and having for a series of years paid especial attention to
-their cultivation, introducing the best of the newest varieties, they
Are enabled to offer them at the following prices for fine strong
well-rooted plants.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
12 pairs of fine kinds by name ...

12 extra fine „
Fine old Clove Carnations, per dozen pairs
Fine White „ „ „
I ineat mixed Border Carnations and Picotees, per

dozen pairs
TREE CARNATIONS, flowering summer and winter. „„
have now to offer a very choice collection of this beautiful
class at 18«. per dozen.

PINKS.—The finest first-class show Pinks, by name, 9s. to 125.

per dozen pairs.
tt Fine mixed border ditto, 65. per dozen pairs.

All Orders of 21. and upwards are delivered Carriage Free to
Loudon, Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to any Railway Station
within 150 miles of the Nursery.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

4 t*

• * *

4 ft ft

• • *

18
» * 1

» •« 12
18

9

d.

We

Wholesale orders executed on liberal terms.
_Hedenhani Rosary, April 26.

POTATOES.
and S. GATNES respectfully invite attention

to the following List of POTATOES:—

* - *

*

• *

Per bushel
Early Bath

,, Flourball
Hicks's Early
Ash-leaf Kidney
Nevill's Defiance
Thrnston's Conqueror
Shillings Early
Oxford
Cockney
Frame „
Tiley's Conqueror

• ••

n
m *ft

» t «

-s.

5
5

5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

d.

Bread-fruit

Walnut-leaf Kidney
White Blossom do.

Cambridge do.

Fluke do.

Jackson's Improved
Red Ash-leafKidney
Lapstone do.

Americans
Fortyfold

Per bushel—5.

. 4

1 ft ft

ft t «

do.

ttt

t
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4 •

4

4

4

4

6
6
4
6
4

d.
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CHUSAN PALM.
J
) G LEND [ N N I NG begs to inform the public that
**• this most beautiful PALM (the Hemp Palm of China)
has been growing in the open ground during the last four rears
at Chiswick, Kew, Osborne, and in Devonshire. It is unques-
tionably quite hardy, and is now offered for the first time at a
moderate price, so that every garden may be decorated with
Palm trees, thereby producing a novel feature of an oriental
Character in the climate of Great Britain. Plants in pots 21*.
each

; where three are taken in the Trade one will be added.
C hiswick Nursery , London.

SPLENDID CALCEOLARIAS FOR
-

]BEDDING.
"

VI ESSHS YOUELL and Co. be/: to invite particular

t at, _
at

,
tention t0 ^e following list of SHRUBBY CALCEO-

LARIAS, which they confidently recommend; it comprises all
the most beautilul and brilliant varieties in cultivation.

. . c , . - . Per dozen— 5.
Ajax, a fine large rich-coloured flower, ofcrimson and yellow 9
Beauty of Montreal, bright crimson, small flower, an effec-

tive and very excellent bedding variety
Correggio, orange buff, shaded, free, large, and very showy,
a first-rate bedding variety

'

#>
Crimson King, rich plum crimson
Empress Eugeme (Yonell's), a fine golden yellow, the flower

steins stout, as they need be, to support the very large
trusses of flowers produced by this variety: the habit is
robust, flowers large, and well formed Each 1

Go den Chain, fine golden yellow per dozen 6
Cold Cap, rich dark maroon, deep yellow cap 6
Integrifolln, an old but favourite variety of erect habit, pro-
ducing clusters of small yellow flowers 6

Kentish Hero, orange buff *" g
Maggiore, rich ruby crimson, with a large yellow cap, pos-
sessing a fine free growth, a noble bedding variety ... 9

Magnificent, rich crimson, with yellow crown 6
Masrerpiece, deep maroon g
Matchless, dark brown red <;

M odel, brown shading off to orange yellow at the edges,extra 9
Mr. White, rich shining bronze red 6
Purity, colour pure white, the best exhibited last season, fine

habit, with large trusses of flowers, strongly recommended
for bedding

Red Rover, bright crimson shaded with orange, large and
free flowerer, fine habit

Shankleyana, large orange crimson
Sulphurea splendens, fine large yellow, fine for bedding
Sultan, fine large crimson
Superba (Turner), fine dwarf, dark crimson, extra fine

(Constantine), dwarf crimson

6

• • ft * • •

9

• ft •

• ft

*)••

- * ft *•»

9
6

6
6
6
6
9

9

• • •

« ft ft

• ••

or any other sort that may be required. Also Packets „.

Annual Flower Seeds, Packet at 25. 6<i., 15 varieties; packet at 55.,

30 varieties; Scarlet Runners, 105. per bushel ; Dwarf French
Beans, 125- per bushel, of sorts.

All orders must be accompanied by Post Office Orders payable
at Charing Cross to W. & S. Gaixes, Seedsmen and Herbalists,
Covent Garden Market.

SEEDS.
JOHN KERNAN, 4, Great Russell Street, Covent
*J Garden, beg to offer the following List of Agricultural
SEEDS:—

Agricultural Carrots, red and white, per lb.

Mangel Wurzel, of sorts, per lb.

Skirving's Swedish Turnip, per lb.

Laing's Purple Topped Turnip, per lb.

Ashcroft Purple Turnip, per lb.

Green Topped Turnip, per lb. ... ,..

Yellow Bullock Turnip, per lb.

White and Red Globe Turnip, per lb.

Dales Hybrid Turnip, per lb.

Italian Rye-grass (imported), per bushel
Mixed Permanent Grasses, per bushel
Parsley for sheep-walks, per bushel
Cattle Cahhage, per lb.

Thousand-headed Cabbage, per lb. ...

!

R^d Clover, per lb.

i
White Clover, per lb.

Trefoil, per lb.

Lucerne, per lb.

Furze or Gorse seed, 25., which is said to yield more abundant
provender for milch cattle, and may be successfully cultivated
on the most barren parches.
Bedding out plants, 65. per dozen.
Seeds of the finest new varieties of Gooseberries, Raspberries,

Strawberries, and Currants, 6d. per packet. May is the best
time for sowing.
The trade supplied; Seeds carefully packed for all climates.

Catalogues may be had on application.

NEW~ROSE3 IN POTS^
WILLIAM WOOD and SON have much pleasure

in offering fine healthy plants of the following new ROSES
in Pots - HYBRID PERPETUAL.

«• #

*• *

9
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9
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1

1

8
8
14
2
2

1

1

d.

9
9
9
9
9
9
9

6

9

6

Surprise, bright orange crimson, extra
Variabilis, an excellent grower, of very compact, pretty

babit, and produces in great profusion immense trusses
of blossom, which open of a delicate primrose colour, and
change to white

J

V ezzosa, flowers large and fine formed, of a bright orange
and crimson, shaded with large trusses, flowering abun-
dantly, and a splendid habit, extra

\ iscosissima, deep yellow
Wellington Hero, fine golden yellow
Wildfire, bright dazzling orange and crimson, shaded, large
and very showy, fine free growth, extra

Oxalis rosea and floribunda, two beautiful and hardy herba-
ceous bedding plants ofdwarf hahit, producing throughout
the season a profusion of rose coloured flowers 6
Youell & Co. have also to offer a brilliant collection of

^ erbenas and other bedding plants.
All Orders of 2/. and upwards are delivered Carriage Free to

London, Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to any Railway Station
within 150 miles of the Nursery.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

GERANIUMS,
A LARGE AND FINE STOCK OF FIRST-RATE SORTS.
1> ASS and BROWN have a fine and vigorous stock^ of the following at the annexed low prices :—

NEW SHOW GERANIUMS OF LAST SEASON.
The following 12 for Z6s., or separately as priced

:

—
>»

Dobson's Silenus
Laura

„ Lydia
Lowe's Calliope
Foquet's Petruchio
Hocken's Una...

•

ft ft ft

• -
*

ft ft .

5s. Od.

5
3 6
3 6
3 6
3 6

5s. Od.

3 6
3
5
5
5

6

Hoyle's Serena
„ Topsy
„ Queen Eleanor

Story's Fair Helen ...

Turner's Pandora
„ King of Portugal

Thefollowing 20 for 28s., or any 12 for 18s. ;—
Carlos, Duchess of Wellington, Eliza, Empress, Glowworm,

Governor-General, Hero of Devon, Leah, Lucy, Mary, Monte
Christo, Neatness, Optimus, Pilot, Purple Perfection, Rebecca,
Regalia, Rosa (Foster's), Sanspareil, and Virginica.

The following 20 for 14*., cr any 12for 9s.:—
Admiral, Alderman, Ambassador, Brilliante, Butterfly, Con-

spicuum, Commissioner, Enchantress, Flying Dutchman, Gany-
mede, Jupiter, Kulla, May Queen, Mochanna, Nandee, Novelty,
Portia, Prince of Orange, Rosa (Beck's), Spot.

NEW FANCY GERANIUMS OF LAST SEASON.
The following 6 beautiful varieties for 15s.:

Arthur de Sansalles
Doctenr H£n<>n
Due D'Elchingen...
General Pelissier...

General Simpson ...

Josephine Ledechaux
Madame D£ ir£ Giraud
Madame Knorr ...

Imptfratrice Eugenie

Each

—

s. d.

9+ *

«••

* *

• ft ft

Each

—

s. d.

5 Marquis de Murat ... 5
5 Mathurin Regnier ... 5
5 Pauline Lansezeur ... 5
5 Poemia 5

, 5 Souvenir de la Reined'An-
. 5 gleterre 7
, 3 6 Triomphed'Avranches ... 5
, 3 6 Tnomphe de l'Exposition 7

BOURBON.

Ayre's Sir Harry Smith 5s. Od.

Exhibition ... 3 6
Cipsey 2 6

n

6

6

7 6
|
Marquis de Balbiano

One plant each of the above for 41.

HYBRID PERPETUAL—Oldek Varieties.
Alexandrine Bachmeteff 2

I
Lafontaine

7 6

* * *

• • *

• ft i

Amandine
Auguste Mie
Caroline de Sansalles
Colonel de Rougemont
Comtesse de Mareanes

„ Vaillant
Duchess of Norfolk
Duchess d'Or!t*ans

Duchess of Sutherland
Empereur Napoleon
Eugene Gmnoisse&u
Geant dns Barailles

General Cast*llane

„ Jacqueminot
Gervais Rouillard

Gloire de France ...

Jules Marg »ttin

Julie Guiuoi.sseau

Lady Stuart

- • -

• * *

i - •

* • #

*-•

1 1 •

• »
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i

i

i

2
3
3
2
2
1

5
3
1

2
2
1

2
1

3
1

6
6
6

6
6
6

6

6
6

6
6

6
6
6

Le Lion des Combats
Louise Odier
Louise Peronny ...

Madame Campbell d'Islay
de Cambaceres
de Trottaire
Ducher ...

Lacour June
Theodore Martell 3

Marquis of Ailsa 1
Mrs.Harrie'BeecherStowe 2
Mrs. Rivers 2

1>

»»

tt

11
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3
1

2
2

1

3
3
2
3

6 President Menoux • f- 3
Prince Chipetouzikoff ...2
Prince Leon 2
Queen Victoria 2
Souvenir de LevesonGower 2
Triomphe de Paris ... 2
William Griffiths 2

6
6

6
6

6
6
6

6

6

Also other fine sorts of Hybrid, Perpetual, China, and Noisette
Roses, at 125. to 18s. per dozen.

N.B.—Plan's presented for distant carriage. The usual dis-
count allowed to the Trade.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

Ayre's Euphrosyne ... 2s. 6d.

Lowe's Metis 3 6
. . Henderson'sEveuingStar3 6

The following 20 varieties for 28s., or any 12 for IBs. :—
Barbette, Empress, Empress of France, Erubescens, Perfec-

tion, Triumphant, Lady Hume Campbell, Lady Downes, Madame
Sontag, Magnum Bonum, Caliban, Darling, Fairy Queen, Gipsey
Queen, Hero of Surrey, Marie Van Houtte, Marion, Odorata
superba, Reine de Francais, Vandyke.

Fine selection of Fancies, 95. per dozen.

ACHTMENES, very fine varieties, per dozen ... 6*. to 10*.

GLOXINIAS, 18 superb new erect and other varieties ... 64
„ 12 varieties of previous introduction ...20

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, 50 fine varieties 45
„ „ 50 extra fine, and selected ... 65

STOVE PLANTS, 25 superb and select varieties 46
ROSE-MADAME DESIRE GIRAUD, new Carnation-

striped Hybrid Perpetual, each 6
„ 12 superb new varieties, including the above 40

POTENTILLAS, fiue varieties, in pots, per doz., 6s., 9s., and 15
King of Crimsons, the finest large crimson grown,
of dwarf habit, each 5

8 new superb vars., including the above ... ... 21
HARDY CLIMBING PLANTS, in pots, 20 fine sorts ... 20
PHLOX, 20 fine vars., 10s. ; 20 superior vars. 15
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, 100 fine and showy varieties'

30a., or 50 for 17*. 6d.

„ 100 superior, including many new, 50«.; or 50 vars. 30
The above are all kept in pots.

A large stock of Bedding Plants in general.
CATALOGUE No. V. is now ready, and may be had on

application, containing their superb Achimenes, Gloxhraa,
Bedding and Soft-wooded plants, &c. ; also a List of New and
Rare Plants of every class.

GOODS CARRIAGE FREE (not under 20s.) to all stations in
London, *nd all stations on the Colchester line between London
and Norwich. Post-ofiice orders payable to Bass & Brown, or
to Stephen Brown.
BASS and BROWN. Seed and Horticultural Establishment,

Sudbury, Suffolk. *

j/

M
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NEW ROSES IN POTS
BENJAMIN R. CANT begs to offer the following,

a descriptive Catalogue of which may b, had post
:

free on

application; the plants are exceedingly healthy and robust, with

shoots 18 inches to 2 feet long.

HYBRID PERPETUAL.

i

Arthur de Sansal
Docteur Henon ...

Dncd'ElchiDsrf-n
General Pelissier

General Simpson
Joseph Ledechaux
Madame Knorr
Marquise de Mnrat
Mathurin Rpgnier

• • •

«••

• * »

» • -

* *

• * *

5s. (hi.

5
5
5
5
5
3
5
5

6

• ft «

Pauline Lansezer.r

Prince Noir
Souvenir de la Reine
d'Angleterre

Triomphe de V Exposi-

tion ... •••

Triomphe d' Avrinches
Bourbon, Empress Eu-

ge'nie

St. Orf.

5

7 6

7
5

6

MESSRS. MASTfcKS and bON can supply col ec.

tions of EXOTIC FERNS from ^f£^do£«M
» -

ORCHIDS, from 90s. to 63* perJ^^^J^^bnYeU£

Fm?ER \ZTe*:£rtz. : as well a- an extensWe
,

collecno..

an
Ex°o«c

P
NuSry, Canterbury, and Fant Nursery, Maidstone.

\

7 6

PERPETUAL MOSS.
Alfred deDalmas, 5*.; Gloire d'Orient, 5*.; Madame de V»llars,5».

12 of my own selection from above for 605., or 1 of each for 4/. 4*.

The following at the prices attached, or purchasers selection

40a per dozen ; my own choice 30s. per dozen.

MOSS.
Baron de Wassenaer 9s. 6d. I Comte*se Doriat

Capitaine Ingraam ... 3 |
Frederic feouhe

PERPETUAL MOSS.
Madame Edouard Ory 5 |

Salet ...

HYBRID PERPETUAL.

R

* * •
• t •

3s. 6J.

3 6

3 6

Baron Larray
Belle Lyonnatse
Comtesse de Tureune
Emperor Napoleon
Evfique de Meaux
Gloire de Vitiy ...

Julie Guinoifiseau

Madame de Trotter ...

Madame Lacour Jurie

•

••
• « •

3
3
3
6
3
3
3
3
3

6
6

6
6
6

6

Theodore
• • •

Madame
M artel

Madame Vidot
Marpu£rite Lecureux
Maxitne
Monsieur Pigeron
Mrs. Standi**!....

President Menoux
Raphael

t * *

141

• * *

* • *

BOURBON.
* * a

• • i

•
" •Frilet ...

Isabelle II.

NOISETTE.
Augusta
Polonie Bourdin

Auguste Vacher
Blanche de Solleville...

3
3

5
3

3
3

6
6

6

Marguerite Dubourg...

Omer Pacha * * • • ••

3
a
3
3
3
3
3

3

3
3

6
6
6
6

6

6
6

CHINA.
• • •Lucnllus

TEA.
Louise de Savoie
Madame Maurin

V • • 3

> -

3
3

6

The following at 20s. per dozen :—
MOSS.

D'Arcet 2 I Marie de Blois

L'Eblouissante ... 2 Princess Alice...

Jeanne de Montfort 2 |
Vandael

HYBRID PERPETUAL.
• • -

I •

- - *

«• •

• • *

Alfred Colomb
Alphonse de Lamartine
Auguste Guinoisseau
Cicero .J

Conseiller Jordeuil .

Dr. Jamain
Puchess of Norfolk .

General Jacqueminot
Jules Margottin

• .

.

.

.

Francis Herincq

2 Madame Lacroix

2 Marie de Bourses

2 Panachfee d'Orleans ...

2 Prince de la Moskwa
2 Prince L6on
2 Souvenir des Braves ...

2 6 Souvenir de Leveson

2 6 Gower
1 6 Triomphe de Paris

BOURBON.
2 6 |

Keine Hortense

n

2
2
2

2

2
2

2
2

2

2
2

6
6
6
6
6

2

Gloire de Dijon »« f

»,

3
2

d.

1 6

• * •

- p *

2
2

2
1

2 6

TEA.
_ 2 6 |

"Williams' everg. climber 1 6

Also in Pots a select assortment of the best older kinds of

Hybrid Perpetual, Bourbon, Noisette, China, and Tea-scented

Roses from 12s. to 15s. per dozen.

Carriage paid to any station on the Eastern Counties Railway.

St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.
__

FLOWER SEEDS RARE AND BEAUTIFUL.

WILLIAM DENYEH. Seedsman and Florist,

offers the whole of the following, including postage, for 26s.,

or each kind at the prices quoted.

TRUFFAUT'S NEW FRENCH DOUBLE ASTERS,
OR REINE MARGUERITE.

This collection of Double Asters is the most perfect at

present in cultivation. They are really splendid. Au
assortment of 12 of the finest varieties

Aquilegia, 6 distinct and beautiful colours

These are quite hardy, and when planted out will last

and flower for several years.

Convolvulus major, 6 splendid bright colours

NEW LARGE FLOWERING DWARF TEN WEEKS
STOCK.

The flowers of this variety are very large and double,

brilliant colours, quite distinct, 8 vars.

Stock, Emperor or Perpetual, 6 vars., splendid

These are quite new, and different to any other stock,

being very double and of large growth, lasting and

flowering for several years.

"Wallflowers, splendid Double Gigantic, 6 varieties, bright

and singular colours

Alonsoa Warscewiczi • .•••

New and splendid annual of graceful habit, producing

long spikes of bright scarlet flowers, suitable for pots

or the ground.

Calceolaria, Tigred and spotted ...

Saved by an amateur from the finest collection in this

country. Only a limited number of packets.

Collinsia alba pura, hew, snow white

Escholtzia tenuifolia

Lovely dwarf annual, well adapted for edging, clear

straw colour, compact habit, dwarf and neater than

the old varieties ; very showy and attractive.

Gutierezia gymnospermoides •••

A new free flowering annual, blooms all through the

summer and autumn.
Gypsophila Muralia ... ... ... ••• .'"

,

New dwarf and very pretty annual, with small shining

foliage covered with bright pink flowers, suitable

for edging of beds, rockwork, or growing in masses,

keeps in bloom from June to November.
Ipomcea limbata, quite new

Bright purple with white margin, large flower, a

lovely Climber, blooms freely in the open ground.

This is strongly recommended.
Leptosiphon aureum, dark orange, purple centre

Linnm grandiflorum rubrum verum, Perennial Flax
Large, bright scarlet, one of the most beautiful Peren-

nials grown.
Mornaelegans

New and beautiful Everlasting.

Salvia Rcemeriana
A new and splendid variety, bright scarlet, 6 inches

high, suitable for clumps.
Tropaeolum minus coccineum . • ••

A dwarf and beautiful bright scarlet variety, suitable

for either pots or the open ground, blooms profusely

through the whole season.

Viola striata, quite new ••• • ••

Or Striped Pansey, saved from the most beautiful

striped varieties.

"W hitlavia grandiflora, new
A beautiful new annual, produces in abundance large

dark violet bell-shaped flowers, suitable for pots or

growing in masses.
'

82, Gracechurch Street, near the Spread Eagle, London,

NEW ROSE-COLOURED DAHLIA PRINCESS.

OBBUT RE A, Ipswich Nursery, Ipswich, begs to

«-* announce that he intends sending out. the first week in

Mav TrT- Plants of the above new Dahlia, at 105. 64. each.

St^^aSunt to the Trade. PRI NCE8B is a constant.

True and very rich rose-coloured flower, quite diadnet from ar.y-

hn- centre well elevated, close, symmetrica ,
and full petals

rtightiyTupped; perfect outline, good to the last. The finest

rose-coloured Dahlia ever offered. „fc-v«j
R R.'s Catalogue of Dahlias, &c, is now ready, and may be had

on application.
' O R C H I D S.

MESSRS. RANGKL and MOSER, of Rio de

Janeiro, have for sale a rare and magnificent collection of

PATTLEYAS, LJ3LIAS. &c. ; also rare Palms and other

Brazilian plant's. Orders promptly attended to.-Direct, care of

He* Britannic Majesty's Agent for Packets, Rio de Jane.ro

N B Since 1853 all the rare and n*w Brazilian species of

Cattleyas L^lias, &c, sold in London have been forwarded from

this establishment.

SKIRVINC'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP.

TT7M. SKIRVING, Queen Square, Liverpool, begs to

V \ acaua-int his friends and the public that he has fixed the

price o %£ improved SWEDISH* TURNIP SEED for the

L" son at Is per lb. All other kinds of Turnip and Agricultural

Seeds in general, of the most select description, at moderate

I rates priced Catalogues of which may be had on application.

i A remmance or reference from unknown correBpondentj is w-

spectfullv requested to accompany orders. -Liverpool ,
April ib^

r\> F WINSTANLEY, Seed Merchant, Man-

1 * che'ster, begs respectfully to cal1 the .^{{^J?^*8
.

public to his very unique collections of 1 LOWER SEEDS

each packet of seed bears the name colour and height of its

growth and the collection is packed in a neat labelled box.

Mignonette and Sweet Peas being used ^ larger quantities are

not included in thesp collections. Prices trom 2s.6rt. to 40s. _

LOUR, warranted free from Adulteration, and deli-

vered to anv part of London (not less than one peck"), carriage

free. Whites,fof pastry,at per bushel (561bs.) 12s. 47.; fine House-

holds, recommended for Bread-making, lis. 84.; Seconds lis.;

Wheat-meal, for Brown Bread, lis. Od.; best coarse and fine

Scotch Oatmeal.-Address Homkaill & Catchpool, Bui ford

Mill, Witham, Essex ; or Caledonian Road, Islington. Directions

for Making Bread supplied gratis^ __

R~
OLL TOBACCO CORD, the cheapest and most

effectual article for Smoking Greenhouses and Destroying

the Flv on Plants. Nurserymen can be supplied with the above

at 1* 6d per lb. bv Joseph Baksr, 6, Walcot Cottages, Kenning-

ton Cross (late of Fleet Street). Country orders must be accom-

panied by a Post Office Order payable at Kennington Cross.

Tl7ATER your GARDENS and MANURE your

W LANDS with GUTTA PERCHA TUBING. Half-inch

for gardening, id. per foot, medium; tyd. stout; brass branch,

stopcock, and rose, 5s. 6d. Apply for illustrated price lists to

J Sheath & Co.,Patent GuttaPerchaFactory, So^Old Street Road.

r\EANE'S WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.—U Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pursuits

are invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, and CO.'S extensive

Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best

London-made Garden Engines and Syringes, Coalbrookdale

Garden Seats and Chairs.

BEEHIVES.
Pbizk Medal Awabdkd to It. Nkighm.ir & Son*, r. .r Ble-

Hivks and Husky, at the Paris Exposittoi
I

-
'

-»

TKIGHBOUR'3 IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
II I\'E, as originally introduced by George NF.iGnr,ouR4:

Soss, with nil the recent im-
provements, Glasses,& Ther-
iu«.'inet*r, price 35s., securely
packed for the country.
This unique Hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit: its arrangements are
so per' cit Chat the Hon.
may be u»Ken at any tii

of the season without at all

injuring: the Bees.
Applications may be ad-

dressed to George Neigh-
bour & Sons, 127, High Hol-
hnrn. or 149, Regent Street.

London.
Their newly- arranged Cata-

logue of_ other improved
Hives, with drawings a;

prices, sent on receipt of two
stamps.

Agen-ts:—Liverpool, Jajies Cuthbekv, 12, Clayton Square;

Manchester, J. Wilson, 50, King Street; Glasgow, AUSTW
& M'Aslen, 168, Trongate; Brown & Austen, 10 and l

Arcade; Dublin, J. Edmondson & Co., 61, Dame Street;

Chester, J. Dickson & Sons, 102, Eastgate St reet.

Averuncators
Axes
Bagging Hooks

Gidney's
Hoe [Scissors

Grape Gatherers and

Prussian' Pickaxes

Bills [terns Gravel Rakes and

Borders, various pat- Sieves

Botanical Boxes Greenhouse Doors

Brown's Patent Fu- and Frames
migator [stmments Hammers
Cases of Pruning In- Hand-glass Frames

»»

it

tt

it

Daisy Rakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools

Edging Irons and
Shears

Flower Scissors

Stands in Wires
and Iron

Fumigators
Galvanic Borders and

Plant Protectors

tt

Hay Knives
Horticultural Ham-
mers and Hatchets
Hoes of every pattern

Hotbed Handles
Ladies' Set of Tools
Labels, various pat-

terns, in Zinc, Por-

celain, &c.
Lines and Reels
Marking Ink
Mattocks

Garden Chairs and Menographs

t

1

»•

Seats
Loops
Rollers
Scrapers

Potato Forks
Pruning Bills

Knives, various
Saws
Scissors

Shears
Rakes in great variety

Reaping Hooks
Scythes
Scythe Stones
Shears, various
Sickles
Sickle Saws
Spades and Shovels
Spuds
Switch Hooks
Thistle Hooks
Transplanting Tools
Trowels
Turfing Irons
Wall Nails
Watering pots

Weed Hooks
WTieelbarrows
Youths' Set of Tools

1

1

Metallic Wire
Milton Hatchets
Mole Traps

r _._
Mowing Machines

DEANE^ DRAY, and CO. are sole Agents for LINGHAM'S
PERMANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their Illus-

trated Priced List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post paid,

to anv part of the United Kingdom. Also, Wholesale and Retail

Agents for SAYNORS celebrated PRUNING KNIVES, used

exclusively by the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.
DEANE, DRAY, and CO. (Opening to the Monument),

London Bridge. Established a.d. 1700.

r TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GaRBEN
'J • SYRINGE.—Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. ©«h-

Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for watering

plants on stands at a height of 8 feet so that any q^nt'tyof

water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the^leaves 10s.

By a simple
P
arrangement this Syringe is render* nwe

effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump
•

ew
offered to the public. It is equally adapted for6.rienj.

Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as mm*

water in a given time as any other Syringe now m use ne

arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible sue«onituM

to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled withjater

at every discharge of the previous contents. Jr

J

hl»X nisSn
Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of toP n̂

rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed f>
no work to do, »e

barrel being previously full of water Being tb" s^ «. t

supplving, a great saving of labour is effected
;
»nd *« n" eXJ

of stopping to fill the syringe at every discharge being toe

away wlth"the direction of the water can be maintained or an.

length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in in its action, as

possible for any water to get on the outside of the Darrei,

is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the ose"
-

other Syringe. Its construction is perfectly simple, ana can

out of order! the ground in ball valves and fittings used
I

fo :t\w*

all other patent Svringes being entirely supersede^. *°

of anv respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in townlor cu

J. Tylor & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural App«

Warwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.
exrense

N.B. These prices do not include carriage, package, or exj

of delivery in the country. . T^e^cVV

THE COMFORT OF A FIXED W^TER-CLOSEl
1 for H.-Places in Gardens converted Int

» ~™£$u
Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICALL^-bbA

PAN, with its self-acting ^^V^^^tnSoli^
air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix i ;oi' un"

J cham bef

F yfe IndCo°f Sanatorium, 46, Leicester Square.

1

PAGE AND C O.'S
COMPOSITION FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF BLIuuj-

PON THE

1

1

• ••

# a #

1

1

1

1 6

1

PON 'rati
r\x*o TTTYV^

HOP, ROSES. WALL-FRUIT TREES, CUCUMBERS, MEIXftS, VIM*
STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

Extra Strong, 4s. per Gallon, sufficient to make Four Gallons fit for use.

Ten Gallons and upwards,jfomage Free to London. ^ ^
A FTER FIVE YEARS' EXTENSIVE USE bylhe most eminent Gardeners in *e

|n^g
its

general

A superiority of PAGE and CO.'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION is unquestionable,
.

reqn,"n
lfp°°JJ

'

a
delicate flowers or foU»ge>

use for destroying every pest to which Plant and Fruit Growers are subject (without injuring me ux«

and promoting a luxuriant growth. . f pffirient and economical mea
4
n*

t9
'-

The greatest indication of its value is its adoption by the NURSERY TRADE as the ^efficient an^^ of the Agents,

can employ, many of whose opinions will be found recorded in a Pamphlet of Testimonials/

w

n\^ .

but to publish them as previously would take the whole advertising medium of the Gardeners onromc .

For List of Aeents. see Gardeners' Chronicle of April 12 th, and previous * umbers.

Pamphlets, with instructions for use, free by post on application to

PAGE & CO., Seed Merchants, Southampton.
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HOBTICULTUBAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY HOT WATER
AT THE LOWEST PRICES CONSISTENT WITH

GOOD MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP.
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GRAY & ORISON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

|
references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water

Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
• (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved

Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-

siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon verv advantageous terms, with materials

for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,

Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the

Manufactory as above. ______^_^

COTTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c. :

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

J WEEKS and CO.'S BOILERS.— At the beau-
• tiful seat of W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham Park, Streathatu,

Surrey, can now be seen additional proofs of the efficiency of

WEEKS'S BOILER. One is there fixed, effectually heating an
incredible number of Forcing houses. Pine stoves, and extensive

ranges of forcing pits. This exquisite establishment has long

been celebrated for growing the finest Pines, Grapes, &c, &c,
under the able management of Mr. Page, the Gardener, who will

kindly show and explain the hot-water apparatus, &c.

Johh Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builder3 and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.

Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues, comprising

Horticulture in all its branches.

PUB LIC INVITATION.
HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

HAVE this Season the pleasure of being able to

refer to several other extensive Establishments where

they have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which

hifrerto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highly respectable firm of Messrs.

Edward Henderson & Co., of the Wellington Nursery, Weling-
ton Road, St. John's Wood, and as that Establishment is open to

the public Messrs. John Weeks & Co/s Hot-water Apparatus

will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially

represented during this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
Co. have now adopted what is called the "One Boiler System."

At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist

can see the Hot-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges of

Hothouses, all connected to one boiler. We will here quote

Mr. Edward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of

Messrs. J.Weeks & Co.'s system of heating by hot water. He
says:

—

•*Iam more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. have done for me in heating a great

number of our hot-housesfrom one boiler. It is almost impossible

for me to express my satisfaction sufficiently strongly. The effect and

great savingproduced is truly wonderful; less than two sacks ofcoke in

24 hours is all that is used to heat a variety ofhothouses, <&c 9 nearly

800 feet in length, and these various houses are to some extent widely

separated, as 300feet stand in one direction, 150feet in another, 200feet

in another,and so on. including our large newly laid?out winter garden.
9 '

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive

private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be

seen in operation, and in every case with the same favourable

results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former

statements relating to their one boiler system, and most
respectfully solicit a

visit to their Garden Es-

tablishment at Chelsea,

which consists of Hot-
houses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Pits,&c,

the whole measuring
1000 feet in length, ex-
posing to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-

ficial feet of glass, the

whole heated by one
boiler, 5 feet high by 3

feet 6 inches in diameter,

he water in the va-

rious houses circulating

through 5000 feet of Hot-

water Pipe.

The accompanying
sketch represents our

improved Upright Tubu-

lar Boiler, with hollow

furnace bars. The large

surface which this Boiler

exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of such extra-

or mary pow^ -^^^ & Co^ King»
s Roa^ Chelsea,

Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.

At our two establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches, ccftnbining all the improvements of the

day. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very

extensive variety of horticultural erections; also Forcing Pits

and Frames of all sizes. See our ™«sjrated Catalogues on

Horticultural Bnildin* and Heating by Hot Water; also of all

the best Stove and Greenhouse Plants; also of the best \ines,

Pines, Peaches, and other Fruit trees.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea*

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots

Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION,

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

(Fig.l.) (Fig. 2.)

1" TYLOlt and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
fJ • ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted Oak tub, fitted with

improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which

answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws SO feet high ... £4 10

No. 2 „ 15 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 10

No. 3 „ 2S „ „ 45 „ ... 6 IS

T TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
*J • ENGINE (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted

inside and outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and

registered Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate

rose fan and jet.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet high
No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 30
No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40
No. 12 n 24 „ n 45
No. 14 „ 30 „ „ 45

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes

Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

1 J inch, 145. 3d.: No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, 1$ inch, 12$.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, lg inch, 10s. 6d.

Read's Syringe, with two roses and one jet 19#.

J. Ttloe & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in

town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and

of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.

J. Tylor & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate

Street, London

17

ft

' * *

• * •

ft 4 ft

* w ft

£2 15
3 5
4
5
5 18

IMPORTANT TO NURSERYMEN AND FLORISTS.

PATENT MACHINE-MADE TALLIES FOR
PROPAGATING PURPOSES, five-eighths of an inch

wide, perfectly smooth on both sides, and pointed. Price Is. 8d.

per 1000, for cash. A sample by post on receipt of stamped
envelope.—E. Edwards & Co., St. Paul's Square, Birmingham.

JjRt, WORK, USEFUL AND OKWAAU&NTAL
of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.

Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety

;

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.

Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make;
I Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W.Richards. Imperial

Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's

TtiPHtrp.

GARDEN NETS, FISHING NETS, SHEEP
NETS, and RABBIT NETS of every description made

by machinery, at very low prices. Samples sent free.—

R. Richardson. 21. Tonbridge Place. New Road, London.

N.B. Maker of the Worsted Nets and Transparent Sheeting.

IKE FENCING, ti^d. per square yard, in various

widths from 15 inches to 6 feet. Mesh less than 2 inches.

—R. Richardsok, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road, London.

N.B. Phensantries nnd Poultry Houses on Sale. Drawings sent free.

ARQUEES and TENTS on HIRE at PRICES
to SUIT the TIMES. Apply to R. RICHARDSON,

Text Maker, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road, London.

N B—An immense assortment of Urge and small MARQUEES,
TENTS, and RICK.-CLOTHS, new and second hand, on Sale

cheap.
"~ THE BEST CURt FOK SMOKY CHIMNEYS.

P vtrovised by Her Most Gracious Majesty.

KITE'S PATENT VENTILATING and SMOKE-
CURING CHIMNEY CAPS.-Two Hundred on Bucking-

ham Palace, in use also on St. James's Palace, Claremontr

Windsor Castle, Government Buildings, &c. Wrought Iron, 25s. ;

Galvanised do., 305.; Cast Iron, 35s. each, the latter as durable

as the building itself. The merits of this invention are proved

by practical experiment* daily at the Royal Polytechnic, the

Crystal Palace, and at the Manufactory. Illustrations and testi-

monials forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.

Depot—Barton's Iron Works, and Manufactory for the Patent.

Stable Fittings and Enamelled Mangers.
Address, James Bastox, 370, Oxford Street, London-
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CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :—

SHEET GLASS, Packed in Boxes containing 100 Feet.

6 by 4, and 6* by 4£ ... 12*. I 8 by 6. and 8J by 64 ... 13*. 6d.

7 by 5, and l\ by 5£ ... 13j. | 9 by 7, and 10 by 8 ...13*. 6d.

LARGER SIZES, not exceeding 40 Inches Long.

16 oz. from 2d. to 3f>d.,21 oz. from 3d. to 5d., 26 oz. from 6d. to7W.,

per foot superficial, according to size and quantity.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD
HOUSES, THE SAME QUALITY AS WE SUPPLY TO MR. RlYEBS, and

of various dimensions, always on hand, at 18a. per 100 feeL

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-ounce, packed in Crates

of 300 feet, 2>>d. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, 3-d.

Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet 34*, 38*., 40*., and

42*. per case.

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS.
Packed in boxes of 60 feet each.

6 by 4, and 6$ hy 4*

7 by 5, and 74 by 5*
10*. 6d.

12
8 by 6, and 84 by 6\
9 by 7, and 10 by 8

t * t 13*. 6d.

16

Tor larger sizes, a full List of Prices will be sent on application.

FERN CASES, with Ferns complete, suitable for the Draw-
ing Room, from 25*. each.

AQUARIUMS, with French polished stands, from 105. each.

Vuse-shaped ditto, on glass stand, 20*.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation, from 1*. 6d. per foot.

Glass Tiles and Slates.

Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glassed,

Cucumber Tub-s. Lactometers, Lord Camoy*' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps, Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments, Fern Shades, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass "Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street

Without, London.

RITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.—Sizes from 7 by B to 9 by 7 at

lis. 6d. per 100 foot box; 9\ by 7£ and 10 by 8, at 12*. &/. per
box, in 21 oz. Is. per box extra ; larger sizes up to 22 by 14, 15 oz.,

at 16*.; and 21 oz., 25*. per 100 feet. B^xes charged 2*. each,

and returnable at the same price if delivered free. Crystal
White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent
Rough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead, Oils,

Turpentine, Colours, &c.—G. Farmiloe & Son, 118, St. John
Street, Wert Smithfield, London.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d
per square foot, for the usual sizes required,many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.
Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS. PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlby & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners9 Chronicle firs t Saturday in each month.

CEY AL AL

SEASON 1856.

PROGRAMME

l.-FETE

THE DIRECTORS OF THE CRYSTAL PALACE COMPANY have the honour to announce the

following arrangements for the coming Season, commencing on the 1st of May :—

10. Grsat Water Towers.—Arrangements are being made
for enabling the Visitors to ascend these Towers, and enjoy the

beautiful and extensive view from the top. Particulars will be

shortly announced.

11. Agricultural Machinery.—The Department of Agri-

cultural Machinery aud Implements is now in a very complete

state. Examples will be found there of all the machines of the

chief manufacturers, and purchases can be made at the same

prices as at the warehouses of the makers. The stock is con-

tinually receiving additions, and every means is taken to make
1 1 a perfect representation of the state of one of the most impor-

tant branches of modern industry.

12. Fancy Fairs. — The Directors are prepared to afford

Accommodation to Benevolent Institutions for holding Fancy

Fairs in the Palace during the season. Arrangements have leen

already made by the Managers of the Queen Adelaide Naval

Fuud for a Fancy Fair on the 7th, 9tb, aud 10th of June, under

the patronage of her Majesty and numerous Ladies ot Rank.

13. Archery Fetes and Cricket Matches.—The Director!

contemplate arrangements for the encouragement of these elegant

and healthy recreations in the Palace Grounds.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
HELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street. London.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from
2d.; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4£d.

per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,

under 10 by 8, 12s. 6d. ; above, 16s. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases, 34s. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. 6/i. per
foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. each. MILK PANS.
21s. per dozen. HELY'8 HAND CHURN, 5s. 6d.; WA RING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses.
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium 10s. each.—Catalogues free.

FOREIGN ANO ENGLISH SHEET GLASS WAREHOUSE*
87, Bishopsgatb Strkrt, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading

men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4£ in. * * •
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20 by 13, 21 bv 13, 22 by 13 r 21* by 13}, 16* by 144, 20 by 14,

21 by 14, 20 by 15, at 18*. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot
Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24 „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3* „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking

3nd Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,

and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.
Established more than 100 rears.

MARINE AND FRESH WATER AQUARIA.
SANDERS and WOOLCOTT, 54, Doughty Street,

Foundling, London, Manufacturers of the Glass Tanks
in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park : in the Royal
Zoological Gartens, Dublin; in the Conservatory of His Grace
the Duke of Devonshire, Chxswick; and various Museums
throughout the kingdom, have constantly on hand and in opera-
tion GLASS TANKS of all sizes for the Marine and Fresh Water
Aquarium.
These Tanks can be safely forwarded to all parts, and lists of

prices may be had on application at the above address, where
also the tanks may be seen.

DWARDS'S REGISTERED EARWIG TRAP
is an elegant, durable, and effectual instrument for the

destruction of earwigs. It is highly recommended by the Editor
of the u Florist/' aud other distinguished Horticulturists. Being
ornamental in shape it must supersede the ugly inverted flower-

pots in all tastefully kept gardens. Price 95. per dozen. Sold
wholesale at the manufactory and by the following agents:

—

8. Martin, 14, Gough Square, London; C. Turner, Royal
Nursery, Slough; J. Keynes, Nursery, Salisbury, and retaifby
every Ironmonger, Nurseryman, and Seedsman' in the United
Kingdom. Descriptive drawings sent on recfipt of postage stamp.
E, Edwards &Co., Inventors and Manufacturers, St Paul's

Square, Birmingham.

IN CELEBRATION OF THE RETURN
OF PEACE.

ThU is intended to be held early in May, and will be on a scale

of great magnitude and interest. The details will be fully an-

nounced in a separate Advertisement.

II -FLOWER SHOWS.
1. On Saturday the 24th of May, a Grand Horticultural and

Floricult iral Ffite.

2. A Second Grand Flower Show, on Wednesday the 25th,

and Thursday the 26th of June.
3. A Fruit and Flower Show, including special Prizes for

Amateurs, on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, the 10th, 11th,

and 12th of September.

Ill-GRAND WATER WORKS.
The arrangements for playing the whole of the Grand System

of Water Works being now finally completed, a F6te will be

held as early in the Summer as the state of the weather will

permit, at which a display will be made of the whole of the

magnificent series of Upper and Lower Fountains, Cascades, aud
Waterfalls. Of this Ffite due notice will be given.

IV-ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS TO THE
PALACE NOW IN PROGRESS.

1. Picture Gallery.— Steps have been taken for the forma-

tion of a Picture Gallery, for the exhibition and sale of the works
of artists of the modern Schools of England and the Continent.

This Gallery will be situated in the North Wing, hitherto

occupied by the Raw Produce Department, and will be open to the

Public early in May. The Raw Produce Department itself has

been transferred to the Second Gallery on the Garden side of the

Great Transept, a position at once more accessible to the public,

and more convenient to the Department than that hitherto

occupied.

2. Naval Museum.—The Directors have also set on foot the

formation of a Naval Museum of All Nations, the object of which
is to illustrate the progress of Naval Architecture, both in Sailing

and Steam Ships, from the earliest times; the Collection being

so maintained as to represent the actual state of the science as it

progresses. The proposals of the Directors have met with the

most favourable consideration in all quarters, and they are able

confidently to announce that the Naval Museum will be very

shortly opened. The Museum will occupy the Galleries on the

Garden side of the North Transept, and in connection with it will

be a Department where Inventions and Manufactures of all

kinds connected with Ships will be shown.

3. Enginkering Models.—In proximity to the Naval Museum
there will be also a Collection of Models of Engineering and
Architectural Works, Bridges, Docks, Viaducts, Churches, and
other structures, which, although of great interest in themselves

and forming an important branch of Art-manufacture, have, like

the models of Ships, been hitherto inaccessible to the public.

4. Court op Inventions.—A Department is also in formation
for the exhibition of Patent Inventions, in which explanations of

the various articles will be given, and the machines shown in

motion where necessary.

5. Ceramic Court.—In one of the Industrial Courts, on the
Garden side of the Palace, the Directors intend shortly opening
a Collection of Ceramic Productions, illustrating the arr of Pot-

tery, from the earliest specimens of antiquity down to the latest

works of the Imperial Manufactory of Sevres, the manufactures
of Dresden and Berlin, and those of Minton, Copeland, Rid^way,
and others of the English manufacturers. Extensive promises
of assistance have been promptly given to the Directors by the
owners of valuable collections of Pottery and Porcelain, as well
as by manufacturers, and they have every hope that this Court
may be opened early in the summer.

6. Exhibitors' Department.—The Directors are happy to

announce generally, that, owing to the arrangements lately made
for the admission, at a non.inal rent, of articles intended for Ex-
hibition, almost the whole of the available space is now allotted,

whereby the completeness and interest of the Industrial portion
of the Palace will be much increased.

7. Colonial Department.—It gives the Directors great satis-

faction to be able to announce, that they have made arrange-
ments with the Governments of the two great Colonies of Canada
and New Brunswick for the occupation of space fu the Palace
with exhibitions of the products of those important countries,
under stipulations which ensure the maintenance of the Col-
lections as actual representations of the state of the commerce
and manufactures of the Colonies from time to time.

8. Enlargement of Refreshment Rooms.—By an alteration
now in progress in the mode ot approach to the Palnoe from the
Railway, a large additional space will be obtained for Dining-
rooms, while the entrance through the Refreshment-rooms—
hitherto found so objectionable — will be entirely avoided.
Additional facilities have also been provided for the Refresh-
ment of Third Class Visitors.

9. Machinery in Motion.—The completion of the Water
Towers has enabled the Directors to make the final arrangements
for working the Steam-Engines which give motion to the
machines and tools of the Machinery Department. The Machinery
will therefore, for the future, be in action at such times as will be
announced in the detailed advertisements. The machinery now in

the department comprises a complete setof machinery for Spinning,
Carding, Warping, Sizing, Weaving, and all the other processes
for the manufacture of Cotton goods, by Walker & Hacking, and
Harrison & Co.; Lathes, Shaping Machines, Self-acting Planing,
Drilling, and other machinery, by Whitwortb, Muir, Harrison &
Con and others; Condie's Steam-Hammer; Su^r-Cane Mill, by
De Mornay; Centrifugal Pumps, by Appold, and Gwynne &
Sons; Centrifugal Sugar and Drying Machines, by Manlove
& Alliott; Ste*m Engines, by Goodfellow, Dunn, HattersW &
Co., and others; Marine Engines, with Screw Propeller, by Tod
and M'Gregor; and a great variety of other machines.

V—GRAND MORNING CONCERTS.
The Directors beg further to announce that they have com-

pleted arrangements with Mr. Gte, of the Royal Italian

Opera, for a series of TWELVE MORNING CONCERTS to

be given in the months of May, June, and July. These Concerts

wilt be supported by the following celebrated Artistes, who have

most kindly offered their assistance to Mr. Gye:—
Madame GRISI.
Mademoiselle JENNY NEY.
Mademoiselle DIDIEE.
Mademoiselle MARAI.
Mademoiselle BOSIO.

Signor LABLACHE.
Signor GARDONI.
Signor TAGLIAFICO.
Here FORMES.
Signor POLONINI.

Signor RONCONI.
Signor LUCHESI.
Signor ZELGER.
Signor GRAZIANI.
Signor GREGORIO.
Signor SOLDI.

One Guinea.

Two Guineas.

AND SlGNOB MARIO.
The Band of the Royal Italian Opera is engaged, and will be

considerably augmented. Mr. Costa has also most kindly offered

his valuable aid, and will himself conduct a portion of the

Concerts.

VI.-SEASON TICKETS.
The Directors have resolved to issue different classes of Seasos

Tickets, as follows:

—

1. Season Tickets, not transferable, admitting
the Pr> prietor to the Palace on all occa-
sions, except the Twelve Days named for

the above Concerts

2. Season Tickets, not transferable, admitting
the Proprietor to the Palace ou all occasions,
including the Concerts

3. Transferable Tickets, admitting the Bearer to
the Twelve Concerts and to the Flower
Shows, but not available on other days ... Two Guinea -

As the issue of Tickets under Classes Two and Three must

necessaiily be limited, an early application for them is desirable.

The Tickets are now issued ; and may be obtained at the

Crystal Palace; at the Offices of the Company, 79, Lombard
Street; at the Offices of the London and Brighton Railway

Company, London Bridge, and Regent Circus, Piccadilly; at

Mitchell's Library, 33, Old Bond Street; Sams's Library, 1, St.

James's Street; and of Mr. Hammond, 27, Lombard Street.

Remittances (at Season Tickets to be by Post Office Orders

payable to George Fasson.

The rates of admission to the Palace on ordinary occasions

remain as before, viz :

—

On Mondays, Tuesdays, "Wednesdays,
Thursdays, and Fridays One Shilling.

On Saturdays Five Shillings.

Children under 12 Years of Age, Half-Peice.

The Palace will be opened on Mondays at 9 a.m., on Tuesdays,

Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays at 10; excepting on the

days of the' Concerts by the Opera Company, on which days, and

on Saturdays, it will be opened at 12 ; closing daily about sunset

VII.—RAILWAY ARRANGEMENTS.
During the season, the Trains of the London and Brighton

Railway Company will leave London Bridge Station every'tau

hour, and during busy days every quarter of an hour, from

9 o'clock, a.m., till dusk, returning from the Palace at the stt"

intervals throughout the day. (For exact times of starting,^
I: ail way Company's Time Tables.)

Return Fares, including admission to the Palace—
1st Class. 2d Class. 3d Class.

On Shilling Days 2s. 6A 2s. Qd.
J*

**•

On Five Shilling Days ... 6s.6d. 6s. Od. o'- ya -

Children under 12 Years of. Age, Half-price.

West-end Railway.—The Directors are happy to be aWe ™

announce that the West-End Railway, between the Palace ana

the Waterloo Station, will be partially opened early in "«

summer.

VIII.-EXCURSIONS.
Arrangements have been made by which Benevolent Soaetie

Schools, and other large bodies may visit the Palace « *"

following reduced rates—applying only to Shilling L>a}s »u

Third-class Carriages:—

For a number of Excursionists j^icfti
over 250 and under 500 ... 1*. 3d. per head instead of W. w.

Exceeding 500 and under 760... l*.2tf. „ » u' Qd
Exceeding 750 and under 1000 Is. Id. „ n u ' fa
Exceeding 1000 *8

;c
0d

: " "
Children, Half-price.

f Signed) Arthur Anderson, Chairman.

Josrph Paxton.
James Fergusson, General Manager.
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SUTTON'S
GRASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURE

White

Achillea millefolium
A^rostis stolnnifera

Anthoxant odoratum
Alopecurus pratensis
Arena flave-cens
Agrostis alba

Agrostis vulgaris
Bromus arvensis
Cynosurus crista*us
Dactylis glomerata
Festuca duriuscula

„ loliacea

Festuca ovina
„ rubra

M pratensis

„ elatior

„ heterophylla

„ tenuifolia

Clyceria aqnatica
II ulcus avenaceus
Lolium perenne sem- Phleuni pratense
pervirens [anum ! Poa nemoralis

Lotus corniculatus
Mtdicago Lupulina

9>
perenne Pacey-
Italicum

it
pratensis
trivialis

Poa fertilis

., sempervirens
Trifolium minus

M pratense perenne

w repens

„ hybridum

(Carriage Free), price 24s. to 30s. per Acre.

From Professor Lindley.— Messrs. Sutton-,—We have already made trial of your Grass Seeds, and it is but jus-ice to say they

have proved the best we have sown for many years. "JOHN LINDLEY,
" Horticultural Society, 21, Regent Street, London, Nov. 9, 1853."

Sutton's Renovating Grass Seeds for Improving Parks, Pastures, and Meadows.
Quantity of Seed required, 81bs. to 12 lbs. per acre. Price reduced to 9d. per lb., or 805. per cwt.

From C. F. Thurston, Esq., Talgarth, August 9, 1855.

"Your Seeds have answered admirably. Turnips, Mangel
Wurzel, Carrots, and Parsnips, are superb. Your Grass Seeds
also have answered well. They were sown in spring, under
rather unfavourable circumstances. The After-Grass is remark-
able—Clover and other seeds spring up where nothing but the
poorest pasture had been previously; and I think that a field of

nine acres sown with your Renovating Mixture is now one of the

finest in our neighbourhood"

From Mr. G. Norrington, Rectory Farm, Taplow, 26th 11, 1855.
" Five years ago I wrote to you to send me a Mixture of Grass

Seeds to sow upon 10 acres of old Pastures. At the time I to«»k

the farm, the 10 acres of Meadow was almost useltss. 1 have
now a most excellent pasture."

SUTT.°N-S RENOVATING GRASS SEEDS consist of the finest and most nutritive kirn's of Perennial Grasses and Clovers,
and the price, which is now reduced to 9d. per lb., or 80s. per cwt., is lower than the same kinds of Clovers and Grasses can be pur-

chased separately at any Seed Establishment in the Kingdom.

Permanent Pasture Grass Seeds for any Soil at moderate charges (*s see above).

SUTTON and SONS have been often requested to appoint Agents for the sale of their Seeds in different localities; knowing,
however, that Agencies seldom prove satisfactory, they have adopted the practice of paying the Carriage to mor>t parts of England.
By this arrangement gentlemen residing in those parts of the kingdom where Seeds are not grown can be supplied with genuine
new Seeds directfrom the Growers, whereby much disappointment and loss of crops may be avoided.

Sutton's Price List of Farm Seeds post free.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SON
TT7ILL shortly send out their NEW CATALOGUE for the present Season, and beg to inform parties who
* » have not hitherto favoured them with orders, that the same can be had post free on application. This useful book should

be in the possession of every practical Gardener and Amateur ; the care bestowed in compiling and arranging descriptions of upwards
of 500 Stove, 700 Greenhouse, and 1000 Miscellaneous Plants, will render it an interesting guide, equally suitable for reference or
perusal. In addition to the above-mentioned descriptions, it contains short and select Lists of all novelties of note at present in
cultivation, discarding those that have been found not to answer the expectations of their cultivators, and retaining only such
varieties as they can confidently recommend.

A Coloured Plate representing a group of Nine new Plants~will be published with above, and can be had post free for 12 stamps.

DAHLIA (Dwarf Bedding).
CRYSTAL PALACE SCARLET.—The qualities of this new

bedding Dahlia are such that henceforth no garden with but
half a dozen flower beds will be complete without it. It fills up
that void so long felt by many, viz., the having a bed composed
of large bold flowers, brilliant in colour, profuse bloomers, and
of dwarf habit. This Dahlia possesses all the above requisites

;

it will, therefore, be easily imagined how smaller and more
diminutive flowers are lost beside it, added to which, it is one of
the easiest plants to preserve throughout the winter, and can be
propagated in spring by dividing the roots in the same way as an
ordinary herbaceous plant. Persons in the habit of visiting the
Crystal Palace last season must have been struck with the noble
effect the Dahlia there made when pegged down, but this
variety from its dwariness of growth will not require such care;
and those who have had the pleasure of viewing the noted
gardens of Tedworth House last summer, will be able to appre-

ciate the following particulars given of it by the able superin-

tendent there, Mr. Sanders.

"In colour this beautiful dwarf Dahlia is equal to the most
glowing scarlet Geranium. The flowers are of a medium size, very

double and full to the centre, of very compact habit, its growth
averaging one and a half feet, and having fine dark leaves which
contrast admirably with the brilliant colour of the flower. It

commences flowering early in July throwing up large quantities

of flowers together, and remains one perfect sheet of bloom until

cut off by the autumn frosts. As a bedding plant it will stand

pre-eminent, and will he found unequalled for the decoratiou of

the flower garden during the autumnal months; another and not

less excellent quality of this plant is, that neither rain or sun-

shine have any effect on its brilliancy."

Plants can be had in May, 55. each.

— Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, Hi<jhV Holborn, London, Seedsmen to Eleven of the principal
Agri-Horticultural Societies of the British and Conti-
nental Empires, invite the attention of the Floricultural
World to their ENCYCLOPAEDIC CATALOGUE of FLORI-
CULTURAL, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
the Twenty-first Annual Issue, acknowledged to be the best pub-
lished, which will be forwarded/r«e of charge and post paid to
all parts of the world upon application to James Carter
&JUo., Seedsmen , 238, High Holborn , London.

MUTCH'S POTATO (True;.

MARTIN and SON will sell the remainin* lot of
the above valuable POTATO at 55. per bag of 8 pecks,

quality and qumtity inferior to none. Snowball, York
Uegfnte, &c. (try Mutch's). Delivered free to the Hull Packet
or Railway Stations.—Cottingham and Hull.

BEDDING P L A~PI T S.

MARTIN and SON beg to offer well established
plants ot Verbena, Scarlet Geranium, Ageratum, Fuchsia,

Petunia, Calceolaria, Heliotrope, Cuphea, Lobelia, &c, at I7s.6d.
per hundred ; Petunia Imperial, 25. each, 18s. per dozen ; Cytisus
of sorts, strong plants, 6s. per dozen; named Geraniums, splendid
plants and good sorts, 6s. , 9s., and 12*. p*r dozen; Verbena
Tranby, a few yet to spare, at 5g. each.—Cottingham and Hull.

AZALEA INOICA.
HUGH LOW and CO. have to offer very fine

healthy plants of INDIAN AZALEAS, in small pots.

They are all unusually well set with flower-buds, having from 10
to 20 on each plant. "Price 30s. to 42s. per dozen. The under-
named, with many other varieties, can be supplied :—

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON,
21, Regekt Street, April, 1856.

It having been Resolved at a SPECIAL GENERAL MEET-
ING of the FELLOWS that the GARDEN at CHISW1CK
should be relinquished, unless a sum sufficient to maintain it

shall have been SUBSCRIBED before the FIRST of MAY;
and the COUNCIL having fised the sum to be so raised at

£5000, a SUBSCRIPTION has been opened upon the under-

standing that no DONATIONS will be called for unless the

whole sum of £5000 shall have been Subscribed, or thereabouts.

..
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Alba magna
Albertus
Beauty of Europe, the

finest striped variety in
cultivation

Bellemphon
Coccinea major
Exquisira

„ pallida

Fulgens
Formosa (Ivery)
Ivery ana

Maaniflora
Mapnificus, the
white

Optima
Perryana
Prsestantissima
Prince Albert
Queen Perfection
kerne de.9 Beiges
Salopensis
Trotteriana
Vittata

finest

Clapton Nursery, London, April 26.

RSUPERB VERBENA.
JOHN COLE begs respectfully to offer a few Plants

of his beautiful VERBENA CERISE UNIQUE, cerise,
with a conspicuous light eye, for form of pip and truss uusur-
pnssed. J. C. flatters himself it will please everybody. Pro-
nounced by many eminent judges, including Messrs. Turner,
Frasnr, ami Edwards, of the Wellington Nursery, first-rate.

2e. 6d. per plan:: six plants for 105.
Also his hybrid Trojwolum odoratum, a fine bedding plant,

or for pillars; also tor pot culture, perfuming the conservatory
equal to the sweetest Tea Rose. 2s. 6d. per plant.

A remittance -olicred from unknown correspondents,

Keyfield Nursery, St. Alban's, Herts.

?he following Subscriptions have been already

His Crace the Duke of Devonshire, President

His Grace the Duke of Northumberland, V.P.
James Gadesden, Esq.
Rev. L. V. Harcourt
Col. Challoner
Sir Jos. Paxton, MP.
J. J. Blandy. Esq.
Rev. W. L. B. Hawkins
Mr. James Veitch, Jim.
Mr. J. Spencer
Dr. Royle, Secretary ...

W.Wilson Saunders,Esq., Treasurer
Sir S. M. Peto, Bart
Sir Philip Egerton, Bart, M.P
R. Hutton, Esq
Right Hon. Lawrence Sulivan

J. M. Strachan, Esq.
H. G. Bohn. Esq
The Honourable Mrs. Vernon Harcourt
Nathaniel Lindley, Esq. ...

J. A. Good, Esq.
Mr. Glendinning
Mr. Cock
C. Wentworth Dilke, Esq.
C. E. Warner, Esq....
Mr. Pontey ...

Mr. James Veitch
Messrs. James Veitch & Son
Hon. W. F. Stra^gways ...

T. B. Simpson, Esq.
Earl of Ilchester

Mrs. Chfttfield, 76, Sloane Street
Joseph M:irtineau, Esq.
Charles Irnce, Esq.

Robert A. Ilorubv, Esq.

Charles Leach, Esq.

General Charles Fox
Alex. Oswald, Bsq. ..

Sir Oswald Mosley, Bart....

Earl Spencer
Walter Ewer, Esq. ...

Alex. Drnce. Esq. ...

George Wood, E^q....
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Rev. Frederick Beadon
S. Rucker, Esq
The Lord Bishop of Winchester
Cf Loddiges, Esq. ...

Edmund Johnston, Esq.
Right Hon. W. F. Tighe...
J. B. Glegg, B*|
J. C. Stevens, Efcq. ...

John Ames, Esq. ...

Sir T. T. Drake, Bart.
Col. Gold
A.R. Stewart, Esq....

E. A. Brande, Esq.*..
Sir Henry Lambert, Bart.
II. J. Grant, Esq. ...

Robert Hanbury, Esq.
John Ln scom be, Esq.
George Thomas Davy, Esq.
John R. Reeves, Esq.
Wilkinson Dent, Esq.
Edward Rosher, Esq.
Beriah Botfield, Esq.
Hi rfJ rare theDuche-sDowagcrof Northumberland 50
R. 11. Sollv, Esq. ...

W. II. Solly, Esq ...

The Viscount Dnwne
Countess de Salis ...

Joseph Feilden, Esq.
J.T. Brooks, Esq. ...

Joseph Rigby, E>q....
Rev. Dr. Pinckney ...

The Baroness Windsor
Sir Robert Pe«l, Bart., M.P.
J. R. Cfowen, E^q ...

J. C. Whitetnan, Esq.
Col. Rushout, MP.
Richard Mills, Esq.
Colonel Mason
Proprietors of " Cottage Gardener"
Rpv. Harrv Lee
Wm. Hervey, Esq.
H. R. Sandbach, Esq.
Prof. Lindley
S. Rickards, Esq. ...

ChM, Frazer, Esq. ...

F. L. Popham, Esq.
Joshua Evans. Esq.
Mr. Charles Turner
Sir J. P. Boileau. Bart.

Rev. John C. Clark
G. S. Ridgway, Esq.
Edward Llo\d, Esq.
Mr. George Fleming
Sir J. W. Ramsden, Bart., M.P.
Messr. Gray & Ormson
Thomas Smith, Esq.
Sir T. D Acland, Bart, M.P.
Messrs. T. Jackson & Son
Rev. W. B. L«»e

Sir R. P. Glyn, Bart.
Rev. George Rous
Colonel Long
Lady Murchison
Dr. Danbeny
George W. Lenox, Esq.
Wm. S pence, Esq.

R. S. Holford, Esq.
Mrs. Barchard
Right Hon. T. F. Kennedy
Messrs. Jacob Wrench & Sons
Dr. Henderson
Rev W. H. E. Bentinck ...

Mrs. Bentinck
Miss Parry
James P. Jones, Esq.
Lord Overstone
Earl of Burlington
J. B. Sharp, Esq.
Sir Wm. Middleton, Bart.

Frederick Chatfield, Esq.
Rev. John S. H. Horner ...

Joseph N. Walker, Esq. ...

Earl Eitzwilliam
Mrs. Wftldegrave Park ...

Mrs. Smart ...

Captain Trevor Clarke
J. L. Elliott, Esq.
Messrs. John Weeks & Co.
J. Scott Smith, Esq.
Messrs. Rollissons

The Hon. Payan Dawnay
Wm. Dixon, Esq.

21, Regent Street, April 23, 1S56.
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* See Mr. Behrens' letter in last week's Number, p. 261.
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There has been before ns for some weeks an account

of a new gardening material, called Boghead Char-
coal. This substance appears to act in the same
way as peat charcoal, destroying offensive odours,

absorbing gaseous matters, and then detaining them
till they require to be given up to a crop. The
value of Irish Peat Charcoal for such purposes is we
suppose universally admitted ; but its extravagant

price prohibits its employment where cost is con-
sidered. Last Christmas this material could not be
had for less than 90s. per ton delivered in London,
or 50s. per ton free on board in Dublin, exclusive of

sacks, for which Is. 9d. each was charged. Upon
such terms it would be a mere waste of money to

use it as a manure.
The substance to which we would now direct atten-

tion ha* been favourably mentioned in the Journal

of Gas-lighting by a correspondent of that paper,

signing himself "John Malam," of Holmpton Lodge,

and also by Mr. Hodgson Jones, the civil engineer

connected wiih the Charteied Gas Company's works,
Westminster, where we understand it may be
obtained at a price not exceeding 1/. a ton. Some
of our readers doubtless remember a curious trial at

Edinburgh concerning what was then called Tor-
bane conl, half a dozen scientific witnesses on one
stfe wsm rting that the substance under litigation was
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coal, and as many other scientific witnesses on the

other side asserting that it was not coal. It was a

strange business, and did not redound to the honour

of science, for simple-minded people had an opinion

that before the parties went to loggerheads it would
have been desirable to define what the word coal

really signifies. We forget how the trial ended,

nor does it matter. If science was unable to throw

light upon the nature of the mineral, the mineral

itself is likely to throw no little light upon science

;

for it now appears that this Torbane mineral, other-

wise termed Boghead coal, is becoming extensively

used for gas making.
Mr. Jones informs us that the gas supplied to

Buckingham Palace and the Houses of Parliament is

made from this coal, which yields upwards of

then becomes an excellent garden manure, of good

mechanical texture, and quite as strong as is gene-

rally required. If a ranker (more azotised) manure

is wanted, it can be easily formed out of the same

materials by saturating them with gas water. The

only difficulty in this operation is the exorbitant

price of peat charcoal. That the cheap Boghead

Charcoal will answer the same purpose, we cannot

doubt, and we trust it will be made the immediate

subject of trial by gardeners who live near the works

in which the Torbane mineral is used.

We read in the Flore des Serves that Mr. Tittle-

bach, of the Royal Botanic Garden, Berlin, has been

successful in his attempts at cultivating the hitherto

uncultivable parasites called Broom-rapes or Oro-

14,000 cubic feet per ton, with a higher illuminating banches. It appears that he sows the seeds of th

|
annual species at the same time as those of the

plants on which they grow, or soon alter. Thus

0. ramosa is sown with Hemp, and 0. Picridis

with Picris, and so on. As to the perennial species

they are sown in autumn, soon after becoming ripe,

on the stout roots of the plants they infest. Mr.

Tittlebach finds that the seeds of O. Picridis will

grow without a plant to feed on, but the seedlings do

not arrive at maturity. As to Lathrcea squamaria

and clandestine!, they do very well without any arti-

ficial support.

power than that of any coal gas. It is the residue

left in the retorts after the gas is drawn off which
bears the name of Boghead Charcoal.

Dr. Fyfe's analysis is :

—

Volatile matter 69
Charcoal 1 consisting of

Carbon

Ashes

9.25

21.75

30 per cent.

70

31 100

The ashes consist of 71 per cent, of silica ; 21 per

cent, remaining consisted of lime, magnesia, alumina,

and a minute quantity of iron in union with

sulphur. The charcoal has the peculiar property of

bleaching vegetable colouring matter ; by filtration

Port wine may be so bleached.

In the number of the Journal of Gas-lightinn

for March 18, Mr. Malam recommends the use of

Boghead Charcoal saturated with the ammoniacal

liquor or gas water of gas-works as a top-dressing

for cereal crops and Grass land, and for Turnips and

Mangel Wurzel, by putting it into the rows at the

rate of 3 tons an acre. But he does not appear to

have actually tried this manure on such crops
;
his

opinion of its utility is merely founded upon the

following experiments. Pie found that " Boghead

Charcoal, slightly impregnated with the ammoniacal

water of gas-works, and mixed with the soil used

for greenhouse plants, promotes the healthy and

vigorous growth of the latter. Its effects," he says,

"on Cineraria plants are surprising—several of them

measuring nearly 2 feet 10 inches in height : their

stems and branches being stiff and strong, like those

of a shrub, and their foliage very large, of a deep

green colour. His Hyacinths and Tulips, in the

greenhouse, also look remarkably healthy. His Cine-

rarias last year were often covered with green fly,

and it was necessary frequently to smoke the house

with Tobacco or paper, in order to destroy them
;

this year, however, on only two plants have a few

been discovered. Some coal tar which last spring

he poured on the surface of his Vine border, and

then well mixed with the soil by turning it over

with a fork, caused not only the health and good

produce in his Vines, but appeared to have a wonder-

ful effect in freeing them from the attacks of the

red spider. A Peach tree, growing in the same

house on the wall, which had sewerage manure

given to it, was covered on its leaves, &c, with red

spider, and destroyed by them ; whilst on the leaves

of the Vines there was not a red spider to be found."

From the above facts he is led to infer that carbo-

naceous manures conduce to the sound healthy

growth of certain plants, which are consequently

less liable to the attacks of insects and fungi ; and

as Boghead Charcoal is a " carbonaceous manure

"

he concludes it will act in a similar way—a mode
of reasoning with which we are not called upon to

deal. It is, however, hardly to be doubted that

whatever merit may be possessed by the dear and

unattainable Peat Charcoal must be equally pos-

sessed by this Boghead Charcoal, a mere refuse

material as we have shown. Our own personal

experience tells us that no better garden manure

need be employed for ordinary purposes than what

is formed in the following manner :—Into a dry

clay ditch stationed near the house, Grass sweep-

ings and mowings, leaves, spoiled vegetables,

weeds, and refuse of all kinds are daily thrown.

To these is added also daily the fluid re-

fuse of the chambermaid, which the leaves,

&c, detain. In order to keep down the offensive

odour of the mixture peat charcoal is scattered over

it as often as is necessary, and with so good an

effect that although the ditch is within a few yards

of the drawing-room windows, no unpleasant smell

is ever experienced. All this rubbish accumulates

until one-half the ditch is full, when it is turned

over and cast into the other half; the space thus

cleared is gradually refilled as before. By the time

the latter is full the first half is well rotted down
aid ready to be cast out and mixed with wood-
ashes, cinder sittings, and burnt clay.

We learn from a correspondent in Canada that

the American Scientific Association meets at

Albany the third week in August, and proposes to

send invitations to 20 or 30 of the leading savants

of Europe. They will ask these gentlemen to

become their guests, and to accept free passages to

America and back. It is also understood that the

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada will pass these

visitors over their line free. The " American

Scientific Association" is organised like our " Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science," and will

rise in time for the members to proceed, if they

please, successively to the Lower Canada Exhibition,

16th Sept. ; Upper Canada ditto, 23d Sept. ; State

of New York ditto, 30th Sept. : all on the river St.

Lawrence, and easy of access.

The Canada Exhibition will be a good one, and

out of it they hope to obtain a Horticultural Garden

and a Floral Hall or small Crystal Palace.

New Plants.
1 69. J^cheveria nuda.

E. folils in caulem strictum altuni sparsis obovatis apiculalis

glabris obsolete carinatis, spicalonga nuda terminali.

This addition to the pretty genus Echeveria has been

received by the Horticultural Society from Mexico,

where it was found on Orizaba by Mr. Botteri. It has a

tall erect stem covered with smooth obovate apiculate

leaves, and terminated by a leafless spike of flowers, 8

or 9 inches long. They appear to have been crimson,

hut the dried specimens from which alone they are at

present known have only their remains surrounding the

fruit. The present species is most like E. coccinea,

which has narrower leaves, and long bracts giving the

spike a leafy appearance.

170. Nottlia albida, Klotzsch. Rchb. f. Xenia, p. 48.

A graceful little thing, deliciously scented, and beau-

tifully formed, although its flowers are no bigger thau

Peppercorns, and the whole inflorescence the size of an

ear of Wheat. From a few thin oblong leaves, not

unlike those of Rodriguezia secunda, its natural com-

panion, there droops a graceful dense raceme of whitish

flowers perfumed like a Lily of the Valley. Their back

sepal is oblong, convex, pale apricot coloured, very firm

and convex, and being in all cases turned to the outside

of the inflorescence the flowers are not unlike little

fairy shells. The rest of the blossom is transparent

white except one little pale apricot spot at the base of

each petal. It has appeared from among the rejecta-

menta of one of Warczewitz's sales, and was in flower

the other day in the Garden of the Horticultural Society.

We should scarcely have recognised it as being the

plant intended by Dr. Klotzsch had not Professor

Reichenbach, jun., obligingly furnished us with a couple

of authentic dried flowers of that species. The fresh

flower enables us to correct two points in our learned

friend's definition. 1, the lower double sepal is by no

means bifid, but only emarginate in a very slight degree;

and 2, the lip is not angular on each side near the

middle, but is trowel-shaped, with a short unguis like

that of N. aromatica.

name of Erineum ; and finally it may an&e Irom paT
ticular conditions of temperature, as in a disease which
is common on Peach leaves, resembling very closely th
last-mentioned in external aspect, but without any trace
of fungi.

472. The affection which I have now more especially ia
view is this latter of the Peach tree, which is sometimes
so prevalent that it is scarcely possible to find a single leaf
which is net deformed. I was unable, however, last
year to obtain specimens for examination, and I have
been by no means more fortunate during the present
season. Currant and Apricot leaves are subject to a
similar affection, but in general not to so great an
extent. It has been said that it arises from the
irritation produced by Aphides, and the exhaustion
of the tissues which compose the lower stratum of the
leaf. The under surface, it is supposed, contracts in
consequence of this exhaustion while the upper
increases, and consequently the leaf curls inwards.
Though however 1 have been unable to procure speci-

mens of the Peach blister, I have obtained leaves already
nursing a host of Aphides and Acari, but with little or
no thickening of the substance, though there are
here and there little bullate swellings, and sometimes
a complete exhaustion of the cells. It is not indeed
to be denied that the presence of aphides will some-
times cause a great alteration of texture. I have now
before me Pear leaves attacked by a large black aphis,

which are so altered in appearance that no one could

tell to what tree they belong without previous acquaint-

ance with the fact. The leaves are bright red, or red

shaded with green, folded back and swollen so as to

look like little boa's, while the substance is thickened,

brittle, and juicy, with a considerable lustre.f The
affection in this case is evidently due to the aphis, for

there are no insects on any leaves except those which

are thus transformed.

473. In the true Peach blister the leaves are in a

similar manner altered both in form and substance.

The parenchyme of the upper portion of the leaf is

greatly increased, and extremely brittle, with a semi-

transparent aspect, but with a far less develop-

ment of chlorophyll than is usual, while the

bullate leaves which came from a forcing-house alluded

to in the preceding paragraph are of an extremely

dark green. It has been observed frequently that

this affection takes place upon sudden depressions

of temperature, whether accompanied or not by wet

or by strong wind. It is not confined to spring, but

may occur in summer or even in autumn. When
once produced the leaves may nurse vast quantities of

aphides from their superior succulence ; or they may
be attacked by white mildew, but the aphides and fungi

are not therefore to be considered as the efficient cause.

The malady in severe cases is not confined to the leaves,

but the young wood is equally deformed, and when once

the evil is set up it is apt to return in the succeeding

season. The affected twigs should therefore be care-

fully pruned, which is the only remedial measure which

seems practicable.

474. Though it is pretty certain that the malady

is due to the cause just named, it is not easy to under-

stand why a sudden check should cause an hypertrophy

of the upper surface of the leaf. In the Apricot the

effect is somewhat different : the leaf as in the Peach

becomes succulent, and blistered, but the under surface

becomes convex, and at the same time the cuticle sepa-

rates from the parenchyme so as to present little white

specks coated with a delicate film. In the Apricot the

affection is for the most part comparatively slight, but

I have seen instances in which it prevailed to such an

(xte.it that no wood was ripened, and the proper tone

was not recovered for three or four years. M. J. B.

VARIETIES OF AMERICAN GRAPES.
How many kinds of Grapes are native to the United

States, says 'Putnam's Magazine, it is impossible to say;

Dr. Rafinesque catalogues forty species and one hundred

varieties in a little hand-book of Vines, published m

1830, which he offers "as the result of his observations

during many years, and many thousand miles of travel.

Since this was published, much new territory has been

added to our great Republic, in some portions of wnicn

native Grapes in great variety and profusion are found.

Travellers in Texas and California, especially, agree as

to the wonderful profusion of Vines noticed m bom

these States. Upon the Pacific, wine is already manu-

factured, not in abundance, but still with results so
>

sai.a-

factory, that it will be but few years before i\t*<**

established source of revenue to the State. >> e ne

one farmer there raising ninety thousand Pouna.

9

Grapes annually ;*of premiums given for the best^win
,

of bunches weighing from one to eleven pounas *

Their Grapes also are represented to be l&rger ,

oura-« large as Plums," and superior in colour a

flavour. The berries, too, are very tender, and tne * ^

thin. The Vines are pruned down to two or *w°
"J^

liable to wind round and curl up from various causes, half feet from the ground, and the large
:

mdohen

In some cases the affection is inherent to the peculiar of fruit rest upon the lap °! **J°™£fi^kf \*
The Grapes of California are called ^ai»« >

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXVIII.

471. Phillilesia* {Leaf-curl, Blister).—Leaves are

species or variety, as in Salix annularis ; in some it is

constitutional, as in the Potato curl ; sometimes it arises

simply from the puncture of insects, as in leaves

deformed by .the attacks of Acari or Aphides ; sometimes

it is due to parasitic fungi, as in a very curious affection

of Peach leaves arising from the attack of an

Ascosporium; sometimes again it accompanies the peculiar

hypertrophy of the hairs which is known under the

some « Sweetwater." The berries areoblong.

* A name adopted from Ke\ derived apparently from $/AAc» a
The whole

j leaf, and o.tm to wind.

egg-

f Pear leaves, when the buds first «P"J>J? UndefsS
rolled in. An aphis takes possession of the

<»»™J *££ ;
tte

face. The substance immediately begins to thicim .^
superior development of the upper surface along ana ^
side of the midrib soon causes it to project between

fo|ded

involute margins so as to conceal the insect between t
oQ

lamina. The process is then continued tiirA«
^teh cSmple»lf

either side, so as to form a little pod or boat *hich comP

protects the parasite and its offspring from ram or any

unfavourable conditicn of the atmosphere.
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shaped, of a light reddish brown colour ; in flavour

delicious ; they are destitute of pulp, and so tender as

to be difficult to handle. Like all the rest of our native

Grapes of any value, they are claimed to be of " foreign

origin." History is thus falsified, and our Vines robbed

of their birthright. Major Adlum discovered a fine

Grape in the gardens of Mr. Johnson, near Frederick

town, Maryland, and another in the gardens of Mrs.

Scholl, of Clarksburg. He says, " A German priest,

•who saw Mrs. Scholl's Vine in full bearing and when

ripe, pronounced it the true Tokay, and say s he saw the

same kind growing in Tokay, in Hungary !" The

Schuylkill Muscadel was christened " The Cape Grape,"

as Mr. Longworth says, " to give it reputation ;" and to

this day, many believe it to be a native of Africa,

although its wild brethren are found in plenty all over

Pennsylvania. The Isabella, formerly called the Las-

peyre Grape, is a native of North Carolina.

To return, however, to the Grapes of California.

There are no vineyards in the immediate vicinity

of San Francisco, but Vines are cultivated in the val-

leys, especially to the southward of the State ; and a

strong red wine, resembling claret, is drank by the

country people from their own Grapes. At Los Angelos

they make a very excellent white wine, something like

the Catawba in fl ivour.

The "Mustang" and the El Paso are the peculiar

Grapes of Texas. The former, which is scarcely ac-

credited as a wine Grape, is known only at present as

a wild Vine, indigenous to the soil which produces i'.

The El Paso has, however, been successfully cultivated.

The following, from De Bow's " Industrial Resources of

the South and West," gives us some account of the

region which is said to produce the best wine in the

world :

—

The settlement of El Paso extends f-om the Falls of

the Rio Grande on the north to the Presidio on the

south, a distance of 22 miles, and is one continuous

orchard and garden, embracing within its area an indus-

trious and peaceable population of at least 8000. This

spacious valley is about midway between Santa F6 and

Chihuahua, and is isolated from the other Mexican

settlements by the mountains which rise on the east and
west, and close into the river on the north and south.

The breadth of the valley is about 10 miles. The most

important production of this district is Grapes, from

which are annually manufactured not less than 200,000

gallons of perhaps the best and richest wine in the

world. This wine is worth two dollars per gallon, and

constitutes the principal source of revenue to the coun-

try. Great quantities of Grapes are also dried in

clusters and preserved for use during the winter. In

this state they * are considered superior to the best

Raisins that are imported from Europe.

The great Mustung Grape of Texas is also said to he

a wine Grape of superior quality. It grows in the

greatest profusion, without cultivation, in every part of

Texas, and upon all varieties of soil. The wine pro-

duced from it is said to resemble port. Not alone in

California and Texas, but throughout the entire South,

do native Grapes flourish in wonderful luxuriance. The
Fea islands that fringe the coasts from Norfolk to the

Florida reefs are enibroilered with wild Vines, laden

with clusters, as well as the margins of rivers that inter-

sect the mainland. Florida abounds in this delicious

fruit ; in Alabama, Grape culture is already exciting

much attention, and the native Grapes produce not only

wines of most excellent quality, but also a very great

variety of wines. Their cultivation is very easy, and the

Vines are abundant bearers. A gentleman, in a letter

to the «• Alabama Planter," says : " A vineyard at ma-
turity, say the fourth year, would be pood for from 500

to 750 gallons ; the seventh, for 1000 gallons ; the

Scuppernong much more, to the acre. Among other

properties posses-ed by our native Grape, the quantity

of viuous matter they possess is most remarkable. A
bushel of bunches, as pulled from the Vine, will give

3 gallons of wine, and after undergoing a second opera-

tion, about 1 gallon more of a lighter but most agreeable

wine. It would take a third pressure to produce the

meagre drink with which, in part, they feed the peasan-

try in France who tend the vintage."

The woods of Louisiana, Mississippi, and Arkansas
abound in varieties of wild Vines that yield masses ot

fruitage, renowned as Raccoon, Bear, Bull, Chicken, and
Fox Grapes. As yet, we have had no specimens of

wines of these celebrated brands. One of these wild

Vines has been successfully cultivated already, under

the name of " Bland's Madeira," and doubtless there

are many species which, by the skill of the Vine-dresser,

m»y be made to yield an agreeable variety of wines ; in

fact, our chief dependence must be upon our indigenous

Grapes, that are already acclimated by Nature's uner-

ring training. It is well to observe that a Grape may
produce a superior wine in one district, and yet be of

little value in another ; so that although ore species

may disappoint the cultivator in Arkansas, that is no

reason why it should be rejected by his brother in

Tennessee or Louisiana, or vice versa.

In Georgia, the luscious Muscadines gathered in the

wild state produce a wine of considerable merit ; as

yet no attempt has been made to give them a formal

training, except here and there upon a small scale.

This is also the case in South Carolina.

North Carolina is the natal soil of the Catawba, the

Herbemont, and the Scuppernong ; the first two of these

unquestionably owe their reputation to the skill of the

cultivators of Ohio and New York, and have only a

limited growth in their native State ; hut Scuppernong

vineyards are found from Currituck, on the extreme

north, to the southern counties on the Cape Ft-ar River,
J

and extend inland almost to the foot of the Blue Ridge

Mountains ; while so various are the qualities of wine

produced, that some kinds command 3 or 4 dollars
j er

gallon, and some kinds can be purchased for S or 6

dollars a barrel ! There are two species of this Grape
— the best having a white, silvery skin, with a rich

metallic lustre, while the inferior kind bears a small,

black berry. Mr. Longworth says. H The black Scup-

pernong bears from one to four berries on a bunch, and

would, in times of war. if lead be scarce, be as va'uable,

even when ful'y ripe, as the Fox Grape, for bullets. The
white Scuppernong, also, has a v*ry small bunch, and

is a better Grape than the black. But the skin is thick,

and the pulp hard ; it will never be valuable as a wine

Grape, unless to give to other must aroma and flavour."

If for no other purpose than this—namely, to mix
with the must of less flavoured Grapes, to give character

to the wine when made—this Scuppernong will prove to

be most valuable to this country. The * Traminer" of

the Rheingau, a small-berried Grape, abounding in sac-

charum, and full of aroma and strength, is so used to

mix with the '• Riesling," the favourite Grape of the

Rhine, in the production of the first-class German wines.

And that the generality of European wines owe their

excellence to the judicious mixture of various growths

and vintages is so well known as scarcely to need re-

peating here.

But the value of the Scuppernong as a wine Grape has

not yet become fairly tried ; at least not in North Caro-

lina. Of all the samples we have tasted, no' one was the

pure and original fermented juice of the Grape, but in

every case more or lej-s sophisticated with sugar or

honey, and not unfrequently with whisky or brandy. It

is usual to add 3 lbs. of sugar to 1 gallon of the must,

and then a little distilled spirit of some kind is poured

into every barrel of wine " to make it keep.'' Subjected

to this treatment, the fluid degenerates into a sort ol

vinous grog, and its peculiar character as a wine is

almost entirely lost. Still, in spite of this, it has an

aroma which is somewhat grateful.

That species of the Muscadine called the Scup-

pernong is a very sweet Grape, but sweet Grapes are

often wanting in saccharine matter. For a familiar

instance, take the Catawba and Isabella Grapes. To the

taste the latter is by far the sweetest fruit ; nevertheless,

in making a sparkling wine, the Isabella needs a liberal

allowance of sugar, while the Catawba wine requires

little or none. M'CuIloch, in his treatise on wine-making,
makes a very accurate distinction between the " sweet

principle'* an 1 that which constitutes the "sugar" in

fruit. 1 he latter, the saccharine principle, is the element

which by the process of fermentation is transmuted into

alcohol or spirit of wine, a certain per centage of winch
is necessary in all vinous fluids. This spirit of the wine
is derived directly from the sugir of the Grape. Now,
the difference between the sweet element and the sac-

charine element is very clearly shown by M'CuIloch,

who illustrates the subject by comparing molasses with

refined sugar, the first being much the sweetest of the

two to the taste, and yet not comparable to the latter in

its proportion of pure saceharum. And if we may ven-

ture upon a theory, we should say " that the reason why
sweet Grapes make a wine less sweet than those not so

dulcet to the taste, lies in this : that in the sweet Grape
the whole quantity of saccharum is absorbed in the pro-

duction of alcohol, while in those more abounding in

sugar a portion only is transmuted into alcohol ; the

superflux of sugar remaining in undisturbed solution,

and sweetening the wine, less or more, as may be."

Now the Scuppernong Grape produces a wine natu-

rally hard and dry, with little to recommend it but its

peculiar aroma and flavour, and in consequence the must
is artificially sweetened to make it a marketable or sale-

able commodity. So long as this method of treatment

is practised, neither it nor any other American wine so

u-ed can rank with any wines of Europe, except with

the spurious productions of Cette, Lisbon, and Marseilles.

The difficulty lies in this : our Vine growers are afraid

of a hard, dry wine, because popular taste so far (espe-

cially in the rural districts) has been corrupted by the

sweetened, sophisticated, poorest class of imported wines,

the sweet malagas and pure-juice ports that are current

in every country town. Pure wholesome wines never

are, and never should be, sweet ; a glass of syrup is no
refreshment for a labourer, and as a daily beverage for

anybody, actually repulsive ; and as we are looking for-

ward to the period when our wine shall be used as the

common drink for all classes of people, we should d< fine

now and here that by "wines" we mean the pure, fer-

mented juice of the Grape, without the admixture of

any thing else whatsoever.

That the Scuppernong is a hard, dry wine, when made
without sugar, is doubiless true; but the question is,

'• What character will this very wine assume when
mellowed by age ?" The Sercial, the king of Madeiras,

is as harsh, austere, and repulsive for th first few years

as a blue-nosed Presbyterian elder fresh from the synod,

nor is it drinkable until age has corrected the acerbity

of its temper ? but what then ? Then it becomes one ot

the most exquisite fluids in the world, and commands a

price superior, in some instances, to any known wine,

with the exception of Imperial Tokay. The real merits

of the native wine of North Carolina, then, still need

development ; age and proper treatment must in time

produce something; for the Scuppernong is not destitute

of delicate aroma—an important quality, indeed. The
mode of culture is peculiar ; the Vines (layers, not cut-

tings) are planted 100 feet apart ; the main branches

have space to run 50 feet each way, at right angles from

the centre, before meeting. Each Vine may be repre-

sented thus, + , the laterals interlacing over head and

forming a canopy. The branches are never pruned, as

it is said " the Vine would bleed to death." Like the

Vines in Loinhardy, these are high trained, (haut tir/e,)

the lowest branches being 8 feet above, and parallel with,

the ground. The yield is most abundant, a single Vine

often bearing thousands of I uuches ; the berries small,

nd but few to the bunch. Instances have been cited

of single Vines yielding enough Grapes to make several

barrels of wine, and covering 2± acres of ground.

We have seen specimens of native Vines of Virginia

of excellent qualify. The Catawba there is an abundant
bearer, and the wine made from it essentially different

from that, of Ohio. The climate of this State would
seem to be peculiarly adapted for the purpose, and the

wild and waste land might be turned to profitable

account in the production of Vines. To Virginia we are

indebted for many species already popular, among which
we may instance "Norton's Seedling," the " Woodson,"
and "Cunningham." Here, too, the Bland Grape grows
abundantly, under the name of the Virginia Muscadel.

In Maryland and Delaware, also, a variety of native

Grapes are cultivated, some of extraordinary productive-

ness. One Vine raised by Mr. Willis (near Baltimore),

in 1832, yielded 25,000 bunches ,• and in the following

year, Messrs. C. M. Bromwell and R. Monkland certify

"that they counted upon it 54,490 bunches, omitting

smal' and young ones, which wuuld have added at least

3000 more."
That part of the United Slates between the 38th and

44th parallels of latitude, so tar, is entitled to the supre-

macy in Grape culture. Already the wines of Ohio and
Missouri begin to supplant the imported Rhine and
Champagne wines here, even at the same prices. Ter-

races rise above terraces on the hillsides of the Ohio
River, and the red bluffs begin to disappear beneath

masses of Vine foliage and purple clusters of fruit. In

Pennsylvania, at the end ot the last century, an asso-

ciation was formed for the purpose of cultivating the

Grape for wine, and viney arils were established at

Spring Mill, under the superintendence of Mr. Peter

Legoux. This was a failure : foreign Vises were tried

and abandoned, and finally the wild Grape called Schuvl-

kill Muscadel met with temporary success.

In New Jersey the Vine has been cultivated for many
years, especially in the neighbourhood of Burlington.

The soil of some parts of this State is peculiarly adapted

for this purpose, and we may hope hereafter for better

wines than those she now furnishes under a variety of

foreign brands. Still further west, we find that Ii>-

diana, Illinois, and Michigan are improving the hint

given by Ohio ; in fact, Indiana must be recognised as

one of the pioneers ; for, in the beginning of this cen-

tury, the most considerable 'quantity of native wine

made in the United States was from the Cape or Schuyl-

kill Grape of Vevay, Switzerland county, Indiana.

Missouri already ventures to content the palm with

Ohio. In 1852, the vineyards at Hermann embraced

some 49 or 50 acres only, and this year we are informed

that no less than 500 are under cultivation there, besides

many other vineyards in the interior of this thriving

State. At the Crystal Palace Exhibition in New York,

six prizes were awarded to Vine-growers of Missouri

for samples of superior native wines, both Isabella and

Catawba, still and sparkling. The last Grape is ihe

favourite there, as it is also in Kentucky and Tennessee.

In St. Louis, the native wines are rapidly supplanting

the foreign, especially the sparkling kinds ; at the

bote's there, the majority of wines on the tables are of

home production.

The two principal wine Grapes of Ohio are the

Catawba and the Isabella ; the first, however, in the

proportion of 20 to 1. Both are natives of North Caro-

lina. The first was found and noticed merely as a wild

Grape, in the year 1802, by Colonel Murray and others,

in Buncombe county, North Carolina. There it reposed

for upwards of 20 years without attracting attention,

and so would have remained probably until now, had noc

its merits been discovered by Major John Adlum, of

Georgetown, North Carolina, in or about the year 182G.

Major Adlum, an officer of the Revolution, formerly

Surveyor-General of Pennsylvannia, was a great culti-

vator of the Grape, and devoted the last years of his

life to that purpose. In the course of his experiments

with native Vines he found this one in the garden of a

German at Georgetown, and after a fair trial was so con-

vinced of its value a3 a wine Grape, that he sent some

of the slips to Mr. Longworth, with a letter, saying, " I

have done my country a greater service by introducing

this Grape to public notice than I would have done if 1

had paid the national debt." Adlum paid the debt of

nature soon after, but the slips fell into good hands. For

nearly 30 years, with patient perseverance, these Grapes

were nurtured by Mr. Longworth, until the hour has

arrived when the prophecy of Major Adlum seems cer-

tain of fulfilment. Thirty" years of patient labour; 30

years of unfaltering faith ; 30 years of man's life ; what

a span it is ! stretching from hopeful youth to hoary

a<*e ; a long while, my good friend, to look forward to

—

a long way to look back. In the 30 years to come we
may have" occasion to thank these pioneers—we may

greater results than either of them dreamed of.

The Isabella Grape was first introduced to notice by

Mr. George Gibbs, of Brooklyn, Long Island. The
slips were brought from North Carolina by Mrs. Gibbs,

his wife, and the Vine, in compliment to her, was named
the *4 Isabella." Originally, it was called the " Laspeyre

Grape,** Mr. Bernard Laspeyre, who resided near

Wilmington, North Carolina, having the parent Vine
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from whence these slips were derived. By him it was
j

supposed to be a foreign Grape ; but all scientific

writer* on Vines in this country assert that the species

in a wild state is quite common, and is unquestionably

an indigenous production of the United States. Of these

two Gmpes the best wines are made in Ohio. We may
also mention that the " Herberaont," another variety of

the " natives" produces an extraordinary fine wine, the

flavour being like the purest Amoutillado, aud essentially

different from the other two.

In comparing the American wines with those of

Europe, we must bear in mind that they are distinct in

flavour from any or all of them. Sparkling Catawba is

not Champagne, nor can Isabella be compared with

any other wines known in the world. T is a peculiarity

of these wines that no spurious compound can be made

to imitate them, and in purity and delicacy there is no

known wine to equal them.
The most expensive wine in Europe, the "Tokay,"

contains the least amount of alcohol, °.8fi per cent.; but

the « Still Catawba" shows a per cenlage of 50 only,

being, in fact, the lowest per ceutage of spirit to be found

in any wine in the world.

One more fact in passing. By the Patent Office

Report for the year 1853, it is sated that the value of

American wines exceeds that of the Tobacco crop:

—

Value of wines ffrown in the United States ... 2,OH),Of)0 dols.

Tobacco 1,990,000 „

But not alone for the production of wine are Grapes

valuable. The seeds of Grapes are eaten by birds
;
and

a fine fixed oil, similar to Olive oil, is made from them

in Parma, Lombardy, aud other parts of Italy, suitable

either for cooking or burning in lamps. The cuttings

of the Vines are always saleable to propagate new vine-

yards ; the leaves can be used to feed cattle, and they

are fond of them. The finest priuter's ink is made from

the carbon of the charred stalks of old Vines. And from

tlie ltes of wine we get cream of tartar, which no family

should be without. And then the Raisins I Whether
it be from the enormous crop of children raised annually

in our States, or from some other unknown reason, we

import more Raisins than all the rest of the world put

together ! So much f<»r the Vine as a source of national

prosperity. Year-Book of Agriculture.

Home Correspondence.
Occidental Plane.—Although I head this notice (as a

similar one upon a former occasion*) " OccidentalPlane,"

yet now as then my object is to elicit information

respecting not only that, but also another and more

hardy kind but very similar, often known as Platanus

acerifolia, jet confounded with and generally called

in nurseries, the Occidental Plane. It was scarcely to

be expected that in the winter season the subject should

attract much attention; nevertheless it has been dis-

cussed by several intelligent contributors to your Jour-

nal, and I have had private communications, which will

together, I trust, tend to pave the way to a more correct

knowledge of these trees. Mr. G. D. Vallance, gardener

at Farleigh Castle, Bechington, Somerset, informs me
tha f a very fine tree, which used to be called the
n Virginian Plane," was growing a few years ago in the

flower garden of the Earl of Cawdor, at Stockport

Court, Pembrokeshire. If there is good authority for

the name, it ought to be the true Platanus occidentalis,

and we should be glad to hear about it in the leafing

and flowering season, and to receive specimens recent

or dried. Dr. Liudley finds in his herbarium a speci-

men quite agreeing with the Plane tree which has given

rise to this appeal to the Gardeners* Chronicle, from
Cashmere. This might give rise to the impression that

it is of Asiatic origin, though I cannot at all subscribe

•to the opinion of Aiton, Mr. Loudon, and others, who
Tank it as a variety of P. orientalis, from which it

differs toto cosh—habit, ramification, foliage, constitu-

tion, &c. I may observe that ray own specimens of

Dr. Thorasou from Cashmere are the true orientalis,

anil that is acknowledged to be cultivated. Your
correspondent u T. R., Herts," {Gardeners' Chronicle,

J 856. Feb. 9, p. 85 c) proves himself to be familiar with

our P. acerifolia, and he considers it quite distinct both

from the well-known Orienta. and Occidental Plane, and

he will, it is to be hoped, favour your readers with further

remarks and distinguishing characters in the summer.

"C. W. Strickland" {Gardeners' Chromde,Feb. 16, 1856,

p. 102 a) "has a strong impression ihat the great trees

in the plain of Buyukdere, on the Bosphorus, have leaves

like those grown about London, aud not the deeply cut

ones of the Oriental Plane." This is answered by Mr.

Bentham in the following number of the Gardeners'

Chronicle by the statement that "the large Plane

trees of Buyukdere, as well as those that I observed

in the neighbourhood of Constantinople, all evidently

planted, belong to the common eastern form of the

Oriental, with leaves much deeper cut than either the

tender Plane that we suppose to be the true occidentalis

or the one commonly known in England and France
under the name of acerifolia." The Viscount Downe
{Gardeners' Chronicle, Feb. 23, 1856, p. 118 c) con-

firms the above statement of Mr. Bentham, and goes

on to compare the cultivation of Platanus occidentalis

with that of P. orientalis in North Yorkshire, saying

that ** Platanus occidentalis is the quicker grower
of the two." Does he not mean P. acerifolia ? "J. B.

Whiting, Deepdene Gardens," {Gardeners' Chronicle,

March 1, 1856, p. 134 b), tells of some very fiue

Plane trees at Chart Park, Deepdene (apparently those
referred to by Loudon as occidentalis), which he has

• See Gardeners1

Chronicle for Feb. 2, 1S56, p. 69 c.

always understood to be P. orientalis, and which agree

with the descriptions of P. orientalis given in Loudon's

" Arboretum Britannicum." He adds that he has

never seen a large tree of the kind usually called

occidentalis. Does he mean true occidentalis (the

tender kind), or what we are now considering acerifolia !

" Dr. Klotzsch " has favoured us (Gardeners 1 Chronicle,

March 29, 1856, p. 213 c) with a catalogue of the species

of Platanus in the Royal Herbarium, Berlin, where the

5th kind stands as u P. orientalis L., var. acerifolia,

Aiton f (P. acerifolia, | Willd.) from Spain, by Ruiz."

But may this not be a cultivated specimen from the

Botanic Garden of Madrid ? Nowhere, as far as I can

find, is any Platauus recorded as a native of Spain. Yet

not only is there another var. of P. orientalis called

hispinica (the third Plane in Dr. Klotzsch's list) here

said to be from Spain, gathered by Ruiz ; but P. aceri-

folia itself (though said by Aiton to be a native of the

Levant) is called, in the 2d ed. of Hort. Kew., Spanish

Plane Tree. Indeed the more we endeavour to dis-

cover the origin of this tree (P. acerifolia), the greater

seems the amount of evidence in favour of its being a

native of the Old World ; even Tournefort (in whom the

name originated—supposing ours to be identical with

his) calls it " Platanus orientalis Aceris folio." The

author of the botanical notes to Hunter's edition of

Evelyn's Sylva (probably Ph. Mill, r), 2d ed. part ii.

p. 54-55, has two species of Plane (P. orientalis

and P. occidentalis), and " two vars., the one the

Spanish Plane tree, the other the Maple-leaved Plane ;"

but makes no allusion to their native country, nor does

he say of which species they are to be considered

varieties. There is an editorial remark in the

Gardeners9 Chronicle following C. W. Strickland's queries,

I.e. :
—" The late Professor Link once assured us that our

common park Plane (P. acerifolia) was a Greek plant.

But this was merely an obiter dictum" Another country

I now find claims the honour of P. acerifolia, as there

indigenous, viz., Italy. Tenore, in his Flora

Neapolitana, v. 5, p. 265, included three species :—P.

orientalis, which he acknowledges to be an introduced

plant from Asia ; P. acerifolia % W. " Native place ;

it grows solitary in the woods of Abruzzo. I have seen

it growing abundantly along the road of the Acqua Santa,

nearAscoli. The tree is of lofty stature and readygrowth;"

and " Platanus cuneata, W." (said by Willdenow to be

na ive of the Levant.) " Native place ; this is the com-

mon tree with us, and grows along the banks of rivers

in Calabria. A tree of low stature and slow growth."

My herbarium specimens of this show that P. orien-

talis is very liable to vary with cuneate leaves ;
and

indeed it is this form of leaf which is figured for true

orientalis in Watson's Dendrologia Britannica, Tab.

101. Tenore's remarks on the above three trees are as

follows : " When they are seen together, and have been

cultivated for several years, they are recognisable

without any difficulty. We have them in the same
part of the gardens, and they preserve uualterably their

diagnostic character. The one last planted being the

P. cuneata, I felt uncertain till it attained to be a tree

whether it might not be referrible to one or other of the

first two species ; but I was soon convinced of the con-

trary. It remained of much lower stature, and all its

parts, the leaves especially, continued to be smaller.

This latter characteristic has satisfied me that the tree,

which came from the royal garden of Caserta, under

the name of P. hispanica, and which we had kept for

20 years in our arboretum side by side with P. aceri-

folia and P. orientalis, ought to be referred to P.

cuueata. Taken together with the stature of the tree

and with its dimensions, the characters of the foliage

serve to discriminate it from the two before-mentioned

species, the leaves being cut like those of Platanus

orientalis, and thereby entirely dissimilar from those of

P. acerifolia, especially by having their three lobes com-

bined in a conical form, so that by this peculiarity alone

they are abundantly distinguishable from Platanus orien-

talis." If the solitary specimens of P. acerifolia in the

woods of Abruzzo may be considered wild, which is

very doubtful, I should fear that the abundant ones

growing along the road of the Acqua Santa cannot pos-

sibly be so. I think however we have arrived at

the conclusion that P. acerifolia, though nearest in

botanical characters to P. occidentalis, is nevertheless

quite distinct, readily distinguished by those who have

paid attention to it, and not introduced from any part of

the New World : that its actual locality is not yet ascer-

tained, and that we want a clearly defined specific

character derived from flowers and fruit as well as the

foliage, and taken from the living plant ; and further we
want to know if there are any old trees of true P.

occidentalis in the country. Our own rich herbarium
of native species of Platanus contains P. orientalis,

L. (aud the only one of the Old World), P. occidentalis,

L. (known by the short and broad lobes to the leaves

and the fertile heads of flowers being solitary), P.

mexicana, Moricaud (perhaps too near P. occidentals),

and P. racemosus of Nuttall (P. californica, Benth.).

W. J. Booker.

Remarkable Plants now in flower at JEnville.—Hhere
is now in bloom here a plant of Medinilla inagnifica of the

following dimensions :— Height 5 feet, diameter 6 feet,

number of bunches of blossom, 97. The plant, which has

been here upwards of two years, is in all respects a
- ~ —-

t Hort. Kew., ed. 1, P. acerifolia Will. ed. 2.

t
" Foliis subcordatis 5-lobis lobis triangularibus integerrimis

vel remote gros^e dentatis utrinque glabris subtus venis puberulis,

nervis ad folii basin confluentibus ; trunci cortice laevi (nee rimoso

nee fungoso), frustulfs irregularibus plantis sponte defluentibus,

stipulis dentatis." Ten. Nothing ia said about the flowers or

fruit.

magnificent object, and perfectly unique in appearance
There is also now in flower at this place a fine specimen
of Dendrobium Pierardi var. latifoiium. The number
of spikes on this plant is 26, many of them 5 feet in
length, and few less than 3 feet, each well furnished
with flowers. We have likewise a fine plant of Rhodo-
dendron Gibsoni, which measures 7 feet from the pot
and 3 feet through ; this is, I should think, one of the
most beautiful plants of the sort. The flowers are
large and literally clothe the plant from the base to the
top. I have had this Rhododendron in my possession

five years, and would recommend every one to grow it

who cares anything about early spring flowering plants.

S. Eaton, April 23.

Sundials.—These are made as cheaply of stone where
stone exists as of that nasty cement. Any circular plan

is cheap, as it can be turned on a lathe. They can be

*?.

bought very cheap and good at the Box station of the

Great Western Railway. A common baluster of stout

proportions, with a square base and something square

above to receive the dial, will cost a very few pounds.

I send you a tracing, which will enable you to judge

of it from general appearance. Somerset.

Cherries Preserved by Burial.—On Monday last I

employed a man to excavate a portion of an old Straw-

berry bed, in order to sink a well some 3 or 4 feet

below the surface. He found several Cherries, plump,

round, black, fleshy, and still retaining a sweet flavour.

How long they may have lain there I know not

Certainly the ground has not been disturbed for four

years, the period during which I have been in occupa-

tion. I intend trying whether they yet retain the

power of germination, and beg to enclose two which you

may perhaps think it worth while to submit to a similar

test. They appear to belong to the variety termed

caroons. C. A. Johns, Callipers, Herts. [The specimens

sent us quite auswered to the above description.]

Horticultural, April 22.-Sir Philip de Malpas

Grev Egertou, Bart,, MP., in the chair. Several re-

markably interesting plants were exhibited on tins

occasion. Foremost amongst them may be mentoonea

an example, beauti'ully in flower, of the new bikkiffl

Rhododendron campylocarpum, a little known spec es,

the blossoms of which are large and showy, and Dew%

pale yellow are somewhat unusual in colour, in
_

instance, the plant was from a greenhouse ana

worked standard high on a hybrid Catawbiense
> ,

it *as

mentioned, however, that the same spec.es nao u

somed in the open air at Lord Burlington>
s place at

Holkar, in Lancashire. It may, therefore, turn out_

be sufficiently hardy for out-door decoration, aiea**

Standish and Noble, from whom this plant came,

sent Gaulthena furens, a hardy evergreen from Ln
j

having much resemblance to an Andromeda ;
but u

that genus was stated to bear ***** ™™**%£^>
Of Sikkim, Dhotan, and other Rhododendrons M*s£

E. G. Henderson furnished an ^~ttn« f^^
consisting of Hookeri, Nuttalli, Boothi, W£*r

*

^

Javanicum, of. which there,.«£^J!^
Edgeworthi. It is reported ••*---".'

floWers

las" not yet blossomed in this ^^^^^ itself.

arger and finer than even
,
* D«lhou&^ould it

can-I ta foliage is also large aud handsome,

be hardy, therefore, as it is said to be it

not fail to be a valuable acqu.s.fou L,keP» ut

B. Hookeri is also a Bbotan spec.es ;
th.s has W 3
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flowered with Mr. Fairie, of Liverpool. Its foliage is

less striking than that of the last-named kind ; but its

blossoms though small are showy, owing to the great

brilliancy of their colour, which is purplish crim-

son. R. Boothi has not flowered yet. The cream-

coloured blossoms of R. Edgewoi thi, we need scarcely

say, are remarkable for their fragrance. As regards

the plant itself, it was stated never to attain a large size

even in Sikkim. The same firm also contributed two

hybrid Azaleas, and one or two other plants. From
Messrs. Veitch & Son, of Exeler and Chelsea, came the

charming R. jasminiflorum, a tender kind with long

tubular blossoms, a form of flower which it was men-

tioned that Rhododendrons take more or less as they

approach the eastward of Asia. The same nurserymen

also showed specimens of a Fuchsia sent from Guatemala

by Mr. Skinner ; it belonged to that class of this genus

of which the now nearly iorgotten F. arborescens is the

type ; likewise Dodecatheon integrifolium, a new kind

somewhat like D. Meadia, but different in foliage
;

Primula mollis, a new sort, the pink flowers of which are

produced in successive tiers or whorls all up the stem;

and an East Indian Carex, with variegated leaves. Messrs.

Lee communicated various variegated Geraniums; the

Ribes called Beatoni, a hybrid from R. aureum crossed

with R. sanguineum ; some cross-bred Rhododendrons,

Azalea Versehaffelti, and a magnificent sweet-scented

Begonia called splendida. Mr. Mielliez, a nurseryman

at Lille, contributed Azalea Madame Mielliez, a

white with purple stripes in it, and another

rather pretty kind called "Model." Mr. Glendinning,

of the Chiswick Nursery, sent a well-flowered speci-

men of Gesnera Doncklaari, a handsome hybrid

nearly related to G. discolor. From Air. Turner, of

Slough, came a collection of extremely well grown and

beautifully flowered Cinerarias consisting of some of

the best sorts in cultivation ; one named Brilliant (Lid-

gard), a clear white with blue tip, was especially pointed

out as a first-class kind, having all the good qualities

which a Cineraria could well be expected to possess.

Mr. Dobson, of Isleworth, had also a nice collection of

these useful flowers, together with a stand of Pansies

cut from plants in pots. From Messrs. Henderson, of

Pine-apple Place, came extremely well-grown examples

of Dillwynia punjjens, Boronia pinnata and macrophy Ha
;

Tetratheca ericifolia, a handsome lilac-flowered species;

Aotus intermedia, and an Eriostemon. The Rev. F.

Beadon, of North Stoneham, Hants, furnished a box'ul

of handsome Camellia blooms cut from plants growing

on a south-east wall.

Of fruit Mr. Drummond, gr. to S. L. Stephens, Esq.,

sent Keens' Seedling Strawberries and Black Hamburgh
Grapes, of which some account will be found in

another column. Mr. Jones, gr. to Lady Charlotte

Schreiber, furnished a Prickly Cayenne Pine Apple,

weighing 4 lbs. 9 oz. ; and a tray of Beurre* Ranee
Pears came from Mr. Ingram, gr. to the Duke
of Rutland at Belvoir Castle. The latter were
large and fine, and had not the slightest symptoms of

shrivelling about them. The Garden of the Society

contributed various plants ; among them were the

sweet-scented Rhynchospennum jasminoides from Hong
Kong and the beautiful Lachenalia aurea mentioned at

p. 263 ; Nemesia versicolor, a perennial from the Cape
of Good Hope, with blue flowers about the size of

Lobelia ramosa, and produced in sufficient abundance

to render the plant worthy of trial in beds out of doors
;

for this purpose it was stated that it would require

about the same treatment as a Verbena. Associated

with it were Calceolaria violacea, a kind with helmet-

shaped flowers, which although not showy at a distance,

when closely inspected are found to be very pretty,

and Begonia Tngrami, acuminata, and coccinea. The
first of these is a cross-bred between the other two, and

is certainly one of the handsomest Begonias which our

gardens at present possess. It was raised by Mr. Ingram
of Frogmore, who has been very successful in producing

new and beautiful hybrids among this class of plants.

Rigby Wace, Esq., exhibited an example of a double

iron espalier, with iron feet to go into the ground, i. e.,

two espaliers about a foot or so apart fastened together by
crossbars, while on the top was a pent-house roof of

galvanised sheet iron, which projected far enough, it

was thought, over the sides to prevent nocturnal radia-

tion. The advantages of this contrivance were seated

by Mr. Wace to be, 1st, more perfect shelter to the

tree on the north side than is obtained by the single

espalier ; 2d, having a succession of fruit lor a larger

period than from one tree with one aspect ; 3d, com-

plete protection to the blossom from spring frosts by the

coping ; 4th, earlier production of fruit by having the

coping made of glass, giving the advantage of an

orchard-house with far less expense and trouble ; and

5th, economy and durability. Whether or not, how-

ever, all these points will be fully realised in practice

remains to be ascertained by experiment.

In connection with the qualities of British Oak,

of which so many illustrations were produced at the

last meeting, Dr. Lindley exhibited two specimens of

the timber used in the construction of the ancient little

wooden church of Greensttd, near Ongar in Essex.

Having been sent by Mr. Beckford of Esher, who had
received them from the Rev. Philip Ray, the rector of

Greensted, their authenticity was indisputable. One of

these pieces which had formed part of the log walls was
the timber of Q. pedunculata, and was much worm
eaten ; the other piece, Q. sessiliflora, was perfectly

sound. Dr. Lindley expressed a desire to know
whether Q. Bessiiiflora still grows in the neighbourhood

of Ongar.

jfrntiu* of £oofes*

The Entomologists' Weekly Register is a penny periodical

devoted to communicating immediate intelligence among
the collectors of insects. Let us hope it will meet with

sufficient support. Shield's Practical Bints respect-

ing Moths and Butterfiies (Van Voorst, 'Ss), conveys

in the form of a monthly calendar invaluable informa-

tion as to the times and places where the young Lepi-

dopterist must seek for his game, and what to do with

it afterwards. Of far L'reater pretensions and wider

scope is The World of Insects by Mr. Douglas, the

learned Secretary of the Entomological Society (Van

Voorst, 3s. 6d.) ; a readable and instructive volume

concerning the insects of the House, the Garden, the

Orchard, the Fields, Hedges, and Lanes, Fences, Com-
mons, Downs, Woods, Waters, Seashore, and Mountains.

This arrangement of matter is novel, and we think

advantageous, especially to those who study entomology

as an amusement rather than a science, and who read

books with the same end in view. The following ex-

tract will illustrate the author's mode of treating his

subject :

—

" The garden being an artificial assemblage of certain

plants within a restricted space, there to be cultivated

lor the sake of their foliage, flowers or fruit, it follows

that all the insects attached thereto have thus the

conditions favourable to their increase proportionably

multiplied and cared for. Some insects accordingly

abound in gardens, not only in those attached to man-

sions in the country, but in those small parallelograms

attached to modest suburban residences, which are

ironically, or by courtesy, termed gardens, but the

number of spec :es found is not very great. Many
garden flowers, however, are attractive to insects born

and bred beyond the boundary wall, and draw them
from the surroundng woods or fields : so far a garden

is an advantage to a collector, for some of the visitors

are rare and not otherwise to be ob'ained, or at least

not without great trouble. I allude more particularly

to the Sphingidce.
" Soft moths that kiss

The sweet lips of the flowers and harm not,"

hovering over them, Petunias especially, in some years

in great abundance. I suspect that if gardens near the

south coast were attentively watched on summer even-

ings the number of our native species of Sphingidse, at

present very small, miuht be increased, and some of

the rarer species of the family be more olten taken than

they are at {resent.
" Did you ever see a Sphinx fly ? There is nothing

to compare its motion to, except a flash of lightning.

While you are looking at a flower in the twilight,

between you and it glides a motion, a moving haziness,

which is before you and yet conveys to your eye no de-

finite imaue. Before you have half thought what it can

be, you see the flower again distinctly, and rub your

eyes, thinking there must have been an illusion, or pos-

sibly an unsteadiness of vision caused by the irritation

of that gnat that was buzzing about your head ; when,

lo ! the flower just beyond seems to thiver,—you move
to 6ee what is there, but there is a move before you,

and a dim shadow flits away like a thought. Can be it

any tiling real ? Stand still awhile : and now, in the in-

creasing gloom, as you bend over the Petunias, holding

your breath, you see a darkness visible drop down before

you, but its presence is better made known by the

humming caused by the rapid vibration of wings. Stir

not, or this aerial body will float away. Now you see

it deigns not to alight or touch the margin of the chalice,

but, poising itself in a : r, stretches out its long tubular

tongue and quaffs the nectar at the bottom. Now or

never, if you wish to catch it. Strike with your ring-

net rapidly below the flower, raising your hand and
turning your wrist at the same moment There you
have it—Sphinx Convolvuli ! Look, what a living

glory, its eyes like stars brought down for us to

look into, and behold, we can see nothing but light. But
if you wish to see the other beauties of your captive to-

morrow, you must kill it : first stop its fluttering by a

pinch on the under side of the thorax, and then a dose

of oxalic acid on the point of a needle will put it hors

du combat. It has lost a little of its lustre by struggling

in the net, as might have been expected, the scales on

the wings of all Lepidoptera being easily rubbed off,

but it is as good a specimen as is dually got in this

way : perfect ones are rarely obtained, except by rear-

ing them from the caterpillar, and such rare species as

this are seldom found in their early states."

The FUncer Garden by E. S. Delamer (Routledge),

is a companion to the ** Kitchen Garden," formerly

noticed in our columns (1855, p. 679). Like its prede-

cessor it is a really useful guide, and its low price (Is.)

will doubtless secure it a large circulation. It is evident

that the author, whoever he may be in disguise, is not

only well acquainted with common gardening and
common garden objects, but knows how to communicate
his information. These books would make good prizes

for cottage gardeners.

Garden Memoranda.
The Grove, Boehampton, the residence of S. L.

Stephens, Esq.—This place has been greatly improved

within ihe last few years. Immediately in connection

with the house a new flower garden has been formed

from designs lurnished by Nesfield. It is in sunken

pnneL«, and contains some pretty tracery work in Box,

die effect of which is heightened in summer by the

skilful introduction of flowering plants, both in beds

and in vases ; while scattered here and there on
the lawn in connection with them are some hand-

some specimens of Thuja aurea, Irish Yews, upright

Cypresses and Rhododendrons. Around the bases of

many of these shrubs lias been planted wild Thyme,
which is a favourite here for such purposes, and which

when in flower is said to have a very pretty appearance.

The flower garden is cut off from the lawn by an orna-

mental kerb of Caen stone, and beyond this immediately

in front of the house is a small lake with an is and in it,

which in addition to its being an interesting feature in

the landscape serves as a breeding place for waterfowl.

At one end of the house is a little Rosery, the beds in

which are covered over wiih iron trellises, upon which

the plants are kept constantly tied down, and in

this way they always present a dwarf and neat

appearance. At the other end of the mansion is a con-

servatory, the centre of which is filled with Orange
trees in tubs, with flowering plants in pots set all round
them. A border which passes round the house is also

kept continually gay with plants in bloom. In front

are twiners and plauts of neat growth, and on the

back walls these are to be intermixed with Camellias,

for which room is to be made by cutting away the

branches from the stems of the climbers. Thus the

latier will occupy the upper portion of the wall and the

Camellias the bottom. It may be worthy of mention

that for the last two months standard and other Roses,

in the culture of which Mr. Drummond has been most
successful, have formed a principal feature in the

decoration of this house, and we need not say have

been greatly admired by all who have seen them.

Their treatment is as follows :—When they have done
flowering they are pruned, the soil is shaken from
their roots, and the plants are placed in smaller pots,

moving them into larger ones as they increase in

growth. In short, they are annually treated exactly as

Geraniums usually are. Young plants for fresh stock

are propagated from eyes, like Vines, and are grown on

and flowered in small pots. In this way a large amount

of gaiety is kept up all through the spring months.

The roof of this conservatory is glazed with Hartley's

patent rough plate glass.

In the kitchen garden there has been put up within

the last three years a handsome new range of glass

houses, with sheds, Mushroom house, young men's

rooms, fruit room, tool house, and other conveniences

of that kind, all of the very best description. The
glass bouses are divided into two halves by a corridor

in the middle, on either side of which are Vineries,

Peach-houses, and forcing pits, and each division

has its own potting shed, with doors out of the

back wall of the houses into them, so that plants

can be carried from the one to the other without loss of

time or exposing them to the open air. These houses

were put up, we believe, by Shakespear, of Birmingham.

They are all made of iron and copper, and are heated

and ventilated exactly on the same plan as those in the

Royal gardens at Frogmore. In the ear lies-t Vinery the

Grapes are just beginning to colour ;
but in a forcing

pit new Graphs have been ripe here since fcbout the

beginning of this month. They are grown in pots, and

this is the second crop that has been cut from the same

plants in 24 months. As soon as the first crop was ripe in

May last the Vines were shaken out of their pots, the soil

carefully washed from their roots, and they were then

repotted in the same sized pots. They were placed

against a wall during the summer to harden their wood,

and were placed in the forcing uit last November. Here

they have produced a fair crop of not very large but

extremely well coloured fruit, which is covered with a

beautiful bloom. The two forcing pits in this range

of houses being extremely useful contrivances, are

worthy of particular notice. They are both ifficientljr

|
heated and well ventilated. One is used for forcing

Roses, Kalmias, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and other

shrubs for the decorat on of the conservatory. The

other is used for winter Cucumbers, Vines, and Figs in

pots, and French Beans are grown under the Vines.

The Cucumbers are placed at the warmest end,

the Vines in the middle, and the Figs in the

coldest part. By this arrangement all these fruits

are successfully cultivated under one roof, and it

was from Vmes grown in this pit that the fine

fruit exhibited by Mr. Drummond last Tuesday was

cut Along the back wall of these pits, as well as that

of the other house-, are very convenient hinged shelves

supported on moveable brackets, which being taken

away allow the shelves to tall down close to the wall

when they are not wanted. These in winter and spring

are found very useful. Strawberries are grown in all

these houses in abundance, and anient: them some fine

fruit of Keens' Seedling is now ripe. They are brought

on at first slowly on moveable stages, with which

all the houses here are furnished, and placed

in heat in succes-ion as they are wanted. After they

are ripe they are again removed to a cool house in

which a circulation of air is always kept up to give

them flavour. In this way fruit of excellent quality is

secured. In the different Peach-houses the trees,

although young, produce heavy crops. That in the

earliest house is just stoning. Figs are forced,

here in pots. They are placed in heat in November,

and as soon as the young shoots have made
three leaves their points are pinched, and the

shoots are tied down. This causes them to

form fruit instead of wood, and thus a crop is obtained

from the present season's growth. A second supply of

fruit is also got from the same plants in one season by
the same practice. FreBch. Beans are cultivated here.
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riished—in rows 18 inches apart. For later crops of

them dung frames are employ eJ. Potatoes are managed
nearly in ^the same way. We also observed a frame

full of British Queen Strawberries. Moved from the

open ground and planted here they come in a little

before those out of doors.

Miscellaneous.
Potato Manure.—The experiments made by me last

year with .four barrels of gas-tar, as a manure for

Potatoes, on about an acre of arable land, were most
beneficial in counteraciing the disease—only one Potato

in two thousand, when taken up, being diseased. The
tar was poured in a thin stream, out ot a large watering-

can, into the rows, and then covered over wiih three

inches of soil, on which the sets were planted. The
strength of the tar, however, was too greai for the first

young shoots, a great many of them being killed by it

;

and it became evident to me that the tar ought to have

been put on the surface of the lund, and dug or ploughed

in before winter. The produce of Potatoes in ray

kitchen garden, on a plot of ground 17 yards by 2'6

yards, was at the rate of about 1800 pecks per

acre, and was free from disease, with the exception

of those rows near a manure heap, and some that

were growing amongst some Artichokes and Haspberry

It ia now four years since I atandoued the

largely. They are sown in boxes and then planted out ' stock of young plants of the double varieties at band,

in beds—with which some of the housesare iur- the flowers should be picked off the old plants as soon

as they show symptoms of weakness, shaking the ex-

hausted soil from the roots and repotting in light fibry

peat, well intermixed with sand, keeping the plants well

down in the pots, and placing them in a warm shady

situation. This will obviate the difficulty which many
growers experience in the management and propagation

of these showy winter flowers, for if the plants have

not been too much exhausted by blooming, young roots

wiil be freely emitted from every branch, and when
this is the case the plants should be broken up and re-

potted separately, affording them a rather warm and

thoroughly moist atmosphere until they have become
well established, when with ordinary care they will grow
and form fine specimens before winter Fuchsias in-

tended for large specimens will require to be shaded

from bright sunshine, and will be greatly benefitted by a

liberal supply of manure-water ; and when free growth
is expected from these after this season, the atmosphere

can hardly be kept too moist. Young specimens of green-

house hard-wooded plants should be kept as moisc and
warm as can be done without inducing weakly growth.

See that these are properly supplied with water at the

root, and do not allow them to sustain any check from
want of pot room. Stove.— Attend to training the

shoots of twiners as they advance in growth, aud do

not allow these to get entangled before giving them

trees. It is now tour years since 1 abandoned tne
|

attention. Also attend to the stopping and training of

use of farm-yard manure for the cultivation of the
! other plants, and aftord free growing subjects plenty of

Potato ; and the manures used by me on the above

occasion were wood ashes, gas-tar, lime, and sand from

the sea-shore containing protoxide of iron. Some very

diseased sets, from St. John's, in America, which were

sent to see if 1 was clever enough to get them to grow,

&c, produced a very large crop, perfectly free from

disease. It is a well-ascertained fact that diseased se:s

germinate more frtely thnn sound sets, and produce

crops free from dis» ase. The dusting of the haulm and

leaves with quick lime three or four times during their

growth, I find to be most advantageous in preventing

hi! blight. A row of Potatoes to which sewerage manure
was freely given had very large haulms, five feet in

length ; but the tubers were few and small, the best of

which, when cooked, were soipy, and of a most

disagreeable taste and odour. Potato sets dipped in

tar, with the exception of the eyes, produce good croj s ;

but the use of tar for Cabbages, unless thoroughly

decomposed in the soil, is destructive to them. Mow,
Cabbages contain much gluten in them, and therefore

grow luxuriously when fed on putrescent manures
;

whilst the healthy Potato, whose cells are well filied

with starch, grows well in antiseptic carbonaceous

manures. It must be evident, therefore, that what is

one plant's food is another plant's poison. John Mulam
in Journal of Gat-lighting.

Cataicissa Raspberry.— Th« Catawissa Raspberry, says

the American Borticultioist, originated iu the grave-

yard of a little Quaker meeting-house iu the village of

Catawissa, Columbia county, Pennsylvania. The fruit

is of medium size, inferior to many of the new popular

pot room. Achimenes and Gloxinias, filling their pots

with roots, will enjoy an occasional watering with weak
manure water. Persevere in keeping down insects,

which if allowed will progress with great rapidity. Very
little fire heat will now be sufficient if the practice of

shutting up early in the afternoon is adopted. Pro-

ceed with repotting Orchids as th y may require it. Do
not use the syringe too freely among those starting

into growth, but keep the atmosphere thoroughly moist
See that specimens on blocks and in baskets are not
allowed to suffer for the want of water, for when the

soil in baskets is once allowed to get thoroughly dry the

water is apt to run off. When this is found to be the

case the baskets should be immersed in tepid water
until the soil gets thoroughly soaked.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Where there is not sufficient means of

maintaining a thoroughly moist night temperature the

growing stock may be dewed with the syringe in the

morning, but where plenty of evaporation can be

obtained from tanks or evaporating pans the syringe

should be used over the foliage only in the afternoon,

and then but lightly. Heavy syringing tends to render

the soil about the collar of the plant too wet, and makes
it difficult to judge of the state of the ball as to moisture,

and keeping the axils of the leaves constantly full of

water is not favourable to compact sturdy growth. See

that none of the young stock is allowed to suffer for

want of pot room or to get too dry at the root, for a
short time's neglect at this season may end in a great

many of the plants fruiting prematurely. Maintain a

brisk bottom-heat, as near 90° as can be managed, but

wanner, in the way of hardening the stock preparatory
to its being planted out, is to give as much air as
circumstances will admit without injuring the plants
and to place Calceolarias and the stronger Verbenas in
turf pits, where they can be securely protected at nights
and sheltered from drying winds. Such things when
removed to cold pits should be planted ° out in
fine very sandy soil, which willf.'save, trouble
in watering, and be much better for the plants than
keeping them confined in small pots. Tender
annuals that have been raised in heat should be pricked
out in light soil under hand-glasses, in order to get them
strong before planting out time. If not already done
hardy anuuals should be sown after the first shower
and do not forget plenty of Mignonette and Stocks the*

fragrance of which will always render them favourites.

Look over the stock of plants at present in flower and
mark the most admired for propagation at the proper
season.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Disbud Peach trees, &c, as soon as the young shoots

will admit of it ; but do this carefully at first, goin»
over them two or three times, so as to prevent a too

sudden check to the flow of sap, and afford the fruit

the protection of the leaves, &c, as long as it can be
done without injury. Look sharply after green flv, and
apply tobacco-water the moment it is perceived

; on
light sandy soils, however, it may be kept in check bv
frequent washings with the engine. But whatever
method is preferred see that it is applied before the

pests get established.

STATE OP THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK,, NEAR LONDOXa

For the week ending April 24, 1S6C, &a observed at the Horticultural G&rdeoa.

TlMritStTl'tr.
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m
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;
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Tuea. 22 17 30.034 29.9*7 56 •2i 40.0 49 46' .ye. m
Wed. 23" id 29.907 C9.-72 57 87 47.0 47 46 St. M
Than. M 19 2t£tfl 29.7«*1 59 35 47-0 4S 46 [HJB. jOO

hremxe . Sl'.Ofta B 017 r.7-1 1 28.3 42.9 i 4S.5 ;

."
:

April IS—Overcast ; line; clou iy ar uuhr.
— 19— Overcast; densely clouded ; tine; frosty.
— 2i»— Fro.-tjr; partially overcast ; fine; frosiy.— 21— Frosty ; cloudless; very fine ; nazy

, fiosty.— 22— Overcast ; cloudy; hazy; frosty at night.— 23—Slight haze; overcast; cloudy.
— 24 -"Uniform haze; overcast; very fine; partially overcast.

Mean temperature of the week 5 J deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER, AT CH1SWICK.
Burin* tne lait «u years, tor the eusumic week* ending May 3,1*6.

April
IA
•S3

and May. S^&S

varieties, but is sufficiently large for all economical pur-

poses. Its colour is dark red purple when ripe and is
! J£~ ^^i""^^

'

tn78~, audleep~th~e"atraos"phereIs
of a very hi^h flavour. It bears most abundantly after wapm as ^ lftnt8 ^ bear without growing weak iv .

the young wood, on which it produces its best ^uit ;
| SucceS8 ;ons if aU right at the root and near the glass,

Sunday 27
Mou. 23
lues. 19
Vv ed. 3i

Thurs. 1

Friday 2
Satur 3

?>9.5

60.7
609
62.2
61.9

6U

if 9

hi a*-

3fi.O

3%9
41.2
40.6
4<).6

41.4

477
4n9
4*».y

»u
51.;;

51.9

6L7

no. or
Tears in

which it

Earned.

11

13

11

11
la

11

15

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0.13 in.

0.32

CJI
0.31

0.51

u.7*
0.5s

PreYailin* Wind*

:

10

2

4

4

2
2

S. «* ae z.

1 4 2 5 » 2 1

o ft iit,M
3 7 2 4 s 1 4

36 13 6 3 4

4 6 3 5 6 4-
7 7" & « i I

J' a 7 1HJJ
IThe hiffiie.t temperature during the above period occurred on the 2Slh,

8-10—therm. SI dej. ; and th* lowest on the 2d, lSoi—therm. 30 dej.

1rom the blossom to perfect maturity; and often there

may be counted more than 50 berries on a branch. As
the fruit of each branch successively ripens, the later

ones gradually diminish in size but there is no suspen-

sion of blooming or fruiting before the plant is

checked by frost. If protected in-doors, it un-

doubtedly would produce during the winter months.

One great advantage of this over other varieties

of the Raspberry is, that if the stocks should be
accidentally broken or cut off, or should be killed by
winter frost, it is all the better for the crop. Another
advantage is, that from the small space of a few yards
well cultivated, a daily dessert for a small family would
be at hand for from three to four mon Jis of the year.

Year-Book of Agriculture,

temp*

i water at the root. Vineries.

plenty

As soon as the fruit is

Calendar of Operations.
• (For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Among winter blooming plants

we have few that are so attractive and so useful as

Gesnera oblongata and Euphorbia jacquiuiflora, both

being profuse bloomers and remaining long in beauty.

These should be extensively grown wherever winter

flowers are valued ; and if at the expense of neglecting

some of our more recently introduced subjects, they

should be afforded every necessary accommodation and

attention at the present season, in order to secure good

specimens for next winter. Also attend to affording

Correas sufficient pot room and a growing ; tempe-

rature, so as to induce free growth at the present

•season, and get the wood well ripened early in

autumn, which is the secret of having them finely in

'blown throughout the winter. Primula sinensis,

especially the double varieties, is also deserving of every
•attention, and should not be neglected at the present
•season. Pot off seedlings of the fringed varieties, and
•encourage them with a moist genial atmosphere, shading
them sl'ghtly on bright days. Unless there is a good

ripe in the early house discontinue the use of fire heat

as far as the state of the weather wiil admit, and keep

the atmosphere cool in order to prevent the increase of

spider and preserve the foliage in a healthy state as long

as possible. Where the borders have been covered

with fermenting materials this should not be removed
in the present state of the weather where the fruit is

colouring, but where the fruit is ripe the border should

be uncovered so as to expose it to the sun and
air and prevent the growth of laterals, &c. See

that Vines in pots and boxes are well supplied with

manure-water at the root. Give timely attention to the

work of disbudding, stopping, and tying in the shoots in

succession houses, and endeavour to get the fruit thinned

directly the berries are sufficiently large. Peaches.—
There will be little trouble from insects where the trees

are in a healthy vigorous state ; but the excessively

dry state of the atmosphere and cold nights, rendering

fire-heat still necessary, is a very favourable state of

things for red spider, and any weakly or overcropped
trees should be carefully watched. See that the in&ide

borders are properly supplied with water, keeping the

atmosphere moist, and that every means are used to

keep the trees in vigour, and if spider makes its

appearance give the trees repeated washings with the

engine until the enemy is thoroughly eradicated. Thin
the crop severely directly the fruit is stoned, and avoid

leaving more than the trees can bring to perfection

which would only result in small, flavourless fruit, a

continual war with insects, and greatly injure the trees

for next season. Keep the young wood thin and neatly

tied in, so as to expose all parts of the trees equally to

light, &c. Give air freely to houses where the fruit

is ripening ; but do not let cold winds blow through the

house too freely.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
It is still dangerous to risk even the hardier kinds of

bedding plants from under the protection of glass. All

that can be safely done until the nights have become

Notices to Correspondents.
Books : G W. The best book at present on " Greenhouse Manage-

ment " is Mcintosh's Greenhouse and Stove.J

Diseased Peach Tbees : John Good. The probability is that

they are worked on unsuitable stocks, and are now going off.

It is however impossible to form a positive opinion without

being on the spot. .

Glass : A Sub. Use Hartley's rough plate by all means, and

not plate glass. ^^.
Insects : J P. As the cork in your box had not been fastened

down, and no care taken to guard the latter with cotton-wool

for transit by the post, most of your moths were lying loose

together and broken to pieces. We will see what can be madfl

of the debris next week.—T A. Your Wheat plants have wen

injured by the larvaa or grubs of a small two-winged fly. i<»

will find all the particulars concerning them in the Agricultural

portion of our paper—R L. We found no insects on your Peacu

leaves ; but from the mode in which they are gnawed, we una*

it possible they may have been attacked by the brown weevu

(Otiorhynchus sulcatus). Examine the trees about lOocioc^

at night, and if the beetles are seen at work they may be ea»">

caught by laying a newspaper upon the branches, which siiou*

be shaken briskly, when the weevils will falL A toad or t«

in your Peach-house would do good service. W •

nr th*
Lkfidiu* budebale : C K. This is figured on plate lo9o ot uw

Engliah Botany, which you can see at the British Museum, ^
probably in any great London library. _«„:,w it

Mildew : S 31. The best remedy for this is sulphur, P^™"*
is applied the moment the mildew appears. First wet tnep»*

affected, and then shake the sulphur thickly over them-*

Moss on Obchabd Tbees : J W i?. What you call M<**

Lichen. Drain your land 4 feet deep, and then, but m. w
give the ground a little manure, and your eneroy *" 1

not
I pear. The trees will clean themselves ; but it yoU ° ^

patience to wait for the natural operation you must «.c ^
bark with the edge of an old hoe, or some such tool. __

Names of Fbuits: UJ 0. Your Pear is the ^u
rfo
e
nî Tha

George Wood. The Pear is the Bei gamotte de ^"J
1*^ this

Apple has the appearance of the Nanuy Apple, and
. ot

-

sort it also agrees in the remarkably tender, juicy qu

the flesh. We think it is the same variety. U check,
Pise Apples: H W. If the plants once receive a ^n0"b

ffuit

and nothing can be more serious than the loss ot rwow,

they will in spite of all precautions. ^ pur.

The Cabob Tbee : M C. We are not aware that this can ^^q
chased wholesale in London. Sometimes Forttuni ^
have it for sale in small quantities. It is good horat i t

It

it is too dear, and gives the animals an unpleasant i»w

will not bear this climate ; if raised from seed it niu*

treated like a greenhouse plant. „ rt„or is to be-

Tobacco : Hereford. You should say where the money

had in London or Southampton. V> e are unabie to i

further information. Tl*re is no agent that we *™"j£(etni

Vestilatiox I Granta. The lecture by Dr. Benoe ^"^01-
to sanitary questions only, and had no bearing upon Iioru

W
1
!^'Baskets- Reader. Fill the centres of your tiro baakjB

it! Butis your enemy really the wireworm i

I
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and

others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may
obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and

efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,

Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,

London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,

Coprolites,&c.,'and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,

w ill find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

ERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-

phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Nitro-Pbospbate or Blood

Manure, Sugar Scum, and every description of Artificial

Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.

W. Inoms Cause, 10, Mark Lane, London.

THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured

at Mr. Lawks' Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,

71. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and

Coprolites, 61—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and

other Chemical Manures.

O N DON M AN U RE COMPANY
_ (Established 1810).

The above Company have the following ready for immediate

delivery :—Corn Manure, for top-dressing ; Blood ditto for Corn :

Blood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured

expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for

Turnips, Mangels, Grasses, Ac; Peruvian Guano direct from

importers' warehouses; Nitrate of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia,
and every artificial manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. Edwabd Purser, Sec.

HE PATENT SANITARY MANURE COM-
PANY'S NITRO-BIPHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MA-

NURES.—For Corn or Hops, for Roots or Grass, 1350 lbs. of

Blood in each ton, and a large percentage of Phosphates. These

Manures compete successfully with Guano at much less cost.—

For price, testimonials, analysis, and local information, apply to

the Offices, 21, Cullum Street,City, London.

MANURES FOR ROOTS AND TOP-DRESSING
CORN CROPS.

THE undersigned beg to advise Agriculturists they

are now prepared to deliver the under-mentioned Manures,

viz "

—

Their celebrated SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (see

Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, Vol. 6, Part 2).

NITRO-BI-PHOSPHATE, or BLOoD MANURE for Cereals,

Roots, and Hops.
Also NITRATE OF SODA, GUANO, BONEDUST, and

£ INCH BONE; SULPHURIC ACID, GYPSUM, and all

other Manures of known value.

Apply to Mark Fothkegill & Co., 204a, Upper Thames Street,

London, Agents for the P*at Charcoal Company.

MANURES.
HODGSON and SIMPSON, Wakefield, and

MATTHEWS and CO, Manufacturing Agricultural

Chemists, Driffield, manufacture the following Manures:—
SIMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-

dressing for Wheat, Barley, and Oats.

SIMPSON'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoes,

• and other bulbous root crops. Price 81. per ton.

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.

The above have been successfully tested for eight years by the

leading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties,

and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with the

most beneficial results.

Testimonials and other particulars forwarded by post on appli-

cation. dSa Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any, 71. per ton.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable

material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not

likely to corrode, and can be raised or

lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried

on shouldertoany pond or tank required.

Price of 44 in. Pump, with legs, 31. 3s.

The barrel is 274 in - lonS» and tlie le^8

are 5 ft. high.

14 inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. 9<i. per foot.

14 inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger

or Plumber in town or country, at the

above prices, or of the Patentees and

Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

ARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel.

2A in. short 1 ft. 7 in.

2

3

4

tt

ft

tl

ft

It

long 3
ditto 3
ditto 3

ditto 3

TT

TT

TT

IT

3

6
6

6

11

ft

IT

TT

f Fitted for lead, \

gutta percha,

or cast iron

flanged pipe,

as required. }

short, with i5 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

£
1

1

2
2
3

*. d.

10
14

8
12
3

<(

TO AGRICULTURISTS.
PONTEY, ROWE, and CO., Manure Merchants,

Drake's Plac**, Plymouth, are now supplying their MURIO-
PHOSPHATE (fit for the drill), at 71. 10*. per ton, strength as

guaranteed from analysis by NUbet, Herapath, and Way.
. Agriculturists wishing to prepare (for the Drill) themselves,

can be supplied with pure dissolved Bone or Bone Ash, at 81. 10s.

to 9Z. per ton. The Monophosphate as prepared by P., R., & Co.

lias been found superior to all other artificial manures, in the

-continued support it yields to Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, and the

succeeding crops.

BONK MANURE of their own manufacture.

BEST PERUVIAN GUANO, from Gibbs & Co. only.

MANURE, SALT, GYPSUM. &c, constantly on sale.

Pontey, Rowe, & Co. are the authorised Agents for Odams's

Patent Nitro-phosphate or Blood Manures for Corn, Turnips,

Mangel Wurzel, &c, which hnve produced extraordinary results

throughout the country Prices on application.—April 26.

PHOENIX CHEMICAL WORKS, PLYMOUTH.
BURNARD LACK and CO. are ready to deliver in

London or at anv convenient Railway Station or Seaport,

BIPHOSPHATE OF LIME consid-red as neutral soluble

phosphate, at Professor Way's standard price, viz., 65. 6d. per

cent, per ton. . •!_. * • j«
B L. & Co.'s No. 1 Concentrated Superphosphate contains 40

per cent of neutral soluble phosphate delivered as above (bags

included) at 13Z. per ton, four months acceptance, or less 2£ per

cent, discouut for cash. A considerable reduction made for

^Guaranteed analyses and opinions by Professors Way and

Voelcker sent on apjrtcatioj^Apj^sjdiove.

r^HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.-
-1 Incorporated bv Act of Parliament, 1852-53, for England

and Scotland, and "further empowered by Amendment Act,

1S54-55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,

Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-

cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Lives

renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years ;
(and Lesseen

tor Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 2o years,

with consent of their Lessor), Ac, are enabled, by way of Loan

from the Company, or by their own funds, to execute and

charge on the Lands improved, by way of rent-charge for a

term of25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every

landed improvement, especially of Drainage, Irrigation, \\ arping,

Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,

Inclosing any Land, or improving Drains, Streams, or >vajer-

iourses Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-

houses 'and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the

ImDrovement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-

ings for Farm purposes already erected ; Planting for Shelter

and for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea

CoJt or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes .ntheH,g-

landa and Islands of Scotland; Engines and Machinery lor

Drainaee Enih.e-houses for Farm Steadings, &c, Water-wheels,

?au^ Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans

of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by he

Applicant's- ^Agents and are ~bnitt^ to ^.pn^ of Uje

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and

space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

_ May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

I
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER a>d SONS.

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery tor Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

K1GI UOMO."— Patronised by her Majesty the

Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Garden*, Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Crystal Palace. Royal Zoological Society, lafe Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartf'ord.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and fioricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,

from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wide, at la. 6d. per yard run, of

Eusha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street, City ; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats

as a covering."

PAXTON WORKS," SHEFFIELD.
QAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
O ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and
PRUNING SCISSORS. &c, as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.

47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-

man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English

and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1S51 and 1S55. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
throueh to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes.
Rikes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.

'

Established 1738.

/ 1 OLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
VV asd of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.
Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND.-CHELMSFORD MEETING.

IMPLEMENTS.—The Entries for Show-yard space required

and number of Implements to be sent, will close on the 1st of

May. The Specitications of the Implements entered may be

subsequently forwarded to the Secretary auy time before the

1st of June.

LIVE STOCK—The Entries of Live Stock will close on the

1st of June.

PRIZE SHEETS may be obtained on application to the

Secretary, at 12. Hanover Square, London, to whom all Certi-

ficates of Entrv must be addressed.

PRiZE MANGEL WURZEL AND bWEOES.

AT THE BIRMINGHAM ROOT SHOW in

December last the Yellow Globe and Long Red Mangels,

to which the first Prizes were awarded, were grown from Seed

supplied by Sutton & Soxs, Seed Growers, Reading ; and the

two fields of Swedes which gained the two Twenty Guinea Cups
presented by H.R.H. Prince Albert to the Royal East Berks and

the Royal South Bucks Agricultural Associations last season,

were grown from Messrs. Suttoh's Seeds, as were also the

winning root crops in many other parts of the kingdom.

All Seeds warranted new
;
prices moderate, as see List, which

may be had post tree. Goods delivered Carriage Free.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

b Eixt ^tfirtcultural <Ba>ette
SATURDA F, APRIL 26, 1856.

We are able to state that the contribution of Scot-

land alone to the forthcoming Paris Show will be as

follows :

—

* • *1. Shorthorns

2. West Highland

3. Polled

4. A\rshire

CATTLE.
Bulls.

... 11

9

12

19

# * •

Cows.
14
18

24
65

WATE.KPROOF paths.
BARN ANO CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the

winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the l^am which

is mixed with it. and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp

river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation

cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the

severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, bard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. "White & Brothers,

Mi lhank S»r*»pf, W»»Pfmin««t»»r.

KEKN'S NEW INVENTION IN LAWN
MOWERS :—Registered July 24th, 1855, No. 3739.

The advantages of these Machines superseded all others, by

having a small wheel in Jront of the Grass box. consequently will

mow verges, andround flower beds, without any change of wheels or

adding the old fashioned roller in front as in others :
will also cut

either wet or dry, and, by the simple adjustmentof a thumbscrew in

having two rollers behind, and a small one in front, they roll the

front, can be raised or lowered to cut the Grass any length required

;

and width they cut ; they will turn round in very little room ,
and cut

at the same time. All the working parts are made much

stronger than the old Machines; the bottom blades are so con-

structed that they cannot tear up the ground ; they are only

drawn, and not pushed and drawn as in other Machines, conse-

quently do not require half the power to work them. The three

first sizes can be worked by the peroon with ease ; the latter

with pony or donkey. List of prices :—16 in.. 6J.; 20 in., 71.;

24 in., 81. ; and 28 in., 10Z. 10s. A quantity of Machines of other

kinds at half the usual prices.

Testimonialfrom Joshua Major, Esq., Landscape Gardener, Knostrop.

To Mr. Green, Leeds.
Sir.—As I always appreciate public and useful improvements,

I most gladly give my testimony to your highly improved

Mowing Machine. The one sent for my inspection and trial

(cutting a breadth of 24 inches) was drawn on flat ground with

ease by one person, and although at the time of trial the lawn

was wet, it was cut with the greatest nicety. Socompleteand simple

is the invention, that amateur gentlemen, and even ladies, may
work either the 16 or 20 inch size with ease and pleasure,

providing the Grass is not too long. For extensive places I

should say the 24 inch size would he most suitable: for >ven in

undulating ground two persons may work it; but in flower

Hardens when beds. &c, are crowded, either of the smaller sizes

1. Cheviots

2. Blackfaced

3. Leicester

4. Southdowns

# • •

* ft *

SHEEP. '

Tups.

31

19

12

• •

* ft •

* * •
f
i

Ewes.
33
57
15

3

Total.

64

76
27
]0

lts and are suomiuea ™ cne .ppn.vai o. cue *«» "£"£,; j c0nf
,'
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making, as before stated, a grand total of 349 head

of stock.

In addition to this Messrs. Lawson are to furnish

an assortment of all the vegetable agricultural pro-

ductions of Scotland. The entries of implements

are comparatively small.

There can be no more important practical ques-

tions connected with land than those which have

reference to water supply and the rights to which it

gives rise, and yet the whole round of applied

science cannot offer a subject for consideration in

which its resources are more useful in aiding our

practical conclusions. Water has been popularly

described as of two kinds:—rain water, which falls

directly from the clouds, and spring water—such as

gushes out from what are termed springs, or well

water, such as is obtained by well sinking to a

greater or less depth into the earth. Our present

object will be to point out

—

1

.

The oriijin of spring water.

2. The geological facte which influence its supply; and

3. To deduce from these some practical conclusions as

affecting land.

1. In the " Oxford Encyclopaedia," published in

1828, we meet with the following theory of springs:

—

u There is a great abyss of waters occupying the

central regions of our «lobe ; and ail the phenomena

of springs owe their origin to the vapours, rains, and

issues of this great abyss, into which they are all

returned." And further :—"A perpetual circulation

and equality are kept up by a vast subterraneous

fire, the springs never failing ;
and the sea, by

reason of its communication with the subterraneous

waters, never overflowing.
,,

[! !]

This, though so vaguely expressed, favours the

absurdity that springs have some mysterious source

in the centre of the earth, and would lead to the in-

ference, which indeed is commonly believed, that

I
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spring water is one kind of this fluid derived from
unknown depths, whilst rain-water is a kind totally

different, having its origin in the clouds. At present,
however, we have no difficulty in coming to the
conclusion that all spring water is derived from
rain, and the chemical differences in the former and
the latter are due to the salts and gases which rain
dissolves in sinking through the various geological
strata.

Springs therefore may differ in volume according
as the season be one of great rain or of drought;
many springs indeed which afford a good volume of
water in the former become nearly or quite dried
up according to the continuance of dry weather.
Springs may vary much in depth, those at slight

depths being considered as surface springs, whilst
those at several feet or yards are distinguished as
deep springs. Springs, too, must be considered as
occasional when the drainage area for their support
is but small, and permanent when this area receives

a rainfall sufficient to cause a constant and equable
flow.

2. In order to understand the geology of water
supply it will be necessary just to glance at the
usual constituents of the earth's crust; these we
shall find to consist of clays, shales, marls, sands,
sandstones, lime, limestones.

Masses composed of these materials in a greater
or less state of induration will be found interstrati-

fied over different parts of the globe, giving rise to

alternations of pervious and impervious beds ; and
the simple theory of springs is that the porous beds
form the collecting grounds for spring water from
rain-water, whilst the impervious ones are the
basins in which it is collected, and that, there-
fore, natural springs arise from the running over of
the water at the edge of this basin wherever it is

exposed, and well-sinking is simply the operation
of boring through the porous strata to the water
contained in the impervious basin. Now, let n*
illustrate this by an actual example taken from a
district in which determination about the depth
of these so-called springs is often a matter of

great importance, namely the Cotteswolds ; here we
have in the oolitic series of beds many alternations
of porous and impervious strata, without a due
knowledge of which the operation of well-sinking
is rendered uncertain in the extreme, while it

becomes a matter of the greatest certainty when
this knowledge guides it. To illustrate this the
following table of oolitic rocks is here given :

—
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Now, here the alternations are so accurately de-
fined that supposing we wished to commence a well
through any porous bed to an impervious one, the
depth will usually be equal to the thickness of the
former, which we shall have to penetrate ; and so
clearly is this the case over a large area, that the
depths and distances of the wells will give us a
very exact engineering section of the surface of the
country, a fact which may be illustrated by the
circumstance of the com. try as to water supply and
wells in the neighbourhood of Cirencester.
Now, it follows that in a district on the great

oolite formation houses will usually be situated as
near the fullers' earth stratum as possible, which is

the case for miles about Cirencester, except in the ca>e
of large establishments, such as the Royal Agricultural
College, Earl Bathurst's farm buildings, and Mr.
Dewes' homestead, in which cases it has been worth
while to obtain water at any expense, and conse-
quently the buildings have not been placed in re-
ference to the water supply.

In other parts of the Cotteswold district, where

|
different beds come to the surface, the same proce*-
of calculation usually serves the case, of course the

amount of the supply being dependent upon the

area of porous beds which can act as the collectinu

ground ; if, for example, a porous bed just caps a
hil!, the impervious stratum beneath it mny afford a

limited supply of water, but if a large one be re-

quired the impervious beds at the broader base will

affoid a more ample, constant, and equable supply
than the more shallow examples. It is therefore

no wonder that surface springs, in the case of

limited receiving grounds, should be exhausted in

a period of dry weather, whilst in the cases of

deeper wells and a wider area for collecting, we may
look for a supply of greater extent and more per-

manent in its character. A section of such a

country as we are supposing will show how easy it

is to arrive at conclusions in some cases with respect

to the depth we shall have to sink for water.

When arrived at by a geological examination the

conclusion depends upon fixed principles. The
fact, of course, without the principle maybe equally
well known to the practical well-sinker; but if

the continuity of beds be interfered with by local

breaks or faults in the strata, science would be per-

fectly prepared to grapple with the difficulty, while
practice in the mere manual labour of well-sinking
would be entirely at fault. Take for illustration the

following example from the North Cotteswolds.

A new farm-house was built on the top of a

hill, and when nearly completed a well was com-
menced for the water supply of the new buildings.

The spot lay on the side of a fault, which led to its

being much higher geologically, and, therefore,

much further from the impervious bed below it

than the land close by on which the well-sinker had
acquired his experience. Before commencing the
operation of well-sinking it so happened that the
following conversation took place :

—

Gtoloaist. How deep do you expect to go for water ?

Well Sinker. A matter 0/ 15 feet.

Geologist. Let me assure you that at the spot you
have now commenced you will have to go as deep as
150 feet.

Well Sinker. I have sunk wells all my lifetime, and
sure I ought to know best.

Geologist. You take it very coolly now, but let me
tell you you will be blasting like a miner long before
you get water there.

At this point the geologist made his exit, resolving

quietly to await the termination of the conflict of

practice and science. A fortnight after, however,
on going to watch the result, the first thing he hears
while yet a long way off is an explosion proving
that his anticipations had been all fulfilled.

How often is it the case that nothing less energetic
than hard work and gunpowder will satisfy the
practical man when a little quiet reasoning and an
examination of principles would settle the matter,
after all, more practically when practice is founded
on a knowledge of not a few but of all the facts.

The new house stood just within the line of a
fault, and the well-sinking was earned on to a

depth of about 100 feet and then £iven up in

despair; this fault, however, the practical man was
not aware of, and his conclusions, though drawn
up on correct principles as regarded the other side of

the faulted ground, were as much at fault as the
stratification.

Many other examples of this kind might be here
given, but this will at present suffice as an illustra-

tion that a science once thought so theoretical is yet
capable of guiding us in a truly practical because
scientific manner in questions that by some have
been dealt with as quite beyond the bounds of

science, a fact which will be further considered in a
future article on the geology of water rights.

We are just now engaged in sowing Mangel
Wurzel. To this end we have had the last year's

Wheat stubble ploughed before winter, harrowed,
and hand-picked—ploughed, harrowed, rolled, har-

rowed, and again hand-picked. It has then been
ribbed with the plough into ridgelets 26 inches
wide, and between them 20 cart-loads, about 12 tons,

per acre of farm-yard dung have been applied.
Over this several cwts. per acre of guano, blood
manure, wool manure, and "Anglican guano"
have been spread broadcast in separate plots to
determine their relative value for the crop. The
ridgelets have then been covered and rolled—the
dung being thus in the centre of each, the " arti-
ficial " fertilisers being distributed throughout the
substance of each—and the moisture being retained
in each as well as a drying east wind will let it be.
The women are now setting the seed : they have
it in their aprons, and each stands on the left side
of the drill, down which they go. Having a hand-
ful of seed in the left hand, and a stick 18 inches
long in the right, they make a rut about 1 inch

deep and 3 inches long along the drill witlTone~end
of the stick, put three or four seeds into it, covet it
with the stick, and put the right foot upon it. The
length of the stick applied from the middle of the
foot indicates where the next rut is to be made and
so the work proceeds. They do not plant more
than an quarter of an acre a day apiece, being
unaccustomed to the work : old hands would put in
double this quantity. The roller follows, and we wait
for rain before the plants can appear.

The point, however, to which we wish especially

to call attention is this. We have purchased 7 lbs.

of seed per acre for the extent we intend to grow
and that is what we find the women are using.
This seems to be the usual quantity sown, and
while looking on, as the operation is performed, we
find ourselves instinctively cautioning those at work
not to spare the seed rather than not to waste it.

But how many seeds are they putting in ? We
want two plants in every yard of drill. There are
6700 yards of such an ridgelet in an acre and twice
that number of plants we hope to grow upon it.

Now, according to the table published at page 234,
every pound of seed contains more than 20,000
seed-vessels, each of which contains two seeds.

The quantity we sow should produce 280,000 plants

if every seed were living—enough for 20 acres instead

of one. This is what the practical man recommends
to sow and, as we think, wisely. It is easier, and
considering the difference between a sown or trans-

planted root it is cheaper to destroy a dozen plants

than to transplant one.

The plants will come up in bunches, and we
expect some time in June to send a number of

children into the fields, who, laying the left hand
to hold the best plant of each bunch, will, with the

right, sweep away at one stroke all the rest. This is

done at a cost of 3s. or 45. an acre. But as we
hope to grow at least 30 tons of roots an acre—as

they must therefore average 5 lbs. each—as the

difference between a sown and transplanted plant

is at least 50 per cent, in favour of the former, if

10 per cent, of blanks should have to be so filled,

there would be a loss of nearly 2 tons per acre in

the crop. And this, though not entirely, is of

course to a great extent guarded against by
{i wasting " 6 lbs. of seed per acre in the sowing.

This " waste " then is justifiable in the case of root

crops, where plants are thinned by hand or hoe after

the seed has brairded. For grain crops and for Grass

crops the comparison between the seed we sow and
the plants matured is much more startling, and must

be referred to on another occasion.

HOME FARM MANAGEMENT.—No. I.

In treating of this important subject it is well to con-

sider what the great lessons are which well managed
home farms ought to teach. Unfortunately there

exists a very general impression that a farm cul-

tivated by its proprietor cannot and should not

be expected to prove remunerative. Home farms

generally are rather looked upon as class hobbies

than anything else, and must necessarily, it is thought,

prove costly to those who are resolved to ride

them. It is certainly too true that heavy losses are

often incurred by those who farm their own land, but

in nine cases out of ten these are merely the results of

mismanagement, either in the injudicious interference

of the principal or the incompetency of the manager.

To indicate clearly the main object that ought to be

attained in good home farming the following propositions

may be stated :— 1, A home farm should set an example

to tenant farmers in everything which can be regarded

as really in the van of agricultural progress; and 2,

while managed on the newest and most approved prin-

ciples a home farm can never serve its highest end as

an exemplar unless it is known to pay well.

Without adopting formally this division of the subject,

I purpose in the sequel to state the sort of management

which will be most likely to yield good profits, and also

the effects that are sure to be produced in the farming

practices of whole districts from high culture and large

returns being conjoined in example farms.

When a proprietor takes a farm into his own hand he

is often either completely at a loss to know the best

course to adopt in its management, or entirely dependent

on his overseer or grieve. If the latter is in possession

of the qualifications necessary for his responsible position

matters may move on satisfactorily, but otherwise it

will soon be hinted in the neighborhood that profit

does not seem to be a desideratum at the home farmery.

In order that a fair start may be made on sound prin-

ciples, proprietors not themselves possessed of sufficient

practical and theoretical knowledge will do well to

obtain the best possible advice in laying down a fixed

plan of operations, and by all means keep heavy crops

and good returns in view, as the main conditions ot

success. Being satisfied that this or that general plan ot

the campaicn is the one which with English perseverance

is sure to give a complete victory over the t-avagism of the

soil, the next point to determine is the outlay necessary

on permanent improvements. In all cases where a

landlord farms his own land it is requisite that two

ledger accounts should be opened, one as the proprietor
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and the other as the tenant. Unless these are kept

perfectly distinct there will be endless confusion and

unsatisfactory profits. All the outlay on permanent

improvements, such as drainage, erection of farm

buildings, laying down irrigating pipes, and forming

exterior or subdivision roads and fences should be

debited to the landlord's account, and a fair interest

to the greatest possible advantage the various sections

must be so arranged with regard to each other that

both time and labour will be economised. The straw

barn should be of easy access from the cattle stalls, and
these again situated in such a position that cooked food

if thought advisable may be supplied from the cooking

apartment both with ease and dispatch. Provision

should be made for the corn ricks being moved bodily

from the farm-yard to the front of the threshing loft.
charged thereon.

The stock and implements of course come under a ,-.-,- . A > A » • -

«. , t
-, • , . •

, ,

different head being part of the floating capital required
j

If properly designed the engine and connected machinery ment and a free and industrious people ?

vation or tillage. These results in a great measure

bespeak the condition of the empire, yet notwithstand-

ing the large proportion of land uncultivated in Kussia,

the amount stated as arable alone in the year 1849

exceeded .he area of the United Kingdom by 152,447,516

acres, or more than double its extent—thus the arable

land in the Russian empire in that year was more than

three times the extent of the United Kingdom. What
might such an empire become under a liberal Govern-

in the management of the land. While the stock should,
|

will be placed in such a way that the least possible loss

if possible, be made remunerative, it is well to rate the
,
of power will be entailed in executing the largest pos-

outlay on implements as requiring to carry a good
j

sible amount of mechanical labour. With good plan-

interest rather than to be repaid in full by profits. This
|

ning there can be no doubt that an engine may be made

Kussia is chiefly an agricultural country, its principal

exports being natural productions in a raw or half

manufactured state. The grain crops are very large

;

those in the year 1849 amounted to
Imperial Quarters.

Bread com (Wheat and Rye)
Other kiuds of corn

#•• IM

* •

67,410,156
97,873,272

1. Arterial Drainage.—In all wet land drainage is the

first improvement, and being a permanent one it should

certainly be performed with the greatest possible

efficiency. The drains ought to be deep enough to give

sutiicieut dry soil for the roots of cultivated plants to

ramify in and not farther apart than will secure the

extraction laterally of all water half-way between the

drains which will have a tendency to stagnate. Whether

the soil is of a clayey or a light porous nature a depth

of 4 feet ought to be the minimum, while the distance

asunder in the former case may range from 20 to 30

feet, and in the latter from 30 to 45 feet. There is

great danger of erring on the side of cheapness in con-

ducting drainage operations, but it should always be

remembered, as a general rule, that a permanent agri-

cultural improvement well done is cheaply done. It is

not by saving a few lines of drains that profits are to be

secured in the management of" a home farm, and of all

the land in any given district, surely that in the occu-

pation of its owner should at least be thoroughly

drained. While avoiding unnecessary expense in the

use of pipe tiles of larger calibre than is really indis-

pensable, it is judicious no doubt to see that pipeage

only of sufficient size is employed.

Where there is little water, such as at the upper

ends of the drains, there is no advantage gained in

using 2-inch pipes while 1^-inch ones may suffice.

Neither can there be any u?e for collars if care is taken

to make the subsoil collar the pipes. I have often .

thought that collars have slipped into use mainly matter many covered steadings are nothing else than

through inadvertency on the part of improvers. "Oh," monster nuisances, particularly m summer, when

say they, " the collar keeps out mud." Strange, surely, stench and clouds of flies render the cattle-houses an

if it does thus when the opening between the exterior abomination. While avoiding everything like extra-

of the pipe and the interior of the collar is as large as vagance in the construction of such home farmsteads

the space between the ends of the pipes themselves, as are intended to serve a profitable purpose, no outlay

« But it keeps the ends of every two pipes opposite should be spared if it can be shown that a fair interest

each other," continue the collarers. Then I under- will be realised upon it. If it is found, for example,

stand the argument-collars are to make up for badly that boxes are better than stalls for feeding stock, an

cut drains. Let the workmen be taught and compelled
(

estimate should be formed of the money difference, so as

to keep the bottom of the drain only the width of the pipes to ascertain if it is sufficient to afford a fair interest on

to be used, and natural collars will in this way be secured. [

the extra expense. In the construction of stables

If the subsoil is hard and must be picked, little bits of having a feeding passage in front of the stalls, there is

stone or clay will pack the pipes to a nicety, and with necessarily a rather larger outlay than without this con-

properly kept levels collars may well be dispensed with, venience ; but when it is considered that in feeding the

All the efficiency of drainage will in many cases depend animals-not to speak of improved ventilation -there

ferent kinds of food for use—haul out the manure to the

dung-pit—work the liquid manure force-pumps, and

many other things which need not be mentioned. If it

would be too expensive to keep up the steam of a large

engine constantly for minor operations, a small one

might be provided for these particular purposes. To have

everything going on in a large suit of offices like clock-

work necessarily implies considerable outlay on requi-

site fitments, and may suggest the idea of extravagance

and unprofitable investment. But before arriving at a

final conclusion on these points, it is well to think a

moment of what has already been done in commercial

manufactories in the very same direction—that of

quickening and cheapening production. It will be long

before the cotton-spinner or the machinist think of

diminishing their producing machinery simply on the

ground of its costliness. No doubt the mode of produc-

tion in a farmstead is totally different from that of most
manufacturing" concerns, and cannot be so extensively

acted on by machine nppliances ; but unquestionably an

immense saving may often be effected in substituting

machinery for manual labour.

There can be no doubt that farm steadings entirely

roofed in on the ridge and valley principle are far pre-

ferable to those scattered in detached divisions round an

open yard. One great aim in planning the former

should be to give abundance of fresh air to the interior,

the supply being regulated by dampers acting on

the ventiducts. For want of due attention to this

• « t •* • »# l * • • ePotatoes

As regards the productiveness of the

165,283,428

12,752,573

soil we may

n

judge from the following proportions of produce to seed

sown in 1849, which were

—

Chetverts.

Bread corn—for every chetvert of seed sown ... 3.90 produce.

Other kinds „ „ „ ... 3 44

Potatoes „ „ „ „ ••• 3.11

The manufacture of Beetroot sugar, although not on

so large a scale as in some other European nations, is

carried on to a considerable extent in Russia, the

greateefe production being in the government of Kief, in

which department in the year 1848 there were no less

than 42,160 acres under the cultivation of Beet, afford-

ing employment in its reduction into sugar to 72 manu-
factories. The total production of the empire, includiag

Poland, in the same year (1848) was 29U,238 cwts. of

sugar. The total number of manufactories was 337,

and the quantity of Beet consumed 8,744,400 cwts. or

more than 30 cwts. of Beet to make 1 of sugar. The
returns of live stock for the year 1849 were

—

litHorses
Horned cattle

Sheep, ordinary

v superior

Swine

• «•

•*•

* •

- * *

-

• i

* * •

• t *

• + *

• i

- * *

- - »

• •

Ml

• * •

17,456,503
21,2-28.240

28,187,948

7,147,717

8,862.410

1,055,122Goats

It will be noticed that the number of horses and

cattle are very large.

Prussia.—In the year 1852 the distribution of the

soil in the kingdom of Prussia was :

—

English Acres.
30,094,640
5,266,419
5,419.192

13,614,564
892.079

13,529,614

• • * * I %

• • *

• 1

Under tillage

Meadows ...

Permanent pastures

Forests
Gardens, Vineyards, and Orchards

Uncultivated

• *•

* . .

1 1 «

• • «

i • #

• - *

• * *

Total • •

• * *

• »« 68,816.538

will be seen

on the qualifications possessed by the overseer of the

work, and the attention he gives to his duties. This

and a thousand other things indicates the necessity

there is for having a thoroughly qualified manager in

all cases where a home farm is to be rendered a profit-

able model of good management ; but this will be more
fully referred to in another place.

In covering the pipes there is perhaps nothing equal

to a paring of clay taken off both sides of the drain,

and folded neatly over so as to form a filtering roof. If

the drains are cut lengthwise in the direction of the

is an immense saving of labour effected, the judicious

proprietor will not hesitate to authorise the additional

expenditure. J. Lockhart Morton, Edinburgh.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS OF EUROPE.
(By Mr. H. Reader Lack, Board of Trade.)

The importance of agricultural statistics, which is

every day becoming more apparent in this country,

has not only long been acknowledged on the Continent,

but the perception of their value has led moreover to

In most of the European states

Of the total area of the kingdom it

therefore, by the above figures, that in the year 1852

between one-third and one-fourth was either occupied by

forests or remained in an uncultivated state. The

increase in the area of laud under tillage in the year

1852 over that under tillage in 1849 was 1,195,110

English acres.

The following are the quantities of each of the prin-

cipal kiuds of grain produced in the Prussian kingdom in

the year 1851:—
Wheat
Rye ...

Barley
Oats
Potatoes

• f •
• * •

» • 4

I *

• *

• • •

- - t

« . - • »•

Imp. Qrs.

8,674,063
12.020,250

3.600,000
14.218.125

52 593,750

,

practical results.

greatest natural fall, and completed on the most ap- ! returns of the distribution of the soil, of the extent of

proved principles in respect of outfalls, depth, distance ]aud under various crops, and the produce thereof, as

apart, and levels, all that is necessary thereafter is the
,
we li as of the number of live stock, are periodically

laying dow
and outlet

The area of land under Vine cultivation in the year

1850 was 38.926 acres, and the quantity of wine pro-

duced 6,242,799 imperial gallons.

The farms in Prussia appear to be mostly what would

be termed •'small holdings" in this country, upwards of

50 per cent, of the total number being holdings of under

mi in a plan-book the position of every drain published by their respective Governments, andtransla- 3 acres each; and 28 per cent holdings varying in size

t. By this means a drain which happens to tions "of the returns are for the most part presented to from 3 to 19 acres each. The number of large holdings,

•i, , ...j.... __j -^j _. l« .. ., ., wi—* -e rv^i„ t. :„ *-.,„, *u— aDove 189 acres each, did not amount m the year 1852 to

2 per cent, of the whole. The following table gives the

number of farms, classed according to size :—

give way is easily found out and lepaired, an advantage

which is greatly to be desired iu all cases, but an indis-

pensable requirement in the case of a model farm.

2. The next permanent outlay requiring to be noticed

relates to farm buildings. The house erections on a

home farm should always be substantial and of suitable

size to admit of the daily operations being profitably

conducted, but there is no sense in their being extrava-

gantly expensive or monstrously large. In many in-

stances proprietors consider that the only way they can

make sure of getting a steading to harmonise in costli-

ness and appearance with their position in society, is to

employ some eminent architect to furnish a design; the

gentleman so employed is, in all probability, totally

unacquainted with practical agriculture and the require-

ments of the erection he is called upon to plan; he does

his best, however, and what is lost in want of adaptation

he makes up for in bulk and exterior appearance. If his

employer is pleased with the general character of the

homestead it is all plain sailing with the professional,

and his fees, of cour&e, are pocketed with considerable

relish. It may be good for landlords to have a very

pretty steading to look at, and it is still better for pro-

fessional men to have the privilege of outwardly embel-

lishing what, in respect of practical usetulness, is but a

very naked suit of buildings, but these are not the sort

of erections which are wanted when a home farm is to

be managed on profitable principles. A farm steading

is, or should be, a manufactory of beef, milk, and other

marketable commodities, either directly by the dressing

of raw produce, or indirectly by its consumption and

reconversion into the elements of life. Now, to do this

I

i- Parliament by the Board of Trade. It is from these

returns that the following brief notices of the agri-

cultural conditions of several European countries

have been prepared.

Amongst the countries possessing agricultural

statistics we find the vast empire of Russia itself, and

surely after such an example as this no excuses as to

the difficulty of obtaining like statistics for our own

small island can for one single moment be admitted.

Without any further remarks upon British agricul-

tural statistics, however, we will proceed to enumerate

the facts relating to those countries embraced in the first

division of our inquiry :

—

Division I.—Russia, Prussia, Saxony, Hanover,

AND WuRTEMBURG.
Russia.—In the year 1849 the distribution of the soil

in the several Governments of the Russian empire

(exclusive of Poland and Finland), was as follows :—
English acres.

Arable 218,387 516

Meadow 107,971,138

Woods and forests ; crown 241,205.861

private 112,933,310

municipal

Domains attached to private residences

Waste lands (quality ascertained)

n (quality not ascertained)

Lakes, rivers, roads, &c

Size of Holdings.

In 1852

t •Under 3.15 English acres

3 15 Eng. acres to 1890 Eng. acres.

18.90 „ 1S9 „
1S9 „ 378 w

Above 378

• •

* • * • f •

Total * * *

# * •

.4 . • *•

Number.

986,570
565,354
382,515
14,020

17,003

Per centage
proportion.

50.20
28.76
19.46

0.71
0.87

1,965,462 100.00

-

39,138.242

23,8o4,743

320,274,111

611,778,027

13,412,303

Total 1,63^.905,251

From these figures it appears that more than half of

the area of the empire consisted of waste lands, and

nearly one-fourth of woods and forests, so that there

remained rather less than one-fifth for land under culti-

The number of Beetroot sugar manufactories in the

kingdom and its dependencies in the year ended Sep-

tember 31, 1853, was 206, and the quantity of Beet con-

sumed 18,741,677 cwts.

The number of each kind of live stock in the kingdom

in the year 1849 was—

Horses
Mules
Asses...
Cattle
Goats...

Swine

« • I

• *
* • •

• i I

• •*

Sheep, merino

Jf
cross-bred

n native

• ••

• * •

i *•

- .

#• t

t*«

# t

• * • • * «*ff

»»*

• * #

**•

V t *

• * •

1,575,417
329

7,146

5,371,644

584,771
2,466,316

4.452.913

7 .942,7 18

3,901,297

16,296,928Total Sheep

Saxony.—The distribution of the soil in the kingdom

of Saxony in the year 1850 was :—
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• #•

• . *

\~ahle land
Garden
Meadow
Pasture
Forests...

Vineyards
Waste lands

Stone quarries and rivers

• •#

t • .

• * *

. . .

Total

English acre*.
Per centage
proportion.

• 9 1

1 '177,800 50.31

• # • S6 "i90 285
» * • 219.309 11 28

• * * 40,85

)

2.10

• - *
601.019 30.95

»#i 2.24U 0.12

• •i 29,439 1.51

• * » 17,«'86 0.88

... 1.941,633 100.00

The waste lands in this kingdom it will be observed

bear a very smalt proportion to those brought into culti-

vation. The extent of the forests in the above-

mentioned year was nearly one-third of the total area of

the kingdom.
The quantities of Beer and Spirits manufactured in

Saxony are very considerable. The number of breweries

in the year 1851 was 766, and the quantity of beer

brewed 25.365,000 gallons. The number of gallons of

spirits produced in the same year was

—

Imp. trails.

From Grain ' ... 708,43>

„ Potatoes 2,505,585

farm will ever again be without

has ever threshed his corn with

again to see his horses toiling in the wearisome circle,

now jerking onwards when the whip sounds, now
brought almost to a stand-still when the machine is

clogged by a careless feeder. The regular stroke of the

untiring steam engine gives excellence to the work,

keeps everybody in his place, and introduces among
men, even the most careless, something of its own ex-

actness and precision

t one ; no farmer who principle, and to be unconditionally condemned It I

steam power could bear rather a question of expediency, to be decided lv th*
costs of manure and of produce.

y the

These lessons the English farmers have learnt from
Mr. Lawes. They have accepted them with becotniM
gratitude. They are practising them with increasing
confidence, day by day, to their great and prov,
advantage.

Mr. Way, to whom also the farming world it under
the greatest obligations, has snatched a few momer

Total 3,214,020

Hanover.—In the yenv 1 848 the soil of Hanover was
distributed under the following heads :

—

English acrps.

Fields and gardens 2,685,680
Meadows and pastures ... 1,5S8,3»>2

Woods and forests 1.323,845

Commons, moors, and uncultivated land, &c. 3,788,080

1351, one firm, Clayton & Shuttleworth, of Lincoln,

a firm not known to the agricultural world ten years

ago, should have constructed and sold in one year 110
portable steam engines. Since 1351, the annual pro-

gress has been as follows :

—

Engine*. Aggregate horse power.
1852 sold 243 1349
1853 „ 293 1723
1854 „ 3fi3 2297
1855 M 491 3332

Tatal ... ... ... ... ... 9,385,707

The woods and forests, commons, and waste lands,

according to the above account, occupied more than

139) 8701

Besides the constant increase in numbers, it will be

seen there is a constant increase also in the power of

the machines. In the year 1851, each engine averaged

scarcely the power of five horses. In the year 1855,

they average nearly seven.

It is computed that 90 per cent, of these engines are

used for agricultural purposes in England ; the remain-

ing 10 per cent, are sent abroad, or are used for pur-

poses not connected with agriculture. We have there-

fore in the last four years, deducting 10 per cent, from
the whole number of 8701, a power equal to 7831 horses

added to the force of the farmer from one firm alone.

Messrs. Clayton cc Shuttleworth direct their attention
half of the total area of the kingdom. The area of exc i us ive ly to steam engines, and to machinery moved
waste bad brought into cultivation since the year 1833 by steam

*

power. This devotion of the undivided atten-
amounted to upwards of 340,000 English acres. « I tion t0 one class of objects is of itself an indication of

'1 he number of each kind of live stock m the kingdom progress, and conducive to perfection.

The increased power afforded by steam has inducedin 1848 was I

- «

Horses
Cattle.

Swine
Goats and bucks
Asses and mules

Sheep, common
Khenish
superior

ft t • • •

-

• * *

* • •

• ft*

• ft*

• • #

9* * • *

• 9 *

• * •

* * *

• •#

# *

• * •

••ft

• • *

229,493
773,688
80.8M

110.682

851

ft ••

• * •

*

• • «

835,5*4
s^-8,403

258,500

Total of Sheep 1,982 577

Wurtemlitrff.—The distribution of the soil in the
kingdom of VVurtemburg in the year 1852 was

—

It was thought a remarkable thing that in the year
J

from his professional j«ursnits to furnish me with the**" -»*•---
* following sketch of the general progress of agricultural

chemistry.

This department of applied science is now attracting
to itself the attention of able chemists in all countries •

and the contributions to knowledge resulting from the'

various investigations have, during the last few years
been very considerable. To attempt anything like an
account of these results in this place is obviously out o*

the question, and we content ourselves with little more
than an enumeration of the principal and most interest-
ing investigations.

In this country, Mr. Lawes has continued his experi-

ments on the laws concerned in the feeding and fattening

of animals, taking for the objects of trial pigs and sheep.

The number of animals experimented upon, the intelli-

gence and care brought to bear upon every detail of the
experiments, and the very considerable expenditure
which has evidently accompanied them, place these

investigations far in advance of any of a similar kind
that have been undertaken elsewhere. Although the
results are of a practical character, the experiments of

Mr. Lawes must not be classed with the very numerous
trials on the feeding of animals that are to be found dis-

persed through agricultural publications, and which are

merely practical, being undertaken without reference to

general principles. The results of Mr. Lawes' inquiries

are too numerous to be stated here, but they seem to

point out that a just balance of the different constituents

of food is of more importance in the feeding and fatten*

ing of cattle than a predominance of any one ; that

neither the albuminous or farinaceous elements of food

have an exclusive value for the purposes to which they

are applied ; and that the classes of vegetable which aiv

peculiar in containing a high proportion of nitrogenous

to improvements in all machinery moved by steam, in

none more than in threshing machines. The corn now
is commonly delivered from the stack upon the machine,
and delivered from the machine into sacks ready for

market ; a great economy of time and of money. For
these and similar processes, the use of steam power is ! matter are not necessarily," from "that circumstance, the
making rapid strides, and will continually extend itself, most adapted in practice to produce that part ot ihe

to the great help and furtherance of every operation to animal body (muscle) which most resembles them iu

which it can be applied.
^

, composition. According to Mr. Lawes, therefore, the

Our leading machine makers all concur in attributing valuation of foods in relation to their contents in liitro-

Corn land
Gardens
Vinevards
Meadows
Pastures
Fruits
Mines, quarries, heaths, roads, Ac.

• ft •

• * *

t • •

ftftt

- -

• * f.

ft • -

• • -

• • t

• t •

• * *

• ••

• * •

- *

• * •

Total • ft* • «*

*••

• ••

English acivs.

2,050,102

94,773
64,678

687,653
20S,2«»6

1,497,062

225,082

4,827,556

marked results to the Exhibition of 1851.

Messrs. Garrett have foreign orders arising from
connections formed at the Exhibition still coming in.

One customer in Hungary has had not less than 8000/.
worth of machinery, chiefly drills and threshing
machines. Drills have been improved by a new steerage
patented in 1854.

gen is attended with much fallacy.

Amongst other papers, Dr. Voelcker, of Cirencester

College, has published an account of experiments made
with a view of ascertaining the cause of the fertility

produced by burnt clay when used as manure. He has

arrived at the opinion that the effect* are partly mecha-
nical, but principally due to the liberation of potash from

Thus nearly one-half of the area of the kingdom was
^t for the cultivation of corn, and one-sixth meadows
and pastures. The extent of forests exceeded one-fourth
of the area of the kingdom.
The extent of land under actual cultivation of the

principal crops in 1852 was

—

English acres.

Chambers' patent manure distributor is a new in- silicates of that alkali existing in the soil, but only
•un.ent, the invention of a practical Norfolk farmer, slowly available until released by torrcfaction.

Winter corn
Summer corn...

Peas
Potatoes
Fodder
Cabbages

tftft

• • •

• •#

• * .

• • •

• ••

- • *

• •#

* * •

« ftft

«••

• •*

• ••

630,979
575,129
12,132

94,376
211.061

25,109

38,049

141,725

Roots
Linseed, Vetches, Beans, Pulse, and Indian ^
Corn

j

Flax and Hemp are also grown in largo quantities,

there being no less than 17,594 acres under cultivation of
Flax, and 18,876 acres of Hemp, in the year 1852.
The number of gallons of wine produced in 1S52

was 5, 822, 180.

The number of each kind of live stock in the king-
dom in the year 1 852 was

—

Horses

str

It will sow from 1 to 100 bushels of artificial manure per
acre, delivering it with great regularity, and is excellent
for the simplicity of its construction.

Drills for liquid manure are still undergoing improve-
ment. If found useful iu this country, how much more
valuable are they likely to prove in the dry and sun-
burnt plains of Southern Europe 1

Messrs. Hornsby consider the improvements in thresh-
ing machines to be equal to a new creation of the
implement. Their business has increased threefold
cince 1851.

Mr. W«y has published two further papers on the

important subject of the absorption of manure by soils,

in continuation of his first research on this subject,

which was published in 1850. Mr. Way attributes ihe

power possessed by soils to remove various alkaline

bodies (as potash, ammonia, &c.) from solution in water,

to the existence of a cla^s of double silicates of alumina
and another base, which is generally lime or soda. Mr.
Way hes succeeded, for the first time, in producing this

class of salts : and he argues, from the effects observed

in soils, that these latter contain the silicates in question
Messrs. Howard find the demand for improved imple- in small quantity, and hence their power to preserve

ments to come now mainly from the tenant farmers, soluble manures from loss by rain and drainage. His
formerly it was in a great degree confined to amateurs second paper on this subject refers to the action of lime

Cattle
Sheep
Swine

- - »

• ft •

• * •

• ft •

• ft ft

* •

• •ft

•••

• •»

*«•

• • •

{To be continutd.)

95,038
811.159

458488
143,524

PROGRESS OF BRITISH AGRICULTURE
SINCE 1851.

[The following is extracted from the report by Mr. Denison
MP., to the Board of Trade or. the Paris Exhibition.]

To the second, and not the least interesting question

—

'* What progress has been made since 1851 ?" a reply

and large proprietors. The business of all the leading
machine makers has doubled since 1051.

Messrs. Ransome concur as to the improvement in

threshing machines, and as to increased demand for
machinery. Much has been done, but much remains
to be done still.

Messrs. Smith and Ashby date the wide diffusion of
good implements from the Exhibition of 1851. The
Paris Exhibition has opened to them several new
sources of trade, in France, Algeria, and Germany, and
has led to the appointment of an agency in Berlin for
the introduction of improved machines into Germany,
at the instance of a spirited merchant of that city.

Me-srs. Bentall have found the demand for improved
machinery increase largely since 1851.

pape
on soils; and he endeavours to show, from the large

quantity of ammonia existing in almost all soils, which,

according to his experiments, very far exceeds the doses

of this alkali usually applied in manure, that lime acts

much in the same way as ammoniacal manures them-

selves, by furnishing indirectly a supply of nitrogen to

p'ants. The effects of over-liming are accounted for in

the same way.
Mr. Way has also given an account of his examina-

tion of certain beds lying immediately below the chalk

formation, which contain large quantities of what is

known to chemists as "soluble silica." This form of

silica has not hitherto been met with naturally, except

in the case of some strata in the Department des

Ardennes, in France, which were examined four or five

!
all the leading machine-makers from whom communica-
tions have been received. There is a host of local

. . makers, equally alive to the importance of improvement,
may confidently be given that progress has been made ' and adding largely in their respective spheres to the
on every side. In machinery, in scientific acquirements, stock of good implements.
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Agricultural C'h emislry'.—In speaking of the progress*

i

of agricultural chemistry, the name of Mr. Lawes must
t

be placed by English farmers in the first place of honour.

Such has been ihe uniform tenor of the replies from
|

years ago by M. Sauvage. From their peculiar nature

they are supposed to be available with advantage for

many purposes in the arts, and as a source of soluble

silica for agricultural use.

The subject in the chemistry of agriculture, which has

question, the productive powers of these kingdoms have
been more largely increased within the last four years
than within an equal space of time at any former
period.

In machine making, though some interesting novelties
have appeared, the characteristic feature has been the
constant improvement, tending to perfection, of our
established implements, and a great extension of their
use through the body of the farming community, a fact
significant of the superior intelligence which is now
brought to bear on farming affairs, promising a sure fertility which, when properly applied, may be depended
ani continued progression. upon with certainty to produce a crop. The principles

rirston the hstin point of interest, first in its re- on which the growth of corn depends are better under-
tr*anle increase, stands steam machinery. stood. The repetition nf m™ nmn- nn th- B»m» «n5i
No farmer who has ever had a steam engine on his

lately, however, attracted the greatest share of attention,

both in this country and abroad, is that of the source

from which plants derive their nitrogen. It has been

satisfactorily proved that plants growing in the ordinary

way often contain more of the element nitrogen than

they can obtain from the soil in which their roots are

placed ; and it is obvious that in some way or other this

accumulation is derived from the atmosphere. >«w>

the air surrounding the globe is composed of a roi*ture

of nitrogen and oxygen gases in the proportion of about

four parts of the former to one part of the latter ;
it

also contains small quantities of other gases, such as

carbonic acid, nitric acid, and ammonia. The question

at issue is, as to whether plants can, under any eircura-

r stances, make use of the great bulk of the nitrogen of

stood. The repetition of corn crops on the same soil the air in building up their tissues, or whether they

can no longer be considered as necessarily faulty in derive the observed excess from the ammonia and nitrvc

Without entering on the high controversy between
Baron Liebig and Mr. Lawes, lately revived with in-
creased animation, the English farmers have wisely
accepted the teaching of Mr. Lawes, based on experi-
ments in the care and accuracy of which full reliance
may be placed, and the results of which are open to the
view of all. They have learnt that the approved artifi-

cial manures are not mere stimulants, but agents of
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acid in the air. This question, the interest of which,

both in a purely scientific and agricultural point of

view, can hardly be overrate3, has enlisted the energies

of chemists on both sides, and has given rise to some

admirable researches. It has also involved the ex-

tended examination of air and rain-water, in order to

ascertain how much ammonia and nitric acid are

usually contained In the one, and brought down by the

other. The principals in this discussion in France are

MM. Boussingault and Ville ; both of these chemists

have made extended series of experiments on plants

grown in glass cases ; their conclusions are, however,

diametrically opposite : M. Boussingault contending

that plants cannot make use of the atmospheric nitro-

gen, but must be indebted to the nitric acid and ammo-
nia in the air for their supply in excess over that fur-

nished by the soil ; II Ville maintaining that in the

absence of both of these, an increase of nitrogen in

plants still takes place. A Commission of the French

Academy of Sciences, recently appointed to look into

this matter, leans rather in its report to the side of M.
Ville, but the question is still far from being set at rest.

M. Barral has determined the quantity of ammonia

and nitric acid brought down by rain in Paris. M.
,

Boussingault has repeated these experiments as regards

ammonia in Alsace, and finds the quantity very much
smaller than in the rain of the city, a circumstance

which we should be prepared to expect. M. Boussin-
,

gault has also examined, with the same object, the

water of fogs and de cv, and of rivers and streams. M.
Ville has carefully determined the ammonia existing in

the air both in the interior and suburbs of Paris.

Mr. Lawes and Dr. Gilbert have published the results

of an inquiry into the quantity of ammonia and nitric

acid in rain falling at Rothamsted, in Hertfordshire.

The methods of determining the quantities of nitric

acid are at present so imperfect, that Messrs. Lawes
& Gilbert have not thought it well to publish their

results as to this substance, but they are led to believe

that in quantity it exceeds that of ammonia in rain.

Besides the names we have mentioned in connection

with these researches, other continental and English

chemists might be referred to, if circumstances admitted

of greater amplification. It is, however, obvious, that

in this hurried sketch we have omitted all notice of

many investigations on tins and other subjects of agricul-

tural chemistry which might well claim attention in a

more extended review. I

Finally, we must not omit to mention that the trade

in artificial manures, which is rapidily rising into such

national importance, especially in England, is receiving

the most important aid at the hands of chemical science.

Not only are the various waste substances of manufac-

tures and of daily life worked up into available form,

but the manures produced by chemical means, more
especially the superphosphate of lime, are daily im-

proving in character, mainly through the suggestions cf

chemists who have specially devoted themselves to this

branch of science. Fresh sources of guano have also

been discovered, and new supplies of substances useful

to the farmer have in several places been obtained.
|

It is, therefore, not without reason that we congratu-

late ourselves on the progress which has within the last

five years been made by that department of agriculture

which i3 based upon chemical science.

the soil is much mixed, and is what upon the clays

in the south of England would be generally called a

loam or good Barley soil, adapted for the alternate

growth of roots and grain, and when drained readily

ploughed with a pair of horses at all seasons. At the

period of my visit there had been a long continuance

of east wind, and everywhere the surface of the drained

Among those present were gentlemen who reprtsen
all the parties into which the land draining world i

s

divided. There was M. De la Trehonuais, the cele-

brated Anglo-French agriculturist, who is a warm
advocate of the system, and has most ably explained its

principles, efficiency, and economy to the agriculturists

of France ; and in France, if not in England, economy
and undrained land, with some exceptions as to the is a question of paramount importance. There were
latter, was dry, and therefore did not admit of an

opinion being formed as to the perfection of the drains

iu laying the land uniformly dry. His lordship still

continues to lay up his arable land in narrow lands, so

as to keep the horses at drill and harrow in the furrows,

an admirable practice on wet land, but a loss of labour

on such a soil, supposing the land to have been laid per-

present, also, Mr. Bailey Denton and Mr. Hewett
Davis, so well known for their uncompromising hostility

to the Keythorpe system. Both these gentlemen pro-
nounced judgment on it, before they saw its results.

They have at length been eyewitnesses of them, and
have now an opportunity, either of confirming their

preconceived opinions or of candidly confessing their

fectly dry. The subsoil comprises sand, gravel, boulder errors with the beat grace they can.
stones, and clay, occasionally stratified, but more
frequently in irregular beds and much intermixed, the

clay lying at uneven depths and generally intersected by

layers of boulder stones with veins or fissures of sand

or gravel ; and so various and uncertain is the subsoil,

that, whilst in many places water in winter is found

only a few inches from the surface, holes that have

been sunk many feet deep close by are without any

symptoms of water, and the subsoil in places is so open

that water would rapidly soak away if brought to it.

From this description of the land it will be seen in places

to call for only partial drainage, and might be often

drained on Elkington's plan with a few deep drains sunk

through the watery banks, and of this his lordship has

wished to freely avail himself, but wherever the surface

of the land has presented an uniform call for drains,

there the frequency of the deep drains applied has

brought the cost of the draining to as much as a

judicious uniform draining of 4 feet would amount to,

but I cannot think with equal success.

A stranger coming to lay out drains on this descrip-

tion of land, unless he has had great experience on
similar soils and has sufficient confidence to incur the

risk of occasional failures (for with such wide intervals

there must be uncertainty), would, to insure uniform

drainage, be likely to place his drains somewhat closer

than he might think possibly necessary, or even would
apply to land of his own, where he would have the oppor-

tunity of amending, without exposing his reputation to

be questioned for such little failures as must be inci-

dental to such experimental draining. The advantage

of test holes in a soil so varying and uncertain as

Keythorpe is doubtless of advantage to one who has the

opportunity of watching the draining and of proceeding

with so much caution in setting out the drains ; and at

the present day when so much draining is being left to

inexperienced direction it may offer some guide,

although I cannot say that I discovered it had in prac-

tice been of the use one would have expected ; and
indeed Mr. Trimmer admits that when one drain does

not succeed he puts in another, and sometimes a third,

so that in fact the success of this draining is admitted

to be attended with much uncertainty, and to call for

amendment.
With respect to his lordship's principle as to depth,

this is unquestionably to be recommended, and the more

There were also present a number of gentlemen well
known in the agricultural world, who may be considered
the neutral party. For their opinions I look with con-
siderable interest, and I would suggest to them that
whatever they may be it is due to the noble host that
they should be publicly expressed, and that if the eco-
nomy and efficiency of the system are mere fallacies,

these fallacies should be exposed.

It is to the opponents of the system, however, that I
would principally, and thus publicly, address myself,
and call for a public declaration of their opinions of the
system, now that they have seen its results. The
questions, therefore, which I would address to them,
and to which I request categorical replies, are the
following :—

1. Is the Keythorpe estate efficiently drained, or is

it not ?

2. Is the arable land well drained, or is the system,
as I have heard it insinuated, only adapted to pasture ?

3. Are the geological conditions—the soil, subsoil, and
substrata—such as I have described in my pamphlet
on the Keythorpe system ; and, if not, what are they \

4. Have the furrows, which I have so often pointed

out, and on which the efficacy of the Keythorpe system
so greatly depends, an actual existence, or they are a
mere myth ?

5. These gentlemen must have drained many thou-

sands of acres. Are they willing to select from all they

have drained any farm of 400 acres, as efficiently

drained as that respecting which Lord Berners has

furnished the most ample details, and drained at as

cheap a rate ?

Lastly, are they willing to leave the decision of the

question to a jury impartially selected ? J. Trimmer.

THE BEST METHOD OF APPLYING GUANO-
(The following is the extract from Mr. Nesbit's book on

Agricultural Chemistry, to which we referred last week].

It requires but a short consideration of this subject

to perceive, that before any useful practical rules can be

obtained for the application of guano, we must carefully

compare the properties of the soil with those of the

manure to be applied. Reference must also be made
to the different conditions of the atmosphere at different

THE KEYTHORPE DRAINING.
Lord Berners with great kindness has opened his

house to a large party of agriculturists during the

Easter week for the purpose of giving them the oppor-

tunity of inspecting his draining and farming, and as

he has with much liberality provoked discussion on his

system of draining, at the same time that he has invited

the public to benefit by his example, he will I trust be
pleased to see his practice freely commented on. His
lordship commences draining by sinking test-holes 5 or

o" ft. deep over the field ; he then proceeds to cut a
drain diagonally across the fall and through the wettest

ground, and, as he finds this drain effectual in laying the

adjoining holes dry, he proceeds to cut his next drain,

and is thus governed in taking each succeeding drain
throughout the field ; and with respect to depth his

lordship has certainly adopted a right principle, for he
endeavours to sink each drain to the bottom of the
watery strata, frequently going through several feet of
clay or apparently dry soil to reach it, and none of the
drains that I saw open were less than 4 feet 6 inches
deep, and som-i of the cuttings were as much as 10 or
12 feet deep. His lordship's plans of draining will be
seen to differ from what may be said to be the general

practice of draining engineers at the present day as

follows, viz. :
—

1, in not taking his drains directly up the fall and
in not keeping them in one uniform direction.

2, in not adopting any uniform width between his

drains.

.3, in not limiting the depth of his drams to so

little as 4 feet.

To account for these variations from the usual prac-

tice much has been written and said of certain pecu-

liarities of the soil of Keythorpe, which has been
generally described as strong, with a subsoil of retentive

clay lying in banks several feet from the surface, and
presenting with great regularity natural ridges and
furrows between the soil and subsoil which it has been
the object to intersect by the drains ; but this descrip-
tion of the soil and subsoil I cannot say agrees with my
observations. The various strata appeared to me to

take the usual line, namely, across the hill, and

so that there are still many afraid to exceed 30 inches seasons, particularly as respects moisture, dew or rain,

for fear of the surface water not finding its way into the |

The nature of the crop will also matt rially influence the

drains. With respect to his directions of the drains,

taking them across the fall, here I am quite at issue, and
I could see no grounds in his lordship's practice for any
departure from the principle now so universally admitted

of giving the greatest fall to the drains, and although I

know his lordship's object is to unite the different porous

quantity of guano to be used, and the time of iu

application.

Practical men have long been aware of the great

difference existing in soils as regards their retentive

power for manure. On certain lands, the result of the

application of a given quantity of farm-yard dung may
spots between the clay banks, I was at a loss to discover ,

be seen for a number of years. On others, the effect

any guiding rule in the lines taken, for the drains ran ir-

regularly and in several directions, and none other was
apparent to me than to secure a fall ; and I felt convinced

in many instances, that had his lordship commenced with

an upri ght cutting he would have better crossed the various

strata, and would have found the water draw off more
freely and in greater quantity, and a more uniform
drainage would have been gained at less cost.

His lordship's labours as an agricultural improver
are far from being limited to draining ; the same enter-

prising spirit is exemplified in his farming, building,

of the same quantity ceases to be visible in a very much
shorter period. The former class includes the loams,

clays, and in general the heavier descriptions of land
;

the latter comprises the sands, gravels, chalks, and
other lighter qualities, not inaptly termed by the farmer
* hungry soils.'

These varieties of soil differ both in chemical com-
position and mechanical properties. The heavier in

general contain more alumina and oxide of iron than the

lighter ones. They are also less porous, even when
drained : their particles are finer, and their absorptive

Place, Old Jewry, April 8, 1856.

P.S.—Lord Berners, with reference to my speaking of

his land as a Barley soil, and suited to the alternate growth I

the laying out of his grounds, and all that appertains to power is greater. The want of great porosity prevents

a country life ; and I am at a loss to convey the admira- ,

the too rapid action of the atmosphere on the manures

tion and respect that I felt in witnessing his earnest they may contain, and their absorptive power enables

desire to benefit others by his example in the field, and
j

them to retain, to a considerable extent, the hqutd ana

the kindness which so freely opened his house to me and ,
volatile elements of the manure, and at the same time

many others from a distance. Hewitt Davis, ^Frederick's to obtain a certain quantity at the expense of the

atmosphere.
The case is, however, different with gravels, sands,

t
and the lighter soils; upon which, in consequence of

o7roots~and corn, eaysT—"T~could not have paid his I

their greater porosity, the atmosphere acts freely, and

management of his strong retentive land a greater com- to a considerable depth.

pliment. What a change a few years has wrought !
When manure is applied to them it is rapidly decom-

Deep and autumnal cultivation, after the water is taken posed, and unless there be a growing crop ready to

out, completely changes the character of the soil." The i

absorb the fertilising particles as they become soluble,

change in this respect is indeed marvellous, and I have they will be washed away ;
or, "they become volatile,

little doubt that good draining will in a few years do will, to some extent, be absorbed by the atmosphere.

These soils, therefore, require different treatment. We
may apply to heavier lands a strong dressing of manure

at once, and little loss will ensue, for some time at least,

from any other source than the action of the growing

crops. On the lighter soils, we must use, even of farm-

yard dung, a less amount at a time, but it must be

applied more frequently. We thus see that light lands

have the advantage of more rapidly decomposing the

dung, and consequently of preparing it more quickly

much to restore the clay soils to the high appreciation

they formerly held.

We have also received the following :

—

It is perhaps not generally known that a great

meeting of gentlemen interested in laud draining took
place at Keythorpe Hall during the Easter week. An
unavoidable engagement prevented me from availing

myself of the invitation with which Lord Berners kindly r, . „ _

honoured me ; and though I have had some little inti- ! for the use of the plant. For this reason, among others,

mation of what passed on the occasion, I have been
''

light soils are preferred by the market gardeners, who,

looking with interest for some public account of it.
j
by their repeated manurings and repeated croppings,
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practically show how these soils may be most efficiently

manage. 1.

The difference of soils is not the only consideration ;

the climate of different localities in the British Islands

is exceedingly various.

In Ireland, in Scotland, and in the Western districts

of England, from Cornwall to Cumberland, the quantity

of rain which fad's in the year is probably nearly double

that which descends in Suffolk, Norfolk, and on the East
coast generally. The air also is constantly more humid,
and for this reason those parts of our Isles are well

adapted for the growth of root and green crops, and are

not so well adapted for Wheat. Guano may, conse-

[April 20, 1856.
be derived from its wile must be relinquished. There-
fore, we infer that if drainage is ever to be employed as
a fertiliser, it must be distributed over the surface

—

The why and the therefore of this seems to me verv
simple, notwithstanding the analogy which has 1 ^1

some few others to a different conclusion. On a fi^t

close, the authority of Dr. Anderson may be referred
to ; thus we read in the " Transactions of the Highland
Society," p. 199, January, 1856 :

—"Numerous attempts
have been made to bring the valuable constituents of
sewage water into an available condition, and the
methods proposed have been extremely varied." It

quently, at any time of the year, be there used in larger
j

| has been repeatedly shown "that ammonia, the most
quantities, without the same_danger of burning the crop

j

valuable constituent of a manure, cannot be precipitated
by any process whatever, except such as are altogether
precluded by their expense." Dr. Anderson then
adduces two analyses as illustrations of what may be
effected by experiments sufficiently large to test the
value of the process. The following table gives the
result of the first of these ns being the better of the two.

i would occur in our Eastern counties. In these

latter districts, the guano should never be applied as a
top-dressing in dry weather, but during a wet or
showery day.

Where Wheat is grown in humid climates, it is

liable to lodge before harvest, and therefore guano, if

used, should be applied with caution to this crop. Two
or 3 cwt. per acre, mixed with 4 cwL of salt, is quite
sufficient, one half at sowing, and the other in the
spring.

From these and various other ascertained facts, we
may deduce the following general rules for regulating
the application of guano :

—

OKNP.BAL BULKS FOR USING OUANO.
1. That guano is best applied in damp or showery weather.
3. That guano should not generally be put on Grass land in

the rtpring later than April.

S. That when guano is applied to arable land, it should
immediately be mixed with the soil, either by harrowing
or otherwise.

4. That when Wheat is sown very early in the autumn, a less
than usual amount of guano must at that time be applied,
and the rest in the spring. The Wheat, otherwise,
might become too luxuriant, and be injured by subse-
quent frosts.

5. That guano, and artificial manures in general, should be
put on the land only in quantities sufficient for the par-

,
ticular crop intended to be grown, and not with the in-
tention of assisting the succeeding one. Each
should be separately manured.

6. That guano, before application, should be mixed with at
least from five to six times its weight of ashes, charcoal,
salt, or fine soil.

7. The guano should on no account be allowed to come in
direc contact with the seed.

The preceding rules, if duly attended to, will pre-
vent the recurrence of most of those vexatious losses of

time and capital, which many, even of our best farmers,
have experienced from want of a due acquaintance with
the properties of concentrated manures.

• * •

**•

Water
Organic matter
Phosphoric acid
Peroxide of iron and alumina
Sulphate of lime
Carbonate of lime
Alkaline salts...

Sand

• «•

••*

«-•

• • •

• •«

» *•

• « «

• * •

- i >

• - .

18.04 per cent.
19.7L

9.03

6.93

27.05
6.43

3.00

16 81

n

it

»
if

»

100.00

1.13

show that

2. of phos-

calculated

Ammonia
" A very trivial examination suffices to

these substances are of trifling value ; the
phoric acid and 1.13 of ammonia, when
according to the method used for determining the price
of guano, proves the solids to be worth only about 1 6s.

per ton, yet these and similar substances are gravely
j

email, with their air orifices of proportional minuteness
declared to be equal in value to guano." Not to

' can only give to the plants very little aerial food
trespass further on Dr. Ander.-on's report, it is added,

|

although it may probably be found in just proportion to

u u • c *• *.

uphy plants,
would bring to perfection a number of plants pro-
portionable to the abundance of food ; while the thin
ill-tilled, poor soil, in which there were lack of food'
should be limited to a low number of mouths

; but from
the moment of their formation the organs' of plants
develope themselves in proportion to the food they find
ready for assimilation. In rich strong land so abound-
ing in food they acquire a largeness, a fulness, a
vigour of growth that enables their roots to push far
and wide into the soil, and their leaves to absorb a large
amount of aerial food, while much sunlight is requisite
to enable them to deposit carbon ; for both from above
and below, to preserve a healthful state, all their
elements must be taken up in the proper digestible
proportions ; the excess of any one element is in fact a
poison calling for a wasteful action, an injurious energy
in the plant to throw it off. In all plants cultivated for
their leaves and roots, we feel the necessity to let them
stand at distances proportional to the rankness of the
soil ; the same rule should hold good in those we cultivate

for their seeds. It were wise in us to regulate the
treatment of our cereal crops by that of our root ones.
The future growth of plants depends£so much on the'

food that they find within reach of their early rudiments,
that, in poor soils starved from their first germination
their roots, poor, weak, and diminutive, have neither the
strength nor the disposition to travel far for their food
widely dispersed around them ; their leaves consequently

" I have seen no reason to alter the opinion expressed
e in* in a previous number, that if sewage is to be employed

at all, it must be used in toto as liquid manure." J. T.
Boydelta Traction Steam Engine.—I devoted two

days last week to the examination of the operation of
this machine as a locomotive and tractive power, and
have come to the conclusion that it is "a great
success." This success is owing to the endless and wide
railway attached to the circumference of the wheels,
which gives a fulcrum for the lever, and a bearing
sufficiently wide to carry a great weight on soft ground
without imbedding in the soil. Hence the avoidance of
friction and clogging ; we might illustrate this by a
sportsman on the mud oozes, whose feet would sink in
and thus render his power unavailable, but by attaching
to his feet wide pieces of board, the pressure is dimi-
nished to a bearing condition. Thus, in the case of
Mr. Boydell's machine, although it weighed nine tons,
its impress was scarcely perceptible where a horse's

those matters their roots take up. These plants d not
then require a wide space for they could make no u - of

it, and as their produce of seed is in proportion to t eir

size, to realise a tolerable produce we must sow the ed
in such quantities as will place the plants so near e ck

other that their number may make up for their we k-

ness, and that the whole food of the soil and the r

may find mouths to consume it. There is another
motive for thick sowing in such soils, as plants are

found to tiller less in them. And with respect to

weeds, a thick standing crop of what we wish to grow
will keep them down. I have no doubt that in such

poor soils a superior crop may be obtained by what I

may'call a thick and thin sowing, that is, by sowing thick

in rows at such intervals as will admit of working the

ground between them through the whole period of

growth. In this case the vigour of their development
might be much increased by a little manure in the

drills ; this would give their roots such vigour of growth
foot left a deep indentation. ^ This is a most Important ' as will enable them to push into the desert around them
desideratum, seeing that weight in a traction engine is as well as endure a wider expansion of leaf and a

Home Correspondence.
On Town Drainage, its Application to Agriculture.—

This is an inquiry of great interest generally, but is

especially so to one who, residing in a large and rapidly
increasing suburban town, has had constant opportu-
nities of observing the progress of a system of drainage
carried on during the last six years. The following

m __
remarks are therefore offered with some degree of indispensable. We can form some idea of" the value of consequent larger growth of th^tdants"withT greater
confidence, and the more so in consequence of the recent -• '• •-• -..-.. ... i

. .-
_

_o

improvements in Paris, which have rendered the water
of the once foul river Seine a pattern of purity. We
are told that the greater portion of the refuse water of
houses from culinary and other operations is passed
along open street gutters into the river, these being fed
by channels from the various houses led across court-
yards and foot pavements ; whereas the fecal refuse
and much of the slops, as those of bedrooms, &c. are

this implement when we reflect that a common portable return of fruit. /. M. O.
agricultural threshing engine, which only weighs three

|

Disease of Pigs.—Allow me to give an account in

tons, requires two horses to draw it on the common your journal of a disease that has made its appearance
road, while two more are required to draw the in my pig-styes, in the hope that some of your corre-

threshing machine. Mr. Boydell's engine walked from spondents may give some information as to the cause
Camden Town to Acton, taking in tow its four-wheel and cure of it. "When the pigs get to be about three
waggon, with coals, and four heavy iron ploughs, and months old they, as the illness attacks them, leave off

water enough for four hours' work. When on the soft food and stand for an hour together with their heads

, . . ,,-_- . . . ,
-

Turnip field (after a night's rain) it drew after it pressed hard into the corner of the stye: the moment
passed into cesspools by companies wh.ch make a com- ploughs, scarifier, &c., with perfect ease, and then they are moved from that position the whole body, head,
mercial speculation ot the matter. It is not our object walked home again to Camden Town. It can ascend an and legs are in continual convulsive motion ; they cannot

acclivity of one in three, which is nearly walking up walk when the fit (I may call it) is on, though they
stairs, our stairs being one in two. It can back, jerk themselves along backwards to the corner, where

to describe processes— sufficiently disgusting in them-
selves—whereby the dry manure called poudrette is

produced, but it is evid'ent that the Paris system is advance, or stop instantaneousl
wholly different from the one adopted here for dis-

'"

posing of the sewage of London and its neighbourhood.
The pollution of rivers is viewed as the chief opprobrium
of our drainage system. Rivers are doubtless the
natural channels of conveyance, yet from the condition
to which the Thames water is reduced by the sewage
matters flowing into it from the London drains, the
course of the tides, and the constant disturbance main-
tained by the paddles of steamers, there can be no doubt
tliat some effective remedial measures must ere long
be adopted. As to the applicability of sewage to agrieul-

the pinion being they thrust their heads, and the twitchings cease. The
shifted from the cogs of the driving wheel, and the hand placed with a gentle pressure anywhere on the
power thus suddenly released is carried off by a

? . - i •- . - .
....... :«_

separate fly-wheel, which may be used for driving
threshing machines, mill-stones, or other purposes. In
fact, instead of a farmer sending for and sending back a
6-horse power engine and threshing machine, requiring
in each trip six horses, this machine will move itself

anywhere— draw the corn to market, bring home
manure, and do the cultivation and work of the farm.

The two cylinders were 6 J by 10, worked at 60 lbs. per
inch, with a quick movement, and estimated at 16 horse
power. 20 lbs. of steam was required to keep the
machine moving, the other 40 lbs. for traction. Messrs.
Boydell and Glazier's works are at Camden Works,
Camden Road. The machine can turn as easily as a

I hope a company will be formed for its development,
. *!,--*•• . ~ - Mr- Boydell having expended nearly 10,000/. in accom-
ture, we may safely refer to the vast prolihcity of grass pli.hing his object. A full description of it is given in
Jands about Edinburgh caused by irrigating them with *-*»- - - - - r °

entire sewage as it flows from its channels, without any
attempt to separate the solid and liquid constituents.
At Croydon, on the contrary, attempts have for years
been made to collect and deodorise the solid matters,
suffering the *ater to flow into the channel of the
Wandle. Thus great offence has been given, and much
animosity created, which still continues to rankle.
The deodorisation of the solids by means of peat char-
coal or shale of some kind admits of no doubt ; but
when that has been effected the question recurs, what
have we done ? Professors Anderson and War, both
able analytic chemists, have proved that tie ammonia of
sewage passes away with the water, and is entirely lost.
The writer hinselt has filtrated foul and fetid manure
through peat charcoal, till the filtrate passed clear as
the water of a spring, and yet it contained all the
ammonia that had existed in the sewage. Common
earth in a garden pot is also seen to act in a similar
manner as an apparent purifier. But then, when a
separation of the elements has been produced, experience
has shown that the deodorised heap accumulates : that
it cannot be sold at a price low enough to induce
purchasers

; hence, that the delusive idea of a profit to

spine, which is very hot, also stops the twitching or in

voluntary motion of the limbs. They generally die

within 24 or 36 hours after being taken ill, though

I have three alive now that have been suffering for

three days. Bleeding had no effect, and the remedy

generally prescribed by farmers in this neighbourhood—

a strong dose of castor oil with assafcatida—very little.

I'made a post-mortem examination of one, half expect-

ing to find the bladder of watery matter in the head

that is sometimes seen in sheep ; but the brain was

quite clean, and the flesh and every part of the body

causeu uy inuigesvon orougiu ou uy iuip*vy*-* —-— »»

or the disease might be hereditary and constitutuiiaJ.

In the latter case the symptoms would be directly pr0
~

duced by derangement of the brain and spinal c«»r .

We should not in any case have expected to have fo

an hydatid on the brain, as the symptoms thereby pro-

duced would have been more gradual and moderate m

which attach it to its load. J. J. Mechi, Tiptree Ball,
Keh-ednn, Essfx, VSth April, 1856.

Ihiik and thin Sowing is a question so much of
circumstance and condition that it requires more caution
in handling than it generally meets with. The extremes
are almost always ur<.ed by the advocates of bcth sides
with much oblivion of the objectiors that may be and ! might be suggested.

s

es

of the cerebellum, medulla oblongata, or the spinal cord?

would have been much more probable. If there

reason to believe that the disease is hereditary pr®"

vention must be sought for by changing the blooa ; j

on the other hand, injudicious feeding has produced t tie

symptoms, the removal of the cause, and a dose of oi

<.

With regard to a remedy, bleeu

andare put forth. It seems to me so very evident as to ing from theTail, warm baths, stimulating the spme, anu

require hut little discussion, to show that thin seeding internally oily and saline purgatives with sedatives,

such as opium and digitalis, are indicated. IF. C &}is inadmissible where the soil is foul, or from any cause
incapable of throwing up a strong plant ; and that in a
contrary condition thick Bowing is not advisable.

Steam-engine Furnaces.—Referring to my last pp*
furnaces, I continue to find that nay

on steam-engine
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own answers admirably under the new arrangement,

.
after catting, to furnish supplies of green food for their

the whole space 30 inches in depth by 23incJ.es in dairies. Chemistry had shown the valuable matters
width, being filled wuh brilliant pale yellow flame ; contained in concentrated manures, in guano and other
smoke is seldom seen at the chimney top, and then only substances yielding ammonia In Cheshire, OMspool

matter, even before its dilution, fetched only one- half
the price of horse-dung —Mr. Chadwick "cited the
authority of Count G.isparin as to the value of liquid
manure

for a few seconds. I think I mentioned that the waste
steam is introduced into the chimney just above the
flue, the pipe pointing upwards, as in a locomotive, the
hoarse pulsatiou falling on the ear at many hundred
yards' distance in quiet weather. The intensity of heat
produced by such a mass of flame at a temperature of

3000, had the effect of causing a thin layer of " slag M

to encrust the furnace bars almost immovably, and thus
impede the draught. I effectually remedied this by
using about 1 cwt. of coke to 5 cwt. of coal ; the coke
retaining its form, and thus admitting air, prevents this

formation of slag, so that we have nothing now to

desire or amend. By using a vertical plunger to our engine
pump, about 3-inch diameter and 2£-inch stroke, worked
from the eccentric, we have never once been troubled
as to a supply of water. Formerly, with a rapid move-
ment and long thin horizontal plunger, there was always
trouble, owing, I believe, to a slight vibration which
disturbed the packing and admitted air. J. J. Mechi,
Tiptrcc, April 21.

acre, whilst upon the unmanured land he grew but 20
bushels an acre. Having superintended the carting off
and threshing himself, he was satisfied there was no
mistake in the matter. The fact was, he got 20 bushels
of Oats extra, and three of Crosskill's harvest carts, in
addition, of straw. That extra quality of straw he
valued at 1/. and the 20 bushels of Oats at 3/. 15s., or

;
and referred to the growth of cereals in Peru 30*. a bushel, making together 4/. 15*., and deducting

by means of irrigation. the R 8*. 6d. for guano, a cle.r profit was left him of
Mr. Slaney, >n moving a vote of thanks to Mr. Chad-; St. 6s. 6d. He had followed Mr. Nesbit's plan of

manuring for Mangel. In November, 18.54, he ploughed
wick, remarked, as the result of his experience in public '

life, that good humour, dogged perseverance, and calm-
ness in the discussion of every great question, would
invariably and eventually succeed when its advocate
was in the right, and would assuredly fail, as it ought to

once ten inches deep. In the spring, three weeks
before sowing the Mangel, he applied three cwt. of
guano broadcast, and next scarified the land and drilled
in two cwt. of superphosphate. Then, previous to

do, when he was in the wrong. Guano undoubtedly
;
horse-hoeing, he oW'bro&cast, at'twice/one CWfc 5

was a compact and manageable manure. He quite nitrate of soda and three cwt. of salt ; and the result

octettes*

seconded the motion, remarking that Mr. Chadwick, he also grew 25 tons of Orange Globe, and 30 tons of
however led away perhaps on some pours by an excu- . Long Red. The succeeding crop was Wheat And the
sable enthusiasm in the pursuit of his object, possessed

\
soil was loamy; there was no clay upon it. With

the best stored mind statistically of any man living regard to Swede Turnips, he had applied three' cwt. of
in reference to the application of liquid manure. .

.

.

superphosphate, with about eight or 10 loads of farm-
yard manure, and grew 20 tons to the acre last year.
In 1854 he tried several experiments with Swedes, and

A . ., . .m , 4 . • . iU o • . . ,

tne >' were not uPon a 8ma11 iiCH,e
>
for «e tried them onduring the pas week for election into the Society at the patches of land three and four acres in extent. On twoensumg monthly Council, were read. occasions he made use ofbones on a field of 1 4 acres. On

Wteeklt Council. April2Z.— Mr. Raymond Barker*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND. V.P., in the Chair. The names of 1 1 candidates, received

The following discussion, which we were unavoidably
compelled to postpone, took place after the paper read
by Mr. Chadwick last week, :

—

Mr. Slaney thought that Mr. Chadwick would confer
a favour on the agricultural community if he would
prepare from the various returns in his possession, or
to be obtained by him, a succinct tabular statement of .... rr .,

facts in reference to the application of liquid manure, so of Arachide-nut cake, a sample of which I had the honour of I
guano per acre broadcast

that economic farmers who wished to employ it might
fnrwardinS a sllort tirae Bince

>
l be* t0 stafe th* f m ? Arm •**»«* *— — iu*+ *•

Arachide-nut Cake.- Mr Spooner favoured the
, one portion of the field he used three quarters of half-

Council with the followmg reply to inquiries made of inch bones, and four bushels of bones dissolved in
sulphuric acid. On another portion of the field, about
four aer<

him in reference to the Arachide-nut cake :

" Eling, near Southampton, March 31, 1856. #>,„- -.«.„„„ u. a .
- * «• i i*- , -,

"In reply to your communication requesting me to furnish 'our ac^s, he sowed two quarters of half-inch bones,
the Council with information respecting the price and the supply

j

*°ur bushels of bones dissolved in acid, and two cwt. of
The results were, that

whilst there was little difference in the size of the
at once be enabled to deduce in pounds, shillings, and
penc . the advantages they were likely to derive from
its a option : adding to such statement practical infor-

mal n of every kind required to guide them in procuring
the n quisite engines, horse-powers, hose, jets, and other
apparatus necessary for carrying out the operations. He
also referred to the advantages to be taken of declivities

in the distribution of liquid manure ; and to the location
of homesteads on such elevations that the sanitary con-
ditions of the family, as well as the agricultural advan-
tages to the farm, might equally be adjusted. —Mr.
Gadesden remarked that Mr. Mechi had furnished all

the details Mr. Slaney thought desirable, at least as far

as his own operations were concerned. He had
inspected Mr. Walker's arrangements, which he under-
stood could now, from the experience he had gained, be
made much more economically than they had originally

been. His crops were looking most luxuriant.

—

Mr. Raymond Barker alluded to the impediment
that would arise to the continuous laying on of
liquid manure from the frost in winter.—Mr. Scott
considered it ruinous to irrigate meadows during the
continuance of frost. Arable laud ploughed up in time
of snow gave no crop the following year.—Mr. Sidney
considered the natural system of gravitation in liquid

manuring to be infinitely superior to artificial distri-

bution. The most successful instances of irrigation
were to be found in Italy, where the essential re-

quirement occurred of a constant stream of water
rapidly passing over the land. Mr. Robert Smith, at
Exmoor, had a stream from the top of the hills, which
passing through his farm, where in time of heavy rain

men were employed to stir up the manure, was capable
of irrigating 80 acres in the course of half an
hour. Steam-power, Mr. Sidney thought, should only
be employed in the absence of natural privileges.

He felt compelled, from his own experience, to enter
his strong protest against Mr. Chad wick's system, which,
although aided by every advantage of publicity since

1842, had not, in Mr. Sidney's opinion, made much
way. Mr. Sidney maintained that liquid manure was
only available for green crops, rind that it was only to
such that it was applied in Italy. The farmers of
tins country had shown so great a willingness to
adopt every rational mode of improvement proposed
to them, that he was quite sure they would also
have adopted Mr. Chadwick's plan had it been
the-r interest to do so. They had evinced on all occa-
sions a readiness to pay a reasonable interest on the
permanent improvements made by their landlords.

—

Mr. Scott remarked that in Cheshire the tenants paid

10 per cent, interest on the bones applied by
their landlords to their land. — Mr. Chadwick
appealed to the facts he had adduced, showing the

advantages farmers had derived from the employmen
of liquid manure. Yields of one-quarter more had been

obtained by its means at less expense than by any other.

Mr. Mechi grew 46 bushels on Tiptree Heath, others

60, and others again 80.—Mr. Scott was well acquainted
with Mr. Telfer, who had told him repeatedly that his

own operations constituted an experiment, which he had
not yet asserted was remunerative, or was ever likely

to pay an ordinary farmer. The climate of Italy

and the natural advantages of Edinburgh were not fair

ton. It appears to be relished more by sheep than by cattle. I

think there is likely to be a fair supply of tins cake, united there
should be a great depreciation in the value of feeding cakes as
well as oil, so as to render the collection of the nuts not sufficiently

remunerative. It is scarcely necessary to observe that whilst
Linse«'d-cake will probably always maintain its supremacv

(Spooner and BaiW) have imported two cargoes from Rouen in c a lu
•••wwuwwicw in uic oi^o ui i

France, since October last, and that the present price is 9/. per Swedes, those grown with guano were more porous
t,,a t was to say, spongy—and not of so good quality as
those which were grown without.

Mr. J. A. Williams (of Boydon, Wilts) : When Mr.
NesMt proposed to sow the guano broadcast, of course

lt. .„ t
__ . . , fc

.. - . . l»e intended that it should be done on a moist day. He
amongst the different feeding materials, yet it must surely be v. ori «r.«t o«,.i;. a ...-«« i „ i . jl a i_«

the interest of agriculturists to encourage the introduction of
had 0nce applied guano broadcast, and had made up his

other feeding cakes, such as Nut-cake, Poppy-cake, and Cotton- mind t iat it should be the last time he would ever do
cake, more particularly when such cakes are rich in their nitro- so, for he believed he lost three-fourths of the effects of
genous elements. Poppy-cake is much relished by cattle as well

j t . The application was made on a dry day, and theas sheep, and appears *o be very suitable for working oxen. It . ' [• . , „. . . * "»/>«"" um
is rather dearer than Nut cake. W. C. Spooner." ,

Sr
f
ater Portion was carried off by the winds to his

neighbours' farms, for aught he knew, miles off. AndMr. Gadesden was surprised to hear that the Poppy-
seed cake was priced so high, as he obtained his own
supplies at the rate of SI. per ton.

Barn-Floors. — Mr. Greaves, 'of f Matlock-Bath,
Derbyshire, favoured the Council with the following

information respecting barn-floors, in reference to an
inquiry made by Colonel Chapman, " whether any
cheaper and equally durable material had been met
with, as a substitute for barn -floors, than the old-

fashioned Oak-flooring, for which an estimate had been
sent in to him of 401." :

—

" In reference to your inquiries relative "to the laying of barn-
floors, I strongly recommend asphalte in preference to wood,
for many reasons, a few of which may be mentioned, as (1) the
imperviousne^s of asphalte to moisture; (2) the exclusion it

occasions to vermin; and (3) the preservation of the grain in a
sweet state from the dryness in which it is kept. I get the
asphalte in blocks; and having set up an old boiler near the
place, I mix gravel with it while hot, and run out *he mixture on
the surface required to the thickness of about 2 inches. In a few
hours the asphal re-floor will bear any weight, and it will be
found not only better but cheaper than wood."

Mr. Devas remarked that there was great economv in

this ^flooring, its cost being only 71. for an area which,
laid down with Oak, would be 401. It would not only
bear weight, as stated by Mr. Greaves, but was well

adapted from its strength and elasticity to bear the
application of the flail in the operation of threshing.—Mr.
Raymond Barker feared the objection to its uee as a
threshing floor might be the dust he understood it occa-
sioned.— Mr. Devas had not heard of that objection.

H.R.H. Prince Albert had adopted it as the material for

the flooring of his sheds and piggeries ; and it had been
found to answer those purposes extremely well.—Mr.
Aldam, MP., inquired respecting the particular kind of
asphalte employed.—Mr. Devas stated that he believed
it had been supplied by Mr. Prentice, of Stowmarket,
who intended to exhibit specimens of asphalte at the
Chelmsford Meeting in July next. I

!
Communications were read from Mr. Brown, late of he expected, he applied it to eight acres of Swedish

Arriston, on the subject of shut drains to exclude the Turnips without anificial manures ; and the result was
entrance of fibrous matter in the neighbourhood of that his Turnips stood a vast deal better there, and
plantations; and from M. Bortier, of Bruges, on the
subject of the limestone of Nieuport containing a small
proportion of phosphate of lime, and which he thought
might possibly be worth importing into England.

Prof. Way (on account of temporary indisposition)
was unable to attend for the purpose of delivering his
lecture M On the progress of Chemical Science, both
at Home and Abroad, in reference to Agriculture." Its
de ivery was accordingly postponed till the following

that he teared would be too generally the case, if guano
were applied on the broadcast system. The question
had been asked to-night, " What was manure \

m He
agreed with Dr. Ellis that it was, in fact, the food of
the plant ; and if they applied manure to the soil which
was not suitable for it, they would in effect as much
throw it away as if they gave hay to a pig, or the
animal food upon which mankind subsisted to a horse.
With regard to what Mr. Mechi had stated respecting
his drainage, he gave that gentleman credit for experi-
ence, oenved from experimental farming ; but thought
that, after observing the effects of his drainage, and the
practical means by which he irrigated his land, he
would do still further service to agriculture if he ana-
lysed the coloured water which ran off through the drains,
and ascertained whether that water had not, in truth,
left its valuable properties behind. Upon very strong
lands he found that the bones themselves were of far

greater importance than superphosphate of lime.
Wherever he had tried the latter on a light soil, he
invariably found there was nothing equal to it ; but on
strong clays he grew better Turnips where he used ground
half- inch bones alone, than where he had put super-
phosphate.

Mr. W. Bennett (Cambridge) should be glad to be
enlightened as to which artificial manures were the
most likely to produce premature decay in the root
crops. It was one of the drawbacks to the extensive

use of these manures that roots—Turnips for instance

—

were more liable to decay where artificial manures
were u-ed than where they were not : that, he hesita-

ted not to state, was the result of his own experience.

It had been his practice for many years to manure partly

with farmyard dung, and partly with such artificials as

he thought best adapted to the particular crop. But this

year, finding the farmyard manure holdingout better than

Wednesday, April 30, at 12 o'clock.

London : April 7.

*' Clubs.
Artificial Manures. We add the

with less rot among them, than where the artificial

manure had been used. He recollected that, some few
years ago, prizes were offered for the best crops of

Turnips in Bedfordshire, by the County Society, both at

Leigh ton Buzzard and Luton, and being put upon his

**metile," he dressed heavily for Turnips, and used
Ripe-cake in addition to farmyard manure. One of the

most spleijdid crops of Swedes he ever saw was the

result ; but several of the roots had begun to exhibit

signs of decay as early as the first week in November,
and he was disqualified by the judges on the ground
that the Turnips were not all sound. He should be
glad, therefore, if Mr. Nesbit would give them some

examples to cite. Sir William Cubitt had reported that following from some of the addresses given after the i,Jea a9 to which artificial manure was likely to cause
we had not yet made the slightest approach to the solu-

tion of the great problem of town-sewerage.—Mr. Chad-
wick remarked that Mr. Telfer had stated that 25 acres
of his farm would maintain a steam-engine.— Mr. Sidney
had not found a single instance in which liquid manuring
was advantageous to corn crops. In Italy it was never
applied to corn crops, but only to common Grass crops,
and to Italian Rye-grass, at the right time, immediately

lecture reported last week :

—

"
I decay at an earlier period than another. With regard

Mr. Bradshaw (of Knole, Guildford), stated the t(> wfcat Mr- MeeW had stated respecting his liquid

results of an application which he made in 1854, on 18 manure being carried through the drains 300 yards off

acres of Oats. In that instance he used three cwt. of as black as treacle, the statement was very staggering.

damaged guano, at 9s. 6d. a cwt., which cost M 8s. 6d.
The land was undrained, very wet, and altogether in a

wretched condition. The results were twofold. Upon

Of course, he did not deny that it was true ; but he was
inclined to think that by this time the land would
have extracted pretty nearly all that was valuable in

the guano-manured land he grew 40 bushels of Oats an the manure, provided there was anything valuable in
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itin thefirst place. Colour was a most mistakeni

testui valu

As to irrigations of this description, he would rather his

friend Mr. Mechi should have recourse to them than

himself, for he had derived so little benefit from irr. na-

tion by liquid manures in the long run, that he bthved

he might put in his eye and see none the worse for it all

the good it had ever effected. He would infinitely

prefer using his liquid manure, mixed in compost heaps,

to carrying it in its liquid state on the land.

Mr. Owen Wallis (of Overstone) said that Mr. Ben-

nett's remedy would lead him to suppose that decay in

he Turnip arose in some degree from the use of

artificial manures, and as on his farm he had used bones

in considerable quantities for several years past, and his

Turnips had suffered much from rot this year, he had

himself entertained a similar notion. Having made

inquiries amongst his neighbours, however, he dis-

covered many instances in which rot had been equally

prevalent on land where no artificial manures had been

applied within any man's recollection. It occurred to

him that it was highly probable that decay in Turnips

might be something like decay in the Clover plant

;

that it might be occasioned by the exhaustion of some

quality in the soil that was necessary to its proper

growth ; and if practical agricultural chemists wou d

lira their attention to that point, he believed they would

render greater service than ever to the cause of

improvement in agriculture. He would readily contri-

bute his 51. or 10/. towards a good prize for the

discovery of a remedy for this evil.

Mr. Nesbit alluded to the question of soluble phos-

phates, and said that there had been a tendency amongst

professional chemists, Professors Anderson, Way, and

others, to recommend the manure makers to make all

phosphates soluble. He could not say, however, that

he would advise anything of the sort at present. He

believed if they had not a sufficient amount of insoluble

phosphates for the latter growth of the Turnip, there

was a chance of its growing too rapidly at the beginning,

and being checked and stunted afterwards, and so

rendered liable to disease ; and he had observed that

wh< re there was too large an amount of soluble phos-

phates, the Turnips had shown a tendency to early decay.

As to the running away of manure through the drains of

which Mr. Mechi had spoken, they must be aware that a loss

ofmanure was always going on upon every description of

soil : only where the land was undrained it went off the

surface, and the loss was much greater than where the
'

land was drained. With reference to the various kinds

of soils, a more scientific nomenclature of soils was

wanted ; but as a general rule he should say that super-

guano suited light land better than heavy, and guano

suited heavy land better than light. Mr. Nesbit said

there were something like 20 different substances which

the manure makers had to select from, in making their

superphosphate. They might, therefore, have a super-

phosphate almost of any colour. For instance, if it were

made of calcined bone, which was white, it must be white ;

if of animal charcoal, black ; and if of the two, grey.

Salt was certainly useful for strengthening the straw in

all cereal crops, and would be found advantageous in

almost every district, applied with any dressing that was

given to the crops. It would enable them to stand a

much larger dressing of ammoniacal and nitrogenous

substances than if it were not used ; though it was not

so beneficial where land was well drained.

W'ARNERS' SWING W AT EK-I3A RKO W
(To II. »r.n Thiuty Gallons)

Will save much of the gardener's time and labour. May be

obtained of any Ironmonger for 31. 3s.

TRtLOARS COCOA-NUT FIBRE. MATTING
AND DOOR MATS.

TTRELOAR has much pleasure in stating that the
• Jurors of the Paris Universal Exhibition have awarded

him the Prize Medal for Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufactures.

Catalogues, containing prices and every particular, free by post.

Warehouse, 42, Ludgate Hill, London.

B

Brass Syringes, 9s. to 18s.

Also a great variety of effective Machines for Hydraulic pur-

poses and to supply Gardens, Hothouses, Cottages, Farms,

Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every requisite connected

with the conveyance and distribution of Liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns. &c

OYD'5 PATENT SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHE.
—Sole Makers, William Dbay & Co., Swan Lane, Lo.idon.

May be had of all respectable Ironmongers and Seedsmen. j

SCYTHES.— Order Boyd's Patent Vulcan Scythe; it is the

cheapest and best. It is sold ready for immediate use, avoiding

loss of time and Blacksmith's fees. Price on'.y 4s. 6dn or with

handle complete, 65. 6d. Prospectus on application.

\V. Dray & Co., Manufacturers, Swan Lane, London; and of

all Ironmongers and Seedsmen in the Kingdom.

SAMUELSON'S
REGISTERED BUDDING'S LAWN

FOR
MOWING MACHINES

PLEASURE GROUNDS, LAWNS, BORDERS, BOWLING GREENS, ETC.

To cut from 16 inches wide, for a boy to work,

Up to 30 inches wide, for man and pony.

Prices ... m 10 £5 17 6 £6 £9 £11 10

Width Cut 16 ins. 19 ins. 22 ins. 25 ins. 30 ins.

THE REGISTERED IMPROVEMENT renders unnecessary the great

care requisite in the handling of these machines on the old plan
;

all that

is now required can be done by any unskilled Labourer, who has only

to push the machine before him. The Registered adjustment insures a

clean and perfectly level cut of any required height, and prevents the

knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground may be.

Copies of Testimonials will be

forwarded, post free, on application

to the manufacturer.

The above may also be procured

at the principal Agricultural Im-

plement Depots in London ; of Messrs.

J. Veitch & Sox, Exotic Nurseries,

Chelsea; and of all re -pectable Iron-

mongers & Seedsmen in the country.

Works

VALUABLE IMPROVEMENTS IN MOWING MACHINES.

BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

Calendar of Operations.

A r a 1 l,

exham, April.—If " a peck of March dust

fit in gold," emigration to the "diggings" may

APRIL.
Farm near H

be worth its weigl
cea-je for one year, as throughout the whole month there was
dust in abundance, and a finer seed time we could not well have,

closed as It has been by some fine mild rains, which have already

made the fields look bright in their spring clothing. Early

ploughed lea, from exposure to the black frosts of January, re-

quired very little of the harrow, but Turnip land, where at all

strong, was difficult to reduce to such a tilth as Barley likes, but

by the use of the harrow and grubber after the plough, and then
j

ribbing, we succeeded in getting the clods reduced in some

degree, and the late rains, with the help of the roller, whenever

the surface is dried, will complete the work. Our Oats have all

been up for some time, and the first sown Barley is also brairded.

"We have still a few acres to sow where the sheep are on, but

•hall not be long detained with them, Turnips being just about

finished. Stock is being crowded to market, but still prices keep

up; 7$. 3d. per stone for the best beef, and 6£<i. per lb. for clipped

sheep. Fallow cleaning has been going on apace during the dry

weather, and will be almost ready to sow by the time that we
began it last year. Our lambing season is just at a close, and

has been very favourable both in regard to the health of the

ewes and the number and quality of the lambs, more than two-

thirds of our ewes having twins.

Under the Patronage of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, and His Majesty the Emperor of

the French.

ALEXANDER SHANKS. AND SON,
ARBROATH, FORFARSHIRE. PATENTEES.

A SHANKS and SON, while soliciting the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and Gardeners to

A . Horse and Ponv MOWING and ROLLING MACHINES, the completeness and superiority of which are now we

Notices to Correspondents.
Anti-man-ge Recipe : T T. Your letter has been forwarded.

Blood Manube- X. We will next week describe their works: it

may suffice to say at present that they use about 3000 gallons

of blood a day, and th*t their stowage for manures made of it

and bones with acid will hold many thousand tons, from which

the quantity daily sent away is quarried as it were, and thus

has the advantage of lying in mass during several months,

when the chemical processes, on which its solubility and much
of its efficiency depends, gradually attain completion.

Bone-dust: Scotus. Mr. Pusey recommended a layer of moist

ashes to be formed, the bone-dust to be laid thereon, as in a

basin, and half its weight of acid to be gradually applied.

But perhaps you refer to his expedient for reducing the bones

by fermentation. To this end he mixed a heap of the bones

with their weight of moistened sand or peat ashes, and in a few

weeks he found that it heated and fell into a powder.

Gutta Pebcha : Wigan. We will make inquiry. Naphtha is

we believe the solvent usually employed.
Rape Cake : E Y. The best way of getting stock to eat it is

gradually to replace oilcake by it. If you soak either, it will

fall in the water and may be thrown over chaff. Just take a

little oilcake from the daily allowance thus used, gradually

increasing the quantity so taken, and gradually replacing it by
a gradually increased addition of the Rape-cake treated io like

manner.

their

Horse and Pony MOWING and ROLLING MACHINES, the completeness and superiority of which *™™"™
verge«;

at the same time respectfully solicit notice to their new HAND MACHINE, specially adapted for ^^nUevcli'o offer it

around flower Sds, &c., and which has now undergone a trial amply sufficient to enable the Pa enjte. with. »^^J enable

as the cheapest as 'well as the most efficient and complete machine extant The7?™^"^^; will cut

the machine to be worked with perfect ease by one person. It requires no change of wheels or rollers in
'
™™°,

en
e

fh
'

f the cut

close to the edge of flower-beds ; has great facilities for quick turning, cutting and rolling a the same time
'

the
in

e

itf construction

can be effectually regulated in a few seconds by merely turning a screw, and being simple
:
as well as complete

m

fc d

the machine can be easily worked and managed by a common labourer. The ^^^^Zn^Mdin^mMWTr^Af
durability, and consequently not at all liable to get out of order. The work ,s executed with^^.^rSvimprove and beautify

sunerior to mowing with the scythe, while the simultaneous operations of rolling and close cutting greatly imyr
laMf

le Zl TTe Rolling and Mowing Machine is now in common use at all the Royal Gardens ^^l^iSS^\mm^
and Osborne. A. Shanks & Son have much pleasure in submitting the following from the numerous unsoiicueu

received by them in favour of their New Hand Machine :-
TTaddinqtonshir'-

~ ~ ~ From Thos. Mitchell James, Esq., of Phant?ss
\
e
\Zr(< r*l* Cutting

•« Mr. Thomas Mitchell James has received the Grassy

u

Machine from Messrs. Shanks & Son. It has given fc

satisfaction." , •

(

From D. Forben Mitchell, Esq., of namiston, Aber*iet«*>^ ^
"Mr. Forbes Mitchell's compliments^, &c. as^rar

fect,y,

been able to judge of the Mowing Machine, it a^wer £
better than expected, and is likely to become a neces.arj

ment wherever known."

From the National Garden Almanack for lBoB- ^ thA

"Twelve months' experience enables us to waor.

*

ei

Patentees set forth as to the capabilities
^

of tueu

Machine. Our Gardener delights in its use.

From Mary Wedlake & Con London.
" Gentlemen —We must inform you that your Hand Machines

give extreme satisfaction ; indeed, they are preferred to all others."

From E. K. Goode, Esq., of Heather Ball, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

v Gentlemen.—The Machine does its work far better than can

be done with the scythe, and at half the expense."

From James James, Esq., of Samiston, near Jedburgh.
u Gentlemen,—I am happy to say that I am much pleased

and atisfied with the manner in which the Machine does its

work. It is, I find, a very great saving of labour, and far sur-

passes the scythe in the "manner that it leaves the Grass after

mowing "

Illustrated Price Lists forwarded on application.
parcbasing

N.B. A. Shanks & Son finding that their Patented Improvements are pirated, beg to caution the public agams P

Machines with their improvements without their name and^™ss marked on the Machines.
Gravel Walks, Court Yards,

A. Shanks & Son also supply Fleming's SALTING MACHINES, for destroying Weeds, &c, on Gravel wai* ,

&c, particulars and prices of which will be learned on application.

AG ENTS:
Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith.
Mary Wedlake & Co., 118, Fenchurch Street, City.

Messrs. William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, London.
William E. Rendle & Co., Plymouth.
F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester;

and 14, Corporation Street, Manchester.

Mr. G. Folkard, Hertford.

T. Johnson, Leicester.

n

Messrs. Danks & Nixon, Nottingham.

Mapplebeck & Lowe, Birmingham. pawsooWm Drummond & Sons, Stirling; and 5^ "

Street, Dublin.

Brown & Austin. Argyll Arcade, £*££• street,

James Dickson & Sons, 32, South Hanover a

Edinburgh.
Dickson «fe Turnbull, Perth.

V

V
11
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IMPROVED MOWING MACHINES
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD BY

JAMES FERRABEE AND CO.,
PHOENIX IRON WORKS, NEAR STROUD, GLOUCESTERSHIRE

Budding's Patent with Ferrabee's Registered

Improvements.

HORSE MACHINE.—Half-inch Scale.

THESE MOWING MACHINES can be used by unskilled labourers with equal facility

on Lawns, Verges, between Flower Beds, on Bowling Greens, Cricket and Pleasure Grounds. Five

Thousand of them have been manufactured at the above Works. The 28 and 36 inch Machines are made

very substantial and durable, and are capable of cutting the longest and coarsest Grass usually met with

on Lawns and Pleasure Grounds. They execute their work in an expeditious and superior manner.

Price List, including the Carriage to any Railway Station south of York.

_-.... . ~ mm ll. * n i '3 *~ m Aj f Ditto delivered in Ed nburgh > rs ,_
Hand Machine, for One Man, cutting 16 inches wide £o 10s. Od.-j

or Gla8gow .. j
£o 17s. 6-i.

Ditto Man and Boy „

Pony Machine (or Donkey) „

Horse Machiue

Ditto it

22

26

2S

36

»»

n

»»

u

6

8

11

15

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

6

8

11

15

10

10

15

15

tl/UiE

HAND MACHINE.—Oxe Inch Scale

LONDON AGENCY—The Manager of the Agricultural Department, Baker Street Bazaar;

AND SOLD BY ALL RESPECTABLE IRONMONGERS AND SEEDSMEN IN THE COUNTRY.

W\\

BEADON'S PATENT EAVES GUTTER TILE
for Farm Buildings, Roofs of Houses (either old or new,

whether of Thatch, Slate or Tile), and other structures. Sole

Agent, J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

This is the cheapest kind of spouting known, and is especially

adapted for Farm Buildings and Labourers' Cottages. It will

last as long as the building without repair, requires no paint, and

will bear the weight of a ladder against it without injury. Price of

each Tile of about 13 inches long is 4d. Stop-ends and outlets 6d.

each. Any mason can put them up. If 100 feet or more are re-

quired, a man will be sent to fix them at 5d. per foot. This price

to include Tiles (delivered at Agent's yard) cement, labour.—May
be had in London, Glo'ster, Bridgewater, and Rngby.
"ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOClETY~"'OF ENGLAND.

AT THE NORWICH, GLOUCESTER, LINCOLN
and CARLISLE SHOWS,

The Prize for the best LINSEED and CORN CRUSHER was

awarded to E. R. & F. Turner, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich.

TANNED NETTING, for the Protection of FRUIT
TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security

of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard ; 200 yards, lis. ; 500
varda, 30s.; 1000 yards, 50*.; scrim canvas for wall fruit. At
Edgikgton & Co.'s Rick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Clotb
Manufacturers, 49, King "William Street, London Bridge;

17, Smithfipld Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot
Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth.

[I J. MORTON and Co., Galvanized Iron Works,
L JL • 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANIZED IRON ROOFING, for Farm Buildings and
other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest roofing in use.

GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from lO^d. per yard, for Farm
buildings, houses, &c.—Never requires painting.

PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest and
neatest fence in use. Upwards of 600 miles of this fencing fixed by
us in the last 8 vpars. For illustrated price list apply at the Works.
GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.—

Galvanized, 24 inch wide,
2-inch mesh, 6dn $d. and lid.

per yard.
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

3-inch mesh, id., b\d., and

7id. per yard.
The Netting made any

with, and with openings of
any size.

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS
for DRY and WET E^OOD.—Galvanized Chain Camp Stools

and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat,

6s. 6d. to 12*. 6d. each.—Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Rods and
Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdles,

Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-
vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea-

sure Grounds, &c, from lO^d. per yard.

For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Henry J. Morton & Co.,

2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF GALVANISED
WIRE NETTING.

J
IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.

of WR0U8HT-IR0N FENCE, which he is now prepared to

supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every

description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,

&c, at the Manufactory as above. . ^-j^

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

of ground, 5 bars 4j. 9i. each.

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3

inches out of ground. 5 hars 5*. 3d. each.

^| KW TWINE NiJiTTlNli, Tainted il .itquuxl
I 1 yard wide, 2d. per vard; 2 yards wide, 4d.fper yard;

4 Yards wide, 8d. per yard. Half-inch mesh d itto, 2 yardsjwi^p,

8d. per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds,

wasps, flies, &c. from fruit trees, flower or s eed beds, A\d. per

square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 y ards wide, \\d. per

yard; 4 or 6 yards wide, 3d. per yard. At W. Cullikgford's,

1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington. .T
V Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west

Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

NEAT AND DURABLE LABEL.-Send three

Postage Stamps for a specimen label, painted and lettered

in oil, to F. H., Post Office, Lydbury, North Salop.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makers.

J
OSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queers
Cutlery Works, Sheffield; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawingsjorwarded by post.

E R & F Turner invite the attention of Agriculturists and

others to the following machines of their manufacture :-

ROLLER MILLS for crashing Linseed, Oats, Barley, Malt,

&c of various sizes, with or without Bean-mill combined. The

numerous prizes awarded these Mills by the Royal and other

ftPTirultnral societies rendercomment on their merits unnecessary.

PATENT COMBINED GRINDING and CRUSHING MILL
for reducing Barley, &c, to a fine and soft meal, and crushing

Oats, Linseed, &c, is strongly recommended for the variety of

purposes to which it is applicable, and for its perfect and economic

CHAFF CUTTERS, for horse or steam power, cutting three

lengths with facility for changing the length of the cut almost

momentarily, and other valuable improvements

OILCAKE BREAKERS, made entirely of iron, with case-

hardened teeth suitable for all descriptions of cake. Price 3Z. 10s.

FIXED STEAM-ENGINES, on the horizontal direct acting

principle. Long experience and attention to the practical work-

ing of steam-engines of every variety, have enabled the manu-
factures to offer these Engines as inferior to none—either for

efficiency, economy, or durability—and at prices which will be

found comparatively low. . ___,
Superior Portable Steam-Engines and Threshing Machines,

Horse-Power Threshing Machines, Circular Saw Tables, One
Horse Carts, and various other Implements, are also manu-
factured at the above Works.

Hlustrated Price Lists sent free on application.

BARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,
in consequence of improvements in their machinery for

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices.
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All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet),

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will red nee the prices one-fourth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 8±d. per yard, 3 feet wide;

Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 2d. per

square foot.

Deliv?red fre?. of expense in London. Peterborough. Hull, or

Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle

and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &c.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS AND DRAINING TOOLS.

]\/TESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes*
1VJL Wholesale Aerents for England, have always in stock a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by

upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Roval Agricultural Societv, who pronounce them to be the beet

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue

of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.
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COMFORT IN THE RAIN-UTILITY AT ALL TIMES.
Ti ERbOETS well-known VENTILATING WaTKR-
TAPi-

P
t

K
.

OOF
,
"G,IT ^'APE^ CATS, SHOOTINGJACkEIS. also LADIES' CAPES, &c, resist anv amount of

ram, without obstructing free ventilation, and are "adapted for
general qm at all times. Capes, 30*. to 40*. ; Coats, 40«. to 50, -W. Berdoe, Tailor, 96, New Bond Street, and 69, CornhiH (only

DRESSING CA S E S.
T MR. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENTS,
11
i?V

Regent Stl eet
'
4

'
Leadenhall Street, and Crystal Palace

exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures inDressing Cases, Work Boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags
andotherarticles of utility or luxury. A separate department
for Papier Mache Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Tahl,
Cutlery Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-ping orders executed. ^

The same prices charged at all the Establishments.

BUY OF THE M A K E R sT~
7>RUSHES, COMBS, and BROOMS, of everyJ-' description, whether for the dressing-table, household, or
stable use 30 per cent, lower than any other house in the
trade, at the Manufacturers, J. & J. WITHERS, 36, Totten-ham Coort Bead (opposite Bedford Street). Warranted Tooth
Brushes, 3rf.;

,

superior ditto, Ad.; the best that can he made, 6d.each.—N.B. The lowest price asked, and no abatement.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855-
ETC A LFE,BINGLEY, andCO.'S New Pattern and

[April 26, 1856.

G H

91 *)° MILiNEH'b
~* **& RESISTING S

JVI
Bni
Spo

^
for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes searoh "thorouglily"between
the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effectually—the
hairs never come loose. ML B., and Co. are sole makers o' the
Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orris Root Soaps-sold in T«blets
(bearing their names and address) at 6d. each ; of Metcaife'b
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2*. per box; and of the New
Bouquets.—Sole Establishment 130b, and 131, Oxford Street *>ndand 3rd doors west from Holies Street, London.

'

OCHWEPPE'S MALVERN SELTZER WATERKJ-Having leased the Holy Well Spring at Malvern, renowned
lor its purity, J. S. & Co. can now produce a SELTZFR W A.TER
with all the Chemical and Medicinal properties which have
r»n'ered the Nassau Spring so celebrated. They continue
Manufacturing Soda, Magnesia, and Potass Waters and I emop-
ade, at London, Liverpool, Bristol, and Derby. Everv bottle is
protected bya red label bearing their signature.

S^^n^feqnS^s pL^Je^.riTin^ 8c»f I F,R^M l
'T0N 'S P 'LL °F HEALTH.-^ES

they are peculiarly appreciated through life as bfehlv
advantages to the heads of families from the possession

ducive to health and longevity. Among the various nrenara I

of a medicine of known efficacy, that maybe resorted to with
tions offered for the purpo.se,

f i «
,
confidence, and used with success in cases of temporary sickness

ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or Pitarl Dembif.ce, '^^ * ^'^ "^ ^^ *****^ *" S° *rfflM *

LENFIELD PATENT ST ARC
USED IN THE ROYAL LAUNDRY,

AND PRONOUNCKD BY HER MAJESTY'S LAUNDKKSS TO BE
THE FINEST STAKCII SHE EVER USED.

Sold by all Chandlers, Grocers, &C. *C-

TWARKING LINEN MADE LaSY.—The Pen
-L* * Superseded.—The most easy, permanent, and best method
of Harking Linen, Silk, Cotton, Coarse Towels, Stockings, Books,
&c, go as to prevent the Ink blotting, or the possibility or its

washing out, is with CULLETON'S PATENT ELECTRO-
SILVER PLATES. Any person can use them. Initial plate, Is.

;

nameplnte, 2*.; set of numbers, 2.s.; crest plate, 5s., with direc-
tions. Sent post free to any part of the kingdom, hy the Inventor
and Sole Patentee. T. Culletok, 2, Long Acre (exactly one door
from St. Murtin's Lane).— N.B. To prevent imposition it is neces-
sary to write down the address.

HOLDFAST AND FIRE-
SAFES (non-conducting and vapour-

ising), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patents
of 1840-51-54 and 1855, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid
Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest,
BEST, and CHEAPEST SAFEGUARDS EXTANT.
Milker's Phoenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-

plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lord
Street, Liverpool. London Depdt, 47a, Moorgate Street, City.

C i re

u

lars free by post.

ONE THOUSAND BEDSTEADS TO CHOOSE
FROM.—HEAL and SON have just erected extensive

Premises, which enable them to keep upwards of One Thousand
Bedsteads in stock, One Hundred and Fifty of which are fixed for
inspection, comprising every variety of Prass, Wood, and Iron,
with Chintz and Damask Furnitures, complete. Their new
Wwrerooms also contain an assortment of BED-ROOM FUR-
NITURE, which comprises every requisite, from the plainest
Japanned Deal for Servants' Rooms, to the newest and most
tantefal designs in Mahogany and other Woods. The whole
warranted of the soundest and best manufacture. Heal and
Son's Illustrated Catalogue of Bedsteads, and priced List of
Bedding, sent free by Post.

Heal & Soy, 196. Tottenham Court Road.

GOUT AND RHEUMATIC PILLS.
preparation is one of the benefits which the solemn

of modern chemistry has conferred upon mankind
; for during the

first twenty years of the present century to speak of a cure for the
Gout was considered a romance ; but now the efficacy and safety
of this medicine is so fully demonstrated, by unsolicited testi-
monials from persons in every rank of life, that public opinion
proclaims this as one of the most important discoveries of the

COMPLETION OF THE TRAVELLER'S LIBRARYOn the 30th inst , in 16uio, price 1,

,"'BKARY -

AULDJO'S ASCENT of MONT BLANr** New Edition, with Illustrations : formin- Part mo .\TRAVELLER'S LIBRARY.
arming lart 100 of the

•,• The TRAVELLERS LIBRARY will be comnlet^ i1 two more Pans, as follows:— completed m
On .Tune 1, Parts 101 and 102, THE WIT AND Wtqivw

;;.* S2*M FULtEE- Formio* vo1
- !-.<£?£££;

London: Longman, Brown-, Greek. & Longmans
HOOKER'S FLORA THOROUGHLY REVISED'
thick Volume. 12mo, with 12 Plates, price 14s. cloth- or

the Plutes coloured, One Guinea, cloth
'

THE BRITISH FLORA ; Comprising the Ph ffino
*- gamous or Flowering Plants and the Ferns. The Seventh
dition, with Additions and Corrections; and numerous Figure

illustrative of the Umbelliferous Plants, the Composite Plant

In a tl;

5 or with

BLAIR'S
—This Dr.

London: Longman. Brown, Green, & Longmans.

In fcp Svo, price 10s. each, cloth ; 12s. roan; or 12s. Bd calf

\/f AUNDEK'S SCIENTIFIC AND LITERARY
* TREASURY, or Popular Encyclopedia of the Belles-

Lettres : condensed in form, familiar in style, and copious in
information: including all Branches of Science, and every sub-
ject connected with Literature and Art. A New and thoroughlv
revised Edition; comprising definitions and descriptions of the
various terms and inventions that have recently come into
general use.

Also, all uniform in size, price 10s. each "Treasury,"'
MAUNDERS HISTORICAL TREASURY;
MAUNDERS BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY;
MAI 'NDER'S TREASKRY OF KNOWLEDGE: and
MAUNDER'3 TREASURY OF NATURAL HISTORY.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

present age.— Sold by Prout and Harsant, 229, Strand, London
;and all Medicine Vendors. Price Is. \hd. and 2s. 9d. per box.

but
con

rnani-

stands unrivalled in its capability of embellishing, purifvine andpreserving the teeth to the latest period of life. Prepared[fromOnental Herbs with unusual care, transmitted to this country itgreat expense, this unique compound will be found to eradicate
all tartar and concretions, and impart a pearl like whiteness to

all, that no question can be raised of its importance to every
housekeeper in the kingdom. For females these Pills are truly
excellent, removing all obstructions, the distressing headache so
very prevalent with the sex, depression of spirits, dullness of
sight, nervous affections, blotches, pimples, and sallowness nf the
skin, and produce a healthy complexion.— Sold by Prout and
Harsant. 229, Strand, London; and all Vendors of Medicine.the enamelled surface, remove spots of iucipient decav render

the gums lirm and red, fix the teeth firmlv in their sockets and
Price ls - Ud. and 2*. 9d. per box.

from its aromatic influence impart sweetness and nu
breath. Price 2s. 9d. per box. Caution.—The wordsllnAWA ' ****** am iV ^T^V^t * tt * ^ ^_Odonto" are on the Label, and "A. Rowland & Sons, 20, HattonGarden/ engraved on the Government Stamp affixed on each

bold by them and by Chemists and Perfumers.
Beware of Spurious Imitations.

Box.

•'•

D O YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIRWHISKERS, &C.-ROSALIE COUPELLE'S CRINU-

mrity to the TJ OLLOWAY'S PILLS.-LET THE SICK TAKE
" R

ii
vv7/ NDS

' HEED.- The Stomach is the commissariat of the physical
system. It furnishes the material sustenance of every organ
If disordered the whole body languishes, but however severely
affected its tone and vigour may always be restored by a course
of these irresistible Pills. Bile, Indigestion, Liver Complaints,
and other disorders of the Stomach can easily be cured by tlie
use of HollowaYa Pills. Thousands attest to this assertion
and no sufferer that has ever tried them will deny their supreme

XT NOW THYSELF.-The eecret art of discovering-I* the true CHARACTERof ISDIVIDT7A l.a f™ ,ZP^DIVIDUALS from the pecii!

.,.,,-.. _ gre*t success by
the faculty for its punry, speedy and uniform efficacy, entire

MR. S. W. BAKER'S WORKS ON CEYLON.
Just published, in Svo, with 6 coloured Plates, price 15#

EIGHT YEARS' WANDERINGS IN CEYLON.
By S. W. Baker, Esq.

" This book is an interesting and valuable contribution to our
knowledge of an important colony. The politician and the
capitalist, as well as the sportsman and the student of nature,

may find in Mr. Baker's pages much matter well worthy of

attentive reading/'

—

Saturday Review.
n The reader who merely seeks for a few hours' amusement

will find Mr. Baker's book full of entertaining anecdotes con-

cerning the people, the hunting, the shooting, and all the out-of-

door pursuits of beautiful Taprobane; while he who is seeking
for an emigrant's home in a tropical island will gather a rich

harvest of sterling information concerning the farming, the

mining, and other industrial occupations of the island."—
Gardeners' Chronicle.

By the same Author, in 8vo
?
with Illustrations, price 145.,

THE RIFLE AND THE HOUND IN CEYLON.
London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

MEMOIRS OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
AND OF THE

MUSEUM OF PRACTICAL GEOLOGY.
Now ready, Dtcade V., with 10 Plates, price, in royal 8vo,2$.6rf..

or in royal 4to, 45. 6d.
f

EMOIRS OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM: Figures and Descrip-

tions illustrative of British Organic Remains.
Published by order of the Lords Commissioners of Her

! Majesty's Treasury.

J

_

Other Publications connected with the " Geological Survey:"

BRITISH ORGANIC REMAINS, Figures and De-

scriptions illustrative of; forming a portion of the "Memoirs

of the Geological Survey." Decades I. to VIIL, with 10 Plates

each, royal 8vo, price 2s. Bd., or royal 4to, 4s. 6d. each Decade.

Other Decades are in the press.

M

liarities of their HANDWRITING has lone been uracti^l hi"MARIE COUPELLE with astonishing s^ceslfVer strtHnJdehneati ns are both full and detailed, differing from anvth nfhitherto attempted. All persons wishing to«MieC?or any friend in whom thev are inmr^td ™„„* ,
' ' 'r s

>

delineations are both full and detailed, dirTerin^from'v -tberto attempted. All persons wishing to "know theany friend in whom they are interested, must senJ a specimenof their writing.stating sex and age, inclosing thirteen pennv
rSL£tt£*£&3»J*> C

-
astl« Street, Oxford iTre r

freedom from nauseous flavour, and marked superiority over
all other kinds in the treatment of CONSUMPTION
BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, GOUT, RHEUMATISM
SCIATICA. DIABETES. DISEASES OF THE SKIN
NEURALGIA, RICKETS, INFANTILE WASTINrGENERAL DEBILITY, AND ALL SCROFULOl'4
AFFECTIONS. v lLULb

Extracts from Select Medical Opinions :—
HENRY LE.THEBY, ESQ., MB,

Medical Officer of Health to the City of London, &c
London, and they will receive/in" a ^7a^LTmKXl l?Vh rwJ!?i£?

c
,

orre
,

SPfnds^
n
J
a11 "8 character* with that named

the mental and moral qualities, talents tastes' affections vi * Jl*, I «7 n *f fscr
v

lbed
v
as the b«8t ™iety in the masterlv

Ac-^^fjWit^jwi^ twa' se ot Dr. de Jongb. E.om my investigations I have
unsuspected. doubt of its being a pure aud unadulterated article."

uo

V
II.

ty to make the remedy known for the benefit n t '"thl
afflicted

:
he will therefore forward the particulars for the cureof the same on receipt of a stamped envelope properly directed-Address, Rev J. Johnstoxe, 1, Park Terrace, HeavitreeExeter, Devonshire. '

tc"vlir«^»

T)EBILITY and NERVOUSNESS. - Encourage.

eases, for a successful course of self-treatment, by which a ner"manent cure of the most protracted case is effected, sent post freeupon receipt of 14 postage stamps, by E. J. Roberts (late ArmySurgeon), 9, North Terrace, Moor Edge, Newcastle-on-Tyne

obtaining the remedy in its purest and best condition."

Sold bv ANSAR HARFORD, & CO., 77, STRAND, London,
Dr. Dk Jonoh b sole British Consignees, and by many respectable
Chemists throughout the United Kingdom.

Half-pints (10 oz), 2... 6d.; Pints (20 oz.), 45. 94 • Quarts
(40oz..9s.; IMPERIAL MEASURE. '

X
Caution.—Each bottle is sealed with a stamped metallic

capsule, and bears beneath the pink outside wrapper a label
with Dr. De Jongh'a stamp and signature. All Oils offerj
AS I)R. I)K JoNGHS, OR AS OF THE SAME KINO, WITHOUT SUCHMARKS ARE FRAUDULENT IMPOSITIONS-

D VALUABLE REMEDIES FOR THE AFFLICTED
K. ROBERTS'S CELEBKATED OINTMENT
called the POOR MANS FRIEND, is confidently reom-

trn
attention

felt

shows that the English public'are" not" behindhand in discern-ment, when they patronise an article of such established reputeand of such decided usefulness.
*epuie,

**• ASK FOR PARRS LIFE PILLS.
Sold by all respectable Chemists and Medicine Vendors in-town and country, and by the following appointed Agents •--
E. Edwajids, 67, St. Paul's Churchyard •

^
Barclay & Sons, 95, Farringdon Street-
Sutton & Co., 10, Bow Churchyard :

'

IUnnat & Co., 63, and Sanoar, 150, Oxford Street, London.

Pr^eSS^aSS^;
1*?

'

^•9d
"'
•nd!»'«i»!y packets, 11.. earn,protected and guaranteed in every cointrv bv the Em>U«h

medicine. genuine

PILUL^ A NTISCROPH L L.F,^fimeT b"y more 'thtnTorty
8

years experience to be, without exception, one of the best
alterative medicines ever compounded for purifying the bloodUd assisting nature in all her operations. Hence tbey are used
in >crofulas, Scorbutic Complaints, Glandular swellings, par-
ticularly those of the neck, &c. They form a mild and superiorFamily Aperient, that may be taken at all times without con-
finement or change of diet. Sojd in boxes, at U. Hd., 2s. 9d.,
4s. Gd., Us. and 2'2s. Sold Wholesale by the Proprietors, Beach& Barkicott attheirdispensary. Bridport; by the Londonhonses.
Retail by all respectable Medicine Vendors in the UnitedKingdom Observe.-No Medicine sold under the above name
can possibly be genuine, unless "Beach & Barnicott, late Dr
Kooerts, Bndpon, is eugra*. ed on the Government Stamp affixed

,
to each package.

MEMOTRS OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVE\ OF
GREAT BRITAIN, and of the MUSEUM of ECONOMIC
GEOLOGY in LONDON. Vols. I. and II. in royal Svo.

Vol. I. with Woodcuts, and 9 large Plates (7 colouredj,

21s. cloth; Vol.lI.,in 2 thick Parts, with 63 Plates, (3 coloured;,

and numerous Woodcuts, 42*. cloth, or 21s. each Part.

RECORDS OF THE SCHOOL OF MINES AND
OF SCIENCE APPLIF.D TO THE ARTS. „™„vdV

Vol. I., Wartl:-1NAUGUKAL and INTRODUCTORY
LECTURES Royal 8vo, price ls. 6d. enrTH

Vol.1., Part 2:- On the GEOLOGY of the SOL in

STAFF 1 :DS II IRE COA L- 1 1 1 :LD

.

[Outot pnn i.

Vol. I., Part 3:—On the MINES of WICKLOW a>u

WEXFORD; with Maps and Woodcuts. Price l*.«w.

Vol. I., Part 4:—STATISTICS or the P^001^.
1^^

COPPER, TIN, LEAD, and SILVER, fbom the »]«"
of the UNITED KINGDOM; with the Exports and im

pons of these Metals from 1848 to 1852 inclusive. By Kob«*

Hun . Keeper of Mining Records. Price 9d.

MEMOIRS OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
and of the MUSEUM of PRACTICAL GEOUM**;
Mining Records; Mineral Statistics for 1853-4. By now
Hunt, F.R.S. Svo, price ls. 6d.

CAPT. PORTLOCK'S REPORT on the GEOLOGl
of the COUNTY of LONDONDERRY, and of Pabts o

TYRONE and FERMANAGH. 8vo
r
price 24s.

SIR HENRY DE LA BECHE'S REPORT ONJHE
GEOLOGY of CORNWALL, DEVON, and » *°

SOMERSET. 8vo, price 14s.

PROF. PHILLIPS'S FIGURES AND DE^Vr"
TIONS of thk PALAEOZOIC FOSSILS of CORNWALL,
DEVON, and WEST SOMERSET. 8vo, price 9s.

CATALOGUE OF SPECIMENS IN THE ^OS^M
of PRACTICAL GEOLOGY illustrative of the COW-
POSITION and MANUEACTU K EOF BRITISH POTTtJti

and PORCELAIN. By Sir Henry de la Beche and Tbknha*

Reeks. 8vo, with 150 Woodcuts, price Is. 6d.

In course of publication,

THE GFOLOG1CAL MAPS and HORIZONTAL
ano VERTICAL SECTIONS of thb GEOLOGICAL SLtf

VEY of the UNITED KINGDOM, coloured under the super-

intendence of Sir R. I. Murchison, F.R.S, Director-General oi

the Survey.

€&- A PRICED LIST of the Maps and Sections already

published may be had on application.

London : Published for Her Majesty's Stationery Office

j by Messrs. Longwak, Brown, Green, & Longmans.
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NOTES QUERIE
A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS, ANTIQUARIES

GENEALOGISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS, &c.

AT OTBS AND QUERIES will, it is believed, be found to bring before the general reader every week a vast
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Resting information. It was established for the purpose of furnishing to all lovers of Literature^
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Bo°^ ?.??* thev "ight. on the one hand, record for their own use and the use of others those minute facts- hose
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8sned in Mont],,y Parts, for the convenience of those who mav either have a difficulty inS ",

"fi
th
J
""stamped Weekly Numbers or may prefer receiving it monthly. Each Part contains Papers by some of our mostdistinguished writers. Those already issued contain Articles bv— * y

Lord Braybrooke
John Britton, Esq.
John Bruce, Esq.
J. Burtt, Esq.
W. D. Christie, Esq.
J. P. Collier, Esq.
W. D. Cooper, Esq.
Bolton Corney, Esq.
P. Cunningham, E3q. E. Foss, Esq.

Articles by
Rev. A. Gatty

already

I

Rev. T. Corser
Dr. Dalton Henry Hallam, Esq.
Professor De Morgan J. O. Halliwell, Esq.
Dr. Diamond E. Hawkins, Esq.
Hepworth Dixon, Esq. Rev. J. Hunter

Rev. L. B. Larking
]
George Ormerod,Esq. W. J. Thorns, Esq.

MarcAnty.Lnwer,Esq J. R. Planche, Esq. B. Thorpe, Esq.
W. B. MacCabe, Esq. E. F. Rimbault, Esq. Rev. J.H.Todd, D.D.
RevS.R.Maitland,D.D Rev. Dr. Rock Sir W.C.Trevelvan
Sir F. Madden I S. W. Singer, Esq. T.H.Turner,Esq.[Ht'.

Rev. Henry Walter
Albert Way, Esq.

„„ - . . Benj.B.Wiffen, Esq.
R.Monck. Milnes.Esq., Earl of Shaftesbury

,
W.Yarrell,Esq.&c&c

"SSISL/SB 8™59H !
s *lso P?blishedjn Half-yearly Volumes, each with very Copious Index, price 10s. 6d. cloth boards-

ly still be had.
not merely of temporary interest, but of lasting

—~ *"•*' vt^^»vii,Q io aiuu puunsneu in nau-yeariy volumes, each withOf these Nine have been published ; and a few Complete Sets, price 41. Us. 6d., may
The following List of Subjects treated upon will show that these Volumes are ncvalue for reference :

—

Literary History
Bibliography
Biographical Illustrations
Popular Manners and Customs
Origin of Proverbial Sayings
Folk- Lore
Illustrations of Shakspeare

Illustrations of Chancer and
Early Entrlish Literature

Glossarial Notes
Notes on Hallam, Macaulay, &c.
Genealogy and Heraldry
Miscellaneous Antiquities
Ecclesiastical History

Writings of English and Con-
tinental Reformers

History of London and its

Neighbourhood
Ballads and Old Poetry
Remarkable Events in English,

Scotch, and Irish History

Anglo-Saxon Literature

Fine Arts
Natural History

Photography, especially in its

Relation to Archaeology,

&c. &c.

"As a mass of curious, out-of-the-way information upon almost
every matter that may be supposed to be of interest to educated
minds, a volume of Notes and Queries is of itself a curiosity,
and quite an out-of-the-way treasure. Wholly apart from its
very great value as an aid to the literary labourer who works
upon unhacknied material-a point so well recognised that it thou -and five hundred r-'erences to subjects unon whichTherelneed not be urged-we would suggest that the reader for I information given in its ages~_^E-!

amusement scarcely could take up a miscellany that contains
more anecdote and quaint accounts of odd things rew to his
mind, than a volume of Notes an. Queries It may lead to
the formation of som • notion on the point if we state that the
Ind>x to the fifth vo- me contains not many less than three

is

GEORGE BELL, No. 186, FLEET STREET; AND BY ORDER OF ALL BOOKSELLERS AND NEWSMEN.

ORCHIDS.
'T'O BE SOLD, by Private Contract, a small Coliec-
-* tion of the above beautiful Plants, the property of a gentle-
man declining their cultivation on account of ill health. Many
of the specimens are very fine, and among them will be found :

—

\ andas suavis (Veitch's true), tricolor, caerulea; Phalaenopsis
amabilis (very fine), grandiflora; Saccolabium guttatum, Blumei
majus, &c. ; brides quinquevulnera, vivens, roseum, &c;
Calrtnthe vestita (Veitch's tine dark-eyed), Burlingtonia fragrans,
Cattleyas Aclandhc. crispa, purpurascens(true), superba, labiata,
iHuthina, &c

; (oelogyne cristata, &c. ; Dendrobium clavatum,
Falconer!, Farmeri, Dalhousiauum, formosum, &c; Laelia
purpurata (true), Barkeriana, &c; Odontnglossura auro-
purpureum, Phala?nopsis, &c; Miltonia morelli, spectabilis,
virginahs, &c; Scuticaria, Hadweni, Sophronitis grandiflora,
Oncidium, &c— For further particulars, terms, &c, apply to
Mr. Francis Ford, Nurservman, Southampton Hants; or to
Mi\_Hex rtClakk e

, Seedsman, 39, King Street, Covent Garden.
fT"0 BE SOLD, with immediate possession, a first
J- class NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS, which has been
successfully carried on at Bath upwards of 60 years, and is to be
disposed of in consequence of the Proprietor leaving England.
The grounds extend over 1\ acre, and are situated in one of the
leading thoroughfares. They contain a good Dwelling House,
six spacious Green and Hothouses in good condition well etoeked
with Plants and with Vines in full bearing, besides several Pits,
Frames, &c. The Stock to be taken at a valuation.— Further
particulars may be known on application to Mr. Lowe, Nursery-
man, Upper Clapton; or to Mr. Henderson, Pine-apple Place,
Edgware Road, London.
r

|
'O BE SOLD, EGGS tronTPure White-faced Spanish

-A Fowls of extraordinary beauty, great size, and with immense
combs. They are bred from the Birds which took the Liverpool
Silver Cup of 1865 and 1856. Orders will be attended to according
to priority. Price 12*. per doz.; box, 1*. extra.—Address Mr.
"\\ m. Pi.itmmer, The Grove. Catton, Norfolk.^

i-OLDEN SPANGLED HAMBURGHSi
"PGGS at 10a. per set (of 13), all from Prize B:rds,
*~* in part from Mrs. Coleridge's celebrated stock, Eton
College, Windsor.—Address, Mr. Jno. Compton, Portchester,.
Fareham, Hants.

T AMES WASB cab fcnpply EGGS. fronTls rsr-class
«J Birds of the best Strains in the country. Dorking, Brahma,
Aylesbury Duck, and Rouen Duck, at 15s. per dozen, including
case.—Address, Holme, Stilton, Hunts.

Sales tp Auction*
MONTHLY POULTRY SALE.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his
Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-

OP

Wood Engravings. Price 24*. cloth.
London

: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longsians.

Third Edition, in 8vo, 4s. cloth,

(X® AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY, and THEV^ NATURE and PROPERTIES of PERUVIAN GUANO.
By J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S , &c, Principal of the Agricul-
tural and Chemical College, Kennington ; Corresponding Member
of the Central and National Agricultural Society of France.

London : Longman, Brown, G re en, & Longmans.
PRICE FOURPENCE OF ANY BOOKSELLER^

CONTENTS of the NUMBER for SATURDAY
LAST, APRIL 19, OF

THE ATHEN/EUM.
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE,

SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS.
Thirty-two large Quarto Pages.

Reviews of, with Extracts from—

y,

DAY, May 6, a selection of CHOICE POULTRY, comprisin^
Prize Spanish from the Rev. Mr. Wynne and several other
breeders; First-class Dorkings, Cochins, l/amburghs, Polands,
Ptarmigans, a few Pigeons and Golden Pheasants, &c, from an
amateur of rank, and the Wire and Ironwork of a Pheasantry.

—

Catalogues by inclosing a stamped directed envelope to Mr.
J. C. Stkvens, 38, King Street, Covent Garden. ____,

THE LOOOICES' COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS is favoured with instructions
• to Sell by Auction at his Great Ro->m, ?8. King Street,

Covent Garden, on THURSDAY, 15th, FRIDAY, 16th, FRI-

Memoirs of the Court, Aristo-
cracy, and Diplomacy of
Austria. By Dr. E. Vehse.

Audubon, the Naturalist in the
New World : his Adventures
and Discoveries. By Mrs.
Horace St. John.

The European Revolutions of
1848. By E. S. Cayley.

Kars and Erzeroum. By Lieut.-
Gen. W. Monteith.

Melincourr ; or, Sir Oran Haut-
ton. By the Author of
' Headlong Hall.'

History of Richard Cromwell
and the Restoration of
Charles II. ByM.Gnizot.

Eastern Hospitals and English
Nurses. By a Lady Volunteer.

Travels in Canada. By J. G.
Kohl.

Dairy of the Crimean War. By
Dr. Robinson.

Young Ladies' Books— 'Elegant
Arts for Ladies '— Orna-
mental Hair-Work'—'Wife's
Own Book of Cookery '

—

' Bechstein's Handbook of
Birds.'

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5*. 6d«URAL CHEMIST R
By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.

Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,
Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London,
Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon. E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary

I
at Addiscombe, &c. &c.

J. MaTtBewh, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.
Priced, each, or 55. for 25 copies for distribution amon^CottHge n . v oam, a..H c% tip ii a V- o, »„fM„„ ,k^ i r <• *i ' -*
Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post office order L^S ^f^ulJXS, n« J& * ° u ?£being sent to the Publisher, Jam: < Matthews, at the office of ;

™lled COLLECTION of ORC11 IDS. The plan s are in the best

the Gardener's Chronicle. I
P0S8lbIe health, and comprise upwards of 1200 species in 2000

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the
country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for
one stamp, five tor two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition
to the cost of the numbers.

HTHE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN* OPERATIONS. By Sir Joskph Paxton, M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle. Upwards of

107,000 have already been sold.

_J^Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.
Second Edit ; on, revised and enlarged, price 5*. 6d.,

ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY
Their History and Management.

By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A.,
Rector of Intwood with Keswick.

James Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street. Covent Garden.

With Shorter Notices of
Italian Sights and Papal
Principles. By J. J. Jarves.

The Life of Thorwaldsen. By
J. M. Thiele.

Phraseological English-Greek
Lexicon. By the late T. K.
Arnold and H. Browne.

Creation: a Poem in Sixteen
Cantos.. By E. Hermann.

Educational Works

—

New Editions.

Books for Children.
List of New Books.

The Ferns of Great Britain
and Ireland—Nature-Printed
by Henry Bradbury.

At Home and Abroad. By
Margaret Fuller Ossoli.

A Treatise on Infinitesimal

Calculus. By the Rev. B.
Price.

The Primitive People : its

Religion, History, &c. By
F. de Rougemont.

The Geometry of the First
Three Books of Euclid. By
H. Wedgwood.

Original—History of Calico Printing—History -in Thera-
peutics : a Note on the Mayerne MSS. By V. Sternberg.

"Weekly Gossip.— State Paper Office-Babylonian Clay
Cylinder— Marylebone Free Library—Our Legislation—
Edinburgh Philosophical Institution—Excavation at Co-
ventry—Moon Controversy—Seventh Clause of Heinrich
Heine's Will—New Members of the French Academy

—

Hagen's ' Minnesinger'—Sale of 'Hiawatha' in America-
Mayer's Collection of Antiquities.

Societies.—Reports of the Proceedings of the Asiatic-
Antiquaries— British Archaeological— Civil Engineers-
Royal Institution— Society of Arts— Syro-Egyptian.

* Uie Arts.—The Science of Beauty as developed in Nature
and applied in Art. By D. R. Hay—Winterhalter's Por-
traits of the Queen, &c—Cruickshank's Disturber Detected—Parker's Napoleon Reproving his Officers at Bassano.

Pine Art Gossip.— Velasquez — Glass Painting at
Berlin.

* B

Music and the Drama.—The Son of Mozart— Hen-
Re^! thaler's ' Jeptha'—Philharmonic Concerts—Concerts of
the Week—Royal Italian Opera.

Musical and Dramatic Gossip.—Her Majesty's The-
atre—Music at Paris—M. Duprez's Compositions— Algerine
Concert—Beethoven's Statue at Boston—Madame Ristori in
MeMee.'

Miscellanea— Discovery of Roman Remains at Barton-
upon-Trent-The British Museum.
The Athenaeum may be ordered of any Bookseller.

specimens, including all the most rare and splendid varieties in
cultivation, many of which are unique.—Catalogues are preparing,
and will be ready 10 days before the Sale, and may be had at Mr.

I

J. C. Stkvkn8'8 Offices, 38, King Street, Covent Garden.

THE~bPLE!MOID COLLECTION OF AZ*LtA INOIOA
BBLONGINO TO

MESSRS. FRASER, LEA-BRIDCE ROAD, ESSEX

MR. J. C. STEVENS is instructed to offer 'for
Public Competition at his Great Room, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, on TUESDAY. April 29, at 1 o'clock precisely,
the whole of the magnificent Collection of AZALEAS, com-
prising all the finest varieties in cultivation, in the most healthy
condiiion, and beautifully furnished with bloom ; a great
acquisition to parties intending to exhibit this season.—May be
viewed on the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had of Mr. J. C.
Stevens, 88, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

KAJMELACH HOUSE, FULHANL
jl/f R. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction on the

by order
5000 Bedd;
Verbenas, Heliotropes, Ageratums, &c. 500 Strawberry Plants
in pots, 11 Large Camellias, 24 Hiimea elegans, 200* Pots of
Pinks and other Plants, 48 Forcing Frames for 1, 2, and 3 Lights,
and 24 Hand Lights, &c. &c—May be viewed on the morning of
Sale, and Catalogues had on the premises, and of Mr. J. C.
Stevess, 38, King Street, Covent Garden

:_^
TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will Sell
by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on THURS-

DAY, May 1, at 12 o'Clock a first-rate collection of Carnations,
Picotees, and Pinks; also an assortment of American Plants,

TO BE LET, with immediate possession, all that Tofr^L^i^K^^ Hfyh£ka
r°
m a

-

ceIeb^d

+«,i^ wo)llou n ,j „ .,. v A vi'D t7dv PnAiTvn grower, Azalea mdica, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Geraniums, Dah-
^r_^f vrf?^?_oW^abh8hed *UR*ERY GROUND, lias in dry roots, &c, with a variety of Plants in bloom.-On

view the morning of Sale ; Catalogues may be had at the Mart,
and of the Auctionee rs, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex. 1

CHOICE TULIPS IN BLOOM.
j\/TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

YVJ ANTED, LOCAL AGENTS to represent a First-
» * class House in 'the Sale of Manures.— Address, stating full

particulars as to distric t, &c, to At.pha, Office o fMark Lane Express.

MEkTON, SURREY.
'yO BE LET, a SMALL FARM, containing 50 acres
-I of Arable Land partly cultivated, with Garden Crops, and

15 acres of Meadow Land ; together with a convenient Cottage,
containing two Parlours, two Kitchens, and four Bedrooms; and
suitable Farm Buildings.—To view, apply at E. B. Cork*3,
Merton, Surrey ; or to Johw Mackrell, Esq., Solicitor. 34, Can-
non Street, West ; or "W. T. Attwood, Esq., Land Agent, Mort-
lake, Surrey,

CUILDF O R D.
'"

'

TO NUESEBYMEN-, FLORISTS, SEEDSMEN", MaEKET GARDENERS,
a^d Others.

GARDEN, and SEED BUSINESS, known as Dickinson's
Guildford Nursf-ry Grounds, an area of 7 acres of rich soil in a
high state of cultivation, close to the entrance of the town. The
Nursery Grounds have been in the above family nearly 50 years.
The pre>ent Tenant, a Widow, is disposing of the same solely in
consequence of the concern being too large for her to manage,
N.B. This opportunity is worthy the attention of those seeking
a profitable and increasing business, being the only Nursery
Ground near this much improving neighbourhood. The present
Stock is small and saleable.—Particulars and orders to view
may be had of Mr. Drury, Estate Agent, 50, High Street,
Guildford . Surrey,

J

VALUABLE FAR l^
fT, BE LET, for guch number of years as may beA agreed on (entry at Martinmas, 1856). The FARM of
MYREM1LL, in the parish of Mavbole, as presently in the
occupancy of the proprietor. This Farm is situated within eight
miles of the market town of Ayr, and one from M iybnle, where
there is a railway station. It extends to 298 acres, one rood, eight
poles, imperial

; has been recently drained, and is in the highest
state of cultivation. It is intersected hy good public roads, and
portions of the farm roads are laid with iron tramways. The
steading is complete in accommodation, comprising comfortable
Dwelling House, extensive Feeding Byres, Sheep Hn U Stables,
Barns, Granaries &c. There is a powerful Steam Engine, to
which is attached a Threshing Machine, Turnip and Straw
Cutters, Oilcake Crushers, Millstones for grinding, and Liquid
Manure Pumps. The Tanks are capable of storing about
300,000 gallons of liquid manure, and pipes are laid for its distribu-
tion over the whole lands. As regards mana^raent and
cultivation, liberal terms will be granted without taking two
white crops in succession, but with a fixed rotation at the close of
the lease. Mr. Smith, manager at Myremill, will show the
Farm ; and offers will be received by Mr. B&ows, Royal Bank
Office, Max bole.

instructed to Sell by Auction on the premises, 1, Alpha
Place, Coburg Road, Old Kent Road, on THURSDAY,
May 22, at 3 o'Clock, a well selected Collection of TULIPS, the
property of Messrs. Clark and Howe, comprising flowers from the
btocks of Messrs. Goldhara, Saunders, Delaforce. Groom, Law-
n-nee, May, and other Growers of celebrity ; also sundry run
flowers and Breeders raised by 31 r. Clark. A capital Tulip Stage,
with Top and Side Cloths, Rollers, Ac. complete; a Cabinet for

168 Rows, Shades, and sundry effects.—May be viewed one day
prior to and on the morning of Sale ; Catalogues may be ob-
tained on the premises, of the principal Seedsmen in London^.
and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Esswx.

VALUABLE AND RARE FERNS, HOTHOUSE~ANO
* GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

Poult. >n-cum-Sracombk, near Liverpool.

MESSRS. THUS. WINSTANLEY and SONS
will Sell on the premises, near the village of Poulton, on

THURSDAY, May 1, at 12 o'Clock precisely, the extensive
collection of valnable HOTHOUSE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, the property of the late Mr. John Bewley. The Stove
Plants consist of about 200 to 250 pots, amongst which are fine

plants of Strelitzia, Bletia Musa, Cavendishi, Zamia, horrida;
Ciiveanobilis jFrancisceas, Gardenias, &c: and about 180 pots of
Ferns, amongst which are fine well-grown specimens of Auiantuna
renitorme, varium, macrophyllum ; Asplenium nidus, Cassibera
palmata, Gymiiogramma, Mertenai cbrysophyUa, HemionUia
cordata, P« lystichum capense, &c—May be viewed on applica-
tion on the premises any day previous to the Sale. Catalogues-
are preparing and will be ready in a few days at the Office 3

£

Messrs. Thos. Wikstaxley & Sons, Church Street, Liverpool,
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On the 30th inst. Part VI, price 1*., of

T ITTLE DORR IT. By Charles Dickens.
,rTT ^ *ew Serial Work, uniform with " Dombey and Sou,"
tfleak House," &c. WWh Illustrations by H. K. Bbow.ne.

Bbadijiby & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

On the 30th inst. Part V, price Is., of Til E
"OOPULAR HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
-*- By Charles K night. Each Part contains a beautiful Steel
I late, and the whole Work, printed in octavo, will Incompleted in
about 36 Parts, and illustrated with about 100O Wood Engravings.

Bbadburt & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

QCHOOL BOTANY ; or, THE RUDIMENTJToF^ BOTANICAL SCIENCE.
400 Illustrations. 8vo. Price 5*. 6d. half bound.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

Lately Published,

X»HE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY, Structural
-A. and Physiological. With a Glossary of Technical Terms,
and numerous Illustrations. 12s. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works
Jy

Professor Likdley, of which "School Botany." and "The
A egetable Kingdom," form the othur parts.
The first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising

Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Tech-
nical Terms, are published in one octavo volume, price 12s.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for
Medical and other Students who have made themselves
acquainted with the author's "School Botany."

N.B. The Glossary may be had separately, price 5s.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

PLAIN EDITION.
Now ready, price Six Shillings,

rPHE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN ; containing
-»- 48 plain plates and coloured frontispiece. Flexible boards.

John E. Sowebby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

Now ready.

J7ERN ALLIES: A Supplement to the Ferns of
-*- Great Britain. Flexible boards, 31 plates; full coloured, 18a.

;

partly coloured, 9*.

John E. Sowebby, 3f Mead Place, Lambeth
.

FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS, ETC.
On the 1st of May,

ORITISH POISONOUS PLANTS. By C.Johnson,MJ Esq. Flexible boards, crown Svo, with 2S Plates. Full
coloured, Is.

;
plain, 55.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

C II E M I S T It Y
AXD NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

I.

Tiebig's Principles ofAgricultural Chemistry,
with special Reference to the late researches made in
England. Small $vo, 3s. 6d. cloth.

This work contains, in the shape of 50 propositions, a
summary of the true i elation between Chemistry and Agriculture.

ii.

Liebig's Familiar Letters on Chemistry ; in
its Relations to Physiology, Dietetics. Agriculture, Commerce,
and Political Economy. Complete in one Volume fcp 8vof

price 6s., cloth.

irr.

Liebig's Handbook of Organic Analysis.
Edited by Dr. Hokmasx, Professor in the Royal College of
Chemistry, London. Large 12mo. 85Wood Engraviugs,5s ,cloth.

IV.

Wohler's Handbook of Inorganic Analysis.
Translated and Edited by Dr. Hofmanx, Professor in the
Koyal College ofChemistry, London. Large 12mo, 6s.6d., cloth.

v.

Agricultural Ch emistry. Fourth
8vo, 6s. 6d.. cloth.

VI.

Liebig's Animal Chemistry. Edited by Dr.

Gregory. Third Edition. Part I. 8vo, 6s. 6d.

VII.

Gregory's Handbook of Inorganic Chemistry,
Third Edition. 12uio, bs. 6d.

f
cloth.

VIII.

Gregory's Handbook of Organic Chemistry.
Fourth Edition, revised and greatly enlarged. One vol.

l'Jmo, Just Published*

IX.

Dyeing and Calico Printing. By Edward
Andrew Parxell, Author of Elements of u Chemical
Analysis." (Reprinted from Parnell's " Applied Chemistry
in Manufactures, Arts, and Domestic Economy, 1844." With
Illustrations. Svo, 7s., cloth.

Liebig's
Edition.

x-

Just published, 8vo, price 5*., post free, 5s. Ad^
A MONOGRAPH of the BRITISH HIEKACIA.

•*-* By James Backhouse, Jun.
York: published by William Simpson, 15, Low Ousegate:

sold also by W . PAMPuy^Frith Street, Sobo, London.

Sixth Edition, 3^76^
A FAMILIAR HISTORY OF BIRDS.
**> By E. Stanley, D.D., Bishop of Norwich.

•
London

: John W. Parker & Sox, West Strand.

Chemical Analysis,
Second Edition, Svo, 9*., cloth.

Seventeenth Editi on,
,
with Woodcuts, 1^ of

TNSECTS AND THEIR HABITATIONS.A A Book for Children.

Also, Eighth Edition, with Woodcuts, Is. 6d.. of
-SISTER MARY'S TALES in NATURAL HISTORY.

London: John W. Park; r & Son, West Strand.
Fart IV. now ready, price S£d, Second Edition,

pOTTAGE GARDENERS' DICTIONARY.—Vy Edited by George Johnson, Esq. Now publishing, in
Weekty Numbers, price lyl.r.uh and Monthly Parts, price Id.

,
This edition includes all new plants, with a most copious Dic-
tionary of Synonymes, and is a valuable work of reference, both
to the Amateur and Professional Gardener.

L,ondou :

YL. Kent * Co., 51 and 52, Paternoster Row.
EMIGRANTS' GUIDES.

"VTEW ZEALAND. By E. B. Fjtton, a Landowner
-L^ and late Resident in the Colony. Price 4s., per post free.

p ANADA. By Willlam Hutton.
V^ post, Is. Id.

Price Is.

€A N A D I A N SETTLER'S GUIDE.
By Mrs. Tbaii.l. Price 5$.

TTNITED STATES. By a Practical Emigrant
\J from North Britain. Price Is. 6d^ per post 19 stamps.

AUSTRALIA. By John Capper. Price Is. ; per
post, is. id.

r

London : Edward Stanford, 6, Charing Cross, whose Cat-
alogue of Works on Emigration may be had on application, or
wil l b« forwarded per post for one stamp.

PUBLISHED ON TH£ FIRST~OF EV£RY~MOnTmT
CONDUCTED BY

E. S. DODWELL a>d JOHN EDWARDS.

Farneirs Elements of
Qualitative and Quantitative.

XT.

The Microscope. By *>*• Lakdner. With 147

Engravings. Price 2s., cloth. (From the " Museum of
Science and Art. M)

XIT.

Common Things explained. By Dionysius

Lardner, D.C.L., containing:—Air—Earth— Fire—Water

—

Time—The Almanac—Clocks and Watches—Spectacles

—

Colour— Kaleidoscope—Pumps. (From the " Museum of
Science and Art.") One vol., 114 Engravings, 25. 6c*., cloth.

XXII.

Popular Astronomy, By Dionysius Lardner,
D C.L. Containing:—How to Observe the Heavens—Lati-

tudes and Longitudes—The Earth—The Sun—The Planets :

Are they Inhabited ?— The New Planets— Leverrier and
Adam's Planet—The Tides—Lunar Influences— and the
Stellar Universe. (From the " Museum of Science and Art.")
One vol., 119 Engravings, 2s. 6d. f

cloth.

XIV.

The Electric Telegraph Popularised. By
Dr. Lardner. fFrom the u Museum of Science and Art.")
One Hundred Illustrations, one vol., 2s.

f
cloth.

xv.

Lardner's Handbook of Mechanics. Illus-

trated by 357 Engravings. One vol., 5$., cloth lettered.

i XVI.

Lardner's Handbook of Hydrostatics, Pneu-
* mattes, and Heat. Illustrated by 292 Engravings. One vol.,

55., cloth lettered.

XVII.

Lardner's Handbook of Optics. Illustrated by
260 Engravings. One vol., 55., cloth lettered.

XVIII.

Lardner's Handbook of Electricity, Mag-
netism, and Acoustics. 1 vol., 55. cloth. In June, 1856.

*
#* The above 4 vols, form a complete course of Natural

Philosophy.

XIX.

The Steam-Engine, Steam Navigation, Roads,
and Railways Explained. By Dr. Lardner. Many illus-

trations, 12 mo, 8fi 6d.. cloth.

xx.

MURRAY'S HANDBOOK OF LONDON.
Now ready, with a Clue Map, lSuio, os.

t

A [ODERN LONDON; a complete guide for visitors
-LV-L to all the Sights and Objects of iLt^rest in the Metror*.
By Peter Cl nninghaM, F.S.A. *U1 -

"" Without a rival for intelligence and accuracy. '—Times.
"Points out at once what is best worth seeing, and the wa^, "—

Examiner.
** This orapact and handy volume.*'

—

Spectator.
London: John Mtkray, Albemarle S treet.

THE LION HUNTER OF SOUTH AFRICA*
Now ready, with Woodcuts, post Svo, 55., a Popular Edition of

\f R. GORDON CUM MING'S LION HUNTING
1*JL ACHIEVEMENTS, and ADVENTURES among
SAVAGE AMMALS of the FAR INTERIOR of SOUTH
AFRICA.

London: John' Murray, Albemarle Street

.

MURCHISON'5 SILURIAN SYSTEM ~

With large Coloured Geological map, 33 plates, and 150 woodcuts.
8vo, 305.

'

SILURIA : The History of the oldest known Rocks
containing Organic Remains; with a brief sketch of the

distribution of gold over the earth. By Sir Roderick Murchison-
D.C.L.. F.R.S., Director-General of the Geological Survey or* the
United Kingdom.

London: Johx Murray, Albemarle Street.

Now ready, 15th edition, with 24 Woodcuts, l6moM 25. 61

C TORIES FOR CHILDREN, SELECTED FROMO THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND. By J. W. C.
"This skilful performance by Mr. Croker suggested the plan of

Sir Walter Scott's 4 Tales of a Grandfather.' "—Quarterly Revitw.

By the same Author, 4th Edition, 24mo, Is. 6d.,

PROGRESSIVE GEOGRAPHY FOR CHILDREN.
"The best of elementary books on the subject.'— Quarterly

Review.
London : Johx Murray, Albemarle Street.

In a few days will be published, the Fourth Edition of a

MANUAL OF BRITISH BOTANY, containing
the Flowering Plants and Ferns arranged according to the

Natural Orders. By C. C. Babingtox, M.A., F.L.S., &c. 12mo,
price 10s. 6d. cloth; or Copies on thin paper for the pocket,

I Vis. roan.

London: John Vax Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row.

BOOKS FOR THE COUNTRY.—NEW VOLUMfc"
In fcap. 8vo, price One Shilling, with cloth cover,

THE FLOWER GARDEN ; or, the Culture in the

Open Ground of Bulbous, Tuberous, Fibrous Rooted, and
Shrubby Flowers. By E. Sebastian Delamer.

Also, price One Shilling each

—

The Kitchen Garden. By E. S.
|
The Poultry Yard. By Miss

Delamer.
Angling, and Where to Go. By

Blakey.
Pigeons aud Rabbits. By E. S.

Delamer.
Bees. By the Rev. J. G. Wood

E. Watts.
The Hor*>e. By Youatt and

Cecil.

Cage and Singing Birds. By
H. G. Adams.

Small Farms. By Martin Doyle.

L

T

FOR MAY.

For the best 36 DAH L I A 3 see

/^.OSSIP FOR THE GARDEN FOR may. Familiar letters on the Physics of the Earth.

For the best BEDDING PLANTS, VERBENAS, and
FUCHSIAS, see

Q.0SSIP FOR THE GARDEN
For the best HERBACEOUS PLANTS and

HOLLYHOCKS, see

QOSSIP FOR THE GARDEN FOR MAY.

G
For the best FANCY DAHLIAS, see

OSSIP FOR THE GARDEN FOR
London : Hoclstox & Stonemax. Paternoster Row.

Derby: W. Rowbottom.

MAY.

Recently published, price 2s. Qd.,

'THE HANDBOOK OF VILLA GARDENING.
«w By William Paul.
Well adapted to the end, beintj of a plain practical character."—Spectator.

"We anticipate it will become, as it deserves, a general
authority in suburban cultivation."- Gardeners1

Chronicle.

Works by the same Author,
THE ROSE GARDEN. Fifteen Coloured Plates, and

numerous Wood Engravings. Price 21s.

SUPPLEMENT TO THE ROSE GARDEN. Four
Plates. Price 55.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE CULTIVATION OF
ROSES IN POTS. Second Edition. Price Is. 6d.

AN HOUR WITH THE HOLLYHOCK. Second
Edition. Price Is.

MORNING RAMBLES IN THE ROSE GARDENSOF HERTFORDSHIRE. Price Is.

.^l
P
^' ?7

BPHFfSON - & Spz-VCK
' 23, Paternoster Row, London;r by post from the Author. Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

4

By H. Buff. Edited by Dr. A. w« Hoffmaxx, Professor in
the Royal College of Chemistry, London. Fcap. Svo, 5*.

Lardner's Musenm of Science and Art.
Vols. I. to IX., each Is. 6d.; Double Volumes, 3*. 6d.

Contents :

—

The Planets : are they Inhabited Worlds?—Weather Prognos-
tics—Popular Fallacies in Physical Science — Latitudes and
Longitudes—Lunar Influences—Meteoric Stones and Shooting
Stars—Railway Accidents.
Light—Common Things : Air—Locomotion in the United

States—Cometary Influences—Common Things: Water—The
Potter's Art—Common Things: Fire.
Locomotion and Transport, their Influence and Progress—The

Moon—Common Things : the Earth—Electric Telegraph-
Terrestrial Heat.
The Sun—Earthquakes and Volcanoes—The Barometer—The

Safety Lamp— Whitworth's Micrometric Apparatus—Steam.
Steam Engine—the Eye—the Atmosphere—Time—Pumps-

Spectacles—Kaleidoscope.
Clocks and Watches— Microscopic Drawing and Engraving

—

The Locomotive—The Thermometer—New Planets—Leverrier
and Adams's Planet—Magnitude and Minuteness.
Common Things: the Almanac—Optical Images—How to

Observe the Heavens—Common Things : the Looking Glass

—

The Stellar universe—The Tides.
Common Things: Man— Strllar Universe (concluded)— Mag-

nifying Glasses—Instinct and Intelligence— Solar Microscope

—

Camera Obscura—Camera Lucida—Magic Lantern.
The Microscope—White Ants—Surface of the Earth—Science

and Poetry.

Continued in Weekly Numbers, at Id.; in Monthly Parts, at

5d. ; Quarterly Volumes at Is. 6d., and Half-yearly Volumes, at

3s. 6dn cloth.

London: Waltox & Maberly, 28, Upper Gower Street; and
27, Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row.

London : George Routledge & Co., 2, Farringdon Street

Now readv, 4th Edition, revised, post 8vo, 10s. 6d^

ON THE SANATIVE INFLUENCE OF
CLIMATE. With an account of the best Places of Resort

for Invalids. By Siu James Clark, Bart., M.D.
London: John Murray, Albemarle Street; and John

Churchill, Princes Street, Soho.

Second Issue, price 2s. 6d., or by post, 35.

AND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS

;

with Plates by J. Bailey Denton, Drainage Engineer.

"The best practical treatise we have yet seen."

—

Agric. Gazette.

" A very able treatise."

—

Mark Lane Express.
London: Riugway. Pfcc&dtlly; and Metchim, Parliament St.

BEES.
Fifth Edition, with more than 100 Engravings, price 4/.,

post free, _

HE BEE-KEEPER'S MANUAL.
By Henry Taylor.

Groombridge & Sons, Publishers, 5, Paternoster Row.

Now publishing, price Is. each, with Engravings,

T^IDD'S SONG-BIRDS; Cheap Series.—
XV No. 1.—The CANARY, in all its Varieties, &c. 1$.

No. 2.—The GOLDFINCH, LINNET, BULLFINCH, &c. Is.

No. 3—The NIGHTINGALE, BLACKCAP, and GAKDLN
WARBLER. Is.

No. 4.—The BLACKBIRD, THRUSH, &c. (Nearly ready) 1$.

London : Groombridge & Sons. 5, Paternoster Rov.

LOUDON'S GARDENER'S MAGAZINE, 17 vols.

8vo. half calf 11. 8s. (vols. 7 and 19 wanting) 1836-42 ;
Reports

of the Board of Agriculture, 40 vols. Svo, 4Z..4*.; Gardeners

Chro&icle for 1S43-5-7, folio, cloth, 5*. each ; Journal of the Koyal

Agricultural Society, 12 vols. 8vo, half russia, SI. ISs., 1840-5-';

another set, 15* vols, in 35 Parts (pub. 11/. 5».) 5Z., 1S40-4D,

Miller's Gardener's Dictionary, by M artyn, 4 vols, folio, plates,

calf gilt, 24s., 1807 ; Don's System of Gardening, 4 vols. 4 to,

(pub. 14/. 14*.). cloth 215., 1831-37. A Catalogue of 450 works on

Agriculture, Gardening, Botany, &c. Monthly Catalogues oi

Old and New Books, gratis.

JoHy Pethf.ram, 94, High Holbom. London. —
TOURNAL DES ROSES ET DES VERGERS,
•J REVUE DES JARDINS, published in alternate mont&s,

each Number containing eight large quarto pages, ornainenteu

with Vignettes; and every alternate Number contains a nana

some Coloured Plate of the newest Roses, Flowers, and t ruii «»

natural size. Price for England, postage free, 7*. per_"^"T
payable in advance. Vols, complete for 1854 and lboo, « «"•"'

Letters to be pre-paid. _, p,.™.*
J. Chirpis, Editor, 90, Grand* Rue Merciere, Lyons.j wgg^

NEWEST PLANTS AND FLOWERS. -A"
Encraving and a Description of the CURVE-tRtixr.

RHODODEN--— : "a fmm th6

Sikki:

THE
now in flower

the above Ln^u
"Newest Plants and Flowers." Every Saturday, pnee w*.

,

copy post free in return for six stamps.
Office, 2 to 5. Essex Street, Strand. __^.

''HE MAPS AND XTLASES of thb SOCIETY

RDEN," on SATLKDAY, Way d. * Ul°
f'7."-«<!

rer at Messrs. Srandish & Node's, of Bagshor,

,

au

i

Engraving: will be the fourth of The Field series i

1 FOR THE DIFFUSION OF USEFLL KM£
LEDGE, corrected to the present time by eminent (-^°^™^

intI

are published and sold by Edward Stanford, Agent by app"

ment for the Ordnance Maps, 6, Charing Cross, London.
^

A £
of the 221 Maps and Plan3 forming the complete Atias, y

91. lis., may be had on application, or per post for one si» v

Smaller Atlases, One, Three, Five, and Seven Guineas. du»o

Maps Pliain,6d.; Coloured, 9d.

uar, of No. 13, Upper «'oburn. P «*
tJ°a

* s . of No. 20. Queen's Road. ^V PruSrs
i. and in toe County of Middled*. rn

t̂
Street, in the Precinct of \\ nitetnaw. m w
iiahed by them at the Office >o..a,

- ^
urish of St. Paul's, Cogent. Garden, in th«-™

*_ --J - nmm.inW*OtmTl* Alt

Printed by William Bbadbu
Frederick Mvllett Eva
the Pariah of St. Pancr%s,
at their Office io Lombard Rtre«

City of London; and publ
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f Price Fivepence.

1 Stamped Edition, 6d.
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CRYSTAL PALACE. — THREE FLOWER
SHOWS will be held at the Crystal Palace during the

ensuing season; viz., on SATURDAY the 24th May, on
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY the 25th and 26th June,
and on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, the 10th,
11th, and 12th SEPTEMBER. Schedules of the Prizes to be
awarded are now ready, and may be obtained on application to
the Secretary. By order, G. Grove, Secretary.

Crystal Palace, May 3.

"Vf ATIONAL FLO RICULTURAL SOCIETY,
-L~ 21, Regent STREET.-The THIRD EXHIBITION will be
held on THURSDAY next, the 8th inst., when PRIZES will be
offered for Azaleas, 3 varieties; Ericas, 3 varieties ; Cinerarias,
4 varieties: and Pansies, 12 blooms. No entrance fee. Every-
thing intended for exhibition must be staged before 12 o'clock.

SEEDLINGS AS USUAL.
*** Tickets for free admission may be obtained on application.

John* Edwards.

GRAND HOUTICULTURAL AND FLORICUL-
TURAL EXHIBITION AT ROTHERHAM. Open to

all England. On WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, the 6th
and 7th August, 1856, during the Show of the Yorkshire Agri-
cultural Society in that town. The list of prizes is now ready,
and may be obtained, gratis, of Mr. Charles Dixon, the Hon.
Secretary, at Rotherham or Sheffield. The PRIZES offered will
exceed ONE HUNDRED POUNDS in amount. Specimens
sent for Competition from a Distance will receive every care and
attention.—Rotherham, May 3.

CHERTSEY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY^
The SUMMER FLOWER SHOW of the at ove Society

will take place ou FRIDAY. June 27th, in the Grounds of the
Rev. J. C. Clarke, Cowley House, Chertsey, when Prizes will
be awarded for the best collections of Plants, Flowers, Fruits,
and Vegetables.—Schedules, &c, may be had on application to
the Secretary. Henry Lamb. Chertsey.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—The Committee of this Society have decided

that the next Show, to be held on WEDNESDAY the 21st of
tha present month, shall be an open one. The Exhibition is to
take place in the Grounds of the Old Botanic Garden, and the
splendid Band of the Coldstream Guards will attend by permis-
f»ion of Colonel the Hon. G. A. Upton, CB. The Prize I * has
been considerably extended for the occasion, and amongr. other
additions are Three Prizes for 12. 6. and 3 Tulips.
Further particulars may be obtained of the Hon. Set tary,

Mr. C.E. Brown, 62, Sidney Street, Cambridge.—May 3.

ALTERATION OF DAYS OF SUMMER SHO
"DRlCHTON AND SUSSEX HORTICULTURAL
-~* SOCIEiy—in consequence of the Crystal Palace Com-
pany having just enounced a Flower Show to take place on the
25th and 26th June, the T^^ton Summer Show will be held onWEDNESDAY and THURbivav. the 11th and 12tb of June,
instead of the 25th and 2btn as heretoto** announced. Schedules
can be obtained of the Secretary or of E. Spary, feupeHntendent
of the Exhibition. Extra Prizes will be given for Azaleas, six
varieties ; Roses in Pots, six varieties. i

By order of the Committee, {

!
Edward Carpenter, SecM Lavender Street, Brighton.

SLEAFORD HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The Annual Exhibition of this Society will be held on

"WEDNESDAY, July 23, when Prizes will be awarded to
Members of the Society for Flowers, Fruit, and Yegefnbles exhi-
bited, according to merit; also for Cottagers' productions; and
on this occasion Extra Prizes, open to all England, will be awarded
for the best collection of 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants, 51.;

best stand of 24 Roses, varieties, single bloom, First Prize, 21.;

Second do., 1Z. Prizes are also offered by the Society to Cot-
tagers and Mechanics recommended by Members, for the best
cultivated plots of Garden Ground not exceeding half an acre

—

3Zn 15*. t 10*., and 5*.; not exceeding half a rood, 15$., 10.?., and 5s.

Cottagers desiring to compete must give notice to the Treasurer
or lion. Secretary in the month of June. All articles intended
to be exhibited must be sent in as early as possible atter 8 o'clock,
and no article will be admitted after 10 o'clock. The Rules of
th« Society, with Schedules of Prizes, may be obtained on appli-
cation to Mr. Warwick, the Treasurer: or to Mr. Peake, the
Hon, Secretary.—Sleaford, May 3.

NEW BRITISH FERN.
AsrLExiuM Refracttti (Mooke). Foe Descbiptiok see

March Part of 4< Nature Printing."

E PARKER begs to offer the above new and distinct
• species, of which he possesses the entire stock. Plants

forwarded post free on application, at l(h». 6d. each.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey RoacT^Holloway,

TO DAHLIA GROWERS.—Three of the best Six
J coming out, NAPOLEON. EUGENIA, and PRINCESS,
Rent tree to any part of the Kingdom, 10s. 6d. each, with any
other* required.—G. G t fn sy, Horticultural Agent. Fulham.
fTnib ONLY BALSAMSTTO BE JDEPEM>ED ON.
-*- GLEVffY'fl Improved Six Classes, 37 stamps: Mixed, 13;
splendid Asters, qnilled, 13: Pyramidal, 13: New Bouquet, 13:
Douthe Imperii India Pink, 13; 12 Showy Annual*, 36.

Bungani*ou llouec, Folh&xn. i

1 NEW SWEDE AND TURNIP SEEDS. I

OUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, with

O prices, may he had gratis, Post free.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.—May 3.

J C. WHEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED
• LIST for this Season is now ready, and may be

had gratis on application.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Glouces ter.

NEW DAHLIAS, ETC.
CHARLES TURNER begs to state that his

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of New Dahlias, Gera-
niums, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Car-
nations, Pinks, Shrubby Calceolarias, Petunias, &c &c, is now
ready, and contains many new varieties offered for the first time.
Sent post free on application.—Royal Nursery. Slough.

T WALTERS, Hilperton, Wilts, begs to say that hisO • 20th ANNUAL CATALOGUE of the best and most
popular kinds of Geraniums, Fuchsias, Dahlias, Verbenas,
Petunias, Roses, Hollyhocks, Bedding Plants, also his new
Petunias, &c. &c, may be had on application.

AMERICAN PLANT S~

JOHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of RHODO-O DENDRONS, AZALEAS, &c, as exhibited at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and
can be had on application.

I3"The Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrons.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.—May 3.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
TTTATERER and GODFREY be? to announce their

J
» Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants for

this season is now published, and will be sent free on application.
As the collection of American Plants at this Nursery is altogether
unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to their
interest to pay a visit to the Nursery, which may be readily done
by the South Western Kailway to Woking Station.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking. Surrey.

GEORGE BAKER begs to announce his DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA-

MENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES is now
ready, and may be had on application.
American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bngshot, Surrey, seven

miles from Staines, Windsor branch, South Western Railway,
where conveyances may be had.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
VyoOD and INGRAM beg to offer fine showy
* named varieties, well established in pots, from Is. to Is. 6d.

per pair.—Nurseries. Huntingdon, May 3.

ORANGE TREES.
J and C. LEE have just received a consignment, of

• young ORANGE TREES in the finest possible condition,
in bloom and in fruit.—

N

ursery, Hammmen-mith.

FIRST-CLASS SHOW PANSIES, in strong well-
rooted autumn struck Plants, at 6s. per dozen.

John Holland. Bradshaw Gardens. Middleton.near Manchester.

THIRST-CLASS DAHLIAS for 1856, strong plants,
-*- 6s. per dozen.
Spring Catalogues now ready; may be had upon application.

Jonx Holland, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton. near Manchester.

NURSERY X SEED ESTABLISHMENT, SLEAFORdT
/ 1 HARLES SHARPE and CO., respectfully invite
V-^ the attention of the Trade to their Turnip, Mangel Wurzel,
and Carrot Seeds, the stock of which has been carefully selected
and grown by themselves from transplanted roots.

Catalogues with prices can he had on application.~~
SACCOLABIUM AMPULACIUM.

WILLIAM MAULE and SONS have much plea-
sure in stating that they can supply a year's established

Plants of this srarce. and charming Orchid at 105*. each.
Stapleton Road Nurseries, Bristol.

NOTICE TO ALL ENGLAND.
JOHN SLIPPER'S (Villa Nursery, Camden Town,U London) is the cheapest place for DAHLIAS, FUCHSIAS,
VERBENAS. GERANIUMS, CALCEOLARIAS, HELIO-
TROPES, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, and all kinds of Bedding
and Greenhouse Plants of fine varieties true to name.— Cata-
logues may be h ad on application for two postage stamps.

KALMiAS. ANOROMEDAS, AND AZALEAS.
TXTILLIAM F. SMITH has for eale several hundreds
*

J
of fine healthy plants of Kalmia latifolia, 1 to 3 feet;

Andromeda floribunda, 1 to 3 feet; Azaleas, in 30 varieties,
2 to 4 feet. All fine blooming plants warranted to remove well.
Price may be had on application.

Riverhead Nursery Sevenoaks, Kent.

T3ERNARD SAUNDERS will be happy to supply
JL# Six Growing Plants of GYMNOGRAMMA LEPTO-PHYLLA or ANNUAL MAIDEN HAIR FERN, for 2s. 6d.,
box and postage included.—Cffisarean_Nii rsery, Jersey, May 3.

NEW DAHLIA LADY FRANKLIN.
CHARLES SCHOFIELD begs to offer the above

splendid Dahlia. It has taken numerous First Prizes in
Class showing. The colour is salmon orrich orange, quite distinct.
C. S. can recommend it with confidence. Plants now readv,
105. (5d. each. Sbow varieties of Dahlias, 6s. per doz. : Pansies
6s. to 12*. per doz.—Knowsthorpe. near Leeds.

GOLDEN CHAIN GERANIUMS.
ROBERT REA, Ipswich Nursery, Ipswich, begs to

offer strong Plants at per 100, 75*.j^ per dozen . 12.*^

GOLDEN CHAIN GERANIUMS, 100"do*B fine
healthy autumn-struck plants, at a moderate price, onon

Melon, Is. &?.; Ipswich Standard Cucnmber, 2s. 6d. : Gloxinia,

Is. ; Dahlia, Is.; Cineraria, Is.: Calceolaria, 1*.; rolyanthus, Is.

•N.B. A very small quantity of the above remain unsold.

Latter's Primula, Hollyhock, and Pansy, and Suffolk Hero
Potatoes are sold out.—Order without delsy of

Thoxaa Wild, Ipswich.

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL PHLOXES.
T70UELL and CO. are sending out a very choice
J- Collection of the above in 60 of the most beautiful and

distinct varieties, selected with great care from upwards of 200
kinds in their possession.—Price 9s. per dozen, including that fine
New Phlox COUNTESS OF HOMK.
The above are strong plants iu pots, and will make a fine dis-

play this season.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

DAHLIAS, VERBENAS, GERANIUMS, CALCEOLARIAS.
T GRIFFIN having an immense Stock of all the

*J • choicest varieties of the above Plants, begs to offer them
at very low prices. Descriptive Catalogues will be forwarded on
application .-"Weston Road, and 2, New Bond Street. Bath.

"PINE NEW ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, imported
-• direct from Italy.

Fine selected GRASSES for PERMANENT PASTURE, 30s-
per acre. This will include a mixture of the true Cow Grass or
Perennial Red Clover.

Fine LAWN GRASS, Is. per lb.; 40 lbs. will be sufficient for
an acre. Delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheeler & Son.
Nurserymen and Seed Growers, Gloucester.

(^RASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURE,

TO THE TR^DE.
pHARLES SHARPE and CO. have a quantity of
V-> GREEN and PURPLE-TOP SCOTCH TURNIP SEEDS
to offer, of a selected stock, growth of 1S55. Price on application.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford, May 3.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
CKIRVING'S SWEDE, 8 sacks for sale, warranted^ all new .- <1 .and pure stock; also Lour Yellow and Long
Red Mangel Wurzel.—Apply to Joust Moss, Jun, Feening,
Kelvedon. Essex.

At R. ROBERT BAKER, Writtle, Essex, legs to
*** offer Improved SKIRVING'S and other SWEDE TUR-
NIP SEED, at 21. per bushel. Upon a remittance payable at
Post Office, Chelmford, with la. in addition for the hag. it will
be immediately forwarded. Also select MANGEL WURZEL
SEED of superior stock. 1«. (V. per lb.

HARDY HEPTHS
T1TATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite
* » attention to their large stock and first-rate collection of

these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues may be
had free on application to "Waterer & Godfrey, Knap Hill
Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

FUR LATE AND SPRING 8UWING.
pies with prices of Talavera, April, and other kinds

of Seed Wheat will be sent free on application to

Mr. H. Uayxmbp, Basingstoke.

SEED BARLEY FROM THE CHALK^

MR. H. RAYNB1RD, Basingstoke, can supply
Chevalier, Golden Drop, Thanet, and other approved sorts

of Barley at market prices. Hudson's Golden M^lon Barley, a
new variety, productive, and of fine Malting quality, may be had
on auDll

\V HEAT
» ' —Sarar

WANTED TO PURCHASE, PULCHELLA
ALBA VERBENA.—Apply, with price per dozen, to

A. B., Post Office, Northampton.

SUCCESSION PINE PLANTS.
ryO BE SOLD, about 90 healthy plants, the property
-*. of a gentleman.—For particulars apply to Messrs. Mastees
& Son", Exotic Nursery, Canterbury, and Fant Nursery, Maidstone.

TO BK SOLD, very handsome large IRISH
YEWS, from 4 to 8 feet. Purchasers taking a large

number 'will be liberally dealt with. Prices on application.

—

Thomas Jackson & Sox. Nurseries. Kingston, near London.

TULIPS.
TO BE SOLD, the entire Collection of an Amateur

deceased. Upwards of1000 ROOTS of all the leading kinds,
with several offsets and unbroken Seedlings; together with the
Stage Rollers, Canvas, Netting, Cabinet*, &c. The whole will

be parted with at a great sacrifice, and may be seen in bloom
after the 12th inst.—Apply to Mrs. Hodsdox, Lowfield Street,
Dartford, Kent. '

, _ >
."

.
t

npcTBE SOLD, 10 Standard ORANGES, 4 feet in
-*- stem, with tine bnshy heads—magnificent plants; four
Dwarf do., largo and well furnished ; 30 Myrtles 6 to 9 feet high,
very effective ; and three Camellias, double white, double striped,

and double blush, from 3 to 5 feet, and 3 feet in diameter.—For
further information apply to Henry J. Oldboyd, Nurseryman and
Sff-dsirian. Shrewsbury. ^_^^_________^^_^_ —

MR. DAVIDSON, who is extensively engage** in

LANDSCAPE GARDENING and GARDEN ARCHI-
TECTURE, respectfully offers his services to Noblem*"* Gentle-

men, and the Pnblic, in Designing and Directing *ew Works
and Improvements in Parks, Gardens, Cemeteri"*) «c -

Offices. 36. Great Russell Street . Bedford **{BW. Londoa.

MESSRS. MASTERS and SON
LANDSCAPE pAEDENERS^r^, -

E S S R S. M
L A N D S C A P _

Canterbury **d Maidstoke.

"M B11/ I L L I A *l *> A R K A;
VV LANDSC*rfi GARDENER, Wakefield.

HORTICUL^^k ERECTIONS on the best improved

••*

principles.

a.i extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamenta^
Evergreens, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thdrxa.

from those he is expected to attend, as he had to decline several
last year tffirough previous encasements. All 1 ttera to be
mldresscd Dangasnaii I!ou><\ Fulkatn.
%* Estates Improved and Landscjp€ Gardening conauc'.ed.
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£W VERBENAS, FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS, AND
MIMULUS.

GEORGE SMITH is warranted in pronouncing his
' SEEDLING VERBENAS up sailed. They are highly

recommended by the National Fl-ricultural Society, and have

had six first-class certificates awarded to them. The three

Seedling Fuchsias are very fin., . ither for exhibition or orna-

B

The above are now being sent out. For descriptions ste

Catalogue, which will be forwarded on application.

Tollingtoti Nursery, Hornsey Road, [sltwgton, London.

J~~
OHN and CHAKLES LfcTfc beg to offer tine healthy

well grown plants of the following, which they can recommend
as desirable additions to every collection :—

STOVE PLANTS.
SONERILA MARGARIT \< I. A., al-vlyneat dwarf

plant, with pure white spots on the leaves

BEGONIA SEMPERFLORENS SaNDERSI, very showy
ZANTUINA MARMOREA ) fiii.ly marked

"
„ G A N I >A V 1 . N s I S , foliage, each

RONDELETIA ANOMALA, quite new and very beautiful,

like a Bouvardia; flowers richest verraillion with yellow

a.d.
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6
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5
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3

6

6
6

6
6
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» •

5
50

5
3 6

RHEXIA GLANDULOSA, new; fine large blue flowers,

like Ph'roma elegans .

CENTRA I >KN I A SK.INNERI, a new and beautiful white

variety, with good foliage ... ... ...

THYRSACANTIIUS BUTILANS, very elegant, produc-

ing numerous pendant spikes of bright red flowers

MEDINELLA MAGN1FICA, strong seedlings, in large

60 pots ... ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••

NERIANDRA SUB-ERECT A, fine yellow, flowers in a

sma'l state ... ••• ••• ••• •••

IPOM<EA HORSFALLI, the most splendid of its class ...

APHELANDRA LI'« »POLDI, regular white stripes on the

leaves: flowers bright yellow, beautiful

PORTEANA, leaves irregularly blotched

white, flowers deep orange, splendid

CROTON VARIEGATUM (true), the best broad-leaved

variety ...

IIIBIS US ALBA PLENA, new
HABROl HAMNUS HUGEL1I, new
CANNA WARSCEWICZI, very showy
GESNERIA DoNKELAARI, a noble hybrid

SCUTELLARIA V1LLOSA, a fine scarlet ...

CROTON DISCOLOR, under side of leaves deep crimson

IXORA ALBA (rue), fine large trusses and very free ...

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
ACROPHYLLUM VENOSUM, beautiful long spikes of

cream-coloured flowers, strong plants

BORONI V DKUMMONDI, elegant foliage and bright pink

flowers ; keeps well through winter ... 3s. 61. to

„ SEKKl'LATA, neat specimens ... 2s. 6d. to

BEJARIA 03STUANS
FABIAN A VIOLACEA
CHAM.EROPS PALMETTO, a fine hardy

North America
PIMELEA LORAINEANA, new and fine

GNIP1 A, good

STATICE IIALFORDI, the finest of its class

HYDRANGEA JAPONICA VARIEGATA, highly orna-

mental ... ... ••• •-• ••• ••• Is. 6d. to

„ FLORE PLENO, new and distinct

GREVILLEA ROSEA, very free, produces a perfect mass
of deep rose-coloured flowers 3s. 6d. to

YACCINIUM CARACASSINUM,new
NERIUM SPLENDENS GIGANTEUM, a large and

splendid variety

CAMPANULA PRIMUL/EFOLIA, very neat foliage

AZALEA IN DICA LEEAN A, pure white, of good sub-

stance and perfect form. First-class Certificate at Gore
House 105. 6d. to 42

„ ADMIRATION, white ground with crimson

flakes, fine form and very free ; superb

„ CRITERION, variegated salmon white and
crimson, fine form and very free ; superb

BERBERIS NEUBERTI, a fine new hybrid; hardy

„ JAMESONIj very scarce; hardy

PAMPAS CRASS.
One of the most ornamental plants recently intro-

duced, producing large tussacks or tufts of elegant droop-

ing leaves, 6 or 8 feet long, and numerous flower stalks

8 or 9 feet high, surmounted by large silvery plumes ...

VARIEGATED LEAF GERANIUMS.
COUNTESS OF WARWICK (Kixghobn), finely varie-

gated, with a pink horse-shoe and a large truss of deep
sCftrit^L »+« •** ••* *#• • •• • •• •** •••

ANNIE (Kinghorx), large flat leaf, with good silver

margin; flowers bright scarlet; good bedder

GENERAL PEL1SSIER (Kixghorn), leaves dark green,

with dark horse-shoe, white flower staikfc large orange
scarlet truces; a splendid variety

THE FLOWER OF THE DAY, a universal favourite,

and too well known to require description, per dozen ...

THE MOUNTAIN OF LIGHT, ditto, per dozen
ATTRACTION, like the Flower of the Day : but with the

additional attraction of a scarlet horse-shoe, per dozen 42

SILVER KING, silver-edged leaves and deep scarlet

flowers, per dozen ISO
MRS. LENNOX, a giant variety of the Mountain of Light,

per dozen ... ••• ... ••• ••• ... ... «
SILVER QUEEN", good variegated foliage, each 3 6

BRILLIANT, irregular variegation, deep scarlet flowers,

dwarf, very free and good, per dozen 24

GOLDEN CHAIN, fine foliage, slow growth, narrow crim-

son flowers ;
good for edging, per dozen 18s. to 24

ODORATA VARIEGATA, variegated Prince of Orange,
very good; strong plants, per dozen 21

LADY PLYMOUTH, good variegation, useful for edgings,

per dozen • 12

CONIFEROUS PLANTS,
JHUJA GIGANTEA, a noble hardy tree of great

beauty; introduced 1855. Strong plants ... 10s. 6d. to 21
THUi^ DONIANA, the most elegant of the tribe ... 5*. to 10 6
THUJ< >osis BOREALIS, very graceful and quite

hard^N< 7s * w ' t0 10 6
BIOTA GLxxr\

9 a very neat glaucous Arborvitse ... 7 6
NUS JEFFifcLvr new and very distinct, one year

CHOICE SEEDS.
ASS jlnd BROWN'S 25th Annual Edition of their

SEED CATALOGUE contains everything which ran be

desired of the choicest new and other Vegetable and Flower
Seeds. Copies supplied on application.

ASSORTED COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS.
These collections comprise only the best in cultivation, and for

Pea& and all other Vege-
year's supply £3

Collection No. 2. in reduced proportions 2
Collection No. 3. do. 1 5
Collections for .^mall Gardens 10s. 6d. and 15

For any sorts of Vegetable Seeds not wished for, enlarged

quantities of others sent to make up the amount For Lists of

the Collections see Catalogue.

A FEW NEW AND SELECT FLOWER SEEDS.
For an abridged list of about 100 varieties of these, see Adver-

tisements in the Gardeners' Chronicle of Feb. 2d, page 78, and
Feb. 16rh. pagn 109.

Smith's New Balsams, 6 varieties, separate ... 25. 6d.

„ tf
in larger packets, mixed 2s.

FLOWER SEEDS.—BEST ASSORTMENTS.
Free by post, with instructions for culture, &c. The Cata-

logue gives colours, heights, months of flowering, hardiness,

duration, with prices per packet of each, &c. 5. d.

100 vara, select showy Annuals, including newest ... 15
... 4- > *60 vara., 8s. 6d. ; 30 vars., 5*. 6d ; 20 vara.

20 vars. best dwarf Annuals, large packets, for filling beds
on lawns, &c.

f
7*. 6*2. ; 12 var<

20 vars. choice Greenhouse Annuals, including new, 75. 6d. ;

lx v&rs* ••• ••• «•• *•• ••• ••• *••

20 vars. choice Greenhouse perennials, including new,
X ' 'o * Ou* a 1m Valoi * • * « * * • • • * * * •• • • *

20 vara, hardy biennials and perennials, including new,

43m \X*» * Iw Viirfli *•• *.* in ••• »•• »••

CHOICE IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS,
IX SEPARATE COLOUB8, VERY FINE AND DOUBLE.

30 Buperb vars. dwarf German Stock, 5*.; 15 var-4.

Choice mixed do. packets, 6d. and 1*.; new pale sulphur
Fine dwarf carmine, 6d. ; new White Hybrid
8 superb vars. new large flowering Stocks

5

5

7 6

5

3s. Orf.

• • f

*

* - •

ff * •

* • *

t • « -

* • t • #*

• • •

• ••'

1

1
2
1

2 6
3 6
1

2
2
3
2 6
3
3
4

m *

• ••

10 6

10 6
5
3 6

New large Chamois, 6d. ; new white d wf. Wall-leaved, 6d. & 1

12 superb vars. Wall-leaved or Prussian
15 superb vars. Autumn Brompton ...

Fine scarlet do., 6d. and Iff.; mixed fine, 6d. and
6 superb vars. Perpetual Emperor, blooming three times

4 superb vars. new large flowering do
24 superb vars. quilled and striped Asters, 5s.] 12 vars.

12 superb vars. Globe flowering do.

16 superb vars. Pyramidal, do.

10 superb vars. Bouquet double dwarf do
8 superb vars. Pseony-flowered French do. (Truffaut's)...

Also superb imported Wallflower, Larkspur, Balsam, Sinecioor
Jacobcea,Cockscomb, Zinnia, and many others. See Catalogue, p.46.

FINEST LAWN GRASS SEEDS.
These include the finest dwarf and compact species best adapted

for the purpose, Is. 3d. per lb. Quantities not under 1 peck, ISs. per
bushel. The quantity required for new Lawns is 2* bushels.

ROOTS FOR EARLY SPRING PLANTING.
Anemones, Ranunculus, Gladioli, Iris Germanica, Lilium,

Tritonia aurea, Tigridia, Oxalis, Achimenes, Gloxinia, and a
great variety of other roots. See Catalogue, page 57 and 58.

Goods Carriage Frke (not under 20*.) to all the London
termini and all stations on the Colchester line between London
and Norwich.
Catalogues for the season to the present time sent free for

three penny stamps.—Post-office orders payable to Bass & Bbown,
or to Stephen Brown, Sudbury Post Office.

BASS & BROWN, Seed and Horticultural Establishment,
Sudbury, Suffolk.

GERANIUMS,
A LARGE AND FINE STOCK OF FIRST-RATE SORTS.

BASS and BROWN have a fine and vigorous fetock

of the following at the annexed low prices :
—

NEW SHOW GERANIUMS OF LAST SEASON.
The following 12 for 36s., or separately as priced

:

—
n

2 6

10 6

10 6

Dobson's Silenus
Laura

„ Lydia
Lowe's Calliope
Foquet's Petruchio
Hocken's Una...

55. Od.

5
* • t

• • t

5s. Od.

3 6
3
5
5
5

6

10 6

90
18

Hoyle's Serena

„ Topsy
3 6 „ Queen Eleanor
3 6 Story's Fair Helen ...

3 6 Turner's Pandora
3 6 „ King of Portugal

Thefollowing 20 for 28s., or any 12 for 18s. :—
Carlos, Duchess of Wellington, Eliza, Empress, Glowworm,

Governor-General, Hero of Devon, Leah, Lucy, Mary, Monte
Uhristo, Neatness, OpMmus, Pilot, Purple Perfection, Rebecca,
Regalia, Rosa (Foster's), Sanspareil, and Virginica.

The following 20 for 14s., cr any 12 for 9s.:—
Admiral, Alderman, Ambassador, Brilliante, Butterfly, Con-

spicuum, Commissioner, Enchantress, Flying Dutchman, Gany-
mede, Jupiter, Kulla, May Queen, Mochanna, Nandee, Nov«lty,

Portia, Prince of Orange, Rosa (Beck's), Spot.

NEW FANCY GERANIUMS OF LAST SEASON
The following 6 beautiful varieties for 1 5s. :

n

Ayre's Euphroojrod
Lowe's Metis ... ..3 6
Henderson'sEveningStar3 6

Ayre's Sir Harry Smith 55. Od.

Exhibition ... 3 6

Gipsey 2 6

The following 20 varieties for 28s., or any 12 for 18s.

Barbette, Empress, Empress of France, Erubescens, Perfec-

tion, Triumphant, Lady Hume Campbell, Lady Downes, Madame
Sontag, Magnum Bonum, Caliban. Darling, Fairy Queen, Gipsey

Queen, Hero of Surrey, Marie Van Houtte, Marion, Odorata

superba, Reine des Francais, Vandyke.
Fine selection of Fancies, 9*. per dozen.

ACHIMENES, very fine varieties, per dozen ... 6*. to 10*.

ft « •

• - •

• • •

54
20
45
65
45

• • • . * • • • • •••

9$

seedlings
BEARD3LEYI, »k-* one year seedlings
TUBERCULATA, >W ornamental, 1 year seedlings
SAB1NIANA, strong pIfeb*T

fy „BENTHAMIANA,a distin&^i fine species, three
years seed lings ^>v,
PONDEROSA, scarce, two years secm^g
ABC rt ASIC A. new and scarce, two yearn^gdlings

- •

7
7
3
7

21
10
7

6
6
6
6

6
6

GLOXINIAS, 18 superb new erect and other varieties

12 varieties of previous introduction

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, 5<> fine varieties

50 extra fine, and selected

STOVE "PLANTS, 25 superb and select varieties

ROSE—MADAME DESIRE GIRAUD, new Carnation-

striped Hybrid Perpetual, each 5

12 snperb new varieties, including the above 40

POTENTILLAS, fine varieties, in pots, per doz., 6s., 9s.t
and 15

King of Crimsons, the finest large crimson grown,
5
21
20
15

JJ

t • * * + v • • • • # •

• - - » • •

PODOCARPL'SCHILTXA, distinct -.. 10*. 6rf7^*<to be
w NUBIGEN'A „ ... 10*. 6<*. J baft*^

LIBOCEDRUS CHILIEN3I8, from seed ... 3s. 6d. to ** $
JUNIPERU3 SINENSIS LEEANU3, a great acquisition ^*

for terraces, and forming a noble upright column about
1 foot in diameter

30

d.

CARNATIONS. ^PICOTEES, AND PINKS.
YOUELL and CO/S collection of the above de

servedly favourites is probably the most expensive in th'
Trade, and Having fur a series of years paid esptcial attention to
their cultivation, introducing the best of tl»e newest varieties thev
are enabled to offer them at the following prices for fine strtm
well-rooted plants.

D*

CARNATION? AND PICOTEES. ,t

12 pairs of fine kinds by name |g
12 „ extra fine „ ... [[[ M
Fine old Clove Carnations, per dozen pairs .., mmm 12
Finest mixed Border Carnations and Picotees, per

dosen pairs ... ... ... ... ... t# g
TREE CARNATIONS, flowering summer an 1 winter.—We
have now to offer a very choice collection of this b*antif*l
class at 18k. per dozen.

S.—The finest first-class show Pinks, by name, 9j. to 12*
per dozen pairs.

Fine mixed border ditto, 65. per dozen pairs.
All Orders of 21. and upwards are delivered Carriage Free to

Londou, Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to any Railway Station
within 150 miles of the Nursery.

R^yal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

NEW ROSES IN POTS.
WILLIAM WOOD and SON have much pleasure
* * in offering fine healthy plants of the following new Roses

in pots. HYBRID PERPETUAL.
Each—s. d.

if

Arthur de Sansalles
Docteur H6non ...

Due D'Elchingen...
General Pelissier ...

General Simpson ...

Josephine Ledechaux
Madame D£-ir£ Giraud
Madame Knorr

• -

• • *

1

«

f

««•

* .

• • •

5
5
5
5
5
5
3 6
3 6

Imp£ratrice Eugenie

Each—8. d.
Marquis de Murat ... 5 Q
Mathurin Regnier ... 5
Pauline Lansezeur ... 5
Pownia 5
Souvenir de la Reine d'An-

gteterre 7
Trioni^jhed'ATranches ... 5
Tnomphe de 1'Exposition 7

BOURBON.

6

6

... 7 6
I
Marquis de Balbiano

One plant each of the above for 41.

HYBRID PERPETUAL-Older Varieties.
Alexandrine Bachmeteff 2 Lafontaine

*•# 7 6

fM

• • *Amandine ...

Auguste Mie
Caroline de Sansalles
Colonel de Rougemont
Comtesse de Marennes

„ Vaillant
Duchess of Norfolk
Duchess d'Orleans
Duchess of Sutherland
EmpereuT Napoleon
Eugfene Guinoisseau
Geant des Batailles

General Castellane

„ Jacqueminot
Gervais Rouillard
Gloire de France
Jules Margottin
Julie Guinoisseau
Lady Stuart

• •»

• ••

. . •

* *

• •

• • *

• - «

• tt

• • *

• tt

# * <

• *

«t*

1

1

1

2
3
3
2
2
1

5
3

1

2
2

1

2

1

3
1

6
6
6

6

6

6

6

6
6

6
6
6

6
6
6

1

3

1

—

2

n

Le Lion des Combats
Louise Odier
Louise Peronny ...

Madame Campbell d'Islay 1

de Cambac^res ... 3
de Trottaire ... 3
Ducher „, ... 2
Lacour June ... 3

Theodore Mar tell 3

Marquis of Ailsa 1

Mrs.IIarrie'BeecherStowe 2

Mrs. Rivers -.. ... 2

President Menonx ... 3
Prin.ce Chipetouzikoff ..

Prince L6on ... ... 2

Queen Victoria 2

Souvenirde LevesonGower t>

Triomphe de Paris ••• 2

William Griifcths • * • • #*

6

6

6

6

6

I

6

6

6

I

Also other fine sorts of Hybrid, Perpetual, China, and Noisette

Roses, at 12s. to 18*. per dozen.

N.B.—Plants presented for distant carriage. The ufual dis-

count allowed to the Trade.

"Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Ucafield, SuaHK.

NEW ROSES IN POTS. .

BENJAMIN R. CANT begs to offer the following,

a descriptive Catalogue of which may be had post f1**
°JJ

application ; the plants are exceedingly healthy and robust, wim

shoots 18 inches to 2 feet long.

HYBRID PERPETUAL.
Arthur de Sansol
Docteur H6non ...

Due d'Elchingen
General Pelissier

General Simpson
Joseph Ledechaux
Madame Knorr
Marquise de Murat
Mathurin Regnier

» * *

• »*

••V

* •

55.0d.

5
5
5
5
5

3 6
6
5

Pauline Lansezeur ...

Prince Noir
Souvenir de la Reine

d'Angleterre
Triomphe de Imposi-

tion
Triomphe d'Avranches

B"iirbon
l

Empress En-

genie

5<.0A

5

7 6

7

5

6

• ••
7 6

PERPETUAL MOSS.
Alfred deDalmas, 5s.; Gloire dOrient, 5s. ;

Madamede \IU*y''*•

12 of my own selection from above for 60a., or 1 of each ,or 4 ''
.

"

The following at the prices attached, or purchasers selecu

40s. per dozen ; my own choice 30s. per dozen.

MOSS.
Comtesse Doriat

Frederic Souli6

• ••Baron de Wassenaer 3s. 6rf.

Capitaine Ingraam ... 3
PERPETUAL MOSS.

Madame Edouard Ory 5 | Salet ...

HYBRID PERPET""- Theodor„

••

•»

• ••

6 6

3 6

* * *

*

Baron Larray ...

Belle Lyonnaise ...

Comtesae d*-
Kuiptrrur Napoleon
Evfique de Meaux
Gloire de Vitry ...

Julie Guinoisseau
Madame de Trotter ...

Madame Lacour Jurie

3

• it

• •

• •?

3
5
3
3
3
3
3

6

6
6
6

6

\5rttiame

M artel

Madame Vidot

Marguerite Lecureux

Maxima
Monsieur Pigeron

Mrs. Standish...

President Menoux
Raphael

• *•

• • '

• • •

*•

BOURPO^.
* • • t • t

# • •

Frilet

Isabella II.

NOISETTE.
Augusta
Polonie Bourdin

• • *

»*

• # •

Auguste Vacher
Blanche de Solleville...

• m •

3
3

5
3

3
3

6
6

6

Marguerite Dubourg

Onier Pacha ...

CHINA
Lucullus •••

TEA.

if*

#•

3
3

3

3

3

3
3

3

3

3

6

6
6

6

6

6

6

• ••
3

Louise de Savoie

Madame Maurin f ••

3

3

6

The following at 20s. per dozen •—
MOSS.

* • *D'Arcet...
L'Eblouissante
Jeanne de Montfort

* * 2
2
2

Marie de Blois

Princess Alice...

Vandael •••

•••

• •

•••

••

.

... ... • •a • • t 7 6

NURSERY AND SEED ESTABLISHMENT,

Hanimersmitli.

of dwarf habit, each

„ 8 new superb vara., including the above
HARDY CLIMBING PLANTS, in pots, 20 tine sorts ...

PHLOX, 20 fine vars., l^a. ; 20 superior vars.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, 100 tine and showy varieties,

30s., or 50 for 17s. 6d.

„ 100 superior, including many new, 50s.; or 50 vars.

The above are all kept in pots.

A large stock of Bedding Plants in general.

CATALOGUE No. V. is now ready, and may be had on

application, containing their superb Achimenes, Gloxinias,

Bedding and Soft-wooded plants, &c.; also a List of New and

"^-ire Plants of every class.

G%QD8 CARRIAGK FREE (not under 20s.) to all stations in

London, ar*3 all stations on the ColchesteT line between London

HYBRID PERPETUAL,

select assortment of the be^J^^ntea
*»« viv»vi WoKriil pomptnal B«>urtv>n t

woi
and Norwich. Pofit^ffice orders payable to Bass & Bbowjt. or ^j^,^ gi. toW per dozen.

Alfred Colomb
Alphonse de Lamartine
Auguste Guinoisseau
v/tcero ... ... ...

Couseiller Jordeuil . .

.

Dr. Jamain
Duchess of Norfolk
General Jacqueminot
Jules Margottin

• • »

• #•

2
2
2

2

2
2
2
2
1

6
6
6

• ••

•••
Madame LacroiX

Marie de Bourges

Pnnachee d'Orleans ...

Prince de la Moskwa

Prince Leon —
Souvenir des Braves ...

Souvenir de Leveson

Gower •••

Triomphe de Pans —

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

6
6
6

6

6

Francois Herincq
9 ••

• ••

Gloire de Dijon

Also in Pots a

BOURBON.
2 6 |

Heine Hortense
TEA. ,. vp.i

2 6 |
Williams' everg. climber l

2

6

iods of

rtment vi mo «^"- V rva».
Noisette, China, and Tea

Eastern Counties X&™'to Stephen- Brown. |

*~"^
'." : . \n anv\tation on the Eastern uour

BAS3 ATOBROWN, Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Carnage pa^id to any^^^^ Col€hesteT.
Sudbury, Suffolk.
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FOREIGN SEED ORDERS.—Plymouth is admir-

ably situated for the execution and transmission of Foreign

Orders. The Subscribers have during the past season forwarded

Seeds to Australia, New Zealand, United States, Canada,
Ikdia, Malta, France, Austria, Portugal, Ionian Islands,

Madeira, Gambia, China, Cape of Goon Hope, Prince Edward's
Island, Balaklava in the Crimea, and within the last week

they have supplied some Russian Officers (lately quartered in

Plymouth), to take to their native country.

The following letter has just been received from a Nurseryman
in Australia, and is important in showing that by careful and
proper packing, Seeds will travel thousands of miles, and through

the Tropics too, without injury,

"The case of Seeds you sent me arrived in excellent

condition, and they are all growing well, and, from every

appearance, I should have supposed that tiny had only

travelled a short distance instead of so many thousands

of miles. This I consider is owing to their being well

ripened and dried, and carefully and properly

packed. / have to tender my best thanks to you for your

attention in doing so, for generally seeds that are sent out

to this Colony are destroyed owing to their getting damp
on the passage.

79

Our plan of packing succeeds admirably, and all the letters

from our Foreign Correspondents tell the same tale. All Foreign
Orders will be attended to with promptness and care.

William E. Rendle & Co., Foreign and Export Seed Mer-
chants, Plymouth.

SPLENDID CALCEOLARIAS FOR BEDDING.

MESSRS. YOUELL and Co. beg to invite particular

attention to the following list of SHRUBBY CALCEO-
LARIAS, which they confidently recommend ; it comprises all

the most beautiful and brilliant varieties in cultivation.

Per dozen

—

s.

Ajax, a fine large rich-coloured flower, ofcrimson and yellow 9

Beauty of Montreal, bright crimson, small flower, an effec-

tive and very excellent bedding variety
Correggio, orange buff, shaded, free, large, and very showy,

a first-rate bedding variety
Crimson King, rich plum crimson
Empress Eugenie (Youell's), a fine golden yellow, the flower

stems stout, as they need be, to support the very large

trasses of flowers produced by this variety; the habit is

robust, flowers large, and well formed Each 1

Golden Chain, fine golden yellow per dozen 6

•Gold Cap, rich dark maroon, deep yellow cap... .„ ... 6

Integrifolia, an old but favourite variety of erect habit, pro-

ducing clusters of small yellow flowers

Kentish Hero, orange buff
Maggiore, rich ruby crimson, with a large yellow cap, pos-

sessing a fine free growth, a noble bedding variety
Magnificent, rich crimson, with yellow crown...

Masterpiece, deep maroon...
Matchless, dark brown red
Model, brown shading off to orange yellow at the edges, extra 9
Mr. White, rich shining bronze red 6
Parity, colour pure white, the best exhibited last season, fine

habit, with large trusses of flowers, strongly recommended
for bedding ...

Red Rover, bright crimson shaded with orange, large and
free flowerer, fine habit

Shank leyana, large orange crimson
Sulphurea splendens, fine large yellow, fine for bedding
Saltan, fine large crimson •

Superba (Turner), fine dwarf, dark crimson, extra fine

(Constantine), dwarf crimson

\] ESSRS. JOHN WEEKS and CO. have the s*tis-

3A faction of acquainting their patrons and the public

generally, that their new HELIOTROP1UM GIGAS will be

tnt out in good well established plants on the l&t of June
this year.
Tot leaves of a well-cultivated plant are 1 foot in length, and

6 inches wide ; the flower, of a paU> and dark violet in colour, is of

enormous size. Specimens can daily be viewed at the nursery.

Price 10s. 6d. each. A select list of novelties in the exclusive

possession of their firm will shortly be published.

Horticultural Establishment, King's Road, Chelsea.—May 3.

AZALEA INOICA.
HUGH LOW and CO. have to offer very fine

healthy plants of INDIAN AZALEAS, in small pots.

They are all unusually well set with flower- buds, having from 10

to 20 on each plant. Price 30*. to 425, per dozen. The under-

named, with many other varieties, can be supplied :—
Alba magna
Albertus
Beauty of Europe, the

finest striped variety in

cultivation

Cellerophon
Coccinea major
Exquisita

„ pallida

Fulgens
Formosa (Ivery)
Iveryana

Magniflora

Magi)ificu8, the finest

white
Optima
Ferryan

a

Pnrstantissima
Prince Albert
Queen Perfection
Reine des Beiges
Salopensis
Tr^tteriana
Vittata

Clapton Nursery, London, May 3.
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Surprise, bright orange crimson, extra ...

Variabilis, an excellent grower, of very compact, pretty
habit, and produces in great profusion immense trusses

of blossom, which open of a delicate primrose colour, and
change to white

Ve2zosa, flowers large and fine formed, of a bright orange
and crimson, shaded with large trusses, flowering abun-
dantly, and a splendid habit, extra ...

Viscosissima, deep yellow ,

"Wellington Hero, fine golden yellow ...

Wildfire, bright dazzling orange and crimson, shaded, large
and very showy, fine free growth, extra

Oxalis rosea and floribunda, two beautiful and hardy herba-
ceous bedding plants of dwarf habit, producing throughout
the season a profusion of rose coloured flowers 6

Youell & Co. have also to offer a brilliant collection

Verbenas, Geraniums, scarlet and variegated, of sorts; Petunias,
Lobelias, Fuchsias, Anagallis, Antirrhinum, Delphiniums, Helio-
tropes, Pentstemons, Pansies, and other Bedding Plants of the
most select kinds, at 4$. and 6*. per dozen.

All Orders of 21. and upwards are delivered Carriage Free to
"London, Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to any Railway Station
witkin 150 miles of the Nursery.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

of

LOWER SEEDS.— We have selected out of our

large Collection of Flower Seeds twenty of the most

beautiful and showy varieties, each sort distinct in colour,

and calculated to produce a fine efect when planted out

in groups or beds in the Flower Garden. The German
Stocks, A stei'S, LarJcspurs, and Wallflowers especially are

most superb. The Collection will be sent jree by post to

any address, price 5s.

The following unsolicited testimonials will give some slight

idea of the high repute in which our seeds are held :—
" I beg to inform you that the German Stocks and Asters you

sent me last year met my entire satisfaction, for I had a most
splendid show; they were admired by every one who saw them."
—Mr. John Eyre, of Long Buckby.

"The Wallflower seed you sentmeismuch finer than ever! saw
before ; they are grand in the extreme—spikes of flowers 12 inches

long."

—

Mr. Cleeton, Gardener to E. Holland, Esq., M.P., Dumbleton.
ik The German Stocks and Asters have giveu general satis-

faction, having surpassed all I have yet seen, both for brilliancy

ot colour and compactness of bloom."

—

Mr. Vertegans, Florist,

Edgebaston, Birmingham.
u The German Stocks came up to your recommendation ; they

gave me great satisfaction, and many friends who visited the

gardens asked me where I had the seed from."

—

Mr. Barlass,

Gardener to T. B.Le Baker, Esq., of Hardwicke Court.
a The German Stocks and Asters you sent to the Heath last year

were really good."—Mr. Chapman, Gardener, The Heath, Cardiff.

J. C. Whehlrr & Sow, Seed Growers, Gloucester.

CHOICE^VARIETIES,
-
ALSO

-
GOOD PLAIMTsT"

ITCH ELL and CO. are now sending out the

following good plants, consisting of first-rate varieties, viz.

:

NEW FUCHSIAS, consisting of Story's New White Corollas;

all other first-rate varieties, 105. 6*1. per dozen, basket included.

VERBENAS.—A first-rate collection, none hut the best of

1855, 65. per dozen, or four dozen for 20s.. basket included.

CALCEOLARIAS, Henderson's and Turner's new varieties of

1855, 12s. per dozen, hamper free ; older varieties, 4*. per dozen,

or 6 for 21s., basket free.

DAHLIAS of 1855 & 54.—Our own selection of the following

first-rate varieties :— Lord Bath, Pre-Eminent, Ruby Queen,

Baron Alderson, The Nigger, Emperor, Napoleon, Omer Pacha,

John Keynes Rachel Rawlings, Primrose Perfection, Topsy,

Uncle Tom, Miss Popa»&c, 125. per doz., package free; older well-

known varieties, $8. per doz., or 4 dozen for 20*., basket included.

LOBELIA SPECIOSA, the best blue dwarf bedding variety,

6s. per dozen.
PETUNIA IMPERIALIS, Double White, first-rate for bed-

ding, True, 6s. per dozen; True Crimson Clove, 6*. per dozen;

Prince of Denmark, bright Scarlet Clove, 6s. per dozen.

PETUNIAS.—A Choice Collection, 4s. per dozen.

Pinks, our collection consists of all the best show varieties,

4s. and 6s. per dozen.—Carnations, first-rate varieties by name,

12s. per dozen pairs.— Picotees, 12s. ditto.—Tree Carnations, our

collection stands unrivalled; our own selection, good strong

plants, 12s. per doz., trade price per 100 upon application.—Phloxes,

first-rate sorts, 6s. per dozen.—Phlox Drummondi Radetzky,

6s. per dozen.
Post Office Orders are respectfully requested from unknown

correspondents payable to John Fairbbother. All orders over

20s. are delivered free in Londoner to any station on the London
and South-Coast Railway.

Bristol Nurseries, Kemp Town, Brighton.

SUPERB VEKBENA.
JOHN COLE Less respectfully to offer a few Plants

of his beautiful VERBENA CERISE UNIQUE, cerise,

with a conspicuous light eye, for form of pip and truss unsur-

passed. JLO. flatters himself it will please everybody. Pro-

nounced by many eminent judges, including Messrs. Turner,
FraseTj and Edwards, of the Wellington Nursery, first-rate.

2s. <vi. per plant; six plants lor l<*s.

Also ids hybrid Troprcolum odorahun, a fine bedding plant,

or for pillars ; also for pot culture, perfuming the conservatory
jual to the sweetest Tea Rose. 2s. 6J. per plant.

A remittance solicited from unknown correspondents.
Kt-y field Nn;>» ry, St. A lban's, Herts.

NEW ROSE-COLOURED DAHLIA PRINCESS.

ROBERT REA, Ipswich Nursery, Ipswich, begs to

announce that he intends sending out. the first week in

May, strong plants of the above new Dahlia, at 10*. 6d. each,
with the usual discount to the Trade. PRINCESS is a constant,
true, and very rich rose-coloured fluwer, quite distinct from any-
thing; centre well elevated, close, symmetrical, and full petals
slightly cupped; perfect outline, good to the last. The finest

rose-coloured Dahlia ever offered.

R. R.'s Catalogue of Dahlias, &c , is now ready, and may be had
on application.

SUPERB NEW FORCING AND BEDDING ^ERANIUM-
" CRIMSON KING."

U'OOD and INGRAM beg to offer fine blooming
plants of the above indispensable variety, the flower of

which is large and well formed, colour a beautiful rosy crimson
with pencilled eye; an immense bloomer, and has the very de-

sirable property of continuing to flower throughout the summer.
It received a Certificate at the last meeting of the National

Floricultural Society on the 27th ult.. the censors being Messrs.

C. Turner, C. J. Perry, and C. M. Atkinson. Trice 10s. 6rf. each,

with the usual allowance to the trade wlun three are ordered.

Iluntingdrn Nurseries, May 3.

H

M

ORT1CULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON*
21, RBuENr Street, May 1, 185Q.

At the ANNIVERSARY MEETING held this day it was
Resolved that the SUBSCRIPTION for the Maintenance of the

GARDEN be kept open till TUESDAY, June 24, the sum of

27732. 10s. having beeu already Subscribed.

The following additional Subscriptions have been received

since last week :

—

G. F. Heneage, Esq., M.P.
Mrs. Mason
Joseph Edliuann, Esq.

John Smith, Esq. ...

D. B. Chapman, Esq.

Henry Sich, Esq
Colonel Robert Ferguson, M.P.
A. W. MacTier, Esq.

T. Gainbier Parry, Esq.

John Henry Hedge, E.sq.

J. B. Nichols, E>q.

C. D. Bruce, Esq. ...

H. Hobhouse, Esq. ...

B. Edgington, Esq.

Sir Walter C. Trevelyan, Bart.

John Clough, Esq
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MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SON
ARE now prepared to forward their NEW SPRING CATALOGUE, and parties who have not hitherto

favoured them with orders can have the same sent free on application. This useful book has been compiled with the utmost

attention, and while it notices the latest novelties, gives only such varieties of each class as can with safety be recommended. It

should be in the possession of every Amateur and practical Gardener, either for reference or perusal, the simplicity and correctness

of Ub arrangement being a decided improvement on anything of the kind hitherto brought before the public. In addition to the

above-mentioned novelties, &c. it contains descriptions and colours of 500 Stove, 700 Greenhouse, and 1000 other Plants of Miscel-

laneous sorts, such as Azaleas, Geraniums, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, &c, with short and select Lists of those varieties best adapted

for the various purposes connected with the Stove, Greenhouse, and Garden, full descriptions of the following and many other

novelties are given in it.

With the above will also be published a Coloured Plate, representing a group of Nine new Plants, and can be had post free for

22 stamps.
CRYSTAL PALACE SCARLET BEDDING DAHLIA.
HENDERSON'S FAVOURITE VERBENA, GEANT DES BATAILLES.
HENDERSON'S FAVOURITE PETUNIA, COUNTESS OF ELLESMERE.

Mrs. Cotton
II. T.Leigh, Esq.

Henry Pouncy, Esq.
William Graham, Esq.

II. J. Brook, Esq. ...

Mr. Joseph Henderson
Lady Givnville
Neill Malcolm, Esq.

Lady Dorothy Kevill

Charles Dorrien, Esq.

Sir Thomas Parkyn, Bart.

Thomas Grisell, Esq.

Geo. G. Sandeman, Esq.

Sir W. M'Arthur (Syduey)
Mr. M'Ewen, Arundel
W. S. Gillett, Esq.
James Browning, Esq.
M.C.Maxwell, Esq.

G.R. G. Ricketts, Esq.

Thos. Farmer, Esq.

W. Wilshere, Esq.

Sir G. Carroll

B. Attwood, Esq.

S. Holmes Godson, Esq.

C. W. Strickland, Esq.
W. Leaf, Esq.

Mr. Jas. Cuthill

Jas. Montgomery, Esq.

E. Barnard, Esq.

C. B. Warner. Esq. (additional)

M. T. Bass, Esq,

Thos. Wood, Esq.

H. Vernon Harcourt, Esq.

Lady Frances Harcourt
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SATURDAY, MAY 3, 1856.

$. d. 8. d. 5.

Azalea Admiration •.. 5 Croton discolor 5 Perpetual flowering Car-

„ Criterion 5 Cuphea eminens nations
Boronia Drummondi 2s.6d. 3 6 Chrysanthemums, best six Pampas Grass (Gynerium
Bourardia longtflora flowered last year argentenm) each 1

Clematis coaruleaodorata Chnsan Palm 5 Petunia, new flaked and
Calceolaria Purity ... 1 6 Delphinium cardinale ...10 6 striped flower

d *. d.

Phlox Madame Fontaine
Pyrethrum carneura ... 1 6
(See leading article at p. 259)
Pretty Polly and Virginia
Bedding Geraniums

SelectAchimenes and Gloxinias

PETUNIA IMPERIALIS, now in flower at the Wellington Nursery, a fine free flowering double white,

centre well up and full; form, a half globe.

MADAME DESIRE GIREAUD, and other flue new Roses of 1856, 5s. each.

DUCHESSE DE CAMBACfcRES, ditto ditto ditto 1865, 25. 6d. each.

VERBENA IMPERATRICE ELIZABETH (pulchella Maonetti).
A distinct species, with elegant laciniated foliage, and beautiful compact creeping habit, will prove quite a new feature among

The Vine disease still lingers among us, and

continues to destroy the crops of the inexperienced.

Hardly a week passes but something is heard of its

appeifance, and of the alarm it creates in the minds

of those who know not how to arrest its further

progress. It is, however, as certain as anything m
natural history that its irresistible enemy is sulphur,

dusted copiously upon the parts affected as soon as

it appears,'the precaution being previously taken to

syringe the Vines. For gardens th* is so ready

and simple a plan that others ar^nperfluous. Tl ft

therefore by no means agro* with the author of

a recent pamphlet upon ** subject that ''empmcal

nostrums can have * place in a case of this kind

and ought to ho rejected." On the contrary the

case calls fr* the application of any remedy which

answer the purpose, \* hether we can account for its

rnjde of action or not. Sulphur is such a remedy,

I

verbenas in cultivation, If. 6d. each; lOOs. the hundred.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.

l^rtVlC*^' " '^ '•Jft^ftF ^» w * *»« ^ " j j

While we say this we are by no means insensible

to the necessity of searching diligently for the cause

of the disease. We fully admit that it is of great
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importance to learn if possible why the Vine has

become of late years a prey to a malady till now
unknown, for doubtless it is better to prevent illness

than to cure it- We therefore willingly listen to

Mr. Dow's account of what he supposes to be the

oriein of the matter in the vineyards of Portugal.

This gentleman, who appears to be an Oporto

merchant, is of opinion that it is bad management
which has brought the constitution of the Vine into

a state which predisposes the plant to receive

morbific influences which it was formerly able to

resist.* After stating that out of 26,000 pipes of wine
of the last vintage not more than 4000 are exportable,

the evil evidently becoming aggravated in each
succeeding year, he observes that :

—

" There are several circumstances which lead to

the opinion that the proximate cause of this so-

called disease is to be found in some abnormal
condition of the atmosphere, in conjunction with a
diminished power of resistance, from other causes,

in the Vine itself."

In support of the opinion that the fungus was
derived from the atmosphere, and that the weakly
or unhealthy condition of the Vines was the

cause of their being attacked, he produces the

following evidence :

—

'•' In the year 1854, on the appearance of the fungus
on my Grapes (Muscatel and others), I at once
cleared off every particle of it with a clean soft-haired

painter's brush (pinzel), before it had time to fasten

its root on the skin, on the juices of which it feeds

and prevents its expansion, not only in this way,
but by superinducing a state of cold several degrees

below that of the surrounding atmosphere, kept up
and increased in the sun's rays by the force of con-
stant evaporation from its own cold, damp, white
surface. It was quite visible that with this incubus
it was impossible for the Grape to increase to its

natural size, though sometimes it appeared to

struggle very hard, and occasionally succeeded. I

was, however, perfectly successful in ripening all

my Grapes, by care and. watching to clear off the
fungus immediately after damp and fogs, on which
occasions it generally again showed itself. I ripened
even the delicate Muscatel which, in the five

previous years, had been a total failure from other
causes. Of this fact I invited many of my friends

to become witnesses at the time, and which, if now
dormant in their memories, I have no doubt they
will at once recal. It is well known that scarcely

a Grape was produced elsewhere in the city. I

felt therefore warranted in concluding that those
Vines were not in a state of disease, but that the
fungus emanated from the atmosphere. To still

further test their state of health, I took several

cuttings from the infected branches and planted
them out in the spring of the present year. They
have nearly all taken root, grown well, and shown
no sign whatever of fungus on their leaves, for fruit

of course they have none. It has also been
observed that, on Vines infected with the disease,

bunches of Grapes and branches of the Vine, well-
sheltered especially from above, have escaped, while
all the rest of the Grapes on the same Vine have
been destroyed. Singularly enough, bunches of
Grapes growing near the earth, and even resting on
it, have not been touched by the fungus, while the
rest of the Vine standing higher in the air has
suffered severely. Many Vines in the Alto Douro
have escaped altogether, though surrounded on all

sides by infected Vines, probably through possessing
constitutionally a greater power of resistance to the
atmospheric fungus. There are also other wine
districts in the direction of Almeida, which have
not been hitherto visited by the fungus, whose
production has been regular, and even in this present
year, abundant."

1

It has never been the practice," he adds, "to
apply manure of any kind to the Vines of the Alto
Douro, and I believe, with just reason, as the
manures usually talked of are too gross and heavy,
and are quite incompatible with the great delicacy
of pure Douro wine. The amount of produce
carried off at the end of everv vintage is not greater
tnarv can be supplied, in ordinary years, by the
disintegration of the soil effected by the operations
of the farmer in hoeing and breaking it tip, so as to
expose it to tV constant action of the weather and
atmosphere. Tv. assist these operations, rain is

most essential during the winter to act as a solvent
in reducing the natural nourishment derived from
the soil to a state in which \h e spongeolets of the

;

Toots will easily absorb it in tn* spring ; and if I

can show that this important condition was wanting
for three successive winters—1848-49, 1849-50
1850-51—and that a large proportion of the farii«»rs

being poor from the low prices obtained for their \

wines for some years previously to 1851, did not, or
could jaot, afford the expense of the labour neces-
•An inquiry into the Vine Fungus, withTugeestions^to

a remedy, by a 23 years* resident in Portugal. Saunders ftOtley. A pamphlet of 16 pagea.

sary to effectually prune their Vines, renew their

stocks, and properly disintegrate the soil to effect

the necessary exposure to the action of the weather,

without which produce must decrease, I think these

facts, with the excessive overproduction of the three

years, 1846-47, and 48, will go far to account for a

considerable degree of weakness that had been
observed in the Vines generally before the fungus

made its appearance in 1853."

In 1851 the rain came down in October and

lasted with little intermission till May 1852, of

I

which year the spring was cold, wet, and late. In

i

May vegetation became rank and luxuriant ; the

Vines produced branches of twice or thrice their

usual length, and formed leaves of enormous size
;

these Vines were little pruned, and so the evil kept

increasing :

—

" In its altered condition after this inundation,"

adds Mr. Dow, u the Vine was well prepared in

the following year to become an easy prey to the

Oidium Tuckeri, which, unlike other fungi, except

mildew, which it resembles, is not so ceremonious

as to wait till its victim is dead and decaying

before making its attack, but appears, on the con-

trary, to fasten on its living juices with a pertinacity

so great that the weakened resistance of the Vines

generally has not been able to shake it off. In cold

and damp localities, where vegetation was most rank,

it appears to have revelled in excess."

" The average annual production of the Douro
district throughout the century, as published, has

|

been about 70,000 pipes until the years 1846-47,

and 48, when it rose to the extraordinary average

quantity of 106,000 pipes, that of 1848, the last of

the series, being 111,000 pipes. This extreme over-

production could not but be an additional cause of

future weakness. The three following years brought
no rain of any consequence. For three successive

months in the depth of each winter we had dry
easterly winds, sunshine, and no rain whatever.
Wells that had never been known to be dry gave
no water. The electrical state of the air must have
been abnormal, for I do not recollect one thunder-
storm during the whole of those three years. The
vintages became comparatively short in quantity,

the bunches of Grapes much smaller in size than
usual, from the want of sufficient food."

What Mr. Dow considers to be the remedy for

the present state of things is thus stated :

—

" To strengthen the Vine, then, I should conclude
must be the primary object of treatment, to enable
it to present a greater power of resistance to the
attack of the fungus, and this can only be done by a
judicious system of pruning according to the actual

sum of force in each Vine ; the general mode of
pruning having had quantity rather than strength
for its object, necessarily produced weakness ; the
soil ought not only to be cleared of Grass and weeds,
but they and the prunings should as early as
possible be burned, and the ashes scattered over
the vineyard, for the roots of the fungus must in

certain localities be in the soil, which ought to be
broken up with hammers and pickaxes to change its

surface—an operation much neglected by all— to

effectually expose it to the action of the weather,
and to dissolve its elements. Every year, in the
end of June and beginning of July, all defective and
ill-formed Grapes and bunches should be removed
and buried around the Vines, one foot in depth,
along with all the superfluous shoots or branches
broken into sinall pieces, which only weaken while
on the Vine ; but when buried in this green state,

at that time, are decomposed in less than thirty
days, and return again into the Vine to immediately
increase itsforce, and if annually practised, to main-
tain its vigour, as trees are maintained in a forest

for centuries by the annual decomposition of their

own leaves. In other wine countries this practice

is adopted with the very reasonable view of restoring

back to the soil some part of its produce instead of

carrying off the whole, as has been the uniform
practice here for time immemorial. The Argol
(Sarro), an element of the soil and of the wine, and
nitrate of potash, if judiciously and sparingly spread
among the Vines, and mixed with the soil in small
pieces (not pounded), would also be of great service
in recovering them from their present prostrate con-
j:*:._ . ^ t^ e chief reliance muSf 0€ in a tfue fag.

are such as evince much knowledge of the
constitution of plants ; they are those of a practical
man ; and cannot fail to produce an important effect

upon the vineyards where Mr. Dow's advice is
listened to. Had he recommended the heavy lands
to be thoroughly drained 4 or 5 feet deep, still

better results might be expected. We have our-
selves seen how greatly the Potato disease, a per-
fectly analogous malady, has given way before the
influence of good cultivation, and it is hardly to be
doubted that similar happy consequences may be
expected in the case of the Vine.

Our own gardeners will do well to study carefully

what Mr. Dow suggests, for there can be no doubt
that what he recommends for a vineyard is equally
true of a Vinery. They may also learn that ex-

perienced men in the countries where the Vine is

most at home do not recommend dead horses, dead
pigs, and all sorts of garbage to be introduced into

the soil. On the contrary, be writes as if he had
been a pupil of our skilful friend at Lois Weedon.

dition

integration of the soil to change its surface, and
reduce its elements to a state in ichich they can be
easily assimilated."

" Were these views immediately adopted, and
diligently carried out every year, I can scarcely
doubt that the Vine will speedily recover its

strength, be preserved in health and vigour, and
flourish as formerly ; but should unfortunately
Hoiking be done, as there is too much reason to fear,

from the v«ry diminished means of the great body of
the farmers to carry out any effective system, I am
afraid the future results will be still more disastrous."

It must be owned that these recommendations

A very remarkable trade catalogue is now before

us, containing a greater number of hardy novelties

than we have before seen recorded in any one

nursery list. We allude to a priced enumeration

of the Japanese plants actually cultivated in the

nursery of Siebold & Co., of Leyden. As is well

known, the Dutch monopolise the intercourse of

Europeans with Japan, the country most in cli-

mate like our British isles, but resplendent with a

vegetation infinitely richer and more varied than

our own. Camellia, Cephalotaxus, Cryptomeria,

|
Aucuba, Chimonanthus; Clematis, and Pyrus japonica

' sufficiently indicate how beautiful and hardy is the

Flora of Japan, to say nothing of Weigela,

Forsythia, and the whole race of Moutans. Availing

themselves of their commercial privileges the Dutch

have sedulously occupied themselves with the

acquisition of everything most worthy of introduc-

tion to Europe, and the result is already a total

number of 3 or 400 species and varieties offered for

sale by the firm above mentioned. Of so curious

an assemblage we are sure that a brief account

will be interesting to all lovers of gardens. W*
shall however confine our remarks to what are

represented to be hardy races.

In the first rank stand Conifers, among which we

find four species of Cephalotaxus, Juniperus japo-

nica and procumbens, Pinus densiflora and "the

true " P. Massoniana, Podocarpus Coraiana, Rett-

nospora squarrosa, and that famous Thuja dola-

brata mentioned the other day by our correspondent

" R." (p. 261). The last however has no price

attached.

Among forest trees are mentioned two Sycamores,

Acer japonicum and polymorphum, the stock of

which is held by Van Houtte, and Ulmus Kejaki,

which we are assured furnishes the most valuable

timber known in Japan.

Fruit trees comprehend a very early Apricot

called Armeniaca Mume, whose early rose-coloured

flowers are extremely ornamental, while the fruit,

owing to the firmness of the flesh, is particularly

well adapted for preserving. There is also a plant

allied to Pyrus japonica, named Cha?nomeles umbi-

licata, thus described :
" The fruit of this variety is

perfumed like Violets, and in the hands of the con-

fectioner surpasses in flavour all the fruit in our

gardens." Mention moreover is made of a Japanese

variety of Peach.

Small flowering trees and shrubs form a consider-

able part of the catalogue. The following appear

to be the most remarkable :— Acacia Nemu ; a

weeping Apricot named Armeniaca pendula, whose

branches are described as falling almost perpen-

dicularly; a new variety or two of Aucuba japonica ;.

Catalpa Kcempferi ; a Judas tree, Cercis chinensts;

Corylopsis spicata, a small bush resembling tlie

Hazel ; Weiqela hortensis ; Indigofera Iwafusi;

a variety of Kolreuteria japonica ; a new ?wf'
Litscea glauca, a yellow-berried Laurel; M^lus

Toringo,floribunda , and Rinzo, three dwarf Apples*

abundant flowerers well adapted for forcing;

Rhus Osbeckii, " on whose leaves galls are formel

of better quality than those of Aleppo;" Ligus-

trum Ibota, the true wax Privet, on which the wax

insect (Asiraca cerifera) naturally feeds; two Koses-

called Iwara and Camellia; Spiraea rupestrtsr,

Tamarix chinensis ; and a great many sorts o

Tree Pseony. .. .»

Climbing shrubs include Tecoma Thunbergn, tne

true Bignonia grandiflora of Thunberg ;
some new

Wistarias ; Aristolochia Kaempferi, and Ampelopsn

heterophylla, , ,i.
r

Finally, there is a considerable number of Her-

baceous plants, among which are included several

new kinds of Funkia and Lilium,* Burdock caHea

Lappa edulis, the roots of which are eaten W
Scorzonera; a couple of ^^^^^l
japonicum, whose roots are a substitute lor Asp
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ragus ; a Polygonum called Sieboldi, recommended
as a green crop for cattle food, as an excellent bee

plant, &c. &c. ; and the Chinese Yam, which M.
Siebold calls Dioscorea opposita, and to the hardi-

ness of which he fully testifies. He also offers

seeds of the Soja japonica, the real plant from
which the sauce called Soy is prepared.

We doubt not that all these things will soon be
in our own nurseries for sale ; some indeed are

already announced as having been acquired by " Mr.
Henderson " and "Mr. E. G. Henderson."

The Entomological Society of France has just

elected Mr. John Curtis, our veteran English
entomologist, an honorary member of their learned

body. Considering that this Society admits but six

honorary members, among whom stand such men as

Humboldt, L£on Dufour, and the Marquis
Spinola, and that the late Mr. Kirby and Air.

Curtis are the only Englishmen on whom the honour
has been conferred, the recent election must be con-
sidered a very graceful as well as important recogni-
tion of solid merit. It give us the more pleasure to

record it, coming as it does when blindness is about
to render all future labour on the part of Mr. Curtis
impossible ; and when therefore it is most especially

consolatory to find that the devotion of a life to

science is appreciated by those best able to measure
its value.

New Plants.
171. Fuchsia paniculata.

F.foliis ovato et obovato-lanceolatis subdentatisramisque glabris,
paniculn (parviflorfi) pyramidali, petalis patulis lineari-cuneatis
tubo calycis dinridio brevioribus, stigmate capitato quadrilobo.

Very nearly allied to the almost forgotten F. arbo-
rescens, from which it differs in its pyramidal inflo-

rescence, much smaller flowers, and small obovate or
ovate-lanceolate leaves. The flowers are wine-red and
in mass pretty. It was exhibited by Messrs. Veitch at
the last meeting of the Horticultural Society. Mr.
Skinner sent home the seeds from Guatemala. It

appears to be the " Fuchsia sp. arborescens flore pur-
pureo bacca nigra; Cuesta grande de Jalacingo, reg.
temp. Dec. 28" of Deppe's Mexican collections.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXIX.
475.*T}ladodystropiiia* (Stag*a head).—This word

adopted from Re, though not very harmonious to
English ears, expresses exactly the main feature of the
disease under consideration, known by the French under
the name of Couronnement or Decurtation.f All trees
may be subject to the affection, but it is the Oak which
more especially suffers from it, and in which it is most
conspicuous. It is a malady which is popularly recog-
nised, insomuch that a wood in my own neighbourhood,
in which almost every Oak of any age is stag-headed, is

known by the name of Hornstock, in allusion, as it is

said, to the condition of the trees. Whether the
etymology is correct or not, the interpretation at least
shows the prevalence of the disease. The Oak
though extremely long-lived, like other timber trees
after a certain number of years attains its full
maturity and perfection, beyond which, though it

may live for centuries, decay of greater or less im-
portance commences, increasing year by year till the
timber is perfectly useless for the purposes of art. It
has always been a question, what is the age at
which the Oak must be cut down, so as to have
the timber in full perfection, and beyond which
it is not wise in an economical point of view
to let it stand. The question perhaps does not admit
of a very ready answer, but it is certain that when
the terminal branches show the least sign of decay, the
tree will make no more profitable growth, and should at
once be felled. On estates liable to impeachment of
waste, this is a safe rule, and one which within my own
knowledge has been strictly carried out ; and 1 have
learnt from a person of the soundest judgment and most
extensive experience in such matters, that if a tree
under such circumstances is left till the course comes
round again, which is usually one of fourteen years,
material injury is always found to have taken place
in that period. Where the eye is practised, and
the rule properly carried out, it is probable that the
timber will be cut down almost at the proper moment
In such cases the decay of the terminal branches is due
to the energies of the plant beginning to give way, inso-

much that nutriment is not conveyed to them with the
same certainty and rapidity as before, and in conse-
quence the buds are not properly developed, the terminal
shoots themselves perish, and decay at last attacks the
branch from which they spring.:}: This may be the case
where the soil itself is congenial, and other circum-
stances are favourable to growth. The disease how-
ever which is more especially under consideration is not
that of trees which have arrived at perfection and are
beginning to fail, but of those which have not attained
a third of their proper dimensions when decay sets in.

t rom *A«3ef a branch, 2us badly, and t»s ~a> to nourish.
T See Leveille

-

in " Bon Jardinier," 1852, p. 198. The words
are also applied to accidental loss of the leading shoot, and to
Pollarding.

% In some trees which have no well defined leader, where the
raam branches are horizontal, and vertical shoots are sent up
irom them, it is the tips of these shoots which at length fail asDemg at & greater vertical distance from the soil, and therefore
Having a greater height from which to derive their nutriment.

The circumstances under which this occurs are totally

different from those which have been just mentioned.
It is well known that the Oak will not flourish except
the soil is suitable. Oaks of enormous size occur in very
different soil, but it is necessary that it should be rich

and strong, with proper depth, and that there should be a
fitting subsoil. It should in the first place be calcareous

;

but if this condition is secured, it is of no great conse-

quence whether it is a deep loam or clay, for noble trees

may be found under both conditions ; and even where the
soil itself is thin, the Oak will flourish provided the tap

root can strike into some vein of marl or other congenial
matter. Where however the soil is thin and poor, and
at the same time the subsoil is unsuitable or impenetrable,
the trees can never attain good dimensions, but after a
few years will show inevitable signs of decay in the
leading shoot. It is perfectly useless to leave them
after this takes place, but it is also evident that the
wiser course is to destroy such woods altogether and
convert the soil to some more profitable culture. The
evil is not in general due to bad management but is

inherent in the soil itself.

476. Before leaving the subject it may not be out of

place to recommend a matter for investigation to those

landholders who may chance to haveVoods in which the

trees are naturally stagheaded. It is believed that certain

slender as well as more prostrate in habit. G. gracilis

grows from a foot to a foot and a half long, having deep
green fronds shining on the upper surface, the taller

fronds abundantly fertile, and both these and the barren
cnes bearing proliferous buds from the rachis. The
barren fronds, about half the length of the fertile ones,

much resemble small fronds of G. applenioides, and are
not all like those of G. reptans. It is an elegant small
evergreen hothouse Fern, a native of Jamaica, and has
been introduced within a few years to the Botanic
Gardens of Kew and Gla3nevin. The species occupies
an intermediate position between G. reptans and G.
asplenioides. T. M.

ECONOMY OF WASPS' NESTS.
[From a description by the Rev. Professor Henslow,

of specimens in the Museum at Ipswich. The article,

though rather long, and relating to objects which our
readers cannot see, is nevertheless too graphic to be
advantageously curtailed.]

An illustration, in several portions—presently to be
described, is placed in case No. 72 in the gallery. I

may first remark that three species of wasp are common
in the neighbourhood of Hitcham viz , Vespa crabro
(Hornet), Vespa rufa (Anchor-faced Wasp), and Vespa

roots have an especial relation to certain part9 of the I
vulgaris (Common Wasp). The first generally selects

tree, and that any injury to such roots must affect that
i

or forms cavities in the trunks of rotten trees, or else

part of the tree which corresponds with them. It is

probable that the notion is well founded, and if so, sup-
posing the tap-root to become unsound or diseased,

corresponding injury might be expected in the leading

shoot. It would be worth while, therefore, where woods
are much affected by this malady, to examine the con-

dition of the tap-roots, which can only be done at some
expense of time and labour by large proprietors.§ The
roots of Oaks are not in general subject to decay like

those of many other trees, but even they cannot con-

tinue sound for ever ; and as the tap-root is the first

formed, it is most likely in the natural course of things

to give way first, and if so the destruction of the leading

shoot will probably follow. M. J. B.

NEW GARDEN FERNS.—No. XL
22. Goniopteris gracilis, Moore and Houlston, Gen.

*—* and Sp. of Cult. Ferns, ined.

Fronds narrow-elongato-lanceolate, erect, pinnate below, pinna-
tifid and proliferous above ; the lower pinnie scarcely stalked,
distant, deflexed, obliquely subhastate, i.e. obtusely oblong-
ovate with a strong anterior and a slight posterior auricle, sub-
crenate ; the central ones oblong-obtuse falcate, adnate,
scarcely subhastate, slightly crenato-lobate near the base,
otherwise entire ; the upper ones shorter, confluent ; rachis and
the nerves beneath pubescent with minute forked hairs ; sori

nni- or bi-serial, the spore-cases intermixed with prominent
forked hairs; barren fronds shorter spreading with more
crowded pinna*; fronds terminal, adherent.

This plant resembles and is undoubtedly allied closely

to Goniopteris reptans, but it presents several marked
differences. It is a larger and stouter plant with less

disparity in the character of the barren and fertile

fronds, the latter being more erect, arching and proli-

ferous towards the point The upper pinnae moreover
are almost always confluent and crowded, instead of

i

distinct and distant as they constantly are in G. reptans;
and the pubescence of the rachis is of a different

character, the hairs being short, instead of long and
spreading ; besides this the texture of the plant is

stouter, G. reptans being considerably more lax and

g Where trees are felled by the axe without the assistance of
the saw the tap-root is sometimes drawn to a considerable depth
when the tree falls, and where the trunk proves unsound it will __
often be found covered with whitemucedinous threads.Numerous I the surface f the outer wall of these nests, and each
observations therefore may sometimes be made without much . ,, , . . .

'
.

chooses the open space beneath the roofs of cottages as

a chamber for its nest ; though instances occur of its

building in holes underground. The other two almost
always build underground, though occasionally in some
convenient situation above ground. I am not certain

that either Vespa Holsatica or Vespa Britannica are

found in Suffolk. They both suspend their nest" from
the branches of trees and bushes. My observations

having been made upon the three first-named, these

remarks will refer to them, and more especially to the

nests of the Anchor-faced and Common wasps.

No. 1. A cavity or nest-chamber in stiff clay soil, in

which a small nest of the Anchor-faced wasp was sus-

pended. This cavity has been preserved in two sepa-

rate pieces, one with the base and the other with the

roof, by enclosing the soil in plaster of Paris, and other-

wise securing it from falling to pieces. It is the work
of the wasps; whenever they leave the nest in search of

fresh materials for enlarging it, or for food for the

young, they carry out, embraced by their legs, a small

pellet of earth, which they drop a short distance from
the entrance hole ; and thus the cavity is continually

enlarged, the progress of the colony requiring the con-

stant enlargement of the nest itself. Our stiff clay-drift

being full of chalk and flint pebbles, the wasps are per-

petually obstructed by these whilst they are enlarging

their nest-chamber. By undermining them, and re-

moving the surrounding earth, these pebbles subside to

the bottom of the chamber, and there form a rude sort

of pavement, immediately below the nest. This is shown
on the left hand, in the bottom portions of the chamber.

It often happens that a stone is too large to be readily

undermined and allowed to subside to the bottom,

before the wall or outer case of the nest has advanced
up to it and around it. The stone in such cases is ad-

visedly surrounded by and embedded in the materials

of the nest, and at length fairly built into it As the

nest increases the stone is prevented, by props below

and suspended above, from crushing the fragile mate-

rials in which it rests, and is ultimately to be found far

within the nest, among the comb.
The roof or vault of the nest-chamber is on the right

hand, and so tilted that the whole of the interior and
the entrance hole at the top may be exposed as well as

a portion of the surface of the soil, with the Grass on it,

thus showing the depth at which the nest was suspended.

The bases of some of the short columns by which this

was effected may be seen adhering to the roof. The
diameter of the nest being always somewhat less than

that of th« chamber in which it is suspended, a free

passage is thus left all round the nest for the wa^ps to

traverse it in every direction.

No. 2. A small nest of the Anchor-faced wasp, taken

from the cavity just described. The very soft materials

of which it is composed have apparently been procured

from herbaceous stems, and not from either solid or

rotten wood ; though I believe it is generally considered

this wasp and the hornet build their nests of the latter.

I have often observed some of the layers of the shell-

like patches on the surface of these nests when fresh

captured, quite green and pulplike ; such materials

would naturally become brown and brittle when dry, as

we here see them.
No. 3. A small nest of the Common wasp, which was

suspended in a chamber not more than 12 feet from
the last, and at about the same depth below the surface.

As both were captured early in the season (21 at August,

1854), they were still conveniently small fur the purpose

for which they are required ; but they contained

neither drones nor young queens, both of which only

appear later in the year. Tins nest (like those of V.

Holsatica and V. Britannica) is constructed from firm

woodv fibre, which the wasps may often be observed

collecting from posfs and window-sills. The wood
fibre is completely masticated and mixed with a some-
what glutinous secretion, and thus forms a pulpy mate-
rial like papier mdche

f
which these native paper-makers

put to a purpose it would be hopeless for the more
clumsy operations of the mill to imitate. Concentric
laminse of different tints are united in shell-like patches

may
trouble and with no expense.

I

of these patches becomes a segment of a sphere resting
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Tli and it at Uitchain. The material of which tins i.tBt

is composed is firm, and resembles that employed by

Vespa vulgaris, but the mode of construction is different

Instead of the shell-like patches of which the outer case

is composed in the nest of the common wasp, we have

here a series of thin cases continued all round, one

over-lapping the other, the innermost leaving a small

entrance hole at the bottom. The present specimen is

attached to a branch of Hawthorn.

No. 7. Nest of Vespa crabro, the u Hornet," in a cavity

ofan old Pollard Elm. This specimen issuspended between

iron rods, and may be moved to show the lower parts.

The material resembles that employed by the Vespa

rufa, and is very tender. The nests of this large wasp

never contain so many cells as those of moderate sized

nests of V. vulgaris and V. rufa. When built in the

bach and all of them have their Horticultural Society.

James Culhill, Camberwell. b»

/Vy.—I lately met with a remarkable looking Ivy

plant, growing in a wild situation on the bank of a small

stream; the plant is about six feet in height and about

as much in diameter, and growing without any attach-

ment to other substances, such as rocks and trunks of

the leaves are not lobed like the common Ivytrees

but are ovate or obovate. Such a hardy evergreen

might be useful in exposed situations. Is this plant the

Hedera arborescens of Loudon's "HortusBritannicus?"

P. Mackenzie. [Yes.]

The Grove gardens, Roehampton.—You will I am sure

excuse my calling attention to an omission in your notice

of these gardens at p. 283 of your last Saturday's number.

The forcing-houses were, as you have stated, erected by

upon oUitib below, wnli a. cavny intervening,

whole work is thus made very light, and at the same

time is strongly bound together.

No. 4. Another smaller rest of the Common wasp is

rather irregularly built, owing to the numerous obstruc-

tions from large pebbles in the soil. This has been

divided vertically into two equal portions, to show the

horizontal arrangement of the layers of comb with the

cells open below and ranged in single layers. In bee-

hives the comb is in vertical layers of double rows of

cells placed back to back. The material of which the

cells are composed is the same description of papier

mdche' as that which forms the outtide case. The top-

most layer is suspended from the case itself, and each

of the others from the one above it, by columns or sus-

penders of the same material as the cells. The eeveral

layers do not come close to the outer case, except here

and there where they are sometimes partially attached

to it for support. A ready communication is thus kept _ .

up with the different layers, as the wasps have secured portions of the case maybe seen, m which there is

a continuous passage over the whole of the inside as always an extensive opening at bottom. It is also dis-

well as over the outside of the nest-case. The entrance tinct in two other places, where openings in the tree

hole through the nest-case is generally somewhere expose the nest to view \\ hena nest is suspended in

about midway between the top and bo.tom-an (E) free space, as beneath the thatched roof of a cottage, the

marks its position in each of the three nests here pre- case is then completed all round the cells. By waiting

served. The cells are hexagonal, like those of the till the close of the season before capturing a hornets

honey-bee, but are not destined to contain honey or nest, we shall find it well stocked with young queens

any kind of food. They are constructed for the sole

purpose of receiving each one egg from the queen

mother of the whole colony.

No. 5. A small nest prepared by a queen wasp. This

beginning, of what is afterwards converted by the

neuters into such structures as those at Nos. 3 and 4,

is often popularly regarded as the work of the so-called

" solitary wasp,'' which in fact it is, but not in the sense

tSA Jruet^ queens; but it. is as well to be of
-

which ^ ^^o^^^^
the fruitful mother of a whole swarm. Having armed with a net in hand, in case a vicious neuter, de- opinion, is a fair sample °J>^.^^
secreted themselves during the winter in s< me crevice, dining to turn to the light, should be deposed to attack, were purchased of^^^ l^J;"^ ***»

thevoung queens come forth in spring, seek out con- as they sometinns will. In all cases, attacking wasps Manchester /. S., to toe, to W. Hen ter, £sq., Hope

veniei.t spofs for laAing the foundation of their colonies, may be out-maneuvered by the operator standing Hull, Pendletem.
1 ' " - -

perfectly still, and briskly agitating a hoop net at the Large Beet Root—I had last week a root oi Beet

end of a stick. They fly at the object in motion, and ' which weighed, when cleaned and ready for dressing,

are readily caught. By acting on this knowledge, a 9 lbs. I have had them often 5 and 6 lbs., but never

Hornet's nest may be secured without danger in broad so large as this. The seed I obtained from Messrs.

daylight First capture as many neuters as possible, as ,
Bass & Brown, of Sudbury (Mitchell s dark blood red

hollow of a tree, or among Thatch, the hornets dispense me, but at the request ot S. Lyne
,
Stephens, Esq.

partly or entirely with an outer case round the tiers of ; the heating was done by Messrs. Bailey of Holborn, in

cells. In the present specimen the well-formed lower justice to whom, and not liking to take the credit of
1 t

- • other persons' work, I have been induced to trouble

you with this statement. Wm. Shakespcar, 55, Liond

Street, Birmingham,
Cutting down Old 2horn Hedges.—Some time ago a

hint was given in the agricultural portion of your Paper

to the effect that old Thorn hedges when cut over with

a hedgebill or hatchet made better shoots than those

that were sawn over. I lately saw a hedge that was

and drones, but with very few neuters remaining. By some years ago cut over about 2 feet from the ground;;

pouring a little alcohol over two fine nests brought home the plants before they were cut would be about 20 feet

on the same day, and placed on my study table, I dis- high, partof them were cut both ways, and at present the

charged between 100 and 200 queens and drones from one part is as good as the other as far as the strength

them but there were scarcely half a dozen neuters. They of the shoots is concerned. P. M.

came out in rather quick succession, and nearly all flew
j

Seeds.-Acting on the advice of your correspondent

directly to the windows, where they were captured with to ascertain whether the seeds I have had this season

and then set to work, each by herself, to build a nest.

This little nest differs from the form which it afterwards

assumes when greatly enlarged by the neuters. It con-

sists of two thin outer coats suspended from a single

point, and enclosing one small horizontal tier of about

half-a dozen to a dozen cells. The outermost of the

two coats is little more than a hemisphere, and does not

extend more than half way over the innermost, which

is oval. The latter has rather a large opening below,

which serves as an entrance hole. The queen deposits

an egg in each bell ; and these eggs soon produce

maggots, or caterpillars. These caterpillars suspend

themselves with their mouths downwards and close to

the entrance of the vertical cells. Those first hatched

lumsy
assistance of our village carpenter, and sometimes

with the aid of one or two others, I secured seven

are fed by the queen. The nectar secreted by the hornets' nests in this village during one summer,

glands, on the under side and near the base, of Laurel Three of these were in the hollows of trees,

leaves is much sought after by the queens at their first which we cut down ; a remarkably fine one (now

coming forth in early spring. If the weather prove pro- ~~~ *u ~ Tr »*-—
*

-v.* j v..

pitiou*, the queens succeed in bringing a few caterpillars

to maturity. Erich of these, when full grown, spins a

cocnon within its cell, closing the mouth of this with a
delicate white silk covering ; and then it passes to the

chrysalis j-tate. In a few days the young wasps emerge
from their chrysa'is state, gnaw their way through the
silken cover, and after taking a little refreshment from
their queen mother, are prepared to ease her of all

fur her labour ahout the nest. This they speedily enlarge,

whilst she continues to Jay an egg in each of the new
cells. In favourable season?, wasp nests often attain

very large dimensions, and a queen has been known to

lay as many as 20,000 egys ! The wasps which proceed
from those laid early in the season are called neuters,

_ W 7

which are, as in the hive bee, imperfectly developed
females. The males or drones have no sting, and are
produced later. Their caterpillars occupy some of the
lower tiers of cells, which are somewhat larger than
those which contained the neuters. The lowest, or last

formed, tiers are composed of still larger cells, and
from these the queens, or fully developed females,

proceed. I have counted as many as 500 young queens
in a large nest. As each of these might (the following

year) become the mother of 20,000 wasps, and as 500
times '20,000 are 10 millions, it is clear the world might
soon be filled with wasps, if the possible rate of increase

were allowed to take its course ! A favourable, or (to

any but entomologists) a rather disagreeable wasp
season, seems to depend, in a great measure, on the
youns queens having struggled successfully through the
difficulties of their early position, whilst preparing their
nests, and feeding the caterpillars first hatched. If the
weather prove unpropitious they do not succeed in

rearing this first corps of assistants, and are thus left

helpless and soon perish. This accounts for the great
difference between the number of wasps in one year and
another. Though thousands of young queens may be
seen in spring, each prepared to produce her thousands
of eggs, it does not necessarily follow that we shall have
a plague of wasps in autumn. On capturing a nest
the queen mother may readily be distinguished from her
children subjects by her larger size. Late in the season,
when the young queens have come forth, their mother
is still distinguishable by her tattered wings and by
other symptoms of old age, whilst her handsome
daughters are as yet fresh and fair.

No. 6. A small nest of Vespa Holsatica, captured
during last summer by W. Calvert, Esq., at East
Bergholt. I have been informed by C. Bree, Esq , of
Stowmarket, that he has met with nests of this wasp in
that neighbourhood also. As before stated, I have not

in the Kew Museum) was obtained by sawing

through the thatch and main rafter of a cottage roof,

also taking away with it a portion of the wattles and
stucco of the gable. There were not many active

neuters about : the queens, however, uttered loud in-

dications of their displeasure, but were too dignified

to come out.

position, in a cart

possible to transport it in safety to a distance, provided

it be not entrusted to the tender mercies of railway

porters ! By acting as convoy to this (and a few others),

I secured its safety ; but shortly afterwards, on sending

another beautiful specimen, firmly secured (as I sup-

posed) in a hollow trunk of a tree, it arrived at Kew a
mass of powder^! These two were the nests to which I

have alluded as being on my study table on the same
day, and from which I discharged the hornets by means
of alcohol. J. S. IIenslow.

disposed to attack the sawyer, the sentinel must shake Northamptonshire soiL I hf

his hoop-net at them, gradually retreating at the same |
and have given them also to farmers in the village, who

time ; they are sure to turn upon him, and he must be have praised them highly. W. A. Buckland, the Vicarage,

clumsy indeed if he does not catch them. With the Bavensthorpe, Northampton.

Ayres1 Perpetual and WilcTs Ipswich Standard Cucum-

oerSm—As my duties here will soon terminate, I think it

well

to test,

Stand . , ,. •

in a pot in a Pine pit, under exactly similar conditions.

and Ayres' is both a better grower and a better bearer

than Wild's. We have cut five brace good fruit from

the former and one brace imperfect from the latter. In

frames they are just coming into bearing and the same

,.* u ,Twa u,M «~„ „ ti ^ mvv u.gu.ucu characters were perceptible. In flavour, however, I

We bore it off carefully, in an inverted pre'er Mr. Wild's, although both are good. The only

art. Fragile as such an object is, it is 1

test with which I am not satisfied is, that time may yet

prove that the Ipswich Standard is an excellent summer

Cucumber. But for general usefulness I unhesitatingly

give the preference to Ayres' Perpetual. G. MlEwenr

Arundel Castle, April 24.

Home Correspondence.
The Horticultural Society.—I have been waiting to

see how those great gardeners would act, in reference to

this Society, who have derived immense benefits from it

and have taken their hundred pounds a year from it

in the shape of prizes, before I could offer my small

mite towards the 5000/. required for its support, and
which 1 hope will soon reach 10,000/. and at once set the

Society upon a firm basis. Can any one forget those

Chiswick Shows where people from the whole breadth
of the United Kingdom and Ireland were assembled
within the gardens ; can we forget the endless equipages
covering many miles of road and occupying many
acres of ground round Turnham Green ; and what
was all this enormous turn-out for but to wit-

ness the finest grown plants from every part of the
known world, as well as the finest fruits that earth
and the skill of man could produce? Can it, then,
for a moment be supposed that this country will allow
this great national society to sink for the want of the
small sum asked for? Surely it may look to the
great Aristocracy, the wealthy merchants, the rich
amateurs, for support. All of them are deeply indebted
to the Society. What were their gardens 30 years ago
compared with what they are now ? has not the Horticul-

tural Society of London done much towards their recent
improvements ? In conclusion I beg to say that my
small sum of 1/. 1*. is ready when called for, and I

trust that many others in a small way as I am will do
the same. To allow this Society to fall will be a dis-

grace to the whole horticultural people of this country ; it

would very much lower us in the estimation of even the

Smallest foreign state, or even our youngest colonies.

Breeding Fancy Canaries to contest for prizes at

the various canary exhibitions in the metropolis

requires some skill in the selection of the breeding

birds, but it is to be regretted that the general method

followed in breeding the commoner varieties ot the

canary is too much confined to a haphazard system to

be the means of rendering that benefit which other-

wise it might be expected to produce ; and although

very great numbers are reared in Norfolk and Yorkshire,

yet the Germans are able annually to import many

thousands, and the shops to sell them at even a lower

price than our home-bred birds. The dictum, now the

rule laid down for breeding canaries, is simply to matt*

birds of opposite qualities. Can this be a rational rule

for the purposes of improving and developing the breeos

of canaries ? It is evident from the many WieWJ
and the varying qualities which these birds have broken

into, that there is a plasticity in their nature which, ttcmj

matched and judiciously persisted in by breeding tor »

series of seasons to a specific end, might result in ne

and novel varieties and qualities as great in contrastas

find to exist between the Belgian and the small vaneties

of the common canary. As the canary has been domes-

ticated, are there not other species of birds which mign*

be bred indoors, and eventually break into several

varieties from like cultivation, and new Pr0Pe*ie8
!££

capabilities impressed upon their progeny? In br^^
mules from the canary and other birds, not omy

for the purposes of producing birds of W**J*!~>
but also of a hardier and more robust constitution,

the breeder has to contend against jh«. UDP^r5
of the wild parent and the more plastic D»ture«

the canary, as the general result of these pairmgs

are young taking very much more after the^
than the canary. Most animals when bred under the

varying artificial sheltering feeding care and P«>tt*tt"o

of man for a considerable series of years, change^

colour and other qualities, showing that the veryWorm
nature of the wild individuals is influenced and m*a

more plastic ; now, if the wild species with which we
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pair the canary for the purpose of breeding mules were
domesticated like the canary, its power of impressing its

nature, &c, upoa its hybrid issue would be diminished

and more upon a par with the canary, and therefore the

mule from such a union would doubtless be a more
equal mixture of the qualities, dispositions, &c, of the

two than it is between a domesticated canary and a wild

goldfinch, linnet, siskin, greenfinch, &c. The greenfinch

is said to pair with the canary readily, but that the pro-

geny is too much like the greenfinch to make them
favourites or profitable to rear for sale. It is also s*id

the hen greenfinch will breed with the cock canary; if so,

and this bird is very docile and yielding, accommodates
itself to confinement with great facility, it would be a

very suitable bird to experiment with and try to breed

indoors. It is known to have considerable capacity to

learn the song of others, &c, and so might be taught to

sing a new ditty, which very probably, if its offspring was
also instructed the same for a series of years, would
become its permanent song. W. TV.

Wild Cherry Tree.—A large heap of shale from a
coalpit was set on fire for the purpose of reducing the
shale; it has been burning for several months, and is not

burnt out yet. There is an old wild Cherry tree grow-
ing near the edge of the shale; about one half of the tree

is in leaf and in blossom, while the other parts are little

more than bursting their buds. P.M., Stirling, April 27.

[The roots next the heat are stimulated into action,

which is communicated to the branches and buds.]

£oattfe&

Horticultural.—Anniversary, May 1.—Col. Chal-
loner in the Chair: A statement was read recapitu-
lating the proceedings of the Society during the past
year, with which our readers are familiar. In conclusion
the Council reported what has been done to give effect
to the resolution that the Garden be relinquished unless
funds sufficient for its support be provided by subscrip-
tion, as already advertised. On the 3d of April the
Council reassembled, and after a careful review of
the financial condition of the Society, arrived at
the conclusion that a smaller sum than 5000/.
would be insufficient to enable the experiment of
maintaining the Garden to be fairly tried. A circular
letter was shortly afterwards sent by post to every
Fellow, representing the objects of the Society,
and announcing the names of donors to the amount of
580?. Since that time a further list of subscriptions has
been sent to every newspaper (563) in the United King-
dom, with a request that the editors would be good
enough to draw the attention of their readers to the
position of the Society ; a request which the Council
have reason to believe has been most readily complied
with. The lists of subscriptions have been advertised
gratuitously by the Athenceum, the Literary Gazette, and
the Gardeners' Chronicle, to the proprietors of which the
Council desire thus publicly to express their thanks. A
second and further list of subscriptions has b^en forwarded
to all Fellows. Finally, many hundreds of circulars and
lists of subscriptions have been sent through the post to
wealthy inhabitants of the metropolis not being Fellows.
The Council stated that these measures had not pro-
duced the sum required. Some Fellows-object to any
attempt being made to preserve the Garden, others have
answered by sending in their resignations ; but from
the greater number no reply has been received, so that
the subscription list, when closed, amounted to no more
than 2773/. 10s., contributed by 181 persons, of whom 15
are not Fellows. Conspicuous among the latter is Mr.
Heinrich Behrens, a German gentleman, residing near
Lubeck, wholly unconnected with the Society
who has most liberally off-red to contribute the large
sum of 100/. towards the proposed fund. The Council
however considered that the result of this appeal is so
far satisfactory, that it seems reasonable to defer closing
the subscription for the present, not doubting that the
spirit which has been already displayed, will ultimately
lead to the contribuiion of the full sum required. They
proceed to say that " It does not necessarily follow
that the Society is to have no Garden, and that its
horticultural operations are to terminate, even if the
Garden at Cbiswick is relinquished. It will be in the
recollection of the Fellows, that in the scheme proposed
by the Council, on the 24th of December, for re-
organising the Society, it was contemplated that a small
garden should still be maintained for the purpose of
raising such seeds as may not arrive in sufficient

quantity for distribution, for restoring the health of
imported plants, and for experimental pur[ oses. This
also formed part of the plan laid before the Society on
the 5th of February. Among the many suggestions
which have been lately made to the Council is one from
Sir John Lubbock, Bart., an old Life Member, who
remarks, in a letter dated April 11, that the obvious
course for the Society is to move the Garden to the
grounds of the Crystal Palace, there being no doubt
that an arrangement might easily be made by which the
Garden would be there preserved in a better locality to
tiie advantage of both Societies. Within the last two
days the Council have received a communication from
the Directors themselves of the Crystal Palace, con-
veyed through Sir Joseph Paxton, suggesting the expe-
diency of an arrangement being made between them and
the Hort cultural Society, on terms of mutual
interest, by which a portion of the grounds in the
Crystal Palace Park may be occupied by a Garden for the
HurUculturai Society. This proposal is so recent
that the Council are not at present in a position to do

more than announce the circumstance. The actual
state of the finances of the Society will be seen from the

Balance-sheet laid before the Meting It is there shown
that the debt of the Society is now 9388/. \0s. 4c/., while
at the last anniversary it was 8821/. 4s. id., indicating an
increase of only 567/. 6s. But on the other hand there
is a diminution in the available assets of the Corporation
to the amount of 1544/. 19s, chiefly caused by the
sale of property : namely, of Stove-plaots, which pro-
duced 56.0 . 4s. 6d. ; of the Herbaria, for which the
unexpectedly large sum of 253/. 1 5s. was obtained : and
of the old stock of Transactions, &c, which realis-ed

282/. 19s. 9d., or nearly 83/. beyond the sum at which
they were valued." In consequence of the unsettled
state of the affairs of the Society it had been found
impossible to make any arrangements for Exhibitions
during the present year ; but should the appeal to the
public prove successful, the Council hope they may look
forward to the revival of the Exhibitions with all their
former splendour.

A discussion ensued, during which conflicting opinions
were expressed as to the expediency of maintaining the
Garden even if the proposed 5000/. were raised. It was
generally admitted that the money could only be re-
garded as a means of trying the experiment of placing
the Society upon a broader basis, and by that means of
increasing the number of Fellows enough to provide the
requisite income. Eventually the following resolutions
were carried :—1 . The meeting receives and confirms the
report of the Council, and fully approves of that part of
the report in which it is determined to extend the
period for receiving subscriptions towards the sum of
5000/. proposed to be raised for the purpose of main-
taining the Garden. 2. The meeting stands adjourned
to Tuesday, June 24. 3. The cordial thanks of the
Horticultural Society are returned to Mr. Heinrich
Behren«, of Lubeck, for the very handsome offer he
has made of contributing 100/. towards the experiment
of maintaining the Garden.
The Chtirman announced that the following Fellows,

viz., Messrs. Sigismond Kucker, Conrad Loddiges, John
Lee, and II. G. Bohn had been elect- d into the Council
in the room of his Grace the Duke of Northumber-
land, Sir Philip de Malpas Grey Egerton, Bart., M.P.,
Robert Hutton, Esq , James Gadesden, Esq. ; and that
his Grace the Duke of Devonshire had been elected
President ; William Wilson Saunders, Esq., Treasurer

;

Dr. Royle, Secretary ; and Messrs. Stevens and Leach,
Auditors for the ensuing year.

numerous collection to be tolerably illustrative of the
chief groups of the plants that inhabit the warmer
regions of the earth ; and such, to a <a*eat extent, is

the collection which is now successfully cultivated in

them. It includes a considerable numl er of fiue

specimens of the older inhabitants of greenhouses, now
rarely to be seen, and also many very interesting

species which, from possessing slight claims to beauty,
have fallen out of cultivation. The Syndicate are glad
to report that the plant-houses have been successful,

and that the novel plan upon which they are arranged
has been found to be very convenient. Owing to an
imperfect :on in the chimney of the furnaces, it is neces-
sary to have it rebuilt upon a different plan, and the

Syndicate have given directions for the work to be
done. There is reason to believe that when the
new chimney is erected, there will be a much
smaller consumption of coal, and consequently a
considerable reduction in one of the largest

items of annual expenditure. In the Report of the
Syndicate, dated Feb. 23, it was stated that two small

houses were wanted for the propagation of plants, aud
for operations that could not well, if at all, be carried

on in the existing plant-houses. When these are built,

they will add considerably to the efficiency of the Garden,

and remove much that is unsightly from the greenhouses.

According to the rules and orders at present in force,

the Garden is open daily (Sundays excepted) to all

graduates of the University ; to all undergraduates

giving their name aud college, if required ; and to all

respectably dressed strangers, on condition of giving

their name and address. Servants with children, chil-

dren by themselves, and persons accompanied by dogs

are excluded. The plant-houses may be visited from
one till four. No fees are allowed to be received by any
of the attendants. The accounts for the year ending

Nov. 3, 1855, have been examined and audited by the

Syndicate. The following is a summary:-

fl • • i t f • ••

*

Receipts
Disbursements.

Salaries
Tradesmen's bills

Labourers' wages...
Kates and taxes ...

New drain to supply the pond with water ...

Carriage of plants, postage, travelling ex-

penses, &c.

• # *

»• t

• •

f • *

* -

1 1 *

• * •

t •

• • i

• • >

• •• 9 fl fl • t • *••

£ $.

373
d.

7

132
219 4
2S5 6
80 16
53 12

2
2
5
3

16 13 2

792 12
419 11

2
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Botanic Garden, Cambridge : Extracts from the
Report of the Syndicate.— Trinity College Lodge,
March 5, 1856.—The Botanic Garden Syndicate, in

making their First Annual Report to the Senate, think

it desirable to give a more detailed account of the

character and state of the Garden than will be neces-

sary in future years. In the formation of the new
Garden, it was intended to make science the first con-
sideration ; but in order to encourage a general taste

for botanical studies, and to render the Garden an
agreeable acquisition to the University, the designers
consulted ornamental appearance, whenever it did not
interfere with the main object. Owing chiefly to the

services of two successive Curators, their views have
been gradually carried out with considerable, though
not entire, success. The funds applicable to the
support of the Garden being small, its objects are

necessarily limited ; effuris, however, have been made
to render it complete in particular departments. The
formation of a collection of hardy plants was
thus preferred to one consisting of numerous tender

species, which would have required the erection of

extensive and costly plant- houses for their preservation.

The hardy plants may be divided unscientifically, but
conveniently for the cultivator, into trees, shrubs and
herbs, and such a division was adopted by the designers

of the Garden. The trees form a belt surrounding the
whole of the ground, to which they will ultimately be a
considerable protection. They are arranged as far as

possible on a scientific plan, so that allied genera and
species are near to each other. Amongst them will be
found nearly all the trees that will stand our climate,

and it is believed that, when grown up, they will form
one of the most perfect arboreta in the kingdom. The
hardy shrubs will be found in a series of beds crossing

the Garden at the upper end of the central walk. They
were planted in accordance with their affinities, but it

is now found that some of them will not succeed in that
part of the ground, and, therefore, the plan must be
partially disarranged by their removal to a portion of
the unoccupied land near the proposed pond. The in-

troduction of a few trees into the place now appropriated
to shrubs would add considerably to the beauty of the
grounds, would ultimately be ot much use as a pro-
tection to the upper part of the Garden from the
prevalent winds, and would not interfere with the
convenience of the scientific arrangement of the plants.

The herbaceous plants are arranged in beds on the
right of the great w»lk. Each bed contains a single

natural order, or a division of one. This is a very
perfect and valuable collection, and it is much used by
the members of the University who study scientific

Botany. The mode in which the plants are arranged
has been found to be well suited for this purpose. As
has already been stated, no attempt is made to keep an
extensive collection of tender plants, for that would
require very much larger plant-houses than the Uni-
versity can afford to erect or maintain. The houses
recently erected from a plan originated by the Curator,

Mr.Stratton, are capable of containing a sufficiently I

Balance against the Garden

The above sum of 41 91. lis. Id. was allowed to the

Vice-Chancellor of last year by Grace of the Senate,

Feb. 6, 1856. The Syndicate have been informed by
the Curator that an annual saving of about 407. would be

effected if a horse, cart, horse-roller, and mowin;

machine were procured for the use of the Garden, am

they have accordingly given directions for making the

requisite purchases. The following is a summary of the

accounts for building the new plant-houses for the two

years ending Nov. 3, 1855:

—

ILkceipts.
_ _

£ 3. d.

In respect of the purchase by the University

of the site of the Old IWanic Garden ...3448 4 4

Interest on Exchequer Bills 86 4 11

PlSmTRSEMEVTS.
Messrs. Bell & Sens, builders ..

Mr. Potter for water apparatus
Architect's commission
Drawings, and legal and travel-

ling expenses
Removal of plants from the old

bouses • » «

3584 3
£ s. d.

'2454 4
>

521
148 15

*- 3206 15 10
60 IS 6

22 2 o)

Balance in hand 327 13 5

W. Whewell, Vice-Chancellor ; R. Tatham, H. W.
Cookson, R. Okes, L. Neville, H. J. H. Bond, W. H.

Drosier, Charles C. Babington, O. Fisher, Fenton J. A.

Hort.

Entomological, April 7.—The President in the

chair. The President announced that the subject of

the prize essay for the present year is the Natural

History and Economy of a small Moth (Gelechia terrella)

extremely abundant in pasture grounds, with a view

to determine whether it be injurious to agriculturists or

not. It was also announced that a new part of the

Transactions, completing the current volume, was ready

for delivery to the members. Mr. Augustus Shepherd

exhibited a specimen of Ennomos Alniaria (of which

species only two individuals had hitherto been found in

this country), taken near Margate in September last.

Mr. Newman communicated a note by Mr. Oxley on the

mode of flight of the genus Syneemon, a group of small

Lepidopterons insects, nativssof New South \\ ales,which

fly in the hot sunshine like Skipper-butterflies, and sit

with their wings partially erect. The genua had been

regarded bv its founder, Mr. Doubleday, as Hete-

rocerous, notwithstanding its clubbed antennae, but Mr.

Newman considered it as the connecting link between

the Skinper butterflies and the Castnue. Mr. Westwood

gave an account, illustrated with analytical figures, of

two remarkable genera of small beetles, the males of

which have the head greatly dilated and flattened at the

sides. One, a native of Guinea, belonged to the

family Erotylidce, the other from Colombo in Ceylon

is of doubtful affinity. Mr. Westwood also communi-

cated an account received by him from Dr. Lee, F.R.S.,

of the development of vast quantities of a species of mite

in a small cabinet of curiosities belonging to a lady at

Lyme Regis. They first appeared in connection with, a

Palm leaf fly-flapper from Egypt, and thence spread over

several of the adjoining rooms, proving extremely

difficult to be destroyed, and consequently becoming a
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great nuisance. The fumes < 1 Bolpuur had destroyed

numbers, but hal injured both furniture and drawings.

The employment of chloride of lime, solution of corro-

sive sublimate, Chamomile, and other substances were
suggested bv several of the members. A note from
Mr. Bates, at present in Brazil, was read on the sexual

distinctions in the genus Agra, belonging to the family

Carabidae and sub-family Brachinidic. In addition to

the donations of books from the Royal, Linnsean and
other societies, &c\, a collection of minute insects from
Ceylon was presented by Mr. Thwaites.

cauo of Cluriuui, two fine healthy plants, 4/. 4s.

;

O'iontoglossum sp., probably new, 21. ; Lselia super-

biens, 'Zl, Is. ; Epidendrum maculatum of Reichenbach
(what is this ?) ZL ; Cycnoclies sp., fragrant, 1/. ; ditto,

with flowers said to be pale purple, 21. ; Cypripedium

cauda turn roseum, 11. 4*. ; Cyrtochilum sp., II. 4s. ;

Warrea discolor, 11. ; other lots, of which there were in

all 177, fetched from 10s. to 1/. per lot. A few lots of

Stangeria paradoxa realised from \l. to 11. 4s. each.

Notices of Jtooiisu

•The BritUh Hieracia, by James Backhouse, junr.

(York, Simpson, 8vo ), is a monograph of our wild

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Azaleas, as they go out of bloom,

should have their seed vessels picked off, and those that

require more pot room should be shifted at once. Some
Hawkweeds by a hawk-eyed botanist Everybody who

recommend mixing a portion of loam in soil intended

subject of endless differences of opinion. Not to us !

it^ Jj the tti shed for beside8 this bei bettel.

belongs the task of settling them. Mr. Backhouse done at once it will not occ
admits 33 species, to say nothing of nine others which
he does not think are really British. The former are
placed in nine groups, and each is carefully described,

occupy half the time it would do if

leferred until the plants have made thtir growth. These

beautiful plants are exceedingly subject to thrips, and

unless a sharp war is carried on with these pests imnie-
with its habitats, synonyms, and comparative characters.

diatel they make lneir appearance it will be difficult to
As far as a hasty glance enables us to judge, the work is

fcubdue them> To avoid the nui8ailCe cf having to smoke
done well and conscientiously. The marks of practical

| houges or h haye a ,g ht frame of a C011Venient sizepractica

field- knowledge are visible at every step. We only wish
such a useless word as *' phyllary" to express an invo-

lucral scale had been dispensed with. Were Mr. Back-
house as much inconvenienced as general Botanists are
by the nuisance of multiplied and endless technical

terms, he would, we are very sure, be no party to their

adoption.

coveredwith oiled calico in which to smoke the plants. This

may be placed over the infested plants in auy of the houses

or on a bed of coal-ashes out of doors and filled with

tobacco smoke by means of a fumigator and allowed

to remain for a few hours. If the calico is properly

put upon the frame every insect to which tobacco smoke
is inimical will be destroyed, for not a breath of the

smoke can escape. We find this simple cheap con-

trivance very serviceable and economical, as very little

tobacco serves when the smoke cannot escape, and it is

a great comfort to be able to smoke plants without being

obRged to inhale the disagreeable fumes. Go over the

conservatory frequently to regulate growth and to see

that the borders are kept moist, giving a thorough

soaking when necessary, for mere surface waterings will

|
not reach the roots, and although useful in keeping the

atmosphere moist wiH not serve to maintain the plants

in vigour after this season.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—In cases where a regular supply of fruit

is required at all seasons of the year, it will be neces-

sary to examine the stock of plants, frequently marking
those considered the most likely for fruiting, so as to be

able to keep them rather dry at the root for a month or

so, which will, in most instances, have the desired effect

the weather. "Get bedding plants hardened off as
expeditiously as possible, but in removing them from
the pits and frames place them where they can le
covered at night in case of necessity, and also take care
that they are not injured by too sudden exposure to
bright sunshine.

HARDY FRUIT and KITCHEN GARDEN.
Recently transplanted trees, &c, must be carefully

attended to with water. Take advantage of the present
state of the ground to get manure wheeled upon quarters
where it will soon be wanted, and see that there is a good
supply being prepared for the Celery crop ; for without
plenty of old rich manure large cri.-p Celery can hardly

be obtained. Directly the weather becomes more
favourable get the spring-raised Cauliflowers and
Lettuce planted out, if not yet done, selecting for

them a sheltered situation and light rich soil. A few
branches of evergreens stuck amongst such things after

planting, so as to screen them from the sun, is a great

protection, and prevents their being dried up until the

roots get hold of the ground.

STATE OP THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON.
For the week ending: May 1, 18of., as observed at the Horticultural Garden.

TrMPRR ATI'HK.

*
Babomktbr. __

Wiu-1 -?April Ol the Air. Of the Kan \

and JMay.
1

§<
s

20

Max. Mia. Max. Min. Meat*
1 toot
deep.

•2 leer

deep.
1

Frid-i\ 2i
• 39.695 29.591 7* 35 55.5 50 46J "sXjjs

Satur. 26 21 29.4>7 29.457 63 40 51.5 51 47 B.W. it
Sun.lay 27 X l9.56t» 29.442 44 32 38.0 KiJ 47 E. [ J4
VI on. 2* 53 29.561 29.5 -JO 55 25 40.0 50 47 N. .00

Tuea. 29 24 29.f>lo 29..'; 6$ 56 31 43.5 50 47 N.W. no
Wed. '60 2> 2y.(i<:i 29.610 57 29 43.0 49 47 N.W.i .07
Thura. 1 26 29.833 29.463 u 30 3S.5 49 -*: N.E. 3
Av<*r*ue , 39.6M \ 29.524 56.8 | 31.7 44.2 49.9 46.9 .98

Garden Memoranda.
Mr. Gaines' Nursery, Battersea.—The show

house here (a span roofed one) is now extremely «;ay

with Azaleas, Rhododendrons and other early flowering

plants. Conspicuous among the Azaleas were None-
such, a large rosy flowered kind with a brilliant fiery-

centre ; Magnitica, a purple sort with fine foliage;
* Illustrious/' a variety in the way of Ferryana, and
Mont Blanc, an extremely good white. Among the
Rhododendrons the greatest novelty by far was Incom-
parable, a seedling of Mr. Gaines' with handsome peach
coloured flowers edged with white after the manner of
Azalea Exquisite. This will prove a decided acquisition.

Among yellows Gaines' Aureum is at present finely in

flower ; it forms a fine contrast with the more ordinary
coloured kinds. In a house devoted to Azaleas we
noticed some pretty kinds. Amaranthina was ,

especially remarkable on account of its handsome of checking growth and throwing the plants into fruit.

colour. Punctata rosea, atrapurpurea, and dilecta,

were also showy. A house 54 feet in length was com-
pletely filled with Rhododendrons, all of them magni-
ficent specimens. Among them were Victoria Regina,
a light kind, which was reported to have had quite 100
trusses of bloom on it ; Princess Royal, also a light-

coloured variety with cone-t-haped trusses of flowers
5 inches high, and as much through at the base ; Prin-
cess Alice, spotted pink ; Prince of Wales and flori-

bundum, red. The finest specimen was, however, mag-
nificum, a light kind with 140 trusses of bloom on it.

This was quite a little tree. The above are all hybrids
of the handsomest description. In another house we
also noticed a desirable red sort, with compact heads of
flowers, all the petals of which were prettily spotted

• with minute black spots. This was named Eximium.
Among Cinerarias were some promising kinds, all

> seedlings sown last June, and we also observed some
t pretty varieties of Mimulus. Acacia armata is largely
grown here for market, as is also Cytisus racemosus, of
which we remarked pitfalls of pretty plants, beautifully

•.in blossom. These were stated to have been struck
from cuttings about two years ago. Pelargoniums are
extensively cultivated here, several large houses being
entirely filled with them. That containing the best
specimens of them is 80 feet long, and the stage on
which the plants are set is 10 feet deep. A grand dis-

play of these flowers may therefore soon be expected.
Already several of the early kind are in blossom. Of
these the more remarkable were Gauntlet, album mul-
tiflorum, Gage, magnificum, and Gaines' White, the
last a beautiful variety pure white, with a small spot in

the upper petals. We also noticed some of the new
French sorts, which forming as they do large trusses of
bloom, and being of new and peculiar shades of colour,
promise to be acquisitions for early forcing.

Tulips in open bed will soon be very gay ; their
flowers are uninjured, but the late spring frosts have
hurt their foliage a little. Double Stocks in flower are

April 2a—Foggy; very fine; cloudy; rain.
_— 26— Rain; cloudy and fine; heavy rain at night.— 27—told rain throughout.— 2*—Clear ; fine in forenoon ; low dusty-white clouds ; frosty.— '29— l'artiaily overcast; cloudy and cold.

— 30— Fine throughout ; slight frost at night.
May 1—Overcast; cold showers, partly hail ; clear and cold.

Mean temperature of the week 5 deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
Duringthe latr 3(> years, for the ensuing week, eudinx May 10,1&6.
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Tiie highest temperature during the above period occurred on th* 4th.

lea:*, and 6th, 1830—therm. 81 deg. ; and the lowest on the fcth, ISiw- therm-

2 1 de*.

The only effectual method, however, of securing a supply

of fruit at any particular lime is foresight in the manage-
ment of the stock, taking care to get the growth well

matured in sufficient time to allow ol affording the plants

a short period of comparative rest, which is the only

certain means of inducing them to fruit at any desired

season. With plenty of convenience this is easily enough
managed, but where the accommodation is limited, it is

by far the mostjdimcult part of the culture of the Pine.

And in cases where a regular supply of fruit has to be
furnished from limited accommodation, it is safer to

grow the plants in pots, so as to secure perfect command
over the roots, and also be able to move the plants to a

cooler pit or otherwise, as may be necessary. Black
Jamaicas and Cayennes are the best varieties for winter

fruiting, and the stock of these should receive every
attention at this season so as to induce them to make
free growth, and a portion of them should be shifted

into their fruiting pots as soon as possible. Use every
means to afford growing stock a moist atmosphere,
which in the present state of the weather is a work that

requires much attention, but must be done if the plants

are to bo kept in first-rate condition. Give air Ireely,

but avoid draughts of cold drying air, and use shading to

assist in keeping down the temperature without being
under the necessity of admitting cold drying air too freely.

Vineries.—In cases where Muscats are grown in the

same house with Hamburghs, and other free setting

varieties the temperature must be kept sufficiently high

during bloom, and until the berries are fairly set to

suit the Muscats ; for a crop of these cannot be de-

pended upon from the most healthy Vines, unless they
can be afforded a brisk temperature while in bloom and
setting their fruit. It will be better, however, to risk

having the Muscat bunches somewhat thin than to

injure other varieties by maintaining a night tempera-
ture of 75°, which is the practice of some good growtra

;

68° or 70° will be found quite sufficient. Get the
borders prepared for planting out young Vines, and if

being put under cradles covered with mats, to make j

these are started into growth before planting do not keep
room in pits for other things, and all kinds of bedding tnem to° warm, or it will be difficult to prevent their
plants are now being hardened off with all possible sustaining a check after planting out
expedition. FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.

Now that we have showery and somewhat milder

Miscellaneous. weather, these will afford ample employment for all the

Sale of Orchids.—A small collection of these made in strength which in most cases can be concentrated upon
the province of Veragua, New Grenada, was sold the
other day by Mr. Stevens. Trichopilia suavis, a large
mass, fetched 21. 2s. ; smaller lots, 10s. toll. 4s.; Odon-
toglossum Warczewiczi, two fine specimens, 21. ; Tri-
chopilia coccinea, one fine specimen, 21. As. ; Ly-
caste Lawrenceana, (?) several plants, 11. 4s. ; Cattleya,

them. Hardy annuals must be sown at once, covering
them lightly with fine soil. Stocks, Peutstemous, Antir-

rhinums, Hollyhocks, &c, that have been properly har-

ened off should be planted where they are to bloom, as

also any remaining stock of biennials and perennials. The
plauting of tender Roses should not be longer delayed,

species unknown, said to have been found at "an I

anti tilose previously planted must be examined, re-

devation of 4000 feet, at the base of the Vol- • PlttC »Dg those that appear to be much injured by

Notices to Correspondents.
To ocr Correspondents.—By an unlucky accident three or four

notes containing inquiries have been lost. Will our corres-

pondents accept our apology and repeat their questions?

Annuals: Furioso. We hardly understand your question.

Their flowers may be preserved by pressing them between the

leaves of a book, and drying them; or hy plunging them in

spirit, or glycerine and water. But your inquiry probably

points in some other direction.

Delphinium Cardinale : SB. It is certainly a perennial and not

an annual.
Guatemala Plants: N B. Neither of the species you inquire

about has been figured.

Guano Water: G. R D. Guano water suitable for "most

common plants" may be made as follows:—Put a handful of

guano into a gallon of water; stir it up well two or three times

at intervals of two or three hours ; when clear decant, and it is

then fit for use. The residue may be added to the compost

heap.J
Insects : J P. Your moths are— No. 3, Caradrina cuhicularis ;

4,

Erastria fuscula; 6, Tephrosia extensaria; 7, Cheimatobia

rupicapraria; 9, Depressaria Heracleana ; 10, Orthosia lota;

11, Glea vaccinii; 12, Apamwa didyma; all injured, and the

rest destroyed.—A M D. The little caterpillars on your Para-

dise Stock are just hatched from the spiral whorl of eggs "Pon

the twig. They are the young of the common Lackey Motp,

Bombyx neustria, and at a more advanced age they live in

large webs among the leaves —W H. The beetles you have

sent are the destructive weevil Otiorhynchus sulcatus. Ine

best plan is to lay a table cloth under the trees infested, ana

shake them well two or three hours after dusk, using a lamp,

which alarms the insects, and (with the shaking) causes them

to fall, when they may be destroyed with boiling water. W.

Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we ve" tu
^

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never nave

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this Kina.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially *PP ,V>

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thin ki n.,

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could, au ««

can do is to help them— and that most willingly- " 1S

now requested that in future, not more than four Plan^'
may be sent us at one time.— C F. Cyrtopodium Andersoni.

—J F. A small specimen of Morchella esculent*, the «°I5 »

an eatable species.—R G A. Lathrspa squamaria.—»<"'£• »

will tell you next week.— O F S. It is a Morel, pretty neany

of the ordinary size. jiu-^cViirfl

Names of Fruits : P W J. Your Apple is the Bedfordsmre

Foundling.H . nnder.

New Syringe : An Old Sub. We regret to say we do not unuw

stand your drawing. What are the four great black &01~*

tended to reprehent? If we are to publish it we must Jiave .

sectional drawing from some one accustomed to niate

things. __p
Soot Fungus : G L. We presume that your Plum trees *^
not sufficiently ventilated. The best thing to do is to s -

v""^.

with water, and then dust with flowers of sulphur as soon as

makes its appearance. ,- iv-n^rpd
Tkicks : Tynemouth. If it is true that the gardener tied &0IT

**"

Camellia flowers on his bushes in order to make them wo* g« .

and satisfy his employer, we can only say that he is aa^r>ao

.

Prince Potemkin, who is said to have stuck up P^teooaru

villages to cheat the eye of his Imperial mistress; or to »

London poulterer, who sells a plumped-out bag of bones unaet

the denomination of a fowl. . . i. tv ft

Water: J G. The plants are ruined by the lime whicn tne

wat*r contains. No doubt it is excessive y hard It
;

is co

trary to all rule and experience to employ hard water io

r-yringing. Everybody provides, or should provide * **** *or

rain-water, which should be scrupulously reserved for syringing,

or even for watering plants under glass.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.— Manufacturers and

others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURESmay
obtain every necessary instraction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Frincipal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kenmugton.
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
vill find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Ciuano, Superphos-
J- phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Nitr^-Phospliate or Blood
Manure, Sugar Scum, and every description ot Artificial
Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.

__ W. Ikglis Carn-r. 1 0. Mark Lane, Londen.

'pHE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
-*- at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

7Z. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
o^her Chemical Manures.

LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840).

The above Company have the following ready for immediate
delivery :—Corn Manure, for top-dressing ; Blood ditto for Corn

;Blood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate ot* Lime, manufactured
expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for
Turnips, Mangels, Grasses, &c; Peruvian Guano direct from
importers' warehouses

; Nitrate of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia,
and every artificial manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. Edward Purser, Sec.

rpHE PATENT SANITARY MANURE COM-
-*- PANY'S NITRO-BIPHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MA-
NURES.- For Corn or Hops, for Roots or Grass, 1350 lbs. of
Blood in each ton, and a large percentage of Phosphates. These
Manures compete successfully with Guano at much less cost.—
For price, testimonials, analysis, and local information, apply to
the O ffices, 2

1

. Cullum Street.City, London.

PEAT CHARCOAL FOR DEODORISING, and
WOOD CHARCOAL FOR FUEL, free from all noxious

smell or effluvia.—The above are made under the Patent recently
taken out by Mr. Ladlin. aud can now be had in any quantity at
very reasonable prices. The Wood Charcoal may be burnt In a
room without a chimney, as Mr. Ladlist has deprived it of all
noxious effluvia.—For particulars, address the Wigan Coal Com-
pany. 4, Luke Street, Dublin.

PHCENIX CHEMICAL WORKS, PLYMOUTH.
T3URNARD LACK and CO. are ready to deliver in
JLF London or at any convenient Railway Station or Seaport.
BIPHOSPHATE OF LIME considered as neutral soluble
pTuosphate, at Professor Way's standard price, viz., 6s. 6d. per
cent, per ton.

B. L. & Co.'s No. 1 Concentrated Superphosphate contains 40
percent, of neutral soluble phosphate delivered as above (bags
included) at 131. per ton, four months acceptance, or less 2A per
oent. discouut for cash. A considerable reduction made* for
quantities.

_ Guaranteed analyses and opinions by Professors Way and
Voblcker sent on application.—Apply as above.

MANURES FOR ROOTS AND TOP-DRESSING
CORN CROPS.

T^HE undersigned beg to advise Agriculturists they

VALUABLE IMPROVEMENTS IN MOWING MACHINES.

BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

Under the Patronage of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, and His Majesty the Emperor of
the French.

AL XANDEli SHANKS AND SON,
ARBROATH, FOR FARSH i RE.—PATENTEES.

and O.sborne. A. Shanks & Son have much pleasure in submitting the following from the numerous unsolicited testimonials
received by them in favour of their New Hand Machine:—

From Mary Wedlake <t Co^ London.
" Gentlemen,—We must inform you that your Hand Machines

give extreme satisfaction ; indeed, they are preferred to all others."

From B. K. Goode, Esq., of Heather Ball, Ashby-de-la-Zovch.
"Gentlemen.—The Machine does its work far better than can

be done with the scythe, and at half the expense."

From James James, Esq., of Samiston, near Jedburgh.
" Gentlemen,— I am happy to say that I am much pleased

and satisfied with the manner in which the Machine does its
work. It is, I find, a very great saving of labour, and far sur-
passes the scythe in the manner that it leaves the Grass afur

From Thos. Mitchell Jam's, S$q., of rhantassie, Haddir.ntonshire.
" Mr. Thomas Mitchell James has received the Grass Cuttle

Machine from Messrs. Shanks & Sou. It has given great
satisfaction."

From D. Fortes Mit<-he.V, E.<q., of TJiamiston, Aberdeenshire.
"Mr. Forbes Mitchell's compliments, Ac. As tar as he has

been able to judge of the Mowing Machine, it answers perfectly,
better then expected, and is likely to become a neces.-ary imple-
ment wherever known."

«i

From the National Garden Almanack for 1S5G
welve months' experience enables us to Indon

mowing.

rse all the
Patentees set forth as to the capabilities of their improved
Machine. Our Gardener delights in its use.''

Illustrated Price Lists forwarded on application,

N.B. A. Shanks & Son finding that their Patented Improvements are pirated, beg to caution the public against purchasing
Machines with their improvements without their name and address marked on the Machines.

A. Shanks & Son also supply Flemings SALTING MACHINES, for destroying Weeds, &c, on Gravel Walks, Court Yard*-.
&c, particulars and prices of which will be learned on application.

Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith.
Mary Wedlake & Co., 118, Fenchurch Street, Citv.
Messrs. William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, London.

William K. Eendle & Co., Plymouth.
F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester;
and 14, Corporation Street, Manchester.

Mr. G. Folkard, Hertford.
,. T. Johnson Leicester.

it

(see

for Cereals,

J- are now prepared to deliver the under-mentioned Manures

Their celebrated SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME
Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, Vol. 6, Part 2).
NITRO-BI-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE f<

Roots, and Hops.
Also NITRATE OF SODA, GUANO, BONE DUST, and

A-INCH BONE; SULPHURIC ACID, GYPSUM, and all
other Manures of known value.
Apply to Mark Fothergill & Co., 204a, Upper Thames Street,

London, Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company.

M A N U R ES!
HODGSON and SIMPSON, Wakefield, and

MATTHEWS and CO., Manufacturing Agricultural
Chemists, Driffield, manufacture the following Manures-—
SIMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-
dressing for Wheat, Barley, and Oats.

SIMPSONS NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoes
and other bulbous root crops. Price SI. per ton.

'

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.
The above have been successfully tested for eight years bv the

leading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties
and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with themost beneficial results.

Testimonials and other particulars forwarded bv post on appli-
cation. $^° Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any, 71. per ton.

TO ACRICULTURIS T sT
X>ONTEY, ROWE, and CO., Manure Merchants
J- Drake's Place, Plymouth, are now supplying their If L'ltlO-PHOSPHATE (fit for the drill), at 71. lO, per ton, strength as
guaranteed from analysis by Nisbet, Herapath, and Way

Agriculturists wishing to prepare (for the Drill) themselves
can be supplied with pure dissolved Bone or Bone Ash at 81. 10a'
to 91. per ton. The Muriophosphate as prepared by P.', R. & Co
has been found superior to all other artificial manures 'in the
continued support it yields to Turnips, Mangel Wurzel and the
succeeding crops.

'

BONE MANURE of their own manufacture.
BEST PERUVIAN GUANO, from Gibbs & Co. only
MANURE, SALT, GYPSUM, &c.

f
constantly on sale.

Pontey, Rowe, & Co. are the authorised Agents for Odams's
Patent Nitro-phosphate or Blood Manures for Corn, Turnips,
Mangel Wurzel, &c, which have produced extraordinary results
throughout the country. Prices on application.—May 3.

THIRTY TO FIFTY P£R CENT. BELOW COST.
pHAFF CUTTING, CORN BRUISING, CATTLE
V-/ WEIGHING, DIBBLING, and other MACHINES, by
Ransomes, Garretts, &c, warranted equal to new.—Edward
Weir, Agricultural Engineer, 16, Bath Place, New Road (6
doors west ofHampstead Road)."London.

WATERPROOF PATHS^
'

BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.
'T'HOSE who would enjoy their Gardens durin? the
•A. winter months should construct their walks of PORTLANDCEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
nver sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick Anv
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required hevond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessarv, as water does not soak through it

™Ve a fal1 from the midd,e of the path towards the Bides/

n7rSm»
SaTne PreParation makes first-rate paving for BARNSCAirLE-SIIEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

wbere a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid inwinter equally well as in summer.

wiiiSIl^
1?3

-,^ the Cement
» J- B

-
White & Brothers,

Milbank Street, Westminster.

AGENTS:-
Messrs. Danks & Nixon, Nottingham.

Mapplebeck & Lowe, ttinaingh&m.
Who. Drumraond- & Sons, Stirling; and 58, Dawson

Street, Dublin.
Brown & Austin. Argyll Arcade, GIftMOV,
James Dickson & Suns, 32, South Hanover Street,

Edinburgh.
DioVsnn At Tnrnhnll, Perth.
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rpHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
-*- PKOV KM ENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henrt Ker Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-
litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,
or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.
3. The "Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,
be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly
instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty tears for Land Improvements and
THiRTy-oNE years for Farm Buildinos, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
ku proved Lauds can afford to pay . William Clifford Sec.

THK CONSERVATIVE LAND SOCIETY—At the
Offices, 33, Norfolk Street. Strand, London, on Saturday at

noon, May 10, the 3ith Drawing for Rights of Choice on the
Society's Estates will take place. Interest at five per cent, per
annum, payable half yearly, is allowed on all completed shares,
and on payments in advance for not less than 12 months. No
partnership liability, and the taking of land is optional. Pro-
spectuses will be sent free of charge to any part of the united
kingdom, the continent, and the colonies.

Charles Lewis Gruneisen, Secretarv.
The Woodbury Park Estate, Tunbridge Wells, West Kent,
ill be allotted at the Offices, 33, Norfolk Street, Strand, London,

on Wednesday, May 21, on payment of one-eighth of the price of
each plot, the remaining seven-eighths of the purchase money
may be borrowed from the Society; the loan repavments being at
the rate of 10$. for every plot costing 521. 4s. 6d. P'lans of Estates,
price 6d„ or 7d. by post, will be duly forwarded

.

OECOND-HAND AGRICULTURAL IMPLE-^ MENTS.—Gentlemen having surplus Machines and Imple-
ments may realise their value by application to Edward Weir,
Agricultural Engineer, 16, Bath Place, New Road (6 doors west
of Hampstead Road), London.

HJ. MORTON and Co., Galvanized Iron Works,
• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANIZED IRON ROOFING, for Farm Buildings and
other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest rooting in use.
GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from 10^. per yard, for Farm

buildings, houses, &c—Never requires painting.
PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest and

neatest fence in use, will resist the largest Cattle, and will not
bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or over. Upwards
of 600 milesof this fencing fixed by us in the last 8 years. For
illustrated price list apply at the Works.
GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING —

Galvanized, 24 inch wide,
2-inch mesh, 6d^ Sd.and lid.

VAVrW/vXOXCCCui Galvanized, 24 inch wide,
3-inch mesh, Ad., 5Jd., and
7^d. per yard.
The Netting made any

with, and with openings of
anv size.

w

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS
for DRY and WET FOOD.-Galvanized Chain Camp Stools
and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat,
6s. 6>i. to 125. 6d. each.—Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Rods and'
Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdles
Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-
vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea-
sure Grounds, &c, from 10£<J. per yard.

For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Henry J. Morton & Co.,
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

IXTATER your GARDENS and MANURE your
»» LANDS with GUTTA PERCHA TUBING. II»l:-inch

for gardening, Ad. per foot, medium; 4'
2 d. stout; brass branch,

8top-mck, and rose, 5s. 6d. Apply for illustrated price lists to
J.Shkath v To.. Patent Guttapercha Factory. 35. OM S t r*e t Ron d

.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND.-CHELMSFORD MEETING.

IMPLEMENTS.—The Entries for Show-yar.I space required
and number of Implements to be sent, will close on the 1st of
May. The Specifications of the Implements entered may be
subsequently forwarded to the Secretary any time before the
1st of June.
LIVE STOCK.—The Entries of Live Stock will close on the

1st of June.
PRIZE SHEETS may be obtained on application to the

Secretary, at 12, Hanover Square, London, to whom all Certi-
ficates of Entrv must be addressed.

ATH AND WEST OFENGLAJND POULTRY
SHOW.— Prize Lists and Certificates for the above Show-

may be obtained of the Secretary, Mr. Kmgsbuby, 10, Ilamaiet
Street, Taunton. Entries close on the 14th of May next.

/ COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE a.vd CHEMISTRY,
Kj am> of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane.Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Xafral
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms aud other par-
ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.
Mr. Nfsbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver ia

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

Established about Half a Century.AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
§

BASS and BROWN can supply the following of
pure and genuine selected stocks, and of extra quality.

Reduced prices for large quantities.

Mangel Wurzel, Yellow Globe
.Red Globe
Long Red
Long Yellow

"White Silesian Sugar Beet ..

Carrot, White Belgian

u Yellow Belgian
„ Long Red Altringham

Large Cattle Pars-nips
Drumhead Cattle Cabbage (scarce) ...

Swede Turnip, purple-top, extra, 405 per bushel.,.

ff „ Skirving's, 40$. per hu*hel

Turnip, Orange Jelly, Lincolnshire Red Globe, Round, Tankard
r

Scotch, and other Turnips at moderate prices.

Bass & Baowy's SELECTED NATURAL GRASSES FOR
PERMANENT PASTURES are highly approved, and have
given the fullest satisfaction, and can be supplied to suit the soils

required. Per acre

—

s. rf.

For Soils generally, including Clovers ...24*. to 30
Renovating Mixture for Old Pastures, per lb. ... 10
Finest Lawn Mixture, 45. 6<L per peck, pnr lb. ... 1 3

All orders and inquiries will receive prompt attention. Carriaga
free to all stations in London and ail Stations on the Colchester
Line between London and Norwich.

Bass & Brow*. Seed Establishment, Sndburv, Suffolk.

* •

Per lb.—*.
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Cfie Slfirtcttitttrai (Bajrtte.
SATUBDA Y, MA Y 3, 1856.

The great international Cattle Show at Paris will
be the most extraordinary of its kind that has yet
been witnessed. We hear that already upwards of
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1200 head of cattle, 1000 sheep, and 200 p-ns of

pigs have been entered, besides more than 440 pens

of poultry. The best breeders of England, Scot-

land, Ireland, Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Hol-

stein, Saxony, Austria, Germany, Switzerland, Italy,

and France have promised contributions. Scotland,

as we said last week, shows 172 head of cattle and

177 sheep. England, not so vigorously canvassed,

or requiring a more vigorous canvass, has entered 94

head of cattle and 170 hheep, beside 35 pigs, 290

entries of farm implements, 39 of produce, and 199

of poultry. Of Ireland we have not received the

actual numbers to bo sent ; but it is said to have

contributed more than its proportion.

The exhibition will be held in the Palais de l'ln-

dustrie : and a horticultural fete will take place at

the same time in the same place.

statement of an experience. The farm consists of

3:30 acres of arable land and 120 acres of meadow
or permanent Grass. The following is the list of the

implements employed upon it :

—

1 Hay-making machine
1 Reaping machine
2 Horse hoes

The few attempts that have been made to deter-

mine the number of seeds of our common crops

actually sown per acre in our ordinary farm

practice have not issued in any very uniform results.

And it was not to be expected that they should,

seeing that the seeds of the same plant

vary exceedingly in weight and size, and that

s imples such as those prepared by our correspon-

dent "J. C. X.," botanically exact, have been

compared with samples professing merely to be

commercially honest. It is plain that the figures

obtained by an examination of the latter only are

proper to be used as agricultural data : and that

even these will not agree among themselves, must

appear to any one considering the enormous dis-

crepancies of weight and quality, which different

samples, all of them, it may be, genuine, present.

Thus, for instance, Common Rye-grass (Lolium

perenne) vanes from 10 lbs. to 30 lbs. per bushel :

—

if this difference be one of individual weight in

seeds of a common size, it is plain that

1 lb. of the lightest will contain three times as

many seeds as 1 lb. of the heaviest ; and so of all the

other seeds enumerated. Mr. Summers, who points

out how " J. C. X." and Mr. L.vwson differ, must
accept these differences not as errors chargeable on

one or other of the authorities he quotes, but as

actual results properly obtained from the examina-

tion of different samples. Our own results, given in

the same number of the Agricultural Gazette with

those of Messrs. Lawson and of " J. C. X." (see pages

234 and 235), are another illustration of the same
discrepancy. Thus, Lolium perenne is put down as

yielding 199,680, 192,000, and 344,000 seeds per

lb. ; Trifolium pratense as 322,560, 192,000, and
249,600 per lb. ; Trifolium repens as 821,760,

344,000, and 686,400 per lb. ; Phleum pratense as

948,400, 888,000, and 1,178,400 per lb. ; and Fes-

tuca ovina as 1,113,600, 768,000, and 548,000 per

lb., the third figures in every case being our own,
and exhibiting quite as d-stinct a character as either

of the others, on a comparison.

The following table, therefore, must be taken
with the understanding that its figures, however
widely they show the quantity of seed used per

acre in English agricultural practice to vary, yet do
not give the limits of this variation wide enough

—

for of some crops it turns out that two men sowing
apparently equal weights may yet, owing to

differences in the quality of the seed employed, be

6 Iron ploughs
2 Ridging do.

2 Double furrow do.

1 B roadshare do.

1 Clod-crusher
1 Iron and 3 wood cylinder

rollers

4 Sets of iron harrows
2 Scarifiers or cultivators

8 S ts of iron whippletrees
1 Land marker
1 Corn drill

1 Liquid drill

1 Turnip drill

I Grass seed drill

1 Liquid manure cart

1 Water cart

1 Liquid manure pump
Weighing machine and weights

1 Horse rake

10 Carts
1 Waggon and 1 van
1 Steam engine
1 Combined threshing machine
1 Flour mill
1 Linseed mill

1 Bean splitter

2 Chaff machines
1 Cuke breaker
2 Winnowing machines
1 C«>rn blower
1 Barley hummeller
4 Turnip cutters and pulpers

20 Iron troughs
Shepherd's field house
Sheep r«.cks and cribs

I Hand tools, chains, &c.

The estimated weight of iron in these implements

is 20 tons, and to it there may be added at least 4

tons for iron work in farm buildings, gates, &c. The
estimated annual consumption of iron in order to keep

these implements good is about 6J cwt., or rather

more, per annum of wrought iron, and 7 cwt. of cast

iron. The number of horses kept is 14 ; each of

them on an average uses 32 shoes per annum,

lay no doubt a more liberal interest should be allowed
than would suffice on drainage expenditure, but taking

everything into consideration 6£ to 7 per cent, would be
enough. While it is advisable by all means to limit as
far as practicable the cost of irrigating appliances, real

efficiency and its certain concomitants should suggest

the danger of unwise Btintedness. Whether it be in the

tanks, the engine, the force-pumps or the subterraneous

pipage, true economy will always point to substantiality

as a sound test to go by.

Nothing can be more annoying to a keen agricultu-

rist farming his own land than an interruption every

few months in the working out of his plans, and yet this

is just what may be expected if there is a want of power
in the engine, a defectiveness in the tank construction,

or a general weakness in any of the other fittings con-

nected with the irrigating machinery. How greatly do
some of the older fashioned and more prejudiced farmers

rejoice when a little mishap impedes the success of a
new species of farm practice, which, as if by intuition,

they have long ago condemned without a trial. In too

many cases irrigation and other progressive systems,

with the principles of which men who were thought to

be enthusiasts have endeavoured to stir the cerebral

faculties of the farmer, have experienced greater ob-

struction by some defect or practical inadequacy

in the means adopted to bring them into operation than

from any other cause. If a home farm, therefore, is to

become a great school or a repertory of experience for

weighing about 2 lbs. each of them ; one-eighth
t

the guidance of tenant farmers, all the new processes

or so are lost, and the average weight of the
;

which may be introduced, whether relating to^irrigation

old shoes worked up is about f lb. each. From '

°f
otherwise, should only be so under such circum-

these data it is calculated that nearly 5^ cwt. of
j

8t
.

ances as8^.th«'g^test probability that the end in
". „ j i

• v _ view will be gained. .Extravagance in the construction
wrought iron are annual y used yearly in horse l

f nec
g
fitti or expeSsiveness in carrying into

shoes alone. And this makes the total consumption
tice anvthing new that mav be suggested, should

of wrought iron 12 cwt., and of cast iron 7 cwt. per

annum. We are not informed as to the quality of

the soil—the number of horses would lead one to

suppose it heavy—but from their being spoken of

as ' pairs/ and from the use of double furrow ploughs

we suppose it to be light, and the latter is more
probably the case.

On this farm in Bedfordshire, then, it appears

that on 450 acres there is a consumption of rather

more than 4 lbs. of iron per acre per annum. And
this must be taken by our French correspondent as

the only answer to his inquiry we have been able to

obtain—the only one indeed we have ever seen

attempted. He must remember however that

the relative proportions of arable and pasture on

this farm are not those which obtain over the

country generally, and that the stock of iron imple-

ments upon this farm very far exceeds the quan-

tity generally in use. On both these grounds we
have little doubt that in this experience there

is nearly double the consumption of iron which
generally obtains per acre ; and, therefore, that

certainly be avoided with as sedulous a care as the

extreme which might be dictated by parsimony.

The next landlord's improvement which calls for a

passing notice is that of road construction. A farm

having bad roads cannot be expected to bring so high a

reut as one more favourably circumstanced in this

respect, and if good roadways add to the rental, the in-

crease when sufficient to yield five or six per cent, on

the expenditure, should give complete satisfaction.

Every one knows that with a large addition to the pro-

duce of a farm in consequence of the adoption of the

highest systems of farming, the wear and tear of its

roads must also be greatly increased. Hence it is well

for a proprietor in taking a home farm into his own
hands to put all the necessary roads into substantial and

thorough repair, and from year to year they should be

kept in the highest possible state of ^efficiency. While

the outlay requisite in forming the roads ought cer-

tainly to be charged against permanent improvements,

such repairs as may be made from time to time belong

to the tenancy account. In some cases it will be a

matter worthy of consideration whether tram roa^s, or

even railways might not be preferable to ordinary maca-

but I
this, over the country generally, ought to be assumed dam

f

ised
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?__ » __x « !— confess I have a strong conviction that ere thirty years

rather as being between 2 and 3 lbs. per acre

yearly than as between 4 and 5.

HOME FARM MANAGEMENT.—No. II.

Of the outlay on permanent improvements connected

with a home farm the irrigating appliances of modern
times form no inconsiderable part. With many excellent

farmers, the vital question "will it pay?" is still in

respect to irrigation thought to be unanswered. Look-

ing at the heavy expenditure of from 4Z. to 51. an acre,

which is necessary to bring the process into operation,

a superficial examiner of the subject will naturally leap

«.«„.;.,„ *,„.„/., ~a-& : ka a j r' < at the conclusion that it is certain to prove unremune-
sowmg numbers differing 50 per cent, and more from "*

A , .„, ^ Mll w *

lfMllfttl
-

nn nn thp
one another.

rative. A careful profit and loss calculation on the

other hand will generally demonstrate the fact that
The following table relates to those crops in ordi- under judi c i us management it is sure to prove success-

nary cultivation which are not thinned during their fui even m a money point of view. One great error
growth :

—

I committed in some well-known cases has been that of

laying down more pipeage than could

be kept in constant operation. In this

way a very heavy interest has been

incurred, and a comparatively small

return obtained on the gross expen-
diture. There is so much liquid

manure requ red for a small breadth
of irrigated land that an excess should
always be at command rather than

that there should be the slightest risk

of deficiency. Another evil in some
of the liquid manuring practices

of our day is that of employing urine alone. Every
one acquainted with the chemical composition of
animal excreta is aware that neither urine nor faeces
contains separately all the elements of nutrition required
by plants, but if used together they do supply these
elements in perfection. The only way then in which

Bushels
Weight
of seeds

No. of
seeds in

No. of seeds sown Seeds per
per acre.

in lbs. alb.
per acre. square foot.

Wheat 1 to 2 60 to 120 10,500 630,000 to 1,260,000 14 to 28
Barley 3 „ 4 ",0 „ 220 15,400 2,810,000 „ 3,388,000 : 52 „ 70
Oats 3 „ 6 120 „ 240 20.000 2,4O0,0CO „ 4,800,000 i 55 „ 110
Vetches 3 „ 4 ISO „ 240 8,300 146,400 „ 1,952,000 32 „ 42
Beans (horse) 2 „ 3 120 „ 190 1,000 120.000 „ 190,000 3 ., 4J
P**as 2 „ 3 120 „ 190 2,000 240,000 „ 380,000 54 „ 8
Flax t*„ 3 140 180

1

100,000 14.000,000 ,,18,000,000 320 „ 380
Lucerne

* * 16 „ 20 200,000 3,200,000 „ 4,000,000 75 „ 90
Sainfoin 4 bushels 80 23.300 1,864,000 43 „ 44
Clover * • • 12 to 20 •370,000 4.440,000 to 7,400,000 100 t. 170

It is to the last column that the attention of the
farmer is required. What is the use of trying to

obtain 3U0 or 400 plants of Flax or 100 to 170
plants of Clover on every square foot we sow ?

The question was asked some weeks ago in these
columns :—What is the annual waste of iron per tage, is to have both solid and liquid' exuviaj present
acre in the cultivation of land ] It is probably in solution. Not to anticipate the discussion of

manure in a liquid form can be employed with advan-

curious rather than useful, and might have remained
nnanswered without any serious loss to our readers.

Nevertheless, we are, very much obliged to Mr.
Howard, of the Britannia Iron Works, Bedford, who
has kindly examined the accounts of a farm in Bed-
fordshire with which he is acquainted, and has
given as the result of his inquiries the following

• This is on the supposition that the mixture is 2 lbs. of red.
one of white, and one of yellow.

this department of my subject, however, I pro-
ceed to notice the outlay on irrigation as constituting

an important part of the landlord's proportion of
the investments on improvements. With a let farm
it wou!d be too much to expect the liquid manuring
system to be adopted, unless the proprietor were agree-
ing to bear the major part of the expense, and in

farming his own land the latter would therefore require
to place the cost of all irrigating fitments at the debit

of the permanent improvement account On this cut-

it will be no uncommon thing to see the produce of a

farm brought from its outskirts to the vicinity of the

homestead by means of a railway, the working plant of

which will either be fixed or locomotive as may be

desired. How handily might the farm-yard manure be

run out to distant fields in this way ! It could not per-

haps be laid down at the very spot at which it was

required, but if brought to within 200 or 300 yards of it

a most important end would be served. For a farm of

400 to 500 acres with the steading near its centre, two

main lines crossing each other at, right angles, and a few

branches would be sufficient. Here, however, let the

purse-stirring question be put—" Will this railway

scheme leave a dividend?'' Why should it not? But

I am again anticipating a future section, and must pass

on. Of the profitableness of cheap tram-roads there

can be no doubt, and in many cases it will be found

advisable to make them the substitutes of metalled

roadways.
The only remaining improvement, the cost of wbicn

should be placed to the landlord's account, is that of

fencing. Whether live or dead fences are employed, it

is the proprietor who should provide them, the tenant

being bound to perform necessary repairs. On some

estates the live hedges are kept in order at the mutual

expense of the landlord and tenant, the work being

performed by a staff of hedgers kept for the pur-

pose. This is no doubt the fairest way of ratjng tne

tenancy account of a home farm. Let the hedgera' wages

be debited to the proprietor, and a fair proportion, say

about a half thereof, including cost of paling, carried

to the tenant's ledger ; on the same principle the gates

should all be put in good working order, half the ex-

pense of repairs being debited to the tenancy outlay.

With stone dykes, or other dead fences, the case is very

similar. The landlord derives the greatest—because

the most enduring—advantage ;from the erection o

permanent fences ; but the tenant has also an interes

in the matter, and should contribute a share of the ex*

pense towards maintaining theai in first-class order.

As it is not my object in this department of the suD-

ject to enter more fully into the question of permanent

improvements, I shall conclude this letter by referring

to the superior position in which proprietors farming

their own land are generally placed iu comparison w
that of many tenant farmers dependent on their own

means and exertions for success. The greatest draw-

back which a tenant can experience is the want of sum-

cient capital, and notwithstanding the present Wgu

I
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prices of produce there are still many farmers who

are far from being in a favourable position as to money
matters. True, the personal attention which a tenai.t

farmer is enabled to give to the daily operations of his

farm makes up to some extent for a deficiency of

capital ; but with good management money commanded
by the home-farmer oils the wheels of fortune, and

ought to throw a liberal balance on the credit side of

his ledger. So far as necessary funds are concerned,*

then, amateurs cultivating their home farms have far

greater chancts of success than lessees can be expected

to have. The former are not compelled to send their

produce to market merely to obtain cash to serve a

particular end, nor do they need to delay the purchasing

of portable manures till the spring demand raises them
not unfrequently 20 to 30 per cent, in price. All this

rates in favour of home farms as against let farms, but

the latter have also their advantages, though in many
cases these are not sufficient to counterl alance their

disadvantages. The shoal rocks on which the profits

of home farms are generally wrecked may be described

in the agricultural chart by two words, " extravagance
'*

and " incompetency.'* If the proprietor is ignorant of

practical farming and will yet keep the helm of affairs

in his own hand, or think himself justified in dancing

a minuet with every builder of agricultural castles in

the air who comes in his way, why it i9 quite right in

that case that he himself should pay the piper. By his

extravagance, unguided by sound practical judgment, he
is certain to squander far more than would give a fair

profit on expended capital were the management more
judicious. That incapacity is exhibited in numerous
instances by persons in charge of the practical opera-

tions in home farming cannot for a moment be doubted,

and to incompetency of the manager as much perhaps
as extravagance of the employer are many of the

failures of home farming to be ascribed. With suffi-

cient capital, a ski led and prudent responsible steward,

and a proper selection of farm servants, whose intel-

lectual and moral culture will be cared for, there can
be no sound reason for supposing that the profits of a

home farm will bear a discreditable comparison with

those of any similar occupancy farmed by a tenant.

In my next letter I purpose to enter on the tenancy
department of my subject. /. Loclhart Morton.

PROGRESS OF BRITISH AGRICULTURE.
[The following concludes our extract from the report by Mr.

Denis an.]

Field Practice.—The greatest improvements in culti-

vation and management have taken place in the strong

lands. Draining is the foundation of all these improve-
ments. Draining, now better understood and generally

well executed at a sufficient depth, has changed the

character of whole districts, turning unmanageable
and unprofitable soils into easy-working and pro-
ductive land.

It would be interesting to ascertain the extent of land
drained each year ; but no sufficient data exist for a
reliable estimate. Draining operations are carried on
by means of the public loan, the capital of private com-
panies, and of individual proprietors.

j

Of the public loan of 4,000,OOOL, the sums issued for

works in each of.the last three years have been

—

1852 ... £410,478
looo ••• ... ih •• 318,6- *

1S54 322,728

£1,051,843

What proportion do the lands drained by the public
loan bear to the lands drained by private capital? If
the example of this district should be a clue to the whole
area of the country, the lands drained by the public losn
would not be more than one-fourth of those drained by
private capital. In such case, the total sum expended
in draining for the last three years would amount to

5,257,6 15Z., and allowing 51. for the expense of an acre,
the extent of land drained would exceed 1,000,000 acres.
This sum, or whatever sum may have been expended
in draining, will have been capital supplied mainly by
the proprietors of land. A sum equal to the above in

amount has been expended, mainly by the tenant
farmers of the three kingdoms, in the purchase of a
single article of manure ; and this is not a vague estimate
but an ascertained certainty.

The sale of Peruvian guano by Messrs. Gibbs for the
last three years have been

—

1852
1S53
1S54

*»*

• **

• • •

*•• - •

*i •

Tons.
118,000
135 000
177,000

430,000

Allowing 12/. per ton for cost and carriage, the sum
expended amounts to 5,16O,000Z.

To this must be added the large outlay on Linseed
cake, on bones, rags, on minerals containing fertilising

principles, on lime, plaster, &c. With these combined
efforts on the part of the owners and occupiers of the
soil, there can be no danger in asserting that the produc-
tive powers of these islands have largely increased, and
are continually gaining new force.

I have said that the most marked improvement has
taken place on the strong lands. Draining and autumn
cultivation, materially assisted by good implements, have
enabled the occupier of strong land to add Swede
Turnips to this course of cropping. The importance of
this addition is beginning only to make itself felt. This
root, which, with its different varieties, created the
value of the light lands, is now performing a service
almost as great to the stroDg lands, not, as on light

lands, for feeding sheep, but tor feeding cattle. The
quality of the Turnips grown on strong lands is greatly

superior. The land will bear the whole crop to be
carted off to feed cattle in yards. Cattle supply mat ure,

manure gives corn. It is difficult to estimate the

addition, in meat and in grain, which this alternating

process will surely afford.

It may be thought by some that too much stress has

been laid on the value of improved implements. It

may be worth while to examine the point more closely.

What saving might be effected on a farm of 200
acres of arable land (the rental, say, 25s. per acre,)

drained and laid into fields of a suitable size, by the use

of good implements ? All land is ploughed at least

twice a year. The difference in labour between plough-

ing drained or undrained land is very great.

It would be an estimate much below the mark to put it at

Is. per acre for each ploughing.
For the year, 2s. per acre.

The next process would be sowing the seed.

On the old system, 2£ bushels of seed Wheat would he
sown broadcast per acre.

'

On the new system, with an improved drill, l£ bushel
. would be sown with better results.

There would be a saving, therefore, of 1 bushel per

acre on the 50 acres sown with Wheat, which, at 7s.

per bushel, amounts to 171. 10$., or per acre, over the

whole area, Is. 9d.

On 50 acres of Barley there would likewise be a

saving of 1 bushel of seed per acre, which, at 4s. per

bushel, would give a saving per acre of Is.

Next comes the preparation of the grain for market.

There are to be threshed the produce of 50 acres of

Wheat, at a yield of 4 quarters only per acre, 200
quarters ; of Barley, 50 acres, at a yield of 5 quarters

per acre, 250 quarters. The cost of threshing Wheat
by the flail, and dressing, is 4s. per quarter ; by an im-

proved steam machine, Is. 6cZ. Saving on 200 quarters

of Wheat, 25Z., or per acre, 2s. 6d. The cost of thresh-

ing Barley by the flail is 3s. per quarter ; by steam

machine, 2s. Saving on 250 quarters, 121. 10s., or per
acre, Is. 3d,

Total saving by the use of drill and threshing

machine, 8s. 6d. per acre, or one-third of the rent, 25s.

Besides the economy and direct gain to the farmer,

the saving of 1 bushel per acre of the grain employed
in reproduction is an important aid to the consumer,
and when multiplied over the total area of land still

cultivated under the old system would form no in-

significant addition to the annual resources of the

country.

The rapid spread of useful information and of

approved practice must be laid to the account, in no

small degree, of the journal and of the meetings of the

Royal English Agricultural Society. The meetings of

Society, held in each year in different districts, enforce

precept by example, and communicate every variety of

useful information in the most attractive form.

Such are some of the proofs of the onward march of

agriculture, and of the progress which it has made since

the Exhibition, and, in many points, by virtue of the

Exhibition of 1851. Still we feel ourselves to be only

on the threshold, and much remains to be done. We
ask of science to penetrate yet deeper into the secrets

of Nature's laws. We ask of mechanical art to bring

to our aid in the field the mighty agency of steam.

We call upon the farmers to continue and increase

their efforts, so alone will they be able to keep pace

with the demands made upon them by a population

ever increasing in numbers and in wants, and to main-

tain the place in the front rank which they now honour-

ably hold.

Home Correspondence.
Alderney Cows.—Having seen a statement from

" E. C, Gresford, Denbighshire," in your Paper, of four

Alderneys giving 712 lbs. (18 oz. to the pound) of butter

during the year, besides a small quantity of milk, cheese,

and cream for family uses, I would wish to state the

true Guernsey (or Alderney) cow is only to be obtained

pure in this island. Those seen in England are mostly

brought from Jersey, and sell rather cheaper. The
pure Guernsey cows are infinitely [!] larger, taller,and of

a somewhat darker colour than those from Jersey.

Instances have been known of a Guernsey ox being

fattened to 15 cwt., but the heaviest in Jersey has
not exceeded 11 cwt. It is an invariable practice

throughout Guernsey to tether the cattle, staking

them by the horns to the earth, by means of an iron

or wooden peg attached to a halter about 12 feet in

length ; this is shi ted about four times in a
day, allowing a fresh range of 4 or 5 ieet. They are
milked three times a day throughout the summer
months ; the milk is churned with the cream. The
butter is in great request by the country people as an
article of food, and is pretty palatable ; cheese is never
made. The general quantity that a Guernsey cow will

give throughout the year is about 365 lbs. of butter.

In summer many instances occur in which cows give as

much as 15 lbs. of butter in a week. So convinced are
the people of the eminence of their cows, that every
foreign breed is rigorously excluded, oxen only being
imported for the slaughter-house. A Guernsey farmer
would not even allow a Jersey cow to come on his land,

though this distinction is not known in England. As a
guide to the English purchaser, it may be observed,

that a thoroughbred Guernsey cow is required to

exhibit on its person 20 marks before the Agri-

cultural Society of the island pronounce it perfect.

These marks are the following :—The pedigree of the

father being proved to be good, and yielding yellow

butter, the distinctive marks of which property being
yellow ears internally, yellow circlet round the eyes,

round tinge at the root of the tail, and full udder—these

count for 7 points
;
general appearance, colour cream,

light red, or both mixed white, and the hair smooth and
short, count for 3 points ; handsome head, ditto horns,
slightly curved inwards, bright and prominent eye, 4 ;

deep barrel-shaped body, the flanks well rounded, 3 ;

handsome legs, not knocking each other when walking, 1

;

the hind quarters flat and right-angled, back straight
and level, 2. Criterion of perfection, 20 marks. J.
Charlton, Gardtncr to P. dc Jersey, Esq., Queen's Road,
Guernsey.

Filtration of Manures through Soils.— Mr. Mechi
writes, at p. 251, * The quantity of liquid manure applied
was about 100 gallons per minute. * • * Total appli-
cation per acre about 20,000 gallons, or 1 inch rain-
fall." May not the rapid rate of that application
be the cause of the liquid manure passing through Mr.
Mechi's drains u strong and highly coloured." One inch
rain-fall in six hours is a very heavy rain, and what we
do not frequently get. According to Mr. Mtchi's-
quantities he pours on the soil 1-inch fall in three hours
and a half. I would suggest that Mr. Mechi make a
trial of an application of liquid manure at the rate of 1 -inch
fall in nine hours, whicft will be a nearer approach to
an ordinary heavy rain- fall, when I think, excepting in

cases of an application upon very dry ground, he will

not find his u spring-water tainted at a mile distant from
the field irrigated," or the water running coloured
through the drains. Seeing " the solution from an
ordinary dung heap on the surface of a strong clay field

flowing though drains several hundred yards from it,"

I think is no argument that such is the case from dung,
spread on a field. Soils in a very dry condition are

much slower in absorbing water, especially clays, than
when they are only in a moderately dry state,

consequently their powers of filtration are shown.
The state of the soil should govern the rate

of the application of liquid manures if a per-

fect filtration is desired. Very dry clay cannot
hold in solution for a sufficient time to produce filtration

the quantity of liquid manure Mr. Mechi tells us he
found on his field in about three hours and a half time

With such a pressure the interstices of the clays would
convey the water directly and rapidly to the drains

—

hence the failure, in filtration. Hairy Bundy, Dynevor
Castle. [It is desirable that there should be a
careful re-examination of Mr. Mechi's extraordinary
experience. We should be inclined to attribute some
of the waste to a flow over the surface of the land.]

The Keythorpe Draining.—I have read a paper on the

Keyfhorpe draining in your Number of the 26th hist.,

signed " J. Trimmer,'' in which that gentleman ex-

presses his confidence in what he terms the "Keythorpe
system," and challenges any disciple of the perpen-

dicular and parallel principle to produce a farm of 400
acres as efficiently and cheaply drained as that at

Keythorpe. Unfortunately I have not had an oppor-

tunity ot seeing that farm, nor am 1 strictly speaking in

a situation to take up the gauntlet so boldly thrown
down by Mr. Trimmer, inasmuch as my farm contains

but 340 acres, of which 170 only are under the plough.

Should Mr. Trimmer however, be willing to extend his

limit from 400 to 340 acres, I am prepared to accept

his challenge and " leave the decision of the question to

a jury impartially selected." Having now disposed of

the draining question, I will venture a step farther, and
challenge Mr. Trimmer or any other person in the
United Kingdom for 100 guineas to produce a farm of

170 or any greater number of acres, carrying a Wheat
crop of equal luxuriance and comparative extent with

mine, taking into account the quantity and quality of

corn produced in 1855 ; the aforesaid draining jury to

decide this question also, either now or just before or

after harvest. I* offered a similar challenge last year ta

Surrey and Sussex, but as I found no competitor, I am
in hopes by making the invitation more general I shall

meet with better success this year. /. C. Skerrard,

Kinnerslcy Manor, Reigate.

Agricultural Statistics.—The following letter, which
has been sent to us for publication, was lately addressed

by Colonel Clinton to the Secretaries of the Royal
Agricultural Societies of England and of Scotland :

—

I have the honour to state to you that I object to the proposal

of compelling the Farmers of England to make agricultural

returns. What is sauce fur goose is sauce for gander, according;

to a vulgar but sharp truth-telling saying. May n^t the question

be asked, if the country has a right to force farmers to answer such
questions, whether the country may not— claiming a similar
constituted authority— call upon bankers to give upon oath perio-

dical returns of the 'Fields of capital they lay down?—of 'the
crops' of interest of that capital which they reckon, upon
reaping ? M ay not the country lay claim to a right of demanding
similar returns from all merchants and shopkeepers, from
manu facturers of cotton, iron, silk, wood, wool, &c. ? JET. Clinton,

Colonel.

On Ladders.—Among all the prizes offered and given

for so many and various articles and productions, I do
not recollect ever to have seen a prize " for the best

ladder," yet for the general convenience of the com-
munity it is an article which of all others should be good
of its kind ; in fact it should be strong and light. As I

have succeeded in making a good ladder, perhaps some
of jour readers would wish to hear some of the particu-

lars. Being in want of a couple of ladders for stack

building, &.c, we procured two good Norway spars, and
having divi led one of them I was advised to place the
convex sides inwards for the convenience of any one
who might have to sit on it ; so we made a very good
ladder, but as usual a pretty heavy one. When the
other spar was divided it struck me that we might make
two ladders of it instead of one, and accordingly we had
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one side divided again, each quadrant presenting us

point to the spoke ; and this I need not say is little

more than half the weight of the other, and it is much
more than half as strong, as you will see. Our ladder

lias been eminently successful, and is a prime favourite

in the farm -yard. I may add that the holes should be

bored with an au^er of a tapering form, so as to weaken
the sides as little as possible, at the same time leaving

the rungs of full strength where they require it. /. T.

Fluke Potatoes.—I last year purchased a bushel of

Fluke Potatoes for sets, and thinking them too large to

set whole, I cut the largest in two, and set the smaller

whole. As soon as they came up there was a perceptible

difference in the growth from the cut and the whole
sets ; the whole sets all grew with a strong top, but the

cut ones grew some of them feebly, and about one-

fourth of them entirely failed. I took up several of the

sets that did not grow, and I found them eaten away
with a grub near an inch long, of a light colour, the

whole length of the body. I do not know the name of

it, but perhaps you may know it from my description
;

rhe same grub frequently destroys the crop of Onions.

I had a quantity of Regents planted with cut sets by
the side of the Flukes which were not damaged in the

least ; it would therefore appear that the grub is partial

to the Flukes, but that it will not eat through the skin.

J. Aldroyd
}
Roytton.

octettes.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Weekly Council, April 30.—Mr. Miles, M.P.,

Vice-President, in the chair. The names of 29
additional candidates for election at the next monthly
Council were received.

Chemical Science.— Prof. Way, the consulting

chemist of the Society, read his first report on the pro-

gress of chemical science both at home and abroad in

reference to agriculture ; which he was requested to revise

for publication in the Journal. On the motion of Lord
Berners, seconded by Mr. Evelyn Denison, M.P., the

thanks of the meeting were voted to Prof. Way for the

report he had then read to the Council. Mr. Deeison
added that it had given him great satisfaction to listen

to the reading of that report. As far as his own
limited knowledge went, he fully concurred with what
Mr. Way had stated, especially in reference to the con-

troversy between Baron Liebig and Mr. Lawes. He was
glad to find that we might possibly see ourselves within
that term of the discussion at which those two eminent
chemists might come into harmony on points respecting

which they had hitherto held opposite opinions. He
concurred with Mr. Way in his views on the impulse
which mechanical progress in the cultivation of land
might give to the development and application of che-

mical science.—Mr. Miles, on putting the motion from
the chair, remarked that the great utility of com-
munications such as the one they had then heard
from Professor Way, consisted in their bringing at

particular times before the minds of the members
connected statements of such facts as had occurred, or
been communicated, at irregular intervals during a leng
course of years. They supplied at once in connected
order a vast amount of matter for careful consideration.

The early attention of the genius of Liebig to the appli-

cation of chemistry to agriculture, the great experi-
mental research of Mr. Lawes, and the perfect una-
nimity which appeared likely to take place eventually
between them, to the benefit of agriculture, were
all of them circumstances of an important and grati-

fying character.

The Council adjourned to their Monthly Meeting on
Wednesday, the 7 th of May.

Farm Memoranda.
The Works of the Nitrophosphate Company near

the Victoria Docks are well worth a visit. The quantity
of material accumulated for future use, the enormous
daily supply for daily use, and the store of manu-
factured manure accumulated, though now rapidly
diminishing by daily issue, impress one with a very
high sense of the extensive operations of the com-
pany and of the demands of agriculture which here
meet with but one of a multitude of sources of supply.
Bones from Spain and South America lie in shiploads

—

in heaps exposed to the air. Storage for oil of vitriol

is provided in large cisterns within the building. Blood
to the extent of 3000 gallons daily is brought in by the
company's collecting vans. These are the three in-

gredients employed. The bones are crushed upon the
premises, and with a certain proportion of crushed
coprolites are placed in a horizontal cylindrical vessel,

and sulphuric acid being added the whole is mixed
up for some minutes by the revolution of an
armed axis : and, the end of the vessel being then
opened, the whole pours out on to the floor below.
Though liquid as it issues it soon solidifies, and, the pro-
cess continuing, the floor soon becomes filled up to the
level of the machine from which the supply proceeds.
This machine is placed so as to permit the material
from it after mixture to fall into another division of the
premises, which when filled up to the level of the
machine presents a mass of the manure 50 yards
by 12, and 5 or 6 yards high. So large a mass insures
some months' supply, so that the material is not hurried
into use, but lies for many weeks before being sent out
to customers. The perfect completion of the action of
the acid upon the materials used is thus secured, and
the article is proportionally efficient.

We have olten referred to the fact now fully esta-

blished, that the main object of artificial manure should

be to supply the two ingredients ammonia and phosphoric

acid—the mixture of blood with bones and acid seems to

be the cheapest and the most efficient way of presenting

these two substances in a form available for use in the

field. This mixture, to which we understand the

company professes to possess a patent right, is now made
in probably every manufactory of manures in the

country. And it is fortunate we think that no attempt

has been made by patentees to maintain an exclusive

right, even if it exists. There is thus a better chance

of a large demand being more fully supplied : and cer-

tainly the Nitrophosphate Company appear to have as

much to do as they can execute.

and that Dray was the next in the order of time~and
the quantity of work done.

" Reducing the whole work done to a standard of 2000
square metres, the competing machines will stand thus :

M'Cormick s would cut 2000 metres in 17.00 minutes.
Manny's „ „ 27.36
Atkins'

,, „ 27.69
Dray's „ „ 31.11

u
n

aacutcfo*

Reports of Jurors and others on the various classes of the

Paris Exhibition,

We refer to this for the purpose of extracting

passages from the report of Mr. Denison, M.P., to the

Board of Trade on the agricultural implements and

produce exhibited. It commences with the picture of

English and French agriculture given by M. Leonce de

Lavergne in his work on the " Rural Economy of Eng-

land." Reports on the trials of ploughs and reaping

machines, the one by Mr. Amos and the other by Mr.

Fairbairn follow. Neither of them adds much to ex-

isting knowledge on the subject. Mr. Fairbairn con-

cludes his remarks on the reaping machines with the

following sentences :

—

" On a careful examination of the several machines

entered for the prizes, it will be observed that in every

one of them an attempt was made to effect a certain

purpose by certain means of transmission, calculated to

retard rather than facilitate the progress of cutting. In

machines of this description, where horses are employed

as a motive power, it is desirable to make the action as

easy as possible, and to effect the motion of cutting,

reaping, &c, with as light wheels and gear as prac-

ticable. Now these small wheels and their attachments

at present in use appear to me to be the very worst and

heaviest parts of the machine, and I would earnestly

urge upon the makers of reaping machines the absolute

necessity of increasing the diameters and dimensions of

the gear which works the cutters, and at the same time

to fix and attach the journals and ends of the shafts into

one casting, so that they cannot vary in position, but

must move, and technically speaking, go and come
with the machine. These alterations being made, the

proper clearing apparatus being attached to the

receiving-boards, we might then look forward to the

labours of the harvest being performed with much
greater certainty and effect than is now accomplished

by the present machines. The following table, which

Mr. Edward Combes has kindly handed to me, gives the

results of the different trials as follows :

—

Trial of Heaping Machines on the Farm of M. Dailly, at

Trappes, near Paris, 2d August, 1855.
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u From the above table it will be seen that M'Cor-
mick's American machines performed the most work
in the least time ; that Atkins' and Manny's executed
as nearly as possible the same quantity of work in the
same time, there being a fraction in favour of Manny

;

u If we are, therefore, to take the quantity of grain
cut in the least time, Mr. M'Cormick's machine will

stand first on the list, and the others according to their

position in the above scale.

*' In the investigation of this subject, we have hitherto

confined our observations to the machines. There is,

however,another element equally important and essential

to the efficiency of the process of reaping, and that is,

the preparation of the land ; and, in fact, before we can
look forward to ultimate success, the surface must be
levelled, and the present injurious system of ridges dis-

pensed with. To a casual observer it is [obvious that

the present state of culture, as pursued in most parts of

Europe, is not calculated to afford the necessary

facilities for ensuring a successful progression to

machinery. To apply machinery successfully to the

labours of a farm, the land must be prepared, not for

hand but machine labour ; and the successful introduc-

tion of reaping machines will chiefly depend upon the

preparations that are made for their reception. The
svstem of ridges may be tolerated, and overcome by the

sickle, but to give to the new process of reaping by

machinery its full effect, a totally different plau of

operations must be pursued, and the fields laid down
with a perfectly smooth surface. The larger descrip-

tion of stones and other obstructions should be removed,

and in place of the superfluous water not required for

the nourishment of the plants being allowed to flow

between the ridges on the surfaces of the field, sweeping

in heavy streams, as it now does, everything before it,

the new system of drainage will require to be adopted,

and the water carried under in place of running over

the surface. •

" To make a machine, such as a reaping machine

work well, everything must not be left to the machine

;

the agriculturist must do his duty as well as the engineer,

and that duty once duly performed on both sides, a

certainty of action will be secured, which will solve the

problem, and effect satisfactory results."

The most interesting feature of Mr. Denison's report

however relates to the question which he had to

answer : " What has been the progress, if any, which

has been made in agriculture since 1851." The very

interesting pages in which this question is answered we

are reprinting elsewhere in successive numbers of this

Paper (see pages 288 and 307).

Miscellaneous.
Rotten v. Green Manure.— I have been in the habit

of using manures for 25 years, and it has always run in

my mind that the rotten or decomposed manures were

the best for green crops. Some two or three years

ago, in 1852 I think, some little conversation was

taking place, I dare say 1 may say with a pipe and a

pot, about the best state of using manures. One said

green manure was the best, others said it should be

decomposed. I thought : this is a little matter which

may be of some benefit to me. I went home determi-

ned to try a little next year, which I did, saying

nothing to anyone. That was in 1853. I tried the

experiment on a small scale for early Potatoes, and was

not able to ascertain which was the best. I did not see

any difference between the early. Potatoes and the

second crop. You will understand this when I say I am a

great early Potato grower, and I try to get second

crops. In 1854 I tried it again, and the way I did was

this : I carted out my farm-yard manure in the latter

part of January, saving a quantity of the green manure

undisturbed. I did not throw it broadcast, but put it

down and turned it over in a heap well trodden down at

the sides. This I tried in March, putting on both kinds

of manure at the same time, in the same quantity as

nearly as possible. I got up my Potatoes in July, and

then found that the decomposed manure was much

better than the green manure ; the decomposed

manure yielded half as many Potatoes again as the

green manure. As that was a dry season I ^as not

satisfied with that result, and so 1 have tried it this

year agaim in a similar way, and yesterday I took the

weights of the second crop now growing, which I w

read to you. The rotten manure was carted from tne

farm yard into a heap, and turned well over at the time,

about the middle of February. The green manure,

which was made at the time the other was carted into a

heap, was carted into the field, put upon the Potato

butts and ploughed in at once when the Potatoes were

being planted. As nearly as possible an equal quantity

was used of each kind of manure, allowance being made

for the additional bulk of the green manure. ^
I he

Potatoes were Early Radicals, planted about the 25th ot

March, and taken up Oil the 25th of July. There were

at least half as many more on the rotten manure ana

of better quality than on the green manure. They

were not accurately weighed, butwhile two pairs of get 'ers

filled a hamper from the green-manure land, two pairs

from the rotten manure filled rather more than a

hamper and a half. The Turnips were sown on the

21st of July, and at the present time those from tne

rotten manure appear vigorous in growth and quite

green, while those on the green manure >ppcT *****7

grown little or nothing in top for the last fortnight, Dot

t
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more in bulb. A portion of each lot was taken up and

weighed yesterday, and the result is—on the rotten

manure, total weight of the tops and bulbs per statute

acre, 10 tons, 14 cwt, 1 qr., 4 lbs.; weight of bulbs

only, 2 tons, 4 cwt., 1 qr., 4 lbs.; ditto of tops only, 8

tons, 10 cwt. On the green manure, total per acre of

tops and bulbs, 6 tons, 2 cwt, 3 qrs., 12 lbs. ; weight

of bulbs only, 2 tons. 10 cwt. ; ditto of tops only,

3 tons, 12 cwt, 3 qrs., 12 lbs. So that although

the rotten manure exceeds the green in weight

of tops and bulbs by 4 tons, 11 cwt., 1 qr., 20 lbs., the

preen manure exceeds in weight of bulbs only by 5 cwt,

2 qrs., 24 lbs. The rotten manure Turnips are,

however, still green and vigorous, while those on the

green manure have a v*ry small top, which is brown

and withered. Mr. Taylor, at Chester.

Calendar of Operations.

APRIL.
Wester Ross, April 23.—A more favourable seed time than

Las now nearly concluded could not be desired. Throughout the

month of March we scarcely had a drop of rain, and the long

continued easterly winds dried up the soil, and admirably pre-

pared it for the seed. In the beginning of this month the lighter

soils were standing much in need of a copious shower; the

growing Wheat was withered with continued frost; the Grass
was making no progress, and on the 12th inst. when all was
expectation, we were favoured with 24 hours of an abundant rain.

Since theu vegetation lias been progressing satisfactorily, Wheat
has greatly improved, and now looks thick-set, dark-coloured,

and broad-leaved; Oats are well brairded, and Grass, on the

earlier fields, is already affording^a good bite to the cattle.

Barley sowing, which ordinarily takes the last place in this

neighbourhood, is nearly finished also. Of this kind of grain

ihere is such an unusually small proportion sown this year, that

it is probable that, in the coming year, there may not be such a
disproportion between the price of Wheat fand Barley as there

has been these last two years. The allotment for Oats has been
greatly narrowed too, and should we have another visit of the

Pototo disease this coming season, we should be necessitated to

import a large quantity of this grain. Potato planting is

well advanced generally, and on many farms is concluded.
The breadth planted this year is smaller than has been
planted for many years. Although they were pretty
sound when taken up last year, many of them rotted in the pits,

and although the price has continued throughout the winter
about 3£. per ton, the demand has not been so good as in years
gone by. The Muir of Ord market was held last week on
Wednesday for sheep, and for cattle on Thursday. For the
better lots of Cheviot hoggs there was a brisk demand, and the
price of last market was pretty well maintained ; but for inferior

Jots and for Leicester crosses there was little demand, with
lower prices. On Thursday there was an unprecedentedly large

number of good cattle on the ground, but prices were sadly fallen.

On cattle worth 12Z. there was a drawback from last year s prices

of fully 27. ; and as many a lot that was there exhibited had eaten
all their Turnips and nearly all the straw ere they came away,
they had to be disposed of at the current price, so not a few
farmers returned home.with no more money'in their pockets than
the purchase price of the same animals six months ago.

Notices to Correspondents.
Amertcax Purchases of Shorthorns: F R S. It is owing to

these, no doubt, in some measure, that prices have been main-
tained so high; but this has been seen rather in the case of
particular strains or families of the breed than in sales of the
general quality. There has been a great demand, especially
for animals descended from Mr. Bates* herd, from across the
Atlantic, and this having been met by most determined compe-
tition—especially by Captain Gunter, of Earl's Court, Old
Brompton, who has more of what is called the Duchess and
Oxford families of Shorthorns than any other in England

—

prices have been run up at sales where any of these animals
have been shown to an extraordinary height. This has been
seen more especially at the Tortworth and Hendon sales.

Such sales as the late one at Fausley, however, prove the
esteem in which the breed generally is held. There were
shipped from Liverpool for New York only last week 24 head
of shorthorned cattle, purchased at sales and from herds in
various parts of the kingdom, and amongst the breeders are to
be found the names of Earl Ducie, Sir C. Knightley, Messrs.
Booth, Bolden, Fawkes, Towneley. Barnett, Fowler, Lindsell.
Sanday, and that enterprising Irish farmer Mr. Christy.
Among them was a wsarling heifer which took the first prize
for the best yearling heifer at the Royal Dublin Society's show
against all Ireland, and also won the challenge cup of5(W., given
by Col. Towneley, ofTowneley Hall—a bull, Vatican,which took
the first prize at the Royal Agricultural Society's show held at
Lincoln in 1854, and several other fine specimens from the
herds of F. H. Fawkes, Esq., of Farnley Hall, and the above-
named breeders. A portion of the animals were consigned to
Mr. Thome, of New York, who bought some of the highest
priced animals at Tortworth, and lately paid Mr. Bolden. of
Lancaster, 1000 guineas for a bull.

Blue Vitriol iy Cheese : 17 will, if he looks again at the Diary,
see that the use of blue vitriol was described as a fact not
recommended ; that, on the contrary, other plans of attaining
the end for which it was used were recommended. We know
that in Wiltshire and in Gloucestershire blue vitriol has been
and probably still is used in the way described, in quantities
however which must be harmless ; though in any quantity its
use is culpable.

Lixeal Measure: Messrs Hardy write, in answer to an anony-
mous correspondent, that the number of feet per acre of what
they call lineal measure means the number of feet long of a
atrip an acre in extent. Of course the length will vary with
the width of the strip in question. If a foot wide it will be
43,560 feet long.

Stable Architecture: An Anonymous Correspondent says:

—

"The very high value of cart horses (irrespective of other con-
siderations) seems to demand from their owners more attention
to their welfare than they have hitherto received. I am about
erecting a stable for 10, and would be very glad to have a
little light on the subject from yourself or any of your corres-
pondents. I propose to have no loft, and to use slate, laid upon
inch boards, for the roof. What is the best plan of ventilation?
and would not the horses be better placed as we tie up cattle,
with a feeding path at their heads; half the space allowed to
each horse being for manger, and half for rack, on the ground ?
Such an arrangement, it seems to me, would avoid the incon-
venience and chance of accident from feeding the horses from
behind, and promote their comfort by keeping their noses
further from the wall." [The stalls must be cleaned from
behind, and if the width of the building be fixed upon, it seems
to us that there is greater diminution of risk by widening the
space between their heels and the wall than by giving a
gangway between their heads and the wall. For farm horses
we would recommsnd pantile roof not pointed, and that would
ensure ventilation enough.]

•** As usual, many communications have been received too late,
and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made.
\\ e must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents, the
insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.

PAGE AND C O.'S
COMPOSITION FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF BLIGHT

UPON THE

HOP, HOSES, WALL-FRUIT TREES, CUCUMBERS, MELONS, TINES,
STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

Extra Strong, 4s. per Gallon, sufficient to make Four Gallons fit for use.

Ten Gallons and upwards, Carriage Free to London.

AFTER FIVE YEARS' EXTENSIVE USE by the most eminent Gardeners in the Kingdom, tb*
superiority of PAGE and CO.'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION is unquestionable, requiring only a trial to insure its general

use for destroying every pest to which Plant and Fruit Growers are subject (without injuring the most delicate flowers or loliage),
and promoting a luxuriant growth.

The greatest indication of its value is its adoption by the NURSERY TRADE as the most efficient and economical means they
can employ, many of whose opinions will be found recorded in a Pamphlet of Testimonials, which mav be obtained of the Agents;,
but to publish them as previously would take the whole advertising medium of the Gardeners1 ChronicU.

For List of Agents, see Gardeners" Chronicle of April 12th, and previous Numbers.

Pamphlets, with instructions for use, free by post on application to

PAGE & CO., Seed Merchants, Southampton.

SAMUELSON'S
REGISTERED BUDDING'S LAWN MOWING MACHINES

FOR

PLEASURE GROUNDS, LAWNS, BORDERS, BOWLING GREENS, ETC.

To cut from 16 inches wide, for a boy to work,

Up to 30 inches wide, for man and pony.

Prices ... £5 10 £5 17 6 £6 £9 £11 10

Width Cut 16 ins. 19 ins. 22 ins. 25 ins. 30 ins.

THE REGISTERED IMPROVEMENT renders unnecessary the great

care requisite in the handling of these machines on the old plan ;
all that

is now required can be done by any ukskilled Labourer, who has only

to push the machine before him. The Registered adjustment insures a

clean and perfectly level cut of any required height, and prevents the

knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground may be.

Copies of Testimonials will be

forwarded, post free, on application

to the manufacturer.

The above may also be procured

at the principal Agricultural Im-

plement DepSts in London ; of Messrs.

J. Veitch & Sox, Exotic Nurseries,

Chelsea; and of all respectable Iron-

mongers & Seedsmen in the country.

B. SAMUELSON, Britannia Works, Banbury.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES
Awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition, and Patronised by the English and

French Governments.

COTTAM AND HALLEN,
THE Original INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGH

AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made important additions, the main features of the same being explained in the
description and engraving.

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball
of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-
tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached
from the Rack without disturbing the bay. The saving of the
seed In a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim
general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron r

light and durable.

D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be
used with ?reat advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an
object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of

the way when not in use.

C0TTAM'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and
utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,

Galvanised, or Enamelled.
Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner Mangers
Harness-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on show at

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARMING AND VENTILATING.—The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratis

on application.

THE COMFORT OF A FIXED WATER-CLOSET
for 1/.— Places in Gardens converted into comfortable

Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY-SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, preventing the return of cold
air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it or unfix it in two hours.
Price 11. Also Hermetically-senled and inodorous chamber
commodes, 1?. 25. and 2/. 4$., and improved Portable Water-
closets, with pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A prospectus
with engravings forwarded by enclosing two post stamps.—At

j

Fyfe and Co.'s Sanatorium, 46, Leicester Square.
|

91 9° MILKER'S HOLDFAST AND FIRE-
/wX<W RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapour-
ising), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patents
ot 1840-51-54 and 1S55, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid
Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest,
BEST, and CHEAPEST SAFEGUARDS EXTANT.
Milner's Phcemx (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-

plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lord
Street, Liverpool. London Depdt, 47a, Moorgate Street, City.

Circulars free by post.
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OIIN WARNER SONS,JOH.N WAKNIJiK. AND
Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IKON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

"With "Warner's Registered Spreader,
is strongly re-

commended,for
durability and
low price, viz.,

11 19*., to hold
10 gallons.

Larger sizes
in wood or iron,

vfc, 14 galff., 94
gals., As .'55 gals.

May be obtain-

ed of any Iron-
monger or
number in
town or coun-
try, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, as also Machinery of all kinds

for raising Water from any depth to any height by Steam,

Horse, or Manual Power, Prices ^-nt on application. Syringes

of various constructions and sizes from 9s. upwards. Metallic

String from 5d. to Is . M. per lb. «*w*4

p
IMPORTANT TO NURSERYMEN AND FLORISTS. r

ATENT MACHINE-MADE TALLIES FOR
PROPAGATING PURPOSES, five-eighths of an inch

wide, perfectly smooth on both sides, and pointed. Price Is. 8d.

per 1000, for cash. A sample by post on receipt of stamped
envelope.—E. Edwards & Co., St. Paul's Square, Birmingham.

ARNEK'6 PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel.

2* in. short 1 ft. 7 in.

w

H
3
34
4

2i

M

71

f Fitted for lead,

gutta percha,

or cast iron
flanged pipe,

as required,

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2

long 3 „ 3 »
ditto 3 „ 6 »>

ditto 3 „ 6 »
ditto 3 „ 6 tt

14

2i in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

J.

• ••

fFig.l.) fFig.2.)

T TYLOIt and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
*J • ENGINE (Fi<;. 1), in best well painted Oak tub, fitted with
Improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of tbe separate rose fan and jet-

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10
No. 2 „ 15 „ „ 45

t ,
... 5 10

No. 3 „ 28 „ „ 45 „ ... 6 18

TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
ENGINE (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted

inside and outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and
registered Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate

rose fan and jet.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet high
No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 30 „
No. 11 „ 16 n „ 40 „
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 45
No. 14 „ 30 „ „ 45

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes
Tail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet. diameter of barrel,

14 inch, 145. 3d. ; No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, 12, inch, 12#.

;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, 1| inch, 10s. 6d.

Read's Syringe, with two roses and one jet, 19s.

J. Ttlor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman In
town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.

J. Tyt.or & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London.

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS.
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London. nm^l

Every description of Machinery tor Raising Water by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

TFARNER'S 4i-inch IMPROVED LIQUID
VV MANURE PIJMP, ^

with Ball Valve, fitted with
1$ inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrought iron

Straps for screwing on to
any ordinary Water-butt or
Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
50*.

li-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,

35. 6d. per foot.

**

«

£2 15

3 5
4
5
5 18

i

U Gutta Percha Suction,
Is. 9d. per foot.

QAT-CRUSIIING and BEAN-SPLITTING MILL
V-^ (Turner's No. 5).

I

This Mill is recommended to

the use of every person keeping

a Horse, as superior for effi-

ciency, durability, and ease in

working to any manufactured.

Two bushels of crushed corn

afford more nourishment both

to old and young horses than

three bushels of uncrushed

!

Price £5 15s. Bd.

Made and Sold by

E. R. & F. TURNER, St. Peter's

Iron Works, Ipswich.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, South wark (late
f • Stephf.sson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his natt*™.
of WKOUlxliT-IKON FENCE, which he is now preparS^S
supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Everv
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Price*
&c, at the Manufactory as above.

"
f

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

HARE

T TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
*J • SYRINGE.—Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. each.
Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for watering
plants on stands at a height of 8 feet so that any quantity of
water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, 10*.
By a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more

effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever
offered to the public. It is equally adapted for Garden or
Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as much
water in a given time as any other Syringe now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube
to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled with water
at every discharge of the previous contents. By this means the
Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piston
rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, the
barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-
supplying, a great saving of labour is effected ; and the necessity
of stopping to till the syringe at every discharge being done
away with, the direction of the water can be maintained for any
length of tim©. It is perfectly cleanly in in its action, as it is not
possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, which
18 a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of every
other Syringe. Its construction is perfectly simple, and cannot get
outoforder; the ground in ball valves and fittings used for filling
all other patent Syringes being entirely snperseded. To be had

*n? re8P**ahl© Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.
J. lTiOR & Sows, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus,

i
r
5
,0

r

k
|

Lane
'
Newgate Street, London.

N.B. These prices do not include carriage, package, or expense
of delivery in the country.

8
'

F

THESE FITTINGS will bo found to possess all

the latest and most important improvements, and are of
the best manufacture. All kinds of Stable Furniture in stock.
Iron Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, Tomb Railings, &c. New Illus-
trated Catalogues forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.
James Bartow, Iron Founder, &c, 370," Oxford Street, LondonT

IMPROVED LAWN MOWING MACH I NEsl
Manufactured a*d Solo by Budding's Patent

JAMES FERRABEE & Co.,

PHGENIX IRON WORKS,
Near STROUD,

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

These are the only MOWING
MACHINES that can be used by

unskilled labourers

with equal facility

on Lawns, Verges,

between Flower beds,
"

on Bowling Greens,

Cricket and Pleasure

Grounds; 6000 of

them have been sold.

Price List, including the carriage to any Railway Station
south of York.

Hand Machine, for One Man, cutting 16 inches wide £5 10*. Orf.

Ditto for Man and Boy n 22 ditto ... 6
Pony Machine (or Donkev) 26 ditto ... 8
Horse Machine 28 ditto ...11
Wtto n 36 ditto ... 15

London Agency :—The Manager of the Agricultural Depart-
ment, Baker Street Bazaar.

of ground, 5 bars m
HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3

inches out of ground, 5 bars

4s- M. each.

5*. 3d. each.
M/nPPlN'b PKUNING KNIVES IN EVEK* VARIETY

—

Warranted Good by the Makers, *

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
*-* Cutlery Works, Sheffield ;

#and 67 and 68, King William
Street, London Drawings forwarded by post.

n^HE HYDRAULIC HAM will raise
1 water, without manual labour, to any

height, where a small fall can be obtained.
Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,

and all other Pumps.
Fountains of every description erected

;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.
Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

Gardens.

W. F. Roe (late Freeman Roe), Hydraulic
Engineer, 70, Strand, London.

BEEHIVES.
Prize Medal Awarded to G. Neighbour & Sons, for Bee-

Hives and Honey, at the Paris Exposition of 1855.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
*-^ HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour 4

Sons, with all the recent im-
provements, Glasses,& Ther-
mometer, price 35s., securely

packed for the c 'untry.

This unique Hive has met
with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit: its arrangements are

so perfect that the Honey
may be taken at any time

of the season without at all

injuring the Bees.

Applications may be ad-

dressed to George Neigh-
bour & Pons, 127, High Hol-

born, or 149, Regent Street,

Loudon.
Their nearly-arranged Cata-

logue of other improved
Hives, with drawings and
prices, sent on receipt of two

stamps.
Agents:—Liverpool, James Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Square;

Manchester, J. Wilson, 50, King Street; Glasgow, Austin
& M'Aslen, 168, Trongate; Brown & Austen, 10 and 11,

Arcade; Dublin, J. Edmondson & Co., 61, Dame Street;

Chester, J. Dickson & Sons, 102, East^ate Street.
m

EDWARDS'S REGISTERED EARWIG TRAP
is an elegant, durable, and effectual instrument for the

destruction of earwigs. It is highly recommended by the Editor

of the " Florist," and other distinguished Horticulturists. Being

ornamental in shape it must supersede the ugly inverted flower-

pots in all tastefully kept gardens. Price 95. per dozen. Sold

wholesale at the manufactory and by the following agents:

—

S. Martin, 14, Gough Square, Lordon; C. Turner, Royal

Nursery, Slough; J. Keynes, Nursery, Salisbury, and retail by
every Ironmonger, Nurseryman, and Seedoraan in the United

Kingdom. Descriptive drawings sent on receipt of postage stamp.

E. Edwards & Co., Inventors and Manufacturers, St Paul's

Square, Birmingham.
ANNED NETTING, for the Protection of FRUIT
TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security

of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard ; 200 yards, 14*. ;
500

yards, 30s.; 1000 yards, 50s.; scrim canvas for wall fruit. At

EDGiyoTow & Co.'s Rick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth

Manufacturers, 49, King "William Street, London Bridge;

17, Smithfield Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot,

Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth.

EW TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required,

1 yard wide, 2d. per yard ; 2 yards wide, 4d. 'per yard

;

4 yards wide, 6d. per yard. Half-inch mesh ditto, 2 yards wide,

8d. per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes biros,

wasps, flies, &c. from fruit trees, flower or seed beds, 4id- per

square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, l*d. per

yard ; 4 or 6 yards wide, 3d. per yard. At W. Cullingford B,

1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

*.• Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west

Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham. .

T

ii

'

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS & DRAINING TOOLS.
%

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parses
1VX Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stocK

:

a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use Dy

upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members.of tne

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce thrm to be the
JZ t

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue

of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.
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HOT-V/ATER APPARATUS,JR PETLL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,

• (late Stephenson and Peill)
f Inventor of the Improved

Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade npon very advantageous terras, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above.

HOT WATER PIPES (Cast Iron) at WHOLE-
SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphons, Tee-Pipes, and

every requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and Saddle Boilers,
50s. each. Improved Soot Doors and Furnace Door*, Builders
Castings, Pipes, and Gutters of every description in stock at
Mr. Lynch White's, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground
Street. Blackfriars Bridge, London.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

J WEEKS and CO.'S BOILERS.—At the beau-
• tiful seat of W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham Park, Streatham,

Stirrer, can now be seen additional proofs of the efficiency of
WEEKS'S BOILER. One is there fixed, effectually heating an
incredible number of Forcing houses, Pine stoves, and extensive
ranges of forcing pits. This exquisite establishment has long
been celebrated for growing the finest Pines, Grapes, &c, &c.,
under the able management of Mr, Page, the Gardener, who will
kindly show and explain the hot-water apparatus, &c.
John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.
Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues, comprising

Horticulture in all its branches.

HOTHOUSES, -CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & LEMON BOXES X LIGHTS.

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
' Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft, 6 in.,

7 ft, 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft, 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate u^e, all made of best material, packed and sent to
all parts of the kingdom.— References may be had to the Nobility
Centry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

PAXTON WORKS~SHEFFIELD.
SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-

ING, BUDDINO, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and
PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-
ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.
47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-
man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1S51 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
throuerh to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes,
Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and ail kinds of Horticultural Tools.

Established 1738.

DEANE'S WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.—
Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pursuits

are invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, and CO.'S extensive
Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best
Londoivmade Garden Engines and Syringes, Coaibrookdale
Garden Seats and Chairs.

Averuncators
: Gidney's Prussian Pickaxes

FARM OR MARKET GARDEN WANTED TO
HIRE.—The Advertiser (connected with the Seed Trade)

,

is in want of the above. Respectable Residence and good Out-
buildings indispensable ; within a circuit of 20 miles from London
preferred. Possession immediate, or at Michaolmas next.—
Apply, stating rent and particulars, to A. B., 12, Mornington
Place, Camberwell New Road, London. ___
TO MARKET GARDENERS, CAPITALISTS, X OTHERS.
r"TO BE LET or SOLD, with immediate possession,
-L a First-class FREEHOLD NUBSERY at Brighton, with
about 2 acres, containing 12 Forcing Houses and a first-rate

House of Peaches, very forward. Coming in for stock and crop
l50/., or the Freeholder 3500Z.—Clements & Drover, Estate
Agents, 38. Western Road, Hove, Brighton.

V A L U A bTI FARM.
TO BE LET, for such number of years as may be

agreed on (entry at Martinmas, 1856). The FARM of
MYREMILL, in the parish of Maybole, as presently in the
occupancy of the proprietor. This Farm is situated within eight
miles of the market town of Ayr, and one from Msybole, where
there is a railway station. It extends to 298 acres, one rood, eight
poles, imperial ; has been recently drained, and is in the highest
state of cultivation. It is intersected by good public roads, and
portions of the farm

#
roads are laid with iron tramways. The

steading is complete" in accommodation, comprising comfortable
Dwelling; House, extensive Feeding Hyres, Sheep Houses, Stables,
Barns, Granaries, &c. There is a powerful Steam Engine, to

which is attached a Threshing Machine, Turnip and Srraw
Cutters, Oilcake Crushers, Millstones for grinding, and Liquid
Manure Pumps. The Tanks are capable of storing about
300,000 gallons of liquid manure, and pipes ar« laid for its distribu-
tion over the whole lands. As regards management and
cultivation, liberal terms will be granted without taking two
white crops in succession, but with a tixed rotation at the close of
the lease. Mr. Smith, manager at Myremill, will show the
Farm ; and offers will be received by Mr. Brown, Royal Bank
Office, Maybole,

TO TULIP FANCIERS.
VTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have** received instructions from Mr. Goldham to submit to
public competition by Auction, without reserve, upon MONDAY
May 26, on the Premises, Merton Lane, Mi'cham, Surrey,
a further portion of his costly and unrivalled collection of
TULIPS; comnu-nt on this magnificent stock is superfluous.
—Catalogues may be obtained on and after the first week in May
by application on the premises ; or of the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex

.

CHOICE TULIPS IN BLOOM
~

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-

of Messrs. Goldham, Saunders, Delaforce, Groom, Laurence,
May, and other growers of celebrity; also sundrv New Flowers
and Breeders raised by Mr. Clark. A Capital Tulip Stige with
Top and Side Cloths, Rollers, &c, complete. A Cabinet for 163
rows, Shades, and sundry effects.—May be viewed one week
prior to and on the morning of Sale. Ca'alo^s may be ob-
tained on the Premises; of the principal Seedsmen in London-
and of the Auctioneers, American Nurserv, Leytons*one Essex.

?

Ai
T

Salts bj Auction.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AMD OTHERS ,1

J
ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORUIS will Sell

r " by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane on
iIIURSDAY, May 8, at 12 o'clock, a tirst-rate Collection of
Carnations, Picotees, and 1'inks ; choice Fuchsias. Verbenas
Dahlias in dry roots; also fine Geraniums, Azalea indica^
and other plants in hloom; with a variety of Ornamental Plants
for Bedding.—On view the nonteg of Sale. Catalogues had at
the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leyton-
stojip. Essex.

TO EXHIBITORS, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, X OTHERS .1

l\/j ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will submit
*' ' to an unreserved Sale by Auctiou on the Premises, War-
wick House, Warwick Road, Maida Vale, Haddington, on MON-
DAY, May 19, at 11 o'clock (by order of C. P. Lochner, Esq,
leaving the neighbourhood), the whole of the valuable Collection
of GREENHOUSE and BEDDING PLAN TS, consisting of fine
Specimen Azalea Indicaof the choicest sorts; Scarlet, Variegated
and Hybrid Geraniums ; Calceolarias, Fuchsias, Verbenas, He-
liotropes, Lobelias, Mimulus, Petunias, Phloxes; Antirrhinum
Hendersoni, Pompone Chrysanthemums; Cinerarias, Eccremo-
carpus, Maurandias, &c. Also fine Lilium giganteum, Lilium
lancifolinm ruhrum, punctatum, album. &c- together with two

ng
Lathe, Show Boxes, Carnation Sticks, and sundry effects.— May
be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

RANELACH HOUSE, FULHAM.
MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction on the

Premises, on MONDAY, May 5. at One o'Clock precisely,
by order of Sir Fredk. Roe, Bart , who is leaving Fulham, about
5000 Bedding Plants including Geraniums, Calceolarias Lobelias.
Verbenas, Heliotropes, Ageratums, &c. 500 Strawberry Plants

S«K™i1

Ai.
LR,

2? ^Ta 1^8'-24 *,nmea _
ele
?T' *?>?** Greenhouses, eight Two and One-light Boxes, Propagating
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e8forl.2;Rnd3Li B Iit8, Glasse s, a capital Iron Holler, WirS Trellis work, Turninfand.24 Hand Lights, &c. &c— May be viewed on the morning of - - - r - • *

Sale, and Catalogues had on the premises, and of Mr. J. C.
Stevens, 38, King Street, Covent Garden.

THE LOODICES' COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS^

MR. J. C. STEVENS is favoured with instructions
• to Sell by Auction at his Great Roim, ?8. King Street,

'

Covent- Garden, on THURSDAY, 15th, FRIDAY, 16th, FRI-
,

DAY, 30th, and SATURDAY, 31st ofMay, the whole of the unri-
valled COLLECTION of ORCHIDS. The plants are in the best
possible health, and comprise upwards of 1200 species in 2000
specimens, including all the most rare and splendid varieties in
cultivation, many of which are unique.— Catalogues are prepariner,
and will be ready 10 days before the Sale, and may be had at M r.

J. C. Stevens's Offices, aS, King Street, Covent Garden.

M
ORCHIDS.

/I R J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at hia

Axes
Bagging Hooks

Hoe [Scissors Potato Forks
Grape Gatherers and Pruning Bills

Bills [terns Gravel Rakes and
Borders, various pat- Sieves
Botanical Boxes Greenhouse Doorsl
Brown's Patent Fu- and Frames
migator [struments* 1 1amniers
Cases of Pruning In- Hand-glass Frames

tt

Knives, various
Saws
Scissors

»>

Daisy Rakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools
Edging Irons
Shears

Flower Scissors

Hay Knives
Horticultural Ham-
mers and Hatchets
Hoes of every pattern

and Hotbed Handles
Ladies7

Set of Tools
Labels, various pat-

ii Stands in Wires terns, in Zinc, Por- Switch Hooks
and Iron celain, &c.

Fumigators Lines and Reels
Galvanic Borders and Marking Ink
Plant Protectors Mattocks

Garden Chairs and Menographs
Metallic WireSeats

Loops
Rollers
Scrapers

Shears
Rakesin great variety
Reaping Hooks
Scythes
Scythe Stones
Shears, various
Sickles
Sickle Saws
Spades and Shovels
Spuds

Thistle Hooks
Transplanting Tools
Trowels
Turfing Irons
Wall Nails
Watering pots
Weed Hooks
Wheelbarrows
Youths' Set of Tools

Milton Hatchets
Mole Traps
Mowing Machines

DEANE, DRAY, and CO. are sole Agents for LINGHAM'S
PERMANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their Illus-
trated Priced List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post paid,
to any part of the United Kingdom. Also, Wholesale and Retail
Agents for SAYNOtfS celebrated PRUNING KNIVES, used
exclusively by the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.
DEANE, DRAY, and CO. (Opening to the Monument),

London Bridge. Established a.d. 1700.

T> RUISED OATS THE BEST; weighed 40 lbs. per-
-*-* Bushel delivered to any part of London, or to any Railway
Station, on receipt of cash or good reference.—Apply to Hobs-
wajll & Catchpool, Caledonian Road, London.

Every description of Corn supplied on the lowest terms,

JAMES~WARD can supply kGGS from tirsr-class
Birds of the best Strains in the country. Dorking, Brahma,

Aylesbury Duck, and Rouen Duck, at 15$. per dozen, including
case.—Address, Holme, Stilton, Hunts.

C OLDEN SPANGLED HAMBURCHS.
XT GGS at 10s. per set (of 13), all from Prize B :rds,
-*—d in part from Mrs. Coleridge's celebrated stock, Eton
College, Windsor.—Address, Mr. Jso. Compton, Portchester,
Fareham, Hants.

HPO BE SOLD, EGGS from Pure White-faced Spanish
-*- Fowls of extraord inary beautv, great size, and with i mmense
combs. They are bred from the Birds which took the Liverpool
Silver Cnp of 1855 and 1856. Orders will be attended to according
to priority. Price 12j. per doz.; box, U. extra.—Address Mr.
Wm. Plumper, The Grove. Catton, Norfolk.

Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on SATUR-
DAY next, May 10, at 1 o'Clock precisely, the remaining
portion of the importation per the M Atrato," and a small Collec-
tion of established Orchids, including some of the best East
Indian varieties.— May be viewed on the day of Sale, and Cata-
logues had of Mr. J. C. Stkvbics, 38, King Street, Covent Garden.

MR. HASLAM will Sell by Auction at the Mart
Bartholomew Lane, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, Mav

8 and 9, a collection of BEDDING PLANTS, ROSES IN
POTS, CARNATIONS, PINKS, and other Herbaceous Plants,
AZALEA INPI'.A,&c.&c

TO TULIP FANCIERS.
MR. J. WILLMER will submit to Public Auction,
L*-* on the Premises, Sunbury Nursery, on MONDAY, May 19,

at 12 o'clock, a choice and valuable collection of TULIPS, the
property of Mr. Willmer, Sen.—May;he viewed one week prior
to the Sale, and Catalogues had at the Auction Mart, City; on the
Premises; or by enclosing a postage stamp to Mr. J. Willmer,
Auctioneer, Surveyor, and Valuer, Sunbury, Middlesex.

]\ I R. W. A. FKICKER will Sell by Auction on the
1?I Premises, Smith's Nursery, Norbiton, Kingston, Surrey,
on TUESDAY, May 13, at 2 o'clock, in lots, the materials of two
large Greenhouses, a Propagating and a Forcing House, com-
prising 30 pairs of large sliding Lights, eight pairs of nearly new
ditto, and 30 Side Lights; all the brick and timber work, con-
sisting of Sonnd Bricks, Rafters, Plates, Mould Boarding. A
capital nearly new 12-tier Deal Flower Stage with uprights and
bearers complete, 51 feet long. About 300 feet of Hot Water
Pipe, two Patent Valverf, an excellent Iron Boiler and Cistern,
quantity of Flower Pots, Strawberry Tiles, a very good Light
SpringCart, and various other effects.—May be viewed theday pre-
ceding and morning of Sale. Catalogues to be had on the Premises,
and at the Auctioneer's Office, TownT

s-end, Kingston, Surrey.

TO NOBLEMEN, CENTLEME.N, ARCHITECTS,
BUILDERS, LANDSCAPE GARDENERS, AfvD OTHERS.
Second Axxual Sale of the Valuable axp Beautiful
Materials Manufactured of Raxsome's Patent Siliceous
Stone.

MESSRS. MANSELL and ELLIOTT are favoured
with instructions from the Directors of the Company to

Sell by Auction on the Premises, Whitehall Wharf, Cannon
j

Row, Westminster, on TUESDAY, May 13, and two follow-
ing days, at 12 for 1 o'Clock precisely, in lots adapted fr
private purchasers, the trade, and shippers, a well-selected

!

assortment (from the extensive stock at Ipswich) of Items
manufactured of RANSOM E'S PATENT SILICEOUS STONE,
adapted for ornamenting Ecclesiastical Bindings, Mansions, and '

Cottages, designed in the various styles of architecture by first-
rate artists, including plain and elaborately worked chimney
pieces, basso and alto relievos, pillars, pilasters, entablatures
complete, capitols, caps, bases, cornices, mouldings, porch and
window dressings and architraves, brackets, trusses, enriched
and plain balustradtng, gate and other piers, pedestals in giext
variety, terminals, ashlar quoins, copings, and string course-.
The Garden decorations comprise fountains, shell and rock work,
figures, vases, tazzas, flower stands and boxes, Fern tazzas, sun-
dial pedestals, and terrace balustrading; the miscellaneous
articles consist of coats of arms, turrets, pinnacles, fonts, mural
tablets, tombs, and every other item that can be made in wrought
or sculptured stone.

Messrs. Mansell & Elliott beg to draw especial attention to

this important Sale, for the Patent Siliceous Stone is superior in

appearance and durability to any other, being unaffected by
weather or age, and as its extraordinary capabilities of applica-
tion are too numerous to particularise in an advertisement, they
invite an inspection of the material.—The whole may be viewed
three days preceding the Sale, and Catalogues had (14 days prioi)

on the Premises and at the Offices of Messrs. Mansell & Ei liott,
Auctioneers and Valuers, Belgrave Square (corner of Halkin

j

Place), and 12, Birchin L*ne, Cornhill, from whom Plates of
Designs may be had.

on the Premises ; of the principal See ismen iu London ; and of
the Auctioneers, American Nursery, L ytonstone, Essex.

TO LENTLEMtN, FLORISTS, AND~OTH EKS^
TWELVE THOUSAND BKDDTXO AND OTHER GHtRENHOUSB PI.A.VTS,

IN CONVENIENT LOTS FOR ALL PURCHASERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are directed
to Sell by Auction on the Premises, Mile End Nursery-

Bow Road, Middlesex, on .TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY,
Mar 20 and 21, at 12 o'Clock each day, 12 000 BEDDING
and other GREENHOUSE PLANTS, consisting of line 6how
and Scarlet. Geraniums, Genista, Cactus, Azalea indica, Ver-
benas, Fuchsias, Heliotropium, Salvia*, Calceolarias sorts,

Petunias, Mimulus. Nierembergia, Lobelia crinus, Phlox Drum*
mondi, Cuphea, Agerattim, Gaillardiaa, &c. ; also an assortment
of Dahlias, comprising all the leading kinds, Chrysanthemums,
Intermediate Stocks, Maurandias, Troj aoolum canarionsis, CoNva,
Lophospernuim, Eccremocarpus, &c.—May be viewed three days
prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on the premises; of the
principal Seedsmen in London ; and of the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

Modern and excellent Household Fii;niti:re, fink BBOMSMk
select Engravings, Paintings, collection of choice
Camellias and other Greenhouse Plants, &c, Aigburth,
near Liverpool.

MESSRS. THOMAS WINSTANLEY and SONS,
of Liverpool, are instructed to Sell by Auction on TUES-

DAY the 6th, WEDNESDAY the 7th, and THURSDAY the
8th May next, at 11 o'clock precisely each day, on the Premises,
White -Hedge, Matilda Road, near the New Church, Garston,
near Liverpool, the modern and genuine HOUSEHOLD FURNI-
TURE, fine-toned horizontal grand piano-forte, by Broadwood
and Sons, handsome china, richly cut glass, tasteful ornaments,
and a* tides of vertn, a few bo-ks, paintings and fine engravings,
the property of Mr. John Blake, who is leaving the north of
England. The Drawing Room contains a set of 16 handsome
zebrawood chairs, and elegant bookcase of the same material,
with arched plate glass panelled front, maplewood cabinet, with
plate-glass doors and marble top, circular loo table of curled oak,
pair of fancy( Madagascar)wood card tables, rosewood sewing chair,
satinwood Davenport, mahogany-framed couch in silk tabaret,

the fine-toned grand pianoforte, in mahogany case, by Broad-
wood and Sons, a pa ; r of beautiful ormolu candelabra for five

lights, each on opal pillars, pair of Louis Quatorze pedestals, of
carved wood, in white and gold, tapestry carpet, fender, fire-

irons, &c. The Dining Room Furniture consists of a set of
capital mahogany dining tables, 18 feet long, 5 feet wide, on ex-
tending frames, a handsome side table, with drawers, elliptic

centre table, sofa and lady's work ditto, large mahogany framed
sofa in Utrecht velvet, cheval fire screen, set of 16 and two armed
substantial mahogany chairs, a carded mahogany lounging chair,

handsome French timepiece on black marble and ormo'u stand,
richly cut glass chandelier, Brussels carpet, fender, fire-irons,

&c. In the Breakfast Parlour are a set of six carved walnut
chairs, well made mahogany chiffonnier, lady's work table,

elliptic loo table, bergere chair in leather, two glazed ca>es for

articles of vertu, &c. The Hall contains four carved mottled
oak chairs, a side table of mahogany, by Gillow, several remark-
ably fine bronzes, viz., two fine and beautifully executed figures,

27 inches high, emblematical of the elements, the Eagle Slayer,
by Bell, a very spirited group of the Lion and Wild Boar, pair
of enamelled India china jars, 24 inches high, <£rc; Brussels
carpet on floor, stairs and landings. The Bedel amber
Articles comprise two handsome four-post bedsteads,
with crimson merino and white hangings, excellent feather
beds, mattresses, and bedding, pair of handsome mahogany
pedestal wardrobes, large and handsome trio ditto, invalid sofa

bedsteps, mahogany toilet tables and washstands, with marble
tops, and chamber service to suit, toilet glasses. In the secondary
apartments are several iron-framed bedsteads, with spring
mattresses and appropriate beddine:. Brussels and other carpets,

in good condition, painted dressing tables, washstands, wardrobe
or linen press. In the Kitchen and Offices will be found the usual
assortment of culinary articles, and others of domestic utility.

The Folio of Engravings contains artists' proofs of the "Green-
wich and Chelsea Pensioners" and others, after Wilkie and other
favourite artists. The Collection of Greenhouse Plant- consists
of a great variety of choice Camellias, amongst which are several
remarkably fine and valuable specimens, with numerous other
esteemed sorts and miscellaneous plants, which will be described
in the printed catalogues now preparing, which will be ready
a few days previous to the Sale, at Mr. Thomas WlSSKUfEnr
& Sons' Office, Church Street
The whole may be viewed on Monday, the 5th of May next,

when catalogues may be had on the premises, and at Messrs.
Thomas Winstajcley Ik ^ons' Offi e, Church Street, Liverpool.
N.B.—The MODERN RESIDENCE, which is in thorough

repair, is TO BE LET, with immediate possession.
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CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA.

T3 GLENDINNING has just received a second and
-£\« more recent supply from Mr. Fortune by the last Overland
Hail, direct from China, of this well-known Hardy OrnamenUl
Tree which will be sold in packets containing from 2000 to 3000
each. Free, by post, at 10$. 6d. each. If three packets are ordered
by fhe trade, one will be added.—Chisw ick Nursery, London.

BEDDING PLANTS.
Fand A. SMITH beg to offer strong plants of the

• undermentioned in May from 3*. per dozen :—Ageratum,
Alonsoa, An»galli^ Cuphea, Calceolaria, Geranium (in great
variety), Heliotrope, Lantana, Lobelia, Mimulus, Nasturtium,
Peutsteraon, Petunia, Pansies, Roses, Salvias, Fuchsias and
Verbenas in great variety, Climbers, &c. Also Story's and other
new Fuchsias, Petunia imperialis, &c.

F. & A. B. beg to refer to former advertisements for a descrip-
tion of their superb Balsams, seed of which may still be obtained
at 2*. 6d. per packet assorted colours.

Dulwich, Surrey.

TO THi; TRADE.
SEEDLING CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA.

GEORGE JACKMAN begs to announce he has been
fortunate to ripen from his specimen plant a quantity of

SKEDS of the above well-known Hardy and Ornamental Tree.
Seedlings can be supplied in pans, the 2d week in May, at the
following prices:

—

16«. per 100 | 725. 6d. per 500 | 1205. per 1000.

N.B. Cash or satisfactory reference from unknown correspon-
dents. Woking Nursery, Woking.—May 3.

XJOBbRT PARKER begs to invite the attentiorTof
_EV his friends and the public to his large and select Stock of
EXOTIC ORCHIDS, STOVE, GREENHOUSE and HARDY
FERNS, SHOW, FANCY ar.d BEDDING GERANIUMS,
roses, dahlias, verbenas, chrysanthemums,
&c. &c, all of which are in the best possible health, and are
offered at the lowest prices. His new descriptive and priced
Catalogue will be ready in a few days, and will be forwaided
post free on application.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Hollowar.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN is now sending out his
unequalled New Scarlet Geraniums, Countess of Warwick,

Annie, and General Pelissier. For description see advertisement
of the 12th inst., page 243. Good established plauts, 105. 6d. each.
The usual discount to the trade. Plants added to compensate for

distant carriage. A remittance will be required from unknown
correspondents. Post Office Orders on Richmond, Surrey.

St. Margaret's Gardens, Isleworth.—May 3.

EARLY C O KNISH BROCCOLI.
MITCHINSON'S PENZANCE, or EARLY

WHITE CORNISH BROCCOLI, celebrated and in-
valuable for its earliness. (See Testimonials).
Gardeners, Seedsmen, and others who applied too late for Seeds

of this superior and rare Broccoli, are informed that they may be
supplied with Plants from the Seed beds in May next, at 25. 6d.
per 100 (Carriage or Postage included), by sending their orders
during the present month to HUBS! & M'Mullen, Leadeuhall
Street, London ; or to Mitch inson <&Co.

t
Truro, Cornwall.

1VILLIAM KNIGHT, Florist, &r. begs to
* » the following select Plants, post free.

12 fine distinct varieties FUCHSIAS, for

12 extra superb choice varieties FUCHSIAS
IS tine distinct varieties V EKBENAS
12 extra superb choice varieties VERBENAS
12 tine varieties large- flowered CHRYSANTHEMUMS...
12 fine varieties distinct Pompon CHRYSANTHEMUMS

Descriptive Catalogues may be obtained on application, inclos-

ing a postage stamp, at 67. High Street, Battle , Sussex.

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PiNKS, PANSIES, PHLOXES,
BELGIAN DAISIES, ETC,

1 OIIN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Midilleton,
*J near Manchester, is now sending out the above, in sets, as
in former years, and none but the usual strong plants and extra
tine show varieties, which have given such high satisfaction to

his customers, will be forwarded.

25 pairs CARNATIONS in 25 different vara.
85 ditto PICOTEES
S5 ditto PINKS
*25ptants PANSIES
12 ditto PHLOXES
12 ditto BELGIAN DAISIES
25 DAHLIAS

Hamper, &c, included.
Descriptive Catalogues now ready. Pust Office orders to be

payable at Middleton, Lancashire.

BEST SHOW HOLLYHOCKS.
Hepemiam Rosary, Bungay, Suffolk.

BIRCHAM and WARD can supply strong Plants
of the following first-rate kinds, which will produce fine

spikes for exhibition the ensuing blooming season.

offer

s. d.
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6
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£1
1
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• • •

10
12
S
4

12

Atropurpurea
Criterion
Hon. Mrs. H. Ashley
La Tourterelle
Miss Nightingale
Princess Alice
Queen of the Fairies
Sol faterre

Beauty of Cheshunt
Hedenham Rival
Jenny Lind
Lemonade Improved
Omer Pacha
Purple Perfection
Scharayl
Variegatum

Wholesale orders executed on liberal terms.
Hedenham Rosary, May 3.

tc TT^ HEELER'S little Book will do somethingW to satisfy their Expectations."—Gardeners*

Chronicle.

Our Little Booh contains a List—a very select List—
of the best Garden and Flower Seeds in cultivation. It

aJso contains descriptions and prices, and will be found a
safe and unerring guide to alt purchasers. It should be

in the hands of every one who has a garden.

J. C Wheeler & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester,

W FULLER, Florist, Newton Bushel, Devon,
• formerly Gardener to the late W. H. Story* Esq , of

Whitehill,begs to inform the Trade and the Public generally
that he will be prepared to send out immediately strong
plants of the following beautiful new FUCHSIAS, ail raised by
Mr. Story.

GEM OF WHITEIHLL.—This flower is hitherto unrivalled

PRIZE MANGEL WURZEL AND SWEDES.

AT THE BIRMINGHAM ROOT SHOW in

December last the Yellow Globe and Long Red Mangels,
to which the first Prizes were awarded, were grown from Seed
supplied by Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading; and the
two fields of Swedes which gained the two Twenty Guinea Cups
presented by U.K. II. Prince Albert to the Royal East Berks and
the Royal South Bucks Agricultural Associations last season,
were grown from Messrs. Sutton's Seeds, as were also the
winning root crops in many otherparts of the kingdom.

All Seeds warranted new
;
prices moderate, as see List, which

may be had post free. Goods delivered Carriage Free.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading,

NEW TURNIP.
WAITE'S "ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

m

TURNIP.
HHHIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
-L the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotct
Turnip; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and maybe
sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip
may be had on application, or may be seen at the principal Seed
Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be
obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3*. per lb.—A liberal

allowance to the Trade.

J. G. Waitk, Seed Merchant, 161, High Holborn, London.^

CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.

PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the
Quekn, &c, beg to intimate that they have directed their

usual attention to procure very superior stocks of Grass and
Agricultural Seeds, and which they recommend to their customers
with confidence. Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land
to permanent pasture or ornamental Grass, suitable for all kinds
and conditions of soils. Foreign Italian Rye-Grass, and all other
Forage and Herbage Plants, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, Carrots
and other roots of the most approved varieties in cultivation.

Garden and Flower Seeds in every variety.

Priced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application.
• 27, Great George Street, Westminster.

TURNIPS, MANGEL WURZEL, XC.

PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the
Qt:een, &c.

f beg to intimate that they have a very superior
stock of the above of their own growth, including some highly
improved varieties, which have been raised from roots selected
for their fine shape and high specific gravity rather than their
size. Among other excellent kinds they would recommend
particularly their

Improved Pomerarian White
Globe Turnip

Red Globe do.

LongRed andOrange

Lothian purple-top Swede
Tweeddale purple-top Yellow

Bullock Turnip
Improved Green Round do.

Red Round do.
77
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GEORGE GIBBS and Co., 26,*

Piccadilly, beg to announce that their

Priced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application, and
lower rates charged when large quantities are taken.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

MEADOW AND PASTURE CRAbS SEEuS.
Down Street,

MIXTURES OF
GRASS SEEDS are now ready for delivery at the following
prices :

—

Mixtures for laying Land down to permanent Grass, for light,
heavy, and other soils (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs. to the
HCrt.y •*• mi ••• ••• ••* ••• ••• Ov*» XJPr JlCr©*

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs.

to the acre) .. ... 32s. per acre.
Mixtures for improving and renovating old Grass Land, 1.-?. per lb.

Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawns Is.&l. per lb.

G. G.& Co.'s New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE
is now ready, and will be forwarded free on application.

GEORGE GIBBS & CO., Skedsmek,
26, Down Street, Piccadilly, London.

CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, 1856.

THOMAS GIBBS and CO., the Seedsmen to the
Royal Agricultural Society of Ekglaxd, beg to inform

their friends and Agriculturists generally that their bulks of
Agricultural and Grass Seeds are now finished cleaning, and that
they shall be able to execute immediately any orders which may
be entrusted to them.

Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land to permanent
Pasture and Meadow.
Mixtures of Grass Seeds for Irrigation or Water Meadows.

Upland Sheep Walks.
Parks and Field Lawns.
Cemeteries and Church Yards.
Garden Lawns and Grass Plots.
Renovating old Pastures.

Rye-grasses, Clovers, Carrots, Cabbages, Parsnips, Mangel
Wurzel s, Swedes, Hybrids, Turnips, and all other Seeds requisite
for the Farm.
Kitchen Garden Seeds and Flowrer Seeds.

Priced Lists and detailed Catalogues are now ready, and mav be
had, post free, on application to THOMAS GIBBS & CO.,
the Seedsmen to the Royal Agricultural Society of England,
corner of Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, London.

1*
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1>EAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet
J-* containing 100 Seeds, Is.; sent post free, Is. 2d. Calceo-
laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias
Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue
on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.

Wm. Cullingfobd, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

\\J ILLIAM BARNES begs to inform his friends and
** the public that his SPRING CATALOGUE of Indian

Azaleas, Cinerarias, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Hollyhocks, Phloxes,
Roses, Geraniums, Chrysanthemums, perpetual-blooming Carna-
tions, and other miscellaneous Plants, with an excellent assort-
ment of Herbaceous and Bedding Plants is now ready, and will
be sent post free on application.—Camden Nursery, Camberwell.

^HOMAS VE1TCH and CO., Wholesale and
J- Retail Agricultural Seed Merchants, Western Counties

. c , ... , - . T . -_ Seed Depdt, 195, High Srreet, Exeter, opposite Broadgate. beg
in form and quality; the sepals are of a rich carmine remark-

j
to draw the attention of pnrcbasers to their Stock of TURNIPS,

ably long anu reflex elegantly, giving the flower a bell-shaped . MANGEL, CARROTS, GRASSES, Ac, which are now open,
appearance corolla deep violet, very free bloomer and good

f beautiful sample, and in excellent condition, and as every
habit, is. brf. each. variety has been proved, T. V. & Co. declare them genuine,
PILOT—Long scarlet tnbe, sepals well reflexed, large double and with no adulteration whatever, consequently purchasers

dark corolla, very attractive. 5*. each. will not be liable to the annoyance, vexation, and loss of a
STAR.—Tube rather short, Bepals well reflexed, beautiful mixed and uncertain crop,

large double corolla. 5s, each.
I SEED POTATOES and all articles connected with the Seed
Business.

Twelve varieties of pretty FLOWER SEEDS, Is.: 12 do. do.,

2s.; 12 do., do., 3*.; and upwards according to quality and
quantity.

Agricultural, Vegetable and Flower Seed List forwarded on
application, postage free.

N.B. A Registry kept for Bailiffs and Gardeners.

NDIE DINMONT.—Stout scarlet tube and sepals well
reflexed. deep violet corolla. 55. each.

GLORIOSA SUPERB A.—Beautiful scarlet tube and sepals of
great substance beautifully reflexed, so as to resemble in shape
the Turk's Cap Lily ; deep violet corolla, very attractive, a good
flower for exhibition; 5*. each, or the set for 1?. Is., when Glo-
riosa superba will be given in to compensate for carriage.

SKIRVINC'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIPWM. SKIRVING, Queen Square, Liverpool/ be^s to
* ? acquaint his friends and the public that he has fixed thl

price of his improved SWEDISH TURNIP SEED for tS
season at Is. per lb. All other kinds of Turnip and Agricultural
Seeds in general, of the most select description, at moderate
rates, priced Catalogues of which may be had on application
Aremittauce or reference from unknown correspondents is re'
spectfullv requested to accompany orders.—Liverpool. May 3

SKIRVING'S IMPROVED and EASTToTHIAN
PURPLE TOP SWEDES. -A Grower has on hand a

few sacks ot the above seed, warranted growth of 1865, and true
to [name, all raised from selected and transplanted Bulbs and
guaranteed to grow over ninety per cent. Also for disposal
about 3 cwt. of ORANGE GLOBE MANGEL WURZEL war-
ranted a genuine and carefully selected stock. Terms moderate

Apply to Mr. W. Taylor, Nashenden Farm, Rochester.

MESSRS. MASTERS and SON can supply^cc^
tions of EXOTIC FERNS from 18*. to 24s. per doz • ditto

ORCHIDS, from 305. to 63s. per doz.; ditto SIKKIM RHODO
DENDKONS, from 60s. per doz.; GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM
PAMPAS GRASS, 2s. 6d. each; DOUBLE WHITE PETUNIA
IMPERIALIS, 6*. per doz. ; as well as an extensive collection
of the newest and most attractive VERBENAS, PETUNIAS
CALCEOLARIAS, and other Bedding Plants, from 3s. ner dor

'

and 205. per 100. ^ r

Exotic Nursery, Canterbury, and Fant Nursery. Maidstone.

HUGH LOW and CO. have now ready for Safe
plants of the undermentioned VERBENAS, seedlings of

Rougier and Chauvtere, of Paris, which they particularly recom-
mend :—Claire, pure white, striking carmine eye ; Edouard flesh
colour, yellow centre; Jaguarita, purpled violet, darker centre
white eye ; Medt'ric, bright crimson red, black centre, yellow eye
Rosati, lilac pink, purple centre; Noel, bright scarlet, black eye;
Martial, bright rose, purple centre ; Marietta, pure white, bright
rose eye; Le Gondolier, bright currant colour, centre clear; Marco,
bright cherry colour, sometimes striped with pink, dark centre

;

Inesille, pale pink, the centre dark lilac and yellow; La Tcher-
naia, purple amaranthus, yellow centre, surrounded with brown;
4 "guste Maquet, salmon rose-purpled, violetcentre; Alphonsine)

>py red, white and lilac centre.—Price Is. 6d. each.
Clapton Nursery, London, May 3.

CHUSAN PALM. n

RGLENDINNING begs to inform the public that
• thismest beautiful PALM (the Hemp Palm of China)

has been growing in the open ground during the last four years
at Chiswick, Kew, Osborne, and in Devonshire. It is unques-
tionably quite hardy, and is now offered for the first time at a
moderate price, so that every garden may be decorated with
Palm trees, thereby producing a novel feature of an oriental
character in the climate of Great Britain. Plants in pots21j.
each ; where three are taken in the Trade one will be added.

Chiswick Nursery, London.

UNBLOOMED SEEDLING CALCEOLARIAS.

MR. HENRY MAJOR, Knowsthorpe, near Leeds,
begs to announce that his Unbloomed SeedUng Calceo-

larias are now ready, in one parcel of 20 for 6s. , or three for 16s.,

post free. They have been produced from rich and beautifnl
varieties, therefore striking colours and beautiful shapes may
reasonably be expected.
H. M. has still on hand a few sets of his 18 beautiful new

Calceolarias, price 3L the set. For description see Catalogue,
which may be had on application.
Twelve very select Calceolarias, including his best sorts of

last year, as well as several Seedlings not yet let out, price 25$.

Very choice Calceolaria Seed, 2s. 6d. per packet.
Pampas Grass, 2s. 6d. each.
N.B. It is requested that orders from unknown correspondents

be accompanied by a Post Office Order.

15*000 DWARF ROSES IN POTS NOW READY FOR
SENDING OUT.

\\J M. WOOD and SON beg to solicit the early atten-
* * tion of Planters to their enormous and splendid Stock of
ROSES in POTS; the Plants are strong and healthy, and well
adapted either for planting out in masses or for growing on in

pots for exhibition or greenhouse decoration. The above consist
principally of the leading Hybrid Perpetual Roses, with some
Bourbons, Noisettes, and Chinas, and will be supplied from 12*.

to 18s. per dozen, the selection of sorts being left to W. W. & S.
Plants presented for distant carriage. Reference required from

unknown correspondents. Catalogues forwarded free on appli-
cation.—N.B. The months of April and May are very eligible for
planting out Roses from pots.

Woodlands Nursery, Mare sfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

SPLENDID SEEDLING"" CALCEOLARIAS.
WILLIAM BARNES has now to offer his tw<>

new and unrivalled CALCEOLARIAS "ADMIRATION"
and "CAMDEN HERO," at 5s. each. The former is a very
line, free-blooming, shrubby variety for beddfbg; flower large
and showy, golden cap, velvet crimson centre, encircled by a

belt of yellow. Camden Hero possesses all the good qualities of

Admiration, is of a beautiful dark glossy crimson colour, fins

flower, large truss, dwarf habit, and very free bloomer.
N.B. The stock of the former is litaited.

William Barnes, Camden Nursery, Camberwell. __

DILLISTONE and CO. beg to offer strong well-

hardened PLANTS for Bedding purposes, viz. :—Ageratums
Anagallis, Cupheas, Calceolarias, Dahlias, Fuchsias, Geraniums,
Heliotropes, Lobelias, Petunias, Phloxes, Salvias, Verbenas, &c.

A box or hamper containing 100 from the above of the best

quality for 305. Carriage paid to London. Best kinds of Rosefi

on the Mannetti Stock, 18s. to 305. per dozen; Hardy Climber*,

20 kinds, 6.?. to 9s. per dozen; do. Koses, 65. to 9s. per dozen.

Hollyhocks, Pansies, «witb. every article connected with the

nursery business. Post-office Orders payable at either Halstead

or Haverhill will oblige.

The Nurseries, Sturmer, near Halstead.—May 3.

YNCH'S STAR OF THE WEST CUCUMBER.
—The Subscribers have just received the foliowing, quite

unsolicited, which fully bears out the character given to it by

the raiser, Mr. Lynch, Gardener to the Earl of St. Germans.

Extract of a letter received from a scientific Horticulturist

in Essex:

—

" Last year I obtained some seed of Lynch*s Star of

the West Cucumber from you, which'turned cut every-

thing that could be desired, both as a cropper and for ex-

cellent flavour, and in all the general qualities for a fir**

rate Cucumber. As a first rate bearer L may mention

that in one plant I counted fifty-fight fruit {after

rubbing otf eight where they came double), before any

of tliem were more than 6 inches long, and the plant*

begun to show fruit at the first joint on every side shoot.

Packets 2s. Gd. each, containing five Seeds, can be obtained

from William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

and
in
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OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.

VtTP-* EXHIBITIONS of PLANTS, FLOWERS, an
,„« xr

}X
he hardens of the Society this season will take plac

TmKHJJKJ^X May 28th - June 18th * Rnd Jii]y 9tl>> a*»d ofAMERICAN PLANTS on SATURDAY, June 14th.
I ickets ot admission are now being issued, and can be obtained

at the Gardens only by orders from Fellows or Members of the
society. Price, before May 17th, 4*. ; after that dav, 5s. each.
1 liejVmencan Garden is undergoing considerable alteration.

"RATIONAL FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY*
,t% v21

'
REGENT STREET.-By Royal Proclamation THUES"

J>A1, the 29th lust., being the day appointed for National
Rejoicings and as a general holiday, THIS IS TO GIVE
NOTICE that the Society's Exhibition, advertised for that day,
will be blended with the one announced for THURSDAY,
June 12. All subjects eligible to compete for the Prizes of the
_'9th inst. way be staged on Ju

CLEAFORD HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
Jr™J,<U£?nnal E*»ib!tion of this Society will be held onWEDNESDAY, July 23, when Prizes will be awarded toMembers of the Society for Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables exhi-
bited, according to merit; also for Cottagers' productions; and
on this occasion Extra Prizes, open to all England, will be awarded
tor the best collection of 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants, 5/.;
best stand of 24 Roses, varieties, single bloom, First Prize, 2*.
feecond do., 11. Prizes are also ottered by the Society to Cot-
tagers and Mechanics recommended by Members, for the best
cultivated plots of Garden Ground not exceeding half an acre—
If., 15*., 10*., and 5s.) not exceeding half a rood, 155., 10s., and 5*.
cottagers desiring to compete must give notice to the Treasurer
or Hon. Secretary in the month of June. All articles intended
to pe exhibited must be sent in as early as possible after 8 o'clock
and no article will be admitted after 1«» o'clock. The Rules of
the Society, with Schedules of Prizes, may be obtained on appli-
cation to Mr. Warwick, the Treasurer; or to Mr. Peake, theHon. Secretary.—Sleaford, May 10.

MCRAND EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN PLANTS.
EbSRS. WATERER and GODFREY, of the
Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey, have the honour to

announce that they have made arrangements with Mr. T. B
Simpson for an Exhibition of their American Plants in the newly
erected Pavilion in Ashburnham Park, adjoining Crtmorne
Gardens. Particulars In future advertisements.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

ESSRS: M A S T ERTs ITu SOlS,LANDSCAPE GARDENERS.
Canterbury and Maidstone.

~t~~t,

, tTn,m NEW SWEDE AND TURNIP SEEDS.O UTTOVS DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, withO prices, may be had gratis, Post free.
__^^valBerk8^ee^Establishment, Readlng.-May 10.

JC. WHEISLER and SON'd Short ~Stiect SEED
• LIST for this Season is now ready, and may be

had gratis on application.
J. C. Wueeleb & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

.
- Gloucester.

Q WALTERS, Hilperton, Wilts, begs to say that his
*->• 20th ANNUAL CATALOGUE of the best and most
popular kinds of Geraniums, Fuchsias. Dahlias, Verbenas,
letumas, Roses, Hollyhocks, Bedding Plants, also his new
Petunias, &c. Ac, m ay be had on application.

LES

M
WILLIAM BARRAH LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.
HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved

principles.
•** An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shrubs,

Evergreens, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.

Holborn, London, Seedsmen to Eleven of the principal
-Horticultural Societies of the British and CoxTl-

June 12. John Edwards.
UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF H.R.H. PRINCE A LBERT.
A GRAND FLORAL AND HORTICULTURAL

^-*- EXHIBITION, open to the United Kingdom, will take
place at CHELMSFORD on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY,
July 16 and 17, during the Show of the Royal Agricultural
•Society in that town. The Schedule of Prizes, which will
amount to nearly 250?., may be obtained on application to Mr.
W. W. Dufpield or Mr. Fred. Chancellor, at Chelmsford, the
Honorary Secretaries. The greatest care will be bestowed upon
specimens sent from a distance.—All Plants and Flowers will be
conveyed to and from the Show, on the Eastern Counties Line,
free of charge.

*lTeration of days of~suiviMER SHOW.
BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX HORTICULTURAL
*-* SOCIETY.—In consequence of the Crystal Palace Com-
pany having just announced a Flower Show to take place on the
25th and 26th June, the Brighton Summer Show will be held onWEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, tbe 11th and 12th of June,
instead of the 25th and 26th as heretofore announced. Schedules
can be obtained of the Secretary or of E. Spary, Superintendent
of the Exhibition. Extra Prizes will be given for Azaleas, six
varieties

;
Roses in Pots, six varieties.

By order of the Committee,
Edward Carpenter, Sec^Lavender Street. Brighton.
OXFORD GRAND COMMEMORATION.THE COMMITTEE of the ROYAL OXFORD-

* SHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY offer for com-
petition at their next Show to be holden in the Gardens ofW orcester College, Oxford, on TUESDAY, June 3, the following
Prizes, open to all England :—Stove or Greenhouse Plants in
•pots, nine varieties, 1st prize, 12Z.; 2d prize, 91.: 3d prize, 71.
Geraniums, not fancies, in 8-inch pots, twelve varieties, 1st prize
oZ.; 2d prize, 21.; 3d prize, 21. Entrance Free.
The Flowers to be staged ready for the Judges bv 11 o'clock

that morning. Notice of intention to exhibit to be given to
Mr. W. R. Hobbs, 23, St. Giles's Street, Oxford, by Saturday the
24'h of May, of whom any further information may be obtained.

1\ | ANCHESTER~BOTANICXL and horticul-
-1*-1 TUBAL SOCIETY.—The FIRST EXHIBITION (open
*o all competitors) of PLANTS, FLOWERS, FRUITS, and
VEGETABLES, will be held at the Societv's Gardens, Old
Trafford, on WEDNESDAY, June 4tb, when Two Hundred
Pounds will be given in Prizes.
Schedules are now ready, and may be obtained on application to

the Secretary. By order, John Shaw, Secretary.
__Council Room, Princess Street, Manchester. May 10.

"ORlSTOL^ CLIFTON, AND WEST OFJJ ENGLAND ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY.—Two Horticul-
tural Shows will be held at the Gardens of this Society,
«n THURSDAY, June 5, and THURSDAY, August 28.
Terms of Subscription— Half a Guinea for Six Tickets; three

for each Fete, or the whole may be used for the first Fete. Single
Tickets, 2s. 6d. Admission at 2 o'clock.
The Band of the Royal Artillery, Woolwich, will be in attend-

ance at the First Fete.
Admission may be obtained at 1 o'clock on pavment of 4»., or

Two Subscribers Tickets. Invalids in Bath Chairs, la. extra,
but no Chairs admitted into the Gardens after half-past 1, nor
i-rtto the Exhibition Tents after 2 o'clock. Admission at the gate

\from 2 to 4 o'clock, 2s. 6d.; after 4 o'clock, Is. Full Military
r-ands are engaged for both Fetes, and will play from 2 to 6 o'clock.
Tickets are now ready, and may be obtained of Mr. Mardon,
Mr. Lancaster, Mr. Shepherd, Mr. Cooper, Messrs. Giles &
Son, Messrs. Raskerville, and Mr. Raddenberry, Clifton;ewa. Ridier, High Street; Messrs. Garraway, Mayes, & Co.,

T^T
ra D°^ n ' Mr "John ^'elson,IIorneld Road, Bristol; or at the

Lodge of the Zoological Gardens. Arrangements have been made
with the Railway Companies for Special Trains on the da s of
Exhibition. " *

NEW DOUBLE WHITE PcTU.MIA "IMPERIAL."pHARLES TURNER can supply strong plants ofvy this beautiful Petunia, which is now in bloom at Cliveden
and other places, and has proved a most valuable acquisition. '

Colour clear white, perfectly double, and very fragrant. Strong
plants, 2^6^ each^orJ&r^per^ozem—Royal Nursery, Slough.

pMRST-CLASS SHOW PANS1ES, iiTstrong well-
-*- rooted autumn struck Plants, at 6s. per dozen.
Jqhx Holland. Bradshaw Gardens. Middleton.near Manchester.

piRST-CLASS DAHLIAS for 1856, strong plants,
-*- 6s. per dozen.
Spring Catalogues now ready; may be had upon application.

John Holland, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton. near Manchester.
GOLDEN CHAIN GERANIUMS.

"

T30BERT RE A, Ipswich Nursery, Ipswich, has 200
J- V strong plants left unsold, which he offers at 9s. per dozen.

This Advertisement will not be repeated.

T3ERNARD SAUNDERS will be happy""to~supply
A-* Six Growing Plants of GYMNOGRAMMA LEPTO-
PI1YLLA or ANNUAL MAIDEN HAIR FERN, for 2s. 6d.,
box and postage included.—Csesarean Nursery, Jer-^y, May 10.

DAHLIA'S, VERBENAS, GERANIUMS, CALCEOLARIAS.

J GRIFFIN having an immense Stock of all the
• choicest varieties of the above Plants, begs to offer them

at very low prices. Descriptive Catalogues will be forwarded on
application.—Weston Road, and 2, New Bond Street, Bath.

SACCOLABIUM AMPULACIUM.
ryiLLIAM MAULE and SONS have much plea-
» » sure in stating that they can supply a year's established

Plants of this scarce and charming Orchid at 105s. each.
' Stapleton Road Nurseries, Bristol.

rPfiE GIANT AUSTRALIAN WATER" LILY
-*- (Nyuph.ea gigantea, Hook.).—Flowering bulbs of this
magnificent WATER LILY are to be had at Mr. Silbep.rad's
Office, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London, at 5s. each.
(From Yan Houtte's Establishment).

NEW PLANTS.
VERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent,

w

A Belgium, begs to offer his following New Plants :—
Tydaia ocellata picta (vera) £0 10«. 6d.
Abutilon marmoratum 12
Camellia Augnste Delfosse 1

offer

s. d.

• # • • **

* I •

til

ft *

4
12
2
6
3
3

6

6
6

VtylLLIAM KNIGHT, Florist, &c, begs to
" * the following select Plants, post free.

12 fine distinct varieties FUCHSIAS, for .

12 extra superb choice varieties FUCHSIAS
12 fine distinct varieties VERBENAS
12 extra superb choice varieties VERBENAS
12 fine varieties large-flowered CHRYSANTHEMUMS ...

12 fine varieties distinct Pompon CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Descriptive Catnlogues may be obtained on application, inclos-

5ng a postage stam p , at 67, High Street, Battle, Sussex.

BEDDING PLANTS.
JOHN HAYES, Florist, Faraham, Surrey, begs
*J to say he is prepared to send out Bedding Plants the latter
end of May, from 2s. 6d. to 6s. per dozen.

Catalogues senton the receipt of one postage stamp .

FINE SHOW
DAHLIAS X UNBLOOMED SEEDLING CALCEOLARIAS
CHARLES KIMBEHLEY can supply the above in

fine established Plants. Dahlias at 18s. per dozen, all ne 3
last season; older varieties, all the best, at 6s. per dozen.

Calceolarias, in 4-inch pots, at 7s. per dozen, including hamper,
&c. Priced List on application.—Stnke Nursery, near Coventry.

NEW DAHLIA LADY FRANKLIN.
CHARLES SCHOFIELD begs to offer the above

splendid Dahlia. It has taken numerous First Prizes in
Class showing. The colonr is salmon or rich orange, quite distinct.

C. S. can recommend it with confidence. Plants now ready,
10s. 6J. each. Show varieties of Dahlias, 6s. per dos, ; Pansies
6s. to 12». per doz—Knowsthorpe, near Leeds.

NEW DAHLIAS, ETC.
pHARLES TURNER be«s to state that his

Y DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of New Dahlias, Gera-
niums, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Car-
nations, Pinks, Slnubby Calceolarias, Petunias, &c. &c, is now
ready, and contains many new varieties offered for the first time.
Sent post free on application —Roral Nursery. Slough.

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDsT
JAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, High

Aobi
nental Empires, invite the attention of the FloricirfUral
World to their ENCYCLOPEDIC CATALOGUE of FLORI-
CULTURAI , VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
the Tiomty-first Annual Issue, acknowledged to be the best pub-
lished, which will be forwarded free of charge and pott paid to
all parts ok the world upon application to James Cartes
& Co., Seedsmen , 238, High Holborn, London.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
7ATERER and GODFREY beZ to announce their

Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants fur
this season is now published, and will be sent free on application.
As the collection of American Plants at this Nursery is altogether
unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to their
interest to pay a visit to the Nurserv, which mav be readily done
by the South Western Railway to Woking Station.

nap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

GEORGE BAKER beo;s to announce" his DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA-

MENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES is now-
ready, and may be had on application.

Americnn Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, seven
miles from Staines, Windsor branch, South Western Railway,
where conveyances may be had.

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA.
T) GLENDINNING has just received a second and
-*-*'• more recent supply from Mr. Fortune by the last Overland
Mail, direct from China, of this well-known Hardy Ornamental
Tree which will be sold in packets containing from 2000 to 3000
each. Free, by post, at 10s. 6d. each. If three packets are ordered
by the trade, one will be added.—Chiswick Nursery, London.

SUTTON'S RENOVATING" GRASS SEEDS
for improving Parks,Meadows, and Upland Pastures.

Quantity required per acre 6 to 12 lbs, price 9J. per lb.

SUTTON & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

RASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURE,
FINEST LAWN GRASSES, TURNIPS, of sorts, and

other AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.- Lists of prices may be had
gratis ofWm. Barratt, N urseries, Wakefield.

FINE NEW ITALIAN RYE-GRASS," imported
direct from Italy.

Fine selected GRASSES for PERMANENT PASTURE, 30*.

per acre. This will include a mixture of the true Cow Grass or
Perennial Red Clover.

Fine LAWN GRASS, Is. per lb.; 40 lbs. will be sufficient tot

an acre. Delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox,
Nurserymen and Seed Growers, Gloucester.

TO THE TRUDE.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO. have a quantity of

GREEN and PURPLE-TOP SCOTCH TURNIP SEEDS
to offer, of a selected stock, growth of 1S55. Price on application.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford, May 10.

"NURSERY X SEED ESTABLISHMENT, SLEAFORD.
/1HARLES SHARPE and CO., respectfully invite

V_/ the attention of the Trade to their Turnip, Mangel Wurzel,
and Carrot Seeds, the stock of which has been carefully selected

and grown by themselves from transplanted roots.

Catalogues with prices can he had on application.

MR. ROBERT BAKER, Writtie, Essex, legs to

offer Improved SKIRVING'S and other SWEDE TUR-
NIP SEED, at 21. per bushel. Upon a remittance payable at

Post Office, Chelmford, with Is. in addition for the bag, it will

be immediatelv forwarded. Also select MANGEL WURZEL
SEED of superior stock, Is. 6d. per lb.

HARDY HlATHS.
TT^ATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite

V V attention to their large stock and first-rate collection of

these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues may be

had free on application to Wateres & Godfrey, Knap Hill

Nursery. Woking. Surrey.

r 1 10 Bt SOLD, Yery handsome large IRISH
J- YEWS, from 4 to 8 feet. Purchasers taking a large

number will be liberally dealt with. Prices on application.

—

Thomas Jacksos & Son. Nurseries. Kingston, near London.
~~" ^ TUL I P S.

TO BE SOLD, without the least reserve, nearly 200
Rows of TULIPS, many very fine sorts, the collection of an

Amateur. May be seen in bloom after the middle of the month,

and will be parted with a bargain.—James Cook, 7, Penton Row,
Walworth Road.

t
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BEDDING PLANTS.
71LLIAM F. SMITH has for sale thousands of

choice BEDDIMG PLANTS in great variety, at 45. per

dozen, 25*. per 100-

Geranium Be*0ty of Chipstearf, strong plants 18*. per dozen;

G. Flower of the Day, strong, Asn 6s., 9s. per dozen ; G. Lady
Uolmesdale Improved, fine pink, 9s. per dozen.

Catalog iu-s may b« had on application l>y enclosing a postage

stamp. Post* AW oi ders payable at Sevenoaks.
Riverhead Nurseries, SnvHnoaks, Kent.

FIRST-RATE NEW ^UCHSIAS OF 1855 AT
GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

ILLIAM HUM LEY and SONS are now sendin?

out the following best white-corolla' d and other n#*w

CHSIAS of 1865 at 12*. per dozen, six for 7s. 6d. y
or Is. 6d.

each, or the set of 24 for \l.; or left to our selection, 9*. per

dozen, six for (b., oris, each, hamper included, or free by post,

viz.:—Atlas, Beauty of the Bower, Climax, Dominiana, Empress
Eugenie, Florence Nightingale, Lady of the Lake, Mrs. Story,

Mrs. Bouch, Mr. Ewart. Mr. G. Lawrence, Nimrod, Omar Pacha
(Banks's), Omar Pacha (Smith's), Orlando, Prince Albert, Prin-

cess of Prussia, Painter, Queen Victoria, Queen of Roses,

Raffaelle, Thalia, Violftrfora plena, and Water Nymph.
G&lanthi flora plena, double white-corolla'd Fuchsia, 35. 6d. each.

GERANIUMS, exrra fine show and fancy varieties, 65. to 40*.

per dozen. Dwarf scarlet, white and pink, for bedding, 3s. to 6s.

per dozen.
CINERARIAS, extra fine, 5s. to 155. per dozen.

PANSIES, choice varieties, As. to 6s. per dozen.

VERBENAS, extra fine, As. to 65. per dozen.
DAHLIAS, extra fine, As. to 18*. per dozen.

HOLLYHOCKS, choice, 10*. 6d. to is*, per dozen.
CALCEOLARIAS and HELIOTROPES, 4s. to 65. per dozen.
MIMULUS, extra fine. 6s. per dozen.

CUFHBAB, AGERATUMS, SALVIAS, &c, 3s. to 4*.

per dozen.
GERANIUM Shrubland Pet, 5s. per dozen.
The above can be forwarded immediately on receipt of a Post-

office order payable at Richmond, Yorkshire. W
Oar New Descriptive Catalogue of the above may be had on

application.- Gil lin g, near Richmond, Yorkshire.

CHOICE VARIETIES, ALSO GOOD PLANTS.
MITCHELL and CO. are now sending out the

following: eood plants, consisting of first-rate varieties, viz.

:

NEW FUCHSIAS, consistingof Story's New White Corollas;

all other first-rate varieties, 10s. 6<i. per dozen, basket included.
VERBENAS.—A first-rate collection, none but the best of

1855, 6s. per dozen, or four dozen for 20s.. basket included.

CALCEOLARIAS, Henderson's and Turner's new varieties of
1855. 12.*. per dozen, hamper free; older varieties, As. per dozen,
or 6 for 21s., basket free.

DAHLIAS or 1S55 & 54.—Our own selection of the following
first-rate varieties :— Lord Bath, Pre-Eminent, Ruby Queen,
Baron Alderson, The Nigger, Emperor, Napoleon, Omer Pacha,
John Keyne's Rachel Kawlings, Primrose Perfection, Topsy,
Uncle Tom, Miss Pope, &c, 12s. per doz., package free; older well-
known varietur. (\s. per doz., or 4 dozen for 20s., basket included.
LOBELIA SPECIOSA, the best blue dwarf bedding variety,

6s. per dozen.
PETUNIA IMPERIALISM Double White, first-rate for bed-

ding, True, 6s. per dozen; True Crimson Clove, 6s. per dozen;
Prince of Denmark, bright Scarlet Clove, 6s. per dozen.
PETUNIAS.—A Choice Collection, 4s. per dozen.
Pinks, our crllection consists of all the best show varieties,

As. and 6s. per dozen.—Carnations, first-rate varieties by name,
12s. per dozen pairs.— Picotees, 12s. ditto.—Tree Carnations, our
collection stands unrivalled ; our own selection, good strong
plants, 12s. per doz., trade price per 100 upon application.—Phloxes,
first-rate sorts, 6s. per dozen.—Phlox Dnimmondi Radetzky,
6s. per dozen.

Post Office Orders are respectfully requested from unknown
correspondents payable to John Fairbrotheii. All orders over
90a. are delivered free in London, or to any station on the London
and SoutfcrCoast -Railway.

Brit m>. . Kemp Tnwr ' n.

E W

HARDY FERNS.
UGH LOW and CO. have to offer as follows :H

Adiantum pedatum
Aspidiura molle

Asplenium acrostichoides

n Fontanum ...

Lastraea filix foem., var.

Cristata

each— s. rf.

... 2 6

3
2

2

6

6

6

• • • • # *
5

each—s. d.

Osmunda interrapta, large

and fine ...

Pycnopteris Sieboldi
Struthiopteris germanica
Woodwardia onocleoides

••

>r

&c.
ugustifolia

&c.

15
3 6
7
7
3

6

6
6

Having a large number of choice hardy vars., when ordered by

the doz., selection left to us, the price will be 30s.

Clayton Nursery, London, May 10.

UGH LOW and CO. have to offer the following

hardy North American herbaceous plants :—

Each—*, d.
|

Each—5. d.

Pinus BeTithamiana, 1 ft. 7 6

H
Cypripedinm spectahile...

n pubescens...

m arieticura ...

Trillium grandiflorum ...

„ atropurpureum
Parnassia Caroliniana
Mitchellia repens...

* 1

1

2 6
3 6
3 6
1 6
2 6
2 6
1 6

NEW HARDY CLIMBERS.

n

»

• **

• » •

* • •

• • t

Clematis Amalia
Helena
Louise

„ S'-phia

"Wistaria sinensis alba

„ bracliybotrys

Akebia quinata ...

CONIFERS.
Abies orientalis ...

Podocarpus Andina
Pinus contorta- ? new sp.,

9 inches

3
3
3
3
3
3
2

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

• * *

* •

2 6
10 6

5

ft

ft

ft

ft

...Sabiniana, 6 in.

Beardsleyi, 2 yrs.

tnherculata. 2 yrs.

Jeffreyi, 2 yrs. ...

Picea Nordmanniana, 6 in.,

from seed
Picea Pinsapo, 9 in., seed

Thuja aurea, 9 in., bushy
gigantea, original

plants from seed,

1 foot high

3
3
3
3

7
3
5

6
6
6
6

6

6

»

21

MISCELLANEOUS (Hardy).

Prunus pinen&is, fl. pi. ...

Spiraea Reevesi, fl. pi- ...

Hydrangea hortenais,

Herberts Neuberti
Quercus Cerris variegata
Pampas Grass 2s. 6d. to

3
2

2
5
5
10

6
6

6

6

The above are all in pots, and may be safely moved.

NEW VERBENAS, FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS, ANDMIMULUS. '
U

GEORGE SMITH is warranted in pronouncing hk
SEEDLING VERBENAS unequalled. Thev are 1

recommended by the National Floriculture ?oeietv, and hti»
had six first-class certificates awarded to them. "

The thim
Seedling Fuchsias are very fine, either for exhibition or ornj.
mental purposes. The Petunia llermione exceeds all others for

its great beauty, and must be a favourite for years to come
Mimulus Lydia received a Certificate, awarded at the National.

The above are now being sent out. For descriptions see
Catalogue, which will be forwarded on application.

Tollington Nursery. Hornsey Road, Tslingtnn, London.

NEW DAHLIAS,
THOMAS BARNES begs most respectfully to

announce that he is now prepared with a fine healthy stock
of the following fine New Dahlias, to which he begs to direct

attention :

—

SHOW CLASS.
,. A

Duchess of Cambridge (Barnes), white, heavily edged, deep
carmine, centre close and prominent \q

Pearl (Barnes), blush cupped petals, and fine shape 7
Annabal (Mignet), carmine red, splendid form and habit... 10
Sebastopol (Mignet), fiery scarlet, perfect form and habit... 10

FANCY CLASS.
Lady Middleron (Barnes), deep lilac, purple-edged, pure

white, fine shape and centre

Iris (BarnesX yellow, striped with red, shape and centre

good, very attractive ... ... ...

Motley (Barnes), pale yellow and orange, striped, fine shape
and constant

Separately at the prices affixed, or the seven for 50s.

T. B. begs to state his stock of Dahlias, consisting of several

thousand plants, is fine and healthy, embracing every good
variety of last and former years, at 65., 9s., 15s., and 20s. per doe.

Considerable reduction when 100 or more are ordered.—Cata-
logues with descriptions on application free.

Danecroft Nurseries, Stowmarket, Suffolk.

6

6
6
I

7 6

7 6

7 6

CHOICE BEDDING PLANTS.

YOUELL & CO.

• - * ••

* *

ft

* * *

9
6

ft ft ft

• m •

• ft •

• ft «

• • «

• ft «

- *

• •ft

• « • • • v

5
6

9
6
6
6

NEW ROSES IN POTS.
BENJAMIN R. CANT begs to offer the following,

a descriptive Catalogue of which may b> had post free on
application ; the plants are exceedingly healthy and robust, with
shoots 18 inches to 2 feet long.

HYBRID PERPETUAL.

ft • ft

Arthur de Sansal
Docteur H£non...
Dncd*Elchirl£en
General Pelissier
General Simpson
Joseph Ledechaux
Madame Knorr
Marquise de Murat
Mathuria Rpgnier

• ••

ft t *

< •

•

• • •

*•«

• # •

• .

• * •

5st. Od.

5
5
5
5
5
3 6
5
5

* ft ft

Pauline Lansezeur
Prince Noir ...

Souvenir de la Reine
d'An^Ieterre

Triomphe de TExposi-

Triomphe d'Arranches

5*.

5

7 6

• »

*

9
6
6

6
6
6

9

7
5

6

**•

Alfred de Dalmas

Bourbon, Empress Eu-
genie

PERPETUAL MOSS.
6

I
Gloired'Orient.

12 ofmy own selection from above for 605., or 1 of each for4Z.
The following at the prices attached, or purchasers selection

AQs. per dozen ; my own choice 305. per dozen.

MOSS.

• •

7 6

5

Coratesse Doriat
Frederic Souli€

Baron de Wassenaer 3*. 6d.
Capitaine Ingraam ... 3

PERPETUAL MOSS.
Madame Edouard Ory 5 | Salet ...

HYBRID PERPETUAL.

•

• #ft

3s.6J.
3 6

3 6

L'Etendard des Ama-
teurs 3

Lord Raglan 5
Louise de Chateaubourg 3
Baron Larray
Belle Lyonnaise
Comtesse de Turenne
Emperor Napoleon ...

Evftque de Meaux ...

Gloire de Vitry
Julie Guinoisseau

• • *

* * •

« • •

» •* • • »

• -

1

Frilet ...

Isabelle II.

NOISETTE.
Polonie Bourdin

• ft •

• ft ft

* ft •

Madame de Trotter
6 Madame Lacour Jurie

Madame Theodore
6 Martel

3 Madame Vidot
3 6 Marguerite Lecureux
3 6 Maxime
5 Monsieur Pigeron
3 6 Mrs. Standish...
3 6 President Menoux ...

3 6 Raphael
BOURBON.

3 q Marguerite Dubourg...

CHINA.
3 6 LucuIIus

TEA.
| Blanche deSoIIeville...

3
3 6

3 6
3 6
o 6
3 6
3
3
3 6
3

• ftft

• ft •

Auguste Vacher
The following at 20*. per dozen

:

MOSS.
^Arc«t 2 I Princess Alice...
Jeanne de Montfort 2 | Vandael

HYBRID PERPETUAL.
Alphonse de Lamartine 2

J

Gloire deParthenay ...

| jj
Jules Margottin

2 6 Panachee d'Orleans

2 6 Souvenir des Braves ...

3 6

3

3

2
2

* t ft

ft ft ft

2

1

2

2

6

6

6

25. 6d.

Auguste G uinoisseau
Cicero
Duchess of Norfolk .

General Jacqueminot
BOURBON.

ATir>I" ^^oisHerincq ...nru $ TEA.
H ^*«4e©tf<ra - 2 6 | Williams everg. cumber 1

"T^aflt uiKi1^ iMs a ^lect as*>rtroent of the best older kinds of
ttyntid Pewftjtual, Bourbon. Noisette, China, and Tea-scented

Js Kvedtr to 15*. per dozen.
<f CarriAjje f»W to am- ation on the Eastern Counties Railway.

^,H St: John's Street Nursery, Colchester,

cultivation, viz. :

—

Per dozen—5.

Ajax f a fine large rich-coloured flower, of crimson and yellow 9
Beanty of Montreal, bright crimson, small flower, an effec-

tive and very excellpnr bedding variety
Correggio, orange buff, shaded, free, large, and very showy,
a first-rate bedding variety

Crimson King, rich plum crimson
Empress Eugenie (Youell's), a fine golden yellow, the flower

stems stout, as they need be, to support the very large

trusses of flowers produced by this variety; the habit is

robust, flowers large, and well formed Each 1

Golden Chain, fine golden yellow per dozen 6
Gold Cap, rich dark maroon, deep yellow cap. 8
Integrifoli*, an old but favourite variety of erect habit, pro-

ducing clusters of small yellow flowers

Kentish Hero, orange buff
M&ggiore, rich ruby crimson, with a large yellow cap, pos-

sessing a fine free growth, a noble bedding variety
Magnificent, rich crimson, with yellow crown
Masterpiece, deep maroon.,.
Matchless, dark brown red
Model, brown shading off to orange yellow at the edges, extra 9
Mr, White, rich shining bronze red 6
Purity, colour pure white, the best exhibited last season, fine

hahi* ':h large truss .of flowers, strongly recommended
*' * ding

Red Kover, bright crimson shaded with orange, large and
free flowerer, fine habit ...

Shankleyana, large orange crimson
Sulphurea splendens, fine large yellow, fine for bedding
ultan, fine large crimson

Sunerha fTnrnerY fine d»?arf, dark crimson, extra fine

,
dwarf crimson

ft prise, bngnt orange crimson, extra

Variabilis, an excellent grower, of very compact, pretty
habit, and produces in great profusion immense trusses
of blossom, which open of a delicate primrose colour, and
change to white

Vezzosa, flowers large and fine formed, of a bright orange
and crimson, shaded with large trusses, flowering abun-
dantly, and a splendid habit, extra

Viscosissima, deep yellow

Wellington Hero, fine golden yellow
Wildfire, bright dazzling orange and crimson, shaded, large
and very showy, fine free growth, extra

Fine selections, left to Youell & Co., 6s. per dozen.

Geraniums, scarlets, such as Trentham, Tom Thumb, &cv
per 100, 305., or

Flower of the Day
Boule de Neige, fine white
Kingsbury Pet, salmon
Golden Chain
Mountain of Light
Ardens major
Ivy leaf, large white

crimson
silver variegated

With many other fine varieties.

Verbenas (white), Mrs. Foster and Mrs. Holford.—These
are, without exception, the finest in this class yet offered,

and prove to white Verbenas what "Defiance" was to
the scarlet varieties that preceded it

Verbenas, scarlet, red, crimson, claret, rose, pink, blush,
lavender, blue, purple, plum, striped and variegated of the
newest and handsomest vars. in cultivation, 25s. per 100

Lobelia compacta alba, dwarf white
Lindleyana, lilac

lucida, light bine
lutea, fine yellow (new) ...

ramosoides, dark blue ...

speciosa, large blue, each flower nearly 1 inch
across, the finest of its class

Feu du Roi, tall scarlet, fine Each
Heliotropes of the best kinds 4*. and
Petunia Imperial (true).—This very beautiful variety is as
double as an Oleander, and fragrant

d.

6

• ft * * - • • • •

* * t

• • •

Per dozen.—s. d.

5• »

*

• «

•

ivi

iftf

ft * •

• • •

• ft *

* »*

6

if
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. • •

. •
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• • •

*

ft ft *
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• ••
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#•*
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9

9

• * •

• » '

• ft*

• • -

ft ft ft ft f ft

• • #

* * •

9
6

6

9

ft

ft

tt

j»

n
tt

tt

•• • •

...

...

• . •

• . •

. • •

...

. . •

;;

• * *

• ft

• • *

• ftft

• . *

ft • ft

• • •

• • *

•»
ft ft ft

4
6
9
9

12
12
9

9
9

12

Anagallis Breweri, large blue*

rubra grandiflora, large red
andomariensis, claret

Ageratum coelestinum, blue
Antirrhinums of finest sorts by name
Belgian Daisies in 30 best kinds by name
Calystegia pubescens, rose coloured double flowering

Convolvulus, a good hardy climber
Cheiranthus Marshalli, golden yellow, very fragrant

Carnations, finest sorts by name, per dozen pairs
u mixed border ,, n

Tree in perpetual flowering, per dozen...

true old Clove, per dozen pairs

Chrysanthemum regalium plenum, yellow, per dozen

Chrysanthemums, the handsomest of the new large flower-

ing and Pompone kinds
Cobffia scandens
Cuphea platycentra

n strigulosa sanguinea
Dahlias, tine show varieties $*• ftB*

Delphinium Barlowi, dark blue
Hendersoni, large rich blue
Mooreanum, deep blue, distinct and fine

Dielytra spectabilis, strong flowering plants
Fuchsias, finest bedding varieties ... •

Gazania rigens, large orange, dark centre
Genista tinctnria, double, deep orange
Koniga variegata, pretty for edging
Lautanas, of sorts
Lophospermums, of sorts
Lychnis dioica alba pleno, fine double white
Mimulus, in 12 handsome varieties
Nasturtium, double dark..,

n ,, yellow
Nierembergia filicaulis, white; lavender eye, very pretty

for bedding ... — —
Oxalisfloribunda and rosea, quite hardy, producing a fine

bed of rich rose colour
Pansies, finest 1st class show varieties

if „ mixed ... ,,, ... ... »••

Pentstemons, a choice collection of the handsomest kinds

Phloxes, a fine collection of 60 of the most beautiful and

distinct varieties, selected with great care from upwards

of 200 kinds, including that fine new Phlox " Countess oi

Home" •• r*
Phlox Nelsoni, pure white, rosy edge, of dwarf trailing

habit, a profuse bloomer, and best adapted for rockworK

or edging *•• .";

Picotees, finest sorts by name P«* doz. pairs

mixed border ... n »

yellow by name *- *> *
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1st class show flowers by name „ »

„ „ mixed for borders it . ?__
Potentillas, of the finest kinds per dozen

Salvia porphyrantha, an extremely pretty species, of dwan

habit, bearing a profusion of scarlet flowers

Salvias, of sorts

Saponaria ocymoides
Sedum Sieboldi ...

Statice latifolia ...
, cfwinc

„ marinma rosea and pseudo - armena. _
btrons,

plants of these two beautiful and hardy species, pro-

ducing throughout the rear a profusion of lake-coloure

flowers
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Statice sinuata, large blue
Trachelium caeruleum
Wallflower, double yellow

, f , t ucLric •#• •••> «•>• •»•

N.B.—Less quantities than per dozen will be charge a

same rate.
# nprtion

Herbaceous Plants, of which we possess an extensive cone

of the most showy kinds, 6s. per doz., 305. per 100.

& _ JiuSSfM varieties at mW**fcTh'e following new and beautiful varieties at 12*-P£*
f

'

iz., Queen Victoria, Prince Albert, Mrs. Story, *-a°yi
Lake, Empress Eugenie, Raffaelle, Omar Pasba, W ,in**'

o
*

r ot
-

Princess of Prussia, Fairy Queen, Clio, Grand fcultan, Ueaui)

Petunias, including the handsomest of the new kinds, 6s. and 9 the Bower, Viola?flora pleno, &c.

A Catalogue of Bedding Plants is just published, and may be had on application,

6

All orders of £2 and upwards are delivered Carriage Free to London, Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to 3

Railway Station within 150 miles of the Nursery. It is respectfully requested that all Post-office Orders be m

payable to Youell & Co., Yarmouth, Noifofk. Communications by Steamers and Railway to
m
all parts of tvyia * ?

Ireland, and Scotland, as icell as to the Continent.

YOUELL 6c CO., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

2

7
'•!

BEG respectfully to submit the following, and to invite particular attention to their List of SHRUBBY I

CALCEOLARIAS, which they confidently recommend; it comprises all the most beautiful and brilliant varieties in

A
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NEW AND BEAUTIFUL PLANTS
OFFERED BY

MESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON &
THE annexed List of valuable Plants has been selected from a large and rich collection of novelties ; and the

Advertisers having proved them to be desirable acquisitions, have therefore no hesitation in strongly and confideutly recotn-

•mending them. Messrs. W. R. & Sons beg to say that their

NEW C A T A L O G XT
containing prices and descriptions of upwards of TWO HUNDRED NEW PLANTS in species and varieties, is now ready, and
can he had per return of post by enclosing two postage stamps.

MEYENIA ERECTA.—This beautiful plant is a native of the
south-west coast of Africa, and was first discovered by Dr.
Yogel, in the Niger Expedition, and introduced by us in 1854.

It is of easy culture, growing very freely in an intermediate
house or stove ; of shrubby habit. By plant cultivators it w ill be
hailed as a great acquisition, being of a colour so much to be de-
sired in plants grown for show purposes, which is of a beautiful
bluish purple, much superior to Thunbergia chrysops, or the well
known Maurandia Barclayana, with a distinct yellow eye or
throat. The blossom* are produced in the greatest profusion
from the axils of the leaves, and shaped somewhat after the stvle
of a large Achimenes flower, but with a tube considerably
larger, and about 2 inches in length. Without enlarging further
on the merits and extreme beauty of the plant, we deem it quite
sufficient to quote the opinion of Sir W. Hooker, who pronounced
it to be the most beautiful plant of modern introduction. During
the past season it was exhibited as a new plant at the principal
Horticultural Exhibitions, and received various prizes, with
the highest encomiums that c »uld be passed upon it. 21s. each.
AZALEA INDICA EMPRESS EUGENIA.—An Indica

variety, of an excellent and compact habit, and blossoming in the
most profuse manner: its colour is extremely pleasing, of a
beautiful transparent rose, with intense spotting on the upper
petals ; the flowers are large and exquisitely formed. We have
much pleasure in being able to offer this superb variety, and
make no doubt that it will be an universal favourite for many
years to come; as some proof of its merits, we may add that
during the past season it has received the following prizes :

—

First Class Certificate at the Horticultural Society's Rooms,
•Regent Street; Silver Medal at the Royal Botanic Society'*
Gardens,Regent's Park; First Class Certificate at the Horticultural
Society's Exhibition, Gore House, Kensington. Plants 21*. each.
AZALEA INDICA IMPERATKICE JOSEPHINE.—Colour

bright cerise, blossoms of good form, spotted on upper segments,
free growth and excellent habit. 10s. 6<A each.
DENDROBIUM CYMBIDIOIDES. — This interesting

pseudo-bulbous Orchid has been 6ent to us from Java: our
Collector found it on one of the small hills adjoining the
Mountain Megamendung in the western district; the flowers are

• of a lemon colour, freely produced in short spikes. 5 guineas each.
RHODODENDRON COCC1NEUM PUNCTATUM.—This

peculiar free flowering variety will be a desirable addition io our
thoroughly hardy kinds: the habit is good, colour a crimson
scarlet, anfl the flowers are richly spotted on all the petals, after
the stvle of an Alstrcemeria. 15s. each.
RHODODENDRON INCOMPAKABILE.—A useful, hardy,

and very late blooming kind, with noble trusses of finely shaped
'bright red blossoms. 1B«. «*ach.

RHODODENDRON STAMFORDIANUM.—This variety is

an immense acquisition, possessing all the sterling qualities
which constitute a good Rhododendron, being perfectly hardy,
late, and a profuse bloomer, with unexceptionable growth ; colour
crimsonish purple, with intense black marking on the upper
petals, which renders it extremely attractive. 31s. 6tf. each.
RHODODENDRON PAVONIUM.—A very conspicuous, late,

and free blooming hardy variety, of a <teep blush colour and rich
dark blotch on the upper petals, similar to a Geranium. 15s. each.

RHODODENDRON CLOWESIANUM.—A free flowering
thoroughly hardy kind; the blossoms are pure white, of exquisite
shape, and the upper petals are strikingly marked with dark
spots. 10s. 6rf. each.

RHODODENDRON MAGNIFLORUM.—A late blooming
hardy variety, with remarkably fine foliage, immense truss, and
most gigantic blossoms; colour lilac purple, shaded with red,

intensely spotted with greenish brown on the top petals. 21s.

each.
%* A set of the above Six Rhododendrons, 4Z. 15s.

DICTAMNUS ELEGANS.—A beautiful herbaceous plant
with reddish crimson flowers, the spikes of blossom are much
larger than in the older varieties; altogether it is a great im-
provement. 10s. 6d. each.

ABIES CRASSIFOLIA.—This very distinct and handsome
species has been raised from seed, being perfectly hardy; it will

be a great acquisition. Grafted plants, 31s. 6d. each.

AZALEA HARTNELLI.—A new hardy variety that we can
very strongly recommend ; it blossoms freely with very large
trusses, the flowers individually are also large and well formed :

the colours are pleasing, and distinct from other existing
varieties; top petal yellow; all the other petals of a light
orange, peculiarly shaded with scarlet, and each spotted in a re-

markable manner with brown at the base. We offer this variety
with confidence, having selected it from several hundred
seedlings, all of which were pretty, but not possessing: suffi-

ciently distinctive properties to entitle th«m to be named.

ERICA PHYSODES VIRESCENS.—This new and interest-

ing distinct species we have lately imported from the Cape of
Good Hope : the plant is of pretty close habit; the flowers some-
what resemble in shape the old and well-known E. physodes, but
are considerably longer, and instead of being white, as in the last-

named specu s, they are of a clear transparent green. 21s, each.

ERICA AMABILIS.—A very distinct and pretty variety, of
good habit, belonging to the "retnrta" section: it is a most
abundant bloomer, the flowers individually are large and fl*sk-

shaped; colour white, shaded with rose. This variety will be
very useful for autumnal exhibition purposes, as it blossoms from
July to October. 15s. each.
ERICA AFFINIS.—Tins is a nice variety, much resembling

our well-known E. Cavendishi, but for exhibition purposes it

will be found a desirable acquisition, as it blossoms earlier than
the last-named variety; the flowers are also a shade lighter,

being more of a lemon colour; the habit is good, and the blossoms
are produced In the most profuse manner. 10s. &/. each.

RHODODENDRON RETUSUM.—A very distinct green-
hon.se species, discovered by Mr. John Henshall on the
" Pangejangse," one of the lofty volcanic mountains in the
western part of Java, at an elevation of 10,000 feet above the
level of the sea ; the flowers are of a tubular form, freely pro-
duced, and of a beautiful golden vellow colour. See drawings in
14 The Florist," May No., 1855. «s. each.
HUNTLEYA CERINA.—This is really a lovely Orchid from

St. Paul, of a delicate canary colour, very showy, and by far the
handsomest species in this section, 21s. each.

Mi ESSKS. JOHN WEEKS asd ( O. have the satis-

The following is a List of New and Good Plants, se'ected from our general stock of novelties, that were introduced by ns and
other horticulturists, and sent out for the first time during the past year: it contains the new plants imported from foreign growers
that we have proved to be of sterling merit; and we also include in this list a few new plants of especial merit that we have im-
ported from foreign horticulturists during the present year.

GESNERIA MIELLEZI.—This plant will be found a most
desirable acquisition, and some idea may be formed of its beauty
when we say that it is more handsome than G. Donckelaari ; the
flowers in shape are similar to the Gloxinia erecta, but produced
after the manner of a Gesneria; colour lilac purple, with a white
throat. 63s.

BEGONIA SPLENDIDA.—This exquisite plant was dis-
covered in Java by our collector, Mr. John Henshall, during his
researches in the Indian Archipelago. It is an extremely beau-
tiful plant, of ornamental foliage, the stems and leaves of which
are covered over with a bright crimson hirsute down ; altogether
it presents so striking an appearance that it is alone much to be
desired for its magnificent foliage, for which we are now offering
it, the plant not having vet flowered in this countrv. 21*.
WEINMANNIA TRICOSPERM A.—A greenhouse plantfrom

Valdivia, exceedingly handsome for its fine foliage, which is
equal in beauty to that of a Fern ; it is of good habit and easy
cultivation. 10s. 6d.

MANDIROLA ROEZLL—An extremely handsome Gesneri-
aceous plant, producing fine spikes of lilac-coloured blossoms. 7s. 6d.
VACCINIUM ERYTHRINUM.—A most beautiful evergreen

shrub, from the volcanic mountains in Java, sent to us by our
collector, Mr. John Henshall. who found it growing about 10,01)0
feet above the level of the sea : the habit of the plant is very
dense and bushy, the foliage of a very dark green colour, ovate
and thickly set; the flowers are of a fine bright crimson, pro-
duced in bunches at th* axils of the leaves. This magnificent
species will probablr prove hardy, as V.Rollissoni has done. 21s.
AZALEA INDICA EULALIE.—This distinct variety we

can strongly recommend; the blossoms are large, of thick waxy
substance, blush colour, intensely and richly spotted with car-
mine. 7s. &/., 10s. 6<i. and 21s.
LOMATIA FERRUGINEA.—This fine evergreen shrub was

found in Chiloe and Patagonia, and is remarkable for its beauti-
ful Fern-like foliage ; as a fine-leaved greenhouse or conservatory
plant, it is perhaps without a rival. 10s. 6rf.

TYD^A ELEGANS.—A beautiful stove plant from New
Granada, with bright scarlet flowers : verv showy. 7s. 6d. •

BIGNONIA CHRYSOLEUCA.—A distinct species, and a
great addition to our stove creepers; the blossoms are yellow,
tippel with white, exceedingly handsome and attractive, iOs. 6/.
MANDIROLA LANATA.—A pretty Gesneriaceous plant, of a

delicate violet colour inside the mouth of the blossoms, and
shaded lilac outside ; very fine bloomer. 10s. 6tf.

ERICA ^MULA.—This is a very beautiful hybrid, in the
Erica Massoni section, of a fine bright crimson colour, after the
style ot Erica arista ta, but very much higher in colour; altogether
this is a very distinct variety. 15s.
ERICA EXIMIA SUPERBA.—This variety may really be

said to be three times as fine as the parent, whose name it hears;
it is a very compact grower, and excellent in habit, with tubular
plossoms of a fiery scarlet colour. This charming variety ob-

183> 21 *"* SeedlinS Prize at the R°yal Botanic Gardens,

BIOTA MELDENSIS.—This distinct ornamental plant is a
valuable addition to our evergreen Coniferse. It has been raised
ftom seed, and is reported to be a hybrid between the Red Cedar
(Juniperus virginica) and the Chinese Arbor-vitas (Thuja occi-

dentals) ; being quite hardy, and a handsome free growing plant,
we can stronglv recommend it. 5^s.

AMPHICOME EMODI.—A beautiful greenhouse plant from
Northern India; flowers larg-e, funnel-shaped, with an orange
tube, and pale rose-coloured limb. 21s.

GENETYLLIS HOOKERIANA (syn. G. fuchsioides).-This
is the extremely rare scarlet species, and the plant alluded to in
Dr. C. F. RIeisner's paper " On new Species of Chamfelanciese,"
recently read before the Linnean Society. It has been introduced
from West Australia, and succeeds well in a greenhouse. 21s.

RHOPALA ORGANENSIS.—An exquisite ornamental stove
plant, far exceeding in beauty any other sort in this family. 42s.
AUBKIET1A MOOREANA.—A distinct and very free"flower-

ing Alpine plant, of a purplish blue colour. 5s.

BIGNONIA ROLLISSONL—A first-rate stove climber from
Brazil; the blossoms are of a bright golden colour, tipped with
white, which make a pleasing and striking contrast ; the plant is

of good habit, and the flowers freely produced in bnnches. 21s.
RHODODENDRON PELARGONI^EFLORU5I (Van

Hourte's).—Pink, shaded with yellow, beautifully spotted; a
splendid hvbrid, extra. 42*.

BEGONIA SCAMANN I.—A very distinct species from
Panama; leaves beautifully spotted. 10s. 6d.

DAMARA OBTUSA.—A most distinct and handsome species
from New Caledonia ; a great acquisition to our greenhouse
Conifene. 63s.
RHODODENDRON FERRUGINEUM ALBUM.—This is

precisely the same as the old R. ferrugineum, with the exception
that it has blossoms of snowy whiteness; it is an interesting
plant, and extremely rare. 31s. 6d.
RIBES SUBVEST1TUM.—This new species has been intro-

duced from California; its flowers are of a deep crimson, and the
foliage highlv ornamental. 10s. 6d.
SALISBURIA ADIANTIFOLIA INCISA.—This is a very

interesting plant, with pretty laciniated foliage. 10s. 6d.
PTERIS ASPERICAULIS.—A stove Fern from the East

Indies, and one of the most handaomeof this pretty tribe ; an indis-
pensable plant in everv collection where Ferns are grown. 15s.
CKOTON DISCOLOR.—A truly magnificent ornamental stove

plant, dark green on the upper surface of the leaf, with bright
red underneath, which makes a striking contrast. 31s. 6tf.

DIDYMOCARPUS POLYANTHUS.-A very free flowering,
handsome, and desirable plant; the leaves are few, lying on the
pot; the flowers are of a delicate pale lilac blue colour, and pro-
duced in a panicle, which ris*»s from the base of the leaf. 15s
BEGONIA OPULIFLORA MINIATA.—This remarkable

hybrid has been obtained by fertilising B. opuhflora with B.
miniata. and the result is that the variety now offered has the
bright-coloured flowers of the last-named variety, but produced in
umbels similar to B. opuliflora. 210s. each.

Messrs. WILLIAM ROLLISSON <& SONS, The Nurseries, Tooting.

faction of acquainting their patrons and the public

generally, that their new HELloTROPIUM GIGAS will be

sent out in good well established plants on the 1st of June
this year.
The leaves of a well-cultivated plant are 1 foot in length, and

6 inches wide ; the flower, of a pale and dark violet in colour, is of

enormous size. Specimens can daily be viewed at the nursery.

Price 10s. 6d. cash. A select list of novelties in the exclusive

pooooition of their firm will shortly be published.

_llorthMltural Establishment. Kiu^'s Road, Chelsea.—

M

av 10.

MEW ROSE-COLOURED DAHLIA PRINCESS.
ROBERT REA, Ipswich Nursery, Ipswich, begs to

announce that he intends sending out. the first week in

May, strong plants of the above new Dahlia, at 10*. 6d. each,

with the usual discount to the Trade. PRINCESS is a constant,

true, and very rich rose-coloured flower, quite distinct from any-
thing; centre well elevated, close, symmetrical, and full petals

slightly cupped
;
perfect outline, good to the last. The finest

rose-coloured Dahlia ever offered.

R. R.'s Catalogue of Dahlias, &c, is now ready, and may be had

°JL*ppiication.

BEDDING PLANTS.
Fand A. SMITH be^ to offer strong plants of the

• undermentioned in May from 3a. per dozen :—Ageratum,
Alonsoa, Ansgallis, Cuphea, Calceolaria, Geranium (in great

variety), Heliotrope, Lantana, Lobelia, Mimwlus, Nasturtium,

Pentstemon, Petunia, Pansies, Roses. Salvias, Fuchsias and
Verbenas in great variety, Climbers, &c. Also Storys and other

new Fuchsias, Petitala imperialis, &c.

F. & A. S. beg to refer to former advertisements for a descrip-

tion ot their superb Bal9ams, seed of which may still be obtained

at 2s. 6d. per packet assorted colours.

Dulwich, Surrey.

TO THE TRADE.
SEEDLING CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA.

("i EORGE JACKMAN begs to announce he has been
y fortunate to ripen from his specimen plant a quantity of

SEEDS of the above well known Hardy and Ornamental Tree.

Seedlings can be supplied in pans, the 2d week in May, at the

following prices :

—

16s. per 100 | 72s. 6d. per 500 | 120s. per 1000.

N.B. Cash or satisfactory reference from unknown correspon-

dents. Woking Nursery, Woking.—May 10.

RANCIS K. KINGHORN is now sending out his

unequalled New Scarlet Geraniums, Countess of Warwick,
A nnie, and General Pelissier. For description see advertisement

of the 12th inst., page 243. Good established plants, 10s. 6d. each.

The usual discount to the trade. Plants addfd to compensate for

distant carriage. A remittance will be required from unknown
correspondents. Post Office Orders on Richmond. Surrey.

St. Margaret's Gardens, Isleworth—Mav 10.

\/J ESSRS. MASTERS and SON, Canterbury and
A-^JL Maidstone, are prepared to supply the following Plants:—

Per plant

—

». d.

MYENIA ERECTA 21

AZALEA INDICA BKALI )e
CRISPIFLORA )

SKIMMIA JAPONICA 5

GYNERIUM ARGLNTUM, PAMPAS GRASS 2 6
EDMONDS' NEW VERBENAS.—Standard B-arer, Victory,

K lag of Sardinia, Duke of Cambridge, Blue Bonnet, Loveliness,

Charles Dickens, Crimson Perfection, Dr. Maclean, Field

Marshal. 2a. 6d. each ; the set of 10 for 21s.

KOUGILR and CHAUVIERF/S NEW VERBENAS.—
Claire, Edouard, Jacouarita, Medirio, Rosati, Noel, Marshal^
Marietta, La Gondolier, Marco, Inesllle, La Tchernaia, Auguste

Maquet, Alphonsine, Belle Gabrielle, Diogone, Is. 6d. each: the

setot 16 for 2ls; Petunia Imperialis, new double, 6*. per dozen.

Also a fine stock of Bedding Plants from 3s. per dozen, and 20s.

per 100.

Exotic Nursery, Canterbury, and Fant Nursery, Maidstone.

"TT 7 HEELER'S LITTLE BOOK WILL DO SOMETHING

V V to satisfy their Expectations."—Gardener?

Chronicle.

Our Little Book contains a List—a very select List—
of the best Garden and Flower Seeds in cultivation. It

also contains descriptions and jtrices, and will be found a

safe and unerring guide to all purchasers. It should be

in the hands of every one who has a garden.
• J. C. Whkeleb & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Gloucester.

CEPHALOTUS FOLLKULARIS, OR AUSTRALIAN
PITCHER PLANT.

HUGH LOW and CO. have to offer fine health-

established plants with pitchers, of the above very rare and

curious plant, at 21s. each.

CALYPTRARIA H^EMANTHA, a splendid new Melasto-

maceous greenhouse plant, flowers exceeding in beauty those of

the well-known Pleroma elegans. Strong plants 25*. to

31s. 64. each. .... -. ,- „
LAPAGERIA ROSEA, styled in Chili "the chmbmg Lily,"

unquestionably the most beautiful conservatory climber in culti-

vation. 10s. 6rf. each.

LASIANDRA HOOIBRENKII, a beautiful fohaged

plant. 3*. 6d.

TIIYRSICANTHUS RUTILANS, a fine winter flowering

plant. 2s\ 6d.

GESNERIA DONCKELAARI, the most showy of the genus.

Extra strong roots. 15s.

GLOXINIA ERECTA, in 12 choice varieties. 2s. 6d. each.

BEGONIA SEMPERFLORENS SANDERSI. a very showy

scarlet winter-flowering variety, sweet scented. 3s 6_.

Clapton Nursery. London, May 10.

HUGH LOW and CO. have now for sale healthy

Plants of the undermentioned :—

VERBENAS, 14 new varieties, Seedlings of Rougier and

Chauviere of Paris, were selected by us when in flower, and can

be confidently recommended. Is. 6_. each.

Verbena pulchella Maonetti, a fine new bedding variety, of

dwarf habit, perfectly distinct from any other, the flowers as

finely striped, and very similar to those of Phlox Radetzki.

Per dozen, 12s. , , ,,.
Verbenas in variety, of the best old sorts for bedding, such as

Lord Raglan. King of Scarlets, Purple King, Mr. F. G. Caley,

WhPe Perfection. Per 100, 30s. ; per dozen, 4*.

PETUNIA IMPERIALIS, new double white, 9s. per dozen.

PETUNIA EMPEROR NAPOLEON III., an improvement

on Prince Albert, 6s. per dozen.

CALCEOLARIA AMPLEXICALLIS, 4*.; SULTAN, and

other fine varieties, 6s- per dozen.

HELIOTROPE BEAUTY of the BOUDOIR, and other fine

varieties, 6s. per dozen.

LANTANAS, in roots, 6s. per dozen.

SCARLET GERANIUMS, TOM THUMB, and other varie-

ties, 40s. per 100.

VARIEGATED SCARLET GERANIUM, FLOWER of

the DAY, 6s. to 9s. p r dozen.

MIMULUS, 6 tine varieties, 4s. per dozen.

PHLOXES, 18 varieties, raised by Mr. Lierval, of Paris, ot

dwarf habit, with very large flowers. Having seen these in

bloom, we can safely say they will add to the high reputation

already acquired by Mr. Lierval, as the most successful hybrid-
izer of this class of plants. Price Is. 6<i. each.

Clapton Nursery, Loudon. Mav 10.
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CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.

PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the

Qusnr, Ac., beg to intimate that they have directed their

usual attention to procure very superior stocks of Grass and

Agricultural Seeds, and which they recommend to their customers

with confidence. Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down Hud

to permanent pasture or ornamental Grass, suitable for all kinds

and conditions of soils. Foreign Italian Rye-Grass, and all other

Forage and Herbage Plants, Turnips, Mangel Wlirzet, ("urrots

and other roots of the most approved varieties in cultivation.

Garden and Flower Seeds in every variety.

Priced Catalogues will be sent free bv post on application.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

WAITES U

1

NEW TURNIP.
ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

TURNIP.
''HIS Dew and distinct variety is a hybrid between

the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotcl

Turnip ; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and may b*

sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turin j.

may be had on application, or may be seen at the principal See<<

Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be

obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3s. per lb—A liberal

allowance to the Trade.

J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London.

SKIRVINC'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP.

TT/'M. SKIRVING, Queen Square, Liverpool, I

1 1 acquaint his friends and the public that he has fi:

begs to

xed
for

the

the

TURNIPS, MANGEL WURZEL, &C.

PETER LAWSON and SON, SsSDSMEU to the
Queen-, &c, beg to intimate that they have a very superior

stock of the above of their own growth, including some highly

improved varieties, which have be^n raised from roots selected

for their fine shape and high specific gravity rather than their

size. Among other excellent kinds they would recommend

particularly their

Lothian purple-top Swede
j
Improved Pomerarian "White

Tweeddale purple-top Yellow
Bullock Turnip

Improved Clreen Round do.

Ked Round do.

Globe Turnip
Ked Globe do.

r Long Red andOrange
Globe Mangel

Triced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application, and

lower rates charged when large quantities are taken.

27. Great George Street, Westminster.^
CRASS ANO AGRICULTURAL SLEDS, lb56.

rpHOHAS GIBBS and CO., the Seedsmen to the
*- Royal Agricultural Society of England, bet? to inform

their friends and Agriculturists generally that their bulks of

Agricultural and Grass Seeds aie now finished cleaning, and that

they shall be able to execute immediately any orders which may
be entrusted to them.

Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land to permanent

Pasture and Meadow.
ilixturea of Grass Seeds for Irrigation or "Water Meadows.

Upland Sheep Walks.
Parks and Field Lawns.
Cemeteries and Church Yards.

Garden Lawns and Grass Plots.

Kenovating old Pastures.

Rye-grasses, Clovers, Carrots, Cabbages, Parsnips. Mangel
Wurzels, Swedes, Hybrids, Turnips, and all other Seeds requisite

for the Farm.
Kitchen Garden Seeds and Flower Seeds.

Priced Lists and detailed Catalogues are now ready, and may be

IP

n
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price of his improved SWEDISH TURNIP SEED for the

season at Is. per lb. All other kinds of Turnip and Agricultural

Seeds in general, of the most select description, at moderate

rates, priced Catalogues of which may be had on application.

A remittance or reference from unknown correspondents is re-

spectfully requested to accompany orders.— Liverpool, May 10.

FLOUR, warranted free from Adulteration, and deli-

vered to any part of London (not less than one peck), carriage

free. Whites, for pastry, at per bushel (56 lbs.) l2s.4J.; fine House-

holds, recommended for Bread-making, lis. 8ti.; Seconds, lis.;

Wheat-meal, for Brown Bread, lis. 0d.; best coarse and hne

Scotch Oatmeal.—Address Horsnaill & Catchpool. Bullford

Mill. Witham, Essex ; or Caledonian Koad, Islington. Directions

for Making Bread supplied gratis.

RUISED OATS THE BEST; weighed 40 lbs. per-

Bushel delivered to any part of London, or to any Railway

Station, on receipt of cash or good reference.—Apply to Hors-

naill & Catchpool, Caledonian Road, London.

Every description of Corn supplied on the lowest terms.

IMPORTANT TO NURSERYMEN AND FLORISTS.
ATENT MACHINE-MADE TALLIES FOR
PROPAGATING PURPOSES, five-eighths of an inch

wide, perfectly smooth on both sides, and pointed. Price Is. 8d.

per 1000, for cash. A sample by post on receipt of stamped
envelope.—E. Edwards & Co., St. Paul's Square, Birmingham.

ROLL TOBACCO CORD,
THE Cheapest and most Effectual Article for

SMOKING GREENHOUSES and DESTROYING the

FLY on PLANTS. Nurserymen can be pnpplied with the above
at Is. 6d. per lb. by Joseph Baker, 6, Walcot Cottages, Kenning-
ton Cross (late of Fleet Street). Country orders must be accom-
panied by a Post Office Order payable at Kennington Cross.

DWARDS'S REGISTERED EARWIG TRAP
is an elegant, durable, and effectual instrument for the

destruction of earwigs. It is highly recommended by the Editor

p

had, post free, on application to THOMAS GIBBS & CO., |
of the » Florist" and other distinf^iahed Horticulturists. Being

the Seedsmen to the Royal Agricultural Society of England, ornamen aim shape it must supersede the ugly inverted flower-

pots in all tastefully kept gardens. Price 9*. per dozen. Sold
wholesale at the manufactory and by the following agents:

—

S. Makti.v, 14, Gough Square, London; C. Turner, Royal
Nursery, Slough; J. Keynes, Nursery, Salisbury, and retail by
every Ironmonger, Nurseryman, and Seedsman in the United
Kingdom. Descriptive drawings sent on receipt of postage stamp.

E. Edwards & Co., Inventors and Manufacturers, St Paul's
Square, Birmingham.

MEAT AND DURABLE LABEL.-feend threeL^ Postage Stamps for a specimen label, painted and letters
in oil, to F. H M Post Office, Lydbnry, North Salop.

TANNED NETTING, for the Protectio^TimTT
TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security

of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard ; 200 yards, 14*. 500
yards, 305.; 1000 yards, 50s.; scrim canvas for wall fruit/ At
Edgington & Co.'s Rick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Clotb
Manufacturers, 49, King William Street, London Bridge-
17, Smithfield Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Dep.
Poplar. Waterproof Wagjjons and Cart Cloth.

V EW TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required
1^> 1 yard wide, 2d. per yard; 2 yards wide, 4tf.'per yard-
4 yards wide, &Z. per yard. Half-inch mesh ditto, 2 Yards wide'
8d. per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes bird*
wasps, flies, &c. from fruit trees, flower or seed beds, 4\d per
square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, 1*1d. per
yard ; 4 or 6 yards wide, 3d. per yard. At W. Cullingfoed's,
1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

*** Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west
Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

1ITIRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
* * of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

RATVlOfi

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.

Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and 'Ailip Baskets in variety

;

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing. &t.
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make;
Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W.Richards, Imperial
Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's

Theatre.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.

JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

• Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns

of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to

supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,

&c, at the Manufactory as above.
HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

of ground, 5 bars 4$. 9J. each.

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3

inches out of ground, 5 bars Us. 3d. each.

" L^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
-F Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO" a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted tbr

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,

from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run. of

Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street, City ; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men throughout the kingdom. u It is much cheaper than mats

as a covering."

R.

j

corner of Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, London.

R"
OBERT PARKER begs to invite the attention of

his friends and the public to his large and select Stork of

EXOTIC ORCHIDS, STOVE, GREENHOUSE ami HARDY
FERNS, SHOW, FANCY and BEDDING GERANIUMS,
ROSES, DAHLIAS, VEBBENAS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
MISCELLANEOUS BEDDING PLANTS, &c. tec, all of

>

which are in the best possible health, and are offered at the '

lowest prices. His new descriptive and priced Catalogue is now
ready, and will be forwa. ded post free on application.—Paradise

Nursery, Hornsey, and Seven Sisters' Road, Holloway.

CHUSAN PALM.
GLENDINN1NO begs to inform the public that

this mest beautiful PALM (the Hemp Palm of China)

has been growing in the open ground during the last four years should be in the
at Chiswick, Kew, Osborne, and in Devonshire. It is unques-

,
of Hi arrangement being a decided improvement on anything of the kind hitherto brought ~ ,- —

tionably quite hardy, and is now offered for the first time at a
,
above-mentioned novelties, &c. it contains descriptions and colours of 500 Stove, 700 Greenhouse, and 1000 other Plants of Miscel-

modera'te price, so that every garden maybe decorated with laneous sorts, such as Azaleas, Geraniums, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, &e., with short and select Lists of those varieties best adapted

Palm trees, thereby producing a novel feature of an oriental • for the various purposes connected with the Stove, Greenhouse, and Garden, full descriptions of the following and many other

character in the climate of Great Britain. Plants in pots 21s.
[ novelties are given in it.

"With the above will also be published a Coloured Plate, representing a group of Nine new Plants, and can be had post free for

12 stamps.
* 6 *

MESSRS. E. Gr. HENDERSON & SON

possession of every Amateur and practical Gardener, either for reference or perusal, the simplicity and correctness

t being a decided improvement on anything of the kind hitherto brought before the public. In addition to tie
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each ; where three are tak^n in the Trade one will be added.
Chiswick Nursery, London.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet
containing 100 Seeds, 1*.; sent post free. 1$. 2d. Calceo-

laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,

Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue
on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.

Wm. Cullixgfobd, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS, PANSIES, PHLOXES,
BELCIAN DAISIES, ETC,

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
near Manchester, is now seuding out the above, in sets, as

in former years, and none but the usual strong plants and extra

fine show varieties, which have given such high satisfaction to

his customers, will be forwarded.

25 pairs CARNATIONS in 25 different vars.
25 ditto PICOTEES
25 ditto PINKS
25 plants PANSIES
32 ditto PHLOXES
12 ditto BELGIAN DAISIES
25 DAHLIAS

Hamper, &c, included.

Descriptive Catalogues now ready. Post Office orders to be
payable at Middleton, Lancashire.

SUPERB NEW FORCING AND BEDDING GERANIUM
"CRIMSON KING."

WOOD and INGRAM beg to offer fine blooming
plants of the above indispensable variety, the flower of

which is large and well formed, colour a beautiful rosy crimson
with pencilled eye ; an immense bloomer, and has the very de-

sirable property of continuing to flower throughout the summer.
It received a Certificate at the last meeting of the National
Floricultural Society on the 27th ult., the censors being Messrs.
C. Turner, C. J. Perry, and C. M. Atkinson. Price 10$. Gd. each,
with the usual allowance to the trade when three are ordered.

Huntingdon Nurseries. May 10.

YNCH'S STAK OF THE WEST CUCUMBER.
—The Subscribers have just received the following, quite

unsolicited, which fully bears out the character given to it by
the raiser, Mr. Lynch, Gardener to the Earl of St. Germans.

Extract of a letter received from a scientific Horticulturist
in Essex :

—

" Last year I obtained some seed of Lynch9
a Star of

the West Cucumber from you, which turned out every-

thing that could be desired, both as a cropper and for ex-

cellent flavour, and in all the general qualities for a first

rate Cucumber. As a first rate bearer I may men' ion

that in one plant I counted fifty-eight fruit (after
rubbing off eight where they came double), before any
of them were more than 6 inches long, and the plants
begun to show fruit at the first joint on every side shoot."

Packets 2s. 6d. each, containing five Seed3, can be obtained
rom William E. Kesule & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth. J

CRYSTAL PALACE SCARLET BEDDING DAHLIA, 5s.HENDERSONS FAVOURITE VERBENA, GEANT DES BATAILLES, 2s. 6d.
HENDERSON'S FAVOURITE PETUNIA, COUNTESS OF ELLESMERE, 3*. 6i.
VERBENA IMPEKATRICE ELIZABETH (pulchella Maonetti), Is. 6d.

s.

5
5

Azalea Admiration
„ Criterion

Boronia Drummondi 2s.6d. 3
Bouvardia longi flora 3
Clematis ccemlea odorata
Calceolaria Purity ... 1

d.

6
6

s.

Croton discolor 5
Cuphea eminens 7
Chrysanthemums, best six

flowered last year
Chusan Palm 5
Delphinium cardinals ...10

d.

6

6

Perpetual flowering Car-
nations

Pampas Grass (Gynerinm
argenteum) each

Petunia, new flaked and

5. d.

1 6

A i.

Phlox Madame Fontaine 3 6

Pyrethrum carneura — * &

(See leading article at p. -oyj

Pretty Polly and Virginia
•

Bedding Geraniums

SelectAchimenes and Gloxin-»striped flower

PETUNIA IMPERIAL-IS, now in flower at the Wellington Nursery, a fine free flowering double white,

»r , £Tx
r
.
eT^il "

T
P
x.
an(

LCu11 '- f°rm' a half Slob€ '
**-each, or 6s. and 9s .per dozen.

^;lr„™.P, IRE GIREAUD. and other fine new Roses of 1856, 5s. each.
DUCHESSE DE CAMBaCERES» di"° ditto ditto 1855 2s. 6d. each.

Messieurs E. G. Henderson- et Fils ont l'honneur ri'annoncer
que leur catalogue generate pourcette saison vient d'etre publie*
qui sera adresse" aux personnes qui en feront la demande par
lettre affranchie.

lis saisissent cette occasion pour prevenirleurs correspondents
etrangers que les plantes nouvelles (page V. du catalogue)
introduites par Monsieur J. Linden a Bruxelles, suivant les
arrangements conclues avec lui ne sont livrables qu'en Angleterre.
Nul commande pour le continent en consequence sera effectuee
par l'«5tablissement.

E. G. Hen-dersox und Sohn beehren sich hiermit erpfbea

anzuzeigen, dass der diesjahrige Hauptcatalog die rre

verlassen hat, und zur portofreien Versendang Derelt
,

Iie
%;'f ,,lf.Um alien Missverstiindnissen vorznbeugen wird daraurau

merksam gemacht, dass in Folge abgeschlossener Bedmgnng"

mit Herrn J. Linden in Briissel die vier dnrch ihn eiDge,u
f.

r

t
*L

neuen Pflanzen (Seite V des Catalogs) nicht an
f"^;'

1

.^
Correspondenten geliefert, sondern Bestellungen aut

J»«J*"£
nur fur Gross Brittanien vom Etablissement ausgetuun w«u

konnen.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.

TIKES,

PAGE AND CO.'S
COMPOSITION FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF BLIGHT

UPON THE

HOP, EOSES, WALL-EEEIT TEEES, CUCUMBERS, MELONS,
STOYE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

Extra Strong", 4s. per Gallon, sufficient to make Four Gallons fit for use.

Ten Gallons and upwards, Carriage Free to London.

A FTER FIVE YEARS' EXTENSIVE USE bv the most eminent Gardeners in the Kingdom, the

£A superiority of PAGE and CO.'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION is unquestionable, requiring only a trial to insure ^K.^
nse for destroying every pest to which Plant and Fruit Growers are subject (without injuring the most delicate flowers or

and promoting a luxuriant growth. . . _ftftnS they
The greatest indication of its value is its adoption by the NURSERY TRADE as the most efficient and economicaid*t"V nts;

can employ, many of whose opinions will be fonnd recorded in a Pamphlet of Testimonials, which may be obtained ot tee

but to publish them as previously would take the whole advertising medium of the Gardeners7 Chronicle.

For List of Agents, see Gardeners'
1

Chronicle of April 12tb, and previous Numbers.

Pamphlets, with instructions for use, free by post on application to

PAGE & CO., Seed Merchants, Southampton.
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EOETICULTUKAL BUILDING AND

AT THE LOWEST PRICES CONSISTENT WITH
BY HOT WATER

MATERIALS AND WOBKHANSHIP

i

GRAY & ORIViSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDONGRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-
perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical
adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a
position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & O. have been extensively employed by the Nobilitv, Gentry, and Londci
Nurserymen

; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory
references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-*fttev
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for aii
purposes to which the application of Heatin; by Hot Water can be made available .

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,v • (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous te'rms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c. at the
Manufactory as above.

COTTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

T WEEKS and CO.'S BOILERS.—At the beau-
*J • tiful seat of W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham Park, Streatham,
Surrey, can now be seen additional proofs of the efficiency ofWEEKS'S BOILEPv. One is there fixed, effectually heating an
incredible number of Forcing houses, Pine stoves, and extensive
ranges of forcing pits. This exquisite establishment has long
been celebrated for growing the finest Pines, Grapes, &c, &c,
under the able management of Mr. Page, the Gardener, who will
kindly show and explain the hot-water apparatus, &c.
Johx Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chelsea, London.
Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues, comprising

Horticulture in all its brandies.

PUBLIC INVITATION.
HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,
TTAVE this Season the pleasure of being able to11 refer to several other extensive Establishments where
they have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which
hitherto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highly respectable firm of Messrs.
Edward Henderson & Co., of the Wellington Nursery, "Wel'ing-
ton Road, St. John's Wood, and as that Establishment is open to
the public Messrs. John Weeks & Co.'s Hot-water Apparatus
will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially
represented during this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
Co. have now adopted what is called the "One Boiler System."
At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist
can see the Hot-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges of
Hothouses, all connected to one boiler. We will here quote
Mr. Edward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of
Messrs. J. Weeks & Co.'s system of heating by hot water. He
says :

—

"lam more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what
Messrs. John Weeks & Co. have done for me in heating a great
number of our hot-houses from one boiler. It is almost, impossible
for me to express my satisfaction sufficiently stronglu. The effect and
great saving produced is truly wonderful ; less than two sacks ofcoke in
24 hours is all that is used to heat a variety of hothouses, Ac, nearly
BOO feet in length, and these various houses are to some extent widely
separated, a* 300feet stand inone direction, 150feel in another 200feet
in another,and so on, including our large newly laid-out winter garden "

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive
private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be
seen in operation, and in every case with the same favourable
results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former
statements relating to their one boiler system, and most
respectfully solicit a
visit to their Garden Es-
tablishment at Chelsea,
which consists of Hot-
houses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Pits,&c,
the whole measuring
1000 feet in length, ex-
posing to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-
ficial feet of glass, the
whole heated by onr
boiler, 5 feet high by 3
feet 6 inches in diameter,
the water in the va-
rious houses circulating
through 5000 feet of Hot-
water Pipe.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bars. The large
surface which this Boiler
exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire
renders it of such extra-
ordinary power.

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
3M DEVOTED EETTKELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering,-
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

IKON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND -WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK
EXHIBITION" PRIZE MEDAL GATES AtfD ENAMELLED MANGERS

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines 1 Handglass Frames
Fountains Game Netting
Ornamental Wire Work Hurdles
Flower Stands Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

BY ^fl^M* ROYAL
H£R ©^^bl^^Srfa LETTERS

MAJESTY'S S^^#l^^ PATENT.
Fj1 DENCH, Patent Hothouse Works, King's Road,
*--

* • Chelsea; and at Mornington Place, Hampstead Road.
These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the framework, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all

j
completed for Is. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references
can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

Keksal Gbeew, Harrow Road, Loxdox.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
** of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

K
Pei

3
'
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.
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' Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient
manner. J. T. & So.v have pre at pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,
Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in. all its branches, combining all the improvements of the
day. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very
extensive variety of horticultural erections; also Forcing Pits
and Frames of all sizes. See our Illustrated Catalogues on
Horticultural Building and Heating by Hot Water; also of all
the best Stove and Greenhouse Planta; also of the best Vines,
Pines, Peaches, and other Fruit trees.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

OEADON'S PATENT EAVES GUTTER TILE
a * for Farm Buildings, Roofs of Houses (either old or new.
whether of Thatch, Slate or Tile), and other structures. Sole
Agent, J. B. L^ves, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.
This is the cheapest kind of spouting known, and is especially

!
adapted for Farm Buildings and Labourers' Cottages. It will

i last as lone: as the building without repair, requires no paint, and
]
will bear the weight of a ladder against it without injury. Price of

• each Tile of about 13 inches long is 4d. Stop-ends and outlets &J.
', each. Any mason can put them up. If 100 feet or more are re-
1 quired, a man will be sent to fix them at 5d. per foot. This price
to include Tiles (dVlivnred at Agent's yard) cement, labour.—Mav
be had in London, Glo'ster, Bridgewater, and Rujrby

EDWARD ELEY, Hot-Water and Improtk.
Hot-Air Works, opposite the Eagle Tavern, City Road,

London, Manufacturer of the varion-*
descriptions of Hot-Water Apparatn*
for Heating HORTICULTURAL.
BUILDINGS, CHURCHES, MAN-
SIONS, PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
OFFICES, &c. &c, on the most scien-
tific principles. Manufactories requir-
ing Artificial Heat fitted np with*
effective and economical Apparatus,
by contract or otherwise. Old work
taken down, re-modelled, and refixed.

HOT AIR and STEAM WORK.
for Domestic or Manufacturing par-
poses.

"E. Elet, being a practical and scientific workman, is able to.

execute work at prices which defy competition. Parties, bv
sending a rough sketch of the buildiner and dimensions, can h*-
supplied with the most improved Pipe Boi'ers, or any other-
description, with connections and pipes fitted and marked accord-
ing to an accompanying plan ; also Cement fur Joints for their-
own tradesmen to fix them.
N.B.—To those Gentlemen who prefer one Boiler to heat the-

whole series of Hot-houtes, &c, he recommends his large econo-
mical and powerful Boiler, capable of doing a larger quantity or
pipiug than any Boiler in use; and all works executed by him
warranted perfect.

E. E. does not make it a practice to praise his own works, but
would be most happy to refer to numerous Noblemen, Gentlemen,,
and Nurserymen, where Apparatus, &c, fitted up by him can Lv
seen in fulfoperation.
Please to observe the Address, having no connection witl*«r>y

other House in the Trade.

/\PPll\TS PKUNING KNiVfcS IN £VEKY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, QueeihV
*J Cutlery Works, Sheffield; and £7 and 68, King William
RtrPPt, T,nnritn PrawTncru forwarded hv post.

RICK CLOTHS AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES: »fafr
in consequents of the termination of the war, a quantitvoF

TARPAUTJN'O. 9 rard?* hv 6 w<K made PT^^-iy for'tbtK
Crimea, to be Sold cheap at Davis's, 64, VT st Smitkfield.Lm>>»_
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CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

Land their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :—

SHEET GLASS, Tacked in Boxm containing 100 Feet.

6 by 4, and 6± by 4£ ... 12*. | S by 6, and 8£ by (^ ... 18*. Gd.

7 by 5, and 7* by 5* ... 13s. | 9 by 7, and 10 by 8 ...13a. Gd.

LARGER SIZES, not exckki.ing 40 Incurs Long.

16 oz. from 2d. to 3Ul.,2l oz. fr. i I. to ."><'., 26 OS. from Gd. to7W.,

per foot superficial, according to size and quantity.

SIXTEEN-OUN* K B H LET GLASS FOR ORCHARD
HOUSES. THE SAME QUALITY MATTE SUPPLY TO Mr. Rivbbs, and

of various dimension*, always on hand, at 16* per 100 t* ft.

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixtoen-onnce, packed in Crates

of 300 f •
' I. p»'f foot. Twenty-one Otinoe, 8 >t.

Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet 34*., 38s., 40*., and

42a. per case.

HARTLEY'S PATENT BOUGH PLATE GLASS.
Packed in boxes of 50 feet each.

6 bv 4, and 6A by 44 ... 10s. Gd. I 8 by 6, and 8£ by G\ ... 13s. Gd.

7 by 5, and 74 by 5A ... 12 | 9 by 7, and H» by 8 ...15

For larger sizes, a full List of Prices will be nut on application.

FERN CASES, with Ferns complete, suit ibie for the Draw-
ing Room, from 25*. each.

AQUARIUMS, with French polished stands, from 10s. each.

Vase-shaped ditto, on glass stand, 20s.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation, from Is. Gd. per foot.

Glass Tiles and Slates.

Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per doz*n; Propagating and Ree Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,

Wasp Traps. Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments Fern Shades, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass "Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street

Without, London.

RITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TTKAL PURPOSES—Sizes from 7 bv 5 to 9 by 7 at

115. fl& per 100 foot box; 9$ by 1\ and 10 by 8, at 12*. 6e*. per
box, in 21 oz. 1*. per box extra ; larger sizes up to 22 by 14, 15 oz.

(

at 165.; and 21 oz., 25*. per 100 feet. Boxes charged 2s. each,

and returnable at the same price if delivered free. Crystal
"White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent
Rough Plate, Rritiah and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead, Oils,

Turpentine, Colour*, &c.—G. Farmilue & Son, 118, St. John
S'^-et. West BmKhfield, London.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY*and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS

of Britiah Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

per square foot, for the usual sizes required, manv thousand feet

of which are keptready packed forimmediatedelivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to Jambs Hrtley & Co., 85, Soho Square, London.

See Gardfttt+rf Ghronie?* firxt Saturday in each month.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
21, EEGENT STREET, Kay 6th, 1856.

HPHE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON is a Corporation, chartered in the year 1800 for
*- the improvement of Horticulture in all its branches. It has now existed for 52 years, during which time, by its importa-

tions and distributions of Rare Plants and Seeds from all countries, by its Exhihitions of Plants and Fruits in London and at
CIiimv ck, by giving Prizes (alona amounting to above 20,OOC7.) to Gardeners for conspicuous merit, and by its continual investigation

merits of new Esculents and Fruits, it has succeeded in changing the whole aspect oi English Horticulture.

In the year 1822 it commenced the formation of a large experimental Garden at Chiswick, upon which considerably more than
40,000/ has heen expended. But this undertaking having proved greatly beyond the means of the Society, a debt of nearly
22.6001 had been contiar-ted hy the year 1830. It has been the object of -eneevmlTQ Councils to discharge this large amount of
liabilities without curtailing the usefulness of the Corporation ; and so much success atone time attended their efforts, that by
the rear 1862 the debt had been reduced to about 7000*. But a variety ot circumstances, especially the rivalry of other associa-

tions, has ot late years so diminished the means of the Society as not only to have put an end to all reduction of debt, but to have
caused its advance once more to nearly 9400Z. Under these circumstances the Council have round themselves under the painful
nece-sity of recommending that the Garden at Chiswick Hhould be relinquished, and the property therein realised.

But the Fellows, naturally most anxious to preserve this important establishment, if possible, have reselved to appeal for

as -sure to that public which has so largely bene6ted by the Society, and have caused a subscription to be opened for the sum of

50001., with which the Council are willing to try the experiment of maintaining the Garden, with a view to the further prosecution
ot experimental Horticulture, the continued distribution of new plants, seeds, and fruit trees, the trial of new methods of cultivation,

and also tor placing the Corporation upon a more popular basis. The Subscription List, which was to have closed on the 1st of

May, is now ordered, by a resolution of the Fellows, to be kept open till June 24th, by which time it is hoped that the entire sum
will have been subscribed. Those who are interested in Horticulture and willing to assist in this most desirable undertaking
are requested to observe that whatever sum they may signify their intention to contribute, will not be calledfor unless the tchole

sum of 5000/., or therealtouts, shall be subscribed.

The following notifications of subscriptions have already been received, partly from Fellows of the Society, and partly from
lovers ofgardening unconnected with the Corporation. The Council therefore trust that they may hope for assistance from all public-

spirited persons whose means permit them to join in the attempt to maintain the Garden of the Society at Chiswick: the only
establishment in the United Kingdom exclusively devoted to the promotion of Horticulture:—
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THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY;
IIELY & WARING, Manners, 296, Oxford Street. London.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from
2d.-, and HARTLEYS PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4),d.

per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,
under 10 by 8, 12* Gd.[ above, 16.-*. 8rf. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases. 34s. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLAS3 from 1*. Gd. per
foot. TILES and SLATES from Gd. each. MILK PANS.
21s. per dozen. IIELY'S HAND CHURN, 5*. Gd.; WAKING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. eacb. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7*. per 100, and the New
Aquarium 10*. each.— Catalogues free.

FOREIGN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, BrsnopsoATB Stkert, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any site or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 44 in.
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20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13. 214 by 13J, 164 by 14A, 20 by 14,
21 by 14, 20 by 15, at 18*. per 100 feet

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.
Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2$
Ditto Jt 2 feet ... 34 „

TIARTLE^S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rotuh, Tiles, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

IKARItME AND FRESH WATER AQUARIA^
SANDERS and WOOLCOTT, 54, Doughty Street,

Foundling, London, Manufacturers of the Glass Tanks
in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park ; in the Royal
Zoological Gardens, Dublin; in the Conservatory of His Grace
the Duke of Devonshire, Chiswick; and various Museums
throughout the kingdom, have constantlv on hand and in opera-
tion GLASS TANKS of all sizes for the Marine and Fresh Water
Aquarium.
These Tanks can be safely forwarded to all parts, and lists of

prices may be had on application at the above address, where
also thfi tanks may be seen.

THE BEST CURE FOR SMOKY CHIMNEYS.
Patroxisrd bv Her Most Gbacious Majesty.

KITE'S PATENT VENTILATING and SMOKE-
CURING CHIMNEY CAPS.-Two Hundred on Bucking-

ham Palace, in use also on St. James's Palace, Claremont,
Windsor Castle, Government Buildings, &c. Wrought Iron, 25.*.

;

Galvanised do., 30*.; Cast Iron, 35*. each, the latter as durable
as the bv ing itself. The merits of this invention are proved
by practical experiments daily at the Roval Polvtechnic, the
Crystal Palace, and at the Manufactory. Illustrations and testi-

igdom exclusively

His Grace the Duke of Devonshire, President
His Grace the Duke of Northumberland
James Gadesden, Esq.
Rev. L. Vernon Harcourt
Col. Challoner
Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.
J. J. Rlandv, Esq. ...

Rev. W. B. L. Hawkins
Mr. James Veitch, Jan.
Mr. J. Spencer
Dr. Royle, Secretary
W.Wilson Saunders,Esq., Treasurer
Sir P. Grey Egerton, Bart., M.P.
Sir S. M.Peto, Bart.
li. Hutton, Esq.
Professor Lindley
Right Hon. Lawrence Sulivan
J. If. Srrachan, Esq.
II. G. Bohn, Esq.
"Honourable Mrs. Vernon Harcourt
•Nathaniel Lindley, Esq.
J. II. Good. Esq.
Mr. Glendinning
Mr. Cock
C. Wentworth Dilke, Esq.
C. B, Warner, Esq
Mr. Pontey
Mr. James Veitch

^Messrs. James Veitch & Son
Hon. W. F. Strangways
T. B. Simpson, Esq.
Earl of Ilchester

•Mrs. Chrtfield
Joseph Martineau, Esq.
Charles 1 nice, Esq.
Robert A. Hornby, Esq.
Charles Leach, Esq.
General Charh > Fox
Alex. Oswald, Esq....

Sir Oswald Mosley, Bart....

Earl Spencer
H. BEHRENR, Esq., TRAVEMUNDEj
Walter Ewer, Esq. ...

Alex. Druce, Esq. ...

George Wood, E*q..«.
Rev. Frederick Beadon
S. Rucker, Esq.
The Lord Bishop of Winchester
C. Loddiges, Esq
Edmund Johnston, Esq. ...

Ri*ht Hon. W. F. Tighe...
J. B. Glegg, Esq. ...

J. C. Stevens, Esq. ...

John Ames, Esq. ...

Sir T. T. Drake, Bart.
Col. Gold
A.R. Stewart, Esq....

E. A. Brande, Esq....
Sir Henry Lambert, Bart.
H. J. Grant, Esq
Robert Hanhury, Esq.
John Ln scornbe, Esq.
George Thomas Davy, Esq.
John R. Reeves, Esq.
Wilkinson Dent, Esq.
Edward Rosher, Esq.
Beriah Botfield, Esq.
HerGrace theDuchessDowagerofNorthumberland 50
R. H. Solly, Esq.
W.H.Solly, Esq.
The Viscount Downe
Countess de Salis ...

Joseph Feilden, Esq.
J. T. Brooks, Esq. ...

Joseph Righy. E^q
Rev. Dr. Pinckney
The Baroness Windsor ...

Sir Robert Peel, Bart., M.P.
J. R. Gowen, Esq. ...

J. C. Whiteman, Esq.
Col. Rushout, M.P.
Richard Mills. Esq.
Colonel Mason
Proprietors of "Cottage Gardener
Rev. Harry Lee
Wm. Hervev, Esq.
H. R. Sandbach, Esq.
Joshua Evans, Esq.
Mr. Charles Turner
Sir J. P. Boileau. Bart.
Rev. John C. Clark
G. S. Ridgway, Esq.
Edward Lloyd, Esq.
•Mr. George Fleming
Sir J. W. Ramsden, Bart., M.P.
Messrs. Gray & Ormson ...
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Thomas Smith, Esq.
Sir T. D Acland, Bart., M.P.
Messrs. T. Jackson & Son
Rev. W. B. Lee
Sir R. P. Glyn, Bart.
Rev. George Rous ...

Colonel Long
Lady Murchison
Dr. Daubeny
George W. Lenox, EBq.
•Wm. Spence, Esq.
R. 8. Holford, Esq.
Mrs. Barchard
Right Hon. T. F. Kennedy
Messrs. Jacob Wrench & Sons
Dr. Henderson
Rev W. H. E. Bentinck

•Mrs. Bentinck
Miss Parry
James P. Jones, Esq.
Lord Overstone
Earl of Burlington
J. B. Sharp, Esq.
Sir Wm. Middleton, Bart.
Frederick Chatfield, Esq.
Rev. John S. H. Homer ,

Joseph N. Walker, Esq.
S. Rickards, Esq.
Chas. Frazer, Esq.
F. L. Popham, Esq.
Mrs. Waldegrave Park
Earl Fitzwilliam ...

Alex. Rowland, Esq.
Colonel Tynte
•Mr. Philip Frost
Captain and Mrs. Smart
Captain R. Trevor Clarke
J. Lettsom Elliott, Esq. ...

Messrs. John Weeks & Co.
James Scott Smith, Esq.
Messrs. William Rollisson & Son
The Hon. Payan Dawnay
Wm. Dixon, Esq.
G. F. Heneage, Esq., M.P.
Mrs. Mason
Joseph Edlmann, Esq.
John Smith, Esq. ...

D. B. Chapman, Esq.
Henry Sich, Esq
Colonel Robert Ferguson, M.P.
A. W.MacTier, Esq.
T. Gambier Parry, Esq.
Juhn Henry Hedge, Esq. ...

J. B. Nichols, Esq.
C. D. Bruce, Esq.
*H. Hobhouse, Esq.
B. Edgington, Esq.
Sir Walter C. Trevelyan, Bart.
John Clough, Esq. ...

Mrs. Cotton
H.T.Leigh, Esq.
F. H. S. ...

Henry Pouncey, Esq.
William Graham, Esq.
H. J. Brook, Esq. ...

•Mr. Joseph Henderson
Lady Grenville
Neill Malcolm, Esq.
Lady Dorothy Nevill
Charles Dorrien, Esq.

,

Sir Thomas Parkyn, Bart.
•Thomas Grisell, Esq.
Geo. G. Sandeman, Esq.

•Sir W. M'Arthur (Sydney)
•Mr. M'Ewen (Arundel)
W. S. Gillett, Esq.
James Browning. Esq.
M. C. Maxwell, Esq.
G. R. G. Ricketts, Esq.
Thos. Farmer, Esq.
W. Wilshere, Esq.
Sir George Carroll
B. Attwood, Esq.
S. H. Godson, Esq.
C. W. Strickland, Esq.
Jas. Montgomrey, Esq.
•Mr. James Cuthill ...

W. Leaf, Esq.
Edward Barnard, Esq.
M. T. Bass, Esq., M.P.
Thos. Wood, Esq. ...

•G. G. Harcourt, Esq. '

•Lady Frances Harcourt
31 rs. Stackhouse Acton
Messrs. John and Charles Lee...
William Gibbs, Esq.
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monials torward^d on receipt o! two postage stamps. th

«. . ?6J~ Bart°^ 8 Tro" Works, and Manufactory for the Patent m
t Stable I lttmsrs and Enamelled Manners r"~

A*..*,, *«. b^,.,2&& Strt, t , Lonaon . I s'-s;-:-,
XEiE LCBECK) Apru 9> 1858,

,_, n ., __ * 1 hose to who^e name an H.srerisk is prefixed are not Fellows ot the tiociety. ,, .-._

T The Council wruld particularly direct attention to the following letter, which accompanied the announcement of this liberal donation

"To Pbofessor Lindley, .

"Sir,— I have anxiously attended to all that has been published regarding the question of relinquishing the

garden of the Horticultural Society. Being a foreigner and no Fellow of the Society, I am perfectly aware that I ATD T7
little entitled to meddle with English affairs as the poet in Shakspeare's Julius Cicsar with the grudge of the pene^
and that I may perhaps risk a similar treatment. Nevertheless, the lively interest I take in everything concerning Horticul!"2,'
and th* thorough conviction that there is no institution in Europe, the discontinuance of which would be in a higher <*e&™
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AZALEA INDICA.

WM. B. JEFFRIES be^s to offer a fine healthy
stock of the following varieties in 4S-size pots, ar 12* per

dozen : also the same varieties in small 60 pots, at 7a, <5</. t viz.,

Alba Magna, Iveryana, Perry ana, Prince Albert, Garland, Glory
of Sunning Hill, Variegata, D^licata, Coronata, Magnitfca, Late-
ritia dedans. Apollo, Duke of Devonshire &c.
GERANIUMS.—A very fine collection of Show varieties, 6s.

per dozen; or large plants in 48 pots, covered with flower buds,

9s. and 125. per dozen. As the first Grand Exhibition of the
Ipswich Horticultural Society will be held in his grounds on the
15th inst. W. B. J. solicits visitors to the Exhibition to inspect
his stock.—Arboretum Nurseries Ipswich.

NEW FUCHSIA, VERBENA, AND HELIOTROPE.
rp TURVILL begs to offer strong Plants of his first-

-A • rate Seedlings, which he can with confidence recommend.
FUCHSIA ALMA.—Large bold flower, with scarlet tube,

from 6 to 7 inches long, well reflexed, with bright purple corolla
striped and shaded with bright vermilion to the edge, which is

often edged with white; excellent habit. Plants 10s. 6/7, ea?h.

VERBENA BRIDE.—Beautiful light blue, very fine truss,

with large smooth petal, excellent habit, very free flowering,
makes a beautiful bed. Plants 5s. each.
HELIOTROPE ELEGANCE.—This is a beautiful scented,

and very free in flowering, with a large blue flower; a great
improvement ou "Gem," being very close in habit, with good
foliage, well adapted for beds or for pots. Plants 7s. 6d.

Chelmsford, Essex, May 10.

ILLISTONE and CO. beg to offer strong well-
hardened PLANTS for Bedding purposes, viz. :—Ageraturns,

Anagallis, Cupheas, Calceolarias, Dahlias, Fuchsias, Geraniums,
Heliotropes, Lobelias, Petunias, Phloxes, Salvias, Verbenas, &c.
A box or hamper containing 100 from the above of. the best
quality for 30s. Carriage paid to London. Best kinds of Roses
on the Mannetti Stock, 18s. to 30s. per dozen : Hardy Climbers,
20 kinds, 6s. to 9s. per dozen ; do. Roses, 6s. to 9s. per dozen.
Hollyhocks, Pansies, with every article connected with the
nursery business. Post-office Orders payable at either Halstead
or Haverhill will oblige.

The Nurseries, Stunner, near Halstend.—May 10.

THOMAS VEITCH and CO., Wholesale and
Retail Agricultural Seed Merchants, Western Counties

Seed Depdt, 195, High Street, Exeter, opposite Broadgrate, beg
to draw the attention of purchasers to their Stock of TURNIPS.
MANGEL, CARROTS, GRASSES, &c, which are now open,
of beautiful sample, and in excellent condition, and as every
variety has been proved, T. V. & Co. declare them genuine,
and with no adulteration whatever, consequently purchasers
will not be liable to the annoyance, vexation, and loss of a
mixed and uncertain crop.
SEED POTATOES and all articles connected with the Seed

Business.
Twelve varieties of pretty FLOWER SEEDS, Is. ; 12 do. do.,

2s.; 12 do., do. 3s.; and upwards according to quality and
quantity.

Agricultural, Vegetable and Flower Seed List forwarded on
application, postage free. |

_ N.B. A Registry kept for Bailiffs and Gardeners.

FOREIGN SEED ORDERS.—PJymouthTs admir-
ably situated for the execution and transmission of Foreign

Orders. The Subscribers have during the past season forwarded
Seeds to Australia, New Zealand, United States, Canada,
India, Malta, France, Austria, Portugal, Ionian Islands,
Madeira, Gambia, China, Cape of Goon Hcpe, Prince Edward's
Island, Balaklava in the Crimea, and within the last week
they have supplied some Russian Officers (lately quartered in
Plymouth), to take to their native country.
The following letter has just been received from a Nurseryman

in Australia, and is important in showing that by careful and
proper packing, Seeds will travel thousands of miles, and through
the Tropics too, without injury.

"The case of Seeds you sent me arrived in excellent

condition, and they are all growing well, and, from every
appearance, I should have supposed that they had only
travelled a short distance instead of so many thousands
OF miles. This I consider is owing to their being well
ripened and dried, and carefully and properly
packed. / have to tender my best thanks to you for your
attention in doing so, for generally seeds that are sent out
to this Colony are destroyed owing to their getting damp
on the passage."
Our plan ^t packing succeeds admirably, and all the letters

from our Foreign Correspondents tell the same tale. All Foreign
Orders will be attended to with promptness and care.
William E. Rendle & Co., Foreign and Export Seed Mer-

chants, Plymouth.

FLOWER SEEDS RARE AND B^AUTIFUL^
T*7ILLIAM DENYEK, Seedsman and Florist,
* * offers the following :—

Truffaut's New French Double Asters, or Reine Marguerite,
an assortment of 8 of the finest varieties

Aquilegia* 6 distinct and beautiful colours
Convolvulus major, 6 splendid bright colours
New large flowering dwarf Ten Weeks Stock, S vars.
Stock, Emperor or Perpetual, 6 vars., splendid "

Very double and of large growth, lasting and flowering
for several years.

Wallflowers, splendid Double Gigantic, 6 varieties, bright
and singular colours ...

Alonsoa Warscewiczi
New and splendid annual of graceful habit, producing
long spikes of bright scarlet flowers, suitable for pots
or the ground.

Calceolaria, Tigred and spotted
Saved by an amateur from the finest collection in this
country.

Escholtzia tenuifolia

Lovely dwarf annual, well adapted for edging, clear
straw colour, compact habit.

Gutierezia gjmnosperiuoides
A new free flowering annual, blooms all through the
summer and autumn.

Gypsophila niuralis

New dwarf and very pretty annual, with small shining
foliage covered with bright pink flowers, sui table
for edging of beds, rockwork, or growing in masses,
keeps in bloom from June to November.

Ipomoea limbata, quite new .

Bright purple with white margin, large flower, a
lovely climber, blooms freely in the open ground.

Linum grandiflorum rnbrnm verum, Perennial Flax
Morna elegans, new and beautiful Everlasting
Salvia Roemeriana

A new and splendid variety, bright scarlet, 6 ins. high.
rropa?olum minus coccineum

A dwarf and beautiful bright scarlet variety, suitable
for either pots or the open ground, blooms profusely
through the whole season.

Viola striata, quite new
ur Mnped Pansv, saved from the most beau tilul

w , .
* tr.^ed varieties.

Whitlavia grandiflora, new

J
,

*J

utlf
.

u ' new annual, produces in abundance large
dark violet bell-shaped flowers, suitable tor pots or
growing in masses.

€2, Gracechurch Street, near the Spread Eagle, London.
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BEDDING PLANTS!— BEDDING PLANTS ! !

1 AMES HOLDER, Florist, &c, Reading Berk-
*' shire, can supply six dozen strong plants, hamper included,
for 20s. cahh, or three d zen for 10*. &/.. consisting of Geraniums,
Verbenas, Fuchsias, Heliotropes, Salvias, Pitunias, GallainH&a,

ipheas. Dahlias, Ac. &c.

BIDDING P L m N T S.
"

TOHN SCOTT, Meiriott Nurseries, Crewkerne,
*J Somerset, offers one of the most complete collections in the
country, at 25. 6d. per dozen, containing Calceolarias, Fuchsia
Verbenas, Heliotropes, LobeHas, Salvia*, Petunias, Geraniums,
Cnpheas, Ageratufos, Anagallis, Mimulus, &c.
The new white corolla'd Fuchsias at 4s. per dozen: Dahlias

at 4s. per dozen; the beautiful new double white Petunia im-
perialis, 4s. per dozen, forms half a globe, and sweet-scented;
the curious and beautiful Pelargonium triangulare, 2s. 6d. each.
Catalogues sent on application, inclosing a stamp. Plants put

in to help to pay Carriage.

BEDDING PLANTS. '

I^HOMAS SOMMERVILLB, Landscape Gardener,
Nitrservmax, Seedsman, and Florist, Garden Road, St.

John's Wood, London, has a tine stock of BEDDING PLANTS
to oflvr, at very low prices ; they consist of only the most distinct
and brightest colours, suitable for creating a brilliant effect in
the shortest time. Orders executed strictly in priority.

Rustic Baskets, Rustic Garden Seats, and Rustic Chairs of th«*

most superior description supplied. Samples may be seen on the
premises.

P L A N T *
Suitable for Vases and Baskets of every Description*.

rPHOMAJS SOMMERVILLE, Landscape Gardener,
-L Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, Garden Road, St.

John's "Wood, London, having had the honour of supplying to

the Crystal Palace Company the ORIGINAL PLANTS for the
suspended Baskets In the Crystal Palace, which have given such
great and general satisfaction, and having through that circum-
stance been much applied to for similar, has this season grown a
large quantity, which can now be supplied at very reasonable
prices.

SATURDAY, MAY 10, 1856.

While examining lately some examples of bad
grafting we met with the following remarkable case,

which will be regarded with no small interest by
those who are desirous of learning now wood is

really formed. A small scion of an Apple had been
whip-grafted upon one side of the cut of a much
larger stock, as is shown in the annexed figure, 1. !

It. had apparently formed as strong a union as is

usually found in such cases, but upon applying a
{

little lateral pressure the scion came away, as at 2,
bringing with it a considerable quantity of young
wood, 2 a. Upon a more minute examination it

was found that this wood had been insinuated be-

tween the bark and wood of the stock as at 3, the

wood of the scion having remained quite inde-

pendent of that upon which it was moulded ; it

had moreover divided into very fine descending
fibres, the broken points of which are shown at 2 a.

In other words the scion had formed a woody
sheath of its own, which covered over the wood of

the stock ai:d was independent of it.

How is this to be explained ? Those who believe

with Gaumchaud. Dupetit Thouars, and others of
their school, will accept the specimen as 'a new
proof of the accuracy of their views that wood
really descends from above in the form of fully
organised tij-sue. On the other hand those who
adopt the more common opinion that wood is

organised where it is found by organisable matter
passing downwards will see" here a confirma-
tion of their theory

; while the physiologists who
maintain that wood is a mere secretion from the
surface of old bark or old wood will, it is to be
hoped, admit that such a specimen as this is inex-
plicable upon their interpretation. It is obvious,
indeed, that the new wood 2 a is really derived in
either a solid or liquid form from the two branches
at 2.

This is much the same as the case of a Willow
which formed a sheath of wood several feet long over
dead wood, and beneath dead bark, where any super-
ficial deposit was obviously impossible. Or it may
perhaps be better compared to the celebrated
example of a Rose Acacia mentioned by the late
Prof. Achille Richard. The Rose Acacia had been
grafted on the common Pseudacacia. The stock had
died

; but the scion had continued to grow, and had
emitted from its base a kind of plaster composed of
very distinct fibres, which surrounded the extremity
of the stock to some distance, forming a sheath,
and this showed incontestably that wood descends
from the base of a scion to overlay the stock.

That being demonstrated it becomes the more
difficult to understand how it is that although the
wood of a stock *is derived from the scion, yet the
branches which sprout from that wood are not like
those of the scion but of the stock. In other words
a (the scion) under its new condition of life does not
pioduce a, but b (the stock).

The true explanation of this puzzling phenomenon
is doubtless that in our common trees there are two
distinct systems of organisation, simultaneous in
their appearance, coexistent and coeval, but inde-
pendent; the one longitudinal, which is what passes
downwards, and the other horizontal ; that the first is

incapable of producing new roots, and is to be regarded
as a mere provision for conveying sap, and for giving
strength to a tree; that the latter aloue has the power
of furnishing new shoots. This latter, called the

medullary system, is perpetually
growing outwards and fiiting on
its myriads of extremities to the
surface of the wood beneath the
bark ; so that when a branch is

produced it necessarily comes from
the horizontal system, derived in
the beginning from the stock and
not interfered with by the scion.

This is the view that was many
years since taken by the writer of
the present notice, and we are not
aware of any attempt having been
made to show its inaccuracy. Dr.
Harvey, in his " Trees and Their
Nature" (noticed at p. 132 of the
present volume) does not advert
to it ; or if he does we have failed

to find the place, for which we
trust to be excused, seeing that
life is not long enough to permit
the use of books without an
index.

It is not for the sake of puzzling

physiological heretics, or for the
sake of the orthodox that this ques-

tion has been thus revived. The
case before us has been fixed to

our pages for the sake of the igno-

rant, or the ill informed, who have
not yet discovered that to remove
the branches of a tree is to paralyse

its wood-producing powers ; and
who sally forth in mid-winter, or

indeed in mid-spring, or when-
ever they happen to think about it,

armed with saw and axe, and good
brown bills, for the purpose of
making a raid upon the planta-

tions under their care. Incredible

as it may seem, there are plenty
of woodmen who firmly believe
that few branches will furnish as
much new timber as many. Let

us hope that they will reflect upon our Apple tree,

repent of their foolish courses, and resolve in future

to follow a wiser and better practice.

It seems to be intended that the Camp at Alders-

shott shall be permanent ; for we find that the
ground near her Majesty's Pavilion there is enclosed
for the purpose of being covered with ornamental
plantations. About 50 acres are within a fence

7 feet high; the ground is much broken and undu-
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U?ed and the pavilion stands upon its highest part,

commanding a magnificent view of the surrounding

country. Although the crests of the undulations

are for the most part very poor, yet there is in the

valleys good soil on a clay bottom well adapted to

the growth of Rhododendrons and other ornamental

jAauU. The design of the ground and the plantii

entrusted to Messrs. Standish and Noble, ol

Bagshot. •
*

Tjie last number of the Revue Horticole con-

tains the following statistical account of the quan-

tities of Vegetables and Fruit consumed in Pakis

in the year 1853. It professes to be an extract

from an unpublished work by M. Husson, an officer

attached to the Prefecture of the Seine.

We have reduced the French weights and Tftlw

to their English equivalents, and corrected a mani-

fest error of the press in the French original.

and skill by the late Messrs. Loddigfs, is about to

come to the hammer. The 15th of the present

month will witness the commencement of its dis-

persion. Two hundred and eighty lots will be offered

by Mr. Stevens on the two first days, and the

remainder will be disposed of afterwards. Alto-

gether about 450 distinct species and varieties,

correct!'/ named, will thus pass beneath the hand ot

the auctioneer. We understand the plants to be all

in hi^h health.

• * *

Potatoes ..

Cabbages..
Carrots .

.

Turnips .

Farsnips

Leeks
Salads • ...

Onions
Cauliflowers

Brussels Sprout?. .

.

Asparagus
Artichokes
Sorrel

Spinach ...

Chicory
Salsafy

Summer Radishes

Black Ditto

Celery
Cardoons
Mushroorr.s

a. CJLS « • * * * •

Broad Beans
French Beans ...

Kipedo. in the pods

Do. shelled

Melons (312,000
J

fruits, average
weight 5| lbs.)

)

Goards(i 05,600,
j

average weight

55 lbs.) ... )

Oacumbers(*2 lbs
j

.&|ok. average
weight)

Gurkens ...

Tomatoes...
Aubergines

Tons.

26,298
20,166

20,225
3010
1210

12,400

5934
2976
2437
124
3543
2327
7440
382
2075
254
425
431
570
1417
88

470
4012
2117
3336
2894
954

Cwt*
17

11

19

11

9

15

3

1

1

10

18

15

12

17

2

15

3
11

1

16

17

12

Avemge
price

p<*r kilo of

2 lb. 3i 04.

a. d. t.

2^,
1 T',

2
2

I,"

I

3
3^

5

4

6

1 2

2

I I

1

2
2

1

1

2 2
3 0-,

1

3 2

4

6

7G7 each 1 11 i*

2593 ?» 1 2 2

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXX. 4

477. Hlmi dystrophia* {Partial nourishment). This

again is a term inveuted by R6 to express that con-

dition under which one side of a tree is nourished while

the other is starved. Though the agency by which the

sap is distributed to every portion of a tree is partly

vital, like the circulation even in the highest animals,

it is greatly affected hy dynamic laws. Thus the fertility

of » branch is much increased in many instances by

deilei tion, which presents an obstacle to the too speedy

return of the sap ; the lower side of a branch or of a

leaning trunk independent of branches is more strongly

nourished than the upper, and so in similar cases.

478. External agents also exercise a powerful in-

fluence on the distribution of sap. The side of a tree

which is exposed to the most inclement weather is that

on which the least wood is deposited, and this law is so

constant that when once the general direction of the

prevailing winds and their nature is known, the savage

directs himself with unerring certainty through the

most extensive woods, simply by examining a branch

every now and then as he goes along, to ascertain from

the comparative position of the pith in which direction

he is steering. A familiar instance of the effect of pre-

vailing winds is seen on almost every coast in the

leaning of the trees away from their course, insomuch

that every tree in an exj 03ed position presents an

. instance of hemidystrophy, the branches failing on the

I exposed side, and not always to the same point of the

compass. Another instance arising from mechanical im-

pediment is presented in every garden wherever a tree

is trained to a wall or other impenetrable substance
;

hut this, of course, can only be brought forward as an

illustration, as the express object of this kind of culti-

vation is to expose all the fruit bearing branches

to the most favourable conditions, and to obtain at once

the benefit of shelter and of reflected heat.

479. There is however another cause which affects

the distribution of sap, inducing distortion and disease,

and that form which Re had mere especially in view.

It was mentioned in the last article that individual roots

had a more particular relation to particular portions of

the tree, the trunk of which is in a very great degree

affected in its growth by the distribution of the branches.

If then a tree is placed in such a position that the roots

have (chiefly within the last two or three years)
attempted the rearing of exotic shrubs and of a few
trees of the same character, to a number which will one
day make the place a jungle. Everything of the sort
which I have must grow out of doors, winter an<i
summer. I have no glass beyond a one-light frame.
However, almost all ray plants are still very youn*, and
failures in my earliest season or two have rendered me
very cauticus. Accordingly, not a few of the more
doubtful plants have hitherto received so much pro-
tection that their safety is far from giving conclusive
evidence of hardiness. But my collection contains a
good many things that are not very generally grown out
of doors in Scotland, md as a whole, it is pretty consi-

derable for au amateur, who has little ground and no
permanent gardener.

If any part of my experience is worth recording, it

should be understood how our climate in the east of

Fifeshire stands both for evil and for good.

My eastern wall is about 600 yards from the nearest

point of the beach, and though houses close on the east

do shelter me a little, the spring winds from the sea

cause plants even farther west than the town, to be in

danger nearly as great as that to which our notorious

hay exposes shipping. The March gales tell with great

severity on most of the Conifers. The mountain plant

Pinus Cen bra, for instance, which grows beautifully

about Edinburgh lives indeed here, but my plants are

gradually losing their laterals. The Irish Yew and
common Thujas have their eastern sides stripped bare,

and the whole tree made scraggy, at least in my garden
and most places in the neighbourhood ; although

even these succeed better in a closely sheltered little

walk of mine beyond the garden ; and in the garden a

hedge of the Common Yew (which is not safe every-

where in the town) is growing wt 11 and bushily. For

broad-leaved Evergreens we are yet worse off. The

Common Laurel, everywhere delicate, has lost with me
in the garden every leaf, and been transferred to the

walk just mentioned ; the Laurus nobilis does not

thrive even there. The Portugal Laurel, as is usual,

succeeds better. Arbutuses keep their leaves tolerably ;

there are in gardens here plants of the A. Andrachne,

and at least one old tree of the A. unedo, the comrade

of which however was killed some winters ago ; and,

here as seisewhere, the red-flowered variety of the

A. unedo is much hardier than the species. Experi-

enced gardeners dissuade from all attempts at growing

any of the finer Rhodoracese.

On the other hand, we have several advantages for

growing tender shrubs and trees that are deciduous.

Although a very hard bed of blue clay runs below our

ground, yet in most places and throughout my garden it

lies several feet deep, and above it is a subsoil sandy

and dry, for some plants too dry and thick. It may be

noted too that I myself have several borders very

much dried by deeply-drained walks and by a large

.:\

no o »

...

Apples ...

Pears
Plums
Peaches & Nec-

tarines...

Apricots ..

Crapes ...

Strawberries

Cherries

Curran ts and "1

Black Currants J
Raspberries
Fresh Figs

Medlars and "1

Services ... /
Walnuts
Filberts ...

Fresh Almonds ...

Spanish Chesnuts
Pine Apples

m ft •

• *

179
354
11

708
110,520
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be well nourished, while the other is starved or supplied

with injurious matter, hence that few branches will be de-

veloped on that side, and those subject to early decay. It

is obvious that when the evil has once taken place little

can be done towards the removal of deformity, but

where the preservation of some particular tree is a

matter of interest, some measures may be adopted for

amending the soil on the one side, or checking luxuriant

growth on the other. Such steps however must be

taken with caution. Re* also recommends incisions in

the bark of the weaker branches, where more generous

diet is administered to guard against the contrary evil

of repletion, but whether this recommendation depends

on personal experience or not of its benefit, is not

stated.

480. Re speaks of another case belonging to the same

loose stones and sand. Our lowest temperature in

winter is a good way above that of places even a little

more inland, though considerably farther south. In

February, 1855, when the Horticultural Society s

Garden in Edinburgh had frost going down to + 5 ,

my thermometer noted morning and evening g^ve

nothing below + 18°, and the registering thermometer

of one of my scientific friends marked only about + 16 •

Last winter again I noted nothing below + 21°. Some

of the older kinds of Fuchsia prosper exceedingly with

us. The F. globosa planted by me on a south wall pre-

served its wood till it covered a space of 9 or 10 feet up

and across ; the F. Carolina and more than one of those

with white or pink calyces, if only slightly covered with

leaves or litter, throw up every spring strong flowering

branches from the root. The wood of the Grape vine

that of

200, from 2*. 6d. to 4s. 2d. each.

manner in which the

forced productions. A

Included in this quantity are 15,480 kilos of

ieroed Asparagus, forming 5160 bundles, averaging

10*. -each. Of forced Kidney Beans there were

only 400 kilos, averaging 8s. 4d. to 16s. 8d. the kilo.

The value of the fruits is not so exact as that of

vegetables, owing to the

market people sell their

«mall pot of Strawberries
I franc the pot. The first

24 fr. per kilo, the second crop 16 fr. Pine Apples

raised aear Paris fetch on an average 10 fr. each.

In addition to the foregoing statistics, M. Hcsson
has computed the annual consumption per head of

fiuits, and he finds that on an average each person

in Paris consumes about 233 lb. of Apples, 313 lb.

of Pears, 245 lb. of Plums, 29 lb. of Cherries, 20 lb.

*t Currants and Raspberries, and rather more than

.13 lb. of Spanish Chesnuts.

where the graft and stock are not well adapted to each
neighbours. \\alnuts here and tolh« n^h ' 'K" ?

e

other, the trunk of the graft will sometimes greatly
«nou8h f

?
r P 1

1

ck,,n
?;

1
*? warm 8U

.

mmerS
J
*!£ ' Alorus

exceed in diameter that of the stock, large warts will often
Mulberries plentilully from an old tree of mine (Morn

be formed at the point of union, and the top may in some »'S^) winch, by the way, has imitated m it
s

ro

cases become so heavy as to prove more than the
the well-known tree at Canterbury, i* trunk unn

t i
J

t
r hnrlT-nntBllvfnr ftlinnf ft fpp.tfrnm theroot. ana Steauy«*5

stock can bear. I have never, however, seen any cases

in which the stock has perished from the overluxu-
riance of the graft. All the nutriment must pass
through it, and it can avail itself of all as it passes, and
as it is on its own roots, such nutriment will be as
suited to its nature as if it were ungrafted. The

t

returning sap will certainly be altered in quality and
with a few fruit fetches

, does in some cases affect the stock, but I am doubtful

crop of Grapes is worth
j
whether to such an extent as to cause serious disease or
death. Where the stock fails, which is sometimes the
case without any previous disease in the graft, it is

generally from some other cause. M. J. B,

horizontally for about 8 feet from the root,

itself for rising, at the end of that space, by throwing

out a root thicker than a. man's leg. Perhaps, aisc^,

some amusement may be given by a whim ot

which certainly amused myself. A Ua
ree

*.

equisetifolia placed in a sheltered border, severa

from the nearest walls, survived two winters ;

made no growth, and was killed outright in Februa
»

13.55. I had been tempted to try it by seeing » smam*£
plant, in the shelter of Coniferous trees, in Mr. IW) 8

nursery at Aberdeen.

The greatest collection of Orchids in the world
is announced for sale. That assemblage of all th?it

is most rare and beautiful, formed with such care

EXOTIC SHRUBS AND TREES,
Geowx in a Small Gaedex in the East of Scotland.

My garden covers in all about a third of an acre, and
a considerable part of the space is required for

vegetables, fruit, and Grass. In the remainder, indeed

in every spot where room could be found or made, I

* From ruievs half, Jus badly, and T«£*a» to nourish.

t From iiAadss a branch, s-oe* a foot, cm badly, and t^u !o

nourish.

As to a good many of my plants, I hesitate ™hetheT

they are worth naming at all. Not a few of them ar

quite familiarly known: and probably the rarer

more novel among them, or such as will generam

thought worthy of cultivation, have their character io

hardiness already ascertained. But there are at e«>

some, in regard to which gardeners in bcot a

may be willing to get encouragement if not informal!i

.

.

Therefore I set down here a miscellaneous list of suru

and trees, most of which have stood in my bit ot groui

for more winters than one, while a good many ot t^
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have had no protection at all, and tho^e wheh have bad

any are promising to need less and less.

and brilliantly healthy, flowered well last autumn
;

Escallonia albo-coccinea (1), seemingly a variety or.

ot more man a nine 10 vue wcbi; j. mua i»"«o^ 1 -—

—

. pmea, the latter troublesome and doubtful and plants

ready lost; Taxodium sempervirens, ripe wool per-

frost

shoots

thriving well, but less thickly leaved, and becoming

more like the P. strobus than they were in a nursery

not more than a mile to the west; Piuus pinaster and

P
already

t ,--._..-,

fectly hardy, and growth quick, but leaves by spring

almost completely browned, as in every other place

where I have seen the plant in Scotland ;
Salisburia

adiairtifolia, hardy on a wall here, and in Edinburgh

I am assured by nurserymen hardy as a standard.

Varieties of the Quercus Ilex, which thrive admirably

here ; two handsome upright evergreen Ouks (hybrids

•of the Q. Ilex 1) the one the Q. Fordi, my other plant,

I think, the Q Shepperdi of catalogue*; the Quercus

suber also keeping its leaves, as it seems to me, better

than in the Edinburgh Botmic Garden; Fraxinus

lentiscifolia pendula, grafted 5 feet high on common

Ash, fine and perfectly hardy ;
Linodendron and

Ailautus, perfectly hardy ; Wistaria sinensis, the lilac-

flowered (the white I am just about to plant) thriv-

ing better at a pole, round which it twines spon-

taneously, than on a wall, and quite hardy in

both places ; Fortune's Weigela and Forsythia ;
his

Jasminum nudiflorum which totally uncovered has

flowered on a west wall for the whole winter
;

Jasminum revoluturo, east wall, qu-te hardy ; Pip-

suffieient care ;
Chimonanthusgrandiflorus (1), this also

a second attempt; Pentstemon cordifolius (1), much
blasted but recovering; Ceanothus rigidas (1), and

Veronica formosa (1), both quite uninjured.

IV. Standard Plants—tops covered with cloth ftori-

zontaUy stretched on hoops; hillocks of straw or Moss

tound lower parts; withered Spruce branches stucJc in

loosely around.— Sophora japoniea pendula (2), thriving

well—a plant killed in April 1854 ; Aralia japoniea (2),

upper part of stem twice lost, but has made 12 or

15 inches of safe upright growth each season, leafing

gloriosa (frequent in Scotland) ; Mahonias (several

species), the M. aquifolium, Ift. magnifica, and M.
repent, leaves a good deal hurt ; M. nervosa, quite

unhurt ; Tamariscus gallica and T. germanica, the

latter very hardy ; Hydrangea hortensis, unprotected,

wood now alive a foot up ; Euonymus japoniea, wall ;

Garrya elliptica, Bupleurum fruticosum, Menispermum
canadense, Austolochia sipho, several Honeysuckles,

Catalpa syringrefolia, growth doubtful ; Paulovnia im-

perialis, a small plaut killed to the ground by each of

last two winters (in spite of some covering), but now
for the second season budding from the root ;

Halesia

tetrapterus, Diospyros virginiana, Chionanthus vir

giniaua and Magnolia tripetala, all of which have stood

the last two winters, but the thriving of the plants still

very uncertain ; Calampelis scabra, growing up a tree,

stems now bu Wing more than a foot up, and higher

than the straw-covering.

Here may come a very short Herbaceous appendix:

—

Dielytra spectabilis, as hardy as a Dandelion ; Lilium

Jancifoliura, several varieties; and L. eximium, covered

in autumn when planted with small hillocks of Moss,

all safe and shooting freely; Agapanthus umbellatus, in

border, covered with some straw, and occasionally an

inverted flower pot, alive but probably spoiled
;

Kichardia sethiopica, placed last autumn in a small

tank, result as yet doubtful
;
probably no doubt at all of

the failure of a Cornura capense, which also is, or was,

in the tank.

The treatment which has assisted in preserving the

shrubs and trees still to be named may deserve to be

described rather more minutely ; accordingly they are

arranged according to the head and amount of protec-

tion they have received. To each name is annexed, in

parenthesis, a cypher denoting the number of winters

the plant has stood in my ground. Plants having a

higher figure than 1 have endured the February frosts

of 1855; and the few having a figure above 2 have been

tested also by the few hours of frost which swept the

whole island so destructively towards the end of April,

1854. If the plants are on walls, the point is noted.

I. Slight covering of straw above roots, and round

lower part of stem.—Berberis Jamesoni (1), healthy and

flowering ; the B. Darwini, killed in spring 1855, but

about to be tried again ; Arbutus procera (2), on east

wall, flowering richly just now ; another plant about to

be set out as a standard : Paliurus aculeatus (3), growth

almost nil; GaultheriaJShallon, and G. procumbeus ( 1 ) ;

Bignonia radicans (3), west wal, not yet flowering
;

Photinia glabra (serrulata ?) (2), on east wall, thriving
;

Ligustrum japonicum (2), an invaluable evergreen,

which, far from walls, and having merely a small straw

rope about its roots, has at present scarcely a part

of any leaf withered or discoloured on either of two

plants.

II. Plants on walls ; covering as in No. /., but

thicker and wider; withered Spruce branches also in

front.— Camellia japoniea, double-flowered red (I),

wood and leaves quite safe, the flowering looms in the

future r" Pittosporum Tobira (1), planted out in May
last, flowers undestroyed till near Christmas, and new

flower-buds now seemingly in promise, more round

lower part of stem ; Eucalyptus cordata (1), the plant

which was obligingly identified in the Gardeners'

Chronicle for 1855, page 646, on a south wail, and
closely sheltered by a wall from the east, not a twig or

leaf hurt, and the branchlets quite healthy, which since

the spring growth began have been allowed to project

beyond the loose coverings, growth also very rapid.

HI. Small plants on walls S. and W. ; straw over

roots, and a short way up ; a mat fixed as a penthouse

or sloping roof above, and let down also in the worst

weather.—Broad-leaved Myrtle (5) about 5 feet high,

grown well in several gardens here in defiance of Syd-

the oJder of the two ; but other plants of the species

have died with me, as have the C. torulosa and C. Lam-

bertiana (macrocarpa \), the latter most probably

through my own fault, and both (two different-looking

plants of the last names) about to be tried again ; Cryp-

tomeria japoniea (1), mat hung on east side during

spring gales, full 5 feet high, lower branches much
browned, most of the upper ones and the whole cluster

of top shoots quite green and healthy, a young plant

lost previously ; Pinus insignis (1), mat as for Crypto-

meria, a g< od bushy plant, 3 feet high, ends of many
leaves browned, but the mass of the foliage brightly

green as yet, and the buds pushing very freely ; Libo-

cedrus cliilensis (1), about 2* feet high, very promising,

has lost only the very tipsoflower and outer branchlets,

budding strongly. W. S., St. Andrews, Fifeshire.

Home Correspondence.
The LaccbarTc Tree.—This plant, described by your

correspoi dent * S." as being perfectly hardy in Dorset-

shire (Abbotsbury), is, if I am not mistaken, Philippo-

dendron regium. Seeds were sold by Carter of Ilol-

horn a few years since under the name of the New-

Zealand Lacebark Tree, together with a crimson

flowering shrub from the same country. I purchased

a packet of both, but the latter proved to be the well-

known Clianthus, and the former the tree I name. It is

tolerably hardy with me in South Devon, but certain'y

does not grow * prodigiously." Against an east wall in

a somewhat exposed situation it was much injured

during the cruel winter preceding that we are now-

emerging from, but in a shrubbery border more shel-

tered it stood well. I too have had many Indian

Rhododendrons blooming gorgeously lately, and Acacia

dealbata, 30 feet high, has been a mass of flowers. A
Devonian.

Pars 7ey in many gardens is liable to disease, nnd the

crop sometimes dies out rapidly, so that where there is a

demand for it, a want is felt for some months of the

vear. I do not recollect whether the disease to which

Parsley is subject has been noticed in " Vegetable

Pathology " or not. One of my neighbours some time

ago had his Parsley crop very much cut up before

winter, and the frost that followed finished it, so that he

had none in the spring months, and the call for it was

rather increased than diminished, which is often the

case when there is a short supply of an article ; at

least gardeners think so. A large party was expected to

dinner, and a plentiful [supply of Parsley was wanted
;

the gardener had none of the genuine article in the

garden, so he had to look about for a substitute, and

found one in a commonly despised yet wholesome

vegetable, belonging to the same natural order as the

Parsley, although the leaves were simply pinnate, and

those of the Parsley I think are tripinnate. So he

gathered a supply as near the appearance of the article

wanted as possible, and sent it to the kitchen. The article

took well—no one found fault with it. the gentleman declar-

ing that he never eat better Parsley in his life, and wished

to know where the gardener got such a good article.

He however kept his thumb on the secret, and he had

no difficulty throughout the spring in supplying the home
with Parsley. P. M.

Petunia Imperial.—Two plants of this novelty in the

Petunia way have been in flower here for the last

three weeks. The blooms measure considerably over

two inches across, and are quite as double as those of

any first-rate Carnation. It is very sweet, the scent

resembling that of a rich Stock. It will prove a great

acquisition for bouquet making and room decoration,

vases, &c. The habit in pots is dwarf and good,

flowering early, and it has every appearance of con-

tinuing iu blossom for a length of time. J. F. t
Cliveden,

May 8, 1856.

Canopy for the Protection of Wall Trees.—The gar-

Moss on Trees.—In some gardens there is a melan-

choly crop of Moss and Lichen with which both trees-

and bushes are covered. Such crops may be nsef*»

to dyers and Cryptogam* botnnists ; but they art not'

profitable on bmhes in gardens or on fruit treevaireV.

although various modes for destroying then have-

appeared from time to time in your pages, there is yet

a plentiful crop of them in many places. Good drain-

age, quick lime, and lime-water applied from time to

time, will keep them in check. Some gases also are to*,

strong for them. Some time ago the gases arising

from the burning of iron-stone had a strong effect npon?

Lichens that were growing upon trees and old wood j

they were both killed and bleached by the gases, ana

the stems of the trees and wood upou which they grew
apj eared as if they had been whitewashed. P. 31a<>

Iccnzic.

Force of Growth in Plants.—Will yon, or some on*

of your readers, explain the modus operandi by which it

is believed by physiologists the young plant gets through

the surface of the ground. Is it due to the effect of a
mechanical force in the plant, acting with a continuous

yet infinitely slow motion, or in other words a mere slow

thrust 1 [Yes.] Or is there any chemical action upon tlue

surrounding soil by which the soil is caused to expand,,

and so a passage is opened through it for the prisoner-

ready to escape ? The marvellous phenomenon of a

young Mushroom bursting through the hard surface of

the ground without any breaking or bruising of its outer

skin has long puzzled your constant reader, A Bumj>HtT
Ross. [Its cells multiply and expand irresistibly under

the influence of vital force.]

Grafting Pears.— In the case of fan-trained trees,,

what do you think of grafting the centre of stn nger

Pears with others of weaker growth I I think it would Be-

an advantage. It may be done without lopping or dis-

figuring the trees—merely cut a notch in the side of

the branch ; slip the scfou under the bark,, and in two

years it will take the place of the original shoot. This.

is an old plan, but our modern gardeners seem to ha<e

forgot it. In this way 1 intend to put a Forelle centre

in a tree of Marie Louise. /. M'R.
Ancient Trees.—Some memorial trees hare suffered

from the late high winds. We learn from the news-

papers that Wallace's Oak, which has stood for cen-

turies as a land-mark at Elderslie, was uprooted with the

gale. Que of the large Silver Firs, which grew in front

of Bannockburn House, is also upset. It was no douSt

an ornamental plant ia the days of " Prince Charlie/ 7

when he made Bannockburn llouse bis head quartern

110 years ago. P. Mackenzie.

Foreign Correspondence.
The Punjab—a Dat in the Kangua Vallkt.

Kangra, March 8.—Since I had the pleasure of writing

to you last time I have left China and I am now in.

India in the Punjab. I shall not trouble your readers

at present with my journey from Calcutta to the north-

west provinces, but shall ask them to accompany me at

once to the Kangra Valley. It was dark when 1 reached,

the Old Fort here, in which I had been kindly invited h>

take quarters with Dr. Williams. Early on the fohV*-

ing morning Dr. Jameson and myself set out for a place

called Holta, where there is a large Tea plantation

belonging to Government. Our road led us round the

aide of a"barren bill covered with Euphorbia heptagons

and other weeds which invariably indicate a dry.graveliy,

and useless soil, with a hot dry atmosphere during the

winter months. When we rounded the furthest point

of this hill a very different scene presented itself to ©or

eyes. This was a large and beautiful valley, here ami

there studded with low hills of an irregular form and

bounded on the north by the Himalaya mountains, whiek

are here about 16,000 feet above the level of the sea.

This valley appeared very fertile and was covered wieh>

crops of 'Wheat and Barley, which at this season.

(March 2) were quite green and just coming into ear..

It is well watered even during the driest weather with

numerous streams which are fed by the melting snows-

of the Himalaya. 1 stood still and gazed upon the

wonderful scene which lay before me. Vallers rs

fertile and as well watered I had often seen in Chin*

where they are by no means rare, but this wonderful

northern boundary white with snow, and whose peaks

reared themselves far above the lower cloads, wa»

grand indeed.

As we rode onwards through the vadey and had a.

nearer view of the cultivation, it did not give me a verjr

high idea of Indian farming. The natives do not seem

to have that energy which the Chinese possess, and

leave much to nature. Their crops of Wheat and

Barley were generally very poor, and their Flax, wlvcri

is grown for its seeds only, from which oil is expressed,

was poorer still. Perhaps there may have been smut

dening world is respectfully informed that there is this I excuse for this state of things this year, as the seasoa

s-ason an abundant crop of Apricots at St. Fagan's, near ! had been unusually dry, but I cannot help thinking that

much was owing to bad or careless farming. When th*
* « • *Cardiff, being the fifth y«.ar in which the trees have

borne plentifully uuder the protecting canopy figured at

page 389, 1854, and that Peaches and Nectarines are

being trained in a similar manner. The words a good

and bad fruit year will no more be heard ; there will be

alwavs a plentimTcrop of wall-fruit unless the prejudices

of mankind get the better of the good sense and advan-

tage of the public. Received opinions it is sometimes

winter crops are ripe the ground is irrigated, and Hie*

cultivat ;on commences. This I am told is the stapi*

crop of the valley, and a large quantity is annually pn r -

duced, and bought up to send to the more populous

places' of the Punjab. Indian corn is alsograwn larger*

.

on the higher and drier lands.

The common trees of the valley are the Mango, the

ney Smith; Escallonia macrautha (1), totally unhurt W. B. M.L'a'e, LL.D., St. Pagan's, May2
:
1856.

difficult to remove, though the alteration is only a sure Silk Cottou tree (Bombax), Me'ia Azedarach, Ficus ref.-

and cheap remedy. Therefore, let all such doubting ! giosa and other species of Fig ; with Bamboos, Wil-

persons visit St. Fagan's without delay, and be convinced I Fows, Mulberries, Peaches, Plums, Wild Cherry, severa*

on the spot that the writer's assertions are just and true,
j

species of Jasmine, &c. This list will give an idea <

the sort of climate which the valley enjoy «, a&d ia a^«LC-
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tion I may mention that the Musa is common, and
ripens its fruit, ami that I observed an Orchid, an
Aerides apparently, growing upon many of the trees.

The Linuni truynum is quite the Primrose here ; at

this season of the year the barren hill sides are covered
with its pretty yellow blossoms. On rich soil it forms a
tall bush, but on waste places and hill sides, where the
herbage has been closely eaten by cattle, the flower
stalks rise out of the ground like our own Prim-
rose. I had no idea of the beauty of this species until

I met with it here, and I cannot help thinking it is

•wrrth more attention than is generally bestowed upon it

at home. In company with this, and flowering at the
same time, is a small species of Gentian, with its

thousands of pretty tiny light blue blossoms, growing
sometimes out of the crevices of the rocks, and at other
places in such profusion on the brown sward as to form
a neat yet br lliant carpet of flowers.

Through such scenery we rode from daybreak until

4 r.M., and visited and inspected two small" Tei planta-
tions by the way. At one point of our journey I
observed one of ibosc curious examples of Nature's
grafting, or, I should rather say, apparent grafting
•which at first Bight might make the unwary believe in

the old Virgi!i;m tale of Apples growing upon Plane
trees. This was no less than a good sturdy Peach
growing out o r an old Mango at eome 6 or 8 feet from
the ground. The union at first sight, seemed complete,
but no doubt the old stem of the Mango was hollow, and
the Peach was deriving nourishment from its own roots
from mother earth. I am afraid I shall not be able to
find you an example either in China or in India to con-
firm the old Roman theory.

The Government Tea plantation of Holts, of which
more anon, is situated considerably higher than the valley
through which we had passed, and is about 4000 fee't

above the level of the sea. It is just at the foot of the
high mountain ran«je, and within a short distance of the
snow. Pious longifolia is abundant on the spurs, and
also apparent v a Jong way up the sides of the moun-
tains. At some short distance up I observed forests of
Pinus Webbiana. Here, too, the Rhododendron arbo-
reum begins to be met with, Vacciniums are abundant,
as well as Berberis asiatica, Hypericum, several species
of Rubus, Roses, and such plants as flourish best
in a temp rate climate. The Rhododendron is now in
full h!o>m, and presents a most gorgeous appearance. A
jungle of these trees seems almost on fire, so brilliant is

the colouring. Jf I tell your readers that these trees
are so large and so abundant that Dr. Jameson is

cutting them down and using the wood to make tea-
chests, they will think it a * traveller's story ;" but it

is true nevertheless. R. F.

fftotircs; of £oohsi*

Mr. Murray has published a new and cheap edition of
Gordon Cumming*8 famous Lion Hunter, illustrated with
numerous clever woodcuts. Such a sportsman as Mr.
Cumming is unique. Such a five years' wandering wa*
never before the subject of a tale." Klephants amflions
are bagged like rabbits ; the destruction of a rhinoceros
is as simple an affair as running down a fox ; and as for
elands, quaggas, antelopes, and such «» small deer,"
Mr. Cumming talks of them as if he had been shooting
hares. Not but what the work was sharp enough on
some occasions. Take the following as a specimen of
the life of such a wild hunter as our author, who had
concealed himself on this occasion in a watcliin* hole at
midnight :—
"Soon after a heavy clattering of hoofs was heard

coming up the vley, and on came an immense herd of
blue wildebeest. They were very thirsry, and the
leading cow came boldly up and drank in trout of me.
I sent a ball through her, when she ran 60 vards up the
slope behind me and fell dead. Her comrades thundered
across the vley and took up a position on the opposite
nsing ground, leaving the carcase of their companion
to the hyaenas and jackals : soon after a lion gave a
most appalling roar on the bushy height close opposite
to us, which was succeeded by a deathlike stillness that
lasted for nearly a minute. I had then only one shot inmy four barrels, and, hastily loading, kept with breath-
less attention the strictest watch in front, expecting
every moment to see the terrible kin- of beasts ap-
proaching

; but he was too cunning. He saw ali the
other game fight shy of the water, so made a circuit to
leeward to get the wiud off the fountain. Soon after
he roared I heard a number of jackals bothering him,
as if telling him to come across the vley to the'
wildebeest

; he growled from side to side as if in replv
and then all was still.

J>

i:
I had listened with intense anxiety for about 15

minutes, when I heard the bvamas and jackals give wav
on either side behind me * from the carcase of the
wildebeest, and, turning my head round, beheld a hu^e
and majestic lion, with a I lack mane which nearly swept
the ground, standing over the carcase. He seemed
aware of my proximity, and lowering his head, at once

^,Z
u „ , T

W,,
f
ebeest and draped it some distance up

the hill He then halted to take breath, but did not
expose his broadside, and in a quarter of a minute
again laid hold of the wildebeest and dragged it about
12 yards further, when he once more raised his
noble head. I

" I had not an instant to lose ; he stood with his right

tllLa V i

l° ?e in a ver? s,anti"g position, and
taking h,m rather low, I fired : the balltook effect, and
the lion sank to the shot. All was still as death for

many seconds, when he uttered a deep growl, and
j

slowly gaining bis feet, limped towards the cover, where
he halted, roaring mournfully, as if dying. I had now
every reason to believe that he was either dead or would
die immediately, and if I did not look for him till the
morning, I knew very well the Inamas and jackals
would feast upon his carcase. I accordingly went up to

camp, and, having saddled two horses, went with Mar-
tin to seek him, taking all the dogs, led in strings by the
natives. On reaching the body of the wildebeest", the
dogs were slipped and went oft" after the hysenas and
jackals : we listened in vain for the deep growl of the
lion, but I was persuaded he was dead, and rode forward
to the spot where I had last heard him roar, when I had
the immense satisfaction of beholding the magnificent
old lion stretched out before me.
" The ball had entered his belly a little in front of his

flank, and traversed the length and breadth of the body,
crippling him in the opposite shoulder. No description
could give a correct idea of the surpassing beauty of
this most majestic animal, as he lay still warm before
me : I lighted a fire and gazed with delight upon his
lovely black mane, his massive arms, his sharp jellow
nails, his hard and terrible head, his immense and
powerful teeth, bis perfect beauty and symmetry
throughout ; and I felt that I had won the noblest prize
that this wide world could )ield to a sportsman. Having
sent tor rheims and the lechteruit, we bore the lion to
the camp. On my way from the water I shot with a
single ball an extremely old black bull rhinoceros.

" On the afternoon of the. 4th I deepened my hole
and bagged three black rhinoceroses, and the best
pallah in a troop which came to drink.

tt By the following evening we had cleared away the
greater part of two of the rhinoceroses which lay right
in the way of the game approaching the water; I, how-
ever, obliged their leaving the third rhinoceros almost
opposite to my hiding-place, in the hope of attracting a
lion, and soon after the twilight had died away, went
down with Kleinboy and two natives, who lay concealed
in another hole, with Wolf and Boxer ready to slip, in
the event of our wounding a lion.

"On reaching the fountain I looked towards the car-
case of the rhinoceros, and, to my astonishment,
beheld the ground near it alive with large animals,
which Kleinboy remarked were zebras. I answered,
1 Yes ;' but I knew that zebras would not be capering
round the carcase of a rhinoceros, so I quickly arranged
my blankets, pillow, and guns in the hole, and then lay
down to feast my eyes on the interesting sight before
me. It was bright moonlight, as clear as I need wish,
and I could see six large lions, about 12 or 15 hyaenas,
and from 20 to 30 jackals, feasting on and surrounding
the carcase and remains of the two rhinoceroses. The
hons feasted peacefully, but the hyaenas and jackals
fought over every mouthful, chasing one another round
and I'ound, growling, laughing, screeching, chattering,
and howling without intermission. The hyaenas dm
not seem afraid of the lions, although they always gave
way before them ; for I observed that they followed
them in the most disrespectful manner, and stood laugh-
ing, one or two on either side, when any lions came after
their comrades to examine pieces of skin or bones
which they were dragging away. I lay watchiog this
banquet for about three hours, in the strong hope that
when the lions had eaten enough they would come and
drink. During this lime two black and two white
rhinoceroses made their appearance, but, scared by the
smell of blood, retired.

t: At length the lions, apparently satisfied, walked
about with their heads up, and seemed to be thinking of
the water, and in two minutes one of them, turning his
face towards me, came forward ; he was immediately
followed by a second lion, and in half a minute by the c

" „ ,, c * , . . : ,. , , rr*.'J ' *Ko
remaining four. It was' a decided and general move, !£™ *'J* «3 I

" J^TTth™and evident that they were all comin- to drink within
S on

.

wh
.

,ch each operation is founded, thus

15 vards of mp ° ' m exciting their interest and securing their confidence.

where the old lion had fallen two nights before. She
was an old lioness, with perfect teeth.

"^

Sport like this is something different from deer-stalk-
ing. Similar stories fill above 370 pages, and he must be
something more or less than human who can read them
without breathless attention. Had their hero lived iD
former days he would have been deified as a second Her-
cules. Everybody who has five shillings to spare will
find his money uncommonly well laid out in the acquisi-
tion of this extraordinary narrative, the truth of which
is now unquestioned.

A Manual of Quotationsfrom tlie Ancient, Modern, and
Oriental Languages, including Law Phrases, Maxima.
Proverbs, and Family Mottoes. By E. H Michelsen
Ph.D. 12.no. Crockford. Pp.308.

It is difficult to discover what principle has guided Dr
Michelseu in this edition of Macdonnell's Dictionary of
Quotations. The object of such a book would seem to
be that of explaining to the unlearned the meaning of
classical and other phrases often in the mouth of the
learned, or of showing the application of proverbial and
other expressions, the point of which may escape the
ordinary understanding. Such a purpose is intelligible
and useful. But we fail to discover that it has guided
the compiler in the work before us, which looks as if it

had been written to order, the object being to form a
saleable volume containing a given number of phrases.
In what other way suc'i words as Fandango, argentarius
Harmatian, Hidalgo, &c, or common sentences having
no difficulty about them, are introduced, appears incom-
prehensible. Take for instance " Je suis pret," " Recte
et Buaviter," or a quotation from Boileau, at p. 70,
which involves no peculiarity or idiomatic diffi-

culty whatever. With sentences like that any quantity
of pages may be filled. Then as to the mottoes of our
nobili ty in foreign languages,some are given, but raanyare
omitted. And in what concerns proverbial expressions,
the selection is to the last degree meagre ; a few French,
Italian and German ones are discoverable here and
there, but of the Spanish, the most pithy of all, scarcely
one appears. We must also be permitted to remark
that '• Scapham scapham dice * is not to call a boat a
boat ; nor do the letters d. m. s. signify "Divismaniis(!)
sacrum." Nevertheless the book has its use, and we
doubt not will be acceptable to those who are not
fastidious about quality, providing an article is cheap.
Nor indeed would it be fair to conceal that a good many
of the quotations are rendered happily. Such a book,
thoroughly well done, would be both instructive and
amusing.

A second number of Dr. Hooker's Flora of Tas-
mania (Lovell Reeve), has just reached us. The text
includes the remainder of Leguminous plants, and ter-

minates in the midst of Umbellifers. In addition to

what we formerly said we have only to add that the

colony may well be proud of having secured the publi-

cation of such a work, and Mr. Gunn of having his long
and invaluable labours so brilliantly illustrated.

The Manual of School Gardening (National Society) is

a little pamphlet of 53 12mo pages, intended to show
how such a garden as a National Schoolmaster is likely

to possess may be managed. The directions are p'ain

and sensible, and what are wanted. W'ith the follow-

ing sentence all will agree:

—

" The schoolmaster who devotes his leisure hours to

gardening will of course avail himself of the help of his

boys ; and a most valuable return he will make to

them for their services, if, while he is superintending
their labours, he can impart habits of order and fore-

thought. This he can only do, firstly, by working out

a pre-arranged plan on well understood principles j and

15 yards of me.
"I charged the pale and panting Kleinboy to convert

himself into a stone, and knowing from eld spoor exactly
where they would drink, I cocked my left barrel and
placed myself and gun in position. The six lions came
s'eadily on along the stony ridge, until within 60 yards
of me, when they halted for a minute to reconnoitre

;and one of them stretched out his massive arms on the
rock and lay down. Again they came forward, walking
as I had anticipated to the old drinkin^'-place, and three
of them put down their heads and were lapping the
water loudly, when Kleinboy put up his ugly sconce ; I
turned mine slowly to rebuke him, and agaiu looking at
the lious, found myself discovered.
" An old lioness", who seemed to be the leader, had

detected me, and, with her head high and her eyes fixed
full upon me, was coming slowly round the corner of
the little vley to cultivate my acquaintance ! This un-
unfortunate proceeding put a stop at once to all further
contemplation : I thought, in my haste, it was perhaps
most prurient to shoot her, especiallv as none of the
others had noticed me. I accordingly covered her;
which she saw me do and halted, exposing a full broad-
side. I fired ; the ball entered one shoulder and passed
out, behind the other. She bounded forward with re-
peated growls, and was followed by her five comrades
all enveloped in a cloud of dust ; nor did they stop
until they had reached the cover behind me, except one
old gentlemau, who looked back for a few seconds.
I listened anxiously for some sound to denote th
^_ a_a. *—l .> -a- _ i * * ^ a * _ _ _

ting iiieir interest ana securing ...v..* ~~-
What boys do out of school hours is, after all, the best

test of what they learn in school."

Garden Memoranda.
Shrubland Park, Ipswich, Suffolk, the seit of

Sir William Middleton, Bart.—The flower gardens at

this place have of late years acquired great celebrity,

and the alterations recently in progress being now com-

pleted, we have great pleasure in presenting our readers

with a short descriptive notice of them, for which we

have the permission of Sir William Middleton. The

mansion and gardens are so intimately blended together,

both from situation and design, that our sketch of the

grounds would be imperfect did we not devote a few

lines to describe the mansion, as each affords evidence

of great taste in design (and execution also) ; and we

should not be doing justice to the liberal proprietor of

Shrubland and his estimable lady, if we omitted informing

our readers that Shrubland is the work of their own crea-

tion—the designs for thegardens and parterres, we under-

stand, as well as the main features of the mansion, hav

lag been laid down by themselves. A residence for a

considerable period in Italy appears to have imbued

both Sir William and Lady Middleton with the spirit of

the great Italian masters in architecture and gardening,

which they so well knew how to combine. And they

have thus been enabled to carry out at Shrubland the

purest designs of the Italian school, as exhibited in the

r
-. .. ^ .„ palaces and villas near Rome. True, we cannot assimi-

approaching end of the lioness ; nor listened in vain. I late our climate and scenery to that of the south of

Wesoon heard her growling and stationary, as if dying. Europe ; but, notwithstanding, Sir William has been

I then slipped Wolf and Boxer, and following them into wonderfully successful, and without question has formed
the cover, found her lying dead within 20 yards of a very perfect copy of Italiau gardening ; and, taking
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into consideration the great superior tv of hngln-h
gardens, asreuards floral embellishment, Shrubland must
far outvie the best gardens of Italy, though we must
yield iu comparison to her glorious climate—her groves
of Orange, Myrtle, and Bay, and the classic associations
of her villas.

First, then, the mansion is situated on the brow of an

in the boundary line within which is a large open space,
filled with beds, vases, and statues. Towards the
bottom the steps branch off right and left, forming a
circular sweep, the area of which is filled with a
fountain in a large stone basin, with a circular walk

eminence, which rises abruptly from the general level of ; leadinj from the steps round it. A wide central walk
theccuatry to the west, which is overlooked by the corn-
man ling position on which the house stands. Within
these few years great alterations and additions have been
made to the exterior of the house, under the direction
and from the designs of that eminent architect, Sir
Charles Barry. From the south wing ris^s a lofty
campanile tower : [the view from the upper story of
this comprises a wide extent of country, and affords a
bird's-eye view of the magnificent gardens below ; we
may also add, that the entire designs of the upper and
lower terraces, and adjoining grounds, are seen to best
advantage from this elevated position.

The situation of the house and ground immediately
in front was extremely well adapted for displaying the
Italian style of gardening. As before noticed, the

starts from this direct to the loggia, and four Grass ter-

r.tcts diverge to the right and lefr, baring the fountain
as a common centre. Passing through the loggia, a deep
dell separates the highly dressed grounds from those
beyond. This part has only very recently been added

;

and crossing the dell by a rustic bridge, we find our-
selves among great masses of shrubs (selected chiefly
for their foliage), herbaceous and common wild plants
—everything, in fact, which conveys the idea of wild and
natural scenery. Looking from the upper pavilion—or,
indeed, any part of the higher grounds— these masses
of shrubs are completely under the eye, and it was im-
portant that they should by contrast set off the floral

embellishment within the boundary, as well as form a
back-ground for the panel gardens and other part of the

ground on winch the mansion stands shelves rapidly to
;

grounds on a line with them ; and we doubt not, as
the west, and forms naturally a steep woody bank .

advantage has been taken of this position to form two
grand terrace gardens— the lower one being some 70 or
80 feet below the upper one, with which it is connected
by a noble flight of stone steps, leading from a pavilion
which forms a centre of the balustrade, the boundary
of the upper terrace, and directly opposite the centre of
the mansion. We omitted to name that, connected
with the house, on the west front, is a plant conserva-
tory, which is kept constantly gay with plants in bloom,
and which can be thrown open to the morning gallery.
The balcony garden, as we have before stated, is directly
in front of the house, and is divided in two by a centre
walk leading to the pavilion, through which a fine view
is obtained of the country beyond, and likewise of a
loggia at the extremity of the lower garden.

the seps to the panel garden ^a lower terrace), the that 80,000 plants oi Geraniums, Verbena.-., Petunias,
view is very striking, with the loggia directly in front, Lobelias, &&, &c., are annually required for turning out

into the numerous beds, border, vases, &c, and this
independently of annuals, &<\, raised from seed, which
are likewise worked into the general arrangement. To
procure annually such a largo number of plants, and to
arrange each to the several compartments tor flowering,
requires a large amount of care and forethought. Both
Sir William ami Lady Middleton are deeply'interested
in all that is going on, and provide liberal help to keep
the whole in the highest order of neatness ; and to keep
up so large and brilliant a display of bloom throughout
the season, large reserves are always ready to fill up
vacancies and maintain uninterrupted the display. We
purpose noticing the kitcben garden, forcing, and exten-
sive plant-growing departments hereafter, as well as
the grand Spanish Chesnuts on the Brownlovv terrace.
To be appreciated, Shrubland should be seen in its

summer glory—say between June and October. The
coup d'ceil from the steeps leading from the upper
temple, which overlooks the panel garden, DO feet
below, with its fountains, statuary, parterres, and ex-
quisite loggia, or open temple, at the further side, in the
foreground, and a wide stretch of country beyond, has
few equals.

Mr. Beaton, so well known to the horticultural world,
was for many years gardener here, and many of the
Geraniums, &c, employed were raised here by him.
He was followed by Mr. Davidson, who superintended
the principal improvements noticed. Mr. Foggo, who.
succeeded Mr. Davidson 13 months back, la very suc-
cessful in meeting the requirements of so large an
undertaking, and will maintain the high character
Shrubland for many years has enjoyed, as one of the
finest and best kept places in the country. From the-

Flor-Utf Fruitist, and Garden Miscellany for May.

!

they grow up, they will produce the desired effect.

We must, however, retrace our steps to the panel
garden, to notice the long green glade cr drive which
passes through it, having the f'ouutaiu in its centre.
This green walk is nearly a mile in length, and termi-
nates at one end with a flight of steps and balustrade to
a platform from which diverge walks and drives in the
woods. From this eminence there is a fine vista of its

entire length, passing through the lower ground, and
ending near the Swiss cottage at the other extremity of
the grounds. This drive is margined by parallel beds
of Savin, Irish Yews, Arbor-vitse, vases raised from
the ground filled with choice Geraniums, &c. To the
right of the panel garden is the French garden, enclosed
within a Laurel wall, in which, set in niches cut out of
the well, are a number of marble busts, 4 feet high.

To describe any of these gardens without referring to This garden is laid down on gravel with Box edeinV
l Ian ia nlinnct a lir».„ !....- +« n |. TU. : :. -l /•__. _.. i • i.n.ii m r, . . _a plan is almost a hopeless task. The principal feature

in the design of the balcony garden is a group of four
large beds on each side the centre walk. These have
raised stone borders, wide and massive ; next a band of
turf; and between the turf and Box edging inside a
band of white sand. This gives a high architectural
finish to the garden, and is, besides, quite iu keeping
with the walls, balustrading, vases, and other architec-
tural accessories which surround it.

The great object in this garden is to have large
masses of colours ; hence it was imperative that the
beds should be large, to produce a grand effect,
and rich warm colours are only employed for the
like purpose— four of these beds are scarlet, two
purple, and two blue. The scarlet beds are planted in
this way :—In the centre, Shrubland Scarlet Geraniums;
next, a band of Punch Geraniums ; then a band of
Mangles' Variegated, followed by Tom Thumb ; the
edging to finish being a band of « Harkaway," a very
dwarf scarlet Geranium. When in full bloom nothing
can exceed the richness of these groups as regards
arrangement of colour.

The two purple beds have for centres a mass of
« Prince's Feather ;

». surrounding this, « Love-lies-
bleeding ;" next, Geranium Purple Unique; followed
by a band of Golden Chain, and finished off by an
edging of the Baron Hugelor Princess Royal Geranium,
with a well-defined horse-shoe leaf, from which the
flowers are taken off, that they may not interfere with
the colour of the bed.
The two blue beds are planted with the centre of

Salvia patens, mixed with Chinese Delphinium
(Larkspur)

; next a band of the African Lily
(Agapanthus)

; then a band of Lobelia racemosoides
;

next, Golden-chain Geranium, finishing with an edging
of Barou Hugel, as for the purple beds, the scarlet
flowers also taken off.

Two long square turf plots flank each side of these
beds, forming altogether a balcony garden. These have
a tracery pattern in white sand with stone tripods, and
in the centre a fine plant of Libocedrus chilensis, planted
by H.R.H. Prince Albert, when he visited Sir William
and Lady Middleton in 1851.
The eight beds described above are connected by a

stone pattern and three circular beds. The centre one
is planted with Hydmngeas, and the one on each side
with Yuccas. There are stone boxes planted with
Humeas, and the same on each side the centre walk,
planted with Portugal Laurel, in imitation of Orange
trees, for which they are excellent substitutes. The
borders under the re.taining wall at the top nearest the
house, which supports the terrace walk, is planted with
Hollyhocks in lines, fronted with Lady Middleton
Geraniums, a rosy coloured scarlet raised here by Mr.
Beaton, and very valuable for bedding purposes.

Before leaving this part we must not forget to men-
tion two beds of yellow Calceolarias, which fill up a
vacant space to the right and left at the top of the
garden

; these have a good effect, and contrast well
with the warm-coloured beds in the centre. To the
left, leading towards the entrance gate from the park,
is a long border under the conservatory terrace, formed
into the '« chain pattern." The oval centre beds are

with Cerise Unique and Commander-in-Chieffilled

Geraniums, alternately ; the bands are yellow Hearts-
ease and blue Lobelia, with the space intervening between
the beds and the parallel lines of the border filled in
with white sand.
On leaving the balcony garden, and descending by

and is planted with dwarf flowering plants, as Lobelias,
Brachycomes, Cupheas, Golden- chain Geraniums, &c.

Proceeding southward from the panel garden by the
long walk, we reach the fountain garden, which lies to
the right. This is nearly circular in shape, and has a
fountain in its centre, from which four walks radiate,
throwing the garden into four divisions. There are,
besides, a boundary wall and a conservative wall, taking
the sweep of the garden to the west. This wall is

built hollow, and is heated by hot-water pipes : the
west side is covered with greenhouse and half-hardy
climbing plants, which have th.s protection of glass
during winter ; the plants grow with great luxuriance,
and bloom profusely in the summer mouths, when the
glass is removed. On the garden side plants of a more
hardy nature, including Roses, &c, are planted ; and
the border at the base contains many interesting half-

hardy pihlltS.

The four divisions of the fountain garden are each
planted in six colours, with white to begin and finish
with. Each division has its separate plants, but the
colour and height of each are the same. Commencing
with the centre it is white, which is continued all round
through the four divisions ; next purple, yellow, scarlet,
blue, pink ; and lastly, white again at the outside.
This arrangement takes up a va^t number and variety
of plants, as the height and habit have to be studied,
as well as the colour of each ; but the arrangement,
when well done, is unique and very pleasing.
Beyond the fountain garden are some beds on gravel,

with raised stone edgings, and planted with mixed
colours ; amongst others, the shot-silk bed our esteemed
friend Mr. Beaton speaks so much of, is very conspi-
cuous : its composition—variegated-leaved Geraniums,
mixed with Verbena venosa, or any light purple variety— is now well known.
Below these beds is the Rosery, which contains a very

choice collection of summer Roses. The climbing varie-
ties are trained to a fancy iron trellis, which forms
bowers over the walks. A circular bed in the centre is

in the form of the heraldic York and Lancaster Rose,
with red and white Roses and a yellow centre bed.
Towards the southern extremity of the grounds is an

exceedingly characteristic Swiss cottage, with the accom-
paniments faithfully carried out. It coutains a museum
of curiosities collected by Sir William Middleton, and
among other things, some interesting relics of Napoleon
the First, the Duke of Wellington, Lord Nelson, &c. '

At a short distance from the Swiss cottage is the
Verbena garden, in which are planted those kinds not
used in other arrangements. By this garden is the Box
terrace, forming a beautiful scroll pattern laid down on
a smooth surface of fine sand of a reddish tint, com-
pletely in the parterre style of the French. The in-
terior is planted with very dwarf flowers—as Silene
Schafta, dwarf French Marygold, Lobelia ramosa, &c.
The whole of the retaining and dividing wall is sur-

mounted with rich balustrading, in the same style as
the mansion, pavilion, and loggia, all of which are from
the designs of Sir C. Barry. Hence, there is a harmony
and unison between the several parts rarely met with,
which does credit to the admirable taste and judgment
of Sir William Middleton. In addition to the Dalian
features of the entire place, a great number of busts,

FLORICULTURE.
Ranunculuses.— In £a season like the present, the

following advice by Messrs. Tyso regarding the watering
of Ranunculuses will doubtless be acceptable :—Genial
showers in April and May are essential to a vigorous
and healthy growth. The Ranunculus delights in a moist
soil, and if there be a deficiency of rain in May, water
must be plentifully supplied, just at the time the flower
bu«ls are appearing. This is a critical period, and for

lack of moisure many plants fail to bloom, and lend up
only an abortive flower stem. Water from a pond or
brook is better than from a well ; if such cannot be
obtained fill a large vessel with water from a pump, and
expose it to the sun and air before use. It should be
applied (morning or evening, according to the state of
the temperature) between the rows, from a spouted pot,

and not over the foliage, except in cloudy and showery
weather. It rany appear an anomalous direction to
water in wet weather, but advantage should be taken of
a shower falling to give a generous watering, as the
plants are then naturally in a better state to receive

moisture than in dry weather, when their pores are
contracted. As a general observation, it is better to

water copiously three times a week, than to administer
a small quantity every morning and evening. To obtain
fine blooms for exhibition a little weak manure water
may be occasionally given. We have tried numerous
natural and artificial guanos, &c, in some instances

without perceptible benefit, and in others with positive

injury. The most simple and useful agent we know of

is superphosphate of lime, reduced to fine powder, and
mixed with the water. We are aware that many
connoisseurs have been at first delighted with the
luxuriant foliage of their plants, traceable to potent
doses of liquid manures of varied name, but the apparent
benefit has in almost all instances been realised at the
future risk of the health of the tubers. We are not
adverse to novelties, because they are such, but to the
experimentalist we would speak the language of caution.

Try your hand on a small scale only ; never apply a
new nostrum on a larger portion of stock than you can
afford to lose.

National Florici*ltural Society, April 24.— Mr. Lochner
in the chair. Censors Mr. Moore, Mr. Lochner,'Mr. Robinson, Mr.
Parsons, and Mr. Hamp.—The most remarkable flowers shown
on this occasion were Azalea porissi ma, colour pule rosy salmon,
not over bright: < venly spotted. Cineraria Mrs. HovIp, from
Mr. C.Turner, colour pure white, tipped with purplish rose -

r of
vigorous habit and spreading truss. < ineraria Vivid, from Mr.
Pope, a very pure white ground variety, heavily tipped with
lively rosy purple. Epacris carnea rubra, from Mr. Kinghorn, a
variety in character intermediate between mini* la and impressa.
Pelargonium Blanel nVnr. from Mr Wheeler, a flower for forcing,

much resembling the well-known Mont Blanc No. 1 of Storey, but
with remarkably full trusses and vigorous habit ; a variety for
similar purposes was contributed by Mr. Peck. A useful Pelar-
gonium called Review was staged by Mr. Hoyle, which is likely
to be a fine early variety. Orher Cinerarias of merit were Mrs.
Turner and Mr. Edwards, both raised by Mr. Bousie; Earl of
Clarendon (Turner), and Queen of May (Lidgard).

Miscellaneous.
The Coco Nut Palm.—Of all the gifts which bountiful

nature has bestowed on the inhabitants of the tropics, this!

perhaps is the most valuable, and certainly the one most
fitting them for a paradisiacal state of idleness. What
other fruit is there in which, as in the Coco Nut, we
find a refreshing beverage contained in a cool limpid
state in a nutritious pulp of the consistence of blanc-

. . «. , , manse, and as agreeable to the taste ! In a young nut
vases, and statues are disposed throughout the grounds the lining pulp of which was thin and almost of *e!a-m appropriate positions. These greatiy assist in form- tinous softness, the quantity of contained fluid exceededmg the peculiar tone of Italian scenery so characteristic

j

rather half a pint. It was quite clear, as much so as
of Shrubland. spring water, pleasantly, slightly sweet, of specific

Mr. Foggo, the present head gardener, informs us gravity 10183. The pulp was rendered brown by th*
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tincture of i

"» it under the microscope, nor oil globules. The water

of a ripe Coco Nut, much less in quantity and nearly

*<z8A«parent, was of the specific gravity 10203. It dM
aot become turbid on boiling, or by the addition of

acetic or nitric acid. Sugar, it may be inferred, was
its principal ingredient. The lining pulp was found to

No starch particles could be delected 'good strong turfy peat, adding a liberal sprinkling of

clean sharp sand, and some crushed broken bones, when
they can be obtained. In this the plants root vigo-

rously, and fruiters can be liberally supplied with

manure water without any danger of the soil getting
j

sodden. But the great advantage of a light soil is that

it soon parts with its moisture, and the plants are more

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CUISWICK, HEAR LONDON,
P nr the week ending; May 8, 185C, as observed at the Horticultural Garde, a.

—

May. a v

determined by thorough drying. As is well known, it

abounded in oil. I could detect in it no starch particles.

in composition I believe it to be very like the ripe

iAlmond. The emulsion it makes is equal to that of

che Almond, and is an excellent substitute for milk for

<Cea. The Coco-Nut Palm, I may add, thrives best by
the sea-shore ; it thrives even within high-water mark.
-Viewed in this light, may it not be considered as de-

signed by a kind Providence to yield a drink in situa-

tions iu which springs of fresh and wholesome water
r.re often not to be found. It is only the traveller in

Mich regions who can justly appreciate its value, and
lie (sufficiently thankful for such a blessing. In Ceylon
-the natives are in the habit of putting a portion of salt

(nto ttie ground when they plant tl e Nut, so convinced

ere rfiey that salt is required for its successful growth.

Dr. Davy in the Edin. New Philosophical Journal.

T/'e Apple.—Apples have been believed by some to

have been introduced into Italy from Media, and that

the Falisci, or inhabitants of Montefiascone, were the

ttrst to plant them in rows. But this must apply to

some particular variety, not to the species, which we
have already stated to be indigenous, but very early

cultivated. Pliny enumerates 23 varieties, which
appear still more difficult to identify with ours than
•ilie Pears. Among the few that modern authors have
veco^nised, the Appiani of the Romans are supposed to

be the Appie or Appiole of modern Italians, the Appia
\ryriforrais to be the Appiolona lunga, the Syriaca ruber-

rima to be the red Calvetto, See. In more modern Tus-
cany, M cheli, iu his above-mentioned manuscript,
'describes 56 sorts under the Medici princes, 5i of
-which are figured by Costello. Journal of the Hovt.
ZSoc -e 'y.

Artificial .Ifanures In thttM days of unscrupulous
adulterations, it is well for the farmer to know where
}\e may be sure of procuring an artificial manure in a

genuiue state. Whoever sees the Gardeners 1
Chronicle

is aw.*re how repeatedly the learned editor has warned
ivts readers against profligate dealers, who make no
-ficmpla of adulterating guano, even to 90 per cent. !

And I have also heard of parties who buy Dp a worth-

consist of 36 per cent, solid matter and of 61 water, as manageable in the way of getting them into fruit at the
' * " " '

'

" " " proper time. Maintain a thoroughly moist atmosphere,

especially where the fruit is swelling, and give plenty of

manure water to all growing stock, as well as to plants in

fruit. Vi series.—See that inside borders are properly

supplied with water, giving sufficient quantities to

thoroughly moisten the whole mass of soil. The Vine

is a gross feeder, and absorbs vast quantities of water

when inj vigorous health and swelling a heavy crop.

Give Vines in pots manure water, first diluting it slightly

with warm water to bring it to about the same tempera-

ture as that of the house. Attend to the regulation of the

growth, stopping laterals, &c, and timely thinning of

the bunches and berries, before they injure the principal

foliage. And see that the Vines in the late house are

tied up in their places before the shoots get too far

advanced, as there is considerable danger of breaking

these off when they are allowed to get too long before

the rods are tied up. Look sharply after red spider,

and use every means to keep clear of this pest.

Pigs.—Attend to stopping and thinning the shoots,

and aim at securing short-jointed strong growth by ex-

posing the young wood to all the light possible. This

will, of course, necessitate keeping the trees rather

thin, but it is useless hoping for a crop of good fruit

from trees that are crowded with wood. Keep the

atmosphere moist, and give the foliage a good washing

with the syringe after shutting up the house in the

afternoon, to prevent red spider, and also see that the

roots are kept properly moist. Where the fruit is

ripening, syringing must, of course, be dispensed with,

and the atmosphere kept drier, therefore be careful to

have the foliage perfectly clear of insects up to the time

the fruit begins to ripen. Melons.—Maintain a rather

close, moist, warm temperaiure to plants recently

planted out until they get into full growth, but avoid

inducing a gross habit of growth ly too much moisture

and warmth after the roots fairly get hold of the soil,

for it is generally somewhat difficult to secure a crop

from wood of this sort. Give air as freely as the state

of the weather will admit, in order to secure firm short*

jointed wood, and where the crop is setting, as the young
fruit is very apt to damp off unless the atmosphere is
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M-*jr 2—Frosty ; quite clear: masses cf dusky white clouds; cloudy.— 3—Cloudy and cold; showery; cloudy.
— 4—Uniformly overcast ; cloudy; clear and cold ; ahr.rp frost.— 5 -Frosty; fine; cloudy and cold; cloudy.
— 6— Fine; cloudy, yet much dryness in the air; windy, with rain

at night.— 7 —^old ran throughout ; lisrhtnina: in the evening.— 8—Densely clouded, and cold with brisk nonh wind.
Mean temperature of the week 5*3 deg. below the average.

RECOUP UK TUK WEATHER AT CUISWICK,
During t be last 30 years, for the ensuing week, ending May 17 f l«G.
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on thr 15th
and 17tU t

1833 therm. 86 deg. ; and the lowest on the 15th, 1850—therm.
25 deg.

less materia], the "rough atone" as it is called at the kept moderatt ly dry. Endeavour to secure a steady

flurries, to grind up and mix with the coprolite ! No
*voitder so many farmers are shy of lifting manures
•which they find do not answer their expectations. Yet
nothing can be more distinctly shown by Mr. Lfctea'i

experiments, as well by those of a few others who know
how to perform experiments, that certain artificial

manures are powerful stimulants to certain plants
;

•<aor.ie for one kind, some for another. The rate at which
Ifa. Lawes manufactures superphosphate of lime, and
Mie degree of care with which he ;ests its qualities,

•enable him to present the public with tlvs article in as

£f*mtine condition as it can be procured. This is not
su'ulto the disparagement of others, who may he pre-

|
decided change of weather" Meantime get^hepiints

bottom heat of about 80° or 85° for plants in all stages,

and also to keep the soil in a proper state as to mois-

ture ; avoiding having to water while the crop is setting,

by well soaking the soil before the principal blossoms
begin to expand. Keep a careful look-out for insects,

and use every precaution to prevent these getting esta-

blished upon the foliage, for there is hardly any chance
of a crop of fruit unless the foliage can be preserved
in health.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Except in favoured localities it will be unsafe to com-

mence planting out bedding stock until we experience a

pared to do the same ; but as there is a well-known
chief source for pure guano, so there is unquestionably,
^t Deptford, a genuine supply of superphosphate of lime,

well hardened off and nicely arranged, so that when
planting out is commenced it can be done expeditiously.

Also decide upon what is to occupy each bed, and have
Willi no further admixture of extraneous matters than

: everything in rendiness before planting out time. Push
*a:ii as the so-called coprohtes, and other sources from forward late pronagated stock and endeavour to keep the
whence it is obtained, themselves contain. Here there whole healthy and growing slowly in their pots. It is amn no poisonous scrapings ol sinps'-bottoms to make common and'very bad practice to allow bedding stock to
weight, no ground rough-stone, no grey earth from remain in small pots exposed to the sun and wind, andW
-extras thought quite good enough for farmers who will

? ot trouble themselves to take the necessary precautions
to have the article they purchase tested by competent
-authority. Lecture by Rev. J. S. IIendow.
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very scautily supplied with water, until they get almost
dried up. They should be exposed to the weather as
freely as circumstances will admit, but never to such
an extent as to brown the foliage and dry up the t'ssues.

Endeavour to get mowing and other work here in a
forward state so as to be able when bedding out can be
safely commenced to command sufficient strength to
properly care for the plants in the way of watering,
protecting, &c, as may be necessary.

HARDY FRUIT and KITCHEN GARDEN.
Proceed with the disbudding of Peach and Apricot

trees, leaving for the present, however, any shoot the
leaves of which overhang and shelter fruit, but the
p»'intr of such should be pinched out in order to

afford those intended to be left at the final dis-

budding every encouragement. It will al*o be neces-

Calendar of Operations.
[For the enduing week.)—

—

DEPARTMENT.
Xonservatoby, &c.—Although a slight shade is

cndispensable on the forenoons of bright warm days,
this utust be used sparingly when the weather proves
t'lusetded, for without abundance of light flowers never
K-uttUC properly, and they soon fade if kept in too shady

Air should also be admitted freely whenevera position.

ihe weather will admit. Where it can be accomplish* d I i^TiS ~go* overYeaiT Plum, and
*

Cherry im* to
ivatenngishould be done in the morning, in order to get

\
remove gross shoots and to stop those not wanted for

mm superfluous moisture dried up before evening, so as
! laving in. Tin

to avoid night damp«, from which there is some danger
v!ufiutg the present state of the weather. New Holland
<w :ners, when done flowering, should have their shoots
m+jl trimmed in before growth commences ; thin the
ttiAiu branches where necessary by cutting out weakly

•>«*-*v •but always have an eye to securing plenty of young
r«v«<«l Upwards the bottom. If the plants are at all in-

Ifrnted with scale they will be most conveniently cleaned,
m*A where necessary the paint washed, &c.

f
immediately

3>\ or pruning, so as to have all clear before the plants
^.t^rt into .growth.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
PiKcaTES.—For plants intended for winter fruiting

s repeated as may be necessary during
summer is greatly preferable to the old practice of
allowing the shoots to remain upon the trees till mid-
summer, and then cutting them back to two or three
eyes. This showery weather seems to be very favourable
for the increase of insects, and nothing must be allowed
to interfere with the destruction of these pests. Ground
from which Broccoli and other winter greens have been
cleared should be manured and trenched, or dug, as
may he requisite for the succeeding crop ; or if it is

intended for Celery, the trenches should be got out at
once, so as to be able to get a crop of Lettuce or Spinach
between the trenches. See to getting Tomatoes pre-
pared for planting out, also Sweet Basil, &c, with ridge

*w«j would recommend using a somewhat lighter soil than f Cucumbers and Vegetable Marrows; also make a
c.* generally employed for Pines, as there will not be so ' sowing of Sweet Basil, Marjoram, Savory, &.c, on a
»uuj» danger of getting this too wet as when a strong light warm border, and get the early Celery prepared
*en.icu.us loam is used. We prefer a compost consisiing for planting out as speedily as possible, and attend to
Af ahvul two-thirds mallow turfy loam, wttfa one-third tl:e plants for succession crops.

Notices to Correspondents.
Anemones : G L. There is no reason why they should not be
grown in pots. Treat them exactly as if they were in the open
ground ; when the leaves are down turn the pots, earth, roots,

and all into a dry shed, where they may remain till the season

of growth returns. Your plants die from wet and cold.

Amphicome Emodi : It F. It has been, and may still be in the

country ; but is very rare.

Asparagus Kale : E D S. This is the same as Jerusalem or

Buda Kale and requires exactly the same treatment as ordi-

nary winter Greens. It may, however, be blanched as you
would do Seakale by turning a pot over it, and covering it

with tree leaves, over which a little rough dung may be put to

keep them from blowing about. When cut and dressed in a
blanched state it is said to be excellent. Seed of it may be

obtained of any of the great London seedsmen, and the sooner

it is procured and sown now the better. X
Books: T C T. Whiting's Flower Gardening for Ladies may

possibly answer your purpose.^—M W. You had better provide

yourself with Koch's Flora Germanica, 1 vol.8vo, if you can

read Latin; if not, take Grenier and (iodron's Flore de

France, 2 vols. 8vo. There is nothing in Spanish or Italian

likely to answer your purpose.
Correspondents: Rockwell. We presume to differ from yon and

to be of opinion, not only that an editor is not bound to insert

authenticated communications that may reach him, but that

he it bound to refuse admission to such as are mischievous,

absurd, or silly. Moreover he is the sole judge of fitness in

this matter. To say that some papers act upon an opposite

principle is very far from satisfying us that their principle Lj

right—rather the contrary.
Diseases: J M. The affection of your Cauliflowers is very

curious. Does your bottom heat bear too high a proportion to

the heat in your frame ? There must have been some check to

the proper circulation, and it is highly probable that under

these circumstances disease should take place at some point

intermediate between the excited roots and the gorged leaves.

MJB.
Lilies of the Valley : SEA. We really do not know. They

like a stiff soil, in which when once established they flower most

profusely.
Lily of the Nile: E A. If by this name is meant the Nelum-

bium, then we should say that a double state is unusual. But

such a variety exists, at least in Italy, if we are to trust ^raw*

ings which have been sent from that country. You should

save the seeds of your double flower, and tee whether they do

not perpetuate the double character.
Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or coul.1 have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we

can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It >
now requested that in future, not more than four P,ant?
may be sent us at one time.—Roydon. It is the common Morel,

Morchella esculenta, which would seem to be very common

this year, if we are to judge from the frequent specimen* that

have reached us to be named—JK H. A Teasel is Dip**cua

fullonum; a Burdock is Arctium Lappa. They have no

resemblance to each other. The first is alone used for fulling

cloth.—W C E. There is no plant known to us by the name or

Cupressus excelsa.—Mary. \, Pelargonium ardens; 2, f
.

f ra-

grans.—Emma. Edwardsia microphyila. You may propagate

it bv either cuttings or la\ era, but with some difficulty.

Old Putty: W C. No; you will find the attempt at softening

the old putty more costly than new glass. The only way « n>

chip it out carefully. _ _„_-,!
Orange Treks: E J. In all probability they have overflowerea

themselves, and may require a season's rest to recruit cue

strength. In order to assist them in this respect repot we™

now into fresh soil, carefully rubbing off as much ot tne u

balls as possible, so as to enable them to be replaced in pow

the same size as those they came out of. Dram well,
,

ana

potted give a good watering to settle ihe soil. " n*," ni
have got established in their pots water them occa* 1

p

°"
l

*'

Ii
with weak liquid manure-water, and otherwise encourage uj

as much as possible to make their wood early, 8° tu" .{"J*
get well ripened before winter. By a little kindly treftUn«

of this kind they will doubtless recover their neaKu, -
flower as usual with you next season. If you can ™a

°J»
*

give them some gentle bottom heat now, we advise you to uw +

Rust in Grapes i Constant Reader. Handling, rubbing » '

f
head, currents of cold air, bad atmo.-phere are an cau

this, which is an affection of the skin produced by injury w

very voung and tender. onifl-

SisnoLD's Catalogue: A Devonian. We belieye joncan /

obtain it by direct application to Messrs. Siebold & ^o., * a

nic-ristes, Leyden. ., e , _,;»h the
The Ipswich CucuMSER.-If Mr. Wild is not satisfied witn t

result of Mr. M'Ewen's trial, we are; at all events we stian

so unless the other trial should lead to a different concmsi

We cannot open our columns to further <» rresponrtence
on

subject. Mr. Wyld invited a comparison ;
the Compaq

seems to be unfavourable to him. If he is not satisnea u

v£?Bo»™ ano Garbage / £ We do not regardJhe

question of fo ding Vines upon garbage open to ™™eT ** ^
sion. It is evident that you entirely misunderstand tne

matter.
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THE PATEN T

NITROPHOSPHATE OR BLOOD MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

TRUSTEES. Edward Ball, Esq., M.P., 8, Belgrave Road, Pimlico.

Abel Smith, Esq., Jan., M.P., Walton House, Ware, Herts. Major-General Hall, M.P., Weston Colville Linton, Cambridge.

Charles Dimsdale, Esq., Ebsendon Place, Herts. John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

DIRECTORS.
Chairman—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.

Drputv-Chairman—Joux fcUAKP, Esq., Tower Villa, Queen's Road, Regent's Park.
~ * art Morgan, Esq., 7*

f
Camden Vill

Bankers
Soli

Robert Morgan, Esq., W, Camden Villas, Camden Town.
Thomas Nash, Esq., Great Chesterford, Essex.

James Odams, Esq., Bishop Stortford, Herts.

John Collins. Esq., Myddleton Square, Pentonville.

George Savill, Esq., Iugthorpe, near Stamford.

With power to add to their number.

-Messrs. Barm-tt, Hoare, & Co., Lombard Stret 1 1 Auditor— James Caird, Esq., Baldor n, and 6, Serjeant's Inn, Temple, London.

icffor*—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand. | Secretary and Cheviht— James Taylor, Esq., t .C.S.

Edwurd Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex.
John Clayden, Esq , Littlebury, Essex.

Richard Hunt, Esq., Stans'ead Abbot, Herts.

Thomas Knight, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex.

Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lexham, Norfolk.

Offices, 109, Fenchurch Street, London. anufactory, Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

BLOOD MANURE FOR TURNIPS AND RAPE.
The phosphates absolutely necessary for early development

^nd rapidity of growth in the young stage of the plants are in a

larger proportion in a soluble form than is usually met with in

ordinary samples of Superphosphate of Lime, and, the Blood

hupplying Nitrogen, the latter growth is also secured, hence the

superiority of the Patent Manure. It may be used alone at the

rate of 4 cwt. per acr?, or, if farm-yard manure is used, 3 cwt.

will he sufficient, with an equal quantity of fine mould or ashes.

N B. For this, as for all other root crops, an additional appli-

cation of Blood Manure will much more than repay the additional

cost. Though 2 or 3 cwt. per acre will produce a crop superior

to that from a similar weight of Superphosphate of Lime, the

application of a much larger quantity will be found even more

remunerative. The rent and charges must be paid equally,

whether the land yields 10, 20, or 30 tons an acre; so that an

addition of 8 or 10'tons of roots beyond i he common crop costs

nothing more than the price of the extra 2 or 3 cwt. of Blood

Manure applied.

MANGEL WURZEL AND CARROTS.
Blood Manure is an excellent fertiliser for these crops. Four

cwt. to the acre, with an equal weight of common salt, should

be sown broadcast over the field and well harrowed in, the seed

being drilled In the usual way; repeated horse-hoeing between

the rows is of great importance for air and nutriment, and fit cat

advantage will be obtained by occasionally sprinkling a little

Blood Manure between the rows previous to the hoeing.

Testimonials from the most eminent Agriculturists who have used the Manure may be had from the local Agents.

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.

FREDERICK ALLEN, Bow Common, i,onaoi\

(established 17 years), begs to call the attention of Farmers
and Agriculturists to his SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME,
which has given such general satisfaction for the above period,

and only requires a trial to prove its valuable properties for

Turnips
-

, Mangel Wurzel, and all bulbous roots. Early orders

requested to prevent disappointment. Reference can be givtn to

gentlemen ot high standing who have tl*6d it a number of years.

Respectable Agents wanted.

WATEHPKOOf PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the I*am which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the wlmle well in the dry state before

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the

severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to trive a fall from the middle of the path towards the tides.

Th*» same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS.
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Ciment, J. B. "White & Brothers,

Milbank Street, Westminster,

^ ULLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
J and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kenuington, near London.
Principal—J. C. Nksbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The svstem of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval

c

The Directors of the ahove Company (many of who.se names are well known to the Agricultural community), feel much con- and Military Service* and
I

for-the U^™"^ 8
- __om_

tl
_ ard

finence in recommending the use of these' Manures to their brother Farmers, and to assure them that they are determined to send Ana£•»«*£ays of e™tfJ*™W *™V^gg™
out a genuine article ; t.fe fact of many of them, as well as of the general body of the Shareholders, being large consumers, is a strong ^SSSJr^mJSS^SSXth^PrSal *

giarantee against lmposititn. price, delivered at any Wharf or Railway Station in London:— Mr Nksbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

Corn and Grass Manure, 71. 10s. per ton; Turnip Manure, 61. 10s. per ton; Flax and Bop Manure, 8Z. 10s. per ton. - -
-

The Companv beg to caution the public against the attempts of spurious imitators, who, since the introduction of this Manure,

have professed to make one possessing similar qualities. As security, therefore, to the purchaser, every bag is marked " ODAMS'
PATENT BLOOD MANURE," and sold onlv by the authorised Agents of the Company.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
vrficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
•Principal of the Agricultural ajid Chemical College, Kennington,

London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,

Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
T>-iIl find am ide facility and accommodation at the College.

pERLVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superpho*-
Jt pkate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Nitro-Phespl ate or BIo« d

Alanine, Sugar Scum, and every description ot Artificial

Manures, Linseed Cakeis, &c.
\V. Ingms Cab>te, 10, Mark Lane, London.

'1JEAT CHARCOAL FUR DEoDORlSiNG, and
X WOOD CHARCOAL FOR FUEL, free from all noxious

smell or effluvia.—The above are made under the Patent recently

-faken out by Mr. Ladlin. and can now be had in any quantity at

veiy rea-onable prices. The Wood Charcoal may be burnt in a

room without a chimney, as Mr. Ladlin has deprived it of all

•noxious effluvia.—For particulars, address the Wigan Ccal Com-
panv. 4. LiiVp Street. Dublin.

f O IS 1> O N MANURE COMPANY
J_J (Established 1810).

The above Company have the following ready for immediate

delivery -.—Corn Manure, for top-dressing ; Blood ditto for Corn ;

Blood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured

expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for

Turnips, Mangels, Grasses, Ac; Peruvian Guano direct from

importers' warehouses; Nitrate of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia,
and everv artificial manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. Edward Pttbpkr. Sec.

FrHE~FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry during the next twelvemomh.__

BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND POULTRY
SHOW.— Prize Lists and Certificates for the above Show

mav be obtained of the Secretary, Mr. Kingsbury, 10, Hammet
Stree', Taunton. Entries close on the 14th of May next

PAPIS AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITION.

MR. G. W. YAPP, Bureau Anglo-Frances, 16, Rue
Chateaubriand, Pans, will be happy to act as AGENT

for BRITISH CONTRIBUTORS to the above Exhibition,

which opens on the 30th inst. Letters, stating articles to be

exhibited and amount of attendance required, will receive imme-
diate attention, and definite terms will be named.

PHCEMIX CHEMICAL WORKS, PLYMOUTH.
BURNARD LACK and CO. are ready to deliver in

London or at anv convenient Railway Station or Seaport,

DIPHOSPHATE OF LIME considered as neutral soluble

phosphate, at Professor Way's standard price, viz., 6s. 6d. per

cent, per ton.

B. L. & Co.'s No. 1 Concentrated Superphosphate contains 40

per cent, of neutral soluble phosphate delivered as above (bags

included) at 131. per ton, four months acceptance, or less 2J per
j

cent, discount for cash. A considerable reduction made for

quantities.

Guaranteed analyses and opinions by Pbofessob.3 Way and
Voklckkb sent on application.—Apply as above.

HE PATENT SANITARY MANURE COM-
PANY'S MTRO-BirilOSPHATE, or BLOOD MA-

NURES.— For Corn or Hops, for Roots or Grass, 1350 lbs. of

Blood in each ton, and a large percentage «.f Phosphates. The*e

Manures compete successfully with Guano at much less cost.—
| . ; .-_ . » * -

• , i. ,„ J„-;—-
For price, testimonials, an*iy sis, and local information, apply to

;
science to the improvement of agriculture during

thejJrtices, 2L_Cuiium Street.City, London.
j the past 15 years—piven l>y Mr. Paine, of Farnham,

CALIFORMAN GUANO.—The attention of Agri- before the Society of Arts, on the occasion of Mr.
culturists, Dealers in Guano, and others, is invited to the T] «KYNs' paper on recent Agricultural PiOgtess.

%^^%%l%U#Mto^J£Z«%, .
It w=,s, in our opinion, by much the mort satisfactory

Mexican Guano Company, which from the large proportion of an(} instructive of the reports then given on geology,
Phosphates it contains, and its condition otherwise, is P^jj^ chemistry, mechanics, and practice, respectively;

Cite aflrfntltttral <Bmttt.—*—

-

SATURDAY, MAY 10, 1856.

Our readers will doubtless remember the very

able address—on the contributions of geological

the well known anal} tical cr.emists

P.y Professor "Way.

T

H

at Mr. Lawks' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

C/. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and

Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

MANURES FOR ROOTS AND TOP-DRESSING
CORN CROPS.

r^PHE undersigned beg to advise Agriculturists they
JL are now prepared to deliver the under-mentioned Manure*,

Their celebrated SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (see

ftond Agricultural Society's Journal, Vol. 6, Part 2.).

NlTKO-BI-PHOSPHATE,or BLOuD MANURE for Cereals,

Roots, and Hops.
Also NITRATE OF SODA, GUANO, BONEDUST, and

i-lNCH BONE; SULPHURIC ACID, GYPSUM, and all

yther Manures of known value.

Apply to Mark Foihf.rgill & Co., 204a, Upper Thames Street,

London, Agents for the P»at Charcoal Company.

MANURES.
ODGSON a*d SIMPSON, Wakefield, *nd
MATTHEWS asd CO., Manufacturing Agricultural

Chemists, Driffiel.1, manufacture the following Manures :—

SIMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, & valuable Top-

dressing for Wheat, Barley, and Oats.

SIMPSON'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoes,

and other bulbous root crops. Price SI. per ton.

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.

The above have be«-n successfully tested for eight years by the

leading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties,

and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with the

most beneficial results.

Testimonials and other particulars forwarded by post on appli-

cation. $$T Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any, 11. per ton.

TO A C R I C U L T "URTsT $.

PONTEY, ROWE, and CO., Manure Merchants,

Drake's Place, Plymouth, are now supplying their MURIO-
PHOSPHATE (fit for the drill), at 11. 10*. per ton, strength as

guaranteed from analysis by Nisbet, Herapatu, and Way.
Agriculturists wishing to prepare (for the Drill) themselves,

can be supplied with pure dissolved Bone or Bone A»>h, at 81. 10j.

to 91. per ton. The Muriopbosphate as prepared by P., R., «Ss Co.

has been found superior to all other artificial manures, in rhe

continued support it yields to Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, and the

succeeding crops.
BONK. MANURE of their own manufacture.

BEST PERUVIAN GUANO, from Gibbs & Co. only.

MANURE, SALT, GYPSUM, &c, constantly on sale.

Postey, Rowe, & Co. are the authorised Agents for Odams's
Patent Nitro-phosphate or Blood Manures for Corn. Turnips,

Mangel Wurzel, &c, which have produced extraordinary results

throughout tliecowatry. Prices on application.—May 10.

Moisture
Organic Matter and

Salts of Ammonia
containing 0.70 nitro-

gen equal to am-
monia 0.S5

Sand'
Phosphate of Lime
Alkaline Salts, con-

taining Phosphoric
Acid equal to Phos-
phate of Lime 5.86,

soluble

12.62

• * *

• t f

15.15

10.86

54.58

By TEscnEMAcnER & Smith
Salts of Ammonia and
Animal Organic mat-
ter capable of yielding
0.90 parts ofreal Ammo-
nia, equal to 0.74 parts
of Nitrogen

Phosphate of Lime and
10.75

adapted for inci easing the production of all kinds of root crops. . .... -^ , ,

This will be better seen by the Analyses detailed below, and
1 preSrllting 111 the fullest, tersest, and most SUD-

madeby Professor Way and Messrs. Teschemacher and Smith,
j s tantial manner what lay within the limits of the

subject assigned to the speaker. Among the topics

named was that distribution of soil and drifted

matetial in varying thickness over the true subsoil, a

knowledge of which would materially cheapen and

facilitate the operations of the land drainer. Although

this was placed foremost on the list of subjects in-

troduced by Mr. Paine, yet it was barely more than
68 -^5 ! named, the experience of Lord Berners in the
" drainage of the Keythorpe estate being referred to

as an illustration of the benefits derivable in this

way. Such a mention of what Mr. Trimmer calls the

Keythorpe system of drainage was peihaps all that

it could claim from one who in a single quarter of

6.79

little Phosphate
Magnesia

Sulphate of Lime ...

Salts of the Alkalies
Sand, Stones, &c. ...

Moisture

of

• • •

*••

1

150
13.00

15.25

100.00

The above will be Sold by Auction at the New
100.00

Corn Ex-

London.

I

the relations of geology exclusively to the art

of draining land, a much fuller discussion of

this topic might have been expected. This, how-

ever, it did not receive at the hands of Mr. Baker, of

Writtle, who gave a lecture last Monday before the

'HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1852—53, for England

and Scotland, and "further empowered by Amendment Act,

1854—55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,

Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-

cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate ; Lessees for Lives . , ^ ,«-. ,

renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years; (and Lessees members of the London farmers CiUD on geology

lor LiTes not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years, , hvdraullCS in connection with the drainage of
with consent of their Lessor), &c, are enabled, by way of Loan anu iivurduixca m wu«« S

from the Companv, or by their <.wn funds, to execute and
j
the land.

not space to give a full report of

address, or of the discussion which

If the former was in our opinion

its bare allusion to this subject,

the importance of the Keythorpe sy>tem was

amply vindicated in the subsequent discussion, the

charge on the Lands improved, by way of rent-charge for a
j \ye naVe

term of 25 vears, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every
the opening

followed it.

defective in

landed imp"rovement,especially of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,

Inclosing any Land, or improving Drains, Streams, or Water-
courses. Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the

Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build- ^
^

ings for Farm purposes already erected; Planting for Shelter .

r "-' "* ~" _* -..l^u ,.-„« r.rrni.ip.l r.v Mr TtitTFY
and for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea! greater part Of which W3S occupied by Mr.

^
A
^
E *

Coast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-
,
DeNTON in its condemnation. He asserted that

beds above it—that nevertheless the cost of the

operation when compared with instances of the

ordinary system within his own experience was not

remarkable, while the actual result in the drainage

of the land was by no means satisfactory—that in

fact the theory of the operation as furnished by Mr.

sure Commissioners. For farther information and for Forms of TRIMMER HI erroneous, while the result of the

attffiw3£SSSh£E2Sl
NiP'KB

'

MlD*S" ^ration, « W* out for examination by Lord

Inclosure Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the solejudges
j

of the due execution of the works. Proprietors mar apply jointly !

for the execution of Improvements mutually beneficial,—such as

a common Outfall—Roads through ihe District—Water power,

&c. The Directors wi>li it to be understood that the Company is

of a strictly commercial character, and that the details of the

plans and of the execution of the Works are not interfered with

bv them, hut are controlled by the Landowner and by the Incl*>
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Burners, whs imperfect. VV e must add that, while I Bullock Webster contended, with Mr. Baker,
doing this Mr. Denton did full justice to his lord-; that if you found water pouring into drains
ships public spirit m throwing Key thorpe open for at 30 inches or 3 feet deep, just where it was
agricultural llisner.tinn flTUi riiwniwumn • an*? u'a mm.- + aI,.:.^. iV.i. „ ti *• •_ -i * *. .i i

May 10, 1 ,,;.

agricultural inspection and discussion ; and we must
also say that his opinion that the drainage of that
estate was imperfect did not appear to be shared by
those members of the Club who had visited it.

Mr. Baker's allusions to the geology of his sub-
ject were almost entirely confined to those consider-
ations on which the theory of springs is based—that
alternation of porous and impervious strata, and
that distribution of them at vai ions angles of inclina-
tion, and over districts furrowed by vallevs on whose
sides they crop out—a knowledge of which is cer-
tainly necessary to an economical determination of
the number, depth, and direction of the drains to be
laid down. In bis references to the hydraulics of his
subject he very properly considered drains merely as
channels through a medium saturated with water,
the several particles of which by their mutual
pressure, consequent on the earth's attraction, make
their way by paths of least resistance. An exit by
a channel of this kind is as truly the Opening of the
flood-gates of a pond as if, instead of being filled

up to it with earth, the surface of the land were the
surface of a lake. In such a case, the sill of the
gates being but three feet below the surface, all the

obvious that an alteration in the texture of the sub-
soil forbade its .sinking further, there could be no
use in making the drainage deeper. This of course
is Mr. Trimmer's opinion also. Mr. Parses'
system of deep drains was generally condemned by
these speakers, and it was vigorously defended by
Mr. Sidney. The general opinion seemed to he, as
it has hitherto be- en at meetings of the London
Farmers' Club, that the depth of 4 feet and further
sanctioned by the Government inspectors on all

sorts of soil was extravagant. So that when
a gentleman, whose years entitled him to say so,

rose at the close of the discussion to express the
opinion that common sense and experience are the
two ingredients most needed by the land drainer, it

was evidently thought that he too was about to con-
demn these extravagant proceedings, and it was
with some surprise that he was heard to add that those
who had not that experience would be astonished to

find through what an extraordinary depth of clay soil

water percolates to drains. Our experience, though
limited enough, enables us to corroborate this

remark, and we must conclude with the opinion
-

r
7-

,

that the true policy will ultimately, and in the long
water below that level remains unmoved and run, be found to recommend a svstem so far uniform
unaffected by the motion of the layers above it. as to interval (in conformity with the uniform sup-
Inere is no pressure upwards, foicing the water

|

j dies of water from the clouds on to the surface of
to boil up to the exit channel opened : there is

i
the land), and so far uniform as to depth (in con-

pressure downwards, forcing those portions nearest to formity with the uniform wants of plants beneath
the exit out, and causing each in turn of all the *' " "

portions lying above the level of this channel to
escape. The drop of water from the clouds on
reaching the earth does in fact sink at once, urged by

Underwood of eight or nine years' growth is Interior
hurdles and hoops than that which is older; it will theproduce middling hoops 13 feet long, an 1 the** are*
worth 7*. 6d. per 1000.

~

The state of the case as regards the commercial value
of coppice wood seems to be this : foreign timber of full
growth can be imported by us on cheaper terms than
our native timber can be sold with much profit •

as
regards the use of wood for fuel, the facilities of con-
raying coals by land and water to every part of the
kingdom have greatly tended to discourage'the extension
of coppices uujess where nothing more valuable will
thrive. The same remark applies to plantntons gene-
rally. Where wood fuel is wanted and therefore valu-
able, as in Normandy and Brittany, land under coppices
and forests is of proportional estimation. There also
there is a continual demand for native timber o! various
sorts and ages for buildings, ordinary furniture, farm
implements, barriques, sabots, and fuel, proving the
commercial advantage resulting there from a careful
economy of every thing under the denomination of
wood.

In calculating the relative advantages from selling
copsewood without reserve once in every eight years or of
merely selling the underwood and retaining Oak trees
to an advanced age, the English land proprietor has to
consider whether the frequent returns of cash at short
dates are not more advantageous than the money pro-
ceeds from trees Lft during a long period—a return
which he may not live to enjoy, and which, even if

beneficial to his heirs, may not produce to them a sum
equivalent to that which would have accumulated by
banking the sums received during every eiyht, nine, or
twelve years, fructifying at compound interest. While
taste for embellishment exists among us, timber in a*u„ M-fB -. nf + i i,iv , \ . . - f . utaie ior emoejiisnment exists among us. timber mathe mi face of the lai.d), as to fell in ju.tify.ng
,)ark or deme81le wi„ be ,eft unfcl|

-v, '

b
»•

OH the On« hand that. PYf nsiwo a, vn/.a/.w <\f tYia. .l: ... i ,...„.. .
» ^muiyon the one hand that exclusive advocacy of the

Keythorpe practice as a system which Mr. Trimmer
argues, and on the other that condemnation of the

its own weight and afterwards by the weight o*f " giidiron" plan of drainage in which everybody
others over it, until it reaches an impervious bed :

this may be a bed of earth already saturated, being
below the level of the drains or other means of exit,
or it may be a bed of hardened earth ; in either of
these cases there it stops, forming:, it may be (in
virtue of the capillary attraction of the soii). a little

nucleus of moisture, a patch of saturated earth above
J 1 Til JV V * *

last Monday seemed willing to agree.

NOTES ON COPSE WOOD.
The English and Continental methods of treating

copsewood differ in some details ; in others they are

ho nfl„ OPoi u.1 +f*\l a : i
1 *• V

identically the same, or very nearly alike. The German
the general le% el of the drains, down whose sides as system is never to make a complete clearance, except of
it were other drops percolate, and thereby approach the underwood, and to remove the timber by successive

pervious la) «.«.«.«.
directed much of the attention of his hearers, de-
ducing from an experience of their existence an
argument for shallower drainage than what is now
generally contended for. And it was here, we
think, that he might have referred more fully than

:

he did to the existence of that furrowed surface of
our clay formations contended for by Mr. Trimmer,
as a general rule, the accidental use of which on
the estate at Keythorpe furnished a most gratifying
illustration to him of truths which his lesearches!
into sutface geology in Norfolk, Hampshire, and
elsewhere had enabled him to detect. The exist-
ence of a furrowed subsoil under the drifted porous
material over which the surface soil is often found,
is the point on which what Mr. Trimmer calls the
Keythorpe system turns.

You must be satisfied to walk over your fields
without seeiiig the>e furrows in your subsoil, and of
course it needs considerable faith in the deductions
of geology to be assured of their existence. Any
section furnished by a chalk pit will however

this natural and justifiable taste the owner often incurs
much pecuniary loss.

Many persons must look to the pecuniary considera-
tions alone with regard at least to coppices and planta-
tions. The nature of the produce of a single felling of
copsewood of eight years' growth ranges in Berks—

a

model county in rural economy—from 4/. to \ol. per
acre, nay even beyond these extremes. Assuming the
maximum to be the value, the return for the occupation

I

of land by coppice timber during eight years (with some

i

deductions for preserving fences, tithes, poor and laud
rates) is not equal to what the ordinary return would be

j

in the same time from the land if under ordinary farm
cropping. But in very inferior soils, on the slopes of
rocky or gravelly elevations, and in ravines and moun-

I
tain dells, coppice is not only ornamental, but very re-

!

munerative
; and the periodical clearings afford pleasing

occupation to the labouring poor.
Some estimates of the value of copsewood made, or

rather imagined 25 years ago, appear now to be quite
fabulous : they are very far removed, indeed, from the
reality at the present day.

In Berkshire the ordinary coppice consis's of Ash,
Oak, Birch, Alder, and Willows. In clay soils the Oak
predominates ; in gravelly and stony, "the Birch and
Ash

;
in bottoms and marshy land Alder and Willow

are chiefly grown ; but the Birch grows in verv moist

a Wanted coppice at the e„d of about » years froVtie K3ft2SSrtS^E^££ under!

are not felled until they have attained a mature growth.
This is the usual British practice also. In Germany and
in France the fellings do not usually recur so frequently
as in England, where there is a more frequent and
general clearance. In Scotland and in Ireland the
fellings are at longer intervals of time, more after the
continental usage.

Mr. Monteath, in his " Forester's Guide," fixes from
24 to 30 years as the period which ought to intervene
between the fellings of natural Oak-wood, as the bark is

then in its prime. He would have the first felling from

w ~~~ * — ^mmmm-mm w* 1 P A ^OVII Urn ** 11 \± III C* Wi \J J^ \J

an important ehmen t in the calculations. But now,
when other chemical agents have been substituted for
bark in the tanning of leather, and the trade in

... - -* - -- f " uu »c* Ci -

foreign timber has become free, the chief motives for
exhibit them to the eye—and though we cannot see !

lowing coppice timber to stand for a long time have
them under ordinary clay soils, their existence seems ceased - The commercial value of British Oak for
in many cases verified by the action of a trial drain
on holes full of water in its neighbourhood, some of
which it empties while others remain full, thus
proving to all that there is a porous separation be-
tween it and the former, and an impervious interval

'

SSsirtft^^^tsV^^arssAsy:

house and ship-buildiug being now comparatively incon-
siderable, the question is rather the value of fellings, for
the purposes to which underwood can be applied.
Quick returns pay best, and the demand from
coopers, mopsrick makers, and others, is sufficient
to insure a fair price for underwood of eight or

Trimmer that this is a case, like those he has
'

seen elsewhere, of a wavy conformation of the

other porous stuff being the porous interval in
question.

This conformation Mr. Denton has not seen, and
therefore does not believe ; in this, resembling some
of a party with whom we this week visited the
neighbourhood of Barking, where energetic and
extensive clearance is proceeding on the crown lands.
Mr. Fowlers drain plough was at work, but the
tiles it pulled along were invisible, and those who
watched it could not be satisfied that they were
being efficiently laid. The test, of course, will be
furnished by a year or two's experience ; and we
must say that in the general opinion of its vigors
this seems already to have satisfactorilv resulted in
favour of the Keythorpe system on the estate of
Lord Bernf.rs.

We are unable to give more than a passing
reference to the subsequent discussion. Mr.

turner's purposes and various other uses, it answers so

well as to be in full request.
The management of a natural or long established

coppice in Berkshire is as follows :—In November the

owner of it makes his bargain with a woodman, who
undertakes to cut and clear away the crop of under-
wood by the 10th May following. The implements
with which he performs his work are the axe and
billhook. With these he makes a clean cut slanting

upwards of evtry stem and twig from the butt without
jagging or loosening the bark from the portion of stool

lefr, else the channel for conveying the sap from the

roots to the new shoots would he obstructed ; if how-
ever the felling be not delayed beyond the 25th March,
there is little danger of injury from this ill treatment.

If Oak trees in a coppice be doomed to the axe, prin-

,inoU" — : *u - -'-— *- -u - —**
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end of April or cora-
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many of the English woodland districts. In some
counties, however, the cuttings are not made untd the
A. III I _ 1 * » _ _
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Beech Baplings are fit for hoops and staves at eight seller or employer, because both parties wish to have
is at this age of sufficient the closest possible cut—the buyer, in order to have theyears' growth, and Alder
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eventually 2 or 3 feet higher than the surface ; the uu-

sightliuess of such stumps is another objection, and vigor-

ous shoots would not issue from them. It is better to have

few and strong stems than numerous and feeble ones
;

and those are always the strongest which have their

origin nearest to the ground. Mr. Monteath observes

that " the purchaser should be bouud to cut all the

plants or seedling trees with a saw 2 inches above the

surface of the ground." We have not seen a saw so

used in England ; the adza is the tool within our observa-

tion employed for cutting wood both large and small,

and our woodmen cut closer than 2 inches ; and the

stools as treated by them do not require dressing as

Mr. Monteath suggests, unless a stool here and there

may need being rendered convex enough to prevent

moisture from lodging upon it. At the general felling

the live wood is entirely cut away from the adjacent

fence ; but in this case every care should be taken, by
fixing rails if necessary, to keep off trespassing cattle

;

the ditches should be scoured, and the mould from them
thrown over the stocks in the banks.

The application of fresh earth to the roots of trees

even in decay may prolong their vigour and existence to

almost an indefinite period. The saplings of the Black
and Huntingdon Willows, which will grow freely in any
clay soil, may be layered with especially good effect to

fill up gaps in the fence. The hedge-row timber is either

left standing (we still allude to the Berkshire system) or
treated like their congeners within the boundary. Where
ornamental appearance is an object, the permanence of

Oak, SpauUh Chestnut, and Mountain Ash is duly
encouraged. How beautiful is the Holly tree !—aud
happily how well able to protect itself with its " touch

me not" prickles ! Even on commons which have been
for ages tr.impled on, ill-treated by man and beast, the

Holly often stands, a vestige of primeval forests. To
avoid the niked appearauce which woodland stripped of

its sylvan garb exhibits, even the standing Oaks or
Chestnuts relieve it in some measure ; the copse, how-
ever limited in extent, may be felled in successive por-
tions; this is not unusual except when proprietors lock
more to convenience and profit than to picturesqueuess.
M.D,

A STEAM-CULTURE REVERIE—No. VII.

" A system of preparing and constructing land,
whereby laud, which in its natural state has but a thin
surface soil capable of yielding only the most scanty
herbage, may be rendered fit for the growth of corn,
Pulse, shrubs and trees I" Such is the high-sounding
title of a scheme patented May 8th, 1847, by Messrs.
Bryant & Tothill. Arridet aridum—"the wilderness
and the solitary place shall be glad, and the desert shall

rejoice and blossom as the Rose."
When good old Jethro Tull farmed a shallow soil on

the chalk hills of Hampshire, he gathered it into narrow
ridges, exposing the substratum in the intervals, in

order to double the thickness of good soil under his
drill-rows of plants. Mr. Smith, of Lois-Weedon, not
content with such an artificial staple, deepens his
Northamptonshire clay by spade-trenching, burying the
upper staple, and bringing up the bad subsoil to be
meliorated and transformed into rich mould. The
above patentees in a different manner proposed to
double the available stratum of surface soil by gathering
it into strips—packing one furrow-slice upon another,
and leaving intervening spaces of chalk, sand, or clay
raised to the same level, open to tillage and atmo-
spheric enrichment : the process being effected by a
novel instrument called "the land-transposing plou»h."
This is a sort of traction paring implement fitted with
shears and cutters ; and the slices of soil being collected
into a carved " apron," are there broken up and
then delivered on one side in a stream of powdered
earth—this being effected by means of a horizontal
shaft transverse armed with blades arranged in a screw
form (like the barrel of a pug-mill or a sausage-meat
mincer), this shaft revolving inside the apron and bein<*
driven by gear-work from the roller-wheels supporting
the machine.

I did not see this instrument, however, at my
mechanical friend's rendezvous of outlandish-looking
tillage engines; inasmuch as the preposterous nature of
the operation to be accomplished, combined with the
power needed to perform it, had too nearly the character
of the invention which a newspaper paragraph in 1850
proposed for taking up the soil bodily into a receptacle
(after the manner of a patent street-cleaner), there
pounding and comminuting it by cutters, rollers and
sieves, extracting weeds, mixing seed and manure,
and then discharging and spreading it again as a
sheet or layer of earth in the finest and most flattering

condition imaginable. Could the " transposing plough "

be made to act, it is possible that some work might be
found for it ; but the system of culture suggested by the
inventors is little better than one devised by a
Mr. Thomas Vaux eight or 10 years before, which had
in view the introduction of the Turnip crop on poor
lands, enabling the roots to be fed off where grown

;and this was to Le carried into effect by tilling and
sowing the ground in small squares, leaving spaces
around them in their primitive state for sheep to tread
and lie on.

^
Among the number of revolving tilling-eylinders or

diggers—which, as I have before stated, my friend tested
ty attaching behind a light pneumatic locomotive, and
driving them by spurwheels or pitch-chains from the
crankshaft of the engine—-I observed a fac-simile of!
the subsoiler patented July 20, 1847, by Mr. Joseph I

Paul, farmer, of Thorp Abbott's Hall, .Norfolk. This
is a modification of the well-known drain-cutting
machine included in the same patent ; which consisted
of a wheel (suitably hung in a frame) having curved
cutters fixed on its periphery, and made to revolve
so that the blades entered the soil at the bott >iu

of the trench, cutting their way upward and delivering
the loose earth during the upper half cf their ro-
tation. Rotary motion was communicated to this

"slotting" or grooving machine by a short endleso
chain from the windlass of a portable horse- work
immediately in advance : and by simultaneously winding-
up a single chain anchored ahead, the horse work also

slowly propelled itself dragging the excavator behind it.

To keep the endless driving chain at a proper tension,

and the horse-work and excavator a sufficient distance
apart for the horses to pass between in their walk
round the windlass, an iron bar was interposed ; and
the cutting wheel or disc was, of course, supported upon
a lever frame by which the depth of its work could be
regulated. The implement proposed to be worked in a
similar way for raiding subsoils to the surface of land
consists of a horizontal spindle with four or more tines

or teeth fixed round it, which in curvature are almost
quadrants of a circle ; and the peculiarity of the inven-
tion is that, instead of the cut being downward moving
the soil backwards aud forking it up behind, the teeth
make their cut upwards, bringing up the subsoil in front
of the axle ; thus the broken earth lies in the way of
the tool's advance ; the tines are unable to clear them-
selves, and much of the soil (as I saw for myself) is

carried back over the top of the cylinder. The rotation
of the subsoiler also acts against instead of with the
progress of the carriage which supports and the power
that propels it, involving a great expenditure of motive
force

.

At first view, I must say, the strong curved tines

—

bolted to the shaft or to a nave or socket, and fitted

with side-blades in some cases to give them the broader
action of spades—appear exactly suited to undermine
and prize-up a strong subsoil ; and the slow motion
with which they are driven suggests a most important
principle (of which, indeed, it is the earliest example,)
in the working of rotary diggers intended to deal with
heavy earth in considerable masses—turning it in
" spits" rather than in a granular and pulverulent state.

But considering that the action of the machine is merely
that of stirring and mingling instead of perfect trench-
ing, no provision being made for carefully burying the
surface earth ; and that the teeth forcing their w«y
downward through the broken soil, and penetrating the
hard ground in the same direction that the machine
travel,-;, renders necessary an enormous amount of
power for its propulsion, I do not wonder that all hope
of its general application should have vanished under my
friend's repeated trials. I. A. C.

ROTATIONS OF CROPHNG.
Is it not pitiable and at great risk of famine to find

ourselves so dependant on others for a large amount of
our daily bread, and is it not most lamentable that we
should be so because we will not avail ourselves of the
means in our hands ? Is it not absurd, where wealth
and science so abound, that much land in England— I do
not speak of Ireland, for there it might be expected—
should not yield one-third of the produce that it might
and ought to do ? —that our fathers' practice in a bar-
barous age should be deemed all sufficient for their sons
in one of progress ?—that while the rich capitalist is

expending sums which place him far beyond the reach
of competition with his poorer confreres, the last, with-
out comparison by f:tr the most numerous class, do not
avail themselves of the light thrown on perpetual
fallows by the Lois-Weedon system to which their
means may be fouud equal ?— that they do not adopt
some such way of thorough working their land
cropped and uncropped, doing the heavier work of
deep forking (and Dot very deep either) in the dead
months of winter, when labour is so much more easilv

attainable, and when the violent mechanical actions of
frost and thaw would disintegrate and reduce the crude
upturned portions of subsoil, and the lighter work of

superficial stirrings in the parching summer months, when
actions perhaps equally powerful are in operation to

fertilise those crude matters, and to enrich the whole
surface opened out by such light workings to the con-
tinual instant inflow of the dews, light rains, and
other sources of aerial wealth ; their very inpourings
and outrushings serving also not only to the improve-
ment of the soil but to the feeding, through the leaves,
the grateful vegetation/which, never stinted, ever fed,

will bring to them at harvest abundant reward for
their toil ?

It is not a question to adopt exclusively and in its

Integrity the Lois-Weedon system ; it is enough to take
it as a text, but to adopt one of perpetual fallow, one
in which every crop would be a preparation for a suc-
ceeding one, where the tillage of the cereal should rival

that of the root or green crop, where the corn stubble
should be clean and broken, and as fit for the reception
of a succeeding crop as the Turnip track. To effect

this, the grain crop must be sown in rows with such
intervals as to permit of frequent light surface stirrings

through the whole time of its growth, even to its blos-

soming. These stirrings, after the deeper winter forking,

may be superficial ; indeed, all that appears to ine as

necessary, except where it is required to uproot weeds,
is to keep broken up the thin crust that lies on the

surface, lor it is on this crust that the dews and light

showers rest; they penetrate it not till the warmth of
the sun and other natural causes of evaporation vo-

latilize them, when they carry, in their vaj ours, their

fertilizing contents to enrich other lauds more pervious

to their reception on their future descent. This crust

so continually forming by the closing effects of surface

disintegration requires to be as continually broken by
mechanical operations.

The destruction of weeds and the continual inflow of
atm spherical elements of the food of plants will so
maintain the fertility of the soil as to render it capable
of yielding grain crops, as we see proved by the Lois-
Weedon Wheat fields, and being in such a state of fer-

tility it will necessarily require less manure to bring it

into a state to bear in great perfection the most ex'xgeant

green crop, and such an amount of manure we may
well suppose the ordinary refuse of the farm will supply

;

so that the man of small capital may thus be enabled to

compete with him of large who does not avail himself
of thes-i natural resources.

When 1 speak of the deep winter forking of the
ground Jet not the expense alarm or deter any one, for,

however desirable it may be to deepen the active surface
of the land—and this is palpable to every ODe, for who
would give as high rent for land with a shallow work-
able surface as for that with a deep one \—yet it does not
appear to me necessary for the purpose of obtaining a
frtsh supply of the inorganic elements of plants to bring

up any large quantities of crude soil or to do so very fre-

quently. In most soils the bringing up of an inch would
give a supply of them for years

;
possibly once in ten

years would be more than often enough to bring up
fresh stuff ; and taking this to be true, and placing our
rows of grain 2 feet asunder, a single row of forking in

the centre of each interval once in ten vears would cer-

tainly not be any very frightful amount of labour, or
incur any alarming expense.

Except for this purpose of bringing up fresh mineral
matters, the inorganic food of plants— ai.d everybody
knows how small is the quantity they take up—this deep
forking does not appear to be requisite, since for the

production of good and remunerative successive crops

of Wheat, and of course of other cereals, mere and very
superficial stirrings of the surface, without even what can
be estimated as afallow, seem all-sufficient (aided by some
light matters in the way of manure to make good perhaps
the inorganic and organic matters subtracted from the
soil by the previous crop, and which may have become
necessary from the abt-euce of fallow and deep working),

for several persona have so obtained more than average
crops, aud Mr. Piper's experience gives us more than
10 successive crops of Wheat on the same ground to

the full as heavy as those of Mr. Smith's without using

spade, plough, or fork, or stirring in any way the soil

to a greater depth than what the hoe can effect in drills

1 foot apart, and this merely with the view of destroying

the weeds ; as these hoeings with him are only two to

the crop, and indeed as the closeness of the rows pre-
clude a greater number, the land derives no benefit

from fallowing, for this cannot be considered in any way
a fallow, either in the disintegration of the soil or in

the exposing it to atmospheric influences.

Now to make a beginning all that will be necessary,

after the customary preparation of the land, will be to

sow the spring cereals in rows about 2 feet apart by
the ordinary means at the farmer's disposal : there is

no necessity for new implements or other preparat ;on
;

the future work may a ! so be effected in the same way
and by the same implements as used in the common
fa low crops ; there is nothing in it to perplex the

simplest, it is all plain sailing, only let the work be well

done. The labour will be well repaid at harvest by a
superior crop, by the increased fertility of the land, and
by its greater fitness for a succeeding crop, whether of

grain or otherwise : if it be desirable to lav down to

Grass there will be time for two or three hoeings before

the seeds may be sown, and from not being oppressed

by a smothering crop of grain, the air freely sweeping
along the intervals, they will be more luxuriant and
advanced in autumn than if sown earlier among close

growing grain ; they will also be cleaner. Indeed, take it

in any way you will, the perfect fallowing of our grain

crops will be most advantageous, not only to the suc-

ceeding crops, not only to the future fertility of the

land, but even possibly more largely so to the im-

mediate crop, for I have no hesitation iu saying that

in nine ca-es out of ten such a wide-rowed crop will

yield one-fourth more than one sown broadcast or in

rows at less distance, and I am quite satisfied that in

persisting in this course generally through the land we
should become independent of foreign supply, for I do
expect that the increasing fertility of our soil would
keep pace with the increasing demand on it by a
growing population.

In offering these views to the consideration of the

less rich of our husbandmen, showing how without in-

curring the expenses of high farming, they may
assuredly obtain equal benefits by availing themselves of
aerial influences, by drawing on the bank of atmospheric

wealth, as the rich among them do by drawing on the

banks of Peru, I do not object to their employing every
means in their power to artificially enrich their grounds,

the clean iness of tilth induced, the acquisition of larger

amounts of soluble inorganic matters will fit the soil for

the receprion of more and more [organic matters. A
healthy state of vegetation must demand a proportionate
amount of all the elements that build it up ; do any exist

in excess they must be taken up and voided by plants at

a cost of much vital energy to the eminent deterioration

oi their growth and peritenon. It were well did our
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science teach us to equalise all that we give to plauts to

their needs.

In proposing 2 feet as the distances of rows of

gram I do so as an average. I am quite sure that in

poor land under proper preparation this will not be

found a great deal too much, and I am ns sure that in

rieh land it will be found even too lit'le. I have found

it so. It is also the least distance at which we coul I

effectually work the fallow. Let me not be twitted then

with it as a nostrum. J. M. Goociijf.

it get into that intended for butter, or it will give it the proprietors, land agents, corn factors, manure dealer*
flavour of the Sage. The after management of this also the arrisans employed in making and repairing the

DIARY OF A DAIRY FARM.
MAY.

The work of the dairy in the month of May is always

of much importance, it can now be conducted with

regularity, the calves not being expected therewith to

interfere ; as in all well regulated dairies they are now
old enough to do without much milk, and the cows

having the advantage of pasturage, the cheese is ex-

pected in this month to be of prime quality. If any of

the cows should be of late calving, their milk should

not be used for cheese for at least a fortnight, new milk

always having a tendency to make it heave. The same

mode of management should be adopted in the making

of cheese in this month as that recommended in the

month of April. The whey from the cheese is generally

allowed to stand 24 hours for the cream to rise upon it

for butter, it should then be allowed to stand 12 hours

longer, and skimmed a second time, though some per-

sons let it remain, and only skim it once before being

taken from the dairy for the pips. It is a much better

plan to skim it at two several times, the whey butter

being greatly improved thereby. Whey cream is very

apt to ferment when in the vessels prepared for its

reception, and the butter will then be likely to be soft

and not so good in qualify ; nothing will so effectually

prevent this as constantly changing it from one utensil

to another, and frequently stirring it in the same manner
as that recommended for the milk cream, taking great

cheese is the eameas that of other thick cheese.

The milking cows by this time may he considered to

be turned to the most forward Grass in the richest pas-

tures, and as their supply of this food must be so variable,

depending very much on the season being a forward one

or otherwise, a good dairy farmer should have provided

a supply of Rye or Italian Hye-grass, so that a little

given in the yards when the cows come to be milked

will give them full feed of green crops as it is found they

resist hay. Even when they have not a full supply from

the pastures they will not readily make a good meal of

dry food after tasting the green, which not being tufficient

reP ;

machinery and implements used in agricultuiv:

• • l

Farmers ...

Grazers ...

Bailiffs

Agricultural labourers...

Shepherds
Farm servants (in-doors)

Males.

275,676
3,036

12,805
1,006.728

19,075

235,943

1.553.263

Females. Total,

28,044

11

70,899

123,251

303.720

3/47
12.806

1,077,6»
1 5

364 194

227,806
, 1.7* ..-»»;>

If we add together the workers in all the branches
more usually termed " manufacturing," we shall have an

to 'satisfy them they roam about restless and uneasy, array of numbers small compared with the above. 1

and of course fail to yield anything like a full supply of find by the same census tables that the aggregate of the

milk, and as the produce this month is considered very
\
workers in cotton, wool, silk, and linen is hut 1,180.061.

good in quality, the quantity should be by all means Thus the producers of a part of the nation's food are
** * '

' 50 per cent, more in number than are those engaged in
producing the fibres which clothe not only our own

secured to be as great as possible. It is of great im-

portance that good water should be supplied to dairy

cows. A stream that has been some little while

exposed to the air after rising from the spring before

running through their pastures is considered the best

water, and the drinking place should have the soil re-

moved and filled with clean gravel or sand, so that the

water may pass through pure and fresh. Cows much

population but also a large proportion of the world's

inhabitants.

Again, if we number the whole adult male population
between the ages of 20 and 60, we find them to he
4,76*9,212; of whom there are enumerated under the
six classes of agricultural employment st.tted above

Thus one out of every four maleprefer drinking from a narrow trough or hole, and are
j

1,224,546 persons.

shy of going to a large surface of water, though there
j

adults at the labouring age is directly engaged in the

should be abundant access and egress to and from the labours of * the fields and pastures."

watering place, or the master cows will often damage
the others in meeting them. The weaning calves should

get fed now much the same as described last month, the

only difference being in the case of the older ones, which

may be gradually getting a diminished quantity of Lin-

seed or oatmeal, th's of course being less needful for

them as they become stronger and more able to eat the

Second

—

The Annual Value of Agricultural Produc-

tion.—Here we have no such precise information as has

guided us in our comparison of numbers. I shall not

follow the estimates of M'Cullocb, Mill, or other s'atists,

for the result of the Scottish inquiry, limited as it was,

has conclusively shown that their estimates were very
random guesses ; I shall use as a guide the degree of

care that the same slice be not u«ed for both, which which they will feed plentifully, having the moisture of

food provided for them. They should have a sunny field information a partial inquiry has afforded us.

to run in by day, with some Grass to pick from it, but By the Scottish returns we have what I believe to be

through this month it has been found that they do better ' a close approximation to the production of that portion

t or Mangel Wurzel and good hay, on of the kingdom. I have valued that production by aon finely cut Swedes

would cause the milk butter to partake of the flavour

of the whey. Cheese is now supposed to be made twice

a day, and the brine which drops from it when in the

last press before it is taken out and placed on the shelves

for drying is quite clear, the quantity is small, and it

ought to be put into the rennet jar, perhaps every

two or three days, which keeps up the quantity,

and is thought an improvement to the cheese ; it

will not have the effect of weakening the rennet

for a few weeks, as it increases in strength by

being moderately old. When it is found to become
weaker this addition of the brine must of course he dis-

continued, but even then, if the brine be saved, it is

better to use it with the next quantity of fresh brine

made for rennet.

In most cases it is better to postpone making
thick cheeses, which weigh about four or five to

the cwt, at least till the month of June. When the thin

cheeses have been in the loft about a fortnight in dry

weather they will be firm enough to scrape; this is accom-

a little skim milk, or the mixture of Linseed or oatmeal,

which though much shortened in quality, should be given

a little warm, though it should become gradually cooler

as the calves get older. Should Grass be supplied at

this time as their stable food, it is found to produce too

great looseness in the bowels, to which calves are par-

ticularly liable ; and carefully guarding against this is

very essential to their starting into strong growth.

medium standard of prices, about midway between the

highest and the lowest years of a cycle of seven (tis. p'

r

bushel for Wheat may be taken as the key to my scale)",

and I attain thereby to the result of 16,148,715/. as the

value of the produce of the agricultural industry of

Scotland in the year 1 855.

For England and Wales we have as yet to guide us

only the returns from the 12 selected counties 4< statis-

ticated" last year. Building on this foundation we may,

They have been found to do far better in small numbers by a rule of three comparison of acreage, deduce air

together, on account of their great disposition to feed estimate of the area devoted to each species of crop,

and be constantly very close together ; and their readily which cannot be far from the reality.
^
Taking that esti-

taking any infectious disorder renders careful attention mated acreage and approximating to it the production of

to what may appear trifles in the rearing of calves very a very moderate return of crop (26 bushels per acre of

desirable to ensure success, by simple means and Wheat is the key-note which governs my scale) 1 obtaiir,

inexpensive food. A strong healthy herd of dairy cows,

which have been proved to be far more useful and profit-

able when weaned or reared on the farm than if pur-

chased at market and brought on the farm at almost any
age, will be thus obtained. They should have warm sheds
by night, and to feed on their hay and roots, and it has

plished with a common knife, first moistening the chee>e been found a very good plan to tie them up to give

with a wet flannel, and mm*t be done carefully all over •"them their milk, as it makes the animals qui

the cheese, so as to take off the roughness that may be
left upon it from the cloth or any other cause, leaving it

quite smooth on the surface, and sharp in the edges.

The sooner this can be done the better, in order to get

it into a state of forwardness for the factor ; it will on'y

require wiping round the edges and about an inch
within after this scraping once a week, taking care to

allow the blue coat to remain on the top of the cheese
;

this blue coat is considered a sign of richness by the

factor. There is a plan frequently adopted to promote
this by rubbing the shelves with Elder leaves or the

green of the Potato. The ripeness of the cheese is often

ascertained by the favourable appearance, and it is

desirable to see it look well, although of secondary im-

portance to the taste. In Some districts it is customary
to paint the outside of the cheese with Indian red ; this

should be mixed up with a little warm water, and
rubbed on with a piece ol flannel, and should be done im-

mediately after the cheese is scraped before any grease

arises upon it, and the same mode of treatment after-

wards be adopted as if not painted. This practice is not
nearly so general as formerly, as it is of no advantage
to the cheese, and is unpleasant in consequence of the

colour coming off upon the board and shelves, thereby
giving additional trouble to the dairymaid, and often-

times an untidy appearance to the cheese rooms.
Sage cheese isgreaMy esteemed by many persons. It

should be made at the end of May or beginning of

June, and kept 12 months before it is fit for use ; a thick

vat is proper for this cheese. The plan of making it is to

bruise a quantity of Sage in a mortar, also a little

Spinach for the sake of the juice, which will give a nice

green colour, the Sage alone not being bright enough in

itself; these juices squeezed together through a cloth,

and added to about a pailful of milk, with a proper pro-

portion of rennet, will make enough Sage curd for one
thick cheese. When the whey is drawn from this in

the usual manner, the curd will be found of a much
deeper colour than might be expected from the pale
green given to the milk. This Sage curd should be kept
quite separate from the bulk ; all the whey should be
carefully got from it and thrown away : when the curd
is ready for the vats, having been crumbled into small
particles separately, some of the green curd should be
mixed with the other—about one-third is sufficient, either
by laying it in rows nr mixing it together in the vat

;

using the same standard of price as was applied to the

Scottish returns, a result of 1 25,245,871 L, as the yalue

of one year's agricultural producth n in England and

Wales. Comparing this with the Scottish aggregate

given above, I see no reason to think that it is likely

to he much in error. The population of England ard

Wales is rather more than six-fold that of Scotland,

uiet, and while the scale of living is certainly considerably higher,

each one then gets its proper quantity undisturbed; The returns of Scottish production are—say in round

and if convenient to let them remain so for an hour numbers—16£ millions. Of this we may safely assume

afterwards, until they like to eat their hay. after having that sheep and cattle of the value of 1J-
millions are

their liquid food, all the better, as it prevents their suck- exported to and consumed in England. The consump-

tion would then stand thus :

—

In Scotland ... £15,000,CCO

In England and Wales, including 2$ million impoits
from Ireland

In Ireland (suppose)

We arrive at £165,000,000

as the product of the agricultural industry of the

United Kingdom.
The declared value of our whole foreign exports was

ing each other's ears or skins, which is often productive

of much harm. It is calculated that about one pig can
be reared on the sour whey for every two cows in the

dairy. Supposing a dairy to consist of 50 cows, three

breeding sows, reckoning that each one would have
eight young pigs each, might now be kept with a run in

any rough Grass under orchard trees not much used for

other purposes, ami given as much of the sour
whey as they will drink, and these will make strong i

growing pigs. The whey should be conveyed from
the dairy in pipes to prevent the slopping of its being

carried out in buckets, and it should run into a very
large vat to collect, for it is much better for pigs' food

when old, or at hast some mixture of it should be so
;

and using daily from this vat, which is as often getting

replenished from the dairy, makes a very wholesome
drink for pigs, on which they will gFOW and do remark-
ably weil. And as the pigs are small to begin upon it,

and do not drink so much as afterwards, a stock collects

for their larger appetites, and this with the wash which
large farm houses must supply, with garden refuse in

addition, is found enough to keep the number of pigs

mentioned, viz., about one, of the age and description

given, to every two dairy cows in milk.

180,000,000

20,000,013

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.
Agriculture—Proportion ok our Population- Engaged in

it—Thk Annual Value of its Production in the
United Kingdom—A Minister foe Suggested—How its
Statistics should be Collected.

I shall proceed, in continuation of my previous
papers which have appeared in your columns, to demon-

in 1854 (the year of greatest export ever known)

97,184,726/., being .but equal to 4-7ths of the production

of British industry in the " fields and pastures !" Thus

certainly we prove that the first occupation given t»

man—that of tilling the ground—is still the chiefest ot

all industries : of it is emphatically said by an inspired

writer, " the profit of the earth is for all ; the king him-

self is served by the field."

Of this greatest of all interests what cognizance has

been taken by our ruling powers—by our legislature

and executive ! (Of course I exclude from my view

protective and free trade legislation ) What depart-

ment of state is charged with a surveillance over the

relations of agriculture with other home interests ana

with foreign countries ? To what minister can agricul-

turists carry their wishes 1 For commerce there is »

Board of Trade with a responsible minister at its head,

and a large staff of officials who are not supposed to ea*

the bread of idleness. To the colonies local self govern-

ment is accorded, yet Canadians and Australians have

still access to a chief secretary of state. The Woods

and Forests and the Duchy of Lancaster have greai

officers of state in superintendence of their affairs. >> ny

strate that, even in this pre-eminently manufacturing should there not be a responsible minister of agriculture .

country, "the greatest of all manufactures is the manu- u They manage these things better in France." >»)'»

facture of a nation's food," by— even from Canada we may take a lesson ; the president

1. A view of the amount of employment afforded

to our population by the labours of agriculture.

2. An estimate of the annual value of our agricul-

tural production.

First—Labour Employed in Agriculture.— Of this I

make an enumeration from the census tables of 1851.

w It will be observed that 1 include merely the workers in

care should be taken that uone of the whey drawn from j agriculture, excluding altogether the classes of landed

_ may
. .

of her council, or prime minister, being also u minister

of agriculture." Who that heard our present Premier 3

speech at the Lewes meeting of 1853 can dou°* *"*;

he would be " the right man in the right place here

also ? .

For such a minister there would be no lack ot func-

tions legislative and consultative, with some executive.

He would be the focus for the collectiou, comparison,
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and dissemination of the knowledge of home and foreign

events and discoveries bearing on agriculture. He would

take cognizance of drainage, improvement, and enclosure

schemes, and of other like measures, which are now
entrusted to the management of a subordinate board,

the enclosure commissioner*, who are irresponsible to

Parliament, and indeed unknown except to a few ener-

getic and improving landowners and their improvers.

He would give attention to guano explorations and

monopolies ; to geological surveys at home and abroad

which may be expected to disclose hidden treasures of

phosphatic and other mineral-manurial deposits ; and
finally, though I have not even glanced at many useful

functions which could be exercised by such an official,

lie would control and direct an agricultural census or

inquiry which, carried out at intervals of 5 or 10 years

with great exactness, would annually record more full

information, as I shall afterwards show, than is sought

to be collected by the measure at present proposed.

I leave this suggestion of a minister of agriculture to

a jury—as the French would term it a m Conseil des

Experts'"—and obtain from it a verdict of the acreage

production of each crop. The clerkly computation

required to form from those materials a full return of

the produce of the kingdom would be but light ; and
by the 31st of December an authoritative statement

thereof, with every claim to public confidence in its

accuracy, could be published, this serving as a record of

the closing year's production ; the purposes of an early

estimate had been already accomplished.

I believe that this system would work well and
smoothly, as it would enlist in its favour the opinions

and feelings of the farming class, who have some right

to be jealous and suspicious when they observe that the

the consideration, and I trust advocacy, of others having
|
State, with which they have no relation as farmers, enjoins

more weight of influence than I possess or aspire to,

* If as I believe, its vein be good,
The world will find it after many days;"

and pass on to a consideration of the bill for the collec-

tion of agricultural statistics now under discussion.

Its compulsory powers I approve of, believing that

abundance among our metropolitan and provincial land on unsuitable purchases. And the very facilities that

valuators and improvement inspectors, be commissioned this general marketing affords for introducing both
to visit the different counties, forming them into districts cattle and implements of superior classes to a district

when they are too large or diversified for a tingle where, from having been seldom seen before they will

estimate to be applied to their whole extent. Let these excite surprise and curiosity amongst the older fashioned

"inquirers" call to their aid in each county or division, farmers, should be looked upon with some degree of

them under penalties to give answers to questions

which they may without much stretch of imagination

suppose will, under the proposed system of employing

the poor-law officials, be turned to their disadvantage by
disclosure ; while landowners, who in relation to the

State as they have rights also have duties, are not called

they will but seldom require' *to be exercised if any ]
upon to give information which, as I have already

management is shown by the officials charged with the

inquiry ; but I think that the agency through which
it is proposed to work the measure is very objectionable.

That the '•• Board of Trade " should have the supreme
direction of an inquiry to be responded to solely by
a_-r cuiturists seems absurd ; and that the poor law

officials should be entrusted with the organization of

the local details of management is more than absurd—it

is insulting. As a national measure the proposed
inquiry is very defective. A national collection of rural

statistics should be comprehensive or rather exhaustive.

It should give a view of the appropriation of every acre

of the soil of the country ; while the inquiry as proposed
is confined to the portion under agricultural occupation.

I observe an epitome of the agricultural statistics of

I

HOME FARM MANAGEMENT.—No. III.

When a tenant farmer enters to a farm which he

several European countries in your number of April
j
has taken in lease, he naturally looks pretty sharply

26th. and they are in this respect more complete than

pointed out, would make the proposed collection a real

record of the rural state of our country. Even the

intelligent farmers of Scotland whom you so much
praise for their carrying through of a quasi volunteer

scheme of statistics are getting rusty on this point, as

you may judge from the strong expression of opinion

contained in the last number of their orgau The North
British Agriculturist, It is not well that cause for

distrust and suspicion should be thus allowed to preju-

dice a measure to the usefulness, if not necessity, of

which I have already given my humble testimony. S.

May 2, 1856.

those proposed for England, than those collected in

Scotland ; take Prussia as an example—there are six

heads under which acreage is enumerated. 1. Under
Tillage. 2. Meadows. 3. Permanent Pastures. 4.

Forests. 5. Gardens, Vineyards and Orchards. 6.

Uncultivated. The first three headings are those which
only will be filled up under the proposed British

system ; are the others so unimportant that no notice

should be taken of them ? Woods and forests form no
insignificant portion of our national wealth ; why are

they untabulated ? Uncultivated lands are not un-
known even in our finest counties ; let us be informed
where they are aud what is their extent. There are
brawny arms which would prefer to employ themselves
in *ubduing these home wilds rather than in hewing
Canadian forests, or digging in Australian gold mines.
He who criticises and censures the plan of others

should be ready with a plan of his own. Mine would be
very simple. Let a central authority, say the minister

of agriculture, be charged with the issuing, receiving,

and tabulating the schedules required, no local officer

having any interference or concern therewith ; this

would obviate all local prying into and disclosure of

farmers' doings. This minister to hold a record of the
proprietors of the soil. For the formation of such a
record there is perfect facility ; and the census tells us
that the number of the class is not excessive, being but
34,627 in all. To each of those let a " proprietor's
schedule " be issued, in which he should fill up the
number of acres he owns ; how many of these under
wood, how many in parks and demesnes ; how many
waste, how many let, and to whom. A summation of

these schedules would give us the total acreage of the
kingdom, and a view of its appropriation whether to

agriculture, pasturage, timber growing, or to purposes
of ornamentation and pleasure. An " occupant's sche-
dule " transmitted direct to the tenant farmer would be
filled up by him with the acreage under each denomina-
tion of crops, and with the live stock he holds.

The "proprietor's schedules " being filled up at Lady-
day there would be abundance of time after their receipt

to prepare and circulate the "occupant's schedules"
before the 1st of June ; and by the 1st of July a very
moderate amount of diligence should enable the depart-

mental staff to prepare, and the minister to publish, a

statement of the acreage under each species of crop in

each county of the kingdom.
For the direction of commercial operations, this

publication at so early a date would be very valuable,

to his own interests in bargaining with the out-

going tenant for stock or crop. If the value of

the stocking is to be determined by valuators

mutually appointed by the away-going tenant and him-
self, he will be very careful to appoint only such a

person as he considers likely to do him full justice.

Now, however necessary this may be in the case of a
tenant entering to a farm, it is still more requisite when
the occupant is to be both landlord and tenant. Amongst
the worst informed classes of workmen, there is a very
general impression that they need not work quite so

hard when their employer is a landed proprietor as

when he is a tenant ; or is at least dependent on his

own exertions for a livelihood. And I fear that this

innate desire to act differently towards the rich than

towards those who are in poorer circumstances, is not
confined to workmen, and may actually exist to some
extent in the mind of a well-meaning outgoing tenant

farmer without his really being sensible of the fact.

Man is so much a creature of circumstances and his

actions are so largely influenced by association that

even a well-intentioned person may thus unconsciously

err. It may be only to a very small extent that the

evil referred to is indulged in, but as it is the principle

and not simply the act itself that I point to, its emall-

ness is scarcely an extenuation. Most certainly the

assumption that, because a man is high in station or in

good circumstances, he can afford to let poorer persons

who have dealings with him have favourable bargains

now and then, is much too general amongst those who are

favour. An old-school farmer will not admit the

advantages resulting from improvements on his own
practices, but neither will he lose sight of any new
agricultural system introduced to his neighbourhood, for

if it is once proved to be worthy of his attention he
will quietly adopt it without acknowledgement, as if he
had practised it all the days of his life.

It is of home farm management as furnishing a
useful example to tenant fanners, while at the same
time proving remunerative to the joint proprietor and
tenant, that I wish to treat in this series of articles.

High farming without good profits goes for very little

with some persons, and it may be safely affirmed that

unless a careful distinction is observed between the land-

lord's and the tenant's business and cash accounts, end-
less confusion and unsatisfactory profits are sure to be
the result in home farming.

It is obvious, therefore, that an accurate system of

book-keeping is indispensably necessary on such a farm.

Farmers generally are notorious neglecters of even the

semblance of book-keeping, and it would be a pity if a

proprietor failed to set his tenantry a good example in

this respect. There is no necessity for adopting a com-
plicated system of book entries, but that it should be

sufficiently elaborate to admit of the figures being

properly checked and balanced from time to time no
practical mind can doubt. Assuming that a proprietor

has just got possession of a farm he intends to cultivate

for a series of years, let us see what mode of ledgerizing

would be most suitable for keeping the whole accounts

in a satisfactory state.

In a previous letter I stated that there should be two
primary headings in the books, or perhaps better two
distinct books—one for permanent improvements on the

landlord's ouihy and the other for the tenancy account.

But under each of these heads or separate ledger

accounts there should be numerous sub-headings. The
permanent improvements ought to include— 1, cash;

2, drainage ; 3, farm buildings ; 4, irrigating and engine

works ; 5, roads and tramways ; 6, fences ; and 7,

general appliances. Under the tenancy heading will be

ranged *— 1, cash ; 2, aggregate stock account ; and

3, rent account. These three will cover everything

connected with the farm, and will afford facilities for

checking the other subsidiary accounts in detail as well

as in the gross. The second account will contain— (I)

feeding cattle, (2) dairy stock, (3) young cattle, (4)

horses, (5) machinery, and (6) implements. In addi-

tion to these there should be accounts under the follow-

ing heads:— green crops including (1) Potatoes, (2)

Turnips, and "(3) other feeding crops ; white-crops

comprehending- (1) Wheat, (2) Barley, (3) Oats, (4)

cut Grassland hay, and (5) pasturage ; and black crops,

comprising

—

(1) Beans, (2) Peas. In this way every

kind of stock, crop, &c, has a ledger account for itself

;

but that account is subsidiary to one to which the profit

or loss at the end of the year is transferred.

All this may appear complicated, but it is in

reality a matter of great simplicity. Let me just trace

the order in which an entry made in either the day or

cash book finds its way into the ledger account to which

it belongs. Some cattle intended to be fattened are

bought from the outgoing tenant at a fixed price, and

the transaction is att>nce noticed in the day-book.

If the price is not to be paid at the time, but is to

stand as part of some larger sum to be afterwards

settled for, then the book-keeper will tran-fer the entry

in the day-book into the regular journal and pos!- the

amount to the credit of the tenant, and to the debit ofconnected with agricultural pursuits. Is it not a fact that

in many instances the proprietor who farms his own land
|
the account entitled Feeding Cattle. But if payment is

is leeched in every direction, and counted lawful prey to

those harpies who openly or covertly hover round
almost every nobleman and gentleman's seat in the

United Kingdom? No wonder that home farm
management is rather a sorry game for landlords

to play at in many instances. No wonder that an
amount of shrewd sharpness, in addition to general

agricultural qualifications, is essentially necessary

to qualify the manager of a home farm for his respon-

sible charge. There are very few instances in which a

respectable tenant relinquishing a farm about to be
taken into the proprietor's hand would willingly take any
advantage of the latter. Nay, such a tenant would be
the first to agree to a fair valuation being made of the

stock to be assigned. But it may be requisite even in

such a case that the proprietor should look to his own
interests in a very careful manner. On the farm there

may be both live stock and implements, which though
and we may rest confident that having it, trade inquiries

|

entitled to have a price put upon them may yet be
worth very little on land about to be managed on highIand the extended correspondence which your own and

other journals devoted to agricultural affairs hold with

individuals in every county, and which you give to

the world some weeks before and after the ingathering
of the harvest, would lead to the formation of an
estimate close enough to the truth to serve the pur-
pose of directing the currency of the markets, weeks stock it anew altogether. His steward can in that case
if not months earlier than any estimate could safely • «<d«nt the kind of horses most suitable for th« farm,

be published under official authority.

farming trinciples. Better far in that instance to let

the outgoing tenant make the most of his farm stocking

by bringing the portion of it usually recognised as

moveable to a public sale. Indeed in most cases a
landlord beginning to farm his own land will do well to

That official estimate may, under the circumstances,
be advantageously deferred till December, when the
minds of farmers will be fully decided as to what the
actual result is from three or four months of threshing.
How should it then be formed ? Let some men of

select the kind of horses most suitable for the farm,

the feeding and dairy stock that are likely to give

the largest returns, and the various implements
which in the circumstances will best serve the ends in

view. It may cost more money to go to a . general

market to procure necessary stocking than to purchase

it from the away-going tenant, but then if the manage-
energy and practical knowledge, such as we have in ment is judicious there is no throwing away of means

immediately made, then the amount will be entered on

the credit "side of the cash-book, and carried to the

ledger to the debit of the Feeding Cattle account.

So with every distinct account, guano or nitrate of soda

intended for a cereal crop will be debited against

Wheat, Barley, or Oats, as the case may be, and

credited to cash by the payment being made. When-

ever an account is debited for any particular purchase,

some other one must be credited to balance with it.

The Feeding Stock account becomes indebted to cash for

the price of purchased animals, and when these are

fattened off and sold cash in its turn becomes indebted

to Feeding Stock for the price. It is in this manner that

all double entry books are kept, and without such entries

it is impossible to check the various accounts from time

to time with any degree of accuracy.

The following may be taken as a full set of books for

the tenancy department of a home farm :

—

1. Day-look, into which every buying or selling

transaction is carefully recorded, according to its date.

2. A Memorandum-book, not intended ror money

transactions, but for any other kind of entries that the

daily occurrences may render desirable.^

3. A Journal, intended to be a descriptive record of

every transaction involving the question of money. No
entry can be made in any of the ledger accounts till it

has bern journalized in the pages of this book, and

whether the transaction be a cash or a credit one, it

must appear here in detail, the creditor always balan-

cing with the debtor side of the account.

4. A Ledger large enough to hold a'l the tenancy

accounts for at least a couple of years.

5. A Rotation-book, in which the extent and yearly

course of cropping of every field will be stated in a
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tabulated form. In another part of this book the
annual e-timaied produce of the different kinds of crops
and of the entire farm should be recorded.

6. Time-book for recording the work on which each
workman is daily engaged, and stating the wages pay-
able to him. At the end of every week or fortnight,
according to the return of the pay-day, the amount paid
is posted to the credit of cash and to the debit of the
different accounts to which it belongs.
And 7. The Horse Labour Book. This is distinct from

the ledger account entitled Horses, being simply a day
book in which the work performed per diem by each
horse, and the money value thereof are respectively
stated.

Now it may be thought that realty there is no neces-
sity for being at the expense of procuring all these books
and at the trouble of keeping them in good order on
the principle which has been pointed ou% but I would
just say that if book-keeping of any kind is neces-sary,
surely the proprietor who farms his own land and desires
to set a good example to his tenantry should adopt a
creditable system of keeping his accounts. A day-book,
cash-book, and ledger nay suffice for a farm where the
entries are all made by the farmer's own hand, but on a
home farm managed altogether by employees the case is

ery different. The books of a home farm should at all

times be in that state that the proprietor or his agent
can turn up the ledger account under any parti ular
head, and ascertain the exact state in which
it stands as to profit or loss. And then in his private
books he may have an account entitled " The Home
Farm," showing the profit or loss at the end of every
year, as brought from the regular books, and in this way
he may know at any time not only how the farm is

paying on the whole, but discover also the exact depart-
ment in which there has been a loss that may in future
be avoided. If the labour necessary to keep farm books
in the way I have indicated be the principal objection
to the system there need not be much difficulty in
removing that. There must be soma sort of book-
keeping, aid the difference in the time required to
attend to the incomplete as compared with the complete
system is frequently little more than the time which
under the former would hang heavily on the hands of
the clerk. On all the best managed estates a clerk
must be kept at any rate, and the person who attends to
the farm books may either be bis assistant, or if the
property is too small for this, one good penman will
do all the writing which is required.
By having au active farm manager there will be no

necessity for much expense being incurred in the
keeping of the accounts, for a mere lad, if his education
and general intelligence are up to the mark, will be
quite able to overtake the work. One thing is per-
fectly cei tain that if a home farm cannot afford to keep
a junior clerk, it will not pay without at least some
Bystem of book-keeping, and may be given up at once if
that system proves a defective one.

I have dwelt somewhat longer on the keeping of farm
accounts than I intended, but really the whole question
of successful management is often dependant on this
point. Even the knowledge that all the expenditure of
a home farm must pass through a regular set of books
and be open to inspection at any time will prevent a
needless outlay in many instances. And the conclusive
evidence of profit or loss which well-kept books afford
is a great incitement to the manager of such a farm to do
his best in developing its resources and adding to its
profit. J. Lockhart Morton.

[May 10, 1856.
to practical men who have to live by their industry.} Country Meeting of 1857 —Invited ™Falcon. [The article in question was never received.] ceived from the authorities of*B*th 1)121*?'*™ 2 '

}\a*teof Iron per A ere.-The particulars furnished bury, Taunton, and Wmchaater, reqiestine^1^by Mr Howard in last week's Gazette of the estimated to select the place of the country meetm" ft v tl^
"^

annual consummion of iron nor »,r* nn „ &•« o„« I year from one of their respectiv4 loca , iti
;.!°
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ous memorials, plans, and other documents thusTe"
ceived, were referred to an inspection committee witha request that the members of it would personally vS?the proposed localities, and report upon them to the
Council on the 4th of June. ° lhe

House List.—The balloting list of Council to be re
«i... . ... ..

-
. r- i

commended for adoption by the general meet! na ™ +u

according to the Journal des Economistes for June 1854, bye-laws.
le

no less than between 7 and 8 kilos of iron per acre. T

"

#*_ *i. .• •<» . —
The inquiry, though apparently of small interest, is L-

Lecture.-Ou the motionl of Mr. Lawrence, PFo7e^7r
really of some importance to us just now. The strong

l

Sim"nd
?
s
,

s
.

econd
, ^,

ct"re " °n Parasites affecting Do-
convictions of their impolitic and prejudicial bearing I

mestlcated Animals, was arranged to be delivered as

annual consumption of iron per acre on a farm, are
prob.bly as correct an estimate as can be formed of the
wear and tear of that material in a light land district.

I have no doubt they will be considered sufficiently
approximative for the object of the inquiry, notwith-
standing they exhibit a wide difference from the data
furnished by the agricultural establishment at Grignon,
where the land is of a similar character (mechanically)
to Mr. Howard's

on agriculture that induced the agricultural jury of the
late Exhibition to seek for a diminution of the pro-
tective duties on agricultural machinery are now largely
participated in by the agriculturists of France gene-
rally. The approaching Exhibition, at which English
implements and machines will be largely represented,
will no doubt furnish them with another opportunity
for demanding still further relief from those fiscal

charges which even now practically prohibit the im-
portation of many of those machines most desirable for

the cultivation of their land. fP.

*- -— *^-w ^* w Act

proposed on the 25th of June, at twelve o'clock.

Foreign Cattle Entries.—On the motion of Mr
Brandreth Gibbs, the period for receiving entries from
abroad of foreign cattle intended to compete at the
Chelmsford meeting was extended from the 1st to the
12th of June, in order that entries might be effected
during the Paris exhibition, to take place in the first
week of June.

Home Correspondence.
Relative Value of Guano and Oilcake. — In Mr.

Nesbit's interesting lecture alluded to in your Paper
of the 19th, he says, that " oi:e ton of guano is
equal in manuring power to 2£ tons of oilcake." I
believe Mr. Lawes's estimate is much higher, viz.
1 ton of guano equal to 4J tons of oilcake ; but perhaps' i

in this he only takes account of the ammonia in each,
and reckons the oilcake as consumed for food, i. e\
deducting the portion assimilated by the animal. In
Stockhardt's Chemistry the proportion is given as 1 of
guano to 3 of oilcake. Would it be too much to ask
Mr. Nesbit for the data on which he founds his calcula-
tion ? It is a very difficult practical question to many,
Is it better to use oilcake or guano ? If Mr. Nesbit is*

right, and nearly half the cost of cake may be charged
to the manure, it ought to answer at least on those
farms (or districts) w here any profit is made on stock.
And the case is still stronger with Rape-cake (where
the stock can be got to eat it), since the cost of 2£ tons
of h ape-cake is only 21. or 3/. more than that of 1 ton
of guano. X.

Thick Sowing Poor Land My answer to your corre-
spondent « On Thick Sowing on Poor Land" not having
appeared in the Gazette, I conclude it has either been
mislaid or not considered worth notice. As the subject
is most important, it may be hoped a Leader will on
some future occasion be given to set the question at

octettes*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OP ENGLAND.
Monthly Council, May 7 :

—

Mr. Miles, M.P., Vice-
President, in the Chair. Fifty-six new members were
elected.

Finances.-—Mr. Raymond Barker, Chairman of the
Finance Committee, submitted the monthly report on
the accounts of the Society ; from which it appeared
that the current cash-balance in the hands of the So-
ciety's bankers was 3657£. He also laid on the table
the several quarterly statements of account in reference
to the different branches of income and expenditure.

Journal.—Mr. Thompson, Chairman of the Journal
Committee, reported recommendations in reference to
the preparation of a complete analytical Index to the
Journal of the Society ; aud to an alteration of the
terms in which the grant is at present made to the
Royal Veterinary College. It also expressed, on the
part of the Journal Committee, a request that the mem-
bers of the Council would favour them by suggesting,
before the 1st of June, subjects for the essay prizes to
be offered for 1857.

Chemical Analysis.—Mr.|Wren Hoskyns, Chairman
of the Chemical Committee, reported the progress made
in preparing the new schedule of charges to be made by
the consulting chemist of the Society to its members.

Guano-Substitute.—Mr. Raymond Barker reported
communications from the committee, and the Council
gave instructions in reference to them.
Chelmsford Meeting.— Mr. Barnett, Vice-chairman

of the Chelmsford Committee, reported the suggestions of
that committee, which were adopted. The dining pavi-
lion to accommodate one thousand guests on Thursday,
the 17th of July, the principal day of the show, was
finally ordered.

Di namometer.—Colonel Challoner transmitted the
engagement entered into by the Implement Committee
with Messrs. Easton and Amos, to complete for the
Chelmsford meeting the requisite dynamometers for the
trial of field implements on that occasion.

Foreign Prize Sheet.—Mr. Miles, M. P., reported
the steps he had taken, in conjunction with Lord
Feversham, to carry out the intentions of the Council
in reference to the conditions under which foreign
cattle were to be shown in competition for prizes at the
Chelmsford meeting.

Trustee. — On the nomination of Mr. Milward,
seconded by Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr. Evelyn Deni-
son, M.P., was unanimously elected one of the Trustees
of the Society, in the place of the late Mr. Neeld, M.P.
Thorough-bred Horses.—Mr. Fisher Hobbs pre-

sented from the Chelmsford Local Committee a memo-
rial, requesting the Council to accept the following
prizes for competition, under the general regulations
of the Society, at the ensuing country meeting.

For the best thorough bred Stallion £30

34

rest, poor land" in

For the best weight-carrying Hunter Stallion
For the best Coaching Stallion
For the best Hackney Stallion
For the best weight-carrying Hunter Mare
For the best Hackney Mare
For the best Gelding ofany age for Hunting purposes
h or the best Gelding under 4 years old
For the best Hackney Gelding of any age ...

For the best Hackney Gelding under 4 years old

» *

ft* *

ft* fr

• •
* # * 4 t •

*» «

* t *

30
25
25
20
20
15
10
15
10

its legitimate sense, not bad soil made fertile by tillage.
Another note published on the 26th ult. recommends
Wheat to be sown thick to smother weeds I When
the advanced season will not admit of land being
thoroughly cleaned, it is sometimes highly manured for
V etches, which grow rapidly, overtop, and kill the weeds,
out v* heat for the same purpose, unlets to be cut green,
is rather a new light-is it not] In these days of
seientihc pursuit details may be swallowed up by
generalities, nevertheless the former are the essentials

£200
No Horse being allowed to compete in two Classes.

Honorary Member.—On the motion of Mr. Evelyn
Denison, M.P., M. LeWe de Lavergne, author of the
excellent work on the Rural Economy of Great Britain
and Ireland, was unanimously elected an Honorary
Member of the Society.

Poultry Steward.—On the motion of Mr. Fisher
Hobbs, Mr. Joseph Cooke, mayor of Colchester, was
appointed Steward of the Poultry department for the w urKWA a 1CVC1 ,rwiu „„ w ..._ &Chelmsford Meeting. Steam Navigatioa Company wished a heap of dun- to

Implement Steward Elect.—On the motion of Mr. be removed from the vicinity of the landing-place here ;

Cavendish, Mr. Barnett, of Stratton Park, was appointed but the peasant answered that the dung of his fattier

I
Steward Elect of Implementsforthe Chelmsford Meeting, and grandfather had lain there, and he did not under-

Farm Memoranda.
Lea Green Hall : Church Minshull, Cheshire.—

To Mrs. Mary Robinson, as tenant and occupier, for the
best managed Dairy or Grazing Farm of not less than
150 acres, \0l.

^Inspectors' Report.—The claimant's farm contains
257 acres. The soil is of a strong rich description,
with the exception of some 25 acres, which is of a
sandy nature.

" This year the cropping was as follows :—Pasture
land, 115 acres ; meadow land, 65 acres; meadows
irrigated, 4 acres; Wheat after Potatoes, 18 &c:>;
Oats, 26 acres ; Barley, 1 acre ; Clover and Veto i« s,

4 acres ; Potatoes, 5| acres ; Turnips and Carr 8,

3 acres ; Mangel Wurzel, 1 acre ; orchards and garde f,

acres
; plantations, occupation roads and was

1

,

11 acres.

" The customary course of cropping adopted is as
follows, viz.:— 1st year, Oats; 2d, green crops; 3d,

Wheat ; 4th, Oats or Barley with seeds to lie one or
two years.

" The quantity and description of stock kept this

season, is :—Farm horses, 6 ; dairy cows, 69 ; heifer.*,

5 ; sheep, 6 ; lambs, 60 ; pigs, 40 ; rearing calves, 12 ;

total, 192. The cattle are fed in winter on hay, straw,

Turnips, and ground Oats, and in summer are turned-

out to Grass.
" About 400 tons of manure is annually made on the

premises, which is applied to the meadows and green

crops. Claimant purchases annually about 10 tons of

boiled bones, and 1 ton of guano, all of which is applied

to the green crops, Clover roots and pasture lands. The
meadow land on this farm is maintained in a productive

state ; the pasture land is principally of a strong, deep

rich soil, and in old turf. A considerable portion of the

pasture land has been drained ; still there are several

acres which require that operation. The Wheat in

No. 1 field was part after Clover, and part after

Turnips ; that which succeeded the Clover was by far

the best crop, the other was but thin on the land. Oats

after leas, a medium crop ; Oats after Wheat, only a

light produce, with the exception of about one-half,

which was a fair and full crop. The Clovers were

mostly uniform and thick. The Potatoes, Turnips, and

Mangels were kept free from weeds, and showed good

manajiement. Claimant has used annually for draining

10,000 tiles, which are laid on slate soles; and she has

also within a period of seven years marled 35 acres ;

eradicated 3000 lineal yards of old hedges, drained the

ditch bottoms, and levelled up pit-steads, at a cost of

401. ; has also sunk a well and put down a pump adjoir-

ing the kitchen, and erected over it a large shed ;
and

built two walls to surround the gardens. All the

materials for these erections were fouud by the landlord,

and the work completed at claimant's expense. All the

fences and gates on this farm are in good order. The

farm-yard, barns, and other accommodations for cattle

appeared to have been particularly well attended to, and

were well arranged. Everything about the house and

gardens in most respectable keeping."

—

Journal of the

Manchester and Liverpool Agricultural Society.

Hungarian Agriculture.—I find the Magyar cha-

racter to have a great resemblance to that of the Turks,

the Magyar is uncivilised because he feels no desire to

be better ; he is on perfectly good terms with himself ;

he has no internal desire to labour, to improve, to take-

pains, and to persevere until he arrives at a great future

result. Even if the common Magyar go to Pesth or

Vienna, you find him a waiter in a tavern, a barber,

or any light sauntering employment, but rarely in a

trade that requires severe labour or a long apprentice-

ship. If he stay at home and devote himself to agricul-

ture, he is equally remarkable for a spirit of antique,

incurable, Asiatic indolence. Ot the value of manure

they have not the least idea, or rather they set too

much store by it, for it accumulates iu ihe towns so as

to breed a fever from time to time. The agent of me
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Stand how he should be called on to remove it i«>r the

public convenience. It npver struck him that if he
laid it on his land he should put money in his pocket, so

it was removed by the steam boat agent. The ploughs
here are of the rudest description, and are all of wood,
except a coarse ploughshare, which turns as ;de the
earth so insufficiently that all the ploughing is done
with six oxen, when, with a modern plough, a pair of
stout oxen is quite sufficient for the heaviest land. The

to admit that this degeneracy—this running *ild of the
cultivated var eties of Turnips, is not a disea-e in the
strict sense of the term. Why then call it a disease !

Why call the tendency of certain plants to revert to

their natural methods of growth a malady ; a malady
which can only be said to attain its worst stape when
the plants are about to attain their most healthy or
natural state, by entirely running wild ! Hut we* are
told that this degeneracy—"this malformation, is finger

harrows look as if they had come out of Noah's ark, and toe, being merely a forked or digitate method of
being entirely of rude branches of trees pegged
together in the most inartistic msnner, and do their
work sa imperfectly that a considerable part of
the seed corn is blown away. When harvest
time comes, the Wheat instead of being reaped is

mown down like grass, the mower receiving an

growth. Finger and toe is common to a'l root crops."
It seems to me, however, that the use of the term
digitate here, and in all Professor Buckman's writings
on this question is improper. In his paper in the
" Royal Journal of Agriculture," there is a drawing of
one root, which is as like a hand with its five fincers

eighth of the whole for his trouble in mowing. The as could be imagined, and which in described as digitate,
corn is then heaped up in stacks, and often lies on and affected with the disease of '• ringer a. _ ger and toe." But,
the ground until the outside grows green again, notwithstanding this, the root cannot be said to be
There is no threshing except in the model farm of either "digitate," or "fingered," or "toed" in the
a wealthy magnate here and there, and even with them ' botanical sense of the term. It is forked or branched
if a wheel goes wrong there is nobody in all the country

j

certainly. " A digitate root," says the " Imperial
round who can repair it, and a man must be sent for

|

Dictionary," * is one in which the tubercles are divided
from Pesth and Vienna. The grain is trodden out by
horses in the open air, at an immense loss, and the
substitute for a granary is no doubt the same as between
the Lena and the Oxus before the days of Arpad. A
hole is dug in the earth, narrow at the top and broad
below, and here the corn is deposited. To exclude the
damp, the mouth is so narrow and the cavity so deep,

onary
into lobes like fingers." Now, none of the degenerating
roots which have been figured and described by
Professor Buckman answer to this description ; but, on
the other hand, a Turnip, attacked by anbury, often has
its roots lobed by the formation of excrescences ; in
short, it is digitated or fingered and toed in the proper
sense of the term. Therefore, to restrict the term of

proportion of Rape sown to the product being around
Szolnok as 1 to 90—95 and 100. With more hands
and better agriculture the vale of the Theiss might
become a Peruvian gold mine ; for instance, from here
to Rlezo Tor is a five hours' journey, all black alluvial

Manure
applied.

• . .Guano
Phosphate

of lime .

Bone-dust.

Per acre/

owt.

44

price
s. d.
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8 41
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that the man that takes it out is let down with a rope,
j

finger and toe to the degeneracy of root crops seems to
like Joseph into the pit, and after half a year the corn me totally inadmissible, from whatever position we may
gets s=o earthy a flavour that the bread gets an una- 1 choose to look at the matter. And besides, were it
voidable gout, which every traveller in the back ' adopted now, it would cause great confusion in all that
settlements of Hungary can remember. The ground has been formerly written and done in the matter. I
about Szolnok, as well as all along the Theiss from ' think we should still adhere to the view which Mr.
Tokay to its confluence with the Danube, near Belgrade,

j

Curtis has taken on this question in Morton's " Cyclo-
is fat black humus, and consequently not good for poedia of Agriculture," that "anbury is a disease in
Potatoes, but excellent for Kapeseed and Wheat, the Turnips sufficiently indicated by its other name of~ "

fingers and toes." Mr. Russell in the Quarterly Journal
of Agriculture.

Manures for Turnips.—-The Turnips were Skirving's
Purple-top Yellow - they were sown on the 11th June,

»--..- 1855, and lifted and weighed on the 22d of November.
soil, and only two houses are to be seen. It, therefore, The soil is black loam, lying on whinstone rock, natu-
follows that those who really are laborious and under- rally dry, of medium fertility, and inclined to grow a
stand the modern process of agriculture have very good small quantity of straw.
incomes

; for instance, Mr. Z , a native of Stuhl-
'

weissenburg, rents a fine eBtate near here of 4,000 acres
from the Aimasy family, for the sum of 33,000 florins
(about 1,300/. sterling) ; the expenses of cultivation
amount to about the same sum—together 2,600/. One
year lately his income, from Rapeseed alone, was 90,000
florins, or about 3,600J. sterling ; and this from only a
third of the land, another third being grain, and the rest
pasture and mixed crops. In a good year he makes
6,000/. per annum, which, with the deduction of 2,600/.
per annum for rent and cultivation, leaves him above
3,000/. per annum. But you may rest assured that
Mr. Z knows the value of time, and does not saunter
about all day smoking his pipe. The poor, simple,
brave, and good-natured Magyar sadly needs a ' Poor
Richard " to tell him that there are "no gains without
pains."

Miscellaneous.
Finger and Toe in Turnips.—I shall close this paper

with a few remarks on a recent innovation in our
nomenclature, which, I am afraid, is to pass into use
without any discussion, and that assent to it, on the
part of agriculturists, is to be given through their
maintaining silence on the subject. I allude to the
meaning which we have hitherto attached to the term
" finger and toe" in Turnips. Professor Buckman, in
the 15th vol. of the Transactions of the Royal Agricul-

;

tural Society of England, has written an elaborate'paper
on this subject, and coutends that the disease of
-"finger and toe" in Turnips should be restricted to the
degeneracy which takes place in Turnips when they
grow coarse stems and branched roots. The same
views have been maintained with great ability in some
recent numbers of the Agricultural Gazette (November
and December 1855.) Mr. Berkeley, a most profound
writer on vegetable pathology, also adopts the same
views in the Gardeners Chronicle (8th December 1 855),
and maintains that a distinction should be drawn
between the disease of "anbury" in Turnips, and
« finger and toe." But I do not hesitate to confess that
I cannot discover sufficient reasons for drawing any
distinction between "finger and toe" and "anbury."
Kay, I consider such a distinction is altogether uncalled
for. The causes of degeneracy in Turnips have been

From the time the Turnips brairded until the end of
August the different lots could scarcely be distinguished
from each other. About that period the whole began
to suffer from want of rain, and became much mildewed;
however, those grown with guano suffered less than
the others, and from that time until the end of October

,
... , . , , .

distinctly marked themselves by a greener and fresher I

manures are readily obtained—are applvmg either

the tact with reference l*> the produce of East Lothian I

Upon one of the farms on the estate of Dirleton, rented
above his highest statement, the produce in Wheat for
the years 1627, '28, '2'.>, '30, and '31, was 141 bushels.
This we had from the then tenant, the late Mr. Walker,
who at that time was one of the largest occupiers in the
county, having, besides, other farms. Nor were his
crops under those of his neighbours. The best farmer
in the county of his day, the late John Brodie, occupied
two large farms ; during the same year his average
produce did not exceed that of Mr. Walker. The
farm of Lawhead, occupied by the late Andrew Howden,
rather exceeded, but not much, this amount. We could
furnish other instances, but these being three of the
leading farmers of their time are sufficient. These
were doubtless years of very small produce, and cer-
tainly, with such crops, rents were paid with difficultv,
but they were generally paid. 14^ bushels leave "a
large margin contrasted with 50 bushels, the estimate
of Mr. Hamilton as necessary to pay neb rents. We
are not surely to infer from this estimate of Mr.
Hamilton's, that on the two farms iu the occupancy of
the owner, the home farms of Biel and Dirleton, "that
amount—50 bushels, was the produce of 1854. We
can assure the honourable member, if he could secure
his tenants 50 bushels of Wheat, and other crops cor-
responding, the rental of the estates would soon be
doubled, and the tenants still in a flourishing condition.
But however high the produce is, mainly through the
skill and capital of the occupants, it is yet far below any
such es'imate. North British Agriculturist.

Bone Manure in dustier.—It must be admitted that
during the last 15 or 20 years, and especially during
the last 10, most extraordinary improvements have
been effected in this country by the application of bone
manure and by drainage. It is notorious that by these
improvements the quantity of the herbage has been so
increased, and the quality so improved, that on many
farms double the number of dairy cows are now kept on
the same extent of Grass, and in better condition than
formerly. The fertilising effects of bone manure are
such, especially when applied to our poor clay soils in a
state of Grass, that herbage often the most miserable
becomes supplanted by white Clover, Trefoil, and other
nutritious Grasses, whose verdant stems then start up
from the grateful soil without the help of either the
seedsman or the sower, although their existence pre-
viously could scarcely be at all recognised. But
perhaps to no crop is the application of bone manure
more beneficial than to that which is commonly termed
in Lancashire and Cheshire " Clover roots," and in other
counties "seeds." When I state that the usual rota-
tion of cropping is, 1st, Oats ; 2d, Potatoes, Turnips, or
other green crops (manured); 3d. Wheat ; 4th, Oats
or Barley, and laid down to Grass ; the necess-
ary of some manure being applied to the seeds
or young Grass-root after the two last white crops
will be obvious. Notwithstanding the present high
prices of bone manure (boiled bones being 51. 10s. to

Gl. j)er ton, and raw bones 8/. per ton) nearly all our
best Cheshire farmers—excepting those in the neigh-
bourhood of large towns, where night soil and other

appearance, which, although to a less extent, continued
until they were lilted. The Turnip tops have been all

left on the ground to be ploughed in, and it is intended
to sow the field with Wheat, and next season ascertain
the result of the Wheat crop. The following is an
analysis of the manures employed, as furnished by
Professor Anderson, Chemist to the Highland and
Agricultural Society of Scotland :

—

Guano. Bone-dust. Phosphate oflime'
t * t • •Water

Organic matter and am-|
moniacal salts ... \

Phosphates

Alkaline salts

Sulphate of lime ...

Sulphuric acid
Carbonate of lime...

Sand

* . •

• »*

* »

*

• * *

• 9 9 • 1 *
Ammonia
Phosphoric acid in al-

kaline salts equal to-

5.11 phosphate of lime
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50.63

26-54

7.38

# * •

• • *

1.23

100.00

16.15

2.34

8.10

38.70

4450

• • *

7.14

1.56

100.00

4.96

f Insoluble
tSolSoluble

8.48

3.95

1154
11.69

2.42

41 .62

8.86

6.44

100.00

1.21

crushed boiled bones or finely-ground raw bones, but
principally the former, to their Clever roots, and after

the rate of 10 to 12 cwt. per statute acre. Such confi-

dence have many of our farmers in bones, that they
will apply them to wet clay land, I will not say with the
expectation of rendering drainage unnecessary, but at
least with the belief that if bones are applied, the turf
will he so improved that drainage, whilst the land is in

Grass, may he dispensed with. It is, however, a well-

known fact, that whilst some moisture, such as rain, is

necessary to di^solv^ any solid manure and fit it as food

for plants, excessive moisture, stagnating on the surface

or in the soil, will destroy much of the virtue of the
manure, and, of course, render it less durable. Mr.
White, at Chester.

Calendar of Operations.

MAY.
West Susszx, Hay 5.—We hardly ever remember such a

continuance of frosty nights as we have had for the past three
weeks, with north winds and little sun by day, and the land wet
underneath and cold prevent the advance of vegetation at that
pace that is so much wanted for many. Flocks have heen long
on short allowance, and no signs of being better off; with some
the seeds have failed, which adds to the evil. Good fat stock

and the price has
many out to market

that ought to have had another month's keep; this will be
the ca*e for some time to come, as it is well known that to
begin to eat the Clover off too soon has the effect of keeping us

Mr. Scott, in the Wr/kland Society's Transactions.
Mr. Nisbet Hamilton on the Agricultural Statistics of

East Lothian.—He states the u average return of five

parishes in 1854—without exception the greatest harvest of the sheep kind has now become scarce.

known—as amounting to 35 bushels per acre" There r
?
8eil

>
* h

.

ich ha? had the effect of bringing

have been larger harvests in Scotland than that of 1 854.

- . i
In looking at the returns, two of the enumerators, for

very ingeniously traced, both by Mr. Buckman and Mr. districts No. 3 and No. 4, each embracing four parishes
I

Bhort through the season, unless we can reduce our flock;" and to
Berkeley. But no one, until now, I believe, ever give the returns at 35 bushels—the one Mr Wright of

do this we Are ob,i^ed t0 cal1 in the aid of artificial food, and
thought of considering the tendency of the cultivated Southfield, the other Mr. George Hope, Fenton Barns,
root to revert to its wild state, as a diseased condition : To which of the two enumerators Mr. Hamilton refers,
of the Turnip. The degeneracy of Turnips was never when he speaks of the enumerator as "an honest and
confounded with the disease so well known under the reputable man;1

it is impossible to say. In the county
not inappropriate name of "finger and toe." It is a generally, both gentlemen may be thus described. But
great reflection upon the intelligence of the officers of it would appear that, though honest in Mr. Hamilton's
the Highland Society to suppose, as Professor Buck- estimate, they are, like the Highland reiver Rob Roynum has done, that they were analysing soils for the ."honest after a sort/' For, although returning the
purpose of discovering the causes which produced produce of their respective district, the highest in
de-

is

generacy in their root crops. If the term degeneracy Scotland, they, according to Mr. Hamilton, have re-
not sufficient to express the reverting to wiidnehs in

j

turned it 15 bushels under the fact ; and. curious
our cultivated varieties of Turnip, the finger and toe, it enough, he gives as a reason that wr 1 — -* • •

appears to me, is exceedingly inappropriate. Indeed, of Wheat they, as occupier*, could
both th*» u.» *;*»•.,. _.u~ *,«.«. —— ** r„ ii ._ _*__ f *i

thout 50 bushels
not meet their

writers who are now contending for the engagements, and pay rent, some 4/. an acre. In 1854
restriction of the term "finger and toe/' are obliged tome farms were upwards of 5/. an acre. Now, what is

perhaps that is the best we can do at present; only that
we sometimes make the mistake of supposing that it

will be a substitute for short commons. But where it is used
other food ought to be given freely, and wirh cake added they
will soon go to market and so relieve us. On our fatting farms,
which mostly are on the flat rich coast land, there is not much
artificial seed, such as Rye and Tares, sown, but we generally
count upon putting the ewes and lambs upon the young Trefoil
and Dutch Clover as soon as the Swedes are done; so that in a
year like this, when so many of the Swedes rotted, and then the
seeds failed or came late, it is hard rubbing along. It is better,
and we may all think so after a few years like this, to have some
Rye or Vetches as a reserve, as they can always be used, and if

kt'ep is t*>o plentiful more hay can be cut. Wheat, as maybe
ex peered, shows signs here and there of the unkindly weather by
yellow spots, but still the general appearance is not bad, and with
iin« weather, which we may expect before long, it will come all
right. The earliest sown of the Spring corn* does well, but that
sown late must wait till a more congenial time for it. All kinds
of lean stock are getting higher, in anticipation of summer
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an«l stock run low, as it no doubt is. Sheep have b »u

dull for the last five months, but are now moving. Lean cattle

are always dear here, but there ha* not been much sale for tbem
for some "time. Store pig* have been very dear, and though still

high, are rather lower than they were. Even now at from lo to

14 weeks old thev fetch from 20s to 25v. each ; but respecting

them we do not think that any part of the county possesses •
better breed of them. Of course there are choice lots t • be

found that surpass them, but we believe no part ot the kingdom

have a better boi I gramlly diffused. They combine tin- breeding

and fatting properties in perfection. The Berkshire spotted

are good breeders, but hard to fat; the white, commonly oiled

Chinese, are good fattens, hut bad breeders; at least this is the

property that we have found in tbem. But here we have a black

sort that possess the good*qualities of each of the former, with

lull size: and we do not expect that strangers will obtain much
favour with us forsome time to come. Mangel sowing is nearly over

with us; and prenaring for Swedes moflt now be our work. G. S.

Notices to Correspondents.
Fairs: Beta. Stagshaw Bank Fair (fur Cheviots). The first

fair is held on Whit-Friday for ewes and 1 nubs, hoggs, and
wedders; on Saturday for shorthorn caitle, Scotch and Irish

cattle and horses. The fair is held on July 3, for sheep,

principally hoggs and wedders. This is the last show for un-
dipped sheep; July 4 is again for cattle and horses. Third
fair is on August 6, for lambs only. The fourth is on Oct her
24, for ewes and tups. Nine- tenths of the sheep shown at these

fairs are Cheviots and mixed breeds.
Gutta Percha: Wigan. We are informed by Messrs. Burgess
& Key that coal tar naphtha is the best solvent of naphtha for

your purpose; ether, chloroform, &oM will dissolve it, wood
naphtha will not dissolve it. There is a fabric consisting of

calico, cloth, &c
9
with one side covered with gutta percha

already manufactured.
Questions o>t Dairy Management: F C. (1.) What number of

cows per 100 acres are generally kept on dairy farms?

—

As at least nine-tenths of dairy farms in general in

the vale of Gloucester is pasture land, and that of a
description peculiarly adapted to dairy purposes, at least

25 cows can be, and generally are kept on 100 acres,

besides the usual quantity of young stock necessarily reared
to keep good the proper number of cows actually in milk.— (2.)

At what age are they generally sold when considered unfit for

the dairy; and if fat or lean, when disposed of?—It is allowed
by all dairy farmers that the younger the cow, the richer is

the milk yielded, although the quantity given is not usually
ao great the first year of the cow's calving as the second or
third; the second and third years are the most protitab'e,

quantity and quality of milk being considered. Supposing the

cow to be 3 years old at the time of her first calf, at 4 and 5
she is at her prime ; if she continues to produce her calf Id good
season, i. e.

f
from February to April, she is generally retained

in the dairy till 7 or 8 years old, after which age it is not
advisable to continue to milk her; as, 1st, her milk is fast

deteriorating in quality; 2d, she is becoming of less value
even- year to the grazier; and, lastly, which is a material
point, it has been proved beyond question that an aged cow
consumes much m >re food than a young one, particularly in

winter, when hay being nearly her only food, it adds very
considerably to the expense of maintenance. From 7 to 9 years
of age is to good farmers the usual time for casting off the
dairy cow. In all packs there are favourites either on account
of breed, or on account of being peculiarly good milkers; these
are occasionally allowed to remain in the dairy pack to 10 or
even 12 years of age, as fatting and milking does not work well

together. The cast-off dairy cows are seldom fatted by dairy
farmers, but are usually sold in November (when they cease to

milk for the season) to grazing farmers.— (3.) What are the usual
prices realised for old cows when sold?—The price usually
obtained for old cows varies from bL to 12/., according to age and
con lition.— (4.) What do you consider theValue of young cows
which have just dropped their first calves?—From 14? to 18*.

for 3-year olds, which is the more general age of the cow's
producing her first calf; but some farmers, particularly on
very rich laud, allow their cows to calve at 2 years old. From
10Z. to 14£. is the usual price for this age. — (5.) What prices
do calves fetch as sold by Gloucestershire dairymen ?

—

It is now nearly an invariable rule for dairy farmers to wean
a sufficient number of heifer calves each year to keep up the
proper quantity of cows yielding milk. The quantity required
for this purpose is one-fourth or fifth of the number of cows
milked; after these are selected, the remainder of the heifer
calves and all the males are either sold to the hill farmers for

weaning, or are sold (very young—not more than 4 or 5 days
old) to butchers at a very low price, frequently for 10s. or 15*.;
the price obtained for those for rearing is generally from 255.
to 30^.— (6.) How many acres of Grass are allowed to each cow
in summer (1st of May to 1st November) ; and how much hay
will she consume in winter?—One and a half acre of Grass is

the usual allowance for a cow from the 1st of May to 1st of
December; and as she will consume about 2^ tons of hay (if

fed on that food only), during the six winter months It will
require the same quantity of land, viz. U acre, for the winter as
for the summer.—(7.) Estimated expense of summer and winter
keep for each cow?—The value of the land required to keep a
cow during the six summer months we presume would be about
41.; and as the expense of hay-making and attendance on the
cow during the winter must be added to the same quantity of
land, we think 51. is a fair estimate of the cost of her keep from

,
1st of December to 1st of May.—(8.) What quantity of Turnips
or other roots are allowed In winter, if any; and also if oilcake,
Linseed, or Bean-meal are ever given to cows ?—As a general
rule, Grass in summer and hay in winter is the only food
given by dairy farmers to their milking cows; certainly in no
instance is oilcake, Linseed-meal, and rarely any roots; occa-
sionally Barley straw, where any is grown, is cut into chaff
with hay. and given during the time no milk is yielded, which
is through the months of January and February.—(9.) Average
quantity of milk produced annually by each cow, and at what
period does she give most?—From 500 to 550 gallons is as
nearly as possible the quantity of milk yielded per cow annually

;

and the months of May, June, and July are the most produc-
tive months in the season for quantity, after which time it

gradually diminishes.—(10.) Average quantity of cheese, double
and single, and whey butter yielded by each cow?—Very little
double Gloucester cheese is now made, the farmers finding the
thin or single Gloucester the most profitable. From 3$ to4cwt.
is the averape of the county per cow, and about 30 lbs. of whey
butter annually.— (11.) What is the whey worth for feeding
pigs?—The value of the whey for feeding pigs is estimated at
20s. per cow per annum.

Rapesked : E A. 1. The true " branching Rape," if you can get
it. There is but a trifling difference between different sorts of
Rape, but inquire, when you purchase, what kind of crops the
seed has been produced from. 2. About 2 quarts of seed per
acre ^generally about 8*. or 10*. per bushel. 3. You can sow
seed just as Turnip seed ; cut when only some has begun to
turn brown: let it lie to ripen, then thresh in the field with
flails. 4. The straw makes good litter for the farmyard.
Let the poor of your neighbourhood fetch the stocks left
standing, for they make good firing; cannot say what their
value is. 5. The produee is four or five quarters per acre, a
quarter weighing about 30 or 32 stones. 6. Consult the price
lists in the newspapers.

Value of Manure : T Cridlavd: The analysis gives 27.5 per
cent, of phosphate of lime. The note at its foot explains this
3
v ^eanj"S !2.5 per cent, cf "soluble phosphate and phos-

phoric acid. But these two statements do not accord. On the
one the manure is worth about 21. IS*, and on the other about
31. 9s, per ton.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STaN-
» * DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £ s. d

w

2* in. short 1 ft. 7 in.

2|

3

N
4

2i

tt

tt

tt

tt

long 3

ditto 3
ditto 3

ditto 3

tt

!*

3

6
6
6

»»

»

It ^

(Fitted for lead, \ 1 10
gutta percha,

J
1 14

or cast iron }-2 8
flanged pipe, 2 12
as required. / 3 3

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

2A in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Bnfffnpfl, &e. <fcc.— Enernviutr^ writ on application.

AKNEK'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANUKK
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperisbahle
material, and cannot clog in action
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised nr
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold
together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder toany pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with Ieg8.tt.8a
The barrel is 27* in. long, and the lew
are 5 ft. high.

*

14 inch Gutta Percha Suction Pine
U. 9d. per foot.

v '

14 inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons
8, Crescent, Jewin Street. London. '

Every description of Machinery for
Raising Water, by means of Wheels
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c: also

Fire and Garden Engines, &c—Engravings sent on application.

aFpWsTcUTLERY and ELECTRO-PLAT

E

WAREHOUSE is Removed from Moorgatc Street,
London, to the extensive Premises, No. 67 and 68, King William

,

Street, London.
' Joseph M aimtv & V mothers. Queen's Cntlprv Works, Sheffield.

BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

HAR

ALEXANDER SHANKS & SON'S
NEW HAND MOWING AND ROLLING MACHINE

TS ADMIRABLY ADAPTED FOR MOWING SMALL LAWNS, VERGES, around FLOWER BEDS,
* &c The Machine will cut close to the edge of Flower Beds, requires no change of Wheels or Rollers in Mowing Verges

;

has great facilities for Quick Turning, Cutting and Rolling at the same time. The length of the cut is regulated by merelv turning
a screw, and being simple as well as complete in its construction, the machine can be easily worked and managed by a labourer.

Prices *

22 inch Machine ... £7 | 19 inch Machine ..." ... £6 10s. | 16 inch Machine £6

TO BE HAD ON APPLICATION TO

WILLIAM DODDS, 28, Leadenhall Street, London.
AGENT FOR THE MANUFACTURER.

Iso supplies every description of manufacture in plain and ornamental Iron ar

s, Iron Conservatories with Hot Water Heating Apparatus, Entrance Gates, Field Gate--, In

and
rou

WILLIAM DODDS al

>\ ire \\ ork. such as Iron Bridges, uvu v/uu«wv»wnw wiui not water ueanng Apparatus, entrance u-ates, field uares xwn
and Wire Fences, Iron Hurdles, Garden Chairs, Wire Netting, and a variety of useful and ornamental articles for Flower
Gardens, &c, the prices of which will be found moderate and the manufacture of the moat substantial character.^ - - - — — — - —

i

WILLIAM DODDS, 28, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON.

VALUABLE IMPROVEMENTS IN MOWING MACHINES.

BY ROYAL & LETTERS PATENT

Under the Patronage of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, and His Majesty the Emperor of

the French.

ALEXANDEK SHANKS AND SON,
ARBROATH, FORFARSHIRE. PATENTEES.

at the _
around flower beds, &c, and which has now undergone a trial amply sufficient 'to enable'the Patentees with all confidence to offer it

as the cheapest as well as the most efficient and complete machine extant. The improvements effected by the Patentees enable
the machine to be worked with perfect ease by one person. It requires no change of wheels or rollers in mowing verges : will cut

close to the edge of flower-beds; has great facilities for quick turning, cutting and rolling at the same time ; the length of the cut

can be effectually regulated in a few seconds by merely turning a screw, and being simple as well as complete in its construction
the machine can be easily worked and managed by a common labourer. The machines are fitted with due regard to strength and
durability, and consequently not at all liable to get out of order. The work is executed with great rapiditv, and in a manner vastly
superior to mowing with the scythe, while the simultaneous operations of rolling and close cutting greatly improve and beautify
the lurf. The Rolling and Mowing Machine is now in common use at all the Royal Gardens, Windsor, Kew, Buckingham Palace,

and Osborne. A. Shank* & Sox have much pleasure in submitting the following from the numerous unsolicited testimonial*
received by them in favour of their New Hand Machine :

—

From Thot. Mitchell James, Esq., of Phantassie, Haddingtonshire.

" Mr. Thomas Mitchell James has received the Grass Cuttu

Machine from Messrs. Shanks & Son. It has given great

satisfaction."

From Mary Wedlake & Co., London.
" Gentlemen,—We must inform you that your Hand Machines

give extreme satisfaction ; indeed, they are preferred to all others."

From R. K. Goode, Esq., of Heather Hall, Ashly-de-la-Zouch.
u Gentlemen.—The Machine does its work far better than can

be done with the scythe, and at half the expense."

From James James, Esq., of Samiston, near Jedburgh.
u Gentlemen.—I am happy to say that I am much pleased

and satisfied with the manner in which the Machine does its
work. It is, I find, a very great saving of labour, and far sur-
passes the scythe in the manner that it leaves the Grass after
mowing"*

From D. Forhe* 3fitchell, Esq., of TTiamiston, Aberdeenshire.

"Mr. Forbes Mitchell's compliments, &c. As far as he nas

been able to judge of the Mowing Machine, it answers perfect > •

better than expected, and is likely to become a necessary imple-

ment wherever known."

From the National Garden Almanack for 1S56.

"Twelve months' experience enables us to indorse all tw
Patentees set forth as to the capabilities of their impiovetf

ttMachine. Our Gardener delights in its use.'

Illustrated Price Lists forwarded on application.

N.B. A. Shanks & Son finding that their Patented Improvements are pirated, beg to caution the public against purchasing
Machines with their improvements without their name and address marked on the Machines. .

A Shanks & Son also supply Flemings SALTING MACI! INES, for destroying Weeds, &c, on Gravel Walks, Court 1 B«i
&c, particulars and prices of which will be learned on application.

AGENTS:—
Messrs. Danks & Nixon, Nottingham.

Mapplebeck & Lowe, Birmingham.
Wm. Drummond & Sons, Stirling; and 5S, DawbOD

Street, Dublin. »

B own & Austin. Argyll Arcade, Glasgow.

James Dickson & Sons, 32, South Hanover btreer,

Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith.
Mary Wedlake & Co., US, Fenchurch Street, City.
Messrs. William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, London.

„ William E. Kendle & Co., Plymouth.
„ F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester:

and 14, Corporation Street, Manchester.
Mr. G. Folkard, Hertford.

T.Johnson Leicester.

n

»»

tt

»>

Edinburgh.
Dickson & Tu-nbull, Perth.
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IMPROVED LAWN MOWING MACHINES.
Manufactured axd Sold by Budding's Patent
AMES FERRABEE& Co.,

PIICENIX IRON WORKS,
Neap. STROUD,

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

These are the only MOWING
MACHINES that can be used by

unskilled labourers

with equal facility

on Lawns, Verges,

between Flower beds,

on Bowling Greens,

Cricket and Pleasure

Grounds; 5000 of

them have been sold.

Price List, including the carriage to any Railway Station
south of York.

Hand Machine, for One Man, cutting 16 inches wide £5 10s. Od.

Ditto for Man and Boy n 22 ditto ... 6
Pony Machine (or Donkey) „ 26 ditto ... 8
Horse Machine w 28 ditto ...11

Ditto „ 36 ditto ... 15

London Agency :—The Manager of the Agricultural Depart-
ment, Baker Street Bazaar.

HJ. MORTON and Co., Galvanized Iroii Works*
• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANIZED IRON ROOFING, for Farm Buildings and
othe: roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest rooting in use.

GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from 10£<i. per yard, for Farm
buildings, houses, &c.—Never requires painting.

PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest and
neatest fence in use. will resist the largest Cattle, and will not
bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or over. Upwards
of 600 milesof this fencing fixed by us In the last 8 years. For
illustrated price list apply at the Works.

GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.—
Galvanized, 24 inch wid*

t

2-inch mesh, 6d., Sd. and lid.

per yard.
Galvanized, 21 inch wide,

3-inch mesh, 4d., 5£tf., and
7{d. per yard.
The Netting made any

width, and with openings of
any size.

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS
for DRY and WET FOOD.—Galvanized Chain Camp Stools
and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat,
6s. 6d. to 12a. &i. each.—Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Rods and
Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdles,
Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-
vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea-
sure Grounds, &c, from 10£d. per yard.

For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Henry J. Morton* & Co.,
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF GALVANISED
WIRE NETTINC.

i
1

mm:

BARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,
In consequence of improvements in their machinery for

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices.

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide • «•

2-inch
2 inch
2-inch
l$-inch
15-inch
15-inch
lj-inch

ft

tt

9*

M
M
f*

79

strong, do.

intermediate, do.

extra strongr, do.
24 inches wide
strong, do.

intermediate, do.

• * *

• «*

»*•

• «*

• *•

• * *

• •

.

• • -

• • .

ft! • • *

Galvan- J apnnued
ised. iron.

bd. per yd. U. per yd.

6 „ 4* $9

I n *4 99

9* „ 7* 9f

*4 n 41 M

n :; 6
fft

99

10 „ 8 tf

SAMUELSON'S
REGISTERED BUDDING'S LAWN MOWING MACHINES

FOR

PLEASURE GROUNDS, LAWNS, BORDERS, BOWLING GREENS, ETC.

Prices

To cut from 16 inches wide, for a boy to work,

Up to 30 inches wide, for man and pony,

. £5 10 £5 17 6 £6 £9

Width Cut 16 ins. 19 ins. 22 ins. 25 ins. 30 ins.

THE REGISTERED IMPROVEMENT renders unnecessary the great

care requisite in the handling of these machines on the old plan ; all tha

is now required can be done by ant unskilled LAsouaER, who has only

to push the machine hefore him. The Registered adjustment insures
-

clean and perfectly level cut of any required height, and prevents the

knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground may be.

Copies of Testimonials will be

forwarded, post free, on application

to the manufacturer.

The above may also be procured

at the principal Agricultural Im-

plement Depots in London ; of Messrs'

J. Veitch,1 & Son, Exotic Nurseries,

Chelsea; in the Agricultural Depart-

ment, and on the Lawns of the Crystal

Palace, Sydenham ; and of all respect-

able Ironmongers & Seedsmen in the

country.

extra strong, do.

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet),

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices onefuiirth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 8±d. per yard, 3 feet wide ;
Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 2d. per
square toot.

Delivered fret* of expense in London. Peterborough. Hull, or
Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle
and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, <&c.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post*

•* >

.»

B. SAMUELSON, Britannia Works, Banbury.

GREEN'S NEW INVENTION IN LAWN MOWING AND
ROLLING MACHINES,

SOLE MANUFACTURER, IRON AND WIRE WORKS, NORTH STREET, LEEDS.

REGISTERED JULY 24, 1855 -No. 3739.

/

PARKES' STEEL DICCINC FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. PiUM1

Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in nse by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the beat
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate 8treet, London.

_ ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

AT THE NORWICH, GLOUCESTER, LINCOLN
and CARLISLE SHOWS,

The Prize for the best LINSEED and CORN CRUSHER was.
awarded to E. R. & F. Turneb, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ip wich.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE MACHINES supersede all othrrs by having
a small Wheel in front of the Grass Box, consequently will mow verges and round flower beds.,

without any change of Wheels, or adding the old fashioned Roller, as in others ; will also cut either
wet or dry, and by the simple adjustment of a thumb screw, in front, can be raised or lowered to cut
the Grass any length required ; and having two rollers behind, and a small one in front, they roll the
width they cut; they will turn in very little room, and cut at the same time. All the working parts
made much stronger than the old machines. The bottom Blades are so constructed that they cannot
tear up the ground ; they are only drawn, and not pushed and drawn as in other machines,
consequently do not require half the power to work them. The three first sizes can be worked by
one person with ease ; the latter with a pony or donkey.

'/

KS

List of Pbjces :

—

20 inches 24 inches 2S inches
£7 £8 £10 10

A quantity of Machines of other kinds at Half the usual prices.

lf> inches
£6
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Testimonialfrom Joshua Major, Esq., Landscape Gardener, Knostrop.
To Mr. Oreen, Lheds.—Sir, As I always appreciate public and useful improvements, I most gladly give my testimony to

your highly improved Mowing and Rolling Machine. Tlie one sent for my inspection and trial (cutting a breadth of 21 inches) Wasdrawn on flat ground with ease by one person, and although at the time of trial the lawn was wet, it was cut with the greatestn
\
c^ty. So complete and simple is the invention, that amateur gentlemen, and even ladies, may work either the 16 or 20iuch size£ith ease and pleasure, providing the Grass is not too long. For extensive places I should say the largest size (28 inches) wouldoe most suitable; for even in undulating ground two persona may work it; but in flower gardens, when beds, &c, are crowded,

either of the smaller sizes wotild be best. I congratulate you on your very valuable invention, which in my opinion, entirely
surpasses, and must eventually supersede all others, for it is not only free from intricacy and easy to the workman, but extremely ex-

X?
°us in iti3 operations, and consequently must prove a great saving I

. - -

tUe public—I am, Sir, your roost ofcedient servant, Joshua Major.

entirely
nely ex-

in the management of Grass lawns, and a great boon to

Testimonials ma? be had on atmlication to the Manufacturer

E. R. & F. Turner invite the attention of Agriculturists and
others to the following machines of their manufacture :—
ROLLER MILLS for crushing Linseed, Oats, Barley, Malt

&c, of various sizes, with or without Bean-mill combined. The
numerous prizes awarded these Mills by the Royal and other
agricultural societies rendercomment on their merits unnecessary
PATENT COMBINED GRINDING and CRUSHING MILL

for reducing Barley, Ac, to a fine and soft meal, and crushing
Oats, Linseed, &c, is strongly recommended for the variety of
purposes to which it is applicable, and for its perfect and economic
working.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for horse or steam power, cutting three
lengths, with facility for changing the length of the cut almost
momentarily, and other valuable improvements.

OILCAKE BREAKERS, made entirely of iron, with case-
hardened teeth suitable for all descriptions of cake. Price 3L 10s.

FIXED STEAM-ENGINES, on the horizontal direct acting
principle. Long experience and attention to the practical work-
ing of steam-engines of every variety, have enabled the manu-
factures to offer these Engines as inferior to none—either lor
efficiency, economy, or durability—and at prices which will be

I

found comparatively low.

|
Superior Portable Steam-Engines and Threshing Machines,

Horse-Pewer Threshing Machines, Circular Saw Tables, One
Horse Cart3, and various other Implements, are also manu-
factured at the above Work*?.

Illustrated Price Lists sent free on application.
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LOOKER'S PATENT
DEN LABELS.—These

made hollow, in well-burnt red
or other earthenware, with a

thick aloping top, on which are
impress*! any names of Trees,
Plants, &c, that may be re-

quired. The lower part of the
Label lias openings, which p*ve
it a firm hold in the ground.
These Labels will stand for

yearn unaffected by damp or

change of atmosphere; and the

letter**, Ac, being impressed,

are as durable an the Label
itself. Their appearance is

extremely neat; and they

IMPERISHABLE GAR-! THE rWPROVED PATENT GARDEN, WATER
Improved Garden Labels are ]

A AND ROLLING ENGINE tnaybe Imd lath© A£rtcultui
DeparruiHnr at the 'rystal Palace. Sydenham ; and at J. Di)li\Department at tiie Crystal
the bole Manufacturer, 17, Exmotttb Street, Clerkenwell, London.

B
a is an engraving

showing the P-rra
of the Pateol Label,
and b represents it

M fixed to the
ground.

occupy luit little space, while a broad view is presented of the
Imprewkm on the top. Ilach Label can be impresssd with any
Name that may be desired.—Further particulars aril prices may
be obtained on application to BwiJgN Looker, Jun., Invent. >f,

Parent** , and Manufacturer, Kingston-on-Thames.
%• A limited number of Licenses will be granted to respect-

able Manufacturers.

CA»DEN VASES, Pf.DESTALS, ETC

(Fig.l.) (Fte.t.)

T TYLOK and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
**• ENGINE (Fig. 1), in beat well painted Oak tub, fitted with
improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the sepanate rose fan aud jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet bigh ... £1 10
No. 2 „ 15 „ 46 „ ... 5 10
No. 3 „ 23 „ * 45 „ ... 6 18

T TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
y • ENGINE (F|g. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well pained
inside and outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, arid

registered Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate
rose fan and jet.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet high
No. 13 „ 11 „ „ 30
No. 11 n 16 „ „ 40
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 46
No. 14 „ 30 45

The threefold use of this neat little Machine must he obvious
in Watering, Rolling, or Syringing; it will throw about 60 feet,

and is so portable that any ordinary domestic may use it. It

contains about 20 gallons, price W. 10.v.: 25 gallons, 61. 10s.

VVARNERS' SWING W ATEK-BA KRO W
\* (To Hold Thirty Gallons)

Will save much of the gardener's time aud labour. May be
obtained of any Ironmonger for 31. 35.

Pedestals of exquisite designs, superior workmanship and from
the material of which they are made and mode of manufacture
are capable of resisting the most severe weather, and at littlemore than half the cost of any others possessing the same
durable qualities. From their great strength they may be made
available throughout the year by being tilled with flowerir.e
plants during the summer mouths, and shrubs during the
winter, and would thereby form a pleasing object in the pleasure
grounds ar all times. Samples of the above may be seen and
prices obtained at the grounds in the Garden Koad as above!

PAXTON WORKS, SHLFFlELD^
CAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN^ I NO, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE andPRUNING BGIS80R8, Ac. as tested, recommended, and re-
ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No
47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-
man in the three kingdoms. These Knives ohtained the English
and Trench Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

8, & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes,
Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds uf Horticultural Tools'

Established 1738.

Deane's warranted garden tools^L
Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pursuits

are invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, and CO/S extensive
Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best
London made Garden Engines and Syringes, Coalbrookdale
Garden Seats and Chairs.

Averuncators
Axes
lagging Hooks

Gidney's Prussian! Pickaxes
Hoe [Scissors Potato Forks

Grape Gatherers and Pruning Bills

„ Knives, variousHills [terns Gravel Rakes and
Border*, various pat- Sieves
Botanical Roxee I Greenhouse Doors
Brown's Patent Fu-j and Frames
tnigaror [stniments Hammers

Cfttea ot Pruning In-' Hand-glass Frames

11

19

It

91

...

...

* • •

...

£2 16
3 5
4
5
5 18

Brass Syringes, 9s. to 185.

Also a great variety of effective Machiues for Hydraulic pur-
poses, and to supply Gardens, Hothouses, Cottages, Farms,
Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every requisite connected
with the conveyance and distribution of Liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, &c.

U I

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes
Pail Engine*, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

\\ inch. 145. 3d. ; No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, 1§ inch, 125.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, 1J inch, 10s. 6d.
Rkad's Strings, with two roses and one jet

r
19*.

J. Tyt.ok & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at
these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in
town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c., not included in these prices.

J. Tvlob & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London.

Daisv Kakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools
Edging Irons and

Shears
Flower Scissors

„ Stands in Wires
and Iron

Fumigators
Galvanic Borders and

Plant Protectors
Garden Chairs and

Seats
Loops
Rollers ,

Scrapers I

11

it

it

Saws
Scissors

Shears
Rakes in great variety
Reaping Hooks
Scythes
Scythe Stones
Shears, various

Hay Knives
Horticultural Ham-
mers and Hatchets
Hoes of every pattern) Sickles
Hotbed Handles

|
Sickle Saws

Ladies' Set of Tools
Labels, various pat-!

terns, In Zinc, Por-
celain, &c.

i*

ii

Lines and Reels
Marking Ink
Mattocks
Menographs
Metallic "Vv ire

Milton Hatchets
Mole Traps

Spades and Shovels
Spuds
Switch Hooks
Thistle Hook?
Transplanting Tools
Trowels
Turfing Irons

Wall Nails
Watering pots

Weed Hooks
Wheelbarrows
Youths' Set of Tools

J TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
• SYRINGE.— Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. <*ch.

Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for watering
plants on stands at a height of 8 feet so that any quantity of
water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, 10
By a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered m«uv

effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever
offered to the public. It is equally adapted for Garden or
Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as much
water in a given time as aiiy other Syringe now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube
to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is tilled with water
at every discharge of the previous contents. Ry this means the
Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piston
rendered perfectly ea*y, it having, indeed, no work to do, the
barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-

supplying, a great saving of labour is effected ; and the necessity
of stopping to fill the syringe at every discharge being done
away wi*h, the direction of the water can be maintained tor any
length of time. It Ifl perfectly cleanly in in its action, as it is not
possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, which
is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of every
other Syringe. Its construction is perfectly simple, and cannot tret

out of order: the ground in ball valves and fittings used for tilling
all other patent .Syringes being entirely snperseded. To be had
of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in totm or country.

J. Tylor & Bovs Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus,
Warwick La»e, Newgate Street, London.

N.B. These prices do not include carriage, package, or earpenso
ofdelivery ia the country.

i

PATENT L1QU I U-MAN U HE DISTRIBUTOR
ob WATEU-CART, for the Distribution of Guano, &c,

warranted not to clo# up or otherwise get out of order. It has
Waterproof Joints, and will scatter its Liquid from 12 to 15 feet
wide. It will work equally well on hilly or on level land without
any alteration. It is thoroughly adapted for Drill Crops or
Pasture Land, or for Watering Streets.—Full particulars may be
obtained of the Patentee. Isaac James, Tivoli, Cheltenham.

BEEHIVES.
Prizk Mbdal Awarded to G. Neighbor & Sojw, for Bee-

hives and Honey, at the Paris Exposition of 1855.
l^EIGli HOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
-L^ HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour &

Sons, with all the recent im-
provements, Glasses,& Ther-
mometer, price 35.i., securely
packed for the country.
This unique Hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit: its arrangements are
fio perfect that the Honey
may be taken at any time
of the season without at all

injuring the Bees.
Applications may be ad-

dressed to George Neigh-
bour & Sons, 127, High Hol-
horn, or 149, Kegent Street,
London.
Their newly- arranged Cata-

logue of other improved
Hives, with drawings and
prices, sent on receipt of two
stamps.

Agents:—Liverpool, James Cuthbkrt, 12, Clayton Square;
Manchester, j. Wilson, 50, King Street; Glasgow, ^Austin
& M'Aslkn. 168, Trongate; Brown & Austen, 10 and 11,
Arcade; Dublin, J. Edmondson & Co., 61, Dame Street;
Chester, J. Dickson & Sons, 102, Eastgate Street.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855^
|i/[ETCALFE,BINGLEY,ANDCO. ,S New Pattern and
*-** Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached Hair
Brushes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brushes, and genuine Smvrna
Sponges : and every description of Brush, Comb, and Perlumerv
for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly between
the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most emctuallv—the
hairs never come loose. M., B., and Co. are sole makers of the
Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orrifl Root Soaps—sold in Tablets
(bearing their names and address) at 6d. each ; of Metcalfe's
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2.s. per box; and of the New
Bouquets.—^ole Establishment 130b, and 131, Oxford Street, 2ud
and 3rd doors west from Holies Street . London.

I~)EBIL1TY and NEKVuUSiNESS. — fcneourage-
*^ ment to those in despair, and suffering from debility,
permatorrhcea, relaxation, nervonsnews, and exhaustion of the
system. Advice and prescriptions, with a treatise on these dis-
eases, for a ftaeeesaful cotir.,e of self-treatment, by which a per-
manent en e of th*t most protracted case is effected, sent post free
up<>n receipt of 14 postage Btamps, by E. J. Robsrts (late Armv
Surgeon), &, Nettd Teratee, Moor Edge, Nc-weastle-on-Tyi.t.

I

Mowing Machines
DEANE, DRAY, and CO. are sob? Agents for LINOHAM'S

PERMANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their Illus-

trated Priced List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post paid,

to any part of the United Kingdom. Also, Wholesale and Retail

Agents lor SAYNORS celebrated PRUNING KNIVES, used
exclusively by the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.
DEANS, DRAY, and CO. (Opening to the Monument)

London Bridge. Established a.d. 1700.

ONE THOUSAND BEDSTEADS TO CHOOSE
FROM.—HEAL and SON have just erected extensive

Premises, which enable them to keep upwards of One Thousand
Bedsteads in stock, One Hundred and Fifty of which are fixed for

inspection, comprising every variety of Brass, Wood, and Iron,

with Chintz and Damask Furnitures, complete. Their new
Warerovnns also contain an assortment of BED-ROOM FUR-
NITURE, which comprises every requisite, from the plainest

Japanned Heal for Servants' Rooms, to the newest and most
tasteful designs in Mahogany and other Woods. The whole

warranted ot the soundest and best manufacture. Heal and
Soy's Illustrated Catalogue of Bedsteads, and priced List of

Bedding, sent free by Post.
Heal & Son, 196. Tottenham Court Road.

BEDSTEADS, BATHS, AIMO LAMPS.
\T7ILLIAM S. BURTON^has SIX LARGE SHOW
* * ROOMS devoted exclusively to the SEPARATE DISPLAY

of Lamps, Baths, and Metallic Bedsteads. The stock of each is at

onre the largest, newest, and most varied ever submitted to the

Public, and marked at prices proportionate with those that have

tended to make his establishment the most distinguished in this

couutrv.
Bedsteads, from 12*. 6d. to 122. 0*. each.

Shower Baths, from 75. 6d. to 5L 15*. each.

Lamps ( Moderateur) from ... 6s. Od. to 62. 6s. each.

(All other kinds at the same rate.)

Pure Colza Oil 4a. 8d. per gallon.

rrEA URNS OF LONDON MAKE ONLY.—
-1 The largest assortment of London-made TEA URNS in the

world (including all the recent novelties, many of which are

registere-l), is on SALE at WILLIAM S. BURTON'S, from

30». to 61.

The alterations and additions to these extensive premises

(already hy far the largest in Europe), which occupied the wh °le

of last year, are of such a character that the entire of EIGHT
HOUSES is devoted to the display of the most magnificent

stock of GENERAL HOUSE IKONMONGERY (including

Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated Goods, Baths, Brushes, and

Tumefy, Lamps and Gaseliers, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and

Bedding), so arranged in 8ixteen Large Show Rooms, as to afford

to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that can-

not be hoped for elsewhere.
Illustrated Catalogues sent (per post") free. K
39, Oxford Street; 1, 1a, 2, and 3, Newman Street; »nd 4

-
°»

»nd 6 . Perry's Place. Established a.d. 1820.
.

.
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PARR'S L I F E~P I L L S. ,„. w r»c
IN all quarters of the globe the reputation of FAKK o

LIFE PILLS Ls successfully established; and it is a fact

that no "household words "are more familiar with the V* ?**

than those of the invalid, who speaks ot health restored as tne

consequence of R*tag Parr's Life Pills. „.„
The advantages to be derived from taking Parr's Life Pills are

Sound and Rkfreshixo Sleep.
Goon Appktitr.
Energy of Mind and Clearness of Perception.
Genfral Good Health and Comfort.
They are foind, after giving them a fair trial for a few

weeks, t«» possess the most astonishing and invigorating
properties.

*.• ASK FOR PARRS LIFE PILLS.
Sold by all respectable Chemists and Medicine Vendors in

town and country, and by the following appointed Agents:

—

E. Edwards, 67, St. Paul's Churchyard ;

Barclay & jjons, 95, Farringdon Street;
Sutton & Co.. 10. b..w Churchyard

;

11 wnay & Co., 63, and Sangar, 150, Oxford Street, London.

In boxes, price Is. 1W., 2.«. 9J., «nd in family packets, lis. ew*.
Protected and j-'narnnte^d in ^very country by the Enjrusn

Government stamp, wUich is affix** to each box of the genuine

medicine.
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May 10, 1856.] THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.
G HLEN FIELD PATENT ST ARC

USED IN THE ROYAL LAUNDRY,
and pronouxcm. by HER MAJESTY'S LAUNDRESS to eTHE FINEST STARCH SHE EVER USED.

Sold by all Chandlers, Grocers, &c. &c.

1V/TARKING LINEN MADE EASY.—TheTen
_LTJ_ Superseded.—The most easy, permanent, and best method
of Marking L:nen, Silk, Cotton, Course Towels. Stockings, Books,
&c, so as to prevent the Ink blotting, or the possibility of irs
washing out, is with CULLETON'S PATENT ELECTRO-
SILVER PLATES. Any person can use them. Initial plate. 1 .?.

:

name plate, 2«.; set of numbers, St.; crest plate, 5s., with direc-
tions. Sent post free to any part of the kingdom, by the Inventor
and Sole Patentee. T. Colleton, 2, Long Acre (exactly one door
from St. Martiu's Lane).—N.B. To prevtnt imposition it is neces-
sary to write down the address.

BUY 61 THE MAKERS.
T> RUSHES, COMBS, and BROOMS, of every
--* description, whether for the dressing-table, household, or
stable use, 30 per cent, lower than any other house in the
trade, at the Manufacturers, J. & J. WITHERS, 36, Totten-
ham Court Road (opposite Bedford Street). Warranted Tooth
Brushes, 3d.; superior ditto, 4d. ; the best that can be made, 6d.
each.—N.B. The lowest price asked, and no abatement.

CCHWEPPE'S MALVERN SELTZERTwaTER.
^—•Having leased the Holy Well Spring at Malvern, renowned
for its purity, J. S. & Co. can now produce a SELTZER WATER
with all the Chemical and Medicinal properties which have
rendered the Nassau Spring so celebrated. They continue
Manufacturing Soda, Magnesia, and Potass Waters and Lemon-
ade, at London, Liverpool, Bristol, and Derby. Every bottle is
protected by a red label bearing their signat u re.

IT" NOW THYSELF.—The secret^To? discovering
J-X the true CHARACTER of INDIVIDUALS from the pecu-
liarities oftheir HANDWRITING has long been practised byMARIE COUPELLE with astonishing success. Her startling
delineations are both full and detailed differing from anything
hitherto attempted. All persons wishing to "know themselves "
or any friend in whom they are interested, must send a specimen
of their writing, stating sex and age, inclosing thirteen penny
post stamps, to Miss Coupelle, 69, Castle Street, Oxford Street,
London, and they will receive, in a few days, a minute detail of

C
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ORJ 'N THE RA'N-UTILITY AT ALL TIMES
>LKDOE'S well-known VENTILATING WATK

tin \ , \ 2
^ Al)

.
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;
CAPES, &c, resist anv amount ofim, without obstructing free ventilation, and are adapted for

:
neral use at all times. Capes, 30*. to 40*. ; Coats, 40*. to 50* -
Bfr. ok. Tail or. 96. New Bond Street, and 09. Cornhill (only)

D«iii/voo wen- Known VU.JXX1LATIJNU WATFR-
lft**2S?

W
*

II<; " T CAPE8
'

COATS, SHOOTINGJACKETS, also LADIES' CAPES, &c, resist any amount of

genera

Am,.^
DRESSlNC CASES.

T MR. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENTS,
112 Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street, and Crystal Palace

K?n.!5?V
>i

iy
d ^feeyt apaetmena of British manufactures iii

g Ba^.
partment

Table

ping orders executed. '

"'"' *~* '
ip"

Thejsame prices charged at alUh^Establishments.
° MILNER'S HOLDFAST AND FIRE-

RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapour-
212 __..,.
ising) with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patent's
ot 1S40-51-54 and 1865, including their Gunpowder Proot Solid
Lock and Dr or (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest
BEST, and CHEAPEST 8AFEOrARDR EXTANT.
Milneb's Phcenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-

plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lord
Street, Liverpool. London Depot, 47a, Moorgate Street, City.

Circulars free by post.

THE COMFORTOF A FIXED WATER-CLOSETA for 1/.— Places in Gardens converted into comfortable
\Vater- closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY-SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, preventing the return of cold
air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it or unfix it in. two hours
I nee 11. Also Hermetically-sealed and inodorous chamber
commodes, ll.2s. and 2*. 4a., and improved Portable Water-
closets, with pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A prospectus
with engravings forwarded by enclosing two post stamps.-—At

Salrs ftp 'auction.
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Carnations and Pic Pansys. F,rns. Orchids. We
**'

EAST INDIAN ORCHI
'1ST. RECElVHn PER OVERLAND ROUTE.

D S.

M R
r'i £ SEVENS will Sell by Auction at his

OkCHIDS iJL&i
° Uock PrHC,sel^ imported East IndianS Sc SSng
t

ma»y. choice FaccolaMnms, Aerides,

the snedes 'w 11 h!l .
6 Cond,ti

?
n and «» ™7 "ne specimens;'hJ^L» enun,era

!
ed in the nm Nnmb« of thisP^^a^lo^u^are^reparing, andjnay be had in due course.

M r l\F'
STE^ E^S is favoured with

to Sell by Auction at his Great Ro^m, .' S

instructions
King Street,Covent Garden, on THURSDAY, lot, FRIDAY iSfh ™'

pobsiDie nealth, and comprise upwards of 1200 species in 9000specimens, including all the most rare and splendid varietieVta
iSESfe °«y ?f which are unique^Catahlnefare nren^n

°

sue
1
will be ready 10 days before the U*55?C nXtMr"JLa_8TBVMtg g Offices, 38. King Street, Covent Garden

the mental and moral qualities, talents, tastes, affections, virtues
&c, of the writer, with many other things hitherto nnsiisnectpri.unsuspected .

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
WHISKERS, Ac—ROSALIE COUPELLE'S CRINU-

TRIAR s guara. teed to produce Whiskers, Moustachios, &c, in
a few weeks, and restore the Hair in baldness from whatever
cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent its falling off, and
effectually check greyness in all its stages. For the nursery it is
recommended by upwards of 100 Physicians, for promoting a fine,
healthy head of hair, and averting baldness in after years. Sold'
by all Chemists, price 2s., or sent post free on receipt of 24 penny
stamps, by Miss Coupelle, 69, Castle Street, Newman Street
Oxford Street, London.—Mrs. Carter writes, " My head, which
was bald, is now covered with new hair."—Sergt. Craven
" Through using it I have an excellent moustache."

'

DR. DE JONCH 'ST IGHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL,
-L^ Prescribed with complete confidence and the greatest success
by the Faculty for its purity, speedy and uniform efficacy, entire
freedom from nauseous flavour, and marked superiority over
every other variety in the treatment of CONSUMPTION
BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, GOUT, RHEUMATISM'
SCIATICA. DIABETES, DISEASES OF THE SKINNEURALGIA, RICKETS. INFANTILE WASTlNtV

AFFECTIONS
DEBILITY, AN° ALL SCR0FUL^'S

Extracts from Select Medical Orrs-roxs •—
HENRY LE.THEBY, ESQ., MB,

Medical Officer of Health to the Citv of London Ac
itt M
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in a| l its characters with that' named
Huile Brune, and described as the best variety in the masterly

treatise of Dr. de Jongh. From my investigations I have no
doubt of its being a pure and unadulterated article."

yfe and Co.'s Sanatorium, 46, Leicester Sqnare.1

POR THE BENEFIT OF SUFFERINGX WTTMAWTW-S -**-**„„ .__ _

red himse]f
th Deafness

...,., . . -. , .w . years, thinks
it is Ins duty to make the remedy known for the benefit of the
afflicted: he will therefore forward the particulars for the cure
of the same on receipt of a stamped envelope properlv directed— Address, Rev. J. Johnstone, 1, Park Terrace, Ileavitree!
Lxeter, Devonshire.

A STHMA.—Surprising Testimonial of Efficacy of^ 1)r- LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS. From Mr.
H. Armstrong, chemist, 8, Church Street, Preston, "One most
intimate friend, who was for years troubled with an asthma- the
oppression at his chest, wheezing, and difficulty of breathing were
so great that you might have heard him breathe three or four
yards off. After he had tnken two boxes he could get up and
dress without coughing, and his breathing was perfectly free.
On

at 12
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en<-Jt*7 °e viewed one week priorto the Sale, and Catalogues had at the Auction Mart. Citv on thePremises; or by enclo.s.ng a postage .stamp to Mr J W™

_ TO TULIP FANCIER S~~
jy|ESSRS PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
nnhlt, on^Irt
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;
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?
a from »'• Goldham to submit to

\l.i £ P tit.on by Auction, without reserve, upon MONDAY,May 26, on the Premises, Merton Lane, Mitcham. Surrev

TUTIPS • Cmn" n°/ H*!?* "d
.
****« SWSTS

rhiuf '

Commen
u
t on t)11 * magnihcent stock is superfluous.-Catalogues may be obtained on and after the first week in Mayby application on the premises

; or of the Auctioneers. AmericanNursery. Levt^nstone. EgfWZ.

CHOICE TULIPS

™.. *RTHUR H. HASS/^LL, ESQ., M D., F.L.S.,
Chief Analyst of the Sanitary Commission of' the Lancet &c &c
" So great is my confidence in the article, that I usually'pre-

senbe it in preference to any other, in order to make sure of
ion.obtaining the remed y in its purest and best condit

Sold by ANSAR, HARFORD, & CO., 77, STRAND, London,

m^&S^Jt^ (20 oz.), 4,. 9,, Quarts

Caution.-Each bottle is sealed with a stamped metallic

S?£ & n ?
ear
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beneath tbe Pink outside wrapper a label
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i S 8tamp and 8i Knature. All Oils offered
£.»??

Jongh s, oe as of the same kisd, without such11ABKS ARE FRATDDLENT IMPOSITIOXS.

T> LAIR'S GOUT ANl7~RHEUMAMc~pnXs
nf mn7J
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J
tbe befits which the science

of modern chemistry has conferred upon mankind : for during the
first twenty years ot the present century to speak of a cure for theGout was considered a romance

; but now the efficacy and safety
of this medicine is so fully demonstrated, by unsolicited testi-monials from persons in every rank of life, that public opinion
proclaims this as one of the most important discoveries of the
present age.- Sold by Proct and Harsant, 229, Strand, London:
and all Medicine \ endors. Price la. lid, and 2s. 9d. per box
TJOLLOWAY'S PILLS SINGULARLY EFFf-
^j7:^

CAS l0
-H

S
rF0R THE CURE 0F BILE AND INDIGES-

• i- IT
Dan«l Dopherty, of Aghadvey, was so afflicted with

PRAMPTOM'S PILL OF HEALTH.—The mani-A fold advantages to the heads of families from the possession
of a medicine of known efficacy, that maybe resorted to with
confidence, and used with success in cases of temporary sickness
occurring m families more or less every dav, are so obvious to
all, that no question can be raised of its importance to every
housekeeper in the kingdom. For females these Tills are truly
excellent, removing all obstructions, the distressing headache so
very prevalent with the sex, depression of spirits, dullness of
sight, nervous affections, blotches, pimples, and sallownessof the
skin, and produce a healthy complexion.— Sold by Prout and
1Iar8ant, 229, Strand, London; and all Vendors of Medicine
Price Is , lid, and 2*. 9d. per box.

/ iURES (without physic) of CONSTIPATION, Indi-v J gestion (Dyspepsia). Flatulency, Phlegm, all nervous,
bilious, and liver complaints, hysteria, neuralgia, dysentery,
diarrhoea, acidity, palpitation, heartburn, headaches, debility, des
pondency, cramps, spasms, nausea, and sickness at the stomach.
sinking, fits, cough, asthma, bronchitis, consumption,.ilsochildrens'
complaints, by DU BARRY'S delicious REVALENTA ARAB-
ICA FOOD, which restores health without purging, incon-
venience, or expense, as it saves 50 times its cost in other
remedies. Recommended by Drs. Ure, Shorland. Harvey
Campbell, Gattiker, Wurzer, Ingram; Lord Stuart de Decies •

Dowager Countess of Castlestuart ; Countess of Uffingfon

'

Major General Thomas King; and 50,000 other respectable
persons whose health has been perfectly restored by it after all
other means of cure had failed. In canisters 1 lb., 2s. 9d • 2 lb
4s. 6d ; 5 lb- 11.?.; 12 lb., 22s.; the 12 lb. carriage free, on receipt of
Post-office order.—Barry du Barry & Co., 77, Regent Street,
London

; Fortndst, Mason, & Co,, 182, Piccadilly
; Abbis & Co

60, Gracechurch Street.
"'
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' "" SATURDAY, May 31
at 3 o Clock, a well selected collection ofTULIPS, the property ofMessrs. Clark and Howe, comprising flowers from the stocks
of Messrs. Goldham, feaunders, Delaforce, Groon>, LaurenceMay and other growers of celebrity: also sundry New Flowersand Breeders raised by Mr. Clark. A capital Tulip Stage withTop and Side Cloths, Rollers, &c, complete. A Cabinet for lSrows, Shades, and sundry effect*.-May be viewed one week
prior to and on the morning of Sale. Catalogues mav be ob-
tained on the Premises; of the principal Seedsmen in London:and or the Auctioneers, American Nurserv, Leytonstone, Essex

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS. AND OTHERS
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will' Sell

n*v \J -«d2f,*i t
S?,

M
.

art
'
Bartho,oniew Lane, on THURS-DAY May lo, at 12 o'clock, a first-class collection of Fuchsias.

\ erbenas. Petunias, Dahlias, Climbing and other Roses, Calceo-
larias, Carnations, and P.cotees, &c. ; also Azalea Indica Gera-niums, and other Plants in bloom, with a large assortment ofOrnamental Plants tor bedding.-May be viewed the morning ot
bale. Catalogues had at the Mart : and of the Auctioneers,American JSui .-ery, Leytonstone, Essex.

GREENHOUSE AND BEDDING PLANTS^
"

^T ESS us. l'i{..THER(>E and MOBRIS arp ,11-

X o
rec

J
ed by K

-
Dover

' ^l"' of Mert°n, to Sell by Auction %t
the bwan Inn, Stockwell (a Sale not being allowed on the ore-
mises) on FRIDAY, May 23, at 11 o'Clock, the whole of his
Greenhouse and Bedding Plants, including Fancy and Scarlet
Geraniums, Azalea indica, and other plants in bloom: with a
large assortment of Fuclisias, Verbenas, Calceolarias, Petunias
Heliotropes, Salvias, &c—On view the morning of Sale CaUK
logues had on the Premises ; of the principal Seedsmen in London*
and of the Auctioneers, American Nurserv, Leytonstone.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS. AND OTHERS. "

TWELVE THOUSAND BEDDING AND OTHER GRRENHODSE PLA.NTS,
IN CONVENIENT LOTS FOB ALL PL'R( HASEBS.

t l- tt I • » .-w-oivu laiuiucoa nnu uiuei UIlDieaSailt
feelings. He tried a variety of remedies without the wished for
relief, but a few doses of Holloway's Pills had a most miraculous
effect, for in a few weeks a perfect and most excellent cure was
effected by them.- Sold by all Medicine Vendors throughout the
world; at Professor 1,'olloway's Establishments, 244, Strand,
London, and 80, Maiden Lane, New York; by A. Stampa, Con-
stantinople; A. Gcidicy, Smyrna; and E. Mr IB, Malta.

~VTEW LABEL.—In consequence of the great variety
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R0WLAND & SONS' MA-LASSAR OIL, now in circulation, and which so nearly resemble

the original as frequently to deceive the unwary-they have em-
ployed those eminent artists Messrs. Perkins, Bacon, & Co.
who, at a great cost, and by a peculiar process of their own have
succeeded in producing from steel "ANEW LABEL" which
cannot be forged. It is composed of a section of an' encine-turned circle, repeated 130 times, and forma an orieinal 1

NOTICE.
\f II. W. A. FRICKER begs to notify that the
L -*• Sale of Materials of Greenhouses. &c. at Smith's
Nursery, Norbiton, Kingston, advertised for Tuesdav, the 13th
May, will not take place, the whole having been disposed of bv
private treaty.— Town's-end, Kingston, May 10.

SION NURSERY , CROYDON.
rPO BE LET, with early possession, the above desir-
-»- able Property, the present proprietor wishing to retire from
the Business. It contains nearly 7 acres of Land, Dwelling-
bouse, several Greenhouses and Pits, also Stable and Shed.
The Stock is moderate.—Apply to the Proprietor as above.

FARM, with the SHOOTING, in a beautiful Country
foub miles from Hatfield, Herts, and only twenty
miles from London.

'pO BE LET ON LEASE, 231 Acres of Land, with
^- commodious Residence and necessary Buildings lying in a
ring fence, and bounded on three sides by the high road. Ar-

May 20 and 21, at 12 o'clock each day, 12 000 BEDDING
and other GREENHOUSE PLANTS, consisting of fine Show
and Scarlet Geraniums, GeniBta, Cactus, Azalea Indica, Ver-
benas, Fuchsias. Heliotrophun, Salvias, Calceolarias sorts
Petunias, Mimulus. Nierembergia. Lobelia crir.us, Phlox Drum-
mondi, Cuphea, Ageratum, Gaillardias. &c. : also an assortment
of Dahlias, comprising all the leading kind-, Chrysanthemums,
Intermediate Stocks, Maurandias, Troi seolum canadensis, Cobcea
Lophospermum, Eccremocarpus, Ac.—May be viewed three days'
prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on the premises; of the
pri ncipal Seedsmen in London ; and of the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

T EXHIBITORS, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, X OTHERS-'
A/l ESSKS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will submit
i-* » to an unreserved Sale by Auction on the Premises. War-
wick House, Warwick Road, Maida Vale, Paddington, on MON-
DAY, May 19, at 11 o'clock (by order of C. P. Lochner, Esq.,.
leaving the neighbourhood), the whole of the valuable Collection
of GREENHOUSE and BEDDING PL ANTS, consisting of fine
Specimen Azalea Indica of the choicest sorts; Scarlet, Variegated

ttce-

t °.
r
J-i£.°,

und
'
UP°" wllicl1 *8 engraved in white letters. " ROW-

fi£jL
DVMACA8SAR OIL for the &n>*rt». restoration, and

lyfc^'tynig the Human Hair." Coder which is the Signatureof the proprietors in red Ink, •« A ROWLAND & SONS " Thewnole, with the exception of the Profile of her Majesty the Queen
ini

Dg
Sre

L
ed with a ,acework Patera, in transparent colourless1

w Tit*
FaniP 1,let enclosed in the label or wrapper has been

oflT" An and thoroughly revised; and instead of the cork and

Greenhouses, eight Two and One-light Boxes, Propagating
Glasses, a capital Iron Roller, Wir« Trellis work, Turning
Lathe, Show Boxes, Carnation Sticks, and sundrv effects. Mav
be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

, ... , - . /• t^.grees on the Premises ;
of the principal Seedsmen in London • and ofand particulars apply to W. Garb. Esq., Stackhouse, Settle. Yorks. the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.'

.T^M^
ES

r
WAHD Can suPVb EGGS from first-class MOUNTJOY'S NURSERY

y Birds of the best Strains in the country. Dorking, Brahma, Uxbbtdge Road, Ealing. Middlesex.
Aylesbury Duck, and Rouen Duck, at 15s. per dozen, including
case.—Address. H olme, Stilton. Hunts.

TO OOLOGISTS, NATU RA LISTS , AND~OTHERS
TO BE SOLD, a beautiful collection of BRITISH

EGGS ; it consists of 157 species and 500 specimens neatlv
i

BellHdonna
,
Lilies

>
Heliotropes, Pt

arranged in boxes. To be seen at Mr. London's 39 King David I

rnbrum » C"Pheas »
Fuchsias, Verbenas, choice Dahlias, Ger-

iimI n«r«*n?f« aniums, and Bedding Plants generally; the erect i. n of three

dav pre-
!
Cisely, the choice Greenhouse and Bedding Plants, c nsisting of
o_,i..j r «««- ti-ic^*.

Petunias. Lancifolium album and

SSiv'2 P.S
bo

*

ttl
-

e
'
a g,a8fl stopper, of the Aire and Calder Com-pany s a

,

te
^
nt

' IS now used. The prices of the Macassar Oil are

double?W * ; fa °5il7 >«les, equal to four small, 1C*. W. ; and

iv ChemlaJj Z S*V S°M at 20' Hatton Garder
" Londt>n ***oy ^nemists and Perfumers.

Lane, Shadwell. Apply by letter, for price and particulars

.

n H) BE SOLD, EGGd't'rom Pure White-faced Spanish
-i- Fowls of extraordinary beauty, great size, and with immense
combs. They are bred from the Birds which took the Liverpool
Silver Cup of 1855 and 1856. Orders will be attended to according
to priority. Price 12s. per doz.; box, 1$. ex- ra.—Address Mr.
War. Plummer, The Grove. Catton, Norfolk.

Office of Messrs. King & Son, Auctioneers. Estate Aeents.
Surveyors, &c, Brentford.
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THE ENGLISH CYCLOP/EDI A,
Conducted bt Chables Knight.

This day is published, price 10*. cloth, the

( 1 YCLOPiEDIA OF BIOGRAPHY — VOL L,
v-^ Conducted by Charles Knight. Two Divisions of this
important and nee—nary CvclopaeJia—those comprising Natural
Hi.story and Geojjraphy being now finished—a third is here
entered upon. This Division, a perfect work in itself, will form
the most complete Biographical Dictionary extant, not only
presenting a Ur*je amount of information on the personal history
of distinguished men of all ages, but also including all living
names of any degree of celebrity. The following names more
celebrated than others occur in the first volume :—A gassiz, Auber,
Bancroft, Bell, B^ranger, Louis NapoUon Bonaparte, Burrow,
Sir James Brooke, Sir David Brewster, Bright, Lord Brougham,
Browning, Brunei, Sir II. L. Bulwer, Bunsen, Elihu Bnrritt, &c.
Published in weekly numbers, price CJ., and in monthly parts,
price 2s.

Bradbubt & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street*

This day, price 2s. (W.,

^TRANSACTIONS OF THE SCOTTISH ARBO-
X RICULTUKAL SOCIETY.
Contents :—" Opening Addresses/' by Mr. James Brown,

President, and Mr. W. Thomson, Chopwell Wood.— 1 ' Prize Essay
on Drain»ge," by Mr. J. Kuthrrfurd, Buckden. — " Prize
Essay on Pruning Forest Trees/' by Mr. Philip, Aldbar.—" Prize
Est>ay on Oak. Bark; Method and Expense of its Preparation lor

Sale/' by Mr. Thomson.—"Paper on Local Arboricultural
Societies/' by Mr. Philip.
The "Transactions" will be sent free by post on receipt of

30 stamps. James Alexanoeb, Secretary.
. 6, York Place, Edinburgh.

PLAIN EDITION.
Now ready, price Six Shillings,

MIE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN ; containing
4S plain plates and coloured frontispiece. Flexible boards.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS, ETC.
Now ready,

i

BRITISH POISONOUS PLANTS. By C.Johnson,
Esq. Flexible boards, crown 8vo, with 28 Plates. Full

-Coloured, 7.t.; plain, 5s.

John E. Sowep.by, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

Second Issue, price 25. 6J., or by post, Ss.

LAND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
;

with Plates by J. Bailey Dentox, Drainage Engineer.
"The best practical treatise we have yet seen."

—

Agric. Gazette.
" A very able treatise."—Mark Lane Express.

• London: Kiugway, Piccadilly; and Metchim, Parliament St.

Just published, 8vo, price 55., post free, 55. Ad.
f

A MONOGRAPH of the BRITISH HIERACIA.
By James Backhouse, Jun.

York: published by William Simpson, 15, Low Ousegate;
sold also by W. Pamplix, Frith Street, Soho, London.

Kecently published, price 25. 6rf.,

THE HANDBOOK OF VILLA GARDENING.
By William Paul.

" Well adapted to the end, being cf a plain practical character."—Spectator.
w We anticipate It will become, ss it deserves, a general

authority in suburban cultivation."— Gardeners9

Chronicle.

Works by the same Author,

THE ROSE GARDEN. Fifteen Coloured Plates, and
numerous Wood Engravings. Price 215.

SUPPLEMENT TO THE ROSE GARDEN. Four
Plates. Price 55.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE CULTIVATION OF
KOSES IN POTS. Second Edition. Price Is. 6d.

AN HOUR WITH THE HOLLYHOCK Second
Edition. Price Is.

MORNING RAMBLES IN THE ROSE GARDENS
OF HERTFORDSHIRE. Price Is.

Piper, Stephenson-, & BPVOt, 23, Paternoster Row, London;
or by post Aran the Author, Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

N£A/ WORK ON PRACTICAL CAKDENII\JC.
Shortlv will be published, the First, of

ASEIUKS OF ESSAYS OJN FRUIT CULTURE
AND PRACTICAL GARDENING.

By Geo. M'Ewm, lace Gardener at Arundel Castle.

Advertisers are informed that space will be afforded for Adver-
tisements on matters relating to Gardening and Rural Economy.
AdvertwmentH for No. I. not later than the 17th hist., care of
Mr. Ajkd. 340, Strand, London. __

Now publishing price Is. each, with Engravings,

KIDD'S SONG-BIRDS; Cheap Series.—
These popular Treatises, originally commenced in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, are now publishing (ompletk) in SmiLixo
\ oi.umks, beautifully Illustrated, by

Groombhidoe & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.—All the best new
Works may be obtained in succession from this extensive

Library by every Subscriber of One Guinea per annum. The
preference is given to works of History, Biography, Relipion,

Philosophy, and Travel ; the best works of Fiction are also added
freely.— Prospectuses may be obtained on application.

Charle3 EDWARD BIudib, 510, New Oxford Street, London;
and 76, Cross Street, Manchester.

CHEAP BOOKS.—Second-hand Copies of MAC-
AULAY'S ENGLAND, Vols. 3 and 4; MEMOIRS of

SYDNEY SMITH; DORAN'8 QUEENS of the HOUSE of

HANOVER; LILLIESLEAF; WESTWARD HO! and many
other works of the past and present season, are now on sale at

lfUDlX'fl Select Library. List of prices may be had on application.

Charles Edward Mri>iE, oil, New oxford Street, London;
and 76

7
_Cn»ss Street , Manchester.

PRICE FOURPENCE OF ANY BOOKSELLER.
ON TENTS of the NUMBER for SATURDAY

LAST, MAY 3, OF

THE ATHEN/EUM.
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE,

SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS.
Thirty-two large Quarto Pages.

Reviews of, witfi Extracts from—

t

c

Memoirs of the Court of Eng-
land during the Regency,
181 1—1820. By the Duke of

Ruckin^hnm and Chandos.
Epitaphs for Country Church-

yards. Collected and arranged

by A. J. C. Hare.
The Whist-Player* The Laws
and Practice of Short Whist
explained and Illustrated.

By Lieut.- Col. B

Memoirs, Journal, and Corre-
spondence of Thomas Moore.
Edited by the Right. Hon.
Lord John Russell.

Narrative ol the Nij;er»Tsha(lda,

and Bimio Exploration. By
T. J. Hutchinson.

Pictures from Nature in the
Silurian Region around the
Malvern Hills and Vale of
Severn. By E. Lees.

Author of * Mary Powell.'
Pamphlets. &C.
List of New Books.

WiTn Shorter Notices of
The Political Life of the Right Ta>so and Leonora. By the

Hon. Sir Robert Peel : an
Analytical Biography. By
T. Doubleday.

Original*— Discoveries in Jerusalem. By Mr. Douglas.

Weekly Gossip.—Scientific Societies—Wellington Monu-
ment—Authorship of ' Singleton Fontenoy*—Trade and Navi-
gation Schools — Relationship of Mr. Macaulay to the

Quakers— St. John's ' The King and the Veil'—A new Sect

in France—Hitter's * Description of the Terrestrial Globe'
— Caspian Sea—The ' Tavola Alimentaria ' in Naples.

Societies.— Reports of the Proceedings of the Geological-
Civil Engineers—Royal Institution— Society of Arts—Insti-

tute of Actuaries.

Fine Arts.—The Scenery of Greece and its Islands. By
W. Linton— Society of Painters in Water Colours.

Fine Art Gossip.—French Exhibition—Royal Academy—
Rogers's Collection.

Music and the Drama. — Concerts of the Week —
Princess's (

4 A Winter's Ta!o.')

Musical and Dramatic Gossip.— Her Majesty's
Theatre—M:idame Grisi—Verdi's Operas—Musical Arrivals
—New Opera Company—Madame Dudevaut's Arrangement
of 'As You Like It'—American Performers.

Miscellanea.— New Distribution of Post Office Districts in
the Metropolis.

The Athenaeum may be ordered of any Bookseller.

Ever?/ Saturday, Foolscap Quarto, price Foutpence, or Stamped Fivepence,

NOTES VND QUERIES:
MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS. ANTIQUARIES

GENEALOGISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS, &c.

A OTES AND QUERIES will, it is believed, be found to bring before the general reader every week a vast
-- "* amount of curious and interesting information. It was established for the purpose of furnishing to all lovers of Literature acommonplace Book, m which they might, on the one hand, record for their own use and the use of others those minute facts—those
elucidations of a doubtful phrase or disputed passage—those illustrations of an obsolete custom-those scattered biographical
anecdotes or unrecorded dates-which all who read occasionally stumble upon ;—and,"on"the other. 0* Supplying a medium through

which the best iuformed are sometimes arrested in the midst of their labours, in the
which they might address those Queries, by ..„ _ „w «««,«,««»*«, «*™*i«. .u «« mm.* u. iumr moours, m tne
nope of receiving solutions of them trom some of their number. The success which has attended this endeavour to supply a want
long felt by literary men is rendered manifest by the necessity of permanentlv enlarging the Paper from 16 to 24 pages. For
opinions of The Quarterly Review, Athenaum, Examiner, Literary Gazette, Spectator, Dublin Review. &c, as to the utilitv, &c. of NOTESaxd QtTXftiES, see Prospectus. .Specimen Number seut on receipt of five postage stamps.NOTES AND QUERIES is also issued in Monthly Parts, for the convenience of those who may either have a difficulty in
procuring the unstamped Weekly Numbers, or may prefer receiving it monthly. Each Part contains Papers by some of our most
distinguished writers. Those already issued contain Articles by-
Lord Braybrooke
John Britton, Esq.
John Bruce, Esq.
J. Burtt, Esq.
W. D. Christie, Esq.
J. P. Collier, Esq.
W. D. Cooper, Esq.
Bolton Corney, Esq.

Pvev. T. Corser Rev. A. Gatty
Dr. Dalton

j
Henrv Hallara. Esq.

Professor De Morgan J. O. Halliwell, Esq
Dr. Diamond • E. Hawkins, Esq.
Hepworth Dixon, Esq. Rev. J. Hunter

Rev. L. B. Larking
; George Ormerod,Esq.' W. J. Thorns, Esq.

MarcAnty.Lower.Esq J. R. Planchl, Esq. B. Thorpe, Esq.
W. B. MacCabe, Esq, E. F. Rimbault, Esq. Rev. ,T. H.Todd, D.D.
i:ev3.R.Maitland,D.D Rev. Dr. Rock SirW.C.Trevelyan,

_. _ ^ * »--- Sir F. Madden S. W. Singer, Esq.
, T.H.Turner.EsqTBt.

Sirl-ortunatnaDwams Samuel Hickson,Esq. J. II. Markland, Esq. E. Smirke, Esq. Rev. Henry Walter
Sir Henry Ellis

|
Douglas Jerrold, Esq J. E. B. Mayor. Esq. George Stephens.Esq. Albert Way, Esq.

C. Forbes. Esq.
P. Cunningham, Esq. E. Foss, Esq,

Rev. Dr. Kennedy
K. J. Kins*, Esq.

Lord Monsoh [M.l\ II. E.Strickland, Esq. Benj.B, Wiffen, Esq.
R.Monck.Milnes,Esq., Earl of Shaftesbury W.Yarrell,Esq.&c&c

^r J*
0TS? *\ND QUERIES is also published in Half-yearly Volumes, each with very Copious Index, price 10$. 6d. cloth boardsGf these Nine have been published ; and a few Complete Sets, price U. Us. &/., may still be had.

The following List of Subjects treated upon will show that these Volumes are not merely of temporary interest, but of lasting

Literary History
Bibliography
Biographical Illustrations
Popular Manners and Customs
Origin of Proverbial Sayings
Folk-Lore
Illustrations of Shakspeare

Illustrations of Chaucer and
Early English Literature

Glossarial Notes
Notes ou Hallara, Macaulay, &c.
Genealogy and Heraldry
Miscellaneous Antiquities
Ecclesiastical History

Writings of English and Con-
tinental Reformers

History of London and its

Neighbourhood
Ballads and Old Poetry
Remarkable Events in English,

Scotch, aad Irish History

Anglo-Saxon Literature
Fine Arts
Natural History

Photography, especially in its

Relation to Archaeology,

&c. &c.

u As a mass of curious, out-of-the-way information upon almost
|every matter that may be supposed to be of interest to educated I

minds, a volume of Notes asd Qceeiks is of itself a curiosity,
jand quite an out-of-the-way treasure. Wholly apart from its

very great value as an aid to the literary labourer who works
upon unhacknied material—a point so well recognised that it
need not be urged-we would suggest that the reader for

amusement scarcely could take up a miscellany that contains
j

more anecdote and qnaint accounts of odd things rew to his
mind, than a volume of Notes A*g Queries It may lead to
Om formation of some notion on the point if we state that the
Inox to the fifth volume contains not many less than three •

thousand five hundred references to subjects upon which there is !

information given in its pages."—Examiner.

GEORGE BELL, No. 186, FLEET STREET; AND BY ORDER OF ALL BOOKSELLERS AND NEWSMEN,

j
On Thursday, the 15th insr., prion 8*, will be publish*!

U.NE : a BOOK for the COUNTRY in SUMMED
TIME. By II. T. Staintu*.

London ; Lqxgmav, P.i.qww, Gkkf.v A LownUMB
In 1 Vol. 8vo, with above 12,000 Woodcuts, 21. 13s. 6d cloth"

I OUDON'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF PLANTS
i-< New Edition, corrected to the Present Time, by Mra.
Lor don ; assisted by George Don, F.L.S., and David Woosteb'
late Curator of the Ipbwich Museum. '

••• This Edition contains nearly 250 additional pa °-e* and
above 2000 new Illustrations, without addition to the price.

'

London ; Longman, Brows, Gbekn. & L, mans.
In 16tuo, with numerous Woodcuts, price 7s. Sd

npHE AMATEUR GARDENER'S CALENDAR:
* being a Monthly Guide as to what shoud bp avoided a^

well as what should be done, in a Garden each Month ; with
plain Rules how to do what is requisite; Directions for Laying
Out and Planting Kitchen and Flower Gardens, Pleasure
Grounds, and Shrubberies ; and a short Account, in each Month
of the Quadrupeds, Birds, and Insects then most injurious to'
Gardens. By Mrs. Loudon.

London : Longman, Bbowv, Green, & Longmans.
New and cheaper Edition, in fcp. 8vo, price3*T6«f7"

DIVERS'S ROSE AMATEUR'S GUIDE: Con-A^ taining ample Descriptions of all the fine leading varieties
of Hoses, regularly classed in their respective Families; their
History and Mode of Culture. Fifth Edition, corrected and
improved

;
including a full account of the Author's experience in

the Culture of Roses in Pots.
London: Longman, liitowy. Gbef.n, & Longmans.

HOOKER AND TAYLORS BRITISH MOSSES~
In 8vo, with 61 plates, price 42s. cloth ; or with the plates coloured ,

41, 4«. cloth

ORYOLOGIA BR1TANNTCA : containing the
*-' Mosses of Great Britain and Ireland systematically arranged
and described according to the Method of Bruch and Schimper;
with 61 illustrative Plates, including 25 new ones engraved for
the present work. Being a new edition, with manv additions and
alterations, of the " Muscoloyia Britannica" of Messrs Hooker
and Taylor. By William Wilson, President of the Warrimjtun
Natural History Society.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.
Third Edition, in 8vo, 4*. cloth,

f^N AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY, and THE^ NATURE and PROPERTIES of PERUVIAN GUANO.
By J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S , &c, Principal of the Agricul-
tural and Chemical College, Kennington ; Corresponding Member
of the Central and National Agricultural Society of France.

London : Longman. Buown, Green. & Longmans.

Just published, in icp. bvo, price 3s. Gd. cloth,

MARVELS AND MYSTEUIES OF INSTINCT;
or, Curiosities of Animal Life. By G. Garratt.
London ; LoarQM A y, Brow x, Grrex, & Lo.n i i ma>3.

Just published, in fcp. 8vo, price 6$.,
rPHE ANGLER AND HIS FRIEND ; or, Piscatory
i Colloquies and Fishing Excursions. By John Davy.

M.D., F.R.S.
* Young anglers will read his volume with profit, and old

anglers with pleasure. It is just the quaint, chatty, calm, yet
cheerful book, which a work on angling should bel'—Athemeum,

London: Longman, Brow n, Green, & Longmans*

Just published, iu fcp. 8vo, price 5s .,

INTS on SHOOTING, FISHING, &c, both on
Sea and Land, and in the Fresh-water Lochs of Scotland:

being the Experiences of Christopher Idlk, Esq.
" In consequence of your recommendation of the book, I have

purchased a copy of Christopher Idle's Hints on Shooting and
Fishing; and being a sportsman myself of at least thirty years'

experience, perhaps you will allow me to say that I consider it

an excellent book for the young sportsman "—.Extract from
Lttttr to Editor o/The Field.

London : Longman Brown, Green, & Lotokaks,
In post 8vo, a New Edition with 405 "Woodcuts, price 14*.,

pATLOW'S POPULAR CONCHOLOGY ; or,
Vy the Shell Cabinet arranged according to the Modern
System. With a Detailed Account of the Animals, and a com-
plete Descriptive List Df the Families and Genera of Recent and
F ossil Shells. Second Edition, much improved.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longm ans.

New Edition, revised and enlarged, 12mo, with many Woodcuts,
price 75. 6d.

ELEMENTS OF NATURAL HISTORY; or,

-*-^ First Principles of Zoology: comprising the Principles of

Classification, interspersed with amusing and instructive original

Accounts of the most remarkable Animals. For the use of

Schools and Young Persons. By Mrs. R. Lee (formerly Mrs. T.

E. Bowdich), Author of" Taxidermy/' &c.
"A good text-book for pupil teachers."—JHnutes of the Com-

mittee of Council on Education.
41 The engaging and vivacious character of this volume is only

equalled by its scientific accuracy, and its excellent moral

tendency. It is an admirable popular compendium of all our

best and surest knowledge in the department of Natural

History."—Evangelical Mag.
London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

H

Li

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5*. 6d.URAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.

Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

Professor of Chemistrv to the Horticultural Society of London,

Lecturer on Chemistry'in the Hon. E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscombe,&c, &c.

J . Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden._

Price 3d. each, or 5s. for 25 copies for distribution among Cottage

Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post-office order

being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office ot

the Gardener's Chronicle. •
. ,

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in tne

country who desire it can have two copies sent by post tor

one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition

to the cost of the numbers.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
OPERATIONS. BySir Joseph Paxto.v, M.P-

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle. Upwards oi

107,000 have already been sold.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Coyfnt_Garden._

GEO. GLENN Y, auther of the "PROPERTIES
OF FLOWERS," the Gardener's three "HAND BOOKS,

the "GARDENERS' ALMANAC" (established 19 years;, and

other works, refers to his four advertisements of May 3d, ana

requests all communications to be addressed 1George Glexny,

Fulham, Middlesex.

Printed by Wiuua Bhadbcbt. of No. 13, Upper Woburo *!»£•£?*
Frbdekice Mullktt Eyaxb, of No. 20. Queen'i BMd, W est, botnni

the Parish of SS. Panaris, and in the County of Middlesex. rn°ieP'
at tbeir Office in Lombard Stren. in the Precinct of Whitetnars, »nw
City of London;, and published by them at the Office No. d, oppw
Wellington street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in tb«

s

s*£

County, where all Advertisements and « ommuni cat ions are to

Adubess^xtc Tiia. Kbitob.— Satcb3at, il.-\y !jj,.1S56»
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No. 20.—1856.] SATURDAY, MAY 17.
f Price Fivepence.

1 Stamped Edition, 6d,

Adimson'a Cottage Garden . . 342 c
Agriculture, French f 849 a
Ajfri. Soc. of Kntdand 34S a
AmmabromR Sonorre 343 c
Amphicome Ernodi 342 b
Botteri, seed* from 3*0 c
Copse wood 347 b
Cows, Alderaey 349 a
Dog Breaking, Hutchioson*8 . 342 e
Draining", Kejthorpe 317 e
Drains, manure water in .... 347 c
Draining, geolojry and hy-

draulics in 348 a
Farm, management of a 346 6
Flowers, city 342 A
Fruits, consumption of in Paris 340 b
Garratt on Instinct 342 c
Geology and hydraulics 34S a
Oosse's Tenby, noticed 343 b
Heating, Hazard's plan of.... 339 e
Henderson's (K.G.) nursery.. 3*3 b
Hoeing, importance of spring 3*5 e
Hydraulics and geology 34S a
.Land under tillage 346 b

INDEX.
Landlord, report to a ,. 346 6
Lime, application of 348 c
London Farmers' Club 348 a
Mealy bug, to destroy 341 a
Narcotics, Brazilian 34i c
Nut, composition of ground ,. 343 e
Paris a -ricuUural show 343 €
Pathology, vegetable 3*0 r
Finns Tchugatskoy ... 342 c
Plants. n*w 340 c
Porter's Life in the Trenches,
rev 342 c

Scythe, Boyd's 349 a
Sebastopol, Life in Trenches
before 342 c

Seeds, table of ripening of .... 346 a
Snowdrc p, Crimean 34^ e
Statistics, agricultural... 346 b
Stocks, German 342 e
Thujopsis borealis 342 c
Vegetables, consumption of in

Paris 340 b

T EYTON and WALTHAMSTOW FLORICUL-
*-* TURAL SOCIETY.—The First FLOWER SHOW of the
above Society will be held at the School Rooms, Leyton, on
WEDNESDAY, July 16. Admission from 2 to 4, Is.; from 4
to 8, &*.—E. Good, Hon. Secretary, at J. and J. Eraser's, Leyton,
Essex.

NEW SWEDE AND TURNIP SEEDS.
'

BUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, withO pi-ices, may be had gratis. Post free.
Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.—May 17.

s UTTON'S RENOVATING GRASS SEEDS

Weeds, ripening of see.is of.... 346 a i
- - — ; ~ J ~ "

wood, copse 3.76 had gratis on application

for improving Parks, Meadows, and Upland Pastures.
Quantity required per acre 6 to 12 lbs, price 9d. per lb.
Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Readin g.

JC. WHEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED
• LIST for this Season is now ready, and may be

J
CRYSTAL PALACE.-FLOWER SHOW.—The

First Grand Horticultural Exhibition of the present year
will be held on SATURDAY next the 24th inst. Doors open at
12 o'Clock. Admission by Season Tickets or by pavment of
Haifa Guinea. Tickets for single admissions on'this day may
be purchased by Season Ticket holders up to FRIDAY, the 23d
inclusive, at 7s. 6d. each. These Tickets may be obtained at the

,Crystal Palace, and of Mr. Sams, Mr. Mitchell, and Messrs T
Keith, Prowse, & Co. By order, G. Grove, Seretary. «*

Crystal Palace, May 17.
3

f, Nnrserymi
Gloucester.

BENAS, &c, is now ready, and may be had on application.

___ "Woodlands Nursery, Isle worth.

igue
i

ER-

CHOICE CINERARIA SEED.

/CRYSTAL PALACE.—FLOWER SHOW. ToVy Gardeners.—No specimens can be entered for Exhibition
at the Flower Show on SATURDAY the 24th inst. after TUES-DAY next. Gardeners applying in writing to the Secretarv on
or before WEDNESDAY next the 21st inst., and producing
satisfactory evidence of their employment, will receive Special
Tickets admissible on payment of 5s. at the doors.
_Crystal Palace, May 17. By order, G. Grove, Secretary.

CRYSTAL PALACE.—FLOWER SHOW.—

A

SPECIAL TRAIN for the accommodation of Gardeners
attending the Flower Show at the Crystal Palace on SATURDAY
next, the 24th instant, will leave the London Bridge Station at
6 -° A M -

, „ . „ B7 order, G. Grove, Secretary.
Crystal Palace, May 17.

J

UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF H.R.H. PRINCE ALBERT

A GRAND FLORAL AND HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION, open to the United Kingdom, will take

place at CHELMSFORD on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
July 16 and 17, during the Show of the Royal Agricultural
Society in that town. The Schedule of Prizes, which will
amount to nearly 250Z., may be obtained on application to MrW. W. Duffield or Mr. Fred. Chancellor, at Chelmsford, the
Honorary Secretaries. The greatest care will be bestowed npon
specimens sent from a distance.—All Plants and Flowers will be
conveyed to and from the Show, on the Eastern Counties Line
free of charge. '

OXFORD GRAND COMMElviORATTON^THE COMMITTEE of the ROYAL OXFORD-
4* SHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY offer for com-
petition at their next Sh»w to he holden in the Gardens of
Worcester College, Oxford, on TUESDAY, June 3, the following
Prizes, open to all England :—Stove or Greenhouse Plants in
ots, nine varieties, 1st prize, Mf.; 2d prize, 91.; 3d prize. 71.eraniums, not fancies, in 8-inch pots, twelve varieties, 1st prize,

51.; 2d prize, 31.; 3d prize, 2Z. Entrance Free.
The Flowers to be staged ready for the Judges by 11 o'clock

that morning. Notice of intention to exhibit to be given to

2^Wf£- °f\23
'

St
-
G
,
ile§

'

8 Street
'
0xford

>
hy Saturday the

" 24th of May
,
of whom any further information may be obtained.

ALTERATION OF DAYS OF SUMMER SHOW "

JJMGHTON AND SUSSEX HORTICULTURAL

in packets at Is. and 2s. each, post free.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

~ZZ7~1 NEW DAHLIAS, ETC.
/^HARLES TURNER begs to state that hisV DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of New Dahlias, Gera-
niums, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Car
nations, Pinks, Shrubby Calceolarias, Petunias, &c. &c, is now
ready, and contains many new varieties offered for the first time.
Sent post free on application —Royal Nnrserv. Slough.

C*i?
W«POUBLE WH,T£ PETUNIA "IMPERIAL."

HARLES TURNER can supply strong plants of
this beautiful Petunia, which is now 'in bloom at Cliveden

and other places, and has proved a most valuable acquisition.
Colour clear white, perfectly double, and very fragrant. Strong
plants, 2s. 6d. each, or 18a. per dozen.—Royal Nursery, Slough.O EORGE BAKER begslo~anno^unce hia~DESCRI P~-

^x-P*YEe.

CATAL0GUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA-MENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES is now
ready, and may be had on application.
American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, seven

miles from Staines, Windsor branch, South Western Railway,
where convey an may be had.

T7INE NEW ITALIAN RT&GRASSTiniported
-1- direct from Italy.

Fine selected GRASSES for PERMANENT PASTURE, 305.
per acre. This will include a mixture of the true Cow Grass or
Perennial Red Clover.

Fine LAWN GRASS, 1*. per lb.; 40 lbs. will be sufficient for
an acre. Delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox,
Nurserymen and Seed Growers, Gloucester.

N E W PLANTS.
A VERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent,

-^J- • Belgium, begs to offer his following New Plants :—
Tydsea ocellata picta (vera) £0 10*. 6d.
Abutilon marmoratum 12
Camellia Auguste Delfosse 10

;how will be held on
i and 12tb of June.

-nounced. Schedules
ary, Superintendent

iven for Azaleas, six

pany having just announced a Flower
25th and 26th June, the Brighton Sum
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, the
instead of the 25th and 26th as heretofore
an be obtained of the Secretary or of E

of the Exhibition. Extra Prizes will be
varieties

; Roses in Pots, six varieties.

By order of the C ,inmittee,

.
Edward Carpenter. Sec, Lavender Street. Brighton.

lyi ANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUtXTX TURAL SOCIETY.-The FIRST EXHIBITION (open

IVrSfrf1
-?f J'

LAyTS, FLOWERS, FRUITS andVEGETABLES, will be held at the Society's Gardens, Old
TrafFord, on WEDNESDAY. June 4th, when Two Hundred
Pounds will be given in Prizes.

Schedules are now ready, and maybe obtained on application to
the Secretary. By order, John Shaw, Secretary.

Council Room, Princess Street, Manchester, May 17.

BISTOL, CLIFTON, AND WEST OF

j\/|R. ROBERT BAKER, Writtle, Essex, begs to
1* * offer Improved SKIRVING'S and other SWEDE TUR-
NIP SEED, at 21. per bushel. Upon a remittance payable at
Post Office, Chelmford, with Is. in addition for the bag, it willSOCIETY.—In consequence of the Crystal Palace Cam- i i "i " *l IT"~^ ' ,'V *""" *v * ",c "a*> »• W1"•—•—" ?

"
- '

to take place onX *U™me
,
diatel? for™rded. Also select MANGEL WURZEL

-

!h S SEED of superior stock. Is. 6d. per lb.

B

H

ENGLAND ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY.-Two Horticul-
tural Shows will be held at the Gardens of this Societv
on THURSDAY, June 5, and THURSDAY August 28
Terms of Subscription- Half a Guinea for Six Tickets- three£r each FCte. or the whole may be used for the first Fete. Single

Ticket", 2s. 6J. - Admission 'af 2 o'clock.
"

»Z?* '

;

im* of tl,p R°yaI Artillery, Woolwich, will be in attend-ance at the First Ffite.
Adn ion may be obtained at 1 o'clock on payment of 4*., ori vo Subscribers' Tickets. Invalids in Bath Chairs Is extra

f"A°i
C

l\
al

1

rs Emitted into the Gardens after half-past 'l, nor
}?««,* J

jXhibiti0« Tents after 2 o'clock. Admission at the gate

rZl.o,.
4 0clock

'
2s' M-? ^ter 4 o'clock, 15. Full Military^S enSaged for both Fetes, and will play from 2 to 6 o'clock.

Mr I an
are n°W Te&i]y> and ma7 be obtained of Mr. Mardon,

with the K,nt^ r^
calG^ns -„ A^n^m.

entsh^ DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported 36
Exhibition

7 Companies for Special Trains on the days of varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.
imported, db

1 Wjl Cullixgfobd, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington."

TO THE T R * D E.p HARLES SHARPE and CO. have a quantity of
V-^ GREEN and PURPLE-TOP SCOTCH TURNIP SEEDS
to offer, of a selected stock, growth of 1S55. Price on application.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford, May 17.

NURSERY X SEED ESTABLISHMENT7"SLEAF6rdT^
/ CHARLES SHARPE and CO., respectfuliy invite
>-/ the attention of the Trade to their Turnip, Mangel Wurzel,
and Carrot Seeds, the stock of which has been carefully selected
and grown by themselves from transplanted roots.

Catalogues with prices can be had on application.W STEWARD and CO., Plymouth (Growers,
• Agents for the United Kingdom), have a large

xt°£ r?^
BUPerior MANGELS, CARROTS, TURNIPS, &c.

N.B. Orders above 20s. carriage free. Prices on application.

T
,pSWICH STANDARD CUCUMBER.HUMAS WILD continues to send out specimens

.n °L *!"* ce
,
lebrat«J Cucumber (warranted not?grown in a

not). Orders already received lor Golden Chain Geraniums will
be executed at the usual low price. Samples of New Suffolk
Hero Potatoes will be sent out from the open ground in the
course of the present month.—Handford Road, Ipswich.

AZALEAS.
LANE and SON, The Nurseries, Great Berk-
hamstead, beg to inform their patrons that the above are

now coming into bloom, and can be seen any day (Sundays
excepted.) They can also recommend them to the trade.
The Nurseries are within five minutes' walk of the' London

and North Western Railway. Enston Sqnare.

B

i

OASS and BROWNbee: to offer their surplus stocky of first-rate Show and Fancy GERANIUMS. Strong andnne plants for abundant blooming at reduced prices.
Sudbury, Suffolk.

piRST-CLASS SHOW PANSlES71n~strong well-
-*- rooted autumn struck Plants, at 6s. per dozen.
John Holland, Brad^haw Gardens. Middleton. near Manchester.
piKST-CLASS DAHLIAS for 1856, strong plants,

.
6«. per dozen.

Spring Catalogues now ready ; may be had upon application.
Jony^QLLAKD, Bradshaw Gardens^Middletqn^near Manchester.

rj.RASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURE!VJ FINEST LAWN GRASSES, TURNIPS, of sorts, and
other AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.- Lists of prices may be had
gratis of Wm. Babratt, Nurseries, Wakefield.

CRYPTOMERIA JAPOImTca!
"

X> GLENDINNING lias just received a second andA \ • more recent supply from Mr. Fortune by the last Overland
Mail, direct fiom China, of this well-known Hardy Ornamental
Tree which will be sold in packets containing from 2000 to 3000
each. Free, by post, at 10s. 6d. each. If three packets are ordered
by the trade, one will be added.—Chiswick Nursery, London.

TTTZ TULIPS. ~
O BE SOLD, without the least reserve, nearly 200
Rows of TULIPS, many very fine sorts, the collection of an

Amateur. May be seen in blocm after the middle of the month,
and will be parted with a bargain.—James Cook, 7, Penton Row,
Walworth Road. r

BEDDING PLANTS !- BEDDING PLANTS f •

'

JAMES HOLDER, Florist, &c, Reading Berk-
y shire, can supply si.v dozpn strong plants, hamper included,
for 20.j. cash, or three dozen for 10s. 6d., consisting of Geraniums,
\ erbenas, Fuchsias, Heliotropes, Salvias, Petunias, Gaillardias.
Cnpheas, Dahlias, &c. &c.

FINE SHOW
CDAHLIAS X UNBLOOMED SEEDLING CALCEOLARIAS.

HARLES KIMBERLEY can supply the above in
fine established Plants. Dahlias at 18s. per dozen, all new

last season: older varieties, all the best, at 6s. per dozen.
Calceolarias, in 4-inch pots, at 7s. per dozen, including hamper,

tec. Priced List on application.—

S

toke Nursery, near Coventry.
DAHLIAS, VERBENAS, GERANIUMS, CALCEOLARIAS!
T GRIFFIN having an immense Stock of all the
*J • choicest varieties of the above Plants, begs to offer them
at very low prices. Descriptive Catalogues will be forwarded on
application.—Weston Road, and 2, New Bond Street, Bath.

CHOICE FUCHSIAS, PANSIES, ETC.
tTART and NICKLIN, Florists, Guildford, beg
«--! to offer the. following choice FUCHSIAS and PANSIES :—
FLCIISiAS—Prince Albert, Climax, Beauty of the Bower.

Grand Sultan (all of Bauks' raising), Queen Victoria, Empress
Eugenie (Story s), white coloured varieties, and other kinds
equally new, to the number of 12, with IS choice and first-rate
PANSIES, for V., package included.

BERNARD SAUNDERS will be happv to supply
-L* Six Growing Plants of GYMNOGRAMMA LEPTO-PHYLLA or ANNUAL MAIDEN HAIR FERN, for 2s. 6d.,
box and postage included.—' -ar*-an_Nursery, Jersey, May 17.

SKIRVING'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP.
TT^M. SKIRVING, Queen Square, Liverpool, begs to
" » acquaint his'friends and the public that he has fixed the

price of his improved SWEDISH TURNIP SEED for the
season at Is. per^b. 'All other kinds of Turnip and Agricultural
Seeds in general/„offcthe most select description, at moderate
rates, priced Catal^gnes of which may be bad on application.
A remittance or^reVerence ^from unknown correspondents is re-
spectfully reqnesjjedfto afcompany^orders.—Liverpool, May 17.

t -*"-TO*THE TRADED
SEEDL1NC CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA.

/2J.EORGE JACKMAN begs to announce he has been
VJJ fortunate to ripen from his specimen plant a quantity of
SEEDS of the above well-known Hardy and Ornamental Tree.
Seedlings can be supplied in pans, at the following prices:—

16s. per 100
p \ 72s. 6d. per 500 | 120*. per 1000.

N.B. Cash or satisfactory reference from unknown correspon-
dents. Woking Nursery. Woking.—May 17.

L^RANCIS R. KINGHORN is now sending ont his
-

^
unequalled New Scarlet Geraniums, Countess of Warwick,

Annie, and General Pelissier. For description see advertisement
of the 12th inst., page 243. Good established plants, 10s. 6U each.
The usual discount to the trade. Plants added to compensate for
distant carriage. A remittance will be required from unknown
correspondents. Post Office Orders on Richmond, Surrey.

St. Margaret's Gardens, Isleworth .—

M

ay 17.

OKIRVING'S IMPROVED avd EAST LOTHIANO PURPLE-TOP SWEDES.—A Grower has on hand a few
sacks of the above Seed, warranted growth of 18o5 and true to
name, all raised from selected and transplanted bulbs, and
guaranteed to grow over Ninktt per Cent.
Also for disp'Sil some WHITE GLOBE TURNIP SEED,

growth of 1855, a genuine and carefully selected stock; Terms
cash, at grower's prices.

Apply to Mr. Wm. Taylor, Nashenden Farm. Rochester, Kent

E S S R S. MASTERS 7nd S~0~N*LANDSCAPE GARDENERS.
Canterbury akt» M.a'ipstohe.

.WILLIAM B A R R A
LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakhfirld.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved
principles.

»,* An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shribb,
Everorrens, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.

^fi R. DAVlUSuN, who is extensively engaged in
* LANDSCAPE GARDENING and GARDEN ARCHI-

TECTURE, respectfully offers his services to Noblemen, Gentle-
men, and the Public, in Designing and Directing New Works
and Improvements in Park- irdens, Cemeteries, &c.

Offices, 36, Great Russell Street, Bedford Square, London.

T T,
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NEW AND BEAUTIFUL PLANTS.

OF THE

H
EXOTIC NURSERIES, EXETER AND CHELSEA,'

AVE much pleasure in now offering for sale, for the first time, tlie following novelties, of their own recent introduction, and in the selection of which they have been
guided solely by the determination of submitting only such plants as are of general usefulness and sterling merit.

Plants will be ready for Delivery on and after the 26th of May,

/ESCHYNANTHUS FULGENS.
A very fine species, of a rich orange scarlet, shaded with

yellow. Collected at Moulmein by Mr. Thoma< Lobb, and
figured in < urtis's "Botanical Magazine" for January, 1866,

where Sir William Jackson Hooker says, "It blossoms very
freely, and few plants can exceed it in beauty." It was exhibited
at the Horticultural Society's Rooms, 21, Regent Street, in
November, 1855, and deemed worthy of a First Class Certificate.

Fine established plants, 10*. Qd. each.

CEAr^OTHUS FLORIBUNDUS,
Perhaps the finest species of Ceanothus yet introduced ; raised

from seeds sent home by Mr. William Lobb, and has proved to

be perfectly hardy. It was figured by Sir William Hooker in
Curtis* s "Botanical Magazine" for September, 1854, and de-
scribed as being "certainly the most beautiful of the several
blue-flowered kinds yet known to us. The leaves are copious,
compact, and glossy ; and the flowers, though really growing in
corymbs, are so dense as to be perfectly globose, and these heads,
crowded at the extremity ot numerous short branches, and of the
richest mazarine blue that can be looked upon. It flowers in

June." A few extra sized plants, 21*. each; smaller size
ditto, 105. 6d. each.

CLEMATIS GLANDULOSA.
This is a fine stove climber of free growth, and an abundant

bloomer. Sent home from Mount Salak, in Java, by Mr. Thomas
Lobb. The petals are dark purple or nearly black, with pure
white anthera. The two distinct colours produce a fine contrast.
Strong plants 10s. 6d. each,

CUPRESSUS M'NABIANA.
We have succeeded in raising plants of this beautiful Conifer

fr-.m seeds gathered by Mr. W. Lobb, who found it on the Sierra
Nevada of North California, where it forms a bush from eight to
ten feet high. Dr. Liudley, in describing it as a new plant in
the GardenerJ Chronicle, June 23. 1855, said, " The specimens
gathered by Mr. W. Lobb, and from which Messrs, Veitch hav
raised young plants, presented a most striking appearance, with
their green and glaucous scales associated with the deep rich
brown of Tamarix gallica 6n their branches, and show that in

youth and vigour the species must be exceedingly handsome."
A few extra sized plants, 21s. each. One year seedlings, 10s. 6d.
each.

DELPHINUM CARD1NALE.
A new and rare introduction, of remarkable beauty, possessing

a colour hitherto unknown in the genus to which it belongs. It
wa» figured in the " Botanical Magazine " for December, 1855, snd
described b\ Sir Wra. J. Hooker in the following terms :—u We
have now the pleasure of makingknown a species of Delphinium
equalling, if not surpassing, any other m size and m mmetry ot
the plant, and excelling in the brilliancy of colour of the flower,
and that as rich a scarlet as can well be looked upon. It is one
of the many novelties selected by Mr. William Lobb, in
California, and introduced to our gardens by Messrs. Veitch and
Sou, ot the Exeter and Chelsea Exotic Nurseries. Treated as a
hardy perennial it cannot fail to be a great favourite with all
overs of handsome flowers." Strong plants, 10s. 6d. each.

DODECATHEON INTEG RIFOLIUM.
A new and beautiful species from California, perfectly distinct

from D. media, and beiug hardy and free blooming it is an im-
portant addition to our spring flowering plants. Established
plants, 5s. each.

I

FUCHSIA MALAKHOFF.
A large and very hhowy double variety, raised at our Nursery.

Broad crimson sepals, and purple corolla. Pronounced by the
editor of the " Florist" to be "certainly the most striking and
showy of the double varieties." It is of excellent habit, and
Messrs. V. and Son have no hesitation in warranting it to give
satisfaction. Good plants, Is. 6d. each.

FUCHSIA PENDULINA.
A very distinct and beautiful hybrid raised between F. serra-

tifolia and a pendulous Peruvian species, producing even on
small plants fiiie corymbs of delicate carmine flowers 3 inches
in length, and very glossy, deep pink corolla, foliage ornamental
and altogether it may be considered one of the most elegant ol
its tribe. It received a Certificate of Merit at the Nationa
Floricultural Meeting, October 4, 1855. Good plants, 7s. 6d. each

JUNIPERUS PYRIFORMIS.
A very distinct and fine species, met with by Mr. W. Lobb on

the mountains of St. Bernardino, in California, where it forms a
low tree 10 to 12 feet high. The fruits are remarkable for being
very like small Pears, when young, and the berries are deep
purple with a glaucous bloom, and it is perfectly hardy. Price
10s. 6d. each.

LEPTODACTYLON CALIFCRNICUM.

'

A lovely plant for the greenhouse or conservatory. It is from
South California, and forms an « xceedingly pretty low shrub, re-
markable for the slendersegments of its copious foliage, and for the
great beauty of its Phlox-like flowers, which are produced from
May to August in very great profusion, completely covering the
plant. Colour of flowers rosy pink, most delicately shaded. It
may be called a miniature tree Phlox. It was exhibited at
Chiswick on the 20th June, 1855, and at the Royal Botanic
Society's exhibition on the 4th July in the same season, and on
both occasions was awarded a Large Silver Medal as a new plant
of sterling merit and great beauty. It was verv accurately figured
in the " Florist" for October, 1855. This is unquestionably one
of the finest and best plants Met-srs. V. and Son have ever had
the pleasure of offering to the public. Plants of two sizes-
largest size, 21s. each ; bmaller ditto, 10s. 6d. each.

OUVIRANCRA FEI\ ESTRALIS.
It affords us much gratification to be the medium of offering

for sale plants of this singularly beautiful aquatic, which, until a
very recent period, was known in this country onlybydiied
specimens and drawings. It is a native of Madagascar, from
whence a considerable number of living plants were brought
home last year by the Rev. Mr. Ellis, ai,d transferred by that
gentleman to us exclusively, with the exception of specimens
presented by him to the gardens at Kew, Rf gent's Park, and
Chiswick, and others retained only for his own private collection.
It would be difficult by mere verbal description to convev an
adequate idea of this interesting plant, which has been desig-
nated by Sir W. Hooker as " one of the most curious of Nature's
vegetable productions." It consists solely of beautiful " net-
work" or skeleton leaves, the appearance of which fully justify
the popular name of « Lattice Plant " which has been applied to
it. We have lound it thrive successfully cultivated in glass or
earthenware pans in water at a temperature from 70° to 80°

; the
skeleton leaves float gracefully just leneath the surface of the
water, and the effect produced by a large plant, with leaves of
various sizes and shades of green, is very striking. We invite
all lovers of plants to an inspection of this rtmaikable and beau-
tiful novelty.—Price 105*. each.

The usual allowance of one plant over will be made to the trade if three plants of a sort are ordered at onejime.

PHYGELIUS CAPENSIS.
A very desirable new and perfectly hardy perennial plant

producing long crimson tubular blossoms very freely. It was
exhibited at Chiswick, July 11, 1855, and awarded a First Class
Certificate of Merit. Sir William Hooker figured it in the
"Botanical Magazine" for November, 1855, and said, "This
beautiful plaut, only recently discovered in Caffreland, at
Witbergen, reminds one singularly of the Pentstemons of North
America. Our noble flowering specimen was sent us by Messrs.
Veitch, of the Exeter and Chelsea nurseries, where it came to
great perfection in the open border in the summer mouths."
From its having proved perfectly hardy it will doubtless be a
great acquisition as a bedding plant, growing from 18 inches to

2 feet high. It is likewise a handsome plant for pot culture.
Price 105. 6rf each.

RIBES SUBVESTITUM.
A very pretty flowering hardy shrub, sent from California by

Mr. W. Lobb, and belonging to the same section as our R. spe-
ciosum. The flowers, however, are considerably larger than those
of that species, and of a deep crimson colour. Strong plants,

7s. Qd. each.

RHODODENDRON MOULMEINENSE.
A white species from Moulmein, where it was discovered by

Mr. Thomas Lobb, on the Gerai mountains, at an elevation of

5000 feet above the level of the sea. It is figured by Sir William
Hooker in Curtis' s " Botanical Magazine " for March 1856; aod
is quite distinct from all other Khododendrons in flower, foliage,

and habit. Price 10$. 6d. each.

RHODODENDRON PRINCESS ROYAL.
Our plants of this lovely hybrid greeenhouse Rhi dodendron

are not yet ready in numbers equal to the very large demand for

it, but we shall duly advertise the same when it will be sent out,

and orders taken in the interval will be executed in the rotation

received. It was exhibited at Chiswick June 20, 1855. and

described by Dr. Linriley, in a leading article of the Gardeners

Chro?ticle, the same week in the following terms:—
u To turn to the real novelties there, it is impossible uotto

direct attention, in the first instance, to the very curiam and

singularlv beautiful Princess Royal Rhododendron exhibited by

Messrs. Veitch. This striking novelty was obtained from the

white R.jasminifloium by the palest variety of E. javanicuin.

In form it was inteimediate between its parents, but its flower^

were a clear pure rose colour." At this exhibition it was

awarded a Large Silver Medal.

When ready, the plants will be of two sizes.

The large size 635. each.

The smaller size... 42s. each.

TECOMA FULVA.
A beautiful Bignoniaceous plant wMi tubular flowers of brig!

yellow shaded with crimson, figured in the " Botanical Magazine.

Febiuary, 1856, and described by Sir William linker, who

says, w There cannot be a question but that the handsome plaut

here figured is the Bignonia fulva of Cavanilles, till recentiy

apparently only known to that author and to Louis Nee, who is

reported to have gathered it. Our flowering specimens were

reared by Messrs. Veitcb, of the Exeter and Chelsea Nurseries.

and sent by them in November, 1855." Strong plants, 10*. W.eacn.

ingMESSRS. VEITCH and SON also offer the follow.

ARALIA PAPYRIFERA: or Rice Paper Plant.
In addition to the fine foliage of this beautiful Stove Plant it

possesses peculiar interest from the circumstance of its pith
being the material from which the Chinese manufacture their
beautiful Rice Paper. Plants in two sizea, 21*. and 42*. each.

DESFONTANIA SPINOSA.
This fine evergreen shrub, originally sent us by Mr. William

Lobb, from Patagonia, where he discovered it in the region of
snow, has proved, as we expected it would do, perfectly hardy in
this country. Its glossy Holly-like foliage and rich scarlet
tubular flowers, tipped with yellow, render it a very desirable
acquisition. Extra-sized plants, 30*. each; second ditto, 21s.
each ; smaller plants, 10*. 6d. each.

HEDAROMA TULIPIFERUM.
Young plants of the best variety of this first-class Greenhouse
ovelty, 75. Qd, and 1C*. 6d. each.

LAPAGERIA ROSEA.
Confessedly the finest conservatory climber yet known, the

flowers being of a rich bright rose, marbled with white inside,
nearly 3 inches in length and 2 in diameter ; of particularly waxy
substance, and consequently the flowers remain a considerable
time in perfection. Pl*nts,'l0*. 6d. and 21*. each.

LILIUM GIGANTEUM.
This noble Lily having been generally exhibited, is too well

known to render any description of it necessary. Fine specimens
from 21*. to 84*. each, according to strength of bulb. Small seed-
lings, 5*. each.

LOMATIA FERRUGINEA.
This fine evergreen shrub was found in Chiloe and Pata-

gonia by our Mr. William Lobb. It attains a height of 6 or
a feet, and is remarkable for its beautiful Fern-like foliage. As
a fine leaved conservatory plant it is perhaps without a rival.
Plants, 10*. tW. and 21s. each.

choice selection of Plants, the majority of which are comparatively new, and all are of intrinsic excellence :—

_ RONDELETIA ANOMALA.
A beautiful hothouse shrub, raised from seeds sent to me

Horticultural Society by its generous and indefatigable corre-

spondent, G.U. Skinner, Esq. The Plant has something tne

appearance of a Bouvardia ; the flowers are of a rich vermiiuon rcu

and flowering in Kovember, it must be regarded as one 01 ii

most brilliant species which even Mr. Skinner has been ao«^

add to our gardens. Plants, 5s. to 7*. 6d. each.

SONERILA MARGARITACEA.
Perhaps the most chaste of all variegated plants. P™»acinj

with dark glossy green leaves, dotted all over with *"7eJJ
,low

spots, a profusion of beautiful crimson flowers w«n

i

stamens. It is a dwarf compact plant, of particular!} neat

habit, and requires the temperature of a cool stove 01

greenhouse. Good plants, 55. and 7s. 6d.

TECOMA VELUTINA.
Found by Mr. Skinner in Guatemala growing ma tPinper...

from 68° to 78°, and raised from seeds sent by that gen. •cman
^

the Horticultural Society, and described by Vj. ~m
, '>

l0a 6rf#

plant of uncommon beauty. Established plants, 7s. tw. *

TORREYA MYRISTICA.
This is a splendid hardy Taxaceous plant, *ent from taliion

by Mr. W. Lobb. It is from the Sierra Nevada at a mgn
tion, and attains the height of from 100 to 150 feet, ine ~

f this plant is very limited. Strong seedling plants, t**. *

NEPENTHES RAFFLESIANA.
Having been successful in raisins seeds of this fine Ne-

penthes, we are able to offer beautiful seedling plants of it,
forming an abundance of pitchers. 21s. each.

FINUS BENTHAM1ANA (Tele).
Having raised seedlings of this beautiful Pine (which is doubt-

less the finest of the long-leaved Californian kinds, and which
has proved to be perfectly hardy), we are now enabled to offer
established plants in pots as follows:— Single plants, 10s. 6d
6 plants, 50*. ; 12 plants, 84*.

PHILESIA BUXIFOLIA.
A beautiful dwarf evergreen hardy shrub.withtmall dark foliage,

discovered by Mr. W lliam Lobb on the Andes of Patagonia
beyond the snow line, producing freely its beautiful large bell-
shaped deep rose-coloured flowers, the petals of which are of
great substance. Plants, 7s. 6d., 10s. 6d., and 21s.

PCDOCARPUS NUBIGENA.A perfectly hardy and fine Taxaceous plant, sent from Pata-
gonia by Mr. W. Lobb. Ebtablished plants. 21s. each.

PTERIS ASPERiCAULIS.
A stove Fern from the East Indies, very distinct and of great

beauty. Strong plants, 21s., smaller ditto, 15s.

RHCDODENDRON CALIFORNICUM.
A distinct species, sent from California by Mr. W. Lobb, having

fcne trusses of rose-coloured flowers. It is perfectly hardy, having
survived the past two winters in the open border, witbout any
protection whatever. The foliage is good, and it is an abundant
and late bloomer, and will d< ubtless be a great acquisition to
hybndisers. Good plants, 7s. Sd. each.

RHODODENDRON JASMINIFLORUM.
Few plants have excited so much admiration as this lovely

Rhododendron, sent home by Mr. Lobb from Mount Ophir, and
exhibited by us so offen that any further description is unneces-
sary. Plants, 10s. Sd. to 21s. each.

WELLINGTONS GIGANTEA.
Ample description of this noble tove having appeared in wrm^

advertisements or circulars, it is only necessary now io .«*

it is a Coniferous tree of immense d-mensions and great »»»£.

and perfectlv hardy. A few of the first raised, extra sized planus

42s. Smaller plants, 15s. and 21s.

All Wellingtonias sent out by us are Seedlings.

A general Retail Catalogue of Plaits, row in course [of rpublicatiou, will be ready shortly, and may be had on application,
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CHOICE BEDDING PLANTS.

YOUELL AND C O.
Beg respectfully to refer to the Advertisement of the above, which appeared in last week's Paper.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

SUTTON'S CHAMPION SWEDE
T SUPERIOR SWEDE has gained some of the most distinguished Prizes at the Shows of 1S55

Bucks
we
at Baker Street Bazaar in December last, our collection of roots was much admired.

Extracts from Letters to Messrs. Sutton :•*•

From Mr. G. Xorringtnn, Taplow, Oct. 15, 1S55.
"I have been the successful candidate again this year for

Swedes at the South Bucks Show. I received H.R.H. Prince
Albert's Cup, value 20 guineas. I received the first prize 1851,
first ditto 1S53. and first ditto 1855. These prizes were all from
your Seed. There were 11 of us competitors this year."

(Another of our customers, Mr. Joseph Hobbs, Cookham,
gained the other 20 guinea Cup for Swedes, presented by H.R.H.
Prince Albert at the East Berks Agricultural Show; and the
same gentleman gained the first prize for Mangel Wurzel at
the same Show for our Seed

)

From tfr. F. Mander, Inlease, near Hungerford.
" You should see a 20 acre field of Swedes for a heavy crop.

The seeds came from you. There have been a great many
people to see them."

From. Mr. E. Curtis, Kempshott, May 25. 1S55.
"Your seeds of last year, notwithstanding the bad season,

produced the best plant both of Turnips and Swedes I ever saw.
Not a vacancy could be seen over a breadth of 40 acres. Th
took the first and two extra prizes at the Basingstoke Root

!

siow -
,
Tue Swedes kept well, and my sheep are feeding them

off now.

Price of the CHAMPION SWEDE SEED, Is per lb., or 48s. per bushel.
A Priced Catalogue of Choice Turnip Seeds may he had pest free.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading, May 17.

MESSRS. E. Gr. HENDERSON & SON

THE PAMPAS CRASS—" CY.NJERIUM ARCE.NTEUM."
LUCOMBE, PINCH! and CO., having now for Sale

the finest Stock of Flowering Plants in this country
of the above, are enabled to offer their well established Plants to
bloom strongly this Season, in fine specimens. 7s. Gd. to 10s. 6d.
each. L, P. & Co. have also strong healthy Seedlings at 21 v.

per dozen; but to parties wishing at once to* see the beauty of
the plant they recommend the larger sizes, being in every
respect much better and cheaper; and it is also advisable that
thev should be planted as eailv as possible. A full description
of this noble plant is given in the Gardeners' Chronicle oi Oct. 6,
1855, page 659.

_____ Exeter Nursery, Fxetpr.—Established 1720.

NEW FUCHSIA, VERBENA, AND HELIOTROPE.
T" 1 TURVILL beers to otter strong Plants of his tirst-
-* • rate Seedlings, which he can with confidence recommend.
FUCHSIA ALMA.—Large bold flower, with scarlet tube,

from 6 to 7 inches long, well reflexed, with bright purple cr.dla
striped and shaded with bright vermilion to the edge, which is
often edged with white; excellent habit. Plants 10s. 6d. exh.
VERBENA BRIDE.— Beautiful light blue, very fine truss,

with large smooth petal, excellent habit, verv free flowering!
makes a beautiful bed. Plants 5s. each.

HELIOTROPE ELEGANCE.—This is a beautiful scented,
and very free in flowering, with a large blue flower: a great
improvement on "Gem," being very close in habit, with'good
foliage, well adapted for beds or for pots. Plants 7s. Gd.

Chelmsford , Essex, May 17.

NEW VERBENAS, FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS, AND
MIMULUS.

/^EORGE SMITH is warranted in pronouncing hisVT SEEDLING VERBENAS unequalled. They are highly
recommended by the National Floricultural Society, and have
had six first-class certificates awarded to them. The three
Seedling Fuchsias are very fine, either for exhibition or orna-
mental purposes. The Petunia Hermione exceeds all others for
its great beauty, and must be a favourite for vears to come.
Mimulus Lydia received a Certificate, awarded at the National.
The above are now being sent out. For descriptions see

Catalogue, which will be forwarded on application.
Tolliiigton Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington, London.

ABE now prepared to forward their NEW SPRING CATALOGUE, and parties who have not hitherto —* ^ _, . „_
tZn«n
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rs can have the same sent free on application. This useful book has been compiled with the utmost DHftf (Rat*n£ltW*« tf*h V flit tVI Pattention, and while it notices the latest novelties, gives only such varieties of each class as can with safety be recommended It
,fl" f•* ««•% *J* *l* K?3 W«UU HitK

should be in the possession of every Amateur and practical Gardener, either for reference or perusal, the simplicitv and correctnessof its arrangement being a decided improvement on anything of the kind hitherto brought before the public. In addition to theabove-mentioned novelties, &c it contains descriptions and colours of 500 Stove. 700 Greenhouse, and 1000 other Plants of Miscel-laneous sorts, such as Azaleas, Geraniums, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, &c, with short and select Lists of those varieties best adaoted
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C°nneCted with the St0Ve
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Greenbonae
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and Garden, full descriptions of the following and many other

10 .iTSS
the ab0Ve wi" als0 be PubUshed a Coloured Plate, representing a group of Nine new Plants, and can be had post free for

-i « StHinps.

Messieurs E. G. Hexdejisox et Fils ont l'honneur d'annoncer I E. G. Hexdersox und Sohx beehren sich hiermit enrebenst
*? ~™ cat

*l°?°
e Sdnerale P<>ur <*"? saispn vient d'etre public, anzuzeigen, dass der diesjiihrige Hauptcatalog die Presse

que
qui sera adresse" aux personnes qui en feront la demande par
lettre affranchie.

lis saisissent cette occasion ponrpreVenirleurs correspondents
etrangers que les plantes nouvelles (page V. du catalogue)
introduites par Monsieur J. Linden a Bruxelles, suivant les
arrangements conchies avec, lui ne sont livrables qu'en Angleterre.
Nul commando pour le continent en consequence sera effectuee
par l'Stablissement.

verlassen hat, und zur portofreien Versendung bereitliegt.
Um alien Missverstiindnissen vorzubeugen wird darauf auf-

merksam gemacht, dass in Folge abgeschlossener Bedingnngen
mit Herrn J. Linden in Briissel die vier durch ihn eingetiihrten
neuen Pflanzen (Seite V des Catalogs) nicht an auswiirtige
Correspondenten geliefert, sondern Bestellungen auf dieselben
nur fiir Gross Brittanien vom Etablissement ausgefiihrt werden
konnen.

Messrs. E. G. H. & Son beg to state that in consequence of the great influx of business, they have found it impos-
sible to send out Plajits with their usual despatch They trust, however, that those parties whose orders have been
detained through this circumstance will kindly overlook the delay, as they hope in the courte of the ensuina week to
clear off all orders now in hand.

CRYSTAL PALACE SCARLET BEDDING DAHLIA, 5s.

Sl^SESSJJS.'S I£22JJRITE VERBENA, GEANT DES BATAILLES, 2s.M.?SJ?°
T^|^yroVni

TE
r?
ETUNlA

'
COUNTESS OF ELLESMEKE, 3,. Gd.VERBENA IMPERATRICE ELIZABETH (pulchylia Maonetti), Is. 6d.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.

TUKNIP SEEDS, ETC.
'T'HOMAS GIBBS and CO., the Seedsmen to the
__ R ?-^ Agricultural Society of England, beg to inform
their friends and Agriculturists generally that they have still
on hand a good supply of various. TURNIP SEEDS from
selected stocks.

f^SPJi?—Ptirple-top, Skirvings, and other kinds.HYBRIDS—Green-top Yellow, Pnrple-top Yellow.GLOBES or ROUNDS—White, Red, and Green.
TANKARDS-White, Red. and Green.

other kinl
STUBBL£ 0B ST0NE-Hertfordshire White and

KOHL RABI. or Hungarian Turnip.
MANGEL WURZELS—Yellow Globe, Long Red Red

Globe, and Long Yellow.
' s ea

'
Kea

Mixtures of Grass Seeds for permanent Pasture and Meadow
for Cemeteries and Churchyards, for Parks and Field Lawns, forGarden Lawns and Grass Plots. Renovating Mixtures for old

Italian and other Ryegrasses, and all other Seeds for theFarm, Kitchen Garden, and Flower Garden.
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POREIGN SEED ORDERS.—Plymouth is admir-
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Austria, PoRTUGA^ Ionian IslandsMadeira Gambia, China, Cape op Goon Hope, Prince Edward's

Island, Balaklava in the Crimea, and within the last week
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1"-travel thousanda °f ™l<s, and throughtne Tropics too, without injury.
6

"The case of Seeds you sent me arrived in excellent
condition, and they are all growing well, and,from every
appearance, I should have supposed that they had only
travelled a short distance instead of so many thousandsop miles. This I consider is owing to their being wellripened and dried, and carefully and properlypacked. / have to tender my best thanks to you for your

JTihf^t V
1 rf(Wn5r so

>&* 9^erally seeds that are sent out
«> mis colony are destroyed owing to their getting damnon tne passage." *

from
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n
king ^^^ admirably, and all the letters

Orders"wil \Z^Correspondents tell the same tale. All Foreignvroers will be attended to with promptness and care.

^chanJ^Piym^^01'2 * Co"^"^ and ExPort Se«d Mer3

CEPHALOTUS FOLLKULARIS, OR AUSTRALIAN
PITCHER PLANT.

TTUGH LOW and CO. have to offer fine healthy
-* -*- established plants with pitchers, of the above very rare and
curious plant, at 21s. each.

CALYPTRARIA II^EMANTHA, a splendid new Melasto-
maceous greenhouse plant, flowers exceeding in beauty those of
the well-known Pleroma elegans. Strong plants 25*. to
31s. 6d. each. »

LAPAGERIA ROSEA, styled in Chili " the climbing Lily,"
unquestionably the most beautiful conservatory climber in culti-
vation. 10s. 6d. each.

LASIANDRA HOOIBRENKII, a beautiful folia-ed
plant. 3*. 6d.

THYRSICANTHUS RUTILANS, a fine winter flowerin-
plant. 2s. 6d.

B

GESNERIA DONCKELAARI, the most showy of the genus.
Extra strong roots. 15j.

GLOXINIA ERECTA, in 12 choice varieties. 2s. 6d. each.
BEGONIA SEMPERFLORENS SANDERSI, a very showy

scarlet winter-flowering variety, sweet scented. Ss,6d.
Clapton Nursery, London, May 17.

TTUGH LOW and CO. have now for sale healthy
-*- -*- Plants of the undermentioned :—
VERBENAS, 14 new varieties, Seedlings of Rougier and

Chauviere of Pans, were selected by us when in flower, and can
be confidently recommended. Is. 6rf. each.
Verbena pukhella Maonetti, a fine new bedding varietv of

dwarf habit, perfectly distinct from any other, the flower's as
finely striped, and very similar to those of Phlox Radetzki.
Per dozen, 12s.

Verbenas in variety, of the best old sorts for bedding, such asLord Raglan, King of Scarlets, Pnrple King. Mr. F G CalpvWhite Perfection. Per 100, 30s.
;
per dozen, £.

J'

PETUNIA IMPERI ALIS, new double white, 9s. per dozen
P~ UN

ItJ
:

i

U
«
PEE0? NApOLEON III., an improvement

on Prince Albert, 6s. per dozen.
CALCEOLARIA AMPLEXICAULIS, 4s ; ; SULTAN, and

other fine varieties, Gs. per dozen.
HELIOTROPE BEAUTY of the BOUDOIR, and other fine

varieties, 6s. per dozen.

LANTANAS, in roots, 6s. per dozen.
SCARLET GERANIUMS, TOM THUMB, and other varie-

ties, 40*. per 100.

VARIEGATED SCARLET GERANIUM, FLOWER of
the DAY, 6*. to 9s. pur dozen.

MIMULUS, 6 fine varieties, 4s. per dozen.
PHLOXES, 18 varieties, raised by Mr. Lierval, of Paris of

dwarf habit, with very large flowers. Having seen these in
bloom, we can safely say they will add to the high reputation
already acquired by Mr. Lierval, as the most successful hybrid-
izer of this class of plants. Price Is. Gd. each.

Clapton Nursery, London, May 17.

SATUBDA Y, MA Y 17, 1856.

The readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle will not
have yet forgotten Polmaise heating, or the long
and earnest discussion that was excited by the plans
of the enthusiastic and much to be lamented Mr.
Meeke. Knowing as he did the immense importance
to gardeners of air in rapid motion, eager to lender
their work oeconomical, and convinced that this
could only be accomplished by dispensing with costly
hot-water apparatus, he proposed a plan lor obtaining
currents of heated air by means of hot iron plates
over which cold air was to be compelled to travel
on its road into the house. In short, he clearly saw-
that, if it could be accomplished, the true way of
heating the air of a plant-house must be, not by
radiation from pipes, but by warm currents driven
or drawn in every direction.

It is needless now to relate how many attempts
were made to bring this plan to bear; how certain
success at one time appeared to have become, or how
continually hopes were disappointed at the last

moment. It was like the gold making of the alche-
mists— the precious metal disappeared at the
moment of projection. Sometimes the iron plate
cracked, on another occasion smoke found its way
through the sand-joints into the house, now and
then the draught took a wrong turn ; and worst of
all, everything else having succeeded, no sufficient

amount of heat could be secured.

Hence, after a patient expenditure of money and
time, " Polmaise " heating was abandoned ; not
because the principles which led to its contrivance
were wrong, but because it was evidently insufficient

to carry out those principles, the importance of which
every succeeding year has rendered more and more
apparent. To keep warm air in active motion
in glass plant houses we have always maintained to
be the great desideratum of modern gardening;
there is not a practical man who does not endorse
that opinion ; and all which now remains is to
show how it can be effected. To the method pro-
posed by Mr. Jones we lately drew attention, and
we have now to mention another plan.

Mr. Robert Hazard, of 8, St. Martin's Place,
London, proposes to effect all that Mr. Meeke failed
to accomplish, by what he calls a " heat extractor."

This consists of numerous 2 inch or 3 inch cast-iron

pipes, open at each end and secured there to iron
plates ; in other words it consists of a pair of cast-
iron perpendicular plates held together by horizontal
open pipes. These are so placed that ail the smoke
of the fire-place is compelled to travel through them,
almost wholly giving its heat to them as it passes,

before it reaches the chimney for escape. The
" heat extractor " thus constructed, and built into
brickwork so as to intercept the smoke, without per-
mitting it to pass into the house, is fixed on the
level of the floor, opposite an opening into the house
to be heated ; and the mouth of a cold air drain is

at the same time brought into communica-
tion with the open bottom of the apparatus. The
moment the pipes in the "extractor" become warm
the air from the cold drain rises among them
and absorbing heat in its passage finally^ rushes
into the house, and distributes itself as happened in
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Polmaixo. the only difference being that a very large

area of heating surface comes into action upon Mr.

Hazard's plan without any risk of heating, instead

of a very small area, and the certainty of cracked

fire plates. In order that the heated air, as it

passes into the house, may acquire the degree of

moisture which is necessary for preserving plants in

full health, the incoming air is conducted over a

cistern of water, from which it takes up as much as

its own temperature will permit.

The great advantage presented by this system

consists in the abundance of heat which it provides,

and in the application of whatever heat the fuel

may give out to the service of the house, instead of

allowing it to pass away uselessly and wastefully by

the chimney. The i( extractor " may be used

without hot water, or may be adapted to the fire-

place of any existing apparatus.

How it works is thus described by Mr. Hazard

in the case of its application to the forcing houses

of Charles Eyre, Esq., of Welford, near New-
bury :

—

" I applied the extractor in January 1856, the

weather being 10° below freezing ; we therefore

were obliged to finish before we left for the night,

and it was 12 o'clock before we were able to light

the tire under the boiler ; at 7 o'clock on the follow-

ing morning Mr. Davidson, Mr. Eyre's gardener,

and myself tested the air from the extractor, when
we found large volumes passing into the house at

140°; but the thermometer on the hot water flow-

pipes nearest the boiler only indicated 95°. After

several days' experimenting, the external ther-

mometer being at 12° and 14° below freezing, the

advantage was more evident in favour of the

extractor, while the apparatus in the Fig house

was working admirably and economically. The
old Polmaise stove formerly consumed one barrow

of coke in 24 hours ; while my apparatus only

required the same quantity to last four days! Thus
saving three-fourths of the fuel formerly used. The
advantages of my apparatus were so evident that I

received an order for an extractor to be attached

to the conservatory boiler ; the consequence was an
immediate economy of fuel, and another important

result. The under-gardener, who could not before

leave the conservatory during severe nights, was
now enabled to leave the fire from 8 o'clock in the

evening until 7 o'clock the following morning.
" In February, Mr. Eyre, in company with

F. L. Popham, Esq., of Littlecot, near Hungerford,

wished to prove the advantage of my system by
actual tests. A thermometer was suspended 1 foot

down the top of the chimney of a Pine pit, heated

by hot water, where no extractor was attached, and
it indicated 430°. The same thermometer was then

suspended down the chimney, where the extractor

intercepted the smoke, when it only stood at 160°
;

a marked difference of 270° in favour of the extractor.

The thermometer was then placed in the same
manner in the chimney of the Fig house, when it

only stood at 105°.

"And as Mr. Davidson was trying the two
systems fairly, one against the other, Hot Air v.

Hot Water, by shutting off the circulation of hot
water in one house, and allowing it to flow in the

other ; thermometers were placed in different parts

of the house, heated by the hot air alone ; one being
placed in the front path, 1 foot from the floor, and
another similarly placed in the back walk. Singular
to relate, the one in the front indicated 62°. while
the one in the back walk, and nearest the admission
of hot air, only stood at 60°. To carry the experi-

ment still farther, and show that there was nothing
to fear from placing plants immediately above the
ascending current of hot air, I suspended a ther-

mometer 3 feet above the grating, when it only
stood at 68°, although the hot air was streaming
out of the gratings at 170°, proving the rapid
manner the heated air mixed with the surrounding
atmosphere."

This it will be observed is Mr. Hazard's own ac-

count, with a few curtailments.

For ourselves the only opportunity we have had
of seeing the apparatus at work has been by favour
of Messrs. Oetzmann & Plumb, who have used it

for some months in their extensive pianoforte manu-
factory in Chenies Street, where it is employed for

drying the timber. We understand that the action
there is perfectly satisfactory ; and from what we
saw of it we should imagine it unlikely to get out
of order.

Of course we refrain for the present from saying
more than that the contrivance promises well.
Further experience will show whether any un-
expected inconvenience attends it. Should it continue
to perform as it appears to have done, we can easily
conceive that it will offer a means of heating cheaply
the small greenhouses now so common everywhere,
without having recourse to expensive hot-water
apparatus, or the cumbrous and troublesome flue.

A small " extractor " intercepting the waste heat of

a chimney might perhaps in numerous instances

convey through a grating into a greenhouse on the

first floor of a London residence all the heat which

would be required in such a place.

This is not the first time that the apparatus has

been mentioned in our columns. On one occasion

Messrs. Garraway & Co. recommended it for hot-

house heating ; on another it received a very good

word from the Rev. Geo. Denison, of East Brent,

who had applied it to his parish church ; others are

said to have gained experience in its use, and we

are sure we only express the desire of our readers

when we say that they will be grateful for further

information upon the subject.

The interesting account which we last week

published of the consumption of vegetables and

fruit in the Paris markets, deserves to be considered

in comparison with what we know of the consump-

tion of London, as given in Dodd's Food of Lon-

don (see ante p. 214), upon the authority of Mr.

Braithwaite Poole. We shall thus learn some-

thing more than usual of the habits of the Paris

population, and of the kind of cultivation that their

wants demand.
M. Husson takes the population of Paris at

1,053,262 ; but this is exclusive of Saint-Denis and

other densely populated faubourgs, and we pre-

sume the casual population is not included. Taking

these into account, the amount may be estimated at

1,500,000. If that of London be regarded as

amounting to 2,500,000, the comparison will be

near enough for all practical purposes connected

with the points into which we propose to inquire.

Adopting these numbers, and the statements of

Mr. Braithwaite Poole and of M. Husson as the

bases of calculation, we have drawn up the follow-

ing table, showing the comparative annual consump-

tion of certain vegetables and fruits in London and

Paris, and the average consumption per head per

annum :

—

T

Consumption per
annum.

London.

...

(

Tons.

138,000
80,000

8050
43,600

37,500
3900
260

2050
800

750

2200

300

17,150

9325

9800

927
700

3900
16

456

Paris.

Tons.

26,298

20,166

20,225
3810
2976
4012
3543
5934
1417
856

297

Annual consumption
per head.

London. Paris.

lbs.

123

71

7
39

33
3

1

oz.

10

10

3*
1

H
8

3}

m
102

15

lbs.

39

30

30
5

4

5

5

9

2

1

oz.

4

2
3

11

7
15

2

U

2598

110,520

147,847

115,946

14,055

9212
8513
1328

49

\5

8

6

5

TO

3 14

8 12

3

13

10

8

!

165

190

173

20

13

12

2

13

14

12

11

U

comparison goes, that, with the exception of Filberts

and Hazel Nuts the consumption in all cases
averages very much less per head in London than in
Paris. The supply of Raspberries for the London
market is very limited ; and there can be no doubt
that if the supply of this as well as that of various

other fruits were increased, so would be the demand.
The quantity of Apples, Pears and Plums which
enter into the diet of the Parisian is almost in-

credible. Of the three kinds taken together, while

only 32 lbs. 7 ounces per head are annually consumed
in London each inhabitant of Paris requires 529 lbs.

Among esculents two articles also appear which
plainly point to the habits of the people, and about

whose uses the English care little. The French table

mentions as many as 438,000 kilos of Black Winter
Radishes, an article unknown in our own markets,

and of Sorrel, an unimportant London vegetable,

the consumption in Paris is greater than that of

Salads in London of all kinds put together.

But since M. Husson's book is likely to appear

very shortly we shall take a future opportunity of

Potatoes

Cabbages
Carrots

Turnips
Onions
Peas ...

Asparagus
Lettuces

Celery

Radishes
Cucumbers & 1

Gurkens... J
Gourds and

j

Vegetable

Marrows
J

Apples
Pears

Plums and"!

Darnsons j

Cherries

Strawberries ..,

Currants

Raspberries ...

Filberts and "I

Hazel-nuts J

It will be observed from the above that some
vegetables are consumed in much greater proportion

in London than in Paris. These are Potatoes,

Cabbages, Turnips, Onions, Cucumbers, and Gur-
kens. Of Potatoes, fully three times more per head
are used in London than in Paris; Cabbages more
than double ; Turnips, in round numbers, seven
times as many, but some doubts may be entertained

as to whether the quantity of Turnips stated by
Mr. Poole does not include those brought in for the
London cow-keepers. Of Onions about seven times
more are used in London than in Paris ; of Leeks we
have no account for London, but on referring to last

week's paper it will be seen that these are largely

used in Paris, their consumption being about four
times greater than that of Onions.

Vegetables of which less proportions are used in

London than in Paris are Carrots, Peas, Asparagus,
Lettuces, as compared with what may be included
in M. Husson's denomination of Salads, Celery,

Radishes, Gourds, and Vegetable Marrows. In Paris

the quantity of Carrots used is four times greater

>han in London. Of Peas the proportion is as 3£ to

6, or nearly twice the quantity more per head in

Paris than in London. In the former, the quantity

consumed of Asparagus is 20 times, Salad 5 times,

Celery 3 times, and of Radishes twice that consumed
per head in London ; whilst of Gourds and
Vegetable Marrows the quantity is 14 times greater.

returning to this matter.

We understand that a further small supply 3t

Mexican seeds received from Mr. Botteri is ready

for distribution to the Fellows of the Horticultural

Society. ____^_^_
New Plants.

172. Galanthus plicattts. Marsch £ieb. Fl. Taur.

Cauc. III. 255.

(The Crimean Snowdrop.)

When the warm breath of Asia Minor was first felt

in 1855 by our winter-beaten troops at Sebastopol,

nothing welcomed them earlier than a beautiful white

flower which all recognized as a Snowdrop, the messen-

ger always sent forward to announce the approach of

spring. Not however the same as was wont to cheer

them in their English homes, but a taller and a stouter

sort Trowels and spades were set to work, and in a

few short weeks the bulbs of the stranger were trans-

ferred to our gardens here as so many precious*

souvenirs of our gallant distant friends. Nursed as

such treasures are sure to be nursed, the Cr
.

ime
^j

Snowdrop has now reared its graceful head in a

directions, and there are few who have not looked upo

the stranger. It is stouter than our own ^oW^P»
forms great tufts of plaited leaves, and carries more

green colour in the petals. Botanists call if ior w
second reason Galanthus plicatus. Introduce-

a

abundance as it now has beeD, we may hope n ^
remain a living garden monument to the mem j

those bold hearts whose blood has been poured out km

the honour of their country among its native hills.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXXL

481. VvLSjsSk (Wounds)*—Vegetables are subjj**?

a variety of external injuries, arising from very a™**

causes. As in the human frame, these may be oi ^
or less importance according to their extent, o

organs which are affected. Vegetables, from *»PJ2
liar organisation, ...... „a reuw «

animals, because there is no common nervousit

wtiinh *»i h» rmralvsed bv the affection of any pafticu'

organs whicn are anectea. v egeiauico, «*"*- - ^u-q
liar organisation, bear partial injuries much better i

centre

With regard to fruits, it appears, so far as the for instance, might be removed

directed towards the outriment of a single bud, tne

any serious external injury is felt Half • *** £^
' u;n.hn,p m \aht be removed with far less hazard xn»-
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the stem ot a Crown Imperial could be cut off soon after

its appearance above the surface of the ground.

482. By one of the most important laws of nature the

animal world derives its support either mediately or

immediately from the vegetable kingdom. Every part,

therefore, of plants in its turn is subject to the attacks of

animals. The Grass which forms so great a portion of

the food of ruminant and other animals seems within

certain bounds to grow the better for being cropped, and

this is the case with many other plants, while others

are stunted by the constant effort of producing new buds.

The leaves of different plants are developed in different

ways. In some increase takes place at the base, in

others at the apex. When Grass is mowed, the leaves

in twenty-four hours have increased visibly in length,

but many leaves when eaten by insects make little or no
effort at increase. In the latter case the injury for a

time is considerable, and the evil is remedied only

by the pushing of the young axillary buds. The pro-

cess, however, is exhausting, and the quantity of wood
deposited and of nutritive matter stored up is greatly

diminished. Other injuries are produced by insects,

but these will come under another head.

483. If the destruction of leaves is formidable as pre-

venting the due elaboration of the juices, the evapora-

tion of redundant moisture, and the aeration of the

tissues, the destruction of the blossoms by animals is

equally mischievous in another direction. The grand
end of vegetation is the production of fruit, and if the

blossoms or their more important organs are destroyed

no fruit can be produced. The injury in this ease is,

however, merely temporary. All the energies of the

plant are directed in another quarter, the consequence
of which is that abundant wood is produced, and a

copious supply of those matters on which the production

of fruit depends. The tree, in fact, may be more fertile

the following year for the present injury.

484. Theyouugshootsofmostexogenousplantsare filled

with a mass of cells, which are ofimmense importance in

the perfection of the nascent wood and the formation of

buds on which the future growth of the tree depends.
This body is called the pith, and as it is surrounded by
bundles of spiral tissue, all the axillary buds* and leaves

are in close communication with it. According to varying
circumstances the pith retains its energy for a greater

or less length of time, though at last it dries up and
becomes entirely inactive. In this condition any injury

to it may be altogether harmless, but few injuries are

80 fatal as those which happen to the pith while the

plant is young. Death is certain if the main stem is

concerned, as may be seen constantly in such plants as

Lettuces, which seem to fail suddenly without any
apparent cause. Examination, however, shows that

come grub has eaten into the pith, and the powers of the

plant have been immediately paralysed.

485. The roots of plants are liable to many injuries.

Where the green parts depend mainly upon matter
stored up in them, injury may be serious, but unless

the lesion is extensive, the plant in general suffers but

little. The roots of trees may be divided very exten-
sively without much injury. New fibres will soon be
thrown out, if those which remain are not sufficient to

supply the requisite nourishment. Root pruning, in

fact, is often practised to check the luxuriance of foliage

and to induce the tree to throw out fruit buds. For this

purpose trees are sometimes taken up and replanted,

and if this is done at once, the spongelets will retain

their moisture and be able to act, but where there is

needless delay root pruning may be attended with
injury. Indeed, it is a practice Which must be exercised
with caution, and with some reference to the condition
of the soil. In some instances whene division of the roots
may be useful, a complete transplantation, might be
very injurious. This is one of the cases in which
gardeners should not act upon mere theory ; indeed, in
all, theory should be merely the handmaid of practice.
M. /. B.

clean, but at their axils there existed as healthy a brood . hand, and ought to be well done ; the pencil when
of scale and bug as could possibly be desired. This I fresh dipped should not be applied immediately

;

remark also applies to the greater part of the plants all draw it once or twice across a small piece of

over the establishment ; in short, the general appear-

ance was such as to convince an experienced person

that fire-heat had been used unsparingly, and that a

high temperature and a close atmosphere had been the

guiding rule. The leaves were pale in colour, and many
of the plants had made premature growth. Saccolabium

guttatum, in a large basket, and Aerides odoratum in a

similar position, were the two best plants in the

collection, and had they not been closely connected with

bad neighbours I might have stated that they were

clean. Dendrobium speeiosum, Cattleya crispa, and
many others were covered with white scale and mealy

bug ; Oncidium Papilio, carthagiuense, and two or

three others were dead, or so far gone that there was
little hopes of their recovery.

Early Vinery.—In this house the Grapes were setting

an abundant crop, the leaves were large and flabby, an
excessive quantity of water had been used and they had
the appearance of being clean. Camellias were growing

beneath the Vines, and they also looked clean. The
person who showed me round informed me that the

year previous " the bug * got amongst the ripe fruit and
caused great trouble. I observed that the Vines had

wood kept for the purpose ; after doing this

I have generally found sufficient strength remaining to

destroy the bug, and there is less danger of the turpen-

tine spreading and injuring the leaf or buds. The
second process consisted in washing the plant well with

soap and water. In doing this common soap was used
plentifully ; a common painter's sash brush was first put
into water, then rubbed on the soap, then applied to the

plant and so on alternately, according to the good sense
of the workman, from the root up to the tender points

of the young shoots, which were carefully hand picked.

When the soap and water process was finished, the
plant was well washed with clean water applied with
force from a syringe. The young shoots mentioned as
being handpicked were then dipped in tobacco liquor,

and the plant trained or placed in its former position.

Ventilation from the roof was afforded at all times, and
very freely from the windows and door, when the

thermometer stood at or above 75°. Fires were kept

very low, and the night temperature at from 50 to 60°.

Early Vinery during May.—When thinning the

Grapes, the pencil and turpentine were constantly at

hand, and applied to the ripe wood or parts of the

HOW TO DESTROY MEALY BUG, &c.
Mealy bug, when once thoroughly established in our

glass houses, has been found by most gardeners to be a
most destructive and pertinacious pest, so much so that

many well qualified men have hesitated to take charge
of a collection of plants where it was known to exist to

any great extent. Having had to encounter such diffi-

culties as those just stated, and at the same time having
had the good fortune to completely overcome them, I

have been led to believe that some account of the modus
operandi by which such a result was arrived at might
be useful. Let us however commence by describing the
general condition of the stock when I first took charge
of it, and then pursue in the form of a journal step by
step the way in which the work of extermination was
conducted, and the restoration of the plants to health
effected.

''Orchid House and Stove, April 13, 1854.—Here I
found a miscellaneous collection of plants, several of
which would have been better accommodated in the
greenhouse. Tacsonia mollissima, in a pot trained along
the back wall, was well covered with mealy bug ; Ste-
phauotis floribunda, Petrea volubilis, Combretum pur-
pureum, Allamanda cathartic*, Jasminum Sambac, were
the permanent climbers ; these, with the exception of
the Allamanda, were very badly affected with insects.
Ine Stephanotis occupying a considerable space had
been sponged frequently, the leaves were generally

* Adventitious bads do not necessarily arise from the pith, and
as these sometimes form large branches, it is not to be expected"W every branch shall be traceable to the common axis. A
good deal of misconception has prevailed on this subject.

not had any winter dressing, consequently I looked for- leaves, as before described, wherever bug was observed,
ward to the future with anxiety.

~'

Second House ofGrapes.—The Vines here were coming
into bloom, the outside border had been tampered with

the previous summer, and the growth they had made and
were making was weak. On examining the foliage I

found bug, and here also the Vines had not got any
winter dressing. This house was full of plants, chiefly

such as will grow well in any intermediate house, with

the exception of a few Begonias, which were all in a

dirty state ; black scale, mealy bug, and red spider were
the principal insects. Adjoining this house was a small

division, consisting of four lights, which had been taken

|
from the above house at some former period for the

purpose of preserving Pine Apples in when ripe, or for

a small division of early Grapes. In the pit of this

house were plunged two or three Francisceas, an Ixora,

and a large Euphorbia splendens. On the back wall was
trained Cereus grandiflorus profusely intermixed with

a trailing Solanum. Vines were planted in the outside

border, and had grown the full length of the rafters ;

they had not been pruned back, and were now making
laterals. I had not seen anything so weak, and bug and
red spider were plentiful throughout the house.

Greenhouse or Conservatory.— A deep back wall,

together with a mass of stone in front, gave little hopes
of growing anything with advantage here. The house
was literally full of plants. Vines were also trained to

the roof, and exhibited better health than anything I

had yet met with. As they had attained a good age,

and as a gravel walk was their only border, I came to

the conclusion that the subsoil must be good, and that

the natural soil of the garden agreed with them.
Amongst the plants there was nothing remarkable.

Late Vinery.—The Vines in this house were just

breaking, the wood had been well rubbed over with

sulphur, large quantities of which were still adhering to

the stems. The buds were numerous and weak, and
not so far advanced as to indicate with certainty

whether there would be fruit or not. This house also

contained a great number of plants, such as Azaleas,

Camellias, &c.
Peach House.—A Peach and Nectarine tree were the

principal features here ; a Stanwick Nectarine had been

recently planted ; Figs covered the back wall, Vines
were planted at each end ahid partially trained along

the roof; a shelf along the back wall contained Straw-

berries. The Peach trees were in good health, growing
very luxuriantly, but without fruit. I was informed
that every year they produced abundance of bloom, but

always cast their fruit, and never bore anything like

a crop. In front of this house are five divisions of pits,

three of which were occupied with stove and greenhouse
plants, one with small Pine plants, and one with

Cucumbers. The plants were in the same state as

regards insects as those in the Orchid-house. The Pines
were not clean, but being small and not very badly
affected I experienced little difficulty with them. Such
was the condition of the stock I had engaged to take

charge of. I have not said anything about the state

of the houses, but I may just mention that although

painted the previous year, the crevices of the woodwork
were tenanted in many parts by small balls of the

mealy bug, and in some instances there was a line of

this substance reaching a considerable distance. It is

not my intention to advert to the outdoor department.
Therefore permit me now to give a monthly account of

house work, the remedies I applied, and the success
which attended their employment.

Orchid House and Stove during May."Having pro-
cured a bottle of turpentine, 2 lbs. soft soap, 1 lb. common
soap, several lbs. of sulphur, a couple of painters' sash
brushes, half a dozen camel-hair pencils, and a few
gallons of tobacco liquor, I untied the plants, and after

rubbing the trellis and all suspicious parts of the wood-
work with turpentine, I carefully commenced cleaning

the plants. Every part was first examined with a pencil

dipped in turpentine; on portions of the two year old

wood where insects were plentiful the pencil was worked
freely, a split in the wood or a crevice in the bark was
not allowed to escape ;

parts of the leaf least susceptible

of injury were also operated on freely, but towards their

axils and around the buds great care was taken to touch

The Grapes were thinned extremely, so that when the

bunch was tied out every berry hung separately, and
the interior of the bunch could be examined with faci-

lity. This I found to be of the utmost importance. Tiie

Vines were syringed once a day in clear weather ; air

was admitted more freely as the Vines were able to

bear it, and by the end of the month the utmost freedom

was used in this respect. Camellias having set their

flower buds were moved outside under shelter, and the

house was rendered as open as possible.

Seccnd Division of Grapes during May.—As the Vines

were coming into flower water was withdrawn for a

short time, during which insects of different kinds made
rapid progress. The pipes were well pa nted with sul-

phur, turpentine was sprinkled freely on the floors, and
the house was shut close during the night. Tobacco
smoke was also employed. These measures in some
degree were doubtless effective in stopping the increase

of my tormentors, but all would have been of little

avail had there been no syringing for a length of time.

On the evenings of fine days water dashed freely

amongst the Vines and plants, and on the roof and
walls of the house, together with a free circulation of

air and moderate fires, was my best resource. Some
plants I thinned out, and others were pruned hard in,

while repotting and washing with soap and water was a

daily business. The pencil and turpentine were hang-

ing at all times En the house ready for use. In the

small division adjoining this house the plants were re-

potted and cleaned, and the Vines were encouraged to

make laterals, there being no help for them but cutting

down in the autumn.

Greenhouse or Conservatory during 3/ay.r-^Many o*

the plants here were removed, and the house was

thoroughly cleaned. In rearranging a few of the more
hardy stove plants were brought into this house.

Late Vinery during May.— The Vines here were
disbudded at once, and as it was evident there would be

no fruit, only such shoote were left as were intended to

produce fruit the following year. Liquid manure from a

farm-yard tank was applied to the border, and by the

end of the month the foliage was changed to a dark green.

It was in this house that the mealy bug first made its

appearance 1 6 years previous to this present time. A climb-

ing plant, the name of which I could not learn, was bought

at a London nursery, and sent down with instructions

to be planted and trained on the trellis on the back wall.

It was planted there, grew rapidly, and got intermingled

with the Vines, the insects spread over the fruit, and

the then gardener said, m I syringed with glue-water, and

made use of all manner of things, but to no purpose ;

the pest overran the whole house and spoiled the

Grapes, and it has now got into the wood and no one

has been or ever will be able to get the better of it."

The plants in this house went through the same process

of cleaning as the others, the large Azaleas were

syringed with tobacco-water to destroy thrips. Fires

were not lighted ; the house was syringed two or

three times weekly, according to the state of the weather,

and ventilation was well attended to.

Peach House during June.—There being no fruit I

had the roof removed from this house and the trees fully

exposed ; it will not be necessary during the summer
months to notice this house, training and occasional

syringing were all that it required. In the pit divisions

two were set apart for Pine Apples, one for the worst

of the plants and one for miscellaneous things ; the

Cucumbers I allowed to remain.

Orchid House and Stove during Tune.—This month
found the general health of the plants improved. In

the case of Hoyas, Russellias, Stephanotis, and others

making their young wood the bug seemed to grow with

it ; no sooner did a bud break than this peat made its

appearance. Where it came from it was not easy to say ;

the circumstance reminded one more of a constitutional

disease than the attack of an enemy. To find the source

of the evil was difficult. One thing was always observ-

able, viz , that after a close heat of 90g or 95° the

insectsincreased in numbers ; many of the plants required

this temperature. A large Musa Cavendishi planted out

in the centre of the house had to be washed, the worst

the insects only. This requires a steady and practised of the others were also washed, and many of the young
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» pinched off. Alow temperature, careful syringing, , of some seven or eight of florida and Fortuni. The i German Stocks.—About a fortnight ago I sowed on a
jo »d ventilation were still my best remedy.

|

plants were from 1 to 3 feet in height, the least touch very gentle bottom heat 26 varieties of German Stocks*

sh<>

and gu
E i) Vinery during Jane.

Grape* were beginning

watti was not so freely administered ; the partial change

was much to be feared. It was soon apparent that the

crop would be lost if a remedy was not found. To
COritii ue the syringe would destroy the bloom only, the

Bra) 9 would still be clean and good. Thus I argued and

fccted : I had seen bruised Laurel leaves recommended,

so I had annfnls of the young shoots with their leaves

Here many of the , of turpentine inflicted the greatest injury, and th

October, November, and December.—To find a bug was
now a rare occurrence, the temperature of the houses

was considerably reduced, and the use of turpentine

entirely dispensed with. I considered the whole clean

and the general health cf the plants established : I was

„ - — . , ,-„,-—. e bug they came up well, but they are now damping off to

to change colour, consequently seemed to congregate on Hie smooth part of the bark. In such an extent that I am afraid they will nearly all g
this state they continued through the menths just off. Can you tell me how to treat them to put a stop to
noticed. |

this ? For the last three years they have gone off more
or less, and I imagined that the light soil in which they
were sown was the cause of the evil ; this year I sowed
them in a strong loamy soil mixed with a little leaf
mould, and they are worse than I ever saw them before.
It. T. [Light soil suits them best, but it is not the soil

that is at fault. Damp and insufficient ventilation have
doubtless caused the mischief. You would have been
more successful if you had sown them in pans well
drained and filled with light soil, in a tolerably
warm situation but at the same time airy, as
for instance on the flue of a Vinery just commenced to

placed alone the floors ot the house, and with a beater, ' assured however that I should have a return of the old

something like a plumber's dresser, they were well
|
enemy in full force the ensuing spring. That another

brui.M J on the spot and strewed wherever there was ' season would prove whether my work was effectual or

space for them to !i«\ The house was shut close and left

abou' .5 o'clock in the evening; on going again at 9 o'clock

I felt sati.-fied. The following morning it was observed

tha* the but; when touched was not able to retain its

ho'd, hut dropped to the ground. I therefore resolved

to place Common Laurel shoots in all the houses, bruise

them in the same manner, and to continue them for a

time. This occurred about the last fortnight in June.

As the leaves became withered turpentine was sprinkled

over them ; the effect of all this upon the foliage was
very remarkable, it assumed the most healthy appear-

ance, so that while Common Laurel leaves were my best

remedy for destroying insects, they were also an excel-

lent assistant to the plaut.

not I was well aware, but I had observed too many
efforts of my tormentor to return prove fruitless to

have any fears regarding it. In the early part of the

period now under notice the early Vines wtre pruned, be forced. After the plants are up we need scarcely say

the loose bark rubbed off, and they were dressed over that great care has to be observed in watering them".

with the following mixture, viz. : 1 lb. soft soap and 2 lbs.

sulphur mixed together in tbe form ofdough. Should there

be any difficulty in uniting the sulphur with the soap

the application of a little heat will overcome it. A
portion of this was taken as required, diluted with warm
water, and well rubbed over all parts of the wood with a

painter's brush. There may be some who would recom-
mend an addition to this mixture, others who may
think it too strong, especially when applied to the young

Second Division of Grapes during June.—The Grapes
|

wood. I have, however, found it efficacious for all the

purposes required, and I have never known it to do anyhere were thinned and the bunches tied out, as in the

case of the early Vinery, fro more of the young wood
was ahowed to remain than was necessary for the health

of the Vine. All false ties and whatever would in any
way harbour insects were removed, and every freedom

possible given to the full play of the syringe ; the pencil

dipped in turpentine was constantly ready for use.

This house bein^ much larger than the early Vinery, I

had doubts whether the Laurel shoots would have so

good an effect ; the quantity was therefore increased,

and the pest if not absolutely eradicated was at least

entirely subdued. I felt myself once more at ease with

respect to my work of extermination, knowing as I then

did that with a little extra exertion success would be the

eertiin r< suit.

Greenhouse or Conservatory during June.—A constant

exchange of plants was carried on here. Greenhouse
kinds were removed outside, and their places occupied

by others from the warmer plant houses.

Late Vinery during June.—Azaleas and Camellias
were taken out, and IJegonias, Achimenes, &c, intro-

duced in their room. The Vines, on which was scarcely

any fruit, were making good wood, and a perceptible

improvement was evidently taking place all over the
house. Liquid manure was administered freely to all

the borders every two or three weeks throughout the
growing season.

Pits.—The Tines having grown so as to require a
shift, I took one of the divisions, and having cleaned
it properly prepared it for planting out a portion of the
best plants. In the previous description I omitted to

state that these pits were heated with hot water, and
that a bottom-heat of 60° to 75° could be obtained. In
the preparation a bottom 2 feet deep of stones was laid

dow . upon which waa put the soil for the plants, con-
sisting of chopped turf quite fresh and without any mix-
ture. During summer these plants made rapid progress,
and 1 4 months after planting I cut several fruit weighing
b lb-*, and 6" lbs. each. Twenty months alter planting
all the original plants had produced fruit ; the remainder
were potted and placed in their old quarters. The
Cucumbers having yielded quantities of fruit were pulled
up and the division appropriated to late Melons. The
plants having got into a growing state were distributed
throughout the houses. Two of the divisions were now
devoted to Melons, and two to Pines, and there was
also a miscellaneous division, and as this arrangement
will continue for the next three months, it will not be
necessary to advert to it further.

July, August, and September.—A few general remarks
will he all that are necessary during this period of the
year. Every plant was examined at least once a week

;

the Vines still more frequently ; not a leaf was allowed
to gr >w but such as was of paramount importance. The
bunch*-s, which are more liable to be attacked than the
leaves, required most attention, and a suspicious bunch
was n anaged in this way :—A light tin dish was so strung
with wire as to hang immediately under the bunch, the
bottom of the dish was then covered with turpentine; this

brought the bunch into close contact with the vapour of
the turpentine. Again, in a bunch where the bug was to

be seen, a berry was cut out and the pencil dipped in

turpentine very carefully introduced ; the Common
Laurt-1 leaves used as formerly stated had brought the
insects under manageable control, and all that was now
wanted was attention to details to complete the work of
destru tion. Thunbergia grandiflora, on a back wall,

Bhowed a great liking for bug • the old leaves and wood
were to all appearance quite clean, but no sooner did
a young shoot make signs of growth than this pest
appeared in clusters on its point. The only remedy I

apphed to such free growing subjects was to pinch the
shoot off, curtailing the growth until it became clean,
with an occasional dip in tobacco liquor. Ixoras,
although previously cleaned, were about this time cut
down level with the pot ; the plants were old and had
not been accustomed to this treatment ; they all pushed
well, and made good plauts the following summer.
Gardenias, from some cause, were the most troublesome
of any

; they were pale in colour and sickly to commence
with, and looked as if I should lose two or three ou

t

Some seldom or never water them overhead at all ; bat
when dry place the pans or pots they are in in saucers
filled with water, until it is found the soil has absorbed
sufficient moisture, when they are removed. By this plan
much of the shanking or fogging off of which you complain
is obviated. They should also be pricked off into pots
or pans as soon as ever they are strong enough to bear
the operation, and placed in a cool pit to harden pre-
paratory to their being planted out. This is a point
which should on no account be neglected.]

Pinus TchugaisJcoy.—I observed in your paper a few
injury ; it has no unsightly appearance, nor does the weeks ago a question relating to this Conifer. As tbe

syringe act upon it disadvantageously. About this time

a few of the Orchids were shifted, many of them were
placed on hard blocks, using very little moss, and taking

re to leave a clear descent for the water falling from
the syringe, which at this season was seldom used, but
when required was applied with considerable force.

Januai-y and February.—Orchid House and Stove.—
During these two months a complete overhaul was
effected in this department, in which no insect, certainly

no bug, was to be found. Saccolabium guttatum and
Aerides odoratum were removed from flat baskets and
placed upon large blocks, standing nearly upright. In
this position the syringe had full play, and during the
blooming season their flowers were seen to advantage. 1

Lapageria rosea and other plants showing symptoms of '.

growth were encouraged to do so. In the early Vinery
the Vines pushed into leaf in a healthy manner, although
at this period there was severe frost, and from this

time forward I saw no more bug.
[

In order to accomplish the work just recorded no
extra hands were employed, nor did I want them ; a
little extra exertion for the first three or four months
on the part of the regular workmen was all that was
required ; afterwards the work became lighter, and of

course the need for extra labour diminished. I may
add that in my attempts to destroy insects I have at
different times made experiments with other substances
besides those I have pointed out, but I have found that
caution united with energy in the use of such remedies
as we do possess a knowledge of, is much more beneficial
than tampering with things of which we may have but
an imperfect acquaintance. II., Blyth Ball Gardens.

answer was somewhat unsatisfactory, perhaps the re-

quired information may still be acceptable. A plant has
been sent out by French nurserymen under the name
of Pinus Tchugatskoy ; its real name is Thujopsis
borealis. It is a hardy tree of great beauty, allied to

Thuja dolabrata, and the name is derived from
Tchugatsken, a promontory of Russian America,
whence it comes. The name is so peculiar that I have

no doubt that this is the plant referred to by your cor-

respondent. Wentworth W. Butter, Strete Ralegh, Exeter.

Heme Correspondence.
Can Flowers be Grown in a City ?—This question has

often been asked by the admirers of those fragrant
gifts of nature. As a lover of a garden and being
doomed to pass the greater part of the year in a city,

I determined to try if I could not have a few of my
favourite companions around me. I erected a small
greenhouse (against a western wall) and have now asgood
a show of plants in blossom as I ever saw in the county
Wicklow, where our country place is situated. I

have had some fine Cineraria plants, several remarkably
good Cytisus, and several fine forced Roses, I think

Notice* of Eoofc*.

A damson's Cottage Garden (12mo, Black), having

reached a second edition may be assumed to have found

favour with Scotch cottagers, for whose use it was

written ; no better recommendation of it can 1 e needed.

The greater part of the little volume is occupied by a

monthly calendar of operations.

A third edition of Colonel Hutchinson's capital book

on Log-breaking (small 8vo, Murray, pp. 328) is before

us. It is superfluous to say that no sportsman can

possibly dispense with this book, in which is contained

more genuine information, the result of practical know-

ledge, than will be found in all similar books put

together. The present edition contains new matter

concerning setters and pointers, Spanish retrievers and

bloodhounds, and conveys some useful hints about game.

The woodcuts, of which there is a profusion, are worthy

of the letterpress, which is saying a great deal.

Marvels and Mysteries of Instinct, or Curiosities of

Animal Life (12mo, Longmans) by G. Garratt, is a

closely printed volume of 240 pages explaining the

author's views of the nature of instinct, illus-

trated by the usual assemblage of anecdotes, true,

doubtful, and incredible. Mr. Garratt is so familiar

with his subject that he begins with Adam, with whom

he would appear to have had a personal acquaintance.

" Adam stood," he says, * as he was intended to stand,

the noblest creature of all creation. The world has not

seen his beauty since. His face, too, what an illustration

of fine physiognomy ! "Who among men has ever seen

its like ? No internal evil had traced lines of external

- deformity down his calm symmetrical features. Itw*?
from my observation of a town garden that the best an index, not of vice within, but of the purest and

growing plants are Roses, next Cinerarias and Cytisus. heavenly-like virtue. He was pure, too, in every part

Sweet scented Geraniums thrive very well also. To
\
of his structure from the crown of his head to the soles of

any one determined to pay a little attention to flowers his feet. Such was the peculiarity of his physical con-

they can have as good a bloom of the above as if they ! stitution, and it was also equally characteristic of his

lived 100 miles from the smoke of a city. I hope to mental one. The brain of his head was not destined to

fill my greenhouse with some Pelargoniums I have kept
\
laborious exercise in order to acquire the first principles

back in a small frame ; and if you consider that my
j

of knowledge. As appeared his body, so appeared the

notice of rearing plants in the midst of chimneys, &c, is knowledge and the reasoning faculties of his mind, bom

worthy a place in your columns I shall be happy to give ! ready for mutual action ; and at his command, too, was

you the result of my experience. Flora. [Pray do.]
j
the language, of which he could make immediate use.

A mphicome Emodi.—You say that this plant has been (This particular has had a resemblance in the day ot

and may be still in this country ; but "is very rare. Pentecost.) We cannot suppose that Adam Jjeg*
t0

Some six years ago (1849) I sent seeds of it from India learn at his A, B, C. Of such infant toil he Knew

to my father. He succeeded in raising numerous plants,
which he freely distributed in this neighbourhood. It
flowers annually with us and perfects its seeds, from
which I have raised young plants ; and I have no doubt
others to whom I gave seed have been equally success-
ful. On my return from India in 1852 I gave a con-
siderable quantity of the seed to Sir W. J. Hooker, from
which doubtless numerous plants have been raised and
distributed. Rollisson & Sons advertise it for sale as a
plant from Northern India. Kepaul is its habitat. It
is very rarely found in the north-western Himalaya, as
I found it in one place only ; viz., on the Bojh moun-
tain, within 5 miles of Subathoo, growing out of fissures
and clefts of rocks. Decayed vegetable matter was the
only soil in contact with the rocks. I use peat, rotten
leaves and sand for its cultivation in pots. It is a pretty
thing ; but our cultivated plants are much inferior in
beauty to the wild ones in their native climate. Nat.
Vicary, Wexford, j

nothing, and if ever he was a child at all, it must have

been at those times only when it is said that the man «

once a man and twice a child, and in that sense merely.

This is one of the first paragraphs m our autnor

work ; among the last are the two following :—

« Instinct is the perfection or the essence ot reason,

or Reason put forth in fullest maturity.
jolted

« Reason, as given to man, is superior and more exaiieu

than Instinct, which is given^to govern the animai.

We hope our readers .are (able to *»def^nn
°£

instinct is the perfection of reason, thougn re*£
superior to instinct. To us it seems very.«« Trm

that reason is superior to itself.

A new contribution to the anecdotes of &*}***!*

is furnished by Major Porter's Ufe in the Trenvu*

thor holds

dogma that all criticism, wl

se, of the conduct of those officer*
L
12

r;
Lm^

I
favourable or
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who had the management of the war, is unbecoming

and unsoldier-like when it proceeds from interior

officers ; a maxim which fortunately is not universally

received or we should never have seen Napier's Penin-

sular War. With this proviso Major Porter has pro-

duced an amusing, gentlemanly, and occasionally

graphic picture of one part of those operations of which
civiliaus must otherwise know nothing. Nobody would pie and ale^for supper ; draught ale, mind you, as

imagine, after rising from its perusal, that trench work precious in mine eyes, from its rarity, as so much
was such very bad work after all. We hear nothing of liquid gold—can it be wondered at that my mind
starvation, or nakedness, and not much of excessive over- I fondly dwells on such unwonted luxuries? Gentle

work. And yet it seems to us that the endurance of reader, do not consider because I speak thus enthusias-

the troops under sufferings which may indeed have been tically I am therefore necessarily a glutton, or even a
paralleled on other occasit ns in all respects except their gastronome : such is far from being the case ; but if

duration, which is everything, deserves a record from you had lived, as I had, for the previous month on an

some soldier who knows what misery was when it became unvarying round of salt beef or poi k, you would have
necessary to prick men up with the bavonet before they felt quite as much enthusiasm at such a sudden and
could be roused to a renewal of labour which they knew

[

unlooked-for change."
One story more, and we must close this enjoyable

volume.

to his culinary skill. Long live the noble Duke of. another tight kind called Jenny Liud, which is like-

Portland ! say I ; and this was the toast druuk that wise reported to be very fine ; but unfortunately
evening with the utmost enthusiasm. * * * Truly, we did not see it in flower. Standard Azaleas and
that was altogether a wonderful evening for me—

a

Rhododendrons r.iv now beautifully in blossom in this

brij. lit oasis in the dreary desert of salt beef through house, the latter comprising many of Smith's yellow
which I was wearily plodding—a roast quarter of mut- hybrids of various shades, some of which were very
ton and champagne in abundance for dinner

; game

could only be their death. When they marched to

their graves with perfect resignation they showed quali-

ties that should never be forgotten, and which can never

be too loudly proclaimed. However, Major Porter did

not reach Sebastopol till the worst was over, and pro-

bably saw nothing of that worst. We doubt not that

general readers will prefer his pages as they are ; for

they are full of life and anecdote, told with the easy
grace of a man in whose profession imperturbability is a
quality of the highest order. His description of the

characteristics of Russian projectiles is the best we
have seen.

<( First there comes the round shot, rushing through
the air with a sharp, shrill shriek, very startling to the
nerves of the young soldier ; then a volley of grape,
buzzing along with a sound not unlike that of a covey
of birds very strong on the wing ; next we have the

gun shell, similar in its movements to the round shot,

but having in addition the unpleasant peculiarity, that

when it reaches its destination it bursts into pieces,

scattering small fragments of iron, in the most unde-
sirable profusion, in every direction. These are varied,

every now and then, by a mortar shell, rising proudly
and grandly in the air, easily to be discerned iu the
night by the fiery train of its burning fuse, tracing a
majestic curve high in mid air, until, having attained

its exireme altitude, it commences to descend, falling

faster and faster, till down it swoops on to the devoted
spot against which it had been directed, making a sound
in its passage through the air like the chirping of a pee-
wit, or other small bird. This missile was always con-
sidered by the knowing hands to be the most formidable
euemy that we had to contend against, owing to the
impossibility of forming an accurate judgment as to

the spot where it would ultimately fall, and the difficulty

which consequently ensued of protecting oneself from
its splinters. In the case of a gun shell, the impetus
given by its onward course communicates itself to the
fragments when the shell bursts, which continue, there-

pretty ; also standard Deutzias, common Laburnum,
Cytisus filipes, and other plants of a highly decorative

eharact r. In the centre is a small aquarium sur-

rounded by a little rockwork, on which arc placed

numbers of the pretty Grass-like Isolepis gracilis, the

bright green foliage of which falling down towards the

surface of the water hftfl a very good effect. The walks
are edged with pieces of white flint intermixed with

Ljcopodium denticulatum, which is extensively used
here for such purposes, for which it is found to be very
suitable. The above arrangement has had many
admirers, and may be taken as a fair example of what
may be done in this way even in common lean-to houses.

Of Bhoian Rhododendrons we noticed a whole
"As I was riding down into the trenches yesterday, houseful of Nuttalli, which is said to be one of the finest

fpecies of the genus yet introduced. Among other

remarkable plants may be mentioned Aralia japouiea, a

species with very handsome foliage ; Ardisia crispa, a
free flowering kind, and stated to produce brilliant

scarlet berries very plentifully even in small plants ;

of a genuine British Jack Tar, was grumbling in no ' Begonia xanthina argentea, a variety with lar^e varie-

measured terms at the burden he had been carrying, gated leaves ; Gonocalyx pulcher, a greenhouse shrub

interspersing his remarks with those oaths without with red tubular blossoms tipped with white ; Locheria

which a sailor can rarely express his ideas. ' Hullo (Achimenes) magnifica, reported to be a most beautiful

I passed a group of sailors in the Valley of the Shadow
of Death. They were employed carrying ammunition
into the batteries, and had stopped to rest at a point

which we have denominated the Half-way House.

'

One of them, a fine weather-beaten, sunburnt specimen

Jack !
' said I, reining in my steed ;

* why this is the

first time I have heard a sailor grumble since I have
been out here. 5 'No, nor you don't hear no sailor a

grumbling now, Sir,' was the reply. *I be'ant no
sailor.' ' You not a sailor ? ' I returned, gazing on the

man's unmistakably nautical appearance in amazement.
' If you are not a sailor, tell me in the name of good-

ness what you call yourself.' * No, Sir ; I be'ant no
sailor,' the man returned, with a sly twinkle in his

eye, as he slowly shook his head ; then suddenly
looking up, he exclaimed, 4 I'll tell ye what I be.

Do you see this shell as I'm a carrying into the

batteries l ' aud as he spoke, he pointed contemptuously
with his foot to the projectile in question, which, after

the manner of naval shells, was snugly packed in its

own little wooden box :
' Well, Sir,' he continued, ' I'll

tell ye what I be ; why I be nothing in the world but

a broken down owld Commissariat mule.' "

8voiTenby, a Sea-side Holiday. By P. H. Gosse.

Vari Voorst. Pp. 400.

This is a natural history guide book, and a remarkably
good one, as might have been expected from the name
of the author. We doubt not it will decide the where-

abouts of many a summer tourist looking out for a

station, and we hope it will bring many a recruit to the

ranks of the lovers of natural science. It is just one

plant with large brilliant red flowers, spotted and
streaked with violet ; a Petunia with large sized double

white fiouers, and a charming little Verbena, violet

purple striped with white. For planting in small

baskets to be suspended from the roofs of greenhouses

nothing could possibly look prettier or answer better

than this last named plant. In addition to the foregoing

we remarked an example of the handsome Eucharis

annzonica in blossom. The flowers of this plant, which
are of snowy whiteness, are stout and wax-like in

appearance, large, and showy.
Out-of-doors early Tulips are now in full bloom, and

planted as they are in large masses and somewhat
closely together nothing could be more striking or

showy. It may be worth stating that these are always

found here to have done flowering, and the bulbs to

have sufficiently ripened to bear taking up before it is

safe to fill the space they occupy with bedding plains.

Thus there is the advantage of an early display of

flowt rs of the gayest colours, and that before the room
is wanted for the ordinary bedding plants. This fact

may therefore be worth the attention of those who wish

to have their gardens dressy early in the season.

fore, to travel in a forward direction, merely spreading
f th oge gossiping books which are demanded at a

out laterally. In the case of a mortar shell, however,
there is no such onward impetus : the shell drops
almost perpendicularly downwards towards the ground,
and when it bursts, the pieces shower themselves with
the utmost impartiality in all directions.

"In addition to these pleasant little varieties, the
Russians wera often fond of giving us a pyrotechnic
display, in the form of what is called a 'bouquet.'
This consists of a shower of hand grenades, or small
shells, of about the size of a man's closed fist, discharged
to the number of from 20 to 30 at a time out of a
mortar. The effect of such a discharge in a dark night
was really magnificent ; and when the bouquet was not
directed towards the beholder, and he was enabled to
contemplate its effect in an unpertnrbed frame of mind,
it really became a most beautiful sight. Imagine the
sudden rise of five-and-twenty fiery meteors into the
air, each leaving a long curved trail of light in its

track, and, as they reach their destination, lighting up
the atmosphere with short, fitful flashes, as they burst
in succession. But though thus pretty to look at, they
were most awkward customers to deal with ; for among
so many, the impossibility of dodging them must be
apparent. There was nothing for it, therefore, but to

lie quietly down on your face, and wait patiently till the
storm had burst, and the iron hail had ceased to fall."

A camp dinner furnishes another clever sketch.
M I found D- in rude health, and in high spirits.

watering place.

Mr. Gosse tells us how he got to Tenby, talks of the

places there, the caverns, Monkstone, North Cove,

Heau Castle, Hoyle's Mouth, Tenbyhead, and other

places to be visited, shows where the marine animals, his

well-known favourites, most abound, teaches how to get

at them, when to catch them iu a visible condition, how
to keep them, how to study them, and what their points

of interest are. Of such matters is the book made up,

and to us it seems to be perfect in its way. We only

fear that the microscopic mollusks, of which the volume

Miscellaneous.
Composition of the Ground Nut.—This singular nut

(Arachis hypogeca), becoming now of so much import-

ance in connection with the industry and civilisation of

the western coast of Africa, not only abounds in oil, to

which it owes principally its commercial value, but also

contains a considerable quantity of starch—rather an

unusual alliance—and in addition a large proportion of

albuminous matter. The starch particles are about

-^3 of an inch in diameter. In no other instance

have I seen so much starch associated with oil. Dr.

Davy in the Edin. New Philosophical Journal.

1 he Ammabroma, or Sand Food of Sonora.—This

new plant has recently been brought to notice by Mr.
lear tnat tne microscop.c mouusKs, ox wmca me voiume ^ Q who wag attached t0 one of the recent
contains so many pictures, wildisappomt the unscientific

e
"

los^tionj; 'across the continent for the purpose of
observer when he finds that^a gaudy yellow or orange

aB^ rtfti|linff the practicability of constructing a railway

to the Pacific. It is a parasitic plant, with a large and

fleshy root : a parasite which Pi ofessor Torrey, of New
York, to whom Mr. Gray submitted it for examination,

finds to constitute "a new genus of the small group or

family represented by the little-known anomalous Coral-

lophvllum of Kunth, and the Pholisma of Nuttall ;
in

the floral structure and the scales more like the latter,

coloured creature represented as 3 or 4 inches long is

to be found in a drop of water, and only to be seen

through an achromatic microscope.

It is announced that Mr. Gosse desires to form at

Tenby a Marine Natural History class ; we advise all

visitors to join it who are desirous of finding something

to occupy their minds about.

Garden Memoranda.
Mfssrs. E. G. Henderson's Nursery, Wellington

Road, St. John's Wood.—Among many plants now in

flower in the show houses here was a number of pretty

little specimens of Eriostemons, and conspicuous among
them was one named pukhellum, a kind peculiarly well _,, a -r— , ,

adapted for amateurs, for it has a neat dwarf habit and Potato in taste, having much saccharine matter about

blossoms most profusely in a very small state, desirable it. It is likewise dried and m^xed with

^

es?J

J
?
aia
^J~

qualities for persons who have but a limited amount of

He had invited a couple of his brother officers to join

onr repast ; moreover, he had not failed to pay a visit

that morning to a vivacious and fascinating vivandiere,
well known to the Second Division as Madame Henri, house room ; Boronia Drummondi, quantities of which
from whom he had procured a plentiful supply of some we noticed covered with little pink star-shaped flowers,

from which it is distinguished by its woolly, plumose

calyx, and its singular cyathiform inflorescence." It

was found iu abundance through a range of naked sand-

hills skirting " Adair Bay/' near the Gulf of California,

furnishing an isolated band of Papigo Indians with an

important article of food. The fresh plant » cooked

by roasting upon hot coa s, and resembles the sweet

very decent champagne. Is it to be wondered at, then,

that we were all exceedingly merry, or that I should
mark the day in my calendar as one not to be forgotten ?

At the cl<»se of a very pleasant evening, we were taken
by one of the party to his tent, there to partake of sup-

also possesses the same good properties, and for similar

purposes is well worth attention.

As has been formerly stated, a kind of winter
garden has been made here by removing the partition

between two houses, and thus throwing them into one,

per, prior to retiring to rest for the night. This meal .
taking away the stage, and arranging the plants in

consisted of a very extensive and in every way admirable groups on the floor, which is traversed by a 3 feet wide
game pie—one of a large number sent by his Grace
the Duke of Portland to the Crimean army—together
with a gallon jar of potent old ale, proceeding from the
same source. Both these articles were labelled as
coming from Welbeck Abbey, and might justly have
been the subject of no little pride to their respective
concoctors. Had his Grace's cook, who I presume
superintended the preparation of that most admirable
pie, witnessed the rapidity of its demolition, and the per-
tinacity with which, time after time, we returned to the
charge, he (or she, as the case might be) must have

gravel walk that winds in a zig-zag manner from one
end of the house to the other. Camellias form the

bulk of the plants in the clumps, which when in full

bloom must have a brilliant appearance, and here and
there where they can be seen to most advantage, some
very fine standard and pyramidal Bays, Palm trees, and
variegated Yuccas have been introduced, as well as a

few remarkable Conifers, among which we noticed

I

kinds of food, such as Musquit, Beans, &c It is'repre-

sented to be a verv delicious vegetable ;
and could it be

transplanted, Mr. Gray believes that it would constitute

an important acquisition to the table, probably not

second in demand to the sweet Potato or Asparagus.

In the opinion of Professor Torrey it cannot be grown

elsewhere, unless the root of the shrub, which is entirely

under ground, &c, to which it attaches itself, can be

transplanted. The name given to this root is the

Ammabroma Sonora?, which signifies the sand food of

Sonora. The Year-Book of Agriculture. ,

Brazilian Stimulating Narcotics. — We find the

following curious statement in a catalogue of botanical

objects, collected for the Kew Museum, and published

in "Hooker's Journal of Botany :"—Portions of the

stems of a Malpighiaceous twiner, apparently an unde-

scribed Banisteria (2712 to Benth.), called by the In-

dians Caapi, and of the roots and leaves of a Hama-

a beautiful specimen of Libocedrus Doniana. Among dictvon, called Caapi-pinima {i.e. painted Caapi), the

ins white leaves being veined with red. From these ingredients
plants at present in flower here was a charm...e
Camellia slightly streaked with carmine. This was

been deeply gratified at the tribute thus honestly paid j named De la Reine. The same collection also contained

(the Banisteria entering much more largely than the

Hcemadictyon) is prepared an intoxicating drink known
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to all the nations ou the Uaupes by the name of Caapf.
In the Dabocuris (or festas) of the Uaupe Indians, the
young men who figure in the dances drink of the Caapf
five or six times during the night, the dose being a small
cuya, the size of a very small teacup, twice filled. In
two minutes after drinking it its effects begin to be appa-
rent ; the Indian turns deadly pale, trembles in every
limb, and horror is in his aspect ; suddenly contrary
symptoms succeed : he bursts into a perspiration, and
seems possessed with reckless fury, seizes whatever
arms are at hand—his muructi, cutlass, or bow and
arrows—and rushes to the doorway, where he inflicts

deadly wounds on the ground or doorposts, calling out
" Thus would I do to such a one (naming some one
against whom he has a grudge) were he within my
reach." In the space of ten minutes the effects pass
off, and the Indian becomes calm, but appears much
exhausted.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing iceek.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—As New Holland plants go out

of bloom their seed pods should be picked off, and the
shoots out back and arranged in the form most
favourable for rendering them compact and bushy,
placing them in an airy part of the greenhouse until they
3hall have fairly started into growth. The proper time
for shifting such as require more pot room will be when
the buds have fairly broken, as they can then be kept
somewhat close for a fortnight to encourage a free root
action without incurring the risk of the buds breaking
irregularly. Look well to the stock of plants for
summer and autumn decoration, and do not allow them
to sustain any check for want of pot room, or careless-
ness in watering. Fuchsias for late blooming must not
be kept too warm ; on the contrary they should be
placed in a moist, cool, shady house, where" they
will grow much more freely than in a high temperature.
Stove.—The plants here will now be pushing freely,
and will require frequent attention in the way of
stopping, training, &c. Keep them properly furnished
with pot room, and afford them all the sunshine they
will bear without scorching, with a mild atmosphere,
admitting air freely on fine days. Also give them
sufficient space for the perfect development of their
foliage. Pay strict attention to the destruction of
insects and to keeping everything clean and neat. Go
over creepers frequently so as to direct their growth
and prevent them from getting too much entangled,
which without attention would soon be the case.
Syringe and shut up early on the afternoons of bright
days, and be as sparing as possible in the use of
artificial heat. Orchids.—Afford those that are pushing
a moist growing atmosphere, giviug them a good
steaming every bright afternoon by syringing and
shutting up early. Admit air in moderate quantities on
mild soft days ; but carefully avoid currents of drying
wind. Exa nine the plants individually as often as can
be done and water such as require it ; but be careful
not to give too much to those starting into growth, and
a cool atmosphere will greatly prolong the beauty of
those in bloom,

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.— Plants swelling their fruit should be

divested of all suckers, except as many as may be wanted
for stock, directly they make their appearance. This
will throw more of the energies of the plant into the

fruit, and will also secure stronger suckers than if too

many were left. Our more valuable sorts of Pines are

not, however, very apt to produce any excess of suckers,

but some varieties of Queen still in cultivation produce
so many that the fruit never attains any size unless the

suckers are thinned early. Guard against any decline

of the bottom-heat, and where this is obtained from
fermenting materials, a little fresh tan should be added
before the heat gets too low ; and it will be much safer

to add a few inches occasionally as it may be wanted
than to follow the old practice of renewing the bed only

once" or twice in the year. See to keeping the soil

about the roots, where the p'ants are in pots or planted

in the open bed, in a nice healthy'state as to moisture,

and give manure-water regularly to fruiters and stock in

free growth. Vineries.—Go over the Vines in suc-

cession houses, frequently removing laterals, &c, before

they shade or interfere with the principal foliage.

Where plants must be grown under the Vines the latter

should he kept sufficiently thin to allow of a moderate
share' of light reaching the plants, and neither laterals

nor any useless wood should be allowed to obstruct the

Kght. See that none of the plants are infested with red
spider or thrips, especially the latter, which if once
allowed to get upon the Vines is very difficult to eradi-

cate, and is most destructive to the foliage. Azaleas are

very subject to this pest, and if these are grown under
the Vines they must be closely watched, and kept clean

at any expense. See that Vines in the late house

are tied up in their places before the shoots get too far

advanced, as there is considerable danger of breaking

these off when they are allowed to get too long

before the rods are tied up. Look sharply after red
spider, and use every means to keep clear of this pest.

Figs.— Attend to stopping and thinning the shoots,

and aim at securing short-jointed strong growth, by ex-
posing the young wood to all the light possible. This
will, of course, necessitate keeping the trees rather
thin, but it is useless hoping for a crop of good fruit

from trees that are crowded with wood. Keep the

atmosphere moist, and give the foliage a good washing
!
with the syringe after shutting up the house in theafter-

j

noon, to prevent red spider, and also see that the roots

are kept properly moist. Where the fruit is ripening,

syringing must, of course, be dispensed with, and the
atmosphere kept drier, therefore be careful to have the
foliage perfectly clear of insects up to the time the fruit

begins to ripen. Melo>s.— Maintain a rather close,

moist, warm temperature to plants recently planted out
until they get into full growth, but avoid inducing a
gross habit of growth by too much moisture and warmth
after the roots fairly get hold of the soil, for it is

generally somewhat difficult to secure a crop from wood
of this sort. Give air as freely as the state of the

weather will admit, in order to secure firm short-jointed

wood, and where the crop is setting, as the young fruit

is very apt to damp off unless the atmosphere is kept

moderately dry. Endeavour to secure a steady bottom-
heat of about 80° to 85° for plants in all stages, and
also to keep the soil in a proper state as to moisture

;

avoid having to water while the crop is setting, by well

soaking the soil before the principal blossoms begin to

expand. Keep a careful look out for insects, and use
every precaution to prevent these getting established

upon the foliage, for there is hardly any chance of a
crop of fruit unless the leaves can be preserved in

health.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Recently transplanted shrubs and trees must be care-

fully attended to with water until they shall have got
fairly established. It is frequently the case, however,
that too much water is given at the root, thereby
souring the soil and rendering it uncongenial to the

young rootlets and the after-growth of the plants. Let
it be remembered that the soil should be kept constantly

moist but not over-saturated ; large plants which may
appear to be suffering should be sprinkled over-head
with the engine on the evenings of fine days. This will

in some measure tend to repair the loss they sustain by
evaporation. If the planting of any tender Hoses still

remains to be done this should be seen to immediately,
taking care to have the soil made deep and very rich,

which is the great point towards obtaining a fine display

of bloom in autumn. Keep a sharp look out for " the

grub," and do not allow this pest to destroy the plants
;

and if green-fly makes its appearance on the young
shoots syringe the affected plants lightly with a mixture
of tobacco-water and soap-suds, and give the plants a
good washing with clean water from the engine next
morning. See that shrubbery borders, &c, are cleared
of weeds, decayed leaves, &c, and rendered neat and
clean. The weather is still anything but tempting for

commencing bedding out. But as the season is so far

advanced it is to be hoped that we may soon experience a
favourable change, and be proceeding with, the planting

out of all properly prepared stock under favourable
auspices before long. Meantime we would recommend
keeping the plants under shelter, giving them every
attention to watering, &c, so as to prevent their

sustaining any check.

HARDY FRUIT and KITCHEN GARDEN.
Persevere with the destruction of insects if any on

fruit trees, in order to afford the young shoots a fair

chance of making healthy growth ; also proceed with
disbudding and stopping gross shoots. Look after Goose-
berry caterpillar, and do not allow the foliage to be
injured before adopting means to eradicate it. Perhaps
the readiest way of destroying this pest is to give the
trees a good washing with a powerful engine, directing

the water against the under sides of the leaves as much
as possible, which will wash off the caterpillars, and
they are then easily destroyed on the ground by means
of an iron rake. The little red grub which is so destruc-
tive about some places to the young shoots of the Rasp-
berries is more difficult to exterminate ; we know no
means of destroying this pest except searching care-
fully for it, catching and killing it, and this is tedious
work at this busy season. Get trenches prepared
for Cucumbers, and filled with stable manure and
leaves ..or any other materials which will ferment
slowly, and afford a gentle heat to assist in start-

ing the plants ; and get the latter prepared for

planting out by exposing them rather freely to light and
air on every favourable opportunity. Attend to putting

in succession crops of Peas, Beans, Turnips, Spinach,

&c, and secure an unceasing supply of Lettuce and other
salads by sowing frequently. Where ground can be
spared, and labour is scarce, Lettuce should be sown at

this season where they are to stand, sowing in lines about a
foot apart, and thinning out the plantswhen strong enough
to proper distances in the lines. This is some saving
of labour, and avoids checking the plants by removal.
Do not allow Cauliflower plants to suffer through dry-
ness at the root ; an occasional soaking of manure water
will be useful to these and Cabbages. Use the hoe
among growing crops, and get weeds destroyed wherever
they make their appearance. Get manure wheeled upon
quarters where it will soon be wanted, and see that there
is a good supply being prepared for the Celery crop, for

without plenty of old rich manure large crisp Celery
can hardly be obtained. Directly the weather becomes
more favourable get spring-raised Cauliflowers planted
out,if not yetdone,se!ecting for them a sheltered situation

and light rich soil. A few branches of evergreens stuck

amongst such things at planting time so as to screen
them from the sun, are a kind of protection, and pre-

vent their being dried up before their roots get hold of

the ground. This is a matter which will well repay

a little attention.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NE*R LONDON.
For the week ending May la, 185C, &« observed at the Horticultural Qardeoc

BlBOHZT

Max. Mia.

TlHFRRtTOtl
Of the Air. Of the Earth

Friday 9
Satur. lo

Sunday 11

Won. 12
Tue». 13

Wed. 14

Thurs. 1-3

5
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A vera ye

30.151

3".('lo

29.^70

29.719
29 6«
29.543
29.492

29.774

30.(99

29.898

29 777
29.637
29.606
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29.394
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68

71
64
65

58
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Mm.

43
44
43
62
40
4"

40

Mean 1 *uoi. 2l««t;
deep, deep.;

Wiini

29.704 63.1 43.1

May 9—Uniformly overcast: heavy clouds ; overcast.— 10—Overcast ; fine; cloudy at nuhe— 11—Light haze ; tine; warm; cloudy.
— 12—Uniform haze; very heavy rain at night.
— 13— K»in; cloudy; raiu.— 14— Rain; heavy showers; cloudy and fine.
— 15—Fine; masses of low white and dusky clouds; heavy showers,

with some bail.

Mean temperature of the week 1 J deg. above the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During the last 30 years, for the ensuing week, ending May 24,1846.
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Sunday 18
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Wed. 21
Thura. 22
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;
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 23d,

18,7-iherm. 89 de*. : and th* lowest on the 18th and 19th f lS34,20tk.
23d. 1.-37, and 24th, 1840 and 1854—therm. 30 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Alpixe Pi.vz: II G. It is impossible to say what you mean by

this name. You have on the Alps commonly Pinus sylvestris,

P. pumilio, and P.Cembra. All are Alpine Pines.

Aphides : X Y Z. Gas-water (caustic ammonia dissolved in

water) will kill them. So will home-grown or other tobacco

reduced to fine powder*

Amphicome Emodi : B F. Since otir last we see that this plant is

offered for sale by a London firm. See also a letter from Col.

Vicary in another column.

Books : Martha. Neill's Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Garden,
and M'Intosh's Practical Gardener.

—

B M. Hooker's Flora of

Tasmania, now publishing by Reeve & Co. in 4to parts. It is

the only book.

Coloured Glass: A Novice. Mr. Huntr
s experiments to which

you refer are given at p. 559 of our volume for 1845. They
were curious but had no practical application. The Almighty

has caused the globe to be illuminated with white light; and

to our apprehension this is sufficient to show that white light is

best for us.

Carrot Growing : Veritas. We are perfectly unaWe to under-

stand the statements in your letter.

Garden Engines: WD. We really cannot recommend trades-

men. Both are good ones we have no doubt. You must judge

for yourself.

Insects: II 21. Your Peas are attacked by the small lined Pea

weevil (Sitona lineata) which annually doesmu*h mischief in

the manner you mention. Repeated dusting the plants with

soot or unslacked powdered lime would be serviceable.— /?. TF.

Your Larch wood is suffering from a most unusual visitation

of the caterpillars of a little moth (Porrectaria laricella) which

have now done all the mischief they can for this season and

are going into the chrysalis state. As they pass this state

among the injured sprigs, the latter should be pffeked off and

burnt.—G A. The insects on the twigs sent are females of a

large species of Coccus. They will shortly deposit their eggs,

and the trees will be swarming with young if not carefully

destroyed. They are so plain and large that they may be best

killed with a squeeze by the nail.—Inquisitor. The insects

which roll themselves up in a spiral coil are not wireworms.

They are snake millepedes (Julus pulcher), *ery destructive

in ill-kept ground, and may be caught in great numbers by

burying slices of Potato stuck on a stick, which should be

examined every two or three hours. The smaller flat species

is Cryptops hortensis, and the larger ones Geophilus sub-

terraneus.—Inquisitor. You will find that the edition of Kirby
• and SpenceV Jintomology/' just published, price 5s., will quite

answer your purpose.— Weardale. The little insects which form

the burrows beneath the bark of the young Oak trees are the

caterpillars of a small species of moth which we will endea-

vour to rear. Please to send some more twi&s immediately to

Mr. Westwood, Hammersmith. W.
Lily of the Nile: E A 3f. Surely this cannot be ArumDra-

cuncnlus, a dark purple fetid plant. Is it not Calla a*thio-

pica? In either case, since your plant ifl some Arad, tna

double "blossom" must be a double spathe, which we never

before heard of except in fancy architecture. Possibly the

portion of the root which produced it now may do so again, m
which ca3e you should preserve the stem and the spathes care-

fully for scientific examination.

Manure ; Beta. 3 cwt. of guano per acre, and an equal quantity

of common salt, mixed with a cart-load of black turf ashes, is

a good dressing for Mangel Wurzel; and 2 cwt of g»an°,

1 cwt. of nitrate of soda sown broadcast in wet weather will ao

for Grass land. _ _ -*

.

Names of Fruits : W W S. 1, Easter Pippin, or French
i

Cra»

,

3, Cockle Pippin ; 4, a sort of Golden Pippin, but not the true

old one.—Inquirer. Your Pear is the KeurnS Romaiue; It is tne

nature of it to shrivel without becoming perfectly melting. «
is very sweet, and can be dried like a Fig.— W I". \*l°™
Turkey; 2, Brunswick. The Grape is very unripe, out ap-

pears to be Wilmot's Black Hamburgh. fl

Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctant^

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we ™n™™
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never na

«- -«..1,1 l,o,^ iin/lorfnVon an unlimirpd dlltV Of thlS JtlUU.

We canuot save tnem tne trouoie or examining »»- "777 we
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. A" *

can do is to help them—and that most willingly. « »
now requested that in future, not more than four V**™*

may be sent us at one time.—B S. Tales. Crushed to p*ece..

Seems to have been the common eatable Morel.—1 ^ *eacu

lutea.

The Horticultural Society: Sir XX. You are
:

under m
entire misapprehension. Dr. Lindley is not one of the^Jc»-

While he can claim no credit for what the Council may u

well, on the other hand he is not in the slightest degree

answerable for what may be done ill-— 5 W. Your J^™^
tribution towards the experiment for maintaining tne u^

«

will we doubt not be gratefully received by^^^ XL^
should be required. As you do not give your^^^^^
unable to communicate with you in any other manner than tm

%• As usual, many communications have been^e
'J^

*~
2e.

and others are detained till the necessary"^^^f^e
We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents, «w

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Nitro-Phosphate or Blood

Manure, Sugar Scum, and every description ot Artificial
Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.

W. Inglis Cab?te, 10, Mark Lane, Londorn

^TOTTENHAM SEWAGE GUANO (HiGfltf Patent)
J- ready for delivery at 41. 4s. from the Works.—Apply to Mr.
Ellens, Sewage Works, Page Green , Tottenham, Middlesex.

THE PATENT SANITARY MANURE COM-
PANY'S NITRO-BIPHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MA-

NURES.—For Corn or Hops, for Roots or Grass, 13501bs. of
Blood in each ton, and a large percentage of Phosphates. These
Manures compete successfully with Guano at much less cost.

—

For price, testimonials, analysis, and local information, apply to
the Offices, 21 , Cullum Street, City, London.

MANURES FOR ROOTS AND TOP-DRESSING
CORN CROPS.

HHHE undersigned beg to advise Agriculturists they
J- are now prepared to deliver the under-mentioned Manures,
viz. :—

Their celebrated SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (see
Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, Vol. 6, Part 2.).

JUTRO-BI-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE for Cereals,
Roots, and Hops.
Also NITRATE OF SODA, GUANO, BONEDUST, and

4-INCH BONE; SULPHURIC ACID, GYPSUM, and all
other Manures of known value.
Apply to Mark Fotherqill & Co., 204a, Upper Thames Street,

London, Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company.

MANURES.
HODGSON and SIMPSON, Wakefield, and

MATTHEWS and CO., Manufacturing Agricultural
Chemists, Driffield, manufacture the following Manures :

—

SIMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-
dressing for Wheat, Barley, and Oats.

SIMPSON'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoes,
and other bulbous root crops. Price 81. per ton.

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.
The above have been successfully tested for eight years by the

leading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties,
and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with the
most beneficial results.

Testimonials and other particulars forwarded by post on appli-
cation. ^p Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any, 71. per ton.

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF UME.
T^REDERICK ALLEN, Bow Common, London,
J- (established 17 years), begs to call the attention of Farmers
and Agriculturists to his SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME,
which has given such general satisfaction for the above period,
and only requires a trial to prove its valuable properties for
Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, and all bulbous roots. Early orders
requested to prevent disappointment. Reference can be given to
gentlemen of high standing who have used it a number of years.

Respectable Agents wanted.

TO AGRICULTURISTS.
PONTEY, ROWE, and CO., Manure Merchants,

Drake's Place, Plymouth, are now supplying their MURIO-
PHOSPHATE (fit for the drill), at 11. 10*. per ton, strength as
guaranteed from analysis by Nishet, Herapath, and Way.

Agriculturists wishing to prepare (for the Drill) themselves,
can be supplied with pure dissolved Bone or Bone Ash, at 81. 10s.
to 91. per ton. The Muriophosphate as prepared by P., R.,& Co.
has been found superior to all other artificial manures, in the
continued support it yields to Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, and the
aucceeding crops.

BONE MANURE of their own manufacture.
BEST PERUVIAN GUANO, from Gibbs & Co. only.
MANURE, SALT, GYPSUM, &c, constantly on sale.

Pon-tey, Rowe, & Co. are the authorised Agents for Odams'a
Patent Nitro-phosphate or Blood Manures for Corn, Turnips,
Mangel Wurzel, &c, which have produced extraordinary results
throughout the country Prices on application.—May 17.

LDEKSHOTT AND SHORNCLIFF PATENT
DEODORISING AND MANURE COMPANY.-Chief

Office, 37, Charing Cross, London.
Contracts have been entered into with the Government by this

Company for the Deodorisation of the Cesspits, Latrines. &c, at
the Camps at Aldershott and Shorncliff, and for the removal of
their contents, as also for the Bones, Blood, and Offal of the
Animals slaughtered on the spot for the use of the Troops.

Establishments have been formed, and the requisite buildings
erected by this Company (in the immediate vicinity of the
respective Camps), for the manufacture of Manures by the com-
bination of the above with other recognised elements of
fertilisation.

Turnip Manure for the present season, 6?. 10s. per ton- hags
included.

'

Delivered free to the Railway Stations and Wharfs ot the
Metropolis, and at Ash, Farnborough. and Folkstone, or from the
Company's Works at Ash (on the Basingstoke Canal), as also at
Cheriton, near Shorncliff.—Orders addressed to the Secretary
37, Charing Cross, London, will receive prompt attention.
Wheat and other Manures will be duly advertised.

T ONDON MANURE COMPANY and the "Bath
-I-i and West of England Agricultural Journal."—A statement
of the comparative value of different sorts of Superphosphate of
Lime having appeared in the above publication, from analysis
by Dr. Voelcker, in which that said to be manufactured by" the
London Manure Company is put down as almost worthless, on
investigating the matter at Lord Portman's, it is found the Super-
phosphate was never procured from the London Manure Company
or their agents, but has been altogether a mistake of Lord Port-
man's bailiff. Lord Portman wishes the annexed Letter to be a
full explanation of the error.

"The Manure mentioned in the 'Journal of the Path and
West of England Agricultural Society,' published in 1856. p. 314,
&c, under the name of ' London Manure Company's Superphos-
phate for Turnips,' was bought by Mr. E. Pester, my bailiff, of
Mr. Phillips, of Anstey, and was called by Mr. Pester, * The
London Manure.' It appears that the Manure delivered by Mr.
Phillips was sent in bags marked 'Superphosphate Compost
Company, London,' and that Mr. Phillips is not the agent of the
London Manure Company of Mr. Edward Purser. All the
remarks of Professor Voelcker are, therefore, wholly inapplicable
to the Manure sold by the London Manure Company. I there-
fore certify, that having been misled by my bailiff, I have, most
?nwittingly and quite unconsciously, permitted the publication
in that Journal of the analysis of manures under a wrong name,
as it was not purchased from the London Manure Company or
tneir agents. I authorise Mr. Purser to publish this statement
as he may think proper. " Portman.

Bryanston, May 8th, 1856."
1 he London Manure Company send out all their Manures in

uags stamped with their .Name, and they wish their friends will

^ SYA XKmine *" the7 purchase.
4U, uridge Street, Blackfriars. Edward Purser, Secretary.

L ONDON MANURE COMPANY
* (Established 1S10).

The above Company have the following ready for immediate
delivery :—Corn Manure, for top-dressing ; Blood ditto for Corn

;

Blood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured
expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for
Turnips, Mangels, Grasses, &c; Peruvian Guano direct from
importers' warehouses; Nitrate of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia,
and every artificial manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. Edward Purser, Sec.

HE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

11. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 6^.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

PHCENIX CHEMICAL WORKS, PLYMOUTH.
BURNARD LACK and CO. are ready to deliver in

London or at any convenient Railway Station or Seaport,
BIPHOSPHATE OF LIME considered as neutral soluble
phosphate, at Professor Way's standard price, viz., 65. 6d. per
cent, per ton.

B. L. & Co.'s No. 1 Concentrated Superphosphate contains 40
percent, of neutral soluble phosphate delivered as above (bags
included) at 131. per ton, four months acceptance, or less 2£ per
cent, discount for cash. A considerable reduction made for

quantities.

Guaranteed analyses and opinions by Professors Way and
Voelcker sent on application.—Apply as above.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henry Keb Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.
2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.
3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all casen,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly
instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiRTy-ONE years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford Sec.

WARNER'S 4i-inch IMPROVED LIQUID
* MANURE PUMP, M

with Bali Valve, fitted with
1$ inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrought iron
Straps for screwiug on to

any ordinary Water-butt or
Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
50*.

l£-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,

35. 6d. per foot.

1$ Gutta Percha Suction,
Is. 9d. per foot.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
* V DAJID PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.
Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel.

2\ in. short lft. 7 in.

2*
3
31
4

2A

It

It

It

»

f
Fitted for lead^
gutta percha,

or cast iron
flanged pipe,
as required,

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2

long 3
ditto 3 „
ditto 3
ditto 3

it

tt

6
6
6

it

i»

it

11
24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER asd SONS
S, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

'

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. «fec.—Engravings sent on application.

IMPROVED LAWN MOWING MACHINES.

most complete thing, 6/. 10s.

FIRST PRIZE REAPING MACHINE.
NOTICE.

]\TESSRS BURGESS and KEY be?* respectfully
^*-l to inform the public, and particularly the noblemen and
gentlemen whose orders they were obliged to decline for this
season on account of the manufacture not being fully arranged,
that the Royal Agricultural Society's First Prize of 30$. was
awarded to them for M 4Connick's Reaper, with their patent
screw platform, at the trial at Leigh Court, near Bristol, upon
the 29th of August last Amongst the competing machines were
Bell's, by Crosskill; Forbuah's exhibited by Mr. Palmer; and
Hussey's, with tilting platform, by Wm. Dray & Co. The
reports of farmers who have worked the machines during this
present harvest, show that the average quantity of Wheat,
Barley, and Oats which they cut was from 1£ to 1$ acre per hour.
Two horses work the machine with ease, and the only attendant
required is a man or a boy to drive. Further particulars and
prices sent free on application—Bubgess & Key, 103, Newgate
Street; and 52. Littje Britai n, London.

r^OVVLER and FRY
9 Agricultural Implement

J- Manufacturers, Temple Gate, Bristol, beg to call atten-
tion to the under-mentioned articles :—
One-row Seed and Manure Drill,
One-row Drill, for seed only, 4J.

Prize Grass Seed Distributor, 12 feet lone:, 3/. 10s.
Patterson's Patent Clod-crusher, which is so constructed that

it is capable of working where the ground is in a sticky
state from wet.

Corne's Patent Chaff-cutters.
Oat and Bean Mills.
Gardntr's Turnip Cutters.
Busbe's Root Graters.
Cozen's celebrated Press Ploughs, &c.
Fowler & Fry are Agents for all the principal makers of

Agricultural Implements, and always keep a large assortment on
hand in their Show-room.

Catalogues, &c, sent free on application.

/ \AT-CKUbHlJStf and BEA.NSPL1TTING MILL^ (Turner's No. 5).

This Mill is recommended to

the use of every person keeping

a Horse, as superior for effi-

ciency, durability, and ease in

working to any manufactured.

Two bushels of crushed corn

afford more nourishment both

to old and young horses than

three bushels of uncrushed

!

Price £5 15s. 6d.

Made and Sold by
E.R.& F.TURNER, St. Peter's

Iron Works, Ipswich.

/COLLEGE of AGRICULTUREand CH EMISTRY,
V-> and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.

"Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

KOTAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND.-The GENERAL HALF-YEARLY MEET-

ING of the Society will be held on THURSDAY, May 22, at

12 o'clock. By order ef the Council,

Mav 17. James Hupsoy. Secretary.

R~~~OYAL 'AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND.-The Roval Agricultural Society of England

desires to receive TENDERS from Innkeepers or others to

contract for the supply of a COLD DINNER at Chelmsford on

THURSDAY, the 17th of July next, in the Society's Pavilion,

constructed to accommodate 1000 persons. Printed forms of

Tenders may be obtained on application to the Secretary, 12,

Hanover Square, Loudon, and must be returned to him filled up

on or before Thursday the 5th of June. The Society not binding

itself to take the lowest Tender.
By order of the Council,

London, May 17. James Hudson*, Secretary.

Manufactured and Sold by

TAMES FERRABEE &
PHCENIX IRON WORKS,

Near STROUD,
GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

Co.,

Budding's Patent.

These are the only MOWING
MACHINES that can be used by

unskilled labourers

with equal facility

on Lawns, Verges,

between Flower beds,

on Bowling Greens,

Cricket and Pleasure

Grounds; 5000 of

them have been sold.

Price List, including the carriage to any Railway Station
south of York.

Hand Machine, for One Man, cutting 16 inches wide £5 10s. Od.
Ditto for Man and Boy „ 22 ditto ... 6

Pony Machine (or Donkey) n 26 ditto ... 8
Horse Machine „ 28 ditto ... 11

Ditto „ 36 ditto ... 15

London Agency :—The Manager of the Agricultural Depart-
ment, Baker Street Bazaar.

tEtit ^fittcultural <5a*rtte*
+

SATURDAY, MAY 17, 1856.

As that useful farm implement, the hoe, is now
in constant action throughout all parts of the

country, a few words upon its use, and notes on the

nature of some of the enemies against which it is

levelled may at least excite to thought upon a subject

which is now beginning to attract a great amount of

attention.

If we examine into the action of the hoe in

spring, say in the Wheat crop, we shall soon see

that the operation is productive of great benefit to

the growth of the plant. Soon after hoeing it starts

into fresh and vigorous leafage, tillers anew, and
indeed generally improves so much as in most cases

to satisfy the farmer that he has lost nothing by the

expense of hoeing.

The mechanical stirring of the soil, the breaking

the pellicle which is formed in some instances by
the rains of early spring, and thus letting the air

into the ground, and stirring up new matter

to be acted upon and dissolved for the in-

creasing growth and consequent increased require-

ments of the plant, each and all contribute

to the effect produced ; whilst at the same time the

removal of interlopers in the shape of weeds tends

to confine the food so eliminated to the rightful and
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It is doubtU ^ the knowledge oP by Mr. Caird, in 1851, on the quantity of land in he planted part to winter and part to spring Vetches a*

rJL- !...«;„„ \h»t has confirmed ! tillage in Eneland and the distribution of it among f<»od for horse6 m Bnm
.
mer

j.
that Pftrt .of it which is in

legitimate family.
,

the good resulting from hoeing that has confirmed tillage in England and the distribution ot it among

the old-fashioned farmer in the opinion that wee the crops cultivated. In the following figures the

are a necessity, as we were told the other day they first column gives the returns sanctioned by the

(weeds) " weie sent on purpose to make us work, Board of Trade—being the result of a rule of three

and land is always grateful for labour." Now sum in Which the whole area of England, as com-

pared with that of 11 counties examined, is
tys grateful

without attempting to cmbat such a notion as that

proper mechanical appliances would not be u>ed if

we wan'ed the incitement thereunto which weeds

undoubtedly present, we shall offer a few remarks

tending to show in what manner the hoe is made

subservient to weed propagation and continuance.

If we examine into the natural history of many
of our common annual weeds, we shall see reason

to believe that in their wild state they have each an

appointed time of growth and flowering, but that, as

weeds, many of them have accommodated them-

selves to agrarian conditions ; and indeed they

have been so long cultivated that they are as

much changed as the plants of our crops, and
hence can accommodate themselves to all seasons.

We see that we have as much a spring and autumn
growth of Groundsel, Chickweed, and Speedwell as

we have a winter and summer Cabbage ; so that

with each of these weeds, though we shall have

them come up with the root crops now sown or

sowing yet, in the Wheat fields at this moment, or

even weeks earlier, are innumerable plants of this

kind in perfect seed. Weeds for the most part

differ from crops in a very important particular of

growth : in grain, for example, all the seeds are ripe

at nearly the same time ; but with weeds, and espe-

cially the kinds just mentioned, the plants may
appear in vigorous growth, and still flowering and
starting new flowers at the ends of the branches long

after the first formed flowers have ripened their

seeds. It was a knowledge of this fact which made
us curious to inquire into the extent to which some
of our annual plants ripen their seeds early in the

spring, and the following table will give an approxi-

mation to the number of seeds six of our common
weeds may ripen before they die ; and also the

amount of ripe seeds which they may produce as

early a< the month of April, these being all gathered

in one field on the 15th April in the present year
when the estimate was taken.

Table of the Ripen ing of Weed Seeds.

Ciover may be planted to Beans, nut should be ploughed
before January. No. 3. To be planted to Wheat. No.
4. To be Mangel. No. 5. To be Oats or Barley. No. 6!

Potatoes and Turnips. No. 7. To be Wheat. No. 8.

To be Swedes. This is the alternate system of root

crops followed by a grain crop, and this course over
made to yield so much land under every crop, ac- vour q fields each year will also be the course over each
cording to the proportion of each which those 11 f the fields during * years

counties have returned. This first column, then, is
... i

taken to he accurate, and probably is so very nearly.

Its figures very wonderfully agree with those of Mr.

Caird in column No. 2, derived from data obtained

when he was reporting on the agriculture of this

country as the Times Commissioner.

Land wider Tillage in England. (1) According to the Return hy

official authority of Board of Trade in 1854 ; and (2) According

to the Estimate by Mr. Caird in 1851.

Official Re-
turn 1854.*

Mr. Caird's
Esti matt',

1851.

Acres under Wheat
Do. Spring Corn, viz. Bailey, Oats,

)

and Rye ... .. ... )

Do. Clover and Seeds
Do. Beans, Peas, and Vetches
Do. Turnip, Mangel, and Potatoes ...

Do. fallow, Rape, &c

3,427,062

3,639,861

2,538,000

825,066
2,381,450
920,973

3,416,750

3,416,750

2,277.750

1,139,000

2.116,750

1,300,000

Aotai ... ••• ••• 18,735,412 13,667,000

* One-tenth is deducted from this Return for Wales, which

was not included in Mr. Caird's Estimate.

Grey

No. of
tlowers

to each
plant.

No. of
seeds

to each
flower.

• • *

Veronica polita,

Speedwell
Veronica liederifolia, Ivy-

leaved .Speedwell

Capsella bursa-pastoria,

)

Shepherd's Purse ... f
Cardaniine hirsuta, Hairy ^

Bitter Cress \

Stellaria media, Chick- )

WC"Cl .n .». # ,, \

Senecio vulgaris, GToundsel

Total of
seeds.

150 x 3 = 450

250 X 3 = 750

150 x 30 = 4500

150 x 25 = 3750

500 X 10 = 5000

150 x 50 = 7500

21950

Of these
were
ripe in

April.

150

300

1200

1375

500

2500'

• 25

BEPORT TO A LANDLORD.
I have enclosed a transparent map of that part of

your estate which is to form the farm ; each of the fields

is numbered in black ink with the same numbers as the

plan you gave me. The arable part of it I have divided

into 8 fields, and numbered them with red ink ; but to

get 8 fields I have taken the arable part of No. 15 as

one, and I propose to grub up the fence between the

Nos. 21 and 36c on your map, and form these two into

3 fields, which I call Nos. 5, 6, and 7, and by this

arrangement the arable land will be divided into 8 fields

of nearly equal dimensions, and a regular system of

cultivation may then be easily adopted.

This farm will consist of 87 acres of arable and 129 of

pasture, besides your garden plot of 5.^ acres:

—

Name of field and present crop

• • •

* f *

Pasture.

Part of

»>

Now, if we reason upon the facts presented by
this table we shall see that although spring hoeing
cuts up an immense quantity of weeds it assists in
sowing an enormous increase, one plant of each of
tlte above making up the aggregate of 6025 seeds
which may be sown by hoeing, whilst if not hoed as
many as 21,950 seeds may result.

Now, it is not pretended that all these seeds must
arrive at maturity, or if they did that the many

'

accidents to which they would be liable would not land

:

greatly diminish their numbers ; but we must not
\

forget that in the case of the spring ripened ones
the very process of hoeing ensures their being duly
sown and thus put out of harm's way in a much
surer manner than though they had been left to
themselves.

The table, moreover, will show us that if we
would cope with weeds we must become acquainted
with their habits and modes of growth, and so learn
when and how to attack them. There cannot be a
greater mistake than to suppose that we can do
weeding at our convenience, nor can we on the
other hand, appoint a set time, but we must be up
and doing according as our enemy presents himself,
bearing in mind this, that although we call plants
weeds whenever they are inconvenient to us, yet
that they are no exception to the great law of
nature, which provides for the continuance of the
species of all its objects, and consequently however
humble the weed the beautiful contrivances of
means to this end may well excite our wonder and
admiration, whilst at the same time the trouble ex-
pended in the attainment of such knowledge would
much shorten our labour in dealing with them
agriculturally.

14 Farm offices .

15 Home ground (pasture)

t5 Home ground (arable)

16 Eaven Pig ground (in Wheat and
Clovei")

17 Long Little Ash ground (in Beans)
18 ,. ., „ (pasture)

19 Short Little Ash ground (pasture)

20 „ „ (in IV as, Beans, and fallow)

21 Stone Late ground (Wheat)
22 „ „ M (meadow)
36c Farington (Wheat, Barley, Vet-

ches, Turnips)

37c Lower do. (Wheat, Turnips)
38c Lower Brook Meadow
30c Pasture
31c Pasture
32 The arable part of this field to be

! sown down to seeds
18 Pasture
19
20
21

ac.

2

10

r.

2
3

P-
16

17

4
11

3
1

11

19

Arable.

ac. r. p.

10 1

10
10 3

16
31

13 1 39

10
16

2 13
32

«tt

I • '

• • •

• *

ftftft

V

• ••

• ••

• -•

• • •

* • •

• ••

Pasture
Arable

• . •

• ••

• . *

• #•

•••

* • •

• m 9

m •• ** *

10
17
15

12

10
12
1

6

1

3
3

1

1

1

2
1

2

26

11

17
10
3

18 1 22

11

Experimental garden

In all, acres

* • I

• * t • « *

129 3 11

87 1 34

217 1 5
5 2 35

223

87 1 34

I propose the following arrangement of the arable

The arable part of No. 15 I call No. 1, and it should be

11

91

• *

16
17
20
21

21 & 36
36
37

11

19

91

11

n
91

ii

if

91

11

71

11

11

V

2,

3,

4,

5,

6,

7,

8,

M
••

1>

t)

r»

}/

»
M
>J

}

»»

»»

Acres.
10
10 16
10 3 31
10 2 13
10 3 14
12
12
11

Acres... 87 1 34

The arable land being thus divided into 8 fields, a
rotation of 8 years, if properly arranged and adhered to,

will place each of the various kinds of root crops 8 years
apart, so that neither Turnips, Mangel, Swedes, Carrots,

nor Clover will be planted on the same field oftener than
once in 8 years. It is of the utmost importance to

adhere to this principle, as most soils get sick of producing
good crops of roots and Clover when they are often
repeated on the same ground (Turnips grow to

I would only make one observation. In following

this system it is absolutely necessary that the land be

made perfectly clean and kept free from weeds, and
that the land be all drained and subsoil ploughed at

least 14 inches deep, and that all the root crops be well

manured either with stable-yard dung or guano and
superphosphate of lime. By attending to this there is

no difficulty in producing good crops of Wheat every

two years, if you apply a good dose of dung to the

previous crops of roots, and get a larger crop. Horse-

hoeing the land between the drills deeply five or six

times luring their growth, and carting the crop all off

the land by November, you have time to plant Wheat
after all your root crops.

Under this system there must be an application of

manure every year to each of the root crops, so that

there must be provided manure for 44 acres per

annum ; and if you give to each acre 25 cart loads,

there must be a yearly supply of 1000 cart loads. To
manufacture this quantity of manure, it will be neces-

sary for all the 44 acres of roots and the Ciover to be

consumed in the farm-yard, feeding-house, or boxes.

Boxes are the best and most economical mode, not only

for feeding the beasts, but of manufacturing the manure.

The 33 acres will produce 800 tons of roots, and the

straw of 44 acres of Wheat consumed by stock during

winter, with the 30 acres of hay from the permanent

pasture land, and the 10 acres of Clover consumed

during summer, and the leaves of the roots carried

home, will produce the quantity of manure you require

;

but as you cannot begin at once with this quantity of

manure, it will be necessary for you the first two years

to apply guano and superphosphate of lime, in addition

to the dung you have. You may have to apply 1 cwt.

of guano and 1 cwt. of superphosphate of lime per acre

to all the root crops the first two years.

Yearly Value of this Farm.—With respect to

the rent of these 217 acres of arable and pasture

land, the relative price of the produce of arable

and pasture land is as follows -.—Where the average

price of ^Wheat per quarter is 56s. or 7s. per

bushel, the average price of beef and mutton has been

6\d. per lb., or 7s. 6d. per stone of 14 lbs. The produce,

then, of this farm of 217 acres I value at 180 quarters

of Wheat, including the poor-rates, church and road

rates. If we therefore take the average price of Wheat for

the previous year to get the money value of the produce

rent for the present year, this will be a correct estimate

for both arable and pasture land.

The following is an estimate of the horse-power, live

stock, implements, and expense of cultivating this farm.

Horse Power.—Under this system of cultivation there

will be 33 acres of roots, 11 acres of Clover, 44 acres ot

Wheat to cultivate yearly. There will be 1000 loads ot

manure to cart from the buildings to the fields, 800 tons

of roots to cart from the fields to the buildings, 300 tons

of the leaves' of the root crop to fetch from the field to

the yard for the stock to consume and trample into ma-

nure, besides the carting home at harvest the Wheat

from 44 acres, and carting to market the Wheat as it is

threshed out. As your arable land is at a distance

from the farm buildings and your roads not good, you

will require more horse power than if the buildings

were in the middle of the farm and the roads good.

You may require for the first two years, till you have

got all the land into good order, drained, and subsoU

ploughed, six horses ; but afterwards four horses will

be sufficient to do all the work of the farm, and all the

carting required for your house establishment.

The Agricultural Implements required for this Farm

136 Pasture, 87 Arable :—
2 ploughs with draft trees
4 one-horse carts
4 long harvest frames to fit the

wheels and axles of the dung
carts

1 subsoil plough
1 cultivator

2 pairs of heavy iron rhom-
hoidal harrows with dralt

trees

pair of light iron xhom-

boidal harrows with arare

trees

1 roller

1 corn drill 6 feet wide

1 seed drill

1 Turnip drill

2 horse hoes .

4 sets of plough and cart nar

ness for four horses.

a threshing roachine
s^f|

Also,—barn implements,
shaker, winnowing machine and corn separator,

steam engine, chaff cutter, corn and Linseed bruise ,

sacks, bushels, sieves, shovels, sack-harrow, &c.

, -
. The implements for the yards are ladders, lorks,

I
otten wheelbarrows, dung forks and shovels, spades, PlcKa^'

.«* ,«.« wi..« ni«n^ k e " -
a ^?

gerS
baskets, &c. ; for the beasts and sheep, Turmp cutters,

and toes when planted every 5 or 6 years and Clover
feedin </tr0U!;hSj hordleSj and tr0Ui:hs for the pigs,

fails), but this is not the case with gram, which may be ^.-In estimating the quantity of stock which
repeated every 2 years if after a fallow crop.

As there is this y
« .. , a may be kept on the farm we must ascertain the quan itj

l « a *•

e
*!
muTTy °De °f th086 8 fieldS

of food which the pasture land will p. - ._ ^several kinds of crops, it w.Il be necessary next year, in summer month £"
wfaat the b and roots mil pro-

JSt asceriaiu ».~ i -

will produce during tne

ofsome instances, to plant roots where they are produced duce d
.

ft
-
w]u ter

"
montha . "of the 129 acres

this year, and also to sow gram on the same ground
\ „. ofi,^ ]a

°
A M„ an .„„«, AW „iad« into hay yearly,

I would
, . , , ,

§ FT. 0D the same ground
; ture , £, 3Qwhich produced a crop of gram this year, but it is better
| {w w51| ^J^

to establish your plan at the commencement than to get
into it by degrees. I would advise you, therefore, to

* ' ' - . ,, ,
adopt and continue the following plan without the least

f-n
he

A
.

many aSnCTltural estimates to whose deviation :-No. 1. To be scarified this autumn, the
iaiiure attention has been called, we have been weeds burnt, and the land ploughed before winter, and
Struck with the near approach to accuracy of that prepared in the spring lor Barley and Oats. No. 2. To

acres are made
there will, therefore, be 100 acres of pasture,

propose that 10 dairy cows be kept and to Dree

10 calves. The beast stock would be

10 cows,
10 year-olds,

10 two-year-olds, to be sold fat.

By the time they become three years old there would
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40 head of beasts
; they may require 50 acres of the

pasture land during the summer months. For the remain-
ing 50 acres of pasture I propose a breeding flock of 100
ewes, 25 of their lambs to be reserved yearly to keep
up the ewe stock, the remainder with the cast-off ewes
to be sold either for breeding stock, or, when fat, to the
butcher. Your roots during the winter months will

enable you to keep more than your 40 head of beasts

and the sheep you may have to fatten, and therefore you
may have to buy from 16 to 20 beasts in autumn to

fatten by consuming the surplus roots and oil-cake.

The ?:kim milk of the dairy and the light grain and
refuse roots will enable you to keep and dispose of from
60 to 80 pigs yearly. The consumption of this crop of

j

roots with cake or Linseed and meal, with the Wheat
straw for litter, will enable you to manufacture the
quantity of manure you will require for your root crop.

The number of hands you may require as yearly
labourers will be a shepherd, who must also be cowman,
two ploughmen to work the four horses, but for the two
first years you will require three ploughmen. To do all

the other work which will be required on the farm, such I

as repairing roads, hedging, ditching, hoeing, weeding,
&c, three men will be sufficient, but besides these
there will be additional hands required during
Turnip time, hay and corn, and root harvest.

Estimate of Stock and Implements Required.
4 horses at AOL each ... ... £160

dt*ad stock required and pay for one year's expense of

the cultivation of your farm. The expense of draining

may be about 61. per acre, and if you drain 20 acres

vearly this will cost you about 120/. per annum, and
I think you m;iy erect the additional buildings required

for the accommodation of >our stock during winter for

about 200/. ; but this expense will permanently improve
the value of the estate, and must be paid by the land-

lord. The tenant or occupier has only to pay interest

on the sum at the rate of say 4 per cent, in addition to

his rent.

2 do. at 201. each

Plough and cart harness for
4 horses at 6/. each ... £24

Plough harness for 2 horses
at 4£. each

4 one-horse carts 11Z.

4 long harvest carts 61.

I *•

• *

8

44
'24

2 ploughs with draft trees 61.

1 subsoil plough with trees ...

1 cultivator
2 strong iron rhomboidal

harrows
1 pair iron light do.
1 roller

1 corn drill

1 corn horse hoe
1 seed drill

1 Turnip ridge drill for manure
2 horse hoes

• • # »(i

t t

* * »

• * •

* . >

• ft

• • *

» * f

# t •

• •«

• - -

12
7
10

7
3
10
25
15
5

10
8

• •*

4 dung forks 4*.

2 shovels, 45.

2 spades, 45.

1 pickaxe, 45.

8 hay forks, 3s.

12 do. rak*

s

t
Is. 6d.

3 ladders, 20s.

Hay-making machine

Threshing machine

t »«

• i *

*.*

9)94

» * -

• 99

16
8
8
4

9 99

9 99

• - •

9*4

1 4
18

3
14

60
Shaking and winnowingmachine 35
Corn separator
Horse power

• • I 9ff is
35

Bushel, peck, and quarter
Weighing machine
Sack barrow
100 sacks

• 99

9 • *

• • *

f I

• * •

• t 9 «»

* * •

• . *

• *«

A chaff-cutter

2 Turnip-cutters and basket ...

1 corn and Linseed bruiser ...

3 wheelbarrows
3 tubs for pigs
6 pig troughs
Steaming apparatus for steam-
ing food tor pigs and beasts

Live stock :—10 dairy cows in
calf at 14*

10 year-olds say at 51. ...

10 two-year-olds, at 9?....

During summer or in autumn,
say 15 3-year-old heifers, at
14/. each

•9*

» • ft

• 99

Pigfi, four Berkshire sows, at
62. each

Say 10 store pigs, at 30/.

Seed com, say 20 acres in
"Wheat, 40 bushels, 6s.

Seed corn, say 10 acres in Oats,
20 bushels, 3s

Seed com, Bay 10 do. in Barley,
20 bushel., As.

10 acres of Clover seed, say
20 lb. per acre, 200 lb. at 6d.

10 acres Swedes, 4 lb. per acre,
401b

21
15

* • •

10 do. Mangel, 8 lb. per acre,
60 lb. at 9d. • • •

5 do. Potatoes. 8 sacks per acre,
40 sacks at 65.

• * *

5 do. Cam ts, 8 lb. per acre
401b. at Is. Qd.

1 10
6 10
1 10
10

15
12
10
3
1

4

15

140
50
90

210

100 ewes in lamb, say 36s. each 380

12

3

4

5

3

3

12

... 3

Horse com, say 100 bushels per
annum for cart-horses, 6 horses
will consume 600 bus. at 2s. 6d.

Shepherd and cowman, say 12s.

per week
3 ploughmen, do. lis. per week
3 other men, do, 9s. do.

To hoeing four times 33 acres of
Turnips ami Potatoes, 16s. p.ac. 50 8
To harvesting 44 ac. of Wheat
harvested to yard, lis.

To harvesting and storing 33
acres of roots at 10s. per acre

To mak'n;. 30 acree of hay, say
10s. per acre

Dairy maid and food &c. p. an.

75 O

30
75 16
70 4

24 4

16 10

40
£200

32

OS

112

1 16

19 2

148

19 10

60 460

490

3S0

39 909

45

75

If a steam engine 999 9 9*

15
30

999

312 2
... 156 10

£2160
This sum *ill be sufficient to purchase the live and

CONVERSION OF LAND IN COPSE WOOD,
[We add the following report on this subject as a pendant to the

remarks by our correspondent "M. D" It is by Mr. Hus-
kinson, of Epperstone, Notts, and was written at the request of

J. E. Denison, Esq., M.P., by whom it has been published in a

paper on the Grabbing up of Woods in the last dumber of the

English Agricultural JourjtaL]

Agreeably to your request, I beg to hand you the

following statement of the result of converting wood
lands into tillage, and in order to make it clear and
definite I shall #ive you the actual result of a particular

example, that of Brockwood Hills Wood in this parish.

This wood comprised 136 acres, and consisted chiefly of

Oak timber, and Ash and Hazel underwood. It had
been wood for a long period ; certainly for 500 years,

and probably much longer.

The stock of Oak timber averaged 38 trees per acre,

and the average size of the trees was 15 feet each. The
underwood was of excellent quality ; it had been cut

at intervals of 18 years, and being in the vicinity of a

good market, realised higher prices than the average of

woodlands.

The soil was a strong red loam of considerable depth,

and of good natural fertility. Although the stock of

timber was not so great in number of trees, or so large

in respect of size, as many of the ancient woods in

Notts
;
yet altogether this wood was, I think, as fine

and as profitable a specimen of woodlands as any in the

county, and certainly much above the average. In

1840 it was proposed to the owner to stub this wood,
and convert it into arable land, and in support of that

proposition a careful inquiry was made as to the following

points :

—

1. What was the annual value to be expected in per-

petuity from the wood, if continued as a wood ?

2. What was the present net market value of the

stock of timber and underwood, producing such annual
value, supposing ft to be stubbed and sold ?

3. What would be the total expense of stubbing,

1 urninjr, draining, fencing, and preparing for tillage ?

4. What would be the annual value of the land for

agricultural purposes, when prepared for cultivation, as

arable land ?

The first point, though essential to be known, is ordi-

narily very difficult to estimate, because in addition to

the underwood, which recurring at regular intervals

may be exactly valued, there is the question, whether
the occasional falls of timber exactly represent the

annual growth and increase of timber, or whether they

fall short or are in excess of that increase, and trench
upon the permanent stock \ It is the want of accurate

information on this point, which has led to the false and
exaggerated notions of the value of woodlands which
have hitherto prevailed.

In the case of Brockwood Hills a fair test existed on
this point. The wood was purchased of Lord Howe in

1816, and the whole of the timber was then numbered
and measured.
The timber was again measured in 1840, when it was

proposed to stub it, and these two admeasurements gave
the means of determining whether the timber felled

between 1816* and 1840 fairly represented the growth
of that period. It was found that the net annual income
derived from the wood in the 24 years, from 1816 to

1840, averaged 70Z., being equal to an annual rent of

nearly 10s. per acre. I may say here that my experi-
ence of other woods leads me to the conclusion that 10s.

per acre per annum is above the net income derived
from the average of woodlands in the midland districts

of the county.

The second Question.—The present net value of the
stock of timber and underwood was found by admea-
surement and valuation to be 7344Z., or 54Z. per acre,

and this sum was slightly exceeded by the subsequent
sale.

TJte third Question.—The expenses of stubbing and
preparing for cultivation were tor each acre as follows :

Stubbing the roots of 38 Oak trees at Is. each,
being the extra cost above the ordinary price of
axe felling

Trenching the ground 10 inches deep in the winter
after felling, and stubbing all the roots of under-
wood, at 25. 9d. per 100 square yards, or per acre

Burning all the Oak and underwood roots
Spreading ashes after burning, per acre
Draining land 3 feet deep at intervals of 8 yards
with pipe tiles

Fencing with double posts and rails and Quick, to
divide the land into inclosures ot 20 acres each,
gates and posts to each field, average per acre...

£ s. d.

1 18

6 13
18
3

4 4

• •• • • * • *•Total cost
Credit-
After stubbing and preparing at the cost here

stated, the owner let the land for one year in
allotments for Potato planting, at 3J. per acre,
which being double the agricultural value, one
half to be setoff in deduction of the cost of pre-
paration

1 17

15 13

f • * ** • • + • 1 10

Nett cost of preparation per acre ... £14 3

The fourth Question.—After the first year of Potato
anting the land was let as agricultural land to the

continues, which is the answer to the fourth question
proposed. The result to the owner was therefore as
follows :

—

Annual value of woodland, during 24 years, as
before stated • • » • • * * m m •

£
70

s. d.

Annual value when cleared and cultivated thus :•

Amount realised by sale of stock of timber and
bark, as per statement £7344

From which deduct expenses of conversion, as
per preceding statement, lil. 3s. per acre, and
lor 136 acres 1924

Surplus capital for reinvestment *••

8

5419 12

Assuming surplus capital to produce 3* per
cent, in perpetuity, the annual increase from
such investment is

Add the rent of woodland for agricultural pur-
poses at 305. per acre, for 136 acres giYes an
income of

.. 198 H

* • t » > • • . • • * ... 204

£393 14

This result gives an annual income after stubbing of
39 3Z. 14s., against the income accruing from wood
of 70Z.

Gain of income to the owner by the operation of, per
annum, 323Z. 14s.

Although the case here stated, from the value of the
timber and the high quality of the land, is somewhat
exceptional, yet I believe there are few cases in the
country where a pecuniary gain would not result from
convening woodland into tillage ; and 1 think it may
be laid down as an axiom, that where the stock of wood
is sufficient to pay the expenses of clearing, and the
lands sufficiently fertile to be worth 20.?. per acre for

agricultural purposes, there the growth of wood is a loss

to the owner.
The notion of woodlands being profitable, assumes

that the annual growth of wood is equal to the interest

of the capital stock plus the rent of the laud. But I do
not believe that a single instance can be shown of any
Oak wood, which produces 3 per cent, interest in per-

petuity upon the capital stock, and so there is the loss of

rent during the entire period of its growth.

Home Correspondence.
Manure Water in Drains.—As many of your readers

seem to doubt the accuracy of a statement put forward
by Mr. Mechi, to the effect that manure water will-

retain its dark colour after passing through a clay soil

to the depth of 4 to 5 feet, I beg to say, in corrobora-

tion of Mr. Mechi's assertion, that I observed a similar

result in the autumn of 1852, when having dressed a
field of some 9 or 10 acres with rich farm-yard manure,
I was prevented from ploughing it in by a break in the

weather, which lasted for nearly a fortnight, during the

whole of which time the drains discharged a highly

coloured fluid, which 1 tasted and found anything but
agreeable, the manure lying all this time spread upon
the surface. From the moment however that we got it

turned under ground the water from the drains resumed
its usual pellucid appearance. At first I confess I was
both surprised and disappointed, but on reflection the

cause appeared to be obvious and simple. The heavy
rains splashing on the dung washed and rinsed it

thoroughly, and passed at once to the drains through

the cracks and fissures to be found in all well-drained

land, without giving time for any chemical action of the

soil ; but once covered in by the plough the rain could

reach the dung only by slow percolation through the

upper soil, and no longer rinsed the duEg as before, con-

sequently the soil had sufficient time to absorb and
appropriate what before passed through the cracks and
fissures without doing any good. Any one, however,
who chooses to take the trouble of pumping a few
thousand gallons of liquid manure on a meadow even in

wet weather will soon be satisfied of the leaky condition

of a well and deeply drained field, and this I think is

one of the many objections to the liquid manuring
system on strong soils, for no doubt some portion of

its manurial properties must be retained in water
which had so strong a taste as that passed through my
4 and 5 feet drains. I wish, however, merely to state the
fact to which I have alluded above, and let others more
competent to the task draw conclusions. /. & Shcrrardy

Kinnersley Manor, Reigate.

The Keythorpe System.—I am much obliged to Mr.
Sherrard lor the notice with which he has honoured my
letter on the Keythorpe drainage in your paper of the
26th of April ; but as I have already two opponents on
my hands, in Mr. Bailey Denton and Mr. Hewett Davis,
I must beg leave to decline the invitation or challenge,

or bet, whichever it may be. The two gentlemen I

have mentioned agree in denouncing the Keythorpe
system, but for different reasons, and they cannot both
be right. Mr. Denton approves of its irregular in-

tervals, in contradistinction to what he lias named
" gridiron " systems ; but he charges it, rather unfairly,

with being a sy.-tem of shallow drains, seeing that it has
drains 7, 6, 5, 4, and 3 feet deep. Unfortunately, how-
ever, there happened to be a few only 2 feet deep,
which Lord Berners has explained to be virtually 3 feet

deep. Mr. Davis, on the other hand, is satisfied with
the depth of the drains, but complains of the irregular

intervals. Again, while Mr. Denton places his drains

at irregular intervals, he rejects the principle of test-

holes, by which the distances and depth of the Key-
thorpe drains are regulated, while he has not told us by
what principle he regulates the distances of his own.
Both Mr. Denton and Mr. Davis deny the existence of
the subterranean furrows of which the Keythorpe
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system takes advantage.

would make up his mind whether he will be the

opponent or the inventor of the Keythorpe system, for

since the publication of the paper by M. de la Trehon-

nais in the Journal Pratique d'Agriculture, which has

caused so much sensation in France, he seems to

wish to act in both capacities, which is clearly impos-

sible. However, as M. de la Trehonnais is now in the

field, and has taken up the discussion in a most tempe-

rate and conciliatory spirit, and as I am confident he

will do full justice to the system which he has so ably

explained to the trench agriculturists, I am quite

satisfied to leave the discussion, for the present, to him,

reserving myself for another pamphlet, when Mr.

Denton shall have published one which I rather think

he has in contemplation^ or until the discussion shall

have reached that point that 1 think " my battle " is

come. /. Trimmer. [This unfortunately did not reach

us in time for last week's paper.]

1 wish, alao, Mr. Denton I that slowly, and is partly upheld by it ; but as the

resistance is always least nearest the drain, the water

octettes*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Weekly Council, M ay 14 :—Mr. Raymond Barker

V.P.,in the Chair.

Prof. Wny delivered a leeture on the Composition of

Drainage Water, for which, on the motion of Mr.
Raymond Barker, seconded by Mr. Fisher Hobbs, he

received the best thanks of the meeting.

Lord Portman made the following communication :—
u The manure mentioned in the Journal of the Bath and

West of England Agricultural Society, pubished in 1856, page
314, under the name of the London Manure Company's Super-
phosphate for Turnips, was bought by Mr. E. Pester, my bailiff,

of Mr, J. U. Phillips, of Dorsetshire, and was called and labelled

by Mr. Pester—'The London Manure Company's Manure.' It

appears on investigation to-day that the manure delivered by Mr.
Phillips was sent in bags marked Superphosphate Compost
Company, London,' and that Mr. Phillips is not the agent of the
London Manure Company of Mr. Edward Purser.

" All the remarks of Professor Voelcker are therefore wholly
inapplicable to the manure sold by the London Manure Company.

W I therefore certify that having been misled by my bailiff

I have most unwillingly and quite unconsciously permitted the
publication in the Journal of the analysis oi manure under a wrong
name, as it was not purchased from the London Manure Company
or their agents.
*I authorise Mr. Purser to publish this statement in any

way bethinks fit.

s Bryanston, May 8. (Signed) " Poetmax ."

Farmers' Clubs.
London.—On the Application of Geology and Hydrau-

lics to the Drainage of Land.—Mr. Robert Baker, of

Writtle, referred to the various depositions of the

earth's strata in their regular order and succession, in

relation to each other, and explained by the geological

map the respective positions assigned them upon the
surface of this kingdom, passing by proceeding from
the south-east in a north-westerly direction the diluvium
of Norfolk, consisting of beds of eand and gravel, to the

crag, clay, chalk, gravel, loam, and other deposits of Suf-

folk and Essex, passing over the Londoj\clay to the chalk
clay, and thence to the chalk of Cambridgeshire, the
green sand of Huntingdonshire, to the oolite of Somer-
setshire, &c. He then explained that these strata were
of an alternating character, a porous soil usually resting

upon a tenacious or impervious soil beneath, the water
percolating freely through the former until it reached
the latter ; and there, meeting with resistance to its

further descent, flowing underground until reaching
some point where the obstruction was least, it flowed
out and formed springs. Were it not for the retentive
character of the clay, by which the water was prevented
sinking beyond iur reach, it would not be available for

our use, thus almost disproving the opinions advanced
by a certain class of drainers, that water perco-
lates freely through compact homogeneous clay. Mr.
Baker next proceeded to explain the nature of Artesian
borings for water. The ordinary springs he had re-

ferred to were produced by water escaping from reser-
voirs beneath. The description of land lying above was
called springy land, and it required a mode of drainage
entirely different from land of more usual description,
which obtained an overcharge from above, from which it

could not be relieved except by evaporation, or by slowly
percolating through the subjacent soil. Water by its own
gravity would descend into a soil more or less porous,
until from becoming fully surcharged it would flow over
the surface at the lowest point of inclination, or it pro-
ceeded laterally and horizontally to an adjacent drain,
and thus, by gradually discharging itself through the
soil, left it dry and fit for cultivation, and the production
of agricultural crops of grain or roots. Upon the ma-
jority of strong clay soils the largest portion of the water
that became absorbed effected its passage into drains a
little below the point where the cultivable soil united
with the tenacious subsoil below, or if the upper stratum
happened to be porous it sunk deeper, until at length it

found its way into the drain in the manner before de-
scribed. By way of experiment this winter he had a
trench cut exactly one yard Jrom a new pipe drain, 3\
feet deep, the drain being also of the same depth, and
parallel thereto. This trench was filled with water, which
during the first night was discharged to the depth of 18
inches, but the remaining portion ofthe waterremained in
the trench, to the depth of about 2 feet, for several days
afterwards

; proving that it could not escape through
the clay, or it it oid so, only by percolating very slowly.
Water sinks by its own gravity, and if it meets but
little resistance exerts a pressure in accordance ; but if
a eoil of close texture intervenes it percolates only, and

escapes at once rather than by sinking in the soil down-

wards, where a greater resistance exists than is found

in the direction of the drain. The space of soil nearest

the drain being the first that becomes discharged of

water, the next portion of the soil also discharges itself,

and so in succession to half the distance betwixt the

nearest drains, and continues so to discharge itself until

the whole of the upper soil becomes released of its

superabundant supply ; but if the distance is too great

betwixt drain and drain, the water does not escape

freely from those points furthest distant therefrom. It

will thence become apparent that in draining soils of a

retentive character at the surface, the depth of drain is

no longer an object than is absolutely necessary to carry

off the water lreely. It should be so deeply placed

below the surface as not to be liable to derangement by

external interference, and for this a drain 3 feet in depth

would be amply sufficient. But if, on the other hand,

the upper soil is kept in a wet state by the upward

action of water from below, then the drains will need to

be made deeper, to enable them to carry it off sufficiently,

and not to allow it to rise by the pressure \ roduced

from below, by its flowing from a higher level,aided by the

capillary action going on in the soil above. Mr. Baker

stated that undoubtedly the line down the hill was the

best (provided it was not too sudden); and explained

that a drain of 3 feet in depth would drain a porous

soil, even deeper than the drain itself, as water lying

above any point of exit would be drained to the

depth of the point in question, in a direction up the

level of the drain ; but that a drain diagonally would
drain the soil lyiug above it a further distance than

the soil below. Mr. Baker then adverted to the

effects that had been produced at a later geological

period upon the surface soils of this kingdom, by water

converting the clay subsoils into ridges, almost similar

to the ridge and furrow system pursued above ; and
afterwards by subsidence filling the interstices so exca-

vated with porous soils, through which water percolates

freely. Hence the system pursued upon the Keythorpe

estate of Lord Berners, in Leicestershire, and which had
been drained by taking advantage of this circumstance,

by first digging trial holes at various distances, from
point to point, and afterwards by observing how far

distant the drains operated upon them, cutting other

drains to secure a perfect system. Mr. Baker said that

this question had been gravely discussed, with little

advantage ; the fact was, that every drainer set up a

theory of his own, which he would not resign, however
convincing any other theory might appear, or however
much practice confuted it altogether. As much discus-

sion had probably taken place respecting pipes in

clay as had taken place over pipes of clay,

and probably with as little satisfactory result. Mr.
Baker then referred to those indications of the

character of soils afforded by their natural vegetation as

indices to the need of drainage.

Mr. Bailey Denton said that Mr. Baker had stated that drains
at 4 feet depth would not draw water, and that clay was imper-
vious. It was his intention to publish the result of some experi-
ments which went to show the facility with which water would
penetrate clays, the water running from the outlet answering to
the rainfall. At Haiskworth, in Bedforflshire, the soil was pro-
claimed to be undrainable, but it had been drained nevertheless,
and that with such accuracy that it responded most minutely to

the rainfall. That fact was an incontrovertible answer to all

that might be said to the contrary. He had been challenged to

give an opinion with regard to the Keythorpe drainage. He had
only recently seen it. The quality of the soil at Keythorpe was
various. There were clays and there were sands, there were
gravels and there was rock. The gravels and sand were drained
perfectly in some places ; but it appeared as if, where it was per-
fectly drained, it was done by accident and not by system. As to

the clays, some portion of them was not drained at all, another
portion was drained shallow, and again another portion was
drained deep and drained well. But, upon the whole, there
seemed to be a total want of anything like system or premedita-
tion. Several fields were undoubtedly well drained, but the
majority were defective. Mr. Trimmer left the impression by his
paper that the estate consisted of clays, whereas a large portion
of it was gravel and sand. Lord Berners had, no doubt, made
use of rtiose variations in the soil to drain the clays, but he had
not maSe use of them to empty the ridges and furrows described
by Mr. Trimmer, and the effect was very small indeed.
Mr. Trimmer understood Mr. Denton to say that the Keythorpe

estate was not effectually drained, and also that the subterraneous
furrows (the corrugated surface to the subsoil), which he (Mr.
Trimmer) had described, did not exist. The Keythorpe drainage
in fact depended very much upon the presence of those furrows,
and M.de la Trehonnais had written a letter in the Mark Lane
Express, in which he spoke of those furrows, controverted the
statement of Mr. H. Davies that they did not exist, asserted that
they were at Keythorpe, and that the Keythorpe system depended
upon them. "With regard to the observations of Mr. Baker, as to
the percolation of water down to a retentive bed of clay, there
stopping, he was lately over an estate in Suffolk on which he ex-
pected to find these furrows and ridges, and to which he thought
the Keythorpe system would be applicable; but although there
was the same boulder clay on which he relied for the applicability
of the Keythorpe drainage, the surface was level, and not a drop
of water came in, unless at the jnnctiort of the boulder clay with
the brick-earth clay. Trial holes were sunk to h depth of 20 feet,

and still no water came in. On the level surface which Mr.
Bak^r had described, therefore, there was a porous soil resting on
a stiff clay, yet not a drop of water came in except at the junction
of the two clays ; and on that kind of soil and surface he certainly
did not see what was to be gained by carrying the drains below
the junction.
Mr. B. Webster gave a short history of drainage. Elkington

began by cutting off the springs. He attempted the same system
by deep drains on the strong clays of the country, and it was
found not to succeed. Mr. Saiith, of Deanstone, then introduced a
system of uniform drains, which answered well, and was adopte
throughout the country. Later still Parkes recommended a sys-
tem of deep pipes in strong clays, and this had decidedly not
answered. Mr. Denton would bear him out in saying that at
any rate wide intervals and small pipes had decidedly failed.

And if they examined the drainage in any county in England
they would find that deep drainage at wide intervals was not
only objectionable, on the ground of expense, but had likewise
most completely failed. So that the question still remained to

be decided, whether upon those strong retentive soils there was

any advantage in going beyoud the depth ot 3 leer. According
to the report contained in the Highland Society's Journal, it

appeared that Mr. Hope, of Fentonbarns, had proved that on his
fana in East Lothian the land, which was shallow-drained at
moderate distances, produced heavier and better crops than
where it was drained deeper. The experiment was first tried in
1842, and this very day he (Mr. Webster) had received a letter
from Mr. George Hope, in which that gentleman stated that he
had been thoroughly convinced, from that time to this, that on
the retentive soils there was no advantage in going deeper than
3 feet, and that the crops grown on land drained at that depth
were decidedly superior to those grown where it was drained at
a greater depth. Of course then, if there were no advantages to

be derived from carrying out deep drainage, it would be wise to

save the expense of going beyond 3 feet. At a discussion in the
Society of Arts a month or two ago, Mr. Chitton, a most expe-
rienced man, stated that where clay land was drained the action
of the air and water passing through it so altered the very
nature of the strong yellow clays, that in a few months they
would become a deep rich loam. Now that, he took leave tp sar,

appeared to be a perfect absurdity, because they might expose the
srrongest clays to the action of the sun and air for years, and yet
they never altered. As to the system of drainage pursued at

Keythorpe, he had been there, and was of opinion that the

greater portion of the land was most effectually drained. He
believed that that system would prove most advantageous if

carried out where it was perfectly applicable.

Mr. Sidney defended the system advocated by Mr. Parkes and
his practice as illustrating it.

Mr. Thomas having had 30 years' experience as a farmer, and
20 years' experience as a drainer, wished to say one or two
words. As regarded stiff retentive clays, his present mode of

proceeding was to drain them with parallel drains, generally at

a depth of 3 feet; and he thought that if they could get the

water off by going that depth, it was folly to incur the expense of

going lower. In the case of other descriptions of land he bad
gone 6 or 7 feet deep ; but then he had made one drain suffice for

30 acres. He would defy any man to lay down any rule which
could be applied universally; they must always be guided to a

great extent by the peculiar circumstances of the case, and the

nature of the soil.

The Chairman said they must know the nature of the soil to

be drained before they could tell what the depth should be: they

must cut the drains in such a direction that they would most
effectually cut the strata of the soil diagonally, so as to carry off

the water. He saw no objection himself to draining 4 feet deep,

cr even more, provided the drains were not put too far apart,

though the cost would perhaps prevent him from going more than

3 feet. The draught of the water through the soil, as affected by
the air admitted into the pipes, formed the great ground of

debate between the deep and the shallow drainers. As regarded

stiff clays, having observed fissures in all directions towards the

drains, he was himself strongly of opinion that water did pene-

trate into the subsoil to the depth of 4 feet. Being one of (he

party who recently had the pleasure of visiting the Keythorpe

estate, he must confess that he did not consider the system of

drainage there perfect. He observed, in some cases, holes full of

water within 2 or 3 feet of the drain; and he thought he was
justified, therefore, in assuming that the land was not thoroughly

drained. He thought the estate would have been more effectually

drained by means of a few deep drains, constructed on the grid-

iron system, than by means of drains running through the laud

in various directions without any regularity.

Mr. Baker proposed the following resolution, which was
carried :—" That the principles of draining are so far dependent

upon a knowledge of geology and hydraulics, so as to render in-

formation upon these subjects essential to its utmost develop

nient."

Miscellaneous.
The Paris Show.—The Moniteur contains the follow-

ing :—« The Universal Prize Cattle and Agricultural

Show of 1856, which will open on the 23d instant at the

Exhibition Palace, will be the most complete, both as

regards animals, agricultural productions, and imple-

ments of husbandry, that has ever been presented to the

attention of the public and to the study of agriculturists.

All the declarations from foreign countries have not yet

reached the Minister of Agriculture ;
notwiihstanding,

the inscriptions already amount for the bovine race to

1314, both bulls and cows. In the above number France

stands for 488 head; England, 132; Scotland, 174;

Ireland, 54 ; Austria, 100; Switzerland, 184 ;
Belgium,

53; and Holland, 35. Denmark* Saxony, Bavaria,

Wurtemberg, the Grand Duchief of Baden and of

Luxembourg, supply the rest of the contingent. The

exhibition of the ovine race will not include less than

1268 rams and ewes, and by adding to the above figures

174 pigs which have been already inscribed, it makes up

a total of 2756 animals. There are also 503 lots of

poultry. As to implements of husbandry and agricul-

tural productions, the number of declarations which

have already reached the Minister amount to about 2000

of the former, and more than 4000 of the latter/'

Application of Lime in Cheshire,—Is there a farmer

preset who can use lime with advantage ? (Cries ol

"No.") Mr. Woolf says it is not worth the carriage, and

Mr. Jackson too says the same. It quite proves to me that

the gentlemen who have addressed us from other

counties are not conversant with the soil or the pecuJiar

character of our Cheshire farming. Lime is One o

those things we must do without, because we have

found by experience that it won't pay us. I could take

them to two fields that I have treated in the same way,

one half of each field was beautiful, and the other was

abominable, and the reason was, that one half had neve

seen lime and that was much the better one. W hereve

lime is put you must not put bones. If you do, you

cannot obtain any advantage. Mr. Button at Chester.

Calendar of Operations.

MAY.
Border of the Fexs, May 12.—Generally speaking the Wheat

plant is remarkably strong and healthy, but there are some

exceptions, particulars on fenny or light soils where insect
*J;

frosts have thinned and weakened it so much as to cause scot

persons to plough it up and sow spring Wheat or Oatb. >

have 10 acres of Wheat thus injured, but instead of resowiu

piece with corn we propose to try half a bushel of B
**i£J?d

Kwl acre, with a sprinkling of Clover; we regard this as
i

a.wu

of forced application of a plan adopted by several fArmerw wobxo

the land is clean instead of paring or scuffling Wheat stuDnic

the
per

in the autumn; their object is to feed it off with sheep in w
autumn or early in the spring, when if not worth retanin a

seeds they take a crop of Oats or Coleseed To P'~u" l* 1*

additional "sheep keep," some who grow Clover seed use up
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their tail seed, and perhaps add a little Rye-grass, or even throw

a few hay seeds on to make their stubbles worth stocking; but

the latter practice cannot be commended, nor indeed do we

altogether approve of letting the land remain so long untilled,

but our friends say in its favour that they are more certain of

having good Turnips on high land by ploughing thus late. It is

right to add that no one could profitably adopt this practice but

those who had their farms in good condition and very clean.

Potatoes have gone in well, but the very early planted have

suffered greatly from the frost by the shoots being completely

blackened and nipped off. Mangels want a little moisture to

start them, so does late sown spring corn ; the early Oats and

Barley with Beans and Peas all look forward and healthy, always

except some pieces in the fen where a high wind in dry weather

carries off the top soil, and occasionally a portion of the seed also.

Most of the beasts have been turned out of the yards, and where

the pastures are not overstocked there is now a tolerable bite for

them, but in many instances they have literally had " short

commons," consequently markets have been crowded with lean

cattle sadly out of condition, entailing a sacrifice on the vendor.

Ewes and lambs are entitled to a good piece of Grass land, but

the growth has been materially checked by frosts and ratting

easterly winds, yet sheep seem to have done well, and the lamb

hoggs have been selling at very high prices, as indeed have fat

sheep also, not less than Id. per lb. having been obtained aH the

last winter and spring. We are now busy carting manure from

the yards just vacated by beasts. We prefer when practicable

to make the heap in the field where it will be wanted, and in

tidy square lots 2 yards high ; it will then soon settle down as

well as if carted on and over, and with considerably less vocifera-

tion and twisting and straining carts and animals to make a

so-called solid heap. Bones are dear; so are many of the

artistically manufactured and worded artificial manures, no
matter what the nominal cost of the latter; and it is something
wonderful to see the eagerness and simplicity with which the

complying and trusting farmer resigns his hopes of green crops

and his money into the hands of agents, whose business it is to

supply the ever increasing demand for something stimulating as

a manure. Alas! in how many disguises mother earth is in-

vested to appear better than she is, and how precious ought the

ha'porth of sack to be that flavours such a heap of rubbish.

Guano— real Peruvian guano, is the thing— no (so-called)

damaged stuff; bones, and no mistake, should be bought,

although at a high figure; nitrate of soda, salt, soot, chalk, any-
thing that can be recognised, and answer to the sample ; hut as

for chemical mixtures and quack compounds that promise so

much and realise so little, we cannot recommend too much
caution to those who huy them. J. W. Peterborough.

Notices to Correspond ents.
A ldekney Cows : John Charlton says s—M By leaving out the word
'milk' in one of the paragraphs of my late communication
respecting Alderney cows, you have perfectly stultified my
meaning. In the 20th line of Home Correspondence you
have it : ' The butter is in great request by the country people

as an article of food, and is pretty palatable.'
^

In reading the

above, any one would suppose the butter (which is most excel-

lent, and will keep good for weeks without salt being added to

it) was very indifferent—being only 'pretty palatable.' It

should have been rendered— ' The buttermilk is in great

request by the country people,' &c. It is the practice here, as

in Ireland, to allow the milk and cream to turn sour together

before being poured into the chum. I should also have added,

as a caution to British purchasers, that many small cows from
Brittany (France) have been smuggled, as it were, into

England, and there sold as Alderneys, which they only

resemble in size. As milkers they are vastly inferior. By
your note of admiration thus placed—' The pure Guernsey cows
are infinitely (!) larger/ &c, I am led to suppose I may have
fallen into some mistake in regard to the difference in sice of the

Guernsey and Jersey cows. This is very probable, never having
Tisited the latter island, and having only my own local observa-

tions to trust to, with information obtamed from some
respectable agriculturists I have conversed with in this island,

combined with the well written 'History of Guernsey'
(large 8vo, 1841), by Jonathan Duncan, Esq., B.A." [The
letter was printed as received with the exception of the note of

admiration, which was intended as a good humoured smile ata
very pardonable extravagance].

Boyd's Scythe : X The connection of blade and snaith is ingeni-

ously effected by a short piece jointed to them at either end re-

spectively. The one joint, that of the blade, is nearly horizontal

when the tool is held at work, thus enabling the plane of the

blade itself to be altered so that its cutting edge shall be higher

or lower in relation to the back of the blade ; and the other

joint is nearly vertical, or rather at right angles to the plane in

which the handle and the blade lie, so as to enable the widening
or otherwise of the angular distance between the two. These
are the two adjustments which the blade of a scythe requires—
the one to fit it for work of different kinds, as for lawn or field—
and the other to fit it for workmen of different height. The
means for these adjustments furnished by rings and wedges in

ordinary implements are exceedingly imperfect—those which
Mr. Boyd has thus substituted are both simple and efficient.

A litt'e consideration will show that when at work a much
greater strain will come upon the latter of thesfe joints than
upon the former, and accordingly while a single screw bolt and
nut is all that holds the scythe to Us end ofthejointed connecting

piece, Mr. Boyd has provided in the hinge which holds the

handle that the cutting cheeks shall be radially grooved, so as

to insure the fixity of their relative portions when they are

once screwed up to one another.

Butter Adulteration : X Itis said to have been discovered as

you say. Flint will, under certain circumstances, assume a
gelatinous form, and in this form is capable of being incorpo-

rated with butter.

Foxes : JE asks if there is any way of scaring them from yards

by rags dipped in something they dislike, and what are the

ingredients used ?

French Agriculture : F £S. Mr. Caird's letter in the Times of

Thursday, for some of which we may find room next week, is an
answer to your question. France has more than half its extent

of cultivable land in corn, which yields (of Wheat) 12 4-5ths

bushels per acre, while England has only a quarter of its extent

in corn, and Wheat yields 2«i bushels per acie. These are to be

regarded as effects of climate, so far as relative extents are

considered, and as effects in spite of climate, so far as

relative produce per acre is concerned. The greater pro-

duce of "Wheat in England under a less favourable climate is

attributed by Mr. Oaird, and no doubt justly, to^ the

quantity of manure available from the greater proportional

extent of feeding ground which England furnishes to manure-

producing stock. And the remedy for France, as he points

out, is less in the more liberal use of artificial manure, of which

iudeed there is no sufficient supply, than in the gradual extension

of cattle and sheep culture in that country. The more extended

cultivation of Mangel Wurzel and other root and forage crops

must be the preliminary step, and this carried on along with
that improvement in quality which the national cattle shows
are so likely to foster, will result ultimately in such an exten-
sion of the acreable produce of the Wheat and other corn crops
as will immenselv increase the agricultural wealth of France.

Self-acting Railway : W C 3f. Apply to Mr. Boydell at his

foundry, Camden Town. He will no doubt furnish you with all

the information that a short experience of it hitherto enables.
Royal Agricultural Show at Chelmsford: T Barker. The

entries close on the first day of June. This has been adver-
tised in our columns. Send to J. Hudson, Esq., Secretary to

the Royal Agricultural Society of England, 12, Hanover
Square, London.

CHOICE PERPETUAL ROSES IN POTS.

BASS AND BROWN
Have a fine healthy and vigorous stock of the following new and other select varieties kept for sale in pots :

HYBRID PERPETUALS.
Baron Larrav, rich carmine ^5. &*-

Blanche de Bernede, pure white, form of Camellia iinbricata 2 6
t *•

* t •

• • •

tit

• • *

• a -

Cicero, marbled rose, crimson edged ...
^

Comtesse de Turenne, lively carnation, superb

Comtesse Vaillant, violet, often spotted ...

Duchesse Montpensier, shaded blush

Luchess of Norfolk, vivid crimson, fragrant

Emperor Napoleon, brilliant crimson scarlet

Eveque de Meaux, velvety carmine red

Fairy Queen (Paul's), glossy piuk ...

General Jacqueminot, rich velvety scarlet

James Veitch, large deep rose

Jeanne d'Arc, superb blush, rosy centre .

Jules Margotten, bright cherry, large

Lord Raglan, lively red, bordered with violet purple

Louise Odier, bright pink, perfect form
Leon des Combats, splendid large crimson
Madame D.-sire Ginuui. carnation striped flowereof the

form and size of Baron Prevost; white, striped with

rose and crimson

• t«

• • •

• t *

# •

»

• • #

• • *

• • •

* *

• * #

• •

t • •

• * •

• • •

3 6
3 6
3 6
1 6
2 6
5
5
1 6
2 6
2 6
1 6
1 6
5
1 6
2

t * * * • • ft * • mm • • * 5

HYBRID PERPETUALS.
Madame Harriet Stow, delicate rosy pink
Madame Lacour Jurie. delicate rosy blush, tea scent
Madame Masson, vivid crimson red changing to v
Madame Manoel, large blush rose, crimson shaded
Madame Place, fine lively rose, most perfect
Madame Theodore M artel, superb pale flesh

Madame Rivers, pale flesh, nearly white ...

Monsieur Piggerou, very bright rosy carmine
President Menoux, large and very double pink
Prince Leon, very rich crimson, fine and distinct

• * -

iolet

* •

• *• • ••

2s.6d.
3 6
5
2 6
5
3 6
1 6
5 O
2 6
2 6

* •

BOURBONS, ETC.
Etoile du Nord (Bourbon) lively red, purple shaded
Gen. Druot (Perpet. Moss) deep crimson, violet shaded
Gloire de Dijon (Tea), fine light salmon, carmine edge
Margaret Dubourg (Bourbon) very large lively rose
Prince Albert (Bourbon) rich vivid crimson
Salet (Perpet. Moss) fine expanded pale pink
Our selections from the above, 18s. per dozen; newest of

ditto, 40s. per doz. Fine Roses of other sorts in pots, 125. perdoz;

• • t

• • i

• • •

5
2
3
3
2
3

6
6
»;

6
6

BEDDING PLANTS.
VERBENAS.

A splendid assortment of the finest and richest colours, per 100,

25s. to 40s., or 3*. 6d. to 6s. per dozen.

The finest new of last season, 3G varieties for 36s. or 25 of one

selection for 25*. or 12s. per dozen.

These will include several superb new continental and other varie-

ties, which were unintentionally omitted in our Catalogue, viz. :—
Arago, fine violet bronze, changeable.

Camille Verdevaine, dark amaranth, white centre.

Cephale. orange crimson, white centre.

G£*nt des Batailles, fine rich crimson.

Julie Paqum, fine white with rose centre.

Lord Raglan, bright purple with a white centre.

Madame Adolphe Wieck, violet purple, crimson shaded and

very distinct.

Mademoiselle Rinz, crimson with lemon centre.

Monsieur Rovier, a very fine scarlet.

Moussa Pasha, large dark blue, with white centre.

Nelly, very fine lilac,

Pulcherrima, maroon, very fine.

Surprise.
Variegata. fine lilac, spotted with rosy purple.

Any of the above, wrth other new varieties of last season (see

our Catalogue), may be selected by purchasers. Twenty-hve

varieties for 30s.; 12 for 15s., or Is. 6d. each.

The best scarlets and crimsons of last season, as Geant des

Batailles, Monsieur Rovier, Pulcherrima, Young's Boule de Feu,

Glory of Fran«, King of Scarlets, &c.&c, our selection, 14s. per

dozen. The best scarlets and crimsons of previous introduction,

4s. per dozen. The best white vars., 4s. per dozen.

it

v

s.

7
7

Chrysanthemums, 14 best new Pompone vars. of last

season
40 superb Pompone best older vars. for 22s., or per

doz. *>*• tr
l

12 earliest vars. selected from the above, some ol

which commence flowering in August

„ 40 superb large flowering vars. 22s., or per doz. 5s. to

Anagallis coccinea splendens and cerulea grandiflora, the

two largest andI best vars., per doz. •••

Alyssnm variegatum, a beautiful dwarf half-hardy

bedding variety, with handsome foliage and white

flowers, per doz. ••• •••

Bouvardia angustifolia, very dwarf bright vivid scarlet,

per doz. ... ... ••• ••• ••• •••

- flava, 9s. per doz. ; splendens, per doz.

hirtella, a very brilliant and beautiful variety, per doz. 9

Van Iloutti, a fine new rich carmine, extra bright, each 3

d-

6
6

Calceolaria, the best shrubby varieties in cultivation (see s.

Catalogue), per doz 6s. to 12

Calendrinia umbellata, a most attractive and beautiful

plant, rich purple, per doz 9
Dahlias, choice vars.. show or fancy, per doz. ... 6s. to 9

Diplacus grandirlorus, Is. 6d. each; Gazania Rigers, per doz. 7

Fuchsias, 12 finest vars. of last season 21

,, finest of previous introduction, per doz. ... 4s. to 6

Geraniums, finest scarlets and other bedding vars.,

perdoz. ... ... ... ••• ••• ••• ••• 5*- to 18

Hydrangea japonica variegata, per doz 15s. to 24

Lotttlta Erinus racemoides, compacta, Lindleyana, and
cerulea alba, per doz 4s. to 9

Oxalis elegans, beautiful rich purple, and best of all the

Oxalis, each, Is. 6d.
;
per doz. 15

Salvia patens and fillgens, per doz 6

Veronica Andersoni, a very free flowering plant for

bedding, per doz., 9s. ; very strong, per doz. ... 12

variegata, fine compact clear bright pink shading off

to a pure white, very attractive ami beautiful new
plant, per doz 12s. and 18

Calempelis (or Eccremccarpus) miniata, rich vermillion,

and great improvement on scabra, each

Maurandia Barclayana, in 3 vars., each

Dielytra apectabilis, 0$. per doz.; extra size, per doz.

eximia, a dwarf variety and showy, tor beddin

per ooZm •«• ••» »•• •• *• •• •••

Phlox omni flora compacta, a very beautiful dwarf white
variety, perdoz. ...

Countess of Home, a superb new variegated var., each 3

25 fine vars., 10*. 6d.; 25 superior vars. for 15

Potentilla King of Crimsons, the finest large crimson in

cultivation, each • 5

„ superb selections, per doz. 6s., 9s., and 15

Pentstemon magniflora, blood red, the finest in cultivation,

d.

6

0-

tf

• » -

• • t

t t *

9</. to

3
1

9

6

}t
g,

12

• t • * * *

- • •

- * -

. » - fll

• * t

12
7
12

4

4

* *

• * •

9
6

6

per doz.

„ 10 tine and distinct vars. for

Gladiolus, 12 superb vars. in pots

Anomotheca cruenta, a beautiful dwarf crimson flowering

bulb, and continues long in flower through the autumn,

perdoz. ... ... ••• ••• ••• •••

Hardy Climbing Plants in pots, 12 fine sorts for

The above all in pots.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS IN POTS.
100 distinct and showy vars. 30s., or 50 for

100 superior, including many newer vars., 50s.; or 60 for... 80

25 fine Rock Plants • 11

O
6
O

6

- - -

» **

- * -

• I*

2
12

S

* * 17 6

c

CATALOGUE 'No. V. is now ready, and may be had on application, containing their superb Achimenes, Gloxinias, Bedding

and Soft-wooded plants, &c. ; also a List of New and Rare Plants of every class
,

Colchester lirje between London
GOODS CARRIAGE FREE (not under 20s.) to all stations in London, and all stations on the Colchester line oetweenMM

and Norwich. Post-office orders payable to Bass & Brown, or to Stephen Brows.

BASS & BROWN, Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

PAGE AND GOV'S
COMPOSITION FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF BLIGHT

UPON THE

FALL-FRUIT TREES, CUCUMBERS, M
STOVE Am GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

TINES,

Extra Strong, 4s. per Gallon, sufficient to make Four Gallons fit for use.

Ten Gallons and upwards, Carriage Tree to London.

AFTER FIVE YEARS' EXTENSIVE USE by the most eminent Gardeners in the Kingdom, the
x tan xx

RiTfiHT COMPOSITION is unquestionable, requiring only a trial to insure its general

n-eftHS^Sg^ (without injuring tlfe most delicate flowers or ioliage),

aDd ^^StoSXSftolnluB is its adoption bF the NURSERY TRADE as^^^^S^^SS^
can employ, many of whose opinions will he found recorded in a Pamphleto^»^h^ be °btalned °f ^ AgeQtS

»

but to publish them as previously would take the whole advertising medium of the Gardeners Chrontcte.

For List of Agents, see Gardeners' Chronicle of April 12tb, and previous iNombers.

Pamphlets, witJi instructions for use, free by post on application to

PAGE & CO., Seed Merchants, Southampton.

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.

EDWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety

of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may be

seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,

Sundays excepted.

Priced Lists of Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

CAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
O ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.

47 Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-

man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English

and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1855. The

blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear

throush to the back.

S & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes,

Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.

Established 1738.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during: the

winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND-
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the lnam which

is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp

river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applving the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation

cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the

severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to £ive a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brothem,

Milbank Street, Westminster.
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1^HE HYDRAULIC RAM will

water, without manual labour, to any
height, where a small fall can be obtained.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps.
Fountains of every description erected;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.
Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

Gardens.

W. F. Roe (late Ftiebmah Roe), Hydraulic
Engineer, 70, Strand, London.

BARTON'S PATfcNT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

OHN WARNER and SONS'
Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With Wa&ne&'s Registered Spreader,
is Strongly re-

commended, for

durability and
low price, viz.,

21 195., to hold
10 gallons.
Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals., 24
pals., & 35 gals.

May be obtain-

ed of any Iron-
monger or

Plumber in

town or coun-
try, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, as also Machinery of all kinds

f or raising Water from any depth to any height by Steam,

Horse, or Manual Power, Prices sent on application. Syringi

of various constructions and sizes from 9s. upwards. MetallirJ

String from bd. to 1*. 3d. per lb.

'THESE FITTINGS will be found to possess all

J- the latest and most important improvements, and are of

the best manufacture. All kinds of Stable Furniture in stock.

Iron Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, Tomb Railings, &c. New Illus-

trated Catalogues forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.

jamks Barton'. Iron Founder, &c. f
.'!70 , Ox ford Street, London.

MAPPiN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by tub Makers,

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
'* Cutlery Works, Sheffield; and 67 and 68, King William
Street, London Drawings forwarded by post. __

p STEPH ENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
vy • 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron

Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers

and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description by
Hot Water.— Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

SAMUEL-SON'S
REGISTERED BUDDINGS LAWN MOWING MACHINES

FOR

PLEASURE GROUNDS, LAWNS, BORDERS, BOWLING GREENS, ETC.

Prices ... £5 10

To cut from 16 inches wide, for a boy to work,

Up to 30 inches wide, for man and pony.

£5 17 6 £6 £9 £11 10

Width Cut 16 ins. 19 ins. 22 ins. 25 ins. 30 ins.

THE REGISTERED^IMPROVEMENT renders unnecessary the great

care requisite in the handling of these machines on the old ph.n ;
all that

is now required can be done by ant unskilled Labourer, who has only

to push the machine before him. The Registered adjustment insures a

clean and perfectly level cut of any required height, and prevents the

knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground may be.

Copies of Testimonials will be

forwarded, post free, on application

to the manufacturer.

The above may also be procured

at the principal Agricultural Im-

lement DepGts in London ; of Messrs'

J. Veitch & Son, Exotic Nurseries,

Chelsea ; in the A griculrural Depart-

ment, and on the Lawns of the Crystal

Palace, Sydenham; and of all respect-

able Ironmongers & Seedsmen in the

country.

B. SAMUELS0N, Britannia Works, Banbury.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES
Awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition, and Patronised by the English and

French Governments.

COTTAM AND HALLEN,
THE Original INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGH
-*- AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made important additions, the main features of the same being explained in the
description and engraving.

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the hall
of which is taken to the hack of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-
tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached
from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The Baring of the
seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim
general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,
light and durable.
D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an
object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of
the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S MANGEES are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and
utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,
Galvanised, or Enamelled. __
Improved Stable Glittering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner Mangers
Barness-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers, Jcept <m show at

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARMING AND VENTILATING.—The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratia

on application.

(Fig-t.) (Fig. 2.)

T TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
'

* • ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted Oak tub, fitted with
improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jeu

•No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 io
No. 2 „ 15 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 io
No. 3 „ 23 „ „ 45 „ ... 6 18

T TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
*J • ENGINE (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted
inside and outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and
registered Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate
rose fan and jet.

No. 10 holds S gallons, throws 25 feet high
No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 30
No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 45
No. 14 „ 30 „ „ 45

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes
Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c., kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

l£inch, 14s. 3d.; No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, If inch, 12*.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, 1§ inch, 10s. 6d.

Read's Strtxoe, with two roses and one jet, 19*.

J. Tylor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at

|
these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in

town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.

J. Tylor & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London.

ft

• . *

...

.

. . *

£2 15

3 5
4
5
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T TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
*J • SYRINGE.— Small size, for Amateur use, 213. each.

Large size, for Gardeners' use, 2Ss. each.

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in eugra? ing for watering

plants on stands at a height of 8 feet so that any quantity 01

water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, lus.

By a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more

effective than any portable Conservatory or Gardeu Pump ever

offered to the public. It is equally adapted foi Garuen or

Conservatory use, and is capalle of discharging twice as mucn

water in a given time as any other Syringe now in use. ine

arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tune

to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled with water

at every discharge of tho previous contents. By this means

Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piaj°

"

rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed , no work to ao, tu

barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made sen-

supplying, a great saving of labour is effected ;
and the neceT"*

of stopping to fill the syringe at every discharge being awe

away with, the direction of the water can be maintained tor any

length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in in its action, as it is toj

possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, wni

is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use ot e j

other Syringe. Its construction is perfectly simple, and/*nn ,..*"

out of order; the ground in ball valves and fittings used tornuig

all other patent Syringes being entirely superseded. Io oe

of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or count y._

J. Tvloe & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus,

Warwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.

N.B. These prices do not include carriage, package, or expense

f delivery in the country.

READON'S PATENT EAVES GUTTER TILE
t> for Farm Buildings, Roofs of Houses (either old or ne .

whether of Thatch, Slate or Tile), and other structures. »°i

Agent, J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Badge.

This is the cheapest kind of spouting known and is especi* y

adapted for Farm Buildings and Labourers Cottages. **

last as long as the building without repair, requires no]paint, » ^
will bear the weight of a ladder against it without injury. _rn

each Tile of about 13 inches long is Id. Stop-ends
,

and outlets w
each. Any mason can put them up. If 100 feet or more

J» f

quired, a man will be sent to fix them at 6*. per toot. Thl3
j£aV

to include Tiles (delivered at Agents yard) cenient labour.-**.

be had in London. Glo'ster, Bridgewater, and Rugby.
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BEEHIVES.
Pbize Medal Awarded to G. Neighbour & Sons, for Bee-

Hives and Honey, at the Paris Exposition of 1855.

l^fEIGHBOUR'a IMPROVED |COTTAGE BEE-
-LN HIVE, as originally introduced by George NBiGimouu &

Sons, with all the recent im-

inoraeter, price 35s., securely

packed for the country.

This unique Hive has met
with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit: its arrangements are

so perfect that the Honey
may be taken at any time
of the season without at all

injuring the Bees.
Applications may be ad-

dressed to George Neigh-
bour & Sons, 127, High Hol-

born, or 149, Regent Street,

London.
Their newly-arranged Cata-

logue of other improved
Hives, with drawings and
prices, sent on receipt of two
stamps.

Agents:—Liverpool, James Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Square;
Manchester, J. Wilson, 50, King Street; Glasgow, Austin
& M'Aslen, 16S, Trongate; Brown & Austin, 33 and 34, Argyll
Arcade; Dublin, J. Edmondson & Go., 61, Dame Street;

Chester, J. Dickson & Sons, 102, Eastgate Street.

HJ. MORTON and Co., Galvanized Iron Works,
• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANIZED IRON ROOFING, for Farm Buildings and
other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest roofing in use.

GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from 10£d. per yard, for Farm
buildings, houses, &c—Never requires painting.

. PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest and
neatest fence in use, will resist the largest Cattle, and will not

bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or over. Upwards
of 600 miles of this fencing fixed by us in the last S years. For
illustrated price list apply at the Works.
GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.—

Galvanized, 24 inch wide,
2-inch nietri^ 6<i., 8d. and lid.

per yard.
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

3-inch mesh, 4d., 5£cf., and
7^d. per yard.

The Netting made any
width, and with openings of
any size.

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS
for DRY and WET FOOD.—Galvanized Chain Camp Stool*

and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat,

6s. 6d. to 125. 6d. each.—Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Rods and
Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdles,
Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-

vanised Irouwork.—Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea-

sure Grounds, &c, from 10£rf. per yard.
For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Henry J. Morton & Co.,

2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
j

T JONES, IRON MERCHANT, has always a great
O • variety of Cylindrical and Saddle Boilers in Stock, Hot-water
Pipes, Elbows, Tees, Syphons, Throttle-Valves, Stop-Cocks, Coil-

Pipes, and Boxes, Trough Pipes, Fire and Furnace Bars, Double
Doors and Frames, and Soot Doors. Drawings and prices of the

provements, Glasses, &Ther- I above, or Estimates given for the Apparatus fixed complete, on
application to J. Jones, Iron Bridge Wharf, 6, Bankside, London,
near the South wark Iron Bridge.

BY
HER

MAJESTY'S

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

E^
DENCH, Patent Hothouse Works, King's Road,

•*• Chelsea; and at Mornington Place, Ilampstead Road.
These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the framework, but covered with
Galvanised Iron hashes, with excellent strong glass, and all

completed for Is. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references

can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent.

HEATING BY

j.

HOT WATER.

JT"

<

k
.
*

PARKES'STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.'
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'

Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
(late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved

Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-

siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials

for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,

Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c. f at the

Manufactory as above.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER X LEMON BOXES & LIGHTS.^

j.

TAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont^
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pita, 6 ft, 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft, 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glasa, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sect to
all parts of the kingdom.—References may be had to the Nobility
Gentry, and the Trade, in moat of the counties in England.

WEEKS and CO.'S BOILERS.— At the beau-

tiful seat of W. Leaf, Esq., Streaiham Park, Streatham,
Surrev, can now be seen additional proofs of the efficiency of

WEEKS'S BOILER. One is there fixed, effectually heating an
incredible number ot'Forcing houses. Pine stoves, and extensive

ranges of forcing pits. This exquisite establishment has long

been celebrated for growing the finest Pines, Grapes, &c, &c,
under the able management of Mr. Page, the Gardener, who will

kindly show and explain the hot-water apparatus, &c.
John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and ITot-watcr

Apparatus Manufacturers, King's Road, Chel . London.
Plans, Estimates, and Illustrated Catalogues, comprising

Horticulture in ail its branches.

PUBLIC invi ta"tTo im.

HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

HAVE this Season the pleasure of being able to

refer to several other extensive Establishments where
they have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which
hitferto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highly respectable firm of Messrs.
Edward Henderson & Co., of the Wellington Nursery, Weling.
ton Road, St. John's Wood, and as that Establishment is open to

the public Messrs. John Weeks & Co.'s Hot-water Apparatus
will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially
represented during this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
Co. have now adopted what is called the "One Boiler System,"
At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist

can see the Hot-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges of

Hothouses, all connected to one boiler. We will here quote
Mr. Edward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of

Messrs. J. Weeks & Co.'s system of heating by hot water. He
says:

—

*'I am more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what
Messrs. John Weeks & Co. Jtave done for me in heating a great

number of our hot-housesfrom one boiler. It is almost impossible

for me to express my satisfaction sufficiently strongly. The effect and
great savingproduced is truly wonderful ; less than two sacks ofcoke in

24 hours is all that is used to heat a variety of hothouses, rf-c, nearly

StiOfeet in length, and these various houses are to some extent widely

separated, as 300feet stand in one direction, \50feet in another, 200feet
in another,and so on %

including our large newly laid-out wintergarden.*'

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive
private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be
seen in operation, and in every case with the same favourable
results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former
statements relating to their one boiler system, and most
respectfully solicit a
visit to their Garden Es-
tablishment at Chelsea,
which consists of Hot-
houses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Pits,&c,
the whole measuring
1000 feet in length, ex-
posing to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-

ficial feet of glasrJ, the
whole heated by ONE
boiler, 5 feet high by 3
feet 6 inches in diameter,
the water in the va-
rious houses circulating
through 5000 feet of Hot-

j
water Pipe.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bars. The large
surface which this Boiler
exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of such extra-
ordinary power.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.

At our two establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches, combining all the improvements of the

day. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very
extensive variety of horticultural erections; also Forcing Pits

and Frames of all sizes. See our Illustrated Catalogues on
Horticultural Building and Heating by Hot Water; also of all

the best Stove and Greenhouse Plants; also of the best Vines,
Pines, Peaches, and other Fruit trees.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelae**

MAPPIN'S CUTLERY and ELECTRO-PLATE
WAREHOUSE is Removed from Moorgate Street,

London, to the extensive Premises, No. 67 and 68, King William
Street, London.
Joseph M appin & Brothers, Queen's- Cutlery Works, Sheffield.

T O F LO~k ISTS, fcT C

TO BE LET 011 Lease for 7, 14, o* 21 yea», three
miles west of London, a NURSERY, with Dwelling House,

Show House, Growing Houses, and Pits. Ground well stocked
with Shrubs &c., and every convenience for business.—Apply
to M r. Ambrose, the Raven Inn, Battrersea, Surrey.

SILKWORMS.
JOSEPH FRYER, Junr., can supply ary quantity

of SILKWORMS at Is. per 100, and the E-gs at 2s. &L
per 1000, free by post.— Clarendon Nurwrlvs, Caraberwell.

AMES WARD can supply EGGS^rom first-class

Birds of the best Strains in the country. Dorking, Brahma,
Aylesbury Duck, and Rouen Duck, at 155. per dozen, including

case.—Address, Holme, Stilton. Hunts.

n^O BE SOLD, EGGS from Pure White-faced Spauith
-A Fowls of extraordinary beauty, ^reat size, and with immense
combs. They are bred from the Birds which took the Liverpool

Silver Cup of 1865 and 1856. Orders will be attended to according

to priority. Price 12s. per doz.; box, Is. extra.—Address Sir.

Wm. Plummeb, The Grove, Catton, Norfolk.

M

M

EAST INDIAN ORCHIDS.
TV/TBL J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his
1*J- Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on MON-
1>AY, May "26, at 1 o'Clock precisely, an imporration of
ORCHIDS from India, containing the magnificent Vanda
gigantea, a plant now introduced tor the first time, iraccolabiuin
guttatum, Blumei major and curvifolium, Cypripedium villosum;
Dendnbiurus Dalnmsieanum, chrysotoxum, albo-sanguineum,
Aggregatum and tortile 5 Calantbe vestita, and other popular East
Indian Bpectas in capital order.—May be viewed on the morning
of Sale and Catalogues had.

ORCHLS, SEEDS, XC, JUST RECEIVED FROM INDIA.
^/l R. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his

* Great Room, 38, Kin- Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-
DAY, May 20, at 1 o'Clock precisely, a Consignment of
Orchids fiom tbe East Indies which has just arrived per
Overland route in excellent order. In it will be found the finest
specimens ever imported of Saccolabinm retusuni and Aerides
roM'iim, also good Plants of Aerides Fox liri^h, odoratum and
affine, Vanda Cathcarti, several Dendrobiums described as new,
Ac; to which is added a few Established Plants and a Collec-
tion of Indian Seeds.—Maybe viewed on the morning of Sale,
and Catalogues had.

THE LOODIGES COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that the
second portion of this Collection will be Sold by Auction

at his Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on FRIDAY,
30th, and SATURDAY, 31st inst. In this part will be included
some of the Gems of this most valuable assemblage of Exotic
Orchids.— May be viewed on the day prior and morning of Sale,

and Catalogues had at Mr. J. C. Stkvkxs' Oitices, 33, King
Street, Covent Garden.

TO TULIP FANCIERS.
MR. J. WILLMER will submit to Public Auction,

on the Premises, Sunbury Nursery, on MONDAY, May 10,

at 12 o'clock, a choice and valuable collection of TULIPS, the
property of Mr. Willmer, Seu.—May be viewed one week prior
to the Sale, and Catalogues had at the Auction Mart, City; on the
Premises; or by enclosing a postage stamp to Mr. J. Willmeb,
Auctioneer, Surveyor, and Valuer, Sunbury , Middlesex.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will Sell

by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on THURS-
DAY, May 22, at 12 o'clock, a first class collection of Fuchsias,
Verbenas, Petunias, Dahlias, Climbing and other Roses, Cal-
ceolarias, &c, also Geraniums and other Plants in bloom, with a
fine assortment of Ornamental Plants tor bedding.—On view tbe
morning of Sale; Catalogues had at the Mart, and cf the

Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

GREEN HOU&E~AND BEDUNC PLANTS.
ESSRS. PROTIIEROE and MORRIS are di-

rected by R. Dover. Esq., of Merton, to Sell by Auction at

the Swan Inn, Stockwell (a Sale not » eing allowed on the pre-

mises), on FRIDAY, May 23, at 11 o'Clock, the whole of his

Greenhouse and Bedding Plants, including Faucy and Scarlet

Geraniums, Azalea indica, and ether plants in bloom; with a
large asbortment of Fuchsias, Verbenas, Calceolarias, Petunias,

Heliotropes, Salvias, &c—On view the morning of Sale. Cata-
logues had on the Premises; of the principal Seedsmen in London,
and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

TO TULIP FANCIERS.
ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Mr. Goldham to submit to

public competition by Auction, without reserve, upon MONDAY,
May 26, on the Premises, Merton Lane, Mitcham, Surrey.
a further portion of his costly and unrivalled collection of

TULIPS; comment on this magnificent stock is supertl ions.

—Catalogues may be obtained on and after the first week in May
by Application on the premises ; or of the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

^

CH-ICE TUlIPS IN BLOOM.
ESSRS. PHOTHEROE and MORRIS ar^ in-

structed to Sell by Auction on the Premises 1, Alpha
Place, Coburg Road, Old Kent Road, on SATURDAY, May 31,

at 3 o'Clock, a well selected collection ofTULIPS, the property of

Messrs. Clark and Howe, comprising flowers from the stocks

of Messrs. Goldham, Saunders, Delaforce, Groom, Laurence,

May, and other growers of celebrity; also sundry New Flowers

and Breeders raised by Mr. Clark. A capital Tulip Stage with

Top and Side Cloths, Rollers, &cv complete. A Cabinet for 168

rows, Shades, and sundry effects.— May be viewed one week
prior to and on the morning of Sale. Catalogues may be ob-

tained on the Premises; of the principal SeedMnen in London;
and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Ley tonstone, Essex.

C R O Y O O IM .

TO GKKTLBMBir, NtTRSERTMEN, A5TO OtHPRS.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

submit to public competition by Auction on the

premises, Sion Nursery, Croydon, on MONDAY, June 2

and following day, at 11 o'Clock each day (by order of the pro-

prietor), the whole of the valuable GREENHOUSE and,

BEDDING PLANTS, consisting of about 2000 Show, Fancy

and Scarier Geraniums, Azalea indica, Camellias, Epncris,

Cinerarias, Acacias, Chrvsanthemums, Passifloras, Herbnceous

and Rock Plants; choice Dahlias, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Petunias,

Heliotropes, &c— May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues

had on the premises
; of the principal seedsmen in London; and

of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

TO CEMTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHEPS.
TWELVE THOUSAND BEDDING AND OTHEK GREENHOUSE PLANTS,

IN CONVENIENT LOTS FOR ALL PURCHASERS.

ESSRS. PliOTHKUOE and MORRIS ^redirected

to Sell by Auction on the Premises, Mile End Nurserr,

Bow Road, Middlesex, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY,
Mav 20 and 21

r
at 12 o'Clock each day, 12000 BEDDING

and other GRELMIOUSE PLANTS, consisting of fine ^how
and Scarlet Geraniums, Genista, Cactus, Azalea Inoica, Ver-

benas, Fuchsias, Heliotropium, Salvias, Calceolarias sorts,

Petunias. Minmlns, Nierembersia, Lobelia crinus, Phlox Dram-
mondi, Cuphea, A^eratum, Gaillardias, &c; also an assortment

of Dahlias, comprising all the leading kinds, Chrysanthemums,
Intermediate Stocks. Maurandias, Troj eolum canadensis, Coboea,

Lophospermum, Eccremocarpus, Ac—May be viewed three days

prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on tbe premises; of the

principal Seedsmen inLondon; and of the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonstone, Ea*-ex

, _

"ToTxhIBITORS, GfcNTLEM£N, FLORtSTS, & Ol HtRST

Y< ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will submit
iVf f an unreserved Sale by Auctiou on the Premises, War-

wick House, Warwick Road, Maida Vale, Paddington. on 3*< >N-

DAY, May 19, at 11 o'Clock (by order of C- P. Lochner, Esq.,

leaving the neighbourhood), the whole of the valuable Collection

of GREENHOUSE and BEDDING PLANTS, consisting ot tine

Specimen Azalea Indica of the choicest sorts; Scarlet, Variegated

and Hybrid Geraniums; Calceolarias, Fuchsias. V-rbenas, He-

liotropes, Lobelias, Minmlus, Petunias, Phloxes; Antirrhinum

Ileudersoni, Pompone Chrysanthemums; Cinerarias, Eccremo-

carpus. Maurandias, &c. Al>o fine Liliura giganteuro, LUiirm

lancitolium rubrum, punctatum, album, &c. ; together with two

Greenhouses, eight Two and One-light Boxes, Propagating

Glasses, a capital Iron Roller, Wire Trellis work, Turning
Lathe, Show Boxes, Carnation Sticks, and sundry effects.—May
be viewed one week prior to the Sale, Catalogues may be had
on the Premises ; of the principal Seedsmen in London; and oi

the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

M

M

M
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MESSRS. J. and H. BROWN offer the following
Choice Plants, which they will forward to any part :—

12 Orchfdea Plants, fine species, one of a sort, 405. to 60s.

60 Greenhouse Plants, hardwooded, one of a sort, 455.

24 Ericas, choice varieties, small plants, do., IQs.

Greenhouse Azaleas, fine new sorts, 12s. to l$s. per dozen.

12 Rhododendrons, hardy scarlet, white, and rose, 12*.

12 New Phloxes continental perennial varieties, 10s.

Bedding-out Plants of all kinds, 3.9. to 65. per dozen.
Including the new Verhenas, Petunias, Fuchsias, Pinks,

Calceolarias, Lobelias, Geraniums, &c.
Albion Nursery, Stoke N*wingtnn. London.—May 17>

~ NEW TURN I P.

WAITE'S "ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID
, TURNIP.

^I^HIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
JL the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotct"

Turnip; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and maybe
sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip
may be had on application, or maybe seen at the principal Seed
Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be
obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3*. per lb.—A liberal
allowance to the Trade.
J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London.

BEDDING PLANTS.
WILLIAM F. SMITH has for sale thousands of

choice BEDDING PLANTS in great variety, at 4s. per
dozen, 255. per 100.

Geranium Beauty of Chipstead, strong plants, 18/. per dozen;
G. Flower of the Day, strong, 45., 65., 9s. per dozen; G. Lady
Holmesdale Improved, fine pink, 9s. per dozen.
Catalogues may be had on application by enclosing a postage

stamp. Po3t-office oiders payable at Sevenoaks.
Riverhead Nurseries, Sevenoaks, Kent.

BEDDING P L AN T S

.

Faxd A. SMITH beg to offer strong plants of the
• undermentioned in May from 35. per dozen :—Ageratum,

Alonsoa, Anaerallis, Cuphea, Calceolaria, Geranium (in great
variety), Heliotrope, Lantana, Lobelia, Miimilus, Nasturtium,
Pentstemon, Petunia, Pansies, Roses, Salvias, Fuchsias and
Verbenas in great variety, Climbers, &c. Also Story's and other
new Fuchsias, Petunia imperialis, &c.

F. & A. S. beg to refer to former advertisements for a descrip-
tion of their superb Balsams, seed of which may still be obtained
at 2*. 6<1. per packet assorted colours.—Dulwich, Surrey.

B E D D IN C PLANTS.
JOHN SCOTT, Merriott Nurseries, Crewkerne,

Somerset, offers one of the most complete collections in the
country, at 25. 6d. per dozen, containing Calceolarias, Fuchsias,
Verbenas, Heliotropes, Lobelias, Salvias, Petunias, Geraniums,
Cupheas, Ageratums, Anagallis, Mimulus, &c.
The new white corolla'd Fuchsias at 45. per dozen; Dahlias

at 45. per dozen; the beautiful new double white Petunia im-
perialis, 45. per dozen, forms half a globe, and sweet-scented;
the curious and beautiful Pelargonium triangulare, 25. 6d. each.

Catalogues sent on application, inclosing a stamp. Plants put
in to help to pay Carriage.
~ BEDDING PLANTS.
THOMAS SOMMERVILLE, Landscape Gardener,

Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, Garden Road, St.

John's Wood, London, has a fine stock of BEDDING PLANTS
to offer, at very low prices ; they consist of only the most distinct

and brightest colours, suitable for creating a brilliant effect in
the shortest time. Orders executed strictly in priority.

Rustic Baskets, Rustic Garden Seats, and Rustic Chairs of the
most superior description supplied. Samples may be seen on the
premises.

P L A N T a
Suitable for Vases and Baskets of every Description.
rpHOMAS SOMMEKVILLE, Landscape Gardener,
J- Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, Garden Road, St.

JohnT
8 Wood, London, having had the honour of supplying to

the Crystal Palace Company the ORIGINAL PLANTS for the
suspended Baskets in the Crystal Palace, which have given such
great and general satisfaction, and having through that circum-
stance been much applied to for similar, has this season grown a
large quantity, which can now be supplied at very reasonable
prices.

C H U S AN PALM.
EGLENDINNING begs to inform the public that

• this mcst beautiful PALM (the Hemp Palm of China)
has been growing in the open ground during the last fonr years
at Chiswick, Kew, Osborne, and in Devonshire. It is unques-
tionably quite hardy, and is now offered for the first time at a
moderate price, so that every garden may be decorated with
Palm trees, thereby producing a novel feature of an oriental
character in the climate of Great Britain. Plants in pots 215.
each ; where three are taken in the Trade one will be added.

Chi swick Nursery, London,

SUPERB NEW FORCING AND BEDDING GERANIUM
11 CRIMSON KING."

TfTOOD and INGRAM beg to offer fine blooming
* » plants of the above indispensable variety, the flower of

which is large and well formed, colour a beautiful rosy crimson
with pencilled eye: an immense bloomer, and has the very de-
sirable property of continuing to flower throughout the summer.
It received a Certificate at the last meeting of the National
Floricultural Society o« the 27th ult., the censors being Messrs.
C. Turner, C. J. Perry, and C. M. Atkinson. Price 10s. 6d. each,
with the usual allowance to the trade when three are ordered.

Huntingdon Nurseries, May 17.

OBERT PARKER begs to invite the attention of
his friands and the public to his large and select Stock of

EXOTIC ORCHIDS, STOVE, GREKNHOUSE and HARDY
FERNS, SHOW, FANCY and BEDDING GERANIUMS,
ROSES, DAHLIAS, VERBENAS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
MISCELLANEOUS BEDDING PLANTS, &c. Arc, all of
which are in the best possible health, and are offered at the
lowest prices. His new descriptive and priced Catalogue is now
ready, and will be forwaided post free on application.—Paradise
Nursery, Hornsey, and Seven Sisters

7 Road, Holloway.

* \XJ
HEELER'S little Book will do something

v ? to satisfy their Expectations."—Gardeners*
CJironicle.

Our Little Bool contains a List—a very select List—
of the best Garden and Flower Seeds in cultivation. It

also contains descriptions and prices, and uill be found a
safe and unerring guide to all purchasers. It should be

in the havds of every one who has a garden.
J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Gloucester.

DILLISTONE and CO, beg to offer strong well-
hardened PLANTS for Bedding purposes, viz. :—Ageratums,

Anagallis, Cupheas, Calceolarias, Dahlias, Fuchsias, Geraniums,
Heliotropes, Lobelias, Petunias, Phloxes, Salvias, Verbenas, &c
A box or hamper containing 100 from the above of the best
quality for 305. Carriage paid to London. Best kinds of Roses
on the Mannetti Stock, 18*. to 305. per dozen: Hardy Climbers,

?? 11 2 L * t0 9*" per dozen
1
do - Roses, 65. to 95. per dozen.

Hollyhocks, Pansies, with everv article connected with the
nursery business. Post-office Orders payable at either Halstead
or Haverhill will oblige.

The Nurseries, Stunner, near Halstead.—May 17.

\ I ESSRS. JOHN WEEKS and CO. have the satis-
-*-*-** faction of acquainting their patrons and the public
generally, that their new HELIOTROPIUM GIGAS will be
sent out in good well established plants on the 1st of June
this year.
The leaves of a well-cultivated plant are 1 foot in length, and

6 inches wide; the flower, of a pale and dark violet in colour, is of

enormous size. Specimens can daily be viewed at the nursery.
Price I0s.6d. cash. A select list of novelties in the exclusive
possession of their firm will shortly be published.

Horticultural Establishment, King's Road, Chelsea.—May 17.

CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
T)ETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the
-t Ql*efx, <Src, beg to intimate that they have directed their
usual attention to procure very superior stocks of Grass and
Agricultural Seeds, and which they recommend to their customers
with confidence. Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land
to permanent pasture or ornamental Grass, suitable for all kinds
and conditions of soils. Foreign Italian Rye-Grass, and all other
Forage and Herbage Plants, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, Carrots
and other roots of the most approved varieties in cultivation.
Garden and Flower Seeds in every variety.

Priced Catalogues will be sent free bv post on application.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.
' TURNIPS, MANGEL WURZEL, XC.
PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the

Queen, &c, beg to intimate that they have a very superior
stock of the above of their own growth, including some highly
improved varieties, which have been raised from roots selected

for their fine shape and high specific gravity rather than their

size. Among other excellent kinds they would recommend
particularly their

Lothian purple-top Swede
|
Improved Pomerarian "White

Tweeddale purple-top Yellow
Bullock Turnip

Improved Green Round do.

Red Round do.

C

if

Globe Turnip
Red Globe do.

LongRed andOrange
Globe Mangel

Priced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application, and
lower rates charged when large quantities are taken.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

If

...

WILLIAM KNIGHT, Florist, &c, begs to
the following select Plants, post free.

12 fine distinct varieties FUCHSIAS, for .,

12 extra superb choice varieties FUCHSIAS
12 fine distinct varieties VERBENAS
12 extra superb choice varieties VERBENAS
12 fine varieties large-flowered CHRYSANTHEMUMS...

• * 4

• • «

* *

• • *

otter

s. d.

4
12
2
6
3

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238 HiehO Holborn, London, Seedsmen to Eleven of the princinai
Agri-Horticultural Societies of the British and Covri
xental Empires, invite the attention of the Florienlrn*.i
World to their ENCYCLOPAEDIC CATALOGUE of FLORT
CULTURAI, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEED*
the Ticenty-first Annual Issue, acknowledged to be the best pub-'
lished, which will be forwarded free of charge and postpaid toall parts of the world upon application to Jaues Cartwb& Co.. Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

BEDDING PLA NTS.
T OSEPH FRYER begs to offer his general collec-
•' tiou of Scarlet and other Geraniums, Verbenas, Petunias
alceolarias, Heliotropes, Salvias, Fuchsias, Dahlias, and all

the approved varieties of Bedding Plants, at 3s. to 4s. per dozen
Clarendon Nurseries, Camberwell.

rj^HOMAS VEITCH and CO., Wholesale""!^
J- Retail Agricultural Seed Merchants, Western Counties
Seed Depdt, 195, High Street, Exeter, opposite Broad^ate, bee
to draw the attention of purchasers to their Stock of Tl'llNIPft
MANGEL, CARROTS, GRASSES, &c, which are now open'
of beautiful sample, and in excellent condition, and as every
variety has been proved, T. V. & Co. declare them genuine
and with no adulteration whatever, consequently purchasers
will not be liable to the annoyance, vexation, and loss of a
mixed and uncertain crop.

SEED POTATOES and all articles connected with the Seed
IillSlIlPSS

Twelve varieties ofprettyFLOWER SEEDS, 1*.; 12 do. io.,2*.
;

12 do., do. 3s. ; and upwards according to quality and quantity.
Agricultural, Vegetable and Flower Seed List forwarded on

application, postage free.

N.B. A Registry kept for Bailiffs and G ardeners.

NEW ROSES IN POT S.

BENJAMIN R. CANT begs to offer the following,
a descriptive Catalogue of which may b » had post free on

application ; the plants are exceedingly healthy and robust, with
shoots 18 inches to 2 feet long.

HYBRID PERPETUAL.

6

Arthur de Sansal
Docteur Henon...
Due d'Elchingen
General Pelissier

General Simpson
Joseph Ledechaux
Madame Knorr
Marquise de Murat
Mathurin Regnier

* •

• •

55. Od.

5
5
5
5
5
3 6
5
5

Pauline Lansezeur
Prince Noir
Souvenir de la Reine
d'Angleterre

Triomphe de 1'Exposi-

Triomphe d'Avranches
Bourbon, Empress Eu-

•
-

» * t

5s. Od.

5

7 6

7

5

6

• t *

6
12 fine varieties distinct Pompone CHRYSANTHEMUMS 3 6

Descriptive Catalognes mny he obtained on application, inclos-

ing; a postage stamp, at fi7. High Street, Battle, Sussex.

HARDY
HUGH LOW and CO.

each—.<?. d.

Adiantum pedatum
Aspidium molle

Asplenium acrostichoides

„ Fontanum ...

Lastra-a filix foem., var.

Cristata ...

2

3

2

2

6

6

6

6

• • ft * ft ft 5

FERNS.
have to offer as follows :

—

I

each—5. d.

Osmunda interrupta, large
and fine ... ... ...

Pycnopteris Sieboldi
Struthiopteris germanica
Woodwardia onocleoides

I

„ augustifolia
! &c. &c.

Alfred deDalmas

«»*

• •§

7 6

5

g6nie

PERPETUAL MOSS.
... 5 | Gloire d'Orient...

12 of my own selection from above for 60s., or 1 of each for 4/.

The following at the prices attached, or purchaser's selection

40s. per dozen ; my own choice 30s. per dozen.
MOSS.

Comtesse Doriat
Frederic Soulie"

• ft *

15
3 6
7 6
7 6
3 6

Raron de Wassenaer 3s. 6d.

Capitaine Ingraam ... 3
PERPETUAL MOSS.

Madame Edouard Ory 5 | Salet ...

HYBRID PERPETUAL.
ft • ft ft • ft

a*. &l
3 6

3 6

L'Etendard des Ama-
teurs 3

Lord Raglan 5
Louise de Chateaubourg 3

Having a large number of choice hardy vars.
t
when ordered by

the doz., selection left to us, the price will be 30s.

Clayton Nursery, London, May 17.

UGH LOW and CO. have to offer the followingH hardy North American herbaceous plants:

—

• »•Cypripedium spectabile

n pubescens...

„ arietinum ..,

Trillium grandiflorum ...

„ atropurpureum
Parnassia Caroliniana ..

Mitchellia repens...

Each—s. d.

2 6
3 6
3 6
1 6
2 6
2 6
1 6

Each

—

$. d.

• ••

NEW HARDY CLIMBERS.
• ft ft ft ft

ft

if

Clematis Amalia
Helena ...

Louise ...

„ Sophia ...

Wistaria sinensis alba

„ brachybotrys
Akebia quinata ...

CONIFER.E.
Abies orientalis ...

Podocarpus Andina
Pinns contorta ? new sp.

7

9 inches...

* •

* *

• •

t • •

3
3
3
3
3
3
2

2
10

6
6
6
6
6

6
6

6
6

>»

n

Pinus Benthamiana, 1 ft.

Sabiniana, 6 in. ...

Beardsleyi, 2 yrs.
tuberculata. 2 yrs.
Jeffreyi, 2 yrs. ...

Picea Nordmanniana,6 in.,

from seed ...

Picea Pinsapo, 9 in., seed
Thuja aurea, 9 in., bushy

gigantea, original
plants from seed,

1 foot high

7
3
3
3

3

7
3
5

6
6
6
6
6

6
6

>»

21

• • ft 5

MISCELLANEOUS (Hardy).
Primus pinensis, fl. pi. ...

Spiraa Reevesi, fl. pi. ...

Hydrangea liortensis,

II • ^Jlft tti •• *•*

Berberis NeubertI
Quercus Cerris variegata
Pampas Grass 2s. 6d. to

3
2

2
5
5
10

6
6

6

6

•>• •

ft ft •

Baron Larray ...

Belle Lyonnaise ...

Comtesse de Turenne
Emperor Napoleon ...

Evfique de Meaux
Gloire de Titry ..

Julie Guinoisseau

t * *

• • •

- - *

3
3
3
5
3
3
3

6

6

6
6

6
6
6

ft ft •

• *•

• •V

Madame de Trotter
Madame Lacour Jurie
Madame Theodore
Martel

Madame Yidot
Margutfrite Lecureux
Maxime
Monsieur Pigeron
Mrs. Standish
President Menoux
Raphael

• • -

# •

«

• ••

3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
8
3

6

6
6
6
6

6

ft • ft
Frilet ...

Isabelle IT.

NOISETTE.
Polonie Bourdin

BOURBON.
3 6

• • ft
3 6 Marguerite Dubounr... 3 6

• • #

CHINA.
3 6 Lucullus

TEA.
| Blanche deSolIeville...Augusts Vacher

The following at 20s. per dozen :

—

MOSS.
D'Arcet 2 I Princess Alice...
Jeanne de Montfort 2 ! Vandael

HYBRID PERPETUAL.

3

3

• --

2

2

Alphonse deLamartine
Auguste Guinoisseau
Cicero
Duchess of Norfolk
General Jacqueminot

• • •

2
2
2
2
2

6
6

Gloire de Parthenay

Jules Margottin

Panachee d'Orleans

Souvenir des Braves

• ••

t * ft

ft « t

1

2

2

6

6

6

25. 6d.

The above are all in pots, and may be safely moved.

ROBERT PARKER begs to offer the following of
which he possesses a large stock in strong and healthy

plants :

—

Per dozen—5.

from
• t •

• • *

• • ft

• • ft

- • ft

• •*

• •

* • ft

• ••

• ft

ft ft ft

ft • ft

• ft ft

Exotic Orchids
Stove and greenhouse Ferns
Hardy do. \

Selaginella or Lycopodium
Geraniums, show and fancy varieties

Do. variegated and bedding do.
,

Do. scarlets in variety
Cinerarias
Calceolarias, bedding varieties

Verbenas ...

Dahlias
Ageratums, Cupheas, Petunias, Salvias, &c.
Gynerinm argenteum (Pampas Grass)

The above prices are for distinct and fine species, and varieties
only, all of which are warranted true to their names; if ordered
by the hundred, or in larger quantities, a considerable reduction
will be made. A priced and descriptive Catalogue is published,
and will be forwarded post free upon application.—Paradise
Nursery, Hornsey, and Seven Sisters' Roadn» Holloway.

MESSRS. MASTERS and SON, Canterbury and
Maidstone, are prepared to supply the following Plants : —

}>

7>

U
if

71

77

71

77

71

n

42
18
9
18
9
6
3
9
3
3
4
4
18

• # w *••

Per plant—s.

21•••

:::]

d.

5

6

MYENTA ERECTA
AZALEA 1ND1CA BEALI

CRISPIFLORA
SKIMMTA JAPONICA ... 5
GYNERIUM ARGENTUM, PAMPAS GRASS 2

EDMONDS' NEW VERBENAS.—Standard Bearer, Victory,
King of Sardinia, Duke of Cambridge, Blue Bonnet, Loveliness,
Charles Dickens, Crimson Perfection, Dr. Maclean, Field
Marshal, 2s. 6d. each ; the set of 10 for 21s.
EOUGILR axd CHAUVIERE'S NEW VERBENAS —

Claire, Ednuard, Jacquarita, Medirio. Rosati, Noel, Marshall,
Marietta, La Gondolier, Marco, Inesille, La Tchernaia, Auyuste
Maquet, Alphonsine, Belle Gabrielle, Diogone, Is. Gd. each: the
set ot 16 for 21s; Petunia Imperialis, new double, 6*. per dozen.
Also a fine stock of Bedding Plants from 3*. per dozen, and 205.
per 100.

Exotic Nursery, Canterbury, and Fant Nursery, Maidstone.

BOURBON.
Francois Herincq

TEA.
Gloire de Dijon ... 2 6 | Williams* everg. climberl 6
Also in Pots a select assortment of the best older kinds of

Hybrid Perpetual, Bourbon, Noisette, China, and Tea-scented
Roses from 12s. to 15*. per dozen.
Carriage paid to any station on the Eastern Counties Railway.

St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester .

FLOUR, warranted free from Adulteration, and deli-

vered to any part of London (not less than one peckl, carriage

free. Whites, for pastry, at per bushel (56 lbs.) 12s. 4 J.; fine House-

holds, recommended for Bread-making, lis. Sd.; Seconds, lis.;

Wheat-meal, for Brown Bread, lis. Od.; best coarse and fine

Scotch Oatmeal.—Address Horsxaill & Catchpool. Bullford

Mill, Witham, Essex; or Caledonian Road, Islington. Directions

for Making Bread supplied gratis.
^

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.
REIGATE SILVER SAND (sharp grit and free

from iron) 16s. per ton, less quantities Is. 6d. per bushel,

delivered five miles or to any London wharf or railway, (sacks

cost price, or on hire 6d. each). Kentish and other Peats an«i

Loam in large or small quantities. Terms cash.

John Kenxard, Swan Place, Old KentBoag.

ROLL TOBACCO CORD.
THE Cheapest and most Effectual Article for

SMOKING GREENHOUSES and DESTROYING the

FLY on PLANTS. Nurserymen can be supplied with the above

at Is. 6d. per lb. bv Joseph Baker, 6, Walcot Cottages kenmng-

ton Cross (late of "Fleet Street). Country orders must be accom-

panied by a Post Office Order payableatKenn
tngton Cross.

IRON FENCE, ITTTrDTe S, ET C.

T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

J • Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns

of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to

supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every

description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Paces,

&c, at the Manufactory as above.

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

«r i.i k k«to ^5. 9a. eaco.
of ground, 5 bars •*• - .

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3

inches out of around, 5 bars 5j. 3tf. e-cl^

ofp,;„

,

D . K„ \c..»r,w HR.nBUBT, oi No. 13, Upper Woburn Place, an <*

Frederick MiLtKTT -b
the Coiinty of j,^^^ Printers.

?« Lombarf Street, in the Precinct of Wbitefriars. to the

and pliblijbed by them at the Office, No. S^UpF"
the Parish of
ar their Office in
< itv of London; the saia

re to «
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NEW SWEDE AND TURNIP SEEDS.
OUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, wiO pi-ices, mat/ be had gratis, Post free.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Readinp.— May 24.

th

JC. WHEfcLEU and SOIS'6 Short Select SEED
• LIST for this Season is now ready, and may be

had gratis on application.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

Wirral Farmers' Club 36*6

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON,
21, Regent Street—The next MEETING will be held on

TUESDAY, May 27. The Chair will be taken at 3 p.m.

EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
The FIRST EXHIBITION this Season of PLANTS and

FLOWERS will take place in the Gardens of the Society on
WEDNESDAY next, May 28.

Tickets to be obtained at the Gardens only by orders from

Fellows of the Society, price 55.; or on the day of Exhibition,

7s. 6d. each. The Gardens open at 2 o'clock.

NEW DAHLIAS, ETC.
CHARLES TURNER begs to state that his

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of New Dahlias, Gera-
niums, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Car
nations, Pinks, Shrubby Calceolarias, Petunias, &c, &c, is now
ready, and contains many new varieties offered for the first time.
Sent post free on application.—Royal Nnrsprv . Slough.

T DOBSON and SON'S New Descriptive Catalogue
*J • of choice PANSIES, CINERARIAS, FUCHSIAS, VER-
BENAS, &c, is now ready, and may be had on application.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

SOUTH LONDON SOCIETY OF AMATEUR
FLORISTS.—THE SECOND EXHIBITION for this

season will take place at the Horns Tavern, Kennington, on

MONDAY, June 2, when Prizes will be awarded for the follow-

ing productions, viz. :—Tulips, Heartsease, Pelargoniums, and

fancy varieties, seedlings, Ac. In addition to the Prizes offered

by the Society, Mr. R. J. Lawrence, of Hampton, offers 51. value

in Tulips to Amateur Members only.—Admission to Non-

Members from 3 to 7 o'clock, at 6d. each. List of Prizes and the

Rules of the Society may be obtained from

Lower Kennington Lane. Joitn Bushell, Hon.'Sec.^ro tern.

EYTON and WALTHAMSTOW FLORICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.—The First FLOWER SHOW of the

above Societv will be held at the School Rooms, Leyton, on

WEDNESDAY, July 16. Admission from 2 to 4, Is.; from

4 to 8 6d. E. Goad, Hon. Secretary,
'

At J. & J. Fraser's, Leyton, Essex.

CHOICE CINERARIA SEED.
T DOBSON and SON are now sending out Seed
*J • secured from a very choice collection of this popular flower,
in packets at Is. and 2s. each, post free.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

ROSE NURfcERIfcS, HERTFORD.
P. FRANCISgoffers his usual extensive Stock of
BEDDING PLANTS consisting of all the leading kinds

of Geraniums, Verbenas, &c, strong and vigorous at 3$., 4s., and
65. per dozen ; carriage paid to London.

W

!

E
N E PLANTS.

AVERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent,
• Belgium, begs to offer his following New Plants :—
Tydte* ocellafa picta (vera)
Abutilon marmoratum ...

Camellia Auguste Delfosse
f f t

• • •

* <" # • • •

£0 10*. Sd.

12
10

UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF H.R.H. PRINCE ALBERT.

A GRAND FLORAL AND HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION, open to the United Kingdom, will take

place at CHELMSFORD on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY,
July 16 and 17, during the Show of the Royal Agricultural

Society in that town. The Schedule of Prizes, which will

amount to nearly 250Z., may he obtained on application to Mr.

AZALEAS.HLANE and SON, the Nurseries, Great Berk-
• hamstead, beg to inform their patrons that the above

are now in full bloom. They can also recommend them to the
trade. The Nurseries are within five minutes' walk of the
station on the London and North Western Railway.

ROSES FOR MASSES.

A PAUL and SON have now ready for immediate
• planting out some thousands of DWARF ROSES of the

best kinds for planting in masses, 10*. to 15s. per dozen. Also
all the new Roses at the lowest advertised prices. Carriage free
to London.—Nurseries, Che-<hunt, Hert--

, May 24.

BEDDING PLANTS'.-BEDDINC PLANTS!!
1AMES HOLDER, Florist, &c., Reading, Berk-
*' shire, can supply six dozen strong plants, hamper included,
for 20a. cash, or three dozen for 10s. Sd., consisting of Geraniums,

^^D^^M^^rrF^cSSSiS, at Cheimsford/the Verbenas Fuchsias Heliotropes, Salvias, Petunias, Gaillardias,

tt c *„.;„„ Th. .n.tact «.»> will h* hpetowpd nnon Cnpheas, Dahlias, Arc. &C.
Honorary Secretaries. The greatest care will be bestowed npon

j

specimens sent from a distance.—All Plants and Flowers will be

conveyed to and from the Show, on the Eastern Counties Line,

free of charge.

ALTERATION OF DAYS OF SUMMER SHOW.

BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—In consequence of the Crystal Palace Com-

pany having just announced a Flower Show to take place on the

25th and 26th June, the Brighton Summer Show will be held on
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, the 11th and 12th of June,

instead of the 25th and 26th as heretofore announced. Schedules

can be obtained of the Secretary or of E. Spary, Superintendent

of the Exhibition. Extra Prizes will be given for Azaleas, six

varieties; Roses in Pots, six varieties.

By order of the Committee,
J Edward Carpenter, Sec, Lavender Street, Brighton.

_ f ' _

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.—The FIRST EXHIBITION (open

to all competitors) of PLANTS, FLOWERS, FRUITS, and
VEGETABLE-, will be held 'at the Society's Gardens, Old
Trafford, on WEDNESDAY, June 4tb, vhen Two Hundred
Poujtds will be"gtv<m "in Prizes.

Schedules are now ready, and may be ol ned on application to
the Secretary. By order, Jo—. Shaw, Secretary.
Council Room, Princess Street, Manchester, May 24.

BEDDING PLANTS.

A PAUL and SON have now ready for immediate
• planting out some thousands of strong 1 healthy Gera-

niums, Verbenas, Calceolarias, Salvias, dwarf Lobelias, and
other bedding plants. Price 45. to 65. per dozen, carriage free

to London.—Nurseries, Cheshunt. Herts, May 24.

WHITE BIDDING PLANT. "
DOUBLE WHITE PETUNIA "IMPERIAL."—

This charming plant has now flowered, and fully main-
tains the high character previously given of it, being quite
double, very fragrant, and of excellent habit ; it is now offered as
a white flower forbedding at 51. per 100, or 251. per 1000.—Messrs.
William Rollison & Sons, the Nurseries, Tooting, London.

BEDDING PLANTS*
\XTILLIAM HUSSEY begs to offer the under-
» ' named collection of fine healthy Plants, well established

in small pots, for 255., package included, viz. :— 6 choice

Fuchsias, 12 Scarlet Geraniums, 6 Petunias, 12 Calceolarias,

18 Verbenas, 12 Heliotropes, 12 Pinks, 12 tPicotee*, 12 Show
Geraniums, 6 Dahlias.— Horticultural Gardens, Norwich.

CHOICE PELARGONIUMS.
W'lLLIAM HUSSEY begs to offer the under-

named collection, fine healthy plants, package included,

for 165., viz., Empress, Queen of May, Carlos, Seraskier, Vir-

ginia, Zeno, Serena, iPetruchio, Phaeton, Cordelia, Jessica,

Inez, Mary, Rhodo.—Horticultural Gardens, Norwich.

FANCY PELAkGONIUMS.ARDENERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
.; Widow, earnestly solicits the considera- I TTTILLIAM HUSSEY begs to offer the undele-

tion and support of the subscribers to the above Institution at VV named collection for 145., package included, fine healthy

plants, viz., Captivation, Celestial, Lady H. Campbell, Gypsey
Queen, Richard Cobden, Albcni, Barbette, Cassandra, Othello,

Advancer, Caliban, Prima Douna, Conspicuum, Jenny Lind,

Mirandum, Odoratum, Punctatum, Odette, Magnum Bonum.
Horticultural Gardens. Norwich.

the election in June next She is so severely afflicted with
rheumatism as to be wholly unable to obtain her own living.
II cr husband was a subscriber to the Institution for many years.
Proxies will be received by A. Paul & Sox, Nurseries,
theshunt, Herts.

npo COMMITTEES.—Mr. Glekny will attend as
-*- Judge, according to the standards laid down in u Gi-esny's
Properties of Flowers and Plants " (13 stamps free by post).
Terms on early application, Dnngannon House, Fulham.

ESSRS. MASTERS and SON,
LANDSCAPE GARDENERS.

Canterbury and Maidstone.

M
T T.

•••

ILLIAM BARRA
LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved
principles.

An extensive stock of Fruit Trkkb, Ornamental SHRrBS,

!

Evebsbekxs, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorhs.

WANTED^* Liverpool Marke^GRAPES and
r .

PINES. Forward immediately to George Taylor. Jnn., I

Choice Fruit and Vegetable Salesman. St. John's Market,
Liverpool. Terms Cash. i

PELARGONIUMS.
WILLIAM HUSSEY begs to offer the under-

named collection from fine bushy Plants for 20s., packages
included :—Constance, Rowena, Virgin Queen, Rosamond, Coc-
spicua, Chloe, Ganymede, Narcissus, Magnificent, Lord Mayor,
Ajax, Emily, Cassandra, Generalissimo, Belle of the Village,

Loveliness, Centurion, Alonzo, Optimum, Elise, Nectar Cup,

Symmetry, Gulielma, Pearl, Rubens, Lavinia, Chieftain,

Enchantress, Prince Arthur, Pulchra. Mochanr.a, Queen of May,
Beatrice, May Queen, Christine, Eurydice, Cnyp, Little Neil,

Magnet, Ariadne, Colonel of the Buffs, Major Domo,
Horticultural Gardens, Norwich,

EAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet

containing 100 Seeds, Is. ; sent post free, Is. 2d. Calceo-

laria Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,

Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue

on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-week?) STOCKS, as imported, 36

varieties, each variety 3(7. per packet.

Wm. CtTLLiNGFOfcU i, Edmund Terrace, Ball'* Pond, Islington.

B

GRAND EXHIBITION OF RHODODENDRONS.
JOHN WATEKER begs to announce that his un-" rivalled collection of HARDY SCARLET RHODODEN-DRONS will be this Spring Exhibited (as usual) in the Garden
of the Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, London.
»" The site usually occupied by the Society for the display

of American Plants has been considerably enlarged, and exten-
sive improvements made in the arrangements.
Notice will be given when the plants can be seen in bloom.

The American Nursery, Bagshot. Surrey.—May 24.

EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN PLANTS
TOHM WATERER begs to intimate that his collection
*J of the above plants is now coming finely into bloom, and will
continue in perfection throughout the month of June, and may
be inspected daily (gratis).—American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey
near the Farnborough Station, South Western Railway; and
Blackwater Station, South Eastern Railway, from whence con-
veyances are always to be obtained.

GRANO EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN PLANTS^
7\/I ESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY, of the
-L,J- Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey, have the honour to
announce that they have made arrangements with Mr. T. B.
Simpson for an Exhibition of their American Plants in the newly
erected Pavilion in Ashburnham Park, adjoining Cremorne
Gardens. Particulars in future advertisements.

Knap Hill Nnrsery, Woking, Surrey.

UALSAMS FOR EXHIBITION.—A "few' packets
*^ only of GLENNY'S IMPROVED remain. Six varieties.
37 stamps; mixed, 13. Pyramidal, Bouquet, and^quilled Aster?. 7
StamjM each ; Phlox Drummondi, Heliotrope, Verbena, Brompton
and 10-week Stocks, same price.—G. Glkxxt, Horticultural
Agent. Fulham.

i PSWICH HORTICULTURAL SOCIETYTMay"l5-
-L —IPSWICH STANDARD CUCUMBER won first prize,
benting 20 brace of Stars, Heroes, Models, Hybrids, Symmetries,
Perfections, &c, &c.
ORION MELON, a fine ripe 5 lb- specimen, made its first

appearance alone, and wa«m ucl i admired.—Thos. Wild, Ipswich.

PERPETUAL RUSES in POTS and BEDDING
*- PLANTS.-For Bass and BBOWX*! Advertisement of
these see Gardeners' Chronicle of Mav 17th, p. 319, containing
Descriptive Lists gf firat-ra te snrN.— smi

I

mrv. Suffolk.

GERANIUMS.—A Large Surplus Stock at
Reduced Pricks.— Fine Plants of new and other first-rate

sorts both show and fancy. Names given on application.
Apply to Ba pb & Bhows, Sudbury, Suffolk.

I VILLIAM KNIGHT, Florist, &c, begs to offer
v * first-class FUCHSIAS at 4*. per doz.; fine large Flowered

and Pompone CIIRYS ANT11 UMUMS, good plants at 3s. 6d. per
doz. Descriptive Catalogues sent on application.

,
67, High Street, Battle, Sussex.

ARAUCARIA CUNNINCHAMI AND EXCELSA,
Morton Bat and Norfolk Island Pines.

"IX/'M. MAULE and SONS have to dispose of one
• ™ of the former and three of the latter, fine trees from 10 to

20 feet high, all of which are in pots and would travel safely any
distance. Price for the four plants, 40/.—The Nursery, Bristol.

CHOICE FUCHSIAS. PANSIES, ETC.
HART and NICKLIN, Florists, Guildford, beg

to offer the following choice FUCHSIAS and PANSIES :--

FUCHSIAS—Prince Albert, Climax, Beauty of the Bower-,
Grand Sultan fall of Banks' raising), Queen Victoria, Empress
Eugenie (Story's), white coloured varieties, and other kindti
equally new, to the number of 12, with 18 choice and first-rate

PANSIES. for 11.. package included.

NEW DOUBLE WHITE PETUNIA " IMPERIAL."
TAMES DICKSON and SONS can supply strong
*J plants of the above new and desirable plant at Is. each, or 9* .

per dozen; also strong and healthy plants of the new Scarlet
Delphinium, D. cardinale, at 10s. Sd. each, and 3feyenia erecta
2\s. each.—The Newton Nurseries . near Chester.—May 24.

TRUE CATTLE CABBAGE PLANTS.
FpHOMAS WELLAND, Surrey Gardens, Godalming,
-*- Surrey, offers the above, safely packed

4
and delivered at

Godalmin-4 citation, st3s.9d. per 1000.

KASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURE,
FINEST LAWN GRASSES, TURNIPS, of sorts, and

other AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.- Lists of prices may be had
gratis of Wk. Babbatt, Nurseries , Wakefield._

TO T hTe ~T R * D E.

CHARLES SHARPE a.nd CO. have a quantity of

GREEN and PURPLE-TOP SCOTCH TURNIP SEEDS
to offer, of a selected stock, growth of 1856. Price on application.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford, May 24.

^NURSERY I SEED ESTABLISHM

I

SLEAFORD.
/1HAKLES SHARPE and CO., respectfully invite
Vy the attention of the Trade to their Turnip, Mangel Wurzel,
and Carrot Seeds, the stock of which has been carefully selected

and grown by themselves from transplanted roots.

Catalogues with prices can be had on application,

TO THE TKADE.
SEEDLING CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA.

GEORGE JACKMAN begs to announce he has been
fortunate to ripen from his specimen plant a quantity of

SEEDS of the above well-known Hardy and Ornamental Tree.

Seedlings can be supplied in pans, at the following prices:

—

165. per 100 | 72s. 6d. per 500 | 120*. per 1000.

N.B. Cash or satisfactory reference from unknown correspon-

dents. Woking Nursery, Wokfng.—May 24.

INE NEW ITALIA* K3t&t(H4Ai5S, Imported
direct from Itilr-,2 v

Fine selected GRASSES for PERMANENT PASTURE, 305,

per acre. This will include a miituM o: the true Cow Gram or
perennial Red Clover. /^LJ35 L
Fine LAWN GRASS, Is. per lb.; 10 lbs. Will be sufficient fo

an acre. Delivered carriage free. M £ r^^
J. C. Wheeler ^3<J^fc^.

Nurserymen and Seed Growcrs^Ghmce'frt
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SUPERB NEW FORCING AND BEDDING GERANIUM
"CRIMSON KING."

WOOD and INGRAM beg- to offer fine blooming
plants of the above indispensable variety, the flower of

which is large and well firmed, colour a beautiful rosy crimson
with pencilled eye; an immense bloomer, and has the very de-
sirable property of continuing to flower throughout the summer.
It received a Certificate at the last meeting of the National
Floricultural Society on the 27tb ult., the censors being Messrs.
C. Turner, C. J. Perry, and C. M. Atkinson.
"This is by far the hest variety we have seen for early work,

the habit is so good; a very free grower as well as flowerer, and
of a much better form than those hitherto grown for forcing."
Florist for May, Report of National Klor cultural Society's Show.

Strong flowering plants 10s. 6d. each, and a few spring struck
plants established in pots 55. each. The usual allowance to the
trade when three are ordered.—Huntingdon Nurseries.

NEW FUCHSIA, VERBENA, AND HELIOTROPE.
'T^ TURVILL begs to offer strong Plants of his first-
-*• • rate Seedlings, which he can with confidence recommend.

FUCHSIA ALMA.—Large bold flower, with scarlet tubp,
from 6 to 7 inches long, well n-flexed, with bright purple corolla

striped and shaded with bright vermilion to the edge, which is

often edged with white; excellent habit. Plants 10$. 6d. ea^h.

VERBENA BRIDE—Beautiful light blue, very fine truss,

with large smooth petal, excellent habit, very free flowering,
makes a beautiful bed. Plants 55. each.

HELIOTROPE ELEGANCE.—This is a beautiful scented,
and very free in flowering, with a large blue flower; a great
improvement on "Gem," being very close in habit, with good
foliage, well adapted for beds or for pots. Plants 7s. 6d.

Chelmsford, Essex, May 24.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SON
ARE now prepared to forward their NEW SPRING CATALOGUE, and parties who have not hitherto

favoured them with orders can have the same sent free on application. This useful book has been compiled with the utmost
attention, and while it notices the latest novelties, gives only such varieties of each class as can with safety be recommended. It

should be in the possession of evt-ry Amateur and practical Gardener, either for reference or perusal, the simplicity and correctness
of ita arrangement being a decided improvement on anything of the kind hitherto brought before the public. In addition to the
above-mentioned novelties, &cM it contains descriptions and colours of 600 Stove, 700 Greenhouse, and 1000 other Plants of Miscel-
laneous sorts, such as Azaleas, Geraniums, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, <&c, with short and select Lists of those varieties beSt adapted
for the various purposes conuected with the Stove, Greenhouse, and Garden, full descriptions of the following and many other
novelties are given in it.

With the above will also be published a Coloured Plate, representing a group of Nine new Plants, and can be had post free for

12 stamps.

Messrs. E. G. H. & Son beg to state that in consequence of the great influx of business, they find difficulty in

sending out Plants with their usual despatch. They beg to assure parties whose favours are still unexecuted that

in the course of the next few days all orders now on hand will be despatched, and trust the delay will be Jcindly

overlooked.

CRYSTAL PALACE SCARLET BEDDING DAHLIA, 5s.

HENDERSON'S FAVOURITE VERBENA, GEANT DES BATAILLES, 2s.6d.
HENDERSON'S FAVOURITE PETUNIA, COUNTESS OF ELLESMERE, 3s. 6d.
VERBENA IMPERATRICE ELIZABETH (pulchella Maonetti), Is. 6d.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.

CHOICE BEDDING PLANTS
YOUELL & CO.

BEG respectfully to submit the following, and to invite particular attention to their List of SHRUBBY
C A T.f

1 I'Or, A Tv I AS_ whirh tlipv rnnfiilpntlv rprnmmprnl • if rnmnriiMx: all flio mncr honuHfnl anH rtril1ia»f i-.hm. *;...• i^i
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9
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CALCEOLARIAS, which they confidently recommend;
cultivation, viz. :

—

Per dozen

—

s.

Ajax, a finp large rich-coloured flower, of crimson and yellow 9
Beauty of Montreal, bright crimson, small flower, an effec-

tive and very excellent bedding variety
Correggio, orange buff, shaded, free, large, and very showy,
a first-rate bedding variety

Crimson King, rich plum crimson
Empress Eugenie (YoueH's), a fine golden yellow, the flower
stems stout, as they need be, to support the very large
trusses of flowers produced by this variety; the habit is

robust, flowers large, and well formed Each 1

Golden Chain, fine golden yellow per dozen 6
Gold Cap, rich dark maroon, deep yellow cap 6
Integrifolia, an old but favourite vnfiety of erect habit, pro-

ducing clusters of small yellow flowers
Maggiore, rich ruby crimson, with a large yellow cap, pos-
sessing a fine free growth, a noble bedding variety

Masterpiece, deep maroon...
Matchless, dark brown red
Model, brown shading off to orange yellow at the edges, extra 9
Mr. White, rich shining bronze red 6
Purity, colour pure white, the best exhibited last season, fine

habit, with large trusses of flowers, strongly recommended
for bedding

Red Rover, bright crimson shaded with orange, large and
free flowerer, fine habit ...

Sultan, fine large crimson ...

Superba (Turner), fine dwarf, dark crimson, extra fine

Constantine), dwarf crimson ...
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Surprise, bright orange crimson, extra ...

Vezzosa, flowers large and fine formed, of a bright orange
and crimson, shaded with large trusses, flowering abun-
dantly, and a splendid habit, extra

Viscosissima, deep yellow
Wildfire, bright dazzling orange and crimson, shaded, large
and very showy, fine free growth, extra

Fine selections, left to Youell & Co., 6s. per dozen.

Geraniums, scarlets, such as Trentham, Tom Thumb, &c,
per 100, 30$., or

Flower of the Day
Boule de Neige, fine white
Kingsbury Pet, salmon ...

Golden Chain
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Ardens major
Ivy leaf, large white

„ crimson

„ silver variegated
With many other fine varieties.

Verbenas (white), Mrs. Foster and^ Mrs. Holford.—These
are, without exception, the finest in this class yet offered,

and prove to white Verbenas what "Defiance" was to
the scarlet varieties that preceded it

Verbenas, scarlet, red, crimson, claret, rose, pink, blush,
lavender, blue, purple, plum, striped and variegated of the
newest and handsomest vars. in cultivation, 25s. per 100

Lobelia compacta alba, dwarf white
„ Lindleyana, lilac

lucida, light blue
lutea, fine yellow (new) ...

ramosoides, dark blue ...

speciosa, large blue, each flower nearly 1 inch
across, the finest of its class

Heliotropes of the best kinds 4a. and
Petunia Imperial (true).—This very beautiful variety is as
double as an Oleander, and fragrant

4
6
9
9
12
12
9
9
9
12

it comprises all the most beautiful and brilliant varieties in

Per dozen.—s. d.

Belgian Daisies in 30 best kinds by name 3
Calystegia pubescens, rose coloured double flowering
Convolvulus, a good hardy climber

Cheirantbus Marshalli, golden yellow, very fragrant
Carnations, finest sorts by name, per dozen pairs

li mixed border „ „
Tree or perpetual flowering, per dozen
true old Clove, per dozen pairs

Chrysanthemum regalium plenum, yellow, per dozen
Chrysanthemums, the handsomest of the new large flower-
ing and Pompone kinds

Cobsea scandens
Cuphea platycentra

„ strigulosa sanguinea
Dahlias, fine show varieties 6s. and
Delphinium Barlowi, dark blue ...

„ Hendersoni, large rich blue

„ Mooreanum, deep blue, distinct and fine

Dielytra spectabilis, strong flowering plants
Fuchsias, finest bedding varieties
Gazania rigens, largw orange, dark centre
Genista tinctoria, double, deep orange
Koniga variegata, pretty for edging ...

Lantanas, of sorts
Lophosperroums, of sorts
Lychnis dioica alba pleno, fine double white
Mimulus, in 12 handsome varieties
Nasturtium, double dark...

ii n yellow
Nierembergia filicaulis, white; lavender eye, very pretty

for bedding
Oxalisfloribunda and rosea, quite hardy, producing a fine

bed of rich rose colour
Pansies, finest 1st class show varieties

» „ mixed
Pentstemons, a choice collection of the handsomest kinds...
Phloxes, a fine collection of 60 of the most beautiful and

distinct varieties, selected with great care from upwards
of 200 kinds, including that fine new Phlox " Countess of
Home"

Phlox Nelsoni, pure white, rosy edge, of dwarf trailing
habit, a profuse bloomer, and best adapted for rockwork
or edging

Picotees, finest sorts by name per doz.
f9 f , mixed border f# .

j, „ yellow by name
Pinks
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Petunias, including the handsomest of the new kinds, 65. and 9
Anagallis Breweri, large blue' ...

„ rubra gTandiflora, large red

„ andomariensis, claret
Ageratum coelestinum, bine
Antirrhinums of finest sorts by name
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„ 1st class show flowers by name „
n ,. mixed for borders „

Potentilla8, of the finest kinds per dozen
Salvia porphyrantha, an extremely pretty species, ofdwarf

habit, bearing a profusion of scarlet flowers
Salvias, of sorts
Saponaria ocymoides
Sedum Sieboldi ...

Statice latifolia ...

„ maritima rosea and pseudo - armeria. Strong
plants of these two beautiful and hardy species, pro-
ducing throughout the year a profusion of lake-coloured
flowers ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Statice sinuata, large blue each
Trachelium cjemleum per dozen
Wallflower, double yellow

>» n dark ... ... ... ... ... ><# e v
N.B.—Less quantities than per dozen will be charged at

same rate.

Herbaceous Plants, of which we possess an extensive collection
of the most showy kinds, 6*. per doz., 30*. per 100.

FUCHSIAS.
The following new and beautiful varieties at 12a. per dozen

viz., Queen Victoria, Prince Albert, Lady of the Lake, Empress
Eugente, Raffaelle, Omar Pasha, Climax, Thalia, Princess of
I rnssia, Fairy Queen, Clio, Grand Sultan, Beauty of the Bower.
Violaeflora pleno, &c.

3
1

6
6
6

I r>OBERT PARKER begs to invite the at'entionTf
1 *• his friends and the public to his large and aelect SterV f

KN HO USE and Hai/T^

which are in the best possible health, and are offered at thlowest prices. His new descriptive and priced Cataloeu* is now
ready, and will be forwaided post free on application.—p'aradim
Nursery, Ilornsey, and Seven Sisters' Load, Holloway.

JOHN CATTELL, in addition to his i^aUU^Tatock' of general BEDDING PL A N is, has the following first-rat«
newer kinds to offer in good plants at the low prices annexed

VARIEGATED GERANIUMS. Each.!
Attraction (Gaines) U.Od
Attraction (Kinghorn); habit like " Flower of the

Day,'' with a beautiful deep pink horse-shoe mark 2
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Admiration
Brilliant

Flower of the Day
Golden Chain
Golden Admiration
Mountain of Light
Mrs. Lennox
Silver King
Silver Queen
Variegated Queen

GERANIUMS (Various).
Virginium, a most superb bedding variety of the

florist habit, having a very large truss of the
purest white flowers ; it is also a valuable variety
for potculture

Momus, a capital bedding variety, colour and habit
of the old Daveyana

Beauty of Chipstead, intense bright scarlet, the
best of the cerise class 18s. to

Trenthaxu Scarlet G em, the best of the large scarlets

6
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A Catalogue of Bedding Plants is just published, and may be had on application.

All orders of £2 and upwards are delivered Carriage Free to London, Manchester, Newcastle, and Bull, as well
as to any Railway Station within 1 50 miles of the Nursery. It is respectfully requested that all Post-office Orders
be mode payable to Youell & Co., Yarmouth, Norfolk. Communications by Steamers and Railway to all parts of
England, Ireland, and Scotland, as well as to the Continent.

YOUELL
i

Verbena Mrs. "YVoodroffe, and other extra fine
varieties .. 3s. to

Dahlia Zelinda, dwarf purple, 12 to 18 inches, and
flowers very freely

Hydrangea japonica variegata la. to
Oxalis Bowi, rosy pink ; this makes a fine bed ..

Phlox Drummondi Radetzki, beautiful rosy purple,
striped white

Phlox, first-rite hardy perennial varieties ... 65. to

Salvia porphyrantha, dwarf dark red
Calceolaria, unbloomed seedlings in single pots,
from J. C.'s superior varieties

A Priced Catalogue of the above, and a general Collection of
Bedding Plants, &c, for the present season, may be had on
application. Packages are charge! at wholesale prices.

A remittance or reference must accompany orders from unknown
correspondents.—Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.

"C^OREIGN SEED ORDERS.—Plymouth is admir-
1 ably situated for the execution and transmission of Foreign-
Orders. The Subscribers have during the past season forwarded
Seeds to Australia, New Zbaland, United Statf.s, Canada,
India, Malta, France, Austria, Portugal, Ionian Islands,
M adeira, Gambia, China, Cape of Goon Hope, Prince Edward's
Island, Balaklava in the Crimka, and within the last week
they have supplied some Russian Officers (lately quartered in
Plymouth), to take to their native country.

The following letter has just been received from a Nurseryman
in Australia, and is important in showing that by careful and
proper packing, Seeds will travel thousands of miles, and through
the Tropics too, without injury.

u The case of Seeds you sent me arrived in excellent

condition, and they are all growing well, and, from every

appearance, I shoidd have supposed that they had only

travelled a short distance instead of so many thousands
of miles. This I coiisider is owing to their being well

ripened and dried, and carefully and properly
packed. 1 have to tender my beat thanks to you for your

attention in doing so, for generally seeds that are sent out

to this Colony are destroyed owing to their getting damp
on the passage."
Our plan of packing succeeds admirably, and all the letters

from our Foreign Correspondents tell the same tale. All Foreign
Orders will be attended to with promptness and care.

William E. Rendle & Co., Foreign and Export Seed Mer-
chants, Plymouth.

CHOICE PLANTS.
X\T STURDY, Florist and Seedsman, begs to offer
V f • strong healthy plants of the following :

—

GLOXINIAS.— Field Marshal, Wilsoni, Carminata splendens,

Hendersoni, Godfroi Bouillon, Bfaria Van Houtte, maxima, alba

sanguinea, rosea alba, Princess de Lamballe, annulara, specta-

bilis, Tuchleri, Wortleyana. Is. each, 9s. per dozen.

ACHIMENES.— Dr. Hopf, Edmond Boissier, Hendersoni,
Chinta, Carl Wolworth, Louis Van Houtte, M. de Parpart,

Madame Rendatler, Escheriana, Minilliana, longiflora major,

Margaretta, patens major, Tugwelliana, Monttordi. Is. each,

6s. per dozen.

FUCHSIAS.—Alpha, Autocrat, Beauty of the Bower, Bride,

I imax, Glory, Duchess of Lancaster, Duke of Wellington, Em-
press Eugenie, Grand Sultan, Lady of the Lake, Mrs. Story,

Omar Pasha, Prince Albert, Vanguard, Queen of Hanover. 1/.

each, 6s. per dozen.

Geraniums, variegated and bedding, 35. to 6s. per dozen;

Cinerarias, 6s. per dozen; Calceolarias, bedding varieties, 3*.

per dozen; Verbenas, 3*. per dozen; Dahlias, 4s. to 6s. per

dozen ; Ageratums, Cupheas, Petunias, Salvias, Heliotropes,

Lobelias, Mimulus, 35. per dozen; Hollyhocks, good d**1^
sorts, 9s, per dozen; Pansies, good sorts, 4s. per d<zen, or 20

for 5s.

Post-office orders are respectfully requested. All orders above

20s. carriage and basket free.

Hill Street, Rugby, Warwickshire.—May 24.

FLOUR, warranted free from Adulteration, and deli-

vered to any part ofLondon (not lew than one peck), carnage

free. Whites, for pastry, at per bushel (56 lbs.) 1&.*M fine House-

holds, recommended for Bread-making, llf. *i.; beconds lis..

Wheat-meal, for Brown Bread, Us.Od.; best coarse and fine

Scotch Oatmeal.-Address Horsnaill & Catchpool Bullford

Mill, Witham, Essex; or Caledonian Koad, Islington. Directions

for Making Bread supplied gratis.

MARINE AND FRESH WATER^ AQUARIA

ANDERS and WOOLCOTT, 54, Doughty Street

Foundling, London, Mann fHCturera of the Glass Tanks

in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park ; :in the Royal

Zoological Gardens, Dnblln; in the Conseijatoiy of II., GrMJ

the Duke of Devonshire, Chisw.ck; and vanous Museun,,

throughout the kingdom, have ^•" tIy.°» ^^T^Sf
tion GLASS TANKS of all sizes fur the Marine ai.d Wwm h "Water

'
T»^!pTanks can be safely forwarded to all parts, and lists of

prices mlyb^ had on apphcation at the above adores,, .here

also the tanks may be seen. /

s
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FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, Higli
O Holborn, London, invite attention to their ENCYCLO-
PAEDIC CATALOGUE of FLOKICULTUKAL, VEGE-
TABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknowledged to be
tbe best published, which will be forwarded frm of charge and
pott paid to all parts of TEE wobld, upon application.

Primula, choicest /ringed Is. per packet.
Calceolaria, choicest varieties Is.
Cineraria „ „ u.

A most comprehensive CATALOGUE of DUTCH and
CAPE BULBS will be published in the autumn.
James Carter & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

NEW TURNIP.
WAITE'S " ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

#

TURNIP.
'"PHIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
-*- the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch
Turnip ; it possesses the properties of the Swedp, and may be
sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip
may be had on application, or may be seen at the principal Seed
Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be
obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3s. per lb.—A liberal
allowance to the Trade.
J. G. Watte, Seed Merchant, 181, nigh Holborn, London.

SKIRVING'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP.
XKTM. SKIRVING, Queen Square, Liverpool, begs to
» » acquaint his friends and the public that he has fixed the

price of his improved SWEDISH TURNIP SEED for the
season at Is. per lb. All other kinds of Turnip and Agricultural
Seeds in general, of the most select description, at moderate
rates, priced Catalogues of which may be had on application.
A remittance or reference from unknown correspondents is re-
spectfully requested to accompany orders.— Liverpool, May 24.

CKIRVING'S IMPROVED and EAST LOTHIAN
*J PURPLE-TOP SWEDES.—A Grower has on hand a few
sacks of the above Seed, warranted growth of 1855 and true to
name, all raised from selected and transplanted bulbs, and
guaranteed to grow over Ninety per Cent.
Also for disposal some WHITE GLOBE TURNIP SEED,

growth of 1855, a genuine and carefully selected stock. Terms
cash, at grower's prices.

Apply to Mr. Wm. Taylor, Nashenden Farm, Rochester, Kent .

TURNIP SEED.
T OSLING'S GOLDEN-FLESH COPPER-TOP
*J SWEDE.—R. J. begs to offer the above distinct and excel-
lent variety of Swede as one of the hardiest and best in culti-
vation; LARGE SIZE, FLESHY, RICH, JUICY, and KEEPS WELL.
Price Is. 6d. per lb.

SKIRVING'S and other varieties of PURPLE-TOP SWEDE
(genuine stock), own growth of 1855. Price Is. per lb.

Carriage free (not under 30s.) to all the London Termini and
all Stations on the main trunk lines. A remittance or reference
from an unknown correspondent is respectfully requested to
accompany orders.

R. Josling, Agricultural and Garden Seed Warehouse, St.
Alban'a, Herts.—Established upwards of 25 years.

A Z A L E A I N D I C A.
JIVERY and SON, Nurserymen, &c, Dorking and

• Reigate, beg to say they have just published a DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of all the newest and most approved
kinds of the AZALEA, which may be had in exchange for one
postage stamp.

J. I. & Son also beg to say their fine collection of all the new
varieties is now in bloom, and will continue so for several weeks

;

intending purchasers will do well to obtain the Catalogue and
then pay a visit to this Nursery, the stock being unusually fine
this season.—Dorking, May 24

.

DILLISTONE and CO. beg to offer strong well-
hardened PLANTS for Bedding purposes, viz. :—Ageratums,

Anagallis, Cupheas, Calceolarias, Dahlias, Fuchsias, Geraniums,
Heliotropes, Lobelias, Petunias, Phloxes, Salvias, Verbenas, &c.
A box or hamper containing 100 from the above of the best
quality for 30s. Carriage paid to London. Best kinds of Roses
on the Mannetti Stock, 18s. to 30s. per dozen ; Hardy Climbers,
20 kinds, 6s. to 9s. per dozen ; do. Roses, 6s. to 9s. per dozen.
Hollyhocks, Pansies, with every article connected with the
nursery business. Post-office Orders payable at either Halstead
or Haverhill will oblige.

The Nurseries, Stunner, near Halstead.—May 24.

" \\7 HEELER'S little Book will do something
VV to satisfy their Expectations."—Gardeners'

Chronicle.

Our Little Bool: contains a List—a very select List—
of the best Garden and Flower Seeds in cultivation. It
also contains descriptions and 'prices, and will be found a
safe and unerring guide to all purchasers. It should be
in the hands of every one who has a garden.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Sted Growers,
Gloucester.

TJOBERT PARKER begs to offer the following of
-*-* which he possesses a |large stock in strong and healthy
plants :— Per dozen—s.

Exotic Orchids from 42
Stove and greenhouse Ferns
Hardy do.
Selaginella or Lycopodium
Geraniums, show and fancy varieties

Do. variegated and bedding do.
Do. scarlets in variety

Cinerarias
Calceolarias, bedding varieties
v erbenas ...

Dahlias .. ;;; ;;;

Ageratums, Cupheas, Petunias," Salvias, &c."
Gynenum argenteum (Pampas Grass)

^n7
he

,
a
,

bove Prices are for distinct and fine species, and varieties
5>m7' alio f which are warranted true to their names; if ordered

J?n 5
e nundred

>
or in larger quantities, a considerable reduction

In!J .??
ade

- A Priced and descriptive Catalogue is published,
*na will be forwarded post free upon application.—Paradise
•nursery, Hornspy, and Seven Sisters' Road, Holloway.

T^j ESSRS. MASTERS and SON, Canterbury and* Maidstone, are prepared to supply the following Plants :—

MEYENIA ERECTA • ^^i^AZALEA INDICA BEALI
} m m

ar », h CRISPIFLORA
J
5 °

3^"*MIA JAPONICA ...5^YNERIUM ARGENTEUM, PAMPAS GRASS2 6

ir^
DM

/lND:S? NEW VERBENAS.—Standard Bearer, Victory,

?hlfi°
f S*n

!
inia

> ^ke of Cambridge, Blue Bonnet, Loveliness

\r« i , Plckens
> Crimson Perfection, Dr. Maclean, Field

ESS ?*• W'
each

!
the set of 10 for »*•

KUUGIER axd CHAUVIERE'S NEW VERBENAS.—

HORTICULTURE.
, „_. NEW AND RARE PLANTS.
]
OHN WEEKS and CO., King's Road, Chelsea.

\. T,
?s Horticultural Establishment is an unlimited source of

attraction.

m

The Collection of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
in all the various stages of growth and iueudlc» variety. include
every novelty that is worth cultivating.
A large stock of GRAPE VINES, struck from eyes, very

strong for Planting and Forcing iu Pots.
FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS of every kind.
THE SEED BUSINESS is conducted upon an extensive scale,

every article warranted true to its kind, and of genuine good
quality.

GARDEN TOOLS, and Horticultural Implements of every
description, all of the hest make, no inferior article kept.
CAST-IRON VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great variety of

the most beautiful designs.

"WIREWORK for all Ornamental Garden purposes.
The Nobility and Gentry are most respectfully invited to

visit this establishment, where Horticultural sck-iice in all its
branches is in full operation, combining all modern improvements,
so that a Lady or Gentleman can select whatever they may
require co- nected with Horticulture.
John Wkeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers.

HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES,
FORCING PITS, &c. &c, all made of the best materials, sent
to any part of the country.

See our Illustrated Catalogues of all the various branches of
Horticulture

; also Plans, Modrls, and Estimates, &c. &c.
John Wkeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

'--"

*-f*

CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
T)ETER LAWSON and SON, Sekdsmen to the
-*- Quebn, &c, beg to intimate that they have directed their
usual attention to procure very superior stocks of Grass and
Agricultural Seeds, and which they recommend to their customers
with confidence. Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land
to permanent pasture or ornamental Grass, suitable for all kinds
and conditions of soils. Foreign Italian Rye-Grass, and all other
Forage and Herbage Plants, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, Carrots
and other roots of the most approved varieties in cultivation.
Garden and Flower Seeds in every variety.

Priced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application.
27, Great George Street, Westminster.

TURNIPS, MANGEL WURZEL, XC.
PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the

Queen, &c, beg to intimate that tliey have a very superior
stock of the above of their own growth, including some highly
improved varieties, which have been raised from roots selected
for their fine shape and high specific gravity rather than their
size. Among other excellent kinds they would recommend
particularly their

Improved Pomerarian White
Globe Turnip

Red Globe do.

Long Red andOrange
Globe Man

t*

11

gel

Lothian purple-top Swede
Tweeddale purple-top Yellow

Bullock Turnip
Improved Green Round do.

„ Red Round do.

Priced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application, and
lower rates charged when large quantities are taken.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

FINE SHOW D A H L I A~5^

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
near Manchester, offers the following DAHLIAS, which are

recommended iu Edwards's "National Garden Almanack for
1856 ":—
Amazon Miss Frampton
Duchess of Kent
Imperatrice Eugenie
Primrose Perfection
Robert Bruce
King of Yellows
Rose of England
Mrs. Seldon
Annie Rawlings

Rachel Rawlings
Sir F.Thesiger
Louisa Glenny
Port Royal
Indispensable
Magnificent
Red Gauntlet

Topsy
M r. Seldon
Triomphe'de Roubaix
Jonas
Richard Cohden
Essex Triumph
Empereur de
M aroc

1 1 •
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Comet
Others can be supplied to parties having duplicates.

J. H. will forward the above Dahlias, hamper, package, &c,
included for 125.; 25 fine show Pansies, 125.; 25 Belgian Daisies,
85.; 25 Phloxes, including "Countess ot Home,' ?

16s.; finest Pansy
Seeds, Is. and 2s. packets.

Post-office orders payable at Middleton, Lancashire.

O RC'H I d$;
WM. MAULE and SONS beg to state that the

season of the year having now arrived that Orchidaceous
plants may be transmitted with safety to any distance, they can
supply a few of the most favourite kinds of which they have a
stock, in thoroughly established plants.

s. d.

Aerides odorata 10 6

,, affine, the true and
best var., (not roseum) 42

Aerides Foxbrush, strong
flowering plants ... 105

Calanthe veratrifolra ... 7 6
Coelogyne Wallichi and
maculata, pots with from
3 to 5 bulbs in, each bulb 2

Cattleyacrispa major 21

Harrisoni violacea 15

„ intermedia ... 15
Dendrobium Devonianum,

tbe major variety ... 10 6
Dendrobium densiflorum 10 6

5. d.

it

Dendrobium Farmeri,
105. &L, 155., 21

Dendrobium cbrysan-
thum major... 7

Gibsoni, very strong 10
Cambridginianum,

105. 6d. 15
Pierardi 7

moschatum 7
Vanda coerulea, 425., 635.,

845., 105
Roxburghi 42
teres 10

Saccolabiura ampulla-
ceum, new beautiful... 105

it

it

11

11

6
6

6
6

6

BEDDING PLANTS.
IV ILL! AM F. SMITH has for sale thousards of
** choice BEDDING PLANTS in great variety, at 45. per

dozen, 255. per 100.

Geranium Beauty of Chipstead, strong plants, I85. per dozen;
G. Flower of the Day, strong, 4*., 65., 9s. per dozen; G. Lady
lloln r dale Improved, fine ptak, 95. per dozen.
Catalogues may be had on application by enclosing a pontage

stamp, real Bee oiders payable at Sevenoaks.

m
Riverhead Nurseries, B n 1 >aks. Kent.

B E~D D I N Q~> LA~N T S.

J7
1 and A. SMITH beg to oflVr strong plants of the

* • undermentioned in May from 35. per dozen :—Ageratum
f

Alnnsoa, Anagallis, Cuphea, Calceolaria, Geranium (in great
variety), Heliotrope. Lantana, Lobelia, Minmlus, Nasturtium,
Pentstemon, Petunia, Pansies. Roses. Salvias. Fuclisi s and
Verbenas in great variety, (limbers, &c Also Story'g and other
new Fuchsijis, Petunia imperialis, &c.

F. & A. S. beg to refer to former advertisements for a descrip-
tion of their superb Balsams, seed of which may still be obtained
at 2«. 6<Z. per pn < ket assorted colours.—Dulwich. Surrey.

BEDDING PL* N fTWM. COLE begs to offer plants of the under-
** mentioned, winch are this season extra strong, from 3s.

per dozen; Calceolarias, all the best kinds; Geraniums in great
variety, Heliotropes, Lobelias, Mimulus. lVntstemons, Petunias,
Pansies, Koses, Salvias, Verbenas in great variety, Fuchsias,
(Story's and other new varien . Petunia imperialis, Sonerila
margaritacea, Meyenia erecta, Delphinium cardmale, Ac.

—

Catalogues may be had free 011 application. Plants giveu to
compensate for carriage.

'

Nurseries, With1ng*on, near Manchester.

BEDDING PLANTS
TOHN SCOTT, Merriott Nurseries, Creivkerne,
*J Somerset, offers one of the most complete collections in the
country, at 25. 6rf. per dozen, containing Calceolarias, Fuchsias,
Verbenas. Heliotropes, Lobelias, Salvias, Petunias, Geraniums,
Cupheas, Ageratums, Anagallis, Mimulus, Ac.
The new white con lla'd Fuchsias at 4$. per dozen; Dahlias

at 45. per dozen; the beautiful new double white Petunia im-
perialis, 45. per dozen, forms half a globe, and sweet-scented;
the curious and beautiful Pelargonium triangulare, 25. 6d. each.
Catalogues sent on application, inclosing a stamp. Plants put

in to help to pay carriage.

B E D D I N G PLANTS. ~
THOMAS SOMMERVILLE, Landscape Gardener,
a Nurskrvman, Sekdpmax, and Florist, Garden Road, St.

John s Wood, London, has a fine stock of REDDING PLANTS
to offer, at very low prices

;
they consist of only the most distinct

and brightest colours, suitable for creating a brilliant effect in
the shortest time. Orders executed strictly in priority.

Rustic Baskets, Rustic Garden Seats, and Rustic Chairs of the
most superior description supplied. Samples may be seen on the
premises.

PLANT* ~
Suitable foe Vases and Baskets ok every Description
THOMAS SOMMERVILLE, Landscape Gardener,
J- Nurseryman*, Bxxdsmav, and Florist, Garden Road, St.

John's Wood, London, having had the honour of supplving to

the Crystal Palace Company the ORIGINAL PLANTS "lor the
suspended Baskets in the Crystal Palace, which have given such
great and general satisfaction, and having through that circum-
stance been much applh <I to for similar, has this season grown a
larg*' quantity, which can now be supplied at very reasonable
prices. ^

New and Beautiful Hardy Coniferous Tree.
CUPRESSUS iAWSOMANA.

ESSRS WATERER and GODFREY have muck
pleasure in offering the above fine plant raised from seed

sent home by Mr. W. Murray, who in describing it in connection
with other rare Pines, such vs nobilis, grnndis, Jeffrey!, Ben-
thamiana, Ac, says, • It was the handsomest tree in the whole
expedition. It grows about 100 feet high and 2 feet in diameter;
the foliage is most delicate and graceful, the branches bend op-
wards at the end like a Spruce and hang down at the tip like an
ostrich feather, the top shoots droop like a Deodar, and the
timber is good, clear, and workable" Seedling plants will be sent

out in August upon the following terms, and orders executed
strictly in rotation. One plant 21* ; fcix plants, 41. 10s. ; 12 plants,

71. 10s.—Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey. -.

CH OICE CINERARIA
ANDCALCEOLARIA SEEDS.

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. have now read^for
sending out Seeds of their very superior

CINERARIAS AND CALCEOLARIAS,
which have been saved with great care from the finest varieties.

j
The great satisfaction which their Cinerarias and Calceolarias

have given for several successive years enables them to recom-

mend their Seed of the present season with much confidence.

—

Packets ofeach sealed and warranted by them, at 2s.6d. free by post.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS.—L„ P., & Co. have now-

several excellent practical GARDENERS whom they can with

confidence recommend ; their Testimonials as to moral character

and abilities being in every respect unexceptionable.

Exeter Nursery, Exeter. Established 1720.

M
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Stapleton Road Nurseries, Bristol.

M^if
6
:* r°

Uard
' J»cquarita, Medirio, Rosati, Noel, Marshall,

S.« !*\ , i_
Gondolier

»
Marco, Inesille, La Tchernaia, Anguste

2 ft

-

Gh f
'P^nsine, Belle Gabrielle, Diogone, Is. 6d. each ; the

Aul.LfL 2
i
3; P°tania Imperialis, new double, 6#. perdozen.Also l fine

!
stock of Bedding Plants from 3*. p. doz., and 20s. p. 100.

exotic Nursery, Canterbury, and Fant Nursery, Maidstone.

TUKNIP SEEDS, ETC.
THOMAS GIBBS and CO., the Seedsmen to thb

Rotal Aokicultural SociETT of Englaxd, beg to inform
their friends and Agriculturists generally that they have still

on hand a good supply of various TURNIP SEEDS from
selected stocks.

SWEDES—Purple-top, Skirving's, and other kinds.
HYBRIDS—Green-top Yellow, Purple-top Yellow.
GLOBES or ROUNDS—White, Red, and Green.
TANKARDS—White, Red, and Green.
EARLY STUBBLE ob STONE—Hertfordshire White and

other kinds.
KOHL RABI. or Hungarian Turnip.
MANGEL WURZELS—Yellow Globe, Long Red, Red

Globe, and Long Yellow.

Mixtures of Grass Seeds for permanent Pasture and Meadow,
for Cemeteries and Churchyards, for Parks and Field Lawns, for

Garden Lawns and Grass Plots. Renovating Mixtures for old

Pastures.
Italian and other Rye-grasses, and all other Seeds for the

Farm, Kitchen Garden, and Flower Garden.

Detail Catalogues will be sent, post free, on application to

THOMAS GIBBS & CO., the Seedsmen to the "Royal Agri-

cultural Society of England," corner of Half-Mooil Street,
Piccadilly, London.

TtJMDAT,
Wedsesdat,

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
May 27—Horticultural
— 2S—Royal Botanic

How ought Oak Bark to be cured ? One
would have thought that so simple a question must

by this time have received a satisfactory answer

;

and yet, if the reader will turn to p. 659 of our

volume for 1854, he will find that foresters have by

no means made up their minds upon the subject.

Considering that the crop of bark forms a very-

considerable part of the revenue derivable from Oak
woods, and that the value of the bark is most

seriously affected by the way in which it is cured,

it is not much to the credit of English foresters that

so important a part of their practice should still be

unsettled. We therefore see with pleasure that

Mr. W. Thomson, the Crown Deputy Surveyor in

Chopwell Woods, has endeavoured to show by an

appeal both to evidence and reason that there is

only one method which ought to be employed, and

that " no local circumstances whatever are suf-

ficiently important to warrant its rejection." We
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think so too, and for that reason proceed to give a

condensed account of the Chopwell system as de-

scribed in the first part of the first volume of the

Transactions of the Scottish Arboricultural Society.

We need not follow Mr. Thomson in his descrip-

tion of the miserable plight in which Chopwell

"Woods had been brought by a long period of neglect

and mismanagement ; for a full account of the

place will be found in our volume for 1853, p. 419.

We therefore proceed at once to the management

now in operation, premising that wages are as

follows :—Men, 2s. 6d. to 3s. a day ; women, Lr.

;

boys and girls, Sd. to Is. ; the first working nine

hours, the others only eight hours a day.

First of all, the most expert labourers proceed

with felling, keeping in a body, and passing from

tree to tree as rapidly as possible under the leader-

ship of a workman of known excellence. A second

class, generally of an inferior quality, and paid

lower wages, follow, pruning the trees of all the

branches, rendering them perfectly smooth and

clean ; they also attend to the removal from the

larger boughs of all the branchlets which may be

considered worth stripping ; in doing which par-

ticular instructions are given to them to form as

many clefts as possible (i. e. branches about 3£ or 4

feet long, 2 inches in diameter, and formed at one

end like a fork), the use of which is indispensable

in curing the bark ; thus a double portion of the

work is executed at one and the same time. As

soon as the trees are pruned, they are carried out to

the several roads which intersect the woods, laid

neatly side by side, and handed over to those who
are stripping. There are thus three classes of

labourers engaged in preparing the trees for

stripping, namely, fellers, pruners, and carriers (the

last two may be alike in qualifications and wages).

Some recommend that trees should be stripped

where they are felled, alleging that, after they

are peeled and allowed to remain until the stripping

season is ended, they will become lighter, so that

the expense of conveying them to the roads will be

a mere trifle. Mr. Thomson, who has tried both

ways, is convinced that his own plan is infinitely

preferable in all respects ; inasmuch as if trees are

stripped where they are felled, a very considerable

portion of bark will be lost in its transmission to

the drying stages ; and the additional number of

trees carried to the roads when dried will not com-

pensate for the bark lost or-otherwise destroyed.

The next process, stripping, is of sufficient im-

portance to command the constant attendance and

superintendence of the principal officer in charge.

.The trees should be neatly sorted along the margin

of the plantation roads ; they should, if possible,

be laid in heaps containing from six to twelve, and to

each of these heaps two of the women should be

sent to strip. It will invariably be found the better

plan to have the strippers employed two and two

together, in order that the one may assist the other

in lifting the ends of the trees upon their horses,

and to cast them aside when peeled. These
" horses " are forked pieces of small trees or

branches about 4| feet long, placed diagonally on

the ground, at about 5 feet apart at the bottom,

but allowed to meet at the top, into the clefts of

both which the end of the tree is permitted to rest.

Thus placed, the tree is made perfectly firm and

secure, and being raised to a considerable height

from the ground at one end, every facility is given

for removing the bark with care. This is done by

the use of a " peeling-iron." Care should be taken

to see that the bark is removed in pieces as large as

possible, and always by the iron ; it should never

be torn off in shreds by the hand, as is often done

by careless labourers, for it is thus rendered much
more difficult to deal with in the future stages of its

manufacture ; and if in the least degree damp when
stored, it will become so firmly consolidated into a

mass that it will be almost certain to be affected with

mildew or rot. While peeling the trees is proceeded

with, the boughs which may have been considered

worth stripping and prepared for the purpose, should

also be dealt with in the same manner. Chopwell

Woods are exceedingly unhealthy, and the conse-

quence is that many trees, and still more branches,

even in the most favourable season, cannot be

stripped at all. Mr. Thomson directs all such to be

thrown aside, finding it a waste of time to operate

upon them ; and, considering the very low price now
obtained for bark, it is unprofitable to strip boughs

under 1 inch diameter at the small end ; moreover

he never allows a mallet to be employed.

Large timber trees will, of course, have to be

stripped where they fall, their removal being impos-

sible without materially lessening the quantity and
injuring the quality of the bark.

While stripping is going on, curing is actively

proceeded with. Neglect at any time, especially in

wet seasons, entails an incalculable amount of loss,

for when injury is once inflicted on this description

of produce, the effects are irremediable. Buyers are
|
a year's exposure. Mr. Thomson particularly objects

' •
• ' e slightest to thatching with straw or reeds.

able and willing enough to detect the slightest

damage ; and unless there is a very close competi-

tion for its purchase, it is certain that producers

will have to submit to a reduction in price more

than equivalent to the actual amount of damage.

After describing the Scotch and English modes of

curing, Mr. Thomson thus describes his own :—The
reader will recollect that instructions were to be

given to the labourers who pruned the trees to

prepare a number of fork-like pieces of wood, called

clefts ; these, when stripped, are all pointed at the

thick end, and driven into the ground along the

margin of the roads, two abreast, at about 18 inches

apart, and from 6 to 9 feet from each other length-

wise. Into the clefts of these a number of rails

(the smallest of the trees) are horizontally placed,

the end of each resting upon its fellow, until the

whole presents the appearance of a double row of

paling. One of the sides of this stage should be

made 2 or 3 inches higher than the other, so that if

rainy weather sets in it may be impossible for any

quantity of water to lodge upon or amongst the

bark ; but in no case should the lowest rail come

nearer to the ground than 30 inches, so that the

Grass which grows around may not have any inju-

rious effect upon the bark, and that a free current of

air may at all times be secured beneath and amongst

it. The bark is placed across these rails, and sorted

as neatly as possible, care being taken to see that a

sufficient number of large pieces is laid at the

bottom to prevent the smaller portions from falling

through, and the largest pieces of all are reserved

to act as covers ; these should be neatly laid on,

with the fleshy side downwards, and maintained in

their position during rainy or damp weather, but

in fine days they may be removed, which is an un-

doubted advantage both to themselves and to that

which they are designed to protect. Having it thus

laid on the stages, little more is required to cure it,

except in extremely wet seasons, when it will have to

be turned over occasionally ; and it is at such times

as these that the absolute necessity of careful strip-

ping is felt, and its advantages enjoyed. If the sap

is good, and if the work of stripping is neatly per-

formed, it will be found that the bark is taken off

all round the tree without breakage, and in pieces of

not less than 2 feet in length ; in which case, it

assumes its original shape as soon as it begins to

dry, and being thus formed like a tube, it becomes

The last point to explain is the most important of

all. namely the cost at which the work can be per-

formed, and the market value of the produce. In

showing this Mr. Thomson furnishes the particulars

of the operations of one year, in which he prepared

for sale rather more than 133 tons, the season being

considered to be a good average one. He however

begs the reader to call to mind the unhealthy state

of his woods and the high rate of wages in the

neighbourhood. He does not give an account of the

expense of felling trees, because this item should be

charged against the timber, for the trees may have to

be cut down at any rate, whether they are afterwards

stripped or not.

Expense incurred in stripping 133 tons of Oak bark in the manner
above described

:

—
2311 £ days of a woman, at Is. per diem

306i

523i
76
170*

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.
do.

do.

lOd.

8d.
Id.

6d.

it

t>

»»

£115 11 6
12 15 2*
17 8 10
2 4 4
4 5 3

£152 5 li

This shows the expense of stripping to be only

11. 2s. 10|c?. per ton.

Expense of cubing 133 tons of bark, as abovt described:—

10$ davs of a lad erecting stages, at Is. per diem, £0 10

132£ days of a boy or girl setting up lOd. .. 5 10

1123 do. do.

39$ do. do.

93 do. do.

6£ do. do.

8d.

Id.
6d.

id.

tt

ti

»t

it

3 15
1 3

2 6

2

6

2

6

2

£13 BJ

Or 2s. a ton.

Expense of stacking 133 tons of bark, including cartage:—

29 days of a man and] horse at 6s. per diem, £8 14

days of a labourer,50

33f do. do.

49i days of a woman,
90 do. do.

82 do. do.

if do. ,
do.

100f do. do.

3s.

2s.

Is.

Gd.

10d.
8d.

Id.

6d.

it

if

?i

»
it

it

7 10
4 4 l\

2 9 3
3 15

5 10
1

2 10 a

£29 9 10*

Or something less than 45. 6d. per ton.

Hence it appears that the whole expense incurred

in stripping, curing, and storing Oak bark, in a dis-

trict of country where the highest rate of wages in

Britain is paid to labourers, amounts to only

1/. 9s. Ad. per ton ; and Mr. Thomson adds, in

proof of the satisfactory manner in which the bark

was prepared, that not a single complaint was

made against its quality, and that he received

nearly impervious 10 water. Stripped as above rather more than the highest rate paid xorjhm
described, and laid carefully upon the drying stages in the same neighbourhood during the year to wmcn

to a moderate thickness, without being closely com- these calculations refer.
ov

.

OT,,.

pressed, it will be found that, in ordinary seasons,
|

In a postscript he further states that his experience

very little loss will be experienced from mildew
;

during the present year (1855) corroborates all tne

but if any of the operations are negligently per- foregoing remarks, especially as regards exPen™U1*;

formed, it is probable that even one-half of the There is on hand an estimated quantity of lib tons

. .* r . > * . __ • • j _c 1 1. ~i...:*nnA rt ff raw iinVtoaithv trees, cured in
quantity prepared may be more or less injured.

Mr. Thomson finds storing bark in stacks to be

under every circumstance preferable to housing.

On the day previous to that on which the bark is to

be stacked, a man is sent to prepare a suitable site for

it, and to clear away rubbish around the place.

The bottom of the stack is prepared by collecting a

sufficient number of peeled branches and rough

boughs of trees, so that the heap may be raised to a

height of at least 18 inches from the ground, in

order that a full current of air may have access at

all times, and to prevent water from stagnating

beneath it. The bottom should be made perfectly

circular, from 12 to 14 feet in diameter, and

altogether similar to that of a corn-stack. Twelve

feet will generally be found high enough to build the

body of the stack, which should be allowed gradually

to swell in its proportions as it advances in height,

until it attains an extreme diameter of from 15 to 17

feet at the eaves ; this is done, as in the case of corn-

of bark, stripped off very unhealthy trees, cured in

the usual manner, and stacked in most excellent

condition at an aggregate expense of 166/. Is. 5rf.,

or 1/. 8s. 2d. per ton, while labourers' wages con-

tinue at the rate quoted in the preceding tables.

We venture to think that this statement merits tne

attentive consideration of country gentlemen, now

that the bark season is at hand.

Few phenomena in the vegetable world are more

surprising than the rapidity with which a UseW
produces thousands of blossoms is relieved of ail,

except those which not only have been fully fer-

tilised, but which in consequence of supenoi

strength take the lead at the expense of their
;
neigh-

bours, and are destined to produce perfect fruit. >vc

have lately been watching with much interest in tbe

hope of throwing some light on the matter, the for-

mation and fall of the young fruit m **£*"
Pear tree. The fruit in the first instance I*

feet at the eaves ; this is done, as in tne case or corn- rear iree. xuc «u*u *r ~~
impossible for the

stacks, to throw all the water which may fall upon admirably, insomuch that it was "^^J^
and run down the roof right off the eaves on to the ; tree to support such a crop as wa p

ground. The roof is constructed in a conical form, A portion therefore, must of ™^™\°foet
' * •"

way, had not some weeks of inclement ™*
com; in aid of the requisite failure. The cold was

not, however, such as to do more than depress the

vitality of the fruit, in consequence °* ™c*™
tissues ceased to swell, the chlorophyll lost it green

tint and its separation became n
ff

fal

ft^ floured
the healthv and vigorous growth of its more favoured

and is drawn to a point as sharp as possible. A .._,, .

_--
. ..

stack of these dimensions will be found to contain come in aid of the requisite failure

from 14 to 15 tons of timber bark, and from 12 to

13 of sapling.

The necessary preliminaries being made, if the

bark has to be carted from an average distance of

300 yards, two single-horse carts will lead in one u^ *»*»; "UV?V~"£7™mm» vervapt tocom-
day as much as will constitute a stack of the above companions. As ailing tumegwe very y ^

- * ' "'municate a fatal taint to neauny ^ xl_ 4 4il1
-

ftdimensions. It is important that each stack should

be completed on the same day in which it is begun,

lest rainy weather should set in, and spoil the bark.

A man is wanted to assist the carter in loading, and

two or three lads will be required to pick up any

small pieces which may fall off the stages or out of

municaie a iaiai umu. ^ — *. .* ., . *!.:-

which thev are in contact, it is requisite thrums

separation should take place as soon as possible alter

thrown oV I or in other words, how is to stal^

the man's arms. During the erection of the stack,
j

separate from the »-JTIJSb of a member

the labourers must throw aside all the large pieces
j

known that in animals » f^ ^^ ]aee g,

until it is built to the eaves ; these are then becomes dead, a t « F
of fte t01&

placed on as the stack progresses, exactly in the same the sound PogMtfMg Altitude of new cells

manner as slates are put on a house. If this is of ordinary ™ fl«™£"j
ed which gradually press

neatly done, no portion of the bark will receive the
|

are in con*« 8S on falls away. In the

least injurv from weather, even though subjected to forward and the diseased ponion
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vegetable kingdom, where there are so few indica- I as delicious as those obtained with due precautions hum

tions of vital heat,' a process precisely similar in its a wall with a good aspect.

phases cannot be expected, but if we mistake not,

something closely analogous takes place, by means of

which the dead part is pushed off. When the

young fruit is just ready to fall, if a slight degree of

violence is used, the union is easily broken. If then

the disc by which the fruit and branchlet were

united be examined, it will be found to exhibit a

granular appearance, from the presence of a number

of almost free cells, which are often as white as

snow, and are either thinly dusted over the surface,

or form a rather thick stratum. These cells are

generated at the point of demarcation between the

dead and living tissues, and as they increase

have a tendency to throw off the dead or dying

fruit stalk exactly as the new animal growth does

the putrid slough. They are dissolved instantly in

strong sulphuric acid ; on the contrary, they do not

yield to caustic potash, and with iodine and sul-

When we examine the gardens of the ancient religious

establishments of the country, we find there are still

many vestiges to attract the attention of the observer.

These gardens are divided into several compartments by

walls of 7, 8, 10, or 15 feet high, furnished with copings

which project from 12 to 18 inches according to the

height of the wall, and at the bottom of these walls are

raised sloping borders, 6 to 8 feet wide. For the best

aspect, facing the south-east, south, or south-west, the

protection of a still higher wall is afforded. It was on

these, according to the testimony of the old friars, that

fruit trees which would not succeed elsewhere in gardens

were cultivated. The riches of these institutions

permitted the erection of these costly but durable and

useful structures. At the present day all these precau-

tions are not taken, even in the gardens of the wealthy;

yet the injuries to fruit trees in spring, and

consequent losses of crops, are such that it is

high time to adopt remedial means. Recourse

is had to copings, which shelter the blossoms

phuric acid the outer coat becomes blue, while the \ from gnow and iate frosts. Some employ mats of

wi tmoronmi q mnftpr within rpmflins VftllOW. 1 hev -..noliae ctrmr t\t* Pimcin win Others ar^ain have

1

1
1

..

•a

step the

the same
are often

easily

of a pen-
re-

nitrogenous matter within remains yellow,

are then nothing more than ordi-

nary parenchymatous cells, very

similar to those which occur on the

walls of accidental cavities in Phae-

nogams, but unlike them, instead

of being studded with little raised

points they are perfectly smooth.

While this action is in progress in

the young shoots, the old axile

portions from which the peduncles

of last year's fruit were separated "h L^

—

in autumn are undergoing a some-
what similar process, though a more
gradual one. Wherever a bract or

leaf was situated on the new effete

axis separation takes place, de-

scending step by step till the whole
is removed. Four or five irregular

fissures are formed in this way
before final separation is accom-
plished, and at every

disc is powdered with

glistening cells, which
so abundant as to be
moved with the point

knife.

The chemical reaction of these

cells is just the same as in the other

case, and there is nothing to con-

firm the notion of Sciiacht that

the fall of dead organisms is due to

the formation of cork cells. It is

very possible that after long ex-
posure to the air they may alter

their chemical characters, but this

is a different matter to the produc-
tion of cork cells in such a posi-

tion before separation, and we can
ourselves bear witness that after

they have become perfectly brown
from exposure, their chemical re-

action remains just the same as

before. A similar process in all

probability takes place in those
cases where branches of some
thickness separate spontaneously by
a circular fissure, and something
of the same kind may exist even
where there is at each bud a transverse interrup-

tion of continuity in the pith. M. J. B.

We observe that Mr. Forrester, in his new wine
circular, gives a very gloomy account of the

Portuguese vineyards. The hi^h position which his

growths obtained in the French Exhibition, where out

of 24 samples of Port wine exhibited by growers,
and approved of by the j ury, fourteen were those of

his firm, entitles his statements to particular attention.

It appears that the stock of wines in Oporto does
not now amount to more than 5000 pipes of 1853.

30,000 pipes of 1854, and 20,000 pipes of 1855 of

all qualities. Choice old wines in the hands of

native holders for sale to exporters, cannot be
estimated at more than 7000 pipes—for which
fabulous prices are demanded ; and it now appears,

not only that the proprietors, anticipating ajrenewal
of the blight, have dibbled Indian Corn into the

rugged grounds amongst their Vines, but that a

new disease caused by an insect has made its appear-
ance, and threatens the Vines of Portugal with the
fate of those in Madeira and Teneriffe.

ON THE CULTURE OF PEACHES, APRICOTS,
AND VINES UNDER A MOVEABLE GLAZED
STRUCTURE.

All cultivators of fruit trees know that the Peach,
Apricot, and Vine are natives of much warmer climates
than those of England and Belgium. We have not yet
succeeded in obtaining in our latitudes, by means of seed,
varieties hardy enough to bear, in the open ground, fruits

rushes, straw, or Russia mats. Others again have

.— *'.<- -
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trained horizontally, for by that mode they occupy least

space, they are pruned at the fall of the leaf in November

and properly cleaned. With regard to the Peach and

Apricot trees they are not pruned, but merely cleaned,

and the branches trained and nailed in their natural

direction from the centre of the tree. Towards the end

of February the moveable structure is placed against

the wall.

As soon as the fruit is set, and in a fine day in April

or May the moveable structure is taken off from the

Peaches and Apricots, in order to perform the operations

of disbudding, pinching, and the removal of old

exhausted branchlets. The fruits are thinned at the

same time by cutting them through the middle, and the

leading shoots are nailed in. If insects appear they are

killed by sprinkling with tobacco water, which no insect

can withstand ; afterwards the trees are syringed with

clean water. The wall is left uncovered for a day or

two if the weather is favourable ; but if not, these opera-

tions are performed without taking down the structure.

It remains up till the Peaches and Apricots have nearly

arrived at maturity, which is about three weeks or

a month before ripe fruits can be obtained from

unprotected walls. The period of ripening depends, of

course, upon the season being more or

less favourable. The sashes when taken

off are laid aside till the following

spring, whilst the trees exposed to the

influences of the atmosphere regain

their vegetation and productive vigour

for the following year.—/. De Jonghc.

Explanation of the Figures.—The
frame shown in the drawing was

placed against a wall of a new con-

struction, and which has existed for

more than 25 years. The wall is

formed of a framework of Oak, form-

ing squares, in which are set on edge

two courses thick of blue paving tiles,

9 inches square, so as to break joint

This wall is 6 \ feet high, and is covered

by a board, ar, which serves for a

coping, and is supported from sash to

sash by pieces of wood, y. In the

coping boards are fixed hooks which

hook into two eyes on each sash.

The sashes rest upon Oak posts, z,

fixed in the ground to the depth of

3 feet 3 inches. Each post supports

the ends of two sashes, which rest

partly on the one and partly on the

other, as at w. The sashes S are

made of Pine, and are framed and

glazed in the ordinary way. The in-

tervals between the posts are closed

up in severe frosts by straw mats,

t, t, t
t
which can be removed at plea-

%
sure. They are kept from blowing

*
in or out by being tied to laths nailed

to the posts.

This is so easily moved that the

whole of it, though 58 feet 4 inches

in length, can be removed by two men
in 8 minutes, and again replaced

in 12 minutes. When the moveable

part of the structure has been taken

down, there only remain the posts,

the use of which no one would suspect.

Besides effecting its principal object

—

the protection of fruit trees, such as

the Peach, Apricot, and Vine, &c.

the structure serves at the same

time for the production of early vege-

table crops, for which purpose a border

3£ feet wide is available.

The expense of the entire structure

was at Brussels 71. 0s. 9d.9
or about 2s. od. per

foot run. It is composed of the following items :—

St*

lit • •* • * t

r * t

*
• * t

*
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moveable glass structures, which appear to me to be

preferable to all other modes of protection. By means

of these we have seen produced Peaches, Apricots, and

Grapes, perfectly formed, and of a delicacy and flavour

beyond which nothing could be desired. We have seen

one of these structures in the garden of Mr. Charles

Van der Straeten, at Texelles lez Bruxelles. This

garden is situated on the highest part of the environs

of the city. The; ground is cold and stiff during winter,

but the layer of vegetable soil is very deep.

The moveable structure represented in the foregoing

plan is placed against a wall, facing the south-west,

composed of tiles 9 inches square. All details respect-

ing the wall and moveable structure are given in the

explanation to the plans ; some remarks as to the fruit-

trees, and the period when the structure is put up, may

however, be given.

The wall being constructed of tiles, and the joints

being perfectly filled up with plaster, no refuge is

afforded on its surface for insects. This is a circum-

stance worthy of note. Against the wall is placed a

trellis work of round rods attached to the uprights of

the Oak framework at the distance where the reflection

of heat is greatest. This is another point to be noted.

After the Vines have been three jears planted and

Carpenter's waees
Cost of wood (Oak and Pine)

Smith's work
Oil, white lead, and putty ...

Straw
Glass
Gratuity to the gardener

The glazing, painting, and making the straw

mats, having been done by the gardener at

spare times in winter, are not taken into

account.
Total expense

Charles Van der Straeten.

£. s. d.

l 2 11
2 15

9 5
13 7
2 4

2 5 6
5 7

««« £7 9

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXXII.

*^l84. Vulnera. (Wounds).—The most conspicuous

and indeed often the most serious wounds, are those

which affect the branches and trunk or their investing

bark It is well known that the bark of a tree cannot

be removed to any great extent without the probability

of very serious injury. A principal part of the

ascending sap passes through the young wood, and if

the surface of it dries up in consequence of exposure,

a portion of the supply is cut off from the upper

branches. Life may be supported feebly for a year or

two, inasmuch as a small quantity of sap is conveyed by

older lavers of wood, but except in rare cases the supply

is not sufficient for the exigency, and death at length

ensues. The Lime tree at Fontainbleau is a case of

long sustained vitality where the bark and subjacent

wood-rings had been decayed to some depth, and it is

related by Prosper Alpinus that in the sixteenth century

there was a Sycomore Fig at Memphis of very ancient

date under which there was a tradition that the infant
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Saviour had rested with his parents, and of which the I of Glasnevin, a Nymphsea sent to him by Dr. Lehmann

,wood w: sin consequence much sought for relics. In spite, of Hamburgh, under the name of N Guineensis
however, of the constant destruction of the outer layers, (This is undoubtedly the same as the plant cnl-
hfe was still carried on.* In some cases of accidental tivated here and elsewhere, and figured in the
or wilful removal of the bark, fresh tissue will be thrown

j

" Botanical Magazine" as N. micrantha. I mention
out fr.m the medullary rays, provided the surface is

j

this, as Lehmann himself refers the N. micrantha of
moist ...id protected from the air. This happens occa-

|
the » Botanical Magazine" to N. vivipara, Lehm., the

[May 24, 1856.

siona lly without any protection, but the safer course
where it is de.-irable to insure recovery is to protect the
surf-ice by some covering, taking care however that the
air is not so confined as to encourage the growth of
mould to the destruction of the infant tissue. Bruises
are sometimes more fatal than actual decortication,
where the affected surface is not large, because the
tissues are apt to decompose and an ulcerated condition
to en.^ue. The mere less of sap is seldom of any material
consequence. In such cases the best treatment is un-
doubtedly to remove the injured bark, and the exposed
surface will after a time be covered with bark, if no
granu'ations appear upon its surface. Serious decay will
yery rarely take place upon a surface thus exposed.

485. The wood, however, as well as the bark
may be involved in injury, whether intentional or
accidental. In one of the most indispensable opera-
tions of horticulture, pruning, wounds are con-
stantly made, without affecting ultimately the health
of the plant. The exposed portion either is covered
in a year or two with new growth, or the wood
dies down to the next bud, withers up, and all trace is

lost as the new bud increases. A lit' le caution, how-
ever, is necessary in trees which produce stone fruit, as
gumming may ensue from injudicious or careless treat-
ment. Where the branches are lar^e it is a question
whether it is better to cut them off' as close to the trunk
as possible or not. There is, however, no doubt that

description of which latter corresponds in many
respects with that of the large blue form of the so-
called N. micrantha before mentioned. Dr. Planchon,
in his " Etudes sur les Nympheacees," refers the N. mi-
crantha of the " Botanical Magazine" to N. Guineenais
of Schumacher ; the original N. micrantha of Guillemin
and Perrottet is supposed by him to be a form of
N. coerulea, and is not, as far as I know, in cultivation.
From the same source also we have received a

Nymphiea called by Dr. Lehmann N. pcecila. With
us this plant is perfectly undistinguishable from that
form of Nymphsea coerulea known in cultivation as
N. cyanea. Perhaps it may be as well to remark that
the plant often grown in this country as N. cyanea, is

the true blue Water Lily of the Nile, as an inspection
of specimens in the herbarium, as well as of the figures
in Delile's Egypt and Ventenat's Jardin de la Mal-
maison shows. The South African N. scutifolia is also

generally cultivated under the name of N. coerulea,
from which it differs in the absence of purple spots on
the uuder side of the leaves, and on the sepals, in the
obtuse form of the latter, which are also somewhat
"hooded" at the points, and in the elliptic form of the
unexpanded flower bud, &c. In the true N. coerulea
the acute sepals are flat at the apex, not blotched, and
the flower bud is pyrami-'al and acutely pointed.

Dr. Hooker, in his recently published and invaluable
"Flora Indica," p. 240, cites Professor Henslow as

in the first case the wound will heal up more completely, ! failing to find any character whereby to distinguish
and With less danger of decay. The removal of large
branches indeed can seldom be necessary, except where
the cultivator has been too tardy in the removal of
superfluous wood. The great art of pruning is to pro-
vide, not only for the present and following year, but for
future contingencies. Where it is requisite to head
down a tree, large wounds cannot be avoided, but even
in these cases horizontal sections should be as infrequent
as possible, or there will be danger of decay from
moiVure resting on the surface and penetrating the
tissue?.

4l)j. In some cases, however, it may be needful to
remove considerable branches which have been injured
by win lor other causes. Where this is the case it is

still advisable to cut as close to the trunk as possible,
for if not there will certainly be a decayed place in it

which will greatly injure the value of the wood.
Several plans have been proposed of protecting the cut
surface, and these are just as applicable to the cases
mentioned in the foregoing paragraph. The object is
to apply some varnish or cement, which shall not be so
thick as to impede growth at the <*lge, or shall not
be of such an irritating nature as to affect the neigh-
bouring living tissues, but which shall effectually pre-
vent the admission of moisture and the growth of those
fungi which are so injurious to timber. The best of
thesp is that given in Lindley'a " Guide to the Orchard
and Kitchen Garden," pp. 507, 508, and which is com-
mon lv called Forsyth's. One bushel of fresh cow-dung
is intimately mixed with halt a bushel of lime rubbish,
as from ceilings, the same quantity r) f wood ashes, and
1-1 6th of a bushel of river sand, all finely sifted. The
edges of the wound and surface being made perfectly
smooth, the composition is laid on about one-eighth of
an inch in thickness, care being taken to thin it gradu-
ally off at the edges. A powder of wood ashes, and one-
sixth of the same quantity of burnt bones is then
applied with a dredger till the whole is covered, allowing
it to remain half an hour to absorb the moisture.
More powder is then rubbed on with the hand
till the whole acquires a dry smooth surface. The
composition is best applied in" a liquid state, and may
be made of the proper consistence by mixture with
urine or soap-suds and laid on with a brush. The
surface will want occasional examination to see that the
plaster is not removed by the growth of the young
bark. AT. J. B. J 6

Nymphsea alba from N. odorata,when growing together
in the same pond. There is, however, a difference
in the number and arrangement of the intercel-
lular canals in the flower and leaf stalks of
the two plants. In N. odorata there are four large
central canals, surrounded by a few of very much
smaller calibre. The same arrangement exists in
N. odorata minor, and in N. pygmea. In N. alba there
are aho four central canals, but these are surrounded by
a great number of tubes of nearly the same size as
the central ones. The other species of Nymphrea that
I have examined differ, not only in the arrangement of
the canals, but also in the fact that there is a different
disposition of the tubes in the leal and flower stalks,
instead of the arrangement being the same in both
organs as in the species referred to. Maxwell
Masters.

NYMPHiEAS.
There are at present in the stove tank at the

Oxford Botanical Gardens some Nymphreas, which if they
do not contribute to the unravelling of the complicated
synonymy of the genus to which they belong, at least
add another instance of the great powers of variation
possessed by these beautiful plants. For the last five
years, a plant in all respects like that figured in the
•Botanical Magazine," tab. 4535, under the name of
ISymphasa micrantha, has been cultivated here by Mr.
Baxter. That most successful cultivator has drawnmy attention to what he thinks a variety of that
plant or possibly a hybrid. It is three or four times
larger than the N. micrantha of gardens. The sepals
are marked on the outside with small linear blackish
spots, the petals are of a pale blue colour, and the
flowers have the same scent as those of N. coerulea. In
orm, m the remarkable bulbiferous character of the
eaves, and in all other respects there appears to be
little or no difference between it and the so-called
i>. micrantha. For purposes of cultivation the large
scented blue form will, doubtless, be preferred, and it is
equally readily propagated by its bulbills.

curing the last year, too, we received from Mr. Moore,

* J- H. L'rsini, Arboretum Biblicum Nor. 1699.

Home Correspondence.
The Highland Pine.— Is there any real distinction

between the Highland Pine and the Scotch Fir ? and if
there is, which is the best ? I see in many nursery-
men's catalogues they are offered as two distinct kinds.
[There is much difference of opinion on this subject.
Both are Pinus sylvestris—but they are probably
distinct varieties.]

Easy and effectual mode of fumigating Conserva-
tories.—Take some coarse brown paper, cut itinto squares
of about 16 inches. Soak them in a strong solution of
nitre

;
put them by to dry. Spread them out flat, and

cover the surface thinly over with tobacco ; then begin
at one of the corners, and roll it up as the cook does a
roll pudding

; tie the middle with a thread and also the
two ends. Having shut up the house and made all
ready, p'ace two or three pieces of lath across an empty
flower pot, and upon these lay three or four of these paper
rolls—light them at both ends, and leave them to do
their work, which they will do most effectually. In
half an hour you will find the green-fly, &c., destroyed.
Give a slight syringing next day and your plants will be
found to be perfectly clean. If the conservatorv is
very large, it will be necessary to remove the plants
affected to some smaller compartment. These rolls
should not be made up till wanted, as the paper will
contract moisture, and so will not burn freely. Dry
the papers at the fire previously to making the rolls.
The above may be nothing new, but I have found the
greatest benefit from it G. Lcapingwell, Cambridge.

Charcoal.—« The wood charcoal may be burnt in a
room without a chimney, as Mr. Ladlin has deprived it
o( all noxious effluvia."—The above is copied from an
advertisement in the Gardeners' Chronicle for last week,
p. 325, and I venture to call your attention to it ; for
although you are of course not responsible for'any
statement thus made, yet I think you would not willingly
be the means of diffusing a falsehood which might cau4
the most fatal consequences. Pray therefore inform
those of your readers who are liable to be deceived by
it, that it is charcoal itself, and not any extraneous
matter which when burnt produces the deadly gas
carbonic acid, and that if used without a chimney it is
all the more dangerous for being pure, from the absence
of any unpleasant smell which might serve to give
warning to those inhaling the gas. P. W. /., Guildford.
[Undoubtedly It is a very dangerous statement ; and
it Mr. Lsdhns assertion should lead to fatal conse-
quences he is likely to find himself in the presence of a
coroner.]

Beating and Ventilating.—I imagine my simple plan
for commanding a free and continuous ventilation with
warm and moist air will answer very well in most
instances, from the trials I have made. My new house
now in progress is about 40 feet by 12 feet inside, with

a sunk walk a foot deep in the centre ; throughputs*
whole length brickwork is carried up from the bottom
of the walk to 1 8 inches above the surface on either
side. Prepared 4-inch earthen pipes (carefully luted}
are laid on the ground, and the ends of these are fixed
into small brick and cement tanks (one tank at each
end of the house and one in the centre), in lengths of
about 19 feet each ; there are four pipes lying parallel to
each other, and a fifth below, from the bottom of the
tank furthermost from the boiler, as a return pipe

j the
whole are enclosed in a chamber 9 inches in height by
4 feet wide ; slates are laid over it, and on this is about
9 inches of a free sandy earth, for a hot bottom for
plunging, propagating, &c. In the front wall on a level
with the ground are apertures 9 inches high and 2 feet
long, leading directly into the heated chamber

; tfiese
openings are commanded by sliding doors of slate, and
in the interior of the house, in the side brickwork' next
tlie front of the centre sunk walk, are also openings
from the chamber 9 inches high by 3 feet long, with
sliding slate doors, four in number ; both within and
without these doors will be kept open more or less night
and day. In the back at the top of the house are
openings with shutters and regulators. Thus all the
air admitted into the hou»e must pass by the openings
in front, through the heated chamber, into the house
and as. ending makes its escape through the apertures
>n the back wall, the tank supplying the necessary
degree of moisture to the air. The tanks can be opened
at pleasure, and one or more of the pipes plugged at
each end to regulate the heat. The plan is economical
and simple. It may not answer all the requirements
desired by many, but I believe that it will be found to
answer very well. I have had in a small greenhouse,
from which I could not keep out the frost, a few Den-
d robes, Stanhopeas, Lselias, Odontoglossum, a Peristeria,
Platycerium grande, Eschynanths, Hoya bella, Renan-
thera, Cattleya, and other things generally coddled
through the winter ; they look rather sulky, but they
have survived, and some or all show evidences of
returning vigour. Thomas Ingle, M.D.

Peat Plants.—Pray recommend everybody in the
south of England with peat soil to grow Arbutus mollis
and tomentosa, Andromeda formosa, and all the
Illiciums— they are all beautiful with me. I think some
plants resist frost better in peat than other soil ; but
this is theory. S.

The Mustard Tree of Scripture.—In Stanley's " Sinai
and Palestine," p. 419, allusion is made to this quasi
tree, and in a note Professor Royle is said to nearly
identify it with the Salvadora persica, which "is reported
to grow in the neighbourhood of Damascus, in the valley
of the Jordan, and on the shores of the lake of Genne-
sareth." Can you tell us what this Salvadora is ? It
ought to be half hardy and of easy culture here. It is

strange that it should never have been introduced. I
cannot find the name either in Paxton or Loudon. I at
one time thought the Broussonetia papyrifera to be the
scriptural Mustard tree ; I suppose merely because its

seeds are so like Mustard in form, size, and colour, only
not of so bright a yellow. T. R. y

Herts. [The Salva-
doras are Persian and Indian trees of no beauty, and
only fit for Botanic Gardens.]

Horticultural Society.—The fate of the gardens of this
Society at Chiswick appears tome to be quite a national
question. Considering the vast influence which the
Society, through its gardens, has had upon horticulture
not only in England but throughout the world, which
is especially testified toby Mr. Behrens' noble offer, and
as I attribute to this the great improvement in the
cultivation of plants (though hardly enough recognised)
and the increased interest in and love for gardening,
it would seem a sin to break up the very valuable
establishment at Chiswick. The question is now
whether the gardens are to be given up or whether the
sum of 5000J. can be raised by the 24th of June, with
which an experiment and a bold push may be made to
restore them to their pristine glory and usefulness.
This is really a very trifling sum, and it does behove
all lovers of gardens to come forward and add their

mite to so good an object. I believe—independently of

the numbers of rare trees that are to be found at

Chiswick and which are too large to be removed—that

the collection of fruit trees is the most perfect in the
world, and the value of such a store as an authority
and for the supply of varieties throughout the king-

dom is incalculable. For this alone the public ought
not to allow the garden to be destroyed. I will only

add that the more I think of it the more per-

suaded I feel that the experiment of two exhibitions

at Chiswick this year (I say two lest one day should be

unpropitious) ought to be tried, and I could pretty well

guarantee that they would prove highly successful.

There are numbers whom I know who think the same.

There have been abundant causes for the failing funds

derived from them during the last two years, but this

season of peace and rejoicing can hardly be supplied

with too much amusement, so that rival exhibitions

must not be thought of. I have made inquiry among
some of the leading nurserymen, and they are most

willing to exhibit at Chiswick, although there are of

course the exhibitions in Regent's Park and at the

Crystal Palace. As to the latter I am by no means in-

clined to consider it so formidable a rival as some

people. The prizes are certainly high and the place

attractive ; but for the fashionable world it is far less

accessible than Chiswick ; and provided the weather be

fine the promenade through those delightful gardens,

along the broad turf and under the shade of the trees,

is to most people more agreeable than the thronged
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nave and galleries of the Crystal Palace, beautiful though

thev be. The drive is far more easily and conveniently

made from the West End to Chiswick, than by the

different broken xoutes to Sydenham Hill. I would
therefore urge on the authorities to prepare imme-»

diately for two exhibitions at Chiswick ; and I feel con-

fident, out of love and gratitude to the old place, such

will be the interest in the public mind, that the

memory of old times will revive ; and as has always

(with the exception of the last two years) been the case,

the result would recur again, viz., a handsome surplus

over expenditure would be handed over to the funds of

the Society. An Oldish F.B.&., May 21.

the bottom of Poole Harbour, soaking in water as salt
as that of the ocean, and had retained their vitality until

in this way brought under influences which resulted in
their healthy vegetation. 3. On the Homopterous In-
sects of Singapore, Malacca, &c, by F. Walker, Esq.

&t>cirtie0*

JlfttfCt* of 13ooIt£ 9

Linnean, May 6.—The President in the chair. Mr.
Gaskoin exhibited some of the jumping seeds, described

by Sir W. J. Hooker and Mr. Westwood in the Kew
Journal of Botany, the motion of which is due to the

larva of a email moth enclosed in the seed. The follow-

ing papers were read :— 1. On the Action of Sea Water
on the Germination of Seeds, by C. Darwin, Esq. The
seeds experimented on were placed in bottles filled with

salt water artificially prepared to resemble sea water,

and were submitted to different degrees of temperature,

without however any apparent influence resulting from
the latter conditions. Other seeds were also experi-

mented on by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley, these having

been immersed in sea water at Ramsgate for about a
month. The results of both series of experiments were
embodied in this paper. The total number of kinds of

seeds experimented on amounted to 87, and of these 23,

or more than one-fourth, did not endure 28 days' im-
mersion. The seeds of Capsicum were affected in the

least degree, for 30 out of 56 seeds planted germinated
well after 137 days' immersion. Of Celery seed, im-
mersed for the same period, only six out of several
hundreds germinated. Those most affected were the
dwarf Kidney Beans and Hibiscus Manihot, both of

which were killed by 11 days' and common Peas by 14
days' immersion. Tussilago Farfara germinated under
water after nine days ; but the young plants kept alive for

sometime. Those affected in tbe next degree were found
to be Phlox Drummondi, Trifolium incarnatum, Linum
usitatissimum, and Sin.ipis nigra, very few of which sur-

vived 15 days' immersion. As general results, three out of

17 endogens and 20 out of 70 exogens were killed by 28
days' immersion. This fact, together with the marked
powers of endurance in the Atriplex, Beta, Spinacia, and
Kheum—lower organised exogens, Mr. Darwin thought
accorded and was perhaps connected with the fact, so

much insisted on by M. de Candolle, of the wider range
of the endogens, and of the lower; organised exogens,
than of the higher exogens. Four Solanacese and two
Umbelliferse endured the salt water very well, and each
of these groups furnished one of the longest survivors
of all the species tried. Of lOCompositce only one wm
killed by a month's immersion. Of eight Cruciferse,
all withstood the influence well excepting Sinapis nigra,
which was killed by 25 days' immersion, and three of
them survived 85 days. This power of endurance in the
seeds of this family was alluded to as perhaps surpris-
ing, considering the oil in their seeds. Of nine
Leguminosse, all resisted the salt water badly, with the
exception of the hard thin seeds of Mimosa seusitiva,

which germinated pretty well after 50 days ; three
species of Lupine seemed just able occasionally to with-
stand about 36 days' immersion, the seeds of the other
Leguminoste having all been killed in much shorter
periods. Mr. Darwin suspects, however, that it is the
water and not the salt which kills the Leguminosse : for
he found fresh " Reliance" Peas all killed by 13
days' immersion in pure water, and had been assured
that Kidney Beans were killed by immersion for a much
shorter period. The author stated in conclusion .his

conviction that of very few species, as far as we yet
know, are the seeds all killed by 10 days' immersion; tl at
some seeds would float for this period ; and that
under favourable conditions some plants might thus be
transported over arms of the sea 300 miles or more in
breadth. The paper was accompanied by an enumera-
tion of all the kinds experimented on, with a statement
of the results. 2. On the Vitality of Seeds after Pro-
longed Submersion in the Sea, by James Salter, Esq.
The object of this paper was to record that in 1843, on
the occasion of Poole Harbour being deepened, the
niud then brought up from the bottom of the harbour was
deposited several feet in thickness over a considerable
area by the shore, and in the following year was covered
by an abundant vegetation totally different from that of
the neighbouring shore, and consisting of Oats and
Barley in abundance, Epilobium hirsutum in profusion,
a few plants of Lysimachia vulgaris and Centaurea
calcitrapa, and many others which had not been noted.
None of these plants grew naturally in the vicinity, and
on the other hand none of the ordinary shore plants of
the neighbourhood appeared on this new made ground.
At the head of the harbour it appears that the river
rrome end the river Piddle discharge their waters into
it, and Mr. Salter asks :—" Is it too much to suppose
that the seeds from which these plants sprung had fallen
into the rivers in various parts of their course, had
gone with their waters into the harbour, and ultimately
reached the position from which the mud and they bad
been collected »»' This explanation seemed probable

;but whether received or not, Mr. Salter thought it was
an important fact not to be disputed that a variety of
seeds had been for a period, probably considerable, at

An Inquiry into the Nature of the Simple Bodies of
Chemistry. By D. Low, Esq., F.K.S.E. 3d ed.

8vo, pp. 286. A. & C. Black.

In this new edition of a work noticed by us in 1844 at

p. 103 of that year, Mr. Low endeavours to show by
new arguments that all the simple bodies of Chemistry
are compounds of hydrogen and carbon, with the ex-

ception of hydrogen and carbon themselves. We can
in no degree alter the opinion expressed in 1844. The
matter may be as Mr. Low believes It to be, but he
does not prove it to be so. Neither can any train of

argument however ingenious, or line of speculation

however probable, have weight in the absence of

chemical demonstration. If chemists are to admit that

oxygen is a compound body Mr. Low must decompose
it into hydrogen and carbon. Then indeed he will have
established his case so far as oxygen is concerned

—

but not till then. Nor does it give us confidence in the

justness of his views to find him dwelling so much upon
rare substances like Cerium, Lantanum, and Didy-

mium ; for if he could decompose such bodies he would
not be entitled to infer from such a circumstance that

other bodies which he cannot decompose are neverthe-

less decomposable.
Beyond these remarks we have nothing to say. The

work is undoubtedly one of great talent, and we have no
doubt that chemists will candidly adn.it that the author

has conducted his cause logically, learnedly, and skil-

fully, although, since they cannot apply to their science

the doctrines of probability, they may be unable to admit

that he has made out his case. It may be true that

sulphur is a compound of hydrogen and nitrogen, it

also may be true that gold is a mere condition of sulphur

combined with something else, and hence that gold is

reducible to hydrogen and nitrogen, but until it has been

60 reduced men of science must be pardoned for with-

holding their implicit assent to the theory. The learned

author's concluding remarks upon gold illustrate per-

fectly the manner^ in which he deals with his sub-

ject :

—

" From the enumeration given of the characters of

gold, it will be seen that it is not very closely associated

with any of the other single or undecomposed metals.

But it has various characters in common with sulphurets

of the metals, conducting us to the conclusion that it

contains sulphur ; and its external characters are those

of a sulphuret. It resembles so closely bisulphuret of

tin in certain states, that the two substances can
scarcely be distinguished by the eye, and it has an

almost equal resemblance to sulphurets of titanium and
cerium. It resembles likewise iron-pyrites in the bright

golden-yellow colour which distinguishes the latter sub-

stance. It resists the action of nitric and muriatic

acids separately, while it is rapidly acted upon by aqua
regia, which is likewise the case with other sulphurets

of metals, as cinnabar and bisulphuret of tin. Further,
when lightning has struck gilded ornaments they have
become blackened ; and it has been found, on analysing

held to be simple, have been proved to be resolvable into

simpler elements/'

June is a duodecimo volume by Mr. Stainton (Long-

mans), intended to point out the charms of that month,

which is the first of our English summer. The author

is an enthusiastic naturalist, who finds beauty in every
hedge, and objects to admire beneath every stone. He
describes the June of Scotland, of the Lakes, of Devon-
shire, of Sussex, and of London, each of which has its

peculiarities. In some respects his volume is written

too much in the ex catkedrd style, which does not im-

prove the sparkling passages ; but upon the whole it is

likely to interest the young who are naturalists either

in esse or in posse. His attack upon the boarding-
school system of exercising young ladies by marching
them in columns along a dusty road up to a certain

point, and " then right about face— and hack again "—

a

method of progression which he compares to that ** of

an ordinary 16-legued caterpillar," is amusing and true.

But we fear there is little chance of the gentle damsels
being permitted to exchange their formal march for a

wild run after insects and flowers. Before they

abandon Mangnall's Questions for natural history their

teachers must understand a little of the latter ; and

where are such teachers to be found in ladies'

boarding schools ?

Garden Merroranda.
Messrs. Veitch's Nursery, King's Roati, Chelsea.

—We need scarcely state that the spirit of improve-

ment is still active here. Since our last visit many
important alterations have been effected and others

are in hand. The square at the end of the prin-

cipal show house has recently been remodelled, laid

out and planted with much carp. The design selected

for it exhibits both taste and judgment, and the walks

being of different colours, some white with Derbyshire

spar and others surfaced with a beautiful warm yellow

gravel, have the effect of setting off the Rhododendrons

with which the beds are filled to much advantage. Bat
this is not all ; it will be remembered that three sides of

this square consisted of glass houses containing Orchids

and Pitcher plants, and that on the fourth side there

was only a bare wall. For the latter has now been sub-

stituted two neat span-roofed houses, one of which is

wholly occupied with Ferns, chiefly from Madeira, and

the other with Orchids in flower, intermixed with the

better varieties of Fern, while between them, forming

an entrance to the conservatory, has been put up

a neat and useful portico, thus completing in a convenient

and skilful manner the whole of the alterations

in this portion of the grounds. At the end of one of

the new houses just noticed has been formed in a

suitable corner out of doors a hardy Fernery in the

shape of terraces raised one above the other with

vitrified bricks for a centre piece, around which is a

walk, and beyond that similar terraces, which slope

back on all sides against the walls with which the place

is enclosed. The plants which are all in pots are

plunged in their places in coal ashes and peat, and over

the whole is to be thrown an awning of canvas. In this

cool and shady retreat are to be tried Madeira and other

Ferns, with a view to ascertain how far such varieties will

succeed under this kind of treatment. In the winter

time it is we believe however intended to give them

some additional protection. In a long strip of ground

contiguous to this Fernery is kept an extensive colic c-

the blackened matter, that the presence of sulphur was tion of herbaceous plants, among which we noticed the

distinctly indicated. But whence comes the sulphur ? new Delphinium cardinale. This is reported to be a

The hypothesis has been proposed that it accompanies plant of rare beauty and to posse ss a colour new to the

the thunder ; but it is more reasonable to believe that
|
genus to which it belongs. If the coloured plates

it exists in the gold, and has been evolved by the action

of the lightning. Gold, then, we may fairly assume,

contains sulphur, or the elements of sulphur ; and
further, this is no anomaly in the case of gold, since

other metals, we have seen, may be believed to contain

sulphur, or the elements of sulphur. The powder of

projection of the alchymists was probably in many cases

sulphur, or a compound of sulphur, and the resemblance

to gold which its action produced on tin and other

metals, was calculated to confirm these early chemists

in their visionary hopes. Yet we are not entitled to

ridicule the alch} mists. They were misled by a theory,

as we perchance may be misled by theories, and we must
remember bow many ages of experiment have passed

away ere we have arrived at the knowledge, such as it

is, which we now possess of the fundamental truths of

chemistry. Not only did these early chemists believe

that sulphur existed in gold, but some of them supposed

that gold was their principle of sulphur converted into

a metal. Nor was there anything very extravagant or

absurd in such a notion. Sulphur passes into selenium,

which may be termed a semi-metal, and into antimony,

which is a true metal ; and why, it may be asked, may
it not be supposed to pass into gold, which is likewise a

metal ? Gold, then, for anything we know to the con-

trary, may be a sulphuret, or even, founding on the

notion of the alchymists, sulphur itself, but brought to

the state of the most beautiful of the metals, by agencies

which we cannot command, and by means of that which

cannot enter into our experiments, a vast period of

time. Gold is manifestly the production of the earliest

periods in the geological history of the globe, and has

been produced under conditions which we can never

imitate. We cannot hope, like the alchymists, to form

gold by any agents at our command, but it is not beyond

the limits of a reasonable expectation that we may be

able to prove its compound nature by the agents which

we possess, and by means of which other bodies, before

which we have seen of it can be trusted (and we have

no reason to doubt their correctness), it is as rich a

scarlet as could well be desire ', prettily relieved in the

centre with yellow. It is a hardy perennial, and when

it shall have become known it cannot fail to be a great

favourite.

In the conservatory we observed two handsome

specimens of Chamaerops humilis, and in the glass-

covered promenade leading into it were various plants,

chiefly remarkable for fine foliage, but intermixed here

and there with Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and other

things in flower, so as to give the whole a dressy

appearance. Prominent among the latter may be

mentioned Deutzia gracilis in the form of tall standards

and Wistarias of similar shape. The latter were, how-

ever, past their best ; but it was stated that when they

were in full blossom they looked extremely well, and

with the Deutzias formed an agreeable contrast. In

this house we remarked one of tbe best specimens of

Thujopsis borealis perhaps in the country. It measured

quite 4 feet in height from the top of the pot, was close

and bushy, and altogether must be set down as one of

the handsomest of Conifers.

In the different Orchid houses several Phalsenopsis,

Cattleyas, Aerides, Dendrobes, and Oncids were in

flower, and a visit just now to the house in which

the Pitcher plants are kept is indeed a treat. The

centre bed is an open tank with inverted pots in it

for the plants to stand on, and thus situated, with a

nice warm steam continually risingamong them, they grow

with such vigour, and form pitchers in such profusion

as to rival, nay even probably excel, their wild beauty

and luxuriance. Tastefully intermixed with these

plants were numerous wide glass pans in which have

been placed examples of the Madagascar Water Yam
(Ouvirandra tenestralis). This wonderful plant, whose

skeleton leaves resemble beautiful network, is planted

in the bottom of these jars the soil in which is covered
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with Derbyshire spar, whose white appearance permits make their appearance, and stron
the lattice-like foliage to be seen and examined with
facility, while above it the water (which is filtered) is as
clear as crystal. These plants of themselves—for
they are numerous, Mr. Veitch having the whole
stock of it— would form objects of great interest,
but when we state that they are surrounded and backed
up with noble specimens of Nepenthes of every shape and
kind, from the rare and valuable N. lanata to the
great N. Rafflesiana itself—of which Messrs. Veitch have
succeeded in raising a considerable number of fine
seedling plants, which are already pitchedng freely

—

while in front are some splendid pots of variegated

o

ting air more freely while the fruit is colouring : for
Orchids, need it be wondered at that this house is consi- there is no chance of fruit of prime quality if the soil

stocky growth
secured by giving abundance of air, exposing the plants
to the night dews, and keeping the shoots stopped and
tied out as may be required, and otherwise attending to
the habit of the variety.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Where the quality of the fruit is the first

consideration, which it is or should be in every instance,
care must be observed to have the soil about the roots
in a rather dry state during the ripening period, and
where it can be done without injuring the rest of the
stock the atmosphere should be kept rather dry, admit-

May IS—Cloudy; fine tbroujchont.
17—Cloudy and fine ; rain at nijcht.—
,

1
«~H•"

ls
5
erou• Wl * h rain

-
*n <* some hail ; lishtnin* in the eTeaiaz— 19— " indy ; very fine throughout ; slight frost at night

""»•
— ^li— >ery fine throughout; slight fro*'.— -1—Very fine ; rain at night, and rery mild.— 22—Densely overcast

5 rain ; clear at night.
Mean temperature of the week .J deg. below the average
BECORD OF THK WEATHER AT CH1SW1CK.

During the last 30 years, for the ensuing week, ending May2l,iss6

May. Big
5£h

variegated and other plants raised on pedestals above
the water, while in the latter Nymphseas of different
.kinds grow luxuriantly and blossom most abundantly.
Nor must we omit to notice a house wholly devoted to
plants remarkable for fine foliage. The great merit
belonging to plants of this description is that they are
equally interesting in midwinter as in the height of
summer, and that, visit them when one will, if well
grown and in good order they always afford a source of
gratification and delight. The arrangement in this
house, with the view of producing the best effect, we
need not say is most complete, and it may therefore be
taken as a model of what all such houses ought to be.
The very fine specimen of Stephanotis floribunda which
covers the roof of one of the small stoves is already one
mass of bloom, a condition in which it will continue for
weeks to come.

Concerning the new plants now on sale in this esta-
blishment, we have nothing to add to what is given in
our advertising columns at p. 338, where all the more
important of them are fully described, and their respective
merits carefully pointed out. In the different orchard
houses we observed a good stock of young fruit trees
in pots, and in the houses devoted to the raising of Vines
from eyes was an excellent supply, including the new
and on all hands acknowledged excellent sort the Stock-
wood Golden Hamburgh. Associated with them were
also numbers of young plants of the Singleton Fig.
Along the sides of the main walk were arranged

several pairs of magnificent standard Bay trees, which
rose up from among small Conifers and other plants in
pots. The walks were in first-rate order, and every-
thing was neat and trim. In short, neatness both in-
doors and out is scrupulously observed here, a lesson
which it is to be hoped young men employed in this
establishment will not forget when they shall have been
transferred elsewhere to situations of trust on their own
account.

Sunday '2b

Mon. 2fi

lues. 27
Wed. •>

lis

bunches. Keep a sharp
houses where the fruit is

makes its appearance lose

water pipes with sulphur.

Miscellaneous.
Sale of Messrs. Loddiges* Orchids.—As was announced

at page 320 the first portion of this extensive collec-

tion of Orchids was brought to the hammer by Mr.
Stevens on Thursday and Friday, the 15th and 16th
inst. The following prices were obtained for some of

the more important lots :—A noble specimen of Vanda
Batemanni fetched 43/. Is. ; V. suavis, 101. 10*. ; V.
teres, 10 J. ; Aerides nobile, a very fine plant allied to

A. suavissimum, *21?. ; A. Schrbderi, 19/. 19s.; A.
quinquevulnera, 10/. ; A. odoratum maximum, 91. 10s. ;

A. Larpentse, 91. ; Saccolabium ampullaceum, 15/. ; S.

guttatum, 71. ; Coologyne Lowi alias asperata, 14/.; C.
pandurata, a fine plant allied to the last named species,

14/. ; Oncidium Harrison', 91. 10$. ; O. Lanceanum,
91. ; O. purpuratum, a species in the way of Lanceanum,
8?. ; Dendrobium densiflorum, 8/. ; D. Farmeri, 8/. 5s. ;

D. speciosum, 51. 5s.; D. chrysotoxum, 5/. 10s. ; D.
Kingianum, 3/. 5s. ; Lselia autumnalis, 61. 15s. ; L. cin-

nabarina, 51. 5s. ; L. Perrini, 4/. ; L. superbiens,
• 41. 15s. ; Epidendrum Stamfordianura, 4/. 5s. ; Cattleya

bicolor, 4/. ; C. lobata, 51. ; C. Candida, 5/. 10s. ; C.

crispa, 51. ; Lycaste Skinneri, 5/. ; Cypripedium barba-
tum, 51. 5s. ; Angraacum caudatura, 52. 5s. : A. ebur-
neum, 4/. 15s. ; Brassia gigantea, 3/. 10s. ; Eriopsis

triloba, 3/. 5s. Other lots, of which there were in all

380, fetched from 7s. to 21. 10s. each. The days fixed

for the sale of the second portion of this collection are
•Friday arid Saturday, the 30th and 31st of this month.

Calendar of Operations,
(For the ensuing week.)

trouble of collecting and placing together those
approaching ripeness, so as to be able to treat them
properly, would be well repaid. Now that we have
something like summer weather give air freely to the
growing stock, particularly in the case of plants that
may have been making rather weakly growth, but shut
up early in the afternoon, dewing the plants lightly with
the syringe, and sprinkling every available surface,
so as to secure a thoroughly moist atmosphere. Use
fire heat as sparingly as may consist with maintaing
the proper degree of temperature. Be very careful to
keep the plants properly supplied with water at the
root, and give plenty of manure water to those in vigo-
rous growth, and also to plants swelling their fruit.

Vineries.—Where Muscats are grown for a late crop
the night temperature of the house must not be allowed
to fall too low after the bunches begin to appear, and a
temperature of from 65° to 70° must be maintained
while the fruit is setting to ensure good sized, close

look out for red spider in

colouring, and if this pest

no time in coating the hot-

If not already done get the
litter removed from the outside borders, but if it is

found that the roots have crept up into it, which will

probably be the case where the Vines were started early
in the season, the decayed portion at the bottom should
be left, and every caution used not to disturb the young
roots. And if many roots are found at the surface it

will be necessary, alter removing the litter, to top-dress
the border to prevent these getting dried up ; a slight

coat of turfy loam, leaf soil, and horse- droppings will

answer very well for this purpose. See that the borders
of houses, where the fruit is swelling, are not allowed
to get too dry.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
In order that the proper keeping of the garden

may be as little interfered with as possible through the
litter and confusion consequent on " turning out," use
every despatch to bring this work to a finish. But if

any portion of tlje stock is not sufficiently prepared,
allow it to remain under glass as much longer as may
be necessary, and plant out nothing but strong plants
that have been carefully inured to the sun and air, for
weakly ill-prepared stuff is so much at the mercy of the
weather, that it is folly to depend upon its covering the
ground in any reasonable time. Give sufficient water
to settle the soil about the balls of the plants the first

warm morning after planting, and give no more
until the soil becomes dry, unless warm drying weather
should set in, and then a gentle sprinkling (every
morning will greatly benefit the plants.

HARDY FRUIT and KITCHEN GARDEN.
Asparagus beds will be greatly benefited by liberal

waterings with manure water from the stable or farm-
yard tank, especially where the plants are weakly.
Attend to recently planted beds, and water as frequently

as may be necessary to keep the soil moist. Get in a
good breadth of Champion of England, or Knight's
Dwarf Green Marrow Pea, or some other suitable

variety for late crops. Situation has doubtless much to

do with the proper selection of a variety for late

bearing, but we have found nothing among the many
new varieties which we have tried equal to these

for resisting the attacks of mildew, and very few-

surpass them iu quality. Get Tomatoes planted

out against the walls, and Vegetable Marrows
and ridge Cucumbers under the shelter of hand-glasses,

also French Beans that have been raised under glass.

Sow Cauliflowers for late use, and attend to keeping up
a regular succession of Spinach, Turnips, &c, and such
things as are preferred in a young state, and do not

overlook Lettuce, &c, for Salad. Where Gooseberry

trees are badly infested with caterpillar, use every pos-

sible means to effectually destroy it. If a decoction of

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—Now that cold pits and frames

will be getting cleared of the bedding stock, they will . ._ _.
form excellent places during summer for the growth of;

Foxglove leaves is employed for that purpose as it is
1 - - -' by some, the fruit must not be used until alter the trees

have been well washed with rain. Attend to regulating

the growth of trees designed to be trained in any par-

ticular form, stopping useless shoots to throw more
strength into those that are wanted.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON.
For the week ending May 22, 185C, as obaerred at the Horticultural Gardei.e.

many things for the autumn and winter decoration of

the conservatory. Indeed many of our most useful

plants for this purpose will do better for the next

three months in cold frames than in larger houses,

where the regulating'; of the atmosphere is^ not so

much under control, nor the plants so readily

examined, as in these smaller structures. Roses are

perhaps more generally admired than any other class 1

of plants, and they bloom freely in the conservatory

in autumn and early winter if properly attended to at

the right time. Young plants of the perpetual flowering

kinds as Teas, Bourbons, Hybrid and Damask Per-
petuals, if placed in a cold frame and properly attended Sunday i&

to with pot room and liberally supplied with manure- j°£ ^
water, will soon form nice sized specimens. But in wed.

order to secure their bloomingjjfreely in autumn and t^i£
earlyjwinter, the flowers must be picked off as they Avera*e •
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 29th
I817 ; and the lowest on the 25th, 1339—therm. 29 dej.

Notices to Correspondents,
Anemones : J C. We really cannot recommend dealers. Wateh

the reports of the flower shows, see who gets the first prizes,
and judge accordingly.

Books: R L. We don't think much of Main. Mawe by Aber-

cromby is useful for common purposes, though out of date. It
is impossible to say what will answer your purpose without
knowing what your experience amounts to, and what you have
to do.

Diseases: Feramory. The two Vine leaves you have sent appear
not to have suffered precisely in the same way. The one has
a single pale but well-defined patch contrasting with the healthy
green of the rest of the leaf, the other is discoloured in various
parts. In the first case you have probably a mere sunburn; in

the other an unhealthy condition from the leaves being over-

crowded and the temperature too variable. The first leaf at

least appears to have been well exposed to the light *s far as

may be judged from its colour, whereas the other does not
exhibit the same healthy green. If we are wrong in presuming
that the leaves were overcrowded, we should rather suspect

something wrong about the root, than attribute the affection

wholly to the difficulty of keeping up the temperature, as the

other Vines are all healthy. It is, however, as impossible to

speak with confidence in such a case, as it is for a physician to

prescribe for a patient without an interview.

—

BUS. Your
Vine leaf is very badly affected with the wart, a malady which
certainly arises from an unhealthy state of the roots, or

a want of due proportion between the supply from below

and the evaporation above. The affection is dependent

on the condition of your Vines, and cannot be remedied by
tobacco water, sulphur, or any other external application. We
did not find any berry inclosed. The spots ou the other leaf

are evidently due to the sun, but not to the quality of the glass.

The cellular tissue was too weak to resist the heat without

shade. You may not be able to improve the conditions under
which your Vines grow, but at any rate you will do no good

by such plans as you have hitherto adopted.— Sub. The two
truncheons of Vine are covered with two common moulds,

Pmicillium glaucum and Cladosporium herbarium. The one i3

quite dead, and appears to have been so for some time, and is

therefore most affected; the other is partially dead down to

the pith, as appears on a clean transverse section, and it is the

dead part which is mouldy. The other portions of the wood,

however, have several discoloured specks which indicate fur-

ther mischief. There are threads of mycelium in the dead

tissues, but these are probably due to the external moulds. If

the whole Vine is in the same condition, it is, we fear, past

cure. You say nothing about the leaves. The disease evi-

dently commences externally and extends to the centre. Have
you been applying too strong a dressing to the denuded

branches, or can you imagine any other external cause which

can have produced mischief, as a stream of hot air from a flue ?

We are more inclined to think that the evil has arisen from

some such cause than from the nature of the soil; though, from

the production of roots from the surface of the stem, there has

evidently not always been a proper supply by means of the

roots from the soil. M. Jm B.
Earwig-trap : Messra. Edwards & Co. have sent us one of these

contrivances, advertised in another column, and we are able

to say that it is a very ingenious apparatus, apparently

well adapted to the purpose for which it is intended.

Fish : Piscator. We are making inquiry.

Grapes : B A. It would be very difficult to say in what respect

several Grapes, said to be new, differ from the Black Ham-
burgh. Taking it all in all, we do not think the old Black

Hamburgh has been surpassed by any Grape in its way. We
cannot give any opinion on the sort called the Champion.

From your description we apprehend you have not got the sort

called 01daker
T

s St. Peter
?

s. It is to be preferred to the Black

Lombardy or West's St. Peter's, because it is well adapted for

affording a late supply ; for if not forced early it will hang till

March.p
Insects : T S B. We found no insect in your dried and

shrivelled up Plum leaf, but from its appearance the leaf had

probably been rolled up by the caterpillar of some small moth

belonging to the family Tortricidse. Squeezing the buds sharply

is the only means we know of for destroying such depredators.

G W Sully. Your Quince leaves and blooms are devoured by

the caterpillars of the December moth (Cheimalobia bramata).

Shaking the branches violently over a table cloth will cause

them to fall, when they must be destroyed. W.
Lilv of the Nile: E N 3L Thanks ; it is an interesting case.

The plant is Calla (aliks Richardia) sethiopica. Potato seed

ripens every year in this country, and so it does m Ireland.

Otherwise how can the numerous varieties of the plant have

been produced there? Mr. Anderson of Fermoy raises

annually thousands of seedlings.

MealyBug: JH G. If you send a bottle of your preparation.

with directions for its use, we will have it tried ana

reported on. - r -*-» ^

Mowing Machines: E P. There is much djfference of opmio

respecting their merits. As we have no personal "pen^ce

we could not advise you. Prohably all are good, though one

may do one kind of work best, and another another. .

Names of Fruits : J C X. The name of 7™ r '^g
rS£*

Pear is not known. It is one of the many seedhng "£«*[*
Mr. Knight, and which he sent out at one time as the Dunmore,

but it is not that sort.|| . ,M. . « rnlpns
Names of Plants : Didiam. 1, interminable , 2 Cojens

Blumei. We do not know what the seeds are Tcon should

grow them, and send the plants to us when m flower.

A. Cramb. Fritillaria nigra. . nndpr anv kind
Rough Plate Glass: W T. ™™* ™X] {̂

™
Fro"m what

of glass unless there is an ^undant ven^ation. From wM
yo? say we conclude that you either^^^^^
S&ref^ ** iD^
motion. ... verv handsome free flowering

Tecoma velutina : J P. It ls a ,*'
t ln„m and «.- n(j Mual

stove plant. Put it in a mixture of peat, loam and sand, equa

vJ?f?" // C The rootle* are of no consequence; they arejpro-

J .( fi wHor is too cold in companson with tne
duced because the Iborder

{

» *^ke8 an effo& in producing
interior of the house *»tnre

d atmosphere the food
them, to obtain from tne warm u * a eood manure.
which the cold soil^^^J^^^b^^c
East is a bad aspect tor the boraeroi a ry^

give you its price beforehand.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample tacility and accommodation at the College.

ERUVIAN GUAxNO, Bolivian Guano, Superplios-
phate ot Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Nitro-Phospliate or Blood

Manure, Sugar Scum, and every description ot Artificial
Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.

W. Isolis Carxk, 10, Mark Lane, London. I

ONDO N MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840).

The above Company have the following readv for immediate
delivery :—Corn Manure, for top-dressing ; Blood ditto for Corn

;

Blood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured
expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for
Turnips, Mangels, Grasses, &c; Peruvian Guano direct from
importers' warehouses ; Nitrate of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia,
and every artificial manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Black friars. Edward Purses, Sec .

rPHE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
-L at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

11. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 6^.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemiea! Manures.

THE PATENT SANITARY MANURE~COM-
PANY'S NITRO-BIFHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MA-

NURES.—For Corn or Hops, for Roots or Grass, 1350 lbs. of
Blood in each ton, and a large percentage of Phosphates. These
Manures compete successfully with Guano at much less cost.—
For price, testimonials, analysis, and local information, apply to
the Offices, 21, Cullum Stree t, City, London.

MANURES FOR ROOTS AND TOP-DRESSING
CORN CROPS.

rpHE undersigned beg to advise Agriculturists they
-i- are now prepared to deliver the under-mentioned Manures,

viz. :—
Their celebrated SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (see

Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, Vol. 6, Part 2).
NITRO-BI-PHOSPHATE, or BLOoD MANURE for Cereals,

Roots, and Hops.
Also NITRATE OF SODA, GUANO, BONEDUST, and

4-INCH BONE; SULPHURIC ACID, GYPSUM, and all
other Manures of known value. ^
Apply to Mark Fothkrgili. & Co., 204a, UpperThames Street,

London, Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company.

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.
FREDERICK ALLEN, Bow Common, London,

(established 17 years), begs to call the attention of Farmers
and Agriculturists to his SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME,
which has given such general satisfaction for the above period,
and only requires a trial to prove its valuable properties for
Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, and all bulbous roots. Early orders
•requested to prevent disappointment. Reference can be given to

gentlemen of high standing who have used it a number of years.
Respectable Agents wanted.

" MANURES.
HODGSON and SIMPSON, Wakefield, and

MATTHEWS and CO., Manufacturing Agricultural
Chemists, Driffield, manufacture the following Manures:—
SIMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-
dressing for Wheat, Barley, and Oats.

SIMPSON'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoes,
and other bulbous root crops. Price 81. per ton.

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.
The above have been successfully tested for eight years by the

leading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties,
and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with the
most beneficial results.

Testimonials and other particulars forwarded by post on appli-
cation. g^- Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any, 11. per ton.

ALDEKSHOTT AND SHORNCLIFF PATENT
DEODORISING AND MANURE COMPANY.—Chief

Office, 37, Charing Cross, London.
Contracts have been entered into with the Government by this

Company for the Deodorisation of the Cesspits, Latrines, &c, at
the Camps at Aldershott and Shorncliff, and for the removal of
their contents, as also for the Bones, Blood, and Offal of the
Animals slaughtered on the spot for the use of the Troops.
Establishments have been formed, and the requisite buildings

erected by this Company (in the immediate vicinitv of the
respective Camps), for the manufacture of Manures by 'the com-
bination of the above with other recognised elements of
fertilisation.

Turnip Manure for the present season, 61. 10s. per ton: bags
included.

Delivered free to the Railway Stations and Wharfs of the
Metropolis, and at Ash, Farnborough. and Folkstone, or from the
Company's Works at Ash (on the Basingstoke Canal), as also at

J
her

;
ton

. near Shorncliff.—Orders addressed to the Secretary
67, Charing Cross, London, will receive prompt attention.

Wheat_and_other Manures will be duly advertised.

T ONDON MANURE COMPANY and the "Bath
£-* and West of England Agricultural Journal."—A statement
or trie comparative value of different sort* of Superphosphate of
lame having appeared in the above publication, from analysis

t
7

a ^ ™kker
>
in which that said to be manufactured bv the

l^ondon Manure Company is put down as almost worthless, on
investigating the matter at Lord Portman's, it is found the Super-
phosphate was never procured from the London Manure Company
or their agents, but has been altogether a mistake of Lord Port-man s bailiff. Lord Portman wishes the annexed Letter to be a
tull explanation of the error.

xJ"^he,J^anilr8 mentioned in the 'Journal of the Path and
west ot England Agricultural Society,' published in 1856, p. 314,*cn under the name of « London Manure Company's Superphos-
phate forTurnip8t> was bought by Mr. E. Pester, my bailiff, of
«r. Phillips, of Anstey, and was called by Mr. Pester 'TheLondon Manure.' It appears that the Manure delivered bv Mr.runups was sent in bags marked 'Superphosphate CompostCompany London,' and that Mr. Phillips is not the agent of theLondon Manure Company of Mr. Edward Purser All the

EJTkI ^ 0f Professor Voelcker are, therefore, wholly inapplicable
jo the Manure sold by the London Manure Company. I there-

Jmiu?*
1*?' tha

J
havin& ^en mis,ed °y n,y bail«fT, I have, most

unwittingly and quite unconsciously, permitted tlie publication

lyAKNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
' OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold
together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder toany pond or tank required.

Price of 4& in. Pump, with legs, 3l.3s.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.

1£ inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. 9d. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

t ire and Garden Engines, &c—Engravings sent ou application.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBUATIN(T~STAN-
r • DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-JRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £
2* in. short lft. 7 in. /Fitted for lead, \ 1

3

8)
4

2 i

n
tt

tt

it

long 3
ditto 3 „
ditto 3
ditto 3

tr

*r

gutta percha,

or cast iron
flanged pipe,
as required.

short, with 15 foet of Load Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2

1

2
2
3

8. d.

10
11

8
12

3

14
2i in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses: they may be fixed, when desired
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER axd SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

BEADOK'S PATENT EAVES GUTTER TILE
for Farm Buildings, Roofs of Houses (either old or new,

whether of Thatch, Slate or Tile), and other structures. Sole
Agent, J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

This is the cheapest kind of spouting known, and is especially
adapted for Farm Buildings and Labourers7 Cottages. It will
last as long as the building without repair, requires no paint, and
will bear the weight of a ladder against it without injury. Price of
each Tile of about 13 inches long is Ad. Stop-ends and outlets 6rf.

each. Auy mason can put them up. If 100 feet or more are re-
quired, a man will be sent to fix them at 5d. per foot. This price
to include Tiles (delivered at Agent's yard) cement, labour.—May
be had in London^ Glo'ster, Bridgewater, and Rugby.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
T THE NORWICH, GLOUCESTER, LINCOLN

and CARLISLE SHOWS,
The Prize for the best LINSEED and CORN CRUSHER was
awarded to E. R. & F. Turner, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich,

A

in that Journal of the analysis of manures under a wrong nameas it was not purchased from the London Manure Company or»eir agents I authorise Mr. Purser to publish this statement
Portman.

as he may think proper.
tfryanston, May 8th, 1836."

R^e
o
^°nd0V M<"rare Company send out all their Manures inSi ped * ith their Kame

>
and they wish their friends willcarefuUy examine all they purchase.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. Edward Purser, Secretary.

':•-:

E. R. & F. Turner invite the attention of Agriculturists and
others to the following machines of their manufacture:—

ROLLER MILLS for crushing Linseed, Oats, Barley, Malt,

&c, of various sizes, with or without Bean-mill combined. The
numerous prizes awarded these Mills by the Koyal and other
agricultural societies rendercomment on their merits unnecessary.

PATENT COMBINED GRINDING and CRUSHING MILL
for reducing Barley, &c, to a fine and soft meal, and crushing
Oats, Linseed, Ac, Is strongly recommended for the variety of
purposes to which it is applicable, and for its perfect and economic
working.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for horse or steam power, cutting three
lengths, with facility for changing the length of the cut almost
momentarily, and other valuable improvements.

OILCAKE BREAKERS, made entirely of iron, with case;

hardened teeth suitable for all descriptions of cake. Price 3Z. 10$.

FIXED STEAM-ENGINES, on the horizontal direct acting

principle. Long experience and attention to the practical work-

ing of steam-engines of every variety, have enabled the manu-
factures to offer these Engines as inferior to none—either lor

efficiency, economy, or durability—and at prices which will be

found comparatively low.

Superior Portable Steam-Engines and Threshing Machines,

Horse-Power Threshing Machines, Circular Saw Tables, One
Horse Cart*, and various other Implements, are also manu-
factured at the above Works.

Illustrated Price Lists sent free on application.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.
CAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-^ 1NG, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and
PRUNING SCISSORS, te~ as tested, recommended, and re-
ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.
47, Nov. 24, 1855), can he obtained of any Nurseryman Of Seeds-
man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1S51 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
throucrh to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes,
Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.

Established 1 788.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
* Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1852—53, for England
and Scotland, and further empowered by Amendment Act,
1854—55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,
Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-
cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Lives
renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years; (and Lessees
tor Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years,
with consent of their Lessor), &c.f are enabled, bv way of Loan
from the Company, or by their own funds, to execute and
charge on the Lands improved, by way of rent-charge for a
term of 25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every
landed improvement, especially of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,
Inclosing any Land, or improving Drains, Streams, or "Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the
Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-
ings for Farm purposes already erected; Planting for Shelter
and for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea
Coast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-
lands and Islands of Scotland; Engines and Machinery for
Drainage, Engine-houses for Farm Steadings, &c, Water-wheels,
Tanks, Pipes, Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans
of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by the
Applicant's own Agents and are submitted to the approval of the
Inclosure Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the solejudges
of the due execution of the works. Proprietors may apply jointly
for the execution of Improvements mutually beneficial,—such as
a common Outfall—Roads through the District—Water power,
&c. The Directors wish it to be understood that the Company is
of a strictly commercial character, and that the details of the
plans and of the execution of the Works are not interfered with
by them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-
sure Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of
Application, apply to the Honourable William Napier, Manag-
ing Di rector, 2, Old Palace Yard ,Westminster.

pOLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
vy /. NT> of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
3S, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.
Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
GREAT SHOW AT ROTHERHAM, AUGUST 6 and 7.

—For prize Sheets apply to the Secretary, Mr. John Hanxam,
Land Agent, Wetherby.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL ISOCIETY~OF
ENGLAND.-CIIELMSFORD MEETING, 1S56.

SPECIAL PRIZES offered by the Local Committee at
Chelmsford, and to be competed for under the Conditions and
Regulations of the General Live Stock Prize-Sheet of the Society
for the Chelmsford Meeting :—
To the owner of the best Thorough-bred Stallion ... 30 Sovs.
To the owner of the best weight-carrying Hunter Stallion 30
To the owner of the best Coaching Stallion 25
To the owner of the best Hackney Stallion 25
To the owner of the best weight-carrying Hunter Mare . 20
To the owner of the best Hackney Mare 20
To the owner of the best Gelding of any age for Hunt-
ing purposes 15

To the owner of the best Gelding under 4 years old for
Hunting purposes 10

To the owner of the best Hackney Gelding of any age 15
To the owner of the btst Hackney Gelding under 4 years

OiLL ••• •*» ••» • •• ••• • •# #•• *** X\J

No Horses be5ng allowed to compete in two Classes.

The entries will close by the 1st of June. Certificates to be
obtained on application to the Secretary at No. 12, Hanover
Square, London. By order of the Council,
London, May 24. James Hudson, Secretary.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND.—The Roral Agricultural Society of England

desires to receive TENDERS from Innkeepers or others to

contract for the supply of a COLD DINNER at Chelmsford on
THURSDAY, the 17th of July next, in the Society's Pavilion,

constructed to accommodate 1000 persons. Printed forms of
Tenders may be obtained on application to the Secretary, 12,

Hanover Square, London, and must be returned to him filled up
on or before Thursday the 5th of June. The Society not binding
itself to take the lowest Tender.

By order of the Council,

London, May 24. James Hudson, Secretary*
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Our readers may perhaps not be aware that the

Association in Edinburgh for Promoting Improve-

ment in the Dwellings and Domestic Condition of

Agricultural Labourers* is the only one now in

operation with that object in view throughout the

country. There used to be an institution having a

similar object in the county of Northumberland, and
the Labourers' Friend Society, of whose doings we
have lately heard nothing, had their eye on this

among other methods of improving the social con-

dition of the labouring classes ; but the Scottish

society, which necessarily confines its direct opera-

tions to Scotland, is we believe the only institution

now which confines its attention to the improve-

ment of agricultural labourers through the improve-

ment of cottage architecture. There is in many
localities quite as much need of such an institution

* Patrick Morrison-, Esq.,

burgh, Secretary.
20, St. Andrew Square, Ediu
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in the south m there is beyond the Tweed. The
publications of the Scottish Society, however, render

it available here as well as there, and we therefore

call the attention of our readers to them.
An annual s'a'ement is issued by the directors, to

which a report by their architect is appended, con-

taining infi.rmation on plans and on details of

cottage structure*. The second of these reports is

now before us :

—

" The Directors have ascertained from many sources

that the general i:-sue of their First Annual Report last

spring, amounting to nearly 1 300 copies, has been produc-

tive of a very beneficial efftct on cottage improvement.
They have been informed that several ot the plans

appended to that report have been executed in different

parts of the country, according to advice given by their

architect, and are giving satisfaction in ev< ry way : that

others have been only partially followed, and that all ha\
served the chief design of their publication, which was
to stimulate subscribers to consult with their architect

for furiher assistance." •

On the plans for cottages here referred to, the
rep-Tt goes on to say that the directors

—

4 <<»nsider three separate sleeping or living apart-
ment* as the very least accommodation that ought to

he afforded for a proper division of the sexes in a
lV>nurer's family, a matter so absolutely necessary to be
provided for in promoting any social improvement
among the peasantry; and therefore they cannot but
regard with the deepest regard the erection of new
cottages having only two such rooms for labourers who
have wives and children"

The improvements suggested, it is said, cannot be
carried out at such a cost as to render the invest-
ment immediately profitable as a commercial specu-
lation ; but as to the ultimate advantage to a
landowner by the erection of commodious buildings,
in the improved character of the labouring popula-
tion on his estate, there can be no doubt whatever.

" The Directors find that they cannot profess to give
plans for cottages having all the requisites for comfort
and social decency at a commercial remuneratin:; per
centaee on the outlay of their erect :on ; and they are
confident that, where such is insisted on, these humane
provisions must to a great degree be sacrificed ; but the
directors do profess to afford directions for building
cottages where a plain style is adopted, which shall
embrace all these, and yet yield such a percentage on
the outlay as, with a corresponding increase in the
efficiency of their occupants as labourers, will prove
highly r< numerating to both landlord and farmer."

The report by the architect contains references to
a number of cottage fittings on view at the Society's
rooms. A fire-box by Mr. Mushet, of Dalkeith ; a
scullery sink entirely of fire clay

; plan of farm
" bothies -" drain tubes, with spigot and faucet
joints

; syphon traps ; hollow tiles for facing the
interior of walls

; perforated bricks ; methods of
lathing and plastering between rafters in attic rooms;
fire-clay healths

; and many other matters of im-
portance in detail are described and illustrated by
drawings

: and schedules of measurement and
specifications for the erection of the plans for
cottages, recommended by the architecture given.
This series of reports will be a very valuable
collection of all that the landowner can desire in
the way of information and suggestion on the
improvement of the dwellings for his labourers.
At the annual meeting of the society the report

for the current year was adopted on the motion of
Sir John S. Forbes, who said :

—

" The report read was of a general character, the
former report being so fully detailed that it was unne-
cessary on this occasion to bring forward much more of
the same kind of matter. The plans given in that re-
port he believed had been found very generally satisfac-
tory, and the estimates tlsat were given by the architect
had assisted those who were wishing to build to decide
on the plan they should adopt. It was now proposed to
publish detailed tabular measurements to enable parties
to place them immediately in the hands of workmen,
without farther communication with this office or any
other party. It was proposed also to lithograph a few
plans on a large scale of three or four of the principal
designs furnished in the report. Whenever any gentle-
man proposed to them to build they had sent tracings of
the plans he required, with any additional information
necessary, and they believed that with these designs and
tabular measurements they could put the plans into the
hands of any competent country tradesman, and have
them executed. They also propose to issue with this
year's report a considerable number of woodcut illustra-
tions, several of which, with letterpress observations,
were inserted at the end of last year's report. These
would comprise several additional fittings which had been
presented to the Association. One of these was the
hollow brick instead of lathing, which had been sug-
gested bv Mr.Stnart, and which was now in use in the new
cottages that had been built. They had found by calcu-
lations that this brick could be supplied as cheaply as

!f ^a
p,tt5ter

>
and was much less liable to be

damaged. It also secured entire drvness, having the
property of becoming of the same temperature with
that of the room

; while it presented a smooth uniform
surface, that could easily be papered over. In some
rooms in old cottages requiring repair, these hollow

bricks had been introduced in lieu ot lath and plaster,

and they had been the means of quite protecting these

apartmen's against damp. This he himself had tried

with the most complete success, and he thought it one

of the most valuable improvements made by the asso-

ciation. Their architect (Mr. Fowler) had visited

various parts of the country on the invitation of land-

lords, to inspect their cottars, and had been enabled to

reuder valuable assistance to them in carrying out plans

for their improvement. Lord Kinnaird had recently

employed him in this way, and they were happy to

find that he had satisfied his lordship's expecta-

tions in regard to the cottages he had built

or improved. The very large number of cottages

Lord Kinnaird had improved, was an excellent oppor-

tunity for the architect to see how their plans looked in

execution, and observing the various modifications in

arrangements thus detail it was necessary to keep in

view. He might remark that the Association were

firmly impressed with the conviction that there was no
detail, however minute, that ou^ht to escape their

notice. The comforts of social life, as they believed,

depended on trifles, and these constituted often the thin

wall of partition that separated domestic happiness from

domestic misery, and a little well-adjusted outlay would

make all the difference between these two extremes."

Mr. Cairo's letter, to which we last week referred,

gives some interesting particulars of the condition of

French agriculture, the differences between it and
that of England, the improvement of which the former
is capable, and the mode in which that admits of

the most economical accomplishment, as proved by
the history of the latter.

We are unable to find room for the whole of the

paper on this subject, and must therefore be content

with such quotations as shall give the views ex-

pressed on these several points. Mr. Caird says :

—

"The main distinction between the agriculture of the

two countries is shown by the different proportions in

which the cultivated land is appropriated to the leading

crops of both. While France has 53 per cent of its

cultivated land under corn, England has but 25 per
cent; but in Grass and meadow, the na'ural food ot

live stock, England has 50 per cent., and France only

22. Though the proportions under corn in the two
countries are altogether different, as well as the actual

extent of land under corn, and the numbers of the

population of each, the supply afforded by the agriculture

of both countries to each individual of the population is

very nearly the same, as is shown by the following
table :

—

Popula-
tion.

Acres in

Wheat.

Bushels

1
Per
Acre.

France ... 34,000.00(1

IS 000.0k.
15,000,000
3.500,000

12 4-5
26*

Total pro
duce in

Quarters.

24,000,000

11,500,000

Bushels
to each
person.

5i
5 1-9

" To obtain necessary food for the people, French
agriculture thus employs twice the extent of Wheat
land which would be needed in England. And though
the means differ so greatly, the similarity of results
does not end here ; for while the English import
5,000,000 quarters of Wheat annually, which, added to
their own growth, gives 7£ bushels of bread corn for
each individual of the population, France grows
3,000,000 acres of Rye, which is used for bread, and
will add about two bushels to the 5J of Wheat, thus
giving likewise 7| bushels of bread" corn for each
individual of the French people. So marvellously do
the results correspond with the necessities of the case
though the means are totally different."

The most important part of the letter to English
readers is that in which the cause and the remedy for
this extraordinary difference in the agriculture of the
two countries are stated. The cause does not exist
in the soil or in the climate of Fiance, both being
superior, according to the best authorities, for the
growth of corn to those of England. It exists in
the greater sources of manure which the English
system affords :

—

" Every acre of corn land in England receives on the
average the manure produced from 3 acres of Grass
(such are the relative proportions of the land in Grass
and corn), while in France the manure from each acre
of Grass must be spread over two and a half acres of
corn land. Or, to give a more definite view of the
different systems, while that of England affords fiom
its Grass lands the equivalent of ni/ie loads of manure
to enrich each acre of corn, that of France yields little

more than one load to each acre."

The remedy then for the backward state of
France, as regards its produce of corn, must be one
which shall increase its supply of manure :

t( The soil of that country is in its natural state of 1 2 or
13 bushels an acre, and it is a simple question of the
cheapest source of manure by which to raise that
produce to 20 bushels."

" In England that increase lias frequently been accom-
plished by the application of guano or nitrate of soda.
To a very great degree the same resource is also open
to the immediate adoption of France. But over an
extent of 15,000,000 acres it is, of course, impracticable.
The supply of these manures would fail were it even
possible or advisable (which it is not) to excite such an
immediate demand.

'« The increasing demand for and price of meat in

France poinis to a more permanent and better remedy.
In England an increasing demand for animal food
seems constantly to follow an increase of prosperity
among the people. It shows itself in the details of
household expenses, where the expenditure of the lowest
class of labourers is for bread in the proportion of 9 to

1 laid out in meat, butter, and milk, while that of the
wealthy class is exactly reversed, being in the propor-
tion of 1 to 9. The increasing wealth of the people is

thus constantly enlarging the demand for meat and
dairy produce, the average price of which has doubled
within the last 80 years, while that of corn has made
little or no advance. This, as I pointed out in 1851, is

the chief cause of the great attention which is paid in

England to the rearing and feeding of live stock and to

the management of pastures and green crops. The
same process seems now to have begun in France. The
supply of meat is not equal to the demand. A neces-

sity has arisen for enlarging the supply, and in propor-

tion as this branch of husbandry becomes more remu-
nerative so will it extend ov^r the country, and gradually

readjust the balance by providing more ample sources

of manure to the exhausted corn lands.

" Then will begin a steady advance in the average

produce of the corn land. From 12 or 13 bushels an
acre the rise will soon reach to 16 or 18, and, small

though the figure may appear, even that increase would
be a prodigious addition to the agricultural wealth of

France. It would amount to nearly 10,000,000 quarters

of Wheat, equal to twice the annual importation of

foreign Wheat into England.
" The first step in the change will be the cultivation

more extensively of roots and forage, as the food of live

stock. According to M. Lavekgne, there is in France a

somewhat larger extent of land under fallow and roots

than under Wheat. Let a part ot this, as in England,

be made the preparatory crop for Wheat. If manured
with artificial manure, and cropped with a root such as

Mangel Wurzel, which is peculiarly adapted to the soil

and climate of France, this, with forage crops, would

supply food for more than all the sheep and cattle that

now exist in France. Abundance of food at all seasons

would lead to early maturity, and, instead of sheep

being kept till they are four or five years old, as was

formerly the case in England, and is still the case in

France, they would be fattened in the first or second

year. A rapid increase of numbers would follow, and

the prosperity of the French farmers would impercep-

tibly augment with a change of system which enabled

them to send every year to market one half of their

sheep stock, instead of one-fifth. Within the last few

years this change has been taking nlace with great profit

in the richer parts of Ireland. There seems no reason

to doubt that it might be followed with equal success in

France. It is more of an artificial system than the

ancient one, and depends for its success on an ample

provision of winter and summer food. But that is pre-

cisely what is contemplated by the change proposed, as

the consumption of this winter food forms the great

source of manure for improving the Wheat crop."

The encouragement which, as Mr. Cairo shows,

exists to the improvement of French agriculture is

even greater than that which English farmers find,

just in proportion as the first increase of produce is

more easily gained than any subsequent increase.

" There is more profit to be had by a good farmer in

entering upon a good soil which has been badly farmed

and comparatively unproductive than in following a good

farmer who has already raised the produce and value of

tl;e land to its highest pitch of productiveness. That

seems precisely the present position of France as com-

pared with England. And, accordingly, the prospect of

agricultural profit by improved farming is extremely

favourable in France, and the steps necessary to realise

this improvement are direct and simple. No agricul-

tural refinements are needed here, such as a first-rate

farmer in England must use to get a profit by adopting

a practice in agricultural art which his predecessor had

omitted."

And again :

—

"The margin for increase in France is so much
greater than in England that a rise of 20 bushels an

acre seems easily within reach, and, when attained,

would still fall greatly short of the present average

of England. Yet this average is by the whole amount

of the average produce of France (12 to 13 bushels an

acre) below the regular crops of the best cultivated

English farms. While the average of France is to the

average of England as 12£ to 26 £, the average of

England i3 to the average of the best English farms as

264 t(> 40."

Mr. Cairo's letter will no doubt be widely circu-

lated in the sister country, as we may now call her.

It is exceedingly well timed, and will be a useful

guide to the conclusions which many an agricultural

tourist will form from actual inspection during the

next few weeks.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS OF EUROPE.
(By Mr. H. Reader Lack, Board of Trade.)

(Continuedfrom p. 288.)

Division- 2.— Austria, Holland and Belgium.

It is evident from Mr. Denison's report to the

Board of Trade on the Paris Exhibition that many of the

farmers on the continent are not far behind those of

this country in the use of good implements and ma-

chines, and we may be quite sure that as soon as

the results of their use become generally known, the
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continental farmers as a body will readily adopt them,
in preference to going on in old-fashioned wajs.
When this comes to pass many of those now unculti-

vated acres in central Europe will be reclaimed and
forced into production to meet the wants of the age.
It behoves English farmers, then, to be upon their

fiard, lest the foreign producer by adopting the use of
nglish machinery drive them, if not out of the market,

at least so hard as to leave but a small profit on their
produce.

The increasing means of transport throughout the
world, and especially in Europe, will bring the countries
whose productive forces we are reviewing within a few
days' journey of Great Britain, and thus increase the
competition in the disposal of Wheat, &c.,in the British
markets.

But let us proceed with the enumeration of the
statistics of the production of those states comprised in
this division.

Austria.—The soil of the Austrian empire in the
year 1850 was distributed under the following heads :—

English acres.

of Belgium in the year 1846 is stated in the • bulletin
de la Commission de Statisque," 1851, as follows :—

English acres.
Under cultivation of cereals

ft ft «

I * *
ft

• - • • ft

f • *

- *

Arable land
Meadows and gardens
Pastures ...

Vineyards...
Olive, Laurel, and Chesnut plantations
Rice fields ....
Woods and forests
Uncultivated and wasteland, &c.

* 9 m

* it * *

«**

- •

- • v

• • •

t * .

* • »

t « f

• • *

• « +

51.573,321
16,234.843

17,340,547

2,462.S40

160,235
158.824

4S.922,7<>6

25.448,964

TotaI 162,302,280

_
It will be noticed that the extent of uncultivated land

in the above-mentioned year was less than one-sixth,
and that of the land under cultivation (exclusive ot
woods, &c.) less than one-half of the area of the
empire.

The last returns of the crops produced in the Austrian
empire are for the year 1846, and some allowance must
therefore be made lor progress since that period. The
above figures and those relating to live stock given
below are taken from Hiihner's 'Jahrbuch fur
Statistik," published at Leipzig in 1 852.
The amounts of the various crops, according to

statements for the year 1816, were:—
the
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Wheat
Rye
Barley
Oats ...

-Maize...

-Millet and Buckwheat
Pulse ...

Potatoes
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• 99
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91*
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Rice t •
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9*9
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Imp. Qrs\

10.185.437
13.359,718

10,9 17,597
17,968,341
6,889,968

1,425,375

623,437
11.683,437

Cwts.
101,129

rgrenze, in

The quantity of wine produced during the same year
was 599,393,500 gallons, and the amount of wood and
timber culled 2,849,644,000 cubic feet.
The number of each kind of live stock in the Austrian

empire, exclusive of Siebenburgen and Militii
the year 1851 was:

—

Horses *}9 t>oqe4

y*en 8,239.365

£.
0ws

5,910,8S6

VV
,e,»'P-

, 13,683,254
Mules and assea 112,820

Holland.—The area of land under cultivation of the
principal cereal and other crops in the kingdom of
Holland in the year 1853 was :

—
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Wheat
Rye
Buckwheat
Barley ...

Oats
Peas
Beans
Potatoes ...

Turnips
Chicory
Madder
Mangel Wurzel
Hemp
Flax
Cabbages (for seed)
Hemp ditto
Linseed ditto
Clover ditto
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English acres*
72,654

181,556
63,732
43&32
85,745
10,333
38,862
87,440

1,798
1,150
1.726

833
4,066

13,855

21.473

1332
7 015

These figures bear ample testimony to the industrious
and persevering character of the people. The amount
ot the undermentioned kinds of grain, &c, raised in the
same year was :

"Wheat
Rye ...

Buckwheat
Barley
Oats ...

Peas
Beans
Potatoes

• f ft
ft * t
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Imperial bnshels.
3,632,988

7,061,208
3,790,790

3,485,405

6,841,259

629,962
2,719,871

20,830,547

The quantity of Hemp and Flax produced was :_
Hemp (iba - . 2,711,128

{bushels 2,555
Flax \ "*-,

, 14,204,669
1 bushels

13i917
Ine number of each kind of live stock in Holland iniooo was :

—
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Uncultivated and waste land

plants for manufacturing
uses ...

green crops
root „ ...

'odder „
meadows and pastures...
fallow land
gan1fn<. vi fvardtj, <fcc.

woods and tvrests

• • • ••

i i;o.2o7

164,135
171 69J
329.655

389,365
905.7. .7

2 2 270
124.747

1,214.165

810,537

Total 6,5 7 590
The'' amounts of the principal crops raised in the

year 1849 were :

—

Imperial Quarters.

J
1 n«t 1.66b,645

gye 1.1*20,427
Barley !'-:»,649

0ats 2.319,478
Hushels.

Potatoes 61,899,107

The area of land under cultivation of Hemp and Flax
in 1846—was Hemp 4280 acres, and Flax 74,697 acres.
The amount of each of these crops produced

—

Hemp, raw 2,643,355 lbs.
Flax 38,-J -\606 „

The farm-holdings in Belgium are mostly small, four-
fifths of the whole being under 12 English acres in
extent. The per centage proportion according to the
various sizes will be found in the table below :—

ft f •
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ft ft •

Size of holdings.—Acres.
14; or less

li to 2*

H „ m
Hi „ 25
25 „ 37 k

37* „ 50
50 „ 61*
6H „ 120
120" ,,240 ...

240 and upwards
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Proportion per cent.
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1 2.30

28.99

7.47

3.04

1.59

0.98

1.64

58
0.17

n

100.

The number of each kind of live stock in Belgium in
1846 was :

—

Horses 294.537

1,20 %89iCattle ...

ft ft ft

* •
ft «

Sheep ...

Swine
Goats

• • *

« « •

• • t

• •• • ••

(To be continued.)

662,508
496

t565
110,060

Home Correspondence.
Quantity of Iron used annually on a Farm.—

Including my pumps, machinery, *team engine, &c, I

have about 12 tons of iron on my farm, and .V> tons of !

iron pipe for irrigation. Allowing the whole to wear
out in 33 } ears or 3 per cent, per annum, the weight of
iron consumed per acre per annum on my farm of ] 70
acres would be 28 lbs. per acre. In France on the best
managed farms the estimate is 16 lbs. per acre. I
annex,by permission, Messrs. Garrett and SonsVstimate.
Implements coyttaining iron in use on a farm consisting of 200

acres of mixed soil; land of average quality
,
farmed on progressive

principles.
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4 four-wheeled waggons
6 carts

1 light market cart
1 wheelbarrow ...

5 ploughs
5 carriages fordo.
1 set heavy harrows
1 do. medium do.
1 do. li^ht do. ...

1 do. very light do
2 carriages for do.
1 drag harrow ...

1 scarifier

3 iron rolls

1 corn drill

1 seed and manure drill

1 harrow for small seeds
1 Chambers' distributor
1 patent horse hoe
1 Hussey's reaping machine
1 six-horse pr. portable steam-engine
1 six-horse pr. do. threshing machine
1 dressing machine
1 smut machine
1 haymaking machine
1 drag rake
1 weighing machine with weights ...

1 Barley drilling machine
1 chaff cutter
1 Turnip cutter..

1 hand-power root pulper
1 cake crusher
1 mill for crushing food for stock
8 rick stands

Quantity
of iron

contained.

qrs. lbs

Quantity of
iron worn out
per annum.

cwt. qrs. lbs,
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2
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14
10
10

onencs.
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Horses
Oxen
Cows
Calves
Asses
She^p
Swine
Bucks
Goats
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236,o62
59,b74

938,286
287,994

8,036
826,061
233,900
63.131

35,894
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0ekje,,, Publlshed b>* the D^ch Go-

Belgium.—The distribution of the soil in the kingdom

60 iron hurdles
3 round iron bins
6 pig troughs ...

Sundries
25 forks (various)
6 scappitts

20 pair traces

4 hand hoes

3 corn shovels
6 Turnip-cleaning knives
Mattock, pike, crowbar, 3 scythes,

hook, pair shears, axe and hook,
iron fork, peel, fire fork ... J

Bolts, nails, screws, sheet iron, sboe-1
iug clinks, burr, and including all V
miscellaneous iron usedon the farm j

1

o

7
4

1

7
4
14
7
7
4
4
14

2
7

2 2

5

430 2 16 ( 20 3 9

Being 2333 lbs. or 11^ lbs. per acre actual wear, inde

pendent of the original supply. J. J. Mcchi, May 10.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Wkf.k i.v Council, May 21 : Mr. Miles, M.P., Vice-

President, in the chair.

Vetkrinauy College.—The following report was
received from the Governors of the Rojal Veterinary
College :

—

Royal Veterinary College, April, 1856.
The Governors of the Royal Veterinary Colleg. in presenting

their annual report to the iwmcil of t'he Royal Agricultural
Society, have agwin the pleasure of congralulating them on the
undisturbed harmony which has con inued to exist between the
two institutions. In a union such as this the Governors find an
assurance that Veterinary Science cannot fail in her continuous
efforts of mvestigatioa into the nature and causes of the diseases
affecting the flocks and herds of the agriculturist, and thereby,
while contributing to the support of one of the fundamental prin-
ciples of the Kov.il Agricultural Society, to lend her not
altogether unimportant aid in the conservation of an essential
portion of the national wealth. The means which the < mors
have given effect to, during the past year, have differed in no
important particular fr m those originally laid down for their
guidance and anproved of by the Societv.

Lk« tikes.—Under this head they would observe that an
average number of four a;weekwen delivered by the Professor
of Cattle Pathology during the session commencing in October.
1854, and ending in May, 1856, sod that a similar curse of
lectures is now being delivered, which will be brought to a close
at the usual period, These lectur. s have for their exclusive
object the inculca-ion of the principles ofpfctbology founded upon
a knowledge of the anatomy and physiology of the ox, sheep,
and pig, and they therefore em bract the nature ami causes, as
well as the preventive and curative treatment of tho
several affections of these animals. These lectures have
have been regularly attended by all the pupils of the college.
The Governors have also called the , ipoeial attention of the
class to their code of laws which provide that the students before
presenting themselves for examination tor the diploma of the
Royal College ot Veterinary Surge. us, shall pass a preliminary
examination to the satisfaction of the Professor of each,
department of their studies. Provision is thus made, as the
Council will perceive, for the more perfect education of
the pupils in the several divisions of their studies, and from this
much general good must result; for the (Governors would remark
that very valuable assistance to the advancement of cattle
pathology is given by the other professors of the College whoBe
instructions are extended to the ai:atoiuy, physiology, and pa-
thology of the horse, to chemistry, materia medica, and pharmacy.
Since the last annual report to the Council 50 students have
enteied at the College, and as the time of their pupillage extends
over two sessional years, an average number of 80 has been in
daily attendance.
Pkacthi: of tiik College.- Manv interesting and instructive

cases of disease have been admitted, and each of these has been
made available to the general information of the pupils. The
g .vernors, however, would be glad to see a more uniform occu-
pancy of the sheds and boxes which they originally erected at
considerable expense for the reception of cattle and sheep when
the subjects of disease; and they had hoped that after the
pointed manner in which they drew the attention of the agricul-
tural t>ody to this subject in their last report, thev should now
have been enabled to congratulate the Council on the large in-
crease of patients of this class which had taken place. Every
member of the Society being entitled to all the privileges of a
subscriber to the College, in as far as the admission ot cattle,
sheep, and pigs is concerned, removes all ground of objection oi*
the score of expense; and the Governors believe that the sole
cause of the fewness in number of these patients depends rather
on the forgetfulness of the members of these privileges than
anything else.

Consultations and CommunicathM***— If the admission of
diseased cattle to the iniirm.iry has not materially differed from
former years, the consultations by letter and otherwise have, on
the contrary, greatly increased. Prom all parts of the country
communications have been forwarded to the College, detailing the
particulars of special cases, and asking advice as to the treat-
ment of the affected animals. Much of the Professor's time has
been occupied in replying to these letters, and he has often had
the satisfaction of learning that great good had resulted from
the insMuctions which were given relative to the hygienic as
well as the medical treatment of the animals in question.
Veterinahy Inspection.— During the past year, and pro-

bably arising in part from the increased number of communica-
tions, the members of the Societv have not asked for the per-
sonal inspection by Professor Simonds of the animals suffering
from disease on their respective farms so frequently as on
former occasions, The Governors desire to see this bond of con-
nection between the two institutions extended and strengthened
by a more frequent use ; and they would suggest to the Council
whether a modification of its rules relating to these inspections
might not be advantageously adopted. Next to the admission of
patients, these inspections afford the surest means of practically
advancing cattle pathology. At the annual meeting of the
Society at Carlisle the general inspection of the animals was
made as heretofore, and with much beuefit to the interests of the
Society, as several cases of illness and accident also occurred
during the days of the meeting. Besides these circumstances,
some of the animals had to be disqualified from wrong entries
with regard to their age, and others from the existence of here-
ditary dise-tses and defects.

Epizootics —The chief of these maladies have been pleuro-
pneumonia and eczema, both of which have prevailed in several
parts of the country, the first named with its usual severity. A<
stated in a former report plenro-puenmonia belongs to a class of
diseases which can be far more easily prevented than cured, an*
the Governors would remark that the'measures'they recommended
for adoption as prophylactics have stood the test of further expe-
rience, and been of essential service in numerous instances of out
breaks of the malady. Inoculation as a preventive has had bu
few advocates, nor can the Governors believe that those who
have refrained from adopting it are acting otherwise that on
right principles of science, and consequently they have not
suffered greater losses than those persons who have not had
recourse to the operation. The diminution in the number o
cases which in a few isolated have seemingly accompanied thft
introduction of inoculation have but singular coincidents, and ar
altogether due to the ordinary causes which regulate the on -

break, extension, and departure of this class of diseases.
Parasitic Affections —These maladies, which are more or

less the cause of heavy losses to the agriculturist, have been re-
markably rife, and during the last summer many hundreds f
lambs have fallen victims to the presence of worms in the re-
spiratory organs. These losses have also been continued np to-

this time, but in somewhat diminished numbers. In too many
instances nothing was done by the flock-masters to arrest the pro-
gress of the disease, nor, indeed, was its true cause often ascer-
tained by them. The most marked symptoms of the affection
are a cough (which becomes increased by exertion, and also by
changes of temperature), hurried breathing, fastidions appe-
tite, and a falling away in condition, the animals being in very
many instances ultimately carried off by diarrbcea, which super-
venes upon the other symptoms. In some cases death takes
place more suddenly, arising from active congestion of the
lungs. The exhibition of a few doses of oil of turpen-
tine and Linseed oil as an anthelmintic, followed up by
chalybeate tonics, and the occa-ioual inhalation of diluted
chlorine gas were found to be very effective remedies. To these
were added, and with much advantage, the supplying the
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animals with a generous and varied diet, and protection against

the more common changes of the weather by folding them with

hurdles stuffed with straw. The Governors have to thank a

member of your Council, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, for sending to the

infirmary some lambs the subjects of this disease, which enabled

the Professor of Cattle Pathology to direct the attention of the

pupils to the malady in a far more practical way than he could

otherwise have done. Besides lambs, young cattle have like-

wise suffered to a great extent from the same cause, and the like

principles of treatment, but somewhat modified to suit the

altered state of things, were found equally efficient with them.
The worms which inhabit this part of the organism belong to

the class Filaria. They exhaust the strength of the animal

they attack by drawing largely upon the secretions furnished by
the mucous membrane of the respiratory organs*, in which also

they soon produce diseased action. Besides this they cause a

mechanical impediment to the free entrance of air into the lungs,

and thus frequently destroy the animal from asphyxia, or in less

numbers interfere with necessary changes of the blood in its

passage through these organs. They are both oviparous and

viviparous, as many of the young are hatched within the body of

the parent worm, while others are only brought to perfection

after the ejection of the ova. Furiher investigations of their

development, and the changes which their ova may undergo

when expelled from the windpipe by the coughing of the affected

animal, may probably lead hereafter to the adoption of means to

prevent the frequency of their attack.

Calcabeoub Concretions.—So many instances of the loss of

rams in particulars have occurred from calcareous deposits in

the urinary organs as to deserve a separate notice in this report.

Experience has shown that when sheep are kept too much on a
riitrogenised diet, and allowed but a limited range, a perverted

state of the digestive and assimilative functions ensues, which
leads to the deposit of earthy salts in the urinary system. These
deposits take place in all sheep without reference to sex, but they
are of more consequence in the male animal, arising from the

fact that the urethral canal, much diminished in size, passes

through the vermiform appendage of the intromittant genera-

tive organ, and the deposit accumulating therein blocks up the

passage and leads to inflammation and often rupture of the

bladder from a retention of the urine. Preventive means are the

most to be advocated, and these should consist in the adoption

of a less forcing system to bring the animals into condition in so

short a space of time; the repeated exhibition of some mild
aperient medicine, and also the use of mineral acids in a diluted

form, chemistry having demonstrated that these urinary deposits

in herbivorous animals are mostly composed of the earthy

carbonates with some traces of the phosphates.

Concluding Remarks.—In bringing this report to a elope

the Governors would express a hope that agriculturists as

a body are beginning to find that through the efforts which
have been put forth by the College in common with the Council of

the Society, many young men whose scientific education is based

upon the fundamental principles of anatomy and physiology of

cattle are being located in their several districts, and that in

carrying out these principles they are no less practical in their

every-day proceedings than those individuals who profess to

possess hereditary knowledge, and who put forth this figment as

a claim for their being consulted in cases of disease affecting our

flocks and herds in particular. Such the College labours to

attain, and such it hopes it has in a great measure succeeded in

accomplishing.
(Signed) * Thomas Cator, Chairman.

- Lord BerDers remarked, that in all cases of disease

among the farmer's live stock, means of prevention

would be found better than subsequent attempts at cure.

He referred to several districts where disease prevailed

to a great extent. In his own neighbourhood the reme-

dies prescribed by Prof. Simonds, and received from

the Veterinary College, had been attended with

almost uniform success.— Mr. Slaney objected to

the growing tendency among professional men to use

technical words in describing symptoms and remedies.

He thought that in addressing farmers plain English

should at least be given as well as words heterogene-

ously compounded from the Greek and Latin.—Mr.
Miles remarked that his Devon flock lambs, as

well as the flock of his brother, had suffered

loss to the amount of 20 per cent, from a sort of con-

sumption. It commenced about the latter end of Sep-

tember by the animal's sneezing and wasting away, but

invariably disappeared, even in the worst cases, as soon

as the warm weather came. The heads of the sheep

were found after death to contain two grubs in the

upper part of the nostrils.—Lord Berners had lost some
of his best lambs by worms.

The Council adjourned over the Derby-day to their

monthly meeting on the 4th of June.

On Thursday the half-yearly general meeting of the

Society was held. The report, which we shall give in

full next week, stated that the Society consists at the

present time of 85 life governors, 139 annual governors,

839 life members, 3896 annual, and 20 honorary

members, forming a total of 4979 members, or 97 more
than the number at the previous anniversary. The
finances of the Society have on no former occasion been

in so favourable a condition. The funded property con-

sists of 9264/. in the New Three per Cent. Stock, and
the current cash balance in the hands of the bankers is

3657/. Professor Way, the consulting chemist of the

Society, has devised a mode by which the amount of

citric acid and ammonia in the atmosphere may be

ascertained with approximate exactness, a [[discovery

which will at once give interest and importance to the

prosecution of agricultural meteorology. The chemical

investigation of the water flowing over the surface of

cultivated land, and through its substance into drains,

will eventually prove of great importance, asjshowing the

excess of manuring matter which has been applied to it.

The controversial publications of Barou Liebig^and Mr.
Lawes have had the effect of calling the attention of

scientific men to the chemical principles of agriculture,

and of practical men to the application of those prin-

ciples in a farming and economical point of view. The
Council strongly advise the members of the Society to

take advantage of their privileges relating to analyses

of the artificial manures, as they can only thus obtain

security against fraud and adulteration. The Council
have decided that at the end of the current year the otter

of the 1000/. prize for a substitute for Peruvian guano
shall be withdrawn. The Chelmsford meeting, to be
held in the middle of July, promises to be equal in

meetings ot the Society in other parts of the kingdom.
,
chiefly lor the summer season, into certain Lowland

The entry of agricultural implements and machinery is ,
counties, have had their attention forcibly directed to

large beyond precedent ; and as a great number of

these, instead of lying inactive, as hitherto, in the

yard, will be at ordinary work during certain hours

of the show, they will present a new and instructive

feature in the exhibition. The Council have been in-

duced, on the representation of a very large proportion of

the implement manufacturers who exhibited last

year at Carlisle, to apportion their prizes and trials

in the implement department over three years

instead of including them all in single successive years.

The implements for prizes and trials have accordingly

been divided into classes for this three years' rotation

under the following heads:—1. Implements and

machinery for the tillage and drainage of land. 2.

the kind of accommodation provided for these labourers

on the farms where they have their temporary resi-

dence. It has been found that, generally speaking, thu
accommodation has been of an inferior, sometimes of a

wretched description. In many instances, doubtless,

the farmers have made praiseworthy efforts to lodge

these poor Highlanders as comfortably'as possible ; but

still they have, for the most part, only bothies to offer

them—bothies, too, of a very bad description— consist-

ing of old neglected out-houses, fitted up in a very rude

manner, containing little furniture, and few or no means

of ordinary comfort. Generally four, five, or six—
sometimes even so many as 10 or 12— Highland girls

are found crowded at night into one poor hovel or

Implements and machinery for the cultivation and comfortless apartment. And if, as is too often the case,

harvesting of crops. 3. Implements and machinery for there be no elderly woman among them to perform the

the preparation of crops for market and cattle food.
\
office of a matron or superintendent, these young women

Those under the first of these heads will form the prize are much exposed to the influence of evil company, and

and trial implements for the Chelmsford meeting, in
]

the formation of improper habits. It is but just to say

addition to the special prizes of 500/. for the best steam
[

that these girls, as a class, have hitherto conducted

cultivator, prizes for reaping machines, and prizes for
|
themselves with exemplary propriety ; but by constant

new and miscellaneous implements. The live stock exposure to demoralising influences, their character

portion of the exhibition will include foreign cattle and
j

may be rapidly deteriorated and their value as labourers

For greatly diminished."

We quote further to show how the other evil of
sheep belonging to foreigners, and bred abroad. For

the purpose of making, entries for foreign animals

the 12th of that month.
The report was unanimously adopted.

our richer agricultural districts, why it is necessary to

crowd these imported labourers into bothies, and why

there is in many Lowland districts such a want of house

accommodation. A variety of causes have gradually

produced a scarcity of houses in the purely rural parts

of the country. The system of throwing many small

farms into one, which began about a century ago, has

led to the demolition of numerous farro-steadings and

Farmers* Clubs.
Wirral.— Weights and Measures.—At a meeting of

this society it was referred to a sub-committee to

consider what steps can now be taken towards the

introduction of uniformity in the weights and measures . . , . .-...«
in use in the United Kingdom for the sale of agricultural !

hamlets that once contained a considerable agricultural

produce; and, to this end, to communicate with, and
|

population The policy of land ords in keeping the

ascertain the opinions of, other agricultural associations, I

number of houses on their estates at the minimum

and of individuals possessing influence in the markets from an exaggerated dread of pauper.sm, poaching, and

other evils, has also tended to reduce the rural popula-

tion below its just and natural limits. The consequence

is, that in many thriving agricultural districts, as in

parts of East Lothian, there is a want of native hands to

cultivate the soil ; there is a confessed scarcity of house

accommodation ; and the farmers are compelled to

resort to all manner of shifts, first to procure labourers

in sufficient numbers, and then to furnish them with

some sort of shelter. Some of the richest agricultural

districts of the country are actually under-peopled ; and

the glaring anomaly is seen of a land teeming with

abundance inhabited by a scanty and diminishing popu-

lation.
" One great evil resulting directly from this state of

things—a grievance bitterly felt by the hinds in several

of our most important counties—must here be men-

possessing,

for such produce.
The committee having met and considered the subject referred

to them, and, in particular, having reviewed the various measures
adopted by the legislature, during the last half century, for

introducing imperial weights and measures throughout the

kingdom—and having given their earnest attention to the report

of the committee appointed by the House of Commons in 1S33,
" To inquire into the present practices of selling corn in the

United Kingdom"—and having inquired into the practices now
prevailing, and their effects—find that the principal evils of the

want of uniformity in this respect are as follows:—1. That in

almost all cases in which a seller or buyer of agricultural

produce has occasion to resort to more than one market, he is

compelled to deal with more than one mode of ascertaining the

quantity sold ; and that, while such differences answer no good
purpose whatever, they check the freedom of commercial inter-

course, afford facilities for the commissicn of fraud, often cause

mistakes and disputes, and always involve trouble and loss of

time. That the quotations by which producers, dealers, and
the public seek to inform themselves of the variations of the

price of
parts

year. The committee, however, observing the obstacles which
have more or less frustrated every attempt hitherto made to

enforce, by law, an uniformity of practice in this respect, are dis-

posed, even now, to doubt the propriety of urging the matter on
the attention of the legislature until public opinion shall appear
to be decisively in favour of a change. And, conceiving that the

most direct and certain method of promoting the formation of

such opinion will be to excite discussion of the well-known facts

referred to, they have determined, in performance of the duty
imposed upon them, to submit to you the following questions :— 1.

Is it not, in your opinion, desirable, and especially so in view of

the more ready and rapid communication and greater facility of

transit of late years effected between different parts of the
country, that renewed efforts should now be made, by those most
nearly concerned, to procure uniformity in the weights and
measures used for the sale of agricultural produce in the United
Kingdom? 2. Is weight, or is measure, where both are practi-

cable, deemed by you the more accurate indicator of quantity as

regards agricultural produce, particularly corn ?

f the same commodity at the same time in different tioned s and surely it has only to be described in order
of the kingdom (in order to their equalisation . , e cond emned bv all who take an intelligent interest

by the legitimate action of trade) are deprived of a great part of ?° De conaemneu u> «ui woo hum 6

their proper utility, in consequence of the weights or measures in the welfare of our agricultural labourers, in \eiy

quoted for each locality being very commonly unintelligible in many districts of East Lothian, Berwickshire, Itox-

most others. 3. That the inconveniences thus arising are
j burehshire, and it is believed of some other counties,

increased preciselv in proportion as the commercial intercourse ,. x, • j-„*^- ± i *u««« «».« « rt villous and
of each locality with every other in the kingdom is promoted, by chiefly in those districts where there are no villages, and

the improvement of road and postal communication; and, hence,
j

the population is forcibly kept down below its natural

are now much greater than they were when reported on by the
; Jeve l the hinds on a farm are bound by the farmer to

parliamentary committee of 1833, and are growing greater year by
furn

j'
sh each a stout> fuU.^own field-worker all the year

round, or at least during the summer season. This is

enforce, by law, an uniformity of practice in this respect, are dis- popularly and appropriately called the 'bondage-system.
±~ j„..*.* *v~ .„ ,*«•„,. ».,. -,„ When the hind has a son or a daughter of his own who

can work the * bondage work,' he may sometimes feel

the arrangement to be an advantage ; but it often

happens that his children dislike field-work, feel it to be

a great drudgery, and prefer some other employment

Yet one or other of them is bound and obliged to turn

out to a hated kind of work. It frequently happens that

the hind who has no family, or whose children are all

young, has to hire a stranger into his house as his

« bondager.' This inmate, generally a person of but an

inferior grade, is often felt to be a burden, a spy, or a

moral plague in his small house and among his young

family. And further, what he receives from the farmer

as the wages of his 'bondager/ frequently does not pay

the expenses to which he is put. He has often to give

between 51. and 11. a half-year for such a substitute, who

only earns for him 10U or Is. a-day, while, from wet

weather and other causes, there is not a little broken

time. Now, when to the wages he has to give tne

« bonda^er' is added the expense of board, lodging, and

washing, it is no wonder that the poor hind can often

say, in bitterness of spirit, that besides all the annoy.

ance to which he is put, he is a pound or two in tne nail

&rinefos

A Plea for our Highland and other Agricultural

Labourers ; or the Bothy and Bondage System in East

Lothian and Neighbouring Counties. Blackwood and
Son, Edinburgh.

This is the manifesto of a committee in Edinburgh for

the improvement of the condition of the Highlanders.

The particular object of their appointment was the well

being of the Highland immigrants, who at harvest time year out of pocket."

leave their homes for work in the south, and whose
proper accommodation and comfort while in the

southern counties having been thus inquired into, the

evils here complained ot became apparent. Indeed, as

the pamphlet states, the evils of * bothies," or houses

in which unmarried farm-servants are lodged together,

and left to shift for themselves. in the preparation of their

food, and other necessary domestic operations, have
been already well exposed in various parts of the

country.

a.L uui ui puvncn.
, f \'r\(T

The results of this system are stated to be—a leeiing

of hardship and injustice generated in the minds of tne

hinds who are thus bound- a system of constant re-

movals among farm servants who seldom remain long

where the system prevails-and the tendency to exten-

sive emigration, which in the same way isproaucea.

" The bondage-system maybe regarded as a type or

sign of the depressing influences to which the lnnde.

and the agricultural population generally, have injnany

districts long been exposed. By means of thatJ^
e*

The manner in which the subject forced itself upon their families are injured or kept down in vanou
.

- '
M "-* r Bondagers hired into their houses are, as lias v

shown, infringements upon their domestic comfort a

liberty. Their sons and daughters, sent out to hew

work often against their inclination, or broo^^
from good situations to undertake ^\h

.

e^lfJ^i

the attention of those whose immediate object was of

another kind is more fully related in the following

paragraph :

—

" A number of gentlemen in Edinburgh, interested

in the welfare of the Hiuhland labourers who are now

I

•very respect to the moat successful of former country annually induced by offers of work to immigrate, are kept at or reduced to a low level ot lnteuige
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comfort. Thus, through the interference with his

natural freedom and his family arrangements implied in

the bondage-system, the condition of the hind is

depressed, and he is apt to sink rather than to rise in

the scale of society.'*

"In many parts of Scotland, as in Dumfriesshire,

Ayrshire, and the contiguous counties, a considerable

number of the sons of ploughmen, cottars, and small

farmers, receive a liberal educatiou, and enter one or

other of the learned professions. But in those counties

where agriculture is most flourishing, and where it

might have been expected that the labouring classes

would be in a peculiarly thriving condition, very few

sons of hinds or farm labourers rise above their native

level, or achieve for themselves a college education."

The pamphlet then discusses the remedy.
* Landlords of late have done mucli to improve the

dwellings of the farm-servants, but they have done

little or nothing to increase the number of these dwell-

ings. They have in general forgotten to inquire if,

while improved modes of culture call for more field

labourers, these labourers can be got by their tenants in

a proper and natural way ; if they are suitably and

decently lodged ; and if any hardships are endured,

both by tenants and their labourers, from want of suffi-

cient house accommodation. Let it be conceded that

the large-farm system in the richer agricultural districts

is the most profitable and productive, and also that a

surplus rural population ought always, if possible, to be

avoided ; still it must be borne in mind that proprietors

are very apt not to build houses enough on their large

farms, and that the evils of under-population are neither

few nor small. In East Lothian and in Berwickshire

the large-farm system exists in perfection, and the agri-

cultural produce of these counties has for many years

been greatly increasing in quantity and value ; but the

PAGE AND CO.'S
COMPOSITION FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF BLIGHT

UPON THE

HOP, EOSES, WALL-FRUIT TREES, CUCUMBERS, MELONS, TINES,

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

Extra Strong, 4s. per Gallon, sufficient to make Four Gallons fit for use.

Ten Gallons and upwards, Carriage Free to London.

AFTER FIVE YEARS' EXTENSIVE USE by the most eminent Gardeners in the Kingdom, the

superiority of PAGE and CO.'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION is unquestionable, requiring only a trial to insure its general

use for destroying every pest to which Plant and Fruit Growers are subject (without injuring the most delicate flowers or toliage},

and promoting a luxuriant growth.

The greatest indication of its value is its adoption by the. NURSERY TRADE as the most efficient and economical means they

can employ, many of whose opinions will be found recorded in a Pamphlet of Testimonials, which may be obtained of the Agents;,

but to publish them as previously would take the whole advertising medium of the Gardener*' Chronicle.

For List of Agents, tee Gardeners' Chronicle of April 12tb, and previous Numbers.

Pamphlets, tcith instructions for use, free by post on application to

PAGE & CO., Seed Merchants, Southampton.

SAMUELSON'S
REGISTERED BUDDINGS LAWN MOWING MACHINES

FOR

PLEASURE GRO UNDS, LAWNS, BO RDERS, BOWLINGIGREENS, ETC.

To cut from 16 inches wide, for a boy to work,

Up to 30 inches wide, for man and pony.

Prices ... £5 10 £5 17 6 £6 £9 £11 10

Width Cut 16 ins. 19 ins. 22 ins. 25 ins. 30 ios.

1831 the population of Berwickshire was 34,040, and in

1851 it was only 36,297. The agricultural statistics of

these counties during that period would show an im-

mense increase of produce ; but the population, in a

moral point of view the most important item of all, has

been little more than stationary in amount, and, it is

greatly to be feared, deteriorating in comfort and in cha-

racter. From the condition of similar Lowland coun-

ties, nearly similar conclusions might be drawn. But

enough has keen said to draw the attention of benevo-

lent and patriotic Lowland proprietors to a subject so

closely connected with their highest duties and truest

interests, while in its general bearings it has even a

national importance."

In case this subject should excite interest in the

minds of any of our readers, we reprint the concluding

sentence of this pamphlet.
«' Communication* on the subject, for the information

of the committee 'for the Improvement of the Con-

dition of the Highlanders/ may be forwarded to Henry
Callender, Esq., C.A., 32, St. Andrew Square."

THE REGISTERED IMPROVEMENT renders unnecessary the great

care requisite in the handling of these machines on the old pli.n ; all that

! is now required can be done by any unskilled Labourer, who has only

J to push the machine hefore him. The Registered adjustment insures a

• clean and perfectly level cut of any required height, and prevents the

knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground may be.

Copies of Testimonials will be

forwarded, post free, on application

to the manufacturer.

The above may also be procured

at the principal Agricultural Im-

plement DepSts in London ; of Messrs.

J.Veitch & Sox, Exotic Nurseries,

Chelsea ; in the Agricultural Depart-

ment, and on the Lawns of the Crystal

j
Palace, Sydenham; and of all respect-

able Ironmongers & Seedsmen in the

country.

Notices to Correspondents.
Beet Sugar: Anon. The roots are washed, rasped, and pressed.

The juice is boiled and quick lime is added. Sulphuric acid is

put in to neutralise the lime. The syrup is concentrated and
clarified; and when further reduced by evaporation sugar will

be deposited on cooling (Loudon.)

Flour Mills : Malvern. Except for emigrants, or people as far

from corn-mills, the hand machines are not desirable. Any of

the commission agents, as Burgess & Key, Deane, Dray, & Co.,

&c , can obtain what you desire for you, and give you testi-

monials enabling you to choose. There are small hand
stone mills.

Gapes : G J B. Prevention by proper food in dry places where
not many poultry are kept is the best way. A feather dipped
in turpentine or opium inserted in the windpipe, fumigation

under a flower pot with tobacco, and repeated dosings with
Epsom salts have been recommended.

Grass Seeds: Young Farmer. To renovate old pasture spread
30 or 40 cubic yards of compost per acre in autumn, bush-harrow
it in, and sow over it some 6 or S lbs. ofmixed Clover seeds, con-

taining 2 or 3 lbs. of Trifolium incarnatum, and 20 lbs. of

mixed Grass seeds, consisting of 4 lbs. each of Lolium perenne,
L. italicum, Festuca pratense, and 2 lbs. each of Poa pratense,
P. nemoralis, Alopecurus pratensis, and Phleum pratense.

Eefcse Bark: E Durrant. We should greatly prefer a ton of
guano to 12 tons of the ash of refuse bark. Nevertheless such
ash may be worth 20*. a ton.

Rotation : Young Farmer. For a rich loamy soil :—Wheat,
Bean3, Wheat, Swedes and Potatoes, Wheat, Clover, Wheat,
Mangel Wurzel.

Stable Architecture.— JVBH says: " I am going to build cart-
horse stables, and except I see a better plan, I think of doing it

thus: say for 5, 10, or 15 horses, each to have a loose box,
which I think very important, and every five boxes to open
into one kind of passage in which can be placed corn, cut hay,

.
and harness for the five horses that are under the care of one
man ; the water from roof to fill cistern, and the manure to rise

as for bullocks in boxes, or be cleared away behind or at front
of stable, as case may require. The other division maybe
brick below and wood or clay above, and not higher than re-

quired."
The Drai^ Plough: Thos. Ingle. Mr. Fowlers address is at

Messrs. Fowler & Fry, Bristol. We do not suppose that be
would contract for the draining of so small an extent as you
propose, unless it were in the neighbourhood of some larger
contract.

Wheat in Succession: TV B. We believe that Mr. J. D. Piper,
Colne Engaine, Essex, is a sufficient address. Mr. CoodifTs
address is S«rabley, Co. Cavan, Ireland.

Yorkshire Agricultural Society: Beta. The Earl of Carlisle
was last year's President, and among the Vice-Presidents are
Earls of Ripon, De Grey, and Fitzwilliam; Lords Hotham,
Londesborough, and Wenlock. The list of Council contain the
names of Sir J. V. B. Johnstone, Bart., J. W. Childers, R.
Denison, J. Outhwaite, H. S. Thompson, Esqs., and 27 others.
The Secretary is J. Hannam, Esq., Kirk Deighton, Wetherby.
We do not know what other names upon its staff you require.
As usual, many communications have been received too late,

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made.
Ave must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents, the
insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.

B. SAMUELSON, Britannia Wirks, Banbury.

IMPROVED LAWN MOWING MACHINES.
Manufactured and Sold bt Budding's Patent.

TAMES FERRABEE & Co.,

** PHCENIX IRON WORKS,
Near STROUD,

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

These are the only MOWING
MACHINES that can bo used by

unskilled labourers

with equal facility

on Lawns, Verges,

between Flower beds,

on Bowling Greens,

Cricket and Pleasure

Grounds; 5000 of

them have been sold.

Price List, including the carriage to any Railway Station

south of York.
Hand Machine, for One Man, cutting 16 inches wide £5 105. (W.

Ditto for Man and Boy n 22 ditto ... 6
Pony Machine (or Donkey) „ 26 ditto ... 8 O

Horse Machine „ 28 ditto ...11

Ditto „ 36 ditto ... 15

London Agency :—The Manager of the Agricultural Depart-

ment, Baker Street Bazaar.

\irARNERS'
-
SWING WATER-BARROW

V\ (To Hold Thirty Gallons)
Will save much of the gardener's time and labour. May te

obtained of any Ironmonger for 31. 3s.

-.-••
.

".

i

• •

Brass Syringes, 9*. to 185.

Also a great variety of effective Machines for Hydraulic pur-

pose« and to supply Gardens, Hothouses, Cottages, Farms,

Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every requisite connected

with the conveyance and distribution of Liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns,

PARKE.S" STEEL DtCCINC FORKS & DRAINING TOOLS.

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes*
Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by

upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue

of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps^

103, Newgate Street. London.

" WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the

winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND*
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam whicbv

Ts mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp

river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation!

cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the

severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to cive a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. "Whitb & Bbothsm,

Milbank Street, Westminster.
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY HOT WATER,
AT THE LOWEST PRICES CONSISTENT WITH

GOOD MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London

Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory
references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

GRAY amd ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-
perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

Adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a
position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

COTTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c.

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches. &c.

BEEHIVES.
Prize Medal Awarded to G. Neighbour & Sons, fob Bxk-

Hives and Honey, at the Paris Exposition of 1855.

VTEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
L i HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour &

Sons, with all the recent im-
provements, Glasses,& Ther-
mometer, price 365., securely
packed for the country.
This unique Hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit: its arrangements are
so perfect that the Honey
may be taken at any time
of the season without at all

injuring the Bees.
Applications may be ad-

dressed to George Neigh-
bour & Sons, 127, High Hol-
born, or 149* Regent Sireet,

London.
Their newly-arranged Cata-

logue of other improved
Hives, with drawings and
prices, sent on receipt of two
stamps.

Agents:—Liverpool, James Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Square;
Manchester, J. Wilson, 50, King Street; Glasgow, Austin
& M'Aslen, 163, Trongate ; Brown & Austik, 33 aud 34, Argyll
Arcade; Dublin, J. Edmoxdsox & Co., 61, Dame Street;
Chester, J. Dicksox & Soxs, 102, Eastgate Street.
- _

_

•Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
-Garden Vases

Mowiuu Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower LabelsGarden Chairs

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.
w ,

AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.E\ERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ET\TA TVTETJ/Frn MAWlWRfl

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
T R. PEILL, J 7, New Park Street, South wark,V • (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above.

BY
HER

MAJESTY'S

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

T? DENCH, Patent Hothouse Works, King's Road,
--*• Chelsea; and at Mornington Place, Hampstead Road.
These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood beimr used for the framework, but covered with
-Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all
completed for Is. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references
can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by thb Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's

Y Cutlery Works, Sheffield; 'and 67 and 68. King William
Street, London Drawings forwarded by post.

THE BEST CURE FOR SMOKY CHIMNEYS.
Patronised by Her Most Gbacfous Majesty.

TT-ITE'S PATENT VENTILATING and SMOKE-J-^ CURING CHIMNEY CAPS.-Two Hundred on Bucking-
ham Palace, in use also on St. James's Palace, Claremont,
Windsor Castle, Government Buildings, &c. Wrought Iron, 25*.;
t*a *anised do., 30s. ; Cast Iron, 35*. each, the latter as durable
as the building itself. The merits of this invention are proved

rvJJJTo ?
1 ^P*™^** d*i*7 »* the Royal Polytechnic, the

i,3Jf
™«*

f and at the Manufactory. Illustrations and testi-monials forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.

fltSSTF^a .« t l
r°n ^£Ml and M*nnfa<*ory for the PatentBUDle * utings and Enamelled Mangers.

Address, Jaxes Barton, 370 Oxford Street London.

(Fig. 1.) (Fig. 2.)

r TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
'' • ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted Oak tub, fitted with
improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10

S°'f 15 » » 45 » - 5 10
No-3 » 28 „ „ 45 „ ... 6 18

r TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
y • ENGINE (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted
inside and outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and
registered Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate
rose fan and jet.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet bieh
No. 13 „ 12 „ 30
No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40
No. 12 „ 24 „ ", 45
No. 14 „ 30 " J 45

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes
Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c., kept in Stock.

< 1

No
\
1

> £lain s7ringe» with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

J ! «: Us
-
Sd-

'
No

- 2
'
do -» diameter of barrel, IS inch, 12*.

:

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, 1§ inch, 10s. 6d.
Read's Sybinge, with two roses and one jet, 19#.

J. Tvlok & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at
these pnees from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in
town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, Ac., not included in these prices.

a^' JlLOB & So5r's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London. *

n

n

• # *

t •«

• * •

* ft *

£2 16
3 5
4
5
5 18

1" TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
*J • SYRINGE.— Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. each.

Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.
Extra for Telescope Tube as showu in engraving for watering

plants on stands at a height of 8 feet so that any quantity ot

water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, 10s.

By a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more

effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever

offered to the pnblic. It is equally adapted foi Garden or

Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as ^"j1"

water in a given time as any other Syringe now in use. l ne

arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tuoe

to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled with water

at every discharge of the previous contents. By this nir-ans the

Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piston

rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, tne

barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made sell-

supplying, a great saving of labour is effected ; and the necessity

of stopping to fill the syringe at every discharge being done

away with, the direction of the water can be maintained for any

length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in in its action, as it is not

possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, *'b ,c"

is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use ot every

other Syringe. Its construction is perfectly simple, and cannot get

out of order; the ground in ball valves and fittings used f°r nI1 *n
J

all other patent Syringes being entirely superseded. To be baa

of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

J. Ttlob & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus,

Warwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.

N.B. These prices do not include carriage, package, or expense

of delivery in the country.
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HJ. MORTON and Co., Galvanized Iron Works,

• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.
GALVANIZED IKON HOOFING, tor Farm Buildings and

other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest roofing in use.
GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from 10£d. per yard, for Farm

buildings, houses, &c—Never requires painting.
PATENT WIRE STKAND FENCING, the strongest and

neatest fence in use, will resist the largest Cattle, and will not
bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or over. Upwards
of 600 milesof this feneing fixed by us in the last 8 ytars. For
illustrated price list apply at the Works.
GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.—

Galvanized, 24 inch wide,
2-inch mesh, 6d., Sd. and lid.
per yard.

Galvanized, 24 inch wide,
3-inch mesh, Ad., b\d., and
7$d. per yard.
The Netting made any

width, and with openings of
any size.

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS
for DRY and WET FOOD.-Galvanized Chain Camp Stools
and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat,
6s. 6d. to 125. Qd. each.— Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Rods and
Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdles,
Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-
vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Paiks, Plantations, Plea-
sure Grounds, &c, from 10£d. per yard.
For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Hekby J. Morton & Co.,

2, Basinghall Buildings. Leeds.

GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF GALVANISED
WIRE NETTING.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES. GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES. ETC.

TAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to
*-> hand their present r«d-ic» d prices of Glass for Cash :—

TO BE SOLD, with immediate possession, a first
-1 class NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS, which has been

SHEET GLA>.-.
6 by 4, and 6£ by 4£
7 by 5, and 7\ by 5i

Packed ix 1h..\fs containing 100 Fket.
12».

IS*.

8 by 6. and 84 bv 64
9 by 7, and 10 by 8

13a. 6<(\

13s. 6d.

^O
!
•* class
ice ally carried on at Bath upwHrds ut' 6U years, and is to be

disposed of in coiisequerre of the Prop i ietor leaviug England.
The grounds . xtend over 1} acr.\ and an situated in one of the*
leading thoroughfares. They contain a g I Dwelling Hou^e.
six spacious Green and Hothouses in good condition well stocked
with Plants and with Vines in full bearing, b lei several Pits
Frames, &c. Tim Stock to be taken at a valuation.— Further

LARGER SIZE?, not f.xcekpinc. 40 faCHES Long.
16 oz. from 2d. to 3id.,21 oz from 3d. to od., 26 OK. from 6rf. to7W.,

, , .

per foot sup. racial, accouhnu' to Btee and quantity.
particulars may be known en application to Mr. Lowe, Nursery-

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD Sf^RW W*»? or to Mr. Hk>
HOUSES, THE SAME QUALITY AS WE MTl'I.YTO 111. RlVKRS, and
of various dimension*, always on hand, at 18*. jer 100 feet.
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.
HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-ounce, packed in Crates

of 300 fVet, i$d. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, 3 d.

Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 210 feet 34s., 3Ss., 40*., and
42*. per case.

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS.
Packed in boxes of 50 feet each.

.vdebsox, Pine-apple Place,

6 by 4, and 6A by U ... 10$. 6d.
7 by 5, and 7* by 5A ... 12

8 by 6, and 8£ by 6^
9 by 7, and lt< by 8"

• a

• t *

13$. 6d.

15

BARNARD and BTSHOP, Market Place, Norwich,
in consequence of improvements in their machinery for

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
_ a . 1 ll » i •a great reduction in the prices

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide
2-inch
2 inch
2-inch
15-inch

1 1-inch
18-inch
lf-inch
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Japanned
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4<f.peryd.
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LOOKER'S PATENT
DEN LABELS.—These

made hollow, in well-burnt red
or other earthenware, with a
thick sloping top, on which are
impressed auy names of Trees,
Plants, &c , that may be re-

quired. The lower part of the
Label has openings, which give
it a firm hold in the ground.
These Labels will stand for

years unaffected by damp or
change of atmosphere; and the
letters, &c, being impressed,
are as durable as the Label
itself. Their appearance is

extremely neat ; and they

IMPERISHABLE GAR-
Improved Garden Labels are

«VQ

n
a is an engraving

showing the form
of the Patent Label,
and b represents it

as fixed in the
ground.

occupy but little space, while a broad view is presented of the
impression on tbe top. Each Label can be impressed with any
Name that may be desired.—Further particulars and prices may
be obtained on application to Benjamin Looker, Jun., Inventor
Patentee, and Manufacturer, Kingston-on-Than.es. '

'

*•• A limited number of Licenses will be granted to respect-
able Manufacturers.

ul*&& rO« <~<JiMStkVATOKIb&, tTc.
XTETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASSAA of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square foot,for the usual sizes required.many thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed for immediatedefivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, forPATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS
SLA!.^nd SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
X«5SS

.?^' GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlev & Co., 35, Soho Sqnare. London.

See Gardmrrt' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.
FOREICN Aft D ErvCuSH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,

T
87, BISHOPSGATE STKEET, WITHOUT.

MTLLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
q

• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or
d(X) tee* cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rtvebs and the leading
oien of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4£ in.
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6
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2i
2
h
hV%<£ by 18

'
22 b? 13

' 21i by 13*' ™± by
"
14i' 20 by 14 .^1 by 14, 20 by 15. «f lbs. per 100 teet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.
Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2$ „
*) ' tt0 2 feet ... 3*

•3iRTi'F;,r8 Rai,^h Plate, Sheet and Rough, files, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
a»<» V arnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

i

strong, do.

intermediate, do.

extra strong, do.

24 inches wide
strong, do.

intermediate, do.

-uivu ,, extra strong, do *« „ „
All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet),

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices one-fourth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, Sid. per yard, 3 feet wide:
Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasautries, 2d. per
square toot.

Delivered freao' expense in London. Peterborough, Hull, or

Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle
and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles &c.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post

For larger sizes, a full List of Pri> will be sent on application.

FERN CASES, with Ferns complete, suit «ble for the Draw-
ing Room, troin 25*. each.

AQUARIUMS, with French polished stands, from 105. each.
Vaae-shaped ditto, on glass stand, 20s.

Perforated Glass for Y< ntilation, from Is. 6d. per foot.

Glass Tiles and Slates.

Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen; Propagating and Pee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers. Lord Camov*' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps, Plate, Crown, and Ornamental" Glass, Shades for
Ornaments, Fern Shades, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street
Witlxut, London.

DRITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
-L> TURAL PURPOSES -Sizes from 7 by 5 to 9 by 7 at
lis. 6d. per 100 foot box; 9$ by 7A and 10 by 8, at 12*. 6d. per
box, in 21 oz. 1*. per box extra ; larger sizes up to 22 by 14, 15 oz.,
at 16*.; and 21 oz., 25j. per 100 feet. P> xes charged 2a. each,
and returnable at the same price if delivered free. Crystal
White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent
Rough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c. ; White Lead, Oils,
Turpentine, Colours, &c— G. Farmiloe & Son, 118, St. John
Street, West Smithfield, London.
~ ROLL TOBACCO CO R D,

THE Cheapest and most Effectual Article for
SMOKING GREENHOUSES and DESTROYING the

FLY on PLANTS. Nurserymen can be supplied with the above
at Is. 6d. per lb. by Joskph Raker, 6, Walcot Cottages. Kenning-
ton Cross (late of Fleet Street). Country orders must be accom-
panied by a Post-office Order payable at Kennington Cross.

T^DWARDS'S REGISTERS 1) EARWIG TRAP
J—* i s an elegant, durable, and enVct ual instrument for the
destruction of earwigs. It is hi^hlv recommended bv the Editor
of the "Florist," and other distinguished Horticulturists. Being
ornamental in shape it must supersede the ugly inverted flower-
pots in all tastemjly kept gardens. Price 9s. per dozen. Sold
wholesale at the manufactory and by the following agents:—
S. Martin, 14, Gongh Square, London; C. Turner, Rnval
Nursery, Slongh; J. Kkynes, Nursery, Salisbury, and. retaifbv
every Ironmonger, Nursenman, and Seedsman in tbe United
Kingdom. Descriptive drawngs sent on rectipt of postage stamp.
E. Edwards & Co., Inventors and Manufacturers, St Paul's

Square, Rinnirmham.

rrO PATIENTS AND GUARDIANS—A Member
J of the Koyal College of Veterinary Snrgeoilfl in extensive
practice in the suburbs of London, is desirous of receiving an
IN-DOOR PUPIL for three yea*8. A small premium will be
required.— Address \V. M., care of Messrs. Hodge & Co., Whole-
sale Druggists, Blackman Street, Borough.

t)OAKD and LODGING "rfquired at a FARMU HOUSE.—A private Sitting Room and two Bedrooms,
with separate Board, for a Gentleman and Lady, and six Children
under 9 years of age—Address (post paid) C. II. H.

f
Messrs.

Richardson Brothers, 23, Cornhill.

TXfANTED, on L^ase, 3 or 4 acres of LAND
* suitable for a Florist, within an easy distance west

(preferred) of Covent Garden.—T. W., Mr. Young, Stationer,
Shacklewell Green, near Kingsland.

TO FLORISTS AMD GARDENERS^

TO BE LET, a Piece of Gi OUND, near London,
with Greenhouses, Pits, and \ earing Apparatus, &c— For

particulars apply to Mr. Goddard, 14, Great Portland Street.

CRCWN LANDS, SUSSEX.

TO BE LET, by Tender, by order of the Hon.
Charles A. Gore, Commissioner in charge of her Majesty's

Land Revenue, on Lease for a term of 21 years, from October
10, 1866, the following Farms, viz. :—NEWIIOUSE FARM,
situate in the parish of Poynings, in the county of Sussex, about
seven miles from Brighten, and five miles from the Hassocks
Gate Station on the Brighton Railway, comprising 349 acres of
Arable, Grass, and Coppice Lands, with a good Farm House, and
convenient Farm Buildings; also PERCHING FARM, in the
parish of Edburton, in the same county, near the last mentioned
Farm, comprising 730 acres of Arable Pa.sture, Meadow, Coppice,
and Down Lands, with a good Farm House, and convenient Farm
Buildings. For forms ot tender and conditions of letting, apph
to the Hon. Charles A. Gore. 1, Whitehall Place, Westminster,
or to Mr. John Cluttok, 9, Whitehall Place, Westminster.
To view the farms, apply to tbe tenants, Mr. Botting, N^w house
Farm, near Hurstpierpoint; and Mr. N. Blaker, Perching
Farm, near Hurstpierpoint. Tenders addressed to the Hon.
Chari.es A. Gorf, to be *ent to the Office of Woods, &c,
1, Whitehall Place, Westminster, on or before Saturday, the 15th
day of June, 1856, endorsed "Tender for Newhouse Farm," or
$i Tender for Perching Farm"

VALUABLE FARM.
TO BE LET, for such number of years as may he

agreed on, entry at MartinniAs, 1856, the FARM of JI YRE-
MILL, in the parish of Maybole, as presently in the occupancy of
the proprietor. This Farm is situated within eight miles of the
market town of Ayr and one from Maybole, where there is a
railway station. It extends to 298 acres, 1 rood, 8 poles imperial;

has been recently drained, and is in the highest state of culti-

vation. It is intersected by good public roads, and portions of

the Farm roads are laid with iron tramways. The steadinj; is

complete in accommodation, comprising comfortable Dwelling
House, extensive Feeding Byres, Sheep Houses, Stables, Burns,

G ranaries, &c. There is a powerful Steam Engine, to which is

attached a Threshing Machine, Turnip and Straw Cutters, Oil-

cake Ci ushers. Millstones for Grinding, and Liquid Manure
Pumps. The Tanks are capable of storing about 300,000 gallons

of liquid manure, and Pipes are laid for its distribution over the

whole lands. As regards management and cultivation, liberal

terms will be granted, without taking twe white crops in suc-

cession, but with a fixed rotation at the close of the lease.

Mr. Smith, Manager at Mynmill. will show the Farm, and

offers to be lodged with Mr. Brow, Royal Bank Office, Maybol*-, on

or be/ore the 30th June next—May 24.

KdgwareRoad, London.

1^ POULTRY. ~
"0 BE SOLD, EGGS from the finest strains

1 1 v
f the ' , ' 1

i

1 '

]

>wi»S named Poultry :—Shan-hae, Black Spanish,
|i«nibr

;

.. t.oldeu Inlanders, Sebrights, Silkv Fowls.-Address to
Z. Z„ Northleigh, ne*r Oxford.

T° SB SOLD, 100 WHITE FACED SPANISH
* i •t°^T

L8, ™ year'

8 hin]s
-

bred from those which
took the Liverpool Silver Cup 1S55 and 1S56. The Advertiser
requiring their walks, parts with them reluctantly, as thev
are of great beauty and first blood. The whole will be sold cheap— Addr,.,, Mr. W'm. Plummkr, the Grove, Catt. Norfolk

Salts tig auction.

THE LODDICES' COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS.

some of the Gems of this most valuable assemblage of Exotic
Orchids.- .May be viewed on the morning of Sale

; and Catalogues
had of Mr. J. C. Stevens, 38, King Street, Covent Garden.

EAST INDIAN ORCHIDS.
A JR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his
-L^J. Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on MON-
DA\, May 26, at 1 o'Clock precisely, an importation ofORCHIDS from India, containing the magnificent Vanda
gigantea, a plant now introduced for the first time, ^acoolahium

Indian species in capital order.—May be viewed on the morning
of Sale and Catalogues had.

BLDDiNC AND ORNAMENTAL PLANTS. AND
ROSES IN POTS.

lyi R. HASLAM will Sell as above, at the Mart, onlfi TUESDAY, May 27.-N.B. Packing baskets will be
provided.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS."
]\ TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will Sell
ItA by Auction at the Mart. Bartholomew Lane, on WEDNES-
DAY, May 28, and FRIDAY. May 30, at 12 o'clock, a first-class
Collection of Fuchsias, Verbenas, Petunias, Dahlias, Climbing
and other Roses, Calceolarias, etc., also Geraniums and other
I'lants in bloom, with a fine assortment of Ornamental Plants lor
tedding.—On view the morning of Sale

; Catalogues had at the
Mart, and of the Auction,-.-!-, American Nursery, Leytonstone.
Essex.

M

TO TULIP FANCrERS.
VfESSRS. PROTHKROE and MORRIS have
1* ' received instructions from Mr. Goldham to submit to
public competition by Auction, without reserve, upon MONDAY,
May 26, on the Premises, Merton Lane, Miicham, rurrey,
a further portion of his costly and unrivalled collection of
TULIPS; comment on this magnificent stock is suptatluous.
—Catalogues may be obtained on and after the first week in May
bv application on the premises ; or of the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

CHwICE TUlIPS in bloom
ATESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-
!-! structed to Sell by Auction on the Premises, lf

Alpha
Place, Coburg Road, Old Kent Road, on SATURDAY, Mav 31,
at 3 o'Clock, a well selected collection of TULIPS, the property of
Messrs. Clark and Howe, comprising flowers from the stocks
of Messrs. Goldham, Saunders, Delaforce, Groom, Launnce,
May, and other growers of celebrity; also sundry New FIowpi i

and Breeders raised by Mr. Clark. A capital Tulip Stage with
Top and Side Cloths, Rollers, &c, complete. A Cabinet for 168
rows, Shades, and sundry effects.— May be viewed one we-k
prior to and on the morning of Sale. Catalogues may be ob-
tained on the Premises; of the principal Seedsmen in London-
and of the Auctioneers , American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

*

CROYDON.
To Gentlemen-, Nurserymen, asi> Others.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS wffl
submit to public competition by Auction on the

premises, Sion Nursery, Croydon, on MONDAY, .Tune 2
and following day, at 11 o'Clock each day (by order or the pro-
prietor), the whole of the valuable GREENHOUSE and,
BEDDING PLANTS, consisting of about 2000 Show, Fancy
and Scarlet Geraniums, Azalea indica, Camellias, Epacris,
Cinerarias, Acacias, Chrysanthemums, P«*atik>ta6» Herbaceous
and Kock Plants; choice Dahlias, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Petunias,
Heliotropes, &c—May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues
had on the premises; of the principal seedsmen in Lor*. on ;and
of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Ess* x.

FUME OAK TIMBER AND FIR, ETC.,
"

Standing on the site of the "Watford and St. Aliian's
Branch Railway, wmca is to be immediately com-
menced.

MR. HUMBERT is instructed by the London and
North-Western Railwav Company to S**ll by Auction, at

the Rose and Crown Inn, Watford, on WEDNESDAY, May 28,
at 2 o'Clock, all the TIMBER standing on the Land pur-
chased for the above Line which passes throutrh the well- known
woods of the Earl of Essex, Nathaniel Hibbert, Esq, nnd the
Rev. D. Morrice. The Timber comprises about 900 Oak Trees
and Saplings, many of them of large dimensions, 150 Larch and
Scotch Fir, and others.—May be viewed ; Catalogues mny be
had at the Inns in the neighbourhood, and free by post of Mr.
Humbert, Land Agent, Watford, Herts.

REOHILL, REICATE.
TO NfESERYMEN AND FLORISTS.

MR. WM. THORNTON *ill sell by Auction,
at the Auction Mart, on SATURDAY, May 31, at

12 o'Clock, that well-situate and highly valuable Property, con-

stituting the MONSON NURSERY GROUND, with the newly
erected residence and range of conservatories, in length 76 fret,

nuderaspanroof; together with the Goodwill of the profitable a- d
increasing Trade, now carried on by the owner, in a rapidly
improving neighbourhood. The tenure is leasehold for an
unexpired term of 94 years, direct from tbe freeholder, at the
exceedingly low ground rent of 71. The purchaser will be
required to take the stock at a customary valuation.— Particulars,
with conditions of sale, may be obtained 10 days previously at
the Auction Mart; office of the Gardeners1

Chronicle \ or they
will be forwarded on application to Mr. Wm. Thornton, Laud
Agent and Surveyor, Old Bank, Reigate.
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NEW ROSES IN POTS. 1

"HEXJAMIN R. CANT begs to offer the following,
-*-' a descriptive Catalogue of which may b; had post free on
application

; the plants are exceedingly healthy and robust, with
shoots 18 inches to 2 feet long.

HYBRID PERPETUAL.
Arthur de Sansal
Docteur Hdnon ...

Due d'Elchingen
General PelisHier
General Simpaon
Joseph Le?echaux
Madame Knorr
Marquise de Murat
Mathurin R**gnier

* - •

* -

55. Qd.

5
5
5
5
5
3 6
5
5

Pauline Lansezeur ...

Prince Noir
Souvenir de la Reine
d'Angleterre

Triomphe de l'Exposi-
1 1**11 » • • n« »**

Triomphe d'Avranches
Bourbon, Empress Eu-

5*. Qd.

5

7 6

7

5
6

* I ft 7 6

Alfred de Dalmas

g£nie
PERPETUAL MOSS.
... 5 | Gloired'Orient 5

12 of my own selection from above for 60a., or 1 of each for 4/.
The following at the prices attached, or purchaser's selection

40*. per dozen
; my own choice 30*. per dozen.

MOSS.
Comtesse Doriat
Frederic Soulie"

Earon de Wassenaer 3s. M.
Capitaine Ingraam ... 3

PERPETUAL MOSS.
Madame Edouard Ory 5 | Salet ...

HYBRID PERPETUAL
* » •

3s. Gd.

3 6

3 6

L'Etendard des Ama-
teurs 3

Lord Raglan 5
Louise de Chateaubourg 3
Haron Larray
Belle Lyonnaise
Comtesse de Turenne
Emperor Napoleon ...

Evfique de Meaux
Gloire de Vitry ..

Julie Guinoisseau

* *

• *f

• .

«

* . . • •
Frilet ...

Isabelle II.

NOISETTE.
Polonie Bourdin • * •

• * *

Madame de Trotter
6 Madame Lacour Jurie

Madame Theodore
6 Martel

3 Madame Vidot
3 6 Marguerite Lecureux
3 6 Maxiine
5 Monsieur Pigeron
3 6 Mrs. 8tandlbb...
3 6 President Menoux
3 6

I

Raphael
BOURBON.

3 6 I , r

3 g Marguerite Dubourg...

1 CHINA.
3 6

I
Lucullus

TEA.
3 I Blanche de Solleville...

* .

* •

»

« # •

• ft

3
3

3
8
3
3
3
3
3
3

6

6
6
f>

6

6

Anguste Vacher
The following at 20*. per dozen:—

MOSS.
I>'Arcet 2 I Princess Alice...
Jeanne de Momfort 2 j Vandael

HYBRID PERPETUAL.

3 6

3

3

t *

* i«

• - -

Alphonse de Lamartine 2
Auguste Guinoisseau 2
Cicero 2
Duchess of Norfolk ... 2 6
General Jacqueminot 2 H

Gloire de Parthenay

Jules Margottin

Panach£e d'Orleans

Souvenir des Braves ...

• • •

2

2

2

1

2

2

6

6

6

• * I 2s. 6d.

BOURBON.
Francois Herincq

T P \

Gloire de Pijnn ... 2 6 | Williams' everg. climber 1 6
Also in Pots a select assortment of the bent older kinds of

Hybrid Perpetual, Bourbon, Noisette, China, and Tea-scented
Roses from 12*. to 15a. per dozen.
Carriage paid to any station on the Eastern Counties Railway.

St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

T
GARDEN VASES7 PEOESTALS~ETC:

HOMAS SOMMERVILLE, Landscape Gardener,
Nurseryman-, Seedsman, and Florist, Garden Road, St.

John s Wood, London, has now ready a large Stock of Vases and
Pedestals ©f exquisite designs, superior workmanship, and from
the material of which they are made and mode of manufacture,
are capable of resisting the most severe weatber. and at little
more than half the cost of any others possessing the same
durable qualities. From their great strength thev mav 1 e made
available throughout the year by being filled with 'flowering
plants during the summer months, and shrubs during the
winter, and would thereby form a pleasing object in the pleasure
grounds at all times. Samples of the above, mav be seen, and
prices obtained at the grounds in the Garden Road as above

.WIRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
* \ of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.
Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety

;Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make;
Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;
Avianes and Conservatories fitted up, by W.Richards. Imperial

S ta
370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's

rpANNED NETTING, for the Protection of FRUIT
J- TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security
of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard ; 200 yards. 14s. ; 500
-'ards, 30s.; 10f0 yards, 50s.; scrim canvas for wall fruit. At
bponvoToa & Co.fs Rick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth
Manufacturers 49, King William Street, London Bridge;
l*,Smithneld Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot,
Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth .

XT JEW TWINE "NETTING, Tanned if required,
---y 1 yard wide, 2d. per yard; 2 yards wide, 4.?. per yard;
4 yards wide, 8d. per yard. Half-inch mesh ditto, 2 yards wide.
jjrf. per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds,
wasps, flies, &c. from fruit tree-, flower or seed beds, 4id per
square yard. TANNED NETTING. 2 or 3 yards wide. iXl. per
?*& 4 or.£ yards wide

'
3<L Per >•«•!• At'W.CuLLi.voFoRD's.

1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.
\ Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west

Gjulery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

J
IRON FENCE, H U R D L E S,~

_

ET C.
R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

e »&£?£££ & PkillX solicits an inspection of his patterns
of ^ROLGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to
supply ppon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,&c. at the Manufactory as above.
HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

TTT^f?T
U
S«5 ba??.-" 4s.9<f.each.HLRDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3

inches_outofground, 5 bars 5s.3d.each^
HOSE PIPINGWAITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING

will sustain a greater pressure, is lighter, less bulky, will
wear longer, and is about 60 percent cheaper than the leather
hos*» pipe.

Manufactured only by Waithmax & Co., Bentham, Lancaster.

1 o5"
1
\Q«Ai1TT» ISCHFS W DlAMKTER AND PRICE PER YARD :—

V u'L?' J! o
; J

» 2f*i
Ali^ U - •*! ^ U- W-; If, Is. 7d.;

*lt£L\3&m
i

2i- 2^^-; 2J.2-.erf.: 3.2s.9d.

25:£! Sd?"^
&T°UT QcAUTT :~2

- *•! % 2s. 3d.
; 2_, 2s. Gd.;

AJri;.?tt^
brperHoSe

' to **aralow pressure for Garden and

iSttt£3SS.M

W

6* prices-1 •*
;

1 h 10d - ;

Union Joints, Branch Pip€ g, and Jets are also supplied.

30 TO 50 PER CENT. BELOW COST.
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, warranted in

good working order.—Apply to Mr. Weir, Agricultural
Engineer, 16, Bath Place, New Road, six doors west of Hamp-
stead Road, London. ^^ _

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS WANTED,
SECOND-HAND.—Apply to Mr. Weir, Agricultural En-

gineer, 16, Bath Place, New Road, six doors west of Hampstead
Road. London.

iJlCK CLOTHS AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES,* al£0
*- in consequence of the termination of the war, a quantity of

TARPAULISG, 9 yards by 6 yards, made expressly for the

Crimea, to be sold cheap at Davis's. 64, West Smithfield, London.

MAPPIN'S CUTLERY and ELECTRO-PLATE
WAREHOUSE is Removed from Moorgate Street,

London, to tlie extensive Premises, No. 67 and 68, King William
Street, London.

J o skph Mappik & Brothers, Queen's Cutlerv Works, Sheffield.

Gi AKUEN ENGINES, SYRINGES, &c. (Caution)
* —The well-known reputation of READ'S ENGINES'

.Machines, and Syringts, has ltd to the nefarious practice of
placing cards in shop windows, with the words "READ'S
PATENT" upon Syringes of the very commonest description.
R. Read begs to caution the public against being deceived by

such false representations, as many of these instruments, upon
trial, will be found defective and useless.

Read's instruments have the Royal arms, and address.

35, XLt-gent Circus, Zondoc.
*.* Desrriptions sent post free.

I^OWLER and FRY, Agricultural Implement
J- Manufacturers, Temple Gate, Bristol, beg to call atten-
tion to the under-mentioned articles :

—

One-row Seed and Manure Drill, a most complete thing, 61. 10s.
One-row Drill, for seed only, 41.

Prize Grass Seed Distributor, 12 feet long, 3Z. 10*.

Patterson's Patent Clod-crusher, which is so constructed that
it is capable of working where the ground is in a sticky
state from wet.

Corne's Patent Chaff-cutters.

Oat and Bean Mills.
Gardner's Turnip Cutters.
Bnshe's Root Graters.
Cozen's celebrated Press Ploughs, &c.
Fowler & Fry are Agents for all the principal makers of

Agricultural Implements, and always keep a large assortment on
hand in their Show-room.

Catalogues, &c , sent free on application.

AJEW BOUNDARY BETWEEN RUSSIA AND
-L^ TURKEY.—No. 71 of the Maps of the Society for the
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge indicates by colour the diminu-
tion of Russian Territory, as arranged at the Treaty of Paris,
Article 20. It may be obtained of all Booksellers, or of the Pub-
lisher, Edward Stanford, 6, Charing Cross. Price Ninepence,
per post lor ten stamps. A List of the 221 Maps in this Series,
price 6d. plain, and 9d. coloured, can be had upon application, or
per post for nn« stamp.

PLAIN EDITION.
Now ready, price Six Shillings,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN; containing
4S plain plates and coloured frontispiece. Flexible boards.

John E. Sowf.rry, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS, ETC.
Now ready,

BRITISH POISONOUS PLANTS. By C. Johnson,
Esq. Flexible boards, crown Svo, with 28 Plates. Full

coloured, 7a. ;
plain, 5s.

John E. Sowerby, 3. Mead Place, Lambeth.

Recently published, price 2s. 6d. t

HTHE HANDBOOK OF VILLA GARDENING.
-* By William Paul.
" Well adapted to the end, being of a plain practical character."—Spectator.
" We anticipate it will become, as it deserves, a general

authority in suburban cultivation."— Gardeners1

Chronicle.

Works by the same Author,
THE ROSE GARDEN. Fifteen Coloured Plates, and

numerous Wood Engravings. Price 2\s.

SUPPLEMENT TO THE ROSE GARDEN. Four
Plates. Price 5s.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE CULTIVATION OF
ROSES IN POTS. Second Edition. Price Is. Gd.

AN HOUR WITH THE HOLLYHOCK. Second
Edition. Price Is.

MORNING RAMBLES IN THE ROSE GARDENS
OF HERTFORDSHIRE. Price Is.

PirER, STErjiExsoN, & Sf-exck, 23, Paternoster Row, London:
oi_by post from the Author, Nurseries, Cheshunt, Ilerts^

Just published, price 6s. pp. 464, Vol. 4 of the

JOURNAL OF THE BATH AND WEST OFV ENGLAND SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT
OF AGRICULTURE, &c.

Contexts :

—

Introduction—I. Cereal Crops, by J. D. Pratt—II. Farm Ma-
chinery, by W. Morshead (Prize)—III. Tiverton Implement
Show, by J. Belfield— IV. Report on Steam Engines, by A. H.
D. Troyte—V. Report on Live Stock, bv R. Smith— VI. Dentition
of Sheep, by Professor Brown—VII. Growth of Wheat, by the
late Philip Puspy— VIII. Labourers' Lodging House, by Sir
A. H. Elton—IX. Prize Plans of Cottages, by Henry Hickes
(Prize)—X. Agricultural Dwellings, by J. W. P. Isaac (Prize)
—XI. Portable Shedding, bv Jonathan Grav—XII. Hedges, by
Robert Dvmond, Junr.—XIII. Copyholds, by W. P. Dvmond—
XIV. Organic Chemistry, by Dr. P. Lovell Phillips—XV. Food
(or Cattle, by Professor Voelcker—XVI. Physical Geographv of
South-Western Counties, by N. Whitley-XVII. Lawes 'and
Lb-big, by T. Dyke Acland.
Farmers' Note Book.—Proceedings of Chemical Committee-

Lord Ebringtonon Middle Class Education— Professor Voelcker's
Lectures on Clay Soils, on Superphosphate, and on the use of
Chemistry.
London

: J. RrDGWAT, 169, Piccadilly • R. E. Peach, Bath

;

F. Mav, Taunton
; W. Roberts, Exeter ; R. Lidstoxe, Plymouth.

Prizes offered fob Essays for 1857.On the Labourer—20 Guineas.
, Management of Dung—201.

Cattle of the West of England Roofing of Farm Buildings. 101.
—15:.

P-eans and Peas—10J.

Threshing Machine— 20/.

Any other Agricultural subject
-107.

Any Chemical subject— 10Z.

Fj^Coj^dJthois apply tojhejecretary, H.St.Johx Maulk, Bath .

Dt^^^J}"
9 * Polished, post 8vo, cloth. 10s. 6rf.

16ESTI0N AND ITS DERANGEMENTS
ByT. K. Chambers, M.D., Physician to St. Mary's Hos-

pital, ana Lecturer on Medicine at St. Mary's Medical School.
A wonderful stride has been made of late years in our know-

ledge of the physiology of the fluids * * * * the application of
these results to actual practice is the purpose of Dr. Chambers'
volume. '—Guardian.

'• There is common sense and sound philosophy in the views
taken by Dr. Chamber*."—Medical Times and Gazette.

London: John Churchill, New Burlington Street.

[

On the 31st inst., price 6*., Part XV. of the
X-ATURE-PRINTED FERNS OF GREAT-L> BRITAIN. The Part will contain three folio Put. t"Ferns "represented by "Nature-Printing," together wi,? %£*
scriptions, &c. By Thos. Moore, F.L.S?. and

g
edfted bv rtLl.VDLEY. ™ VI.

Bradpurt & ErAyg, 11, Bouverie Street.

On the 31st inst., price 1*„ No. 7 of
" '

r ITTLE DORRIT. By Charles Dickens A Ne.-L* Serial Work, uniform with "Dotnbey and Son" "pJT
House," &c. With Illustrations by H. K. Browve t^k
completed in twenty Monthly Shilling Parts.

'
° "•

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street
Stassiw & Xavier, Pans.

On the 3lst inst., price 1*., Part 6 of the
T30PULAR HISTORY OF ENGLAND AnA Illustrated History of Society and Government from th^
earliest Period to our own Times. By Charles K.night Eart
Part contains a beautiful steel Plate, and the whole Work »m
be enriched with about 1000 Wood Engravings.

Bradbury & Evan s, 11, Bouverie S treet.

On the 31st inst., price 2*., the 1st Part of Vol. 2 of the
'

pYCLOP^EDIA OF BIOGRAPHY; being- theV>'89th Monthly Part of the English Cyclopedia, conductedby Charles Knight.—A complete Biographical Dictionary notonly of distinguished men of all ages, but also including _]i
living men of any degree of celebrity, will be presented in
this work.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

THE GERANIUM AND ITS CULTURE7
BY

JOHN DOBSON, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.
*J Price 6d. ; or post-free, direct from the Author, Sd.

London : Hamilton , Adams, & Co., and all Book sellers.

NEW WORK BY MK. COSSE, ON MARINE NATURAL
HISTORY.

This day is published, post Svo, pp.400, with 24 coloured

T
plates, price 21s.

E N B Y ; A Seaside Holiday.
By Philip Henry Gosse, A.L.S.

Jony Van Voobst, 1, Paternoster Row.
This day is published the Fourth Edition, with many addition 5

and corrections, of a

]\/f
ANUAL OF BRITISH BOTANY, containing

* ' the Flowering Plants and Ferns arranged acccording to the
Natural Orders. By C. C. Babinotox, M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S., Ac.
12rao, price 105. 6d. cloth ; or; copies on thin paper for the pocket,
12#. roan.

JoHy Van Voorst/ 1, Paternoster Row.

CURE FOR THE TURNIP FLY.
Just published,

rpABER'S RECIPE FOR PREPARING THE
-*- SEED

;
a successful preventive and easily applied. Price U.

post free for 13 postage stamps.
To be bad only of G. Taber, Seedsman, Rivenball, near

Witham , Essex .

Second Issue, price 2s. 6d., or by post, 3s.

T AND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS ;
A-* with Plates by J. Bailev Dextov, Drainage Engineer.
u The best practical treatise we have yet seen."—Agric. Gazette.
u A very able treatise."—Mark Lane Express.
London : Ridoway. Piccadilly ; and Metciiim, Parliament St.

Just published, in post 8vo, price 75. Qd. cloth,

iTOMOS: An Attempt to Demonstrate a Centnl
Physical Law in Nature.

London: Longman*, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Just published, in tcp. Svo, price 35. 6rf, tjotb,

MARVELS AND MYSTElilES OF INSTINCT;
or, Curiosities of Animal Life. By G. Garratt.
London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Third Edition" In 8vo> 45. cloth,

ON AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY, and THE
NATURE and PROPERTIES of PERUVIAN GUANO.

By J. C.Nksbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., Ac, Principal of the Agricul-

tural and Chemical College, Kennington ; Corresponding Member
of the Central and National Agricultural Society of France.

London : Longman, Brown. Green. & Longmans.

In 1 Vol. Svo, with above 12,000 Woodcuts, 3Z. 135. 6d.r

T OUDON'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF PLANTS.
*—* New Edition, corrected to the Present Time, by Mr*-

Loudon; assisted by George Don, F.L.S., and DajidWoostkb,
late Curator of the Ipswich Museum.

•*• This Edition contains nearly 250 additional pages, and

above 2000 new Illustrations, without addition to the price.

London: Longman, Brown, Green. & Longmans.

New and cheaper Edition, in fcp. Svo, price 35. 6rf.,

TMVERS'S ROSE AMATEUR'S GUIDE: Con-
* ** taining ample Descriptions of all the fine leading varieties

of Roses, reuularly classed in their respective Families; their

History and Mode of Culture. Fifth Edition, corrected and

improved ; including a full account of the Author's experience id

the Culture of Roses in Pots.
London : Longman, Brown. Green, & Longmans. _

In post Svo, a New Edition with 405 Woodcuts, price 14*.,

CATLOW'S POPULAR CONCHOLOGY ;
or,

the Shell Cabinet arranged according to the Modern

System. With a Detailed Account of the Animals, and a com-

plete Descriptive List of the Families and Genera of Recent and

Fossil Shells. Second Edition, much improved.
London: Longman, Brown, Green. & Longmans. __

SEVENTH

N

I

KiRBY AND SPENCE'S ENTOMOLOGY
AND CHEAPER EDITION.

Jiwt published, in One closely-printed Volume, of 600 pages,

crown Svo, price 55. cloth, _-,,

NTRODUCTION TO ENTOMOLOGY; or, la-

ments of the Natural History of Insects. Composing an

Account of Noxious and Useful Insects ; of their Metamorpnoses,

Food, Stratagems, Societies, Motions, Hybernation. Inst »nct
» f

c
;

Rv William Kibbt, M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S., rector of Rarham, ana

William Spesce, Esq., F.K.S., F.L.S. Seventh Edition, witn au

Appendix relative to the Origin and Progress of the wort.

%• This work is now published at one-Bixth of the price ox ino

sixth edition, so as to bring it within reach of *u
T
desl

f
0U

fnd
becoming acquainted with the Natural History of Insects, w
thus carrying out mere effectually the object of the autnor ,

that of introducing others to a branch of science which tneyi

found so delightful. Though compressed by a 8mal_'«r
JJJ;^"^

and.
one volume, it contains every line* of the sixth edition, which in-

progress, lurmsnecx ny mr. opene« u> u»w uh»» —^ m*
Mr. Freeman, is, with his permission, given as an Appendix.

London : Losgmak, Bbowx, Gbeeh, & LOWOTA"*

Bbapbcbt, of No. 13. Upper Wobum Placj, **

t Kvax.. of No. 20. Queen'i lte»d West W»Printed by William

the Parish of St. Paocras. and m the County of MiddlMex. rn ^

*. nun 1 y v wucn: »* *»*»** «i \g «V 11
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THE GARDENEl CHRONICLE
AND

RICULTURAL GAZETTE.
A Stamped Newspaper of Rural Economy and General News—The Horticultural Part Edited by Professor Lindley.
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Stamped Edition, 6d.
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ALTERATION OF DAYS OF SUMMER SHOW.
BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY.—In consequence of the Crystal Palace Com-
pany having just announced a Flower Show to take place on the
25th and 26th June, the Brighton Summer Show will be held on
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, the 11th and 12th of June,
instead of the 25th and 26th as heretofore announced. Schedules
can be obtained of the Secretary or of E. Spary, Superintendent
of the Exhibition. Extra Prizes will be given for Azaleas, six
varieties; Roses in Pots, six varieties.

By order of the Committee,
Edward Carpenter, Sec, Lavender S treet. Rrisrhtnn.

MANCHESTER BOTANICA L~and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.—The FIRST EXHIBITION (open

to all competitors) of PLANTS, FLOWERS, FRUITS, and
VEGETABLES, will b« held at the Society's Gardens, Old
Trafford, on WEDNESDAY, June 4th, when Two Hundred
Pounds will be given in Prizes.

Schedules are now ready, and may be obtained on application to
the Secretary. By order, John Shaw, Secretary.

Council Room , Princess Street, Manchester, May 31.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.—The THIRTEENTH ANNIVERSARY

DINNER of this Society will take place on WEDNESDAY
the 11th June next, at the London Tavern, Bishop^gate Street.

Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P., in the Chair.

Tickets 21*., to be had at the Tavern, and of the Secretary.
Dinner to be upon table at 6 o'clock.

E. R. Cutler, Secretary,

14. Tavistock Row. Coven t Gard en.

GARDENERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.—Ann Arnold, Widow, earnestly solicits the considera-
tion and support of the subscribers to the above. Institution at
the election in June next. She is so severely afflicted with
rheumatism as to be wholly unable to obtain her own living.
Her husband was a subscriber to the Institution for many years.
Proxies will be received by A. Paul & Son, Nurseries,
Cheshunt, Herts.

EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN PLANTS.
JOHN WATERER begs to intimate that his collection

of the above plants is now coming finely into bloom, and will
continue in perfection throughout the month of June, and may
be inspected daily (gratis).—American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey,
near the Farnborough Station, South Western Railway ; and
Blackwater Station, South Eastern Railway, from whence con-
veyances are always to be obtained.

GRAND EXHIBITION OF RHODODENDRONS]
7 0HN WATERER begs to announce that his un-
rJ rivalled collection of HARDY SCARLET RHODODEN-
DRONS will be this Spring Exhibited (as usual) in the Garden
of the Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, London.
**T The site usually occupied by the Society for the display

of American Plants has been considerably enlarged, and exten-
sive improvements made in the arrangements.
Notice will be given when the plants can be sen in Woom.

.
Thg^A merican Nursery, Bagshot. Surrey -May 31.

CRAND EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN PLANTS.
TVIESSRS. WATERER and GOD: REY beg to

,
-*- announce the arrangements for Exhibiting their well-

known collection of AMERICAN PLANTS, in Ashburnham
Park, adjoining Cremorne Gardens, are now complete. The
plants will be in bloom in the course of a few d .ys, of which due
notice will be givt-n. In soliciting the patronage of all admirers
of this beautiful tribe, they feel confident in stating this exhibi-

*w'
aS a disP IaF of nWere, will far exceed anything of the kind

before attempted, and is covered in by certainly the finest
pavilion ever erected in this country.— Knap Hill Nursery,Woking, Surrey.

A N EXTENSIVE COLLECTION OF AMERICAN
.
PLANTS, in bhwm during .Tune, may be seen in high per-

fection at George Baker's, Windlesham Nursery, Bagshot,
Jiirrey, 1$ mile from Broom Hall and Sunuingdale Station,
^6 mi.es from Waterloo Station, on Sonth-Western Railway;
*nd on and after 11th June at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
RegentVPark. *

ESSRS. MASTERS and SON,
LANDSCAPE GARDENERS.

Canterbury .asp Maidstone.

M

•^*

X\J ILLIAM BARKA
* w LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.
HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved

principles.
An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shrubs,

^gHGRgRNS y Forest Treks, Roses, and Thorns.

jyi R. DaVIDSoN, who is extensively engaged in

Tpr LANDSCAPE GARDENING and GARDEN ARCHI-bl1 U]*K > respectfully offers his services to Noblemen, Gentle-men and the Public, in Designing and Directing New Works
and improvements in Parks, Gardens, Cemeteries, &c.

Uffices, 36, Great Russell Street, Bedford Square, London.

J C. WHEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED
• LIST for this Scaso.i u noio ready, and tuay be

had fjratis on application*

J. C. Wheeler & Sox. Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.^

BEODINC PLANTS.
A PAUL and SON have now ready for immediate

•*^- • planting out some thousands of strong healthy Gera-
niums, Verbenas, Calceolarias, Salvias, dwaif Lobelias, and
other bedding plants. Price 4a, to 65. per dozen, carriage free
to London.— Nurseries, Cheshnr.t. H.-rts, May 31.

RObtS FOR MASSfcS.

A PAUL and SON have now ready for immediate
#

planting out some thousands of DWARF ROSESof the
best kinds for planting in masses, 10*. to 15s. per dozen. Also
all the new Roses at the lowest advertised prices. Carriage free
to London.—Nurseries, Cheshunt, Hert-\ May 31.

\\ ILLIAM KNIGHT, Florist, &c, begs to offer
first-class FUCHSIAS at 4*. per doz.; fine large Flowered

and Pom pone CHRYSANTHEMUMS, good plants at 35. 6d. per
doz. Descriptive Catalogues sent on application.

67, High Street, Rattle, Sussex.

NEW PLANTS.
VERSCH AFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent,

• Belgium, begs to offer his following New Plants :

—

Tydrca ocellata picta (vera) £0 10s. 6<f.

Abutilon marmoratum 12
Camellia Anguste Delfnste 1

A

G
WANTED, IN LIVERPOOL MARKET,RAPES AND PIN
Forward immediately to

GEORGE TAYLOR, Jr.v.,

Choice Fruit and Vegetable Salesman,
St. John's Market, Liverpool.

Terms u Cash."

s.

HARDY FERNS.-
TTflLLIAM HUSSEY be-s to offer the undernamed
* V Collection of FERNS for 14.*., package included, viz.:—

Adiantum capillus Blechnm boreale l'olystichnm acnlea-
Veneris Kotrichium lunaria „ annulare [turn

AHosorus crispus Ceferach ofticinanun Osmond* regalis

Asplenium viride Crystopteris frugilis Polypodium vulgare

n trichomanes Lastrea cristafa

„ adiantum nigrum] „ ppiuulosa

Athyrium filix- I .. dilatata

femina

n
71

it

dryopteris
phagopteris
calcareum

9$

„ Thelypteris Scolopendrum oflici-

Horticultural G ardens, Norwich. [namin.

PELARGONIUMS.
«7 ILLIAM HUSSEY begs to offer the under-
* ^ named Collection from fine fl"wcring Plants for 20.9., package

included :—Constance, Rowena, Virgin (jueen, Rosamond, Con-
spicua, Chloe, Ganymede, Narcissus, Magnificent, Lord Mayor,
Ajax, Emily, Cassandra, Generalissimo, Belle of the Village,
Loveliness, Centurion, Alonzo, Optimum, Llise, Nectar Cup,
Symmetry, Gulielma, Pearl, Rubens, Lavinia, Chieftain,
Enchantress, Prince Arthur, Pnlchra, Mochanna, Queen of May,
Beatrice, May Queen, Christine, Eurydice, Cuyp, Little Nell,

Magnet, Ariadne, Colonel of the Buffs, Major Domo.
Horticultural Gardens, Norwich.

A~Z A L E A TfM D I C A.

J
IVERY and SON, Nurserymen, &c, Dorking and

• Reigatc, beg to say they have just published a DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of all the newest and most approved
kinds of the AZALEA, which may be had in exchange for one
postage stamp.

J. I. & Son also beg to say their fine collection of all the new
varieties is now in bloom, and will continue so for several weeks;
intending purchasers will do well to obtain the Catalogue and
then pay a visit to this Nursery, the stock being unusually fine

this^season.—Dorking. May 31.

MEW TURNIP.
WAITES " ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

TURNIP.
HPHIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
J- the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch
Turnip ; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and may be
sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip
may be had on application, or may be seen at the principal Seed
Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be
obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3j. per lb.—A liberal

allowance to the Trade.
_J.G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London.^

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet
containing 100 Seeds, Is. ; sent post free, Is. 2d. Calceo-

laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,

Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue

on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36

varieties, each varietv 3d. per packet.

Wn Cuixixgforp i, Edmuud Terr-ice, Ball's Pond, Islington.

FINE NEW ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, imported
direct from Italy.

Fine selected GRASSES for PERMANENT PASTURE, 30s.

per acre. This will include a mixture of the true Cow Grass or

Perennial Red Clover.
Fine LAWN GRASS, Is. per lb.; 40 lbs. will be sufficient for

an acre. Delivered carriage free.

J. C- Wheeler & Sox,
Nurserymen and Seed Growers, Gloucester.

BEDD INC PLAN T S.

Fasd A. SMITH beg to offer strong plants of the

• undermentioned in May from 3s. per dozen :—Ageratum,
Alonsoa, Anagallis, Cnphea, Calceolaria, Geranium (in great

variety), Heliotrope, Lantana, Lobelia, 3Iinmlus, Nasturtium,

Pentstemon, Petunia, Pansies, Roses, Salvias, Fuchsias and

Verbenas in great variety, Climbers, &c. Also Story's and other

new Fuchsias, Petnnla imperials, &c. .

F. & A. S. beg to refer to former advertisements for a descrip-

tion of their superb Balsams, sepd of which may srill be obtained

at 2>. Qd. per packet assorted colours.—Dulwich. Surrey.

pERPETUAL ROSES in POTS and BEDDING
J- PLANTS.-For BA88 and Brown's Advertisement of
these see Gardeners' Chronicle of May 17th, p. 349. containing
Descriptive Lists of first-rate sorts.— Sudhnrv, Suffolk.

GERANIUMS.—A Large Suriius Stock at
Reduced PRICRB.-Fine Plants of new and other first-rate

sorts both show and fancy. Names given on application.

Apply to Ba— & Browk, Sudbury, Suffolk.

MISS
-
NIGHTINGALK.~Strong Plants of this

beautiful Heliotrope are now ready, 3a. 6rf. each. The
nana] allowance to the Trade when three are ordered. A Certi-
ficate of Merit was awarded by the Royal Botanic Society of
London on May, 28th, 1856:—Good habit, leaves dark green
truss 7 inches across, flowers half an inch, colour dark lavender,
strong scented. Post-office Orders made payable at Paddington.
—William Field, Florist, Kendal New Town, Chelsea.

ORION MELON made its First appearance this
season at Ipswich Show, the only one exhibited on the 15th

inst. ; won both the First Prizes at the Crystal Palace for
weight and flavour on Saturday last; and is likely to become
as celebrated as the Ipswich Standard Cucumber, which won
First Prizes when not grown in a pot.

" Thomas Wild, Ilandford Road, Ipswich^

ROSE NURSERIES, HERTFORD.

EP. FRANCIS offers his usual extensive Stock of
• BEDDING PLANTS consisting of all the leading kinds

of Geraniums, Verbenas, &c, strong and vigorous at 3s., is., and
Gs. per dozen ; carriage paid to London.

TOTHETR^DE.
(CHARLES SHARPE and CO. have a quantity of
J GREEN and PURPLE-TOP SCOTCH and other TURNIP

SEEDS to offer, of a selected stock, growth of 1855. Price on appli-
cation.— Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford. May 31.

BEDDING PLANTS. — Fuchsias of last year
(including white Corolla) 9s. to 12s. per dnzen ; older

varieties 65. Geraniums, Calceolarias, &c, 4s. Verbenas, 3s. 64.

Dahlias, best show varieties, 3s. 6d. to 6s. All other plants
equally cheap. Catalogues on application.

W. C. H. Pknyo.v, Rock Nursery, Walham Green, Middlesex.

AKAUCARIA CU(\-NINCH AMI AND EXCELSA,
Morton Bay axd Norfolk Islakd Pimeb.

TT7*M. MAULE and SONS have to dispose of one
* of the former and three of the latter, fine tre*»s from 10 to

20 feet high, all of which are in pots and wouM travel safely any
distance. Price for the four plants, 401.—The Nursery, Bristol.

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS.
OSBORN and SON respectfully inform their

patrons and the public that their new priced Catalogue
of the above may now be had on application. It contains
upwards of 1500 species and varieties, all of which may be seen
gr »wing at their establishment. They al-o invite an inspection

of their Stove and Greenhouse Plants; and of their extensive
collection of Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, &c.

Fulham Nursery, near London.

GRASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURE,
FINEST LAWN GRASSES, TURNIPS, of sorts, and

other AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.- Lists of prices may be had
gratis of Wm. Barratt. Nurseries, Wakefield.

.

NEW DAHLIAS, ETC.
CHARLES TURNER begs to state that his

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of New Dahlias, Gera-
niums, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Car
nations, Pinks, Shrubby Calceolarias. Petuuias, &c. &c, is now
ready, and contains many new varieties offered for the first time.

Sent post free on application —Roval Nursery. Slough.

TO THE TRADE.
SEEDLING CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA.

GEORGE JACKMAN begs to announce he has been
fortunate to ripen from his specimen plant a quantity of

SEEDS of the above well-known Hardy and Ornamental Tree^

Seedlings can be supplied in pans, at the following prices:

—

I65. per 100 | 72s. 6d. per 500 | 1205. per 1000.

N.B. Cash or satisfactory reference from unknown correspon-

dents. Woking Nursery, Woking.—May 31.

^KIKVING'3 IMPROVED Aim EAST LOTHIAN
O PURPLE-TOP SWEDES.—A Grower has on hand a few

sacks of the above Seed, warranted growth of 1S55 and true to

name, all raised from selected and tram»plfinted bulbs, and

guaranteed to grow over Ninety peb Cent.

Also for disposal some WHITE GLOBE TURNIP SEED,
growth of 1S65, a genuine and carefully selected stock. Terms
cash, at grower's prices.

Apply to Mr. Wm. Taylob, Nashenden Farm, Rochester, Kent .

SKIRVINC'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP.

TT7M. SKIRVING, Queen Square, Liverpool, begs to

» V acquaint his friends and the public that he has fixed the

price of his improved SWEDISH TURNIP SEED for the

season at 15. per lb. AH other kin^s of Turnip and Agricultural

Seeds in general, of the most select description, at moderate

rates, priced Catalogues of which may be had on application.

A remittance or reference from unknown correspondent* is re-

spectfully requested to accompany orders.— Liverp/tol, May 31 .

OBERT PARKER begs to invite the attention of

his friends and the public to his large and select Stock of

which are in the best possible l^ltK &a<3r.scft *$w*d at tb&

lowest prices. His new de«criptiv<p*it#4pric«i '£*t«M(p!t is now-

ready, and will be forwarded posb'fcMjb a^lJc&tion.—-Pasadi t
Nursery. Hornsey, and Seven aisi^ptf Jiiad, H $&**?_ •

:TLEN:^Y ,6 OPINION ON t LOWIk^ irLANTS,G FRUITS, IMPLEMENTS, &. .—Att. packets mutt- be

addressed Mr. Glevw, Dnngannon Hous**, Fulh-.im, and come
free, by post, or, if by other congj^ywre, «*x stamps mtfw? ba.

ere osed for postage, and a direct^eiwt>ope for awwes."
Balsam Seeds left, six classes 37 iUm^j mixed 13.
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CRYSTAL PALACE.

GRAND HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION,
Saturday, May 24, 1856.

AWARD OP TH J JUDGES.
PLANTS.

PRIZES of 30Z. EAcn to
Mr. James May, Gardener to H. Colyer, Esq., Dartford, Kent,

for 20 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.
Mr. H. Gedney, Gr. to Mrs. Ellis, Hoddesdon, Herts, for 20 Exotic

Orchids.
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for

20 Exotic Orchids.

PRIZES of SSI. Each to
Messrs. Veitch & Son. Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for 25

Stove or Greenhouse Plants in or out of flower.

PRIZES up 201. Each to
Mr. George P.arter, Gr. to A. Bassett, Esq., Stamford Hill, for

2o Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.
Mr. J. Mylam, Gr. to G. Reed, Esq., Burnham, Somerset, for 20

Exotic Orchids.

PRIZES of 18/. Each to
Mr. G. Dods,Gr. to Sir John Cathcart, lint, Englefield Green,

for 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.
Mr. John Green, Gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., Cheam, for 12

Greenhouse Azaleas.

PRIZES of 15?. Each to
Mr. George Young, Gr. to W. Stone, Esq., Dulwich Hill, for 25

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, in or out of flower.
Mr. S. Woolley, Gr. to H. B. Ker, Esq , Cheshunt, for 20 Exotic

Orchids.

PRIZES of 121. Each to
Mr. S. W. Carson, Gr. to W. F. G. Fanner, Esq., Nonsuch Park,

Surrey, for 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.
Mr. Gaines, Nurseryman, Battersea, for 12 Greenhouse Azaleas.

PRIZES of 10Z. Each to
Mr. James Morris, Gr. to Coles Child, Esq., The Palace, Bromley,
• Kent, for 25 stove Grtenhouse Plants, in or out of flower.

Mr. John Green, Gr. to Sir Edmund Antrobus, Bart, Cheam, for
20 Stove and Greenhouse Plants, in flower.

Mr. W. Cutbush, Nurseryman, Barnet, for 6 Stove and Green-
house Plrxnr.s, in flower.

Mr. M. Clarke, Hoddesdon, Herts, for 12 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. S. W.Carson, Gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., of Nonsuch

Park, Surrey, for 6 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. R. Roser, Gr. to J. Bradbury, Esq., Streatham, for 12 Green-

house Azaleas of new kinds.
Messrs. Lane & Son, Nurserymen, Great Berkhampstead, for 12

Roses in pots.
Mr. Charles Turner, Nurseryman, Slough, for 12 Pelargoniums

in 8- inch pots.

Mr. Charles Turner, Nursery, Slough, for 12 Fancy Pelar-
goniums in 8-inch pots.

Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for 6
plants of Nepenthes, with pitchers.

PRIZES of 8/. Each to
Mr. S. W. Carson, Gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., Nonsuch Park,

for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. Thomas Williams, Gr., Hayes, Kent, for 10 Cape Heaths.

PRIZES of 7'. Each to
Mr. Osman Rhodes, Gr. to J. Philpott, Esq., Stamford Hill, for

20 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.
Mr. John Green, Gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., Cheam, for 12

Greenhouse Azaleas of new kinds.
Mr. John Green, Gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart, Cheam, for 6 Tall

Cacti, in flower.

Messrs. Dobson & Sons, Nurserymen, Isleworth, for 12 Pelar-
t goniums, in 8-inch pots.

Messrs. J. &J. Fraser, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road, for 12
Fancy Pelargoniums, in 8-inch pots.

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, for 12 Roses, in pots.

PRIZES of 6/. Each to
Mr. R. Roser, Gr. to J. Bradbury, Esq.. Bedford House, Streatham,

for 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.
Mr. W. Taylor, Gr. to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, for 6 Stove and

Greenhouse Plants in flower.
Mr. B. Peed, Gr. to T. Tredwell, Esq., Norwood, for 12 Green-

house Azaleas.
Mr. R. Roser, Gr. to J. Bradbury, Esq., Streatham, for 6 Green-

house Azaleas.
Mr. R. Roser, Gr. to J. Bradbury, Esq, Streatham, for 10 Cape

Heaths.
Mr. W. Taylor, Gr. to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, for 6 Cape

Heaths.

PRIZES of 6/. Each to
Mr. W. Keele, Gard.ner to J. Butler, Esq., Rectory Place, Wool-

wich, for 6 Exotic Orchids.

PRIZES of 51. Each to
.Mr. James May, Gr. to H. Colyer, Esq., Dartford, for 10 Cape

Heaths.
Mr. R. Grix, Gr. to A. Palmer, Esq., Cheam, for 6 Tall Cacti in

flower.

Mr. E. P. Francis, Hertford, for 12 Roses in pots.
Mr. M. Busby. Gr. to S. Crawley, Esq., Luton Park, Beds, for 6

Ro-«es in pots.
Messrs. J & J. Fraser, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road, for

12 Pelargoniums iu 8-inch pots.
Mr. H.Nye, Gr. to E. Foster, Esq., Clewer Manor, Berks, for 6

Pelargoniums in 8- inch pots.
Messrs. Cutbush & Son, Nurserymen, Highgate, for 12 Fancy

Pelargoniums.
Mr. Thomas Windsor, Gr. to A. Blyth, Esq., Hampstead, for 6

Fancy Pelargoniums.

PRIZES of 41. Each to
Mr. B. Peed, Gr. to T. Tredw.il, Esq., Sr. John's Lodge, Norwood,

for 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.
Mr. O. Rhodes, Gr. to J. Philpott, Esq., Stamford Hill, for 12

Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. R. Grix, Gr. to A. Palmer, Esq., Cheam, for 6 Greenhouse

Azaleas.
Messrs. J. & J. Fraser, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road, for 12

Greenhouse Azaleas of new kinds.
Mr. B. Peed, Gr. to T. Tredwell, Esq., Norwood, for 10 Cape

Heaths.
Mr. W. Cutbush, Nurseryman, Barnet, for 6 Cape Heaths.
Messrs. Lane & Son, Nurserymen, Berkhampstead, for 6 distinct

kinds of Rhododendrons.
A. Rowland, Esq., Rosenthal, Lewisham, for 6 Roses in pots.
Mr. A. Bousie, Gr. to the Right Hon. H. Labouchere, M.P., Stoke

Park, Slough, for 6 Fuchsias in pots.
Mr. Gaines, Nurseryman, Battersea, for 12 Pelargoniums

in pots.

Messrs. Dobson & Sons, Nurserymen, Isleworth, for 12 Fancy
Pelargoniums.

PRIZES of 31. EACH TO
Mr. Charles Smith, Gr. to Arthur Anderson, Esq., the Grove,

Norwood, for 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower
Mr. James Morris, Gr. to Coles Child, Esq., the Palace, Bromley,

for 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.
Mr. Wm. Laybank, Gr. to J. Maudslay, Esq., Knight's Hill, Nor-

wood, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower
Mr. John Green, Gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., Cheam, Surrey,

for 6 Exotic Orchid*.
Mr. James May, Gr. to H. Colyer, Esq , Dartford, for 6 Green-

house Azaleas.
Mr. W. Taylor, Gr. to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, for 12 Green-

house Azaleas of new kinds.
Mr. W. Laybank, Gr. to J. Maudslay, Esq., Norwood, for 6 Cape

Heaths.
Messrs. Standi sh and Noble, Nurserymen, Bagshot, for 6 distinct

kinds of Rhododendrons.
Mr. W. Mortimore, Crouch End, Hornsey, for 6 Roses in pots.
Mr. George Lambert, Oakwood, Chichester, for 6 distinct

Calceolarias.
Mr. O. Rh des, Gr. to J. Philpott, Esq., Stamford Hill, for

6 r uchsias in pots.
Mr. John Wiggins, Gr. to E. Beck, Esq., Isleworth, for 6 Pelar-

goniums in 8-inch pots.
Mr. A. Housie, Gr. to the Right Hon. H. Labouchere M.P.,

Stoke Park, Bucks, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Messrs. Veitch and Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, forNew or Rare Plants in flower (Correa cardinalis).
Messrs. Veitch and Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, forNew or Rare Plants not in flower (Drosera dichotoma).
Messrs. \ eitch and Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for

Plants of Aiifflctochilus and Physurus.
Messrs. Veitch and Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for

Rhododendron caucasicum.

PRIZES of 21. 10s. Each to
Mr. \v . laylor, Gr. to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, for 6 Green-

house Azaleas.
Messrs. Ivery & Son, Nurserymen, Dorking, for 6 Greenhouse

Azaleas of new kinds.
Mr. O. Rhodes, Gr. to J. Philpott, Esq., Stamford Hill, for 10 Cape

Heaths. F

PRIZES of 21. 105. Each to
Mr. G. Young, Gardener to W. Stone, Esq., Dulwich Hill far a

Cape- Heaths. '
ro

Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea forEmbothrium coccineum. *

PRIZES of 21. Each to
Mr. Thomas Williams, Gr., Hayes, Kent, for 6 Stove nn<i

Greenhouse Plants in flower.
e and

Mr. G. T. Brush, Gr. to T. Tritton, Esq., Norwood, for 6 Green
house Azaleas.

Messrs. Lane & Son, Nurserymen, Great Berkhampstead for 12Greenhouse Azaleas of new kinds.
'

Mr. G. Barter, Gr. to A. Bassett, Esq., Stamford Hill, for 6 Can*
Heaths. ***

Mr. Gaines, Nurseryman, Battersea, for 6 distinct kinds of
Rhododendrons.

Mr. John Cole, St. Albans, for 6 varieties of Calceolarias
Mr. Chilman, Gr. to Mrs. Smith, Ashstead House, Epsom for

6 Fuchsias in pots. " "'

Mr. Thomas Windsor, Gr. to A. Blyth, Esq., Hampstead for
6 Pelargoniums in 8-inch pots.

Mr. James Weir, Gr. to John Hodgson, Esq., Hampstead for
6 Fancy Pelargoniums. '

Mr. W. J. Epps, Nurseryman, Maidstone, for New or Rare
Plants in flower (Genetyllis tulipifera).

Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea forNew or Rare Plants not in flower (Gleichenia microphvlla)
Mr. Charles Turner, Nurserymau, Slough, for Cinerarias" and

Pelargoniums.
Mr. T. Dall, Gr. to James Renny, Esq., Grace's Cottages, Pimlico

for Gloxinias. '

Mr. G. Young, Gr. to W. Stone, Esq., Dulwich Hill, for Gloxinias
Mr. E. A. Hamp, Gr. to James Thorne, Esq , South Lambeth, for

a collection of Amaryllis.

PRIZES of 11. 10s. Each to
Mr. Thomas Page, Gr., Park Hill, Streatham, for 6 Stove and

Greenhouse Plants in flower.
Mr. G. T. Brush, Gr. to T. Tritton, Esq., Bloomfield Hall, Nor-

wood, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.
Mr. C. Girdler, Gr., Snaresbrook, Essex, for 6 Stove and Green-

house Plants iu flower.
Mr. James Morris, Gr. to Coles Child, Esq., Bromley, for 6

Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. J. Harlock, Gr. to R. W. Nutter, Esq., Wanstead, for 6 Cape

Heaths.
Mr. W. Forsyth, Gr. to Baron Rothschild, Gunnersbury Park,

Acton, for Seedling Calceolarias.
Mr. W. Taylor, Gr. to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, for 6 varieties

of Aphelexis.
PRIZES of 11. Each to

Mr. H. Smith, Gr. to A. W. Robarts, Esq., Roehampton, for 6
Greenhouse Azaleas.

Messrs. Dobson & Sons, Nurserymen, Isleworth, for 6 distinct
Calceolarias.

Mr. T. Carrigan, Clapham Common, for 6 Pelargoniums, in8-inch
pots.

Mr. James Weir, Gr. to John Hodgson, Esq., Hampstead, for
6 Pelargoniums, in 8-inch pots.

Mr. W. Mockett, Gr. to J. Allnutr, Esq., Clapham, for 6 Fancy
Pelargoniums. *

Mr. T. Carrigan, Clapham Common, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Mr. George Keeble, Gr. to H. W. Davis, Esq., Hounslow, for 6

Fancy Pelargoniums.
Mr. James Morris, Gr. to Coles Child, Esq., Bromley, for 6 Fancy

Pelargoniums.
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for New

or Rare Plant, in flower (Nidularia picta).
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for New

or Rare Plant, not in flower (Ouvirandra fenestralis, or
Madagascar Lattice plant).

Mr. H. Lavey, Gr. to E. A. De Grave, Esq., Fetcham, Leatherhead,
for a collection of Ferns.

Mr. C. G. Wilkinson, for cut Roses.
Mr. A. Ingram, for 12 trusses of Rhododendrons.
Messrs. Cutbush & Son, for a co lection of Ferns.
Messrs. Dobson & Sons, for a collection of Pausies.

L. _ PRIZES of 15*. Each to
Mr. W. Keele, Gr. to J. Butler, Esq., Woolwich, for 6 Greenhouse

Az ileas.

Mr. Lambert, Oakwood, Chichester, for Eutaxia myrtifolia.
' _ PRIZE of 10*. Each to
Messrs. Paul & Son, Nurserymen, Cheshunt, for New or Rare

Plant, in flower (Bourbon Rose, u Bacchus").

A PRIZE of SI. to
Mr. G. Fleming, Gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, Trentham, for a

collection of 8 dishes of Fruit.

A PRIZE of 61. to
Mr. John Davis, Nurserymau, East Barnet, for a collection of

3 Pine Apples.

PRIZES of 51. Each to
Mr. R. Turnbull, Gr. to the Duke of Marlborough, Blenheim, for

3 dishes of distinct kinds of Grapes.
Mr. W. Forsyth, Gr. to Baron Rothschild, Gunuersbury Park

Acton, for Vines with ripe fruit, in pots.

PRIZES of il. Each to
Mr. James Nichol, Gr. to General Stadd, Oxton House, Devon

for a collection of o Pine Apples.
Mr. R. Turnbull, Gr. to the Duke of Marlborough, Blenheim,

for a single dish of Muscat Grapes.
Mr. G. Fleming, Gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, Trentham,

for a collection of three kind-, of Cherri s.
Mr. C. Ewing, Gr. to O. F. Meyrick, Esq., Bodorgan,

Anglesea, for a collection of three distinct kinds of Straw-
berries.

Mr. John Davis, Nurseryman, East Barnet, for 12 lbs. of Grapes.

PRIZES op 31. Each to
Mr. John Davis, Nurseryman, East Barnet, for a Providence

Pine Apple.
Mr. R. Turnbull, Gr. to the Duke of M irlborough, Blenheim, for

a Queen Pine Apple.
Mr. John DiTis, Nurseryman, East Barnet, for a Pin» Apple.Mr. John Monro, Gr. to Mrs. Oddie, Colney House, St. Albans,

for a collection of three distinct kinds of Grapes.

FRUIT.
i
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PRIZES of 31. Each to
John Davis, Nurseryman, East Barnet, for a single dish of
Black Hamburgh Grapes.

M. Henderson, Gr. to Sir G. Beaumont, Bart., Ashby de la
Zouch, tor a single dish of Frontignan or Cha^selasM usque Grapes.

John Davis, Nurseryman, East Barnet, for Sweetwater or
Muscadine Grapes.W Gardiner, Gr. to Sir G. Philips, Bart., Weston House,
Warwickshire, for a single dish of Peaches.

G. Fleming, Gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, Trentham, for a
single dish of Nectarines.

S. Evans, Gr. to C. N. Newdegate, Esq., M.P., Arbury, War-
wickshire, for a collecti >n ot 3 kinds of Cherries

R. Turnbull, Gr. to the Duke of Marlborough, Blenheim,
for a collection of 3 kinds of Strawberries.

PRIZES of 21. Each to
E. Robinson, Gr. to L.rd Boston, H^dsor, Maidenhead, for a

c Election of 3 kinds of Pine Apples.
E. Robinson, Gr. to Lord Boston, Hedsor, for a single Pro-
vidence Pine Apple.

John Davis Nurseryman, East Barnet, for a single Queen
Jrine Apple.

Roger Jones Gr to the Dowlais Iron Company, Dowlais,
for a Pine Apple.

'

James Tegg, Gr. to Baron Hambro, Roehampton, for a
collection ot three distinct kinds of Grapes.

m i

r
^
e

'
N,,,'*ery'u*Or Hoddesdon, for a single dish of

Black Hamburgh Grapes.
Walter Reid, Gr. to J. Hunt, Esq., Sydenham Hill, for a

single dull ot k rontignau or Cha^selas Musque" Grapes.

Further List of Prizes awarded rt this great Horiicidtural Exhibition continued

| „ TX
PRIZE3 of 21. Each to

Mr. Henry Jackson, Gr. to G. Beaufoy, Esq., South Lambeth,
for Sweetwater or Muscadine Grapes.

Mr. G. Fleming. Gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, Trentham, for a
sintrie dish of Peaches.

Mr. W Hill, Gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq., Keele Hall, Staffordshire,
for a single dish of Nectarines.

Mr. Peter Borehara, Gr. to Sir Fitzroy Kelly, Chantrey, Ipswich,
for the Heaviest Melon— Persian or Hybrids from it.

Mr. Peter Boreham, Gr. to Sir Fitzroy Kelly, Chantrey, Ipswich,
for a Green-fleshed Melon.

Mr. C. Ewing, Gr. to O. F. Meyrick, Esq., M.P., Bodorgan,
Anglesea, for a Scarlet-fleshed Melon.

Mr. M. Busby, Gr. to G. Crawley, Esq., Luton Park, Beds., for

a single dish of Figs.
Mr. John Richards, of , for a single dish of Figs.
Mr. E. Shuter, Gr. to the Earl of Wilton.Heaton Park, Man-

chester, for a single dish of Black Cherries.
Mr. G. Fleming, Gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, Trentham, for a

single dish of Plums.
Mr. W. Dunsford, Market Gardener, Chingford, Essex, for a

single dish of Strawberries.
Mr. E. Spary, Queen's Graperies, Brighton, for 12 lbs. of Grapes'

PRIZE of It. 103. TO
Mr. James Allport, Gr. to — Akroyd, Esq., Doddington Park, for

Black Frontignan Grapes.
PRIZES of 11. 5s. Eacn to

Mr. S. Evans, Gr. to C. N. Newdegate, Esq., M.P., Arbury,
Warwickshire, for a single dish of Black Cherries.

Mr. Joseph Gillham, Market Gardener, Isleworth, for a sin^l*

dish of Strawberries.

on next page.
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PRIZES of 11. Each to
Mr. Thomas Bailey, Shaidiloes, Amersham, for a Providence

Pine Apple.
3Ir. Rog«r Jones, Gardener to the Dowlais Iron Company, Dow-

lais, for a Queen Pine Apple.
Mr. W. Taylor, Gr. to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, for a Pine Apple.
Mr. E. Bundle, Gr. to G. Soanes, Esq., Streatham, for a single

dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
Mr. John Smith, Gr. to S. Ricardo, Esq., M.P., Sunning Hill, for

Sweetwater or Muscadine Grapes.
Mr. S. Evans, Gr. to C. N. Newdegate, Esq., M.P., Arbury, War-

wickshire, for a single dish of Peaches.
Mr. S. Evans, Gr. to C. N. Newdegate, Esq., M.P., Arbury, "War-

wickshire, for a single dish of Nectarines.
Mr. James Nichol, Gr. to General Sfadd, Oxton House, Devon, for

the Heaviest Melon, Persian or Hybrids from it.

Mr. James Nichol, Gr. to General Stadd, Oxton House, Devon
for a Green-fleshed Melon.

Mr. W. Tegg, Gr. to A. Pryor, Esq., Roehampton, for a single
dish of Figs.

Mr. William Hill, Gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq., Keele Hall, Stafford-
shire, for Black Prince Grapes.

Mr. G. Tillyard, Gr. to the Rt. Hon. the Speaker, Heckfield,
Hants, for Pears. '

« tx. ,r
PRIZES of 15*. Each to

Mr. John Monro, Gardener to Mre.Oddie. St. Albans, fora sincle
dish of Black Cherries.

B

Mr. A. Ingram. Gr. to J.J. Blandy, Esq , Reading, for a single

I

dish ot Strawberries.
Mr. B. Peed, Gr. to T. Tiedwell, Esq., Norwood, for a Queen

Pine Apple. ^

;Mr. E Spary Quern's Graperies, Brighton, for a single dish of
Black Hamburgh Gr is.

Mr. T. Williams, Gr. to C. B. Warner, Esq., noddesdon, Herts,
for a dish of Sweetwatt-r or Muscadine Grapes.

Mr. W. Hill, Gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq , Keele Hall, Staffordshire, for
a dish of Peaches.

it

Crystal Palace, May 31, 1856. (By

PRIZES of 10*. Each to
Mr. R. Turnbull, Gr. to the Duke of Marlborough, Blenheim, for

a Pine Apple.
Mr. Walter Bain, Gr. to A. Perkins, Esq., Hanworth Park, for a

dish of Figs
Mr. G. Fleming, Gr, tn the Duke of Sutherland, Trentham. for a

dish of Black Cherries.
Mr. T. Williams, Gr. to C. B. Warner, Esq., Hoddesdon, Herts,

for Oranges, Lemons, &c.
Mr. M. Clarke, Hoddesdon, Herts, for Citrons, new kind.

Order.) G. GROVE, Secretary.

LIST OF THE PRIZES AWARDED MAY 28th,
AT THE

SOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S GARDENS
R EG E N T'S PAR K.

EXTRA GOLD MEDAL.
Mr. May, Gr. to H. Collyer, Esq., Dartford, for 16 Stove and

Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Mylam, Gr. to G. Read, Esq., Bumham, Somerset, for 20

Exotic Orchids.

LARGE COLD MEDAL.
Mr. Dodds, Gr. to Sir J. Cathcart, Englefield Green, for 16

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Woolley, Gr. to H. B. Ker, Cheshunt, for 20 Exotic Orchids.

MEDIUM COLD MEDAL.
Mr. Barter, Gr. to A. Bassett, Esq., Stamford Hill, for 16 Stove

and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Cutbush, Nurseryman, Barnet, for 12 Stove and Greenhouse

Plants.
Mr. Carson, for 10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Messrs. Lane, Nurserymen, Berkhampstead, for 10 Greenhouse

Azaleas.
Mr. Green, Gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, for 8 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. Carson, for 12 Exotic Orchids.
Messrs. Lane, for 10 Roses in pots.

COLD M ED A L.
Messrs. Fraser, Nurserymen, Leyton, for 12 Stove and Green-

house Plants.
Mr. Taylor, Gr. to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, for 10 Stove and

Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Williams, Gr. to Miss Frail, Bromley, for 8 Cape Heaths.
Messrs. Fraser, for 10 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. Barter, Gr. to A. Bassett, Esq., for 8 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. Clarke, for 12 Exotic Orchids.
Messrs. Paul. Nurserymen, Cheshunt, for 10 Rcses in pots
Mr. Turner, for 12 Pelargoniums.
Mr Wig«ans, Gr. to E. Beck, Esq., Isleworth, for 10 Pelar-

goniums.

LARCE SILVER GILT MEDAL.
Mr. Clarke, Gr. to C. Webb, Esq., High Grounds, Hoddesdon, for

10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Roser, Gr. to J. Bradbury, Esq., Streatham, for 6 Stove and

Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Green, Gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., Cheam, Surrey, for

6 Tall Cacti.
Mr. Gaines, Nurseryman, Battersea, for 10 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. Roser, for 8 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. Carson, Gr. to W. H. B. Farmer, Esq., Nonsuch Park, Cheam,

for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. Keele, Gr. to J. Butler, Esq.,Woolwich, for 12 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. Dodds, Gr. to Sir J. Cathcart, Cooper's Hill, for 6 Exotic

Orchids.

»!
r

" £ranci8
'
Nurseryman, Hertford, for 10 Roses in pots.

Mr. Busby, Gr. to J. Crawley, Esq., Stockwood Park, for 6 Roses
in pots.

Messrs. Dobson, Nurserymen, Isleworth, for 12 Pelargoniums.
Mr. Nye, Gr. to E. Foster, Esq., Clewer Manor, Windsor, for 10

Pelargoniums.
Mr. Peed, Gr. to T. Tredwell, Esq., Norwood, for 16 Stove and

Greenhouse plants.

.. __. LARCE SILVER MEDAL.
air. Williams, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Cutbush, Barnet, for 10 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Roser, for 8 Cape Heaths.
Mr. May, for 6 Cape Heaths.

\f
Baylor, for 6 Greenhonse Azaleas.

Mr. Green, for 6 Exotic Orchids.

Mr" wIST'
N"rsei7man, Slough, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.Mr. V\ indsor, Gr. to A Blyth, Esq., Hampstead, for 6 Fancy

Pelargoniums.

Mr \r • o S,LVER GILT MEDAL.Mr. Morns Gr. to C. Childe, Esq., Bromley, for 10 Stove and
Greenhouse Plants.

'it' p*en
-

„

for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Cacti
t0 A

*
Pabner

'
Es(*> Cheam, Surrey, for 6 Tall

Messrs Fraser, for 10 Cape Heaths.Mr. Peed, for 8 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Taylor, for 6 Cape Heaths.
;!

r
'
^eed

-
^r 8 Greenhouse Azaleas.

Messrs ivery, Nursery, Dorking, Reigate, for 6 Greenhouse
Azaleas.

f'
Mfis

. (ot 6 Exotic Orchids.

Mr t„
lB

r
!

'
Rsq

-' Lpwi«ham, for 6 Roses in pots.Mr. Turner, for 6 Cinerarias.

SILVER GILT MEDAL.
Messrs. Fraser, for 12 Pelargoniums.
Mr. Windsor, for 10 ditto.
Messrs. Dobson, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Mr. Weir, The Elms, Hampstead, for 6 Fancv Pelargoniums.
Mr. Bragg, Nurseryman, Slough, for 12 Pansies in pots.

SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. Rhodes, for 10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Rhodes, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Mortimer, J. R. Scott, Esq., Hornsey, for 6 Tall Cacti.
Mr. Rhodes, for 6 Cape Heaths.
Messrs. Lane, for a collection of Indian Rhododendrons.
Mr. Carson, for 12 Exotic Ferns.
Messrs. Henderson, for 21 Miscellaneous Plants.
Mr. Turner, for Cut Tulips.
Mr. Roser, for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. Wheeler, Victoria Nursery, Uxbridge, for Broughtonia

hlacina.
Mr. Wheeler, for Epidendrum, species nova.
Messrs. Veitch, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for Correa

cardinalis (as New Plant).
Mr. Terry, Gr. to Lady Pullen, Youngsbury, Ware, for 6 Roses

in pots. [rarias
Mr. Ilarlock, Gr. to R. W. Nutter, Esq., Wanstead, for 6 Cine-
Mr. Gaines, for 12 Pelargoniums.
Messrs. Fraser, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. Hamp, Gr. to J. Thome, Esq., South Lambeth, for 10 Stove

and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Girdler, Gr. to Miss Wilson, Snaresbrook, for 6 Stove and

Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Cutbush, Barnet, for 6 Plants of Aphelexis.
Messrs. Lane, for a collection of Standard Azaleas.
Mr. Hamp, for a collection of Amaryllis.
Mr. Barker, for 6 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Cutbush, Highgate, for 12 Ferns.
Messrs. Standish and Noble, Nurserymen, 'Bagshot, for a collec-

tion of Hardy Rhododendrons.
Mr. Lawrence, Gr. to the Bishop of Winchester, Farnham Castle

for Peristeria fuscafa.
Mr. Bray, Gr. to Baron Goldsmidt, Regent's Park, for 6 Green-

house Azaleas
Messrs. Henderson, Nurserymen, Pine Apple Place, Edgeware

Road, fora Plant of Gastrolobinm. calycinum; ditto, for
Gastrolobium specfabile ; do., for Gastrolobium Sinkeanum.

Messrs. Standish & Noble, for Azalea lateritia hybrida.
Do. for Rhododendron cinnabarinum.
Messrs. Veitch, for Rhododendron caucasicum pictum (as a

seedling).

Mr. Miellez,of Esquernes, France, for Gesnera Miellezi.
Mr. Taylor, for Correct Labels.
Mr. Cole, Nurseryman, St. Alhans, for 6 Calceolarias.
Mr. Cutbush. Highgate, for 6 Fancy.
Messrs. Dobson, Isleworth, for 26 Pansies.
Mr. James, Gr. to W. F. Watson, Isleworth, for 24 Pansies.
Mr. Mortimer, for 6 Roses in pots.

BRONZE MEDAL.
Mr Harlock, for 6 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Carson, for a Plant of Aerides, sp. nova.
Mr. Morris, for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Messrs. Henderson, Pine Apple Place, for Pleurandra Reedi.
Messrs. Veitch, for Eurybia alpina.
Mr. Roser, for Correct Labels.
Mr. Gaines, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Mr. Bragg, for 36 Pansies.
Mr. August, of Bedington, for 36 Pansies.
Mr. James, for 12 Pansies, in pots.

CERTIFIC TE O? MERIT.
Mr. Field, Florist, Kensal Town, for a Seedling Heliotrope

" Miss Nightingale."
Mr. Gaines, for 6 Calceolarias.
Messrs. Paul, for Bonrbon Rose u Bacchus."
Mr. Turner, for Seedling Cineraria " Brilliant."
Messrs. Veitch, for Leptodactylon californicum.
Mr. Taylor, for Correct Labels.
Mr. Holder, Eton College, for 24 Pansies.
Mr. Turner, for Seedling Pelargonium " Hoyle."
Do., for Pelargonium " Conspicuum."
Do., for Pelargonium " Cam inatum."
Mr. Hoyle. of Reading, for Seedling Pelargonium " Matilda."
Messrs. Dobson, for 12 Pansies in pots.

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE bEEUS.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seeds v, 238, High

«' Holborn. London, invite attention to their ENCYCLO-PEDIC CATALOGUE of FLORICULTL'RAL, VEGE-
TAHL1., am, AGKIl TLTL'KAL >1. EDS, acknowledged to be
thebe>t published, which will be forwarded free of charge and
post pmJ to all parts or THK \roBLi>, upon application.

Primula, ctoictat /ringed 1*. per packet
Calcrc laria, choicest varieties 1*.
Cineraria n n j,

rfpp
m
5r,

crpr?;"'sive CATALnciVof DUTCH andCAPE 1,1 LRS will b.
i
.Wished in the autumn.

James Carter & Co., Seedan >-n. ?38, High Hol born, London.
CHAIMO EXHIBITION OF hHODOOtNDR NS, ON VIEW
-»
A
7Ji"£

R ™ AI
' P0TA!ac G*MW*S, Krcixt's Park, Loxdojt.

IOI1i\ WATEKER be-s to announce that his
y matchless collection of N.mv HARDY SCARLET and other
leading kinds of RHODODENDRONS is now ccming finely intobloom, and will continue in great perfection throughout themonth of June. b

li*"- The Society have entirely re-arranged and greatly en-
larged the site annually occupied with the American Exhibition
whereby the forthcoming display will far exceed in magnificence
any floral exhibition hitherto attempted in this coontry.
Orders of admission may be had (gratis) from Fellows of the

Society, or on application to the advertiser.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, ar.d Royal Botanic

G«rd- r- R. crent's Park.

Kkw and Bbautipi l Hardy < omkkrous Tkkk.
CUPRES^US LAW^ONIANA.

]\ | ESSKS WATERER and GODFREY have much
J

• pleasure in offering the above fine plant raised from seed
sent home by Mr. W. Murray, who in deeeribing it in connection
with oiher rare Pines, audi as nobilis, grand!*, Jeffrey!, Ben-
thamiMia, &c., pays, " It was tl e handsomest tree in the whole
expedition. It grows about 100 Jeet high and S feet in diameter;
the foliage is moat delicate and gra il

f
the branches bend up-

wards nt the end like a Spruce and hang down at the tip like an
ostrich feather, the top shoots droop like a Deodar, and the
timber is good, clear, and workable." Seedling plants will be sent
out in August upon the following terms, ami orders executed
strictly in rotation. One plant 21*. ; six plants, 4/. \0s.\ 12 plants
7L 10*.—

K

nap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

TURNIP SEED. "

TOSLING'S GOLDEN-FLESH COPPER-TOP
*J SWEDE.— R. J. begs to offer the above distinct and excel-
lent variety of Swede as one of the hardiest and best in culti-
vation; LARGE SIZE, FLKSHY, RICH, JUICY, and KEEPS WELL.
Price Is. 6rf. per lb.

SKIRVINGS and other varieties of PURPLE-TOP SWEDE
(genuine stock), own growth of 1855. Price Is. perlh.

Carriage free (not under SO*.) to all the London Termini and
all Stations on the main trunk lines. A remittance or reference
from an unknown correspondent is respectfully requested to
nc ompany orders.

It. Joslixg, Agricultural and Garden Seed Warehouse. St.
AlhanVs, H»rts,— Established upwards of 25 years.

BEDDING PLANTS
JOHN SCOTT, Merriott Nurseries/ Crewkerne,
*J Somerset, offers nn# of the most complete collections in the
country, at 2*. 6<*. per dozen, containing Calceolarias, Fuchsias.
Verbenas, Heliotropes, Lobelias, Salvias, Petunia*. Geraniums,
Cupheas, Ageratuma, Anagallis, Minmlus, &c.
The new white cnrolla'd Fuchsias at 4$. per dozen; Dahlias

at 45. per dozen; the beautiful new double white Petunia im-
porialis,4a. per dozen, forms half a globe, and sweet-scented;
the curious and beautiful Pelargonium triangulare, 2*. 6d. each.

Catalogues sent on application, inclosing a stamp. Plants put
in to help to pay carriape.

CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.

PETER LAWSON and SON, Bbkdsmfn to the
Queen, &c, beg to intimate that they have directed their

usual attention to procure very superior stocks of Grass and
Agricultural Seeds, and which they recommend to their customers
wirh confidence. Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land
to permanent pasture or ornamental Grass, suitable for all kinds
and conditions of soils. Foreign Italian Rje-GraaK, and all other
Forage and Herbage Plants, Turnips, Manuel Wurze), Carrots
and other roots of the most approved varieties in cultivation.
Garden and Flower Seeds in every variety.

Priced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application.
27, Great George Street, Westminster.

turnips, maIsTcel WURZEL, XC.
"

PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the
Queen, &c, beg to intimate that they have a very superior

stock of the above of their own growth, including some highly
improved varieties, which have been raised from roots selected
for their fine shape and high specific gravity rather than their
size. Among other excellent kinds they would recommend
particularly their

Lothian pnrple-top Swede Improved Pomerarian White
Tweeddale purple-top Yellow Globe Turnip

Bullock Turnip „ Red G'obe do.

Improved Green Round do. „ LongRed andOrange
„ Red Round do. Globe Mangel

Priced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application, and
lower rates charged when large quantities are taken.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

Eht <8mto*mt$ Gfirmttcle*
SATURDA Y, MA Y 31, 1856.

SUPERB NEW FORCING AND BEDDING GERANIUM
TTTAnA "CRIMSON KING."\yOOD and INGRAM beg to offer fine blooming
whiMi ? a

.

nts of the above indispensable variety, the flower of

with nJl-iiT
and wel1 formed

>
coIour a beautiful rosy crimson

'ir«h£ «
c,lled ey«; an immense bloomer, and has the very de-n»CT^ of continuing to flower throughout the summer.

Floricu tnrV*
Cert^cate »* the last meeting of the National

i Turner r ^o*7 on the 27tb tt,t*» the CGnsors W"? Messrs.

,«
T}?

ei
> C- J Perry, and C. M. Atkinson.

the hiUth2 . i
he be8t variet 5- ™ have seen for early work,

of a much flttP*? : a very free grover as wel1 as *>*<»«, and^2,^»er form than those hitherto grown for forcing."

Strong fl wZ*
6p

^
rt of Nati™al Floricultural Society's Show.

Plant? e*abH hi?'^^ **' each> Rnd a few 8prin^ stnick

ttade whin t hill
m p

?
ts 5s

'
eacn

- The usual allowance to theiraae when three are ordered.-Huntingrion Nurseries.

C H OICE CINERARIA
ANDCALCEOLARIA SEEDS.

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. have now ready for
sending ont Seeds of their very superior

CINERARIAS AND CALCEOLARIAS,
which have been saved wirh great care from the finest varieties.

The great satisfaction which their Cinerarias and Calceolarias
have given for several successive years enables them to recom-
mend their Seed of the present season with much confidence.

—

Packers ofeach sealed and warranted by them, &t2s.6d. free by post.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS -L.. P., & Co. have now
several excellent practical GARDENERS whom they can with
confidence recommend ; their Testimonials as to moral character
and abilities being in every respect unexceptionable.

Exeter Nursery, Exeter. Established 1720.

The London season for Horticultural Exhi-
bitions has commenced in earnest. Last Saturday
was the first great gathering at Sydenham, and
Wednesday saw another floral display in the Re-
gent's Park. Thousands flocked to both, and nobody
seemed weary of the enjoyment. Undoubtedly the

love of flowers is undying ; and if anything can

strengthen it our wonderful specimens of horticul-

tural skill will do so. It is also certain that by
accustoming the eyes of thousands, annually, to all

that is perfect in cultivation bad gardening every

day becomes so much more distasteful, even to the
humblest amateur, that we may hope to see in a
few years its total disappearance except in the

grounds of the sluggard.

The reports of these meetings given in another
column will furnish the enquirer with ample
information respecting details, to which we need
not further advert. In a general po : nt of view there
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was lutle or no difference between Sydenham and
j

the Regent's Park ; the specimens in one were as

good as those in the other, most of them having in

fact been transferred from the Crystal Palace to the

Botanic Garden. In each there was also the same

want of novelty ; as far as we could discover, the only

plants shown at Sydenham for the first time were

a very curious Californian " hardy " bulb from

Messrs. Veitcii, and a singular hybrid Azalea from

Messrs. Standish & Noble. The former was not

particularly handsome, but possessed considerable

botanical interest, forming what seems to be a new
genus allied to Iirodiaea. The second was a very nice

thing obtained as a cross between A. amcena and

lateritia ; as usual in colour and foliage it was half-way

between its two parents ; but in addition it

presented a new instance of a mere monstrosity

being preserved by the act of hybridism. A. amrena
is rematkable for having what is called a "hose in

hose" flower; that is to say a corolla and calyx

exactly alike in colour and size, one standing within

the other, the calyx in this case having developed

in the usual form of the corolla. Crossing has in no
degree interfered with this peculiarity, and the hose

in hose A. amoena has assisted in the production of

a hose in hose hybrid. We should like to see the

effect of crossing A. amoena with indica alba, or

indica phoenicea ; for the colour of lateritia is a

fault. Messrs. Veitch also produced what are

almost as new to the world as the two plants

already mentioned, namely, Embothrium coccineum,

a noble half hardy evergreen shrub with deep red

blossoms, and Correa cardinalis, a handsome species

resembling C. speciosa but regarded as distinct by
Sir William Hooker, who has published a figure of

it in the Botanical Magazine. In the Regent's Park

there was a very noble plant from the Bishop of

Winchester, the Peristeria fuscata of Warczewitz,

and an Odontoglossum Phalamopsis from Mr. Linden,

concerning which we shall have something to say

hereafter.

Those who watched the crowd inspecting these

vast arrays of plants cannot have failed to observe

how it lingered among the Orchids and Roses, clung

to the fruit, admired the Azaleas, Ferns, and plants

with fine foliage. and with what indifference it passed

by the Heaths. So it always is ; not because one

sort of plant is more fashionable than another, but

because the eye of taste dwells with more pleasure

upon graceful forms and glowing colours than upon
trim and dumpy bushes; just as a regiment of

cavalry is more admired than a line of infantry, and

either than a row of neatly dressed shopkeepers'

assistants. As to the fruit it always secures an
abundance of admirers, who compare what is ex-

hibited with what can be bought in the market, and
love to gratify their senses with its fragrance and
luscious aspect.

The way of exhibiting is totally different at Syden-
ham and in the Regent's Park. In the Crystal

Palace the method employed by the Horticultural

Society is followed ; long lines of narrow tables

with a screen behind are covered with plants, while

here and there a break is effected by throwing out a

cross table or by some similar contrivance. It is

not easy to employ this mode with more skill than

was shown on Saturday. Its great advantage con-

sists in presenting every plant distinctly to the eye;
and for those who go to study Horticulture no
better way of showing can be found. Its fault

consists in the absence of any great general effect,

except when tents are empty, or from] one or two
favourable points of view.

In the Royal Botanic Garden a totally different

plan is followed ; as much ground as four or five

large tents can cover is excavated and laid out
like an irregular flower garden, with beds and banks
of turf, upon and among which plants are disposed.

The middle of the area being the lowest, the spec-
tator as he enters the exhibition sees at a glance the

entire scene, here glowing with the bright colours
of Azaleas, there gay with pyramids of Roses, and
in another place festooned and carpeted with fan-

tastic fragrant Orchids, while the recesses are filled

with the graceful forms of Ferns or other plants not
in flower. Undoubtedly the scene, when it first

meets the eye, is one of the most beautiful that can
be conceived.

Nevertheless, we cannot but feel that in both
exhibitions the effect is seriously impaired by an
unexpected circumstance. At Sydenham the
beauty of the plants is terribly diminished by the
surrounding objects. The rich colours of the inte-
rior, the gilding, the painted work, and the lofty

columns contrast badly with the diminutive plants,
which are completely overpowered. To look
well in such a place they should be almost
as high as the galleries, and be seen thence.
In the Regent's Park the plants cannot perhaps be
said to kill each other, though even there it is so
to some extent. But, which is nearly as bad, the

eye soon becomes weary of the gaudy scene. As in

a huge picture with finely painted details but with

no repose, there is nothing on which the eye can

rest. Wherever it turns it meets gay colours and

little else. To the right is red yellow orange and

blue, to the left orange yellow and blue and dazzling

white ; in front scailet prevails over red, behind

crimson and yellow struggle with rose colour and

blue. Such a scene is a garden kaleidoscope,

exquisitely beautiful, but soon becoming wearisome.

No one knows better than the writer of this how
great are the difficulties to be encountered by the

managers of such meetings. If therefore he offers

these remarks it is in the hope that defects which

strike the bystander more than those concerned may
be gradually removed. Every year has witnessed

some improvement since the first Chiswick flower

show in 1833 ; and it is not to be doubted that the

skill and good taste which have already effected

so much will by degrees succeed in correcting what
is still defective.

We ought to add that the Garden itself in

the Regent's Park was looking better than usual.

It is evident that time is rapidly concealing

there what once offended the eye. Ugly mounds
are becoming covered with thickets, trees are

breaking the monotonous diversity of the ground

work, and living screens have already put out of con-

spicuous view much that should never have been

seen. The turf was in beautiful condition, and
Wednesday would have been a very enjoyable day

had it not been for deluges of rain which threatened

to wash away visitors, bands, plants, tents, and
everything else. The Crystal Palace, which was
also in admirable order, was not exposed to such a

danger ; the weather was, however, uncertain

enough to keep most of the visitors under glass

during the afternoon. Let us hope that the sight-

seers of June will have better fortune.

Dr. Robert Caspary, of Berlin, has inserted in

the Ratisbon " Flora " a long p*per on the daily

periods cf growth of the leaf of Victoria Rfgia, the

result of his own observations made in the botanic

garden at Schonebprg, near Berlin, and of a com-
parison with the few observations published by
others on the daily growth of plants. For this pur-

pose he, in the month of August, 1S54, made careful

measurements of three different leaves of Victoria

every hour, day and night, starting from the moment
when they first opened out horizontally on the

water, and continued in one instance for 56 succes-

sive hours. Again in October, 1855, he repeated

the hourly measurements for 24 successive hours in

the case of three more leaves, and measured others

four times a day only. These measurements were
accompanied by thermometrical, hygrometrical,

and other meteorological observations ; and in

several instances he modified artificially the warmth
of the water or of the air, the light, and the mois-

ture of the air, in order to ascertain their respective

influence on the growth of the leaf. He also

examined anatomically the leaves at various periods

of their growth, from their first appearance as a

slight protuberance enclosed within the stipules, to

that of their perfect development. These measure-

ments and observations are detailed in a series of

tables, and discussed with great minuteness, and
Dr. Caspary finally deduces the following con-

clusions :

—

After the Victoria leaf has once expanded hori-

zontally on the surface of the water, no further

formation of cells takes place. From that period

the growth of the leaf is solely an expansion of the

cells without any division or other increase in their

numbers.
The respiratory system, the thin parenchymatous

chlorophyll-containing portion of the leaf, is at the

time of the first expansion of the leaf much farther

advanced in growth than the vascular ribs and veins.

This difference gradually disappears, as from that

period the chlorophyll-holding parenchyma grows
slower than the vascular veins in the proportion

of 1 to 2.2.

The leaf grows day and night without interrup-

tion, but not regularly. After a period of very
rapid growth there follows usually a slow one, and
after a slow period often a very rapid one.

Notwithstanding this irregularis certain daily

periods are clearly perceptible. The most rapid
period of growth is between 12 and 1 p.m. ; later in

the afternoon it is at its minimum ; it reaches a

I

second though smaller maximum of growth in the
night between 12 and 1, a.m., sinks to a second
minimum in the morning and then rises again

towards mid-day. The afternoon minimum is

smaller than the morning one.

The daily periodical growth of the Victoria leaf

is in all its three directions, towards the apex, side-

ways, and towards the base (measured always from
the central protuberance corresponding with the

petiole) ; but it is greatest towards the apex, smaller
to the side, and least towards the base. In the first

three days the mean hourly growth is 5.13 milli-

metre! towards the apex, 5.06 millimetres to the
side, and 3 54 millimetres towards the base.

The growth is most rapid on the day of the first

expansion of the leaf, when the mean hourly
extension of the radius is 4.8 millimetres. The
mean hourly extension of the radius in the first

three days is 4.59 millimetres.

As to the absolute amount of growth, the maxi-
mum growth of the leaf in an hour is from 22 to 2&
millimetres in longitudinal diameter and from 26 to

27 millimetres in latitudinal diameter. In 24 hours-

the maximum was 308.3 millimetres in longitudinal,.

367 millimetres in latitudinal diameter. The
surface, according to the calculation of Dr. Caspary's

friend Dr. Borchardt, increased from 4 to 5 per

cent, in an hour or from 75 to 1 23 in 24 hours, or

in measurement, it increased by from 0.2556 to

0.2872 square Prussian feet in an hour, or by 4.1720

to 5 0832 in the 24 hours. One plant, in a period

of from 2l£ to 25 J weeks produced from 613.6 to

727.6 square feet of leaf surface.

Evaporation had no perceptible influence on the

growth of the Victoria leaf, in a plant-house where

the atmosphere was always near the point of

saturation. When even the leaf could not evaporate

at all by the complete saturation of the atmosphere

it continued to grow undisturbed.

The daily periods of relative moisture, from which

one might have inferred an indirect influence on the

growth of the leaf, as affecting its evaporation,,

had however no perceptible effect on its daily

periods of growth.

The daily periods of atmospheric pressure, which

might also have been supposed to influence the

evaporation, and by that means the growth of the

leaf, had also no such perceptible effect.

The daily periods of light have no perceptible

influence on the periods of growth of the leaf, for by

artificially altering the daily periods of temperature

the leaf can be made to grow least towards mid-day,

when the light is the strongest, and the maximum of

growth can be made to fall at pleasure upon any
hour of the night in total darkness. Light causes no

enlargement of the cells, but only effects changes in

the matter they contain.

The maximum period of growth of the leaf depends

on the maximum period of warmth, and especially

that of the water.* By heating, the maximum period

of growth can be made to fall on any hour of the day

or night. Warmth acts immediately on the expan-

sion of the cells, not indirectly by influencing evapo-

ration.

The ordinary rise in the rate of growth in the

night cannot, however, be deduced from any perio-

dical change in temperature, or from any other known

agent, but its cause must be sought for in the vital

principle of the plant itself.

Clear warm water promotes the growth of the

leaf. An overcast sky, an alternation of sun and

shade from passing clouds or cold rain, even if they

do not directly act on the plant itself, reduce never-

theless the rate of growth by lowering the tem-

perature.

New Plants.
173. Pholidota suaveolens.

P. pseudobulbiB conicis obtuVe angulatis diphyllis, foliis oblor.gi=-r

racemo erecto flexuoso 10-floro floribus distantibus, bracteis

linearibus convolutia pedicellis longioribus cito decider
sepalis ovatis subcarinatis petalisq. conformibus angustioribus

ecarinatis erectis, labello basi concavo oblongo lamina acuta

deflexa criapa lineis 5 elevatis flexuosis.

This charming plant may be almost described as an.

Orchid in the disguise of a Lily of the Valley, so alike

are leaves, flowers, colour, stature, and fragrance. Ir

is however a genuine Pholidota, approaching P.ckincnsis,

but larger in all its parts, and bearing 5 elevated wavy

lines on the surface of the lip. The pure white of the

flowers changes by degrees to clear cinnamon brown.

For our knowledge of the species we are indebted to

the Lord Bishop of Winchester, who forwarded a beau-

tifully grown specimen from the garden at Farnham

Castle, where its origin is unknown. It has been cu-

tivated there many years, but flowered for the first

time lust year. It has much the appearance of a small

Coelogyne, from which the pedicellate pollen masses and

bilabiate dehiscence of the anther remove it.

174. Dendrobium lituiflorum.

D. (Eudkndrobium labello indiviso) caule debili anir.dinacco,

floribus binis (nunc 3-4). sepalis patentissiniis lAnc
*°'*,,i

venosis acuminatis, petalis duplb latioribns «»*>
hro-

ungue convolute elongate incurvo lituiformi lamina suoru-

tunda acuminulalu. ,

A fine species with the habit of D. transparent, but

with spreading veiny pale lilac flowers between 4 and >

inches across, and a cornet-shaped lip deep violet every-

where except a broad border round the expanded part.

It looks like some large flowered state of D. transparens,

or perhaps a reedy form of D. mobile ; it is howevfcr not

• Many of the details given by Dr. Caspary further confinn

previous observations as to the much greater importance of nea*

in the water than in the air.
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only much haucisomer but the lip is longer, and the

sepals and petals are very acute. We have received it

from R. Hanbury, Esq., and also from Mr. John
Edwards. It is a fine thing. Native country unknown.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXXIII.
487. Vulnera (Wounds).—The bark of trees is some-

times injured or destroyed to a serious extent by various
quadrupeds, either in consequence of their gnawing it

away for food, or by rubbing with their tusks, horns, or
bodies. Goats are perhaps the most mischievous of all,

and should never be encouraged where there are young
plantations. In some parts of Scotland, as in the Isle of
Mull, where they once abounded, it was found impos-
sible to obtain flourishing woods so long as the breed
of goats was encouraged, and they have accordingly been

THE APRICOT.
It is a general complaint that Apricot trees bear but

little as standards, and therefore an opinion is generally
entertained that in our latitude this fruit tree can only
be properly cultivated against a wall with a good aspect,
or under glass. In the present state of its cultivation
this opinion appears to be well founded. On examining
into the causes of this bad result, they cannot be found
in the constitution of the tree which our predecessors

!
have transmitted to us, but in the stock on which it is

worked. In fact, when Apricot trees are raised from

good fruit:—Well-conditioned wood, purplish brown next
the sun, and pale green on the opposite side. Buds large

and heart-shaped. Leaves large, shining, dentate, with
larsje veins tinged with red. The tree, in short,

pushing strong shoots up to the time of its first bearing
fruit. When in the third year these characters are
discerned in a seedling it may be allowed a place in the
garden, and may with confidence be expected to yield
an abundance of excellent fruit during a long series of
years. The only subsequent culture whish the tree
requires, consists in removing superfluous shoo's in

urueu. in iaci, wnen a pncot trees are ra.sea irom ' J u | v> and in shorfening by one third the leading shoots
the stones of the most hardy varieties, healthy trees, of

! in the end of March as a means of renovation, and in
a fine habit of growth and abundant bearers in the open order to obtain frui:-bearing wood alone the principal
ground, are obtained in a lew years. Plant beside these
seedlings trees budded at standard height on the Mira-

destroyed. The most bountiful supply of food will not I^ *lum* °.r on
f

X]™ ^nMB
'
on PurP le or on white

* *u„: . _- *! #JL*t_ i i- -e — !
Jruited varieties ot the Plum; and every spring you

they do not actually strip off the bark except in case of
necessity. I have under such circumstances witnessed
very serious injury.

488. The worst enemies of all however are mice and
rabbits, but especially the latter. Where the former
abound very much, they are capable of doing great mis-
chief, but there is happily no motive for their

encouragement ; it is far otherwise with rabbits
;

the landlord and keeper both encourage them in their
turn, pirtly from pecuniary motives, partly to make up
for a deficiency of other game. Wherever the landlord
encourages them with the first view, he is sure to
suffer in the end. A large stock of rabbits will

impoverish any tenantry, and if the tenants are without
skill or capital their ruin sooner or later is a matter of
certainty, and under such circumstances the landlord
suffers partly from loss of rent, and much more per-

manently from bad cultivation ; on the other hand, the
damage done to his woods will far outweigh any gain
which may arise from their sale. It is true that the
trees which have been barked by rabbits do not always
die ; the destruction is either not so complete as to stop
the flowof sap through the young wood completely, or the
wounds are covered during the following spring ; but in

either case the growth of young shoots is stuiited, and
no useful poles or underwood are produced. A heavy
fall of snow about three years after the underwood has
^>een cleared is almost certain destruction, where a
heavy stock of rabbits is kept up, and the injury is not
confined to the existent underwood ; the stools are
themselves affected, and the wood ultimately destroyed.*

1 can speak of this from my own experience, and am
therefore urgent on a point which may seem to many of
little importance.

489. Trees sometimes suffer injury again from animals
-where they are not sought for food. It is the habit of several
to rub their horns, teeth, or claws against the trunks, and
they seldom do so without slightly abrading the surface.
No permanent mischief, however, would accrue if they
oised all trees indiscriminately for this purpose, but so far

is this from being the case that they choose particular
individuals for the purpose, repeating the process till

the bark is often entirely destroyed. These trees are
well known to German foresters, and are known by the
name of Mahlbaume (trees which have been marked)
and we are not without examples in our own country,
in connection with this habit a very curious fact is

related by Hartig (as quoted by Meyen) which is worth
reproduction on account of its physiological interest. It

frequently happens that fir trees are barked to the extent
of two feet or more by game. Such trees are not, how-
ever, destroyed ; the exposed portions of wood become
saturated with resin, in consequence of which all escape
or evaporation of the ascending sap is preveuted, and
vegetation is carried on as before.

490. The trunks of trees are sometimes injured by
fire, and the bark in consequence destroyed to a greater
or less extent. Such trees seldom recover where the
injury is extensive, but where it is confined to one side
they may not ultimately suffer more than from any
other cause which destroys the bark.

491. The natural effect of age is to cause the older
•portions to decay, and if these are exposed by accident
adverse influences of weather increase the tendency.
Trees in consequence become hollow, retaining merely
a very thin portion of living wood. In Elm trees
"where there was no external lesion, and which were
apparently healthy, I have found the whole of the wood
decayed with the exception of the last seven rings.

Where there is free admission to rain decay may be-
come even more extensive, and where it is desirable to
prevent complete destruction some means must be
taken to exclude external aggravating causes. The
cavity may for instance be closed with sheet lead or
^inc, after the whole of the decayed matter has been
carefully removed. If this is well managed the new
"wood will gradually grow over the edge, and effectually
prevent the removal of the metal, and the tree may be
preserved in health and vigour for many years. Such
trees m fact sometimes appear to be peculiarly produc-
tive, where the injury has not been sufficient to affect
the general health. M. J. B.

setting their fruits, except perhaps a small number
compared to the strength of the trees. This we have
proved to be the case in our own cultures for five years;
and our experience leads us to conclude, that, for the
Apricot in the open ground, there is no stock known
as yet on which it succeeds so well as on its own ; and
that a seedling Apricot of a good kind is in our climate
as hardy in the open ground as a Pear or Cherry tree.

To obtain this desirable result, it is necessary that a
seedling Apricot should be treated the first three
years with certain precautions, and that it should after-

wards be planted in a suitable soil. For the benefit of

amateurs we shall state, in a few words, the modes of

culture which we have pursued, and which we continue
to practise. In the months of July and August the
stones of such varieties as appear the most vigorous and

6 ..„„v» «.„..6 „.,v principal
branches, and in the interior of the tree. It is thus
that we have obtained from seed 30 fine trees which
bear abundantly excellent fruits, of various forms,
round, oval, or oblong, and superior in flavour to those
grown on walls or under glass, although indeed not
so large.

If amateurs knew the beauty of these kinds of trees,

their great productiveness, and long duration, they
would plant no others in the open ground. It is in a
light deep gravelly soil, rather dry than moist, where
the roots of the seedling Apricot trees can penetrate in

all directions that the tree succeeds best ; but we have
seen them succeed everywhere except in soil that is too

compact and cold, and where there is stagnant water
during winter. /. De Jonghc, Brussels.

NEW MODE OF BREAD MAKING.
It occurs to me that Wheat mainly, and beeondarily

Rice, Barley, Indian Corn, Guinea Corn, R>e, is fittest

for use when, after being cleared of husks and ex-
traneous envelopes, no portion of the grain itself is

rejected. Clean, sound, whole Wheat, then, with all its

bran and all its flour, is to be crushed or ground to a

hardy are collected and placed upon the dry floor of a desirable fineness, with no after bolting or screening of

dark room, where the kernels acquire the necessary any kind. The meal or flour is now to be mingled in a
" ^

l°n» trough of wood, or stone, or iron, m the proportion

of half-a-pint of water, or so, saturated with carbonic
degree of firmness and maturity. In the month of De-
cember the stones are planted in wooden tubs, con-
taining leaf-mould. Each stone is placed on its back or
grooved side, the thin edge being uppermost. There
should be about 4 inches thick of leaf- mould mixed with
one-third of silver sand below the layer of stones, and
these should be covered with leaf-mould to the depth of

2 inches. A copious watering is then given, and the

acid gas, to a pound of flour or meal. The commin-
gling may be effected by means of a long shaft or axle,

set round with cogs in a spiral fashion, and moved by
steam or other power. The gas-impregnated water

may be kept in suitable reservoirs, the water being gas-

impregnated in the manner usual in making what is

tubs are placed near the glass of an Orangery or green- erroneously termed soda-water. When the gas- water

house. About the middle or end of March, on inspect- and meal are thoroughly commingled, the dough is to

ing the stones they will be seen to be split, and a radicle be P,aced ,n a machine the counterpart of the common

and plumule developed ; and some stones with double br,ck and t,le machines, which will deliver the loaves as

kernels will exhibit the rudiments of two plants. The fast as they can be placed m the permanently-heated

tubs are carefully unhooped, and the plants are pricked

out 6 inches apart in rows 2 feet asunder, in a light deep
soil, rather dry than moist.

On inspecting the seedlings in the following July all

laterals which are likely to acquire considerable strength

should be immediately cut off ; and this operation

should be continued during the month of August. The
stem should not be divested of leaves or small leafy spurs.

This summer pruning when the seedlings are in a
growing state scarcely leaves the traces of scars, as the

wounds made at that time quickly heal over. This is

ovens. The loaves ought to be so arranged in these

ovens as to become crusted all over, in the manner of

French bread. The temperature of the oven should be
regulated by a thermometor, and the stay of the bread

in the oven up to the period of its delivery, must also

be exactly regulated.

I desire to promulgate this system of bakinsr, because

I believe it to be the best and cheapest that has been
hitherto devised, and properly carried out ; absolutely

precludes all additions and adulterations— even that of

salt—whatsoever. Its advantages are— first, the general

an essential point, and one on which the future welfare cleanliness, quickness, and economy of the process, the

saving in the bran amounting to some 20 per cent ;

next, the saving of material in making the carbonic acid

gas out of chalk, instead of out of flour. How much
this last item may amount to I am not at the moment
prepared to say, but the saving would be considerable,

of the plant depends. If the summer pruning of the

shoots is neglected the first year, it must be done the

second, and then the wounds heal with difficulty,

canker is apt to ensue, and frequently the result is the

loss of the seedlings s° attacked. _
_ m , ,

After the fall of the leaves, the seedlings are taken an
.

d > In the aggregate, prove very great Ihe carbonic

s of the tap roots cut off, and the f
c 'd gas is derived from the alchchohc fermentation

up, three-fourths

plants laid in for the winter in the driest part of the

garden. About the end of the following March the

seedlings are quartered out at a foot apart, in rows
three feet asunder. The second year, continue to

disbud the stem up to the height of five, six, or

seven feet from the ground, according as the plants

incline to form a head. They are left the third year in

the same place. Superfluous and badly placed shoots

are removed by summer pruning. At the end of the

third year, about the fall of the leaf, the seedling trees

are finally transplanted to where they are intended to

remain for bearing. Fruit is produced in the second,

or at latest in the third year after the second trans-

plantation. Does it not require an equal number of

induced in the glucose or Grape sugar and the dextrin,

of course, at the expense of the flour. If all the

sugar and dextrin undergo transformation, the loss from

this source may be roughly estimated, I would say,

at from b" to 10 percent. Regnault, Chemie, Tome
iv., p. 501. Lastly, there is the greater certainty, eco-

nomy, and salubrity of the kneading and baking pro-

cesses themselves.

The bread thus made, by
water saturated with carbonic

tion I have mentioned, is

palatable. If preferred, the

with salt, or flavoured with

bakers generally, capitalists,

commingling flour with

acid gas, in the propor-

light and exceedingly

bread can be seasoned

sugar. I would invite

governors of charitable

establishments, and even the Governmenr, to the
years to rear a stock intended to be worked for a - , , , iinm a tl \^\nnKJ --.... . adoption of this mode of saving fiood Jor numau beings,

It has before been mentioned in this Journal that on an
estate, the value of which depended greatly on the timber, a
proprietor two hundred years ago left on record a strict injunc-
tion to his successors, as they valued their own interests, to

wrln.uw.?
rabblt8

-
The advic* was neglected; flourishing ioiiowin^ is iw ™-.i«.u« ~r ~«— owoods became worthless, and many hundreds of acr«s have now .

l»e iouowm
p /

oroducebeen grubbed up. nise with certainty an Apricot tree wmen win prouuee .

but short-lived. This is an error. Cankers are the

result of unseasonable pruning, and of the too long

delayed removal of useless shoots. By judiciously

removing useless shoots in the month of July, trees with

a smooth bark, and perfectly healthy, are obtained ;

and as to what age they would attain it is impossible to

say. Examples are on record of such having reached

the age of between 70 aud 80 years.

It may be asked, will a seedling yield good fruit like

that of its parents ? Whence have arisen the good

varieties of Apricots which already exist ? is it not by

seed that they have been obtained ! It cannot be

denied that among seedlings a number will be found

with slender wood, forming trees of low stature ; but

such may be easily recognised after the second
'
year of

their growth in the nursery rows. They are only fit to

be budded with the better sorts.

The f«llowing is the criterion by which we can recog-

saving in the proportion of food as the introduction of

steam has effected in general mechanism. Henry

yi lCormac, M.D., Consulting Physician to the Belfast

Hospital, Sec.

Home Correspondence.
Curing of Bark.—I have read with much interest

your observations on this important subject. I wish,

however, to observe that I live in a neighbourhood

where it is quite useless to pay any attention to the

curing of bark. The purchase of bark is (if I may be

allowed so incorrect an expression) a complete mono-

poly. Two or three persons buy all the bark iu the

district. There is none of the usual bargaining between

seller and buyer. These parties fix the price, which is

alike for all bark, good and bad. I should be glad to

hear whether other districts are similarly situated.

A Country Gentleman.

Ilex dipyrena.—This beautiful Holly is a native of
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Nepal and C .inese Tartar;.. It ifi al-o found among
I e m u tains of the Himalaya, and is not only an ex-

ceedingly ornamental but a highly interesting species.

It is stated in Loudon's Urge work, the Arb. and Fruti-

• turn, to be among the "species of Ilex which may
probably be found half hardy in England." This was the
6i ate of our information in 1838, the date of the publi-

cation of that gigantic work. It is found to be perfectly

bardj in the gardens here at an elevation of 400 feet

above the sea. An article appeared in the Gardeners'
Chronicle lately on Puiaguay Tea (Ilex Paraguariensis) ,

from the pen of one who had not only drank decoctions
of the genuine herb, but had tasted 6ome drink made
f.-om other species of 11. x, &c, used as substitutes for

other of your correspondents to detail in your co.umus
the way in which it should be treated. S. V.

Parties*

Rhubarb-scented D. macrophyllum, extremely well
flowered ; Calanthe veratri folia, with many spikes of
snow-white blossoms ; PhaJeenopsis grandiflora, finely
bloomed ; Phaius Wallichi and L) caste SkinDeri both
but more especially the latter, literally covered with

rvu a * i

flowers. Mr. Mylam, gr. to G. Reed, Esq., also fur-
lhe nrst ot nished a very fine group. In this was the stately Phaius

Crystal Palace Exhibition, May 24.

the three great horticultural fita to be held this season Wallichi, one of"the* best bloomed plants of Vand
under the auspices of this Company took place on teres that has perhaps ever been shown-' yV
Saturday last. The morning was gloomy, and frequent sweetsmelling V. suavis, Epidendrum alatum

'

Den
heavy showers fell during the forenoon; in the afternoon drobium deusiflorum, with some 12 bunches ofhowever the weather cleared up, aud a very numerous yellow flowers ; D. Farmeri, the rare Cattleya Aclan-
company availed itself of th- opportunity ot inspecting •" •» • •

the rich collections of flowers and fruits brought together

from its fir-t cost ; for which reason, and as tlie natives
must have Tea of some sort, they made it from an
infusion of the next best herbs which the locality

afforded. This accords will the accounts of other
travellers, who not on'y say the same tiling, but what is

of infinite'y more service, they give us the botanical

names of the plants really used for the making of this

beverage. Conspicuous among these are 11 x Dahoon,
I. cassine, I. vomit >r:a, and I. dipyrena. Some of these
have been used by American Indians far beyond the
reach of Paraguay Tea, so that we have whole tribes

using all these species of Holly which I have named as
Tea; and wi h our iderss of these plants being tender,
or, in other words, only half hardy, it seemed as if we
had either to buy Chinese Tea for ever, or else to take
to our own Ground Ivy (Glechoma hederacea), or some .

other harmless herb as a substitute for Tea. Dr. Koyle !

States that II x dipyrena bears a close resemblance to

the common Holly, which it does, but when I h-ive

compared both plants growing here side by side, I find

that the I. dipyrena puts forth its young leaves at least

a month before the common Holly ; still it is perfectly
hardy in this part of Devonshire, and this is well known,
for I have seen young plants in stock out of doors in

dise; Barkeria spectabilis, beautifully bloomed
; Cattlev

_ Motsise, nearly 3 feet high and as much through, und
the real Paraguay Tea, which he remarked was costly .

on the occasion. The great fault belonging to last year's covered with flowers ; the charming Saccolabium irae-
from the long distance it had to be carried as well as |

exhibition, it will be remembered, was that it was morsum ; Odontoglossum hastilabium ; l.selia purpo!
rata, a comparatively little known species of rare beaut<
and Odontoglossum citrosmum, with much more colour-

in it than is usually found in flowers of this plant. Mr.
Woolley, gr. to H. B. Ker, Esq., and others, also

showed Orchids ; but the above formed what may be
termed the cream of the collections.

Variegated Orchids, extremely well grown and beau-
tiful plants, came from Messrs. Veitch. The sorts were
Anoectochilus cordatus, intermedius, setaceus, xantho-
phyllus, and Physurus argenteus and pictus.

Roses were present in all the beauty and grandeur of

which the Queen of flowers is susceptible. The health
As regards the exhibition itself it was certainly in f the foliage was a matter of surprise to many, con-

every respect an improvement on that of last year,
j

sidering the unfavourable spring through which we have
True, the number of plants was perhaps not so great

; just passed. Messrs. Lane's collection was, as in fact it

but they were altogether more select, and examples of always is, particularly fine. It contained beautifully
indifferent cultivation may be said to have been corapa-

; bloomed plants of Baronne Prevost, Lion des Combats,
ratively rare.

~ . ~ . .

scattered all over the building, and that for want
of unity of expression, much of the grandeur of

effect which it would otherwise have had was lost.

This season's display was wholly confined to the transept

and nave, and thus arranged in a uniform aud connected
manner the appearance of the whole would have been at

once grand and imposing, had it not been for the mag-
nificence of the Palace itself, whose splended orna-
mentation, it must be admitted, is too much for plants

to contend against successfully. A light canvas cover-
ing suspended above the plauts served to screen them
from the direct rays of the sun.

One of the main features of the show was the collec-

tion of plants remarkable for fine foliage and grouped
for effect, exhibited by Messrs. Veitch. Independently
of their individual beauty they were arranged with a
taste and skill which does credit to the firm from which

|

they came. In the centre was a noble example of
the Exeter Nurseries. It is therefore now in the power

j

Dracaena indivisa, with a clean stem some 5 feet in
of any one to try to prepare home- grown Tea, and to

,

carry us thus one stage nearer to the in iking Tea from
our own Holly, which, according to Dr. Rovle, as well
as from my own observations on the living plants
in the gardi-ns here, I. dipyrena so much resembles.
The season of the year is now coming when the tender
leaves can be gathered, dried, and parched, to make
Tea from the common Holly, and surely it is worth
while to begin the manufacture of an article of such
vast national importance as cheap Tea would be. It is

only a fe.v years since Chinese Tea was as great a
curiosity in this country as Paraguay or South Sea Tea
is now, and when we recollect that the French botanists
had hard work to pet poor people to eat Potatoes when
first introduced into France, our children may yet be
surprised to find that we have been so long in believing
that our beautiful native Hollies were sent us in merev
by a kind Providence as an article of maintenance, pro-
ducing a drink to cheer but not demoralise. 1 have
somewhere rev 1 that the learned botanist Bonpland,
who accompanied Humboldt in his travels in South
America, actually planted a Tea plantation in Paraguay
with the view of sending it to Europe ; but the authori-
ties interfered, and not only prevented him from carry-
ing out his views, but actually made him pri.-oner.
Had there been no virtues in the Holly leaf is it likely
that Bonpland, a native of France and well versed in
the economy of plants, as well as thoroughly acquainted
With the luxuries and necessities of the most highly
civilised nation in Europe ; is it likely, I say, that he
should have embarked in Paraguay Tea culture if it

had not held out
that on the spot «nac nouy if» was ine oeverage
himself and all around him ? Alex. Forsyth, Torquay.
Bees.—I have just lost a hive of bees under such

peculiar circumstances that I send you the particulars
in the hope that some of your apiarian correspondents

height and a famous head of Yucca-like leaves ; on
either side of this was a magnificent Palm tree (Cha-
mserops humilis) and in front of these such bushes of
Pandanus variegatus argenteus as one seldom has the
good fortune to see ; the dense drooping silvery striped
leaves of these plants struck all who could get near
enough to inspect them with admiration. Other por-
tions of this remarkable exhibition were made up of
Norfolk Island Pines, Dammara obtusa, Cycas revo-
luta, Aralia pulchra, the Dragon tree (Draccena Draco),
two beautiful specimens of the tree Fern Dicksoma
antarctica, the Stag's Horn Platycerium, Philodendron
pinnatifidum, two plants of Livistonia borbonica, one or
two Orchids and other plants, all of them handsome
and well-grown. Other groups of plants with fine
foliage were less striking. Among them we noticed
Coleus Blumei, the handsome Cissus discolor, Cala-
diums and Marautas of different kinds, Norfolk
Island Pines, and dense flowerless tussocks of Maxil-
laria tenuifolia.

In the class of stove and greenhouse plants, always a
numerous one, there was no lack of fine specimens, and

Duchess of Sutherland, Lamarque, Paul Perras, Sou-

venir d'un Ami, which is one of the handsomest
of Roses ; Comtesse Mole, Adam, and Coupe de

He' e. In Messrs. Paul's group was a magnifi-

cent example of the yellow Vicomtesse Dtcazes,

also finely bloomed plants of Chenedole, Madam Laffay,

Jules Margotin, Blairi, the glorious Geant des Ba-

tailles, Mansais, and Paul Recaut, a variety of great

beauty, and not yet so well known as it should be. Mr.
Francis of Hertford sent among others Lamarque,
Elise Sauvage, and Coupe de Hebe. Among amateurs,

Mr. Busby, gr. to J. Crawley, Esq., Stockwood Park,
Luton, Beds, had the best plants. Conspicuous among
them were Chenedole, Paul Perras, Madeline, General
Jacqueminot, Auguste Mie, and William Jesse. A.
Rowland, Esq., of Lewisham, and others also showed
Roses in pots, all of which were beautifully flowered and
well grown. Mr. Wilkinson of Ealing likewise con-

tributed a few small plants of choice kinds on Celine

stocks. A new and promising Bourbon Rose was shown
by Messrs. Paul & Son. It was named Bacchus.

Azaleas formed, as might have been expected, one of

the most striking features of the show. They were

contributed in great variety and abundance. Of old

kinds by far the best were those furnished by Mr.

Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bt. Many of them were

literally pyramids of flowers with scarcely a green leaf

to be seen on them. The more remarkable plants

among them were Perryaua, which we need scarcely say

is one of the best Azaleas in cultivation ; Gledstanesi,

It contained a beautiful Pimelea spectabilis, several
Azaleas, Dipladenia crassinoda, some Epacrises, a very
fine specimen of the sweet-scented Siephanotis flori-
bunda, Gompholobium polymorphum in the form of a
bush aud nicely bloomed, the best variety of
Everlasting called Aphelexis macrantha purpurea,

prospects of importance, and he did
,
some Cape Heaths and Chorozemas, and a very badly

where Holly Tea was the beverage of flowered specimen of Hedaroma tulipiferum. The next
group remarkable for superior cultivation was that from
Mr. Dods, gr. to Sir John Cat heart, Bart. Some of the
plants produced by this grower were matchless in point

, ,. _ - . .

of beauty, and all of them well merited the high markmay be able to explain a phenomenon which I have not of distinction which the judges thought proper to confer
seen mentioned in any book, nor witnessed during many on them. The specimens more particularly deserving
years of bee-keeping.

*A healthy hive (one of
Neighbour's) was observed by my gardener in full
activity. Two days afterwards, seeing no bees coming
out, he thought they had deserted the hive, but, on
examining it, he found all dead lying around the queen,
and the majority with their thighs loaded as they had
returned from their day's labour. There was no appear-
ance of di.-ease in the hive, which was a swarm of last
year, and the comb is not discoloured more than is
usual at that age. Dornden.

Grapes with Vinegar Berries.— We have some Grape
Vines which do not suceeed. They are no thicker in the
main st m than some I saw the other day which have
been planted 5 years ; ours have been ii

and regularly produce manv shanked or
and large flimsy foliage, the house bei_ B
little squares of glass 5 inches by 3 inches, admits at all
times a large amount of fresh air, but they, the Grapes,
never colour. The subsoil is sand and saud and clay of
a soft light nature ; the top soil is not heavy, but is apt
to run together and form a compact mass. It was top
soil from a pasture originally

; the great depth of sand
below must drain the bed. The plants have clean
heaithy toliage, but it is apt to flag in a hot sun. Can
any ot your readers suggest anything for us ? We
reside' in an elevated part of Lancashire, with a great
ram-tall. A 12 Tears' Subscriber, May 27.

Gloriosa Planti- Having a specimen of this undermy care, and not succeeding with it accordi
sh, I have been induced to aak " Alpha"

particularly ueserving
of remark were Gompholobium polymorphum, Boronia

class. Among amateurs, Mr. Carson, gr. to W. F. G.

Farmer, Esq., furnished the best collection. It con-

sisted of Broughtoni, a very fine specimen of the old

Chinese yellow ; speciosissima, double red, and splendid

plants of lateritia and variegata. Mr. Koserhad a large

and striking specimen of optima, a kind with red flowers

of the most brilliant description. In the class of new

kinds the last-named exhibitor produced Marie, a good

orange scarlet ; delicatissima, white with crimson stripe;

Glory of Sunning Hill ; and magnifica, the latter a good

white. Other varieties worthy of especial notice, chiefly

from Messrs. Ivery, of Dorking, were crispiflora, a

purple kind the edges of whose petals had a peculiarly

crisped border ; Admiration white, striped with pink ;

Beauty of Europe, a white suffused and richly spotted
pinnata and serruhva, Eriostemon buxifolium, Ade-

|
with salmon; Trotteriana, a dazzling purplish crimson ;

5KZ? -5??^' 5 ° / r
.

ed
, ^zaUa> aDd ^. Gled- Lord Raglan, distinct in colour, large, but not striking ;

stanesi splendidly flowered, Aphelexis macrantha pur-
purea, Erica Cavendishi, Pimelea spectabilis, Chorozema
Henchmanni, and Epacris miuiata. Among other collec-
tions were many plants skilfully grown and well bloomed,
but none in all respects so good as those we have just
described.

Orchids were supplied in their usual profusion and
beauty, and judging from the eager and patient attempts
of many to get a glance at them over the shoulders of

Criterion in the way of exquisita, but apparently an

improvement on that variety ; General Williams, a good

rosy salmon ; and Barclayana, white with a greenish

centre.

Rhododendrons were contributed by Messrs. Lane &
Gaines. Messrs. Lane's group consisted of aureum,

Sabinianum, sulphureum, decorum majus, priniulinum

elegans, and delicatum. These, it will be observed,

are chiefly yellow sorts. Mr. Gaines.' varieties have

*i »t— • 7 .TT *? "ouiepiani; i_,at- me junges awarded a hrst prize.
tleyaMoss.o2,coveredwithshowyflowersof extraordinary Tall Cacti came from Messrs. Green & Grix, and
C17A • I intotnn>Jia *U„ I... —•_«_ . m A • <•. " « X\T~
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a handsome variety of Saccolabium Blumei, two
beautiful plants of Phalaenopsis, the rich orange scarlet
Laelia cinnabarina, the rare Cypripedium villosum, and
other Lady's Slippers

; Vanda suavis, and the greatly
prized Epidendrum vitellinum. Another excellent
collection came from Mr. Gedney, gr. to Mrs. Ellis.
In this we ol served beautiful examples of Onci-
dium ampliatum, Cattleya Mossiee, Saccolabium

Messrs, Veitch, formed one of the most interesting

portions of the show. They consisted of Nepenthes

ampullacea, vittata, Iaevis, the rare and valuable lanata,

and phyllamphora, the latter literally loaded with small

pitchers.

For New Plants the exhibition on this occasion was

chiefly indebted to the last named firm. Foremost

. , among them was Correa cardinalis, a brilliant scarlet
to my guttatum, Dendrobium nobile, D. der.siflorum, a kind ; next may be mentioned an example of Emboth-

or some magnificent plant beautifully in bloom ; the rinum coccineum, a half bard> shrub with bright scarlet
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flowers ; the white blossomed Ceanothus oregonus, a

hardy dwarf bush ; a Troj eeolura in the way of the com-

mon Nasturtium ; a genus near BrcVsea, a new hardy

bulb from California ; a New Zealand shrub in the

shape of some species of Philippodendron and Nidularia variety of that frui

picta. Of plants not in flower this firm sent the sin- Turnbull.

gular Ouvirandra fenestralis or Madagascar Water Yam,
noticed at p. 359, the extremely handsome Fern Glei-

chenia niicrophylla, and a Sundew (Droseradichotoma), a

plant of no particular beauty, but of very curious struc-

ture. Of other novelties Mr. Epps had the handsome
red leaved Begonia splendida from Java, and Heda-
roma tulipiferum, a beautiful greenhouse shrub with

drooping brown and white bell-shaped flower.*; a hand-

some Gesnerwort came from M. Miellez of Lille : and

gr. to the Duke ot Marlborough, had the lest.

Mr. Davis, and Mr. Jcnes, Dowlais Home, produced
two well grown Black Jamaica s ; Mr. Taylor of

Streatham had a smooth Cayenne, and the Prickly

, over ripe, was shown by Mr

Of Grapes, the last-named exhibitor furnished three

good dishes consisting of Muscats, B'ack Hamburghs,
and St. Peter's. Mr. Munro, gr. to Mrs. Oddie, had
the next best exhibition of this kind ; it contained

Sweetwater, Grizzly Frontignan, and Black Hamburgh.
Of single dishes of Black Hamburgh the best came
from Mr. Davis, and the i ex 1

; in point of merit from

Odontoglos um Phaljvnopsis from New Granada.

Met-sro. Veitch sent the Californian Leptodactylon

which has been previously described by us ; Eurybia

alpina, a hardy New Zealand shrub with white Aster-

like flowers; and Troj teolum Shumannianum. We
also observed plants of the Sikkim Rhododendrons,

Dalhou9ice and cinnabarinum, the former with nine

large white blossoms on it and the latter with orange

and yellow flowers of no part'cular beauty. Messrs.

Standish aid Noble sent a cut specimen of Spiraea

grandiflora, a showy kind introduced some time ago by

Mr. Fortune. Messrs. Henderson furnished some very

pretty Gastrolobiums ; and cut specimens of Bougain-

villea spec'abilis came from Mr. West, of Lymington.

Messrs. Standish and Noble sent an Azalea, a cross

between the Chinese amcena and lateritia. To the value

of this mule as an ornamental plant it added the curiosity

of having "hose in hose" flowers, i. e.
f a double corolla

one within another, a circumstance due to the sepals of

the calyx lengthening out and taking the size, form, and
colour of petals. This, therefore, independent of its

beauty will always render this singular hybrid one of

much interest. From the conservatory at Trentham
were cut flowers of Cantua dependens, charmingly
coloured, and apparently produced in great abundance.

I

I

Mr. Montgomery Henderson, who produced well -grown

bunches of the Grizzly. Chasselas M us-que came from

Mr. Reid, gr. to J. Hunt, Esq , of Sydenham. Muscats
generally were so unripe as to be wholly unfit for

exhibition. The best, though they were far from being

perfect, came from Mr. Turnbull, gr. to the Duke of

Marlborough. Of Sweetwater Mr. Davis had beauti-

fully ripened bunches, and so had Mr. Jackson, gr. to

H. Beaufoy, Esq. Muscadines were shown in good

condition by Mr. Smith, gr, to S. Ricardo, Esq., and

Among Gloxinias, some good plants of which were I Mr. Williams, gr. to C. B. Warner, Eeq. Mr. pavis

exhibited by Mr. Dall, of Pimlico, we noticed two fine and Mr. Spary each showed a basket ot Black Ham-
varieties called erecta stellata and erecta Castelloni. burgh Grapes, and Mr. Hill had beautiful bunches of

These were extremely beautiful, and are well worth Slack Prince well ripened and as black as jet.

attention. Grapes in pots were exhibited by Mr. Forsyth, gr. to

Of Pelargoniums there was a large and excellent dis-
,

Baron Rothschild, at Gunnersbury Park. They were

play. Mr. Turner, of Slough, had as usual admirably
grown plants, among which we observed National,

Wonderful, Una, Sanspareil, Basilisk, Majestic, Go-
vernor General, Arethusa, Lucy, Petruchio, Carlos, and
Magnificent. Messrs. Dobson and Son sent Harriet,

Bouquet, Arethusa, Rosamond, delicatum, Ambassador,
Conqueror, Gertrude, Lucy, purpureum, and roseum,
the colour of Governor General but not so good.

Messrs. Fraser and Gaines also had collections. In the

Amateurs' class for 6 Pelargoniums, Mr. Nye, gr.

to E. Foster, Esq., Clewer Manor, near Windsor, con-

tributed very fine plants, covered with flowers of good
quality, and so had Mr. Wiggins, gr. to E. Beck,
Esq., of Isleworth. Fancy Pelargoniums : Mr. Turner
sent Empress of France, Electra, Madame S-mtag, deli-

catum, Celestial, M«ry Howitt, Lady Hume Campbell, a

superb plant of Jenny Lind, Queen of Roses, Cloth of

Silver, conspicuum, and Richard Cobden. Messrs. J. & J.

Fraser exhibited Advancer, delicatum, Madame Sontag,

Princess Alice Maude, formosissimum, Princess Marie
Galitzin, Miss Sheppard, Jenny Lind, Argus, flori-

bundum, Celestial, and Gaiety. In the Amateurs' Class,

Mr. Windsor, gr. at Kiddapore Hall, Hum; stead,

showed magnificum, Duchesse d'Aumale, Fairy Queen,
Berrier, Electra, and Princess Alice Maude, all fine

plants and well flowered. Mr. Bousie had well bloomed

Mr. Clarke, of Hoddcsdon. Other exhibitions of this
,

variety came from Mr. Bundle and Mr. Spary, of
j

The latter we need not say is by no means a novelty ;

Brighton. The best examples of Frontignan came from but it is seldom seen in flower. We also noticed some
cones and catkins of Araucaria imbricata from Mr.

Barnes, ot Bicton.

Mr. Hamp contributed an interesting collection of

Amaryllises, and we must not forget to notice Mr.

Francis' charming group of Roses on Manetti stocks.

These were as fine as anything in their w >y could well

be ; although only one year from the bud not one of

them had failed to flower.

Horticultural, May '27.—Col. Challoner in the

chair. Messrs. Standish and No' le again exhibited the

same pretty hybrid Azalea which they showed at the

Crystal Palace. Some seedling Pelargoniums were also

contributed by Mr. Westwood, of Tun-ham Green. The
rest of the plants came from the Society's garden.

Among them were Acacia varians, a species raised from

seeds presented to the Societ) by Sir Thomas Mitchell. It

Peaches and Nectarines were generally speaking

well coloured and of good size. Mr. Gardiner, gr. to

Sir G. Phillips, Bart, had a dish of handsome Royal

George Peaches, and good fruit of the 6ame variety

was contributed by Mr. Fleming, of Trentham. Violette

ety ol " Wattle" lias received the name of

the Australian Upas Tree. Along with it were Alonsoa

Warczewiezi, a scarlet-flowered species, which was re-

ported to make an effective btdding plant ; Nemesia

versicolor, a Cape plant of a beautiful pale blue colour,

variety

Evans.
The heaviest Melon, weighing 5 lbs., was communi-

cated by Mr. Boreham. The variety, we believe, was

named Orion, a green fleshed sort, which was also

awarded a first prize for good flavour. "Mamal
Patamn," from Mr. Nichols, was highly commended by

the judges for its flavour. This is a small variety. A
handsome scar.'et fleshed Melon was exhibited by Mr.

E"-n^, ot Bode r n.

mule raised by crossing the former with the latter ; this

was exactly intermediate in appearance between the

two parents, but in all respects handsomer than either of

them, the flowers being neither white nor scarlet, but

beautiful violet and yellow, large and showy. Fi emontia

calycina, a hardy shrub or small tree from California,

was also shown, and is worthy of especial notice, being

perhaps the only plant of the kind in Europe. A seed of

it was presented to the Society by Messrs. Wrench &
_ ,... n • r If" i ftl IPL„
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plants of delicatum, Perfection, Princess Marie Galitzin, good dishes of the same kind of fruit.

Al. :,. ., . r .. c HLm. T3««m« T.,.t-*„ l\nA Sons, and it is now flowering for ihe first time. The
Ot ri"S, excellent fruit of the Brown lurkey kind » -in „, c *;«- olwj wa - v i™b;n«T

r m t>- i i e v «i. «„,i v!„ Rnlvui ~f blossoms are creenish yellow, stitt and waxy looking,
me from Mr. Richards, ot York, and Mr. Ism>by, ot .* . . * .

» . . ,.
w
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T , r. , »»_ m j »*.. ti-:., u.j .t^ saucer shaped and about an inch in diameter. It was

stated to be related to the Hand plant of Mexico ;
bnt

came
Stockwood Park. Mr. Tegg and Mr. Bain had also

Triumphant, a well flowered plant of formosissimun^, oni
Richard Cobden.
Of Cinerarias Mr. Turner had a most excellent

collection. It consisted of Emperor of the French,
Admiral Dundas, Purple Standard, Viola, Orlando,

Etoile de Vaise, Duchess of Wellington, a fine forward
variety ; Sir C. Napier, Lady Paxton, Magnum Bonum,
Bousie's optima, and Brilliant, an extra fine li^ht blue

edged variety. Mr. Beck, of Isleworth, also sent 12

varieties ; among them were excelsior, a good sort,

and an improvement on Scottish Chieftain.

Messrs. Dobson & Son staged 12 Pansies in pots,

the sorts being Queen Victoria, Omar Pasha, Father
Gavazzi, Mary Taylor, Marian, Emperor, Aurora,

Satisfaction, Nonpareil, Great Western, Constance, and
Topaz.

Fuchsias were exhibited in tolerable profusion, but

by far the best were six plants from Mr. Bousie, gr. to

the Rt. Hon. H. Labouchere, M.P., Stoke Park, Bucks.
These were fine pyramidal specimens about 7 feet high
and upwards, densely clothed with foliage and flowers
from the ground to the very top. The sorts were
Queen of Hanover, Autocrat, Alpha, Macbeth, Glory,
and Othello. In other groups were also some well

grown plants, but the above were those to which general
attention was deservedly directed.

The display of fruit considering the season was good.

It consisted of some 40 Pine Apples, 20 dishes of white
Grapes, and nearly 40 of black ; 1 1 dishes of Peach s

and Nectarines, and as many of Cherries, 5 dishes of

Figs, some Plums, chiefly Prolific and Early Favourite,

and great quantities of Strawberries.
Only one Miscellaneous Collection of Fruit was ex-

hibited, and that came from Mr. Fleming, gr. to the

Duke of Sutherland at Trentham. It contained a

Moscow Queen Pine Apple, beautiful bunches of Black
Hamburgh Grapes, Nectarines excellent for the season,

good British Queen Strawberries, two hybrid Melons,
two dishes of Plums ot the kinds mentioned above, and
well-ripened May Duke Cherries.

Of Pine Apples, Mr. Davia of Oak Hill exhibited a
collection containing good fruit of Providence, Black
Jamaica, a Blood Pine, and Euville, and several Queens.
Mr. Nichols sent from Devonshire some good Envilhs,
Providences and other kinds. Mr. Robinson, gr.
to Lord Boston, produced three extremely well grown
Providences ; but being shown wrongly they only
obtained an extra prize. Mr. Davis had the best single
Bpecimen of Providence, and good fruit of that variety
were also shown by Mr. Robinson, and Mr. Bailey,

Cherries in three dishes were exhibited by Mr.
j

Fleming, who sent beautiful fruit of Elton, Black Eagle,

and May Duke. Mr. Evans furnished Early Purple

Griotte, Circassian, and May Duke. Of single dishes-

May Duke—the 1 est came from Mr. Shuter. gr. to Lord

Wiiton, at Heaton. Mr. Evans, Mr. Munro, and Mr.

Fleming also showed good single dishes of Cherries.

Plums, early Prolific, were exhibited by Mr. Fleming.

Of Strawberries 3 dishes, the best, came from Mr.

Ewing, of Bodorgan. The sorts were British Queen,

Bicton Pine, a white variety, and Keens' Seedling. In

single dishes Mr. Dunsford carried off the first prize,

with extremely well grown British Quetns. Keens'

Seedling came from Mr. Gillham, and Alice Maude

from Mr. Ingram, gr. to J. J. Blandy, Esq., of Reading.

Strawberries in pots were shown by Mr. Rowe, of

Watford.
Among Miscellaneous Fruit we noticed Oranges and

Citrons from Mr. Williams and others ; and Pears still

in an excellent state of preservation irom Mr. Tilly ard,

gr. to the Rt. Hon. the Speaker, at Heck field ; the

varieties were Ne Plus Meuris, Knight's Monarch, Old

Crassane, and Beuirc Ranee. Mr. Ayres, gr. to Lord

Southampton, also showed fruit of the last-named Pear.

Royal Botanic, Regem's Park, May 28.—This

Society's first exhibition this season took place on Wed-

nesday last. The morning was fine ; but in the after-

noon there was thunder and heavy rain which lasted i

m&n^ed tQ gc
~
le Mont Blanc without guides. It seems

X that the party objected to two things in the Chamouni
g cne MWDUMw. **» ««"•-*» ™ - au

! arrangements ; firstly to the exorbitant sum charged by
respects a good one. Falling as it did, however, so > & ' - • ......

soon after that at the Crystal Palace, it was as might

have been expected composed almost entirely of plants

exhibited there. We have, therefore, now only to

advert to a few new things that were not present on

that occasion. Stove and Greenhouse plants were

to be without the particular claw which that plant pos-

sesses. A species of Mappa from Simla was exhibited

with leaves in the form of a kite, as were also the beau-

tiful pink-flowered hardy evergreen Escallonia macrantha

and a pretty plant of Calceolaria Kavi. The same esta-

blishment likewise furnished a collection of Strawberries

finely fruited in what are called 48s or 5-inch pots,

and it was stated that that size had been proved to be

quite large enough for all purposes of Strawberry

forcing Among 10 sorts, all subjected to exactly

the same treatment, Cuthill's Black Prince was the

first to ripen ; next in point of earliness was Hooper's

Seedling, which some consider identical with Keens'

Seedling. Of other sorts Vicomte Hericart de Thury,

a French kind, has fruit of good size and quality, and

Reine Hortense, a little known sort, was reported to be

a great bearer. Two Cucumbers were also contributed

from the garden, viz. Dancer's Long Black Spine and

Stanley's Winter Prolific, both good kinds, together

with the Lettuce called Romaine verte Maraichere,

which has proved itself to be an excellent winter Cos,

quick growing and hardy.

ilotitts of fioofwf*

Under the title of Where there's a Will t7xre*s a Way
(Longmans), a small 8vo volume has appeared, in which

some Cambridge men describe the way in which they

noon mere was tuuuu« «u« i.va.j *—»* ~~

—

till evening, and doubtless had the effect of greatly

diminishing the attendance. The show itself was in all

the guides, and secondly to the quality of the guides

themselves, so they determined to dispense with the

gentlemen's services and to guide themselves. Two
attempts were made ; the first, by way of Courmayeur

to the Col du Geant and Mt. Blanc de Tacul, failed
;

'

the second from St. G' rvais by way of the Aiguille de

I

Shardeloes. Of specimen Queens, Mr. Turnbull, Uxbridge. M. Linden produced what was called

shown in abundance, and so were Azaleas, Cape Heaths,
Gou^ gucceeded perfectly. How the travellers managed

and Hoses in pots. Orchids were not quite so plentiful - .

as at^Sydeuham, but among them were some rare speci-

mens" of good cultivation. Pelargoniums were all that

could be desired, and there was one or two nice collec-

tions of Ferns.

Among New Plants the most remarkable was a

Peristeria of singular beauty from the Bishop of Win-

chester. For some reas-on unknown to us this was

placed 'second by the judges, while a first prize was

arded to Broughtonia lilacina, which we need not say

of the most common of Orchids. The latter and

Epidendrum were shown by Mr. Wheeler, of

aw
is one

an

is well told, as will be found by thoee who take up their

unpretending volume.

Count Streletsky in a pamphlet on the Discovery of

Gold and Silver in Australia (Longmans) claims for

himself the credit of it, and we believe with justice.

Those who are interested in the question will find this

distinguished traveller's case stated clearly and tempe-

ra' ely in the pages before us.

Those who wish to imitate in a small way the

marine aquaria which Mr. Mitchell provides on a

grand scale for the visitors to the Zoological Gardens
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Should procure a little pamphlet called Sea Ammo,

. W. iv the Cornelian Cherry properly pruned in pyramidorlanks and their Inhabitants (Hamilton, Ad«ms, & its fruit would be much lar-er. Lcroy. [The French <*n-w
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pages

Anemones and other beauiiful inhabitants of the deep
upon her table ; so she set to work with knowledge and
zeal, experienced the usual amount of disappointment
and success, learned by degrees how to secure the last
without the first, and here in a few simple pages tells
her friends how to profit by her example. Let us
quote her own diffident words :—

" I have now finished my task, and must only add
that the whole of what I have stated is the result of my
own experience and observation, in amateur collecting

The authoress, for we can scarcely doubt that the
, five varieties, viz., red fruited, ve)lo\v fruited, violet

are from the hand of a lady, wished to have Sea fruited, large fruited, and validated. How does it

happen that this hardy tree, whose little yellow flowers
are the stars ot spring, is so rarely cultivated here ?

The French sell it for 5d. a plant.]

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—Many New Holland and other

greenhouse plants will soon be getting past their

beginnings the need of such si.nple descriptions and "in-
best

\ "*!
80",e JW* f

nd care will be necessary to

structions as I have now endeavoured to give, I hope it
aVO,

1 **'"*• T sPe
f

c 'men8 l0
J?

1™*? with wh.ch to

may not prove a useless work, but may be made the :

8Upp,y *** plaCC8
-

If former d,rect,ons have been

on a small scale ; and as I myself found in my early

means (slight and unscientific though it be) of helping
some who are in need of help, yet find more scientific
works beyond their reach."
These sentences are a key to the whole, but they

must be taken to describe in a very quiet way what an
indifferent person might honestly call a clear practical
guide to the management of marine zoophytes and
molluscs. We especially admire its plain English
unpretending style, in which there is not a trace of
pedantry or affectation. The purpose of the writer was
to tell the unlearned three things ; firstly, what Sea
Anemones, Starfishes, Sea Urchins, &c. are ; secondly,
how to catch them, and lastly, how to keep them in
health. That object she completely accomplishes ; and
we entertain no doubt that the beautiful as well as
curious races of marine polypes and molluscs will, with
her aid, soon become universal ornaments of the draw-
ing-room, wherever there is easy access to fresh sea-
water. " My aim," says the authoress, " is solely to
aid small collectors in the management of those little

glass vases and drawing-room 'arrangements which
require to be kept in very delicate order, with bHght
glasses, and free from all inelegancies." For such assist-
ance every inexperienced collector should be grateful.

attended to many things in the stove (as Allamandas,
Clerodendrons, Croweas, Achimenes, Gloxinias, &c.)
should now be in a forward state ; but these must be
carefully prepared for removal to the cooler and drier
atmosphere of the conservatory, otherwise there will be
great risk of injuring the foliage, &c. Where cir-

cumstances will admit, plants that have been grown
in a warm moist atmosphere should be removed
to an intermediate house about a fortnight pre-
vious to their being taken to the conservatory and
gradually inured to a free circulation of air, &c. By
attention to this and placing the plants in the warmest t„orougn «»»ing ttiould be given the first possible

SI^UM conservatory the Ch.rodendrons, Alia- opportunity, and if manu.e water^from the stable tan fcanmain as. Achimenes. &«.. Will nnnimiiP arnvnn cl^wli, i_ _
• V . ... ..

UflU

to al.ow of being able to apply a 1 iW^Tne^eS^
towards August. I his will be best managed by makini
the bed some 2 feet high with any useless material which
will not ferment, placing on this some 1 8 inches of well
fermented stable manure, which will afford sufficie-t
heat for the present.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Examine recently transplanted trees, shrubs, &c

freequently to see that they are not suffering
'

from
'

want of water. Give a liberal soaking where necessary
and sir and mulch the surface afterwards. The haff'
hardy plants now consigned to their summer places
after many months' shelter under glass, and much
attention and care, must be duly attended to with water
until they lay hold of the soil, and with the present
favourable weather and proper attention they will
speedily cover the beds, and will repay all the trouble
and attention that have been bestowed upon them hut
every effort must be used to prevent their sustaining
any check, for if allowed to get into an unhealthy state
at present, there will be much difficulty in getting them
into free growth without much loss of time. Spare
hand-glasses should now be used for the propagation
of favourite spring blooming plants, as Pansies, Phloxes,
&c. These do best on a shady border.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Strawberries may soon require attention as to

watering, &c. After thoroughly cleaning the beds a
thorough soaking should be given the first possible

Messrs.
American

Garden Memoranda.
VVateuer and Godfrey's Exhibition of
Plants.—The»e extensive growers of this

charming class of plants intend to open in a few days a
magnificent exhibition of them at Ashburnham House,
to connection with Cremorne Gardens. For this grand
display an excellent tent has been erected, about 3G5
feet long and 95 feet wide. Provision has been
made in the roof of it for ample ventilation, and
on the ventilators, which are to be transparencies,
have been painted representations of plants and birds,
which whan they shall have been put up and arranged
in their places are expected to have a pretty effect.
Magnificent Rhododendrons and hardy Azaleas in
large n.imbers have already been brought from Knap
Hill and planted under this canvas covering in borders
and neatly designed clumps which are surrounded by
gravel walks 6 and 8 feet wide now in course of forma-
tion, and edged with turf. At the entrance handsome
specimen Conifers have been placed, among which
we observed two capital plants of the beautiful
Thuja a urea. Some of the Standard Rhododendrons
planted here are of great age and size, such as are only
to be found in old established nurseries like those in
question. When the whole shall have been completed
it cannot fail to form one of the finest floral sights in the
neighbourhood of London. The only fault, if fault it

may be called, at present observable is the want of a
raised stage or platform, from which the whole of this
mass of flower could be looked down upon and seen at
once. This may however yet be supplied.

mandas, Achimenes, &c, will continue growing slowly
and blooming for some three months, whereas if this is

neglected their beauty may be very short-lived. Aim
at maintaining an even temperature in the conservatory
after removing thence plants that have been grown in
the stove, and avoid allowing the atmosphere to become
very bright on warm days. Also see that every plant is

perfectly clean before placing it in this h use, and
that the creepers, &c, are not infested with insects.
Go over the house every morning and remove decaying
flowers and leaves as they make their appearance.
Until we experience more settled weather valuable

be given when the ground has been well saturated with
clear water, it will assist in securing large fruit.

The beds should be mulched as soon after watering as
convenient, in order to prevent evaporation and the
fruit from being soiled. Next to slates or tiles

clean straw is the best material for this purpose,
and mowings of lawns the worst. The latter, be-
sides forming an excellent harbour for slugs, soils

the fruit, spoils its flavour, and in wet seasons
hastens the decay of any over ripe fruit. Where clean
straw cannot be afforded, the fresh litter from the
stable-yard will form a very good substitute. Exposure

out ot doors unless where it cannot he avoided, and Kn that tlia*A «Q«ri ka „„ t . x t •

0v»ri>Hii'nff in .mm^.. -* . i iiu i j ir ,

so mat there need be no fears entertained of its inevery thing in a growing state should be shaded from the

FLORICULTURE.
"National Fi-oarcrLTUKAL Society. May 8.-Mr.G. Smith in

die chair. The censors on thin occasion were Messrs Iverv
JUmp, and YVeatherall. Mr. Frost, gr. to Lady Grenviile, at
Dfopmnre, had a very good Azalea, named alba magna, and
a free-flowering semi-double variety named KwtelH Mr
Cutbush, of Barnet. also contributed an Azalea named rosea
punctata superb*. Of other Azaleas Mr. Cutbush had magnifica
rosea punctata, and Duke of Devonshire, all well-known kinds'
Messrs. Henderson, Pine-apple Place, sent Mrs. Fry and [trough t-
*om; Mr. Lnchner,corouata,Dukeof Devonshire, and roseaelegans
borne good Cape Heaths were also exhibited. Mr. James of
islewortli, sent a collection of Pansies, in which were Argo, Gold-
finch, afneanus, Emperor, Monarch, Miss Walker, Father
Gavazzi, Pomona, Royal Visit, Jubilee, and Marion. Messrs.
£. O. Henderson sent a group of plants in which were a seedling
Heath, raised by the late Mr. Storey, and the new Verbenas
Jf«ant des liatailles, a deep crimson s^rt with a fine truss, andtne charmingly striped variety noticed by us at p. 343. Messrs.
i*ee furnished a well-bloomed plant of their Azalea I.eeana. Mr.
1 urner, of slough, contributed Cinerarias and Auriculas; amongst
the former we noticed a seedling named Lady Gertrude Vaugban
a particularly fine flower. whire,with broad crimson purple margin!

St p
C
rK^

we
J?

Smilin* Beaut3
r
'
Walker's No. 1, LancashireHero, Ruth Headly, Regnla, and Mary Ann. Mr. Lochner

also sent some seedling Cinerarias. Mr. Schofield, of Knowstrop,
Leeds, sent 6 blooms each of two seedling Pansies, large bold
flowers, but not of first-class quality, In addition to the above we
also noticed the double-flowered Petunia imperial is, and some
yellow Rhododendrons.

Miscellaneous.
The Cornelian Cherry Tree (Cornus mascula).—This

tree is not particular about soil. It will grow in any
light stony land. Its wood is very hard, white, tinged
with red, and in request among turners. The fruit is
not ripe till it begins to drop. Its taste is acid and
agreeable enough. We preserve it and prepare with it

4 refreshing syrup. Some people like to eat the fruit. I at praent/but fa beds' should ^^^wS^!^^

forenoon sun for some weeks after removal to the open
air. Young stock in pits mid frames will now be
making rapid growth, and must be carefully attended to
as to watering, stopping, training^ &c. Examine Heaths
frequently for mildew and apply sulphur the moment it

is perceived, some of the soft foilaged varieties being
very liable to be attacked by this pest at this seasom
The lest preventive is keeping the plants in vigorous
health and affording them a free circulation of air.
Attend to supplying healthy vigorous plants with pot-
room as they may require it, and avoid allowing them
to sustaiu any check at this season.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pinery.—Where the quality of the fruit is of first

importance, care must be observed to have the soil in a
healthy rather dry state during the period of ripening,
for as there is no reasonable hope of obtaining high
flavoured fruit from plants growing in pots, the trouble
necessary to collect and place together those approach-
ing ripeness, so as to be able to afford them a rather
dry atmosphere, and avoid touching them with the
syringe after they begin to colour, will be well repaid.
Suckers that are not very strong will be benefited by
being left on the stool for a month after the fruit is cut,
but this will seldom be necessary in the case of healthy
vigorous plants. Any neglect in the way of watering and
maintaining a moist atmosphere in the case of succession
stock may lead to their fruiting prematurely, therefore
let there be no lack of attention at present. Plants
swelling their fruit should be encouraged with plenty of
liquid manure and a moist high temperature, shutting
up early in the afternoon after syringing. Vines. If
spider makes its appearance on the foliage after fruit
has commenced colouring, no time should be lost in
coating the hot-water pipes with sulphur. The sulphur
should be mixed in water with about equul quantities of
lime and soot, and applied with a brush. The lime
serves to prevent the sulphur being washed or rubbed
off, and the soot helps to prevent the disagreeable
appearance. The temperature of late houses where the
fruit is now showing must not be allowed to fall too low
at night if good sized bunches are expected, and where
Muscats are grown for a late supply, there will be but little
chance ofsecuring agood crop ofthese unlessa temperature
of 70° is maintained. Attend carefully to young Vines
recently planted, keeping the borders in a healthy moist
state, maintaining a moist atmosphere, and shadino- if

necessary until the Vines get a fair start. Proceed
diligently with thinning the berries, &c, immediately
they are ready, for they progress rapidly at this season

;
stop all laterals in time, and allow no confusion.
Melons.—-Where the fruit is swelling the soil should be
kept in a properly moist state, and every means should
be used to preserve the foliage in perfect health, as
there is no possibility of obtaining good flavoured
fruit unless the foliage is kept in health. Keep the
Vines thin, and prevent their being encumbered with
useless laterals, and remove any decaying leaves at
once, as these when left only serve as a harbour for
insects. There is yet plenty of time to secure a good
crop in dung beds, and if any of the frames which have
been used for getting up « hedding-out stuff" can be
spared for this purpose the plants should be got out at
once. Very little artificial heat will be necessary

juring the flavour, but it should be applied immediately.
Persevere in the destruction of insects on fruit trees as
soon as they are perceived. Hoe and thin such crops
as require it, and encourage the growth of Cauliflowers,
&c, by frequent waterings with manure water.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CUISW1CK. NEAR LONDON.
For th* week ending May «, 1S5G, as observed at the Horticultural Ganlci ?.

.
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M*y 23— Fine; masses of white clouds ; raiuatnight.— 24— ti»e| showers; cloudy and fiue.— 25—Cloudy; overcast; rain at n;;ht.— 2'»- Cloudy and mild ; fine; cloudy— 27- Fiue; very fine; heavy an i constant rain at ni(rht.— 28-ileavy massta of low white clouds; very line; thunJer and
heavy rain in afternoon.— 29 -Hazy; clouiy; unifonnly overcast ; fine.

Mean temperature ol the week ;2 deg. below the average,

RECORD OF THK WEATHKK AT CH1SW1CK.
Durlnic toe last 30 years, lor the ensuing week, endiu* June 7. l<6.
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The highest temperature during; the above period occurred on the 7th f«uw iijkiicsi icmjinaiurc uunuic me aoove periou cccurrru vu mm* #•-#
lSiii- therm. 90 deg.; and the lowest on the 2d, 1S55 and 3d, 1S37—theruu
35 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Books : W T K We should think Loudon's Villa Gardening

likely to suit you. If it is too elementary there are the works

of Kepton and Uvedale Price. A very nice little book ia

K*mp on " How to lay out a Small Garden/'
CintnKRs: G W N. You will dnd some difficulty in covering a

north wall with evergreen climbers having good frliage and

flowers. We would advise you to train over it Ivy or Common
Laurels, and to intermix flowering plants with them, such as

Pyracantha t Clematis Fammula, Lonicera flexuosa, China and

other Roses.J
Namrb of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. AH ^e

can do is to help them— and that most willingly* It
^now requested that in future, not more than four P/anu

may be sent us at one time. Cavanensis Carex digitata.

We cannot say how vou are to get rid of it since you do not say

where it grows and what is the nature of the injury it inflicts.

It is a wild plant.—Mary. l f
Saxifraga hii ta ; 2, d. hypnoides.--

C E F. The flowers are so very young as to be unexaminaDie.

If vou will send it when in flower it will no doubt be easily de-

terminable. We do not remember its face.— IF D. Apparency
Vicia sordida; but the pod and seeds are required for tne

purpose of certain identification. '
,

Skkds: F A P. The grain found in a garden-house in tne

Crimea with several other seeds both of vegetables ana

flowers is that of Holcus Sorghum.
Stbawberrtes: Htltuo. Under your c:rcumstances leave u»
runners on. You need not be afraid of their weakening tu«

plants or damaging the crop of fruity
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and

others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and

efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,

Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,

London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,

Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

-are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,

w ill find ample facility and accommod ation at the College.

TTeUUVLAN GUAiNO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-

1 phate ot Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Nitro-Phospbate or Blood

Mnnure, Sugar Scum, and every description oi Artificial

Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.

W. Ixolts Cabnb, 10. Mark Lane, London.

lTENT SOLID SEWAGE MANURE COM-
PANY, Incorporated by Acts of Parliament, 1852 & 1854.—

Leicester Works opened May 1S55. Population 65,0u0. Quantity

of water purified in the last nine months, 725,000,000 gallons or

3,245,000 tons. Solid Manure extracted, 3000 tons.

'Selling Agents, Joseph Ellis & Sons, Leicester.—Company's

Offices, 40, Coleman Street, London.
William Fotheroill Cooke, Chairman.

Thomas Wicksteed, Consulting Engineer.

'pHE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
JL at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,

71. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid aud

Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate oi Ammonia, aud

other Chemical Manures .

"j~~0 NDON MANURE COMPANY
JLi (Established 1810).

The above Company have the following ready for immediate

delivery :—Corn Manure, for top-dressing ; Blood ditto for Corn
;

Rlood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured

expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for

Turnips, Mangels, Grasses, &c; Peruvian Guano direct from

importers' warehouses; Nitrate of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia,
«nd every artificial manure of kuown value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriara. Edward Pubseb, Sec.

MANURES FOR ROOTS AND TOP-DRESSING
CORN CROPS.

V\/ARNER'S 4}-inch
V» MANURE PUMP,

with Ball Valve, fitted with
1$ inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrought iron

Straps for screwing on to

any ordinary Water-butt or

Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
50*.

U-inch Flexible Rubber
and'Canvas Suction for ditto,

3s. 6d. per foot.

IMPROVED LIQUID

11 Gutta Percha Suction,

Is. 9d. per foot.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
V> DAKD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
£ *. d.

Fitted for lead, \ 1 10

gutta percha,
j
1 14

or cast iron
f
2 8

flanged pipe, 2 12
as required. J 3 3

short, with 15 feet of L^ad Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

2A in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

of Barrel, of Barrel.

2* in. short 1 ft. 7 in.

2| „ long 3 „ 3 „
ditto 3 „ 6 „
ditto 3 „ 6 „
ditto 3 .. 6 ..

3 „

4 It

24 „

I
v iz * ~

~

Their celebrated SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (see

Roval Agricultural Society's Journal, Vol. 6, Part 2).

NITRO-BI-PIIOSPHATE, or BLOOD MAN URL for Cereals,

Roots, and Hops.

Also NITRATE OF SODA, GUANO, BONEDUST, and

i- INC H BONE; SULPHURIC ACID, GYPSUM, and all

other Manures of known value.

Apply to Mark Fothergill & Co., 204a, Upper Thames Street,

London, Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company.

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.

T7REDERICK ALLEN, Bow Common, London,
C (established 17 years), begs to call the attention of Farmers

*nd Agriculturists to his SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME,
which has given such general satisfaction for the above period,

and only requires a trial to prove its valuable properties for

Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, and all bulbous roots. Early orders

requested to prevent disappointment. Reference can be given to

i;entlemeu of high standing who have used it a number of years.

Respectable Agents wanted.

MANURES.
HODGSON and SIMPSON, Wakefield, and

MATTHEWS and CO., Manufacturing Agricultural

Chemists, Driffield, manufacture the following Manures:—
SIMPSON'S AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a valuable Top-

dressing for Wheat, Barley, and Oats.

SIMPSON'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoes,

and other bulbous root crops. Price, SI. per ton.

N.B. Manures specially prepared for Grass and Flax.

The above have been successfully tested for eight years by the

leading Farmers in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and other Counties,

and were applied last season to upwards of 20,000 acres, with the

most beneficial results.

Testimonials and other particulars forwarded by post on appli-

cation. iJ5r" Superphosphate of Lime, equal to any, 71. per ton.

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and .sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses; they may be lixed, when desired

under the stage.

_ May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARN Eli and SONS,
S, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines. &c. Ac.—Engravings gent on application.

rPHE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise

pOKN CRUSHERS AND CHAFF CUTTERS.—
v^ The progress of mechanical inventions has of late years

been distinguished by the advancement of science in the more

judicious mode of feeding ca'tle, instead of the Ipthei to erroneous

and wasteful svstem of using unprepared and indigestible «>od *s

an unvarying round of diet In the keeping of stock. The
general practice of the country is so far behind, that apart from

the value of the manure, a very large margin of profit Id

annually sacrificed. Under a proper management, kibbling

corn, the cutting of hay and straw, are indis; -usable, effecting

a saving of 60/. per cent., whether used in a raw btate or

steamed. Oat and Wheat Strnw is r- mmcnded, when cut, to

be mixed with Oats for "draught horses in particular,'
-

and the

same extent ot saving is effected, if given to carriage and riding

horses. Bruised Corn is well known to be more nutritious, and

far more economical than the grain in its natural state, while it

puts the horse into finer condition for work, and imparts to the

frame new energy, and unwonted power to resist fatigue. It is

of vital importance to the Agricultural interest, to increase the

productiveness of the soil, and it is of no less import to apply

any method which may best economise his provender.

BXCHMOMD ft t'HAsnUR's unprecedented celebrity for their

improved CHAFF MACHINES and CORN CRUSHERS,
achievable only by intrinsic merit, has secured for them the

highest character in the trade, together with the confidence of

the public, whether as regards true economy or the unapproach-

able finish and sterling quality which characterise all their pro-

ductions, and render them worthy of the reputation of a

Manchester manufacturer. The most distinguished authorities

In all civilised countries report their unqualified satisfaction

with the highly beneficial effects resulting from the use of these

justly celebrated Machines, and with the established fact of their

not being subject to any of the contingencies inseparable from

other machines, they are calculated to meet with general

approval in the present advancing state of agriculture.

Address, Richmond & Chandler, Salford, Manchester, and

South .John Street, Liverpool.

MiE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street. London.

Henrt Ker Sevmer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

Sir John V. Shelley, Bart , MP., Deputy-Chairman.

I

George T. Clark, Esq.
.John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P.
Sir William Cubitt, E.R.S.
Henry Currie, Esq.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

William Fisher Hohbs, Esq.

Edward J. Hntchins, Esq.. M.P.
Sir Samuel Morton Peto, Bart.

William Tite, Esq., M.P.
William Wilshere, Esq.

1 water, without manual labour, to any
height, where a small fall can be obtained.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps.
Fountains of every description erected;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.

Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

Gardens.

W. F. Roe ([Ate Freeman Roe), Hydrauli •

Engineer. 70. Strand. London.

IMPROVED LAWN MOWING MACHINES.
Manufactured and Sold uy Budding's Patent

7 AMES FERRABEK & Co.,

PHCEXIX IRON WORKS,
Neap. STROUD,

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

These arc the only MOWING
MACHINES that can be used by

unskilled labourers

with equal facility

on Lawns, Verges,

between Flower beds,

on Bowling Greens,

Cricket and Pleasure

Grounds; 5000 of

them have been sold.

A LDEKSHOTT AND SHORNCLIFF PATENT
r\. DEODORISING AND MANURE COMPANY—Chief

Office, 37, Charing Cross, London.
Contracts have been entered into with the Government by this

Company for the Deodorisation of the Cesspits, Latrines, &c, at

the Camps at Aldershott and Shorncliff, and for the removal of

their contents, as also for the Bones, Blood, and Offal of the j" 1
,"" A~encv •—The Manager of the Agricultural Depart-

Animals slaughtered on the spot for the use of the 1 roops. ^ n9VpAtr/pt Raraar
Establishments have been formed, and the requisite buildings ment. Baker Street Bazaar.

Price List, including the carriage to any Railway Station

south of York.

Hand Machine, for One Man, cutting 16 inches wide £o 105. Urf.

Ditto for Man and Boy „ 22 ditto ...
J

o

Ponv Machine (or Donkey) „ 2G ditto ... » «
JJ

Horse Machine „ 28 ditto ... 11

Ditto -• 36 ditto ... 15

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection

of Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of

Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is anv investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works ma'v be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, "independently of the Company's officers, or

he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-

lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER CASE.

4. The whole coat of the works and expenses will, in all cases,

he charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-} early

instalments.
5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,

and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and

THiRTy-oNK year3 for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments

Will be kept within such a f.iir percentage as the occupiers of the

improved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford Sec.

7S OLLEGEof AG K1CULTURE and CHEMISTRY

•

\J and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kensington Lane. Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C.Nesdit, F.G.S., F.C.S.,&c.

The svstem of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval

and M ilitary Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms aud other par-

ticulars mav he had on apolication to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemist ry "during the next twelvemonth.

T30YAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
XV ENGLAND.-CHELMSFORD MEETING, 1856.

SPECIAL PRIZES offered bv the Local Committee at

Chelmsford, and to be competed for under the Conditions and

Regulations of the General Live Stock Prize-Sheet of the Society

for the Chelmsford Meeting :—
To the owner of the best Thorough-bred Stallion .. 3^ Soys.

To the ownerof the best weight-carrying Hunter Stallion 30

erected by this Company (in the immediate vicinity of the

respective Camps), for the manufacture of Manures by the com-

bination of the above with other recognised elements of

fertilisation.

Turnip Manure for the present season, 6/. 10s. per ton; bags

included.
Delivered free to the Railway Stations and Wharfs of the

Metropolis, and at Ash, Farnborough, and Folkstone, or from the

Company's Works at Ash (on the Basingstoke Canal), as also at

Cheriton, near Shorncliff.—Orders addressed to the Secretary

37, Charing Cross, London, will receive prompt attention.

Wheat and other Manures wil l be duly advertised.

LONDON MANURE COMPANY and the "Bath
and West of England Agricultural Journal."—A statement

of the comparative value of different sorts of Superphosphate of

Lime having appeared In the above publication, from analysis

by Dr. Yoelcker, in which that said to be manufactured by the

London Manure Company is put down as almost worthless, on

investigating the matter at Lord Portman's, it is found the Super-

phosphate was never procured from the London Manure Company
or their agents, but has been altogether a mistake of Lord Port-

man's bailiff. Lord Portman wishes the annexed Letter to be a

full explana'ion of the error.

"The Manure mentioned in the 'Journal of the Path and

West of England Agricultural Society,' published in 1S56, p. 314,

&c, under the name of London Manure Company's Superphos-

phate for Turnips,' was bought by Mr. E. Pester, my bailiff, of

Mr. Phillies, of Anstey, and was called by Mr. Pester, 'The
London Manure.' It appears that the Manure delivered by Mr.

Phillips was sent in bags marked ' Superphosphate Compost
Company, London,' and that Mr. Phillips is not the agent of the

London Manure Company of Mr. -Edward Purser. All the

remarks of Professor Voelcker are, therefore, wholly inapplicable

to the Manure sold by the London Manure Company. I there-

fore certify, that having been misled by my bailiff, I have, most
unwittingly and quite unconsciously, permitted the publication

in that Journal of the analysis of manures under a wrong name,
as it was not purchased from the London Manure Company or
their agents. I authorise Mr. Purser to publish this statement
as be may think proper. " Pobtman.

"Bryanston, May 8th, 1856 "

The Loudon Manure Company send out all their Manures in

Bags stamped with their Name, and they wish their friends will

carefully examine all they purchase.
. 40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. Edwabd Pubseb, Secretary.

O AT-CHUSHING andJBEAN-SPLITTING MILL
(Tcbneb's No. 5).

- • 25
25
20
20

rt

»
it

tt

This Mill is recommended to

the use of every person keeping

a Horse, as superior for effi-

ciency, durability, and ease in

working to any manufactured.

Two bushels of crushed corn

afford more nourishment both
!

to old and young horses than

three bushels of uncrushed !

Price £5 15s. 6<i.

Made and Sold by

E.R.& F.TURNER, St. Peter's

Iron Works, Ipswich. __

15

10

»»

To the owner of the best Coaching Stallion

To the owner of the best Hackney Stallion ... —
To the owner of the best weight-carrying Hunter Mare .

To the owner of the best Hackney Mare ... ••• •;•

To the owner of the best Gelding of any age for Hunt-

ing purposes •
*•'

To the owner of the best Gelding under 4 years old for

Hunting purposes

To the owner of the best Hnckney Gelding of any age 15

To the owntr of the best Hackney Gelding under 4 years

old ... -•• ••• ••• *•' •*", .
'"

f,.

No Horses being allowed to comnete in two Classes.

The entries will close by the 1st of June. Ceroncates to be

obtained on application to the Secretary aUo. IS, nanover

Square, London. By order of the Council,

London, May 31. Jakm Homo* Secretary.

\TOKKSHiRE AGRICULTURAL ^"TLt
I GREAT SHOW AT ROTHERHAM, AUGL&T6 and ,

.

-For prize Sheets Apply to the Secretary, Mr. John Hannah,

Land Aeent. Wetherby.

tir acricuitttral Gazette
SATURDAY, MAY 31, 1856.

June?, ami I G»«at Htmsatio:.*!. Agricultural

following days f Miitim at P*ma.

Agricultural ImplemkntiTMOWLEii and FRY, _.
r Manufacturers, Temple Gate, Bristol, heg to call atten-

tion to the under-mentioned articles :— u»a ,i,;n„ c; m«
One-row Seed and Manure Drill, a most complete thing, 61. 10s.

One-row Drill, for seed only, **• M ,-

Prize Grass Seed Distributor, 12 feet long, JM. 10s.

Parson's Patent Clod-crusher, which is s> constructed that

it is capable of working where the ground is m a sticky

state from wet.

Corne's Patent Chaff-cutters.

0*t and Bean Mills.

Gardner's Turnip Cutters.

Bnshe's Root Graters.

C«™•. »|.h.«d1
Pre*,«, *

%he mlkere of

aX*&£mlmZtU U«,. k«P » U*. ****** on

hand in their Show-room

I

Catalogues, &c.f
sent free on application

As a notice of the Agriculture of Russia in that

part of the empire mwt nearly resembling England

in its climatic circumstances will be interesting at

the present time, we take advantage of a corre-

spondence which has fallen into our hands to state

one or two particulars which throw ligh' upon its

present condition. Our correspondent is an English

farmer resident near Mitau in the Riga district. That

he is a man of energy and enterprise may be

cathered from the fact that he is about to introduce

the Lois Weedon system of Wheat cultivation,

believing that there is a good chance of its making

its way°under all the unfavourable circumstances

of an adverse climate and of a people altogether

unaccustomed to fallow cropping, and certainly ill
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prepared for so great an advance in scientific
agriculture. The general system in operation there

'

is naked fallow and two successive crops of grain, the
first autumn bowh and the other spn'ng sown.
Our com spondent is to adopt the Loi.s Weedon

system on a farm of 150 acres arable ; and this is
not a hastily adopted resolution, for he has evidently
had it in contemplation for some time past, having
written on the subject in January *652, although
he has been hitherto prevented pursuing it, with the
exception of a small experiment, by some untoward
circum

:
r.nces. His soil is well fitted for it, being a

good W heat or loamy clay on a marly clay subsoil
and very free from stones, but still there are diffi-
culties, for the ground is frozen to the depth of 12
or lb inches through the long winter of 220 days
and the early setting in of frost is against the winter

dent to make their backs ache ;" he must, however,
speak of free lal our as he says, "as the wages are only
a shilling a day, perhaps the pride might be overcome
by the inducement of a few additional pence;" and
if Lois Weedon practice is not worth that it will
be worth no'hing there. We should think they so
much depend on horse labour, that hand labour is a
novelty to them in the tillage of the land. This
must be overcome.
Cow dung, contrary to our notions, is more highly

appreciated than either tha' of sheep or pigs ; in fact
no more of these are kept than are necessary for the
use of the house.
We are in error in supposing the country a groat

Flax one, " but as every one grows a little it makes
it abundant, yet it is dreadfully coarse ;

" it fetches
37/. per ton. It is very probable Riga seed

in oldtn time.

[May 31, 1856 .

.

There is7^a7s~i^e~7^ ^a good Turnip year than in a bad one, bur a goodTurnip year is better than a bad one never.he£?!
and we hope that the cases in illustration of tL'
superphosphate theory which have been quo L
will not deter any from its use with as much lh£
rality as ever.

e~

EM&c&tt&SSSft S= *V«.JS sSL^siground isiron bound for that operation; and the
rapidity of growth in the short summer will afford
very In tie time for summer hoeings. This must
render the tallowing process, the exposure and dis-
integration of the toil, very inefficient comparatively
With What may be effected in a milder climate, still
with some modifications the system may, we believe,
be followed out with success, and the gr'eat principle,
that of a crop and fallow, obtain a footing. It will
require the mind of the cultivator to be active to
adapt the practice he will pursue to the conditions in
which he hnds himself, but since he has the spirited
enterpnse to undertake it, we may expect he will
not break down in expediences, and that his returns
will exceed those obtained under the system now
prevalent in his neighbourhood, and probably the
general average produce of Russia, which appears
very low, the winter corn averaging 16 or 18 bushels,
the summer a little more ; while the profit derived
trom cow. is the insignificant sum of 18*. a year,

the tillage system is, after the spring crops, to
j

from the great quantity they are able to export.

break up the stubble in June of the next year give
it one or two additional ploughing*, none of them
deeper than 3 inches ; apply to the fallow what
little dung the cows, fed on straw and a little bad
hay, have made in the winter ; Wheat and Rye are
then sown the beginning of September, which are
succeeded by spring-sown crops of Oats and Barley

;this completes the course, which begins again with

A verv useful paper in a recent number of the
Veterinarian " draws attention to the importance

of wholesome provender for cattle. There are few
things, it says, standing more directly in the relation
o» cause to effect than bad food and disease. The
surgeon too often traces disease and death to improper
and often poisonous food.

The adulteration of oilcake and other feeding stuffs
is the main source of the illustrations which the
writer adduces. Rape-cake adulterated with Mustard
seed and oilcake adulterated with refuse bitter
almond-cake are among the instances he quotes—
the former a case known almost ever since the
use of the material— the latter recently published
at, we believe, a meeting of the English Agricultural
Society by Mr. Fisher Hobbs, who had known eight
or ten bullocks poisoned by cake adulterated in

i

that way.
The main point however in the paper to which

we would draw attention as connected with field
operations at the present season is referred to in the
following paragraph :

—

" In the present improved system of husbandry, a
necessity is created for large quantities of stock to
be kept on a farm, and this calls for the raising of
heavy root crops from the land j thus the keeping of

,

stock and the good cultivation of the farm act and

LiicworKing nor<es and the cows are fed on coarse Z"S7rr*?' """
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Anything inducing rapid growth lays the p'antopen to certain forms of disease, but rapid growth
is^a very desirable thing notwithstanding The

connect disease in the Edinburgh,
Ayrshire dailies with the succulrnt

. i-grass on which the cows were fed has
been an entire failure. VVe do not believe that
diseased crops of Turnips after superphosphate are
anything more than a case of rapid growth, at which
every farmer aims, or that by the use of artificial
manure anything more or worse has been attained
than the raising of the ordinary experience oflurmp growers now-a-days to that of the best years

HOME FARM MANAGEMENT.—No. IV.
Success in home farming is to a very large extentdependent on the ability and exertions of the "practical

manager. In any case he has much in his powerand it is right he should have if he is fully quali'
fied for his office. A person who is entrusted with
the management cf another's affair?, and has usually
a considerable number of men employed under him
ought not to be looked upon as a mere servant that
can only act when he is biddeu. He is or ou-ht
to be a responsible agent left to a considerable ex-
tent to his own discretion. If he cannot be entrusted
with the duties of his office he should at once be dis-
charged to make room for a suitable successor. But if
he is really qualified for his situation there can be no
greater mistake on the part of an employer or hit
agent, than that of constant fault-finding and petty in-
terference. An intelligent manager having a rightly
constituted mind, will take a pride in doing his utmost
Jo promote the interests of his master, if he sees that he
is trusted and respected by him. A conscientious man
will do what appears to him to be his duty in any mm

;but there are two ways of discharging the duties of an
office. Treat a farm steward properly and give him
that importance in the eyes of the workmen he employs,
which is intispensable to the maintenance of his
authority over them, and if he does not become a most
devoted and valuable servant he is the wrong man for
the place. The right man in his proper place treated
and trusted as he deserves, will identify himself with
the affairs managed by him in a way altogether peculiar
to the case. Every hour of the night as well as of the
day will attest his devotion to his employer's interests
if these should call him to activity. He will ever be on
the watch to turn things—which less zealous overseers
would disregard— to a profitable account, and be even
more anxious to make the most of everything than if

he were acting on his own behalf.
How different from all this is the case of the manager

who is at no time thanked for anything he does, how-
ever much it may be out of the way of his regular
duties—who feels that he is just looked upon as a sort
of living machine doing nothing without orders—and
who knows that do what he may for his employer's
benefit, confidence and gratitu !e shall at no time be his re-

ward. Petty complaints, sour looks, and perhaps cutting
reproofs before his workmen are the only recognitions of
faithful service which he expects beyond his bare salary.

Why the man in such a situation as this is perfectly
miserable, life is a burd< n to him, and how to kill time
becomes a question of importance ; he goes through his

duties, but neither activity nor zeal characterise his

management ; his only aim is to put in a term with as
much comfort as possible in the circumstances—or keep
hold of a livelihood till some other opening occurs. But
who is to blame for all this ? Is it not the superior of

the farm manager, who will rather indulge in scolding
for trifling errors than at once dismiss the cause of

them ? There is assuredly little hope of curing a man
of his errors by fault- finding, for the very reverse of a

j

cure is more generally the result. Where a fault is

committed by a farm steward there is no more successful
way of preventing its recurrence than for a superior to

pass it over with a few good counsels ; if that will not

do, after a fair trial discharge the man by all means, for

he is absolutely incurable.
It may be thought, however, that I am supposing

too much when I assume that there really are either

proprietors or agents of estates who would so far

forget themselves as to become petty fault-finders

with their farm bailiffs. But I have reason to know
that there are a good many employers in the United
Kingdom, to whom the charge may be brought home
with the force of truth. These persons after having got

a bad name in their respective districts labour under
very great disadvantages. Superior men will scarcely

enter their service, and with the employment of inferior

persons the causes of weekly and daily " scenes" are

immensely increased. As there can be no profit in

perpetual interference and captious quarrelling, an effort

ought surely to be
| ut forth in quarters where the evil

still prevails to bring it to a speedy termination. Not
that an employer should abdicate in favour of a farm

manager those rights which belong to ownership, but

that having once selected a proper man to take care of

his interests, he allow him that discretionary power
which will enable him to discharge, with the greatest

possible success, the details of the general course of

management that may, either with or without his

counsel, be laid out for his guidance. To give a home
farm manager so much power as this implies, without

his l.eing in possession of abilities and acquirements to

suit him for the charge, would be a very great mistake,

and I purpose therefore to indicate the class of men and

the sort of training they require to render them suitable

for such an office.

In speaking of home farms I wish it to be understood

that I have those in view which are of first-class size

and quality, but with slight modifications according to

circumstances, my remarks will be applicable to farms

of any size, provided that each will afford to keep a
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bailiff who does not require to work with his

hands. But I would not say that the steward of a

first-class farm ought never to have wrought with his

own hands. Nay ! the very reverse of this, for I would

regard an applicant for such an appointment as dis-

qualified for it in one very important aspect, if he had

not practically executed every kind of farm work. How
can an overseer ju<lge of any kind of work if he cannot

do it himslf? How can he detect an unqualified or

sham workman f he himself s ignorant of the manner
in which work ought to be done 1 No! the bailiff of a

home farm will have no certainty that he is getting his

work rightly executed, neither will he have sufficient

influence over his workmen, unless he has at one
time been a worker, and can even yet take au implement

in his hand and show the way in which it should be

would be a mistake to suppose that the meie possession

of agricultural knowledge would lit a man for the office

of farm manager. He must be of sterling probity,

active, industrious, painstaking, civil, know human
nature well, and above all he must have a good moral

character, be sober and punctual in the discharge of all

his duties. A man according to this model, and pos-

sessed of suitable scientific and practical knowledge, will

speedily acquire the confidence of his employer, and
develope the resources of the farm intrusted to his care

in a most satisfactory manner. Tru , it will not be an
easy matter to get men who are up to the mark in all

these respects, but it is right at least to aim at a high

standard, and to regard those who on the whole come
nearest to it as most deserving of preferment. If the

qualifications of a farm manager are of a high order

used. Unfortunately there is a sentimental and silly his salary will r< quire to be good, lut then by his

superior management ho will far more than compensate

for any extra payment he may receive as compared with
opinion, held even in the middle ranks of life,

that a young man is disgraced if he has to

perform manual labour. Loving mothers per-

fectly sensible that their sons must in one way or

another live by their own exertions, will by no means
consent to their learning either practical farming or

practical engineering, because th^y must soil their fingers

and sleep the sleep of a labouring man for some ) ears

to come. Forsooth that the gentility—imagined—of

James or John is at stake, the said James or John
must be kept from learning a healthful and promising

business, and be sent to a counting house desk to drive

quills as if that were the sublimation of manual labour

and the sign manual of u gentility" falsely so called.

Till once absurdities of this sort are entirely given up
by those who can only afford their children a plain

education, we are not likely to have that influx of new

the wages o: a second-rate man.
I have already referred to the evils resulting from a

fretful querulous interference with a farm steward on

the part of his employer, and have now to notice also

the bad effects which must result from any improper

bearing of the former towards the latter. The farm

bailiff is a responsible servant, but is still a servant

notwithstanding. His duty is to study obedience to his 6trenuous opposition from prejudice, strengthened by

master, and while a man in his position possessed of a the habit of following iu the jogtrot path of the «* good

strong and independent cast of mind will spurn to flatter
j

old times," when farmers having a monopoly could

lull development to the root progress. It does not seem
reasonable to suppose that because laud is poor Wheat
should be sown thickly to insure a crop. The more sen-

sible course would be to limit the supply of seed to the

capability of the land to support its growth in all

stages. It being always understood that allowance

must be made for casualties, v"z., destruction by birds

and insects, but not for careless farming. The wonder-

ful paths of the tender roots through masses of soil,

almost impenetrable to the steel fork, excite astonish-

ment and raise the thoughts of man " to Him who
maketh the grass to grow upon the mountains."

Experiments have shown that the roots of the Wheat
plants are great wanderers after food, and that the

plants themselves "tiller out" in an extraordinary

manner under favourable circumstances : these iacts

are iu favour of giving the crop room enough to display

its vigorous powers of production. It may therefore be
fairly suggested to the farmer to use his discretion in

sowing according to the quality of the land he cultivates,

always remembering that two heads of Wheat will not

come to perfection where the natural soil has only

provided for one ; and that if he requires to increase the

yield he must bring draining, labour, manure, and
intelligence to bear upon the question. Attempts to intro-

duce improvements in agriculture will often meet with

respect. If the situation is one in which he is tempted

nay, even compelled in self-defence to cast these

blood into the agricultural profession which it so urgently amenities of deportment aside from time to time, it will

requires at the present time. Neither are we likely to ,
be incomparably better for him to resign his charge at

have so many properly qualified home farm managers
\

once than to continue to hold it. Should an overseer

as the improved state of agriculture demands. Many of give way to temptation and act uncivilly towards his

the young men, who not connected with agricultural superior, his influence is gone, and if his imprudence

pursuits by birth are yet desirous to prosecute them,
j

lead him so to act without any real temptation he is

receive so imperfect a training in the practice of the very rightly served.

In the carrying out of the farming operations it may
per'ect a training in tne practice

art, that their fortunes and prospects are often ship-

wrecked when they take to farming on their own
account or on behalf of others. They are too liable to

imagine that farming is a business requiring so little

practical knowledge that with their school-taught

theories alone they will be able to make a handsome
livelihood from it; or if they have not capital to

start farming for themselves, that they will succeed in

giving satisfaction in farming for others. The son 3 of

farmers, on the other hand, are liable to depend

often be the c^e that a proprietor taking an interest in

his home farm will hold very different opinions from

his manager. The duty of the latter in that event is to

state unreservedly his views and his reasons for them
;

Show respectfully the objections he entertains on

practical grounds to the opinions expressed by the

former, and then if his suggestions are not adopted the

responsibility does not rest on him. Landlords of act ve

inquiring habits are often misled by their bailiffs

altogether on a practical course of training, and to consenting at once to any suggestion they may
despise theoretical acquirements. But fiora neither of throw out on farm management. That reserve and

these classes are the most successful farmers or the

most highly qualified home farm managers likely to
I

spring. So far as the latter are concerned, we may
expect our first-rate men to spring not from any par-

ticular grade of the community, but to be themselves

an educated class. Their education must not be con-

fined to either practice or science exclusively, but

should have for its objects— 1. Practical agriculture,

including working with the hands for several years on a
farm. 2. A careful study of farming practices in dif-

ferent districts ; and 3, an acquaintance practically

with the mode of executing general agricultural im-

provements. Then in the scientific department they

must acquire a well-grounded general knowledge of

— 1, chemistry ; 2, geology ; 3, botany and physio-

logy ; 4, natural philosophy— the latter including me-
teorology and mechanics ; and 5, natural history

and veterinary surgery. But it may be said that

I am laying out a course of instruction for farm
managers little less than that of some of the learned

professions. Yes ; I am perfectly aware of the fact, for

what is farming in the highest sense but a profession

requiring more skill and general acquirement than per-

haps any other business ? The cultivator of the soil is the

timidity which keep the latter from speaking their

minds on subjects they ought to be intimately acquainted

with are wholly out of place, and may lead to very un-

satisfactory consequences. The employer natura'ly looks

to his steward for counsel iu practical details of farming,

and if the latter acquiesce in everything that is brought

agriculturists to enable them to compete with the

foreigner. It will therefore never pay, either to

smother weeds with Wheat, or Wheat with weeds.

Falcon.

Ike Gapes in Poultry.—Amongst the various sug-

gestions for the cure of " Gapes " in fowls, which have

appeared in your valuable journal at different times, I

have never observed any allusion to a very simple

remedy, the efficacy of which I witnessed when residing

some years since at a farm house in Devonshire where

a number of white fowls were kept, a large proportion

of every brood being always lost from this disease, and

the white breed would have been relinquished, only

that when reared they realised a higher price in the

market (Barnstaple) than the darker kinds. I there-

fore copy the following extract from a paper which

believe first appeared in the Transactions of the Linnet

Society :

—

Account of a species of Fasciola which infests the Trachea of
Poultry, withailode of Cure." By George Montagu, Esq., F.L.S.

and M.W.S.—" Most persons iu rural life, who have in the least

attended to their poultry, know that young chickens are subject

to a fatal distemper, usually termed the "gapes" from the

principal .symptom of the disorder; which is a frequent gaping
attended with an extension of the neck, like suffocation, and
sometimes an apparent phthisical affection or irritation of

the lungs. This distemper, which generally attacks them
at the age of a mouth or six weeks, is, I believe,

fouud to obtain in high as well as low situations, and
whether the nature of the soil or that of the water is the

I

an

before him from that quarter, he is not the man for his
j

productive cause, remains to be discovered. This disease is

place at all. No considerate landed proprietor or agent !
produced by a species of faociola lodging within the trachea,

Sill object to a farm manager stating his objections to \

jHg-g; ?££&£%.&t&gV°I na^T

&

&
part was found to be highly

than 20 of these ' vermes ' firmly adhering to its surface by their

single arm. These had so completely choked up the passage,

that the chick had undoubtedly died of strangulation. Although
none of these worms had passed into the lungs, they were found to

be much inflamed. In the year 1806, I first discovered the cause

of the distemper; and the following year, on the first appearance

of the attack, I administered a simple medicine, considered by
some persons in this part of the kingdom to be infallible; and, to

theoretical schemes introduced to his notice by those

who are above him, or bear a share of the blame re-

sulting from their failure when put into operation.

It is very frequently the case that in consequence of

superior intelligence, and from travelling a good deal,

proprie ors are enabled to make very excellent sugges-

tions to their stewards on the subject of farm manage-
j
my ftsV)nlalimcntf not

'

onlv notone ofa ldrge brood , 8uffering from
nient; and while the latter should at ail times be careful

its j n flutnce, died, but, on the contrary, all speedily recovered,

to detect everything that is incapable of being carried The recipe consists in mixing up their meal (Barley or oatmeal)

into execution with aDy chance of success, they should

at the same time be ever ready to carry out, as far as

may be possible, those new agricultural systems

eon^eew'iinVbet^ are thus suggested to them. Nothing can be

the world of business activity. Hestandsina very intimate more pitiable than to see a bailiff priding himself on his

relation to Nature, for he is th? agent that draws forth practical attainments as a farmer, and believing that
- no nobleman or "entleman, however comprehensive or of the disorder the former prescription was given, ana its

I

well-informed his-mind ™y be, can instruct bin, It is
;g£^«~ ^J°JZZ££ U^t'p™

thus that vapid practice sets itself against science, and
j remArk in this p ]ace that thi9 vermicular distemper seems to be

bars its progress. The asseveration of " Talpa's "
' peculiar to the young of the common domestic fowl, since neither

! j rflinor *< 1'vp heen a-drainino- this fortv Year and my turkeys nor ducks, all of which are reared together upon the
drainer— I ve been a-araimn mis rorij >em » m >

have evtr been attacked. Since the preceding was
;
more"— is the perpetual chatter of some agricultural^^
incumbrances known 'as farm managers of the old

'

* '* •—-"-»- - -«-

school, that must speedily either be reformed or dis-

placed altogether. /. Lockhart Morton,

\

with urine instead of water, and feeding them with it three or

four times a day. Rue chopped small ai.d mixed with their food,,

has been a favourite remedy ; but it may be proper to remark that

my chickens affected at this time have been under a course ot

that medicine since the first appearauce of the distemper, and

that so far from yielding to it the malady increased during

. -
, . .. . . . its administration, and one chickan, as before mentioned,

practical attainments as a farmer, and believing that nad died under this disadvantage; in the advanced state

her resources and demonstrates her latent power. And
can he do this in the most effective manner without a

comprehensive knowledge of all the laws which his

daily operations call into action? Surely not ; and yet
the farming of the United Kingdom is carried on with
a comparatively small share of this comprehensive
knowledge, and is considered superior to that of any
other country in the world. Were our home farm
managers and tenant farmers educated as they ought to

be, this country would no longer require to import her
millions of quarters of Wheat, for it would not only

become self-supporting, but ultimately capable of export-
ing large quantities of grain. How desirable is it that this

should be the case ! and how important that all the home
farms in the kingdom should be the exemplars of the

general systems of management that are capable when
universally adopted of hringing about this result !

In sele ting a steward for a first-class farm, therefore,

"practice with science" should be the guiding motto. The
difficulty is to get men that are really of the right stamp,
for theory run wild is ten times more dangerous than
practice become hopelessly stale, and how to obtain a
good h\hrid of qualities is sometimes puzzling enough.
Now, however, that the Society of Arts and the High-
land and Agricultural Society of Scotland are instituting
systems of examination for agricultural students, and
purpose to grant diplomas to those who possess certain
qualifications, the inducement to acquire both practical
and theoretical kuowledge is likely to be increased, and
the difficulty referred to gradually overcome. But it

Home Correspondence.
Thin Sowing.—The interesting phenomenon of vege-

tation drawing towards the light has often been exempli-

fied amongst Potatoes stored in a dark cellar ; a shoot

from one of them will often make its way across a floor

of many feet in brea ith, and rise up the door towards

the keyhole where a ray of sunshine appears. Roots

three parts of the young pheasants in his lordship's menagerie

die of a similar complainr, but at a more advanced age, generally

at the time the feathers begin to show the sexual distinction.

This noblemau favoured me with a specimen for examination, in

which the trachea was stuffed with the same species of
'
fasciola.

I have also had some old partridges lately affected with

the same complaint; one that died was evidently suffo-

cated by these vermes ; aud what is remarkable, the posterior

half of one of the worms had got through the membrane of the

trachea, the only instance hitherto noticed of that part being

perforated. Change of food and change of place, together with

tbe infusion of Kue and Garlic instead of plain water to drink,

and chiefly Hemp seed to eat, independent of the green vege-

tables which the Grass plot of the m-mgerie afforded, recovered

the others in a short time.—Dec. 28, 1808. The fasciola' which

occasions this fatal disease is, as far as I have been able to

will also travel long distances in search oMoc>d, and hav-
, ^^j»» 'j;^™;^^ spec

'

ieg> differing from all others
"

hitherto described by the great ext^n.-ion of the peduncle or arm
that supports the lower foramen Tbe following is a description ot

this animal '.—CI. Vermes, Ord. Intestina, Fasciola Trachea. Body
round, acuminated at the posterior end, the lower aperture pro-

duced on a long stalk or arm, that extends rather beyond the

anterior end ot the body, where the other aperture is placed,,

and is not above half the size of that part: these openings

spread a little or are subinfundibuliform ; the larger appears

to be the mouth, aud is slightly sexpartite, that on the arm ia

natural appearance is not fully understood, as the roots

have frequently topass through a comparatively barren

portion of the soil previous to reaching the desired

point. The study of physiology may in the course of

time elucidate the mystery, but at present the knowledge

of the fact must satisfy agriculturists and horticulturists,

and will be sufficient for their guidance and instruction;

* "It is remarkable that the only chick which was never

affected is black, and all the others white ; and it will probably

be found that the dark-coloured varieties are not so subject to the

proving the advantage of deep stirring in order to give
j

distemper."
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used as a sucker, and is the part by which it adheres to the
inside of the trachea; the divarication takes place at about one* I

fifth part of the length of the body: Mie colour is red, and the
j

intestine*, which are extremely numerous and tortuous, are
white : the length is about an iuch, and the breadth not above
half a line."

" Note.—An animal similar to that here described has been
observed by Dr. Wiesenthal, Professor of Anatomy at Haiti-
more, in North America, an account of winch lias be»-n published
In the 'Medical and Physical Journal' (1799), vol. ii., p. 204.
Dr. W. observes that this disease is not confined to the common
fowl, but that young turkeys are subject to a similar complaint."
-U.L.K.

Finders and Toes in Turnips.—In the Gazette of the
j

16th May, p. 331, is given an extract from Mr. Russell's i

piper in the < ; Quarterly Journal of Agriculture/ 9 on
;

which he appears apprehensive that the not very
ancient and probably not very erudite term of fingers

and tots as applied to a disease in Turnips should he
lost to posterity from want of discussion on the
apathy of agriculturists to so lamentable an innovation

in the olden nomenclature. As words are only in-

tended to convey ideas, if people will understand
fingers and toes to mean a disease, the term may as well

answer the purpose as any Other, whether anbury or
not ; but as words should convey definite ideas, to

the end of being generally understood, and the better if

without the liability of being mistaken, there lies a
trifling objection to the use of the term which Mr. Russell
himself very candidly offers to our observation, in

Professor Buckman's, Mr. Berkeley's, and others' mis-

conception of it, and in certain comical root vagaries. The
pretty ladylike hand of Prof. Buckman with its healthy
fingers doesnotgivethe digits of the nouty lumpy diseased

£i*nd which Mr. Russell describes ; thus, though in Prof.

Buckmau's drawing we have as good and regular fingers

as can be, "as like a baud with its five fingers as could

be imagined, yet still in a botanical sense it cannot be
«aid to be digitate or fingered." So that its form really

signifies nothing, and fiugers and toes to mean disease

require something more than a well formed hand and
fingers, that is to say, without the adjective diseased or

Soma other equally distinctive, they convey no idea

whatever. The fingers and toes must display in their

formation all the lumps and tumps and excrescences of

•disease, for the fingers and toes of a mere forked or
branched root will both in appearance and language
indicate a disease they have not, and lead, as they have
done Professor Buckman and others, to false conclusions. \

The term fingers and toes conveying then to one the
[

idea of health and to another that of disease, being to

one an indication of a corrupt t-tate and to another one
*of regression (a regeneracy— not a degeneracy) to a
normal state of purity and youth, is not sufficiently

definite, and therefore does not deserve to be retained.

But other plants show this formation of root which
j

are not subject to the disease we are treating of, as i

Carrots and Parsnips ; and again other plants are
subject to it, which from the natural formation of their

roots cannot when diseased be said to take on any
form of fingers and toes, as Cabbages, &c. Surely
then fingers and toes is not a term sufficiently

distinctive to characterise a disease which exists inde-
pendent of such a formation, nor does there appear any
necessity for retaining a name so indefinite, given pro-
bably by ignorance and on a mere superficial observance
of its appearance, since we have another, possibly more '

appropriate, and in its appearance certainly more
^generally applicable. Anbury applies to the disease wher-

\

-ever it appears, irrespectiveof the formation of fingers and
'

toe.«,it is indicated alike in all by tumid or wart-like knobs,
almost, I believe I may say always, containing maggots.
it may be that we might by the aid of some Greek
word have found a more decidedly characteristic term
for the disease, and not have been obliged to go to the
horse for it, for though some distant analogy may
externally exist, in all its pathological characters it is,

i believe, very distinct from the horse anbury, yet for
want of a better, and a better than finger and toes it I

certainly is, we must retain it. The finger and toe for-

mation does not invariably show itself even on the
Turnip, at least it is necessary to draw very much upon

\

*>ur imagination to find it. In all I have examined it

.

more frequently developes in an unsightly and huge
excrescence on the body of the Turnip, swelling out on
one side, seldom I think with any root-like process,
when so attacked. The finger and toe formation cer-
tainly is not in this case such as to draw attention to it

from the more obvious bulbs of the disease, and which
I think ought to designate it. /. M. Goodiff.

Wheat in 2-feet Rows.—It gives us great pleasure to
observe in your agricultural columns of the 9th inst. a
paragraph headed " Rotation of Crops/' by Mr. J. M.
Goodiff, whose views are so coincident with our own.
We cannot but think, however, that he ought to have
given us some credit for the introduction of planting
corn in rows 2 feet apart, as we claim to be the first

who introduced it in a practical point of view. We have
several acres this year on the same plan, worked well
between with the fork on common stetched land during
the winter months, which is now progressing favourably
from a small quantity of seed. We have also one acre
of Wheat thus treated, which is sown with Lucerne and
doing well. Mr. Goodiff is unmistakably on the right
scent, and (as he observes) " let but the work be
done well * and success is certain. We have this
season about 40 acres, on various fields and soils,
at less than half the usual number of rows on a stetch,
and some at less than a quarter the ordinary quantity
of seed per acre, which is progressing favourably. An
eminent agriculturist in noticing it observed, « .Mr.
Hardy, yon o«ght, and will no doubt by this process
ensure every plant to produce some 10 or a dozen fine

ears, whilst we tanners of the old school, from our 2 or
3 bushels of s.ed, obtain at best but a produce of two
weak ear;* from each grain, or about 50 fold." Our
answer was that we very much doubted if they ever
obtained even half tha* amount, v. z., 50 bushels per acre
from such a proceeding. We also observed that we
should be well satisfied to reap two good ears from each

plant of our own half bushel planted, say 100 fold or

50 bushels, though we expect more, and surprised him
when we reminded him, and he himself became thought-
ful, that were it possible to obtain half as much even
as this from their 2 bushels (say no more, though many
use it) it would amount to 200 bushels produce per acre,

which clearly showed the error in sowing thus much
seed. Hardy and Son, Seed Growers, Maldun, Essex.

octettes*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
At the half-yearly meeting of the Society last week

the following report was read and adopted :—
REPORT.

The Society consists at the present time of

—

85 Life-Governors,
139 Annual Governors,
839 Life-Members,

3,896 Annual Members, and
20 Honorary Members:

forming a total of 4979 Members, or 97 more names on the list

than at the previous anniversary. Mr. Evelyn Denison, M.P., has
been appointed a Trustee of the Society, in the place of the late

Mr. Neeld, M.P.
His Imperial Mnjesty the Emperor of the French having been

graciously pleased to permit his name to be placed on the list of
Honorary Members of the Society, in compliance with a
request made on the part of the Council, his Imperial Majesty
has been unanimously elected accordingly, in grateful recognition
of the deep interest which his Imperial Mnjesty has so effectively

Ukttnln the promotion of international agriculture.

The Council have also elected M. L£once de Lavergno an
Honorary Member of the Society, in testimony of the high
estimation in which they hold his remarkable work ou the Rural
Economy of this countrv.
The Finances of this Society have on no former occasion been

in so favourable a condition. The funded property consists of
92642. in the New Three per Cents. Stock, and the current cash-
bdlanee in the hands of the bankers is 3657/,

A complete analytical index to the volumes of the Journal
already published is in the press, and a new catalogue of the
Library is in preparation.

Prof. Way, the Consulting-Chemist of the Society, has read
before the Members a report on the progress of Chemical Science
both at home and abroad in reference to agriculture, and has
delivered a lecture on the composition of Drainage-water. He
has also devised a mode by which the amount of nitric acid and
ammonia in the atmosphere may be ascertained with approximate
exactness. This discovery will at once give interest and import-
ance to the prosecution of agricultural meteorology, a branch of
inquiry which has hitherto either entirely lain dormant, or been
pursued only with results of an indefinite character. The
chemical investigation of water flowing over the surface of
cultivated land, through its substance into drains, will eventually
prove of great importance, as showing the excess of manuiing
matter which may have been in any case applied ; at present,
however, the results obtained by Prof. Way are confined to a
limited body of facts occurring under certain given conditions

;

but these are sufficient to indicate the great loss which is pro-
bably sustained by an Injudicious manuring of particular soils.

The controversial publication of Karon Liebig and Mr. Lawes
have had the effect of calling the attention of scientific men to the
chemical principle of agriculture, and of practical men to the
application of those principles in a farming and economical point
of view. The great questions however involved in this contro-
sersy have still to be dispassionately considered, when the con-
troversial spirit shall have passed away, and the facts be made
subservient only to the progress of philosophic inquiry. The
Council strongly advise the members of the Society to take
advantage of their privileges relating to the analysis of the
artificial manures, as they can thus only obtain security against
fraud from adulteration. The Council have decided that at the
end of the current year the offer of the 1000/. Prize for a substi-
tute for Peruvian guano shall be withdrawn. Prof. Simonds,
the Veterinary Inspector of the Society, has delivered before the
Members a lecture on the Skin Diseases of Domestic Animals,
and the Royal Veterinary College have transmitted to the
Council their annual report.

One of the original objects for which the Society was founded,
the last in the order of enumeration, though by no means the
least in importance, is that which proposes " to promote the
comfort and welfare of labourers, and to encourage the improved
management of their cottages and gardens." This great and
humane object has been constantly the subject of consideration,
both officially by the Council and individually by the members
of the Society. Various ameliorating measures have been pro-
posed, which as far a3 they have gone have been useful, but
they fall tar short of that extended system which the importance
of the subject demands. The Society has distributed at less
than prime cost upwards of 30,000 copies of cottage tracts, con-
taining practical suggestions for the management of labourers'
gardens, and for cottage economy and cookery; they have also
published in their Journal Sir George Nichols's Prize Essay on
the best means for improving the condition of the agricultural
labourer, as well as Mr. Goddard's and Mr. Macvicar\s Prize
Essays ou the construction of cottages. Last year the Prize for
the best essay on labourers' cottages was renewed, and several
essays on that subject are at the present moment under the con-
sideration of the judges. The Council, however, regard all these
effort* as too limited and temporary in their character. The
intelligent mind of tke labourer, who performs the operations on
the farm, and the high moral principle within him, which is the
surest guarantee to his employer, are be3t sustained and culti-
vated by making every effort to render the labourer happy and
comfortable.
The Chelmsford Meeting, to be held in the middle of July,

promises to be equal, in every respect, to the most successful of
former Country Meetings of the Society in other parts of the
kingdom. The entry of agricultural imulenients and machinery

May 31, 185 0.

5U0J. tor the best Steam Cultivator. li.st ami 7rT7~7~r
Reaping Machines, and Prizes for new and miscellaneous imnuTments. The Consult! n<* Engineer of the Society has eonstra52j
for the Chelmsford Meeting new Dynamometers, as the measuiS
of forces required to overcome the resistance offered bv the soil t«
the different classes of field implement*. This amount of resi itance, compared with the work actually done, will eiuMe th.judges more accurately to estimate the relative economic vain,
of competing implements intended for the cultivation of the so ;

lThe Live Stock portion of the exhibition will include foreign
cattle and sheep belonging to foreigners and bred abroad For
the purpose of making entries for forei-n animals during the
approaching Great International Show at Paris, in the first week
of June, the Council have extended the date of entry, in their
case, from the 1st to the 12th of that month. The Local Cheln
ford <• mmittee have liberally placed at the disposal of the
Council the sum of200/ , to be awarded as extra prizes for thorough-
bred, hunting, and roadster horses. These prizes will, no doubt
attract a large amouut of competition, and greatly increase the
interest of the show.
Agreeably with a request from the French Government, the

Council have appointed Mr. Evelyn Denison, if.P., Chairman of
the International Implement Jury at the ensuing Paris Meeting
and ten English Jurors to represent this country in the different
departments of live stock and implements on that occasion.
The Council, in conclusion, have again the satisfaction of con-

gratulating the members on the gradual fulfilment ot the object*
for which the Society was originally established. If practice
slow in its development, the application of science for its improve-
ment requires the greatest caution. In reviewing the active
exertions of the Society from its commencement, it could hardly
have been expected that so much real advantage, both indirectly
and directly, could have been obtained in so brief a period. By
means of scientific aid a clue is gradually being gained to the
operations of the natural influences on the soil, and to the pro-
cesses by which vegetable life is modified and maintained. The
ordinary operations of farming will eventually derive full benefit
from the discoveries ofscier.ee, and become more economical in

their accomplishment, and more certain in their results.

By order of the Council,
James Hudson, Secretary.

On the motion of Mr. H. Wilson, seconded by Mr.
Thomas Scott, the thanks of the meeting were voted to

Lord Portman, the President of the Society. In ac-

knowledging the vote, Lord Portman said: —
With regard to the subject of drainage, which was introduced

by Mr. Scott, he held that there was no uniform system, and he
did not believe that there could be one. The quality of the soil

and the nature of the water were such important elements in

draining operations, that until these had been ascertained it was
impossible to tell what system would answer best in any par-

ticular instance. None of them, he feared, would live Ion?
enough to see the difficulties of this question entirely removed.
All that any of them could do was to obtain the best information

i

they could, and apply it to the best of their ability in their several

! localities.

is large beyond precedent; and as a great number of these,
instead of lying inactive, as hitherto, in the yard, will be at
ordinary work during certain hours of the Show, they will
present a new and instructive feature in the exhibition. The
Council have been induced, on the representation of a very
large proportion of the Implement Manufacturers who exhi-
bited last year at Carlisle, to apportion the Society's prizes
and trials in the implement department over three years,
instead of includiug them in all single successive years. The
implements for prizes ami trials have, accordingly, been divided
into classes for this three year.-.' rotation under the following
heads : (1.) Implements and machinery for the tillage and drain-
age of land. (2.) Implements and machinery for the cultivation
and harvesting of crops. (3.) Implements and machinery for the
preparation of crops fur market and cattle food. Those under the
first of these heads will form the Prize and Trial Implements for
the Chelmslord Meeting, in addition to the Special Prizes of

Farrn Memoranda.
Creslow, Putlowes, and Brooghton, Bucks.—This

farm has long been celebrated in the annals ofgrazing for

I the wonderful animals which have been ted on it. la

,
the days of the great war the late occupier at different

times sold 20 Christmas oxen for the enormous sum of

1
2,123/., which is an average of 106/. 6s. for each

bullock, a price probably never before or since

realised by any one grazier. And the present worthy

I tenant, though lie does not attain the notoriety which

\

followed his late relative and predecessor, still furnishes

a constant supply of useful animals, of which the

splendid Cotswold ewes at the last great Christinas

market were very fair specimens. Creslcw is a farm

of 860 acres, but with additions the occupation now

amounts to 1,100. The common stock of this farm is

500 cattle, and in the winter 700 ewes : in grassy

seasons, after the ewes are gone, sheep are bought, to

come out at Christmas. The house and premises are

situated on a hill, the top of which is formed of the

Portland oolite, and the base of Kimmeridge clay.

One grazing field, perhaps the largest inclosure of

really good ground in the kingdom, contains by ad-

measurement no less than 323a. 3r. 2p., a pretty little

!

farm in itself. This field consists of a series of hill and

dale, and consequently the soil varies much in quality.

Where the stone and clay join, the water, which

filtered through ihe stone, is thrown out by the clay ;

!
and here draining is necessary, which is principally

,
done with turf. The main drains, which have pipes,

open at intervals into little stone cisterns for watering

the cattle. The summer stock for this field is 220

bullocks, and 200 ewes with their lambs, generally

i

here called u couples." It is very curious to observe

|

the cattle and sheep over this large inclosure. Herds

|

of cattle and flocks of ewes, which are purchased from

j

different fairs, locate themselves in different parts of

the field, retain their old companionship, and seldom

I

trespass on their neighbours' domain, or stray away

from their own part of the ground. The greater

number of the oxen are Herefords, some Devons, and

late in the year a few Highland Scots. In consequence

of the protracted drought last summer, the grass at

Creslow was unusually short, and the stock did not

! make any tiling like their usual progress. This farm

possesses the advantage of having about 100 acres ot

it arable, which enables straw and roots to be grown

for the winter's stock. In the fall of the year, before

the cattle are tied up, they are supplied with hay iQ

racks, which are placed round the ricks in the field.

The sheds before Christmas were well filled with 50

Hereford oxen, which were receiving hay, a bushel of

sliced Swedes, and three or four cakes (of three lbs.

each) daily.

The grazing land at Putlowes, though of less extent

thau that of Creslow, is decidedly of superior quality,

and presents that true feature of the feeding district--

a rich, deep loam, resting ou a strong clay. It is really

wonderful to see the size and fatness of some of the

cattle here. In list October there were in one field -0

splendid oxen, weighing 160 stone (8 lbs.) each, not one

of which had received hay or oilcake. Now, in select-

ing these animals, care must be taken to choose those

which show an aptitude to fatten and have sufficient age
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to accumulate flesh quickly. Tins most successful

grozier, in common with all those who are engaged iu

feeding cattle, is sadly puzzled to find oxen of a proper

acre to feed ; for, while lots of fleshy steers are to I e

had everywhere, great good bullocks are not to be

found, and the steers will not increase in weight and

value in a given time, like the 4-year old oxen* Large

grazing fields appear to be liked, if the land is really

good and water plentiful. At Putlowes there is a

ground of very excellent quality, containing 08 acres.

The usual stock for such land ia a bullock to an acre,

but sheep are generally kept in addition, to the extent

of one fat sheep, or one couple (ewe and lamb), to each

ox. The cattle which are not disposed of from Grass

are perhaps supplied with a little hay in the pastures

before they are tied up. They are stalled for about

two months, and fed on hay and oilcake. The quantity

of cake given to these large cattle is really wonderful, 6

cakes or 18 lbs. per day being a common allowance, and
some instances have occurred in which an ox has eaten

15 cakes per day. , This is surely more than the

stomach of any bullock can profitably assimilate.

Putlowes has long been extensively known for its

Christmas beef. This year a stall of 40 very superior

Herefords «s nd shorthorns realised on an average

more than 40/. per head.

At Broughton House the stock has lately been con-

fined exclusively to Devons, This farm lies about one
mile south of Aylesbury, on the Tring road ; and, as the
Portland stone is clearly seen in the garden allotments

by the toll-gate, it must of necessity follow that tins

superior grazing land is on the gault clay. This
confirms the remark that was made in describing the

geology, that the fertility of the land did not depend so

much on what clay it rested, as on the quality and
depth of the top soil. There are two or three fields at

Broughton House as good as any in the county ; but
there are some, where the deposit of mould is not so

deep, which are only of a second-rate description. The
farm contains about 200 acres, 56 of which are mown.
There is no ploughed land, so the litter for the stalled

cattle is purchased. There were last autumn 36 very
fiue Devons, good fleshy animals, but not possessing the

touch or fatness of those at Putlowes. These cattle

had each half a truss of hav and 6 Linseed cakes in the

day. Journal of the Agricultural Society.

Miscellaneous.
Fish Manure.—* The fish—either the refuse of the

market or otherwise—is cut into pieces, and submitted

to the action of high pressure steam (four or five

atmospheres) for about an hour in suitable vessels. It

is by that time sufficiently cooked, and is then ready

for the presses, which expel a great proportion of the

water, and leave the residue in the form of a cake.

This cake is, by means of a coarse rasp or grating

machine, broken up into a sort of pulp, which is spread

out in thin layers on canvass, and dried by means of

warm currents of air. It is sold either in this state, or

more minutely divided by means of the ordinary

grinding processes. It is stated in this condition ta

correspond to 22 per cenr, of the crude weight of the

fish, and to contain from 10 to 12 per cent of nitrogen,

and from 16 to 22 per cent, of phosphate. The price

was 20 francs per 100 kilogrammes (about 8/. per ton)

and the demand regularly increasing." Professor Wilson
oniJie Agriculture of the French Exhibition.

Calendar of Operations.

MAY.
Farm HKAb Hexham, May 19.— Since the date of cur la«t re-

f<ort we have had, till Friday last, bitterly cold east winds, which
lavecut up the Grass especially where stocked, and the corn has
also suffered very much. Since the 12th inst. we have had fine

growing weather, and the crops have rapidly changed from hein^
withered and "blaed" to a fresh healthy green, and of Grass
there is now a full bite. Previous to the 26th ult. the weather
was very dry, which greatly furthered the cleaning of fallows,
and we are now nearly ready to go right on with Turnip sowing
as soon as weather will permit. Our first sown Mangel is just
appearing above ground, and the remainder is well sprouted. We
have sown a few acres of Swedes which are also just looking up,
having been a week in the ground. Wheat on strong clay lands
is not looking at all well, and has in some instauces been ploughed
up, and Oats sown. Oats and Barley are erenerally looking well.
At Stagshawbank Fair on the 9th and 10th insrs., there was but
an indifferent show of sheep and cattle; hoggs nearly tit for the
butcher, and strong fresh grazing cattle were good to sell, but for
other kinds there was a very heavy market, owing to the scarcity
of food. Horses were a shade cheaper, but really good draught
horses still bring large prices.

Notices to Correspondents.
^a, John Dunn, of Bistkrse: G W $. We have not seen his

£*say, and should be glad of a copy. The Oxford Farmers'
Ctob have just awarded a prize to him for it. The subject is
most seasonable— the cultivation of roots. Mr. Dunn is the
secretary of the Vale of Avon Farmers' Club, and has tor some
years had the management of an estate ia that neighbourhood,
where he is most favourably known.

.Prize Animalc; A Reader. We have no record of the measure-
ments of prize Butt* at the Royal Agricultural Society's shows
in the Short-horn, Hereford, or anv other classes, and we doubt
if there be one. The official reports of the French shows go
into mo^t minute detail on such subjects.

Seed : F It S. From 2 to 4 lb*, of Swedish Turnip seed is enough
for an acre. 2 lbs. are much more than enough if they would
all grow, and if the fly would spare the plants. But 3 or 4 lbs.
is a more prudent seeding under these two risks which you have
to run. *

The Weather : R Tom. " He that regardeth the clouds shall
not sow." You must just use present opportunities energeti-

n ^P t 'ie work as well forward as the weather will
allow, and do not speculate on future opportunities of wiping off
present neglect.

Toll-bars
: X A case has lately been decided at Gloucester, in

which the lessee of tolls was fined for improperly taking toll for
a waggon laden with coals to be used in the burning of clay for
use, as an alterative of the soil.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by tub Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen'sW Cutlery Worrs, Sheffield; and 67 and 68, King William
Street, London. Drawings forwarded by post.

OHN WARNER and SONS,
Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With Warner's Registered Spreader,
is strongly re-

commended,for

durability and
low price, viz.,

21 19^., to hold

10 gallons.

act Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

vis.,14 gal*., 24
gala.,&35gals.
May be obtain-

ed of any Iron-
monger or
Plumber in

town or coun-
try, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, as also Machinery of all kinds

for raising Water from any depth to any height by Steam,

Horse, or Manual Power, Prices sent on application. Syringes

of various constructions and sizes from 9s. upwards. Metallic

String from bd. to Is. 3d. per lb.

N

I

.

PARKES'STEELDICCINCFORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parses'
Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue

of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.
SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-

ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and
PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-
ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No*.
47, Nov. 24, 1S55), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-
man In the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1S51 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoea
Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools

'

Established 1738.

BEEHIVES.
Prize Mkdal Awarded to G. Neighbour & Sons, fob Bee-

Hives and Honey, at the Paris Exposition of 1S55.

EIGHBOUR'6 IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour &

Sons, with all the recent im-
provements, Glasses,& Ther-
mometer, price 355., securely
packed for the country.
This unique Hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit: its arrangements aro-

so perfect th.it the Honey
may be taken at any time
of the season without at alt

Injuring the Bees.
Applications may be ad-

dressed to George Neigh-
bour & Sons, 127, High Hoi-
born, or 149, Kegent Sireet,

London.
Their newly- arranged Cata-

logue of other improved
Hives, with drawings and
prices, sent on receipt of two
stamps.

Agents:—Liverpool, James Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Square ;-

Manchester, J. Wilson, 50, King Street; Glasgow, Austin
& M'Aslen, 1GS, Trongate; Brown & Austin, 33 and 34, Argyll
Arcade; Dublin, J. Eomondson & Co., 61, Dame Street;
Chester, J. Dickson & Sons, 102, Eastgate Street.

HJ, MORTON and Co., Galvanized Iron Works
• 2, Uasinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANIZED IKON ROOFING, for Farm Buildings and
other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest rooting in use

GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from 10£<f.per yard, for Farm
buildings, houses, &c—Never requires painting.

PATENT WIRE STKAND FENCING, the Wrongest and
neatest fence in use, will resist the largest Cattle, and will not
bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or over. Upward*
of 600 miles of this fencing fixed by us iu the last S years. For
illustrated price list apply at the Works.
GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.—

Galvanized, 24 inch wide,.
2-inch mesh, 6<i., 8d. and llrf.

per yard.
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,.

3-inch mesh, 4ci., b\d.
f
and

7{d. per yard.
The Netting made any

width, and with openings of
any size.

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS-
for DRY and WET FOOD.— Galvanized Chain Camp Stools
and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat,
fis.6d. to 12s. 6i. each,— Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Rods and
Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdles,.

Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-
vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea-
sure Grounds, &c, from 10£d. per yard.

For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Henry J. Morton & Co.,

2. Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

T. GREEN'S NEW INVENTION IN LAWN MOWING AND
ROLLING MACHINES,

SOLE MANUFACTURER, IRON AND WIRE WORKS, NORTH STREET, LEEDS.

REGISTERED JULY 24, 1855.-No. 3739.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE MACHINES supersede all others by having

a small Wheel in front of ihe Grass Box, consequently will mow verges and round flower beds,

without any change of Wheels, or adding the old fashioned Roller, as in others; will also cut either

wet or dry, and by the simple adjustment of a thumb screw, in front, can be raised or lowered to cut

the Grass any length required ; and having two Rollers behind, and a small one in front, they roll the

width they cut; they will turn in very little room, and cut at the same time. All the working parts

made much stronger than the old machines. The bottom Blades are so constructed that they cannot

tear up the ground; they are only drawn, and not pushed and drawn as in other machines,

consequently do not require half the power to work them. The three first sizes can be worked by

one person with ease; the two latter with a pony or donkey.
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£6

LIST OF PRICES (NET CASH):—
20 inches 24 inches 2S inches and 32 inches

£7 £8
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A quartity of Machines of other kinds at Half the usual prices.
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nicety. So complete and simple is the invention, that amateur gentlemen, and even ladies, may work either the 16 or 20 inch size

with ease and pleasure, providing the Grass is not too long. For extensive places I /hould ny^ the 24-inches>
would

be most suitable: for even in undulating ground two persona may work it; but in flower gardens when beds, &c. are crowded,

either of the smaller sizes would be best. I congratulate you on your very valuable invention which in my opinion, entirely

surpasses and must eventually supersede all others, for it is not only free from intricacy and easy to the workman, but extremely ex-

peditions in its operations, and consequently must prove a great saving in the management of Grass lawns, and a great boon to.

the nublic—I am, Sir, your most obedient servant, Joshua Major. • .

Other Testimonials may be had on application to the Manufacturer.

The above Machines are warranted to answer the purpose as described, or may be returned.

Messrs. Cottam & Hallen, 76, Oxford Street ; and Messrs. Burgess & Key, 103, Newgate
London Agents

Street,

Garrood
and may be had of all principal Ironmongers, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen m England ; also Mr. Charles

)D, Superintendent of Agricultural Department, Crystal Palace, Sydenham.
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SUTTON'S
GRASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURE,

(Carriage Free), price 24s. to 30s. per Acre.

From Professor Lindley.—" Messrs. Sutton,—We have already made trial of your Grass Seeds, and it is but justice to say they
have proved the best we have sown for many years. " JOHN LINDLEY.
" Horticultural Society, 21, Regent Street, London, Nov. 9, 1S53."

Sutton's Renovating Grass Seeds for Improving Parks, Pastures, and Meadows.
Quantity of Seed required, 8 lbs. to 12 lbs. per acre. Brice reduced to 9d. per lb., or 80s. per cwt.

Sutton's Price List of Farm Seech pout free.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

MESSRS. E. Gr. HENDERSON & SON
ARE now prepared to forward their NEW SPRING CATALOGUE, and parties who have not hitherto

favoured them with orders can have the same sent free on application. This useful book has been compiled with thl utiuo-t

attention, and while it notices the latest novelties, gives only such varieties of each class as can with safety be recommended. It

should be in the possession of every Amateur and practical Garden* r, cither for reference or perusal, the simplicity and correctness
of its arrangement being a decided improvement on anything of the kind hitherto brought before the public. In addition to the
above-mentioned novelties, &c. it contains descriptions and colours of 500 Stove, 700 Greenhouse, and 1000 other Plants of Miscel-
laneous sorts, such as Azaleas, Geraniums, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, &c.

f
with short and select Lists of those varieties best adapted

for the various purposes connected with the Stove, Greenhouse, and Garden, full descriptions of many novelties are given in it.

With the above will also be published a Coloured Plate, representing a group of Nine new Plants, and can be had post free for 12 stamps.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.

TIOBERT PARKER begs to offer the following of
J-*- which ho possesses a large stock in strong and healthy
plants :— Per dozen—5.
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Exotic Orchids
Stove and greenhouse Ferns
Hardy do.
Selaginella or Lycopodium
Geraniums, show and fancy varieties

Do. variegated and bedding do.
Do. scarlets in variety

•Cinerarias
Calceolarias, bedding varieties
Verbenas
Dahlias
Ageratums, Cupheas, Petunias, Salvias, &c.
Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass)

The above prices are for distinct and fine species, and varieties
^>nly, all of which are warranted true to their names; if ordered
by the hundred, or in larger quantities, a considerable reduction
will be made. A priced and descriptive Catalogue is published,
and will be forwarded post free upon application.— Paradise
Nursery, Hornspy, and Seven Sisters' Road, Holloway.

ORCHIDS.
TI^M. MAULE and SONS beg to state that the
™ season of the year having now arrived that Orchidaceous

plants may be transmitted with safety to any distance, they can
supply a few of the most favourite kinds of which they have a
Stock, in thoroughly established plants.

V

8.

Aerides odorata 10
attine, the true and

best var.
f
(not roseum) 42

Aerldes Foxbrush, strong
flowering plants ... 105

Calanthe veratrtfolia ... 7
Ccelogyne Wallichi and

maculata, pots with from
3 to 5 bulbs in, each bulb 2

Cattleyacrispa major 21

„ Harnsoni violacea 15

„ intermedia ... 15
Dendrobium Devonianum,

the major variety ... 10
Dendrobium densiflorum 10

d.

6

6

s. d.

I

6
6

Dendrobium Farmeri,
10^. 6d., 15*., 21

Dendrobium chrysan-
thum major... 7

Gibsoni.very strong 10
Cambridginianum.

105. 6tf. 15
Pierardi 7
moschatum 7

Vanda coemlea, 425., 635.,

845., 105
„ Roxburghi 42
>. teres 10

Saccolabium ampulla-
ceum, new beautiful... 105

if
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CHOICE VERBENAS, PETUNIAS, ETC,
MITCHELL and Co. are now sending out the

following fir.st-rate varieties of VERBENAS, 65. the
collection, good strong plants:— Geant des Ba'ailles, Madame
Reine, Madame Cambac^res, Julia Pacquin, Wonderful, Mons.
Kichalet, Lord Raglan, Marchioness of Ellesmere, Mrs. Halford,

Blue Beard, Tyrian Prince, Florence Nightingale.
New Double PETUNIA IMPERIALIS, strong plants, 65. per

dozen, or 455. per 100.
TREE CARNATIONS, consisting of the very best varieties,

125. per dozen.
DAHLIAS, one of the choicest collections ever offered, 65.

per dozen, or four dozen for 205.

Post-office orders are respectfully requested from unknown
correspondents, made payable to John Fairbrother.
AH Orders over 255. are delivered carriage free in London

or any Station on the London and South Coast Railway.
Bristol Nurseries, Kemp Town, Brighton. ^__^^

PRESENT PRICES OF~~SEEDS OFFERED BY
C1LA3IKE and CO., Wholesale Seedsmen, 86, High
S Street, Borough, London.

Per lb.

Skirving's Improved Purple-top Swede.
Laing's Improved Purple-top Swede ...

Green-top Swede
Purple-top Swede

I
Tankard Swede
Fine White Globe Turnip

„ Round Norfolk
Fine Red Globe

„ Round
Fine Green Globe

t> Round
Purple-top Yellow Scotch Turnip
Skirving's Improved Purple-top Scotch .

Green-top Yellow Scotch
White Tankard

* * a

* * • • • *
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* •
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• ft ft
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999
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« •

• ft .
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0s. 9d.

9

ft ft* • ••

Stapleton Road Nurseries, Bristol.

AMERICAN PLANT EXHIBITION,
At thi Perry Babr Nursery, near Birmingham, 1856.

JOHN MOORE and SON beg respectfully to an-
nounce that their First Annual Exhibition of Rhododendrons,

<&c, will be open from the 3d to the end of June daily, from 10
to 8 o'clock (Sundays excepted). A circular containing full
particulars will be forwarded on application.

Patronesses.

The Right Hon. the Countess The Hon. Miss Calthorpe
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of Dartmouth
The Right Honourable the
Lady Calthorpe

The Right Honourable the
Lady Hatherton

Lady Scott

Mrs. Murray
Mrs. C. B. Snepp
Mrs. Baron D. Webster

Red
Green
Yellow
Hale's Hybrid
Early Stone...
Chivas's Orange Jelly
Carrot, L ng Orange

„ True Altringham...

„ Fine Long Red Surrey
Early Scarlet Horn
Long White

„ James's Green-top
Lucerne, fine new
Mangel Wurzel, Long Red

Globe Red ...

Long Yellow ...

Globe Yellow...
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»
9 p. lb.

6
9
9
6

Per bushel.
32s. Od.
32
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Patrons.

The Right Hon. the Earl of
Dartmouth

The Right Honourable the
Lord Calthorpe

The Right Honourable the
Lord Hatherton

The Hon. F . H. W. G . Calthorpe
The Hon. Augustus Calthorpe
Sir Francis E. Scott, Bart.
The Rev. G. W. Murray
The Rev, C. B. Snepp
The Rev. H. Bagnall

T. R. T. Hodgson, Esq., Mayor
of Birmingham [Walsall

F. B. Oerton, Esq., Mayor of
Howard Luckcock, Esq.
B.iron D. Webster, Esq.
Thomas Bagnall, Esq.
William Bagnall, Esq.
John Nock Bagnall, Esq.
Richard Jesson, Esq.
Samuel Smith, Esq.
Thomas Gammon, Esq.
Charles Green, Esq., &c. &c.

Post office orders to be made payable to Clarke & Co., at the
Boroi 1gh Post Office.

JOHN CATTELL, in addition to his usual fine stock
of general BEDDING PLANTS, has the following first-rate

newer kinds to offer in good plants at the low prices annexed.
VARIEGATED GERANIUMS. " ' ~

Attraction (Gaine.)
Attraction (Kinghorn); habit like u Flower of the

Day," with a beautiful deep pink horse-shoe mark
Admiration

Each.
ls.Od
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NEW ACHIMENES.
BASS awd BROWN are now supplying Plants of

the following snperb new ACHIMENE3:—
ACHTMENES (MANDIROLA) ROEZLI—Habit of Ges-

neria zebrina, with velvety striped foliage, marbled with black,
flowers of a beautiful rose, shaded with lilac, 10*. 6d. each.
Also five other splendid new varieties, viz., C. Bouche, Chr.

Dagen, Holgartner Wendischuch, (Mandirola) lanata, and pur-
purea multiflora (for descriptions see Catalogue No. V). The
8tx varieties together, including Mandirola Roezli, for 30*.
The following four very fine varieties may now be had for 10*.,

viz., Dr. Hopf, Edmond Boissier. Edouard Otto, and Ambrose
Terschaffelt.

Choice varieties 6s. and 10*. per dozen.

NEW GLOXINIAS.
The 20 new varieties (see Catalogue No. V.) may now be had

tor 455. for this season flowering, or 10 of the erect flowering
varieties for 25s., or 25*. for the other 10. Plants from last
autumn bulbs of 16 varieties of the same, which will produce
ab.uv.ant bloom, may still be had for 50s.; eight erect flow-rings
for 28*.

;
or the other eight for 24s. 12 choice varieties for 20*.

Carnage free of all plants not under 20*. to all the London

Brilliant ...

Flower of the Day
Golden Chain
Golden Admiration
Mountain of Light
Mrs. Lennox
Silver King
Silver Queen
Variegated Queen

GERANIUMS (Varioitb).
Virgininm, a most superb bedding variety of the

florist habit, having a very large truss of the
purest white flowers ; it is also a valuable variety
for pot culture ... .'.

Momus, a capital bedding variety, colour and habit
of the old Daveyana

Beauty of Chipstead, intense bright scarlet, the
best of the cerise class 18*. to

Trenthani Scarlet Gem, the best of the large scarlets

2
7 6
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Dozen
s. d.

21
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9
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9

15
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4

1 6
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1

• 9»

6
9
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termini.

ss & Baows, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Verbena Mrs. Woodroffe, and other extra fine
varieties q8 j

Dahlia Zelinda, dwarf purple, 12 to 18 inches, and
flowers very freely

Hydrangea japonica variegata U. to
Oxalis Bowi, rosy pink; this makes a fine bed ..

Phlox Drummondi Radetzki, beautiful rosy purple,
striped white ... ..'

Phlox, first-r ite hardy perennial varieties
'.'.'.

6s. to
Salvia porphyrantha, dwarf dark red
Calceolaria, unbloomed seedliugs in single pots,
from J. C.'s superior varieties „„
A Priced Catalogue of the above, and a general Collection of

Bedding Plants, &c, for the present season, may be had on
application. Packages are charged at wholesale prices.
A remittance or reference must accompany orders from unknown

correspondents.—Nurseries, Westerham, Kent. '

10 6
18
6
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HORTICULTURE.
NEW AND RARE PLANTS

JOHN WEEKS and CO., King's Road, Chelsea
'' This Horticultural Establishment is an unlimited sou-rTrf
attraction. 4CO 0I

The Collection of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANT
in all the various stages of growth and iueudless variety inclnrU
every novelty that is worth cultivating. *

A large stock of GRAPE VINES, struck from eyes verv
strong for Planting and Forcing in Pots. ' "
FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS of every kind.
THE SEED BUSINESS is conducted upon an extensive scalp

every article warrauted true to its kind, and of genuine eoni
quality. e^
GARDEN TOOLS, and Horticultural Implements^ofTverv

description, all of the best make, no inferior article kept.
CAST-IRON VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great varietv of

tiie most beautiful designs. '

WIREWORK for all Ornamental Garden purposes.

The Nobility and Gentry are mo.st respectfully invited to
visit this establishment, where Horticultural science in all its
branches is in full operation, combining all modern improvements
so that a Lady or Gentleman can select whatever they may
require co- nected with Horticulture. *

John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water
Apparatus Manufacturers.

HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES
FORCING PITS, &c. &c, all made of the best materials sent
to any part of the country.
See our Illustrated Catalogues of all the various branches of

Horticulture
;
also Plans, Modrls, and Estimates, &c. &c.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

P L A~~N~T~* " "
'

SUITABT-E FOR VaSES AND BASKETS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
rrilOMAS SOMMEHV1LLK, Landscape Gardener,
* Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, Garden Road, St!

John's Wood, London, having had the honour of supplying to
the Crystal Palace Company the ORIGINAL PLANTS for the
suspended Baskets in the Crystal Palace, which have given such
great and general satisfaction, and having through that circum-
stance been much applied to for similar, has this season grown a
large quantity, which can now be supplied at very reasonable
prices.

to offer, at very low prices ; they consist of only the most distinct
and brightest colours, suitable for creating a brilliant effect in
the shortest time. Orders executed strictly in priority.

Rustic Baskets, Rustic Garden Seats, and Rustic Chairs of the
most superior description supplied. Samples may be seen on the
premises.

F I N E SHOW DAHLIAS.
TOKN HOLLAND, Bradsliaw Gardens, Middleton,O near Manchester, offers the following DAHLIAS, which are
recommended in Edwards's "National Garden Almanack for
1856":—

Miss Frampton
Rachel Rawlings
Sir F. Thesiger
Louisa Glenny
Port Royal
Indispensable
Magnificent
Red Gauntlet
Comet

Others can be supplied to parties having duplicates.
J. H. will forward the above Dahlias, hamper, package, &c,

included for 12s. ; 25 fine show Pansies, 12s. ; 25 Belgian Daisies.
8s.

; 25 Phloxes, including " Countess of Home," 16s. ; finest Pansy
Seeds, Is. and 2s. packets.

Post-office orders payable at Middleton, Lancashire.

"
~\\J HEELER'S little Book will do something
VV to satisfy their Expectations."—Gardeners'

Chronicle.

Our Little Booh contains a List—a very select List—
of the best Garden and Flower Seeds in cultivation. It

also contains descriptions and prices, and will be found a

safe and unerring guide to all purchasers. It should le

in the hands of every one who has a garden.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

Amazon
Duchess of Kent
Imperatrice Eugenie
Primrose Perfection
Robert Bruce
King of Yellows
Rose of England
Mrs. Seldon
Annie Rawlings

To;isy

Mr. Seldon

Triomphe de Roubatx
J*>nas

Richard Colden
Essex Triumph
Empereur de

Maroc

T^LOUR, warranted free from Adulteration, and deli-

-»- vered to any part of London (not less than one peck), carriage
free. Whites, for pastry, at per bushel (56 lbs.) 12s. 47.; fine House-
holds, recommended for Bread-making, lis. 8d.; Seconds, lis.:

Wheat-meal, for Brown Bread, lis. 0d.; best coarse and fine

Scotch Oatmeal.—Address Horsnaill & Catchpool. Bullford

Mill, Witham, Essex ; or Caledonian Road, Islington. Directions
for Making Bread supplied gratis.

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.
T3EIGATE SILVER SAND (sharp grit and free

* * from iron) 16s. per ton, less quantities Is. 6d. per bushel,

delivered five miles or to any London wharf or railway, (sacks

cost price, or on hire 6d. each). Kentish and other Peats and
Loam in large or small quantities. Terms cash.

John Kennard, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

OECOND-HAND AGRICULTURAL IMPLE-^ MENTS FOR SALE, AND WANTED.—Apply to Edward
Weir, Agricultural Engineer, 16, Bath Place, New Road, six

doors west of Hampstead Road, London.

EDWARDS'S REGISTERED EARWIG TRAP
is an elegant, durable, and effectual instrument for tbo'

destruction of earwigs. It is highly recommended bv the Ed/tor

of the " Florist," and other distinguished Horticulturists. Btxa/.

ornamental in shape it must supersede the ugly inverted ^°?^,
r

[

pots in all tastefully kept gardens. Price 9s. per do7<sn. Sola

wholesale at the manufactory and by the following agents:

S. Martin, 14, Gough Square, Lordon; C. turner, Royal

Nursery, Slough; J. Keynes, Nursery, Salisbury, and retail t>\

every Ironmonger, Nurseryman, and Seedsman in the Lnitea

Kingdom. Descriptive drawings sent on i«ctipt of postage stamp.

E. Edwards & Co., Inventors and Manufacturers, St Paul's

Square, Birmingham. .

MARINE AND FRESH WATER AQUARIA.
SANDERS and WOOLCOTT, 54, Doughty Street,

Foundling, London, Manufacturers of the Glass Tanks
in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park; in the Royal

Zoological Gardens, Dublin ; in the Conservatory of His Grace

the Duke of Devonshire, Chiswick; and various Museums
throughout the kingdom, have constantly on hand and in opera-

tion GLASS TANKS of all sizes for the Marine and Fresh Water

Aquarium.
These Tanks can be safely forwarded to all parts, and lists of

prices may be had on application at the above address, where

also the tanks may be seen.
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IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.

JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

• Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns

of WROLGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to

supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works, Prices,

&c.» at the Manufactory as above.

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out
of ground, 5 bars 45. 9d. each.

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3
inches out of ground, 5 bars 55. 3d. each.

npANNED NETTING, for the Protection of FRUIT
X TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security

of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard ; 200 yards, Us. ; 500
yards, 305.; 1000 yards, 50s.; scrim canvas for wall fruit. At
Edgington & Co.'s Rick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth
Manufacturers, 49, King William Street, London Bridge

;

17, Smithfield Bars, City ; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot,
Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth,

>~TKW~TW1NE NETTING, Tanned if required,
1 1 yard wide, 2<i. per yard; 2 yards wide, Ad. per yard;

4 yar^s wide, 8d. per yard. Half-inch mesh ditto, 2 yards wide,

8J. per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds,

wasps, flies, &c. from fruit trees flower or seed beds, 4id. per

Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west
Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

TV IRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
f of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.
Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety

;

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make;
Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W.Richards Imperial
Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's
Theatre.

OT WATER PIPES (Cast 1r>n) at WHOLE-
SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphon*, Tee-Pipes, and

every requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and Saddle Boilers,

505. each. Improved Soot Doors and Furnace Doors, Builders'

Castings, Pipes, and Gutters of every description in stock at

Mr. Lynch White's, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground
Street, Buck friars Bridge, London.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

J JONES, Iron Merchant, has always a great
• variety of Cylindrical and Saddle Boilers in Stock, Hot-water

Pipes, Elbows, Tees, Syphons, Throttle- Valves, Stop-Cocks, Coil-

Pipes, and Boxes, Trough Pipes, Fire and Furnace Bars, Double
Doors and Frames, and Soot D-»ors. Drawings and prices of the
above, or estimates given for the Apparatus fixed complete, on
application to J. Jones, Iron Bridge Wharf, 9, Bankside, London,
near the Southwark Iron Bridge.

HOT-WATEK APPARATUS.

JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
• (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved

Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-

siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description; Iron Conservatories,

Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above.

p STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
v>^ • 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron

Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers

and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description by
Hot Water.- Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

BY
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ROYAL
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PATENT.

EDENCH, Patent Hothouse Works, King's Road,
• Chelsea; and at Mornington Place, Hampstead Road.

These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the framework, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong: glass, and all

completed for Is. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references
can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORTesTFRAMES & LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER X LEMON BCXES X LIGHTS.

TAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

ureen and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
efj™ 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft, 6 in.,

ii2 *
6 in

''
8 ft-

'
and 8 ft 6 in wide

>
ftny tength, from 12 to

1W feet. Lpwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
l^gnts, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
giazeci with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
ior immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
an parts of the kingdoms-References may be had to the Nobility
"gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

"QEADON'S PATENT EAVES GUTTER TILE
mWk *?£? Blli,dings, Roofs of Houses (either old or new,

l2er
T
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T
T
hatch

'
SUte or Tile >' *nd other structures. Sole

TV
Law«8, 1, Adelaide Place, i^ndon Bridge.
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eaPest kind of spouting known, and is especially
adapted for Fahn Buildings and Labourers' Cottages. It will

JJfii t
S

5 M lhe buildi»g without repair, requires no paint, and
SIk >?M

r
*
weiSht of a 'adder against it without injury. Price ofeacn i iie ot about 13 inches long is Ad. Stop-ends and outlets Qd

t * <Li
7 raa8°n can P"t them up. If 100 feet or more are re-

JTw? V ? "?n*V
WlU ** sent t0 fi* thera at W. per foot. This price
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<deliver*d at Agent's yard) cement, labour.-May
*e had m London. Glo'ster, Bridgewater, and Rugby.

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX
T? DWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety
-L* of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may be
seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,
Sundays excepted
^Priced Lists of Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application

GARDEN VASES, WIRE WORK, and IMPLE-
MENTSofHORTICULTURE —COTTAMAsnll ALLEN

have arranged in their SIloW ROOMS, for the Season, a Select
Assortment appertaining either to the Cottage or a Nobleman's
Mansion, comprising garden chairs, vases, and fountains, from
the cheapest to those of a more expensive and ornamental
character

; garden rollers, garden engines, lawn mowing
machines, garden bordering, garden stakes, flower trainers,
garden arches, hand glass frames, every description of garden
tools, and a c mplete collection of articles, in plain and orna-
mental wire work, (or V e protection of fruit trees, the adornment
of the conservatory for aviaries, poultry houses, arbours, &c.
Builders of conservatories and greenhouses, and manufacturers
ofevery variety of fencing and gates.—Illustrated catalogues and
drawings, free, on application to Cottam & Hallen, Iron Works,
2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street.

\\TANTED TO RENT, at Michaelmas next, a
* » FA KM from 100 to 150 Acres, with Dwelling House and

suitable Buildings—M. N.. Post Office, Worthin g, Sussex.

FARM, WITH THE SHOOTING^
In* a beautiful Coustrt, four milks from Hatfield, Herts,

and only 24 miles from lon'ik»'.

rpO BE LET, on L<*nse, 231 acres of LAND,
-- with commodious Residence and necessary Buildings,
lying in a ring fence, and bounded on three sides by the high
road. Arrangements will be made to drain the land. Permission
will be given to break up pasture and grub fences, and every
facility afforded to an enterprising and improving tenant,

—

Particulars, and orders to view, mav be obtained of Messrs.
Davis & Vigerh, Land Agents, 3, Fixi, rick's Place, Old Jewry.

VALUABLE F A~R M~
'VO BE LET, for such number of years as maybe
* agreed on, entry at Martinmas, 1S56, the FARM of M YRE-

MILL, in the parish of Maybole, as presently in the occupancy of
the proprietor. This Farm is situated within eight miles of the
market town of Ayr and one from Maybole, where there is &

fVTv-v'jiL. HP

•
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(Fig. i.) (Ptgr. 2.)

f TYLOR and SON'S BAKROW GARDEN
'/ • ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted Oak tub, fitted with
improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 leet high ... £4 10
No. 2
No. 3

45
45

• • * 5 10

6 1828

T TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
*J • ENGINE (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted
inside and outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and
registered Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate
rose fan and jet.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet high
No. 13 „ 19 „ „ 80 „
No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40 „
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 45
No. 14 .. 30 „ .. 45

• -

• • #

£2 15
3 5
4
5
5 18

Syringes

tt

•»

„ JO „ „ m^ f9

A large assortment of every description of Garden
Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No.l, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

liinch, 14s. 3d. ; No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, If inch, 12$.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, If inch, 10s. 6d.

Read's Syringe, with two roses and one jet, 19*.

J. Tylor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at
these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in

town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
of whom Drawings and Prices may be had,

N.B. Cost of carriage, <&c, not included in these prices.

J. Tylor & Sox's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London.

the Farm roads are laid with iron tramways. The steading is
complete in accommodation, comprising comfortable Dwelling
House, extensive Feeding Byres, Sheep Houses, Sables, Barns,
Granaries, &c. There is * powerful Steam Engin.-, to which is
attached a Threshing Machine, Turnip and Straw Cutters, Oil-
cak > Crushers, Millstones for Grinding, and Liquid Manure
Pumps. The Tanks are c ipable of storing about 300,000 gallons
of liquid manure, and Pipes are laid for its distribution over the
whole lands. As regards management and cultivation, liberal
terms will be granted, without taking two white crops in suc-
cession, but with a fixed rotation at the close of the lease.
Mr. Smith, Manager at Myremill. will show the Farm, and
offers to be lodged with Mr. Brown, Royal Bank Office, Maybole, on
or be/ore the 30th Jun .,*xt.— May 31.

CROWN LANDS, SUSSEX.
TO BE LET, by Tender, by order of the Hon.
^ Charles A. Gore, Commissioner In charge of her Majesty's
Land Revenue, on Lease for a term of 21 years, from October
10, 185 J, the following Farms, viz. :—NEWHOCSE FARM,
situate in the parish of Poynings, in the county of Sussex, about
seven miles from Brighton, and five miles from the Hassocks
Gate Station on the Brighton Railway, comprising 349 acres of
Arable, Grass, and Coppice Lands, with a good Farm House and
convenient Farm Buildings; also PERCHING FARM, in the
parish of Edburton, in the same county, near the last mentioned
Farm, comprising 730 acres of Arable Pasture, Meadow, Coppice,
and Down Lands, with a good Farm House, and convenient Farm
Buildings. For forms ot tender and conditions ofletting, apply
to the Hon. Chaklks A.Gork, 1, Whitehall Place, Westminster,
or to Mr. John Clutton, 9, Whitehall Place, Westminster.
To view the farms, apply to the tenants, Mr. Bottixg, Newhouse
Farm, near Hurstpierpoint; and Mr. N. Blaker, Perching
Farm, near Hurstpierpoint. Tenders addressed to the Hon.
Charles A. Gore, to be sent to the Office of Woods, &c,
1, Whitehall Place, Westminster, on or before Saturday, the 15th
day of June, 1856, endorsed "Tender for Newhouse Farm," or
u Tender for Perching Farm."

Sales ftp Suction.

MONTHLY POULTRY SALE.
MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his
±?_L Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-
DAY, June 3, at 12 o'Clock precisely, Spanish Fowls, from "the
yards of Mrs. L. Stow, of Bredon, very choice; also a selection
from the yards of Lord de Bl&qutefe, J. Allisson, Esq., and several
other first-class breeders, including Dorkings, Cochins, Polands,
Hamburghs, Brahmas, &c— Catalogues by enclosing a stamped
directed envelope to Mr. J. C. Stevens, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden.

1» i

f TYLOR and SON'S -REGISTERED G\RDEN
'" • SYRINGE.— Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. each.

Large size, for Garttettere1 use, 25s. each.

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for watering

plants on stands at a height of 8 feet so that any quantity of

water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leayes, 10s.

By a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more
effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever

offered to the public. It is equally adapted foi Garden or

Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as much
water iu a given time as any other Syringe now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube

to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled with water
at every discharge of the previous contents. By this means the

Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piston

rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, the

barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-

bupplying, a great saving of labour is effected ; and the necessity

of stopping to till the syringe at every discharge being done

away wi'h, the direction of the water can be maintained for any

length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in in its action, as it is not

possible for any wa?er to get on the outside of the barrel, which

is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of every

other Syringe. Its construction is perfectly simple, and cannot net

oat of order; the ground in ball valves and fittings used for filling

all other patent Syringes bring entirely superseded. To be had

of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

J. Tvt.or & £ons Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus,

Warwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.

N.B. These prices do not include carriage, package, or expense

of delivery in the country.

ORCHIDS.—IMPORTED AND ESTABLISHED.
Y/TR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his
^'J Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on MON-
DAY, June 9, at 1 o'Ciock precisely, an importation from Java
of Phalsenopsis grandiflora, Saccolabium Blumei, Aerides sua-
vissima,&c. Also a small collection of established Plants of
Aerides virens, Odoratum purpurascens, Larpenta?, Maculosum
major, Saccolabium guttatuni, Vanda coerulea, Cattleya labiata,
Quindos, Aclandiae and elegans, Augnecum eburneum, &c—May
be viewed on the morning of Sale and Catalogues had.

ORCHIDS, AN IMPORTATION FROM BRAZIL.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his

^ Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-
DAY, June 10, at one o'clock precisely, the finest masses ever
imported of Lselia purpurata ami brysiana, Cattleyas tigrina,
guttata, Leopold), Loddigesi, amethystina, and intermedia,
Coryantheseximia, speciosa, and maculata, Miltonia Morelli, and
ah* 'lit 20 of the beautiful Palm Coryphacaerifera.—May be viewed
on the day prior and morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will Sell

by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on WEDNES-
DAY. June 4, and THURSDAY, June .5, at 12 o'clock, a
tirst-class Collection of Fuchsias, Verbenas, Petunias, Dahlias,
Climbing and other Roses, Calceolarias, &c. ; also Geraniums and
other Plants in bloom, with a fine assortment of Ornamental
Plants for bedding.— On view the morning of Sale; Catalogues
had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery,
Lf vtonstone, Essex.

CROYDON.
To Gentlemen, Nursf.rtmen, akd Othfes.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

submit to public competition by Auction on the

premises, Sion Nursery, Croydon, on MONDAY, June 2,

a' 11 o'Clock (by order of the proprietor), the whole of the
valuable GREENHOUSE and BEDDING PLANTS, con-

sisting of about 2000 Show, Fancy and Scarlet Geraniums,
Azalea indica, Camellias, Epacris, Cinerarias, Acacias,

Chrysanthemums, Passifloras, Herbaceous and Rock Plants;
choice Dahlias, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Petunias, Heliotropes, &c,
together with 2 and 3-light Boxes, capital Iron Roller, Hand
Glasses, Water Butt on wheels, Ac—May be viewed prior to

the Sale. Catalogues had on the premises; of the principal

seedsmen in London and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery,
Leytonstone, Essex.

CHELSEA.
To Gentlemen', Florists, axi> Othehs.

\ I ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will Sell
* by Auction on the premises, Camera Square, King's Road,

Chelsea, on FRIDAY, June 6, at 11 o'Clock (by order of Mr.
M Lean, leaving the premises), the whole of the GREEN-
HOUSE and BEDDING PLANTS, comprising Scarlet and
ot ier G« raniuras, Oleanders, Hydrangeas, Fuchsias, Verbenas,
Calceolarias, Intermediate Stocks, Heliotropes, Myrtles, Tropteo-

lum canadensis, choice Dahlias, &c. ; together with two Green-
houses, one and two-light Boxes, range of Pits, capital Tumbril
C irt, Fowls, and sundry effects.—May be viewed prior to the
San; Catalogues may be had on the premises; of the principal
Seedsmen in London ; and of the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonstone.
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AND BEAUTIFU i

.V N,
OF THE

EXOTIC NURSERIES, EXETER AND CHELSEA/
HAVE much pleasure in now offering for sale, for the first time, the following novelties, of their own recent introduction, and in the selection of which they have been

guided solely by the determination of submitting only iueb plants as are of general usefulness and sterling merit.

PLANTS WILL BE READY FOR DELIVERY ON AND AFTER THE 26th of MAY.

/ESCHYNANTHUS FULGENS.
A very fine species, of a rich orange scarlet, shaded with

yellow. Collected at Moulmcin by Mr. Thomas Lobb, and

figured in Curtis's "Botanical Magazine" for January, 1866,

where Sir William Jackson Hooker says, "It blossoms very

freelv, and few plants can exceed it in beautv." It was exhibited

at the Horticultural Society's Rooms, 21, Regent Street, in

November, 1855, and deemed worthy of a First Class Certificate.

Fine established plants, 10*. Gd. each

.

CEArsOTHUS FLORIEUNDUS,
Perhaps the finest species of Cearothus yet introduced; raised

from seeds sent home by Mr. William Lobb, and has proved to

be perfectly hardy. It was figured by Sir William Hooker in

Curtis's "Botanical Magazine" for September, 1854, and de-

scribed as being "certainly the most beautiful of the several

blue-flowered kinds yet known to us. The leaves are copious,

compact, and glossy, and the flowers, though really growing in

corymbs, are so dense as to be perfectly globose, and these heads,

crowded at the extremity ot numerous short branches, and of the

richest mazarine blue that can be looked upon. It flowers in

June." A few extra sized plants, 21*. each; smaller size

ditto, 10s. Gd. each.

CLEMATIS GLANDULOSA.
This is a fine stove climber of free growth, and an abundant

bloomer. Sent home from Mount Salak, in Java, by Mr. Thomas
Lobb- The petals are dark purple or nearly black, with pure
white antliera. The two distinct colours produce a fine contrast.

Strong plants 10s. &i. each.

CUPRESSUS M'NABIANA.
We have succeeded in raising plants of this beautiful Conifer

from seeds gathered by Mr. W. Lobb, who found it on the Sierra
Nevada of North California, where it forms a bush from eight to

ten feet high. Dr. Linriley, in describing it as a new plant iu

the Gardeners' Chronicle, June 23, 1855, said, "The specimens
gathered by Mr. W. Lobb, and from which Messrs, Veiich have
raised young plants, presented a most striking appearance, with
their green and glaucous scales associated with the deep rich
brown of Tamarix gallica on their branches, and show that in

youth and vigour the species must be exceedingly handsome."
A few extra sized plants, 21s. each. One year seedlings, 10$. Gd.

DELPHINUM CARD1NALE.
A new and rare introduction, of remarkable beauty, possessing

a colour hitherto unknown in the genus to which it belongs. It

was figured in the " Botanical Magazine'' for December, 1&55, and
described bv Sir Wm. J. Hooker in the following terms :

—" We
have now the pleasure of making known a species of Delphinium
equalling, if not surpassing, any other iu size and symmetry of

the plant, and excelling in the brilliancy of colour of the flower,
and that as rich a scarlet as can well be looked upon. It is one
of the many novelties selected by Mr. William Lobb, in
California, and introduced to our gardens by Messrs. Veitch and
Son, ot the Exeter and Chelsea Exotic Nurseries. Treated as a
hardy perennial it cannot fail to be a great favourite with all

overs of handsome flowers." Strong plants, 10s. Gd. each.

CODECATHEON INTEGRIFOLIUM.
A new and beautiful species from California, perfectly distinct

from D. media, and being hardy and free blooming it is an im-

PHYGELIUS CAPENSIS.
A very desirable new and perfectly hardy perennial plant

producing lonp: crimson tubular blossoms very freely. It w*$
editor of the" Florist" to be "certainly the most striking and I exhibited at Chiswick, July 11, 1S55, and awarded a First Clans

." It is of excellent habit, and
,
Certificate of Merit. Sir William Hooker figured it in the

FUCHSIA MALAKHOFF.
A large and very showy double variety, raised at our Nursery.

Broad crimson sepals, and purple corolla. Pronounced by the

hliowy of the double varieties

Messrs. V. and Son have no hesitation in warranting it to give

satisfaction. Good plants, 7s. Cd. each.

FUCHSIA PENDUUNA.
A very distinct and beautiful hybrid raised between F. serra-

tifolia and a pendulous Peruvian species, producing even on
small plants fine corymbs of delicate carmine flowers 3 inches

in length, and very glossy, deep pink corolla, foliage ornamental,
and altogether it may be considered one of the most elegant ot

its tribe. It received a Certificate of Merit at the National
Floricultural Meeting, October 4, 1855. Good plants, 75. Gd. each.

JUNIPERUS PYRIFORMIS.
A very distinct and fine species, met with by Mr. W. Lobb on

the mountains of St. Itarnardino, In, California, where it forms a
low tree 10 to 12 feet high. The fruits are remarkable for being
very like small Pears, when young, and the berries are deep
purple with a glaucous bloom, and it is perfectly hardy. Price
105. Gd. each.

LEPTODACTYLON CALIFCRNICUM.
A lovely plant for the greenhouse or conservatory. It is from

South California, and forms an exceedingly pretty low shrub, re-

markable for the slender segments of its copious foliage, and for the
great beauty of its Phlox-like flowers, which are produced from
May to August in very great prolusion, completely covering the
plant. Colour of flowers rosy pink, most delicately shaded. It

may be called a miniature tree Phlox. It was exhibited at

Chiswick on the 20th June, 1&55, and at the Royal Botanic
Society\s exhibition on the 4th July in the same season, and on
both occasions was awarded a Large Silver Medal as a new plant
of sterling merit and great beauty. It was very accurately figured

in the " Florist" for October, 1855. This is unquestionably one
of the finest and best plants Met-srs. V. and Son have ever had
the pleasure of offering to the public. Plants of two sizes

—

largest size, 21s. each ; smaller ditto, 10$, Gd. each.

CUVIRANDRA FENESTRALIS.
It affords us much gratification to be the medium of offering

for sale plants of this singularly beautiful aquatic, which, until a
very recent period, was known in this country onlybydiied
specimens and drawings. It is a native of Madagascar, from
whence a considerable number of living plants were brought
home last year by the Rev. Mr. Ellis, and transferred by that
gentleman to us exclusively, with the exception of specimens
presented by him to the gardens at Kew, Regent's Park, and
Chiswick, and others retained only for his own private collection.

It would be difficult by mere verbal description to convey an
adequate idea of this interesting plant, which has been desig-
nated by Sir W. Hooker as M one of the most curious of Nature's
vegetable productions." It consists solely of beautiful u net-
work" or skeleton leaves, the appearance of which fully justify
the popular name of " Lattice Plant " which has been applied to
it. We have lound it thrive successfully cultivated in glass or
earthenware pans in water at a temperature from 70° to 80° ; the
skeleton leaves float gracefully just leneath the surface of the
water, and the effect produced by a large plant, with leaves of
various sizes and shades of green, is very striking. We invite
all lovers of plants to an inspection of this remaikable and beau-
tiful noveltv.—Price 105s. each.

"Botanical Magazine" for November, 1855, and said, "This
beautiful plant, only recently discovered in Caffreland, at

Witbergen, reminds one singularly of the Pentst^mons of North

America. Our noble flowering specimen was sent us by Messrs.

Veitcb, of the Exeter and Chelsea nurseries, whom it came to

great perfection in the open border in the summer months.

'

From its having proved perfectly hardy it will doubtless be a

great acquisition as a bedding plant, growing from 18 inches to

2 feet high. It is likewise a handsome plant for pot culture.

Price 10*. Gd, each.

RIBES SUBVESTITUM.
A very pretty flowering hardy shrub, sent from California by

Mr. W. Lobb, and belonging to the same section as our R. spe-

ciosum. The flowers, however, are considerably larger lhantho*e

of that species, and of a deep crimsou colour. Strong plants,

7s. Gd. each.

RHODODENDRON MOULMEINENSE.
A white species from Moulmein, where it was discovered b?

Mr. Thomas Lobb, on the Gerai mountains, at an elevation.:

5000 feet above the level of the sea. It is figured by Sir William

Hooker in Curtis's " Botanical Magazine" for March 1S56; and

is quite distinct from all other Rhododendrons in flower, foliage

and habit. Price 10s. Gd. each.

RHODODENDRON PRINCESS ROYAL.
Our plants of this lovely hybrid greeenhouse Rhododendron

are not yet ready in numbers equal to the very large demand for

it, but we shall duly advertise the same when it will he sent out,

and orders taken in the interval will be executed in the mtati*

received. It was exhibited at Chiswick June 20, 1855, and

described by Dr. Lindley, in a leading article of the Gardenei

Chronicle, the same week in the following terms :—

"To turn to the real novelties there, it is impossible not r

direct attention, in the first instance, to the very curious ai

singularlv beautiful Princess Royal Rhododendron exhibited 1

Messrs. Veitch. This striking novelty was obtained Irom
i

the

white R. jasra:

In form it was
were a clear pure
awarded a Large Silver Medal.

When ready, the plants will be of two sizes.

The large size 63«. each.

The smaller size 425. each.

h. This striking novelty was oDiaineu uvw iw

inifloium by the palest variety of U. javamenm.

; intermediate between its parents, but its flower*

uure rose colour." At this exhibition it was

ofbiV

portant addition to our spring flowering plants. Established
plants, 5s. each.

The usual allowance of one plant over will be made to the trade if three plants of a sort are ordered at one time.

TECOMA FULVA.
A beautiful Bignoniaceous plant with tubular flowers of mgu

vellow shaded with crimson, figured in the " Botanical Magazine,

Febiuary, 1S56, and described by Sir William Hooker, irw

says, "There cannot be a question but that the handsome piaiu

here figured is the Bignonia fulva of Cavanilles, till recentij

apparently only known to that author and to Louis Nee, who a

reported to have gathered it. Our flowering specimens wh«-

reared by Messrs. Veitch, of the Exeter and Chelsea ^serw,
and sent by them in November, 1855." Strong plants, 10$. W.eacn.

MESSRS. VEITCH and SON also offer the following

ARAL'A PAPYRIFERA; on Rice Paper Plant.
In addition to the fine foliage of this beautiful Stove Plant, it

possesses peculiar interest trom the circumstance of its pith
being the material from which the Chinese manufacture their
beautiful Rice Paper. Plants in two sizes, 21/. and 42*. each.

DESFONTANIA SP1NOSA.
This fine evergreen shrub, originally sent us by Mr. William

I*>bb, from Patagonia, where he discovered it in the region of
snow, has proved, as we expected it would do, perfectly hardy in
this country. Its glossy Holly-like foliage and rich scarlet
tubular flowers, tipped with yellow, render it a very desirable
acquisition. Extra-sized plants. 305. each; second ditto, 215.
each ; smaller plants, 105. Gd. each.

HEOAROMA TULIPIFERUM.
Yonng plants of the best variety of this firat-class Greenhouse

novelty, 75. Gd. and 1C«. Gd. each.

LAPAGERIA ROSEA.
Confessedly the finest conservatory climber yet known, the

flowers.being of a rich bright rose, marbled with white inside,
nearly 3 inches in length and 2 in diameter ; of particularlv waxy
substance, and consequently the flowers remain a considerable
time in perfection. Plants, 10s. Gd. and 21s. each.

LILIUM GIGANTEUM.
This noble Lily bavin? been generally exhibited, is too well

known to render any description of it necessary. Fine specimens
from 2U. to 845. each, according to strength o bulb. Small seed-
lings, 55. each.

LOMATIA FERRUGINEA.
This fine evpri?rp*n shrub was found in Chiloe and Pata-

gonia by our Mr. William Lobb. Ir attains a height of 6 or
8 feet, and is remarkable for its beautiful Fern-like foliage. As
a fine leaved conservatory plant it is perhaps without a rival.
Plants, 105. Gd. and 215. each.

choice selection of Plants, the majority of which are co

NEPENTHES RAFFLESIANA.
Having been successful in raising seeds of this fine Ne-

penthes, we are able to offer beautiful seedling plants of it,

forming an abundance of pitchers. 215. each,

PINUS BENTHAMIANA (True).
Having raised seedlings of this beautiful Pine (which is doubt-

less the finest of the long-leaved Californian kinds, and which
has proved to be perfectly hardy), we are now enabled to offer
established plants in pots as follows:— Single plants, 105. Gd.

;

6 plants, 505. ; 12 plants, 845.

PHILESIA BUX1FOLIA.
A beautiful dwarf evergreen hardy shrub,with email dark foliage,

discovered by Mr. Wlliam Lobb on the Andes of Patagonia
beyond the snow line, producing freely its beautiful large bell-
shaped deep rose-coloured flowers, the petals of which are of
great substance. Plants, 7s. Gd., 105. &*., and 215.

. PODOCARPUS NUBIGENA.
A perfectly hardy and fine Taxacecus plant, sent from Pata-

gonia by Mr. W. Lobb. Established plants. 215. each.

PTERIS ASPERICAULIS.
A stove Fern from the East Indies, very distinct and of great

beauty. Strong plants, 215., smaller ditto, 155.

RHODODENDRON CALIFORNICUM.
A distinct species, sent from California by Mr. W. Lobb, having

fine trusses of rose-coloured flowers. It is perfectly hardy, having
survived the past two winters in the open border, without any
protection whatever. The foliage is good, and it is an abundant
and late bloomer, and will d< ubtless be a great acquisition to
hybridisers. Good plants, 75. Gd. each.

RHODODENDRON JASMfNIFLORUM.
Few plants have excited bo much admiration as this lovely

Rhododendron, s^nt hone by Mr. Lobb trom Mount Ophir, and
exhibited by us so often that anv further description is unneces-
sary. Plants, 10*. Gd. to 215. each.

mparatively new, and all are of intrinsic excellence :

RONDELETIA ANOMALA.
A beautiful hothouse shrub, raised from seeds sent Wjiw

Horticultural Society by its generous and indefatigable coi

spondent, G.U. Skinner, Esq. The Plant has »e™g
l Z]

appearance of a Bouvardia ; the flowers are of a rich vermimon

and flowering in November, it must be regarded as one ui

most brilliant species which even Mr. Skinner has been auic

add to our gardens. Plants, 55. to 75. Gd. each.

SONERILA MARGARITACEA.
Perhaps the most chaste of all variegated plants. Fjg^

with dark glossy green leaves, dotted all over with Miwj
spots, a profusion of beautiful crimson flowers *?»**

f

stamens. It is a dwarf compact plant, of particular!) n

habit and requires the temperature of a cool stove 01

greenhouse. Good plants, 55. and 75. Gd.

TECOMA VELUTINA.
Found bv Mr. Skinner in Guatemala growing in a te7

JJ*
-

from 68° to 78°, ami raised from seeds sent by that genu»

'
»

(

the Horticultural Society, and described by Dr. Line > ^
plant of uncommon beauty. Established plants, Ift W« a,)

TORREYA MYRISTICA.
llfornF.

This is a splendid hardy Taxaceous plant, sent trom
^ evji.

by Mr. W. Lobb. It is from tbe Sierra Nevnda. a* * »* ^
tion, and attains the height of from 100 to 160i<wj.

eacljp

of this plant is very limited. Strong seeding P'ai» B
i

WELLINGTONS OfGANTEA.
Ample description of this noble tfee having appeal.ed m

J£
advertisements or circulars, U is only ™™wj™^ ^ antyr

it is a Coniferous tree ot immense dimensions and great

and perfectly bardy. A^ of the first raised, extra sized p

42s. Smaller plants, i5s. and 21*.

All Wellingtonias sent out by us are Seedlings.

A general Retail Catalogue of Plants, now in conrse of publication, will be ready shortly, and may be had on application. _
Frinted by Wttn

i^eo's Road, Wert, both m fat th#-ir < ffi<v> i« i^^'V^ of ^°" J 3'«Upprr wo£"ra *!*<*, "d Frederick Mcllett Evaxh. nf No. SO. Qa
•aid County iZh*Tl *u aX*m ' ? th

^ ,

Prec,nct Pf ^hitefriars. in the City of London; and published bv th^m at the Office, Xo. 5, I'M** Wellington Street
*-°^yi wnere &U AdvertiMrae£U and < ommunicauons are to be Adbrksfed tp thi Editor.—Saturday M*y 31 1S56

^^
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GRAND EXHIBITION OF RHODODENDRONS, ON VIEW
At the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London.
JOHN WATEHER begs to announce that his
" matchless collection of New HARDY SCARLET and other
leading kinds of RHODODENDRONS is now coming finely into
bloom, and will continue in great perfection throughout the
month of June.

l~i*~ The Society have entirely re-arranged and preatly en-
larged the sit*3 annually occupied with the American Exhibition,
whereby the forthcoming display will far exceed in magnificence
any floral exhibition hitherto attempted in this country.
Orders of admission may be had (gratis) from Fellows of the

Society, or on application to the advertiser.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, and Royal Botanic

Gardens, Regen"^Park.
EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN" PLANTS.

"JOHN WATERERbegs to intimate that his collectionf of the above plants is now finely in bloom, and will

TJOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Rkgent's Park —
/ J;

EXHIBITIONS of PLANTS, FLOWERS, and FRUIT,
)\
EJ^KSDAYS Jnnft 18th and Jl,,y 19th

> a^ of AMERICAN
PLANTS, SATURDAY, June 14th.

veyances are always to be obtained.

GRAND EXHIBITION OF AMtRlCAN PLANTS,
A.shburton Park, King's Road. Chelsea.

TV/TESSRS. WATERKR and GODFREY beg to
•L*-*- announce their Exhibition of these beautiful Plants is
now open daily, and affords the most magnificent display of

down flowers ever witnessed >n the metropolis. Admission One Shilling. -

' —-^—-z— -

to the' Knap Hill Nursery. Woking, Surrey.—June 7. I jAHLlAb.—The I

vered , EXH'BITIO.M OF AMERICAN PLANTS, -f-^
having arrived, the

Knap Hilt. Nursery, Woking, Surrey. they can st t !l supply Pl al

STY, M E
?
SR S. WATEREK and GODFREY have great S'^Sr^

and rake up either at the North, South, or East Entrances „, _«
Gardens. The North Gate opens directly into the covered
Lxhioi tion g:round_.

RATIONAL FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY,! MESSRS. WATERKR and GODFREY have great

xA 2
l:
R

!
:

l

r,
.

KKT Stbeet, LoNDOV.--Notice is hereby given, that !

pleasure in stating that tbetr Collection of Americant>
Plants at the Nursery is now finely in bloom, and may be seen
daily gratis. The Nursery is readily reached by Train to
Woking Station in 40 minutes; there are always plenty of con-
veyances at the Station.—June 7.

at the Exhibition to be held on THURSDAY, the"l2th instant,
Prizes may be awarded to

—

PELARGONIUMS, three distinct varieties.
Fancy ditto ditto ditto

AZALEAS ditto ditto
ERICAS ditto ditto
CALCEOLARIAS, four distinct ditto
MIMULUSES ditto ditto
RHODODENDRONS, six distinct trusses.
PANSIE3, twenty-four distinct blooms

Ditto six distinct varieties in Pots.
Censors:—Mr. J. Keynes, Mr. T. Moore, Mr. A. Parsons,

Mr. Cook.
No entrance fee. Everything intended for competition must

be staged before 12 o'clock.
SEEDLINGS AS USUAL.

Tickets for free admission may be obtainpd on application.
John Edwards.

^TROWBRIDGE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
J- -The SEVENTH GRAND EXHIBITION of the above

* *

A JN EXTENSIVE COLLECTION OF AMERICAN
^* PLANTS, in bI«om during .June, may be seen in high per-
fection at George Raker's, Windlesham Nursery, Bagshot,
Surrey, 1J mile from Broom Hall and Sunningdale Station,
26 mi'es from Waterloo Station, on South-Western Railway;
and on and after 11th June at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Regent's Park .

J7INE FLOWERING PLANTS of SHOW and
* FANCY GERANIUMS. 6*. to 9s. per dozen. Catalogues

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
"VTESSRS. YOUELL and CO. beg to offer to the
-L»A admirers of these elegant flowers a quantity in pots, part
of the stock originally iutended for their own blooming, at 21*.
per dozen pairs.

They are fine strong plants, and may be either turned out into
the borders immediately, or repotted without suffering the least
check, a manifest advantage at this season.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

nBKANIU MS.—A Large Surplus Stock atVJ Reduced Pricks.- Fine Plants of new and other first-rate
sorts both show and fancy. Names given on application.

Apply to Baps & Brown . Sudbury, Suffolk.

TfERBENAS IN STORE~~PO VS. — About 300
* Store Pots, each pot containing from 15 to IS plants, of the

leading bedding kinds. The plants are bushy and have been
standing in the open air for a fortnight. To be disposed of at
Is. each pot when not less than 50 pots are taken, or Is. 6d. each
for less quantities, or if the whole be taken a reduction will be
made. A remittance must accompany the order.

Apply to C. Dimmeck, Nurseryman, Ryde, Isle of Wight.

MR, LOUIS VAN HOUTTE'S, Ghent, Belgium",
New Catalogue of STOVE, GREENHOUSE, and some

other Plants tor the Summer months of 1856, may be had, on
prepaid application, at Mr. R. Silberrad's, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London.
Also the GIANT AUSTRALIAN WATER LILY (Nympbira

Giirantpa. Hook.) 5s. each.

best time for Planting Dahlias
undersigned are happy to announce

nts of Annie. Admiral Dundas, Lord
i, Goldsmith, Pre-eminent, Ruby Queen, Baron Alderson,
Miss Frampton, with every other variety of 1S55, at 10s. per

dozen. Also all varieties above two years old, 4*. per dozen.
Clarke & Company, Florists and Seedsmen, 86, High Street,

near the Town Hall, Borough, London.

ORNAMENTAL TuEES AND SHRU3S.
'

QSBORN and SON respectfully inform their
* 7 patrons and the public that their new priced Catalogue
of the above may now be had on application. It contains
upwards of 1500 species and varieties, all of which may be seen
growing at their establishment. They also invite an inspection
of their Stove and Greenhouse Plants; and of their extensive
collection of Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, &c.

Fulham Nursery, near London.

N
pe

with the names may be had.
Wood & Ingram, Nurseries. Huntingdon.

talogues WAITES

G

WATFORD HORTICULTURAL AND FLORI-
* CULTURAL SOCIETY.-The Second Grand Flower

Show

WANTED, IN LIVERPOOL MARKET,RAPES AND PINES.
Forward immediately to

GEORGE TAYLOR, Jo*.,
Choice Fruit and Vegetable Salesman,

St..,Tohn's Market, Liverpool.
Terms " Cash."

near

be in attendance. Schedules may be obtained on application to
the Secretary.- By Order of the Committee,
__ High Street, Watf>rd. Mr . Jons Pbarck Taylor, Sec.

pAUNTON HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY\^TheVy First EXHIBITION, open to all England, will take place
at Caumon, near Newark, on TUESDAY, the 8th July when a
Silver Cup, value five guineas, and other Prizes to the amount
of nearly 3"Z., will be awarded. Productions forwarded from a
dis'ance may be met and conveyed gratuitously from the rail-
way stations at Newark, six days' notice having been given to
the feecrerary, Mr. William Fowle, Beesthorpe Hall, n<Newark, from whom Schedules may be obtained.

JJUIGHION AND SUSSEX HORTICULTURAL
**n-cht

ClhjT
-

Yr In cnnspq"pn^ of the Crystal Palace Com-

r^anrTofif^T
announ

;
ed * F,ow*r Show to take place on the

§?[ \r^ a v''
eABrl8hton Sununer 8hOT wil1 be held on

^e^nftSp
A^ind

T2 URSDAY '
the »th.and 12th of June,

caa be ohL "
a
0t
5

ft

v.

nd 26th as he™tofore announced. Schedules

of thP i ^i?^
0f lhe s*cr*t*ry or of E. Spary,

varietie
Xln
£
,t,0n

: E**» Prizes will be riven
varieties

; Roses in Pots, six varieties.

_, Bv order of the Committee,
__fc?WAjiDjjARPEi*TER, S»t.. Lnwidor 8'r*>pf: Rns-bton.

Superintendent
given for Azaleas, six

gardknkks

BEDDING PLANTS.
A PAUL and SUN have now ready for immediate
^* • planting out some thousands of strong healthy Gera-
niums, Verbenas, Calceolarias, Salvias, dwarf Lobelias, and
other bedding plants. Price 4s. to Gs. per dozen, carriage free
to London.— Nurseries. Cheshiint, Herts, June 7.

ROSES FO R M ASSES.

A PAUL and SON have now ready for immediate
' planting out some thousands of DWARF ROSES of the

best kinds for planting in masses, 10.?. to 15s. per dozen. Also
all the new Roses at the lowest advertised prices. Carriage free
to London.— Nurseries, Che-Jium, Herts June 7.

PERPETUAL ROSES in POTS and BEDDING
PLANTS. — For Bass and Brown's Advertisement of

these see Gardeners' Chronicle of May 17th, p. 349, containing
Descriptive Lists of first-rate sorts.— Sudbury, Sum-Ik.

ROSES IN POT S.

JOHN HARRISON having several thousands of fine
healthy ROSES IN POTS, and this being a fine season

for planting out in the open ground, begs to offer them.— Cata-
logues, with prices, to be had, gratis on application.

DAHLIAS AND BEDDING PLANTS.
HARRISON is now selling off his stock of
DAHLIAS AND BEDDING PLANTS at considerably

reduced prices, to make room tor better stock. Catalogues free

on application.—Nursery, Darlintrton, June 7.

EXTRA STRONG BIDDING PLANTS AND DAHUAS,
3s. PER DOZKN, PACKAGE INCLUDED.

J.

Tickets 21*., to *>*• had atDinner £ til ,

,,ad *' the Tavern, and of the Secretary,winner to.be opon table at 6 o'clock.
E. R. Cutler, Secretary,

14. Tavistock Row, Covent Garden.
Q.AIIDENKRS' HEN KVOLENT INSTITUTION.
tlnnar.nAfi*

A * !f
°J'

f> Widow earnestly solicits the considera-

he eWfi
UPP-°n

r°

f the S1,b^nl.ers to the above Institution at

rh „n •

Jl,rie "exr She is so severely aftlicted with

hS huSew *'
fj

"nab'° to obt«in her own livl,g

Proxies imT a 8" *!*? t0
I
he 5«*«««0tt for many years.

CheSntTilerN; ^
d b>

' A
' ^ & S™> *****.

-tTT u SSyiNC ' s IMPROVED^SWEDE TURNIP.Vy M. SK1RV1NG, Queen Square, Liverpool, bess to

nrice
a
f

cq"amt his 'riends and the public that he has fixed the

^TsVl,'
8 ,nH'roV, 'd SWEDISH TURNIP SEED for tK

is in
1°' Pe,',Ib

-
Al1 °ther kinds ^Turnip and Agricultural

? nrtlTr^ ,

of the most s,lect ^^ripHon, at moderate
• Pried <:atalngi,es of which may be had

Dahlias, fine show and fancy varieties, &c.
Huntingdon Nurseries.

HT O T R f\ d E.

OHARLES SHARPE and CO. have a quarftity <

jj
V GREEN and PURPLE-TOP SCOTCH and other TURNI

F.
BUTLER, Gardener to R. Hills, Esq,C
Halstead, Essex, begs to inform the Nobility,

A remittance on application,
•r reference from unknown correspondent- is re-«D"CUullo- roA.,«-» j r

uiiB.ii.iwu concHponnenc- is re-p UUy reiue«ted to accompany orders. -Liverpiol, June 7.

of
P

SEEDS to offer, of a snlected st-ck, growth of 1855. Priceon appli-
cation.—Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford, June 7.

H OLLYHOCKS.
Colne Park,
Gentry, and

Trnde that he has now ready to send out good strong named
plants in pots that will bloom this year, from 6s. to 20s. per doz.

Post-office orders payable at Halstead. The usual discount to

the Trade.

TO THE TRADE.
7ELLINGT0NIAS. — The Undersigned has' re-

ceived a consignment of Wellingtonia gigantea from
America, fine young plants raised from seed, now ri&iug two

years old. The price per 100 or per dozen will be given to the

Trade on application.

Thomas Rivkrs, the Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, nerts.

\\

E W T U K N 1 P.
"ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

TURNIP.
HPHIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
-*- the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch
Turnip; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and maybe
sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip
may be had on application, or may be seen at the principal Seed
Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be
obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3i. per lb.—A liberal
allowance to the Trade.
J.G. Wattr. ftpprt Merchant. 181. "High Tlolhnrn, London.
l^INE NEW ITALIAN KYE-GHASS^ imputed
-*- direct from Italy.
Fine selected GRASSES for PERMANENT PASTURE, 305.

per acre. This will include a mixture o;' the true Cow Grass or
Perennial Red Clover.
Fine LAWN GRASS, Is. per lb.; 40 lbs. will be sufficient for

an acre. Delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wkkeler & Soy,
Nurserymen and Seed Growers, Gloucester.

AZALEA INOIC A.
~ '

T IVERY and SON, Nurserymen, &c, Dorking and
*J Reigate

f be# to say they have just published a DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of all the newest and most approved
kinds of the AZALEA, which may be had in exchange for one
postage stamp.

J. I. & Son also be^ to say their fine collection of all the new-
varieties is now in bloom, and will continue so for several weeks

;

intending purchasers will do well to obtain the Catalogue and
then pay a visit to this Nursery, the stock being unusually fine
this season.—Dorking, June 7.

1^0 BE SOLD, a Private Collection of ORCHIDS*
about 200 Plants, including some, of the most approved

species, in good healthy condition. Also Hill'a Patent Flue
Boiler in perfect order.—Inquire particulars of Mr. Kobeet
Kennedy, Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden.

O BE SOLD, 10 Standard Oi<ANGES, 4 feet in
stem, with fine bushy heads— magnificent plants; four

Dwarf do., large and well furnished ; 30 Myrtfes, 6 to 9 feet high,
very effective; and three Camellias, double white, double striped,

and double blush, from 3 to 5 feet, and 3 fret in diameter.—For
further information apply to Hesrt J. Oldrotd, Nurseryman
and Seedsman, Shrewsbury.

TTleT^y^^pinion on fluw e rsTplants,
VJT FRUITS, IMPLEMENTS, Ac- All packets must be
addressed Mr. Glkhxt, Dungarmon House, Fulham, and come
free, by post, or, if by other veyance, six stamps must be
enclosed for postage, and a directed envelope for answer.
A tew BALSAM SKKt>3 lert. six cUsse 7 stamp?, mixed 13.

I L L I A M B A R R A T T,
LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakrftrld.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved
principles.

*,* An extensive stock of Fri-it Treks. Ornamextau Suf.tbs,
EVBRGBRENS, FOREST TREKS. ROSES, *nA 1 tNS.

**

SEED TRADE.—PARTNERSHIP SfSSpLVED
Richard B. Kempton, so many years with Mr. fA»es

Carter, of Holborn, deceased, and lately in partnership with

w

account upon orders addressed to R. B. K^inflBii^ KingStjftet
Covent Garden, with the greatest earn and ptifictu«iitv% Aonatic
and other Plants supplied. Aqoavivura &i^ -*1 CatAlo 'ueof

! Dutch and Cape Bulbs will be publUhc itf.T**
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ROYAL BERKSHIRE
SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING,

(Tinder the Patronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen, His Royal Highness Prince Albert, and the Principal Members of

the Royal Agricultural Society of England),

FOR SUPPLYING

BUTTONS HOME-GROWN SEEDS TO ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM
CARRIAGE FREE (WITH FEW EXCEPTIONS).

SEEDS grown in Berkshire and the Home Counties having obtained great celebrity, SUTTON and SONS have annually increased their Stocks of Seeds to meet the

increasing demand. The undermentioned articles are of superior quality, being all genuine Home-grown Seeds. Agriculturists residing in the most remote parts of

the kingdom can now be supplied with Seeds direct from the Growers, which will be found the moat effectual means of preventing disappointment.

A Descriptive Priced List may be had post free.

ITALIAN RYEGRASS SEED
PERENNIAL RYEGRASS
MANGEL WURZEL
CARROT
FURZE OR GORSE

CATTLE PARSNIP
GARDEN SEEDS
FLOWER SEEDS
COW CABBAGE
FLAX OR LINSEED

SWEDISH TURNIP SEEDS
YELLOW SCOTCH TURNIPS
HYBRID AND OTHER TURNIPS
KOHL RABI
ALSIKE HYBRID CLOVER

PERENNIAL WHITE CLOVER
COMMON WHITE CLOVER
PERENNIAL RED CLOVER
COMMON RED CLOVER
YELLOW TREFOIL
LUCERNE.

SUTTON'S PERMANENT GRASS SEEDS.
GENTLEMEN intending to lay down Land to Permanent Pasture, or for one or two years' lay, are recommended to communicate with us, stating the nature of the soil and situation, that we

may advise as to sorts of Grass Seeds most suitable. The Alsike, the Perennial White, and Perennial Red Clover are included in our mixtures.

OLD MEADOWS DEFICIENT OF THE MOST NUTRITIVE GRASSES AND CLOVERS may be greatly improved by sowing at this season "Sutton's Renovating Mixture" for Seeds,

at the rate of 3 to 12 lbs. per acre, price U. per lb- Our finest LAWN GRASS SEKDS are highly useful to improve Garden Lawns.

We had a very extensive stock of Natural Grasses, Perennial Clovers, &c., in our Warehouses, a Priced List of which may be had on application, post free.

.>>* Sacks and Bags are charged at cost price only, and tliefull amount allowed, if they are returned.

Sutton & Soxs have often been requested to appoint Agents, but they consider it best to supply the Seeds direct to the retail purchaser ca.rbia.gk fbkb.

PRICED LISTS OF SEEDS MAY BE HAD POST FREE.

SUTTON & SONS, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks, Fellows of the Horticultural Society of London; Members of the Boyal

Agricultural Society of England; and the Bath and West of England Agricultural Society.
'

'

PAGE AND C O.'S
COMPOSITION FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF BLIGHT

UPON THE

HOP, EOSES, WALL-FRUIT TREES, CUCUMBERS, MELONS, TINES,
STOVE AND_GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

Extra Strong, 4s. per Gallon, sufficient to make Four Gallons fit for use.

Ten Gallons and upwards, Carriage Free to London.

AFTER FIVE YEARS' EXTENSIVE USE by the most eminent Gardeners in the Kingdom, the
superiority of PAGE and CO.'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION is unquestionable, requiring only a trial to insure its general

use for destroying every pent to which Plant and Fruit Growers are subject (without injuring the most delicate flowers or foliage),

and promoting a luxuriant growth.
The greatest indication of its value is its adoption by the NURSERY TRADE as the most efficient and economical means they

can employ, many of whose opinions will be found recorded in a Pamphlet of Testimonials, which may be obtained of the Agents;
but to publish them as previously would take the whole advertising medium of the Garaener*' Chronicle.

For List of Agents, see GardenerJ Chronicle of April 12ih, and previous Numbers.

Pamphlets, with instructions for use, free by post on application to

PAGE & CO., Seed Merchants, Southampton.

HOSE PIPING.
W'AITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING

will sustain a greater pressure, is lighter, less bulky, will

wear longer, and is about 60 per cent cheaper than the leather

hos« pipe.
Manufactured only by Waithman & Co., Bentham, Lancaster.

No. 1. Quality, Inches in Diamkter and Prick per Yard :—

A, 9d ; |, lid.; 1, U. Id.; 1\, 1». 34.; 1*, 1*. 5d.; Ifc Is. Id.-

2, 1*. 9d. ; 2£, 25. ; 24, 2s. 3d. ; 2J, 2a. 6d. ; 3. 2s. 9d.

Super Extra Stout Quality :-2, 2s. ; 2J, 2s. 3d.; 2£, 2*. 6dV,

2J, 2s. 9d. ; 3, 3s.

No. 0, a cheaper Hose, to bear a low pressure for Garden and

Agricultural purposes, at greatly reduced prices :—1, 9d. ; 1 J, 10d.;

14, lid. ; 2, Is. ; 2J, Is. 3d.; 2$, Is. 6d.

The Hose is Burnettised at an extra charge of 3d. per yard.

Union Joints, Branch Pipes and Jets are algOjmj^pliecL

ROLL TOBACCO CORD,
THE Cheapest and most Effectual Article for

SMOKING GREENHOUSES and DESTROYING the
FLY on PLANTS. Nurserymen can be supplied with the above
at Is. 6d. per lb. by Joseph Baker, 6, Walcot Cottages, Kenning-
ton Cross (late of Fleet Street). Country orders must be accoru-

panied hy a Post-office Order payable at K>nnington Cross.

GARDEN VASES, PEDESTALS, ETCl
THOMAS SOM ME RVILLE, Landscape Gardener,

Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, Garden Road, St.

John's Wood, London, has now ready a large Stock of Vases and
Pedestals of exquisite designs, superior workmanship, and from
the material of which they are made and mode of manufacture,

are capable of resisting the most severe weather, and at little

more than half the cost of any others possessing the same
durable qualities. From their great strength they may be made
available throughout the year by being filled with flowering

plants during the summer months, and shrubs during the

winter, and would thereby form a pleasing object in the pleasure

grounds at all times. Samples of the above may be seen, and
prices obtained at the grounds in the Garden Road as above.

Ay IRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
* of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.

Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety ;

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make;
Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W. Richards. Imperial

Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street^ nearly opposite Princess's

Theatre. '

« L^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
1/ Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.
PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.

"FRIGI DOMO" a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair
and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricultaral purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of

Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City ; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-
men throughout the kingdom. u It is much cheaper than mats
as a covering."

RICK CLOTHS 30 in. by 30 in.; price 5L
9
suitable

for 30 tons of hay. Larger or smaller in proportion. A
large quantify of Garden Tents from 30.?. each. Several second-
hand Rick Cloths on Sale.—R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place,
New Road, London.

N[EW GARDEN NET, 1 inch mesh, l±d. ; half-
' inch mesh, 2£d. Tanned Fishing Nets, 6s. 3d. per 100 yards.

Worsted Net for Shading, preserving Ripe Fruit on Walls,
also Blossoms, 7<Z. per square yard. Fishing Nets of all kinds,
Cricket Nets, ike— R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New
Road, London.

mes
;

Mar-
\ I ARQUEES on Hire at prices to suit the ti

^* also Entrance Awnings, Balcony Enclosure*, &c.

;

quees are lofty and new.—R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place,
New Road, London,
N.B. Garden Nets from 30s. each. Flags and Banners on Hire.

ANNED NETTING, for the Protection of FRUIT
TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security

of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard , 200 yards, 14s. ; 500
yards, 305.; 1000 yards, 50s.; scrim canvas for wall fruit. At
Edgington & Co.'s Kick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth
Manufacturers, 49, King William Street, London Bridge;
17, Smithfield Ban*, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot,
Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth.

NEW TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required,
- 1 yard wide, 2d. per yard; 2 yards wide. Ad. per yard;
4 yards wide, 8d. per yard. Half-inch mesh ditto, 2 yards wide,

8d. per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds,

wasps, lies, &c. trom fruit trees flower or seed bedp,4£<i per
square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, Ud. per
yard; 4 or 6 yards wide, 3d. per yarl. At W. Cullingkord's.
1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.
%• Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west

Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

E"
DWARDS'S REGISTERED EARWIG TRAP
is an elegant, durable, and effeciual instrument for the

destruction of earwigs. It is highly recommended by the Editor
of the H Florist," and other distinguished Horticultures. Beintf
ornamental in shape it must supersede the ugly inverted flower-
pots in all tastefully kept gardens. Price 9s. per dozen. Sold
wholesale at the manufactory and hy the following agents:

—

S. Martix, 14, Gougli Square, Lordon; C. Turner, Royal
Nursery, Slough; J. Keynes. Nursery, Salisbury, and retail by
every Ironmonger, Nurseryman, and Seedsman in the United
Kingdom. Descriptive drawings sent on receipt of postage stamp.

E. Edwards & Co , Inventors and Manufacturers, St Paul's
Square, Birmingham.

J
OOKER'S PATENT

Li DEN LABELS.—These
made hollow, in well-burnt red
or other earthenware, with a
thick sloping top, on which are

impressed auy names of Trees,
Plants, &c, that may be re-

quired. The lower part of the

Label has openings, which give

it a firm hold in the ground.
These Labels will stand for

years unaffected by damp or

change of atmosphere; and the

letters, &c. f being impressed,

are as durable as the Label
itself. Their appearance is

extremely neat ; and they

IMPERISHABLE GAR-
Improved Garden Labels are

OtQOJVHb
HtMl

i>*S
M

2
A is an engraving

showing the form

of the Patent Label,

and b represents it

as fixed in the

ground.

occupy but little space, while a broad view is presented of the

impression on the top. Each Label can be impressed with any

Name that may be desired.—Further particulars and prices may
he obtained on application to Benjamin Looker, Jun., Inventor,

Patentee, and Manufacturer, Kingston-on-Thames.
%• A limited number of Licenses will be granted to

able Manufacturers.

I \EANE'S WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.—
I J Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pursuits

are invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, and CO.'S extensive

Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best

Londonmade Garden Engines and Syringes, Coalbrookdale

Garden Seats and Chairs.

Averuncators Gidney's Prussian! Pickaxes
Axes
Bagging Hooks

Hoe [Scissors, Potato Forks
Grape Gatherers and Priming Bills

Bills [terns Gravel Rakes and „ Knives, various

Borders, various pat- Sieves „ Saws
Botanical Boxen Greenhouse Doors „ Scissors

Brown's Patent Fu- and Frames .. Shears

migator [struments Hammers
Cases of Pruning In- H*nd-glass Frames
Daisy Rakes Hay Knives

Horticultural Ham-
mers and Harchets
Hoes of every pattern

Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools
Edging Irons and Hothed Handles
Shears

Flower Scissors
Ladies1 Set of Tools
Labels, various pat-1

, y
Standsin Wires terns, in Zinc, Por-

ce'ain, &c.
Linen «nd Reels

and iron

Fnmigstors
Galvanic Borders and

;

Marking Ink
Plant Protectors | Manock*

Garden Chairs and

9*

Seats
Loops
Rollers

Scrapers

Menographs
Metafile Wire
Milton Hatcheta
M'.leTmp*
Mowing Machines

Rakes in great variety

Heaping Hooks
Scythes
Scythe Stones
-lie are, various

Sickles
Sickle Saws
Spades and Shovels

Spuds
Switch Hooks
Thistle Hooks
Transplanting Tools

Trowels
Turfing Irons

Wall Nails
Watering pots

Weed Hooks
Wheelbarrows
Youths' Set of Tools

DEANE, DRAY, and CO. are sole Agents for LINGHAM a

PERMANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their Illus-

trated Priced List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post paw,

to auv Dart of the United Kingdom. Also. Wholesale and i« r»"

Age/ts^J SAYNoVs celebrated PRUNING KNIVES, used

exclusively by the first Gardeners in the United kingdom.

DEANE. DRAY, and HO, (Opening to the Monument )

London Bridge. Established a.d. 1700.
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NEW AND RAKE PLANTS.
JOHN WEEKS and CO., King's Road, Chelsea.

This Horticultural Establishment is an unlimited source of
attraction.

The Collection of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
in all the various stages of growth and iu endless variety, include
#TWy novelty that is worth cultivating.

A large stock of GRAPE VINES, struck from eyes, very
strong for Planting and Forcing in Pots.
FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS of every kind.
THE SEED BUSINESS is conducted upon an extensive scale,

every article warranted true to its kind, aud of genuine good
•quality.

GARDEN TOOLS, and Horticultural Implements of every
description, all of th« best make, no inferior article kept.
CAST-IRON VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great variety of

he most beautiful designs.
WIREWORK for all Ornamental Garden purposes.
The Nobility and Gentry are most respectfully invited to

visit this establishment, where Horticultural scieuce in all its
branches is in full operation, combining all modern improvements,
so that a Lady or Gentleman can select whatever they may
require co- necred with Horticulture.
Johk Weeks 8c Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers.
HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES,

FORCING PITS, Ac. &c, all made of the best materials, sent
to any part of the country.
See our Illustrated Catalogues of all the various branches of

Horticulture ; alw> Plans. Models, and Estimates. &c. &c.
Jons Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

IARAUCARIA CUNNINGHAM!"AND EXCELSA~
Mortox Bay and Norfolk Island Pines.

T1TM. MAULE and SONS have to dispose of one
' » of the former and three of the latter, fine trees from 10 to

20 feet high, all of which are in pots and would travel safely any
distance. Price for the fou r plants, 401.—The Nursery, Bristol.

pVlDYMOCARPUS (STRKPTOCARPUS) POLY-
J-^A NTHA.—This new nd highly interesting Plant, with hand-
some Gloxinia-like foliago, produces from the base of its leaves
numerous panicles of delicate pale bine flowers of considerable
duration, rendering it a moat desirable object for the stove or
intermediate house. We are enabled to offer strong plants, 5s.
each, 42*. per dozen, extra strong, 7s. 6d. each.
DELPHINIUM PORMOSUM, a most beautiful new variety,

of the richest blue, wtth flowers larger and habit more dwarf
than D. Hendersoni, 1&<. per dozen.

YoiiELL & Co., Royal Nursery. Great Yarmouth, Norfolk

.

NEW CHOICE VERBENA^
~~

TAMES SYRED, Florist, Redhill, Reigate, has much
** pleHStire in offering the following unequalled Verbenas, never
before offered to the Floricultural Public, namely, Singularity,
Conqueror, Pearl, Princess Royal, South Eastern, Conservative
Redhill Rival, Star of the Isles, Ellen, Othello, Cerise Unique,
Omar Pacha, Eugenie, Prince of Wales, Christina, Marshal
Pelissier, Tricolor, Beauty ot Redhill, Jeanette, Orlando, and
Minstrel Boy. Also Scarlet Geranium Red Rover, the best
scarlet, without exception, that has ever been offered to the
public, which will be shown at the Brighton Show on Wednes-
day and Thursday next. Prices and descriptions of the above on
application.

Pt.^
RA

T
SS

,
AN0 AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.ETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmrn to the

Quern, &c ., beg to intimate that they have directed their
usual attention to procure very superior stocks of Grass and
Agricultural Seeds, and which they recommend to their customer*wuh confidence. Mixtures of Grass S^eds for laving down land
to permanent pasture or ornamental Grass, suitable for all kinds
and conditions of Koils. Foreign Italian Rve-Gr*.ss, and all other
torane and Herbage Plants, Turnips, Mam-el Wurzel, Carrots
and other roots of the most approved varieties in cultivation.
Garden and Flower Seeds in every variety.

Priced Catalogues will be sent free bv post on application.
27. Great ' orge Stwet^ Westminster.

TURNIPS, MANCEL WURZEL. *C.OETER LAWSON and SON, Skedsmkn to the
* Queen. &c, beg to intimate that they have a very superior
stock ot the above of their own growth, including some highly
improved varieties, which have been raised from roots selected
for their fine shape and high specific gravity rather than their
size. Among other excellent kinds they would recommend
particularly their
Lothian purple-top Swede
Tweeddale. purple-top Yellow

Bullock Turnip
Improved Green Round do.

Red Round do.n

»»

n

Improved Pomerarian White
Globe Turnip

Red G'obe do.
Long Red andOrange

Globe Mangel
Priced Catalogues will be sent free bv post on application, and
lower rates charged when large quantities are taken.

• 27, Great George Street, Westminster.

FINE S H O W DAHLIAS.
JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
*J near Manchester, offers the following DAHLIAS, which are
recommended in Edwards's "National Garden Almanack for
1S56 :

—

Miss Frampton
Rachel Raw lings
Sir F.Thesiger
Louisa Glenny
Port Royal
Indispensable
Magnificent
Red Gauntlet
Comet

Others can be supplied to parties having duplicates.
J. H. will forward the above Dahlias, hamper, package, &c

included for 12s.; 25 fine show Pansies, 12*.; 25 Belgian Daisies'
8*.: 25 Phloxes, including "Countess ofHome," lfo.; finest Pansy
Seeds, 1*. and 2s. packets.

Post-office orders payable at Middleton, Lancashire.

Amazon
Duchess of Kent
Imperatrice Eugenie
Exquisite
Robert Bruce
King of Yellows
Rose of England
Mrs. Seldon
Morning Star

Topsy
Mr. Seldon

Triomphe de Roubaix
Jonas
Richard Cobden
Triumphant
Empereur de
Maroc

- •

* - f

• • *

•*
• • *

w HEELER'S little Book will do something
to satisfy their Expectations."—Gardeners'

Chronicle.

Our Little Book contains a List—a very select List
of the best Garden and Flower Seeds in cultivation. It
also contains descriptions and prices, and will be found a
safe and unerring guide to all purchasers. It should be
in the hands of every one who has a garden*.

J. C. Wheklkr & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.~ CriO'CE VERBENAS, PETUNIAS, ETC,

~\/1 ITCHELL and Co. are now sending out the
A J following first-rate varieties of VERBENAS, 6s. the
collection, good strong plants :— Geant des Batailles, Madame
Heine, Madame Cambaceres, Julia Pacquin, Wonderful, Mods.
Richalet, Lord Rasrlan, Marchioness of Ellesmere, Mrs. Halford
Blue Beard, Tyrian Prince, Florence Nightingale.
New Double PETUNIA IMPERIALIS, strong plants, 6s. per

dozen, or 45*. per 100. ^ ^
TREE CARNATIONS* consisting of the very best varieties.

125. per dozen,
'

DAHLIAS, one of the choicest collections ever offered, 6*.
per dozen, or four dozen for 20s.

Post-office orders are respectfully requested from unknown
correspondents, made payable to John Fairbrotheb.

All Orders over 25*. are delivered carriage free in London
-or any Station on the London and South Coast Railway.

Bristol^urseries, Kemp Town, Brighton.
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The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale,

•PLANTS OF CABBACErTAVbY7~kALE7^ROCCOLl,
JOUvr „ tm AND CAULIFLOWER. '

2£i
C^TTELL begs respectfully to inform the

superior*™!
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'
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Earlv r.h£I?g «pr,ceg» Pack*Se included :-All the sorts of
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DUBERT PARKER begs to offer the following of
*- - which he possesses a large stock in strong and healthy
plants:— Per dozen-*.

Exotic Orchids from 42
Stove and greenhouse Ferns
Hardy do.
Selaginella or Lycopodium
Geraniums, show and fancy varieties

Do. variegated and bedding do.
Do. scarlets in variety

Cinerarias
Calceolarias, bedding varieties
Verbenas
Dahlias
Ageratums, Cupheas, Petunias, Salvias, &c.
Gynerium argentenm (Pampas Grass) ...

The above prices are for distinct and fine species, and varieties
only all of which are warranted true to their names; if ordered
by the hundred, or in larger quantities, a considerable reduction
will be made. A priced and descriptive Catalogue is published,
and will he forwarded post free upon application.—Paradise
Nursery, Hornsey, and Seven Sisters' Road, l iolloway.

PRESENT PRICES OF SEEDS OFFERED BY^LARKE and CO., Wholesale Seedsmen, 86, High
*** Street, Borough, London.
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Per bushel.
32*. Od.
32

Skirving's Improved Purple-top Swede J
Laing's Improved Purple-top Swede '

Green-top Swede
Purple-top Swede
Tankard Swede
Fine White Globe Turnip

„ Round Norfolk
Fine Red Globe

„ Round
Fine Green Globe

h Ronnd
Purple-top Yellow Scotch Turnip
Skirving's Improved Purple-top Scotch

.

Green-top Yellow Scotch
White Tankard
Bed
Green
Yellow
Dale's Hybrid

Post-office orders to be made payable to Clarke & Co., at the
Borough Post Office.

ORCHIDS.
TTfM. MAULE and SONS beg to state that the
" ft season of the year having now arrived that Orchidaceous

plants may be transmitted with safety to any distance, they can
supply a few of the most favourite kinds of which they have a
stock, in thoroughly established plants.

32
32
45
26
26
30
30
28
2S
48
48
48
30
30
30
45
4S

FLOWER AMD VECETABLE SEEUS.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, Hich

•J Holborn, London, invite attention to tbeir ENCYCLO-
PEDIC CATALOGUE or FLORICULTURAL, VECE-
TABLE, a»Q AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknowledged to he
the beet published, which will be forwarded frte of charge and
pott pud to AU, farts of the WOULD, upon application.

Primula, choicest /ringed 1*. per packet
Calcwlaria, cAcic«tf varieties Is. „
Cineraria

,, n fa
rtA-J1081 cnmPrp^nsive CATALOGUE of DUTCH andCAPE BULBS will b« published in the autumn.
James Cartwr& Co.. Seedm • -. 238. II k'h llolhorn, London.

UEALTIFUL FLOWERS.— 1 J packet*, each packet
a-* containing 100 Seeds, Is.; sent post Are* U.9d. Calceo-
laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia. Verbenas, Fuchsias,
Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, Gd. per packet. Catalogue
on application. b

DWARF GERMAN. (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety JW. per packet.
Wn.CuL i.jN<;roKi» 1, Rdnanad Terrace, Ball's Pond. Islington.

BEDDING PLANTS.
jV and A. SMITH beg to offer strong plants of the
* • undermentioned in Mav from 3.<r. per dozen :—Ageratuin
Alonsoa, An«callis, Cuphea, Calceolaria, (leranium (in great
variety), Heliotrope, Lantana, Lobelia, Mimnlus, Nasturtium,
Pentstemon, Petunia, Pansies, Roses, Salvias, Fuchsias and
Verbenas in great variety, Climbers, &c. Also Story'a and other
new Fuchsias, Petunia imperials, die.

F. & A. S. beg to refer to former advertisements for a descrip-
tion ot their superb Balsums, seed of which may still be obtained
at 2«. ftf. per packet assorted coloura,—Dnlwich. Surrey.

BEDDING PLA N T sTTHOMAS SOMMEKVlLLti, Landscape Gardener,
* NuasKRYMAN, Sebdsman. and Florist, Garden Road, St.

John's Wood, London, has a fine stock of BEDDING PLANTS
tooffrr, at very low prices ; thev consist of only the most distinct
and brightest colours, suitable for creating abrilliant effect in
the shortest time. Orders executed strictlv in priority.

Rustic Baskets, Rustic Garden Seats, and Rustic Chairs of the
most superior description supplied. Samples may be seen on the
premises.

PLANT*
Suitable fob Vaseh and Baskets of every Description.
T^HOMAS SOMMUUV1LLE, Landscape Gardener,
-*- Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, Garden Road, St.
John's Wood, Loudon, having had the honour of supplying to
the Crystal Palace Company the ORIGINAL PLANTS for the
suspended Baskets in the Crystal Palace, which have given such
great and general safistHCtion. and having through that circum-
stance been much applied to for similar, has this season grown a
large quantity, which can now be supplied at very reasonable
priceH.

11/ILLIAM KN1UHT, Florist, Ac, begs to ofler
* * the following SUPERB FLOWER SEEDS, saved from the

best varieties, post free :— Per packet—*, d.
Antirrhinum, from 100 striped and spotted varieties fi

Calceolaria, from 50 best spotted varieties
Cineraiia, from 50 best new varieties
Double Daisy, from 60 fine named varieties
Hollyhock, from 50 superb varieties
Sweet William, from 50 large double varieties
Pansy, from 100 best show varieties

67, High Street. Battle. Sussex.
• *•
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Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.

a.

Aeride.-odoratum ... 10
afBne, the true and

best var., (not roseum) 42
Aerides Foxbrush, strong
flowering plants ... 105

Calanthe verntrifolia ... 7
Coelogyne Wallichi and
mnculata. pots with from
3 to 5 bulbs in, each bulb 2

Cattleyacrispa major 21

n Harrisoni violacea 15

„ intermedia ... 15
Dendrobinm Devonianum,

the major variety ... 10
Dendrobium densiflorum 10

d.

6

6

6
6

Dendrobium Farmeri,
10*. 6d., If*, 21

Dendrobium chrysan-
thum majut .. 7

Gibsnni,very strong 10
Cambridginianum,

105. 6d. 15
Pierardi 7
moschatnm 7

Vanda coerulea, 42s., 63j.,

Sis., 105
Roxburgbi 42
terps 10

Saccolahium ampulla*
ceum, new beautiful... 105
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Nrw and Beadtiki:l Hardv Coniferous Trek.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA.

V| ESSRS WATERER and GODFREY have muck
1 » pleasure in offering the above fine plant raised from seed
sent home by Mr. W. Murray, who in describing it in connection
with oiher rare Pines, such as nobilis, grandis, Jeffteyi, Ikm-
thamUna, &c.

f
says, « It was the handsomest tree in the whole

expedition. It grows about 100 feet high and 2 feet in diameter;
the foliage is most delicate and graceful, the branches bend up-
wards at the end like a Spruce and hang down at the tip like an
ostrich feather, the top sbootB droop like a Deodar, and the
timber is good, clear, and workable" Seedling plants will be sent
out in August upon the following terma, and orders executed
strictly in rotation. One plant 21s. ; six plants, Al. 10s. : 12 plants,
7i\10*—Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

IX/IISS NIGHTINGALE.—Strong Plants of thia
-L*-* beautiful Heliotrope are now ready, 3s. 6d. each. The
usu*l allowance to the Trade when three are ordered. A Certi-
ficate of Merit was awarded by the Royal Botanic Society of
London on May, 28tb, 1856:—Good habit, leaves dark green,
truss 7 inches across, flowers half an inch, colour dark lavender*
strong scented. Post-office Orders made payable at Paddington'
—William Field, Florist. Kensal New Town, Chelsea.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN is now sending out~hU
unequalled New Scarlet Geraniums, Countess of Warwick,

Annie, and General Pelissier. For description see advertisement
of April 12th, page 243. Good established plants, 10s. 6d. each.
The usual discount to the trade. Plants added to compepsate
for distant carriage. A remittance will be required from unknown
correspondents. Post-office Orders on Richmond, Surrey.

St. Manrarpt's Gardens, Isleworth.—June 7.

TJEDDING PLANTS. — Fuchsias of last year
--* (including white Corolla) 9s. to 12s. per dozen; older
varieties 6s. Geraniums, Calceolarias, &c, 4s. Verbenas, 3s. 6d.
Dahlias, best show varieties, 3s. 6d. to 6s. All other plants
equally cheap. Catalogues on application.
W, & H. Pnrrox, Rock Nursery, Walham Green. Middlesex.

J C.WHEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED
• LIST for this Season is now ready, and may be

had gratis on application.
J. C. Whbvler & Son. Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Glouces ter.

PACE AND CO.'S BLICHT COMPOSITION.
BPAGE and CO. beg the indulgence of one week

• from those whose orders remam unexecuted, the demand
having been so excessive that the delny could not possibly be
avoided.—Bedford Street, Southampton.

SATURDAY, JUNE 7, 1856.

Stapleton Road Nurseries, Bristol.

TURNIP SEED.
TOSLING'S GOLDEN-FLESH COPPER-TOP
O SWEDE.— E. J. begs to offer the above distinct and excel-
lent variety of Swede as one of the hardiest and best in culti-

vation; LARGE SIZE, FLESHY, RICH, JUICY, and KEEPS 1VELL,
Price Is. Sd. per lb.

SKIRVING'S and other varieties of PURPLE-TOP SWEDE
(genuine stock), own growth of 1855. Price 1$. per lb.

Carriage free (not under 30*.) to all the London Termini and
all Stations on the main trunk lines. A remittance or reference
from an unknown correspondent is respectfully requested to

ac "ompany orders.

R. Joslino, Agricultural and Garden Seed Warehouse, St.

Alban's, Herts.—Established upwards of 25 years.

IETISGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Satv&dat, Jane 14—Royal Botanic American Plant Show, 2 p.m.

The world is assured by men of "much experience '*

that the Strawberry Grower must take care how he
forces that fruit. " Strawberry plants intended for
forcing should be two years old."—" Pot runners in
August, pinch off all the flowers the next year, and
force them in the second."—"Never use any but
stools of two years' standing."—" Strong plants may
be taken out of the ground and forced immediately."—" Root your early runners in small pots ; after-
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wards carefully shift them into largei

the stereotyped directions of Practical gardeners.

Care must also be taken that the pots are big

enough. "Twenty-fours (8-inch) are what you

should have; but for small sorts you may make

shift with thirty-twos (G- inch)."—"Nine or 10-inch

pots are indi>pensable."—" Take care that the pots

are sufficiently large to hold three plants, for fear

that one or two should go off."—" For small sorts

4', -inch pots will do ; but for others they must be
5
"inches or even 6^ inches in diameter." Thus we

are told in gardening books must we treat the

Strawberry if it is to be forced successfully. Neglect

these precautions, and the blindness of some plants

or the flowerless condition of others is explained.

Can it be really true that so much fuss is neces-

sary in so very small a matter as getting a few

Strawberries ripe in May 1 Will nothing less than

two years' coddling, and pots as big as a hat crown,

furnish this fruit a few weeks before its natural

season ? And are gardeners excusable for losing

their crop because they have not been two years in

their place, or because the pots are not of the regu-

lation size 1 Let us see.

In the Garden of the Horticultural Society, in the

year 1855, Mr. Gordon caused runners to be taken

up from the ordinary plants in the open borders in

the first week in August, and potted in 2|-inch

pots (small 60e) ; the soil used was a mixture of

rotten cow-dung and loam (quarter dung, three-

quarters loam). When potted they were placed in

a close frame until established, and when the roots

had filled the little pots, which was in about four

or five weeks, the plants were shifted in the same

kind of soil as before into 4-inch fruiting pots

(48s). Thev were afterwards transferred to a

fully exposed situation in the open air, where

they remained until the first week in December, at

which time thev were removed to a border in an

unheated orchard-house, where they were kept rather

dry during winter. On the 14th of March the pots

were removed to the front shelf in a Curvilinear

Vinery, kept at a temperature of 40° until the

middle of April, when the temperature was raised

to 55°. The plants were watered twice when the

fruit was fairly set at an interval of three days,

with a weak liquid manure, made with half-rotted

cow-dung and water, allowed to stand a few days

before using.

And what was the result of this simple common

sense operation, unassisted by two years' prepara-

tion, big pots, and other etceteras of practical

Strawberry growing 1 The result was a large, abun-

dant crop of excellent fruit, much of which was

as large as is usually produced in the open ground

;

the quality was as good as possible in good varieties :

as for indifferent sorts, their bad quality was exactly

what it always is—neither better nor worse.

Specimens of this mode of cultivation, just be-

ginning to ripen, were shown in Regent Street on

the 27th of May. The average number of perfect

fruits, ripe and ripening, on each plant was as

follows .-—Keens' Seedling 26, Myatt's Eliza 24,

Kericart de Thury 29, Princess Alice Maude 33,

Cole's Prolific 37, Ingram's Prince of Wales 45,

Hooper's Seedling 45, Royal Pine 49, Reine Hor-

tense 56, Cuthill's Black Prince 79.

Thus it appears that it is possible in Strawberry

forcing to save half the time, half the quantity of

earth and manure, half the space occupied in the

forcing house, and much of the cost of pots and

labour, without in any way diminishing the quantity

or quality of the fruit.

The Strawberry is not the only garden crop to

which this principle is more or less applicable.

Blind routine may be beaten in more ways

than one.

Such are \
been content simply to answer the communication in

our notices to correspondents, were it not that the

condition of the plants seems to suggest some com-

parison with the symptoms so notorious in the

Cucumber disease. "Pines, indeed, are rarely raised

from seed, and therefore there is less difficulty in

understanding how a disease once generated may be

handed down.
t

Our notion with respect to the Pines is that they

had originally been treated with highly azotised

manure, that they had then received some sudden

check, which had induced such an organic change

that the cells no longer produced healthy chlo-

rophyll, and that the proper functions could not in

consequence be carried on. To attempt to propa-

gate from some plants is as sure a source of future

mischief as to graft from a cankered tree, and any

error in cultivation would be certain to aggravate

the evil. In the Cucumber, propagation is carried

on by seed only. Our theory is just the same in

ivs. „noe> Wa V>oliovp that, the evil has risen, in

the disease. It

from the same
plants, but this

Our attention has lately been called to some

young Quf.en Pines, which, in company with

several others in the same house, are affected with

some disea>e which partially chlorotizes the leaves,

while the fruit is contracted in the centre, and

either entirely abortive or greatly deformed. In

one specimen in which every flower has failed a

whorl of leaf-buds is produced beneath the crown,

and where the flowers have not so completely

failed, the dead floral organs have carried a slight
M. M. M AM *

ft 1 **

degree of d^cay into the core, exactly as the frozen

pistils of a Pear do into fruit, when the petals have

not been so affected as to prevent their expansion.

There is indeed a slight tendency to decay also

where the flowers proved entirely abortive. From
the contraced portion, moreover, little globules of

gum ooze out exactly like those which are so com-
mon in the Cucumber disease. The plants had been
syringed with water of a lower temperature than the

house; they were, moreover, raised from suckers of

plants which fruited in the same way two years ago,

both of them circumstances likely enough to have
produced disease now. We should, however, have

this case. We believe that the evil has risen, in

the first instance, from unfavourable causes acting

on highlv manured plants, seriously affecting their

constitution; and as strumous parents almost

inevitably produce a strumous race, the seed of

such plants is capable of handing down the disease.

It is very easy to ascribe such evil to atmospheric

influences, bad cultivation, or any other cause,

which cannot admit of proof; but the fact is,

that the Cucumber disease appears under every

kind of cultivation, and in every variety

of atmosphere. It is by no means confined

to gardens where the cultivation is high, or where

highly azotised manure is used. It was prevalent

last year in plants grown in the open air upon the

naked soil, where Cucumbers have been success-

fully grown for many generations, and in one parish

where guano has never been used by market

gardeners. We saw it in the West of England

extremely virulent on Cucumbers in the open air

again under the most ordinary cultivation. Every

person with whom we have had communication

complains more or less about it, and it is equally

virulent in the present season. We remarked

in Covent Garden, a few weeks since, that in

one large estaMUhment there was not a single

Cucumber amidst a large number for the season

which had not the most unequivocal marks of

is true the whole of the seed

fruit does not produce diseased

again is just what happens with

children of strumous parents ; all are not equally

affected ; and though disease may not break out in

the first generation it often returns in the second or

third. Supposing, then, the evil to have become

very general from the injudicious use of forcing

manures, does it follow that nothing can be done to

check it 1 In some cases certainly the attempt is

hopeless. The plants occasionally betray the evil

almost as soon as they have germinated, and some-

times perish before they have flowered ; but where

the disease is not so inveterate a great deal will

depend on cultivation. Where it has prevailed very

much we have generally found either that the

bottom-heat has been wholly disproportioned to

that above, in consequence of which the leaves have

been gorged with moisture, which they could not

get rid of by the ordinary means, a condition

extremely likely to produce or aggravate such symp-

tom ; or the bottom-heat has been insufficient, and

in consequence there has been an insufficient supply.

In either case, especially in the first, we have

remarked disease very active. When the disease

has been once set up, the fatal effects are so much
the more speedy if the sun is allowed to burn the

leaves.

The mixture of dark green and pale yellow on

the fruit, a circumstance again which was remark-

able in the Pine Apples, the oozing of gummy
matter, the tendency to decay, and the distortion of

the fruit accompanied often by a failure of the

crown, are symptoms which ought not to be

mistaken. But every failure of a crop is not to be

attributed to a disease which has imputation enough

of evil already. If plants are burnt or starved or

suffocated or mildewed, the blame ought to rest upon

the cultivator, though with all his precautions and
with the most consummate skill the disease will

sometimes baffle his exertions. M. J. B.

with others from M. Warczewitz, and thence trans-

ferred to the care of Mr. Lawrence, at Faroham Castle,

j

who exhibited the specimen before us at the late exhibi-
'

tion of the Royal Botanic Socie y in the Regent's Park.
I The judges there, not seeming to know anything about

the species, gave it a small silver medal, although it is

certainly the best novelty of the present season, in either

a Botanical or Horticultural point of view.

The flowers are thick, waxy, deliciously fragrant, and

produced in pendulous racemes of 8 or 10 each. When
closed they measure \\ inch in diameter ; externally

they are dull brownish purple; in the inside closely

speckled with rich crimson ; while the lip, which presses

close against the column, is blood red except at the baser

I

where it is spotted like a bird's egg. The sepals are

united half-way, but readily tear asunder; the dorsal not

much more than half as wide as the laterals, longer, and

standing a little apart. The laterals are almost circular,

j
but apiculate and unequal sided. The petals are about

half as long as the dorsal sepal, oblong, with a pale

callosity at the tip. The lip is smaller than the sepals

and much concealed by them, and has no tendency to

articulation anywhere ; in form it may be compared to

a helmet with a round head-piece, and a pair of long

flaps (lateral lobes) falling down over the ears. Its

' middle lobe is small fleshy convex, obscurely four-lobed

with a narrow ridge in the middle ; in the interior it is

perfectly destitute of all superficial processes.

Mr. Reichenbach, jun., who examined a wild speci-

men in the Imperial Herbarium of Vienna, ascertained

I it to be the Angvloa squalida, marvellously mis-repre-

sented in Endlicher and Pbppig's work above quoted,

and regarded it as a new genus to which he gave the

name of Lycomormium ; to this he was principally led

by discovering on the anther "a fleshy acute long

double tooth." It appears, however, that this process

represents in reality the two anterior valves of the

anther in the form of a pair of sharp horny lobes.

This is, doubtless, a striking character, and would

naturally attract the attention of our acute friend,

especially when coupled with the texture of the anther

itself, which resembles a thick piece of cork. The

plant is, however, in all other respects so entirely a

Peristeria, that we can hardly attach much importance

to this structure.

Whv this species should have been named " squalid

we are unable to guess, for it might as well have been

called scarlet ; we, therefore, prefer the name offuscata,

under which the plant has existed in our gardens for

the last three years.

176. Vriesia glutinosa.

V. foliis oblongis apicutatis mermibus virentibus basi purpurco-

ruaculatis, scapo paniculate foliis elatiore va^nis acuminat.s

Hangiiineo-maculiTtis, ramis (6-7) lanceolat-s glutmosia (ultra

pedalibus), bracteis (coccineis) distichis arete imbricatis.

This very noble Bromeliad was exhibited at the last

meeting of the Horticultural Society from the Hon. James

F. Stuart Wortley. It had been presented to the late

Lord Wharncliffe when in the West Indies three years

i ago. Its native place was the Caraccas V\ aterfall fa

Trinidad. It is certainly a Vriesia, with which the

I whole structure of the flower, as well as the remarkable

habit, corresponds. We have only seen flower-buds

and therefore are unable to describe the flowers satis-

factorily, but as they have a nearly superior ovary,.

long sepals, and a pair of dimidiate scales at the base

of the petals, no doubt can exist about the genus, the

leaves are 18 inches or more long ; the flower scape

nearly 4 feet from the base to the tip of the branches,

closely covered up to the branches with pale green

concave scales deeply stained with blood-red blotches.

The branches of the flower stem are from 14 to 18 inches

long, covered closely with glutinous bracts, the colour

of a boiled lobster, but much brighter because of the

natural varnish which is spread over them, nereis

scarcely a stove plant, certainly none of the same oraer.

with a more noble aspect than this.

New Plants.
175.JPeristeria fuscata; alias Lycomormium squali-

dura. Relih. f. in Bot. Znt. 1352, p. 833 ; alias Anguloa

squalida, EadL and P'opp. nov. gen. I. t. 74.

P. racemo oblongo nigro-furfuraceo pendulo, labelli nudi galeati

lobis lateralibus acutis subfalcatis iutermedio minimo carnoso

obsolete 4-lobo cannula in medio, columna glabra apterfi,

anthera suberosa subangulari valvis anticia cornets rostratis,

glaniula maxima reniformi concava.

It is in the rich collection of the Lord Bishop of

Winchester that this fine plant has at last flowered.

Plants of it were sold by Stevens in May, 18.53, along

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXXIV.

492. PX^asit.e {Parasites).—Scarcely any part of the

organised world is free from the attacks of paras ites, »

provision which is clearly one amongst many °rderea ny

the Creator to maintain that balance amongst livuv

beings, without which a few of the strongest on y cou.a

preserve their station upon earth. These parasites
;

may

be either animal or vegetable, and each of these

t

grand classes may be subject to the ravages of nenib

belonging either to its own or to the other organic oraer.

The whale has different Cirripcdes burrowing into u*

flesh, the ox and other ruminants have the larv<eo

various cestri occupying the intestines, skin, or Ir

sinus. Insects have hosts of larvae living at tne

expense and ultimately exhausting their energies, ai

the same may be said of multitudes of higher aniffl^

whose muscles, glands, arteries, and even the torn «*

are at times infested in a like manner, while all n»

animals of various kinds and affinities living on tne^

surface, or occupying, to a greater or less extern,

digestive cavities. But no less are these animals, « g

as they maybe in the scale of creation, including

£

man himself, subject to the attacks of ^*
Minute moulds infest their tissues, producing *^e

disorders or blocking up the passages of respir*
,

while in inferior animals they penetrate deeply

their substance, and ultimately convert the whole W 7

on which they .prey into *J*g«Jft general

a life

will

tribe of plante ot douDUU. *>*»»*!>
XT«Hnn~uPon the

between fungi and Algse, take their station upon
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integuments, and soon effect tlie destruction of the

animals on which they grow.

493. If we turn to the vegetable world something of

the same kind arrests our attention. There are, first,

a number of plants which, though at first growing at

their own expense, soon take possession of others,

throwing out wart-like bodies or spongelets from their

stems which suck out the sap from their victim, which

is at once appropriated to their own uses. No sooner

does this take place than the connection with the earth

is entirely dissolved by the decay of the root. Other
cases occur -of plants called false parasites, as Ivy,

Woodbine, Clematis, &c, which resemble these exter-

nally, but in which no nutriment is derived from the

infested plant, which merely affords a proper support,

detaining sufficient vegetable matter about its trunk for

the purposes of growth, where such matter is requisite.

Sometimes, however, the supplies of nutritious matter

Are derived from the air or from the moisture which it

contains, in which case the trunk simply serves as a

foundation on which the roots may run either to keep

the false parasite in its place, or at the same time to act

as purveyors of nutriment. In other cases the seeds of

the parasite germinate on the matrix, their radicle

penetrates through the bark till it reaches the albumen,
and is thus able to profit by the elaborated juice.

Such parasites may either be clothed with leaves, or
furnished only with colourless scales.

494. These cases are, however, harmless in com-
parison with those in which the parasite makes its first

growth entirely within the substance of the plant, and
only makes its appearance externally after it has become
deeply incorporated with its tissues. The more or less

complete destruction at least of the part on which such
parasites are developed is always consequent on their

presence, and some of the most important diseases of

vegetables depend upon their growth. These belong
almost entirely to fungi, which are capable of growing
on plants which were in perfect health previous to being

Attacked. This fact has frequently been denied, but

there is not the slightest foundation for the notion that

fungi cannot grow on healthy tissues. The presence of

the spores may indeed at once produce disease, in conse-

quence of which the fungi when developed may flourish

but sometimes the posterior branch of the lower
veins is fertile also, and the two sori then lie close

together side by side, but they are never, we
believe, forked. The veins are sometimes simple,

and they 'always extend quite to the margin. Sir

W. Hooker describes the rachis as slightly hairy
;

the hairs are probably very easily detached, as we do

not find them on our specimens. The texture of the

plant is membranaceous, becoming rigidly so when dry.

The plant has a very distinct appearance, and has been

cultivated for several years by Mr. Henderson, of Went-
worth. Equally with the Grammitis Hewardii, this

plant appears to us to belong to the genus Grammitis,

its naked sori being always short, simple, oblong masses

of spore-cases, not having any tendency to become
forked, and therefore having none of the slight character

of Gymnogramma. Its creeping rhizome is a feature

at variance with both these genera ; but we do not think

the more vigorously ; but if so, the disease is"stiUpro- j

such differences afford sufficient ground for separation.

I

duced in the first instance by the spores.

495. Amongst fungi there are false parasites as well

as amongst Phaenogams. It is not every fungus which
grows upon a plant which is really parasitic. Where
parts are already in a state of decomposition fungi may
grow as upon any other putrescent matter, and the

neighbouring tissues may decay the sooner in conse-

quence of the presence of the fungi. Such cases are

constantly occurring in timber, which it is well known
soon runs to decay if fungi are once allowed to establish

themselves on an unsound part. Other false parasites

also infest the leaves and trunks of trees, as Mosses,
Lichens, &c, which derive no nutriment from the

matrix ; and doubtless when these are very abundant
they may be injurious by exclusion of light or air, or

the harbouring of noxious insects.

496. As animals have their vegetable parasites, so in

turn vegetables are infested by animals. The eggs of

insects, for instance, are deposited in the young tissues,

the growth of which is diverted from its normal course,

and multitudes of excrescences of various forms are
generated, which are known under the common name
of galls. These are seldom injurious, except where
they attack the reproductive organs. Other insects, as
Vibrios, live within the tissues themselves, and as para-
sites are more destructive. Others again are attached
to the tender bark under the form of scales, not only

:

exhausting the sap, but dispersing their numerous

!

progeny ail over the plant, at the same time inducing
the growth of soot-like fungi till the functions de-

pendent on light and aeration are at length fatally ,

.impeded, while myriads of minute insects belonging to

the genus Aphis, almost equally inseparable with the
scale insects from the mother plant and even more pro-
liferous, suck up the juices from the leaves just as they
are elaborated, so that scarcely a drop descends for the
formation of wood and the storing up of nutriment for
future use in perennial plants, or for the carrying on of
the less enduring functions of those to which a shorter
existence is allotted. M. J. B.

In allusion to this habit, the plant had been named
Gymnogramma repens in a paper on cultivated Ferns

not yet published, of which the earlier portion was
printed some time since. Sir W. Hooker, at t. 989 of

his " Icones Plantarum," has figured a bipinnate variety

of this Fern. T. M.

WARDIAN CASE AND AQUARIUM
COMBINED.

Not being aware that a fresh-water aquarium has

before been connected with a Wardian case, I beg to

furnish yon with a sketch of a contrivance combining

the two, which I have had in operation for some time.

NEW GARDEN FERNS.—No. XII. .

23. Grammitis atjrita, T. M. Gymnogramma aurita,
Hooker, Icon. Plant, t. 974.

"*

Fronds ovate oblong or broadly-lanceolate, acuminate pinnato-
pinnatitid

; pinna remote, sessile, opposite, broad at the base,
oblong-acuminate, deeply pinnatirid, the lobes oblong or
ovate, the basal pair twice as long as the rest, crenato-lobate;
reins simple or forked, the anterior venule bearing a short
oblong sorus; stipes elongated, glossy brown, lateral, adherent
to a creeping rhizome.

An ornamental deciduous hothouse Fern, native o*

Khasiya and Assam. It has a slender creeping rhizome
about the size of a goose quill, to which the lateral fronds
are adherent. They grow 2 to 3 feet high, and have a
long brown glossy stipes, the brown colour being also
continued up the rachis and forming a contrast with the
light green of the frond. The pin nee are remote, 4 or 5
inches long, and have a peculiar appearance, from their
spreading position and the enlarged size of the basal
pair of segments

; these are deeply lobed or pinnatifid
with roundish oblong lobes, the rest being slightly but
usually more or less crenato-lobate; the margin is

nairy. The sori are short oblong, forming two lines

the one Ircm which the sketch was taken, the tank

which contains the water in which are the aquatic

plants, fishes, mollusks, and insects is about 12 inches

in diameter, and about 9 inches deep ; near the top iu

the inside is a flange with a groove, into which runs the

condensed water from the bell-glass, which forms the

Wardian case for the Ferns, Lyccpods, &c. ; Irom
this groove it descends to the tank below. Into the

centre of this vessel I put the glass pedestal. I then

cover the bottom with about 21 inches of fresh, but not

very rich, soil, in which I plant my aquatics : 1 use for

this purpose Valisneria spiralis, Aponogeton distachyon,

Nymphsea odorata minor, and N. macrantha. On the

soil I put 1 inch of well washed flints, or sea gravel,

which prevents the insects or mollusks from making
the water foul. I then introduce the water through a

fine rose to about 4 or 5 inches deep, into which I put
gold fish (small) or sticklebacks, or any other small

fish, mollusks, Succinea putris, Planorbis corneus,

carinatus and marginalis, Cvclas rivicola and cornea;
insects—any species of Colymbetee, Hygrotes, Hada-
ticus, Gyrinus, and several other aquatic genera ; care

must be taken not to introduce any of the large car-

nivorous larvae. I then prepare for introducing the

plants proper for a small Wardian case— I put the soil

into a blue glass dish, with a rim at the bottom to keep it

steady on the pedestal ; this dish is 1J inch deep by
7 in diameter, the soil is raised in the centre about

2 inches ; in this I plant the tallest Ferns or Ljcopods,

and the smaller round the edge of the dish. The
Ferns I plant are Adiantum Capillus Veneris,

Lastraea dilatata Schofieldi, a beautiful small York-
shire variety ; Asplenium viride and trichomanes

;

Asplenium fontanum, &c. ; Lycopods Willdenovi, um-
brosum, stoloniferum, mutabile, densum, and lepido-

phyllum. When plauted I cover the soil in imitation of

rockwork with agates and pebbles of any sort. I then

give the whole a good watering before placing the dish

on the pedestal ; the whole is then covered with the

bell-glass. One before me at the present time has been

standing in a window eight months, the water has never

been changed, or any addition made except a small

quantity once given to the Ferns, &c, in the dish.

Should the water become green in the summer a small

piece of gutta-percha pipe, with a small rose at the end,

will draw off the water, which may be replaced. The
bell-glass may likewise be removed with benefit to the

plants, and a sprinkling of water given them. Henry

Baines, Museum, York.

The apparatus consists of four parts made of flint

near the margin of the segments, usually distinct and glass, with a little cobalt to give it a tinge of blue. Con-

borne by the anterior branch only of the forked veins,
[
trivances of this kind are made of various sizes. In

Home Correspondence.
How to Encourage Melon Plants to make Boots.—

The advantage of covering the surface of the soil in

Melon pits with boulder or other stones, pieces of tiles,

slates, &c, in order to attract the roots of the plant to

the surface is well known, and in practice the plan is

pretty generally acted upon. If you plunge a pot in

the soil of a Melon bed for some days, on taking it out

the hole left in the soil will be found lined with a net-

work of beautiful white roots. Acting on this idea

I propose to introduce to the notice of cultivators a

double cylinder made of the same material as garden

pots are made of, and as porous as possible, the outer

tube or cylinder to be say not less than 4 inches in the

bore, and the inner one something more ihan 3 inches

or so as to leave a cavity between the two of not less

than a quarter of an inch. The tubes should be

closed together at one end ; the outer one I would

have pretty freely pierced with small holes, large

enough to admit the roots of the Melons, perhaps
i of an inch diameter. What I propose is to place a cer-

tain number of these tubes upright, of course on the

surface of the stratum, be that what it may, on which the

soil is placed (they should be long enough to reach quite

through the body of soil) in the pit trame, or whatever

structure is employed for the growth of these plants ; I

would allow 8 of these tubes to a plant or light, the first

4 being made to stand at right angles, and at the distance

of 15 inches from the plants each way, the others at

regular distances towards the front and back. The

object in having a double tube is the having, as it were,

three surfaces for the root9 to ramble round; they would

spread over the outer tubes and then introduce them-

selves into the interior surfaces through the small holes,

and for their encouragement the inner tubes during the

growing season should be kept filled with liquid manure,

which by absorption through the sides would feed the

roots collected in abundance round the three surfaces, as

well as greatly benefit the plants generally by the

ammoniacai vapours rising up amongst them. W. H.,

Belper,May 31. •

New mode of Bread Making (see p. 3/3).—Living in

the country, and out of the way of yeast dealers, the

raising of bread with "carbonic acid gas" has quite

delighted me ; but Mr. M'Orraac gives no very precise

directions. How is the gas to be got, and how is it to be

kept ? Any particulars would greatly oblige. /. C,

Northumberland. -I have been much gratified at

seeing Dr. M'Cormac's account of the * New mode of

Baking." I have been in the practice of using bread

made°of unbolted Wheat-meal, and raised by effer-

vescence, for some time past, and I am happy to give

my testimony as to its efficacy in promoting easy

digestion aud complete nutrition. It is also more

agreeable to the palate than the bread commonly used.

It is to be regretted that this plan of baking is not

brought into general use ; it would be an incalculable

boon to the community. /. Bums, Hampttn Court.

Fumigation.—A notice in your paper (see p. 358)
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about a method of iumiijatintf conservatories, reminds

roe that I have long intended asking you a question on

the subject ; not however resecting the operation, or

the apparatus that may be recommended. With these

I r.m familiar, from the primitive flower pot and pair of

bellows to the patent hurdy gurdy contrivances, so full

of sound and fury, signifying nothing, and I may just

Blip in (by way of parenthesis) that a fine wire sieve is

the simplest and mo.*t efficient machine that can be

employed. But what I really want to know is whether

it is a house full of smoke or the deleterious matter driven

off in burning a given quantity of tobacco that destroys

inject life, and whether that matter would not be equally,

if not more df strnctive, driven off by perfect than inherent

combustion. I am inclined to believe it would be more
deadly, because my senses tell me that a sniff caught when
tlie materials burst into flame is intensely pungent com-
pared with that produced from the smoulder we take such

pains to preserve. 1 need not say that an answer that

would settle this satisfactorily is of some importance, as

if it really depends upon the quantity of tobacco con-

sumed, not upon the masses of its consumption, the fumi-

gation process would be wonderfully shortened and
simplified. It would he mere moonshine to speak about

the nurserymen and seedsmen. But to be fair in this metatarsal bone of a large ruminating animal inibadied
matter, many of the trade stand forth in bold relief as in it The bone was about 3 or 4 inches m diameter
the decayed ^ardener'n friend in the list of subscribers; and so completely imbedded that the turner had worked
all honour to them ! And here I would make an earnest for some time upon it, and was about to finish the wood
appeal to all those who would d

tion to the character of all real

The late

has given

exhibitors

the class

given no

ab
tions that puff cool smoke. J. At. [We have n o doubt

some experienced correspondent will give an answer to

this question.]

Flower Show at the Crystal Palace. -

exhibition and the award of the prizes

great dissatisfaction to many of the

particular/ to those who contributed in

Miscelanous to which the judges has
prizes whatever. The least they could have done for

their own honour saake would be to give the prizes

offered. There where many who could not afford it

has put themselves to many Pounds expenses exhibited

in this Class and returned without anv remuneration
whatever, and with plants too, had they have been
exhibited at Chiswick, would have gained a handsome
reward, and there is a kind of shuffling in the manner
the prizes have been advertised, why not have given

them in their several Classes there is no one now can
understand wither he has gained a first, second, or

third prize except by refering to the schedule And
such a Breakfast we had that would have disgraced the

neighbourhood of Shoreditch or Smithfield would we
believe it not a drop of milk for our coffee no butter

and no waiters every one who did not choose to go
without the miserable fare was obliged to fetch it him-
self. By inserting this I trust we may get better treat-

ment next time. An Exhibitor. [Another correspondent
complains of the judges who, he says, knew nothing
about the subjects on which they adjudicated.]

Fjuiterers 9 Names. Nespres.—As 1 passed through

I blush whilst I write this ; for I believe that even

thieves and robbers have a sympathy for their kind.

I lament to think that hundreds of gardeners, who fancy

themselves safe, do not care to place their names on our
list. But eo it is in all human affairs ; and no person

of charitable designs, who can afford ir, will allow such
spots and blemishes to damnify the whole picture.

And now I must beg to express an earnest wish that

I may not have to fight the good fight single-handed
;

but that others of our good British gardeners would say

a few words on behalt of their less fortunate brethren.

Much good may be done this way, and here I must
confess to some noble appeals from time to time.

Supineness is of no avail—"little strokes fell great Oaks."
In concluding these off-hand remarks I invite every
warm-hearted and respectable gardener to come to our
help. Our worthy chairman at the forthcoming annual
gathering on the 11th of June, Sir Joseph Paxton, has
shown himself well qualified, as the prince of gardeners,
to lead the van. How noble his assistance looks in the

subscription list — 78L ! —Robert Ennngton, Oulton
Parkj June 4.

The Bark Trade.—In the last week's Gardeners 9

Chronicle of the 31st May, U A Country Gentleman"
Covent Garden to admire the objects there, my eye

j

complains of the tyranny of the bark buyers ;
people in

caught a fruit new to me, and labelled Nespres japonica.
,

this neighbourhood also have been too long obliged to

o good, by inviting atten-
;

for a printing roller when his tool grated on the bon*,
J gardeners as a body; and he broke up the wood. I have, from the rings of

* ' wood, made out its place to have been not far from the
centre of a tree of not less than 16 or 18 inches in
diameter.'' The following papers were read : 1. R^
marks on the State of the Forests in Pe^u, and other
parts of India. Communicated by Professor Balfour
2. Remarks on some Edible Sea Weeds. By Dr. Davy.
In this paper a detail was given of some experiment^
on Chondrus crispus or Carrageen, Rhodymenia pal-

mata or Dulse, Porphjra laciniata or Laver, Laminaria
digitata or Tangle, and Fucus vesiculosusor Doughlafk-
man. Tfte author showed from the chemical compos-
tion of these sea weeds that they were valuable artictes

of food, containing more nitrogen than is present in the

ordinary articles of vegetable food. 3. On Fibrous
substances used in India, as communicated in the Report
of the Jurors of the Madras Exhibition. By Professor

Balfour. 4. Notice of the Flora of the Cumbrae Islands.

By Professor Balfour. 5. Suggestions for Observations

on the Influence of the Poison of Epidemic Cholera on

Vegetation. By W. Lauder Lindsay, M.Dn Perth.

these observations. One thing here I mu^t name, and The author remarks that the historians of the great

verily I fear it is the t*p root of the evil. I sj oke epidemics of the earlier and middle ages frequently

of nurserymen, but I well know that some of these gen- record as a fact specially worthy of notice, that th«e

tlemen may turn on me and use the old saying, " God I national scourges were preceded or accompanied by the

helps those who help themselves," or to paraphrase it ! sudden and unaccountable appearance on articles of

a little—gardeners should help their own fraternity.

feeling assured that those who will give their case

a fair and full consideration will come to a conclu-

sion long since arrived at by thinking, feeling, and
sensible men, that as a body they keep pace with

the rest of society, whether in a professional, moral,

or social sense ; and that their labours have in many
cases tended to throw light on agriculture itself. But
there is yet another reason for soliciting sympathy in

their behalf; they are in the main married men, and

possessed of families. This, as all know, arises simply

out of the character of their calling. Gardeners are

not in the habit of changing so often as grooms and
footmen ; and indeed, if they be worthy the name, it is

scarcely expedient they should do so. They do not
* make money," to use a common phrase, like many
classes of society whose level is not in reality much
above them ; hence few gardeners are enabled to make
a purse for old age, unless it be the childless. I will

y danger to plants from doing the thing in a comfort- say no more on this head, but leave it to a discerning

!e blaze, notwithstanding the strong recommenda- and feeling public to remark how far I am right in

1 bought a h. worth to see what it could he, and was
told it whs an importation from the East Indies. When
1 got home I found 1 had some sort of Pome, and soon
came to the conclusion that Nespres was only a mar-
vedous misnomer for M(e«p)ilu(«) ! As four letters of

the latter word agree, perhaps an etymologist would say

submit to this odious yoke. I have the honour to state

that I shall be happy to communicate with your corre-

spondent ; I believe that arrangements may be made
ior putting the buying and selling of hark on a proper
footing. B. Clinton, Colonel, Boyston

9
Berts.

Diseased Grapes.—Will you please to examine the
an iVis only an M which has lost one leg, an i is very enclosed Grapes, and give me your opinion as to what
1 ke an r, a bad I is a good e ; but how the u was got is the cause of the berries becoming so rusty ? There is

rid of 1 must leave the it or you to determine. These
|
something strange in it. The Vines are remarkably

Pomes were neatly done up in separate wrappers of
whitey-brown paper, and 1 suspect the region in the
East Imiies from whence they were imported must be
situate within 50 miles of London—probably some
gentleman's conservatory. H. S. J. [May not Nespres
be NeHier ill written and ill read ! The French call the
planr the NeHier du Japon. The fruit in our markets
is said to come from Madeira.]

Oak Plantations.— I inclose a few branches of young
Oaks planted this year in old woodland, which had pro-
duced a crop of Scotch Fir, and which was cut down
last year. These branches are attacked I fear by some
insect. I find where the ground is naturally damp, or
where I have found it necessary to drain it, that there
is not a plant touched, but where the ground is naturally
dry the whole Oak plants are attacked in the same way
as these twigs. Would you be good enough to say what
this ins-e t is, or what has so destroyed the plants ?

Quercusthc2d. [As no insect accompanied the specimens
we cannot say what it is that has done the mischief.
Probably some night feeding Curcuho— possibly C.
Abietia—which bides in the ground by day, and breeds
iu the old stumps of the Scotch Fir. It is evident that
th i bark is gnawed off].

,

Cucumbers.— Having given the rival Cucumbers
Ayres's Perpetual and Wild's Ipswich Standard, a fair
trial, I can confirm Mr. McEwen's statement (see p. 302)
as to the superiority of the first-named for general cul-

healthy, and bearing a good crop. I have a Muscat
and a Hamburgh both growing side by side on one
rafter, each yielding 16 bunches—the Muscat with
seven bunches affected iu the way you see the enclosed
bunch, and the Hamburgh clean, or nearly so. The
Hamburgh berries enclosed were taken from a bunch
quite at the other end of the house. I should remark,
that the change in the berries took place at, or about
their first thinning, when they were the size of shot,
and the change was extremely sudden ; nothing could
be seen in the evening, but next morning the <

quite visible. Orbro. [The berries are affected by
When young the skin of the Grape is very delicate and
tender, and if handled, or exposed to cold currents of
air, or in any other way damaged, the part injured
never recovers, but remains dead and rusty. Muscats
are more delicate than Hamburghs.]

food and clothing, over large tracts of country, of various

kinds of mould, or by an extensive failure of the crops.

The sudden appearance of Fungi, of blood spots, and

of other minute vegetable productions, was regarded

with superstitious dread in early times. Some of these

vegetable organisms have been supposed to be the came
of certain epidemics, more especially of blights. This

view, however, is considered by the author as erroneous

— the production of Fungi according to him being rather

an indication of previously existing disease in the

tissues. At the same time these Fungi when developed

cause marked changes in the character and virulence of

the disease. Various gaseous matters when diffused

through the atmosphere cause injury to plants, and it is

probable that an atmosphere which gives rise to

epidemics in man and animals may also act prejudicially

on vegetation. Meteorological observations are of

great value as regards epidemics, and the establishment

of societies and journals for advancing the science of

meteorology is a matter of vast importance. The

inquiry into the effects of cholera poisons on plants

divides itself into two heads :— 1. The natural influence

on plants of the unknown poison floating in or conveyed

by the atmosphere which produces cholera in man.

2. Experimentation on the artificial influence of the

same poison applied to plants in different degrees of con-

centration or dilution, and under different circumstances

of predisposition, &c. In regard to the etiology of

epidemic diseases in plants, the following points are pro-

pounded for investigation :— 1. Origin and mode of

diffusion of t pidemic diseases of plants. 2. Period of

incubation, or what period elapses between the manifes-

tation of the poisoned state of the atmosphere, and the

exhibition of its results on vegetation. 3. Contagious-

nt ss. 4. Are the diseases of plants met with during

the prevalence of epidemic cholera specific ;
or have

they similar characters to those accruing under ordinary

circumstances 1 5. During epidemic cholera, or prior

to its appearance, is there any marked prevalence of

fungoid moulds, or tendency to the growth of parasitic

fungi on vegetables I 6. What species and genera of

plants have been noticed to be affected simultaneously

or successively with epidemic disease ? Co-existence ot

epizootic or sudden deaths, and a high mortality m
animals. 8. Relation in date of epidemic diseases of

plants, animals, and man, whether definite or accidental,

on whether the poison ote seen in the evening, but next morning the evil was as bearing on the questi
uite visible. Orbro. [The berries are affected by rust, cholera is all pervading, all destructive, and how far, to

what extent, or within what limits are all classes of

Result of not Protecting Wall Trees.—I have always
covered my Apricot trees with canvas, netting, &c.

;

but six years out of seven I have failed in obtaining a
good crop. I determined, however, this year not to
use any covering whatever, and take my chance ; a
short time ago I looked over my trees, and I am
glad to say that I have an excellent crop. I could count
50 in a square foot, not in the least hurt by the spring
frost, or late cold winds ; they are as fresh and green
as any one could wish to see ; 1 have never seen so good
a crop before. My Peaches and Nectarines are

tivation. As an exhibition Cucumber, for which purpose apparently equally good ; our wall is a very old stone
great length is one of the chief qualifications, the one about 12 feet in height, with no projecting coping
Ipswich Standard is no doubt the best ; but for the
regular supply of a gentleman's family, which after
all is the true test of merit in a Cucumber, I can say
without hesitation that Ayres's Perpetual is much to be
prefeired. J. B. Whiting, The JJeepdene Gardens.

Gardeners' Benevolent Institution. — As the time
approaches for an election of pensioners, perhaps you
will allow me space for a few remarks. In the first

place I must lament, in common with many other
gardeners, the want of the names and assistance of many
nurserymen and seedsmen throughout the United
Kingdom. Surely if gardeners might seek sympathy
with any particular class in society it would be that of

organised beings affected by it. 9. Predisposition. As

in human cholera only certain persons are attacked, so in

epidemic diseases of plants only particular individuals

are affected. The symptomatology and pathology of

epidemic diseases should be carefully studied by the aid

of the microscope and test-tube. As standards of com-

parison, we should be intimately acquainted with the

characters of the tfesues of the plant affected, in the

healthy state, and in other and more usual diseased

conditions. The disorganisation of the tissues under the

influence of known chemical poisons ought also to oe

investigated. Attention should be directed to the deve-

lopment of parasitic Fungi, especially to the date of their

appearance, the condition of the tissues of the plant at

the time, and the species of Fungi present. Iii con-

clusion, the author alludes to various modes of perform-

ing experiments, and suggests the following :—Plantain

pots or boxes might be introduced into cholera w*r~?
or the atmosphere of such wards, or the concentratea

effluvia from the skin and lungs of cholera patients

could be introduced into bell-jar? or Wardian cases con-

taining plants of various kinds. The plants seleetea

should be delicate cultivated ones, such as annuals, «

species remarkable for the development of the
' PDeB

°*

mena of initability, as the sensitive plant. Such ptawj

are most susceptible of meteorological changes, andlo

Botanical of Eihnbubgh, J/wnFlO.—The Chairman the action of known chemical poisons. Marsh miasm****

read a letter from Professor Allen Thomson, Ga^gow, I the exhalations from chemical manufactures, of mineft^

in which lie remarks :—M I got the other day a curious the effluvia of typhus and other contagious diseas
s

=

specimen of a piece of Plane tree,- with a portion of the ' might be substituted. The results of such experimen -

I may add however that although 1 am no friend to
protection, I nevertheless like Dr. Lisle's canopy, to
which allusion has been several times made in 3 our
pages. G. A., Leytomtone, Essex.

^octettes.
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could not fail to be interesting.—Mr. Al'^Nab laid on the

table the following record of the flowering of spring

plants at Annat Cottage, in 1856 and 1855, kept by the

late Mr. David Gorrie :

—

1 1856. 1855.
Eranthis hyemalis January 24 January 11

Garry* elliptica ... February 6 Blasted by frost

Galanthus nivalis...
ft * 8 February 20

Leucojura vernum... • • • 15 March 3
Hepatica triloba ... ft • ft

21 ... 29
Sisyrinchium gran-

diflorum • -ft 25 Blasted by frost

Helleborus viridis... • • ft
28 April 6

Salix purpurea ...
|

March 3 ... 6

learned friend will also excuse us lor expressing some
surprise that while he admits as distinct species Prui.us
Avium, and Cerasu*, and creates or admits so many
others of the most doubtful value, he should refuse to

Miscellaneous.
How our Ancestors Jived in the Days of 'Good

Quctn Bess.—In thinking of Elizabethan diet we must
recognise a distinction between Quercus sessilijlora and

j
remember that Hops, carp, and turkeys were all

pedunculata. We can only suppose him to be unac-
quainted with the former, as indeed would appear to be
the case from the short character he assigns it as a
variety, which character is wholly at variance with the
species

• ft ft

February 1856,

• * «

4 ft ft

> • ft

• ••

January 1855,

Degs.
January 1856, mean temp., 1st week, 40.05

2d week, 32.50
3d week, 35.50
4th week, 35 25
1st week. 3S.21
2d week, 41.78

3d week, 38.93
4th week, 44.94

1st week, 45.30
2d week, 37.87
3d week, 34.81
4th week, 32.12
1st week, 34.78

2d week, 30.64

3d week, 29.85

4th week, 34.07

Sweet-scented Coltsfoot flowering in remarkable
abundance in the open ground, in the latter part of
February ; and also sweet-scented Violet. Garrya
elliptica more rich in blossom than usual, having
brought none to perfection last year. Bees busy
gathering honey and pollen before the end of February.

• • ft

• •

- t '

February 1855,

ft ft

• ft ft

- * •

• • I

• • f

*«l

• ft »

• • *

* * •

• ft •

• • ft

pottos of Sooks.

A Natural History of the Animal Kingdom, being a
systematic and popular description of the Habits,

Structttre, and Classification of Animals from the

lowest to the highest forms; arranged according to

their organisation. By W. S. Dallas. 8vo., pp. 817
(Houlston), with numerous Woodcuts.

This is an attempt to popularise the study of Natural
History by a systematic account of the various families

of animated beings, and by a description of the more
common or curious of their habits. In reality it con-

sists of the Animal Kingdom of Orr's Circle of the

Sciences, with new paging and some other slight changes.

The mere production of books of this kind, and the

numbers so produced, evince a fondness on the part of

the public for natural history reading ; we wish it were
possible to add that they indicated a general desire to

study natural history as a branch of scientific know-
ledge. On the contrary, we fear that the number of

students bears no proportion to the number of

readers, and that people possess no more real knowledge
of natural history now than when books were scarce

and not over good. And yet it might surely be other-

wise, if the writers on systematical subjects were them-
selves more systematical, and if, in addition to pages of

description and gossip, they would simplify classification,

and show plainly and unmistakably by short but exact
contrasts of characters in what the essential distinc-

tions between one thing and another actually reside.

Mr. Dallas has not done this
;
yet it would have added

little to his labour, nothing to the price of the work, and
a good example was set him by Mr. Gosse in his Marine
Zoology. For ourselves we entertain no doubt
that the greater part of elementary works on
the animal kingdom are not elementary ; and
that the true business of beginning at the beginning
in zoology lemains to be performed. To such works
books like that of Mr. Dallas will be valuable aids

;

but as matters now stand the latter do little more than
create more smatterers and fewer experts. In the
meanwhile we may recommend the volume before us
as a useful work of reference, having a pretty good
index, in the w;iy of Paterson's Zoology and publica-
tions of a similar character. The woodcuts are better
cut than printed, and are usually sufficient for their
purpose, with the exception of what are called Portraits
of Naturalists, which really are so many caricatures of
the men who have been unfortunate enough to fall into
the artist's hands.

Social Delusions cone rning Wealth and Want. By
Richard Jennings, A.M. Longmans. Small 8vo,

pp. 241.

What is meant by value ? What is it that consti-

tutes value ? The author of the work before us believes
that the great political economists of the day have given
erroneous answers to these questions, and that the
misery of the lower classes in this country is to a very
great extent attributable to prevai ing errors on the
above points. That political economists have erred may
be admitted ; that they are now wholly free from error
no one would be bold enough to assert ; but that the
misery which all deplore can be fairly laid to their

account is what the author has certainly not proved.
He has, however, endeavoured to lay hare some popular
errors on political economy, and his work is worthy of

perusal, for it is evidently written by a man accus-

tomed to think and to examine for himself questions

which are usually deemed concluded by authority.

novelties, having been introduced in Henry VIII's

time. Before that, ale was drunk new, Artichokes were
scarce, and Potatoes mere luxuries, looked upon with

suspicion. The dinner itself had something almost

religious in its ceremonial. The great salt-cellar was a
I arrier of classes, and divided the baron from his jester,

his frtlconer, or his page. Feudality then shone in

almost the full brightness of its coat-armour blazonry.

The rolling-pin heating the dresser was the signal for

the meal. The dishes entered, borne in procession and
to the sound of music ; the knight had his taster, his

cupbearer, and his carver ; there were crowds of blue-

coated serving-men with silver badges on their arms,
the steward with his chain, and the major-domo with

his white staff; the pa^es and the serving-maidens had
all their distinct places, hemmed in by grave chaplains

and brawny huntsmen. All the ceremony of royalty

was retained in some of these baronial halls ; and no
wonder the ruff* grew stiff, and the beard grave and
solemn ; no wonder there were Justice Shallows and
pompous nobles inflated by their service, which

Burleigh received with such dignity, which to old

Sackville, the Nestor of the Court, lent only statelinese

becoming his learning and his years, but which to

parvenus was dangerous and intoxicating. The
Elizabethan kitchen was a subterranean world, lit by
infernal fires, and quite independent of the revelry and
pomp and gravity above. There, omnipotent as Jove,

ruled the red-nosed cook over a small army of martyrs

with hot faces and white caps : his sceptre was a

Nomos : An Attempt to demonstrate a Central Physica
Law in Nature. Longmans. £maM8vo, pp. 198.

In this work the author seeks to show " that the inor-

ganic world is ruled by
operation the phenomena
light, heat, chemical actio... «..„ .«*«.,.*,.. _« v»..j c^

,
...

many sign8-the law, that is to say, which was named
,

r<*,on .''"'"P »>«»«*"»?«
f '"'iu'Tl, ,hn„

provisionally the law of the laboratory-and that no ,

and a bu, 'bl 'ng. °f perturbed jo.nts sea ding in those

„„ . • .| ,j e urn large sarcophagi called on earth cauldrons. lhe
secret in the world of inorganic nature can be fully un- i

b « B
, r i « • „«,„*.

a .. a. j * .i a- »> w?\ .1 .l pastrv was not then a mere question ot vulgar pie-crust
derstood except upon this assumption." Whether the t,aBtl J "s ""•' «•«"=" » i

i*«a—.I.*«,L «v„„
„. .. u « a •

i ai • • *• buaworkofartrequinngmue h mythological study, when
author has succeeded in showing this is a question . , , . 1 ? . ,

J
,. P .« • _. r

>.. .»..». " 1. 1-— ~C — U„_ »»M*i nuii inccB Uliu nunc wiio . mo otcuuv »» «.^> »
»y one single law, of whose .... . . . . . .

r
. nu*<,*c *.t

.« «f ..l ..fl i.ii - „,„„., „*:.,„» i

rolling-pm, a case of knives swung at his side, chests ot
la of electricity, magnetism,! .

6r ,. . , u j n •„*„««.:a
;«« o.„i •«, *;/v.» o-« ^«i„ ~~ sp'ces were his crown jewels; all day in this torrid
ion, and motion are only so . .

J
j r • • a , „

. • u J
•, region went up a hissing sound of imprisoned stews

which, though affirmed by him, will probably be disputed

by some at bast of his readers.
\

Garden Memoranda.
Mfssrs. Waterer &. Godfrey's Exhibition of

American Plants.—This exhibition, to which we
directed attention last week, was opened for private

view on Wednesday last, and was inspected by a select

Actseon and his hounds in bas-reliet or the siege of

Troy were represented in raised paste. The sweet-

meat rose in towers and battlements, and was gay with

flags and gilded streamers ; nor was the peacock with

gold beak and expanded tail yet forgotten, or the white

toothed boar with the Lemons in its mouth : oxen

roasted whole were everyday things, and cooking was
altogether a science, more epical and Titanic than even

Soyer could now dream of. The Elizabethan cooking

company including her Royal Highness the 1 uchess of was subtle and full of art : local dishes were then more

Cambridge and other members of the I.oyal family.

Many of the scarlet and ot er high coloured Rhododen-
drons were in full blossom ; so likewise were some of

the Azsleas, and altogether the display was extremely
striking, especially when viewed from a raised platform

which has been erected at one end of the tent, and
from which the whole mass of bloom cau be looked

down upon and seen at one glance. When we state

that 100 yards in length and 33 yards in width have
been wholly devoted to these gay flowering

shrubs, and that wander where we will we are

never beyond the sound of music, both vocal and
instrumental, some idea of the kind of treat a visit to this

strictly retained and less widely known ; Devonshire

had its white pot and clouted cream, Cornwall its

herring and pilchard pies, Hampshire was renowned
for its honey, and Gloucestershire for its lampreys.

The Spanish Oglio was, however, not uncommon, and

we had French potages and many Dutch ways of dres-

sing fish. There was Btewed broth, wheaten flummery,

smallage, gruel, hotchpot, barley potage, »nd spinage

broth, for a commencement. The second course was
say, lampreys, Poor John, and mullet, stewed oysters,

stock n*h, sturgeon, and buttered whitings with eggs.

For the third, marrow puddings and black puddings,

white puddiugs, bag puddings, and quaking puddings.

exhibition will afford may be conceived. As already stated, For the fourth, supposing it a Lord Mayor's dinner,

fricassees of veal, stewed beef, capons in white broth,

humbl« pies, Scotch collops, chicken salad, veal toasts,

shoulders of mutton cooked like venison, marrow
pasties, Pancotto, roast partridges, and wild fowl. For

the last, custards (the great city delicacy), cream and

carraway cakes, whipped creams, cheesecakes, warden

the whole has been thrown into borders and beds of tasteful

forms by good gravel walks C and 8 feet wide, edged
with turf, and here and there, wherej there is room for

them on the gravel turf mounds have been

raised, on which have been placed noble standard

Rhododendrons, a few of which are now in full

flower, and thus placed they serve to break the pies, hartshorn jellies, cherry marmalade, pear

sameness which would otherwise to some extent puddings, minced pies and white pots, syllabubs, Buckets,

prevail and have a very imposing appearance. Among
j

and almond marchpanes. Seme of the dishes are curious

the more remarkable varieties now in blossom we enough ; there is one of the kernels of Tulip stalks

observed roseum elegans, in the shape of a standard cooked like Peas, and soused turkey, boiled in white

A new (fourth) edition of Babington^s Manual of
British Botany has just appeared ("Van Voorst). That
this is one of the most popular of our systematical

loaded with handsome trusses of brilliant rosy

flowers ; atro-sanguineum, deep crimson or rather

scarlet, very striking and beautiful ; ornatum, lighter in

colour than the last but not less showy ; Sir Isaac Newton,

spotted purplish lilac with crimson buds, large and fine;

Archimedes, brilliant rose ; Vandyck, a kind

equally showy ; Nero, spotted rosy crimson, a fine

trusser ; Desdemona, rose with dark blotches on the

upper petals ; Prince Albert, said to be a fine kind,

but flowering badly here ; Lord John Russell,

purple, with blotches in the upper petals ; and Braya-
works on wild plants is proved by its steady sale; that num, one of the very best of all the rosy crimson kinds,

it deserves its popularity the conscientious revision of being excellent both in shape of flower and truss and
each succeeding edition abundantly proves. It is in
fact the text book of those who believe that small dif-

ferences between one plant and another are tantamount

brilliant in colour. Currieanum, it may be added, is

also a large beautifully spotted purplish crimson

variety, and few in this way surpass Victoria, a

to distinctions between one species and another. While ! spotted claret, with trusses of great size. Of lighter
m»„ —_. .. • .i . . • ... .... i. « if . - '

• 11 —..u «* „»;„-- „^A «.v Si.we cannot concur in that opinion, we readily admit that

,

much acuteness of observation is shown by those who
regard the subject from the same point of view as Mr.
Babington

; and perhaps the very difficulty of appU ing
the supposed distinctions on which modern species are
grounded adds an interest to the botanical pursuits of
those who have leisure in abundance at command. The
present edition contains 12 pages more than the last.
The species of Ranunculus are increased from 21 to 26,
of Epilobium from 11 to 13, of Hieraeium from 27
to 33 ; while on the other hand two species are struck
off Rubus, and one off Salix. The Lysimachia punc-
tata found by a correspondent of ours at Dirlverrom
(see 1854, p. 614) is admitted with doubt, but the name

kinds, delicatissimum is well worth attention, and so is

Catawbiense album. Of other varieties there are no

want of examples of every tint and shade, but of the

sorts at present in flower the above are the most

striking. As regards Azaleas, little can be said, as they

do not come true to colour under canvas. Among them

are however some good yellows, which serve to relieve

and vary the scarlet, purple and rose coloured hues of

the Rhododendrons. Altogether the display is one of

no ordinary kind, and we need not repeat is well worth

inspection. On the gravel near the entrance have been

placed some fine standard Bays which form good

substitut s for Orange trees, and immediately inside

the tent dotted over a little Grass plat are some hand*
of loestphalica is given tor it on our authority instead of some Conifers, including the singular little Abies
that of Weihe, with whom it originated. We hope our I clanbraziliana, and other very dwarf growing kinds.

wine and vinegar, and soaked for a month ; the sauce

Fennel and vinegar. There is picked goose with cloves

and ginger, bran jelly, pickled capons, and horse-radish

sauce. Those pear puddings contain no Pears, and are

formed of cold chicken chopped up with sngar, currants,

and spices, made up into* a paste the shape of the

fruit ; there is pith pudding and oatmeal pudding,

veal toast fried in butter and basted with currants,

sugar and nutmeg. Beyond that is green goose pie and

imitation red deer, and after the pastry white cheese

and Tansy. Among the sweets we see pippins pre-

served whole in jelly, apple syrup, quince cheese,

candied Apricots in slices, and currants preserved whole

in jelly ; there are also cordial tablets of pistachios and

leal gold, iced with orange water and flavoured with

ambergris and musk, besides omelets of Mallow stalks,

and rose juleps. For the liquids, besides ale and all

sorts of beer small and strong, claret, and sack, there is

Apple drink and stepony, and honey drink, and bragor,

meath and metheglin, and hydromel and strawberry,

and cherry wine, and sack, with gillyflower syrup ; the

metheglin is full of sweet country perfumes. In white

meath alone, so curious are these drinks, there was

infused Rosemary and Thyme, Sweet Briar, Pennyroyal,

Bays, Watercresses, Agrimony, Marshmallow, Liver

Wort, Maiden Hair, Betony, Eye-bright, Scabioas, Ash

leaves, Eriugo roots, wild Angelica, Rib Wort, Sennicle,

Roman Wormwood, Tamarisk, Mother Thyme, Saxi-

frage, Philipendula ; and besdes all these, Strawberries

and Violet leaves were often added. The durations of

cooking in old cookery books are frequently indicated

by " the time in which you would repeat a Miserere

slowly, or the time of an Ave Maria f but th :s was not

X
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for the PuntMiH, who shunned mince piea and fchivered

at plum porridge. Baked wild ducks and pigeons de-

lighted the dura ilia of our ancestors, who revelled in

buttered eggs, marrow sops with wine, the Jtaut gouU
of garlic sauce more than in fricassees and hachys,
which were not much known till after the Restoration.

Elizabeth breakfasted on brawn and ale, because tea

was not known, and chocolate was still confined to Spain.
Asparagus and Lettuce were then rare delicacies

;

sibbolds, Rocket, and Tarragon served for salad, and
Holland still retained the Endive and the Cress. Cock
ale was one of the most singular beverages ever com-
posed, and the receipt for its composition is too curious

to bear abridgment. " Take 8 gallons of ale, take a
cock and boil Jam well, then take 4 lbs. of raisins of the

sun well btoued, two or three nutmegs, three or four
flakes of mace, * lb. of dates ; beat these all in a mortar
and put to them 2 quarts of the best sack, and when the
ale hath done working put these in and stop it close six

or seven days, and then bottle it, and a month after you
jnay drink it." The Queen's own breakfast consisted

generally of wine, and bread and butter, and ale ; at
least it did so in 1576, not to forget mutton potage,

chicken broth, beef, and mutton. Her Sunday's dinner

, on the 1 f) tli of November consisted of beef, mutton, veal,

swan, goose, capons, conifs, friantn, custards, and
, fitters, for the first course. For the second, lamb, kid,

. herons, pheasant, fowls, goodwits, peacocks, larks, tarts,

and fritters. Her average dinner was varied with
.plovers, veal pies, custards, boiled partridges, boiled

beef, snipes, pheasants, chicken pies, and tarts, and cost

on an average 4/. a dinner. As an exception she had
baked chickens, sallets, tongues, teal and deer's dow-
setts, bitterns and baked larks, and above all brewis.

Her suppers were of the same kind on fast-days; the
fish dinners were of great variety, but much less ex-
pensive ; the first course included long pike, salmon,
haddock, whiting, gurnet, tench, and brill ; the second,
sturgeon, conger, carp, eels, lain perns, chine of salmon,
perch, lobster, tarts, and creams ; the side dishes were
sturgeon, porpoise, fish collops and eggs, dories, soles

and lampern pies, cod, broiled conger, bream, and red
fish ; the second course sometimes included warden pie,

smelts, boiled veal, boiled mutton, pullets, partridges,

.and panado. We rather shudder at such rich food as
gulls and ? great birds" (whatever short of a buzzard
they may be), nor is porpoise inviting, let alone bream
and tench. The powdered mutton reminds us of
Shakspere. The lower tables do not differ in anything
but the less number of dishes, and the more frequent
occasions of ling, and stock fish, and the cheaper food.

The whole charge of diet for the Court in 1576 amounted
to 21,639/. 33. 5~d. ; 127 sheep died of the murrain, oc
were stolen, at a loss of 1271. ; 14 stock fish were
eaten by cats and spoilt, at a cost of 14s. ; the free
messes and charities were 500Z. The stock fish had
to be prepared by beating, and is frequently alluded to

in old plays. Thornbury's ShaVesperc's England.

Calendar of Operations.
\(f«r the ensuing week.)

Plant department.
Conservatory, &c.—The be<ls of this house (if they

have been properly made) will now require a large

supply of water to keep them in a sufficiently moist

Btate, and the soil should be occasionally examined,

especially near strong growing plants, for the amount
cJ moisture absorbed by these at this season is greater

than many persons imagine. Whenever water is

applied the beds should be thoroughly soaked to the

bottom, and where it can be done without annoyance

to the family, &c, manure-water should be given to

such plants as are known to enjoy it. This should be

furnished, however, in moderate quantities, and after

well soaking the soil with clean water, for to give it in

large quantities would probably cause it to reach and
injure some adjacent plant. If red spider makes its

appearance upon any of the specimens growing in

the borders, the pot p ants in flower should

be moved as soon as possible, and the infested

subjects given a thorough washing with the engine, and

this should be repeated at short intervals until the

enemy is thoroughly subdued. Stove.—See that the

specimens here are afforded plenty of space, lor there is

nothing more injurious than huddling growing plants

together. The inmates of this house are mostly plants

of easy propagation and rapid growth, and in many
cases advantage is taken of this to grow too many for

the accommodation at command, and the result is that

there is hardly a re-pectable specimen produced. There
•can be no doubt that a moderate quantity of well-

managed specimens will be more valued than a larger

number of half - starved miserable - looking plants.

.Keep a sharp look-out for insects, and apply the proper
remedies in time to prevent their injuring the plants.

Attend frequently to the regulation of the growth ol

twiners, and prevent their getting into a state of

entanglement. Maintain a growing temperature with

plenty of moisture in the atmosphere, and give plenty

of clear weak manure-water to anything that is found to

be benefited by it. Orchids.—The shading of this

house during such weather as we have experienced of
late requires considerable attention to avoid extremes.
Row, however, that the plants are mostly in free growth
and very susceptible of injury from bright sunshine, it

will be safer to err in the way of using the shading too
much than to ahow the plants to suffer from the want
of it Aim at securing rapid growth by keeping the

t house worm ami maintaining a regular humid atmo-
sphere, sprinkling the paths, &c, often enough on

bright (Ihjs to keep them sufficiently moist ; but be

careful not to get the plants too wet at the roots by
using the syringe too freely over the foliage. See that

specimens in baskets or on blocks are kept sufficiently

moist; th se will endure a light dewing with the syringe

morning and evening whilst in a growing state.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pinery.—Where Pines are grown to any extent on

the Hamiltonian system, a close watch must be kept

upon the most likely plants for immediate fruiting, eo

as to keep them dry at the root or otherwise as circum-

stances may dictate, and those showing fruit must not

he 8) ringed over head to the extent of causing wafer to

lodge in the centres of the plants, for this would pro-

bably cause the fruit to be deformed. Young stock

growing in dung pits must be allowed plenty of air to pre-

vent their making weakly growth, and must not be over
watered, which through the greater amount of moisture in

the atmosphere, is more apt to be the case here than in

houses heated by any other means. Encourage recently

potted stock with plenty of warmth and a corresponding
degree of humidity in the atmosphere, but water care-

fully until the roots get hold of the fresh soil. The
most certain method of obtaining a regular supply of

fruit is by securing and potting a limited number of

suckers at short intervals throughout the growing
season ; therefore attend to this, which will save much
trouble and disappointment as compared with the old

practice of doing this but once, or at the most but twice
in the year. VlNERIBS.—Where Grapes are intended
to be kept until next January the berries should be
thinned so that they will scarcely touch after they are
fully swelled, for it is hardly possible to prevent their

damping off during winter, when the berries are left as

thick as is usually done for summer and autumn use.

Muscats and Sf. Peter's will be beneficed by a very
little fire-heat at night. Spare no trouble to pre-
serve the foliage of the early house in a healthy
state for at least the next two months, and a'so that the
border is not allowed to become too dry. Give air

freely and early in the morning where the fruit is

colouring, and avoid an undue amount of moisture in

the house by removing plants, &c., at any inconvenience.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The work of planting-out "bedding stuff," if not

already done, should now be finished without delay.

Get Verbenas, Petunias, and other things liable to be
injured by wind pegged down as soon after planting as
possible, placing the shoots so as to cover the soil

equally; and let Dahlias be securely tied to sufficient

stakes. No labour should be spared which rmy be
necessary to properly care for the plants until they
get fairly established, when, if the beds have been
properly prepared, they will care for themselves
during the rest of the season. See that plants in
vases are properly supplied with water, as, if allowed
to get too dry at the roct but for a single day in

bright weather, before they get well inured to exposure
and fairly established, the foliage is sure to be injured
and the appearance of the plants spoiled for some con-
siderable tine. And should the weather prove warm and
dry the whole stock of bedded out things must be well
attended to with water, and will be greatly benefited by
a liberal sprinkling every evening, but to water a large
stock every evening is next to impossible where the
amount of labour is limited and water not within reach •

those, therefore, who expect their flower-beds to be as
well filled and cover d with flower in July as any in the
Country must make up their minds to maintain a suc-
cessful contest with dry weather at any necessary
expense. And in most situations proper arrangement
ai.d a trifling outlay in laying down pipes fitted with
union-joints would, with a hose, render any amount ot

watering which might be necessary in the |dry season
a very trifling affair. We would not be understood,
however, as recommending frequent heavy waterings,
but merely that the soil should be kept in a healthy
moist state, and any labour bestowed iu the way cf
moistening the surface of the beds on the evenings of
bright days will be well repaid. Use every possible
dispatch to bring up any arrears of work in this depart-
ment which may have accumulated during the time the
hands have been employed in planting out.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
I

Now that we have nice growing weather, see that

every shoot on the Peach and Nectarine trees is free

from insects, and otherwise lose no time in getting them
cleaned. If not yet done, disbudding should be completed
at once, in order that the strength of the trees may be
thrown into what is to be the bearing wood for next
season. Where covering of any kind has been used, tbie
should also be removed, if not previously done. See that
Cherries are not allowed to suffer from their enemy the
black fly, and endeavour to keep all fruit trees perfectly
clear of insects. The early Celery should be planted
out without loss of time, and this must be well supplied
with water uutil it gets established, and indeed through-
out the summer. If not planted between lines of Peas,
or in a shady situation, the plants should be protected
from bright sunshine for a week or so after planting,
and see that there are plenty of plants coming on for the
succession and late crops. Give all necessary attention to

Tomatoes, ridge Cucumbers, &c, until they get fa» re-
established. After well soaking the Strawberry beds
with water the surface should be mulched in order to

keep the ground cool and prevent evaporation. It is a

very usual practice to use the mowings of the lawn for

this purpose ; but this is the very worst article that
could be used, as it spoils the fruit by adhering to it

and in damp weather imparts to it an unpleasant flavour'
and hastens decay. Next to tiles or slates clean straw
is the best article for this purpose, and where this cannot
be obtained the rankest portion of the litter from the
stable-yard may be used instead, and there need be no
fears entertained about this spoiling the flavour of the
fruit for exposure to the air, and a few showers will

perfectly sweeten it, and although more troublesome to

apply it will be found to answer the purposes as well as
clean straw. Give Asparagus beds a liberal supply of

manure-water, and where there is plenty of this at

command it may be given with advantage to such things

as Cauliflowers, Lettuces, &c. Keep the surface soil

frequently stirred among all growing crops, which will

prevent the growth of weeds and strengthen the plants.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISW1CK, NEAR LONDON.
For the week ending June 3. IS5G, as obserred at the Horticultural Garden.
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Olthe Air. Of the Kan •- Wim 5
and June.

?6

Has. !
Min. Max. Min. Mean

49.0

1 foot 2teet
deep. deep.

Priday 30 30.130 30.034 57 41 56 54 N eT "JS
Satur. 31 27 29.S3' •29.700 51 47 49.0 53 5*i N. ~
Sundaj 1 88 29 7*8 29 69» M » 445 53 53 W. .(.HI

Mod. 2 % 29.391 29.7H3 73 36 54 o 55 53 S.W. oa
Tues. 3 1 3>.0»7 2<U'57 2>9 58 U 52 I

S.W. .on

Wed. 4 2 »*H»8 30.146 7* 45 60 59 61 W. .(

>

Thurs. o 3 30.143 30.1 '3 63

64.5

33 48.0
[

59 51 S.E. .to

Averasre .1 29.936 I
29.111

|

1 39.1 .S1.8 1 56.1 53.2 »;.

Mhjt 30-Cloudy and cold; fine.
— SI— Ran; cold damp haze; raiu at night.

June 1 — Hazy; cloudy; fine; cold at ni^ht.
— 2- Clear and fine; very fine throughout.— 3—Clear; very fine; cloudy; clear.— 4—Very fine; cloudy ; lightning af niajht,— 5—Very fine; lightly and uniiormly overc'st ; cold at ni^ht.

Mean temperature of the week 6 deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISW1CK.
During the last 30 years, for the ensuing week, ending June 14,1*6.
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on th* lith
and 13th f 1342- therm. 90 deg.; and the lowest on the 13th, :S4y—therm.
34 deg.

Notices to Correspondent*.
Currants : J JP V. They may be cleared of greenfly by dipping
the branches infested with it in Tobacco water, and then
giving the bushes a good washing with clean water applied
with force from a garden engine. The operation must be
repeated until no insects can be discovered. One pound of

good Tobacco to eight gallons of water will answer the

purpose %
Deodar Seed: T T. Sow it in shallow pans filled with yellow

loam, and place them on a very gentle bottom heat until the

plants begin to peep through the soil. Then remove them to

a cold frame, giving them air gradually at fir*t, but afterwards

freely on ail favourable occasions. When large enough they

may be planted out into the open border %
Diseases: Photographicus. Your Cabbage-leaf is affected by a

minute fungus Depazea Bras$icee. In the Geranium leaf there

is no fungus except Cladosporium herbarum, which always grows

on dead vegetable tissues. The affection on your plants does

not appear to be the ordinary spot, at least if it is so, it is

extremely aggravated. Surely your pots cannot be properly

drained, or the house well ventilated, or the plants could not be

in the condition which your specimen seems to indicate. Sup-

posing, however, the affection to be really the spot, it will be

necessary for you to consider whether your soil suits the Gera-

nium, for it is certain that as in the cultivation of Melons a

great deal depends upon this circumstance. MJ B.

Insects : C S & Co. The brown beetle, which attacks the grafts

of your Plums, Pears, and Apples, we suppose must be the

sulcated Weevil, Otiorhynchus sulcatum. We know no othor

remedy than that of laying a sheet under the trees during the

day and then visiting them some hours after dusk, when on

shaking the trees the weevils will fall on the sheets, where

they may be easily seen and must be destroyed.

—

A R. The

insect on your China Rose stem is a full grown female Coccus.

If you do not examine your trees carefully at once they will be

swarming very soon with young active larvae; the insects are

so large and easy to be seen that it only requires attention to

get rid of them.—G P. Your Mangel Wnrzel is attacked by

great numbers of two different kinds of wire-worms (or larvae

of Elateridie). Your ground appears to be very four, and should

be turned up and well harrowed in order to expose the wire-

worms to the rooks or ducks. You may also catch them in vast

numbers by means of slices of Potato sunk in the groundas a

decoy.— Fragaria. The grub which is injuring your Strawberry

plants is the larva of a Weevil, most probably that ofOtiorhyu-

chus vastator. Watering the plants well with lime or tobaeco

water may probably be found useful, but the best plan is care-

fully to examiue every root which appears to be in a suffering

state and to pick out and destroy the grubs.— W. The flies you

have sent, which are so common at this sdttson in gardens

(where they are quite harmless in the winged state), are the

Bibio hortulanus. They have no connection with the smaller

black fly you allude to. W.
Lilac: W H B. The specimen now sent fully confirms what we

said of the variety in 1853. It is a handsome purple Lilac,

closer in the bunch and firmer in the flower than any Lilac or

the kind that has come under our notice.

£

Misfortunes : Jessica. Next week.
N amks of Plants.— We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply?

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining intormatton^

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and think\n£

for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could. AH **

can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It
^

now requested that in future, not more than four plant*

may be sent us at one time.—J G
f
Clonmel. Anagyris indica-

Walks: JRSB. Excellent walks may be made by mixing weu

washed gravel, lime, and hot gas tar in such proportions a»

will form a black mortar. If laid on four inches thick it win

last a very long time, always be dry, and no weeds will gro

on it. If thicker and on a layer of chalk or gravel so mucu

the better. m _ , ._ 1# *p
* • Vs DSttftl. many communications have been received too law

and others aredetained till the necessary inquiries can^be maae.

We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents, tn«

insertion of who*e contributions is still delayed.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and

others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may
obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and

efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. NBHBIT, F.G.S., Ac,

Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,

London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,

Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,

will find ample tacility and accommodation at the College.

EKlTviAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-

phate ot Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Kitro-Phosphate or Blood

Manure, Sugar fccum, and every description ot Artificial

Manures, Linsted Cakes, &c.

W. Inglis Carne, 10, Maik Lane, London,

HE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured

at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

71. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and

Coprolites, 6Z.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and

other Chemical Manures.

o^Tdo n man iTre compan y
(Established 1310).

The above Company have the following ready for immediate

delivery:—Corn Manure, for top-dressing ; Blood ditto for Corn;

Blood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured

expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for

Turnips, Mangels, Graspes, &c. ; Peruvian Guano direct from

Importers' warehouses; Nitrate of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia,
and every artificial manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. Edward Purser, Sec.

MANURES FOR ROOTS AND TOP-DRESSING
CORN CROPS.

THE undersigned beg to advise Agriculturists they

are now prepared to deliver the under-mentioned Manures,

viz. :—
Their celebrated SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (see

Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, Vol. 6, Part 2).
NITRO-BI-PHOSPHATE, or BLOuD MANURE for Cereals,

Roots, and Hops.

Also NITRATE OF SODA, GUANO, BONEDUST, and

4-INCH BONE; SULPHURIC ACID, GYPSUM, and all

other Manures of known value.

Apply to Mark Fothkugill & Co., 204a, Upper Thames Street,

London, Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company.

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.

FREDERICK ALLEN, Bow Common, London,
(established 17 yearn), begs to call the attention of Farmers

and Agriculturists to his SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME,
which has given such general satisfaction for the above peri

and only requires a trial to prove its valuable properties tor

Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, and all bulbous roots. Early orders

requested to prevent disappointment. Reference can be given to

gentlemen of high standing who have used it a number of years.

Respectable Agents wanted. ^_
ANALYTICAL RcPORT (Corrfxteo).

THE UNDERSIGNED beg to call attention to Pro-

fessor Vuelcker's CORRFXTED REPORT OX MANURES
in the last Journal of the Bath and West of England Agricul-

tural Society, from which the following is an extract :—

"Spooner & Bailey's Superphosphate for Turnips contains 41

.per cent, of phosphate of lime, and is decidedly the most valuable

superphosphate of the four manures analysed/'

Their Turnip Manure, richer in ammonia than the above, is

prepared expressly for those who require a manure to carry the

•plant alone through all the stages of its growth.

Peruvian Guano, Bone-dust, and every Manure of known
value; also Linseed, Poppy, Rape, and Nut Cake-

Orders takeu for Spooner's Patent Water Drill, and Spooner's

Prize Essay on Root Crops.

Spooner & Bailey, Chemical Manure Works, Ealing, near
Southampton.

a

"'T^^LAN^S IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
JL Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1852—53, for England
And Scotland, and 'further empowered by Amendment Act,

1854—55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,

Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-

cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Lives

renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years; (and Lessees

for Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years,

with consent of their Lessor), &c, are enabled, by way of Loan
from the Company, or by their own funds, to execute and
charge on the Lands improved, by way of rent- charge for a

4erm of 25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every
landed improvement, especially of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,
Inclosing any Land, or improving Drains, Streams, or Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the

Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-
ings for Farm purposes already erected; Planting for Shelter
And for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea
Coast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-
lands and Islands of Scotland; Engines and Machinery for

Drainage, Engine-houses for Farm Steadings, &c, Water-wheels,
Tanks, Pipes, Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans
of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by the
Applicant's own Agents and are submitted to the approval of the
Inclosure Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the solejudges
-of the due execution of the works. Proprietorsmay apply jointly
for the execution of Improvements mutually beneficial,—such as
a common Outfall—Roads through the District—Water power,
&c. The Directors wish it to be understood that the Company is

of a strictly commercial character, and that the details of the
plans and of the execution of the Works are not interfered with
by them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-
sure Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of
Application, apply to the Honourable William Napieb, Manag-
ing Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

'T'HOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
A winter months should construct their walks ofPORTLAND
-CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the
.gravel of which the path is at present made from the l'>am which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incor|K>rate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
•cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

*o give a fall from the middle of the path towards the Hides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE SHEDS, FARM YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.

Manufacturers of the CVment, J. B. Whitk & Brother,
Milbank Street, Westminster.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES.
Awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition, and Patronised by the English and

French Governments.

COTTAM AND HALLEN
q^HE Original INVENTORS of tlie PATENT ENAMELLED MA.NQER RACK and WATER TROUGH
-*- AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made important additious, the main leatures of the same being explained in the

description and engraving.

A rejrresents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball

of which is taken to the back ot the manger, works with ease and

freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-

tion, as also a sure preventative against the most rest.ve horse

being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached

from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the

seed in a clean and useful stute, either for agricultural purpoeea,

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim

general notice.

C The See.'. Rux detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,

light and durable.

D The Patent Saddle and Harness Rracket combined, can be

used with great advantage in ll.iin.ss Room, where space is an

object, as the long portion of the bracket can be timed up out ot

the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S MAE'GERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and

utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,

Galvanised, or Enamelled,
m

Improved S'abh Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Comer Mangers

Harness-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruucrs, kept on shotv at

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2,Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.

WARMlrsU AND VENTILATING.—The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratis

on application.

U.' MINER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not

likely to corrode, and can be raised or

lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried

on shouldertoany pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 3f.3*.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs

are 5 ft. high.
l£inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. 9d. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas-

Suction Pipe, 3*. 6rf. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the

above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines^&c.—Engravings sent on^application.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
V> DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £ s. d.

2$ in. short 1 ft. 7 in. f Fitted for lead, \ 1 10

gutta percha, I 1 14

or cast iron Y2 8
flanged pipe, 2 12
as required. ) 3 3

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

H
3
3im
4

2i

It

19

It

19

19

long

ditto 3
ditto 3
ditto 3

11

tt

tt

19

° 19

6„
6„
6 ..

The short harrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired

under the stage.

_ May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

,

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c—Engravings sent on application.

IMPROVED LAWN MOWING MACHINES.
Manufactured and Sold by

TAMES FERRABEE &
^ PHCENIX IRON WORKS,

Near STROUD,

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

Co.,

Budding's Patent

These are the only MOWING
MACHINES that can be used by

unskilled labourers

with equal facility

on Lawns, Verges,

between Flower beds,

on Bowling Greens,

Cricket and Pleasure .

Grounds; 5000 of

them have been sold.

Price List, including the carriage to any Railway Station

south of York.

Hand Machine, for One Man, cutting 16 inches wide £5 10, 0U

Ditto for Man and Boy „ 22 ditto ... 6

H
ony

n?2K.
(or Donkey)

: 8 SS ::: i! S 8
Hots* Machine » ^.^ . 15

London Agency :-The Manager of the Agricultural Depart-

ment, Baker Street Bazaar.

FOWLER and FRY, Agricultural Implement

Manufacturers, Temple Gate, Bristol, beg to call atten-

tion to the under-mentioned articles :—

One-row Seed and Manure Drill, a most complete thing, be. Ws.

One-row Drill, for seed only, 41.

Prize Grass Seed Distributor, 19 feet long, 21. 10s.

Patterson's Patent Clod-crusher, which is so constructed tliat

it is caipable of working where the ground is in a sticky-

state from wet.

Corne's Patent Chaff-cutters.

()*t and Bean Mills.

Ganlm r's Turnip Cutters.

BushVfl Root Graters.

Cozen's celebrated Press Ploughs, &C.

Fowi.rr & Fry are Agents for all the principal makers of

Agricultural Implements, and always keep a large assortment on

hand in their Show-room.
Catalogues, &r , sent upon application.

ZiORlTCRUSHKliS AND CHAFF CUTTERS.—
V^ The progress of mechanical inventions has of late years

been distinguished by the advancement of science in the more.

j
ndielous mode of feeding cattle, instead of the hitherto erroneous

and wasteful system of using unprepared and indigestible lood as

an unvarying round of diet in the keeping of stock. The
general practice of the country is so far behind, that apart from

the value of the manure, a very large margin of profit M
annually sacrificed. Under a proper management, kibbling

corn, the cutting of hay and straw, are indispensable, effecting

a saving of 501. per cent., whether used in a raw state or

steamed. Oat and Wheat Straw is recommended, when cut, to

be mixed with Oats for "draught horses in particular," and the

same extent of saving is effected, if given to carriage and riding

horses. Bruised Corn is well known to be more nutritious, and

far more economical than the grain in its natural state, while it

puts the horse into finer condition for work, and imparts to the

frame new energv, and unwonted power to resist fatigue. It is

of vital importance to the Agricultural interest, to increase the

productiveness of the soil, and it is of no less import to apply

anv method which may best economise his provender.

Ricbmond & ('handler's unprecedentedI
celebrity for their

improved CHAFF MACHINES and CORN CRUSHERS,
achievable onlv by intrinsic merit, has secured for them the

hi -best character in the trade, together with the conhd^nce of

the public, whether as regards true economy or the unapproach-

able finish and sterling quality which characterise all their pro-

ductions, and render them worthy of the reputation of a

Manchester manufacturer. The most distinguished authorities

in all civilised countries report their unqualified satisfaction

with the highly beneficial effects resulting from the use of these

justly celebrated Machines, and with the established fact of their

not being subject to any of the contingencies inseparable from

other machines, they are calculated to meet with general

approval in the present advancing state of *$nc"Irur?-
tar .

Address, Richmond & Chandler, Salford, Manchester, and

Sonth John Street, Liverpool.

n OLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CH KMISTRY,
V_V Asn of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principat-J.C.NESBiT,F.G.S
;

,F.C.S.,&c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits
? J

Agncultare

Engineering. Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval

and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are I^™P«7"*
accurately executed at the College The terms and other par-

ticularsmav be had on application to the Principal.

Mr.NESBir is prepared to make engagements to deliver ,n

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry during the next twelvemonth. ^

£fte Slgncttltttral ©ajette.
SA TURDA Y, JUNE 7, 1856.

A Paper on the Breaking up of Grass Lands was

read last Monday at the concluding meeting for this

season of the London Farmers' Club. Air. Wood, the

Chairman of the Club, who had drawn up this

paper, came to the conclusion that it was not ad-

visable to break up pasture lands, even under the

abundant produce and paying prices on which his

calculations were based. We certainly do not

agree with him in the opinion thus expressed ; and
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we do not think that it followed logically from the

premises he laid down. The paper itself we hope
to give next week. The report from our corre-

spondent at Paris has this week exhausted the space

at our command.

On Friday last a very interesting lecture was
given at the Royal Institution by Dr. Lyon Play-
fair, C.B., on the Chemical Principles involved in

Agricultural Experiments. The subject included the
theory of fertility and of its maintenance bv the
application of manures, and accordingly the contro-
versy of LlSEIQ with Messrs. L,AWKs"and Gilbert
came under review. The main points insisted on

thus be contrasted with the bonv Highlander, Holstein and Denmark, the emerald pastures of Ireland
and it might as well be said that nitrogen is the park-like meadows of England, and the valleys

the food for Arabs and phosphorus the food for of the Scotch Highlands are there assembled beniJk

Highlanders."

betrayed an entire misapprehension of the distinc-

tion be ween an art and a science. " Lif.big

thought no more of his suggestion for dissolving

bones in acid than he would think of a recipe for

Warren's blacking." It is in the principles it has
ascertained, out of which practical men must them-

and illustrated with remarkable energy nnd clever- selves obtain instruction as to mems and methods,
that the usefulne-s of science shows itself.

On the statement, however, that phosphorus is

the food for Turnips, nitrogen the food for Wheat,
we do not think that Dr. Playfair's criticism fell

with equal force. This is just the practical version

of his own law of fertility. It is but an instance

uiven of the rule he has himself laid down that

ness were (1) the classification of the food of plants,

according to the sources of supply, as air food, in-

cluding oxygen, hydrogen, carhon, and nitrogen,
and earth food, including all mineral matters

:

(2) that inasmuch as the composition of the air is

alike for all localities, sterility or fertility must
depend wholly on variation of the earth food

:

(3) that plants differ materially, not only in their
H the body in minimo rules the crop." No doubt

requisitions for food, but in their means of procuring "" ""* --»-- ''
-•-

-
•* •• * n ••

it: (4) that all the ingredients which they n^fd
are equally necessary : and (5) that of all the in-
gredients it was the one present in smallest quantity
that determined the vigour of their growth.

But these points cannot all be taken either as
absolutely true or absolutely complete ; thus (1),
the stiict classification

Wheat needs other things than nitrogen and all these

other things are equally important, and yet if gene-
rally nitrogen bv* the body in minimo as regards
the Wheat crop, then it will be the quantity of ;

nitrogen present in a useful form which will rule

the Wheat crop ; and we may say with Mr. Pusey
that " nitrogen is the food of Wheat." The rule

interest.

of its supply is not pos

carbonic acid, and w
a source of nitrogen, carhon, hydrogen, and oxygen ;

which they generally aggravate instead of remove,
nitrogen thus becoming "a sort of earth food" rather than out of positive and inherent differences,

too. Indeed in the opinion of some, and in reference Dr. Playfair concluded with remarks on the
to some crops, it is (2) according to the presence of general advantage which would arise out of the
these ingredients there, notwithstanding that th^y are scientific education of all classes of the agricultural

present in invariable quantity in the air, that fer-

tility is seen. But, further, the composition of the air

as regards air food cannot be said to be invariable ; it

is sometimes moist and sometimes dry, a matter
important as affecting the supply not only of the
soluble parts of earth food to the plant, which are
carried to the roots by rain, but of the ammonia of
the air as well, which must be much less accessible
in a dry season than in a showery one. (3). As to
the differences of plants in their powers of procuring
food, no doubt the-e do exist, and yet the illustra-

tions given were imperfect. It is true that the

Turnip spreads a great, extent of surface to the air
for a longer time, too, than the Wheat ; but it is

not true that the rootlets of the Turnip plant are
either actually or relatively to those of the Wheat
crop inconsiderable either in quantity or extent.
Dr. Playfair said that as to earth food, the Wheat
is a perfect Zmave in its power of foraging, while
the Turnip is an English soldier whose rations must
be brought to his tent door ; but the fact is that the
Turnip goes just as far afield as the plant it is here con-

mouo tains, to-day resounds under the crystal canopy of a
gorgeous palace, in the midst of the gayest and most
beautiful city in the world. Men belonging to different
races and climates, and separated not more by dig.

tance than by habit, dress, and language, are brought
together here, each displaying what he considered
for want of terms of comparison as the best breed the
richest produce, the most effective implement in the
world. What germs of progress and civilisation will be
sown on this auspicious occasion ! Who can form an
idea of the extent to which agriculture and all the

physical and moral blessings that flow from her pros-

perity will advance all over the world from the im-

pressive lessons taught in this important gathering!
How many prejudices will be crushed ! how many
jealousies soothed ! how many fertile ideas awakened

!

how many improvements suggested ! And yet, in the

midst of this pleasing contemplation, it may possibly

chill the minds of some of the many English spectators

of the scene that in this gigantic lesson taught to

European agriculture for them there is no reciprocity
j

they have everything to give, hardly anything to gain.

It certainly appears to the Frenchman's eye that

there is no hint the Englishman can receive, no idea he

can adopt to modify his own ; no blood he can infuse

into that of his breeds, no seed he can entrust to his

furrows, no implement he can substitute for his, no appli-

ances he can extend to his husbandry—and this

is no blind conceit, no effect of inordinate vanity, it is

ungrudgingly admitted by all. England from her cold

andunpropitious climate stands in avery disadvantageous

position in comparison with other nations ; in return

for what she readily gives out of the superabundance of

her excellent agricultural breeds, systems, and imple-

ments, out of her industry and science, she has a right

to expect other nations more favourably situated as

regards climate and natural fertility in the soil, to give

her the seeds her cloudy sky fails in bringing to perfect

maturity ; to suggest from iheir ingenuity new imple-

ments to supply the want and dearth of agricultural

manual labour drained by emigration and an immense
development of manufacturing industry, or from their

scientific lore to proffer new discoveries, new appliances

to increase the fertility of the land, or to restore vitality

to exhausted furrows.

But notwithstanding this drawback, it is far from

our thought to say that no practical and material

benefit will accrue to English agriculture from this

per acre. This would bring it nearer to that "for- great exhibition. One of the greatest and certainly the

nished by Mr. Howard, which from some reliable mo8t indispensable element of prosperity for any in-

returns recently obtained in the north appears to be dustry is the marke * ;
the greater the demand the

We have one more paragraph to add upon the
question of iron consumed per acre in English
agriculture. Our correspondent who originally drew
attention to this subject writes as follows :

—

* The estimates in reference to the annual con-
sumption of iron per acre on a farm furnished by
Mr. Mechi and by Messrs. Garrett—the one giving
it at 281b., the other at 11^ lb.—not only exhibit
a wide difference in themselves, but are very much
in excess of those already given. If we omit, how-

a pretty correct approximation. On three adjoining
farms in Midlothian, consi>ting of 1264 imperial
acres of mixed soils, farmed on the five-course
system, the average annual consumption of iron has
been 4256 lb., which would be at the rate of about
3| lb. per acre."

It must be remembered in reference to this, that
the extent named over which this consumption hastrasted with. The land between the rows of Turnips
™ e e*T name

? ^er Tf

icn ,\ con*"mPtlon nas

in a properly cultivated field is apparently much
ta^« P«ce is wholly arable, and that therefore this,

fuller of the fibres from the plants than the much
sr"a.l as it is compared with the estimates already

P1

narrower intervals are which lie between the rows
of Wheat

; and as to the depth the former reach,
we have dug them out of the subsoil 4 feet below
the surface. (4). The fourth point relating to the
equal value of the ingredients making up the food
of plants, whether they be present in large quantity
or in small, is no doubt to be admitted generally,
with, however, this exception, that for some of them
substitutes would appear possible, as the alkalies for
one another, while others seem altogether indis-
pensable,

the pri

The
body

published, is probably above the truth as regards
the country generally. The question is what is the
actual waste per acre, not what would it be were
every farm as fully stocked with implements as
our implement makers would desire that they
should be.

THE PARIS AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITION.
A few days since a great di-olay of rejoicings took

1 place in England, the blessings < f peace were hailed by
' the English nation in a manner befitting their greatness,

say, of all the ingredients needed by
glorious a part in the eastern

the struggle, another display is taking place, another battle
plant, that which is present in the smallest;' 8 being fought, and the re-establishment of peace is

quantity determines the vigour or the quantity heing appropriately celebrated. It was not the war cry
of its growth. Now this of course is true \

°* France that convened in her capital the nations of

only in relation to the demands of the plant in ones-
the wor,d

>
although the mind of the French Emperor

tion : it is the body of which, as compared with the
must have been natura,,v turned to more pressing and

quantity needed, the supply is least, that will be the ***™? anx,
ff*£

the apP
f
al he mad* la8t yeHr was

weaken link determining the strength of the whole
™* ££?**^^^ ~*7~* ?**"*»»»»;<*j»

chain, for the superabundance of other ingredients,
the extra strength of the other links, is then of no
avail. And this qualification was plainly to be
inferred from Dr. Playfair's own commentary on
the doctrine he was then enforcing with so much
energy and enthusiasm. We were somewhat sur-
prised, however, that this qualification of the law
given in the terms just quoted did not strike him as
an explanation of Mr. Pusft's summing up of the
theory of agriculture, which he criticised so severely.

That nitrogen is the food for Wheat, and that
phosphorus was the food for Turnips was held
to be ridiculous. "The muscular Arab might

conclusion of peace, that scheme has received its ful-
filment.

A gorgeous palace, erected in one of the most enchant-
ing spots of this marvellous city, has opened its gates to
the robust yet peaceful and gentle spirit of agriculture,
who has made of it his abode and sits in it as in a
temple, and in his train, as in the ark of old, bleating readers that it is nothing more than commensurate witti

flocks, losing herds have entered, and filled the spacious the truly imposing array of agricultural riches gathered
„. i .u .u .... i

together .in that fairy-like palace from all parts o

Europe.

greater the value of the produce, and although stock

breeding has of late years received in England very

great encouragement both from home and abro i d, there

is no doubt but this exhibition will give a fresh impulse

to that important branch of agricutural industry, and

that English breeds will henceforth command in the

European continent generally that attention wbich

hitherto has been chiefly confined to America. But let

it be understood, besides the empty gratification of

self-love, this is the only advantage England will reap

from this meeting, it is a merely commercial result ; we

confess we shouid have desired a greater one, although

we hardly expected it.

j
Most of our readers are familiar with the beautiful

structure erected last year in the Champs Ely-sees for

the Universal Exhibition in imitation of that of Hyde
Park in 1851 ; it is beneath the crystal roof of that

pahce and in numerous sheds distributed in its vicinity

that the exhibition is held, and although we feel strongly

impressed with the excellence and magnificence of the

arrangements made, we humbly confess our inability to

convey to the minds of our readers even a faint idea of

the grandeur, beauty, and exquisite taste displayed by

the French Gove» nment so as to give e"clat &nd splendour

to this great occasion.

The central nave of the palace has been, as if by

magic, turned into an exqu sitely beautiful garden, or

rather lawn, intersected by meandering sanded walks,

dotted with masses of flowers most artistically arranged,

statues, fountains* with basins encircled m a frame of

brilliant flowers and freshening the atmosphere with cool-

ing showers. Tall trees of sombre green rise here and

there from grassy knolls, and groups of evergreen shrubs

relieve by their sober tints the gorgeous splendour of the

flowers. There is, in fact, in the nave of the palace a

flower and horticultural exhibition of the rarest merit

,

fruit and vegetables of truly astounding size and per-

fection being arrayed along the paths on the lawn, and

at the foot of the groups of shrubs and flowers. ^nt tf

the reception of the things exhibited is on a scale of

magnificence never attempted before, we can assure our

aisles with their multitudes. All breeds of agricultural
animals are there represented. Those that tread the
boundless steppes of the east, the rich plains of the The immense aisles beneath the galleries are filled to

marshy lands of Hollaud, the forest-ciad country of side the building to shelter those that could not find room
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in the palace. Uut8i<ie also are the sheds ior tlie pigs

and sheep, large implements, and the poultry, while in

the galleries are exhibited the smaller implements, and
agricultural produce of every kind imaginable, as well

as those various contrivances and curious inventions,

more ornamental than useful, which generally creep

into the farmstead in the train of affluence and
prosperity.

It would be impossible at this period to enter critically

into anything like a description of this exhibition. This

we reserve for a future article, and to yive an idea of

the importance of such a task, we will just give the

general statistics of the various branches in which the

show is divided.

In the cattle division there are altogether about 1300

head, comprising all breeds ; of these the shorthorns

alone, exhibited both by Englishmen and foreigners,

number about 200, but the animals being the produce
of a cross between the shorthorns and other breeds are

also very numerous, plainly showing in what estimation

he Durham breed is held by foreign agriculturists. In

the pig class there are 171 animals; in the sheep there

are 729 lots, many of three animals each. There are

174 lots of poultry, and about 81 lots of various

domestic breeds, such as rabbits, goats, llamas, &c. In

the implements there are no less than 2107 entered,

comprising every variety of machinery from the pon-

derous steam-engine to the smallest tool used in

husbandry. Of these 372 belong to the United Kingdom.
This forms the second division, the live stock being the

first. The third comprises all agricultural produce of

any kind soever, and numbers no less than 4635 lots.

There are besides 34 lots of books, engravings, plans,

&C, connected with the subject of agriculture. From
this resumS our readers will easily form an idea of the

magnitude and importance cf this great exhibition, and
what utility must accrue to mankind from the con-

templation of such a comprehensive museum of agricul-

ture opened to so many whom the narrow range of

comparison had hitherto kept in the ruts of ignorance
and routine.

It would have been a delightful task for us to have
continued our report in the same strain of commenda-
tion and praise as we have commenced it. There is

however a reverse to this medallion, however beautiful

the obverse may be, and it is really disheartening to

find, that such a great idea, so generously and un-
grudgingly carried out both by the Government that

made the appeal and the exhibitors that responded to

it, should be marred by the arbitrary proceedings of some
who are entrusted with the care of carrying out the

details and minor arrangements of the exhibition. Such
demeanour towards exhibitors of respectability never
disgraced to such a degree the hospitality of a country.

Even, in some instances, the English judges were
overruled with the most arbitrary obstinacy, with-

out regard to their superior knowledge of their own
breeds and implements. Indeed, if rumour be true,

there have been exclusions made which we shall only

be able fully to discuss in our next paper, for the same
arbitrary administrative tyranny has withheld the publi-

cation of the award of prizes, contrary to all precedent.
So on Sunday last the public were admitted, but looked
in vain for the prize animals, and we are told that the
award will not be known until Thursday. The inconve-
nience of this is especially felt by the English exhibitors,

who might readily sell their animals, but dare not name
any price before the award is known.

There is auo- her poitit which proves a source of great,

annoyance to exhibitors; it is the extension of the time
first named for the duration of the show. It was to last

only a week, and now we are told that the animals
generally are not to go before the 13th, and those which
have gained prizes not until the 14th. Tins is a serious
evil for many who are obliged to keep their servants and
themselves in this expensive capital, when the presence
of both is so much wanted at home. But there is still a
more serious evil attending this delay; the foot disea-e is

very prevalent hi Paris, and several animals in the
palace have been attacked, to the great danger of the
others. It was only with the greatest difficulty that
Mr. Maxwell ot Edinburgh could prevail upon the
authorities to move an animal attacked by the disease
trom the vicinity of the Scotch cattle. The reason
alleged by M. St. Marie, the head official, being that
the French veterinary surgeons had come to the con-
clusion that the disease was neither contagious nor
infectious.

The surmises as to who are the winners are rife

among exhibitors
; but however well founded these

surmises may be, we abstain from publishing anything
speculative and unofficial, as the award will not be known
until Thursday.

Great fites in connection with the exhibition are
we understand in contemplation. On Thursday next
the French jurors, together with the principal writers
in the agricultural press of Paris, intend to give a ban-
quet to which they have invited the foreign judges and
other strangers of distinction. We shall give a full

report of all interesting proceedings that may occur in

our next article, as well as of the distribution of prizes
which will take place on the 10th.

Last year when a similar show took place in the
Champ de Mar^ the French people, no doubt allured by
the Industrial Exhibition, paid but very slight attention
to the forrn?r, but on this occasion, whether they feel a
greater interest tor agricultural pursuits, or whether the
palace being Bearer and more attractive they merely
select it as a place of fashionable resort, they certainly
have flocked to it in very great numbers. On the first

day nearly '20,000 visitors crowded the palace, ami the lav it on a sieve, but wot break it uiull ; toe whey will

interest excited seems to suffer no abatement ; but on drain sufficiently from it, before placing itjon a cloth in

the contrary, to increase among all ranks of society. ! a small vat made for the purpose, about an inch and a
As to English visitors, they seem to have taken Pans half thick, and about nine or 10 wide, to be made
by assault. We never recollect having seen so many square. The above quantify <>f curd will be, as nearly as

here before. Within the palace, or in ihe streets and
; can be ascertained, the quantity fop one cheese; it

places of public resort, Englishmen are ererywhere dis- requires to have one or two dry cloths applied to it,

cernible by their uumistakeable countenance, or the and in two days it may be taken out of the vat and
sound of their language.

The French Emperor setms also to take a great inte-

rest in this show. On Sa'unlay last he drove into the
building ; and shortly afterwards the Empress came
in, and was wheeled about in a perambulator. £he first

paid a visit to the beautiful tinkers, and at last

hurriedly passed before the shorthorns, which she
seemed to admire very much, especially the first prize

bull Master Butterfly.

Several private and important sales have already

taken place, many sovereigns of Europe being in the

market, and the feeling seems to be prevalent that

English stock will meet with a great demand, and at

very high figures, if one may judge from the admiration
with which our animals are gazed upon, and the

numerous inquiries made about price, &e. We have
therefore every reason to be proud and satisfied of this

opportunity given to English agriculture to display her
excellence and superiority ; and notwithstanding the

arbitrary proceedings to which we have alluded, we
are convinced that this event will form an era in the

history of agricultural progress ; and that if England
gains nothing for the advancement of her skill, she will

at least open a new field for the demand of her stock

and implements, and add fre*h laurels to her fame.

We have to add to the above that, though the

prize list had not been published when our correspon-

dent wrote, yet the names of some of the prizeholders

had transpired. Tims the first prize of 40/. for short-

horn bulls is taken by Mr. Towneley's Master Butter-

fly, the second by Mr. Sadler's bull, the third by Lord
Clancarty's Pro Bono Publico.

Mr. Fisher Hobbs takes a prize in the Herefords,

Mr. George Turner in the Devons, Mr. Hugh Kirk-

wood and Sir Michael Shaw Stewart in Ayrshires, Mr.
Allan Pollok in West Highlanders, and Mr. M'Combie
in polled Angus. Mr. Jonas Webb is, as usual, success-

ful. In the Kerry breed, of which a number of

specimens are shown, Lord Talbot and Mr. George
Roe are distinguished.

As to the show of agricultural produce, its merits,

especially as respects the French contributions, are

illustrated by the following instance :—M. Raibaud
l'Ange receives a gold medal for a suite of specimens

the produce of one farm, including the following list :

—

Cereals, viz., Wheat, Barley, Oats, &c. ; other crops,

as Beans, Peas, Lupines, Beet, Carrots, Lucerne,

Clover, Sainfoin, Vetches, Lentils, Flax, &c. ; oils,

wines, fruits, acorns, lark, Lavender, Thyme, woo s,

silks.

The following, again, is the contribution of the Agri-

cultural Society of San Isidro, Catalonia :—103 varieties

of wines ; 39 varieties of Lentils and Beans, samples of

Maize and Wheat ; 14 sorts of Almonds, Walnuts, Nuts,

Figs,Oranges,aud Lemons; tobacco, liquorice, hemp, cork,

sausages and cheese; various oils, and lastly the Algaroba

or Caroub pods, a sw^et food which has been to some
extent imported as food for sheep and cattle into

England, but which is used as horse food in the country

of its growth. The credit of this admirable collection is

due to the Conde de Forollar, Marquis de Palmerola,

who is the president of the society which sent it.

We hope next week to give the prize list in full, so

far as our own country is concerned, and to add further

details on both divisions of the exhibition.

placed between two pewter plates and turned every
«iay, the plates being wiped dry. It will generally be
fit for use in a week or nine days ; Vine leaves should

be placed upon it, and it should be turned over upon
them a few da}s before it is used, changing the leaves

every day (or it may be kept between Nettle leaves) to
get it ready a little tooner.

Care should be taken during the warm weather of

this month that the cows should be in pastures with

convenient shade, or their constant uneasiness from the

tea zing of flies hinders their feeding, and from their

becoming so heated from running, has a w ry in-

jurious effect on the milk, which is less in quantity,

very soon becomes sour after being taken from the
cows, and does not yield nearly so much produce, and
hence considerable loss arises. If the herd be brought
into vards to be milked they should have the shade of cooV

sheds, or the operation of milking is very tedious, from
the cows not standing, and often much milk iB spilt from
the awkward moving of the cows, and the whole is not

taken from them, which is sometimes, under these

circumstances, almost impossible to do. A sufficient

number of milkers should be provided to allow the cowg
to remain only one hour in the yard ; eight is

about a proper number for a good milker to do
well within the hour. If a sufficient number
are milked to employ a "man to carry in

the milk to the dairy, it has been found to save much
labour. This man, with yoke and buckets, should go

round to collect from each milker, as his pail becomes
nearly full, and so lighten each one's load to carry from
cow to cow, and prevent their individual journeys from
the yard during the milking hour ; by this means the

milk is taken to the tub or vat in a much more equal

temperature than if longer exposed to the heated

atmosphere in the pails. Such a precaution has been

found to act well on the cheese and butter produced

from it. When the cows have to be pastured far from

the homestead it is sometimes desirable to milk them in

the field, for a drive along a hot road exposed to the

sun does equal harm to their milk as the racing about

the fields when exposed to the sun. A vessel is then

taken on wheels, drawn by the milkers or a horse,

according to convenience, and this should be left to

stand in a cool spot and be taken home steadily with

as little shaking as may be. The cows should get

a change of Grass at least once a week, even if to

no better pasture. They are found to feed better

and keep more settled than if left longer in one field.

A i-ood supply of fresh good water for them is in-

dispensable for their doing well and yielding a quan-

tity ot milk. The weaning calves may now be gradually,

according to their age, doing without milk, meal, or
Linseed, if good pasture is provided fop them by day,

and they are brought into jards at night, and get some
Italian Rye-grass given to them, which they will very

readily eat ; and if a small quantity of dry hay or
Clover is supplied before they go out in the morning,

they will generally eat a little before they get any other

food, and this is found very beneficial. The moisture

from the Grass and Italian Rye-grass at night is found

quite sufficient without water, from which they should

be carefully guarded, or they drink to excess, and much
harm is the result.

DIARY OF A DAIRY FARM.
J U N E.

There is so little variety in the business of the dairy

at this season, that very few remarks can be made
upon the management of it ; the directions given for

the month of May should be carried out as regards the

making of cheese and butter. The principal thing to

be attended to is to watch the alterations in the

IMPROVEMENT OF SETTLED ESTATES.
A measure of general importance and of peculiar

interest to the owners of settled estates, designated the
41 Drainage (Private Advances) Act Amendment," has

been introduced into the House of Lords by the

Marquis of Salisbury ; it has been read a second time,

and it is now before a select committee.

It behoves every one interested in agricultural im-

provement to support this measure, as it has been

prepared to remove one of the obstructions that haveweather, the mode of treatment to be varied accordingly
;

when it becomes very warm and close, such as it will so long retarded the development of the resources of

be when thuuder is in the air, the milk will not then the cultivateable land of the kingdom. It is merely an

quire any additional heat, and the same quantity of extension of the " Private Money Drainage Act" of

Id should be adoed to it as usual. Cheese lofts are 1849. That act empowered owners to borrow or
re

cold

generally placed over the dairy, and rooms near the

roof are otten appropriated for the use of the cheese,

which is never proper in the summer when it requires

to be kept as cool as possible, to prevent injury ; and

if convenient to use a room on the grouud floor

during the hot weather, it is an advantage to the cheese
;

and even if paved, if not damp and kept turned every

dav, and not let remain too long, it is better than a

lott close to the tries during the very hot weather. It

sometimes occurs that a malt house is attached to

farm buildings, and being out of use in the summer, it

has been appropriated to the cheese with the greatest

advantage ; and a farmer possessing this accommodation

for his cheese has been enabled to get it ready for the

factor much earlier than where there are not these

advantages. There is a kind of soft cheese known as

the Bafh cheese which is highly esteemed by many

persons, and made at this season ; the following is the

recipe for making it. Take one gallon of new milk,

and add three quarts of cold water, with about two or

three tablespoonsful of rennet, and when turned iuto ten-

der curd take it out gently with the skimming dish, and

advance, and expend money in draining land, and in

draining only, and to secure the repayment of the debt

so incurred by an annual rentcharge upon the estate

improved.

The principle was found to work well, and enterpri-

sing individuals formed private companies and obtained

under private acts of Parliament powers not only to

make charges upon land for money laid out npon it in

draining, but also in the erection of farm buildings, the

making of roads, &c. This principle has also been

found to work well, and large tracts of land have been

improved by its application.

But public legislation has not kept pace with private

enterprise. Whilst private companies have obtained

powers from Parliament to enable them, for their <rwn

profit, to charge land with money expended in effecting

important and indeed essential works besdes draining,

the general public act has remained stationary, and

owners have not been otherwise supplied with the

means of executing with this mode of payment other

works than drainage.

The matter therefore now stands thus ; that any
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owner in»y, umit-r the unction oi tbe Inclosure Com-

mssiorurs borrow and lay out money in draining, an*

secure tie payment of the sum expended by a rent

charge on the 1 land drained ; but he cannot, under am
circuim tan ires, lay out money nuth the same jmode ot

payment in any of the other works above 'named
except by obtaining the services of «<ne of the com-

panies, who naturally charge him for the use of their

act of Parliament.

It has been through eight years of experience found

advisable to concede this power to the owners ot

limited estates, but why should they be fettered with

the charges demanded by the companies ? Why
should they be constrained to accept their service?

when they might accomplish their object more readily

and far more cheaply, directly through the Inclosure

Commissioners ? Of course the answer is clear !

This state of things was never designed by our legisla-

tors. It was never intended to exact from those

persons creating charges on account of money laid out

in erecting buildings, &c, the fees they have hitherto

been constrained to pay to the private companies.

It was known when the first of these private acts was
passed in 1848 that the Private Money Drainage Act
should, in common justice to the public, be extended,

and why this was not then done it is unnecessary now
to inquire.

The bill I now wish to draw puMic attention to is

the extension of that act which has at length been

prepared by the Government ; and the object of the

bill is to enable landowners to act for themselves
directly with the Inclosure Commissioners without the

intervention of any private company, but leaving

them free to seek the assistance of the companies it

they think it to their interest so to do. Charles P.
Humbert, Land Agent, Watford, Herts.

Home Corre apondence.
Agricultural Meteorology.— 1 was interested in seeing

from the report of the Royal Agricultural Society that

Professor Way has " devised a mode by which the

amount of nitric acid and ammonia in the atmosphere
may be ascertained with approximate exactness. " The
methods he has employed are not hinted at nor the results

given. I shall look forward, however, with much interest

to his experimental researches on this subject This is an
exceedingly important department of theoretical agricul-

ture. The specific action of certain manures for certain

crops evidently depends a good deal upon the variations

in the amount of ammonia in the air, and the attendant
circumstances. I suggested a mode several years ago
which was forced upon me from practical consideration,

and which may give a close approximation to the truth.

The grounds upon which I rest these opinions are very

simple. It is now universally admitted that rain water
contains ammonia in quantities that vary a good deal.

Liebig also discovered it in sea water, but so far as I

am aware no analyses have been made that ascertain the
exact quantity. Now the immense quantity of ammonia
that is constantly carried into the ocean by our rivers

can only be returned to the atmosphere by evaporation.

The circulation of water that goes ou betwixt the sea and
the land must establish an equality in the amount of

ammonia in rain water and in sea water. In fact, then,

the ocean must be regarded as the great reservoir of
ammonia ; as rain falls the quantity ot this substance
must be diminished in the atmosphere ; dry air must
•contain less than moist ; evaporation from the ocean
must also be the means of keeping up the normal
quantity which is constantly being precipitated
aloDg with the rains. The amount of moisture may
then be a pretty accurate idea of the amount of
ammonia. The number of grains of the vapour of
water in a cubic foot is easily ascertained, and the per-
centage of ammonia in rain water might form
the basis for an approximate estimate of the quantity
of ammonia in a cubic foot of air. M. Ville'a experi-
ments in increasing the vigour of plants in houses by
increasing the quantity of gaseous ammonia have im-
parted additional interest on this subject. The leaves of
all plants I have long urged can absorb a much larger
quantity of ammonia from ihe air, or what is the same
thing, plants require less manure when the air contains
alarger quantity of watery vapour than when it contains
little. If plauts have the power of absorbing ammonia
directly from the atmosphere by their leaves, as there
are the beat reasons for supposing that they do, their
facilities for doing so must be vastly increased as
the vapour is increased. The increased vitality of
plants as the moisture is increased has no doubt much
4> do with the matter, but it is worthy of remark that
the quantity of the vapour of water, and probably of
ammonia, is doubled for every 20 additional degrees in
the constituent temperature of the vapour. When the
dew-point is 50°, the air would only contain half the
quantity as that in the air when the dew-point is 70°.

.Now there are a vast number of agricultural facts
which seem to indicate that as the amount of moisture
is increased in the atmosphere, the greater facilities

have all plants of absorbing ammonia directly from the
atmosphere. R. Russt.ll, A'ilichiss, May 31.

Stabling of Horses.—From an observation in the
Agricultural Gazette of the 24th ult. it appears that
** W. B. H.1

' contemplates providing boxes for cart-horses.
However useful the plan may be for riding horses, we
cannot think it judicious to separate the working horses
of a farm while feeding or resting ; horses are naturally
gregarious, they love society, and although they
invariably teat the strength ot a stranger and may

therefore be thought pugnacious in their habit**, yet

when once accustomed to associate with their own kind,

f h«*y are reluctant to be parted from their companions,

and always welcome their approach or return. They are

;ilso verv sensible to much confinement, so that in all

cates, whether of the nag or cart description, they

>hould have a roomy b< rth accessible to fresh air as

much as is compatible with the employment they are

intended for. A nag horse coming offa journey, often in

state of profuse perspiration, should be .sufficiently

protected from the external air, so that no chilliness is

induced or draughts admitted to occasion cold, but

with c:»rt-horses less precaution is needed, and the only

care required is that they be well rubbed down until

their coats are dry mid they may then be permitted

after a feed to range a yard only sheltered from a

northerly wind. This ai rangement implies that a covered

building is provided, with a manger long in proportion

to the number of occupants, each horse requiring about

4 feet of manner. The open part of such building

should if possible face the south ; when it tends either

to the east or west it will be necessary that the opening

should not extend the whole length of such building, a

passage or doorway being left large enough to admit

tree egress or ingress for the horses to or from the

vard. In the yard may he introduced one or more
cribs for fodder, and on one side should be a trough

well supplied with water, for of all animals domesti-

cated by man, none retain more unmistakeably an

ardent love of freedom and independence if well

treated and properly managed. The well-known pro-

verb of u taking a horse to water, but you cannot make
him drink," exemplifies in some measure his resolute

tendency to consult his own inclinations, and yet how
grateful for good usnge, how tractable to skilful

handling, how emulous of surpassing his rivals,

whether hunting or racing, whether spanking ou the

road in a dog cart, or trembling with energy at a dead

pull ! Let cart-horses which work together by all means
eat together in a roomy sheltered yard, and if they are

not overworked how amusing is it to notice, and how
necessary it is to guard against their attempts to lift

the latch and escape to a wider range. This fondness

for liberty or frolic or mischief, according to the natu-

ral bent or idiosyncrasy of the animal sometimes is

more serious than amusing, for a sharp-nosed and keen-

witted rascal will by such tricks lead his congeners to

the pound or into a field of cropping or other expen-

sive scrape. A large yard with a covered shed will

keep them in health ; they will rest better, have a roll

frequently, and often prefer lying in the yard exposed
to wind and rain if the lair of straw is plentifully

renewed rather than lie under cover ; note the con-

dition of horses so kept as compared with the solitary

rogues having equal measures of food, and it will be

found that the social party will do far more credit to

the farmer than those isolated ; they will be less sus-

ceptible of inclement weather, have fewer ailments, and
do more work. These jottings are open to criticism

;

let others narrate their experience ; we are ready for

correction if wrong, and promise to weigh well a

contrary practice when other modes have been success-

fully pursued. There is indeed great room for

discussion on matters pertaining to this subject, so

many different plans exist of feeding horses, some with

bruised food, some with all fodder cut into chaff, some
without hay, some without Clover, some with much
green food, some with scarcely any. Millers give

bran and pollards, brewers give grains, foreigners give

Barley, and small farmers tail Wheat ; a good deal

depending upon the soil and situation of the farm and
the circumstances of the owners. When horses go
wrong the farmer is not willing to confess to any defect

of information or negligent treatment, and when there

is no complaint, the master wonders that such a simple
affair is thought deserving any notice. /. TF., Peter-

borough.

octettes.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council, June 4.— Lord Portman, Presi-

dent, in the Chair. Thirty- seven new members were
elected.

Finances.—Mr. Raymond Barker, Chairman of the
Finance Committee, laid before the Council the monthly
report on the accounts of the Society, irora which it

appeared ihat the current cash balance in the hands of

the bankers was 36 6 Of.

Country Meeting of 1857.—Mr. Raymond Barker
and Mr. Fisher Hobbs, as the Inspection of Sites' Com-
mittee fur the district of the country meeting of next
year, reported in detail to the Council the results of
their personal visit to Bath, Dorchester. Salisbury,
Taunton, and Winchester, and the respective accommo-
dation offered by those localities for the holding of the
Country Meeting of the Society.

Deputations were then received consisting of the
following gentlemen, who favoured the Council with
statements of their personal knowledge of the several
localities proposed, and received the best acknowledg-
ments of the Council for their attendance ; namely,
Marquis of Salisbury, Marquis of Batb, Marquis of

Aylesbury, Earl of Shelburne, Lord Ernest Bruce,
Bishop of Salisbury, Right Hon. Sidney Herbert,
M.P. ; Right Hon. Henry Labouchere, M.P. ; Sir

John William Ramsden, Jiart. ; Sir Frederick H. H.
Bathursf, Bart. ; the Mayors of Bath, Dorchester,
Salisbury, and Winchester ; the bailiff of Taunton,

Mr. Antrobus, M.P. ; Mr. Beaden, Mr. \V. J. Brown
General Buckley, M.P. ; Mr. C. Bush, Mr. J. D. Bush
Mr. Chaplin, M.P. ; Mr. Cotterall, Mr. Dowding, M r

'

Estcourt, M.P. ; Mr. Gale, Mr. E. W. Gillett, Mr.
Hitchcock, Mr. G. W. Johnson, Mr. Knatchbull, l.P,

.

Mr. Stephen Mills, Mr. Thomas Pain, Mr. Edward'
Pope, Mr. G. J. Robertson, Captain Scobell, M.P •

Mr. Sheridan, M.P. ; Mr. Start, M.P. ; Mr. W. Thomp-
son, Mr. Tite, M P. ; Mr. Turll, Colonel Rawdon
Ward, Mr. Thomas Wegg, Mr. Wyndham, M.P.
The Council decided that the Country Meeting of

the Royal Agricultural Society of England for the year

1357 t-hould be held at Salisbury, provided ihat the

Andover and Salisbury and the Warminster and Salis-

bury Railways should be open for the conveyance of

passengers, live-stock, and implements, by the 25th of

March, 1857 ; but that if such railways should not be

open for such conveyance by that date, that the Country

Meeting of 1857 should be held at Bath.

Prize Essays.—Mr. Thompson, Chairman of the

Journal Committee, reported the following awards from

the Judges of Essays :

—

I. James Buckmax, Professor of Geology in the Royal Agri-

cultural College, Cirencester: tha prize of Twenty Sove-

reigns, for the best Essay on the roots of the Wheat
plant, describing their growth and development.

II. Kobebt Smith, of Emmett's Grange, Sonthmolton, Devon-
shire: the prize of Twenty Sovereigns for the best

account of the different modes of bringing moorland into

cultivation.

Mr. Thompson then submitted to the Council, from

the Journal Committee, the following schedule of the

subjects and amounts of prize for the essays to be sent

in for competition to the Secretary by the 1st of March

next, which the Council adopted :

—

1. The results of microscopic observation applied to the

vegetable physiology of agriculture, 50Z.

2. The best mode of levelling ridge and furrow pasture land

after drainage, 20Z.

3. On the permanent amelioration of soils by admixture

with others, 2<>7.

4. Destruction of vermin infesting the homestead and

stackyard, 10Z.

5. On the comparative advantages of entering upon farms in

spring and autumn; together with instructions to the

young farmer on his entry at either season, 20Z.

6. On the results of drilling Wheat or Barley at different

distances with the same quantities of seed; and also

with varied quantities of seed per acre, 10J.

7. Any other agricultural subject, 107.

8. On the comparative advantages of sowing Beans in spring

and autumn, 107.

9. On the early or late sowing of root crops, 107.

Agricultural Chemistry.— Mr. Wren Hoskyns,

Chairman of the Chemical Committee, reported the

following recommendations :

—

1. The adoption of the new schedule of charges to be made
by the consulting-chemist to members of the Society

for analyses and professional opinions on different topics.

2. The reading of the consulting-chemist's annual report to

the chemical committee, at the next weekly meeting of

the Council.
The repetition, on the 13th of June, of Prof. Way s Lee-

tuve on the Composition of Drainage Waters (delivered in

Whitsun-week, when many of the members were absent

from town), with the addition of such matter as has been

since derived from Prof. Way's further researches ou

that interesting and important inquiry.

These recommendations were adopted by the Council.

Veterinary Grant.—Mr. Raymond Barker, Chair-

man of the Veterinary Committee, laid before the

Council the following recommendation, which, on the

motion of Mr. Thompson, was unanimously adopted:—

That the 2007. per annum voted by the Society to the

Veterinary College shall in future be appropriated as

follows : viz., 1007. per annum tor the Lectures given in

IJanover Square by the Professors of that institution;

and 1007. for the general objects contemplated by that

grant; and that the 100Z. per annum for the Lectures be

subject to the usual rules applying to papers intended for

publication in the Journal.

Chflmsford Meeting.—Mr. Miles, M.P., reported

the favourable progress of the arrangements for the

Society's ensuing Country Meeting, to be held at Chelms-

ford in the middle of July next.

Implements at Work.—Colonel Challoner, Chair-

man of the Implement Committee, reported recommen-
dations in reference to the implements to be shown in

active operation at the Chelmsford Meeting. These

recommendations were adopted.
Member of Council.—On the motion of Mr.

Raymond Barker, seconded by Mr. Miles, M.P-j the

Earl of Powis was unanimously elected a member of

the Council, in the place of Mr. Evelyn Denison, M.P.,

transferred to the class of Trustees.

Steward of Cattle.—On the motion of Mr. Fisher

Hobbs, Mr. Jonas was unanimously appointed one of

the Stewards of Cattle at the Country Meetings of the

Society, in the place of Mr. Simpson, who retires this

year by rotation.

Judges of Live Stock—The Council appointed

Judges for the several classes of Live Stock at the

Chelmsford Meeting.
Disease among Cattle.—The Council were favoured

by the Earl of Clarendon with the following communi-

cations from the Foreign Office :

—

" Foreign Office, May 31, 185
.

6-

" Sir,—I am directed by the Earl of Clarendon to transmit to

„ jn, to be laid before the President and Couucil of the Kova*

Agricultural Society, the accompanying copy of a despatch from

Colonel Hodges, Her Majesty's Consul General at Hamburg,

enclosing a coov of a despatch from the British Vice-Consul a:

3.

yon

Liibeck, reporting the sanitary regulations of that Government

with respect to the pulmonary dfeease which has broken ou

among the cattle in Mecklenburg.—I am, Sir, your most obedien

humble servant, " E. Hammond.

"James Hudson. Esq." _ ^, <DSfl
Hamburg, May 24, I806.

Btackwell alludes to, has been for some time prevalent in flista"

parts of the continent, and I have called upon him to procure
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more specific information as regards the subject, which when I

receive I shall transmit to your lordship. I have reason to

believe that this disease has assumed a very formidable character

iu Mecklenburg, and that the losses are 90 per cent.—I have, &c,
4 G. L. Hodges.

1 The Earl of Clarendon.'
' Liibeck, 17 th May, 1856.

i Sir,—I have the honour to report that in consequence of a

contagious pulmonary disease having broken out among the

horned cattle of Mecklenburg, the same disease, I believe, which

has caused such ravages among the cattle in Poland, the Liibeck

Government have issued sanitary regulations to be adopted in

case the disease should appear within the Liibeck territory, and

have moreover enjoined, as a precautionary measure, that no

horned cattle shall enter the Liibeck territory from the Duchies

of Mecklenburg Schwerin and Mecklenburg Strelitz, except

such as are certified by the proper authorities to be perfectly free

from the disease.— I have, &c,
(Signed) ' F. A. Blackwell.' "

'Colonel Hodges, C.B.'"

The Council adjourned to their Weekly Meeting on

Wednesday the 11th of June.

Miscellaneous.
Ay 7

esbury Ducks.—These ducks are perfectly white,

and are kept in immense numbers m the neighbourhood

of that town. Wheu highly fed, they begin to lay about

Christmas, and as all the eggs are hatched under hens,

the old ducks are not permitted to sit, but continue

laying during the season. The ducklings are taken

from their foster-mother the moment they leave the

shell, and the poor hen continues her period of incuba-

tion till she can endure it no longer, and then leaves the

nest a perfect skeleton, without the satisfaction o

rearing a brood. The ducklings are kept in lots,

warmly housed, and allowed but a limited access to

water. They are fed, in addition to corn, with greaves,

liver, flesh, and almost every description of animal gar-

bage. In eight or ten weeks the ducks are killed, and

forwarded to London, where, in the early season, prices

sometimes range as high as 14*. per couple. Of the

numbers thus produced it is impossible to speak with

certainty ; but to illustrate the quantity, it may be

stated that a little farmer at Bierton had at one time

last season nearly 2000. Mr. Head in Journal of the

Royal Agricultural Society.

SECOND-HAND AGRICULTURAL IMPLE-
MENTS FOR SALE, AND WANTED.—Apply to Edwabd

Weir, Agricultural Engineer, 16, Bath Place, New Road, six

doors west of Hampstead Road. London.

"~MAPPIN'S pruning knives""in every variety,
Warranted Good by the Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
O Cutlery Works, Sheffield; and 67 and 68, King William
Street, London. Drawings forwarded by post.

r>OYD'S PATENT SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHE,
»^ complete ^J**
BOYD'S PATENT VULCAN SCYTHE, complete ... 6 6

BOYD'S PATENT VULCAN BLADES ... ... 4 6

May be had of all Ironmongers and Seedsmen; and \V holesale

of Wm. Dray & Co., Swan Lane, London.

RICK CLOTHS at greatly reduced prices;

in consequence of the termination of the war, a quantity of

TARPAULING, 9 yards by 6 yards, made expressly for the

Crimea, to be sold cheap at Davis's, 64, West Smithfield, London.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
• (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved

Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-

siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above.

.
r __ _- -m. r-«— -i _ -_n_ J ___^_j_j__^ ' ' '

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kknsal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
of the nobility and pentry to the very superior manner ii>

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories,.Vineries, Green-
houses, &c. f combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

R^ofsof Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J.T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

SAMUELSON'S
REGISTERED BUDDING'S LAWN

FOR
MOWING MACHINES

Calendar of Operations.

MAY.
South Lancashire, June 2.—During the past week we have

had abundance of rain, witli occasional sunshine. Vegetation

in all crops has been astounding. The upland meadows are

very thick, and likely to be a good crop. Clover is also very

heavy in most localities ; at Speke (the garden of Lancashire)

it is extremely high, thick, and is now fit for the scythe, and

will be commenced with so soon as the weather takes up. In

many parts the Wheat crop has proved a perfect failure by the

ravages of the wireworm and the severity of the winter; many
fields have been ploughed up and resown with Barley and Oats,

and some places with spring Beans; there are, nevertheless,

many excellent looking and promising " broods " where sheep

have been turned in to check the Wheat. We have equal if

not more Wheat sown than last year, farmers not expecting so

sudden a cessation of the late war. There is a large breadth of

early and winter Potatoes sown, and with God's blessing we

hope to have a bountiful crop free from disease. There are

many " hogs" or heaps in the stack-yards yet unsold, which In

this part has a tendency to keep the pi ice of Wheat down.

Oats and Barley appear to wear a rich and verdant colour, are

generally speaking thick on the land, and promise to be a good

crop. The fruit trees in bloom looked both gorgeous and

plentiful, hut of late they are not showing that proline appearance

they did some weeks ago: indeed, I doubt that we shall have a

short crop of fruit, except in occasional instances. We have

only a short breadth of Beans sown, and they look remarkably

well. Milch cows and young stock are very dear. Pigs are ex-

travagantly high, and if they keep so a great many will I am
sure die in debt. Good horses, too, are in great demand at high

prices. The recent shows of entire horses at Warrington,

Wigan, and Liverpool have created a spirit of rivalry amongst

breeders which ot late has been carried too far. Hay and straw

have fallen 2d. to Ad. per stone, and stack yards are beginuing to

look bare and empty. The rent days are mostly over, and

farmers have now not much Wheat left on hand, having dis-

posed of it before that great day arrived. Town-made manure
has been for some time past very high, so much so that farmers

would rather buy artificial fertilisers. Messrs. Gibbs & Co. will

not retail less than 30 tons at once, sadly too much for any middle

class farmer to buy, considering its present terrific high price,

viz., 122. per ton. The cottagers' gardens do them infinite credit

for taste, produce, and cleanliness ; indeed, contentment seems to

prevail everywhere, particularly when we consider the expense

and cost of recent decorations to celebrate peace in most of our

little towns. J. A.

Notices to Correspondents.
Boyd's Scythe: G S. A known correspondent speaks in dis-

paragement of it. He cannot make the nut and screw hold the

blade in working position. The joint on which the heaviest

strain exists when the tool is at work now, has its rubbing
cheeks radially grooved, so as to hold them fixed together when
once screwed up. Is this so in the tool of which our correspondent
complains?

Brewing: Country Parson. Under the circumstances you name
it will be advisable to brew at home, and supposing you brew

60 gallons at a time, you will want a copper to hold as much,
a mashing-tub with false bottom of the same con-ents, and

three shallow tubs as coolers to hold the same quantity, with a

cask to hold the liquor. Three milk buckets and a filler are

what you need, and you should obtain the day's services of a

man to brew for you.
Dandeliok : S G. We shall have a Leading article shortly on

the subject, but we must warn you that nothing short of

laborious spudding before the flowers ripen will effectually

destroy them.
Devonshire Farming : X. The paragraph in the Times in re-

ference to Mr. Fowler, of Prince Hall is as follows :—" Mr.
George Fowler, a gentleman who has successfully reclaimed a

number of acres of waste land at Prince Hall, Dartmoor, "S

about to leave his farm. He says that he has carried out

entirely the course of improvements on which he original iy
entered, and has shown to the world what may be done on
Dartmoor. Fields which in 1847 were worth no more than
from 1». 6d. to 2a. per acre fetched on the 12th of May nearly
60«. per acre."

Estimates of Waste of Iron : 31 G. There is further infor-

mation in another column; those of Messrs. Mechi and
Garrett appear, both of them, to be excessive.

Preserving Eggs : A L»dy. There are a variety of recipes.

Here is one:—Mix quicklime with water to the consistency of
eream or thereabouts, and keep the eggs iu it till theygare
wanted.

PLEASURE GROUNDS, LAWNS, BORDERS, BOWLING GREENS, ETC.

To cut from 16 inches wide, for a boy to work,

Up to 30 inches wide, for man and pony.

£6 £9 £11 10
Prices ... £5 10 £5 17 6

Width Cut 16 ins. 19 ins. 22 ins. 25 ins. 30 ins.

THE REGISTERED IMPROVEMENT renders unnecessary the great

care requisite in the handling of these machines on the old pl*.n ;
all that

is now required can be done by any unskilled Labourer, who has only

to push the machine before him. The Registered adjustment insures a

clean and perfectly level cut of any required height, and prevents the

knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground may be.

Copies of Testimonials will be

forwarded, post free, on application

to the manufacturer.

The above may also be procured

at the principal Agricultural Im-

plement Depots in London ; of Messrs.

J.Veitch & Son, Exotic Nurseries,

Chelsea ; in the Agricultural Depart-

ment, and on the Lawns of the Crystal

Palace, Sydenham ; and of all respect-

able Ironmongers & Seedsmen in the

country.

B. SAMUELS0N, Britannia Works, Banbury.

T. GREEN'S NEW INVENTION IN LAWN MOWING ANB
ROLLING MACHINES,

SOLE MANUFACTURER, IKON AND WIRE WORKS, NORTH STREET, LEEDS.

REGfSTERED JULY 24, 1855 -No. 3739.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE MACHINES supersede all others by having

a small Wheel in front of the Grass Box, consequently will mow verges and round flower beds,

without any change of Wheels, or adding the old fashioned Roller, as in others; will also cut either

wet or drv and by the simple adjustment of a thumb screw, in front, can be raised or lowered to cut

the Grass' any length required ; and having two Rollers behind, and a small one in front, they roll the

width they cut- they will turn in very little room, and cut at the same time. All the working parts

made much stronger than the old machines. The bottom Blades are so constructed that they cannot

tpar ud the ground: they are only drawn, and not pushed and drawn as in other machines,

consequently do not require half the power to work them. The three first sizes can be worked by

one person with ease ; the two latter with a pony or donkey. w_. >_ E^

V

w

13 inches
£5 5

LIST OF PRICES (NET CASH):-
16 inches 20 inches 24 inches 28 inches

£6 £7 £8 £10 10

A quantity of Machines of other kinds at Half the usual prices.

and 32 inches
,£12 10

S= IV. ~±

m \>J
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Testimonial from Joshua Major, Esq., Landscape Gardener; Knostrop

rv «r. rt«~ T«M <>ti» Aa I fllwavs aooreciat- public and useful imorovements, I most gladly give my testimony to

a-Ass?»EESSftls^SSwKffsa«rs 2sets
either of the smaller sizes would be best ^ co^i»"ija e you n T

f
-
illtrlcftcvand easy to the workman, but extremely ex-

SE»RU£S3 co—.*«™ .'f£&&Stf -oa^en. of eras- ura,
and a great bOTn to

the p,bHo.-I an,, Sir, your^gg£fi*$$&2application to fa Manufacturer.

The above Machines are warranted to answer the purpose as described, or may be returned.

London AoWM i M«*a CorriM & Halle.n, 76, Oxford Street ; and Messrs. Burgess & Key, 103, Newgate

Str^MnJw b* bad of all principal Ironmongers, Nurserymen, ud Seedsmen m England
; also Mr. Charles

Garroo", Superintendent of Agricultural Department, Crystal Palace, S.vdenbam.
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING ASID HEATING BY HOT WATER,
AT THE LOWEST PRICES CONSISTENT WITH

GOOD MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
RA.Y AMD ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

vT perienee in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of
design, good materials, and workuiauship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a
|

Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all
position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

j

purposes to which the appl cation of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water

GARDEN LICHTS.
TTTANTED TO PURCHASE about Five Dozen
1 Second-hand FORCING LIG HTS at a moderate price.—
Address stating size, &c, to J..P., at Mr. Bell's, Coal Office,
Hounalow Station.

\yARNERS* SWING WATER-BAliROW
* * (To Hold Thirty Gallons)

Will save much of the gardener's time and labour. May be
obtained of any Ironmonger for 31. 3j.

,*

VTAPPIN'S CUTLERY and ELECTRO-PLATE
^v * WAREHOUSE is Removed from Moorgate Street,
London, to the extensive Premises, No. 67 and 68, King William
Street, London.
Joseph Mappin & Rhothers, Queen's Cutlery Works, Sheffield.

Brass Syringes, 9s. to ISs.

Also a great variety of effective Machines for Hydraulic pur-
poses, and to supply Gardens, Hothouses, Cottages, Farms,
Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every requisite connected
with the conveyance and distribution of Liquids.

Fountains suitabl e for Conservatories, Lawns, &c,

IMPROVED PATENT GARDEN, WATER
AND ROLLING BNGINK may be had in the Agricultural

Department at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham ; and at J. DGRE'S,
t
Ue bole Manufacturer, 17, Exmouth "Street, Clerkenwell, London.

pHE LM

PARKES'STEEL DIGGING FORKS 1 DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'

Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ev*r invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

1 03, N *

w

gate Street. London. _^_
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND^
AT THfci NORWICH, GLOUCESTER, LINCOLN

and CARLISLE SHOWS,
The Prizarfbrthe best LINSEED and CORN CRUSHER was
awarded to E. R. <& F. Titrvkb, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich,

E. R. & F. TuavER invite the attention of Agriculturists and
thers to the following machines of their manufacture:

—

ROLLER MILLS for crushing Linseed, Oats, Barley, Malt,
&c^at various **izes, with or -without B*an-mili combined. The
numerous prizes awarded these Mills by the Royal and other
ag« ieultuTAi societies r«nde»'comment on their merits unnecessary.
PATENT COMBINED GRINDING and CRUSHING MILL

for reducing Barley, &c, to a fine and soft meal, and crushing
Oats. Linaetd, Ac, is strongly recommended for the variety of
purposes to which, it is applicable, and for its perfect and economic
working.
CHAFF CUTTERS, for horse or steam power, cutting three

lengths, with facility for changing the length of the cut almost
momentarily, and other valuable improvements.
OILCAKE BREAKERS, made entirely of iron, with case,

haniene-1 teeth suitable for all descriptions of cake. Price 3L 10s.
FIXED STEAM-ENGINES, on the horizontal direct acting

principle. Long experience and attention to the practical work-
ing of steam-engines of every variety, have enabled the manu-
factures to offer these Engines as inferior to none—either for
efficiency, econo-t.v, or durability—and at prices which will be
found comparatively low.

Superior Portable Steam-Engines and Threshing Machines,
Hors^Power Threshing Machines, Circular Saw Tables, One
Horse Cart^ and various other Implements, are also manu-
factured at the above Works.

Illustrated Price Lists sent free on application.

The threefold use of this neat little Machine must be obvious
in Watering, Rolling, or Syringing; it will throw about 60 feet,
and is so portable that any ordinary domestic may use it. It
contains about 20 gallons, price 51, 10s.; 25 gallons, 61. 10*.

BEEHIVES.
Prize Medal Awarded to G. Neighbour & Sons, for Bee-

Hives and Honey, at the Paris Exposition of 1856.

VTEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-^ HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour &
Sons, with all the recent im-
provements, Glasses,& Ther-
mometer, price 35s., securely
packed for the country.
This unique Hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
wilh safety, humanity, and
profit: its arrangements are
so perfect that the Honey
may be taken at any time
of the season without at all

injuring the Bees.
Applications may be ad-

dressed to George Neigh*
roue & Sons, 127, High Hoi-
horn, or 149, Regent Street,
London.
TheirUewly-arrangedCata-

logue of other improved
Hives, with drawings and
prices, sent on receipt of two
stamps.

Agents:—Liverpool, James Cuthbbrt, 12, Clayton Square:
Manchester, J. Wilson, 50. King Street; Glasgow, Austin
* M'Aslen. 168, Trongate; Brown A Austin, 33 and 34, Argyll
Arcade; Dublin, J. Edmoxdson & Co„ 61, Dame Street;
Che^r, J. Dick-ok & Sons, 102, Ea«tg»te Street.

yHE COM FORT OF A FIXED WATER-CLOSET
for 1/.- Places in Gardens converted into comfortable

Water closets by the PATENT HKRMETICALLY-SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, preventing the return of cold
air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it or unfix it in two hours
Price 1Z. Also Hermetically-sealed and inodorous chamber
commodes, 11. 2s. and 21.4$., and improved Portable Water-
closets, with pnrop, cistern, and self-acting valve. A prospectus
with engravings forwarded by enclosing two post stamp**—At
Fyfe and Co.'s Sanatorium, 46, Leicester Square.

BEADON'S PATENT EAVES GUTTER TILE
for Farm Buildings, Roofs of Houses (either old or new,

whether of Thatch, Slate or Tile), and other structures. Sole

Agent, J. B. Lawks, 1, Adelaide Place, London Biidge.

This is the cheapest kind of spouting known, and is especially

adapted for Farm Buildings and Labourers' Cottages. It will

last as long as the building without repair, requires no paint, and
will bear the weight of a ladder against it without injury. Price of

each Tile of about 13 inches long is Ad. Stop-ends and outlets &f.

each. Any mason can put them up. If 100 feet or more are re-

quired, a man will be sent to fix them at 5d. per foot. This price

to inelude Tiles (delivered at Agent's yard) cement, labour.—May
be had in London. Glo'ster, Bridgewater, and Rugby.

HJ. MORTON and Co., Galvanized Iron Works,
• 2^Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANIZED IRON ROOFING, for Farm Buildings and
other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest roofing in use.

GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from 10£<i. per yard, for Farm
buildings, houses, &c.—Never requires painting.

PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest and
neatest fence in use, will resist the largest Cattle, and will not

bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or over. Upwards
of 600 milesof this fencing fixed by us in the last 8 years. For
illustrated price list apply at the Works.
GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.—

Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

2-inch mesh, 6d., 8d. and lid.

per yard.
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

3-inch mesh, 4d., 5£</., and
7$d. per yard.
The Netting made any

width, and with openings of

any size.

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS
for DRY and WET FOOD.— Galvanized Chain Camp Stools

and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat,

6s. 6d. to 12s. 6d. each.—Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Rods and
Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdles,

Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-

vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea-

sure Grounds, &c, from 10£d. per yard.
For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Henry J. Mo&tox & Co.,

2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF GALVANISED
WIRE NETTING.

r

BARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,

in consequence of improvements in their machinery tor

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices.

4-inch mesh, 24 inches wide
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strong, do.
intermediate, do.
extra strong, do.
24 inches wide
strong, do.
intermediate, do.

extra strong, do. ._

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 9 feet),

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices one-fourth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 8±d. per yard, 3 feet wide

:

Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 2d. p«r

square toot.

Delivered fre-* of expense in London. Peterborough. Hull, or

Newcaatle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattlft

and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &c.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post-
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IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.

JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

• Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns

of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to

supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,

4c, at the Manufactory as above.

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

of ground, 5 bars ... 4s. 9i. each.

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3
inches out of ground, 5 bars 5s. 3d. each .

UTTA PERCHA! GUTTA PERCHA.—The
Improved Flexible Tubing, made expressly for Watering

Gardens, at Ad. snd 6d. per foot; to be bad only of Messrs.

Thorn, 98, Haw Bond Street. Gutta Percha Speaking Tubes at

3d. andAd. per foot.

TRENT'S PATENT WEATHERPROOF
JV GLAZING for Horticultural Buildings and Glass Roofs

in general. Exhibited at the Great Exhibition, 1851. Honour-
ably mentioned. Illustrated Price Books on the receipt of lour

stamps, or estimates sent.

Horticultural Building Works, Chichester.

RITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.— Sizes from 7 by 5 to 9 by 7 at

lis. 6d. per 100 foot box; 9$ by 74 and 10 by 8, at 12s. 6d. per

box, in 21 oz. 1*. per box extra ; larger sizes up to 22 by 14, 15 oz.,

at I6s.
m

, and 21 oz., 25s. per 100 feet. B »xes charged 2s. each,

and returnable at the same price if delivered free. Crystal
White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent
Bough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead, Oils,

Turpentine, Colours, &c.—G. Farmiloe & Son, 118, St. John
Street, West Smithfield, London.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET GLASS, Packed in Boxes containing 100 Feet.

i PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.
OAYNOR and COOKK'S CELEBRATED PRUN-^ ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES. VINE and
PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-
ported upon in the Gardener's rhronicle bv Dr. Lindley (see No.
47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman <-r Seeds-
man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
and French Exhibition Prize Mednls in 1S51 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
throueh to the back.

S. & C beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes,
Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds . f Horticultural Tools.

Established 1738.

MARINE AND FRESH WATER AQuARIA.
C ANDERS and WOOLCOTT, 54, Doughty Street,^ Foundling, London, Manufacturers of the Glass Tanks
in the Zoological G^riens, Regent's Park; in the Royal
Zoological Gardens, Dublin; in the Conservatory of His Grace
the Duke of Devonshire, Chiswick; and various Musenn 8

throughout the kingdom, have constantly on hand and in opera-
tion GLASS TANKS of all sizes for the Marine and Fresh Water
Aquarium.
These Tanks can be safely forwarded to all parts, and lists of

prices may be had on application at the above address, where
fllso thp tonV- <• !>v ho «»>e»>.

M

8 by 6, and 8J by 64 ... 13s. 6d.

9 by 7, and 10 by 8 ... 13s. 6d.
6 bv 4, and 6£ by 4* ... 12s.

7 by 5, and 7i by 5£ ... 13«.

LARGER SIZES, not exceeding 40 Inches Long.
16 oz. from 2d. to 3A</.,21 oz. from 3d. to bd., 26 oz. from 6d. to7$<!.,

per foot superficial, according to size and quantity.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD
HOUSES, THE SAME QUALITY AS WE SUPPLY TO M». RlVERS, and
of various dimensions, always on hand, at 18s. per 100 feet.

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-ounce, packed in Crates
of 300 f^et, '£},d. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, 3^d.
Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet 34s., 38s., 40s., and

42s. per case.

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS.
Packed in boxes of 60 feet each.

6 by 4, and 6J by 44
7 by 5, and 7 J by 5£ • *

10s. 6d.

12
8 by 6, and 8* by 6\
9 by 7, and 10 by 8

13s. 6d.
15 * * *

For larger sizes, a full List of Prices will be sent on application.

FERN CASES, with Ferns complete, suitible for the Draw-
ing Room, from 25s. each.

AQUARIUMS, with French polished stands, from 10s. each.
Vase-shaped ditto, on glass stand, 20s.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation, from Is. 6d. per foot.

Glass Tiles and Slates.

Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glasses,
Cucumher Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoy.s' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps, Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for
Ornaments Fern Shades, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street
Without, London.

£2 15
3 5
4
5
5 18

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

Tl ETLEY and CO. are supplying 16-oz. Sheet Glass
-*- J of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 100
square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash.
A reduction made on 1000 feet.

Per foot. Per 10 feet,

at Ud. is £0 12 6
2d. „ 16 8
1\d. „ 18 9
2>>d. „ 1 10
2-Jtf. ,, 1 2 11

Sizes.—Iuches.

From 6 by 4
7 „ 5
8 „ 6
10 „ 8

Inches.
Under 6 by 4

7 „ 5
8 „ 6
10 .. 8
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Larger sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.
16 oz. from 3d. to 3Jd. per square foot, according to size.
21 oz. „ 3£rf. to bd.

26 oz. ,.
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3i«f. to 7$d.

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, and
PATENT PLATE GLASS for Horticultural purposes, at
reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,
either in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

Propagating Glasses. Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass
Milk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not
hitherto manufactured in Glass.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate
price of this superior article should cause it to supersede all
other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. No
alteration connected with the sash is required.

<SLA3S SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation of
every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure,
rnces, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half,

ot Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to
List

James Hetlhy & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

FOREIGN ANQ ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
wtt f

7
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Rr8HOP3OATB Stheet, Without.
MILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET

qaa * 7
LASS l" an7 size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or7 teet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leadingmen of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.
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RYS ??"*h P,ate

' sheet and ^oneh, Tiles, Striking

aa HorticulS Usl
k ****' Cucumber Tubes

'
aud WaaP Traps,

mkirSiSSm'
Wh
^f Lead

'
and Lead PiPe '

P^nts, Colours,na V armshes, see Colour List, which can be had on application:
Established more than 100 years.

(Fig.l.) (Pig. 2.)

T TYLOlt and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
y • ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted Oak tub, fitted with
improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan ana jet.

No. 1 holds HI gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10
No. 2 „ 15 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 10
No. 3 „ 28 „ „ 45 „ ... 6 18

T TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
*J • ENGINE (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, veil painted
inside and outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and
registered Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate
rose fan and jet.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet high
No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 30 „
No. 11 t, 16 „ „ 40 „
No. 12 n 24 „ „ 45 *
No. 14 „ 30 , f „ 45 „

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringe*
Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.
No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jer f diameter of barrel,

H inch. 145. 3d. ; No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, 1| inch, 12*.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel. If inch, 10$. 6d.

Rkad's Syrinqe, with two roses and one jet
f
19*.

J. Tylor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may b« obtained at

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in
town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.R. Cost of carriage, Ac, not included in these prices.

J. Tylob & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street

T
London.

DRESSING CASES.
AT MR. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENTS,
^1 112. Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street, and Crystal Palace,
are exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures in
Dressing Cases, Work Boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags,
and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department
for Papier Mach* Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table
Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Peuknives, Strops, Paste, Ac. Ship-
ping orders executed.

The same prices charged at all the Establishments,

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855-
ETCALFE,BINGLEY,ANDCO. fSNew Pattern and
Penetrating Tooth Brushes. Penetrating unbleached Hair

Brushes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brushes, and genuine Smvrna
Sponges ; and every description of Brush, Comh, and Periumery
for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly between
the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most eff.ctlially—the
hairs never come loose. M., B., and Co. are sole makers of the
Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orris Root Soaps— sold in Tablets
(bearing their names and address) at 6rf. each ; ot KbtcAJ
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder. 25. per box; and of the New
Bouquets.— ^oltt Establishment 130bv and 131, Oxford Street. 2ndad 3rd doors west from Holies tftr*e». London.

^ /
l AKK1NG LKNEN MADE LaSY.—The Pen
1 Superseded.—The most easy, permanent, and be^t method

of Marking L n n, Silk, Cotton, Coarse Towels, Stockings, Books,
Ac, so as to prevent the Ink blotting, or the pnaalbllity of its
washing out, is with CULLETON S PATENT ELECTllO-
SILVER PLATES. Any person can use them. Initial plate, Is.;
name plate, 2a.; set of numbers, It.; crest plate, 5j., with direc-
tions. Sent post free to any part of the kingdom, t*y the Inventor
and Sole Patentee, T. Colleton, 2, Long Acre (exactly one door
from St. Martin's Lane).—N.B. To prevent imposition it is neces-
sary to write down the address.

IT- NOW THYSELF.—The secret art of discovering
** the true CHARACTERof INDIVIDUALS from the pecu-
liarities of their HANDWRITING has long been practised by
MARIE COUPELLE with astonishing success. Her startling
delineations are both full and detailed differing from anything
hitherto attempted. All persons wishing to l4 know themselves,"
or any friend in whom they are interested, must send a specimen
of their writing, stating sex and age, inclosing thirteen penny
post stamps, to Mis3 Coupelle, 69, Castle Street, Oxford Street,
London, and they will receive, in a few days, a miuute detail of
the mental and moral qualities, talents, tastes, affections, virtues,
&c, of the writer, with many other things hitherto unsuspected.

HEADACHES. INDIGESTION, GOUT, X PROSTRATION.
PARK'S LIFE FILLS are known to have a specific

effect both on the prevention and cure of these disorders.
PARR'S PILLS correct and neutralise the acrid and vicious
humours, which, if left without control, engender pain and
disease. They should be taken at the appearance of the slightest
symptom of listlessness, languor, or inertness of any of the
bodily functions, as they not only arrest such symptoms, but
diffuse a healthful and cheerful feeling.V Ask for PARR'S LIFE PILLS.

Sold by all respectable Chemists and Medicine Vendors in
town and country.—In Boxes, price Is. l£tf., 2s. 9d. ; and in
Ftmily Packets, 11$. each. Protected and guaranteed in every
country by the English Government stamp, which is athxed to
each box of the Genuine Medicine.

FLOUR, warranted free from Adulteration, and deli-
vered to any part of London (not less than one peck), carriage

free. Whites, for pastry, at per bushel (56 lbs.) 12s. 4 /. ; fine House-
holds, recommended for Bread-making, 11$. 8*i.; Seconds, 11$.;
Wheat-meal, for Brown Bread, 11$. Od. ; best coarse and fine
Scotch Oatmeal.—Address Uorsnaill & Catchpool, Bullford
Mill, Witham, Essex

; or Caledonian Road, Isliugton. Directions
f

o

r Making Bread supplied gratis
.

BOARD and LODGING required at a FARM
HOUSE.—A private Sitting Room and two Bedrooms,

with separate Board, for a Gentleman and Lady, and six Childn n
under 9 years of age.—Addre-s (post paid) C. H.H., Messrs
Richardson Brothers, 23, Cornhill.

VlfANTED TO RENT, at Michaelmas next, a
* v FA KM from 100 to 150 Acres, with Dwelling House and

suitable Buildings.— M. N„ Post Office, Worthing, Sussex.

V A L U A B
TO BE LET, for such nuni
* agreed on, entry at Martinmas,

L E FARM.
ber of years as may be
1856, the FARM of MY RE-

MILL, in the parish of Maybole, as presently in the occupancy of
the proprietor. This Farm is situated within eight miles of the
market town of Ayr and one from Maybole, wht- re there is a
railway station. It extends to 298 acres, 1 rood, 8 poles imperial;
has been recently drained, and is in the highest state of culti-

vation. It is intersected by good public roads, and portions of
the Farm roads are laid with iron tramways. The steading is

complete in accommodation, comprising comfortable Dwelling
House, extensive Feeding Byres, Sheep Houses, Sables, Barns,
Granaries, &c. There is a powerful Steam Engine, to which is

attached a Threshing Machine, Turnip and Straw Cutters, Oil-

cake Crushers, Millstones for Grinding, and Liquid Manure
Pumps. The Tanks are capable of storing about 300,000 gallons

of liquid manure, and Pipes are laid for its distribution over the

whole lands. As regards management and cultivation, liberal

terms will be granted, without taking two white crops in suc-

cession, but with a fixed rotation at the close of the lease.

Mr. Smith, Manager at Myn-raill. will show the Farm, and
offers to be lodged with Mr. Broivn, Royal Bank Office^ Maybolt, on

or before the 30th June next.—June 7.

TYLOK and SuiVS REGISTERED GARDEN
SYRINGE.— Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. each.

Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for watering

plants on stands at a height of 8 feet so that any quantity of

water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, 10s.

By a simple arrangement this Syringe ia rendered more
effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever

offered to the public. It is equallv adapted foi Garden or

Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as much
water in a given time as any other Syringe now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube

to the barrel of the Syringe, thr-ugh which it is filled with water

at every discharge of tfw previouK contents. By this means the

Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piston

rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, the

barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-

supplying, a great saving of labour is effected ; and the necessity

of stopping to till the syringe at every discharge being done
j

away wiih, the direction of the water can be maintained for any

length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it is not

possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, which I

is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of every

other Syringe. Its construction is perfectly simple, and cannot *et

oat of order; the ground in ball valves and fittings used for filling

all other patent Syringes being entirely superseded. To be had

of anv respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

J. Tvlor & Sons. Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus,

Warwick Lane, Newgste Street, London.

N.B. These prices dn not include carriage, package, or expense

;' of delivery in the countij

Saks faj Suction.

ORCHIDS.—IMPORTED AND ESTABLISHED.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his

Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on MON-
DAY. June 9, at 1 o'Clock precisely, an importation from Java
of Phalaenopsia grandifl.>ra. Saccolabium Bhimei, Aerides sua-

vissima, &c. Also a small colleen.m of established Plants of

Aeridea virens, Odoratum purpurascens, Larpent*. Maculos-um

major. Saccolabium guttatum. Vau.ia coerulea, Caitleya labiata,

Quindos, Aclandiae and elegant, Auisrjeciiiu eburneum, Ac—May
b b viewed ..n the morning of Sale ami Catalogues bad

.

ORCH.DS, AN IMPORTATION FROM BRAZIL
^l\ \i. J. C. STEVKNS will Sell by Auction at bis

I Great Room, 3S, King Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-
DAY, June 10, at one o'Clock preciselv, the finest masi-ed ever

imported of Lselia purpurata ami brysiana, Cattleyas tigrina,

guttata, Leopoldi, Loddigesi, amethybtina, and intermedia,

C'oryantheseximia, speciosa, and maculata, Miltonia Morelli, and

about 20 of the beautiful Palm Coryphaeerirera.— May be viewed

on the day prior and morning of Sale, and Catalogues had
;

f3~~CENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.

, ESSRS. PKOI'HEUOE and MORRIS will Sell

bv Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on THURS-
DAY, June 12, at 12 o'Clock, a first-class collection of Dahlias,

Verbenas, Fuchsias, Geraniuma, and other Plants in hloum, with

a large assortment of Ornamental Plants for Bedding, choice

Koses in Pots, &c—On view the morning of Sale; Catalogues

had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery,
Leyton9tone, Essex.
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In Twenty-five Volumes, price Five Guineas, in cloth.

rr^HE TRAVELLER'S LIBRARY being now complete, the Publishers call attention to this collection as well adapted for Travellers and Emigrants, for Sehool-room

I Libraries, the Libraries of Mechanics' Institutions, Young Men's Libraries, the Libraries of Ships, and similar purposes. The separate Volumes are suited for School Prizes, Presents to

Young People, and for general instruction and entertainment.

The Series comprises Fourteen of the most popular of Mr. Macaulay's Essays, and his Speeches on Parliamentary Reform.

The department of Travels contains some account of eight of the principal countries of Europe, as well as Travels in four districts of Africa, in four of America, and in three of Asia.

Madame Pfeiffer's First Journey Round the World is included ; and a general account of Australian Colonies.

In Biography and History will be found Mr. Macaulay's Biographical Sketches of Warren Hastings, Clive, Pitt, Walpole, Bacon, and others; besides Memoirs of Wellington, Turennr, F. Arago,&c.
:

an Essay on the Lire and Genius of Thomas Fuller, with Selections lrom his Writings, by Mr. Henry Rogers; and a History of the Leipsic Campaign, by Mr. Gleig, which is the only separate account

of this remarkable Campaign.

Works of Fiction did not come within the plan of the Traveller's Library; but the Confessions of a Working Man, by Souvestre, which is indeed a fiction founded on fact, has been included, and

has been read with unusual interest by many of the working classes, for whose use it is especially recommended. Dumas' story of the Maitre-d'Armes
,
though in form a work of fiction, gives a striking

picture of an episode in the history of Russia.

Amongst the works on Science and Natural Philosophy, a general view of Creation is embodied in Dr. Kemp's Natural History of Creation; and in his Indications of Instinct remarkable facts ir>

natural history are collected. Dr. Wilson his contributed a popular description of the Electric Telegraph. In the volumes on the Coal-Fields, and on the Tin and other Mining Districts of Cornwo

is given an account of the mineral wealth of England, the habits and manners of the miners, and the scenery of the surrounding country.

It only remains" to ndd, that among the Miscellaneous Works are a Selection of the best Writings of the Rev. Sydney Smith; Lord Carlisle's Lectures and Addresses; an account of Mortnonism, by

the Rev. W. J. Couybeare ; an exposition of Railway management and mismanagement, by Mr. Herbert Spencer; an account of the Origin and Practice of Printing, by Mr. Stark; and an account ef

London, by Mr. M'Culloch, *

.im

50 Volumes, price 2s. 6d. each in cloth—To be had also, in complete Sets only, at Five Guineas per set,

bound in cloth, lettered, in 25 Volumes, classifiei as follows:

• • •

t #• 9 9 •

• • • V t •

IN EURO
A CONTINENTAL TOUR
ARCTIC VOYAGES AND DISCOVERIES
BRITTANY AND THE BIBLE

BRITTANY AND THE CHASE

GERMAN V, Ac; NOTES OF A TRAVELLER...

ICELAND
NORWAY, A RESIDENCE IN

NORWAY, RAMBLES IN

RUSSIA
RUSSIA AND TURKEY

• * 9

»» »

• • •

• * *

• ••

t * 9

- . >

• • I

• • i ft tft • I

9 * 9

. •

ST. PETERSBURG
THE RUSSIANS OF THE SOUTH...

SWISS MEN AND SWISS MOUNTAINS
MONT BLANC, ASCENT OF...

SKETCHES OF NATURE IN THE ALPS

VISIT TO THE VAUDOIS OF PIEDMONT

• ••

• • .

• •f

P
• ft

9 t *

• 9 9

j • -

* • •

lit

• ft ft

9 9 *

• 9 •

• •ft

VOYAGES AND
E.
By MR. BARROW.
By MISS F. MAYNE.
By MR. I. HOPE.

By MR. I. HOPE.
By F. GREGOROVIUS.
By MR. S.LAING.

By P. MILES.

By MR. S.LAING.

By MR. T. FORESTER.
By the MARQUIS DE CUSTINE.

By J. R. M'CULLOCH.

By M.JERMANN.
By SHIRLEY BROOKS.

By R.FERGUSON.

By MR. AULDJO.
By F.VON TSCHUDI.

By MB. E.BA1NES.

* •

•••

• ••

• 9 •

flftft

• ••

TRAVELS.
I N

CHINA AND THIBET...
SYRIA AND PALESTINE
THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

IN
AFRICAN WANDERINGS
MOROCCO
NIGER EXPLORATION
THE ZULUS OF NATAL ...

IN
BRAZIL
CANADA
CUBA...

NORTH AMERICAN WILDS

IN
AUSTRALIAN COLONIES ...

ASIA,
• ••

* •

By thk ABBE II UC.

eothen:
By P. GIRON1ERE.

AFRICA.
• • 9 • • *

• ••

* • •

* > »

9 • •

«••

ft* ft

* *

• ft t

• •ft

•••

... By M. WERNE.
By MR. X. DURRIEU.
By T.J. HUTCHINSON.
By MR. G. II. MASON.

AMERICA
... By MR. E. WILBERFORCE.
... By MRS. JAMESON.
... By MR. W. H. HURLCUT.
... By MR. CLANMAN.

t ••

- • *

• | 9

• • *

ft ••

AUSTRALIA.
By MR. W. HUGHES.

ROUND THE WORLD.
A LADY'S VOYAGE 9 * • • •ft • *

' By MME. IDA PFEIF VtR.

• •ft

• - «

MEMOIR OF THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON.
THE LIFE OF MARSHAL TURENNE
^v I i AM i L . «• ••- ••• ••• •-•

FERDINAND I, AND MAXIMILIAN II....

FRANCIS ARAGOS AUTOBIOGRAPHY.
THOMAS IIOLCROFTS MEMOIRS.
CHESTERFIELD AND SELWYN

* *

#

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.

» •

By the REV. T. O. COCKAYNE.
By BODENSTEDT and WAGNER,
By RANKS.

* • • ft* By A. HAYWARD.

- •

- - *

SWIFT AND RICHARDSON...
DEFOE AND CHURCHILL ...

ANECDOTES OF DR. JOHNSON
TURKEY AND CHRISTENDOM.
LEIPSIC CAMPAIGN
ESSAY ON THE LIFE AND GENIUS

FULLER

• ••

• * 9 » *

• • •

• •• • t ft

By LORD JEFFREY.
By MR. J. FORSTEIi.

By MRS. PIOZZI.

By thk REV. G. R. GLEIG.

OF THOMAS
By MR. HENRY EOGEK-

• t ft

• ••

WARREN HASTINGS.
LORD CLIVE.
WILLIAM PITT.

THE EARL OF CHATHAM.
RANKE'S HISTORY OF THE POPES.

GLADSTONE ON CHURCH AND STATE

ESSAYS BY MR. MACAULAY.
ADDISON'S LIFE AND WRITINGS.
HORACE WALPOLE.
LORD BACON.
LORD BYRON.
COMIC DRAMATISTS OF THE RESTORATION
FREDERICK THE GREAT.

HALLAM'S CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY.
CROKER'S EDITION OF B03WELLS LIFE

JOHNSON.

OF

MR. MACAULAY'S SPEECHES ON PARLIAMENTARY

REFORM.

THE LOVE STORY
SIR ROGER DE COVERL1Y
MEMOIRS OF A MAITRE-DARMES

NATURAL HISTORY' OF CREATION
INDICATIONS OF INSTINCT

• • •

• |

ft* *

• *1

*

• * *

•

WORKS OF
From SOUTHEY'S I>OCTOIi.

From the SPECTA TOE.

By DUMAS.

FICTION.
CONFESSIONS OF A WORKING MAN By E. SOUVESTRl.

AN ATTIC PHILOSOPHER IN PARIS By E. SOUVESTKE
SIR EDWARD SEAWARDS NARRATIVE OF HIS SHIPWRECK.

- *

NATURAL HISTORY, 4c.
By DR. L.KEMP. | ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH, Ac
By DR.L. KEMP. J

OUR COAL-FIELDS AND OUR COAL-PITS.

CORNWALL, ITS MINES, MINERS, &c.

9*9 »••

• - * By DR. G.WILSON

»ft ft • •ft

MISCELLANEOUS WORKS.
LECTURES AND ADDRESSES
SELECTIONS FROM SYDNEY* SMITH'S WRITINGS.
PRINTING ... • ft • * * * # • • • • •

By the EARL OF CARLISLE.

By MR. STARK.

RAILWAY' MORALS AND RAILWAY POLICY
MORMONISM
LONDON ...

• * * • ftft

• * * ••• • •

... By MR. H.SPENCER.
... By the REV. W. J. CONY'REARL

... By MR. J. R. M'CULLOCH.

E^° Two Lists of the TRAVELLER'S LIBRARY—1. Classified in 25 Vols., price £5 5s. cloth (as above): or 2. As originally issued in

102 Parts, Is. each, forming 50 Vols., 2s. 6d. each—may be had of the Publishers and all Booksellers.
^ _ -! _ u U —

London : LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, and LONGMANS.

Printed by Viuui Bbadbubt. of No. 13, Upper Wohnrn Place, and Fbuebicx Mclibtt Etaw». of No. 50. Queen's Road. Weat both in to- Parish of St. *"nc:*Vn
J.!?.w ^l^ucm^O^if^S''^

at tfcsfe Offic- in Lombard Stre-t. in the Precinct ol Whitefriara. in the City of London; and published by them at the Office, ISO. 5, Upper Wellington Street, in the Pansfc or St. raui s.voYcnt u«

said County, where nil Advertisements and '. ommunication* are to be Aopbkssbd to tur Ebitob.— Saturday, June7i 18*6.
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TJOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
_\,

Th
-?
SEC0ND EXHIBITION of PLANTS, FLOWERS

and FRUIT, will take place on WEDNESDAY next, June 18.
Tickets to bo, obtained at the Gardens only by orders from

Fellows or Members of the Society, price 5s., on the day of
Exhibition, 7s. 6d. each.
Gates open at 2 o'clock. Carriages to set down and take up

either at the South, North, or East entrances to the Gardens

;

toe North gate opens directly into the covered Exhibition
Ground.
N.B. The plants in the American Garden will be in full bloom.
Erratum.—In the Royal Botanic Society's Advertisement last

week, /or " JulyJ9," read " July 9." __p RYSTAL PALACE. — GRAND HORTICLT

L-V^ TURAL FETE.—The Second Flower Show of the present
Season will beheld on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, the
25th and 26th instants. On WEDNESDAY, the 25th, the doors
will be opened at 12 o'clock. Admission by Season Tickets or
by payment of 7s. 6d. On THURSDAY, the 26tb, the doors will
be open at 10. Admission by Season Tickets or by payment of
2s. 6d. Gardeners producing satisfactory evidence of their
employment will (on application to the Secretary of the Crystal
Palace Company on or before Friday the 20th inst.) receive
Tickets for admission, not transferable, available on the
25th by payment of 2s. 6d. Schedules of Prizes may
be obtained on application to the Secretarv of the Crystal
Palace Company, and all Plants and Fruit for exhibi-
tion must be entered on or before FRIDAY, the 20th inst.
Extra Prizes will be given for Azaleas if exhibited. For the
accommodation of Gardeners a Special Train will leave London
Bridge Station at 6 o'clock, a.m.. on WEDNESDAY the 25th
trains will run from London Bridge at frequent intervals.
Tickets of Admission, including conveyance by Railway, may be
obtained previously at the London Bridge Terminus, at the
several Agents of the Brighton Company, and at the Company's
Offices, 43. Regent Circus, Piccadilly.- June 14.

WATFORD HORTICULTURAL AND FLORI-
J2 CULTURAL SOCIETY.-The Second Grand Flower
Show of the above Society will he held by permission of the
Earl of Essex in Cassiobury Park, near Watford, on THURS-
DAY, July 3, open to all Exhibitors. An efficient Band will
be in attendance. Schedules may be obtained on application to
the Secretary.—By Order of the Committee,
_High Street, Watford . Mr. Jomr Pearck Taylor, Sec.

MAIDSTONE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
» it

The fo,,owin£ Prizes, open to all England, will be given
at the l irst Exhibition for the. present year of the above Society,
winch will be held on THURSDAY, June 26, in the field
adjoining the Rocky Hill Terrace. For collections of EightMore or Greenhouse Plants—first prize, 51.; second, 3*.; third, 11.

v
S
,',

x
,Elotic Orchids

:— first prize, «.; second, 11tor collections of 36 Roses in single trust
second 11.; third. 10*. For collections of
Grapes, Pine Melon, Peaches, Nectarines, i
first prize, Zl. ; second, 21. No exhibitor to r
tne same class. For rules and further partW

John B. Monckton, Ho

GRAND EXHIBITION OF RHODODENDRONS, ON VIEW
At the Royal Botakic Gardens, Regent's Park, London.
JOHN WATERER begs to announce that his

y matchless collection of New HARDY SCARLET and other
leading kinds of RHODODENDRONS is now coming finely into
bloom, and will continue in great perfection throughout the
month of June.

i
***! T

he Society have entirely re-arranged and preatly en-
larged the site annually occupied with the American Exhibition,
whereby the forthcoming displav will far exceed in magnificence
any floral exhibition hitherto attempted in this country.
Orders of admission may be had (gratis) from Fellows of the

society, or on application to the advertiser.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, and Royal Botanic

Gardens, RegentVPark.

EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN PLANTS
JOHN WATERERbegs to intimate that his collection
*' of the above plants is now finely in bloom, and will
continue in perfection throughout the month of June, and may
be inspected daily (gratis).—American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey,
near the Farnborough Station, South Western Railway; mid
Blackwater Station, South Eastern Railway, from whence con-
veyances are always to be obtained.

EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN PLANTS,
Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

A/TESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY have great

^
?J- pleasure in stating that their Collection of American

Plants at the Nursery is now finely in bloom, and may be seen ,

daily gratis. The Nursery is readily reached by Train toWoking Station in 40 minutes; there are always plenty of con- I

veyanc^s at the Station.—June 14.

M
CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.

~r -t. _ __ . . .. .
»••"- "wnEinnijunimiy in por*, part

of the stock originally intended for their own blooming, at 21*per dozen pairs.
bt

..
They are fine strong plants, and may be either turned out into

the borders immediately, or repotted without suffering the least
check, a manifest advantage at this season.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

D

GRAND EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN PLANTS,
ashburnham park, adjoining cremorne gardens, klno's

Road, Chelsea.

souie Gloxinia-like foliage, produces from the base of its leaves
numerous panicles of delicate pale blue flowers of considerable
duration, rendering it a most desirable object for the stove or
intermediate house. We are enabled to otter strong plants, 5s.
each. 42*. per dozen, extra strong, 7s. 6d. each.
DELPHINIUM FORMOSUM, a most beautiful new variety,

or the richest blue, with flowers larger and habit more dwarf
than D. Henderson), 18*. per dozen.
-

V'>"ell A Co., Royal Nursery. Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.
EXTRA FINE SHOW DAHLIAS AT SIX SHILLINGS
,_,.__,„

PER DOZEN.
JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,

Y near Manchester, having an immense stock of the above, offers
them at 6s. per dnzrii strong plants, and well assorted colours, to
clear out for the season, including many varieties of 1855, such
as Admiral Dundas, Mrs. Stowe, Comet. Surpriser, Rose Unique
Ruby Queen, Goldsmith, &C &c. 25 plants extra fine varieties
of Show Pansies, 12.*.; 25 ditto ditto Phloxes, 16*.; 25 ditto Bel-
gian Daisies. 8*. Selected Pansy Seed, Is. and 2j. per packet.

Post-office Orders payable at Middleton, Lancashire.

AZALEA INDI

M
T IVERY and SON, Nurserymen, I" • Reigate, beg to say they have just publi

C A.
Sec, Dorking and

TIVE CATALOGUE' of all the neve's."^ most Unproved
kinds of the AZALEA, which may be had in exchange for one
postage stamp.

J. I. & Son also boa: to Fay their fine collection of all the new
varieties is now in bloom, and will continue so for several weeks
intending purchasers will do well to obtain the Catalogue and
then pay a visit to this Nursery, the stock being unusually tine
this season.—Dorking. June 14.

IVIISS NIGHTINGALE.—Strong Ptoiu~of"thii^J- beautiful Heliotrope are now ready, 3*. 6d. each. One
1 lant given to the Trade when three are ordered. It received
a Certificate of Merit from the Royal Botanic Society of London
on May 28tb, 1856; also a Certificate of Merit from the National
Society ot Florists, June 12, 1856:-Good habit, large truss,
colour dark lavender, extra strong scent.— Post-office Orders
payable at Paddington.

JWilliam Field, Flori st. Kensal New Town, London.
l^RANCIS R. KINGHORN is now sending out his* unequalled New Scarlet Geraniums. Countess of Warwick
Annie, and General Pelissier. For description see advertisement
of April 12th. page 243. Good established plants, 10*. 6d. each,
rhe usual discount to the trade. Plants added to compensate
for distant carriage. A remittance will be required from unknown
correspondents. Post-oflSce Orders on Richmond, Surrey.

St. Margaret's Gardens, Isleworth.—June 14.

OBAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packet*, each packet
.*-* containing 100 Seeds, Is.; sent post free. Is. 2d. Calceo-

PERPETUAL ROSES IN POTS AND BEDDING «*' .

1Ie,iotroPium > Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias
PLANTS.-For Bass and Brown's Advertisement of

^^."."l^^nd other choice Seeds, 6rf. per packet. Catalogue

now open daily, and affords probably the finest displav of
flowers ever witnessed in this metropolis. Admission One Shilling.
The American Plants at the Nursery are also now in great

beauty, and may be seen every day free.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey, near the Woking Station.
South Western Railway.

THE NEAREST AMERICAN" NURSERY TO ANY~
RAILWAY STATION.

A N EXTENSIVE COLLECTION, covering nearly
**• 30 acres, of AMERICAN PLANTS, in bloom during
June, may be seen in high perfection at GEORGE BAKER'S
WINDLESIIAM NURSERY, BAGSHOT, SURREY, li mile
from Sunningdale Station, on the Staines and Wokingham
Railway; 26 miles from Waterloo Station; and at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park.— Orders of Admission may'be
had (gratis) from Fellows of the Society, or on application to
the Advertiser.

G E O R G E TAYLOR, Junior
Growers' Salesman-

For Choice Garden Produce,
St. John's Market,

Liverpool.
Terms—"Cash."

—first prize, 2Z.;

rits, to include
Strawberries :

—

re two prizes in
i apply to
sc, Maidstone,

these see Gardeners7
Chronicle of May 17th, p. 349, containing

Descriptive Lists of first-rate sorts.—Sudbury, Suffolk .

GERANIUMS.—A Large Surplus Stock at
Reduced Prices.—Fine Plants of new and other first-rate

sorts both show and fancy. Names given on application.

Apply to Baps & Snowy, Sudbury, Suffolk.

QHEPSTOW FLOWE K, SHOW.- e First Show
t»a v t

S^S0n wiH ** held in Chepstow Castle, on THURS-
Adrois_ion

e
»t i^A

D°°r3
.

0pen at 1M PM
-
and close at 5 P-M -S admi •

130p-M--^.; children under 12 years of age half

Kdanc? Th/w

-

30
ft
m" U- A Military Band will be in

HoU-eHs thi- i ^Yo
e Coni Pany * Steamers will leave the

?k ArLl
da7 at 8 a.m., and return from Chepstow at 6.30

R_u'lwRv^^
mentS

*
nave been made with the South Wales

Smar^hpn P
?
n7

i,

f0r the issue of Excursion Tickets from

T«InTp?v? <?
l ,nterme<lUte stations to Chepstow by the

Journey bl^Ta!"thr at 655 AM
' available for the Return

iSlrV J^'n from Chepstow at 4 20 p.m.; also from

returSrS fr
7

k
Traia leavin* G l01"*ster at 10.30 a m.. and

wav 5! <^fPstow at 7.13 p.ji. The Great Western Rail-

Swindon an"
7

iT
1"

4
,SSUe Return Tickets at Single Fares from

of Sp Sh« £ intermediate Stations to Chepstow on the day
will Pn.W*I^7- -?

press Trains excepted. These arrangements

TinteSi AhH?
8,tol

5
t0 View ti,e Tubular Bridge, Windcliff, andimtern Abbey, and to return in time for the Show.

_ Jl_^on^^j6jBA^\vjVjMoporsiTy Secretary.
1

T Ji«i T A M B A R R A T T,

HORTTrm?rCo^E GARDINER, Wakefteld.HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved
• • A n *

principles.
*

E
e
v££i« St

o
k °f F«™>**™. Orxamkxtal Shrubs,

~--*^-Lrobkk»s, Fqrhbt Treks. Roggg, and Thorns.

MriSna
VlDS0N

» who is extensively eneaced in

TEPTl-PP 8CA?E GARDENING and GARDEN ARCni-
aen and rhe

re
Khr

fnl
-
y °£erS hi9 serviceS t0 Noblemen, Gentle-

and ii^emr„
,

t

b
J

,

.

c
* in J^Jptag and Directing New Works

OffiSS S?rl
tS ln Parks

'
Gardens. Cemeteries, &c.^-jg^AGre at. jRoBpen Street, Bedford Square, London.

FPTTTr t?r. ^° LL YHOC K S.

Halstead S?
Gl*?ener to R

-
Hills, Esq.,Colne Park,

Trade that he hS"' begS to inform the Mobility, Gentry, and
Plants in pots that w?H hi^L* send

r
out Sood «trong named

Post-office ordlrJV! .H
Ioom th,s year

'
from 6s

-
t0 20»- Per dcz -

the Trade
payab,e at Halstead. The usual discount to

FINE FLOWERING PLANTS of SHOW and
FANCY GERANIUMS. 6s. to 9s. per dozen. Catalogues

with the names may be bad.

Wood & Ingram, Nurseries, Huntingdon.

rPRUE DWARF BOX FOR EDGINGS, to be had
* in any quantity, from James Dickson" & Sons', the NEW-
TON Nurseries, Chester.

C.WHEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED
LIST for this Season is now ready, and may be

had gratis on application.

J. C. Wheeler & Son*. Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

IK D

J

TO THE T R E.

w

OHARLES SHARPE and CO. have a quantity of
v GREEN and PURPLE-TOP SCOTCH and other TURNIP
SEEDS to offer, of a selected stock, growth of 1855. Price on appli-
cation.—Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford, June 14.

TRUE DRUMHEADS for Cattle, offerer! by
Thomas Welland, Surrey Gardens, near Godalming,

J

Wandsworth.
Surrey, safely crated and delivered at the Godalming Station,

'

at Ss. 9d. ppr 1000.

on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.
Wm. CuLLiypFORp 1, Edmund Terrace, "Ball's Pond, Islington.

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEOS^
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, Hiah

tF Holborn, London, invite attention to their ENCYCLO-
PEDIC CATALOGUE of FLORICULTURAL. VEGE-
TABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknowledged to be
the hest published, which will be forwarded fine of charge and
post paid to all parts of the wobld, upon application.

Primula, choicest fringed Is. per packet.
Calceolaria, choicest varieties Is.

Cineraria „ „ u. ..

A most comprehensive CATALOGUE of DUTCH and
CAPE BULBS will be published in the autumn.
J * mes Carter & Co.. Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London .

plNl JSIiW ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, imported
-* direct from Italy.
Fine selected GRASSES for PERMANENT PASTURE, 30s.

per acre. This will include a mixture of the true Cow Grass or
Perennial Red Clover.
Fine LAWN GRASS, U. per lb.; 401bs. will be sufficient f.r

an acre. Delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheblbb & Poar,

Nurseryman and Seed Growers. Gloucester.

»»

T

I

W
EXTRA STRONG BUDDING PLANTS AND DAHLIAS,

3S. PER DOZEN, PACKAGE INCLUDED.

OOD and INGRAM beg to offer the following in

stout well established plants and perfectly hardened off:

—

Aseratums sorts, Gazanias, Salvia patens, and others; Fuchsias,

Calceolarias, Petunias, Senecios, Nierembergias, Verbenas,
Dahlias, fine show and fancy varieties, &c.

Huntingdon Nurseries.
~~~

N OVELTIES.
ISAAC DAVIES has now in bloom a most beautiful

SEEDLING GERANIUM, a pure white, large flower with
pink spot t truss from 8 to 11 flowers. Also some splend d

SEEDLING SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIAS, of the most
brilliant colours, crimson, scarlet, yellow, &c. F to which he
desires to call the attention of the trade; being so distant from ., .u^^^^
London he cannot ennvey them there in a condition to be er- the Tulips and solicits a continuance f the favours stt jit*- /hI.v

bibited.~JUrkfield Nursery, "Wuvenree, Liverpool. bestowed for many years upon his prefect ssor. ^ ^

O BE soLU, a Private Collection of ORCHIDS,
about 2u0 PUma, including some of the most approved

: species, in good healthy condition. Also Hill*8 Patent Fine
V> »i!er in perfect order.—Inquire particulars of Mr. Bobert
K -nvepy, Bedford Conservatory, Cnv^n t Garden.

TO BE SOLD, 10 Standard Oi<A^EST47eet in
stem, with fine bushy heads— magnificent plants; four

Dwarf do., large and wtdl furnished
; 30 Myrtles, 6 to 9 feet hy^^r-.i

very effective ; and three Camellias, double white, double shaped, \
;nd double blush, from 3 to 5 feet, and 3 feet in 4tanw»tf r.—For

*"

further information apply to Henby J. Oldkoyd, Nurseryman
and Seedsman. Shrewsbury- —• ."

C R O O M. ^- ^
H MATTHEWS, Son-in-law and Successor to t

• Ute HENRY fiROftM n.OkT<T
SURREY, begs to iofofioT the^Nohili ry^

' Gentrv"^KS
generally, that the business will he carried on as ratal-^excepting
th« Tiilins. and solicits a rnniiiuianrik « f th_» {"<_-*•_-«.»«-« -* iu. ... i#„

r>

-

«
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A G
COMPOSITION FOR THE

O.'S
DESTRUCTION OF BLIGHT

UPON THE

Hop, Roses, Wall-fruit Trees, Cucumbers, Melons, Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Extra strong, 4s. pe,' Gallon, sufficient to make four. Jars and barrels charged at cost price.

Ten Gallons and upwards carriage free to London.

TESTIMONIALS ofJL855.^Tho:e of 1851, 2, 3, and 4 having been previously published, and which are enumerated in a Pamphlet of

16 pagei (procurable of the Undersigned and all their Agents), a perusal of which is respectfully solicited.

From S. Snow, Esq., Etrl de Grey, Wrest Park.

As to the aphis and other insects which attack the trees, I

consider your Composition cannot be too highly recommended

for it. I have used it in my Peach houses this season with the

greatest success. My trees were very much infested, and by two

or three dressings they assumed quite a vigorous appearance.—

April 6, 1855.

prom ][,>nr,j Bailey, E*q., Nttneham Park, Oxford.
"

I have found it most effectual in destroying the black fly on

Cherries, but it requires to be used in a less diluted state than

you recommend. It is, however, a valuable boon.—Dec. 10, 1855.

From Mr. J. Stephenson, Gr. to the Right Hon. the Earl ofDurham,
Lamb ton Castle.

The Composition arrived quite safely, and will, I believe,

answer the purpose for which you recommend it.—May 28, 1855

From Mr. E. Sage, Gr. to the light Hon. Earl Flow, Gopsall Ball.

I enclose an order for the amount of the Blight Composition,

which I consider excellent for the destruction of nil the aphis tribe.

—Sept. 21,185*.

From Mr. W. Challis, Gr.to the Right Hon. Earl Nelson, Trafalgar

House.

I am anxious to forward you my opinion of your Blight Com-
position, which I have used during the last summer on my fruit

trees with great succe**, and I hope for the future not to be

without it.— Nov. 23, 1355.

From Mr. John Mitchell, Gr. to the Rigid Hon. Lord Wenlock.

I found it answer admirably, and in my opinion it is a most

valuable wash.—Dec. 10, 1855.

From Mr. W. Poole, Gr. to the Right Hon. the Earl of Aylesford,

IP*,* Packington Hall Gardens.

I Your Composition has again proved very satisfactory, so far as

thrip, green-fly, and spider are concerned. Bug we do not patro-

nise here, or l' should have tried it upon them long ago; still. I

cannot conceive why it should not prove fatal to bug as well as

the other pests mentioned.—Sept. 3, 1855.

From Mr. W. Watty Gr. to Sir Thomas Whichcote, Bart.,

Aswarby Park.

I am glad to say that after three applications of your Blight

Composition to ray Cucumbers and Melons, which are grown in

pits heated by hot water, I have succeeded in most effectually

destroying that greatest of all pests—thrip, and my plants, which,

with »il my syringing, were literally devoured piecemeal, are

now extremely healthy and growing vigorously. I shall cer-

tainly continue a customer.—April 19, 1855.

From Mr- -fame* Doat, Gr. to Sir Henry Halford, Bart.,

Wiston Hall.

I am happy to say that the Composition answers well for the

destruction of green fly and other blight. I dipped several

hundred plants in the Composition just as I received it without

the least injury to the plants.—Sept. 20, 1855.

Frcm .Vr. M. Buss, Gr. to Sir P. SJicUey, Bart., Boscombe Lodge.

I am pleased to give my testimony to the value of your Blight
Composition, and can say it has answered my expectation in

everv way. I think those who have not made a trial of it should

avail themselves of the earliest opportunity to do so.

—

Oct. 4, 1855.

From Mr. J. Chard, Gr. to Sir Frederick Bathurst, Bart.
f

Clarendon Park.

In answer to yours of this morning, I beg to say that I found

the Composition answer very well.— Jan. 31, 1856.

From Mr. Thomas Bell, Gr. to E. L. Rudge, Esq , Abbey Manor,
Evesham.

I quite approve of your Blight Composition.—Jan. 2, 1855.

From Mr. Leonard Hume, Gr. to R. Hanbury,4 Esq., Poles,

near Ware-

I have used your Blight Composition upon Cherries, Plums,
and Roses for the black and green aphis with the most decided

satisfaction.—Nov. 27, 1856.

From Mrs. Warren, Eat Court.

Mrs. Warren begs to enclose Messrs. Page a Post-office order

for the amount of her bill, and at the same time to inform them,

.

according to their request, that the Composition certainly did

both Roses and fruit trees good, and she can, therefore, recom-
mend it.—Oct. 31, 1855.

From William Dickenson, Esq., New Park.

I am happy to testify to the usefulness of your Blight Com-
position so far as I have used it during the last summer to destroy
insects npon the trees in the orchard house, where I found it per-

fectly effectual.—Nor. 23, 1855.

From Mr. Coleman, Gr. to Major Savage, Norton Lodge, Midsomer
Norton.

I have given your Composition a fair trial upon some
Stephanotis and itoyas, infested with mealy-bug. Three times
syringing with equal parts water perfectly cured them. I have
also tried it upon Peaches and Nectarines, and I think it is

the best remedy ever introduced for all kinds of blight.

—

Nov. 23, 1855.

From Mr. E. Seadall, Gr. to J. T. Mott, Esq . Burningham Hall.

I tried your Composition on a Royal George Peach very much
affected wirh mildew, and it effectually cured it the first applica-
tion; upon Peach trees very much infested with green-fly, and
two applications killed every insect. I then tried it upon some
yonng Vines for mildew. I syringed the Vines, kept the house
shut till the temperature reached 100 degrees, and it destroyed every
spot of mildew. I have tried it since with the same result, and
think it is invaluable.—Nov 24, 1856.

From Mr. W. Percey, Gr. to the R>v. Thomas McCalmont, Highfield
Rectory.

I am pleased to inform you tuat your Blight Composition has
prove* an effectual remedy for everything I h*ve used it for.

My Cucumbers were infested with spider and thnp, which it

entirely destroyed with two applications, and the black aphis on
my Cherries with one; but the most important was its curing the
Vine disease. I dipped the bunches into the mixture twice, and
not a trace of mildew was left.—Nov. 6, 1S55.

From Mr. Walker, Gr. to W. H. P. Freeman, Esq., Pylciocll House.

I have great pleasure in saying that after two applications of

your Composition I have found it to destroy all the aphis, &c,
on my Peach trees, and I have never seen them look better at

this season of the year than they do at present.—May 15, 1856.

From Mr. J. Lucas, Gr. to W. C. D. Esdaile, Esq., Burley Manor
House.

My Peach and Nectarine trees in the orchard house were
getting very bad with the green fly, but your Composition entirely

destroyed that pest without injuring the young fruit.—May 15,

1855.

From Mr. C. T. Wren, Gr. to G* H. Ackers, Esq., Moreton Hall.

I am happy to bear testimony to the complete efficiency of your
Blight Composition for the destruction of aphides and the Cherry
beetle. My Cherry trees were much infested. At the com-
mencement of the season they were well syringed with the Com-
position, which has completely cleaned them for this year,

—

August 3, 1855.
J

From Mr. J. Hawes, Gr. to R. D. Mangles, Esq., M.P.

Woodbridge Cottage.

It is with pleasure I inform you that the Composition you sent

me has been most effectual in killing the green fly on Peaches,
and also the black fly on Cherries—three parts water to one part

Composition. I shall recommend it to all my friends, and con-

tinue to be a customer.—June 22, 1855.

From W. H. T. Hawley, Esq., West Grew House.
I have great pleasure in bearing my testimony to the merits of

your Blight Composition, which I have U6ed with the greatest

success during the last spring and summer. For a series of years
my wall fruit trees have been destroyed by a gradual decay,
which I supposed proceeded from causes affecting their roots, and
I attributed it to the nature of the soil, to want of drainage, and
in short every cause but the right one, which the use of your in-

valuable mixture proved to be the aphides attacking the leaves,

which appeared as if scorched up, and the poisonous effects pro-
duced by these insects shortly extended themselves to the
branches, which withered and died, and most of the trees have
ultimately been quite destroyed by them. I have this year well

saturated the trees with the blight mixture once -just before the

blossoms made their appearance, and again when the trees were
in full leaf, and the result has been that not an aphis has
remained upon them ; they have exhibited a thoroughly healthy
appearance, and have made vigorous shoots, and have borne a
plentiful crop of fruit—re.Milts which never happened previously.
1 may add the effects of the mixture on my Rose tree3 and other
plants have been equaHy successful, and I shall be much obliged
to yon to send me another supply before the winter closes, in
time to repeat the successful experiment next spring.—Nov. 24,

1855.

From Mr. James Egerton, Gr. to E. Turner, Esq., Manor House,
Bishopstoke.

I am pleased to bear testimony to your Composition, which I
have used with sxiccess. My Roses were infested with green fly,

but after two washings they were perfectly cleansed. I also
used it upon my Cucumbers for mildew with good effect.

—

Nov. 24, 1855.

From Mr. G. OlarensJiaw, Somerford Hall.
I have received the Composition quite safe, and am glad to

say that it is equal to the first lot that I had; it is very good
indeed!—June 23, 1S55.

From Mr. Thomas Dixon, Gr. to Mrs. Colt, Rownham's Park.
With pleasure I bear testimony to the efficacy of your Blight

Composition, having used it according to your instructions on
Wall trees and Roses, and found one application quite sufficient
to destroy all kind of insects.—Dec. 27, 1855.

From Mr. Webb, Gr. to Colonel Mansell, Smedmore.
I used your Composition last summer and found it answer

remarkably well, for it kills every insect where applied. I think
it very valuable.—Feb. 9, 185d.

From R. G. Linzie, Esq, Jermyrfs House.
In reply to your letter, requesting my opinion of your Blight

Composition, I beg to say that I have found it very effective during
the past season, and shall certainly continue to use it in future
—Sept. 14, 1855.

From Mr. G. Pratt, Gr. to Dr. Leeson, Bonchurch. Isle of Wight.
I have used your Composition on Peaeh and Nectarine trees

and found it of great service.—Sept. 19, 1855.
'

From the Rev. W. Bernard, Clatworthy.
In answer to your letter of the 12th inst , I beg to say that

your Blight C<*np .sition has given me great satisfaction* The
spring and early summer was very old and nngenial, but not-
withstanding, our Roses have been particularly good, and our
wall trees are in high health.—Sept. 18, 1S55.

Extract from the Gardeners 1

Chronicle, August 25, 1855, hy
Mr. Henry Burham, Springfield Nursery, Hastings.

In my experiments with this mixture I have found it to kill
red spider with as much facility as it does aphides and mealy
bug, as effectually as thrip and scale, and all with one syringing.
I have tri^d it upon Hop-bines, and with one syringing it has
completely cleared them from lice and fly. When better known
it will doubtlessly be extensively used by Hop growers as well
as by gardene.s. For luealy bug and scale 1 take a large pan,
lay the head of the plant in it, and play npon it with all the
force I can with the syringe. The pan prevents wa>te, and I
can use the same composirion on the plants two or three times.
This mode of applying it is, therefore, very economical.

From Mr. Pomeroy, Gr. to II. Hetley, Esq., Bitterne.
I have used your Composition two years on wail fruit trem,

and am quite satisfied with the result. For the Gooseberry cater-
pillar it is instant death, applied with the syringe, and will be,
much appreciated over picking and other remedies for that pest.
—Sept. 14, 1855.

From Mr. J, Peel, Cambridge House Gardens, Twickenham.
I have delayed answering your letter longer than I intended,

with the idea of proving the composition. I am glad to say it

has turned out well, and I am as much pleased with it as I was
at first. Wherever I have used it it has answered the purpose.

—

July 14, 1855.

From W. F. Rose, Esq , Rock House, Cwlport.
The last Composition is quite equal to the first, and is

effectual in destroying thrip, red spider, &c—July 28.

From Alexander Rowland, Esq., Rosenthal.
I have great pleasure to add my testimony to the efficacy of

your Blight Composition, which has been used with great success
upon Gooseberry trees much affected with blight; also for tk*
green-fly upon Roses. Being now quite out of the Composition
must beg you to send me 10 gallons immediately.—May 21,1855.

From Mr. G. Thomson, Gr. to P. Thistlewayte, Esq., Stanstead Pxrk.
I have much pleasure in stating that I have found the Com*

position very efficient in the destruction of green-fly; three parts
water to one of the mixture.—June 23, 1855.

Prom Messrs. Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Place N»rseries. London.
In reply to your letter, we beg to say that we have given your

Blight Composition a prominent place in our catalogue, and we
have no doubt that we shall be able to sell a quantity of it
Respecting testimonials we have only to say that those of our
customers who have hitherto been supplied with the article have
expressed themselves in a highly satisfactory manner as to its result.

—Dec. 28, 1855.

From Mr. Wliomes, Pelargonium Nursery, Windsor.
Your Blight Composition should certainly be: in the hands of

every gardener. I tried it on the Balsam, the tender foliage of
which did not suffer in the least, but it entirely cleansed them of
the pest—red spider.— Sept. 19, 1855.

Frotu Messrs. Bass & Brown, Nurserymen, &c. f Sudbury.
We have found it very effective in the destruction of the thrip,

which is a difficult insect to conquer. We have used it among
hard-wooded plants, and have found it a very serviceable Com-
position.—Sept 19, 1855.

From the Rev. Jos. Gedge, Bildeston Rectory.

I have now used Page's Blight Composition two or thre* years,

and have reason to consider it an excellent application b^th for

prevention and cure of blight.—Aug. 15,1855.

Messrs. Bass & Brown, Sudbury.

From Geo. Gourtanld, Esq., Boeking.

Mr. George Courtauld begs to inform Messrs. Bass & Brown
that his gardener has used the Blight Composition with success

upon the green aphis.—Aug. 17, 1855,
Messrs. Bass & Brown.

From Mr. J. Jeffries, Nurseryman , Woodbridge.

I have great pleasure in informing you that I used the Com-
position on Cucumbers, and found it answer the purpose

extremely well, without the least injury to the plants.—Aug. 30, 1S55.

Messrs. Bass & Brown.

From Mr. W. J.Epps, Bower Nurseries, Maidstone.

I continue to use your Blight Composition, and find it mt> •

useful in destroying insects and 'blight on plants than any other

means I have employed. Please send me a 10 gallon cask,—

Nov. 26, 1855.

From Messrs. Wood& Ingram, Huntingdon Nurseries.

We used the principal part of your Blight Composition in oar

own nurseries, and as growers of several acres of fruit tives can

truly say we found*the Composition the very best thing we ever tried.

—Jan. 4, 1856.

From Mr. R. Tyers, Ripton Hall Gardens.
My opinion of Page & Co.'s Blight Composition is that it ia

highly invaluaNe, destroying both aphides and red spider on Peach

and Nectarine trees, restoring a healthy appearance to the wood

and foliage. I have not tried it on Roses, but I hesitate not for

a moment in saying it would answer perfectly well for them.—
Sept. 27, 1855.

To Messrs. Wood & Ingram.

From Mr. G. Rackley, Gr. to F. Harford, Esq , Down Plac,

Maidenhead.
I used Page & Co.'s Composition on Peach and Nectarine trees

to destroy gieen fly, and also for the black aphis upon Morello

Cherries, and found it effectual in both cases.—Jan 21, 1856.

To Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading.

From Mr. S. Afford, Wokefield Park Garden*.

I used Page & Co.'s Composition on Peach and Nectarine trees

and fonnd it valuable for the destruction of blight.—Oct. 23, 1855.

To Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading.

From Mr. E. Marshall, Gr. to the Rev. H. Hovson, Brant, BroughtO*.

I tried Page & Go's Blight Composition and found it excellent

for destroying the green fly on the young shoots of Roses; alao

for Geraniums and Calceolarias.—Dec. 28, 1856.

To Mr. W. H. Caparn, Newark.

From W. 72. Brockton, Esq., Fam?on.
I greatly recommend Page & Co.'s Blight Composition as an

effectual remedy for the prevention of the destroying effects cc-

casioned by the ant; also honey-fail or filth on wall fruit trees

Mine have rapidly improved in growth since the frequent appli-

cation of the same last summer.— Dec. 29, 1855.

To Mr. W. H. Caparn, Newark.

From Mr. Geo. Talbot, Gr. to Sir R. W. Bromley, Bart., BO*^
I much approve of Page & Co/s Blight Composition. .have

used it upon Cucumbers and Melons with perfect success, rlesw

send me double the quantity.—Jan. 2, 1866.

To Mr. W. H. Caparn, Newark.

From Mr. H. Williams, Gr. to J. E. D<mison, Esq., M.P., Ossingto*-

I have no hesitation in sayiug that Page & Co/s Blight com-

position is the best of all the nostrums that ever I applied to reaca

trees.—Jan 2, 1*56.

To Mr. W. H. Caparn, Newark.

From Mr, Jno. Barton, Gr. to H. P. Sherbrooke, Esq.

I have tried Page & Co/s Blight Composition for the *»*sr™2
tion of aphis and mealy bug, and found it very efficacious. I "»em

it very strong npon some worthless plants, but they dia to*

appear to be at at! injured by it.—Jan. 2, 1856. ^
To Mr. W. H. Caparn, Newark.

From Mr. W. F. Smith, Rivershead Nursery, Seven Oaks.

I am pleased to inform yon that the Blight Composition

answered admirably.—Jan. 25, 1S55.

PAGE & CO.'S (?eed Merchants) LIST OF TESTIMONIALS of 1855 continued on next page.
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From Messrs. F. <fc A. Dickson <fr Co., 14, Corporation Street.
Ifanchester.

In reply to your letter, we beff to state that last season we sent
oat a good quantity of your Blight Composition We have ereat
pleasure indeed in stating that so far as we have made inquiries
we find it has given the most entire satisfaction. We enclose you
two testimonials in its favour. You will see they are both candid
and satisfactory. We could get a hundred equally so, if *» had
time to write to the parties who have used the Composition
v\ e hope to send yon some large orders for it this year.—Feb. 6
1856. ' '

From Mr. John Kellett, Gr. to James McLaren. Esa
WhaUey Villa.

"
I have much pleasure in giving my opinion of Page & Co.

tuv v
Fr0m Mr

'
y- Lwrenee, Chatteris.

ArZ
7 gree

f
nhoas« P,a"ts were infested with green-fly; but one

SSStV^nS^
Comi>0:jition ^ ite *•* t"em7rom thkt'insect-

From Mr. W. H. Mount/orJ, Gr. U> - Bughes, Esq., Kinmel Park,
^ St. Asaph.

Blight Composition which 1 found to be very efficacious in thew ?r .Tly
T
bUK

fl

and ^een fl* °» *Sf *"<* »caleI have not tried it.—Jan. 25, 1856.

IncllTZ
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'
aQd A

-
DiCkS0Q & Co

" U >
Corporation Street,Manchester.

From 1 R T. Johnson Gr. to the Bight Bon. and Bight Bev. the
Lord Bishop of Manc)iester.

houses. They received two or three dressings with the Compo-
sition

;
since that period they have continued to bear good crop.,

St 19 « SSBHrti1
?: S.«fb«8*i table regularly. Last week I

SnmhPr -./"'J
1 9 '°. 12inches in "«i*» and' have the samenumber ready for cutting now. There can be no question of i

FebTc;TsJf"^
M M green" fl >" and thdP are concerned.-

To Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate St., Chester.

I beg tosay I have found Page and Co/a Blight Composition,
greeu-fly

obtained from you, very efficacious in destroying the
;

withonr injury to the plants.— Feb. 18, 1856
To Medsrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 103, Eaatgate St., Chester

From P. Congreve, Esq., Burton.

-Jan. 24, 1856.
Pr0dUCe until DeXt «"»»«*-

MJnchlster
8

'
*"' Md A ' Dlckson *<*>•> N& Corporation Street,

From Mr. Baskerville, Park Street Nursery, Bristol.

.f mLlT6 ^T ?*3t 1 h
f
ve "Sed 7°nr Composition for all sorts

of Blight, and
I
find it excels by Jar anything ever before introduced

an. 8, 1856.

writuiff to request them to send him three gallons of it when

To Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate St., Chester
From Mr W. Passay, Gr. to Mrs. Moilliet, Ahherly Hall.

It is with pleasure that I state your Page & Co.'s Blightposition Iim proved valuable to me in the destruction of

Com-

y
rr
re
^

8P,der' &c, during the past season- Feb. 26 1856
nena zebrina, with velv&j stripi-d f<»liaSe, i

To Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate St. Chester
flo
yt
ers of a beautiful rose, shaded with lilac,

PAGE & CO., Seed Merchants, Oxford Street, Southampton (adjoining Hartley's Hotel).

F
BEDDING PLANTS.

and A. SMITH beg to offer strong plants of the
*- • undermentioned in May from 3*. per dozen :—Ageratnm
Alonsoa, An«galiis, Cuphea, Calceolaria, Geranium (in great
-variety), Heliotrope. Lantana, Lobelia, Mimulus, Nasturtium
I .-ntstemon, Petunia Pansies, Roses, Salvias, Fuchsias andV. rbenas in great variety, Climbers, &c. Also Story's and othernew Fuchsias, Petunia imperialis, &c J

P. & A. St. beg to refer to former advertisements for a descrip-
tion of their superb Balsams, seed of which may still be obtained
at 2«. bd. per packet assorted colours.—

D

nlwich. Surrey.

BEDDING PLANTS.
THOMAS SOMMERVILLB, Landscape Gardener
1 Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, Garden Road, St'

•Jolsns Wood, London, has a fine stock of BEDDING PLANTS
to offer, at very low prices ; they consist of only the most distinct
and brightest colours, suitable for creating a brilliant effect in
the shortest time. Orders executed strictly in priority.

Rustic Baskets, Rustic Garden Seats, and" Rustic Chairs of the
»st superior description supplied. Samples may be seen on the

•premises.

P L A NT* ~
Suitable for Vases and Baskets of evert Description'rHOMAS SOMMERVILLB, Landscape Gardener,

t t ,

Nt^KB
7MIA!r.

Seedsman, and Florist, Garden Road, St-Johns Wood, London, having had the honour of supplying to
the Crystal Palace Company the ORIGINAL PLANTS for thesuspended Baskets in the Crystal Palace, which have given such I

great and general satisfaction, and having through that circum- I

Stance been much applied to for similar, has this season grown a
;

large quantity, which can now he supplied at very reasonable
prices.

<»**«*« NEW CHOICE VERBENA.
"

TAMES SYRED, Florist, Redhill, Reigate, has much
, ,

Pteaspre in offering the following unequalled Verbenas, never
oefore offered to the Floricultural Public, namely, Singularity

gSSSSSTSSLSrS
Pri™» *<*»!. South Eastern. Conservative;

Ledhill Riral, Star of the Isles, Ellen, Othello, Cerise UniqueOmar Pacha, Eugenie, Pr.nce of Wales, Christina, MarXia
Pehssier, Tricolor, Beauty of Redhill, Jeanette, Orlando, and
Minstrel Boy. Also Scarlet Geranium Red Rover, the best
-.eariet, without exception, that has ever been offered to tiip
'?»" ^'i

wh,cn
T
wlH ** 8hown ^ the Maidstone Show on Thursday

-he 26th inst Prices and descriptions of the above on application
N E W T U R N I P

*tfAITE-S * ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID
n TURNIP -

I His new and distinct variety is a hybrid between

Turnin
6W6 T°P %"*** *± PurPle ToP Yellowr Scotch

\VILLIAM KNIGHT, Florist, &c, bega to offerI > the following SUPERB FLOWER SEEDS, saved frombest varieties, post free :— Per packet
Antirrhinum, from 100 striped and spotted varieties
Calceolaria, from 50 best spotted varieties
Cineraria, from 50 best new varieties ...

Double Daisy, from 60 tine named varieties
Hollyhock, from 50 superb varieties
Sweet William, from 50 large double varieties"
Pansy, from 100 best show varieties ... ..',

67, High S treet. Battle, Sussex.
New and Bkactiful Hardy Coviferous Thee.

• ••

• • •

• *
• # •

** * d.
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1
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6
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HORTICULTURE.
, Anv *EW AND KABE PLANTS.
JOHN WEEKS and CO., King's Koa.1, Chelsea.

f^.
T,

V
s IIorticulturaI Establishment is an unlimited source ofattraction.

The Collection of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTSmall the various stages of growth and in endless variety, includeevery Bovtlty that is worth cultivating.

Cfrn
,a
7r*

»

8
I

tock
.

of GRAPE VINES, struck from eyes, verystrong for Planting and Forcing in IVta,

SSXSS^F8 *nd SHRUBS of every kind.
1 Hi. SEED BUSINESS is conducted upon an extensive scaTe,

JHal7t
warranted true to its kind, and of genuine good

GARDEN TOOLS and Horticultural Implement, of everyde^nption all of the hest make no inferior article kept.
J

»,«
&
;l?

0N
,
V
,^

S ? S and FOUNTAINS, a great variety ofhe most beautiful designs. 7

WIREWORK for all Ornamental Garden purposes.

v.bit this estabh.hment, where llmticuitural saiaoce in all itsbranches is ui full operation, combining all raul.rn improvement-,
so that a Lady or Gentleman can select whatever thev mavrequire co> nected with Horticulture.

3 7
John Weeks & Co, Horticultural Builders and Hot-waterApparatus Manufacturers.

FORP
T
i22

U
#tt

8
<{

R5ENHOUSES^ CONSERVATORIES,FORCING PITS, &c. &c, all made of the best materials sent
to any part of the count rv.

1*^2•£

™

n8t
f»^« Catalogues of all the various branches of

Horticulture; aho Plana, Models, and Estimates, he. &c.
John Weeks & Co^ King's h'. ad, Chelsea.

B
NEW AC HIMEN C S.

ASS and BROWN are now supplying Plants of
the following superb new ACHIMENES :—

ACHIMENES (MANDIROLA) ROEZLI -Habit of Ges-
nurhled with black,

A1„ c ., i..: ..t — 10*. 6d. each.
Also five other splendid new varieties, viz., C. Bouche, Chr.Dagen, Holy;irtner Wendischuch, (Mandirola) lanata, and pur-purea multiflora ffor descriptions see Catalogue No. V). The

six varieties together, including Mandirola Roezli, for 80s.The following four very fine varieties may now be had for 10s

S** P r
^
Hopf

'
EdCQOnd Boissier, Edouard Otto, and Ambrose'

v erschaffelt.

Choice varieties 6s. and 10s. per dozen.
NEW GLOXINIAS.

The 20 new varieties (see Catalogue No. V.) may now be had
ior4os. for this season fl .wering, or 10 of the erect flowering
varieties for 25s or 25s. for the other 10. Plants from lastautumn bulbs of 16 varieties of the same, which will produce
abundant bloom, may still be had for 50s.; eight erect flowerings
for 2Ss.

;
or the other eight for 24.-. 12 choice varieties for 20s

°

Carriage free of all plants not nnd-r 20s. to all the London
termini.—Bass & Prows, Sudbury, Suff.dk.

expedition.
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ke a SPruce and hang down at the tip like anostrich feather the top shoots droop like a Deodar and thetimber is good, clear, and workable." Seedling plants h ill be sentout m August upon the following terms, and orders executed
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7 V° t&

u"n 2™ »]AntJ ls -
'

six P,an^ «. 10s 7l2 Plants1 1. 10s.—Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.
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the Trade.
_J.G. Waite, Seed Merchant,J81, High Holborn, London.

JncTTvo*r, TURNIP SEED.
swrn?\ GOLDEN-FLESH COPPER-TOP

ent 'variety of^J"
begS *° offer the above distinct an,i ex cel-

rTton j/hgk r,^
ea3 °ne of the nARDIEST and best in culti-

Cwnn^iSk^-n 0thei:7arietips of PURPLE-TOP SWEDEsgenuine sfock), own growth of 1855. Price Is. per lb.

all StSSL onthL"^
"nder^ t0 alT the London Termini and

from an unkn^n
mam trunk "nM - A omittance or reference

ac SnJany order?
COrresPoudent ia res^ctfully requested to

Alban's" ultU^S^22? /nd Gftrden Seed Warehouse, St.iuan s, Herts.—Kstablibhed upwards o(25jpht*.PLANTS OF CABBAGE, SAVOY, KALE,nBToCCOLL
THUM ^Amm^N0 CAULIFLOWER. '
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^'iding Brussels Sprouts
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per 100C

5
Early *nd Late Cauli-
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° Warf ^'^ a°d ° f his suitor

by post for 12 Pemlv st«^i
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. ™ Packets

one ounce and ?h? la^t^ha^f aTo^e '^ * *""" "^^
Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.

_rrey.

ROBERT PARKER beg8 to offcTu^lwi^TTf
plants^- *

P°SSeSSe8 a ldfge Stock in "^ff «d healthy

Exotic Orchids
Stove and greenhouse Ferns
Hardy Ho
belaginella or Lycopodiura
Geraniums, show and fancy varieties

'

Do. variegated and bedding do.
I>o. scarlets in variety

Cinerarias
Calceolarias, bedding varieties'

'

n
re

?;

benas
Dahlias
Ageratums, Cupheas, Petunias," Salvia*, &c"Gynerium argentenm (Pampas Grass)

onTJ
1

»n
b
n7™if-

r
l
CeS are f°r dist

l
nct and fine sPeĉ 9

. and varietiesonly al of which are warranted true to their nam^s; if ordered
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I
*™ntM <». a considerable reducdon
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f,
d8nd descriptive Catalogue is publishedand will be forwarded post free upon application.-Paradise

Nursery, Hornsey, and Seven Si sters' Road" Holloy
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yCEEDS CHOICE AND USEFUL•^ FOR PRESENT SOWING. '

Aquilegias, 6 distinct and beautiful colours
Hollyhocks from Chater's best flowers, 6 sorts'"
Lupinus, 6 imported varieties
Stocks, Emperor or Perpetual, 6 distinct colours

These will last and flower for several years
Wallflowers, double gigantic, 6 varieties

Per dozen—s.

from 42
18
9
18
9
6
3
9

3
3
4
4
18

>>

)f

19

If

ft

IT
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tr

tt

if

tf

also contains desanptions and price*, and will be found a
safe and unerring <j\dde to all purchasei*. It should be
in the hands of every one who has a garden.

J. C. Wxkkler & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

Ltt™,^
choice nena/ geraniums;

LCOMBE, PINCE, and CO., having now a very

Cvt!1Tx™*
0{ fiM

^*l
thyP'^«ofthe ZftM and Choicest

reduced ' ^ enab!ed tooffer them at tliG »nder-mentioned

Selection from the following varieties, U. per dozen :

Cloth of Silver
Empress
Evening Star
King of Portugal
Meteora
Mfcdaille d'Or

Omar Paclia
Pallas
Phaeton
Petrnchio
Pandora
BosaliM

Serena
Sanspareil
Saracen
Topsy
Vesper

. Wonderful
t n V°£ B m the flowers of 1^51 and lSo.1

?, if left to
J>., P., & Co., from 12*., 18*., to 30s. per dozen. Plants will begiven over to compensate for carriage.
For further particulars apply to thp Exeter Nursery, Exefer

FstH Wished 1720.

C H w> i C t. t R A K I A

w ready for

2s. 0d.

2 o
2
2

2

2
1

2
1

1

6

6

6

or each

These may be depended on as coming double"
Calceolaria, tigred and spotted, saved by an amateur

trom the finest show flowers, per paper
Cineraria, saved by a celebrated grower, per paper
Pansy, saved by Thomson from his best named show
and prize flowers, per paper

Primula sinensis fimbriata, very choice," per paper ..."

Sweet William, mixed, all colours, per paper ."

Saved by Chater from smooth edged petals.
'

Cabbage, the Incomparable early, per paper
A most excellent sort, will not run to seed.

»nd #rt2f*
P w?^ 110

"*,' t0
u
e
?
ad of Wm

" DwnrKB, Seedsman

Lond »!

Oracechurch Street, near the Spread Eagle,

V[EW VERBENAS, P E T UnTaV&^-
Criterion.Moonlight, Lady Camoys, King of Sardinia, Mrs.
Isier Williams, Crimson Perfection, Engenta, Standard
Hearer, Blue Bonnet. Sir Colin Campbell. Dr. ML^an General
Simpson. Florence Nightingale, Countess of Oxford. Imperatrice
Elizabeth, Imperialis, Dandy. King of Roses, Lady Kerrison
Nosegay, Mrs. Archer Clive, Viscountess Emelyn, La Stella
Pre-eminent, John Edwards, Purple Defiance, Admiral Lyons'
Antagonist, Victory. Purchaser's selection from the above 2s 6d'
each ; own do., Is. Sd. each.

'

PETUNIAS Imperial, Leon Lequay, Prothe, Madame Eugene
Lemichez, Monsieur Loyre, Picturata, Marquise de St. Innocent
Hermione, Velasquez. Marquise de la Fert*, Countess of Elles-
mere, Purpurea striata, Wilhelm Pflitzer, Prince Albert,
Drrburgh Beauty. Purchaser's selection from the above, 2s. 6d.
each; own do., Is. Qd. each.

Phlox Countess of Home, Is. 6d. ; Cuphea eminens, 5s.;
Achimenes magnifica, 10s. 6d. ; Achimenes amabilis, 10*. 6d.\
Meyenia erecta. 21s.; Achimenes Madam Uagnam, 2s. 6d.]
Achimenes Dr. Hopf, 2s. 6rf. ; do. Edmund Boissier, 2s. 6d.
Address Hexby May, The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale,

Yorkshire.

C I <M

AST)CALCEOLARIA SEEDS.
J L COMBE, PINCE, and CO. I.ave no

sending out Seeds of their verv snperior
CINERARIAS AND CALCEOLARIAS,

which have been saved with great care from the finest varieties
The great satisfaction which their Cinerarias and Calceolarias
have given for several successive years enables them to recom-
mend their Seed of the present season with much confidence.—
Packets of each sealed and warranted by them, at 2s.6<i. free by post.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS.
T P., & Co. have now several excel 'en t practical
*J* GARDENERS whom they can with confidence recom-
mend

;
their Testimonials as to moral character and abilities

being in every respect unexceptionable.
Exeter Nursery, Exeter. Established 1720.

SATURDAY, JUNE 14, 1856.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Wkdukspat, June 18 -Royal Botanic z t.u

span- roofed

experienced
the purpose

Some years ago a wooden glazed

house, upon a plan furnished by an
cultivator, was erected at Chiswick, for

of growing Tea Roses and similar tender varieties
in the open border. A raised bed some 8 feet wide
was constructed in the middle, and all round the
sides were other raised beds, narrower but other-
wise similar. All these beds were made to throw
water off easily, that in the middle by being highest
in the middle, those at the sides being highest at
the sides. Wooden flaps in the wooden sides and a
door at one of the wooden ends furnished lateral
ventilation

;
sliding sashes admitted light and air by

the roof. The borders were prepared with good
mould, and planted with the be*t varieties supplied
by some of the most celebrated Rose growers of
England.

But somehow or other the Roses made a bad
hand of growing

; their le; v * curled, mildew seized
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them, and green fly, and other pests ; sulphur was

powerless, tobacco-smoke little better. Flowers

came in small quantity, opened ill, or would not

open at all. In vain was the house watered, and

ventilated, and shut close up according to the

most approved practice; the bushes were but

ragged briars, and that which was expected to prove

a verdant, fragrant, luxuriant Elysium was only a

shabby, dried-up, half starved, mildewed thicket.

Instead of "a garden of Gul in its bloom," as

Byron would have called what was expected, nothing

better came of the experiment than what might

have been found in the dirty anteroom of a London

Bazaar.

The house was evidently unsuited to such plants,

and the borders were ill contrived. No light came

through the sides, although the Rose is a child of

light ; little heat accumulated, although warmth is

an essential condition of health in a tender Rose
;

the roots were ill supplied with the moisture which

such plants delight in, for the sloping surface of the

beds caused it to run away into the sunken paths as

fast as it was brought to them ; and finally the

Roses could not breathe ; imperfect ventilation at

once stifled and starved plants which nature intends

to be waved by every breeze, to be steeped in dew,

and to feed greedily upon a rapidly shifting

atmosphere.

So the house was emptied of its Roses and

altered into an orchard house, for which it is per-

fectly well adapted. It now produces fruit success-

fully, although the flowers of the Rose refused to

appear beneath its roof.

It chanced at this time that another wooden

house stood empty near it, equally unwarmed
artificially, but in other respects the reverse of the

orchard house. It had tall glass sides as well as a

-lazed ridge and furrow roof ; the transparent sides

opened to the bottom ; but the roof was fixed. It

had been presented to the Society by Mr. Hartley,

the eminent glass merchant of Sunderland, as a

model of a cheap greenhouse ; and a model Rose

House it has proved itself to be.

Within this building, on a level with the floor,

several flat brick-edged beds were made, and planted

with Roses in 1854. As before, the sorts were

supplied by Messrs. Lane, Paul, and Rivers ; many
of the plants were in fact transferred from their

former place ; and the old mode of management
was repeated. But this time with very different

result. No more blighting and ineradicable

mildew ; no more shrivelled leaves, no more

dwindling spindling growth. Vigour was apparent

from the first ; strong wood, as clean as it came

from the hand of nature ; tine broad lucid leaves

with the generous purple tinge of health in the

beginning, succeeded by the richest and deepest

green ; and as for flowers the bushes were loaded

with all they could bear. In short success was per-

fect, thanks to bright light, copious ventilation,

accumulated sun heat, and a soil that parted with

nothing which it received except to the plants for

which what it received was intended. This was the

firstfruit of growing Roses in a house and in soil

adapted to them. But the success of the first year

was nothing to that of the second.

The other day the house was piled up with

gigantic Roses, sweeter than the sweetest of the

Eastern world ; men were wheeling away barrow-

loads of fallen petals. Devoniensis seemed to have

borrowed the shape and size of a Cabbage, and as to

Fortune's climbing yellow China, its rich Nankin

colour was actually glowing with salmon. We
caused some of the largest to be measured on the

3d of June. Here is the result:

—

only conceive Madame des Cazes bursting forth into

seventy such blossoms at the same time. Perhaps

you may not recollect how much six inches are ;

cut, then, a paper circle as wide as half the length

of one of our columns—carry it to your own

Roses, place it by their side and see the difference.

Such is the result of substituting good treatment

for bad. It is clear that Roses like to be well

lodged, and well fed, and well attended—like their

betters.

And now for the receipt to make such a house as

this :

—

1. Let the soil be Wimbledon loam, or any such

soil, and old cowdung.

2. Prune hard back at Christmas.

3. Cut off the dead flower stalks as soon as

flowering is over.

4 Water once a week in summer.

5. Give no water in winter, or at least never let

the surface soil be wet at that season.

6. Let all the plants be on their own bottoms,

and not worked.

7. If mildew appears, immediately dust sulphur on

with a piece of gauze or coarse muslin. This is

much better than " sulphurators."

8. Sulphur in the evening ; and wash all off next

morning. If the mildew does not go, repeat the dose

as often as necessary.

9. Give tobacco "smoke once a week when the

Roses are growing.

10. Give air to the utmost of your power, always

by day ; and at night also if the weather is warm.
"
11. But shut up close at night if cold ; and keep

close the ventilators next a sharp east wind.

12. Never shade.

Such is the way to grow tender Roses well in

England.

New Plants.
176*. Lachenalia aurea.

L. foliis pluribus longis flaccidis obtnsis recurvatis insequalilms,

racemo raultifloro elongato apice abortiente, floribus pendulis

cereis, sepalis fer£ dup?o brevioribus obtusis petalisque apice

dilatatis subrecurvis concoloribus.

Of a beautiful Cape genus, far too little cultivated,

although as manageable in a greenhouse as a Hyacinth

* • *

Vicomtesse des Cazes

Madame St. Joseph
Princess Marie
Devoniensis

Goubault
Madam Guerin
Surabondante

Comte de Paris

Belle Allemaude
Adam
Mansais
Souvenir de la Malmaison
Comte Brobinsky
Cramoisie superieure

Abbe Moilancl

Souvenir d ?un Ami
Marshal Bu^eaud ...

Georges Cuvier

Diameter
of Flower.

Number of
Flowers
open.

* • •

» *

Inches.

• • * 5

m * * 5*
• • • H
• •• 6

• • • 4

* * * 4

• • • °k
• 9 m 4

# » • 4

m m m oh
* * » 5

• m m 5

• • • 34
/... 3-i

• • • 3

• * • 4

mm* 4

• • • 3

Lovers of Roses ! only think of flowers in which the

whole face may be buried in fragrance ; of Devoni-

ensis eighteen inches round, of Mansais, Madame

last spring at Chiswick. Its numerous broad flaccid

bright green leaves, very little spotted, fall back upon
the ground, while its stately purple-speckled scapes,

sometimes 2 feet long, rise grandly upwards, loaded with
magnificent flowers of the deepest golden hue and with-

out a spot. These flowers are four times as large as in

L. tricolor (the two-leaved common species to which it

most nearly approaches), of a firm waxy consistence and
almost wholly tubular, the very apex only of the petals

widening enough just to produce something of a campa-

nulate figure. The sepals are a little gibbous at the

base, and sometimes the gibbosities produce a tooth or

two on their surface. No Lachenalia with which we
are acquainted remains in flower so long as this.

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

The thirteenth anniversary dinner of this charity

took place at the London Tavern on Wednesday last,

the 11th inst., Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P., in the chair,

supported by Sir Charles Fox, A. Anderson, Esq., F.

Crossley, Esq., M.P., Lieut. Paxton, J. J. Mechi, Esq.,

Mr. Wrench, and a large number of nurserymen and

gardeners.

After the cloth was removed and the usual loyal toasts

proposed and drunk, the chairman gave the "Army
and Navy," which was responded to by Lieut. Paxton.

A. Anderson, Esq., then gave "His Grace the Duke of

Devonshire, President of the Institution." This was

replied to by Sir C. Fox, who stated that he had known

his Grace from a boy, and believed there was not a

person in England who more completely supported the

character of an old English gentleman. His great

desire was to see all about him comfortable ; as

to the interest he takes in Horticulture it requires*

no comment. The Chairman said he would hare

much pleasure in communicating to his Grace the

tribute of respect that had been paid him, and remarked

that he had found him that morning carefully inspecting

the list of subscriptions to the Institution, in the welfare

of which he took a warm interest.

What was termed the toast of the evening, viz.,

* Success to the Gardeners* Royal Benevolent Institution

and longmay it prosper," was next given by the Chairman..

He sought assistance from the meeting in its behalf, and

stated that if each member present would endeavour,

when he went home, to get at least one more to join

it, its funds would soon become increased. A state-

ment concerning the history and present position

of the charity, furnished by the Secretary, was

then read. From this it appeared that the average

age of the males now deriving relief from the

Institution was 80, and that of the females 79..

Sir Joseph then went on to say that he thought the

pension was too small ; instead of 16/. a year for

males, he would give them 20Z. ; and instead of 12/.

as at present for females, it should be increased to

161. a year. The subject of wages in general was

then adverted to ; he was convinced that gardeners

were very much under paid, a circumstance which he

attributed to the supply being greater than the demand.

He compared the remuneration they received with that

given by Sir Charles Fox to hundreds of his mechanics,

and pointed out the difference which existed between

them. He was sure that if gentlemen looked over the

list of persons in their employment holding places of

trust they would find that gardeners were the worst

paid of all. This, coupled with often a large family and

other difficulties, rendered them ill able to save money,

and therefore late in life they were compelled to seek

relief from this Institution, which had been established

for the purpose, and on that account had a peculiar

claim on all who took an interest in gardeners and gar-

dening. He hoped, therefore, that much liberality

would be exhibited that evening towards the good cause

he was advocating, and that the funds of the Institution

would thereby be materially augmented.

The health of the Chairman was then proposed by

Mr. Mechi. He believed that not only now, but in days

to come, his name would be honoured. He agreed with

Lord Braybrooke, when he said that there was nothing

to prevent the humblest individual from becoming what

he was, a peer of the realm, and Sir J. Paxton was

just a person who fully exemplified the assertion. Lei

any one go to Sydenham and see the vast structure

erected there, and he will be at no loss how to estimate

his genius. Architects, he said, were *oud
- \

ma
**T.

of brick and mortar with small loopholes to look tbr™^'.

'

but the Crystal Palace was all window. In fc*» ~

Joseph had let daylight in upon us. This was an aj.

of steam and progress, and he hoped that Sir J
.

ose *

would be long spared to take an active part in u

operations. Sir Joseph Paxton replied, and then p.

posed the health of Mr. Crossley, who, he s.-.id, i« •

liberally presented the town of Halifax with a pa

which he was about to lay out . ^ n
A report on the state of the funds of the Instant

o

was read by the Secretary ; he stated that <.b jfc

,

proceeds of the sale of the celebrated Stanwick INectar i

,

had been liberally presented to the charity oy

Grace the Duke of Northumberland, that ^nations

announced on the present occasion amounted to near »

2701., and that the funded stock of the Institution »

about 4000/. Among the names of those who i*»

liberally contributed we observed the following :--*
.

Grace the Duke of Devonshire, 2tt ; Sir Josep

out of doors, this is by far the finest species yet known.

It was purchased by the Horticultural Society of a

St. Joseph, Adam and Surabondante almost as big ; ! collector who said he brought it from Natal, and flowered

Messrs.

Fox, Henderson, & Co., 5?. 5s. annually ;
B. &»" >
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Esq., 101. lUa. ; A. Audersou, Esq., 101. 10*. ; Messrs.
Lawson & Sons, 51. 5s. ; Mr. J. Veitch,' 51. 5s. ; J. J.

Mechi, Esq., 5/. 5s. ; R. Woods, Esq., 5L 5s. ; J. Mar-
tineau, Esq., 101. 10s. ; Mr. J. Spencer, 101. 10s. ; and
R. Hanbury, Esq , 51. 5s.

After some healths had been drunk, the Chairman
proposed " Success to Horticulture," and coupled
with it the name of Mr. Spencer, of Bowood. Mr.
Spencer, in a short but excellent speech, replied, that
gardening was the pioneer of agriculture, and alluded
to deep cultivation as a great means of increasing our

501. Brotero has figured amongst his Portuguese
plants, tab. 165, a species under the name of Cuscuta
Europsea barba Uvse, which grows only on the bunches
of the Vine. It does not appear to be very common,
nor is it certain whether it is a distinct species. As it

is confined to the bunches, it could only attack those
which are very near to the soil. I am not aware that
it has been noticed anywhere except in one or two
places in the neighbourhood of Lisbon.

502. The species of Dodder are confined principally

. . M -._ .. , ., . . - to the more temperate parts of the globe. Thev some-
national resources Mr. Mechi, he said, was in fact only

|
times attain a much larger size than our own indigenous

doing what the London market gardeners had done species. Dr. Griffith reports one which ascends trees
before him They had long since discovered the 20 or 30 feet in height. In the Tropics another genus
benefits of deep tillage and manure applied in the best of similar and almost equally destructive habits is
form for plants to avail themselves of it. In feet, he abundant. This has the same relation to Laurels that
added, good farming was only good gardening on an
extensive scale, and he entreated gentlemen who would
farm profitably to follow the example so well set them
by the London market gardeners.

After some other toasts were drank the meeting
separated.

The room we should mention was beautifully decorated
with plants, chiefly Geraniums in pots from Mr. Turner,
and the dessert was amply supplied with fruit from
Chatsworth, Trentham, Dalkeith, and other great places.

Cuscuta has to Bindweed, but with characters even less
distinctive, the only difference consisting in the perma-
nent succulent calyx. The suckers are produced in far
smaller numbers, but there is no doubt that the nourish-
ment is derived principally if not entirely from the
plant on which it grows. At least such is the
report of Jacquin, who raised it from seed, and
therefore had ample opportunity of ascertaining its

habits. M, J. B.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXXV.
497. Parasite (1. Phcenogams. Dodder).—The

genus Cuscuta, and its cognate genera or subgenera,
which contain many species, are amongst the most
destructive of parasites. They are closely allied to the
Bindweeds, and differ principally in the spiral embryo,
the entire absence of seed leaves, and their parasitic
habits. The seeds germinate readily when sown,
sending out a root into the soil and the filiform leafless

A WORD OR TWO ON WARDIAN CASES.
Can any reader of this Paper recollect a Wardian

case in which the imprisoned plants were in good
health ? I see a good many of what are popularly
known as Wardian cases in the course of a year, yet I

confess very few are such as I should care to possess.
As a general rule the plants are sickly ; in most cases
rotting from a superfluity of confined moisture, and

__
upon inquiry you will be certain to learn that the plants

plumule upwards. This becomes in a short time Too y°
1

U
.

ar® examminS aod about which your opinion is

weak to support its own weight, and therefore either
s
?
llclte

u
d

>
*re bu

,

t *ne representatives of many genera-

falls upon the soil or upon some neighbouring plant SP^J*-4 ^ *? ,
0CCUPied their Places>

and which
>

In the former case it soon perishes : in the latter the !
' fl

e hoPelessV languished. How is th is to

young plant begins to twine round its supporter,
be accounted for ? By the simple fact that the majority

and to throw out little processes, adventitious roots
of those who attempt the cultivation of plants in Wardian

as it should seem, from the attached surface!
casesare entirely ignorant of the true character and

According to Griffith these penetrate to the first com-
°ap

, •

es " . Plan<; receptacles. And not only are

pletely formed wood. At any rate, they become so far
th% culti

y
ators ignorant m that respect, but the makers

incorporated with the matrix as to be able to profit b)
its elaborated juices and to be entirely independent of
their own root which soon loses its connection with the
stem, when the plumule is once fairly attached to any
plant capable of giving it nourishment.

498. This matrix must bear some positive relation to
the particular species of parasite. Some species indeed
seem not to be nice as to the object on which they are

I

" Ctttl"CI,u X3 »
to prey, but others require plants of a particular natural ^!.„ 1°J^T
order or genus, and die if these are absent. This pecu-
liar necessity is one of the principal causes which checks
the distribution of these parasites, which would other-
wise destroy vegetation altogether.

499. The Common Dodder flourishes upon a variety
of plants, especially upon Beans, Hops, and Nettles,
and sometimes, though rarely, attacks Cereals. Several
real species have been confused under one common
name, but after these have been eliminated, there
still remains a species which affects plants of very
different characters. Though Beans sometimes suffer
from Dodder, the most formidable species against which
the farmer has to contend is that which attacks Clover.
This species was originally imported from Affghanistan
mixed with seed of Lucerne and Trefoil, and it has
since spread rapidly over the country. It occurs at
first in little patches spreading on every side, till the
Clover is to a great extent destroyed, as if fires had
been lighted about the field. It is quite useless to
attempt to pick it out, for this only increases the evil, as
every broken piece is capable of growth. The only
remedy is, whenever it appears, to dig the patch of
Clover up. This will prevent its spreading from that
spot, and will, if done sufficiently early, destroy the
plant before seed is formed. If, however, unhappily, it
should have been allowed to spread, or if seed is mixed
with it, the surest way is to let the seed be screened
with a sieve sufficiently fine to prevent the passage of
the Uover or Lucerne seed while the Dodder seed passes
vhrough. As these seeds are twice as long as that of
loader, and one-fourth broader, a sieve may be found
capable of effecting the purpose. One of this character
IB known in the trade as No. 1 7.*

500. Flax, again, has its peculiar parasite. This, of
course is equally an imported species, and no Flax seed
should be sowed without previous screening. There are
often other seeds, as Gold of Pleasure, largely mixed

™Lt u
lf the latter occurs in any quantity the

protit of the crop must be much diminished, as its stems
are perfectly useless for the purpose of producing fibres,
though its seeds yield oil. Meyen is of opinion that the
xiax Dodder does not derive the whole of its nutriment

tLTt\
&US °f sucker8 from the parent plant. He thinks

uat they are often too delicate to penetrate, and that
«ie nutriment consists principally of the moisture

hnw?
evaPoratea from the matrix. The opinion is not,

tiflZTf •
supported, and is subject to many objec-ts, it ,8 a]most iIlconceivab ]e that the in fin i teaimalquantity of nutritive matter contained in the evaporated

fluid could in great measur*

•i-? ?
108.* * genus which in general demands fluids

great measure support the life of a plant

glgeaaVelabora^ejLt

of Agriculture
indley'

S article on Cascuta ia Morton's Cyclopaedia

sacked wereSe»I-2 ^Dodder in English botany, the
"Presented as verv numerous.very numerous.

and vendors are equally culpable. The great aim of
the majority of makers would seem to be to render
their cases as nearly air-tight as possible, in accordance
with the popular notion that they should be hermeti-
cally sealed, and that, these conditions being secured,
you have only to put a plant inside one to insure for it

a miraculous growth and longevity, irrespective of
treatment. Is not this the belief of nine-tenths of

ise Wardian cases ?

Now these cases are in much request as ornaments
to living rooms, and if of elegant design they are so in
a superlative degree ; but in this matter, as in every
other to which the principle will apply, utility should
not be sacrificed to appearances nor need it be.
There is ample scope for elegance of design in com-
bination with every facility for affording the necessary
requirements for the healthful progress of any plant
that may be placed in them. And it has been urged
times out of number (but the almost total disregard of
the advice is, I am sure, ample apology for my
venturing to repeat it) that the interior of a Wardian
case, having the welfare of its inmates in view, must
not be wholly cut off from the external air. A War-
dian case is to be considered merely as a small
conservatory or greenhouse, to be conveniently placed
in a living room, or other situation where the atmos-
phere is not in a condition to support fa healthful
vegetation, and in which certain plants may enjoy, to

a considerable degree at least, the necessary aids to

growth and health. Plants in a Wardian case will

rarely succeed equally with others under more natural

conditions ; but with the aid of one, plant culture may
be eDjoyed in situations where the gratification would
otherwise be denied. This is indeed a correct estimate

of its value, but another and I am sorry to say
a very different one has possession of the popular
mind.
As regards the treatment of the inmates of a Wardian

case close attention is necessary. First take into con-

sideration the requisite] conditions for healthful vegeta-

tion generally ; then of the particular plants you intend

to cultivate. This with a knowledge of the proper
management of a greenhouse will enable you to succeed
admirably. Throw away all ideas of any talismanic

power existing in such a plant receptacle with respect

to plant developments, and consider the total exclusion

of the air as a popular fallacy.

I have mentioned design in reference to these cases.

So^far as the plants themselves are concerned, except
indeed under the very best management, those in which
a bell-glass is closely fitted down to a stand are to be

avoided. True, plants may be grown in them, but the

tendency of inexperienced persons to allow the glass to

remain for long periods without being removed is fatal

to
T
the enclosed plants. But perhaps the worst possible

kind is that in which a tall bell-glass to cover the head

fits into another glass serving the double purpose of a

receptacle for the roots and a stand. I have seen several

of these in use. Avoid them by all means ; they are

plant sepulchres. Every Wardian case should be pro-

vided with facilities for ample ventilation ; any one that

does not possess such facilities is faulty in construction ;

and in the management of any such case, if ventilation

is wholly disregarded, failure in a greater or less degree

must result. Q. W. L.\

Home Correspondence.
British Oals.—You blame me for not having dis-

tinguished the British Oaks, but you probably have
forgotten that in a recent number 1 asked for informa-
tion whereby to do so, and received an answer such as I
could not adopt, although it is doubtless quite sufficient for
a forester's use. I doubt the permanency of most of the
characters given at page 134, and fear that Dr.
Greville (Edin. Bot. Soc. Trans., i. 65, pi. 4 and 5) has
shown that the same forms and proportions of parts are
not conbtitntly associated with one another. The shape
of the leaves, the length of.'the petioles, the length of the
common fruit stalks, and solitary or clustered acorns, are
apparently so devoid of constancy as to be inapplicable
in a scientific specific character. The direction of the
branches and the size of the buds may be of more value.
If there are two, are there not three species in this
country ? Martin long since gave plates of three (Flora
Rustica, tab. 10, 11, and 12) ; and the late Professor D.
Don described three (Leighton Fl. Shropshire, p. 478) ;

but neither of those eminent botanists points <:ut any
permanent characters. Not residing in a county of
Oaks, I am not well situated for attaining a practical
knowledge of them ; but I am certainly rather sur-
prised, and not slightly sorry, to learn that my short
characters of the trees are * wholly at variance with the
species." Let me venture to hope that the editor of the
Chronicle or some of his correspondents will kindly take
compassion upon my ignorance and enlighten me upon
the true botanical distinctions between Q. robur and Q.
sessiliflora, and the proper position of Q. intermedia.
Charles C. Babington. [There are only two wild species
in this country ; and they are perfectly distinct. It is

evident that our learned friend has never seen Q. sessi-

liflora, which is not an eastern counties plant.]

Gardeners' Benevolent Institution.— 1 beg to offer a
few thoughts which are suggested to my mind by Mr.
Errington's remarks in your last week's Paper. I
think that if gardeners were better paid it would be
better both for themselves and their employers. Mr.
E. says truly, they do not make money. Here I may
say that I am not speaking of our first-rate gardeners'
situations, and in passing, I make bold to aver that any
young man, let his ability be ever so good, if he lacks
what I may call a good connexion or interest, stands a
very poor chance if he aspires to exercise his talents in
a situation of that description. But in these remarks
I refer to the great mass ofgardeners, the middle classes

of that community, if I may so speak. In too many
instances the scale of remuneration is very low indeed.
I need only refer to the advertisements in your Paper
for conformation of my remarks. Very superior
qualifications are required if the salary rises above the
stereotyped 20s. per week. Those nondescripts who
are wanted to take charge of a pony carriage, to drive,
wait at table and so forth, I altogether ignore as not
possessing any claim to the title of gardeners properly
so called. Taking into account the constant attention,

care, and forethought necessary in gardening matters,
gardeners ought to be well paid. I do not for one
moment wish to detract from the merits of the
Gardeners' Benevolent Institution ; far otherwise ; still

as Mr. E. seems to think that the lack of gardeners'
subscriptions to that charity lies in their carelessness
to the wants of their decayed brethren, I would beg
leave to say from my own observation that many
gardeners, especially if married and with fami-
lies, find themselves ill able to subscribe even
one guinea annually. If the gardener must keep
pace with the times he must procure and study
gardening periodicals, books on gardening, botany,

and other kindred subjects, and standard works of the

kind are not proverbial for cheapness. But let the scale

of wages be generally raised. Let us see no more ad-
vertisements for gardeners with abilities of the highest

order, and every other qualification, and the wages (I

blush to say it) perhaps 11. per week, or indeed perhaps

less than that. Let, I say, these matters be adjusted on
a more liberal basis, and gardeners would exert them-

selves more in the service of their employers ; would be

able and willing to assist their really unfortunate

brethren, I say really unfortunate, for 1 have no sym-
pathy for the hordes of broken-down gardeners who owe
their misfortunes in old age to their own bad conduct.

In fact it would be found, although misfortune will some-

times occur to the most industrious and praiseworthy,

that the number of decayed gardeners would be greatly

decreased. Petit a petit Voiseau fait son nid,June 10th.

Cure for Insects.—It « J. M." has a dislike to fill his

conservatory with tobacco smoke let him try the follow-

ing, which 1 have found effective in the destruction of

insect life. Procure a bushel of young Alder shoots;

they may be found now ; bruise them slightly and add
three or four times the same quantity of cold rain water,

macerate for two days, and apply the liquid with a

syringe. If, however, he wishes to continue the

tobacco, the sooner he can get the house filled with

smoke and the longer he can retain it the sooner will

he effect his purpose. According to my opinion the

worst thing that could be done is to bring the whole to

a blaze, although the nearer he can approach that

without injury the more perfect I would consider the

application. H.
Roses.—Having a fine plant of a Rose called La

Reine in my garden which produced numerous very fine

buds which, however, never came to perfection, I

thought the situation might be too cold, and transplanted

it last autumn into a conservatory against a pillar,

I where it continued to grow well, and has lately produced
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many ouua ; bin alter a time they all become deformed,

and the calyx splits and none appear likely to come to

perfection any more than they did out of doors. Many
of the buds are much larger than the one inclosed before

they appear to suffer. Can anything be done to prevent

t'< s, or had the plant better be discarded? Anon.

[It has received too much water and has too little

bittom heat.]

A Correspondent's Misfortunes.—Having on more than

one occasion experienced your polite attention, I must

again presume to trespass on your kindness for a brief

slace to lay my complaints before you, which I think

you will say are just, hoping to benefit much by your

good advice. En/re nous, I may just whisper in your

ear that my indulgent husband, who has a great con-

tempt for growing anything but Wheat and Turnips,

and such like crops, does nothing but laugh at my
mismanagement, as he terms it, mhen really there has

been no fault on my part whatevtr. By his permission

I a Med about a quarter of an acre to my lawn last

year, and had all the coarse Grass carefully peeled off,

and the ground well dry and levelled. Now was that

not quite riuht I Then I had some chalk put over it.

Well, I looked into your Paper, and found where I could

buy the best Gr.iss mixture for lawns, and wrote to a

hoir'd man in the West of England, and he sent me a

bag of seed which my servant sowed carefully, and

raked it all over, and rolled it well, and as the season

last year with us was rather dry, the water-engine was

occasionally used ; surely this was all right, was it not

!

Oh ! horror of horrors, my husband came in one morn-

ing, and tells me I shall have an excellent crop of Rye-

grass and Clover, and offers to give me a shilling for it

when I cut it. Provoking man ! how I hate to be

quizzed. True it is, a long coarse Grass trrows in tufts,

and looks ju«t like my husband's Oats and Barley, and

the Clover is an ugly, tall, large, leafed thing, such as the

cows and sheep eat. Now, is not this a shameful trick 1

and d.«n't you think the wretch who sent the seed should

be made to pay all the additional expense [certainly]

I shall be put to in going over the same process as

before, which cost 5lJ. I have met with so many
vexations and disappointments from your advertising

friends, that I am half inclined to be angry with you.

I have wrong seeds, and sad rubbish, and wrong plants

sentm 3 often and again, and so many of my acquaintances

have suffered similarly that in my own and their

names I implore you to devise some means to protect

us ; I am sure we shall feel so grateful to you. I could

mention many parties who are considered first and
foremost in the flower and seed trade, who have sent

very flippant replies to my notes regarding their mis-

takes, and without ever getting any redress. I really

think if a number of us of the weaker sex, as you men
please to term us, were to devise some means of inter-

communication by which we could make each other

acquainted with the names of those tradesmen who play

us tricks, and those who treat us fairly, (a kind of pro-

tective association) we might put a check upon such
atrocious proceedings. H. sent me a set of bluish

Anemones this season, and I ordered double scarlets

—he ought to be whipped. Pray tell me what to do in

future. I have run down here to recruit my spirits and
temper. Put something in your Paper (which I always
read attentively ; though it is in part very hard and
difficult to understand,) to cheer me, or I can never put
any confidence again in the nurserymen, who seem to

advertise for the sole purpose of entrapping those who
like myself live retired in the country, and who look greatly

to their little gardens for pleasure and amusement
I am sure if we were dealt fairly with, and upon reason-

able terms, it would greatly tend to encourage us, and
be infinitely more advantageous to the tradesmen.

Jessica, Hastings. [If our fair correspondent is in

earnest about Grass seeds, which are often desperate
rubbish, she should expose the name of the person in

the West of England who swindled her. We cannot
possibly take any responsibility on account of the doings

of advertisers ]

Bread.— Combine the Wheaten meal with water
saturated with carbonic acid gas, in the proportion, for

small quantities of water so saturated, of half a pint to

a pound of meal. A teaspoonful of sugar and a teaspoon-

ful of salt may be mixed up with the meal, or the salt

may be employed alone. For experimental use, a
common oval bottle of soda water may be poured into a
pound of meal, mixing the ingredients briskly together

at the same time ; but, for ordinary domestic use, I

would advise one of those elegant apparatus invented of

Company. We have aiso other communications before

us, of which it is sufficient to print the following :

—

In justice to the Crystal Palace Company, we beg to

contradict the statement made by your correspondent, at

p. 390, respecting the prizes given to exhibitors in the

' Miscellaneous Class,' for we noticed particularly that

every subject worthy of merit received an adequate

prize ; and amongst the successful competitors were

ourselves with a collection of Exotic Ferns. If he will

turn to the schedule, it will be found to contain six

prizes only in Class XXVII., and we are certain that

double ihat number were awarded by the censors, who
v ere well seU cted for each department, and the exhi-

bitors generally expressed their full satisfaction with

everything that had been done. The >tyle in which tl.e

awaidshavc bee i advertised s ^im^le and comprehen-

sive ; so much so, indeed, that no * Exhibitor' need

complain. Wm. Cutbiish and Son, Highgate Nurseries,

June Wth.

Hybridising Ptlar^oniums.—l am working the rough

leaved Geranium-, Unique, &c, and have got a promis-

ing thing or two. I am just now trying to get a rise

out of Rising Sun by fulgidum. The importance of

cross-breeding cannot be over-rated. I believe that

Geraniums rarely produce improved seedlings by their

own pollen. They are generally reproductive of them-

selves or of their lightest coloured parent. Three

self- bred generations have brought back Unique to a

weed not far from capitatum, yet the high colour which

does not always descend will strongly affect the produce

of another sort. Much observation and registry of

phenomena are yet needed on this subject. R. T. C.\

A Few Things which Everybody ought to know.—

A

quart of Peas sown in a shallow box, 15 inches wide by

18 inches long, at any time of the year, and cut off

when about 4 or 5 inches high, and boiled like Spinach,

with a little salt, makes a most delicious dish. The
tops of Jerusalem Artichokes cut off about 6 inches

long, and boiled like other greens, make a capital dish,

which partakes in some degree of the flavour of the

root. Boiled Watercress also makes a wholesome and

delicious dish. It must not, however, be over-

boiled ; for impaired constitutions it is invaluable.

In April and May late Potatoes should always he peeled

some 10 or 12 hours and steeped in cold spring water

before they are cooked. This is a great improvement
;

it makes the Potato nearly as good as those dug in October.

The proper way to make a cup of good tea is a matter

of some importance. The plan which I have practised

for these 12 months is this. The teapot is at once

filled up with boiling water, then the tea is put into the

pot, and is allowed to stand for five minutes before it is

used ; the leaves gradually absorb the water aud as

gradually sink to the bottom ; the result is that the tea

leaves are not scalded, as they are when boiling water is

poured over them, and you get all the true flavour of

the tea. In truth, much less tea is required in this

way than under the old and common practice. James
Cuthill, Camberwcll, London.

§>onftie$*

Caledonian Horticultural, May 24.— On this

occasion prizes were awarded as follows, viz. :

—

Silver Medal to Messrs. J. Dickson & Sons, for Azalea
semiduplex, prsestantissirr a, Calceolaria violacea, and
Struthiola stricta ; second, Messrs. Dicksons & Co.,

with Azaleas indica alba and Halfordi, Boronia tetran-

dra and Tropceolum tricolorum. Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, first, Mr. Fowler, Glenesk, with Cattleya

Mossiae and Leschenaultia formosa ; second, Mr,
Lockhart, Arniston, with Azalea Murrayana and
Conway's Giant Cactus. Rhododendrons, first, Mr.
Cameron, Trinity Cottage, with R. Queen Victoria

;

second, Mr. Fowler, with Miranda. Cape Heaths,
first, Mr. Lockhart, with Linnseoides superba and
ventricosa grandiflora superba. Best trained Climbing
Plant, first, Mr. Blair, Mavisbank, with Tropaeolum
tricolorum ; second, Mr. Douglas, Falcon Hall, with
the same. Azaleas, first, Mr. Cameron, with A. later-

itta alba and prjostantissima. Cinerarias, first, Mr.
Reid, Broomfield, with Scottish Chieftain, Esther,
picturata, and optima ; second, Mr. M'Farlane,
Barnton, with Barsina, Bessy, Lady Gertrude, and
Queen of Beauties. Pansy blocms, first, Mr. Hender-

Azilea grandis, Cere us Austini, Tetratheca verticil-
lata, Erica Beaumontia, and E. intermedia ; second
Mr. Blair, who produced Erica ventricosa and elegans'
Torenia asiatica, Gardenia radicans, Ardisia crenulata'
A phelexis macrantha purpurea, Tropaeolum tricolorum'
Maxillaria Dieppii, iEscn j nanthus speciosus, Pinielea
spectabilis, Gesnera splendens, and Russellia juncea.
The best collection of Ferns was sent by Mr. Falconer
the kinds being as follows :—Allosorus crispus, Asple-
nium Adiantum-nigrum, fontanum, marinum, Ruta mu-
raria, septentrionale, Tricbomanes, fand viride •

Athyrh m Filix- foemina and vars. crispa and monstrosa'
Blechnum boreale ; Cystopteris montana and fra<nlU •

Lastrea dilatata and var. ; Filix-mas and var. cristata'

rigids, TI e ypteris ; Onoclea sensibilis, Osmunda regalis'

Polypodium vulgare, calcareum, Dryopteris, Phego-'
pters and alpestre ; Polystichum Lonchitis, aculeatum
lobatum, angulare, vars. angustatum and proliferum •

Scolopendrium vulgare aud var. undulatum ; Adiantum
pubescens and pedatum ; Lomaria Patersom, Woodsia
obtusa ; Acrostichum alcicorne ; Niphobolus sinensis

Pteris tremula, hastata, chinense, serrulata and ro-

tundifolia ; and Struthiopteris Pennsylvania ; second
Mr. Blair, who produced Adiantum afiine, pubescens,

assiraile, formosum, tenerum and hispidulura, Poly-

stichum proliferum, Asplenium viviparum, Polypodium
crassifolium and angustifolium, Cyrtomium falcatum,

Pteris longifolia and rotundifolia, and Aspidium exalta-

tum. Numerous productions were placed on the tables

for exhibition only. From Messrs. P. Lawson & Son
were Pimeleas, variegated leaved Vine, and a collec-

tion of Conifeise, including Cupressus Lawsoniana, and

several new species of Cupressus from North America
;

from Messrs. Dickson & Co. Rhododendron formosum,
and Heaths; from Messrs. J. Dickson & Sons, Rhodo-
dendron Dalhousise in flower, blooms of a hybrid

Rhododendron named Countess, Erica australis rosea,

and Daviesia latifolia ; from Mr. Handasyde, Thuj*
gigantea and other Coniferse ; from Mr. R. M. Stark,

Cinerarias, Alpine Plants, and rare Ferns ; Mr.
Methven, Rhododendrcns, including a superior variety

named Stamvellianum album ; from Messrs. Downie &
Laird, Cinerarias, Mimuli, and Pansy blooms ; also a

seedling Pansy named Duchess of Wellington—

a

yellow ground with broad dark belting of superior size

and quality, for which a Certificate of Merit was
awarded ; from Messrs. Cunninghame, Fraser, & Co.,

Viburnum macrocephalum ; from Mr. T. H. Dou-
glas, Cinerarias ; from Mr. Forrester, Auriculas,

and a promising seedling, of neat habit, stated to have

been raised from seed of an Alpine Auricula fertilised

with Primula ciliata purpurata ; from Messrs. W.
Ballantyne & Sons, Pansy blooms and Cinerarias ; and
from Mr. Black, Pansy blooms, including several

seedlings. From the garden of Sir W. Gibson-Craig,

Bart., were flowering branches of Ribes Hookerianuni

and the Himalayan Apricot ; from C.K.Sivewright,Esq.,

a plant of Azalea lateritia superl a (in six-inch pot),

covered with large and fine flowers ; from Mr. Pender,

a dish of Strawberries and early Ann Peaches ; from

Mr. Melville, a basket of varieties of Tropaeolum

Schuurmanianum and Collinsia bicolor alba ; also

specimens of Melville's Incomparable aud May Cauli-

flower Broccoli; from Mr. Stirling, Anemone Poppiana

and other rare Alpines ; from Mrs. Carstairs, 25 heads

of Asparagus, weighing 43 oz. ; from Mr. J. H.

Porterfield, 14 stalks of Rhubarb, weighing 40 lbs.

son, Cargilfield, with Sir C. Napier, Mary Taylor,
Monarch, Beau'y, Sir J. Cathcart, Nonpareil, Memnon,
Minerva, Pandora, Sir R. Napier, Flower of the Day,

late years—for example, Gailard & Dubois' gazogene, and Bride ; second, Mr. Reid with William, Minerva,
Omitting the first expense of the gazogene, the fabrica- Royal Standard, Mary Taylor, Jeanie, Miss Walker,
tion of the carbonic acid gas thus costs literally next to

nothing ; and, for the cleanly and safe confection of un-
ftrmented bread, is vastly preferable to every form of
acid and soda, baking and other powders, whatsoever.
H. McCormac. My experience in raising bread is as

follows :— Various kinds of baking powders used for

this purpose evolve large quantities of carbonic acid gas
when they come in contact with water in the dough.
Care must be taken in selecting these powders, as some
contain unwholesome ingredients. I have mostly used
" Bor kick's German Baking Powder," which m&y be had
at almost any chemist's or corn chandler's. It neither
imparts a peculiar taste nor colour to the bread, nor
does the d->ugh require kneading. Full directions for
use accompany each packet. J. Bums, Hampton Court.

The Ci-ystal Pa 1ace Show.—We have received several
complaints respecting the arrangements on the last
occasion, but we think the complainants would do better
to forward them to the Secretary of the Crystal Palace

Lord Raglan, A. B. Gough, Royal White, Lord Dun-
fermline, Louisa, and Miss Talbot. Pelargoniums, first,

Mr. Cameron, with Glowworm and Forget-me-not.
Fancy Pelargoniums, first, Mr. Forrest, Glentarkie,
with Countess of Ross and Annete. Herbaceous plant,
first, Mr. Cromhie, Cramond, with Dielytra spectabilis

;

second, Mr. Smith, Clermiston, with Anthericum liliago.

Alpine plants, first, Mr. Falconer, Canonmills Cottage,
with Maianthemum bifolium, Ramonda pyrenaica,
Houstonia cserulea, and Androsa villosa ; second,
Mr. M'Farlane, with Dianthus caesius, Sedum
ternatum, Linaria alpina, and Ajuga alpina. Messrs.
Dickson & Co's. prize for the lour newest and best

Azaleas was gained by Mr. Cameron, with Gledstanesi,
Prince Albert, magnifica purpurea, and Melbourni.
On this occasion, the following prizes were offered by
the office-bearers of the Society, viz. :—Two Sovereigns
for the best Stove and Greenhouse plants, which was
gained by Mr. Lockhart, with A phelexis humilis,

pottos of Eooks;.

Shal-spere's England ; or Sketches of our Social History

in the. Reign of Elizabeth. By G. W. Thornbury.

2 vols. 8vo. Longmans.

It was a good idea to take a point in the History of

England, and to work out minutely our social condition

at that time. Nor could a better period have been

chosen than that selected in the volumes before us. It

is not everybody who cares about court intrigues, or

political schemes, or the history of trade, or even military

and naval glory ; but all desire to know how their fore-

fathers lived, ate, drank, dressed, and employed them-

selves, what sort of houses and gardens they occupied;

how they were furnished,how people amused themselves,

and all the other little details which make up the round

of man's existence in society. Of all this and much more

Mr. Thornbury undertakes to tell us, and in our opinion

he has executed his task in an agreeable as well
l

*
satisfactory manner. Antiquarians will, doubtless, fin

errors in his narrative, and discover faults beyond tw

reach of ordinary eyes ; but it caunot be denied tna

his picture of the Elizabethan wor.d is essentially true,

if not so in every minute particular. The long e**r*.(
;,

from the author's pages which we gave last week wi

have prepared the reader to expect much entertammen

from the volumes themselves, nor will he be dis-

appointed. ,

Of the gardening of the 16th century no very exaltea

opinion has been formed from the fragmentary acc°u|v:
that have reached us. Its worst features are probably

those selected by an anonymous writer on ElizaD*"\

Gardening in the third volume of the Journal of «*

Horticultural Society. Its better points are ^"^
by Mr. Thornbury in his account of Hawstead House u»

Suffolk, the seat of Sir Wm. Drury. It appears tn»

the Pyracantha was employed then, as cow, to»
cov

the walls of houses. Of the garden we have the folio
-

ing account : " The privy garden was surrounded by a brie

wall. In the middle it contained a round knot divided inw
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iour quarters, with a Yew in the centre, and 62 fruit

trees on the wall. The great orchard was cut into one
great square and one small triangle flanked with 283
Cherry and other trees. The privy orchard contained
39 fruit trees. In the housekeeper's yard stood a
pigeon house ; in the great orchard an aviary, where

]

doves were kept" But the principal account of them
|

is taken from Lord Bacon, from whose description we
borrow a few passages.
« The borders were bright in all seasons, though half

our present flowers were then unknown. In December
and January there were fragrant h^rbs and evergreen
trees ; the Holly, Ivy, Bay, Juniper, Cypress, Yew,
Pine, Fir, Rosemary, and Lavender, white and blue
Periwinkle, Sweet Marjoram in warm places, and in

stoves, Germander, Flag, Orange trees, and Lemons,
and Myrtles. At the end of January and February
came the flowering Mezereon tree, the yellow and blue

'

Crocus, Primroses, Anemones, the early Tulip, the
Hyacinth, the Fritillaria. In March before the first

!

swallow, the Violets, the Daffodil, the Daisy, the
!

Almond and Peach trees, the Cornelian tree, and the
Sweetbriar. When Winter melted into tears and died
while April wept, there rose from the tears of that holy
and repentant sorrow the Wallflower, the Stock Gilli-

flower, the Cowslip, Fiower-de-Luce, Lilies of all

natures, Rosemary flowers, the Tulip, the double
Paeony, the Jonquil, the French Honeysuckle, the
Cherry blossom, the Damascene Plum tree, the White-
thorn in leaf, aud the Lilac tree. In May and June
the Blush Pink, Roses of all kinds but the Musk,
Honeysuckles, Strawberries, Bugloss, Columbine, the
French Marigold, Flos Africanus, Cherry in fruit,

Ribes, Figs in fruit, Rasps, Vine flowers, Lavender
flower, Sweet Satyrian, Herba muscaria, LiHum con-
vallium, and Apple blossom. In July Gilliflowers,
Musk Ro<es, Lime blossoms, early Pears and Plums,
Genittings, and Codlins. In August rich coloured
fruits, Pears, Apricots, Barberries, Filberts, Musk
Melons ; and in flowers, Monkshood. In September,
Poppies ; in fruits, Grapes, Apples, Peache*, Meloco-
tones, Nectarines, Cornelians, Wardens, and Quinces.
In October and November, Services, Medlars, Bui lace

;

and in flowers, late Roses and Hollyhocks."
K For a princely garden about 30 acres of ground was

required, the whole being divided into three parts, of
which one was the main plot with side alleys, another a
green, aud the third a heath. The green at the entrance
required 4 acres of ground, 6 to the heath, 12 to the
main garden, and 4 each to its two wings. The green
was to be of Grass finely shorn, with a covered walk
about 12 feet in height of carpenters' work on either

side, by which you might enter the garden on hot days.

Borders of coloured earth in various shapes were not
unfrequent, and were generally between the garden and
the house. Bacou's model garden, with its recurrent
flowers and * ver perpeluumf was a square, and encom-
passed (.n four sides with a stately arched hedge—the
arches reared on wooden pillars 10 feet high and 6
broad ; over these arches were hedges 4 feet high,
supported by wooden frames, and over every arch a turret
hollowed so as to receive a bird-cage, and above this a
figure with broad plates of round coloured glass gilt, for
the sun to play on : and this hedge was raised on a
gently slop : n,' bank, 6 feet high, set with flowers.
On either side of the garden square were to be side
walks, but no hedge on either end, lest the green or the
heath should not be seen through the arches. Within
were figures cut in Juniper, although Bacon liked not
such children's play ; in some places were fair columns
upon wooden frames, and little low ledges and pyra-
mids. In the very middle stood a mount with three
winding ascents to alleys wide enough for four to walk
abreast. The hills were 30 feet high, and crowned by
a banqueting house with chimneys. Nor were foun-
tains, tite beauty and refreshment of a garden, ever
forgotten. They were of two sorts, the jet and the
basin

; the latter were often 30 or 40 feet square, and
were sometimes used as bathing pools. They were
always paved, and had, like the others, marble or gilt

images
; they were embellished with coloured glass, and

encompassed with low rails. The water was kept in
perpetual motion, and the basin was cleaned daily, lest
it should grow muddy or discoloured. In some places
the water was ingeniously made to rise in forms of
feathers, drinking glasses, and canopies ; 'pretty things
to look on/ says Bacon."

" The gardens at Theobald's (Lord Burleigh's) were
entered through a gallery painted with a genealogy of
the kings of England. They were encompassed by a
moat, hedged with shrubs. They abounded with laby-
rinths, jet-d'eaus, white marble fountain-bowls, and
wooden columns and pyramids. The summer-house in
the lower semicircle contained statues of the 12 Cresars,
and a touchstone table. The upper part of the house
was set round with leaden cisterns, in which, although
fish were kept, were used in summer for bathing. A
little bridge joined this to another arbour, which con-
tained an oval table of red marble. In the Hampton
Court Gardens the Rosemary was trained to cover the
wall, a pracice that surprised foreign visitors

"
It seems that the Paradise of Paradises was in those

days to be found at Kenilworth. Laneham, a " gossip-
ing^ writer who saw the place, says :—

"It was an acre or more in extent, a*id lay to the
north of the stately castle : a pleasant terrace, 1 feet
high and 12 feet broad, ever under foot and fresh with
trim Grass, ran beside it along the castle wall. It was
set with a goodly show of obelisks and spheres, and
white bears of stone, raised upon goodly bases. At each

men, on the

increased the

cheap, but

end was a fine arbour, redolent with sweet trees and
flowers. The garden-plot near had fair alleys of turf,
and others paved with smooth sand, pleasant to walk on
as the sea shore when the wave has just retired. The
enclosure was divided into four even quarters : in the
midst of each, upon a base of 2 feet square, rose a
porphyry square pilaster, with a pyramidal pinnacle 15
feet high, pierced and hollowed and crowned with an
orb. All around was covered with redolent herbs and
flowers, varied in form, colour, and quantity, and m ;xed
with fruit trees."

It must be confessed that these arrangements are
not to modern taste ; and yet we are much mistaken
if there was not something stately and grand in the
best Elizabethan gardens, which harmonised better
with the manners of the time than the picturesque j-tyle

of the present day. Everything, indeed, was rectangular
or circular, but right angles, circles, and segments of
circles skilfully combined, are less likely to offend the
eye of taste than the crooked, writhing, twisting, long-
tailed, short-tailed, frightful designs that are to be found
in even this enlightened age.

To country life a long chapter is devoted ; and it is

one of Mr. Thombury's best. The days of " good Queen
Bess" were not days of universal content, as some
imagine. On the contrary, grumbling had already
established iiseif a3 a part of an honest Englishman's
character.

" In the country the farmers and labourers chafed at

the frequent new inclosures, which they said made land
dearer, and turned tillage into pasture so fast that one
man only lived where threescore had once obtained
subsistence, and one plough worked where a dozen had
been seen stirring ; labourers' food rose in price, aud
mechanics' wages were reduced to &tarvaticn pitch.

Less 'prentices were in consequence kept, and many
cities fell into poverty and desolation ; the ptupers
increased, and the idle and the discontented grew daily

more numerous. The merchants complaiued that

only London was thriving. The country gentle-

other hand, declared that inclosures

number of cattle, and kept corn
yet lamented and confessed the

dearth of food. Craftsmen replied to all this by
declaring that it was never a merry world since gentle-

men turned grazers ; that tradesmen in their time
seldom died rich, or left bequests to charities, and could
scarcely find

J
meat and drink for their 'prentices and

servants. To make up for this rise in prices, landlords
demanded higher fines and higher rents ; many were
driven to give up their households and to take chambers
in London, with a lacquey and a page in the place of some
10 stout serving-men, and 20 or more other helps. In

1581, people complained that 200/. a year did not go so
far as 200 marks had done 16 years before."

" With all these complaints the nation grew every
day greater, wiser, and richer ; there can be no doubt
that these evils did exist, but their effects were less

universal and less permanent than these Jeremiahs could
foresee, and were produced by transitory and
inevitable causes which indicated progression. There
were, however, constant riots about the new
inclosures. Plays were written against them. Ben
Jonson himself pressed forward to grapple with the evil

that seemed so dangerous and hurtful. Old men almost
wept to see arable land which had given many poor men
a living, fallen suddenly into one man's hand ; where
corn and cattle had been reared, there was now only
sheep ; and inftead of 200 cottagers, half a dozen
shepherd's people who dreaded 30 years' more inciosure
and the increase of discontented paupers. In spi'e of this,

however, the far-seeing could not help observing that

Essex, Kent, and Northamptonshire, the favourite

counties for inclosures, were also the richest ; and civil

lawyers held it as a max'ra, that tenants in * common '

were not such good husbandmen as tenants in * several ;

'

but the more prudent, nevertheless, lamented to see

poor men unjustly deprived of their common rights.

To this the inelosers replied, that wool was a great

article of commerce, and made England rich ; and
that the interest of the few was subset vient to the

interest of the many : that corn was cheap, and that

pastures increased the number of clothiers."

But we must conclude. That much of the above was
well known to the student of our social history before

Mr, Thombury's volumes appeared we readily concede.

But since the world is not made up of students of social

history the author's pages are none the less welcome
on that account.

The Yrtung Housewife's Boole, or how to eke out a
small income (Groombridge), is not a book at all, but

a very little thin pamphlet of 30 pa^es containing a few

receipts and some good advice for poor people. Had
it been sold tor a trifle we should have recommended
it, but to charge sixpence, the representation in a poor
mau's family of a quarter of a day's hard work, for what
ought not to cost more than a penny, is a strange way
of showing practically u how to eke out a small income.',

Messrs. LoDgmans have issued a tiny edition of

Moore's Lalla hookh, Irish Melodies, Songs and Ballads,

in three minute volumes, each of which will he in the

waistcoat pocket. We may best describe them in the

words of a young lady, who seeing them on our table

exclaimed,** What dear little books !" Such volumes will

carry the musical cadences of Moore everywhere ; would

that some enterprising publisher could tind an author

capable of teaching the masses how to read poetry

musically.

Garden Memoranda.
Knap Hill, mar Woking.— It is impossible tc

overrate the beauty and grandeur of effect which
Waterer'a nurseries possess at the present t me. Nearly
"25 acres of Rhododendrons aud hardy Azaleas of every
conceivable tint and shade of colour may here be found
now in full bloom. They have been planted in masses
in beds and borders, the latter sloping in some instances
like the stage of a grtenhouse, though not so steep, down
to the margins of the walks with which they are inter-

s-perse 1, and literally banks of flower. Handsome
(
standard Rhododendrons of great a_;e and size are also

liberally scattered over the whole extent of space just

mentioned, and as may be imagined the display they
make is striking in the extreme. The soil here beini; sandy
peat is peculiarly well adapted for pi ants of this kind ; they
therefore thrive and flower annually in the greatest pro-
fusion, and never have they been better than they are
this >ear. Although peat suits them best, however.
Messrs. Waterer affirm that they will grow and flower
very well in other sods, provided they are light and open,
but that if stiff and heavy they are all the better for

being mixed with leaf mould, or charred vegetable

refuse. A great point, they add, is to plant sufficiently

thick to cover the ground, and so afford shade to the

roots.

Many seedlings are just now flowering for the first

time. Among the best that have received names are

Warrior, a deep purple with an immense head of bloom;
Champion, rosy pink, compact and good ; Mrs. Steven-

son, rosy salmon ; and Combii, sa'mon pink. Of older

varieties, not already men'ioned by us, one of the best is

William Downing, a showy aud excellent kind. Prince
Albert we saw here in really good condition.

It is not Rhododendrons and Azaleas alone, however,
that thrive here; all kinds of nursery s'ock do equally

well. Conifers, especially Araucarias and Deodars,
grow with wonderful vigour and rapidity, and soon form
handsome specimens, which though large are continually

transplanted, to keep their roots within bounds ; they

are therefore capable of being removed to other places

with safety. Pi mis macrocarpa may be seen here in the

shape of a tree 40 feet in height, and we counted on a

specimen of P. nobilis 104 cones. Seeds of Araucaria

imbricata, numbering upwards of a hundred thousand^

have lately been received and sown here ; they occupy

many cold pits in which the soil (loam) has been put in,

levelled, and the seeds set small end downwards. We
also noticed numbers of small plants of the new Cu.»

pressus Lawsoniana.
Weeping trees form a distinguishing feature of this

nursery, especially Beeches, of which there are some
fine specimens. We also rem »rked a few noble trees

of a very dark variety of purple Beech, which if freely

introduced into parks and pleasure grounds would tend

in a remarkable degree to vary and beautify their

appearance. A variety of Laburnum (Waterer's)

is likewise just now in perfection, while the common
kind is getting out of flower. This therefore, inde-

pendent of its superior beauty and sweet scent, is

worth attention for its late blooming habit alone.

A Weeping Yew, grafted on a common one about

5 feet high, had a remarkable appearance ; the upright

stem and head spreading out horizontally gave it the

form of the letter T. Tree Pseonies and other flowering

plants are liberally distributed about the borders

:

forming altogether such a show of bloom as is rarely

one's good fortune to see.

Royal Nubsert, Slough.—Since our last visit to this

establishment, which may be stated to be the head-

quarters of floriculture, Mr. Turner has enriched his

already extensive collection of Tulips by the addition

of the principal part of the stock of the late Mr.

Groom, of Clapham Rise. We have been in the

habit annually of calling attention to the best varieties

in the last-named collection, but on visiting the

nursery recently, we confess that the same kinds

could scarce'y be recognised in the better soil and

purer air of Slough, which, comparatively speaking,

may be paid to have made new flowers of many of

them. These, in addition to the finest "strains" of

ail the established varieties, we need not say have

made Mr. Turner's bed of 180 rows, or 1260 roots,

one of the gayest floricultural displays of the kind

anywhere to be met with. In feathered bizarres we

noticed verv fine examples of Dr. Horner, Mr. Sander-

son, and J.F. Wood. In flamed bizarres, Lord Raglan,

Prince of Wales, Vivid, Everard, and a flamed variety

of Dr. Horner, which is very distinct from the feathered

kind. In bybloemens, Maid of Orleans. Duchess ofCam-

bridge, Abbot's Gem, and Rutley's Queen were con-

spicuously good. In flamed bybloemens, Princess

Royal, David, Thalia, Mu-udora, Pandora, and Bloemart

were among the best. With roses Mr. Turner's bed

was richly furnished ; Ba'tersby's Gem, Heroine, and

Aglaia were beautifully feathered, and this good old

kind was equally fine in a flamed state. There were

also King of Saxony, Lady Peel, Lady Stanley,

Anastasia, and that good old sort Triomphe Royale,

with many others in their best condition. It is

unnecessary to speak of the collections of Pelar-

goniums grown here, as those who are in the habit of

visiting the great metropolitan exhibitions will have

noticed the great beauty of the specimens grown and

exhibited by Mr. Turner. Here we remarked Admi-

rable, a flower of fine form ;
Lord Raglan, brilliant

scarlet ; Wonderfu1

, Meteora, Una, a very free bloom-

in» white variety ; Seraekier, Fair Ellen, and Governor
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General, which should be in every collection. These f they will do quite as well or better during summer than
were all very fine. In addition to Jarge plants we ob-

served some very fine spotted seedlings, particularly

Conspicuum, Mr. Hoyle, Spotted Gem, Mr. Beck, and
Queen of the Fairies. These are all distinct varieties,

spotted in the under petals, of fine form and free

bloomers, fully equal to the best of the continental

kinds in point of attractiveness, and far superior to

them in form and substance. One of the best Gera-

niums we have seen is a seedling, well named King of

Scarlets, as it is by far the most brilliant scarlet with 1

1

dark upper petals we have yet met with, and is a free

bloomer. In a house devoted to seedling Fancy
Pelargoniums, we noticed some very fine seedlings

;

one of these in particular, named Emperor, was
remarkable for size, form, and marking. This is a free

blooming variety with rich maroon top petals with white
margin, and maroon spots on the lower petals with

white ground colour. Jenny Ney is also a finely formed
flower and a free flowerer, of a beautiful rose and white
colour ; and Helen Faucit is a fine bright variety ; a

large and smooth bright coloured kind was named King
of the Fancies, and Carminatum is a flower of fine

form, and a free bloomer. One of the best and most
attractive is Mrs. Colman, which is very bright, with
white centre and margin, and will evidently make a

good exhibition variety ; Countess of Abingdon is also

a good rose coloured kind. Two dark varieties were
distinct and fine; one of them is named Sir Joseph
Paxton, maroon and white, and the other General
Pelissier, which is a great improvement on Advancer.
These seedlings are all free flowerers, many of them
are new in colour and finely shaped. During the

present month the Pelargoniums alone will be worth a

visit. Bedding and soft-wooded plants are grown exten-

sively here, but a great many of the new things are not
yet in bloom. We however noticed some fine Petunias;

Majestic, Major Domo, and purpurea alba were beauti-

fully marked kinds ; so also was Marquis de St. Inno-
cent, a new continental variety, bright crimson in

uuder glass, there will be no necessity for crowding
the specimens left, therefore see that every plant stands
f|uite clear, so that all its parts may be fully exposed to

light and air. In placing greenhouse plants out of

doors care should be taken not to rashly expose them
to bright sunshine, particularly if they are at all tender
through having been kept close or are in a growing
state. Indeed the plant ground should be so situated

that the plants will not be exposed to the midday
sun, for few things in pots will do much good if

exposed to the full force of the summer's sun.

Stove.—Where this house is principally used to

furnish a supply of flowering plants for the summer
and autumn decoration of the conservatory, some
foresight and care will be necessary in order to

have the things in a fit condition for removal to

the conservatory when they may be wanted there, for

until the weather becomes warmer than it has hitherto

been plants muston no account be removed from a

warm close moist atmosphere to a cool airy house
without some preparation. And plants that have been
grown in the stove should either be removed to an
intermediate house or placed iu the coolest end of the

stove.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Vineries.—Borders that have been lately uncovered

should be carefully examined, and if found too dry give

a liberal soaking of good strong manure-water from the

stable or farm-yard tank. It will be advisable, how-
ever, to mix the manure-water with sufficient warm
water to bring the temperature to from 70° to 90°.

Take advantage of bright days to admit air freely where
the Grapes are colouring, and avoid moisture in the

atmosphere by removing all plants from under the

Vines. Attend carefully to young Vines recently planted,

keeping the soil about their roots in a healthy moist

state, maintaining a moderately moist atmosphere, and
shading if necessary until the Vines get a fair start.

Melons.—Where the fruit is swelling endeavour to
colour, striped with white ; this looked as if it would be

|

j-eep tiie soil in a nice healthy state as to moisture,

avoiding either extreme. Give air freely whenever the

weather admits, and use every means to preserve the

foliage in health. Keep the Vines thin, and prevent
their being encumbered with useless laterals, and
remove any decaying leaves immediately they are per-

ceived, which when left only serve as nurseries for

insects. There is yet a fair chance of obtaining a good
crop in u dung frames/' and if any of the frames which
have been used for getting up the bedding-out stock

can be spared for this purpose the beds should be made
and the plants got in without loss of time. Very little

artificial heat will be necessary at present and the bed
should not be made to heat too strongly otherwise there

will be time lost before the plants can be safely put in.

The beds should be made high enough however to allow of

applying a lining if necessary later in the season, but this

will be easily managed by making the bed some two feethigh
with any useless material which will not ferment, and
placing upon this sufficient well worked stable dung to

good bedding variety. Imperial, the new double
white variety, was also iu flower, and is certainly well

worth attention. Among new Verbenas now blooming
were Mrs. Hoi ford, a fine white variety ; Loveliness,

bright rose, and a capital bedding sort ; Crimson Per-
fection ; Nymph, a good light continental variety ;

and Blue Bonnet, which seems to be a good bedding
kind. Kinghorn's General Pelissier Geranium was in

bloom, and is well deserving of the high character
which has been given it. Some of the new variegated
Geraniums were also in flower, but Alma promised to

be the best, the colour being very bright, with
smoother foliage than the others and white margin;
it is also a free grower and bloomer. A collection of
shrubby Calceolarias was just coming into blossom;
observable among them was Hawk, a very attractive

spotted kind of decidedly shrubby habit. There were
also several other distinctly marked kinds, as well as
selfs, some of which were of new tints, and all of shrubby
habit, adapted either for bedding purposes or for culture, afford a gentle heat.
One of the most desirable is Kiug of Yellows, a very
dwarf variety, rich orange yellow, and very free

;

Orange Boveu, bright orange brown, is an excellent
bedding kind ; Goldfinder, a small-flowered variety,
deep yellow and a dense bloomer, should likewise be in

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The weather during the last ten days has been very

favourable for the newly plauted-out stock and well pre-
pared plants are rooting into the fresh soil freely, those

eek in June,^ZjLJ n rt .- i u -i i e ax j **i - *
who delayed planting out until the first we<every collection; as should also Spotted Gem, rich A

J
*u a •

i . i * • jmmJI « j *i.i i- i u i * • and were then prepared with strong plants in troodyellow covered with reddish brown spots, dwarf in A ^ -n i i i i *u • u !i

b

habit and an intense bloomer ; King of Sardinia, a
Sultan in habir, but dwarfer and more shrubby,
rich crimson ; and Eclipse (Rollison's) the brightest
colour of all the crimsons, but apparently a bad grower.

condition, will probably have their beds covered before

those who planted out earlier ; should the weather con-
tinue dry and warm, however, the plants must be regu-
larly attended to with water, for it will not do to leave

Cinerarias were going out of flower, but eiough remained
i J

hem 4° '?ke their «hance because thejr have made a

to show that Brilliant, Admiral Dundas (Henderson's),
f«w™tSSnice plan mg out Daily waterings w.ll not how-

optima (Hopwood's), Admiral Dundaa (I very), optima
"er be so essential now that the plants have made some

(Bousie), Sir Charles Napier, Emperor of the French, P
r
?
gre,,

,?

t "V" } ? the ^eased root ac ion will

Duchess of Wellington, Oliver Cromwell, picturata, and
baU?" "'e ext™ dra>" »P«»n the system of the plant

- - - -
° ' r ' resulting from full exposure to sun and air ; but the

early.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week,)

moisture in the soil. See that everything liable

to be injured by a sudden storm of wind is well

secured by pegging or staking, as may be proper,
and keep the surface soil about all recently planted
things ioose and open by frequent stirrings,

which will greatly assist in promoting rapid growth.
When there is a large demand for cuttings for spring
propagation, a number of plants of each variety propor-
tiauate to the probable demand for cuttings should be
selected from the reserve stock, potted in 7- inch pots in

light soil, and plunged in the reserve garden. These,
with very little attention, will make nice stocky plants
in course of the summer, and there is no risk of losing

in winter plants prepared in this way, and this can
hardly be said of autumn-rooted cuttings of many things,
. . .1 1^.- „Xfc? J _^l^ _• — *i_ • • •

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.— It is a very common practice in

the management of this and other show houses to

huddle the plants thickly together in order to produce a
dense mass of bloom, but this should never be done
with hard-wooded plants, especially at this season, when
they are starting into growth, and most things if they
are to be of any further service require a fair share of
light and air while in bloom. Valuable specimens of on j\ u„ „«™x r:„„ anA -j—: „ *u • ~

hard-wooded things, particularly Heaths, should be fro- ™"£3|' "^hJ . 7 S t "iF?™?*,
C^am'

quently examined,"turning them partially round in orderS^l " i * ?
"" ? S ^rl.f fWfik^aJ v ii j* *u ii*. ,i number ot cuttings sufficiently early to make goodthat tneir snoots may be equally exposed to the light, and i al_ftnw „i D „fe u*rnJL «i „>• *L *j ' xr •

;f onv,i-n- *~ . a • t *_*•*. strong plants before planting out time. Young speci-
if anv thing appears to be suffering from confinement it _r .-f » ? , . , .

5
.

".
.

should be removed at once to more airy quarters. Should
the weather continue bright the beds and borders of this

house will require a liberal supply of water to keep them
properly moist, and the soil about strong growing plants
should be occasionally examined to see that it is not too
dry towards the bottom of the bed, for the amount of
mois ure absorbed by such things at this season is much
greater than inexperienced persons are apt to imagine

mens of ornamental shrubs and trees which it is

j

desirable to get to grew rapidly should be thoroughly
soaked with water at once., especially Coniferous plants.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Trees that have not got fully established since re-

planting will be benefitted by mulching over their roots,

which will prevent rapid evaporation, and keep the soil

in a healthy state as to moisture. And the same atten-
Pvow that many of the inmates of the greenhouse can

j

tion will be useful to trees on shallow borders, especially
with safety be removed to the open plant ground, where

j

Peaches and Nectarines, which are very subject to the

attacks of mildew if allowed to get too dry aTthe root in
summer. Where it can be procured, a thin coat of half
rotten leaves should be used for mulching, and in the
case of trees inclined to weakness a portion of good rotten
dung might be mixed with the leaf soil, and would be of
great service in strengthening the trees. Do not give
up the war upon the insects until they are entirelv
eradicated, and give timely attention to the stopping of
gross shoots, &c, on pyramidal and other trees which
it is desired to keep in form. Those who are fortunate
enough to have a heavier crop of fruit set than the trees
are likely to bring to perfection should thin at once, in

order to secure fine fruit with a prospect of a crop
next season. See that there is plenty of Peas planted
for furnishing a late autumn supply, and also attend to

keeping up a succession of French Beans, Spinach, and
all kinds of salad. Where it can be done, Lettuces
should be planted on a north border at this season as
it is difficult without more watering than can always be
afforded to have them crisp and tender in hot weather
unless they are in a cool situation. Sow Onions for

drawing young for salad ; also Endive for autumn use,

and see that there is pleuty of Parsley provided to

furnish a supply in winter. Keep the sqjl loose and
open among all growing crops, by means of frequent

stirrings.

STATE OF THE 1

For the week ending Jui

LEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON
le 12, 1866, as obaerred at the Horticultural Qardi
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June 6 -Fine, with low white clouds; very dry ; slight hare.
— 7—Fine throughout.— 8— Cloudy and tine.
— 9—Overcast; very fin*; cloudy.
— 10—Very fine throughout; cold at night.— 11—( lear and fine ; cloudless and exceedingly fine.— 12—Very fine; lightly overcast ; cloudy ; rain at night.

Mean temperature of the week £ deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During the last 30 years, for the ensuing week, ending June 21,1*66.
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred
18.6 -therm. 93 deg.; and the loweat on the 15th, 1S50, and
therm. 30 deg.
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Notices to Correspondents.
Books : J B. Several of the Nurserymen's Catalogues now convev

the information you want. We cannot undertake to name

them, for obvious reasons. As to grafting seeds our opinions

are what they have always been.—LL. Neill's Fruit, Flower,

and Kitchen Garden may possibly answer your purpose.

t

Diseases: W S. Your Geraniums appear to have been alter-

nately quite dry and waterlogged. The Cucumbers are affected

with the disease which is so prevalent. The best cultivation

cannot always master it, but with bad cultivation success is

very precarious.— Constant Header. There is no " Oidium

abont your Vine leaves. It is of no use, therefore, applyirr-'

sulphur. They are chlorotized, either from old-standing disease

or from the present condition of the roots. If you have reason

to suspect that the latter is the case, you must apply your

remedy there. Your leaves will not stand much sun. They

seem indeed to have been partially caught by the sun already.

—H B. Your leaves are affected by a curious fungus " Asco-

myces," of which an account will be given in the Vegetable

Pathology. It look3 at first like the Curl, but it is quite dis-

tinct. You must apply sulphur—Y G S. The disease which

attacks your Grapes has been noticed several times in the

Gardeners' Chronicle the last two or three years. From all the

information which we have been able to collect on the subject,

it appears that it arises from the roots not being well drained,

foo deeply planted, or some other unfavourable circumstance

in their condition. There is no fungus about them.— FT U •

The Apple branch which has suffered from a shot is very

interesting. You would add to the obligation if you could send

a vertical section, including the bark, as only half the history

is told by the turned specimen. The same tree might possibly

on careful inspection afford such an example. M.J.B.

Mealy Bug: Sub. An excellent article on this subject has been

only just given at p. 341. .

Melons: Young Gardener. Melons early in the season require

setting. If that has been done then the dropping off ot tue

young fruit may be attributed to over watering or want 01

heat, or both combined .J , ., f

Mowing : E P N. For so small an amount of work the smallest

sort will be best. But we think you will find, after the expe-

perience of a year, that the scythe is cheapest. Concerning

the Crystal Palace shows, apply to the Secretary there.

Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never ha*e

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this Jtina.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply.

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining 4 fo™a
J
on

:

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and tmnKing

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. Ail we

can do is to help them—and that most willingly. U ™
now requested that in future, not more than four Pla""

may be sent us at one time.—Halifax. Embothrium lanceo-

latum and coccineum are different species. Embothrium xer

rugineum is the same as Lomatia ferruginea, and the i»"e
|.^

the correct name.—A Perkins. It is very like Acacia longuoiia,

and is certainly from New Holland, not New Ze*»na-

Bamsley. 1, Billardiera scandens from New Holland ; A sou

wretched Spermacoce—C Howie. It may be Jurinea alatt,D«

it looks more like J. depressa.-if J Cauty. A Mormones

some sort, not determinable from a single flower, and ^P iae '_

drum odoratissimum.—Joseph Butler. Carex paniculata, a com

mon coarse-growing Sedge. . d
Notice to Quit: Beginner. We are not attorneys. *ou

better applv to one.* . . , , , nn ;*

Vebonica: Devonian. Your hybrid was much faded when

reached us ; but it is we fear too pale to be a favourite. +
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c. f and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
vill find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
X phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, JNitro-Phosphate or Blood
Manure, Sugar Scum, and every description ot Artificial

Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.
W. Inglis Carne, 10, Mark Lane, London.

ONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840).

The above Company have the following ready for immediate
delivery :—Corn Manure, for top-dressing ; Blood ditto for Com

;

Blood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured
expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for

Turnips, Mangels, Grasses, &c. ; Peruvian Guano direct from
importers' warehouses; Nitrate of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia,
and every artificial manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. Edward Purser, Sec.

THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
at Mr. Lawes^ Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,---

*
-

- Acid and

_ „ 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

MANURES FOR ROOTS AND TOP-DRESSING~
CORN CROPS.

HPHE undersigned beg to advise Agriculturists they
J- are now prepared to deliver the under-mentioned Manures,
viz. :—
Their celebrated SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (see

Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, Vol. 6, Part 2.).

NITRO-BI-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MAN UKE for Cereals,
Soots, and Hops.
Also NITRATE OP SODA, GUANO, BONEDUST, and

fINCH BONE; SULPHURIC ACID, GYPSUM, and all
other Manures of known value.
Apply to Mark Fothergill & Co., 204a, Upper Thames Street,

London, Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company.
ANALYTICAL RtPORT"(Corrected);

HHHE UNDERSIGNED beg to call attention to Pro-
J- fessor Vuelcker's CORRECTED REPORT ON MANURES
in the last Journal of the Bath and West of England Agricul-
tural Society, from which the following is an extract :—
"Spooner & Bailey's Superphosphate for Turnips contains 41

per cent, of phosphate of lime, and is decidedly the most valuable
superphosphate of the four manures analysed."

Their Turnip Manure, richer in ammonia than the above, is
prepared expressly for those who require a manure to carry the
plant alone through all the stages of its growth.
Peruvian Guano, Bone-dust, and every Manure of known

value ; also Linseed, Poppy, Rape, and Nut Cake.
Orders taken for Spooner's Patent Water Drill, and Spooner's

Prize Es&ay on Root Crops.

Spooner & Bailey, Chemical Manure Works, Ealing, near
Southampton.

THE CONSERVATIVE LAND~SOCIETY.—The
15th Quarterly General Meeting will be held at Exeter Hall

on Thursday, the 26th of June, at 3 o'clock, Viscount Ranelacrh
in the Chair. The Thirty-fifth Public Drawing for Rights of
Choice on the Society's Estates will take place, when ICO Share
Numbers will be diawn, and 50 Share Numbers added to the
Seniority List by date of Membership.

Charles Lewis Gruneisex, Secretary.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henry Ker Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-
litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,
or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.
3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,
be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-j early
instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiRTy-oNE years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford 8ec.

* pRIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
•* Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

«r.T> T
PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.

FRIG I DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair
and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and I lowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City ; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-
men throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats
aa a covering.

WATERPROOF~PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

fT'HOSE who would enjoy tbeir Gardens during the
-*- winter months should construct their walks ofPORTLANDCEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:-Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It msy then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it
to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

'

JiT BRrn« preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.

m.J
VIaD ',

lf^:turer8 of the Cement, J. B. Whitr & Brothers,
Milbank Street, Westminster.

liquid manure.

PATENT LIQUID-MANURE DISTRIBUTOR
L or WATER-CART, for the Distribution of Guano, &c.

f

warranted not to clog up or otherwise get out of order. It has
Waterproof Joints, and will scatter its Liquid from 12 to 15 feet
wide. It will work equally well on hilly or on level land without
Any alteration. It is thoroughly adapted for Drill Crops or
Pasture Land, or for Watering Streets.—Full particulars may be
obtained of the Patentee, Isaac James, Tivoli, Cheltenham.

WARNER'S 4|-5nch IMPROVED LIQUID
MANURE PlJMP,

with Ball Valve, fitted witli

14 inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,
with strong wrought iron
Straps for screwing on t.»

any ordinary Water-butt or
Cart, as shown iu drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
505.

l£-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,
35. 6d. per foot.

H Gutta Percha Suction,
Is. 9d. per foot.

WARNER'S PATENT~VIBRAT1N(T~STAK-
v v DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £
2£in. short 1 ft. 7 in.

21
3

3*
4

24

»f

ti

tt

tt

tt

long 3
ditto 3 „
ditto B
ditto 3

(Fitted for lead,
1

tt

tt

n

79

tt

1

1

2

5. d.

10
14

8
12
3

gutta percha,

or cast iron
flanged pipe, I 2
as required. ) 3

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

2$ in. long ditto ditto citto 2 18

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER axd SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery fur Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

QAT-CRUSHING and BEAN-SPLITTING MILL
~* (Turnkr's No. 5).

This Mill is recommended to

the use of every person keeping

a Horse, as superior for effi-

ciency, durability, and ease in

working to any manufactured*

Two bushels of crushed corn

afford more nourishment both

to old and young horses than

three bushels of uncrushed !

Price £5 155. 6i.

Made and Sold by

E.R. & F.TURNER, St.Peter's

Iron Works, Ipswich.

j

IMPROVED LAWN MOWING MACHINES.
Manufactured and Sold by Budding's Patent-
AMES FERRABEK & Co.,

FHCENIX IRON WORKS,
Neap. STROUD,

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

These are the only MOWING
MACHINES that can be used by

unskilled labourers

with equal facility

on Lawns, Verges,

between Flower beds,

on Bowling Greens,

Cricket and Pleasure _

Grounds; 6000 of

them have been sold.

Price List, including the carriage to any Railway Station

south of York.
Hand Machine, for One Man, cutting 16 inches wide £5 10*. Od.

Ditto for Man and Boy „ 22 ditto ... 6 O
Pony Machine (or Donkey) „ 26 ditto ... 8
Horse Machine * 28 ditto ... 11

Ditto m 36 ditto ... 15

London Agency :—The Manager of the Agricultural Depart-

ment, Baker Street Bazaar.

f
PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS, &&. as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.
47, Nov. 24, 1S55), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-
man in the tbree kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1S55. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes,
Rakes

:
Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.

Established 1738.

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.
EDWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety

of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may he
seen Jin use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,
Sundays excepted.
Priced Lists of Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application.

pORN CRUSHERS AND CHAFF CUTTERS.—
vy The progress of mechanical inventions has of late years
been distinguished by the advancement of science in the more
judicious mode of feeding cattle, instead of the hitherto erroneous
and wasteful system of using unprepared and indigestible food as
an unvarying round of diet in the keeping of stock. The
general practice of the country is so far behind, that apart from
the value of the manure, a very large margin of profit is

annually sacrificed. Under a proper management, kibbling
corn, the cutting of hay and straw, are indispensable, effecting

a saving of 50Z. per cent., whether used in a raw state or
steamed. Oat and Wheat Straw is recommended, when cut, to

be mixed with Oats for " draught horses in particular/' and the
same extent of saving is effected, if given to carriage and riding
horses. Bruised Corn is well known to be more nutritious, and
far more economical than the grain in its natural state, while it

puts the horse into finer condition frr work, and imparts to the
frame new energy, and unwonted power to resist fatigue. It is

of vital importance to the Agricultural interest, to increase the
productiveness of the soil, and it is of no less import to apply
any method which may best economise his provender.
Richmond & Chandler's unprecedented celebrity for their

improved CHAFF MACHINES and CORN CRUSHERS,
achievable only by intrinsic merit, has secured for them the
highest character in the trade, together with the confidence of
the public, whether as regards true economy or the unapproach-
able finish and sterling quality which characterise all their pro-
ductions, and render them worthy of the reputation of a
Manchester manufacturer. The most distinguished authorities

in all civilised countries report their unqualified satisfaction

with the highly beneficial effects resulting from the use of these
justly celebrated Machines, and with the established fact of their
not being subject to any of the contingencies inseparable from
other machines, they are calculated to meet with general
approval in the present advancing state of agriculture.
Address, Richmond & Chandler, Salford, Manchester, and

South John Street, Liverpool,

KOYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
CIRENCESTER.

Patron—His Royal Highness Prince Albert.
President of Council— Earl Bathitrst.

Principal—Rev. J. S. Haygarth, M.A.
Professors. &c\

Chemistry—J. A. C. Voelcker, Ph. D., F.C.S.
Zoology, Geology,and Botany—Jas. Buckman, F.G.S., F.L.S.
Veterinary Medicine and Surgery—G. T. Brown, M.R.C.V.S.

Surveying, Civil Engineering, and Mathematics

—

F. Armstrong, C.E.
Manager of Farm—G. Austin.

The next Session will begin August 11th. The annual fees
for boarders vary from 55 to 80 guineas, according to age
and other circumstances; the fee for out students is 40Z. per
annum. The College course of lectures and practical instruction
is complete in one twelvemonth, though a longer course ia

;
recommended. Prospectuses and information can be had on
application to the Principal.

Z^iOLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHKM1STHY
V_y and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane. Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays Af every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in
the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—The Annual Exhibition of Stock, Implements,

Poultry. &c, will take place on THURSDAY, November 27th, at
Gloucester. Premiums to the amount of 412Z. will be offered for

Cattle, Sheep, Pigs, and Horses, and 120Z. for Poultry. Members
only can compete for the Premiums for Stock, but the Poultry
Premiums are open to Public competition.—For further particu-

lar* apply to Edward Tender, Secretary._

YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY —
The following Prizes are offered for ESSAYS and

REPORTS :—
ON THE MANAGEMENT OF GRASS LAND, 10Z.

ON ANBURY, OR FINGERS AND TOES IN TURNIPS, 10*.

The Essays must be sent in before the 6th of AUGUST, 1836,

and particulars of competition may be obtained of the Secretary.

Advertisements for insertion in the forthcoming Journal of the

Society (which will be shortly published), must be sent to the

printer, Mr. Coultas, York.
Kirk Deighton, Wetherby. John- Havxam, Secretary.

Cfit ftcrtcultural <Sa*ettc*
SA TURDA Y, JUNE 14, 1856.

We can obtain room for a report of the discus-

sion at the Central Farmers' Club last week, On
Breaking up Grass Land, only by condensing the

addresses of the several speakers here. Mr. Wood,
of Ockley, Sussex, the President of the Club, who
read the opening paper, commenced by enumerating

the exceptions which were universally maintained,

notwithstanding the prevalence of the idea that

land would pay better if broken out of pasture.

That these exceptions are numerous enough the

following list will testify. Mr. Wood said :

—

" If land is conveniently situated for receiving the

drainage of a town, or for being turned into a water
meadow ; if it be so steep and hilly as to make it diffi-

cult or expensive to cultivate ; or if it be on chalk or

other rock, with so little depth of mould as to render
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it unfit tor the production of root crops or corn, in all

such caes it would be undoubtedly wrong to bring it

into cultivation. Again, when Grass is specially
required, as for milch cows, to a certain extent, in the
neighbourhood of towns ; and for meadow hay, as in

the neighbourhood of London ; or where, from the
height or exposed position of the land, the climate is of

such a nature that Wheat cannot in ordinary seasons
come to perfection, unless this objection is counter-
balanced by extraordinary applicability of the land, for
the producton of Swede Turnips or other crops, these
cases I regard as exceptional, and as not bearing on the
subjects immediately before us, and probably there may
be several others of like description, though it would
be profitless for me to enumerate them even if they
occurred to me."

That there is a large remainder of our pasture
lands to which the question for discussion fairly
applied no one can deny, and as to all of this Mr.
Wood took it for granted that the owner was in
favour of continuing it in Grass, while the occupier
was for breaking it up.

This difference of opinion is easily accounted for.

The breaking-np of Grass land endangers the land-
lord's chances of rent, from the tenant not farming
the land so as to keep it in a condition to command
the same rent as it had previously done in Grass,
and which by good management and liberal ma-
nuring may be done. In fact, he runs the ri*k of
having the land thrown on his hands, both from the
tenant allowing it to deteriorate, and also from the
circumstance that there is more competition for
Grass land than for arable, because the latter not
only requires a -larger amount of capital to do it

well, but also requires that capital to be invested
for a much greater length of time without any
return upon it ; whereas a tenant can always for
several years obtain good crops from fresh broken-up
land, Without being at much expense for manuring
it, and consequently he incurs no risk of loss from
hard-cropping, at all events for the first seven years
of his occupation.

The question, however, has to be decided on a
comparison of receipts and payments under both
systems of management, and this Mr. Wood gives
in the following terms :

—

" For grazing stock upon the second or middling
stamp of land in my own district, paying, say 35*. for
rent, tithes, and taxes, I should estimate the produce,
thus,—

l

Keep of a two-yearling steer from May 1 to Sept. 17, £ s. d.
20 weeks, at 2s. 6d

r
... 2 10

Ditto of 5 sheep through the winter at Qs 1 10

10
Costs and expenses :

—

Rent, tithes, a. d taxes £115
Spreading droppings, fencing, and
weeding, &c. 3

£1 18

FOR MAKING HAY.
lltons.at« £5
After Grass 1 i

G 10
Cost and expenses :—

Mowing and making £10
Manure Ac 1 15
Rent, tithes, and taxes 1 15

£4 10

Total produce 10 10
Total costs 6 8

Two crops .. ... 4 2
Total profits per annum £2 10

"I therefore make the total profits on an acre of
Grass land to amount to 21. Is. to pay for time, skill,
judgment, capital, and risks. I will now proceed to
estimate the profit on the same stamp of land in cultiva-
tion, taking the system of rotation and management that
I usually adopt myself, viz., a six-shift course, with
alternate white and green crops, and taking Wheat
twice in six years, though I must remark that when
Wheat is likely to sell as high as has lately been the
casp, I have substituted Wheat for Oats, and grown it
every other year. My rotation of crops is as follows :—
1st year, winter Beans ; 2d ditto, Wheat ; 3d ditto,
Tares or Mangel Wurzel ; 4th, ditto, Oats ; 5th ditto,
seeds; 6th ditto, Wheat."

We do not give the calculation in detail ; it may
suffice to quote the results on the whole six years of
cropping, which are as follows :—

Crop. Costs and expenses. Produce.

»>„ „ ~ . £ s. d. £ a. d.Beans first y^r 8 14 7 7
Wheat, second year 6 3 12
Tares or Mangel, third year 9 8 8 .... 7 10

SU' T";
th ^ar 3 10 6 9 16

W heat, sixth year 5 9 15

T°taI
a

36 4 5 60 3
Deduct - 36 4 5

Profit on six years _ 23 18 7

"^S*6* M the annaal averaSe Pr°fit on land cnlti-*Iea
3 19 9

On comparison of this with the estimated profit on
Grasslands (both of them a great deal too high,
according to ordinary and average experience) we
*ave a difference of 1/. 18*. 9d, per acre in favour
Pf vable land, and on this Mr. Wood comes to the
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conclusion that it is not advisable to break up
pasture lands. The difference of profit is not suffi-

cient to pay for the increased landlord's capital in
extra buildings and the increased tenant's capital in
cultivation. The conclusion at which Mr. Wood
arrives may be perfecly correct, and probably is

so over a great extent of Gra*s lands in this

country
; but the figures which lead him to it

certainly do not lead us to any such result.
Ten shillings an acre extra rent will well pay for

extra buildings, and 28s. extra profit is ample
payment for the tenant's extra capital. Mr. Wood's
paper concluded with remarks on the possibility of
dispensing with hay and Grass in tl e feeding of cows
and cattle, and on that kind of green land which
would pay best to biing nnder the plough.
The subsequent discussion elicited the general

opinion that land worth 25s. or even 20s. an acre
as pasture should not be distuibed, Mr. Payne,
however, contending that when land was worth less

than the larger sum per acre it became a question
whether.it ought not to be broken up. We con-
clude with an extract from his address upon the
subject :—

>

He lived in a neighbourhood with a large proprietary, and
where the breaking up of inferior Grassland had been earned
to a great extent. In a case in which 100 acres of pasture w-»s
broken up, on a cold land farm of 300 acres, the land having
been thoroughly drained to begin with, the tenant more than
doubled his produce. Taking into account the straw which
the land newly broken up produced for six or seven years
afterwards, without extraneous assistance, the breaking up of
Grass land materially benefitted the land previously in arable,
and which had perhaps not grown sufficient to manure itself
before. Happily they could now obtain artificial manures,
but if they confined themselves to the produce of the farm.
nothing could be more beneficial to the soil than the tenant's
breaking up inferior descriptions of Grass land. One result
was, that the tenant was enabled to grow a much larger
quantity of Clover. Farms thus treated had maintained
one-thud more sheep than they did before, and it was, in
his opinion, a national benefit to break up inferior pastures. But
before allowing the tenant to break up a large quantity, he wou'd
ascertain whether he had Hiifiicient capital to carry out the work
in the best manner; and having satisfied himself on that head,
he should entertain no doubt as to the success of the process. He
should be sorry if proprietors thought that all that farmers
wanted was to get possession of their land, and stick the plough
in it (laughter). He wanted to convince landlords that it would
be a great benefit to them to have inferior pasture lands broken
up. The land of which he had previously spoken was a tenacious
clay in a cold district. The first step towards making such
land useful was thorough drainage. When that was accom-
plished, there were two modes in which the land might be brought
into tillage. One to plough in the turf, another to pare and
burn it. In his opinion the latter mode was the best, because it

exterminated all the insects which were so prejudicial to farm-
ing, whilst where the turf had been ploughed in, for four or five
years after the farmer was pestered with the wireworm and
other insects. He was confident too that—in the first five or
six years, at all events—the return would be greater if the turf
had been pared and burned, than if it had been ploughed in.
The ashflH produced by burning worked down into the soil, and
very much improved its condition. Three or four years after
land was converted into tillage, he had seen ashes ploughed up,
not less than a foot below the surface; and it was his opinion
that the presence of ashes in the soil materially assisted the
growth of the crops. He was rather surprised to hear Mr. Wood
raise a question as to the expenses of labour. Every one he
knew who had broken up land of the description mentioned held
that he could make much more of the farm, in consequence, than
he did before; and he contended that, considering the artificial
manures which were now within their reach, the cheaper corn
was, the more they ought to grow.

Of all the privileges conferred by the possession
of land there are none more important than the
rights appertaining to property in water, indeed the
value of land itself depends to a much greater extent
than might at first be thought on the available
means of water supply. So true is this that in this
country ever)' stream, however small, is a property
of importance, and consequently its pollution or
unfair abstraction is rigidly guarded against by legal
enactments, and hence, therefore, opinions are
sought and evidence procured to guide verdicts of
juries, decisions of arbitrators, or votes in Parliament.
Now, as it has before been shown that water

supply is a matter entirely depending upon geolo-
gical details, it follows that in all questions
affecting it guidance should be sought by not
merely a surface examination but a careful investi-
gation of facts often at a distance from the point in
dispute, but which facts can only be supplied by a
study of the structure of the earth's crust. And we
cannot better exemplify the truly practical nature
of the science of geology than by reviewing the facts
of a parliamentary inquiry relative to the water
supply of a large town, in a case where the rights of
water as affecting land and the structure of the sub-
strata as affecting the argument come out in
strong relief.

The borough of Cheltenham is for the most part
situate on deep sand beds reposing in undulations
of lias clay, a condition which ensured the storing
up of every drop of water which fell in the shape
of ram, as it would percolate through the porous
sand and be retained in the impervious clay, thus
affording a supply of a good and wholesome water
for the accommodation of a limited population. We

j

here use the term " limited," as the wells sunk into
1 this natural reservoir depended for their supply
upon the amount of rain and the extent of the sand
area, and hence afforded the most simple example
of what is meant by a spring.
Now, as the population increased the drain upon

this source of supply necessarily lowereoTTtFTeveT
which eventuated in lowering the wells until many
of them were even sunk into the clay itself, and a*
this clay is highly charged with chemical ingredients
such as salt, lime, and magnesia, the deeper the well*
were made in it the greater the amount of impuri-
ties with which the water became charged. In this
position of the case powers were sought by a water
company to divert some small streams* running
from the western slopes of the Cotteswold hills
which rise high to the east of the towu, into a'

reservoir for the use of the inhabitants, and as this
from the smallness of the sti earns did not so
materially interfere with the rights in that water
b yond what a reasonable compensation would meet
the powers sought were obtained. Of late years
however, the supply from this source has been found
inadequate to the increasing wants of the inhabitants
added to the increased demand for water required
by the Board of Health, and in this state of affairs

Parliament was asked to sanction the diversion of a
powerful spring, the source of one of the largest

tributaries of the Thames, and therefore rising from
the eastern slope of the Cotteswolds. To this, how-
ever, the landlords, farmers, and occupiers of lands
on the stream to which the spring gave rise raised an
opposition founded on the following facts :

—

The stream turned a large number of mills, the

first of which was within a couple of hundred yards
from its source.

On its banks were some elegant seats of country

gentlemen, to the beauty, fertility, and residential

importance of which the stream in question was ab-

solutely necessary.

The agricultural interest in general was much
concerned by the river flits being occupied by irri-

gated meadows, a point of great importance, as from

the elevation and aridity of the stony Cotteswolds

the sheep farmers in an elevated and exposed and
consequently late growing country were, in the Grass

of the irrigated meadows, supplied with that early

spring feed which enabled them to compete with

their neighbours in more fortunate circumstances of

land and climate, and thus it was argued that the

whole of the hill district, the heights as well as the

intervening valleys, would suffer from the abstraction

of their water.

These arguments, which were foreseen by the com-
pany's engineer, were proposed to be met in the fol-

lowing ingenious manner, which would indeed have
proved all that could have been desired, but that the

geologicalfacts of the case showed that it could not

be realised. * It is true," said the engineer, " we
wish to take from the source of your river a daily

supply of one million of gallons of your water, but

this shall be done in such a manner that you will be

at no loss, but rather be benefited thereby."

Now the plan proposed was that of a compensa-

tion reservoir, which may be briefly explained as

follows :—At a convenient spot a little way down

the stream it was proposed to make a large

reservoir to be supplied by the water of the stream,

and when this was filled the withdrawal of the

required million gallons for the daily use of the

town from a spring yielding two million of gallons

should commence ; and nowT there comes in the com-

pensation system, as in seasons of a short supply of

water, or in times of drought, while the million

gallons a day were being taken from the spring, a

million gallons were to be daily supplied from the

compensation reservoir for the requirements of the

dwellers down the stream. This arrangement, it

was contended, would ensure an equable flow of

water in the river and so nicely balance demand

with regulated supply that a benefit was to accrue

rather than an injury. This proposition it will be

seen was founded on the assumption that the dis-

trict under review was subject to a periodical glut

of water, but the geological evidence founded on a

knowledge of the structure of the strata was as

follows :—
f

The water gathering beds are the porous strata of

the oolitic limestone, into which rain percolates as

rapidly as it falls.

These rocks may therefore be considered »
forming the drainage area of their district.

As these oolitic rocks rest upon the impervious

clays of the lias, the latter rock affords the water-

shed for the springs. , r

Now, as the percolation through porous rocks oi

any thickness must be gradual, so springs from it

are maintained at a tolerably equable rate, and a

large superabundance of water cannot be at any

time expected. On the contrary, where rain talis

directly on impervious clays sudden floods are
.

result, porous strata thus giving rise to spriap

which are tolerably constant in their flow, imper-

vious strata causing floods and inu âtions^jn

• These streams issue from the top of the lias which creep*

hish up in the hills, and being capped Jf }he Porous oolitic

stone, the Utter is the collecting ground of the ram—tnus mm^-

spring water.
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which case such water can be stored for future use,

as under such circumstances drought is certain to

supervene if dry weather be of long continuance.

Now, in the case of the Cotteswolds, it can never

be said that we have too much water, as any tempo-

rary increase is gladly made use of for the purposes

of irrigation, and therefore the geological structure

of the country is opposed to the theory of com-

pensation reservoirs—a system which in a clay dis-

trict might fully answer the intended purpose—and

so upon these grounds the application failed.

As the-e and questions of a like nature are con-

tinually arising for the consideration of the owners

and occupiers of land, it follows that the science

which enables one to deal with them in a proper

manner must be one of an eminently practical

nature, and as such it gives us great pleasure to find

that geology forms a prominent feature in the edu-

cational schemes of all places for the instruction

of those who are to have to do with land ; thus

lectures in the class room, and such practical

field operations as making maps of different forma-

tions or sections of strata occupy much of the

attention of properly educated agricultural students,

whilst in the Government School of Mines the prin-

ciples of a science are taught, of which if some
of our plain farmers only knew the advantages,

they would at once consider it as altogether removed
from the regions of science on account of being

so eminently practical.

DRYING GRAIN AND HAY CROPS, &c, BY
HOT AIR.

Tub cloud which hangs over America, the inunda-

tions iu France, the aspect of the corn market in this

country, have led me to reflect on the evils of a deficient

harvest in any, but especially in the present, year. No
greater misfortune can occur in a financial, social, or
industrial point of view. A deficient harvest may arise

from the seasons or from imperfect agriculture—or a
combination of both. As respects agriculture, it is no
doubt in a more improved state than at any former
period in these kingdoms, although far from what it may
be. My conviction is that agriculture is yet only in

its infancy, and that the produce of the soil may be
augmented, profitably, to an extent little yet thought of.

As respects the seasons, they depend on a power higher

than that of man ; but I cannot help humbly thinking

that the energy, skill, and forethought of man may do
much more than has yet been accomplished, to guard
against sonic of their bad effects on the all important
produce of the earth, as respects the food of man and
his various wants.

As respects grain crops and hay, I have long been
impressed by the idea that some artificial means might
be employed to counteract the effects of a wet season,
whether in harvesting grain crops or hay, hut I never
could see my way to the practical accomplishment of

this end. A recent notice in your Paper has arrested

my attention and suggested the application of an inge-

nious invention to these purposes. In your Paper of

the 17th of May, a description is given of a simple and
economical means of applying heat to garden structures.

For these purposes a moist heat is required, for the
purposes I contemplate a dry heat would be required,

and can, even more readily, be had. My idea is that

grain crops and hay may be subjected, under cover, to

the circulation of currents of dry heated air, and that

very rapidly all moisture may be removed from them,
rendering it at ouce possible to dispose of them in safety

to await the demands of consumption. The invention

to which I allude, and by which I trust these ends may
be accomplished, is that of Mr. Hazard which, by a
simple and economical process, generates and circulates

currents of pure air, heated to such a regulated tempe-
rature as may be required, and which can be made to

fill, and circulate in, any given inclosed space. I will

assume that a barn of some size shall be fitted with an
apparatus of this kind, and that the crop of a Wheat-
field or hay-field shall be brought into it, in successive
quantities. The surplus moisture can at once be dis-

pelled and driven off. Thus the process of the best
harvest can at once be art ficially performed, and thus
there need be no more damaged grain or hay from the
fields, the produce of which is so treated. My belief is

that it would be an economical process (I forbear to go
into detail on that point), and that its results would
amply compensate its expenses, but fair trials and
experience could alone conclusively decide that

point.

One result, however, is clear, that the quality of the
produce so treated, with good management (which must
be assumed in all improved systems), would be the
highest. Pure, though heated air, would alone be used ;

no bad taste could be imparted, and as respects grain,
it is clear that what is called damp and soft grain in the
early winter need no longer exist, and that the newest
Wheat would at once be rendered hard and fit tocome into

consumption ; the exact degree of dryness might be
regulated by the intentions of the grower, whether to
sell or to keep. There would in the process be no
similar effect to that of " kiln-drying," by which a taste
is imparted ; it would be a mere dislodgement of water,
the degree to which the process was carried being com-
pletely under control. In the same way as regards
hay, my belief is that its quality would be the finest, its

colour and its juices would be completely preserved, the
surplus moisture would alone be driven off.

It cannot be expected that such a process— the mere
mention of which will be startling to many— could be

adopted except by degrees ; but if it be not suggested

or attempted, it can never even be tried ; and such i?,

I hope, my justification in desiring to make known the

scheme and system which have occurred to me to be

practicable and likely to be advantageous. If proved

t» succeed, it would soon spread ; there would be no
obstacle on the ground of expenditure, which would be

moderate compared to the object. It would be

applicable in the first instance to farms of some size,

and where a steam engiue exists in connexion with the

barn, the facility would be the greatest for the experi-

ment or the practice.

I have seen the system applied to the seasoning of

wood in the simplest manner, and with beautiful and
perfect success. 1 am informed that it is applied with

g -eat effect to the drying of the wetted worsted yarn pie-

paratory to weaving, in which the quantity of water

expelled is very great relatively to the substance of the

yarn. It has seemed to me impossible not to stretch

the imagination to the application of the system to

purposes of a far more extended and important cha-

racter.

My impression is that the same system might be ap-

plied to the curing of Oak bark, an operation requiring

great vigilance and more skill than is frequently applied

to it, the sole desideratum being to expel the surplus

moisture and to retain the natural substance and
qualities in an uninjured state— but I forbear to say

more on that separate subject. I have intentionally

restricted my statement to generalities, which can

readily be followed by more detailed statements should

such come to be required. Many difficulties and objec-

tions will no doubt be raised and entertained, and some
of them I already anticipate, but as yet I see none

which may not be obviated and removed. If the project

has weight it will no doubt be worked out, as many
have before it which were at first thought chimerical

—

and as this will no doubt be by many persons, those

especially who are disposed rather to stand still than to

go forward. My opinion is that this is the age in which
we ought to go forward—not less in rural than in other

affairs. T. F. Kennedy, London, June 8, 1856.

THE PARIS AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITION.
The award of prizes was at last officially made

known on Friday morning by fixing the plates to the

stalls of the fortunate animals ; we purposely use the

word fortunate, for in many instances success seems to

have been rather the result of luck than the award of

merit. As it is, some of our best animals in the Palace

are either passed by in sihnt contempt or ridiculously

stigmatised with a mention honorable, and that, when
competing in classes where there are so many as eight

prizes given.

It is always a most invidious task to find fault with

the decision of judges, it looks so much like mere selfish

disappointment of our own interests or predilections,

that it is with the greatest reluctance we venture to

make a few remarks on this subject ; but when we see

suc'i breeders as Lord Faversham, Mr. Douglas, Mr.

Stratton, and some others discarded altogether, and

their animals, some of which have gained prizes in our
1

own " All England" and local shows when competing

against our best breeders, passed over, we have reason to

express our regret that an exhibition so remarkable and
so important for its probable influence on the progress

of agriculture on the continent, should have been

marred by so flippant an exclusion as that of which

we complain.

I
The reason alleged is over-fattening in the animals

;

it is the old vexed question rehashed and served again.

We must confess at once that we have this on rumour
alone, and a'though we have it on a most reliable

authority, yet we should have abstained from making
any remarks on a mere surmise, had we anticipated any-

thing like an explanation from the judges ; but as they

have not thought fit to give any reason for their deeds,

we feel at liberty to make any remarks we choose on the

strange ostracism with whieh they have visited some of

the best animals in the Palace.

I In the programme distributed in England, there was

a small paragraph stating that animals considered too

fat by the judges should be disqualified, or something to

that «ffect. We suppose it was with the authority of

that warning that the French judges exercised their

superior judgment, and ventured to decide the exact

point where fleshy quali y ended, and over-fattening

commenced. The reason alleged for the objection to

high condition in breeding animals is that it makes
them barren, and this is at once taken for granted,

without stopping to inquire whether this rule admits of

no exception. But experience tells us that there

are a great number of good animals—in fact, we may
say all good animals, for we seldom saw a good animal

that was not in good condition—which notwithstanding

their high condition are regular breeders, whilst on the

other hand, we daily see animals poor in every respect,

poor in condition, wretched in quality, defective in

every point, and withal utterly barren. There are others

which when in a low condition, proved barren, and

which when put upon a more nutritious diet and made
actually fat, were made fa breed.

We do not mean to say that a very high condition

! does not in some instances interfere with breeding, but

i ous it ought not to sway the judgment ot thou* who
have to decide the respective merits of animals in so

absolute a manner. Propensity to fatten is always

concomitant l ith symmetry and other good qualities in

an animal, it is in itself a most important point of

excellence, and constitutes one of the principal merits of

an improved breed, because it is from that cause that

precocity of development arises ; why then blindly

condemn the demonstration of that precious quality,

when it can be proved that it has not been attended with

the alleged evil of barrenness? It seems to us that the

very god of perfection at which breeders should arrive,

is that very combination of high condition and fruitful

breeding, which in several instances in this exhibition

has been visited with ignominious condemnation.
Before we speak of the successful competitors, let us

at once record an incident which reflects great honour on
the English exhibitors. Our readers are aware of the

frightful calamity that has just scattered ruin, desola-

tion, and death in various parts of France. Never in

the memory of living men had inundations been so

disastrous in their effects, and made so many
victims. With the view of alleviating those evils

and helping the thousands of wretched inhabitants

whose property and homes have been swept away by
the pitiless tide, Mr. Jonas Webb, who is ever ready

with a good idea, seconded by Mr. Towneley, Lord
Faversham, Lord Hill, Lord Clancarty, Lord Talbot,

&c, in fact, nearly all the English, Irish, and Scotch

exhibitor.-*, has commenced a subscription list, which we
hope will reach an amount worthy of English generosity.

This has already produced the best possible effect

among the French, for nothing tends more to cement
union and mutual esteem than sympathetic deeds of

charity.

On Thursday last a grand banquet was given by the

French judges and the members of the agricultural

press, to the foreign judges and other distinguished

agriculturists. Some four or five speeches were deli-

vered, the first and last of which were alone remark-

able. Mr. Evelyn Denison spoke in remarkably good

French, and his beautiful sentiments were most sin-

cerely and warmly cheered ; the last speech was

delivered by Monsieur Leonce de Lavergue, so well

known in England. Useless to say the speech of that

gentleman was worthy of his fame, and elicited the

greatest applause.

On Monday night Mr. Jonas Webb gave a dinner to

several of his friends to celebrate his success as an

exhibitor ; about 20 sat down to a sumptuous banquet,

among; whom were several distinguished men of France

and Belgium. The Scotch also have had several fetes

under the able management of Mr. Maxwell, whose
exertions generally on behalf of the Scotch exhibitors

certainly deserve the highest praise.

On Monday the prizes were given in one end of the

galleries, which had been tastefully decorated, and
turned into a spacious hall. Owing to the great number
of prizes to be distributed, only those who had gained

gold medals, that is those who had taken the first prize,

were admitted into the hall, the others are to receive

their silver and bronze medals in one of the offices

attached to the building.

Originally only four prizes were offered in each class;

but when the return of entries was made, and the

number of the animals ascertained, a greater number
were given in proportion with the quantity of animals

exhibited. Thus the short-horns had 8 prizes in the

2 bull classes, and 7 in the 2 cow and heifer classes

respectively. Some of the Scotch classes had so many
as 1 1 prizes to compete for. In the short-horns the

principal prize-takers were Mr. Charles Towneley, who
had the first in every class in which he exhibited. 1st

prize for aged bulls, for Master Butterfly ; 1st prize for

heifers, and 1st prize for cows. Next to him comes

Mr. Ambler, who takes the 1st prize for young bulls and

the 3d for heifers, Lord Monk taking the 2d. The 3d is

given to Mr. Oliver for a heifer bred by Mr. Douglas, of

Athelstane,whose anima's, notwithstanding their acknow-

ledged merits, were disqualified for being too fat,

although there were others in quite as high a condition,

to which prizes were awarded. By a strange anomaly

Lord Faversham's bull and Mr. Douglas's animals had

a mention honorable, that is, commended. It is difficult

to understand such an act of inconsistency, for either

those animals were rejected as being too fat or they were

not-if disqualified from competing tor prizes,whyshould

they be commended ?

In the cow class Mr. Charles Towneley was awarded

the 1st prize, the 2d to Mr. Douglas, the 3d to Captain

Ball, the 4th to Lord Monk.
In the Hereford s class only four animals were

exhibited, and had to compete for six prizes. Mr.

Fisher Hobbs, who out of the four animals had three to

his name, gained the 1st prize for a very good bull

and the 2d for a very good heifer, and we must say

that notwithstanding the small numbers of the animals

exhibited, Mr. Hobbs's two bulls and heifer were very

good specimens of that breed, and would have gained

similar distinction bad there been even a greater com-

petition.

In the Devons Mr. Turner as usual kept his ground,

carrying the 1st prize for bulls and cows ; but this

class, like the Herefords, was but imperfectly represen-

ted, as far as numbers went at all events.

In the sheep classes there were many very good

animals exhibited ; Messrs. Landay and Turner in the

Leicesters, Messrs. Jonas Webb, H. S. Hayward, and

Rigden in the Southdowns, and Mr. Beale Brown in

j
we contend that where a rule admits of so many excep- the Cotswolds, carrying the principal honours. Mr.
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Druce was also awarded prizes for crossed breeds of
Down-Cotswold, which demonstrated in a very remark-
able manner the excellent results of that crossing.

In the pig classes, Captain Gunter's breed was most
conspicuous for its success, the principal prizes
being carried by animals bred by him.

Having thus given a short summary of the prizes
awarded to Englishmen, we will now proceed to give an
idea of the magnitude of this exhibition by recording the
numbers of the animals exhibited in each class, both
English and foreign.

The short-horn breed was represented by 140
animals, bred in England ; these were divided into four
classes—yearling bulls and heifers, aged hulls and cows

;

to these 30 prizes were offered, 8 for each class of the
males, and 7 for each class of the females. In the class

of young bulls there were 25 animals, in the heifer
class 27 ; the old bulls numbered 36, and the cows 43.
Besides these there were other short-horns bred in
France, to which prizes were also awarded, and which
competed separately among themselves. Of these
there were 55 exhibited, making a total of nearly 200
short-horns in the exhibition. There was also a class
of half-bred animals, the result of the crossing between
foreign breeds with short-horn or other bulls : to these
21 prizes were given, and out of that number no less

than 19 were carried by animals crossed from short-
horns.

The Scotch breeds were most numerously and beauti-
fully represented. There were in the Ayrshire class

18 bulls and 60 heifers and cows ; to these 19 prizes
were awarded, 8 for the males and 1 1 for the females.
Besides these 78 Ayrshires there were 17 bred in

France, forming a distinct class, making a total of 95
animals of that breed. The black polled Angus num-
bered above 40 head, to which 1 3 prizes were offered ;

the West Highlands 30 head, competing for 11 prizes.
The Irish Kerry • breed had 23 head, to which 8
prizes were offered. Altogether the United Kingdom,
including the Channel Islauds, contributed about 400
head of cattle.

The prizes for Ayrshires are taken by Mr. Kirkwood,
ef Killermont, Mr. Evans, of Carnock, Mr. Stewart, of
Strathane, near Auchenberger, Mr. Porteous, Mons.
E. Bonnemant, Mr. Rennie, and Mr. A. Dunlop for
bulls ; and Sir M. Stewart, Mr. Gardiner, Mr. Porteous,
and Mr. Dunlop for cows. Several of the animals
have been sold at prices varying from 50/. to 1001.

The prizes for Polled breeds are taken by Messrs.
M'Combie, Walker, Watson, and the Earl of Southesk.
Some of these, too, have been sold at high prices.

The Dutch breed had 40 head ; the various Swiss
tribes of cattle amounted to 228 animals, pretty equally
divided among the Friburg, Bernese, Schwitz, Eastern
Switzerland, and Unterwald. The Tyrolese and Austrian
breeds numbered 62 head, and the long-horned Hun-
garian, Moravian, Gallician, and Bohemian races,
about 50. There were besides 4 buffaloes from Hun-
gary ; Saxony contributed 12 head, Denmark and Hol-
stein 32.

these 120 only came from England, 480 to various
other nations, and 4065 to France.
On Tuesday, after distribution of prizes, to which

only those who had gained gold medals were admitted,
the distribution of this immense assemblage of animals
and things began in earnest, and high time it was ; the
distemper known in France by the singular name of

cocotte was prevailing to au alarming extent, scarcely

was there an animal that escaped—some were even
seriously affected by it, and this made exhibitors the
more anxious to remove their cattle.

Towards the close of the Exhibition, the sales

became brisk, and although very low figures had to be
submitted to in general, yet several animals fetched a

good price. We should think that on the whole
four-fifths of the English exhibition have remained
behind. There was a great demand for Ayrshires

which fetched a very high figure, but the short-horns

were the favourites. Mr. Ambler's Grand Master was
sold for 250Z. Two animals bred by Jonas Webb and
the property of M. B. dela Trchonnais, were sold even
before the opening of the exhibition for 3601. Several

fetched prices ranging between SOL and 150Z., and we
should think the average of the sale of short-horns

would come to about 60/.

At the moment we write these lines the Industrial

Palace, but a few days since so full of life, noise, and
activity, is all but silent and deserted ; most of the stalls

are empty, the Swiss cattle bells and the rustic horns of

the herdsmen are gone to awake other and widely dif-

ferent echoes, the immense nave is stripped of its gay
flowers and green shrubs, and nothing remains but that

impression which such a removal must necessarily

create. And now from that Palace, where so great a
lesson has been taught to European agriculture, men
from all parts of the world have gone back to their

distant homes, carrying with them new ideas, a better

judgment of things, and in many instances elements
of improvement in the shape of animals, implements,
and seeds, which before were unknown in their respec-

tive countries. This is a great practical result which
alone would suffice to reward the exertions of those

who first conceived, and then so completely and satis-

factorily achieved this great undertaking.
Paris, June 12th, 1856.
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France, as may well be imagined, exhibited all her
breeds to great advantage in point of numbers and
merit ; the heavy big boned Norman breed mustered
61 head, the beautiful white Charolais about 40 ; the
other breeds, such as the Manielle, the Garonese, Breton,
Limousin, Parthenaise, &c. &c, about 100 more,'
so that reckoning the pure English breeds also exhibited
by France, there were about 500 head of French breeds.
So the exhibition of cattle consisted on the whole of the
extraordinary number of 1300 animals.

The sheep of all races and countries are also very
numerous. England exhibited 250 pens; Holland, 24

;
Austria, 100; Saxony, 28 ; other foreign states, 18.'

France exhibited about 200 pens of her own breeds,
including also other breeds introduced from foreign
countries. So there were altogether about 1200 sheep,
500 of which were exhibited by France, 400 by Great
Britain, and the rest by other European countries.

In the pig classes there were 171 animals, 72 of
which came from the United Kingdom ; out of the 82
contributed by France there are no less than 65 from
English breeds.

In the poultry classes there were 474 pens, containing
about 1400 birds.

&

There were 2107 lots of implements of every kind and
shape imaginable; 317 were contributed by the United
Kingdom, 3 by Australia, 88 came from Belgium, 51
from Denmark, 5 from Holstein, 2 from the Roman
States, 7 from the United States, 42 from the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg, 33 from Holland, 1 from
Prussia, 5 from Saxony, 3 6 from Switzerland, 4 from
Wurtemburg, and no less than 1430 from France. I

Among the prizes awarded for implements are those for
general-purpose-plough and for heavy-land-plough, to
Mr. Howard; for light-soil-plough, to Messrs. Ransome

;
for heavy and light ploughs, to Mr. Howard ; for
grubbers, to Mr. Coleman ; for clod-crushers, to Mr.
Crosskill

; for sowing machine and for seed and manure
drill, to Mr. Hornsby

; for water drill, to Mr. Dray ; for
dibbling machine, to Mr. Garrett ; horse- hoe for corn, to
Mr. Howard ; winnowing machine, to Mr. Thompson

;
for horse-rake to Mr. Marychurch ; for steam
engines to Barrett & Exall and Hornsby & Son;
for portable threshing machines, to Ransome &
lions and to Mr. Barrett ; for corn-crushers, to Mr.
iurner

; for root-cutters, Messrs. Ransome ; one-horse
carte, Mr Law; for drain-pipe machine, Mr. White-
head

;
and for cooking machine, Mr. Stanley.

The agricultural produce numbered 4635 lots; of I

THE BRITISH FARMER AT THE FRENCH
CATTLE SHOW.

'Tis over there in Parrus as I 've a ben to zee,
The Cattle Show in what they calls their Pally Dangdoostree

;

They French be clever fellers, of that there bain't no doubt,
In tittivatun up a pleace and zettun of it out.

'Tis in the Shonseleasy, their public pleasure grounds,
Where company, refreshment, and all sarts o' games abounds,
And well it is wuth zeeun, the truth I'll own to you,
Not only for the beastices but the beauty on it too.

Wi' flags o' differ'nt colours upon his outer part,
They 've stuck their Pally woaver and made un gay and smart,
Likewise wi' shrubs and vlowers, adornun' the way in,
The purtiest shrubs and vlowers as I thinks I ever ziu.

Inzide wi' turfand gravel walks they'd got the ground laid out,
And trees, and shrubs, and fountains, which was summat like to

spout, [strong,
And fruits, and blooms, and blossoms, that smelt so sweet and
That I thought o' Cupid's Gearden as you hears of in the zong.

Then there was molten imidges and statchies for to zee,
And now I s'pose you wonders where the beastices could be;
To the bullocks, cows, and oxen, the stations as was gave,
They was beneath the galleries and round about the nave.

Their nations, names, and breeds, weren't wrote oil papers like
to ours, [vlowers,

But on shields adorned wi' flags, and trimmed wi' imitation
And lots more flags hung woaver 'em, and garlands, likewise,
I never zee sitch cattle-stalls in all my life afore. [more

;

There was Yorkshire, there was Durham, Sussex, Jersey,
Guernsey, too;

There was Hereford, and Devonshire, as fine as e'er was grew

;

And also Scotch, and Alderuey, Swiss, Jarman, Danish, Dutch,
And French ; zum on 'em pretty good : zum wasn't good for much.

!

The pigs and sbip and poultry was lodged in pens outzide

;

I never thought a Frenchman in his pig could take a pride

;

I vancied nobody could breed a good fat hog but we,
But here was zome as purty pigs as ever I did zee.

And there was purty creeturs too—another kind and sort,
They poked the pigs wi' parasols to make 'em squeak and snort

:

How they did giggle, to be sure, and laugh to hear the row

!

Tis rum to zee a purty gal a playun wi' a zow.

To zee the voreign herdsmen and shepherds drest so gay,
'Twas raly quite as good, mun, as gwiun to a play

;How differ'nt to our drovers, and gaapun shepherd-boys, •
And carter-chaps, 'longzide 'em in smock-frocks and corduroys

!

The talkun and the babble was wuss than any mill,
Them Frenchmen and Frenchwomen, their tongues is never still.
They gabbles, sc earns, and chatters, till your head is in a maze,
Like a lot of noisy magpies and jackdaws, and rooks, and jays. '

I missed one sort of animal I reckoned I should vind,
"Which I thought as how a Frenchman ate as often as he dined,
There was no lack of ox and cow, nor yet of sheep and hog,
And goats they had, and rabbits—but they hadn't got ne'er

a frog.

In purtiness, and all that there, our Zmithfield club they beat.
But I thinks we got the best on 'em, a purty sight, in meat;
They be better hands at ornyment, their trimminis is the chief,
But the leg o' m utton we grows best and rears the primest beef.

Punch.

octettes*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Special Council, June 1 1 : Lord Portmaa, Presi-

dent, in the Chair.

Foreign SiocK.—The period for receiving entries for
foreign stock, to be shown at the Chelmsford Meeting,

was further extended to the 23th June. The French
Commissioner of Agriculture informed the Council of
the intention of the Emperor of the French to pay all
the expenses attending the transit of cattle to be
exhibited at Chelmsford, and to send some of the finest
specimens of improved short-woolled sheep from the
Imperial bergeries.

Assizes.—The President informed the Council that
the Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer had kindly post-
poned the holding of the Assizes at Chelmsford from,
the week of the Society's Show, for which they had been
fixed, to a subsequent date. The thanks of the Council
were ordered to the Lord Chief Baron for this mark of
his kind consideration, and of his recognition of the
national objects of the Society.

Weekly Council, June 11.—Lord Portman, Presi-
dent, in the Chair.

Agricultural Chemistrt.
Report of Professor Way, Consulting Chemist of the
Society, was read :

—

In accordance with the usual custom, I beg to present to the
Chemical Committee a report on the operations of the laboratory
during the past year—that is to say, from the 1st of May, 1&
to the 31st of April, 1S56. The number of analyses made 4in the
laboratory during this period for members of the Society at
reduced rates is 241. They are as follows :

—

oOliS «.* **• ,.. «»»

Marls and limestones
Superphosphate of lime ...

Guano
Animal charcoal, coprolite, and other phosphoric substances 23
Various other manures ... 53
Animal and vegetable products §
vlt~CilK8 i*i ... ... ••• ,*• # .. 9 . ^ ##

^

v? i*L"I r> •## « + • •*• *•• » + * •»• •*• in rj

Miscellaneous 12

241

This number is almost identical with that of last year, but
inasmuch as my report in May, 1855, embraced only a period of

11 months, the number of analyses duriug the past year falls

short to some extent of the previous year, although double what
it was in 1854, It is probable that the changes, in the list of
charges which will be proposed to the Council on the 4th of June,
will, if adopted, cause a considerable increase in the number of

those members who are in the habit of taking advantage of the

laboratory. The great bulk of the analyses above mentioned
are, as will be seen, those of guanos, superphosphate of lime,

and other manures. I am gratified to be able to report, that

although no doubt abundance of inferior manures are still to be

met with, their general character is yearly improving, a result

which may be ascribed to greater competition and better informa-
tion on the part of the makers, but above all, perhaps, to the
consciousness on the part of dealers that their manures will be
in all probability subjected to the searching ordeal of chemical
analysis. During the past year I have at the request of the
Council made several examinations and reports, amongst which
may be mentioned the various mineral and other substances
collected in the Pacific, and forwarded from time to time by her
Majesty's Government to the Society.

In the spring and summer of last year I delivered as usual
three lectures on different subjects, one of which, "On the
atmosphere a3 a source of nitrogen to plants," was subsequently
published in the Journal of the Society.

Pursuant to a resolution of the Committee made in October
last, 1 have since that time been engaged in an examination of

the waters of land drainage, and have obtained results which I

believe will prove very interesting to the agricultural public.

The full details of this inquiry have been prepared for publica-

tion in the next number of the Society's Journal; but I may
perhaps here mention that in the course of the investigation it

became necessary to institute a new method of determining

small quantities of nitric acid, without which the examination ot

drainage water would have been comparatively valueless. No
such method was in existence, although it had been long a

desideratum, and the question had attracted the attention of

chemists in all countries. After several months' labour I suc-

ceeded in devising a method by which extremely minute quan-

tities of nitric acid could be estimated with great accuracy. It is

true that very lately, and simultaneously indeed, the same thing

has been accomplished in Paris by M. Ville; but this circum-

stance only proves how very much such a process was required.

M. Ville's method is totally different from mine both in principle

and practice.

I am engaged also at the request of the Committee in an inves-

tigation on the action of the atmosphere on soils, but although I

have already obtained some interesting results, they are not

sufficiently advanced for publication. (Signed)

15, Welbeck Street, May, 1856. J. Thomas Wat.

Members' Privileges of Chemical Analysis.—The Council, on the

4th of June, 1856, fixed the following rates of charge for analyses

to be made by the consulting chemist for members of the Society,

who, to avoid all unnecessary correspondence, are particularly

requested, when applying to him, to mention the kind of analysis

they require, and to quote its number in the subjoined schedule.

The charge for analysis, together with the carriage of the speci-

mens, must be paid to him by members at the time of their

application.
*

No. 1. An opinion of the genuineness of Peruvian guano ... ° 5

2. An analysis of guano, showing the proportion ot

moisture, organic matter, sand, phosphate of lime,!

alkaline salts, and ammonia ° 1U

3. An estimate ot the value (relatively to the average

of samples in the market) of sulphate and muriate

of ammonia, and of the nitrates of potash and soda w
4. An analysis of superphosphate of lime for soluble

phosphates only •*•

5. An analysis of superphosphate of lime, showing the

proportions of moisture, organic matter, sand, solu-

ble and insoluble phosphates, sulphate of lime,

and ammonia ••« *."

6. An analysis (sufficient for the determination ot its

agricultural value) ofany ordinary artificial manure 1

7. Limestone:—The proportion of lime, 7s. 6d.; the pro-

portion of magnesia, 10s.; the proportion of lime

and magnesia — u
''*

8. Limestones or marls, including carbonate, phosphate,

and sulphate of lime, and magnesia with sand ana

clay •
•*• •!}

9. Partial analysis of a soil, including determina ions ot

clay, sand, organic matter, and carbonate of lime ...

10. Complete analysis of a soil • "i
11. An analysis of oil-cake, showing the proportion

t

o 1

moisture, oil, mineral matter, albuminous matter,

and woody fibre ; as well as of starch, gum, ana

sugar, in the aggregate ... • • • -v

12. Analysis of animal products, refuse subs**nces
10̂ J 1 10

for manure, &c ••• * ••• trom
* f

13. Determination of the "hardness" of a sample 01 ^
water before and after boiling . ... ... —

„ 14. Analysis of water of laud drainage, and ot *ater
^ q

used for irrigation ... ... -*- ••• •**
t q

„ 15. Determination of nitric acid m a ^niple of water - *

N.B. The above scale of charges is not applicable *<» «^*
r

made for persons commercially engaged in the manufacture

t?

jt

V

Jf

11

n

1

15

*•

1

1

3

1

tt

7*
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sale of manures. The address of Professor Way, the Consulting

Chemist of the Society, is 15, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square,

.London, where all letters and parcels should be directed.

Communications were received from Mr. Parr on the

utility that would arise from an extensive distribution

of the schedule of Professor Way's chemical charges for

analysis ; from Mr. Fuller, M.P., on disease among his

ewes in Sussex from inflammation of the udder ; from

Messrs. Prentice, of Stowmarket, details of their charges

for Aspbalte Flooring ; from Mr. Thurlow on the pods

of the " Locust-tree " as food for cattle ; and from

Mr. Salter, offering to communicate his views on the

origin and cure of the Potato disease.

Lord Portman, Lord Walsingham, Lord Lovaine,

M.P. Mr. Lawrence, and Prof. Way, made interesting

statements on Portland Cement and Asphalte Flooring,

and on the character of the Locust-tree pods as food for

live stock.

The Council adjourned to Wednesday next, when

Prof. Way would deliver a lecture on his additional

researches on the Composition of the Waters of Land

Drainage.

Bath and West of England, June 5.—This Society

has been holding, during the past week, its annual

meeting at Yeovil, where a large display of implements

and live stock has been exhibited, and a great gathering

of West of England farmers has been attracted by them.

The show has much increased upon those of past years.

The exhibitors of implements during the five years of

Ihe Society's existence have numbered as nearly as pos-

sible 50, 60, 70, 80, and now 97, at the successive

meetings at Taunton, Plymouth, Bath, Tavistock, and

Yeovil. A great majority of them are local manufac-

turers, though the great firms that are met with at shows

wherever held, as in England, Scotland, Ireland, and

even France, are present hera also. The trial of im-

plements included ploughs, subsoil ploughs, harrows,

drags, scarifiers, cultivators, reaping machines, hay-

making machines, and many others. The heavy land im-

plements were tried on an exceedingly stiff soil where six

horses were needed for some of the ploughs, the furrows

being, however, enormously deep.

The cattle show included about 350 head of stock.

Devons, as might be expected, predominated ; 57 of the

87 cattle shown beiDg of that breed. Leicester sheep

again occupied the same relative position to the breeds of

sheep ; 73 Leicesters were shown, 19 Cotswolds, 34

Horns and mountain Sheep, 43 Hampshire and other

Downs. There was a large show of Horses and a fair

show of Pigs. The Prize list for Devon Cattle, to which

considering the locality the greatest interest attached,

is as follows :

—

DEVONS. •

Class 1. For the best Bull in its fourth year, 12Z., to J. W.
Bullen, Esq., Crediton ; 51., to Mr. Andrew Hewish, Stoodleigh,

Tiverton. Highly commended, Mr. S. II. Coram, Trull, near

Taunton.
Class 2. For the best Bull, not under three years old, 12Z., to

Mr. John Bodley, Stockley, Pomeroy, Crediton; bl., to Mr. T.

"W. Fouracre, Dnrston.

Class 3. For the best Bull under two years, 1856, 81., to Mr. T.

Webber, Tiverton; 4?., to Mr. Edmund Coles, Stone Farm,
Yeovil. Highly commended, Mr. Wm. Gibbs, Bishop's Lydeard.
Commended, Mr. Richard Comer, Torweston Farm, Williton.

Class 4. For the best Cow in calf (or in milk, having had a

calf within six months next preceding the first day of the

exhibition), 8/., to Mr. "William Gibbs, Bishop's Lydeard ; 41., to

Mr. Geo. Turner, Barton, Exeter. Highly commended. Mr.
"Walter Farthing, Stowey Court, Bridgwater. Commended, Mr.
Thomas W. Fouracre, Durston, Mr. John Bodley, Stockley
Pomeroy, near Crediton.

Class 5. For the best Heifer, in calf or in milk, under three

years old, 8Z.
f
to Mr. Thomas B. "Warren, of Shillingstone, Dorset

;

41., to Mr. Thomas Miller, Castle Farm of Sherborne.
Class 6. For the best pair of Heifers, not exceeding two years

old on 1st June, 1856, belonging to the same owner, 81., J. W.
Bullen, Esq., Crediton, Devon ; 41., to Mr. Thomas Miller, Castle

Farm, Sherborne.

MESSRS. E. Gr. HENDERSON & SON'S
NEW CATALOGUE FOR THE PRESENT SEASON

Is now ready, and contains descriptions of the most approved novelties in cultivation.

they beg particularly to recommend :

—

NEW

The following selection

NEW VERBENAS.
G£ant des Batailles
Imperatrice Elizabeth
Mrs. Hosier Williams
General Bosquet
Madame Kien
Foudroyante

NEW FUCHSIAS.
Venus de Medici
Gloire de Neipe
Donna Joaquiua
Pendula
Malakoff

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Scarlet Gem
John Salter
Trophee -

Duraflet
Stellata globosa

Admiration
Criterion
Barclayan a

NEW GERANIUMS.
Fairy Nymph
Bridal Rin£
Countess ol Bective
Highland Chief
Mountain of Snow
General Pelissler

NEW AZALEAS.
alba illustrate

Crispiflora
Eulalie VanGeert

Princess Mary of Cambridge
Variegata superba
Juliana

NEW CALCEOLARIAS.
Ethel Newcome
Little Dorrit
Minnie
General Pelissier

Eclipse
General Canrobert

NEW PETUNIAS.
Countess of Ellesmere
Duchesne de Brabant
Madame la Comtesse Gerard
Madame Graudgeorge
Charles de Rosmini
Ernest de Lepinau

Gloxinia Jacqueline
Phlox Madame Fontaine
Veronica Imperial Blue
Gynerium argenteum (Pampas G rass)

Bouvardia longiflora

Potentilla coccinea flore pleno
Begonia Zanthina argentea
Dahlia Crystal Palace Scarlet

Eucharis amazonica

Ardesia crispa

Locheria magnified (Achimenes)
Tyd*ea amabilis ( „ )

Cuphea eminens
Gonocalyx pulcher
Clematis ca?rulea grandiflora

Delphinium cardinale (Scarlet)

Calyptraria hcemantha
Sonerila margaritacea superba

Leptodactylon californica, 10*. 6J.

-Eschynanthus fulgens, 10$. 6d.
Ceanothus floribundus, 10s. 6d.

Clematis glandulosa (new), 10$. &/.

Phygilius capensis, 10s. 6tf.

Tecoma fulva, 10$. txi.

Rondeletia anomala
Rhododendron Moulmeinense, 10$. 6J.

Maranta pardina.

With Catalogue (which can be had post free on application), will be published a plate of nine new flowers, price l$.t

or 12 stamps (post free).

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.

CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.

PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the
QuEF-y, &c, beg to intimate that they have directed their

usual attention to procure very superior stocks of Grass and
Agricultural Seeds, and which they recommend to their customers

with confidence. Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land

to permanent pasture or ornamental Grass, suitable for all kinds

and conditions of soils. Foreign Italian Rye-Grass, and all other

Forage and Herbage Plants, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, Carrots

and other roots of the most approved varieties in cultivation.

Garden and Flower Seeds in every variety.

Priced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.~ TURNIPS, MANGEL WURZEL, XC.

PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the
Queen, Ac, beg to intimate that they have a very superior

stock of the above of their own growth, including some highly

improved varieties, which have been raised from roots selected

for their fine shape and high specific gravity rather than their

size. Among other excellent kinds they would recommend
particularly their

Lothian purple-top Swede
Tweeddale purple-top Yellow

Bullock Turnip
Improved Green Round do.

Red Round do.

ft

Notices to Correspondents.
Butter: Donhty. We had cows on Grass last year, and their

cream and butter had the acrid taste that you complain of. We
had about a dessert- spoonful of saltpetre dissolved in water,

and put into every gallon of milk before it was churned, and a

small bit of common salt was put into the milk pan when the
milk was brought in from the cows. The cream was put to

stand in boiling water for half an hour, and frequently stirred

while the water cooled before it was churned. Ultimately we
had good butter, but certainly not till after this season of the
year had passed. So that probably the improvement was attri

butable, not to our treatment, but to the natural alteration of
the pasture, which is full of Buttercups at this season.

Candle Guttering : A Lady Philosopher] assumes as a fact that
which is merely a fiction.

Eggs: A Lady. The Rev. W. D. Fox says, " The recipe given
the other week answers for eggs wanted for cooking, but a
much preferable, indeed a perfect one, is to take eggs when
newly laid and^ place them with the small end downwards
exactly perpendicular in a board perforated with holes for the
purpose. It should be, say 2 feet by 1 foot 6 inches, and have
legs at the four corners, about 3 inches long. This will enable
them to be piled one upon another to any extent, as they are
tilled. Eggs put in thus fresh from the nests in August and
September will keep till winter as good as fresh ones, not only
for cooking but eating. The temperature of an Apple room,
where frost and autumn heat are excluded, is right for them. I
have eaten them and seen my friends do so at the breakfast-
table wheu four or five months old frequently, and can cont>
dently recommend this plan, which I think I originally copied
from your Paper many years since."

Irish MOSS : An Old Subscriber calls attention to the importance
of the Irish Moss; dissolved in 10 times its quantity of water
and boiled, it makes an excellent drink for calves, superior to
Linseed.

Pigs: Mary Ann. The disease appears to be inflammation of the
air passages. Bleeding is indicated, which may be done from
the tail, and the bowels moderately opened with a dose of salts.

Whitfield Farm: Carolus. If you will favour us with your
address we shall be happy to give you a note of introduction.
The farm is no longer a public example farm.

%• As usual, many communications have been received too late
and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made.
We must also beg the indulgence of those corresp mdents, the
insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.

Improved Tomerarian White
Globe Turnip

Red Globe do.

LongRed andOrange
Globe Mangel

Priced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application, and
lower rates charged when large quantities are taken.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.
m

CHO'CE VERBENAS, PETUNIAS, ETC.
MITCHELL and Co. are now sending out the

following first-rate varieties of VERBENAS, 6s. the

collection, good strong plants:— Grant des Batailles, Madame
Reine, Madame Cambacferes, Julia Pacqnin, Wonderlul, Moiis.

Richalet, Lord Raglan, Marchioness of Ellesmere, Mrs. Halford,

Blue Beard, Tyrian Prince, Florence Nightingale.

New Double PETUNIA IM PERIALIS, strong plants, 6s. per

dozen, or 45s. per 100.

TREE CARNATIONS, consisting of the very best varieties,

12s. per dozen.
DAHLIAS, one of the choicest collections ever offered, 65.

per dozen, or four dozen for 205.

Post-office orders are respectfully requested from unknown
correspondents, made payable to John Fairbrotheb.
AH Orders over 255. are delivered carriage free in London

or any Station on the London and South Coast Railway.

Bristol Nurseries, Kemp Town, Brighton

H AV ING during several years taken much
trouble in the production of anew variety of CABBAGE,

we are now able to offer PEARSON'S EARLY CONQUEROR
as the best and earliest kind yet known. It is very dwarf,

occupies but little room and is as tender as Asparagus, and is pro-

nounced by all who have tasted it as of unequalled flavour. It

should be sown the third week in July, or in late situations

earlier, as it seldom can be made to run. Packets sent by post

on receipt of 12 postage stamps.

J. R. & A. Peabsok, Chilwell Nurseries, Nottingham,

FLOUR, warranted free from Adulteration, and deli-

vered to any part ofLondon (not less than one peck), carriage

free. Whites, for pastry, at per bushel (56 lbs.) 125. 4J.; fine House-

holds, recommended for Bread-making, 115. Sd.; Seconds, 115.

;

Wheat-meal, for Brown Bread, 11*. 0d.: best coarse and fine

Scotch Oatmeal.—Address Horsnaill & Catchpool, Bullford

Mill, Witham, Essex; or Caledonian Road, Islington. Directions

for Making Bread supplied gratis.

NOTICE-DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

MR. ROBERT KENNEDY, of the Bedford
Conservatory, Covent Garden, announces that the

PARTNERSHIP between him and Richard B. Kempton has

ceased, and all credits are to be paid to the said R. Kexxedt.
The debts due to the late firm are to be received by him ; and

he will conduct the business, as heretofore, in his own name;
and will use every effort to maintain the patronage of these who
have most liberally supported him for the last twelve years.

Robert Kennedy, Seedsman and Florist, Bedford Conser-

vatory, Covent Garden.

o EED TRADE.—PARTNERSHIPDISSOLVED.—
*^ Richard B. Kempton, so many years with Mr. James
Carter, of Holborn, deceased, and lately in partnership with

Robert Kennedy, acquaints his numerous friends and the

trade that this PARTNERSHIP IS DISSOLVED; and that

the Seed Business will be now executed by him on his own
account upon orders addressed to R. B. Kempton, 2, King Street

GLENNY'S OPINION ON FLOWERS, PLANTS,
FRUITS, IMPLEMENTS, Ac-All packets must be

addressed Mr. Glennv, Dungannon House, Fulham. Enclose
a directed envelope for answer.

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.
REIGATE SILVER SAND (sharp grit and free

' from iron) 16s. per ton, lesa quantities Is. 6d. per bushel,

delivered five miles or to any London wharf or railway, (sackft

cost price, or on hire 6d. each). Kentish and other Peats and
Loam in large or small quantities. Terms cash.

Johx Kennard, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

R^Tll T O 8 A C C 6 C O R D^

THE Cheapest and most Effectual Article for

SMOKING GREENHOUSES and DESTROYING th*
FLY on PLANTS. Nurserymen can be supplied with the above
at Is. 6d. per lb. by Joseph Baker, 6, Walcot Cottages, Kenning-
ton Cross (late of Fleet Street). Country orders must be accom-
panied by a Post-office Order payable at Kennington Cross.

.HOSE PIPIN C~

WAITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING
will sustain a greater pressure, is lighter, less bulky, will

wear longer, and is about 60 per cent cheaper than the leather

bos* pipe.

Manufactured only by Waithman & Co., Bentham, Lancaster.,

No. L Quality, Inches is Diameter and Pbick per Yard :

—

$, 9d ; 2, 11*/.; 1, Is. Id.; 1}, 1*. 3d.; 1*, Is. 5d.; 1J, Is. 7d.;

2, Is 9d. ; 2J, 2$. : 2£, 25. 3d. ; 2$, 25. Gd. ; 3. 2s. 9d.

Super Extra Stout Quality:— 2, 25.; 2J, 25. 3d.; 2£, 2$. 6d.;-

2*,2s.9d.; 3,35.

No. 0, a cheaper Hose, to bear a low pressure for Garden and
Agricultural purposes, at greatlv reduced prices :—1, 9d. ; 1 J, lOtf.

;

1£, l\d. ; 2, Is. j 2J, Is. 3d. ; 2£, Is. 6d.

The Hose is Burnettised at an extra charge ot 3d. per yard.

Union Joints, Branch Pipes and Jets are also supplied. •

FOWLER and FRY, Agricultural Implement
Manufacturers, Temple Gate, Bristol, beg to call atten-

tion to the under-mentioned articles:

—

One-row Seed and Manure Drill, a most complete thing, 61. 10s.

One-row Drill, for seed only, 41.

Prize Grass Seed Distributor, 12 feet long, 31. 10s.

Patterson's Patent Clod-crusher, which is so constructed that

it is capable of working where the ground is iu a sticky

state from wet.

Corne's Patent Chaff-cutters.

Oitand Bean Mills.

Gardner's Turnip Cutters.
Bushe's Root Graters.

Cozen's celebrated Press Ploughs, <&c.

Fowler & Fry are Agents for all the principal makers of

Agricultural Implements, and always keep a large assortment on-

hand in their Show-room.
Catalogues, &c, sen t upon application.

EANE'SWARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.—
Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pursuits

are invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, and CO/8 extensive

Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best

London-made Garden Engines and Syringes, Coalbrookdaie

Garden Seats and Chairs.

Av^runcators Gidney's Prussian Pickaxes

Axes Hoe [Scissors! Potato Forks

Bagging Hooks Grape Gatherers and Pruning Bills

Bills [terns Gravel Rakes and

Borders, various pat- Sieves
Botanical Boxes Greenhouse Doors

Brown's Patent Fu- and Frames
migator [struments Hammers
Cases of Pruning In- Hand-glass Frames

D

ti

ff

tt

it

Daisy Rakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools

Edging Irons and
Shears

Flower Scissors

Hay Knives
Horticultural Ham-
mers and Hatchets

Hoes of every pattern

Hotbed Handles
Ladies' Set of Tools

Labels, various patH

»T
Stands in Wires terns, in Zinc, Por-

celain, &c.
Lines and Reels

and Iron

Funrig"tors
Galvanic Borders and Marking Ink

Plant Protectors Mattocks

Garden Chairs and Menographs

ft

it

Seats
Loops
Rollers

Scrapers

Metallic Wire
Milton Hatchets
Mole Traps
Mowing Machines

DEANE~ DRAY. and CO. are sole Agents for LINGHAM'S
PERMANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their Illus-

trated Priced List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post paid.

Knives, various-
Saws
Scissors
Shears

Rakes in great va riet^
Reaping Hooks
Scythes
Scythe Stones
Shears, various
Sickles
Sickle Saws
Spades and Shovels-
Spuds
Switch Hooks
Thistle Hooks
Transplanting Tool*
Trowels \

Turfing Irons
Wall Nails
Watering pots
Weed Hooks
Wheelbarrows
Youths' Set of Tools

to any part of the United Kingdom. Also, Wholesale and Retail

Agents for SAYNORS celebrated PRUNING KNIVES, used
Covent Garden, with the greatest care and punctuality. Aquatic

;
exclusively bv the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.

and other Plants supplied, Aquavivaria. &c. A Catalogue of DEANE, DRAY, and CO. (Opening to the Monument)
Dutch and Cape Bulbs will be published shortly. [London Bridge. Established a.d. 1700.
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HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER X LEMON BOXES & LIGHTS.

BOYD'S PATENT SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHE,
complete ... .-* ... ••• -.- ... .-. 10s. 6d.

BOYD'S PATENT VULCAN SCYTHE, complete ... 6 6

BOYD'S PATENT VULCAN BLADES 4 6

May be had of all Ironmongers and Seedamen; and Wholesale
of Wm. Dray & Co , Swan Lane, London.

THE HYDRAULIC HAM will raise
water, without manual labour, to any

height, where a small fall can be obtained.
Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,

and all other Pumps.
Fountains of every description erected;

Rockwort, Grottoes, &c. ^Vgy^
Hose Pipe of every kind for watering ^^ ,' -r^

Gardens. ^CSbBj (
«-

W. F. Roe ate Freeman Roe), Hydraulic
Engineer, 70, Strand, London.

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft,6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 i'»., 8 ft, and 8 ft, 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to

100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
!<>r immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sect to

all parts of the kingdom.— References may be had to the Nobility
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

SAMUELSON'S
."REGISTERED BUDDING'S LAWN MOWING MACHINES

FOR

PLEASURE GROUNDS, LAWNS, BORDERS, BOWLINGIGREENS, ETC.

To cut from 16 inches wide, for a boy to work,

Up to 30 inches wide, for man and pony.

Prices ... £5 10 £5 17 6 £6 £9 £11 10

Width Cut 16 ins. 19 ius. 25 ins. 30 ins.

THE REGISTERED IMPROVEMENT renders unnecessary the great

care requisite in the handling of these machines on the old ph.n
;

all that

is now required can be done nv any unskilled Labourer, who has only

to push the machine before him. The Registered adjustment insures a

olean and perfectly level cut Jof any required height, and prevents the

fcmves from catting into the soil, however uneven the ground may be.

| 'Copies oft Testimonials will be

forwarded, post free, on application

to the manufacturer.

The above may also be procured

at the principal Agricultural Im

plement DepOts in London ; of Messrs*

J. Veitch & Son, Exotic Nurseries,

Chelsea; in the Agricultural Depart-

ment, and on the Lawns of the Crystal

Palace. Sydenham ; and of all respect-

able Ironmongers & Seedsmen in the

conntrv. ""**"*

B. SAMUSLS0N, Britannia Works, Banbury.

t.:greens AWN MOWING AND
ROLLING MACHINES,

SOLE MANUFACTURER, IRON AND WIRE WORKS, NORTH STREET, LEEDS. •

REGISTERE D JULY 24, 1855 -No. 3739.

rpiIE ADVANTAGES OF THESE MACHINES supersede all other3 by bavin*
M. a small Wheel in front of the Grass Box, consequent!? will mow verges and round flower beds'
without any change of Wheels, or adding the old fashioned Killer, as in others; will als > cut either
wet or dry, and by the simple adjustment of a thumb screw, in front, can be raised or lowered to cut
the Grass any length required

; and having two Rollers behind, and a small one in front, they roll the
width they cut: they will turn in very little room, and cut at the same time. All the working paresmade much stronger than the old machines. The bottom Blades are so constructed that they cannot
tear up the gronod

;
they are only drawn, and not pushed and drawn as in other machines

consequently do not rehire half the power to work them. The three first sizes can be worked bvone person with ease; the two latter with a ponv or donkey. ^
13.inches

£5 5

LIST OF PRICES (NET
16 inches 20 inches 24 inches£600 £7 00 £800

A quantity of Machines of other kinds at Half tWfe usual prices.

CASH):-
28 inches
£10 10

and 32 inches
£12 10

your

Wmmmm
Testimonialfrom Joshua Major, Esq., Landscape Gardener, Knostrop.

T
J°.
y*-GBKRr Leeds --Si», As I always appreciate public and useful improvements, I most gladly eive mv testimony inr highly improved Mowing and Rolling Machine. Tie one sent for my inspection and trial (cuttinl a breaalh of 24^nchesWa^drawn on fiat ground with ease by one person, and although at the time of trial the lawn was »it it wTn.,?.^ ,

} 7 .
nicety. So complete and simple is the invention, that amateur gentlemen, and even UM™m*j work eith« the To or WiSh.ri£with ease and pleasure, providing the Grass is not too lone. For extensive nlare* I shnl ! i. o n
e?C

S

o^h
ab!e; £ 6Ven " TO1?* *Tn* tW° ***»* ^J^^T^t^f^^r^!^^ £c 'arfcrowded'either of the smaller sizes would be best. I congratulate you on your very valuable invention whiih w «fw „„"«* - - 7 ,

ESSS?^ must 7entuall
J

SQpersede
f

l others
'
for il is not oaly iree f"M5£-^™l£\tow{^7^Z^~l

» Other Testimonials may be had on application to the Manufacturer.
The above Machines are warranted to answer the purpose as described, or may be returned

Street m°aT?e h^T'fi
00™ 1* £BiM* ~*> £

xford Street
; *nd ""** BcRGESS & K™> ™, Newgate

r« ft?s }
• ! j I

principal Ironmongers, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen in England : also Mr CharlfsGarrood, Superintendent of Agricultural Department, Crystal Palace, Sydenham.
* Charles

WARN Kit
C re-cent, Jewin St-w>t i^«j, "-"^o,

GALVANISED ,KONT
I GARD Ev

With Wabxek's Keowtkekd Sp**ADEly

durability
low price, viz
21 19*^ to h<3
10 gallon*.

Larger size*
in wood or iron

gals & 36 gals .

-May be obtain
ed of any Iron-
monger or
Plumber

\n
town or couc-

Patentees and Manufacturers, as also Machinery o'f all kind*
for raising Wat*r from any depth to any height by Steam*
Horse, or Manual Power, Prices sent on application. Syrinwa
of various constructions and sizes from 9$. upwards Mo r^nu
String- from M. to Is. 3d. per lb.

^m

(Fig.l.) (Fig. 2.)

T TYLOK and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
v • ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted Oak tub, fitted with
improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan an i jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10
No. 2 „ 15 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 10
No. 3 „ 23 „ „ 45 „ ... 6 18

JTYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
• ENGINE (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted

inside and outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and
registered Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate
rose fan and jet.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet high
No. 13 „ 12 „ „ SO
No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 45
No. 14 „ 30 „ 45

A lar.^e assortment of every description of Garden Syring
Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.
No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

liinch, 145. 3d.; No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, If inch, 12$.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, If inch, 10$. 6d.

Read's Strinok, with two roses and one jet, 19.*.

J. Ttlor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in

town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.

J. Tvlor & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London.

n

.9*

• •

• .

£2 15

3 5
4
5
5 18

es

J.
TYLOa and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
SYRINGE^-Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. «**

Larj»e size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each. .

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for watenn,

plants on stands at a height of 8 feet so that any quantity oi

water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, iw.

By a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered BMW
effective than any portable Conserv*t'-rv or Garden Pump ever

offered to the public. It is equally adapted foi Garden «
Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as m» _
water in a given time as any other Syringe now in use. i

arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tu

to the barrel of the Syringe, thr-ugh which it Is filled with waw

at every discharge of tho previous contents. By this means tue

Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the Plb
!j£

rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to no,

barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made ^««

supplying, a great saving of labour is effected ; and the ?e^" •

of stopping to fill the syringe at every discharge being uu

away wi»h, the direction of the water can be maintained ™Tm£t

length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it im-

possible for any wafer to get on the outside of the barrel, wd

is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use or e
.

other Syringe. Its construction is perfectly simple, »nd/
an"°„

i ,
1 .,

out of order: the ground in ball valves and fittings u-^J ^' 1

all other patent 3vrin-es beir.? entirely superseded. To Dei

of anv respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in tovn oreorm^.'

J. TrLOB A Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Appara.u ,

Warwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.
n^„pnse

N.B. These prices do not include carriage, package, or expei»

of delivery in the country;
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EDWARDS'S REGISTERED EARWIG TRAP
is an elegant, durable, and effectual instrument for the

destruction of earwigs. It is highly recommended by the Editor
of the " Florist," and other distinguished Horticulturists. Being
ornamental in shape It must supersede the ugly inverted flower-

pots in all tastefully k^pt gardens. Price 9s. per dozen. Sold
wholesale at the manufactory and by the following agents:—
S. Martin, 14, Gough Square, London; C. Turner, Royal
Nursery, Slough; J. Keynes, Nursery, Salisbury, and retail by
every Ironmonger, Nurseryman, and Seedsman in the United
Kingdom. Descriptive drawings sent on receipt of postage stamp.

E. Edwards & Co., Inventors and Manufacturers, St. Paul's
Square, Birmingham.

lAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
~

Warranted Good by the Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
O Cutlery Works, Sheffield ; and 67 and 68, King William
Street, London. Drawings forwarded by post.

IMPERISHABLE GAR-
Improved Garden Labels are

LOOKER'S PATENT
DEN LABELS.—These

made hollow, in well-burnt red

or other earthenware, with a
thick sloping top, on which are

impressed any names of Trees,

Plants, &c, that may be re-

quired. The lower part of the
Label has openings, which give
it a firm hold in the ground.
These Labels will stand for

years unaffected by damp or
change of atmosphere; and the
letters, Ac., being impressed,
are as durable as the Label
itself. Their appearance is

extremely neat ; and they

B
a is an engraving

showing the form
of the Patent Label,
and b represents it

a3 fixed in the
around.

BEEHIVES.
Prize Medal Awarded to G. NEicnnorR & Soys, fob Bee-

Hives akd Honey, at tub Paris Exposition- of 1855.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
•L" HIVE, as originally introduced by George NEicnnorR &

Sons, with all the recent im-
provements, Glasses, <& Ther-
mometer, price 3os.

y securely
packed for the country.
This unique Hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit: i

f s arrangements are
so perfect that the Honey
may be taken at any time
of the season without at all

injuring the Bees.
Applications may be ad-

dres*ed to George Neigh-
bour & Sons, 127, High Hol-
born, or 149, liegent Street,
London.
Their newly-arranged Cata-

logue of other improved
Hives, with drawings and
prices, sent on receipt of two
stamps.

Agents:—Liverpool, Jamfs Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Square;
Manchester, J. Wilson, 50. King Street; Glasgow, AusTiff
& M'Aslev, IRS, Trongate; Brown & Austin, S3 and 34, Argyll
Arcade; Dublin, J. Edmondson & Co., 61, Dame Street;
Chester, J. Dickson & Sons, 102, Eastgate Street.

i

occupy but little space, while a broad view is presented of the
impression on tbe top. Each Label can be impressed with any
Name that may be desired.—Further particulars and prices may
be obtained on application to Benjamin Looker, Jan., Inventor,
Patentee, and Manufacturer, Kingston-on-Thames.

••* A limited number of Licenses will be granted to respect-
able Manufacturers.

VENTILATION.
I KITE, Patentee for Ventilating and Smoke-con-

** • suming Operations.—Churches, chapels, schools, club-houses
public buildings, stables, &c, effectually ventilated, upon a new
and economic syitem. Also, the New Patent Albert Chimney
Cap, tor the cure of smoke. Patronised by her Most Gracious
Majesty

: 200 on Buckingham Palace ; in use also on St. James's
I alace, Claremnnt, Windsor Castle, Government buildings, &c.
Wrought iron, 25a.; galvanised ditto, 30*.; cast iron, 35*. each,
the latrer as durable as the building itself. Illustrations and
testimonials forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.

Depot, Habtox's Ironworks and Manufactory, for the Patent
Stable i lttmgs and enamelled Mangers.

Address, Jamks Bator, 870, Oxford Street, London.

T.,^,?

ARDEN VASES, PECESTALS, ETC.HOMAS SOMMERV1LLK, Landscape Gardevfr,
t i ?*3?*F?t*±

SePsmas
>
and Florist, Garden Road, St.

John s \\ ood, Lond. n, has now ready a large Stock of Vases and
1 edestals of exqmsite designs, superior workmanship, and from
the material of which they are made and mode of manufacture,
are capable of resisting the most severe weather, and at littlemore than half the cost of any others possessing the same
durable qualities. From their great strength they may be made
available throughout the year by being filled with nowerin*
plants during the summer months, and shrubs during the
winter, and would thereby form a pleasing object in the pleasure
grounds at all times. Samples of tbe above may be seen and
prices obtained at the ground b in the Garden Road'as above.

*

&*,

PARKcS'STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.
Tl TESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
J.fX Wholesale Agents for England, have Always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists Kent free on application and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.

OEADOK'S PATENT EAVES GUTTER TILE
1^ for Farm Buildings, Roofs of Houses (either old or new,
whether of Thatch, Slate or Tile), and other structures. Sole
Agent, J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.
This is the cheapest kind of spouting known, and is especially

adapted for Farm Buildings and Labourers' Cottages. It will
last as long as the building without repair, requires no paint, and
will bear the weight of a ladder against it without injury. Price of
each Tile of about 13 inches long is 4d. Stop-ends and outlets 6d.
each. Any mason can put them up. If 100 feet or more are re-
quired, a man will be sent to fix them at 5d. per foot. This price
to include Tiles (delivered at A gent's yard) cement, labour,—May
be had in London, Glo'ster, Bridgewater, and Rugby.

HJ. MORTON and Co., Galvanized Iron Works,
• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANIZED IRON ROOFING, for Farm Buildings and
other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest roofing in use.
GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from 10±d.per yard, for Farm

buildings, houses, &c—Never requires painting.

PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest and
nea'est fence in use, will resist the largest Cattle, and will not
bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or over. Upwards
of 600 miles of this fencing fixed by us in the last 8 years. For
illustrated price list apply at the" Works.
GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.—

Galvanized, 24 inch wide,
2-inch mesh, 6d., Sd.and lid.
p*»r yard.
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

3-incIi mesh, 4<*., 5£tf., and
7{d. per yard.
The Netting made any

width, and with openings of
any size.

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS
for DKY and WET FOOD.-Galvanized Chain Camp Stools
and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat,
6.v.6d. to 125. 64. each.—Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Rods and
Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdles,
Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-
vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea-
sure Grounds, &c, from 10^d. per yard.

For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Henry J. Morton & Co.,
2 Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

C0TTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c

TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, X OTHERS.
rPO BE SOLD, with immediate possession, within
-1 2 miles of the City, the LEASE OF A NURSERY, con-
sistingof about 2 acres of excellent Land, with Dwelling-house
and Seed-shop

; together with six Greenhouses, two ranges of Pits.
Stable, &c. The Stock may be taken or otherwise at the option
of the purchaser.— For further particulars apply to Messrs.
PROTHF.BOK& Morris, American Nursery, Leytonsrone, Essex.

MONMOUTHSHIRE.
HTO BE SOLD, a FREEHOLD ESTATE of more
•*- than 400 Acres, divided into Pasture, Arable, and Wood

Land, with a gentleman's House on a very warm, dry, and
elevated site commanding extensive views, less than a mile from
a town, a fine river, and a railroad station, extensive Farm
Buildings and four Cottages, the land of good quality, and in
high cultivation, and all the Buildings in perfect order. Good
Shooting and Fishing. Four hours and a quarter from London.
—Apply to A. WaPDiXGTOy, Esq ., Sol., U.-k.

TO BE LET, within Six Miles o* Lan<kiTi
-1- MARKET GARDEN of about 14 Acres, well stocked ; also

Five Houses which nearly pay the rent. Any person command-
ing about ftW. will find this a very advantageous opportunirv.
—For particulars apply to J. Nov, Market Gardener, London
Road, Brentford.

TO MARKET CARDENlERS^ETcT
TO BE LET, with immediate possession, one of the

best MARKET GARDENS in the vicinity of Bath, con-
taining about 12 acres, and more land if required, with good
Dwelling-house, Outbuildings, Yard, Barns, 3-Siall Stable,
Washing-house, and Potato Store for about 1000 sacks, with
large Melon and Cucumber Houses heated with hot water, tw<-
Greenhouses, and one Vinery and sundry Pits. The Goodwill
of the Business, in connection with a Stand in the Bath market,
will be included in the rent. The Property has bpen in the
hands of the owner's family for 40 years, who have carried it on
successfully, and have frequently taken Prizes at the Regent's
Park and Chiswick Shows, It is in the highest state of cultiva-
tion. The Crops understock to be taken at a valuation, and
paid so as to suit the convenience of a tenant, as may be agree 1
upon. The owner gfres it up on account of ill health. This is
an unusual opportunity for obtaining a first-rate provincial busi-
ness upon very moderate terms, aud none hut tho»e giving good
references ns to character, capita', and ability, will be treated
with.— For farther particulars and to treat, apply to Cotterki.l
&J5PACK m \y, Land Surveyors, 6, Terrace Walks, Bath.

VALUABLE FARM.
r1^0 BE LET, for such number of years as may Ve
J- agreed on, entry at Martinmas, 1866, the FARM of MYRE-
MILL, in the parish of Mayhole, as presently in the occupancy of
the proprietor. This Farm is situated within eight miles of tbe
market town of Ayr and one from Maybole, where there is a
railway station. It extends to 298 acres, 1 rood, 8 poles imperial:
has been recently drained, and is in the highest state of culti-
vation. It is intersected by good public roads, and portions of
the Farm roads are laid with iron tramways. The steading is
complete in accommodation, comprising comfortable Dwelling
House, extensive Feeding Byres, Sheep Houses, S rabies, Barns,
Granaries, &c. There is a powerful Steam Engine, to which is
attached a Threshing Machine, Tnrnip and Straw Cutters, Oil-
cake Crushers, Millstones for Grinding, and Liquid Manure
Pumps. The Tanks are capable of storing about 300,000 gallons
of liquid manure, and Pipes are laid for its distribution over the
whole lands. As regards management and cultivation, liberal
terms will be granted, without taking two white crops in suc-
cession, but with 'a fixed rotation at the close of the lease.
Mr. Smith, Manager at Mynmill. will show the Farm, and
offers to be lodged with Mr. Broken, Royal Bank Office, Manhole, on
or be/ore the 30th June next.—June 14.

Saks bp Auction.

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.

IMPORTANT SALE OF SHORTHORNED CATTLE,
at Rea's Repository, Southwark, Loxdox.

\TR. STRAFFORD has received instructions from
L*l- Harvey Combe, Esq.. of Cobham Park, Surrey, to an-
nounce for SALE BY AUCTION, without reserve, at Rfa's
Repository, Southwark, London, on Friday, the 20th of June
next. 32 head of SHORTHORNS, consisting of 22 COWS and
HEIFERS, with 10 BULLS, from his celebrated herd, which
have been bred with great care and attention from the most
fashionable and pure blood, being descended from the $ut Sumvi.
herds of the late Earl Dneie, Messrs. Bates, Booth, Holmes,
Hopper. Parkinson, and other distinguished breeders, and are
well worthy the attention of purchasers of first-class animals.

Catalogues, with pedigrees, may bn had on application to Mr.
J. P. Giles, at the Downside Farm, Cobham, Surrey ; or of Mr.
Strafford, 13, Eustoa Square, London.

EAST INDIAN ArvD BRAZlLIAI\T~OR^ HIDS.
TV JR. J. C. STEVENS will sell by Auction at his
1>A Great Room, 38, Kins Street, Coven t Garden, on
TUESDAY, June 24, at 1 o'Clo-k preciselv, an importation of
PHALiENOPSIS GRANDIFLORA, AERIDES SUAVEO-
LENS and SACCOLABIUM BLUM HI, from Java: also the
remaining portion of the Brazilian importation of LjELIAS,
CATTLEYAS, &c, as per Sale of 10th inat.—May be viewed on
the morning of Sale and Catalogues hud.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot "Water Apparatus
Garden Vase a

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
FloweT Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringea
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Po's
Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING,
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.
A TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will Sell
l»i by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on
THURSDAY. June 19. at 12 o'clock, a first-class collection of
DAHLIAS, which will include the newest and most approved
kinds of this season, choice Fuchsias, Verbenas, fine Geraniums,
and other Plants in bloom; with a large assortment of Orna-
mental Plants for Bedding. Roses in poU, &c.-On view the
morning of Sale. Catalogues had at the Mart, and of the
Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Eascx.
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BOOKS FOR JUNE.
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'A

Popular History ofBritish Lichens.
By W. Lauder Lin-dsay, M.D. 22 coloured Plates by
W. Fitch containing 392 figures. 10s. 6d.

Ferny Combes.
A Ramble after Ferns in the nooks and corners of Devon-
shire. By Mrs. Chanter. Eight coloured Plates. 5s.

Popular History of British Ferns.
By Tiiomas Moore, F.L.S. Second Edition. 22 coloured
Plates, 105. Gd.

Popular Garden Botany;
Containing a Familiar and Technical Description of Hardy
and Frame Plants, suitable for Cultivation in the Garden.
By Agnes Catloav. 20 coloured Plates, 10s. 6d.

Popular Field Botany.
By Agnes Catlow. Third Edition. 20 coloured Plates,
10s. Gd.

Popular British Mosses;
Comprising a General Account of their Structure, Fructifica-
tion, Arrangement, and General Distribution. By K. M.
Stark, Esq. 20 coloured Plates, 10/. Gd.

Popular History of the Palms.
By Dr. Bep.thold Seemann, F.L.S. 20 tinted Landscapes
in Chromo-Lithography. 10s. 6d.

Popular Geography of Plants ;
Or, a Botanical Excursion Round the World. Edited by
Professor Daubeny, M.D , F.R.S. 20 Plates, 10s. 6d.

First Steps to Economic Botany.
For the Use of Schools. By T. C. Archer. 20 Plates.
Published for the Department of Science and Art, Marl-
borough House. 2s. Gd.

Voices from the Woodlands ;
Descriptive of Forest Trees, Ferns, Mosses, and Lichens.
By Mart Roberts. 20 coloured Plates, 10s. 6d.

The Tourist's Flora.
A Descriptive Catalogue of the Flowering Plants and Ferns
of the British Islands, France, Germany, Switzerland, and
Italy. By Joseph Woods, F.L.S. 18s.

A Century of Orchidaceous Plants.
By Sir W. J. Hooker. With Instructions for their Culture,
by J. C. Lyons. 100 coloured Plates, 5/. 5s.

Parks and Pleasure Grounds ;
Or, Practical Notes on Country Residences, Villas, Public
Parks, and Gardens. By C. H. Smith. 6s.

Curtis?* Botanical Magazine.
By Sir W. J. Hooker, F.L.S., Director of the Royal Gardens
of Kew. In Numbers, each containing 6 coloured Plates.
Published Monthly, 3s. 6d. Vols. I. to X., 42s. each.

Flora of New Zealand.
By J. D. Hooker, M.D., F.R.S.. &c. 2 vols., 130 Plates,
royal 4to, price 12i. 12s. coloured, 81. 15s. plain.

Rhododendrons of Sikkim-Hima-
laya. By J. D. Hooker, M*.D., F.R.S. 30 coloured Plates
by W. Fitch. Zl. 16s.

Illustrations of Sikkim-Himalayan
Plants. By J. D. Ho'oker, M.D., F.R.S. 24 coloured Plates
and an Illuminated Title-page. 51. 5s.

The\Esculent Funguses ofEngland.
By the Rev. Dr. Badhah. 2Cfcoloured Plates, 21s.

Illustrations of British Mycology ;
or, Figures and Descriptions of the Funguses of interest and
novelty indigenous to Britain. 15y Mrs. Husskw

First Series, 90 coloured Plates, price ... £7 12 6
Second Series, 50 coloured Plates 4 10

BOOKS FOR THE SEA-SIDE.

Popular British Seaweeds ;
<Jomprisinff all the MARINE PLANTS. By the Rev.
David Landsboroich. Second Edition. With 22 Plates
by Fitch. 10s. Gd. coloured.

Popular British Zoophytes ;
By the Rev. D. Laxdsdorough. With Twenty Plates by
Fitch. 10s. Gd. coloured.

Popular British Conchology ;
Containing a familiar History of the Molluscs and Shells
inhabiting the British Isles. Bv G. B. Sowerby, F.L.S.
With Twenty Plates. 10s. Gd. coloured.

Popular History ofMollusca ;
Or, Shells and their Animal Inhabitants. By Mart
Roberts. With Eighteen Plates by Wing. 10s. Gd. coloured.

Pliycologia Britannica ;
Or, the History of the British Seaweeds; containing Coloured
Figures and descriptions of all the species of Alg« inhabiting
the shores of the British Islands. By Wiixtam Hesry
Harvey, M.D., M.R.I.A., Keeper of the Herbarium of the
Lmve.-sity of Dublin, and Professor of Botany to the Duhlin
Society. The price of the work, complete, strongly bound in
cloth, is as follows:—

In 3 vols, royal 8vo, arranged in order of publication ... £7 12 6
4 vols, royal 8vo. arranged systematically according
^he8yn T. Sis ... .. 7 17 6

» A few copies have been printed on large paper.

LOVELL REEVE,
5 HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN.

Aquariums, Ward's Cases, Fernery, Aviaries, Bees, Rockwork, Garden Scenery, Fountains
Jitst published, in crown 8vo, with Illustration*, plain and coloured, price 10s. 6d

RUSTIC ADORNMENTS FOR HOMES OF '

TASTE
AND

)WN FOLK IN THE STUDY AND IMITATION OF NATURE
BY SHIRLEY HIBBERD.

u The work is in itself almost as pleasant an object of contem-
plation as the things it treats of."

—

John Ball.
" The work is pot up in good style, has many well-executed

engravings and coloured plates, and forms a suitable book for the
drawing-room table."—Civil Engineer and Architect's Journal.

" Nothing could be more seasonable than this elegant book;
it is beautifully illustrated, and, as a present to those whom we
love or esteem, we do not know anything more appropriate."—
Cottage Gardener.
* Aquariums, Ward's Cases, Aviaries, Fernery, Bees, Rock-

work, Garden Scenery, Fountains— in fact everything delightful,
will be found in thin tasteful volume. The matter and manner
of the work coincide happily, and each in turn well illustrates
the other."

—

Naturalist.
44 Here is a book which we can honestly and cordially recom-

mend to all lovers of Nature, a* treating in a simple, pleasant
way of the Vivarium, Ward's Cases, Aviary, and other rustic
adornments. Mr. Hihberd's book, let us add, is embellished
with remarkable taste."

—

Leader9

44 A charming book, elegantly bound and illustrated ; the sub-
jects which it embraces are treated with much ability, and ar* of
an excellent practical character; in fact it is a perfect gem."—
Flcricultural Cabinet.

ah excremeiy preuy vomme, nicely illustrated. The most
casual reader will find something to interest and aid him incultivating his acquaintance with those portions of the animal
and vegetable kingdoms which may keep his love of nature aliva
in the city. It is, indeed, no small privilege to find how muchmay be done, even in the crowded street, to keep us in communi-
cation with a plant, a bird, an inhabitant of the waters or the
air. We hold guch objects of observation very precious; and the
book which teaches us how to preserve them is much to be
esteemed as a household friend."

—

Gentleman's Magazine.
44 A more elegant volume for the purpose of its publication it

is impossible to meet with. In every feature the book is invalu-
able. Its binding and illustrations are as charming as its con-
tents are interesting."

—

Belts Weekly Messenger.
14 It deals with those elegancies which charm the eye, and by

the aid of which the humble cottage may be converted into a fairy
palace."—Illustrated Times. J

14 The coloured engravings with which the volume is embel-
lished are numerous and well executed; in fine all admirers of
the picturesque in rural scenery will find in this work most
valuable instruction as to the means by which art may be em-
ployed to develop and complete the beauties of nature."—Morning
Chronicle.

GROOMBRIDGE AND SONS, PUBLISHERS, 5, PATERNOSTER ROW.

Just published, post 8vo, cloth, price 4*.,

A DICTIONARY of BOTANICAL TERMS. By
the Rev. J. S. IIenslow, M.A. Illustrated by nearly 200

cuts, clearly explaining all the usual terras, both English and
Latin, now used in the description of every object of the vegetable
kingdom.

•«• Subsciibersto the 44 Botanic Garden" and 44 Botanist "may
now have their Volumes completed.
London : Groombridge & Sons, Publishers, 5, Paternoster Row.

T

BY DR. LARDNER.
From the "Museum of Science and Art."

i.HE MICR
One Volume. 2s.

O S C O P E. 147 EDgravings.

STEAM AND
One Volume. 2s.

THE BEE AND
gravings. One Volume.

ITS "'USES.

nr.

89 Engravings.

135 En-

114 En-

119 Engravings.

POPULARIZED.

WHITE ANTS, &c.
2s.

COMMON THINGS EXPLAINED.
gravings. One Volume. 2s. Gd.

POPULAR ASTRONOMY.
One Volume. 2*. M.

ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH
100 Engravings. One Volume. 2s.

London: Waltow & Marerly, Upper Gower Street, and Ivy
Lane, Paternoster Row. _^ __^

Second Issue, price 25. 6d., or by post, 3s.

T AND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
;L* with Plates by J. Bailey Denton, Drainage Engineer.

"The best practical treatise we have yet seen."

—

Agric. Gazette.
11 A very able treatise."—Mark Lane Express.
London: Ridoway. Piccadilly: and Metchim, Parliament St.

Just published, post 8vo, cloth, 10s. 6d.
TMGESTION AND ITS DERANGEMENTS.
-i-' By T. K. Chambers, M.D., Physician to St. Mary's Hos-
pital, and Lecturer on Medicine at St. Mary's Medical School.
"A wonderful stride has been made of late years in our know-

ledge of the physiology of the fluids * * * * the application of
these results to actual practice is the purpose of Dr. Chambers1

volume."

—

Guardian.
"There is common sense and sound philosophy in the views

taken by Dr. Chambers."—Jfedical Times and Gazette.
London^ John Churchill, New Burlington street.

Just published, price 65., pp. 464, Vol. IV. of the
JOURNAL OF THE BATH AND WEST OFO ENGLAND SOCIETY, for the Encouragement of
Agriculture, &c.

London: James Ridgway, Piccadilly.

PRIZES OFFERED FOR ESSAYS FOR 1S57.
On the Labourer, 20 guineas; Cattle of tbe West of England,

15Z. ; Beans and Peas, 10L; Threshing Machines, 20*.; Manage-
ment of Dung, 201. ; Roofing of Farm Buildings, 10*.; Any other
Agricultural Subject, 10*.; Any Chemical Subject, 10*. For con-
ditions apply to the Secretary. H. St. John Maule, Bath .

EDINBURGH NEW PHILOSOPHICAL
A-* JOURNAL.—Advertisements for insertion in the JULY
Number of the above must reach the Publishers by the 24th inst.

Edinburgh: Adam & Charles Black.

DR. BALFOUR'S CLASS BOOK ON BOTANY.
Just published, complete in One large Volume, 8vo, with

1800 Illustrations, price 31s. 6d.
#p LASS-BOOK OF BOTANY: Being an INTRO-

Vy DUCTION to the STUDY of the VEGETABLE
KINGDOM. By J. H. Balfour, M.D., F.R.S.E , Regius Keeper
of the Royal Botanic Garden, Professor of Medicine and Botany
in the University of Edinburgh, &c.

The same may also be had in Two Parts,

L STRUCTURAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL
BOTANY. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

II. Comprising the Elements of VEGETxlBLE
PHYSIOLOGY, CLASSIFICATION, BOTANICAL GEO-
GRAPHY, and FOSSIL BOTANY, with a Glossary of Terms.
8vo, 21s.

" Few, if any, works on this subject contain such a mam of
carefully collected and condens*-d matter, and certainly none are
more copiously, or, on the whole, better illustrated."—Hooker s

Journal of Botany.
"The best and most interesting introduction to the Study of

Botany that has ever come into our hands."—North British Agri-
culturist.

" A good useful Class-Book, illustrated with numerous wood-
cuts."— Gardeners' Chronicle.

" One of the best books to place in the hands of a student."—
Annals of Natural History.

** One of the most complete and elegant Class-Books on Botany
which has been published. It contains all that a student may
require, both in description and illustration."—Lancet.
Edinburgh : A. & C. Black. London : Lougmax & Co. ; and

all Booksellers.

JACOB OMNIUM ON MILITARY EDUCATION.
This day published, price 2s. t

T ETTERS ON MILITARY EDUCATION.
-*-* By Jacob Omnium.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

O

DIAMOND EDITION oF MOORE'S SONGS.
In 32mo, price, in cloth, with gilt edges, Half-a-Crown,

MOORE'S SONGS, BALLADS, AND SACRED
SONGS, printed in Diamond Type. Uniform with the

Diamond Edition of Moore's Irish Melodies and Lalla Rookh,
which may still be had, price 2$. 6d. each,

London: Longman, Brown, Greek, & Longmans.

Third Edition, in 8vo, 45. cloth,

N AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY, and THE
NATURE and PROPERTIES of PERUVIAN GUANO.

By J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S , &c, Principal of the Agricul-
tural and Chemical College, Kennington ; Corresponding Member
of the Central and National Agricultural Society of France.

London : Longman, Brown . Green, & Longmans.
Just published, in 8vo, with Six Plates, price 5s. cloth,

{ELEMENTS OF PRACTICAL HYDRAULICS.
LLi By Samuel Downing, M.A., Professor of Civil Engineering
in the University of Dublin.

"A work which cannot fail to be of the greatest value to all

who are concerned in the drainage of land, or the supply of towiw
with water, or the construction of canals, or the irrigation of

tracts rendered barren by dryness."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans .

NEW AND IMPROVED EDITION.
The Fifth Edition, with 20 coloured Plates, 8vo, price 145

,

RONALDS'S FLY-FISHER'S ENTOMOLOGY,
illustrated by coloured Representations of the Natural and

Artificial Insect: With Observations and Instructions relative

to Trout and Grayling Fishing. The whole work thoroughly

revised by an experienced Fly-Fisher, and the Plates coloured

alter improved patterns.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longman.

Just published, in fcp. 8vo, price 35- 6d. cloth,

MARVELS AND MYSTERIES OF INSTINCT;
or. Curiosities of Animal Life. By G. Gabratt.

" Mr. Garratt has collected many curious facts connected wiih

instinct in animals,—a subject full of interest, and capable of an

endless variety of illustrations. While seeking to^ amuse t!

reader, the author endeavours to draw from tbe subject lessor

of instruction."

—

Literary Gazette.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

In 18mo, with 34 Woodcuts, price 1*. 9d. cloth,

•yilE DESCRIPTIVE GEOGRAPHY OF ENG-
J LAND, for the Use of Schools and Private Families, in the

form of a Complete Catechism. By T. Challener.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

In 18mo, with Illustrations, in Two Parts, price One Shilling

each ; or in One Volume, price 2s. Gd. cloth,

THE STEPPING-STONE TO NATURAL HIS-

TORY : Vertebrate or Back-boned Animals. In Two Part«

:

Part I. Mammalia; Part II. Birds, Reptiles, and Fishes. »J
James Owen.

In the 3ame Series, price One Shilling each,

THE STEPPING-STONE TO BIOGRAPHY.
THE STEPPING-STONE TO GEOGRAPHY.
THE STEPPING-STONE TO KNOWLEDGE.
PAKKHURST'S STEPPING-STONE TO MUSIC.
THE STEPPING-STONE TO ENGLISH HISTORY.
THE STEPPING-STONE TO BIBLE KNOWLEDGE.
SADLER'S STEPPING-STONE TO ENGLISH GRAMMAR-
I'ARKHURST'S STEPPING-STONE to ROMAN HISTOJ"-
SHIELD'S STEPPING-STONE TO ANIMAL AND V EA-

TABLE PHYSIOLOGY. _ „™,wrV-
SADLER'S STEPPING-STONE TO FRENCH PKO>b*

CIATION AND CONVERSATION.
London : Longman. Brown, Green. & Longmans.

T
Just published, New and Improved Edition, price Is ,

HE CURABILITY OF CONSUMPTION.
A. Being a Series of Papers presenting the most Pr0",,ne

s

I

!

and important Practical Points in the Treatment of the L,
!"f*

„'

By F. H. Ramadge, M.D., Fellow of the College of PhySIC'*"
;

iind late senior Physician to the Royal Infirmary for Diseas.es.

the Chest, &c. Also, by the same Author, price 10s. 6d.,
T

A TREATISE on ASTHMA and DISEASES of the HEAKi.

London: Longman, Brown, Grek.v, & Longmass.
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pHERTSEY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—^ The Summer Exhibition of this Society will be held in the
Grounds of Cowley House, Chertsev, on FRIDAY, June 27,
when Prizes will be awarded for the best Collections of Plants,
Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables. A Military Band will be in
attendance. The gates will be opened at 2 o'clock. Schedules
may be obtained on application to the Secretary, IIenby Lamb,
Chertspy. _

*' '

UEREFORD HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
*- -* The First Exhibition for the present year will be held on the
Castle Green, Hereford, on THURSDAY, July 3d, open to all
Exhibitors. Besides the ordinary Prizes of the Society,
SPECIAL PRIZES for Plants to the amount of 17/. 10*, Cut
Flowers, 71., and Fruit 11. 105., will also be given Schedules
may be obtained on application to Mr. Wm. Smith, Florist,

HOLLYHOCK SEED.

CRYSTAL PALACE. — GRAND HORTICUL
TURAL FETE.—The Second Flower Show of the present

Season will beheld on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, the
25th and 26th instants. On WEDNESDAY, the 25th, the doors
will be opened at 12 o'clock- Admission bv Season Tickets or
by payment of Is. 6d. On THURSDAY, the 26tb, the doors will
be open at 10. Admission by Season Tickets or by payment of
2s. 6d. For the accommodation of Gardeners a Special Train
will leave London Bridge Station at 6 o'Clock, a.m., on WED-
NESDAY, the 25th. Trains will run from London Bridge at
frequent intervals. Tickets of Admission, including conveyance
by Railway, may be obtained previously at the London Bridge
Terminus, at the several Agents of the Brighton Companv, and
at the Company's Offices, 43, Regent Circus, Piccadilly.— June 21.

MAIDSTONE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY—
-.X The following Prizes, open to all England, will be given
at the First Exhibition for the present year of the above Society,
which will be held on THURSDAY, June 26, in the field
adjoining the Rocky Hill Terrace. For collectio s of Eight
Stove or Greenhouse Plants—first prize, 51.; second, SI.; third, 1Z.

For Six Exotic Orchids:— first prize, 21. ; second. 11.

For collections of 36 Roses in single trusses:—first prize, 21.;
second 11. ; third, 10*. For collections of Fruits, to include
Grapes, Pine Melon, Peaches, Nectarines, and Strawberries :—
first prize, 3/. ; second, 21. No exhibitor to receive two prizes in
the same class. For rules and further particulars apply to

John B. Moncktox, Hon. Sec, M aidstone.

HATTERIS HORTICULTURAL AND FLORI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.—The next Exhibition of this

Society will be held on WEDNESDAY, the 2d day of July, 1856.
In addition to the usual prizes, a Silver Cup, value Five

Guineas, will be given for the best 48 Roses.
Lists of Prizes, with the Regulations of Exhibition, Tickets of I

Admission, and all further information, may be obtained on appli-
cation to William Fkykb, Hon. Sec.

Chatteris, June 21, 1856. ___
THE MIDLAND COUNTIES GREAT~lloTlTr

CULTURAL AND FLORICULTURAL EXHIBITION
will be he'd, by permission, among the Ruins of KBNIL-WORTH CASTLE, on WEDNESDAY, 2d of July next when
Prizes amounting to nearly 100J. are offered for general com-
petition. In addition a Cup, value 5 guineas, will be given by
the trade of Kenilworth to the most successful exhibitor attend-
ing from a distance of over 10 miles. All entries must be made
on or before the last day of June.
Schedules and every information may be obtained on applica-

tion to J. Cueyne, Secretary.
Priory Gardens, Warwick.

ARDENERSMROYAL~BEN EVOLFNTTNSTI-
TUTION.—Notice is hereby given that ie Half-vearly

General Meeting of the Members of this So< will be holden
on WEDNESDAY, the 9th July next, s

Society's Rooms, 21, Regent Street.

To " Elect a Vice-President in the room o
deceased." To M Elect a Member of the Co
of Mr. Chaundy," deceased." To receive a j

the Committee that Rule No. 19 be altered, and do stand as
follows:—" That all Life Subscriptions of 101. 10s. and upwards,
and all Legacies, shall be invested in the names of the Trustees
in the Three per cent. Consols, and only the interest thereon, the
Annual Subscriptions and Donations of less than 101. 10* be
applied to general purposes."
The Committee beg to give notice that THREE PENSION-

* i .wJ

i

b
£ T

a
?
ded t0 the List on the 9 h Jul>- but inconsequence

• w 5 ?c
DICKER, of Chapel Street, Stockwell, having sub-

scribed 15 years consecutively, being in distress, and having
complied with all the requisitions of the Committee, he will, in
accordance with the Rules, be placed on the List of Pensioners

«
ITH™T~AN Electk>n- A Ballot will therefore take place for

the TWO remaining vacancies from among the Candidates
named below. The Chair to be taken at 12 o'clock. The Ballot
will close at 2 o Clock.

A PAUL and SON have a few packets of their
^* • superb HOLLYHOCK Seed to dispose of; price 2*. 6d.
or 5*. per packet, the latter saved from the leadiug named
sorts. The present is a good time to sow out of doors to obtain
plants t<> bloom next year.—Nurseries , Cheshont, Herts.

R OS E S . "

A PAUL and SON respectfully inform admirers
*A • of the Rose that their exteusive collection is just coming
into Bloom, will be in fullest Bloom the first week in July, and
continue flowering till November. Inspection is freely invited.
—Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts, on Cambridge line of Eastern
Counties Railway.

pERPETUAL ROSES in POTS and BEDDING
Hereford, Assistant Secretary. Wm. Phillips, Hon. Sec.

'
I Z~ I>LA

/?
T?

-~ F
?
r B* 8

!
,

an
? „Bro??'8 Adverti^n.ent of

N.B. Prizes to similar amounts will also be given at the ™ese .** Gardners Chronicle of May 17th, p. 349, containing
6

j

Descriptive Lists of first-rate sorts.—Sudbury, Suffolk.

GERANIUMS.—A Large Surplus Stock at
Reduced Prices.-Fine Plants of new and other first-rate

sorts both show and fancy. Names given on application.
Apply to Baps & Bbown, Sudbury, Suffolk.

i

Exhibition to be held on TUESDAY, Sept. 9.

II T ATFORD HORTICULTURAL AND FLORI-
»* CULTURAL SOCIETY.-The Second Grand Flower
Show of the above Society will he held by permission of the
Earl of Essex in Cassiobury Park, near Watford, on THURS-
DAY, July 3, open to all Exhibitors. An efficient Band will
be in attendance. Schedules may be obtained on application to
the Secretary.—By Order of the Committee,
High Street, Watford. Mr. John Peahce Taylor, Sec.

GRAND EXHIBITION OF RHODOOENDRONS
'

At the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London.
10HN WATERER begs to say that his un-
** equalled collection of the above popular plants is now in full
bloom, and can be seen daily by orders (gratuitously) granted by
Fellows of the Society.
The two celebrated new varieties John Waterer and Mrs.

John Waterer are now finely in bloom, as are also the following
late bloomiDg kinds :—Lady Eleanor Cathcart, concessum, Bray-
anum, roseura invictura ; atrosanguineum, Leopardi cele-
brandum, blatteum, ereetum, &c. The display altogether exceeds
in gorgeousness any Floral Exhibition hitherto attempted in this
country.—The American Nursery, Bagshor, Surrey.

EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN PLANTS.

TO THE TRADE.
pHARLES SHARPE has on hand fine selected
v^ RAPE or COLE SEED for sowing. Samples and prices
can be had on application .—Wisbeach. Cambs.

TO THE T R * D~e!
pHARLES SHARPE and CO. have a quantity of
v GREEN and PURPLE-TOP SCOTCH and other TURNIP
SEEDS to offer, of a selected stock, growth of 1865. Price on appli-
cation.—Nursery aud Seed Establishment, Sleaford, June 21.

C H

JOHN WATERER begs to intimate that his collection
*-* of the above plants is now finely in bloom, and will
continue in perfection throughout the month of June, and may
be inspected daily (gratis).—American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey,
near the Faraborou-rh Station, South Western Railway; and
Blackwater Station, South Eastern Railway, frum whence con-
veyances are always to be obtained.

EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN PLANTS,
Kn-ap Hill Nursery, Wokint., Surrey.

NESE P/EONIES.
JOHN SALTER'S collection of these splendid
*J flowers (some of which were exhibited at the Botanical
Society on Wednesday last and awarded a Prize) is now in full
bloom, and may be seen every day except Sunday. He can still

furn^h plants of his new Chrysanthemums "Alfred Salter" and
" Scarlet Gem," and all the leading sorts of last season.

Versailles Nursery, William Street, near Hammersmith
Turnpike.

NEW VERBENAS OF 1856.
VI7ILLIAM KNIGHT, Florist, &c, begs to offer
* * the new Verbenas raised by Weatherill, Smith, Cole,

Martin, Todnian, Rougier and Chauviere, in well established
Plants, at 6*. per dozen; best varieties of previous seasons, at
2s. 6d. per dozen ; first class Fuchsias, 4 -. per dozen; Pompone, or
large flowered Chrysanthemums, 3x. Sd. per dozen. Any of the
above sent free by post if desired. Descriptive Catalogues sent

YBRID
>

TURNIP.
HPHIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
-*- the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch

GRAND EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN PLANTS [Turnip; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and maybe
Ashburxiiam Park, adjoining Cremornr Gardens, King's

80wu m»>ch later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip
Road Chelsea. I £?

R7.^ I
on aPPbcation, or maybe seen at the principal Seed

veyances at the Station.—June 21.

Horticultural

ph Neeld, Esq.,
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mendation from

Name. AiTLI CATION

William Thacker
Charles Charlton

Seventh
Sixth

•Joseph JeftYey
j

Sixth
John Lawson
James Smith
Ann Arnold ...............
Frederick L. Burnet..!...
William Dungate
Alexander Grecorv
William Jackson
John Davy

[

Mary Anne Farquharson
-l.zabeth Pope
'bert Hodge

fenjamtn Priest
ichaol Quiglev

Bcril^T?!
Po

.
,lino PaPers have all been delivered. Any Sub-

immPdiatelv " reCeived 0IHJ is requested to make application

14 t. irt'a^Lv » E. R. Cutler, Secretary.
14, Tcvis.ock Row, Coven'. Garden.-June 21.

Fiuh
Fifti
Fourth
Fourth
Fourth
Fourth
Third
Second
Second
Second
First
First
Fir«t

Age

71

98
77

70
64
54
70

68
67
69
69
70
48
6L
61

Residence.

Wimbledon
! ornsey
Newport, Monmouth
Warcop, Appleby
Brighton
ueshunt

Urixton
Tiverton, Bath
Leyten
Kennington
Bristol

Plymouth
Northill, Beds.
Pocklington,Yorksh.
Brixton
Alresford

A/TESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY beg to
-i-'J- announce their Collection of these beautiful Plants is
now open daily, and affords probably the finest display of
flowers ever witnessed in this metropolis. Admission One Shilling.
The American Plants at the Nursery are also now in great

beauty, and may be seen every day free.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey, near the Woking Station,
South Western Railway.

TH£ NEAREST AMERICAN NURSERY TO ANY
RAILWAY STATION.

AN EXTENSIVE COLLECTION, covering nearly
30 acres, of AMEPwICAN PLANTS, in bloom during

June, may be seen in high perfection at GEORGE BAKER'S,
WINDLESHAM NURSERY, BAGSHOT, SURREY, 1J mile
from Sunningdale Station, on the Staines and Wokingham
Railway; 26 miles from Waterloo Station; and at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park.— Orders of Admission may be
had (gratis) from Fellows of the Society, or on application to
the Advertiser.

E O R G E TAYLOR, Junior,
Growers' Salesman

For Choice Garden* Produce,
St, John's Market,

Liverpool.
Terms—u Cash."

G

CHOICE CALCEOLARIA SEED.
JOHN HENCHMAN, Junior, is now ready to send

fJ out SEED of his choice an 1 well known strain of CAL-
CEOLARIAS, at 55. per packet. Trade packets, 10s.

Edinont*m
f
Middlesex.

JC WHEhiLER and JSOIn'o Snort Select SEED
• LIST for tills Season is noic ready, and may be

had gratis on application.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

NOVELTIES.
ISAAC DAVIES has now in bloom a most beautiful

SEEDLING GERANIUM, a pure white, large flower with
pink spot, truss from 8 to 11 flowers. Also some splendid
SEEDLING SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIAS, of the most
brilliant colours, crimson, scarlet, yellow, &c.

f
to which he

desires to call the attention of the trade; being so distant from
London he cannot convey them there in a condition to be ex-
iihit'»d.— T.arkfi^ld Nnr*prv. Wave; -tree. Liverpool.

Plants of this
L*A beautiful Heliotrope are now ready, 3.s\ 6tf. each. One
Plant iriven to the Trade when three are ordered. It received
a Certificate of Merit from the Royal Botanic Society of London
on May 2Srh, 1856; also a Certificate of Merit from the National
- ciety of Florists, June 12, 1856:—Good habit, large truss,

colour dark lavender, extra strong sc^nt.—Post-officd Orders

I
ay We »t Paldingrton.

William Field, Florist, Kensal New Town, London.

Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be
obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3*. per lb.—A liberal
allowance to the Trade.
_J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London*_

FINE NEW ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, imported
direct from Ifaly.

Fine selected GRASSES for PERMANENT PASTURE, 30*.
per acre. This will include a mixture of the true Cow Grass or
Perennial Red Clover.
Fine LAWN GRASS, Is. per lb.; 40 lbs. will be sufficient for

an acre. Delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheeler & Son,
Nurserymen and Seed Growers, Gloucester.

L^RANCIS R. KINGHORiN is bow anding omt hieA unequalled New Scarlet Geraniums, Countess of Warwick,
Annie, and General Pelissier. For description see advertisement
of April 12th, page 243. Good established plants, 10*. 6rf. each.
The usual discount to thu trade. Plants added to compensate
for distant carriage. A remittance will be required trom unknown
correspondents. Post-office Orders on Richmond, Surrey.

St. Margaret's Gardens, IsJeworh.—June 21.

AZALEA INDICA.
JIVERY and SON, Nurserymen, &c, Dorking and

• Reigate. hep to say thev have just published a DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of all the newest and most approved
kinds of the AZALEA, which may be had in exchange for one
postage stamp.

t *y
J. I. & Son also tea; to say their fine co'lection of all the new

varieties is now in bloom, and will continue so for several weeks

;

intending purchasers will do well to obtain the Catalogue and
then pay a visit to this Nursery, the stock being uuusually fine
this season

.

—Dorking, June 21.

TO BE SOLD, 10 Standard OUANGES, 4 feet in
stem, with fine bushy heads — magnificent plants; font

Dwarf do., large and well furnished ; 30 Myrtles, 6 to 9 feet high,
very effective; and three Camellias, double white, double striped,
and double blush, from 3 to 5 fcet, «rd 3 feet in diameter.—For
further information apply to Henry J. Oldeoyd, Nurseryman
and Seedsman, Shrewsbury.

w 1 T T,

\J
Ida MliHTLNliALU.—Strong

LLIAM BARRA
LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakkfielo.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved
principles.

•.* An extensive stock of Fruit Tbkes, Obxamknt^
EVFFGRVK.N'S. FOIHIWT TrF.F*. RosKS. « 5gS

CRYSTAL PAL-Ct—G >Al\iU HOKTICUkJLjK

A

'**Z. *

r-

DOG BRE.AD.
TO BE SOLD, about 2 tons of r«t«»

BREAD, in t?ood condition. Price, dblivj5dryft
-Apply to #2 ST,<

jfmfeoard ship, 12s perevt canfa

33, Regent .
, Liverpool
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AWARDED AT THE
R O Y A L

KEG in T S PARK
June 1 8th, 1853.

EXTRA COLD MEDAL.
Mr. May, Gr. to H. Ollyer, Esq., Dartford, for 16 Stove and

Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Geduey,Gr. to Mrs. Ellis, Hoddesdon, for 20 Exotic Orchids.

LARGE COLD MEDAL.
Mr. Taylor, Gr. to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, for 16 Stove and

Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Woolley, Gr. to H. B. Kerr, Esq., Cheslmnt, for 20 Exotic

Orchid :.

SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. C!arke, Gr. to C. Webb, Esq., Hoddesdon, for 10 Store and

Greenhouse Plants.
Mf. Taylor, for 6 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Morris, tor 6 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. Turner, Nurseryman, Slough, for 6 Calceolarias.
Mr. Hatt, Gr. to Miss Burdett Coutts, Highgate, for 6 Fuchsias.
Mr. Gaines, for 12 Pelargoniums.
Mr. Windsor, Gr. to A. Mytb, Esq.,KHdapore Hall, Hampstead,

for 10 Pelargoniums.
Messrs. Dobson, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Mr. Bray, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Messrs. Dobson, for 6 Pelargoniums, sent out in 1854 or 1855. t

MEDIUM COLD MEDAL. ™™.. ~v„™», «« „ » ci*. 5umum«, Ka( urn in «
Mr. Peed, Gr. to T. Tredwell, Esq., Norwood, for 16 Store and « r

' S,
eele

.'
Anguloa sp.

Greenhouse Plants.
' *

i
Mr; Fleming, Trentham, for Bilbergia thyrsoides.

Mr. Cntbush, Nurseryman, Barnet, for 12 Stove and Greenhouse!
Plants.

Mr. Carson, Gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., Nonsuch Park, for
10 St<ne and Greenhouse Plants.

Mr. Roser, for 8 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. Keele, Gr. to J. Butler, Esq., Woolwich, for 12 Orchids.
Messrs. Lane, Nurserymen, Berkhampstead, for 10 Koses in pots.

Mr.

COLD MEDAL.
ire. Fraser, Nurserymen, Leyton, for 12 Stove and Green-
house Plants.

Green, Gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., Cheam, for 10 Stove
and Greenhouse Plants.

Mr. Cutbush, Barnet, for 10 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Peed, for 8 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Peed, for 8 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. Clarke, for 12 Orchids.
Mr. Turner, for 12 Pelargoniums.
Mr. Nye. Gr. to E. Foster, Esq., Clewer Manor, Windsor, for

10 Pelargoniums.
Mr. Francis, Nurseryman, Hertford, for 10 Roses in pots.
Mr. Parker, Nurseryman, Holloway, for 20 Variegated Plants.

LARGE SILVER ClLT MEDAL.
Mr. Barter, Gr. to A. Bassett, Esq., Stamford Hill, 'for 16 Stove

and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr

;
Dodds, Gr. to Sir J. Cathcart, Bart., Cooper's Hill, for 10

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Roser, Gr. to J. Brxdbury, Esq., Streatham,. for 6 Stove and

Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Green, for 6 Tall Cacti.
Mr. Taylor, for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. Grix, Gr. to A Palmer, Esq., Cheam. for 6 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. Bousie, Gr. to the Hon. H. Labouchere, Stoke Park for

6 Fuchsias.
Messrs. Dobson, Isleworth, for 12 Pelargoniums.
Mr. Holder, Gr. to Rev. E. Coleridge, Eton College, for 10 Pelar-

goniums.

LARGE SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. Williams, Gr. to Miss Traill, Bromley, for 6 Stove and

Greenhouse Plants.
Messrs. Jackson, Nurserymen, Kingston, for 10 Cape Heaths
Mr. Williams, for 8 Cape Heaths.
Mr. May, for 6 Cape Heaths.
Messrs. Fraser, for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. Carson, for 6 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. Turner, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Mr. Bousie, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Mr. Turner, for 6 Pelargoniums sent out in 1854 or 1S55.
Mr. Burn, for 8 Queen Piue Apples.

SILVER CfLT MEDAL.
Mr. Rhodes, Gr.toJ. Philpott, Esq., Stamford Hill, for 16 Stove

and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Morris, Gr. to Coles Child, Esq., Bromley, for 10 Stove and

Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Morris, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Mortimer, Gr. to J. R. Scott, Esq., Hornsev, for 6 Tall

Cacti.

Messrs. Fraser, for 10 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Rhodes, for 8 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Roser, for 6 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Dodds, for 6 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. James, Gr. to F. Watson, Esq-, Isleworth, for 6 Calceolarias.
Mr. Bray, Gr. to Baron Goldsmid, Regent's Park, for 6 Fuchsias.
Messrs. Fraser, for 12 Pelargoniums.
Mr. Weir, Gr. to J, Hodgson, Esq., The Elms, Hampstead, for 10-'

Pelargoniums.
Messrs. Fraser, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Mr. Windsor, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Mr. Nye, for 6 Pelargoniums of 1854 or 1S55.

Mr. Carson, for 12 Exotic Ferns.
Mr. Baillie, Gr. to W. C. Carbonell, Esq., Harrow Road, for 12

Exotic Ferns.
Mr. Bailli«, for 30 British Ferns.
Mr. Tysoe, Walling'ord, Berkshire, for Collection Ranunculus.
Messrs. Paul, Nurseries, Cli^sbunt, for Cut Roses.
Mr. Thompson, Dyrliam Park, Barnet, for 3 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Mr. Gill ham, Mogden Lane, Isleworth, for Providence Pine

Apple.
r. Barron, Gr. to Mrs. Vivian, Singleton, Swansea, for 1 Queen

Pine Apple.
Mr. Jones, for 4 Ripley Queen Pine Apples.
Mr. Davies, for 1 Pine Apple.
Mr. Tillyard, Gr. to the Right Hon. the Speaker, Heckfield, for

3 dishes of Grapes.
Mr. Henderson, for 12 lbs. Grapes.
Mr. Williamson. Gr. to Lord Lonsdale, Whitehaven Castle,

Cumberland, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
Mr. Hill, for 1 dish of Black Hamburg!) Grapes.
Mr. Turnbull, for 1 dish ot Black Prince Grapes.
Mr. Robinson, Wurnford Park, for 1 dish White Muscadine

Grapes.
Mr. Clark, High Grounds, for 1 dish Muscat Grapes.
Mr. Drummond, Gr. to S. Lyn* Stevens, Esq., The Grove,

Roehanipton, fori dish of Frontignan Grapes.
Mr. Hill, for 1 dish Peaches.
Mr. Drummond, for 1 dish Peaches.
Mr. Mitchell, for 1 dish of Nectarines.
Mr. Ayres, Gr. to Lord Southampton, Whittlebnry Lodge, Tow-

cester, fori dish of Nectarines.
Mr. R.Smith, Richmond Road, Twickenham, for 2 dishes of

Strawberries.
Mr. J. Monro, for box of Peaches and Nectarines.

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. Hamp. Gr. to J. Thome, Esq., South Lambeth, for 10 Stove

and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Barter, for 6 Cape Heatbst
Mr. Dunsford, Cbingford, Essex, for 6 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. Gaines, Nurseryman, Battersea, for 6 Calceolarias.
Mr. David r-on, Gr. to G. Bishop, Esq., Regent's Park, for

6 Fuchsias.
Mr. Gaines, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Mr. Weir, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Mr. Bragg, Nurseryman, Slough, for 36 Pansies.
Mr. James, for 24 Pansies.
Mr. Turner, for Seedling Pelargonium " King of Scarlets."
Mr. Wakefield, for 24 Cut Roses.
Mn Parker, Nurserymau, Hc-lloway, for Dendrobinm cumu-

latum.
Messrs. A Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, for Eucharis gran-

diflora.

Messrs. A. Henderson, for Grevillea longifolia.
Mr. Gedney, for 12 Exotic Ferns.
Mr. Taylor, for Correct Labels.
Messrs. Lane, for Khjododendron.javanicum.
Mr. May, for Cattleya Mossisea superba.
Messrs. Henderson, Welling-on Road, for 24 Calceolarias.
Mr. Salter, Nurseryman, Hammer.-mith, for collection of Chinese

Pieonies.

Mr. Davies, Oakhill, East Barnet, for 1 Providence Pine Apple.
Mr. Jon»-s, Gr. to the Dowlais Iron Company, for 1 Antigua

Pine Apple.
Mr. Fh-ud, Gr. to R. Fothergill, Esq., Abernant, Aberdare, for 1

Queen Pine Appl«.
Mr. Dawson, Gr. to Earl Cowper, Penshanger, for 1 Pine Apple.
Mr. Turnbull, Gr. to Duke of Marlborough, Blenheim, for 1 Pine

Apple.
Mr. Bailey, Gr. to T.T.Drake, Esq., Shardeloes, for 1 Green-

fle-diei, Melon.
Mr. Ruffetf, for 1 Gr^en- flashed Melon.
Mr. Dawson, for 1 Scarlet-fleshed Melon.
Mr. Hill, Gr. to R. sneyd, Esq., Keele Hall, Stafford, for 12 lbs.

of Grapes.
Mr. Davies, OakhiM, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.M, F& Or. to Dr. Y„»og) Kenton Lane, for « E**. Ef£=^X^^SI'S^W i

Mr Fi«teW ft* an TWJoK * „ „ dlsh
r
of

P**
8* Hamburgh Grapes.

Mr. Frost, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
Mr. Phipps, for 1 di.-di of While Muscadine.
Mr. Smith Gr. to 8 Ricani,., Esq, Titn-ns Park, Sunning Hill,

tor 1 dish of Wnire .Muscadine Grapes.
Mr. Williams, Gr. to Mrs. Warner, Hoddesdon, for 1 dish of

White Muscadine.
Mr, Frost, for 1 dish of Muscat Grapes.
Mr. Dawson, for 1 dish of Kroni^nan Grapes
Mr. Ruffett, for 1 ni*h of Peaches.
Mr. Mitchell, tor I uish of Peaches.
Mr. Richards, Gr. to Lord Londesborougb, Grimston Park,

Tadcister, ior 1 dis*. of FWbo

Mr. Fletcher, for 30 British Ferns.
Mr. Beale, Gr. to A. Smith, Esq., Wood Hall, for 4 Pine Apples.
Mr. Fleming, Gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, Trentham, for a

Providence Pine Apple.
Mr. Burn, Gr. to the Hon. E. G. Douglas Pennant, Penrhyn

_' Castle, Bangor, for 1 Queen Pine Apple.
Mr. Frost for 12 lbs. Grapes.

J;; «f,?£3 \
trentham for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.

Mr. Hill, r l dish of Black Prince Grapes.

Mr' TuSi!
h
f
ard

?
1^' {0

/.}
dig* of White Muscadine Grapes,Mr. Turnbull, for I dish of Muscat Grapes.

Mr. Forbes for 1 dish of Frontignan Grapes.

^TAGo^°J^ Gr^ WreSt Park
* ** Bed*** 1

Mr. Davies, for 1 dish of Nectarines.

Mr

Mr
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
E'yles, Gr. to Sir Edward Kerrison, Oakley Park. Scoti-
Norfolk, for 1 dish of Nectarines. '

Mitchell, for 4 dishes of Peaches and Nectarines.
J. Monro, for 4 dishes of Peaches and Nectarines.
Burn, for 1 dish of Apricots.
Bousie, for 1 dish of Black Cherries.
Fleming, Trentham, for 1 dish of Black Cherries.
Fleming, Trentham, for 3 Plum trees in pots.

BRONZE MEDAL.
Mr. George, Gr. to J. Nicholson, Esq., Stamford Hill, for

6 Fuchsias.
Mr, Cutbush, Highgate, for 12 Pelargoniums,
Mr. Cutbush, Highgate, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Messrs. Dobson, for 36 Pansies.
Mr. Holder, for 24 Pansies.
Mr. Turner, for Seedling Pelargoninm w Prince of Prussia."
Mr. August, Beddington, Surrey, for 24 Cut Roses.
Mr. Green, for Epiphyllum Edwardsi.
Mr. Hamp, for Canna Warczewiczi.
Mr. Gaines, for 12 Exotic Ferns.
Mr. Cutbush, Highgate, for 12 Exotic Ferns.
Messrs. Eraser, for Correct Labels.
Mr. Taylor, for Correct Labels.
Mr. Fletcher, for Aendes odoratum.
Messrs. Srandish & Noble, Nurserymen, Bagsliot, for collection

of Rhododendrons.
Mr. Salter, for collection of Iris Germanica.
Mr. Ruffett, Gr. to Lord Palmerston, Brockett Hall, Herts,

for 1 Providence Pine Apple.
Mr. Ewen, Bodorgan, Anglesea, for 1 Green-fleshed Melon.
Mr. Robinson, Gr. to E. F*. TUuno, Esq., Warnford Park, for 1

Green-fleshed Melon.
Mr. Tegg, Gr. to A. Pryor, Esq., Dover House, Roehampton, for

1 Green-fleshed Melon.
Mr. Mitchell, Kemp Town, Brighton, for 12 lbs. of Grapes.
Mr. Busby, Gr. to J. Crawley, Esq., Stockwood Park, Bed**, for 1

dish of Black Hambnrgh Graphs.
Mr. Henderson, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
Mr. Taylor, Gr. toC. A. Hanbury, Esq., Willen Hall, for 1 dish

of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
Mr. Taylor, Streatham, for 1 dish of White Muscadine Grapes.
Mr. Busby, for 1 dish of White Muscadine Grapes.
Mr. Dawson, for 1 dish of Peaches.
Mr. Henderson, for 1 dish of Peaches.
Mr. Mitchell, for 1 dish of Peaches.
Mr. Fleming, Trentham, for 1 dish of Peaches.
Mr. Hill, for 1 dish of Nectarines.
Mr. Tegg, Dover House, for 1 dish of Nectarines.
Mr. Henderson, for 1 dish of Nectarines.
Mr. Nicholl, gr. to General Studd, Oxton House, Exeter, for 1

dish of Nectarines,
Mr. J. Monro, for 2 dishes of Peaches and Nectarines.
Mr. Fleming, Trentham, for 1 dish of Plums.
Mr. Snow, fur 1 dish of Figs.
Mr. Richard, for 1 dish of Figa.
Mr. Bailey, for 2 dishes of Strawberries.
Mr. Frost, for Tropical Fruit.
Mr. Drummond, for 12 pots of British Queen Strawberries.
Mr. Tillyard, for 1 dish of Cuirauts.

Mr. Sparrow, Gr. to Lord Rot»rt Groarenor, Moor Park, foa
1 dish of Nectarine*. '

Mr. Fleming, Trentham, for i dish of Nectarines.

Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr.

Mr,
Mr.

Sir.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

CERTIFICATE OF MERIT.
Wakefield, Gr. to Miss Palmer, 4% Portland Place, tot 6

Fancy Pelargoniums
Gaines, for 6 Pelargoniums sent out in 1854 or 1855.

G^reen, for Correct Labels.
Roser, for Correct Labels.
Mitchell, Nurseryman, Kemp Town, Brighton, for a collec-

tion of Ranunculus.
Turner, for Variegated Pelargonium " Alma."
Turner, for Petunia " Marquis de St. Vincent."
Turner, for Pelargonium "General Williams."
Turner, for Pelargonium " Mr. Beck."
Turner, for Pelargonium " Spotted Gem."
Turner, for Seedling Pelargonium ° Emperor."
Turner, for Seedling Pelargonium " Helen Faucett."

Turner, for Seedling Pelargonium "General Peiissier.'*

Hoyle, Readiug, for u Pelargonium w Viola."
Dawson, for 1 Green- fleshed Melon.
Henderson, Gr. to Sir G. Beaumont, Bart., Cole Orton Haw,

Ashby-de-la-Zouch, for 1 Green-fleshed Melon.
Frost, Gr. to L. Belts, Esq,, Preston Hall, Maidstone, tor 1

Green-flashed Melon.
Dawson, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
Turnbull, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
Sharland, Gr. to — Farmer, Esq., Gunuersbury, for 1 uisn

of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
Phipps, Gr. to Lord Carnarvon, High Clere Castle, II ant

for 1 dish of Blaek Hamburgh Grapes.
f

Thomas, Gr. to J. Baxendale, Esq., Whetstone, fori disn oi

White Muscadine Grapes.
Tegg (Dover House), for 1 dish of Peaches.

Drummond, for 1 dish of Peaches. .. .

Henry, Gr. to D. B. Chapman, Esq., Roehampton, for 1 uis.i

I ft Ppflp fl^fl

J. Monro, Gr. to Mrs. Oddie, Colney House, St. Alan's, for

1 dish of Peaches.
Ewen, for 1 dish of Figs. w ,

Monro, Gr. to the Earl of Clarendon, The Crore, "Wattoro,

for 1 dish of Figs. .m.,*
Marcham, Gr. to A. Oates, Esq., Hanwell, for 1 dish of Black

Cherries.
Phipps, for 2 dishes of Strawberries.

Snow, ior I dish ot Strawber i js.

Profit, for 1 dish of Strawberries.

S-.lomon, Peckhani. for 1£ brace Cucumber.

Clarke, for Citron (new species).
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FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, High
tj Holborn, London, iuvite attention to their ENCYCLO-
PEDIC CATALOGUE of FLOUICULTURAL, VEGE-
TABLE, a^d AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknowledged to be
the best published, which will be forwarded free of charge and
postpaid to all parts of the ivo&LD, upon application.

Primula, choicest fringed Is. per packet.
Calceolaria, choicest varieties Is.

Cineraria „ „ Is.

A most comprehensive CATALOGUE of DUTCH and
CAPE BULBS will be published in the autumn.
Jaots Carter & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

EXTRA
-
FINE SHOW DAHtl ^S AT SIX ^SHILLINGS

PER DOZEN.
TOHN HOLLAND, Bradehaw Gardens, Middleton,
9 * near Manchester, having an immense stock of the above, offers

them at 6s- per d<>z n strong plants, and well assorted colours, to
clear out for the season, including many varieties of 1855, su -h

as Admiral Dundas, Mrs. Stowe, Comet, Surpriser, Rose Unique,
Ruby Queen, Goldsmith, Ac. &c. 25 plants extra fine varieties
of Show Pansies, 12s.; 25 ditto ditto Phloxes, 16a.; 25 ditto Bel-
gian Daisies, 8*. Selected Pansy Seed, Is. and 2s. per packet.

Po st-office Orders payable at Middleton, Lancashire.
u TT7 HEELER'S little Book will do somethingW to satisfy their Expectations."—Gardeners*
Chronicle.

Our Little Booh contains a List—a very select List—
of the best Garden and Flower Seeds in cultivation. It

also contains descriptions and prices, and will be found a
safe and unerring guide to all purchasers. It should be
itV the hands of every one who has a garden.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

PLANTS OF CABBACE7~SAVOYT~KALEr BROCCOLI,
AND CAULIFLOWER.

JOHN CATTELL be^s respectfully to inform the
•-* public that he has a plentiful supply of Plants of his
superior true sorts of the above, which he will forward to order on
receipt of postage stamps ot Post-office order made payable here
at the following prices, package included:—All the sorts of
harly Cabbage, Savoy, and Kale, including Brussels Sprouts,
6d. per 100, 45. 6d. per 1000 ; all the sorts of autumn and spring
Broccoli, 3d. per 10 \ 5s. 6d. per 100C; Early and Late Cauli-
flower and Red pickling Cabbage, lQd. per 100; Drumhead or
Cattle Cabbage, 4*. per 1000. A few thousands of bedded
autumn early Cabbage, fine plants, yet to dispose of, at 6s. per
1C00. Packages containing plants to-the value of 11. and upwards
will be delivered carriage free to London, and to the Edenbndge
station- of the South Eastern Railway. A remittance must ac-
company orders from unknown correspondents.
Seed of Cattell's Early Dwarf Barnes and of his superior

Dwarf Early Reliance Cabbage may be had as usual, in packets
by post for 12 penny stamps per packet, the former containing
one ounce aud the latter half an ounce.

m
Nurseries, "Westerham, Kent.

NEW FUCHSIAS, VERBENAS, AND PETUNIAS,
at Reduced Peixces.

T>AINBRIDGE and HEWISON, of the York
*-* Nurseries, are now prepared to supply the following at the
prices attached :

—

NEW FUCHSIAS—Wonderful, 7s. Sd.; Conqueror, 55. :

Venus de Medici, 55. ; and Charlemagne, 6s. The four for 20*.
NEW VERBENAS—Criterion, Sir Colin Campbell, Eugonie,

King of Roses, Cedo Nulli, Dandy, Blue Bonnet, King of Sardinia!
Dr. Maclean, Lady Camoys, Lady Kerrison, Imperialis, and
Xosegay, 2s. eaeh or 18s. per dozen. (B. A H/s selection 155.
per dozen),
NEW PETUNIAS—Herraione, Imperial, Monsieur L*vre,

Majestica, Madame Eugenie Lemichez, Marquise De Saint Inno-
cent, and Prothe, 2«. each, or the seven for 12*.

Pompone Chrysanthemums, early flowering ... 4 v. per dozen.
Herbaceous Plants in pots, good selection As. to 85.
Phloxes (select) to. to 12*.
Pansies 4*. to 9#.
Greenhouse Plants 95. to 15*.
Stove Plants 12*. to 18$.
Camellias H to 5 feet, fine healthy plants, price according

to size. Any small number of plants free by post.
For other plants see their Catalogue, which will be sent (post

free) on application.—7, Bridge Street, York—June 21.

CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
"DETER LAWSON a.nd SON, Seedsmen to the
-L Queen, &c, beg to intimate that they have directed their
usual attention to procure very superior stocks of Grass and
Agricultural Seeds, and which they r**commend to their customer^
with confidence. Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land
to permanent pasture or ornamental Grass, suitable for all kinds
and conditions of soils. Foreign Italian Rye-Grass, and all other
Forage and Herbage Plants, Turnips, Man-el Wurzel, Carrots
and other roots of the most approved varieties in cultivation.
Garden and Flower Seeds in every variety.

Priced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application.

27, Great G eorge Street, Westminster.

TURNIPS, MANGEL WURZEL, XC.
T3ETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the
*~ Qurrn', &c.

f
beg to intimate that they have a very superior

stock of the above of their own growth, including some highly
improved varieties, which have been raised from roots selected
for their fine shape and high specific gravity rather than their
size. Among other excellent kinds they would recommend
particularly their

Lothian purple-top Swede
Tweeddile purple-top Yellow

Bullock Turnip
Improved Green Round do.

,, Red Round do.
11

Improved Pomerarian "White
Globe Turnip

Red Globe do.

Long Red andOrange
Globe Mangel

Priced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application, and
lower rates charged when large quantities are taken.

%4 27, Great George Street, Westminster.

CHOICE NEW GERANIUMS.
T UCOMBE, PINCE, and CO., having row a very
*-- large stock of fine healthy Plants of the Newest and Choicest
GERANIUMS, are enabled to offer them at the under-mentioned
reduced prices:

—

Selection from the following varieties, 31. per dozen

:

Cloth of Silver
Empress
Evening Star
King of Portugal
Meteora
Medaille d'Or

Omar Pacha
Pallas
Phaeton
Petruchio
Pandora
Rosaline

Serena
Sanspareil
Saracen
Topsy
Vesper
Wonderful
1855, if left toSelections from the flowers of 1854 and

L., P., & Co., from 12*., 18s., to 30*. per dozen. Plants will be
given over to compensate for carriage.

For further particulars apply to the Exeter Nursery, Exeter.

_____^^ Estnbiished 1720.
— — —

_ ,

SUPERB TEA ROSES I M POTS
TXflLLIAM WOOD and SON have much satisfac-
» » t ion in offering- their friends splf-ndid grown Plants of the

following, and other very beautiful kinds of TEA HOSES IN
l'OTS on their own roots. The plants are remarkably strong and
well-grown, more especially those offered in (24) size pots, which
are half specimens, and peculiarly adapted for parties intend-
ing to grow Roses for Exhibition, or for Greenhouse culture.

TEA SCENTED.-Per plants

ft*

* * *

• t •

• - -

• * V

...

In 48
size pots

Iu24
size pots.

n

tt

is

Bong&re, light rose, very large
Buret, rosy crimson
Devoniensis, creamy white, large and fine .

Gloire de Dijon, fawn shaded with salmon •

La Sylphide, salmon buff
Le Pactdle, lemon, yellow centre
Madame Bravy, cream colour
Marshal Hugeaud
Madame M.laine Oger, pale yellow, splendid
Madame Willernioz, white with salmon,

centre large, magnificent
Safrauo, fawn colour
Souvenir du 30 Mai, rosy salmon, large

Other fine sorts of Tea Roses l«ft to our own selection, 15.9.
to 305. per dozen acccording to size. China K»ses, 9s. to 12*.
per dozen.
Extra fine plants of Hybrid Perpetual Roses—Duchess of

Norfolk, General Jacqueminot, and General Castellane in pots
at 2s. 6rf. each. Plants presented for distant carriage.

The usual Discount allowed to the Trade.
Woodlands Nursery, Mansfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.
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MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSONj &
NEW

SON'S
la now ready, and contains descriptions of the most approved novelties in cultivation. The following selection

they beg particularly to recommend :

—

NEW VERBENAS
G_antdes BataiHes
Iraperatrice Elizabeth
Mrs. Hosier Williams
General Bosquet
Madame Kien
Foudroyante

Admiration
Criterion
Barclayana

NEW FUCHSIAS.
Venus de Medici
Gloire de Neis6e
Donna Joaquina
Pendula
Malakoff

NEW

'

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Scarlet Gem
John Salter
Trophee
Dnraflet
Stellaturn globosum

N EW AZALEAS
alba illustrata
Crispiflora
Eulalie Van Geert

Princess Mary of Cambridge
Variegata superba
Jnliana

NEW GERANIUMS.
Fairy Nymph
Bridal Ring
Countess ot B^ctive
Highland Chief
Mountain of Snow-
General Peiissier

NEW CALCEOLARIAS.
Ethel Newcome
Little Dorrit
Minnie
General Pelissier
Eclipse
General Canrobert

NEW PETUNIAS.
Countess of Ellesmere
Duchesse de Brabant
Madame la Comtesse Gerard
Madame Grandgeorge
Charles de Rosmini
Ernest de Lepinau

Gloxinia Jacqueline
Phlox Madame Foirtaine
Veronica Imperial Bine
Gytjerinm argentenm( Pampas Grass)
Bouvardia longiflora
Potentilla coceinea flore pleno
Begonia Zanthina argentea
Dahlia Crystal Palace Scarlet
Emcharis amazonica

Ardisia crispa
Locheria magninca (Acbimenes)
Tydnei amabilis { » )
Cupbea emin-'iis

Gonocalyx palcher
Clematis cwrulea odorata
Delphiuiuin caniinale (Scarlet)
Calyptraria hsemantha

l>ptodactylon calimrnica, 10* 6tf.

.-"chynnnrlnis fulgens. 10*. 6d.
Ceanothus floribundus, 10*. 6d.
Clematis glandnlosa (new), 10s. Gd.
Phygelius capensis, 10*. 6d.
Teroma mlva, Us. 6d.
Ronduletia anomala
Rhododendron Meulmeinense, 10*. Sd.
Marauta pnrdina.

t
Sonerila margaritacea superba o»a.»ui» pmuma.

with ICatalogue (which can be had post free on application), will be published a plate of nine new flowers price 1*
or 12 stamps (post free).

' *'

HORTICULTURE.
NEW AND RAKE PLANTS.

IOIIX WEEKS and CO., King's Roa-1, Chelsea.
This Horticultural Establi-shiiH-nt is an unlimited source of

attraction.

Tha Collection of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
In all the various stages f growth and me::dless variety, include
every novelty tint is worth cultivating.
A large stock of GKAPE VINES, struck from eyes, verv

Btrong tor Planting and Forcing i;. p. ta.
FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS of every kind.
THE SEED BUSINESS i.s coudn u-d upon nn extensive scale,

every article warranted tiue to its kiud, and of genuine good
quality.

GARDEN TOOLS, and Horticul; 1 Implements of every
de>cnplion,all of the heat make, no interior article kept.
CAST-IKON VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great variety of

he most beautiful designs.
WIREWORK for all Ornamental Garden purposes.
The Nobility and Gentry are most respaetfiiUy invited to

visit this establishment, when Horticultural science In all its
branches is In full operation, combining all modern improvements,
BO that a Lady or Gentleman can lect whatever they may
require co' nected with Horticulture.
JOHH Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers.
HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES) CONSERVATORIES,

FORCING PITS, &c. &c, all made of the best materials, sent
to any part of the country.

See our Illustrated Catalogues of all the various branches of
Horticulture

; al>o Plains, Mo It N, and Estimates. &c. &c.
JOH* WiiM A Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

BEDDING PLANTS. "

C1 and A. SMI FH l>e£ to offer strong plants of the
*- • undermentioned in Mav from :'... per doz-n :—Ageratum,
Alonsoa, AnagalHf, Ctiphea, Calceolaria, Geranium (in great
variety), Heliotrope, I.antnna, Lobelia, Minmlus, Nasturtium,
Pentstemon, Petunia, Pansies. Roses. Salvias, Fuchsias and
\ orber.as in -reat variety, Climb, rs, &0. Also Story's and other
new Fuchsias, Petunia imperial is, &c.

F. & A. S. beg to r*fer to former advertisements for a descrip-
tion of their superb Ralsams, seed of which may still be obtained
at 2<. 6d. per packet assorted colours.—Dulwich. Surrey.

I> BAUTLFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet
-L* containing 100 Seeds, Is.; sent post free. U.2d. Calceo-
laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,
Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue
on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.
Wm. Cullingford, i, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

New and Beautiful Hard* Coniferous Tree^
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA.

\/l ESS US WATERER and GODFREY have mud:
' pleasiire in offering the above fine plant raised from seed

sent home by Mr. W. Murray, who in describing it in connection
with oiher rare Pines, such as nobiiis, grandis, Jeffreyi Ben-
thamiana, &c, says, " It was the handsomest tree in the'whole
expedition. Ir grows about 100 feet high and 2 feet in diameter:
the foliage is noet delicate and graceful, the branches bend up-
wards at the end like a Spruce and hang down at the tip like an
ostrich feather, the top shoots droop like a Deodar, and the.
timber is good, clear, and workable." Seedling plants will be sent
out in August upon the following terms, and orders executed
strictly in rotation. One plant 21*. : six phnts, 4?. 10a.: 12 plants
11. 10a.—Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

'

TJOBERT PARKER begs to offer the foil, w a -Tf
* - which he possesses a large stock in strong and heaVtbv
plants :

—

'

Exotic Orchids
Stove and greenhouse Ferns
Hardy do.
Selaginellas or Lycopodiums
Geraniums, show and fancy varieties
Gynerium argentenm (Pampas Grass) ...

A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue is published, and will be
forwarded post free upon application. A remittance or reference
to accompany alt orders from unknown correspondents
Paradise Nursery, Hornsey,and ^even Sisters' Road, Holloway.

CHOICE CINER A~r7a

CALCEOLARIA SEEDS
J"
UCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. have now 'ready for

*-* sending out Seeds of their very superior
CINERARTAS AND CALCEOLARIAS,

which have been saved wirh great care from the finest varieti. -

The great satisfaction which their Cinerarias and Calceolarias
have given for several successive years enables them to recom-
mend their Seed of the present season with much confidence
Packets ofeach sealed and warranted by them, at 2s.6d. free by post.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS.
T P., & C<>. have now several excellent practical
-L'- GARDENERS whom they can with confidence recom-
mend; their Testimonials as to moral character and abilities
being in every respect unexceptionable.

Exeter Nursery, Exeter. Established 1720.
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<£fte (Bartoner-sT Cftrmtfcle
SATURDA y, JUNE 12, 1856.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Crystal Palace Horticultural Kxhihitiow: Wednesday, Tune 25

at 13 o'clock ; and Thursday, June 26, at 10 o'clock.
'

^ -

~
5 _,. CALCEOLARIA AND CINERARIA SEED.

-j.6dand5keach'
H ' 4&—

°

K b6g ***** l° annonnce tnat the CINERARIA SEED of this year's saving is ready in packets of

wmwSTT^tak
!
Bnfor *?e lE.ED of tneirnew a«d superb CALCEOLARIAS (of the kinds for which the Silver Medal

their MuraeV ^^JBotauc Exhibirion on Wedneidiy the 18th inst.), the collection of which can be seen in flower at
•
« l" a«T' Seed, 5s. per packet; second quality, only 2s. 6d.

"~~~~-—————— —_______________________
Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.

At length the British PuMic has been able to see
what may be done with water applied to orna-
mental purposes, and we may now hope that the
'iirty discreditable syringes which bene and there
disfigure our places of common resort will be
require 1 to cease their squirting. On Wednesday
the wonderful fountains in the grounds of the Crystal
Palace were for the first time brought into play, and
with a degree of success which must have been as
gratifying to Sir Joseph Paxton as it must have
been disagreeable to those who foresaw nothing but
failure in this vast undertaking. It was a grand

i iumph of art and science.

The water works at Sydenham may be described
as belonging to two different systems. The first

which has been long in action, includes all the jets
and fountains and basins belonging to the high
level or terraces and adjoining stations. The second
which was displayed on Wednesday, includes a pair
of beautiful water temples, a long line of cascade
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flowing fiom each, and a prodigious series of jets,

possessing various degrees of strength, and deriving

their origin from the midst of two immense basins,

or rather lakes, covering the lowest level of the

grounds The number of jets thus distributed is

nearly 12,000, discharging about 120,000 gallons of

water per minute. It was impossible that such a

deluge of water should fail in any hands to produce a

grand effect; when directed by taste and distributed

over many acres, its appearance could not be other-

wise than perfectly magical.

Fortunately it was one of those brilliant after-

noons in which a few passing clouds were just

sufficient to mitigate the heat of a June sun, and the

ground was dry enough to invite thousands of gaily

dressed visitors to scatter themselves over the

grassy slopes that overlooked the scene. A
little too much wind drew down the valley

and scattered some of the jets into mist, as we fear

not a few of the fair spectators discovered to their

cost ; but although the effect was somewhat im-

paired, especially about the water temples, yet the

general result was superb. First the little jets on

the terraces displayed their water plumes, and
might be thought to dance with joyous anticipation

of what was to come. Presently afterwards a cloud

of spray appeared round the water temples, and
was shortly succeeded by a circular sheet of water
streaming down their sides in its progress over the

ca«cales to the scene below. Then came a pause.

The Royal carriages passed slowly over the winding
roads and round the lake, the gay crowd running

from all directions to catch one other glimpse of the

features they love so well to look upon. The
sta'ion of the august party is finally taken up, and
in an instant the surface of the tranquil lake bursts

into wondrous life
; jet succeeds jet, fountains of

all kinds sparkle and dash into fantastic forms, and
on either hand a vast torrent struggles perpendicu-
larly towards the sky, sighing, and surging, and
panting, like some fierce columnar water god endea-
vouring to force his way upwards from a subter-

ranean prison ; and not alone, but surrounded by a

crowd of attendants, clustering round his base, and
giving solidity to the space he stood upon. The
author of Undine should have been present to de-

scribe the scene. The Times relates what hap-
pened in more sober language than we can
command :

—

" The effect was little less than magical, and for

an hour afterwards charmed alike the eye and the
ear. The large fountains in the lower basins, and
the circular one situated on the plateau, depend
solely upon the water for their effect, and not at all

upon architecture or sculpture, like the smaller
fountains on the terraces, with which visitors

to the Palace have long been familiar. The water
•which they contain is made obedient to the hand
of the artist and shoots into the air, forming in-

numerable devices of great beauty. Around the
circular basin, and in some parts of the larger ones,

it becomes a liquid hedge, or plays in a network of

jets, while in the centre and over almost the whole
surface of each of the basins it throws up sparkling
showers in all shapes, to various heights, some
breaking into misty spray at an immense elevation
from the surface."

What that elevation may have been we will not
venture to compute. To us it appeared that the
usual height of the principal jets was equal to that
of the galleries in the Palace itself ; but we also

thought that when, as if with some vast effort and
renovated strength, a sudden heave propelled the
water to the highest, it must have gained the level

of the crown of the nave.

Nor was this a sudden and violent operation,

passing away after the display of a few minutes'
brilliancy. On the contrary, we should say that at

the end of half an hour the scene had hardly lost

any of its grandeur ; and certainly none of its

beauty.

We cannot now stop to describe in homely
terms the manner in which this great result has been
brought about. To that we may return hereafter,

when we have procured an exact authentic account
of the arrangements.

Next Tuesday the Fellows of the Horticultural
Society once more assemble to consider what course
to take with their Garden, and, as we trust, to come
to some final decision upon the subject. It is

certain that the subscription, upon which some
gentlemen confidently reckoned, has not reached
much more than 3000/., although 5000/. is the
smallest sum that is required even to make an
attempt at maintaining the Garden. Under such cir-

cumstances it seems that there i3 but one course to
pursue.

No one who has been present at the meetings of
the Society held during the spring can entertain a
doubt that a large number of the most influential

| members disapprove altogether of the attempt which
it has been proposed to make ; many of those who
have sent in their subscriptions have done so from
an unwillingness not to contribute to an experiment
which if successful might possibly be of permanent
utility ; and the result is that out of 750 members
only 105 have signified their willingness to be parties

to the maintenance of the Garden at Chiswick.

The reason is obvious. They are convinced that

such an establishment would be discreditable to the

Corporation unless maintained in a state of com-
plete efficiency ; and they are also persuaded that to

so maintain it is beyond its possible pecuniary

resources.

We therefore suppose that the Fellows will by
this time have discovered that the course recom-

mended by the Council six months since is the only

one which is practicable. This recommendation
was to relinquish the Garden at Chiswick, and after

realising the property there, to form a small expe-

rimental garden in some more convenient place,

means being at the same time taken to reorganise

the Society, to readjust the rate of subscription, and

to take in future a more scientific direction, garden

exhibitions being abandoned, at least for the present.

Were this done the Society would be in a safer

pecuniary position than ever, and it is reasonable

to suppose that the public would gladly give their

support to an institution which, abandoning show
for practical utility, could exist with a more mode-
rate income produced by a less costly scale of

annual subscriptions.

Doubtless there is a part of the public which has

for many years contributed to the funds of the cor-

poration merely for the sake of the brilliant

displays at Chiswick, and which with no real love

of horticulture, has for personal gratification alone as-

sociated itself with an institution chartered for the

promotion of horticulture in all its branches. Such
portion of the Fellows may be expected to fall away
when that which attracted them to Chiswick is with-

drawn. But there is another and a greater public,

poorer indeed but more in earnest, which attaches as

much importance to the production of a Cabbage as of

a Camellia, and which would willingly aid an insti-

tution that applied its funds exclusively to the

improvement of the art of gardening. It is out of

that other public that the Horticultural Society must
reconstruct itself, if it is to exist. Should that

be found impossible, the inference will be that the

Society has done its work and is no longer wanted.
If that is really the case the sooner the truth is

declared the better, so that the corporation may
retire from the field with honour while able to do so.

This at least is certain, that the action of the

Council should be left perfectly free and unimpeded
after Tuesday next. We have never objected to the

discussions and proceedings which have now endured
for half a year. But it is time to put an end to them.
The legally governing body is the Council, which is

responsible for its acts, and which is not only as

much interested in the welfare of the Society as any
one possibly can be, but is alone able to judge cor-

rectly of the manner in which its affairs can be
most advantageously conducted. If there is to be
a continual interruption to its proceedings on the

part of some half-a-dozen Fellows its action is para-

lysed, and the solid interests of the Society are placed

in serious danger. We therefore trust that gentle-

men will be satisfied with the experiments that have
been made, although they have not terminated as

may have been expected. When more than three-

fourths of the Society tacitly signify their dissatis-

faction with the maxims proposed by the promoters
of recent schemes, it will surely be felt that such
schemes ought to be abandoned. Let the general

meeting then on Tuesday resolve unanimously that

the Council be authorised to take such steps as in

their opinion the interests of the Society demand,
even although they should involve the relinquish-

ment of the Garden at Chiswick and the realisation

of the property contained within it.

were no hypogynous scales ; the pistil wi

of Brodiaza congesta. We find nothing like it in boots
or in our herbarium, and therefore propose it as a new
genus nearly allied to Brodisea, but distinguished by the
marks above indicated. It is a native of California and,
perfectly hardy.

IJew Plants.
177. RjIYTIDEA BICOLOR.

Gex. nov. Liltackum: Brodiaese proxiniura, perianihio inflate

corrugate basi pibboso limbo revoluto, squamis hypogynis O,
diverfiim.— R. bicolor.

Among the novelties exhibited by Messrs. Veitch at

the May show in the Crystal Palace was a singular bulb,

with narrow leaves much shorter than the stout scape,

which was terminated by several longstalked umbellate
pendulous flowers, deep crimson except the limb, which
consisted of six short sea green revolute nearly equal
segments. The tube of these flowers was obovate,
slightly three cornered, much wrinkled, with three pairs

of gibbosities at the base. Immediately within the
throat arose three firm roundish apiculate concave scales

or barren stamens ; and between stood as many broad
thin oblong anthers two-lobed at either end and opening
by their sharp edges. The filaments of these anthers
were distinctly adnate to the tube o! the perianth. There

!

^ PLANT DISEASES.
The rapid increase within the last few years of what

may be called plant diseases is remarkable, and it is

much to be regretted is to a great extent inexplicable.

Since the advent of the Potato murrain how many new
forms of disease have presented themselves amon^ eul-

I tivated plants it would not be easy to explain. The Vine
mildew, like the Potato blight, his brought thousands in

the wine countries to a state of famine. The Cucumber
and Melon chlorosis has baffled, and does baffle at the
present moment, the skill of many of the most intelligent

and enterprising gardeners in the country, and not only in
Great Britain butalsouponthecontinent, and Ihavereason
to believe also in America. The spot among Pelar-

! goniums is an old grievance, which a few years back de-
1 prived the writer of 6000 plants in a few months ; then

again, we have what is called by Mr. Fish the "palsy"
among Calceolarias, a disease which has been rife for

several years past among the high-bred herbaceous

kinds, and from which Messrs. Henderson suffered very

|
much ; now it has spread to the original species and
shrubby kinds, and I fear is contagious. A nobleman's

gardener told me a few days back he had been obliged

to give up the growth of Calceolarias, both as pot and
bedding plants, as he found it quite impossible to keep

them healthy. One of the great London nurserymen
has lost an 18-light pit full of plant* this spring, all

bedding kinds ; and I know another gardener

who out of a stock of 5000 plants in rude

health in February could not muster 500 to plant

out at bedding time ; and what is worse, many
of the plants when bedded out go off, Mr. Fleming and

many other successful growers having last season lost

many hundreds after they had become established, and

were fully in bloom. Again Salvia patens, to-night a

strong robust healthy -looking plant, is to-morrow a

withered mass, hundreds dying off in the same way.

Petunias, Verbenas, Lobelias, and many other plants

used for the flower garden are similarly affected, and

lastly it appears even the Pine Apple is suffering from

chlorosis.

Nor are these diseases confined to tender plants

alone ; Carnations and Picotees, Pinks, Heartsease, and
sinvlar soft herbaceous plants also suffer, and even a

cultivator as renowned and careful as Mr. Turner of

Slouch lost two or three years back an immense

quantity of young stock.

To what are these ailments to be attributed ! As
is justly remarked the most skilful and the most care-

less cultivators suffer alike, and plants which a few

years back would grow anywhere and under very

ordinary treatment now cease to yield any profit to the

cultivator. In the kitchen garden Spinach has long

become an uncertain crop, Cauliflower is failing,

Parsnips are spotted, and Onions are constitutionally

what they used not to be. To recur to the question at

the head of this paragraph, is it the wearing out of

species, the use or rather abuse of highly azotised and

stimulating manures, or are certain plants becoming

sick of the soil where they have been grown for years,

and only require a change of soil and climate to induce

their pristine vigour ? I am no believer in the wearing

out of species, but I am quite convinced that many

plants if kept too long on the same soil deteriorate

very appreciably, and 1 am equally certain that over-

feeding and careless seeding exercises a very deteriora-

ting influence on plants which are increased principally

from seed ; in fact diseased parents produce, as a rule,

diseased offspring, but to such a state of gambling has

the seed trade descended, that it matters little how

seeds are saved, so long as they can be procured in

quantity. Some years back when writing on the spot

in Pelargoniums, I endeavoured to inculcate this

doctrine, and I have reason to believe that by breeding

only from healthy parents and avoiding highly enriched

composts and liquid manure a great improvement has

taken place in the constitution of the plants. Witn

regard to change of soil and climate every farmer

knows that if he does not follow a systematic

rotation of crops, and if he does not change nis

seed, obtaining it from a different soil and a distant

part of the country, his crops soon deteriorate, an

ultimately become worthless ; but in flower gardening

the same bed is occupied by the same plants year alter

year, and yet we wonder "that they do not do as tney

bad used to do." Strange would it be if they did; tn

s »il is sick and tired of them and they of the sou^

radical change is necessary, and I think an *n
,

exchange of cuttings, I taking my friend's in **eai°*

,

shire and he mine fr.rni Hants, would do nine

to improve the constitution of our plants, and to

crease their blooming an 1 growing qualities. Wit

finer kinds of Calceolarias (bedding kinds J 8PeaK »'

some such change is indi-pensab e, or they will »nn"ai

/f
deteriorate, until at last they will throw themselves out,01

cultivation, as they have done in one Place
aI
Vfind

With Cucumbers and Melons in a diseased state, i

if I send my diseased plants to a neighbour three m

away they become healthy, but if I receive his hea"*J

plants with his good soil to pot them in they are no

week in mv garden before they become diseased «o

is this! Is the disease in Cucumbers contagious a
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Mr. Fish asseita the « palsy" in Calceolarias is, or will

my hard water from the limestone and my neighbour's

soft water from an open pond account for the difference ?

There is, I think, some reason in this suspicion, for

being very badly supplied with water, I always find my
plants show the most disease when I am compelled to

use that from a hard-water well, though I take care to

expose it to the action of the air for some time before

I use it. Now, for Melons and Cucumbers I find the

following general rules, the result of an extensive series

of experiments, the most suitable to prevent, or at any

rate to moderate the virulence of the disease.

1st. Use simple and well aerated compost, consisting

of turfy loam, turfy peat in the proportion of three

parts of the former to one of the peat, adding about

two quarts of thoroughly decomposed or charred cow-

dung to each pot or hill of plants.

2d. Maintain a] nice] bottom-heat of 70° to 80°, but

endeavour by free airing of the house or pot to promote

a slow, steady, hardy growth, and if in houses do not

stop the plants until they have attained the length of 8

to 10 or more feet. Allow no fruit to be produced

until the plants are thoroughly established, and then

avoid leaving too many fruit on the plants at the

same time.

3d. Use soft water the heat of the bed or plunging

material, avoiding hard by all means. If liquid manure
becomes necessary, prepare it by putting 1 peck of

fresh cow-dung, 2 oz. of common salt, and a lump of

lime to 20 gallons of water. Mix it well over night,

and strain it through a sieve before using the following

day.

4th. Ventilate as freely as you can, and endeavour to

keep the plants as hardy as possible. If the plants flag,

shade them with Scrim's or Haythorn's netting

;

indeed a shade of this kind kept on constantly through

the summer will do no harm. Avoid extremes of tem-

perature, a cool moist heat especially on warm nights

will be found favourable, while a close warm moist heat

is provocative of disease.

If these rules are observed no one need fear the

disease much, but if you allow the plants to carry fruit

before they are thoroughly established, you deserve to

pay the penalty of your indiscretion. I have mentioned
charred cowdung to be used in the compost ; let. me
explain ; it is thus prepared. Collect the dung dry

from the field, or dry it artificially ; then procure a
bundle of straw and some small sticks, such as old

brooms, and having lighted the fire throw on a thin

layer of the dung, then more straw and sticks, and so

on, until you have charred the lot. The object is more
by exposing the dung to heat to destroy the insects and

ovaria generally deposited in it, than to convert it into

charcoal. This, however, will be found an excellent

manure to use for many soft-wooded plants, especially

Fuchsias, Geraniums, Gloxinias, and the like. When
charred it may be used quite as safely as if three years

old, which is not the case when reduced to a friable state

by slow decomposition.

In concluding these remarks let me impress upon
gardeners the importance of getting their seeds saved
over as wide an extent of country :s possible. Three
of the very best gardeners in England, they were
brothers, lived respectively in Kent, Shropshire, and
Devonshire. No men produced such fine vegetables, and
why ? Their seeds were always running the round of

these three counties, and hence were annually in a
fresh soil and climate. Let the seed trade pay attention

•to this fact ! Quis.

tissues of which are singularly deranged. Specimens of

parasite-nests are figured in Gardeners' Chronicle,
Dec. 3, 1853, resembling very closely the cups produced

,

by Balanopkcnce though produced by various species ,

of Loranthus. The former are in great request in

Thibet, where they are turned into cups which command
a great price when the tissues are arranged in the

|

most approved fashion, while others are worth only
a few pence.

504. The seeds of Loranthus, Viscum, Myzodendron,
and other Mistletoes vegetate on the branches, to which
they adhere either by the slime contained in their outer

coat, or by feathery appendages which are a modifica-

tion of the slime and curl round the twigs like little

tendrils keeping the seed firmly fixed. As in the other

cases the root penetrates through the bark till it comes
in contact with the alburnum, where it can profit by sap
already elaborated. The derangement of the tissues of

the matrix is more or less, according to the particular

species of parasite, but in all cases alike the tree suffers

in some degree from the stranger.

504. The vascular system of the matrix and parasite

are often incorporated so intimately that it seems as if

the vessels Jwent from the one into the other. This is

however I believe a fallacy. The vascular tissue in the

young parasite is like other tissue of the kind, formed by

a transformation of its cells, induced by the neighbour-

hood of the vascular tissue of the matrix. The case

is in fact very like that of adventitious roots and buds,

which are always formed in the neighbourhood of

vascular tissue.t That the vascular system of the two
are at length perfectly incorporated appears quite cer-

tain, and according to Mr. Newport it is probable that
j

something of the same kind takes place as regards the
j

tracheae in truly parasitic insects.£ A gooil figure of the

parasitic nests formed by Myzodendron will be found in

Dr. Hooker's Antarctic Flora. M. J. B.

^ ENTOMOLOGY.
THE ROSE-STEM BORING SAW-FLY.

Numerous, to a surprising extent, are the evils to

which the Rose fancier is subject. The green-fly

and coccus assail the twigs of his favourite plant,

whilst the caterpillars of many moths and saw-flies

feed on the leaves, either openly (for the most part)

or inclosed in moveable cases, formed by themselves

from portions of the leaves, and consequently more diffi-

cult of detection, whilst a few insidiously burrow into

the substance of the leaves, forming tortuous dark-

coloured galleries, within which the caterpillar feeds

unsuspected and at its ease. The bud is ast-ailed as

soon as it makes its appearance by the caterpillars of

some species of little moths of the family Tortricidse,

which fasten the young leaves and buds into a mass
within which they also " take their ease in their own
inn." AH these insects are, however, more or less

visible to the observant Rose fancier ; but the insect

whose proceedings we are now to describe is far more
obnoxious, as it completely conceals itself until the

mischief which it effects is completed, and its presence

is only made known when the bud which has escaped

its numerous foes, and is just ready to reward the

cultivator, suddenly falls down, on the slightest breeze,

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.— No. CXXVI.
503. Parasite (Phcencgams. Bioomrape, Mistletoe,

Balanophorce).—The Dodder after it has germinated

throws up a slender cord which attaches itself to some
neighbouring plant, and if suitable to its nature, lives upon
•its juices by means of suckers (adventitious roots) sent

out from this stem. There are many plants, however, as

Thesium, Rhinanthus, Orobanche, and possibly the

Balanophoree also, which after germination attach one
of their rootlets to the root of some Phaenogam, which
penetrates to the young wood and thus imbibes the

-juices. The connection with the matrix may be more
or less absolute, but at any rate a large portion of

nutriment is always derived from it, though a part may
occasionally be derived from the soil. Mr. Mitten was
I believe the first to point this out in Thesium, but
it has of late been followed out by Decaisne (see

Gardener*? Chronicle, 1848, p. 636), Caspary, and others,

insomuch that the cultivation of many of these plants

is now a matter of comparative facility.* The disturb-

ance caused in the matrix is very various in degree.

If it is only annual, destruction is almost certain. At
Florence it is a difficult matter to cultivate Peas on
account of a species of Broomrape, and in our own
country, especially towards the south of England, Beans,
Clover, and Hemp occasionally suffer material damage.
If the plant is biennial, the injury though still consider-

able may not be so great as to destroy life, and with
strong perennial roots there is simply a great amount
of distortion without absolute destruction. The parasite
in such cases often extends gradually at the base beneath
the bark, at the same time swelling out, to which there
is a corresponding swelling in the matrix. As this is

generally of longer life than the parasite, when the latter
dies, the tissues gradually break up or shell out and
leave a distorted cup marked with irregular plaits, the

•Several species of Orobanche are raised successfully from seed
in the Berlin Garden by Tittelbach, an adjunct of the Institution.
Verhandlungen des Vereins zur Befdrderung des Gartenbaues
in d. k. Preuss. Staaten, 1853.

just as " when rude hands the twin buds sever." The
cause of this sudden and unexpected breakage of the

stem is a small caterpillar or grub of a species of saw-

fly which, having entered into the stem of the bud at

one of the eyes, has eaten its way downwards, con-

suming the pith of the plant, and forming a cylindrical

burrow down the centre 2 or 3 inches long. It is

during the month of June that this mischief is chiefly

effected. I have found the larvae in this position on

the 3d of June in the stems of the buds, but during the

winter also they may be found in the pith of Rose snags

and dead Rose stumps, resembling in this respect the

small black caterpillars of a Tortrix, whose history I

trust to complete for illustration in our entomological

series. A larva which I have found in the middle of

February in its cocoon in a dead Rose stump, and

which had burrowed about an inch deep into the pith,

closing the mouth with a fine web, and which is repre-

sented in the accompanying figure, was of a pale green

colour, with fine 1 lack hairs scattered over the body;

t It is on this account that buds are formed in the axils of

leaves. In QUditschia three or four buds one above the other,

besides the thorn, are often found in one axil.

I X Linn. Tr. r vol. 20, p. 346.

the head yellow green, witli a fulvous patch m Irout, the

legs pale yellow, and the back with a darker line down the

middle; the eyes were black and the jaws dark at the

tips ; the legs are 22 in number. Reaumur has figured

this Rose larva in his fifth volume, pi. 10, fig. 1-3, but

has given no description of it. Bouche", the Berlin

horticulturist, who has so carefully investigated the

natural history of garden insects describes the larva as

cylindrical, dark green above, with a pale dorsal line,

and with the sides and belly greyish green, a double row
of black dots along the sides, the head dotted with black

and the eyes and orbits pitchy black. This description,

according to Dahlbom (Clavis Nov. Hym. Svst. p. 35) is

made from a larva which has not yet arrived at its penul-
timate change.

From the statement of Bouche' it would appear that

in its young state in the autumn the larva feeds on the
leaves of the Roses, and that on the approach of winter
it burrows into the stem to hybernate, but as I have seen
the parent fly depositing its eggs on the Rose leaves in

the first or second week in May in fine early seasons,

and have subsequently found the young lar>ee in the

bud stems, I am inclined to believe that like the

Gooseberry saw-fly this insect goes through several

generations in the course of a season, and that the youn£

larva will indifferently eat the Rose leaves or burrow
into the twigs. The perfect insect is the Tenthredo

cincta of Linnaeus (Emphy tus cinctus of modern authors)

;

the body of the male is entirely black and glossy, that of

the female is of the same colour, but is distinguished by
having a white band across the middle of the abdomen.
It is this sex which is represented in the accompanying
figure, the cross lines showing the natural s'ze. The
legs are reddish brown with the thiuhs black, the coxie

of the hind legs of the female are pale buff. The wings

are glossy, slightly stained with brown, with a black

stigma on the fore margin of the anterior pair. They
are very active in the sunshine and appear in the perfect

state in the month of May. The Rose cultivator will

hardly need to be reminded of the necessity of carefully

examining such of his Rose twigs as droop or break oft*

in the manner above described, in order to search for and

destroy the larvae. As to the destruction of the perfect

insect, it is not difficult to those who know it, as it is of

considerable size, and easily to be observed on the Rose

trees in the sunshine whilst in the act of depositing its

eggs. J. 0. W.

Home Correspondence.
How to encourage Cucumber Plants to root. — The

remarks by a correspondent in a late Number, on a

mode of encouraging Cucumber and Melon plants to

root freely, have induced me to trouble you wiih the

results of my experience in the matter. He proposes

to introduce double earthenware tubes into Cucumber
and Melon beds for the purpose of encouraging the

growth of healthy roots. It does not setm very clear

to me what advantage there is to be gained by the intro-

duction of earthenware tubes, or indeed any soit of

tubes, for as it is the air which is continually circulating

around such articles imbedded in the soil which attracts

the roots to their surface, and notany virtue in the articles

themselves, the same results are insured when the soil con-

tains a considerable amount of charcoal in a rough state.

I will endeavour to describe the method I adopt to

increase the production of strong healthy roots, but it

will first be necessary to give a slight sketch of the

house in which my plants are grown. It is 28 feet long

by 12 feet wide inside; 9 feet from floor to ridge; the

path, 3 feet, is in the middle; the beds on each side

3 feet wide by 1 foot deep from slate covering of tanks

to the kerb; partitions of £-:nch deal divide the beds

into 4 feet spaces, the allowance of room for a single

plant, the whole resting on a series of brick

arches. The pipes for heating the atmosphere pass

round the house, between the bed and outside walls.

The ventilation is conducted by opening a series of

sliding ventilators in the walls, connected to a hori-

zontal rod, which moves all at once. These

apertures are below the pipes, so that no sooner does

the air enter than it becomes warmed before

coming in contact with the folinge. Additional air is

provided for by moving the ridge the whole length, and

by a number of circular sliding ventilators, placed at

short intervals along the middle of the pathway, com-

municating with 4-inch tile drains led under the house

from each side, having a number of grated openings

into the exterior atmosphere along the walk. Those in

the path are never shut in summer, and the air from

them keeps a comfortable feel in the house even when

the thermometer ranges about 80°—a great desideratum

which, in all forcing houses, should never be lost sight of.

Before planting out I put 9 inches of broken tiles on the

fclates by way of drainage, then 2 inches of chopped turf,

then 1 foot of soil, composed of two parts turfy sandy

loam, one part leaf mould, and one part rotten cow dung,

adding a few pieces of rough charcoal The fire is then

lighted for one day to warm the bed through. The

pfants are now put out, and a good watering given.

They are trained on a wire trellis 1 foot from the glass,

and are stopped when they reach the first wire, after

which they are trained very much like a Vine, having

three rods, on the short spur system. When they have

obtained a good hold of the soil, and the roots make their

appearance, the whole surface of the bed is covered with a

layer of Moss obtained from woods or old stumps of trees.

I procure the Moss as free from Grass and other plants

as possible, as these draw too much nourishment from

I the soil In about eight days the roots begin to appear
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tlwougli the Mo.-,-, and m three weeks the whole is one
matt of healthy fibres. The bed is then covered with
3 nches of old Mushroom refuse, to which is added a
>»v peces of charcoal, and no more soil is allowed for

; i year ; but when the roots again appear through
t!i 13— if it be desirable to prrlon^ the fruiting reason

—

m. cover with uno In r layer of Moss as a finish. Inwater-
i ;
—which, even in the hottest \vcatlHr,is never ne« essary

oi ener than once a week, or three times a fortnight

—

1 use manure-water prepared in the following manner :—
A 60 gallon cask is sunk in the ground level with the
- uface; another of the same dimensions, having a ? inch

lap inserted about two feet from the bottom, is placed
»:<ragside. Info this tub is put one peck of soot and
one peck of 1 orse droppings fresh from the stable.

The tub is then filled to the brim with rain water, and
t'le whole is well stirred and allowed to sett'e for a
week, after which it is run off into the bottom tub, clean,
and fit for immediate use. The top tub is again filled

and isnady by the week following it wanted. Wh-n
u-ed the only diluting it receives is the small quantity
of hot wa*»r necessary to raise the temperature of
the liquid to from 65 t> 70 decrees. Now
the adv ..ntages of ns'ng Mom oi the be is of such a
fctruciure are, I think, thre* fold. First, its capacity for
retaining a great quantity of moi.-ture anion,* its thick
layers, and thus kce, ing the roots of the plants con-
stantly humid, thereby rendering frequent l'.ttle water-
ings unnecessary. Second* in keeping the a'mrsphere
day and night charged with that degree of humidity
without which it is useless to atttmpt to grow the Cu-
cumber to any tiling like perfection. And, thirdly, itgives
a neat cheerful appearaoce to the house, which never
fails to. please the e)e however frequent the visits. We
u-e a shading of thin calico in bright weather, and use the
syringe freely with tepid rain-water three times a day.
The temper »ture of the atmosphere ranges from 65° to
70° at night from June till October wi hout the aid of
fire-heat; the bottom-heat being kept steadily at 70°.
By the above treatment I can always induce the plants
to root freely on the surface, which is more important,
than those deep in the soil, »9 they are further from the
direct influence of he 1 by air and moisture— agencies,
the importance of which cannot be over-rated. I
prefer good old sorts of tried merit, of from a foot to
14 inches long, to the Heroes, Captivations, and Stand-
ards of the day, and although I have neve, measured my
crops by the yard I have always plenty of Cucumbers.
I think many exhaust their plants by subjecting them to
very high and dry temperatures. They neither remain
Bo long in bearing, nor do they produce the number of
fruit, to say nothing of their liability to be eaten up with
thripe, snider, Ac. The temperature herein winter is

seldom higher than 65° at night in fine weather, and in
very hard nights I have had it from 35° to 40°, and no
injury done. I think the less fire-heat at all seasons
toe better, provided there is every command of air and
moisture. 11'. Watt, Atwarly Park, Lincolnshire.

Blight cured by Sulphur. On Thursday, the 12th
June, the Vines in a vinery here appeared affected by

with a highly vaunted mixture of seed especially
selected for lawns, and which '* bad given the greatest
satisfaction to half the nobility and gentry of the
kingdom''—in evidence of which, testimonials (how are
they obtained ?) from numberless sources were liberally

and gratuitously given with the seeds. I send you— as
I £e it the party supplying the mixture—a specimen of
the products of this celebrated sample of the West ot

England Lawn Seed. (Have you ever seen a lawn in

the West of England ?) The most provoking part of

my mishap is (independent of an outlay for prepara-
tion to about the same amount as your fair friend)

that the meadow and the other adjoining meadow
pieces have from close feeding a far finer swathe
now than the piece taken into lawn. I may. mention
the same party supplied me with small samples
of "new and superior" Mangel and garden Car-
rots, boih of which completely failed ami required
re-sowing. The "weaker sex" do indeed, with justice,

demand a champion ; and though none so good, t-o

powerful as yourself, I, for one, if permitted, would
volunteer my humble services, and should this be
favoured with any notice by your fair correspondent,
she may at once regard and install me, if it be her
p'easure, as honorary secretary to Jtbe " Ladies' Pro-
tective Floricu'tural Association" (and an honour I

shall esteem it), to which may be attached the con-
dition that I shall only hold office so long as my services

merit their approval and (above all price) their smiles.

There is now more than ever great need of some
understanding amongst amateur gardeners ; the trash
and rubbish advertised as new and handsome annuals
of fine and improved varieties of bedding plants

—

usque
ad nauseam—should be peremptorily dealt with, and an
article, quarterly, from your valuable pen, stating that
which is really good and that which is not, would prove
sufficiently protective to all parties, to the strong as well
as to the weak—headed, " Cautions to amateurs in

their selections of flower-seeds and bedding plants."

Guarded by such a leader if they go wrong the fault

will then rest with themselves
; your duty towards the

floral public will have been discharged. Thomas Ingle,

U, D , The Yilletta, Em*worth, Hants. [We are un-
acquainted personally with the facts now alleged ; but
this we do know, that anything more disgraceful than
the " fine selected Grass seeds" frequently supplied to
purchasers cannot be pointed out in the long catalogue
of horticultural impositions.]

Wolfsbane or Monkshood.— I notice that the Aconitum
N a pel Ius is coming into bloom, and it would be a good
time to point out i's dangerous properties. It is uufor-
tunate'y very common in the neighbourhood of
London, and I observed it in one instance growing
alongside a patch of Parsley. The late fatal accident
at Dingwall has made it well known by hearsay, but it

is surprising how few know it by sight. This I there-
fore repeat wouM be ,an excellent time to direct atten-
tion to it by a short description in your columns,
accompanied by an advice to unite in a combined
at ack on it throughout the country. Many people

a -ndden blight (the leaves sbrireHe* and burnt as by iuppose it to be a kind of Larkspur, and think it too
a sirocco), so severely as to promise the eventual total pretty to
failure in perfecting fruit. Sulphur was directly
rpplied without, and after, a syringe washing. This
appeared to do little good. Last year this process,
although it seemed to cheek the blight, completely
failed in saving any portion of the fruit. Sulphur was
then placed on the floor and burnt, and this seemed 1o
nrrest partially the progress of the blight. Then the
thought occurred of sprinkling water on the heated flue,
and sulphur upon that. This caused a health-giving
v.jour to rise, but it was found that the water poured
upon the hot flue dried up too rapidly. The thought then
cune into the mind of the experimenter to sprinkle the
«ater, and next the sulphur upon the cold flue, and then
gradually to warm the flue. This, along with keeping
Dp sufficient temperature, has been found to answer (as
for as yet appears) perfectly. Each night this method
lias been followed, and now new leaves are growing
and the whole crop look* beautifully healthy!
From this may not the inference be drawn that the
oil effects of blight, of all descriptions and in all places,— in trees on walls, or standards, and in Hop grounds
may, by timely and proper employment of water, fire
ami sulphur, be in great part clucked, mitigated, or
a' ogether avoided : dih u-h, of course, their applica-
tion sub Dio may be a ma-ter of difficulty, and prove
of less virtue? The virulence of that exceedingly
curious, novel distemper, which so (almost) unaccount-
: b'y last year affected the otherwise ordinarily little

txc.it.tb'.e minds of many worthy Hop factors—sulphuro-
phobia—would probably also yield to the gentle
"alterative" thus humbly presented for exhibition,
tin ir main cause of d tHke to the application of sulphur
to the foliage of the Hop being, in great part, obviat d
by its taking the form here mentioned. It is for you to
Bay whether the individual who has apparently saved
my Vine crop dserves especial notice for his ingenuity.
He is a labourer in my employment ; his name Samuel
James. //. Clinton, Odmel, Barkway, near Roytton, Herts.

Hoiticultural Frauds.— Will you (on permission)
favour me with the address of your fair correspondent
signing herself « Jess ; ea," as I am anxious to learn the
name of the parry who sin plied the Grass seed for her
lawn, for a more singularly parallel case to my own
could not be described. I certainly did not lime and
use t e garden engine, but about the same proportion
oi ground was brought into mv lawn from the
adjoining meadow, which was efficiently prepared by

Having suffered from its

would gladly do anything to

William B. Smith
t of Peter

Branch), 27, Great George

be destroyed,

poisonous effects myself, I

assist in its extermination.
Latoson <fc Son's (London
Street, Westminster.

Fumigation.— I am obliged to " H." for bis courteous
nod prac ical reply to my question relating to this sub-
ject, and I b >g to inform him that I have no objection
wha'ever to the filling of my conservatory with Tobacco
smoke, nor have I any difficulty in destroying the insects
there by the ordinary modes of fumigation. Therefore,
I wish an answer to my question on entirely different
grounds, in order to feel certain that we use a most ex-
pensive article in the most economical and effective
manner. And surely with the amount of science we
possess at our command we ought to know something
more definite about the cause that produces the
effect in an operation of every day occurrence
than can be given by even the most experienced
gardeners ; consequently the chemist who would answer
the following questions would confer a general benefit :

What is the name or nature of the substance driven off
by the burning of Tobacco that proves so destructive of
insect life ? The na-ure of that substance bein,' ascer-
tained, is it produced by Tobacco only, or may it be had
for the cost of collection from our fields or ditches ?

There is everything in favour of the latter supposition,
as some plants (the Elder for instance, as mentioned by
" H ") produce the same effect as Tobacco in solution,
and would probably produce the same results in burn-
ing. At all events, a knowledge of even these, as facts,
would soon lead to less expensive, if not less offensive,
modes of fumigation, and prove, as I have said, a boon
• •f no small magnitude to the community in general.
J. M.

Gardeners' Benevoleit Institution.—We have recently
ha t two or three articles in your Paper urging the
claims of support which this institution has upon the
public. So far so good. But there is another point
equally or even more important than that to which I

would direct attention—it is the difference of claim for
election as pensioners (which the polling papers exhibit)
existing between different candidates. After perusing
the list, and observing which two were the most likely°,

according to their present position, to be elected in
duly, I find one candidate 63 years of age (in h ; s fourth
application), who has never subscribed, numbers 523
v,>tes; whereas the votes of another (in his sixth appli-,me removal oi the surlace, levelled down and sown

j
cation), a subscriber for eight years and 83 j ears of age,

only amount to 142. In the ru es we find these w©rd§
"the object is to give a decided preference to those
persons who have been contributing to assist others "
To nae the above system of voting appears inconsistent
on the part of the subscriber.-, and 1 fear that it has a
tendency indirectly to injure the institution. I admit
however, that there are many (as your correspondent
observes too truthfully at page 405), "who having
families fiud themselves ill able to subscribe even one
guinea annually." In such cases I would suggest the
propriety of publishing their claims more fully than has
hithtrto been done. The widow of James Arnold who
subscribed 8 years, appears also to have a strong claim
upon subscribers. W. C. E., G'oucester. [We have a
very sensible letttr upon this subject Irom "a working
man," but we are unable to publish it till next week.]

Peaches and Nectarines.— Some time ago I placed
four Peach and one Nectarine stones in a pot, and al!

have grown about 12 inches high ; but on shifting them
I found only the halves of five stones. This 1 do not
understand. Will you enlighten me on the subject.

Diamond. [The other halves must have been over-

looked.]

octettes.

Royal Botanic, Regent's Park, June ] 8.—This

Society's* second exhibition took place on Wednesday
last. The day was cloudy but dry, the exhibition a good
one, and there was a large attendance of visitors.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants were numerous. Of
groups of 16 plants the best came from Mr. May, gr. to

H. Colyer, Esq., of Dartford. Conspicuous among
them were Dipladenia crassiucda, beautifully clothed

with flowers of unusual brilliancy; Ixora javanica,a

fine bush, every branch of which was furnished with a

great bunch of orange-coloured blossoms ; some huge

specimens of Aphelexis, Epacrises,aud Pimeleas; Ron-
deletia speciosa in full growth and well flowered ; the

pale yellow Allamanda grandiflora and a large bush of

Dillwynia clavata, loaded with rioh brown and yellow

Pea-shaped blossoms. Next in point of merit stood Mr.

Taylor's collection from Streatham. It contained Ade-

nandra fragrans ; Aphelexis ppectabilis grandiftora,

literally a ball of blossoms, 2 feet in diameter ; Pimelea

hispiMa ; and a charmingly flowered Ixora coccinea

Mr. Peed produced Cyrtoceras reflexum, in good con-

dition ; Epacris miniata ; two well flowered Azalea?

and Pimelea Hendersoni. Of other plant9 in this elass

Mr. Barter had Koella ciliata, covered with handsome
blue blossoms, and not possessed of that rustiness of ap-

pearance which usually belongs to this plant. Dipladenia

orassinoda, Statice arborea, and Allamanda grandiflora,

from the same exhibitor, were also excellent specimens

of good cultivaton.

In 12 Stove and Greenhouse
was awarded to Mr. Cutbush,
group were beautiful bushes of
Heaths, and Statices. Messrs.

Holfordi, Pimelea Hendersoni, Rhynchasptrmum jas-

minoides, and the bright red-flowered Azalea refulgens.

In collections of 10 Stove and Greenhou-e Plants Mr.

Carson had an excellent example oMVIusssenda -frondot» :

well furnished lar^e white foral leaves or bracts the

most showy portion of the plant ; two beautiful Ever-

lastings, two Allamandas, two Polygalas, and two hand-

some Azaleas. Mr. Green sent an admirable specimen

of Epacris miniata beautifully flowered, the latter hang-

ing down in profusion from the undersides of every

shoot like iong rows of coral drops tipped with white.

The same exhibitor also sent charming plants of Alla-

mandas, Azaleas, and Everlastings. Mr. Dods' collec-

tion, as far as display of flower was concerned, was

rather past its best. Fhsenocoma proliferum was, how-

ever, in good condition, and so was Aphelexis humitis

rosea, a fine kind with large showy blossoms. Among
Mr. Morris's plants we observed well flowered examples

of Hoya imperials and campanulata, the latter a sweet-

scented kind furnished with numerous bunchea of

greenish yellow saucer-shaped blossoms. The same

group also contained a good Stephanotis floribunda.

Groups of 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants came

from Messrs. Roser, Williams, Morris and others.

Among them were Aphelexis macrantha purpurea J

Erica Gavendishi, Eriostem-on buxifolium, Abelia

floribunda, a handsome greenhouse shrub ;
Ixora

coccinea and the sweet scented Stephanotis. Mr. Hamp
showed Relhania squarrosa, a yellow flowered plant

seldom exhibited, and Mitraria coccinea.

Tall Cacti were shown by Mr. Mortimer and Mr.

Green, and a beautiful seedling, a cross from Cere"~

speciosisfiimu«, came from Mr. Davey,of Colney Hatch.

Each petal was of a beautiful violet colour with a.wel*

defined rib of red down the centre, thus producing a

pleasing and rather striking contrast of colours.

Orchids were neither so numerous nor in such goo

condition as we have seen them. Of groups of 20 the

best came from Mr. Gedueyof Hoddeedon. It con-

tained Galeandra Funcki, a greenish yellow kind, witn

brown streaked lip; Lycaste Skinneri, finely flowered ;

Phalsenopsis ; Cattleya Mossiee, Harrisoniffi, and su-

perba, the latter a rosy purple kind with deep crimson

yellow-streaked lip ;
Calanthe Masuca, a fine plans

but not sufficiently in bloom; and an example oi

the rare Aerides maculosum. Among Mr. Wooliej

plants^ which were next in point of merit, wero
u
DeD<T^

bium transparens, a small flowered species of the noDii

breed, and extremely pretty, especially when seen so tuei

bloomed as .this plant was ; also Barkeria spectabdtf, »*

Plants the first prize

of Barnet, in whose

Aphelexis, Polygalas,

Eraser had Statice
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full of flower as it could hold ; Cattleva intermedia and

superba, the latter with two blooms on it ; Saccolabium

guttatum, the white Phaiu3, and a very finely flowered

Sobralia macranfha.

Of croups of 12 Orchids the best came from Mr. Keel,

gr. to J. Butler, Esq., of Woolwich. It contained a

specimen of Cattleva Moss'se loaded with flowers, in

which, there was more orange than usual ; Dendrobium

tortile with conspicuous sulphur coloured trumpet-

shaped lip ; and the rich orange blossomed Lselia cinna-

barina. Mr. Clarke, of Hoddesdon, had Epidendrum

macrochilum, with large white lip stained with purple
;

the Wallich Phaius, and the little straw coloured Onci-

dium stramineum.

Of collections of 6 Orchids there were several. The

best came from Mr. Grix, gr. to A. Palmer, Esq., of

Cheam. It contained a large and remarkably fine

Aerides odoratum ; also a specimen of A. crispum, with

magnificent branched spikes of pink and white flowers.

Mr. Carson sent Dendrochilum filiforme, with long

pendent tails of small green blossoms ; Saccolabium

B!umei, with three very fine spikes of bloom ; and the

variety of Bearded Lady's Slipper called superbum.

Mr. Dods produced Anguloa Ruckeri, two beautifu'ly

flowered Stanhopeas, and Cattleya Mossise. Mr.

Morris sent Acineta Humboldti ; the singular looking

Maxillaria tetragona, and the deep brown and purple

flowered Epidendrum Hanburyanum.
Roses in pots from Messrs. Lane and Francis formed

an interesting feature of the exhibition. Mr. Lane's

Persian Yellow was charmingly flowered, and so was

Miss Glegg, a small white kind. Other well known
kinds, such as Paul Perras, Duchess of Sutherland,

Louise Peronny, Great Western, and Souvenir de Mal-

maison were also equally " well done." Messrs. Paul

had some handsome cut Roses.

Cape Heaths were contributed in good condition by
the usual exhibitors of them. Among the different

varieties were tricolor Wilsoni, and other sorts belong-

ing to that class ; metulteflora, denticulata moschata,

depressa, ventricosa granoiflora, Cavendishi, propen-

dene, Bergiana, mutabilis, ampuUacea, gemmifera, and
tortiliflora.

Of plants having fine foliage Mr. Parker and Messrs.

Henderson sent collections, in which were Ferns, some
pretty Lycopods, including L. Mar;insi, a variegated

Hydrangea, Caladiums, Rhopalas, and variegated Orchids.

Of novelty there was little or nothing; Eueharis

grandiflora and Grevillea longifolia received prizes. The
first is fully described by us at p. 63 ; the last was scarcely

in flower.

Ferns were furnished by Mr. Fletcher and others.

Among them were good examples of Woodsia Ilvensi3

and Hymenophyllum Tunbridgense.

Pelargoniums were plentiful and made a good display.

Mr. Turner's plants were all that could be desired, both

as regards growth and bloom. The sorts were Astrea,

Lucy, Queen Eleanor, Esther, Painter Improved, Leo-

nora, Governor General, Enchantress, Virgin Queen,

Sanspareil, and Carlos. Mr. Dobson was second. In

the Amateur class Mr. Nye, gr. to E. Foster, Esq.,

was first. He had Attraction, Edith, Purple Perfection,

Golden Fleece, Enchantress, Fair Helen, optimum,

Seraskier, and Carlos. Of fancy kinds Mr. Turner's

were the best. They consisted of Erubescens, Cri-

terion, Lady Hume Campbell, Celestial, Evening

Star, and Perfection. In the Amateur class Mr.

Bousie, Stoke Park, was first with Electra, Criterion,

Charles Dickens, Cassandra, Triumphant, and Bar-

bette. Of other Fancies, four plants more than four

feet in diameter were shown by Mr. Thomson, of

Barnet. They had neither stick nor tie about them,

and were exhibited to show that Pelargoniums can be

grown without such appliances. They were not

sufficiently advanced in bloom ; but as regards growth

they were as compact and bushy as if the ordinary

attention to staking had been paid them. Of new
Pelargoniums Mr. Turner sent Snowflake, Omer Pacha,

Admirable, Lord Raglan, Wonderful, and Phaeton.

Of Seedling Pelargoniums Mr. Turner sent Prince of

Prussia, a brilliant scarlet with dark top petals

;

King of Scarlets, scarlet with black blotch ; General

Williams, a kind with dark upper petals, white throat,

and pink under petals, streaked with crimson ; and Mr.
Beck, rose, with spots on all the petals. Of Fancies

were General Peli:«sier, a pleasing flower; Helen Fauci
t,

equally showy but with more colour; and Emperor, a

flower of the Hero of Surrey class. Viola (Hoyle), is

also a pretty variety, large, showy, and of a new shade

of colour. Alma (Turner) is a charming variety of

the variegated class ; it is a glowing scarlet, dwarf, and

has a fine foliage.

Petunias worthy of notice consisted of the double

white Imperial and Marquess de St. Innocent (Turner),

a purple sort, striped with white like a Carnation.

Calceolarias were shown by Mr. James. The sorts

were Brunette, Fandango, Beauty, Marie, Commander
in Chief, aDd Duchess of Northumberland. Of shrubby

kinds Mr. Turner produced the following :— Eclipse,

brownish red ; Hebe, yellow ; Hawk, spotted yellow ;

Harlequin, spotted yellow and brown ; Albira, a free

flowering yellow, slightly spotted ; and Orange Perfec-

tion. Some good unnamed seedlings of the herbaceous
class were shown by Messrs. E. G. Henderson.
Of Fuchsias there were some admirable plants beau-

tifully flowered from Mr. Bousie and others. The
varieties were not different from those named by us on
former occasons.

Messrs. Tyso, of Wallingford, exhibited some beautiful

Ranunculuses. The following were the best in their

collection of 100, viz., Exhibitor, Sincerity, Imperial,
Meekness, Renovator, Festus, California, Enchanter,
Pertinax, Suaviter ; also fine specimens of Naxara, Eliza,

Gomer, Commodore Napier, Marquis of Hereford,
Defoe, Liffey, Hon. R. Wilson, Kilgours Queen, Coro-
nation, Sir J. De Grsehme, and Sabina.

Of Pseonies and Irises Mr. Salter sent handsome
collections of cut blooms.

Pansies were not shown in very good condition.

Messrs. Dobson had Satisfaction, Maria, Alpheua,
Royal Albert, Duke of Perth, Sir J. Paxton, Yellow
Climax, Ariel, Lady Carrington, Pomona, Rhoda,
Aurora, Pompey, Mrs. Douglas, Lord Dunfermline,

Wonderful, British Queen, Mary Taylor, Charles

Cowan, Fanny Kemb'e, Ostrich, Nonpareil, Duke of

Newcastle, Lady Emily, J. B. Gough, Sir J. Franklin,

Beauty, Miss Talbot, Seedling, Miss Nightingale, Em-'
peror, Fearless, E;«rl Mansfield, Memnon, and Jubilee.

Mr. Stark, of Edinburgh, had among others a singular'

variety, named Mazeppa, in which each petal was half

purple and half white. It looked as if it might prove
..u effective bedding variety.

The fruit, as usual, excited a good deal of interest.

There were upwards of 30 Pine Apples. The heaviest

Providence weighed 8 lbs. 10 oz. ; this was from Mr.
Fleming, of Trentham, and obtained the 1st prize.

The 2d prize was awarded to Mr. Gilham, for a finely

formed and well finished fruit. There were several other

good specimens, but they were either over or under ripe.

The Queen Pines were very superior, and mostly from
growers in Wales. Mr. Jones and Mr. Burn obtained

the chief prizes for handsome fruits averaging 5 lbs.

We observed a very good Lemon Queen from Mr.
Jones which weighed 6\ lbs., but it was not nearly ripe,

and therefore received no award.

it is our duty, to protest against this hem- dune bymeans
such as have been resorted to in the present instance.

Upon comparing the Society's plates, ill executed as

they are, with those of Mr. Sowerby, it is obvious tliat

they have been in several cases purloined from that

.gentleman, without the slightest acknowledgment, and

as we have reason to believe without any permission

having been granted. This is most especially glaring

«in the case of Polyslkhum Lonckitis, Gymnofframma
lepiophylh, Aspltnium fonianum, and the Hyrntno-

phyllums, and is easily traceable eisewherp, even although

it is connected with such blunders on the part of the

draughtsman as attaching the magnified leaf'ofHymenoph.
tmilaterale to H. tunbr dgettse. To be sure a notice is

now introduced into the book informing the public that

" The artist wishes it to be understood that he has pur-

chased permission of Mr. J. E. Sowerhy to copy from
the work lately published by him, entitled the Ferns of

Great Britain, illus«rated, certain details of the Plates,

including the figure of the rare plant, Gymvogramma
./eptophylla.''

1 But this was not done, as we are informed,

till legal proceeding shad been threatened, and even then

was conceded with the worst possible grace. We presume
all this has taken place without the knowledge of the

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, and is the

mere act of some of the gentlemen entrusted with the

management of its affairs. But it is on that account the

more necessary that the attention of the supporters of

the Society should be drawn to so reprehensible an appli-

cation of its funds.

Garden Merroranda.
Royal Botanic Garden, Regemt's Park.—The

I exhibition of American plants held here under canvas

The 1st prize for Black Hamburgh Grapes was ju-tly is as fine, if not finer, this season than ever we have seen

awarded to Mr. Fleming ; the bunches were not extra- it. Individually the plants are lit* rally masses of

ordinary for size, but they were finely coloured, and 'bloom, and the three collections (which are supplied by

had large berries. There were 17 exhibitors in this

class, but none of the others parsed mediocrity. Mr.
Hill, gr. to R.Sneyd, Esq.,had first-rate examplesof Black

Prince, which were rewarded accordingly. Mr. Turnbull

had the best Muscats ; they were, however, deficient in

that fine golden yellow which they should possess when

Messrs. John Waterer, Standish and Noble, and Baker),

coming into Mower as they have done a 1 at one and the

same time, have produced a display, the effect of which

•is grand in the extreme.

Decidedly the gem not only of Messrs. Waterer's

contributions but of the whole exhibition is the Uhodo-

in perfection ; but this perhaps must not be looked dendron called Lady Eleanor Cathcart, a brilliant

for in June. In the Frontignan class Mr. Forbes, of salmon pink with a dark spot in the upper petals, this

Woburn, was placed at the top, and in Muscadines Mr.- [noble specimen, which is at least 12 feet in height and

Bail lie and Mr. Clarke were equal. Mr. Turnbull ex-, as much through, has bren and still is covered with

tthe flower, and looking over the whole show from whatever
hibited three bunches of a seedling Black Grape, bu

Judges deemed it so like the West's St. Peter's as to

make it no award.

The prize Peaches as usual came from Mr. Snow, gr.

to Earl de Grey; the sort was No! Jesse. Mr. Hill and

Mr. Drummond were second with Royal George. In

this class there were 19 exhibitors and 13 prizes awarded.

The Nectarines were generally very good and beauti-

fully coloured. Mr. Davis, of t'akhill, was 1st, with

Violette Hative ; Mr. Ayres and Mr. Mitchell were

good seconds with Elruge. Mr. Monro exhibited several

boxes of this fruit.

An extra award was made to Mr. Burn for an excel-

lent dish of Apricots.

For Plums Mr. Fleming was 1st, with Goliath. In

Figs there were five or six competitors ; Mr. Snow and

Mr. Richards were equal with " Brown Turkey." Mr.
Bousie had very good May Duke Cherries, which were

placed on a par with Mr. Fleming's Tartarians. Mr.
Smith showed very superior examples of British Queen
and Sir Chas. Napier Strawberries, for which the. Judges

gave an extra award. Mr. Bailey had good examples

of Admiral Dundas, a new sort in the way of British

Queen, but coarser. Among others shown were Sir

Harry and Black Prince ; these were stated to have

been ripened out of doors.

Of Melons there was a fair display ; Mr. Ruffett and

Mr. Bailey obtained first prizes for Hybrid Green-

flesh sorts : and Mr. Dawson was first for a Scarlet

Hybrid. No second nor third prizes were awarded for

Scarlet-fleshed sorts, as they were very deficient in

flavour.

berries in pots from Mr. Drummond. They

British Queens and extremely well flavoured.

were

-

Notices of Scobs*

TJie Ferns of Great Britain illustrated, by J. E. Sowerby.

The Descriptions, &c, by C. Johnson. 8vo, with

49 plates (6s. uncoloured).

—

The Fern Allies, by the

same. 8vo, with 31 plates (18s. coloured).

—

The Ferns

of Great Britain and their Allies, &c. ; by Anne Pratt.

8vo, with many plates (12*. ? lithotinted).

We place these three works side by side, for the pur-

pose of drawing attention to a circumstance which we
think deserves some mark of reprobation. The two first

are published by Mr. Sowerby, a most respectable book-

seller. The latter is an opposition volume got up within

a few mouths after the completion of his work by the

Society for Promoting Christiau Knowledge. We do not

presume to enquire whether an application of funds sub-

scribed for religious purposes to the publication of works

having no bearing upon religion is proper ; that is a point

to be settled between the Society and its friends. Neither

need we ask whether it is consistent with Christian

point of view one will this pl»nt naturally attracts atten-

tion. Fifty guineas, we were informed, were refused

for this plant the other day, when it. was in perfection.

So much for its value. Next in point of merit, though

much bmaller in s
: ze, may be mentioned J<din Waterer,

an intense deep crimson, with immense heads of bloom.

Of the same class but different a little in shade is

Mrs. John Waterer, also a first-rate variety. Of
other deep crimsons worthy of especial notice

were atro-sanguineum, Vand^ck, and Blandyanum.

The latter was, however, nearly out of flower; Leopardi,

a lilac, is beautifully spotted, and Sherwoodianum is also

worth attention. Blatteum, a spotted deep lilac kind,

shaded with violet, has great heads of flower which, from

their diversity of colour, make this variety one of the

best of its class. Celebrandum, a singular looking kind,

has blossoms of a deep port wine colour. Lefevreanum is

a striking and beautiful variety on accouut of its lively

pink co'our and conspicuously spotted upper petals.

Brayanum, as we have stated before, is one of the best

of brilliant rosy pink sorts. Geranioides, a spotted pink

kind, is small hut neat ; Cyaneum is one of the best of

the bluish lilac varieties. Waterereanum, in the

shape of a hn^e bush loaded with bloom, was at least H
feet hij;h, and as much through. Roseum elegans,

a standard, was also conspicuous and fine. Of hght

coloured kinds the best were per*picuum, gloriosum,

and delatissimum ; fastu«>sum, a well known showy

double lilac, was not fully in flower ; Luciferum, French

white in colour, was ex'remely delicate ;
Gretry is in

the wAy of Blatteum, but paler ; album elegans makes

light
bell, an extremely handsome rosy pink kind with

centre.

In Mr. Baker's collection ponticum album was in

excellent condition ; Catawbi^nse bicolor is also a

beautiful sort ; and of crimsons, ignescens is one of the

most striking ; Mammoth, a profuse flowerer, is rose

when it opens, but changes to a delicate pink ;
Alta-

clerense splendens, a crimson kind with black spots, is

one of the handsomest of its class, as is also Toward-

ianum, arose coloured sort with finely shaped flowers;

album superbum is a good white, and the tame may be

said of nivaticum, though the latter is not a large kind ;

versicolor is distinct and pretty, as is also bicolor, a rose

and white coloured kind ; Empress Eugeuie, a white

sort, is delicately spotted ; and among dark

varieties, atra-purpureum and erectum deserve notice.

The semi-double Hyacinth florum we did not see in per-

fection, but we noticed a double lilac sort equally pretty

called Vervaneanura. Kalmioidea has peach-coloured

blossoms and foliage not unlike that of the broad-leavtd

Kalmia.

An as yet little known Belgian kind called concessum

was by far the most striking of Messrs. Standish &
Noble's group, and is a real acquisition. It has rosy

pink flowers with pale centres, and is excellent both in
feeiin^ for a wealthy association to take the bread out of _ , . .

the mouth of its neighbour. But we have a right, and
j
shape and substance. Fleur de Marie, a rosy crimson
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kind with paler centre, is also transparent and beautiful

;

Maid of Saragossa is a <roo<ipink ; Reedianum, an in-

tense rosy crimson, is also late and good ; Nobleanum
tricolor makes a handsome standard ; Ariel is a rosy
salmon, and conchiflorum, a charming little pink kind
and a most profuse flowerer, although not remarkable
for good shape must prove a favourite. Due de
Brabant is a pretty variety in the way of pictum.
Many ether sorts deserve notice, but the above are a
few of the more striking.

[June 21, 1856.

florists, but they are deserving of extensive cultiva
tion for the spring decoration of the flower garden"Young shoots when they can be procured Will root
freely under a hand-glass in a shady situation, and if
p'aoted out in rich soil in a shady corner will grow

Messrs. Rollisson's Nursery, Tooting.—Some new
span-roofed houses have recently been erected here
for the accommodation of Orchids, of which we need
scarcely say this nursery contains a large collection.
Other improvements in the shape of a new show house,
&c, are also, we believe, contemplated. Several
species of Aerides, Cattleyas, and other Orchids were
in flower, and at the end of one of the houses which con-
tained them we remarked a small group of Nepenthes,
placed on iron lattice work laid over an open tank of
water. Several of them had pitchers on them. In the
same house was also a good plant of Angiopteris
evecta, sent to Messrs. Rollisson by their col-

lector, Mr. HembaDj from Java, where it was found
growing in a temperature varying from 52° to 64°, near
the grand range of mountains at an elevation of 3500
feet above the level of the sea. In one of the cooler

very unsuitable for many of our finest summer blooming
j
hitherto been left too much in

greenhouse hard-wooded plants, as Ericas, Leschenaul-
tias, &c, and if these must be brought h^re they should
while in flower be placed near the glass in the coolest
part of the house, where air can be freely admitted
during the day, and a little left on at night when the
weather is warm will greatly assist in preventing
etiolation. Such things as are well known to be im-
patient of a confined atmosphere should on no account
be allowed to remain too long in a situation which is in

the least unsuitable, for fine specimens are not grown
without much time and care, and many of them do not
soon, if ever, get over an injury which at the time, save
to the practised eye, may be hardly perceptible. The
Camellias and Azaleas for early flowering will have set
their buds, and should be removed to a sheltered shady
situation out of doors, for if kept in heat they will be apt
to make a second growth, which must be avoided, as it

prevents their flowering so freely as would otherwise be
the case. Give every poss ble attention to plants for
autumn and early winter flowering, as Lilium lanci-

folium, Chrysanthemums, Salvia splendens, Globe
Amaranths, Tree Carnations, Scarlet Geraniums, Cine-
rarias, Gesneras, Begonias, Euphorbias, &c. ; let these
have plenty of pot-room, good rich compost, a moist
atmosphere, and plenty of space for the perfect deve-
lopement of their foliage, regulating the temperature
according to the nature of the plant, and they will make

th

—.-* w- "»» "» ^ ». _.i ..i ._* i^i iiuj/t-u mi luuuu me
es. A coloured representation of it has been given
the Botanical Magazine, t. 4726. A. Eulalie is

remarkable plants was Meyenia erecta, an African
shrub, with blossoms something like those of Thunbergia
chrysops, but of better colour, and altogether more
beautiful. This is said to flower freely; to have it in

perfection, however, it should be grown in what is

termed an intermediate house, which it well de-
serves. Of Indian Azaleas one named perfecta ele-
gans promises to become a favourite. It resembles
Perryana, but is an improvement on that variety, being
finely spotted in the upper petals. A. crispiflora is

also a beautiful kind, with brilliant pink flowers, the
petals of which are regularly crimped all round the
edges.

in

likewise said to be a handsome variety, but we did not
see it in flower. The Australian Hedaroma (or Gene-
tyllis) Hookerianum, a greenhouse shrub of considerable
beauty, was not in bloom. This is ihe same as the
Genetyllis macrostegia of the Botanical Magazine.
Among new evergreen shrubs supposed to be hardy
we must not overlook Vaccinium erythrinum,
introduced by Mr. Henshall from volcanic moun-
tains in Java, where it grows at an elevation of
10,000 feet above the level of the sea. It forms a
close bush thickly set with dark green leaves, and
loaded with deep crimson flowers. Among Achi-
mtnes Ambrose Verschaffelt is well worth attention.
It has lilac blossoms of medium size, charmingly
streaked and blotched in the centre with purple.
Of Gloxinias we remarked some beautiful kinds, mo.-tly
upright sorts like the old Fyfeana. The best were G.
virginalis,carthusiana, Rex ignis, Mars caerulea, Auricula,
and Helen of Orleans. The flowers of the last are

wintering blooming Ericas, and Cytisus ; and these
should not be overlooked in making a selection.
Among comparatively new plants Sericographis Ghies-
breghtiana is a really good thing for the decoration of the
conservatory in winter, as is also the blue Conoclimum;
and the singular looking Thyrsacanthus rutilans is first-

rate for a rather warm house, but we have not found it to
answer for winter use in the conservatory. The atmo-
sphere of plant houses can hardly be kept too moist at this
season, but it is very easy to err in the opposite direction

;

therefore sprinkle every available surface frequently,
and syringe growing stock lightly twice a day during
bright weather. Avoid a t« o free use of shading,
and ventilate freely in order to secure compact growth.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Where the bottom heat is obtained from

tan or other fermenting matter it will be necessary to
add a little fresh material at intervals, in order to recruit
the heat, but at this season it will be safer to surface
with a few inches of fresh tan in a rather dry state than
to turn the bed, mixing the fresh materials, which often
cause too strong a heat ; and at this season there is

much more danger of erring on the side of too much
than too little bottom heat. Give every attention to
keeping up a succession of fruit. Perhaps the most
certain method of doing this is by securing and potiing a
number of suckers proportionate to the demand, at
short intervals during the growing season, therefore
attend to keeping up a regular supply of young plants, if

doing this should necessitate throwing away a few over-
grown plants which have failed to fruit at the desired time.
We have frequently seen gardeners allow the number of

&c. Keep down weeds and let neatness prevail every-
where.

^"

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Black-fly is sometimes very troublesome on the late

Cherry trees at this season ; it is however easily got r;d
of by dipping the ends of the shoots in tobacco water
giving the trees a good washing with the engine
next morning. This nuy occupy a little more time
than the usual method of syringing, but it is
a more certain remedy, and much less tobacco water is

required. Lay in the young shoots of Peach and Nec-
tarine trees, stopping any that may seem to be taking a
decided lead, and endeavour to secure an equal state of
growth all over the trees ; also persevere in stopping
the breast wood on all trained trees, whether wall, espa-
lier, or pyramid ; and proceed with nailing as expe-
ditiously as circumstances will admit. Get Carrots
Onions, &c, thinned.

* '

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON,
Forth*- week ending June 19, 185C, as observed at the Horticultural Gardens.
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June 13- Rain; cloudy; rain at niarht.
14—Cloudy; showery and boisterous; clear; cold.
15— Very fine; cloudy ; clear, nearly at freezing in the ni^ht.
16 -Very fine I hroughout.
17—Very fine; partially overcast; cloudy; showery.
18—Exceedingly fine throughout.
19—Rain; densely clouded ; showery, fine; cloudy.
Mean temperature of the week 4 deg. below the average.

RECORD OP THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During the last 30years, tor the ensuing week, endintr June 28.1^6.

June.

Sunday 22
Mon. 2:j

Tues. 24
Wed. 23
Thurs. 26
Friday 27
Satur. 28

lis
£ bf £

72.9

73.5

73-7
71.9

73.2
72.6

III

49.6

49.1

5(M
6c.8

5n.8
51.2
50.6

I!

61.2
61.3

61.9
61.4

61.6

62.2
61.6

iNo.of
Years in
which it

Rained.

15

14

10
9

16

13

14

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing Wiml

LU-Iw

2
1

1

1

O
4

i

i

2
1

^
ti

2;

1| 1} 2 11

3 10 3 .i

4. lj 2 12
5' 2 6 9

a 4
5 4

7| 2
4 2

2 4 1 2ir 8 2
22 2412 6-

2 2 6 12 8 3 6

The highest temperature durinsc the above period occurred on th» 22d,

1846, and 27th, 1826 therm. 93 deg.; and the lowest on the 23d, 1851—
t lie riu. .55 dejr.

pink centres. We also noticed the double White
Petunia Imperials, which is sweet-scented and valuable
for cutting from for bouquets.

In a close pit was a collection of Orange trees which
had got out of health. Their leaves were affected by
scale and soot fungus. The plants were therefore cut
well back, and what s>hoots and leaves remained on them
were thoroughly cleaned by means of soft soap, sulphur,
and tobacco water. After that they were repotted,
shaking all the old soil from their roots, and now,
although not placed on bottom-heat, but merely kept
warm by shutting them up early in the afternoon and
syringing them occasionally, they are breaking freely
and promise to make j;ood trees.

Out of doors American plants were in bloom, and
Tree Paeonies. Among the latter one named Triomphe
Van der Maalen, a white kind with a crimson centre, was
very showy.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the enticing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—At no season should the plants

be crowded in this house, and this is especially to be
avoided at the present time, when mildew is active
and most things in snefa a state as to be speedily injured
by it. Endeavour to grow every plant well, and to
bring nothing but fair specimens here, and then there
will be no temptation to huddle them together for the
purpose of making the one hide the defects of the other.
In the case of soft- wooded stove plants, or such things

, , - - — jpecimens v . ..««.«-
wooded plants should stand quite clear so that every
part may receive plenty of light and air. Indeed, most
conservatories are so constructed and managed as to be

syringing and shutting up early in the afteruo in, so as to
give the house a good steaming. Recently potted plants,
especially if they were much pot bound before being
repotted, should be kept rather close and shady, with
a thoroughly moist atmosphere, and very carefully at-
tended to with water until they appear to have taken to
the fresh soil. Vineries.—In the case of fruit intended
to be kept as Jong as possible, the berries shou'd be
thinned, so that they will hardly touch when fully
swelled, for it is scarcely possible to keep Grapes
through the winter except they are severely thinned.
Be particularly careful of the foliage of the Vines in-
tended to furnish a late supply of Grapes, and if plants
must be grown in the house, see that they are not
infested with black thrips or red spider, for if either oi
these pests is allowed to gain a footing on the Vines,
the foliage will probably be greatly injured, and then
there will be no chance of keeping the Grapes in good
condition for any time after they are ripe. Muscats
must be encouraged with a brisk temperature while
setting.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Now that the bedding stock is fairly cleared off and

growing freely in its summer quarters there will be
more space and time to attend to the propagation of
favourite hardy plants, and no time sh« uld be lost in
getting a good supply of cuttings of such things as it may
be thought desirable to increase, for the propagation of
the bedding out stock for next season will soon require
attention. If not already done, sow Brompton and
Queen Stocks for spring flowering, selecting for them
a bit of light rich soil, and never letting the surface
become dry until the plants are well above ground, for
there is no time to be lost if these are to be had strong
for blooming next May, and at that season we have
nr thing more beautiful nor half so fragrant as well
grown p'ants of the latter. Do not omit to put on a slight
hot-bed a good stock of Pink pipings, and also see that
there are plenty of young plants of Pansies for en-
livening the borders next spring. These have

Notices to Correspondents.
Cacti : Orig. Sub. We will endeavour.
Diseases: A E. The blight on your Peach leaves arises from a

minute fungus belonging to the genus Ascomyces. Your only

hope is from the use of sulphur.—./ W S. Your Grapes are

affected with the common rust, which arises from slight ex-

ternal injury, or from abrupt changes from drought to moisture.

The affection on the leaves is the wart, which is always we
believe connected with some defect in the roots. We conceive

that it is an attempt of nature to remedy those defects. Sulphur

can be of no use in either case. 31. J B.
Insects: Quercus, The insects which you have sent up, and

which were found gnawing the bark of young Oak trees, are

two species of weevil, Hylobius abietis, long notorious for

barking Fir trees, and Otiorhynchus vastator, an omnivorous

species. The stems should be examined about midnight with

a Ianthorn, and the insects caught and destroyed, or they may
be prevented ascending the stems by wrapping a bit of rag

round the base of each daubed over with birdlime.—E S. The
insects which are killing your Quickset hedges are a large

species of Coccus, which must either be picked off by hand or

the shoots washed with hot water or gas-tar water. TV.

Gooseberry Blight: J O W. The production on your Goose-

berry leaves is ^Ecidium Grossular'se. M. J. B.
Names of Fruits: W B. Your Peach is certainly not the

Noblesse, the leaves of which are serrated without glands and

the flowers large, whereas yours belong to the division having

globose glands and small flowers. It appears to be the Nivette,

sometimes called the Dorsetshire Peach, a variety near the

Late Admirable, but somewhat earlier.

H

Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in miud that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we

can do is to help them— and that most willingly.
J

1

J*
now requested that in future, not more than four plant*

may be sent us at one time.—L P. May we beg you to read

the foregoing memorandum. 6, Asphodelus luteus ; 7, ten-

taurea montana; 12, Polygonum Bistorta ; 8, Centrantnus

ruber.— A'. We know nothing of a Lselia Brysiana. Caveat

emptor.—C. Cephalanthera pallens.—TG S. It is Fuchsia cor-

difolia.—R S. A state of the common Turkey Oak-Quercus

Cerris.—Mary. Saxifraga sannentosa.—Marx. Ranunculus ar-

vensis
P.eonies: J C. There is a fragrant Chinese variety already

known. It is a better thing than what you send.

Skeleton Leaver: F S. We have nothing to add to what we

have formerly stated. We are assured that nothing more i»

necessary than to gather the leaves when hardest, to steep

them in rain water till they are rotten, and then to wasn tne

pulp away with great care, aided, if needed, by a camel s nai

pencil. A solution of chloride of lime is finally used to Dieacu

them.
-The Crtstal Palace. An Exhibitor mnst excuse us forsayM

that no public object is to be gained by further discussion or tn«

arrangements of which he complains. He should bnngi*j

grievances before Mr. Ferguson, who, we are certain, win g"
them full consideration. . . . *p

%• As usual, many communications have been received too law

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be maae.

We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents, i"»

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.
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A RTIFICIAL MANURES, «fcc.—Manufacturers andXX others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Xesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprohtes, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

ERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of S^da, Sugar Scum, and every

description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.
W. Lvglis Carne, 10, Mark Lane, London.

HPHE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
-L at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,

71. person; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolltes, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

6 N D ON MANURE COl PAN

Y

(Established 1840).
The above Company have the following ready for immediate

delivery :—Corn Manure, for top-dressing ; Blood ditto for Corn

;

Blood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured
expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for
Turnips, Mangels, Grasses, &c; Peruvian Guano direct from
importers warehouses; Nitrate of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia,
and every artificial manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. Edward Purser, Sec.

MANURES FOR ROOTS AND TOP-DRESSING
CORN CROPS.

rTHE undersigned beg to advise Agriculturists they
J- are now prepared to deliver the under-mentioned Manures.

viz. :

—

'

Their celebrated SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (see
Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, Vol. 6, Part 2.L
NITRO-BI-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE for Cereals,

Roots, and Hops. '

i T^
1

n°u
NIJ(

Rx^ E 0F S0DA
' GUANO, BONEDUST, and

iPCH BONE; SULPHURIC ACID, GYPSUM, and all
other Manures of known value.
Apply to Mark Fothkrgill & Co., 204a, Upper Thames Street,

London, Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company.

TTT, *N*iYT,CAL REPORT (Corrected):HE UxXDERSlGNED bee, to call attention to Pro-
feasor Vuelcker's CORRECTED REPORT ON MANURES

in the last Journal of the Bath and West of England Agricul-
tural Society, from which the following is an extract :—

Spooner & Bailey's Superphosphate for Turnips contains 41
•per cent, of phosphate of lime, and is decidedly the most valuable
•superphosphate of the four manures analysed."

Their Turnip Manure, richer in ammonia than the above, is
.prepared expressly for those who require a manure to carry the
plant alone through all the stages of its growth.
Peruvian Guano, Bone-dust, and every Manure of known

value; also Linseed, Poppy, Rape, and Nut Cake.
Orders taken for Spooner's Patent Water Drill, and Spooner's

Prize Es.»ay on Root Crops.
Spooner & Bailey, Chemical Manure Works, Ealing, near

Southampton.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
•»- Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1852-53, for England

and Scotland, and further empowered by Amendment Act,
1854—55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,
Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-
cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Lives
renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years

; (and Lessees
for Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years
with consent of their Lessor), &c, are enabled, by way of Loan
from the Company, or by their i.wn funds, to execute and
charge on the Lands improved, by way of rent-charge for a
term of 25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every
landed improvement, especially of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping,
Lmbanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams
inclosing any Land, or improving Drains. Streams, or Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the
Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-
ings for Farm purposes already erected; Planting for Shelter
and for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea
Coast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-
lands and Islands of Scotland; Engines and Machinery for
Drainage, Engine-houses for Farm Steadings, &c, Water-wheels,
Tanks, Pipes, Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans
of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by the
Applicant's own Agents and are submitted to the approval of the
Jnclosure Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the solejudges
of the due execution of the works. Proprietors may apply jointly
for the execution of Improvements mutually beneficial,—such as
a common Outfall—Roads through the District—Water power,
&c. The Directors wish it to be understood that the Company is
of a strictly commercial character, and that the details of the
plans and of the execution of the Works are not interfered with
by them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-
sure Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of
Application, apply to the Honourable William Napier, Manag-
lng Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.

ryORN~CRUSHERS AND CHAFF CUTTERS.—
v^ J.

ne Progress of mechanical inventions has of late vears
been distinguished by the advancement of science in the more
judicious mode of feeding ca'tle, instead of the hitherto erroneous
and wasteful system of using unprepared and indigestible food as
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' \VARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE

T T OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.
The valve is a ball of imperishable

material, and cannot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold
together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder toany pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in.'Pump, with legs, 31.3s.
The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the lees
are 5 ft. high.
l£inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. 9d. per foot.

1± inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. 6d. per foot.
May be obtained of any Ironmonger

or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,

r.M .«j p. a t- •
R*m8

»
Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines^&c.-Engravings sent on application.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-
tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £ * d.

w

2$ in. short 1ft. 7 in.

2*

3

3\
4

24

„ long 3
ditto 3
ditto 3

»>

»
tt

ii

n

ditto 3

3„

6„
6.i

f
Fitted for lead, "\ 1 10 C
gutta percha, 1 14

or cast iron 2 8

pOLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
oV»

AKD °F PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nksbit, F.G.S., F.C.S.,&c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture.
Engineering. Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the I'niversities.
Analyses and Assays of everv description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulHrsmay he had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nfpbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in
tne country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE AGRICULTURAL
iT ,.

S0CIETY.- The Annual Exhibition of Stock, Implements,
Roultry &c, will take place on THURSDAY, November 27 th, at
Gloucester. Premiums to the amount of 412Z. will be offered for
Cattle, Sheep, Pigs, and Horses, and 120/. for Poultry. Members
only can compete for the Premiums for Stork, hut the Poultry
l remiums are open to Public competition- For further particu-
lars apply to Edward Tiun.mr, Secretary.

|\ [
ANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL AGRICUL-

£;*:
.

T.CRAL SOCIETY, 1856 -The Annual Show of Live
Stock, (including Poultry), Implements, &c. Ac, will take
place at Wigan, on THURSDAY, Anjrnet 17: and on the
previous day there will be a public Trial of Implements.
I remiums to the amount of 694Z. are offered, many of which ar«
open to general competition.—Prze Lists and Rules may be had
on application to T. B. Ryder, Secretary, 2, Elliot Street,
Liverpool.

2 12
3 3

flanged pipe,

as required. ,

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

2J in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired
under the stage.

_. . . _ M»y be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber m Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER a.vd SONS
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

r
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
engines, &c. &c—Engravings sent on application.

L>OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF-* ENGLAND.—CHELMSFORD, 1856.

PROGRAMME.
TUESDAY, JULY 15, and WEDNESDAY, JULY 16.-T1ih

Implement Yard open from in o'clock in the morning till 6
o'clock in the evening, on TUESDAY ; and from 7 o'clock in
the morning till 6 o'clock in the evening, on WEDNESDAY,
at an admission-charge ot 2*. 6d. for each person. Machinery-
will be exhibited at work on each of those days at the follow-
ing hours :

—

I. Worked by Steam, or other (than Hand) Power.
Threshing Machines From 11 till 1 o'clock
Tile and Brick Machines „ 12 „ 2
Saw and other Mills „ 1 „ 3
Chaff-Engines „ 2 „ 4

n
;t

II. Worked by IIaxd Power.
* * * From 11 till 1 o'clock

* * •

• • •

ttl

I « #

• • *

• *•

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

Parley-

# •

It

n
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1?

tt

12

1

2
2

2
2

tt

M
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2
3
4
4

4
4

11

11

n
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'T'HESE FITTINGS will be found to possess all
-*- the latest and most important improvement*, and are of

the best manufacture. All kinds of Stable Furniture in stock.
Iron Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, Tomb Railings. &c. New Illus-
trated Catalogues forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.
James Barton. Iron Founder, Ac, 370, Oxford Street. London.

"DICK CLOTHS AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES; also
J-V in consequence of the termination of the war, a quantity of
TARPAULING, 9 yards by 6 yards made expressly for the
C£lTpea, to be sold cheap at Davis's. 64, West Smithfield, London.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF~E IMCLAND~
AT THE NORWICH, GLOUCESTER, LINCOLN

and CARLISLE SHOWS,
The Prize for the best LINSEED and CORN CRUSHER was
awarded to E. R. & F. Turner, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich.

annually sacrificed. Under a proper "management, kibbling
corn, the cutting of hay and straw, are indispensable, effecting
a saving of 501. per cent., whether used in a raw state or
steamed. Oat and Wheat Straw is recommended, when cut, to
De mixed with Oats for "draught horses in particular," and the
«ame extent of saving is effected, if given to carriage and riding
norses. Bruised Corn is well known to be more nutritious, and
iar more economical than the grain in its natural state, while it
puts the horse into finer condition for work, and imparts to theirame new energy, and unwonted power to resist fatigue. It is

«l\i

[

tal im P°rtance to the Agricultural interest, to increase the
proauctiveness of the soil, and it is of no less import to applyany method which may best economise his provender.
Richmond & Chandler's unprecedented celebrity for their

improved CHAFF MACHIKE3 and CORN CRUSHERS,
acruevable only by intrinsic merit, has secured for them the

tilI ur
har

lcter in the trade, together with the confidence of;Hw
:

llc
>
w nether as regards true economy or the unapproach-aoie nmsn and sterling qnality which characterise all their pro-

m..w!k
8
\ render them worthy of the reputation of a

£ ",,
** tpr raanufacturer. The most distinguished authorities

with thJl u,
d countries report their unqualified satisfaction

hiiiir !Ifi k
8 y

J
bpneficial effects resulting from the use of these

not hJ„„ *•"d
i
Mach ines. and with the established fact of theirX, "!£" Ject f
5> Rn7 of the contingencies inseparable from

wSLSSfe?1 they are calculated to meet with general
PEE£i? p

6 Present dancing state of agriculture.

flouff^nS^l"^^^ S*U°Td
>
ManCh6Ster

'
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E. R. & F. Turner invite the attention of Agriculturists and
others to the following machines of their manufacture:—
ROLLER MILLS for crushing Linseed, Oafs, Barlev, Malt,

&c, of various sizes, with or without Bean-mill combined. The
numerous prizes awarded these Mills by the Royal and other
agricultural societies rendercomment on their merits unnecessarv
PATENT COMBINED GRINDING and CRUSHING MILL

for reducing Barley, &c, to a fine and soft meal, and crushing
Oats, Linseed, &c, is strongly recommended for the variety 0?
purposes to which it is applicable, and for its perfect and economic
working.
CHAFF CUTTERS, for horse or steam power, cutting three

lengths, with facility for changing the length of the cut almost
momentarily, and other valuable improvements.
OILCAKE BREAKERS, made entirely of iron, with case,

hardened teeth suitable for all descriptions of cake. Price 31. 10s'
FIXED STEAM-ENGINES, on the horizontal direct acting

principle. Long experience and attention to the practical work-
ing of steam-engines of every variety, have enabled the manu-
factures to offer these Engines as inferior to none—either tor
efficiency, economy, or durability—and at prices which will be
found comparatively low.

Superior Portable Steam-Engines and Threshing Machines,
Horse-Power Threshing Machines, Circular Saw Tables, One
Horse Carts, and various other Implements, are also manu-
factured at the above Work-'.

Illustrated Price Lists sent free on application.

Chaff-Cutters
Tile Machines
Mills

Turnip-Cutters
Oilcake-Breakers
Winnowing-MacBines,

Humra* Hers, &c.
Miscellaneous

WEDNESDAY, 16.—The Judges to inspect the Live Stock and
Farm Poultry, and to award the Prizes. At 1 o'clock (or ia
soon after as all the Judges shall have delivered in their
awards, of which notice will be given) the public to be ad-
mitted into the Cattle Yard and to the Exhibition of Farm
Poultry, on the payment of 5s. each person, at the Special
Entrance

; Members of Council and Governors of the Society
being admitted by Tickets, to be purchased at the Finance
Department of the Society at the Show Yard. At 8 o'clock
in the evening the Cattle and Poultry Yards will be closed.

THURSDAY, 17.-The General Show Yard of Cattle, Horses,
Sheep, Pigs, Farm Poultry and Implements onen to the
public, from 6 o'clock in the morning till 6 in the evening;
admission 2s. 6d. each person. The Dinner of the Society In
the Pavilion adjoining the Show Yard, at 4 o'clock; the
doors to he opened at 3 o'clock.

FRIDAY, 18.—The General Show Yard open to the public from
6 o'clock in the morning till 6 in the evening; admission Is.
each person. General meeting of the Members, and distri-
bution of the Foreign Prizes, in the Shire Hall, at 10 o'clock
in the forenoon.

President — Lord Portman.
Stewards of Departments.

Cattle- Mr. Woodward; Sir Stafford Henry Northcote, Bart.,
M.P. ; Mr. Jonas.

Implements—Mr. Cavendish, Mr. Wren Hoskyns, Sir Archibald
Keppel Macdonald, Bart.

Poultry— Mr. Joseph Cooke, Mayor of Colchester.
FrNANCE- Colonel Challoner, Mr. Fisher Hobbs.
Sale of Tickets—Mr. Henry Wilson.
Receipts and Admission to Show Yard—Mr. Raymond

Barker.

Pavilion DrNNER-Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart, M.P.; Sir
John Villiers Shelley, Bart., M.P.; Mr. Bramston, M.P.;
Mr. Brandreth.

General Arrangement of Snow—Mr. Brandreth Gihbs.
By order of the Council,

London, June 18, 1856. James Hudson, Secretary.
By the Regulations of the Society, all persons admittpd to the

Show Yard, or other places in the temporary occupation of the
Society during the meeting, shall be subject to the rules, orders,
and regulations of the Council.

Pavilion Dinner Tickets and Subscriptions at the Finance
Department of the Shew Yard. Pavilion Dinner Tickets, price
10s. each (including one pint bottle of wine) will be sold at the
Finance Department of the Show Yard on the Wednesday and
Thursday of the Show week, between the hours of 10 o'clock in
the forenoon and 3 in the afternoon, each day.

Subscriptions due to the Society will be received by the
Finance Committee, at their department adjoining the public
entrance to the Show Yard

.

TTO EXHIBITORS and VISITORS at the MEET-
1 ING of the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY at
CHELMSFORD, July 1856.—At a Meeting of the Inhabitants
of Chelmsford held on the 19th inst., to take into consideration
the accommodation to be afforded to visitors, Mr. W. D. Burrell,
Bookseller, was appointed Registrar, to whom intending Exhi-
bitors and Vlsitoro should at once apply to secure accommodation,
enclosing: registration Fee of Is. in stamps.

£fie Slgrtcultttral <Sa*ette
SATURDAY, JUNE 21, 1856.

In a former paper on Weeds we pointed out that

Nature had been so prodigal of means for the pre-
servation of even the commonest species, which
indeed are so common in virtue of this very fact,

that it behoves all those who would successfully

cope with them to make themselves acquainted with
their habits ; and this not as in the nature of a
general law but as a subject purely specific, each
species having its peculiarities, an appointed time
for its appearance, and the perfection of its seeds—
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some affecting one soil or accompanying one crop,

and some another ; some bnt very partial or local in

their habitats, whiUt others are to be met with even-
where ; so that Nature must have in such cases pro-

vided extraordinary means for the continuance of

its species, and it necessarily follows that either the

farmer is not acquainted with these in all their

bearings, or if so his means for the destruction of his

enemiesare not equal to their powers of reproduction.

In order therefore to exemplify our views on this

subject, we cannot do better than devote a brief space

to the examination of the nature and habits of two of

our commonest and confessedly most mischievous
weeds, namely tha Tussilago farfara, Coltsfoot

;

and Leontodon Taraxacum, Dandelion. By so

doing we shall furni>h our readers with a lesson

on the importance of cultivating their powers of

observation, whilst at the same time we shall show
that every act should be the result of that careful

thought by which the acquisition of facts should ever

be accompanied.
The Coltsfoot is a perennial plant, with a

creeping underground stem—the rhizome of the

botanist—lariie coarse leaves, which succeed the

flowers, the latter causing it to be placed in the

natural order Compositor, the heads of flowers

being compounded of a multitude of florets,

docs it not follow that the first isolated colonies

should be attacked by a careful forking which,

though sometimes a troublesome and expensive

operation, yet being the more so the more it is

required, will prevent after expense, and indeed be

cheaper in the end.

The history of the Dandelion is much the same
as that of the Coltsfoot ; its stem, however, is not

of the creeping kind ; but though a kind of tap-

root it is endowed with such wonderful vitality

that unless cut off very low down it soon reap-

pears with several heads or buds instead of one.

The progress of its seed development, and the

mode by which it is scattered, is much the same as

in the Coltsfoot ; its flowers, however, are blooming

throughout most of the open part of the year, and

each head that ripens may perfect as many as 170

seeds, and in a plant which we counted in August

last year, there we:e 12 heads of flowers at one time,

so that allowing these plants to seed in only a

partial decree, it will soon augment in spite of much
work to prevent it.

Here, then, in these two plants we have

proof of the wonderful means used to the great

end of their propagation, the knowledge of which in

all their details is of vital importance in checking

their increase. Does it not follow from these instances

making a compound flower by their union. The : that weed plants cannot all be treated alike, and that

hoeing and other acts connected with them should be

done at such a time and in such manneras the peculiar

kinds of weeds pertaining to different districts, soils,

and crops may indicate, in order to which much
observation and inquiry is necessary 1 Hitherto

many farmers have been content to view weeds as

necessities, which they thought themselves clever if

they only confined to certain limits ; but notwith-

standing their wonderful powers of reproduction, we
can see no reason for the.r constant growth and suc-

cession, except that from the small amount of know-
ledge which those who have to deal with them
possess of their natural history, they sow as much
with one hand as they destroy with the other.

florets are followed by the seeds, each of which is

armed with a feathery down

—

pappus—by means
of which it is capable of being wafted from one
place to another by the slightest breeze.

Here, then, we see that in the Coltsfoot the

farmer has to deal with a plant whose underground
stems sufficiently provide for its increase at the

starting point of any individual plant, whilst its

floating seeds afford hundreds of chances of esta-

blishing new centres on fresh places of his own or

his neighbour's land ; and if we look more care-

fully into the processes connected with the per-

fecting of the seed, we shall s°e that in endowing
this plant with a creeping habit, Nature has not

neglected the other and more general mode of pro-

pagation by seeds.

The flowers appear as early as the first week in

March, first by a single head growing here and there,

afterwards others make their appearance, until from
a single root as many as 20 flower scapes may arise

;

these grow quite upright, gradually unfolding until

the star-like flower is fully exposed to the rays of the

sun, this being necessary for ripening. The pollen or

fecundating powder having performed its functions,

the involucre closes tightly over the dving florets,

and the flower droops its head, by which the

involucral scales act as tiles to the roof, under
which the seeds begin to swell, when in order to ripen

them these heads again gradually assume the upright

position, now exposing the seeds to the heat of the

sun's rays, and as the ripening process proceeds the

involucre gradually falls back, or becomes reflexed,

leaving the seeds with their now expanded pappus,

or full fledged wings, in such a position that a puff

of wind can in the readiest manner sweep them all

away. Now, with the ripening of the seeds the

leaves have begun to push forth, and as these grow '

fast into a broad and flat surface, this and the

whitened heads of ripening seeds soon attract the

notice of the farmer, which the less conspicuous
yellow flowers had failed to do, and consequently the

hoe is put in action to destroy the pest, which is

fast overgrowing the young crop, but it must be

obvious that its use at this time, though it mav pre-

vent the perfecting of the la'er flowers, must assist

in the most perfect sowing of the seeds of the earlier

flowers, and if we bear in mind the fact that each
head of flowers mav perfect 150 seeds, and that

there may be from 12 to 20 heads to each root, we
shall see that if one head has been allowed to ripen

its seed there is ample guarantee for the continuance
of the pest, and we shall therefore not be surprised

at a large colony of Coltsfoot appearing where but
a short time since we could only observe a

single root. We have seen in three years Colts-

foot completely covering a field, where origi-

nally there were but a few centres of single

plants. From an examination of the natural his-

tory of this plant, then, it appears that, in order
to keep ourselves from propagating it we should
carefully watch the appearance of its first flowers,

as by using the hoe then we despoil these, of which,
by an opposite process, we usually sow the seeds,

and at the same time cut off the heads of what
would otherwise be their successors ; and at this

time we do the further good of preventing the

growth of leaves, by which means we cripple the

enlargement and extension of the rhizome.

But further, knowing how the latter spread, and
that the u>ual method of ploughing only divides the
plant into a multitude of cuttings which, by the
after processes of harrowing are scattered over the
whole field and will grow wherever they are left,

Heavy crops of Grass, hazardous weather, and

demand for labourers everywhere, unite to make
wages very high ; and the prices paid for mowing
are unusually heavy. We should be obliged by in-

formation on this point from those correspondents

in the several counties who have been kind enough

to answer similar inquiries on previous occasions.

Six shillings per acre is being paid in the county

of Surrey for mowing natural Grass, and 6s. to 85.

per acre for mowing Clover ? What are the prices

paid elsewhere ? Information on this point will be

useful both to labourers and farmers.

practical farmers witnessed these facts, and can bear testimony
to their correctness. One great advantage is secured by usine
the wafer-drill, viz., an equal distribution of the manure." Thu
I tested last year by putting the Coleseed int.. the cistern with
the liquid, and sowing it in that way on 24 rowson onefivld, *n<ia«
many in another. In both these cases I had a very level a^
regular plant, thu9 showing that if the Coleseed were deposited
so equally in the row, the manure must necessarily be the same
Another great advantage derived from us.nn' the water-drill Uthe
rapid early growth of the plant. When artificial manures are used
they must be dissolved necessarily to some extent before they can
supply the food to the plant; and in a dry summer
or upon a dry soil, it frequently occurs that there is not
sufficient moisture in the soil to dissolve the manure
and consequently the plant does not receive that impetus in its

growth that it otherwise would do. Now, the artificial manui*
being put into the cistern with the water, is rendered much more
beneficial, because its most fertilising portions become quickly
dissolved, and the consequence is you have a rapid early growth
of the plant, for its action upon it is immediate. And this fe
highly important, especially upon soils like my own, whereit is

always difficult to secure a good plant and early growth incon-
sequence of drought, or fly, or some of the many other pests to

which our young plants are exposed. In two or three different

instances I have sown land with Coleseed when the soil has be§&
quite wet enough for any purpose, and in every one of these cages
have found the. liquid drill quite as much superior to the dry
drill as where they were used on a soil in a dry and dusty state -

clearly showing, I think, that the success of the water-drill is

very greatly attributable to the action of the water upon the
manure. I can grow full good crops of Coleseed with a moderate
quantity of superphosphate of lime, without yard manure, bnt for

root crops I always give a dressing of dung. My experiments
very clearly show that the water-drill occasions a much more
rapid early growth, as I have shown it always is so; vnd my own
observation and experience enables me to say that this growth is

continued to the end. The different weights of the Mangels,is
shown in my published paper, reveal this quite satisfactorily.

* Alfred S. Rcston."

Mr. Ruston's experiments, referred to above, are well

worth record. He has described them himself in the

agricultural periodicals of the day, and we shall copy

the tabular statements which he has given both of 1854

and 1855. At the London Farmers' Club, where

Mr. Spooner introduced (1854) the subject of liquid

manuring for discussion at one of its monthly

meetings, Mr. Ruston stated that he was about to make

a set of experiments with Mangel Wurzel, and test the

comparative merits of dry and water drills ; and this

was done during the season of 1854, which was no-

favourable, as the drought of August and September

very much checked the growth of green crops, so as to

hide any advantage or difference at the brairding of

the seed due to the use of either kind of drill. Nog. 4,

5, and 6, in the following Table, were the hottest land,

and consequently the crop was a light one. In No. 7

those sown with the dry drill were a total failure.

No. ? £* 5
zn<

1 1st

-
CO Si Cw J-* C **

&
3 C

« u
SLJO 5 I

X
z

3d

17th

THE WATER DRILL.
Within the last few years the practice has arisen of

sowing along with the Turnip seed either liquid manure
or wa*er in which guano or other soluble manure has

been mixed. The pracice originated, we believe,

with Mr. Chandler, of Aldborne, near Flungerford,

Berkshire. His drill consists, besides the ordinary

arrangements for delivering the seed in rows, of a tank,

from which the liquid is either baled out by revolving

buckets, or permitted to escape by open cocks, so as to

pass in equal and uniform quantity down the tubes into

which the seed is delivered, this being thus washed into

the ground. In the southern and midland counties of

England, where a dry May presents often a great

hindrance to the successful brairding of the Turnip
crop, this machine of Mr. Chandler's has, as might be

expected, proved of great assistance wherever it has
been tried.

We have before us a letter'from the inventor, dated

Jan. 7 of this year, in which he states that he has

drilled upwards of 100 acres or Turnips annually with it

on his own farm, with very successful results. He
says, that in large districts of Turnip cultivation his

drill is now a constant implement of the farm. He
states that the water-drill is especially valuable for

sowing Cabbage eetd, as on three acres of Cabbage
plants, when it was used, the result has been ex-

traordinarily good. He expects indeed to grow early

Cabbage by this plan, so as to feed them as early as

April. And the circular issued by the manufacturers
of his machine contains testimonials to its value equally

conclusive.

Perhaps, however, the best testimony that has yet

been given is that of Mr. A. Huston, of Chatteris, in the

Isle of Ely, whose experiments with it may be best

introduced by the fo lowing letter, with which we have
been favoured by himself.

" Wenny Road, Chatteris, Jan 8, 1866.

i

u I have found the drill simple and easy of management, and,
afl my published experiments show, I have found it highly
advantageous. Last year I sowed 44 »cres of Mangels with it,,and
125 acres of Coleseed. In ev-ery field I served a certain number
of rows with the dry drill, using the «ame amount of the same
kind of manure precisely. In every case the water-drill was con-

siderably in advance of the other. When ihe Oleaeed had been
sown a fortnight, that put in with the water-drill appeared four

or five days forwarder than the other, and this is maintained
throughout. Where the water-drill was used, I also had a much
fuller and more level plai't. The difference wan very per-

ceptible. As far as you could see to distinguish anything, jam
could pick oat the spots where the dry drill was used. Several

5th

18th

6 4tli

Water
Dry

Water
Dry

Water
Dry

Water
Dry

Water
Dry
»

Water

2£
3 O

C 03

Dry

if

20rh Water

Ucwt;ll
Ditto 11

None
£ cwt.

Ditto
None
I cwt.

Dit^o
None
i cwt.
Ditto
None
I cwt.
Ditto
None
l$cwt.
Ditto

None
t cwt.

• • *

u
11

7

7
1

11

11

I

7
7

11

11

d.

3
3

I

3

3
* * *

6

6

I

3

3

p

6
6

3
3

* # I

7 6

Loads
16
16
16
16
16
16
11

11
11
11
11
11
13
13
13
15
15
15
13

o
p
O

-

\

Oct.15

n
»»

Oct. 5

It

If

Oct. 4

Oct. 3

M

Oct. 4

Ocu 3

w

i

Oct. 17

tons.

2d

15
13

20
15
15
17
13

8
15
14
11

13
10
6
9

8
6

27

ewt.

16.?

13a

194
101

n
15*

15

14?

17*

181

Si
18*

18Jm
14

14*

£ *.

16

9

1

2

1

* '

10

4

• •I

3

10

19

14

• ••

1 14

17

• * •

16

9

d.

6

6

*»*

The above is as perfectly conclusive on the value of

the water-drill, as any experiment of any one years

duration in agriculture can be. The last column is cal-

culated at 55. a ton for the produce. But we have now

two years' experience, for Mr. Ruston in the following

statement for 1855 perfectly corroborates the other.

lie says that since the previous year its use in Dis

neighbourhood has been greatly extended ; and opinions

relative to its value on fen soils have undergone a

thorough change. Many who last year regarded it

with a good deal of suspicion and apprehension, nave

since been led to acknowledge its merits, and have pro-

nounced favourably of its effects where it has been

submitted to a trial. The table appended shows rui-

particulars of the different trials made this year by Mr.

Huston, the whole of which were made with Mangels.

He says that this year he made a precisely similar

class ot experiments with Coleseed, and although j*

cannot furnish actual results, as such a crop canI10t

tested by the weighing machine as the Man eels c*>>

yet the water-drill produced from 30 to 50 P^ /*"

more feed than the dry drill, all other things wibj.

equal. " I ought also to remark," he says, w»
those several experiments, as well as those o

inspected and carefully examined °.

several practical farmers resident in the neighbourn ^
Mangels, were

pi

and they can bear testimony to the perfect accuracy

my statements." . . , #&
Upon referring to, the table below, it will ne *

that in Nos. 1, 2^and 3, there is considerably l*Mj
^

duce per acre from both drills, than in ISos. 4

This arises entirely from the fact that in JVos. I, *»

3, the soil is of a very hot gravelly nature, anoc

quei.tly much less adapted for the growth oi m e

than Nos. 4 and 5, where the subsoil is cool amiin

i

and the land necessarily much less afiected by arv*
^

But notwithstanding this, Nos. 2 and 3 are **.
greatly superior quality to Nos. 4 and a

-

tor g

farming purposes. 1 feel it important to ofler *<»*.,

explanatory obsei various, although the relative^
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of the two drills are in no degree an"ec;ed by thtse
peculiar circumi-tances.

2 25tb

24th

21st

Oct.16

Oct. 16

Oct.15

Oct. 17

— • •-.

5 27thlOct.l7

»»

rz » . .

t- « t~

— i. — *
ilea!®

= - — c

= S •-

yj C z. O O *-' ~

Q i ft*Jo«a-a

cwt. 5. d.

Water U 11 3
Dry 14 ;

ii 3
Water 1£ 11 3
Dry 1* 11 3
Water 2 15
Dry 2 15
Water 14 11 3
Dry 1* 11 3
Water 14 11 3
Dry U 11 3

© c* '- u

- c ce

c * u

-a

Loads
13
13
13
IS
13
13
13
13
10
10

eo
•a
o

s
«—

Cm

§ £ 8

ill
a" ©

tons. cwt.
IS
8
19
13
19

12
27
16

30
20

2}
l'|

2i
15

2*
15J

10

18}

£
2

s.

8
d.

19
* • •

1 14

2 18

A r. Ambler;
,

4th, -Mr. Oliver, Scotland: 5th, Mr. Bull, Ireland;
hih, Lord Hill; 7th, M. de la Trehonnais.-CW.*.- 1st, Mr.
Townelev

; 2d, Mr. Donglas. Scotland ; 3d. Mr. Ball ; 4th. Lord
Monck; 5th, Mr. Adam; 6th, Loid CUncartv : 7tb, M. de la
Irehonnms.
Hereford— JRhUs: 1st, Mr. Fisher Hobbs.— Cows: 1st, Mr. W.

Ferry, Herefordshire
; 2d, Mr. Fisher l»ubb«.

Devoss, &c—Bulls : 1st, Mr. G. Turner; 2d, Mr. J. Pitcher,
Sussex.— Cows : 1st, Mr. G. Turner: 2d, M. Talamon; 3, Mr. W.
Farthing;

; 4th, Mr. Pitcher.
Channel Island Cattle.—Bulls

fcc, 1 estimate at \5n. per ncn, equal to 37/. Ilia. 1
shall allow one man only to perforin the whole of the
remaining work of the firm, which I imagine will be
sufficient. I am supposing that the cattle are allowed
to graze in the summer, and in the winter are foddered
either in the fields or yards. I am also presuming that
the cattle are fatting, and not kept for the purpose
of yielding milk ; in the latter case the one man would

••

2 7

— Cows: 1st, Sir R. Shaw Stewart; 2d, Mr. G. Gairdner ; 3d, Mr.
R. Porteons; 4th, Mr. A. Dunlop; 7th, Mr. Alan Porteous : 8th,
Mr. MacAUister; 10th, Mr. A. Oswald.
Ancws and Galloways.— Bulls: 1st, Mr. MacCombie ; 2d, Mr.

R. Walker; 3d, Mr. H. Watson
; 4th, Mr. J. Beattie : 5th, Lord

Southesk: 6th, Mr. J. Stewart.- Cows: 1-t, Mr. MacCombie: 2d,
Lord Southesk ; 3d, Mr. .I.Collier; 4th, Mr. R. Walker: 5tb,Mr.
A. Bowie; 6th, Lord Talbot; 7th, Mr. R.Scott.
Wfst Highland.— Bulls: 1st, Messrs. Smith, Minmore ; 2d,

Mr. N. Malcolm; 3d, Mr. A. Stewart; 4th, Mr. A. Pollok; 5th,
Lady C. Mtnzies.— Cows: 1st, Duke of Sutherland; 2d, Mr. A.
Pollok; 3d, Mr J. Gordon ; 4th, Lady C. Menzies; 5th, Mr. N.
Malcolm; 6th. Mr. W. Wehster.
Kerry.— Bull,: 1st, Lord Taltot: 2d, Mr. G. Roe; 3d. Mr. E.

C. Irvine.— Cows: 1st, Mr. O'Reilly : 2d, Mr. G. Roe; 3d, Mr.
Wv S. French.

SHEEP.
MERINOF8.—Rams: 1st, Mr. T. Sturgeon, Essex.
Leickstfrs— Young Boms: 1st, Mr. W. Sanday; 2d, Mr. G.

Radmore, Thorverton ; 3d, M r. R. Creswell, Leicester; 4th, Mr.
G. Turner.- Old Bams: 1st, Mr. G. Turner; 2d, Mr. W. Sanday;
3d, Mr. R. Creswell; 4th. Mr. J. Collier, Morayshire.—Ewes:
1st, Mr. W. Sanday; 2d, Mr. G. Turner; 3d, Mr. J. Collie;

We add to this the report which Mr. Pusey gives of
his experience on ihe subject, in the "Journal of the
English Agricultural Society." His experiment was
made in 1852. Mr. Pusey says :

—

" Asat ourannual trial of implements the delivery alone
of the manure by the different drills can be tried, it

seemed to me that it might be of use to farmers, if I

tried the comparative effect produced on the crop by
the ordinary drill and the water drill. Accordingly,
after feeding off some vetches towards the end of July,
I put in two acres of Turnips with Chandler's water
drill and within five days, four acres more with a prize
Turnip drill made by Hornsby. The ground was
almost wet, so that the water drill had no advantage on
that account. The quantity of manure was the s:.me in «.' U+ r- i^L^Ili ":,' ~V ^'^'^ \ **:*',;" ur ,

«~"V"'»...u , ; + „,„„ „„.! „ i 1 4 , ,
4fh, Mr. G. Murrav, Scotland.— Old Ewes: 1st, Mr. W. Samav:each

,
it was rather large because the Season was late, 2d, Mr.G. Turner;' 3d, Mr. G. Hope, East Lothian: 4th. Mr. G.— o cwt. of superphosphate per acre. The water Radmore; 5th, Mr. R. Creswell.

Cotswolds, Ac.— PbM?ifjr Jfrm.9: 1st, Mr. G.Fletcher, Shipton;
2d, Mr. J. K. Tombs, Langford; 3d. Mr T. B. Browne, Hampen;
4th, Mr. J. Brown, Salperton; 5th, Mr. E. Handy.— Old Rams:
1st, Mr. J. Brown; 2d, Mr. G. Fletcher; 3d, Mr. Tombs; 4th,
Mr. E. Handy; 5th, Mr. Beale Brown.—Ewes : 1st, Mr. Beale
Brown; 2d, Mr.G. Fletcher; 3d, Mr.G. Brown.— Old Ems: 1st,
Mr. J.Alcnck, Gloster; 2d. Mr. T. Beale Browne; 3d, Mr. g'.

Browne; 4th, Mr. J. K Tombs.
Southdown*.— Young Rams: 1st. Mr Jonas Webb; 2d, Mr.

W. Rigden, Hove, near Brighton; 3d, Mr. H.Scott Hayward,
Folkington, Sussex; 4th, Mr. R. S. Skirving, Haddington.—
Old Rams: 1st, Mr. Jonas Webb; 2d, Mr. W. Rigden; 3d, Mr.
H. S. Hayward

; 4th, Mr. R. S. Skirving.—Ewes: 1st, Mr. H. S.
Hayward; 2d, Mr. Denman, Lewes.— Old Ewes: 1st, Mr. J.
Hutchinson, Peterhead.
HAMrsniRs Downs.—Earn*,: 1st, Mr. J. W. Brown. Uffcote.
("HEvroTS.— Young Rams: 1st, Mr. J. Carruthers; 2d, Mr. T.

Elliott: 3d, Mr. D. Home; 4th. Mr. W. Howtnwn ; 5»h, Mr. C.

upon that land is :

For making SOacresof hay, at 15s. peracre... £37 10
Wag s of one man for 52 weeks, at K per
week 26* • • • * # I*. • . -

drilled Turnips took the lead, and kept it in a most
extraordinary way till December, when the weighing
took place, and the following result appeared :

—

Water-Drilled, with 6 cwt. of superphosphate 131 tons;
Dnst-drilled, with 6 cwt. of ditto 6£ tons.

I cannot account fcr this enormous difference : I never
saw so great a difference before, and should not ext ect
it again

; but after some years' experience of the two
drills I have determined to abandon the use of the dust
drill in flat drilling, and to use the water-drill only.
For there is, firstly, the advantage that you can drill
in dry weather, at once ; secondly, that the manure is

better diffused in the soil for each plant to feed upon
;

thirdly, that you save the expense of the ashes required
by the dry drill, say from 24 bush* Is, at 2d. per bushel, £?£ ; %h^lr

t?
V

: V^'Z^^T* \
l8t

-
M

,

r-

«J;

C

ft7,,rhers
'

A* -.«' r .ii j l »i.J» i i

' 2d, Mr. T. Borthwick ; 3d, Mr. J. Brydon ; 4th, Mr. T. Elliot;U. per acre
;
fourthly and lastly, that much less labour 5tb, Mr. Andre* s; 6th! Mr. W. Houstown ; 7th, Mr.W. Patterson!

Of horses and men is required with the water-drill, —*•• 1st, Mr. T. Borthwick; 2d, Mr. T.Elliot; 3d, Mr. D.
especially now that by means of a gutta percha pump llo

J"
ne

;
4th

.
Mr. J. Johnstone.

costing a which can he purchased »L Z\M^ff^!SS^^&ltib&^&/iSSS$\
the boys who drive can fill the water carts also. I find 6tb, Duke of Hamilton; 7th, Mr. (J. Sandilands; 8th, Mr. Ma'c-
the comparatiye labour as follows :

—

Laren

—

Ews: 1st. Mr. G. Sandilands; 2d, Mr. A. Pollok; 3d,
Mr. J. Stewart; Mr J. Dri'e; 5th, Mr. Maclaren ; 6ih, Mr. A.
Blacklock; 7th, Mr. J. Collier,

Other Breeds.— 1st, Mr. S. Drnce, Oxfordshire.

SWINE.
Larcr Brrets.— Boars: 1st. Mr. E Bowley, Cirencester.
Small Breeds.— Boars: 1st, M. Weyer, Luxembourg; 2d,

Captain Gunter, Brompton ; 3d, Mr. M. Shaw, Suffolk.—Sows :

1st, M. Pavy ; 2d, Captain Gunter ; 3d, Mr. H. S. Hayward.

Horses.
4 in drill

1 fetching ashes
1 supplying drill

6

DUST DRILL.
M F.N.

2
4
1

Boys.
1 with drill

mixing manure
1 with ash-carts

2

Horses.
2 in drill

2 fetching water

WATER DRILL.
M EN.

2

2

Boys.
with drill [in carts

2 filling and driving water

Mr. Spooner, of 'South-
form of liquid manure

It is only fair to add that

ampton, has invented another
drill in which the manure is delivered in the form of
dry powder in the same manner as that in which
manure di ills generally act, while the liquid is supplied
by cocks from a tank of clean water. No cumbrous
apparatus of revolving buckets is thus needed, and the
difficulty alleged of that mode of delivery, that in the
case of only half soluble manure, water is delivered at
one time, and sediment at another, is overcome.

Mr. Spooner has received many testimonies, from
those who have used his machine, to its fitness and suc-
cess. He tells u==, that he has this last year 28 tons of
Mangel Wurzel and 12 tons of Carrots per acre, in
alternate rows, from seed put in by means of his water-
drill at one operation with water and dry artificial

manure, without the use of any dung whatever. Of
course, unless the water, seed, and manure had all been
evenly distributed, so as to secure an immediate
brairding of the seed, this result could not have followed.

Home Correspondence.
On "breaking up Grass Land.— Grass lands must be

divided under at least three heads, viz., of down lands, old
pastures, and good meadow or grazing land. The advan-
tages arising from the breaking up of old pasture land
appear so numerous, and the disadvantages so few, that I

propose to confine my observations chit fly to the benefit
likely to accrue to each class of the community by the
cultivation of land of various degrees of quality. There
are advantages arising to the labourer, the farmer,
the landlord, and the public, from increase of em-
ployment, of profit, of rent, and of food. In consider-
ing this highly important subject, we are required
to prove that converting pasture land into arable
will increase the employment of the labourer, will

increase the quantity and value of the food produced
from the land, will increase the profit to the farmer, and
also increase the rent (consequently the profit) of the
landlord. Suppose we take 100 acres of good meadow
or grazing ground :— 1. Let us consider the quantity of
food produced from that land, the quantity of cattle that
food will feed for a year, and the lacour required for the
management of the caft'e and the land. We will sup-

generally auow ea mat n a given
of cattle are kept on a farm wholly pasture for a year,\«_ ni^^Ai j j -n • , , .. -r. . r "' t"lwr ttlc ncut uii a laxiji vtuuiiy pasture iur a year.
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Mr. Spooner , drill is made by Messrs. Tasker and bein „ a >lowed to graze For {n%Uneef we wilI BJFowle, Waterloo Iron Works, Andover. Cost 35*. 10s.

From Rendlc's Farm JJircctory.

THE PARIS CATTLE SHOW.
We add here a list of such Euglish exhibitors as .u- i no ^ r

-

tommviwI :» to. u t i- , nothing else is given, so 33 catt e,received prizes. Ihe whole prize list occupies nearly u * o * v. i
•

q(\ i ft-„ fl

x
., v . , ,i- - ,y number, at 2 cwt. each per week, wiyu large octavo pates in the official publication, and t u *i - *i „ a c -A

is imn«L.;k.i , a .i . . u .
hay, more than the produce of 50 acis impossible to do more than extract such awards as

our readers may be supposed to be interested in.

CATTLE.
Short-rorxs.— Young Bulls: 1st, Mr. Ambler, Halifax; 2d,

Viscount Monck; 3d, Lord Hill; 4th, Lord Claacarty; 5th, Mr. , . T1 ua. Marjonbanks, Watford; 6th, Mr. Cartwright, Aynho ; 7th, number of cattle given I know to be a fact, inasmuch as

nJ^fh
L,
«A .

d*™» B°ul«»gne; 8th, Mons. De la Trehoan*i«, Fal- 1 have gained this information by practical observation.
e amount of labour required

of pasture land. First, the
of hay, ricking, thatching

that 30 cwt. of hay is mown per acre, which I think will

be allowed by pasture farmers to be a fair average crop,
50 acres will consequently produce 75 tons of hay; now
I have ascertained by experience that full grown oxen or
cows will consume 2 cwt. of hay per week, provided

cattle, which is the given
ill require 79 tons of

acres. The remaining
50 acres will not give more Grass than will be required
by the 33 oxen or cows during the rest of the year,

including the after Grass of the land mown. That this

amount of food is required for the maintenance of the

Making a total of £63 10

I have not allowed anything for horse labour, as \5s
per acre for the hay making includes that expense. I
have endeavoured to show in a few words that from a
farm wholly pasture only a small amount of produce
can be realised, and only a very small amount of labour
is required ; that consequently such a system of farming
cannot be beueficial to the landlord, inasmuch as he
cannot by liberal cultivation clauses and improvements
enhance his rent ; that it cannot be beneficial to the
tenant because he is unable by the employment of
capital, industry and skill to overstep the bounds of that
beaten track in which his Ancestors have walked for

centuries ; that it cannot be beneficial to the labourer
because, as has already been seen, so small an amount of
labour is required ; and so small is the amount of pro-
duce gained, that it must tend to advance the price of
provisions, and consequently tend to advance the poverty
of the labourer. That it cannot be beneficial to the
public is self-evident, because we have already shown
that the landlord, tenant, and labourer suffer, and surely

it may be said in the losses of these three degrees of

men the public at large partake. S. H.
The Improvement of Settled Estates.—Those who are

acquainted with the ^arming of England will readily

agree with me that much has yet to he done to enable
farmers to raise corn at a profit, should we return to
the low prices of the first four or five years of free

trade ; but on the other hand the value of land
may very generally be said to be but half de-
veloped from the want of better buildings, draining,
clearing, and other improvements that are neces-

sary to enable farmers to make tlie most from it.

This being so, one would suppose that a plan by which
capital may be brought to effect these improvements,
without diminishing the landowner's income, would
be most acceptable, and more particulaily so to the
owners of settled estates. Acting on this idea Mr.
Humbert, of Watford, has for the last six months been
urging on the attention of members of Parliament the
importance of passing a general act to allow the owners
of settled estates to charge their properties for a limited

number of years with an annual rent charge in repay-
ment of money expended in their permanent improve-
ment, but strange to say he has failed in bringing many
into his views, notwithstanding that similar powers
have been given to several companies and the principle is

working well ; and fourmillionsot the public money has of
late years been advanced in this way in draining alone,

to the great advantage of the tenants, and the permanent
benefit of the estates. That it is generally hopeless to
expect large outlay of capital on settled estates without
some such security must be evident. The owners
unless in possession of other means are seldom disposed
to make large investments in the improvement of such
properties, however great may be the returns, for they
too often have to look to the savings from their annual
income as their only means of providing for younger
children, and cannot afford to spend these in the im-
provement of land to benefit the heir at their cost, or
their tenure is too uncertain to induce them to make
the outlay, and it is to this we may ascribe that so

much land in this country lies half cultivated, or in

unprofitable wood or pasture. Were the owners
allowed to charge their land with the repayment of the

cost of such permanent improvements by annual
payments, and permitted to sell the rent charges so
created, they would find no difficulty in bringing any
amount of capital to the improvement of land, and
British capital that now goes into foreign schemes from
the want of such legitimate employment at home, would
be freely lent to landowners to increase the productions

of our own country ; and in this way the landowner
might have his estate improved, free of cost, (tor the

tenant would freely pay the rent charge,) with the

certainty of the income being increased as the rent

charges ceased. The heir would receive the estate

improved, and the country would get the benefit of the

increased employment given to the labourers, and the

enlarged production that would result from the greater-

fertility thus created. Hewitt Davies, 3, Frederick's

Place, Old Jewry, June 17.

The Hay Crop of 1856.—The extraordinary and most
opportune fall of rain (6 351 inches) in April and May,
after the great aridity of February and March, has
brought the meadow and pasture Grasses to such a con-

dition of excellence and abundance that, if the present

forcing weather continue during 10 or 12 days, the
metropolitan counties will probably witness the making
and harvesting of a hay crop so vast as to not only sup-
ply the deficiency of 1854 and 1855, but to furnish an
ample reserve stock of hay for the ensuing winter. AIL
however, must depend upon the will of the Highest

i
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It is Dot our object to induce any great confidence in

prognostics ; but some reference may be safely made to

the equinoxes of March and September as indices of

the weather that may be expected to prevail during

the following summers and winters. Exceptions there are,

and must be to this and every other rule; but who ever

can refer to the weather summary of the late estimable

Gilbert White, in his " History of Selborne," comparing

the calendar of each month from 1768 to 1792 with

the data of experience and more recent t bles, will

scarcely doubt that Euch as the weather has been within

two or three days after the transit of the equinoctial line

so it will remain, on the whole, during the following

summer or winter months. Some years ago, the

developments of the Oak and Ash tree, as to compara-
tive precocity, were supposed to preindicate the charac-

ter of the following summer. In 1844, one of the driest

seasons within memory, the spring Grass and fodder

crops were nearly unproductive, and as the summer
retained the same character, no rain having fallen till

the end of June, many were constrained to feed their

cattle upon the green boughs of trees. In that year a

paper appeared in one of the Cambridge journals

announcing, as a long noticed fact, that " in any year
when the Oak expanded its buds and became clothed

with leaves, while those of the Ash remained compara-
tively dormant, the summer would be early and warm,
congenial to husbandry and farm crop." This theory

produced great sensation, and assuredly was verified to

the letter in 1844 ; observant persons, and some of great

erudition, paid much attention to the subject, and in-

formation was sought far and near ; Mr. Sturgeon

—

then a high electrical authority— stated that the various

objects which constitute the vegetable clothing of the

land are never precisely in the same electric condition.

An Oak and an Ash tree, for instance, are not endowed
with the same degree of electric force, one being positive

to the other, and consequently the latter negative to

the former. This may be the fact, but it explains

nothing as to points in question. Let us then inquire

what was the real state of these two trees just before

the late coldest weather of May gave place to the warmth
of the present date. Both had protruded leaves before

the 29th, but unquestionably those of the Oak were far

better defended, and more regularly developed. In

April, 1854, prior to the visitation of the 25th night,

the hot weather of Easter had clothed the Oaks with
complete verdure, yet every twig was utterly stripped

of its honours by the 10° of frost that occurred after

midnight. The summer proved glorious and prolific,

and the preceding equinox had been favourable. If

these lines suggest inquiries after facts the writer's de-

sire will be attained. /. T.
Skin Diseases of the Dog.—Adverting to the meeting

of the Royal Agricultural Society on the 3d April last,

the proceedings of which are reported in No. 15 of the
Gardeners Chronicle, will you allow me, throogh the

medium of your columns, to appeal to the kindness of

the gallant officer who sat as chairman of that meeting,
and beg of him to favour the public with the recipe he
alluded to as being a most valuable remedy in skin
diseases of dogs I Like the gallant Colonel I also am a
lover of dogs, and it vexes me sadly to see how mite
are plagued with fleas in spite of the care bestowed in

keeping them clean in every respect The scratching
to which they naturally resort to allay the irritation

caused by these abominable little parasites creates sores
which appear always to have a tendency to run into
mange. Hoping that the distress of my canine
favourites may plead my excuse for thus calling for aid
on their behalf. Sirius, Jersey.

Drying Hay— I have just perused the letter of Mr.
Kennedy in this day's Chronicle on drying grain and
hay crops. I think we have the means at hand for a
trial of what he suggests already, if our leading Hop
growers could be induced to try it, vid their dr\ing
kilns, for if Hops can be dried by hot air, which is a
fact patent enough, I think the same means might be
brought to bear with any of the Grasses and cereal.*. At
any rate it would be worth the trial to see what might
be done on a small scale. Although Mr. K.'s suggestion is

a very good one, it becomes a question of a serious
character to be brought to bear for a large crop, still for

a bad season something of the kind would be admirable
and a step in the right direction. II. H., \9,St. James's
Square, Westminster.

Ricks on the Sea Coast.—Why don't farmers living

near the sea coast, or exposed places, do as they do on
the coasts of the Mediterranean to preserve their hay-
stacks from being blown over when half cut, which is

simply to let two poles, or only one, into the ground on
the lee side of the stack and in it. I shall try it on my
h\\\, 500 feet above the sea. Somerset.

in winch he had explained the scientific details. Colonel

Challoner, Mr. Evelyn Denison, M.P., Dr. Calvert, Mr.
Chad wick, Lord Walsingham, and Mr. Paine called the

attention of the meeting to particular points conrected

with the practical bearings of these researches, which
enabled Professor Way in rep'y to render his state-

ments more complete.

The Council adjourned to the 25th of June, when
Professor Simonds would deliver his second lecture on

Parasites affecting Domesticated Animals.

orietft£«
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

Weekly Council, June 18 : Colonel Challoner,

Trustee, in the Chair.

Drainage Waters.— Professor Way, the Consulting
Chemist of the Society, gave a second lecture on the
subject of the chemical composition of Drainage Waters.
This lecture is already in type, and will form a portion
of the new Number of the Society 's Journal, expected
to make its appearance in a few weeks.—Ou the motion
of Mr. Chadwick, seconded by Dr. Calvert, the best
thanks of the meeting were voted to Professor Way
for the valuable and interesting matter he had then
trought before the members, and for the lucid manner

lUbtetuS

A Retrospect of English Agriculture during the last

15 years ; being a Paper read and discussed at the

ordinary meeting of the Society of Arts, March 5,

1856, H.R.H. Prince Albert, President, in the chair.

By Charles Wren Hoskyns.

Agricultural Statistics. By Charles Wren Hoskyns.
M Sua si bona norint

i
indifferently cultivated fields are often scanty in lne
extreme when compared with the crops of the vigorous
tenant who has the security of a lease, and who
judiciously expends his capital in giving employment
and otherwise permanently improving his farm, which
his landlord (though perhaps willing) has not the
means to do."

On the form of lease recommended as fair between
landlord and tenant Mr. Ferguson is not likely to meet
with such general acquiescence among his readers as

the above paragraph will obtain for him.

Nos numerus sumus."

John Murray.

These are reprints from the Journals where they first

respectively appeared. Those who have not copies

for preservation of two very excellent papers should

procure these pamphlets.

Yearly Tenancy and Farm Leases. Lecture by Mr.
J. D. Ferguson, of By well, to the Hexham Farmers'
Club. J. Grey, Esq., of Dilston, President, in the

chair. Journal Office, Newcastle.

This little track reports a lecture on a very important
subject which tells us very satisfactorily

—

u ls f

, how it is that a tenant at will has not a fair

chance of doing either justice to himself or his farm

;

2nd, in what way generally a yearly tenancy of a farm
often militates against the interest of the proprietor as

well as his tenant ; and 3d, in what way 'enants-at-will,

or those holding their farms merely from year to year,

are not so useful to their country in a general sense as

those having leases."

Then, on " Farm Leases," it states u in what way
reciprocal advantages are derived by both landlord and
tenant, when the one grants, and the other accepts, a
lease of a farm for a term of years."

On these several points we shall make a few
extracts :

—

1. A tenant at will cannot do justice either to him-
self or his farm, for " It is impossible to expect that he
shall lay out his capital in the permanent improvement
of another person's property, without security that he or
his heirs may at least reasonably expect the yearly in-

terest on the capital he has employed in the cultivation of

his farm. For a landlord to expect that his tenan's
shall expend considerable sums of their own in draining,
fencing, or building, without the security of a lease, is

to my mind, tantamount to his asking each of them for

the loan of a sum of money, without any security or
written document whatever, as evidence of his having
received it, and few indeed I apprehend would be willing

to lend their money in that way."
2. A yearly tenancy militates against the interest of

the landlord as well as the tenant. " Every landlord is

of course anxious that his farms should always be kept
in good condition, lest, in the event of his tenants
resigning possession of his farm, he should lose money
by re-letting it at a lower rent, and this you will at

once perceive begets, as I said before, a new bargain
and a written agreement with every tenant every year
previous to Martinmas, if the entry is at May-day.
Now, if the price of farm produce is looking up in the
market, the landlord is naturally and reasonably
anxious for an increase of rent, probably beyond what
his tenants had before paid, and on the other hand, if

farm produce has come down in price, then it is also
natural and reasonable for each tenant to make a fresh
bargain, so that his rent may be less than formerly.
All this, then, begets a constant and unseemly bickering
from year to year between a landlord and his tenant,
which a lease would entirely prevent It follows, then,
that in order to carry out what I think is perfectly fair

on the part of the landlord, stringent clauses should be
insisted on, which a tenant, having only a yearly
interest in his farm, has often decided objections in
agreeing to, because he subjects himself to consider-
able outlay without the sure prospect of obtaining
sufficient reimbursement. Now, a lease for a number of
years would cure all this, because a tenant knows very
well if stringent or severe conditions are insisted on in
the lease, of laying yearly on his fields a certain
quantity of manure or lime, he, or his heirs in the
event of his death, are the only parties who shall reap
the benefit."

3. Terants-at-will are not so useful to their country
as those having leases. " They do not so freely expend
their capital or cultivate their farms with the same
spirit and energy as those having the security of a lease,

and this no man can be surprised at, for although the
land ord may be the best of men, and may in every
respect act the part of a most hon< urable and consider-
ate landlord, yet no man tan tell wh»n he may dispose
or excamb part of his property, when a change may
come over his circumstances, or when death may put
an end to his kind intentions, and hinder the fulfilling

of any promise he may have made, and, therefore, the
tenant farming from year to year is naturally reluctant
to lay out any capital of his own in improving his farm,
consequently his crops on undrained and therefore

Miscellaneous.
The Beet Sugar Manufacture.—" Our largest agricul-

tural establishments are employed upon the Beet
In the department of the Pas-de- Calais, one single

farmer, M. Crespel de Lisse, grows 2500 acres of Beet-

root every year, feeds 1000 head of cattle upon the

pulp, and in this way produces sufficient manure to grow

upwards of 3000 quarters of corn : there is nothing of the

kind in England upon such a large scale. In the depart-

ment of the Oise, a company is established at Dresles,

with a capital of 30
}
000Z., for carrying on a similar

concern ; last year they grew 1200 acres of Beet from

which they made sugar and alcohol, and with the pulp

fed I do not know how many animals, harvested 1000

quarters of Wheat, and after disbursements and

receipts to the amount of several millions of francs,

divided, so I have been told, 1 5 per cent, upon the

amount of the shares. The State has its share of these

enormous productions, as an hectare (2.\ acres) of L'eet

pays to the revenue for duty upon the homegrown

sugar nearly a thousand francs (40/.) ; and yet sugar is

lower in price than ever. Such are the wonders

achieved by modern chemistry. And now for the

reverse of the picture : beautiful as is this crop, it has

narrow enough limits. At most it occupies one thou-

sandth part of the soil, and may hardly be extended

further. Hitherto it has not succeeded in the southern

half of France ; it answers only in the rich, fresh,

(fraiche) deeply cultivated lands. It requires enormous

capital to begin with, and oftentimes to be renewed, for

the establishing of sugar houses and distilleries, and,

what is still more serious, the outlet for the produce is

not unlimited. It is only owing to the Grape disease

that Beetroot spirit obtains favour ; should the disease

disappear, this branch of production will stand a chance

at least of being seriously interfered with. As regards

the sugar, there is no certaiuty that the price will not

still further decline, and it is not to be compared, for

importance of consumption, to articles of food. The

true object of agriculture

—

its secure basis— is the

production of meat and bread." Journal of Agriculture.

Calendar of Operations.

JUNE.
Cheshire, June 17.—The weather for the last few weeks has

been most favourable for the crops, and Wheat, Barley, and

Oats, with very few exceptions, are looking remarkably well.

Beans and Peas are not much grown in this county, but what we

have seen are also looking very healthy. In some localities,

however, there are complaints of the wireworm having injured

the crops both of Wheat and Barley seriously,. and we have

heard of instances where farmers have in consequence ploughed

up a portion of their Wheat and sown the land with spring corn.

It does not appear that any effectual remedy has yet been dis-

covered for the preservation of the crops against these pests, but

their depredations are sometimes checked by an application ot b

or 8 cwt. of salt per acre, and the use of a Cambridge or Cross-

kill's roller. Grass is plentiful, and all kinds of stock appear to

be doing well. Mangel Wurzel and Turnips have come up

well, but there are complaints of the insect tribe injuring tne-

young plants as soon as they make their appearance above ground,

we trust, however, that these attacks are only partial, and tnai

this very genial weather will force them out of danger, ana

that we shall yet have good crops. Early Potatoes, where

not cut down by the frost, are looking well, and will soon w
ready for market; some crops within the influence of the sea air

are very forward, and a few have already been sold. We are
J

*

formed that a less breadth of land has been planted than ior

several years past, therefore we are led to believe that a remune

• rative price to the grower will be maintained in consequence.

All descriptions of weeds are growing rapidly, and farmers
i

re-

quire an additional force of labourers to keep pace *"J
"*?";

work ; but it is to be hoped that they will be repaid by me

excellence of the crops, of which there is now great promise, a

descriptions of store stock are dear, and feeding being "mum? 1*

tive at these high prices is very doubtful. A mixture ot ItaiiJ"

Rye-grass with Clover, &c, for soiling horses and cattle in nw

st'all is beginning to be appreciated; we are now cutting c

second crop of fine growth. There appears to be a scarcnj

pigs in the country, as stores are dearer than we ever rememw

(hem, and fat ones are much inquired after. We believe thai

one cause is the great losses amongst young litters irom **

frosts early in the spring, at which time the first litters ot tu

year generally make their appearance ; a great ,mPr0T^.Ttb6
regards warmth, which is so essential to young pigs, migm

made in even the best pig-styes of the present day. ,
ft

West Sussex, June 17.— Since our last report we have u*

continuation of such weather as has kept us all contentea, in

hardly a complaint has been heard. The spring corn tmu

long looked backward was at last set to growing by fine^
able showers, and when it had enough then we had k"^1 ^L

gan to want, so that now^the prosP*

,3 *wu lu. W,„, u..»o .o also abundant, and if *e nave

fine weather there will be more good hay made in»«

- p

shine, which the Wheat begasnine, wnicn ine w neat uegau iu wam, aw •—-—-- i_"vp no*
is good for com; Grass is also abundant, and it we na>«=

fine weather there will be more good hay made tn»" ^
been for several years; the Clover, where It has » oa
tirely failed, is very heavy, and the rain that we u ^
the 13th has laid some of it, but as it is fit to cm

not suffer on that account. Turnip and Swede sowing i

employing us, and the fly has been more than usuaiiy

many are sowing the second time, and without a

will have to do it again. The old and common idea

e

that

season ; as the general opinion was that the price W( 'u,° '

tbey
the termination of the war, few cared to keep bac* wne

f those

could conveniently sell out. This, perhaps, was ™*°j
S such

cases when statistics would have been useful ;
but there

a desire for speculating in all Britons that with manyag ^
tural statistics are viewed with great disfavour. Bat v>
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feasible reason that I have beard here is, that supposing the

estimate to be taken too hi#h, then prices would fall in anticipa-

tion of abundance ; and if taken too low, then the importers

would set to work more eagerly, and so bring down the price

in that way : but this is all upon the supposition that the esti-

mates will be taken wrong, and they go so far as to say that

it is impossible to arrive at any thing near the truth, forgetting

that the thing is done in individual cases every year without

much error, and the more general the system becomes the

nearer the truth it will be. G. S.

Wester Ross, June 10 —Within the last four we^ks there has

fallen a quantity of rain uncommonly large for this season of the

year, and during the greater part of that time the wind has been

very cold and easterly. In the early part of last month the

weather, fortunately, was very favourable for preparing the

ground for Turn ps, and a good deal was then accomplished

;

since that time this work has proceeded very slowly and very
unsatisfactorily. Sowing of Swedes has been tinished generally,

and they are now appearing above ground thick and regular.

We have now h?d a few days comparatively dry, and plough,

grubber, and harrows have been wrought with all alacrity, and to

great advantage. Sowing of common Turnips is now proceeded
with, and in 10 days will be all but completed. The quantity of

manure applied to Turnips seems still on the increase; for it is

no rare thing to meet with farmers who scruple not to apply to each
acre3Z. worth of purchased manures. The season appears to have
been favourable to the brairding of Potatoes, as they appeared
above ground about a fortnight earlier than usual, and already a
few fields have been hoed a first time. They aie close brairded,

and seem strong and vigorous. Autumn-sown Wheat on dry
soils never looked better; indeed, we are at a loss to know what
some crops will come to; whether they will lodge early, and be
of little or no use, or whether they will stand erect to harvest,
and yield a return more abundant than any we have
ever had before. On undrained and cold soils the Wheat does
not look so well, and Oiits and Barley until a few days ago
looked as if they were half drowned, aud seemed qui'e unable
to keep pace with the rapidly advancing Wheat. Now, how-
ever, they are coming away in good earnest, and there is every
reason to anticipate at least an abundance of straw this year.
The hay crop is heavier than it has been for years, and the
pastures afford a sufficient bite for stock. Cattle, fat and lean,

are in good demand, and prices are again remunerating. The
rise in wages of day labourers and half-year servants has stopped,
but as there is abundant employment at lair wages contentment
generally prevails.

PAGE AND CO.'S
COMPOSITION FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF BLIGHT

UPON THE

HOP, EOSES, WALL-FRUIT TREES, CUCUMBERS, MELONS, VINES,
STOVE AISD GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

Extra Strong, 4s. per Gallon, sufficient to make Four Gallons fit for use.

Ten Gallons and upwards, Carriage Free to London.

AFTER FIVE YEARS' EXTENSIVE USE by the most eminent Gardeners in the Kingdom, the
superiority of PAGE and CO.'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION is unquestionable, requiring only a trial to insure its general

use for destroying every pest to which Plant and Fruit Growers are subject (without injuring the most delicate flowers or foliage),
and promoting a luxuriant growth.

For List of Agents, see Gardeners" Chronicle of April 12ih, and previous Numbers.

Pamphlets, with instructions for use, free by post on applicalioji to

PAGE & CO., Seed Merchants, Southampton.

SAMUELSON'S
REGISTERED BUDDING'S LAWN

Fv)R

MOWING MACHINES

Notices to Correspondents.
Bars Floors : J L S. If you mix broken glass up in the mortar

for the barn floor it will puzzle the rats. But a well made con-
crete as foundation for the ordinary cement is perfectly efficient.

Bovd's Scvthes : O S. in answer to our note at page 397 says :

—

"The one that I had was not radially grooved at the joint
where the greatest strain is. I have since seen such, and one
great defect will be cured by it. But there are many more to

be remedied. Tiie method of attaching the iron to the wood at
the heel leaves it so weak that no man would venture into a
heavy com field with them. For lawn mowing they may do,
but no better than the others; but for farm work they will not
do, to say nothing of the price.

Chaff-Cutting and Bruising Machtxk : T. For the former
apply to Richmond and Ctiaudler, of Salford, and for the latter

to Turner, of Norwich; or you may apply to any of the com-
mission agents, as Burgess & Key ; Dean, Dray, & Co., &c.

Diseased Flock: Correspondent. We fear we shall not have an
opinion for you in time for publication this week, but if you
will favour us with your address it shall be sent to you.

DrxG-HEAP: Eaton. Farm-yard dung is best preserved under a
covering of loam or vegetable mould. If laid upon a bed of
such stuff an 1 covered by it, the volatile parts will be retained
and the soluble parts will not run to waste. This is better than
adding gypsum.

Freehold Land Society: WH B. "We do not know the address
ot its office.

IIerefords: J J P. In a recent number of a Canadian paper
there is an account which may serve your purpose. We quote
the following passages :—" Mr. Heath, of Ludhani Hall, says,

—

4 You wish to know the weights of some of my prize Herefords.
A two years and ten months steer (four quarters, beef only)
weighed 92 stones (1280 lbs., 14 lbs. to the stone), winner of
the gold medal given for any breed of all ages in London, 1850.
A four years old and eight months old ox, 134 stones (1876 lbs.),

winner of 301. in London, 1851. One three years and nine
months old, 126 stones (1764 lbs.), winner of second prize of 15/.
The next Hereford I showed was at Birmingham, 1853, two
years and eleven months old, winner of thegdd medal and 30Z.
I brought him home again, and showed him the following
year in London ; he won the first prize of 25?., and, had he had
justice done him, would have won the gold medal, 1854. I
showed at Birmingham a Hereford, the same year, winner of
the gold medal and 30?. These two animals were twins bred
by Mr. Thomas Carter, Dodmore, Ludlow ; the formpr weighed
129 stones (1806 lbs.), the latter, 133 stones (1862 lbs.); their
ages, when killed, were three years and eleven months. I

bought them the end of October for 50? , sold thpm December,
1854, for 120?.; they won me in money 75?., and the two medals
are worth 40?. for old gold. These two Herefords made me in
all 215?. I showed a heifer, winner of first prize of 10?. at
Birmingham, four years and teu months old, weighed 96 stones
(1344 lbs.) I showed in London, this year, winner of first prize
of 25?., sold him for 651., three years and eleven months,
weighed 128 stones (1792 lbs.). A steer I showed in the young
class in London, 1854 ; he had not a prize awarded to him. I
showed him this vear at Birmingham, won the gold medal and
30?.; sold him for 67?. 105. ; he weighed 136 stones (1906 lbs.);
was three years and eleven months old.' Mr. Heath breeds
early lambs for the London market, feeds the ewes the same
year, buying in the fall—a practice with many graziers in
England. Mr. Rowland, of Buckinghamshire says:— • 1 hav3
not shown oxen of late years; the breeders, in a great
measure, have been the exhibitors. I was an exhibitor for some
years after I came here, and took three prizes with Hereford
oxen, which weighed from 260 to 270 stones, 8 lbs. to the stone.
This was beef, hide, and rough fat.' Mr. Edward Price,
Leominster, says:—'In December last, I sold to the agent of his
Royal Highness Prince Albert 4 one year old Hereford
steers for 130?. The weight of my three years and ten months
old Hereford heifer, which took the first prize or 10?. and 20?.
extra mon-y, and gold and silver medal at Birmingham, was
18 scores p*r quarter in her beef (1440 lbs.). The only reason
I give the weights and prices of these Herefords is— the short-
horn breeders have always been boasting of early maturity and
great size. I contend that the weight is the proof. Now, I
want to see shorthorn breeders show such proofs as above.' "

Mr. Wood's Paper: Anon. The Paper may probably be obtained
on application to Mr Corbet, the secretary to the club, Bridge
Street, Blackrriars. We will publish an extract next week on
the point to which you refer.

Renovating Old Pasture: M G Y. You had better sow the
Clovers and Italian Ryegrass on all soils, and on heavy
clays sow Timothy Grass and Festuca loliacea in addition,
while on light soils Festuca rubra, and perhaps Lotus cornicu-
latus might be sown along with the common Clover and Rye-

PLEASURE GROUNDS, LAWNS, BORDERS, BOWLING:GREENS, ETC.

To cut from 16 inches wide, for a boy to work,

Up to 30 inches wide, for man and pony.

Prices ... £5 10 £5 17 6 £6 £9 £11 10

Width Cut 16 ins. 19 ins. 22 ins. !j ir.s. 30 ins.

THE REGISTERED1MPROVEMENT renders unnecessary the great

care requisite in the handling of these machines on the old plan ; all that

is now required can he done by any unskilled Labourer, who has only

to push the machine before him. The Registered adjustment insures a

clean and perfectly level cut. of any required height, and prevents the

knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground may be.

Copies of Testimonials will be

forwarded, post free, on application

to the manufacturer.

The above may also be procured

at the principal Agricultural Im*

plement DepQts in London ; of Messrs-

J. Veitcu & Sox, Exotic Nurseries,

Chelsea; in the Agricultural Depart-

ment, and on the Lawns of the Crystal

Palace. Sydenham ; and of all respect-

able Ironmongers & Seedsmen in the

country.

B. SAMUELSON, Britannia Works, Banbury.

T. GREEN'S NEW INVENTION IN LAWN MOWING AND
ROLLING MACHINES,

SOLE MANUFACTURER, IRON AND WIRE WORKS, NORTH STREET, LEEDS.

REGISTERE D JULY 24, 1855.—No. 3739.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE MACHINES supersede all others by having
a small Wheel in front of the Grass Box, consequently will mow verges and round flower beds,

without any change of Wheels, or adding the old fashioned Roller, as in others; will also cut either
wet or dry, and by the simple adjustment of a thumb screw, iu front, can be raised or lowered to cut
the Grass any length required ; and having two Rollers behind, and a small one in front, they roll the'

width they cut; they will turn in very little room, and cut at the same time. All the working parts
made much stronger than the old machines. The bottom Blades are so constructed that they cannot
tear up the ground; they are only drawn, and not pushed and drawn as in other machines,
consequently do not require half the power to work them. The three first sizes can be worked by
one person with ease; the two latter with a pony or donkey.

g$*»w

m . y

cv

13 inches
£5 5

LIST OF PRICES (NET CASH):-
16 inches 20 inches 24 inches 28 inches
£6 £7 £8 £10 10

A quantity of Machines of other kinds at Half the usual prices.

and 32 inches
£12 10
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Salt

: M G T. You may use 3 or 4 cwt. of salt per acre on mw *
land reclaimed from heath. It will not perform the office ot
lime however in the soil.

Wireworm
: C. Wilkinson. Pressure during the growth of the

crop and exposure to the frosts of winter are the two remedies
mainly relied upon, but there is no certain remedy.

Testimonial from Joshua Major, Esc.. Landscape Gardener, Knostrop.

To Mr. Green, Leeds.—Sir, As I always appreciate, public and useful improvements, I most gladly give my testimony to

your highly improved Mowing and Rolling Machine. The one sent for my inspection and trial (cutting a breadth of 24 inches) was

drawn on flat ground with ease by one person, and although at the time of trial the lawn was wet, it was cut with the greatest

nicety. So complete and simple is the invention, that amateur gentlemen, and even ladies, may work either the 16 or 20 inch size

with ease and pleasure, providing the Grass is not too long. For extensive places 1 should say the 24 inches would

be most suitable ; for even in undulating ground two persons may work it; but in flower gardens, when beds, &c, are crowded,

either of the smaller sizes would be best. I congratulate you on your very valuable invention, which in my opinion, entirely

surpasses and must eventually supersede all others, for it is not only free from intricacy and easy to the workman, but extremely ex-

peditious in its operations, and consequently must prove a great saving in the management of Grass lawns, and a great boon to

the public—I am, Sir, your most obedient servant, Joshua Major.

Other Testimonials may be fiad on application to the Manufacturer.

The above Machines are warranted to answer the purpose as described, or may be returned.

London Agents : Messrs. Cottam & Hallen, 76, Oxford Street ; and Messrs. Burgess & Key, 103, Newgate

Street an 1 may be bad of all principal Ironmongers, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen in England ; also Mr. Charles

Garrood, Superintendent of Agricultural Department, Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

/
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ZOBUCULTURAL BUILDING AM HEATING- BY HOT WATER,
AT THE LOWEST PRICES CONSISTENT WITH

GOOD MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET
GRAY avd ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical
(

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are iu a

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

LONDON.
, CHELSEA,

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London

Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water

Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES.
Awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition, and Patronised by the English and

French Governments.

it

COTTAM AND HALLEN,
THE Original INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MAi\GER RACK and WATER TROUGH

AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made importaut additions, the main features of the same being explained in the

description and engraving.

or mixing vith the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim
general notice.

C The Seed Boxdateched, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,

light and durable.

O The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be

uwd with ^
rreat advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an

object, as the long- portion of the bracket can be turned up out of

the way when not in use.

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball

of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiaelews in its opera-
tion, as also a sure prevent.! rive against the most resUve horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached
from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the

seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

COTTAM'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and
utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,

Galvanised, or Enamelled.

Improved S'ablt Gitit&nng, with moveable safety covers. Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner Mangers
H-tmess-rooni Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on show at

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WAiUliiNU AND VENTILATING.—The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratis

on application.

VALUABLE IMPROVEMENTS IN MOWING MACHINES.

BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT

Under the Patronage of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, and His Ifajesty the Emperor of

the French.

ALEXANDER SHANKS AND SON,
ARBROATH, FORFARSHIRE.—PATENTEES.

A SHANKS and SON, while soliciting the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, find Gardeners to their
• Horse and Pony MOWING and ROLLING MACHINES, the mmpteteness and superioiity of which are now well known,

at the same time respectfully solicit notice to their new HAND MACHINE, specially adanted for mowing small lawns, verges,
around flower beds, &c, and which has now undergone a trial amply- sufficient to enable the Patentees with all confidence to offer it

as the cheapest as well as the most efficient and complete machine extant. The improvements effected by the Patentees enable
the machine to be worked with perfect ease by one person. It requires no change of wheels or rollers in mowing verges ; will cut
close to the edge of flower-beds; has great facilities for quick turning, cutting and rolling at the same time; the length of the cut
can be effectually re-yilated in a few .seconds by merely turning a screw, and being simple as well as complete in its construction
the machine can be easily worked and managed by a common labourer. The machines are fitted with due regard to strength and
durability, and consequently not ?. t all liable to get out of order. The work is executed with great rapidity, and in a manner vastly
superior to mowing with the scythe, while the simultaneous operations of rolling and close cutting greatly improve and beautify
the turf. The Rolling and "Mowing Machine is now in common use at all the Royal Gardens, Windsor, Kew, Buckingham Palace,
a rae '

Illustrated Price Lists forwarded on application.

NJB. A. SrtAancs& Sox finding that their Patented Improvements are pirated, beg to caution the public against purchasing
Machines with their improvements without their name and address marked on the Machines.

A. Shanks & Sox also snpply Fleming s SALTING MACHINES, for destroying Weeds, &c., on Gravel Walks, Court Yards,
&c., particulars and prices of which will be learned on application.

HPHE COMFORT OF A FIXED WATER-CLOSET
-*- for li.— Places in Gardens converted into comfortable
Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY-SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, preventing the return of cold
air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it or unfix it in two hours.
Price LL Alan* Hermetically-sealed aad inodorous chamber
commodes. K.2j. and 21.4*.,"' and improved Portable Water-
cl«wtt, with pump, cist*rn, and self-acting valve. A prospectus
with engravings forwarded by ntltsing two post stamps;—At
Fyf2 and Co.'s Sanatorium, 46, Leicester Square.

i>"| 9° MILKER'S HOLDFAST AND FIRE-
"•' -*-^ RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapour
i>ing), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patents
ol 1840-51-54 and 1865, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid
Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest,
BEST, and CHEAPEST SAFEGUARDS EXTANT.
Milker's Phoenix (318°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-

plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and S, Lord

j

Street, Liverpool. London Dep&t, 41a, Moorgate Street , City.

I
Circulars free by post.

MAPPINGS PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by thr Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
•J Cutlery Works, Sheffield; and 67 and 68, King William
Street, London, Drawings forwarded hv post.

jiOYD'S PATENT SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHE,
••* complete ... ... ... •• ... ... ... 10s. 64.

BOYD'S PATENT VULCAN SCYTHE, complete ... 6 6

BOYD'S PATENT VULCAN BLADES 4 6

May be had of all Ironmongers and Seedsmen; and Wholesale
of Wm. Dkay & Co., Swan Lane, London.

IMPROVED LAWN MOWING MACHINES.
Manufactured and Sold bt Budding's Patent

TAMES FERRABEE & Co.,

PHCENIX IRON WORKS,
Near STROUD,

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

These are the only MOWING
MACHINES that can be used by

unskilled labourers

with equal facility

on Lawns, Verges,
|

between Flower beds,

on Bowling Greens,

Cricket and Pleasure

Grounds; 5000 of

them have been sold.

Price List, including the carriage to any Railway Station

south of York. ..

Hand Machine, for One Man, cutting 16 iuches wide £o lW-«*

Ditto for Man and Boy „ 22 ditto ... 6 u

Pony Machine (or Donkey) „ 26 ditto ... 8 u

Horse Machine „ 28 ditto ... H ["
Ditto „ 36 ditto ... 15 u

London Agency :—The Manager of the Agricultural Depart-

ment, Baker Street Bazaar.

M
PARKcS'STEELDICGIMC FORKS X DRAINING TOOL..

ESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Pabkes

^tA Wholesale Agents for England, have always ;n s*>ck

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now m use
-

upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers member, or x

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them tobe tne »

ever invented, and to facilitate labour »t least*
p
P« "*

Price Lists sent free on application and Illus rated
:

CaUWF

of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamp

103, Newgate Street, London.
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lUARNERS' SWING WATER-BARROW
»' (To Hold Thirty Gallons)

Will save much of the gardener's time and labour. May be
obtained- of any Ironmonger for 3/. 3s.

Brass Syringes, 9s. to 18*.

AJso a great variety of eilVctive Machines for Hydraulic pur-
poses, and to supply Gardens, Hothouses, Cottages, Farms
Man>i<>ns, or Boards of Health, with every requisite connected
with the conveyance and distribution of Liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns. &c.

BEEHIVES.
PaiZB

:

Medal Awarded to G. Nkiohboiti & Soss. for Bkb-
^ - irX^f^l 1;'""*' AT TI1E 1>AR1S Exposition of 1855.VUGHBOUR'a IMPROVED COTTAGE HEE-

HI\ E as originally introduced by Georob Ntckhjboue &
so.vs, with all the recent im-
provements, Glasses,& Ther-
mometer, price 3os., securely
packed for the country.
This unique Hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit: its arrangements are
so perfect that the 11

may be taken at any time
of the season without at all

injuring the Bees.
Applications may be ad-

dressed to George Nkkjii-
boi'b & Sons, 127, High Hol-
born, or 149, Regent Sireet,
London.
Their newly- arranged C ata-

logue of other iiuprov,
Hives, with drawings and
prices, sent on receipt of two
stamps.

Agents:—Liverpool, Jakes Outhhert, 12, Clayton Square

;

il by" -j/RIGI DOMO."— Patronised by her Majesty the
* Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Svon House, his

Grace tne Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick i. miens. Professor
Lmdley for the Horticultural Sochtv, Si* Joseph Paiton for the
Crystal PaW Royal Zoological Society, la<e Mrs. i. iwreiice,-of
Laling Park, and — Collier. Esq., of Dartford.

,JKOTi:eTlON FROM MORNING FROST.
' tKIi.l DOMO. a Canvas made of patent prepared Hairand V. 1, a perfect non-conductor or Heat and C«»!d keepin"

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floriculiural purpo* I. for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorehbig rays of the sun. from wind,from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in

of
any required length, 2 yards vide, at Is. 6d. per vard run, ofLlisha 1 homas AncuKR, whole and sole manufacturer. 7, TrinitvLane Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-men throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper than matsas a covering.'

I\EANL'S WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.-
* s Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening- nursui

Garden Seats and Chairs.
Avernncatow .Gidney'* Prussian! Pick
Axes Hoe [Selai
Ranging Hooks [Grape Gsth. s ami
Kills [terns Gravel Rake, ami
Bord. ra, various pat- Sieves

use Doors
rames
rs

g in- Hand-glass Frames

**»

(Fig. 1.) (Fig:. 2.)

JTYLOk and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
• ENGINE (Fig. 1), In best veil paintei. Oak'tuh, fitted with

improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fkn and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 palloris, throws 30 leet lii^h ... £4 10
No. 2 „ 15 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 10
No. 3 „ 23 w „ 45 „ ... 6 18

T TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
y • ENGINE (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted
inside and outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and
registered Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate
rose fan and jet.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet high
No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 30
Noill „ 16 ,, „ 40
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 45
No. 14 „ 30 „ 45

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes
Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

IJinch, lis. 3d.] No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, lg inch, 12*.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel.. If inch, 10s. 6d.

Read's Syringk, with two- roses and one jet, 19*.

J. Tylor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at
these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in

town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
of whom Drawings and Price* may he had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, <&c, not included in these prices.

J. Tylor & Son's Manufactory, WaTwiok Lane, Newgate
Street, London.

PDWARDS'S REGISTERED EARWltfTHfcP
-A--* is an elegant, durable, and effectual instrument for the
destruction of earwigs. It is highly recommended bv the Bdltor
of the u Florist," and other distinguished Horticulturists. BbiDfl
ornamental in shape it must supersede the ugly inverted flower-
pots in all tastefully kept gardens. Price 9*. per dozen. Sold
wholesale at the manufactory and by the 1- llowing agents:—
S. Martin, 14, Gough Square, Lor don; C. Turner, Royal
Nursery, Slough; J. Keynes, Nursery, Salisbury, and retail by
every Ironmonger, Nurseryman, and SeedMUan in the United
Kingdom. Descriptive drawings sent on receipt of postage stamp.

E. Edwards & Co., Inventors and Manufacturers, St. Paul's

k
Square, Birmingham.

Daisy Kakes
Dibbles
Dock Spti'ls

DrainingTools
Edging Irons and
Shears

Flower Scissors

Hay Knives
Horticultural Ham-
mers and Hatchets
Hoes i>f every pattern
Hotbed Handles
Ladies' Set of Tools
Label*, various | *

M
tt

11

11

11

't

11

m a *

£2
3
4
5
5

15
5

IS

T TYLOIl and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
*-* • SYRINGE.— Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. each.
Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.
Extra for Telescope Tube as *hnwu in engraving for watering

plant* on stands at a height of 8 feet so that any quantity of
water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, 10s.
By a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more

effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever
offered to the public. It is equally adapted foi Garden or
Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as much
water in a given time as any other Syringe now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube
to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled with water
at every discharge of thsi previous contents. By this means the
Syringe is always charged, and the pirll-np stroke of the piston
rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, the
barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-
supplying, a great saving of labour is effected ; and the necessity
of stopping to fill the syringe at every discharge being done
*w*y wirh, the direction of the water can be maintained for any
length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it is not
possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, which
l

fh*
W
<z

now*n ^convenience attendant on the use of every
other bynnge. Its construction is perfectly simple, and cannot *et
out of order; theswund in ball valves and fittings used fur filling
all other patent Syringes beifig entirely superseded. To be had
ot any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

J. Tvlor. & ?ons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus,

*T C

£i
Pf New&ate Str**<> London.

h.b. I hese prices do not include carriage, package, or expense
of delivery in the countrv. /

Stands in Wires terns, i , Zina. Pornand
Fuoafgptota

Iron ce:am,&c.
Lines and Keels

Galvanic Borders and Marking Ink
Plant Protectors

Garden Chairs and
Seats

,, Loops
„ Rollers

„ Scrapers

Mattocks
'Menographs
Metallic Vv ire

Milton Hatchet.

Potattg'orin
Phinfng Bills

Knives, varioi s
.^nws

Scissors
Shears

Rwke.s i n great variety
Reaping Hovks
Scythes

ytlie Stones
-hears, v.irious
Sickles

ckle .Saws
Bpodes and Shovel

.

Spuds
Switch I looks
Thistle Hooks
Tranaj 'hinting Took
Trowels
Turfing Irons
Wall Nails
Watering pots
Weed HoukS
Wheelbarrows
Youths' Set of Tools

BEADON'S PATENT EAVES GUTTER TILE
for Farm Buildings, Roofs of Houses (either old or new,

whether of Thatch, Slate or Tile), and other smu'tures. Sole
Agent, J. B. Lawks, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.
This is the cheapest kind of spouting.known. and is especially

adapted for Farm Buildings and Labourers' Cottages. It will
last as long as the building without repair, requires no paint, and

Mole Traps
Mowing .Machines

DKANE, DRAY, and CO. are sole Agents for LINGHAM'.sPERMANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their Illus-
trated Pneed Li.sto* IlorticuUiiral Tools, can be sent postpaid
to any part of the United Kingdom. A No. Wholesale «nd Re'ail
Agents for SAYNOR'S celebrated PRUNING KNIVES, used
exclusively by the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.
DEANE, DRAY, and CO. (Opening to the Monument)

Londou Bridge. Established a.d. 1700.

TTO CARDEIMERS, SALESMAN, AND OTHERS.
O BE LLT, the Proprietor having other buMues*

.„ v v • i* c x a. ...... . . - . i

to attend to, seven acres of Garden Ground, well storkedw,l bear the weight of a adder agam.st it wuhoiir o.jary. Price of with Fn.it Trees, on which is an excellent crop, good Dw^e lin-each I. e of about 13 im-hee long is 4d. Stop-ei.de and outlets 6d. house, Cottage, Sheds, Stabling, and ever/ cSnven .^i to,each. Any mason can put them up. Il 100 teet or more are re- v '
«•"*.. . ' . - «' rr

> convenience ioi

quired, a man will be sent to fix them at bd. perto'd. This price
to include Tiles (delivered at Agent'syaid) cement, labour.— May
be had in London, Glo'ster, Bridgewatnr, and Rugby.

|| J. MORTON and Co., Galvanized Iron Works,
I A • 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.,
GALVANIZED IRON ROOFING, 'or Farm Buildings and

othe: roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest rooting in use
GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from Ktyri. per yard, for Farm

buildings, houses. &c.—Never requires painting.
PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest and

nea'est fence in use, will resist the largest Cattle, and will not

business, four miles from the London markets, close to a Railwnv
Strttion. Coming in, the market value of the crops. Rent mode-
rate.— Apply to Mr. Khrnan. O.v-nr Garden. Sendsman.

NEAR USK, MONIVOUTHSH RE.
~-

HTO BE LET or SOLD, a FAKM, consisting of
* 5S acres of Arable, '.8 of Pasture, and 2 of Orcharding
The Land is well drained, the buddings are convenient, and
with the. exception of the ham. new. Ti.e locality is sulubriou-
and the Farm well situated, being 4 miles fmra the town o!
Usk, and 2* from the Monmouth Railwav. A trout stream rui
through the Farm. There is an eligible site for building a gen-

_ ,

tleman's residence near the turnpike road, commanding an
bend or got out of form by trespassing upon or over. Upwards extensive prospect, and for which good stone mav be quarried
of 600 miles of this fencing fixed^ by us in the last 8 years. For

;

The tenure is copyhold under the Duke of Beauiort, and mav bemade freehold on application to the commissioners. Terras
moderate.—Apply to Walteh Hughes & Son, Estate and House
Agents, 37, College Green, Bristol.

MONMOU T H S hTr^eT
"

'T'O BE SOLD, a FREEHOLD ESTATE of more
*- than 400 Acres, divided into Pasture, Arable, and Wood

Land, with a gentleman's House on a very warm, dry, and
The Netting made anv

eleTated site commanding extensive views, less than a mile from
width, and with opening of d mJ"' * fi" e "ve

!r'

and a rAi,road station, extensive Farm
anv size

wllu openin«8 of Buildings and four Cottages, the land of good quality, and in

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS lj!'
fh

f
?
ul"VB

t

l«?'
l

a
.

nd al1
,

the Buildings in perfect order. Good
for DRY and WET FOOD.-Galvanired Chain Camp Stools '

ShootinS and Wishing. Four hours and a Quarter from London

illustrated price list apply at the Works.
GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.—

Galvanized, 24 inch wide,
2-inch mesh, Qdn 8d. and lid.
per yard.
Galvauized, 24 inch wide,

3-iuoh mesh, Ad.
7
o±d , ana

7^<i. per yard.

and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very nea%
6s. 6d. to 12*. 6ti. each.— Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Rods and
Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdles,
Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-
vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Pmks, Plantations, Plea-
sure Grounds, &c, from 10^d. per yard.
For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Henry J. Morton & Co.,

2, Basin^hall Buildings, Leeds.

GR£AT~REDUCTiOlM IN THE^PRICE. OF "GALVANISED
WIRE NETTING.

—Apply to A. Waddixoton, Esq., Sol., Usk.

T) ARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,
s-* in consequence of improvements in their machinery foT
the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduotion in the prices.

Sato t>u bunion*
— —*-

THE LCDDICES COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS.
"j\ /T R. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce th»t the
X»i Third Sale of this important collection of ORCHIDS is
fixed to take place at his Great Room, 38, King Street, Covemt
Garden, on TUESDAY, 15th July.—Catalogues will be ready
for distribution 10 days before the sale.

EAST INDIAN Ai\.D BRAZILIAN ORCHIDS.
Aj R. J. G. STEVENS w t i i bbU by Auction at Ins
1 ^*;^reat Room, 38, King Street, Ooveirt Garden, <.n
TUESDAT, June 24, at 1 o'Olo k precisely, an importation of
PIIAL.-ENUPSIS GRANDIFi.ORA, AERIDES SUAVI.O-
LENS and SACCOLABIUM RLUMEI, from Java; also tl

remaining portion of the Brasilia i importation of LiELIAS,
CATTLEYAS, &c, as per Sale of 10th insL—May b« viewed on
the morning of Sale and Catalogues h id.

2-lnch mesh, 24 inches wide
2-iuch it

2 inch ii

2-inch if

lg-inch ii

lS-inch ii

ll-inch 91

If-inch 11

9 9 9strong, do.

intermediate, do.
extra stroiie, do.
24 inches wide
strong, do.

intermediate, do.

extra strong, do.

* - *

* **

*»«

* * »

• •-

99<

• • • • * •

*

Galvan-
ised.

5'i. per yd.
6
7
9;
5*

n
10

11

tt

it

ti

11

JapHiined
iron.

4d. per yd.

8

tt

it

tt

11

11

it

11

All the above kinds can be made of auy width (under 8 feet),

at proportionate price*. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
thin the lower, it will reduce the prices one-fourth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting -\d. per yard, 3 feet wide:
Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for JPheasantn*8, 2d. per
square toot.

WINDING-UP SALE FOR THIS SEA?
TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.

|\ I ES5RS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will Sell
*•* by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Law, on
FRIDAY, June 27, at 12 o'Clock, a first-rate oollection ot
DAHLIAS, including the Archbishop of Canterbury, Mrs.
Spary Spot, Lord Raglttft, Victory Inimitable, Eu»enre, Reginald,
Hannibal, Othello,- Seb^topol, Ac. ; also line V^ibenas, Fochsias,
Geraniums, and other Plants in bloom; with a large" ass rt fc

ment of Ornamental Plants for Bedding, Roses in pots, At.—
On view the morning of SaK Catalogues had at the Mart,
and of the Auctioneer*] American Nnrserv, Leytonetone, Essex.

ZT'Ct SEED MERCHANTS AND OTHER 5|"
Habpenden. >ear St. Albans. Herts.

MESSRS. PAGE and CAMERON *iil Sell by
Auctionat the Bull Inn, Harpenden, on WEDNESDAY.

Julv 9, at 2 for 3 o'Clock, in one lor, 6 acres of very Que
SWEDE TURNIP SEED (Skirvings Liverpool), growing in.

a

fi*-ldn*ar the Bull Inn at Ihirpenden. Credit will be ^iT^n—
May be viewed by applying at the Bull Inn, Harpenden, and ail
further information obtained of Messrs. Page & Caitcros, 64,
Old Broad Street, and St. Albans. N.B. Harpenden is between

i

Sf. Albans and Luton, and the neareat station from London is
Del v r .) free of pxppnse in London. P»>tprboroogh. HulL w Hatfield on the Great Northern Railway, but an omnibus leare*

Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle the Watford Station (North Western Railway) on the arrival
and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles &e. there of the 93*) from Lond-m, and pass* h through the Tillage at

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post. about 11.15. aud returns at 4.45 for Watford Station.
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ADVERTISEMENTS FOR THE ROYAL AGRI-
CULTURAL JOURNAL, intended for insertion in No.

XXXVII., roust be forwarded to the Printer without delay,

accompanied with an order for their payment and insertion, as

no attention will be paid to them otherwise.

William Clowes & Sons, Printers, Duke Street, Stamford
Street, Black friars.

THE EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. CCXL—
Advertisements and Bills intended for insertion are re-

quested to be forwarded to the Publishers on or before THURS-
DAY, July 3.

London: Longman & Co., 39, Paternoster Row.

DIAMOND EDITION oFmOORE'^ SONGS.
'

In 32mo. price, in cloth, with gilt edges, Half-a-Crown,

MOORE'S SONGS, BALLADS, and SACRED
SONGS, printed in Diamond Type. Uniform with the

Diamond Edition of Moore's " Irish Melodies" and " Lalla
Kookh,*' which may still be had, price 2s. &/. each.

London : Longman, Brows, Greks, & Longmans.

Just published, in post 8vo, price 75. &i. cloth,

"VJOMOS : Au Attempt to Demonstrate a Central
-*-^ Physical Law in Nature.

London: Lonuhan, Brow*, Grekn, & Longmans.
In 18mo. with 34 Woodcuts, price 1*. 9rf. cloth,

THE DESCRIPTIVE GEOGRAPHY OF ENG-
LAND, for the use of Schools and Private Families, in the

form of a Complete Catechism. By T. Challener.
London ; Longman, Brown, Greek, & Longmans,

Third Edition, in 8vo, 4s. cloth,

ON AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY, and THE
NATURE and PROPKKTIES of PERUVIAN GUANO.

By J. C Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S , Ac, Principal of the Agricul-
tural and Chemical College, Kennington ; Corresponding Member
of the Central and National Agricultural Society of France.

London : Longman. Bkown, Gbkf.n, & Longma

Second Issue, price 2s. 6d. f or by p<*st, 85.

LAND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
;

with Plates by J. Baile? Denton, Drainage Engineer.
"The best practical treatise we have yet seen."—Agric. Gazette.
u A very able treatise/'

—

Mark Lane Express.
London : Kiijg way. Piccadilly; and Metchim, Parliament St .

Just published, One Vol- fcap., price 35. 6d. cloth,

THE ALMIGHTY'S EVERLASTING CIRCLES :

An Essay. By the Venerable Henry Jeffreys, AM., late

Archdeacon of Bombay. Third Edition, much enlarged and
improved. With the Author's Reply to Objections against his
Statement which appeared in an Indian Periodical.

London: Thomas Hatchard, 187, Piccadilly.

BY
HER

MAJESTY'S

ROYA L

LETTERS
PATENT.

Just published, in 8vo, with Six Plates, price 5s. cloth,

ELEMENTS OF PRACTICAL HYDRAULICS.
By Samuel Downing, M.A., Professor of Civil Engineering

in the University of Dublin.
"A work which cannot fail to be of the greatest value to all

who are concerned in the drainage of land, or the supply of towns
with water, or the construction of canals, or the irrigation of
tracts rendered barren by dryness."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

C1 DENCH, Patent Hothouse Works, King's Road,
!-*• Chelsea; and at Mornington Place, Hampstead Roal.
These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood beinp used for the framework, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all

completed for Is. 3<i. per foot super. Hundreds of references
can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent.

HOGG'S EDGING TILES for GARDEN WALKS,
FLOWER BEDS, &c, price 13*. per 100 (4J per yard),

Registered.—These Tiles are an elegant, cheap, and durable
.substitute for Box Edging. They afford no shelter for vermin,
and act as a Drain to the paths, are easily laid down, and last
for years without further expense. In colour they resemble
Bith stone, and are of unusual hardness.—Full particulars on
application to R . Blacket, Witham, Essex.

AWARDED A FIRST CLASS CERTIFICATE' AT THE
BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX HORTICULTURAL SO-
CIETY'S SHOW, JUNE, 1856.

T OOKER'S PATENT IMPERISHABLE GAR-
DEN LABELS.—These

made hollow, in well-burnt red
or other earthenware, with a
thick sloping top, on which are
impressed any names of Trees,
Piants,&c,that may be required.
These Labels will stand for
years unaffected by damp or
change of atmosphere; and the
letters, &c, being impressed,
are as durable as the Label
itself. Their appearauce is

extremely neat; and they
occupy but little space, while a

Improved Garden Labels are

LOO
PATEN

FRUIT CULTURE.
On the 1st of July will be published, price Is., No. I.,

THE STRAWBERRY. By G. McEwen, Gardener
to B.W. Beaumont, Esq JVLP Bretton Hall, and late Gar-

j
^Vew IZfSttSVi

dener to his Grace the Duke of Norfolk, Arundel Cast e. i^™«L.*,« ^« *k« *^„ r?**\
London: Gboombridor & Sons, Paternoster Row, and sold by

im»ress,on on tbe t0 »- Each

all Booksellers.

JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN, 16 Vols. 8vo, in

36 Parts (pub. 11? 15*.), 51. 5s., 1840-55; Vols. 1 to 12, 8vo, half

russia, 31.18*., 1840-62; Vols. 1 to 10, in Parts (pub. 51. los.),

21. 2s. , 1840-50; also odd Parts and Volumes cheap. Sinclair's

Grasses at Woburu, royal 8vo, plates, calf gilt, 14*., 1826. Agri-
cultural Biography, royal 8vo, 2s. A Catalogue of 400 Works on
Agriculture, Gardening, «&c. f gratis and post free.

John* Pktheram. 94« High Holborn.

•
B

a is an engraving
showing the form
of the Patent Label,
and b represents it

as fixed in the
pression on toe top. Each * ^ ground.

Label can be impressed with any Name that may be desired.—
Further particulars and prices maybe obtained on application to
Bknjamin Looker, Jun., Inventor, Patentee, and Manufacturer,
Kingston-on-Thames.

IME.W WORK ON ENTOMOLOGY.
Now ready, 12mo, pp. 244, price 3s. 6<i.,

rrilE WORLD OF INSECTS; A Guide to its

-1. Wonders. By J. W. Douglas, Secretary to the Ento-
mological Society.

M Fills up a gap which has long been felt in what may be
termed entomological school literature." —A tkemrum.

John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row.

This day is published the Fourth Edition, with many additions
and corrections, of a

MANUAL OF BRITISH BOTANY, containing
the Flowering Plants and Ferns arranged acccording to the

Natural Orders. By C. C. Babinotox, M.A F.R.S., F.L.S., &c.
12mo, price IO3. 6d. cloth ; or copies on thin paper for the pocket,
12s. roan.

Jonx Yak Voorst. l
r
rat^rnoster Row.

T

BY DR. LARDNER.
From the "Mu'skuh of Science and Art."

O SCOPE.II E MIC R
One Volume. 2$.

147 Engravings.

STEAM AND
One Volume. 2s.

THE BEE AND
gravings. One Volume.

ITS "'USES.

in.

89 Engravings.

135

114 En-

119 Engravings.

POPULARIZED.

WHITE ANTS, &c.
2*.

COMMON THINGS EXPLAINED.
gravings. One Volume. 2s. 6d.

*

POPULAR ASTRONOMY.
One Volume. 25. Bd.

ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH
100 Engravings. One Volume. 2*.

London : W axtov & Maberlt, Upper Gower Street, and Ivy
Lane, Paternoster Row.

DR. BALFOUR'S CLASS BOOK ON BOTANY.
Just published, complete in One large Volume, 8vo, with

1S00 Illustrations, price 31s. 6d.,p LASS-BOOK OF BOTANY: Being an INTRO-
V>» DUCTION to the STUDY op the VEGETABLE
KINGDOM. By J. H. Bai.fouk, M.D., F.R.S.E , Rogius Keeper
of the Royal Botanic Garden, Professor of Medicine and Botany
in the University of Edinburgh, &c.

The same may also be had in Two Parts,

I. STRUCTURAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL
BOTANY. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

II. Comprising the Elements of VEGETABLE
PHYSIOLOGY'. CLASSIFICATION, BOTANICAL GEO-
GRAPHY, and FOSSIL BOTANY, with a Glossary of Terms.
8vo, 21s.

".Few, if any, works on this subject contain such a mass of
carefully collected and condensed matter, and certainly none are
more copiously, or, on the whole, better illustrated."—Booker's
Journal of Botany.

" The best and most interesting introduction to the Study of
Botany that has ever come into our hands."—North British Agri-
culturist.

44 A good useful Ciass-Book, illustrated with numerous wood-
cuts.'— Gardeners1

Cttronicle.
One of the best books to place in the hands of a student."

—

Annals oj Natural History.

\- ^n
l°

f th^ most complete and elegant Class-Books on Botany
which has betn published. It contains all that a student may
require, both in description and illustration."—Lancet.
Edinburgh : A. & C. Black. London: Losgmax & Co.; and

all Booksellers.

Class, FOK CONbEKVATORlfcb, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square foot, for the usual sixes required, many thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery

.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS.GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlev & Co., 35, Solio Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

TAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to
** hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :—
SHEET GLASS, Packed in Boxes containing 100 Feet.

6 by 4, and 6£ by 4£ ... 12s. I 8 by 6. and 8£ by 64 ... 13s. 6d.
7 by 5, and 74 by 5h ... 13s. | 9 by 7, and 10 by 8 ... 13s. 6d.

LARGER SIZES, not exceeding 40 Inches Long.
16 oz. from 2d. to 3£<i.,21 oz. from 3d. to bd., 26 oz. from 6d. to7£<*.,

per foot superficial, according to size and quantity.
SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD

HOUSES, THE SAME QUALITY AS WE SUPPLY TO Mb. RlVERS, and
of various dimensions, always on hand, at 18s. per 100 feet.

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.
HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-ounce, packed in Crates

of 300 feet, 2$d. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, 3\d.
Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet 345., 38s., 40s., and

42s. per case.

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS.
Packed in boxes of 60 feet each.

6 by 4, and 6i by 41

Eu_ :
7 by 5, and 74 by 5h * *

10s. 6d.

I -1

8 by 6, and 8£ by 6\
9 by 7, and 10 by 8"

*

135. 6d.

15
For larger sizps, a full List of Prices will be sent on application.
FERN CASES, with Ferns complete, suittblefor the Draw-

ing Room, from 25s. each.
AQUARIUMS, with French polished stands, from 10s. each.

Vase-shaped ditto, on glass stand, 20s.
Perforated Glass for Ventilation, from Is. 6d. per foot.

Glass Tiles and Slates.
Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps, Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for
Ornaments. Fern Shades, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsg^te Street
Without, London.

FOREIGN Ai\»D ENGLISH S H EET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Street, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Keduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4$ in.
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HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark

|

«' • (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the ImprorJ
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materiaU
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories*
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices &c. att2
Manutactory as above. ' *

e

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, Efci
JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

• Stephksson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his Dattern.
of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now preparedtc-
supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Price*.
Ac, at the Manufactory as above.

m
^^

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out
of ground, 5 bars 4j. 9J. each

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3
inches ont of ground. Sbars 6*. Sd. aaeh.

IMPROVED METAL FENCING]
^

MESSRS. HARRISON and CO. supply or contract
for the construction in all part-* of the country of 4heir

improved Galvanized Strand Fences, which are acknowledged to
be unequalled for their economy, efficiency, and durability.

Offices, 66, Cannon Street, London.

C^
UTTA PJhTliCHA! GUTTA PE RCHA^The

' Improved Flexible Tubing, made expressly fur Watering
Gardens, at id. and 6«i. per foot; to be had only of Messrs.
Thork, 98, N« w Bond Street. Gutta Percha Speaking Tubes at
3d. and id. per foot.

TANNED NETTING, for the ProtectionoTFRUIT
TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security

of fresh Sown Seeds, at id. per square yard , 200 yards, 14a. ; 600
yards, 305.; 1000 yards, 60s.; scrim canvas for wall fruit. At
Edgivgton & Co.'s Rick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth
Manufacturers. 49, King William Street, London Bridge;

17, Smithfifld Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot.
Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth.

>TEW TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required,
* 1 yard wide, 2d. per yard; 2 yards wide, id. per yard;

4 yards wide, Sd. per yard. Half-inch mesh ditto, 2 yards wide,

Bd. per yard. Tbe ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birda,

wasps, flies, &c. from fruit trees, flower or seed beds, i\d. per

square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yard.s wide, Ud. per

yard ; 4 or 6 yards wide, 3d. per yard. At W. Culliuofobd'8,

1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.
*„• Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west

Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

HOSE PIPING.
WAITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING
* * will sustain a greater pressure, is lighter, less bulky, will

wear longer, and is about 60 per cent cheaper than the leather

hos* pipe.

Manufactured only by Waithman & Co., Bentham, Lancaster.

No. 1. Quality, Inches in Diameter and Price per Yard:—
A, 9d ; I Ud.; 1, 1*. Id.; 1J, 1$. 3d.; 1£, 1*. 5d. ; 11 Is. 7d.;

2, Is 9d.; 2 J, 25.; 2^, 2s. 3d.; 2j, 2s. 6d.; 3,2s.9d.
Super Extra Stout Quality :—2, 2s.; 2J, 2s. 3d. ; 2£, 2*. 6d.:

2'i r
2s. 9d.; 3,3s.

No. 0, a cheaper Hose, to bear a low pressure for Garden and

Agricultural purposes, at greatly reduced prices :—1, 9rf. ; 1 J, 10J.;

14, lid.; 2, Is.; 2}, Is. 3d.; 2£, Is. 6d.

The Hose is Burnettised at an extra charge of 3J. per yard.

Union Joints, Branch Pipes and Jets a re a! supplied.

TO
-
CENTLEMEN. TO GARDENERS.

\*fANTED IMMEDIATELY, the Address of any

* Gardener or his Employer who has not received (free!

post) Patterns, with prices and particulars, of HAY THORN 3

HEXAGON GARDEN NET, for the protection of bloom, fruit,

and flowers from frosts, birds, wasps, flies, children, and servants;

covering also for Hot-bouses, without preventing the admission

of light and air.— Letters and orders to be directed to J. W.
Haythorn, Nottingham. Parcels—carriage paid to London,

Liverpool, Leeds, Bristol, Hull, &c.

UTke^orkTITseI^lTandIjrnamental
of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-

KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.

Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety-

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &«•

Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the hestm&ke:

Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;

Aviaries and Conservatories fi'-ted up, by W.Richards. Imperial

Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess 5

Theatre.

GARDEN VASES, WIRE WORK, and IMPLE-
MENTSofHORTICULTURE—COTTAMasdHALLB>

have arranged in their SHOW ROOMS, for the Season, a Select

Assortment appertaining either to the Cottage or a Nobleman s

M ansion, comprising garden chairs, vases, and fountains, trom

the cheapest to those of a more expensive and ornanienui

character; garden rollers, garden engines, lawn m0*"£
machines, garden bordering, garden stakes, flower

J

ra,
™"J

garden arches, hand glass frames, every description of garoe

tools, and a c mplete, collection of articles, in plain and orna

mental wire work, for tie protection of fruit trees, the adornmem

of the conservatory for aviaries, poultry houses, arbours,
•

Builders of conservatories and greenhouses,, and manufacture

ofevery variety of fencing and gates.—Illustrated catalogues«
draw Iiiks, free, on application to Cottam & Hallen, Iron worw,

2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

HPHOSE who would enjoy tbeir Gardens during we

1 winter months should construct their walks of PORTLA*

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus ••-,Scree"
llich

eravel of which the path is at present made from the 1'*™.*."

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 bv 13, 21£ by 1S£, 16± by 144, 20 by 14,
21 by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 teet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.
Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2$
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3£

HARTLEY'S R»ugh Plate, Sheet and Rough, tiles, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one ot w r

rive r sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add " e.°
HTfoce

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state d**

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches wick.
^

labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required P?? "
ioD

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. \ ege

cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action u

severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak wroui,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the hice*.

.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for f**r'
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other si tua ^
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May oe

winter equally well as in summer.
rniMSt

Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Broths
Milbank Street, Westminster.

Printed
¥
the
tb
of

where all Adverti^mpnta and « ommnnicatioD? are to

ins Emto**—Saturday, June 21, l>o€.
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ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
The LAST EXHIBITION this season of PLANTS,

FLOWERS, and FRUIT will take place on WEDNESDAY,
July 9. Tickets to be obtained at the Gardens only by orders
from Fellows of the Society, price 5s., or on the day of Exhibition,
75. Qd. each. Gates open at 2 o'clock. Carriages to set down and
take up either at the South, North, or East entrances to the
Gardens ; the North Gate opens directly into the covered Exhibi-
tion Grounds. N.B. Exhibition Tickets not used on the 9th will
be admitted to the Gardens any day between July 10th and
August 1st, Sundays excepted.

•.»

"W

RATIONAL FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY,
-L^1 21, Regent Street.—Notice is herebv given, that the
SEVENTH EXHIBITION will be held on THURSDAY next
July 3, when Prizes may be awarded for 3 distinct SCARLET
PELARGONIUMS; 4 distinct FUCHSIAS; 12 distinct trusses
of VERBENAS; 4 distinct trusses of PHLOXES; 6 distinct
blooms of PINKS, and 6 ditto ditto to private growers only;
12 distinct ROSES; 6 ditto Private growers only. Censors,
Messrs. Keynes, Turner, Baker, Henderson and Moore. Seed-
lings as usual. Nothing for competition can be staged after
12 o'clock. John Edwards.

1VTATIONAL CARNATION and PI C O TEE
-^ EXHIBITION will be held August 5th, in conjunction
with theHandsworth And Lozells Exhibition on the above day.
All who intend to exhibit should give notice and forward their
subscriptions to the secretary on or before the 13th of July, on
which day the lists must close. George P. Tye, Hon. Sec.
^Birmingham, June 26.

WATFORD HORTICULTURAL AND FLORI.
CULTURAL SOCIETY.-The Second Grand Flower

Show of the above Society will he held by permission of the
Earl of Essex in Cassiobury Park, in a magnificent Marquee
provided for the occasion by Mr. S. Staff, Lawson Street, Dover
Road, London, on THURSDAY, July 3, open to all Exhibitors.
A Grand Review of the Hon. Artillery Company and the Herts
Yeomanry Cavalry will also take place in the Park. The
Society's Brass Band, under the direction of Mr. Graves, will be
in attendance. Watford Station on the London and North
Western Railway is about 10 minutes' walk from Cassiohury
Park. Trains stop every half hour, and Omnibus will convey
Passengers to and from the Exhibition. -

_High Street, Watford. Joh.v Pearce Taylor, Sec.WILLIAM BAR R A T T,
LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.

,
HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved

principles.

An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Orvamen'tal Shrubs,
Evergreens, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.
HEELER'S little Book will do something
to satisfy their Expectations."—Gardeners'

Chronicle.

Our Little Booh contains a List—a very select List—
of the best Garden and Flower Seeds in cultivation. It
also contains descriptions and prices, and will be found a
safe and unending guide to all purchasers. It should be
in the hands of every one who has a garden.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
* Gloucester.

NEW HORSE-SHOE SCARLET.
T H. BIRD is now sending out his beautiful New
*J • Horse-shoe Scarlet Marshal Pelissier, pronounced by all
who have seen it to be the finest ever offered. Strong Plants, 5*.
each, usual allowance to the trade. For full description see
advertisements in Edwards's "National Garden Alinauack" for
1S56. Post-office Orders to be made payable to

J- H. Bird, Florist, Stoke Newington.

POTATOES.—TO SEEDSMEN, ETC.
T SHEPPARD begs to announce he has an acre of

y • ASHLEAF POTATOES (true) in full foliage, which will
be saved for seed and sale, and invites their inspection, in conse-
quence of the difficulty of knowing their genuineness without
seeing the leaf.—Also a large breadth of Frame, York and Scotch
Regents, Snowballs, and Early Shaws.

East Grinstead, Sussex, distant half a mile from the E. G-
Railway Terminus.

New and Beautiful Hardy Coniferous Tree.
CUPRESSUS LAWSOIMIANA.

TJESSRS WATERER and GODFREY have much
\*
P*easure in offering the above fine plant raised from seed

sent home by Mr. W. Murray, who in describing it in connection
with other rare Pines, snch as nobilis, grandis, Jeffreyi, Ben-
t&amiana, &c., sayB, " It was the handsomest tree in the whole

th f r
10n

'
Ic grow8 about 10° feet hi&h and 2 feet in diameter;

tne foliage is most delicate and graceful, the branches bend up-

*2 u * ,
end like * Spruce and bang down at the tip like an

""'"•a feather, the top shoots droop like a Deodar, and the
.lmner is good, clear, and workable." Seedling plants will be sent
out m August upon the following terms, and orders executed
ttrlaftl* to «*.«-. « ~»

10*. ; 12 plants, I

EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN PLANTS,
Knap Hill Nursery, Woxnro, Surrey.

lVTESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY have great
LvJ. pleasure in stating that their Collection of American
Plants at the Nursery is now finely in bloom, and may be seen
daily gratis. The Nursery is readily reached by Train to
Woking Station in 40 minutes; there are always plenty of con-
veyances at the Station.—June 28.

TH £ NEAREST~AIV!ERICAN NURSERY TO ANY
RAILWAY STATION.

A N EXTENSIVE COLLECTION, covering nearly^ 30 acres, of AMERICAN PLANTS, in bloom during
June, may be seen in high perfection at GEORGE BAKER'S,
WINDLESHAM NURSERY, BAGSHOT, SURREY, lj mile
from Snnnlngdale Station, on the Staines and Wokingham
Railway; 26 miles from Waterloo Station; and at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park.— Orders of Admission may be
had (gratis) from Fellows of the Society, or on application to
the Advertiser.

GRAND EXHIBITION OF KHODOOENORONS
At the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London.
JOHN WATERER begs to say that his un-
*' equalled collection of the above popular plants is now in full
bloom, and can be seen daily by orders (gratuitously) granted by
Fellows of the Society.
The two celebrated new varieties John Waterer and Mrs.

John Waterer are now finely in bloom, as are also the following
late blooming kinds :—Lady Eleanor Cathcart, concessum, Bray-
anum, roseum invictum ; atrosanguineum, Leopardi cele-
brandum, blatteum, erectum, &c. The display altogether exceeds
in gorgeousness any Floral Exhibition hitherto attempted in this
country.—The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

ROSES.
A PAUL and SON respectfully inform admirers
^^ • of the Rose that their extensive collection is just coming
into Bloom, will be in fullest Bloom the first week in July, and
continue flowering till November. Inspection is freely invited.
—Nurseries, Cheahunt, Herts, on Cambridge line of Eastern
Coun ties Railway.

R O III,
T_T LANE and SON, Great Berkhamstead, have
* « • the pleasure of informing their Patrons that their exten-
sive collection of Roses will be in full bloom about the first week
in July. Their Coniferae, Rhododendrons, and a General Stock of
Trees and Shrubs aud Fruit Trees are remarkably fine, and well
worth the attention of Planters.
The Nurseries are within a few minutes' walk of the Station on

the London and North Western Railway.

NEW FUCHSIA—'« GEM OF WHITEHILL."
WILLIAM FULLER begs to inform the Trade and
* * Public generally that he has a few extra strong Plants of

the above splendid variety, that will bloom this season, for sale at
75. 6<f.each; or where three are taken one will be given over.
Post-office Orders to be made payable at Newton Abbott.

Courtenay Nursery, June 28;

JC. WHEELER and SON'S Short Select SEED
• LIST for this Season is now ready, and may be

had gratis on application.

J. C. Wheeler & Soy, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester.

FINE NEW ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, imported
direct from Italy.

Fine selected GRASSES for PERMANENT PASTURE, 30*.
per acre. This will include a mixture of the true Cow Grass or
Perennial Red Clover.
Fine LAWN GRASS, Is. per lb.; 40 lbs. will be sufficient for

an acre. Delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox,
Nurserymen and Seed Growers, Gloucester.

CHOICE NEW "GERANIUMS^
LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO., having now a very

large stock of fine healthy Plants of the Newest and Choicest
GERANIUMS, are enabled to offer them at the under-mentioned
reduced prices:

—

Selection from the following varieties, 31. per dozen

:

PERPETUAL ROSES in POTS and BEDDINGi PLANTS.— For Bass and Krowx's Advertisement of
these see Gardeners1

Chronicle of May 17th, p. 349, containing
Descriptive Lists of first-rate sorts.— Sudbury, Su ffolk,

AERANIUM8.-A Large Surplus StockTt
V-J Reduced Prices.— Fine Plants of new and other first-rate
sorts both show aud fancy. Names given on application.

Apply to Baps & Bbown. Sudbury, Suffolk.

NOTICE TO AlL ENGLAND-MARSHAL PELISSIER.

JH. BIRD will give a Five Guinea Cup for the best
• Four Plants of his Marshal Pelissier, Horse-shoe Scarlet, it

the June Show of the Crystal Palace 1857,-Open to all England.

CHOICE CALCEOLARIA SEED.
JOHN HENCHMAN, Junior, is now ready to eeml

*J out SEED of his choice and well known strain of CAL-
CEOLARIAS, at 5s. per packet. Trade packets, 10*.

Edmonton
, Middlesex.

TO THE TRAD E.

CHARLES SHARPE has on hand fine selected
RAPE or COLE SEED for sowing. Samples and prices

can be had on application.—Wisbeach, Carabs.

TO THE T R * D E.

pHARLES SHARPE and CO- have a quantity of
v GREEN and PURPLE-TOP SCOTCH and other TURNIP
SEEDS to offer, of a selected stock, growth of 1855. Price on appli-
cation.—Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford, June 28.

GEORGE TAYLOR, Junior,
Growers' Salesman*

Foe Choick Garden Produce,
St. John's Market,

Liverpool.
Terms—" Cash."

-J
OEAUTLFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet
-*-* containing 100 Seeds, Is. ; sent post free, Is. 2d. Calceo-
laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,
Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue
on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety 3d. per packet. *

Wm. CullIMQFORP, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

NOTICE.
XlfAITE'S ECLIPSE HYBRID TURNIP SEED,
* ^ which he advertises at 3s. per lb., can be had at William
M'Collocu's Seed Warehouse, Dundalk, Ireland, at I#. 8d.,
warrantee? genuine as when leaving his Establishment, 181, High
Holhorn, London.

NEW TURNIP.
WAITERS " ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBR D

m
TURNIP.

T^HIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
A- the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch
Turnip ; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and may be
sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip
may be had on application, or maybe seen at the principal Seed
Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be
obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3*. per lb.—A liberal
allowance to the Trade.

J.G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 1S1, High Holboro,JLondoB.

AZALEA INDICA. ~ :
~

JIVERY and SON, Nurserymen, &c, Dorking ami
• Reigate, be# to say they have just published a DESCRIP-

TIVE CATALOGUE of all the newest and most approved
kinds of the AZALEA, which may be had in exchange for one
postage stamp.

J. I. & Sox also beg to say their fine collection of all the new
varieties is now in bloom, and will continue so for several weeks

;

intending purchasers will do well to obtain the Catalogue and
then pay a visit to this Nursery, the stock being unusually fine

thi^ season.—Dorking, June 28.

Cloth of Silver
Empress
Evening Star
King of Portugal
Meteora
Medaille d'Or

Omar Pacha
Pallas
Phaeton
Petruchio
Pandora

Serena
Sanspareii
Saracen
Topsy
Vesper
Wonderful

• # •

« •

• t • from
• • *

• • •

• • •

strictly m rotation. One plant 21*. ; six plants, 4?.
.1. 10#.-ivnap Hill Nurserv, Wtkiog., Surrey.

Rosaline
A fine collection of these is now in full bloom in their Nursery,

to which L., P., & Co. beg to call attention.
Selections from the flowers of 1854 and 1855, if left to

L., P., & Co., from 12s., 18s., to 30s. per dozen. Plants will be
given over to compensate for carriage.
For further particulars apply to the Exeter Nursery, Exeter.

Established 1720.

ID OBERT PARKER begs to offer the following of
-*- ' which he possess s a large stock in strong and healthy
plants:— Per dozen.

Exotic Orchids
Stove and greenhouse Ferns
Hardy do

,

Selaginellas or Lycopodiums
Geraniums, show and fancy varieties
Gyneriuin argentenm (Pampas Grass)

A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue is published, and will be
forwarded post free upon application. A remittance or reference
to accompany all orders from unknown correspondents.
Paradise Nursery,_Hornsey,and Seven Sisters' Road, Holloway.

BEDDING PLAN TS.
FARO A. SMITH beg to offer strong plants of the

• undermentioned in May from 35. per dozen :—Ageratum,
Alonsoa, Anagallis, Cuphea, Calceolaria, Geranium (in great
variety), Heliotrope, Lantana, Lobelia, Mimulus, Nasturtium,
Pentstemon, Petunia, Pansies, Roses, Salvias, Fuchshis and
Verbenas in great variety, Climbers, &c. Also Story's and other
new Fuchsias, Petunia imperialis, &c.
F. & A. S. beg to refer to former advertisements for a descrip-

tion of their superb Balsams, seed of which may still be obtained
j

at 2 . Qd. per packet assorted colours.—Dulwicb. Surrey.

IT

It

42s.

18
9
18
9
18

CHOICE CINERARIA
AN'DCALCEOLARIA SEE D'S.

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. have now ready fop

sending out Seeds of their very superior

CINERARIAS AND CALCEOLARIAS,
which have been saved with great care from the finest Varieti€

Tho great satisfaction which their Cinerarias and Calceolar: -

have ^iven for several successive years enables them to recom-
mend their Seed of the present season with much confidence,

—

Packets oi'e; -eaied and warranted by them, at2$.6<i.free by pott

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS.
LT\, & C«S. have now several excellent practical

S I'RS whom they can with confidence recom-
mend : their Te*:imoniaIs as to moral character and abilities

bein^ iu every respect unexceptionable.
Exeter Ny

'trs*>rv, Exeter. Est^>1i-hftd 1720.

N~E W ACHIMENES,
BASS and BROWN are now supplying Plants of

the following superb new ACHIMENES:—
ACHIMENES (MANDIEOLA.) ROEZLL—Habit of Ges-

neria zebrina, with velvety striped foliage, marbled with black
flowers of a beautiful rose, shaded with lilac, 10s. 6<Z. each.

Also five other splendid new varieties, viz., C. Bouche, Chr.

Dagen, Hol^artner Wendischuch, (Mandirola) Janata, and pur-

purea mulfiflora (for descriptions see Catalogue No. V). The
six varieties together, including Mandirola Roezli. for 30*.

The following four very fine varieties may now be bad for 10$.

viz., Dr. Hopf, Edmond Boissier, Edonard Otto, and Ambrose
Verschaffelt. Choice varieties 65. and 10$. per dozen.

NEW GLOXINIAS.
The 20 new varieties (see Catalogne No. V.) may now heTiacf

for 45*. for tb^ season flowering, or 10 of. the 'erect tto-wvruif;

varieties for 25$., or 255. for the other 10.- Plants from Jan:

autumn bulbs of 16 varieties of the same K wbicji trill province
abundant bloom, may still be had for 50a.; eightrereet fl$w*rtn£*
for 26s. : or the other eight for 245. 12 choice variefces-forSO^rT

Cftrriagfl free of all plants not under 20*rHo~*fl the LonJcn
tennitiK— ] s & Hi: yxs. Sudbury, Suffolk^ w

TNT?

i»
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CRYSTAL PALACE

SECOND GRAND FLOWER SHOW
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, June 25th and 26th.

1856

AWARD O P THE JUDGES

PLANTS.
PRIZES of 301. Each to

Mr. James May, Gardt- ntr- to II. Colyer, Esq , Dartford, Kent,

for 20 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.

Mr.W.Gedney, Gardener to Mrs. Ellis, lloddesdon, for 20 Orchids

of Exotic species.

Messrs. itch and Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for

[
20 Orchids of Exotic species.

PRIZES of 20Z. Each to
Mr. W. Taj lor, Gardener to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, for

20 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.

Mr. S. Woolley, Gardener to H. B. Ker, Esq., Cheshunt, for

£ 20 Orchids of Exotic species.

A PRIZE of 181. to
Mr. John Green, Gaideuer to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., Lower

Cheam, for 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.

PRIZES of lbl. Each to
Messrs. Veitch and Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for

20 Variegated Plants and Plants of fine foliage.

Mr. P. Bassett, Gardener to R. S. Holford, Esq., M.P, Weston
But, for 12 Orchids of Exotic species.

A PRIZE of 12?. to
Mr. S. W. Carsor.^Gardeuer to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., Nonsuch

Park, Cheam, for 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in

flower.

PRIZES of 10Z. Each to
Mr. O. Rhodes, Gardener to J. Philpott, Esq., Stamford Hill, for

j»»«> 20 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.

Mr. R. Roser, Gardener to J. Bradbury, Esq., Streatham, for

T~ZT. 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.

Messrs. T. Jackson & Son, Nurserymen, Kiugstou-on-Thames,
for 20 Variegated Plants and Plants of fine foliage.

Messrs. J. &C. Lee, Nurserymen, Hammersmith, for 20 Varie-

gated Plants and Plants of line ioliage.

Mr." M. Clarke, Gardener to C. Webb, Esq., High Grounds,
Hoddesdou, for 12 Orchids of Exotic species.

Mr. S. W. Carson, Gardener to W. F. G. Fanner, Esq., Nonsuch
Park, for 6 Orchids of Exotic species.

Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for

6 plants of Nepenthes, with pitchers.

Messrs. Lane & Son, Nurserymen, Great Berkhampstead, for

12 BosM in pots, distinct kinds.

Mr. Chas. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, for 12 Pelargoniums
in pots, distinct varieties.

Mr. Chas. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, for 12 Fancy Pelargo-

niums in pots, distinct varieties.

PRIZES of 81. Each to
Mr. W. Cutbusb, Nurseryman, Barnet, for 12 Cape Heaths.

Mr. Thos. "Williams, Gardener to Miss Traill, llayes Place, Kent,

for 10 Cape Heaths.
Mr. B. Peed, Gardener to T. Tredwell, Esq., St. John's Lodge,

Norwood, for 12 Greenhouse Azaleas.

Mr. John Green, Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bar!, Lower
Cheam, for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas.

PRIZES of 71. Each to

Mr. W. Gedney, Gardener to Mrs. Ellis, Hoddesdon, for 6 plants

of Nepenthes, with pitchers.

Mr. John Green, Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., Lower
Cheam, for 6 Tall Cacti, in flower.

Mr. E. P. Francis, Nurseryman, Hertford, for 12 Roses in pots,

distinct kinds.

Messrs. Dobson & Son, Nurserymen, Isleworth, for 12 Pelar-

goniums in pots, distinct varieties.

Messrs. J. & J. Fraser, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road, for

12 Fancy Pelargoniums in pots, distinct varieties.

PRIZES of 6?. Each to

Mr. James Morris, Gardener to Coles Child, Esq., The Palace,

Bromley, for 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.

Mr. W. Cutbusb, Nurseryman, Barnet, for 6 Stove and Green-

house Plants in flower.

Mr. Thomas Williams, Gardener to Miss Traill, Hayes Place,

Kent, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.

Mr. James Morris, Gardener to Coles Child, Esq., The Palace,

Bromley, for 6 Orchids of Exotic species.

Messrs. Jackson & Son, Nurserymen, Kingston-on-Thames, for

12 Cape Heaths.

Mr. R. Roser, Gardener to J. Bradbury, Esq., Streatham, for

10 Cape Heaths.

Mr. B. Peed, Gardener to T. Tredwell, Esq., St. John's Lodge,

Norwood, for 10 Cape Heaths.

Mr. James May, Gardener to H. Colyer, Esq., Dartford, for

6 Cape Heaths.
Mr. R.;Roser, Gardener to J. Bradbury, Esq., Streatham, for

6 Greenhouse Azaleas.

PRIZES of hi. Each to

Mr. Geo. Young, Gardener to W. Stone, Esq., Dulwich Hill, for

-^ 20 Variegated Plants and Plants of fine foliage.

Mr. O. Rhodes. Gardener to J. Philpott, Esq., Stamford Hill, for

,«j^ 10 Cape Heatbs.

A. Rowland, Esq., Rosenthal, Lewisham, for 6 Rcses in pots,

distinct kinds.

PRIZES of 5L Each to
Messrs. Dobson & Son, Nurserymen, Isleworth, for 6 Fuchsias in

pots, distinct varieties.

Messrs. J. & J. Fraser, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road, for

12 Pelargoniums in pots, distinct varieties.

Mr. W. Holder, Gardener to the Rev. E. Coleridge, Eton, for

6 Pelargoniums in pots, distinct varieties.

Mr. N. Gaines, Nurseryman, Battersea, for 12 Fancy Pelar-

goniums in pots, distinct varieties.
!

Mr. T. Windsor, Gardener to A. Blyth, Esq., Hampstead, for

6 Fancy Pelargoniums in pots, distinct varieties.

PRIZES of 4*. Each to
Mr. B. Peed, Gardener to T. Tredwell, Esq., St. John's Lodge,

Norwood, for 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.

Mr. R. Parker, Paradise Nursery, Holloway, for 20 Variegated

Plants and Hants of tine foliage.

Mr. P. Bassett, Gardener to K. S. Holford, Esq., M.P., Weston
Birt, for 20 Variegated Plants and Plants of fine foliage.

Mr. F. Fletcher, Gardener to J. F. Young, Esq., Kennington,

for 12 Exotic Ferns in pots.

Mr. James Harlock, Gardener to R. W. Nutter, Esq., Wanstead,
for 6 Cape Heaths.

Mr. W. Taylor, Gr. to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, for 6 Green-

house Azaleas.

Mr. N.Gaines, Nurseryman, Battersea, for 12 Pelargoniums in

pots, distinct varieties.

Messrs. Cutbush & Son, Nurserymen, Highgate, for 12 Fancy
Pelargoniums in pots, distinct varieties.

PRIZES of 31. Each to
Mr. E. A. Hamp, Gardener to James Thorne, Esq., Mawbey

House, South Lambeth, for 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants

in flower.

Mr. G.T. Brush, Gardener toJ.Tritton, Esq., Bloomfield Hall,

Norwood, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.

Mr. James Morris, Gardener to Coles Child, Esq., the Palace,

Bromley, for 20 Variegated Plants and Plants of fine foliage.

Mr. R. Oubridge, Gardener to James Foster, Esq., Stamford Hill,

for 20 Variegated Plants and Plants of fine foliage.

Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for

6 Plants of Ansectochilus and Physurus.
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for

12 Exotic Ferns in pots.

Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for New
or Rare Plants in flower (Aerides species).

Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for New
or Rare Plants (Theophrasta imperialis).

Mr. George Young, Gardener to W. Stone, Esq., Dulwich Hill,

for 6 Cape Heaths.
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for

Lapageria rosea.

Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for

12 Plants of recent introduction.

Mr. R. Parker, Paradise Nursery, Holloway, for a collection of

25 Miscellaneous Plants.

Mr. John Salter, Nurseryman, William Street, Hammersmith,
for a collection of Chinese Peonies.

Mr. R. Sim, Nurseryman, Foot's Cray, for 60 varieties of British

Ferns, hardy.
Mr. J. James, Gardener to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, for

6 Calceolarias in pots, distinct varieties.

Mr. Geo. Blundell, Gardener to David Rowland, Esq., Sydenham
Hill, for 6 Fuchsias in pots, distinct varieties.

Mr. T. Windsor, Gardener to A. Blyth, Esq., Hampstead, for

6 Pelargoniums in pots, distinct varieties.

PRIZES of 21. 105. Each to
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for

Ouvirandra fenestralis.

Mr. P. Bassett, Gardener to R. S. Holford, Esq., MP., Weston
Birt, for a collection of Lycopodiums.

Mr. W. Cutbush, Nurseryman, Barnet, for a collection of

Aphelexis.
Mr. James May, Gardener to H. Colyer, Esq., Dartford, for

Cattleya Mossiaa.

Mr. James May, Gardener to H. Colyer, Esq., Dartford, for

Dipladenia crassinoda.

Mr. C. Tyso, Wallingford, Berks, for a collection of cut Ranun-
culuses.

Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, for a collection of

cut Pinks.
PRIZES of 21. Each to

Mr. S. Woolley, Gardener to H. B. Ker, Esq., Cheshunt for

6 Plants of AnsectocMlus and Physurus.
Messrs. T. Jackson and Son, Nurserymen, Kingston-on-Thames,

for 12 Exotic Ferns in pots.

Mr. John Green, Gardener to Sir E. Antrobns, Bart, Lower
Cheam, for New or Rare Plants in flower (Erica depressa
and hybrida).

Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for

New or Rare Plants (Myrtus microphylla).

Mr. W. Taylor, Gardener to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, for6 Cape
Heatb3.

Mr. John Green, Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart, Lower
Cheam, for 6 Cape Heaths.

PRIZES of 21. Each to
Lady Dorothy Nevill, Dangstein House, Petersfield, for Peristeria

fuscata.

Messrs. Cutbush & Sons, Nurserymen, Highgate,for a collection

of 12 Lycopodiuns.
Mr. S. Woolley, Gardener to H. B. Ker, Esq., Cheshunt, for a col-

lection of Gloxinias.

Mr. F. Fletcher, Gardener to J. F. Young, Esq., Kennington, for

Bigonia splendens.

Messrs. T. Jackson and Son, Nurserymen, Kingston-on-Tharaes,
for Seedling Hybrid Rhododendron (maximum coccineum).

Messrs. Mitchell and Co., Bristol Nurseries, Brighton, for a

collection of cut Ranunculuses.

Messrs. J. Dobson and Son, Nurserymen, Isleworth, for a col-

lection of Pansies.

Mr. W. Bragg, Slough, for a collection of Pansies.

Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, for 6 Calceolarias in

pots, distinct varieties.

PRIZES of 11. 10s. Each to
Messrs. Lane & Son, Nurserymen, Great Berkhampsteid, for

Rhododendron Javanicum.
Mr. E. A. Hamp, Gardener to J. Thorne, Esq., Mawbey House,

South Lambeth, for a collection of 12 Amaryllis.
Mr. James Harlock, Gardener to R. W. Nutter, Esq., Wanstead,

Essex, for Erica ventricosa.

Mr. F. R.Kinghorn, Richmond, for Seedling Geraniums.
Mr. W. Holder, Gardener to the Rev. E. Coleridge, Eton, for a

collection of Pansies.

Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for

Seedling Pelargoniums of 1855 and 1856 (Quercifolium
floribundum, for bedding purposes).

Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, for Seedling Pelar-

goniums of 1855 and 1856 (Spotted Gem).
Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, for Seedling Pelar-

goniums of 1855 and 1856 (Prince of Prussia).

PRIZES of 1Z. Each to
Mr. P. Bassett, Gardener to R. B. Holford, Esq., Weston Birt, for

12 Exotic Ferns in pots.

Messrs. Veitch & Son. Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for

New or Rare Plants in flower (Kalmia latifolia picta).

Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for New
or Rare Plants (Rhopala Jonghi).

Mr. T. Windsor, Gardener to A. Blyth, Esq., Hampstead, for

3 Geraniums.
Mr. F. R. Kiughorn, Richmond, for Geranium General Pe-

lissier.

Messrs. Dobson & Son, Nurserymen, Isleworth, for 6 Calceolarias

in pots, distinct varieties.

Messrs. Cutbush & Son, Nurserymen, Highgate, for 12 Pelar-

goniums in pots, distinct varieties.

Mr. R. Pryer, Gardener to A. F. Moore, Esq., Perry Mount,

Sydenham, for 6 Pelargoniums in pots, distinct varieties.

Mr. R. Pryer, Gardener to A. F. Moore, Esq., Perry Mount,

Sydenham, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums in pots, distinct

varieties.

Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, for Seedling Pelar-

goniums of 1855 and 1856 (King of Scarlets).

Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, for Seedling Pelar-

goniums of 1855 and 1856 (Matilda).

Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, for Seedling Pelar-

goniums of 1855 and 1S56 (Viola).

Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, for Seedling Pelar-

goniums of 1855 and 1856 (conspicuum).

PRIZES of 155. Each to
Mr. John Hally, Nurseryman, Blackheath, for 12 Exotic Ferns

iu pots.

Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for

New or Rare Plants in Flower (Hoya species, Japan).

Mr. R. Parker, Paradise Nursery, Holloway, for New or Rare

Plants in flower (Cattleya species).

Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for

New or Rare Plants in flower (Thibaudia species).

Mr. John Green, Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., Lower

Cheam, for New or Rare Plants in flower (Erica exiima

superba).

Mr. R. Roser, Gardener to J. Bradbury, Esq., Streatham, tor

New or Rare Plants in flower (Erica Paxtoni).

Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for

New or Rare Plants (Aralia Japonic*

\

Mr. Glendinning, Nurserymen, Chiswick, for New or Rare Plants

(New Species of Larch. North of China).

Mr. Thomas Childs, Gardener to A. Secretan, Esq., Thornton

Heath, Croydon, for a collection of 12 Acliimenes.

Mr. J. Shrimpton, Gardener to A. Doxat, Esq., Putney Heatn.

for a collection of Seedling Verbenas.

Mr. J. Bates Nurseryman, Oxford, for 6 Calceolarias in pot*

distinct varieties. . .

Mr. N. Gaines, Nurseryman, Battersea, for 6 Calceolarias in

pots, distinct varieties.
,

Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, for Seedling 1 e*ar-

goniums of 1855 and 1856 (Miss Foster).

Mr. N. Gaines, Nurseryman, Battersea, for Seedling leiar-

goniums of 1855 and 1856 (Princess Royal).

PRIZES of 3/. Each to
Messrs. Paul & Son, Nurserymen, Cheshunt, for 50 distinct

varieties of Roses (3 trusses of each).

Mr. E. P. Francis, Nurseryman, Hertford, for 50 distinct varieties

of Roses (3 trusses of each).

A. Rowland, Esq., Rosenthal, Lewisham, for 25 distinct varieties

of Roses (3 trusses of each).

PRIZES of 21. Each to
Mr. C.G. Wilkinson, Western Roseries, Ealing, for 50 distinct

varieties of Roses (3 trusses of each).

Mr. G. T. Brush, Gardener to J. Tritton, Esq., Bloomfield Hall,

Norwood, for 25 distinct varieties of Rosea (3 trusses ofeach).

CUT FLOWERS.
1

'A PRIZE op 11. 5s. to
Mr. E. P. Francis, Nurseryman, Hertford, for 24 varieties of

Roses (single blooms).

A PRIZE of 11. to

Mr. George Bradstock, Gardener to T. Anderson, Esq., Welling-

ton Lodge, Carshalton, for 25 distinct varieties of Roses

(3 trusses of each).

A PRIZE of 155. to

Mr. E. Hollamby, Nurseryman, Tonbridge Wells, for 24 varieties

of Roses (hingle blooms). I

ES of 10*. Each to

Mr. George Bradstock, Gardener to T. Anderson, "J^/jEE
ton Lodge, Carshalton, for 24 varieties of Roses [»
blooms).

Mr. G. Wortley, Gardener to Mrs. Maubert, Norwood, for

24 varieties of Roses (single blooms).

Mr, G. T. Brush, Gardener to J. Tritton Esq Bloomfield Hall,

Norfolk, for 24 varieties of Roses (single blooms).

Mr. James August, Beddington, for 24 varieties of Bfl*»

(single blooms).

i
continued on next page.
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FRUIT.
A PRIZE of 8Z. to

Mr. G. Fleming, Gardener to the Duke of Sutherland, T rentham.
for a Collection of Fruit in 8 dishes, not less than 5 dis-

tinct kinds.

PRIZES of GL Each to
Mr. James Nicholl, Gardener to General Stndd, Oxton House,

Devon, for a Collection of Fruit in 8 dishes, not less than
5 distinct kinds.

Mr. G. Fleming, Gardener to the Duke of Sutherland, Trentham,
for a Collection of 3 Pine Apples.

PRIZES of 51. Each to
Mr. R. Turnhull, Gardener to the Duke of Marlborough,

Blenheim, for a Collection of 3 dishes of Grapes, distinct

kinds.

Mr. W. Forsyth, Gardener to Baron Rothschild, Gunnersbury
Park, Ealing, for 4 Vines in pots, with ripe fruit.

Messrs. Lane & Son, Nurserymen, Great Berkhampstead, for

4 Plants of Peaches and Nectarines in pots.

Mr. G. Fleming, Gardener to the Duke of Sutherland, Trentham,
for Plums, Apricots, and Cherries in pots, 4 plants.

PRIZES of Al Each to
Mr. John Monro, Gardener to Mrs. Oddie, Colney House, St.

Albans, for a Collection of Fruit in 8 dishes, not less than
5 distinct kinds.

Mr. R Jones, Gardener to the Dowlais Iron Company, Dowlais,
for a Collection of 3 Pine Apples.

Mr. M. Clarke, Gardener to C. Webb, Esq., Hodde3don, for a
single dish of Muscat Grapes.

Mr. John Davis, Nurseryman, Barnet, for a box of 12 lbs. of
Grapes.

Mr. G. Fleming, Gardener to the Duke of Sutherland, Trentham,
for a Collection of 3 kinds of Cherries, 1 dish of each, in
fifties.

Mr. R. Turnhull, Gardener to the Duke of Marlborough,
Blenheim, for a Collection of 3 dishes of Strawberries.

Mr. Thomas Page, Gardener to W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham, for
4 Vines in pots, with ripe fruit.

Messrs. Lane&»Son, Nurserymen, Great Berkhampstead, for
Plums, Apricots, and Cherries in pots, 4 plants,

PRIZES of 32. Each to
Mr. John Povey, Gardener to Rev. J. Thorneycroft, Thorneycroft

Hall, Congleton, for a Providence Pine Apple.
Mr. G. Fleming, Gardener to the Duke of Sutherland, Trentham,

for a Providence Pine Apple.
Mr. Jno. Burn, Gardener to the Hon. Colonel Pennant, Penrhyn

Castle, Bangor, for a Queen Pine. Apple.
Mr. W. Barron, Singleton, Swansea, for a Queen Pine Apple.
Mr. John Davis, Nurseryman, Barnet, for a Jamaica Pine*Apple.
Mr. G. Fleming, Gardener to the Duke of Sutherland, Trentham,

for a single dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
Mr. C. Smith, Gardener to Arthur Anderson, Esq., Norwood

Grove, for a single dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
Mr. John Davis, Nurseryman, Barnet, for a single dish of Muscat

Grapes.
Mr. W, Forsyth, Gardener to Baron Rothschild, Ealing, for a

single dish of Grapes, Sweetwater.
MtS. Hindle, Stoke Newington, for a box of 12 lbs. of Grapes.
Mr. E. Spary, Queen's Graperies, Brighton, for a box of 12 lbs. of

Grapes.
(

Mr. S. Snow, Gardener to the Earl De Grey, "Wrest Park, for a
single dish of Peaches, of one kind.

Mr. John Davis, Nurseryman, Barnet, for a single dish of Nec-
tarines, of one kind.

PRIZES of 21. Each to
Mr. John Beale, Gardener to Abel Smith, Esq., Ware, for a Col-

lection of 3 Pine Apples.
Mr. Joseph Gillham, Nurseryman, Ialeworth, for a Providence

Pine Apple.
Mr. R. Jones, Gardener to the Dowlais Iron Company, Dowlais,

for a Queen Pine Apple.
Mr. George Young, Gardener to W. Stone, Esq., Dulwich Hill,

for a Collection of 3 dishes of Grapes, distinct kinds.
Mr. W. Hill, Gardener to R. Sueyd, Esq., Keele Hall, Stafford-

shire, for a single dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
Mr. W. Hudson, Gardener to Mrs. R. Barchard, Wandsworth, for

a single dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.

Crystal Palace, June 26th, 1856.

PRIZES of 27. Each to
Mr. W. Taylor, Gardener to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, for a

single dish of Muscat Grapes.
Mr. G. Blake, Wickham Hall, Bromley, for a single dish of

Grapes, Sweetwater or Muscadine.
Mr. Peter Kny,Finchley, for a box of 12 lbs. of Grapes.
Messrs. Mitchell and Co., Brighton, for a box of 12 Ihs. of Grapes.
Mr. R. Turnbull, Gardener to the Duke of Marlborough,

Blenheim, for a single dish of Peaches, of one kind.
Mr. W. P. Ayres, Gardener to Lord Southampton, Whittlebury

Lodge, Towcester, for a single dish of Nectarines, ;6f
one kind.

Mr, R. A. Dalrymple, Pontypool Park, Monmouthshire, for a
Green-fleshed Melon.

'

Mr. T. Bailey, Shardiloes, Amersham, for a Scarlet-flesLed
Melon.

Mr. S. Snow, Gardener to Earl De Grey, Wrest Park, for a
single dish of Figs, consisting of 10 Fruits.

Mr. G. Fleming, Gardener to \hv. Duke of Sutherland, Trentham,
for a single dish of White Cherries.

Mr. David Ferguson, Stowe, for a single dish of Black Cherries.
Mr. G. Fleming, Gardener to the Duke of Sutherland, Trentham,

for a single dish of Plums.
Mr. G. Wortley, Gardener to Mrs. Maubert, Norwood, for a single

dish of Strawberries.
Mr, R. Turnbull, Gardener to the Duke of Marlborough, Blen-

heim, for Seedling St. Peter Grapes.
Mr. John Monro, Gardener to Mrs. Oddie, Colney House, St.

Albans, for Peaches and Nectarines.
Mr. W. Hill, Gardener to R. Sneyd, Esq., Keele Hall, Stafford-

shire, for Black Prince Grapes.
A PRIZE of 1/. 105. to

Mr. John Monro, Gardener to Mrs. Oddie, Colney House,
St. Albans, for a single dish of Plums.

PRIZES of 1?. 55. Each to
Mr. G. Fleming, Gardener to the Duke of Sutherland, Trentham,

for a single dish of Black Cherries.
Mr. J. Cuthill, Camberwell, for a single dish of Strawbenies.

PRIZES of 1Z. Each to
Mr. W. Davis, Velindra Gardens, near Cardiff, for a Queen Pine

Apple.
Mr. John Burn, Gardener to the Hon. Colonel Pennant, Penrhyn

Castle, Bangor, for a collection of Pine Apples.
Mr. John Davis, Nurseryman, Barnet, for a single dish of Black

Hamburgh Grapes.
Mr. Charles Smith, Gardener to Arthur Anderson, Esq., Nor-

wood Grove, for a single dish of Grapes, Sweetwater or
Muscadine.

Messrs. Mitchell & Co., Nurserymen, Brighton, for a single dish
of Peaches, of one kind.

Mr. Thomas Frost, Gardener to E. L. Betts, Esq., Preston Hall,
Maidstone, for a single dish of Peachps, of one kind.

Mr. W. Hill, Gardener to R. Sneyd, Esq., Keele Hall, Stafford-
shire, for a single dish of Nectarines, of one kind.

Mr. J. Tegg, Gardener to R. Hutton, Esq., Putney Park, for a
Green-fleshed Melon.

Mr. C. Ewing, Gardener to O. F. Meyrick, Esq., Bodorgan,
Holyhead, for a single dish of Figs, consisting of 10
Fruits.

Mr. E. R. Carpenter, Bare Hall Gardens, near Birmingham, for
Seedling White Grapes.

PRIZES of 15s. Each to
Mr. R. A. Dalrymple, Pontypool Park, Monmouthshire, for a

Queen Pine Apple.
Mr. John Monro, Gardener to Mrs. Oddie, Colney House, St.

Albans, for a single dish of Peaches, of one kind.
Mr. W. Taylor, Gardener to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, for a

Green-fleshed Melon.
Mr. C. Ewing, Gardener to O. F. Meyrick, Esq., Bodorgan. Holy-

head, for a Green-fleshed Melon.
Mr. S. Suow, Gardener to Earl De Grey, Wrest Park, for a Green-

fleshed Melon.
Mr. E. R. Dalrymple, Pontypool Park, Monmouthshire, for

Strawberries.

A PRIZE of 105. to
Mr. M. Clarke, Gardener to C. Webb, Esq., Hoddesdon. for

Citrons.

NEW VERBENAS Of 1856.
\yiLLIAM KNIGHT, Florist, &c, begs to offer
** the new Verbenas raised by Weatherill, Smith, Cole,

Martin, Todman, Rougier and Chauviere, in well established
Plants, at 6*. per dozen; best varieties of previous seasons, at
2t. 6d. per dozen ; first class Fuchsias, 4 . per dozen; Pompone, or
large ti nvered Chrysanthemums, &y. Gd. per dozen. Any of the
above sent free by post if desired. Descriptive Catalogues sent
onapplication.-67, High Street, Battle, Sussex.

(By Order.) G. GROVE, Secretary.

MESSRS. E. a. HENDERSON & SON'S
NEW CATALOGUE FOR THE PRESENT SEASON

£s now ready, and contains descriptions of the most approved novelties in cultivation. The following selection
they beg particularly to recommend :

—

NEW VERBENAS.
G&int des Bataiiles
Imperatrice Elizabeth
Mrs. Hosier Williams
General Bosquet
Madame Kien
Foudroyante

NEW FUCHSIAS.
Venus de Medici
Gloire de Neisse
Donna Joaquina
Pendula
Malakoff

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Scarlet Gem
John Salter
Trophee
Duraflet
Stellatum globosum

Admiration
Criterion
Barclayana

NEW AZALEAS.
Alba illustrata
Crispiflora

Eulalie Van Geert

NEW GERANIUMS.
Fairy Nymph
Bridal Ring
Countess ot Bective
Highland Chief
Mountain of Snow-
General Peliasier

NEW CALCEOLARIAS.
Ethel Newcome
Little Dorrit
Minnie
General Pelissier
Eclipse
General Canrobert

Gloxinia Jacqueline
Phlox Madame Fontaine
Veronica Imperial Bine
Gyneriumargenteum(PampaaGra88)
Bouvardia longiflora
Potentilla coccinea flore pleno
Begonia Zanthina argentea
Dahlia Crystal Palace Scarlet
Eucharis amazonica
With Catalogue (which can be had post

Princess Mary of Cambridge
Variegata superba
Juliana

NEW PETUNIAS.
Countess of Ellesmere
Duchesse de Brabant
Madame la Comtesse Gerard
Madame Grandgeorge
Charles de Rosmini
Ernest de Lepinau

Ardi6ia crispa
Locheria magnified (Achimenes)
Tydsea amabilis ( u )

Cuphea eminens
Gonocalyx pulcher
Clematis caerulea odorata
Delphininm cardinale (Scarlet)
Calyptraria hpemantha
Sonerila margaritacea superba

free on application), will be published a
or 12 stamps (post free).

Leptodactylon californica, 10s. Gd.
jEschynanthus fulgens, 10s. 6d.
Ceanothus floribundus, 10s. Gd.
Clematis glandulosa (new), 10s. Gd.
Phygelius capensis, li)s. Gd.
Tecoma fulva, 10*. Gd.
Rondeletia anomala
Rhododendron Moulmeinense, 10$.6rf.
Maranta pardina.

plate of nine new flowers, price ls.
t

Mwq CALCEOLARIA AND CINERARIA SEED.
2j.6rf. India, each.'

H * & S°* **^ * announce that the CINERARIA SEED of this year's saving is ready in packets of

was ®w*JL
C
alv°Z^tek

?V°J ^e SE3S -

0f thei* new an* superb CALCEOLARIAS (of the kinds for which the Silver Medal^e^ Wth instO, the collection of which can bt seen in flower atuc nursery, beed, 5*. per packet; second quality, only 2s. Gd.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.

Zixt <Bnv*istmv& ©frrwttcta
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»

In another column will be found a report of the
meeting of the Horticultural Society last Tuesday.
We find with no small satisfaction that the Society
has done us the honour to adopt the advice we last

week presumed to offer, and that the free action of
the Council is at length secured. An attempt indeed
at obstruction was again made, but the learned
gentleman with whom it originated could find in
the whole meeting but one supporter, and that one we
believe was owing to an accident. Let us hope that
the rebuke was felt.

The course which the Council are prepared to
take is explained in their address to the meeting.
They will do their utmost to preserve the Garden,
by selling the House in lleg-nt Street, and so
reducing the incumbrances of the Corporation

;

they mean also to make a further appeal to the
public in the hope that some at least of the sub-
scriptions which have been conditional upon raising

5000/. may be placed at their disposal when it is

seen that London property will be insufficient.

Measures will also be taken to diminish the rate of
subscription and to increase the privileges of the
Fellows. But the Council reserve the power of
relinquishing the Garden if it is eventually found
necessary to do so ; and that power is expressly con-
veyed to them by the resolution passed on Tuesday.
Among other topics introduced into the address

was the announcement that an application had been
made to Government for the rooms in Somerset
House about to be v-cated by the Royal Society.

There can be no doubt that such a concession on the
part of the Treasury would be not only a very
proper but also a popular measure. For certainly
few chartered scientific bodies can have greater
claims upon Government upon the ground of public
utility ; while an official recognition of the meritorious
efforts of the Horticultural Society during half a
century would contribute in no small degree to assist
in the reorganisation which is contemplated by
the Council.

As there seems to be a temporary cessation of
communications respecting the Cucjjmber Disease,
it may be well to make a few general observations
while we have breathing time. The first point is to
distinguish accurately between the several dis-
eases with which Cucumbers are affected. 1. The
red spider arises in general from keeping the frame
too dry, a fault which is injurious to the plants in
more ways than one, as it prevents the formation
of new roots and is fatal to those already formed.
2. Mildew arises generally from a dry soil and
damp atmosphere. Where there is proper ventila-
tion the gardener will seldom be troubled with it

in his frames ; but should it make its appearance,
his only remedy is sulphur either crude or in
solution. As the sulphur acts by the pro-
duction of sulphurous acid, which kills the
mould which constitutes the mildew, it may be
expected to be efficacious for that purpose and for
no other. The gardener must divest himself of all

notions of blight falling from the atmosphere, and
recognise the real cause of the mildew; viz., the
rapid growth of a little mould in consequence of

circumstances favourable to its growth, and he must
then apply the proper remedy, with a view to meet
the especial case before him. 3. The little Vibrio
first discovered in specimens forwarded by Mr. Bailey,
of Nuneham, causes gouty swellings on the roots, in
consequence of which the plant itself becomes
diseased. But little is known at present on the
subject. Experiment should be directed to find
some substance which, when mixed with the soil,

may be fatal to the Vibrio, and yet may not injure
the tender roots. 4. The Cucumber Murrain :—

A

great deal has been said about the question whether
this may be considered a constitutional disease,

or merely one induced by bad treatment. If,

however, it is reflected that the Cucumber
stood the test of years under very indifferent

management without any such affection ; that dif-

ferent seedlings from the same packet of seed, all

saved from a single fruit, exhibit very different con-
ditions ; that it occurs under every conceivable form
of treatment ; thA it is capable of modification and
alleviation under careful hands ; and that no change
of soil or avoidance of forcing manure affords com-
plete security, it seems highly probable, in spite of
a few facts which seem to tend in a contrary direc-
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tion, that the disease is strictly constitutional. The
use of highly nitrogenous manures has, we believe,

brought on a delicacy of constitution which may be

exhibited to a greater or less extent according to cir-

cumstances in the seed of plants which have been

too highly fed. The other theory is certainly un-

tenable, and we shall be obliged if we give up

the former to have recourse to the supposition,

without a particle of proof, that there is something

in the constitution of the atmosphere, as for instance

a comparative paucity of ozone, which has of late

years disposed plants to become diseased. Such

assertions are in fact tantamount to an unwilling-

ness to confess our ignorance. They are easily

made, and incapable of being deliberately argued,

unless we were in a position to compare the precise

condition of the atmosphere at the present day with

that some five-and-twenty or fifty years ago.

Mr. Ayres' communication (Nov. 10, 1855,)

requires and deserves an especial notice. He has

not confused the different diseases, and his remarks

as to the Cucumber Murrain arising from improper

soil deserve attention. These, however, have

already been in great measure answered, and his

remark that strong liquid manure always aggravates

the evil, is confirmatory, so far, of its tendency to

generate disease. The absence of lime in the soil,

except in the form of magnesian lime, would be worth

more consideration if the disease were not equally

virulent in districts where every pan of water is so

impregnated with carbonate of lime as to leave on

drying a white spot upon the leaves. Iron

is so common a constituent in the soil, and

apparently so necessary, that its presence is not

of much value as regards the cause. His strongest

point is his assertion that he has raised plants

from old seed and seed derived from various

quarters without any security. We can our-

selves confirm his report as far as French and

Belgian seed go, but forcing manures have been

used on the continent as well as amongst ourselves

;

and it is well known that the strongest of all

manures is frequently applied in a liquid state in

China, from whence also he obtained seed. At the

same time we are quite ready to confess that it is

very difficult to conceive how Cucumber seed

should in general have deteriorated, which according

to the constitutional theory appears to have been the

case. Experiments however have yet to be made
to show how seed derived from a supposed un-

tainted quarter would fare, if strictly confined

to wholesome loam, free from nitrogenous manure.

Mr. Ayres' practical observations as alleviations of

the evil, whatever be its cause, deserve the attention

of all cultivators :— 1. Not to allow the plants to

overbear ; 2. To give immediate attention whenever

the slightest untoward symptom appears ; 3. To
avoid all highly nitrogenous manures, and above all

to confine the roots within pots, not allowing them
to penetrate into the manure beneath, at the same
time procuring that sort of loam which is most con-

genial to the plant. The latter point is of immense
importance. The old gardeners were especially

careful as to the soil, and we are sure that a little

more caution in this respect would in great measure
modify the evil. Our advice is still, save seed from

the healthiest plants, and in a year or two we feel

confident that every one who takes that course and
avoids forcing manures will have a more healthy

stock than his neighbours.

In addition to the diseases which affect the

Cucumber, we have to call attention to one

which seems to have been but little noticed by
writers. Whether, however, it is a distinct dis-

ease, or simply a symptom of a diseased condition

perhaps admits of question. However this may
be, the matter is well worth consideration.

The affection consists in a strong hypertrophy of

the peduncle, in consequence of which, as in an
example before us, it is drawn out to a length of

3 inches or more, while fertilization never takes

place and the fruit itself does not swell but gradually

fails. It seems always to be connected with the

presence of rich manure, and is believed to be one
form assumed by the Cucumber Murrain, a notion

which is supported by the fact that the base of the

Cucumber in that disease is so often nourished to

excess while the upper part fails. It is desirable

to be in the possession of the experience of large

Cucumber growers on the subject, as also of the

comparatively diseased condition of plants which
are planted where none of the heat is derived from
fermentation. It would be interesting, moreover,
to know the result of growing Cucumbers in good
maiden loam without any mixture whatever of

animal manure, whether in solid or liquid form. It

is, however, obvious that such experiments must be
conducted with great care, and the results from
time to time accurately noted, to be of real value. If

well conducted, they would be calculated to throw
much light upon a perplexed question. Jf. J. B.

WITCHES' BROOMS ON SILVER FIRS.

Almost every one who takes any interest in the

welfare of young Fir plantations has had reason

to observe a very beautiful little orange-coloured

fungus with a profusion of spores contained in a

delicate colourless sac which year after year ap-

pears on some individuals of the Scotch Fir, till they

at length in many cases fail altogether. This is the

only species of a small but interesting group of parasites

which has at present been recorded as occurring in this

country, but I believe I have now before me a very

curious diseased condition of the Silver Fir which will

eventually prove to have been caused by another

species.

It was stated in this Journal (Oct. 2, 1852), on
occasion of figuring a fine parasite which had been

discovered by Dr. Thomson on Abies Smithiana

at an elevation of 8000 feet amongst the northern

Himalayas, that the Silver Fir in the Vosges mountains

and in some parts of Germany was subject to a disease

which totally alters the character of the tree. This

fungus is ^Ecidium elatinum, and its effect is to produce

in different portions of the branches bunches of deci-

duous shoots which are known in Germany under the

name of Hexen-Besen, and in France under that of

Paneurs de Sotre (Balais des Sorciers), names equi-

valent with that of Witches' Brooms. It is also called

in France Rebrousses. A specimen kindly forwarded

to me from the neighbourhood of Hastings by Sir C.

Lamb is, I believe, a true example of a Witches' Broom,
though I have not seen the fungus. As there is no
good description in any book with which I am acquainted,

some further notice will not be superfluous.

The diseased part, though terminating a branch, does

not appear to have arisen from the central bud, as the

axis is not continuous with it. It consists of a fascicle

of branches irregularly whorled and divided, springing

from a bulb-shaped swelling, resembling somewhat the

swelling caused by Myzodendron, but not like that con-

sisting of two distinct tissues which ultimately separate.

These branches lose their leaves every year, and in

spring put forth pale yellow buds, which at first sight

would lead one to suppose that the fascicle is entirely

parasitic. One or two withered leaves alone remain

upon the specimens, which are about one-third of an
nch long, and of a very different texture from the

normal leaves. The bark on the gouty knob from
which the fascicle springs is five times as thick

as on the unaffected part, and rather rugged
externally, and within shows unequivocal signs

of decay in the form of dark irregular patches

which are more or less superficial, or reach to wood
itself, but do not penetrate into its substance. These
dead spots, which are indicated by cavities or rugosities

externally, are taken possession of by Acari and the

woolly Aphis, which may perhaps aggravate the affec-

tion but do not cause it. The tissues of the knob are

more irregular than usual, and show admirably the

spiral structure of the wood-cells. I could not trace

the slightest appearance of myceiium. The leaves on
the branches immediately below the knob are not deci-

duous, but their iorm and size are materially changed,

and what is very curious the silver marking beneath is

scarcely visible. Though the buds of the diseased part

had made some progress, those on the evergreen branch
were very small, aud had not pushed at all.

I have the promise of further information in the
course of a few weeks. Meanwhile I take this oppor-
tunity of giving a much reduced figure of the general

appearance, which may elicit information as to the occur-
rence of this affection from other quarters.* In summer
the Witches' Besoms are known at a distance by their

red brown tint and bushy habit. Some trees are so

infested by them that it is with great difficulty only that

they struggle for existence. The figure represents
the Sussex specimen, from the gouty base of which a
slice has been taken to show the dark patches in the

bark. M. J. B.

• Specimens of JB. elatinum are published by Mongeot and
Nestler, No. 2S5, ana it is figured by Albertiui and Schweinitz,
Coaajf. Fung, t. 5, f. 3.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXXVII.
505. Parasite (Phcenorjams. 2. False ParaslUs).^

We have hitherto spoken of those Phaenogams only
which derive their nourishment wholly, or in great
part from the plants on which they grow. But there is

also a vast tribe of False Parasites which live entirely

on the trunks of trees without however being nourished
by their sap, besides multitudes of plants which merely
run over the trees or cling to them by tendrils or other
clasping organs, without throwing out the semblance of

a root. The common Clematis or Traveller's Joy is

a familiar example in our own hedges and thickets,

where it often as effectually smothers and stifles the

plant over which it runs, as if it were excluded from
light and air in a closed room. In Tropical forests

however, where vegetation is so much more rapid and
luxuriant, the effect is in proportion disastrous. The
original trunk may be overrun with hundreds of these

false parasites which in their turn are infested with

others till the whole forms an inextricable mass or

actually pulls down the original tree by its weight. It

is a curious fact with respect to some of these climbers,

as for example Cassia quinquangulata, Rich.,* that

the same species according to circumstances may
either grow freely, forming a tree, or run over neigh-

bouring plants in the shape of a scandent shrub. la

the latter case the structure of the stem is sometimes

altogether differeut from what it is in the former,

insomuch that the two might be supposed not merely to

belong to different species, but to different genera or

natural orders. The ducts in these climbing stems are

frequently extremely large, a necessary condition when

it is considered to what a strong degree of compression

they are often subjected.

506. Those plants however which most fatally

compress and throttle as it were the plants on which

they grow, are those which run up the stems in the

form of a close spiral. Where they are merely annuals,

the death of the climber relieves the stem, but where the

growth is perennial, and slower than that of the matrix,

after the climber has borne all the distension of which

the spiral it forms is capable, the wood between the

whorls begins to swell, and at last more or less per-

fectly closes over the false parasite, forming those

curious spiral stems which are eagerly sought for by

the manufacturer of walking sticks. In such a case if

the stem is not entirely destroyed, which sometimes

happens, the growth is effectually checked, and vigorous

timber is never formed.

507. These plants however merely use the trees as a

support, without throwing out any roots, except those

by which nourishment is derived from the soil. But
there are hundreds of species which have no roots

except those which are aerial, or which run amoDgst

the decomposed vegetable matter which is entangled

amongst those of other false parasites. Some of these

plants prefer such situations, though they by no means

live on moisture derived from the air, because they have

just the degree of exposure to light which suits their

habits, and because the soil in which they grow is

thoroughly drained. Others however do not depend

at all upon the soil, but derive in many cases the

whole of their nourishment from the air. These

all alike, whatever be their habits, tend ultimately

to the same end of overwhelming the plant which

supports them.

508. Beside these however there are many plants, as

Ivy, Ficus stipularis, &c, which throw out roots

wherever the stem presses close against the substance

which sustains them, which act merely as supports by

dilating at the base like suckers where they cannot

penetrate, but which if occasion offers, enter into it, and

administer nourishment. Such roots however never

imbibe sap from the plant to which they cling, bux

where they indeed convey nutriment, it is in the lorm

of inorganic fluid, and whatever matters it may hold in

solution. These plants, like other false parasites which

have been mentioned, may prove destructive by mere

luxuriance, where their rate of growth is greater than

that of the plant which supports them. But it has been

often questioned, whether, when the rate of growth of

the false parasite is inferior to that of the supporter,

they are really injurious. The question is one of some

importance, as the beauty of trees is often greatly

increased by the accession of plants like Ivy. Wow

there can be no question whatever about their being

perfectly harmless in respect of exhaustion by means ot

their abundant rootlets. It is not however so clear

whether they may not be injurious in other ways. AJ*
e

first effect is probably beneficial as they protect the

trunk from cold winds, the effect of which on vegetation

may be seen by the comparative facility with which the

bark is stripped off in a warm genial day, or one which

is chilly from North East wind. But after a time they

form a complete network over the trunk, and as the

parts of which it is composed increase in the thickness

the network loses in great measure its powers o

extension, and the trunk is in consequence strong y

compressed, and the expansion of the tree ia som*

measure impeded. We believe however that the injur/

due to this circumstance is greatlyexaggerated. At**%??}

if Ivy is not to be allowed a place on forest trees it should
-

destroyed at as early a period as may be convemen

When it is once established, the injury due to u

sudden removal of the warm screen upon the tru *

may more than counterbalance the mischief of coropre

sion. M. J. B.

* See Croger Cot. Zeit., 1851, p. 469.
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HAZARD'S SYSTEM OF HEATING.
I venture to affirm, from the experience I have had

of the successful operation of this system of heating and

ventilating, that for simplicity, economy, and efficient

adaptability for warming and ventilating every kind of

horticultural structure it stands unrivalled, and that it

is destined at no distant period to supersede every other

plan now in use. You have said, and truly, in your

columns, that " If there is any one thing upon which

we have insisted from the very commencement of this

Journal more than another, it is the necessity of finding

some method of admitting warm damp air to the

interior of glass houses, copiously, and at will, without

having recourse to the dry cold blasts which find their

way through ordinary ventilators—that the interior of a

hothouse should feel the breeze as freely and as con-

stantly as an orchard house, and that without some
power of this kind, good gardening is impossible."

Now Hazard's system, I aver, has conferred on us this

power.

Again, in your No. of the 17th ult., after paying a

just tribute of respect to the memory of the late Mr.
Meek, you proceed as follows :— "In short, he

clearly saw, that if it could be accomplished,

the true way of heating the air of a plant house
must be not by radiation from pipes, but by
warm currents driven or drawn in every direction ;"

and further, "to keep warm air in active motion
in plant-houses we have always maintained to be the

great desideratum of modern gardening : there is not a

practical man who does not endorse that opinion, and
all which now remains is to show how it can be effected."

I perfectly agree with you, and I beg leave to add that

Hazard's system without an inch of artificial radiating
surface, with its cold air drains communicating with the
external atmosphere at will, its hot air ventilators with
their evaporating tanks above or below, the grates

emitting and evolving their warm and damp, or hot
and dry air at will, in a natural and healthy state, with
ail its constituent gases unimpaired, and sweeping with
its July breeze every inch of the internal area of the
house to the vigorous and healthy development of every
plant with which it comes in contact, thereby almost, if

not altogether effects the " great desideratum of modern
gardening," and renders it, in my opinion, the most
natural and most efficient system of heatin? and ventila-

ting horticultural structures that we yet possess.

The apparatus itself is simple in its construction,

easily kept clean, and is by no means liable to get out

of order, and from the action of the cold air drains and
the distance the hot air pipes are from the fire they

never get hot enough to burn the air when rushing

through the hot chamber in which the pipes are en-

closed, on its way to the interior of the house. The
fuel best adapted for working the apparatus is coke, or

the Welsh stone coal and cinders.

We have a heat extractor, with its appendages, applied

to the Vineries here. I may mention by the way that

the Vineries were heated in the first instance in the most
efficient and substantial manner with all the most

approved modern appliances of hot water. Neverthe-

r~"•
^|

Traxsversk Section of Wabmtng Apparatus.

Transverse Section of House with Apparatus brlow the
Floor.

a Hot air chamber, containing the apparatus.
b The drain conveying the hot air to front of house.
c Cold air drain.

d d External openings to be used at will.

e Cistern for producing vapour.

Plan of House Heated by Patent Apparatus.
•

less, we were wasting, on ordinary occasions, an average
j

of 420° of heat up the chimney. The extractor I placed

in the dip of the flue 3 feet from the boiler, and by its

absorbing power it arrests fully two-thirds of this truant

heat, and renders it available by turning it into the

houses for economical purposes, and this has produced
such surprising results. And so immediate and complete
is the sympathetic union and diffusion of the hot air

with the atmosphere of the house, that when the hot air

was issuing from the grating at 1 92°, 3 feet above it had
fallen to 70°, but what is most surprising of all I generally

find that the temperature is higher in those portions of

the house farthest from the hot air ventilator than in its

immediate neighbourhood.
The accompanying plan and section show the patent

apparatus, with its appendages, as applied to the heating
and ventilating a lean-to house 45 feet long, 16 feet wide,
and 1 4 feet high. James Davidson, Gardener, Welford
Pari; Newbury, Berks.

Home Correspondence.
The Bark Trade.—A letter of mine on the subject of

the sale of bark appeared not long since in your Paper
under the signature of " A Country Gentleman." Sub-
sequently a letter appeared in your Paper signed " H

.

Clinton," who stated that he should be glad to commu-
nicate with me on the subject. I have since received a
communication from Colonel Clinton, who is anxious

that it should receive publicity in your columns.

I therefore subjoin his letter, with a request that you
will (if you see no objection) publish it in the Gardeners"

Chronicle. Henry Ker Seymer.—The letter in question is

as follows :
—"The case of bark wonderfully resembles

the case of Wheat, but in its treatment how different

is the destiny of each. In the one case Wheat is

grown, 'fielded,' ' cured,' manipulated by the producer,

and goes though the hands of cornfactor, mealman,
and miller, to the baker, and ' the system ' is so

ingeniously contrived that the producer of Wheat
cannot throw in the teeth of the baker, at

least, the charge bark - produce - sellers must
make against the tanners and bark buyers. These
individuals, on the other hand

t
(in the case of bark)

according to the actual system, go to the producers, and
pay, ' We must" shave " your (corn) bark, i.e., take off its

waste * (chaff !) and put it (the bark) through the mill
;

therefore we can, and will, offer you just as little as we
please, and if you will not take our price, you must

throw the bark away.* From the results of this state of

things it is surely not very unreasonable that the pro-

ducers of bark should try to relieve themselves, without

entertaining the slightest wish to encroach upon that

which ought to be the just profit to accrue to

the tanners and bark buyers. I am very far from

wishing to appear so presuming as to suppose that any-

thing I may say shall influence, in any way, the whole

mass of bark-produce-sellers of England ; therefore I

humbly venture to propose that such persons, or their

representatives, shall be invited to assemble, either in

London or more properly in Birmingham, where a

committee might be formed that should consider the

subject and mature a plan—the best that might present

itself—with a view towards putting this part of the

business of buying and selling on its proper footing.

H. Clinton, Royston, Herts."

Roses with Green Centres.—I have a Hose (standard)

in my garden which would not blossom. Thinking it

might object to being pruned, I left it alone this spring
and trained the shoots over a hoop; there has been an
abundance of buds, but hardly one perfect flower, all of

the latter having a protruding green centre. Some of

the leaves have large dark blotches upon them. My
subsoil is a wet clay, bnt I take care to give Roses
nearly 2 feet depth of Dartford loam. Can you oblige

me by suggesting the cause of the complaint, and a
remedy ? C. F. [It is usually believed that green centres

are caused by the application of strong manure to the

roots of Roses.]

Larix chinensis.—Can any of your readers inform me
what is the Larix chinensis of Miller's Gardener's Dic-

tionary ? The cones are described as being larger than

those of the L. europsea, ending in acute points, and the

scales as being prominent, like those of the Scotch Fir.

The kind is said to have been sent to England, as a

Pine good to keep up banks. /. D.
Gardeners' Benevolent Institution.— As I have no

doubt that Sir Joseph Paxton is a reader of your Paper,

1 herewith, through the medium of the same (if you
will have the goodness to oblige me in giving it place in

your next), take this opportunity of raising my feeble

voice by returning him my sincere thanks for the able

manner in which at the last annual meeting he advo-

cated the cause of us poor gardeners who are sub-

scribing members of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent

Institution. I fully concur with him—and I think that

every member will do the same — that giving the

males 201. a-year and the females \6l. would be better

than the present practice, at least I think that it would

be the means of inducing more to become subscribers.

But the great point is this : since I have been a member
I have solicited many of my brother gardeners to

become subscribing members of the Institution, but

only in one instance have I been successful. With that

exception the reply has been, "What is the good of sub-

scribing to such an Institution when we see that many
who have never subscribed one shilling to its funds are

receiving the pension, or rather the fruits of other

people's labours?" What Sir Joseph Paxton justly

remarks is that there are many gardeners, very many
I am sorry to say, who although filling respectable

situations get very low wa^es, and therefore as a class

few are enabled to lay by anything for old age ; and
again they are generally married men, and many have

to struggle hard to save one guinea a year to keep up
their annual subscription ; but that is not all ; for

instance, there are now no less than six candidates on
the list for the pension on the election which is to take

place in July next, who have never subscribed to the

Institution. I do not know who are on the committes

or I would lay the case hefore them, but as it is I trust

that these few remarks will come before some of them,

and if so, receive their warmest consideration, for truly

it is a hard case for a hard-working man who has been

subscribing for 9 or 12 years to support the charity to

see another man who does noi belong to our fold

"allowed" by the committee to step in before him and

partake of his hard earnings while he himself is shut

out, at least for a time. I earnestly beg that the

gentlemen who constitute the committee will bear this

in mind, and if so I doubt not that they will come to a

unanimous verdict on the subject, and will say that what

has been done on that head has been unjust. It is well

known that when the day of adversity arrives there are

many ready enough to become candidates for the support

afforded by the Institution, notwithstanding that they

have never contributed their annual mite to its funds.

As a subscriber I would suggest to those who have

votes at die ensuing election to give them to subscribers

only, and that preference should be given to those who
have subscribed the greatest number of years. I have

always done so. Surely this is nothing more than

justice, and no reasonable person can object to it. W hat

is there to prevent the committee coming forward at

once with some bye-law to effect that object ? Or it may
be asked, do the committee consist of nurserymen % If

so, perhaps the present practice is to 'them a conve-

nience ; but surely common prudence tells us that if a

charity is to be supported by gardeners, they ought to

be the gainers by it, for what says the o!d adage,

" Charity begins at home.''—A Working Gardener.

Melons.—For the last three years I have failed in

bringing Melons to maturity, notwithstanding that my
gardener has every requisite. The plants are reared

and blossom, and bring their fruit to the size of large

bulbs in perfect apparent health, but as soon as the first

Melons approach the usual size to ripen the plants

decay, the foliage goes and dies off, and leaves nothing

but shrivelled stalks and unripe Melons which of

course do not come to maturity. I find on inquiring

at the gardeners around that they know of no such

instance as the failure of the whole plant and stalks just

as the fruit is ripening. I find that the soil of the bed

in which they are planted is barely 18 inches deep, and

the soil is loose sandy mould and loosely lying round

the roots, whereas I am told that the soil ought to be

deep soil for Melons, and well and closely packed, and

trodden in at the bottom of the pits. My gardener,
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however, insists that 18 inches is quite a sufficient depth

of soil, and that they ought to be loosely rooted in the

so.l. You will oblige me by saying what you think the cause

o: this is, for it is not one sort only but every sort that is

1 red that fails. Has it anything to do with the

watering? A. TV. [It would seem that the soil is

u..able to feed the plant enough to enable it to carry

the fruit. Probably the soil is not deep enough or

strong enough ; or perhaps the water is deficient in

quantity or quality. Try cowdung water.]

Hypertrophy of Vines.— I am afraid my Vines are

doing very badly, jis from the under side of the

inclosed leaf you will perceive all is not right. Can
you tell me what causes the injury, and give me a

remedy in your next Saturday's paper. My own
opinion is that the border is by far too damp, being

within 10 feet of a mill dam, and when the water is not

kept very low it rises almost to a level with the border.

R. B t
Stroudwatcr. [Certa-nly. Your Vines are

dropsical ; they cannot digest the water they are forced

to imbibe, the effect of which is the pimpled puckered
Btate of the leaves. If you cannot get rid of the water

try what free air and a high temperature will do for you.]

Horticultural Frauds.— Having read the sweeping
accusations of your fair and medical correspondents

will be grateful for the information thus conveyed to

them by a correspondent who although he withholds his
j

name we may say is entirely to be relied upon. But
Mrs. Jessica's complaiut was that choice lawn seeds

were not sent her ; and this was substantiated by the

specimens she sent us.]

Nectarines.—Calling the other day to see Lady South-

ampton's beautiful gardens at Whittlebury Lodge, I

fouud Mr. Ayres gathering fruit to pack for Loudon.
Thinking the Elruge Nectarines unusually large I asked

Mr. A. to measure and weigh one of the largest, and
the dimensions were 9 inches the largest way in girth,

and 8 inch s the other ; and the weight was within a

trifle of 6 ounces. Is not this an unusual size \ A
Peach 7 ounces is a very fine fruit ; but a Nectarine

6 ounces must be a monsur. A Looker-on.

octettes.

Crystal Palace Horticultural Show, June 25 & 26.

—On this occasion the plants were arranged differently

from what they v. ere in May, and certainly more effec-

tively. The great mass of the exhibition was this time

accommodated in the centre transept, while the fruit,

against seedsmen and their wholesale frauds, would you new plants, cut flowers, and miscellaneous subjects were
allow me to give my own experience in laying down a staged in a double line with a division between them in

pleasure ground. I am not going to be the champion
of seedsmen, as I know they are not all blameless, and I

readily admit that some of them practise shameful im-
positions upon their customers ; but in the cases referred

to it is 8 -irely only fair to put the saddle on the right

horse. I know nothing of the * wretch who supplied the

rubbish H to your fair complainant, but as he may be as

innocent as the party who supplied me, you may be
doing him no nn re than justice by publishing the following

facts. Three years ago I built a house for my family on a
field of 7 acres, which had been lying in meadow over
20 years. About half an acre around the house I laid out
in pleasure ground. For the purpose of elevating the
terrace on which the house stands as well as to make
sure of getting rid of weeds, I had the sod carefully re-

moved to the depth of from 6 to 8 inches. I then pre-

pared the soil by digging deep, breaking the clods, and
removing all stones. When ready for sowinc, which
was in the spring of 1 854, 1 had it sown with a proper
proportion of the following mixture, viz., Cynosurus
cristatus, Poa nemoralis, Poa pratensis, Festuca pra-
tensis, Festuca tenuifolia, white Clover, and Perennial
Rye-grass, all of which I knew to have been imported
direct from Germany with the exception of the Rye-
grass ; the seeds I know were perfectly pure and
correct to name, for I not only examined tl>em carefully

but had a portion of them sown on garden ground, which
had been some time in cultivation. 'Hie pleasure
ground was soon beautifully green, and I rejoiced in

anticipation of the fine velvet sward which I would have
in a year or two ; but judge my surprise when, in the
following season I found the whole surface dotted over
with tufts of Cocksfoot, Yorkshire Fog, Goose Grass,
Rib Grass, besides a wonderful assortment of Docks,
Thistles, Dandelion, Ragweed, &c, &c. The disap-
pointment, as you may conceive, was very great after all

my trouble, but I could not for a moment blame
the seed, as what I had sown in the garden ground
was as fine as possible, and is now a beautiful sward,
like an old well kept bowling green ; it is therefore
possible tl at your correspondents who complain so
bitterly may, like myself, have sown their Grass seeds
ou dirty land, notwithstanding their own opinion to the
contrary, and that the seedsman in the f* west " may be
entirely blameless. As for the failure in the Mangel
and Carrot which the Doctor complains of, I suspect if

he will take the trouble to inquire he will find that the
same misfortune is very general this season, arising
from the harsh dry weather which prevailed so long in

spring. As a proof of this I may mention that I sowed
a portion of a field with Mangel upon the 15th of
A pril, when the weather was soft aud rainy ; the re-

mainder of the field I did not get sown uutil the 1st of
May, at which time the wind was driving from the
east, and the soil was quite parched : the early sown
portion came away as thick as Cresses, while the other,
fcown from the same seed bag, has proved almost an
entire failure, and I am now making up the blanks by
rlibbling in plants taken from the successful part of the
field. Besides the failure caused by the dry withering
season, I learn that the worm is attacking the
Mangels wholesale, and that whole fields which
had shown an excellent braird have now become
fciftkly, and the entire crop is dying off. When
ou the subject of Mangel seed it is perhaps
worth noticing the extraordinary length of time which
it retains its vitality, in consequence of a hard thick

shell, in which the kernel is embosomed. The following

is the result of a trial made this season with the various
kinds: 100 seeds of each were sown in a flower-pot, and
all were treated alike ; the Long Red produced 109
healthy plants ; the Red Globe, 124 ; the Orange Globe,

133; and the Long Yellow, 147; the first three

varieties were all of the growth of last year, whereas the

Long Yellow was 10 years old, it having been the

growth of 1846 ; this experiment not only showed that

many of the seeds produced doubles, but if kept dry we
need not hesitate to sow old seed ; besides, I find that
tl e older the seed the fewer plants run up to flower
stems. In consequence of the thickness of the shell of
Mangel seed a good deal of moisture is required to
vegetate it, and cultivators should be careful never to
sow it deeper than half an inch. D. D. [Our readers

the nave, in the direction of the crystal fountain. Along

both sides of the transept iu front of the Orange trees,

and as close to them as they could be placed were stage-

fuls of Heaths, Variegated plants, Azaleas, Roses, and
Pelargoniums ; in the centre was a circular stage at

least 30 feet in diameter, raised up to a point on which

was set a pretty specimen of Norfolk Island Pine, sup-

ported by noble examples of stove and greenhouse

plants, and right and left cf this, midway between the out-

side benches, were stagefuls of Orchids and Ferns, while

all the salient points were neatly rounded off and sur-

mounted by statuary. This kind of arrangement we need

not repeat was a great improvement on that of former

exhibitions ; but still in our opinion it falls short of

what might be effected with such materials out of

doors under canvas. The exhibition itself, with the

exception of the fruit, was not so good as that which

was held here in May. The weather was however

fine, and there was a large number of visitors, accord-

ing to the daily papers 14.214 on the 25th, and 13,661

on the 26th.

Of collections of 20 Stove and Greenhouse plants Mr.
May, gr. to H. Colyer, Esq., had the best. It contained

noble specimens of Everlastings, Ixoras, Kalosanthes,

which are now everywhere coming into bloom ; Allaman-

das, Dipladenias, Heaths, Clerodendrons, Pimeleas,

Rondeletias, Vincas,and an example of the Stag's Horn
Fern Platycerium alcicorne. Mr. Taylor, of Streatharo,

had much smaller plants, all belonging to nearly the same
genera, to which may be added Azaleas, of which he

had a plant or two still in good condition. Mr. Rhodes
sent some pretty Statices, and a charming specimen

of the white Pimelea Neipergiana.

In groups of 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants the best

came from Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart.

It contained the gay -looking Kalosanthes miniata, Gar-

denia Fortuni, with blossoms like polished ivory, and so

sweet as to fill the air in their neighbourhood with

fragrance ; the fine Epacris alluded to in our last

report of the exhibition in Regent's Park, and some
extremely well flowered Allamandas. The next group

in point of merit came from Mr. Carson, gr. to

W. F. G. Farmer, Esq. In this the Allamandas, which

are extremely showy at this season, were scarcely so

well in flower as could have been wished, but he had
excellent Everlastings and Azaleas, more especially A.

Gledstanesi, which was quite a pyramid of bloom.

Among Mr. Morris' plants, which were placed third,

was a pretty specimen of Stephanotis.

In the collection of 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants

contributed by Mr. Roser were well-grown examples
of Erica Bergiana, Aphelexis, Epacrises, and
Leschenaultias. Mr. Williams, gr. to Miss Traill,

sent Kalosanthes and Everlastings in good condition.

Variegated Plants were shown in beautiful order by
Messrs. Veitch. The back row of his group contained

Dracsena Draco, the variegated Arundo Donax, Livis-

tona Borbonica, very fine ; Musa zebrina, and the pale

green deeply divided leaved Aralia pulchra. In the

second or middle row were Maranta Warczewiczi, Croton
pictum, Dieffenbachia picta, Maranta zebrina, the beau-

tiful Cissis dU color, Croton variegatum, and Pandanus
argenteus variegatus, while in front were Coleus
Blumei and pectinatus, the former blotched, the latter

streaked and mottled with brown ; Maranta vittata, the
red and brown Dracsena terminalis and ferrea,

Ananassa sativata variegata, a variegated variety of the
Aloe-leaved Yucca, and a Hydrangea with green and
white leaves. These, as well as the next collec-

tion from Messrs. Jackson of Kingston, were
tastefully set up, and taken as a whole the

effect which they produced was wonderfully fine.

Amorg Messrs. Jackson's plants were Araucaria ex-

celsa, Solanum variegatum with huge leaves veined
with purple, the variegated Aspidistra lurida, Cycas re-

voluta, variegated Pandanus, Aralias, and Cordyline

australis. Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith, contributed

smaller plants of the all but hardy Dracsena indivisa,

Caladium pictum bicolor, the red hairy-leaved Begonia
splendida, Marantas, and Crotons. Mr. Morris ex-

hibited two beautiful plants of Cissus, Caladiums^
Acrostichums, and other Ferns, Astrapsea Wallichi, anj
a variegated Solanum. In other groups furnished by

Messrs. Bassett, Young, and Parker were variegated
Orchids, Sarracennias, Ferns, and Lycopods.

Tall Cacti were shown in good condition by Mr
Green. The varieties were Epiphyllum aurantiacum"
speciosum cocciueum, the beautiful rosy pink variety of
speciosum called elegans, and other better known sorts.

Of Ferns there were some charming collections the
best of which came from Mr. Fletcher, gr. to Dr.
Young, of Kennington. It consisted of Polypodium
spectabile, Nephrolepis Davallioides, Lomaria magel-
lanica and discolor. Alsophila Colensoi, Asplenium
lielangeri, Platycerium grande aud alcicorne, Gymno-
^ramma lauatum, two small-leaved Gleichenias, aud
Davallia tenuifolia. Messrs. Veitch & Son also

had fine plants of Platycerium alcicorne and grande,
Davallia solida, Gleichenia microphylla, Dicksonia
antarctica, three Adiantums, the pretty Gymno-
gramma ochracea, Thyrsopteris elegans, a very hand-
some kind ; Neotopteris vulgaris, and a Davallia. Mr.
Cutbush, of Barnet, also contributed a group of well-

grown Ferns, among which was a fine plant of Gymno-
gramma ochraceum. Mr. Sim, of Foot's Cray, showed
60 British specimens, among which were some remark-
ably fine varieties.

Of Lycopods Messrs. Bassett & Cutbush had well-

grown plants of viticulosum, Galeotti, inequalifolium,

uncinatum,umbrosum, Wildenovi, and the small apodum
and lepidophyllum.

Orchids were in tolerably good condition, but not

very numerous. Among large collections the best was

from Mr. Gedney, who furnished various Cattleyas,

including the handsome C. Harrisonise, Odonto-

glossum citrosmum, Calanthe Masuca, Epidendrum
verrucosum, and a handsome Bearded Lady's

Slipper. Mr. Woolley sent Stanhopea tigrina, the

White Phaius, Sobralias, Phalsenopsis, Aerides,

Cypripediums and Lycastes. Messrs. Veitch obtained a

first prize for a beautiful collection of 20 plants. Among
them were Anguloa Ruckeri, with two large brown-

spotted orange blossoms; Oncidium pulvinatum and

phymatochilum, Aerides Lobbi, a capital plant of

Cypripedium barbatum, Leelia purpurata, an extremely
fine species with large white flowers and purple lip

;

Vanda tricolor and suavis, Saccolabium guttatum and
Blumei, Phala^nopsis, Odontoglossum hastilabium, the

pinkish-lilac Barkeria Lindleyana, several Cattleyas,

the best variety of Odontoglossum grande, and
the hand=ome Cypripedium barbatum superbum with

flowers streaked and mottled with brown.
Of Orchids in collections of 12, Mr. Bassett, gr. to

R. S. Holford, Esq., had some pretty plants, con-

sisting of Aerides, Cattleyas, Cypripediums, and Den-
drobes. From Mr. Clarke also came a group both well

grown and flowered.

Among Variegated Orchids, which were furnished by

Messrs. Veitch & Woolley, were Physurus argenteus

and pictus, and Ancectochilus setaceus, intermedins,

xanthophyllus,and Lowi.
Pitcher plants were well shown by Messrs. Veitch,

who contributed Nepenthes Imvis, sanguinea,Rafflesiana,

lanata, ampullacea, and phyllamphora. A group of

nearly similar kinds was also shown by Mr. Gedney.

Azaleas were produced by several exhibitors ; but

they were evidently past their best. They formed,

however, a good termination to one of the tables and

contrasted well with a group of plants remarkable for

fine foliage opposite which they were placed.

Cape Heaths were numerous and more varied than

usual. They were exhibited by Messrs. Williams,

Roser, Peed, May, Cutbush, Jackson, and others.

Among them were good plants of Shannoni, obbata,

Savilleana, Westphalingia, gemmifera, Massoni, florida,

odorata, ventricosa magnifica, elegans, and different

varieties of tricolor. Mr. Glendinning had the new

kind called Spenceriana, a pretty sort with a good

habit and transparent glossy pinkish lilac blossoms.

Of New Plants Messrs. Veitch had two Hoyas ;
one

named longifolia had long narrow leaves and cream-

coloured flowers, the other was in the way of carnosa.

The same firm also sent an Aerides with a large bright

purple lip ; the pink-blossomed Rhododendron Princess

Royal which has been shown before ; Wartzia aurea, a

yellow-flowered annual; a Thibaudia with creamy

blossoms barred with brown ; and a handsome Kalmia

called picta, a large spotted variety of latifolia. W
new plants not in bloom this firm furnished Tbeo-

phrasta imperialis, a plant with leaves some 2 fee

long and 8 inches wide ; Aralia japonica, Myrtfl*

microphylla, a plant with something of the

aspect of Boronia serrulata; and Rhopala Jonghi.

The last has largo handsome foliage. Mr. Glendinning,

of the Chiswick Nursery, sent of plants not in Aowe
^

the hand-ome new Larch Abies Ksempferi, a species «

Rhamnus, from which it was stated the green dye o

China was produced ; and a spiny cut-leaved Oraflg

from the North of China, said to be hardy. ,,

Of Miscellaneous plants Messrs. Veitch sent snaau

flowering examples of Philesia buxifolia, Sonerila mar

garitacea, Leptodactylon Califomicum, two Nidularia*

ajyellow^fruited Capsicum, the beautiful Gesnera Done

laari, fine plants of Wellington!*, Begonia Thw*«tes>

Ixora Lobbi, and a panful of the singular ^
roses,

was

The same firming Ouvirandra fenestralis.

showed a beautiful specimen ' of Lapageria

trained, in the form of a parasol, whose fringe'_*£

represented by a row of rich crimson hl°8S~~lj

Mr. Parker sent Dendrobium cumulatum, Lady v̂ J
t

Neville a fine plant of Perieteria fuscata, and J»»
Jackson, of Kingston, the white variety of Agapwjr^

which is however slightly tinged with blue ;
a
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purple Pentsteraon from Oregon, and a rosy pink

Rhododendron called maximum caucasicum. Messrs.

Lane & Gaines exhibited finely flowered specimens of

R. javanicum. A group of miscellaneous plants, shown
by Mr. Parker, embraced Lycopods, Fern*, Palms, and
Orchids. Among the Ferns was the handsome Pteris

aspericaulis. Other miscellaneous plants consisted of

Gesneras, Achimenes, and Amaryllids.

Roses in pots were furnished by Messrs. Lane,
Francis, and Rowland. They were well flowered ; but

as the day advanced the heat, which was great, very

much impaired their beauty. Boxes of cut Roses from
Messrs. Paul, Francis, Wilkinson, and others were not

so numerous as we have seen them.
Pelargoniums were plentiful. The only collections,

however, in first-rate condition were those from Mr.
Turner, of Slough ; next in point of merit were Mr.
Dobson's. In regard to Seedlings 1st prizes were
awarded to Spotted Gem (Turner), Prince of Prussia

(ditto); 2d prizes to Viola (Hoyle), Matilda (ditto),

conspicuum (Turner) ; and a 3d prize to Miss Foster
(ditto); King of Scarlets (Turner), Agnes (Hoyle), and
Standard (ditto), were also shown in good condition.

Messrs. Veitch, Lee, and Kinghorn likewise showed
some good kinds ; some of the sorts from the latter

exhibitor we hope to notice hereafter. Pinks finely

laced were shown by Mr. Turner. The best were
Adonis, Mr. and Mrs. Stevens, New Criterion, Purity.

James Hogg, Sarah, Cardinal, Purple Perfection, Rival,

Mr. Hobbs, Sovereign, and optima.
Fruit was shown extensively ; but with one or two

glorious exceptions it did not exceed mediocrity. This
remark applies more especially to white Grapes, which
were for the most part unripe. Queen Pines were
good, and there was a Providence which weighed 10^ lbs.

from Mr. Fleming, gr. to the Duke of Sutherland
at Trentham. Mr. Fleming also exhibited a miscel-

laneous collection of fruit of superior excellence, to

which a first prize was justly awarded. It consisted of
Black Hamburgh Grapes, large both in bunch and berry
and extremely well coloured, two Providence and two
Queen Pine Apples, two Cashmere Melons, two dishes
of Cherries, one dish of Early Orleans Plum, and a dish
of Ingram's Prince of Wales Strawberry. Mr. Nichol,

of Oxton House, Devon, and Mr. Munro, gr. to Mrs.
Oddie, also exhibited collections.

Of Pine Apples, the best came from Mr. Fleming,
Mr. Povey, Mr. Burn, Mr. Barron, and Mr. Jones.
The Queens from the last-named exhibitors were most
excellent specimens of good Pine growing. The best

Black Jamaicas came from Mr. Davis.

Grapes of the Black Hamburgh kind, well grown and
in all* respects beautiful, came from Mr. Fleming
and Mr. Smith of Norwood, and excellent bunches of

the same variety came from Mr. Hudson, and Mr. Hill,

gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq. Of Muscats, Mr. Clarke of

Hoddesdon and Mr. Turnbull had the best ; but Mr.
Davis and Mr. Taylor also showed good bunches. To
Mr. Forsyth's (of Gunnersbury) Sweetwaters a first

prize was justly awarded, and good bunches of the

same sort came from Mr. Blake. Mr. Hill showed
excellent bunches of Black Prince. Mr. Turnbull had
a seedling St. Peter's, to which the judges gave a prize,

and a seedling white Grape from Mr. Carpenter also

received an award. It was stated to be a cross

between the Black Hamburgh and Sweetwater.
Of Grapes 'in pots, Mr. Forsyth had capitally

fruited specimens in the form of arches, and others

badly coloured came from Mr. Page of Streathnm.

In Peaches, Mr. Snow was again first with most ex-

cellent examples of Noblesse, but good fruit was
also exhibited by Messrs. Turnbull, Frost, Mitchell,

and Munro, gr. to Mrs. Oddie. Messrs. Davis, Ayres,

and Hill had the best Nectarines. The sorts were
chit-fly the Elruge and Violet Hative.

Of Figs, a capital dish of Brown Turkey came from
Mr. Snow, and Mr. McEwen of Petworth also showed
good fruit.

Cherries both black and white first-rate examples
came from Mr. Fleming, and Mr. Ferguson of Stowe
also showed good fruit on the branches, and in a model
of the house in which they grew. This was shaped

like the letter A, and was constructed of wood and glass.

Of Plums the best came from Mr. Fleming and
Mr. Munro ; the former also showed examples of them
in pots from an orchard house. Messrs. Lane likewise

exhibited in this class.

Strawberries, in the shape of three excellent dishes,

came from Mr. Turnbull ; and of single dishes the best

were shown by Mr. Wortley and Mr. Cuthill. The
latter were Black Prince from the open ground, where
it has been ripe some time.

Of Melons, green- fleshed, Mr. Dalrymple and Mr.
Tegg had the highest flavoured ; and the best scarlet-

fleshed, a small kind, came from Mr. Bailey, of

Shardiloes.

Horticultural, June 24.—A special general meeting
was held by adjournment from May 1, for the purpose of

determining whether the Garden at Chiswick is to be
retained or not ; Colonel Challoner in the chair. The
following report from the Council was read :

—

** The wishes of the last Special General Meeting have
been complied with. The subscription for raising
the sum of 5000Z. for the purpose of trying the
experiment of maintaining the Garden has been kept
open till thb day, and now amounts to 3267/. '2*. Od.

5000/. being provided. The Couucil had hoped that the
readiness with which their appeal was at first responded
to would be the forerunner of complete success ; to

secure which they put in action advertisements, circular

letters, and per>onal applications. Since, however, the

public has not sufficiently responded to the appeal that

has been made the time has now arrived when action

must take the place of discussion, and the Society must
decide upon its future course.

u It would undoubtedly be a grievous calamity if the

Garden which has now at the co3t of so much money
been brought to its present state of efficiency were to

be relinquished ; and the present Council feel themselves
bound to exhaust ail other resources before they irre-

vocably consent to surrender the lease, and realise the

property at Chiswick.
,

" While, therefore, they announce the failure of the

attempt to secure the necessary funds by mere voluntary
subscription, they must also add that it seems to them
advisable to realise other property before determining to

break up the Garden; and they have therefore taken into

consideration the possibility of selling the lease of the

house in which we are now assembled, and finding a

portance of exhibitions is incontestable, tor they afford

the readiest means of displaying progress, but it becomes
daily more doubtful whether exhibitions such as those

at Chiswick have been will continue to b i desirable in

connection with this Society. They are springing up
everywhere ; the last Number of the Gardeners 1

Chronicle

contains advertisements from Sydenham, Maidstone,

Chatteris, the Midland Counties, Chertsey, Chelsea, the

Regent's Park, Hereford, and Watford— excellent

symptoms of the progress of gardening, but not favour-

able to the re-establishment for the p»*esent of exhibi-

tions at Chiswick, where our bad position incapacitates

us from contending with places more favourably situated.

The Council, however, do not altogether abandon the idea

of holding exhibitions in the Garden if it is preserved
;

on the contrary they would be glad to revive them
should a favourable opportunity present itself ; but that

revival would involve a material change of plan, and
would have to be made with a view to the gratification

of the Fellows and their friends rather than that of the

public at large. Such meetings might thus indeed

become more exclusive, but they need not be the less

agreeable and instructive on that account. Nor would
place of business elsewhere. It is true that the proceeds they be less useful if converted into social reunions

i

of the sale of the house must be applied to the discharge

of the securities of the corporation, unless some new
arrangement can be made with those who hold such
securities, and that little immediate relief would be
experienced by the measure ; but, on the other hand,
the Council hope that if the Corporation debt were
seriously reduced, a part at least of the subscriptions

already announced would then be allowed to go to the

maintenance of the Garden, although the condition under
which they were obtained shall not have been fulfilled,

and that such further sum as may be required might
be raised by the issue of Corporation bonds upon the

security of the Garden and the remaining corporate
property.

" It is true that by the sale of the house in Regent
Street little improvement may be effected in the
income of the Society, the annual cost of new premises
being equal to the balance of interest payable for the
debt secured by the bouse itself. The Council however
think that under any circumstances something may
be gained by the exchange. They also observe that

Government has assigned apartments at the public
charge in Burlington House to the Linnean and
Chemical Societies, as well as to the Royal Society
which removes from Somerset House, thus recognising

the claims of other chartered scientific bodies to similar

accommodation. Under these circumstances they
cannot but entertain a hope that an association which
has exhausted it6elf in works of the greatest social

value, by encouraging improvements in the all im-
portant arts of cultivation, the introduction ofnew fruits,

new esculents, and new ornamental plants, will have its

claims favourably received by her Mnjesty's Govern-
ment, and they trust that an application which they
have preferred for rooms in Somerset House or elsewhere
will be successful. The difficulties of the Society would
be much diminished if this most desirable object could be
attained, for the interest now paid upon our fixed debt
would then become available for carrying out the pur-
poses of the Society.

" The Council, however, feel as strongly as anyone the
indispensable necessity of augmenting the fixed income
of the Society ; in the absence of which all plans for

securing the permanence of the institution must be at

least precarious if not abortive. It is not to be doubted
that the present rate of subscription is too high ; and
the Council entirely agree with those who urge the

necessity of a considerable reduction in the annual sub-

scription. If practicable 21. 2s. would be better than

3/. 3s., as '61. 3s. would be than 41. 4s., the latter sum
being still paid by those only who desire to retain pri-

vileges commensurate with such an amount. It is

thought that many will desire to continue that sub^

scription, that others will content to split their

present four guineas into two, and, should further

arrangements be carried out, the Council will be • In answer to a question from General Sir Augustus Dal-

a +~ -^^«c^ o«™« \t *u~ «,„»i,«^«, c«„ rymple, Bart., the Chairman entered into a further explanation
prepared to propose some of the methods^ sug- ^^ ;iews of the Council, and directed the following letter to

gested for effecting this reduction of subscription

with as little immediate detriment as possible. They
trust that eventually the change will have been found

rather than indiscriminate public assemblages. The
progress of gardening might be demonstrated by the

contents of the garden itself, and by the contributions of

those who cultivate plants for their own take, and not

with the special object of occasional display.

" Such are the views of the present Council ; they have

been formed in the hope of reconciling the interests of

horticulture, the objects of the charter and the personal

wishes of the Fellows, so as to secure the permanence
of this great institution. What may be possible under

future and altered circumstances can only be deter-

mined as changes progress ; but the Council trust that

the views they take are such as ju&tify them in asking

the meeting now to entrust them with that freedom of

action in the absence of which no public affairs can

possibly be couducted.
" Whatever changes may be contemplated in the

privileges, proceedings or constitution of the Society

must, under the charter, be incorporated in the by-

laws. And as no by-laws can Le valid until certain

formalities have been complied with and the acqui-

escence of the corporation has been signified in general

meetings summoned for the purpose, there will be

ample opportunities hereafter for a full discussion of

whatever new arrangements the Couucil may think that

the interests of the Society require."

It was moved by Mr. Blandy, seconded by Mr.
Spencer, of Powood, that this report he received and
adopted. After some conversation, in which General

Sir Augustus Dalrymple, Bart., asked for further infor-

mation, which was given by'the Chairman, this resolution

was carried unanimously.*

It was then moved by Colonel Challoner, seconded by

Mr. Blandy, "That this meeting, after hearing the state-

ment now made authorises the Council to take such

measures for the reorganisation of the Society as they

may consider advisable, even though those measures

should involve the relinquishment of the Garden at

Chiswick and the realisation of the property, or any part

of the property therein."

A discussion ensued. Mr. Blandy, on the part of the

Council, after ably exposing the fallacies and incon-

sistencies of Mr. Godson, stated distinctly that although

the Council were most anxious to preserve the Garden,

and were ready to make any sacrifice consistent with

the honour of the Society to effect that object, yet they

could give no unconditional pledge upon the subject.

The first consideration was to take care that the Corpo-

ration should be able to meet its engagements ; that

secured, the Garden was also safe. The Chairman also

replied, in answer to an inquiry from Mr. Gadesden,

that the intention of the resolution was to enable the

Council to give notice at Michaelmas to quit the Garden

should it be unfortunately found that such a measure

he read :—
" 47, Rue de Clichy, Paris, June 21, 1S56.

" Dear Sir,—Since the 1st of May I have been looking anxiously

for information respecting the Horticultural Society, and the
• ed 5000?., and it

learn that 17001.

be raised by the 24th instant. I hope

extremely beneficial ; but this can only be the result of pr0gress of the subscription towards the required

time. When, however, it is seen that the action of the is ouly by a letter in yesterday's Tim*a that I lea

Society continues in vigour, that its means are steadily is still wanting and to bg raised byjhe UJh tiu

P 5 . .. ,
&

.
'

f \ *• n a *u *. ii the warm appeal of 'An Oldish F.H.S.' will be responded to wor-
applied to the advancement of horticulture, and that all

tnil^ and t|£t youwiUfind the Society with the required amount
which is wanted to increase its utility is increased funds, in hand ou Tuesday. Should this unhappily not be the case, but

the Council confidently believe that friends enough of to meet the deficiency then found a sufficient body of the earnest

j • V. « • .«
i. suDDnrters of the Garden should resolve to increase their sub-

gardening are to be found in this great country to J»PP «£f^^^X, I shall be ready to concur in the
provide amply the means required for such important arrangement to the extent of doubling the sum (Twenty
purposes as those within the scope of the Society. In
whatever changes may be effected the Council would in

no degree curtail the existing privileges of Fellows ; on
the contrary, they would desire to extend them by
rendering the library more attractive, and by giving the

Garden the most scientific and practical character

attainable.
" Many observe that the Society has become too much

an association for the purposes of Exhibition ; and

Pounds) I authorised you (in April) to put down to my name.

The Emperor here has just had the new gardens on each side

of the 'Avenue de rimptfratrice'— a noble conceptioa—laid oat

for the instruction and gratification of his people, with all the

rare trees and plants long since naturalised and matured in the

promenade portion of the Garden at Chiswick; and it will be a

scandal to our country, where the Government (I say it not by

way of reproach) does not take in hand these things (leaving

them rather to the natural spirit and energy of our people), that

this Garden, so replete with magnificent exotics, should pass

under the auctioneer's hammer, and be perhaps eittier rooted up.

lit . irj . , . , , ,
" " > „ or portioned out into building; plots (like Pope's villa), to say

that objects of display have absorbed means that would nothing of the loss to the nation at large of the manifold benefits

afforded by the Garden, by the skilful management and propa-

eum has been promised by 200 out of the 750
Fellows of the Society, and by 23 strangers, and is in

almost all cases made conditional upon the whole sum of

have been better applied to practical horticulture.

In this view the present Council in some measure

concur ; but it must be remembered that the urgent

pecuniary necessities of the Society first caused the

system of exhibiting to be estaolished, and that such

necessities have never ceased to exist. And even now
it is the belief of many gentlemen that the exhibition of

plants must be the mainstay of the Society. The im-

gation and liberal distribution by the Society of seeds, plants,

and cuttings, so justly eulogised by 'An Oldish F.H.S'
Fashion is, we all know, capricious enough, and we may never
see again the gay crowds that used to adorn the Ffites; but

surely the great horticultural body in England can afford to

maintain a model garden for themselves, notwithstanding and
independently of the splendid speculation of the Crystal Palace
and its grounds- I will hope so at least till Tuesday next.

m Dr. Lindley. J. T. Wi>terbottom.,:
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was unavoidable. Mr. Godson again attempted to

address the meeting but being listened to with impa-

tience and having no amendment to propose, was called

to order and resumed his seat. Col. Challoner's resolu-

tion was then carried with only two dissentients ; and
the meeting separated after unanimously voting thanks

to the gallant Chairman for his impartial conduct.

Clifton Horticultural Exhibition.—Horticultural

societies in the country have many difficulties to con-

tend with, one of the greatest of which is that the sub-

scriptions depend too much upon intending exhibitors

in their respective neighbourhoods, and that conse-

quently if the schedules and prizes are not prepared

according to their fancied interests, so that they may
always win, rhey withdraw their support and withhold

their productions. The true way to succeed is not simply

to secure impartiality of judgment—though this is very
important— but also to encourage competition from
distant localities. There are hundreds of plant growers
who think their pets very prodigious until they see

them placed in juxtaposition with better ones.

The horticultural meeting now under notice is held

in the gardens of the Clifton Zoological Society, the

managers of which being independent of individual

interests are enabled to take advantage of the best lessons

within their reach. They have formed their schedule

on the Chiswick models, and retained London judges.

On Thursday, June 5, they gave away nearly 200Z. in

prizes, and the show was one of the finest we have ever

seen out of the metropolis.

The Orchids were entirely the production of the

county, and very good, especially the first 12 (prize QL)

from Mr. Bnssetr, gr. to R. S. Holford, Esq., Weston
Birr, and those from Messrs. Garraway and Mayes.
The Ferns and Lycopods, especially the latter, were
well grown, in abundance and variety.

The collections of Stove aud Greenhouse Plants con-

tained many fine specimens and were in excellent order;

and the Azaleas were noble plants, well grown, and
loaded with blossom.

The collections of Ornamental Plants were well done,

especially one of 50 plantr, from "Mr. Tanton, gr. to

G. S. Wintle, Esq., of Ilacclecote, near Gloucester.

Cape Heaths are unfortunately losing favour or are

less iortunate in cultivation than they were a few years

back ; everywhere we observe a falling off in quantity

and quality compared with what was usual some few

years back ; the plants at Clifton were as respectable as

they are generally seen, and amongst them were some
good specimens.

The Pelargoniums were abundant and well flowered
;

they were not, however, so well up to the London
standard as many other subjects. The Fuchsias were
generally ^ood, especially the first collection, which
was exceedingly fine.

Half of a large tent was filled with Calceolarias,

which are evidently grown well and extensively in the

district ; this may also be said of Pansies. Roses were
exhibited well grown in pots, and also as loose bunches;

the latter formed one of the most attractive features in

the exhibition ; they were very select, and truly fine.

Twenty-four varieties exhibited by Messrs. Pullen,of
Westbury, near Trym, were excellent, and a similar

collection from Messrs. Garraway and Mayes was but

little behind them. The Society wisely determined to

give encouragement to every class of exhibitors and
offered prizes for British Ferns in eighteens, and
collections of wild flowers. In every case the schedule
was well responded to, and many extra prizes were
merited and awarded ; in the whole five large tents

were well furnished in addition to the reptile house,
which was devoted to Orchids, Ferns, and Lycopod9.
Upwards of 8000 people visited the gardens during the
afternoon. Th* fruit and vegetables were entirely

local, and did credit to the cultivators.

larger Ephemerae, the living attitudes of which are truth-

fully rendered. The smaller figures are, however, much
less satisfactory.

The author of the work having emigrated to Australia,

the present edition has been edited by "Piscator/' who
takes great credit for having revised the nomenclature
of the insects, and ascertained the specific names of all

the species not previously given. How this has been
effected we can hardly conceive, since the original speci-

mens drawn by Mr. Ronalds have been in the possession

of the writer of the present notice ever since the publi-

cation of the first edition of the work, 20 years since ; and
it is quite impossible to determine the smaller Ephe-
merae and Trichoptera by such figures as those given
by Ronalds. A happy guess has been made in many
cases, and it is evident, from Ronalds' observations, that

fresh roots, which weakens them for next season" On
light dry soils American plants will be greatly bene-
fitted by a good soaking of water after flowering, and
the finer specimens should be mulched to assist iu
keeping the roots moigt during the growing season
Attend to the propagation of the better varieties of
Pentstemons, which are exceedingly useful plants i also
see to having a good stock of the border Picotees and
Carnations, which are invaluable for cutting, and
although now discarded from the parterre, should not be
overlooked : cuttings of these, if put in before the
wood gets too hard, root as freely as Pinks.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Proceed with nailing in the young wood of wall trees

and see that they are perfectly clear of insects ; also

stop any gross shoot, and endeavour to secure a fair

the fish does not scrutinise the specific distinctions of the supply of bearing wood all over the tree
; gross shoots

artificial fly presented to it. An odd mistake has been
made with No. 24, which is a small Perla (chloroperla),

but which, in p. 92, is called a Tenthredo, although the

order and family are given correctly. It is a'so unen-
tomologicai to speak of §i larvoe when in the Nympha
state."

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—This house should now be nay

with such things as Achimenes, Clerodendrons, Alia-

mandas, Gardenias, Stephanotis, and other showy plants
|
can be spared, and keep it 'well supplied withVater.

from the stove, for without the assistance of these it is Cauliflowers and other strong growing things will be

that were stopped early in the season should be

divested of all the laterals except one, or if they can be
spared, removed altogether. Keep the breast wood on

Pear and other wall or espalier trees closely stopped in

and attend to thinning the fruit where the crop is too

heavy for the strength of the tree. Look to preparing

Strawberry runners for forcing next spring ; if not

already done a good breadth of Brussels Sprouts should

be planted on very rich deep soil, for if not got in at

once the crop will be but poor, and it is very desirable

to secure a gocd supply of tlrs most useful winter green.

A fair supply of Savoys and Broccoli, &c, should also be

planted at once ; continue to plant out Celery as ground

Notices of iSooItS,

The Fhj-fisher
%

$ Entomology, with coloured Representations

of the Natural and Artificial Insect, and a few obser-

vations and instructions on Trout and Grayling Fish-

ing by Alfred Ronalds ; with 20 coloured Plates.

Fifth Edition. By Piscator. London, Longmans.
8vo., 132 pp.

If Dr. Johnson could have lived to these days he would

have hardly ventured to make his well-known savage

remark upon the brethren of the angle. In modern
times some of the profoundest philosophers, the moat
karned antiquaries and naturalists, reverend divines,

and practical men of business have taken to the sport

with an earnestness and zest scarcely bestowed upon
any other pursuit, whilst piscatorial literature itself has

become a study, and early editions of Izaac Walton are

as eagerly bought up as those of Shakspeare. The
work before us has reached a fifth edition, a s-ufficient

proof of its value, founded not only upon the very pre-

cise nature of the instructions for making tackle of all

kinds, especially artificial flies, but also on the results

of experiments which the ftuthor undertook, with great

ingenuity and patience, in order to investigate the

habits of the trout, and especially the nature and extent
of its senses of hearing, sight, taste, and smell, and
more particularly on the excellent representations
which the author has given of the various insects which
serve these fishes for food throughout the year and the
fac similes of them as manufactured by the angler.
We have, in fact, never seen better figures of any

insects than are here given, especially of "some of the

hardly possible to produce a first-rate display at this

reason ; and if the house can be kept rather close many
of our most showy plants will be more at home here
while in bloom than they would be in the stove ; and
the length of time which they retain their beauty renders
it very desirable to grow them largely for this purpose.
To do these justice, however, the house should be
cleared of Ericas and such plants as are soon injured
by a close confined atmosphere, so as to be able to keep
it closer and moister than would suit these, for very
few stove plants will do any good in a temperature that

is regulated for Ericas and such plants. Stove.—The
stock here will now be growing very rapidly, and
must be afforded sufficient space to allow the

perfect development of the foliage and the forma-
tion of compact handsome specimens ; the atmo-
sphere of this house can hardly be kept too moibt,

and the plants should be sprinkled overhead morning
and evening, and every available surface kept constantly

moist. A slight shade will be indispensable for tender
plants in active growth for a few hours on the fore-

noons of bright days ; but this should be used as

sparingly as is consistent with the perfect safety of the

foliage. Plants that are known to suffer from the direct

action of the sun's rays should be placed in a shady
part of the house or kept together at one end where
they can be shaded without interfering with plants that
require plenty of light. Mealy bug and black thrips
will require to be looked after here for some time to

come, and the utmost diligence must be used to keep
these pests in check.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Vineries.—Attend to keeping cool and moist where

the fruit has been cut in order to preserve the foliage

in a healthy state as long as possible. The laterals

need not be kept very closely stopped after the fruit

is cut, but they must not be allowed to shade or injure

the principal leaves. If there is any appearance of

red spider give the foliage a good washing with the

engine directly the fruit is cleared off, and repeat this

as long as there is a vestige of the enemy to be seen.

Give prompt attention to the thinning of the fruit in

succession houses, for like many other jobs this is most
easily and expeditiously done when taken in time.

Look well to the state of the borders where the fruit is

swelling, and give a thorough soaking of tepid, good
strong manure-water wherever the soil is found to be at

all dry, and aim at having the borders in a healthy

state as to moisture where the fruit is about colouring,

for a healthy root action has more to do with the

colouring of the fruit than many persons seem to sup-

pose. Young Vines planted out this season should be
encouraged to grow freely, and as the roots will be near
the surface see that they are not allowed to suffer for

the want of water, and in the event of hot drying
weather a slight mulching over the roots would be
useful. Do not keep the laterals too closely stopped

?
as

the more leaves, &c, the Vines are allowed to make
the more freely the roots will run in the border, and
this deserves attention the first season. Peaches.—
Spare no pains to maintain a moist state of the atmo

greatly benefited by an occasional watering with manure
water. Keep the hoe in action on dry days, cut Box
edgings in showery weather, and endeavour to have all

neat and clean.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CUISW1CK., NEAll LONDON.
For the week endinjc June 26, lSo*"., as observed At the Horticulture Gardens.
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June 2o— Rain; heavy clouds and showers; cloudy at night.
— 21—Very line; fine with clouds; rain.— 22—Cloudy; tine; cloudy.
— 23—Overcast ; cloudy and fine.— £1—Very fine; uniformly overcast ; cloudy and fine.
— id — Overcast ; very fine; cloudy and fine.— 26—Very fine ; hot and sultry ; cloudy and fine.

Mean temperature of the week i deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK,
During toe last 30 years, for the ensuing week, ending July 5, 1SS6.
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The highest
1852 -therm. 9

temperature during the above period occurred on the 5th,

7 deg. ; and the lowest on the 3i tb, 1849—therm. 35 dej.

-Notices to Correspondents.
Books : Scalpel. Dr. Lindley's " Medical and (Economical

Botany" contains figures of every one of the plants you inquire

about. For 7s. 6d. you have 363 such figures of medical and

(economical plants, which thus cost about a farthing each.

Climbing Roses : W V. Prime them hard in just before Christ-

mas. You need not cut them down to the ground.

Columbines: E C. It is by no means unusual in this species for

the same plant to have some flowers of a pure white, others

entirely claret-coloured (brownish purple), whilst in others

again one segment of the corolla is claret-coloured, even to the

very claws, the rest of the flower being white. The appearance

belongs to the family of "sports."
Crystal Palace Water Works : Fenchurch St.^ We believe

the best answer that can be given you will be in the words

of Count Alexander de Laborde, when speaking of the water-

works of Versailles :—" C'est ici que Ton pourrait chercner

a repousser tout sentiment d'ad miration en calculant ce que

cela a pu couter, manic-re de raisonner qui exclue toute

grande entreprise."

Diseases : H C C. Your Peach twigs are affected with a very

curious disease ; they first become sphacelated above, a minute

fungus belonging to the genus Hendersonia with very beauti-

ful spores then establishes itself upon them, gumming com-

mences, and the upper part of the shoot decays. Are you not

too liberal with your liquid manure? It seems for the mijst

Dart impossible to use strong nitrogenous manures, even in tn

case of annual or short lived plants, without laying the f°.u?
a*"

tion of future mischief. When your trees were full ot tru«

the excessive demands of the fruit might prevent immediate

evil, but now that you have a bad crop the twigs are over nou-

rished, and disease ensues. M. J.B.
Galvanised Iron Pipes: T G would be much obliged towj

one who could inform him from experience if galvamseu iron

pipes are likely to have a less pernicious effect on water tisea

sphere where the fruit is swelling, syringing heely, and w« drinking than those of lead, which in the district

shut up early in the afternoon, but give air sufficiently ^^^Sfj^TJTSS^L you uame .ill certain
early in the morning to prevent the least risk of

....

Bcorchinsr.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Late-sown annuals should he thinned out as soon as

they are well above ground, for if left to grow too
thickly they spoil cne another, and never make half

the display plants do that are allowed plenty of space,
and which are grown strongly from the first. Attend
to staking such of the herbaceous plants as require it

before they get blown about and injured, and do not
huddle the stems together as is too frequently done.
The early flowering bulbs, as Tulips, Hyacinths, Turban
Ranunculuses, &c, will now be ready tor taking up, and
should not te leltjn the ground after the decay of tiie

foliage, as if wet weather occurs they will be makiIDg

supply yon faithfully, except the last in the list. .

Guano: J N L. The ammonia is usually distributed equaiij

through the mass. But sometimes it occurs in largisii cr^

talline lumps. The dust is merely the larger pieces oro*

down. . flpgl

Law Relating to Removal of Trees: ATA. A ff™
depends on the terms of the lease. If there is n

i

°
i

sP€C !

ft '

*h bv
ment to the contrary, trees, shrubs, and vegetables Pj»nr

®°
tb

'

e

a nurseryman or market gardener with a view to sale in

ordinary course of his business can be removed by him, dui

he does not remove tbem he cannot make *V™* m nreVail-
tbem unless there is some special custom to that.etfect preva

ingin the part of the country where the
™ZfJJr°lTu*

garden is situate. On all such matters however you.

a

better be advised by your solicitor. , en

Slugs : J D. Destroy them by all means. We never beara

a poetical plea in their favour.
«, ?„D™„«- and re

Yevv and Box: Diss. The first is certainly indigenous, ana

never heard the Box tree suspected of being a foreigner.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.—-Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and

efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,

London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,

Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,

will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

BRUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, Sugar

Scum, and every description of Artificial Manures, Linseed

Cakes, &c— VV. Inglis Carne, 10, Mark 0me. London.

TURNIPS.
TOTTENHAM SEWAGE GUANO (Higgs' Patent)

now ready for delivery from the Works at 41. As. per ton.

Apply to Mr. Higgs, Sewage Works, Page Green, Tottenham,

Middlesex.

n^Hifi FOLLOWING MAMUKES are inanulactured
JL at Mr. Latves7 Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

11. per ton: Superphosphate of Lime, 7U] Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 6Z.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 1G per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and

other Chemical Manures.

ON D ON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840).

The above Company have the following ready for immediate
deliver}7 :—Corn Manure, for top-dressing ; Blood ditto for Corn

;

Blood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured
expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for

Turnips, Mangels, Grasses, &c; Peruvian Guano direct from
importers' warehouses; Nitrate of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia,
and every artificial manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. Edward Prn sER, Sec.

MANURES FOR ROOTS AND TOP-DRESSING
CORN CROPS.

THE undersigned beg to advise Agriculturists they
are now prepared to deliver the under-mentioned Manures,

Their celebrated SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (see

Royal Agricultural Societv's Journal, Vol. 6, Part 2).
NITRO-BI-PHOSPHATE, or BLOuD MANURE for Cereals,

Roots, and Hops.
Also NITRATE OF SODA, GUANO, BONEDUST, and

£-lNCH BONE; SULPHURIC ACID, GYPSUM, and all

ether Manures of known value.
Apply to Mark Fothergill & Co., 204a, Upper Thames Street,

London, Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company.

ANALYTICAL REPORT (Corrected).

THE UNDERSIGNED be? to call attention to Pro-
fessor Voelcker's CORRECTED REPORT ON MANURES

in the last Journal of the Bath and West of England Agricul-

tural Society, from which the following is an extract:

—

"Spooner & Bailey's Superphosphate for Turnips contains 41

per cent, of phosphate of lime, and is decidedly the most valuable

superphosphate of the four manures analysed."

Their Turnip Manure, richer in ammonia than the above, is

prepared expressly for those who require a manure to carry the

plant alone through all the stages of its growth.

Peruvian Guano, Bone-dust, and every Manure of known
value; also Linseed, Poppy, Rape, and Nut Cake.
Orders taken for Spooner's Patent Water Drill, and Spooner's

Prize E^ay on Root Crops.

Spooner & Bailey, Chemical Manure Works, Ealing, near
Southampton.

HE~GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE ANlTlM-
PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henry Ker Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of

Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be desigued and executed by the Land-
owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-

lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-j early
instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
thirty-one years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments

'will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the

improved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford Se<\

SLAT£ WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.
EDWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety

of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may be
seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,
Sundays excepted.

JPriced Lists of Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application,

ft K*RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
JL Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE RA.YS OF THE SUN.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,

from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wide, at 1*. 6d. per yard run, of

Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity

Tiane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men throughout the kingdom. "It is much cheaper than mats
*s a covering."

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

^THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the

winter months should construct their walks ofPORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessarv, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.
The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and ail other situations
•where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
^winter equally well as in summer.

Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brothers,
Milbank Street, Westminster.

>»
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pOLLEGE of AGRICULTUKKahd CHEMISTRY,
V^ AHD OF PRACTICAL and G EN ERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
38, Lower Kennington Laae,Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.
Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chem istry during the next twelvemonth,

GLOUCESTERSHIRE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—The Annual Exhibition of Stock, Implements,

Poultry. &c, will take place on THURSDAY, November 27th. at

Gloucester. Premiums to the amount of 412/. will be offered for

Cattle, Sheep, Pigs, and Horses, and 120Z. for Poultry. Members
only can compete for the Premiums for Stock, hut the Poultry

Premiums are open to Public competition.—For further particu-

lars apply to Edward Tbix per, Secretary.

MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY, 1S56—The Annual Show of Live

Stock (including Poultry), Implements, &c. &c.
f

will take

place at VTigan, on THURSDAY, Antrust 7th; and on the

previous day there will be a public Trial of Implements.

Premiums to the amount of 6941. are offered, many of which are

open to general competition.— Prize Lists and Rules may he had
on application to T. B. Ryder, Secretary, 2, Elliot Street,

Liverpool
.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND.—CHELMSFORD, 185G.

PROGRAMME.
TUESDAY, JULY 15, and WEDNESDAY, JULY 16.—The

Implement Yard open from 10 o'clock in the morning till 6

o'clock in the evening, on TUESDAY ; and from 7 o'clock in

the morning till 6 o'clock in the evening, on "WEDNESDAY,
at an admission-charge of 2s. 6rf. for each person. Machinery
will be exhibited at work on each of those daya at the follow*

ing hours :

—

I. Worked by Steam, or other (than Hand) Power.
Threshing Machines From 11 till 1 o'clock

Tile and Brick Machines „ 12 „ 2
Saw and other Mills rt

1 „ 3
Chaff-Engines „ 2 „ 4 „

II. Worked by IIaxd Power.
Chaff-Cutters Fiom 11 till 1 o'clock

Tile Machines
Mills... ... ... ... ... .. ••

Turnip-Cutters
Oilcake-Breakers
Winnowing-Machines, Barley-

Huraraellers, &c.
Miscellaneous

WEDNESDAY, 16.—The Judges to inspect the Live Stock and
Farm Poultry, and to award the Prizes. At 1 o'clock (or as

soon after as all the Judges shall have delivered in their

awards, of which notice will be given) the public to be ad-

mitted into the Cattle Yard and to the Exhibition of Farm
Poultry, on the payment of 5s. each person, at the Special

Entrance; Members of Council and Governors of the Society

being admitted by Tickets, to be purchased at the Finance
Department of the Society at the Show Yard. At 8 o'clock

in the evening the Cattle and Poultry Yards will be closed.

THURSDAY, 17.—The General Show Yard of Cattle, Horses,

Sheep, Pigs, Farm Poultry and Implements open to the

public, from 6 o'clock in the morning till 6 in the evening;
admission 2-*. Cd. each person. The Dinner of the Society in

the Pavilion adjoining the Show Yard, at 4 o'clock; the

doors to be opened at 3 o'clock.

FRIDAY, 18.—The General Show Yard open to the public from

6 o'clock in the morning till 6 in the evening; admission Is.

each person. frProral meeting of the Members, and distri-

bution of the Foreign Prizes, in the Shire Hall, at 10 o'clock

in the forenoon.

President — Lord Portmax.
Stewards of Departments.

Cattlk—Mr. Woodward; Sir Stafford Henry Northcote, Bart.,

M.P. ; Mr. Jonas.

Implements— Mr. Cavendish, Mr. Wren Hosfcyns, Sir Archibald
Keppel Macdonald, Bart.

Poultry— Mr. Joseph Cooke, Mayor of Colchester.

Fixance— Colonel Challoner, Mr. Fisher Hobbs.

Sale of Tickets—Mr. Henry Wilson.

Receipts and Admissiox to Suow Yard— Mr. Raymond
Barker.

Pavilion Dinner— Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P.; Sir

John Villiers Shelley, Bart., M.P. ; Mr. Bramston, M.P.;
Mr. Brandreth.

General Arrangement of Show—Mr. Brandreth Gibbs.

By order of the Council,

London, June 28, 1856. James Hudson, Secretary.

By the Regulations of the Society, all persons ndmitfc-d to the

Show Yard, or other places in the temporary occupation of the

Society during the meeting, shall be subject "to the rules, orders,

and regulations of the Council.
Pavilion Dinner Tickets and Subscriptions at the Finance

Department of the Shew Yard. Pavilion Dinner Tickets, price

10$. each (including one pint bottle of wine) will be sold at the

Finance Department of the Show Yard on the Wednesday and

Thursday of the Show week, between the hours of 10 o'clock in

the forenoon and 3 in the afternoon, each day.

Subscriptions due to the Society will be rpceived by the

Finance Committee, at their department adjoining the public

entrance to the Show Yard.
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The following suggestion deserves all the pub-

licity we can give it. Anything which facilitates

communication between employer and labourer is of

great public value, and never more so than now,

when the harvest season has commenced, and large

bodies of people have commenced their annual

migration from the over-populated to the agricul-

tural districts. Our correspondent " T. G." of

Clitheroe writes as follows :

—

" Travelling in Yorkshire about this time last year

I met with three or four mowers on the Shipley

Station who had come out of Cumberland in search

of work and seemed at a loss which way to turn to

find it ; and it occurred to me that if the persons who
wanted mowers, hay-makers, or reapers were to send

to an authorised person at the nearest railway

station stating how many of each or of either they

were wanting, this person (say the vendor of books

on the station) by a conspicuous device, which

when once known would be immediately seen bv

the men in search of work, might advertise this want
to everybody who passed through the station, who,

if no device was exhibited, would see at once that

they had no occasion to stop there, and if it was
shown they would learn bv inquiry where the em-
ployment was to be obtained.

" The remuneration of the agent should be ob-

tained both from the employers and the workpeople
by a regular tariff, to be fixed at a low rate after

consideration (a low rate would be more remunera-
tive than a high one), say 2d. from each woikman, and
Ad. from each employer for every workman so sent.

" I regret that I have not sent this suggestion

sooner, as hay time will be fairly on with any im-

provement in the weather, but it only occurred to

me again to-day on seeing my own mowers at work,

and one of them who is very intelligent, and who
has travelled a good deal in search of work, tells me
my plan is a good one.

"If this plan were to become general, and a low

fare fixed, far more would travel in search of work

at this season and in the harvest. The same
device should be adopted at every station or mistakes

would be made, say a white flag. The plan once

organised could not fail to benefit both labourers and
employers.*'

An interesting report was this week presented by
Dr. Lethf.ry to the City Commissioners of Sewers

on the subject of cow-houses in the city. It appears

that there are now 19 cow-houses containing 195

cows within the city boundaries. Though great

improvement has latterly taken place in their

management yet " the ventilation of the premises

is often very imperfect, the paving is bad, the

drainage incomplete, and the wet fodder and the

manure are sometimes stowed in the same shed in

which the animals are confined. This not only

does injury to the cows, but it also exposes the

milk to the chance of becoming tainted with putrid

emanations."

That all these are unavoidable consequences of

the circumstances in which the animals are placed

appears from the confined space in which they are

crowded.
" The space which is allotted to each animal in

the cow-houses of the city is, as nearly as possible,

760 cubic feet, though in some cases it is not more
than 300 feet. This includes the entire area of

each shed, as, for example, the space occupied by
the passage, &c. Now, when we consider that a

cow consumes the oxygen of about 1000 cubic feet

of atmospheric air in 24 hours, and that the carbonic

acid produced by it vitiates at least five times as

much more, it must be evident that unless the ven-

tilation of the sheds is maintained in a very perfect

manner, the animals must breathe a very foul atmo-

sphere, and must endure a great deal of discom-

fort."

The other points to which the report refers are :

(1) the small superficial area apportioned to each

animal—not more than 1 yard by 3 upon an average
;

(2) the food supplied to them, grains " the staple

article," "an unnatural food," and necessarily

therefore exerting an injurious influence on the

health of the animal
; (3) unequal intervals of time

between the milkings. 13 or 14 hours at one time,

10 or 11 at another ;
" this irregularity excites irri-

tation in the gland, and products of a diseased nature

are thereby secreted
; (4) the quality of the milk,

which is the result certainly of all these ca< • *, as

well as, possibly, of adulteration in addition I •
r iiem

all. " I find," says Dr. Letheby, < : that it is subject to

great variation." The cream is sometimes 12 to 13

percent, of the milk, and sometimes merely "a
trace, and that of the worst description." The im-

pression that water has been added is confirmed by

the fact that while a gallon of good milk contains

about 9100 grains of solid nutiirnent, the poor milk

of London furnishes only from 6800 to 7000 grains

of it. On subjecting the milk to microscopic exami-

nation it appears that while buttery particles are

sometimes present in due proportion^ at o'hers

there has been *a marked diminution in the

richness of the material, and occasionally the pre-

sence of diseased products—products which are very

analogous to common matter, and which indicate a

disordered state of the secreting gland."

These details are of great importance to

country as well as city readers. The producers as

well as the consumers of milk are interested in

knowing the conditions of health and productive-

ness. That it is hardly possible to ensure them in

the city, where standing ground is so valuable, is

apparent from the gradual decline of cow-keeping

within its bounds. By far the larger portion of the

milk consumed is imported from the country, and
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the sooner all of it is so obtained the better for

those who drink it.

We hope next week to give in full the results of

the Agricultural Examination lately instituted by
the Societyjof Arts : at present we can only refer to

it for the purpose of intimating that very few can-
didates appeared for their certificate. One of " Profi-

ciency" was awarded to Mr. Joseph Pollard, Hitchin
Mechanics' Institute. The Imtitutions in union with
the Society of Arts are chiefly confined to towns
and manufacturing districts, and are a very imper-
fect means of introducing agriculturists to such an
arena as was last week offered to them. We hope
that another year a larger number may present
themselves, and thus enhance the distinction which
success

^
confers. On Tuesday last the Society

held its anniversary meeting and annual
dinner at the Crystal Palace, where a number
of very able addresses turning chiefly on
the need and means of education were delivered.
Sir Charles Fox and Mr. Wren Hoskyns spoke
especially on the relationship of employers and
employed, referring with great effect to their own
personal experience in confirmation of what they
said. The experience of such men has been various
enough and sufficiently extensive too to give their
opinions all the force of a general law.
They were perfectly agreed that " to do as you

would be done by " in dealing with those vv] on you
employ is a maxim dictated by interest as well as
duty, productive of happiness to those who observe
it as well as to those towards whom it is observed,
and resulting in the best and therefore the most
economical performance of the work to be done,
whether on the farm or in the shop.

As to the drainage of the Aldershott Camp, about
which considerable discussion took place in this
and other agricultural journals a few weeks ago,
we learn that the authorities have at length placed
the whole of the necessary works in the hands of
Messrs. Girdwood & Thompson, who are well-
known agricultural engineers. We understand that
while the great principles of agricultural drainage
will be adhered to by these gentlemen, still there
are special circumstances—such as the trampling of
troops and horses and the passage of artillery in
wet weather—which render other arrangements
necessary over and above what are usually resorted
to in ordinary land drainage.

HOME FARM MANAGEMENT.—No. V.
On the appointment of a properly qualified manager

to take charge of a newly established home farm, there
are several duties that will call for his attention before
the regular farming operations can be entered upon.
The nature of these duties shall depend, to some extent,
on the season of the year at which he enters on his
charge, and, as far as may be practicable, that should in
every instance be the beginning of October. It is in a
great measure owing to the winter exertions of the
farmer that superior summer crops are obtained. Now,
if a farm grieve enters to a new charge in spring,
summer, or any other season except that of ear y
winter, the chances are that his management, however
good it may be, will be neutralised for the first or second
years by the ill-judged preparatory operations of others.
October is the beginning of the farmer's year, and should
also be the beginning of the farm steward's term of
service. Assuming, then, that the latter enters at this
season on the charge of a new home farm, he proceeds at
once to get the stock of horses, cattle, and implements
put into satisfactory order. A descriptive and priced in-
ventory of the stock on the lands at the time is carefully
made, and the details of each class entered in the books
under its proper head. New animals and implements
are then purchased as may appear advisable, and these
also are recorded in the inventory lists, according to
their prices. By this means the groundwork of an
annual valuation of the whole stock is laid, and facilities
afforded for afterwards determining with accuracy the
clear profits of the farm by the year, and from the time
it is entered upon till any other period of its history.
The selection of suitable workmen is the next matter

requiring attention on the part of a newly-appointed
farm overseer. If the farm he is to have the manage-
ment of has been in the proprietor's hands in previous
years, it will be judicious in him to act with great cau-
tion in regard both to the old workmen, and to long-
established customs, even though he consider important
changes necessary to his ultimate success as a manager.
Should he cut and carve with perfect freedom in these
respects, and bring everything to his mind at once, he will
very likely soon find himself in a disagreeable position,
with even his employer against him. Too hasty reforms
in the established order of things on a home farm are
always dangerous, and if not ending in the overthrow of
the reformer himself will probably, at any rate, very
materially weaken his influence for*a time. It is much
safer to enter gradually on a course of reformation where
that may seem to be necessary, and submit for a year or
two to some disadvantages, than turn everything upside
down at once. But in beginning operations on a new
home farm there is no evil of the kind referred to, to be

encountered by the steward, lie has or ought to I ave
complete freedom in selecting his workmen, and if he
consult his own and his employer's interest.*, lie shall act
in this matter with great caution and discrimination.
The s.stem of judging of a farm servant's qualifications
merely by the breadth of his shoulders and the size of
his hands is essentially a bad one, and though many
tenant farmers apply no other tests in engaging their
workers, yet a well-qualified steward wiM take very
different measures. He ought to hire no man until it

has been ascertained from i:is previous employer and
from other quarters that he has a good moral character,
is honest, sober, industrious, a fair workman, and is

civil and obliging. A man of this kind may be trusted,
and will work as faithfully for an employer who is a
nobleman as he would for the poorest farmer in the king-
dom. With a staff of labourers having these qualifica-

tions the manager of a farm will have no difficulty in

getting his wishes carried out in the daily operations,
and in that way the probability of his success is greatly
increased. Indeed, the skilful selection of servants is

one of the most important duties which a farm
manager can undertake. It was the first Napoleon's
intuitive discrimination of character that gave him so
many talented generals qualified to carry out his views,
and even in home farm management a tithe of that
great man's perceptive faculties, conjoined with a
considerable amount of inquiry in respect to the
antecedents of those who wish to be employed, would
bring about the most satisfactory results. Why, even
in a whole district of surrounding country such care as
this in the choosing of workmen for a single home farm
would have most beneficial effects. It would tend to

raise the standard of attainment, and excite a proper
ambition in the minds of young labouring men. To
what other cause can we attribute the insolence and re-
gardlessness of many workmen at the present day to
their employer and his interests, than to the fact that
they imagine that without any certification of good
character they may get a new master whenever they
please ! The farther removed the labourer is from that
state of dependence which borders on pauperism the
better will it be for his employer, but there is a
vast difference between the independence which
springs from a consciousness that he has done the
duty of his station, and that insolent behaviour which
almost denies a master's right to interfere in the every
day occurrences of the farm. For a servant to rely
on his superior for a certificate of good character is

not dependence at all. The man is supposed to earn
his right to a testimonial, and if he has been at this

pains, surely it becomes his master to certify the fact

without supposing for a moment that he is in the cir-

cumstances doing more than simple justice. Were all

employers—including both farmers and farm managers—to act faithfully towards each other, and only recom-
mend those who really deserve to be recommended, our
farm servants would soon become a very superior
class of men, and be in every way worthy of the confi-
dence of their masters. Here is a wide field for a creat
moral reformation, and if reform is to begin anywhere,
it should be on example farms. Let the persons in
charge of such farms therefore do all in their power to
encourage good conduct and industry in their workmen.
Let them aid them in the pursuit of knowledge by the
establishment of libraries and reading rooms for their
use, and let them by every justifiable means excite within
their breasts a healthy ambition to rise in the world.
Above all, let them care for their moral culture, and in-
duce them as far as may be possible to observe the
Sabbath in the way in which it ought to be observed.
The efforts of a farm steward in improving the morals
and general character of the workmen under his control
should in particular be directed to the children on the
farm. If he take care that they are all educated and
counselled as they should be, they will soon spring up
trustworthy and valuable servants.

But it may be said, " What has all this to do with
home farm management ?" Much every way, I answer.
Any experienced farmer knows that he is largely de-
pendent on his workmen for success in any of his
operations. Now, if the physical powers of these men
are regulated by properly constituted and well trained
minds they become skilled and faithful workers, and
their employers are gainers to a greater or smaller ex-
tent in consequence. On these purely selfish and
secular grounds—though others might be stated with
far greater force—every nobleman and gentleman who
has a home farm will find it judicious to encourage his
manager to do everything in his power to elevate in the
moral and social scale the labourers that are under his
charge.

It is a very general complaint in some districts—par-
ticularly in England— that intelligent farm labourers
capable of carrying out their masters' wishes are not to
be got on any terms. There is perhaps much truth in
this, but certainly the evil is not nearly so great as it

is thought to be. If the right men are selected for the
work, and a few good hands imported from some other
district where the labourers as a class are better in-
formed, good management will soon make a very great
difference in the qualifications of the staff of workmeu.
While strict rules enforcing an observance of necessary
duties are absolutely indispensable in taking charge of
the workers on a farm, yet there are certain principles
which ought to be remembered by those entrusted with
this charge. They should keep the fact in view, for
example, that it is not by subjecting their men to very
long hours that most labour wdl be accomplished— that
it is not by task driving either that this is attained—and

that perpetual grumbling will do evil. This is nmlhi
way for a farm manager to get his workmen to accom
plish the largest possible amount of labour. He should
give them a pleasure in their work by showing that he
can appreciate their exertions to please him. Their daily
duties should rather be performed with a feeling of con-
fidence that an extra effort put forth willingly to pro-
mote their employers' interests will meet with notice
and approval, than with an impression resting on their
minds that though they do their utmost to give satisfac-
tion, yet they will never succeed in drawing forth upon
themselves either a, kindly look or an approving smile.
Be assured that rflither the labourer's head nor his
heart is insensible to kindness, and his hands will not
fail to testify his gratitude to a master who treats him
as he deserves. If the reverse of this is the case, there
is something wrong in the course of treatment, or other-
wise the man is irremediably bad, and for that he may
be less to blame than the systems are under which he
has been placed. /. Lockhart Morton.

EXPERIMENTS IN THE FERMENTATION OF
MANURE HEAPS.

I. A heap of sods and weeds containing about 40 cart-

loads was put to rot, and allowed to remain two or
three months. There being a large proportion of earth
in the heap, it was employed to mix up with the
contents of two very large cesspools which received
the drainage of eight 1 0-roomed houses, and had not
been emptied for 17 years. The odour given off by the

accumulation was most sickening, and large bubbles of

gas generated by the decomposing mass were constantly
breaking upon the surface of the water. The soil

residue was mixtd with nearly its own bulk of the soil

and sods, and was thus rendered so free from smell as
to be carted past a terrace of houses in the daytime
without a complaint. About 35 loads of refuse was
removed. With this heap was mixed in a few weeks
its own bulk of horse, cow, and pig dung, which soon
formed a black homogeneous mass almost odourless. It

gave off no perceptible gas, and proved in the end as

powerful a manure as could safely be applied to land.

Some York Regent Potatoes planted with it grew tops
nearly 6 feet long with a corresponding crop of tubers,
and Early Shaws at 2 ft. 6 in. from row to row could
not be dug the second week in July without first

removing the tops. The men who dug this crop stated
that it was the best they ever dug at the time of year.

II. Four cwt. of pigeon dung was mixed with twice
its weight of soil and kept for about five months
exposed to weather. It was once turned. No smell of
ammonia was perceived during that period, nor would
test-paper indicate escape of ammonia save when the
heap was turned. A very slight odour was then
perceptible, and by careful management a feeble

reaction could be detected by the test-paper. I believe

the influence of this was superior to 4 cwt of the best

guano applied in the usual way.
III. A person in the neighbourhood had accumulated

the blood from the public slaughter-houses for many
weeks. At the time of which I speak the mass consisted

of more than a dozen tons of black coagulum which was

putrefying in a hole. The stench given off could be

smelt for half a mile in the direction of the wind, and

every one was loud in denouncing the effluvia. The
most sceptical would have admitted the formation and

escape of phosphuretted hydrogen had he been kept a

few minutes on the lee side of the mass. I purchased

this and had it carted within a hundred yards of a num-

ber of good houses. It was placed to the S.W. so that

the offensive stench might be borne on the wind to the

inhabitants, and was left a day uncovered. Complaints

were numerous, threats of legal proceedings were made,

and when sufficient attention was thus roused to call

persons' thoughts to the mode of destroying the effluvia

a quantify of earth about equal to the blood was thrown

over it. The cure was instantaneous, and no further

complaint was made though the whole of the stuff was

left lor a fortnight where it was first placed. No gas

was given off which could be detected by smell or test-

paper.

IV. From the same person was purchased at the

same time about 20 tons of slaughterhouse refuse con-

sisting of the partially digested food taken from the

insides of animals which were killed, and of waste pieces

of skin, flesh and hair removed in dressing the carcases

for sale. This was carted to the same field as the

former, and, like it, was left uncovered to arouse atten-

tion, which it did most effectually. Several tons of

night soil were added to the heap and the whole was

covered with earth, when no more annoyauce arose

from it than from an equal quantity of dry sawdust

As a manure I never saw anything equal it fof

efficiency.

V. Forty loads of sods from an old pasture were

laid to rot and frequently watered with 'steepwster

from a maltkiln. The latter is a substance abounding

in nitrogen and earthy salts from the Barley. *
V1®

these were mixed as much Cabbage and green refuse »
could be accumulated, amounting to about 16 loa

From this ordinary tests could detect the escape o^

neither ammonia nor sulphuretted hydrogen. Four ton-

of waste wool containing agood deal of oil were then adcie

as a body consisting of much nitrogen and sulphur, we

known for its generating great heat when moisteoeo,

and for the foetid odours given off during decom^°sitio
•

The same result being obtained, 13 tons of mixed bors^

cow, and nig dung were added, and then, alter a sn

time, about eight tons of nightsoil. The heap now con
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sisted of materials which were as likely to evolve
j
distinctly and easily perceptible if the nose wore placed

ammonia and give off offensive odours as anything we

can conceive. No smell however being pe:ceptible,

and no reaction appearing with test-paper, a feather

moistened with hydrochloric acid was employed. This

was held over all parts of the heap and at the lee side

of it and then away from it in the air, but no difference

could be perceived in the two cases. It was then

taken to the neighbourhood of an old fashioned manure
heap* containing some fifteen loads, when the white

wreaths gave a lesson which it may be hoped will be

learnt effectually by those whose wealth is thus hourly

dissipated.

I have avoided laboratory experiments as much as

possible in this essay, because I know the objection

which practical men entertain to them. But < ne may
be here mentioned in the hope that others will repeat

it, because it is more convincing than a thousand
arguments.
A quantity of the heap Experiment V. was digested

with water and gave a light brownish solution neutral

to test-paper. This was carefully filtered twice and
then mixed with caustic potash to test the presence of

close to that portion of the heap from which a forkful

had just been taken, and I am induced to suspect that

the want of this precaution led to the statement I have

quoted from that just'y high authority Prof. Johnston.*

One Experiment upon a larger 6cale was most
notable. Three or four cartloads of wa-te Radishes

were placed to ferment and allowed to remain for three

weeks, and when they were removed (June 25, 1853)

nearly the whole mass was rotten. Upon coming up to

establish that successive fallow with crop in every year

as will by its continuous operation on the soil make up
for the annual exhaustion of the crop. But I am par-

ticularly well pleased by their adoption of that distance

of 2 feet on so large a scale as several acres. It is a

distance I was led at first to adopt from an experiment

of so far back as 1 610 or 1 fi'20 from its giving on ordinary

land a heavier return than any greater or less distance.

I found then that my rows at distances of 22 ^ inches

and 30 inches gave a heavier acreage return than at

the labourer who was set to remove them I was any less distance, while, in the rows, these distances

surprised to find him standing back from the heap with

his eyes watering and apparently just recovering his

breath. My own nose however soon told me the reason,

for the quantity of ammonia given off was such that it

was impossible to breathe with the head held closely

over the heap. One or two other men who i melt the

gas believed I had mixed "hartshorn" with the heap.

From no equal quantity of either animal or vegetable

matter did I ever ol serve an equal escape of ammonia.
Unfortunately I am not able to state what other gases

were given off. I left the spot to procure the means of

testing it, and upon my return had the mortification of

ammonia. None was given off, but a brown flocculent finding that the man had made an end of his *< nasty job"

•on the surface of a perfectly clear ' ana" had removed the mass to an adjacent dunghill. Isubstance collected upon the surface of a perfectly

white fluid. This was filtered and the brown substance
burnt, when it evolved ammonia copiously. It also

gave off ammonia slowly when exposed to the air.

Here then was nitrogenised matter in the form of as

true a salt as the muriate of ammonia which the farmer
buys of the manufacturing chemist for manure. More-
over it was so combined that even potash could not

had omitted to tell him to leave it till I came buck.§

With a knowledge of these facts I have no alternative

but to differ from the high authorities I have named,

and may venture to express a hope that chemists will

investigate this subject in the field and not in the

laboratory.

It surely is a significant hint to farmers to accumulate

expel it. It was perfectly soluble in water and there- ;
as much of the green refuse of their farms as possible,

fore ready for plants to take up as food. In manure
thus fermented I have little doubt will be found an
adequate remedy for weak straw upon well farmed land

;

and that the economy of nitrogeu will lead to an
increase of grain can hardly admit of doubt. In short
here was what Nature makes when she decomposes
substances in the earth, a perfect manure according to
the highest authority.+

VI. The account of these experiments would hardly be
complete unless it were extended to note the value of
green vegetable matter as a manure, and a peculiarity
of its fermentation which seems to have been doubted
or denied. Ploughing in a green crop is thought to

enrich the land in carbon by the fermentation in the
soil of what is ploughed under. Gathering green
vegetable matter into heaps is regarded very much in

the light of forming " a carbonaceous residue of decayed
plants." Mr. Stephens has some strong remarks of
this kind under the head of "composts," and Prof.
Johnston appears to lean to the same view. The latter

gentleman has however one passage which it is impos-
sible to pass, as a very large number of my own obser-
vations are entirely opposed to it. He says " vegetable
substances in general do not decay so rapidly, and emit
no odour of ammonia when fermenting." u Elements
of Agricultural Chemistry," p. 205. The words "in
general " are in italics, and are clearly meant in some
measure to qualify what is stated. But, if the passage
mean anything, its signification is that with very few
exceptions the fact is as stated.

Having considerable doubt of the fact I resolved to
test it practically, and have had collections of green
vegetable matter made whenever possible. It has been
placed in small heaps such as a barrowful, and in large
ones of 2 or 3 cartloads, and comprises Grass, Cabbage,
Radishes, and weeds of every kind grown in the neigh-
bourhood. I have tested more than fifty heaps com-
posed chiefly of different weeds, and in no instance have
I failed in getting turmeric paper strongly browned
when held in the vapour given off by the decomposing
substances. The * odour of ammonia" was certainly not
perceptible at a distance from my one or two barrowsful
of weeds fermented in the open air, but neither would
it have been from an equal quantity of ordinary
manure under the same circumstances. It was however

aud to ferment it with so much soil as to save the

ammonia and other valuable compounds with which the

decaying plants abound. Rev. W, R. Bowditch in the

Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society.

* Potatoes manured with this heap yielded little more than
half the crop of those manured with the other.

t Value of Manure of Heap V.—Experiment I.— Part of this
heap was employed for Potatoes. Forty pounds' weight of
" Haigh's Seedling" (kidney) Potatoes were planted with it

April 4th, 1855, 3 feet 3 inches from row to row, and 18
inches from set to set, upon land of fair quality and in good
condition. Underdate August 17, 1855, 1 have this memorandum
relative to the crop :—Average yield 31 fold. Sets 54 packs
(of 240 lbs.) each per acre ; 31 x 5£ = 170 packs per acre.
Present price 10s. per pack; produce = 85J. per acre. This
experiment is not offered for more than it is worth. Part of
this large produce is undoubtedly due to peculiarity of manage-
ment, which this is not the place to describe. It may also fairly

be doubted how far a crop off five rods of ground will justify
reasoning applied to a field or a farm. No account was kept of
the quantity of manure applied, though I do not think it was
much, if anything, above an average. But even after every
allowance 1 think the most sceptical will admit that the manure
employed must have been better than common. Savoys were
planted between the rows of Potatoes in the last week of June
and they are now, October 29th, an excellent crop. Experiment
II.—The following appears beyond objection :—An acre of light
land, of medium quality and in fair condition, was ploughed and
planted with York Regent Potatoes, half on the 3d and half on
the 11th of May. The sets were of the ordinary kind purchased
as wanted. Drills were made by the plough 2 feet 2 inches
apart, and the sets plauted about 15 inches from each other in
the row. The rows ran east and west. Twelve one-horse cart-
loads ot manure were given to the acre, besides 3 cartloads of
ashes obtained by burning vegetable rubbish. The Potatoes
were once handhoed and then earthed by the plough July 7th.
They were much admired by neighbouring farmers during
growth and on the 31st of August were sold

Home Correspondence.
Wheat in Two Feet Rows.—I feel gratified by the

kindly feeling evinced towards me in a late article by

the Hardys in your Paper. I should have been happy

to have given them all the credit they could wish for

in their adopting into their practice the culture of

Wheat in rows 2 feet apart, had I been aware of it, or

if it nad not escaped me, since it is a plan I have long

advocated. It is a mode of tillage in which I am
much interested, and I think one which ought to be of

some consideration with agriculturist in general. I do

not mean in limiting the distances of the rows to 2 feet

absolutely, but to such distance, and I believe about 2 feet

will on most soils be found to answer, as will secure

a standing crop, and will permit of working the intervals

through almost the entire growth of the crop, thus to

% Small Heaps of Weeds.—I have this year had made from 40 to

50 small heaps of weeds of various kinds with a view to ascer-

tain whether from a bushel to a barrowful would always give off

sensible ammonia. In every case I detected it by smell and by
turmeric. Large Weed Ih-ap.—To remove this subject from
the domain of nice chemical investigation or delicate manipula-
tion and bring it fully within the cognizance of the illiterate, I

collected between six and seven cartloads of weeds and placed
them to rot upon a hardly-trodden unabsorbent bottom. The
unabsorbent character of the base is so essential to perfect

success in the experiment, that I would advise those who
repeat it to select, if possible, a place which has been
puddled. The weeds were all pulled by hand from among
OnioD crops. They were in full growth, but none had
flowered or seeded. They were wheeled upon a heap which
slightly consolidated it. This heap was not touched till fluid

had run from the bottom three or four days, when a hole a
foot square was cut in its centre by a spade nearly but not

quite to the bottom. Next day this hole contained some fluid,

and in two or three days almost a gallon at a time could be
collected. The smell to leeward now became insufferable even at

nine or ten yards' distance. Several labouring men, who had
been brought up gardeners and farmers, described it as

smelling stronger than any " ashplace" they ever emptied* A
friend (an intelligent amateur faimer) to whom I showed part of

a bottle of the liquid could hardly believe it other than an
artificial preparation of" stinking fish in stale urine." One still

afternoon I placed some hydrochloric acid in a soup-plate upon the

heap, when a wreath of white fume arose, which was easily

Yards' distance. Two men at work in the next

gave the same produce ; thus I augured that 224 inches

were sufficient in ground of medium fertility. The
succeeding year's experiment with Wheat— the firs*

was with Barley—gave also a return of higher

produce at 2 feet than at S inches : since

then several experiments have sustained these

first ones by showing that crops at working dis-

tance, that is 2 or about 2 feet, were more productive

than broadcast crops. It was then at a distance of

2 feet that, at the time of the Potato failure, I suggested

through the periodical press the cultivation of the land

supposed to be exhausted by the successive crops of

Oats, and left—waste, in the expressive language of the

country—to recover its fertility by the unassisted opera-

tions of natural causes. I urged wherever I could this

tillage, but although the press favoured it by a very

general promulgation and approbation, though my letters

were copied from paper to paper, it was all without

effect ; the general ignorance of husbandry as a science

in all classes, the insignificance of the projector, the

want of practical experience on any considerable scale,

with the prevailing torpidity, all militated against it ;

and although it offered the means of replenishing

our coffers, of restoring the abundance which the loss of

the Potatoes had deprived us of, of giving to a starving

people a bellyfull of a food superior to what they were

accustomed to, and by leaving untouched the produce

that had hitherto constituted the source of an income

would have at once restored that equilibrium which has

taken so many years to bring about, aud which is not

yet recovered, for we are yet in Ireland consumers 'O a

very great extent of foreign food (Maize), yet I believe

not one attempt was made to realise it ; no, not

though through their own Journal in 1848 and 1849, I

urged its consideration on the Royal Agricultural

Improvement Society of Ireland. Ruin and depopula-

tion prevailed for want of energy to make an essay, an

effort, and to this day the supposed exhausted land,

as often as it becomes so, is left waste in weeds and

rubbish, unproductive of aught but what its sabbatical

years may throw up ; the productive fields having to

bear the weight in rent and taxes of the unpro-

ductive ones. I then rejoice that the Hardys are

successfully, and on a tolerably large scale carrying

out the plan I have urged in vain, as it may reach

Ireland and engage the attention of our farmers.

The Hardys hold me now on the right scent, but 1 fear

not only they but every one else will hold me but a slow

hound, since I have not run down my game in 36 years,

but my farming has been but desultory, thanks to my
circumstances, which have not permitted an unremitting

pursuit on a scale that would have effectually provea

my views. Although advocating a general distance of

2 feet between the rows, yet I am led to suppose from

an accident in an experiment ten years ago, that in

highly manured land this distance may be much in-

creased with even larger returns, even to 3 or more
feet, and fiom hence 1 infer that sufficiently wide inter-

vals may be left between double rows of grain to admit

of green crops; on this plan the mode of tillage might

approach the Lois Weedon by somewhat increasing the

fallow intervals, and sowing 2 instead of 3 rows of grain,

for with 2 rows the grain would be less likely to

overhang. There is an experiment I should like to try

were I so situated as to permit it, of sowing Wheat

or other grain in wide strips in fallow drills, alternating

with wide strips of manured green crops, never changing

their places nor applying manure to the grain crops.
visible at 200 J . . „ . ... _

,

field were attracted by the " smoke," and •' cou'dn't think how the but annually and in large quantities to the green crops

green lump of muck could catch fire," and they actually laid
" * ' — —

down their tools to come and see. I subsequently asked them
how far'off the " smoke " could be seen ? One said half a mile, the

other a quarter; and to the latter statement both adhered firmly

as being quite within the truth. This popular mode of exhibiting

the .subject will probably weigh more with practical men than
the most elaborate analysis. I am not at liberty here to say
anything relative to the incalculable damage done by weeds : but
it is to be hoped that farmers will draw the inference which it

does not seem easy to miss. I may perhaps be excused for

adding a caution to those who feel disposed to investigate this

suhject for themselves. They should keep as much as possible

on the windward side of the heap, and in manipulating with the
fluid should choose a place where a draught will carry from them
the evolved gases. Notwithstanding every precaution against

inhaling the gases given off, I was made ill by them for more
than a week, and my eldest child, a boy of seven years of age,

was seized with all the symptoms of typhus after smelling (in the

open air) the contents of a bottle to which a strong acid had just

been added. •

g Radishes.—An experiment was made this year (1855) to con-

firm the one above given. The very dry spring was unfavourable for

this purpose, as it caused the formation of an unusual quantity of

woody fibre, and thus diminished the proportion of sulphurised
'\f~'~a w]w se£k to multiply the products of the earth

and nitrogenised matter, and retarded decomposition ; neverthe- au "Je" w"" ow*
.

t *• *i • e n -„„„ Q«^ol«6
»ds) was rotting, the ' to the benefit and comfort ot their fellow-men. Surely

year, ^e man who I

iQ Ireland, if not in England, we want stirring up.

I should expect from this that the rank manure so

largely and constantly applied to the ground on which

the green crops were grown would cause them to be

very productive, and that the Wheat would be also

benefited by the underflow of the ultimate products of

the manure and its operation on the inorganic matters

in the soil. There must exist such underflow or drains

would not act ; and in whatever way may exist the

power of appropriating their proper elements in plants,

each might thus take up those which they could assimi-

late. It might facilitate this underflow of ultimate

products to the Wheat if, in artificially drained land,

the drains were made in the centre of the grain strips.

The Hardys deserve every credit and every one's good

wishes for" the spirit with which they are carrying out

their experiments ; 40 acres of experiments in various

soils under the care of such men must afford valuable

results. I am proud of their notice as I am in that of

less when the mass (about three cartlo;

results were identical with those of last

removed the half-rotten mass .said, " Eh, yon things do stink

;

tbey fair took my breath when I flung 'em into the cart." If not

polite this is certainly emphatic. S<>me Radishes were dug into

the land upon which they grew, and examined from time to time.

When an individual Radish was pulled out of the ground about

inability to learn the exact produce. Several experienced
dealers who saw the crop as it was thrown np estimated it at
trom 72 to 80 packs per acre. This experiment as the comple-
ment of the former seems every way satisfactory as to the
quality of manure treated as recommended.

Surely it may be possible to make the average crops

equal to the good ones, if not to the best. Surely the

availing ourselves of the natural causes of fertility will

economise our manures and probably render every

c 1 upon the land for halt decayed, there was no difiic.aty in detecting free ammonia.
f self-Supporting : DO system can be g00d,none per-

201. 5s. per acre, to be cleared bv September 28th I regret mv Bv breaking through the envelope of woody fibre and shielding iwui ecu .u^ni.ug, uv j .,• *i uu- »_._,.... re. be cleared by bepremoer *tb. j[regret my « ore ^ the
-
imi hy the hand( the gas given off by th| fec t, none general that does not do this; the robbing

decaying interior would always affect turmeric paper. Peter to pay Paul may be very well for those who can

rob Peter, but is very sad for the poor fellow himself

ne! hgurhtod^
**"^ "" °' ** ****** *"""** ** '""

!

™d cer*inly n0t *** * *»* wh« dePend ******
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bread on the wealth alike of Peter and Paul ; the plan <

of high farming is therefore false, for it is built on the

poverty of low farming. /. M. Ooodiff, Scrahly.

Wireworm.— In common with most persons farming
new broken land, we are somewhat troubled with that

terrible pest the wireworm ; I therefore took in hand to

experiment upon them. The result I subjoin. If you
think it may be of service to my brother farmers, and
choose to give it insertion, do so. The experiments
were made with guano, kelp, blood manure, nitrate of

soda, potash, lime unpacked but powdered, and Ealt, in

the following manner : In as many different egg-cups I

placed about a teaspoon ful of each ; in one hour every
wireworm was dead. Now all the above named sub-

stances being to a greater or less extent fertilisers, it ap-

pears to me that by a judicious application to land infested

with the worm a double advantage may begained by
assisting the crop at a critical period and crippling its

enemy. By the aid of a powerful microscope I could
discover the cause of death from both the salt and the

lime to proceed from blisters ; but of the others 1 could
discern no outward cause. Out of the above substances

I should prefer to use either guano or fresh slacked
lime, because from their light feathery nature they are
very inquisitorial, seeking their way into every nook and
cranny ; at all times applying it to the fresh turned
arrow, because the wireworm upon being turned up
o the surface immediately seeks to hide himself by
burrowing from his natural enemy the rook, and thereby
avoiding the warm coat you are providing for him.
The heavy roll should be used immediately after sowing,
weather permitting. Sawyer Spence, JIainault Forest.

Dimensions of Short hor.% Cattle.—Seeing recently a

•query from one of your correspondents respecting the
measurement of prize bulls, I send you the dimensions
cf my bull Grand Duke 2d (12,962). Although he is

* <t a prize bull, never, I believe, having been shown, he
is a noble animal, combining with his ample proportions
the fine quality which is characteristic of Mr. Bates's
stock :

—

Length from the root of the horn to the setting on
of the tail

Length from shoulder point to hock hone
Length from hock bone to the end of rump
Height (to top of shoulder)
From the dewlap to the ground
From behind the shoulder to the ground
From middle of the knee to the ground
Girth behind the shoulder ...

Do. across the loins

Width across the hock bones

The main points shown by the foregoing measurements
•are his large size, his closeness to the ground, and his
width at the hock bones. It has been remarked on
looking at him, that his legs from the knee to the
ground were so short that had they been represented so
in a picture it would have been deemed an exaggera-
tion. The chief portion of his height is made up as it

ought to be— of the great depth of his frame. Size is

frequently desirable in cattle, while disproportioned
length of leg is always to be deprecated. Grand
Duke 2d is in thriving condition, but thin rather
than fat, it being an object to prevent so large
an animal from growing too heavy. Were he iat

his dimensions would be enormous. If the owners
of bulls would follow my example and publish the
dimensions of first-rate animals, the comparisons
-thus suggested would be interesting and useful. At the
ensuing meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society, any
person wishing to measure the bulls or other stock
might, I should imagine, readily obtain permission from
their owners to do so. I may, in conclusion, state that
the live weight of my bull is J ton 1 quarter, and that
I have recently let him for the remainder of the season
to Mr. Lees, near Coleshill. On a future occasion
I may perhaps send you the dimensions of my yearling
•bull by the Duke of Gloster out of Ferret. Willoughby
Wood, Holly Bank, Bnrton-on-Trent.

Cost ofMowing.—You ask for information as to the
price paid for mowing at this time in the localities of
your several correspondents. I beg to inform you that
in this neighbourhood 4s. and 5. per acre have been
paid for mowing natural Grass ; 5s. 6d. was in one
instance paid for mowing a very heavy crop of Clover,
which was bought by public auction at 11. 2s. 6d. per
acre. I believe the price is now rising, but it has not
hitherto ranged above what has been paid during past
years. The crops are good. C. F. Humbert, Watford.

livered by the Veterinary Inspector will be put by him
into manuscript and submitted to the Journal Committee
for publication.— On the motion of Mr. Kaymond
Barker, seconded by Mr. Scott, the best thanks of the

meeting were proposed to Professor Simonds for his

interesting and valuable lecture. Mr. Miles, on putting
the question, which was carried unanimously, would take

care that Professor Symonds' suggestion for a distinct

lecture on the subject of Rot in Sheep should be brought
under the notice of the Publication Committee. He
passed a high eulogium on the clear manner in which
the Professor had rendered the scientific details of his

subject intelligible.— Mr. Newman, of Marnhead, re-

ferred to the absence of rot in sheep fed on the water
meadows in Devonshire, where no stagnant water
remained on them ; and Mr. Scott alluded to the Port-

land water meadows, where the water was stagnant, and
on which sheep were put a certain time before being
sent to the butcher, for the purpose of having the rot

given to them.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
Weekly Council, June 25 : Mr. Miles, M.P., Vice-

President, in the chair.
Parasites in Domesticated Animals.— Professor

Simonds, the Veterinary Inspector of the Society, deli-

vered the concluding part of his Lecture on Parasites.
In the former part he had explained the peculiarities
of parasitic insects producing annoyance to live stock
on the external covering of the body, or passing into
the interior passages through the mouth. In this por-
tion he dwelt on the natural history and characteristics
of those more insidious worms which attack the internal
organs of the animal body, as well as the alimentary
canal. He explained the varied forms of animated
structure which these creatures assumed, the successive
transformations through which they passed, and the
amount of injury in each case which they produced.
His lecture was illustrated by coloured drawings highly
magnified from microscopic investigations. According
to the recent resolution of the Council the lectures de-

Farm Memoranda.
Messrs. Hardy and Son, Seed-Growers, Maldon.
" Elisha the son of Shaphat was ploughing with twelve yoke

of oxen before him and he with the twelfth, and Elijah passed
by him and cast his mantle upon him." 1 Kings, xix. chap.,
xix. verse.

Mr. Editor,—In the whole range of your reading or

experience have you met with a description, or seen an
operation of agriculture equal to this penned by the

inspired writer for our instruction and imitation nine

hundred years before the Christian Era, or two thousand
seven hundred and fifty years from the present time \

I will answer for you that you have not, nor has any
' one of the numerous readers of your valuable journal.

Elisha, who was worthy to receive the mantle of the

prophet Elijah, was ploughing in his field, or on his

farm, with 12 yoke ot oxen before him and himself with
the twelfth. We boast, or modern farmers boast of

their Royal and other agricultural societies and
wonderful improvements ; hut in my opinion ancient

farmers excelled all modern ones in the culture of
Cereals and Pulse as much as ancient sculptors, painters,

and poets excelled all modern ones ; and it is quite

certain that the learned of antiquity understood what
was the real food of plants, and what their seeds were
composed of, equally as well as the profoundest ana-

lytical chemists do at the present day. If any one
doubts this, let him attentively read the books on

agriculture handed down to us from those ancient

times ; and let him carefully reflect what immense
cities and countries teeming with inhabitants were
supported by the farmers alone of those countries, and
without foreign commerce or foreign guanos, and he
will, however humbling it may be to his pride, be forced

to admit the truth of what I here state.

Is it not wonderful that every man of modern
times who attempts to improve the agriculture of

this country — and especially if he make experi-

ments, by which means alone improvements can be
made — immediately becomes a marked man, and
is the butt and ridicule of the whole agricultural

world \ Tull experienced this in its most raucorous
extent ; and Tusser is reported also to have met with
nothing but ingratitude from those whom by his practice

and writings he was so anxious to serve ; but especially

if the experiments are made on a small scale only, and
the experimentalist do not occupy 500, 800, or 1,000
acres of land, then all the agricultural world are up in

arms against him, and it requires no small quantity of
nerve to bear up against the assault.

It has fared thus exactly with the Messrs. Hardy,
father and son, two men who ought to be held in the

highest honour by every philanthropist of this country,
and especially by every proprietor of land whether he
possess thousands, or only one solitary acre. These
men, who possess two farms abutting on each side of
the south-west road about a mile from the town of

Maldon, are by their skill and practice approaching
nearer to the practice and skill of the ancient farmer
Elisha than any other men I have read or heard of

;

but they have shared the fate and persecution of all

who dare break through the trammels with which
custom has surrounded them. Bear in mind that
Elisha, when the prophet threw his mantle upon
him, was himself with the twelfth yoke of oxen,
and that all the other eleven were before him. An
unskilful man would have been at the van and not
in the rear of his army of ploughmen and ploughs
and oxen, and an idle man would have been riding
into the field on his horse or mule, and giving his
ploughmen a look only ; but Elisha was at work, and
he had all his men at work before him, that he might
see that every one of them did his work well, that
is, ploughed deeply and thoroughly, knowing as every
skiliul man knows, and every farmer ought to know,
that thousands of crops of corn annually come to
nothing from a want of the ground having been
thoroughly ploughed or dug before the seed was put
into it. Elisha therefore in Palestine, on his large
farm, and the noble Cincinnati^ I must also instance in
Italy, with his occupation of six acres only, for he had
no more, I have no doubt, as they were preeminent 1

}'

wise men and preeminently industrious withal, took
especial care that their lands should be completely
cultivated before they sowed the seed, which was to
produce some thirty -fold, some sixty-fold, and some a
hundred-fold, otherwise the increase of crop, above the
quantity of seed sown, would have been perhaps not
more than twelve-fold, the maximum quantity that

English agriculture produces in this boasted country
at the present day. But to return to the Messrs"
Hardy, whom I have now several times visited and
whenever I have gone thither I have always found
them exactly as Elijah found Elisha, that is, at work in
their fields among their workpeople, sometimes
ploughing, sometimes digging with forks, and sometimes
putting in the seed for the crops, and sometimes
setting aside a few square yards or rods of ground on
which to work out their experiments. They reside
about 30 miles from myself, and hence I do" not see
them so often as I could wish ; but the last time I was
with them was on Trinity Monday, when I found the
father at his farm in a Wheat field in the midst of
nearly a dozen workpeople forking out Couchgrass, and
the son was at his farm also among workpeople
hoeing Peas, and both in their shirt sleeves. Should it

be said, as I know it will be, that there ought not to
have been Couchgrass on the farm, I myself agree
that there ought not ; and I am satisfied that next year
there will be none ; but Mr. Hardy only became tenant

of this farm last Michaelmas, when, as several persons
told me, from a long period of shameful farming it was
the foulest and most exhausted land in that neighbour-
hood ; but notwithstanding its poverty and the Couch-
grass, there was in that field as fine a crop of Wheat
growing as I think is to be found in the county of

Essex.

Now a common farmer, on taking that farm, would
have said he could grow nothing on it until by fallowing

he had been able to cleanse it from Couch and other

weeds ; and he would have said rightly, but Mr. Hardy
must have a crop of Wheat notwithstanding the poverty
and foulness of his land, and he knew how to produce
one, and to cleanse his land during its growth. But
could common farming have accomplished this ? Cer
tainly not ; but the Hardys are no common but very
uncommon farmers. They are, as the world ought to

know, as Elisha and Cincinnatus were, that is, thorough
cultivators, and thin-seeders. Their farms, as I have
said, abut upon each side of a hgh-road near Maldon,
and a stranger may at once know them as he rides or
walks along the road by their garden-like appearance,
and the luxuriant crops in them. This year, I think,

Messrs. Hardy have six fields of Wheat, the quantity

of seed drilled varying from half a peck, or 4 quarts
per acre, to 1 bushel ; and the son, by way of contrast,

aud to convince his neighbours of the folly of thick-

seeding if possible, has 2 acres drilled with 2 bushels
an acre.

The seed, of course, was put in in rows, and these

vary in width between each from 1 to 3 feet asunder
;

and it was in a field of Wheat of this kind wherein I

found the elder Mr. Hardy, in his shirt-sleeves, among
his workpeople between the rows, forking out Couch,
the land having been previously horsehoed.

Maldon is but a lew miles from Chelmsford, from
which there is a railroad, and of course trains ; and the

object I have in writing to you is to recommend
gentlemen who may visit the former town at the show,

to get into a train and inspect these farms ; and should

they do so, they will see as fine Wheat as can be grown
from 4 quarts of seed only, as well as others from

1 peck to 2 and even to 4 pecks ; they will see the

plot also of 2 bushels an acre, which, although I myself

have not seen that plot, I will pronounce to be the

worst on the whole farms. I write thus confidently

because Messrs. Hardy pursue my plans exactly, and

the best crops I ever grew were from on an average

I peck of seed per acre, and I never exceeded either

for Wheat, Barley, or Oats, or Vetches, half a bushel.

I add, also, that Maldon is only 6 miles from Mr.

Mechi's at Tiptree Hall, and the Messrs. Hardys'

farms are only 7 miles from Mr. Mechi's ; and I

further add, that, should any gentlemen follow my
recommendation, and visit these farms, if they will use

my name, ana I hereby give them authority to do so,

the Messrs. Hardy, who are real John Bull Englishmen,

will show them every attention, and explain to them

every operation performed on what I shall here baptise

the real Model Farms. George Wilkins, Parsonage, W&,
June 21.

Miscellaneous.
Breaking up of Grass Lands.— It is my decided opinion

that, as a rule, it is a practice extremely injurious to

break up well-managed old Grass lands of good soil and

strong quality. I think many of our old pasture lands

are deteriorating from want of management. I have

land which at one time I thought I must break up, it

was becoming so bad ; but I adopted another plan ;
wv

farm is a feeding farm ; I soon found wherever I had

cattle eating the Turnips on the ground I had beautiful

herbage. If any of our friends have lands good in

quality but in a poor condition, if they will pasture in

the winter their sheep upon it with Turnips they wlU

improve it. Land of good quality ought not to be

brought under the plough unnecessarily. With regar

to those lands, of which one gentleman has said they

would not keep a goose, the [grand thing is to apply

bones if the laud is suitable. 1 do not know a field in

Cheshire that, when well drained, would not bear bones.

The effect is miraculous : I could refer to a farm where

bon-s applied to land of that kind produced an efie«

beyond all description. From being amongst the

poorest it became among the very primest in tn

county. Therefore I think it is a matter well worthy oi

consideration whether it is desirable to conclude tna

old Grass lands of good quality should be broken up an

brought under the plough. I think it would
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unfavourable to the advancement of our Cheshire

agriculture if such were the case. Mr. Duttoti at

Chester.

PAGE AND CO.'S
Calendar of Operations.

JUNE.
Berwickshire Merse Farm, June 21.— Our Turnip sowing is

now all but over. Considering the splendid prospect of an early

spring and a fine tilth, the season has been unusually protracted.

The first heavy rains in the end of May caught us soon after we
commenced sowing Swedes, and rendered fallow-work impractic-

able for a fortnight, besides compelling us to work much of the

prepared land over again. Ever since the weather has been ex-

ceedingly changeable, scarcely a night without showers, and

often very heavy, which has compelled us to work the land in

small breaks, from hand to mouth afl it were, a method far from

economical of time. Some, indeed, losing patience, drilled up

their land without further labour, but in very indifferent order as

to both quickens and clods. From the appearance of their braird,

however, it sterns probable that those who were more patient

will be the gainers in the long run. The ravages of the u fly
"

have been very partial, amounting to total destruction on some

farms, while on others they are altogether unknown. On the

latter' the first-sown Swedes are just ready for thinning. Our
neighbours iu the clay district of the South-east fortunately took

advantage of the dry season to begin early, and were pretty well

through before the rain came: what remained after that period

became (of course) unmanageable. On our lighter soils, such

early sowing is undesirable, owing to the danger of shooting

before harvest. A general rule here is never to begin before the

12th of May. The few experimental patches of Mangels that are

tried here and there are somewhat blanky, as is usual with that

delicate seed, and will require to be filled up with Turnips.

Where the soil is suitable they sometimes produce large returns;

but in our climate are by no means so safe as Swedes. We sow

a few only, chiefly for the spring feeding of cows. Potatoes look

COMPOSITION FOR T E DESTRUCTION OF
UPON THE

BLIGHT

HOP, EOSES, WALL-FRUIT TREES, CUCUMBERS, MELONS, TINES,
STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.^•—^i^^_«^_»

Extra Strong, 4s. per Gallon, sufficient to make Four Gallons fit for use.

Ten Gallons and upwards, Carriage Free to London.

AFTER FIVE YEARS' EXTENSIVE USE by the most eminent Gardeners in the Kingdom, the
superiority of PAGE and CO/S BLIGHT COMPOSITION is unquestionable, requiring only a trial to insure its general

use for destroying every pest to which Plant and Fruit Growers are subject (without injuring the most delicate flowers or foliage),

and promoting a luxuriant growth.
The greatest indication of its value is its adoption by the NURSERY TRADE as the most efficient and economical means they

!
can employ, many of whose opinions will be found recorded in a Pamphlet of Testimonials, which may be obtained of the Agents;

i
but to publish them as previously would take the whole advertising medium of the Gardeners' Chronicle.

For List of Agents, see Gardeners'' Chronicle of April 12ih, and previous Numbers.

Pamphletsj with instructions for use, free by post on application to

PAGE & CO., Seed Merchants, Southampton.

spring
Potato Oats, and annual weeds got a fine start during the dry

weather. We have been doing what we could to keep them
down, but their destruction is far from being completed, being
practicable in dry weather only. Fallow Wheat on clay lands

(where only it is grown) was almost destroyed by the severity of

the winter, and cannot be a good crop. With us the Cereals are

growing rapidly, and threaten over luxuriance, lieans look

uncommonly we'll, but Peas much injured by snails. It is only

ten days since we began to cut Grass. Owing to the failure of

Red Clover the practice of soiling, which has gained ground of

late years, will be very limited this year. Pastures were almost

drowned out by the rains, and the consequence was a very slight

demand for grazing cattle at our great June fair, so much so

that the Yorkshire dealers were said to have lost from 11. to 21.

a head on such as they were able to dispose of. Since we have
got rid of superfluous moisture, Grass has grown strong and
plenty for all stock. The crop of lambs is uncommonly good,

more'than half of the ewes having twins; but an unusflal loss

has been experienced from scouring. The bulk of the fat hoggs
in the county were sold In April, and the remainder in May, so

that there is scarcely such a thing as a fat sheep to be seen now.

The comparatively low price of lambs all along has offered no

inducement to sell for fat, but rather to winter them. Stack-

yards are well cleaned out, and but few will reap the benetit of

the high and rising grain markets. J. T.

Kotices to Correspondents.
Buexet: G Walker. It is a useful herb in calcareous sheep

pastures, and we are not aware of its having any injurious

effect.

Diseased Flock: C 0. says—" In the early part of last year

the ewes were attacked with dysentery, and I lost a consider-

able number of them, and a very largo proportion of their

lambs. This year the disease has reappeared with even greater

violence, and some cases of decided rot have also terminated

fatally. I have caused the diseased sheep at once to bo

removed by themselves from the rest of the flock, as the disease

manifests itself, but almost every day increases the inmates of

the 'hospital.' The lambs of this year are dying three and
four in a day, and on opening them very large numbers
of tape worms are discovered in their stomachs, and parts of

rape worms are frequently voided by the lambs whilst living."

[The information afforded is not sufficient to enable us to give

a careful and reliable opinion on a matter of such importance.

You say some cases of decided rot have also terminated fatally.

Now rot or cothe is a well understood disease, and we presume
in your case the invariable post mortem appearance of flukes in

the liver was exhibited. If all the cases manifested this

appearance, then of course rot was the disease ; but if only a

portion, then we should consider that two diseases were present.

If, however, instead of flukes in the liver there were abscesses

and tubercles in and about the lungs as well as the mesentery,

the dry rot, as it is sometimes called, we should say with regard

to the lambs that it was congenital, and produced by diseased

parents. The presence of tape worms is probably the conse-

quence rather than the cause of the disease. If it were the

latter the exhibition of spirits of turpentine is indicated, or

lime water mav be tried. If the flock had been kept in a low

marshy situation we would recommend a change to high and

dry pasturage, nutritious feeding, with the addition of Linseed

cake and a little salt in the food, so as to bring them on for the

butcher as soon as possible. Neither the ewes nor the lambs

should be used again for breeding. W. C. S-~\

Dogs : £ R. says—" If your correspondent of Jersey will keep his

dogs on a bed of wood shavings the fleas will soon leave

them."
. ^ _

Elements of Practical Agriculture : E Morris. Professor

Low's book (Longman); Stephens's Book of the Farm, and

Bluekie's Cyclopedia. They cost respectively about tt, 21.,

and 31.
'

Gobsb : X. Gorse when properly grown and consumed in combi-

nation with other fodder, is no doubt a highly nutritious food.

Thousands of acres of waste lands are well adapted to its cul-

ture; seed should be sown not later than August. The quantity

of seed to sow per statute acre is about 15 lbs. The method of

bruising lias hitherto been a tedious process: but machines

Hie. now made for the purpose. Messrs. Richmond & Chand-

ler's chaff-machine answers very well. It i3 found an ad-

vantage to use a portion of straw, and cut both together.

Top-dressixg Old Pasture : M G T. If you have no dung you

had better get a compost made of earth, turf parings, any green

stuff rotted in a heap, &c, and then add 2 cwt. or tuano to as

much of the stuff as you can spare for every acre. Young seeds

will not generally be hurt by moderately feeding them with

sheep before winter. ... , , .

Wheats: A R. Some Wheats are hardier than others, but we
don't know if any are especially adapted to undrained clay soil.

We should grow some strong coarse productive sort, as

Spalding's Red. You cau use a horse-hoe between rows 12 inches

apart very well.
Winter Beaxs : A B. They are a safe crop. Sow in October, in

rows 2 feet apart, having cleaued the land and tilled it well.

If you have not manure, apply 2 cwt. of guano on your clay

soil before sowing, and sow wood ashes, or some other alkaline

mixture, in early spring, at the rate of 20 or 30 bushels per
acre.

As usual, many communications have been received too late

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made.
We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents, the

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.

• . *

SAMUEL-SON'S
REGISTERED BUDDING'S LAWN MOWING MACHINES

FOR

PLEASURE GROUNDS, LAWNS, BORDERS, BOWLINGIGREENS, ETC.

To cut from 16 inches wide, for a boy to work,

Up to 30 inches wide, for man and pony.

Prices ... £5 10 £5 17 6 £6 £9 £11 10

Width Cut 16 ins. 10 ins. 22 ins. 25 ins. 30 ins.

THE REGISTERED;iMPROVEMENT renders unnecessary the great

care requisite in the handling of these machines on the old pli.n ;
all that

is now required can be done by any unskilled Labourer, who has only

to push the machine before him. The Registered adjustment insures a

clean and perfectly level cut of any required height, and prevents the

knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground may be.

Copies of Testimonials will be

forwarded, post free, on application

to the manufacturer. m

The above may also be procured

at the principal Agricultural In -

plement DepSts in London ; of Messrs*

J. Veitch & Sox, Exotic Nurseries,

Chelsea; in the Agricultural Depart-

ment, and on the Lawns of the Crystal

Palace, Sydenham ; and of all respect-

able Ironmongers & Seedsmen in the

country.

B. SAMUELSON, Britannia Works, Banbury.

T. GREEN'S NEW INVENTION IN LAWN MOWING AND
ROLLING MACHINES,

SOLE MANUFACTURER, IRON AND WIRE WORKS, NORTH STREET, LEEDS.

REGISTERED JULY 24, 1855.-N0. 3739.

HHHE ADVANTAGES OF THESE MACHINES supersede all others by having
*- a small Wheel in front of the Grass Box, consequently will mow verges and round flower beds,

without any change of Wheels, or adding the old fashioned Roller, as in others; will also cut either

wet or dry, and by the simple adjustment of a thumb screw, in front, can be raised or lowered to cut

the Grass any length required ; and having two Rollers behind, aud a small one in front, they roll the

width they cut; they will turn in very little room, and cut at the same time. All the working parts

made much stronger than the old machines. The bottom Blades are so constructed that they cannot
tear up the ground; they are only drawn, and not pushed and drawn as in other machines,
consequently do not require half the power to work them. The three first sizes can be worked by
one person w ith ease ; the two latter with a pony or donkey.

3VCVvt*

J

13 inches
£5 5

LIST
16 inches
£6

OF PRICES (NET CASH):-
20 inches 24 inches 28 inches
£7 £8 £10 10

A quar.tity of Machines of other kinds at Half the usual prices,

and 32 inches
£12 10
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Testimonial from Joshua Major, E*qaj Landscape Gardener, A nostrop.

To Mr. Green, Leeds.—Sir, As I always appreciate public and useful improvements, I most gladly give my testimony tc

your highly improved Mowing aud Rolling Machine. The one sent for my inspection and trial (cutting a breadth of 24 inches) was

drawn on flat ground with ease by one person, and although at the time of trial the lawn was wet, it was cut with the greatest

nicety. So complete and simple is the invention, that amateur gentlemen, and even ladies, may work either the 16 or 20 inch size

with ease and pleasure, providing the Grass is not too long. For extensive places I should say the 24 inches would

be most suitable ; for even in undulating ground two persons may work it; but in flower gardens, when beds, &c.f are crowded,

either of the smaller sizes would be best. I congratulate yon m your very valuable invention, which in my opinion, entirely

surpasses, and must eventually supersede all others, for it is not only free from intricacy and easy to the workman, but extremely ex-

peditious in its operations, and consequently must prove a great saving in the management of Grass lawns, and a great boon to

the public— I am, Sir, your most obedient servant, Joshua Major.

Other Testimonials may be had on application to the Manufacturer.

The above Machines are warranted to answer the purpose as described, or may be returned.

London Agents : Messrs. Cottam & Hallen, 76, Oxford Street ; and Messrs. Burgess & Key, 103, Newgate

Street and may be had of all principal Ironmongers, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen in England ; also Mr. Charles

Garrood, Superintendent of Agricultural Department, Crystal Palace, Sydenham.
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w ARNER'S 4±-inch
MANURE PUMP,

with Bail Valve, fitted with
1£ inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrought iron

Straps for screwing on to

any ordinary Water-butt or

Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
505.

1^-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,

3*. 6d. per foot.

IMPROVED LIQUID

U Gutta Percha Suction,
Is. 9d. per foot.

WARNERS IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
• OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.
The valve is a ball of imperishable

material, and cannot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 31. 3s.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.

1£ inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
€j. 9d. per foot

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3*. 6rf. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,
3, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c.; also
Fire and Garden Engines, &c.—Engravings sent on application,

HE HYDRAULIC HAM will raise
water, without manual labour, to any

height, where a small fall can be obtained.
Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,

and all other Pumps.
Fountains of every description erected

;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.
Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

Gardens.

W. F. Roe Qn.te Freeman Roe), Hydraulic
Engineer, 70, Strand, London.

^,*&->

v
s£W

HOT WATER PIPES (Cast Iron) at WHOLE-
SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphons, Tee-Pipes, and

every requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and Saddle Boilers,
50s. each. Improved Soot Doors and Furnace Doors, Builders'
Castings, Pipes, and Gutters of every description in stock at
Mr. Lyncfi White's, Old Barpe Iron Wharf, Upper Ground
Street, Rlackfriars Bridge, London.

o

BOYD'S PATENT SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHE,
complete 10$. &?.

BOYD'S PATENT VULCAN SCYTHE, complete ... 6 6
BOYD'3 PATENT VULCAN BLADES 4 6
May be had of all Ironmongers and Seedsmen; and Wholesale

of Wit. Drat & Co., Swan Lane, London.

AT-CRUSH1NG and^EAN-SPLITTING MILL
(Turner's No. 5).

This Mill is recommended to

the use of every person keeping

a Horse, as superior for effi-

ciency, durability, and ease in

working to any manufactured.

Two bushels of crushed corn

afford more nourishment both

to old and young horse 3 than

three bushels of uncrushed

!

Price £5 155. 6d.

Made and Sold by

E. R. & F.TURNER, St. Peter's

Iron Works, Ipswich.

IMPROVED LAWN MOWING MACHINES^
Manufactured and Sold by Budding's Patent.

TAMES FERRABEE & Co.,

** PHCENIX IRON WORKS,
Niar STROUD,

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

These are the only MOWING
MACHINES that can be used by

unskilled labourers

with equal facility

on Lawns, Verges,

between Flower beds,

on Bowling Greens,

Cricket and Pleasure

Grounds; 5000 of

them have been sold.

Price List, including the carriage to any Railway Station
south of York.

Hand Machine, for One Man, cutting 16 inches wide £5 105. Od.
Ditto for Man and Boy „ 22 ditto ... 6

Pony Machine (or Donkey) „ 26 ditto ...8
Horse Machine u

28 ditto ...11
_ Dltt0

n 36 ditto ... 15
London Agency :—The Manager of the Agricultural Depart-

ment, Baker Street Bazaar.

^i>n n^UlHillliSJlll!
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BEADON'S PATENT EAVES GUTTER TILE
for Farm Buildings, Roofs of Houses (either old or new,

whether of Thatch, Slate or Tile), and other structures. Sole

Agent, J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.
This is the cheapest kind of spouting known, and is especially

adapted for Farm Buildings and Labourers' Cottages. It will

last as long as the building without repair, requires no paint, and
will bear the weight of a ladder against it without injury. Price of

each Tile of about 13 inches long is 4(2. Stop-ends and outlets 6<t.

each. Any mason can put them up. If 100 feet or more are re-

quired, a man will be sent to fix them at 5d. per foot. This price

to include Tiles (delivered at Agent's yard) cement, labour.— May
be had in London, Glo'ster, Rridgewater, and Rugby.

BEEHIVES.
Prize Medal Awarded to G. Neighbour & Sons for j*.Hives and Honey, at the Paris Exposition or 1&£
NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEF
1.1 HI\ E, as originally introduced by George Neighboce &

Sons, with ail the recent im.
prov^ments, Glasses,* Ther
moxneto, price 35*., secnrelr
packed for the country.
This unique Hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit: its arrangements are
so perfect that the Honey
may be taken at any time
of the season without at all
injuring the Bees.

Applications may be ad-
dressed to Geokoe Neigh-
BOUB & Sons, 127, High Hoi-
bom, or 149, Regent Street
London,
Their newly-arranged Cata-

logue of other improved
Hives, with drawings and
prices, sent on receipt of two
stamps.

A gents:—Liverpool, James Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Square;
Manchester, J. Wilson*, 50, King Street; Glasgow, Ausr
& M'Aslex, 163, Trongate ; Brown & Austin, 33 and 34, Argyll
Arcade; Dublin, J. Edmoxdsox & Co,, 61, Dame Street
Chester, J. Dickson & Sons, 102, Eastgate Street

RICHMOND Si CHANDLER'S PRIZE-TOOTHED
ROLLER CHAFF-CUTTING MACHINES are constructed

entirely of Iron, and are therefore remarkably firm when in

use. This important quality is wanting in all wood framed
machines, which are, of course, liable to contraction.

RICHMOND and CHANDLER'S IMPROVED PREMIUM
CORN CRUSH ERS are also constructed entirely of Iron and arp

not subject to the same contingencies as others. They are adapted
for braising Beans, Oats, Indian Corn, &c, and can be worked
with less labour for the quantity crushed than anv yet produced.
PATENT HAYMAKERS AND HORSE RAKES, which

can be confidently recommended as capable of doing their work
efficiently, expeditiously, and with economy.—Implement Works,
Salfortl; "Branch Establishment, South John Street, Liverpool.

HOTHOUSLST"CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & LEMON BOXES & LIGHTS

BURGESS and KEY, Agricultural Engineers,
Patentees and MaKUFACTOMWUI of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's First Prize Reaping Machine, Sole Proprietors of

Anthony's Patent American Churn, and Kase's Farm Fire

Engine r,nd Garden Pump, "Wholesale and Retail Agents for

Parkes' cslebrated Steel Diggfog Forks. General Agents for the

«le of all kinds of Agricultural Machinery. — Warehouse
95, Newgate Street, London ; Factory, Brentwood.

Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt of 6 postage stamps.

Lj J. MORTON and Co., Galv
fl I • 2, Basinghall Buildings, ]

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft, 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft, 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to

100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
all parts of the kingdom.—References may be had to the Nobility
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England,

an ized Iron Works,
Leeds.

GALVANIZED IRON ROOFING, for Farm Buildings and

other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest roofing in uae.

GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from 10±tf. per yard, for Farm
buildings, houses, &c—Never requires painting.

PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest and

neatest fence in use, will resist the largest Cattle, and will not

bend or get out of form by trespassing tipon or over. Upwards
of 600 miles of this fencing fixed by us in the last 8 years. For

illustrated price list apply at the Works.
GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.-

Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

2-inch mesh, 6d.
f
8d. and lid,

per yard.
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

3-inch mesh, 4d.
f
5$d., and

7$d. per yard.
The Netting made any

width, and with openings of

any size.

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS
for DRY and WET FOOD.—Galvanized Chain Camp Stools

and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat,

65. 6d. to 125. Qd. each.—Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Rods and

Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdles,

Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-

vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea-

sure Grounds, &c, from 10£d. per yard.

For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Henbt J. Morton & Co..

2, Hasinghall Buildings, Leeds.

C0TTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Lahels

Flower Sticks

Garden Bordering

Watering Pots

Garden Arches, &c,
Garden Chairs

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING. GAME NETTING, &c.

AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION. -
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WVfi »

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.
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VASES, &c—About 200 different shaped Vases, and
a great variety of other Garden Ornaments may be inspected

at Austin & Sefxky's Artificial Stone Works, 1 to 4, Keppel
Row, New Road, Regent's Park, London.

N.B. Fountains from 10?. to 400?.

FOWLER AM) FfiYj AtJBlCULTtJRAL hll'LF.MH.M
Manufacturers, Temple Gate, Bristol, beg to call atten-

ion to the under-mentioned articles:

—

One-row Seed and Manure Drill, a most complete thing, 01. 10s.

One-row Drill, for seed only, 41.

Prize Grass Seed Distributor, 12 feet long, 3/. 10s.

Patt*tsou'b Patent Clod-crusher, which is so constructed that

it is capable of working where the ground is in a sticky

state from wet.

Corne's Patent Chaff-cutters.

0*t and Bean Mills.

Gardner's Turnip Cutters.

Bushe's Root Graters.

Cozim's celebrated Press Ploughs, &c.
Fowler & Fry are Agents for all the principal makers of

Agricultural Implements, and always keep a large assortment on
hand in their Show-room.

Catalogues, &c , sent upon application.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC]
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

per square foot, for the usual sizes required,many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediatedelivery.
Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners* Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

CLASS.
JAMES PHILLIPS and CO. have the pleasure

hand their prices of the following articles ;

—

AQUARIA, WITH EBONY STANDS,
o

to

20 inch diameter
19
18
17
16

tt

9$

V

tt

tt

ft

* * -

It

9 9 *

. . •
• *

15s.

14
13
12
1')

15 inch diameter

14

13

12

• • •

tt

ft tt

* • t

- • • • « •

* • *

95.

8

6

5
andMade of the shape suggested by Mr. Shirley Hibberd,

differing from the usual inverted Propagating Glass.
Tanks Glazed with Plate Glass, from 30*. each; Svphona for

ditto, 2s. 6d.

CUCUMBER TUBES.
12 inches long, each
14
16
18

tf

ft

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

. •

...

• • •
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Is. Orf.

1 2
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20 inches long, each
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Is. 8d.
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GLASS FERN SHADES AND STANDS.
6 inch diameter, each... 3s. Od.

7
8
9
10
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tt
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it

tf

tt

tf
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12 inch diameter, each... 8s. Od.
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tt
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...10

...12

...17

...22

6

HARTLEY'S IMPROVED ROUGH PLATE GLASS, Sheet,

and Rough Plate, Tiles, Milk Pans, Bee and Propagating
Glasses, Wasp Traps, Preserve Jars with and without covers.

Plate, Sheet, Crown, and Ornamental "Window Glass; Crystal
Glass Shades for ornaments.

116, Bishopsgate Street Without, London.

FOREIGN AtvO ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE.,
87, BlSHOPSOATE STREET, WITHOUT.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivees and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariif, boxes included. — Per 100 tt.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4!; in.

«4 » 4J n
n it 54 »»

84 ti 64 tt

9k M 3 tt

104 tt 84 tt

12 tt 9 tt

10 tt 10 tt

11 tt 10
II

11 tf 11 tt

12 ii 11 9f

13 9t 11 ft

13 tt 12 tf

13*
ft

13* ft

15i tt 134 •

7 ft 5
8 tt 6
9 tt 7
10 tt 8
11

tt
9

13
If

9
10* tt 104

111 tt 104
114 It

in
124 ff 111

134 tt 114
134 tt 124
144 tt 13J

* •*

*••

• ••

• • #

* * I

*••

* * •

• ••

* t f

• ••

+#*

ft

* * *

* • •

12* . Od.

12 6
13

13 6
13 6
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
16
16
16

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21± by 13*, 16£ by 144, 20 fa7 14
>

21 by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2^ tt

Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3£ „
HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking

and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

DEAN E'S WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.—
Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pursuits

are invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, and CO.'S extensive
Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best
London-made Garden Engines and Syringes, Coalbrookdale Gar-
den Seats and Chairs.
Averuncators
Axes
Bagging Hooks
Bills

Gidney's Prussian Pickaxes
Hoe [Scissors Potato Forks

Grape Gatherers andj Pruning Bills

[terns Gravel Rakes and
Sieves

Greenhouse Doors
Borders, various pat-
Botanical Boxes
Brown's Patent Fu- and Frames
migator [struraents Hammers
Cases of Pruning In- Hand-glass Frames
Daisy Rakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools
Edging Irons
Shears

Flower Scissors

„ Stands in Wires
and Iron

Fumigators
Galvanic Borders and

Plant Protectors
Garden Chairs and

Seats
Loops
Rollers
Scrapers

tt

it

ft

Hay Knives
Horticultural Ham-
mers and Hatchets
Hoes of every pattern

and Hotbed Handles
Ladies' Set of Tools
Labels, various pat-

»t

tt

celain, &c.
Lines and Reels
Marking Ink
Mattocks
Menographs
Metallic Wire
Milton Hatchets

Knives, various
Saws
Scissors

Shears
Rakes in great variety

Reaping Hooks
Scythes
Scythe Stones
Shears, various
Sickles

Sickle Saws
Spades and Shovels
Spuds

terns, in Zinc, Por- Switch Hooks
Thistle Hooks
Transplanting Tools
Trowels
Turfing Irons
Wall Nails
Watering pots
Weed Hooks
WheelbarrowsMole Traps " ucriu»nvno

Mowing Machines (
Youths' Set of Tools

DEANE, DRAY, Ind CO. are sole Agents for LINGHAM'S
PERMANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their Illus-
trated Priced List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post paid,
to any part of the United Kingdom. Also, Wholesale and Retail
Agents for SAYNORS celebrated PRUNING KNIVES, used
exclusively by the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.
DEANE, DRAY, and CO. (Opening tm the Monument)

London Bridge. Established a.d. 1700.

OHN WARNER and SONS,
Crescent, Jew.n Strict, London.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With Waunf.ks Registered Spreader,
is strongly re-

comrnenin->l,for

durability and
low price, viz.,

21 19*., ^o hold
10 galious.

Larger sizes
in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals., 84
g*la.r&85gals.
Ijiv be i tin-

»

en of any Iron-
monger or
Plumber in

town or coun-
try, <>r of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, as also Machinery of all kinds
for raising Water from any depth to any height by steam,
Horse, or Manual Power, Prices sent on application. Syrtng
of various constructions and bLebs from 9s. upwards. Metallic

String from 5d to i>. :\d. per lb.

'

fFig.l.) (Fig. 20
T TYLOR and PON'S BARROW GARDEN
' • ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best veil painted Oak tub, fittod with

improved Pump, universal joii t, and registered Spreader, which

answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 ieet high ... £4 10

No. 2 „ 15 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 10

No. 3 „ 28 „ h 45 „ ... 6 18

T TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
• ENGINE (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted

inside and outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and
registered Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate

rose fan and jet.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet high

No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 30
No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40

- No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 45
No. 14 „ 30 „ 45

A large assortment of every desoriptlon of Garden

Pail Engine**, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet. diameter of barrel,

14 inch, 14.-?. 3d. ; No. 2, do., diameter of birrel, 1| inch, 12*.;

No. 3, do., diameter of birrel, lg inch, \0s.6d.

KkatVs Svuivof, with two roses and one jet, 19$.

J. Tyi.or & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in

town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
of whom Drawings and Prices may he had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not Included In these prices.

J. TTLOB & SOS's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855
VfKTCALF^BINGLEY^NDCO/S New Pattern and
*>*-* Penetrating Tooth Brushes. PWMtratfng unbleached Hair
Brashes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brushes, and genuine Smyrna

;es; and every description of Brash, Comb, and Perfumery
rthe Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search th. roughly between

the divisions of the Tnetli and clean them most efiVct'tially—the
hairs never come loose. If*, B., and Co. are sole makers of the
Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orris Etoot Soaps—arid in Tablets
(hearing their names and .iddress) at 6d. each; of Metvai.kk's
(.hhrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2*. per box; and of the New
B tuqnets.—Sole Establishment 130n, and 131. Oxford Street, 2nd
aod 3rd doors west from Holies 8t ive*. London.

OiLDbTEADS, MbDING, AM) FURNITURE^
*-> WILLIAM S. BURTON'S Stock on Show of Iron and
Brass Bedsteads and Children's C«^ts stands unrivalled either
f>r extent, beauty of desien, or moderateness of pries. He also
supplies Bedding and Bed Hangings of guar. 1 qualitv and
^••rkmanship. Common Iron Bedsteads, from 165.; Portable
Folding Bedsteads, from lis. 64; Patent Iron Bedsteads, fitted
with dovetail Joints and patent sacking, from 17t. ; and Cots from
2^s. each. Handsome Ornamental Iron and Brass Bedsteads, in
great variety, from 2/. 7$. 6d. to 15L 155.

A Half-tester Patent Iron Bedstead, 3 feet wide, with
Bedding, &c, complete

—

Bedstead £1 4
Chintz furniture 17
Pail! wool mattress, bolster, and pillow ... 1 13
A pair of cotton sheets, three blankets, and a

coloured counterpane 1 5

it

tt

tt

t$

. «

.

• >

.

£2 15
3 5
4
5 O
5 18
Syringes

f TYLOR and SoN'S REGISTERED GARDEN
*' • BYRINGE.—Small si2e, for Amateur use, 21s. each.

Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. *'*ch.

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for watering

plants on stands at a height of 8 feet so that any quantity ot

water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, IO5.

By a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more
effective than anv portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever

offered to the public. It is equally a<'apt*d foi Garden or

Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as much
water in a given time as any other Syringe now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a ^mall flexible sne-ion tube

to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled with water

at every discharge of tha previous contents. By this m^ans the

Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piston

rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, the

barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-

supplying, a great saving of labour is effected ; and the necessity

of stopping to fill the syringe at every discharge being done

awav wih, the direction of the water can be maintained for any

length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it is not

possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, which

is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of every

other Syringe. Its construction is perfectly simple, and cannot ^et

out of order; the ground in ball valves and fittings used for filling

all other patent Svringes being entirely superseded. To be had

of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

J. Tylor & Sons. Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus,

Warwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.

N.B. These prices do not include carriage, package, or expense

of delivery in the country.

1

6

Q

£1 10

A double Bedstead, Fame £6 15 9
If without Half-tester and Furniture—

Single bed, complete £3 13 9
Double bed, complete £:> 5 9

BATHS AND TOILETTK WARE—WILLIAM
S. BURTON has ONE LARGE SHOW ROOM devoted

exclusively to the display of 15ATHS and TOILETTE WAKE.
The stock of each is at once the largest, newest, and most varied
ever submitted to the Public, and marked at prices proportionate
with those that have teuded to make this establishment the most
distinguished in this country. Portable Showers, 7s. (Id. ; Pillar
Showers, 31. to ol. ; Nursery, 15*. to 32s. ; Sponging, 1*5. to 32*.

;

Hip, 14.?. to 31s, %d. A large assortment of Gas Furnace, Hot and
Cold Plunge, Vapour, and Camp Shower Baths. Toilette Ware
in great variety, from 15*. 6d. to 45$. the set of three.

The late additions to these extensive premises (already by far

the largest in Europe), are of such a character that the entire of

EIGHT HOUSES is devoted to the display of the most magnifi-
cent stock of G EN EKAL HOUriE IRONMONGERY (including
Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated Goods, I!aths, Brushes, Turnery,
Lamps, Gaseliers, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and Bedding),
arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms as to afford to parties
furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that cannot be hoped
lor elsewhere.

Illustrated Catalogue-; sent (per post) free.

39, Oxford Street: 1. l.\, 2, and 3, Newman Street; 4, 5, and 6,

Perry's Place. Established 1S20.

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS,
AND OTHERS.

I)OBINSON'S PATENT BARLEY, for making" superior BARLEY WATER in 15 minutes, has not only
obtained the patronage of her Majesty and the Royal Family,
but has become of general use to every class of the community,
and is acknowledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pmv.
nutritious, an 1 light food for Infants and Invalids; much approve*!
for making a delicious Custard Pudding, and excellent for

thickening Broths or Soups.
ROBINSON'S PATENT GROATS, for more than 30 years

have been h Id in constant and increasing public estimation I

the purest farinas of the Oat, and as the best and most valuable
preparation for making apure and delicate GRULL, which forms
a light and nutritious supper for the aged, is a popular recipe

for colds and influenza, is of general use in the sick chamber,
and, alternately with the Patent Barley, is an excellent food for

Infants and Children.
Prepared only by the Patentees, Robixsok, BvLLTXLLK, & Co.,

Purveyors to the Queen, 6t, Red Lion Street, Holborn, London.
Sold by all respectable Grocers, Druggists, and others in Town
and Country, in packets of 6d. and Is.; and Family Canisters, at

2s., 5s., and 10s. each.

TO MARKET GARDENERS, ETC.

TO BE LET, with immediate possession, one of the
best MARKET GARDENS in the vicinity of Bath, con-

taining about 12 acres, and more land if required, with good
Dwelling-house, Outbuildings, Yard, Barns, 3-sralI Stable,

Washing-house, and Potato Store for about 1000 sacks, with
large Melon and Cucumber Houses heated with hot water, two
Greenhouses, and one Vinery and sundry Pits. The Goodwill
of the Business, in connection with a Stand in the Bath market,
will be included in the rent. The Property has been in the

hands of the owner's family for 40 years, who have carried it on
successfully, and have frequently taken Prizes at the Regent's

Park and Chiswick Shows. It is in the highest state of cultiva-

tion. The Crops understock to be taken at a valuation, and
paid so as to suit the convenience of a tenant, as may be agreed

upon. The owner gives it up on account of ill health. This is

an unusual opportunity for obtaining a first-rate provincial busi-

ness upon very moderate terms, aud none but those giving good
references as to character, capital, and ability, will be treated

with.— For further particulars and to treat, apply to Cotterell
ft SrACKMAX. Land Surveyors, 6, Terrac * Walks, Bfttlu

WTANTED, a COUNTRY LE IDENCE, with
V * from 50 to 100 Acres of Land.— Si:uition preferred about

ore hours ride from London, on the Brighton or Epsom Railways.

— T ieularfl and price of Freehold may be forwarded to Messrs.

Davis and Tigers, 8, Frederick s Place, Old Jewry.

WIDGEON OR TEAL.
V\~ ANTED, a few Young Birds of this description
* * for Ornamental Water.— Address (by letter only) wirh

prices, &c, to S. W. S. T
care of Messrs. Algar & Street,

11, Clements Lanp, City.

Sato to Auction.

THE LCDDICES COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce thst the

Third Sale of this important collection of ORCHIDS i>

fixed to take place at his Great Room. 38, King 'Street, Covent

harden, on TUESDAY, 15th July.—Catalogues will be ready

for d'stdbution 10 days before the sale.
.

IMPORTED AND ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will sell by Auction at' his

Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, rn TUES-
DAY, July 8, at 1 o'Clock precisely, a collection of Orchids

juat received from Brazil in excellent condition, including fine

masses of Cattleya Pinelli,. C. Acklandia?. and other fine and

probably new species ; Laelia Brysiana and purpurata, Sophroni-

tis irrandiflora and violacea. AI30 a collection of established

orchids, including Cattleya Quindos, maxima, elegans and
:perba; Dendrobium Dalhonsianum, Laelia Perrini, superba, &c.

—Mar be viewed on tbe morning of Sale and Catalogues bad.
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HORTICULTURE.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.
JOHN WEEKS and CO., King's Road, Chelsea.

This Horticultural Establishment is an unlimited source of
attraction.

The Collections of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
in all the various stages of growth and in endless variety, include
every novelty that is worth cultivating.

A large stock of GRAPE VINES, struck from eyes, very
strong for Planting and Forcing in Pots.
FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS of every kind.
THE SEED BUSINESS is conducted upon an extensive scale,

every article warranted true to its kind, and of genuine good
quality.
GARDEN TOOLS, and Horticultural Implements of every

description, all of the best make, no inferior article kept.
CAST-IRON VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great variety of

he most beautiful designs.
WIREWORIv for all Ornamental Garden purposes.
The Nobility and Gentry are most respectfully invited to

visit this establishment, where Horticultural science in all its

branches is in full operation, combining all modern improvements,
so that a Lady or Gentleman can select whatever they may
require connected with Horticulture.

CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the

Queen, &c, beg to intimate that they have directed their
usual attention to procure very superior stocks of Grass and
Agricultural Seeds, and which they recommend to their customers
with confidence. Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land
to permanent pasture or ornamental Grass, suitable for all kinds
and conditions of soils. Foreign Italian Rye-Grass, and all other
Forage and Herbage Plants, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, Carrots
and other roots of the most approved varieties in cultivation.
Garden and Flower Seeds in every variety.

Priced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application.
27, Great George Street, Westminster.

TURNIPS, MANGEL WURZEL, XC.
PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the

Queen-, &c, beg to intimate that they have a very superior
stocR of the above of their own growth, including some highly
improved varieties, which have been raised from roots selected

Hf^^^v™rVSv? "SS^SW" 1D .n , tr . , for their fine shape and high specific gravity rather than their
John- \\ keks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water .tM a toa„«. ftLr ovooiT™* Wnn fl tw^^iH *MnmmMA

Apparatus Manufacturers.
HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES,

FORCING PITS, &c. &c, all made of the best materials, sent
to any part of the country.

See our Illustrated Catalogues of all the various branches of
Horticulture; also Plans, Models, and Estimates, &c. &c.

Johs Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

PLANTS OF
-
CABBAGE, SAVOY, KALE, BROCCOLI,

CAULIFLOWER AND CELERY.
JOHN CATTELL begs respectfully to inform the
fJ public that he has a plentiful supply of Plants of his
superior true sorts of the above, which he will forward to order on
receipt of postage stamps or Post-office order made payable here
at the following prices, package included:—All the sorts of
Early Cabbage, Savoy, and Kale, including Brussels Sprouts,
6d. per 100, 45. 6d. per 1000; all the sorts of autumn and spring
Broccoli, 8d. per 1(P, 55. fief, per 100C; Early and Late Cauli-
flower and Red pickling Cabbage, IQd. per 100; Bedded Celery,
Sd. per 100, 55. 6d. per 1000 ; Drumhead or Cattle Cabbage, 4*. per
1000. Packages containing plants to the value of 1Z. and upwards
will be delivered canrtapr*- tree to London, and to the Edenbndge
station of the South Eastern Railway. A remittance must ac-
company orders from unknown correspondents.

Seed of Cattell's Early Dwarf Barnes and of his puperior
Dwarf Early Reliance Cabbage may be had as usual, in packets
by post for 12 penny stamps per packet, the former containing
one ounce ar.d the latter half an ounce.

Nurseries, Westerham, Kent,

NEW VERBENAS, PETUNIAS, ETC.VEW VERBENAS OF 1856.—Duke of Cambridge,
•L^l Dr. Maclean, Antagonist, La Stella, Tranby, Blue Bonnet,
Eugenia, Mrs. II. Williams, G6ant de Uatailles, Imperatrice
Elizabeth, Jno. Edwards, Standard Bearer, Victory, Irnperialis,
King of Sardinia, Crimson Perfection, Admiral Lyons, Sir C.
Campbell, Dandy, and Countess of Oxford, at 6s. per dozen.
NEW PETUNIAS, 1856.— Herraione, Monsieur Loyre, Prothe,

Madame Eugene Lemichez, Marquise de St. Innocent, Countess
of Ellesmere, Loon Legnay, Wilhelm, Ptitza, Marquise de la
Ferte, Velasquez, Amazon, and Dryburgh Beauty, at Is. each or
6s. the 12.

NEW SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIAS, 1S56.—Albira, General
Canrobert, General Pelissier, Hawk, Harlequin, pallida,
Rosy Morn, King of Sardinia, Little Dorrit, Pilot, Sir C. Isham,
Desirable, Hon. Mrs. Macleod, and Negro, 2s. 6d. each, or 245.
per dozen.

Locheriamagnifica, 10s. 6d.; Tydrca amabilia, I0s>6d.; Cuphea
eminens, 3*. 6d. each ; Meyenia erecta, 21a. ; Gonocalyx pulchra,
10s. 6d.; Achimenes Dr. ilopf, Edmond Boissier, Edouard Otto,
Fimbriata violacea. and Madame llagnaur, 1*. 6rf. each; Cine-
raria seed of 1856, ready in packets at Is. 6d. and 2s. each ; May's
Paragon Cabbage in packets 6<i. each, also wholesale.

Uknrv Mav, The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

size. Among other excellent kinds they would recommend
particularly their

Lothian purple-top Swede
Tweeddale purple-t^p Yellow

Bullock Turnip
Improved Green Round do.

Red Round do.

Improved Pomerarian White
Globe Turnip

Red Globe do.

LongRed andOrange
Globe Mangel

19
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Priced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application, and
lower rates charged when large quantities are taken.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.
REIGATE SILVER SAND (sharp grit and free

- from iron) 16s. per ton, les» quantities Is. 6d. per bushel,
delivered five miles or to any London wharf or railway, (sacks
cost price, or on hire 64. each). Kentish and other Peats and
Loam in large or small quantities. Terms cash.

John Kennard, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

N

BY
HER
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LETTERS
PATENT.

t1 DEXCH, Patent Hothouse Works, King's Road,
*—* » Chelsea; and at Mornington Place, llampstead Road.
These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the framework, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all

completed for Is. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references
can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, Londox.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
til of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

R^ofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and etlicient

manner. J.T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

J JONES, Iron Merchant, has always a great
• variety of Cylindrical and Saddle Boilers in Stock, Hot-water

Pipes, Elbows, Tees, Syphons, Throttle- Valves, Stop-Cocks, Coil-
Pipes, and Boxes, Trough Pipes, Fire and Furnace Bars, Double
Doors and Frames, and Soot Doors. Drawings and prices of the
above, or estimates given for the Apparatus fixed complete, on
application to J. Jones, Iron Bridge Wharf, 6, Bankside, London,
near the Southwark Iron Bridge.

UTT\\V
P
\Y<^ w!?,L\ « e ir1 STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SOWS,1LLIAM w UUJJ and bUZs have much satistac- \ j a * n-^ i u o* t ** r r tv-/ • 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of I

«*•

• * *

»• •

V * • • «

" ™ tion iu offering their friends splendid grown Plants of the
following, and other very beautiful kinds of TEA ROSES IN
POTS on their own roots. The plants are remarkably strong and
well-grown, more especially those offered in (24) size pots, which
are half specimens, and peculiarly adapted for parties intend-

ing to grow Roses for Exhibition, or for Greenhouse culture.

In 48 In 24

TEA SCENTED.-PerpIant.j s!^P^: s?ze pot*-

5.

Bougere, light rose, very large 1

BurSt, rosy crimson 1

Devoniensis, creamy white, large and 5ne ... 1

Gloire de Dijon, fawn shaded with salmon
La Sylphide, salmon buff
Le PactAIe, lemon, yellow centre
Madame Bravy, cream colour
Marechal Bugeaud
Madame Mtfluiie Oger, pale yellow, splendid
Madame Wiliermcz, white with salmou.

centre large, magnificent
SaftsnOj fawn colour
Souvenir du 80 Mai, rosy salmon, large

Other tine sorts of Tea Roses l«ft to our own selection, 15$.
to 305. per dozeu acccording to size. China Roses, 95. to 125.
per dozen.

Extra fine plants of Hybrid Perpetual Roses—Duchess of
Norfolk, General Jacqueminot, and General Castellane in pots
at 2$. 6d. each. Plants presented for distant carriage.

The usual Discount allowed to the Trade.
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, 8ussex.

HAVING during several years taken much trouble
in the production of a new variety of CABBAGE, we are

now able to offer PEARSON'S EARLY CONQUEROR as the
best and earliest kind yet known. It is very dwarf, occupies but
little room, and is as tender as Asparagus, and is pronounced
by all who have tasted it as of unequalled flavour. It should be
sown the third week in July, or in late situations earlier, as it

a^ldom can be made to run. Packets sent by post on receipt of
12 postage stamps.

J. R. & A. Pearson, Chilwell Nurseries, Nottingham.

TESTIMONIALS.
From B. Owtram, Esq., Bayton.

"Rayton, June 21, 1856.
" My dear sir.—The Cabbage produced from your seed is much

superior both in quantity and quality to any I ever grew.—Yours
very truly. (Signed) ft Richard Owtram."
{From Mr. Wm. Hurst, Seed Merchant, 6, Leadenhall Street, London.

" Beaminster. Dorset, June 24, 1356.
" My dear Sir,—Yours followed me to the above town, where I

am on my annual journey for 30 years. I recollect well seeing
your new Cabbage at Chilwell last season, and it is my firm
belief that a better kind cannot be found. It appears to have all

ron
Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers
and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description by
Hot Water.— Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
** • (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
[ R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

** • Stephenson & Pejtx), solicits an inspection of his patterns
of WROUGIIT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to
supply upon very advantageous term3 to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,
&c, at the Manufactorv as above.
HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

of ground, 5 bars 45. 9i. each.
HURDLES tor CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3

inches out of ground, 5 bars 5*. 3<t. pacIi.

HOGG'S EDGING TILES for GARDEN WALKS,
FLOWER BEDS. &c, price 18*. per 100 (4* per yard),

Registered.—These Tiles are an elegant, cheap, and durable
substitute for Box Edging. They afford no shelter for vermin,
and act as a Drain to the paths, are easily laid down, and last
for years without further expense. In colour tbey resemble
Bath stone, and are ot ur usual hardness.—Full particulars on
application to R. BRACKET, Witham. E<-- : k.

yyiKE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
* * of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.
Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety :

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make

;

Angjo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;
Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W. Richards. Imperial
Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's
Theatre. __^_

VENTILATION.
J KITE, Patentee for Ventilating and Smoke-curing

• Operations. — Churches, chapels, schools, club-houses,
public buildings, stables, &c, effectually ventilated, upon a new
and economic system. Also, the New Patent Albert Chimney
Cap, for the cure of smoke. Patronised by her Most Gracious
Majesty ; 200 on Buckingham Palace ; in use also on St. James's

rr .
Palace, Claremont, Windsor Castle, Government buildings, &c.

tnebest qualities about it, being of dwarf habit and a fine
;
Wrought iron, 25*.; galvanised ditto, 30s.; cast iron, 35*. each,

Laobage in every respect, and one that all growers of that valua- the latter as durable as the building itself. Illustrations and
Die vegetable ought to possess. The 1 oz. you were so kind to testimonials fQrwarded on receipt of two postage stamps,
give me I have set out for stock, &c. I sincerely hope we may |

Dep6t, Barton's Ironworks and Manufactorv, for the Patent

TJOSERIES, with KENT'S PATENTWEAT^X\ PROOF GLAZING.-Estimates forwarded for thU newkind of House, as recommended in leading article of thU I^i™ 7June 14th. Direct, stating proposed length and width to At™!/Kent Horticultural Building Works, Chichester. IiW
Price Books of o ther Houses on receipt of four stamps.

trmwa

|yi ARQUEES on Hire at prices to ^rSTtim«"-^J- they are new, lofty, and a great variety kept. Severalnew and second-hand on sale; cheap Garden TenU from 3(keach.—R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road, London
OICK CLOTHS 30 feet by 30 feet, for 3^0^
1-t, Hay, 5/.; 30 by 36 feet, for 40 tons, 61. 10s. : 36 by 36 fe#t
for 50 tons, 71. 10s.

7 w
'

B. RicHABDSoy, 21, Tonbridge Place, NewJRoad. London

(^'ARDEN NETS, FISHING NETS," SHEVT NETS.— New Garden Net, 1 inch mesh, l£d. per yard-
i inch, 2£<g, Tanned Fishing Nets, 6s. 3d. per 100 yards. Wwn
and Fly Worsted Net, Id. per square yard. Sheep Nets 4^,
per 100 yards. All kinds of Fishing Nets on sale cheap.

K. RiCHARDSoy, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road, London.

^pANNED NETTING, for the Protection!* FRUIT
JL TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security
of fresh Sown Seeds, at id. per square yard , 200 yards, 14s. ; 500
yards, 305.; 1000 yards, 505.; scrim canvas for wall fruit. At
Edginoton & Co.

T

s Rick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Clotb
Manufacturers, 49, King William Street, London Bridge*
17, Smithfield Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot^
Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth.

TEW TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required,
1 yard wide, 2d. per yard; 2 yards wide, 4d. per yard;

4 yards wide, 8d. per yard. Half-inch mesh ditto, 2 vards wide
8d. per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds,

wasps, flies, &c. from fruit trees, flower or seed beds, 4W. per
square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, Ud. per
yard ; 4 or fi yards wide, 3d. per yard. At W. Cullingfoed'^
1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.
**• Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west

Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

hTo SE PIP IN G.
WAITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING
* * will snstain a greater pressure, is lighter, less bulky, will

wear longer, and is about 60 per cent cheaper than the leather

hos« pipe.
Manufactured only by Waithman & Co., Bentham, Lancaster.

No. 1. Quality, Inches h Diameter and Price per Yard:—
A, 9d.; 2, iirf. ; l, i 5 . Id.; 1J, Is. 84. ; 1*, U. 5d.; 1£, Is. 7i.;

2, Is. 94.; 2 J, 25. ; 2£, 2s. 3d.; 23,2s. &*.; 3. 2s. 9d.

Super Extra Stout Quality:— 2, 2s.; 2J, 2s. 3d.; 2£, 2i.6d.;

22,2s.9tf.; 8,8s.
No. 0, a cheaper Hose, to bear a low pressure for Garden and

Agricultural purposes, at greatly reduced prices :—1, dd. ; 1|, IQd.;

1£, Ud. ; 2, Is. ; 2}, Is. 3d.; 2*, Is. 6d.

The Hose is Burnettised at an extra charge ot 3d. per yard.

Un ion Joints, Branch Pipes and Jets are also supplied.

MARINE AND FRESH WATER AQUARIA^
SANDERS and WOOLCOTT, 54, Doughty Street,

Foundling, London, Manufacturers of the Glas3 Tanks
in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park ; in the Royal
Zoological Gardens, Dublin; in the Conservatory of His Grace
the Duke of Devonshire, Chiswick; and various Museum*
throughout the kingdom, have constantly on hand and in opera*

tion GLASS TANKS of all sizes for the Marine and Fresh Water
Aquarium.
These Tanks can be safely forwarded to all parts, and lists of

prices may be had on application at the above address, where
also the tanks may be seen.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD^
OAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-^ ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS, &c. f as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.

47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-

man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English

and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1&55. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear

through to the back.
S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes,

Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.

Established 1738, ,

RATS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALS,
how to paralyse, and render them immoveable on the^pot,

though there be hundreds, so that they may be gathered with a

shovel and finally drowned. The effect warranted, and the cost

to paralyse 50 will be fyd. Materials can be bought in every

town and village. The above astounding remedy sent post frea

for eight post stamps to any address by Fisher & Sok, Publishers

Kingsland, London. Established 1847. One Hundred testimonials

sent first if desired. ._

DWARWS REGISTElTED^ARWIG TRAP
1 is an elegant, durable, and effectual instrument for the

destruction of earwigs. It is highly recommended by the Editor

of the " Florist," and other distinguished Horticulturists. Being

ornamental in shape it must supersede the ugly inverted »°^r"

pots in all tastefully kept gardens. Price 9s. per dozen. Sold

wholesale at the manufactory and by the following agents:--

S. Martin-, 14, Gough Square, Locdon; C. Turneb, Rot*i

Nursery, Slough; J. Keyxes, Nursery, Salisbury, and retail DJ

every Ironmonger, Nurseryman, and Seedsman in the Lnitei

Kingdom. Descriptive drawings sent on receipt of postage stamp.

E. Edwards & Co., Inventors and Manufacturers, St. Paul s

Square, Birmingham. .

AWARDED A FIRST CLASS CERTIFICATE AT'THE
BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX HORTICULTURAL S<A

CIKTY'S SHOW, JUNE, 1856.

LOOKER'S PATENT IMPERISHABLE GAR-

DEN LABELS.—These
made hollow, in well-burnt red
or other eartheuware, with a
thick sloping top, on which are
impressed any names of Trees,
PlantSj&c ,1 hat may be required.

These Labels will stand for

years uuaflected by damp or
change of atmosphere; and the
letters, Ac, being impressed,
are as durable as the Label
itself. Their appearance is

extremely neat ; and they
occupy but little space, while a
broad view is presented of the

Improved Garden Labels v*

impression on the top. Each

B
a is an engraving

showing the form

of the Patent Lab*

and n represents J

as tixed in m
"round.

get a good crop.—With kind respects, I am. dear sir, yours : Stable Fittings and enamelled Mangers.

iiiipic&ftiuu VU liJtJ lop. tiJWiiJ. - *^—

—

'red

—

Label can be impressed with any Name that may be d
.

es
£;"\a

Further particulars and prices maybe obtained on aPP ll^ r
:,' -

Bsnjamu Looker, Jun., Inventor, Patentee, and Manufacture ,

Kingston-on-Thames.

Printed by William B
K&KDfihlCK MULLKTT
the Parish of St. Pane
their Office in Lombard

sincerely. (Signed) "Wm. HUB3T."
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JR. O ft E S.
and J. FRASER beg to announce that their

• collection of ROSES is now in Flower, to which they
respectfully invite the attention of the public.
The Nursery is about 15 minutes' walk from the Lea Bridge

Station, on the Eastern Counties Railway.
%* Trains from Sboreditch about 12 times a day.

The Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road. Essex—July.
ROSES.

Woodlands Nursery, Mahesfield, near Uckfield, Susses.
Vl/ILLlAiM WOOD and SONS' Extensive Collec-

V tion of ROSES, extendiog over an area of several acres, will
he in fine bloom on and after the 14th of July.
N.B. Hayward's Heath is a station on the London and Brighton

Railway, 12 miles distant from the Nursery. Conveyances may
be had at the Station.—Julv 5.

TJOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
i^Xbe LAST EXHIBITION this season of PLANTS,FLOWERS, and FRUIT will take place on WEDNESDAY
July 9. Tickets to be obtained at the Gardens only by orders
from Fellows of the Society, price 5s., or on the day of Exhibition,
75. b'i. each. Gates open at 2 o'clock. Carriages to set down and
take up either at the South, North, or East entrances to the
trardens; the North Gate opens directly into the covered Exhibi-
tion Grounds. N.B. Exhibition Tickets not used on the 9th will
be admitted to the Gardens any day from July 10th toAugust 1st. Sundays excepted.

rjRAND NATIONAL FLOWER SHOW*VJ Chelmsford, July 16 and 17.—Forms to be filled up by in-
lending Exhibitors at the above Show must be forwarded to the
Hon. Secretaries, Messrs. W. W. Duffield And Fred. Chan-
cellor, not later than Tuesday next, the 8th July .

ROYAL PAVILION, BRIGHTON.
THE BRIGHTON and SUSSEX FLORICUL-

TURAL and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY will hold
their Grand Autumn Exhibition at the above Palace and Grounds
on the 3d and 4th of SEPTEMBER, when an additional amount
of Prizes will be offered, Schedules of which will shortly be
published, and may be had on application to Mr. E. Spary.
General Superintendent of the Exhibition: or of the Secretary,
45, Lavender Street, Brighton.

Edward Cabpektbr, Secretary.

EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN PLANTS,
Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

IV/rESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY have great
**« pleasure in stating that their Collection of American
Tlants at the Nursery is now finely in bloom, and may be seen
daily gratis. The Nursery is readily reached by Train to
Woking Station in 40 minutes; there are always plenty of con-
veyances at the Station.—July 5.

THii NEAREST AMERICAN NURSERY TO ANY
RAILWAY STATION.

AN EXTENSIVE COLLECTION, covering nearly
30 acres, of AMERICAN PLANTS, in bloom during

June, maybe seen in h perfection at GEORGE BAKER'S.
WlNDLESiiAlt NURSERY, BAGSHOT, SURREY. 1* mile
from Sunningdale Station, on the Staines and Wokingham
Railway; 26 miles from Waterloo Station; and at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park.— Orders of Admission may be
had (gratis) from Fellows of the Society, or on application to
the Advertiser.

__ ROSES.TAMES MITCHELL respectfully informs the
** Nobility and Gentry his unrivalled collection of ROSES is
now in full bloom.

Piltdown Nurseries, Maresfield, Sussex, July 5.

R OSES.
XT LANE and SON, Great Berkhamstead, have
f1 ' tn« pleasure of informing their Patrons that their exten-
sive collection of Roses is now in full bloom. Their Conifera;,
Rhododendrons, and a General Stock of Trees and Shrubs and
Fruit Trees are remarkably fine, and well worth the attention of
Planters. The Nurseries are within a few minutes' walk of the
Station on the London and North Western Rai 1 way.

ROSE NURSERIES, HERTFORD.
Tf DWARD P. FRANCIS invites the attention of the
-Lrf Horticultural public to his ROSES on the MANETTI
STOCK, upwards of 30,000 having been budded last summer.
They are admitted by Mr. Rivers and other celebrated growers
to be the finest lot of stuff ever grown, and are now coming into IMPORTANT TO THE SEED TRADE
full flower. Trains direct t> Hertford (Eastern Counties). I-

A
'

Morning and evening are the best for seeing Roses.

lTTTiTJfw/.U FHrSIA
-" CEM 0F WHITEHILL."

\y ILLIAM FULLER begs to inform the Trade and
*u v

Public generally that he has a few extra strong Plants of
the above splendid variety, that will bloom this season, for sale at
7a. 6rf.each; or where three are taken one will be given over.
1 ost-ofiice Orders to be made payable at Newton Abbott.

Courtenay Nursery
, Jnlj_5. ___

T HOADE and SON, of Addlestone, near CherlseyV • Surrey, offer 1*. packets of their choice ANEMONE SEED*
saved from the highest coloured Flowers, with printed directions

!?oT
S
*»?-

in7 &c- Also a very few **• Packets of first-class'fiAM L LA, sent prepaid on receipt of 13 s tam ps.

IjUTCH BULBS.—As the period is approachinff^or
-*-^ sending out the orders for DUTCH BULBS for the ensuing
season, we respectfully suggest to our friends and the trade
generally, that they instruct their correspondents in Holland to
consign the cases direct to our care here, for immediate trans-
mission to their respective destinations, by which greater expe-
dition will be obtained in their delivery.
Betham & Blackith, Custom House and General Forwarding

Agents, Cox's Quny, Lower Thames Street, London.—July_5.
OOBERT PARKER begs to ofler the following:, of
J-*' which he possesses a large stock in strong and healthy
plaD

S?
:

T- n iuj Per dozen.
Exotic Orchids fr0m 425.
Stove and greenheuse Ferns „ jS
Hardy do.
Selaginellas or Lycopodiums
Geraniums, show and fancy varieties
Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass)

•H It

• «

9i

99

9
IS
9

IS
A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue is published, and will be

forwarded post free upon application. A remittance or reference
to accompany all orders from unknown correj-pondents.
Paradise Nursery, Uornsey,and Seven Sisttrs' Road, Holloway

PERPETUAL ROSES in POTS and BEDDING
J- PLANTS.-For Bass and Brown's Advertisement of
these see Gardeners' Chronicle of May 17th, p. 349, containing
Descriptive Lists of first-rate sorts.—Sudbury, Suffolk.

GERANIUMS.—A Large Surplus Stock at
Reduced Prices.—Fine Plants of new and other first-rate

sorts both show and fancy. Names given on application.

.
Apply to Bass & Bbqwn, Sudbury, Suffolk.

TT O HE T R * D E.

pHARLES SHARPE and CO. have a quantity ofV ' GREEN and PURPLE-TOP SCOTCH and other TURNIP
SEEDS to offer, of a selected stock, growth of 1855. Price on appli-
cation.—Nursery and Seed Establishment. Sleaford. Julv K.

CHOICE CALCEOLARIA SEED.
JOHN HENCHMAN, Junior, is now ready to send

out SEED of his choice and well known straiu of CAL-
CEOLARIAS, at 5s. per packet. Trade packets, 10*.

Edmonton, Middlesex.

NEW VERBENAS OF 1856\TyILLIAM KNIGHT, Florist, &c, begs to offer
' * the new Verbenas raised by Weatherill, Smith, Cole,

Martin, Todman, Rougier and Chauviere, in well established
Plants, at 6*. per dozen ; best varieties of previous seasons, at
2s. Gd. per dozen

; first class Fuchsias, 4). per dozen ; Pompone, or
large flowered Chrysanthemums, 3s. 6d. per dozen. Any of the
above sent free by post if deb i red. Descriptive Catalogues sent
on application.-

6

7, High Str, 1 1 , Battle , Sussex.

CALCEOLARIA, CINERARJA, AND SWEET WILLIAM.
TIJILLIAM BARNES is now prepared to send out
** Seeds of his beautiful and " Med CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, and SWEET WILLIAM, the two former 2s. 6d.,
the latter 1*. 6d. per packet.

It is needless to say anything in recommendaticn of the above,
as w.B. has received numerous testimonials in their praise
irom the many gentlemen and gardeners whom he has supplied.
1 ayment by postage stamps.

_ Address—Camden Nursery, Camberwell

.

».,.._ NEW TURNIP.
WAITE'S " ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

- TURNIP.
H HIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
-1

- the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch
turnip; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and maybe
sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip
rnay be had on application, or maybe seen at the principal Seed
Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be
obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3*. per lb.—A liberal
allowance to the Trade.
J. G. Waitk, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London.

J«„
PO/ATOES.—TO SEEDSMEN, ETC.

* a
"^RD begs to announce he has an acre of

* ASHLEAF POTATOES (true) in full foliage, which will
De saved for seed and sale, and invites their inspection, in conse-
quence ot the difficulty of knowing their genuineness without
seeing the leaf —Also a large breadth of Frame, York and Scotch
Regents, bnowballs, and Early Shaws.

tj^i*- ^m 1" 4?*1
' Sussex, distant half a mile from the E. G.Railway Terminus.

i

stablishment, Sleaford, July 5.

AZALEA INDICA.
JIVERY and SON, Nurserymen, &c, Dorking and

• Reigate, beg to say that their DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUE of all the newest and most approved varieties of theAZALEA may be had in exchange for one postage stamp.

—

Dorking, July 5.

NEW HORSESHOE SCARLET.
T H. BIRD is now sending out his beautiful New
*J • Horse-shoe Scarlet Marshal Pelissier, pronounced by all
who have seen it to be the finest ever offered. Strong Plants, 55.
each, usual allowance to the trade. For full description see
advertisements in Edwards's " National Garden Almanack" for
1856. Post-office Orders to be made payable to

J. H. Bibd, Flori st, Stoke Newington.
NOTICE TO ALL ENGLAND—MARSHAL PELISSIER.

JH, BIRD will give a Five Guinea Cup for the best
• Four Plants of his Marshal Pelissier, Horse-shoe Scarlet, at

the June Show of the Crystal Palace 1857.—Open to all England
" FLOWER ANDT~VECETABLE SEEDlT

'

TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, High
O Holborn, London, invite attention to their ENCYCLO-
PAEDIC CATALOGUE of FLORICULTURAL, VEGE-
TABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknowledged to be
the best published, which will be forwarded free of charge and
post paid to all parts of the wobld, upon application.

Primula, choicest fringed ls. per packet.
Calceolaria, choicest varieties ls.

Cineraria „ „ Is.

A most comprehensive CATALOGUE of DUTCH and
CAPE BULBS will be published in the autumn.
James Carter & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London

.

T3EAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—l 2 packets, each packet
-*-' containing 100 Seeds, 1*.; sent post free, ls. 2d. Calceo-
laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,
Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, Bd. per packet. Catalogue
on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.
Wm. CuxLiyoFOBP, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

PLANTS OF CABBAGE, SAVOY, KALE, BROCCOLI,
CAULIFLOWER AND CfcLERY.

JOHN CATTELL begs respectfully to inform the
O public that he has a plentiful supply of Plants of his
superior true sorts of the above, which he will forward to order on
receipt of postage stamps or Post-office order made payable here
at the following prices, package included :—All the sorts of I

Early Cabbage, Savoy, and Kale, including Brussels Sprouts, I

6d. per 100, As. 6d. per 1000 ; all the sorts of autumn and spring
Broccoli, 8d. per 10\ 5a. 6d. per 100C; Early and Late Cauli-
flower and Red pickling Cabbage, lOd. per 100 ; Bedded Celery,
8d. per 100, 5*. 6d. per 1000; Drumhead or Cattle Cabbage, it. per
1000. Packages containing plauts to the value of 11. and upwards
will be delivered carriage free to London, and to the Edenbridge
station of the South Eastern Railway. A remittance must ac-
compaay orders from unknown correspondents.

Seed of Cattell's Early Dwarf Barnes and of his superior ,

Dwarf Early Reliance Cabbage may be had as usual, in packets
by post for 12 penny stamps per packet, the former containing
one ounce and the latter half an ounce. i

Nurseries, Westerham, Keut. ,'

True Flat Red Tripoli Onion, 19Z. per cwt., 3s. 6d. per lb
White Spanish ditto, 71. per cwt.. Is. 6d. per lb.
Cottrell's fine Early Champion Cabbage, 2.?. per lb.
Drumhead ditto, SI. Ss. per cwt.; Enfield Market, 2s. 6d per lb
Prince Albert do., 2s. 6<i. per lb. ; Sprotboro' do., true, ls. 6d.v. lb.
Malta Lettuce, 3s. 6d. per lb. ; Hardy Greeu do., 5s. per lb.
Cottrell's Splendid Earlv Sebastopol Peas, per bush., 38a
Cottrell's Early Wonder ("splendid pods, lar^e as Scimitar), 32.s.
Radish, 27s. per bu3h.; Skirving's Swede, 24s. per bush.
All Warranted. All other articles, as per Catalogue sent

out at Christmas last, at pr. -portionate low prices, on application
to J H. COTTRELL, appointed by the assignees to clear out the
Stock of Dawe, Cottrell, & Benham, Bankrupts.

3, Laurence Pountney Lane^

NOTICE TO THE SEED TRADET
1" H. COTTRELL has no connection with any house

*J • at 36, Moorgate Street, City. J. H. C. hopes his friends
will please address all letters to him to 3, Laurence Pountney
Lane ; also those for the assignees.

GROOM.
TIT MATTHEWS, Son-in-law and Successor to theAA * late Hkxbt Groom, Florist, Clapham, Surrey, begs :0 call
the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and Public general!?! to
his large and beautifid stock of Liliums, Tritonea auiea, &c.
H. M. haviug made a general revision in the scale of the late

Mr. Groom's charges the demand is very great: he therefore
r commends an early application to ensure orders being execated.
The reputation gained by the late Mr. Groom for the above
requires no comment.

*

H ORTI
I CULTURE.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.
JOHN WEEKS and CO., King's Road, Chelsea.O This Horticultural Establishment is an unlimited source of

attraction. /,

The Collections of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
in all the various stages of growth and iueudless variety, include
every novelty that is worth cultivating.
A large stock of GRAPE VINES, struck from eyes, very

strong for Planting and Forcing in Pots.
FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS of every kind.
THE SEED BUSINESS is conducted upon an extensive scale,

every article warranted true to its kind, and of genuine good
quality.

GARDEN TOOLS, and Horticultural Implements of p^.rj
description, all of the best make, no inferior article kept.
CAST-IRON VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great variety of

he most beautiful designs.
WIREWORK for all Ornamental Garden purposes.
The Nobility and Gentry are most respectfully invited to

visit this establishment, where Horticultural science in all its

branches is in full operation, combining all modern improvements,
so that a Lady or Gentleman can select whatever they may
require connected with Horticulture.
Joux Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers.
HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES,

FORCING PITS, &c. &c, all made of the best materials, seut
to any part of the country.
See our Illustrated Catalogues of all the various branches °'

Horticulture ; also Plans, Models, and Estimates, &c. &c.
JonN Wft.ks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

\\7ANTED, the~very best fimbriated I
JKIM LILAW SEED, both colours, say price per lb. ; also CINERARIA

extra.— A. B.. 26, Bisbopsgate Within.

E O R G E TAYLOR, Junior
Gbowers' Salesman

For Choice Gakden Produce,
St. John's Market,

Liyeepooi*
Term?—" Cash."

G

NOTICE to CREDITORS of C. H. GARDINER,
i-^ of the East Nurseries, Maidstone, Kent.— TU^^
Creditors who have not sent in their Accounts are requ^c^
forthwith to do so, or they will he excluded from a divutejBL—
Monckton & So>", Solicitors, Maidstone,—July 5»

^-~

r~
\f
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PAGE CO.'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION
Messrs. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place,

London
Messrs. Bass & Brown, Sudbury
Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, East-

gate Street. Chester; and 14, Corpora-

tion Street, Manchester
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading
Messrs. Rendle & Co., Plymouth
Mr. J. Veitch, Exotic Nursery, Chelsea
Messrs. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester
Mr. E. Paul, Derby
Mr.G. Wheeler, Nurseryman, Warminster
Messrs. Masters & Son, Canterbury
Messrs. Downie & Laird, South Frederick

Street, Edinburgh
Mr. W. Barratt, St. John's, Wakefield
Messrs. Thos. Davies & Co., Wavertrce,
Liverpool

Mr. E. Taylor, Malton, Yorkshire
Messrs. Chandler & Son, Wandsworth
Road, London

Mr. Freeman, Woburn

BEIDGEWATER

CAN NOW BE OBTAINED OF
Messrs. Fisher, Holmes, & Co., Hands-
worth Nursery, Sheffield

Mr. J. Perkins, Northampton
Mr. W. F. Smith, Rivershead Nursery,
Snvcnoaks

Mr. W. J.Epps, Nurseryman, Maidstone
and Ashford

Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough
Mr. J. Whomes, Pelargonium Nursery,
Windsor

Messrs. Mitchinson & Co., Seed Merchants,
Tiuro

Mr. F. Brewer, Nurseryman, Birmingham
Messrs. Wood & Ingram, Nuraeries, Hun-
Mr. Baskerville, Bristol [tingdon
Mr. Burham, Hastings
Messrs. Leake & Smith, Bridgenorth
Mr. G. Davison, St. Peter's Street, Hereford
Mr. W. Garraway, Welwyn, Herts
Mr. Thomas Cridland, Willington, near
Taunton [Thames

Mr. R. M. Mills, Market Place, Bourn
Mr. Caparn, Seedsman, Newark
Mr. John Cattell, Seedsman, Westerham
Mr. Morgan, Nursery, Kidderminster
Messrs. I very & Son, Nurserymen, Dork-
ing and Reigate

Messrs. Veitch & Sou, Exeter
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden
Messrs. Win. Drummond & Sons, Dawson

Street, Dublin
Mr. E. A. Dixon, Hull
Mr. J. C. Fox, Witney
Mr. J.Scott, Merriott Nursery, Crewkerne
Mr. H. Steel, Shefford, Beds
Mr. A. Christie, Maidenhead
Messrs.Wood & Son, Barbourne, Worcester
Mr. J. F. Fraser, Nurseryman, Aylesbury
Mr. E. R. Greenus, Nurseryman, Watford
Mr. J. B. Austin, Chemist, Parsons Street,
Banbury

Messrs. Brown & Austin, Nurserymen, &c,
Argyll Arcade, Glasgow; and ofMr. Hy. Home, Market Place, Henley-on-

PAGE & CO., Seed Merchants and Growers,
37 and 38, Oxford Street, adjoining Radley's Hotel (10 yards from the Railway Station) ; and

58, Above Bar, Southampton.—Communications by post should be directed Oxford Street, Southampton.

BEEHIVES.
Prize Medal Awarded to G. Neighbour & Sons, for Bee-

Hives and Honey, at the Paris Exposition of 1855.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour &

Sons, with all the recent im-
provements, Glasses,& Ther-
mometer, price 35*.

7
securely

packed for the country.

This unique Hive has met
with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit; its arrangements are

so perfect that the Honey
may be taken at any time
of the season without at all

injuring the Bees.
Applications may be ad-

dressed to George Neigh-
bour & Sons, 127, Higli Hol-

born, or 149, Regent Street,

London.
Their newly-arranged Cata-
logue of other improved
Hives, with drawings and
prices, sent on receipt of two
stamps.

Agents :—Liverpool, JAMES Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Square;
Manchester, J. Wilson, 60f King Street; Glasgow, Austin
& M'Aslkn, 168, Trougate ; Brown & Austin, 33 and 34, Argyll

Arcade; Dublin, J. Edmondson & Co., 61, Dame Street;

Chester, J. Dickson & Sons, 102, Eastgate Street.

HJ, MORTON and Co., Galvanized Iron Works,
• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANIZED IKON ROOFING, for Farm Buildings and
Other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest roofing in use.

GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from 10^i. per yard, for Farm
buildings, hou &c—Never requires painting.

PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest and
neatest fence in use, will resist the largest Cattle, and will not

bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or over. Upwards
of 600 milesof this fencing fixed by us in the last 8 years. For
illustrated price list apply at the Works.
GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.—

Galvanized, 24 inch wide,
2-inch mesh, 6d^ Sd. and lid.
per yard.
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

3-inch mesh, 4d., bhd., and
7^d. per yard.
The Netting made any

width, and with openings of
any size.

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS
for DRY and WET FOOD.—Galvanized Chain Camp Stools
and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat,
6*.6*i. to 125. 6i. each.—Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Rods and
Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdles,
Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-
vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea-
sure Grounds, &c, from 10£d. per yard.

For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Henry J. Morton & Co.,
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GREAT "REDUCTIUN IN THE~PRICE OF~ GALVANISED
WIRE NETTING.

rPHE IMPROVED PATENT GARDEN, WATER
-*" AND ROLLING ENGINE may be had in the Agricultural
Department at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham ; and at J. DORE'S
the sole Manufacturer, 17, Exmouth Street, Clerkenwell, London

The threefold use of this neat little Machine must be obvious
in Watering, Rolling, or Syringing; it will throw about 60 feet,

and is so portable that any ordinary domestic may use it. It
contains about 20 gallons, price 5?. 105.; 25 gallons, 6L 10s.

GARDEN VASES, WIRE WORK, and IMPLE-
MENTSofHORTICULTURE.—COTTAMandIIALLEN

have arranged in their SHOW ROOMS, for the Season, a Select
Assortment appertaining either to the Cottage or a Nobleman's
Mansion, comprising garden chairs, vases, and fountains, from
the cheapest to those of a more expensive and ornamental
character

; garden rollers, garden engines, lawn mowing
machines, garden bordering, garden stakes, flower trainers,
garden arches, hand glass frames, every description of garden
tools, and a complete collection of articles, in plain and orna-
mental wire work, for the protection of fruit trees, the adornment
of the conservatory for aviaries, poultry houses, arbours, &c.
Builders of conservatories and greenhouses, and manufacturers
of every variety of fencing and gates.—Illustrated catalogues and
drawings, free, on application to Cottam & Hallex, Iron Works,
2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street.

p ARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
Vy PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other
Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal
Dock Companies, most public bodies, and by the Nobility,
Gentry, and Clergy, for out-door work at their country seats.
The Anti-Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most
durable out-door Paint ever invented

fc

for the preservation of
every description of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick/ Compo, Cement,
&c, work, as has been proved by the practical test of upwards of
60 years, and by the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials
in its favour, and which, from the rank and station in society of
those who have given them, have never yet been equalled by
anything as the kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of Colours, Prices, together with a Copy of the Testi-
monials, will be seut on application to Walter Carsox & Sox,
No. 9, Great Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal
Exchange, London. No Agents. All orders are particularly
requested to be sent direct. «

D BANE'S WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.—
Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pursuits

are invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, axd CO.'S extensive
Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best
London made Garden Engines and Syringes, Coalbrookdale Gar-
den S^ats and Chairs.
Averuncators
Axes
Bagging Hooks

Gidney's Prussian! Pickaxes
Hoe [Scissorsj Potato Forks

Grape Gatherers and Pruning Bills
Bills [terna Gravel Rakes and
Borders, various pat- Sieves
Botanical Boxes Greenhouse Doors

BARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,
in consequence of improvements in their machinery for

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices. Galvan- Japanned

ised. iron.
2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide 5d. per yd. id.pev yd.
2-inch „ strong, do 6 „ 4| „
2 inch „ intermediate, do 7 „ 5* „
2-inch „ extra strong, do 9J , t 7± „

lf-inch „ 24 inches wide 5£ „ 4*
lj-inch „ strong, do. 6* „ 5f
lj-mch 99 intermediate, do 7 I ~ 6

it

it

Brown's Patent Fu-
migator [strumenta
Cases of Pruning In-
Daisy Rakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools
Edging Irons

Shears
Flower Scissors

and Frames
Hammers
Hand-glass Frames
Hay Knives
Horticultural Ham-
mers and Hatchets

tr

it

tt

Hoes of every pattern Sickles

Knives, various
Saws
Scissors
Shears

Rakes in great variety
Reaping Hooks
Scythes
Scythe Stones
Shears, various

and Hotbed Handles
Ladies' Set of Tools

7)

Labels, various pat-J Spuds

Sickle Saws
Spades and Shovels

lfinch ;; extra strong,' do."
".'.'. '." 10* " 8 »

AH the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet),
at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
tnan the lower, it will reduce the prices one-fourth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 8±<*. per yard, 3 feet wide

:

Ixalvanued Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 2d. pei
square foot.

Delivered free of expense in London, Peterborough. Hull, or
Newcastle Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle
and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &c.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post.

Stands in Wires terns, in Zinc, PorJ
and Iron celain, &c.

Fumigators Lines and Reels
Galvanic Borders and Marking Ink

Plant Protectors
|
Mattocks

Garden Chairs and Menographs
Seats

j
Metallic Wire

„ Loops
{
Milton Hatchets

„ Rollers Mole Traps
„ Scrapers

J
Mowing Machines

DEANE, DRAY, and CO. are sole Agents for LIXGHAM'S
PERMANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their Illus-

trated Priced List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post paid,
to any part of the United Kingdom. Al*o, Wholesale and Retail
Agents for SAYNOR3 celebrated PRUNING KNIVES, used
exclusively by the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.
DEANE, DRAY, and CO. (Opening to the Monument)

London Bridge. Established a.d. 1700.

Switch Hooks
Thistle Hooks
Transplanting Tools
Trowels
Turfing Irons
Wall Nails
Watering pots
Weed Hooks
Wheelbarrows
Youths Set of Tools

\Y
/ARXERS' SWING W ATEK-bAiUtOW

(To Hold Thirty Gallons)
Will save much of the gardener's time and labour. Ma* t»
obtained of any Ironmonger for 3Z. 3*.

• j oe

Brass Syringes, 95. to 18*.

Also a great variety of effective Machiues for Hydraulic pur-
poses, and to supply Gardens, Hothouses, Cottages, Farma
Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every requisite connect3
with the conveyance and distribution of Liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, &e.

i.

T
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(Yi<r 1 )
(Fie:. 2.)

TYLOlt and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted Oak tub, fitted with

improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which

answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jet-

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 Let high ... £4 10

No. 2 „ 15 „ „ J5
„ ... 5 10

No. 3 „ 28 „ » 45 „ ... 6 18

TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
» ENGINE (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted

inside and outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and

registered Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate

rose fan and jet.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet high

No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 36
No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 4o

No. 14 „ 30 „ „ 4o „
A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes

Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Svringe, with rose and jer. diameter of barrel,

lAitttsb, 14a. 3d.] No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, 1| inch, 12*.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, lg inch, 10s. Gd.

Rf.ad'9 Syringe, with two roses and one jet, 195.

J. Tylor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained it

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in

town or countrv, through whom alone they will be supplied, and

of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.

J. Tyxor & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate

Street, London. . .. . .

ft*

£2 15

3 5
4
5
5 18

J TYLOR
E

and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
SYRINGE.— Small size, for Amateur use, Z1S.

Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.
watering

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown m engrav ing tor wa

i

plants on stands at a height of 8 feet so that any quan ^
water can be deposited in the pot without wetting theiieav *,

By a simple arrangement this Syringe is ™W™
ever

effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden r
»

k
or

offered to the public. It is equally adapted foi ^ mlich

Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twlc* xte

water in a given time as any other Syringe now^n ua^^
arrangement consists in attaching a small .««xl

1̂

1

I

®
1

s
!i.ltb watet

to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is nliea w ^
at every discharge of the previous contents. B y. ^»

8 «H isto0

Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke ot twv ^
rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no woik ^
barrel being previously full of water Being "M ™^sity
supplying, a great saving of labour is effected jand^tne^ dQDe

of stopping to fill the syringe at every di^fet* ^ ^
away Sth,the direction of the water can ^ m^ntame

^
length of time. It is perfectly cleanly irrits wtio^a^^
possible for any water to get on the outside of the barry

is a well-known inconvenience, attendant on the use
fl

other Syringe. Its construction is perfectly simple, and ^
out of orderf the ground in ball Tal^»n

Jn^L?ed To b« **
all other patent Syringes being «^^"PJ^Jor country-

of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman ntoraor

App*ratuS,

J. Tylor & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural aPi-

Warwick Lane, Newgate Street London _
ckaeef r exp**

6

NJJ. These prices do not include carnage, package,

of delivery in the country.
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New and Beautiful Hardy Coniferous Tree.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA.

MESSRS WATERER and GODFREY have mucb
pleasure in offering the above fine plant raised from seed

gent home by Mr. W. Murray, who in describing it in connection

with other rare Pines, such as nobilis, grandis, Jeffreyi, Ben-

thamiana, &c., says, " It was the handsomest tree in the whole
expedition. It grows about 100 feet high and 2 feet in diameter;

the foliage is most delicate and graceful, the branches bend up-

wards at the end like a Spruce and hang down at the tip like au
ostrich feather, the top shoots droop like a Deodar, and the

timber is good, clear, and workable." Seedling plants will be sent

out in August upon the following terms, and orders executed

strictly in rotation. One plant 21s. ; six plants, 4Z. 105. ; 12 plants,

HI. 105.—Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

NEW VERBENAS, PETUNIAS, ETC.

NEW VERBENAS OF 1856.—Duke of Cambridge,
Dr. Maclean, Antagonist, La Stella, Tranby, Blue Bonnet,

Eugenia, Mrs. H. Williams, G6ant de Batailles, Imperatrice
Elizabeth, Jno. Edwards, Standard Bearer, Victory, Imperialis,

King of Sardinia, Crimson Perfection, Admiral Lyons, Sir C.

Campbell, Dandy, and Countess of Oxford, at 65. per dozen.

NEW PETUNIAS, 1856.—Hermione, Monsieur Loyre, Prothe,

Madame Eugene Lemichez, Marquise de St. Innocent, Conntess
of Ellesmere, Leon Leguay, Wilhelm, Pfitza, Marquise de la

Ferte, Velasquez, Amazon, and Dryburgh Beauty, at I5. each or

65. the 12.

NEW SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIAS, 1856.—Albira, General
Canrobert, Qeneral Pelissier, Hawk, Harlequin, pallida,

Rosy Morn, King of Sardinia, Little Dorrit, Pilot, Sir C. Isham,
Desirable, Hon. Mrs. Macleod, and Negro, 2$. 6& each, or 245.

per dozen.
Locheria magnifica, IO5. 6d.; Tydsea amabilis, 10s. Gd.; Cuphea

eminens, 35. 6d. each; Meyenia erecta, 21.*.; Gonocalyx pulchra,
IO5. 6d.; Achimenes Dr. Hopf, Edmond Boissier, Edouard Otto,
Fimbriata violacea, and Madame Hagnaur, I5. 6d. each; Cine-
raria seed of 1856, ready in packets at 15. 6d. and 25. each ; May's
Paragon Cabbage in packets 6d. each, also wholesale.

II 1 vry May. The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

w

BEDDING PLANTS.
Xj1 and A. SMITH beg to offer strong plants of the
*- • undermentioned in May from 35. per dozen :—Ageratum,
Alonsoa, Anagallis, Cuphea, Calceolaria, Geranium (in great
variety), Heliotrope, Lantana, Lobelia, Mimulus, Nasturtium,
Pentstemon, Petunia, PAnsies

T
Roses, Salvias, Fuchsias and

Verbenas in great variety, Climbers, &c. Also Story's and other
new Fuchsias, Petunia imperialis, &c.
F. & A. S. beg to refer to former advertisements for a descrip-

tion of their superb Balsams, seed of which may still be obtained
at 2v. 6d. per packet assorted colours.—Dulwich. Surrey.

N E VERBENAS.
Blue Bonnet
Countess of Dunmore
Crimson Perfection

Dr. Maclean
Duke of Cambridge
Geant des Batailles

Imperialis
King of Sardinia
Loveliness
Lady Camoys

Kerrison
„ Harcourt

La Stella

u

Madame Adolphe Wieck
„ Kien
„ Garland

Mrs. Hosier Williams
Moonlight
Mrs. Archer Clive
Nosegay
Picturata
Purpurea magnifica
Premier
Preeminent
Standard Bearer
Victory
Viscountess Emlyn

The above at Is. 6d. each, or 155. per dozen.

Alceste

Admiral Hamelin
Belisaire

Delices de Flore

Julie Paquin
Lord Raglan
Lord Raglan (Defosse)

La Favourite

Mousse Pacha
M. Rovier
Palladium
Pulcherrima
Paul de Kock
Silistria

Surprise
Souvenir de Marie
Ulysse
VariegataAirs. Holford

These 15. each, or 95. per dozen.

FUCHSIAS.
Climax
Dominiana
Empress Eugenie
Favourite
Mrs. Story
Maid of Kent

Napoleon III.
Omer Pacha
Prince Albert
Queen Victoria
Water Nymph
Clio

This collection of 12 &r IO5. 6d.
f
or 15. each.—A remittance

from unknown correspondents is respectfully requested.
JOII N CLARK, Belle Vue Nursery, Cheltenham.

CHOICE NEW VERBENAS, FUCHSIAS, ETC., OF
THIS SPRING.

HENRY WALTON, Edge End, Marsden, near
Burnley, Lancashire, begs to offer the following at the

reduced prices annexed, all in strong healthy plants; descriptive
lists of them on application.

VERBENAS.—Antagonist, Tranby, Sultan, Admiral Lyons,
Picturata, Imperatrice Elizabeth, Blue Bonnet, Crimson Perfec-
tion, Duke of Cambridge, Dr. Maclean, King of Sardinia, Loveli-
ness, Pre-Eminent, Premier, Standard Bearer, Victory, Criterion,

Cedo Nulli, Dandy, Eugenie, General Simpson, John Edwards,
King of Roses, Sir Colin Campbell, Unanimity, Lady Camoys,
Lady Kerrison, Mrs. Archer Clive, Imperialis, La Stella, Coun-
tess of Dunmore, Mrs. Hosier Williams, Vicomtesse Emlyn,
Countess of Oxford, Nosegay, and Purpurea magnifica, at I5. 6d.

each, or I85. per dozen, or six for 10s., post free when more than
six are taken.— Continental Varieties: Bicolor, Beaut6 de
Vitry, G6ant des Batailles (fine crimson), Julie Pequin, Madame
Adolphe Wieck, Mademoiselle Rinz, Monsieur Roviere, Nelly,
Pulcherrima, Surprise, Souvenir de Marie, and Variegata; the
12 for 75. 6d. post free.

FUCHSIAS.—Admiral Boxer, Conqueror, Donna Joaquinna,
General Williams, Favourite, Venus de Medici, Wonderful,
Prince of Wales, Charlemagne, Countess of Burlington, Emperor
Napoleon, and Volcano di Aqua (the four last named not until
the middle of July), at 35. 6d. each, or six for 155. post free.

PETUNIAS.—Countess of Ellesmere, Majestic, Major Domo,
Picturata, Purpurea alba, Hermione ("Imperial," double white,
Is. each), Leon Lequay, Madame Eugenie Lemichez, Docteur
Andry, Marquise de St. Innocent, Monsieur Loyre, Prothe, and
Wilhelm Pfitzer. The above (except Imperial) 2s. each, or 205.

per dozen, post free.

ACHIMENES.—Ambroise Verschaffelt, Dr. Hopf, Edmond
Boissier, Edouard Otto, Gigantea, Hendersoni, Chirita, Maria
violacea, Carl Wolforth, Louis Van Houtte, M. de Parpart, Sir
T. Thomas, Madame Randatler, and Picturata. The above 14
for 155. post free.

GLOXINIAS, Choice, 125. and 18$. per dozen; ditto, erect
flowering, 215.

CHOICE MISCELLANEOUS PLANTS.

CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the

Quekk, &c, beg to intimate that they have directed their
usual attention to procure very superior stocks of Grass and
Agricultural Seeds, and which they recommend to their customers
with confidence. Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land
to permanent pasture or ornamental Grass, suitable for all kinds
and conditions of soils. Foreign Italian Rye-Grass, and all other
Forage and Herbage Plants, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, Carrots
and other roots of the most approved varieties in cultivation.
Garden and Flower Seeds in every variety.

Priced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application.
27, Great George Street, Westminster, •

TURNIPS, MANGEL WURZElTxc]
PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the

Queen, &c, beg to intimate that they have a very superior
stock of the above of their own growth, including some highly
improved varieties, which have been raised from roots selected
for their fine shape and high specific gravity rather than their
size. Among other excellent kinds they would recommend
particularly their

Lothian purple-top Swede 1 Improved Pomerarian White
Tweeddale purple-top Yellow

Bullock Turnip
Improved Green Round do.

Red Round do.

"
M

Globe Turnip
Red Globe do.

LongRed andOrange
Globe Mangel

Priced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application, and
lower rates charged when large quantities are taken.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

CHOICE CINERARIA
ANDCALCEOLARIA SEEDS.

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. have now ready for

sending out Seeds of their very superior
CINERARIAS AND CALCEOLARIAS,

which have been saved with great care from the finest varieties.

The great satisfaction which their Cinerarias and Calceolarias
have given for several successive years enables them to recom-
mend their Seed of the present season with much confidence.

—

Packets ofeach sealed and warranted by them, at 2s.6d. free by post.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS.
LP., & Co. have now several excellent practical

• GARDENERS whom they can with confidence recom-
mend ; their Testimonials as to moral character and abilities

being in every respect unexceptionable.
Exeter Nursery, Exeter. Established 1720.

Eht (BarfcenerjEf Chronicle*
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Wedkesdat, July 9—Royal Botanic 2r.it.

»»

n

d.

6

6
6

Each

—

s. d.
Tydea splendeng 3 6

v Warcewiczi ... 2
Mandiroia Roezli 3j. 6d. & 5

„ lanata 3 6
Escallonia pterocladon ... 2 6
Passiflora alba nigra ... 2 6
m Decaisneana 2*. Qd. & 3 6

Dipladenia splendens ... 2 6
magnifica ... 3a. 6d. & 5
Wagneriana 3 6

Taccinium erythrina ... 5
•Cassia floribunda % 6
Sonerila margaritacea,

strong ... 3s. 6d. to 7 6
Tmpatiens Jerdoniae ls.Bd. to 2 6
Medineila magnifica ... 5

Strong Plants may be depended on. Orders executed in rota-
tion as received. It is respectfully requested that all orders be
accompanied with a Post-ofiice Order made payable at Marsden, ;

Lancashire, unless reference is given. I

Each—s.

Rhodolea Championi ...2

Myrtus myrsinoides ...2
„ apiculata 2

Achimenes locheria mag-
nifica 10 6

Epacris Eclipse (Story's) 3 6
Aubretia Mooreana (New
Alpine) 1

Hoya fraterna ... Zs. 6rf. & 5

Chrysanthemum Alfred
oaiter 9mm ... ... o

Caphea eminens 5
Cereua M'Donaldi 35. Qd. & 5

Mimulus Lydia (Smith's

new) *-- -• •••

6

6

• # m

While every one is eager to remedy the nuisances

attendant upon the Thames and its foul waters,

men are strangely forgetful of the atmosphere that

rests upon its banks. Commissions exhaust

financial and engineering skill in impracticable

devices for securing a separate sewerage ; but not a

voice is raised against the avalanches of soot that

pollute the London air. Nostrils are in the ascen-

dant, and lungs are forgotten.

It is however by no means clear that Father
Thames is guilty of all the offences laid to his

charge. It is the fashion to abuse him, to say that

he is muddy and stinking, and the sink of all that

is disgusting and alarming ; to lay cholera at his

door, and fever present with pestilences yet to come.
The clamour is too attractive to subside ; for it

furnishes a topic upon which deodorizers, and
drainers, and patent manure makers, and great

engineers are never weary of descanting ; to say
nothing of the satisfaction of always having a

spectre within call. No one seems to thank him for

the services he renders, or to remember that the duty
he performs is that which Providence has assigned him.
That he carries off our foul rejections is most true,

and we ought to be grateful. Nature provided him
for the very purpose, as she provided all other rivers,

which are the natural drains and scavengers of every

country. And it is far from certain that high level

drains and low level sewers, aided by a million horse

steam-power, will do their work half so well. Let
us hope they will not render an evil half imaginary
wholly real.

In our eyes there is an evil of greater magnitude
which should first be dealt with, and that is the

nuisance of chimneys and their soot. Recent legis-

lation, it is true, has done much to abate the

mischief, and London owes Lord Palmerston a

heavy debt of gratitude for what he has caused to

be effected. It is impossible to deny that the atmo-

sphere in which we exist is of as much importance

as a river on which we merely look. Whether we
will or not the first is incessantly pouring down our

throats ; the second will only do so when we dive

beneath its surface. The dose of the first is

inevitable, of the last is as we please. Yet we hear

little of the pestilent chimneys that are permitted to

poison the air of Lambeth, or of others whose sooty

craters still emit their contents as often as the eye

of the informer is withdrawn. Let any one go down
to Vauxball Bridge and look to the potteries on the

right bank. The last time we had the misfortune to

be there a south-east wind enveloped us in a fog of

greasy soot. Well may a correspondent of the
Times call the nuisance "atrocious." No word in

the English language so well expresses the fact.

This we submit is quite as much in need of reform
as the Thames at flood or ebb ; and a fortnight's

resolute struggle in the police courts would extin-

guish it, with this advantage, that the cost of the
extinction would fall upon the persons who commit
the nuisance. We have not far to look for instances

of the effect of a soot-charged atmosphere upon
health. Our friend Broom k, the clever Chrysanthe-
mum grower in the Inner Temple Garden, shall speak
for himself. After complaining to the Times of certain

factories near him which set Lord Palmerstox's
Act at defiance whenever they think nobody is

looking, and describing the effects of soot upon his

plants, he proceeds as follows :

—" There is another

and far greater circumstance connected with these

gardens than the vegetable world ; the benchers and
members very liberally, at a great sacrifice of com-
fort and expense, allow about 200 families orders to

walk in the gardens the whole year through. They
also throw them open to the public after 6 o'clock

in the evening, and on Sundays, on fine evenings, we
average from 10,000 to 11,000 that pass in the

course of the evening; the majority of these are

poor little sickly-looking creatures, penned up in

the close lanes and alleys round the neighbourhood,

not old enough to get to the parks (as they would be

tired in going there). I will tell you what they

put me in mind of when they get on the lawn—

a

little dog that has been tied up all day and let loose.

They roll and tumble about, kicking up their little

legs on the Grass ; it really does my heart good to

see them ; and I must confess that out of such

a number of little creatures, and no one to look

after them except the cfficers of the gardens, I

rarely have a flower plucked or a branch injured.

Picture to yourself these poor little children

walking and rolling in clouds of smoke for three

hours ; what good can such an atmosphere do them,

inflating their little lungs with beastly smoke such
as it was here two years back ? When they came out

they looked pale and tired ; now they go out with
their little eyes sparkling with joy, running and
jumping like so many kittens, refreshed from the

change of air, and pleased with the treat. And all

this is caused by suppressing the smoke nuisance."

Undoubtedly Mr. Broome is right, and we hope
the gentlemen in the Temple will see to the final

suppression of the smoke in their own neighbour-

hood. It would be an example of public spirit

which others might be expected to follow.

It is not indeed merely because of the health of

the neighbourhood that the factory-chimney-

nuisance demands removal with a firm hand.

The Temple Gardens themselves, one of the most
agreeable places on the banks of the river, owed
their once faded state to the evils of soot, and date

their revival, such as it is, from the period of its partial

suppression. What does Mr. Broome say as to that ?

" I have been gardener to the Hon. Society of the

Inner Temple 23 years. When I first entered their

service the Temple Gardens were very celebrated for

wrhite and red Roses, and I was surprised in the city

of London at the Rose blooming at all, being a plant

more sensitive to smoke than any other of the

vegetable kingdom ; still the old Provence, Cabbage,

and Maiden-blush bloomed here beautifully. There

|
were then only two steamboats on the river

I
Thames, that went to Richmond ; but, as time

! rolled on, by degrees old Father Thames became

crowded with them every three or four minutes, and

|
as they passed the gardens they vomited out

' their clouds of smoke on to my poor Roses to

|

such an extent that at last they ceased to bloom,

and gradually began to decay. To add to this

nuisance a forest of high chimneys sprang up on the

south side of the river ; these, if possible, were

worse than the steamboats, enveloping the garden in

smoke night and day ; all sorts of vegetation began

, to dwindle, except Chrysanthemums. Some fine
;

old Lime trees used to grow and bloom beautifully

;

they ceased to bloom and almost to throw out a

leaf ; but, thanks to our legislators, they passed an

act to make these abominable nuisances discontinue.

Such has been the result of this, that I am happy

to inform you, this year my poor Roses that have

! been in the gardens so many years are now fast

' recovering their health and show that they will not

!
cease to blow, for I have a great many white ones

coming, and red also, and the plant bids well for

healthv wood for another year. The poor forest

trees also are making shoots much better, although

the spring has been so unfavourable to vegetation ;

in fact, everything in the garden is greatly improving

in health and vigour. My Stocks have not been so
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fine for years past. I don't want you to take my
opinion on it ; come and see, and judge for yourself.

I challenge contradiction to this statement, and this

is all through suppressing the smoke nuisance."

What is true of the Temple Gardens is true of

every other place in this huge metropolis where soot

is permitted to escape in large quantity. It is soot

which ruins the plants in Whitehall Gardens,

Buckingham Palace, and St. James's Park, and in

every other Square, Garden, or place within its

reach. It surely behoves all who value their health

and comfort in London to set their faces resolutely

against further submission to the evil. As to

Lambeth, lying South West of the new Houses
of Parliament, we seriously recommend the

potteries there to the attention of all who
desire that stately pile to retain its beauty, or

the interior decorations their freshness, or the sur-

rounding neighbourhood its

health. Owing to some sort

of dexterous management the

potteries in Lambeth have
hitherto managed to claim ex-

emption from the operation of

Lord Palmerston's Act ; but

wre see that this exemption is

about to be withdrawn by a

new act of Parliament, and we
most earnestly hope that the

moment the act shall have
passed they will be compelled
once for all either to consume
their smoke or to blow out

their fires. It is insufferable

that a neighbourhood should

be poisoned in order that a few
manufacturers may be enabled

to divide greater profits than

they could gain if located

elsewhere.

generally supposed to be the natural direction. In

those knaurs, too, which schoolboys knock out of

the bark of Lime trees and other trees, and which

botanists call embryo buds, every rudimentary

undeveloped bud is surrounded by closely packed

fibres spirally arranged. Nor, indeed, is this entirely

absent from the logs of Lignum vitse to be seen in

hardwood warehouses.

But these cases, striking and unusual as they seem

to be, only represent a universal law. We believe

that the woody fibres, or longitudinal structure, of

all plants whatsoever is spiral, and that the cases

now brought under notice are only the ordinary

state in excess. Look up at an Oak, the rents in

the bark which indicate the course of its fibres all

lean slightly one way, and represent a long spire ;

look at a scaffold pole, or at the fine " stick" set up

in the rosary of the Crystal Palace, or at any ship's

The accompanying figures

represent a singular example
of malformation in some un-

known tree. Our untiring cor-

respondent, Mr. Skinner, has

sent it from Guatemala, but

was unable to ascertain the

plant that had produced it. He
regarded it as a branch, the

extremity of which had been

accidentally arrested in its pro-

gress, and so compelled to

grow down upon itself. In

other words the matter

which had been provided

for forming the wood of the

lengthening branch, having found itself unable to

advance directly onwards, took a lateral direction

forming layer upon layer of almost horizontal fibres,

till at last, the force of development being expended,

the malformation resulted in a cup-shaped woody
head. It however seems probable that some me-
chanical obstacle, such as a ligature passed round

the branch just below the summit, was also present

and prevented a descending formation of wood, so

contributing to the appearance in question. The
object, singular as it is in mere form, has a higher

interest on account of some considerations to which
it naturally gives rise.

In the first place, the growth being stopped, where
were the leaves which must have produced the

wood ? The specimen having been found without

its bark this question can only be answered conjec-

turally. It is, however, almost certain that leaves

existed in the cup itself, as is indicated by small

scars, one of which on a level with b in the right

hand figure evidently represents the seat of a once

active bud, and several such scars are visible both

outside and inside the cup.

But the most remarkable feature in the specimen
is the spiral arrangement of the fibres of wood. The
stalk is evidently constructed with fibres arranged

spirally, but that peculiarity is most especially

evident in the cup, which at a shows unmistakeable
evidence that the long spiral turn of the stalk is

suddenly exchanged for a very flat spiral running

round the cup. A careful examination of the cup
itself, inside or outside, and at either end, brings

out the same fact, viz., that every fibre which con-

stitutes the specimen is firmly directed in a strictly

spiral manner.
This brings to our recollection some examples of

spirally formed wood, which we had almost for-

gotten. Some years since a Pear tree, which had been
felled and thrown aside, gradually lost its bark,
which rotted off, when the wood cracked into a mul-
titude of spiral fissures having as low an angle as
about 45° ; unmistakeably indicating that the
deposit of wood had been going on in a closely
twisted manner, and not longitudinally, as is

B

/

! mast which is not made by clamping planks

I

together, and it will be seen that every little split

upon its surface follows a spiral line. We have spent

a summer's day in a search after an exception, and

without finding one. Our monster from Guatemala

is after all, then, only conformable to rule ; although

we did not know that the rule existed.

And if we look around us the same tendency to

spirality is found everywhere among plants. To
say nothing of the tendrils of the

Vine or the Pea, or of the twining

stem of Bindweed plants, or of the

huge twisted cables (lianes) which
impede all passage through a primse-

\ val forest, we may point to such a

case as the annexed figure which
represents some non-twining plant,

we forget what, which has taken

upon itself to carry the twisted

structure to a degree wholly unob-

served in it before.*

7 Nor is this peculiarity, which

seems peculiar to the Vegetable

Kingdom, or if not peculiar chiefly

manifested there, confined to external

organs. The microscope shows it in

all the tissues that are invisible to

the naked eye. Break the stalk of

a Strawberry leaf, or the leaf of a

Lily, or the shoot of a Dogwood, or

the" sheaths of the huge foliage of

the Banana, and spiral threads ap-

pear in endless profusion; these,

which represent the mutilated air-

vessels, the most delicate of the

vegetable organisms, are invariably

spiral; but so seem all the other

tissues, for the microscope in certain

lights clearly indicates spiral lines over all the surface

of the most attenuated films. Even in the lowest

conditions that exist in the vegetable world the

* The specimen was furnished by some correspondent, bat un-
fortunately his letter of explanation has been hopelessly

I mislaid.

same spirality is still observable ; the teeth of
Mosses, the elaters of Liverworts, the tubes of
Lichens and some seaweeds, and even those
animalcular procreative bodies which escape all

research except that of the most lynx-eye-l

observers, each is spiral. It is impossible indeed to

look without a spiral tendency manifesting itself

wherever the eye is directed, whether in external

organs manifest to the bluntest perception or ia

those recondite structures known to none except the

eyes of higher intelligence.

Why then this peculiar attribute ? Why is the

solid timber spiral 1 and the microscopic cells and
tubes spiral, and reproductive organs spiral, and
everything that is weakest as well as strongest

spiral still ? Is it to make the weak strong and the

strong stronger 1 We believe so, as seems to be

proved in those weak tropical climbers which

singly lie prostrate, but which when two or three

come together and twist into one column stand

erect like the stiffest trees of the forest. This is

howrever a question for future discussion. We con-

tent ourselves with producing the Guatemala mon-

ster as a demonstration of a universal law.f

New Plants.
178. CORYANTHES SUMNERIANA.

C. hypnchilio galeato apice acuto antice pnberulo ungui leqnifi,

mesochilio eplicato intus Isevi epichilio «quali, epichilii cur-

gine patulo lobis lateralibus uncinato-falcatis.

A native of Brazil, where it was found in the pro-

vince of St. Catharine's by a collector in the service ot

our correspondent M. de Jonghe. Purchased in June,

1854, for the Bishop of Winchester, it flowered a:

Farnham Castle a week or two since. It is next akin

to C. maculata, from which it differs in the flowers

being chocolate brown without any spots, aud in the

form and proportion of the parts of the lip. The helmet

(hypochil) is slightly acute, and slopes gradually from

the crown, instead of being curved inwards in front, in

the way of a Phrygian cap ; and the neck (mesochil)

i=( quite as long as the bucket (epichil), the lateral lobes

of whose points are between hooked and sickle-shaped.

In C. maculata the neck is short, and the lateral lobes

are nearly straight or slightly curved. Mr. Lawrence,

the gardener at Farnham Castle, informs us that the

flower stem rose upright for nearly 18 inches, and

only bent down when the two flowers became too heavy

for it to support their weight. We venture to name

this fine addition to the roost remarkable genus amoDg

Orchids after the Rt. Revd. Charles Richard Sumner,

Lord.Bishop of Winchester, a most enlightened patron of

scientific horticulture, and the possessor of one of t'»e

best and best cultivated collections of Orchids in

Europe.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXXVI1I.

509. Parasite (Cryptogams). Parasitic Cryptogams

have almost the same relation in respect of their para-

sitism to the plants on which they prey, as Parasitic

Phsenogams. Like them they are divisible into two

principal groups, true and false parasites. The false

parasites may, however, in some cases, in consequence

of their ultimate effects when once established, be as

fatal as those which are more immediately or directly

injurious.

510. Before we proceed to the consideration of the

more prominent species which are injurious to plants, it

is requisite to make a few observations. A very large

portion of fungi grow on decayed or decaying animal or

vegetable matter. It has therefore been* doubted

whether it is possible for any fungus to establish itself

upon an organism in perfect health. But fungi are not

the only parasitic Cryptogams. There are truly parasitic

Alga? and Lichens as well as fungi. Elachistea scutulata,

for instance, is so incorporated with Mmantkalia lorea,

the common seaweed known under the name of sea-

thongs, that it is impossible to say where the tissue ot

the one ends and that of the other begins. The parasite

moreover bears two kinds of fruit totally different from

those of the seaweed on which it grows so that there can

be no more question about the one not being a modification

of the other, than there is of the Mistletoe being of au

entirely distinct nature from the tree on which it grow..

The same may be said of those parasitic Lichens wnic

infest the fruit of many other species. There is tn

most intimate confluence of the respective tissues^
complete difference of essence. In neither case is tn«*

any pretence that the parasite was established on a p»

already diseased. _ _ nf

511. It is a well known fact that if the spores o

Tilletia caries (Bunt) are dusted on penectly ci

j

grains of Wheat, the produce will be diseased. lne
Ji

e
,

t;

however, no more disease in the Wheat so treated,

in any other grains, till the Bunt was applied, were

whatever may be the action upon the infested w
« ,

it is quite certain that the disease is the consequence

the application of the Bunt spores. Iu the same ^
the Grape mildew may be communicated to leaves

are perfectly healthy, both of the \ ine and of o

plants. The effect may be to set up disease m

tissues wherever the mycelium comes more^^
in contact witlijhem^y^neans^^

+ We must e"nd«Wur on some <*^rJ^j ?^^°«trac-

close connection between these ^<^™£™%&0»*
ture and the well known spiral arrangement ot leaves u

I
appendages of the axis.
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but the disease is no less the consequence of the fungus..

than the silkworm murrain is the consequence of the

•rrowth of spores simply dusted on the caterpillar. In

the same way disease is produced directly by a host of

fungi upon tissues perfectly healthy before they came

in eonthCt with the spores of the parasite. It is indeed

curious, with such plain and incontestable facts before

us, that there should be a disposition anywhere to deny

the possibility of moulds growing on perfectly healthy

tissue, and consequently of their being the cause of

various diseases to which the animal or vegetable world

is subject.

512. If, however, there were room for doubt, every

pretext for disbelief is done away by the fact that when

chemical substances inimical to the growth of fungi are

applied, and the mould in consequence dies, the disease

of the plant is arrested, though it is plain that if the

disease was in the first instance independent of the

parasite, its removal could not improve the previous

condition.
I

513. It is to be hoped, indeed, after all that has been

publi.-hed on the effects of fungi, and of the different

•ways of propagation which exist in the same species,

that the fact will now be recognised that fungi are

capable of communicating disease. We may in certain

cases mistake the real habits of the species. We may

attribute disease to the presence of fungi, where the

fungi are merely developed on matter already diseased

;

but°with proper pains and a competent knowledge of the

species of fungi and their habits we shall not fall into

such mistakes. We are not to suppose in every case

where fungi are present that they are chargeable with

the evil, though they may possibly aggravate it when

present. Fruit, for instance, when perfectly ripe, is

ready to undergo another series of phenomena which

end in complete chemical dissolution. The evil may
however be suspended for a time, but the slightest

external injury admits the spores of some of our

common mould's ; they germinate, live at the expense

of the cells they traverse, and finally the whole mass is

reduced to a putrescent pulp completely overrun with

mucedinous matter. . In this sense Dr. Hassall is

perfectly right that decay is produced by mould, but the

mouM merely took occasion of the injury to establish

itself, and the exigencies of its mycelium completed the

mischief.

5 1 4. There are abundant cases in which it is necessary

that ihe cultivator should be able to^ distinguish

accurately between decay aggravated by or immediately

arising from the presence of parasitic fungi. In the

one case he has a tolerably certain remedy ; in the other

he can only palliate evil, which in many instances may

have gone so far as not to admit of remedy.

515. Having once established the fact that diseases

<Io arise from fungi, the remedy according to circum-

stances may be either a preventive of anticipated evil

-or a cure of evil already existent. The remedy which

is applicable in the one case may be totally inapplicable

in the other. It is probable that the spores of Bunt

would not be destroyed by crude sulphur, and it would

be dangerous to apply strong metallic poisons to growing

plants, as the remedy might be as bad as the disease.

It will be necessary therefore in practice to remember

this distinction. M. J. B.

points connected laterally by a pink band, and the
|
the present invasion of the borer^in Mauritius is only a

perfect insect has the wings silvery grey, powdered with temporary one, which even if left in the hands ot Mature
Z . . . . °. ,° *\.. __ _» : i \ ir \A :« »i,« ^„»Q Ar a c««snn nr two be brought
ferruginous and with slender black radii and marginal

black dots.

The following is a summary of the suggestions which,

at the request of Dr. Ulcoq, a large Sugar cane planter

in the island, I have submitted to the committee

appointed to report upon the subject

The natural history of the borer presents several

points of great importance, showing the difficulty of

attacking the insect in its natural state and posi-

tion. The fact of the larva being an internal

feeder of course prevents the application of remedies of

an external kind, such as are used for the destruction of

aphides, scale insects, fee., either by syringing the plant

with an offensive liquid, suc-h as tobacco water,

infusion of quassia, and the like, or by suffocation by

the fumes of sulphur or tobacco ; in like manner

poisoning or disgusting the insect by the vegetative

absorption by the plant of liquids which would injure

the insect without affecting the plant appears equally

impracticable ; and h^nce I must confess myself as

sceptical as to the alleged benefits arising from adding

one portion of pentasulphide of calcium to 30 of water

in which the cuttings of the cane tops for planting have

been immersed.* The continuous production of the

insect throughout the season, as many as six generations

in a year having been computed, renders any attempts

to destroy the perfect insect on its arriving at the winged

state almost hopeless. The only suggestion which I

would make on this head is that it should be ascertained

when the earliest brood of moths appears in the spring,

and that during the week in which they appear

saucers of burning oil should be placed at nightfall near

the canefields, in order to attract and burn the newly

hatched moths. This remedy however (which has been

found of very great advantage in France as applied to

the destruction of the Vine Tortrix) would only be found

beneficial by all the cane planters adopting it

simultaneously.

The burning of the worst infested canes, as well as

every particle"of the tops, leaves, and dry straw which

have fallen to the ground and do not pass through the

mill, appears to me to be the most advantageous of all

herself would in the course of a season or two be brought

within much narrower limits. A case precisely similar

to the present has been communicated to us by the

celebrated Indian botanist, Dr. Wight, who was for

some years employed by the East India Company in

superintending the Cotton plantations at Coimbatore in

the Nilgherries. In the year following the introduction

of the plants from the United States they were attacked

by an insect, and not less than three-fourths of them

were killed ; since that period, however, with the excep-

tion of a stray individual or two, the insect has not

again made its appearance.

I presume the insect now infesting the canes in the

Mauritius is identical with the borer of the West Indian

Sugar-cane described by the late Rev. Lansdown

Guilding, in the Trans, of Soc. of Arts, xlvi., 143, under

the name of Diatnea sacchari (for which memoir he re-

ceived the gold Ceres medal of the Society), which, how-

ever, appears to me to be identical with the Phalama

saccharalis of Fabricius, Ent. Svst. III., pt. ii, p. 238.

It appears that the West Indian canes are never entirely

exempt from this dreaded pest, which occasionally de-

stroys whole acres, the larvae burrowing into the stem

in the same manner as the borer of the Mauritius.

The accompanying wood-cut represents part of the

stem of a cane with two burrows of the borer, also the

larva itself and the moth, copied from the plates attached

to the report above mentioned. P.S. Since the above

was written I have been informed by an intelligent

Jamaica cane grower that the borer was very destruc-

tive in that island about 15 years since, and that

its ravages were greatly checked by the refuse being

allowed to accumulate upon the grounds, fire being

then lighted to windward which soon cleared the

grounds, the old roots subsequently throwing up more

vigorous shoots. /. 0. W.

ENTOMOLOGY.
"—

" The Cane Borkb.

The island of Mauritius is at the present time afflicted

with one of those visitations which from time to time

occur in different parts of the world, in which myriads

of injurious insects perhaps never or but very rarely

seen before are produced, destroying the crops of the

earth to so great an extent as to spread desolation and

alarm among the inhabitants. It appears from the

report of a committee appointed to investigate the

subject during the course of last year, that with the

view of regenerating the various kinds of Sugar-canes

grown on the island a cargo had been imported from

Ceylon, and it is corjectured that it was in these canes

that an insect was introduced which, from the habit of

the caterpillar of boring into the heart of the Sugar-

canes, has received the common name of the * Cane

borer,'* and which is the offspring of a moth belonging

to the section Tortrices of Latreille and genus Procerus

of Hubner,and which is specifically named P. saccbari-

phagus in the report of the Committee before us,

published in the early part of the presenr year.

The e^s are deposited among the green leaves of the

cane, and the young caterpillars are found on the

healthy canes at the axils of the leaves. They, how-

ever, soon eat the leaves from the tender parts of the

heart of the plant, destroying the cane in a frightful

manner, by forming burrows in the stem filled with ex-

crement, and which shortly have the effect of com-

pletely disorganising the functions of the vessels, so that

crystallisation will no longer take place, and the cane is

not even fit for the making of rum. Having reached its

full size (when it measures 12 or 14 lines long), it leaves

the interior of the stem and forms a loose silken cocoon

among the dead leaves of the plant, and the moth makes
its appearance in about 15 days, which with 9 days in

the egg, 31 in the caterpillar, and 4 or 5 in the perfect

state will give about 60 days for the entire transforma-

tion of the species, so that in the course of a year

(as the broods appear to be cousecutive) there are five

or six generations. The caterpillar has the head

covered with a black plate, the neck is also covered with

a paler coloured plate, and the body is furnished with a

number of short black hairs arising from small black

the plans which have been hitherto suggested for the

destruction of the insect in large quantities.

The treatment of the cuttings made for fresh planta-

tions seems to require especial care, since the instinct of

the parent moth teaches it to deposit its eggs on tfie

young and tender parts of the plant, which are precisely

those which are selected for these cuttings. The immer.

sion of these cane tops in water heated to at least 120

to 125° Fahrenheit whereby the borer is destroyed, is a

process which, although in skilful hands it may prove

effectual, is very liable to be attended with dangerous

effects in unskilful, and it has suggested itself to my

mind that as the caterpillar is hatched in nine days

from the deposition of the egg, it would be very advan-

tageous if the cane tops could be placed for a fortnight

or°three weeks in a greenhouse or other erection within

which the atmosphere might be kept well saturated with

the fumes of prussic acid. This would unquestionably

destroy the young caterpillars as soon as hatched, and

it has been found practical in England to adopt this

plan, using a considerable quantity of bruised Laurel

leaves for the purpose of evolving the fumes of the

prussic acid. It may also be suggested that if the cane

tops were laid or planted in trenches, kept well moistened

with water, the destruction of the insect would to a

great extent be effected, and I cannot but think that the

sudden development of the borer in such vast numbers

so soon after the introduction of the plants from a

different locality is owing to a different mode of treat-

ment, such as growing the plants in a drier soil, which

would have the effect of giving a greater energy to the

powers of development of the insect.

The repeated observations which have been recorded

on the sudden and periodical appearance of certain

species of insects in vast numbers lead me to infer that

" •
1 cauuot, however, but think that if a very careful examina;

tion of the canes were made from day to day with intelligence

»na"ner9everance' (those two moat essential elements m this

as in all similar investigations), a careful planter might make

SeTt progress in getting rid of the insects by examining the

^ls of the leaves for the eggs and young larv*, by cutting out

those young larv* which have only just penetrated into the

cane and by cutting down and burning the canes worst infested.

A most instructive case of the good results of such a process of

EXAMPLE OF BOTANY IN VILLAGE
EDUCATION.

»W reply to your proposal to print the papers shown

you by " ii.," you are perfectly welcome to do so. But

allow me to preface their insertion in the Gardeners'

Chronicle by stating the way in which they were ob-

tained. If you think it likely to be of use, I will send

you a few notices explaining the plan on which I have

proceeded. The experience I have acquired since I sent

you a notice on this subject, some four or five years ago,

has amply convinced me that systematic botany might

be conveniently adopted for educational purposes (as

d stinguished from merely instructional) with the

children of country parishes. Here it has been taught

as merely after-school work, restricted to volunteers,

the lessons given at uncertain intervals, and without

books. I have no hesitation in saying the results have

been decidedly beneficial. Observant faculties have

bem strengthened, reasoning powers expanded, the in-

tellectual and moral status improved. If the plan were

la little more systematized, as I hope to see it, and

schoolmasters and schoolmistresses adequately qualified

for carrying it out, we should find it a most important

adjunct to° whatever means may be employed for

raising the intellectual character of our agricultural

population.

It was in order to give « B." an idea of what some of

our village school children know about the wild flowers

of this district, that I prepared two blank schedules

(No. 1), and carried some specimens of "Geum rivale"to

the school. Whilst the rest of my little friends used

their slates, the observations of the two most proficient

were inserted by themselves on the blank schedules,

aud there was not a single fault in their spelling. They

were then asked a few questions, which had also been

previously prepared, and their replies were noted down

verbatim. They then had specimens of Geranium pvre-

naicum" given them, and were told to prepare a schedule

(No. 2) for themselves, and fill it up.

To show their replies more distinctly, whatever is

here riven in italics was either written (in the schedules),

or spoken (in answer to the questions), by the two chil-

dren, one of whom was 14, and the other 13 years old.
,

SCHKDDXK NO. 1 FILLED UP BY H. S.

Number
present.

Modification,

from Cohesion.

From Adhesion,
Insertion.

5
5

Monosepalous
Pentapetolotcs

Polyandrous
Polygynous_

Inferior
Perigynous
Perigynous
Superior

Calyx, sepals ..

Corolla, petals

Stamens
Pistils, carpelg___. ..

"Class -.-Dicotyledon. Division -.-Angiosperrnout. Section :—
/r , 1 • j '

7 i iirdPr -—Posanths. Genus :—Averts. Species :—

wlSK, othe^pecies of this genus in Hitcham ?-C*™»n

^Marks assigned by J. S. H.-4 + 8 + 12 + 16 = 40.

I T S H—You have lost one mark by not observing the five
'.?' .*Z ' ,i a of the calvx. This plant has been 6aid toKS^ftSJl it is b/tter

h
to consider the five

outer sepals in the light ot bracts, and then the outer calyx must

be called a small involucre.

SCHEDULE NO.l WAS ALSO FILLED UP BY S. M. L.

Marks assigned by J. S. H.- 4 + 6 + 12 + 16 = 33.

row —You also have lost one mark from not observing the

five outer' sepals. And you have further lost two marks from

saving the cnlvx is pentasepalous, whereas the sepals distinctly

cXrf and thereforetbe calyx is to be described (as H. S has

5one) as monosepalous. I see that M. B. has correctly noticed

the five outer sepals.

r o fl-—I shall now ask you a few questions respecting this

Water Av*ns. You know (I see) that it belongs to Rosanths,and

that Rosanths are Dicotyledons : but suppose you had not known

this plant to belong to Rosanths, what would have decided your

sSSSSSSiSSS™Wmas, „ -,-.,-
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J. S. II.—Do you know any Monocotyledon which has the

parts of anv of its floral whorls either five or twice five in number i

Child.—Xo. (One thought she did, but could not name any
plant.;

«/. S. //.—You may be sure, if you had no other characters to

guide yon, that flowers with five or 10 parts to any of their
whorls are Dicotyledons. You have placed thi* plant in the
Angiogpermous division of Dicotyledons : why so?

Child.—Because I know it is only the Conifers that belong to the

Gymnosperm'ius Division.

J. S.1I.—You know that Angiospermons implies that the seeds
are incited in a vessel. What is the botanical name for this
vessel which incloses the seeds?

Child.—Peri< arp. (One of the children had forgotten.)
J. S. //.—What is the pericarp derived from ?

Child.— Ovary.
J. 8. H.—You have placed Rosanths in the Calycifloral section

of Dicotyledons. Why so?

^^'^ are attached to th? calyx. „_ XKJiAllKX D oecause uivJ.S. H.—^om* Ranunculanthslook very like some Rosanths: r^^^j „,„„ _, t ., \ . , u * r
" y

,
«ach with their five petals, their numerous stamens and regular

I 'f
lend *™

_

Dot * subscriber, but I have not found one of
flowers. How would you instantly distinguish between them ?

Child. — Rt cause Jlanunculanths hant hypogynoxis corolla and
stamens, and Rosanths have perigynous.

J. S. //.— Thalamiflornl Dicotyledons are partly characterised

[July 5, 1856.
didate I I am not by any means arguing that a subscriber
has no preferential claim—God forbid. If there were two
candidates unknown to myself or friends of equal moral '

merit, and whose distress was on a par, I would at once
give my votes to him who had most assisted the charity,
the bounty of which he asked in return. * A Working'
Gardener * (and I know of very few who are not so in
one way or another) closes his letter with what he calls
the old adage—" Charity begins at home " ; but he
quotes it incorrectly—it is, *« Charity should begin at
home," and if it does not begin there, it begins
nowhere. It should begin with our own family, frieiuis
and neighbourhood, and after that extend its horizon
with its means. In the course of my canvas for vote-,
I have found some, not very many, object because my

by having polypetalous corollas. This Water Avens has a poly-
petalous corolla. Are Calycifloral Dicotyledons at all charac-
terised by this circumstance, or are there other conditions of the
corolla in flowers of this section ?

Child.— Yes: momopftalons.
«/. 8. Hm—The Corolliflorai section has monopetalous flowers.

How then do you discriminate between such as you would place
in this section aud such as are monopetalous and yet retained in
the Calycifloral section ?

Child.—Corolla with stamens are hypogynous.
J. S. II.—Do you find stipules in the bpeciiuen?
Child.— Yes.
J. 8. IT.—Do you find bracts in the specimen ?
Child.—No.
J. S. 17.—Do you know the name by which the pericarp is

called in this plant?
Child.—Idont ktioto.

J.S.H.— It is not yet ripe, hut it will be an Achene. The
petals and stamens are strictly peri^ynous in Rosanths ; but look
at our list of Hitcham plants, and think a little, and say whether
there are any of this order in which they assume an epigynous
character?

Child.— The Crab Apple.
J. S. £/.— You might have added the common Hawthorn.

Schedule No. 2 was also prepared and filled up by II. S.

Calyx, sepals ...

Corolla, petals...

Stamens

Pistils, carpels...

Xumber
present.

5
5

10

2

Msdifi&ttion,

from Cohesion.
From Adhesion,

Insertion.

Inferior
Bypogynous

Hypogynous
Superior

Division :—A ngiospermous. Section :—
— Gtranxanths. Genus: — Cranesbill.

Pentasepalous
Pentap*talons

f M&iiadelphous

\ Veocmdroua
Jlonogt/nous

t * .

Class:—DicotyUdrma.
Thalamifloral. Order :

Species :—Mountain.
Marks assigned by J. S. II.—5 + 12 + 12 + 14 = 43.

Schedule No. 2 was also prepared and filled up by S. M. L.
Marks assigned by J. S. II.-5 + 12 + 12 + 13 = 42.

./. S. I'— I see yon both have been doubtful about the number
of carpels in the pistil. Yon might, I think, with a little more
consideration have stated them as being "many" (»). I have
allowed the usiul marks, as I alwavs prefer a (?) to a guess. I
have given II. S. one more mark than S. M. L., because she has
favoured me by adopting the name Geranianths in our new list
instead of the old one Cranesbills, with which S. M. L. seems so
well content that she has not troubled herself further.
You have both answered very well, considering we have not

examined these two flowers this year.
Hitcham, June 15, 1856.

'

j. S . Hesslow.

'Home Correspondence.
^
Gardeners Benevolent Institution.— As the next elec-

tion of this Institution approaches, the anxiety of the
friends of the cand dates for the pension naturally in-
creases, and the question whether anv but subscribers
should be eligible becomes more agitated. My con-
stitutional repugnance to "appear in print" is grear
and would not have been overcome, if I had not seen
this morning in your pages a communication signedA Working Man." who says, he writes through your
columns because he does not know who are on the
committee, or he would have laid his case before them.
If he is a subscriber, this information is fully afforded
him in the papers which are annually transmitted to
him. However, Jl8 he has chosen the Chronicle as the
channel m which he may state his reasons why a
subscriber should alone be the recipient of the charity's
bounty, I, in return, working for one who is not, reply
to his arguments. Many years ago, before I became a
subscriber, I was more than once solicited by the
Secretary to become one, but declined on the ground
that I knew of no person who was a clamant for the
pension, and if I was to start a candidate, living in the
north of England where there are few subscribers I
never should be able to elect him. At last however
Mr. Cutler mentioned the name of one who had been
put on the list, and whom I had known 20 years before
a foreman in a London Nursery, and for whom I had a
great regard, and I became a member at once for the
purpose of assisting him. It is this feeling of our
nature which commenced the charity, carries it on, and
if done away with will destroy it, or very much im

{
air

its usefulness. It has its origin with the wish of each
member to assist some particular candidate whose
suffering and destitution he is either acquainted with
himself, or from the statement of a friend. Do away
with this feeling, and make it a law that subscribers
only, and first those who have subscribed the most,
shall be eligible to the pension, and the Institution
becomes a benefit club, and when one pensioner dies the
committee have only to meet pro formd, and elect his
successor, on the principle of priority or seniority. All
interest in our exertions for an election are then at an
end, and the society will soon find its strength annually
and rapidly decrease. By the exertions of myself and
other tneuds of blind Robert Hodge, whose case we
nave taken up, we have added 16 new subscribers of 21s.
each to the lunds of the Institution. Is this vicarious
subscription not to be considered as that of the poor can-

those I solicited to become members of the Institution
refuse for the reason assigned by " A Working Man,"
viz., that the " Iruits of other people's labours" are
enjoyed by those who are not entitled to them. The great
cause of so few working gardeners subscribing is, as Sir
Joseph Paxton said, the low and inadequate wages they
receive ; they prefer running the risk of distant and
contingent evil rather than submit to a privation imme-
diate and certain. Does it not occur to " A Working
Gardener" that if the gardeners as a body were to sub-
scribe, on the principle he lays down, they could carry
any one they might propose ? But it they do not do so,
surely he should not complain if the uninterested sup.
porters of the charity should now and then wish to
nominate one. " A Working Gardener" says something
about the " committee consisting of nurserymen," and
of the " present practice being to them a convenience,"
&c. To this 1 have only to remark, while I remember
that u sufferance is the badge of all our tribe," that the
poor blind man I am interested for never M paid me a
penny." I accidentally came across him, and I cannot
conceive a case which should more excite the sympathies
of our nature than his—a kind, good, and moral man,
struck blind in middle life, doomed for the remainder of
it to eat the cold crust of casual charity. I have to
apologise for this long letter, but I was incontinently
Obliged to write when I saw the remarks of " A Work-
ing Gardener," which, if unanswered, are calculated to
injure the charity we are all so desirous of supporting.
Geo. Cunningham, Oak Vale Nursery, Liverpool. -
I am glad to see the claim of candidates who are sub-
scribers to this Institution supported. I protested against
the principle on which Blair was elected in preference to
those who had supported the Institution, and I am
watching with interest the result of the next election

;

for with Alexander Gregory numbering on the last
occasion 523 votes, and only his third application,
against Joseph Jeffreys' 142 votes, who had subscribed
eight years, his filth application, there seems little

chance. I, with many others who with d-fficulty can
spare a guinea, am sorry that there is not some prefer-
ence given at least to those who have subscribed above
half the term of years. Why not let their votes count
double ?— for it seems, as your correspondent in last
week's Paper hints, that nurserymen have great interest
iu getting in particular parties. As regards the ensuing
election, I have been solicited by two to vote for Michael
Quigley, who never subscribed to the Institution; but I

could not listen for a moment to anything so unjust
to those who had lent a

.. helping hand to assist
others. I have given my votes, as I always do
and will, to Joseph [Jeffreys and Ann Arnold
(although I know nothing of them) until they are elected.
If gardeners as a body would only follow this rule, the
charity would meet with more encouragement from that
class. I, like your correspondent, have solicited many
to become members, but I am ashamed to say it without
gaining any one. It is grievous to see men in good
situations raising paltry excuses against subscribing their
mite. How many claims they may have upon their
salary I don't pretend to say ; we have all wa>s enough
for it ; but there should be in the subscribing to this
charity the pleasing satisfaction that should we require
in our old age a helping hand it will not be refused us
or our widows. That we may never require it is the
wish of all. The great age of Joseph Jeffreys, 83, with
eight years' subscription, against Alexander Gregory, 63,
who has never subscribed to the charity, will be watched
by many a hard-working and subscribing gardener. G.
Bond, a Subscriber.

Water Lilies.—I have more than twice as many flowers
on my Water Lily this year as usual, owing to our
having lowered the pond in May from its usual level.
Why do we not hear of hybrids between the hardy and
tender Nymphceas ? Somerset.

Gooseberry Caterpillar.—The following is a certain
remedy for this pest. In a mild day wet the affected
bushes with water from a syringe or watering-pot, and
with a pepper-box sprinkle over the wetted leuves'some
white Hellebore powder. The caterpillars will soon be
destroyed if this is carefully done, and be seen lying on
the ground in scores. Hellebore is a poison, but it

neither injures the leaves nor the fruit. It costs only
la. 6d. a pound, and may be got in any druggist's shop.
The whole expense, including labour, need not exceed
id. per bush. For the last 12 years I have seen it used
every year with complete success. /. Lockhart Morton.
Lasswade, Mid-Lothian.

Carbonic Acid Bread.—Wheaten bread or flour may
be set up with carbonic acid gas and water, as I have
directed, or the carbonic acid may be indirectly
" suborned" as follows :—Flour or whole meal, 1 lb.

;

bi-earbonate of soda, 40 grains ; sugar, one pinch, if

hked; salt, one pinch. Mix thoroughly, then add

water, nan a pint ; muriatic acid, 50 drops. Knead
thoroughly but quickly, and bake likewise in a quick
oven, or on a hot plate, with a double cover. Anybody
may grind their own meal in a 30*. mill. Rotating
ovens are sold throughout London, while double
covers for hot plates have been recently patented
in Glasgow. For 10 lbs., or any larger quan-
tity of meal or flour, the acid, the soda, and
the water may be multiplied by 10, and so on for
any larger quantity. Brown or whole meal bread will
require one-fifth more water than white bread. The
preceding receipt is for white bread, so one-fifth more
water will make it suitable for brown bread. That is to
say, for making 8 lbs. of whole meal into brown bread,
5 pints of water will be required, whereas for 8 lbs. of
flour, 4 pints of water will suffice, and so on for
larger quantities. When the acidulated water is added,
the acid combines with the soda and turns it into
common salt, while the carbonic acid gas escaping
raises the bread. The bi carbonate of soda, otherwise
baking soda, costs at the druggist's Ad. per lb. The
muriatic acid is equally cheap. Once weighed, the
ingredients may be afterwards measured. The resulting

bread, whether brown cr white, is simply delicious.

Henry M'Cormac, M.D., Belfast.

Quercus sessilijlora.— If any of your correspondents can
inform me where I may find large, heal thy and well-grown
individuals of this Oak, bearing acorns, I shall be greatly

obliged. I should take an opportunity of visiting some
of the trees of most promising description in July or
August, and of satisfying myself of the correctness of

the species, and thereafter when the acorns are ripe I
should myself or by some trustworthy^hand gather the

acorns for sowing in my own seedbeds. As I have the

Ordnance Map of as much of England as has been pub-
lished, a reference to that map by any correspondent
who is kind enough to assist me will make the locality

perfectly clear. Diss. [We recommend the New
Forest.

]

Crystal Palace Fountains.—Unless I misunderstand
the meaning of the paragraph which you insert from
the Times in your article upon the new water fountains
at the Crystal Palace in the Chronicle of the 21st June,
there is a palpable mistake in it. It is this. "The
large fountains in the lower basins, and the circular one
situated on the plateau, depend solely upon the water for

their effect, and not at all upon architecture or

sculpture like the smaller fountains on the terraces,"

&c. Now does this mean that the effect of the fountains on
the terraces is heightened by the proximity of the statues

and architecture on the terraces, or by the sculpture and
architecture belonging to the fountains themselves I as

if the latter is meant, as I read it, the report is erro-

neous, unfortunately no sculpture or architectural design

adds beauty and interest to any of the garden fountains.

This is what I have always considered the great

desideratum at the Crystal Palace—some tasteful designs

for constantly playing fountains, for which Rome, Parig,.

and most continental towns afford admirable examples
—appropriate designs which may add full effect to the

play of the water, and when dry may form a
pleasing ornament to the grounds. 1 have mentioned
this to the authorities, but though they quite agree with
me, they say at present it cannot be afforded. I would
rather at first have spent money on these than
have made such an outlay upon those grand works
which can only give pleasure lor half an hour. At
Paris you may see those beautiful fountains in the Place
de la Concorde and elsewhere playing all day long, and
the same with other continental cities, but in Loudon,,
except those lovely dumb waiters in Trafalgar Square,
and two or three other nearly as fine specimens, we
have I believe nothing in England that we can call a
handsome public fountain. How delightful is the sight

and how grateful the sound all who are near fountains
in hot weather can fully appreciate. We look to the

Cr} stal Palace for models of taste to follow, and the

noble gardens require but the animation and charm
caused by permanent fouu tains to make the scene

perfect. Even the fountains within the building scarcely

ever play. I will ouly add the hope that when the

company is in funds something more worthy of the place

and of the national taste may be found than to my
humble taste the most extraordinary and incongruons

compositions pointed out to me as appropriate in the

gallery over the entrance to the centre transept. A
few persuasive words in your columns may bring about

the desiderata, and funds may be forthcoming for per-

manent fountains of graceful and appropriate design in

the gardens, and at any rate the daily performance of

the fountains in the building. Bircchyrst.

Melon Disease.—In your impression of the 30th ult.

I read an article by " A. W." upon the failure (for the

last three years) of his Melons. He has, he says,

inquired of gardeners around him, and finds that they

kuow of no such instance as the failure of whole plants

and stalks just as the fruit is ripening. It is gratifying

to find that failures of that sort are so rare ; but that

" A. W." is not a solitary instance I can fully testify,

as for the last three years my Melons have failed pre-

cisely the same as " A. W.'s," although my treatment

has been different from his. Instead of 18 inches of

loose sandy mould lying loosely round the roots, I nave

20 inches of rather stiff loam mixed with cow-dung

three years old, about one-sixth of the latter to five-

sixths of the former, pressed as firmly as the hand

will do it all over the bed. The wacer I have used &

rain-water, conveyed from the roofs of vineries and

greenhouses into a cemented cistern, where it undergoes

filtration. What can be purer for the purpose I to *
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not, In watering I have carefully avoided extremes,

and where the cause of failure lies I am at a Joss to

conceive, unless it is by my inability to apply sufficient

bottom heat at the time they begin to fail. My pits

are 5 feet 6 inches wide by 12 feet long ; I fill them
with well prepared stable manure, which gives a bottom

heat of 75° for a time, as it decays the heat declines,

and I find it impossible to apply linings sufficient to

keep up the heat in the middle of the bed without

scorching the roots near the sides. Am I right in my
opinion as to the cause of failure ? C. D., Wood Hall,

Essex.

Weston Flower Show.—The Weston people are 30Z.

in debt from last flower show and are begging for sub-

scriptions to make up that turn. When I tell you that

out of 2521. collected, only 64Z. odd were allotted to

prizes, you will not be surprised at the remaining four-

fifths going to pay exorbitant bills of the tradesmen of

the place. Printing, 28Z. !; for the use of field, 5L 9
one

day ! ;
police (two blue bottles), 41. 5s. ; and so on.

Somerset. [If there is no mistake here, such charges

ought not to be allowed by the committee. The first

and third are outrageous—as they are stated.]

Melons^ <fcc.—I perceive by your last impression that

* A Looker On " at Whittlebury Lodge has got his eyes

on some very fine Nectarines, and no doubt as Elruges

they were very fine, as the weight (6 oz.) testifies.

But as an old Peach grower I must open a " Looker
On's" eyes by stating the fact that I have for many
years sent Peaches to my noble employer's table

weighing 10, 11, and one as much as 1"2£ ounces,

which certainly was a u monstrous fine fruit," as Paddy
would say. So much for Peaches. Now for Melons.

I Bee one of your readers (" A. \W) is in trouble about
his dying off before bringing the fruit to maturity, and
your recipe of cow-dung water would, in my opinion,

only hasten their dissolution in such uncongenial soil.

Who ever heard of loose sandy soil to grow Melons in ?

I defy any one to produce a Melon fit to be seen on any
such soil ; in fact, the stronger or stiffer the loam the

better for Melon growing. I have for many years
grown my Melons in loam so strong that when I want
grafting clay I invariably go to the same heap of loam,
and I may just mention that in this strong adhesive
loam—almost a clay— I have grown the Beech wood 12
lbs. weight, and the quality unsurpassable. Let
"A. W." try the very strongest loam he can get, and he
will have plenty of Melons. An Observer. [This advice

about soil is certainly quite right ; and we dare say

were littie heaps of white matter, consisting of minute
bodies endowed with Brownian motion, and numberless
infant spores of some mould resembling the yeast; fungus.

In the former case mould was present, but not in such
abundance as to do mischief ; in the latter, mould pre-

dominated, and was apparently the cause of the deteri-

oration of the opium. Mr. Berkeley suggested as a
remedy, that supposing the [above to be the true ex-

planation of the deterioration, the opium cakes should
be submitted to sulphurous acid (the vapour of common
sulphur), as soon as any mould appeared on them.
Mould, he observed, certainly has the power of

destroying the virtue of many drugs, and why not that

of opii>m ?

June 17.—The President in the chair.—A Special

General Meeting was held for the purpose of con-

sidering a proposal from her Majesty's Government
to give apartments to the Linnean Society in Burling-

ton House, iu conjunction with the Royal and Chemical
Societies ; when the following resolution proposed by

Dr. Hooker, and seconded by Mr. J. Forster, was unani-

mously adopted, viz. : " That the Council be authorised

to place itself in communication with the Councils of

the Royal and Chemical Societies with the view of

carrying out the proposal of the Government as to the

occupation of Burlington House." At the ordinary

meeting which followed, J. Wainwright, Esq., was
elected a Fellow. The following papers were read :

—

1. "On a supposed new organ in insects," by J. B.

Hicks, M.D. 2. "On a new species of Peziz;*, beincr

the full developcment of Sclerotium roseum of Kneiff,"

by F. Currey, Esq. The genus Sclerotium, the author

observes, is one which has long occupied a doubtful

position among fungi ; and after having been bandied

about from one family to another, the opinion has been

gaining ground that the Sclerotia are not autonomous
productions, but only the mycelia of other fungi, which

being arrested in growth, whilst retaining their

vitality, await only a favourable season for attaining

their full development. In numerous instances they

have been ascertained to produce fungi of various

kinds and belonging to widely different families,

but there is still a vast number in which no such

subsequent development has been traced. Any
new case in which the full development is observed

thus becomes interesting to mycologists. Mr. Currey

had observed a case of this kind in the Sclerotium

roseum, which is found in the interior of the stems of

Rushes and Bullrushes, and is of an oblong cylindrical

octettes.

- A. W» will take it hereafter. But it does not exactly 'orm ro""ded at
t J»

end
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an inch
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meet the question, which is how to keep the Melons on £ *?** last whilst searching for Algoe in a pool on

i/ ., , r* w ..I Pauls Cray Common, Kent, he found an elegant Peziza
now, not now to manage them hereafter. We still say .

J 7
i > en

*r a -i
growing on the last year ? sttms of a species of Kush,

* °'-'

====::;====;:=====^^ probably Juncus conglomerate. On close examination

this was found to be not attached to the surface of the

Rush, but to issue from its interior, causing a longi-

tudinal fissure ; and on splitting open the Rush, a

tubercular body became visible, which proved to be
Li5Nean (Anniversary), May 24.—The President in Sclerotium roseum, to which the stalk of the Peziza

the chair. The King of Portugal was elected an hon- was attached, and to which in fact it grew. The
orary member. The following new members of Council, num her growing from each Sclerotium varied from two
viz., Prof. Bectley, L. L. Dillwyn, Esq., Prof. Owen,

to 13 j^p Berkeley has given to this Peziza, which
J. Woods, Esq., and J. Yates, Esq., were elected in the prove8 to have been previously unknown, the M.S.
room of R. C. Alexander, Esq., G. B. Buck 1 on, Esq., liame f p. cur
C. J. F. Bunbury, Esq., J. Curtis, Esq., and W. Spence,
Esq. T. Bell, Esq., was re-elected President; W. Yar-
rell, Esq., Treasurer ; J. J. Bennett, Esq, Secretary;
and R. Taylor, Esq , Under Secretary. The President
nominated F. Bootu, Esq., R. Brown, Esq., Prof. Owen,
and W. Yarrell, Esq., Vice Presidents for the year
ensuing. The annual accounts showed a small balance

in favour of the Society. The Secretary reported that

since the last anniversary eighteen fellows and one
foreign member had been lost by death, and eight

others had withdrawn, and that twenty fellows had been

elected.

June 3.—The President in the chair. Mr. W. Penney
was elected an associate. Mr. Westwood made some
observations on a lepidopterous insect now ravaging
the Sugar Canes in the Island of Mauritius. It was
stated that this insect (of which as many as half a
dozen broods are perfected in one year,) by burrowing
in the Canes has greatly diminished as well as deteri-

orated their saccharine products. A conversation

followed on the means of destroy ing the insect, and

•reyanum. The paper was accompanied

by a drawing of the fungus. 3. " Notes on some rare

or undeseribed fungi lately found in the vicinity of

Malvern, Worcestershire," by E. Lees, Esq. This

paper, which was accompanied by a series of drawings

of the plants noticed, consisted principally, or at least to

a very great extent, of characters and observations on

the habits of several supposed new species of British

fungi of the genera Agaricus, Cantliarellus, Polyporus,

Thelephora, and Mitrula.

The following circular has just 1 een issued—
Linnean Society, 32, Soho Square, June 24 th,

1856. At the Special General Meeting of the Society,

held on the 17th inst., it was unanimously resolved :

—

«' That the Council be authorised to place itself in com-

munication with the Councils of the Royal and Chemical

Societies, with the view of carrying out the proposal of

#otue$ of Sooks.

On the Variation of Species, with especial reference to the

Insecta, followed by an Inquiry into the Nature of
Genera. By T. Vernon Woliaston, M.A., F.L.S.

Loudon : J. Van Voorst, 1856.

It has often been remarked that entomologists seem to

have been overwhelmed by the richness and diversity

of their subject, and have very seldom made the same
use which botanists have done of their multiform facts,

in regard to geographical distribution, classification, and
other high branches of natural science. We have in this

work of Mr. WoUaston's au admirable exception to the

above remark. The author has almost devoted his life

to natural history ; he has visited Madeira four times
in order to collect and most carefully to observe the
insects in their native home. His great work on the

Insecta Maderensia, beautifully illustrated by Mr. West-
wood, affords a truly magnificent testimony of the

author's zeal for science. Mr. Woliaston in the present

volume generalises the results of his long-continued

observations, and brings into play his accurate know-
ledge of the land mollusca of Madeira. The main result

is that species, when inhabiting an island or any distant

locality, vary considerably more than the great majority

of naturalists are willing to allow. To those not con-

versant with natural history this may appear a trivial

point, but undoubtedly it has a direct bearing on ques-

tions which every one must consider important, namely,

on the first appearance or creation of organic beings.

Mr. Woliaston argues in great detail (but we wish

sometimes for even more detail), from finding a regular

gradation of intermediate forms, that certain insect

forms are only varieties, and not true species ; but these

varieties in some cases differ so mu>h from each other,

that had only a few specimens been collected, they

would undoubtedly have been considered specifically

distinct. From such cases the argument is carried on

by analogy to other closely allied forms. Some naturalists

think tr.at the whole fabric of natural history is in

danger of being crushed by the load of specific names ;

,
and these wi 1 hail with thankfulness Mr. WoUaston's

work. We do not wish by this remark to undervalue

the discrimination of the nicest details ; we object only

to the raising of minute pointP, even when strictly

inherited, to an equal scale of importance with physio-

logical differences, and differences of habits of life.

Although Mr. Woliaston admits a great amount of

variation, he strongly denounces those who doubt

whether there is any essential distinction between

! species and permanent varieties, such as Mr. Woliaston

himself freely admits. He allows only a " legitimate "

amount of variation ; but the reader may search in vain

for a distinction between legitimate and illegitimate

variation : it seems hard justice to denounce any one

for breaking a law, which is not and cannot be enun-

ciated, and which even the lawgiver himself does not

seem always to know (p. 33, 39,) whether or not he is

breaking.

In regard to the causes cf variation, Mr. Woliaston

attributes but little to the direct action of climate, more
to the effects of the neighbourhood of the sea, and most
of all to isolation. The effects of isolation must be

considered at present as empirical ; for it is not obvious

why mere seclusion should cause variability. To isola-

tion, and consequent interbreeding, the author attributes

that diminution of size which is frequently character-

istic of the Madeira insects. Much might be said in

favour of this view : at the same time it must be owned

that breeders, for instance of short-horns, will probably

be surprised to hear of ill effects being attributed to the

interbreeding of some. 20,000 or 100,000 individuals,

living on an island 30 miles in length— a perfect conti-

nent to such little creatures.

One of the most remarkable facts discovered by Mr.

Woliaston in Madeira is the frequently wingless con-

dition of the beetles ; out of 550 Coleoptera there

collected, no less than 200 are more or less apterous

the Government as to the occupation of Burlington a truly surprising proportion. It particularly deserves

House/' The Council has had under its serious con-

sideration the best meaus of meeting the expenditure

necessary to be incurred in connexion with the removal,

including not only fittings and furniture for the apart-

thereby preventing its ravages, in the course of which ' ments in Burlington House, but also the cost of

it was suggested that the best remedy seemed to consist '

reinstating the Society's present house previous to the

in burning the whole of the Canes not fit for use, as expiration of the first seven years of the lease
;
which

well as the refuse, after selecting and preserving in

situations beyond reach of the insects a sufficient number
of sound eyes for the purpose of propagation. There
was further read a " Note on the Development of Fungi
upon Patna Opium," by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley.

together (as far as can be at present estimated) will

require about 800/. As there are no existing funds

from which this expenditure can be defrayed, and as it

appears to the Council that it would not be desirable to

add to the bonded debt of the Society, they propose to

notice that several of those genera which have winged

species on the continent have wingless species in this

little group of islands. We are thus reminded of the

Dodo and Solitaire of Mauritius and Bourbon, and of

theApteryx and other great extinct wingless birds of

New Zealand. As in the caverns of North America

and of Styria, the beetles and other animals which

inhabit these eternally dark recesses are eyeless, inas-

much as sight would be useless to them ; so on the small

islands of Madeira, Mr. Woliaston thinks that the

beetles are wingless, because powers of flight would

to whom they had been communicated by Dr. Macinuon effected in the annual expenditure of the Society. In

from Patna, in consequence of an affection to which the
\

th s confidence they submit the accompanying first list

opium cakes have been subject for the last year or more, of subscribers, and earnestly recommend the subserip-

On examination with the microscope the shell from the j
tion to the members. It being very desirable to

perfect cake showed abundant mycelium of Penicilliura,
j

ascertain as speedily as possible the amount subscribed,

with necklaces of spores of various sizes, but without an early reply is respectfully requested. John J.

any symptom of consequent decay. The shell from the "" * *
mu ~ ~" 1 —*— *-

unsound cake was infested with Acari, and there were
abundant traces of the same Penicillium, but not in so
perfect a condition. There seemed aUo to be a mixture
of the spores of Aspergillus with copious sporangia of
Eurotium herbariorum, which is now recognised as a
form of the fruit of that genus ; besides which there

be of little use, or even injurious to them, as when once

Some specimens of the shell of opium-cakes, consisting ' raise the estimated sum by a general subscription, and I on the w ng they would be very liable to be blown out----—•
' to sea and thus lost. Not only are many of the truly

endemic beetles here apterous, but Mr. Woliaston firmly

believes that some of the actually same species, which

are winged in Europe, are wingless in Madeira. Hie

tendency to diminution iu size attributed by the author

to interbreeding, is thought to be sometimes overborne

by the supposed law of compensation or balaucement ;

by which increase of general size has been gained by

the loss of the organs of flight. But we think further

observations are wanted on this head ; and we would

venture to suggest to the author to collect, if possible in

the same locality, half a dozen of the British Calathus

Beutham, 20/. ; Robert" Brown, 20/. ; Sir William
j

mollis in its winged, half-winged, and quite wingless
' "' * M.D., 20/. ; John condition, and compare each series in regard to general

Richard Owen, 10 J. j William Wilson size.

j
The final chapter contains a valuable, but perhaps

Bennett, Secretary. The subscription to June 28th

amouuts to 4102. and iucludes the names of Thomas
Bell, 50/. ; John Joseph Bennett, 20Z. ; George

Bent , „

Hooker, 20/.; Joseph Hooker,

Lindley, 20/.

Saunders, 20/.
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somewhat too metaphorical, discussion on classification,

or the relation of groups to each other. There are

several other interesting subjects, especially geographical

distribution, treated with much ability, but on which we
have not space here to enter. Under a discussion on

the powers of diffusion which different species possess,

there are, as we believe, some quite unparalleled facts

given, namely, the existence in abundance of Helix

Wollastoni, and of some varieties of other species of

Helix, on certain hills in Porto Santo, and nowhere else

in the whole group ; this same species and the same
varieties being found fossil in the ancient superficial

calcareous beds (which include several extinct species)

in the same identical localities where their living

descendants now flourish, and nowhere else fossil or

recent in the Madeira group.

Finally, we can confidently recommend this work to

the attention of naturalists as very instructive, and as

eminently suggestive— than which we can hardly give

higher praise—for on the abstruse questions here dis-

cussed, we may almost say with jesting Pilate, " What
is truth?" We believe that Mr. Wollaston by the

present work and by his Insecta Maderensia will have

gained the high and well deserved respect of naturalists,

even of those who will, either in going less far or

further on the probable amount of variation, most differ

from him.

Garden Memoranda.
Mr. Salter's, Hammersmith.— During the last few

weeks there has beeu a grand display of Chinese

Paeonies at this nursery. Mr. Salter's collection of

these gorgeous flowers is perhaps the most extensive in

the country, comprising as it does all the finest English

and continental varieties, and they have blossomed un-

usually well this season. No one who has not seen these

flowers can form any idea of their great size and beauty.

Several of the sorts measured quite 8 inches in diame-

ter, and they have colours varying from pure white to

citron, blush, rose, and crimson. The finest we noticed

among them were Queen Victoria, blush with a lemon

centre ; Humei alba, blush ; Buycki, dark rose ; gran-

diflora nivea plena, very large white ; Anemoneflora

striata, yellowish white; Papaverseflora, blush and white;

Reevesi plenissima, crimson ; Melbourne, rose with a buff

centre ; Heine Hortense, rosy lilac with white centre
;

elegans superbissima, rose with salmon centre ;
Pottsi,

crimson ; P. plenissima, dark crimson ; elegans,

yellowish white ; rosea plenissima, rosy pink ; Vic-

toire Modeste, blush ; sinensis odorata, rosy crimson ;

triumphans Gandavensis, blush and citron
;
prolifera

tricolor, white and lemon ; lilacina superba, rosy lilac
;

Gloria Mundi, pale rose and citron ;
amabili*, sulphur-

coloured ; Maria, rosy crimson ; virginnlis, white
;

Walneriana, pale rose and white ; edulis superba, dark

rose ; sulpl.urea superba, sulphur tinned white ; Reine

des Francais, white shaded with delicate rose; Char-

lotta, dark rose ; formosa, pale straw colour ; and

Duehesse d* Orleans, rose and blush. Collec-

tions of cut flowers of these beautiful varieties

were shown both at the Regent's Park and

Crystal Palace exhibitions, and we need not say

were universally admired. When planted sufficiently

beauty from June to October through being liberally

supplied with manure water, but care must be taken

not to give it too strong, especially at first. Keep the

atmosphere as moist as can be done, but avoid damp at

nights by leaving sufficient air on to cause a gentle

circulation, and spare no attention that will keep the

p'ants clear of insects. Stock for autumn and winter

flowering will now require some care to get it suffi-

ciently forward to be useful at the proper time. Chinese

Primulas, especially the double varieties, ifat all backward,

may now be placed in a close frame, and shaded from

the sun, when they will be found to make satisfactory

progress. Cinerarias for early flowering should also be

potted and started at once, choosing the strongest

suckers for the purpose, and placing them in a close

shady frame until they have become rooted. They
are sometimes attacked by thrips, but if they are kept

cool and moist, and smoked occasionally, no danger

need be apprehended from this or other pests, and they

will grow vigorously. Cold Pits—The stock here will

now be growing freely, and should be examined

frequently in order to see if all is right ; for plants

growing rapidly speedily suffer from neglect in watering

or from the attacks of insects. Examine young speci-

mens that were potted early in the season, and shift at

once such as require more pot room.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Such varieties as are at all liable to spoil

at the bottom before the upper pips are coloured should

now be kept as dry as possible immediately they show

the least signs of colouring, keeping the atmosphere

also as dry as can be done without injury to the rest of

the stock. Vineries.—Grapes intended to hang through

the winter should be thinned very freely, and, if neces

soaking occasionally with water, which will help te

prevent mildew. See to keeping up a supply of salad

Spinach, &c, and sow a good bed of Cabbages for

winter use.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON,
For Che week ending July 3. 185G, aa obserred at the Horticultural Oardena.
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June 37- Cloudless and hot ; very fine throughout.
— i.S—Uniformly overcaat; hot And aultry; very fine; coldatni<u».
— 29—Clear; with dry air; very fine; clear.

— 30—Clear; very fine; cloudy at night.

July 1—Very fine; cloudless; air very dry; fine.

— 2—Dry haze ; »ery fine ; unusually cold at night for the period

of the season.— 3— Clear and very fine throughout ; cold at night.

Mean temperature of the week 2 deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK..
During the last 30 years, for the ensuing week. endin« July 12,18*6.
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sary, they should be gone over a second time, leaving

them so that the berries, when fully swell- d, will scarcely

touch each other. A moderate crop only should be left

on the Vines ; for, to ensure success in keeping Grapes

fresh and in good condition till next March, the Vines

must be in first-rate health ; be satisfied, therefore, with

a moderate, or rather light crop, in the late house. Keep
the atmosphere of houses where the fruit is colour-

ing in active circulation, using gentle fires by day, with

abundance of air, and leaving a little air on at night, to

prevent damp. If red spider appears inclined to be

troublesome, wash the pipes, &c, wirh a mixture of

soot and lime, and if the colour is objectionable, add

more soot. Figs.—Trees that have been kept dry while

ripening the first crop, and are now cleared of this,

should be well watered at the root, and if there is any

appearance of red spider, the leaves should be thoroughly

washed with the engine. Give manure-water to trees

showing a heavy second crop, and keep the atmosphere

moist by frequently sprinkling the passages and borders,

&c. Keep the shoots thin and regularly tied, so as

to avoid confusion, and expose all parts of the tree

equally to the light. Where the fruit is ripening attend

to previous directions, and keep the atmosphere and

borders as dry as can conveniently be done. Assist

trees in pots by giving them a liberal supply of manure
water.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.

The highest temperature during; the above period occurred on the 6th,

1852 -therm. 95 ueg.; and the lowest on the 10th, 1851—therm. 38 deg.

Go over the beds frequently, and keep the young
near pouds to permit their large and showy blossoms to shcots of Verbenas, &c, nicely regulated and pegged

be reflected by the water, they have a charming effect. down until the ground has got fairly covered, after which

In another part of the ground we observed a planta-

tion of singularly marked and variously coloured Fancy

Pansies. Among the more conspicuous of them were

bronzy purple edged with yellow ; DandyOrpheus,
Dinmont,
Celestial,

Cerberus,

greater freedom of growth may be permitted. On
light dry soils two or three applications of weak manure
water given at intervals of a few days and when the

ground is moist, will greatly assist in getting the beds

yellow and purple with a yellow border ; ! covered without loss of time. See that Dahlias, Holly-

white, shaded and margined with violet

;

purple and brown ; Paul Pry or Mazeppa,

purple, broadly tipped with white and very striking;

Episcopalus, violet, striped tvith rose ; Reine des

Panaches, rose, striped maroon; Model, rose striped

with purple ; Butterfly, purple, mottled with yellow ;

Aristo, purple striped with lilac and rose ; Bobo, silvery

lilac; Leopold, purple mottled with yellow; Jonas,

lilac striped with rose ; Mars, red mottled with pale

yellow ; Pirate Queen, mottled purple with a yellow

edge ; Judy, violet, bordered with white ; and delicata,

red striped with lilac. Of these Mazeppa, though long

in cultivation under the name of Magpie, is particularly

worth attention. An extremely well marked bloom of

it was shown at the last exhibition in Regent's Park by

Mr. Stark of Edinburgh.

Indoors were several new striped Petunias, which

have a very gay appearance. Among them were

Madame Lemichez, lilac striped with white ; Marquess

de St. Innocent, dark purple striped with white and

really very pretty ; Madame de Pruines, black striped

purple ; Ernest de Lepiueau, pale lilac striped white
;

Imperatrice Eugenie, violet striped with white ;

macuiata, mottled rose
;

gloriosa plenissima, semi-

double blush with green edges and centre ; and

Hermione, white spotted w ith lilac. We also noticed a

distinct-looking seedling Geranium named Unique Rose

d'Amour, pale rosy peach spotted with lake, trusses

large and produced in great profusion.

Calendar of Operations.
(J?vr the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—The beauty of most soft-wooded

plants here may be considerably prolonged by the use

of weak manure water, which should be given as

often as can be done conveniently. Indeed such things

Achimenes, Clerodendrons, &c, may be had in full

hocks, &c. are securely staked and kept properly tied.

Remove decayed flowers and seeds from Roses, and

give autumn flowering varieties plenty of manure water

in order to keep them in vigorous health and to secure

plentv of *• blooming wood." Such as are budded on

the Dog Rose must be kept clear of suckers. Budding

may now be proceeded with when the weather is

cloudy. Give plants infested with green fly a liberal

washing with the engine, or syringe them with Tobacco

water. Mildew sometimes becomes troublesome

after this season ; it may however be kept in check

by applying sulphur to the parts affected the moment
it makes its appearance, first wetting them with

water, in order that the sulphur may stick. Where
required proceed with propagating herbaceous plants,

in order to get this kind of work out of hand and the

glasses, &c, at liberty for other purposes. Take
advautage of showery weather to give the walks and

lawns a good rolling, and endeavour to keep the Grass

short and neatly mown.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Where Strawberry runners are in good condition,

stock for forcing next season may now be potted, and
placed in a close shady frame until it has got established.

Prepare ground for fresh plantations by heavily ma-
nuring and trenching it ; or if land cannot be obtained

at once, select the strongest runners and plant them on

a shady border in rich soil, to be transplanted with balls

next mouth. During this month Asparagus beds can

hardly have too much manure water from the stable or

farm-yard tank. On light dry soils salt may be applied

with advantage, but this should not be used on strong

stiff ground, as it keeps it wet in winter and rots the

roots. Finish planting out the principal crops of

Broccoli and winter greens, and proceed with planting

out Celery as ground can be spared for it, using plenty

of manure and keeping it liberally supplied with water.

Attend to staking late Peas, and keep the ground moist

about those in a forward state, giving them a thorough

Notices to Correspondents.
Diseases : W B B. Your plants seem to be affected by a form

of the disease called clubbing, but as you remark there are

no injects in the roots. In one plant the pith of the stem had

been eaten, and in this I found a living larva, in addition to

one which had fallen out. There was also another grub In the

packet, the origin of which I could not trace. The cnrions

point about your plants is that the cellular tissue of the

thickened parts is completely filled up with a dense granular

matter, which from the rose tint which it assumes under sugar

and sulphuric acid is clearly nitrogenous. The section of the

dry root resembles closely that of some dried brown truffle.

Will you favour me with one or two fresh specimens wrapped

up in tinfoil, or something which will prevent their drying up,

directed Rev. M.J. Berkeley, King's Cliff, and I shall then hope

to l ive you some b uter information. At tl e same time if «ny

correspondent can transmit in a similar way an undoubted

specimen of clubbing, it would be considered a great

favour. 31. J. B.
_

Fungi: Diss. Drawings have been communicated which un-

doubtedly represent A. Vittadini. I have once, and once only,

found this species on an exposed bank at Cotterstock, North-

amptonshire. I have not heard of its being found this year,

except in Norfolk. M.J.B.
Gtnerium Argesteum: A 31 S. This is the botanical name of

the Pampas Grass. The latter will be found fully describe 1

and a woodcut illustration given of it in our vol. for 1854,

p. 708. Its treatment has been given in our Number for

March 15 of the present year, see p. 176.J
Herbarium: WD. Dry your plants by pressing them firmly

between sheets of paper, and frequently shifting them, in order

that they may not become mouldy. When dried wash them

with a weak solution of corrosive sublimate in spirit of wine.

Afterwards fasten them with go>d carpenters' glue to paper,

one species to each half sheet. Mark on the paper the name,

locality, &c.,of the species. Then collect all the species of each

genus within a whole sheet of the same size, but stiffer, and

mark the generic name on the left hand lower corner. Keep

the sheets in any convenient cabinet. All this is explained in

Professor Lindley's "Elements of Botany," p. 133.

Ixskcts : A Lady. We do not know what is meant by a beetle-

caterpillar; tiie insect that destroys the shoots of Pine trees is

llvlurgus piniperda, of which a full account is given at p. 61:

of'our vol. for 1855. The striped Donax might, we suppose, M
given to cattle irreen

;
just try whether they will eat it. It can

do no harm.—J S. Your Asparagus beds are attacked by the

common Asparagus beetle Crioceris Asparagi, the history ot

which you will find in the Gard. Chronicle lor 1845, p. 592

We found ni caterpillars on your Rose leaves, but from their

appearance they seem to have been gnawed by the larva? ot

the small black-winded saw-fly, the history of which is given

in Gard. Chrcnich, 1848, p. 524. W.
Morphology : G J. It is a very striking instance of the

i

torus or

growing point of a flower proceeding to form a branch instead

of remaining quiet. .

Names of Fruits : W Y. Your Peaches are both the same son,

the Royal George.
||

.,

Names of Plants.— We have been so often obliged toreiuctam^

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we e° t
"l*

to request our correspondents to recollect that we n^er /?
d

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this v
•

1 Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially app .

»

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for aSSlStur*'

they should exhaust their other means of gaining ^i01™8" '

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and tuin* s

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. a»

can do is to help them- and that most willingly- "
now requested that in future, not more than four p

may be sent us at one time.-./' B. lingo Uncfc w»
collector who found it. Medicago orbicularis, vve *

remember anv Hymenocallis that answers to 7onT.aeKyLj0g.

—Annie. Tragopogon pratensis.—A Botanist. We do not n*ys

nize the little umbelliferous plant. Can you s«nd
™c»pri-

seeds.— Rusticus. It seems to be some state of L°n 'ce/* ... not

folium. What is the value of a Honeysuckle that wu ^
climb?—We have also received from some u

.

nkno^5L
ft
tuo

spondent, without any letter, a plant of Epidendrum vii»

and a flower of Trichopilia albida.-f/^ We suppose Arc

staphylos Uva Ursi. mMM t an ,«-ering

Old Picture : Sub Ant. We doubt the possibility ot ans

your question. o^^v of wo^
Phal^xopsis : Orchid. It is generally grown on a diock ^
in preference to a basket. The Horticultural bocieiy

plant to which you allude was grown on a olfKf called

Vi.vegar Plant : Somerset. It is the spawn of a 1 ungua

Penicillium glaucum
Vises in
has tried

illium glaucum % ,, . ... , K_ „nT one^
« Cow houses :CJS wou!d be obliged by any on ^
ied the plan of growing Vines in cow-houses roofea ^and sayinf

glass giving the result of their experience *™ f^e the

ficularTy if they allow the roots of the \ ine to extend in*

remedy ****
wapp«
make the

house.
sureVine Mildew: Beader. Sulphur is a »u « *miidetr *PP«»i*

disease, provided it is applied the moment the ™™lJ£w
the leaves and parts aflvcted Oo as w' yoU

sulphur Jet »d then i^ftj**.^ *£m*First wet

poJS, fail fro™ .ppfyin. it in a dr, state and from

adhering to the Vines.;
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &cn

Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College,

PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of S^da, Blood Manure, Sugar

Scum, and every description of Artificial Manures, Linseed
Cakes, &c.— YV. Ingl.s Carne, 10f Mark Lane, London.

rpHE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
X at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,
71. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.] Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia- Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

ON DON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840).

The above Company have the following ready for immediate
delivery :—Corn Manure, for top-dressing ; Blood ditto for Corn

;

Blood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured
expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for

Turnips, Mangels, Grasses, &c; Peruvian Uuano direct from
importers' warehouses; Nitrate of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia,
and every artificial manure of kuown value.

40, Bridge Street , Blackfriars. Edward Purser, Sec._

MANURES FOR ROOTS AND TOP-DRESSING
CORN CROPS.

THE undersigned beg to advise Agriculturists they
are now prepared to deliver the under-mentioned Manures,

viz. :—
Their celebrated SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (see

Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, Vol. 6, Part 2).
NITRO-BI-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE for Cereals,

Roots, and Hops.
Also NITRATE OF SODA, GUANO, BONEDU3T, and

£-INCH BONE; SULPHURIC ACID, GYPSUM, and all

other Manures of known value.
Apply to Mark Fothkrgill & Co., 204a, Upper Thames Street,

London, Agents for the Poat Charcoal Company,

ANALYTiCAL~RlPORT "(Corrected).

THE UNDERSIGNED beg to call attention to Pro-
fessor Voelcker's CORRECTED REPORT ON MANURES

in the last Journal of the Bath and West of England Agricul-
tural Society, from which the following is an extract:

—

"Spoouer & Bailey's Superphosphate for Turnips contains 41
per cent, of phosphate of lime, and is decidedly the most valuable

superphosphate of the four manures analysed."
Their Turnip Manure, richer in ammonia than the above, is

prepared expressly for those who require a manure to carry the

plant alone through all the stages of its growth.
Peruvian Guann, Bone-dust, and every Manure of known

value; also Linseed, Poppy, Rape, and Nut Cake.
Orders taken for Spooner's Patent Water Drill, and Spooner's

Prize Estay on Root Crops.

Spooker & Bailey, Chemical Manure Works, Ealing, near
Southampton.

^AXTON~WORXS, SHEFFIELD^

SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle hy Dr. Lindley (see No.
47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-
man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1S51 and 1855. Tht
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the hack.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears. Hoes,
Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools,

Established 173S.

FOWLER and FRY, Agricultural Implement
Manufacturers, Temple Gate, Bristol, beg to call atten-

ion to the under-mentiom d articles :

—

One-row Seed and Ma nun- Drill, a most complete thing, 6Z. 10s.

One-row Drill, for seed only, 41.

Prize Grass Seed Distribnror, 12 feet long, 31. 10s.

Patterson's Patent Clod-crusher, which is so constructed that
it is capable of working where the ground is in a sticky
state from wet.

Corne's Patent Chaff-cutters.

Oat and Hean Mi. Is.

Gardner's Turnip Cutters.

Bushe's Root Graters.
Cozen's celebrated Press Ploughs, &c.

Fowler & Fry are Agents for all the principal makers of

Agricultural Implements, and always keep a large assortment on
hand in their Show-room.

Catalogue^, &c, sent upon application.

«• LpRIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
JL Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxtou for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, lare Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE RAYS OF THE SUN.
"FR1GI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,

from attacks of insects, and from morning fronts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6J. per yard run, of

Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men throughout the kingdom. It is much cheaper than mats
as a covering."

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.^

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the

winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the 1« am which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five pans of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole w*ll in the dry state before

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of "the

severer fro^t. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the hides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE SHEDS, FARM YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the CVment, J. B. White & Brothers,

Milbank Street "Westminster.

p OLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
V>> and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY—The Annual Exhibition of Stock, Implements,

Poultry. &c, will take place on THURSDAY. November 27th, at

Gloucester. Premiums to the amount of 412Z. will be offered for

Cattle, Sheep, Pigs, and Horses, and 1207. for Poultry. Members
only can compete for the Premiums for Stock, but the Poultry
Premiums are open to Public competition.—For further particu-

Iars npply to Edward Trikper, Secretary.

MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY, 1S56—The Annual Show of Live

Stock (including Poultry), Implements, &c. &c, will take

place at Wigan, on THURSDAY, August 7th; and on the

previous day there will be a public Trial of Implements.
Premiums to the amount of 69-1J. are offered, many of which are

open to general competition.— Prize Lists and Rules may be had
on application to T. B. Rtder, Secretary, 2, Elliot Street,

Liverpool.

YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
Ope.v to the Unitkd Kingdom.—The NINETEENTH

ANNUAL MEETING will be held at Rotherham, August 6 and
7 next, when 8001. will be awarded in Prizes. The eutry closes

on the 23rd July.
Prize Sheets and Certificates may be had on application to

John Hannah, Secretary.—Kirk Deignton, Wetherby, July 5.

SOUTHDOWN SHEEP.
AT R.HENRY OVERMAN informs his friends and
l^J- the public that his SOUTHDOWN RAMS are ready for

Letting; he has also 120 SOUTHDOWN SHEARLING EWES
for Sale.—

W

easenham, Rougham, Norfolk. July 5.

HAMPEN RAM SALE— 185 6.

TBEALE BROWNE, Esq., has fixed MONDAY,
• the 28th of July, for the Sale by Auction of about 50

COTSWOLD SHEARLING RAMS, and four or five older

Sheep. Two or three will be Let. Mr. Ueale Browne, on this

occasion, hopes to have the pleasure of the company of his

numerous friends, being satisfied that his Flock will meet their

entire approval. Sale at 4 o'clock.—James Villar, Auctioneer.

Hampen is 8 miles :rom Cheltenham, and 2 from Andoversford.

N.B.—This Flock took 10 Prizes, and three G->ld and Silver

Medals last year in Paris; in Ireland ; at Carlisle, Hereford,

Y

o

rk shire, and Gloucestershire.

^l K. JONAS WEBB beg« to inform his friends and
_ J the pnhlic that his THIRTEENTH ANNUAL SHOW
of PURE fcOUTHDOWX RAMS will take place on FRIDAY, confident prediction.
July 11, when the honour of their company will be esteemed a

favour. The Shi-ep will be let or sold as usual, and may remain

upon the farm until required by the purchasers. Conditions of

the Sheep letting may be had on application. J. W. will forward

Sheep halfway, should the distance be further than 12, and not

exceeding 100 miles ; and all Sheep let at 20 guineas and upwards

will be carriage paid by J. W. to any Railroad Station, and also

on their return. Whittlcsford Station on the Eastern Counties

Line is two miles from Babraham. By permission, all trains,

except the express, will on that day stop at Whittlesford, where

conveyances will be in readiness to meet all the trains.

—

Church Farm, Babraham, near Cambridge.

(3), All the employers of labour wishing to en"
courage the plan, should at once send to the nearest

station to say how many persons they were likely

to want, and if this were promptly done it would
give the vendors of books an idea whether the

matter was worth their notice, and the rail-

way companies and telegraph companies ought

to give them facilities for making the plan

known by the circulation of hand- bills, posters,

telegraphic messages, &c, at a very low rate ; but

if once organised it is our opinion that the system
would become universal, and would be found of

immense utility both to employers and woikpeople.
The vendors of books at the several stations

appear to be the most proper persons for agents
;

they are generally intelligent and quite alive to their

own interests, and on the arrival of a train at each
station it would be the easiest thing in the world for

them to add to their usual cries of " Times!"
" Punch /" &c , those of " Twenty mowers wanted

!"

<! Fifty hay-makers wanted !
" One hundred

reapers," or " Twenty Hop-pickers," as the case

might be.

The newsvendors, if once they organised such a

system, would no doubt give it great extension by
communicating vith each other by rail or telegraph

(provided facilities w^re given for so doing), and
would also pay and receive commissions from
each other for intelligence, or workpeople sent to

the station where they were wanted. T. G.

Magnificent harvest weather has succeeded mag-
nificent growing weather, and there never, probably,

W88 a better crop of hay in process of being better
" won" than is now being gathered in throughout

southern and central England.

A warm fortnight has improved the promise of a

good Wheat harvest which most districts give—and
it will be earlier ready for the sickle lhan was
generally expected. We shall, as usual, give during

the next few weeks reports from correspondents in

the several counties, and shall be prepared early in

August with a general report on the probabilities of

the harvest, which will then be capable of more

Oie asrtcuUural <Sa>tite*
SATURDAY, JULY 5, 1856.

MEETINGS FOK THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Tukspat, July la 1

Wkdsksdat, — 16 (Great Meeting; of the Royal Agricultural

Tut'KSDAT, — 17 i Society ol England, at Chelmsford.
1'CIUAT, — IS)

The suggestion made last week on the facilities

which the Railway Companies might afford both to

employers and to labourers during haivest time needs

to assume a more practical form befoie it can le

made useful.

Among the points tending to a common under-

standing on the subject are the following :

—

(1). There outfit to be a meeting in London

of those employing the Newsvendors on the several

lines to consider (subject to ihe approval of the

different Railway Companies) what should be the

remuneration, payable both by masters and by men,

for every labourer thus engaged, and to determine on

some device, which should be universal, to indicate

at each station the office where information on the

subject may be had.

(2). The Railway Companies ought to issue

harvest tickets, which, like excursion tickets, would

enable the holder to stop on the road without

forfeiting his ticket, or even to go on (if time

did not allow of his obtaining a fresh ticket)

by paying the difference between I he place for which

he took his ticket and the place he stopped in. For
instance

—

If he took his ticket from London to Richmond he

ought to be allowed to get out at any of the inter-

vening stations (Brentford, for example) without

giving up his ticket, or he ought to be allowed to go

onto Windsor by paying the additional fare from

Richmond to Windsor, flow far this might suit the

views or arrangements of the Companies we cannot

of course tell, but they have already recognised the

principle in their excursion tickets. 1 hese harvest

tickets ought to be of a completely different charac-

ter to all other railway tickets, so that the porter

at each station would see at a glance that there was

no imposition.

The reports of green crops generally intimate the

attacks of fly as being unusually mischievous among
the Turnip fields, and the blanks among our Mangel
plants as being unusually numerous. These have

in many instances been rilled up by transplanted

Kohl Rnbi or sown Turnips, and where they still

exist transplanted Mangel plants still furnish the

means of filling them when the soil again becomes

moistened with showers.

The past season has distinguished most remark-

ably between the energetic and inactive cultivator.

Showery and dry weather have alternated at such

short intervals that the one has always been exactly

suited while the other has been just too late. The
agricultural diary of two men alike* in the circum-

stances of soil and weather which have affected

them, but differing thus in personal character,

would during the spring of 1856 show with even

greater clearness than it generally does how much
the latter exceeds the former in its influence on

personal experience.

We publish in another column the questions put

by the Agricultural Examiners to the candidates for

the Certificate of the Society of Arts at their

late annual examination in connection with the

Mechanics' Institutes of the country. Only three

offered themselves for agricultural examination;

the certificates at the disposal of the examiners

were of three classes, viz., Excellence. Proficiency,

and Competency ; and one of Proficiency was

awarded. Our object in publishing the questions

put is to add that we shall be glad to receive

answets to them from any of our readers : and we
shall be happy to present a copy of this Journal

free for five years to come to the writer of the best

set of answers that we may receive during the month

of July.

It will be interesting to our readers to learn that

among the four silver medals at the disposal of the

Society of Arts for Papers read during the current

session, two have been awarded for agricultural

papers ; one to Mr. Wren Hoskyns for his paper

on the Agricultural History of the past 15 Years,

and one to Mr. Bailey Denton for his paper on

the late Results of Land Drainage.

The recent publication of a remarkable balance

sheet before a Bankruptcy Court furnishes an

extraordinary illustration of the need for personal

superintendence in agricultural investments. Large

sums spent in the purchase of estates, added to

large sums spent in alterations and improvements,

were confronted by the present value of the estates

so altered and improved, ludicrously smaller than the

cost by which their present state had been attained.
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The landowner was, in

merely, nor even chiefly-

sarily occupied by large

could not be devoted to

tlis case, not a landlord

-his attention was neces-

busiress transactions, and

what never will succeed

without it. Land improvement in order to be

profitable must be carried on directly by those per-

sonally interestel in its success, and capable of giving

undivided attention to it. This is as true of an
English estate at present as it has been of a West
Indian one since labour has been paid for there,

and produce has been unprotected. In neither

case will deputies or even principals, if they be dis-

tracted by other cares, make profitable managers.

That success, however, does attend personal atten-

tion and the same energetic business habits as are

needed to secure it in commercial pursuits when
they are devoted to agricultural improvements may
be proved by many instances. We do not know of

any more striking than the case lately noticed in our

columns of Mr. Fowler's estate on Dartmoor. Here,

in a climate where grain will hardly ripen—one of

the exceptional cases therefore quoted by Mr.
Wood at the late discussion on breaking of Grass

lands—Mr. Fowler, a Liverpool merchant, placed

himself in 1847. The purchase of a portion of the

moor was followed by the erection of farm buildings

and a house, the enclosure of the land, and the cul-

tivation of it. Green crops grown most successfully

fed cattle under shelter, and the land, mo»t of it

laid down again, yields enormous crops of Grass. Six

weeks ago fields worth in 1847 not 2s. per acre let

for summer grazing for nearly 60s. And now a
bleak and barren moor is rapidly becoming a

pleasant country residence, while the balance of

present value against original cost and subsequent
outlay will prove as great a contrast to the balance
against the unfortunate bankrupt in the case we
have just referred to as any one interested in

agricultural progress could desire.

be to his own advantage, and his landlord's also. We i seed corn, sowing immediately without delay all (Wheat
consider this as one of the greatest hindrances to good
farming or gardening. It may probably be here ob-

served by some that this constant stirring of the soil so
deeply between the rows of corn only encourages the

surface weeds to germinate more readily and quickly,

and the hoeing to injure the rootlets or fibres of the

corn. Then why not set about more earnestly clearing

them off again, if the aim is to detroy them and their

posterity ? and rest assured that every time the land is

stirred it admits air and atmospheric food to the roots

and blades of the corn, and that it then makes
fresh rootlets, &c, which take a firmer hold of

the land, and prevents its falling or lodging. (Root-

fallen corn is occasioned chiefly from its being thick at

an early sta^e of its growth.)

If the land we have recently taken were our own, or had
we no restricted leases, and had we had sufficient capital at

our command when we commenced to carry us through
the first year, we should not have hesitated sacrificing

our whole crop for that season ; but would have
adopted the following course :— First, as soon as we
became in possession at Michaelmas, we would have set

about cleansing all the ditches deeply, and examined all

waterfalls, would have felled the timber and Pollards,

plashed all the hedges to one uniform height, would
have pared all the banks, and ploughed up all the wind-
rows and headlands one rod wide, and would have
burned all topether at the very first opportunity that

dry weather offered, and carted the thousands of loads

of burnt earth thus supposed to be accumulated all over
the barren fields (which must now be done by bits and
bits, this year and next year, &c, if ever at all).

the first year, or rather the second year of holding)

without any manure, except the burnt earth, in equal
rows, five on a stetch, at about half a bushel to a bushel

per acre for the first year ; and the next year four
rows in like manner alternately, merely transversing

the ploughing, cropping, &c, either with the same crop
again, or any other, as may be deemed preferable.

No fears need be entertained of grubs, slugs, &c,
reducing such thin crops thus treated too much in

winter, nor in spring. No, no ; they are, like ourselves,

more fond of tender food, and will reject plants when
tough and old and stale ; neither do rabbits feed

on thoin so freely as when they are young and tender,

and the plants themselves are thus more able to resist

frost and other vicissitudes than those sown much later.

Selected; seed we find by experience is far preferable

than sowing promiscuously any that comes first to hand,

and half a bushel is quite pufficient to secure the best

of crops ; 3 pecks we consider too much or more than

needful, 1 bushel extravagant, and over this to 2 or

3 bushels quite an abomination. Whatever thickness,

however, our friends choose to adopt, we recommend
all to grow their own seed (if they will not their general

' crops) on the thin principle, or procure it of some one

who has done so, as by repeated growing it thin and

singly in its natural state without any artificial means
whatever in the shape of stimulants, it certainly im-

proves its habits, and every year produces larger ears

and finer corn, whereas by growing it thicker than it is

naturally inclined, by various stimulants it becomes de-

generated more or less, and is subject to diseases of

various kinds. This rule applies equally to all kinds of

We would have planted small coppices of timber at corn, and to all kinds of seeds. It is a rule invariably

some of the corners of the fields on the short lands as I with us, when we desire to keep a true stock of

shades for cattle, for we have an idea that this is the
]
any one kind of seed, to grow it on poor land with-

plan that timber ought to be grown, if it is grown at ' out dung ; but when we grow for quantity we act con-

all in this country. Such little groups or coppices of trary and sometimes have dearly to repent of

DESTRUCTION OF WEEDS.
The subject of your leading article a week or two

back on " eradicating weeds " is of vast importance,
and claims especial attention of all agriculturists, and if

the best means of attaining your object effectually were
circulated through the columns of your Gazette it would
prove one of the greatest achievements of the present
day. Permit us to observe that if we wait till manual
labour alone effects it, amongst thick crops especially,

hey (the weeds) will not, and cannot ever be got rid

timber plantations we can conceive would have a charm-
ing and picturtsque effect studded all over different dis-

tricts, and were there a mandate for such a scheme it is

our humble opinion it would not be amiss ; for without

some such a provision the loss of hedgerow timber mav
ultimately be seriously felt in this country, or we may
be too dependent on foreign nations for it to suit our
own interests.

it. This is especially exemplified in the case of the

Potato at the present day. Mildews and blights and

diseases of various kinds certainly attack precocities

most, and such crops as have been stimulated with

strong foods such as liquid manures, guano, &c,
for forcing abundant crops large in size, &c. It extends

too to animal life ; the fattest beasts for instance are by

no means the most free from disease. And even the

After this we would have effectually drained the human body suffers premature death from gluttony and
entire farm, and then have ploughed it all subsoil

fashion, regardless of weeds for the present, and after

it had been thus exposed to the frosts of winter, prepa-
ratory for a summer's fallow, we would then have
taken the first opportunity of dry weather in early

spring for using the scarifier, broadshare, harrow,
horse-hoe, &c. &c, and thus by constant scuffling and

excessive drinking. Hardy and Son, Seed Growers,

JMaldon, Essex, June 29.
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of, in an agricultural point of view, however willing picking all the Couch Grass, &c, which was not brought

labourers are to work and their masters are to pay
them. Having ourselves taken two farms last

Michaelmas of 100 acre?, completely run out with
weeds of almostevery description, we ought not to have
grown an atom of grain or any other crop the first

year, but confined ourselves solely to the extirpating

of weeds. To cope with weeds, however, in our present
position, was our first consideration ; I ut having too

little capital to employ to farm the first year without a
crop, we had recourse and applied ourselves energetically

to planting our corn in rows nearly 2 feet apart from
each other, on the common stetched land, in order to

clean it as effectually and cheaply as our own humble
means and circumstances would allow us. thus admitting
room for the common scarifier, horse hoe, Bean hoe,

Turnip hoe, hack hoe, and all sorts of hoes, either wide
ones for the interstices between each row and the

furrows, or narrow ones for cleaning the rows of corn,

which are, or rather ought to have been, planted early,

and as singly and uniformly as possible ; and this is

how all corn might and ought to be planted to ensure
the best of crops, whatever thickness different cul-

tivators may think proper to adopt their seeding. (We
contend not ever 1 bushel per acre.) We have had till

the present date, June 24, the horse-hoe in full

operation extirpating the weeds, and hoeing the
furrows, and " double-tomming" them up as a fini>h, a
single small horse doing as much work, and more good,

than 20 men could possibly do in the same space of

sufficiently to the surface for the sun and droughts
to conquer, have reduced it to a perfect tilth

as fine as possible, and rolled it down tight, would then

have left it all till the first rains in summer had brought
all the surface seedling weeds into action, when we
would have repeated the whole operation of ploughing,
scarifying, horse-hoeing, broadsharing, scuffling, harrow-
ing, &c, barring the subsoiling crossways of the land,

upsetting every field and every acre clean-fallow like. It

being now Midsummer there would have been but little

to fear of constant rains to hurt. Then we would have
waited the next rains, ami till the next crop of surface

weeds had established themselves ; meanwhile, when
there would have been nought else to do, would have
set all hands to work with Parkes's steel forks, and eradi-

cated every patch of Twitch or Couch, Docks and such
like perennials, which no summer fallows can or do
ever exterminate. Thistles we believe are biennials,

and all biennials may be destroyed in one year by con-

stant cutting below their crowns if they are not allowed

to seed, or propagate by offsets at their base. Some
persons say Thistles do not seed ; this is not the case,

but their seeds lie dormant a whole year before they
will germinate, neither will they then, unless exposed
to the surface of the soil, like all other buoyant
seeds, as Carrots, Dandelions, &c. Then for the last

operation we would have transversed and upset all again
into the regular order best suited as the fall of the land

would have admitted of for conveying the surface water
into the drains and ditches.* Assuming thus far to havetime, and shall be able to perfect the cleaning of all the

spaces by hand labour, chiefly by women and boys (for been completed at about Midsummer, we would then
want of men) at all convenient times, with large and have let all the land lie dormant again for six or eight

small hoes even up to the time that the corn is fit for weeks longer rolled down fine for another crop of weeds,
the sickle, thus destroying most of the weeds, which

j
and then with all possible despatch, no later than the

would otherwise and under ordinary management have last week in August or first week in September, have
been allowed to run to seed. The result is that the * ploughed all in again with the greatest precision and

SOCIETY OF ARTS EXAMINATION IN
AGRICULTURE.

I. Farm Practice.—In answering the following questions on

the management of a farm, you will make your replies through-

out consistent with the scheme of cultivation which you lay

down for yourself in the first of them. The (arm in question i8

20 acres in extent—70 acres being In meadow-land and pasture;

the soil is an adhesive loam, and its quality may be indicated by

its rent and rates, which amount in all to 2'. .">*. per acre.

1. State the mode in which you will crop this farm, supposing it

situated iu midland or southern England—giving the acreage

under the several crops you name—and bearing in mind (in

reference to your crops for cattle food) what the requirements ot

your live stock may be. 2. State the quantity of seed you will

"need upon the farm for each of the crops you grow. 3. Estimate

the produce of the farm in bushels of the several seed crops

grown ; and state the sum you will realise for each according to

what you consider an ordinary price for each per bushel. 4.

Say how many horses you will need to woik the farm, and name
the operations in which thev will be engaged during the months

of June and October respectively. 4. Relate the several operations

after Wheat harvest m theculture of a succeeding Mangel Wurzel
crop. 6. Estimate the cost of each of these operations per acre ;

and

give all the other items which make up the coat per acre of the

Mangel AVurzel crop. 7. De.-cnbe as concisely as you can the

culture of Sainfoin and Trifuftum incamatum, among forage

crops—ot the Carrot and Potato among root crops—of the Bean

and of the Oat crop. 8. Say *hat quantify of purchased manure

may be reasonably applied during the year upon the farm, enu-

merating the kinds and stating the application of each. 9. Give

the number and kinds of the several agricultural implements

which you will need upon the farm, state the cost of each, and

say what implements you would have substituted for any on

your list had the soil of your farm been a light sand instead or

an adhesive loam. 10. Estimate the expenditure in wages on

the farm, and name the ordinary prices per acre of the following

operations; (a), hoeing "Wheat; (b), thinning Turnips; (^dig-

ging Potatoes; (d), mowing Clover; (e), reaping "Wheat. 11.

Give a rough estimate of the capital needed during a years

tenancy of the farm, specifying the amounts required respectively

for rent and taxes, labour, horses, implements, live stock, seed,

manure ; and say if there is any other principal item of expendi-

ture to be taken in-o account in addition to these. 12. Estimate

the quantity of straw which under your scheme of cultivation

will he produced for use as litter, fodder, &c. State also the

number of tons of cattle food which your farm will yield, naming

the several crops, the probable produce of each per acre, as wen

as on the whole. 13. Say how many and what kinds of live stocs

most of the weeds are demolished, and the fecundity
of the grain plants is assisted, and standing thin, as
we profess to grow them with most advantage, they are
surprising, having many large ears superlatively fine,

waving majestically ia the summer's hreeze, as noble
examples to larger establishments. We believe that if

exactness, every stetch in uniform order, scuffling, &c,
into a perfect bed preparatory for the reception of the

* The common practice of laying the land rough and cloddy
in summer fallows, with a view ot clearing the land from seed-
ling annual and perennial weeds which often become ruinous, is

a fallacy, except it is for killing Couch Grass and such like old-

this system was persisted in repeatedly for about four seated perennials or herbaceous plants, which can only be

years, very few weeds would remain to trouble any one,
deatroyed by uprooting and picking thtm off

-
The 8eeds of s 'Jch

and that grain crops could be grown successfully,

profitably, and bountifully for a series of years
on the same ground without so much exhausting
the land as^ in the common course of crop-
ping. Unfortunately, however, the usual tenure
of leases does not allow corn to be grown on this plan,
hence the successes of some persons who have land
of their own, over others who have it not so, or who
hire it under restiicttd leases.
The fact is, that every good farmer ought to have the

cannot thus germinate, and the land, too, by being thus exposed
to the summer's sun is much deteriorated and exhausted by
evaporation, instead of being benefited thereby.

you expect to keep. 14. How long do the mare, the cow, the ewe,

the sow, go with young? Name the months when you would wisn

them to bring forth, and give reasons for your choice of the tune.

15. Give the probable annual consumption of a full-sized tarro

horse in full work, and sufficiently fed on Oats, Beans, and bay

in winter, and on Oats and green fc-d (Rye, Vetches, and Clover;

in summer. Give the annual consumption on any other scheme;oi

feeding, for which you might make provision on a light lana

farm. 16. Say how you would manage as to food, &c, du^n
/?."?

first year a well-bred calf to be reared for fattening. 1<- *»V
J

the routine of operations in the cattle feeding house during a a*/

in February, Btating the times of feeding, Ac., and *lie <ln*°^Vn-
of each kind of food supplied per head. 18. Suppose an ox »«»»«

to 60 or 70 imperial stone, to be ready for the butcher towards th

.u»». uj end of its third year ; state the kinds and quantities ofjooa^n
:

w

'

The only consume during its last nine months, ironi June^iH ma'
•

motive it was evidently introduced for was to kill weeds— correct 19. Describe the operations of cheese-making,
idea enough; bnt in this it fails by being laid rough and ex- quantity should be made from good meadow b

the farm

posed, instead of being kept as confined as possible when it is 50 cows
not stirring. As corroborative of this statement, let a load or
more of?stones be shot down in a fallow field during the whole
summer, or a corn or wood stack be set up, or a door or shutter
be constantly kept on any particular spot; or choose a place
where a building, house, or shed, &c, has stood, and the rest part
of the field be exposed to the summer's droughts till the time of
sowing, and we will vouch for a crop of Wheat outvieing the

and say
land in a dairy ot

20. It
s of a productive kind dnrinj? the month of May. *£

.

to we have sunuosed had been in Fifeshire instead of *eu
have

nriviWp m fflfn,i, ir,. fl £ % i_- l_
* . I \i re8t

>
and an? one wil1 have ocular demonstration of it, as theprivilege oj larmmg as he pleases, which would generally spot will be visible as far as the eye can discern it.

or Surrey, what changes in the mode of cropping you

named would have become advisable ? ^ _ ^ wjjjck

iOSt drained is to ue *"ikb?'enC
2. State some of the purposes served by fallow operattoa*

on

,meu wouia nave oecoiue auvin»u«, • whicn
II. Theory of Aomcultcre.-1. Name the causesJc

wluca

e increased fertility of land just drained is to be attribute
the increased fertility of

state Borne ot tne purpurea «~» -— •--
^TioTwise.

on the soil, whether during the K^owth of the crop or otherwl^

3. Describe the economical management of a dung heap, *»*

reasons for the Beveral processes you recommend. *
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Bome of the ways in which the application of lime to the soil
increases its fertility. 5. Estimate the money value of a
manure per ton possessing the following composition :—
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Insoluble phosphate of lime
Soluble phosphate of lime
Organic matter
Gypsum ...

Alkaline salts
Sand
Moisture

• •

«

• • * >

• • •

• *

* • •

• •«

* •

• - tit

• • •

* > i

* * t

• # t

...

* * -

• 9

» * *

ft • t

. *

• *•

14.2

12.8

•15.5

32.2

2.3
13.5

9.5

« ^. ^ • «. . 100.0
6. txplam the increased efficiency of hones as a manure ob-
tained by treating them with sulphuric acid. 7. Give reasons
for the greater value of the manure from full grown fattin<*
beasts as compared with that from young stock in a store con-
dition. 8. State the way in which the warmth and quietness of
feeding animals are found to economise their food. 9. Explain
the process by which the addition of rennet induces the coagula-
tion of milk. B

III. Recent Agricultural Progress.—1. State the principal
additions made of late years to the number of our agricultural
implements. 2. Name those crops the cultivation of which has
been either introduced or very largely increased during the past
few years. 3. What is the most important improvement now
generally adopted in the management and cultivation especial

l

vof clay soils? 4. Describe Mr. Smith's (of Lois Weedon) system
of cultivating Wheat, and state the principles on which his ex-
perience of its success receives its explanation. 5. Name such
recent geological discoveries as have been already used, or which
promise to be made of use in agriculture. 6. Describe the culti-
vation of Italian Rye-grass, its probable produce under tiver
circumstances, and the soils and locality on the farm to which it

best suited.

MANUFACTURE OF SUPERPHOSPHATE OF
LIME.

Long as bones have been employed as manure, and
long as their difficult decomposability in the fresh state
has been known, it is but recently that endeavours have
been made to secure a higher and quicker return from
the bones by a preliminary treatment. All that was
done at first was to crush the bones coarsely ; after-
wards the assistance of a previous fermentation to
de®tr°y the toughness of the cartilage was employed

;and then various forms of mills were made use of with
a view to a more complete crushing of the material. In the
present day sulphated bone-dust and the fine bone-dust
fromsteamed bones dispute for the preference, and both are
undoubtedly better than the earlier bone-dust. Both,when
well prepared, contain a great abundance of fertilizing
ingredients, and both are in a state of extremely fine
division, in which they may be immediately assimilated
by the plants ; when equally well prepared, one is only
to be preferred to the other upon considerations o"f

cost.

Chemistry has little to do with the'preparation of the
steamed bone-dust; the steaming is* a simple process
requiring no chemical knowledge, and ^several analyses
have shown that during their steaming" the bones prin-
cipally lose fat and but little gelatine. ' Although it is
placed beyond a doubt by numerous observations of
practical agriculturists, that steamedfbone-dust is assi-
milated by plants in a tolerably short time, the sulpha-
ted bone-dust still deserves the fullest consideration,
especially until the manufacturers of the former manure
can prepare it in sufficient quantity for the general
requirements, and more easily soluble thau the sulphated
material.

A chemical preparation of the bones by treatment
with sulphuric acid furnishes a manure that must be
preferred to the steamed bone-dust, because the
phosphate of lime contained in the bones is converted
into a more soluble compound, and at the snme time a
mechanical disintegration of the bony tissue takes place.

Unfortunately these good qualities are scarcely to be
met with in most of the samples of sulphated bone-dust
which occur in commerce, for either only the finer
parts of a coarse bone-dust are converted into super-
phosphate, whilst the coarser fragments, as might be
expected, have escaped the action of the acid, or the
whole mass of bone-dust is indeed penetrated by an
excess of acid, but the acid phosphate has again been con-
verted into the neutral salt by slaked lime or soap-boilers'
refuse, so that a considerable sum is paid for a mecha-
nical division, with the addition ofa considerable weight of
useless matter. There is less to be taid against those
manufacturers who dry the acid bone-mass with coal-
dust or peat-charcoal, and thus render it pulverisable
although they not only use a considerable quantity of
sulphuric acid, but also dilute their manure, and thus
increase its weight too much for distant transport. The
best process yet employed consists certainly in kneading
the bone-paste, prepared with an excess of sulphuric
acid, with bone-charcoal, which would otherwise be
incapable of employment, and drying the mass ; of
course, however, a product of this kind can only be pre-
pared by a few manufacturers, and cannot he brought
into market in anything like sufficient quantities. Its
manufacture is confined to the districts of the Mar-
refiners.

The following method is free from this limitation, and
at least equally favourable in its results ; the author
recommends it from his own experience.
As the complete to'ution of 155 parts of phosphate of

lime [(CaO>"<,Po*j requires 98 parts of hydrated sul-
phuric acid (S03,HO), about 104 parts of English
sulphuric acid cont lining a little water, or about 90

th
rtS

£
r

-
iumi,,S sulphuric acid, but the bones, including

e suafts, articulations, and cartilages, give on anaverage 55 to 60 per cent, of ashes containing 50 percent of phosphate of lime, we may calculate that for the
Breaking up 100 kilogrms. of bone-dust (taking into
account the carbonate of lime) the quantity of ordinary
-English sulphuric acid required cannot exceed 36^^ma^Many English manufacturers use as much as

50 per cent, of sulphuric acid to the bone-dust ; but this i

quantity is excessive, and needlessly increases the price
of the manure. Less acid even may be used by confin-
ing its action to the coarser fragments of the bone-
dust, as these will longest resist solution in the soil.
By the ordinary process the very reverse takes

place
;
the whole of the bone-dust to be prepared is

treated at once, or by degrees, with sulphuric acid, and
the minute particles are first converted into super-
phosphate, the other portions following in proportion to
their size, the largest fragments remaining untouched.
The author therefore recommends the separation of the
dust from the bone-mills by means of three or more
sieves into dust, the particles of which are under 1, 2,
and 3 millinjs, &c. The coarsest fragments are then
first treated with the whole of the sulphuric acid, and
the other portions are added in the order of their
increasing fineness.

The calculation of the quantity of sulphuric acid to be
employed in this case has nothing to do with the entire
quantity of the bone-dust, but only with the portions
which require disintegration, such as the fragments
whose smallest diameter is above two millims : the

The principal Grain
estimated at

—

raised annually in France is

"Wheat
Mixed corn
Rye ...

liarley

Oats ...

Maize...

* • •
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9 * •
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Imp. quarters*

24,062,500

2,625,000

6,150,000
3,718,750>

10,718,750

1,531,250

particles passing through apertures of one millim
certainly do not require it ; the intermediate portions
according to circumstances. If 40 kilogrms. of the
coarsest fragments have been sified out of 100 kilogrms.
of bone-dust, they certainly only require 15 kilogrms.
of English sulphuric acid, and if 25 kilogrms. be
employed, there remains an excess of acid sufficient for
26 kilogrms. of finer fragments.
The sulphuric acid requires an addition of water, as

English sulphuric acid contains only 20 per cent, of
water • and not only is water lost during the operation,
but 155 parts of phosphate of lime fix at least 20 parts
of water in their conversion into superphosphate, and
the 136 parts of sulphate of lime formed at the same
time may fix 36 parts of water. Nearly half its weight
of water may therefore be added to the sulphuric acid.

It is advisable only to add the water after the
coarsest fragments are soaked with the sulphuric acid,
and to pour it in m small portions with constant
stirring, as in this way the heat evolved by the mixture
is favourable to the operation. The application of heat
is unnecessary, and after standing for 24 hours the
fragments of bone are completely softened, and may be
crushed with the fingers. The finer particles are now
kneaded into the paste, which is left standing for some
days before the addition of the fine dust, after which,
by leaving the mass in a dry place, the moisture soon
disappears. An increase in the quantity of water
facilitates the kneading of the mass, when the arrange-
ments of a manufactory are such that hot drying places
may be made use of.

By the trtaimentof 100 kilogrms. of bone-dust in the
above manner with 25 kilogrms. of English sulphuric
acid and 13 kilogrms. of water, about 130 kilogrms.
of superphosphate of lime are produced. This is

certainly dearer than the same weight of the ordinary
sulphated bone-dust, but possesses the same efficacy as
200 to 300 kilogrms. of the latter, and is therefore
comparatively cheaper, without taking into consideration
the greater facility of transport.

In external appearance the preparation is a whitish-
gray, crumbly, or pulverulent mass ; in dry air it does
not become moist, its taste is scarcely perceptihly acid,
and it may therefore very well be kept in sacks.
The advantage of the process just described over

those already in use are, that

—

1. The acid acts most powerfully upon the portiou
which is most difficult of solution

;

2. Only a very small quantity of sulphuric acid is
required ; and" 3. The unnecessary increase of weight
is avoided, and distant transport is thus facilitated?
Chemical Gazette.

About [one-sixth of the crops is required for seed.
Beetroot is very extensively cultivated in France for
the manufacture of Beet-sugar, which is generally used
throughout the country.

France is also rich* in other agricultural products

;

she raises annually large crops of Madder, Tobacco.
Rape, Olives, and various fruit and vegetables.
The farm holdings vary considerably in size, but by

far the greater number belong to the class of " small
holdings."

Let us now review what has been stated in the present
and two former divisions of this paper, and see in what
relation these nations, whose statistics we have been
examining, stand with regard to this country and to
one another.

In the first place we shall find in the following table
the proportion of cultivated land to each inhabitant in
each of the countries named, in the years for which the
details have been given already :

—

Russia ...

Prussia ...

Saxony ...

Hanover
^Vurtemburg
Austria ...

Belgium
Frauce

*«*

> *

• ••

" - *

• • »

t t •

• • *

• • «

• • t

• •
t««

• • •

- *

- - .

• • >

• • *

• • t

• • •

+ #•

• • •

• • t

• 91

• *

f * *

• • *

* *

• * "

• a ft

* • ft

Acres.
6.59

251
0.68
2.42
1.69

2.41

1.03

2.33

Although these proportions are not all for one par-
ticular year, they may yet be taken as affording a fair

approximation of the relative amounts of cultivated land
in the countries alluded to. Russia, from her enormous
territory and comparatively small population, stands at
the head of the list ; and this should not be forgotten in
comparisons between this and the more densely popu-
lated states of Europe. On the other hand it shows
what room Russia has for an increased population.

According to the returns furnished to the Census
Commissioners in 1851, the extent of cultivated land to
each inhabitant in Great Britain was 1*38 acres. This
amount appears small when compared with the propor-
tions in some of the continental states, but then the
superiority of English farming makes up in a great
mtasure for the small extent of the laud. What would
not English farmers make of the fertile soils of the
continent, or what would not the inhabitants of those
countries be able to produce if they farmed on British
principles ?

It must not be supposed, however, that those countries
which have the largest proportion of cultivated land
produce the largest crops, as will be seen by comparing,
the annexed table with that already given.

Countries.
Wheat. Rye. Barley. Oats.

Proportion to kach Inhabitant.

• #* a*i

Bushels. Bushels. 1 Bushels.

Russia 10.0 i

Prussia »«• «•< 1-8
f

5 9 1-7 69-
Austria + • • • • • 22

f
29 24 39

Belgium » t » *•• 31 35 1-8 42
Holland • • m • •

1-1 1 22 |1 11 2-1

France »'*• * *. 54 |
1-3 1 0-8

|
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AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS OF EUROPE.
Division 3—France.—Conclusion.

By Mr. II. Reader Lack.
The agricultural statistics of France have been so

recently Irought before public notice by the translation
of M. Leonce de Lavergue's Essay on the Rural Eco-
nomy of the United Kingdom, compared with that of
France, that allusion to them is hardly necessary. A
recapitulation of some of the leading facts will, how-
ever, be requisite for the purpose of drawing some
comparisons between the productive powers of the
several European states included in this paper, so far
at least as agricultural produce is concerned.

France.—The soil of the empire of France is dis-

• * •

tributed under the followiog heads :

Natural meadows
Artificial meadows
Knots
Wheat
^*ts
Rve, Barley, Maize, and Buckwheat
Fallows
Other crops
Vineyards
Woods

- •

.

. .

.

•

* * - • . •

• . •

•

.

• • •

* * •

Total cultivated

Uncultivated and waste lands

• » #

• *

• •

English Acres.
9,880,000

7,410,000

4 940,000
14 820,000
7,410,000

14.820,000

12,350,000
7,410,000

4,940,000
19. 760,000

103,740,000

27,170,000

* Containing 1.6 of ammonia.

Total 130,910,000
It is stated in M. L. de Lavergne's work that a large

portion of the uncultivated land in France is capable of
improvement and of being brought into cultivation.
Inclusive of woods it will be seen that the area of cul-
tivated land at the present time exceeds one hundred
million of acres. The woods occupy about one-seventh
of the total area of the empire.

In the previous table it will b3 observed that the pro-
portion of cultivated land in Belgium to each inhabitant

is only 1-03 acres, and yet the relative proportions of
the aggregate of the four principal kinds of grain are
as great in that country as those in Austria and Prussia,

iu which the extent of cultivated land to each inhabitant

is double that of Belgium.
An interesting feature in the last table is the means

it affords of pointing to the descriptions of food used in

each country. According to English ideas people who
are fed upon black bread or oaten cake are regarded as
a species of slaves, and this table will help us to discover,

from the proportions of Wheat and the other grains,

what probability there is of the population of any of

these countries occupying so low a social position.

It is to be regretted that we have no English returns

(nor for some time any chance of getting them, at all

events not till 1857), to compare with those of these

countries.

Taking the population of England and Wales at

18 millions, and the average consumption at 6 bushels
per head, both below the mark, we should get a sum of
13 million and a half quarters, and deducting four

millions of quarters for foreign Wheat imported, there

would remain nine and a half million quarters for the

produce of England, or 4 2 bushels per head. M. L. de*

Lavergne estimates the produce of England and Wales
at 13 million quarters. It is difficult to say how near
these estimates approach the truth, but however close

they may be they never can compensate for the want of
official and authorised returns.

In conclusion, we may reasonably infer that th&
effects of the Paris Exhibition of last year and the cattle
show in that capital during the present summer will be
to spread the English systems of farming, of breeding,
and the use of English agricultural implements, and
when foreigners, who are already possessed of good
agricultural chemists, get these into their hands they
will become formidable rivals of the British farmers..
It will be needful for us, therefore, to advance also.

/
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Home Correspondence.
The Cow Parsnip—Heracleum sibiricum, var. gigan-

teum.—Of our antediluvian fathers we are told on good
authority that " there were giants on the earth in those

days," and without intending to take part in a discussion

which has puzzled alike divines, philosophers, and
geologists, and on which, as Sir Roger de Coverley

sagely observes, "much may be said on both sides," it

is very clear that, in the animal world at least, there did

exist a race of creatures widely differing, both in shaj e

and size, from anything to be met with in the present

day. A visit to any of our museums or geological

collections will amply satisfy us on this point. Where
are we to find the tribe of mastodon, mammoth, mega-
therium, ichthyosaurus, and others of their kith and kin,

but as fossil reliques under glass covers, or as old friends

with new faces in the gardens of the Crystal Palace ?

But, whatever may be the degeneracy of either men or

animals in these our days, it does not appear to me that

the observation can fairly be applied to the modern
vegetable world. Look, for ;nstance, at the account given

in the Gardeners' Chronicle (Ap. 12, 1856), of the Blue

GumTreeo! T;tsmania(Eucahptusglobulus). What other

age or country was ever known to produce timber trees of

the height of 300 to 350 feet, and from which planks were
obtained 145 to 160 feet in length, 20 inches broad, and

six inches thick ? I fancy too that it would be no easy

matter to parallel another case referred to in the same
paper of one of these trees whose total Length was 318

feet, and which netted in mon^y 245/. 12;*. ! Much
undersold too, according to the statement. Passing

from the fore-t to the garden, I might here enumerate

a few modern monstrosities, more especially the

Victoria Regia, or gigantic Water Lily ; but I hasten

to the more immediate object of this communication,

which is, to direct your attention to the Cow Parsnip

(Heracleum giganteutn), not so much as an ornamental

ga-den plant, though this alone well entitles it to our

consideration, as to the question how far it can be made
available for cattle food by field culture. My first

introduction to this plant was by a few seeds sent me
about 25 years ai^o by my late excellent friend

Mr. Loudon, and I have cultivated it both in Norfolk and

Oloucestershire ever since, besi ies distributing seeds

and plants in various quarters. Indeed, I may say, that

when once a plant has blossomed, there will be no fear

of losing the stock ; for hundreds «>f seedlings are sure

to spring up beneath and around the old stem of this

plant. Mr. L. used to say that it afforded him more
amusement than any other in his garden, from the

rapidity of its growth and the great size to which it.

attained. By the bye, in this latter point, hi* opinion

seems to have been varied with his experience ; for

whereas in his" Horma Britannicus" (1 830), he record

$ feet as the maximum height of any Heracleum, in his

"Supplement to his Encyclopaedia of Plants" (11141),

he says, " When growing on deep loamy soil and

liberally supplied with water when it is pending up its

flower "stalk, it will attain the height of 12 to 15 feet."

The correctness of this statement I am able to confirm,

as the following dimensions of a plant in the garden oi

this house will show. I shall merely observe that its

great siz^ is wholly independent of any adventitious

aid ; for it has had no o her moi>ture than what fell

from the heavens. The soil is, as recommended by

Mr. Loudon, a deep loam :
-

Dimensions of Cow Parsnip.

Circumference of stem near the gn-uiid ,

at 2 feet from the ground ... ...

at 3 ft. 9 in. from do., being the height of first joint

Length of the lower branches
Width of d->., avernge ...

Height of plant in blossom

Now in contemplating a plant of the above magnifi-

cent proportions, one is naturally led to inquire how it

is that all this immense mass of vegetation should be

suffered to run to waste, as one may say, and that no

attempt, at least none that I am aware of, should have

been made to turn it to any practical farm purpose. Its

very name would indicate its adaptation to something

beyond mere ornament, and yet this is the character it

holds in common with 16 other varieties of the same
family ; the rest, making in all 30 in number, are

described by Loudon as simply uninteresting, with the

exception of the Gum-bearing Parsnip and that s

honoured with an 77?, for medicinal, as its characteris-

tic. Now though I by no means go the length, or

rather the height, of such a Brobdignauian crop as this,

of 12 feet, I cannot but think that, reduced as it would

be by field culture to something like 4 feet, or under

very favourable circumstances a foot or two higher

than this, it might be turned to account as

green food for cattle, pigs, &c, nor why the

giant of the garden should not, under proper

discipline, be made to serve a good purpose in the field.

From his hi^h station in the former case, reduce him
by drill to the ranks, and this his seeming degradation

will be his surest passport to promotion; for in the

vegetable as in the animal world size and weight are not

the sole criterion of excellence ; we esteem an ox, sheep,

or pig, not for his over fatness but for his tendency to

fatten under cireums'ances in which an animal, not

having this tendency, would stand still if not absolutely

go back in condition. This is an age of improvement,
and I see no reason why the Cow Parsnip should not
have a fair trial in the field as well as the Prickly
Comfrey, the Bokhara Clover, or any other similar

ei7
way successful. The exact mode in wh ch the precipi-

tation was effected has not been 67 scribed to me ; but

this is of little importance, as the insignificant value of

the product is the point to which 1 wish to direct

attention.

of Wheat. The first ear that I noticed fairly shot was cannot be precipitated by any process whatever, except

16 days ago, and the growth since then has been
|

such as are altogether precluded by their expanse, still

remarkably rapid. During the past week it has grown
|

.iew patents are constantly being taken for doing what

6 inches ; the average height to the top of the ear will is impossible. The two analyses which follow may
not be less than 4 feet 6 iuches. I send you this as I serve as illustrations of what may be effected. They

perceive from remarks in your last publication that were produced by experiments on a scale sufficiently

Wheat is rather backward. The Grass crops are likely large to test the value of the process, and the results

to prove very good ; there will be a considerable are described as having been most perfect, and in every

quantity hous d to-day. Mangel Wurzels have missed

to a considerable extent, and the vacancies have been

filled up with Turnips, which are generally looking very

well and out of harm's way of the fly. Potatoes are

very luxuriant and are yielding a good crop ; they are

somewhat later on account of the fros% which cut a

great portion of them down just as they appeared above

ground. Great Budicorth.

Corn Averages—Lady Day. — For the informa-

tion of your agricultural readers, I beg to state that

the average prices of Wheat, Barley, and Oats in

r ngland and Wales for the 52 weeks ending the 23d of

March, 1856, was as follows, viz. :

—

"VVnEAT 75*. 4d. per Imperial Quarter.

Bari.fa- 35 11| do.

Oats 27 2j do.

Charles Af. WVUch, Actuary, University Life Asurancc

Society, 25, Suffolk Street, Pall Mall, June 30.

Water ... ... ••• «

Organic matter ...

Phosphoric acid

Peroxide of iron and alumina
Sulphate of lime
Carbonate of lime
Alkaline salts ...

oaiid ••• -•• •••

-

. ••

• .

.

i.

18 04
19.71

2.03

6 93
27.i 5
643
3.00

1681

100 01
113

II.

4 03
30.13
0.60

7.10
3.14

3.70

51.13

99 83
0.64

these

is the

^onrnrs.

OF ENGLAND.
Portinan, Presi-

Chairman of the

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETA
Monthly Council, July 2.— Lord

dent, in the chair.

Finances.—Mr. Raymond Barker,

Finance Committee, presented the monthly report on

the Society's accounts ; from which it appeared that the

current cash-balance in the hands of the bankers was

320!)/.

Guano Substitutf.—The Committee reported llw

result of their examination" into another claim which

had been presented in form for the Society's 1000/.

Prize. It had been found much inferior to the standard

required.

Torkign Jurors.— On the motion of Mr. Evelyn

Denison, M. P., seconded by Mr. Fisher Hobbe, a new
.lie was ordered for a gold medal of the vn!ue of 10/.,

to he presented in the name of the Society to M.

Tisserand, the agricultural commissioner from the

French Government, and to each of the foreign jurors

who should attend the Chelmsford meeting.

Implement Judgi-s.- Colonel Challon^r, Chairman of

the Implement Committee, reported the completion

<.f the list of Judges of Implements for the Chelmsford

Meeting.

Membir of Council.—On the motion of Mr. Fisher

Hobbe, seconded by Mr. Jonas Webb, Mr. Edward

Pope, of Great Joller, Dorsetshire, was unanimously

elected a member of the Council in the place of the

lute Mr. Hampden Turner, deceased.

Communications.— From the Earl of Clarendon in

reference to the Polish Cattle Disease and Bat Guano ;

from the authorities of Bath and Salisbury ; and from

the Directors of the Gobelin Tapestry Works in

France w< re laid before the Council.

The Council adjourned to their special meeting at

Chelmsford on Friday, the 18th instant.

n
n

• *

• *
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Ft. In.

1 3
1 1

1

6 10
4 6
13

Miscellaneous.
The sheep stock of Great Britain.—The sheep of the

British Isles are believed to number about 35,000,000 ;

England alone pose* seea about *J7.000,000 ;
Scotland,

according to the agricultural statistics of lJi.54, has

4.787,235. and Ireland, in 1853, had 3,142,656. Cal-

culating the 35,000,000 as worth 30s. a-head, the sheep » hag

Ammonia

A v^ry trivial examination suffices to show that

substances are of trifling value. The first, which

best of the two, and contains 2 per cent of phosphoric

acid and 1 of ammonia, when calculated according to the

method used for determining the price ol a guano

proves to be worth only about 16s. per ton, and the

second does not exceed Is. ;
yet these and similar

substances are gravely declared to be equal in value to

guano, and large companies and extensive works hive

»»-en proposed tor manufacturing them. The absurdity

of such proposals is sufficiently obvious, but it may still

be Ofted that the quantity of valuable mutters which

might thus be annually saved from the sewage of a large

town would be very considerable ; and this view is

no d< imt correct as an abstract question, although in

practice it could not be economically carried out.

Granting that the precipitation could be effected even at

a nont'iml cost, it is indubitable that only a small

proportion of the constituents of the sewHg** could be

regained, »nd, alter precipitation, a large expenditure

would be required to bring the precipitate into a

marketable condition, and the cost of transport would

be so large, in comparison with its value, that it could

not be economically employed, except in ti-e immediate

neighbourhood of the place of manufacture. This

question I have discussed on theoretical grounds in a

previous number of the Transactions, and I adduce the

experiments now given as a confirmation of the opinions

then expressed. In the particular instance before us,

the expense of manufacture would undoubtedly greatly

exceed the value of the manure, and as the whole

process is represented as much cheaper and more

effectual than any yet proposed, these analyses may be

taken as a pretty conclusive proof of the futility of all

processes for the precipitation of sewage water. I have

seen no reason to alter the opinion expressed in a pre-

vious number, that if sewage is to be employed at all, it

must be u?ed in toto as liquid manure. I do not mean

to assert that tiis can be done with profit, that being a

question which engineers, and not chemists, must decide
;

for it is obvious that everything must depend on the

cost of the works necessary for carrying it out." Dr.

Anderson in the Transactions of the Highland Society.

Doctoring Clover Seed—The practice of " doctoring *

Clover seeds was carried to such a fearful extent seme

years ago, as to be made a subject of inquiry before a

committee of the House of Commons. White Clover

seed was first wet, and then exposed to the fumes

of burning sulphur ; while the bright blue colour

of the red variety was improved by being shaken in

_ >ag with indigo, or "with a preparation of logwood

stock of Britain is worth 52,000,000/. sterling. The "tinctured with a little copperas, and sometimes with

well heiL of the.e flocks is a point of national as well as verdigris." Not^~£^*Z2*£*tt

rather more than half a pound per day for

each individual in the three kingdoms. The mutton

at 6d. per pound is worth 20,000,000/. sterling.

Professor Low estimates that, allowing for the deficient

weight of the wool of slaughtered sheep and lambs,

each fleece averages 4.V lbs., and the total annual

produce of wool will therefore be 157,000,000 lbs.

Fixing the value at Is. Zd. per lb., the total yearly

value of the wool of Great Britain is nearly 10,000,000/.

sterling. Besides this large home growth about

40,000,000 lbs. are annually received from Australia,

and about 10,000,000 or 12,000,000 lbs. from the Cape

of Good Hope and British India. Fifty years ago

these countries exported scarcely a pound of wool.

A hundred years ago the flocks of Great Britain were

about half as numerous as they are now. Mr. F. Dun.

Composition of two Manures produced by tie Precipi-

tation of Sewage Water.—*'Numerous attempts have been

made to bring the valuable constituents of sewage water

into an available condition, and the methods proposed

for effecting this object have been extremely varied.

By far the greater number of patents taken for the pur-

pose have consisted of various plans for precipitating

t mm ___^ __ the valuable constituents; and though chemists

enormities. Samuel Taylor, Wotton Parade, Gloucester, have frequently pointed out—as has been very distinctly

June 30. done both by Professor Way and my self— that

Chops in Cheshire.—\ antiepate a very excellent crop ammonia, the most valuable constituent of a manure,

others, amongst whom are some of the best farmers m
the Lothians, never how less than 16 lb., either of red

Clover alone, or mixed with white and yellow. White

Clover should never be sown in fields intended to be cut

for hay, nor red in fields intended to remain in pasture,

more than one year. We should never forget the

principal use of red Clover, either as green fodder for

cattle, or for hay ; and in our endeavours to produce a

heavy crop, we should guard against raising a coarse

plant. Our object will be best attained here by havin 3

as many plants as possible ; for the thicker the plant*,

the finer will be the stems : while a plant here ana

there will be sure to produce a coarse woody stem,

which is never so well relished by animals ;
and bene

the great advantage of thick seeding. Quarter y

Journal of A giicxdt urc.

Calendar of JJperatioxis.

Boeder of the ^^^J^^r%h^T^S^

BftSSS wulS^SS^KS-M Clove,
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early, too early we think, with a view of getting a better s-c<md

crop, but In more than one instance we have observed the first

cutting to be so immature as to run together and shrink into a

light tuzzy swathe, and make nothing of a stack corapHred with
what it would have been by keeping the mowers out armtner
fortnight; it is not enough to see two or three of the red flowers

appear—the plant should be in full "bottle," the stalk wtll

developed, and as near maturity as can be consistent with
gathering as much of the foliage as possible, indeed, the wither-

ing of the lower leaves is commonly the criterion for cutting;

but it must be borne in mind that the loss of leaf is sometimes
hastened by thickness of plant, or wet weather, and that a mixture
of Grass seeds will also afFect materially the time to begin. The
fine weather has been of inestimable benefit to the grain crops,

as we seldom see such a rapid advance in so short a time as took
place last week ; the nights being very warm also aided in bring-

ing the corn forward ; much of the Wheat is in full flower, and
looks already bold and healthy, the straw strong, and the ears
large. Barley has improved greatly, although an unusual
number of ''blacks" ha3 appeared ; Oats are variable, those sown
early look well ; Beans have hitherto gone on remarkably well, and
by this time much of their fragrant blossom has doubtless " set"
and gone into pod. Potatoes and Peas also appear good ; Turnips
have come up pufficiently plentiful, but the fly Tina been busy
among those sown early. The second week in June seems the
most certain time for sowing in mid-eastern counties. Mangels
are variable, and although we have seen several good pieces, yet
it must be admitted that much uncertainty prevails in obtaining
a plant of this useful root, and when the plant is up much atten-
tion is required to free the young Mangels from weeds, to thin
them soon enough, and to leave them thin enough in the rows.
We have abundance of keep for the stock, which in some measure
accounts for the limited supply of fat animals to our markets,
and makes it probable that presently we shall be compensaed by
a liberal quantity being brought forward of unusually excellent
quality. The sheep are now doing well ; lambs are also surmount-
ing the weakness which so generally seemed to attend their first

appearance this spring. Labour has been more plentiful of late

;

weeds have been excessively troublesome, and all spare hands
have been urgently wanted to assist in their reduction, not extir-
pation, for weeds will grow on good land in good heart. Women
receive Is. per day, and gangs of children, including the gangman,
125. per score of twenty per week [query day]. Mowing costs
from 3s. to 45. per acre; men's weekly wages, 135. and 145. per
week. Very little old corn left in stacks. J. W.

f
Peterborough.

South Hants, June 30.—We have abstained from sending any
report of these parts as we differed from the opinion of many as
to the Wheat crops. The warm showers did not restore to
vigour the sickly looking Wheats as imagined ; they are set up
and " straight as a poker," and now are shooting forth ears short
and attenuated. Indeed, for many years we never saw so much
inferior Wheat plant, and on the other hand on good deep loams
and well farmed they are very fine, but again, the ears, as ex-
pected from the early grossness of the " flag," are not so fine as in
former years. Some farms have only one fair piece of Wheat,
and even on others the crop was throughout of an indifferent
character. Then there are two good reasons why this falling off
should occur. 1st. Many the last three years past have been sow-
ing to Wheat all their best fields, and now those not so fertile
have to take their turn in the rotation. 2d. Even where the land
is of a fair description and the crop indifferent, it arises from the
sowing hard of white crops one after the other, to force the land
for the sake of present prices, as the tenant farmers have been
doing the last three or four years; how can they expect a Wheat
CTOp? Peas, Wheat, Oats= Wheat, Peas, Tares (ripened), Wheat.
Again, some have Wheat, Tares, and Wheat again, and miserable
it looks. The wire-worm was also very destructive in light lands
and carried off half the plant, and even more in some instances.
Mangels a failure in some parts, in others very fine; the baulked
best, drilled on the flat a failure. Turnips are largely sown, but
the fly has commenced its ravages. The hay crops abundant in
places, in others light, even on good farms ; much is safely
secured, and in very admirable condition, though many carried a
day too soon, as is often the case when housing their Wheat.
Farmers, like soldiers, require courage and coolness on the day
of battle. Some are reputed clever in obtaining fine crops, and
equally expert in spoiling their treasure. Barley and Oats look
well, especially the early sown ; the later are somewhat scorched
by the late intensity of the heats. There is not a rick of Wheat
to be sean on many farms, whilst on others one solitary rick
guards the threshold of the " rick-pound." This is reserved for
harvest wages, and thatch, so tradition informs us. Many fresh
manures are introduced, but nothing surpasses properly prepared
bones and short manure. Tares, both winter and spring, are
abundant, and look well. Guano-dressings of 3 to 4 cwt. per
acre insure a fine plant. X Y Z.

NEW INVENTIONS FOR REQUISITES
Awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition, and Patronised by the English and

French Governments.

COTTAM AND HALLEN,
^HE Original INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGHA AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made hnportaut additious, the main features of the same being explained in the
description and engraving.

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball
of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease aud
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-
tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached
from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the
seed In a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim
general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,
light and durable.

D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be
used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space ia an
object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of
the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and
utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,

Galvanised, or Enamelled.
[

Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers* Sanitary Trap*, Stable Pumps, Double Corner Mangers
Harness-room Appendages, and evei*y article in Stable Fuimiture. Chaff' Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on show at

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARMIISG AND VENTILATING.—The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratia

on application.

SAMUELSON'S
REGISTERED BUDDING'S LAWN MOWING MACHINES

FOR

PLEASURE GROUNDS, LAWNS, BORDERS, BOWLINGTGREENS, ETC.

To cut from 16 inches wide, for a boy to work.

Up to 30 inches wide, for man and pony.

Prices ... £5 10 £5 17 6 £6 £9 £11 10

Width Cut 16 ins. 19 ins. 22 ins. 25 ins. 30 ins.

Notices to Correspondents.
Fleas in Pigeon Houses : £ H. See page 259 Gardeners'

Chronicle.

Guano, &c. : J Mackenzie, M.D. Mr. Spooner's water drill pours
water regularly over any powdered manure, which it also dis-
tributes regularly and independently. A paper on the water
drill at page 426 may perhaps be of use to you. We should
advise iron piping in preference to gutta percha underground,
and gutta percha in preference to anything else above ground.
Your best Lettuce to stand frost through the winter is the
44 Hardy Hammersmith."

Mr. Wood on Cow Feeding : Correspondent. Not having room
for the whole extract to which we last week referred, we here
give the substance of it. Mr. Wood said :—" It now seems the
opinion that the use of meadow hay is by no means econo-
mical. If we can dispense with natural Grass as hay for
wiuter feeding, still less do we want it in summer. I am strongly
of opinion that the feeding of beasts in summer on old
pastures is not making the most of the land. I find it answer
my purpose to turn my beasts out of a night, and to get them
into single boxes by day in hot weather, giving them a little
cake as I want them to feed faster or slower, and I have not
the leastdoubt that if I ploughed up my pasture land where
these beasts run I should obtain a much greater amount of
beef, by feeding in the spring months on Mangel Wurzel, Rye,
winter Barley, and Trifoliurn, and in the summer and autumn
months on Tares, Clover, Cabbage, and Turnips, and in th
winter months on Swedes/.than I now do on old pasture in
summer only, besides being able to turn every particle of dung
to profitable account in the growth of corn, which is not now
done with the land in pasture. I keep a dairy of 22 Alderney
cows, and my practice is to stump them down with a chain
and a strap round the horns through April and May; but
when the fly comes in June, I feed them on Tares and what I
can mow for them during the day, and stump them out of a
night. After haying, I .turn them loose on the after Grass,
till the weather gets cold, when I take them in, first of a night,
and then altogether, and put them on Cabbage and hay, which
latter, I think, may be dispensed with by substituting straw
with Rape cake, molasses, bran, pollards.

Oxeye: Anti-Oxeye. See the paper by Messrs. Hadyon Weed
Destruction. The hay must be mown before the plant seeds,
and in the pasture pulled after rain before flowering, or cut off
with a hook on flowering. The Wheat and Oats a on d be
S
aT

n at w*^e intervals, and the young plants may be then
efficiently cut off by the hoe. The roots may be removed
during a thorough Turnip fallow.

Ihe Pip oe Croup in Chickens; J B W. See what "H. L. R.'
!*£ of a simitar attack at p. 379. We will obtain for j<_u
farther advice next week.

Wmw! ?? AsHES: Talgarth. You need not fear that the seedwin be killed by an over-abundant dressing of ashes. At thesame time care must be taken before sowing that the soil and
asn oe well mingled by plough, grubber, and harrow.

THE REGISTEREDJMPROVEMENT renders unnecessary the great

care requisite in the handling of these machines on the old pli-n ; all that

is now required can be done by any unskilled Labourer, who has only

to push the machine before him. The Registered adjustment insures a

clean and perfectly level cut of any required height, and preveuts the

knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground may be.

Copies of Testimonials will be

forwarded, post free, on application

to the manufacturer.

The above may also be procured

at the principal Agricultural Im-

plementDepSts in London ; of Messrs.

J. Veitch & Son, Exotic Nurseries,

Chelsea; in the Agricultural Depart-

ment, and on the Lawns of the Crystal

Palace, Sydenham; and of all respect-

able Ironmongers & Seedsmen in the

country.

B. SAMUELSON, Britannia Works, Banbury.

VALUABLE IMPROVEMENTS IN MOWING MACHINES.

BY ROYAL LETTERS PATEjNT.

Under the Patronage of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, and His Majesty the Emperorlof
the French.

ALEXANDER SHANKS AND SON,
ARBROATH, FORFARSHIRE.-PATENTEES.

. f

A SHANKS and SON, while soliciting the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and Gardeners to their
• Horse and Pony MOWING and ROLLING MACHINES, the completeness and superiority of which are now well known,

at the same time respectfully solicit notice to their new HAND MACHINE, specially adapted for mowing small lawns, verges,
around flower beds, &c, and which has now undergone a trial amply sufficient to enable the Patentees with all confidence to offer it

as the cheapest as well as the most efficient and complete machine extant. The improvements effected by the Patentees enable
the machine to be worked with perfect ease by one person. It requires no change of wheels or rollers in mowing verges ; will cut
close to the edge of flower-beds; has great facilities for quick turning, cutting and rolling at the same time ; the length of the cut
can be effectually regulated in a few seconds by merely turning a screw, and being simple as well as complete in its construction
the machine can be easily worked and managed by a common labourer. The machines are fitted with due regard to strength and
durability, and consequently not at all liable to get out of order. The work is executed with great rapidity, and in a manner vastly
superior to mowing with the scythe, while the simultaneous operations of rolling and close cutting greatly improve and beautify
the turf. The Rolling and Mowing Machine is now in common use at all the Royal Gardens, Windsor, Kew, Buckingham Palace,
and Osborne.

Illustrated Price Lists forwarded on application.

N.B. A. Shaxks & Sox finding that their Patented Improvements are pirated, beg to caution the public against purchasing
Machines with their improvements without their name and address marked on the Machines.

A. Shanks & Son also supply Fleming's SALTING MACHINES, for destroying Weeds, &c, on Gravel Walks, Court Yards,
&c, particulars and prices of which will be learned on application.
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N U R t. BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

PATENT LIQUID-MANURE DISTRIBUTOR
OR WATER-CART, for the Distribution of Guano, Ac,

warranted not to clog np or otherwise get out of order. It has
Waterproof Joints, and will scatter its Liquid from 12 to 15 feet

wide. It will work equally well on hilly or on level land without
any alteration. It ia thoroughly adapted for Drill Crops or
Pasture Land, or for Watering Streets.—Full particulars may be
obtained of the Patentee. Isaac James, Tiv oli, Cheltenham.

X^rARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
VV OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.
The valve is a ball of imperishable

material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 31. 3s.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs

are 5 ft. high.

li inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. 9<i. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Guction Pipe, 3s. 6d. per foot.

Maybe obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

fire and Garden Engines.Ac—Engravings senton^application.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAxV
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel.

Si in. short 1 ft. 7 in. ( Fitted for lead, ^

gutta percha,

or cast iron
flanged pipe,

as required,

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

BOYD'S PATENT SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHE,
complete - 10s. Qd.

THESE FITTINGS will be found to possess all

the latest and most important improvements, and are of

the best manufacture. All kinds of Stable Furniture in Rtock.

Iron Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, Tomb Railings, &c New Illus-

trated Catalogues forwarded ou receipt of two postage stamps.

James Barton, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford Street, London.

Pi

BOYD'S PATENT VULCAN SCYTHE, complete ... 6 6
BOYD'S PATENT VULCAN BLADES 4 6

May ba had of all Ironmongers and Seedsmen; and Wholesale
of Wm. Dbay & Co, Swan Lane, London.

BEADON'S PATENT EAVES GUTTER TILE
for Farm Buildings, Roofs of Houses (either old or new,

whether of Thatch, Slate or Tile), and other structures. Sole

Agent, J. B. Lawks, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

This is the cheapest kind of spouting known, and is especially

adapted for Farm Buildings and Labourers' Cottages. It will

last as long as the building without repair, requires no paint, and
will bear the weight of a ladder against it without injury. Price of

each Tile of about 13 inches long is 4d. Stop-ends and outlets 6d.

each. Any mason can put them up. If 100 feet or more are re-

quired, a man will be sent to fix them at bd. per foot. This price

to include Tiles (delivered at Agent's yard) cement, labour.—May
be had in London. Glo'ster, Bridgewater, and Rugby.

IMPROVED LAWN MOWING MACHINES.
Manufactured and Sold by Sudding's Patent.

TAMES FEURABEK & Co

PEKENIX IRON WORKS,
Neap. STROUD,

GLOUCESTERSIIERE.

2*

3

4

«4

ti

ft

ft

long

ditto 3
ditto 3
ditto 3

w
"

11

3

6
6
6

n

11

ft

11

£ s. d.

1 10

1 14
-2 8
2 12
3 3

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

|

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c: also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

i

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

AT THE NORWICH, GLOUCESTER, LINCOLN
and CARLISLE SHOWS,

The Prize for the best LINSEED and CORN CRUSHER was
awarded to E. R. & F. Turner, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich.

These are the only MOWING
MACHINES that can be used by

unskilled labourers

with equal facility

on Lawns, Verges,

between Flower beds,

on Bowling Greens,

Cricket and Pleasure

Grounds; 5000 of

them have been sold.

Price List, including the carriage to any Railway Station

south of York.

Hand Machine, for One Man, cutting 16 inches wide £5 10*. 0d.

Ditto for Man and Boy „ 22 ditto ... 6
Pony Machine (or Donkey) u 26 ditto ... 8
Horse Machine „ 2S ditto ... 11

Ditto „ 36 ditto ... 15

London Agency :—The Manager of the Agricultural Depart-
ment, Baker Street Bazaar.

RICHMOND & CHANDLER'S PRIZE-TOOTHED
ROLLER CHAFF-CUTTING MACHINES are constructed

entirely of Iron, and are therefore remarkably firm when in

use. This important quality is wanting in all wood framed
machines, which are, of course, liable to contraction.

RICHMOND am. CHANDLERS IMPROVED PREMIUM
CORN CRUSHERS are also constructed entirely of Iron and are

not subject to the same contingencies as others. They are adapted

for bruising Beans, Oats, Indian Corn, Ac, and can be worked
with less labour for the quantity crushed than any yet produced.

PATENT HAYMAKERS AND HORSE RAKES, which
can be confidently recommended as capable of doing their work
efficiently, expeditiously, and with economy.— Implement Works,
Salford; Branch Establishment, South John Street, Liverpool.

i^HE COMFORT OF A FIXED WATER-CLOSET
— for 1/.—Places in Gardens converted into comfortable

Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY-SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, preventing the return of cold

air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it or unfix it in two hours.

Price 1Z. Also Hermetically-sealed and inodorous chamber
commodes, 11.2$. and 21. 4s., and improved Portable Water-

closets, with pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A prospectus

with engravings forwarded by enclosing two post stamps.—At

Fyfs and Co.'s Sanitarium, 46, Leicester Square.

Cy\ fcjo MILNER'S HOLDFAST AND FIRR
/WX& RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapour

ising), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patents

of 1S40-51-54 and 1S50, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid

Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest,

BEST, and CHEAPEST SAFEGUARDS EXTANT.

Milner's Phoenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-

plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lord

Street, Liverpool. London Depdt, 47a, Moorgate Street, City.

Circulars free by post.

83/—=^
E. R. & F. Turner invite the attention of Agriculturists and
hers to the following machines of their manufacture :—
ROLLER MILLS for crushing Linseed, Oats, Barley, Malt,

&c, of various sizes, with or withont Bean-mill combined. The
numerous prizes awarded these Mills by the Royal and other

agricultural societies rendercomment on their merits unnecessary.

PATENT COMBINED GRINDING and CRUSHING MILL
for reducing Barley, &c, to a fine and soft meal, and crushing

Oats, Linseed, &c, is strongly recommended for the variety of

purposes to which it is applicable, and for its perfect and economic
working.
CHAFF CUTTERS, for horse or steam power, cutting three

lengths, with facility for changing the length of the cut almost
momentarily, and other valuable improvements.
OILCAKE BREAKERS, made entirely of iron, with case,

hardened teeth suitable for all descriptions of cake. Price 3?. 10s.

FIXED STEAM-ENGINES, on the horizontal direct acting
principle. Long experience and attention to the practical work-
ing of steam-engines of every variety, have enabled the manu-
factures to offer these Engines as inferior to none—either for

efficiency, economy, or durability—and at prices which will be
found comparatively low.

Superior Portable Steam-Engines and Threshing Machines,
Horse-Power Threshing Machines, Circular Saw Tables, One
Horse Carts, and various other implements, are also manu-
factured at the above Works.

Illustrated Price Lists sent free on application.

T. GREEN'S NEW INVENTION IN LAWN MOWING AND
ROLLING MACHINES,

SOLE MANUFACTURER, IRON AND WIRE WORKS, NORTH STREET, LEEDS.

REGISTERED JULY 24, 1855,-No. 3739.

HPHE ADVANTAGES OF THESE MACHINES supersede all others by having
-i- a small Wheel in front of the Grass Box, consequently will mow verges and round flower heds,

without any change of Wheels, or adding the old fashioned Roller, aa in others; will also cut either

wet or dry, and by the simple adjustment of a thumb screw, in front, can be raised or lowered to cut

the Grass" any length required ; and having two Rollers behind, and a small one in front, they roll the

width they cut; they will turn in very little room, and cut at the same time. All the working parts

made much stronger than the old machines. The bottom Blades are so constructed that they cannot

tear up the ground ; they are only drawn, and not pushed and drawn as in other machines,

consequently do not require half the power to work them. The three first sizes can be worked by
one person with ease ; the two latter with a pony or donkey.

13 " inches

£3 5

LIST OF PRICES (NET CASH):-
16 inches 20 inches 24 inches 28 inches

£6 £7 £S £10 10

A quantity of Machines of other kinds at Half the usual prices.

and 32 inches
£12 10

drawn on flat ground with ease by one person, and although- at the time of trial the lawn was wet, it was cut witn the g"»*f
e

nicety. So complete and simple is the invention, that amateur gentlemen, and even ladies, may work either the lb or /u inc»

with ease and pleasure, providing the Grass is not too long. For extensive places I should say the j4 incnea w

be most suitable ; for even in undulating ground two persons may work it; but in flower gardens, wlien beds, &c -/
a™ """

lr
either of the smaller sizes would be best. I congratulate you on your very valuable invention, which in "? ?P™°°'

«£{ eX.

surpasses, and must eventually supersede all others, for it is not only free from intricacy and easy to the workman but e^ineiy ^
peditious in its operations, and consequently must prove a gTeat saving in the management of Grass lawns, aim a Kiw
the public—I am, Sir, your most obedient servant, Joshua Major.

Other Testimonials may be had on application to ike Manufacturer.

The above Machines are warranted to answer the purpose as described, or may be returned.

London Agents : Messrs. Cottam & Hallen, 76, Oxford Street ; and Messrs. Burgess & Key, ^Newgate

Street, and may be bad of all principal Ironmongers, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen in England ;
also Mr. tfl^

Gabrood, Superintendent of Agricultural Department, Crystal Palace, Sydenham.
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HO&TICULTUKAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY HOT WATER,
AT THE LOWEST PRICES CONSISTENT WITH

GOOD MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP.
'
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GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
RAY awd ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex- 1 G. & O. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London

F perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical ' references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind iu the country, are in a
j
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.
|

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

G

PATRONIZED MAJESTY.

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS,
AND OTHERS.

ROBINSON'S PATENT BARLEY, for making
superior BARLEY WATER in 15 minutes, has not only

obtained the patronage of her Majesty and the Royal Family,

but has become of general use to every class of the community,
and ib acknowledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure,

nutritious, and light food for Infants and Invalids; much approved

tor making a delicious Custard Pudding, and excellent for

thickening Broths or Soups.

ROBINSONS PATENT GROATS, for more than 30 years

have been h-ld in constant and increasing public estimation as

the purest farinse of the Oat, and as the best and most valuable

preparation for making a pure and delicate GRUEL, which forms

a light and nutritions supper for the aged, is a popular recipe

for colds and influenza, is of general use in the sick chamber,

and, alternately with the Patent Barley, is an excellent food for

Infants and Children.
Prepared only by the Patentees, Rorinsox, Brllvillk, & Co.,

Purveyors to the Queen, 6i, Rrd Lion Street, Holborn, London.

Sold by all respectable Grocers, Druggists, and others in Town
and Country, in packets of 6d. and la.; and Family Canisters, at

2a., 5$-, ami lO.v. each.

TO FLORISTS. ETC.

TO BE LET, three miles West of London, a
NURSERY, with good Living House, consisting of five

Rooms, Kitcnen, &c, a Show House, three Growing Houses
Pits, Frames, &c, ground well stocked with Shrubs, &c, Stabling

Long Shed, Room for a Man, quantity of Leaf Mould and^Dung
and every convenience for carrying on business. Coming in

150Z.—Apply to Mr. Ambrosk, Raven Inn, Batter.ea, Surrey.

Sales to Auction.

WILLIAM SHAKE SPEAR,
(SUCCESSOR TO CLARK AND JONES),

Manufacturer of Metallic Hothouses, Conservatories, &c, Hot

Apparatus, and General Horticultural Builder,

5 5, LIONEL STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

Wat

wILLIAM SHAKESPEAR in soliciting the attention of the Nobility and Gentry to this
;

old
f*^*™""?

EstaMisnme„t
:
beRs to say «,at i» ^Ujon ^_

cont^
<1„9 were so^/KS ™=sK22SZU B-KE^B-MJyi «o any extent in W£, and since taking

to the magnificent range of METALLIC FORCINO
"YXS^toWlttv to the nuruoses required ond the excellence of the work-

oneration for some vears, are allowed to be unsurpassed in their suitability to tne purposes reqmieu uuu i

i-v«A»«i
Ship" Designs and Estimates on application. Experienced workmen sent to any part of the kingdom.

ESTABLISHED : IN THE YEAR 1818.

IMPORTED AND ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will sell by Auction at his

Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-
DAY, July 8, at 1 o'Clock precisely, a collection of Orchids

just received from Brazil in excellent condition, inclnding fine

masses of Cattleya Pinelli, 0. Acklandiaj, and other fine and
probably new species; Lselia Brysiana and purpurata, Sophroni-

tis grandifiora and violacea. Also a collection of established

Orcliids, including Cattleya Quindos, maxima, elegans and
superba; Dendrobium Dalhousianum, Lielia Perrini, superba,&c.

—May be viewed on the morning of Sale and Catalogues had.
~ PINE CONES,
1\/J R. J. C STEVENS will sell by Auction on TUES-
1VJL DAY 8th July, at about three o'clock, after the Orchids,

400 Fine CONES of ABIES ;DOTJGLASI.-May be viewed on

the morning of Sale. '

THE LODDICES COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that the

Third Sale of this important collection of ORCHIDS is

fixed to take place ar his Great Room, 88. King Street, Covent

Garden, on TUESDAY, 15th July.-May be viewed on the

morning of Sale, and Catalogues had of Mr. J. C. Stea e>s,

38, King Street, Covent Garden.

WINCHAM, KENT. .
.

R HICKS will Sell by Auction, by direction of— the Committee of the Wingham Horticultural and Floral

Society, on THURSDAY, July 10, being the day appointed for

their final Exhibition, the whole of the very extensive SHOW
BOOTHS and EFFECTS belonging to the Society, comprising

one excellent Framed Booth (with fine canvas covering), 80 feet

Sy Sofone ditto, 30 feet by 20; the two forming a
(

spacious

/shaped booth; six Tables of 1* inch Fir each 11 feet by

3 fee? 4 inches; 13 Tressels, 26 ^ass-headed Brackets

with staples, and 150 feet of green wonted Cord 34 Rose

Stands (wood), 33 Dahlia Stands (zinc), 35 Pink Stands

(tin) 12 Carnation Stands (zinc), Ornamental Flower Pots

and Standi TerraCotta Vases, Pansy Stands Flower Trays, 24

dozen Pates and 12 Dishes of superior quality, made expressly

i r Sp SocSy?Table Covers, and other effects.-The above may

L viewed on Wednesday, the 9th mat .,
by application to the

wnrcon thP hours of 10 and 6, and no lot will be

oaMun
e

trtraf?e
e

rnr of Friday, the llthinet The Sale

will commence at 4 o'Clock, and the whole will be sold without

reserve

M

Pl-bUc Sale of a"Rich asd£mm^ Coumimr«r

ONE THOUSAND BEDSTEADS TO CHOOSE
FROM —HEAL and SON have just erected extensive

Premises, which enable them to keep upwards of One Thousand

Bedsteads in stock, One Hundred and Fifty of which are hxed for

inspection, comprising every variety of Brass, Wood, and Iron,

with Chintz and Damask Furnitures, complete. Their_new
Warerooms also contain an assortment of BbD-HOUM k LH-
NITURE, which comprises every requisite, from the plainest

Japanned Deal for Servants' Rooms, to the newest and most

tasteful designs in Mahogany and other Woods. The whole

warranted ot the soundest and best manufacture. Heal and

Son's Illustrated Catalogue of Bedsteads, and priced List of

Bedding, sent free by Post.
Heal & Sok, 196, Tottenham Court Road.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS SUPERIOR TO ALL
OTHER REMEDIES FOR STOMACH COMPLAINTS*.

—Mrs Baker, of Addington Street, Rochdale Road Manchester,

had suffered severely for many years from a weakness in the

Stomach and a generally debilitated constitution. Although she

had the best meaical advice and tried every available remedy,

let she derived no permanent benefit; but by the use of Hollo-

w^y's Pills a perfect cure has been effected, as she now enjoys

ll« w nf health and in gratitude for which she desires

Publicity shoua? be given to her case-Sold by ail Medicine

Vendors throughout the world; at Professor Holloways Estab-

lishments 244, Strand, London, and 80 Maiden Lane, New

York; by A. Stampa, Constantinople; A. Guidicy. Smyrna;

and E. MuiR, Malta,

../'' ORCHIDS ZAMIAS, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, Xc.

'ro BE SOLI?' BY AUCTION, on THURSDAY,
1 Julv 24, at the Chateau de Bierbais, the seat of Mr. Deman

de Lennick near Brussels, Belgium, a fine collection of Living

Plant? including rare and magnificent Palms, as Chamaerope

Kmontosa Chamierops stauracautha, Diplothemium argenteum,
tomentosa

J£
aTO£™P

speeimens; Zamias and Encephalartos of

««t rhotoe a beautiful^et of rare and well established Orchids,

«fCau/e^a crisna (with 60 and 70 bulbs); C. Luddemanniana

7?7 bulblv LaSa
P
elegan S , very strong; Vanda cmrnlea; Sobralia

JiLranUia. extraordinary specimen, with 120 stems, 20 feet cir-

Srt«& Several nice Ferns, amongst which a noble

sL meu^f Angiopteris Wellincki from Java, 15 yards foliar

cucumference; Camellias in large and strong pyramids; Azaleas,

ir Printed Catalogues can be obtained on application to Mr.

tSS%S! Brussels, Rue du Champ de Mars, 10.
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NLW AND SPLENDID VOLUME OF
BOHN'S ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY.
WALTON'S COMPLETE ANGLER;

with Variorum Notes, Practical and Historical. Edited
by Edward Jesse, Esq. To which is added a Papt*r on FISH-
ING TACKLE, an Account of FISHING STATIONS, &c.
By Henry G. Bobs. Embellished with 203 Engravings on
Wood by the best Artists, price 5*.; or with the addition of
26 Engravings on Steel after Creswick, Absolon, Cooper, and
others, chiefly engraved by "YVillmore, price 7*.6ct.

Henry G. Bohn, York Street, Covent Garden, London.

Second Issue, price 25. 6d., or by p«»st, 3s.

LAND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS ;

with Plates by J. Bailey Denton, Drainage Engineer.
"The best practical treatise we have yet seen."

—

Agric. Gazette.
"A very able treatise."

—

Nark Lane Express.

London: Ridoway. Piccadilly ; and Metc him, Parliamen t St.

FRUIT CULTURE.
Now published, price One Shilling, No. I.,

j

THE STRAWBERRY. By G. McEwen, Gardener
to B. W. Beaumont, Esq., M.P., Bretton Hall, and late Gar- '

dener to his Grace the Duke of Norfolk, Arundel Castle.
London; Groombridge & Sons, Paternoster Row, and sold by

all Booksellers.

~>1>1:sBUuGH NEW PHILOSOPHICAL JOUK-
NAL, New Series No. VII., for July, price 6s., is now ready.

Edinburgh : A. & C . Black. London : Longman & Co.

THE EDINBU RGH R EV I E W, No. CCXI.,
-L -will be published on THURSDAY next.

Contexts :—
I. LEWIS ON THE CREDIBILITY OF EARLY

ROMAN HISTORY.
II. DIARY OF GENERAL PATRICK GORDON.

III. GROWTH OF THE MAP OF LONDON.
IV. SAMUEL ROGERS.
V. CAVALIER AND THE CAMISARDS.

VI. THE COINS OF GREECE.
VII. HEINRICH HEINE.
VIII. SUPREME COURTS OF APPEAL.
IX. REMAINS OF WILLIAM ARCHER BUTLER.
X. MEMOIRS BY SIR ROBERT PEEL: The CATHOLIC

QUESTION.
XI. GREAT BRITAIN AND THE UNITED STATES.

NOTE ON THE SUEZ CANAL.
London : Longman & Co. Edinburgh: A. & C. Black.

'I "HE HORSE FAIR.—LAST WEEK.—Messrs.
J- LEGGATT, HAYWARD, and LEGGATT inform their
Friends and the Public that the Exhibition of this grand
PICTURE will positively CLOSE on SATURDAY, July 12.

—Auction Mart, Bartholomew .Lane, Bauk. Admission 6d. each
person, from 9 a.m. to 5 p m.

\7"ASES, &c.—About 200 different shaped Vases, and
™ a great variety of other Garden Ornaments may be inspected

at Austin & Sekley's Artificial Stone Works, 1 to 4, Keppel
Row, New Road, Regent's Park, London.

N.B Fountains fmm 10/. »n40Q7.

KENT'S PATENT WEATHER-PROOF
GLAZING for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS and

GLASS ROOFS in general. Exhibited at the Great Exhi-
bition, 1851. Honourably mentioned. Illustrated Price Books
on the receipt of four stamps, or estimates sent.

Horticultural Building Works, Chichester.

BY
HER

MAJESTY'S

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

Yf DENCHj Patent Hothouse Works, King's Road,
«-* • Chelsea; and at Mornlngton Place, Hampstead Road.
These Patent Horticultural Buildings are Biiperior to all

others, wood being used for the framework, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all

completed for ls. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references
can be eriven. and Printed Price Lists sent.

E

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

'T^O BE SOLD very cheap, a large quantity of
-* BAMBOO, suitable for Fencing; also a quantity of
SHEATHING BOARDS adapted for a similar purpose.—For
particulars apply to Edward Quin, 37, Hardinge Street, Com-
mercial Road, East.

/~J_ARDEN WETS, F16HING ISETS, SHEEP

1
and
per 100 yards. All kiuds of"Fishing Nets on sale cheap.

R. Richardson, 21, Toubridge Place, New Road, London.

13 ICK CLOTHS 30 feet by 30 feet, for 30 tons~of
JA- Hay, 51. ; 30 by 36 feet, for 40 tons, 61. 10s. ; 36 by 36 feet,
for 50 tons, 11. 10s.

R. Richabdson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road. London.

B

l\/j ARQUEES on Hire at prices to suit the times
;

-L»A they are new, lofty, and a great variety kept. Several
new and second-hand on sale ; cheap Garden Tents from 30s.
each.—R. Rtchabdsqs, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road, London.

BE PARTICULAR TO ADDRESS AT FULL LENGTH
E N J A M I N E D G I IS G T O N,

2, Duke Stbeet, Soutuwirk.
MARQUEES, TENTS, and RICK CLOTHS.

RICK CLOTHS.—A large quantity of CANVAS
intended for the Crimea has been made into RICK

CLOTHS, to be SOLD as second-band, at greatly reduced prices.
A list forwarded by post.—Address, in full,

Benjamin Edgington, 2. Duke Street, Sonthwark.

ANN ED NETTING, for the Protection of FRUIT
TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security

of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard , 200 yards, 14s. ; 500
yards, 30s.; 1000 yards, 50s.; scrim canvas for wall fruit. At
Edgington & Co.'s Rick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth
Manufacturers, 49, King William Street, London Bridge;
17, Smithfield Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot,
Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth.

NEW TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required,
1 yard wide, 2d. per yard ; 2 yards wide, 4d. per yard

;

4 yards wide, Sd. per yard. Half-inch mesh ditto, 2 yards wide,
8J. per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds,
wasps, flies, &c. from fruit trees, flower or seed beds, 4Ad. per
square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, l\d. per
yard ; 4 or 6 yards wide, 3ti. per yard. At W. Cullingfobd's,
1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

%• Samples exbibited, with prices attached, in the South-west
Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

yriRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
» » of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.
Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety

;

Flower Stauds, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Feucing, &c.W indow Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make

;

Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;
Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W. Richards. Imperial
Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's
Theatre.

\V
HOSE PIPING.

AITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING
will sustain a greater pressure, is lighter, less bulky, will

wear longer, and is about 60 per cent cheaper than the leather
hose pipe.

Manufactured only by Waithman & Co., Bentham, Lancaster.

1 *& lm,QUALITY>
INCHES IN DlAMETKE AXD PRICE PER YARD:—

2, Is. 9d.
: 2J, 2s. ; 24, 2s. 3d. ; 2f, 25. Sd. ; 3. 2s. 9d.

2|/L 9* ?£ SX0CT QUAL1TY :
~2

'
& *

»
2i' 2*- 3d

« »
22» 2t

-
&*•;

ft ^i?«?i.!!™?
eaper n°se

> t0 bear a low pressure for Garden and

^iinlHn^ R
6ttis

f^ an extra CÊ £e~°' 3d. per yard.Lnion Joints, Branch Pipes and Jets are also supplied.

rPHE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY;
-*- HELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street. London.
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from

2d.; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4*d.
per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,
under 10 by 8, 12s. 6d.; above, 16s. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases, 34s. per case.
PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from ls. 6d. per

foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. each. MILK PANS,
21s. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN, 5s. 6d.; WAKING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aniwinm 10a. pnrb —Catalog-iipa free.

" GLASS.
TAMES PHILLIPS and CO. have the pleasure
tf hand their prices of the following articles :

—

AQUARIA, WITH EBONY STANDS,
20 inch diameter 15s.

*** If ft ••• ••• ^*
IO i« jj ... ••• '

'

14
It ft

••• •• A *

16 ., ,. ... ... 10
Made of the shape suggested by Mr. Shirley IIiubekd,
differing fmm the usual inverted Propagating Glass.
Tanks Glazed with Plate Glass, from 30s. each; Syphons for

ditto, 2s. 6d.

CUCUMBER TUBES.

to

15 inch diameter

14

13

12

• ••

n

ft

• i t

it *• t

if i»
• » -

95

8

6

5
and

12 inches long, each

16 „
18 a

n
tt

if

n

m *

•

• * f

Is. Od.

1 2
1 4
1 6

20 inches long, each
22
24
26

Sf

ff

ft

ff »

ft

ft

if

• *

• • •

* • •

ls.Sd.

1 10
2
2 2

GLASS FERN SHADES AND STANDS.
6 inch diameter, each... 3s. Od.

7 „ „ „ ... 3 6
a ... ,, ,, ... 4 U

10 „ „ „ ... 6
11 It »! t» ... • V.

12 inch diameter, each... 8s. Od.

13 „ „ „ ...10

14 n „ „ ...12 6

15 „ „ „ ...17

16 .. .. « ...22»» >» »»

HARTLEY'S IMPROVED ROUGH PLATE GLASS, Sheet,
and Rough Plate, Tiles, Milk Pans, Bee and Propagating
Glasses, Wasp Traps, Preserve Jars with and without covers,
Plate, Sheet, Crown, and Ornamental Window Glass; Crystal
Glass Shades for ornaments.

116, Bishopsgate Street Without, London.

FOREIGN ANO ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE.,
87, Bishopsgate Stkeet, Without.

TMILLIJSGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rtvebs and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4£ in.

64

n

104
12
10
11
11

12
13
13m
15}

ff «
» ft]

tf e|

ff n
ft s*

tf 9

ft 10

it 10

ti 11

ft 11

it 11

ft 12

it 184

it 18]

ft 7 tt 5

m 8 if 6

tt 9 tf 7

tt 10 it 8

a 11
ft 9

tt 13
ft

9

tt 10*
if 10i

tf n* it 10$

tt 114 tf Hi
tt 124 ft

111

it 134 tt 111

tt 13* if m
tt 14J tt 13i

* •*

* * *

. , -

Vff •

• ••

• " *

• - *

tiv

«*»

• • #

#••

t t *

* •*

12*. Oi.

12 6

«-•

• ••

4*9

Mf

• • f

• ••

13
13
13
U
14
14

14
14
14
14
16

16

16

6

6

tt

1?

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21^ by 13J, 16£ by 14A, 20 by 14,
21 by 14, 20 by 15, at 18*. per 100 ieet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2$
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3£

HARTLEY'S Iteugh Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, "White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. are supplying 16-oz. Sheet Glass
of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 100

square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash.
A reduction made on 1000 feet.

Sizes.—Inches.

From 6 by 4
7 „ 5
8 „ 6
10 „ 8

Inches.
Under 6 by 4

tt 7 „ 5

n 8 „ 6

„ 10 „ 8

Per foot. Per 10 feet.

at lid. is £0 12 6
„ 2/i. „ 16 8
„ 2\d. „ 18 9
„ 2$tf. „ 1 10

w 2i<*- tt 1 2 11

tt tt tt

.. . n 12 n 9

Larger sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.
16 oz. from 3d. to 3<fd. per square foot, according to size.
21 oz. „ 3£</. to 5/f.

'
'

26 oz. .,
3'
9 d. to 7$d.

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, and
PATENT PLATE GLASS for Horticultural purposes, at
reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,
either in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

Propagating Glasses. Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass
Milk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not
hitherto manufactured in Glass.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate
price of this superior article should cause it to supersede all

other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. No
alteration connected with the sash is required.

GLASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation of
every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure.
Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half.
List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London,

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

J
K. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark

" • (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved*
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above.

IRON F E NCE, HURDLES, ETC.
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southward (late

'J • Stephenson & Prill), solicits an inspection of his patterns
of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to
supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices
&c, at the Manufactory as above.

'

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out
of ground, 5 bars • •« I .

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3
inches out of ground, 5 bars * • *

4s. 9d. each.

5*. 3d. each.

M

MARINE AND FRESH WATER AQuARIA.
C ANDERS and WOOLCOTT, 54, Doughty Street,
KJ Foundling, London, Manufacturers of the Glass Tanks
in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park; in the Royal
Zoological Gardens, Dublin; in the Conservatory of His Grace
the Duke of Devonshire, Chiswick; and various Museums
throughout the kingdom, have constantly on hand and in opera-
tion G LASS TANKS of all sizes for the Marine and Fresh Water
Aquarium.
These Tanks can be safely forwarded to all parts, and lists of

prices may be had on application at the above address, where
also the tanks may be seen.

A IS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALS,
how to paralyse, and render them immoveable on the spot,

though there be hundreds, so that they may be gathered with a
shovel and finally drowned. The effect warranted, and the cost
to paralyse 50 will be 3^d. Materials can be bought in every
town and village. The above astounding remedy sent post free
for eight post stamps to any address by Fisher& Son, Publishers,
Kingsland, London. Established 1847. One Hundred testimonials
sent first if desired.

EDWARDS'S REGISTERED EARWIG TRAP
is an elegant, durable, and effectual instrument for the

destruction of earwigs. It is highly recommended by the Editor
of the " Florist," and other distinguished Horticulturists. Being
ornamental in shape it must supersede the ugly inverted flower-

pots in all tastefully kept gardens. Price 9s. per dozen. Sold
wholesale at the manufactory and by the following agents:

—

S. Martin-, 14, Gough Square, Lor don; C. Turner, Royal
Nursery, Slough; J. Keynes, Nursery, Salisbury, and retail'by
every Ironmonger, Nurseryman, and Seedsman in the United
Kingdom. Descriptive drawings sent on receipt of postage stamp.
E. Edwards & Co., Inventors and Manufacturers, St. Paul's

m
Square, Birmingham.

DRESSING CASES.
AT MR. MECHl'S ESTABLISHMENTS,

112, Regent Street, 4, Leadenhali Street, and Crystal Palace,
are exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures in

Dressing Cases, Work Boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags,
and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department
for Papier Mach£ Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table
Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-
ping orders executed.

The same prices charged at all the Establishments.

ARK1NG LINEN MADE EaSY.—The P^n
Superseded.—The most easy, permanent, and best method

of Marking Linen, Silk, Cotton, Coarse Towels, Stockings, Books,
&c, so as to prevent the Ink blotting, or the possibility of its

washing out, is with CULLETON'S PATENT ELECTRO-
SILVER PLATES. Any person can use them. Initial plate, 1$.;

name plate, 2s.; set of numbers, 2*.; crest plate, 5*., with direc-

tions. Sent post free to any part of the kingdom, by the Inventor
and Sole Patentee, T. Culleton, 2, Long Acre (exactly one door
from St. Martin's Lane).—N.B. To prevent imposition it is neces-
sary to write down the address.

WALKER'S NEEDLE WAREHOUSE i*
• REMOVED to 47 Greshain Street.—Queen's Own

Needles can be posted by any dealer. From the Observer:—
"Walker's Alliance Needles.—The be»t specimens of

coloured printing on a small scale are, undoubtedly, the minute
but most spirited portraits of the Allies by the patent oil colour

process; one of which, in ten colours, is placed as a label on each

paper of needles, on testing which, by every conceivable means,
we pronounce them of most remarkable superiority, and equally

suited to the most delicate or the most severe work. The Queen
has long patronised Mr. Walker's productions, and we are sure

no work-tabie should be without these singularly beautiful

needles." ^^^^_
PRIZE

-
MEDAL,

-
PARIS EXHIBITION 1855-

\ 1 ETCALFE,B1NG LEY, andCO.'S New Pattern and
*-*-* Penetrating Tooii Brushes, Penetrating unbleached Hair

Brushes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brushes, and genuine Smyrna
Sponges ; and every description of Brush, Comb, and Periumery
for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly between

the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effectually—the

hairs never come loose. M., B., and Co. are sole makers of the

Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orris Root Soaps— sold in Tablets

(bearing their names and address) at 6d. each, of Metcalfe s

celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 25. per box; and of the New
Bouquets.—Sole Establishment 130b, and 131, Oxford Street, 2nd

and 3rd doors west from Holies Street. London.

SCHWEPPE'S MALVERN SELTZER WATEK-
—Having leased the Holy Well Spring at Malvern, renowned

for its purity, J. S. & Co. can now produce a SELTZER WATER
with all the Chemical and Medicinal properties which have

rendered the Nassau Spring so celebrated. Tbey continue

Manufacturing Soda, Magnesia, and Potass Waters and Lemon-

ade, at London, Liverpool, Bristol, and Derby. Every bottle is

protected by a red label bearing their signature. '

MALVERN SELTZER.
" i\/f ALVERN is not more celebrated for its glorious

-i-* * hills, pure air, and charming scenery, than it is for the

sparkling freshness, absolute purity, and health-restoring pro-

parties of its mountain springs."
LEA, PERKINS, and BURROWS,

GREAT MALVERN,
Sole Local Agents for

SCHWEPPE'S MALVERN SELTZER WATER
The delicious Seltzer, manufactured at the Holy Well witn tne

pure and pellucid water which flows from the granitic rock:V
Malvern, is supplied direct from the place of manufacture ny

Lea, Pebhins, & Burkows, Pharmaceutical Chemists «w
Mineral Water Agents, to whom orders for Malvern H»a»>

Potash, and Magnesia Waters, Malvern Lemonade, *n
.

tt
.
ru *

Malvern Holy Well Water, should also be addressed. Eltn
!?

r
.^

pleaflant beverages, or as medicinal drinks, simply retresniB

and antifebrile, or absolutely curative, in cases of acidity, neai

burn, pout, &c. these Malvern waters are unrivalled.

and

.

where all Advert iaementa and < ommunicationa are to be Aju>**&b*d

TUk EPIXO*.—?ATV*»AT, July $» !8o6.
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CRYSTAL PALACE.—THIRD HORTICUL-
TURAL EXHIBITION.—To Amateurs and Cottagers.—The Directors of the Crystal Palace Company give notice that

the THIRD HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION of the present
Season will take place on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and
FRIDAY, September 10th, 11th, and 12th. Besides the usual
Prizes for Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and for Dahlias,
Hollyhocks, and other Flowers of the Season and Fruit, Prizes
will be given for Flowers, Fruit and Vegetables by Cottagers
and Amateurs. The Rules of Exhibitors' Schedules of Prizes
may be had on application to the Secretary.
The Prizes awarded at the three Shows of the Season will be

paid after the third Show. G. Gbove, Secretary.
Crystal Palace, July 12.

ROYAL PAVILION, BRIGHTON.
THE BRIGHTON and SUSSEX FLORICUL-

TURAL and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY will hold
their Grand Autumn Exhibition at the above Palace and Grounds
on the 3d and 4th of SEPTEMBER, when an additional amount
of Prizes viH be offered, Schedules of which will shortly be
published, ana may be had on application to Mr. E. Spary,
General Superintendent of the Exhibition ; or of the Secretary,
45, Lavender Street, Brighton.

Edward Carpenter, Secretary.

"VT A T I ONAL CARNATION AND PICOTEE
-i-^ EXHIBITION.—The last day that ENTRIES can be
received is TUESDAY, July 15th. No Person will be eligible
to exhibit unless he has complied with this rule.

Birmingham July 12. George P. Tye, Hon. Sec.

BRITISH POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.—
A SPECIAL MEETING of the British Pomological

Society will be held at the Rooms, 80, Bedford Street, Covent
Garden, on THURSDAY, the 17th inst., at Two o'Clock, to
receive and report upon Collections of STRAWBERRIES and
CHERRIES, or any other Fruits which may be in season.

A Prise of Two Guineas will be given for a NEW SEED-
LING LATE STRAWBERRY which shall be considered by
the Society worthy of general cultivation. All packages to be
addressed to Robert Hogg, Secretary.

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT iNSTS
TUTION.—At a General Meeting of this Society, held

on WEDNESDAY, the 9th July, for the purpose of electing
Two Pensioners, the following was the result of the ballot:—

Name. Application-.

«

Seventh
Sixth
Sixth
Fifth
Fifth
Fourth
Fourth
fourth
Fourth
Third
Second
Second
Second
First
First
First

Age.

68
71
63
77
70
64
54
70
63
67
69
69
70
48
61
6L

Votes.

William Thnckcr
Chains Charlton
•Josepu Jeffrey...
John Lawst-.n

James Smith ..

Ann Arnold
Frederick L. Burnet
William Dungate
Alexander Gregory
William Jackson
John Davy
Mary Anne Farqjiharson
Elizabeth Pope
Robert Hodge
Benjamin Priest
Michael Qniglev

The Meeting then declared Alexander Gregory and Charles
Charlton, as having the greatest number of votes, duly elected
Pensioners of this Charity. E. R. Cutler, Secretary.

14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden.—July 12.

• By an error this Candidate's age was stated as S3 ; it should
have been 03.

94
451
272
79
65
35S
322
80
670
96
235
y/
129
235
4
51

\ LEXANDER GREGORY, of Leyton, Essex,
£X returns his sincere thanks to the Presidents and Sub-
scribers of the Gardeness' Royal Benevolent Institution, for their
kind and friendly support on being elected a Pensioner of that
Society.

T T,WILLIAM BARRA
LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved
principles.

*** An_e*tensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shrubs,
__J^workk»8, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.

(^ E O R gIe TAYLOR, Junio r,v
. Growers' Salesman

For Choice Garden Produce,
St. John's Market,

Terms—" Cash."
Liverpool.

ROSES.
TT LANE and SON, Great Berkhamstead, have
*•-- • the pleasure of informing their Patrons that their exten-
sive collection of Roses is now in full bloom. Their Coniferte,
Rhododendrons, and a General Stock of Trees and Shrubs and
Fruit Trees are remarkably fine, and well worth the attention of
Planters. The Nurseries are within a few minutes' walk of the
Station on the London and North Western Railway.

ROSES.
A PAUL and SON respectfully inform admirers of
•^* • the R.se that their extensive collection is now in full

Bloom, and will continue flowering till November. Inspection is

freely invited.—Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts, on Cambridge line
of Eastern Counties Railwav.^ *

ROSES.
TAMES MITCHELL respectfully informs the
tl Nobility and Gentry his unrivalled collection of ROSES is

now in full bloom.
Piltdown Nurseries, Maresfield, Sussex, July 12.~~

ROSES.
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.
\17ILLIAM WOOD and SONS' Extensive Collec-
" * tion of ROSES, extending over an area of several acres, will

be in fine bloom on and after the 14th of July.
N.B. Hay ward's Heath is a station on the London and Brighton

Railway, 12 miles distant from the Nursery. Conveyances may
be had at the Station.—Jnlv 12.

ROSES.
J and J. FRASER beg to announce that their

• collection of ROSES is now in Flower, to which they
respectfully invite the attention of the public.
The Nursery is about 15 minutes' walk firom the Lea Bridge

Station, on the Eastern Counties Railway.
»^» Trains from Shoreditch about 12 times a day.

The Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road. Essex.—July.

/ ^ABBAGE PLANTS.—True and strong Drumheads,
v-y 35. 3d per 1000; 7000 and upwards at 35. per 1000.
A choice selection of Garden PUnts, Broccolis and Celeries, Id.
per 100. Cabbage, Savoys, Kails, &c. at 5rf. per 100. Crates
included and delivered at Godalming Station, by Thomas
Wblland, Surrey Gardens, Godalming, Surrey. /

TO THE NURSERY AND SEED TRADE.
HORATIO BUNTING and CO. beg to inform their

Patrons and Friends that their collections of ROSES and
ANNUALS (the latter extending over several acres) are now in
bloom. An inspection is respectfully solicited. Open daily
(Sundays excepted).
The Lexden Road Nursery and Seed Establishment is situated

about 1^ mile from the Eastern Counties Railway Station,
Colchester.
All correspondents are particularly requested to address

—

Lexden Road Nursery and Seed Establishment, Colchester.

NEW HORSE-SHOE SCARLET.

JH. BIRD is now sending out his beautiful New
• Horse-shoe Scarlet Marshal Pelissier, pronounced by All

who have seen it to be the finest ever offered. Strong Plants, 55.

each, usual allowance to the trade. For full description see
advertisements in Edwards's '* National Garden Almanack" for

1856. Post-otiice Orders to be made payable to

*__ J. H. Bibd, Florist, Stoke Newington.

NOTICE TO ALL ENGLAND—MARSHAL PELISSIER.

JH, BIRD will give a Five Guinea Cup for the best
• Four Plants of his Marshal Pelissier, Horse-shoe Scarlet, at

theJune Show of the Crystal Palace 1S57.— Open to all England.

JHOADE andSON, of Addlestone, near Chertsey,
• Surrey, offer Is. packets of their choice ANEMONE SEED

saved from the highest coloured Flowers, with printed directions
for sowing, &c. Also a very few Is. packets of first-class,

PRIMULA, sent prepaid on receipt of 13 stamps.

NEW FUCHSIA—" CEM OF WHITEHILL."
WILLIAM FULLER begs to inform the Trade and

Public generally that he has a few extra strong Plants of
the above splendid variety, that will bloom this season, for sale at
7s. 6d. each; or where three are taken one will be given over.
Post-office Orders to be made payable at Newton Abbott.

Courtenay Nursery, July 12
.

NEW PETUNIAS ANO VERBENAS,
JOHN CLARK begs to offer fine strong plants of the

following new Petunias:—Purpurea striata, Crimson Per-
fection, Imperial (double white), Majestic, Major Domo, Prothe,
William Pfitzer, Monsieur Loyre, Marquis de Saint Innocent,
Dr. Andry, Leon'Lequay, Hermione, and all the new Verbenas of
the season at Is. each, or 10s. per dozen, package included.
A remittance from unknown correspondents is respectfully
requested.—Belle Vne Nursery, Cheltenham.

NEW VERBENAS OF 1856.
IX7ILLIAM KNIGHT, Florist, &c, begs to offer
v * the new Verbenas raised by Weatherill, Smith, Cole,

Martin, Todman, Rougier and Chauviere, in well established
Plants, at 6s. per dozen; best varieties of previous seasons, at
25. &?. per dozen ; first class Fuchsias, 4*. per dozen ; Pompone, or
large flowered Chrysanthemums, 3s. 6d. per dozen. Any of the
above sent free by post if desired. Descriptive Catalogues sent
on application.—67, High Street, Battle , Sussex.

FIRST-RATE NEW FUCHSIAS, VERBENAS, PETUNIAS,
ETC., OF 1856-

WM. RUMLEY and SONS' NEW DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of the above, containing choice

collections, at very reduced prices, is now ready, and may be had
on application. Several of the best new Fuchsias of 1856,
including that splendid new variety, Venus de Medici, may be
had at 2s. 6d. each, or "6 for 125., fine plants, free by post on
receipt of a Post-office Order, payable at Richmond.

Gilling, near Richmond, Yorkshire.

CONES OF ABIES DOUCLA6J.
GEORGE ROBERTS begs to make known that he

has lately received from me north-west coast of America a
pprka-* <rf *™ CONES of ABIES DOUGLAS!. This noble
tree attains in its native habitats on the banks of the Columbia
River a height of from 150 to 200 feet, affording timber unequalled
for masts, and remarkably free from knots and tendency to warp.
From its beauty, rapidity of growth (having reached at Dropmore
60 fret in 18 years), and long-proved hardiness in Great Britain
during the severest winters, it is recommended for extensive
cultivation by the principal authorities on Coniferous trees.

32, Moorgate Street, London.

I CHOICE CALCEOLARIA SEED.
JOHN HENCHMAN, Junior, is now ready to send
*J out SEED of his choice and well known strain of CAL-
CEOLARIAS,, at 5s. per packet. Trade packets, 10s.

Edmonton, Middlesex.

EXTRA CHOICE CALCEOLARIA SEED]
T DOBSON and SON beg to announce that they

*-* • are prepared to send out SEED saved from their un-
equalled collection in packets at Is. 6d.

r
2s. 6d., 3s. 6d.

r
and £*..

each.— Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth ; and High Street,
Hounslow.

It is requested that all Seed orders may be addressed to the
latter place.

CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, AND SWEET WILLIAM.
TX/ILLIAM BARNES is now prepared to send out
** Seeds of his beautiful and unrivalled CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, and SWEET WILLIAM, the two former 25. 6A,

,

the latter Is. 6i. per packet.
It is needless to say anything in recommendation of the above,

as W. B. has received numerous testimonials in their praise
from the many gentlemen and gardeners whom he has supplied.
Payment by postage stamps.

Address—Camden Nursery, Camberwell.

AZALEA INDICA.
JIVERY and SON, Nurserymen, &c, Dorking and

• Reigate, beg to say that their DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUE of all the newest and most approved varieties of the -

AZALEA may be had iu exchange for one postage stamp.

—

Dorking, July 12.

CRAPE VINES FROM EYES.
ROBERT GLENDINNING has a large Stock of

all the leading kinds of Grape Vines in fine condition,

exposed to greenhouse temperature, and which may be safely

transmitted to any distance. If planted now a season will be
gained. A collection of the principal kinds is now in fruit at the
Nursery, and an inspection of them is respectfully solicited.

Chiswick Nursery, London.

EA.UTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet
containing 100 Seeds, Is.; sent post free, Is. 2d. Calceo-

laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,
Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue
on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.
Wm. CuLLiyoFORP, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball' s Pond, Islington*

NEW TURNIP.
WAITE'S " ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

^
TURNIP.

rPHIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
J- the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch
Turnip; it possesses the properties of the Swede, and maybe
sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip
may be had on application, or may be seen at the principal Seed
Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be
obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3#. per lb.—A liberal
allowance to the Trade.

J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London.

TO AMATEURS.—For 51., Sixty SEEDS of variou
Plants and Bulbs from Port Natal, Sou'h Africa, com-

prising Iporaceas, Erythrinas, &c, &c, just arrived, and quite
new.—Apply at 16, Victoria Grove Terrace, Bayswater Road.

WANTED, the very best fimbriated PRIMULA
SEED, both colours, say price per oz. ; also CINERARIA

extra.—A. B., 25, Bishopsgate With in.

FRUITING AND SUCCESSION PINE PLANTS.

TO BE SOLD CHEAP, 100 FRUITING and
100 SUCCESSION PINE PLANTS, the former in 8 and

9-inch pots, in fine health and perfectly clean. All Ripley and
Moscow Queens.—Apply to Mr. Glexdinnisg, Chiswick Nur-
sery, London.

POTATOES.—TO SEEDSMEN, ETC.

JSHEPPARD begs to announce he has an acre of
• ASHLEAF POTATOES (true) in full foliage, which will

be saved for seed and sale, and invites their inspection, in conse-

quence of the difficulty of knowing their genuineness without

seeing the leaf.—Also a large breadth of Frame, York and Scotch

Regents, Snowballs, and Early Shaws.
East Grinstead, Sussex, distant half a mile from the E. G.

Railway Terminus^ '

FLOWER ANO VEGETABLE SEEDS.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, W, High
*J Holborn, London, invite attention to tbei»- ENCYCLO-
PEDIC CATALOGUE of PLORICULTCBAL, VEGE-
TABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS acknowledged to be

the best published, which will be forw^ded free of charge and
postpaid to all tarts of TBM wohlp»

uPon application.

Primula, choicest fringed 1*. per packet.

Calceolaria, choicest var****** — ••• **•

Cineraria „ » !*•

A most compressive CATALOGUE of DUTCH and
CAPE I$ULP3 will be published in the autumn.

.Tame carter & Co.. Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

New axd Beautiful Hardy Coniferous Trie.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA.

MESSRS WATERER and GODFREY have mucb
pleasure in offering tbe above fine plant raised from seed

sent home by Mr. W. Murray, who in describing it in connection
with other rare Pines, such as nobilLs, grandisr Jeffreyi, Ben-
thamiana, &c, says, " It was the handsomest tree in the whole
expedition. It grows about 100 feet high and 2 feet in diameter
the foliage is most delicate and graceful, the branches fern (\ .up-

wards at the end like a Spruce andfcang down at the tip lik^a*
ostrich feather, the top shoots droop like a Deodar, ancfthfc
timber is good, clear, and workable V Seedling plants witQe(^M
out in August upon the following terms, and orders wqitfetl

j
strictly in rotation. One plant 21*. ; six plants, 4Z. 10s. ; lffilwrta,

I
77. 10*.—Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey. T?

C5w>

a
I*
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LIST OF THE PRIZES AWARDED AT THE
R O Y A L

R E G E N T'S PARK, July 9th, 1856.

EXTRA COLD MEDAL. |

Mr. May, Gr. to H. Ollyer, Esq., Dartford, for 16 Stove and
Greenhouse Plants.

Mr. Keele, Gr. to J. Butler, Esq., Woolwich, for 20 Exotic Orchids.

LARGE COLD MEDAL.
Mr. Dodds, Gr. to Sir J. Cathcart, Cooper's Hill, for 16 Stove

and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Taylor, Gr. to J, Coster, Esq., Streatham, for 16 Stove and

Greenhouse Plants.

Mr. Gedney,Gr. to Mrs. Ellis, Hoddesdon, for 20 Exotic Orchids.

MEDIUM COLD MEDAL.
Mr. Green, Gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., Cheam, for 16 Stove

and Greenhouse Plants.
Messrs Eraser, Nurserymen, Leyton, for 12 Stove and Green-

house Plants.
Mr. Carson, Gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., Nonsuch Park, for

10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Woolley, Gr. to H. B. K.er, Esq., Cheshunt, for 20 Exotic

Orchids.
Mr. Clarke, Gr. to C. Webb, Esq., Hoddesdon, for 12 Exotic

Orchids.

COLD MEDAL.
Mr. Cutbush, Nurseryman, Barnet, tor 12 Stove and Greenhouse

Plants.
Mr. Peed, Gr. to T. Treadwell, Esq., Norwood, for 10 Stove and

Greenlio'ise Plants.
Mr. Cutbush, Barnet, for 10 Cape Heaths.
Mr. May, Dartford, for 8 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Turner, for 12 Pelargoniums.
Mr. Holder. Gr. to Rev. E. Coleridge, Eton College, for 10 Pelar-

goniums.
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, of Exeter and Chelsea, for

20 Stove and Greenhouse Plants of remarkable foliage.

Mr. Tillyard, Gr. to the Right Hon. the Speaker, for a Miscel-
laneous Collection of Fruit.

LARGE SILVER GILT MEDAL.
Mr. Barter, Gr. to A. B tt, Esq., Stamford Hill, for 16 Stove

and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Morris, Gr. to Coles Child, Esq., Bromley, for 10 Stove and

Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Rhodes, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Messrs. Fraser, for 6 Kalosanthes.
Mr. Mortimer, Gr. to J. R. Scott, Esq., Hornsey, for 6 Tall

Cacti.
Mr. Carson , for 6 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. Bray, Gr. to B -iron Goldsmid, Regent's Park, for 6 Fuchsias.
Mr. Gaines, for 12 Pelargoniums.
Mr. Weir, Gr. to J. Hodgson, Esq., The Elms, Hampstead, for

10 Pelargoniums.
Messrs. Jackson, Nurserymen, Kingston, for 20 Stove and Green-

house Plants of remarkable foliage.
Mr. Barnes, Gr. to Lady Rolle, for 84 Specimens of Coniferous

Plants from the Arboretum at Bicton.
Mr. Fleming, Trenthani, for a Miscellaneous Collection of Fruit.
Mr. Glendinniug, for 3 dishes of Grapes.

LARGE SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. Williams, Gr. to Miss Traill, Bromley, for 6 Stove and

Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Glendinning. Nurseryman, Chiswick, for 10 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Williams, for 8 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Raser, Gr. to J. Bradbury, Esq., Streatbam, for 6 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Morris, tor 6 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. Turner, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Mr. Windsor, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Mr. Turner, for 6 Pelargoniums of 1S54 and 1S55.
Mr. Consrantine, Gr. to C Mills, Esq., Hilliugdon Court, for Mis-

cellaneous Collection of Fruit.
Mr. Jones, Gr. to the Dowlais Iron Company, for 4 Pine Apples.

SILVER GILT MEDAL.
Mr. Rhodes, Gr.toJ. philpott, Esq., Stamford Hill, for 10 Stove

and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Peed, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Green, for 6 Tali Cacti.

Messrs. Fraser, for 10 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Rhodes, for 8 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Peed, for 6 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Harlock, Gr. to W. R. Nutter, Esq., Wanstead, for 6

Cape Heaths.
Mr. Dedman, Gr- to G. Foster, Esq., the Holme, Regent's

Park, for 6 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. Turner, Nurseryman, Slough, for 6 Calceolarias.
Messrs. Dobson, Nurserymen, Isleworth, for 6 Fuchsias.
Mr. Windsor, Gr. to A. Blyth, Esq., Ilampstead, ^for 10 Pelar-

goniums.
Messrs. Fraser, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.

\Mr. Bray, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
i*o\ Turner, for 3 Pelargoniums.
Mr. Weatherill, Gr. to Dr. Macneil, Hornsey Road, for 3

kvjrlrt Pelargoniums.
Mr. Holderfor 6 Pelargoniums of 1854 and '55.

Messrs. Paul, Nurserymen, Cheshnnt for 50 Cut Roses. \
Miss Palmer, 46, Portland Place, for 25 Cut Roses.
Messrs. J. & C. L^v Nurserymen, Hammersmith, for 20 Stove

and Greenhouse jjgnts of remarkable foliage.
Mr. Taunton, Gr. to J. S. Pintle, Esq., Hucclecote, Gloucester-

shire, for 20 Stove and henhouse plants of remarkable
foliage. ^-^

Mr. Fletcher, Gr. to Dr. Young, Kennu^ton Lane for 12 Exotic
Ferns.

Mr. Baillie, for 30 British Ferns in pots.

Mr. Weatherill, for 12 Verbenas in pots.

Mr. May. Dartford, 2 Ixorajavanica, and 2 Dipladenia crassii*^a
Mr. Barnes, Bicton, for 4 Pine Apples.
Mr. Mitchell, Nurseryman, Brighton, for 3 dishes of Grapes.
Mr. M. Henderson, for 12 lbs. Grapes.
Mr. M Henderson, for 1 dish Black Grapes.
Mr. Boyd, Gr. to Viscount Dillon, Dytchley, Oxon, for 1 dish

black Prince Grapes.
Mr. Tillyard, for 1 dish white Muscadine.
Mr. Clarke, for 1 dish Muscats.
Mr. Tillyard, for 1 dish Frontignan Grapes.
Mr. Mitchell, Brighton, for Seedling Grape Marchioness

Hastings.
Mr. Hume, The Poles, Ware, for 1 dish of Peaches. f

of

SILVER GILT MEDAL.
Mr. Frost, for 4 dishes of Peaches and Nectarines.
Messrs. Lane, collection of Fruit Trees in pots.
Mr. Snow, for Seedling Grape.

SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. Hamp, Gr. to J. Thome, Esq., South Lambeth, for 10 Stove

and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. Morris, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Messrs. Jackson, Nurserymen, Kington, for 10 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Cole, Nurseryman, St. Alban's, for 6 Calceolarias.
Mr. Gaines, Nurseryman, Battersea, for 6 Fuchsias.
Mr. Swannell, Gr. to J. Russell, Esq., Harrow-on-the-Hill, for

10 Pelargoniums.
Mr. Gaines, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Mr. Weir, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Mr. Holder, for 3 Pelargoniums.
Mr. Cain, Gr. to Sir J. Easthope, Bart., Weybridge, for 3 Scarlet

Pelargoniums.
Mr. Gaines, for 6 Pelargoniums of 1854 and 1855.
Mr. Francis, Nurseryman, Hertford, for 50 Cut Roses.
Mr. May, Gr. to C. M. Worthington, Esq., Cavensham Priory,

Oxon, for 25 Cut Roses.
Mr. Parker, Nurseryman, Holloway,for 20 Stove and Greenhouse

Plants of remarkable foliage.
Mr. Baillie, Gr. to W. C. Caibonell, Esq., Harrow Road, for

12 Exotic Ferns.
Mr. Carson, for 12 Exotic Ferns.
Mr. Taylor, for 6 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Glendinning, f >r Abies Kawpfiwi,
Mr. Hamp, for Specimen of Ixorajavanica.
Messrs. Henderson, Wellington Road, for "Ouvirandra fencs-
Mr. Parker, for Collection of 27 Plants. [tralis."

Messrs. Veitch, for a collection of Novelties.
Messrs. Veitch, for Delphinium Cardinal^.
Messrs. Veitch, for Desfontania spinosa.
Messrs. Stand ish & Noble, for Clematis lanuginosa pallida.
Messrs. Backhouse, York, for Cattleya Wagneri.
Mr. Watson, Market Gardener, Ealing, for Miscellaneous Collec-

tion of Fruit.

Mr. Fleming, Trentham, for 4 Pine Apples.
Mr. Fleming, for 1 Providence Pine Apple.
Mr. Barnes, Bicton, for 1 Queen Pine Apple.
Mr. T. Bailey, gr. to T. T. Drake, Esq., Shardeloes, for 1 Pine

Apple.
Mr. M. Henderson, Gr. to Sir G. Beaumont, Bart., Coleorton

Hall, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, for 3 dishes of Grapes.
Mr. Mitchell, Brighton, for 12 lbs. of Grapes.
Mr. J. Davis, Oakhill, East Barnet, for 12 lbs. of Grapes.
Mr. M. Henderson, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
Mr. Forbes, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
Mr. Hall, Gr. to S. Garrard, Esq., Colebrook Lodge, Putney Heath,

for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
Mr. May, Dartford, for 1 dish of Black Prince Grapes.
Mr. Forsyrh, Gr. to Baron Rothschild, Gunnersbury, for 1 dish

of White Muscadine Grapes.
Mr. Turnbull, for 1 dish of Muscats.
Mr. Forsyth, for Vines in Pots.
Mr. Richards, for 1 dish of Peaches.
Mr. Turnbull, for 4 dishes of Peaches
Mr. Booth, Gr. to H. Alexander, Esq., Belmont, East Barnet, for

2 dishes of Peaches and Nectarines.
Mr. Chapman, Gr. to J. B. Glegg, Esq., Withington Hall,

Cheshire, for 1 box of Nectarines.

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. James, Gr. to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, for 6 Cal-

ceolarias.

Mr. Davidson, Gr. to G. Bishop, Esq., Regent's Park, for 6
Fuchsias.

Miss Palmer, 46. Portland Place, for 10 Pelargoniums.
Mr. Shrimpton, Gr. to A. Doxat, Esq., Putney Heath, for 6 Fancy

Pelargoniums.
Mrs. Conway, Earl's Court, Old Brompton, for 3 Scarlet Pelar-
Mr. Turner, for 24 Pinks. [goniums.
Mr. Turner, for 36 Pansies.
Dr. Maclean, Colchester, for 12 Pink6.
Mr. James, for 24 Pansies.
Mr. Mitchell, Nurseryman, Maresfield, Sussex, for 50 Cut Roses.
Mr. Hume, Gr. to R. Hanbury, Esq., The Poles, Ware, for 25 Cut

Roses.
Mr. Mitchell, Maresfield, for 24 Cut Roses. -
Mr. Gedney, for 12 Exotic Ferns.
Mr. Halley, Nurseryman, Blackheath, for 12 Exotic Ferns.
Mr. Taylor, Streatham, for Correct Labels.
Mr. Barter, for > Cape Heaths.
Messrs. Veitch, for Leptodactylon californica and Philesia

buxifolia.

Mr. Woolley, for 6 Achimenes.
Mr. Woolley, for Collection of Gloxinias.
Mr. Cole, St. Alban's, for 26 Calceolarias.
Mr. Carson, for Ixora alba.
Mr. Smith, Florist, Hornsey Road, for 24 Cut Verbenas.
Messrs. Henderson, Wellington Road, for 22 Gloxinias.

Messrs. Henderson, Pine-apple Place, for 24 Exotic Ferns,
Messrs. Smith, Florists, Dulwich, for 26 Balsams.
Mr. Glendinning, for Erica Spenceriana.
Messrs. Henderson, Wellington Road, for Tydea amabilis.
Mr. Glendinning, for Mandirola Roezli.
Mr. Carson, for Burlingtonia species.

Mr. Dodds, Gr. to Colonel Baker, Salisbury, for Providence Pine-
Apple.

Mr. Young, Gr. to C. Bailey, Esq., Aberdare, Glamorgan, for

1 Queen Pine.
Williamson, Gr. to Lord Lonsdale, Whitehaven, for 1 Queen
Pine.

Mr. *ones, for 1 Queen Pine.
Mr. Rnbnimx^ Gr. to Lord Boston. Fedsor, for 1 Pine Apple.
Mr. Cullingham, €U=_to Miss Traill, Bromley, fori Green-flesh

Melon. ~—-^
Mr. Bailey, Shardeloes, for 1 Scarrer*ficrjfa Melon.
Mr. Wood, Gr. to C. R. S Murray, Esq., &zmca fielJ, «rcat

Mitriow, for 3 dishes of Grapes.
Mrs. H indie. Nelson Lodge, Stoke Newington, for 12 lbs. of

Grapes.
Mr. PhippM, Gr. to Earl of Carnarvon, Highclere Castle, Hants,

for 12 lbs. of Grapes.

Mr.

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. Phipps, for dish of Black Hamburghs.
Mr. Hill, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
Mr. Turnbull, Gr. to the Duke of Marlborough, Blenheim, f

1 dish of BUck Prince Grapes.
Mr. Hill, for 1 dish of Black Prince Grapes.
Mr. Boyd, for 1 dish of Dutch Sweetwater Grape.
Mr. Wood, for dish of White Muscadine.
Mr. Dodds, Cooper's Hill, for 1 dish Muscats.
Mr. Taylor, Streatham, for 1 dish of Muscats.
Mr. Forsyth, for 1 dish of Peaches.
Mr. R. Davis, Gr. to J. Dixon, Esq., Astle Hall, Cheshire, for

4 dishes of Peaches and Nectarines.
Mr. Snow, for 1 dish of Figs.
Mr. J. Taylor, Brentford, for 1 dish of Black Cherries.
Mr. Snow, for 1 dish of White Cherries.
Mr. Tillyard, for 4 dishes of Strawberries.
Mr. M. Henderson, for a Box of Nectarines.
Mr. R. Davis, Astle Hall, for 2 dishes of Peaches and Nectarin*
Mr. Watsou, Ealing, for 2 dishes of Peaches and Nectarines.

BRONZE MEDAL.
Mr. Hutt, Gr. to Miss Burdett Coutts, Highgate, for 6 Fuchsias
Mr. Weir, for 3 Pelargoniums.
Mr. Windsor, for 3 Scarlet Pelargoniums.
Mr. Bragg, Nurseryman, Slough, for 24 Pinks.
Mr. Bragg, for 36 Pansies.
Mr. August, Beddington, Surrey, for 12 Pinks.
Mr. Holder, for 24 Pansies.
Messrs. Lane, Nurserymen, Great Berkhampstead, for 50 Cut

Roses.
"

[Roses.

Mr. Terry, Gr. to Lady Puller, Youngsbury, Ware, for 25 C

Messrs. Lane, for 24 Cut Roses.
Mr. Francis, for 24 Cut Roses.
Mr. Gaines, for 12 Exotic Ferns.
Mr. Jackson, Kingston, for 12 Exotic Ferns.
Messrs. Fraser, for Correct Labels.
Mr. Taylor, for Correct Labels.
Mr. Clarke, for Erica parmentiera rosea.

Mr. Gaines for 6 French Pelargoniums.
Mr. Weatherill, for 6 Petunias.
Mr. Weatherill, for a box of Cut Verbenas.
Mr. Green, for 6 Cape Heaths.
Mr. Forsyth, for 8 Hydrangeas.
Messrs. Henderson, Wellington Road, for Sonerila margariUcea.

Messrs. Henderson, for Sonerila margaritacea superba and

Nidularia fulgens.

Mr. Green, for Rondeletia anomala.
Mr. Winfield, Gr. to W. H. Bracebridge, Esq., Sherbourn,

Warwick, for 1 Providence Pine.

Mr. Davis. Gr.toJ. W. B. Blakemore, Esq., Velindra House,

Cardiff, for 1 Queen Pine.

Mr. Fleming, Trentham, for 1 Queen Pine.

Mr. Soloman, Peckham Rye, for 1 Queen Pine.

Mr. M'Ewen, Gr. to Colonel Wyndham, Petworth, for 1 Pine

Apple.
Mr. Fleming, Trentham, for 1 Green-flesh Melon.
Mr. M cEwen, Petworth, for 1 Green-flesh Melon.

Mr. Likeman, Market Gardener, Brighton, for 12 lbs. of Grapes.

Mr. Forbes, Woburn Abbev, lor 12 lbs. of Grapes.

Mr. Hill, Gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq., Keele Hall, Stafford, for 12 lbs.

of Grapes.
Mr. Tillyard, for 1 dish of Black namburgh Grapes.

Mr. Fleming, Trentham, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.

Mr. M. Henderson, for 1 dish of Muscats.

Mr. H. Smith, Gr. to A. W. Robarts, Esq., Roehampton, for

1 dish of Peaches.
Mr. M. Henderson, for 1 dish of Nectarines.

Mr. Fleming, Trentham, for 4 dishes of Peaches and Nectarines.

Mr. Dawson, Gr. to Earl Cowper, Panshanger, for 2 dishes *l

Peaches and Nectarines.

Mr. Tillyard, for 2 dishes of Peaches and Nectarines.

Mr. J. Munro, Colney House, for 1 dish of Apricots.

Mr. J. Munro, Colney House, for 1 dish of Pluini

Mr. Ewing, for 1 dish of Figs. ^
Mr. Snow, for 1 dish of Black Cherries, -

Mr. J. Taylor, Brentford, for 1 dish qf wh™ Cherries.

Mr. Hume, for 4 dishes of St^aw**1-*1®8 *

CERTIFICATE OF MERIT.
Mr. Jameot^r36 Pansies.
M«3rs. Dobson, for 36 Pansies. •

Mr. Hollamby, Nurseryman, Tunbridge Wells, for 50 Cut RJJ
Mr. Munro, Gr. to the Earl of Clarendon, The Grove, Wattora.

for 25 Cut Roses.
Mr. Marchand, Gr. to E. Oats, Esq. Hanwell, for 25 Cut Rose*

Mr. Bradstock, Gr. to J. Anderson, Esq., Carshalion, for S> *

Roses. - nt v
Mr. Taylor, Gr. to A. Hanbury, Esq., Willen Hall, for 25 tut

Roses.
Mr. Terry, for 24 Cut Roses.

Mr. Hollambv, for 24 Cut Roses.

Capt. J. B. Maunsell, 33, Grosvenor Street, for 24 Cut Koses.

Messrs. Fraser, for Correct Labels.

Mr. Roser, for Correct Labels.
Mr. Turner, for Cut Verbenas. .,

Mr. Turner, for Seedling Calceolaria "King of Yellows.

Mr. Turner, for Seedling Calceolaria " Hebe "
R e

Messrs. Standish & Noble, Nurserymen, Bagshot, lor

M Victor Trouillard." \*~m f

Mr. Parsons, Gr. ro W. J. Blake, Esq, Danesbury, ^vemyn,

Achimeues ri Vivid."
Messrs. Veitch, for Pelargonium "Clarissa."

Messrs. Veitch, for Capsicum species.

Mr. Terry, for 1 Queen Pine A pole.

Mr. Dodds, Cooper's Hill, for 1 Queen Pine Apple.
for

Mr. Frost. Gr. to E. L. Betts, Esq , Preston Hall, Maidstone

1 Queen Pine Apple.
Mr. Dillingham, for 1 Green-flesh Melon. fimen-flesh
Mr. Teug, Gr. to A. Prior, Esq. R^mpton, for 1 Green

Mr. wSSSi Petworth, Tor 1 <J^
n-fles^ Parkf Yo*

Mr. Richards, Gr. to Lord Londesborough, Gnmston 1 a«,

for 1 Green-flesh Melon.
A„<rlpsea, &

Mr. Ew,ng, <ir. to O. F. Meyrick, Esq., Bodorgan, Anglesey

1 Scarlet-flesh Melon.

Mr. M. Henderson, for 12 lbs. of Grapes.

Further List of Prizes awarded at this Exhibition continued on next page.
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LIST OF PRIZES—Continue*.

CERTIFICATE OF MERIT.
Mr. Tillyard, for 12 lbs. of Grapes.

Mr. Mitchell, Brighton, for 12 lbs. of Grapes.

Mr. Hume, Gr. The Poles, Ware, 1 dish Black Hamburgh Grapes.

Mr. Morris, Bromley, for 1 dish Black Hamburgh Grapes.

Mr. Fleming, Gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, Cliveden, for 1 dish

of Black Hamburgh Grapes.

Mr. James Taylor, Market Gardener, Brentford End, Isleworth,

for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.

Mr. Robinson, Gr. to E. R. Tunno, Esq., Warnford Park, for

1 dish White Muscadine Grapes.

Mr. Aldborough, Upton Park, West Ham, for 1 dish of White
Muscadine Grapes.

Mr. Smith, Gr. to S. Ricardo, Esq., Titness Park, Sunning Hill,

for 1 dish of Muscats.

Mr. Tun bull, for 1 dish of Nectarines.

Mr. J. Munro, Gr. to Mrs. Oddie, Colney House, St. Alban's, for

4 dishes of Peaches and Nectarines.

Mr. Wilson. Warwick, Market Gardener, for 4 dishes of Peaches
and Nectarines.

Mr. Ewing, for 2 dishes of Peaches and Nectarines.

Mr. M. Henderson, for 2 dishes of Peaches and Nectarines.

Mr. Turnbull, for 2 dishes of Peaches and Nectarines.

Mr. J. Anderson, Longleat, for 2 dishes of Peaches and
Nectarines.

Mr. Fleming, Trentham, for 1 dish of Plums.
Mr. Richards, for 1 dish of Figs.

Mr. Ingram, Gr. to J. J. Blandy, Esq., High Grove, Reading, for

1 dish of Black Cherries,

Mr. M'Ewen, Petworth, for 1 dish of Black Cherries.

Mr. Marcham, for 1 dish of Black Cherries.
Mr. Dawson, for 1 dish of White Cherries.

Mr. Robinson, Warntord Park, for 1 dish of White Cherries.
Mr. Martin, Gr. to J. Har^reaves, Esq., Silwood Park, Sunning

Hill, for 1 dish of White Cherries.

Mr. Richards, for 1 dish of White Cherries.

Mr. Shrimpton, frtr 1 box of Muscadine Grapes.

. .
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pHOICE FLOWER SEEDS FOR PRESENT
V^ SOWING. Pes Post Prepaid. a.

CINERARIA of the first quality per packet 2
CALCEOLARIA, from the handsomest spotted
and blotched varieties

MIMULUS, ditto ditto ditto ...

GLOXINIA, ditto 30 varieties
FUCHSIA, ditto 50 new ditto

PANSY, saved from 100 of the best vars., by name
POLYANTHUS, do. 50 ditto ditto
VERBENA, do. 50 ditto ditto

HOLLYHOCK, do. 60 of the most superb kinds, do.

DAISY do. 50 of the new Belgian do. ditto.

ANTIRRHINUM, do. 20 best named varieties ...

ANEMONE, from the most showy and brilliant kinds
The above are saved only from the very best named varieties

of recent introduction, and may be relied upon with the fullest

confidence.

YQUELL & CO., Roval Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

DUTCH BULBS—As the period is approaching for
sending out the orders for DUTCH BULBS for the ensuing

season, we respectfully suggest to our friends and the trade
generally, that they instruct their correspondents in Holland to

consign the cases direct to our care here, for immediate trans-

mission to their respective destinations, by which greater expe-
dition will be obtained in their delivery.

Betham & Blackith, Custom House and General Forwarding
Agents, Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London.—July 12.

CHOICE NEW ROSE* OF 1856.

HENRY MAY has much pleasure in offering fine

healthy Plants, in pots, of the following splendid new Roses

;

HYBRID PERPETUALS.—Belle Jardintere, Belle d'Orleans,
Docteur Henon, Due d'Elchingeu, General Simpson, General
Pelissier, Josephine Ledechaux, Louise Magnan, Madame
Knorr, Marquise de Murat, Mathurin Regnier, Mrs. Standish,
Madame Can»baceres,President Menoux, Belle Lyonnaise, Madame
Place, Ornament des Jardins, Pse»nia, Pauline Lansezeur,
Souvenir de la Reine d'An^leterre, Souvenir du Petit Caporal,
Triomphe de TExposition, Triomphe d'Avranches, Prince Noir.
BOURBONS.— Marquis di Balbiana, Conde di Montejo, Im-

pSratrice Engenie, Perpetual Moss, Alfred Dalmas, Moss, Captain
Ingrain, Bicolor, Madame E. Ory.
SCOTCH ROSE.—Souvenir de Henri Clay.

Purchaser's selection from the above, 3*. 6d. each.
NEW VERBENAS OF 1856.—Duke of Cambridge, Dr.

McLean, Antagonist, La Stella, Blue Bonnet, Tranby, Eugenia,
Mrs. Hosier Williams, Gfcant des Batailles, John Edwards,
Irapdratrice Elizabeth, Standard Bearer, Victory, Imperials,
King of Sardinia, Crimson Perfection, Admiral Lyons, Sir Colin
Campbell, Countess of Oxford, Dandy, Loveliness, Lady Camoys,
Juady Kerrison, Moonlight, Mrs. Archer Clive, Nosegay, Pre-
eminent, Viscountess Erulyn, Lord Raglan, Criterion, CedoNulli,
General Simpson, King of Roses, Purple Defiance. Any of the
above 4d e&/*h, and post free when more than 12 are taken.

Fine PETUNIAS, 6triped, &c.— Leon Lequay, Monsieur
Loyre, Madame Eugene Lemichez, Prothe, Marquise de St.
Innocent, Countess of EUesmere, Hermione, picturata, Velasquez,
Marquise de la Fert£, Amazon, Dryburgh Beauty. Any of the
above fid. each, and post free when the 12 are taken.
NEW ACHIMENES.—Dr. Hopf. Ldmond Boissier, Sir T.

Thomas, fimbrinta violacea, Edouard Otto, Madam Haagnaur,
Carl Wolforth, Warczewiczi. The above Is. each free by post.

Cuphea eminens, 2s. 6d. each; Meyenia erecta, 10s. 6d. each;
Locheria magnifica, 10s. <ki. each; Tyd«a amabilis, 10s. 6d. each

;

Hydrangea hortensis pleuo, 2s. 6d. each; Tropeolum elegans,
2s. 6d. each; Petunia imperial, double white, 4s. per dozen, 25s.

per 100. All the above are fine strong healthy plants, and all

the above can be forwarded through the post with the exception
of the R<»ses.

Henev May, The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

• •«

• *

• • •

• •

Per dozen,
from 42*.

* *

DOBERT PARKER begs to offer the following of
*-^ which he possesses a large stock in strong and healthy
plants :—

Exotic Orchids
Stove and greenhouse Ferns
Hardy do

,

Selaginellas or Lycopodiums
Geraniums, show and fancy varieties

Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass)

A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue is published, and will be
forwarded post free upon application. A remittance or reference

to accompany all orders from unknown correspondents.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey, and Seven Sisters' Road, Holloway.
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CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.

PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the
Quekn, &c, beg to intimate that they have directed their

usual attention to procure very superior stocks of Grass and
Agricultural Seeds, and which they recommend to their customers
with confidence. Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land

to permanent pasture or ornamental Grass, suitable for all kinds

and conditions of soils. Foreign Italian Rye-Grass, and all other

Forage and Herbage Plants, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, Carrots

and other roots of the most approved varieties in cultivation.

Garden and Flower Seeds in every variety.

Priced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

TURNIPS, MANGEL WURZEL, XC.

PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the
Queen, &c, beg to intimate that they have a very superior

stock of the above of their own growth, including some highly

improved varieties, which have been raised from roots selected

for their fine shape and high specific gravity rather than their

size. Among other excellent kinds they would recommend
particularly their

Lothian purple-top Swede I Improved Pomerarian "White

Tweeddale purple-top Yellow
Bullock Turnip

Improved Green Round do.

Red Round do.

it

tt

\

Globe Turnip
Red Globe do.

LongRed andOrange
Globe Mangel

Priced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application, and
lower rates charged when large quantities are taken.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

CHOICE NEW VERBENAS, FUCHSIAS, ETC., OF
THIS SPRINC.

HENRY WALTON, Edge End, Marsden, near
Burnley, Lancashire, begs to offer the following at the

reduced prices annexed, all in strong healthy plants; descriptive

lists of them on application.

VERBENAS.—Antagonist, Tranby, Sultan, Admiral Lyons,

Picturata, Imperatrice Elizabeth, Blue Bonnet, Crimson Perfec-

tion, Duke of Cambridge, Dr. Maclean, King of Sardinia, Loveli-

ness, Pre-Erainent, Premier, Standard Bearer, Victory, Criterion,

Cedo Nulli, Dandy, Eugenie, General Simpson, John Edwards,

King of Roses, Sir Colin Campbell, Unanimity, Lady Camoys,
Lady Kerrison, Mrs. Archer dive, Imperial is, La Stella, Coun-
tess of Dunmore, Mrs. Hosier Williams, Vicomtesse Emlyn,
Countess of Oxford, Nosegay, and Purpurea magnifica, at Is. 6d.

each, or 185. per dozen, or six tor 10.9., post free when more than

six are taken.- Continental Varieties: Bicolor, Beautg de

Vitry, G6ant des Batailles (fine crimson), Julie Pequin, Madame
Adolphe Wieck, Mademoiselle Rinz, Monsieur Roviere, Nelly,

Pulcherrima, Surprise, Souvenir de Marie, and Variegata; the

12 for 7*. 64. post free.

FUCHSIAS.—Admiral Boxer, Conqueror, Donna Joaquinna,

General Williams, Favourite, Venus de Medici, Wonderful,

Prince of Wales, Charlemagne, Countess of Burlington, Emperor
Napoleon, and Volcano di Aqua (the four last named not until

the middle of July), at 3s. 6d. each, or six for 155. post free.

PETUNIAS.—Countess of Ellesmere, Majestic, Major Domo,
Picturata, Purpurea alba, llermione ("Imperial," double white,

Is. each), Leon Lequay, Madame Eugenie Lemichez, Docteur

Andry, Marquise de St. Lnoceut, Monsieur Loyre, Prothe, and

Wilhelm Ptitzer. The above (except Imperial) 2s. each, or 20*.

per dozen, post free.

ACHIMENES.—Ambroise Verschaffelt, Dr. Hopf, Edmond
Boissier, Edouard Otto, Gigantea, Hendersoni, Chirita, Maria

violacea, Carl Wolforth, Louis Van Houtte, M. de Parpart, Sir

T. Thomas, Madame Randatler, and Picturata. The above 14

for 15s. post free.

GLOXINIAS, Choice, 125. and 18s. per dozen; ditto, erect

flowering, 21s.

CHOICE MISCELLANEOUS PLANTS.
Each—5. d

Tydea splendens 3 6

n Warcewiczi .. 2

Mandirola Roezli 35. 6d. & 5

, f
lanata 3

Escallonia pterocladon ... 2

Passifiora alba nigra ... 2

„ Decaisneana 2s. Qd. & 3
Dipladenia splendens ... 2

magnifica ... Zs. 6d. & 5
Wagneriana 3

Vaccinium erythrina ... 5
Cassia floribunda 2
Sonerila margaritacea,
strong ... 35. 6d. to 7 6

Impatiens Jerdonisels.6d.to2 6
Medinella magnifica .. 5

99
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—

s.

Rhodolea Championi ... 2

Myrtus myrsinoides ... 2

„ apiculata 2

Achimenes bcheria mag-
nifica ... ... ... 10

Epacris Eclipse (Story's) 3
Aubretia Mooreana (New
Alpine) ... ... ... 1

Hoya fraterna ... 3s. 6rf. & 5

Chrysanthemum Alfred
Salter 3

Cuphea eminens . ...5

Cereus M'Uonaldi 3.?. Gd. & 5

Mimulus Lydia (Smith's

new) ... ... ... 1

a.

6

6
6

6

6

6

6

Strong Plants may be depended on. Orders executed in rota-

tion as received. It is respectfully requested that all orders be

accompanied with a Post-office Order made payable at Mareden,

Lancashire, unless reference is given.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SON'S
NEW CALCEOLARIAS AND CINERARIA SEED.

SPLENDID NEW PLANT—
DELPHINIUM CARDINAL E.

MESSRS. VEITCH and SON bavins exhibited this

beautiful novel tv at the R- gent's Park Exhibition on
WEDNESDAY last (where it had the First Prize for new and
rare plants awarded it), and it having fully realised their

expectation of its beauty, particularly as regards the colour of the
flowers, they again beg to call public attention to it.

The Colour, a clear and real SCARLET (not a dingy red as was
prognosticated by some parties), was thought by many persons
to be improbable if not impossible in this genus; but the
specimen exhibited on Wednesday last is an an ample answer to

all doubt and cavil.

It being a perfectly hardy perennial it should certainly be in
every garden.

Specimens in flower may be seen at either the Chelsea or
Exeter Nurseries.

Strong Established Plants 10s. 6d.
Second size „ 7 6

With one over on three to the Trade.

Special terms to the Trade for larger numbers on application.

Exotic Nurseries, Chelsea and Exeter.— July 127
—

THEIR new and superb large flowering Calceolarias, for which the Silver Medal was awarded by the Royal
Botanic Society, Regent's Park, Wednesday, July 9th, 1856, are the finest marked and the richest in colour of any that,have been

€xhibited this season at the London Exhibitions, and may now be had, together with the following extra Choice Flower Seeds,

suitable for the present season's sowing;

—

Per packet—*. d.
|
No.No. _„ r

1. Calceolaria, first quality 5

2 - n second ... 2 6

3. Cineraria, choice mixed 2 6

4. Primula sinensis fim-
briata, mixed 2 6

Per packet

—

s. d.

5. Hollyhocks, in 12 dis-
tinct colours 2 6

6. Hollyhocks, mixed ... 1
7. Geranium, Show ... 2 6
8. „ Fancy ... 2 6

Carnations,fine stage flowers 2 6

Per packet

—

$. d.

DianthusDunnettisuperbusO 6

Mimulus variegatus ... 6

Petunia, choice, equal to

iMmed flowers 1 6

Pink, fn>m named flowers 1

Pansy, choice Show ... 1

Per packet—*, d.

Pansy, Fancy 6
Picttee, from stage flowers 2 6
Stock (Bromptnn) in 4 cols. 1 6
„ scarlet intermediate 6

Schizanthusretusus ... 6
« albus 6

Directions for sowing the Calceolarias, &c. will be enclosed with each packet.

Novelties,—PETUNIA * COUNTESS OF ELLESMERE." Abed of sixty planrs of this striking variety can now be seen i

flower at their Nursery; as also the NEW FUCHSIA " VENUS DE MEDICI." Messrs. E. G. H. & Son beg to mentio
that this Fuchsia is much improved when grown in a shady part ot the house and not exposed to the power of the «uu.

The Spring Catalogue may be had post free on application, or with Coloured Plate of Nine New Flowers, Price 1*.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.

CHOICE CINERARIA
CALCEOLARIA SEEDS.

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. have now ready for
sending out Seeds of their very superior

CINERARIAS AND CALCEOLARIAS,
which have been saved with great care from the finest varieties.

The great satisfaction which their Cinerarias and Calceolarias

have given for several successive years enables them to recom-
mend their Seed of the present season with much confidence.

—

Packets ofeach sealed and warranted by them, at 2$.6d. free by post
B

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS.
LP., & Co. have now several excellent practical

• GARDENERS whom they can with confidence recom-
mend; their Testimonials as to moral character and abilities

being in every respect unexceptionable.

Exeter Nursery, Exeter. Established 1720.

&fie <&arlrentrg' Cftrontcle*
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No one can be surprised that an article on

Village Botany in our impression of Saturday last

should have attracted much attention. The facts

that it discloses would be remarkable even if they

related to an "Academy," "Institution," " Esta-

blishment," or any other place of education dignified

with a high-sounding name; as the result of a system

of training little peasant girls in a small village

school they deserve very serious consideration. For

they show conclusively that it is po>sible to instil

into the minds of the young and plastic, be their

condition in life what it may, ideas of something

beyond ABC and the dreary spelliny-book.

That natural history, and especially plants should

have peculiar attractions for young people arises out

of the nature of things. The mere fact of life being

present in them identifies them with our own proper

nature, and gives them a charm which no abstractions

can possess in an equal degree. The plant grows and

changes its nature like ourselves ; it produces its

young, it has its season of infancy, youth, maturity,and

old age. All its forms are beautiful ; it ministers to

our wants, or our pleasures ; it creates fear by its

allures by its gay colours or pleasant

it excites admiration by its infinite

form. All these qualities are unat-

a single disadvantage; no susceptibility

is hurt by the imaginary cruelty attendant upon some

branches of natural history, for plants have no

feeling ; no cost is incurred in their study for they

surround us everywhere ; no difficulties belong to

their investigation, for their parts are large enough

to be visible to the quick eyes of children ; there is

nothing disgusting in their habits or in the manner

of seeking them.

If then their attractions especially secure for

them the love of the young, their value as a means

of disciplining the miud should also recommend

them to the attention of the old. Botany has a

high value undoubtedly if limited to the distinction

of useful from useless, or dangerous from harmless

plants. It is something for a child to know garden

Parsley from Fools' Parsel, or Monkshood from

Horse Radish ; but it is more for its mind to be

trained to habits of method and order, and its eye

to minute observation. For if these qualities are

once implanted in our nature they become habitual

and are never wholly lost. Systematical Botany

yields to no branch of knowledge in its adaptability

to this purpose if properly taught. Even the

exploded Linnean arrangement may be turned to

some account by those who have the skill.

The difficulty is to find teachers. We do not

mean that among our villages is no sufficient number

of persons enough acquainted with plants to be

available in some degree. The want is rather in

their not knowing how to teach such a subject.

Really good teachers indeed are rare in all branches

of knowledge, and most especially in Natural

History. The Hitcham exan pie is however con-

clusive as to possibility. The papers published last

week show that a child's mind may be trained by

I

skill to a familiarity not only with the technical

distinctions which constitute the foundation of
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botanical classification but with the unusual terms

employed in systematical botany. It is seen

that Greek and Latin compounds are as easily

retained in the memory of childhood as any other

words. This, we fairly confess, takes us by

surprise, so contrary is it to our own anti-

cipation or experience. The fact is, however,

incontestable.

All will wish to know by what means such

results have been obtained, some in the desire to

imitate the example of Hitcham and some from

mere curiosity. They shall be told. The minutiae

by which Prof. Henslow has achieved success shall

be revealed to them. He has had the kindness to

promise a detailed account of every step to be taken

in the educational process ; and this very day has

commenced his task in another column. To that

and succeeding articles we refer our readers with

an entire conviction that with the same zeal, the

same skill, and the same method they also will

carry a most vital improvement into village schools.

Let us hope the example will also rise.

Now that epiphytal Orchids are beginning to be

more commonly cultivated in continental gardens,

the attention of the French has been directed

towards their peculiar manner of life, and the con-

ditions most favourable to its healthy maintenance.

At a recent meeting of the Imperial Agricultural

Society of Paris, Mons. Payen introduced the

subject with an account of some experiments he

had tried.

Till now, observed this learned chemist, these

plants were thought to derive their food exclusively

from the gaseous matters of the atmosphere and
from pure water containing no mineral substances.

This was so contrary to the laws known to prevail

among other plants, in all which inorganic matters

are invariably present in some although variable

quantities, that the question appeared to require

solution. These a priori considerations had there-

fore led M. Payen fo infer that Epiphytes, even

such as are most completely aerial and live in hot-

houses suspended from mere wire, must contain

in their tissues mineral compounds, some
with an organic base or acid, others com-
pletely inorganic, and that their distribution

through the various organs must take place,

not accidentally, but according to the particular

requirements of the plants, just as he had found

them in species which derive their food chiefly from

the soil.

This view has been completely justified by the

result of the new examination to which Epiphytes

have been exposed, whether they grew on dead or

living wood, or whether their roots had penetrated

among layers of moss or developed freely in mere
air, with no other support than a leaden wire. The
first result of these observations was communicated
to the Horticultural Society of Paris on the 13th of

March last, and gave rise to objections to which
M. Payen has now replied. How, it was asked,

can Orchids which grow and flower suspended from

a single wire, and are never supplied with any but

rain-water, possibly obtain a supply of inorganic

matter 1 especially when it is remembered that rain-

water suits them far better than any sort of pump-
water; and that in their native countries the first

roots by which Epiphytes are attached to trees or

dead branches soon lose their power of growth, and
are gradually replaced by new roots floating in

the air.

To these arguments M. Payen replied by remark-
ing that rain-water is not completely free from
mineral matters, that the particles of dust at all

times floating in the air cannot but perform an im-

portant part in the nutrition of Epiphytes, that the

dead roots which accumulate at the base of such

plants must assist in detaining such dust and in

giving up their own mineral contents to the water
which wa>hes and gradually dissolves them. More-
over ha was of opinion that minute particles of

leaves, of flowers, of pollen, of seeds, falling from
the neighbouring trees would assist in feeding

Epiphytes, and enabling them to grow with a degree
of vigour proportioned to the food they receive.

The fact of mineral matter being actually present

in the tissues of such plants was moreover a con-

clusive reply to those who believe that they are

incapable of obtaining them. He added that some
experiments in which he had been engaged along

with M. Moquin Tandon seemed to show that the

roots of epiphytal Orchids fixed to pieces of wood or

bark, derive a portion of their food from those sup-
ports

; for that by means of coloured fluids, especially
of Orchall, they had been able to demonstrate the
power in such roots of imbibition, sufficiently
showing that they cannot be mere organs of
attachment.

We are led from the report of these proceedings
to conclude that in France at least the principles of

cultivating Orchideous Epiphytes are less understood
than here. No good English gardener thinks of

trusting the growth of such plants to what they can
find in the air. On the contrary, it is well known
that although some will exist if suspended from
mere wires, yet that no vigour is attainable under
such circumstances, and if Orchids are to be grown
well they must have their roots in contact with
earth or its equivalent, such as decaying Moss,
dead bark, or especially coarse peat. By such sub-

stances the inorganic matters demanded for the

maintenance of such plants are gradually given up
in sufficient quantity. It is moreover to be remarked
that there is no evidence, that we know of, to sustain

the assertion that the first roots produced by young
Epiphytes die, and are succeeded by roots floating in

the air, This we believe to be a complete mistake.

On the contrary their roots naturally seize upon
some support or other, wherever it can be found, and
cling to it with the tenacity of life. Branches, old

walls, the face of rocks, or their own stems and roots,

offer these plants supports of which they greedily

avail themselves. Even the East Indian Vandeous
Orchids, the most aerial of all the race, form no ex-

ception to this statement. Importers of Orchids,

and indeed the botanists who have merely had the

opportunity of studying herbarium specimens, are

familiar with this fact. Nor is it to be forgotten

that the superficial area of roots by which such

plants cling to their supports is often excessively

great in proportion to the leaves and stems to be

fed, as if nature gave them a power of enlarging their

feeding surface in proportion to the difficulty expe-

rienced in finding food. Tseniophyllums, Chilo-

schista, the leafless Angureks are notable examples
of this, to say nothing of Oncidiums, whose pseudo-
bulbs are often seated upon deep beds of roots.

For ourselves we entertain no doubt that the

nutrition of Epiphytes is essentially the same as

that of other plants, and even less modified by
circumstances than might be supposed. In their

native haunts they find decaying bark, dead leaves,

the dust carried everywhere by winds, and the

dejections of birds, from among which there can be

no difficulty in extracting the mineral food required

in aid of what air and mere water can supply.

For the information of those who are interested

in experimental researches into this curious question

we extract the following passage from Professor

Edward Solly's report on the inorganic consti-

tuents of plants published in the Transactions of

the Horticultural Society, new series, vol. iii., p. 53

:

" The inorganic constituents of Epiphytes were
next examined. As many of these curious plants,

which grow on the stems and branches of trees,

derive nourishment chiefly from the air, and seem
to flourish equally well whether the roots enter the

soil or hang freely in the air, it was interesting to

ascertain what proportion of earthy matters they

contained, and whether it varied under different cir-

cumstances. It appeared probable that the quan-

tity of inorganic matter which they contained would
be smaller than that in most plants, and that the

quantity present in those which grew only in air

would be less than in those whose roots entered the

soil. It was found, however, that the leaves of

Orchidaceous plants contain about as much inor-

ganic matter as those of Cabbages and other similar

plants, and that there was but a trifling difference

evident, whether the plants had their roots in the

soil or in the air. The proportion of earthy matter

in a plant of Catasetum grown in soil, and a plant

of Bletia grown wholly suspended in the air, were

—

Inorganic
Organic Inorganic

Water. Matter. Matter.
Catasetum bulbs ... 8669 1269 62
Bletia bulbs 8309 1609 82
Catasetum leaves ... 8055 1791 154
Bletia leaves ... 8200 1658 142

Though the whole quantity of earthy matter present

in the plant, as shown by the proportion contained

in the dry leaves and bulbs, was nearly similar, very

considerable difference was found in the nature of

these substances ; a proximate analysis gave

—

Catasetum bulbs. Bletia bulbs.
Alkaline salts 3752 ... 3792
Earthy phosphates 183 ... 222
Carbonate of lime 4281 ... 2850
Carbonate of magnesia ... 1315 ... 579
Siliceous matter 428 ... 2590

in 10,000
parts dry.

465
483
794
793

New Plants.
179. Glosocomia ovata ; alias Codonopsis ovata

BcntTtam in Royle's lllustr., 253. t. 69. /. 3 a£^
Wahlenbergia Roylei, A. D. C. Prodr. 4. 425; alias
Wahlenb. clematidea u Schrenk enum. plant. 38."

This is a half hardy herbaceous plant, with pretty
nodding bell flowers, seated on long slender stalks and
accompanied by an intolerable hircine smell. The
accompanying figure shows a side view of one flower
and the appearance presented by another when seen
from above. Their general colour is a delicate milk

blue, but the colours within the base of the corolla are

arranged in an unusual and extremei^pretty manner.

In the centre stands a pale blue circula&etinma ; beyond

that, at the base of the corolla, is a deep chocolate-

brown pentagon, the angles of which are opposite five

bright orange-yellow curves. Between these curves

and almost touching them are as many light green

sockets, from which spread the same number of straw-

coloured stamens. At a short distance beyond the

orange-yellow curves is a ring of short delicate pale

lilac rays, and still further off, corresponding with the

points of the anthers, is a deeper ring of darker lilac

rays. The whole forms an uncommon and beautiful

pattern, of which artists might take advantage.

We cannot reconcile ourselves to merging this genus

in Wahlenbergia ; it is not the same as Codonopsis, and

must therefore fall into D. Don's group called Gloso-

comia. The present species is not only Himalayan, as

we learn from Dr. Royle, but is also found on the

mountains of Soongaria, whence it was brought by the

Russian traveller Schrenk. That it is the G. clematidea

of that botanist is proved by the specimens, raised in

the garden of the Horticultural Society, from seeds

communicated by Dr. Fischer.

10000 10000 "

It is to be observed, in connection with these

figures, that although the Bletia had been grown
suspended in the air, it had originally been produced
and developed in earth, so that the earthy matters
contained in it may have been, and probably were,
obtained before the experiment of growing it in

airwas commenced. And this objection applies to all

such experiments, which are necessarily made under
similar circumstances. To have real scientific

value the Epiphyte should have been born, grown,
and wholly formed in air if that indeed were pos-
sible, which we greatly doubt.

PRACTICAL LESSONS IN BOTANY FOB
"'BEGINNERS OF ALL CLASSES.—No. I.

By the Rev. J. S. Hexslow, M.A., Rector of Hitcham, Suffolk,

Experience has shown the efficiency of a plan I have

followed in giving practical lessons in systematic botany

to children in a village school. I believe somewhat

similar lessons might be rendered effective in any

school, or wherever students associate for the purposeof

receiving instruction in this department of natural

history. We must impress on beginners that they have

to substitute strictly "scientific ideas" for whatever

"vulgar notions" they entertain concerning all the

parts of plants for which we have names in common use.

The natural sciences have made great progress of late

years, and it is high time that many vulgar notions, too

often synonymous with vulgar errors, should be thus

corrected. It is no uncommon! mistake to fancy

there must be some easy royal road to botany?

where every technical term employed to facilitate

the progress of this science may be avoided ; «nd there-

fore, that strictly scientific ideas can be acquired without

them. We might as well fancy we may conveniently

reject the Arabic numerals, «nd dispense with the

multiplication table, whilst grounding ourselves in the

common rules of arithmetic. It is certainly advisable

not to employ more technical terms than are really im-

portant ; but no teacher should shun the use of such as

are so. As soon as the scientific idea, embodied as it

were in a technical term, is duly appreciated, there is

no longer any difficulty about recollecting that term.

Many botanical terms have been anglicized from the

Latin, or Latinized Greek words employed by scientific

writers, who use the Latin language in order to enable

botanists of different countries to be mutually intel-

ligible in their descriptions of plants.

VVe cannot too earnestly or too early inculcate upon

students that they must begin by learning " how to

observe " before they can expect to acquire any accu-

rate knowledge of the structure of plants. ^°^
observers, content with such information as may

derived from books, will find themselves at a lo&

whenever they attempt to solve some of the simples

botanical problems. , -,

In order that he may be able to deliver the desc r

tion of practical lessons I am about to suggest, l s^

pose the teacher can ascertain (no matter n°w> .

h
names of the flowering plants, and a few others, wi

grow wild, or happen to be commonly cultivated m
gardens ot his neighbourhood. According to inj

judgment, English names for our wild flowers, ana.

English terminology for their classification, are

adapted foe the use of schools in which no Latin
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I ex-

English

advisable, tue teacher can employ the Latin terms and
terminology.

Plant List.—A list of the native plants which have

been observed within a specified area, that of a parish

for example, should be hung up in the school room. If

it be printed, each pupil should receive a copy. In 1 850

I prepared and printed a list (in English) of such wild

flowers as I had observed in this parish. In 1855 I re-

printed it with above 50 additional species, chiefly

added by my little village observers. The generic and

specific names have mostly been selected from those

given in Hooker and Arnott's British Flora. In the

first list, the names of the orders were

adopted from Lindley's Natural System,

perienced an inconvenience in regard to these

names for the orders, in having to recal terms which

had not been constructed on any general rule, and

several of which bear no resemblance to the corre-

sponding Latin terminology. On reprinting my list I

thought it better to Anglicize the Latin orders, by
substituting a common termination, " anths" (flowers),

for that of the genitive cases of the genera regarded as

more or less typical of each. An objection may
possibly be made that I am burdening science with a

fresh set of synonymes for the orders. A little reflec-

tion will, I think, show that this is not done to an

objectionable extent. There is great difference between
imposing a new synonyme which bears no relation to

the classical terminology in common use, and substi-

tuting one which is merely the same word in an English

dress. No botanist could foresee that the English terms
for Ranunculaceje, Berberacese, Papaveraceas, Rham-
nacese, Loranthaceoe, Apocynacese would be Crow-
foots, Berberids, Poppyworts, Rhamnads, Loranths,

Dogbanes. But every botanist may predetermine, by
the rule laid down, that the anglicized terms for

these orders would be Ranunculanths, Berberidanths,
Papaveranths, Rhamnanths, Loranthanths, Apocy-
nanths. In a few extensive and important orders,

where the more usual Latin name is not taken from a
typical genus, as in Cruciferce, Leguminosee, Umbelli-

ferce, Compositse, it may be advisable to employ the

synonymes Crueifers, Legumens, Umbellifers, and Com-
posites, in addition to the terms derived by the general

rule, viz., Bra9sicanths, "Vicianths, Apianths, and Aste-

ranths. The peculiar advantages of the plan proposed
are twofold :— 1st. It enables every botanist to pre-

determine for himself what should be the English

synonyme for every order. 2d. It qualifies any one
who may be taught systematic botany by means of an
English terminology, to refer without embarrassment to

authors who employ a Latin one. Why not then

at once teach botany by the Latin terminology ? Do so,

whenever it can be done appropriately and conveniently
;

but in village schools at least, or wherever an English

terminology may be most advisable, it is better to avoid

all purely Latin terms for the classes and orders whilst

using strictly English terms for the genera and species.

Plant-stands.—Against the wall, at one end of the

sehool, are ranged a set of plant-stands in rows one
above another. All the wild flowers which can be
procured in flower or fruit at the same time, are dis-

posed systematically upon them. Each plant has the

name of its class, order, genus, and species before it.

The children are required to keep these stands

replenished with fresh specimens as the old ones

decay. Thus they have continually brought before

them the position which each plant occupies in the

natural system. This mode of classification gradually

becomes so familiar that the more advanced scholars can

readily separate a bundle of wild flowers into their

natural orders, and group these in the exact sequence
observed in the plant list and on the plant-stands. They
also seldom err in referring a garden plant, if it happen
to belong to any of these orders, to its right position

among them. If they are unacquainted with its order,

they will most probably place them in the right sections

of the classes to which it belongs.

Any plant brought for the first time in flower during

the season, is recorded in a separate list by the child

who brings it. Thus in 1851, H. R. (aged 13 years)

brought :

—

March 21, stinking Hellebore CI. d, Or. Ranunculanths.

i, 24, common Polypody ... ... a, Ferns.

„ 31, annual Meadow Grass ... m, Grasses.
And so on* to the 111th species.

*» 31, —^at^.8

y ^ Ooagranth,

Perhaps an exact description of the dimensions and
construction of the plant-stands and labels may not be

unacceptable, but this must be deferred to another
communication.

{To be continued.)

Erratum at p. 454, line 56.—In Schedule No. 2, opposite the
words Pistils, Carpels, there should hare been a (?), not a (2).

The comment of J. S. H. on this schedule requires this misprint
to be corrected . Perhaps the word " affect " instead of u assume,"
at line 46 (in the last question), would better have conveyed the

meaning of the questioner.

LONGEVITY OF THE PEAR THEE.
The greater or less duration of life in a Pear tree

depends— 1st, On its natural constitution. 2d, On that
of the stock upon which it is worked. 3d, On the
nature of the soil and depth of the subsoil where the
tree is planted. 4th, On the means taken to renovate it,

such as moderate pruning, thinning, or cutting back,
performed every two or three yrars. 5th, Ou manures
suited to the nature of the soil, so as to preserve a
moderate degree of vigour and a continuous beating
condition. It would be useless to enlarge upon these

points, about which there can be no question. A variety

of the Pear, to resist the severity ot the climate where
it is to grow and produce its fruit, should have a suf-

ficiently hardy constitution. It is only by repeated

sowings that the Pear tree can be sufficiently naturalised

in our cold and variable climate.

Before making an extensive plantation as an orchard,

it is important to know the constitution of the variety

and its peculiar mode of growth. It is likewise prudent

to ascertain by observing the vigour of the tre?s,

whether the variety is worked upon a suitable stock or

not. When the tree is planted attention is wholly

directed to make it take an easy direction, one suitable

to its manner of growth. The early pruning of its

shoots and stems is performed with the view of es-

tablishing a harmony between the main branches. By
removing superfluous shoots by summer pruning, and

preventing bifurcations in the branches, a fine straight

stem, with lateral branches growing in proper directions

and at regular distances, is obtained. These operations

are performed in the first year towards midsummer, or

at the fall of the leaf. The slight wounds are at these

periods more easily healed over, and the sap directing

itself into the useful ramifications consolidates them.

In rearing varieties of the Pear tree which are very

vigorous, and are at the same time possessed of all the

properties requisite for orchard culture, it is advisable

to choose free stocks, or wildings, which likewise pre-

sent every appearance of healthy vigour and firm

growth. In order to have stocks of this description,

seedlings are planted and allowed to grow in the same

place for two years. The best growers are then selected

and planted out for being worked. In the following

summer they are budded, not*at G inches above the

ground, but at 2, 3, or 4 feet high. On examining a

large number of old trees, of great size, it is pretty

generally found that the bud has been inserted about

the middle of the space between the lowest branches

and the ground, or at some point above that part, but

seldom lower. Those trees so worked resist sun-

strokes better than those worked too near the ground.

In a light free soil, with a rich deep subsoil, in which

water does not stagnate in winter, the trees preserve

throughout their individual existence a healthy degree

of vigour, and bear abundantly. If the soil is rich in

humus, or if it is a marly clay of some depth, resting

upon an equal depth of silicious gravel mixed with

brick earth, lying upon thicker beds of sand which

absorbs moisture, the growth of the Pear tree will there

be more compact, less luxuriant ; but the tree will bear

fruit of a finer flavour and will generally live longer.

We found growing in such soil in an orchard in \\ est

Flanders a variety of Pear under the name of Poire

de Froment (Wheat Pear), doubtless the descendant of

a variety known among the Romans as the Pyrus hor-

deana, the fruit of which ripened about the same time

as Barley. This majestic tree has two upright parallel

stems, is 12 feet in circumference, and 45 feet high.

In 1854 it produced 15 sacks of Pears. The bark is

deeply rent in many places, indicating that the tree was

of great age. The farmer, himself 85 years old, told

me that his grandfather, who died 60 years ago at the

age of 92, had frequently told him that in his early

days he had measured it, and that it was th n 6 feet in

circumference. It is supposed that this tree is about

250 years old. It is still far from being worn out,

having produced in 1854 15 sacks, as above stated, and

in 1855 it yielded six sacks, and it is again pushing

terminal shoots 6 inches long. Of another variety

known by the name of Mansuette, an excellent kitchen

Pear (the Mansuette of Duhamel is a table Pear), there

is a tree which is not less than 200 years old, and it is

as productive as the one already mentioned. Its

branches, loaded with fruit, hang down like those of a

Weeping Willow. These two trees, as well as

several other large trees, presented the appear-

ance of having been grafted at 2, 3, or 4 feet

high. To keep them in good condition, all the care

which they receive merely consists in pruning off every

two or three years useless shoots tending to cause con-

fusion, in spreading well decomposed manure over the

sort in coming into bearing, especially when worked

upon vigorous stocks, and produces obovate fruit of

excellent quality even in a less favourable soil than that

required by the Urbaniste. This sort, as yet but little

cultivated, is easily known by its thick olive green shoots,

of a darker or lighter shade according to the stock upon

which the tree is worked.

Colmar Neil, named by Van Mons after Dr. Patrick

Neil of Edinburgh. Can a more vigorous or finer tree

be seen ? It has the appearance of a Poplar.

Beurre Kennes, Beurre Berckmans, Beurre Sterck-

mans, Conseiller de la Cour or Mardchal de la Cour
(Due d'Orleans ?), Desire* Comelis, Belle Julie, Madame
Eliza, Souvenir d'Esperin, Triomphe de Jodoigne, in a

light deep soil, Wilhelmine, named by Van Mons in

honour of the Princess of Prussia, Queen of the Nether-

lands, and which has received in France the name of

Beurre" d'Amanlis, was considered by the late Van
Mons as one of the most vigorous and finest of his fruits.

We might swell this list with several other still more
recent varieties, but which have not as yet been suffi-

ciently proven. Well, these 1 3 sorts are worth more

for orchard culture in our climates than all those which

have been obtained in previous ages.

It is quite certain that these varieties will attain as

great au age as the old sorts which still exist in our

orchards, but which are allowed to die out because they

are eclipsed by varieties which are better in every

respect than the Poire a Froment, Mansuette, Figue,

Merveille d'Hiver, Bergamotte ancienne, of which ex-

tremely old trees are found in orchards, and which have

never borne any better fruit than that which they

produce at the present time.

From what has been stated, it appears that the Pear

tree, whether grown upon its own roots as a seedling, or

worked upon another seedling, attains a great age, but

that this age depends on its constitution, upon the soil

in which it is grown, and upon the treatment which the

tree receives. Its individual existence, like that of all

living things, is limited. /. De Jonghc, Bi-usscls.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXXIX.
516. PA.nlsiTJE{Ascomyces).—Ascomyces is one of the

simplest of fungi. It consists of an almost rudimentary

mycelium producing at once without the intervention of

any sporophores short clavate or obvate asci, each of

which contains 8 or 1 6 ovate or subelliptic sporidia,which,

as is generally the case with the whole plant, are of a

pure white. It is evidently the simplest condition in

which an ascomycous fungus can exist, and it is this

circumstance that Montagne and Desmazieres had in

view when they proposed the name, which indicates a

fungus composed entirely of asci, that is of hyaline sacs

producing sporidia from the organisation of their

grumous contents.* This however is not the whole

structure which the plant presents. Besides the asci,

there are very short necklaces of spores, consisting

of from three to four individuals, and occasionally a

spore is seen pullulating at the side exactly after the

fashion of yeast globules. The question then arises, what

is the nature of hese secondary bodies ; are they a further

development of the sporidia, or are they a secondary

form of fruit like the Giditim which constantly precedes

Erysiphe? I am inclined to the second opinion,

because I do not know of a single instance in which

sporidia germinate after the manner of these bodies.

We have then, even in so very simple a fungus, a secon-

dary form of fruit, but whether both are capable of

germinating I am unable at present to say.

517. The genus was first proposed by Montagne and

Desmazieres in the place cited alove from specimens

collected in the South of France on the leaves

of Quercus coccifera. "It affects almost exclusively

the under suriace, and generally makes the

leaves more or less bullate. This species is cha-

racterised by its blueish tint, inclining in age to yellow

A second species which still remains

without disturbing the turf over the roots, excepting

perhaps for 2 or 3 feet round the trunk.

These two instances, and others that might be given,

prove that the Pear tree, when its constitution is strong

and hardy, can sustain for along period the severities of

our climates, and that it can in a good soil, and with

careful treatment, attain the age of 300 years. It is in

the conditions of soil already pointed out, and more

especially in ground sloping to the west that this result

may be obtained. There is no doubt that among the

modern varieties which have been obtained in the

present century by the system of Van Mons, there are

several sorts of excellent dessert Pears, ripening in long

succession, the trees of which would live as long as the

Poire a Froment or the Mansuette. This anticipation is

founded on the observation of these varieties where

they have been cultivated for 8, 10, 15, or 25 years

or more.
The Urbaniste of Coloma becomes a fine tree ; grown

as a standard, it attains a great length, and its fruit

preserves its qualities even in less favourable situations

than that of Mechlin, where it was raised in 1786. It

is now generally acknowledged that 20 years after this

variety appeared, its name was changed id France to

Beurre Piquery.

The Beurre d'Hiver du Printemps, or Supreme

Coloma is more vigorous and hardy than the Urbnniste,

as well as a more regular bearer. It is as long as that

or tawny. — _f .

undescribed distorts the leaves and stem of Tnentatis

msion, m spreau.ug WCu uec.pv,^ «... ~ ....
,
Europcea in Scotland and was sent to ™*^*™**

ground before winter, and in applying every year at since fey D*. DlfltaiMri ife<&**««._A^**Nl|»
that season two or three casks of liquid night soil very commonly on the under side of W a nut

_

leaves in

which it makes little bullate patches. This is (rymno-

sporium leucospvrum, Mont. It is however constructed

just like the others, as I ascertained from specimens

last autumn gathered by myself. Dr. Montagne had

seen only the secondary form of fruit, and therefore

considered it as belonging to a different genus. A
fourth is described by myself in the eleventh volume of

the Journal of the Horticultural Society of London.

It formed shallow bullate spots on Pear leaves, and

was referred by me to Oidium on account of the

secondary fruit, as I had mistaken the nature of the

asci considering them merely as the transformed cells

of the matrix. An examination of the species on

Walnut leaves convinced me of my error, which I am

Had to correct. A fifth species, perhaps the most

curious of all, has been sent to me from various quarters

during this and the past year. It forms enormous

blisters on the leaves of Peach trees, which are strangely

distorted and thickened very much in the same way

the curled leaves are which are supposed to be pro-

duced by cold but dry and ungenial weather in spring,

accompanied by a bad state of drainage, in consequence

of which the leaves cannot get rid of their superabun-

dant moisture, and therefore find a vent in the forma-

tion of new tissue.

518. It is doubtful whether any material mjury is done

* From ato-zos a vessel and /mj»t<; a fungus. For the characters

of the same see Ann. d. Sc. Sat. Ser. 3. "Vol. si. p. 344.
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to the plant by these funai except in the case of the I fear, be carried on honestly. I however consider it

Trkntalis and Peach. In the former instance the plant
;
to be every man's duty to expose all kinds of roguery to

is nearly destroyed, as it is not the leaves alone which

Buffer ; in the latter there can be no doubt that the

health of the tree must be more or less affected accord-

ing to the urgency of the case. It is obvious that if

danger or injury is anticipated, the best plan is to dust

the leaves well with sulphur, or syringe them with some

solution containing sulphur, which latter may be the

better plan, as it is the under side of the leaves which

is principally affected.

519. I should have been glad to have studied this in

connection with the Peach blister, but I have found it

impossible to procure specimens during the last two

years, though it was formerly a very prevalent affection.*

In the Peach leaves affected by the Jscomyces I find

interposed between the cuticuiar stratum and the oblong

cells which succeed it in healthy leaves eight or more
layers of merenchymatousf cells. It is to these that

the incrassation of the leaves is due. The under side

does not seem to be much deranged, except perhaps

that there are fewer and smaller intercellular spaces.

The spores, both within and without the asci, were

yellow with iodine, and were not altered on the applica-

tion of sulphuric acid. Our figure, which is borrowed

from the Transactions of the Horticultural Society of

London, represents both forms of fruit in Ascomyces

bullatus, Berk. M. J. B.

Home Correspondence.
Village Botany.—I am much pleased with an article

in your impression of Saturday last on " Botany in

Village Education." It is certainly a triumphant proof

of the advantage of introducing other subjects than

ABC and the Catechism into village schools, and

botany, of all subjects, is the one most likely to inteiest

the children. There is not a child who does not delight

in wild flowers ; why not take advantage of this pre-

eminently children's taste, and introduce such a science

as botany into every village school in the kingdom ?

To what perfection this can be carried the examination

It

the uttermost of his power ; and I can see no channel

through which it may be done more effectually than

through the Gardeners' Chronicle. Robert Shackell,Locks-

brock Nursery, Bath.

Guano applied to Roses.—Mr. Rivers in his Rose

catalogue says :
—" For a neat surface dressing for

autumnal Roses wood ashes and guano have proved

excellent fertilisers, in the proportion of half a peck of

guano to a bushel of ashes, applying a quarter of a peck

of the mixture to each tree in a circle of 1 8 inches in

diameter round the stem, and letting it remain undis-

turbed on the surface. The ashes retain the moisture

from the dew and showers, and the effect in giving a

vigorous growth with an abundant crop of flowers in

the autumn has been very apparent. This dressing

should be given in May." Will some one be

so good as inform me whether he has tried this, and

found it succeed, for I have been using it as directed

and fear that its only result will be to kill my Roses, for

I observe that the bark of the shoots which have come
in contact with the mixture has turned black, and to all

appearance many of my Roses are dying. W. M. A.

July 9.

Quercu3 sessiliilora.—I beg to inform your subscriber

" Diss " that he will find several fine specimens of Oaks,

supposed to be sessiliflora, in Llanwrst Park, near

St. Asaph. They have fine straight boles from 20 to 25

feet without a branch, and a girth of 15 feet, and a

most magnificent spreading top in full vigour. I can

procure acorns for " Diss * if he will not venture so

far to see the trees. A "Welsh. Subscriber.

Frosts in Y rkshire.—Between the night of Monday,
June 30, and the morning of Tuesday, July 1,

a severe frost occurred here, which lrom its un-

commonness at this season is worthy of record. I

first became aware of the fact about midday on

Tuesday, when I perceived the tops of some late

planted Potatoes quite black. Some labouring men who
were up very early on that day inform me that the

Grass and fences were quite white at half-past 4 o'clock,

and even at 6 o'clock the white frost was lying on theof (l J. S. H." at his own school is a proof, it is an

absurd error to suppose that the children in the so-called north side of fences, &c. Upon inquiry of Mr. Milner,

lower ranks of life have no talent for anything more ele-
|

surgeon to the convict prison, who keeps a day and

night register of meteorological phenomena for Mr.
Glashier, I learn that the minimum on the Grass in the

prison was 33^° F., showing the influence of high

walls and surrounding buildings in preventing the

excessively low temperature which may occur in more
open situations. It is remarkable that earlier planted

Potatoes adjoining those so severely cut were quite

uninjured. Both looked equally tender before the

frost, but now the influence of ripeness is obvious.

Persons who can spare the time would do well to

collate the rain-fall, variations of temperature, and other

atmospheric phenomena of the present season with

that of 1848. The rain-fall here up to the close of

June is in excess of every year since 1848, and I

suspect the resemblances in other respects are un-

fortunately too many ; so that it is not beyond the

bounds of possibility that we may experience somewhat
of the same results which at that period hrought with

five or s"ix years, and every day gets worse, temper in- !
them so much suffering. W. R. Bowditch, St. Andrew's,

vatingthan what will just fit them for household servants.

Many of them have just as much innate taste and talent

for the fine arts as the most fashionable young ladies in

the most fashionable boarding schools in Clifton ; it may
be, more. Where such talent exisis it Is a sin to repress

it, especially now when, thanks to the liberal spirit of

the day, any one talent, if made the most of, is sufficient

to raise any one above the arbitrary distinctions of

rank. Every one knows what Hullah's system of

singing has done for village schools. No one now sup-

poses that village school children cannot sing. Let us

hope that a few years hence the same may be said for

botany and every other useful science. C. B. N. P.,

Brighton, July 7.

Disease in Washerwomen.—I am a gardener and my
wife takes in washing. She used to be a strong, bustling,

active body, with no fault to speak of except a pain in

her temper now and then. Well, she has been ailing for

eluded. Besides, she has got a great lump in her side. This
has been coming on ever since she left off soap and took
to using some stuff to make linen white without trouble.

The doctor says that the stuff is slow poison, and will

kill her in time. Do any of your numerous readers

know whether it is the stuff or not ? They say it is

some vegetable ; but I don't think so, for I never did

smell any vegetable like it. Market Harborough.
Weston and other Country Shows.—" Somerset " seems

to know something of the roguery practised in manag-

Wakejield.

Gardeners' Benevolent Institution.—The letters that

have appeared on this interesting subject leave no doubt

upon my mind that the interests of the charity demand
a reconsideration of the rules. They show too that

selfish motives are by no means confined to those who
claim for a subscribing gardener a priority of rights

over an unsubscribing one. When "T." says that he
would not give his help because he knew nobody to

benefit by it, he only says that he did not choose to

ing country shows ; and perhaps he has also some spend a guinea a year without getting something for it.

idea of that pursued by some of the exhibitors at them.
If not I can assure him that it is carried on to a shame-
ful extent ; so much so that it ought not to go unno-
ticed. I know many a conscientious good grower to

give over exhibiting because he could not compete with

his crafty and often-times indolent neighbour. At the

time such shows as Cheltenham, Chepstow, Weston,
Troubridge, &c, take place there is quite a stir amongst
some of our Bath exhibitors, who "ransack about" to

get sufficient, as they say, to make the thing pay them.
If exhibitions are to be got up for the gratification of
the public, I think it is quite a mockery to have a
schedule requiring exhibitors to show plants, &c, of
their own growth. It would be much more conscien-
tious to allow persons to purchase plants for showing at
such exhibition*. Then the honest man might purcha-e

Narrow-minded feelings of that sort have no right to be

called liberal. It stands to reason that a man who has
done his best to help the charity while he could, ought
to have a better chance of becoming a pensioner when
he wants it than he who has done nothing. I cannot

see what likeness there would be between this charity

and a benefit club if such a rule were to be enforced.

Why not do this ? When the candidates are known,
place them according as they have subscribed—in this

way perhaps :

—

T. J. has subscribed 15 years.

X. L.

M. P.

R. L.

S. K.

13

7

2

Well, there is one vacancy. Then let the struggle be
sufficient to go with his own to make up a collection of between T. J. and X. L. Or, if you like, let the first

what might be required. If such a plan were adopted
it would place it out of the power of dishonest persons
to do as they now do. But such exhibitions will never

* Since the above was printed I have obtained a good supply
of curled leaves from the Chiswick Gardens. Their structure
agrees with what I have described above, except that the inter-
calated cells are as often parenhymatous as merenchymatou-,
and that the oblong cells are occasionally quite obliterated with
very few interrellular spaces on the under side. In one specimen
the Ascomyces was just formed, and I am inclined to believe that
the little fungus has quite as much to do in the matter as
climatic conditions. One of the little asci burst under the
microscope as I was observing it, and amongst the sporidia
ejected was one with an additional cell. It is possible, then, that

11™^^ B€ce8aary t0 modify the opinion expressed above a3 to
the Oidioid fruit. I 8UaiI hope soon to have an opportunity of
studying the matter with good specimens, and assisted by the
new light which has been thrown upon the subject by the
Chiswick specimens.

t Merenchymatous cells are not so closely pressed as paren-
chy iMfeus, and tUrefqj* do not present fUt faces. It is not,
however, meant that the cells do not exercise any mutual pressure.

four go to the ballot ; and let T. J. and X. L. count
every vote double, M. P. and R. L. each single, and
exclude S. K. It might perhaps be a rule that no
difference should be made between a man who has
subscribed only five years and one who has not subscribed

at all, and then all who have subscribed between five

and 10 years should have an equal chance, and so on
with those who have subscribed from 10 to 15, and
from 15 to 20, and from 20 to 30, and so on. Some
such plan might, I am sure, be thought of. There
ought always to be some sort of competition. One who
thinks his own plans disregarded, but still a Friend.

Bottled Fi-uit.—A, Z. has followed Mr. Lovejoy's
plan of bottling fruit ever since his method was
published and with perfect success until this )ear, when
in the first lot done there were three dozen bottles of

green Currants and Gooseberries, and out of that

number all have failed excepting seven or eight. Think-

"
' '

.

ing the fault might be that the fruit was gathered too

young, a second lot was tried, and was followed by the
same result, each lot going off in a fortnight after

bottling, the fruit bursting through bung, bladder, and
cement. The fruit was picked from A. Z.'s own garden
and from the same trees as the preceding years, and
done in every particular the same ; the trees are

beautifully healthy, and quite free from blight. Is the

failing general this year or can Mr. Lovejoy account for

it any way I A reply would be esteemed a great favour.

July 4th.

Sb otittit$.

Royal Botanic, Regent's Park, July 9.—This was
this Society's last meeting this season. The day was

cloudy, and one or two slight showers fell during the

afternoon. Notwithstanding this, however, there was a

fair attendance of visitors. With the exception of

Orchids, which were scarce, the exhibition was on the

whole a good one. Stove and Greenhouse plants were

abundant, and generally in good condition. Cape

Heaths were unusually well flowered ; Pelargoniums

and Fuchsias were scarcely less gay than they were in

June ; there were some admirable groups of Variegated

Plants, and the display of fruit occupied two sides of a

long tent.

In Collections of 20 Orchids, Mr. Keele, gr. to

J. Butler, Esq., of Woolwich, sent Cattleya citrina with

two handsome yellow blossoms ; Miltonia spectabilis,

with nearly 100 blooms on it ; Anguloa Clowesi, with

two large yellow flowers ; the rich orange-scarlet Ltelia

cinnabarina ; Cattleya superba, with three remarkably

well coloured blossoms ; and a fine specimen of Brassia

verrucosa major. In Mr. Gedney's collection of 20

plants were some beautiiul examples of Phaleenopsis,

Calanthe Masuca, the latter extremely well flowered,

the White Phaius, and Galeandra Funcki. Mr. Woolley,

gr.to H. B. Ker, Esq., sent the singular-looking Uro-

pedium Lindeni, Cattleya crispa, beautifully flowered

;

Saccolabium guttatum, and Epidendrum verrucosum.

Of Groups of 12 Plants Mr. Clarke, of Hoddesdon,

had the best. It contained two examples of the best

variety of Cattleya Mossise, and Aerides affine and

odoratum. These last were beautifully flowered.

In Mr. Carson's collection of 6 Orchids were Cattleya

crispa with three noble spikes of flowers, Oncidium

Lanceanum, Cattleya superba, and the singular Cycno-

ches Loddigesi. Mr. Morris sent Cattleya Forbesi and

Stanhopea oculata, the last extremely well flowered.

Mr. Deadman showed 3 finely-bloomed Stanhopeas.

The new white Cattleya Wagueri was exhibited by

Messrs. Backhouse, of York. Its flowers are large,

slightly stained in the lip with yellow, and very hand-

some. Lady Dorothy Neville again snowed Peristeria

fuscata.

Of Collections of 16 Stove and Greenhouse Plants the

best came from Mr. May, gr. to H. Colyer, Esq., of

Dartford. It contained two handsomely flowered

Allamandas, Dipladenia crassinoda, a large specimen of

Ixora javanica, Gompholobium polymorphum, in the

form of a bush ; the White Ixora, one or two Ever-

lastings, Rondeletia speciosa, and the showy Kalosanthes

coccinea. Mr. Dods, gr. to Sir J. Cathcart, Bart., sent

a well flowered Clerodendron, a magnificently blossomed

Allamanda nearly 5 feet high and as much through ;

the yellow Relhania squarrosa, a useful plant at this

season ; and a good Rondeletia. The best specimen of

the latter, however, we ever saw was in Mr. Green's

collection ; it was well grown, profusely flowered from

bottom to top, and the blossoms were unusually well

coloured. The last-named grower also had Stephanoris,

Allamandas, Echites atro-purpurea, Kalosanthes, and

Aphelexis in good condition.

Of Groups of 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants the best

came from Messrs. Fraser, who sent Kalosanthes,

Heaths, Vincas, Allamandas, and a good Statice Hol-

fordi. The last-named plant was also furnished by

Messrs. Cutbush, of Barnet, from whom likewise came

the pretty Hoya bella, Cyrtoceras reflexum, and a well-

flowered Phoenocoma proliferum.

In Collections of 10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants

Mr. Carson had two Allamandas, Dipladenia crassinoda

unusually well coloured, Aphelexis macrantha grandi-

flora, Ixora javanica and coccinea, and Exostema

longiflorum.

Of Groups of 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants Mr.

Rhodes sent Dracophyllum gracile, an excellent plant

for cutting flowers from for bouquets, the White Ixora,

Erica tricolor, and Dipladenia crassinoda. Mr. WiHianis

furnished a huge Pimelea and the pretty Heath called

E. ventricosa Bothwelliana.

A collection of Kalosanthes was shown by Messrs.

Fraser. The plants were well grown and flowered.

There was, however, nothing new among them.

Plants remarkable for fine foliage were contributed

by Messrs. Veitch, Lee, Jackson, and others.
n

the first group were Palms, Crotons, Coleus BIn
"J

e
V

Dieffenbachia picta, with large pale green leaves sp°*r.

and splashed with white ;
Marantas of different kinas.

Variegated Pandanus, Caladiums, Rhopalas, amo
jg

which was R. Jonghi ; and the variegated Aruna

Donax. ri^
Among what were shown as New Plants were U*

matis lanuginosa pallida, with pale blue flowers quit

eight inches in diameter, from Messrs. Standien

Noble ; Achimenes « Vivid," a brilliant rosy^scarlet sori

with blossoms much larger than those of A. cocc-e
i

,

from Mr. Parsons; Rondeletia anomala from Mr. ure* >
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Eucharis grandifiVra from Messrs. Henderson ; Fbilesia

buxifolia, the new scarlet De phinium Cardinale, Lep-
tcdactylon, the pink Rhododendron Princess Royal, the

hardy Desfoutainia spinosa with long bright red tubular

flowers tipped with yellow, Wellingtonia, Rhopalas and
other plants remarkable for fine foliage from Messrs.

Veitch. The Delphinium just mentioned is a truly

handsome plant, fully bearing out all that has been said

of it, and it is one which as soon as it shall have become
known must necessarily prove a universal favourite.

The blossoms which are bright orange scarlet^are pro-

duced in great profusion. In addition to the plants shown
]

by him at the Crystal Palace, and mentioned in our

report of that exhibition, Mr. Glendinning had Cerasus

ilicifolia in flower, small plants of Chusan Palm, Man-
dirola Rozeli, and the white Lysimachia lineariloba,

some further account of which we hope to give very

soon.

Cape Heaths were exhibited in excellent condition.

Among them was the new E. Spenceriana, from Mr.
Glendinning, of the Chiswick Nursery. Its flowers are

of a bluish lilac colour, and beautifully transparent.

Among Ferns, of which some fine collections were
shown, were good examples of Hymenophyllum Tun-
bridgense, Woodsia ilvensis, and one or two other scarce

kinds.

Fuchsias were in excellent condition. Six plants

from Mr. Bray were all that could be desired, both in

regard to growth and bloom. The best sorts among
them were Honeybell, white with a scarlet corolla

;

speciosa, Pearl of England, and Perfection. Mr.
Dobson sent of light kinds Queen of Hanover,
England's Glory, and Clio ; and of dark sorts, Glory
(Banks') and Duke of Wellington. Mr. Gaines had
Snowball, Psyche, Fearless, and Monarch.

Pelargoniums, as we have already stated, were
numerous and well bloomed. Of sorts of 1 854 and 1 855,
Mr. Turner had Wonderful, Meteora, Fair Ellen,
Phaeton, Conqueror, and Una. Mr. Gaines sent a
collection of remarkable looking French kinds, among
which the following are especially worthy of notice,
viz., Talma, pink with a dark top ; Roi des Pourpres,
crimson and spotted on all the petals ; Dr. Andry,
delicate pink, large and showy and regularly crimped
round the edges of all the petals ; G. Odier, spotted
rosy lilac ; and J. Odier, bright brown with a showy
white centre. Messrs. Veitch had a variety named
Clarissa, a cross between a Cape and a fancy. It had
beautifully formed flowers with dark top and white
under petals, and altogether appeared to be a step in

the right direction. To blossoms of considerable beauty
it added the perpetual flowering habit of the Cape
kinds.

Calceolarias were tolerably numerous, more especially

the shrubby varieties, which are evidently fast driving

the herbaceous sorts out of cultivation. Of the former
kind Mr. Turner sent good plants of Orange Per-
fection, Goldfiuder, Dropmore, California, Lemonade,
and King of Sardinia. The last has rich deep reddish
brown flowers of good shape. Mr. Cole sent St.

Alban's Gem, a half shrubby kind, with large flowers
edged with yellow ; Golden Cluster, Snowflake, white
but indifferent in shape ; Queen of Yellows, and
Cassandra.

Among Petunias the most remarkable was the double
white Imperial, which looks as if it would form a good
plant for cutting flowers from for bouquets.

Of "Verbenas there was a collection from Mr.
Weatherill, and Mr. Turner contributed a pretty light

sort called Belle of the Village, which has a fine truss

of well formed flowers with crimson centres.

The display of fruit, as we have already remarked,
was very extensive. The best collection came from
Mr. Tillyard, gr. to the Right Hon. the Speaker. It

contained well coloured Royal George Peaches, Murray
and Violette Hative Nectarines, three Pine Apples,
Trentham Hybrid and Cashmere Melons, Muscadine,
West's St. Peter's, Mill Hill and Black Hamburgh
Grapes, Sir Harry, Goliath, Bicton White, and other
Strawberries, Brown Turkey Figs, Late Duke Cherries
and Raspberries. Mr. Fleming, gr. to the Duke of Suther-
land at Trentham, contributed lour excellent Pine Apples,
very fine Black Hamburgh Grapes, Keens' Seedling and
Myatt's Strawberry, Coe's Golden Drop, Reine Claude
de Bavay, and Early Orleans Plums, Noblesse and Early
Magdalen Peaches, and Elruge Nectarines, Black Tar-
tarian and May Duke Cherries, Brown Ischia Figs, and
Trentham Hybrid and Hybrid Cashmere Melons. Mr.
Constantino sent Black Hamburgh and Royal Musca-
dine Grapes, Hautbois and other Strawberries, Brown
Turkey Figs, Stanwiok Nectarines not very well coloured,

Royal George Peaches, Fastolff Raspberries, May Duke
Cherries, and a Melon or two. Mr. Watson, of Ealing,

also showed a collection.

Pine Apples were good, more especially Queens,
of which several magnificent fruit were shown by Mr.
Barnes, of Bicton. The weights of these we could not
ascertain, but they must have been upwards of 6 lbs.

Mr. Jones had four most beautiful fruit, and good
Providences were shown by Mr. Fleming and Mr.
Dods. Many other Pines, in all respects excellent,
were also exhibited.

Grapes were shown in abundance, but many of what
should have been black were red, and some of the white
sorts were unripe. Of boxes of 12 lbs., the best came
from Mr. Henderson, gr. to Sir Geo. Beaumont, Bart. ;

and for Collections of 3 kinds the first prize was
awarded to Mr. Glendinnine, of the Chiswick Nursery,
for beautiful bunches of Grizzly and White Frontignan
and Black Hamburgh. Mr. Mitchell also showed good

specimens. Black Hamburgh well coloured, and in all i has also an interesting paper on Oak galls, which we
respects beautiful, were furnished by Messrs. Hen-
derson, Forbes, Tillyard, Fleming, and others ; and
Black Princes from Messrs. Boyd, May, Turnbuil, and
Hill. Of Muscadines, Mr. Tillyard had the best ; and
large and fine bunches of Dutch Sweetwater came from
Mr. Forsyth, of Gunnersbury. Muscats, admirable
specimens and well ripened, came from Mr. Clarke; and
Messrs. Turnbuil, Dods, and Taylor had all likewise

good bunches of this variety. Mr. Tillyard sent excellent

Frontignans, and Mr. Forsyth finely fruited Vines in

pots.

A seedling Black Grape, with a full Muscat flavour,
was shown by Mr. Snow, gr. to Earl De Grey. The
berries were oval in shape, and the bunches large

and handsome. The seeds were perhaps a little too
large ; but altogether it is a Grape which cannot fail to

be a favourite. Mr. Mitchell, of Brighton, likewise

showed a new white Grape, with bunches as large as

those of the Syrian, but different apparently from that

variety. The berries were said to be well-flavoured.

Mr. Carpenter, of Birmingham, also showed a new
white Grape, which, however, appeared to be much
inferior to Busby's Golden Hamburgh.
Though Peaches and Nectarines were shown in large

quantities, there was not a dish of bad fruit among them.
The best dish of Peaches came from Mr. Clarke; but
Mr. Richards and Mr. Forsyth had also good fruit ; as

had likewise Messrs. Frost, Turnbuil, Fleming, Booth,
and Davis. Among Peaches the sorts consisted gene-
rally of Royal George and Noblesse, and among
Nectarines the kinds were mostly Elruge and Violette

Hative. Of the latter Mr. Mtinro, gr. to Mrs. Oddie,
furnished a boxful or two of highly coloured fruit.

Plums Washington and Greengage were exhibited by
Mr. Munro and Mr. Fleming.

Mr. Snow's Figs were large and uncommonly well

ripened. The kind was the Brown Turkey, which was
also shown in good condition by Mr. Ewing.
Mr. Munro exhibited a dish of Moorpark Apricots.

Of Cherries the best Black Circassians that were
perhaps ever seen came from Mr. Taylor, market
gardener, Brentford. They were black as jet and quite

double the size of those of ordinary growth. Mr.
Snow had a capital dish of some white kind.

The best Strawberries came from Mr. Tillyard. The
kinds were Goliath, British Queen, Bicton Pine, and
Sir Harry. Among other sorts were Keens' Seedling,

Eleanor, Victoria, Myatt's Surprise, Early Pine, the

Filbert, Prestoe's and Patrick's Seedling, and Alice

.Maude.

Melons : none of them were very well flavoured.

Among green-fleshed sorts the Beechwood obtained the

first prize.

extract entire :

—

"Much interest has been excited by the frequent

occurrence in this country of the galls of Cynips Quercus-

petioliy and they appear from a recent communication
in the Gardeners* Chronicle to have increased to such an
extent during the past season as to do vast mischief to

the trees infested by them, rendering them unproductive

of acorns, and even threatening their entire destruction.

"In a recent conversation with Mr. Westwood on this

subject, he informed me that these galls had been used

in Devonshire for the purpose of making ink, and at

the same time suggested that it would be desirable to

know whether they contained sufficient tannin to render
them useful substitutes for the ordinary galls of

commerce. At his request I undertook to ascertain

this, and thought the result might be sufficiently

interesting to communicate to the Society : the follow-

ing is the result of my examination. By macerating
100 grains of Devonshire galls in sether and water, a
residue was obtained weighing 26*74 grains : this con-

tained 17 grains, or about two-thirds, of tannic and
gallic acids. In order to estimate the comparative

value of these galls with those of commerce, 1 00 grains

of best Aleppo galls were submitted to the same treat-

ment with sether and water. The residue weighed

5850 grains, containing 56 grains of tannic and gallic

acids. Of the superiority of the foreign galls there can

of course be no doubt ; but in comparing the results of

these two analyses, it is necessary to observe, that the

Aleppo galls operated on were very heavy specimens of

the best kind of galls of commerce, and that they had

not been perforated by the Cynips, while the Devonshire

galls had all been perforated, aud therefore contained a

much smaller proportion of tannin than would have

been the case if they had been examined at an earlier

period. If we compare the published analyses of

nutgalls, considerable difference will be found in the

quantity of tannin obtained by different chemists. The
following are the principal :

—

Sir Humphrey Davy found... 26 per cent, of ' tannin.'

Pelonze 40
Leconnel ... ... ... ... ••• 6ft

Guibourt ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 65
-Hour *, t ... m + 9 ••» •*• * • •••#**

Buchner ... ... ... ... ... ... ... <«

" However widely these results may vary, they are

entitled to every credit ; and high as are those of the

two last-mentioned chemists, their well-known accuracy

will ensure entire confidence in their statements. I am
inclined to think that these great discrepancies are

owing to accidental causes, among which the variable

nature of the seasons, which influences so much the

quantity and intensity of all vegetable secretions, may
be a principal one. With the small amount of tannin

found in the Devonshire galls I must confess myself

much disappointed ; but I hope in the ensuing summer
to procure some of them at an earlier period, and before

they have been perforated by the Cynips. I have no

doubt that they would then be found to contain enough

tannin to justify their being collected for commercial

purposes, and if they were gathered at the proper

season, before the Cynips has escaped, and when the

gall is in its most vigorous and valuable state, another

good result would follow. The insect would be pre-

vented from increasing to what seems to be a mischie-

vous extent, and a check would be put to the serious

injury, if not entire destruction, with which the Oak
plantations in some of our southern counties appear to

be threatened."

We observe, contrary to our expectation, that the

Society proposes to continue the publication of its

4 to Transactions, the first Part of Vol. XXII. being

announced for November.

A Practical Swiss Guide. Longmans. Small 8vo. Pp. 112.

Is this an innkeeper's pufl l or what is it ? Ostensibly

it is something between a Murray and a Bradshaw.

What to see and how to see it may be ascertained from

its pages, and railway tariffs, fares, &c, are indicated

in an intelligible manner. But as regards hotels, the

information is most unsatisfactory, only one being often

named in places where others ought also, in justice to

travellers themselves, to have been mentioned. Thus

the stranger is not apprised of even the existence of such

places as the Hotel de 1' Europe in Havre, the best hotel

in the town ; nor of the Hotel du Nord and Hotel des

Bains in Boulogne ; nor of the Hotel du Grand Monarque

in Aix-la-Chapelle ; although these are at least as descry-

ing of recommendation as the places named in this

practical guide. Another piece of practical information

which a stranger c mstantly wants is the situation of

the post-office, but this is not mentioned. We confess we
rapidly advances. If attention is not paid to the fer- j00^ with areat suspicion upon the practitioner who has

mentation, acetic acid is formed, and this often causes „Q i Up this book when we find him coolly telling

the arrack to take up lead from any portion of that pe0ple how to cheat their companions. At p. vii., under
metal with which it may be brought into contact. Dr. tne head Swiss Diligences, we have the following precious

Smith then entered into details as to the presence of instructions :
—" The sittings are numbered— 1, 2, are

lead in arrack, which was traced to the modes of pre- corners of the coupe ; 4, 5,coi'ners of the interieur, facing

Botanical op Edinburgh, May 8.—The President

in the chair. The following papers were read, viz :

—

1. On the Sexuality of the Algse. By Dr. F. Cohn.

2. On the preparation of Sugar and Arrack Irom Palms
in Ceylon. By A. Smith, M.D. Three Palms yield sugar

in Ceylon : The Coco-nut Palm (Cocos nucifera), the

Palmyra Palm (Borassus flabelliformis), and the

Kittul or Jaggery Palm (Caryota urens). From each
of these Palms the juice of the flowering stalk is col-

lected under the name of Toddy, and from it sugar,

known in the East as Jaggery, is regularly prepared
;

but it is from the Palmyra Palm that almost all the

Palm sugar is obtained. It is from the sugar of the

Coco-nut Palm that arrack is made in Ceylon. This

Palm becomes productive in about six or seven years. In

collecting toddy, the spathe is stripped off from the

spadix before it has fully expanded : the spadices are

afterwards beaten between pieces of hard wood, aid
slices are cut with a sharp knife so as to allow the juice

to flow out. Each spadix continues to yield juice for

about 40 days, at nearly the average rate of half-a-

gallon in 24 hours. When it is intended to prepare

jaggery from the toddy, great care is taken by burning

pieces of wood in the small earthen vessels attached to

the flowers, and rubbing their interior with charcoal, to

remove any impurities likely to promote fermentation
;

and, as an additional precaution, chips of the bark of

Vateria indica are placed in each, so as to retard

fermentation. The jaggery of the central provinces of

Ceylon is entirely made from the Kittul juice, which

yields a much larger quantity of sugar than does that of

the other two Palms, and of a quality much more
highly prized by the natives. When toddy is collected

for the purpose of making arrack, no care is taken to

prevent fermentation, and as it is brought from the

trees it is poured into wooden vats in which that process

paration. 3. On the occurrence of Scalariform Tissue

in the Devonian Strata of the South of Ireland. By
R. Harkness, F.G.S. 4. Notice of some additions to the

Cryptogamic Flora of Edinburgh. By Mr. W. Nichol.

Notices of Eooks.

The new number of the Journal of the Linnean

Society is chiefly occupied with a learnei paper on the

natural order Loganiacese, by Mr. Bentham, who, we
observe, completely adopts our suggestion that the true

afhnitv of Desfontainia may be with Fagrsea. Dr. Vinen

the route. No time should be lost in engaging those

desired ; but if previously filled, a little gentle persuasion

with the conducteur (guard), which a couple of francs

may represent, will often effect a change."

With such a specimen before us of the author's

notions of fair dealing he must not wonder if we decline

recommending his book to public favour.

Temperance in the Camp (a penny tract, published by

Tweedie, 337, Strand), is an excellent address to the

troops before Sebastopol last Christmas, by Colonel Sir

James Alexander, commanding the 14th Regiment, and

should be circulated by everybody in districts where

drunkenness prevails.
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Miscellaneous.
On Deep Cultivation.—Were we to examine the

depth to which the roots of many of our cultivated

plants will penetrate a loose open soil in quest of food,

we should be less sceptical as to the advantages which
deep cultivation affords to the roots of plants. The
market gardeners around London trench often and
deeply, not only to change the surface, as some suppose,

but to allow the roots of their crops to range as deeply

as they please, and without this assistance the enormous
crops of first-raie produce they get from their land

could not be obtained If deep cultivation is requisite

in the rich and deep alluvial soils of the Thames valley,

hoar much more so is it on poor and shallow soils, which
afford comparatively only a limited pasturage for the

roots of plants. It is true, gravelly and rocky subsoils

are almost beyond the reach of improvement ; as the ex-

pense of breaking up the substratum would, in most
instances, be too great to pay. But this is not always the

case, for I have seen the brashy subsoil of some localities

broken up with good results, as well as some gravelly-

subsoils, particularly where the layers of gravel are

thin and mixed with clay or ferruginous matter,

rendering them impervious to water, as well as to the

roots of plants. By breaking through this crust, so as

to admit a free passage for the water, a marked improve-
ment follows. Clay subsoils, however retentive, are
capable of being reclaimed ; but this is a work of time,

as all you can do, alter thorough drainage, is to break
up the clayey bottom to the depth of twelve or eighteen

inches, according to its nature, each time the ground is

dug or trenched. This bottom, when forked up, should
be kept as open as possible, which will facilitate the

passage of water through it, and the salts and ammonia
carried down by the rains from the manuring, &c, of

the upper soil will in time reduce its tenacity, assisted

by the decomposing action of the air, which will now
have better access to it ; and in a few years, by prac-
tising this, you will find your land gradually increasing
in depth and productiveness. Many calcareous and
slaty rocks are likewise capable of improvement when
broken up and exposed to the action of the weather, and
when shallow soils rest on these descriptions of rocks,

by all means break up a stratum of it yearly below the
top soil. Many hard compact marls of the red sand-
stone and lias formations are as unfavourable for the
growth of plants as rock or gravel, and yet when broken
up and exposed to atmospheric influences, they make
fertile soils capable of producing every kind of crop.
I remember some 15 or 16 years back paying a visit to

the garden of the late E. Davis, Esq., of Bath, whom
many of your readers will recollect was the first

amateur Dahlia grower of that day, and his plants were
growing apparently in a mass of stones. The garden of

this gentleman was situated on the side of one of the
oolitic ranges which surround Bath, with barely a
covering of soil over the rock ; this Mr. Davis had
broken up two feet in depth, and had mixed with it the
surface soil and a little manure ; the luxuriance of his

Dahlias and general garden produce was remarkable,
and may perhaps be remembered by those of your
readers who visited Entree Hill at the time iu question.

To obtain a sufficient depth of soil for the roots of

vegetables to penetrate is one means, and a very great
one, of increasing their produce. Plants growing in

soils made open for a considerable depth are much less

liable to suffer in dry weather, as their roots are in a
position to cbtain moisture at a lower depth, and hence
the suitability of deep soils for summer crops ; the same
soils are likewise warmer in winter. A soil from which
the water passes through freely can never be very damp,
and relatively never very cold ; nor are they so dry in

summer, for this reason, the action of the sun's rays on
the surface soil causes the moisture therein to be given
off by evaporation, and this produces an upward action
of the moisture contained in the soil below, to supply
that which has escaped by exhalation and the surface.

We shall find, then, that iu proportion to the power of

the evaporating process on the surface there will be a
corresponding rise of watery particles throughout the
entire mass of soil below. This will positively keep the
soil moister, because it is more open and porous, than a
shallow soil with a compact subsoil, which would
obstruct the progress of moisture from below, at the

same time as it prevented its escape downwards. By
all means then for vegetables have a mass of soil, if

practicable, from two to three feet deep, sufficiently

open to admit air and water to pass freely each way
when needed. X. Y. Z. in the Florist, Fruitist and
Garden Miscellany for May.

Peculiarities of the Sweet Potato.—In its raw state

this vegetable has a slightly acrid taste ; on boiling it

becomes sweet. In its sound state it is almost without
odour ; when it is worm-eaten it acquires a perfume
very like that of the hair-powder formerly in fashion

called| " The Marshal's," or that of the Vanilla Bean.
The water in which it has been boiled has the taste of

a weak auimal broth. Besides starch, its principal

ingredient, it contains a certain quantity of matter
resembling gluten. When the Potato is cut, this matter
exudes in a liquid milky state, viscid at first, diffusible

through water, but soon becoming solid on exposure to

the air. Under the microscope, when suspended in

water, it appears in the form of granules of about ttosoo-
of an inch in diameter, which were rendered brown by
tincture of iodine. Probably this matter is concerned
in the production of the changes to which the Sweet
Potato is subject, as well as conducing to its highly
nutritious quality as an article of diet. Dr. Davy in the
Edin. New Philosophical Journal.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Now that many of the Camellias,

Azaleas, and other plants will be removed to their

summer situation, out of doors painting or other

repairs required by any of the plant houses may be

more conveniently done than at any other season.

Meantime however the weather is rather unfavourable

for painting, for to do this except when the wood is

thoroughly dry is a very inconvenient and troublesome

way of wasting money ; but other necessary repairs

may be done so as to allow of proceeding with painting

whenever the weather will admit, without the hindrance

of having other work to execute first. Where houses

are painted sufficiently often to keep the p-tint always

good—which is the cheapest method in the end

—

there will be no difficulty in getting the wood dry,

but where the wood is allowed to become nearly

bare before repairing is thought of, the house should

by all means be kept dry inside, covering the

outside with a tar cloth in the case of showers, and

allowing a fortnight of bright warm weather to

thoroughly dry the wood before the work is commenced.
It is oftentimes very difficult to attend to this, but

if the work is to stand it must be done at whatever in-

convenience. Stove.— If there are sickly or badly

rooted specimens here, they must be frequently

examined for red spider, otherwise they will become a

nursery for this pest, from which it will soon spread

to adjoining plants. Also guard against the increase

of mealy bug, and keep black thrips and green-fly in

check by timely applications of tobacco smoke. See

that young growing stock is not allowed to suffer for want

of pot room, and attend carefully to the watering, giving

manure-water to all plants in free growth that enjoy it.

Gardenias, &c, which have been removed to the con-

servatory while in bloom should be replaced in heat as

soon as their beauty is over, in order to allow of getting

their growth matured before the dull cloudy days of

November. Give every attention to plants for winter

blooming, affording them a moist warm temperature,

and using every care to prevent their sustaining any
check at the present season. Orchids.—The growing

stock will require the assistance of a little artificial heat

while the weather continues wet and cloudy, if only to

allow of admitting fresh air and preventing damp, &c
Shading must be promptly attended to when bright

sunshine occurs. Allow them however as much light

as they will bear without injury, using a very light

screen and only when absolutely necessary. Keep
the foliage clear of insects, and dust by frequent

syringings or spongings as may be necessary.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Plants wished to show fruit at once, if

backward in doing so, should, provided the growth has

been well matured and checked, having been kept

dry at the root for a time, have a good soaking of water,

and be kept warm and moist. This treatment will

induce an active root action, and if the plants have been

properly treated they will seldom fail of showing fruit

at once, but everything depends upon the growth being

well matured and checked. Avoid syringing plants

overhead that are in bloom, save on the mornings of

bright days, and then but lightly, for syringing in the

afternoon while the plants are in bloom is the principal

cause of deformed fruit. Young stock will be growing

very vigorously, and every care should be used to secure

robust stocky plants ; see that the plants are afforded

sufficient room for the development of their foliage, and
do not k.eep the atmosphere so warm and moist as to

induce weakly growth ; attend to repotting as this may
be required by any of the stock, and see that all are

well supplied with water at the root, whether in pots or

planted out in the open bed, as any neglect in watering

at the present season will probably result in the plants

fruiting prematurely. Vineries.—Give every attention

to preserving the foliage in houses where the fruit has

been cut, until the wood is thoroughly ripened. If red

spider is at all troublesome, give the Vines a good wash-

ing with the engine, but do not idjure the foliage by
dashing the water against it too powerfully. Give

abundance of air, keeping the house as cool as

canj conveniently be done in bright weather. Main-

tain a moist atmosphere where the fruit is swel-

ling, sprinkling the passages, borders, &c, fre-

quently. Look sharply after insects here, particularly

where plants are grown under the Vines, and if black

thrips or red spider be detected wash the infected leaves

carefully, and look over them occasionally afterwards

until the pest is fairly got out. See that the borders

are not allowed to become too dry, and give strong

manure water to plants bearing a heavy crop. Vines
in pots intended for very early forcing next season

should be in a forward state by this time, in order to

permit of getting the wood well ripened, aud allow them
a period of rest. Peaches. — Attend to former
directions, using every means to keep clear of insects.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Continue to clear everything away decaying and to

introduce good things from pots in the reserve ground.

A good reserve ground, if properly situated and systemati-

cally planned and conducted, would be one of the most
useful plot3 of ground about a garden. Such a valuable

adjunct would, however, require the constant attend-

ance of a man possessing some little knowledge of

flowers, and therefore could not be carried out where
there is a stint of labour. Decayed patches of bulbs

which are required to stand for early spring flowering
may have dressy Verbenas or other things introduced
from pots between them. Cuttings of Pansies should
be got out in succession before the shoots are too much
exhausted. All boundary or other hedges should be
clipped forthwith.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Tomatoes must be regularly attended to, keeping the

shoots thin and stopping them above a cluster of fruit,

for if the plants are allowed to ramble and grow too

freely there will be a poor chance in an unfavourable

season of securing a good crop of fruit. Shallots, if left in

the ground after the' bulbs are matured, are apt to mildew
and rot in wet weather, therefore these should be pulled

as soon as the tops begin to decay, and spread out in an
airy plnce to dry before storing them away. Get herbs

in flower cut and dried for winter use. Where a

sufficient breadth of Celery is not yet planted

out, this must be attended to as speedily as possible, and

must be well cared for with water, &c, until well

established after planting, otherwise good sized stuff

need hardly be expected. Earth up former plantings,

and encourage rapid growth by occasional waterings

with manure water. See that a good bed of some

approved early variety of Cabbage is sown for spring

use. PJy the hoe freely among all growing crops, both

for the destruction of weeds and for loosening the

suriace of the soil after heavy rains. Look over all

trained fruit trees frequently for the purpose of stopping

and shortening any gross shoots, and keeping the growth

nicely regulated ; also get the young shoots of wall

trees laid in where not already done.

STATE OF
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Notices to Correspondents.
Bees: MD. We should imagine tbe easiest mode of applying

chloroform would be by putting a rag well wetted with it into an

India-rubber ball fitted with a tube? which could be inserted

into the hole by which the bees enter. Then by squeezing

aud expanding the ball a few times the chloroform would be

driven into tbe hive. Or it might be introduced by any fumi-

gating apparatus.
Books : David llobinson. Patterson's Zoology and Lindley s School

Botany.—A Constant Header. You must consult your book-

seller. We caunot undertake to search for the prices of books.

Take Harvey's book by all means. We never recommend

dealers. Any respectable nurseryman can procure Ferns for

you if he <ioes not keep them himself. All hardy Ferns are

worth growing.
Hose Piping: A Sub. Vulcanized India rubber, with a canvas

foundation ; mind that. .

Lilies of the Valley: G 31. The reason why your Lilies or

the Valley do not iloweriis possibly owing to their being

grown, as you state, in a light sandy soil, and not having been

removed or manured for some years. We should recommend

you to thin your bed in autumn, and afterwards give it a.good

top-dressing of well rotted manure, or prepare a fresh border or

rich loamy soil, and plant in October. B.

Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kma.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance.

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and tQinl
j

,°5

for themselves; nor would it be desirable it we could. AH **

can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It 1°

now requested that in future, not more than tour plants

may be sent us at one time.—Anon. It is a form ot A. s?"™'

often called M. rubra. M.pratensis of Sole is a different

species—J McCallum. It is Pentstemon Digitalis.—C. Gentian*

lutea. Endogens are never pentauierous.—11 Howlett, ti^ e

land. It is the genuine Quercus sessiliflora. The NorfolK so-

called sessiliftora is, as far as we have ever seen, a sessile-truit<i

Q. pedunculata.—Ebor. Oestrum nocturnnm, a well Kno

plant.—RSymonds. Mulligatawnia speciosa is a joke, not

Ohiow kioaox : G 31. This is one of the most troublesome

pests a gardener ban to contend with, and unless means

npeedily taken to check its progress it will soon spreau

seriously damage the crop. We believe no certain remea^

against its attacks is known at present; but good res 11

f

followed the watering with nitrate ot soda, m the proportion

half a pound to a gallon of water. B
accounts

Weston Flower Show : Somerset. Is it possible that theacco

refer to only one show? We shall have something to say,

wish to be quite sure of the facts. . not

Misc, : Frame. A subscriber is informed that *«£»£'"«.
folded at the Office; a complaint should be™^ *e

$7aie
%• As usual, many communications have ^ti^tved

^

oo

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can pe i

WemustatJo beg the indulgence of those correspondents, the

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &cM and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

ERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, Sugar

Scum, and every description of Artificial Manures, Linseed

Cakes, &c.—W- Ikgus Carne, 10, Mark Lane. London.

riTHE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
-L at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,

71. per ton: Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 6Z.— Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

j

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
otfrer Chemical Manures.

LO N D ON MANURE COMP ANY
(Established ISiO).

The above Company have the following ready for immediate
delivery :—Corn Manure, for top-dressing ; Blood ditto for Corn

;

Blood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured
expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for

Turnips, Mangels, Grasses, &c. ; Peruvian Guano direct from
importers* warehouses; Nitrate of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia,
and every artificial manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. Edwabp Pubseb, Sec.

MANURES FOR ROOTS AND TOP-DRESSING
CORN CROPS.

THE undersigned beg to advise Agriculturists they
are now prepared to deliver the under-mentioned Manures,

viz. :—
Their celebrated SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (see

Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, Vol. 6, Part 2.).

MTKO-BI-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE for Cereals,

Roots, and Hops.
Also NITRATE OF SODA, GUANO, BONEDUST, and

i-lNCH BONE; SULPHURIC ACID, GYPSUM, and all

other Manures of known value.
Apply to Mark Fothekgill & Co., 204a, Upper Thames Street,

London, Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company.

ANALYTICAL REPORT (Corrected).
HE UNDERSIGNED beg to call attention to Pro-

-L fessor Voelcker's CORRECTED REPORT ON MANURES
in the last Journal of the Bath and V.'est of England Agricul-
tural Society, from Tvhich the following is an extract:

—

"Spooner & Bailey's Superphosphate for Turnips contains 41
per cent, of phosphate of lime, and is decidedly the most valuable

superphosphate of the four manures analysed.' 7

Their Turnip Manure, richer in ammonia than the above, is

prepared expressly for those who require a manure to carry the
plant alone through all the stages of its growth.
Peruvian Guano, Bone-dust, and every Manure of known

value; also Linseed, Poppy, Rape, and Nut Cake.
Orders taken for Spooner's Patent Water Drill, and Spooner's

Prize Essay on Root Crops.
Spooner & Bailey, Chemical Manure Works, Ealing, near

Southampton.

INN'S PATENT MANURE AND ToP-DUESS-
ING for the Destruction of Fly, Wire Worm, and Slug, and

promoting rapid Vegetation.— The Proprietors of this valuable

Manure and Top-dressing are now manufacturing it nt their

Wharfs, 332 and 333, Wapping, and are enabled to supply any
quantity of either at the rate of 5/. per ton. The Top-dressing is

particularly adapted at the present time for destroying the Fly
>n the Hop without injury to the vine, it being perfectly free

from taste or smell, no sulphur being used in its preparation.

Orders addressed Hall & Co., at the Wharfs, the City Offices,

3, Leadenhall Street; or to Mr. Samuel Fowlkr, West End
Agency^J),_Pall Mall East, will be immediately executed.

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.

EDWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety

of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may be

seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,

Sundays excepted.
Priced Li sts of Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application.

ROYA L AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
CHELMSFORD MEETING.

OWLEH'S STAND, No. 114.

T

[^ASTERN COUNTIES RAILWAY.
i * ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S MEETING AT
CHELMSFORD loth. 16th, 17th, and 18th July.
Notice.—No carriages and horses can be booked by the

ordinary Trains between Chelmsford and London on the above
days. All horses and carriages from London for Chelmsford
must be at the Bishopsgate Station by 7 a.m. They will be
forwarded thence by special train. Carriages and horses from
Chelmsford for London will be forwarded by special train only,

leaving Chelmsford at 9 p.m. By Order.
Superintendent's Office, Bishopsgate, July 12.

EASTERN COUNTIES RAILWAY.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S MEETING

AT CHELMSFORD—15th, 16th, 17th, and 18th July, 1S56.

Weekly TiCKETS.-First and Second Class Return Tickets
enabling the holders to travel between

LONDON AND CHELMSFORD,
IPSWICH AND CHELMSFORD,
COLCHESTER AND CHELMSFORD,

From the 14th to the 17th (inclusive). Can be obtained at the
Ipswich, Colchester, and Bishopsgate Stations.

Tickets from London to Chelmsford can also be obtained at

the Golden Cross. Charing Cross
;
and at 33, Regent's Circus.

Passengers holding these tickets will be admitted by a sepa-

rate entrance to the London platform. By Order
Superinteiuhn t

,

s„Office, Bishopsgate, July 12.

EASTERN COUNTIES RAILWAY.—
NOTICE TO EXCURSIONISTS.

Notice is hereby given, that in consequence of the Meeting
of the Royal Agricultural Society at Chelmsford on the 15th,

16th, 17th, and 18th of July, the Down Excursion Train troni

London vid Colchester to Yarmouth, Lowestoft, and intermediate

Stations on Friday, July 18th, will not run on that day, but

will run at the same hours and by the same route on Saturday

the 19th.

Passengers who by the present arrangement would returnby the

Special Train on Friday the 18th inst. will be allowed to return

by any of the Ordinary Trains, except the Express, on that day,

or by the Special Train vid Colchester on the following dar.

The Down Excursion Train from London vid Cambridge to

Yarmouth, Lowestoft, &c, on Saturday the 19th will run as

usual.
The Up Excursion Trains to London on Tuesday and Wednes-

day, the 15th and 16th of July, will not run.

Passengers who have taken Tickets by the Excursion Trains

from London on Friday 4th, Saturday 5th, and Sunday 6th July,

entitling them to return on Tuesday 15th, or Wednesday 16th,

will be allowed to return by any of the Ordinary Trains, except

the Express, from 13th to 16th inclusive. By Order.

Superintendent's Office, Bishopsgate, July 12th.

^ASTERN COUNTIES RAILWAY—
-T^ GREAT EXHIBITION of the ROYAL AGRICULTU-
RAL SOCIETY at CHELMSFORD, on the 15th, 16th,

17th, and .18th July, 1856.

The following ARRANGEMENTS will be made for the

CONVEYANCE of PASSENGERS to and from CHELMS-
FORD ;—

LONDON and CHELMSFORD.
Special Express Trains will run from Bishopsgate to Chelms-

ford, commencing at 6.0 a.m., and from Chelmsford to London,

commencing at 4.30 p.m.

Day Tickets—First Class 10s. 6d.

+ Covered Carriages 7$. 6d.

STRATFORD and CHELMSFORD.
After 9.0 A.M. Special Trains in connection with the Tilbury

Railway and the North London aud Woolwich Lines, also

with the Ordinary Trains on the Cambridge Liue, will run at

intervals to and from Chelmsford.
Day Tickets—First Class 10s. 0d.

Covered Carriages 7s. Od.

CAMBRIDGE, HERTFORD, and CHELMSFORD.
A Special Train will leave Cambridge at 8.0 a.m., stopping at

all Stations to Broxbourne, and thence to Chelmsford, arriving

about 1150 A.M., returning from Chelmsford at 7.15 p.m., arriving

at Cambridge about 10.15 p.m.

Day Tickets from Cambridge—First Class 23*. 0d.

Covered Carriages... 135. 0d.

Reduced fares from intermediate Stations.

PETERBOROUGH, LYNN, &c.#
and CHELMSFORD.

Peterborough, Lynn, Attleborough, and intermediate Stations

F LAND DRAINAGE BY STEAM POWER.
FOWLER'S STEAM DRAINING PLOUGH may be seen

at work during the Chelmsford Meeting on the Crown Lands,

Hainault Forest, three miles from the Romford or llford

Stations, on the Eastern Counties Railway.
Inconsequence of the large demand for this Machine it is im-

possible to liberate one for a sufficient time to exhibit at the

meeting, but parties interested will have a better opportunity of

judging of its merits when in regular work than when worked for

exhibition, and it may be easily seen on going or returning to or

from Chelmsford, from 6 in the morning until 7 in the

evening. Contracts for Draining undertaken in all parts of

England. *

Full particulars of prices, &c, may be obtained at Stand 114.

Present address—John Fowler, Junr., Havering, near Romford.

Royal Agricultural Society of England.—Extract from

Report on the Implements exhibited at the Lincoln Meeting in

1354, in No. XXXIV. of the Society's Journal, page 367 :—
" Fowler's Draining Plough was subjected to a severe trial. It

laid the tiles with admirable precision. The drain was opened in

several places ; and the remark of an intelligent farmer was, ' If

I stood by my drainers from morning till night I could not get it

better done.'
" The Plough has been much improved. We were glad to per-

ceive all reasonable obstacles overcome, and to testify, by our

special commendation and the award of a Silver Medal, our high

approval of the Implement, because it proved its adaptation to drain

land three feet six inches deep with facility, and we trust that its

usefulness will soon be abundantly proved in every part of the

kingdom."

STEAM CULTIVATION.
FOWLER'S STEAM PLOUGH may be seen at work during

the Chelraslord Meeting in a field adjoining the Show Yard
during the week of the Show. This Machine received a Gold

Medal at the last Paris Agricultural Exhibition. With it a

farmer mav use his ordinary Portable Threshing Engine for

ploughing and scarifying his land. Price complete, exclusive of

the Engine, 2201. Apply at Stand 114, or to John Fowler, jun.,

Havering, near Romford; orRansomes& Sims, Ipswich.

IMPORTANT TO BRICKMAKERS.
BRICK AND TILE MAKING BY STEAM POWER.

FOWLER'S PATENT IMPROVED DOUBLE SCREW
BRICK MACHINE.—By this machine the goods are delivered
with certainty direct from the pug-mill. Attempts at making
direct from the pug-mill have hitherto failed in consequence of
the clay revolving with the screw, but this is entirely overcome
in this machine by the patent cleaners ; it is sufficiently strong
to work the clay nearly dry, and will turn out from 20,000 to

40,000 bricks per day, at a less cost than any other machine.
Parties attending Chelmsford Meeting may see this machine in
constant work at the Tile Yard, Hainault Forest, as directed

above. For price and particulars, apply to Stand No. 114.

and Cambridge at 9.35 a.m., direct to Chelmsford vid Stratford,

arriving at Chelmsford about 12.30 p.m., ; returning from Chelms-

ford at 6.15 p.m., arriving at Cambridge about 9.15 p.m., and Ely

about 10 p.m. . .

Return Tickets from the above Stations to Ely and Cambridge

respectively, available for the return journey on the day of and

day after issue.

Day Tickets from Ely and Cambridge to Chelmsford, available

by the Special Train and for the day only.

„ „ ("First Class 25*. Od.
From Ely

-^ Covered Carriages ... 15s. Od.

„ „ -.. i First Class 23s. Od.
From Cambridge ... j Covered Carriages ... 13*. Od.

DEREHAM to LYNN.
Return Tickets by the Ordinary Trains, available for three

davs, including the day of issue, will be granted lor the return

journey at all stations between Dereham and Lynn (both

exclusive).

NORWICH, &c , and CHELMSFORD.
Fakenham, Dereham, Wymondbam, Yarmouth, Lowestoft,

Halesworth, and intermediate stations to Norwich by Ordinary

Trains. nn ^ .

From Norwich by a Special Train, leaving at 8.0 a.m., stopping

at Tivetshall (for Harleston), Diss and Manningtree (for Har-

wich), arriving at Chelmsford about 11.30 a.m.

To' return from Chelmsford at 6 p.m., and arrive at Norwich

about 9.30 p.m.

Return Tickets from the above stations to Norwich will be

available for the return journey on the day of and day after issue.

Day Tickets to Chelmsford available for the day and by the

Special Train only.

From Norwich ( First Class 25s. Od.

) Covered Carriages... 15s. Od

From Harleston, Tivetshall, j First Class 24?. Od.

and Diss ( Covered Carriages... 14s. d.

Fmm Manningtree and f First Class 12*. 0<i.

Harwich \ Covered Carriages ... 8s. Od.

BURY, IPSWICH, &c, and CHELMSFORD.
Bury, Thurston, Elmswell, Stowmarket, Ipswich, and Bentley

(for Hadleigh), and Colchester by Special Train, leaving Bury at

8.0 a.m., arriving at Chelmsford about 11.0 a.m.

To return from Chelmsford about 7 p.m.

Dav Tickets available by this Train only on the date of issue.

From" Bury, Thurston, aud
J
First Class 20s. 0d.

Elmswell » Covered Carriages ..
,c - nJ

From Stowmarket and Hangh- f First Class

It^y ... ••• ••• • ••
* _ ., \ First Class

From Ipswicli and Bentley ...
j CoTere(i Carriages
/First Class ...

From Colchester (Covered Carriages

Passengers to and from stations not named above will be con-

veved by the Ordinary Trains. . By Order.

| Superintendent's Office, Bishopsgate, July 12.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS, &c. f as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.
47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-
man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1S55. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes
Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools

___ Established 1738.

•pHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
-L PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henry Keu Seymeb, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

Sir John- V. Shelley, Bart., M.P;, Deputy- Chairman.
George T. Clark, Esq. . William Fisher tiobbs, Esq.
John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P. Edward J. llutchins, Esq., M.P.
Sir William Cubitt, F.R.S. Sir Samuel Morton Peto, Bart.
Henry Currie, Esq. William Tite, Esq., M.P.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq. I

William Wilshciv, Esq.
1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, iu trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.
2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-
owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or

he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-

lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER * ASK.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-j early

instalments.
6. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,

and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiRTy-ONE years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford, Sec._

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND—CHELMSFORD MEETING.

TUESDAY, July 15.—The Implement Yard open to the PaWic
at llalf-a-crown each person, from 10 a.m. till 6 r.M. Agri-

cultural Implements aud Machinery shown at work from
11 a.m. till 4 r.M.

WEDNESDAY, July 16—The Implement Yard open to the

Public at llalf-a-crown each person, from 7 a.m. till 6 p.m.

Agricultural Implements and Machinery shown at work
from 11 a.m. till 4 p.m.

The Cattle aud Poultry Yard open to the Public at Five
Shillings each person, from 1 p.m. (or as soon after as the

Judges shall have completed their awards), till 8 p.m.

THURSDAY, July 17.—The General Show of Cattle, Horses.

Sheep, Pigs, Farm Poultry, and Implements, open to the

Public from 6 am. till 6 p.m., at Haifa-crown each person.

The Pavilion Dinner at 4 p.m.

FRIDAY, July 18.—The General Show Yard open to the

Public from 6 a.m. till 6 p.m , at One Shilling each person.

General Meeting of the Members and distribution of the

Foreign Prizes in the Shire Hall, at 10 am
London, July 12, 1858. James Hudson, Secretary.

ANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL AGR1CUL-
TURAL SOCIETY, 1856.—The Annual Show of Live

Stock (including Poultry), Implements, &c. Ac, will take

place at Wigan, on THURSDAY, August 7th; and on the

previous day there will be a public Trial of Implements.

Premiums to the amount of 694Z. are offered, many of which are

open to general competition.— Prize Lists and Rules may be bad
on application to T. B. Ryder, Secretary, 2, Elliot Street.

Liverpool.

ORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
Open to the United Kingdom.—The NINETEENTH

ANNUAL MEETING will be held at Rotherham, August 6 and

7 next, when SOW. will be awarded in Prizes. The entry closes

on the 23rd July.
Prize Sheets and Certificates may be had on application to

.Tony HASSAM, Secretary.—Kirk Dei'ghton, Wetherby. July 12.

/ lOLLEUE of AGRICULTURE and CH EM1STRY,
\y and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, G7 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane.Kennington, near London.
Principal—J. C. Nf.sbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval

and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assavs of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars mav he had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Cbemistrv during the next twelvemonth.

M

COLLEGE,

* « »

ered Carriages

15s. Od.

145. Od.
10s. Od.
125. 6d.

8s. Od.
Is. 6d.

5s. Od.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
CIRENCESTER.

Patron -His Royal Highness Prince Albert.
President of Council—Earl Bathubst.

Principal—Rev. J. S. Haygaeth, M.A.
Professors, &c.

Chemistry—J. A. C. Voelcker, Ph. D., F.C.S.

Zoology, Geology, and Botany—J as. Buckman, F.G.S., F.L.S.

Veterinary Medicine and Surgery—G. T. Brown, M.R.C.V.S.

Surveying, Civil Engineering, and Mathematics,

F.Armstrong, C.E.
Manager of Farm—G. Austin.

The next Session will begin August 11th. The annual fees

for boarders vary from 55 to 80 guineas, according to age

and other circumstances; the fee for out students is 40L per

annum. The College course of lectures and practical instruction

is complete in one twelvemonth, though a longer course Is

recommended. Prospectuses and information can be had on

application to the Principal.

SOUTH DO W IM SHEEP.
1\/TR HENRY OVERMAN informs his friends and

3'JL the nubile that his SOUTHDOWN RAMS are ready foi

Letting; he his also 120 BOUTHDOWN SHEARLING EWES
for Sale.—Weasenham, Rougharo, Norfolk. July 12.

SATURDAY, JULY 12, 1856.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK..

AVe dneJdat,
J-T lfi (Great Meeting of the Royal Agricultural

Thubsdat, — 17 ( Society of England, at Cu«nr.slord.

tiUDAT, — 13

The meeting at Chelmsford next week promises

by the entries both of stock and implements, and by

all the preparations already completed, to be a useful

and successful one. The implements selected yester-

day for trial by the Judges are being tested in actua!
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operation this day, and the trials will be continued

on Monday. The attention of the Judges is this

year restricted to the class of tillage implements
;

prizes being, however, also offered for reaping-

machines and steam-cultivators. The inspection

being thus less crowded and less hurried will, we
may hope, be proportionably efficient. In addition

to the private trials before Judges, implements of

all kinds will be exhibited at work upon the Tues-
day when the yard will be opened at a charge of 25. 6d.

each person. This charge will be continued through
Wednesday and Thursday, the cattle yard, however,
being open on the former day after the Judges have
made their award, at a charge of 5s. each. On
Friday the yards will open on payment of Is. apiece.

The whole of the yards and trial grounds are on
the left-hand side of the railway as yon arrive from
London ; the implement and cattle yards with the
light land trial ground being almost close at hand ;

while the heavy land trial ground is a mile and a
half away. The soil on this field is of a stiff though
somewhat gravelly nature, and the field is sur-

rounded by a first-rate promise of Wheat, Beans,
and Vetches, all clay land crops, while Barley
also grows luxuriantly close by. It is evi-

dently a transported soil, and not due to the
London clay on which it rests.

The visitor wdl be interested in seeing as he turns
into this field, in the cutting through which the road
approaches it evident sections of those furrows on
the surface of the original geological formation of

the district, to which Mr. Trimmer has called atten-

tion. These furrows in the London clay have
become tilled with the more porous and even gravelly
material constituting the subsoil of the present
surface, and as seen here they illustrate |very
obviously the theory on which Mr. Trimmer
explains the success of the Keythorpe system
of drainage. A drain cut across these gravel-filled

natural ditches in the London clay at once converts
them into drains, and gives them at little cost all that
efficiency for draining the land through which they
run, which is to be attained in the case of artificial

cuttings only by a large expenditure in labour and
material.

We may refer here to a very full and
useful guide to the Chelmsford meeting which has
been published in a Supplement to the Essex Herald
of July 8, and which in its separate form is obtain-
able through any of the booksellers in the town.

The following remarks are intended to meet the
case of a correspondent whose breeding flock has got
into bad condition, as may be gathered from the
following sentence extracted from his letter :

—" The
lambs still keep dying from the tapeworm.* The
ewes that survive seem better, though many are
still miserable objects." Our remarks upon this

case are given here as others may be circumstanced
similarly to our correspondent. He writes as
follows :

—

" I shall not hesitate to adopt any advice yon
may have the kindness to afford me. I have tried
everything that farmers and shepherds can suggest,
but without arriving at a satisfactory result/ My
intention was to draft out carefully all the ewes that
have been ill and that still show symptoms of indis-
position, only retaining such as are indubitably
healthy. It strikes me that the flock has been
suffered by continued neglect on the part of worth-
less shepherds to get into a very low condition,
that diarrhoea has been suffered to degenerate into
dysentery, and that so many have fallen a victim to
this -<nd its accompanying fever. In some cases
the intestines have appeared perfectly healthy, and
yet the poor brutes have gradually wasted away
and died. At all events this is a very serious
disease, whatever it may be and wheresoever it may
have come ; and you may do me, and others similarly

circumstanced, a very great service if you can suggest
any means which may enable me and my fellow-
sufferers to overcome it."

Amongst the many causes of disease affecting
sheep and cattle, the administration of unwholesome
or insufficient food, or food at irregular intervals, is

perhaps the most. prolific, for although the effects of
the weather and undue exposure number many
victims, yet the first-named class of causes, as
connected with the food, not only produces directly
many specific diseases, but also predisposes the
animals to others, and by depriving them of animal
heat and vital energy renders them peculiarly
susceptible to the evil influence of atmospheric
changes and incapable of resisting the influence of
other morbid agents.

These natural laws were abundantly illustrated
amongst our armies before Sebastopol.

'
Insufficient

and unwholesome food not only produced Dysentery

* It is evident that the disease is not the Rot or Cothe. Qy.
wW . ^ ,a a k'ng worm Wltn man7 Joix*ts- II k some-

ft^^e
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na

Jli
t
Sread

-like worm
: Ascarides is much more

frequently found. W. C. 8.

and other diseases of the alimentary canal, but
deprived the sufferers of the capability of resisting
the effects of exposure to the weather, and thus
rendered them susceptible to rheumatic affections

and diseases of the chest. So whether we have an
incompetent Commissary for our army, or an un-
trustworthy shepherd for our flocks, the effects are
similar. It is in vain to say there is plenty of food
at Balaklava if only half rations are given out on
the heights, or that there is plenty of food coming
forward for the flock if they are deprived of whole-
some provender at the present time. This rule

exists in full force amongst horses ; if they are

worked severely, or insufficiently fed, and par-

ticularly if both these causes are in operation at the

same time, a favourable soil is at once afforded for

the production of disease. One animal perhaps
exhibits glanders or farcy, and quickly the disease

spreads throughout the stud, and many are

the victims which succumb. In a flock of

sheep, either by the negligence of the shepherd
or from some error of judgment, the sheep are kept
for a long time without food, or it is unwholesome
in quality or insufficient in quantity ; the digestive

organs become deranged, diarrhoea is produced, or

dysentery follows, the animals become impoverished,
and then, if exposed to wet or undue exposure, dis-

ease of the chest is produced ; the membrane lining

the chest and covering the lungs (pleura) becomes
affected with inflammation, not of a violent kind
(the animal has not strength for this), but slow or

sub-acute inflammation, and thus adhesions take
place ; and when at length the animal succumbs to

these complicated forms of disease it is found that

not only do the lights (lungs) grow on to the sides

and abscesses or watery effusions occur, but the
bowels are diseased either with patches of in-

flammation or ulceration, or the coats become
thickened and degenerated. When disease of the
alimentary canal goes on for some time it is by no
means unusual, particularly in young animals, for

parasites to riot in the diseased tissues, and a
countless number of minute thread-like worms
{ascarides) are thus manifested after death.

When a disease of the character we have de-
scribed breaks out in a flock of sheep it becomes a
question for serious consideration as to what is the
best course to pursue. The dosing of a flock of

sheep is a tedious and troublesome and generally

!

an unsatisfactory affair, for often before such means
are had recourse to the disease has made such pro-

|

gress as to place many of its subjects beyond ihe

reach of medicine. If diarrhoea or dysentery is

present we should recommend small doses of calomel
and epium, but we should place more reliance on a
change of food and locality. Salt should be placed
within reach of the sheep, and the best Linseed or

Linseed-cake should be broken up and administered
daily as food, in quantities varying from a quarter
to half a pound. There should also if possible be
one or two changes of the green food in the course
of the day ; our object should be to bring the
animals forward for the butcher with all due speed,
and we should be very cautious as to breeding from
any that have exhibited the least trace of disease,

|

for if the constitution of the animal has been
impaired there is very great danger of the future

offspring being sickly. W. G. S.

system of drainage is ensured; if, however, the
stratum, as is mostly the case, has an undulating sur-
face, water which falls as rain may be confined in
basins of a greater or less size, which must be in
effect broken at the edges in order to let out the
water, and this may frequently be done most effec-

tually by a deep cutting on one side, the side
chosen in most cases being within the line of dip
because such basins are tilted to a greater or less

extent acording to the amount of the dip, and there-
fore less work would be required on the tilted side.

Here then, where knowledge of this kind can be
arrived at, our efforts at draining may be much faci-

litated, for, in the absence of this knowledge,
it frequently happens that the most scientific

drainer may be for a long time at fault as

regards the structure and mode of the position of the
substrata.

In draining, as in most other matters connected
with rural economy, it is much to be regretted that

our feelings and sympathies should be hedged in by
our boundary fences, and that each man should act so

much for himself regardless of his neighbour. If

we study Nature we soon become aware that she

has always a comprehensive plan of action

which we explain as her law; and what we often find

true with regard to a single field will be no less so for a

wide district. That one drain applied according to the

principles of science may be of more service than a

hundred badly employed, may be no less true for a

district than a field ; but we must take care that

while acting upon general laws we do not overlook

those flexures and undulations in Nature's system
opposed to the rigid straight-lined, stiff method of

working which would reduce it to a merely
mechanical case. Hence, if in draining we
were capable of arranging a comprehensive plan

to embrace a wide district our labour would be much
simplified, as we should act in accordance with the

geological structure of a country, whereas draining as

at present carried out has reference to the mere
mechanical structure of isolated patches of soil,

each of which is gridironed in much the same
manner, and according to some should present a

uniformity in size of pipe, depth of drain, and near-

ness of the lines of work. Nature's system is one
aiming at thorough drainage ; its failures are owing
to local hindrances which may in most instances be

referred to geological structure, and a perfect know-
ledge of the science of geology is thus of vital im-
portance in the proper conduct of draining on a
comprehensive scale. Wanting this, each man
pitches his own small pipe, which may or may not

be in concert wiih that of his neighbour. Harmony
of action, so essential to success on a great scale, is

thus rendered impossible.

The relations of geology to the subject of land
drainage deserve attention. The structure of the

earth in its alternations of pervious and impervious
strata is admirably adapted for the supply of springs,

the issues of which augment our streams, and as

these strata are seldom perfectly horizontal but dip

at various angles of inclination, so naturally the
waters in the strata would incline along these lines

of dip and get their exit at such places where the

strata have been exposed by deep valleys, the
bottoms of which are mostly occupied by streams

,

arising therefrom. Now in our own island the
j

whole of the strata of which it is composed have a
general dip from the N.W. to the S.E., and hence
our larger streams take their rise from the S.E. side

of mountain ranges : thus the Severn flows eastward
from the mountains of Montgomeryshire, and the ':

Thames from several sources along the line of

dip of the strata of the Cotteswold hills. Rivers
therefore may be viewed as the natural main drains

of our country, and these act well or ill according
as they are or are not cleared from obstructions.
The smaller drains are dependant on these main
drains, and should always be made with reference to

the mains, for the foimer depend upon geological

structure no less than the latter.

Rivulets are usually caused by the excess of

water which constantly gushes out from a natural
spring, such springs taking place from the top of

some one or other of the impervious beds, and if

these beds are so arranged that the water can thus
run off as fast as it is collected upon them a perfect

DIARY OF A DAIRY FARM.
JULY.

It may be well to offer a few hints at this season

when the weather becomes warm, upon the care and
watchfulness requisite to be observed in all dairy opera-

tions. The attention necessary to be paid to the manage-
ment of the cows, milking, &c, which was recommended
last month should by no means be neglected now ; the

mischief occasioned by the milk being allowed to

become heated before being brought to the dairy will

be manifest in the quality of the cheese, and when a

dairywoman suspects that care has not been exercised

to prevent this, she will allow the inilk to remain in the

cheese tub before putting the rennet to it for 20 minutes

to quiet any irritation in it that may have been caused

by improper management, or by the cows running with

the fly. -There is a very injurious practice adopted on

some farms, when the cows are milked in the fields, of

using a dog to bring them to a certain spot for the

convenience of the milkers, and to save them the

trouble of walking round them ; whereas if cows are
• Ml

treated quietly and accustomed to be called, they will

generally obey the summons and be more disposed to

stand until the process of milking is performed than

if they had been previously hunted by a dog. It has

been observed also that the cows are often driven

away from the milkers by the dog before they

are finished, and sometimes when this occurs two

or three times, and the persons so employed do not

feel the interest which they ought to do, they will

allow the cow to walk off with a portion of milk which

ought to have been left. This is not only a present loss

but future mischief occurs ; it does seem most desirable

that no dog be admitted into a field where cows are to

be milked on any account whatever. The use of salt-

petre, which has before been recommended in cheese-

making, should by no means be omitted now, it will have

great effect in keeping the curd sweet, which is of im-

portance. In cases where it is allowed to become sour

the fat separates from it, and passes into the whey,

where it may be seen swimming in large particles, ver

different to the appearance of the cream which rises

upon it when the cheese is sweet ; the difference I

easily discovered by an experienced eye, and care

should be taken to prevent the cheese becoming im-

poverished by neglect in this branch of management.

When in the loft the sour cheeses are easily discovered,

they become hard, and nothing will cause any blue coal
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to rise upon them ; therefore every sour cheese is dis- simply fail in putting every man in his right place, and are subject to considerable variation. The following

carded by the factor as inferior in quality.

It is requisite also to pay great attention to the

management of the cream during the warm weather,

the quality of the butter so materially depending upon

the care thus exercised. When taken off the milk

should be put in the coolest place that can be provided

for the purpose ; when the convenience of an under-

ground cellar offers itself it is better for the cream

than the dairy, where much heat is caused by the process

of cheesemaking. Attention should be paid to frequent

stirring, and changing the utensils containing the milk.

The churn should be prepared by having a quantity of

cold water allowed to stand in it some hours before the

cream is put into it, and the operation of churning

should now be performed very slowly, and either early

in the morning or in the cool of the evening ; if the

latter, the butter should be worked and salted, and
allowed to remain until the morning before being made
up, when it will be sufficiently firm and in a proper

state for making into any form desired. It is a very

good plan to put a little saltpetre into each cream tin,

about the size of a walnut, pounded ; it will keep it cool

and prevent fermentation.

The cows may this month get the advantage of a
change to the aftermath in the newly cleared hay fields;

and even should this Grass be short, it is young and fresh

and tends much to milk, so that the yield of the dairy

cows may be kept up to its former quantity some weeks
longer by allowing the cows frequent change in these

pastures. If the weather has been such as to allow of a
rapid growth of this young Grass, so that the cows
readily satisfy themselves, and they will feed eagerly,

great care should be taken so that they can only have
access to it a few hours daily at first, as they are very
liable to suffer from hoven, which is often dangerous or

even fatal in its consequences. Old pastures supply
much the most wholesome food for the weaning calves,

and high dry situations should be chosen for them. Old
seeds is perhaps the most healthy food for them, and
calves* so fed have proved much less affected by the
diseases most common, and from which most dairy

farmers suffer greatly from losses by death in their

stock of weaning calves, viz., the hask, which begins to

show its symptoms at this season; a frequent cough, with

loss of flesh and refusing food, are the too sure signs of

the disease. Manv remedies are resorted to, but none
can be relied on as at all sure to effect a cure when the

lungs have taken the disease. Every means of preven-

tion should be carefully tried, and keeping the calves on
dry old pastures has proved conducive to their health.

The other disease among young stock which admits of no
certain cure is the quarter ill, or evil; this generally

seizes on those in the best and most thriving condition,

and if calves are fed on very rich pastures this disease

is often fatal to numbers of calves of the first or second

year. If convenient they should be brought into yards

at night, and fed on cut Clover or Italian Rye-grass, as

keeping them from food while heavy dews are on the

pastures has proved good for keeping them in good
healthy condition. Care should be taken, as the wean-

in consequence have each running in his neighbour's analysis of cows' milk will show its usual composition.

way from time to time, the labour of several individuals No. 1 gives the average composition of samples of milk

must speedily be squandered. Even should the duties analysed in France ; Nos. 2 and 3, of milk supplied to

for the day of each workman be assigned to him only the union workhouse, Belfast, and examined in my
on the spur of the moment—when from the fact that a laboratory ; No. 4 of cows' milk, and No. 5 of human
number of them are standing waiting for orders some milk, examined in Germany by Haidieu (see Table),

desire is felt to hurry them off as speedily as possible

—

The caseine in milk is held in solution by soda, but the

the likelihood is that injudicious instructions will be butter is merely suspended throunh it in a finely divided

given, and loss to the employer the necessary result, condition ; milk, in fact, resembles an emulsion, in

The planning out of work to the best advantage requires
(

which a thin, colourless, and transparent liquid is ren-

a good deal of thought, and the duties of every day dered opaque, and of a white colour, by the suspension
Bhould have been laid out systematically by the steward
during the previous evening. Whatever some of the

cool and easy managers may think or say, the fact is

that the frequent losses met with in home farming are

more generally to be accounted for in the immense
amount of manual and horse labour thrown away
by mismanagement than in low prices or poor crops.

Take care of the small silver, says the money saver, the

sovereigns will take care of themselves. To the farm

manager it may be said, " Take care that the small

money the workman gets is laid out to the best possible

advantage ; as for the quarters of Wheat they will not

go far wrong unless the management is hopelessly bad."

The philosophy of little things as bearing on great

results has much need to be studied by the farmer,

and particularly by those who manage land on account

of others. Wherever it is practicable—and it is so in

almost every case—the farm steward should have as

much work as possible done by contract instead of by
day's wages. If a fair rate is given for piece work it is

not the good workman who will object to the arrange-

ment ; but the man who knows his inability, or has a

disinclination to earn an ordinary wage by his own
exertions. There are certain kimis of work of course

on a farm that cannot be done except by hired workers,

but a great many of the daily operations which are

usually classed under this head might certainly be per-

formed by contract. Everything connected with drain-

ing, fencing, and road-making, whether partially or

wholly belonging to the tenant's share of improvements,
ought to be contracted for invariably ; but even such

works as digging, hoeing, mowing, reaping, and in some
cases threshing, forming of compost heaps, and lifting

of root crops, which belong exclusively to the tenancy

department, may be executed by special agreement

with great advantage. It is the overseer's duty to

determine in reference to the various works of the

farm which of them might be let by the piece advan-

tageously and which should be done by hired work.

No doubt he must possess a comprehensive knowledge
of the prices that ought to be paid for different kinds

of labour, otherwise he may commit egregious mistakes,

sometimes hurtful to his employer's interests and other

times to those of the working-man, while between these

parties he ought, as far as in his power, to do full justice.

There is one thing in reference to home farm work
which Bhould never be neglected, that is, always to keep

the labour forward in its proper season. A farmer who
is constantly behind with his work is in consequence

in it of extremely minute particles of fatty matter

:

Water «••

Caseine and Insolu-

ble Salts

Butter

Sugar of Milk

Soluble Salts

No. 1.

87.40

f * -

• •

3.60

4.00

r
5.00

No. 2.

90.18

3.40

37

2.30

3.51

0.24

No. 3.

90.67

No. 4.

87.3

3 :27

U

3.0

No. 5.

3.1

4.6

3.4

4.3

ing calves get their longer and thicker coats, to both a great waster and a great loser. It i3 true that

see they do not suffer from being infested with lice, no greater error can be committed than that of hurrying
which are chiefly found about the head, neck, and forward the labours of a farm at unseasonable times

;

shoulders, and hinder the animals from doing well. A and there are some farmers who persist in ploughing

dry day should be chosen, when the calves should be strong clays when they are much too wet for the opera-

well washed with butter-milk mixed with oil or grease; tion—who attempt to pulverise such soils when they are

this simple remedy is quite effectual to destroy the lice in a damp clammy state—and who even at harvest will

and restore the coat and skin to a healthy condition, and not allow the crop to stand long enough in the field to

avoids all risk from the use of poisonous applications, fit it for being stacked with safety. These men may
which many causes, the variable state of the atmosphere,

&c, render highly injudicious for use, and from which
the writer has witnessed most dangerous results.

A recipe is added here for making cream cheese,

which has been found successful :

—

think that they are what are termed " pushing

farmers," but they are nothing else than wholesale

blunderers. That is not the way to keep forward farm

work. As far as the weather will permit, it should be

done just when skill says it ought to be so, but neither

Take a quart of cream, or if not desired very rich, earlier nor later. It should be a universal rule with

the farmer that nothing which can be well done one day

ought to be delayed till the next. Let him by ail

means exercise patience when the weather is unfavour-

able for the prosecution of his labours, but when the

reverse is the c»se not a moment should be lost. Those

who have the charge of home farms are frequently

more liberally furnished with ex^ra hands when they

are needed than tenant farmers are, and this is no in-

considerable advantage at certain seasons. Even in

this we have a very good reason why home farming, if

HOME FARM MANAGEMENT.—No. VI. properly conducted, ought to be equally profitable with

When a farm manager has newly entered to a charge, the farming of tenant farmers True, the manager is

H W .p«W(1 th* Sprvi^a „f cnitahl* workmen, h* not acting on his own account, but if he is a fully quali-

fied man that will make no difference whatever. Cer-

add 1 pint of new milk ; warm it in hot water until it is

about the heat of milk from the cow. Add a table-spoonful

of rennet, let it stand till thick, then break it slightly

with a spoon, and place it in a frame 8 inches square and
4 inches deep, in which previously put a fine canvas
cloth; press it slightly with a weight, let it stand 12
hours, then put a finer cloth in the frame—a little pow-
dered salt should be put over the cloth. It will be fit for

use in a day or two.

and has secured the services of suitable workmen, he
ought to determine the general course of management
he is to pursue. I have indicated how he should care

for the nighest interests of his workmen, but I have
yet to refer to the system of managing them best calcu-

lated to keep forward the work and secure a fair profit

on the farming operations. There is an immense dif-

ference between the various modes of laying out agri-

cultural work as well as in the handling of workmen.
One manager with 20 men under his care shall often get
as much work performed in a given time as another
will with 25 men. No matter though the gangs of

workmen are in every respect equal to each other in

skill and physcal power, or are changed from the one
overseer to the other, man by man, yet the result will

remain the same. The fault is not to be charged against
the 25 men, but against the person who has the laying
out of their work and the handling of them. He may
understand perfectly well how the labour ought to be
completed, but if he fail to adopt the simplest means
by which it might be so, the exertions of one or two of

the men will soon be frittered away. Or should he

1

tainly he has to work at greater expense in some cases

than a tenant would need to do, but he has uenerally a

better command of capital, workmen, horses, and im-

plements ; and if these are all properly applied, a fair

profit under ordinary circumstances will be received as

a matter of course. /. Lockhart Morton, Lasswade, Mid-
Lothian.

THE COMPOSITION OF MILK.

The chemical examination of milk discovers in it

One of the most important constituents of milk, with

reference to its value for human food, is the nitroge-

nised substance caseine. The proportion of this com-

pound is found to be influenced by the kind of food sup-

plied to the animal, and to be increased by substances

rich in nitrogenised compounds. According to Bous-

singault, the average amount in cows' milk ranges from

3 to 4 per cent. ; other observers have, however, given

a much higher average, Playfair, in Emiland, estimating

it at 4-16, while Simon, in Germany, raises it to 7

per cent.

In milk, casein exists in two conditions, partly in solu-

tion, and in part forming transparent capsules which

invest the globules of fat aud keep them from coalescing,

as occurs when they consolidate into butter. The

existence of a delicate membrane investing the fat

globules, which was asserted to exist by the French

chemist Raspail, was not until lately demonstrated. If

a thin layer of fresh milk be spread on a piece of glass,

and examined by the microscope, it is observed, like

blood, to be composed of minute capsules or globules,

swimming in a colourless and transparent liquid. These

globules consist of the oily matter of the milk, sur-

rounded, as I have said, by a capsule of casein. The
microscope, however, does not show us this transparent

investing membrane until chemical means, as a few

drops of acetic acid, are also employed in the investiga-

tion, when the globules become distorted, and drops of

fat can be seen emerging from them.

The chief method adopted in this country for the exa-

mination of milk is by the measurement of the quantity

of cream which it is capable of affording. For this pur-

pose, a simple instrument, termed a lactometer, or milk

gauge, is used, which consists of a table and narrow

glass, usually about ten inches in length, and an inch

in diameter, and graduated into 1 00 equal parts, the

scale commencing at the top of the glass. When milk

is poured into the glass to the first mark, and allowed

to remain at rest for '24 hours, it will be found that the

cream, at the expiration of that time, has separated,

forming an opaque layer on the surface of the milk.

The thickness of this layer, measuring from the division

where the opacity commences to the surface of the

cream, is ascertained by reference to the figures en-

graved on the side of the glass, and the number of

degrees observed indicates the percentage of cream in

the milk. A number of these tubes are required for use

in the dairy, and may be conveniently placed in a wooden

stand, so as to admit of the comparative examination o£

several samples of milk ; they may be procured at the

glass-house, or from any manufacturer of chemical

apparatus. Though this form of instrument is recom-

mended by its simple construction, and the apparent

accuracy of its indications, yet to obtain perfectly correct

results several precautions are necessary, and even-

when properly employed its results are to be regarded

as only comparative. It affords us no information with

respect to the proportions in which the casein and

other constituents of milk are present, and gives us

merely an approximation to the actual amount of

cream which the milk contains. From the circumstance

that the lactometer is at present very generally em-

ployed in this country, and that it has been adopted

in estimating the quality of the milk supplied to the

workhouses, it will be useful to consider the causes

which influence the accuracy of its indications.

1. When milk is taken from the cow and placed in

the collecting pans it has no sourness. But very soon

it becomes slightly sour, and it is found that the produc-

tion of acidity is promoted by whatever elevates the

temperature of the milk. The quantity of acid gradually

increases so much that it coagulates the caseine, and

when the souring of the milk is quickly produced, from

the vessels containing traces of sour milk, or from an

elevated temperature of the season or of the milk-room^

an oily matter, butter, and a saccharine substance, the it will usually be observed that the amount of cream

su<*ar of milk, a nitrogenised fiVsh forming compound, separated will Dot be so great as when the souring and

caseine—which has the same composition as the fibrin consequent coagulation is retarded. The spongy mass

of Wheat the phosphates, from which bone is built up, which the coagulated caseine forms entangles some of

and the saline compounds which exist in blood. It is the particles of cream, and prevents their ascent to the

shown to be a store richly furnished with the raw surface of the milk. The influence, therefore, which the

material of beef and blood, fat and bone. The propor- slow or rapid coagulation of milk exercises in promoting
"* " **

us to

__ in the

well known,' both the quality and quantity of* cows' milk use of the ordinary milk g'uige, and shows us how much

material of beet ana biooti, iac anu ooue. nie propor- mow or i»piu wog«'».iw«* „* .«..«.. ~^~.^«, ... v

tions in which these materials exist in the milk of or retarding the separation of the cream enables

different animals is found not to be the same, and, as is explain the discordance in the results obtained i
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the percentage of cream, as indicated by the tube in a

sample of milk, may depend upon the rapidity or slow-

ness of its coagulation. It also explains the beneficial

effects of the practice of keeping the milk in shallow

vessels at a moderate temperature, so as to avoid its

becoming too rapidly sour, and to favour the more easy

ascent of the butter globules. You can readily under-

stand from the statement just made, how it may some-

times happen that a sample of fresh milk placed in the

tube immediately after milking will yield a larger per-

centage of cream than the milk from which it has been

taken when examined after it has been carried for

several miles and exposed to the action of the air, and
also agitated in contact with the air contained in the

milk vessels, and probably brought into contact with

vessels containing some traces of acidity.

2. It is a fact well known to milkers that the last por-

tion of the milk drawn from the udder is much richer in

butter than that which is first drawn, while the other con-

stituents maintain the same relative proportions. A merely

mechanical cause is commonly assigned for this differ-

ence of composition by agiicultural writers, and you
will find it stated that it is to be ascribed to the fatty

matter accumulating upon the surface of the milk in the

udder, while the more dense watery portion will be col-

lected in the under part, and consequently be first

drawn away.
But this explanation is no longer admissible, as it has

been found by experiment that the same thing prevails

with respect to woman's milk drawn in fractional por-

tions from the breast. As, however, the fact is certain

that the milk which is last drawn is invariably richer in

cream than that which is first drawn, it is obvious that

in proceeding to estimate the amount of cream which

the milk of a cow is capable of affording, our samples

6hould be taken from the entire quantity of milk ob-

tained, after taking care to thoroughly mix together the

various portions.

From the observations which have been made, the

following practical conclusions with respect to the use

of the lactometer may, I conceive, be drawn:— 1st.

That it affords purchasers a very uncertain method of

calculating the actual value of milk, as its indications are

influenced by temperature,and also by the changes which

the milk may have undergone when brought from a dis-

tance. 2d. As it is incapable of indicating the amount
of the valuable muscle-forming caseine, or of the sugar

\

and saline matters which are essential constituents of

milk, it cannot be regarded as affording us information

with respect to the actual value of milk as an article of

food.

3. That as the thickness of the layer of cream which

a sample of milk may throw up in a given time will be

influenced by the length of the tube, the temperature to

which it is exposed, the portion of the milk examined,

and the influence of mechanical and chemical causes, it

cannot be regarded as indicating correctly the actual

richnei-s of the milk in cream ; and it follows that the

purchaser is not entitled to consider a sample of milk as

deficient in cream, even when it fails when tested in

the workhouse to give the same percentage as when
examined by the contractor.

The second method of distinguishing the value of milk

is based upon the fact, that opacity of milk depends
upon the corpuscles of fatty matter which are suspended
on it, and that consequently the more cream it contains

the greater will be the obstacle opposed to the passage

of the rays of light. An ingenious, but rather expensive

instrument, called a lactoscope, has been invented in

Paris, by Donne, for the purpose of accurately deter-

mining the degree of transparency which the milk pos-

sesses. The lactoscope consists of two tubes, one of

or swine touched it. A rat-catcher coming past

requested a portion of it. I gave him the whole,

and he said it was worth 11. to him to entice rats

—whether he was aware what it really was or

not I do not know. Mr. Masters, of the Folly

Farm, Ipswich, bought either roots or seed and sowed

it at the corner of a field and hurdled it round to

keep the stock from it. When offered to them they

refused to touch it, nor did they when the hurdles were

removed ; and such was the case with others. I

believe it was at the same root show that the great "Cow

Cabbage seed was shown and distributed (the price in

London was Is. per seed). I had a few seeds given me,

one of which I had planted on an old rotten-headed

Pollard tree some 1 feet from the ground, and with

this little assistance it did reach the height the vendor

of this noble Cabbage said it would, even suitable for

avenues to gentlemen's residences. I happened to pass

the shop where this monster Cabbage was to be seen,

and a sheep with wool some 6 or 8 inches long which

had been fed with it, but escaped being duped for once.

" Makers of Almanacks suppose

An honest plodding farmer knows
Not when to sow, nor when to reap,

Nor make his hay, nor shear his sheep

;

Or wherelore keep they such a chatter

Of sage advice about the matter? "—Poor Robin.

Charles Poppy. [It is within our personal knowledge

that Mr. Taylor has no personal interest whatever to

serve by his recommendation of this plant to the atten-

tion of farmers.] Your correspondent Mr. Taylor in

describing and extolling the " Heracleum Giganteum

Sibericum " as a gigantic plant proposes it to be cultivated

for the use of cattle food. It will be recollected that about

three years ago we called attention in the Chronicle to

this beautiful species of Heracleum, as a noble and orna-

mental plant, which was favoured to us by the Hon.

Lady Matilda Moore, of West Iskesley, which she had

grown to great perfection by the instructions given her

by Mrs. Loudon. It grew with us with a shaft or

stem 14 to 15 feet in height and as large as a man's

leg, with beautiful umbulated white flowers at top some

12 feet in circumference, M large as the top of a bushel

measure, and the plant leaves five feet broad [!]. We
however recommend it not as fit, or relished by cattle,

it being rancid and ill flavoured, and we had an idea

that it was poisonous, though it is probable its

medicinal properties are of some value if pointed out.

The " Heracleum Sphondillium " however we recom-

mend to be cultivated for pigs, cows, and rabbits;

they are remarkably fond of it, and will thrive

and fatten upon it with a very little corn as an

accompaniment to a very remarkable degree. This

is a very common indigenous plant to this country,

and grows wild in most localities where the soil is not

tenacious and cold. We again beg to repeat that it may
be profitably and very much improved by cultivation,

and the manner of growing it to perfection is to sow

the seed in autumn in rows, on ground well trenched

and dunged, 2 feet apart, aud the plants 1 foot distant

in the rows. Unless it is sown in autumn, the seed

will not germinate for a twelvemonth, but will lie

dormant all the summer months, and often perish by

the sun ; if sown in autumn the plants will appear

in early spring, and will be fit to be cut three times a

vear, and will afford abundance of useful fodder for

rabbits, pigs, and cows. It will be recollected that we
recommended it to be grown in gardens for rabbits and

pigs in large towns, as it will thrive in almost all

localities. We should be happy to favour any of your

correspondents and readers with a portion of its seeds,

by their forwarding us a stamped envelope addressed

to its destination, and a few stamps as a remuneration

Most counties have their own peculiar method of hay-
making, but the one practised upon the best Grass farms of
Middlesex appears to claim pre-eminence. The writer

having witnessed, and practically adopted it, ventures to

request the attention of hay farmers to three or four

rules, which, if followed, will not fail to bring to the

rick hay as perfectly made as the character of

the weather will permit. Choose sunny weather, if

possible a time when the wind is north-easterly. Cut
early in the morning, and till 9 o'clock let the forkers

follow the mowers and shake or ted all the Grass

cut most carefully, so as to detach or loosen

every lump, not leaving a single knot, and strew it

evenly over the ground. By such rigid tedding the hay

will heat more regularly in the stack, and consequently

will be less liable to fire ; it will also be more in quan-

tity when cut into trusses, and bring a greater price. It

must be self-evident that regularity of texture will

result from the earliest shaking out, whereas, when suf-

fered to lie in swath (we always except a wet or drip-

ping season), the under surface of the Grass will remain

damp, the upper will become withered, and the interior

or middle part will be rendered tough and flaccid

without being dried, so that the forks cannot separate

the knots, or bring the herbage into a regular and

equable condition. Here it must be distinctly stated

that we saw close at hand a vast crop, amounting to at

least 2 tons per acre, so tedded ; it was ricked in con-

dition on the third day, that every fork bore the hay

from the cart to the rick, light, aud without a single

knot. True it is that hands were in plenty, and no

labour was spared. On the other hand, a great crop

not half tedded was stacked ; it was heavy, lumpy, aud

of varying colours or shades, destitute of that clear

and beautiful pale verdure which characterises well

made hay. These few hints, if favourable
^
weather

returns, may secure a crop of Grass, which, it is agreed

on all hands, surpasses any that has been harvested

during mauy years past. /. T.

Miscellaneous.
Seeding of Weeds.—One of the most fertile sources of

the continuation of weeds is that of constantly allowing

them to seed on the land. Now, the enormous increase

which may result from seeding may be gathered from

the following table of observations made upon a few of

our common species :—

Botanical
name.

Senecio vulgaris...

Stellaria media
Agrostemma gt-

thago ...

Lychnis dioica

Papaver rhceus
Sinapis arvensis ...

„ nigra
Galium tricorne

Common
name.

* * *

}

* « «

• • *

Groundsel
Chickweed

Corn Cockle

r * i

« •

«* •

• ft i

III

}

Campion
Red Poppy
Charlock
Black Mustard
Corn Bedstraw...
Clivers
Corn Sow Thistle

Mask Thistle ...

„ aparine ...

Sonchns arvensis...

Carduus nutans ...

iEthusa cynapium Fool's Parsley ...

Eivum tetra- )
\^iXVe

spermura ...

Daucus carota
Pastinaca sativ* ...

Number
of

Flowers

Number Number
of Seeds of Seeds
each on a
Flower single

may bear. Plant.

130
50

x 50
10

7 X 370 =

• § *

Wild Carrot
Wild Parsnip

•

25
100
400
2";0

100
550
100
25
300

x
x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

137
500
10
6
2
2

190
150
2

CO x

600
600

x
x

2
2

6500
500

2390

23,137

50,000

4000
1200
200
1100

19.000

3750
600

180

1200

120C

small opening on the side, by pushing in the inner tube,

a layer of milk of any thickness may be obtained.

The apparatus is placed on a stand, the value of the

milk is estimated by the thickness of the layer of it

through which the light of a small wax taper at a fixed

distance can be observed, the value of the milk being in

the inverse ratio of the transparency ; the larger the

amount of fat present, the greater, of course, will be

the opacity. The thickness of the layer of milk is

measured by a scale on the instrument, and a table sold

with it shows the percentage of cream to which it cor-

responds.

—

Journal of the Chcmico-Agricultural Society.

Home Correspondence.
The Cow Parsnip.—Seeing a long letter in the Agri-

cultural Gazette on the Cow Parsnip, by Mr. Samuel
Taylor, of Wotton Parade, Gloucester, I am induced to

inform you that, at the first Root Show of the fust

Farmers' Club established (Ashbocking), a keeper of a

lunatic asylum at Ipswich brought many roots and
packets of seeds of the Cow Parsnip, which he recom-
mended as being very prolific, and excellent food for

cows and swine. The price of the plants was I believe

2*. 6d. each, and the packets of seed the same. I bought
a root (anxious not to lose a season), and several others

• ought roots or peed. My plant took and produced a
stem 6 or 7 feet high, with a spreading head as large as
a moderate-sized umbrella, and an immense quantity of
seed just like common Parsnip seeds. A gale of wind,
however, scattered them over my garden, where they
became a nuisance difficult to be got rid of ; no cattle
or stock would eat it, and I destroyed it as soon as pos-
sible. One seed had been blown over into a field,

There it produced a large plant as no beast, sheep,

quite agrees with "J. W." in his ideas of equine pre-

dilections, but considers all "J. W.V requirements

carried out in his treatment, and without any annoyance

of one horse to another. " W. B. H." intends his five

horses in each rectangular building of say 30 feet by

24 feet to see each other, and therefore also in two

senses to be able to chaff with each other, by having the

upper part of the divisions merely separated by railings.

The height of the building should be sufficient to allow

of large openings and grates of perforated zinc the

whole length and width of the building, and open to the

roof, thus securing perfect and abundant ventilation.

The six divisions or boxes within the four walls may be

made any size required, only leaving one of the middle

ones as the entrance, by a little arrangement, for all

the five boxes to open into, and also for the corn and

chaff and the harness of the five horses. " W. B. H."
finds his horses require but little exercise or amuse-
ment after work, except those of feeding and rest ; thus

he fancies his plan holds out comfort as well as economy
in space, labour, and food, for each five horses under
each man's care. As to food for horses, u W. B. H."
believes the more food is prepared for digestion in the

horse's stomach the better. Hence bread made from
any ground corn, as he has experienced, is better than

any unprepared or unground. W. B. Hurnard, Gumey's
Manor, Hingham, Norfolk.

The Hay Crop.— Since the date when a short article

appeared in the Agricultural Gazette upon this subject,

the writer has witnessed the ricking of a prodigious

quantity of hay, which so far as propitious weather was
concerned has been made and housed in perfect safety.

But the making has been performed indifferently by

many persons. Much indeed has been effected, but

a great deal of the vast crop still remains unmown.

Now, it is not likely that each individual plant would

always perfect the quantities of seeds above tabulated;

but the list gives a pretty accurate notion of the

numbers of seeds which might be perfected under

circumstances favourable to their development, and

from it will at once be gathered the important practical

fact that, allowing for the casualties to which seeds are

constantly liable, yet enough would be left, where seed-

ing is allowed but for a single year, to give trouble for

many years after. It cannot be too earnestly urged

that weeds be destroyed before their seeds are ripe, or

indeed nearly ripe, as the ripening process is often com-

pleted by the juices in the stems, especially of pulled weeds

:

hence Groundsel and Thistles, when pulled and laid by,

as we saw last year, yet ripened much seed ; and their

involucres, opening in the sun, were wafted on the

breeze to an indefinite distance ; and it should be

recollected that one—the primary head—may ripen

long before the rest, so that a tolerable weed-growth

may follow from a delay which has allowed only this

one head to perfect its seed. Each plant of Groundsel

might in this way be increased 50 fold, each plant ol

Corn Sow Thistle 190 fold, and a single head of Musk

Thistle may produce an increase of 150 fold.

Hence then weeding should be done as early as

possible, either with the horse-hoe, common hoe, or

sometimes the Dutch hoe, and, when thus early cut

down, may safely be left to wither on the ground ;
but

it should be borne in mind that if any individual

plants among them are shedding their seed at the tune

and are not taken away, the very hoeing ensures i»

safe plantation. It is precisely in this way that Colts-

foot is often much increased. The flowers ot taw

plant appear in spring before the leaves. By the tin.

the seed is ripe the leaves become conspicuous ;
»

hoe is then set to work to cut down the Iat**V°i
which the ripened seeds are sown, when, if lelt, ui^y

might have flown away to a distance. Now it maj

that the roots of the Coltsfoot-for it is not <Jertn*ea

by the hoe-are forked out after the crop has\i*

gathered, but the sown seeds will insure that the p

shall give us some more work to do at a future i

The patches of Coltsfoot flowers should therefore
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cut down as soon as they appear, and by this means we
not only spoil the crop of seeds, but cripple the growth

of the plant by cutting off the leaf-buds. Many other

instances of a like kind might be adduced, tending to

show that a knowledge of the natural history of weeds

is of great importance in enabling us to subdue them.

Professor Buckman.

Calendar of Operations.—

—

JULY.
Cheshire.—The appearance of the grain crops has undergone

a great change since our last communication, in consequence of a

terrific storm on Monday night and early on Tuesday morning.
Crops that we then spoke of as magnificent are now laid low and
have an unsightly appearance, and it is much to be feared have
received a considerable amount of injury, but to what extent it is

at present impossible to say; of course a great deal will depend
upon the weather for the next few weeks, and if it should be fine

the result may not prove so bad as is generally anticipated. The
early Potato fields have for the last fortnight been scenes of busy
employment to the labourer from 3 o'clock in the morning until

the afternoon, when the Potatoes are sent off fresh to the different

markets; and the growers are now taking advantage of the
change in the weather to transplant Mangel Wurzel and Swedes,
or to sow the Green Melon Turnip, now so much in favour, or
other kinds for a second crop. The hay harvest has been retarded,

and in many instances mowing has been suspended for a time, to

enable the farmer to bring all available power into the Mangel or
Turnip field. There are great complaints of Mangel Wurzel
having failed to a considerable extent, but we have heard of some
excellent crops, and it has been our good fortune to have an
abundance of plants to spare from our general crop, which we are
now planting upon the early Potato ground. Grass is still plen-
tiful, and cattle generally are doing remarkably well. The
growth of Clover upon good land has been very rapid, and we
have heard of cattle swelling, and healthy flocks of sheep

j

11 striking," from the effects of over luxuriant herbage. One case
j

has come under our own observation, where a loss of 20 per cent,

in a healthy flock of sheep has been sustained In about nine days.
Cheese has lowered in price in consequence ot the anticipation of
a good make. W. P.
Farm near Hexham, July 7.—On the 19th ult. we finished sow-

ing Turnips, after one of the most difficult seasons we remember.
From the 12th May till we finished sowing there were only
18 days on which we could venture upon the land, and some of
our neighbours who have strong or wet land have been in a much
worse case. The drylands in the valley were all sown in good
time last month, but on the stronger out-lying lands there is a
considerable breadth which will remain unsown. Where Turnips
have been got in they are generally looking well, though in some
instances the flea has caused a second sowing. We finished
thinning our Swedes on the 5th inst., and first-sown yellow are
quite ready for the hoe. A good breadth of seeds has been cut,

and the crop promises well. Corn has improved greatly in
appearance since our last report. Wheat has not yet " shot," but
the ear is just showing. Barley and Oats are also just shooting
the ear, some early spots of the former being out. Kye, of which
a good deal is sown mixed with Wheat, has been fully out for
upwards of a fortnight. Potatoes look strong and healthy, and
have every appearance of a full crop. Grass is abundant, and
cattle and sheep have both done well since being turned out.

Lambs are abundant and good. At Stagshawbank on the 4th
inst. the show of short-horns was very poor. Galloways and Irish
were more abundant, and quality fair. For all sorts there was
a slow but dear sale. We have carefully examined our iron
account for the past year, with the stock on hand, and find we
have used exactly 1 lh. per acre, exclusive of cast-iron shares,
the weight of which when new we did not ascertain.
Wester Ross, July 7.—The weather still continues unsettled,

and to-day we have heavy and continued rain. The Wheat crop
is now in a very precarious state, in regard both to its blooming
season, and to its uncommon luxuriance. Much depends in any
season on the weather we have for some weeks previous to
harvest, but this year there is a double risk. Already patches of
Wheat are lodged, which never can approach maturity, as the
most advanced fields are not yet fully in ear, whilst the later and
heavier fields, although now ranker than in ordinary seasons, are
far from having reached their full height. It requires no un-
common amount of foresight to enable one to tell that our Wheat
this year will be of a quality greatly inferior to our last year's
crop. In 100 qrs. of Wheat of last year's growth we would
scarcely have had 8 bushels of dressings, when to all appearance
many of the heavier fit-Ids now growing will yield little else than
dressings. Oats and Barley are looking well everywhere, and if

not too heavy also will be abundant crops. We will not only
have a full average of straw this year, but a surplus over and
above, quite sufficient to make up for last year's deficiency.
Turnip sowing has been completed, not so satisfactorily as we
would have wished. It was impossible to get the ground, in such
a wet state, made thoroughly clean, or where clayey, rightly
pulverised. However, they are coming away as well as might
be expected, for although Turnips well advanced will scarcely
complain of too much rain, in their earlier stages their growth is
easily impeded. The earlier sown Swedes have been singled,
and as weeds of all shapes and sizes are making astounding pro-
gress, every hand that can wield a hoe will be much needed for
some weeks. As our green crop lot this year lies alongside the
highway, and the soil being good, we calculated on growing a
Turnip crop at once surprising to passers by and highly advan-
tageous to ourselves. No pains or expense were saved to prepare
the soil, and supply the best manure; but unfortunately part of
the seed we purchased was bad. A large proportion of it never
came above ground, and those that did braird advance so slowly,
that at their present step 12 months ofsummer weather would be
needed to bring them to a decent size. This is surely tantalising
enough. No seeds should be used without being previously
tested, be the character of the seedsman from whom they are
received what it may. The hay crop is more abundant than it

has been for many years ; very little of it is yet cut down, the
weather being so unsuitable. Pasture Grass is abundant every-
where, and there is a great demand for stock.

Notices to Correspondents.
Bones on Pasture in Cheshire.—A Subscriber says, "Having

read an article in the Agricultural Gazette of the 28th of last
month from Mr. Dutton, at Chester, respecting the application
of bones to old Grass land, I would be obliged if he would state
the sort of bones, whether bone dust or ground bones, the quan-
tity per acre, and the proper time to apply, and ifby themselves
or mixed. [If Mr. Dutton will kindly give the information we
shall be very much obliged.]

Folding Sheep on Clovers: X YZ. It is much the best way
to mow always a little in advance of the fold enough for a meal,

!

and place it in troughs within the fold, repeating this until
jpace enough for another fold is cleared and then shifting the
nurdles. Nothing can be simpler, and no description is needed,ine superiority consists in the entire consumption of the cropana its entire conversion into mutton and manure,

'

society op Arts.—We are reminded that not " two of four " but
, -

e °ut of five " medals granted by the Society of Artsauring the past session were given to the writers of agricultural
papers

;
Mr, Uumphrey Chamberlain, of Kerapsey, near Wor-

p7^ nav1Dg had one awarded t0 him for hig paper on

\\rr?u e
\
which is Property an agricultural subject. ToS \™™?eTl*}K's treatment of' it we hope hereafter to directthe attention of our readers.

oAT-CRUSHING and BEAN-SPLITTIXG MILL
(Turner's No. 5).

This Mill is recommended to

tbe use of every person keeping

a Horse, as superior for effi-

ciency, durability, and ease in

working to any manufactured.

Two bushels of crushed corn

afford more nourishment both

to old and young horses than

three bushels of uncrushed

!

Price £5 15s. 6d.

Made and Sold by

E.R.& F.TURNER, St. Peter's

Iron Works, Ipswich.

'"

I OHN WARNER and SONS,
*J Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN

ENGINE,
With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-

commended,for
durability and
low price, viz.,

21. 19s., to hold
10 gallons.
Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz^l4gals n 24
gals., & 35 gals.
May be obtain-
ed of any Iron-
monger or
Plumber in
town or coun-
try, or of tbe

Patentees and Manufacturers, as also Machinery of all kinds
for raisin? Water from any depth to any height by Steam,
Horse, or Manual Power, Prices sent on application. Syringes
of various constructions and sizes from 9s. upwards. Metallic
String from 5d. to Is. 3d. per lb.

STAND No. 19, ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW AT CHELMSFORD.

B.

BRITANNIA
SAMUELSON,

IRON WORKS, BANBURY,
Will have pleasure in forwarding Post Free, on receipt of application, his Illustrated Priced Catalogue of Implements.

SAMUELSON 1

S Patent Gardner's Double
Action and Single-Action TURNIP
CUTTEP.S, which have been awarded the

Royal Agricultural Society's Prizes 11 times at its-

yearly meetings, the last being at Carlisle in 1855 ; the
Prize Medal at the Great Exhibition, 1851; and at
nearly all the Provincial Societies' Meetings. Between
60,000 and 70,000 of these Machines have been made in
and supplied from the above Works.

Moody's, Phillips', Gauntlett's, Bushe and Barters', and
every other" description of PATENT TURNIP
GRATERS and PULPERS.

CHAFE CUTTEES.—B. SamuelsoVs Comes'
Chaff Cutters of all sizes, varying in price from 61. 10s^
up to 14*.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for Stables and small

occupations, and for exportation, 31.

DOBS BET7ISING MILLS, adapted also

for exportation, from 3/. 55. up to 71. 10s. each.

1VIALT MILLS, of various sizes.

LXNSEED-CAXE BREAKERS, from 21. 6s.

up to 10*. each.
|

CHURNS.—Samuelson's 1: Registered^'Atmo-
spheric and Anthony's Patent"American, manufactured
solely by B. Samuelsox.

SAMTJELSON'S Registered Budding's
LAWN MOWERS, from inches up to

:50 inches wide. The registered improvement *as
removed all the difficulties attending these labour-
saving machines, requiring only to be pushed along by
an unskilled labourer to insure a perfectly level cut. *m*

Kase's Patent Double-Action FORCE PUMPS; ^Gal-
vanised Iron-barrel and other PUMPS.

Some of each of the above may be seen at Stand No. 19, Royal Agricultural Show, Chelmsford; and may be procured of all

respectable Ironmongers and Implement Dealers in the Kingdom.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL

B.

STAND No. 19.

SAMUELSON'S
REGISTERED BUDDING'S LAWN MOWING MACHINES

FOR

PLEASURE GROUNDS, LAWNS, BORDERS/BOWLING GREENS, ETC.

To cut from 9 inches wide, for a boy to work,

Up to 30 inches wide, for man and pony.

Prices ... £2 15 £5 10 £5 17 6 £6 £9 £11 10

Width Cut 9 ins. 16 ins. 19 ins. 22 ins. 25 ins. 30 ins.

THE REGISTERED IMPROVEMENT renders unnecessary the great

care requisite in the handling of these machines on the old pli.n ; all that

is now required can be done by ant unskilled Labourer, who has only

to push the machine before him. The Registered adjustment insures a

clean and perfectly level cut of any required height, and prevents the

knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground may be.

Copies of Testimonials will be

forwarded, post free, on application

to the manufacturer*

The above may also be procured

at the principal Agricultural Im-

plement DepOts in London; of Messrs.

J. Veitch & Son, Exotic Nurseries,

Chelsea ; in the Agricultural Depart-

ment, and on the Lawns of the Crystal

Palace, Sydenham; and of all respect-

able Ironmongers & Seedsmen in the

country.

B. SAMUELSON, Eritannia Works, Banbury; and
STAND No. 19, Royal Agricultural Society at Chelmsford.
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WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DAKD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and "VV'ells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £

2* in. short 1 ft. 7 in. / Fitted for lead, ^ 1

8
«i
4
u

n

11

11

long

ditto 3 „
ditto 3
ditto 3

n

it 6
6

if

it

ii

tt

gutta percha, 1

or cast iron V 2
flanged pipe, 2
as required.

(

3

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
npace, for the supply of coppers aud sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses ; they may be fixed, when desired
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER xso SONS,
6, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

TITARNER'S 41-inch IMPROVED LIQUI^
V> MANURE PUMP,
with Ball Valve, fitted with
14 inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrought iron

Straps for screwing on to

any ordinary Water-butt or
Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
50s.

lj-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,

3s. Gd. per toot.

1J Gutta Percha Suction,
Is. 9d. per foot. *

THE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise
water, without manual labour, to any

height, where a small fall can be obtained.
Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,

and all other Pumps.
Fountains of every description erected

;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.
Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

Gardens.

W. F. Roe (late Freeman Roe), Hydraulic
Engineer, 70, Strand, London.

COTTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Enerines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

IKON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING. GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

T. GREEN'S NEW INVENTION IN LAWN MOWING AND
ROLLING MACHINES

T

SOLE MANUFACTURER, IRON AND WIRE WORKS, NORTH STREET, LEEDS.

REGISTERED JULY 24, 1855.-No. 3739.
"i

HE ADVANTAGES OF THESE MACHINES supersede all others by having
a small Wheel in front of the Grass Box, consequently will mow verges and round flower beds

without any change of Wheels, or adding the old fashioned Roller, as in others; will also cut either
wet or dry, and by the simple adjustment of a thumb screw, in front, can be raised or lowered to cut
the Grass any length required ; and having two Rollers behind, and a small one in front, they roll the
width they cut; they will turn in very little room, and cut at the same time. All the working parts
made much stronger than the old machines. The bottom Blades are so constructed that they cannot
tear up the ground; they are only drawn, and not pushed and drawn as in other machines,
consequently do not require half the power to work them. The three first sizes can be worked by
one person with ease; the two latter with a pony or donkey.

S&V\xv.

J

13 inches
£5 5

LIST OF PRICES (NET CASH):—
16 inches 20 inches 24 inches 28 inches
£6 £7 £8 £10 10

A quantity of Machines of other kinds at Half the usual prices.

and 32 inches
£12 10
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Testimonial from Joshua Major, Esq.*Landscape Gardener, Knostrop.
To Mr. Greek, Leeds.—Sib, Ah I always appreciate public and useful improvements, I most gladly give my testimony to

your highly improved Mowing and Rolling Machine. The one sent for my inspection and trial (cutting a breadth of 24 inches) was
drawn on flat ground with ease by one person, and although at the time of trial the lawn was wet, it was cut with the greatest
nicety. So complete and simple is the invention, that amateur gentlemen, and even ladies, may work either the 16 or 20 inch size
with ease and pleasure, providing the Grass is not too long. For extensive places I should say the 24 inches would
be most suitable ; for even in undulating ground two persons may work it; but in flower gardens, when beds, &c, are crowded,
either of the smaller sizes would be best. I congratulate you on your very valuable invention, which in my opinion, entirely
surpasses, and must eventually supersede all others, for it is not only free from intricacy and easy to the workman, but extremely ex-
peditious in its operations, and consequently must prove a great saving in the management of Grass lawns, and a great boon to
the public—I am, Sir, your most obedient servant, Joshua Major.

Other Testimonials may be had on application to the Manufacturer.
The above Machines are warranted to answer the purpose as described, or may be returned, and may be had

of all principal Ironmongers, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen in England ; also Mr. Charles Garbood, Superinten-
dent of Agricultural Department, Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

BOYD'S PATENT SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHE,
complete 10*. 6tf.

BOYD'S PATENT VULCAN SCYTHE, complete ... 6 6
BOYD'S PATENT VULCAN BLADES 4 6
May be had of all Ironmongers and Seedsmen; and Wholesale

of "Wm. Deay & Co., Swan Lane, London.

BURGESS and KEY, Agricultural Engineers,
Patentees and Manufacturers of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's First Prize Reaping Machine, Sole Proprietors of
Anthony's Patent American Churn, aud Kase's Farm Fire
Engine and Garden Pump, Wholesale and Retail Agents for

Parked celebrated Steel Digging Forks. General Agents for the
sale of all kinds of Agricultural Machinery. — Warehouse
95, Newgate Street, London ; Factory, Brentwood.

Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt of 6 postage stamps.

IMPROVED LAWN MOWING MACHINES. ~
Manufactured and Sold by Budding's Patent*

TAMES FERRABEE & Co.,

^ PIICENIX IRON WORKS,
Near STROUD,

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

These are the only MOWING
MACHINES that can be used by

unskilled labourers

with equal facility

on Lawns, Verges,

between Flower beds,

on Bowling Greens,

'

Cricket and Pleasure

Grounds: 5000 of '

them have been sold.

Price List, including the carriage to any Railway Station

south of York.
Hand Machine, for One Man, cutting 16 inches wide £5 10s. Orf.

Ditto for Man and Boy „ 22 ditto ... 6
Pony Machine (or Donkev) „ 26 ditto ... 8
Horse Machine „ 28 ditto ... 110

Ditto „ 36 ditto ... 15

London Agency :—The Manager of the Agricultural Depart-

ment, Baker Street Bazaar.

RICHMOND & CHANDLER'S PRIZU-TOOTHED
ROLLER CHAFF-CUTTING MACHINES are constructed

entirely of Iron, and are therefore remarkably firm when in

use. This important quality is wanting in all wood framea

machines, which are, of course, liable to contraction.
im ..a

RICHMOND and CHANDLER'S IMPROVED PREMIUM
CORN CRUSHERS are also constructed entirely of Iron ana are

not subject to the same contingencies as others. They are adaP~T
for bruising Beans, Oats, Indian Corn, Ac, and can be wor~a

with less labour for the quantity crushed than any yet pK»uceo-

PATENT HAYMAKERS AND HORSE RAKEfe.whJCD

can be confidently recommended as capable of doing tueir * ^.
efficiently, expeditiously, and with economy.— Implement wora*.

Sal ford ; Branch Establishment, South John Street, Liverpool^

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAM£S~XT[CHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & LEMON BOXES X LIGHT*.

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremon

Place, Old Kent Road, London.
y

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11. 12. 13, and 14 feet•™™>
6i£

length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames anH Lights for Pit£*i -

Q

7 ft* 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, "7 £"«**'^^d
100 feet Upwards of »« Cucumber "«»«'<» KSlwdy.
Lights, from 4 ft by 3 to 10 ft. b in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept *
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four "me* complyK ^
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed f«obm
all parts of the kingdom.-References may be ".•*£the«<>»

Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.
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GLASS.

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO. have the pleasure
hand their prices of the following articles :

—

AQUARIA, WITH EBONY STANDS,

to

20 inch diameter ... ... 15s.

39 n n ... 14

IS ,. n ... 13

17 „ » ... 12

16 .. ij ... 10

it

15 inch diameter

14

13

12

*•#

9 9 9

9s

B

11 11
«>• 6

5

Made of the shape suggested by Mr. Shirlby Hibcerd, and
differing from the usual inverted Propagating Glass.

Tanks Glazed with Plate Glass, from 30*. each; Syphons for

ditto, 2s. 6d.
CUCUMBER TUBES.

12 inches long, each

14 „ n >t

16 >t >» »
IS

• ' -

- • >

11 If 1*

Is. Od.

1 2
1 4
1 6

20 inches long, each
22
24
2(3

ii

71

It

77

71 • • •

11 11

71

91

Is. 3d.

1 10
2
2 2

GLASS FERN SHADES AND STANDS.
<; inch diameter, each... 3s. Qd.

7
8
9

10
11

it

17

11

11

11

11

It

V
11

11

II

11

11

. • 3
4
5
6
7

6

C

12 inch diameter, each... 85. Od.

13

14

15

16

t>

>t

it

»,»

tt

it

>t

»»

71

tt

...10

...12

...17

...22

6

HARTLEY'S IMPROVED ROUGH PLATE GLASS, Sheet,

and Rough Plate, Tiles, Milk Pans, Bee and Propagating
<rlasses, Wasp Traps, Preserve Jars with and without covers,

Plate, Sheet, Crown, and Ornamental Window Glass; Crystal
Glass Shades for ornaments.

116, Bishopsgate Street Witmmt, London.

GLASb FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS

of British Manufacture. at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

per square foot,for the usual sizes required,many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.
Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlev & Co., 35, Sobo Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

BY
ROYAL

LETTE RS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY;
HELY & WARING, M anagers, 296, Oxford Street, London.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from
2d.; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4±d.

per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,

under 10 by 8, 12s. 6d.; above, 16s. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases. 34s. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. 6d. per
foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. each. MILK PANS,
21s. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN,5s. 6d.; WARING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,

Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium 10s. each —Catalogues free.

FOREIGN AivD ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Street, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same, as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading

men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

6 in. bY 4 in. mm
64 17 4i n
n 11 54 u
84 11 64 tt

94 11 n tt

104 It 84 it

12 It 9 tt

10 tt 10 17

11 tt 10 tt

11 tt u tt

12
tt

11 tt

13 It
11 tt

13 71 12 tt

134 11 13* 11

15* 11
134 9>

and 6 in. by 4£ in.

7 17 5
8 17 6
9 It 7
10 tt 8
11 tt 9
13 ft 9

104 11
10*

114 11 104

1U tt 114
124 11 114

134 11 in
134 19 124
144 tt 134

• + •

9 t f

• i «

*«#

• r t

* * a

• «»

**«

* • •

• ••

#« •

• •*

t • a

** t

• * *

# * -

9 9\

•••

-*•

**•

• •4

• * •

12*. 0*.
12 6
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
14
11

14
16
16
16

6
6

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 214 by 134, 164 by 144, 20 by 14,

21 by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24 „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 34 „

HARTLEY'S tough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking

and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,

as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,

and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

jTlHORTON and Co., Galvanized iron Works,
* 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANIZED IRON ROOFING, for Farm Buildings and

other roofs. The cheapest, most durable*, and neatest roofing in use.

GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from 104^. per yard, for Farm
buildings, houses. &c—Never requires painting.

PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest and

neatest fence in use, will resist the largest Cattle, and will not

bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or over. Upwards
of 600 milesof this fencing fixed by us in the last 8 years. For
illustrated price list apply at the Works.
GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.—

Galvanized, 24 inch wide,
2-inch mesh, Qd., 8d. and lid.

per yard.
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

3-inch mesh, 4d., 5^d., and
7{d. per yard.

The Netting made any
width, and with openings of

any size.

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS
for DRY and WET FOOD.—Galvanized Chain Camp Stools

and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat,

6s. 6d. to 12s. 6d. each.—Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Rods and

Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdles,

Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-
vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea-

sure Grounds, Ac, from 104<j". per yard.

For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Henry J. Morton & Co.,

2, Basing hall Building*. Leeds.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855-

IV/IEFCALFr^BINGLEYjANDCO.'S New Pattern and
-*** Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached Hair
Brushes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brushes, and genuine Smyrna
Sponges : and every description of Brush, Comb, *nd Perfumery
for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly between
the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effectually—the
hairs never come loose. M., B., and Co. are sole makers of the
Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orris Root Soaps— sold in Tablets
(bearing their names and address) at 6d. each, of Metcalfe's
celebrated Alkalin* Tooth Powder, 2a. per box; and of the New
Bouquets.—Sole Establishment 130b, and 131, Oxford Street, 2nd
and 3rd doors west from Holies Street. London.

OEADON'S PATENT EAVES GUTTER TILE
*-7 for Farm Buildings, Roofs of Ho'ises (either old or new,
whether of Thatch, Slate or Tile), and other structures. Sole
Agent, J. B. Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.
This is the cheapest kind of spouting known, and is especially

adapted for Farm Buildiugs and Labourers* Cottages. It will
last as long as the building without repair, requires uo paint, and
will bear the weight of a ladder against it without injury. Price of
each Tile of about 13 inches long is 4d. Stop-ends and outlets 6(7.

each. Any mason can put them up. If 100 feet or more are re-
quired, a man will be sent to fix them at bd. per foot. This price
to include Tiles (delivered at Agent's yard) cement, labour.— May
be had in London. Glo'ster, Bi idgewater, and Rugby.

(Fig.l.) (Fig. 2.)

T TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
J • ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted Oak tub, fitted with
improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws-30 feet high ... £4 10
No. 2 „ 15 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 10
No. 3 „ 28 „ „ 45 „ ... 6 18

T TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
*J • ENGINE (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted
inside and outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and
registered Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate
rose fan and jet.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet high ... £2 15

3 5
4
5
5 18

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes
Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

H inch, 14s. 3d".; No. 2, d<>., diameter of barrel, lg inch, 12*.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, lg inch, 10s. 6d.

Read's Syringe, with two roses and one jet, 19s.

J. Tylor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in

town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.

J. Tylor & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London.

No. 13 » 12 it ti 30 »7

No. 11 tt
16 11 11 40 71

No. 12 M 24 ti v 45 17

No. 14 If 30 11 11
45 71

• • «

9 • •

BEEHIVES
PaizK Medal Awarded to G. Neighbour & Sons, kor BEE-

HIVES AND BOM*, AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION' OF 1855.

XTEIGHBOUR'a IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-^ HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour &
Sons, with all the recent im-
provements, Glasses, £ Ther-
mometer, price 35s., securely
packed for the country.
This unique Hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit; irs arrangements are
so perfect that the Iloney
may be taken at any time
of the season without at all
injuring the Bees.

Applications may be ad-
dressed to George Neigh-
iu.ru & So 127, Highllol-
bora, or 149, Regent Street,
London.
Their newlyarrangedCata-

logue of other improved
I lives, with drawings and
prices, sent on receipt of two
stamps.

Agents:—Liverpool, James Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Square;
Manchester, J. "Wilson, 50. King Street; Glasgow, Austin
& M'Aslen, 168, Trongate; Brown & Austin, 33 and 34, Argyll
Arcade; Dublin, J. Edmondson & Co., 61, Dame Street;
Cheatsi% J. Dickson & Sons, 102, Eastgate Street.

'|?HE COMFORT OF A FIXED WATER-CLOSET
* for 1/.— Places in Gardens converted into com for 'e

Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY-SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, preventing the return of cold
air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it or unfix it in two hours.
Price 1Z. Also Hermetically-sealed and Inodorous chamber
commodes, 1Z. 25. and If. 4*., and improved Portable Water-
closets, with pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A prospectus
with engravings forwarded by enclosing two post stamps.—At
Ftfs and Co.'s Sanitarium, 46, Leicester Square.

SCHWEPPE'S MALVERN SELTZER WATER.
—Having leased the Holy Well Spring at Malvern, renowned

for its purity, J. S. & Co. can now produce a SELTZER WATER
with all the Chemical and Medicinal properties which have
rendered the Nassau Spring so celebrated. They continue
Manufacturing Soda, Magnesia, and Potass Waters and Lemon-
ade, at London, Liverpool, Bristol, and Derby. Every bottle is

protected by a red label bearing theirsfgnature.

MALVEKN SELTZER.
ALVENN is not more celebrated for its glorious
hills, pure air, and charming scenery, than it is for the

sparkling freshness, absolute purity, and health-restoring pro-
perties of its mountain springs."

LEA, PERKINS, and BURROWS,
GREAT MALVERN,

Sole Local Agents for
SCHWEPPE'S MALVERN SELTZER WATER.

The delicious Seltzer, manufactured at the Holy Well with the
pure and pellucid water which flows from the granitic rocks of
Malvern, is supplied direct from the place of manufacture by
Lea, Pkrkins, & Burrows, Pharmaceutical Chemists and
Mineral Water Agents, to whom orders for Malvern Soda,
Potash, and Magpeat* Waters, Malvern Lemonade, and Pure
Malvern Holy Well Water, should also be addressed. Either as
pleasant beverages, or as medicinal drinks, simply refreshing
and antifebrile, or absolutely curative, in cases of acidity, heart-
burn, gout, &c, these Malvern waters are unrivalled.

"M

"'"''/* \HA*E

T TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
*J • SYRINGE.— Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. each.

Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for watering
plants on stands at a height of 8 feet so that any quantity ot

water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, 105.

By a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more
effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever
offered to the public. It is equally adapted foi Garden or
Conservatory use, aud is capable of discharging twice as much
water in a given time as any other Syringe now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube

to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is tilled with water
at every discharge of tlw previous contents, by this means the
Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piston
rendered perfectly easy, if having, indeed, no work to do, the
barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-

supplying, a great saving of labour is effected ; and the necessity

of stopping to till the syringe at every discharge being done
away with, the direction of the water can be maintained for any
length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it is not

possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, which
is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of every

other Syringe. Its construction is perfectly simple, and cannot tjet

out of order, the ground in ball valves and fir tings used for tilling

all other patent Syringes being entirely superseded. To be had
of anv respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

J. Tylor & ^ons. Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus,
Warwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.

N.B. Thetie prices do not include carriage, package, or expense
of delivery in the country.

TO MARKET GARDENERS, ETC.
1^0 BE LET, with immediate possession, one of the

- best MARKET GARDENS in the vicinity of Bath,
now in the occupation of the owner, Mr. P. Lidiard, con-
taining about 12 acres, and more land if required, with good
Dwelling-house, Outbuildings, Yard, Barns. 3-srall Stable,
Washing-house, and Potato Store for about 1000 sacks, with
large Melon and Cucumber Houses heated with hot water, two
Greenhouses, aud one Vinery and sundry Pits. The Goodwill
of the Business, la connection with a Stand in the Bath market,
will be included in the rent. The Property has b**en in the
hands of the owners family for 40 years, who have carried it on
successfully, and have frequently taken Prizes at the Regent's
Park and Chiswick Shows. It is in the highest state of cultiva-
tion. The Crops under stock to be taken at a valuation, and
paid so as to suit the convenience of a tenant, as may be agreed
upon. The owner gives it up on account of ill health. This is

an unusual opportunity for obtaining a first-rate provincial busi-
ness upon very moderate terms, aifd none but tho^e giving good
references as to character, capital, and ability, will be treated
with.— For further particulars and to treat, apply to Cotterell
& Spaceman, Land Surveyors, 6, Terrace Walks, Bath.

Sales 6g auction.

i

THE LODDICES COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS beoS to announce that the
Third Sale of this important collection of OHCHIDS is

fixed to take place at his Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden, on TUESDAY, 15rh July.—May be viewed on the
morning of Sale, ant Catalogues had of Mr. J. C. Stevens,
38, King Street, Covent Garden._

SNARESBROOK, ESSEX.
To Exhibitors. Gentlemen, Nubserymkx, and Others.

MESSRS PROTHEROE and MORRIS will Sell

by Auction, without reserve, on the Premises, near the

Eagle Inn, Snaresbrook, Essex, on MONDAY, July 21, at

12 o'Clook, by order of the Executors, the whole of the GREEN-
HOUSE and other PLANTS, including about 100 tine specimen
Erica ventricosa, Cavendishi, vestita, &c : Epacris miniata,

grandiflora, Lesrhenaultia, Baxteri m»K>r, Tetratheca verticil-

lata, Pimelea, Chorozema, HoveaCeUi. Boronia pinnata, Azalea
Indica, Camellias, Oranges, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Cactus,

&c. &c—May be viewed on the morning of Sale; Catalogues

had on the Premises; at the Eagle Inn, Snaresbrook; of the

principal Seedsmen in London, and of the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonstone, Es^wr.

Publ; Sai*i >* a R«ch and Important Colli ion op
PALMS. ORCHIDS, ZAMIAS, CaIVULLIAS, AZALEAS, Xc.

*rO BE SOLD BY AUCTION, on THURSDAY,
1 July 24, at the Chateau de Bierbais, the sear of Mr. Deman

de Lennick, near Brussels, Belgium, a fine collection of Living

Plants, including rare and maguiticent Palms, as Chamserops

tiflUCinfnM. Cham«ropsstauracautha
r
Diploth*-mium argenteum,

&c, in fine and large specimens; Zamias and Encephalartos of

first choice; a beautiful set of rare and well established Orchids,

as Cattleya crispa (with GO and 70 bulbs); C. Luddemanniana
(17 bullvs); Lelia eiegane, v«ry strong; \Mn ta cserulea; Sobralia

macranti a, extraordinary specimen, with 120 *tems, 20 feet cir-

cumference, &c. Several nice Ferns, amongst which a noble

specimen of Angiopteris Wellincki, from Java, 15 yards foliar

circumference; Camellias in large and strong pyramids; Azaleas
&c —Printed Catalogues can be obtained on application to Mr
Edouakd Keilio, Brussels, Rue du Champ de Mars, 10.
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I OIIN CATTELL respectfully informs his i

*•' customers and the public generally that he is n<v

HORTICULTURE.
NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

JOHN WEEKS and CO., King's Road, Chelsea.

This Horticultural Establishment is an unlimited source of

attraction.

The Collections of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
in all the various stages of growth and iu endless variety, include

every novelty that is worth cultivating.

A large stock of GRAPE VINES, struck from eyes, very
strong for Planting and Forcing in Pots.

FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS of every kind.

THE SEED BUSINESS is conducted upon an extensive scalp,

every article warranted true to its kind, and of genuine good
quality.
GARDEN TOOLS, and Horticultural Implements of every

description, all of the best make, no inferior article kept.
CAST-IRON VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great variety of

lie most beautiful designs.
WIREWORK for ail Ornamental Garden purposes.
The Nobility and Gentry are most respectfully invited to

visit this establishment, where Horticultural science in all its

branches is in full operation, combining all modern improvements,
so that a Lady or Gentleman can select whatever they may
require co» nected with Horticulture.

John Wkeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water
Apparatus Manufacturers.
HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES,

FORCING PITS, &c. &c, all made of the best materials, sent
to any part of the country.
See our Illustrated Catalogues of all the various branches of

Horticulture ; also Plans, Models, and Estimates, &c. &c.

Jons Wekks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

PLANTS OF CABBACE, SAVOY, KALE, BROCCOLI,
CAULIFLOWER AND CELERY.

JOHN CATTELL begs respectfully to inform the
V public that he has a plentiful supply of Plants of his
superior true sorts of the above, which he will forward to order on
receipt of postage stamps or Post-office order made payable here
at the following prices, package included:—All the sorts of
Early Cabbage, Savoy, and Kale, including Brussels Sprouts,
6d. per 100, 4s. 6d. per 1000; all the sorts of autumn and spring
Broccoli, 8d. per 1(P, 5s. 6d. per 100C; Early and Late Cauli-
flower and Red pickling Cabbage, lOd. per 100; Bedded Celery,
8d. per 100, 5s. 6<i. per 1000 ; Drumhead or Cattle Cabbage, As. per
1000. Packages containing plants to the value of 1Z. and upwards
will be delivered carriage free to London, and to the Edenbridge
station of the South Eastern Railway. A remittance must ac-
company orders from unknown correspondents.

Seed of Cattell's Early Dwarf Barnes and of his superior
Dwarf Early Reliance Cabbage may be had as usual, in packets
by post for 12 penny stamps per packet, the former containing
one ounce and the latter half an ounce.

Nurseries, Westerham, Kent,

SEEDS FOR PKLS6.NT SOWING.
numerous

public generally that he is now prepared
to send out SEEDS of his superior CALCEOLARIAS, CINE-
RARIAS, &c, at the prices annexed, post free.

The superior quality of the Calceolarias raised from the seed
supplied by J. C. having been acknowledged by many of the
Trade, also Gardeners and Amateurs, J. C. can with confidence

offer the seed of this season. Per packet.—.*?, d.

Anemone, fine mixed, single poppy 6
„ fine scarlet poppy 6

Antirrhinum, superior, mixed 6
Calceolaria, from the two superior varieties sent out

by J, C. last year, carefully hybridised 2 6
Cineraria, from finest varieties 1 6
Gloxinia, extra fine 1

Heartsease, irom fine show varieties 1

„ from new French, spotted and striped ... 1

Hollyhock, from fine show varieties ... 1 6
Mimulus, extra fine 6
Schizanthus retusus 6
Sweet William, very superior 1 O

Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.

RATS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALS,
how to paralyse, and rendpr them immoveable on the spot,

though there be hundreds, so that they may be gathered with a
shovel and finally drowned. The effect warranted, and the cost

to paralyse 50 will be 3ld. Materials can be bought in every
town and village. The above astounding remedy sent post free

for eight post stamps to any address by Fisher & Sox, Publishers,

Kingsland, London. Established 1S47. One Hundred testimonials

sent fir3t if desired.

E"
DWARDS'S REGISTERED EARWIG TRAP
is an elegant, durable, and effectual instrument for the

destruction of earwigs. It is highly recommended by the Editor
of the " Florist," and other distinguished Horticulturists. Being
ornamental in shape it must supersede the ugly inverted flower-

pots in all tastefully kept gardens. Price 9s. per dozen. Sold
wholesale at the manufactory and by the following agents:

—

S. Martiv, 14, Gough Square, London; C. Turnkr, Royal
Nursery, Slough; J. Keynes, Nursery, Salisbury, and retail by
every Ironmonger, Nurseryman, and Seedsman in the United
Kingdom. Descriptive drawings sent on receipt of postage stamp.
E. Edwards & Co., Inventors and Manufacturers, St. Paul's

m

Square, Birmingham.

CARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other

Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal

Dock Companies, most public bodies, and by the Nobility,

Gentry, and Clergy, for out-door work at their country seats.

The Anti-Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most
durable out-door Paint ever invented for the preservation of

every description of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Coropo, Cement.
Ac, work, as has been proved by the practical test of upwards of

60 years, and by the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials

in its favour, and which, from the rank and station in society of

thDse who have given them, have never yet been equalled by
anything as the kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of Colours, Prices, together with a Copy of the Testi-

monials, will be sent on application to Walter Causox & Soy,

No. 9, Great Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal
Exchange, London. No Agents. All orders are particularly

requested to he sent direct.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARM AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy tbeir Gardens during the

winter months should construct their walks ofPORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it

?
and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp

river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well iij the dry state before

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessarv, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from tlfe middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, 1 ARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Beothee?,

Milbank Street Westminster.

B
BE PARTICULAR TO ADDRESS AT FULL LENGTH
EN JAM IN EDGINGTON,

2, Duke Street, Soutii\v\rk.

:
MARQUEES, TENTS, and RICK CLOTHS.

RICK CLOTHS.—A large quantity of CANVAS
intended for the Crimea has been made into RICK

CLOTHS, to be SOLD as second-hand, at greatly reduced prices.

A list forwarded by post.— Address, in full,

Benjamin Edgjngtox, 2, Duke Street, Southwark.

OSERIES, with KENT'S PATENT WEATHER-
PROOF GLAZING.— Estimates forwarded for this new

kind of House, as recommended in leading article of this Journal,
.June 14th. Direct, stating proposed length and width, to Alfred
Kent, Horticultural Building Works, Chichester. Illustrated

Price Books of other Houses on receipt of four stamps.

(^ EORGE P. TYE'S REGISTERED HYACINTH
vT BOTTLES in great variety. May be had wholesale at

107, Great Charles Street, Birmingham ; and retail of all Seeds-
men in the United Kingdom.

LOWElFPOTS.—-The cheapest house in the trade

.is Messrs. Rogers & Linft's, "Wholesale Flower-pot Manu-
facturers, Ouseburn Pottery, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

VASES, &<••—About 200 different shaped Vases, and
a great variety of other Garden Ornaments may be inspected

at Austin & Sekley's Artificial Stone Works, 1 to 4, Keppel
Row, New Road. Regent's Park, London.

N .B. Fountains from 101. to 4007.

\\7IRE" WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
* * of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.

Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety ;

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make;
Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W. Richards. Imperial

Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Prince ro'll

T li eatre.

ANNED NETTING, for the Protection of FRUIT
TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security

of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard , 200 yards, 145. ; 500

yards, 30$.; 1000 yards, 50s.; scrim canvas for wall fruit. At
Edoington & Co. 8 Rick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth

Manufacturers, 49, King William Street, London Bridge

;

17, Smithfield Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot,

Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth.

EW TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required,

1 yard wide, 2d. per yard; 2 yards wide, Ad. per yard;
4 rards wide, 8d. per yard. "Half-inch mesh ditto, t! vards wide,

8d. per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, ellectually excludes birds,

wasps, flies, &c. Irom fruit trees, flower or seed beds, Aid. per

square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, Ud. per

yard; 4 or 6 yards wide, M. per yard. At W. Cullixgford's,

1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

**• Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west

Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

j

HOSE PIPING.
TYfAITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING

will sustain a {greater pressure, is lighter, less bulky, will

wear longer, and is about 60 per cent cheaper than the leather

hos« pipe.

Manufactured only by Waithman & Co., Bentham, Lancaster.

No. 1. Quality, Inches in Diameter and Price per Yard:—
$, 9(Z.; J. llrf.; 1, U. Ul; 1J, 1*. 8d. ; 14, 1*. 5d.; 1*, 1*. 7rf.;

2, Is 9d. ; 21, 25. ; 2A, 2s. 3d. ; 2£, 25. 6d. ; 3, 2s. 9d.

Super Extra Stout Quality :— 2, 25. ; 2J, 25. 3d. ; 2_, 25. 6d.
;

2{ t
2s.9d.\ 3,8s.

No. 0, a cheaper Hose, to bear a low pressure for Garden and
Agricultural purposes, at greatly reduced prices :—1, dd. ; 1J, IQd.;

li, lid.; 2,1*.; 2},l*.3rf.;2kls.6d.
The Hose is Bumettised at an extra charge of 3d. per yard.

Union Joints, liranch Pipes and Jets are also supplied.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

** • Stephenson & Prill), solicits an inspection of his pattern-
of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to
supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices
&c, at the Manufactory as above. '

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out
of ground, 5 bars ... 45. 9d. etch

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3
inches out of ground, 5 bars 5*. 3<J. each.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
[ R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,

'' • (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories.
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

J JONES, Iron Merchant, has always a great
• variety of Cylindrical and Saddle Boilers in Stock, Hot-water

Pipes, Elbows, Tees, Syphons, Throttle- Valves, Stop-Cocks, Coil-

Pipes, and Boxes, Trough Pipes, Fire and Furnace Bars, Double
Doors and Frames, and Soot Doors. Drawings and prices of the
above, or estimates given for the Apparatus fixed complete, on
application to J. Jones, Iron Bridge Wharf, 6, Bankside, London,
near the Southwark lion Bridge.

STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSOPTand^SONS,
• 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron

Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boiler*

and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description by
Hot Water.— Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

VENTILATION.
TKITE, Patentee for Ventilating an<J Smoke-curing

• Operations. — Churches, chapels, schools, club-housea,

public buildings, stables, &c, effectually ventilated, upon a new
and economic system. Also, the New Patent Albert Chimney
Cap, for the cure of smoke. Patronised by her Most Gracious

Majesty ; 200 on Buckingham Palace ; in use also on St. James's

Palace, Claremont, Windsor Castle, Government buildings, &c.

Wrought iron, 25s.; galvanised ditto, 305.; cast iron. 355. each,

the latter as durable as the building itself. Illustrations and
testimonials forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.

Depot, Barton's Ironworks and Manufactory, for the Patent

Stable Fittings and enamelled Mangers.
Address, James Barton, 370, Oxford Street, London.

MARINE AND FRESH WATER AQUARIA^
SANDERS and WOOLCOTT, 54, Doughty Street,

Foundling, London, Manufacturers of the Glass Tanks
in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park ; in the Royal

Zoological Gardens, Dublin; in the Conservatory of His Grace

the Duke of Devonshire, Chiswick; and various Museums
throughout the kingdom, have constantly on hand and in opera-

tion GLASS TANKS of all sizes for the Marine and Fresh Water
Aquarium.
These Tanks can be safely forwarded to all parts, and lists of

prices may be had on application at the above address, where

also the tanks may be seen.

TO DAIRY FARMERS.
rr EEVIL'S PATENT CHEESE-MAKING APPA-
**- RA.TUS (a new and important invention, the use of

which will improve the quality and increase the weight of the

Cheese, and save half the labour of making) will he exhihitPd

nn STAND No. *26 AT THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S MEETING to be held at Chelmsford, July 15th

lersbury, London; or at Messrs. Bubgess & Key's, 103, Newgate

Street, London. _

BY
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E
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DENCH (Hampstead Road, and King's Road,
Chelsea), having erected 13 Horticultural Structures of

various new designs in wood, iron, and his two patent principles,

all who are about to erect Horticultural Buildings of any descrip-

tion would well repay themselves the trouble of calling atGranby
Nurserv, Mornington Place, Hampstead Road, and inspecting

the different designs and principles that they are built on.

Is. 3d. per superficial foot charged for Horticultural Buildings

complete, with glass of excellent quality and thickness, doors

with brass locks, lines, pulleys, quadrants, &c. Price List sent

on application, and references given to any extent, both for

Building and Heating with Hot Water. Structures of all

descriptions. «

DEANE'S WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.—
Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pursuits

are invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, avd CO.'S extensive

Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best

London-made Garden Engines and Syringes, Coalbrookdale Gar-

den Seats and Chairs.
Gidney's Prussian Pickaxes

lloe [Scissors Potato Forks
Grape Gatherers and Pruning Bills

Knives, various
Saws
Scissors

« t^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the

Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, bis

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE RAYS OF THE SUN.
" FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,

from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wide, at U. 6d. per yard run, st

Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinu?

Lane. Cannon Street, City ; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats

as a covering

Averuncators
Axes
Ragging nooks
Bills [terns Gravel Rakes and

Borders, various pat- Sieves

Botanical Boxes Greenhouse Doors

Brown's Patent Fu- and Frames
migator [struments Hammers
Cases of Pruning In- Hand-glass Frames

H WALKER'S NEEDLES, by authority, the

• "Queen's Own;" W. H. Walker's Alliance Noodles,

with patent oil-colour Portraits of the Allies, thread easily ana

work freely on any kind of work : Is. value, posted by any dealer

for 13 stamps. Removed to 47, Gresham Street.

DRESSING CASES. ,,__TfPC
T MR. MECHl'S ESTABLISHMENTS,A

are ex
112, Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street, and Crystal PalMjS

exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures ni

.:__ /i- „ Tir„..l» linvao Wfitino- Pn5P« DreSSlUC BBg*.
Dressing Cases, Work Boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing t»B£

and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department

97

ft

V

Jt

Table

Shir

Daisy Hakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools
Edging Irons
Shears

Flower Scissors

„ Stands in Wires

|

Hay Knives
Horticultural 'Ham-

I rners and Hatchets
Hoes of every pattern

and Hotbed Handles

Shears
Rakesin great variety
Reaping Hooks
Scythes
Scythe Stones
Shears, various
Sickles
Sickle Saws
Spades and ShovelsLadies' Set of Tools

Labels, various pat-! Spuds
terns, in Zinc, Por4 Switch Honks

If

9J

Mole Traps
Mowing Machines

and Iron I celain, &c.
Fumigators Lines and Keels

j
Galvanic Borders and Marking Ink

Plant Protectors Mattocks
Garden Chairs and Meno^raplis

Seats Metallic Win
Loops Milton Hatchets
Rollers
Scrapers

DEANE, DRAY, and CO. are solo Agents for LINGHAM'S
PERMANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their Illus-

trated Priced List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, postpaid,

to any part of the United Kingdom. Al<o, Wholesale and Retail

Agents for SAYNOR'S celebrated PRUNING KNIVES, used

exclusively by the first Gardener? in the United Kingdom.
DEANE, DRAY, and CO. (Opening to the Monument)

London Bridge. Established a,d. 1700.

Thistle Hooks
Transplanting Tools
Trowels
Turfing Irons
Wall Nails
Watering pots

Weed Hooks
Wheelbarrows
Youths* Set of Tools

for Papier Machl Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables.

Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c.

ping orders executed.
;

The same prices charged at all the Establishment^

BUY OF THE MAKERS.
T) RUSHES, COMBS, and BROOMS, of every

15 description, whether for the dressing-table, ^
ouseh

fTf
T

tbe
stable use, 30 per cent, lower than any other house in

trade, at the Manufacturers. J. & J. WITHERS, 36, Town

ham Court Road (opposite BHford Street). ^*™nX^Je
°%_.

Brushes, :'d.; superior ditto, Ad. ; the best that can be maac,

each.—N.B. The lowest, price asked, and no abatement^—_

ARKING LINEN MADE EASY.-The P^
Superseded.-The most easy, permanent, and best m ^

of Marking Linen, Silk, Cotton Coarse Towels»g J

o( ifs

&c, so as to prevent the Ink blotting, or the posb« l»gcTBo.
washing out, is with CULLETON'S PA™^SILVER PLATES. Any person can use

^J
10? 'J i? with diiec-

name plate, 2#.; set of numbers, 2.s.: crest plate, |o*. w

»

tor

tions. Sent post free to any part ot the k™^°;^
Jtne <3<»r

and Sole Patentee, T. Cuixetok, 2, Long Acre partly o

from St. Martin's Lane).-N.B. To prevent imposition u

sary to write down the address,

. of No. 13, Upper WobumPIag^n
•..,_ « o..eea' 8 Road, »"JJ55J/t

Printed by William Bradbubt, oi -*u. -,

thk Editoh.-^atcioat. July 12, I**-
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON,
21, Regent Street.—The next MEETING will be held

on TUESDAY, Jnly 22. The Chair will be taken at 3 p.m.

CRYSTAL PALACE.—THIRD HORTICUL-
TURAL EXHIBITION.—To Amateurs and Cottagers?.

—The Directors of the Crystal Palace Company give notice that
the THIRD HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION of the present
Season will take place on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and
FRIDAY, September 10th, 11th, and 12th. Besides the usual
Prizes for Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and for Dahlias,
Hollyhocks, and other Flowers of the Season and Fruir, Prizes
will be given for Flowers, Fruit and Vegetables by Cottagers
and Amateurs. The Rules of Exhibitors' Schedules of Prizes
may be had on application to the Secretary.
The Prizes awarded at the three Shows of the Season will be

paid after the third Show. G. Grove, Secretary.
Crystal Palace, July 19.

SOUTH LONDON SOCIETY OF AMATEUR
FLORISTS.—The THIRD EXHIBITION of the above

Society will take place at the Horns Tavern, Kennington, on
TUESDAY, 29th July, 1856, when Prizes will be awarded to the
following productions, viz., Miscellaneous Plants, Fuchsias, Car-
nations, Picotees, Verbenas, Seedlings, &c. Admission from
3 till 7 o'clock. Non-members by payment of Sixpence each.
List of Prizes and the Rules of the Society may be obtained from

Jonx BusnELL, Honorary Secretary pro tem.
Lower Kennington Lane, Lambeth.

BLISWORTH GARDENS.
"NORTHAMPTON and NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
-L^ FLORAL AND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—The
Committee of the above Society beg to announce that their next
Exhibition will take place on THURSDAY, July 24, in the
extensive and beautiful Gardens adjoining Blisworth Station, on
the London and North-Western Railway, when Prizes to the
amount of 60Z. will be awarded, including the following extra
Prizes (open to all England):—31. for the best 24 Bunches of Cut
Roses, distinct varieties, three flowers in each bunch: 21. for the
Second Prize; 11. for the Third Prize.
By the kind permission of Lieut.-Colonel Lord Burghley and

the Officers of the Regiment, the splendid Band of the Northamp-
tonshire Militia will perform.

All Exhibitors must send a statement in writing to the Hon.
Secretary, on or before Tuesday, July 22d, of the Classes in
which they intend to exhibit.

Admission from 1 o'clock to 4, 2*.; from 4 o'clock till 7, ls.z
after 7, Gd. Subscribers and Children under 10 years of age
admitted at half-price till 7 o'clock. The Gardens will be closed
at 9 o'clock. Johx Macquire, Honorary Secretary.
Drapery, Northampton, July 19.

XJOBERT HODGE tales the medium of the
-*-* Gardeners1

Chronicle to retun b grateful thanks to those
Subscribers to the Gardeners' Benevolent Institution who at
the last election of Pensioners recorded 235 Votes in his favour.
It is cheering to him in his misfor nnea to think that he has so
many kind friends whose exertions on yet one more occasion are
so likely to make him successful.

']XT ILLIAM BA R R A
- v LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.
HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved

principles.
•»* An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shrubs,

Evbrqrk 8, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.GEORGE TAYLOR, jV^Toh,
Growers' Salesman

For Choice Garden Produce,

T T,

JR O S E S.
and J. FRASER beg to announce that their

• collection of ROSES is now in Flower, to which they
respectfully invite the attention of the public.
The Nursery is about 15 minutes' walk from the Lea Bridge

Station, on the Eastern Counties Railway.
«* Trains from Shoreditch about 12 times a day.

The_Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road. Essex.—July 19.

ROSES.TAMES MITCHELL respectfully informs the
«J Nobility and Gentry his unrivalled collection of ROSES is
now in full bloom.

Piltdown Nurseries, Maresfield, Sussex, Jnly 19.

R O S E~S.
TLX LANE and SON, Great Berkhamstead, have
•*--»-• the pleasure of informing their Patrons that their exten-
sive collection of Roses is now in full bloom. Their Coniferre,
Rhododendrons, and a General Stock of Trees and Shrubs and
Fruit Trees are remarkably fine, and well worth the attention of
Planters. The Nurseries are within a few minutes' walk of the
Station on the London and North Western Railway.

ROSES.
0. CLARKE respectfully invites admirers of ROSESVJ • to an inspection of his superb collection, extending over
12 acres of ground, which are now in great perfection. Plants
can be selected now and orders executed in November.

All the newest Geraniums, Calceolarias, Azaleas, Epacrises,
&c. Fine collections ofRhododendrons, Ghent Azaleas, Coniferro,
Evergreens, and Fruit Trees.
The nearest and most pleasant route from the West End to

the Crystal Palace.— Streatham Place Nursery, Brixton Hill,
four miles from London Bridge.

AZALEA I N O I C A.
"""

T IVERY and SON, Nurserymen, &c, Dorking and
*J • Reigate, beg to say that their DESCRIPTIVE CATA-LOGUE of all the newest and most approved varieties of theAZALEA may be had in exchange for one postage stamp.—
Dorking, July 19.

FERN CATALOGUE.
TJOBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
--^ LOGUE (24 pages) of his Collection of BRITISH and
FOREIGN FERNS, can now be had post free for six stamps.
Gratis to all previous purchasers.—Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

DUTCH B U L B sT -

WM. CUTBUSH and SON beg to acquaint their
* Friends and the Public that their DESCRIPTIVE

CATALOGUE of these interesting Spring Flowers will be ready
for distribution on and after the 1st August. Post free on appli-
cation.—Highgate Nurseries, London. -

CHOICE CALCEOLARIA SEED.
TOHN HENCHMAN, Junior, is now ready to send
*J out SEED of his choice and well known strain of CAL-
CEOLARIAS, at 5«. per packet. Trade packets, 10s.

Edmonton , Middlesex.

^CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, ANO~SWEtT~WlLLIAIVI.
1^7"ILLIAM BARNES is now prepared to send out
™ * Seeds of his beautiful and unrivalled CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, and SWEET WILLIAM, the two former 2s. Gd'
the latter Is. Gd. per packet.

It is needless to say anything in recommendation of the above,
as W. B. has received numerous testimonials In their praise
from the many gentlemen and gardeners whom he has supplied.
Payment by postage stamps.

Address—Camden Nursery, Camberwell.

NEW STRAWBERRIES.
QTEWART and NEILSON will send out in
<* September well rooted plants of their new and distinct
varieties, having been well proved and pronounced by good
judges to be excellent.

1. PRINCE OF WALES, equal to the British Queen in
flavour, a good bearer, and well adapted for light soils.

2. MRS. D. NEILSON, fruit large, an abundant bearer, of
good flavour, and forces well.

Price of each, per 100 £5
„ 50 2 15
,, /o... ... ... ... 1 10

Single plants, Is. Gd. each.
Nursery, Llscard, Cheshire, July 19.

CRAPE VINES FROM EYES.
T30BERT GLEND1NNING has a large Stock of
*-* all the leading kinds of Grape Vines in fine condition,
exposed to greenhouse temperature, and which may be safely
transmitted to any distance. If planted now a season will be
gained. A collection of the principal kinds is now in fruit at the
Nursery, and an inspection of them is respectfully solicited.

Chiswick Nursery, London.

NEW TURNIP.
WAITE'S " ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

TURNIP.
H^HIS new anrl distinct variety is a hybrid between
-1- the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch
Turnip

;
it possesses the properties of the Swede, and may be

sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnipmay be had on application, or maybe seen at the principal Seed
Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be
obtained ot all respectable Seedsmen, price 3*. per lb.—A liberal
allowance to the Trade.

J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London.

T3EIGATE SILVER SAND, PEAT and LOAM.—
-*•* Sand, 16s. per ton, or Is. Gd. per bushel, delivered to any
London \» hart or Railway.— Peat and Loam of various kinds, iu
large or small quantities. Samples if required. Terms Cash.

.
John Kennard, Swan Place, Old Kent Road, London.

PLOWER POTS.—The cheapest house in the trade
-*- is Messrs. Rogers & Swift's, Wholesale Flower-pot Mann-
factarers, Ousebnrn Pottery, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

riEOKGEP. TYE'S REGISTERED HYACINTHVJ BOTTLES in great variety. May be had wholesale at
107, Great Charles Street, Birmingham

; and retail of all Seeds-
men in the United Kingdom.

TEASES, &c—About 200 different shaped Vases, and
" a great variety of other Garden Ornaments may be inspected

at Austin- & Seelev's Artificial Stone Works, 1 to 4, Keppel
Row, New Road, Regent's Park, London.

N.B. Fountains from 10/. to 400?.

BE PARTICULAR TO ADDRESS AT~FULL LENCTH~ENJAMIN EDGINGTON,
2. Duke Stbeet, Southwark.

MARQUEES, TENTS, and RICK CLOTHS.
B

St. John's Market,
Liverpool.

Terms—" Cash."
FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.

JAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, High
•J Holborn, London, invite attention to their ENCYCLO-
PAEDIC CATALOGUE op FLORICULTURAL, VEGE-
TABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknowledged to be
The best published, which will be forwarded free of charge and
postpaid to all PABTfi of the wobld, upon application.

Primula, choicest fringed U . per packet.
Calceolaria, choicest varieties \8
Cineraria „ „ u[ £

n , n^ost comprehensive CATALOGUE of DUTCH andCAPE BULBS will be published in the autumn.
..i^iCARTER & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

^ v^~J?ONES OF ABIES DOUCLAST
(J_M)RGE ROBERTS begs to make known that he
««ntr«,

l
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te
Jy received from the north-west coast of America a
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fin

i?
C0NES BABIES DOUGLASI. Thia noble
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-
affording timber unequalled

L°r *?:l\ana remarkably free from knots and tendency to warp.
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Srowth (having reached at Dropmore
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W,'-nters

'
Jt is commended for extensive

cuitivation by the principal authorities on Coniferous trees.

32, Moorgate Street, London.

TITAN TED, next October, for planting, DEODARA
* * PINES, any size, and any quantity not exceeding 500.

—

Apply, stating price, to Mr. Browne, Hill House Farm, Irleld,
Crawley, Sussex.

t> 1 1\ E~PLANTS.—Good strong healthy^Su^cesaion
-1- Plants of Ripley and Moscow QUEEN PINES, some of
which will fruit next Spring.—Apply to F. Meredith, Brook
Cottage, Garston, near Liverpool.

TO BE SOLD, some fine healthy PINE PLANTS.
J*-

— Apply to Mr. W. Hudson, Gardener, East Hill,
Wandsworth.

fruTtTng and su ccession pine plants^
'

TO BE SOLD CHEAP. 100 FRUITING and
i too SUCCESSION PINE PLANTS, the former in 8 and

9-inch pots, in fine health and perfectly clean. All Ripley and
Moscow Queens.—Apply to Mr. Glrxdixning, Chiswick Nur-
sery, London.

GRAND SHOW OF BALSAMS^
"jl/fR. J. MILNER, Gardener to G. W. Tireman,
1»* Esq., of Loftus Hall, near Redc:ir-», Yorkshire, will have his
splendid collection of BALSAMS In fine bloom from July 19th
to the last week in August, when he will, by permission of his
employer, be happy to show them to any lady or gentleman who
may honour him with a visit. They comprise the following
colours:— Scarlet, Scarlet Mottled, Purple, Purple aud White
MotMed, Carnation Striped, Yellow, "White, Lilac, Red and
White Motrled.
Seed of the above nine distinct varieties will be sent to any

address after November 1st, at 25. per nine packets, assorted
colours.

N.B. The flowers for size and doubleness not to be surpassed.
Loftus Hall Gardens, July 19.

r>ICK CLOTHS.—A large quantity ot CANVAS11 intended for the Crimea has been made into RICK
CLOTHS, to be SOLD as second-hand, at greatly reduced prices.A list forwarded by post.—Address, in full,

Benjamin Edging-tox, 2, Duke Street, Southwark.

r>ATS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALS.
J-V how to paralyse, and render them immoveable on the spot,
though there be hundreds, so that they may be gathered with a
shovel and finally drowned. The effect warranted, and the cost
to paralyse 50 will be 3W. Materials can be bought in every
town and village. The above astounding remedy sent post free
for eight post stamps to any address by Fisher & Son, Publishers,
Kingsland, London. Established 1847. One Hundred testimonials
sent first if desired. '^
|7DWARr^'S~REGISTERED~EAU\VIG~TRAP
-1—

«

in « ( _ v, durable, and effectual instrument for the
destruction of earwigs. It is highly recomm -tided bv the Editor
of the u Florist," and other distinguished Horticulturists. Being
ornamental in shape it must supersede the ugly inverted flower-
pots in all tastefully kopt gardens. Price 9*. per dozen. Sold
wholesale at the manufactory and by the following agents:
S. Martin, 14, Gough Square, London: C. Tubxeb^ Royal
Nursery, Slough; J. Keynes, Nursery, Salisbury; and retail by
every Ironmonger, Nurseryman, and Seedsman in the United
Kingdom. Descriptive drawings sent on receiptof postage stamp.

E. Edwards & Co,, Inventors and Manufacturers, St. Paul's
Square, Birmingham.

TO GARDENERS, Eta
PATENT PREPARED GARDEN NETTING
J- for covering Fruit Trees, Strawberries, &c, to be had in
any quantity from A. Greig, Fishing and Garden Net Manu-
facturer, Dundee.

HPANNED NETTING, for the Protection of FRUIT
J- TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security
of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard , 200 yards, 14s. ; 500
yards, 30s.; 1000 yards, 50s.; scrim canvas for wall fruit. At
Edgi.vgton & Co.'s Rick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth
Manufacturers, 40, King William Street, London Bridge;
17, Smithfield Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot.
Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth .

>JEW TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required,,
j- ^ 1 yard wide, 2d. per yard ; 2 yards wide, Ad. per yard

;

4 yards wide, 8d. per yard. Half-inch mesh ditto, 2 vards wide,
8'i. .per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds,
wasps, flies, &c. from fruit trees flower or seed beds, Aid. per
squ d. TANNED NETTLV 8 or 3 yards wile, lUw
yard; 4 or G yards wide, 3d. per yard. At W. Culi:>g .d's,

1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west
* *

Gallery of t!io Crystal Palace, Sydenham

HOSE PIPING.
T17AITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING
» » will sustain a greater pressure, is lighter, lessiKrfty, wil!

wear longer, and is about 60 per cent cheapo than^lhe feathery
hose pipe. *? fSjjj. ^>jA'\

Manufactured only by Waithkan & Co., BepHwt!*), Lancaster f

No. 1. Quality, Inches a Diameter axd .ParcE phr'V k«d
*, 9d.: I lie/.; 1, U. Id.; lj, Is. M.; 1A, GZ3*S &*, l*.7«i.;
2, U. 04.; a*, 2s. ; 2*. 2s. 3d. ; 8f, 2s. Gd.; 3.&90T ££-'

"

Super Extra Stout Quality :-2, 2s.; 2\r&. ga^ a^ 2*.«rf.-
2^, 2s. M. ; 3, 3s.

No. 0, a cheaper Hose, to bear a low p _

Agrlcultttral purposes, at greatly reduced pri

1£, Vd. ; 2, Is. ; i|, la. 3c?. 2\, 1.9. Gd.

The Hose i.s Enrnettised at an extra char,
Union Joints, Branch Pipes and Jets a'

a

-^1
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY HOT WATER
AT THE LOWEST PRICES CONSISTENT WITH

MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS
__ * * *

fS RAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

V T perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are m a

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

LONDON.STREET, CHELSEA,
G & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London

Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water

Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for aU

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

N

BEEHIVES.
Prize Medal Awarded to G. NkigbwWB & Sons, for Bee-

Hives AND HONKV, AT -Hfl PARIS EXPOSITION OF 1855.

EIGHBOUR'a IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour &

Sons, with all the recent im-

provements, Glasses,& Ther-

mometer, price 35s., securely

packed for the country.

This unique Hive has met
with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and

profit: irs arrangements are

so perfect that the Honey
may be taken at any time

of the season without at all

injuring the Bees.
Applications may be ad-

dressed to George Neigh-
bour & Sons, 127, High llol-

bom. or 149, Regent Street,

London.
Their newly- arranged Cata-
logue of other improved
Hiv6S, with drawings and

prices, sent on receipt of two

stamps.

Agents:—Liverpool, James Cuthuert, 12, Clayton

Manchester, J. Wilson, 50. King Street; Glasgow. Austin

& M'Aslen. 16S, Tiongate; Brown- A Austin. 33 and 34, Argyll

Arcade; Dublin, J. Edmom> « & Co, 61, Dame Street;

Chester, J. Dickson & Sons. 102. Ea«tgat* Street.
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and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted Oak tub, fitted with

improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which

answers the purpose of tlie separate rose tan and jet.

No. 1 holds in gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10

No- a " » " " 45 " ::: lis

OTBOB and SON'S BARHOW' "GARDEN
^ - ENGINE (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted

inside and outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and

registered Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate

rose fan and jet.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet high

No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 30

No. 11 * 16 „ ft 40
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 45

No. 14 „ 30 45

A large assortment of every deFcription of Garden Syringes

Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, Ac, kept in Stock.

No.l, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet. dimeter of barrel,

14 inch. 14a. 3d. ; No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, 1| inch, 1-*.,

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel. Ig inch, 10s. 6d.

Read's Syringe, with two roses and one jet, 19*.

J. Ttt.or & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in

town or conntrv, through whom alone they will be supplied, and

of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, Ac, not included in these prices.

J. Tylor & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate

Street, London.

WARNERS' SWING W AT ER-BA URO VV

V V (To Hold Thirty Gallons)

Will save much of the gardener's time and labour. May be

obtained of any Ironmonger for 31. 3*.

—

J TYLOli and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
SYRI NG E.— Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. each.

Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. etceek.

Extra for Telescope Tuhe as shown in «ngra-ing for watering

plants on stands at a height of 8 fee* So thai any quantity of

water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, 10s.

By a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more

effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever

offered to the public. It is equally adapted foi Garden or

Conservator- nse, and is capable" of discharging twice as much
water in a C'iven time as any other Syringe now in use. 1 he

arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube

to the barrel of the Syringe, tbtf ugh which it is filled with water

at every discharge of ttu previous contents. By this means the

Syringe is alwavs charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piston

rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, the

barrel being previous full of water. Being thus made selt-

snpplvin_. a great saving of labour is effected; and the necessity

of stopping to fill the syringe at every discharge being done

away with. the direction of the water can be maintained for any

length of time. It is perfectly cleanly En its action, as it isinot

possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, which

is a we.ll-kn">wn inconvenience attendant on the use ot every

other Syringe. Its construction is perfecth simple, and cannot get

ut of order, -he ground in ball va' a find fittings used for tilling

all other v it Syringes being entirely superseded. To be had
of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

J. Tylor & dens, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus,

Warwick Lane, Kewgate Sti t, London.

N.B. These prices do not include carriage, package, or expense

of delivery in the country.

various new designs in wood, iron, and his two patent principles,

all who are about to erect Horticultural Buildings of any descrip-

tion would well repay themselves the trouble of calling atGranby

Nurserv, Mornington Place, Hampstead Road, and inspects

the different designs and principles that they are built on.

Is. 3d. per superficial foot charged for Horticultural Buildings

complete, with glass of excellent quality and thickness, doors

with brass locks, lines, pulleys, quadrants, &c. Price List sent

on application, and references given to any extent, both for

Building and Heating with Hot Water. Structures of all

descriptions.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
I R. PE1LL, 17, New Park Street, Southward,

>* • (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved

Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-

siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon verv advantageous terms, with materials

for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,

Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at tbe

Manufactory as above.

J. MORTON and Co., Galvanized Iron Works,

• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANIZED IRON ROOFING, tor Farm Buildings and

other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest rooting in use.

GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from 10£_. per yard, for Farm

buiidings, houses, &c—NeveT requires painting.

PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest and

nearest fence in use, will resist the largest Cattle, and will not

bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or over. ^Pwa™
of 600 miles of this fencing fixed by us in the last 8 years. *or

illustrated price list apply at the Works.

GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTINGj-
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

2-inch mesh, 6d., 8d.andll</.

ner vard.
Galvanized, 24 inch wide.

*-inct» mesh, 4d., 5_rf., and

7_cf. per yard.
The Netting made air

width, and with openings of

any size. .

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDER,

for DKY and WET FOOD.-Galvanized Chain Camp Stool*

and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat

6v.6U to 12s. 6d. each.-Galvanized Pronged Dahlia R^8 "»

Rose Stakes of all lengths-Windsor Tree Guards, :
Hurdl*

Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work
_
and <£

vanised Ironwork.-Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea

sure Grounds, &c, from 10_<f. per yard.

For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Henry J. Morton «*i*-

2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds. _--

CRLAT REDUCTION IIM THE PRICE OF GALVANI5EU

WIRE NETTING.

Brass Svringes, 9*. to 18s.

Also a great variety of effective Machines for Hydraulic pur-

poses, and to supply Gardens, Hothouses, Cottages, Farms,

Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every requisite connected

with the conveyance and distribution of Liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatori es, Lawns. &c.

"iARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

ARNARD and BTSIIOP, Market Place, Norwic

• * in consequence of improvements in their ma
^g_f

the manufacture of the above article, have been enaoie

^

^
iron.

B

T'HESE FITTINGS will be found to possess all

1 the latest and most important improvements, and arc ot

the best manufacture. All kinds of Stable Furniture in stock.

Iron Hurdles, Gates, Fencing. Tomb Railings, &c. New Illus-

trated Catalogues forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.

James Barton, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford Street, London

U
11

91

If

11

11

11

• • •

a great redaction in the prices.

2?-inch mesh, 24 inches wide
2-inch
2 inch
2-inch

1 3-inch
L$-mch
I .-inch

H-inch

strong, do.

intermediate, do.

extra strong, do.

24 inches wide
strong, do.

intermediate, do.

extra strong, do.

« * *

#•»

* _ •

_ «f
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All the above kinds can be made of any *|d* (^er mesb

and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &c.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by P t.
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SPLKNDID NEW PLANT—DELPHINIUM CARDINAL E.

MESSRS. VEITCH and SON having exhibited this

beautiful novelty at the Regent's Park Exhibition on
WEDNESDAY last (where it had the First Prize for new and
rare plants awarded it), and it having fully realised their

fxpectation of its beauty, particularly as regards the colour of the

flowers, they again beg to call public attention to it.

The Colour, a clear and real SCARLET (not a dingy red as was
prognosticated by some parties), was thought by many persons

to be improbable if not impossible in this genus; but the
specimen exhibited on Wednesday last is an an ample answer to

all doubt and cavil.

It being a perfectly hardy perennial it should certainly be in

every garden.
Specimens in flower may be seen at either the Chelsea or

Exeter Nurseries.
Strong Established Plants 10s. 6d.

Second size „ 7 6
With one over on three to the Trade.

Special terms to the Trade for larger numbers on application.
Exotic Nurseries, Chelsea and Exeter.—July 19.

New and Beautiful Harpy CoxirEaous Tree.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA.

MESSRS WATERER and GODFREY have mucl:
pleasure in offering the above fine plant raised from seed

<?ent home by Mr. W. Murray, who in describing it iu connection
with other rare Pines, such as nobilis, grandis, Jeffrey i, Ben-
thamiana, &c, says, " It was the handsomest tree in the whole
expedition. It grows about 100 feet high and 2 feet in diameter;
the foliage is most delicate and graceful, the branches bend up-
wards at the end like a Spruce and hang down at the tip like an
ostrich feather, the top shoots droop like a Deodar, and the
timber is good, clear, and workable." Seedling plants will be sent
out in August upon the following terms, and orders executed
strictly in rotation. One plant 21s. ; six plants, 4Z. 10s. ; 12 plants,
71. 105.—Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

HORTICULTURE.
NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

TORN WEEKS and CO., King's Road, Chelsea.
• * This Horticultural Establishment is an unlimited source of
attraction.

The Collections of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
in all the various stages of growth and in endless variety, include
every novelty that is worth cultivating.

A "large stock of GRAPE VINES, struck from eyes, very
fitroncr for Planting and Forcing in Pots.
FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS of every kind.
THE SEED BUSINESS is conducted upon an extensive scale,

every article warranted true to its kind, and of genuine good
quality.
GARDEN TOOLS, and Horticultural Implements of every

description, all of the best make, no inferior article kept.
CAST-IRON VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great variety of

"the most beautiful designs.
WIREWORK for all Ornamental Garden purposes.
The Nobility and Gentry are most respectfully invited to

visit this establishment, where Horticultural science in all its

branches is in full operation, combining all modern improvements,
so that a Lady or Gentleman can select whatever they may
require connected with Horticulture.

John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water
Apparatus Manufacturers.
HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES,

FORCING PITS, &c. &c, all made of the best materials, sent
to any part of the country.

See our Illustrated Catalogues of all the various branches of
Horticulture; also Plans, Models, and Estimates, &c. &c.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

CHOICE NEW ROSES OF 1856.
ENRY MAY has much pleasure in offering fine
healthy Plants, in pots, of the following splendid new Roses.

HYBRID PERPETUALS.—Belle Jardiniere, Belle d'Orleans,
Docteur Ilenon, Due d'Elchingeu, General Simpson, General
Pelissier, Josephine Ledechaux, Louise Magnan, Madame
Knorr, Marquise de Murat, Mathurin Regnier, Mrs. Standish,
MadameCainbaccTes

T
President Menoux, Belle Lyonnaise, Madame

Place, Ornament des Jardins, Psc mia, Pauline Lansezenr,
Souvenir de la Reine d'Angleterre, Souvenir du Petit Caporal,
Triomphe de TExposition, Triomphe d'Avranches, Prince Noir.
BOURBONS.—Marquis di Balbiana, Conde di Montejo, Im-

pSratrice Eugenie, Perpetual Moss, Alfred Dalmas, Moss, Captain
Ingram, Bicolor, Madame E. Ory.
SCO ICH ROSE.—Souvenir de Henri Clay.

Purchaser's selection from the above, 3*. &?. each. i

NEW VERBENAS OF 1856.—Duke of Cambridge, Dr.
McLean, Antagonist, La Stella, Blue Bonnet, Tranby, Eugenia,
Mrs. Hosier Williams, G£ant des Batailles, John Edwards,
Imp£ratrice Elizabeth, Standard Bearer, Victory, Imperialis,
King of Sardinia, Crimson Perfection, Admiral Lyons, Sir Colin
Campbell, Countess of Oxford, Dandy, Loveliness, Lady Camoys,
Lady Kerrison, Moonlight, Mrs. Archer Clive, Nosegay, Pre-
•eminent-, Viscountess Emlyn, Lord Raglan, Criterion, CedoNulli,
General Simpson, King of Roses, Purple Defiance. Any of the
above 4d each, and post free when more than 12 are taken.

Fine PETUNIAS, striped, &c.— Leon Lequay, Monsieur
Loyre, Madame Eugfene Lemichez, Prothe, Marquise de St.
Innocent, Countess of Ellesraere, Hermione, picturata, Velasquez,
Marquise de la Fert£, Amazon, Dryburgh Beauty. Any of the
above fid. each, and post free when the 12 are takc-.n.

NEW ACHIMENES—Dr. Hopf. Edmond Bcfissier, Sir T.
Thomas, firabriata violacea, Edouard Otto, Madam Haagnaur,
Carl Wolforth, Warczewiczi. The above Is. each tree by post.

Cuphea eminens, 2s. 6tf. each ; Meyenia erecta, 10s. Gd. each:
Locheria magnifica, 10s. Qd. each; Tydsea amahilis, 10s. 6d. each

;

Hydrangea hortensis pleno, 2s. 6d. each; Tropeolum elegans,
2s" 6d. each; Petunia imperial, double white, 4s. per dozen, 25s.
per 100. All the above are fine strong healthy plants, and all

tile above can be forwarded through the post with the exception
of the Roses.

Henry May, The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

H
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pHOICE FLOWER SEEDS FOR PRESENT^ SOWING. Pes Post Peei-aid. a. d.
CINERARIA of the first quality per packet 2 6
CALCEOLARIA, from the handsomest spotted
and bitched varieties

MIML'LUS, ditto ditto ditto
GLOXINIA, ditto 30 varieties
FUCHSIA, ditto 50 r.ew ditto
PANSY, saved from 100 of the best vara- by name
POLYANTHUS, do. 50 ditto ditto
VERBENA, do. 50 ditto ditto
HOLLYHOCK, do. 60 of the most superb kinds, do.
DAISY do. 50 of the new Belgian do. ditto.

ANTIRUlIINUM,dn.20 best named varieties ...

ANEMONE, from the most showy and brilliant kinds „
The above are saved only from" the very best ni

of recent introduction, and may be relied upon wi
confidence.

YOUELL&CO ., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

»»
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th the fullest

CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the

Quern, &c, beg to intimate that they have directed their
usual attention to procure very superior stocks of Grass and
Agricultural Seeds, and which they recommend to their customers
with confidence. Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land
to permanent pasture or ornamental Grass, suitable for all kinds
and conditions of soils. Foreign Italian Rye-Grass, and all other
Forage and Herbage Plants, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, Carrots
and other roots of the most approved varieties in cultivation.
Garden and Flower Seeds in every variety.

Priced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application.
27, Great George Street, Westminster.

TURNIPS, MANGEL WURZEL, XO
PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the

Queen-

, &c, beg to intimate that they have a very superior
stock of the above of their own growth, including some highly
improved varieties, which have been raised from roots selected
for their fine shape and high specific gravity rather than their
size. Among other excellent kinds they would recommend
particularly their

TO THE NURSERY- AND SEED TRADE.
HORATIO BUNTING and CO. beg to inform their

Pitrons-and Friends that their collections of ROSES and
ANNUALS (the latter extending over several acres) are now in
bloom. An inspection is respectfully solicited. Open daily
(Sundays excepted).
The Leiden Road Nursery and Seed Establishment is situated

about 1£ mile from the Eastern Counties Railway Station,

Colchester.
All correspondents are particularly requested to address

—

Lexden Road Nursery and Seed Establishment, Colchester.

IJEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet
*J containing 100 Seeds, Is. ; sent post free, 1». 2d. Calceo-
laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,
Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue
on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety od. per packet.

Wm. Cullikgfobd, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

Efit (Bartrencrs' Cturomcle*
SATURDAY, JULY 19, 1856.

_ MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TuKfiDAT, July 22—Horticultural 3 p.*.

Lothian purple-top Swede
Tweeddale purple-top Yellow

Bullock Turnip
Improved Green Round do.

Red Round do.u
11

Improved Pomerariau White
Globe Turnip

Red Globe do.

LongRed andOrange
Globe Mangel

Priced Catalogues will be sent free by post on application, and
lower rates charged when large quantities are taken.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

ROBERT PARKER begs to offer the following of
» which he possesses a large stock in strong and healthy

plants :— Per dozen.
Exotic Orchids from 425.
Stove and greenhouse Ferns
Hardy do.
Selaginellas or Lycopodiums
Geraniums, show and fancy varieties
Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass)

A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue is published, and will be
forwarded post free upon application. A remittance or reference
to accompany all orders from unknown correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Hornsey

y
and Seven Sisters' Road t Holloway.

SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING]
I OHN CATTELL respectfully informs his numerous

it*
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During the months of June and July a handsome
orange-coloured fly may be observed flying heavily

about Hose bushes. It is about the same size and
general colour as the female of the (looseberry saw-
fly, but it is of a more robust figure, with shorter

thicker limbs, and its colour is a much richer and
brighter orange, with a black head and antennze, the

whole of the middle of the thorax and the thickened

fore margin of the fore wings shining black ; the legs

also are orange coloured, with the tips of the tibiae

and joints of the tarsi ringed with black. The
wings also are tinged with orange. It measures

about two-fifths of an inch in length, and the expan-

sion of the wings is about four-fifths of an inch.

The male has a more slender body with the antennae

thickly covered in front with fine erect hairs, whilst

those of the female are naked and rather clubbed at

the tip. In its colours the male resembles the

female. It belongs to the family of Sawflies, Ten-
thredinidae, and to the genus Hylotoma, which differs

from the genus containing the Gooseberry species

in having only three joints to the antennae, the third

being very long and ciliated in the males or sub-

clavate in the females. The species is named
!
Hylotoma Rosse, an 1 is by no means rare. Culti-

|
vators of Roses will do well to keep a sharp look

out for these sawflies and destroy every individual,

which is a matter of no difficulty, because the insect

customers and the public generally that he i. now p^pared
iS ?.*•** Pla

?
e ™iy Conspicuous * ** colours,

to send out seeds of his superior calceolarias, CINE- and in the second place is by no means so active as
RARIAS,&c., at the prices annexed post free I some f the Other species of Sawfly. If these

1 he superior quality of the Calceolarias raised from the seed •
i. 1 ii. i> u i. s*i

precautions are not taken, the Rose bushes will very

soon show the results of such inattention.

These results consist, in the first place, in tha

deposition of the eggs by the female, not upon
midribs of the underside of the leaves, as in the cast

of the Gooseberry sawfly, but in the tender sub-

stance of the finest and most healthy of the young
shoots. A small slit is made with the saw of the

female in the longitudinal direction of the shoot, and*

an egg introduced, another similar slit is then made
at the distance of about one-twelfth of an inch, and
in this manner the shoot is sawed into to the extent

of an inch or an inch and a half. Irritation imme-
diately commences, the space adjoining each slit

swells into a little con\-ex spot, on opening which
the egg is found beneath the surface below the slit.

This process is moreover attended with the curling

of the twig, which by degrees becomes black and
shrivelled in its appearance, the extremities of the

twig also dying off.

The eggs quickly hatch, and then the second

supplied by J. C. having been acknowledged by many of the
Trade, also Gardeners and Amateurs, J. C. can with confidence
offer the seed of this season. Per packet.—*, d.

• * *
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* • •
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Anemone, fine mixed, single poppy
,, fine scarlet poppy

Antirrhinum, superior, mixed
Calceolaria, from the two superior varieties sent out

by J. C. last year, carefully hybridised
Cineraria, from finest collections...
Gloxinia, extra fine

Heartsease, from fine show varieties

„ from new French, spotted and striped
Hollyhock, from fine show varieties
Mimulus, extra fine ...

Schizanthus retiisus ...

Sweet William, very superior
Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.
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PLANTS OF CABBAGE, SAVOY, KALE, BROCCOLI,
CAULIFLOWER AND CELERY.

JOHN CATTELL begs respectfully to inform the
O public that he has a ^plentiful supply of Plants of his
superior true sorts of the above, which he will forward to order on
receipt of postage stamps or Post-office order made payable here
at the following prices, package included:—All the sorts of
Early Cabbage, Savoy, and Kale, including Brussels Sprouts,
6d. per 100, 45. 6d. per 1000 ; all the sorts of autumn and spring
Broccoli, 8d. per 10 -1

, 5s. 6d. per 1000; Early and Late Cauli-
flower and Red pickling Cabbage, 10<f.perl00; Bedded Celery,

S^P^"^X^^^.%^^^,!SyK !
*«* ofTimttWioi becomes manifest. The young

will be delivered carriage free to London, and to the Edenbndge
station of the South Eastern Railway. A remittance must ac-
company orders from unknown correspondents.

Seed of Cattell's Early Dwarf Barnes and of his superior
Dwarf Early Reliance Cabbage may be had as usual, in packets

Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.

MESSKS. E. GL HENDERSON & SON'S
N M W

A

grubs are very hungry and attack the young leaves

with great vigour, as many as a dozen being some-
times found on a single leaf. These larvae are

full grown at the end of July and beginning of

S«
,SS5

r

.S?£ZSrTiffJTw
1^ the former containinB A"^st

:

the? s0 close'y resembie the «terpiii«» of

the Gooseberry bushes, that even an experienced

eye would assert them to be identical, although

producing perfect insects belonging to different

L-enera. They are orange yellow on the back, the

lower parts ot the sides and two segments after the

head pale greenish white. The head is yellow
with a black spot on each side and a small black

CALCEOLARIAS
RE the finest marked, best formed, and the richest in colour of any shown this season at the London Exhi-
bitions. They obtained the Silver Medai at the Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, on Wednesday, June 18th, and are -

,,
the most beautiful of any yet raised. Seed of these and the following Flowers, suitable for the present season's sowing, may ring round the minute antennae, the face With a
«ow be had, also their unrivalled mixed Cineraria :

_
| trian£mlar black spot divided down the centre bv a

No. Per packet

—

s.d.lio. Per packet

—

s. d.

1. Calceolaria, first quality 5
6
6

*2. n second
3. Cineraria, choice mixed
4. Primula sinensis fim-

hriata ...

5. Hollyhock, 12 dis-
tinct colours ...

6. Hollyhocks, mixed
i . Geranium, Show

2
9

* « •

• • •

• * '

2 6

t •

2
1

2

6

6

No. Per packet— s. d.

8. Geranium, Fancy ... 2 6
9. Antirrhinium majus,

choice mixed 6
10. Auricula Alpina, fine

variety of colours ...06
11. Carnation, from stage

flowers 2 6
11. Dianthus Dunnetti su-

perbus o 6

13. Ipomopsis elegans su-
perba 6

14. „ „ Beyricbi 6
15. Mimulus variegatns ... 6
16. Petunia, choice, equal

to named flowers 16
17. Pink, from named flowersl

18. Pansy, choice Show ...10
19. ., Fancy 6V

No. Per packet

—

s. d.

20. Picottee, from stage
flowers 2 6

12. Stock (Brompton) in
four colours 16

22. „ scarlet intermediate) 6
23. Schizanthus re.rusus ... 6
24. „ alb;;> ... 6
25. Auricula, choicentnuxed,

from named flowers ... 2 6
Directions for sowing the Calceolarias will be enclosed with each packet.

Novelties.—PETUNIA "COUNTESS OF ELLESMEKE." Abed of sixty plants of this striking variety can now be seen in
flownr at their Nursery; as also the NEW FUCHSIA "VENUS DE MEDICE" Messrs. E. G. H. & Son beg to mention
that this Fuchsia is much improved when grown in a shady part of the bouse and not exposed to the power of the sun.
The Spring Catalogue may be had post free on application, or with Coloured Plate of Nine N«New Flowers, Price Is.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.

triangular black spot

pale line above the mouth. The segments of the

body are covered with black dots, and it is in the

arrangement of these dots that the chief difference

exists between this insect and the Gooseberry cater-

pillar, each joint, in fact, has a large black spot

close above the legs and another at the base of

each leg ; there is a transverse row of six small

black dots in the anterior wrinkle of the segment
followed by six larger spots, below which on each
side is the sporacle or breathing pore, and another
transverse row of eight spots across the hind part

;
of each joint : besides the *ix legs attached in pairs
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to the first three segments following the head, there

are five pairs of ventral and one pair of anal pro-

legs. These larval generally .sit with their bodies

much curved, so as to lay hold of the surface of the

leaf, or twig, with the anal pair of feet, whilst

they hold the anterior part of the body upon the edge

of the leaf which they are in the act of devouring,

placing the three legs on the opposite sides on the

corresponding sides of the leaf, so as to stand

edge-wise.

When full grown the larva descends to the

ground, where it forms an oval cocoon of a strong

silken texture among the leaves and bits of earth,

a superior class to those in London ; it is all very Thus 62, 13, 7, indicates the position of the "dark

well for the Horticultural Society to spend only 201.

upon their printing, but their tickets, and cir-

culars, and placards are nothing to what is

seen at Weston. It may as well be expected to

give exhibitors their breakfasts at 2s. a-head,

because that is Gtjnter's charge ; what have Weston
purveyors in common with people keeping a shop

in such a place as Berkley Square 1

Certainly it is very disagreeable that contributors

should murmur ; the more ground, indeed, there is

for murmuring the more disagreeable it is. But

grumbling is a national peculiarity, and Somerset-

and in which it remains until the following June, ! shire does not enjoy an immunity. For ourselves
_ * « a ft . * I 1 1 1 A. _ 1 _ _ .»« . I* _ ^ —v I ~* m *n t H L A J-fc #% %^ #^- A

when the perfect insect appears just in time to

allow its progeny to renew their attacks on the

young leaves. J. O. W.

we greatly regret to hear such complaints, because

they seem to indicate an impossibility of promoting

Horticulture by exhibitions in country places. It

is needless to say that doings like those at Weston
must be fatal to associations of any kind ; andThey are grand folks at Weston-super-Mare.

In that happy spot money bears far less than its unless some check can be put to them by the

customary value; Guineas are thrown about like gentlemen of England provincial meetings will soon

shillings, and hospitality is boundless ; for all is

joy and abundance. Even Horticultural Exhibi-

bitors are contented with but little, so few and

simple are their wants.

It appears from papers on our table that in this

Arcadia there is a Horticultural Society, well sup-

ported, and well attended. In the year 1855 it

enjoyed an income of 220/. and held a show. Of

that income, however, ! 5/. were specially contributed

for cottagers' prizes and specially awarded ; so that

the otherwise available income was about 205/.

That all this should have been contributed was

what was to have been expected from the wealth of

the place ; that it should have been all spent

and about 30/. more does honour to the genius really is.

of the Committee. The show would seem to
1

have been held in a field ; some tents were

provided, a Yeomanry band and a Militia band

were present, while a couple of county police

protected the company from intrusion, and gave dig-

nity to the scene. The Committee to whose hands

the arrangements were entrusted being determined

that nothing should be left undone on their part, ap-

plied themselves in earnest to their work. First of all

they set apart a quarter of their money for the exhi-
|

tutors, doubtless thinking that if half the expenses
_ ^^ A - ft ft *

become a mere matter of history, as many have

indeed become already. This is, however, a sub-

ject for adjustment on the spot. Those at a dis-

tance can only direct attention to what is wanted.

Mullein" (Verbascum nigrum) in Hooker and Arnott's
British Flora. If packed uprightly between par-
titions in a box the labels are easily sought for when
wanted, or returned to their proper places. They
should be varnished with a weak solution of shell-lac in

alcohol or naphtha, according as the nose of the operator

may be fastidious about smells or not. If a tumbler full

of the varnish be prepared, the cards can first be dipped

from the bottom up to the part where they are nar-

rowed off. The undipped portion can then be inserted

between the leaves of a book, to retain it in a horizontal

position until sufficiently dry, which it will be in a few

minutes. The upper end may then be similarly pre-

pared. The junction line made by the successive

dippings will be hidden behind the strip f. The labels

should not be packed together for 24 hours after they

have been varnished, else they will be apt to adhere.

The varnish protects them from moisture, and admits of

their being washed if they get dirty.

|

During a botanical lesson, reference to the classifica-

tion of the plants in the list and on the stands may be

conveniently aided by a tabular view (in large letters)

suspended on the wall above the plant stands. By
inserting only the two or three first letters of the

several words, an effort of memory is invited for

recalling them. The Italic letters within the brackets

would thus be omitted in this table :

—

We understand that there are still some packets

of seed of Deodar, and two or three other kinds of

Conifers, ready to be distributed to any Fellow of

the Horticultural Society who may apply for them

at 21, Regent Street. The meeting on Tuesday

next, although not held for any specific purpose,

will include very instructive specimens of the

quality of most of the important varieties of garden

Bean, and will show what their comparative value

PRACTICAL LESSONS IN BOTANY FOR
*- BEGINNERS OF ALL CLASSES.—No. II.

By the Rev. J. S. Hexslow, M.A., Rector of II itcham, Suffolk.

The plant stands are easily constructed ( for \5d. each)

of narrow strips of deal, cut from half-inch and quarter-

inch planks (if required, they may be stained for 6d., or

painted for Id. each). They are supported on two iron

staples (2d. each) driven into the wall. Each holds 18

common draught vials (at 8s. 6d. per gross). As the
_ _ - * ^ m * *. ma * ft

vials are cast exactly 1 inch in diameter, the holes are
Dltor^ Qouotiess LnmK.iig u^^

with a centre-bit a little larger; 16 stands,
of a Chisvvick Exhibition consist m prizes, a quarter .

f
,,,

2 f
. ,

th
»
more than

'

must be enough for Weston-super-Mare, the garden-

ing of which they regarded as only half as good.

Then they had a Yeomanry band for which 211.

were paid, and a Militia band valued at only forty

therefore, hold 2 gross of vials, rather more than are

likely to be wanted for such wild flowers as can be pro-

cured in blossom at one time. The labels are made up
of card-board cut to a pattern, and slipped between two

narrow slits contrived in front of the stands. Thencil- UUii»j «"^» *• ».-•.»•».."- — -j j U(tllU» OHIO W«M * T »-»-* »•* *iv«»n »#* ti.M-Kj uwuuuv. mmmmmt

shillings, exclusive of the band-master who figures annexed cut represents one end of a plant-stand, and
?.' ^ . » •« T'u _ r* Ui n . .11 . •• r -it i i. il j. -r

as costing forty shillings more. The Committee

seem however "to have felt that there was some

thing shabby in the last arrangement, and so, by

way of amends, they put both the bands together

and spent 93.1, in refreshing them. By this

will satisfy any village carpenter as to the mode of con-

struction, a is £ inch broader than b, to allow of the

label-slit being T
x inch wide, between G and d. To pro-

duce the upper slit, a thin slice (m) of wood for the

middle, and another (71) for each end, are introduced
ana spent zm*. in icucauiMg iucm. -^y *«*o *

mi i- A 1 j au

contrivance they brought the reward of the bands between f and b These slices are trimmed to the same
vv/ui.j.i.vuuw^ j -.

onrrlA n«a Mif» inhplQ- whioh ftllrvarfl nf thpsp standing aomi-
nearly up to that of the exhibitors, from which we

learn the comparative importance in which the latter

are held. If there were any doubt upon the matter

it is removed by another charge of 91. Us. for

refreshing "amateurs, nurserymen, gardeners, and

censors," rather less than half what was felt to be

due to the bands.

Such being the estimation in which the gardening

part of the exhibition was held by the Committee,

we rather wonder to find that they devoted 14^. to

decorating the tents in which garden productions

were placed, and 251. more to decorating the streets

through which folks passed to look at them.
^
This

trade of decoration must be in great prosperity at

Weston-super-Mare ; it looks indeed as if the

meeting had been held for the purpose of admiring

it, or else the county police, who must have been

grand personages considering that each received

forty shillings, the price of a whole militia band,

for his distinguished services, or eight times as

much as a London mounted inspector.

One other feature in the arrangements of the

Committee seems worthy of especial notice, and

that is the homage they paid to the fourth estate of

the realm. Next after King, Lords, and Commons
comes the Press, more than their equal, over each a

viceroy. At Weston it is held in the deepest

veneration, and the Committee testified their awe at

approaching it by placing one-eighth of all they

had at its disposal. Five-and-twenty pounds were

laid before the shrine of the printer.

Strange to say some inhabitants of the place are

nevertheless dissatisfied ; call for accounts, consult

together, talk of jobs, and other scandal about the

Committee. Can any thing be more unjust I It

is surely reasonable that gentlemen should be fed
m as such." Bands want drink like other people,

and as for the Militia there is no bottom to their

throats. What is done in London is no rule for

Weston-super-Mare ; one Weston constable is

worth a dozen London inspectors^ and must be paid

accordingly : printers at Weston are altogether of

angle as the labels, which allows of these standing accu-

rately before the vials in the middle and ends. A small

screw (as well as glue) is advisable for securing f at the

places where the slices are interposed. The labels con-

tain the name of the class, order, genus, and species.

Those which may not happen to be wanted at the same
time with the rest, should be methodically arranged for

ready reference. This can be done by inscribing
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middle and end thin slices to insert between b and f.

• • • • t • * • *

The orders of the flowering plants are here referred

to one or other of eight columns or compartments, five

of which belong to Dicotyledons and three to Monoco-

tyledons.

Botanical Diagrams.—A slight experience, lately

obtained with the first of a

series of nine diagrams m
course of preparation for the

Government Department of

Science and Art, has satis-

fied me that they will be

found serviceable to both

teachers and pupils. These

diagrams are at present id

the hands of the eminent

botanical artist, Mr. w.

Fitch. As he is anxious

to prepare as many as pos-

sible of his own drawings

from fresh specimens, the

series will hardly be com-

plete before the end oi

autumn. Each diagram

illustrates one of the eigw

columns in the above tabu-

lar view ofthe classificaU00 '

with the exception of w«

extensive group of CalJ
"

floral Dicotyledons, whicn

requires two. Common

plants have been selectee

for the illustrations,*WI
ofimportant orders. i»e

inflorescence and fry 1*.^.

given of the natural size ,

and enlarged figures ot tn

flower, fruit, seed, «£>

are added, with dissection _,

the parts exposed Dem*

explained on the diagram-

vould afford amusement w

Thieknew—in.

... *
* * •
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the three figures which be- 1 School Herbarium.—It would
at the back and top the three figures which be- 1 School Herbarium.—it wouia aiiwu

""J^ura *°

long to the order, genus, and species in whatever the teacher, greatly aid diligent pupus, ai

J
, boarhood ?

author may be adopted for the names on the plant-list, accurate record of the wild plants ot a ne
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if a herbarium were prepared, and kept in a box fitted

up as a cabinet in one corner of the school. A few
memoranda may be made on the paper to which the
specimens are glued, noticing the leading characteristics
of genera or species. Thus, if the " bulbous Crowfoot"
{Ranunculus bulbosus) were selected as a type of this
genus, the following memorandum would be found
instructive.

Pistils a, \ A nectariferous pore, covered by a scale at the
Stamens & { ' ' "
Petals
Sepals

base inside each petal.
5 i Many of this genus acrid and poisonous.
5 J

To "pilewort Crowfoot " {Ranunculus Ficaria) might
foe appended

Petals about 9 ) The parts of the perianth vary much.
Sepals about 3 j Root with numerous tuberous fibres.

Leaves heart-shaped (cordate), crenate.

To " water Crowfoot'* (Ranunculus aquatilis).
No scale over the pore on the petal.
Floating leaves not much divided ; but submersed leaves in

numerous linear segments.

A few remarks on the preparation of such a local
herbarium may not be unacceptable :

1. Procure a good bundle of drying paper. Bentall's,
manufactured for the purpose, is the best. But any,
tolerably thick and bibulous, answers the purpose. For
want of better, old newspapers will suffice. These dry-
ing papers will outlast a long life. There is much con-
venience in having them trimmed to a uniform size, say
about 16 inches by 10.

2. The drying process is greatly assisted by in-
troducing « ventilators " here and there between the
papers. They may be made of the size recommended
for these, and are constructed of strips of wood a
quarter of an inch square. One set is laid in parallel
iines a quarter of an inch asunder, and another set is
placed m the same way upon and at right angles to the
lormer. The outside strips may be half an inch wide,
to serve as a sort of frame. The strips are tacked at
their ends to these outside pieces, and the whole forms a
Kind of lattice-work through which is kept up a con-
tinued evaporation of whatever moisture has been im-
bibed by the drying paper. This simple plan ob-
viates to a great degree the necessity of continually
changing and drying the papers in the packets under
pressure.*

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXXX.
"^20. Parasit.e (Erysiphe* Mildew.) — The word

mildew, which is derived from the German (mehl thau
—meal dew), properly denotes those white and mealy
fungi which infest the leaves of various plants in
summer. They are familiar objects to every cultivator,
but are widely diffused, and often so conspicuous that
they cannot fail to attract the attention of all who are
gifted with observant eyes. It is scarcely possible to
walk in the woods in autumn without seeing manv a
young Maple bush as effectually powdered as if a
quantity of flour had been dredged over it, and though
this is perhaps the most conspicuous case, there are
many other plants which suffer almost as grievously.
The Hop, the Vine, the Rose, the Hawthorn, the reach,
the Strawberry, and various other plants, whether in the
stove or in the open air, are often damaged by the little

parasite, which may either advance no further than the
white mealy stage as is the case with the Vine mildew,
or may put on entirely new characters as the Hop and
Pea mildew.

whorls of threads which are often singularly beautitui m
point of form and symmetry. These perithecia some-
times, like the pyenidia, contain nothing more than a
mass of minute oblong bodies of doubtful character

;

but in other cases they increase in size, and contain a
variable number of sacs or asci, each of which in its

turn contains from two to eight sporidia, or some larger
indefinite number. The asci are generally of large size,
as are frequently the sporidia, which germinate readily.

526. We have then five different forms of fruit, three
of which at least have the power of reproduction. We
need not then be surprised at the immense rapidity
with which they are developed, or the immense mischief
which they cause by their parasitic habits. It is more
especially in dry weather that they flourish, though
when once established it is not a little adverse weather
which effectually checks them. Indeed unless some
remedy be applied at an early stage of growth they run
their course, whether that is confined to the Oidioid stage
as in the Grape mildew, or the parasite proceeds to form
perithecia as in the Hop mildew, and the end is the more
or less complete destruction of the plant on which they
grow.

52". The cultivator, then, must carefully watch for the
very first appearance of his enemy, and at once apply the
prescribed remedies. A very slight degree of intelli-

gence, without the aid of more than a common pocket
lms, will suffice to show him what he has before him.
Our illustrations represent— 1. Erysiphe graminis in
the Oidioid stage, with a perfect perithecium and the
asci extracted from it. 2. The forma'ion of the peri-
thecia from the mycelium in Erysiphe Pisi. M. J. B.

521. In the mealy stage the mildew to the naked eye,
unassisted by magnifying powers, looks extremely like

flour sparingly scattered. In some parts it is spread
more thickly than others, and there are generally little

white specks in which it is collected into little heaps.
Examined under the microscope it is found to consist
of necklace-like threads springing from a creeping
mycelium which either clothes the surface, sending
down little suckers which adhere firmly to the leaf and
ultimately decompose its tissue, or else it crawls
amongst the intercellular spaces, sending up the fertile

threads from the stomata. This perhaps may depend in
some measure upon the nature of the surface.

Home Correspondence.
Vint Mildew.—Having the mildew very badly in my

Grapes, could you advise me what to apply to them to
eradicate the disease ? I have kept my vinery perfectly
dry, and have applied sulphur to the pipes and floors of

the houses ? I have also applied a composition, but
neither has taken the desired effect. My Grapes are
most of them late, so that few of them are colouring.

The mildew has attacked the Vines in a small green-
house when in bloom, and also the leaf ; I have applied
snlphur there as weli as in the vinery. S. W. [It is

perfectly useless, or something worse, to apply sulphur
in the manner described in this letter. The only way
to make it act is to syringe the leaves and berries, and,

\vi
IU m immediately, while they are wet, to dust the sulphur over

i „ t -
+ i r ,„

re the mildewed epots.1
there are lew or no stomates on the upper surface of the vn n * r » — -• « «*.i
)anvaa „ :« *u ui ~ *t i i u i ait . i Yillaqc Botany.— In your excellent article on this
leaves, as in the Vine, the habit mav be different from „. u- «< \ t i n i A i la u c c a-
»t,«+ ;« ;„«+i a \. -a \ • t. u j • * x i

subject last week you allude to the difficulty of findingwhat it is on the under side, which abounds in stomates „ 'i * • mta /, iX - a e
i..j:._ ~ _ i n ias mi ro . • teachers to instil the science into the minds of peasant
leading to ample intercellular cavities. The effect in ! „-„i • n i i T * *i *. *i •

i • j
*:.u_-™: *i ~, rpi _ i- • .. girls in village schools. It seems that this grave hmd-
either case is the same. The mvcehum in the one case „„„«« * *u i * c fn -• - hj
«Q m,..^!. „„ • *i,„ *i . i * xi i r T ranee to the advancement of useful learning will always,
as completely as m the other exhausts the leaf and •

t mG_ure exiat fill thp„ Hnn ; ects are intrn
di'vprtQ +h« nniiKieiimonf «fci«1i «oa { n fAn ^A ,i f™ *k« ,n a Sreat measure, exist m these subjects aie intro-
di verts the nourishment which was intended for the
plant.

522. The joints of the necklace-like threads or
Oidium vary somewhat in form, being sometimes cylin-

drical, sometimes elliptic, and sometimes swollen like a
tun, but there are no very striking differences. After a
time the upper joints fall off and germinate, and thus
propagate the plant with great rapidity. Nor is it very

3. Specimens selected for the herbarium should be as i
nice as to the object on which the'spores fall. ThemnW nc nncJM* Qm„u c—u. ™ u„ A„i„A _-..:„ Grape mildeWj for instance, may be communicated to
plants placed beneath the Vines, or on which the spores
are thinly sprinkled.

complete as possible. Small species can be dried entire.
In larger plants we should select specimens with entire
leaves, buds, flowers, and if possible with fruit. Mere
scraps of plants are worthless. Where a specimen is

too large for the paper, it may be divided into two or
more pieces. The different pieces may be glued on one
paper or more. The specimens selected in the fields

should be brought home in a tin box, dignified by
botanists by the name of Vasculum. They may thus be
kept fresh even during the hottest weather for a con-
siderable time.

4. A quart bottle containing a few ounces of corrosive
sublimate may be filled up from time to time with one-
half water and another half alcohol.

523. Sometimes instead of the joint itself germi-
nating, its endochrome, without any increase of size in

duced into the Government Training Schools, and form
part of the instruction of pupil-teachers. These pupil-

teachers are always selected from the cleverest girls in

village schools, and those best qualified to impart their

knowledge to others. Such a course as this must afford

an opening as pupil-teachers to many girls who have no
taste for other subjects, which according to the present

arrangement are indispensable. I believe I can
divine a reason for the outcry that is raised in certain

qu'.rters about u common things." It is that certain

classes are beginning to be jealous of throwing open
everything to the people, and think to stem the tide of

popular education by erecting a barrier of their own.
But no ! It is too late. The eyes of the people are no

the join
,,
becomes organised, and gives birth

i to multitudes I

,

doged t their begt inte/ests . popuWadvance-
of minute sporidia each of which is capable of germina-

1 me
»
t^ ,

.

and H h more /op the interegt
turn within the external cell, so that the original spore

of thoBe who wiah the7r country well to run with the
looks like a little hedgehog, in consequence of the

gt than t excite &n{mJt b vain effort8 to
cerminatins threads proiecting from its surface in everv

stem
.
' & Q Subscriber.

may be dipped in the solution poured into a shallow
dish. Specimens {Jius poisoned must be allowed to dry
again between the drying paper, or their leaves will be
apt to shrivel. A very slight pressure is now all that is

Tequired.

5. Stiff pale-coloured cartridge paper (about 1 9s. the
ream) is, from its comparative cheapness, well adapted
for an herbarium. It may be trimmed for general
herbaria to 1 64 by 10 £ inches ; but for a school her-
barium of local British plants, 14 by 9 £ inches will be
quite large enough. The dried specimens should be
attached to such paper by a moderately strong solution
of common glue. A small copper glue-pot, kept hot
over a night-light, will be found convenient for the
purpose. Where a specimen is too flaccid to be
held up with a pair of forceps whilst being glued on the
under surface, it may be laid in a reversed position on
the table, aud after being touched here and there with
the glue, the paper to which it is to be attached may be
laid over it.

I have not thought it necessary to enter into details
with respect to drying plants for the herbarium, but the
above hints may be useful to some who already know
the general process.

__ (To be continued.)

• The annexed cut represents a plan noticed in the Gardeners'
tnromce, vol. 1852, p. 164, for carrying ventilators on a journev.
inose suggested above are somewhat simpler in construction,and would occupy one-third less space. Editor.

Royal Exchanges.—The two following anecdotes, I

believe, have never been in print. Some few years ago

a block of cottages apparently converted out of a barn

germ
direction.

524. Some of the joints, however, put on a totally

different structure. They swell immensely without
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posonous solution may be laid on^ the dried specimens coat becomes organised and cellular , m which case they
auction> The auctioneer threatened to knock them

witn a hair pencil, and greatly protects them from the are called pyenidia, and finally they give birth to
attacks of insects. When a specimen is stiff enough, it niyriads of little oblong bodies which are sometimes

». , . .,
... , . .

...
capable of germination. It is conjectured that they
answer some end of impregnation. But this is very
doubtful. They are entirely destitute of motion and
external appendages, and are probably mere repre-
sentatives of the spermatozoids of higher plants.

525. Some species never go beyond this stage, or have

not been observed to do so, as is the case with the

Vine mildew ; but more frequently little knots appear
upon the creeping threads which gradually swell and
form globose perithecia, surrounded by one or more

* From t»vrifir„ a word more properly signifying rust.

down for 100?., when he observed a blacksmith of the

name of Tiley nod his head ; the price was advanced to

guineas, and getting no other nod the property was

knocked down to Tiley, who stoutly asserted he had not

bid, but ultimately took them. A year or two after-

wards her Majesty bought the ground on which her

marine residence of Osborne in the Isle of Wight stands,

and this block of cottages being within the ground pro-

posed to form a park, Tiley was asked to sell it, and
consented. No price was then named, but a few days

after he was iuformed that it had been valued at 5007.,

which sum he gladly received. He was very wrath with

the auctioneer for making him take it, but has since

quite forgiven him. The following is another royal

exchange. Four cottages also stood within the lands

proposed to be converted into a park for her Majesty's

marine residence at Osborne. The owner was asked

to sell them, and expressed a wish to have in exchange

four cottages built elsewhere. His request being

acceded to, he chose a plot of ground in Barton's village

near Newport The houses were duly erected, and in

the centre of the front wall on a goodly sized stone he

had cut in bold relief " The Royal Exchange." H. W.
Nv.nn, Broadlands, Isle of Wight.

The Origin of Wheat is jEyilops.—The following

passage occurs in a letter addressed by M. Gaillardot,

a scientific traveller in Syria, to M. Puel, "Vice-Secretary

of the Botanical Society of Paris, and is printed in the

Bulletin of that Society, vol. in., p. 103. The letter is

dated Sa'ida, Syria, 15th Sept., 1855 :—« Amongst the
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Grasses Which""" "^Turowin- with the plants I have the -in.Jicat.ons- of the writer Above all it should

med to vou may be observed Andropogon halepensis, 2 ive in a plain and simple manner the principles of the
J

' - ~ " s *—

«

— A common culinary processes, without an attention to

^Egilops triar
which the best materials will be thrown away. There

vou a fact which will probably surprise you as much is not one English cook out of ten who knows when to

* . ,n x.-i. - ...i.^« <.,.nnn ; n» Am Anti. IvrtM orirl wK»n »n simmpr mid without such knowledge
as it has myself. Last year, when crossing the Anti-

Libanus on"my way to Damascus, I gathered some tufts

of xE>ilops above the village of (Eta. Some peasants

of thfs village, who had joined me that they might

the more safely cross the Boghar-Jantha, and who had

several times observed with surprise my gathering the
j

plants I met with, began to laugh, and one of them,

approaching me, said, « Do you know what it is you

boil, and when to simmer, and without such knowledge

the best meat which was ever produced will be hard and

unpalatable. This is but one example out of twenty of

the absolute necessity of such knowledge to form a

tolerable plain cook. M. J. B.

Temple Gardens.—A gentleman writing in the Times

from the Temple, complains of various nuisances which

he is obliged to endure in his chambers, and doubts

have gathered ! It is the mother of Wheat ; if you do whether these gardens will be what I have represented

not believe it, open the spike and examine the grains,

you will then be convinced.' Certainly the fellow knew

no more of the labours of M. Esprit Fabre d'Agde

than the latter knew of the popular traditions of the

Syrian Arabs when he commenced his admirable inves-

tigations respecting the conversion of -<Egilops into Triti-

eum." J. D. II.

them till certain works are removed. No one can say

but that the smell from lar^e gas works must be inju-

rious to health and vegetation. The same writer refers

to some fine old Hawthorns, as a proof of the injurious

Mr. Rivers. It had the flavour of the Sweetwater with
a slight tinge of muskiness, and looked as if it would
make a good sort for out-of-door culture.

Entomological, June 2.—W. W. Saunders, Esq.,

F.R.S., President, in the chair. The President an-

nounced that the Council had received the resigna-

tion of Mr. Douglas as one of the secretaries, and ex-

pressed the regret of the Society at the loss of so ex-

cellent an officer as Mr. Douglas had proved himself to

be during seven years' service. He further announced

that the Council proposed Mr. Janson to fill his place,

the election to take place at the next meeting of the

Society. Mr. F. Bond exhibited a remarkable mon-
strosity occurring in Biston hirtarius, the body and

wings of which were female ; but the antennse Here

semipectinated. Mr. S. Stevens exhibited specimens of

Petasia nubeculosa, Notodonta carmelita, and N. Die-
IU SUU1C IIIJC Uiu iitt«iuviiir»j «o « f*vwi v.. ....w *«j«~. v-~ - , I'll
effects of the gas works. I beg to say that this unfortu- tzeoides recently captured, together with larvae since

nate lot of trees has been visited by a locust, or what is

I commonly called caterpillar. They are committing

Giant Apple Tree.—There is at the present time a

very remarkable Apple tree growing in an orchard in

the occupation of Mr. Pitts, of Powderham, near

Exeter. This tree has been known to produce seven

hogsheads of cider in a single season. People now in

the neighbourhood have assisted in gathering up 36

bushels of Apples from under it in a morning. Many
of the inhabitants remember this tree about the

beginning of the present century as a very fine one,

with brunches extending—they think—full 30 feet on

every side and with an altitude in proportion. There is

however no reliable data as to its dimensions 50 years

ago, and time has considerably shorn it of its fair

proportions ; still its present appearance would argue

that if it bore fruit in proportion to its size, its pro-

ductive powers have not been over-rated. The trunk

six feet from the ground gives a circumference of six

feet four inches—another tree apparently of the same

kind in the same orchard girts six feet two inches.

Several others have arrived at nearly the same size.

Wm. Major. [What is the sort ?]

How to use Peashells.—lt has been often said that the

man is a benefactor to his country who makes two

blades of Grass grow where one only grew before, and

by parity of reasoning it ought to be a good work to

show how wholesome and palatable food may be pre-

pared from what is commonly thrown away. Soyer

informed us some years since how good pottage might

be made of very scanty materials, and his principles „

might be extended in many other directions. We have ! that they are more frequent at Cheltenham than in any

heard something lately of good soup made from the other known locality. Being a competitor, I have had

shoots of young Peas, but that can scarcely come under the ocular demonstration of the system. Suburban growers,

head of economy. There is, however, an article which ! not satisfied with initiating themselves into the graces of

is almost universally discarded in this country as fit the committee, and procuring a class expressly to suit

sad ravages all over the garden ; and I understand that

the country is, in different parts, in the same condition.

This, therefore, can have nothing whatever to do with

the smoke nuisance. In this opinion I dare say you will

concur. Samuel Broome, Temple Gardens, July 17.

Spiral Growth.—The specimen you have illustrated

under this head at p. 452, and of which you have

mislaid the particulars, was contributed by me. It was

a piece of the common Spearmint which had found its

way to market and thence into the hands of a friend of

mine, from whom I obtained it ; I am quite ignorant of

the circumstances of its growth. It appeared to have

been (in its early stages) encircled very closely by

some Bindweed or other ; both had had a desperate

struggle for the mastery, the one growing outwards

and upwards, the other pressing iuwards like the

death coil of a "boa constrictor" tightening its

grasp every day, the other putting forth great vita)

power to overcome the same and thus forced into the

unusual form which the specimen had assumed ;

the leaves also as will be perceived, had been forced

into the alternative of developing themselves just

where they could find an outlet between the coils of

the encircling plant. N. Buryess, Hackney.

Country Shows.—I, one of the many, can c ^rroborate

the assertions of your correspondent, "Shacklewell,"

whose startling revelations of practices at Local shows

are sufficient to disgust all w ho cherish the least principle

of honour and honesty. I have ample evidence to show

only for the pigs, which is really an excellent material

for the formation of pottage. Those who have attended

the French markets at a sufficiently early hour will

have probably lamented over the misery of the people

who carry off at a low price the Pea-shells for pottage,

but they might reserve their sympathy, and would do

so if they had partaken of such soup as at a very

trifling cost may be prepared from the article. The
following directions may be altered according to circum-

stances. They will, however, as they are produce a

very excellent dish. Take three quarts of water in

which meat has been boiled the previous day, and place

it on the fire with a small teaspoon ful of pepper and three

larger of salt (if the broth has been made with fresh

meat), taking care, however, that neither ingredient is

predominant. Add the shells of half a peck of Peas,

and a bundleofherbs, includingagood quantity ofChives or

sweet Leeks, and if possib'e a sprig or two of Tarragon

—a small quantity only of the latter will be requisite.

When the Pea-shells are sufficiently boiled pour the

whole through a colander, and when the liquor is

strained off, pound the Pea- shells and herbs in a

mortar, returning them to the colander and rubbing

through what will pass easily. Add now a small cup full

ofPeas, two Lettuces shred rather small, the more stalky

the better, provided they are properly blanched, and a

couple of sprigs of Mint, and you will have a soup which

would not disgrace any table, especially if a little fried

bread is added, and an ounce of white sugar. If a thick

soup is preferred a little flour and butter or other

thickening must be used. It is not necessary to have

anything stronger than common broth as the foundation.

No one who has partaken of this soup properly pre-

pared will doubt so far of the wisdom of the people who
habitually make the most of what Providence has

placed before them. An attempt was made some time

since in the Finchley schools at teaching matters which

might be practically and economically useful in after life,

and the manuals ofindustry which were published have the

merit at least of being extremely amusing if they are not

perfectly adapted to the end in view. It is encouraging to

know that such matters are not altogether despised by the

persons for whose benefit they are intended. Books on

the subject are eagerly perused, and it is a fact that in a

book hawking society with the proceedings of which the

writer of these remarks is conversant, the book which

has the greatest sale after Bibles and Prayer Books is a

cheap Treatise on Cookery. A really good book on the

their convenience, further violate the rules by purchas-

ing, borrowing, and hiring, such plants as will obtain

such and such prizes, so as to ensure a good return and

profit : this must ultimately destroy the Society, whose
prosperity is even now declining. Great Britain has no
town more eligible for good shows, or where more liberal

support would be aHorded, than Cheltenham ; but its

reputation is so tarnished by the management to which

it has been, and still is subjected, that it has become a

by-word among those who would otherwise contribute

largely towards its support. /. B. T. Huccltcote,

Gloucestershire. [We have been obliged to cur; ail con-

siderably this communication.]

&otittit$.

British Pomological, July 17, Mr. Turner of

Slough in the chair. This meeting was specially con-

vened for the purpose of testing the value of some of

the newer kinds of Strawberries. First on the list was

Carolina superba from Mr. Kitley of Bath. This is a

most excellent variety with a flavour resembling that of

the British Queen, or rather perhaps that of the old

Pine which was stated to be one of its parents. It is

an abundant bearer, has a rich bright colour, and as

regards size we may mention that some of the fruit

measured five inches in circumference. Its perfect

hardiness, and whether it will force or not are the

only points .about it which have not yet been

satisfactorily proved. Sir Harry from Mr. Underhill

was next brought under notice ; but as the flavour

of the fruit was spoiled by its having been packed

in Moss, it was recommended that it should be

again brought forward on the 4th of August, when the

Society next meets. Admiral Dundas was exhibited by

Mr. Snow ; it is large and showy, but too acid to be

agreeable. It was suggested that it might, however, be

a good sort for preserving. Some of the berries mea-

sured 5| inches in circumference. The same exhibitor

also showed what was called Downton Improved, and

another seedling, both of which were recommended to

be reproduced in August. Unripe fruit of evidently a

very late Strawberry came from Messrs. Stewart &
Nelson, of Liscard, in Cheshire. Empress Eugenie

from Mr. Knivett, of Isleworth, was shown. It is

a very large kind, some of the finest fruit of

it measuring 6£ inches lound. Its flesh is bright

hatched from eggs deposited by the females ; also a

selection of beautiful Coleoptera and Lepidoptera re-

ceived since the last meeting from the Amazons, cap-

tured by Mr. Bates. Mr. Douglas exhibited the case of

a new species of Coleophora found upon Genista anglica,

also Cryptocephalus Coryli, Lebia crux minor, and other

rare beetles recently captured. Mr. Stevens exhibited

drawings of the larva and pupa of the singular Lepido-

pterous insect, Agdistes Bennetii, found upon Statice

Limonium on the Essex coast. Captain Cox communi-

cated an account of the discovery of a chrysalis of the

Lime Hawk moth under the bark of a Plane tree,

inclosed within a cocoon formed of silk intermixed with

particles of wood. Air. Armitage exhibited various in-

teresting Coleoptera recently captured in the South of

France. Mr. Saunders read a notice of the transforma-

tions of various Lepidopterous insects observed at

Natal by Mr. Plant. Mr. Westwood read a memoir on

the Wing Veins of Insects, and a paper by Mr. White,

containing descriptions of some new Homoptera from

Borneo and the adjacent islands, was read. The aunual

excursion of the Society was fixed for the 21at June at

Reigate.

Jiottctg of ttoote.

Fruit Culture. Under this name Messrs. Groombridge

have commenced the issue of shilling pamphlets upon

the cultivation of fruits. The author is to be Mr. George

McEwen, lately gardener at Arundel Castle, and one of

our most intelligent cultivators. He takes the Straw-

berry for a commencement, and, trite as the subject is,

has known how to give it practical interest. The way

in which a successful man achieves success is always

indeed a subject of legitimate curiosity. What Mr.

McEwen's general views are will be gathered from his

preface, and especially from the following extract *.—

-

* I cannot but think that horticulture is as yet in its

infancy, and seeing that the opinion of Bacon, that

gardening is the purest of earthly pursuits,' is being

endorsed by a growing host, who are entering with

mind and capital on the patronising of the art, I am

desirous to aid in giving a proper tone and direction to

these efforts, to increase the taste, and so to enlarge the

boundaries of human happiness, even in ' common

things.'
" It will be distinctly understood, that whilst I intend

to deal with practical details, rather than draw infer-

ences, or trace causes, I have no sympathy with the

[
idea expressed by some, that enlightened theory and

sound practice are at variance ; on the contrary, I am

persuaded that, just in proportion as we advance in

scientific inquiry, and penetrate into the mysteries ol

nature, in a right spirit, the more satisfactory become

our daily toils ; and that the closet and the field will

yet unite in full harmony in giving utterance to certain

sounds, telling of fixed principles, unvarying laws, and

of the inexhaustible stores of wealth and nutriment m

the atmosphere, on the earth, and under the eartn,

is

subject, written by a person of sound sense and actually red and tender, and in flavour superior to that

acquainted with the means and appliances of the

labourer at ordinary wages and with a cottage allot-

ment, would command a very extensive sale. Such a

book should comprise what is commonly called Sick

Cookery as well as that of Health, and should give a few

hints as to what should be in the allotment to realise

of most large fruited kinds. Mr. Snow again showed

his new Black Grape with a Muscat flavour. It wes

pronounced by all present to be a first-class sort, and it

was stated that it ripens satisfactorily, in the same

house with the Black HHmburgh. It was named Snow's

existing for, and waiting to be unlocked, and applet

ard fashioned, by the minds and hands of inquiring an

industrious men, for the grand purpose of enhancing

the joys of all that live." *
,

Three woodcuts, one of which is coloured, willrena

the number attractive to those who prefer exercisi g

their eyes rather than their understanding.

Memorials of his Time ; by Henry CocUum- 8vo. Black

For once reviewers are of the same mind. -^e

lightful volume before us has been received with tavw»

by men of all shades of opinion and all varieties of tru;

It is pre-eminently the book of the season. Ut a wu

that has been so largely quoted in all manner ot revi *>

journals, and newspapers, it would be wperfluons

say more in this place were it not that the b°«icu" ^
tastes of Lord Cockburn have been overlooked.

.

R
evident that he was a lover of gardening ;

nor co

have been otherwise with a man with so highly

vated a mind, and such eminently social habits.
, ^d

in his childhood, as he tells us, he ^d" to Stan

admire the blue and yellow buds of Crocuses r
^

through the clean earth, in the first days ot -P^g^

the garden of old Dr. Monro." And when^^
down these gentle reminiscences of former aaj

remembered with pleasure the gardens where he p

his days. „ „, , cumdftj5,

« For many years almost all my Saturdays, ^Ja
and holidays, were passed at Mddrie. I sign ^
every holiday as lost that was not Part ot w ^house with the black Hamburgh, it was nameu onow s every uur.unj DO ,w •- ••

„
rtu:* „,„ral or

Muscat Hamburgh. A new French Grape came from is very old, but it never had any architectural
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historical, interest, but the garden! the garden! un- tor that science, with such a garden, such funds, and
seen and unseeing, it was a world of its own. That such a class. It was nearly about the same time that
unwalled flat space, of only four or five acres, contained 'The Horticultural Society/ which had been set up in

absolutely everything that a garden could supply for

* man's delightful use ;' Peaches and Oaks, gravel walks,

and a wilderness ' grotesque and wild,' a burn and a
bowling green, shade and sun, covert and lawn, veget-

ables and glorious holly hedges— everything delightful

either to the young or the old. Eden was not more
varied. And Eden is well worthy of its reputation, if it

was the scene of greater happiness. After a long and
unbroken course of domestic security and pleasure,

death began, about 1815, to extinguish, and circum-

stances to scatter, the gay and amiable family of which
I was virtually a member; and I have since seldom
revisited the generally silent walls. But the days of

Niddrie are among the last I can forget.

" My father was a friend of the Sir William Dick of

Prestonfield, who flourished when I was a boy; a great
sportsman, handsome, good natured, and (which goes a

great way with me) a first-rate skater. We were the
only boys (and how we were envied from the hill-side !)

who were always at liberty to play in his grounds, and
to use his nice boat. So I knew the place thoroughly.
The reeds were then regularly cut over, by means of
short scythes with very long handles, close to the
ground ; and this made Duddingston Loch nearly twice
its present size. All between the loch and the house
was a sort of Dutch garden, admirably kept. Besides
the invariable bowling-green, which formed the open-air

1809, opened its kindred and adjoining ' Experimental
Garden.' Conducted, as it was at first, by such men as
Ellis and Neill it could scarcely fail, and has always
done as well as low funds allow. But Flora and
poverty make but a bad match."

The second relates to markets of Edinburgh, and to
the vegetable market in particular :

—

" The opening in 1 826 of an establishment called the
New Town Markets at Stockbridge recalled some
curious, though not distant, recollections of Edinburgh.
It was only about 15 or 20 years before that our only
fish market was in the Fish Market Close, a steep,

narrow, stinking ravine. The fish were generally
thrown out on the street at the head of the close,

whence they were dragged down by dirty boys or dirtier

women
; and then sold unwashed—for there was not a

drop of water in the place—from old, rickety, scaly,

wooden tables, exposed to all the rain, dust, and filth ;

an abomination the recollection of which greatly im-
paired the pleasantness of the fish at a later hour of the
day. Yet when the market was removed to its present
situation below the North Bridge, there was an outcry
as if hereditary nastiness, like other abuses, had been
made, by time, necessary for comfort. I doubt if there
was a single fish shop in Edinburgh so early as the

year 1822. Our vegetables had to pass through as bad
a process. Tiiey were entirely in the hands of a college

drawing-room of all our old houses, it had several long '< of old gin-drinking women who congregated with stools

smooth lanes of turf, anciently called bowling alleys, ' and tables round the Tron Church. A few of the
parterres and lawn interspersed, fountains, carved stone aristocracy of these ladies—the burgo-mistresses, who
seats, dials, statues, and trimmed evergreen hedges.
How we used to make the statues spout ! There was a
leaden Bacchus in particular, of whose various ejections
it was impossible to tire. A very curious place.

,,

What a striking sketch of an old Scotch garden !

The Lords of Session have numbered other lovers of
gardening in their illustrious ranks, but not one more
thoroughly its votary than Lord Cockburn. The lan-
guage he uses in describing the establishment of the
Horticultural Society of Edinburgh is a complete reflec-
tion of his mind :

—

" The Horticultural Society was chiefly the work of
Patrick Neill, a printer ; a useful citizen, a most intel-

ligent florist, author of an excellent Horticultural Tour
in Flanders, of the article Gardening in the Encyclo-
ptedia Britannica, and of various other kindred works.
The exotics in his little acre-garden at Canonmills put
many a grander establishment to the blush. He was
also an archaeologist, which made him one of the few
defenders of our architectural relics. This Horticultural
Society was one of the first buds of that extraordinary
and delightful burst of floral taste which has since poured
such botanical magnificence over our great places, and
such varied and attainable beauty round our cottages.
It is not in our public establishments, or in our great
private collections, that its chief triumph is to be looked
for

; but in the moderate place, the villa, and especially
in the poor man's garden ; in the prevalence of little

flower societies; its interest as a subject of common
conversation ; and the cheap, but beautiful and learned
practical works that are to be found in the houses of the
humblest of the people. I cannot doubt its proving a
great civiliser. In innocence, purity, and simplicity, ihe
florist—not the scientific botanist, but the florist of his
own little borders, is the only rival of the angler. I wish
we had a good Flowery Walton."

At that time he had settled at Bonaly, in the parish
of Colinton, close by the northern base of the Pentlands,
" I began," he says, " by an annual lease of a few

square yards and a scarcely habitable farm. house. But,
realising the profanations of Auburn, I have destroyed
a village, and erected a tower, and reached the dignity

of a 20-acred laird. Everything except the two burns,
the few old trees, and the mountains are my own work,
and to a great extent the work of my own hands.
Human nature is incapable of enjoying more happi-
ness than has been my lot here ; where the glories of
the prospects, and the luxury of the wild retirement,
have been all enhanced by the progress of my improve-
ments, of my 'children, and of myself. I have been too
naPPv* ana< often tremble in the anticipation that the
cloud must come at last. Warburto.i says that there
was not a bush in his garden on which he had not hung
a speculation. There is not a recess in the valleys of

the Pentlands, nor an eminence on their summits, that
is not familiar to my solitude.'*

We need not say that the charm of this book is its

amiable and gentle, but most entertaining and valuable
gossip about all manner of men and things that a long
career brought the author acquainted with. Two horti-

cultural bits are not unworthy of standing by the side
of the legal, historical, municipal, and political scraps in

which the work abounds. The first is a note upon the
Royal Botanical Garden :

—

"It was in 1823, I think, that the last fragment of
our Royal Botanical Garden was removed from its

situation on the west side of Leith Walk, and that the
transplantation of the whole to its present site at Inver-
leith was completed. No garden could be made to
walk a mile with less injury to its health. Scaicely a

had established a superior business—the heads of old

booths—marked their dignity by an awning of dirty

canvas or tattered carpet ; and every table had its

tallow candle and paper lantern at night. There was
no water here either, except what flowed down the

gutter, which, however, was plentifully used. Fruit
had a place on the table, but kitchen vegetables lay

bruised on the ground. I doubt if there was a fruit shop
in Edinburgh in 1815."

We wish we had, to borrow some of our author's

words, a good gardening Cockburn.

Garden Memoranda.
Mr. Francis's Nursery, Hertford.—Those who

are desirous of seeing Koses in perfection on Manetti
stocks should lose no time in paying a visit to this

nursery, where many thousands are grown in this way,
and most of the finer kinds being now beautifully in

blossom, an opportunity is afforded not only of judging
how far this stock answers the purposes for which it has
been recommended ; hut also of selecting from the many
varieties cultivated here what sorts are wanted for

planting next autumn. That Po^es will not only grow
and thrive, but also bloom profusely on the Manetti stock

there is here ample proof both in-doors and out. Buds
take well on it, but it should be remarked that the

stocks are properly prepared to receive them, and that

they are inserted so near the ground that it is expected

they will ultimately root into it, and so in time render the

tops in some decree independent of the stock. Immense
quantities of Manetti are grown here for sale. We saw
what was stated to be '100,000 in one quarter, which with

Roses, fruit trees, shrubs, and evergreens, comprised the

principal stock of the Nursery. To grow Roses well on the

gravelly soil which constitutes the staple of this

nursery Mr. Francis finds that he must transplant

often, manure heavily, and fallow here and there,

as ground becomes vacant, with Potatoes. The
manure employed is laid up in a large heap to rot, and
is freely mixed with road scrapings ; the a house pail "

is alao poured over it every morning. In this way
a compost is obtained which is lasting in its effects, and
therefore the ground is always kept in " good heart," a

condition which Roses above all things require, and in

which lies the whole secret of successful Rose
culture. Standards here as elsewhere are worked on
the common Briar, but this season Mr. Francis is

trying how far the Manetti may or may not be suitable

for half standards. The Celine is also employed here

as a stock ; but, as has just been stated, dwarfs are all,

or very nearly so, on the Manetti, on which most
varieties seem to thrive, with the exception of La
Reine, with which it does not appear to agree. Mr.
Francis, however, says he does not despair of yet

making even this grow on it.

A plantation of Geant des Batailles stated to contain

2000 plants, is at present all in full flower here, and
presents, as may be imagined, a striking appearance.

Jules Margottin, another charming Rose, large and full,

is however quite as useful as the Geant, though not so

brilliaut. These two varieties being profuse bloomers
and lasting long in beauty, would make excellent bedders,

and should, we think, be largely employed for that pur-

pose. Of good old sorts, such as Robin Hood, Baronne
Prevost, Duchess of Sutherland, and flowers of that

class, we need not speak ; but of General Jacqueminot

and Souvenir de Leveson Gower, too much can hardly

be said. Both are large Roses possessed of glowing

colours, very fragrant, and in all respects highly

attractive. No good collection can be considered

which cannot tail to find admirers. For hue form, lew

beat General Ca>-t« Ilane. Leon des Combats is a good
dark, velvety, crimson ; Comte Bobrinski is a Rose ef

good colour: and Auuuste Guinoiseau, is a beautiful

large full red variety, good in shape, and altogether a

desirable sort. The above are a few first-rate kinds
;

but among them Ge'tnt des Batailles, Jules Margottin,

and General Jacqueminot are the varieties to

which we would more particularly direct atten-

tion. The first, which is not only the earliest but
the latest Rose of the .season is now pretty well known,
the second is not half so much cultivated as it should be,

and to a delightful perfume, the third adds a brilliancy

of colour which is seldom met with, and which will

always recommend it. Tnis and a very dark seedling

named Victor Truillard, from Messrs. Standish and
Noble, were the two Roses that appeared to be most
admired at the last exhibition in Regent's Park.
As regards the cultivation of Roses. Mr. Francis says

they should always be planted, if possible, in a compost
of stiff loam, rotten dung, night-soil, and leaf mould.
Where they have grown strong after three or four years'

standing, theymaybe taken up, the ground well renewed,
the roots closely pruned, as well as their shoots very
much thinned, and then planted in the same situation

—

they will then produce as fine blooms as when first

transplanted from the Nursery. This should always be

done in the early part of November. Roses bloom well

the first year after being transplanted, if carefully

attended to. They should, when transplanted, have a

strong stake attached to each standard to prevent the

wind from moving them, and then well mulched round
during winter. The ensuing spring and summer they

should be plentifully supplied with liquid manure.
For pruning, with the exception of Teas and Chinas,

December and January are considered the best months ;

many sorts, such as Hybrid Chinas, Hybrid Bourbons,

and some of the strongest growing Noisettes and
Bourbons, require very little pruning ; about every

third year they should be pruned-in close, so as to

make them produce new wood, and to prevent the

plants getting old and ugly in appearance. The
Persian Yellow requires merely to have just the top of

the shoots taken off, it being found to flower only on

the last year's wood. Another excellent plan for

standard Hybrid Chinas, many of the Pillar Roses and
Standard Climbers, is to prune them in quite close just

after they have done flowering ; they will then produce

new shoots the same summer, and flower abundantly

the next season. February and March are considered

the best months for pruning Teas, Chinas, and
Bourbons.

For protecting Poses, when planted out on their own
roots, such as Teas, Chinas and Bourbons, dry Moss,
Fern, or small Spruce Fir boughs, may be stuck round
the plants, which will very much protect them from
sharp frosts ; also the crown of the roots should be

covered with rotten manure early in December, which

should be dug in the following spring.

single plant or tree was lost, and after recovering from complete without them. Mrs. Rivers and Madam
their first sickness, they looked fresher and prouder

; Vidot are two beautiful pale blush varieties, which
than ever. Dr. Graham, the Professor, was a respect-

! require only to be seen to become universal fa-

able botanist, and a good teacher, and in his first heme- vourites. Gloire de Dijon is also a fine Rose with
nant, Macnab, he had a most admirable practical man.

|
a Noisette habit, large and double. Madam Domage is

That chair is one of the best botanical prizes in Britain, likewise well worth attention. Colonel Rougemont, in
Few things of the kind are more enviable than a taste the way of Baronne Prevost, is a large showy variety,

Miscellaneous.
Influence of Soil on the Distribution of Plants.—In

a memoir presented to the Imperial Academy of

Sciences of Vienna, March 6, 1856, M. Stur, treating of

the influence of the soil on the distribution of plants,

gave the results of the observations made by himself in

the Alpine region of Austria. The soil on which plants

live is either rocky or disintegrated. The "rocky" or

solid soil is either of calcareous or argillaceous and
siliceous nature. The " disintegrated" or detrital soil is

composed of fragments from the "rockv," agglutinated

by mineral substances of tertiary origin ; it contains

therefore lime, silica, and alumina, in more or less equal

portions. The rocky soil prevails in the higher eleva-

tions of the Alpine region ; the detrital soil fills up the

bottoms of the valleys and depressions. The first cor-

responds to the continents surrounding the tertiary sea,

or to the islands emerging from it ; the second indicates

the extension of this sea itself, as formed by drift de-

posited on its bottom. The nature of the roots is an

essential condition for the thriving of any plant on either

of these soils. Species with annual fleshy, or with com-

pound fasciculated roots, or with underground stems,

can only live on detrital soil ; those with woody roots

with numerous ramifications are best fitted for the

rocky soil. A comparison of the flora of the higher

calcareous region with the mica-schist flora proves

the plants of either of them, although equal in size, to

differ so materially from each other in shape, that it

must be admitted that the geological constitution of the

soil has an influence on the vegetation covering its sur-

face. Alpine plants carried down by the streams into

the plain increase in size and grow more luxuriantly in

their new station. Forest trees shrink more and more

in size and f-hape as they reach greater elevations.

Both these facts bear witness to the influence of

climatal conditions on the development of vegetable

life. Cereals occur exclusively on the detrital soils of

the lower region. They follow the Alpine tertiary

gravel in its variations of altitude ; but are only able to

produce a rich harvest where they grow on a detrital

soil composed of lime, alumina, and silica mixed in

nearly equal proportions. This same soil is like-

wise the most congenial to the non-cultivated

plants of the lower region. If this soil be mixed

with heterogeneous substances (as salts, on the sea-

shore, on the banks of saline lakes, on plains with saline

efflorescence, or above saliferous rocks), new genera

and species, not occurring under ordinary circumstances,
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make their appearance. The Pine (Pinus abies, L.)

accommodates itself to every soil, and therefore ranges

from the lower to the upper region, marking the limits

between, and participating in both. Its vertical oscilla-

tions correspond to those of the cereals, and to the

distribution of detrital soil accessible to atmospheric

heat. New vegetable forms, together with new rocks,

make their appearance in the higher rocky regions.

Such are certain species peculiar to the calcareous mica-

schist, as Artemisia nana, Sand., Lomatogonium carin-

thiacum, Rehb., Gentiana prostrata, Haenke, Herni-

aria alpina, L., Braya alpina, Hoppe, &c. Wherever
a great variety of rocks near to, or interstratified with,

each other appear within a comparatively narrow space,

the plants pass from one of these soils to another, under-

going at the same time frequent alterations of form
;

srec es nearly allied to each other are peculiar to such

spots, producing hybrid and intermediate forms. The
distribution of genera and species in the upper region

answers exactly to the geological constitution of the

soil. Calcareous and mica-schistose Alps have every

one their {peculiar flora. Near Windisch-Matzey and
Heiligenblut the mica-schist and the calcareous mica-

schist floras appear side by side. At the "Tauern"
of Kadstadt, where nearly all Alpine rocks are heaped

together, the floras of the calciferous rocks, of the mica-

schist and of the calcareous mica-schist appear simul-

taneously. M. Stur appended to his memoir a catalogue

of about 1000 species of plants collected by him within

the Alpine region, and arranged according to their

localities and to the geological constitution of their

native soil. Communicated by Count Marsckall to Annals

of Natural History.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.')

PLANT DEPARTMENT.

Conservatory, &c.— Orange trees and other plants

known to be liable to the attacks of red spider must be
frequently examined for this pest, and well washed with

the engine immediately it is perceived, taking care not

to bruise or injure the foliage, and placing the affected

plants bo that every leaf may be reached. Also keep a

sharp look out for other insects, and spare no trouble to

keep these under. Go over the twiners frequently and
keep the shoots nicely regulated, cutting out where
necessary, to prevent their being too thick, and
shortening any that hang down so low as to interfere

with other things. Attend promptly to the removal of

decaying specimens before they become unsightly ; and
also Fee to having plenty coming forward with which to

supply their places. Cold pits. The stock here will pro-

bably require rearrangement about this time, as some of

the specimens, having completed their season's growth,
will be better in a shady situation out of doors, and their

removul will allow "of giving more space to those left.

Young growing stock and late flowering plants that

have jet to make their season's growth should receive
the mo^t careful attention, as if well treated they will

make rapid and vigorous growth at this season, and
nothing in the way of good soil, careful potting, or
proper accommodation will compensate for the want of

this. Indeed, there is no possibility of securing free

growth from hard-wooded plants in bright hot weather,
except by moderate shading and maintaining a moist
atmosphere by sprinkling the plants overhead morning
and evening, and air must be given liberally to keep
the wood strong, avoiding as much as possible ex-
posure to drying winds. Any of the specimens
which require more pot room should be shifted as soon
as possible, taking care to have the ball moist, and
keeping them rather closer and the atmosphere
moister than usual for a fortnight after potting. Get
the young shoots tied before they begin to fall on the
ground and injure each other. Cut down Pelargoniums
as soon as the wood is properly hardened, and keep
them very sparingly supplied with water at the root
until they start into growth, but sprinkle them over-

head frequently, which will cause them to break more
strongly. Get cuttings of favourite sorts rooted, and
attend to those that were struck early in the season.

Continue to pot Cinerarias as strong suckers can be ob-
tained, placing them in a close part of a cold frame
until they get established in their pots ; but avoid placing

them in heat, where they speedily become a prey to

insects, mildew, and never do any good. Let adequate
precautions be used to protect the tender greenhouse
plants, placed temporarily out of doors, from the effects

of frequently recurring storms of wind and rain
;

screens may be advantageously employed ; all stakes

and supports should be proved, and the pots closely

examined, lest the plants suffer from defective drainage

or the presence of worms. The young reserve stock

for filling blanks jin the stove should be sedulously

encouraged by progressive potting, and a warm equable
temperature. Gesnera zebrina, Plumbago rosea, and
Torenia asiatica, will amply repay attention bestowed
on their culture ; decayed JJeech leaves, with a mixture
of sharp sand, form a compost peculiarly suitable to the

first-named plant. The stock of pot Roses should be
looked over, useless wood and decayed blossoms
removed, and the plants shifted ; fibrous loam, night-
soil, and burnt earth may be used effectually. Camellias
which have matured their flower-buds may receive
additional assistance either by soil or manure- water, as
circumstances allcw.

FORCING DEPARTMENT,
Pineries.—Air should now be given liberally to young

stock in dung pits, in order to secure strong stocky

growth. The plants should not, however, be exposed to

drying winds by giving back and front air liberally on
drying days, for this would not serve the end in view ; but

a moderate circulation should be secured at night, giving

no more during the day than may be necessary to pre-

vent the temperature getting too high. This, with care-

ful attention to the state of the roots, keeping the

bottom heat regular, the soil in a nice healthy state as

to moisture, and giving a liberal supply of manure water

to such as are well rooted, will be found much more
conducive to strong stocky growth than exposing the

plants too ^freely to hot drying winds, which would

probably check and throw them into fruit prematurely.

Use every means to afford plants swelling their fruit'a

thoroughly moist atmosphere, sprinkling passages, &c,
frequently, and shutting up early on the afternoons of

bright days, giving a gentle dewing with the syringe,

and saturating the atmosphere by sprinkling every

available surface ; also give these plenty of clear strong

manure water at the root until the fruit begins to change

colour, when the soil should be kept rather dry, which

will improve the flavour. Vineries.—Attend to former

directions as to thinning the fruit in houses intended to

furnish a late supply, and see that the bunches are

severely thinned, and also that the crop left is not too

heavy in proportion to the strength of the Vines.

Where the fruit is swelling, be careful to maintain a

moist state of the atmosphere, and give every possible

attention to the roots, keeping the border in a healthy

state as to moisture, and if watering is found necessary,

use good strong manure water. Give abundance of air

where the fruit is colouring, and do not allow plants in

pots to remain in the house to cause damp, which,

despite every care in ventilating, is apt to settle on the

berries and spoil the bloom. Where the fruit is ripe

and expected to hang for some time, the atmosphere of

the house should be kept as cool as possible ; but a little

fire heat will probably be necessary occasionally in

order to keep the atmosphere dry. Peaches.—Expose
trees freely to the air from which the fruit has been

gathered, keeping the ventilators open day and night,

and spare no attention which may be necessary to pre-

serve the foliage in a clean healthy state until the young
wood is well matured. Where the fruit is ripening,

shading the house on the forenoons of bright days will

prolong the supply, and will not injure the flavour as

much as would be the case with most other fruits.

Figs.— Trees swelling their second crop must be well

attended to with water, giving sufficient to moisten the

whole of the border thoroughly, if this has been allowed

to become dry while the first crop was ripening. Use

the syringe freely on the foliage, shuttiug up eaily in

the afternoon, and sprinkle paths, &c, frequently, in

order to keep the atmosphere moist.

. salad herbs. See to securing a good supply of Parsley
for winter use, which is always largely in demand. A
good bed should be planted in some convenient place

for protecting it during severe weather in winter. The
soil should be of a light texture, deep, and thoroughly

drained as a preventive against damp in winter. New
plantations of Strawberries should be made at once,

selecting the strongest young plants and keeping them
well supplied with water until they get established.

Attend to Celery and all recently-planted crops with

water if the weather happens to be warm and dry.

COTTAGERS' GARDEN.
Savoys, Green Kale, and Cabbage plants may yet be

planted with every chance of success. A good breadth

of Turnips might be sown, and a few rows of winter

Spinach would prove remunerative. We recommend a

few ridges of Celery most particularly ; its value as an

ingredient in soup alone should recommed it.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.

After the plants have fairly covered the ground the

great point will be to preserve that symmetrical appear-

ance over the whole of the beds, which in a geometrical

flower garden is absolutely necessary to render the

effect pleasing. To do this will involve frequent atten-

tion and considerable labour for some time to come, as

many of the plants will be inclined to grow much too

strongly for others, and will also be continually encroach-

ing upon the edgings and extending beyond their proper

limits. Plants of a weakly habit of growth, as, for instance,

the more slender growing varieties of Verbena, may be

assisted in dry weather by an occasional watering

with manure water ; but for those that grow too

strongly there is no help except thinning out

and pegging down the shoots. In shortening back

shoots that incline to extend beyond the edges of the

beds, avoid the least appearance of formality by
thinning out the under shoots and keeping all parts of

the bed of equal depth or thickness, or allowing the

plants, as it were, to] die away at the edges according

to the arrangement. Climbers on walls must be attended

to as they advance in growth, keeping the young shoots

neatly laid in, &c. The climbing Roses will also require

to be gone over occasionally, for the purpose of

cutting off decayed blooms and any weakly old wood
should be cut out at the same time, to allow of laying

in the strong young shoots which will bloom much
finer next season than the old wood would do.

Phloxes and other herbaceous plants must be

neatly tied up ; but avoid huddling the shoots to-

gether, as is sometimes done even about well kept

places to save time. Any of the perpetual blooming

Roses that have flowered very freely should be assisted

by a liberal watering with manure water from the

stable or farm-yard tank ; indeed, too much of this can

hardly be given to any of the autumn-flowering

varieties.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Select a bit of open light ground and prepare it for

winter Spinach by giving it a heavy dressing of

manure, and trenching or digging it deeply. This crop

should be sown at once, and in drills in beds, allowing

wide alleys, so as to be able to gather the crop

without trampling the ground, also provide ground

for winter Onion, &c. Finish planting out Broccoli

and winter greens as speedily as ground can be ob-

tained, for, unless the autumn should prove very favour-

able, those planted after this time will not attain much
size. Get Endive planted out on very rich soil, also Let-

tuce, to maintain the succession, and attend to other small

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK, NEAR LONDON.
For the week ending July 17, 185f>, as observed at the Horticultural Oardeci.
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Friday 11 29.906 29.848 73 6t.i> 60 5S .02
S^tnr. 13 10 :9.S74 29.790 70 42 560 62 58 s.w. .01

Sunday 1

J

11 29.898 29.871 73 52 6/.S 62 a s.w. M
^ot). 14 12 29.993 29.92 l 2 52 K2.5 62 s. a
Tues. 15 13 29.99(1 29.834 7" 52 64.5 63 b^ s.w. .11

tt'ed. lfi 14 29.992 29J37 08 43 55.5 62 59 s.w. xs
Thurs. )7 O 30.104 30.080 71 40 55.5 62 59 w. .00

AveraiTP . 29.%5 29.868 72.1 1 48.1 60.1 •LB 58.5 .2:

Julj 11—Cloudy and fine; slight drizzle ; fine at night.
12— Overrast ; cloudy and fine ; slight rain.
13—Very fine ; overcast ; cloudy.
14—Very tine; overcast; fine.

15—UiWormly overcast; cloudy aud fine; sultry; lightning and
rain at night.

16—Rain; heavy clouds » nil shovers; very fine; cold at night.
17 -Very fine throughout; overcast and cold at night.

Mean temperature of the week 3J deg. below the average.

RECORD OP THE WEATHER AT CH1SW1CK.
During the last 30year», for the ensuing week, ending July 26. 1*£6- -
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l ne nigbest temperature during the above period occurred on the L'5th»

1844-thertO. 02 deg.; and the lowest on the 23d, IS43, and 24th, ISjS—
therm. 40 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Antirrhinums : Anon. 1 is the best. The rest are not equal to

sorts already in cultivation.^

D'seased Apple Tree : O
f
Clonmel. Not received.

Gladiolus: F L. Brilliant and striking in colour, and ap-

parently an improvement on insignis.J

Greenhouse: WM Ely. There are no other objections to iron

in the construction ot such a building than that iron houses cost

more than wooden, and require to be more freely ventilated.

Heating: Boiler. It matters little what boiler you use provided

it is thoroughly well set. The hollow conical patterns with

the fire inside ara very good ones; so is a waggon boiler; so

is Weeks's, one of which in our own use behaves well.

Moss on Fruit Trkes: A'. Having cleared the trees from

Moss apply the following composition, viz., a peck of fresh

cow-dung, half a peck of quicklime, half a pound of flower

of sulphur, some wood-ashes and a quarter of a pound of lamp-
black. Mix the whole together with as much urine and soap-

suds in a boiling state as will form the ingredients into a thick

paint, and lay it on with a brush,

Namhs of Plants.—We have been so often obliged toreluct&ntly

decline namiug heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable it we could. All we

can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is

now requested that in future, not more than tour plants

may be sent us at one time.—W W. It looks like Basella rubra.

— Shem. Campanula latifolia, and Geranium phseum.

—

Anthon.

Eriophorum angustifolium, a Cyperaceous plant. The cotton

has no value; it might be used but would not pay.

—

X. Galax

aphyila.

—

R 5. Jaborosa integrifolia, a plant nearly related to

the Mandrake ; and one of the numerous forms of Veronica

maritima, which has been made the mother of as many bad

species as Aconitura Napellus.
#

Physalis edulis : Delta. We never heard of the least difficulty

in growing this. .Raise it in heat like a tender annual ;
get it

forward under glass, and as soon as frosts are quite gone turn

it out at the foot of a south or west wall.

Quercus sessiliflora.—Will a Welsh Subscriber enable us to

send him a letter? • ^.
Red Walks : Saligna would be obliged by being told of the best

material she can have for making a fancy red walk, and one u

possible that will bind. .

Roses : A New Subscriber. Manure Rose trees after C,mSt™
with good rotten cow-dung, or the remains of an old Cucumber

bed. If you can add burnt clay and half charred wood so

much the better. .

Sewage: Suburban. Such an accumulation of fluid is not Iifceiy

to be too strong. If it becomes offensive throw among it^some

powdered Boghead Charcoal, which you can obtain tor ten °*

fifteen shillings a ton at the works. A Civil Engineer mm
allow us to have an opinion as well as himself. He thinltfin

harm can come from confining London sewage in subtern^*
chambers, and there concentrating the gaseous emanation -

We presume to think exactly the contrary. . «j

Solanum jasminoides: J O E. No uncommon Solanum snoui

be allowed to bear fruit where children can pick it. The nowex

do no harm. . . .-4

Trefoil: C B. As reported, the case looks very suspicious, auu

the verdict wrong. It is, however, impossible to say,
,

inM|

absence of more evidence. Wiiy did not the riover-seed grow

.

Did not the neighbours' Clover seed come up? What wto
£

nature of that peculiar drought which killed Clover, aw *

Trefoil unharmed? Was the Clover seed tried f*
ro

sowing ? Was it Clover seed at all? All these questions re-

quire an exact answer.
. , fAA i-te,

%* As usual, many communications have been received w^1*

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries <*n.^£
a

tbe
We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents, ^

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—-Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and

efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. NK8BIT, F.G.S., &c,

principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,

London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,

Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving 'instruction in Chemical Analysps and Assaying,

will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

ERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-

phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, Sugar

Scum, and every description of Artificial Manures, Linseed

Cakes, &c—W. Inglis Carne, 10, Mark Lane. London.

rpHE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
J- at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,

7?. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, NL; Sulphuric Acid and

Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent", of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and

other Chemical Manures.

COMPANYLONDON MANURE
(Established IS 10).

The above Company have the following ready for immediate

delivery :—Corn Manure, for top-dressing ; Blood ditto for Corn

;

Blood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured

expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for

Tarnips, Mangels, Grasses, &c. ; Peruvian Guano direct from

importers' warehouses ; Nitrate of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia,
and every artificial manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. Edward Purser, Sec.

MANURES FOR ROOTS AND TOP-DRESSING
RN CROPS.

THE undersigned beg to advise Agriculturists they

are now prepared to deliver the under-mentioned Manures,

viz. :

—

Their celebrated SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (see

Roval Agricultural Society's Journal, Vol. 6, Part 2.).

NTTRO-BI-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE for Cereals,

Roots, and Hops.
Also NITRATE OF SODA, GUANO, BONEDUST, and

4-INCH BONE; SULPHURIC ACID, GYPSUM, and all

other Manures of known value.
Apply to Mark Fothkroill & Co., 204a, Upper Thames Street,

London, Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company.
" PTTXTOI ŴORKS, SHEFFIELD.
SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-

ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and
PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.

47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-

man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English

and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1S51 and 1S55. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
throuerh to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears. Hoes,

Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.

Established 173S.

INN'S PATENT MANURE AND TOP-DRESS-
ING for tho Destruction of Fly, Wire "Worm, and Slug, and

promoting rapid Vegetation.—The Proprietors of this valuable

Manure and Top-dressing are now manufacturing it at their

"Wharfs, 332 and 333, Wapping. and are enabled to supply any
quantity of either at the rate of hi. per ton. The Top-dressing is

particularly adapted at tho present time for destroying tiie Fly

on the Hop without injury to the vine, it being perfectly free

from taste or smell, no sulphur being used in its preparation.

Orders addressed Hall <fc Co., at the Wharfs, the City Officer

3, Leadenhall Street; or to Mr. Samuel Fowlkb, West End
Agency, 9, Pall Mall East, will be immediately executed.

THE COMFORT OF A FIXED WATER-CLOSET
for 1/.— Places in Gardens converted into comfortable

Water- closets by the PATENT IIEKMETICALLY-SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, preventing the return of cold

air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it or unfix it in two hours.

Price 11. Also Hermetically-sealed and inodorous chamber
commodes, 11. 2s. and 21.4s., and improved Portable Water-
closets, with pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A prospectus

with engravings forwarded by enclosing two post stamps.—At
Ftfr and Co.'s Sanitarium, 46, Leicester Square.

HeTpaRIS AGRICULTURAL EXPOSITION.
—In reference to this International Competition the attention

of Agriculturists is drawn to the following circular :—

SPECIAL CIRCULAR.
Edinburgh, June 21, 1856.

We have the pleasure to announce, that, for the third time, we
have the gratification of being the medium of securing for this

country the First Prize for Agricultural Seeds, Grain, &c.
f
at a

General Competition of Nations.

The Jury of Produce of the Great Agricultural Show at Paris,

just concluded, have awarded to us the Special Grand Gold
Medal of Honour* (the highest reward in their power to bestow),

for our Collection, illustrative of the Agricultural Resources of

the United Kingdom.
We consider this a matter of congratulation, not so much to

ourselves as to the general body of Agriculturists in this country,

,to whom we were indebted for the greater number of samples in

the Collection. Beyond the exercise of our judgment in the

growth and origin of the stocks, and in the selection of the

samples raised therefrom, together with the necessary expendi-

ture of time and money, we take no credit.

The competition has been with countries possessed of equally

good, if not better soils, and, certainly of more favourable

climates; our success, therefore, must be considered as mainly
attributable to the superior skill of the Farmers of this kingdom,

as shewn, not only in the intrinsic value of the articles ex-

hibited, but also In the care bestowed in cleaning and preparing

them for the market.
We cannot, however, affect to overlook the rapid progress now

making in Agriculture by our Continental neighbours, more
especially the French. The systematic methofl by which they

test all our theories, the iudefatigable energy they exercise in

developing the resources of their soil, the scientific aid they

unceasingly invoke in elucidating the conflicting theories and

practices of other nations—all tend to show that, to maintain the

position this country now holds, still more energetic exertions

must be made by all engaged in the cultivation of the soil and the

improvement of the several varieties of our cultivated plants.

With special reference to this (which is strictly within our pro-

vince as Seedsmen) we wish to impress upon our friends the

importance of preserving the purity of all our recognised species

and varieties of Agricultural Plants; as upon these and the

introduction of foreign kinds, we must rely for the means of
increasing the number of new sorts of superior quality and pro-

ductiveness. Peter Lawson & Son.

* (Extract from the Decree " Conconrs Agricole Universelde 1856.")

"Ill* Div.—PRODUITS AGRICOLES ETRANGERS ET
FRANCAIS.

" Art. 19.—Des me'dailles d'or, d'argent et de bronze seront
<lecernee8 aux exposants des produits agricoles dont le merite
aura 6te* constate.
"Art. 20.—De grandes medatlles d'or pourront etre decer-

nees, par le jury, a tout exposant d'un produit juge" tres-remar-

quable, ou pour un ensemble complet de produits exceptionnels."

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
[ R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

" • Stephen sos & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns

of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to
supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal "Works. Prices,

&c, at the Manufactory as above.
HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

of ground, 5 bars 4s. 9d. each.

HURDLES for CATTLE. 6 feet long, 3 feet 3
inches out of ground, 5 bars 5s. 3d. each.

~ WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the

winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp

river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation

cannot grow through or upon it, and it resist-? the action of the

severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brothebs,

Milhank Street. "Westminster.

/ ililiSHlKE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
V-/ Patron and President for the year, Field-Marshal the

YiSCOUnt CO.Mi.KRMEUE, G.C.B., &c.
ANNUAL MEETING at Nantwich, September 4, 1S56. The

following Premiums, the competition for which is not restricted

to Members of the Society, will be given for the best Essays on

the following subjects :—10l. (given by E. D. Broughton, Esq.)

for the best Essay on the most advantageous way of Wintering

a Dairy Stock.—57., or Plate of that value, or the Society's Silver

Medal, for the best Essay on the most profitable way of Managing

a Clay Farm of 200 statute acres, consistently with good

husbandry and the due maintenance of the Freehold.—5?.. or

Plate of that value, or the Society's Silver Medal, for the best

Essay on the Construction of a Farmhouse, Outbuildings, and all

other requisites necessary for a Dairy Farm of 200 statute acres,

such Essav or Paper to be accompanied by a Plan or Model,

together with a Specification and Estimate of the probable cost

of erecting the same.
The Essays are to be sent to the Secretary on or before the

14th August next, and the writer of each Essay is requested to

distinguish the same bv a motto, and to enclose a seahd envelope

therewith, containing a duplicate of the motto, and his name and
address. These envelopes will not be opened until the Prizes

are awarded by the Chairman of the Committee.
Richard T. Beckett, Secretary.

_0 ulton Farm. Tarporley, July 19. ___
TlyTANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL AGRICUL-
IVi TURAL .SOCIETY, 1856.—The Annual Show of LIVE
STOCK (including Poultrv), Implements, &c. &c, will take

place at Wigan, on THURSDAY, August 7th; and on the

day previous there will be a public Trial of Implements.

Premiums amounting to C91?. are offered, many of which are

open to general competition. Entries close on the 26th instant.—

Prize Lists and Rules may be had on application to T. B. Ryder,

Secretary, 2, Elliot Street, Liverpool. July 19.

/COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
V^ and of PRACTICAL and G EN ERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane. Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ; for the Naval

and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticularsmav he had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry dnrimr the next twelvemonth.

COLLEGE,ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
CIRENCESTER.

Patron -His Roval Highness Prince Albert.
President of Council—Earl Batiiurst.

Principal—Rev. J. S. Haygaiith, M.A.
Professors. &c.

Chemistry—J. A. C. Voelcker, Ph. D., F.C-S.

Zoology, Geology, and Botany—J as. Buckman.F.G.S., F.L.S.

Veterinarv Med'icine and Surgery—G.T. Brown, M.R.C.V.S.

Surveying, Civil Engineering, and Mathematics,

Manager of Farm—G. Austin.

The next Session will begin August 11th. The annual fees

for boarders varv from 55 to 80 guineas, according to age

and other circumstances; the fee for out students is 40Z. per

annum. The College course of lectures and practical instruction

is complete in one twelvemonth, though a longer course is

recommended. Prospectuses and information can be had on

application to the Principal.

Gfte ftgrtcttUural <£mtttt
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The Chelmsford meeting of the Agricultural

Society has been signalised by the enormous prices

which the breeding stock exhibited have reached.

This annual gathering is now rapidly acquiring for

its live stock show what its implement department

has long possessed, the character of a great annual

market. In the one, too, as in the other, the real

aware of merit is that given by the voice of those

self- constituted judges—purchasing spectators. And
it is no surprising thing that here *s heretofore

elsewhere the official awards and those of the public

generally have not in every instance been the same.

The importance of the official judgment is however

not diminished in the least by the circumstance,

that in the long run it is liable occasionally to be

overruled. The need of accuracy here rests upon

the fact that a large per centage of purchasers are

necessarily guided by the opinions of others rather

than by any confidence in their own ; and the respon-

sibility of the Society's judges is great just in propor-

tion to the influence it thus possesses in effecting the

distribution of particular kinds of stock.

There is thus need of anxious care that the office

of judge should be conferred on men of ex-

perience in the particular class of subjects submitted

for their decision ; and no where is this more im-

portant than in the case where breeds of live stock

have to be adjudicated on. Distinctions of a merely

local character and prejudices founded on them

are so liable to warp the judgment that the difficulty

of obtaining the services as judges, of well qualified

and experienced men who are not themselves exhi-

bitors, is very great. For instance, South Downs,
Hampshire, Wilts, and Shropshire Downs may all

compete as short-woolled sheep, and a partiality for

local characteristics will often incapacitate a man
who may be otherwise well fitted for the office of

juror on the merits of the breed. Whether the causes

here suggested may have been in operation at

Chelmsford or not, certain it is that the

awards in the class of South Downs have been

canvassed with unusual severity. It is stated on

one side that Mr. Jonas Webb's sheep which has

received the second prize is not the best of those he

shows, and that " the best sheep in the yard " is

thus passed over unnoticed by the judges ; while,

on the other side, Mr. Overman's ram to which the

first prize has been awarded, is defended in its first

place on the ground not only of its own undoubted

merit, but also because of a recent award in its

favour by the judges at the late Norwich agricul-

tural meeting. We do not pretend to determine the

controversy, or to say on which side of it the truth of

the matter lies. Its mere existence is sufficient to

call the attention of the Society most anxiously to

the subject of the appointment of its judges, whose

awards must command the respect of exhibitors if

the Society itself is to be of any service to the

country. That it is at present of great service

both by determining merit in the stock exhibited

and by bringing together buyers and sellers of it,

was plain to any visitor at Chelmsford during the

past week. Australian, American, French, and

English breeders were present as buyers in the

yard, and in short-horns more especially their de-

mand was most imperfectly met by the supply.

Prices thus ruled exceedingly high. Mr. Towne-

ley's prize bull " Master Butterfly" was sold,

through Mr. Strafford, to J. G. Ware, Esq., of

Camperdown, Geelong, Victoria, one of the finest

cattle districts of Australia, for the enormous

sum of 1260/. Mr. Ambler's prize bull calf was

sold for 200 guineas. Lord Walsingham's prize

Southdown ewes, which received the first and second

prizes in their class, were sold for 20 guineas and

17 guineas a-piece respectively. Three of Mr.

Overman's sheep were let for the season for 50, 60,

and 80 guineas respectively. Mr. H. Scott Hay-

ward's prize white sow of small breed, with which

he won the prize in its class at Paris, was sold for

35 guineas. These are prices indicating remark-

able activity in the market for all kinds of well

bred stock—prices sufficient to maintain all the

energy and skill and therefore the reputation of

our breeders.
t ,

As to the Implement department of the show it is

sufficient to refer to the report in the following

columns, where the success of the reaping machine,

the progress towards, we hope, an ultimate success

of the steam plough, the competition among ploughs,

clodcrushers and cultivators, which are the principal

features of the meeting, are reported in detail.

On the general relation of the Society to exhibitors

in this department, we merely refer to the two main

facts of the matter, that a portion only of the machines

exhibited were subjected to trial and examination by

thejudges, and that the rest were shown at work under

the superintendence of their respective manufac-

turers. Both of these are steps in the right direc-

tion, the one ensures a fuller investigation and there-

fore a more trustworthy official judgment of the imple-

ments exhibited : the other recognises the unques-

tionable truth, that the personal interest of exhibitors

is after all the true incentive to efforts after im-

provement, and that free and unconstrained compe-

tition will lead most rapidly to the success of those

who heartily engage in it.

APPEARANCE OF CROPS.

Rhins of Galloway.—On the generality of the soils

of the district the white crops of all kinds promise to

be bulkv, and with favourable weather will be fully an

average". Still the critical time for the Wheat is just at

hand; the weather for the last few days has been

exceedingly wet and stormy for the season, and has

done a good deal of injury to the farthest advanced

Wheat, the Potato crop, and the Beans. Turnips do

not look well, and many complaints have been made

about the fly. Mangel looks very sickly, the weather

being much too wet and cold tor it. A. H. M'Lcan,

Stranraer.

Southampton.—Wheat thin on the light lands, pretty

good on heavier soils ; very good in some instauces.

Barley a good crop. Oats pretty good. Beans

good. Peas pretty good. Grass crops good. Root
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Crops various ; in many instances injured by the tiy.

W. C. Ppooner, Eling, Southampton.

Cavan and Longford.—Wheat little but very

promising—no miMew. Oats over average. Turnips

only late but safe. Potatoes very luxuriant, abun-

dant, and as yet no blight. In this poor and wild

district there is* very little else than Potatoes and Oats,

with a very few Turnips. Scarcely any Clover or

Vetches. The meadowing generally on low lands not

fit for tillage and in boggy soils, these are rarely if ever

manured. There are reports of some appearance of

blight on the Potato leaves, but nothing on which I ean

rely ; there is a great breadth of them, and as they

were lor the most part early planted, there is every

prospect of a greater supply of them than we have had
since the appearance of the disease. For many years

past the Wheat in Ireland has suffered severely from

mildew, so much so as almost to cause its rejection ; I

think we are pretty free from it this year. I have for

some five or six years grown a small patch, a very

small one, of Mummy Wheat, which has suffered so

much from mildew as to produce scarcely a plump
grain, all wretchedly shrivelled and the ears not more
than one-fifth filled ; this year in my little patch there

is not a rusted leaf. It is however a first trial on this

land. /. M. Goodiff, Scrably, County Cavan.
Northumberland— Wheat, Barley, and Oats on

free dry lands in the valley of the Tyne are looking

well, and if the weather be favourable for blooming will

be a full average crop. On some early spots the ear is

fully out, and with a few warm days would be so

generally. On strong and wet lands the crops look

very indifferent indeed. There will be no general

harvest till the last week of August at soonest. Of
Beans and Peas there are very few grown. Hay and
seeds cut up well ; there is none yet stacked, and the

weather is very broken. Potatoes look strong and
healthy. Turnips on dry lands where well got in are

growing vigorously, and look like being a full crop.

On wet lands the crop will be bad and a much smaller

breadth will be sown than had the season been favour-

able. Thomas P. Dod, Anich Orange, Hexham.
Wetherbt, Yorkshire.—Wheat on our limestone

is very vigorous but is thin of plant. The crop must be
only very moderate. Barley is very good. Oats
better than usual. Beans very full crop. Potatoes

good. Turnips are extremely promising. Hay the

heaviest crop known for years. The wet weather has

done mischief to the heavy crops of grain, especially

Barley. Half the hay crop of this district is at the

present moment undergoing saturation for the fourth or

fifth time. The alternate sunshine and shower of the

last week has caused great expense to the hay grower ;

unless we have settled weather very soon will produce
an immense injury to the crops of hay. /. Hannam.

East Lothian.—Though the harvest must be late,

there is every prospect of an abundant crop. Winter
Wheat is now in ear, and the earliest fields are bloom-
ing ; there is generally abundance of bulk, and the

ears are both large and close, the exception is where the

crop is afier plain fallow, which lost plant in spring, but
happily plain tallows are now all but superseded. Sprint:

sown Wheat is remarkably luxuriant, and in point of
earliness little behind what was sown in winter. Oats,
Barley, and Beans are all excellent, and the danger is

that they will be too bulky. Potatoes are not so promis-
ing in appearance as they were a fortnight ago ; there
has been too mucli rain for them on stiff soils, and
some fields have been considerably thinned of plants by
the stems or roots having become rotten from the
surface of the earth downwards. Turnips have been
much damaged by the fly, and are now late and in
rather a precarious situation, still with a favourable
autumn they may ultimately prove a good crop. Hay
is generally in the rick, and a heavier crop than it has
been for some years. July 15, George Hope, Fenton
Barns, Drem,

Hants.—The crops of Grass are pretty good, hay
crop good, and mostly well harvested. Swedes and
Turnips very much injured by the fly. Potatoes good
— some disease. Wheat promised well in April, since

which time it has grown worse ; the present prospect is

not good ; thin on the ground ; very uneven, and con-
siderably blighted. Barley promised well ; but has
fallen off very much of late ; it has put on a white hue,

very much like fermentation ripeness ; some say it was
the frosts of last week, and the week before, how that
may be I do not know ; but from personal observation
from Alnsford in Hants, to Dorchester, where I have
travelled this last week, I can say that the crops
generally are not good ; and the Barley, especially,
has put on a very suspicious look. There is no distinc-

tion—chalk, gravel, and loam, seem alike affected. The
Turnips in Dorsetshire are good. James Eamcs, Beck
Farm, Lymington.

could do this. For the pockets of the farmers it is

certainly better that we cannot. We require time to

digest as well as to eat, and our implement makers
supply us wiih such profusion of material that the

farmer is in a fair way of suffering from repletion. He
requires, moreover, time to wear out one set of im-

plements before he is compelled to purchase another

under the penalty of being pointed out as quite out of

date, and altogether behind the requirements of the age.

There was as usual, on the previous Saturday and
Monday, a private trial before the judges of the

implements competing for the prizes ; which, how-
ever, were offered to one class, that of tillage imple-

ments, only, and to the implement field this year was
added a department for the exhibition of imple-

ments in motion, to enable farmers to form a judg-

ment on their comparative merits, as well as for

the benefit of the sight-seers. If we might ven-

ture to suggest further changes, it would be that

the farmers in some district—a fresh district every

year—should be induced to make trial on their farms
of certain implements during a whole year, and that the

results should be reported by a jury—constructed on the

grand jury principle as to numbers and verdict by the

majority—one half to consist of the most active practical

farmers of the neighbourhood, and the other half of

some of the leading members of the Society most
accessible to the district. The report should also con-

tain a detailed account of the reasons for their decision.

A trial of this kind would come, we should think, under
the rule of the Society, which provides for the indemni-
fication of farmers for any loss which they may sustain

from experiments undertaken at the suggestion and
under the direction of the Society. We are sure there

are many farmers who would allow the experiments to

be conducted on their land without compensation, so

that the chief expense would be for the professional

assistance which it might be considered necessary to

associate with them. Let us proceed, however, to record

what actually took place at Chelmsford in the depart-

ment of implements in motion. The order of proceeding

was this : There had been, as we have said, the private

trials before the judges during the preceding week, and
they were not wholly concluded on Tuesday. The
cause of steam culture is certainly making an
advance, but the time must be long before it

will be able to adapt itself to varying circumstances

in the same manner as is done by the plough

worked by horse power, and with such beautiful Suffolk

horses as we saw in the trial-field on this occasion we
were almost tempted to wish that the day may be far

distant. Still steam ploughing is making a certain

amount of progress.

The reaping machine has attained success, the result

of progress already made. There were three reaping

machines at work on Tuesday on a piece of Rye,
near the show-yard, Bell's, Dray's, and M'Cormick's,
either of which cut this standing-up crop well,

with a somewhat longer stubble certainly than mow-
ing or fagging, but much closer than reaping, and
whether like Dray's with the tilt delivery they laid

the corn in separate sheaf-heaps, or like the others in

rows, there was much less scattering, and much less

necessity for raking, than in the case of mowing Wheat.
It may be well to remark here that the main difficulty

hitherto has been to effect a good delivery of the cut

corn. M'Cormick's appears to place the swath less

evenly than Bell's, which has been improved by the
substitution of elastic belts for a revolving web. The
corn in this machine falls directly backwards, parallel

with the course of the machine, and it is delivered

parallelly with this direction also, only a certain 'way'
being on it as it leaves the web, the ear end falling on
the land from a greater height than the root end, falls

farther from the machine, and so the swath lies some-
what across the line of motion, enabling the binders to

collect it easily. These reapers have now made such
progress to perfection that no large farm should be
without one, while, for the smaller farmers, there
ought to be gangs of labourers going about from
farm to farm reaping with them by the acre, like the
itinerant drill-men of some districts, and the itinerant

steam threshing machines of the present day. With
Dray's, even in its unimproved state when it

its first appearance in England a few years
we have seen the Wheat and Oats of a whole

made
back,

GREAT MEETING OF THE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF ENGLAND AT CHELMSFORD.
The celebrated apophthegm, that England could not

bear an annual revolution, is quite as applicable to our
agricultural implements as to our political and social in-

stitutions. To the journalist, who has to chronicle these
annual meetings, it would certainly be more agreeable if

he could announce annually some innovation on the
processes of ploughing, sowing, reaping, and threshing,
which, though now nearly 6000 years old, are only
beginning to attain perfection, while according to some
authorities, they are only in their infancy. It would be
well perhaps for the cause of agricultural progress, if we

farm
cut with it ; and except where it was laid, it made
even then very excellent work. Why these reap-
ing machines are not more generally adopted we must
confess suprises us. Their value consists not so much
in the lower price at which they cut the crop as in

the command over it which they confer on the farmer
and the loss from the shedding of the grain which they
prevent. On the eastern and the western sides of
England, under the same conditions of climate, two prac-
tices prevail*as to the period of cutting Wheat. On the
western side they cut it while the straw is still far from
dead, and the grain comparatively soft. The skin of
the grain thus treated is thinner, and the grain is pre-
ferred by the millers. On the eastern side, on the
contrary, it is dead ripe before being cut ; there is more
corn than the population of the district can harvest
The district is therefore dependent on itinerant harvest
men, of some of whom it would be well rid. The
farmers are often short of hands and large quantities

of grain are shed from over-ripeness. On this latter

point there can be no mistake, for the broadshare is in

the field as soon as the sheaves are out of it. All the

shed corn, therefore, comes up to tell how much has
been wasted, and it proclaims in the plainest language

that the loss has been sufficient to seed the ground, aatf
in many cases much more than sufficient. It is there
that the reaping machines would come into play, and
the true way to render them popular is to enlist the
sympathies of the men on their side, by putting the
machines in the form of an advantage to them by the
abridgement of their toils and by the larger wa°es
which they can obtain by means of them rather than as

a saving of money to the farmer in the cost of harvest-

ing. Norfolk, anain, is a level county with large fields

in which reaping machines could be used with the

greatest advantage. We have heard it alleged there

against their use, that they can mow it cheaper.

If they can, the quantity cf rakings are very great, and
the dirt in the quantity of damaged grain obtained from
the rakings enormous. We cannot help thinking there-

fore, that even there, where labour is comparatively low,

the introduction of the reaping machine into general

use would be an advantage.

But we return to the implements in motion in the

yard. Of these the most important are the threshing

machine. What a change has taken place in the process

of threshing during 30 or 40 years. Then the flail was

the rule, the threshing machine the exception, and it

was chiefly used in Scotland and the border counties.

Threshing machines were to be found in some of our

best cultivated English counties worked by horses.

Now the uncertain water power, and the still more
uncertain windmill are abandoned for the steam-driven

threshing machine, even in the districts where the two

former were most in favour, and the sole questions now

are between the fixed and the locomotive steam engine,

and which threshing machine to select out of all the

perplexing variety exhibited on Tuesday and Wednesday.

In the open field there were seven locomotive engines

exhibited by the following makers. We take them in

the order iu which we passed them :—Tuxford, Brown,

& May, Whitmore, Buirel of Thetford, Turner, Roby,

and Scott. In their separate stands steam threshing

machines were exhibited at work by the following

makers :—Clayton & Shuttleworth had a complete set of

fixed implements for threshing and dressing the grain

for market at one operation, also a combined portable

threshing, straw shaking, winnowing, riddling, chaff

separating, and Barley horning machine ; they also

exhibited a portable machine: Hornsby, locomotive,

Sparkes & Son of Norwich, locomotive ; Barret, Exall,

& Andrew, a stationary engine ; Clayton & Shuttle-

worth, a combined* portable threshing straw shaking,

winnowing, riddling, chaff separating and Barley horning

machine ; also a set of fixed machinery for threshing

and dressing the grain for market at one operation.

Ransorae exhibited the locomotive which obtained the

prize at Carlisle ; Garret & Son, a locomotive, and also

their fixed engine and other agricultural machinery, in-

cluding corn mill chaff cutter and cake crusher ; Holmes

& Sons, a locomotive threshing machine ; Dray, a loco-

motive. This then was the variety of threshing machines

and other cognate implements, with which the science,

skill, capital, and enterprise of our implement makers

have provided for the farmers.

The requirements in a threshing machine are that it

shall thresh clean ; that it shall not injure the grain.

The injury done to the grain by threshing with ma-

chinery was formerly the yrand argument of the adhe-

rents of the flail. The third requisite is, that performing

these operations well the machine shall work cheaply

;

that is, with as little consumption of coal as possible.

With regard to breaking the straw, that was formerly

considered an advautage rather than a defect, as it was

the sooner decomposed in the dungheap. The old Scot-

tish threshing mills reduced it almost to the state of

very long chaff. Now, however, when feeding with

various mixtures in which straw cut into chaff enters

largely, the more unbroken the straw comes from the

threshing machine the better is it suited to the chaff

cutter. As regards clean threshing, the different

implements appeared nearly on an equality. We
could scarcely find a grain of corn in the straw de-

livered by any of them. As regards breaking of the

corn, that appears to be the point to which the makers

of these implements pay the least attention J
we

observed several which bruised it considerably; when

pointed out, there was always some excuse offered

for it in the necessity, for the clearing of the

machine. Let us here advert to the question,

whether to a farmer about to purchase a threshing-

machine these exhibitions alone would furnish data lor

a decision, or whether the more protracted trial or »

year's duration on the farm would not better meet tn

requirements of the case. It is worthy of consideration

whether the* furtherance of such more effective an

protracted trials of the comparative merits of tne

different implements, be they ploughs, threshing-

machines, chaff-cutters, or anything else, would not o

an object well worthy the attention of the Society.

After the passage in which this suggestion was thrown

out had been written, we were gratified to hear a repor

that, in the case of one description of implement, some-

thing like this course is likely to be adopted. It is said tin*

the award of the prize for the best reaping-machine »

to be deferred till the harvest, when the trial will »*e

place on the farm of Mr. Fisher Hobbs.

We mu^t not close this brief enumeration of ti

steam-driven machinery thus exhibited at work
J'™?.

noticing Clayton's combined clay-preparing and re-
making machine, for working either by steam or nors

power, which claims to produce from 20,000 to *v>
v

bricks per day, according to size, combining the puggi
<j

of the clay and the production of a continuous stream
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Webricks, delivered alternately from each end.

remember when, some thirty years back, the very

mention of a project for making bricks and tiles by

machinery was looked upon as in the highest degree

visionary by those best qualified, as was supposed, as

practical brickmakers to form an opinion ; now, these

machines have reached such a point of perfection as

greatly to have reduced the cost of draining, and no longer

to require the offer of the Society's prizes as a stimulus

to invention.

Monday, Juy 14.—The implement trials commenced

on Friday afternoon with the heavy land ploughs of

Messrs. Ransome, Howard, Ball, Busby, Hensman,
Warren, and Goss and Peene. In ploughing 8 inches

deep in a very hard and gravelly soil, the superiority of

the iron ploughs over the wooden ones was strikingly

manifested ; and the long mould-boards particularly of

Messrs. Howard, Ransome, and Ball, laid the very

difficult work in a beautiful manner.
Early on Saturday morning the reaping machines

were privately put through a preliminary trial, just to

get all their working parts in order.

On the light land field the general purpose ploughs

were tried, belonging to Messrs. Ransome, Howard,
Bentall, Warren, Ball, Busby, Sheen, Carson, and Fowler

and Fry. Sets of light iron harrows were also put into

active competition, the exhibitors being Bentall,

Howard, Ransome, Coleman, Hill and Smith, and
Sanders and Co.

On the heavy land the ploughs were again tried at a

depth of 9 and ultimately of 12 inches—the contest

apparently being between Howard, Ball, and Ransome.
Late in the afternoon the clod-crusher trials began,

there being no less than 16 on the ground. Several

novelties appeared in these implements, Crosskill's

having been constructed to draw from the centre of the

axle ; and Utting's being on an entirely new principle,

cutting deeply through the hardest clods, instead of

merely pressing upon and abrading their surface.

On Monday the rollers and clod-crushers were sub-

jected to further experiments ; those worked belonging

to Utting, Carson, Wallis, Cambridge, Cousins, Day &
Son, Crosskill, Comins, Dray & Patterson, Barrett &
Exall, and Coleman.
The light land ploughs were tried, and every pre-

caution taken to obtain a fair test of draught by the

registering dynamometer of Mr. Bentall and Mr. Amos.
The Ploughs were those of Messrs. Ransome, Howard,
Busby, Ball, Fowler & Fry, and Bentall.

In the afternoon the Reaping-machines were set to

work upon a piece of Rye ; but a heavier and more
lodged crop of Wheat would be a much better test of

their capabilities, so that an adjourned trial would
have been more likely to satisfy the public than the

immediate decision of merit which has been pronounced.
Five machines were set to work,—Crosskill's Bell

;

Crosskill's Bell with very important improvements ;

Burgess and Key's M'Cormick ; Dray's Hussey; and
Dray and Palmer's " Union." The latter has a curved
platform of radiating rollers, by which the corn can be
delivered sideways instead of behind,—a man raking,

as with Hussey's machine. Dray's improved Hussey,
with tipping platform to facilitate delivery ; and
skeleton knives to prevent choking,—worked exceed-
ingly well. Burgess and Key's archimedean roller-

platform delivered the corn in most excellent style.

Crosskill has introduced a most admirable improve-

ment into his Beli's reaper,—consisting of three belts of

vulcanised India-rubber, with wooden studs upon them,
which passing from side to side across the front of an
inclined boarder platform, deliver the cut corn with

great ease and regularity.

The great object of interest, however, were the three

competing methods of steam-ploughing, which on

Saturday and Monday, and for some following days,

exhibited their performances to the Society Judges and
to the public.

Mr. Boydell's new engine, enabled by the inimitable
" endless railway " to travel over any inequalities of

surface, has shown that it can draw very great weights,

and heavy tillage-implements in deep work behind it.

Though of about 12-horse power, the engme?advanced at

the pace of two miles per hour, dragging behind it five

common ploughs, although these were set so deeply into

the ground that apparently three or four horses would
have been required to draw one. Coleman's immense
frame of eight ploughs rigidly fixed, seems to be una-
dapted for its purpose ; though when several of the

ploughs were removed, a much nearer approach was
made to good working. No sufficient tests were applied

to Boydell's locomotive, so that the actual draught-power

it possesses cannot now be affirmed, but it is evident to

all practical engineers that the wear and tear from
travelling continually over arable land must prove a

very heavy addition to the cost of the machine. One
point however seems very clear, that for conveying
farm engines from place to place, especially over soft

ground, no better auxiliary can be desired than the

endless railway, a stationary engine and hauling ap-

paratus, promising fairest withjregard to tillage opera-
tions by steam-power.

Mr. Smith, of Woolston, Buckinghamshire, accom-
plished some baulk-ploughing or ribbing, with a peculiar-
shaped implement adapted to his own novel method of

husbandry
; but not having succeeded in *' turning over

the soil," according to the Society's condition, he can
hardly be said to stand as a claimant for the large
reward still awaiting adjudication. He uses a common
portable engine and a fixed windlass, four "match-

lengths, extending along the ends and sides of the plot in front takes a portion of the forepart of the weight,

to be tilled. The anchors are set in holes dug for the ' and carries the helmsman, who guides its progress by

purpose ; and the implement is turned round by the turning these fore-wheels very easily, thus guiding the

ropes at each end of the work with very little trouble machine along crooked roads and through narrow gates

or less of time. with great facility. It mounted into the field without diffi-

Mr. Fowler's plan has several equally new con- culty,aud had pulled Biddell's scarifier on the previous day

trivances. His anchorages, of which there are only two
j 6 or 8 inches deep through the substance of that hardened

instead of four, are shifted along the headlands as soil, showing that but a small portion of itspower is

required, without digging holes, thus economising one

of the principal expenses hitherto encountered. The
implement for common ploughing consists of a long

frame mounted on large wheels, carrying eight ploughs

fixed four at each end, pointing in opposite directions
;

and these sets are in work alternately. The experi-

ments made seem to indicate that with about 10 horse-

power from the engine 8 acres may be ploughed 6 inches

deep in 19 hours, including the turnings at the end and

other necessary stoppages. With a modification of

Cotgreave's trenching plough constructed for this work,

the hardest ground was turned up and completely inverted

in a broken state 12 inches deep. As yet, we have only

estimates and opinions to offer ; but in a short time, we
understand, longer experiments are to be made with

the dynamometer, and the extent of ground ploughed in

a day actually measured ; and then we shall possess

trustworthy data on which to rest our hopes of success

for this ingenious mechanical combination. And on

another occasion we shall endeavour to give our readers

a clear idea of the two wire-rope ploughing schemes

which were exhibited in operation at Chelmsford.

Tuesday, July 15.—In the heavy-land trial grounds

this morning Ransome, Howard, Bushy, Carson, Warren,

and others were pitted against one another in a last

attempt to determine the merits of their respective

ploughs. The land was a hardened clayey soil—here

and there with gravel in it—in as unfavourable con-

dition for ploughing as could be imagined, and yet some
of the furrows turned over were as clean and squarely

cut as if the soil had been perfectly fit for work. A
furrow horizontal below, perpendicular on one side, and
trending 45° from the perpendicular on the other, was
opened, and the sides and edges of the mass turned

over reminded one of the diagrams of the theorist.

We do not yet know the award of the judges, but

cannot douht that it will be received by Mr. Howard,
whose plough, with a mould-board more than 5 feet

long—a sole plate about a yard in length—and a mould-
board rising from the sole at so small an angle as to

remind one of the rig and build of a clipper yacht,

performed its work more regularly, with less labour to

the ploughman, and less jerk and unevenness for the

horses than any other. The maintenance of excellence

and merit is of great importance, even nationally, in

the case- of a firm manufacturing 5000 ploughs a year.

To some of the adjustments of their plough we shall

refer again.

Among the other implements shown to-day in this

field was the trench plough of Mr. Cotgreave, drawn
along by 12 horses. It opened two furrows, and out

of each lifted two slices of subsoil, »>r rather tore two
lower furrows, throwing the material so moved on the

new surface of the ground. The land was in an ex-

tremely unfit condition for work,. and the implement
needed three men to hold it to its work while the twelve

horses pulled it along. It adopts Mr. Fowler's plan of

a second set of ploughs facing those at work, but carried

wasted in moving its great weight along. The great

shoes which hang looselv to the circumference of its

wheels are placed successively by their own weight, so

as to form a continuous railway for its passage. Even
on dry ground they had the effect of bridging over

furrows and inequalities, while in wet and soft land

they hindered the sinking of the machine in the

soil. Under such circumstances of a compara-

tively even and extremely hard surface as tried

the machine to-day, they were of course for the

most part merely a useless encumbrance. The
pinion on the crank shaft to which the piston of

the double cylinder gives motion, and through which

the whole force of the machine is conveyed, gears into

the driving wheels at the upper part of their circum-

ference; and the draught chain being in effect fattened to

the axle of the driving wheel*, i.e., pulled along at the

rate of its motion over the ground, of course a double

power may be brought to bear upon this draught chain,

the whole" diameter of the driving wheel being in effect

a lever, the fulcrum at one end on the ground, the

resistance or weight half-way between the two

extremities, and the power at the other end where the

leaves of the pinion successively push at the cons upon

the circumference of the wheel. But the advantage

apparently gained by this position of the pinion on

which Mr. Boydell insists with much confidence, is not

real after all. The velocity of the pinion must be

doubled to produce the same rate of movement onwards

as if it were placed on a level with the axis of the

wheel, and as much is lost as gained.

We may refer here to the trial of Bentall's and

Coleman's "scarifier on land exceedingly unfit for the

operation either of stirring or of paring teeth, the

superiority being with the latter tool.

Clodcrushers were exhibited at work in great variety

and number, the discs, some of them in two rows, each

clearing the intervals in the other, all of them running

independently on a common axle so as to turn easily,

differed exceedingly in the form of tooth or form of edge

on which the teeth were placid. It is not, we believe,

in practice a material question what particular pattern

on the soil the machine shall leave behind it as it is

drawn forward. All that is necessary is that consider-

able weight shall be
1
brought to bear upon every clod

over which the discs severally pass, and it must be

broken.
W kdnesoay was generally devoted to an examination

of the implements in the yard. If we follow spectators

in their tour around the several s'ands we shall be able

to point out a few of the more remarkable notabilities

exhibited, leaving till another week a more detailed

account of those we now pass by. Mr. Lawes exhibits

Beadon's patent gutter tiles, which appear in the root*

erected as a specimen to be a cheap and efficient substi-

tute for wooden or metallic spouting.

A large straw lifter shown by Mr. Hayes, of Elton,

Oundle, attracts attention by its height even before you

in the air ; the beam, in which both sets are built, enter the yard ; it is adapted to take the straw off the

being bent to admit of one being thus lifted out of work
when the other is in operation. At the end of the field

the se^that has been carried is dropped and the other

lifted out of the soil, and the trace chain being carried

to the other end, the machine is drawn back again, a

one-way turning of the furrows being the result ; in

this case attained without any attempt to turn so un-

wieldy a machine. It occurred to many looking at it

when at work that so unwieldy an affair is altogether

unsuitable to horse labour, an enormous waste of

power occurring wherever so many animals are har-

nessed to one chain. In the Carse of Stirling many years

ago Mr. M'Ewan, of Blackdub, introduced a trenching

plough which did better work and was calculated to do

better work than this implement seems likely to perform.

But the process was done at twice. Four horses opened a

furrow a foot deep and of unusual width, and four

horses following pulled another plough along, which

lifted 6 or 8 inches of subsoil from this furrow, and

placed it on the surface of the ploughed land. The
construction of combined implements in attempted

adaptation to steam power is taking agricultural im-

plement makers out of the reach of their customers and ' large enough to receive

of agriculturists generally, who merely look wonderingly 1 the bricks running on

on as one monstrosity after another is brought forward u 1_ : ~ **""" J """

to labour at its task of cultivation under circumstances

which in July are entirely unedapted to its ability, what-

ever that may be. Thus Mr. Coleman's system of

ploughs and grubbers, though forced along, could

not make good work which it might have done

elsewhere ; and Mr. Smith's (Woolston, Bucks)

grubber plough, which stirs and throws the land in

ridglets over the stirred subsoil, hardly suggested by its

rough performance what it actually does in favourable

circumstances—as on the inventor's own farm, where

100 acres are thus annually cultivated with efficiency

and success.

Among the successes of the more cumbrous machines

exhibited must certainly be named Boydell's traction

engine, to which we have already referred. At first

its progress strikes with ludicrous astonishment. A
pair of heavy wheels takes the greater portion of the

blocks" or anchored pulleys, and a wire rope in two weight of the machine (9 or 10 tons). A smaller pair

end of shaker when working with the threshing

machine, and to carry it up 18 feet or more on to the

stack. It is made with two octagon drums, their

diameter 20 inches, and on this is worked a chain with

tines, driven by suitable machinery to carry up' the

straw, and the slow motion of the elevator absorbing

but very little power, the wear and tear is considerably

reduced.
Mr. Sawney, of Beverley, attaches to his winnowing

machine his apparatus for separating the rough seeds of

hariff (clivers), which is a nuisance in samples of Wheat.

The corn and clivers are received on an endless cloth as

thev leave the winnowing machine, and the former is

delivered in front of the apparatus. The clivers which

adhere to the revolving or endless clo'h are carried

forward until they come in contact with the cloth-

cleaner, by which means they are deposited in a drawer

fixed under the cloth.

Mr. Burrell, of Thetford, shows a model of a brick-

kiln ca'culated greatly to hasten and to cheapen manu-

facture. It consists of a long building with two

channels on the ground floor alongside one another,

iron waggons loaded with

a train. One of the

channels is the chimney of the furnace. Succes-

sive waggon loads are introduced at the far end

of this chimney and gradually pushed up towards the

greatest heat, attaining ultimately a perfect red heat and

then passing as gradually through the other channel

where they gradually cool. Over both the channels

drying sheds are erected so that the heat lost by the

cooling bricks is all conveyed to where a preliminary

artificial drying of the bricks is effected.

Several large Clover shelling apparatus are exhibited,

all on a common principle of a rough conical drum with

many beaters revolving in a conical cover, and rubbing,

by its rapid motion, the seed out of the Clover heads,

which are passed between the two. Mr. Huckvale, of

Chipping Norton, continues to exhibit his patent Turnip

thinner, in which, by a remarkably simple contrivance,

the roughness of its operation, owing to the onward

movement of the machine, is perfectly obviated. He
also shows a horse-hoe for hill sides in which a second
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the attention of spectators.

Messrs. Garrett showed Mr. Chambers' ingenious
manure distributor and his drop-drill apparatus' which
attached to Spooner's water drill collects seed, manure,
and water, and drops them mixed and all together at
intervals along the row. Of course if it is an improve-
ment to collect a general distribution of water on to the
rows when the seed is sown, it is well still further to
economise it by confining it to those points in the rows
where it is desired the seed shall germinate.
Mr. Samuelson shows, among his other implements,

a narrow Grass-cutter, adapted for Grass edging, and
interesting therefore to our horticultural readers.
The cheapest cart, and really, we believe, as good as

any in the yard, is shown by Mr. Eaton, of Twy well,
Kettering. It has a tipping apparatus and a self-acting
tail-board, and costs <Jl. 9s.

An ingenious Barley hummeller is shown by Barnard
& Bishop, Norwich, where a horizontal gridiron stamper
is worked by crank movement, which makes it push the
grains from it as the operation is completed by it. A
root-rasper, where a perforated roughened disc for
cutting, and a roughened disc for holding the roots
rasped, revolve in two different directions, and form the
two sides of the hopper in which the roots to be operated
on are thrown, is shown at this stand.
We may here mention that a number of graters, gene-

rally on the saw-tooth principle of Mr. Philipps (Brandon),
are shown by different makers. In one these teeth are
arranged spirally upon a barrel, enabling a spiral worm
revolving between the teeth to keep them clean.
An ingenious corn sieve, adapted by Mr. Burrell, of

Thetford, to his threshing-machine, and exhibited
separately, consists of a sloping riddle moving to and
fro in its own plane. The wires are parallel, and rows
of fixed buttons or discs, protruding in their intervals
keep them clean, and force the grains of Wheat to jump
over them in their passage downwards.
We may here refer to Mr. Bullock Webster's model

of farm-buildings, constructed on the principle of a
uniform shedding, capable of erection at 125. to 20s. per
foot run, according as timber is provided on the spot or
not, and capable of subsequent adaptation to any purpose
that is desired.

Thursday.—The cattle show opened to the public this
morning is characterised by extraordinary number and
excellence in the horse classes, considerable number and
general merit in the classes of short-horns, a compara-
tively small but good show of Herefords, a numerous and
very excellent (with some few exceptions) show of
Devons, and a small and imperfect show of foreign
cattle. Among sheep there is a wonderful exhibition
of southdowns where Lord Walsingham carries off all
Hie prizes for old sheep and for ewes, and Mr. Overman
and Air. Jonas Webb take the prizes 1st and 2d for
breeding rams. The Leicester breed is represented by
selections from the flocks of Messrs. Watkins, Paulett,
Radmore, Cresswell, Borton, Simpson, Turner, Kingdon,
Hannam

; and that of Longwools is a small one con-
tributed to as usual by Messrs. Browne, Game, Hewer,
Lane, and Walker. The show of pigs is generally
good, more especially in the small breeds and sow
classes.

As to individuals deserving notice among the general
run of excellence, we may refer to Mr. Towneley 's prize

compet
we would rather have preferred, not so much for their
size and substance as for their greater perfection of
symmetry, and other points of extraordinary merit.

The Long-Woolled Sheep are, in our view, generally
superior in quality to those shown last year ; thou-'h
not coming up to the wonderful degree of size, and
splendid proportions, characteristic of the Lincoln Show
in 1854.

^
The foreign classes contain individuals of the Brittany,

Normandy, and Charolaise breeds, the last beautiful both
for symmetry and size, while their pure white colour
and general merit indicate apparent relationship to our
own breed of short-horns.
We append the award of the judges.

SHORT-HORNS.
Judges : Capt. T. Ball, Messrs. J. Grey, and T. Parkinson.
Class 1. Bulls over 3 and under 4 years old.— 1st, Lieut.-Col.

Towneley, of Towneley Park, Lancaster (Master Butterfly); 2d,
Mr. Henry Ambler, of Watkinson Hall, Hallifax (Grand
Turk).
Class 2. Bulls calved since the 1st of July, 1854, and more

than 1 year old.— 1st, Mr. F. H. Fawkes, of Farnley Hall, near
Otley (General Bosquet) ; 2d, Mr. M. Barrowby, of Dishforth
near Thirsk (Mark Antony).

Class 3. Bull Calves above 6 and under 12 months old.— 1st,
Mr. II. Ambler (Napoleon).

Class 4. Cows in Milk or in Calf.—1st, Lieut.-Col. C. Towne-
ley (Roan Duchess II.) ; 2d, Do. (Blanche VI.).

Class 5. Heifers in Milk or in Calf not exceeding 3 years old.
—1st, Lieut.-Col. C. Towneley (Victoria) ; 2d, Mr. R. Stratton, of
Broad Hinton, near Swindon (Marcia III.).

Class 6. Yearling Heifers.—1st, Mr. R. Booth, of "Warlaby,
near Northallerton (Queen of May); 2d, Mr. C. P. Grenfell, of
Taplow Court, near Maidenhead (Bettine).

HEREFORDS.
Judges: Messrs. S. Bloxridge, "W. Tindall, and J. Williams.
Class 1. Bulls calved previously to the 1st of July, 1854, aud

not exceeding 4 years old.—1st, Lord Berwick, of Cronkhill,
near Shrewsbury, (Napoleon III.); 2d, Mr. E. Price, of Court-
house, Pembridge, near Leominster, (Gohlfinder).

Class 2. Bulls calved since July 1, 1851, and more than 1 year
old. 1st, Mr. W. Raester of Thinghill, near Hereford,
(Favourite Chance); 2d, Mr. E. Williams, of Llowes Court,
Radnorshire, (Radnor).

Class 3. Bull Calves above 6 and under 12 years old. 1st, Mr.W. Perry, of Cholstrey, near Leominster, (Cholstrey Boy).
Class 4. Cows in Milk or in Calf.—1st, Mr. W. Perry, (Carlisle

Beauty)
;
2d, Mr. P. Turner, Leen, Pembridge, near Leominster,

(Novice). '

Class 5. Heifers in Milk or in Calf, not exceeding 3 years old.
—1st, Lord Berwick (Carlisle); 2d, Mr. Raester.

Class 6. Yearling Heifers.—1st prize, 101., to Mr. Raester,
(Young Sir David) ; 2d, Mr. W. Maybery, of Brecon, for Fatima.

DEVONS.
Class 1. Bulls calved previously to the 1st of July, 1854, and

not exceeding 4 years old.— 1st, Mr. J. Quartly, South Molton,
(Sultan); 2d, Mr. W. M. Gibbs, of Bishop's Lydeard, near
Taunton.

Class 2. Bulls calved since the 1st of July, 1854, and more
*., ™ J"£ar
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his Royal Highness Prince Albert (Zouave),

2d, Mr. C. J. Halse, of Molland, South Molton (Earl of Essex).
Class 3. Pull Calves above 6 and under 12 months.— 1st, Mr.

G. Turner, of Barton, near Exeter (Bosquet).
Class 4. Cows in Milk and in Calf.—1st, Mr. J. Quartley

(Stately); 2d, Mr. W. Farthing (Fancy).
Class 5. Heifers in Calf or in Milk not exceeding 3 years old.

—1st, Mr J Quartly (Nonpareil); 2d, his Royal Highness
Prince Albert (Lubelia).

Class 6 Yearling Heifers.—1st prize, 10?., to Mr. E. Pope, of
Great roller, near Maiden Newton (Fancy)

-

r 2d, Mr. J. Hole, of
Knowle House, Somerset.

LONG WOOL SHEEP.
Class 1. Shearling Rams.—1st, Mr. James Walker, of Nnrfh

leach, Gloucester; 2d, Mr. T. B. Brown, of Hampen, near AnT
versford, Gloucester. * '
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M r. William Lane ofBroadfield Farm, near Northleach, Gloucester; 2d, Mr WilliamGame, jun., of Kilkenny Farm, Bibury, near Fairford, Gloucester
Class 3. Pens of five Shearling Ewes.- 1st, Mr. William Lan P

•'

2d, Mr. Lane. '

PIGS.
Judges : Messrs. Arnold, Denman, C. Randall, and T. Trotter
Class 1. Boars of a large Breed.—1st, Rev. C. T. James f

Erminston, near Ivy Bridge, Devon, tor Emperor; 2d MrJohn Harrison, jun., Heaton Norris, near Stockport.
'

Class 2. Boars of a Small Breed.—1st, Mr. Thomas Crisp
Chillesford Lodge, near Woodbridge; 2d, Mr. Richard England
of Arthington, near Otley, Yorkshire. '

Class 3. Breeding Sows of a Large Breed.— 1st, Mr. W. B
Wainman, of Carhead, near Crossbills, Yorkshire.
Class 4. Breeding (Sows of a Small Breed.- 1st, Mr. H. Scott

Hayward, of Folkington, near Willingdon, Sussex.
Class 5. Pens of Three Breeding Sow Pigs of a Large Breed —

1st, Rev. C. T.James.
Class 6. Pens of Three Breeding Sows of a Small Breed.—1st

Mr. R. H. Watson, of Bolton Park, near Wigton, Cumberland. '

SPECIAL PRIZES.
Class 1. Thorough-bred Stallions.—1st, Messrs. Robert and

Jam.s Moffat, of Newton-of-Rockcliffe.
Class 2. Hunter Stallions.—1st, Samuel Adams, of Great

Waltham, near Chelmsford.
Class 3. Coaching Stallions.— 1st, George Rayson, of Highhea

Castle Farm, Carlisle.
Class 4. Hackney Stallions.-lst, Mr. William Jex. of Hopton

near Lowestoft, Suffolk.
Class 5. Hunter Mares.—No award.
Class 6. Hackney Mares.—1st, Rev. C. T. James.
Class 7. Geldings of any Age for Hunting Purposes.—1st, Mr.

F. Barlow, of the Shrubbery, Hasketoo. near Woodbridge.
Suffolk.

5
'

Class 8. Geldings under Four Years Old for Hunting Purposes.
—1st, the Earl of Damley, of Cobbam Hall, near Gravesend.
Class 9. Hackney Geldings of any Age.—1st, Mr. Francis

Barker, of Westland, near Ingatestone.
Class 10. Hackney Geldings under Four Years Old.— 1st,

Frederick Barlow.

FOREIGN STOCK.
Judges : MM. E. Gareau, de Gingins d'Eclepins, and Hon. M.

de Villers de Pite.

Bulls of any Pure Foreign Race.—1st, Comte de Bouille Villars,
Nievre; 2d, Mons. Cheradame; 3d, Mons. Allier, Seine etOise;
4th, Mons. Eluard, Seine et Marne ; 5th, Mons. Philippe, Aix.
Cows or Heifers of any Pure Foreign Race.— 1st, Comte de

Buiille, Nievre; 2d, Mons. Eluard, Seine et Marne; 3d, Mons.
Allier, Seine et Oise; 4th, Mons. Dutrone, Calvados.

Judoes of Poultry: Messrs. J. Baily and G. J. Andrews.

CATTLE OF ANY OTHER BREED.
Class 1. 1st, Lord Sondes; 2d, Mr. J. S. Turner, of Chynton

Farm, Sussex.
Class 2. 1st, Mr. G. D. Badham, of Ipswich. »

Class 3. Cows in Milk or in Calf.— 1st, Mr. J. Gorringe. ofbull, Master Buuertly Mr Booth', beautiful pearling \ tXZ^^Z?^ £ 2»5?4"Zj^T&ti
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•Horses it is worthy of notice, that notwithstanding the
\

number, and merit of those representing the Suffolk
breed, the judges had the courage to award the first
prize to a Clydesdale horse, the [property of Prince
Albert

; of course the decision is indignantly con-
demned by eastern counties spectators generally, but
the judges are men whose opinions may nevertheless
safely be accepted. The Clydesdale does we believe
unite activity and strength in the proportion best
adapted to the farmer's purposes—and we believe the
first prize animal to be a good specimen of its kind.
VVe shall next week give a fuller account of the horses,M well as of other classes of stock.
On the sheep exhibited we may remark generally.
-As we shall next week show by our tables the

number of sheep exhibited this year falls far short of
the standard of several previous shows, the South
Downs, however, greatly exceeding the number either
at Lincoln or Carlisle. Much of the explanation of
course hes in the character of the district which is
not given to the breeding of sheep, and exhibitors have
an eye to business as well as to honour in bringing
many specimens of their animals from long distances.
Next week we will give an outline- of the principal

excellencies and defects of the different animals of
note, and content ourselves now with stating our
opinion of the classes in general.

The Leicesters are certainly not so remarkable for
excellence as on some former occasions, by which we
mean that there is not so large a proportion of beautiful
and first-class animals.

in Calf.—1st, Lord Sondes.
—1st, Mr. G. D. Badham, of

HORSES.
Judges : Messrs. P. G. Burns, W. Greaves, W. C. Spooner,

and J. Warsop.
Class 1. Stallions for Agricultural Purposes, foaled previously

to the 1st January, 1854.—1st, his Royal Highness Prince Albert;
2d, Mr. Manfred Biddell, of Playford. near Ipswich.

Class 2. Stallions for Agricultural Purposes, foaled in the year
?.
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' G - M - Sexton, of Earl's Hall, near Sudbury.
Suffolk; 2d, Mr. G. D. Badham, Ipswich.

Class 3. Agricultural Stallions foaled in the year 1S55—1st
Mr. Samuel Claydon, of Little Linton, Cambridge.

'

Class 4. Mares and Foals for Agricultural Purposes.—1st, M>
c
T

"i^
ter,Chelmsford; 2d - Mr

- N - G - Barthropp, Woodbridge,

Class 5. Fillies for Agricultural Purposes.— 1st, Mr. S. Wrinch,
Colchester; 2d, Mr. Samuel Clayden.

DRAY HORSES.
Class 1. Stallions foaled previously to January, 1854.—1st "W.

Baker & Son, of Stapleford, near Cambridge (Young Inkermann )
Class 2. Stallion foaled in 1854.— 1st, Mr. C. Timm, of Not-

tingham (Great Northern.;

LEICESTER SHEEP.
Judges : Messrs. W, Hesseltine, R. Smith, and W. Torr.
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Rau>s.-lst, T. E. Pawlett, of Beestom

Sandy, Beds; 2d, do., do.
Class 2. Rams of any other age.—1st, T. E. Pawlett; 2d,

K. \\ . Creswell, of Ravenstone. Ashriy-de-la-Z-mch
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5 S 'iearline Ewes.-lst. T. S.'Watkins, ofW oodfield, Ombersley, Worcester ; 2d, Mr. G. Turner, of Baton,
Lxeter. '

SHORT-WOOLLED SHEEP.
Judges : Messrs. G. Brown, H. Chamberlain, and P. Purves.
Class 1. Shearling Rams.— 1st, Henry Overman, of Weasen-

ham.near Roughara, Norfolk; 2d, Jonas Webb, of Babrahara,
near Cambridge.

ClasB 2 Rams of any other Age.— 1st, Lord Walsingham, of
^Y **^ /"\ V% If A 1 _& _-. I'll 1 J y* ^ *fc * ^*Mb _ -

The Short-W»JU1 cu-,n • •. « ,r . « ,
ms of *"* other Age.— 1st, Lord Walsingham, of

thm oU*
w ««Ued Sheep are very superior ; and in Merton Hall, near Thetford, Norfolk, Mertcn; 2d, Lord Wai-ting class everybody has been taken by surprise, and S1^nam - .

rery general reflections have been verbally made upon 2d SwdVh67" ShearlinS Ewes.-ist, Lord Walsingham

;

IMPLEMENT PRIZES.
Judges of Implements.—Mr. J. Y. Gooch, Mr. T. Huskinson,

Mr. C. Sewell Read, Mr. H. B. Caldwell, Mr.T. Hawkins, Mr. J.
H. Nalder, Mr. W. Chalcraft, Mr. J. J. Rowley, Mr. J. Clarke.
Award of Prizes.—To J.& F. Howard, for plough best adapted

for general purposes, 71. ; to Wm. Ball, for do. do., 4f.; to E. H.
Bentall, for do. do., 41.; to J. & F. Howard, for plough best adapted
for heavy land, 51.; to Wm. Ball, for do. do., 3J.; to Ransomes &
Sims, for do. do., 21.; to J. & F. Howard, for plough best adapted
for light land, 41.; to Ransomes & Sims, for do. do., 21.; to Wm.
Ball, for do. do., 21.; to E. H. Bentall. for do. do., 2/.; to J. & F.
Howard, for ridge plough, 3J.; to Ransomes & Sims, for turn
wrest plough, 2?.; to Mr. John Whitehead, for pipe and tile

machine, 62.; to Mr. Thomas Scragg, for pipe and tile machine, 41.;

to Mr. Henry Clayton, for do. do., 51.; to Messrs. Burgess & Key,
for set of draining tools, 31.; to A. Crosskill, for clod crusher for
heavy land, 31.; to W. Dray & Co., for do., 31.; to W. Cambridge,
for do., 2J.; to Ransomes & Sims, for do., 21.; to W. Day & Co.,

for do., 21.; to Ransomes & Sims, for plain roller, 21.; to Hill &
Smith, for do., light land, 21. ; to E. II. Bentall, for do. do., 21.

;

to A. Crosskill, for heavy land crusher, 21.; to Mr. Bentall, for

subsoilers, 51.; to Mr. Smith, for do., 41.; to Messrs. Dray & Co.,

for do., 41. ; to J. & F. Howard, for do., 3J.; to Ransomes & Sims,
for do., 31.; to Barrett, Exall, & Co., for do., 11. to W. Williams,
for general purpose harrows, 31.; to J. & F. Howard, for do., 31.;

to Ransomes & Sims, for do., 21.; to J. & F. Howard, for drag
harrows, 31.; to W.Williams, for do., 21.; to J. & F. Howard,
for light or seed do., 31.; to W. Williams, for do. do., 21.; to E. H.
Bentall, for do. do., 21.; to E. II. Bentall, for do. adapted as a
cultivator for heavy land, 3/.; to R. Coleman, for do. do., 31.; to

Ransomes & Sims, for do. do., 21. ; to R. Coleman, for do. for light
land, 31.; to E. II. Bentall, for do. adapted as a do. do., 31.; to

Phillips & Wood, for do. do., H.; to R. Coleman, for scarifier or
parer, 3J. ; to E. H. Bentall, for do. adapted as a do. do., 21.

Silver Medal.—To T. F. Griffiths & Co., for a patent cheese-
making apparatus ; to Mr. Robert Boby, for a patent corn screen;
to Mr. George Pye, for the preparation of Flax; to Messrs.
Barrett, Exall, & Co., for a patent endless band saw ; to

Ransomes & Sims, for a Cotgrave's subsoil plough ; to Phillips

& Wood, for a poppy extirpator.
Vert Highly Commended.—Hill & Smith, for light or seed

harrows; II. Carson, for cultivator for heavv land.
Highly Commended.—William Busby, for plough for general

purposes; Ransomes & Sims, for drag harrow; E. H. Bentall.
for do. do.; A. Crosskill, for cultivator fcr heavy land; Hill

& Smith, for do. do.; A. Crosskill, for Norwegian Harrow;
J. Comins, for clod-crusher; Mr. Utting, for do.; Mr. Carson, for

do.; William Cambridge, for grooved roller; Mr. Fisher, for

sheep-foot roller ; Ransomes & Sims, for light land roller.

Commended.—Messrs. Hill & Smith, for rick stand; Messrs.
Dray & Co., for a patent tubular iron field gate; Mr. Henry
Clayton, for pipe and tile machine ; J. Comins, for general

purpose harrows; Ransomes & Sims, light or seed harrow;
Hill & Smith, for scarifier for light land ; Ransomes & Sims, for

cultivator on light land; Barrett, Exall, & Co.. for clod-

crusher; R. Coleman, for smooth-jointed roller; Mr. Fisher, for

field roller.

Favourable Mention.—R. Coleman, for general purpose

harrows ; James Comins, scarifier for light land.

B. T. BRANDRETn GlBBS,
Hon. Director of the Show and General Arrangements.

The Annual Dinner of the Society gathered a

thousand of its members together in the pavilion, at

4 o'clock this afternoon. There was a good deal of

excellent speaking. The president elect, Mr. J. E.

Denison, in naming "Agricultural Societies at home
and abroad," referred, of course, to the Paris Exhibition,

and pointed out that amidst all England's numerous

contributions to that gathering of breeds, there was an

extraordinary deficiency in specimens of produce

shown. To take an instance, a solitary cheese was the

sole representation of our dairy districts !

The toast of the evening was given most elo-

quently and efficiently by M. De Trehonnais

:

and the chairman, the retiring president, Lord

Portman, in an excellent address, gave a most
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instructive review of Agricultural progress, referring in

succession to live stock, implements and produce, and
summing up with the declaration, that in the widening

extent of their expectations, efforts, and application,
u intelligent practical agriculturists know no horizon.

1 '

DRYING HAY AND CORN BY ARTIFICIAL
MEANS.

You did me the honour to publish in your Paper of

the 14th of June, some remarks, which I ventured to

address to you on the subject of harvesting agricultural

produce by the use of currents of dry heated air, origi-

nating, on my part, in the belief that very important
objects might be thus attained, by means which would
be efficacious, simple, and economical.

I have since continued to turn my attention to the

subject, being still more convinced than at the outset

that great benefits are attainable, and in some parts of

the kingdom the wetness of this season has amply
proved the existence of the evils requiring to be ob-

viated. Hay-making and the curing of Oak bark have
been much interfered with by the rains which have fallen

at a season critical for those processes, and at any
place at which an artificial system had been in action,

all evils and risks could have been avoided under any
and all circumstances.

But the object of the communication which I now
presume to make, is to advert to higher authorities than
my own on this subject. The views I stated had occurred
to myself without a knowledge of the opinions of other
persons, but I have recently referred to the article

"Haymaking" in Morton's Cyclopaedia of Agriculture,
vol. ii., p. 15 ; and I there find observations amply con-
firmatory of the views and opinions which I had expressed
in my former communication to you, Reference is

made in this article to the work of Dr. Thomson, * Ex-
perimental Researches on the Food of Animals," pp.
71 to 79 (Longman & Co., 1846), and on a perusal of
that work I have found abundant confirmation of the
importance of the subject, and passages in the work
which give great encouragement to the completion of
such arrangements as shall artificially secure the perfect

preservation of Grass and other farm produce, with all

their valuable qualities unimpaired. I beg leave to

subjoin a few extracts from Dr. Thomson's work, which
give some idea of the import of his more extended
statements.
u The great cause of the deterioration of hay is the

water which may be present, either from the incomplete
removal of the natural amount of water in the Grass, by
drying, or by the absorption of this fluid from the atmos-
phere. Water when existing in hay from either of

these sources will induce fermentation, a process by
which one of the most important constituents of the

Grass—viz. sugar—will" be destroyed." "The only
method which we have found to succeed in preserving
Grass perfectly entire is by drying it by means of

artificial heat. Rye-grass contains at an early period of

its growth as much as 81 per cent, of water, the whole of

which may be removed by subjecting the Grass to a
temperature considerably under that of boiling water;
but even with a heat of 120° the greater portion of the
water is removed and the Grass still retains its green
colour, a character which appears to add greatly to the
relish with which cattle consume this kind of provender.
When this dried Grass (as it may be truly termed by
way of distinction from hay) is examined, it will be found
to consist of a series of tubes, which, if placed in water,
will be filled with the fluid, and in some measure assume
the aspect of its original condition. In this form
cattle will eat it with relish and prefer it to hay, which
in comparison is blanched, dry, and sapless. The
advantages obtained by this method of making hay, or
rather of preserving Grass in a dry state, are
sufficiently obvious. By this means all the constituents

of the Grass are retained in- a state of integrity ; the
sugar, by the absence of the water is protected from
undergoing decomposition, the colouring matter of the
Grass is comparatively little affected, while the soluble

salts are not exposed to the risk of being washed out
by the rains, as in the common process of hay-making.
The amount of soluble matter capable of being taken
up by cold water is, according to the preceding trials, as
much as 5 per cent, or a third of the whole soluble
matter in hay. We may therefore form some notion of
the injury liable to be produced by every shower of
rain which drenches the fields during hay harvest.
It is not only, however, the loss which it sustains in

regard to sugar and soluble salts that renders hay so
much less acceptable than Grass to the appetite of

cattle. The bleaching which it undergoes in the sun
deprives it of the peculiarity which distinguishes the
one form of fodder from the other ; Grass deprived of

its green colouring matter presents exactly all the
appearance of straw, so that hay ought to be termed
Grass straw." "Some improvement in the prepara-
tion of hay is imperatively demanded in such localities
as are affected with a more than usual fall of rain."
" In a moist climate, especially like that exhibited in
Scotland during the last year, it appears highly desirable
that farmers should possess on their premises a drying
room, where bay, Potatoes, and even Corn might be
dried."

Such being the object to be attained, I entertain
a conviction that the apparatus of Mr. Hazard (No. 8, St
Martin*! Place, Trafalgar Square, London) is admirably
calculated, at a very moderate cost (whether the appa-
ratus or the fuel in its use), to attain the ends desired

;
and I have reason to believe that Mr. Hazard would

readily afford facilities to persons desirous to make
practical experiments, at a very moderate expense—an
expense which would be amply compensated if success

,
should attend the experiments. That success would
attend them, if carefully made, does not seem to admit
of doubt. To render the process perfect, some simple
arrangement would no doubt be eventually advantageous,
in addition to the currents of heated air supplied by the
heating apparatus, to secure its rapid action on the
Grass ; some simple machinery would be readily con-

\
trived, in the nature of a hay-making machine, to work
under cover, and to act on one spot, the Grass being
supplied to it ; but in the first instance the end might
be attained by the free use of the pitchfork in tossing
the Grass while it was exposed to the heated air. The
labour required would be less than the labour required
in the field in the frequently abortive attempts ta save
hay—the process would be much more rapid than in the
field, in proportion to the higher temperature employed
in the action of the heated and dry air. T. F. Kennedy,
July 9.

Home Correspondence.
Mr. Fowler on Dartmoor.—Of all the interesting,

agreeable, and satisfactory reading that is to be found
in your Paper, the few lines in a late number which
describe the results of Mr. Fowler's experiments on the
Mendip hills are, to my mind, amongst the most inte-

resting and satisfactory. I never hear of the reclama-
,
tion of waste lands, whether in England, Scotland, Wales,
or Ireland, without experiencing the greatest satisfac-

faction and pleasure. The importance of the subject
cannot be over-estimated, and I shall therefore not apo-
logise for asking you to endeavour to ohtain, for general
benefit, all the details you can respecting Mr. Fowler's
experiments. If you could induce Mr. F. or his bailiff

j
to write an exact history of his proceedings from 1847
to 1856, in a series of letters in your Journal, you would
confer the greatest benefit on the greatest number. If

|

you could merely obtain his general plan of working,
with suggestions as to errors of practice which after-

experience would have avoided, you will also obtain
much for which your readers will warmly thank

I you. But if such letters as those which were after-
wards published under the name of " Talpa " could
be obtained from Mr. Fowler, it would be an immense
advantage to others engaged in the same pursuit. The
nature of the soil ; the advantages or disadvantages of
climate that he had ; the vicinity or otherwise of lime,
that most important agent in such a work ; the kind of
roads, steep, bad, or both ?—the distance from his
market: all these pros should be fairly stated. I will

not detain you longer, having said enough and more if

you see the subject as I do. M. O. Y. [In reply to

this we have received the following:—" I cannot imitate
'Talpa* and write largely on my mode of cultivation
here, but in a few lines I may impart the pith of all I
could say if I indulged in a long history, and I may pre-
face by observing, after nine years' experience, that had
I to begin again I should proceed precisely in the same
way I have done. The first step was to make the
ground quite dry by stone drains. The'next operation,
either by trenching, ploughing and a* subsoil plough
following in same furrow, so as to completely stir and
mix the soil 18 inches deep, and thus break the hard
crust or pan ; then the fields went through a course
of cropping, that is, one or two crops of Oats and
Turnips, the last well limed, say 4 tons per acre
at a cost of 20s. per ton ; then a good dressing
of cattle dung made under cover, scarcely any arti-

ficial dressing applied ; from 25 to upwards of 34 tons
of Swedes per statute acre were the publicly attested
yield, prizes having been awarded right and left by
different local clubs. Afterwards with great care in
obtaining perfectly clean ground and a fine tilth, about
25s. to 30s. worth of Grass seeds per acre sown mostly
without a grain crop, and times of seeding May to
August ; the ground rolled before and after sowing
with a light stone roller. In November a very heavy
stone roller drawn over all the pastures, and this

repeated about the middle of March, if weather is

moderately moist—if not wait until it is. I let my
improved Grass fields last from 12th of May to Novem-
ber 8, when, according to my custom, they will remain
idle to next May. The hammer fixed the rent, the
occupiers seem highly pleased with the condition of
their stock, the Grass being abundant. I send you the
Western Times, in which you "ill find my brief report of
the Dartmoor Convicts' Farm." OeorgeWm.Fowler. The
following is the notice of the convict farm referred to:—
" The pigs, about 1 00 in number, claim attention ; they
are all of a dark colour, and though not of large frame,
are most symmetrical animals, evidently possessing
great aptitude to fatten, and the number of choice
quality, with scarcely a coarse one amongst the lot,

clearly demonstrate the care and judgment exercised in
producing such a stock, as nearly all have been bred
inside the prison boundary wall. The next attractions
were the haymaking and rickbuilding operations, each
of which appeared to be progressing in a most satisfac-

tory manner ; the estimated quantity of hay thus
secured, and in first-rate order, was 60 tons—40 to 50
more to get, in addition to which about 40 tons of the
1855 crop are in the yard, so that their stock of hay,
when the remainder of the present cut is secured, will

be little if any short of 150 tons. The Swede crop, like

many others this season, is severely punished by the fly
;

the other crop?, considering that they are chiefly

growing on land just reclaimed, excite astonishment at

the complete and Bignal change which convict labour

has effected ; they consist of atout 19 acres barley, 15
acres Oats, 15 acres Potatoes, 17 acres Turnips, 10
acres Carrots, Cabbage, and Parsnips. Thus not
solely in a figurative sense may it be remarked, that
the labour of what are generally designated * the out-
casts of society,' when judiciously managed, causes the
* desert to blossom like the rose.' The stock of cattle
(young and old), about 75, are choice, and in gay
condition, nearly North Devons—on the male side pure,
as two first-class bulls of this breed are kept. Two
other items, in justice to the prisoners, I ought to
mention— one is the erection of the most magnificent
stone walls round the fields that ever the eye of man
rested upon as agricultural fences—the other consists
of about 2000 tons of peat turf now drying for fuel, and
which will be housed in the next two months ; from
part of this brilliant gas for the prison will be made,
the remainder forms a valuable substitute for coal."
A Labour Gazette.— I have observed in your valuable

Journal of the 28th June a very important suggestion
in the leading article regarding communication between
employers and labourers, and I do hope from your
taking up the subject some plan will be adopted to com-
plete that communication which is at present so imper-

|

feet as to be quite inconsistent with our existing means
of locomotion, and a great hindrance to improvements.
About three years ago I wrote to the Poor-law Com-
missioners on this subject, and recommended that there
should be established in London a " Labour Gazette,"
in which capitalists in all parts of the world might
advertise their demands for labour, and that a copy
should be furnished to each " board of guardians " in
Great Britain and Ireland ; and that, in order to
prevent a glut of labour in any given quarter, an
office should be established in London through
which all applications for labour should be made
and from which all information should be given as to
any demand being supplied or not ; and then,
as we know the poor labourers often have not
the means of transit, and as before "the New Poor-
law " the parish authorities frequently lent money to
labourers to go away for employment, I recommended
that the guardians of each union should be empowered
to advance money to facilitate employment in tin's way,
on the security of the employers, who would always com-
municate, either in the advertisement or else afterwards
to the guardians interested, the amount of wages offered,
and also the accommodation prepared for the labourers*
I took up the matter from having been some time "guar-
dian," and seeing that in my parish (being an open one
under a dean and chapter, lords of the manor) we have
about 25 able-bodied labourers more than the land of
the parish demands, and hearing that frequently
capitalists at various distances require labourers, and do
not know how to obtain them. Guardians and overseers
of parishes might be empowered to advertise labour, and
to charge the expense of so doing on the poors' rates.
W. W. Malet, Ardeley Vicarage, Buntingford.
Agricultural Maxims.— \. All plants, whatever be

their nature, receive in the main the same kind of
nourishment during the early part of their growth;
therefore whatever gives nourishment to the plants we
cultivate will also encourage the growth of weeds.
2. Two kinds of plants growing close together will
necessarily rob each other of the nourishment which the
soil is capable of giving; therelbre if weeds are allowed
to grow amongst the plants we cultivate, the food which
the weeds absorb will just be so much nutriment with-
drawn from the plants we cultivate. 3. Hence also the
necessity of placing our plants at such a distance from
each other that they may not rob one another of the
nourishment each ought to have. 4. The nourishment
which weeds receive from the soil would give life and
nutriment to the grain or other plants we cultivate.
Weeds ought, therefore, never to be allowed to produce-
their second leaves, they ought to be cut up as soon as-

they appear; and this is much easier done when they
first appear than when they are two inches long.

5. No weeds should be allowed to blossom, or indeed
to exist amongst any crop, as they not only keep the
influence of the sun and air from the soil and the roots
and leaves of the crop, but they absorb the moisture and
nourishment of the soil and air, which ought to go to the-
production of the crops we cultivate. 6. By planting
your seed in land that is full of the roots and seeda
of weeds, you employ at least one half of your labour
and capital in producing them, while only the remainder
goes to the production of your crop along with a large
crop of weeds, which, shedding their seed in the soil,

will again produce another more abundant crop of
weeds next year, and require an increased amount
of labour and capital to clear the ground of them.
7. Decaying vegetable and animal matter in the soil

increases its productiveness ; therefore the soil should
ever be producing plants (as they receive much of this

nourishment from the atmosphere), if it were only for
the purpose of being turned into the soil to be again
decomposed and add decaying matter to it. 8. The soil

which has produced a good crop of any kind of plant
may again produce good crops of the same plant ; if

the land is in every respect under the same circum-
stances as at first—the state of cultivation, decomposing
vegetable, animal, and mineral matter, heat, light, and
moisture being the same. We see the weeds which
are natural to the soil prosper in proportion to the
cultivation and manure which they enjoy with our
crops ; and this they continue to do year after year ;

they never get tired of the soil, or require to be changed
to make them more productive. 9. When a plant is

natural to any particular soil it may be cultivated on
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the same lind year alter year and produce abuadaut

returns, if all the manure which the crop produced be

returned to it and proper cultivation be given it.

Cultivation improves all kinds of plants that are

natural to the soil and climate. Weeds and their seeds

come up as naturally and arrive at as great perfection

now as ever they did, without any change of seed,

whenever they receive cultivation. All soils having a

dry and porous subsoil are most productive, and are

much easier cultivated than those which have a

retentive subsoil ; therefore, if your laud have not a

porous subsoil naturally you ought to give it one

artificially whatever the expense may be, as the

additional produce and economy of labour will repay you

with compound interest. J. M.

IMPROVED LAWN MOWING MACHINES.

tJ

Manufactured asd Sold by

JAMES FERHABEE &
FHCENIX IRON WORKS,

Near STROUD,
GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

Co.,

Budding's Patent

Calendar of Operations.

JULY.
South Hants, July 12.—Since ray last report of the crops of

Wheat and other produce <>f the farm we have had on Monday
and Tuesday, the 7th and 8th of this month, very severe gales and
drifting showers of rain which has beat the Wheat crops about,

and whilst in full bloom. The ears of Wheat are chafed, and
the green husks stand projecting from the ears—the flags beaten

into shreds, the soil beneath dusted with the bloom. Never
have we seen Wheat in irs green state so sadly knocked about
as by these violent and long enduring gales. Barley and Oats
have not suffered so much, these crops not being so forward in

growth and maturity. The Turnip crops, especially Swedes,
have been in every part of this county much injured by the

fly f
and in many places totally destroyed; during the last

fortnight farmers are busy sowing afresh. The Mangel
Wurzel is also very inferior as a crop, and particularly back-
ward by reason of the very dry and hot weather. The dry-
ground hay crops have been well secured in excellent con-

dition, and lately the greater portion of the meadow hay lias

fceen got in in the best order. Much in places remains in swarth,
and the rains have again set in, rendering the safety of these
later mowings somewhat precarious. Markets had fallen, and
factors had hesitated to purchase Wheat unless a reduction

of 4*. per quarter was submitted to—double the fall in Mark
Lane—the usual calculation in the provinces. The weather has
fallen many degrees in temperature, and has become cold and
xtngental. *As to Wheat ricks, very few farms have any at all

now; and the present Wheat crops are the thinnest on inspection
throughout the country we have seen these three years past.X T. Z.

West Sis-ex, July 15.—We are still able to report all well.

The crops, if we except Swedes, are all that can be wished for.

Lin this immediate locality we have had but little rain, though it

has been heavy not far off. We who live on the flat coast land
often see with envy the fine showers that are falling along the
range of hills behind us, as well as some that take to th« sea.

Often in the dry summer months we see the appearance of a
heavy thunder storm gathering on the borders of Hampshire
and looking as if it would pay us a visit, but a few drops from its

outskirts are all that we get ; but it has this year been a little

more mindful of us, and we have had it sufficient to moisten the
.ground, and in some cases to bear down the heaviest of the
Wheat; but the ear still stands up well, and may mature well
«nongh, and if so will be a heavy crop. Barley is a fair crop

;

Oats are variable -some good, and some not up to last year's
mark. Mangel grows well, and presents a strong contrast to

Swedes, which have4>een struggling against the fly and (maybe
partly its cause) a too hastily prepared reception for the seed
when the land was wet and cold. Some have failed

in

w ARNfiR'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-
tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feetxx ? *„ Length

These are the only MOWING
MACHINES that can be used by

unskilled labourers

with equal facility

on Lawns, Verges,

between Flower beds,

on Bowling Greens,

Cricket and Pleasure

Grounds; 5000 of

them have been sold.

Price List, including the carriage to any Railway Station

south of York.
Hand Machine, for One Man, cutting 16 inches wide £5 10s. Orf.

Ditto for Man and Boy „ 22 ditto ... 6
Pony Machine (or Donkey) „ 26 ditto ... 8
Horse Machine „ 28 ditto ...11

Ditto „ 36 ditto ... 15

London Agency :—The Manager of the Agricultural Depart-

ment. Baker Street Bazaar.

Diameter
of Barrel, of Barrel. _
2* in. short 1 ft. 7 in. ( Fitted for lead, \ 1
24

3

n
4

U

f»

*?

ff

long 3
ditto 3
ditto 3
ditto 3

H

99

M

If

If

6
6
6

99

ff

ff

gutta percha, 1

or cast iron V 2
flanged pipe, 2
as required. 3

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2

*. d.

10

14

80
12

30

14

ISO

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
!*lumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &<\ &c.—Engravings sent on application.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW AT CHELMSFORD.-STAND No. 19.

B. SAMUELSON'S
REGISTERED BUDDING'S LAWN MOWING MACHINES

FOR

PLEASURE GRO UNDS, LAWNS, BORDERS, BOWLING GREENS, ETC.

To cnt from 9 inches wide, for a boy to work,

Up to 30 inches wide, for man and pony.

Prices • •• £2 15 £5 10 £5 17

Width Cut 9 ins. 16 ins. 19 ins. ins. 25 ins. 30 ins.

THE REGISTERED IMPROVEMENT renders unnecessary the great

care requisite in the handling of these machines on the old plun ; all that

is now required can be done by any unskilled Labourer, who has only

to push the machine before him. The Registered adjustment insures a

clean and perfectly level cut of any required height, and prevents the

knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground may he.

Copies of Testimonials will be

forwarded, post free, on application

to the manufacturer.

B.

The above may also he procured

at the principal Agricultural Ira-

plement Depots in London j
of Messrs.

J. Veitch & Son, Exotic Nurseries,
in sowing Swedes, and many have had to sow twice, and 1 M , f ., . . u , -.

even three times; but the worst case is where only part Chelsea; in the Agricultural Depart-

ure taken, enough to spoil the crop, but not to induce us to plough ment, and on the Lawns of the Crystal
them up. We have not heard of such a year for some time, but ^ , <+ * ^ * «• «
I believe that the cause is to some extent forcing work wheA the Palace -

Sydenham
;
and of all respect-

land was not in a proper state. "We have finished hay making, able Ironmongers & Seedsmen in the
and have had one of the best crops, and a good season to make it

in. which was well, as it took so long to make, especially the C0Tintry
Clover, which was not fit in less than a fortnight from the time
it was cut, and as the second crop came up quickly with the
heavy dews at night it made our days short for carrying, and
many have had to move it again through carting too soon. The
second cut promises to be heavy, and there will no doubt be an
unusually large quantity of seed saved. Trifolium incarnatnm
seed is now tit to cut, and is likely to yield well. Here where
we have to buy in lean srock we are not able to obtain the gain
from our large supply of Grass that might be expected, although
beef and mutton are very dear yet the price that is paid for the
lean animals makes it all but impossible that they can pay.
The Pot* to crop lo«»ks better than it has been for years. The
prices paid for mowing Clover has been about 35. &*., for meadows
4s. per acre. Our prices for fagging Wheat and putting it in
stock for the past two years has been 125., and sometimes 135.;
mowing Barley aud Oats, 35.; but here, as everywhere else,
chance hands get more, as they are disclnr^ed as soon as the
work is done. Swede hoeing is just begun, and the price for
fegttng is likely to be from 55. to 85., according to the state of
the land. Although day wages are higher here than in many
places (being from 125. to 155. a week) piece-work is not much
higher than elsewhere. G. S.

SAMUELSON, Britannia Works, Banbury;
STAND ffo. 19, Royal Agricultural Society "at Chelmsford.

and

STAND No. 19, ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SE0W AT CHELMSFORD.

B. SAMUELSON,

Notices to Correspondents.
Address : Martin Doyle would much oblige us by sending his

address, which we have mislaid. _
Poultry : J B N. Your chickens have the " Gapes." Place them

in a basket or large pan, covering it with a clotb, then intro-
duce the stem of a tobacco-pipe, and by winding a silk hand-
kerchief round the bowl, blow the fumes into the pan until the
smoke begins to appear from the sides, then remove the cloth
and turn the chickens out; at first they will appear to be dead,
but in the course of a minute or two will recover both their legs
and senses. This "smoke nuisance" is to be repeated about
three time*, when in almost every case which has come under
our notice a cure has been effected. Out of 100 chickens which
have suffered from the "gapes" this season we have only lost

Riinnet: A Correspondent. The old belts serve for the season,
brine being added at intervals as the stock is used. A large
quantity is needed in cheese-making towards the end of the
season of the weaker rennet thus made.

Small Farm: X T Z% The answer to your question taken
literally is—" Lay it all down to Grass." But we imagine that
you have not fully stated your case. You must tell us bow
much permanent Grass you have in the 100 acres, and also
give an idea, whether by stating the rent or otherwise, of the
quality of the land.

Tua for Applying Manure : G H P. Apply manures of slow
solubility in autumn, and of rapid solubility in spring. Thus,
we would apply farm-yard manure, whether to Grass land
or to arable (if we had it), in autumn, either to pastures or

ughfd in with the stubbles. Guano we would put over our
\Vlu*at in February and March, and nitrate of soda at intervals
in March aud April.

***
^t*

'isual, many communications have been received too late
Ami others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made.
v\ e must alao beg the indulgence of those correspondents, the
insertion Of Whose cnntrihiitirifw i« cHll H*!ott<^ 1

BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BANBURY,
Will have pleasure in forwarding Post Free, on receipt of application, his Illustrated Priced Catalogue of Implements.

SAMUELSON'S Patent Gardner's Double

Action and Single-Action TURNIP
CUTTERS, which have been awarded the

Royal Agricultural Society's Prizes 11 times _at its

yearly meetings, the last being at Carlisle in 1855; the

Prize Medal at the Great Exhibition, 1851; and at

nearly all the Provincial Societies' Meetings. Between

60,000 and 70,000 of these Machines have been made in

and supplied from the above Works.

Moody's, Phillips', Gauntlett's, Bushe and Barters', and

every other description of PATENT TCKMf
GRATERS and PULPERS.

CHAFF CUTTERS.— B. Samuelson's Cornes'

Chaff Cutters of all sizes, varying in price from 6J. 10*-

np to HI.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for Stables and small

occupations, and for exportation, 3L

CORN BRUISING MILLS, adapted also

for exportation, from 3/. 5s. up to 11. 10«. each.

MALT MILLS, o f various sizes.

LINSEED-CAKE BREAKERS, fr°™ 2l6''

up to 102. each.

CHURNS—Samuelson's Registered Atmo-

spheric and Anthony's Patent American, manufactured

solely by B. Samcelson.

SAMUELS 0JTS Registered Buddings

LAWN MOWERS, &« 9 inches up

30 inches wide. The registered imPr0J
eme?Lur-

retnoved all the difficulties attending these »*°°

savin- machines, requiring only to he pushed along ,

an unskilled labourer to insure a perfectly level cu<-

Kase's Patent Double-Action FORCE^ PUMPS; Wi-

vanUed Iron-barrel and other PL M PS.

II

I at

hose contributions is still delayed.
Some of each of the above may be seen at Stand No. 19, Royal Agricultural Show, Chelmsford; and may be procur

1 respectable Ironmongers and Implement Dealers in the Kingdom.
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VALUABLE IMPROVEMENTS IN MOWING MACHINES.

BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT

CHASE'S
BEETLE POISON,

Under the Patronage of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, and His Majesty the Emperor of

the French.

ALEXANDER SHANKS AND SON,
ARBROATH, FORFARSHIRE. PATENTEES.

A SHANKS and SON, while soliciting the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and Gardeners to their

• Horse and Pony MOWING and ROLLING MACHINES, the completeness and superioi i-y of which are now well known,

at the same time respectfully solicit notice to their new HAND MACHINE, specially adapted for mowing small lawns, verges,

around flower beds, &c, and which has now undergone a trial amply sufficient to enable the Patentees with all confidence to oner It

as the cheapest as well as the most efficient and complete machine extant. The improvements effected by the Patentees enable

» machine to be worked with perfect ease by one person. It requires no change of wheels or rollers in mowing verges : will cut

superior to mowing with the scythe, while the simultaneous operations of rolling and close cutting greatly improve and beautif}

the turf. The Rolling and Mowing Machine is now in common use at all the Royal Gardens, Windsor, Kew, Buckingham 1 alace

and Osborne. Illustrated Price Lists forwarded on application.

N.B. A. Shanks & Sox finding that their Patented Improvements are pirated, beg to caution the public against purchasing

Machines with their improvements without their name and address marked on the Machines.

A Shanks & Son also supply Flemings SALTING MACHINES, for destroying Weeds, &c, on Gravel * alks, Court lards,

&C, partirnlars and prices nf which wMl be lenrned on application.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISI1
Awarded a Prize at tlie Paris Exhibition, and Patronised by the English and

French Governments.

EUTOUCLY FRKK FKOX DavORR TO HfTTAX LlFE, AND PERFECTLY
liARMLRBS TO ( ATS AND I)OGS.

A SAFE and most EFFECTUAL DESTROYER
of BLACK BEETLES and COCKROACHES; one trial

alone will suffice, to prove its great efficacy, and one box will destroy

thousands. The great advantage in this preparation is, that it

does not leave their bodies to decay and corrupt the air, but com-
pletely dries up and destroys them, so that nothing is left to

cause an unpleasant odour when dead.
Sold in boxes at Is. each, or sent free to any part of the kingdom

for Twenty Stamps (or a case containing one dozen boxes sent

carriage free on receipt of a post-office order for 12*.), by
Thomas Chase, Chemist, 14. Ilolborn, opposite FurnivaPs Inn,

London, and may be obtained through all Chemists and Medicine
Vendors.

The following Testimonial has been selected from many others, too

nuvierous to publish

;

—
" Hackney, 10th April, 1S56.

« Sir,— I have great pleasure in bearing my testimony as to

the efficacy of your ' Beetle Poison/ by the use of which I have
destroyed the Cockroaches infesting my i >rchid houses, and also

the Black Beetles In the dwelling-house'.—Your obedient Servant,
" Mr. Chase. C. Loddigks."

COTTAM AND HALLEN
THE Original INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGH

AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made importaut additions, the main features of the same being explained in the

description and engraving.

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball

of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-

tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse

being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached

lrom the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the

seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim

general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, iMMfe of Galvanised Sheet Iron,

light and durable. .. _.

D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an

object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of

the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form ana

utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,

Galvanised, or Enamelled.
.

Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner Mangers,

Htrness-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chuff Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on show at

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARAliiNG AND VENTILATING.—The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratis

on application. ^_^__^___^____

T. GREEKS NEW INVENTION IN LAWN MOWING AND
ROLLING MACHINES,

SOLE MANUFACTURER, IRON AND "WIRE WORKS, NORTH STREET, LEEDS.

REGISTERED JULY 24, 1855 -No. 3739.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE MACHINES supersede all others by-fearing

a small Wheel in front of the Grass Box, consequently will mow verges and round flower beds,

without any change of Wheels, or adding the old fashioned Roller, as in others; will also cut either

wet or dry, and by the simple adjustment of a thumb screw, in front, can be raised or lowered to cut

the Grass any length required ; and baring two Rollers behiud, and a small one in front, they roll the

width they cut; they will turn in very little room, and cut at the same time. All the working parrs

made much stronger than the old machines. The bottom Blades are so constructed that they cannot

tear up the ground; they are only drawn, and not pushed and drawn as in other inachim

consequently do not require half the power to work them. The three first sizes can be worked by
one person with ease; the two latter with a pouy or donkey.

$

13 inches
£5 5

LIST OF PRICES (NET CASH):—
16 inches 20 inches 24 inches 28 inches

£G00 £7 00 £800 £10 10

A quantity of Machines of other kinds at Half the usual prices.

and 32 incbe -

£12 10
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Testimonial from Joshua Major, Btq., Landscape Gardener» Kno&tvup.

To Mr QiiBBH, Leeds—Sir, As I always appreciate public and useful improvement*, I most gladly give my testimony to

your highlv improved Mowing and Rolling Machine. The one sent for ray inspection and trial (cutting a breadth of 24 inches) was

drawn on flat ground with ease bv one person, and although at the time of trial the lawn was wet, it was cut with the greatest

nieery Bo complete and simple is the invention, that amateur gentlemen, and even ladies, may work either the 16 or 20-inch size

with ease and pleasure, providing the Grass is not too long. For extensive places I should say the 24 inches would

be most suitable' for even in undulating ground two persons may work it; but in flower gardens, when beds, &c are crowded,

either of the smaller sizes would be best. I congratulate you on your very valuable invention, which i;. my opinion, entirely

surpasses, and must eventually supersede all others, for it is not only free from intricacy and easy to the workman, but extremely ex-

peditions in it3 operations, and consequently must prove a great saving in the management of Grass lawns, and a great boon to

the public.—I am, Sir, your most obedient servant, Joshua Major.
Other Testimonials may be had on application to the Manufacturer.

The above Machines are warranted to answer the purpose as described, or may be returned, and may be had

of all principal Ironmongers, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen in England ; also Mr. Charles Garrood, Superinten-

dent of Agricultural Department, Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

TO BE LET, at Pawlett, near Bridgwater, a Large
ARABLE FARM.—For particulars apply to Mr. Hexby

Skttii, Pawlett, Bridgewater.
<

TO MARKET GARDENERS, ETC.

TO BE LET, with immediate possession, one of the

best MARKET GARDENS in the vicinity of Bath,

now in the occupation of the owner, Mr. P. Lidiard, con-

taining about 12 acres, and more land if required, with good

Dwelling-house, Outbuildings, Yard, Barns, 3-srall Stable,

Washing-house, and Potato Store for about 1000 sacks, with

large Melon and Cucumber Houses h-ated with hot water, two

Greenhouses, and one Vinery and sundry Pits. The Goodwill

of the Business, in connection with a Stand in the Bath market,

will be included in the rent. The Property has b-en in the

hands of the owner's family for 40 years, who have carried it on
successfully, and have frequently taken Prizes at the Regent's

Park and Chiswick Shows. It is in the highest state of cultiva-

tion. The Crops understock to be taken at a valuation, and
paid so as to suit the convenience of a tenant, as may be agreed

upon. The owner gives it on on account of ill health. This is

an unusual opportunity for obtaining a first-rate provincial busi-

ness upon very moderate terms, and none but those giving good
references as to character, capital, and ability, will be treated

with.— For further pirticulars and to treat, apply to Cottebkll
& Spackman, Land Surveyors, 6, Terrace Walks, Bath.

Sales bp Suction.

HAMPEN RAM SALE, 1856.

TBEALE BROWNE, Esq., has fixed MONDAY,
• July 28, for the Sale bv Auction of about FIFTY COTS-

WOLD SHEARLING RAM8 and Four or Five Older Sheep.

Two or three will be Let. llampen is eight miles from Chelten-

ham, and two from Andoversford. Sale at 4 o'clock. This Flock
took 10 prizes and three gold and silver medals last year in

Paris, in Ireland,and at Carlisle, Hereford, and in Gloucestershire.

T^O BE SOLD BY AUCTION, at Wadley, near
A Faringdon, Berkshire, the latter end of August, the entire

Flock of pure SOUTHDOWN SHEEP, consisting of Breeding

Ewes, Theaves, and a few Rams, the property of T. M. Goodlake,

Esq., who has let his Farm. To be seen on the premises by
application. The Dairy Stock, Pigs, &c, will be sold at the same
time. Further particulars will be duly announced.

ORCHIDS.
]%/f R. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction, at his
1>1 Great Room, 38, Kine: Street, Covent Garden, on
TUESDAY, the 29th, and WEDNESDAY, the 30th inst., at

1 o'CIock precisely, the valuable collection of ORCHIDS, the

property of A. Kenrick, Esq., West Broomwich ; the mention of a

few will be sufficient to show the character of the collection:—

77

J?

Aerides Lobbi
Schroderi
Mjavissima

Cattleya labiata

„ sp. from Warsewicz
Cynibidium eburneum
Odontoglossum Phalacnopsis

Piscatorea

Phalsenopsis amabuis

„ grand iflora

Saccolabium guttatum
Blumei major
retusum

n ampullaceum
VandaSuavis(Veitch's)

„ „ (Rollisson's)

&c, &c, &c.

May be viewed on the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had of

M r. J.C. Steves-, 38, King Street, Covent Garden,

SNARESBROOK, ESSEX.
To Exhibitors, Gextlemks, Ni:hm-:k\mk», akd Othebs.

MESSRS 1'ROTHEROE and MoRUIS will bell

- by Auction, without reserve, on the Premise**, near the

Eagle Inn. Snaresbrook, Essex, on MONDAY, July 21, at

12 ./Clock, by order of the Executors, the whole of the G REEN-
HOUSE and other PLANTS, including about 100 fine specimen

Erica ventricosa, Cavendishi, vestifa, &c; Epacris miniata,

grandiflon, Leschenaultia, Baxteri major, Tetrarheca verticil-

lara, Pimelea, Chorozema, Hovea Celsi, Boronia pmnata, Azalea

Indica, Camellias, Oranges, Pelargoniums. Fuchsias, Cactus,

&c. &c—Mav be viewed on the morning of Sale; Catalogues

had on the Premises; at the Eagle Inn, Snaresbrook; of the

principal Seedsmen in London, and of the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Levtonstone, Essex.

Public Sale of a Rich and Important CoLLKCnov of
PALMS, ORCHIDS, Z4MIAS, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, Xc.

'rO BE SOLD BY AUCTION, on THURSDAY,
•L July 24, at the Chateau de Rierbais, the sear of Mr. Deman

de Lennick, near Brussels, Belgium, a fine collection of Living

Plants, including rare and mug lificent Palms, as Chamaerops

mentosa, Chamaerops stauracautha. Diplothemiiim argenteum.

n fine and large specimens; Ztmias and Encephalartos of

first choice; a beautiful set of rare and well established Orchids,

*s Cattleya crispa (with 60 and 70 bulbs); C. Lnddemanniana

(17 bulhs); Lselia elegans, ^ery strong; Van la caerulea ; Sobralia

macrantlia, extraordinary specimen, with 120 stems, 20 feet cir-

cumference, &c Several nice Ferns, amongst which a noble

specimen of Angiopteris Wellincki, from Java, 15 yards foliar

circumference; Camellias in large and strong pyramids; Azaleas,

&c. Printed Catalogues can be obtained on application to Mr.
Edouard Keilio, Brussels, Rue du Champ de Mars, 10.
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HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER

APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.
Ken-sal Green-, Harrow Road, Londojt.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
*J of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient
manner. J. T. & Sok have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

T7T7IRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
» » of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.
Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety

;

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make

;

Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;
Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W.Richards, Imperial
Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's
Theatre. '

MARINE AND FRESH WATER AQUARIA.
Q ANDERS and WOOLCOTT, 54, Doughty Street,^ Foundling, London, Manufacturers of the Glass Tanks
in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park ; in the Royal
Zoological Gardens, Dublin ; in the Conservatory of His Grace
the Duke of Devonshire, Chiswick; and various Museums
throughout the kingdom, have constantly on hand and in opera-
tion GLASS TANKS of all sizes for the Marine and Fresh Water
Aquarium.

These Tanks can be safely forwarded to all parts, and lists of
prices m:iy be had on application at the above address, where
also the tanks may he seen.

ARDEN VASES, WIRE WORK, and IMPLE-
MENTSofHORTICULTURE.—COTTAM andIIALLEN

have arranged in their SHOW ROOMS, for the Season, a Select
Assortment appertaining either to the Cottage or a Nobleman's
Mansion, comprising garden chairs, vases, and fountains, from
the cheapest to those of a more expensive and ornamental
character

; garden rollers, garden engines, lawn mowing
machines, garden bordering, garden stakes, flower trainers,
garden arches, hand glass frames, every description of garden
tools, and a c mplet^ collection of articles, in plain and orna-
mental wire work, for the protection of fruit trees, the adornment
of the conservatory for aviaries, poultry houses, arbours, &c.
Builders of conservatories and greenhouses, and manufacturers
ofevery variety of fencing and gates.—Illustrated catalogues and
drawings, free, on application to Cottam & Hallkn, Iron Works,
2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street.

CARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other

Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal
Dock Companies, most public bodies, and by the Nobility,
Gentry, and Clergy, for out-door work at their country seats.
The Anti-Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most
durable out-door Paint ever invented for the preservation of
every description of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement,
&c, work, as has been proved by the practical test of upwards of
60 years, and by the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials
in its favour, and which, from the rank and station in society of
those who have given them, have never yet been equalled by
anything as the kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of Colours, Prices, together with a Copy of the Testi-
monials, will be sent on application to Walter Caksox & Son,
No. 9, Great Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal
Exchange, London. No Agents. All orders are particularly
requested to be sent direct.

pjEANK'S WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.—
MJ Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pursuits
are invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, and CO/S extensive
Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best
London-made Garden Engines and Syringes, Coalbrookdale Gar-
den Seats and Chairs.

Averuncators
|
Gidney's Prussian Pickaxes

Axes
1

Hoe [Scissors Potato Forks
Bagging Hooks ; Grape Gatherers and Pruning Bills
Bills [terns Gravel Rakes and; „ Knives, various
Borders, various pat- Sieves
Botanical Boxes

(

Greenhouse Doors
Brown\s Patent Fu- and Frames
migator [stniraents Hammers

Cases of Pruning In- Hand-glass Frames
Daisy Rakes
Dibbles
Dock Spu Ts

Draining Tools
Edging Irons
Shears

Flower Scissors

tt Saws
ip Scissors

t , Shears
Rakes in great variety
Reaping Hooks

Hay Knives I Scythes

j
Horticultural Ham-j Scythe Stones

I
mers and Hatchets ! Shears, various
Hoes of every pattern! Sickles

and Hotbed Handles
j

Sickle Saws
Ladies' Set of Tools Spades aud Shovels
Labels, various pat-| Spuds

it
Standsin Wires terns, in Zinc, Por- Switch Hooks

and Iron celain, &c.
Fumigators Lines and Reels
Galvanic Borders and Marking Ink
Plant Protectors Mattocks

Garden Chairs and Menographs
Metallic WireSeats

Loops
Rollers

Scrapers

Thistle Hooks
Transplanting Tools
Trowels
Turfing Irons
Wall Nails
Watering pots
Weed Hooks
Wheelbarrows
Youths' Set of Tools

Milton Hatchets
Mole Traps
Mowing Machines

DEANE, DRAY, and CO. are sole Agents for LINGHAM'S
iRMANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their Illus-

trated Priced List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post paid,
to anv part of the United Kingdom. Al^o, Wholesale and Retail
Agents for SAYNORS celebrated PRUNING KNIVES, nsed
exclusively by the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.
DEANE, DRAY, and CO. (Opening to the Monument)

London Bridge. Established a.d. 1700.

" PRIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
-*- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE RAYS OF THE SUN.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-
men throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats
as a covering."

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold
together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 32. 3^.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.

1£ inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. dd. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3$. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also
Fire and Garden Engines, &c.—Engravings sent on application.

RICHMOND & CHANDLER'S PRIZE-TOOTHED
ROLLER CHAFF-CUTTING MACHINES are constructed

entirely of Iron, and are therefore remarkably firm when in
use. This important quality is wanting in all wood framed
machines, which are, of course, liable to contraction.
RICHMOND and CHANDLER'S IMPROVED PREMIUM

CORN CRUSHERS are also constructed entirely of Iron and are
not subject to the same contingencies as others. They are adapted
for bruising Beans, Oats, Indian Corn, &c, and can be worked
with less labour for the quantity crushed than any yet produced.
PATENT HAYMAKERS AND HORSE RAKES, which

can be confidently recommended as capable of doing their work
efficiently, expeditiously, and with economy.— Implement Works,
Salford ; Branch Establishment, South John Street, Liverpool.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

AT THE NORWICH, GLOUCESTER, LINCOLN
and CARLISLE SHOWS,

The Prize for the best LINSEED and CORN CRUSHER was
awarded to E. R. & F. Turner, St. Peter s Iron Works, Ipswich.

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS,
AND OTHERS.

EOBINSON'S PATENT BARLEY, for making
superior BARLEY WATER in 15 minutes, has not only

J

obtained the patronage of her Majesty and the Royal Family,
j

but has become of general use to every class of the community,
and is acknowledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure,
nutritious, and light food for Infants and Invalids ; much approved
for making a delicious Custard Pudding, and excellent for

thickening Broths or Soups.

ROBINSON'S PATENT GROATS, for more than 30 years
have been h 'Id in constant and increasing public estimation as
the purest farinie of the Oat, and as the best and most valuable
preparation for making a pure and delicate GRUEL, which forms
a light an<l nutritious supper for the aged, is a popular recipe
for colds and influenza, is of general use in the sick chamber,
and, alternately with the Patent Barley, is an excellent food for
Infants and Children.

Prepared only bv the Patentees, Robinson, Bsllville, & Co.,
Purveyors to the Queen, 64, Red Lion Street, Holborn, London.
Sold by all respectable Grocers, Druggists, and others in Town
and Country, in packets of 6d. and Is-; and Family Canisters, at
25., 55., and 10s. each.

i

E. It. & F. Turner invite the attention of Agriculturists and
others to the following machines of their manufacture :

—

ROLLEB MILLS for crushing Linseed, Oats, Barley, Malt,
&c, of various sizes, with or without Bean-mill combined. The
numerous prizes awarded these Mills by the Royal and other
agricultural societies rendercomment on their merits unnecessary.
PATENT COMBINED GRINDING and CRUSHING MILL

for reducing Barley, &c, to a fine and soft meal, and crashing
Oats, Linseed, &c.,* is strongly recommended for the variety of
purposes to which it is applicable, and for its perfect and economic
working.
CHAFF CUTTERS, for horse or steam power, cutting three

lengths, with facility for changing the length of the cut almost
momentarily, and other valuable improvements.
OILCAKE BREAKERS, made entirely of iron, with case,

hardened teeth suitable for all descriptions of cake. Price 31. 10s.
FIXED STEAM-ENGINES, on the horizontal direct acting

principle. Long experience and attention to the practical work-
ing of steam-engines of every variety, have enabled the manu-
factures to offer these Engines as inferior to none—either for
efficiency, economy, or durability—and at prices which will be
found comparatively low.

Superior Portable Steam-Engine3 and Threshing Machines,
Horse-Power Threshing Machines, Circular Saw Tables, One
Horse Carts, and various other Implements, are also manu-
factured at the above Works.

Illustrated Price Lists sent free on application.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
Y\r HICKSON, 46, Longr Acre, Importer "of Bel-
* • gian Sheet 'superior to English manufacture) is sutnlr

ing 16 oz. at 16s. p„-r 100 feet, box included, sizes from 20 bti

'

to 34 by 16, or large ditto cut, at 2d. per foot up to 44 feet Lilength. Estimates forwarded, and Conservatories Glazed in an*
part of the country.

"

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETCTTETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS
*- -- of British Manufacture , at prices varying from 2d . to 3d
per square foot,for the usualsizes required,manv thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery

.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application fo*
PATENT ROUGH PLATE.THICK CROWN GLASS.GL\8S
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES. PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS. PATENT PLATE GLASS
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADEs!
to James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London. '

See Gardeners1 Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY;
HELY & WARING, Managers, 296. Oxford Street. London

7

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from
2d.: and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, frora 4W
per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxeV
under 10 by 8, 12s. 6rf. ; above, 16s. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases, 34s. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. 6d. per
foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. each. MILK PANS
21s. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN, 5s. 6d.; WARIKG'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Annarinm 10s. each.— Catalogues free.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES. GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET GLASS, Packed ix Boxes containing 100 Feet.
6 by 4, and 6J« by 4£ 12s. 8 by 6, and 8* by 64 ... 13*. 6J.

7 by 5, and l\ by 5| 13s. 9 by 7, and 10 by S ... 13s. 6<*.

11 by 9, 12 by 9, 13 by 9, 14 by 9 ...1

12 „ 10, 13 „ 10, 14 „ 10, 15 „ 10 ... yuo
13 „ 11, 14 „ 11, 15 „ 11, 16 „ 11 ...j

14 „ 12,

13 „ 12,

15 „ 12,

19 „ 12
16 „ 12, 17 „ 12 ...| 16 Q

• •• ••• ••• ••• . . . )

16 „ 13,

19 n 13,

17 „ 13,

20 „ 13, 21 1^ f lo V
— i .. j.o ... , , , ••• J

16 „ 14, 17 „ 14, ^O M ... ... ,., f ^^ y^

19 „ 24, 20 „ 14, 21 14 f
io v

LARGER SIZES, xot exceeding 40 Inches Long.
16 oz. from 2d. to 3$<Z.,21 oz. from 3d. to 6A, 26 oz. from 6d. to7$rfv

per foot superficial, according to size and quautity.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD*
HOUSES, THE SAME QUALITY AS WE SUPPLY TO MR. RlVERS, and
of various dimensions, always on hand, at 18s. per 100 feet.
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.
HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-ounce, packed in Crate

of 300 feet, 2^d. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, 3!^d.

Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet 34s., 38s., 40*., and
42s. per case.

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS.
Packed in boxes of 50 feet each.

6 by 4, and 6* by A

7 by 5, and 7± by 5i
10s. 6d.

12
8 by 6, and 8& by 6 \

9 by 7, and 10 by 8
«•• 18*. 6d.

15

For larger sizes, a full List of Prices will be sent on application.
FERN CASES, with Ferns complete, suit ible for the Draw-

ing Room, from 255. each.
AQUARIUMS, with French polished stands, from 65. each.

Vase-shaped ditto and Tanks.
,
Perforated Glass for Ventilation, from Is. 6d. per foot.

Glass Tiles and Slates.

Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Svplions,
Wasp Traps, Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades tot-

Ornaments. Fern Shades, and every article in the trade.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS WAREHOUSE,
116 , Bishopsgate Street Without, London,

FOREIGN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Street, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

800 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, bores included. — Per 100 ft.
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20 bv 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 214. by 13*, 16* by 14^, 20 by 14y

21 by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3,±

HARTLEY'S Rangh Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking

and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,

as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colotirs,

and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 vears. ^____

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855.

METCALFE, BINGLEY,ANDCO.'SNew Pattern and

Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached Hair

Brushes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brushes, and genuine Smyi»»
Sponges : and every description of Brush, Comb, and Perfumery

for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly between

the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most efftctualiy--tjje

hairs never come loose. M., B., and Co. are sole makers 0.
.

t.^

Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orris Root Soaps— sold in Tablets

(bearing their names and address) at 6d. each, of Metcalfe*
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box; and of the w*
Bouquets.—Sole Establishment 130b, and 131, Oxford Street, ina

and 3rd doors west from Holies Street, London.

Printed by William Bbadbttry, of No. 13, Upper Woburn PI"**;."?.,

Frhdcrick Muliktt Evawh, of No. 20. Queen's Road, West, w»'
the Parish of St. Pancras and in the County of Middlesex. £*»«*%£
their Office in Lombard -tre^t. in the Precinct oi }\ hitelnars, in rne v j

of London: and pnh'ished by them at the Office, No. a. Upper « p
j!'

n
^fT|

Street, in the Parfth of St- Paul's, Covent Garden, in the saiu toon

-

where all Advertisements »nd < ommunicatkms are to be Addbbbb*"
thr Editor.—Saturday, JuTy 19, 1S56.
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| FOR PRESENT SOWING.
21 UTTON'S RENOVATING GRASS SEEDS

BANBURY FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—The Tenth Annual Show of this Society will

take place on TUESDAY, August 26, when in addition to

upwards of 200 Prizes offered for competition amongst Members
of the Society, the following additional Prizes, open to all England
on payment of an entrance fee of 25. 6rf., will be awarded :—For
the best 6 Stove or Greenhouse Plants in flower, different genera,
but not Fuchsias—first prize, 3£. ; second prize, 2Z. All exhibi-
tors must, before 3 o'clock of the afternoon previous to the Show,
send to Mr. H. Stone, the Secretary, a statement in writing of

the productions they intend to exhibit.—Banbury, July 26.

SCOTTISH ARBORICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
All ESSAYS intended for competition for the Prizes offered

by the Society must be lodged with the Secretary not later than
1st August, 1856.— Further particulars may be obtained on
application to James Alexaxdeb, Secretary.

6, York Place, Edinburgh, July 26.

T T,\\T ILLIAM BARRAW LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.
HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved

principles.

•** An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Orxamextal Shrvrs,
Evergreens, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.

G EORGE TAYLOR, Junior,
Growers' Salesman

For Choice Garden Produce,
St. John's Market,

Liverpool.
Terms—"Cash."

BALSAMS.
Fand A. SMITH beg to invite the Public to an in-

• spection of their BALSAMS (put aside for Seed) for

which they obtained the Silver Medal at the July Show of the
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park.

Colours:—Blush, pink, white, scarlet, purple crimson, scarlet
flake, purple flake, scarlet-mottled, crimson flake, crimson
bizarre, scarlet bizarre, crimson maculated, and crimson mottled.
—Omnibuses from Gracechurch Street, City, and Oxford Street,
to Crystal Palace, Dulwicli, passing within five minutes' walk
every hour.

TO THE SEED TRADE?
JAMES NORRIS offers about 14 cwt. CABBAGE

SEED, and 2 cwt. dark green COLEWORT, all saved from
well selected stock, growth of 1856, at 10 guineas per cwt., in
quantities of not less than 2 cwt. Terms cash, or Post-office

order payable at Brentford must accompany orders. Sacks
unmarked charged 3s. each. The Seed is not good coloured, but
warranted to grow.—Sion Hill, Brentford End, Isleworth, July 26.

\

PRIZE CALCEOLARIA AND CINERARIA SEED.

WILLIAM B. JEFFRIES, Arboretum Nurseries,
Ipswich, can now supply Seeds of his unrivalled collection

of the above in packets at 55. each, or second quality 25. 6d. For
briskness of colour, shape, and beautiful markings they are
urequalled. In proof of their superiority they were this season
awarded four first prizes and two first class certificates. Also a
few packets of splendid Fimbriated Primula, 1$. 6d. each.

AZALEA INDICA.—W. B. J. offers a very choice collection,

good plants, 95. and m. per dozen; very fine do., in 4S-pots, for

flowering next spring, 125. and 18*. Kames on application.

E W TURNIP.
WAITERS " ECLIPSE," PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID

TURNIP.
HPHIS new and distinct variety is a hybrid between
J- the Purple Top Swede and Purple Top Yellow Scotch
Turnip; it po ssefl the properties of the Swede, and maybe
sown much later. Coloured Drawings of this splendid Turnip
may be had on application, or may be seen at the principal Seed
Establishments throughout the kingdom. The Seed can be
obtained of all respectable Seedsmen, price 3s. per lb.—A liberal

allowance to the Trade.

T.G. TTatti-. 1 Merchant, 181, High llolbom, London .

New and Beautiful Hardy Coniferous Tree.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA.

"Y/TESSRS WATERER and GODFREY have much
^~A pleasure in offering the above 6ne plant raised from seed
sent home by Mr. W. Murray, who in describing it in connection
with other rare Pines, such as nobilis, grandis, Jeffrey!, Ben-
thamiana, &c, aavs, " It was the handsomest tree in the whole
expedition. It grows about 100 feet high and 2 feet in diameter;
the foliage is most delicate and graceful, the branches bend up-
wards at the end like a Spruce and hang down at the tip like an
ostrich feather, the top shoots droop like ft Deodar, and the
timber is good, clear, and workable." Seedling plants will be sent
out in August upon the following terms, and orders executed

ictly in rotation. On* plant 21s: ; sir plants, 4?. 10$. ; 12 plants,
71. 10s.—Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

8 for improvingParks* Meadows, and Upland Pastures.
Quantity required per acre 6 to 12 lbs., price 9d. per lb.

Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

PERMANENT PASTURE CRASS SEEDS.
SUTTON and SONS, Seed Growers, Reading have

a fine Stock of fresh NATURAL GRASS SEEDS for Per-
manent Pasture. August is a good season for sowing. Goods
delivered Carriage Free by Rail. Prices moderate. Terms, Cash.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. July 26.

NEW ITALIAN RYE-GRASS SEED.
SUTTON and SONS, Seed Grower?, Reading, can

supply fine new Seed in time for the August Sowing at re-

duced price (for cash payment), the crop of New Seed being
good.—Goods delivered carriage free by rail.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment.—July 2G.

JUST HARVESTED.
NEW TURNIP SEEDS FOR AUGUST SOWING

(Carriage Free).

SUTTON and SONS, Seed Growers, Reading, have
now harvested their new Turnip Seeds, and can deliver them

immediately on receipt of order. Prices moderate. Terms cash.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment.

PRICES of UNDERini^
STRAWBERRY PLANTS, for the Season of 1856. All

orders (not less thaji 20) to be accompanied with a Post-office

order on Birmingham :

—

Twenty • * * ... £0 12
Forty • * * ...120
Sixty • • ft ... 1 12

Eighty

Hundred

£2

2

1

S

6

Plants in Pots, not less than Ten, Is. 3d. each will be ready in
October next.
Mr. Underhtll's " Treatise on the Cultivation of the Straw-

berry," price Is.

Address — Mr. Richard Underhill, Sir Harry's Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham.

CHOICE SEEDS.
JDOBSON cSc SON bej? to offer the following, their

• own saving:—CALCEOLARIA, from their unequalled
collection, in packets, Is. 6d., 2s. 6d.

f
3s. 6d., and 55. each.

FANCY GERANIUM, per packet ls.Od.
PANSY ditto 1

PRIMULA SINENSIS, fine, per packet 1

"Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth; and High Street, Hounslow.

It is requested that all Seed Orders may be addressed to the
latter place.

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, Hijrh
•J Holborn, London, invite attention to their ENCYCLO-
PAEDIC CATALOGUE of FLORICULTURAL, VEGE-
TABLE.. AJTO AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknowledged to be
the best published, which will be forwarded free of charge and
post paid to all parts of the wobld, upon application.

Primula, choicest fringed 1*. per packet.
Calceolaria, choicest varieties 1*.

Cineraria „ „ 1*.

A most comprehensive CATALOGUE of DUTCH and
CAPE BULBS will be published in the autumn.

James Carter & Co.. Seedsmen, 238. High Holborn, London.

ROBERT PARKER begs to offer the followin?, of

which he possesses a large stock in strong and healthy-

plants :

—

Per dozen.
Exotic Orchids from 425.

Stove and greenhouse Ferns ...

Hardy do.

Selaginellas or Lycopodiums ...

Geraniums, show and fancy varieties

Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass)

A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue is published, and will be
forwarded post free upon application. A remittance or reference

to accompany all orders from unknown correspondents.

Paradise Nnrsery, Homsey, and Seven Sisters' Road, Holloway.

SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWINC.
JOHN CATTELL respectfully informs his numerous

customers and the public generally that he is now prepared
to send out SEEDS of his superior CALCEOLARIAS, CINE-
RARIAS, &c, at the prices annexed, post free.

The superior quality of the Calceolarias raised from the seed

supplied by J.C. having been acknowledged by many of the

Trade, also Gardeners and Amateurs, J. C can with confidence

offer the seed of this season. Per packet.— s. d.

it

• • •
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ROSES, ETC.
rPHE AUTUMNAL ROSES at Sawbrid-eworth are
-*- now in fine bloom. The Orchard House culture will also
be found worthy of a visit, as houses upwards of 10O feet in
length are occupied with Apricots Peaches, Figs, and Vines in
pots. The Harlow Station, about one mile from the Nurseries,
is the most convenient.

Thomas Rtvkrs, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.—July 26.

ROSES.
J and J. FRASKR beg to announce that their

• collection of ROSES is now in Flower, to which they
respectfully invite the attention of the public.

The Nursery is about 15 minutes' walk from the Lea Bridge
Station, on the Eastern Counties Railway.

•*» Trains from Shoreditch about 12 times a day.

The Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road, Essex.—July 26.

ROSES.A CLARKE respectfully invites admirers of ROSES
*—* • to an inspection of his superb collection, extending over
12 acres of ground, which are now in >?reat perfection. Plants
can be selected now and orders executed in November.

All the newest Geraniums, Calceolarias, Azaleas, Epacrises,
&c. Fine collections of Rhododendrons, G bent Azaleas, Coniferce,
Evergreens, and Fruit Trees.

The nearest and most pleasant route from the West End to

the Crystal Palace.— Streatham Place Nursery, Brixton Hill,
four miles from London Bridge.

AZALEA IN O I C A.

J IVERY and SON, Nurserymen, &c, Dorking and
• Reigate, beg to say that their DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of all the newest and most approved varieties of the
AZALEA may be had in exchange for one postage stamp.

—

Dorking, July 26.

DUTCH BULBS.
WM. CUTBUSH and SON beg to acquaint their

Friends and the Public that their DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE of these interesting Spring Flowers will be ready
for distribution on and after the 1st August. Post free on appli-
cation.—High gatfi Nurseries, London.

'

FERN CATALOG U~£
ROBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE (24 pa^es) of his Collection of BRITISH and
FOREIGN PERNS, can now be had post free for six stamps.
Gratis to all previous purchasers.—Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

HARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE of BUTCH
BULBS is now ready, and can be had post free on appli-

cation.—Royal Nursery, Slough.

TULIP CATALOGUE.
HARLES TURNER begs to intimate that his
TULIP CATALOGUE, with prices, will be ready by the

1st August, and can be had on application.

A Catalogue of Geraniums (including Foster's, Hoyle's, and
Turner's new varieties), Fancy Geraniums, Cinerarias, &c, will

be ready in September.

Now ready, very choice CINERARIA, 2s. CvL per packet.
verv choice CALCEOLARIA, 25. 6d. „

Roval Nursprv. Sloneh.

WANTED, next October, for planting, DEODARA
PINES, any size, and any quantity not exceeding 500.

—

*VppIy, stating price, to Mr. Beowxe, Hill House Farm, Ifield,

Urawley, Sussex.

TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS^

TO BE SOLD, 100,000 DOUBLE and SINGLE
SNOWDROPS. For price, &c. apply to Mr. Macdohald,

Auctioneer and General Agent, Ilolbeach, Lincolnshire. —
Holbeach, July 98.

c
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- *
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Anemone, fine mixed, single poppy

,t
fine scarlet poppy

Antirrhinum, superior, mixed
Calceolaria, from the two superior varieties sent out

by J. C. last year, carefully hybridised
Cineraria, from finest collections ...

Gloxinia, extra fine

Heartsease, from fine show varieties

„ from new French, spotted and striped

Hollyhock, from fine show varieties

Mimulus, extra fine ...

Schizanthus retusus

Sweet William, very superior

Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.

«*•

• • 9

- * •
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1

1

1
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CONES OF ABIES DOUGLASI.

GEORGE ROBERTS begs to make known that he

has lately received from the north-west coast of America a

package of fine CONES of ABIES DOUGLASI. This nohle

tree attains in its native habitats on the banks of the Columbia

River a height of from 150 to 200 feet, affording timber unequalled

for masts, and remarkahly free from knots and tendency to warp.

From its beautv, rapidity of growth (having reached at Dropmore
60 feet in 18 years), and long-proved hardiness in Great Britain

during the severest winters, it is recommended for extensive

cultivation by the principal authorities on Coniferous trees.

32 Moorgate Street London.

PINE PLANTS, CHIEFLY QUEEN AND JAMAICA,

TO BE SOLD, by Private Contract, in one or more
Lots, 700 to 800 Fruiting and Succession PINE PLANTS,

very healthy, stocky, and clean. Gentlemen about to furnish their

Pine Stoves are requested to inspect this first-rate stock. Very
eligible for carriage by rail or water.—Apply to J. Lancaster
Edward Street, Deptford.

CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, AND SWEET WILLIAM.

T If ILLIAM BARNES is now prepared to eend out
V* Seedsofhisbenutif.il and unrivalled CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, and SWEET WILLIAM, the two former „. 6_.

the latter Is. 6i. per packet.

It is needless to say anything in recommendation of the above,

as W. B. has received numerous testimonials in their praise

from the many gentlemen and gardeners whom he has supplied.

Payment by postage stamps.

Address—Camden Nursery, Camberwell.

EAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet
containing 100 Sei 1^.; sent post free, Is. 2d. Calceo-

laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhock Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,

Geraniums, and other choice Seed.-;, 6d. per packet. Catalogue

on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-week^ STOCKS, as imported, 38

Tarieties, each variety 3d. per packet.

Wm. Cullixofobd, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

NEW FUCHSIAS AND VERBENAS.

MESSRS. FOWLE and SON are now prepared to

furnish the following new and magnificent FuflfcO^Ts ar.d ""-^

Verbenas at remarkably low prices, viz. :— f
FUCHSIAS (Henderson's).—Charlemagrtejlfointess of Bur

lington, Donna Joaquine. Emperor Napoleod^Vitfiirs de Medicis,

and Valcona di Aqua. The six varieties, 1$S£ r\

VERBENAS (Smith's).— Criterion, Step $3ri Camphen,
Eugenie, King of Roses, Cedo Nttllf, Getw^^ixryw^n/John
Edwards, Dandy. Sultan. Portia, Admiral Ljjotfe; |nc G*aut de
Batailles (Henderson). The 12 varieties, 12*^ '3j&

Holland Nnrserr, Holland Street, Bri2tq«*TtoaJ

Post-fffice orders uiade payable at Brixlon"t8)5^K|a^nngtW2. ::
..
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MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SON'S
NEW CALCEOLARIAS

A RE the finest marked, best formed, and the richest in colour of any shown this season at the London Exhi-XI bitions. They obtained the Silver Medal at the Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, on Wednesday, June 18th, and are
the most beautiful of any yet raised. Seed of these and the following Flowers, suitable for the present season's sowine may
now be had, also their unrivalled mixed Cineraria :— r "»*"Sr *"aJ

CALCEOLARIA, Firsr Quality 5s. 0<f. per packet.
Ditto fecond Quality 2 fi

CINERARIA, Choice Z. Z Z Z Z l J
For List of othrb Choice Seeds see Advertisement July 19.

The Spring Catalogue may be had post free on application, or with Colonred Plate of Nine New Flowers, Price Is.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's V/ood, London.

tt
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HORTICULTURE,
NEW AND RAKE PLANTS.

JOHN WEEKS and CO., King's Road, Chelsea.
*) This Horticultural Establishment is an unlimited source of
attraction.

The Collections of 8TOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
in all the various stages of growth and in eudless variety, iuclude
every novelty that is worth cultivating.

A large stock of GRAPE VINES, struck from eyes, very
strong: for Planting and Forcing in Pots.

FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS of every kind.
THE SEED BUSIN BBS is ooaducted upon an extensive scale,

every article warranted true to its kind, and of genuine good
qualitv.

GARDEN TOOLS, and Horticultural Implements of every
description, all of the best make, no interior article kept.
CAST-IRON VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great variety of

the most beautiful designs.
WIREWORK for all Ornamental Garden purposes.
The Nobility and Gentry are most respectfully invited to

visit this establishment, where Horticultural science in all its

branches is in full operation, combining all modern improvements,
so that a Lady or Gentleman can select whatever they may
require connected with Horticulture.
John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers.
HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES,

FORCING PITS, &c. &c, all made of the best materials, sent
to any part of the country.

See our Illustrated Catalogues of all the various branches of
Horticulture; also Plans, Models, and Estimates, &c. Ac.

Johh Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

ATS, MICE, AND DESTKUCTIV E A N IMALS,
how to paralyse, and render thorn immoveable on the spot,

though there be hundreds, so that they may be gathered with a
shovel and finally drowned. The effect warranted, and the cost

to paralyse 50 will be Sid. Materials can be bought in every
town and village. The above astounding remedy sent post free

for eight post stamps to any address by Fisher & Sotf, Publishers,
Kingsland, London. Established 1847. One Hundred testimonials
sent first if desired.

117IRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
* * of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.
Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety;

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make;
Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;
Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W.Richards. Imperial
Wire Works, 370. Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's
Theatre.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
1 R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, South wark (late
f " • STKPHBKSoy & Peilt.), solicits an inspection of his patterns
of WROUGHT-IKON FENCE, which he is now prepared to
supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,

&c, at the Manufactory as above.
HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out
of ground, 5 bars As. 9d. each.

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3
inches out of ground, 5 bars 5s. 3d. each.

PAXTOtM WORKS, SHEFFIELD]
QAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-O ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and
PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.*
47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-
man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keeu edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes,
Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.

__ Established 1738.

| \BANK'S WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS'^
1^ Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pursuits

are invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, and CO.'S extensive

Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best

London made Garden Engines and Syringes, Coalbrookdale Gar-
den Seats and Chairs.

Averuncators Gidney's Prussian Pickaxes
Axes Hoe [Scissors Potato Forks
Bagging Hooks Grape Gatherers and Pruning Bills

Bill* [terns Gravel Rakes and „ Knives, various
Sieves

Greenhouse Doors
and Frames

Hammers
Hand-glass Frames • Reaping Hooks
Hay Knives Scythes
Horticultural Ham-' Scythe Stones

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS,
(l-8th thick, or21bs. to the foot; 3-lbths, or3 lbs; and l-4ti>,

or 4 lbs. to the foot), for Ridge and Furrow Roofs, Greenhoui
Railway Stations, Engine Sheds, Mills, Market Halls, aud
Public Buildings generally.

In Squares Cut to Sizes Ordered.

14 by 10. 1J ft. sup. if not above 20 in. long
lift, sup., 3 or (/'above 20 & not above 30 in.

Borders, various pat-

Botanical Boxes
Brown's Patent Fu-
migator [strumentsj
Cases of Pruning In-
Daisy Rakes
Dibbles
Dock Spud

8

Draining Tools
Edging Irons and
Shears

Flower Sotswra

„ Stands in Wires,
and Iron celain. &c.

Fu nigators Lines and Reels
Gnlvauic Borders and Marking Ink

Plant Protectors Mattocks
Garden Chairs and Menographs

Metallic Wire

Saws
Scissors
Shears

Rakes in great variety

tt

»

if

mersand Hatchets
Hoes of every pattern

Hotbed Handles
Ladies' Set of Tools
Labels, various pat-

shears, various
Sickles
Sickle Saws
Spades and Shovels
Spuds

i*

tt

Seats
Loops
Rollers
Scrapers

terns, in Zinc, Por- Switch Hooks
Thistle Hooks
Transplanting Tools
Trowels
Turfing Irons
Wall Nails
Watering pots
Weed Ho<>ks
Wheelbarrows

Milton Hatchets
Mole Traps
Mowing Machines | Youths' Set of Tools

DEANE, DRAY, and CO. are sole Agents for LINGHAM'3
PERMANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their Illus-

trated Priced List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post paid,
to any part of th* United Kingdom. Al-o. Wholesale and Retail
Agents tor SAYNOR'S celebrated PRUNING KNIVES, used
exclusively by the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.
DEANE, DRAY, ajtd CO. (Opening to the Monument)

London Bridge. Established a.d. 1700.
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91

19

11

30 in.

35 in.

40 in.

45 in.

66 in.

65 in.

75 in

90 in.

100 in.

s
i f.

s. d.

7

8
81
9
9
9

O 10
11

1 1

s. d.

8

9
9*
10

104

104

10i
11

2

s. d,

94

10
10J
11"

o 114

1

1

1

1

1
I

1

1

2

3

6 by 4, and 6J by 4A
7 by 5, aud 7\ by 5a

Packed in boxes of 50 feet each.
• 10^. 6d.

12
8 by 6, and 84 by 6|
9 by 7, and 10 by 8

13s. 6d.

15
Estimates forwarded on application.

London Agents ; James Phillips & Co.. 116, Bishopsgate
Street Without.

CHEAP GLASS for HOT-HOUSES, and CON^
SERVATORIES.—The best place in England for strong

Glass is at the East London Sheet and Plate Glass Warehouse,
45, Loman Street, Goodman Fields. 100 feet boxes strong small
sizes, from 8 to 6 down, only 6*., box included. All other
descriptions of Glass equally cheap, and delivered free of charge
to any of the Carriers in London. Estimates given tor Plate Glass.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS

of'British Manufacture. at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square foot, for the usual sires required,many thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed fori mmediatedelivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE.THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hbtlky & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardener? Chronicle first Saturdav ito each month.

BY
ROYAL

LETTE RS
PATENT.

q^HE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY;
A IIELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street. London.
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from

2d.; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4£d.
per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,
under 10 by 8, 12s. 6d. ; above, 16s. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases, 34s. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. 6d. per
foot. TILES and SLATES from Bd. each. MILK PANS.
21s. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN, 6*. 6d.; WAKING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tuhes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium 10s. each.— Catalogues free.

FOREIGN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsoate Street, Without.

rp MILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
A. • GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or
300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. lteduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4£ in.
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20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21* by 13£, 16£ by 144, 20 by 14,

21 by 14, 20 by 15, at 18*. per 100 teet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2$
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 34

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking
and bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 rears.

pARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
V-^ PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other
Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal
Dock Companies, most public bodies, and by the Nobility,
Gentry, and Clergy, for out-door work at their country seats.

The Anti-Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most
durable out-door Paint ever invented for the preservation of

every description of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement,
&c, work, as has been proved by the practical test ot upwards ot

60 years, and by the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials
in its favour, and which, from the rank and station in society of
those who have given them, have never yet been equalled by
anything as ihe kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of Colours, Prices, together with a Copy of the Testi-
monials, will be sent on application to Walter Carsos & Son,
No. 9, Great Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal
Exchange, London. No Agents. All orders are particularly
requested to be seat direct.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

J
R. PEILL, 17, New Pnrk Street, SouthwarkJ • (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the ImpTovedConical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to mtke^Sl

siderable reduction m the prices charged by his late firm anil £supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with material.
for Warming Buildings of every description

; Iron Conservator*.
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices &c at t» !

Manufactory as above. __^ n ue

HEATING BY HOT WATER. "

T JONES, Iron Merchant, has always a grea«J • varietyof Cylindrical and Saddle Boilers in Stock Hot-watur
Pipes, Elbows, Tees, Syphons, Throttle-Valves, Stop-Cock< Cor
Pipes, and Boxes, Trou-h Pipes, Fire and Furnace Bars, DonbU
Doors and Frames, and Soot Doors. Draw ings and prices of the
above, or estimates given for the Apparatus fixed complete on
application to J. Jones, Iron Bridge Wharf, 6, Bankside, London
near the Southwark Iron Bridge. '

p~ STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON^TfcONs"
v-^ • 61, Graceclmrch Street, London, Manufacturer ol Iron
Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical toilers
and Apparatus for Wanning Buildings of every description byHot Watpr.- Prices and Estimates furnished upon applicat ion.

MAJESTY'S §£^|||g|§?|^| PATENT

P DENCH (Harapstead Koad, and King's Road",
-LJ • Chelsea), Laving erected 13 Horticultural Structures
various new designs in wood, iron, and his two patent principl,
all who are about to erect Horticultural Buildings of any descrip-
tion would well repay themselves the trouble of calling atGraaby
Nursery, Mornington Place, Hampstead Road, and inspecting
the different designs and principles that they are built c
Is. 3d. per superficial foot charged for Horticultural Buildin.
complete, with glass of excellent quality and thickness, dot
with brass locks, lines, pulleys, quadrants, &c. Price List sent
on application, and references given to any extent, both for
Building and Heating with Hot Water. Structures of all

descriptions.

GREENHOUSES.
TTENRY FREEMAN, Hothouse Builder and
-»-A Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer, Triangle, Hack-
ney. Established 20 years. Good substantial built Greenhouses
fixed any part of the Kingdom for cash, 42 feet long by 13 feet.

901. ; 21 feet by 13 feet, 50/. ; 12A feet by 10 feet, SOI. A first-

rate Conservatory, 30 feet by 18 ieer, 130 J. A large assortment
kept. Estimate s for Heating, or anv branch in Wood or Iron.

BE PARTICULAR TO ADDRESS AT FULL LENGTH
~

O E N J A M I N E D G I N G T N,
*-* 2, Dure Street, Southwark.

MARQUEES, TENTS, and RICK CLOTHS.

1JICK CLOTHS.—A large quantity" of CANVAS
*-*' intended for the Crimea has been made into RICK
CLOTHS, to be SOLD as second-hand, at greatly reduced pricee.
A list forwarded by post.—Address, in full,

Benjami n Edqingto .v. 2, Duke Street, Southwark.

VASES, &c.—About 200 different shaped Vases, and
a great variety of other Garden Ornaments may be inspected

at Austin & Seeley's Artificial Stone Works, 1 to 4, Keppel
Row, New Road, Regent's Park, London.

N.B. Fountains from 10/. to 400/.

GEORGE P. TYE'S REGISTERED HYACINTH
BOTTLES in great variety. May he had wholesale at

107, Great Charles Street, Birmingham ; and retail of all Seeds-
men in the United Kingdom.

P LOWER POTS.—The cheapesthouse in the trade
-»- is Messrs. Rogers & Swift's, Wholesale Flower-pot Manu-
facturers, Ouseburn Pottery, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

T~0 GARDENERS, ETC.
PATENT PREPARED GARDEN NETTING

for covering Fruit Trees, Strawberries, &c, to be had in

any quantity from A. Greig, Fishing and Garden Net Manu-
facturer, Dundee.

''PANNED NETTING, for the Protection of FRUIT
-1- TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the securitr

of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard ,
200 yards, t4s.; 500

yards, 30s.; 1000 yards, 50s.; scrim canvas for wall fruit.- At
Edgington & Co.'s Rick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth

Manufacturers, 49, King William Street, London Bridge;

17, Smithfield Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot,

Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth.

XI EW TWINE NETT I NG, Tanned if required,
-i-^1 1 yard wide, 2d. per yard; 2 yards wide, 4d. per yard;

4 yards wide, 8rf. per yard. Half-inch mesh ditto, 2 yards wide,

M. per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds.

wasps, flies, &c. from fruit tree% flower or seed beds, 4ld. per

square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, lU per

yard ; 4 or 6 yards wide, 3d. per yard. At W. Cullingford'*.

1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.
**• Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west

Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

H O S E P"T'P I N G.
TTTAITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING*
^ * will sustain a greater pressure, is lighter, less hulky, ''i11

wear longer, and is about 60 per cent cheaper than the leather

hose pipe.

Manufactured only by Waitiiman & Co., Bentham, Lancaster.

No. 1. Quality, Inches in Diameter and Price per Yard:

A, 9d.; J, lid.; 1, Is. Id.; 1J, Is. 3d.; 1$, Is. bd. ; If, 1*- **•!

2, Is. 9d. ; 2£. 2s. ; 2*, 2s. 3d. ; 2£, 2s. 6d.; 3. 2s. 9d.

Super Extra Stout Quality :— 2, 2s. ; 2J, 2s. 3d. ; 9$, 2*. &»..

2|, 2s. 9rf.; 3,3s. ,

No. 0, a cheaper Hose, to bear a low pressure for Gar" n̂
1
?\

Agricultural purposes, at greatly reduced prices :—1, 9d. ; H, 1°"-'

li, Ud. ; 2, Is. ; 2J, Is. 3d. 2J, Is. 6d.

The Hose is Burnettised at an extra charge of 3d. per yard.

Union Joints, Branch Pipps and Jets are also supphef^,-

MARINL AND FRfcSH W*lfcR MQoARIA.
SANDERS and WOOLCOTT, 54, Doughty fatreej.

Foundling, London, Manufacturers of the Glass Tan*-

in the Zoological Gardens. Regent's Park; in the Koya

Zoological Gardens, Dublin ; in the Conservatory of His ur»

the Duke of Devonshire, Chiswick; and various Muwiun

throughout the kingdom, have constantly on hand and in op«*

tion GLASS TANKS of all sizes for the Marine aud Fresh »»<*

Aquarium. , ..... «*

These Tanks can be safely forwarded to all parts, and il«»

prices may be had on application at the above address, »

also the tanks may he seen. EfT
THE COMFORT OF A FIXED WATKR-CLOSb 1

1 for l/.-Places in Gardens env-rted into comtortao

Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICALL\.&EALJ
PAN, with its self-acting valve, preventing the return oi

ea roiLoiM^ •

clo^te,~with"pump f
cistern, and self-acting valve. AP«^At

with engravings forwarded by enclosing two post stamps.

Fyfji mnd Co.'s Sanitarium, 46, Leicester bqiiare.
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AN ADDRESS TO THE PUBLIC BY THE COUNCIL OF
THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

THIS SOCIETY was founded in the year 1804,
by Sir Joseph Banks and other gentlemen, for the purpose

of *' collecting every information respecting the culture and
treatment of all plants and trees, as well culinary as ornamental,
and for giving premiums in Horticulture whenever it should be
judged expedient to do so."

la the year 1809 the Society was created by Royal Charter a
Body Corporate "for the improvement of Horticulture In all its

branches, ornamental as well as useful ;" by this measure per-
sonal liability for debts to be incurred by the Corporation was
for ever extinguished, its power of action was largely increased,

and it at once took its place by the side of the Royal, Linnean,
and other Chartered Societies, formed for the promotion of
science.

For more than half a century the Society has steadily pursued
the path traced out by the Charter. It has minutely examined
the qualities, and reduced to order the names, of fruit trees an*l

of esculent plants; it has directed the attention of scientific as
well as of practical men to the improvement of the arrs of culti-

vation; it has introduced at much cost great numbers of exotic
plants to decorate our gardens; it has published many volumes
tilled with important treatises upon almost every subject in
which the gardener is interested ; ithas formed a very extensive
Garden and Orchard, in which have been collected from time to
time numerous plants, valuable for their utility or beauty ; it has
given a great impetus to cultivation by its public exhibitions of
garden produce; ithas been a school from which have sprung
some of the most distinguished gardeners of the present century

;

and it has given away to its Fellows, and to public establish-
ments, above a million and a half of plants, packets of seeds, and
cuttings. In effecting all this about 250,000?. have been ex-
pended, of which 40.000Z. have been consumed in the creation of
the Garden, more than 2C00Z. in forming collections of drawing,
models of fruit, &c, 13,<KKM. in the mere cost of procuring new
plants and seeds, while above 20,000?. have been directly applied
in the form of medals and money prizes for the encouragement
of Horticulture.

In these great efforts it has exerted itself beyond its strength.
Before 1830, a heavy debt of more tban 20,0002. had been incurred

;and the Corporation is still oppressed by about ten thousnnd
pounds worth of liabilities, of which not more than 3000?. have
accrued within the last twenty years. This late increase of debt
has been caused by the combined action of unpropitious seasons,
&c, which have rendered the Great Garden Exhibitions latterly
unprofitable ; and of diminished income, caused by deaths and
other adverse circumstances.

It is obvious that such an accumulation of debt will, if un-
checked, speedily destroy the Society; and it is to avert this
calamity—for a public calamity it would really be—that the pre-
sent Council have resolved upon endeavouring to effect certain
changes in the organisation of the Society, calculated, as they
trust, at once to extricate the Corporation from the debt which
has of late years so greatly impeded its action, and to place it in
a secure and advantageous position for the future.
The gentlemen who constitute the Council have gratuitously

undertaken the task of reorganising a most useful institution
surrounded by difficulties arising from early errors, for which no
one now alive is responsible. They have no purpose whatever to
serve beyond promoting what is by all admitted to be of great
social importance— the advancement of the art and science of
Cfardening, out ofwhich Agriculture itself has sprung. And they
throw themselves upon the public for the means required to effect
their object.

They have set on foot a voluntary subscription, which has
bean most liberally met by many of the Fellows, and even by
gentlemen who are not Fellows of the Society; they have deter-
mined upon selling the lease of the House in Regent Street, and
certain other corporate property which can be parted with with-
out material inconvenience: aud they are reducing the expendi-
ture of the Corporation to the lowest possible point consistent
with maintaining its efficiency. By such means they hope to
extinguish the debt, or to bring it within such narrow limits
that it will no longer be an impediment to freedom of action.

In carrying on the Society the Council propose to maintain
the Garden, to put the introduction of Exotic Plants and Seeds
upon a new and more convenient base, to hold the usual Monthlv
Meetings and Exhibitions in London, to renew experiments on
the cultivation and quality of fruits and esculents, an^ if found
advisable, even to revive hereafter, upon another plan, the Ex-
hibitions in the Garden itself.

But to effect these objects the public must give its hearty sup-
port, by joining not only in the voluntary subscription which
has been opened, but in strengthening the Society by an abundant
introduction of new Fellows. For this purpose the Council offer
all the facilities in their power. It has long been the opinion of
some of them that an annual subscription of 4?. 4s. is too high in
eves where members do not desire to avail themselves of the
distribution of plants from the Garden; and that the sum paid
before the year 1818, namely, 21. 2s. a year, was more commen-
8urate with the advantages to be derived from joining the
Society. It is now determined that all members joining the
Society from and after the present date shall have the option of
paying 41. 4s. a year, receiving their share of the plants and
seeds distributed from the Garden, and holding a Transferable
Ivory Ticket; or of paying 21. 2s. a year, receiving such seeds or
cuttings as it may be found possible to procure in sufficient
abundance for distribution in the London Office, and not holding
the Ivory Ticket. Of seeds and cuttings, a proper provision will
hp made by opening communications with our Colonial and other
public Garden Establishments.
In no case in future will an Admission Fee be required, but all

n*w subscriptions will be payable in advance, instead of retro-
spectively as hitherto.
Under these arrangements the privileges of the Fellows will

consist:

—

!'

J

a
i/ ParHciPati™ in the distribution of plants and seeds*

and holding a Transferable Ivory Ticket, which shall give the
bearer all the personal privileges of the Fellow except attendance
at SPEcrAL General Meetings of the Society, according to
their rate of subscription.

2. In free personal admission with friends (the number to be
fixed hereafter) to the House of the Society, the Library, the
<3arJen, and all Public Meetings.

A In l^uin
F orderB for the free admission of a limited number

of their friends to the Garden and all public meetings. (The
limit to be in future assigned to this privilege is under
consideration.)

*

4. In purchasing at a lower rate than the public a limited
number of tick rs, whenever tickets of admission to special
•exhibitions in London or elsewhere shall be provided for sale.

Such advantages the Council believe to be an amply sufficient
return for the annual subscriptions as now settled;

-

and they
present them to the public with an earnest hope that they willoe so regarded by all sincere friends of Horticulture.

<
hould the present plan be supported strenuously, the future

t™r
t£

e S00 '6^ raay be productive of greater public advan-ca es man ever, and the progress of the art of Gardening be still

not ie 127 ViMa«e in the kin8dom -
If

>
however, there should

Inn iL
e™ugh among the lovers of Horticulture, the Council

4;*rdpS m.
Qn

* L
e t0 render the Society further assistance, the

a«SSrSnU^ reUnq |liflhed, and the career of this great national

fore annZ ^^i*"7 brought to a speedy close. They there-

™.t PP
w- ? 0n,y t0 the Fellows of the Society, but to the

SSrif.!.
ltself

'
for ««PP<>rt in this their endeavour to uphold

SS- SLlV*^
1 "^ Ufc*fal «»«mtians by which this countr? his

AfWfl
ceu«*ry been honourably distinguished beyond all"m* By order of the Council,

J. Fobbes Royle, M.D., Secretary.

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS FOR PRESENTw SOWING. Peb I r Prepaid. s. d.
CINERAMA of the first quality per packet 2OALCLOLAKI A, from the handsomest spotted

MIMULUS, ditto ditto ditto ...
GLOXINIA, ditto 30 varieties

£VS?5IA
'

ditt° R° r.i*ir ditto
i*an&y, saved from 100 of the best vans., bv name
POLYANTHUS, do. 50 ditto 'ditto
A BRRENA, do. 50 ditto ditto
HOLLYHOCK, do. 60 of the most superb kinds, do.
DAISY do. 60 of the new Belgian do. ditto.
AN 1 IRIlITINUM,do.20 best named varieties ...

ANEMONE, from the most showy and brilliant kinds m
The above are saved only from the very best named varieties

of recent introduction, and may be relied upon with the fullest
confidence.

Postage Stamps or Post-office Orders received in payment of
the above.

YOUELL &CO., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.
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CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.

ETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the
-*- Queen, Ac, beg to intimate that they have directed their
usual attention to procure very superior stocks of Grass and
Agricultural Seeds, and which they recommend to their customers
with confidence. Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laving down land
to permanent pasture or ornamental Grass, suitable for all kinds
and conditions of soils. Foreign Italian Rye-Grass, and all other
Forage and Herbage Plants, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, Carrots
and other roots of the most approved varieties in cultivation.
Garden and Flower Seeds in every variety.

Priced Catalogues will be sent free hv post on application.
27, Great George Street, Westminster.

TURNIPS, MANGEL WURZEL, Sc!
pETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the
*- Quekp, &c, beg to intimate that they have a very superior
stock of the above of their own growth, including some highly
improved varieties, which have been raised from roots selected
for their fine shape and high specific gravity rather than their
size. Among other excellent kinds they "would recommend
particularly their

Lothian purple-top Swede Improved Pomerarian White
Globe Turnip

Red Globe do.

LomrRed andOrange

Tweeddaie purple-top Yellow
Bullock Turnip

Improved Green Round do.

„ Red Round do.

Priced Catalogues will be sent free bv post on application, and
lower rates charged when large quantities are taken.

27. Great George Street, Westminster.

Globe Mangel

ROYAL
BERKSHIRE ©

SEBD
ESTABLISHMENT.

GOOD SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.
Seeds Direct from the Growers thk most certain means

of Preventing Disappointment.

SUTTON and SONS, Seed Growers, Reading,
Berks, can supply every lind of FARM and

GARDEN SEEDS of genuine and supei%ior quality.

Agriculturists residing in the most remote parts of the kingdom
can procure good Seeds at very moderate prices from this Esta-
blishment.—For particulars, apply to

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

Wht (&uvttmtx& Chronicle.
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Some weeks ago we received from a correspondent
a complaint of which the following was the sub-
stance. It was represented that a practice has been
recently adopted by Messrs. Gibbs, Bright, & Co.,

the Liverpool firm of Messrs. A. Gibbs & Sons,
agents for the Peruvian Government, which the
writer regarded as being by no means creditable to a
firm of their standing, if not a positive fraud on
purchasers of guano in that market. It was said that
when Messrs. \V. J. Myers & Co. held the agency,
and for some years after the transfer of it to Messrs.
Gibbs, Bright, & Co., it was the practice to sell by
auction, " with all faults," any portion of a cargo
which happened to be damaged by leakage or other-
wise. Recently, however, they have kiln-dried any
wet and damaged guano, subsequently mixing it

with the bulk of the cargo, in which process our
correspondent was of opinion that a large portion of
the ammonia must be evaporated.
No one can doubt our readiness to expose mal-

practices in the guano trade ; but in this as in all

other cases we feel bound to examine scrupulously
the statements that are forwarded to us. This we
hold tu be the positive duty of all journalists, other-
wise irreparable wrong may be sustained by the
innocent. Such an inquiry has been instituted in
the present instance, and our correspondent will
find that although his information is partly correct
the inference he has drawn from it is wrong.
The facts are these : a large vessel in going into

the docks at Liverpool with a full cargo of guano
struck on the dock sill and broke her back ; the
guano could not be got out for seVeral days, and
was of course with every tide saturated with water.
Now farmers cannot or do not like to use damaged
guano, as there is a difficulty in putting it on the
land unless dried and pulverised. Mixers, that is

guano makers, however readily buy it, and in order
to save the expense of drying, add to it a quantity
of dust and rubbish, which they sell cheap ! ! So
large a quantity of damaged guano as that in the
case before us offered the importers an excellent

opportunity for ascertaining experimentally whether

the wet guano could l^ot be dried without much
injury, and Mr. Xesbit undertook to conduct the

operation. It was evidently important, if prac-
ticable, to dry damaged guano and render it fit for

use by the consumers instead of letting it

pass into the hands of doubtful gentlemen. We
find that Mr. Nesbit succeeded in getting an
old kiln at Birkenhead, and his experiment
was in all respects, except the cost, suc-
cessful, nearly all the ammonia being pre-
served. The dried guano however turned out
dusty, and was consequently subject to much waste,
unless mixed with about an equal quantity of good
undamaged guano. This was done ; the mixture was
then analysed by Mr. Nksi-.it's report, who found it

of excellent quality. It was afterwards sold accord-
ing to analysis.

In all this we are far from seeing anything to com-
plain of; on the contrary we regard it as a new
proof of the anxiety of the importers not only to
secure the purity and quality of all the guano that
they send into the market, but to impede the
operations of the adulterators, to whom a lot of
damaged guano is a perfect Godsend. To what
extent, if any, the guano was injured by the pro-
cess, Mr. Nesbit's analysis will showr

, and the
selling price was fixed accordingly.

But although this supposed instance of mal-prac-
tice is thus shown to be a misconception, we feel it

necessary to warn buyers against the doings of the
guano mixers at Liverpool. There is now before us
a sample of beautiful stuff, in appearance so exactly
like fine Peruvian guano that the quickest eye would
fail to distinguish it, and so soft, and smooth, and
free from grit that the sense of touch is equally

powerless in detecting it. This material is so

largely prepared at Liverpool from clay that two
great kilns are constantly at work in drying it, and
the whole of it goes into consumption as guano.
As a dryer of damaged guano it would be invaluable.

Who the honest men are that are reaping a golden
harvest off the negligence or simplicity of their

customers we do not say ; the situation of the
works is well known, and it is for Lancashire
purchasers, or honest manure agents to bring them
to justice. It is pretended, indeed, that their pure
and unadulterated guano is not for the English trade,

but for the Irish and American markets. We, how-
ever, believe that it is for any market where it can
be sold.

The public is therefore warned against buying
Liverpool guano from any persons of doubtful
character ; and especially against paying for it until

it has been carefully analysed.

Wonders will never cease. All the great Grape
growers were beaten the other day by an inter-

loper. Seldom have practical men received a more
heavy fall. Great rules were violated ; the wisdom
of our forefathers was thrust aside like a piece of

useless lumber ; and maxims sanctioned by age,

wisdom, and the most resolute routine disappeared
like the sparkles of Captain Boxer's fireworks.

About a hundred exhibitors of Grapes grown in

Vineries in all parts of the country produced the
evidence of their skill at the last exhibition in the

Regent's Park, and, melancholy to relate, were
beaten by fruit from a glass shed in a London
nursery garden. It is incredible though true. The
large silver gilt medal, the highest offered for Grapes,

was awarded to Mr. Glendinning, of the Chis-

wick Nursery—for three dishes of Grapes. Our pen
shrinks from recording the event.

The business of a nurseryman is to grow Vines for

sale, not Grapes for exhibition. If he grows Grapes

at all it is only for the purpose of ascertaining that

the Vines from which he propagates are correctly

named. With this end in view the fortunate

winner in the instance before us built a glass shed

or lean-to, with a border and walk at the back and

a tan-pit in front, hot water being added for the

necessary heat. This back border is 2 feet wide

;

the walk, paved with flat tiles, is 2 feet more, and

beyond this nothing is provided for the Vines to

crow in. As to the composition of the border it

appeared to us to consist of little more than the

common garden soil of the nursery ground, and we
understand that it is nothing else. Along this back

border are planted the following Vines in the order

in which they follow, and about 4 feet apart. 1,

Black Hamburgh; 2, Muscat of Alexandria; 3,

Grizzly Frontignan ; 4, White Frontignan ; 5,

Black' Prince ; 6, Cannon Hall Muscat ; 7, White

Tokay; 8, Charlesworth Tokay; 9, Barnes' Muscat;

10, Mill Hill Hamburgh; 11, Reeve's Muscadine;
12,' Black Frontignan ; 13, Welbeck Tripoli ; 14,

a sort undetermined ; 15, Black Barbarossa ; 16,

Royal Muscadine. This, we should say, is as

pleasant a party of Vines with different constitutions

as could be readily assembled.

They were planted in the narrow back border just
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described, in June 1854. A single rod of each was

led up the back wall and down the rafters ; and

laterals from these rods bore beneath the glass the

fruit in question. Fires were, we understand, com-

menced last March.

We do not pretend to explain the history of the

success of the glass shed. Excellent bunches were

still hanging from its roof when we inspected it, and

we have no doubt that the prize fruit was justly

placed at the head of all others. Nor do we care

to know why nothinghetter should have appeared

in rivalry. Great parlies past, present, or antici-

pated may have caused it. What we value the

fact for is that it should teach the amateur the possi-

bility of also growing, in his own small lean-to,

Grapes fit to take their place by the side of the first

in the country. The case is parallel to that of the

Strawberries lately mentioned at page 356.

Almost every market gardener in the neighbour-

hood of London suffers more or less from a disease

in different kinds of Coleworts, which is known by
the name of clubbing. It is comparatively rare in

many country districts, and where it is prevalent it

is rather capricious in its visits, passing from one

garden which it has infested for years to another

which was previously free. Little is known of its

cause, which is attributed variously to insects or to

peculiarities of soil and cultivation, and though

wood ashes appear to be a tolerably certain remedy,
their mode of operation is not at present ascertained.

The subjoined sketch gives reduced figures of spe-

cimens selected from a large number, which will

express the different forms that the roots assume
under the influence of the disease better than any
words. In one or two cases only the most careful

has detected the presence of larvae, which

patches had become
of the cells exhibited a

Either the endochrome

search

appear therefore to have nothing to do with the

production of the malady. These larvae however
were in the soundest parts of the roots, and were not
therefore—as asserted in the article Anbury of

Morton's Cyclopaedia—due to the putrescence which

assumed the beautiful rosy tint which is indicative of

protein. Such were the appearances in dry specimens.
Still more curious matters, however, were ex-

hibited by others which were perfectly fresh.

There were still the same granules, though almost
colourless, presenting the same reaction. In some,
however, after treatment with strong sulphuric acid

and chloride of zinc with iodine, two or more nuclei

appeared. The granules were so abundant that the

moisture on the cut surface appeared milky, and
when this had dried up they were deposited in little

curdlike patches which could be removed with the

point of a lancet. Amongst them occasionally were
larger starch grains, and myriads of extremely
small particles endowed with Brownian motion.

In other sections the

brown, and the contents

very different appearance,

was grumous, contracting strongly on the application

of the tests just mentioned, or it was organised in a

very different way. The mass was divided into

delicate globose or spherically triangular bodies y^g
of an inch or more in diameter, filled with minute
specks, which moved in every direction with the

utmost rapidity, as if there were a swarm of animal-

cules within the sac. This motion was not destroyed

by iodine, and was evidently molecular. The
granular matter, when free, appeared identical with
the brown granules found by Payf.n in the Potato

disease, though when confined to the mother cells

disposed in a different way.
From this it will be seen that the peculiar

feature of the disease called clubbing is the conden-
sation and organisation of the nitrogenous matters of

the root. The whole energies of the plant are

arrested here, and in consequence the leaves make
no progress, and after a short time the plant dies.

Jt is highly probable that the disease arises either

from abundant nitrogenous matter in the soil, upon
which some chemical influence is exercised either

within or without the plant by the wood a>hes, or

from the defect of salts of potash. We are not in

a condition at present to explain what that

exact influence may be, but the fact of the cells

being gorged in every part of the root, where there

are not vascular bundles with such dense masses of

nitrogenised endochrome, and the prevention of the

disease by the application of wood ashes which
contain several salts of potash, lead us to imagine
that these salts are in some way requisite to prevent

this accumulation, by entering into new chemical
combinations, and at the same time supplying one
of those ingredients which abound in Coleworts, and
in the absence of a due proportion of which vegeta-
tion cannot proceed without disturbance.

Our second figure represents the two different mo-
difications of endochrome. In the right hand figure

the gorged cells are represented as subhexagonal.
Such was the case with what we happened to sketch,

but they are as often elongated as in the left hand
figure. M. J. B.

PRACTICAL LESSONS IN BOTANY FOR
BEGINNERS OF ALL CLASSES.-No. III.

the disease SOOn generates. A microscopic examina- B7 the Rev. J. S. Hexslow, M.A., Rector of Ilitcham, Suffolk.

tion has revealed two peculiarities which we have
not met with before in our researches into the
diseases of vegetables. Of the specimens forming
the subject matter of this notice, those which were

Herborizing Excursions.—Occasional walks for an
hour or two with the children of the first class afford

important opportunities for awakening curiosity and
imparting information. Sunday walks after divine

first transmitted were perfectly dry, and when service admit of the party being joined by some who

divided their section resembled closely that of one
of the brown-skinned Truffles. A thin slice sub-
mitted to the microscope exhibited detached patches
of cells often more elongated and pointed than those
with which they were connected, filled with a pale
brownish mass of distinct globose granules, so as to

resemble very closely the cellular tissue, colour
apart, of some of the red seaweeds, or perhaps more
closely still a seciion of the fruit in some of those
genera where the spores form numerous distinct

groups,* separated by cellular tissue. Each granule,
as far as I have seen, had a minute nucleus, and
seemed to have a diameter of about ^l_ f an inch.
The first impression was that they were starch
granules, but iodine did not communicate any blue
colour, and with sugar and sulphuric acid they

* FurceOaria and Gigartina may be given as examples of this
structure in the frond and fruit.

" Coltsfoot.'* " You are quite right. ButTas"yoThaYe
never been shown the actual genus to which it does
belong, I must tell you it ie called Fleabane.' I don't
know the English name for this species of Fleabane but
I will find it out, and tell you more about it when I
next visit the school." The plant was " Erigeron acris."
Without dwelling on the peculiar advantages which I
conceive children must derive from having their
observant faculties thus early educated, I will iustance
a case where the possession of this description of
knowledge would be useful. The position which this

girl now occupies of under-nursery maid would enable
her to awaken a love for natural history in children

entrusted to her care, and to tell them the names and
leading peculiarities in the structure of plants. Her's
is no solitary instance of the interest which persons w
her situation in life take in such pursuits. Other
children who have left school (and alas ! they are
generally removed far too early,) have brought or sent

me specimens which they considered might be interest-

ing, frequently from presenting something anomalous ra

their structure. Some interesting monstrosities have

been thus secured to me.
Hard-word Exercises. — With young children

(perhaps with most beginners) it is advisable to devote

a lesson occasionally to the express purpose of showing

them how to master the orthography, as well as to

obtain facility in the use and application of a botanical

terminology. By selecting the most important terms, and

showing how these may be employed adjectively, some

in combination with the Greek, others with the Latin

numerals, or with other terms expressing peculiar

relations, the student will soon acquire a correct idea of

the manner in which botanists employ many other words

more or less technically, without his requiring any pre-

cise explanation of these. One of the first lessons of

this description (and there need not be many) should

show how the "floral whorls" may be expressed

botanically, in regard to the number (whether actual

or apparent) of their subordinate parts. As soon as the

first lessons on the floral whorls have sufficiently im-

pressed the fact, that a flower may consist of Calyx,

Corolla, Stamens, and Pistils, the corresponding adjec-

tive terminations, "-sepalous," u -petalous," " -androus,"

" -gynous," may be pointed out. If the youngest

botanical volunteers are told they must not expect to

accompany the next pic-nic expedition, unless they

shall have learnt to spell correctly these four termina-

tions, their slates, in a day or two, will present aa

amount of orthography which would surprise persons

unaccustomed to witness the facility with which children

master difficulties of this character. A subsequent

lesson may exact, within a specified time, correctness of

orthography as well as accuracy in combining the

Greek numerals with the same four terminations, and

the three others named in the following table. Due
explanations should be given of the circumstances

under which two of them (
u -adelphous " and " -dyna-

mous") are to supersede the use of "-androus;" and

the other (" -phyllous ") those of " -sepalous " and

" -petalous " together :

—

Pi i
Sty ) -gynous

St
Co
Ca

-androns
-petalous
-sepalous r

{-adelphous
-dynamous

Pe I -phyllous

V. c. v. c. V.

Au- A- 5 Pent-
}

10 Dec- -\

11 Endec- (.1 Mon- o- 6 Hex-
2 Di- - 7 Hept- • a- 12 Dodec- i

20 Icos-, J3 Tri- - 8 Oct-
4 Tetr- a- 9 Enne- ao Poly-

have left school, but retain a desire for improvement.
As a general stimulus to exertion, a pic-nic excursion
or two during the summer should include all who have
shown an interest in the pursuit, by regular attendance
at the lessons and by obtaining a sufficient number of
good marks for their botanical exercises presently to

be described. The most out-of-the-wny unintellectual
neighbourhood need never feel lonely to those who have
learnt to hold converse with the works of nature ; and
I do not envy the feelings of any opponent of popular
instruction who could regard with indifference, much
less with aversion or scorn, a party of village children
actively engaged in examining the results of a half-

holiday's research, appeasing good appetites with
(to them) a little extra fare, and winding up a happy
afternoon with a cheerful song, a thanksgiving hymn,
and the national anthem. Such children are not likely

to be worse prepared for the more staid proceedings of
the morrow's school-room. Considering the desultory
manner in which instruction has been given them, the
knowledge which some children have obtained of
our native plants is certainly remarkable. They
soon learn to recollect whajt species may have 4

been exhibited during a season and by whom, on the J,

plant- stands. They generally know when they have
found one new to the plant list. Walking one day
through the village, I heard some one running after me,
calling out " Mr. H., Sir, Mr . H." Turning round, I

found a zealous little botanist (M. S., 12 or 13 years
old) holding out a bunch of flowers, her features all

animation—" A new plant for Hitcham, Sir." " So it is !

to what order does it belong I
" * Composites.*' " What

genus of our Hitcham Composites does it most
1 resemble \

n After a slight examination, the reply was,

In this table the abbreviations imply words of

which they are the first letters. Pi. Pistil : Sty. Stykf

opposite to which * -gynous " is placed, because this

term is employed iu a compound pistil to express the

number of free styles : St. Stamens : Co. Corolla : Ca.

Calyx : f. filament : Pe. Perianth : v. vowel and c. con-

sonant, to indicate the manner in which any prefix

expressing a numeral is to be employed before words

which begin with a vowel or consonant respectively.

The lesson embodied in this table cam be much sooner

mastered by young children than the multiplication

table, or any considerable portion of it. I have never

yet tried the plan, but I think our spelling books and

copy books might be made to serve this cause. Sucj

words as Plenipotentiary and Constantinople, to whicn

will probably he added Sebastopol and Petropaulowskn,

are not more important than Dicotyledon and Angio-

spermous. Many vulgar errors and certain pop^
misdirections concerning botanical characters rnig 1

thus be corrected, if a few such sentences in our copy

books as " Virtue is its own reward" were replaced hy

some like the following :

—

Cotyledon, is part of the embryo.
Hypogynous, inserted on the disk.

Perigynous, inserted on the calyx.

Epigynous, inserted on the ovary. «

Thalamifloral, cor. hypogynous and polypetalous.

Corolli floral, cor. hypogynous and monopetalous.

Calycifloral, cor. perigynous or epigynous.

Angiospermous, seeds in a vessel.

Gymnospermous, seeds not enclosed. .

Such sentences would be sufficiently near to as
j w

definition, to serve the purpose of impressing a
J

leading and important characters on the mem
£
rJ "

hese
botanical class soon becomes as familiar with t -

terms as with their own names ; and the scientific i

conveyed by them afford a grasp of the science

beyond any that can be attained by learning to gru r

plants according to the Linnean system.

9
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MEASUREMENT, AGE, &c, OF TREES, AT BLAIR-DRUMMOND, SCOTLAND.
BY JAMES DRUMMOND, GARDENER AT BLAIR-DRUMMON'D.

In the year 1836 I measured the height, girth, and spread of the branches of a few of the trees growing in the park of Blair-Drnmmond, near Stirling, the property

of Henry Borne Drummond, Esq., the particulars of which are given in the following table, together with a statement of their age, as near as could be ascertained,

soil, subsoil, exposure, &c. This year, 1856, now 20 years subsequent to the former date, I have again measured the girth of the most of these trees that are still stand-

ing, and have inserted the measurements in this table, showing the increase of the girth of their boles at 2 feet, and at 3 feet 6 inches from the ground. To my present

measurements I have not added the height of the trees, the length of their boles, nor the spread of their branches, as I have no doubt the height of the trees and the

spread of their branches are in some measure in proportion to the increase of the girth of their boles. My measurements in 1836 were taken for " Loudon's Arboretum
Britannicum," in which work they were published, and also in his " Gardeners' Magazine."

-
Name according to

Loudon's

11 Encyclopaedia of Plants."

'- C »
s * a

-

o

©

o

£

a)

S

i

2
3
4
5
6

Oak (QuercusRobur) ... * t »

»
*? It

• •

Beech (Fagus sylvatica)

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
59
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39*
40
41
42
43

»
ft

»*

n

• • •

• 4

• • -

• f f

* * *

Purple Beech (F.syl. atro-rubens) ...

Larch (Larix communis) • • •

n n
*

• • •

• » +99 99

Sycamore (Acer pseudo-platanus) ...

Elm (Ulmus campestris)

„ (Ulmus montana)
Ash (Fraxinus excelsior)

Pine (Pinus sylvestris)

• •

« - •

• i

Lime (Tilia rubra) • • t i t

M »?

Silver Fir (Abies picea)

99

It

99

ft

• • •

•

9i ty

Weymouth Pine (Pinus strobus)
Aspen (Populus tremula?) ...

...

•••

• •

• •

.

91 99

Norway Spruce (Abies communis)...

99

>9 ff

tf

White Birch (Betula alba) ...

99

1»

• • •

19 ff I

120
120
120
12(1

120
120

120

50 to 60
100
100
100
120
120
60

120
120
120
120
120
120
120

About
100

22
60
« * *

120

50 to 60

100

60 to 70
>» It '•• i

Spanish Chestnut (Castanea vesca i ~
Q

.

g0

Holly (II* x aquifolia)

Walnut (Jughins regia)

Scotch Fir (Pinus sylvestris)

Sycamore (Acer pseudo-platanus) ...

Ash (Fraxinus excelsior)

9t ft . -

.

120
?

P

?m

I

9

86
77
77
100
90
70

75

50
100
98
98
8
55
7
79
82
S3
75
70
60
65

to
37
106
95
95

)70
^60
J67;
67

\ 60

J70

20
13
18
9 6
20
11

9

6
10
10

11
13
35
20
20
10

9

I -

14
12 3
12 4
17 3
13 10
14 9

15 6

,9

•

«

c ^z

^5

-i
*<

6
8
9

12

11

10

15
13
13

8 60
1 60
6 6o
1 110

4 60
6 70

Exposure,

13 5 84

7

8
4

9 9
16

o

11

7

9
10

1

5
3

8 10
9 3
10 3
11 6
10
9 10
8 3
7

11
2

7
9
3

}
35
70
75
60
88
63

5o
tapers to

top and
branched to

the ground.
20
12
16 10
12
14
6
6

50
24
20
20

10 6
8 9
8
9
7

3

6
9 6
9 3

It
10
6
6

2
4
6
3

5 10
12
9 9
13
12 8
30

6
7
8
8
15
9
6
8
8
8
8
10
8
9
8
7
7

11
2
9
8
6
8
7

8
8
10
8
5
5
5

11

9
12
11

12

3
7
4

11

3

62
20
20
20
72

9 50
7
7

50
-is

10 56
6 20

11

3
40
50
48
54

10 36
9 36
3 30

455
1

9

12

51
6 50
7
4

20
r»
35
45

6 48
4 55 1

9 60
10 30
9 50
9 45
7 45
2 45

36
8 36

60

North-east
Free
Free
Tree ?., N., and E.
Nearly free

Free
("Between other 2
-I Beeches on the

( bunk of Teith
South
Sheltered all round
Sheltered all round
Sheltered all round
Free
Free
South aspect
South-east aspect
Free
Free
Free
South-west
Free
Free
Nfi. aspect
XE. aspect ..;>

XE. aspect
Soirth aspect
Sheltered
SW. aspect, lowly.
Low lving-, free

South L.
Sheltered
Sheltered
Sheltered
North aspect
Low and sheltered

Low and sheltered
North aspect
North aspect
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free

Nature of the

soil.

Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy
Sandy

loam
loam
loam
loam
loam
loam

Sandy loam

Sandy loam
Sandy loam
Sandy loam
Sandy loam
Light free loam
Light free loam
Sandy loam

*

Light loam
Light loam
Saridv loam
Sandy loam
Sandy loam
Clay loam
Clay loam

Nature of i "Whether

the subsoil. wet or dry,

Cold till

Rough gravel
Rough gravel
Rough gravel
Rough gravel
Rough gravel

Rough gravel

Cold till

Cold till

Old till

Cold till

Rough gravel
Rough gravel
Gravel
Gravel
G ravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel

Brown clay loam Red sandstone

Brown clay loam Red sandstone
Brown clay loam! Red sandstone

Sandy loam Gravel
Dead sand Mnall gravel
Peat and sand Sandy
Stiff loam Gravel
Light sandy loam Cold till

Peat and sand Sand
Sandy peat jSand
Sandy peat J Sand
Sandy loam
Sandy peat
Sandy peat
Fine sandy loam Sand
Fiue sandy loam I

Sand

Cold till

Sandy
Sandy

Sandy loam
Rich alluvial

Kich alluvial

Free loam
Free loam
Free loam

Gravel
Clay
Clay
Red sandstone
Red sandstone
Red sandstone

Rather wet
Dry
Dry
Dry
Dry
Dry

Dry

Damp
Moist
Moist
Moist
Dry
Dry
Dry
Dry
Dry
Dry
Dry
Dry
Wet
Wet
Damp
Damp
Damp
Dry
Dry
Wet
Wet
Damp
Wet
Wet
Wet
Damp
Damp
Damp
Dry
Dry
Dry
Damp
Damp
Dry
Dry
Dry

to
c •

c—
S

140
140
140

140
140
140

140

rt - tr

5

15 8
13 11

15 5
19 6
16 G

* e *

— 05

is e.

c

c

07

E
c

- - -

»*~ c

1> T. —
T. S-

~
:J *
8 5 S

= ~ c:

16
5
9

s 4

70 to 80
120
ISO
120
140
140
80
140
140
140
140
140
140
140
120
120
120
120
42
80

:>

10 o
10 5
18
12

10

18
13

5
3
2

2
4

9 11

11 2
11 11

14 2

12 5
11 8

14

11

12

17

11

4

8
2

3
6

15 8

14 9

8
8

9

9

1

4
1

8
17

11

8 11

12 6
U 8
9 2
10

12

5
2

1

1

3
2
2

3

8
8
1

3
8
8

1

1

1

2

1

2

8
4
8
2
2
2

1 3

9
9

1

8
8

2
1

3

3
3
1

11
10

2
2

13 11

6 2
12 8
12 2

Broken by wind
70 to 80 10 2

n 10

* * *

120
SO to 90

10 11

9 9

13 5

„ ,12 5
70 to 80 9 1

t9

140
?

?

?

?

8 11

6 8
13

10
6
4

13 6
14 2
32

10 9
10 6
10 10
10 2

9 4
13 4

! 5 11

11 4
11

s. Mea
8 11

9 4

9 5
8 8
10 10
11 8
8 1

7 11

6 7

5
2
2
9
1

1

1 11

1 8
2 8
2 5
1 10
2 11
2 7

2 2

1 4

1 10
9

9
1

1

2
3 11

2 10
8

1 6
1 11

2 9

9

3
4

1

2

2

2

6

5
1

1 11

3 10
1 7

,

2 6
surement* lost.

3 11

2 2
3 5

1

2

1

2
6
5

12

9
12

12

2
7
6
5

12 10

6
'2 3
2 1

2 7
2 8

10

2

1

7
4

5
2
6

2 11

2 3

1 6
7

2
7
7

6
1

2
6

•J

6
9

10

5

The number of trees given in my table published in

Loudon's u Gardener's Magazine " is 58, which, in the

above table, I have reduced to 43, on account of a
number [of these trees being overturned and other

ways destroyed by the winds, &c, between the dates of

my two measurements. The Beech, No. 4, was also

rooted out by the wind last winter, but was carefully

measured since. It lost a very large limb a number of

years ago, previous to which time it had a most
picturesque head ; but notwithstanding this curtail-

ment, when laid prostrate last winter, it measured round
the extremity of the branches nearly 300 feet. The
Larches, Nos. 9, 10, and 11, with other two that grow
near them, were sent from Dunkeld, about 120 years

ago by the late Duke of Atholl, who received the first

Larches introduced into Scotland in 1727. The
Larches sent by the Duke were planted among other

trees in the grove here, and have attained to a great

height ; but from former measurements, do not seem
during the last 30 years to have added to their girths

above 4| inches in each of these ten years, while some
of the Beeches, Oaks, Elms, &c, have added above 1

foot. The growth of these Larches, however, is not

exactly a criterion, for much depends on soil and
situation. Among a group of Larches more recently

planted in an open situation, at a little distance from
the above, I measured 2, one of which girths at 2 feet

above the ground 1 3 feet 1 inches ; and at 3 feet 6

inches— 11 feet 8 inches; and the other 11 feet 3

inches, at 2 feet from the ground, and at 3 feet 6

inches—10 feet 6 inches. Larches here, planted

between 70 and 80 years ago, measure 10 feet 5 inches,

9 feet 6 inches, 9 feet 11 inches, and 9 feet 8 inches, at

2 feet above the ground; and at 3 feet 6 inches—

9

feet 3 inches, 8 feet, 9 feet, and 8 feet 10 inches. A
Silver Fir of the same age, in the same sort of soil and
situation, measures, at two feet above the ground, 1

feet 9 inches, and at 3 feet 6 inches— 1 feet. " A
Larch cut in 1839 measured at above a foot above the

ground free of the swell of the roots, 9 feet 2 inches
;

having 49 rings of wood, of which 36 were red wood ;

"

another of the same age, at the same date, at two feet
from the ground measured " 9 feet 10 inches." This
tree was growing in dead sand, and contained above 100
feet of solid timber. The Norway Spruce, Nos. 30, 31,

and 32, with a good number of others growing in

sandy peat in a low moist valley between the house and

the garden, are greatly admired by all who have any

taste for trees. They are branched from bottom to top,

the decumbent branches resting on the ground all

round. A number of these have naturally struck roots,

and formed fine trees round the mother plant, a circum-

stance which Loudon says, he had " often observed to

take place with the black American Spruce in mossy
soil, but never had observed it do so with the Norway
Spruce till he saw it in BlairDrummond." One of

these Spruces produced 5 trees from natural layers, all

as high as the mother plant. By tlie weight of a heavy

rain last summer the mother plant gave way, but the

motherless children are still standing, forming a

beautiful group. These beautiful trees iu this valley,

and those in the park, which are perhaps not surpassed

by any others of the same age for dimensions and

beauty of outline, have had great attention paid to them
by the proprietor in the way of " thinning and pre-

serving them from injury, aud on this account, no

animal but sheep is admitted to the pnsture, so that

each kind of tree is allowed to display the peculiar

beauty of its form and mode of growth, and to extend

its branches near the ground." From the North British

Agriculturist.

.
^os-39 to 43 are trees growing at Burnbank, on the estate of

Llair-Drummond, beyond the boundary of the park, and must
have been planted before the visitation of 1647 ; as a large Walnut
tree, No. 39, seemingly of the same age as those trees growing
around it, overhangs the tomb of the then proprietor, Sir George
Mttshftt of Burnbank, his lady, and three of their children ; the
tombstone bearing the above date. The Walnut tree divides into
two trunks at 6 feet from the ground ; one measured 8 feet in cir-
cumference, the other 7 feet, in 183d. and now they measure, in
1856, 8 feet 6 inches, and 7 feet 8 inches.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXXXI.
523. Parasite (Grape and Hop Mildew).—Though

perhaps as many pamphlets have issued from the press

relative to the Grape mildew, as a year or two before

its first recorded appearance were published respecting

that other kindred pest which attacked the Potato,

there has not been such a persevering opposition to the

explanation which seems the least beset with difficulties,

viz., its origin from the attack of a parasitic fungus.

At the present moment there is scarcely a person of

any weight who refers the Vine mildew to any other

cause, though a few scattered notices, alleging the most
different and improbable causes, appear from time to

time in our journals, indicative of an utter ignorance

of the subject on the part of those by whom they are

put forth. The consequence has been that proper

remedies have been perseveringiy applied, and these

so efficacious that the Vine-dresser will have him-

self only to blame if he sutlers any longer from this

troublesome pest.

529. The Vine mildew made its first appearance in

the east of Kent in 1845, and was in 1847 recognised as

a parasitic fungus, to which the name of Oidium

Tuckeri was given, after the cultivator who first studied

its growth. Amici, however, observed a short time

later a transformation of the joints of which the little

mould is composed, which seemed to indicate a higher

affinity, and as this same transformation takes place in

the Hop mildew, as noticed at a still earlier period by

Dr. Plomley, it is more than probable that both be-

long to the eame genus. The Vine mildew has not yet

been seen to put forth that fruit which is normal in the

mildew of the Hop.
530. As every species of Erysiphe in an infant state

is an Oidium, and the supposed suecies of that genus are

with great difficulty distinguished from each other, while

very different species of Erysiphe may commence with

a very similar Oidium, it is quite uncertain whether the

|
m ldewof the Vine is referrible to some old .species, or

whether it may not be a mere state of some species which
fructifies on a different matrix. All that is certain is

that Vines were not observed to suffer till the date above

described ; that the disease soon crossed the channel

and made its appearance in the northern vineyards of

France ; that it spread from the original nucleus to the

north and south, travelling however far more rapidly

towards the warmer countries, ami even crossing over

to the United States with imported Vines, though the

varieties of Yitis Labrusca, from which all the American

Vines of better quality have sprung, whether in their

own or in foreign countries are uniformly exempt.

531. Vines were attacked in Switzerland some years

since by a white mildew, the spores of which were so

abundant that the coats of those who passed through

the Vineyards were as white as if they had been in a

flour mill.* This fungus, too, consisted of necklaces of

spores, but jud.ing from the figures and description,

which represent it as branched, it appears to have

been different from the more modern plague. Should

it turn out that the Vine mildew is a mere modi-

fication of some common form, we must look for the

immense development of the parasite to climatic con-

ditions, which, on close examination, may prove as

remarkable as those which ushered in the cholera on

its first appearance in England.

532. The more exposed the Vines are to prevalent

winds and the higher they grow the more are ihey sub-

ject to attack. Vines which grow in the form of

i ushes are far less liable than those which are

trained high on trellises. Under all circumstances

the certain remedy is sulphur, either in the form

of powder, or in solution of some of its combina-

tions, in which sulphur is deposited in an impalpable

powder, on the addition of an acid, and sulphuretted

hvdrogen given off. That portion of the sulphur which is

precipitated, or which was applied in the form of a

powder, combines, as it should seem, with the nascent

oxygen, which arises fr«»ra almost every vegetable pro-

c<-ss° to form sulphurous acid, which is destructive to

* See Duhy, Note sur une maladie des feuilles de la vigne, &c.

iI6m. de la Bog. de Pbys. etd'liist. Nat. vol. 7.
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the mould. If these methods are not approved, sul-

phurous acid may be generated ut once in closed build-

ings from burning sulphur ; but in this case care must
be taken that the Vines themselves do not suffer.

533. The Hop mildew is so essentially the same with

that of the Vine that the same observations in great

measure apply to both. The same remedies may be

used with the same good effect, a fact which is now
appreciated by all intelligent Hop growers to their

great benefit. The Hop factors were at first prejudiced

against the practice, and refused to buy from those

grounds in which sulphur had been used ; but when it

became generally known that Hops are always sub-

mitted to the fumes of sulphur in the ost* house, it

was impossible to contend that injury was likely to ensue
to the produce of the growing plant from the application.

534. Wherever white fungi appear, at least where the

fruit is superficial, sulphur m*y be applied with great

advantage. As regards the Peach mildew, practice had
taught its value long before the Grape mildew was
thought of, and it will be found equally efficacious in the

case of Strawberries and other plants which suffer from
similar attacks. M. J. B.

Home Correspondence.
Substitute for Samphire.—The enclosed specimen of brook Nursery Bath.

internally, and some were in a state of complete clecoin-

position. There is, however, a marked difference between
crops grown on light and btitt soils, those in the former
being badly affected, while in the latter the crops, with
few exceptions, have escaped and as yet have a promising
appearance. /. R. T., Qardtner to G. & Wintte, E»q.

f

Hacchcotc, Gloucestershire.

Aubrietia purpurea.—The beauty of this plant when
rightly managed may not be known to everybody. My
nursery is noted for spring flowers, but this plant

attracts the attention of visitors more than any other.

It commences flowering just as the Crocuses are going

out, and continues one mass of blossom until the end of

June. Its colour contrasts well with that of other

plants of similar habit. Tl e advantage it possesses

over many other plants is tl at it is ornamental when
out of bloom. With me it forms a tuft as round as if

it were clipped, producing clumps of about 18 inches in

height and as much across. The way I treat it is as

follows :—About this time I pull away the under
portion of the tuft ; by so doing the middle keeps

growing up until it forms beautiful "mounds." If left

to itself it is a sprawling plant, the middle of which dies

off and becomes ragged. It will not thrive well in wet
ground, nor under the drip of trees. It however
amply pays for a good situation. Robert Shackell, Locks-

Arenaria marina has been sent to me from Northum-
berland as a plant found at Alnmouth, and there
gathered and sold to housekeepers as Samphire for

pickling ! Salicornia herbacea and Inula crithmoides I

was aware were both in the market under the assumed

Hamburgh Grapes ? [Yes.] A prize was offered lor

the best nine vegetables ; in one of the lots shown
11 were staged : are the judges justified in picking the

best nine out of the eleven and awarding them the

prize I Quiz. [No.]

Bees.—As an important portion of the bee year is at

hand I wish to name a matter uhich has just occurred.

Wishing to unite two casts, both were fumigated with the

fungus recommended in Taylor's book. Too much
smoke was applied. The bees recovered, but the honey

name of Samphire, but this Northumbrian pretender is and comb, a portion of which became attached, acquired
new to me. Crithmum. a most offensive smell and taste, and have retailed

Whole Meal Mills.—Mills for grinding Wheat cheaply both, so that the honey ia unfit tor use. Will some
are yet a desideratum. For house use I think the old bee keeper say if the effect *ould have been otherwise
quern would not be wholly inapplicable, at least in if the smoke had been properly applied, or surest
principle. A conical mill—they have such in India— some mode of stupefying bees to which the objection
might prove available. I possess a Wheat mill, consist- does not apply % An Inquirer.
ingof two steel surfaces or plates rotating on different Judging Fruit and Vegetables.— If a prize is offered
centres. It performs pretty well. Wheat mills, how- for the best 12 sons of fruits am I justified in showing
ever, are made by different manufacturers, anions: the (as two of the 12) Cannon Hall Muscat and Black
rest by George FieMhousc, Wolverhampton. These
mills aie made of different size?, for man, or steam, or
horse power. The one I saw I found upon inquiry to

be a two-guinea mill, but had been sold as a stock residue
for 30s. However, a 30s. Wheat mill can be had, but I

do not think it would prove so satisfactory as the two-
guinea mill. I do not see why a common Oat bruiser,

set close, should not answer, particularly if the Wheat
were crisp and dry. The water mi^ht be added boiling

hot, if so preferred. I should mention, while on the
subject of whole corn bread, that muriatic acid may be
had at 2d. per lb. wholesale, and baking soda at 2d.
per lb. wholesale and 3d. retail. Henry McCormac, M.D.,
Belfast

Cottagers* Shows.— We have an annual exhibition in
our parish of horticultural products, and prizes for the
best vegetables and fruits for cottagers, but of late years
there has been much dissatisfaction, on account of a
suspicion that some of the cottagers have purchased the
articles they intend to exhibit, and thus have gained
prizes for what never grew in their gardens. I think this

is true, and wish to remedy it. We do, indeed, send
round persons to examine the gardens of those who
propose to compete at the show, but not with full

success, and the only thing I can now think of is to
give such persons liberty to measure the Carrots and
Parsnips, and such other products as are intended to be

&QC\ttlt$*
*

F.

II.

Horticultural, July 22.—The Right Hon. T.

Kennedy in the chair. S. F. Winterbottom, Esq.,

Combeare, Esq, and Mr. Alderman Finnis were elected

Fellows, ai;d a certificate in favour of electing Mr.
Barron, of Elvaston, a Fellow, was read for the first

time. On this occasion subjects of exhibition were
tolerably numerous. Messrs. Henderson of Pine- apple

Place sent a Miscellaneous collection of plants, among
which were Cattleya Leopoldi, a variety slightly

different from C. granulata, the prettily spotted-leaved

Maranta pardina, two pale coloured kinds of Aehimenes,
the two flowered Streptocarpus, three sorts of Begonias,
Clerodendron fcetidum, Messrs. Veitch's Impatiens
Jerdonise, and the two handsome hardy Conifers

Thuja gigantea and Thujopsis borealis. Messrs. E. G.
Henderson, of Wellington Road, contributed a group of
plants remarkable for their beautifully variegated leaves,

a hybrid Gesnera and the mule called Tydsea ama-
shown.

_
If any of your correspondents can give me any b j lig 01ie of wh()9e parents was stated to be Achimenes

adv.ee in this matter, very interesting to the honest picta< In this cros8 the orange 8carlet of the reilt
exhibitor, they *.! greatly oblige me. Spectator.

|
has been converted in the offspring into a clear andWeUmgtoma,--! hay two plants of Welhngtonia, beautiful rose, closely dotted over with minute dark
spots. The same firm also furnished a collection of

each upwards of two feet high. They are in excellent
loam, and have made shoots nine inches long this year,
but to my great distress they have lately begun to die

off (as per samples sent). What is the matter ? Is it

the sun, or some disease \ I am confident the roots
are in perfection of health. They stand in full sun.
A Labourer, Hertfordshire. [The twigs are dying in the

Gloxinias, comprising all the newer and better kinds
;

but from their having only numbers attached to them,
we cannot more particularly refer to them. It is

greatly to be desired that everything set up for exhibi-

tion should be properly named, a rule which cannot be
. _ too strictly adhered to. From C. Leach, Esq., came a

same way as is so often observed in Cryptomeria. faded flower stem of Buphane toxicaria, one of the most
Nothing like* m Wedingtoma has before come under p jSOnous of all Cape bulbs. It has flowered perfectly

with Mr. Leach this season at Claphara. Messrs. Veitch
furnished six handsome specimens of Orchids, a beautiful

plant of Wellingtouia gigantea, the section of whose

strong rich soil,

desired : — Girth
point, I84 inches

our notice. The plant is usually one of the most sturdy
and healthy of the Coniferous race.]

Gigantic Lemon.— Is the Lemon of the dimensions
stated below unusual ? I never saw one half the size. It

was grown against the back wall of a small Vinery, in

I can send more particulars if

from footstalk to the flowering

girth cylindrical, 14 inches; weight,
1 lb. 9 oz. E. [We should be very glad to hear more of
this. So large a Lemon has, we thiuk, never before
been recorded. Its dimensions are rather those of a
Shaddock. Is it a sweet or an acid Lemon ?]

Large Apple Tree.—The Apples produced by the
large tree at Powderham, described at p. 486, are
simply a cider variety above the average size. In
colour they resemble the Herefordshire Red Streak,
and taste a mild sour. W. M.
Potato Disease.—This malady has reappeared within

these last few days in this locality with all its usual viru-

lence, the tissues of the leaf being first affected. The
plant flags without exhibiting: the least traces of an

gigantic trunk is now being exhibited at the Adelaide
Gallery, and a spike of their new Larkspur (Delphinium
cardinale) with the brilliant (not dull red) scarlet colour
of which everybody was delighted. This is indeed a real

acquisition, and the day cannot be far distant when it

will be as common in gardens both of rich and poor as
the ordinary blue forms of the genus. Mr. Glendinning,
of the Chiswick Nursery, again showed plants of his

new Larch (Abies Keempferi), which, in addition to its

singular beauty, is destined to occupy an important
position among timber trees ; the white Lysimathi.t
lineariloba ; the Chinese green dye plant, stated to

be a species of Rhamuus ; a hardy variety of Limo-
nia trifoliata, and the singular hybrid called Man-
dirola Roezli, of the history of which some account
Will be found at p. 45 of our volume for last year.
Mr. Parker, of Hornsey, sent Epidendrum maculatum

„.. , -.. r , , , - . . .., and GaleandraStangeana, two of the lets showy kinds of
attack UDtlI aft.r the ,apse of f hour8j h a small

0rchids< TwQ ^ of
>

Gragg receiyed f^ ^^dark spot may be seen upon the lamina of the leaf; it

then speedily spreads to neighbouring parts. Upon
being dug up immediately after the disease exhibited
itself, I found the tubers affected both externally and

Ayres along with the Pampas Grass were furnished by
E. Brande, Esq., of Turnham Green, to show that a 1 of
what is imported under that name may not be Gynerium.
One was a species of Setaria, the other looked iike a

• Probably derived from the German Obst, a term applied Sorghum or some great Panicum,
to all kinds of fruit. I It was mentioned that the best way of securing the

1

Pampas Grass true was to send out a spike of it fcr
comparison, and then collectors of it knew what was
wanted, and were more likely to send home genuine
seeds. Mr. Wrench showed a few specimens of Myatt's
Pine-apple Strawberry, the best flavoured ot all Straw,
berries ; but unfortunate y so difficult to keep alive that
most people have discontinued cultivating it. From the
Garden of the Society came a large collection of plants,

among which were Ar<iuina bispiuosa, an old-fashioned
evergreen shrub, remarkable for its delightful fragrance.

Veronica variegata, a charming hybrid raised bv Mr.
Anderson, of Edinburgh, and certainly one of the
very handsomest greenhouse shrubs in cultivation

;

the Chinese Adamia versicolor and the Indian A.cyanea
the former pink, the latter blue, and decidedly the

handsomest. The Garden also furnished Myrtas
Ugni in fruit.

The extraordinary excellence of flavour of the fruit

of Eugenia Ugni (which this new fruit bearing shrub is

also called) has already been referred to in our columns,

and the hiuh character it then received it still maintains.

So great an acquisition, therefore, cannot fail to receive

general attention. Though not absolutely hardy it was

stated that it was by no means difficult to cultivate, and

that Fig houses and places of that description would

possibly be found to suit it perfectly. A collection of

yellow or rather straw coloured French Balsams also

came from the Garden. They were beautifully grown

and flowered, a condition into which they had been

brought without the aid of artificial heat. They had

been raised in a cold pit, and afterwards transferred to

a common greenhouse. Dancer's Prolific White Goose-

berry was also shown in a pot loaded with fruit. This

was from the orchard house, and was produced to prove

that, contrary to the opinion of many, Gooseberries will

set and ripen under glass. Among; vegetables there were

capital specimensof White Paris Cos and Neapolitan Cab-

bage Lettuces, two first-rate kinds ; Dancer's Cabbage, a

fine variety of the Battersea ; and Ley den Cauliflower,

with heads large and good from plants raised from seeds

sown in February last ; excellent Cauliflowers maj

therefore be had at this season without the trouble of

keeping the plants over winter. Finally, the Garden

contributed a collection of Beans, among which Mackie's

Monarch (by some called Sangster's Wonderful) elicited

general attention on account of the length of its pods.

The latter were very plentiful on the stalk, and each

pod was 9 and 10 inches in length, and contained fire

Beans. The next sort worthy of particular notice was

a singular pigmy whose stems did not rise above a foot

from the ground. This was as full of pods as it could

hold and appeared to be well adapted for cottagers and

persons with small gardens. It was called Marshall's

dwarf Prolific. Other sorts were the Mazagan common
and early ; Green Long pod, which is valued for its

colour ; Johnson's Wonderful, a good kind of Bean ;

and two varieties of Windsor. Of these, as we have

stated, the two first mentioned were by far the be8t.

Notices of 23oo?i$,

Walton's Complete Angler h&s just appeared in anew

dress under the auspices of Mr. Jesse (8vo, H. G. Bonn,

pp. 496) ; and certainly the favourite old gentleman

never before put on a more becoming costume. Twenty-

six excellent engravings on steel and 203 charming

woodcut vignettes, extremely well printed by Bradbury

& Evans, assist in giving life and novelty to the edition.

Mr. Jesse has carefully collated the notes of til

l-revious editors, selecting the useful, and rejecting the

erroneous or obsolete ; Mr. Bohn has added his own

*' notes on fishing waters," and the whole has an excel-

lent index. Lovers of angling will doubtless regard

this as the princeps of the many editions that have been

previously published. The volume is accompanied by

well executed portraits of Walton and Cotton.

A Popular History of British Lichens by Dr. ^\L.

Lindsay (square 12mo, L. Reeve) is the latest addition

to Mr. Lovell Reeve's series of little volumes on

"popular" natural history. If some of them are

chiefly calculated to render science unpopular, this at

least is an exception, for it relates to an obscure subject

little understood even among botanists, is extremely

well done, and^is illustrated by 22 excellent coloured

plates from the" pencil of Fitch. * The purpose of the

writer," savs Dr. Lindsay, "in laying before the public

a familiar Natural History of British Lichens, is to open

up a hitherto neglected, or at least little read, page of the

book of Nature ; to introduce to those who desire an objec

to lead them to our coasts or hills, or who require

pursuit combining healthful recreation with scienti

interest, a somewhat new, attractive, and fertile field

labour; to offer to observers in Natural History

opportunity of contributing towards the filling up oi

gap, hitherto very conspicuous, in British Botany,

well as towards the further development of the ec -

nomical resources of our country. The Lichens ma>

be said to be the only family of the Cryptogamia trnicn

has not met with its due meed of scientific or puo

attention, and whose natural history has con9
.

e
^
ue
°-i

hitherto rested on a most insecure and unsatistacto /

foundation. They have ever been the acknowleag

opprobria of Cryptogaraic Botany. The delicate
*

wav,

frond of the Fern is anxiously tended by jewelled ting?

in the drawing rooms of the wealthy and noble
'

t

rhodospermous Seaweed finds a place beside the cno

productions of art in the gilt and 'broidered album ,
^

tiny Moss has been the theme of many a giltea p^
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and even the despised Mushroom has called forth

classic works in its praise. But the Lichens, which
stain every rock and clothe every tree, which form

1 Nature's livery o'er the globe
Where'er her wonders range/

have been almost universally neglected, nay despised.

This neglect is to us the more surprising when we con-

sider the facility with which they mav be collected,

preserved, and examined even by the humblest observer.

The lichenological student requires no cumbrous or

expensive apparatus : an old knife and hammer, a few
pill boxes or a tin case for collecting, a supply of card-

board and paper, with gum or glue for preserving, and
a pocket lens and microscope for examining, constitute

his whole armamentaria. Nor is it necessary, for the

purpose of collecting, to run the risk or suffer the

expense of foreign travel : the objects of his search
surround him abundantly ; from tl e sea coast to the
mountain summit, he will find them on every tree or
rock. Moreover they may be collected at all seasons,

in all weathers and climates, at almost all elevations,

and in all countries hitherto discovered. But their very
familiarity—the very simplicity and inexpensive nature
of their study—has doubtless operated in some degree
as a cause of this neglect ; for many minds are irresis-

tibly attracted by the love of everything that is foreign,

while others are fascinated by the possession of complex
and expensive apparatus or instruments, which it is

beyond the power of the humble observer to purchase.
Our own investigations in the forest and on the
mountain have too frequently called forth the look of
surprise or smile of compassion to permit us to doubt
that such studies are popularly regarded as at best
profitless and harmless hobbies ; that the collection or
examination of 'Time-stains' or 'Crottles' is con-
sidered a wasteful disposal of time and energy. This
feeling evidently originates in ignorance of the structu-
ral and utilitarian beauties of the family. We shall have
occasion in the following pages to show that, in regard
to its relative position in the scale of vegetable life, this
group of plants, humble and insignificant though it

appear to be—
' Holds a rank

Important in the plan of Him who framed
This scale of beings; holds a rank which, lost,
Would break the chain and leave behind a gap
Which Nature's self would rue ;

'

—

that Lichens are of infinite importance as handmaids o**

Nature in operating her changes on the face of our
globe—in softening down the pointed crags of our
mountains—in covering with fertile soil alike the bare
surface of the volcanic lava and the coral islet—in a
word, that they are the basis of soil and consequently of
vegetation ; that a small section, which furnishes
valuable and familiar dyes, gives rise to an import of
the annual value of many thousand pounds ; that many
others, under the vernacular term ' Crottle,' have been
for ages, and still are, used as household dye agents by
the peasantry in many parts of our country ; that in
many parts of the world they furnish indispensable
food not only to cattle but to man ; that they play an
important part in the history of Arctic enterprise,
inasmuch as they have frequently saved the lives of;
Arctic travellers

; and that they are celebrated in the
history of medicine in this and other countries.
If, in addition to these high recommendations, we con-
sider that many species have a texture which, by
readily imbibing and eagerly retaining moisture, renders
them in a sense independent of all climatal changes,]
enabling them equally to brave polar cold and tropical
heat ; that many not only cling with such tenacity as to
be inseparable from, but even corrode or disintegrate,

the hardest and barest rocks, even pure quartz ; that the
most ample provision has been made by the great
Author of all for their reproduction or multiplication,

in spite of the most adverse external circumstances, and
under conditions fatal to all higher vegetation, both by
the multiplicity and abundance of their reproductive
cells—which sometimes constitute almost the entire
bulk of the plant—the extremely minute size aud
delicate nature of these cells, by virtue whereof they
are disseminated by every shower or zephyr, and ihe
readiness with which these germinate ; and that
throughout the family, both iu structure and products,
there are many analogies which bind them closely to
the Phanerogamia, we cannot fail to increase our
surprise that a curiosity has not been sooner awakened
to become familiar with the natural history of plants
which strew the path of man wherever he roams over
the wide world—which constitute the most universally
diffused type of terrestial vegetation. Whether we
look upon the Lichens from a scientific or utilitarian
point of view

; whether we regard the universality of
their geographical range,—their beautiful structural
adaptations to the position which they occupy in the
scale of vegetation, to the part they play in the economy
of Nature as the pioneers of vegetable life,—the
numerous links in structure and composition which
connect them with the Phanerogamia—the importance
of their products in our arts and manufactures—their
celebrity in the past history of British and continental
medicine— their connection with the history of Arctic
enterprise—the abundance of nutritive species in the
countries and under the conditions of season and
climate where they are most required for the sustenance
of man and the lower animals—and the curious com-
bination which they present of essential simplicity of
structure with infinite variety of form, we think we
have a sufficient basis whereupon to found our plea for
the study of Lichenology."
From this rather long extract it will be seen

that the subject of the volume is one in which
the author is unmistakeably an enthusiast as well
as a proficient. He sees beauty in everything,
and difficulties vanish before his eager step. We per-
fectly agree with him in recommending the investigation
of Lichenology to young naturalists with good habits of

observation, for they are most curious things, and up to

a certain point examined without much trouble. Nor
is there any great difficulty in understanding their clas-

sification or ascertaining the names of the common
species, especially with the aid of Fitch's excellent
figures. We must however observe that the plan of

arrangement employed by the author would have been
more easily understood by the learner had the distinc-

tions of the orders and genera been expressed in some
comparative tabular form, so that the eye might have
taken in at a glance the essential characters by which
they are known. It is not too late to provide this even
now. Such a table, made to fold and face page 1 1 9,

might be added to the copies in the hands of the book-
sellers, and given to those purchasers who already
possess copies.

The following instructive account of Usnea barbata,
the common Beard-moss, which infests old trees iu

damp places, gives a very fair average example of Dr.
Lindsay's mode of dealing with the non-descriptive part
of his subject.

" This species is very common on our older forest

trees, especially Firs, coating them with a shaggy grey
fleece. Along with various Ramalinas, Cornicularias,
and Physcias, it constitutes the 'Beard-moss' or

'Tree-moss' of the poets— the 'idle Moss' of Shaks-
peare. Poets usually refer to filamentous and fruticu-

lose corticolous Lichens as ' Moss ;' hence they speak
expressively of venerable trees being ' mossed with
age.' In this sense the branches and stems of the
trees in the Fir-woods which are common in this neigh-

bourhood (Perth) are completely ' mossed ' over.

Branches thus adorned are usually selected for the

purposes of the bird-stuffer, and must be familiar to all

who have seen collections of stuffed birds in public or
private museums. It is very widely distributed over
the world. In India it is one of the most common
species ; it has also been found in Ceylon ; on Chim-
borazo, and in Chili, in South America ; in New
Holland ; as far south as New Zealand and Tasmania

;

and as far north as Lapland. It is said to be replaced

in the Arctic and Antarctic regions by another species,

Usnea melaxantha, which is interesting in a threefold

point of view, but which may be considered a variety of

U. barbata peculiar to a polar climate. It is one of
the most handsome and arborescent Lichens, closely

assimilating them to the Phanerogamia. Its cross

section exhibits a structure resembling, on superficial

examination, that of an exogenous stem, having a
distinct axis and a separable cortical layer ; and it is

the only saxicolous species, for in the Falkland Islands,

Dr. Hooker says, it covers ' the surface of the quartz
rocks with a miniature forest, seeking the most exposed
situations, and there attaining its greatest size aud
beauty.' Some varieties of U. barbata have a more
limited geographical range than others : var. florida,

for instance, is inferior in this respect to var. plicata
;

this is to be expected, when we consider that these

varieties must depend greatly on differences in habitat

and climate. What we now regard as varieties were
by the older authors considered distinct species ; but

they are frequently found graduating into each other in

such a way, that it is impossible to determine under
which form or name to arrange them, and several of

them may be met with growing in the same forest, nay,

on the same tree. Of all the forms the most remark-
able is that renominated var. articulata ; it is said

sometimes to be pendulous from old trees : our own
specimens were prostrate, spreading over the sandy

soil of Exmouth Downs ; they are fn.m the herbarium
of Don. It diff rs from the others no less in the

breadth and inflated character of the nodes, or articula-

tions, into which its filaments are divided, than in its

size ; we have seen specimens attaining about two feet

in one direction and one in the other. It has been

familiarly termed par excellence the ' Necklace Moss,'

but this name has probably been more commonly
applied to less rare varieties, in which annular decorti-

cation is also frequent. The economical applications

of U. barbata are not important, but they are numerous
and varied. In some parts of the world it is eaten by
wild animals, or is collected and preserved as winter

fodder for domestic animals. Bartram states that in

Pennsylvania it has been used to yield an orange dye,

and Humboldt mentions its use as a dye species in

South America. It appears to have enjoyed great

celebrity in medicine, though certainly not from any
real advantages which it possesses ; it was at one time

much used as an astringent, tonic, and diuretic ; it

became a favourite remedy in hooping-cough, and under
the name of ' Muscus arborei, seu querni,' was even

lauded as an anodyne ! It was the basis of some hair-

powders and perfumes, and was also supposed to

posse^ s qualities which rendered it serviceable in the

manufacture of detonating or combustible mixtures.

Ray states that it was boiled in beer and drunk in

catarrh and dropsy ; the Laplanders have used it in

scald-head and other eruptions in children ; and so

early as the times of Dioscorides it is said to have been

prescribed in diseases of females. Its central medul-

lary thread has been recommended in paper-making
;

but even in these times, when substitutes for linen rags

and Flax fabrics in the manufacture of paper have

become matters of necessity, we fear such a substance

will not be thought of by experimentalists, lor one
reason alone, that it contains no fibrous tissue. (For
the minute anatomy and development of this species,

vide Dr. Speerschneider in the Botanische Zeitung'

for March 24 and 31, and April 7, 1854.)
"

Garden Memoranda.
Mr. Skirting's, Walton, near Liverpool.—This

nursery, which contains about 100 acres, is situated
on high lying ground on the north-west side of the town.
It is wholly devoted to the growth of hardy stock, or at
least very nearly so, for the glass houses are few, and
their contents compared with those of London establish-

ments unimportant, with the exception of one bouse
of very well-grown young Vines, to the growth
of which and the selection of sorts great attention

seemed to be paid. Out-doors, however, the case is

reversed ; here we have one of the finest nurseries in

the kingdom. It is divided into rectangular compart-
ments by means of excellent hedges, chiefly Hornbeam,
Yew, and Privet, which are necessary here in order to

break the force of the sea breezes, which would other-

wise prove very destructive. Between the hedges the

grounds are traversed by well made walks into the

borders, along the sides of which are gathered together

choice shrubs aud Conifers, which are left there to grow
into specimens. In this way persons desirous of pur-

chasing are enabled to select what they want without being

even compelled to leave the walks, a great advantage,

especially in unfavourable weather, and the places of the

shrubs removed can afterwards be supplied with facility

from quarters behind the hedges. These borders are thus

continually kept well stocked. Deodars and Araucaria
imbricata may be found here in thousands, more espe-

cially the former, which, until lately, owed its distri-

bution in this country chiefly to Mr. Skirving, who at a

enormous expense, through the instrumentality of the

late Lieut. Waghorn, introduced the seed in quantity, at

a time when the supply through other sources was
quite inadequate to the demand. People will therefore

not be surprised when we state that acres of this fine

Conifer may now be seen in this establishment in all

stages, from plants 10 inches high to trees of as many
feet. Equally numerous is Araucaria imbricata, the

seeds of which are sown here in thousands. They are

raised in cold pits, where they are sown broadcast on a

bed of loam. Of this Conifer there are here large

plantations of beautiful plants.

The export trade connected with this nursery is very

great. It is in fact a gigantic manufactory from which

all parts of the world are supplied. America alone

takes annually from it immense quantities of hardy trees

and shrubs, more especially two-year transplanted

Spruce Fir, and Larch, Elm and Oak, in the rearing

of which Mr. Skirving is more successful than our

transatlantic friends, who find it cheaper to buy them
here than raise them themselves. The Mount Atlas

Cedar is another plant for which there is a very large

sale, and great quantities are also sold of Black Austrian

Pine, which stands salt spray well, and therefore forms

excellent sea-side shelter. Rhododendrons are culti-

vated in this nursery by the thousand for under-

wood, for which nothing answers so well ; for in

addition to their gaiety when in flower they form a thick

and good cover, and game will not eat them. The sorts

cu'tivated for this purpose are of course not high-

coloured fine kinds, but a race of common varieties,

which can be sold by the thousand at a cheap rate.

Mr. Skirving, as is well known, is a great farm seed

grower as well as an extensive nurseryman, and this

affords him a better opportunity than many have of keep-

ing his land in "good heart" and attending to a rota-

tion of cropping. Thus when a piece of ground is cleared

of its stock of trees it is cropped with Swedes, Mangel

Wurzel, or Potatoes, a change which is found to be

extremely advantageous; for in addition to the benefits

it otherwise confers, it brings these important food crops

more completely under Mr. Skirving's notice. To this

department he pays very great attention, knowing it to

be of the utmost importance to the farmer and to the

community at large that every acre in the kingdom that

is cropped with corn, or Grass, or roots, should be

cropped with the most valuable variety of its kind

f«.r quality and quantity. Every improvement gained

in this way is clear gain ; for it costs no more to grow

the best sort than the worst, and between the one and

the other there is often from 10 to 20 per cent.

difference at least. He goes through these crops care-

fully day by day, marking and making himself in-

timately acquainted with their differences, not only as

respects earliness or lateness, productiveness or the

contrary ; but also as regards their general adaptability

or otherwise for the purposes for which they are

intended, and thus by close observation, and always

" improving on last best sorts," he has brought these

roots to something like perfection, and therefore it is

not to be wondered at that we find Skirving's varieties

of field crops of this kind everywhere cultivated. He
knows what he is sending out, for he has previously

thoroughly proved their value himself. We wish all

dealers were equally careful. The value of the Fluke

Potato was early discovered here, and now Mr. Skirving

has acres of it. Though scarcely horticultural, we

may mention that we saw a Bearded Wheat*
t
here which

sown in April was in ear on the 1st of July ; some of

the same sort had also been sown in the middle of May,

with a view to ascertain whether or not it will ripen

this season.

In an out of- the-way corner was what may not in
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aptly be termed a manure manufactory, where many
hundied tons of excellent fertilising material are made
up e veryyear as follows :—A piece of ground the required

sizo is levelled, and covered over with a Macadamised

or concrete bottom which is surrounded by low earthen

embankments or walls, also made water-tight inside.

Within these is prepared the manure, which consists of

two loads of common loamy soil to one load of town
dung, sewage, and road scrapings. These are laid up
here to rot, and by the time they are wanted they are

in good condition for use. In this little corner, there-

fore, may be said to lie the main-spring of success. To
U9e Mr. Skirving's own words, "it is the gasometer
which lights up all."

Around Mr. Skirving's house—a commodious new
building—is a prettily arranged lawn ornamented by a

piece of rockwork and some good examples of purple

Beech, Weeping Elm,and other trees, which in spite of the

sea breezes already alluded to, and which blow here at

times very strongly, have attained a good size. Lead-
ing to the house is also an avenue of fine old Sycamores,
whose comparative paucity of branches on their wind-
ward side unmistakably point out the kind of treatment

to which they are there subjected.

Although in the preceding report attention has only

been directed to a few things that are grown by the

thousand, yet there is to be found here an excellent

collection of general nursery stock, including fruit

trees, Roses, Ghent Azaleas, Dahlias, Hollyhocks, and
Herbaceous plans. To the latter indeed a considerable

amount ox space has been devoted.

As regards keeping, it should be mentioned that

everywhere the ground was beautifully clean,the walks in

good condition, and the hedges, which were said to reach
nearly 20 miles in extent, very neatly clipped.

Connected with this nursery is a very extensive seed

business, the agricultural department of which is

entirely under Mr. Skirving's own direction, from the

rearing of the seed to its despatch to the farmer. For
the growing of good healthy seed of Turnips or Mangel,
Mr. Skirving prefers a change of ground every year, and
for this purpose selects land and climate in various

parts of England and Scotland to the extent of hundreds
of acres, 150 of which were last year required to grow
sufficient seed of his celebrated Swede.

Miscellaneous.
The late Mr. Hlslop.— One of the best of cur old

gardeners has quitted the scene. John Hislop, a most
worthy man and experienced cultivator, died on Sunday,

July 13, at Ashtead Park, near Epsom, where he had
been gardener for 35 years. Under the name of

Quercus he was an occasional contributor of excellent

practical articles to our columns. iS
T

o one knew better

how to secure the respect of acquaintances or the affec-

tion of friends and relations, and his death is a heavy

loss to the little circle in which he moved. Mr. Hislop

was aged 70 ; for many years he had been a corres-

ponding member of the Horticultural Society.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—While flowers out-of-doors are

plentiful nothing should be brought here at present that

is not a fair specimen and well bloomed, nor should any
plants be allowed to remain here that are at all shabby,

for it seems a waste of means, and certainly betrays

bad management somewhere to occupy glass structures

with plants of inferior interest to such as are plentiful

in the open air. It is not desirable in our opinion, how-
ever, to crowd the house with flowering plants, but the

aim should rather be to have a moderate number of

handsome specimens effectively arranged, which, while

flowers are so plentiful out-of-doors, will be vastly more
interesting and pleasing than a larger amount of floral

display from plants of no individual interest or merit.

This kind of display may be agreeable enough at a

season when flowers are scarce, but it is useless to hope

to maintain the interest of a house at th is season by
this kind of management. A thin arrangement of the

pot specimens will also be advisable on account of the

permanent occupants of the beds or borders, which at

this season should be allowed plenty of space

in order to secure strong well-ripened wood, for unless

this is obtained they will not bloom finely* Look over
former directions, and use every meaus to keep insects

in check, and to make order and neatness conspicuous
in the mauagemcut of this house. Stove.—Such of the

inmates here as are intended for the decoration of the

conservatory in autumn and early winter should be care-

fully looked over, shifting such as are likely to want
more pot room without unnecessary lo^s of time, so as

to get the pots wed filled with roots before their flower-

ing season. Also keep the shoots tied out rather thinly

and expose the plants to as much sunshine as they will

bear without scorching their foliage, hi order to promote
stocky growth. Give clear weak liquid manure water

to young growing specimens, and repot any of these

that are intended to have another shift this season, so as
to get the pots well filled with roots before winter.

Maintain a moist growing atmosphere and apply the

syringe vigorously upon any plant at all infested with red
spider. Orchids.—The growing season is far advanced,
therefore encourage any backward plants with plenty of

heat and moisture while this can be safely done. See
that plants growing on blocks and in 'baskets are

properly supplied with moisture at the root, and to pre-

vent any mistake handle every plant at least once a

week, and immerse those found to be dry in tepid

water until the material about the roots is well soaked.

Syringe lightly morning and evening, and sprinkle the

floors, &c, frequently, so as to keep the atmosphere
thoroughly moist.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pinery.—Attend carefully to growing stock, keeping

the bottom-heat regular, and the atmosphere warm and
moist, and use every means to secure rapid vigorous
growth. This will not be obtained, however, unless all

is right at the root, therefore attend well to watering,
and never allow any of the plauts to become pot-bound.
Give air moderately to young stock, and shut up early

in the afternoon, giving the plants a gentle wipe with

the syringe, and the house a good steaming by wetting

every available surface. Continue to pot a few suckers,

as they can be obtained of sufficient strength, and do
not allow too many to be produced by one plant,

as they weaken each other. Indeed we never allow

a sucker to grow to any size that is not likely to be
wanted for stock, and, unless in the case of any scarce

sort, never more than two on a plant. Plants growing
in beds of soil must be very carefully attended to with

water, giving enough at each application to moisten the

whole body of soil ; for unless this is attended to, the

bottom of the bed will sometimes get quite dry, while

the surface is moist. Vineries.—The inside borders of

houses intended to furnish a late supply of Grapes
should be well soaked with manure water as soon as

convenient, so as to allow of their becoming dry before

the damp cloudy days of autumn set in, for damp will

be most injurious then, and anything likely to cause

it should be avoided. Muscats beginning to ripen

should be assisted with fire heat, for it is hardly possible

to ripen these properly at any season without artificial

heat ; and those for late use should be pushed on, so as

to get them right by the end of next month at the latest;

for those ripened later in the season are seldom of good

quality, and we have always found them to hang better

when ripened early in autumn than those that were
ripened later in the season. Figs.—The second crop

on the earliest trees will be fast advancing towards

maturity ; a3 soon as the fruit begins to ripen

the atmosphere should be kept dry and rather cool,

giving air freely every fine day, and using a little

fire on wet cloudy days, to prevent damp and allow of

a gentle circulation of air. Use every care to keep

the foliage clean and healthy, and clear of insects,

and do not crowd the young shoots. Melons.—Plants

on which the fruit is ripening should be kept dry at the

root, and freely exposed to air on fine days, avoiding

moisture in the atmosphere as far as can be done
without injury to the other plants. Do not allow

the bottom heat to decline where the fruit is setting,

which is a frequent cause of the young fruit dropping

off. Keep a watchful eye on the foliage, and guard

against red spider, which, if once allowed to establish

itself, can hardly be removed without greatly injuring

the tender foliage.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Proceed with Rose budding without delay, keep down

all suckers and clear the stems ot wild shoots. Strong

shoots of Chrysanthemums may now be layered in pots

to produce dwarf and compact bushes. Those in pots

may soon receive their final shift. Layering Carnations

and Picotees may now be proceeded with. Much of next

year's success depends on early attention to this matter.

All seedling plants should be marked and layered,

noticing their various properties as to form, colour,

and texture, &c. ; should any seedl ng otherwise fine

have serrated petals, it will be advisable to propagate

it, as growing it in another situation may to a certain

degree remedy this defect. Continue to plant out

rooted pipings of Pinks on beds of well prepared soil
;

but not too rich. A second crop of pipings may also

be inserted where an increase of stock is required.

Gather seed, and when dry hang it up in paper bags

till wanted.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Carnations and Picotees.—In some localities these

favourite flowers will be getting fast into bloom ; the

plants in pots should be removed under an awning

similar to that used for Tulips. Here they may be

arranged on a raised platform or not, according to the

taste of the amateur—the Picotees grouped on one side,

the Carnations on the other, taking care that the tallest

plants are behind, and at the same time contrasting the

colours as much as possible. Pipings may be put in on

a gentle hotbed, the grass or shoots are usually layered

at a somewhat later period ; but where there are small

ones, and in a position that cannot well be brought down
to layer, it is a good plan to obtain plants struck from
cuttings. Plant out in showery weather Piuk pipings

as above directed ; or, should the weather prove
dry, cover the bed wiih any light awning, keep them
moderately moist, and they will speedily establish them-
selves. Ranunculus roots may be taken up as soon as

the foliage turns yellow, for should rain ensue, they

would emit fresh fibres, and, if then taken up, their

destruction would be certain.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
A considerable breadth of Endive may now be

planted without delay. High manu ing is necessary to

produce this salad in perfection. In planting succeeding

crops keep raising the beds higher as the season

declines. Keep the succession beds of Horn Carrots

duly thinned. Let a good breadth of ground be pre-

pared tor Winter Spinach torthwith by thoroughly
trenching and burying a good coat of half rotten
manure in the bottom. It generally succeeds best in
beds slightly raised. Continue getting out Cape and
other Broccolies, and also some late Cauliflowers. An
autumn Mushroom bed may now be made ; throw the
dung together to ferment for a few days ; when half
dry, mix one-third of loamy soil with it to keep in

check any further fermentation, and tread or beat hard
while making the bed, forming the spawn holes imme-
diately it is finished to assist in keeping down the beat.

Strawberry runners should be procured for new planta-

tions without delay. Those who cannot spare ground
for a new plantation may prick them out in prepared
beds about 6 inches apart, and remove them with balls

in October or in the early part of February. For
main crops Keens' Seedling, British Queen, Cuthill's

Black Prince, and Elton are invaluable. One of the

best of the new sorts we have seen is Kitley's Carolina

superba.
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Notices to Correspondents.
Ants: F3I. Boiling water offers the best means of driving them
out of flower beds. Find their nest and pour it there. A rag
dipped in turpentine and pushed into their nest will drive

them away.
Diseases : G. Clonmel. The Apple trees are affected with the

common canker, which frequently destroys whole branches in

the way you describe. Such affections may arise from different

causes, as weakness of constitution, bad draining, or infection

from decayed fruit hanging on the tree through the winter. I

should conceive your case may he referrible to the last cause,

which I have seen destructive in gardens otherwise not subject

to canker. The yellow spots are due to an affection ofthe bark

called Hypophlcea, and not to a parasitic fungus, if. J. B.
Flies: May Rook. Stretch gauze across the openings of the

windows. Catch them with sheets of paper made adhesive

with paste and molasses.
Gingkr: J T. It must have a rich soil, well drained, and plenty

of heat and moisture while growing, therefore your conserva-

tory will not suit it ; it only does well in a hotbed, Pine pit, or

warm stove. As it ripens, gradually withhold water, till at

last you give none at all. Alter the crop is gathered, the oldest

tubers mav be wintered in dry sand for planting again.

Gbapbs : J II G. There is no difficulty whatever in havingfresh
ripe Grapes at table every day in the year. All that is wanted
is houses enough and skill.

Insects: W If. The grubs which have burrowed into your Rose

buds are distinct in habit from the insects described in our

leading article of la-^t week. They appear to belong to the

genus Cephus (one ot the saw-flies) and are quite new to us.

We shall be much obliged tor more specimens, sent so as not

to be crushed, to Mr. Westwood, Hammersmith.
Lemons: E. See Home Correspondence this day.
Names of Plants.— We have been so often obliged to reluctant!J

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or coul i have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, betore applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves; nor would it be desirable it we could. All wc

can do is to help thtm— and that most willingly. It IS

now requested that in future, not more than tour pUtttt

may be sent us at one time.—G W. 1, Torilis Anthriscus; '-.

jEthusa Cynapium? very young; 5, Carex intermedia; 6,

Phleum pratense. ,

Orchard House: JH D. We do not see the necessity for UM

side glazing, especially since the ventilators must be a^*^
open iu fair weather. Besides, if you glaze the sides, tne

glazing must be on the ventilators themselves. To glaze below

the ventilators would be absurd; to ventilate below the gi*5

would he useless. The house is unusually narrow.
m ,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants: Ignotns. We would willing*,

furnish the lists you ask for if they would be useful. But u
^

ail probability you would have to apply to several nurser
*f£

before you obtained the plants named in them, one P^
keeping one sort of plants and one another. Our a«iviceis»

apply for names and prices to any of the great nurseryn]
i

•

who will we doubt not immediately and fairly meet y°

wishes. Or if you obtain one of their lists and send it to us

will, from that list, furnish you with the names recommence

In that case however we must beg you to repeat your quest
•

Woodlice : Reader. A toad or two kept in your frames will
J»

£

to thin their numbers, and quantities may be killed by poui &

boiling water along the sides of the pits inside if that "j1^
conveniently done. A trap may also be formed byplacm, ^
tiles or boards over each other,' between which theycrn

morning approaches to conceal themselves. Tiles w

u

PoKKa.ra laavaa fnrTYl «TOnd trflD.S. aS do alSO U^ ilOllOW O^Cabbage leaves form good traps,

of any kind.
ed too late

%• As usual, many communications have ^".^"''^made.
and others are detained till the necessarv tnqumescan oe

We must also beg the indulgence ot those correspondent

inaeraou of wfco&e contributions is still delayed.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others eugaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nksbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

^UVIT^TgUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, Sugar

Scum, and every description of Artificial Manures, Linseed
Cakes, &c.—W. Ikglis Cause, 10, Mark Lane, London.

rpHK FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
-1- at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,
71. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

LONDON MANURE CO MP ANY
(Established 1840).

The above Company have the following ready for immediate
delivery :—Corn Manure, for top-dressing ; Blood ditto for Corn

;

Blood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured
expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for

Turnips, Mangels, Grasses, &c. ; Peruvian Guano direct from
importers' warehouses ; Nitrate of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia,
and every artificial manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. Edward Purser, Sec.

MAN U RES FOR ROOTS AND TOP-DRESSING
CORN CROPS.

THE undersigned beg to advise Agriculturists they
are now prepared to deliver the under-mentioned Manures,

viz. :

—

Their celebrated SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (see

Eoyal Agricultural Society's Journal, Vol. 6, Part 2.).

NITRO-BLPHOSPHATE, or BLOUD MANURE fur Cereals,

Roots, and Hops.

Also NITRATE OF SODA
f
GUANO, BONEDUST, and

4-INCH BONE; SULPHURIC ACID, GYPSUM, and all

other Manures of known value.

Apply to Mark Fothergill & Co., 204a, Upper Thames Street,

London, Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company.

INN'S PATENT MANURE AND TOP-DRESS-
ING for the Destruction of Fly, Wire Worm, and Slug, and

promoting rapid Vegetation.—The Proprietors of this valuable
Manure and Top-dressing are now manufacturing it at their
Wharfs, 332 and 333, Wapping, and are enabled to supply any
quantity of either at the rate of 5Z. per ton. The Top-dressing is

particularly adapted at the present time for destroying the Fly
on the Hop without injury to the vine, it being perfectly free

from taste or smell, no sulphur being used in its preparation.

Orders addressed Hall & Co., at the Wharfs, the City Offices,

3, Leadenhall Street; or to Mr. Samuel Fowler, West End
Agency, 9, Pall Mall East, will bejmmtdiately executed.

HPHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
-L PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Hekrt Ker Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection

of Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of

Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-
owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or

he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-

lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly

instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiRTy-oxE years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford, Sec.

'pURNEK'S ROLLER MILLS7^or~Crushing OaTs,
-L Barley, Linseed, Malt, &c, and Grinding Beans, are the

most effective Crushing Mills manufactured, and work with ]
piwer than any other. The Prize of the Royal Agricultural

Society was awarded to E. R. & F. Turner for the 4
' best Linseed

and Corn Crusher," at the Carlisle Meeting—(the last occasion

on which a Prize was offered)—and at their previous Shows at

Norwich, Gloucester, and Lincoln. Also the 1st Prize of 150
francs and Gold Medal at the Paris Universal Exhibition of

Agriculture, 1856. A great variety of these mills are manufac-
tured, adapted for farms of all sizes, large coaching and carry-

ing establishments, gentlemens' riding stables, breweries, Lin-

seed-oil mills, &c.

TURNER'S PATENT COMBINED CRUSHING AND
GRINDING MILL is highly effective for Crushing Grain,

Seeds, &c, and is also a most excellent Mealing Mill for Barley.

Chaff Cutters for horse or steam power; Oil Cake Breakers
for English and Foreign Cake; Fixed and Portable Steam
Engines; combined Threshing Machines; Saw Tables ; One-
horse Carts, &c, all of a very superior description, are manu-
factured by E. R. & F. Turnkr, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich.
Illustrated Price Lists sent tree on application.

CAUTION.
Imitations of our Roller Mills, of very inferior manufacturp,

being offered for sale in Londou and elsewhere, which, from
their resemblance in design to ours, are calculated to mislead
the public: We hereby give notice, that Messrs. Burgess &
Key, 96, Newgate Street, are our London Agents, at whose
depdt our Mills may be seen ; and also at the Agricultural Im-
plement Department of the Crystal Palace. Sydenham, Stand 4:5.

E. R. & F. Turner, Ipswich.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS,

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks ofPORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the l*>am which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as bard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the hides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement. J. B. White & Brothers,

Miibank Street, Westminster.

THK PARIS AGRICULTURAL EXPOSITION.
-* —In reference to this International Competition the attention

of Agriculturists is drawn to the following circular ;—

SPECIAL CIRCULAR.
Edinburgh, June 21, 1856.

We have the pleasure to announce, that, for the third time, we
have the gratification of being the medium of securing for this
country the First Prize for Agricultural Seeds, Grain, &c, at a
General Competition of Nations.

The Jury of Produce of the Great Agricultural Show at Paris,
just concluded, have awarded to us the Special Grand Gold
Medal of Honour* (the highest reward in their power to bestow),
for our Collection, illustrative of the Agricultural Resources of
the United Kingdom.
We consider this a matter of congratulation, not so much to

ourselves as to the general body of Agriculturists in this country,
to whom we were indebted for the greater number of samples in
the Collection. Beyond the exercise of our judgment in the
growth and origin of the stocks, and in the selection of the
samples raised therefrom, together with the necessary expendi-
ture of time and money, we take no credit.

The competition has been with countries possessed of equally
good, if not better soils, and, certainly of more favourable
climates; our success, therefore, must be considered as mainly
attributable to the superior skill of the Farmers of this kingdom,
as shewn, not only in the intrinsic value of the articles ex-
hibited, but also in the care bestowed in cleaning and preparing
them for the market.
We cannot, however, affect to overlook the rapid progress now

making in Agriculture by our Continental neighbours, more
especially the French. The systematic method by which they
test all our theories, the indefatigable energy they exercise in

developing the resources of their soil, the scientific aid they
unceasingly invoke in elucidating the conflicting theories and
practices of other nations—all tend to show that, to maintain the
position this country now holds, still more energetic exertions
must be made by all engaged in the cultivation of the soil and the
improvement of the several varieties of our cultivated plants.

With special reference to this (which is strictly within our pro-

vince as Seedsmen) we wish to impress upon our friends the
importance of preserving the purity of all our recognised species

and varieties of Agricultural Plants; as upon these and the
introduction of foreign kinds, we must rely for the means of
increasing the number of new sorts of superior quality and pro-

ductiveness. Pkter Lawson & Son.

• (Extract from the Decree " Contours Agricole Universel de 1S56. )

"III« Div.—PRODU1TS AGRICOLES ETRANGERS ET
FRANCAIS.
"Art. 19.— Des mldailles d'or, d'argent et de bronze seront

decernees aux exposants des produits agricoles dont le merite
aura <5te constate.

"Art. 20.—De graxdes mkdailles d'or pourront £ tre decer-

nees, par le jury, k tout exposant d'un produit juge tr6s-remar-
quable, ou pour un ensemble complet de produits exceptionnels."

TFARNER^S 4±-inch IMPROVED LIQUIDW MANURE PUMP,
with Ball Valve, fitted with
LJ inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrought iron
Straps for screwing on to

any ordinary Water-butt or
Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
505.

li-inch Flexible Kubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,

35. 6d. per foot.

11 Gutta Percha Suction,
Is. 9d. per foot.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-
tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel.

2$ in. short 1 ft. 7 in. / Fitted for lead, }

3

4

n
ft

tt

tt

long 3

ditto 3
ditto 3
ditto 3

tt

tt

tt

tt

6

6

It

It

••

gutta percha,

or cast iron
flanged pipe,
as required,

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing '....,. 2

£
1

1

2
1
3

8. d.

10
14

8
12
3

14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER axd SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

IMPROVED LAWN ~MOWlfsicT MACHINES.
Manufactured and Sold by Budding's Patent

TAMES FERRABEE & Co.,

PHCENIX IRON WORKS,
Neap. STROUD,

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

These are the only MOWING
MACHINES that can be used by

unskilled labourers

with equal facility

on Lawns, Verges,

between Flower beds,

on Bowling Greens, ^ j
Cricket and Pleasure

G rounds ; 5000 of
"*~-^

them have been sold.

Price List, including the carriage to any Railway Station

south of York.

Hand Machine, for One Man, cutting 16 inches wide £5 10*. Qd.

Ditto for Man and Boy „ 22 ditto ... 6

Pony Machine (or Donkey) „ 26 ditto -.800
Horse Machine „ 2$ ditto ...11

Ditto M 36 ditto ... 15

London Agency:—The Manager of the Agricultural Depart-

ment, Baker Street Bazaar,

" L^RIGI DOMU"—Patronised by her Majesty the
A- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Cblswlck Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxtou for the
Crystal Palace. Royal Zoological Society, la'e Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE RAYS OF THE SUN.
"FRIG I DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and fioricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-
men throughout the kingdom. It is much cheaper than mats
as a covering."

/TOLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
Vy and of PRACTICAL aad GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in
the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

V>KIl)GJNORTH ANNUAL POULTKY SHOW
-L> will be held on THURSDAY, October 9th, when Prizes of
17. 10^. and 105. will be awarded, and also a Silver Cup of the
value of Five Guineas for the best collection of not less than
Eight Pens of Poultry. All communications to be addressed to

Mr. R. Taylor, the Secretary, Bridgnorth, of whom Forms of
Entry may be obtained.

T~
IlE
_
DOHSETSHIUE~POULTRY IMPROVE-

MENT ASSOCIATION.—The Annual Exhibition of this

Association will be held in Dorchester on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY, September 17th and 18tb, when several valuable
Silver Cups, the gifts of noblemen and gentlemen of the County,
in addition to the Society's Prizes, will be awarded.

All Entries must be made (on the Forms only) with the
Honorary Secretary on or before Monday, September 1st, after

which no entry will be received.

Prize Lists, Forms of Entry, and the Rules of the Association

will be forwarded to any applicant on a stamped envelope

addressed and six penny postage stamps being received by
G. J. Axdrxws, Honorary Secretary.

Dorchester, July 26. •

|

\/| ANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL AGRICUL-
1VI TURAL SOCIETY, 1S56.—The Annual Show of LIVE
STOCK (including Poultry), Implements, &c. &c, will take
place at Wigan, on THURSDAY, August 7th; and on the
day previous there will be a public Trial of Implements.
Premiums amounting to 694Z. are offered, many of which are

open to general competition. Entries close on the 26th instant.

—

Prize Lists and Rules maybe had on application to T. B. Ryder,
Secretary, % Elliot Street, Liverpool. July 19.

2Tiie ftgrtntltural <5a;ttte
SATURDAY, JULY 26, 1856.

The very successful gathering of the English

Agricultural Society at Chelmsford terminated on

Friday of last week with the formal meeting, when
the thanks of the members were very properly voted

to the office-bearers and others who during the past

year have contributed to its efficiency, and especially

to its utility at this the concluding labour of its

session. The occasion was more than usually

interesting from the circumstance that the prizes to

foreign competitors and the medals to the foreign

jurors were then presented by the retiring president,

Lord Portman.
Those mainly interested in these meetings are for

the most part arrangeable in two classes, viz., buyers

and sellers. And we have every reason to believe

that whether in the implement department or in the

cattle-yard the Chelmsford meeting has been

satisfactory to both. Implement exhibitors as well

as cattle-breeders and flock-masters have found a good

market, and those who came to buy have had ample

scope from which to make their choice. Besides

these, however, there are a large number who,

though attending the gathering no doubt with an

ultimate eye to business, are yet merely spectators

during the week of meeting. It is in its influence on

these that the utility of the Society is chiefly seen.

They come to compare their own means and

results, whether in machinery or stock, with the

best specimens of both that the present d*y affords
;

and they go home so far assisted and urged to self

improvement that they at any rate know now at

what models to aim, and how far fr<>m the mark

they are at present. That a national society, visiting

successively the several districts of the country, is

well fitted to serve the purpose of instructor in this

way is plain from the fact that at every meeting of

the Society exhibitors resident in the locality have

been but a small minority of the whole body of con-

tributors to the exhibition. At Chelmsford, of

the thirty-nine exhibitors in sheep only four

belonged to the locality of the Show, and as

the show of sheep at the>e meetings is a very fair

illustration of the stock department generally, we
yive a table showing the number of counties repre-

sented, the total number of exhibitors, and the

number of the exhibitors from the localities visited at

several of the last annual meetings ; facts which
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are interesting as displaying the local benefits con-

ferred by the Society in this way.

Place of Meeting.

Number of
Counties

Represented.

Total
Number of

Exhibitors.

* .

Northampton
York
Norwich
Exeter
Windsor
Lewes ...

Gloncester
Lincoln ...

Carlisle ...

Chelmsford

* • •

* • •

• • •

• * »

# • •

• * •

• *

• • •

• * t

* i
-

Number of
Exhibitors
from the

District of
the Show.

While referring to the sheep stock shown at

Chelmsford, we may add another table showing the

influence of locality upon the number of each class

exhibited, and the general increase of the Society's

influence.

Meeting.

o

o
Q

Northampton, 1847
York, 1848 ...

Norwich. 1849
Kxeter, 1850...

Windsor. 1851
Lewes, 1852 ..

Gloucester, 1853
Lincoln, 1854
Carlisle, 1855

i*

* t

9 t

P •

85
134
103
79

136
55
64
102
119

71
46
79
80
132
S8
95
67
51

I

i

o x
9 I

mm

M)

29
37
•»•

DO
29
15

96
63

«
Oh

E

Chelmsford, 1856 ... 57

4
11
7
8
19
85
53
38
97

55

o

3 91 14 40

3 -/

It

12

- .!

» =
t rt

3

l

pen.

189
228
217
197
316
183
292
303
330

219

Our illustrations of the other feature in the cha-
racter of these meetings—that which they present
as a great annual market for live stock and for im-
plements—must be taken from the sheep stock also.
Mr. Overman, who received the prize for the best
shearling South Down ram in the yard, sold the prize
sheep to M. Yvart for the French Government for

150 guineas ; and the influence of the award of the
Society's judges may be seen in the fact that during
the meeting 40 ewes and rams were sold i'rom this
flock, at prices for the latter varying from 50 to

100 guineas, to Germany, France, Prussia, as well
as^ to Sussex and other counties in the United
Kingdom. The sum of 150 guineas was offered and
refused for another ram shown by Mr. Overman at
Chelmsford, and 30 guineas were refused for a single
ewe. We mention these facts both as indicative of
the extraordinary demand for well-bred stock at
the present day in almost all parts of the world—as
well as to the credit of an independent flock of the
South Down breed descended from ewes purchased
60 years ago in Sussex—the first of their breed that

race of prize winners and possessing iu himself great
qualifications.

No. 241, a remarkably fine and powerful grey cart-

horse belonging to Mr. T. B. Hildyard, was highly

commended ; and a very superior chestnut horse, the
property of Mr. Barthrop (216), was deservedly com-
mended ; as well as a strong and handsome bay horse, the

property of Mr. Rust, and a coal black 4-year old horse
belonging to Mr. Blewitt, It is somewhat singular that

although black is the most prevailing colour amongst
cart-horses this was almost the only animal of this

colour exhibited.

Class 2.— If in the 1st class the Suffolks had to con-

tend wiih all England and met with worthy and fuccess-

ful competitors, in the younger classes they almost
enjoyed a monopoly of merit, and consequently suc-

ceeded as younger animals in carrying off the greater

number of honours. This of course may partly he attri-

buted to the proximity of th r native county, whose
reputation, however, they we sustained. Thus the

first prize was awarded to No. 271, a remarkably
promising Suffolk colt, owned by Mr. Sexton, of Earl's

Hall, near Sudbury, whilst No. 258, a scarcely inferior

colt, the property of Mr. Badham, gained the 2d prize.

A very fine brown colt, belonging to Messrs. Spencer,

was highly commended; and several others received

commendation. There were no less than 28 horses

eniered in this class, of which the majority were
Suffolks.

The next class, for agricultural stallions foaled in

1855, was not so numerous. The prize was awarded
to Mr. is Clayden, Suffolk, of considerable merit, whilst

a black Gloucester colt, No. 281, was highly commended.
The mares and foals for agricultural purposes, class 4,

brought together no lees than 24 mares with their foals,

the majority Suffolks and worthy specimens of the

breed. The prize mare, No. 290, was a very fine mare,
though perhaps somewhat less compact than some other

specimens ; she was owned by Mr. Carter, of Danbury,
whilst the 2d prize was awarded to an old mare belong-

ing to Mr. N. G. Barthrop, No. 207. A similar prize

was bestowed on this mare at the Exeter meeting, and
right well has she worn her honours since. We regard

her as one of the best specimens of the best qualities of

the Suffolk breed. This opinion was evidently shared

by others, if we may judge from the fact of her having
realised, although 15 years old, no less than 150/. with

her foal. She had remarkably good forelegs. Mr. C.

Cordy's mnre and foal, 287, was highly commended.
No. 288 was commended, and other mares rivalling the

prize animals were no doubt passed over for specific

reason?.

Class 5, of fillies for agriculfural purposes, was also

rich in excellence and in numbers. The prize animal,

No. 311, belonging to Mr. S. Wrinck, possessed con-

siderable merit ; she was, if we mistake not, related to

the old mare alluded to iu the last class. The second
prize was given to Mr. S. Clayden, filly No. 313, an
animal though less in size than some others yet very
compact, with remarkably good forelegs. Prince Albert's

Clydesdale filly, No. 316, was highly commended, and
well did she deserve the compliment. With her and the

prize horse in the first class we may expect in a few
years in the south of England to rival the north in the

best specimens of this breed. The finest filly in the

show, looking at her in her box alone, we consider was
No. 314, the property of Mr. John Ward. A Glnuces-

were brought into Norfolk. We have to add on
this subject that Lord Walsingham was offered
250 guineas for his first prize old ram, and that Mr.

j

tershire bay filly, 318, belonging to Mr. Holland, was
Rigdkn refused 15 guineas each for his beautiful pen al'° wortl,y of commendation.

of shearling ewes, which according to many ought -

We will_conc!ude_by merely observing that whilst

load (from Wakefield Gas Works) upon Grass, applied
eatly in January, 1855. Patches of Grass were killed

where the manure was put on too thickly, but all around
the dead spot the Grass grew in the most beautiful
manner. On the 1st of May, 1855, the Grass on the
manured spots was 6^ inches high, while, owing to the
dry weather, the rest of the field was bare. The enor-
mous difference of colour and crop was visible to every
one. Patches of the finest green Genoa velvet upon an
old brown frieze coat is no inapt picture of the difference.

At mowing time there was more than three times the
quantity of Grass where this manure was put than there
was in other parts of the field. Encouraged by this

result he dressed the whole of a 9j acre field in 1856
save three lands in the middle, which were manured
with "short muck." Remarked all through the sprint

the beautifully dark green colour of the dressed portion,

and that where most of the manure was put the Grass
looked best. The field is now open to inspection, and
in the third week in June where the new manure was
properly put on the Grass measured on an average,

maximum 42| inches, minimum 27 inches. The part

not dressed with this manure was, maximum 24| inches,

minimum 14 inches. Soil here a strong cold undrained

clay, in many parts wet.

John Thompson, farmer and assistant overseer, Out-

wood, near Wakefield, obtained two small loads from
the Wakefield Gas Works, and mixed it with about an

equal amount of soil. This was applied to about

2 acres of Grass. Against it were U9ed— 1, farm-yard

manure mixed with soil ; 2, lime and soil compost. In

this instance the colour has been throughout better with

the new manure. It continues to have the same marked
difference in colour, it is thicker in the bottom and very

much stronger than either of the other plots against which

it was tested. I visited this field in company with a

friend, and we were both struck with the great supe-

riority of the Grass grown with the new tillage. I have

made several experiments with it myself. In October,

1 854, I applied about a ton to half an acre of land for

Cabbage. The severe winter killed a considerable por-

tion of the crop. Windsor Beans were therefore planted

among part of the Cabbage in the spring of 1855. These

produced largely, and the Cabbage which was not killed

did we 1. Another part of the Cabbage crop was

destroyed, and the ground planted with long red Mangel
Wurzel in April, 1855. The extremely dry season

rendered root crops in the neighbourhood very deficient,

but notwithstanding the drought, this Mangel looked

well and grew freely, and when topped and tailed and

weighed at the public weighing machine the crop was

found 24 tons 4 cwt. per acre. A crop of White Wheat
is now growing upon this half acre, and could not look

better. The leaf is broad and almost black green. The
straw is particularly strong, and all who have inspected

it unhesitatingly pronounce it the best Wheat they have

seen this year.

Besides this, an acre of the same kind of White

Wheat is growing in the same field. This was sown

after Potatoes, manured with part of the heap mentioned

in my essay on the Fermentation of Manure, in the

Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society, page 11— 12,

experiment 5, and in note page 12, experiment 2. This

crop is very fine ; but the former is decidedly superior

in three respects. 1. The increased darkness of colour,

owing to the more highly nitrogenised manure. 2. The

broader leaf. 3. Stronger straw, due to the soluble

silicates in the manure when applied, aud also, I think,

to the silica rendered soluble by the ammonia produced

(in the presence of silicates) from the nitrogen which

have stood higher in the estimation of the
the fiist

.

and seeonti classes were probably the principal exists in the clay principally in combination with

Society's judge*.
feature in the Show, other classes, such as the mares and

e cannot, however, forbear observing that the
Tf «-<i ,imn^ „„„£„ *ii i j.- l *t_ a a fillies, presented specimens of considerable excellence.u we almost confine our illustrations to the South \y

Down stock it is because the number and quality of Suffolks have of late yea. s much increased "in size, aud
this breed were really the principal feature of the
show
was
below. We have already
of short-horns and the prices for which some
of the animals were sold—that of Devons was good,
notwithstanding the absence of Lord Leicester's
stock owing to the recent existence of disease in his
herd. That of Leicester sheep was deficient in
number, and we had to notice the absence of Mr.
Sanday, of Holme Pierre-pont, who had on previous
years figured successfully. That of Pigs, which was
veTy qood, no doubt suffered in a similar way from
the absence of Mr. Fisher Hobbs' stock, which have
but recently recovered from an attack of distemper.

below the knee, as well as the action, should keep pace
with the increased size of the animal. With regard to

the special prizes they brought forward animals of

much excellence, but there was not the same a:vomit of

competition as with the agricultural horses. TF. O.S.

THE SHOW OF AGRICULTURAL HORSES AT
CHELMSFORD.

Thts was expected to be good, and whether we con-
sider the number exhibited or the good qualities of
many there are few prece< in<? meetings of the Society
in which tliey have been excelled. In Class 1, viz.. agri-
cultural horsrs of any age above 2 years, no less than
47 animals were entered—a larcer number, if we mistake
not, than ever were entered before.

A NEW MANURE.
Eltjaii Smith, gardemr at the Wakefield Union

Workhouse, tried a load of the new manure from the
Wakefield Gas Works in 1854. He applied it alone to

1 , Early Turnips ; 2, Onions ; 3, Broccoli ; 4, Cabbage.
1. The Turnips were particularly fine, having tops

upwards of 2 feet 6 inches high, with leaves broader
than a man's hand. 2. Onions killed by excess of

manure. 3. Broccoli became, a short time after plant-

ing, as blue as if painted, but still the plants grew freely.

Gradually the blue changed to a dai k luxuriant green
;

and the quarter was the admiration of all who saw it.

The severe winter of 1854-5 killed much of this Broccoli,

as it did of all in the neighbourhood. What was alive

was considerably hurt, but as spring advanced it became
luxuriant, and produced as fine heads as could haveThe 1st prize was

awarded to a brown Clydesdale horse, No. 228, the been obtained by any manuring whatever. 4. Cabbage
property of Prince Albert, an animal possessing in our planted very late and bad plants. Looked badly all the
eyes all the qualifications of a first-rate agricultural winter of 1854-5, but when the growing season coin-
horse—a compact form, good loins and quarters, capital
tore legs, and splendid action.
The second prize was given to a splendid Suffolk

4-year old horse, No. 202, belonging to Mr. Biddell, of
Playford, near Ipswich, an animal belongine to a I

menced in spring it looked quite as well as a neighbour-
ing quarter, well manured with stable dung, and hearted
as well, though about three weeks later. Soil a hungry
sandy loam upon poor sandstone gravel.

carbon and sulphur. Perhaps I ought to add, 4thly,

the rather short straw, which renders the crop less

iable to lodge. The Potato Wheat averages 40£ inches

in height ; and that grown with the new manure, 37 J.

Seed, two bushels ptr acre, sowed broadcast and

ploughed down. Since sowing time, nothing whatever

has been done to either crop, that no disturbing element

from culture might vitiate the comparison.
A very instructive though unintentional experiment

was made in this field. The load of manure from the

gas works was shot up and allowed to remain in a heap

for a few days, owing to wet. When spread it was

carefully shovelled up, and nothing was supposed to be

left. On this area nearly every plant of Wheat died as

soon as it sprung up ; and the few plants which were not

killed are so dwarfed and injured by the excess oj

manurial substance, that it is doubtful whether they will

ever bear anything. But around the margin of the

heap, where a relative excess of manure was scatterea?

but where there was no drainage from it, the crop *s

extremely luxuriant. Oct., 1854.—This manure was

applied at the rate of more than 5 tons per acre to a

piece of land containing about 300 square yards. Every

crop sown or planted on this land was killed, or so

stunted as to be worthless, till some Cabbages were

planted in 1855, which have stood the winter and are

extremely dark in colour, but smaller than others of tne

same kind growing on adjacent land manured in *

ordinary manner. Potatoes, interlined between Cabbage»

grow freely and are very dark in colour. The know

excess purposely applied in this case is only J

beginning to expend itself sufficiently to do good instea

ef harm.
A ton of the manure was mixed with a mannrelie^

and applied to three acres of Potatoes planted tnj

spring. Planting began April 22d, and fini***

May 5th. Part of the sets were sprouted, and set *i

the spade. The rest were set by the plough m **

IF John Turner, farmer, Stanley, used a single part of a |
usual manner. All grow fast, and look well.
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dry weather come s soon, those which were sprouted will

produce too much top.

In the spring of 1856 a plot of bad Grass, which I

know has not been manured for ten years, was freely

dressed with this manure. The dressing was as large

as can safely be given. This plot was mowed five times

by a man in the neighbourhood, to whom the Grass was
given for his horse. Each time the swathe was close

and heavy ; while on an unmanured portion adjoining,

the Grass would hardly stand against the scythe. At
one mowing, when about a foot high, the Grass was
beginning to rot at the bottom owing to its thickness.

This is a particularly favourable result, when the
extreme dryness of 1855 is remembered. W. B. Bow-
ditch, in the Wakefield Journal.

HOME FARM MANAGEMENT.—No. VII.

One of the first improving operations of a newly
established home farm is that of laying out the land into

proper fields. In some respects it is rather a landlord's
thau a tenant's improvement, but inasmuch as the

tearing out of old fences usually pays tolerably well, this

undertaking will at least belong to the tenancy depart-
ment. There can be no greater nuisance on a farm
than numerous old wide spreading earth banks, sur-
mounted by gnarled hedgerow trees and scraggy plants
of almost every species indigenous to the district, for
they harbour both winged and burrowing pests that
interfere with the farmer's profits. And they are also

the means of obstructing the circulation of atmospheric
air and the diffusion of light, without a maximum
amount of which cultivated plants caunot attain a
perfect development. Then even in the mere working
of the small fields into which numerous hedgerows cut
up the laud there is another very considerable drawback
to be encountered. The frequent turnings in plough-
ing and other field operations consequent on the short-
ness of the lands render the labour to a large
extent unproductive of practical results. Hence the
laying out of the ground in the very outset of home
farming, is a work of great importance to the after
success of the operations. It is well not to make the
new fields either too large or too small, if these range
from 12 to 20 acres they are of a better size than they
would be if either much larger or much smaller. The
fences whether dead or alive should be as nearly as
possible straight and run at right angles to each other.
In some cases it is advisable to plant shelter clumps
and belts of wood, and in these instances the curved
line of fence can be united to the straight line with
advantage. Though the fencing is a proprietor's im-
provement, it is one which the tenant ought to have
performed to his mind, and the farm manager to some
extent representing the latter should have his say in

everything connected with the division of the land. By
his taking care as far as the nature of the ground will

admit of it, to have the fields laid out in oblong forms
rectangular parallelograms—he will be taking the best
possible measures to ensure the conservation of labour
in coming years. It is for this reason that the curved
line of fence is inferior to the straight line in the ft nc-
ing of cultivated land.
When a home farm manager enters on a new charge

he should endeavour to make such improvements on
the old fences as may appear advisable and be con-
sented to by his employer. But if the land has already
been for a number of years in the proprietor's hand
and been laid out in fields, he would require to be very
cauflous in either making or altering fences. An im-
proving landowner does not like his works to be
improved upon even though they should be less perfect
than he himself could wish, and the zeal of a person
newly entrusted with the care of his farming interests,
if not controlled by great prudence, may in this matter
give very serious offence.

Between the lajing out of a farm into fields and
determining its rotation of crops there is necessarily a
very close connection. And no doubt the success of
farming is in every case to a large extent dependent
on the system of cropping that may be adopted. In
one sense the term " rotation of crops" might be
expunged from our agricultural vocabulary, but in
another we should neither desire such a deletion
nor think lightly of the evil results which would inevit-
ably spring from it if carried into practice. At one
time it was supposed that some of the particular mineral
ingredients required for any species of plant, could only
be supplied to it by the soil being allowed to rest for a
time in fallow, or being kept under a different kind of crop.

Cereals after green crops or fallow, and not in succes-
sion, became the perfection of farming in the eves of
many, and to speak of growing Wheat year after year
the most objectionable of rotation svsti ms. Well, in all

this there was a great deal ofsoundcommon sense, but the
limitations it entailed on the farmer were often serious in
their nature. He could not grow an extra breadth of
Wheat in any season, except the land had been under some
kind of cleansing crop during the previous year. Now,
however, that science has come to his aid the case is

ery different. He may grow Wheat after Wheat, or
Barley after Barley for 20 years if he chooses, or indeed
any length of time, provided he simply keep down
weeds and supplies the chemical ingredients the crop
requires. This he may partially do by pulverisation of
the soil on Tull's principle, and partially by the appli-
cation of suitable manures. On argillaceous soils the
latter may even be dispensed with, for a time, provided
the culture be very complete. And in almost every
case the yield of any particular cereal crop, whether

the firs: or the fiftieth utter the green crop break, is

limited under a certain point simply by a limitation in
the mode of culture and in the application of artificial

fertilisers.

It is something to know that rotation systems are no
longer indispensably necessary, and if still adhered to in

a great measure by the best farmers in the kingdom they
are so simply because of expediency. Rotation of crops
therefore is not abolished, but may be improved upon by
the discoveries of science. And as a general rule both
in the management of home and let farms that system
of cropping which under given circumstances will

afford the largest returns at the least possible expense,
is the one which should be adopted in its main features,

j

According to marketing or climatic peculiarities modifi-
cations of any system may he ma<!e from time to time,

and it is the part of a judicious farmer to study the
circumstances under which he is placed. /. Lockhart
Morton, Lasswade.

Home Correspondence.
Common Things in Agriculture.—However unneces-

sary it may appear to reiterate the same opinions,

without throwing much additional light on the subjects

discussed, yet it may not be altogether a waste of time
ou the part of the writer, or too great a trial of the
reader's patience, to returu occasionally to common
things, which are, alter all, most important features in

agriculture, and embrace more than mere mechanical
operations. The chief objects a fanner has in view in

the cultivation of his land are to produce abundant
crops and to insure their being of the best quality. To
obtain these results he must step out of the usual routine

system, and inquire and think for himself; he cannot
follow the example of others in every particular, though
he may take hints and avoid errors. A knowledge of

the geology of the neighbourhood is essential to the

successful management of a farm, both with regard to

draining and the crops likely to be most remunerative.
No decided plan can be recommended to meet the wants
of every description of land coming under the bands of

the farmer ; rules may be laid down on principle, but
cannot be arbitrary without producing mistakes and
loss. John may sow a fine breadth of Turnips on
his 12-acre field, and his neighbour William on
a similar piece of ground not be able to per-

fect roots enough to feed a single beast, though at

the time of sowing his treatment was the same. Why
was this ? The previous preparation was in fault.

John knew that Turnips required different tillage from
Wheat, and benefited by his experience ; William only
had half his lesson learnt, and like an idle schoolboy
was punished. Without draining many farms would
be comparatively barren ; in such cases the aim would
be to ca»ryoff the superfluous water, but the means
to be adopted would differ according to the nature of

the soil, whether stiff or light, as well as with regard
to the fail to be obtained. If dogmatical rules were to

be strictly observed on all occasions, the drains might
be' too near, too far apart, too deep, or too shallow

;

even the Bprings might require to be tapped, thus

saving great expense. The next step in advance is

moving the soil to the depth of 12 or 14 inches, for the

purpose of admitting air and destroying annuals • the
j

perennial weeds whose roots lie far below the surface,

out of the way even of the long fork, must be
kept under during the growing season at any
cost, not for one year, but for three or four.

This can only be accomplished by sowing grain

and roots wide enough apart in the rows to

work amongst them deeply at first, and on the sur-
j

face as the crops attain growth. Manuring heavy
land undrained and surface-ploughed is throwing money
away. When it can be obtained a'ter the two first years'

residence tenants should have a good supply ; there is

nothing superior to farm-yard muck well looked after,

once turned over with alternate layers of burnt weeds
and rubbish, ashes, road dirt, &e, to which a certain

quantity of salt may be added. A third of the holding

should be dressed with this each year. To do this stock

should be kept, and the farm not left wi<h scarcely an
animal, because provision has not been made for winter

consumption—one of the main points to be attended to.

Farmers may say, " We know all this ; tell us something
new." There are some more common things to refresh

your memories with, which you shall have, too, another

day. Time enough for theories. Falcon.

A Cheap Substitute for Guano.—About themiddleof the

month of May I procured from the gas works six gallons of

ammonical water, or gas-tar water, or the water which
floats on the surface of the tar. I diluted it in six times

its amount with water from a pond, and applied it in

the morning to about twenty square yards of the
middle of a meadow field. The day turned out sunny, and
I went to look at the place in the evening, when lo !

every blade of Grass was scorched as brown as though
it had been burned. I thought it was all over for

seeing any further what effect it had *npon the crop.

However I chanced to go over the same place again

this day, and to my surprise found the Grass of a dark

green, almost black, and as glossy and luxuriant as

though it had been highly manured in the winter. I

could tell to half an inch where the water had been put,

and I consider that there is as much more Grass. I can

confidently assert that it will rival guano for Gra*s and
corn if applied in a judicious manner. I think that it

requires ten times it* quantity of pure water to use it

safely, and to be applied in the winter season or in dull

showery weather ; do not choose sunshine. If the water

has so much of the manuring principle in it why not
the tar itself ?—and if mixed up with a compost, &c, and
applied iu the winter I think great benefit will be
derived from it, but care must be taken to let it lie a
few months before cart-ng it on the land. Henry May,
the Hope Nitrseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

BoydelVs Traction Engine.—Allow me to draw your
attention to an oversight in the concluding remarks of
your report on the above engine last week, where your
reporter says, "The velocity of the pinion must be
doubled to produce the same rate of movement onwards
as if it were placed on a level with the axis of the
wheel and as much is lost as gained." The uniform
velocity of the gearing teeth of the pinion around its

axis is only half the velocity of the onward movement
of the top of the carriage wheel, as is the case of the
generating point in the vertex of a cycloid. It is equal
to the uniform or rotary velocity of the periphery of the
large wheel, it is true, but your reporter app< ara to
overlook the fact that the rotary velocity of the
periphery of the carriage wheel and its onward move-
ment at the top are two different things, for the latter
is the sum of two equal velocities as in the case of the
cycloid already mentioned, the one being the uniform
velocity around the axis, and the other the translatory
velocity of the wheel rotating over the ground. On a
level with the axi* you will perceive that the uniform
velocity is downwards across the path of the carriage
wheel and not onwards, and at the bottom of the wheel
in the opposite direction from what it is at the top ;
hence the reason why there are two velocities (or
double velocity) at the top of the wheel or in the
vertex of the cycloid, and only one at the bottom or base.

Such then being the facts of the case, the important
question at issue is this 1 Does Boydell gain the
translatory velocity by the peculiar position of the
pinion, the two gearing teeth each gearing in the
vertex of a cycloid ? I >r, as he himself expresses it,

does he gain double effective power without losing

speed \ At present the rule is, as you are aware, that
" power is gained at the expense of space by the lever,''

of which the wheel in question is an instance, as your
reporter justly admits; but you will perceive that
Boydell's proposition is not strictly speaking an excep-
tion to this rule— for his power is gained at the expense
of space—but half this space he gains, which is quite a
different question, although we are apprehensive this is

the stumbling block of his opponents. We have all

along advocated that the proposition was a new one in

mechanics, with presumptive data in its favour, but
that it could not be admitted into received science until

solved by experiment, and the experiments at Wool-
wich by the Board of Ordnance—the hauling of
Biddell's scarifier and the five ploughs in the heavy
land field at Chelmsford fully bear out the accuracy of

our conclusion that Boydell has even more than
theoretical data in his favour. In other words they
(the experiments) prove his opponents wrong, although
they do not solve his proposition satisfactorily. Of the
importance of the proposition in the application of

steam to agriculture there cannot be a doubt, were
there nothing else introduced than the self-locomotion

of a portable engine ; and we must beg to express our
regret that something more was not done at Chelmsford
to test its accuracy by properly conducted experiments.

As a mere scientific question it merits more unpreju-
diced attention from the Royal Agricultural Society

than it has yet received consistently with its golden
motto—"Practice with Science." IV. B. [We have
further letters on this subject, to apj ear next week.]

Mr. MechVs Gathering at liptree.— I went as usual to
Mr. Mechi's gathering this year but did not perceive

any particular improvement either in his system
of farming or in increased produce from the land,,

when compared with last year. His system of cultiva-

tion continues high and expensive, though no doubt in

the right direction, and those who had not seen it

before would gather many useful hints, from the clean-

liness of the land and the heavy crops produced, that

are calculated to impress upon them the good effects of

enterprising perseverance. The gathering was much
larger than I have seen it before, thus showing its in-

creasing interest, but there appeared to me to be many-

uninvited guests; however, be that as it may, the hospi-

tality of ** mine host" was freely distributed to all, and
the warm generous reception given was only a repeti-

tion of former years. Indeed nothing could exceed the

cordiality of his reception, the bounty of his hospitality,

and the patriotic desire to benefit the a;»ricultural

interest of his country. Although I do not go the

whole length with Mr. Mechi, there can he no question

that the farmers of England are greatly indebted to

him, and though they may not acknowledge the full

force of his remarks during his life, the time
will arrive when it will be generally admitted he had a
verv clear perceptirn of the future progress of agricul-

ture. The principal object of attraction at Tiptree tins-

year was the " Great Steam Plough," which may be

termed the future * leviathan of the soil j" and all that

Mr. Mechi said in its favour is likely to come true

when scientific knowledge reduces its cumbrousness,.

improves its applicability, and lessens its cost. Mr.
Mechi's idea of England becoming not only self support-

ing but an exporting country of the products of the soil

is by n# means vis onary ; for when once the spirit of

our commercial and manufacturing interest is directed

to the cultivation of the soil, either in the shape of amuse-
ment or occupation, neither wealth nor enterprise will

be wanting to turn the barren waste into a smiling field.

It is true, as Mr. Mechi said, the land does not increase
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with tlie population of a country ; t>ut it is equally true

that energy, wealth, enterprise, and science, can restore

the hidden treasures of the soil, and produce abundance
where nothing but sterility is seen. That Mr. Mcrhi
has done good and deserves well of his country for his

enterprise and perseverance in developing the capabi-

lities of the soil no one will deny ; but that Ids system

can be pursued altogether with advantage is a question

that agricultural science and time have yet to determine.

Observer, July 21.

The Cow Parsnip.—I am not aware of any expres-

sion in my letter on this plant that could be construed

into a recommendation of it ; least of all of any
pecuniary motive that could by possibility have
actuated me in introducing the subject to the attention

of your readers. An acquaintanceship of more than
40 years ought, one would imagine, to have been ample
protection against any such insinuation as that indirectly

thrown out by my old friend Charles Poppy. What
have I to gain by it 1 Nothing ! I occupy no land

;

and of the few plants growing in the garden the seeds
are at the service of any one who wishes for them, I

have given away many, but never sold one in my life.

My letter after all was but a suggestion as to the merits
or demerits of a plant of which I know little more than
its extraordinary size and rapid growth. I thought, and
still think, it a pity that such exuberance of vegetation
should be suffered to run to waste, and that if cattle

would eat it (the main point I wished to ascertain), it

might be rendered a useful addition to our green crops.

Messrs. Hardy & Son seem to agree with others in

rejecting it as cattle food. On this matter I give no
opinion, for on this I know literally nothing. This I do
know, that no correct judgment can or ought to be
passed on this or any other novelty, without a patient
and impartial investigation into the best time for cutting
it. Many a plant if suffered to run to seed may be
unpalatable and even hurtful to cattle, whilst the same
plant given in an earlier and more suitable stage may be
eaten with avidity and advantage. On this point I

solicit information, for, as

"A man convinced against his will,

Is of the same opinion still,"

I hope I may, without any undue feeling of doubt or
discourtesy, insist that it have a fair trial, and this it

cannot have without various experiments as to the best

season for cutting it. As to its being poisonous I cannot
for one instant harbour a suspicion ; its very name,
Cow Parsnip, one would think is sufficient to refute any
such idea ; but this is a matter of no very difficult

j

solution. After all, my object is rather to obtain than
impart information, and to this end I shall feel obliged
to any one who will think it worth his while to make trial

of a few of the seeds, which I shall have pleasure in for-

warding as soon as they are ripe, en receipt of a stamped
envelope and address. I only demur to the slightest

insinuation as to quackery, which I detest and abjure as
heartily as Charles Poppy or any other man can do.

Samuel Taylor, Wotton Parade, Gloucester, July 1 9.

octettes.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
We will continue the walk round the implement yard

commenced last week, and point out any implements
that appear to us to deserve attention.

In No. 1 stand Messrs. Burgess & Key, and in 110
Messrs. Deane, Dray, &. Co., as commission agents, have
large collections of implements of all kinds ; the former
exhibit Ai'Corinick's and the latter Hussey's reaper. The
saw-edge of the former of these reapers is now adopted
in Bell's reaper by Crosskill, and in connection with the
latter there are two contrivances for delivery, both of
them very promising, viz., the tipping platform, which
gives the cut corn off in bundles in the wake of the in-

strument, these needing to be tied and cleared out of the
way before the machine can come round again, and the
system of rollers radially arranged, invented by Mr.
Palmer, of Stockton, by which the corn is carried to

one side and delivered without much labour to the mau
who superintends the operation.

At No. 2 Messrs. Humphries exhibit steam-engines
and threshing machines. There is here one of the new
contrivances in riddling machines which this year's exhi-
bition contains. This riddle is made of mahogany

;

and the perforations are inclined to the plane of the
riddle, which will not allow the short straws or Pulse to

pass through ; for they come in contact with the
inclined space of the perforation, and by the motion of
the riddle are displaced and carried over the hole.
At No. 3 Mr. Bigg exhibits his sheep dipping
apparatus in full operation, stuffed animals being
shown in process of undergoing it. To Mr. Lawea's
Beadon's tile spouting we have already referred as
cheap and efficient. When fixed, they are as firm, and
will last as long as the building itself. They require
no paint, and will bear the weight of a ladder against
them without injury. Well-burnt clay is one of the
most durable substances known ; and this system of
spouting is, therefore, practically everlasting, and, from
its great strength, is not liable to accidents. Each tile

is about 13 inches long, and the price of each plain
tile is Ad. ; of each stop end or outlet, 6d. ; or, if the
purchaser prefers, a mau will be sent to fix them at the
rate of od. per foot.

At No. 5 Messrs. Warner exhibit a number of
pumps, fire-engines, &c., for which, as our advertising
columns testify, they are already well known. Messrs.
Wood & Son, of Chelmsford, exhibit a large assort-

merit of agricultural implements, including one of the
many forms of cloderusher which are to be seen in the yard.

Machinery for washing and wringing clothes is shown
by Mr. Pearson, of Leeds, at stand No. 7. At 8,
Mr. Crosskill exhibits his well-known cloderusher, carts,

waggons, corn mills, Archimedean root-washer, Bell's

reaper, &c.
Messrs. M'Neill & Co. at show specimens of their

felt for roofing houses, flour mills, and cottage ovens.
A very good assortment of mills is shown by Mr. White,
of 266, High Holborn. Messrs. Hornsby & Son exhibit
their threshing machine, steam-engine, and all other
barn implements, their drills, &c, at stand 11. Messrs.
Day & Co., exhibit new land rollers. The improvements
in these rollers consist in making use of narrow edged
parts or discs, so arranged as to work side by side with
other broad faced parts or presser wheels ; the latter

having the centre holes made larger than the others,
thereby combining the crushing action with an imme-
diate abrading and self-cleaning motion in rolling the soil.

Root graters, chaffcutters, &c, are exhibited by
Messrs. A. & T. Fry, of Bristol, the former chiefly on
the principle of Bushe & Barter's grater.

A very interesting collection of fleeces is shown at

14 ; it illustrates the efficiency of Long's non-poisonous
sheep and cattle dressing composition.

A number of articles of kitchen furniture are shown
by Messrs. Ransome, of Essex Street, Strand. An
ingenious sausage machine, capable of mincing 1 lb. of
meat in half a minute and filling it into skins, is shown
by Mr. Nye, of Wardour Street. Mr. Read, of Regent
Circus, competes with Messrs. Warner in water
engines ; and Samuelson shows a large collection of
Turnip cutters, pulping machines, chaffcutters, corn-
crushers, mowing machines, &c. Busby, of Bedale,
shows his excellent ploughs and horse-hoes, carts, ckc.

;

also an ingenious topping and tailing machine, or rather
for loosening Turnips in the ground and cutting off the
tails, the tops having been previously cut off by a light

steel hoe with two blades. Churns and chaffcutters are
shown by Comes, of Walbrook, City. Mr. Hayes, of
Elton, Oundle, shows an elevator for straw. It is made
with two octagon drums, diameter of which is 20 inches,
and thereon is worked a chain with tines, driven by
suitable machinery to carry up the straw, and the slow
motion of the elevator absorbing but very little power,
the wear and tear is reduced to the lowest amount.
Can be driven by any machine, and the straw taken
three different ways as may be required, being a great
saving of labour to the usual way of men carrying the
straw up ladders. Price 40/.

Mr. James's liquid manure distributors, advertised in

our columns, are exhibited at stand 23. Messrs. Tux-
ford show steam-engines and threshing machines; for
the former they attained at the last official trials a very
high reputation. Mr. Clayton, of the Atlas Works,
Dorset Square, exhibits a large collection of his
machinery for the manufacture of bricks, tiles,

&c. Farm harness is shown at stand 33, by
Mr. Dunlop, of Haddington ; and from the ex-
treme west, Haverfordwest, in Pembrokeshire,
we have machinery exhibited by Messrs. Marychurch.
Wirework in the various forms of fencing, aviary
work, &c, is shown by Air. Standing, of Fishergate,
Preston. Cart Turnip-cutting machines for carrying
and cutting roots, spreading them over the land carted
on, are shown by Messrs. Caldow & McKiunel, of Dum-
fries. Messrs. Ransomes & Sims show an immense col-
lection of ploughs, grubbers, harrows, chaffcutters,
rollers, Bean mills, besides barn implements, threshing
machines, steam-engines, &c. Among the ploughs we
noticed a light one for one horse, price 30s. !

Smith & Ashby exhibit horse rakes, haymaking ma-
chines, and chaffcutters. Mr. Chamberlain's brick-
making machine is shown at stand 40. An ingenious
boring, mortising, tenoning and drilling machine is shown
by Mr. Coulson, of 36, Fetter Lane, York, price 271.

Clayton & Shuttleworth show a number of their well-
known steam-engines and threshing machines.
Richmond & Chandler, of Sal ford, have a large and

well filled stand occupied chiefly by their wed-known
chaffcutters wjth the characteristic toothed feed rollers,

lately improved by dimiuishing the size of the teeth,

chaffcutters, corn-mills and crushers, in which two
rollers of equal size revolve against one another at dif-

ferent velocities. Fisken's steam plough is exhibited at
stand No. 49, by Roger, of Stockton-on-Tees.

Barrett and Exall, of Reading, show steam-engines,
threshing machines, and all other barn implements.
Their improvements in the concave to their threshing
machine, and their compact horse-power are showii here.

Mr. Boby's (Bury, Suffolk) corn-dressing machine, to

which we referred last week, is exhibited at stand 51.
A portable covered homestall is shown in the

adjoining stand by Mr. Beadel, of Chelmsford. This
building is so constructed as to be readily taken to
pieces and removed, and re-fixed when required. It
is large enough to contain 12 bullocks, besides affording
accommodation for a large quantity of roots or other
food. Buildings of this description would be found to

be of great service upon farms where the tenant wished
to increase his accommodation without erecting perma-
nent buildings.

The remaining stands we shall resume and describe
next week.

Highland and Agricultural, July 0.—At the half-

yearly general meeting of this society 45 gentlemen
were admitted as members.

Agricultural Education.—Sir John Stuart Forbes

of Pitshgo, Bart., said :—The petition of the directors
for a supplementary charter to enable them to extend
their efforts towards agricultural education, had been
formally reported on to the Government, anefhe had great
satisfaction in congratulating the society on this further
step of practical progress in this important department.

Agricultural Statistics.—Sir John M'Neilreported that

:

The position of the inquiry is more advanced than on any
former occasion. Out of 43,5 schedules issued, fully 40,000 have
been returned, while only three positive refusals have been
received; and it is anticipated that the society will be in a
position to comply with the desire of Government with reference
to an early publication of acreage.

Paris Show.—Mr. Hall Maxwell submitted the

report on this show. Prizes for Scottish breeds had not

been offered until February :

—

No time was lost in making an appeal to the public spirit of the
principal breeders ; circulars were addressed to them, and
meetings were held in different places by the Secretary, and the
result exceeded the most sanguine expectations of the Directors,

for Scotland, though small and far removed from the scene of the
show, compared with many other countries, and with but one-
third of the notice given elsewhere, was, after Trance, the greatest

exhibitor of stock at Paris, having entered 51 bulls, 121 cows and
heifers, and 182 sheep; while the award of 109 premiums
established the quality of what she produced. In vegetable pro-

ducts she was equally distinguished—thanks to the magnificent

collection shown by Messrs. Lawson, to the enterprise of Mr.
Mackintosh, and to the contributors from East Lothian and other

quarters. With regard to implements, it is right to explain that

on account of the great cost of carriage, the society did not

attempt to induce makers to come forward. Stock was carried

free on the different railways, but as the usual rates were charged
for machinery, the expense attaching to so long a transit operated
as an exclusion.

The Chairman said the Society must feel what a great

debt of gratitude was due to the Secretary, Mr. Max-
well, for his organisation of this great work and the

ability with which he had carried it out. All who were

in Paris must be aware of the immense amount of

labour which he had to undergo while there. The
society undoubtedly owed a deep debt of gratitude to

their Secretary.

Sir R. K. Arbuthnot moved that the thanks of the

society be voted to Mr. Maxwell for his invaluable ser-

vices in connection with the Paris Show. The motion
was agreed to by acclamation.

Mr. Hall Maxwell said he felt extremely gratified at

this vote, but he could only repeat that whatever
his wishes might have been, or whatever his

exertions were, they would have failed but for the

assistance of those mentioned in the report. They
would like to know how Scotland stood, as compared
with other countries, in reference to the honours that

she canied off. The report had informed them that

Scotland was limited in her exhibition to sheep and
cattle. They sent no swine, because they were difficult

to carry, and the distance was great, and they were

necessarily limited to cattle and sheep. In these classes

Scotland had 100 prizes, England 77, and Ireland 24.

Switzerland had been referred to as being the greatest

exhibitor. He was not prepared to say whether she was

or not, but if they took the cattle, it would be found that

she had obtained 58 prizes against the 62 which were

gained by Scotland. In sheep she had no prizes, while

Scotland had 38. Austria had also been spoken of, but

Austria included Austria Proper—Bohemia, Hungary,

and other places—and represented a union of countries

not so united as the United Kingdom of England,

Ireland, and Scotland. Austria gained 47 prizes for

cattle, and 45 for sheep—total 92, against 100 gained

by Scotland ; so that in point of fact, if France was
excluded, the exhibition being on her own soil, Scotland

had gained a greater number of prizes than any other

country, and it should farther b<- kept in mind thatffhe

Scotch exhibitors had but three months' notice, while

those elsewhere had a year's. For products Scotland

obtained 9 prizes, including the great gold medal ob-

tained by Mr. Lawson ; England 2 ; and Ireland 5.

He did not wish to make invidious comparisons, but in

justice to the gentlemen wno had enabled the society

to make such a report as this, and who had carried off

these honours, he thought that the facts ought to be

made known.
Inverness Show.—Sir Ti. K. Arbuthnot gave in the

following report :—" The Directors beg to report that

the whole arrangements for the Inverness meeting have

been satisfactoi ily arranged. The entries show a

diminution in the number of cattle, and an increase in

that of sheep, as compared with 1846. According to

the arrangements, implements will be placed and judged

on Tuesday, 5th August, and tried and exhibited on the

following day. The general exhibition of stock will

take place on Thursday the 7th, to be followed by the

public banquet, and prize stock will be brought back for

examination on the 8th.

The Chemical Department. — Dr. Anderson said

that there was one department which varied very little

—viz., the department of getting analyses for the

members of the society. In the spring halt-year these

were generally the most numerous, and tins year they

had exceeded the average, a vt-ry large number having

been made, and very interesting results having been

obtained. There was one thing he might notice, and it

was of importance to general agriculture, that there bad

been a very decided improvement in the quality oi

superphosphate during the last few years.

Mr. Mechi's Annual Gathering at Tiptree took

place on Saturday last with eveu more than the usual

eclat. Upwards of 500 gentlemen of the agricultural

and commercial classes united to testify their sense m

the liberality, frankness, and energy of Mr. Mechi*

personal and professional character.

The processes, extraordinary some years ago, no
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more commonly to be met with, of liquid manuring by

underground pipes and hose, of Italian Rye-gra6s grow-

ing on this aystem, and of feeding on boards under

cover, which are the principal points deserving notice

in the Tiptree management, occupied successively the

attention of the visitors.

The original poverty of the soil as contrasted with its

present fertility, and the corresponding contrast between
the listlessness of landowner and tenant in former days,

and the activity and energy of Mr. Mechi, who is him-

self landlord and tenant now, was as usual insisted on,

and illustrated by more than the usual force in the

crops which the land this year exhibits.

When the visitors had assembled Mr. Mechi, accom-
panied by them, made the tour of the farm. Proceeding

first to a field of Italian Rye-grass, he explained the
operation of his system of irrigation with liquid manure
which was then at work. One of his labourers was
standing in the field holding: a gutta percha tube attached

to a stand-pipe, connected in its turn with the system of

subterranean pipes which are spread like arteries over
the whole farm. From this pipe, which he held in his

hand like a fireman, and turned at his pleasure in every
direction, a stream of liquid manure issued, at the rate

of from 80 to 90 gallons a minute, and was thrown over
every part of the land round a considerable circuit.

This done, he would fix his hose to a pipe in another
part of the field, and repeat the process until the whole
of it was completely irrigated. The liquid with which
it was so drenched consisted of the ordinary sewage
from the farmhouse at Tiptree, together with the solid

manure made by the cattle in the farm buildings, and
any decayed vegetable or animal matter, after having
been collected in a reservoir on the premises, and there
properly diluted with water for the purpose. The field

of Rye-grass, which grew Wheat last year, had been fed
off three times during the present summer, and now for

the fourth time bore a luxuriant crop. The underground
pipes for conveying the liquid manure over the farm
are 3 inches in diameter, and laid at such a depth from
the surface as not to interfere with the cultivation of the
soil. He calculates he shall have five feedings and one
good crop of hay from this field in the course of the
season. The sum of his experience of irrigation is that
he has always plenty of food and manure on a very
limited space of soil, and that he can sell hay and roots
when it pays to do so, and yet keep plenty of stock.

Besides, the fertilising effects of the irrigation continue
to be felt for years after, when other crops than Grass
come to be grown on the land. He had no hesitation

in saying that if all the farms in the kingdom were culti-

vated after his method they would be able to supply
food for the whole community without recourse being
had to importation, and he urged the immense benefit

that would result from the application by irrigation of

the sewage of towns, in the shape of liquid manure, to

the land of the country. An adjoining field of Mangel
Wurzel which had been drained and irrigated like the
rest of the farm elicited the admiration of the company.
Mr. Mechi said the cost of his liquid manure works,
including engines, tanks, pipes, and everything else con-
nected with them, was 41. 5s. an acre. Iron was cheap
when he laid down his mains, and probably they would
now have cost him about 61. an acre. At 7^ per cent.,

with which he charged himself, it was a most profitable

operation. Adverting to the subject of drainage, he
said he had drained a bog on his farm which, before
wholly useless, was now the best part of his land ; and
with, the large quantity of water obtained from that

source principally he was enabled to keep up his system
of irrigation. Ke advised his visitors to drain deep,
for he anticipated the time when the application of steam
would produce a cultivation of the soil 2 or 3 feet deep,
and what then would become of all the 18-inch and
2 feet drains ? On passing a fine field of Wheat he
said his experience taught him that by laying out 21.

extra in manure he got 4Z. worth of corn, or 1 quarter
of Wheat more an acre. This field had been alternately

Tares and Turnips one year, Beans between the two
next crops of Wheat, and then a heavy crop of Mangel
Wurzel. After that he manured it with 2 cwt. of guano
and 1 cwt. of sulphate of ammonia per acre, which was
washed in by the rains, but he preferred ploughing it in.

It had been further improved by the application of a
manure manufactured by Dr. Ritterbandt, from the
common "clinker" produced in large steam furnaces,
and which, on being submitted to a chemical process,
yields large quantities of potash of great value ae a
manure. The next was a Bean field affording promise
of an abundant crop, all of which, he said, he should
consume on the farm. This field was Wheat last year,
after Mangel Wurzel. He manured it well for the
Bean crop, and he meant -to sow it next with spring
Wheat. The farmer who did the least to his land, and
purchased the smallest quantity of artificial food and
manures, was precisely he who produced his corn at
the dearest price per quarter, and was in no condition
to compete with successful men who adopted the
opposite principle. This was a landlord's question quite
as much as a tenant's, and it was the duty of the laud-
lords to take the initiative in reference to it. If land-
lords were to have men of skill and ample capital for
their tenants they must tempt them by suitable houses
for their families, good buildings for their stock,
machinery for the conversion of their produce, and a
sufficient security for their unexhausted improvements,
louching mechanical appliances, he said, these they
must have if they meant to farm cheap, and they ought
never to use a man if they could get an instrument to
ao the work required at' less cost. He then pointed

509

year he had 50 acres of Wheat which yielded on an
average five and a-half quarters an acre, and the year
before 70 acres which yielded five quarters all but a
bushel.

Mr. Mechi next conducted his visitors over the
covered sheep and cattle sheds, the barn containing
threshing machines and other appliances worked by
steam, and the large reservoirs in which the liquid

manure to be used on the farm is accumulated. He
explained how, by putting thin layers of straw over the
manure from time to time in the sheep shed, without
removing the wet layers beneath for months the health
of the animals was strikingly preserved, as a proof of
which he stated that of 1200 sheep which he had had in

three years he had only lost one. Fowler's steam
plough, exhibited at the Chelmsford meeting, was at

work in a field on the farm during part of the day, as

young plants was quite
le drills equally so ; lime

preparing the land very slightly bene-
ficial

; but lime applied on the Grass was a thorough
cure. I have since that time gone on applying lime to
all the fields affected, at the rate of from 14 to 16 tons
per Scotch acre, and with uniform success, excepting in
one instance, where accidentally a few carts of lime had
been < drowned before it could be spread, and conse-
quently was applied in the state of mortar. The effect
was most marked; all around the crop was perfectly
healthy, but wherever a shovelful of the cold lime had
been thrown, the roots were not worth lifting. The
field I have alluded to was under Turnips last year. It
was limed on the Grass in 1853, and accident afforded
a striking confirmation of the propriety of the course I
follow. The hay crop had been stacked on the ground,
and the lime was applied while some of the ricks were
still there, consequently the spaces occupied by them
were unlimed. Two years afterwards there was an

Garratt and of Bentall,all of which excited considerable

interest.

The Journal of Agriculture, and the Transactions of the

Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland. July,

1856. W. Blackwood and Son, Edinburgh and
London.
The current number of this Journal is full of useful

and instructive matter on the theory and practice of
agriculture. We shall elsewhere refer to the important
introductory paper by Mr. Russell on the Lawes and
Liebig controversy, and in another section of our Paper
we shall give extracts from some of the other contribu-

tions to its pages ; at present we give a paper by Mr.
Hunter, of Haugh, West Lothian, on Finger and Toe in

Turn ins :

—

Finger-and-Toe in Turnips needs unfortunately no
description ; its ravages are but too well and too widely
known, and are now exciting general interest and
alarm. The extent of knowledge regarding the disease,

however, is very limited, having been hitherto almost
confined to an acquaintance with its effects; in so far

as regards its cause or its cure, it is as yet involved in

almost as much uncertainty as the Potato disease. In
1852 the subject was remitted by the Highland Society
to Professors Anderson and Balfour for investigation,

and queries were circulated for the purpose of obtaining
information. The facts observable in different districts

were thus obtained ; but the learned gentlemen by
whom the inquiry was undertaken expressed themselves
unable to throw much light upon it. At a late monthly
meeting of the Society for discussing the cultivation of
Mangel Wurzel, the subject was alluded to by most of
the speakers, and the importance of some fit substitute

for the Turnip was dwelt upon as a consideration that
would force itself upon public attention, unless some
method were discovered to counteract the progress of
the disease. In these circumstances, having been a
sufferer myself to a great extent, and having pursued
a mode of treatment which has proved effective, at all

events on my own farm, I willingly accede to the
request of the Secretary for a statement of my ex-
perience, believing it to be the duty of every one to
communicate whatever information he may possess.
" For the sake of precision, I shall confine my re-

marks chiefly to the treatment followed and the effects

observed on one field containing 16 acres, but which
was formerly subdivided, as is important to note, by a
wide fence, consisting of a hedge and ditch, now re-
moved.
" In 1846 this field was under Turnips ; the variety

was Swedes, and, up to the month of August, they
looked unusually promising and forward. Unhealthy-
looking spots at this date began to be observable up
and down the field, and gradually extended till I believe

there was scarcely a sound root to be found north of
the old fence line, and the crop was a dead loss. Of
course I was very much puzzled by this novel invasion,

but fortunately in the small portion of the field south of
the fence line I found no disease existing. Lime had
been applied to this part about 10 years previously

;

the north side had probably never been limed, certainly

not during my occupancy ; so here were at least indi-

cations of the course to be pursued. I may mention
that I was at this time convinced of the fallacy of the
idea, now pretty much exploded, that the presence of
disease might be attributed to the too frequent re-
currence of Turnip crops on the same soil, by observing
that all along the line of the old fence, where the soil

was of course new, the disease first appeared, and the
plants completely vanished. Abundant confirmation on
this point has since been found in the occurrence of
disease after old pasture, and on fields never before
under Turnips.

" The field then went through the usual rotation on
the four-shift course, and Potatoes were substituted for
Turnips, excepting on a portion reserved for experi-

ments, which were conducted in the following manner :

I had applied to part of it on the Grass, in autumn
1848, lime at the rate of about 14 tons per acre. Pre-
paratory to sowing the Turnips I applied lime to

another portion ; with the seed in the drills I applied

on another portion phosphates of lime, natural and
artificial ; and I also tried hot lime round some of the

young plants after thinning. I had chosen for trial a

portion of the field where the destruction formerly had
been most complete ; and the result I found to be as

were also some of the more ingenious implements of untainted crop, except on those very spaces, where
**

*
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there was scarcely a sound root. The effect to the eye
was striking even at a distance, so great was the dif-

ference between these spots and the rest of the field,

and no predetermined experiment could have been
more decisive or satisfactory than was the result of this-

accident.
M Of course it is impossible on such a subject to lay

down rules for the guidance of others, the experience of
different individuals in different localities being so
various, if not contradictory. My own experience,
however, has led me to the following conclusions : on
this farm, and I think I may venture to say in this

district, lime is a complete cure, and, so far as I know,
the only one. The best period for applying it is to
have it ploughed in with the lea, or I should rather say,
applied at that point in the rotation which will admit of
one crop intervening before the Turnips are sown, thus
securing a thorough incorporation with the Boil, and
allowing sufficient time for a beneficial effect being pro-
duced. Applied immediately after harvest, where
Turnips are to be sown, I have found it suitable enough,
but generally noticed that though the crop appeared
healthy, on examination the presence of disease could be
detected, and I therefore much prefer an earlier appli-
cation. It is essential to have the lime ploughed in in a
caustic state. I have always followed the system of
applying one good dose of lime in preference to two
smaller ones applied at intervals, and would recommend
not less than 12 tons per Scotch acre as about a proper
quantity. The opposite method is, I am aware, advo-
cated by many whose opinions are entitled to respect ;.

but I am not aware that any experiments have been
made by others with a view to settle the point ; and not
having instituted any myself, I cannot pretend to solve
it In these days, when lime is so expensive, and s»
difficult to be had at any price, it certainly interests all

of us to have some more explicit information on the
subject."

Miscellaneous.
Blood Manure.—Chemists and farmers, I believe

concur in understanding by this name a manure com-
posed chiefly or entirely of dried blood, and it bears
the highest price of any manufactured manure. It i3

right, therefore, that it should be known that a manure
is sold under that name, which is no more than a super-
phosphate of rather low quality, and contaius an ex-
tremely small quantity of ammonia. Its analysis gave-
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Organic matter ...

Soluble phosphates
Insoluble phosphates
Sulphate of lime ...

Sulphuric acid
Alkaline salts
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13.25
12.26

10.35
16.27

35.41

7.87

0.59
4.00

100.00

0.20Ammonia
If this substance had been sold as a superphosphate, ifc

would have been correctly named ; to call it a blood
manure is to mislead the purchaser, and either to

induce him to pay a higher price .than the actual value

of the substance justifies, or to buy a manure which
may not be suited to the crop to which he applies it.

Prof. Anderson, in the Journal of Agriculture.

2he Flat and Ridge System of Turnip Culture.—The
comparative advantages of growing Turnips on the

flat and on ridges have frequently been discussed ; and
ns the main strength of the argument has generally

consisted in showing that the flat system of growing
roots was indebted for any superiority it might possess

to its better retention of moisture in the soil, I make no
apology for entering into the matter here. I have had
nearly 20 years' experience in Turnip growing, and
sometimes it has seemed more advantageous to follow

the flat system than the ridge, and vice versa. In

moist climates ridges, when formed, leave a kind of
watercourse or channel between the artificial heights,

which acts most conveniently for carrying the super-

fluous moisture away, and not only that, but the

ridges are left, in the intervals of dry weather, in a
proper state for working the land, for horse or hand
hoeing, as the case may be. Where, as in Ireland and
Scotland, 40 inches of rain fall in a year, with a much
less average temperature than in the south and east of

England, ridges are decidedly preferable, as the flat

surface would usually be a puddle ; but the case is

completely reversed in the dry districts of England,
where little more than 20 inches of rain fall annually.

The summer heat is also greater, and of course the
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evaporation is far more than in Scotland or Ireland.

The ridge system of growing roots in any country lias

the merit of permitting of a better and cheaper cleaning

of the land when foul than when roots are grown on the

flat. The flat system, however, has a decided superiority

in a dry climate by retaining on an average of seasons

sufficient moisture in the land to grow a good crop, and

for this reason we give the preference to the growth of

Turnips on the flat generally in England. Journal of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England,

1
^HE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise

water, without manual labour, to any
height, where a small fall can be obtained.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps.

Fountains of every description erected

;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.
Hose ripe of every kind for watering ^v^

Gardens.

W. F. jRoe (late Freeman Roe), Hydraulic
Engineer, 70, Strand, London.

Calendar of Operations.

JULY.
Essex: Appearance of the Crops.—Since the late storm of

thunder and heavy rain last week, the crops here are benefited

"by it in a general point of view ; and the Potato has hitherto

manifested signs of vigorous growth. A humid atmosphere,

however, has since prevailed with too little sun for a summer's
month, and consequently disease prevails to some extent, and it

is visible in the Potato leaf again. Another week will no doubt
prove it true, for although it may extend to a very Blight degree
at present, yet it will soon manifest itself by the rancid scent of

the leaves when passing them on the road side. Some kinds of

the Wheat, too, in this neighbourhood have undergone no
change for the better, especially the crowded plants, which
generally suffer more or less from some disease or other ; and we
allude particularly to the variety called "rough chaffed M (and

why it should be designated thus we are yet at a loss to know,
for wt> would have it " fluff chaffed " or "satin chaffed," and we
think that "smooth" is a more suitable word for it than rough).

It is M red gum " which prevails in it to rather a fearful extent

here, because it is cultivated on our heavy clay lands more par-

ticularly. It is so much so, that on looking over some of it by
the way side it has the appearance of many lady bugs of an
orange colour sticking on the ears. Hardy and Son, Seed Growers,
M>ildon

f
Essex.

Fifeshihe: Appearance of the Crops.—Wheat—good, but very I

late ; Oats—various ; Barlev—good ; Beans—luxuriant ; Turnips
—backward; Potatoes—indifferent; hay—heavy crop. R. Russell,

Xilwhiss, Cupar, Fife, July 16.

Lincolnshire Fens : Appearance of the Crops.—The present

promise of Wheat is very good ; Oats light ; Beans full crop ;

perhaps not more than an average of corn ; Peas good ; Mangel
not an average; Rape not good ; Swedes a failure; Grass very
short; a good crop of hay well got. With tine weather the Fen
crops of Wheat will be quarters per acre better than last year.

Th'ymas Aitktn, Pinchbeck, Spalding.

Westmorland : Appearance of the Crops.—So far as my obser-

vation enables me to report, the crops in this neighbourhood

may be classed. Wheat and Barley a full, or rather an average

<;rop ; Oats below, and all apparently rather later than usual;

Potatoes a full crop, and up to this day perfectly healthy;

Turnips a sufficiency of plant, but small and puny from the long

continued cold and gloomy weather; it is doubtful whether they

will attain a full growth. The hay crop good, and much well

secured.

Hampshire: Appearance of the Crops.— If this fine ripening

weather continues another week we shall have a large produce

on much of the Wheat; it is well "chessed " and filling remark-
ably well. The crop is however very various, but cm the whole cer-

tainly an average—perhaps more. We are sadly in want of rain :

all the showers which we read of in the papers having missed u ^

since June 20. Our Potatoes are at a critical point : they would

be good if rain came immediately, but longer delayed I fear they
will give up on the chalks and thin lands. Turnips cannot be
good, and with longer continuance of dry weather will be a
"iailure. J. T. Twynam, July 24.

BURGESS and KEY, Agricultural Engineers.
Patentees and Manufacturkus of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's First Prise Reaping Machine, Sole Proprietors of

Anthony's Patent American Churn, and Kas^'s Farm Fire

Engine and Garden Pump, Wholesale and Retail Agents for

Parkes' celebrated Steel Digging Forks, General Agents for the

sale of all kinds of Agricultural Machinery. — Warehouse
95, Newgate Street, London ; Factory, Brentwood.

Illustrated Catal^jrups ^nt on rerpipt of 6 postage stamps.

BEEHIVES.
Prize Medal Awarded to G. Neighbour & Soxs, fo* Bir-

Hives and Honey, at tue Paris Exposition of 1855.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTtAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbocr&

Sons, with all the recent im-
provements, Glas- .& Ther-
mometer, price 35s.

t
securely

packed for the country.
This unique Hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit: its arrangements are

so perfect that the Honey
may be taken at any tim
of the season without at all

injuring the Bees.
Applications may be ad-

dressed to George Neigh-
bour & Sons, 127, High Hoi-

born, or 149, Regent Street,

London,
Their newly-arranged Cata-
logue of other improved
Hives, with drawings and
prices, sent on receipt of two
stamps.

Agents:—Liverpool, James Ccthbert, 12, Clayton Square;

Manchester, J. Wilson, 50, King Street; Glasgow, Austin
& M'Aslex, 168, Trongate ; Brown & Austin', 33 and 34, Argyll

Arcade; Dublin, J. Edmonds n & Co., 61, Dame Street:

Chester. J. Dickson & Bows. 102, Eafttpate Street.

Notices to Correspondents.
Beetroot : G T. There is no duty on the growth of Beet—that

which you refer to is paid by the manufacturer of sugar from it.

It is very questionable whether Beetroot sugar makers can
afford to pay a profitable price for English-grown Beet. It is

not the heaviest crop that contains most sugar per acre. In
some districts of Ireland where the process has been attempted
they give, we think, 15s. a ton, a price at which it may be pro-
fitable to grow it under a watery sky.

-Concrete: Anti-Oxeye. The Portland cement has been recom-
mended to us as able to resist the snout of a pig.

Hampshire Crops : Mr. Eames, Lymington, tells us, The Potatoes
are sadly diseased since he wrote us last week, and the Turnips
are bein* fast eaten up with the black palmer. All things are
suffering very much for want of rain. [In the report lately

published from Lymington it was " premature ripeness " that
was complained of.]

Poultry: G R. In judging Cochin China Fowls, the outer colour

is the point with which the judges have to do. If a case arose

where every other point was equal, which of late never happens,
we hardly think, even then, the judges would be justified in

making the under colour a point of decision, as they have to

judge the birds on their present merits, and not looking into

the future for their probable produce. If we wished to breed

light birds, we would prefer those without dark under-feathers

;

but it is undeniable that all have more or less of dark blood in

them, and also that the old-fashioned dark birds were heavier
and more 'symmetrical than the light ones. The ridiculous

stickling for uniform colour, and clear hackle, has robbed
birds of the qualities formerly found in them, as regards

weight and shape. Bow. Clean-legged game bantams are the

best for gold pheasants' eggs, as they are light, and the shells

of the egga are delicate ; an ordinary game hen is the best for

silver eggs, as they are stronger in the shell and a larger egg.

The twist in the tail of a fowl is generally the result of a curve
or deformity in the back bone; but it is sometimes the case

where no apparent cause accounts for it. We have known it to

proceed from long confinement in a small basket or coop,

which would not admit of the tail being properly carried ; a

very slight injury will cause it.

To Raise Water : T G
t

Clitheroe says:—Can yon or any'of your
correspondents inform me whether the hydraulic ram is ever
applied to the raising large bodies of water, say 300 or 400
cubic feet per minute, and if so, is it economically applied ? *I

only know it as a philosopher's toy, but if it can be advan-
tageously applied to large bodies of water, it seems to me
there are many situations where it might be so employed, and
I should be glad if you could give me replies to the following
questions:— 1. Can it bft applied to variable streams; say. if

it were adapted to raise 100 fret of water per minute, could it be
equally applied (without incurring any expense or loss of time)

totheraisingof60feet? 2. Supposing I have a fall of 20 teet, de-

livering on the average 500 fret of water per minute, how
gre*t ap^r centHge of that supply may I calculate upon raising

40 feet above the head of my fall ? 3. Supposing I am able to

raise 100 feet per minute, how large ought the pipe to be which
carries the water from the air chamber to the higher elevation,

and will the water in this pipe rise equally well at any angle ?

4. What would the cost of a ram calculated to raise this quan-
tity of water— I mean merely the valves — and air chamber,
and their fittings, hut not including the pipes necessary to
carry the water down to the machine, nor those for conducting
it back into the elevated cistern ? 5. Where is there a machine
*f this kind in sneceaaful operation? [The ram is of use, we
bel^ere, only when & large body of water and a little fail is at
command. It is, under these circumstances, able to throw a
little water to a great height]

G0TTAM AND HALLEH, Engineers, Founders, &c.

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

A SHOW E00M DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.

Hand-glass Frames Garden Engines

Game Netting Do. Syringes

Hurdles
Garden Chairs

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.

AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Uot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

«

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Do. Rollers
Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering

Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

T. GREEN'S NEW INVENTION IN LAWN MOWING AND
ROLLING MACHINES,

SOLE MANUFACTURER, IRON AND WIRE WORKS, NORTH STREET, LEEDS.

REGISTERED JULY 24, 1855,-No. 3739.

H^HE ADVANTAGES OF THESE MACHINES supersede all others by having
-L a small Wheel in front of the Grass Box, consequently will mow verges and round flower beds^
without any change of Wheels, or adding the old fashioned Roller, as in others; wdl also cut either
wet or dry, and by the simple adjustment of a thumb screw, in front, can be raised or lowered to cut
the Grass any length required ; and having two Rollers behind, and a small one in front, they roll the
width they cut; they will turn in very little room, and cut at the same time. All the working parts
made much stronger than the old machines. The bottom Blades are so constructed that they cannot
tear up the ground; they are only drawn, and not pushed and drawn as in other machines,
consequently do not require half the power to work them. The three first sizes can be worked by
one person with ease; the two latter with a pony or donkey.

2v *%•%* ..

13 inches
£5 5

LI
16 inches
£6

ST OF PRICES (NET
20 inches 24 inches
£7 £S

CASH):-
28 inches
£10 10

'*% V *v

and 32 inches

£12 10

A quantity of Machines of other kinds at Half the usual prices.
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Testimonial from Joshua Major, Esq., Landscape Gardener, Knoatrop.
tQ

To Mr. Gp.kf.n-, Leeds.—Sir, As I always appreciate public and useful improvements, I most gladly trive my J
testim -^

your highly improved Mowing and Rolling Machine. The one sent for my inspection and trial (cutting a breadth of 24
:

inc
"

=

ateit
drawn on flat ground with ease by one person, and although at the time of trial the lawn was wet, it was cut wi tn

"*f resize
nicety. So complete and simple la the invention, that amateur gentlemen, and even ladies, may work either the 16 or zu- ^^
with ease and pleasure, providing the Grass is not too long. For extensive places I .should say the 24 mci

de(j t

be most suitable; for even in undulating ground two persons may work it; but in flower gardens, when beds, &c
?
are

irejy

either of the smaller sizes would be best. I congratulate yon on your very valuable invention, which in m 5
,opinl

{

,°*

ineir ex-

surpasses, and must eventually supersede all others, for it is not only free from intricacy and easy to the workman, but ex"^
t^n to

peditious in its operations, and consequently must prove a great saving in the management of Grass lawns, ana a g

beM
the public.—I am, Sir, your most obedient servant, Joshua Major.

Other Testimonials may be had on application to the Manufacturer. ^^
The above Machines are warranted to answer the purpose aa described, or may be returned, and may ^

of all principal Ironmongers, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen in England ; also Mr. Charles Garrood, bope

! dent of Agricultural Department, Crystal Palace, Sydenham.
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rp!E IMPROVED PATENT GARDEN, WATER
L AND ROLLING ENGINE may be had in the Agricultural
Department at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham ; and at J. DOKE 'S,

the sole Manufacturer, 17, Exmouth Street, Cleikenwell, London.

The threefold use of this neat little Machine must be obvious
in Watering, Rolling, or Syringing; it will throw about 60 feet
and is so portable that any ordinary domestic may use it It
ntaina about 20 gallons, price 51. 10s.; 25 gallons. 61. lf>

WARNERJOHN WARNER and SONS,
«J Crescent, Jewin Street. London.
GALVANISED IRON' TUB GARDEN

ENGINE,
With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-

commended, for

durability and
]ow price, viz.,

21, Ids., to hold
10 gallons.
Larger Mzes

in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals., 24
gals., & 35 gals.
May be obtain-
ed of any Irou-
mongor or
l'lumbor in
town or coun-

. try, or of the
i atentees and Manufacturers, as also Machinery of all kinds
tor raising Water from any depth to any height by Steam,
Horse, or Manual Power, Prices sent on application. Syringes
of various constructions and sizes from 9*\ upwards. Metallic
String from bd. to 1*. 3d. per lb.

JFig. .) (Pig. 2.)

1 TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
ff • ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted Oak tub, fitted with
improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high .. £4 10

S°* ? " oS » » ^ » - B 10
No. 3 .. 28 .. .. 45 6 18• t •

If

• •

• •

a .

£2 15
3 5
4
5
5 18

T TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
y • ENGINE (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted
inside and outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and
registered Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate
rose fan and jet.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet high
No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 30
No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 45
No. 14 „ 30 „ „ 45

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes
Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,H inch. 14s. 3d.-, No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, 1| iuch, 12*.:
No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, If inch, 10s. 6c?.

Rkad's Syringe, with two roses and one jet, 19s.
J. Tylor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in
town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c. T
not included in these prices.

J. Tylor & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London.

TT J. MORTON and Co., Galvanized Iron Works,
-L -*-»

2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.
GALVANIZED IRON ROOFING, for Farm Buildings and

other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest roofing in use.
GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from 10£<£. per yard, for Farm

buildings, houses, &c—Never requires painting.
PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest and

neatest fence in use, will resist the largest Cattle, and will not
bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or over. Upwards
of 600 miles of this fencing fixed by us in the last 8 years. For
illustrated price list apply at the Works.
GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.—
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

2-inch mesh, 6d.
r
8d. and lid.

per yard.
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

2-inch mesh, 4<*., bid., and
?id. per yard.

The Netting made any
width, and with openings ofany size. a

fn?ntv ANl,

ZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS
and Chair? ™WET FOOD.-Galvanized Chain Camp Stool,.

fi« (U « Ik
These ar« made to close up and are very neat

5J;"V»°.
l2a

- ^- «»ch.-Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Rods and

Gates fc!!i-
0t aU tengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdh

i£S*1a r
^ ers

*
and *U descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-

2 WSSrffi^^^ to n*™ j. mo*to>- a co,

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by thk Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
Y Cutlery Worm, Sheffield; and 67, King William Stre-
London, where the largest stock of Curler? in the world is kept.

Drawings forwarded bv'post.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES. FRAMES & LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER X LEMON BOXES X LIGHTS.

TAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 3, Claremont
*-* Place, Old Kent Road, London.
Green I Hoth

, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 fret wide, any
length. . rora 1G to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft,6 in.
7 ft., 7 It. in., 8 fr., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, lrom'l2 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. bv 5 ft. 6 in., kept read v.
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready

P immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
all parts of the kingdom.— References may be had to the Nobility
Geutry, and the Trade, iu most of the counties in England.

THE PRIZE CHAFF CUTTING MACHINES
Of tfie Bath and West of England Agricultural Society's

Mbktino at Yeovil, June, 1856.

BUY OF THE MAKERS.
THRUSHES, COMBS, and BROOMS, of everyJJ description, whether for the dressing-table, household or
stable use, 30 per cent, lower than any other house in 'the
trade, at the Manufacturers, J. Sc ,) . WITHERS, 36, Totten-ham Court Road (opposite Bedford Street). Warranted Tooth
Brashea, lid.; superior ditto, Ad. ; the best that can be made, 6c/.each.— N.B. The lowest price asked, nnd no abatement.

M
PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855^
ETCALFE, BINGLKY,ANDCO.'SNew Pattern and
Penetrating Tooth Brushes. Penetrating unbleached Hair

Brushes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brushes, and genuine Smyrna
Sponges; and every description of Brush. Comb, and Perfumery
for the Toilet. The Tooth Bru arch thoroughly between
the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effectually—the
hairs never come loose. M.. R, and Co. are sole makers of the
Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orris Root Soaps-sold in Tablets
(bearing their names and address) at 6d.each, of Metcalfe's
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box; and of the New
^T

,e
J
t8
i~SolelN l

ablis, ' mentl30l5
'
and l*i Oxford Street, 2nd* !| d 3rd doors west from Holies Street, London.

TOURISTS AND TRAVELLERS.
LxrosED to the scorching rats of the Sun, and heated

i-auticles Dust, will find
"ROWLANDS' KALYDOKa most refreshing pre--« paration for the Complexion, dispelling the cloud of
languor and relaxation, allay in- all heat and Irritability, and im-
mediately affording the pleasing sensation attending restored
elasticity and healthful state of the skin. Freckles, Tan, Spots
Pimples, Flushes, and Discoloration fly before its application!
and give place to delicate clearness, with the glow of beauty and
of bloom. In cases of sunburn, or stings of insects, its virtues
have long been acknowledged. Price 4*. 6d. and &. 6d. per
bottle. r

ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL, a delightful fragrant and
transparent preparation, and as au mvigorator and purifier of the
Hair beyond all precedent
ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or Pearl Dentifrice, a White

Powder, compounded of the rarest and most fragrant exotics It
bestows on the Teeth a Pearl-like Whiteness, frees them from
Tartar, and imparts to the Gums a healthy firmness, and to the
breath a grateful sweetness and purity.—Sold by A. Rowland
fc Sons, 20, Hatton Garden, London, aud by Chemists and
Perfumers.

.-.

Ar.so the Kkcknt Award of the Royal Age* ti.tubal
So< ikty of England.

OICIIMOND & CHANDLER, having been awarded
* the special and only Prizes for Chaff Cutting Machines for
Hand and Power at. the recent Yeovil Show, beg to inform
Agriculturists and others that they may be immediately supplied
with these Machines, which, by their intrinsic merit, have
achieved the highest character in the trade, together with the
confidence of the public.

Address, Richmond & Chandler, Salford, Manchester, and
fcouth John Street, Liverpool.

D R E S S I N G CASES.AT Mil. MECHl'S ESTABLISHMENTS,^ 112. Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street and Crystal Palace,
are exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures in
Dressing Cases, Work Boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags,
and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department
tor Papier Maehe

-

Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table
Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-
ping orders executed.

Thft s*me prices charged at all the Establishments.

L^DaTfcADS, BLDDING, AJSD FURNITURE^
*J WILLIAM S. BURTON'S Stock on Show of Iron and
Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots stands unrivalled either
for extent, beauty of design, or moderateness of prices. He also
supplies Bedding and IW Hangings of guaranteed quality and
workmanship. Common Iron Bedsteads, from 165.; Portable
Folding Bedsteads, from 124.64; Patent Iron Bedsteads, fitted
with dovetail joints and patent sacking, from 17s.; and Cots from
20s. each. Handsome Ornamental Iron and Brass Bedsteads in
great variety, from 21. Is. 6rf to 151. 15s.

A Half-tester Katent Iron Bedstead, 3 feet wide, with
Bedding, &c, complete

—

Bedstead £i 4
Chintz furniture 17
Paillasse, wool mattress, bolster, and pillow ... 1 13
A pair of cotton sheets, three blankets, and a

coloured counterpane 1 5

OCHWEPPE'S MALVERN SELTZER WATER.
^—Having leased the Holy Well Spring at Malvern, renowned
for its punty, J. S. & Co. can now produce a SELTZER WATER
with all the Chemical and Medicinal properties which have
rendered the Nassau Spring so celebrated. They continue
Manufacturing Soda, Magnesia, and Potass Waters and Lemon-
ade, at London, Liverpool, Bristol, and Derby. Every bottle is
protected by a red label bearing their signature.

M A L V E K N SELTZER.
\'f

ALVEKN is 11(,t mow celebrated for its glorious
^- • hills, pure air, and charming scenery, than it is for the

sparkling freshness,
1 .into purity, and health-restoring pro-

perties of its mountain springs.'1

LEA, PERKINS, and BURROWS,
GREAT MALVERN,

Solv Local agents fob
SCHWEPPE'S MALVERN SELTZER WATER.

The delicious Seltzer, manufactured at the Holy Well with the
pure nnd pellucid water which flows from the granitic rocks of
.Malvern, is supplied direct from the place of manufacture by
Lea, Pkrrins. & Burrows, Pharmaceutical Chemists and
-Mineral \\ ate r Agents, to whom orders for Malvern Soda
I otash, and iM agnosia Waters. Malvern Lemonade, and Pure
Malvern Holy Well Water, should also be addressed. Either as
pleasant beverages, or as medicinal drinks, simply refreshing
and antifebrile, or absolutely curative, in cases of acidity, heart-bum, gout, Ac., these Malvern waters are unrivalled.

TO MARKET C RDENERS.WANTED ON LEASE, about 12 acres of MARKET
» » GARDEN GROUND, with snitable Dwelling House.—

Direct, statm- full particulars, to G. L., Pausey's Newspaper
Office, 27, Exeter Street, Brompton.

FARM W A NtTd!WANTED TO RKNT, on Lease, a Small FARM
y (House, Homestead, and from 60 to 80 acres of Land),

within 40 miles of London, and 4 miles of a Railway Station —
Address, post paid, stating full particulars to H. S., Mr. Bridgen.
Seed M erchant, Railway Arcade. London Bridge.

r
l 'O BE LET, at Pawlert, near Bridgewater, a large
J

- ARABLE FARM. -For particulars apply to Mr. Henry
Smith, Pawlett, Bridgewater.

-~PO BE SOLD, A FARM of 270 acres, 100 of which
-L are Arable. It has a good House, 1£ mile from a Railway
Station. The Stock. Furniture, Ac. can be had if desired.—
Apply to Mr. Geo. Kelsey, Hope, Folkstone.

Salts 65 Suction,

6

£i 19 6

1 a 44 * £6 15 9A double Bedstead, Fame ...

If without Half-tester and Furniture—
Single bed, complete £3 13 9
Double bed, complete £5 5 9

OATHS AND TOILETTE WARE.—WILLIAM
*-* S. BURTON has ONE LARGE SHOW ROOM devoted
exclusively to the display of BATHS and TOILETTE WARE.
The stock of each is at once the largest, newest, and most varied
ever submitted to the Public, and marked at prices proportionate
with tho*e that have tended to make this eatafaiis!intent the mo-,>
distinguished in this countiy. Portable Showe s, 7s. 6d. ; Pillar
Showers, 31. to 62. ; Nursery, 15*. to 32s. ; Snonging, 14*. to 32*.

:

Hip, 14s. to 31 «. fid. A large assortment of Gas Furnace, Hot and
C-dd Phm-e. Vapour, and Camp Shower Baths. Toilette "Ware
in great variety, from 15*. 6d. to 45* the set of three.
The late additions to these extensive premises (already by far

the largest in Europe), are of such a character that the entire of
EIGHT HOUSES is devoted to the displav of the most magnifi-
cent stock «>f GENERAL HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including
< urlery, Nickel Silver, Plated Goods, Baths, Brushes, Turnery,
Lamps, Gaseliers, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and Bedding), so
arranged in Sixteen Lar«re Show Rooms as to afford to parties
furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that cannot be hoped
for elsewhere.

Illustrated Catalogues sent (per post) free.

59, Oxford Street: 1. 1a, 2. and 3, Newman Street: 4, 5, and 6
Perry's Place. Established 1820.

'

MONTHLY POULTRY SALE.MR J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his
-LTJL Great Room, 38, Kin? Street, Covent Garden, on
TUESDAY, August 5, at 12 o'Clock precisely, Lord de Blaquiere's
stock of CHICK KNS, about 130, all bred from Prize Birds in
Dorkings, Brahmas, Cochins of all colours, Aylesbury and
Rouen Ducks, all of which will be S"ld without reserve; a selec-
tion from the yard of Francis Edwards. Esq., of Bulstrode Park,
including Black, "White, and Golden Polands, Gold and Silver
Spangled Hamburghs. Pigeons, &c—Catalogues by inclosing a
stamped directed envelope to Mr. J. C. SWTOS, 38, King Street,
Covent Garden.

ORCHIDS.
MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction, at his

Great Room, 38, Kin? Street, Covent Garden, on
TUESDAY, the 29th, and WEDNESDAY, the 30th inst, at
1 o'clock precisely, the valuable collection of ORCHIDS, the

:
property of A. EenrieJc, Esq., West Broomwich j the mention of s

: few will be sufficient to show the character of the collection :

—

It

rl

Aerides Lobbi
Schroder

i

tuavLssima
Cattleya labiata

n sp. from "Warczewicz
Cymbidium eburneuni
Odoutoglossuni Phrtlsenopsia

FLscatorea
tr

Phalsenopsis amabilis
9f grandiflora

Saccoltbium guttatum
lll'unei major
retusum

n ampullaceum
Vanda Suavis ( Veitcb's)

„ (Rollisson's)

11

1?

&c, Ac, &c.

May be viewed on the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had of
Mr. J. C. Stevens, 38, King Street, Covent Garden.

HAMPtN RAM SALE, 185(L
n^ BEALE BROWNE, Esq., has fixed MONDAY,

• July 28, for the Sal* bv Auction of about FIFTY COTS-WOLD SHEARLING RAMS ami Four or Five Older Sheep.
Two or three will be Let. Hampen is eight miles from Chelten-
ham, and two from Andoversford. Sale at 4 o'clock. This Flock
took 10 prizes and three gold and silver medals last year in
Paris, in Ireland, and at Carlisle, Hereford, and in Gloucestershire.
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TO READING SOCIETIES & BOOK CLUBS.

PUBLICATIONS OF THE
PRESENT SEASON.

+

E
1.

IGEIT YEARS' WANDERINGS IN CEYLON.
By S. W. Baker, Esq. Svo, 15*.

2.

CAPTAIN BURTON'S FIRST FOOTSTEPS IN
EAST AFRICA, or Exploration of Harar. 8vo, 18s.

TO
3.

CAPTAIN BURTON'S PILGRIMAGE
MEDINA AND MECCA. 3 vols. 8vo, 21. 3s.

4.

REV. B. CHAPMAN'S HISTORY of GUSTAVUS
ADOLPHUS. 8vo, 12s. 6d.

5.

CONYBEARE AND HOWSON'S LIFE AND
EPISTLES OF ST. PAUL. New Edition. 2 vols, square crown

8vo, price 31s. 6rf.

6.

THE FOOD OF LONDON. By G. Dodd, Author
of " British Manufactures." Post Svo, 10s. 6d.

7.

MR.H.DUBERLY'S JOURNAL KEPT DURING
THE RUSSIAN WAR. Second Edition. Post Svo, 10s. Qd.

8.

FLEMISH INTERIORS. By the Writer of A
Glance behind the Grilles." Fcap. 8vo, 7s. Gd.

9.

HOLLAND AND EVERETT'S MEMOIRS, &c,
OF JAMES MONTGOMERY. 7 vols. 31. 13s. 6d.

10.

MR. MACAULAY'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND
FROM THE ACCESSION OF JAMES II. Vols. III. & IV.

Svo, 36s.

11.

MANSTEIN'S MEMOIRSof RUSSIA (1727-1744)-

Re-edited by a Hertfordshire Incumbent. Post Svo, 12s.

12.

REV. C. MERIVALE'S HISTORY OF THE
ROMANS UNDER THE EMPIRE. Vols. IV. & V. Svo, 32s.

13.

RUSSIA, ITS RISE AND PROGRESS, TRA-
GEDIES AND REVOLUTIONS. By Rev. T. Milker, MA.
Post 8vo, 10s. fcf.

14.

KARS AND ERZEROUM. By Lieut.-General
W. Mokteith, F.R.S. 8vo, 15s.

15.

IDA PFEIFFER'S LADY'S SECOND JOURNEY
ROUND THE WORLD. 2 vols, post 8vo, 21s.

16.

PORTION OF THOMAS RAIKES'S JOURNAL
kept from 1S31 to 1S47. Vols. I. and II., post Svo, 21s.

17.

MEMOIRS, &c. OF THOMAS MOORE. Edited

by the Right Hon. Lord John Russell, M.P. 8 vols, post Svo,

At. 4s.

18.

THE DANES AND THE SWEDES. By C. H.
Scott, Author of " The Baltic, the Black Sea, and the Crimea."

Post 8vo, 10s. 6d.

19.

SELECTIONS FROM SOUTHEY'S LETTERS.
Edited by the Rev. J. "W. Waeter, B.D. Complete in 4 vols,

post Svo, 45s.

20.

MEMOIR OF THE REV. SYDNEY SMITH.
"With a Selection from his Letters. Fourth Edition. 2 vols. 8vo,28s.

W. Thorn-
2 vols, crown

9\All

SHAKSPERE'S ENGLAND. By G.
buet. Author of " History of the Buccaneers."

Svo, 21s.

22.

VEHSE'S MEMOIRS OF THE COURT, &c. OF
AUSTRIA. Translated by Fbanz Demmler. 2 vols, post 8vo, 21s.

23.

CAPTAIN WHITTINGHAM'S NOTES OF THE
EXPEDITION AGAINST RUSSIAN SETTLEMENTS,
EASTERN SIBERIA, &c. Post 8vo, 10s. 6d.

24.

THE PAST CAMPAIGN. By N. A. Woods, late

Special Correspondent to the Morning Herald. 2 vols, post 8vo, 21s.

Completion of the Nature-Printed "British Ferns."

On the 31s* inst., price 6s., the concluding Part (17) of the

FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN-NATURE-PRINTED
By Henry Bradbury ; with Descriptions, &c, by Thos. Moore, F.L.S. ; and Edited by Dr. Lindlby

The Parts are always on sale, and also a Portfolio specially prepared, price 7s. §d.

The Volume will be ready in August, in very handsome half binding, and icill contain

upwards of 50 large Folio Plates of "Ferns"

BRADBURY & EVAJjTS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET.

On the 31st inst., price Is., No. IX. of

LITTLE DORllIT, by Charles Dickens.—A New
Serial Story, uniform with u Bleak House," i( David Copper-

field," &c. &c. To be completed in Twenty Monthly Shilling
Parts, with Illustrations by H, K. Browne.

Bradbury & Evaxr, 11, Bouverie Street, London.
Stassin & Xavier, Paris. ^^

This day published, price 6s. 9

MISCELLANIE S—Vol. III. By W. M.
THACKERAY—Contains : The Memoirs of Barry Lyndon

—A Legend of the Rhine—Rebecca and Rowena—A Little Dinner
at Timnrins'a—Tim Bedford-Row Conspiracy.

Brapbuby & Evans. 11 . Bouverie Street.

On the 3lst inst., price Is., No. VIII. of the

POPULAR HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
By Charles Kxight. An Illustrated History of Society

and Government from the earliest Period to our own Times.
Each Part contains a beautiful steel plate, and the whole work

—

to be completed in five haudsome volumes—will contain upwards
of 1000 Wood Engravings.
Volume I. will be published in a few days, and will contain

eight steel plates and numerous woodcuts, price 95.

Braduury & Evans, It, Bouverie Street.

On the 31st inst., price 25., Part XLI. of the

pYCLOP^DIA OF BIOGRAPHY; or Third
Vy Division of the English CyclopiHia. Conducted by Charles
Knight. This Cyclopedia will form the most complete Biogra-

phical Dictionary extant; not only presenting a large amount of

information connected with the history of distinguished men of

ancient and modern times, but also giving a charactexistic de-

tailed account of all living persons of any degree of celebrity.

Published in Weekly Numbers and Monthly Parts. Volume I.

is just published, price 105. cloth.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street

QCHOOL BOTANY ; or, THE RUDIMENTS OFO BOTANICAL SCIENCE.
400 Illustrations. 8vo. Price 55. Gd. half bound.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

Now ready, price 55. 6d. cloth, the

HpHlRTEENTH VOLUME OF HOUSEHOLD
* WORDS, conducted by Charles Dickens. Complete Seta

of" Household Words" may always be had, either in Weekly
Numbers, Monthly Parts, or in Hall-yearly cloth Volumes.

Office, 16, Wellington Street North. Sold by all Booksellers.

NEW AND SPLENDID VOLUME OF
BO UN'S ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY.

WALTON'S COMPLETE ANGLE?.;
with Variorum Notei, Practical ond Historical. Edited

bv Edward Jesse, Esq. To which is added a Paper on FISH-
ING TACKLE, an Account of FISHING STATIONS, &c
By Henry G. Bohn. Embellished with 203 Engravings on
Wood by the best Artists, price 55.; or with the addition of

26 Engravings on Steel after Creswick, Absolon, Cooper, and
others, chiefly engraved by Willmore, price 7s.&d.

Henry G. Bohn, York Street, Covent Garden, London.

This dav is published, illustrated, price 15.,

yHE FRESH WATER AQUARIUM ; or Practical
A Instructions on the Management in all Seasons of Collec-

tions of River Animals and Plants. By Shirley Hibberd,
Author of "Rustic Adornments for Homes of Taste."

Groombridge & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row.

Price 15., or post free for 12 stamps,

GLENNY'S STANDARD OF PERFECTION
FOR PROPERTIES OF FLOWERS AND PLANTS.

" Indispensable to judges, committees, and exhibitors at

floricultural shows. The qualities which constitute perfection

are clearly described, and illustrated with wood engravings."

—

Advertiser.

London: G. Cox, King Street, Covent Garden.

Second Issue, price 25. 6d. 9
or by post, 35.

LAND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
;

with Plates by J. Bailey Denton, Drainage Engineer.

"The best practical treatise we have yet seen."—Agric. Gazette.
" A very able treatise.'

1—Mark Lone Express.

London: Ridgway. Piccadilly :. and Metchim, Parliamen t St.

P~
ROFESSORTlNDLEY'S INTRODUCTION TO
BOTANY, 4th Edition, with Corrections and Additions,

now ready, in 2 vols. 8vo, with Six Copper Plates and numerous
Wood Engravings. Price 245. cloth.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

CALB3AITH X HAUCHTOlVS SCIENTIFIC MANUALS.
4th Edition (4th Thousand), fcp. 8vo, 2s. 6d. cloth ; 25. Sewed,

MANUAL OF MECHANICS. By the Rev. J. A.
Galbraith, M.A., and the Rev. S. Haugiiton. M.A.,

Fellows and Tutors of Trinity College, Dublin. Foarth Edition,

greatly improved, comprising three entirely new chapters

—

1. On the Equilibrium of Forces in a Plane; 2. On the Collision

of Bodies ; 3. On Projectiles.

Previouslv published, by the same Authors,
MANUAL OF ARITHMETIC. 6th Thousand
MANUAL OF ASTRONOMY, 2d Thousand
MANUAL OF PLANE TRIGONOMETRY, 3d Edition ...

MANUAL OF EUCLID, Books I. and II. 2d Thousand ...

MANUAL OF HYDROSTATICS, 2d Edition
MANUAL OF OPTICS, 2d Edition, much enlarged

London : Longman, Bbowh, Green, Longmans & Roberts

A

MISS BURDETT COUTTS'S PRIZES.
Just published, 8vo, cloth, price 2*. &/..

SUMMARY ACCOUNT OF PRIZES FOR
COMMON THINGS, offered and awarded by Miss Bur-

dett Coutts, at the Whitelands Training Institution, lS5^-56.

London; T. Hatchard, 187, Piccadilly.

THE FOLLOWING WORKS ARE ALWAYS ON SALE
AT THE OFFICE OF TH IS PAPER.

Second Edition, revised and enlarged, price 5s. 8&,

ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY;
Their History and Management.

By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A.,
Rector of Intwood with Keswick.

James Matthews. 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden

Just published, price b#.

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA. Parts VI. and VIL, com-

pleting the First Volume, containing Oncidiura, Calauthe,

Limatodis, and Geodoram.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

_

Price 1*. 6rf., free bv post Is. lOd.

LABELS FOR THE HERBARIUM,
consisting of the names of the

CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERS,
OF

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S "VEGETABLE KINGDOM."
So printed in large type, that they can be cut out and pasted

into The Herbarium.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

NOTES ON BOOKS: A Quarterly Analysis of

"Works published by Messrs. Longman & Co. No. V., 4to, gratis.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans,

& Hoberts.

2s.

2s.

2s.

Is.

2s.

2s.

FRUIT CULTURE.
MR. RIVERS has recently published the Fourth

Edition of the "ORCHARD HOUSE," improved and en-

larged, 25. 6d. In this is given the Tropical Orchard House, or

the culture of Trouical Fruits in pots.

Also the Seventh Edition of the "MINIATURE FRUIT
GARDEN," improved and enlarged, 2s. In this is given a new
'method of cultivating Pears on dwarf walls.—The above are sold

by Longman & Co., Paternoster Row, or sent post free, at the

]
prices quoted, from the Author, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

II

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5.?. 6i.URAL CHEMISTRY.
V By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.

Honorary Member ofthe Royal Agricultural Society of England,

Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London,

Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon. E. I. Co.'p Military Seminary

at Addiscombe, &c, &c.

J, Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price 3d. each, or 55. for 25 copies for distribution among Cottap

Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post-office order

being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office of

the Gardener's Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the

country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for

one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition

to the cost of the numbers.

*pHE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
1 OPERATIONS. By Sir Joseph PaxTON, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardexkbs' Chbonicle. Upwards of

109,000 have already been sold.

African Lilies
Agapanthus
Anemones
Annuals
Apples
Apricot
Auriculas
Beans
Beet
Biennials
Black Fly
Books for Cottagers
Borage
Borecole »

Box Edgings
Broccoli
Brussels Sprouts
Budding
Bulbs
Cabbage
Cactus
Calceolarias
Californian Annuals
Campanulas
Carnations
Carrots
Cauliflowers
Celery
Cherries
China Asters
China Roses
Chrysanthemums,
Chinese

Chives
Clarkias
Clematis
Collinsias
Colewort
Cress
Creepers
Crocus
Crown Imperials
Cucumbers
Cultivation of flowers

in windows
Dahlias
Daisies
Dog's-tooth Violets
Exhibitions, prepar-
ing articles for

Ferns, as protection

Fruit
Fuchsias

!

Gentianella

CONTENTS.
Gilias
Gooseberries
Grafting
Green-fly
Heartsease
Herbs
Herbaceous Peren-

nials

Heliotrope
Hollyhocks
Honeysuckle
Horse-radish
Hyacinths
Hydrangeas
Hyssop
Indian Cress
Iris

Kidney Beans
Lavender
Layering
Leeks
Leptosiphons
Lettuce
Lobelias
London Pride
Lychnis, double
Marigold
Marjoram
Manures
Marvel of Peru
Mesembryanthe-
muras

Mignonette
Mint
Mustard
Narcissus
Nemophilas
(Enothera bifrons
Onions
Pfeonies
Parsnip
Parsley
Peaches
Pea-haulm
Pears
Peas
Pelargoniums
Perennials
Persian Iris

Petunias
Phlox
Pigs
Pinks

I Planting

Plums
Polyanthus
Potatoes
Pruning
Privet
Propagation by cut-

tings
Pyracantha
Radishes
Ranunculus
Raspberries
Rhubarb
Rockets
Roses
Rue
Rustic Vases
Sage
Salvias
Savoys
Saxifrage
Scarlet Runner
Beans

Seeds
Sea Daisy or Thrift

Seakale
Select Flowers
SelectflVegetables

and* Fruit

Snails and Slugs

Snowdrops
Spinach
Spruce Fir

Spur Pruning
Stocks
Strawberries
Summer Savory

Sweet William

Thorn Hedges
Thyme
Tigridia Pavoma
Transplanting
Tree Lifting

Tulips
Turnips
Vegetable Cookery

Venus's Looking-

Glass
Verbenas
Vines „ Va
Virginian Stocks

Wallflowers
Willows
Zinnias

J. Matthews, 5, Upuer Wellington Street, Covent Gardem

Printed by William B
1*REDERICK MULtETT
the Parish of St. Pancras
their Office in Lombard

SK2-.11 SL5SE& »nd . ommunications are to be
where all Adverti

thk Editor.—Satu&dat, July 26, 1&>6.
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T T,X\T ILLIAM BARRA
» » LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.
HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved

principles.
*.* An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shrubs,

Evergreens, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.

riEORGE TAYL
^-* Growers' Salesman

For Choice Garden Produce,
St. John's Market,

Liverpool.

O R, Junior,

Terms—"Cash."

EROSES.
J and J. FRASER beg to announce that their

• collection of ROSES is now in Flower, to which they
respectfully invite the attention of the public.
The Nursery is about 15 minutes' walk from the Lea Bridge

Station, on the Eastern Counties Railway.
%• Trains from Shoreditch about 12 times a day.

The Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road. Essex.—August 2.

ROSES, ETC.
THE AUTUMNAL ROSES at Sawbridgeworth are

now in fine bloom. The Orchard House culture will also
be found worthy of a visit, as houses upwards ;of 1000 feet in
length are occupied with Apricots, Peaches, Figs, and Vines in
pots. The Harlow Station, about one mile from the Nurseries,
is the most convenient.

Thomas Rivers. Sawbridgeworth, Herts.—August 2.ROSES
G CLARKE respectfully invites admirers of ROSES

• to an inspection of his superb collection, extending over
12 acres of ground, which are now in great perfection. Plants
can be selected now and orders executed in November.

All the newest Geraniums, Calceolarias, Azaleas, Epacrises,
&c. Fine collections of Rhododendrons,G hent Azaleas, Conifene,
Evergreens, and Fruit Trees.
The nearest and most pleasant route from the West End to

the Crystal Palace.—Streatham Place Nursery, Brixton Hill,
four miles from London B r i d ge

.

CALCEOLARIAS.
GEORGE CLARKE begs to announce that Seed of

his fine Collection is now ready. The high reputation
which they have attained renders it unnecessary to say further
in their favour than that they are warranted unequalled.
Packets, 25. 6d. each, payable in postage stamps.

Streatham Place Nursery, Brixton Hill, near London.

HYACINTHS AND OTHER BULBS
TXTM. CUTBUSH & SON respectfully 'announce
* » that their Descriptive and Priced CATALOGUE of
HYACINTHS and other Bulbs, containing also cultural remarks,
can be obtained postage free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, near London.

FERN CATALOCU E.

-OOBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
-tV LOGUE (24 pages) of his Collection of BRITISH and
FOREIGN FERNS, can now be had post free for six stamps.
Gratis to all previous purchasers.—Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

TJ UGH LOW ANlTca wUFfiend posTfree to any
A-* person making application for it, their GENERAL
PRICED CATALOGUE of PLANTS, TREES, SHRUBS, &c:
also* CATALOGUE of DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

Clapton Nursery, London.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
TRUE STOCKS of Chivas's ORANGE-JELLY

TURNIP, NONPAREIL CABBAGE, ENFIELD MAR-
KET Do., and EARLY DWARF YORK Do. f« August sowing.
Samples on application at A. Hardy & Sq-n'*, Seed Growers,

Limbourne Brook and KnowWa Farms. Maldnn , Essex.

GROOM'S BULBS.
H MATTHEWS, Son-in-law and Successor to the

• late Henry Groom, Florist, Clapham Rise, Surrey, begs
to call special attention to his beautiful and unrivalled collection
of the following Bulbs, &c. :—Amaryllis, Vallotas, Lilium lan-
<itblium, Japonicnm (true) rubmm, roseum, speciosum, puncta-
tum, album, &c, Tritonia aurea, Ranunculuses, Anemones, best
mixtures, and Auriculas. The above will be offered at remarkably
1
~ v>' prices, II. M. being desirous of making room for other stock.

PRIZE CALCEOLARIA AND CINERARIA~VeED.
LLIAM B. JEFFRIES, Arboretum Nurseries,
Ipswich, can now supply Seeds of Lis unrivalled collection

^•f the above in packets at 55. each, or second quality 2s. 6d. For
brightness of colour, shape, and beautiful markings they are
unequalled. In proof of their superiority they were this season
awaraed four first prizes and two first class certificates. Also a
few packets of splendid Fimbriated Primula, la. 6d. each.

aii A INDICA.—W. B. J. offers a very choice collection,
good plants, 9». and 12s. per dozen; very fine do., in 48-pots, for
flowering next spring, 12?. and 18*. Names on application.

VJ \

FRUIT TREES IN POTS.HLANE and SON, the Nurseries, Great Berk-
• hampstead, hare still fine ripe Fruit on their Trees, in

pots of Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Cherries, &c. Plants for
the coming season are very fine.

The AUTUMNAL ROSES will continue blooming throughout
the season.
Their General Nursery Stock is very fine. Flys from the

Kings' Arms Family Hotel meet every Train.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
JAMES NORMS has atili a large quantity of

CABBAGE SEED left, and will accept any reasonable
offer.—For particulars see la3t week's Advertisement.^

Sion Hill, Brentford End, August 2.

AZALEA INDI C A.

TJEIGATE SILVER SAND, PEAT and LOAM.—
J-V Sand, 165. per ton, or 1*. 6& per bushel, delivered to any
London Wharf or Railway.— Peat and Loam of various kinds, in
large or small quantities. Samples if required. Terms Cash.

John Kknnard, Swan Place, Old Kent Road, London.

TTASES, &c—About 200 different shaped Vases, and
» a great variety of other Garden Ornaments may be inspected

at AUSTIN & Sekley's Artificial Stone Works, 1 to 4, Keppel
Row, New Road. Regent's Park, London.

N.B. Fountains from 10?. to 400Z.

GREENHOUSE S^
TTENRY FREEMAN, Hothouse Builder and1A Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer, Triangle, Hack-
ney. Established 20 years. Good substantial built Greenhouses
fixed any part of the Kingdom for cash, 42 feet long by 13 feet,

T IVERY and SON, Nurserymen, &c, Dorking and !

m
: 8 « feet b7 18 **£ «£ > "j *'<*}v ™ feet, 30/. A first-

O • Reigate, beg to say that their DESCRIPTIVE CATA- !w °^ nV
86*

1 1° h*
I

;\
r5e/SS0

T
rtment

LOGUE of all the newest and most approved varieties of the I

^-pt '
Estimates for Heating, or anv branch in Wood nr Iron.

AZALEA may be had in exchange for one postage stamp.

—

Dorking, August 2.

OBERT PARKER begs to offer the following, of
which he possesses a large stock in strong and healthy

plants :— Per dozen.
Exotic Orchids from 42*.
Stove and greenhouse Ferns „ 18
Hardy do „ 9
Selaginellas or Lycopodiums „ IS
Geraniums, show and fancy varieties ... „ 9
Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass) ... „ 18

A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue is published, and will be
forwarded post free upon application. A remittance or reference
to accompany all orders from unknown correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Hornsey, and Seven Sisters' Road, Holloway.

TUUP CATALOGUE.
/CHARLES TURNER begs to intimate that his
v^ TULIP CATALOGUE, with prices, is now ready, and can
be had on application.

A Catalogue of Geraniums (including Foster's, Hoyle's, and
Turner's new varieties), Fancy Geraniums, Cinerarias, &c, will
be ready in September.

Now ready, very choice CINERARIA, 2s. Sd. per packet.
very choice CALCEOLARIA, 25. 6d. „

Royal Nursery, Slough.

"CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, AND SWEET WILLIAM?
TT7ILLIAM BARNES is now prepared to send out
* Seeds of his beautiful and unrivalled CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, and SWEET WILLIAM, the two former 2s. 6d.
the latter 1$. Qd. per packet.

It is needless to say anything in recommendation of the above,
as W. B. has received numerous testimonials in their praise
from the many gentlemen and gardeners whom he has supplied.
Payment by postage stamps.

Address—Camden Nursery, Camberwell.

EAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each pa^7t
containing 100 Seeds, Is. ; sent post free, Is. 2d. Calceo-

laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,
Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue
on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.
Wm. Cullingford, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

FERNS FOR SALE FROM MADEIRA.

MR. SAMUEL STEVENS, Natural History Agent,
&c., 24, Bloomsbury Street, London, begs to announce that

he has just received from Madeira in good health the following
FERNS; viz., Polypodium drepanum, Woodwardia radicans,
Davallia Canariense, Nephrodium molle, Adiantum reniforrae,
Acrostichum squamosum, Asplenium palmatum, Gymrogramma
Lowei, Asplenium monanthemum, Gymnogramma lanuginosa,
Nothochlseua marantae, Nephrodium elongatura, Pteris arguta,
AUantodia umbrosa, Aspidium frondosum and Balantium CHlcita;
they are for Sale at most moderate prices. Early application is

requested. Also a Ward's Case filled with Orchis folios a,

Price 5Z.

ANTED, next October, for planting, DEODARA
PINES, any size, and any quantity not exceeding 500.

—

Apply, stating price, to Mr. Browne, Hill House Farm, Ifield,

Crawley, Sussex, g
PINE PLANTS, CHIEFLY QUEEN AND JAMAICA^

TO BE SOLD, by Private Contract, in one or mora
Lots, 700 to 800 Fruiting and Succession PINE PLANTS,

very healthy, stocky, and clean. Gentlemen about to furnish their
Pine Stoves are requested to inspect this first-rate stock. Very
eligible for carriage by rail or water.—Apply to J. Lancaster,
Edward Street, Deptford.

RATS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALS,
how to paralyse, and render them immoveable on the spot,

though there be hundreds, so that they may be gathered with a
shovel and finally drowned. The effect warranted, and the cost

to paralyse 50 will be 3_d. Materials can be bought in every
town and village. The above astounding remedy sent post free
for eight post stamps to any address by Fisher& Sox, Publishers,
Kingsland, London. Established 1847. One Hundred testimonials
sent first if desired.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,

JJ
• (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved

Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description

j Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above.

KENT* S~ PATENT WEATHER-PROOF
GLAZING for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS and

GLASS ROOFS in general. Exhibited at the Great Exhi-
bition, 1851. Honourably mentioned. Illustrated Price Books
on the receipt of four stamps, or estimates sent.

Horticultural Bu i lding Works, Chichester.

CHEAP GLASS for HOT-HOUSES, and CON-
SERVATORIES.—The best place in England for strong

Glass is at the East London Sheet and Plate Glass Warehouse,
45, Leman Street, Goodmau Fields. 100 feet boxes strong small
sizes, from 8 to 6 down, only 6s., box included. All other
descriptions of Glass equally cheap, and delivered free of charge
to any ofthe Carriers in London. Estimates give:, 'ir PlateGlass.

\\/IRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
* * of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRY^AL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.
Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety

;

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make

;

Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;
Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W.Richards, Imperial
Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's
Theatre.

MARINE AND FRESH WATER AQUARIA.
C ANDERS and WOOLCOTT, 54, Doughty Street,U Foundling, London, Manufacturers of the Glass Tanks
in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park; in the Royal
Zoological Gardens, Dublin ; In the Conservatory of His Grace
the Duke of Devonshire, Chiswick; and various Museums
throughout the kingdom, have constanrlv on hand and in opera-
tion GLASS TANKS of all sizes for r Marine and Fresh Water
Aquarium.
These Tanks can be safely forwarded to all parts, and lists of

prices may be had on application at the above address, where
also the tanks may be sp^n.

T~0 CARDENEKS, ETC
PATENT PREPARED GARDEN NETTING

for covering Fruit Trees, Strawberries, &c
9
to be had in

any quantity from A.Gkeig, Fishing and Garden Net Manu-
facturer, Dundee.

GARDEN VASES, WIRE WORK, and IMPLE-
MENTSofHORTICULTURE.—COTTAMandHALLEN

have arranged in their SHOW ROOMS, for the Season, a Select
Assortment appertaining either to the Cottage or a Nobleman's
Mansion, comprising garden chairs, vases, and fountains, from
the cheapest to those of a more expensive and ornamental
character ;

garden rollers, garden engines, lawn mowing
machines, garden bordering, garden stakes, flower trainers,

garden arches, hand glass frames, every description of garden
tools, and a complete collection of articles, in plain and orna-
mental wire work, for the protection of fruit trees, the adornment
of the conservatory for aviaries, poultry houses, arbours, <fec.

Builders of conservatories and greenhouses, and manufacturers

ofevery variety of fencing and gates.—Illustrated catalogues and
drawings, free, on application to Cottam & H allen, Iron Works,
2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street.

THE FINEST FRUIT IN ENGLAND will be
secured from WASPS. FLIES, BIRDS, &c, by using-

HAYTHORN'S HEXAGON GARDEN NET, to be seen in
most Gardens, and recommended by all the principal Gardeners.
—Patten's Prices and Testimonials free by post. Orders to be
directed to Mr. Haythorx, Nottingham.

HPANNED NETTING, for the Protection of FRUIT
J- TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security
of fresh Sown Seeds, at 1^. per square yard . 200 yards, 14*.; 500
yards, 30s.; 1000 yards, 50s.; scrim canvas for wall fruit. At
Edoington & Co.'s Rick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth
Manufacturers, 49, King William Street, London Bridge;
17, Smithfield Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot,
Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth.

EW TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required,
1 yard wide, 2d. per yard: 2 yards wide, 4rf. per yard;

4 yards wide, 8d. per yard. HalfVinch mesh ditto, 2 yards wide,
8rf. per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds,
wasps, flies, &c. from fruit trees, flower or seed bed«, Hd. per
square yard. TANNED NETTING. 2 or 3 yards wide, 1M. per
yard ; 4 or 6 yards wide, 3d. per yard. At W. Cullingford's,
1, Edmund Terrace^Ball's Pond. Islington.

Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the» .•

Gallprv of thff Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

POULTRY, &c., SHOWS.— IMPROVED PORT-
ABLE WIRE PEN'S for Poultry and Pigeons, furnished

on hire by Thos. P. Haavki.vs, General Wireworker, 27, Dale
End, Birmingham.
WIRE GAME and POULTRY ^IITTING and WIRE

GOODS of pverr desrriotinn.

-

IRON FENCE, HURDLES. ETC.

i

T
B

i) • St
OfWRt. , w—y-..^^. .

•apply upon very advantageous term* to pnrehkajkr^ Every ' '-** *^
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal W*r:^.. Prfce*
&c., at the Manufactory as above. ^^ Ĥ l

-
E

HURDLES for SHEEP, B feet long, 3 feet ouf# M+*
of ground, 5 bars ...

HURDLES for CATTU-". R fret long, 3 feet &Z
inches out of ground, 5 ban ... " ... .?f5* *i g
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GRAY & QRfVJSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
/^1 RAY a.nd ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-
VX perience in the constraetion of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of
design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical
adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a
position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & O. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory
references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-wat
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

PATE01

WARNERS* SWING WATER-BARROW
(To Hold THiRTr Gallons)

Will 6Ave much of the gardener's time and labour. May be
obtained of any Ironmonger for 3/. 35.

WILLIAM SHAKE SPEAE,
(SUCCESSOR TO CLARK AKD JONES),

Manufacturer of Metallic Hothouses, Conservatories, &c, Hot-Water
Apparatus, and General Horticultural Builder,

5 5, LIONEL STREET, BIRMINGHAM

Brass Syringes, 9s. to 18s.

Also a great variety of effeetive Machines for Hydraulic pur-

poses, and to supply Gardens, Hothouses, Cottages, Fai
Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every requisite conne,
with the conveyance and distribution of Liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, <fcc.

BEEHIVES.
Pbxze.Mrdal Awarded to G. Neighbour & Sons, for B- -

Hives axd Honey, at the Paris Exposition ok 1855.

V-EIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEt-
-* HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighboub*
Sons, with all the recent im-
provements, Glasses,& Ther-
mometer, price 35s., securely
packed for the country.

This unique Hive has met
witli universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit: its arrangements are

so perfect that the Honey
may be taken at any time
of the season without at all

injuring the Bees.
Applications may be ad-

dressed to George Neigh-
bour & SONS) 127, High ilol-

horn, or 149, Regent Street,

London.
Their newly-arrangedCata-

Logue of other improved
Hives, with drawings and
prices, sent on receipt of two
stamps.

Agents:—Liverpool, James Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Squaro-

Manchester, J. Wilson, 50, King Street; Glasgow, Austin'

& M'Aslen, 163, Trongate; Brown & Austin, 33 and 34, Argyll

Arcade; Dublin, J. Edmondson & Co., 61, Dame Street;

Chester, J. DicKsOtf & Sons, 102, Eastgate Street.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS.

AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

TTflLLIAM SHAiCESPEAR in soliciting the attention of the Nobility and Gentry to this old and well-known.
•

j
Establishment, begs to say that in addition to continuing- the Manufacture of Metallic Hothouses, &c. for which his pre-

decessors were so justly celebrated, he undertakes the erection of Horticultural Buildings to anv extent in Wood, and since taking
to the business in lb62 having gone to considerable expense in putting up the most unproved Steam Machinery, he is enabled to
execute orders in tbe best manner and at the very lowest price for which first-class matt- rials and workmanship «>n!y cau be afforded.

Among the many examples of the euperor mo,le of construction peculiar to this Establishment, W. S. can with pleasure refer
to the magiwritent range of METALLIC FORCING HOUSES in the Royal Gardens, Frogmora, which after having been in

ma^M
n

-
3^e

-
vears? are allowea t0 De unsurpassed in their suitability to the purpose a required end the excellence ot the work-

p '

Designs and Estimates on applieaiiiom Experienced uorhmen rent to any part of the kingdom.

ail'

.c

I

ESTABLISHED IN TEE YEAR 1818.

'THESE FITTINGS will be found to possess

^ the latest and most important improvements, and ai

the best manufacture. AH kinds of Stable Furniture ill eu—
Iron Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, Tomb Bailings, &c. N«* iw
trated Catalogues forwarded on receipt of two postage stamp*-

James Barton, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford Street, London-

|
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MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON &
W CALCEOLARIAS

SON'S
\ RE the finest marked, best formed, and the richest in colour of any shown this season at the London Exhi-XX bitious. They obtained the Silver Medal at the Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, on Wednesday, June ISth, and are
the moat beautiful of any yet raised. Seed of these and other Flowers, suitable for the present season's sowing, may
now be had, also their unrivalled mixed Cineraria :

—

CALCEOLARIA, First Quality 55. J. per packet.
Ditto Second Quality 2 6

CINERARIA, Choice £ £ 2 6
Fob List of other Cuoicb Seeds see Advebtisemejjt July 19.

The Spring Catalogue may be had post free on application, or with Coloured Plate of Nine New Flowers, Price 1«.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.

ff

ft

F. . _
which they obtained the Silver Medal at the July Show of the
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park.

Colours :—Blush, pink, white, scarlet, purple crimson, scarlet
flake, purple flake, scaret-mottled, crimson flake, crimson
bizarre, scarlet bizarre, crimson maculated, and crimson mottled.
—Omnibuses from Graceehurch Street, City, and Oxford Street,
to Crystal Palace, Dulwich, passing within five minutes' walk
every hour.

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, High
•J Holborn, London, invite attention to their ENCYCLO-
PAEDIC CATALOGUE of FLORICULTURAL, VEGE-
TABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknowledged to be
the best published, which will be forwarded free of charge and
pott paid to all parts of THE wobld, upon application.

Primula, choicest fringed Is. per packet.
Calceolaria, choicest varieties Is.
Cineraria „ „ \s.

A most comprehensive CATALOGUE of DUTCH and
CAPE BULBS will be published in the autumn.
James Carter & Co.. Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn , London.

New and Beautiful Hardy Coniferous Tree.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA.

TVTESSRS WATERER and GODFREY have much
*-*-* pleasure in offering the above fine plant raised from seed
sent home by Mr. W. Murray, who- in describing it in connection
with other rare Pines, snch as nobilis, grandis, Jeffreyi, Ben-
tnamiana, &c, says, " It was the handsomest tree in the whole
expedition. It grows about 100 feet high and 2 feet in diameter-
the foliage is most delicate and graceful, the branches bend up-
wards at the end like a Spruce and hang down at the tip like an
ostrich feather, the top shoots droop like a Deodar, and the
timber is good, clear, and workable." Seedling plants will be sent
out in August upon the following terms, and orders executed
strictly in rotation. One plant 21s. ; six plants, 41. 10s.: 12 plants
11. 10s.—Knap Hill Nursery, "Woking, Surrey.

'

(JHOICE NEW ROSES OF 185 6.

Hybrid Perpetuals.—Belle Jardiniere, Docteur Henon, Due
d'Elchingen, General Simpson, Paamia, Josephine Ledechaux
Louise Magnan, Madame Knorr, Marquisede Murat, Mrs. Standish'
President Menoux, Belle Lyonnaise. Madame Desiree Giraud'
Marquis Balbiano, Comte de Montejo, Triomphe d'Avranches'
Souvenir de la Reine d'Angleterre, Mathurin Regnier, Souvenir
du Petit Caporal, General PSlissier, Prince Koir, Madame Cam-
baceres, Lord Raglan, Imperatrice Eugenie, Lafontaine, Madame
Place, Gloire de Dijon (Tea), Is. Gd. each ; Leon Haiman, 2s. 6d.
each

;
Fohchonne, 2s. 6d. Purchasers' selection from the above

3s. 6d. each. '

New Fuchsias. 1856.—Conqueror, Donna Joaquina, Yenns
de Medici, Charlemagne, 2s. 6d. each; Cuphea eminens, Is. 6d.
each

;
Meyenia erect a, 5s. each ; Tropseolum elegans, Is. 6d. each :

Hydrangea hortensis pleno, 2s. 6d.
H. M. begs to add that he has a few more sets remaining of the

splendid new Verbenas of 1856, as advertised by him July 12 at
4s. per dozen, post free. Also the fine striped Petunias, at 6s
per dozen, post free.

Hemry May, The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

fyUTHILL'S STRAWBERRY PLANTS for 1856^ and Spring of 1857 will be sent out August 25th
Cuthill's EARLY BLACK PRINCE, 5s. to 7s. 6d. per 100.
CuTniLL's PRINCESS ROYAL.-Early, very hardy, medium

size, superior flavour. Name suggested by Sir Jasper Atkinson
on account of it3 superiority. Price 11. per 100; 50 for 12s.; or
25 for 6*. (See the Illustrated London News of July 12th, for a
drawing of Ccthill'b Princess Royal Strawberry.)
Cuthill's PRINCE OF WALES.—Splendid colour and shape,

fine size, the greatest bearer of all other sorts, first rate for table
and preserving. Price 10s. per 100, for 50 or 6s. The average of
days in bearing of these three sorts is over 55; the average
weight about 17001bs. to three-quarters of an acre.
Cuthill's BLACK SPINE CUCUMBER, is. per packet
Green's LADY ANTROBUS WINTER CUCUMBER has

been in his possession 20 years. Per packet, 2s. 6d
Cuthill's NEW LONG WHITE SPINE.—Great bearer,

fine form, 12, 16, and 20 inches long, 2s. 6d. per packet.

J. Cuthtll's Pamphlet on the Potato, Strawberry, &c. 2s.
J. Cuthill's Market Gardening Round London. Is. 6d.
J.Cdthill's Pamphlet on the Vine Disease of Spain and

Portugal
;
containing also a Plan for the Total Destruction ofWood lice in Cucumber Pits, &c. Price Is.

Orders payabletojAMEs Cuthill, Camberwell, London.

HORTICULTURE.NEW AND RARE PLANTSJOHN WEEKS and CO., King's Road, Chelsea.
•' This Horticultural Establishment is an unlimited source of
attraction.

#
The Collections of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,

in all the various stages of growth and in endless varietv, include
every novelty that is worth cultivating

'

A large stock of GRAPE VINES, struck from eyes, very8trong for Planting and Forcing in Pots
FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS of every kind.THE SEED BUSINESS is conducted upon an "extensive scale,

quality"
warranted true t0 its k*B<*» and of genuine good

GARDEN TOOLS, and Horticultural Implements of everv
r.
c
r
,?il0n ' aU of the best make, no inferior article kept

rhp £S
T
;i
R0N VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great variety of

wra ^amiful designs.
7

S K?RK foraU Ornamental Garden purposes,

vuit *i? y and GentlT are most respectfully invited to

branches
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shment where Horticnitura l science in all its
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to any part of the country.*' '
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and A. SMITH beg to invite* the Public to an in-
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varieties that ripen in the open air befuie the end oi

September may be grown in great perfection in this

way, and regular annual crops insured, if care is

taken to thin the fiuit properly, for if too large a
crop is extorted, the tree icill have a year's rest. It

is quite astonishing how prolific these bushes
become in a few years, and by merely pinching off

the ends of exuberant shoots, about the end of
June, to within 3 or 4 inches of their bases, they
soon form themselves into compact round-headed
trees quite as ornamental as Orange trees in pots
and tubs, and far more gratifying as regards utility

;

for one would not like to place a dish of English
Oranges—cultivated as they are at present—before
one's friends, but English Greengages are always
acceptable."

In the views entertained by Mr. Ri\ krs concern-
ing the ripening of tropical fruit trees in heated
Orchard Houses we cannot concur without consider-
able qualification. In the first place very few

That Orchard Houses answer their purpose under
good management is sufficiently proved by the, _

, „,^

„

1CW
numbers that are springing up all over the country,

j

tropical fruits are worth cultivating; in thenextplace
They were wanted. With our deteriorated springs

|

few are cultivable. Mr. Rivkrs himself says :—
the acquisition of*a fruit crop had become too much ' " An orchard house for tropical fruits has long
a matter of chance, and with the chances against

; been with me a favourite idea, and recently, from
us.^ An amateur struggling with cold earth in
spring and hailstorms in May was like a gambler
playing against the bank. He might win, but was
sure to come off in the long run a heavy loser.

Orchard Houses put the small grower at his ease as
to a crop, and furnish him with much amusement

my having had a daughter return from a nearly two
years' residence in the West Indies, it has received
a fresh stimulus. The variety of tropical fruits

seems almost endless ; some of them, if I may
judge from description, are too rich, others too
insipid for English palates, and of the greater

into the bargain. It is something to be able to
\

part the trees that bear them would require
watch the expanding flowers and mark their setting, I a house far beyond the means of the
and assist at their first attempts at swelling into
ripeness without the probability of catching a
catarrh ; it is more to feel that whatever time,
patience, and money are expended will be certain
to bring their reward.
For this we have to thank Mr. Rivers. His

" Orchard House"* was soon made an amateur's
guide, and notwithstanding failures here and there

amateur not blessed with a large fortune."
That is very like the fact. What are not too
big are worthless ; what are good are too big. The
Cherimoyer is as tall as a large Pear tree ; Guavas,
Sapodillas, Water Lemons, and Rose Apples may
be attractive in the pages of Paul and Virginia, but
would be turned away from an E§glish dessert.
Who cares to taste twice the Loquats that now

arising from negligence, ignorance, or inexperience, ' come from Madeira ; thev are about as good as the
steadily maintained its ground. We, therefore, see worst Apricot that ever ripened. Mangosteens can
with no surprise that a fourth edition his been
called for. It is a compliment for the author to be
proud of; for it is a public acknowledgment of
valuable advice and instruction having been ren-
dered. In the present edition two new topics are

never be had out of palatial gardens ; and as to
Mangoes they find no favour by the side of a Necta-
rine. It may be safely asserted that beyond the
Pine Apple, the Orange, the Banana, the purple
Guava, the Litchi, the Mangosteen, and the

introduced
; one the cultivation of Plums in such ' Chirimoyer, there is little to be hoped for among

houses
;
the other a recommendation to apply the tropical produce fit for a dessert. The four first we

method to tropical fruit trees.

To the first of these proposals we heartily accede.
The crops of Plums obtained last year in the
Orchard House in the Horticultural Society's
Garden were abundant and excellent, while unpro-
tected trees yielded little or nothing. A reference
to our columns of 1855, page 612, will show that
Denniston's Superb, Ruling's Superb, Reine Claude
de Bavay, and a late Plum without a name
were the gems of the remarkable exhibition there
described. Upon this point Mr. Rivers makes the
following new statement :

—

" It is well known that Plum trees in our
climate bloom so early in spring as rarely to escape
the effects of spring* frosts ; it may 'safely be
asserted that a fair crop of Greengages, away from

have, the three last are all but unattainable
But while we are obliged to express our want of

faith in the merit of the greater part of the fruits

still unintroduced, there is one application of a
heated Orchard House to which Mr. Rivers draws
attention, and in which we agree with him. The
Orange tree and all its kindred might really repay
the cultivator. In England we hardly know what a
good Orange is ; but there is no reason why we should
not ripen them as well and as easily as Grapes.
A heated Orchard House offers the means.
" As an ornamental greenhouse and conservatory

tree, the Orange is an old friend ; and perhaps no
tree in the known world has suffered, and does
suffer, such vicissitudes of treatment, yet living
and seeming to thrive under them. It qlories in a«**%•. * mm m _ -walls, is realised but three years out of seven, even tropical climate, and yet lives and grows after beingm the south of England, but two years out of seven poked into , those cellar-like vaults used for its

in the midland counties, and seldom or never in winter quarters on the Continent; it gives flowers
Vorkshire. Isow, I propose that for those who

in abundance under such treatment, and would
wish to grow a crop of Plums regularly, and yet even give its fruit-albeit uneatable—if permitted,
not incur a heavy expense, rough-built lean-to Nearly the same kind of cultivation has been
orchard houses should be erected m some corner of followed for many, many years in England : it has
the premises so as not to be obnoxious to the eye, rarely had heat sufficient to keep the tree in full
ot Larch

i
poles, rough half-inch boards, with two or v ig0ur, and its roots in pots or tubs must have

three sliding shutters for ventilation
; in fact, merely suffered severely from having been placed out of

a glass-roofed shed on purpose for Plum trees in doors in summer on our cool damp soil, and in
• a * J. _ _

winter on a stone floor still more cold. If roots
could make their complaints audible, what moaning

pots while in blossom and setting their fruit. It is

surprising with what vigour and beauty Plum trees
blossom even in the rudest glass structures, and as should we hear in our Orangeries all the winter ! In
the trees need not remain in the house longer than '

cultivating the Orange for its fruit, the first con-
the end of the first week m June, wnen all danger sideration is to procure some of the most desirable
or severe spring frosts is over, they may be placed varieties ; those delicious thin and smooth-rinded
close together, so that a house 20 feet by 12 with a Oranges we receive from St. Michael's; the
path in itscentre will hold 96 trees, 48on each border. Maltese Blood-oranges, and the Mandarin would be
Ine trees may be potted into 13 or 15-inch pots, most desirable : with the present facilities of trans-
and treated exactly as recommended for other port, young trees of these could be procured
orchard house trees ; with this difference—all the ™ ' » « *• • - •

trees with their )
Toung fruit on should be removed

from the house on the 7th June, and placed in rows
or otherwise in the garden to ripen their fruit in the

There are also some sweet Oranges cultivated in
France, of which trees could be readily procured

;

but the first- named varieties seem to me most
worthy of the careful cultivation to be given them

open air. The pots may be plunged in the soil to
j
in the tropical orchard house. The firsf matter of

the extent of one-third, but not more ; for if the
I import is the soil best adapted for the Orange •

roots are too cold, the fruit will suffer in flavour, and there are many recipes given in our gardening
if the soil be wet and cold, it should be drained or books, but the most simple compost of all. and one
made porous, so that the water passes from the pots '

that cannot fail, is the following : two parts sandy
rapidly, and the top-dressing of manure must be loam, from the surface of some pasture or heathy
most abundant. As I have before stated, the very common, chopped up with its turf, and used with
late Plums must be ripened under glass

; but all thg its lump* of turf about the size of large Walnuts, and
* The Orchard House, or the Cultivation of Fruit frees in its fine mould, the result of choDBin? all mit^

HorticnltnVe™*.:;^,^
11.^^6

.

8 ol a
.
lLth

.
e ™iou_B branches of pots under Glass. By Thomas River*, of the Nursery. Saw-

I IZJ^L ™ J« " !*_ I_.,__
°t lean a ear old

<hel of this compost
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add a quarter of a peck of silver or any coarse

siliceous sand—calcareous sand and road sand are

injurious—and the mixture will do for all the fruit

trees of the tropical orchard house, as well as for

Oranges. In potting the Orange it is better to com-
mence with a pot too small rather than too large

;

for, unlike the Peach or the Plum, it does not feed

rapidly and at once fill the pot with roots. Thus a

unpalatable here ; but suppose they were crossed !

Suppose that such insipid kinds as the Syrian,
White Nice, and Black Sweetwater were touched
with the perfumed races of the United States, or

vice versa, there would be fair promise of good
and hardier kinds being the result ; and if the first

generation were crossed again with the Black Ham-
burgh or White Sweetwater or Muscadine, some

tree two or three years old may be potted into a further improvement would be almost certain.

9-inch pot, suffered to remain for one year, and
then removed to a 13-inch pot, perforated as for other

orchard-house trees, in which it may remain (unless

the house is very large, and a large tree is wished

We are told by Mr. Chorlton that " two of the

best in America at present are Isabella and Catawba,
both of which are only natural seedlings ; the former
from the species Labrusca, and the latter, which is

for) six, seven, or ten years ; a portion of the the famous Wine Grape of the West, most likely an
surface soil may be removed, as directed for other

orchard-house trees, but not deeper than from 3 to

4 inches, early in February, and the pots filled up
with the above compost ; and about the beginning

of March a surface-dressing of manure should be

given. I have observed that the French cultivators

strew fresh sheep's manure on the surface ; they

also place their trees in pure peat earth. I have

not seen this mode of culture in England, but it

may be tried where peat is abundant."

Such is the method proposed for this branch of

Orchard House cultivation, and we hope to see the

recommendation carried out. Gardeners must, how-

accidental cross between Labrusca and Vulpina."

It must be owned that those sorts, although the

best, have little merit ; and he gives a very unflatter-

ing character to other sorts. On this account, and
because of the invincible tendency to disease

among the European kinds, he also strongly urges the

expediency of trying hybridism, concerning which
he speculates thus :

— •' For producing a fine table

Grape, perhaps no better varieties can be chosen

than Isabella, or Concord, fertilised with Black
Hamburgh, for a black ; and Diana, crossed with

Chasselas Fontainebleau, for a light-coloured class.

For this purpose, it is not advisable to make use of

destitute of colour. The stamens are half as lonjfaTthe
lobes of the corolla. None of the translucent coloured
dots that are so common among Lysimachias are to be
found in this species except in the lobes of the calvx
where they are oblong, and stand in a row or row and
half on either side of the midrib. To us this seems as
nice a novelty as more showy flowers. It ought to look
well in the narrow trim beds of a well kept parterre
Whether it is really perennial we do not know. It seedy
freely.

PRACTICAL LESSONS IN BOTANY FOR- BEGINNERS OF ALL CLASSES.—No. IV.
By the Rev. J. S. Hexslow, M.A.., Rector of Ilitcham, Suffolk

Examinations and Prizes.—Subject-matter for an
anuual examination may be suggested under the follow-

ing heads :

—

1. A few questions viva voce on the general charac*.

teristics of the more prominent orders, and remarkable
deviations from them.

Ex. gr. The ordinarily didynamous condition of the

stamens of Labiates, contrasted with the unusual

diandrous state of some of them, as in Sage (Salvia),

Gypsey-wort (Lycopus), &c.
2. Blank schedules attached to about a dozen or more

specimens of wild flowers, to be filled up according to

the example here given by the words in Italics.

ever, recollect that there are Crab Oranges as well as
|

the Frontignans, or Muscats, for the natives have

Crab Apples, and that the fruit of most of the sorts
;
already too much of the musky flavour, and by in-

in cultivation is quite unfit for the table. We
should not attach much importance to the Blood-

red. It is among the sorts grown in Italy, in

Malta and Portugal, and in the Western Islands that

search must be made for the fine varieties that are

likely to repay the trouble that may be taken to

grow Orange trees for their fruit. If this is not done

nothing can come of the proposed experiment ex-

cept disappointment.

If bushes of the Eugenia Ugni, perhaps the richest

in flavour of all the uncommon Exotic fruits, were

troducing the sweetness of the Hamburgh and
Chasselas, we shall be most likely to produce a
Muscat flavour, with the size or beauty of berry,

and form of bunch of the two paternal kinds."

The opinions of a practical man upon such a

point seem to us deserving of consideration.

In connection with the present subject it is not a

little curious to see how the American gardeners are

in a state of complete confusion as to what is the

true Vine Mildew, arising from the attack of Oidium.
Mr. C. says there are two diseases in the States,

through the leaves ; the other like " a fine and
delicate hoary mouldiness." The first he supposes

to be the European mildew, while his account shows
unmistakeably that it is the second. Let us hope
that when Mr. Chorlton sees this remark he will

make the American public aware of the mistake.

New Plants.
180. Lysimachia lineariloba. Hooker in Beechey's— Voyage, p. 2G8.

Mr. Fortune has sent this from China to Mr. Glen-

dinning. It had been previously found only by the

naturalists attached to Captain Baechey's Expedition

when it visited the Loochoo Islands. It forms a very

pretty little herbaceous (?) bush, and is said to be quite

hardy. The specimen before us is about 2 feet high,

with a perfectly smooth shining red erect stem, branched
from the base, and terminating in quadrangular twigs.

The leaves are sessile, spatulate near the base, oblong-

ovate upwards, shining, leathery, convex, with a very

mixed with the Orange plants they would give one appearing in the form of brown spots, which eat

variety to the appearance of a house, and enhance

very materially its value. In our own opinion the

Ugni, when properly ripened, ranks with the Vine

and the Pine Apple. Its fault is that the berries grow

singly, and are no bigger than Black Currants; but

on the other hand it produces its fruit in abundance.

Some years since we stated, upon the authority of

French reports, that while the Vine Disease was

producing infinite mischief among European Vines,

the American varieties growing amidst them were

untouched. Upon this fact we ventured to suggest

the possibility of preventing the mildew here by

working our cultivated sorts upon American stocks.

It is to be feared, however, that this suggestion has

not met with encouragement ; for no account of such

a trial has reached us. And yet it deserved attention

better than many a proposal at which gardeners have

eagerly caught.

The French statement is now confirmed upon

evidence that can hardly be disputed. Mr. Chorlton,

in a useful little work which has just arrived from

the United States,* makes the following statement :

—

" In the United States the different varieties of

the native Vitis Labrusca, as Isabella, &c, and

those of the native Vitis vulpina, as Scuppernong,

&c, with ordinary treatment flourish and ripen

their fruit in the open air ; while those of the

exotic Vitis vinifera, as Chasselas, Hamburgh, &c,
have, excepting in a few solitary instances, proved

a complete failure from their tendency to become
mildewed. In most parts of the Union there is

sufficient light and heat to bring the different

varieties of the latter species to maturity, and they

are hardy enough to resist the cold, but unfortu-

nately, when the disease (allow the expression)

attacks them, the free action of growth is checked,

the energy is impaired, and instead of well-

hardened wood, there is nothing but an unripened,

sappy substance, to withstand the severe winters.

The fruit also is rendered worthless from the same

cause; and although many attempts have been

tried with the most sanguine expectations, they

have been as often abandoned."

In these few words an experienced practical

Grape grower substantially confirms the French

account, and we trust the subject may now be

thought worthy of European attention. Not that

we would limit the proposed trial to mere grafting

on American stocks. On the contrary, the process

of hybridizing seems also to promise advantages,

notwithstanding the bad quality, as we think, of

thj native American Grapes. Their mucilaginous

pulp, and strong mnsky or foxy flavour render them

"•The American Grape Grower's Guide. Intended especially

for the American Climate. Being a Practical Treatise on the

Cultivation of the Grape-Vine in each department of Hot-house,

Cold Grapery, Retarding-house, and Out-door Culture. With
Plan3 for the Construction of the Requisite Buildings, and giving

the best methods of Heating the same. Every Department being
fully Illus -rated. By William Chorlton', author of w The Cold
Grapery,' <kc. New York: C. M. Saxton & Co., Agricultural

Bcok Publishers, 140, Fulton Street, 1856.

Slit for inserting

the specimen.

CI.: D. Div.: An.

Sec. : Cabjafloral
{monopetatous).

Ord.: Composites
or Asteranths.

Gen.: Plume-thistle.

20th July, 1856,

by Jane Finder.
Sp.: Woolly-Tieaded.

N.B. It has occurred to me since my former commn-

nicatioii that these label schedules might be useful,

i

instead of keeping lists of the plants first found by each

child in a season. If each were required to put down

all it found, and a good mark allowed for every

label correctly filled up : references both to the plant

'

stands for names, and to the plant list for orthography,

would be vastly increased, and the results would be

more rapid among those who are not so anxious

as others to find themselves improving. I hare

ordered a box with pigeon-holes in which these records

of industry may accumulate in future, till the day for

investigating them shall arrive. Three marks instead

of one will be allowed for every plant brought in

flower for the first time in the season.

3. Blank schedules for the flower, fruit, leaves, ftt,

to be filled up for two dicotyledons and one monocoty-

ledon. The forms of these schedules will be given

when I explain how lessons are to be carried on by

means of them. Garden specimens may be selected,

provided they are of the same orders, though not neces-

sarily of the same genera, as the wild flowers of the

neighbourhood. Lenses, forceps, vasculums, and pen-

knives, are coveted prizes. Books on natural history

I need scarcely allude to, as they will be sure to be held

in estimation wherever means are forthcoming for pro-

curing such.

Educational and Instructional advantages of

Botany.—As these notices profess to be intended for

beginners of all classes, perhaps I may be allowed to

express my opinion of the advantages to be expected from

acceptingbotanyasabranchofageneral liberal education.

Many persons are interested with the ^^
and speculations of botanical physiologists, who are

nevertheless disinclined to attend to tff*?**
botany. Under this term I include morphology

investigations, because the modern philosophic sy*

tematist has constant recourse to these in deduclD
f

laws by which he determines the affinities of p»m*

The slow and cautious steps by which the mw»
system is advanced are not so generally jnvit,

°f'
capable of being so readily appreciated, as

i

tiie

veries of the physiologist. So far as pbj^g*
botany enables a teacher to convey interesting in

tion to his hearers, this department of the science n^
„« :«,„«.^OM + orlvnTitncp. nver systematic botany >

slight tendency to crenatures at the edge. The upper

part of the stem is covered by innumerable white starry

|

flowers, on long stalks in the axil of deep green leafy

I

bracts. The corolla is divided below the middle, and

i
has its segments slightly revoiute when fully expanded.

They are larger than in L. Ephemerum, and perfectly

an important advantage over systematic botany,

for purely educational, and indeed for pracut r

poses also, the advantage is greatly, I had almost

.

exclusively, in favour of the latter. Botanical pbf-

mall branch

sioiogy in its present staic «»«»«-.*—* - _ved to

of botany. Some eminent botanists have rem*

me that the great improvements which or ia J ^
have been introduced into microscopes have ^
these important instruments into such genera

^
that the examination of minute orgasms ana .

tary vegetable tissue, inducing «P^u 'at\°n *
rioa#

entirely of a physiological character, have
tQ

prejudiced the just claims of 8>'8tem?<lC
sUDp0Se'd to

a better attention than it is common y J?$*efli
merit. This has proved fortunate to tn s

progress of the science. As well nngbt as£
due

expect to perfect their theories without pay^
attention to mathematics, as botani ts hope

their physiological researches ™}*™}™^ system

tionate progress towards perfecting toe natu
i ^

But I am now endeavouring to substantiate
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tional uses of systematic botany rather than to maintain

its claim to the better attention of botanists generally.

A classificatory science has higher aims than the suffi-

ciently important one of training the observant faculties.

Correctly pursued it will certainly tend to strengthen

the reasoning powers. The observant faculties may be

trained by paying attention to the multiplicity of natural

objects which surround us, the majority of which escape

the notice of the many. The mere collector of speci-

mens cannot duly arrange his cabinet without expe-

riencing some advantage in this respect. But if he stop

here and content himself with depending upon others

for the lists by which he groups his acquisitions, he will

obtain comparatively few scientific ideas concerning

such minerals, plants, or animals as he may have been
at much pains or cost in procuring. He will know
nothing of the general principles which have induced
others to group and classify such objects as he
finds in his lists, or in the brief descriptions of

systematic writers. But in observing differences and
in striving to detect resemblances, and then deducing
results from his own investigations, his mind will be
occupied in a way which closely approximates, if it be
not strictly identical with, the method pursued by a
medical practitioner in framing a diagnosis of disease

from the symptoms he detects in his patient. The skil-

ful physician takes into consideration every symptom he
can possibly notice; his tact and patience are then
rewarded by the solution of difficulties which might not
even have suggested themselves to a less careful investi-

gator. The power of eliciting truth from circumstantial
evidence appears to me a mental qualification of the
same character. If I am correct in these notions, how
useful may systematic botany be made in early training
the future medical or legal practitioner how to observe,
and how to draw just inferences from the facts before
them.

A little experience, and no great amount of in-

tellectual capacity, suffice for the detection of those
external differences by which one organized being is

distinguished from another. A garden labourer acquires
great tact in discriminating numerous varieties among
the fancy flowers which the florist confides to his care.
The naked savage of Australia recognises by his touch,
even in the dark, certain minute shades of difference, by
which he distinguishes one gum tree (Eucalyptus) from
another, it has been said more readily than an
experienced botanist could do so by day ! But there is

greater difficulty in learning how far we are to neglect
superficial or trivial differences (often very imposing
to the eye) in searching for those less obvious resem-
blances which denote a greater or less degree of affinity

between the individuals which make up the several

groups to which botanists assign the terms " species,"
" genus," "order,

1
* and "class." The various differ-

ences and resemblances we detect are the data by
which we recognise the operations of those hitherto un-
discovered laws by which the Creator exposes to our
admiration the wisdom and goodness of his conceptions.

Accurate observation, patient research, cautious infer-

ence, close reasoning, are all needful to the successful

progress of every brauch of natural science; and
assuredly systematic botany is in no respect behind any
other in the results which have been legitimately

attained by the steady application of such means and
methods as are needed for eliciting truth.

In many respects systematic botany (including mor-
phology) possesses great advantages over all branches in

whatever kindred sciences might be adopted for the

purposes of general education. In chemistry there is

the insuperable difficulty of obtaining a sufficiency of

apparatus and the requisite re-agents for enabling indi-

vidual students to perform experiments for themselves.

In mineralogy a few small fragments will indeed suffice

-for acquiring the use of the blowpipe, and comprehend-
ing the agency of chemical tests. But most mineral species

are rare, and consequently costly ; many are very ill de-

fined. Moreover, no one can strictly claim the title of

a scientific mineralogist who is unacquainted with the

amount of mathematics requisite for solving problems in

spherical geometry and optics. In some departments
of zoology the facilities for giving practical lessons as

well as for private study are greater ; but are not with-

out drawbacks. In entomology we meet with the

objection, serious to many, against teaching children

to be regardless of taking animal life, even where the

-interests of science require and justify it. The ento-

mologist indeed feels convinced he inflicts little or no
pain upon the objects he impales, but the unscientific

cannot appreciate his reasons for believing this. It is

more difficult to appreciate those external and internal

characters by which insects are systematically grouped,
than is the case with plants. There would also be
difficulty in securing a steady and requisite supply of

'Specimens adapted to class teaching of the kind here
advocated, which does not apply in regard to botany.
If these difficulties stand in the way of entomology,
they exist to a greater extent in other departments of
^oology. I have heard this regretted by accomplished
instructors. Now, for practical lessons on systematic
notany, there is a free Museum on the grandest scale
to which the children of every village may resort, and
from whence, by very simple arrangements, the children
•of every town might be abundantly supplied. The
trifling cost of apparatus needed for collecting, pre-
paring, and preserving botanical specimens, is no mean
consideration where the many are concerned. After
the lessons have served their purpose as an educational
instrument, the knowledge imparted need not be cast
aside, as we find mathematics to be by the bulk of those

who have been educated at Cambridge. A ground-
work once laid by systematic botany, great facility i-

afforded for securing pleasurable information from all

departments of this science in after life. Few who
have fairly mastered the little technical difficulties which
beset them in the outset, are likely to regret what-
ever time they may have spent in doing so.

Many illustrations could be offered of the advantages
that might attend the possession of botanical knowledge.
For instance, with what different feelings will the

poorest emigrant to a distant colony look upon the

forests that surround his new home, if he have only

learnt to distinguish the principal natural orders of

plants. He then knows that some are characterised by
peculiar properties, noxious or beneficial to mau. He
determines at a glance there can be no fear of death in

the pot from his trying whether a Crucifer he never
saw before is adapted to make him a palatable dish.

Without hesitation he tests the flavour of whatever

fruit he finds upon a Rosanth ; but he prudently avoids

the most tempting berry of some unknown and possibly

poisonous Solananth, and passes by till he shall have ob-

tained proof that he may eat with impunity the fleshy

tap-root of a suspicious Umbellifer. How valuable would

have been the information that might have accompanied
many specimens in those large collections of vegetable

productions transmitted by our colonists in 1851 and
1855 to the two great exhibitions of England and
France ! As it was, they mostly arrived without

names or clue to guide the botanist to the affinities of

the plants which afforded them. Perhaps I have dwelt

too long on preliminary matters. It is time to enter

on the first practical lesson adapted to the comprehen-

sion of the youngest of botanical volunteers. J. S.

Ilcnslow.
(To be continued.)

of every individual tree is limited by its own constitu -

tion and other causes. It has also been demonstrated

that every variety of fruit tree when propagated at the

proper time and planted in a suitable soil and situa-

tion retains all its properties for an unlimited period.

It should be well ascertained in what manner, and on
what kind of stocks, each of the species and varieties

should be propagated ; in what soil and in what aspect it

succeeds the best ; and in what way it should be trained,

whether against a wall or as a pyramid.
When a fruit tree appears to be in a declining state,

or produces bad fruit for two or three consecutive

years, the able cultivator does not seek for the cause in

the age of the variety, but in the constitution of the
individual tree, and that of the stock which influences

it more or less favourably, in the soil, in the subsoil, in

the situation where the tree is planted, and in the form
in which it is trained. Further, he will observe whether
the fibrous roots and spongioles have or have not been
destroyed by the spade of the gardener who is ignorant

of the elementary principles of fruit-tree culture.

In conclusion, the question as to the duration of a

variety of fruit tree possesses but little interest The
only point which engages the attention of the amateur
is to know with certainty what are the varieties which
he can successfully cultivate in the garden and in the

orchard. After all that has been written on pomology,
it will in fact be the most complete monographs of the

culture of select varieties that will henceforth be

possessed of the greatest interest /. De Jonghe,

Brussels.

ON THE DURATION OF THE VARIETIES
OF THE PEAR TREE.

Some authorities maintain that the varieties of fruit

trees have only a limited period of existence, dating

from the time the seedling first comes into bearing, and
that after this period has elapsed they degenerate, and
ultimately disappear. An average duration of from

150 to 250 years is even assigned to a variety. This

idea is doubtless an error ; for before it can be

admitted to be correct it must be supported by sufficient

proofs, and these proofs are wanting. On the other

hand, there are many facts which support a contrary

opinion.

When the supposition first took its rise, what were

the varieties of fruit trees which existed in our

gardens ? In general they were natives of much
warmer climates than ours, or varieties equally tender

with those obtained in our own latitudes. These

varieties could only succeed in a good aspect, when
trained in certain ways, or against a wall. When
grown as Quenouilles, or as Pyramids, in not very

favourable situations, such varieties as the Bezi de

Chaumontel, Saint Germain, Virgouleuse, Doyenne
Blanc, Bergamotte de Paques, and Bergamotte ancienne,

&c, were no longer so healthy as trees grown on walls

in good situations, and ceased to produce fruit at all

comparable in size, form, and quality to that obtained in

favourable years from trees grown in that manner. The
vigour of these trees no longer answering to the descrip-

tions made in other latitudes, and their fruits not pos-

sessing the forms and qualities ascribed to them, was it

therefore to be concluded that the varieties were

degenerating ? These old varieties, when properly pro-

pagated, and when planted iu a suitable soil and situa-

tion, have preserved up to the present time the same
degree of vigour and the same state of health which they

enjoyed of old, and produce fruit of the same form and
quality as they did at the time of their first coming into

cultivation. If all these varieties are no longer to be

met with in gardens, is their disappearance to be

attributed to their becoming extinct through age ? We
should be more inclined to believe that they have

ceased to be propagated because they required a parti-

cular mode of management, and peculiarly favourable

situations, which could not be afforded to them by every

one. It will be the same with some varieties of modern
origin as soon as they shall have been eclipsed by others

in respect to their hardiness, productiveness, as well as

in the beauty and quality of their fruit.

At the end of the last century our orchards were, as

they are now, planted with Pear trees, the produce of

which was intended for market. Many summer,
autumn, and winter sorts were to be found, but very

few trees bearing good long- keeping fruits for the

dessert. If these comparatively worthless varieties are

no longer propagated, but are allowed to become extinct,

their disappearance cannot be attributed to the age of

the variety.

Sometimes in going through these orchards we cut

strong shoots from the upper part of very old trees,

supposed to be seedlings, and yielding fruit which was
esteemed by their possessors. These scions, worked

upon strong and healthy stocks, are as vigorous at the

present day as the trees from which they were taken.

If in 50 or 100 years another person take scions from

the trees which I have grafted, and work them under

the same favourable conditions, and so on, there will be

no reason why these varieties should not remain in cul-

tivation until replaced by others, better in every

respect. But this replacement will be the effect of the

will and understanding of man, and not of the variety

becoming exhausted and incapable of reproducing itself

by the graft. It is known for certain that the existence

_ VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXXXII.
535. Parasite (Cyttaria,* Jlhytism.a,f Dothidea,^.

tfcc).—Besides the ascigerous parasites last described,

which in their perfect state are entirely superficial

though in an early stage of growth the mycelium
traverses the large intercellular spaces on the under

side of the leaf, there are many real parasites which are

truly innate. Of these a portion are mere botanical

curiosities, others are so frequent or so conspicuous as

readily to attract the eye by their scarlet, tawny, or jet

black patches ; others are intolerable pests, while

others attain a considerable size, and are useful or even
indispensable articles of food to the savages who live

where they grow.

536. Cyttaria is not only remarkable for its large

size, its comblike aspect, its frequently tufted habit, and
its affording for many months of the jear a valuable

article of food to the Fuegians, but also because a fresh

crop of fungi grows on the living branches from the

same mycelium year after year. A similar habit occurs

in Podisoma and its allies, and the parasite flourishes

till the branch is finally exhausted. Cyttaria is con-

fined to species of evergreen Beech. Faint traces of

mycelium are visible where the fungus has fallen off, but

not to such an extent as might be imagined in a plant

of such enduring habits. The genus is confined strictly

to the southern hemisphere.

537. Rkytisma is equally a true parasite, but of very

different habits. It is intimately united with the tissues

of the plant on which it grows, sometimes affecting the

bark, sometimes the leaves. Species occur on the

perennial leaves of Andromeda and Ilex, as well as on
the deciduous leaves of Acer, Vitis, and Sa'ix, or the

herbaceous foliage of Aster and Solidago, The species

are seldom of such size as to be really detrimental.

Those on the leaves of Aster and Salix are the most
conspicuous, and that on the bark of the latter the most
destructive. Fries observed that, in spring, the sporidia

are discharged in a visible smokelike cloud from the fallen

leaves, just as the new and tender leaves are expanding,

and are thus enabled to establish themselves on the

opening foliage. In Salix there is a thick white

stroma, and the fungus is so highly developed that it

must make important demands on the strength of the

plant. Dichama, which is very nearly allied, infests

the living bark of Oak and Beech in England, but is not

confined to those genera. I have it on Cyrilla and

other trees from the United States. It is one of the

plauts which oscillate between Lichens and Fungi, and
which show their intimate relation. Some ot these

species at first insinuate themselves between the true

and false cuticle. In some cases the true cuticle is not

ruptured till a very late period, or may remain intact so

long as the parasite flourishes.

538. Dothidea also contains numerous species which

live at the expense of previously healthy tissues ; but

in general they are so small as to be unimportant, except

in the case of some exotic species. An exception, how-

ever, must be made as regards Dothidea typhina Fr.,

which is, however, now referred to Hypocrea. It lives

upon the flowering stems of various Grasses, preventing

altogether the evolution of the spike, and presenting

instead an orange-coloured cylinder surmounted by a

portion of the stem, so as to resemble a Bullrush. It is

fortunate that cereals are never attacked by this fungus,

or the destruction might be very serious, for wiiere it

occurs it is generally in great abundance.

539. One of the most destructive of the group is

perhaps Spkaria morbosa, Schweinitz. This is extremely

common in Pennsylvania, but scattered about in other

states, as in South Carolina, and is most injurious to

native Plums, but never in them producing actual death.

Cultivated Cherries, especially the Morella or Amarella,

fare, however, worse. Schweinitz relates that this

variety 40 years before he wrote was common in Penn-

* From xwrm$*; a bee-celi, because of tbe comb-like habit,

f From writ a wrinkle, because of the wrinkled surface.

X From c*8$w a tubercle, and u$qs resemblance.
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sylvauia, but a lew years after the variety dieu out
partly from its attacks and partly from those of a Cvnips,
its companion. The Greengage and some other Plums
never suffered at that time, but at a later period they

also failed. Meanwhile the swellings produced on the
branches, which were at first small, acquired a foot and
a half in length, hut were never loaded so thickly with

perithelia as when growing on the Cherry. 1 have
numerous specimens of this species from different parts
of America all presenting the same gouty aspect, and
rough with innumerable perithecin. This species has
not yet made its a; pearanee in England, but should it

tnce arrive, there is little reason why it should not
establish itself like some other exotic parasites.

540. Many other cases of minute fungi belonging to

the same series and infesting living leaves mi^ht be
adduced, as, for instance, on the pods of Crueiferce and
on the leaves of Cabbages, but their effects are so
rifling that they are not worth adducing in a *erits of
papers which is intended rather to have a practical than
a theoretical bearing. M. J. B.

Home Correspondence.
Wellivrjtonias.— Your Hertfordshire correspondent

speaks of the branches of his Wellingtonias dying off;
the same thing happened with a plant which I had
from Messrs. Veitch, in the autumn of 1854. I kept
it in the greenhouse during the winter ; in the sprin^
following I potted it in a 10-inch pot, it prew verv
strongly for two or three months, I then noticed a spo't

on one of the lower branches ; I placed it out ofMoors
in the sun, but still the lower shoots continued to'damp
off one after another, so much so that I thought 1

should have lost the plant. Those who have seen it

said hat it was Potato disease. In August I planted
it out in a moderately rich yellow loam, and since that
there has scarcely a leaf dropped from it, and the plant
is more than two feet high, and as much in diameter,
the stem at the surface of the ground being two and a
half inches in circumference. Mr. Charms, from the
Exeter Nursery, saw it a few days since, and said it was
one of the largest plants he had seen. Two or thre<
p'ants in this neighbourhood have suffered in the same
way, but now they are growing vigorously. W. II. D.

Qnercus sessilijl.ra (see p. 470).— I eneloce you some
leaves of the Oaks I mentioned faff your inspection. I

cannot discover any peculiarity in the leaves, but the
general appearance of the tree s is different from most
Oaks that I have seen, especially in the straightness
aud regularity of growth. I send t e measurenunt of

than average

it

• *•

** •

- »

-

t • i

• »«

• • *

Feet.
21
14
12

spring

Total

In.

6
6
2

of the

height

one, which is I think of much more
dimensions :

Girth, 1 foot from ground
6 feet from ground

14 feet from grc.uud

Above that it rather increases up to the
branches at 22$ feet from the ground. „..„
about 85 feet ; diameter of spread of blanches about
90 feet. A Welsh Subscriber. [The leaves are those of
Qu. 6essiliflora.]

Victoria Regia.—I have had this noble Water Lily
remarkably fine this season. I planted it out on the
30th of April in the usual manner in a mixture of
loam and river sand, m a brick tank heated with hot
water. The tank is 22 feet square. The plant had at
first only three leaves out on it, which were 4 inches in
dimeter

; it then made from three to four leaves each
week, and increased rapidly in size, until now it has
six fine leaves on it in the most perfect condition ima-
ginable, each measuring from 6 feet 6 to 6 feet 9 inches
in diameter. It is expected to produce flowers in a few
days. Hearing that the Victoria has not succeeded at
all well in the neighi ourhood of London this year, has
induced me to seud you this notice, and as soon as the
plant shall have flowered farther particulars respecting it
shall be furnished. W. May, Gardener to Josiah Spode,
Esq , Haickcsyard, Rugeley, Staffordshire.
Family Mills for grinding Wheat for whole meal

bread are no longer the desideratum which Dr.
M'Corniac supposes them to be. Economic and satis-
factory steel mil's can be had at Horsell's, 492, Oxford
Street, London, at prices varying from one to ten
guineas

; also instructions for preparing the Wheat and
using the mills. J. Burns, Hampton Court.
Radford Kidney Potato.—In getting up a piece of

this Potato I found amongst them four roots with
larger and rougher leaves than usual, and in flower. In
taking them up I found that one root contained 103
tubers, one ditto 105, one ditto 123, and one ditto 157.
These numbers may appear wonderful ; but I can
vouch for the truth of them. The Potatoes were
counted both by my men and myself. /. Hudson, Gar-
dener to Geo. Moon, Esq., Apphby Hall, Atlierston.

Gardeners 1

Benevolent Institution.— I have just read
the various articles which have appeared in your pages
relative to this charity, and, looking at the matter
discussed dispassionately, I cannot help thinking that
there has been " much ado about nothing." The claims
of those who have or have not subscribed to the
Institution have nothing to do with me; I am quite
convinced that many who have been and are now
pensioners of the charity are mere nurserymen or
seedmen's nom'nees, whose claims as gardeners are for
the most part of a very questionable description. For
my own part, on looking the list of pensioners carefully
over, I can only recognise two who could be considered
gardeners in the full sense of the word ; men who made
themselves heard and appreciated in their own day ;and these two men are M earns and Blair. Poor
Mearns (now no more) for rn^ny years enjoyed

something like a world-wide reputation, and perhaps no
man of his time did so much to promote and inculcate
a knowledge of the first principles of horticulture.
Blair was a botanical collector, a man of experience and
enterprise, aud, withal, a man of first-class gardening
skill. In fact, these two men were enthusiasts, and
lived for their country, not only practising the Tullian
principle of making two blades of Grass grow where
one grew before, but by their example they endeavoured
to make others '* go and do likewise." On the reverse of
this picture how easy it would be to point to a man
palmed upon the Institution almost at the commence-
ment of its existence by a lady of title after a yea; '8

subscription ; of another elected by trade influence a
year's pensioner, and then, when it was ascer-
tained he had a c< mpetency, withdrawn from very
shame by his proposers and promoters ; and of
others whose claims were not much better. Away
then with this discu^on about subscribers and non-
subscribers. Let us first know that a man has
been a gardener in the full sense of the word, and that
he is really deserving of the support of the subscribers,
aud then let him have it. Such a man is in my estima-
tion, if overtaken by difficulties in his old age, quite
as deserving as others who, supported by Lady A.,
Mrs. B., or Mr. C, become annuitants of 16/. per year
for 15 annual payments of a guinea each ; not a bad
investment, or an expensive way of providing for a
decaying servant. That many subsci ibe to the Institution
with no other view than that of becoming at the ex-
piration of their subscriptions claimants of the pension
is too true, and one cannot blame them, the invest-

ment is a good one, and avarice takes advantage
of it. I should like to see the chnrity, or at
any rate the committee, pitch a higher standard, an
intellectual standard for pensioners, and then I think the
candidates would be much reduced in numbers, and we
should have more real merit rewarded. From the com-
mencement to the present time the committee has been
much too easy in its admission of candidates for the
pensions, and such will be the case until a higher stan-
dard of admissibility can be erected. The Institution

is a noble one and must be properly supported, l>ut the
committee should be held responsible, and the paid
seivaut must be the servant and not the director of the
charity. He must not have the power of receiving
the proxies of subscribers and using them as he pleases.

No ; he must be the servant of the charity, aud if

proxies are returned without being filled up, let them
be at once cancelled. As an old member of the
Institution, aud for many years a working member
of committee, I make these remarks, and I warn
country subscribers, that if they intend the charity to be
properly managed, they must to a great extent manage
it themselves. It must no longer remain a matter of
patronage in the hands of two or three who have little

sympathy with any but their customers ; but candidates

must stand upon their own merits and claims, and then,

and not till then, "right will prevail." An Old Member
of Committee. [Of course we must admit a reply to

this letter : and we hope it will be furnished by the
Committee. With that reply the subject must drop as
far as we are concerned.]

Suburban Gardens.—I saw a pretty effect the other
day at Wells (Somerset) which is worthy of imitation

;

it is that of making the flat roof of the porch a platform
for a low stage for plants in flower. Those I saw looked
exactly as if a huge bouquet had been placed on the
porch, no part of the stage being visible, it indeed there
was any, or merely plants arranged according to their

height. The flowers are easily watered from the stair-

case window. Somerset.

Roses.—I am glad to see that you select for admiration
Roses which are really distinct in colour and character,
so many being now introduced with but the fraction of
a shade of difference between them. That fine Rose.
Jules Margottin, comes occasionally very like William
Jesse, Colonel de Rougemont like Baronne Prevosr, but
they are distinct. Sir J. Franklin seems a good deal
like a moderate flower of Paul Dupuis. In my opinion
Prince Lear is the best and most distinct Hybrid Per-
petual since the Geant. How beautiful and erect in
habit, and what fine foliage. What a treat it would be
could our French neighbours send us over a good
shaped yellow or blue Hybrid Perpetual ; those are the
only two colours in which there is a good opening.
General Jacqueminot is brilliant in colour, is a strong
grower, and has luxuriant foliage, but would be a more
perfect flower if a little more double. Sometimes he
has not many more pet»ls than his near relation the
Gloire de Rosom ernes. If amateurs were to make your
columns the medium of occasionally comparing notes,
they might afford themselves and others much amuse-
ment and instruction, and save themselves much disap-

pointment. Some Roses have their good and bad
years ; La Reine and William Jesse have flowered
remarkably well this season ; William Griffith I have
not had so good this year as last. Out of the 200 and
odd Hybrid Perpetual Roses in the catalogues I think
I could name 30 hard to improve upon. Paul Ricaut.

Club.—The gardens which supply Montpellier with
vegetables suffer much from what is called the "club-
foot." It is there believed to originate from an insect,

and accordingly it is a regular practice with market
gardeners to examine the root previous to planting out,

and to cut out the insect. This mode of proceeding has
invariably been found to succeed. M. S. Bentham.

Peashells.—In addition to the useful hints which
"M. J. B." has given respecting these at p. 354, allow
me to add that economical French housekeepers prepare

them for winter use by first drying them thorouebr7„
a slow oven, then browning them (not burning theml
under a sharper heat, and storing them in paper ha*.A three-fingers' pinch of these baked peashells not only
improves the flavour of any broth with which they an
boiled, but adds richness to its colour. For this pnrpeie
the shells of any ordinary pods will serve, though^
course the more sweetness they contain the better. The
peashells that are served as a vegetable to be eat»
together with the Peas they inclose are produced by a
distinct set of varieties of Pea, rather numerous. TheV
are called Sans Parchemin, or skinless, and Mange-torn
or eat-all ; there is the white -podded, the yellow-pcdded
the ram's- horn, the red-fiowered, &c. E. S. B.

*

Straubei rues.—I have some Strawberries in pots on
the front border of an orchard house. The first two or
three fruit produced on each plant were large and nail

of flavour ; but the remainder as they come on ut
small, vapid, and oftentimes disagreeable to the taste *

and numbers o! them are rotten before they are quite ripe'
They are allowed to root in the prepared border, and
have every appearance of healthy plants. I have
watered them occasionally with guano water. Can yon
inform me what is the cause of this disappointment in

what I had hoped would have been a good crop of finely-

flavoured fruit \ G. H., Camden New Town. [Ktik
manure ? Was your guano made with " Blue Billy ]"]

Wild Bees.—Can you or any of your correspondents
suggest a means for the extermination of wild ground
bees ? I am surrounded by them in such numbers that

the Grass of my lawns is perfectly obliterated. Q. B.
[Will not rags d'pped in turpentine and pushed into

their holes drive them away ?]

Blasting the Stumps of Trees.—On Monday kit

Captain Norton practically proved the efficiency of hii

" Percussion Blasting Cariridges" for blasting the

stumps of trees, in a timber yard in Church Street

Having bored a hole with an auger rather more than

half way down into the most knotty part of a large Llm
stump, one of the cartridges having a wooden head was

inserted, and an iron bar of the same diameter as the

auger, having a cavity or hollow in its lower end to

receive the small percussion appliance, was then put in

over the cartridge, so as to reach within about two

inches of the head of the cartridge, the bar being kept

in this position by a clip as well as by its fitting tightly

in the hollow bore of the stump ; a long plank of timber

with one end on the ground and the other end held over

the bar by a long rope, was then allowed to fall on the

upper end of the iron bar, and the cartridge was

instantly fired, and the stump rent asunder. This

method of splitting the stumps of trees when other

means have failed may be beneficially put in practice

for procuring fire-wood instead of allowing the stumps

to go waste. The iron bar being of the same diameter

as the auger, it necessarily fits air tight in the hollow

above the cartridge and allows of no escape of the elas-

tic gas when the charge explodes, thus concentrating

the whole force of the explosion upon the solid stump,

and no tamping is required, and the percussion applian-

ces obviate the necessity of any fuse. Captain Norton,

therefore, very appropriately pronounces this means of

blasting to be on the " Highest pressure, no safety valve,

steam-boiler exploding, gun-barrel bursting principle,''

and as the percussion appliance is separate from the

cartridge and only brought in contact with it when

required, there can be no fear of any accidental

explosion. The shattered appearance of the blwted

stump shows what the effect of his rifle percussion shell

would be in the hull of a man of war, when fired from a

63-pounder rifle cannon. Gravesend, July 26th.

*r^ flrietiec*

Caledonian Horticultural : July 5.—There was or

this occasion a marked improvement in the cultivatu '•

of specimen plants, and the number brought forward

was greater than ordinary. Prizes were awarded as

follows :—Silver Medal to Mr. Smith, Melville Ct*le,

for Tetratheca verticillata and Polygala Dalmaisiana.

Stove or Greenhouse Plant, not shrubby: 1st, Mr.

Falconer, Canonmills Cottage, with Oncidium puhma-

tum, trained in a balloon form ; 2d, Mr. Lockhar

Arniston, with Gloxinia magniflora alba. Cape Heatn-

lst, Mr. Smith, with Erica ventricosa and E. vennv

cosa superba. Pelargoniums : 1st, Mr. Forrest, Glen-

tarkie, with Mochana; 2d, Mr. Henderson, CargihW-

with Stella. Ditto, in 6-inch pots : 1st, Mr. Forrest,

with Forget-me-Not and Carlos ; 2d, Mr. Henderson,

with Stella and Fair Ellen. Fancy Pelargomoms

.

1st, Mr. Forrest, with Lady Hume Campbell ;
M'™'

Cameron, gr. to S. Hay, Esq., with Princess HJ
- J 4

... Forrest, with

Othello and Bride : 2d, Mr. Henderson,
Galitzin. Ditto in 6-inch pots : 1st, Mr. ForTest'^j
Othello and Bride ; 2d, Mr. Henderson, with CeJ*?

1

^
and Madame Van der Weyer. Fuchsias in w»«j

pots : 1st, Mr. Henderson, with Prince Albert «
Queen of Hanover ; 2d, Mr. Walker, Rosehall, ^»
well-grown plants of the same varieties. ^°®e

f
' -^

Mr. Wemyss, Springwood Park, with the W10™*
varieties :— Count de Montalivet, Baronne ^rew»

Madame Zoutman, Comtesse Mole, Madame 1A0».'

Cloth of Gold, La Ville de Bruxelles, Eiise Saiiva .,

Napoleon, Geant des Batailles, Adam, and V™b(fd&.

Sutherland ; 2d, Mr. Buist, Tyningham, with GeanV>
'

Batailles, Jules Margottin, Devoniensis, Baronne r

vost, Mrs. Bosanquet, William Jesse, AdaID > . ,

Ricaut, Duchess of Sutherland, General Jacquenw-

Lanei, and William Griffiths. Phloxes in PoW '. £
Mr. M'Farlane, Barnton, with Antagonist, Masterp
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and a Seedling named Rival ; 2d, Mr. Mitchell, Ravel-
stoo, with Colonel Dundas, Antagonist, and Master-
piece. Herbaceous Plants, cut spikes : 1st, Mr. Hally,

Hermiston, with Aconitum uncinatum, Lilium bulbi-

ferum var. umbellatum, Delphinium Barlowi, double
Rocket, and an unnamed species of Salvia from Cash-
mere ; 2d, Mr. Pender, Moredun, with Iris germanica,
Spiraea Aruncus, Delphinium grandiflorum, Dictamnus
Fraxinella, Lychnis viscaria (double-flowered), and
Lilium bulbiferum. Ferns: 1st, Mr. Lockhart, with
large plants of Lygodium scandens, Asplenium vivi-

parum, Aspidium exaltatum and dilatatum, Adiantum
cuneatum and A. pubescens ; 2d, Mr. Smith, with
Adiantum formosum, cuneatum, and speciosum, Cvrto-
mium falcatum, Anemidictyon fraxinifoliura, and Nipho-
bolus chinensis ; 3d, Mr. Falconer, with Lygodium
scandens, Osmunda regalis, Pteris rotundifolia, Asple-
nium septentrionale,Lastrea Oreopteris, and Polypodium
Billardieri. Turnips : 1 st, Mr. Porterfield, Upper
Hermitage, with Orange Jelly Turnip ; 2d, Mr.
Mitchell, with Early Dutch White. Fruit: 1st, Mr.
Pender, who produced Black Hamburgh and White
Muscadine Grapes, Royal George Peaches, Stone Pippin
Apples, in good preservation, and Murray Nectarines.
The following prizes offered by office-bearers of the
Society were awarded :— For the best collection of
Fruit, One Sovereign, to Mr. Pender, for Peaches,
Nectarines, Apples, Red Currants, White Muscadine
and Black Hamburgh Grapes, and Melon, tastefully

arranged in a round tray. Variegated Plants, One
Sovereign, to Mr. Lockhart, for Cissus discolor, Coleus
Blumei, Maranta bicolor, and Musa maculata. Stove or
Greenhouse plants, Two Sovereigns, to Mr. Smith, for
Erica elegans, ventricosa superba and minor, Savilleana,
Cavendishi, Bergiana, and spuria ; Epacris miniata,
Tetratheca floribunda, Polygala Dalmaisiana and
acuminata, and Aphelexis Barnsi ; 2d, One Sovereign,
to Mr. Blair, Mavisbank, for Gloxinia alba sanguinea,
Epacris miniata, Begonia Ingrami, Coleus Blumei,
Acbimenes Marguerita, Erica breviflora, cubica and
tricolor dumosa ; Stanhopea Wardi and oculata,
Mitraria coccinea, Maranta bicolor, Allamanda neriifolia,

Pimelea decussata and Hendersoni, Hoya bella, Lesehe-
naultia formosa, and Stephanotis floribunda. Two
Sovereigns to Mr. Reid, BroomfieJd, ;for the following
fancy Pelargoniums in 6-inch pots, viz., Decora,
Carlotta Grisi, Annette, Madame Sontag, Lady Downes,
and Lady Hume Campbell. Of extra productions,
-Messrs. J. Dickson & Sons sent Gloxinias, Heaths, and
Geraniums. From Messrs. Downie & Laird came a
seedling Phlox named Addisoni, a variety of excellent
form and substance, flowers white, with purple eye, for
which a Certificate of Merit was granted ; also, a pro-
mising seedling fancy Pelargonium, named Miss Trotter.
From Messrs. P. Lawson & Son were Pimelea
Hendersoni and decussata, Roses, and Pelargoniums.
From Messrs. Dicksons & Co. Tropseolum edule, Pelar-
goniums, Heaths, Gloxinias, Pansiest &c. From Mr.
Stark Alpine Plants and Ferns, including Darea
odontites, Cenopteris vivipara, Platyloma ternifolia,

Doriopteris pedata, Viola stipularis, &c. From Mr.
Douglas, Rosepark, the new Petunia imperialis, a fine

double white variety. From Messrs. Cunningham,
Frascr, & Co., Ranunculuses and Roses, which were
large and fine, especially Souvenir d'un Ami, of which
there was one large tray. From Messrs. Ballantyne &
Sons a stand of Pelargonium blooms, including fine

new French varieties.

I

Notices of 33ookSu

TJie Englishwoman in America (8vo. Murray, pp. 464)
expresses the opinions of an English gentlewoman upon
the manners, customs, and country of the United States.

Whether it will meet with the entire approval of our
friends on the other side the Atlantic is doubtful ; and
yet it seems to us to do their undoubted merits justice,

and to be blind enough to some of their peculiarities.

They must not expect travellers accustomed to the re-
finements and comforts of Europe to admire the in-

solence of domestic servants or the expectoration of
their masters. It must also be admitted that our
authoress shows'no favour to the sulkypride of her own
ill-bred countrymen, as the following Btory proves :—
"The cars were very full, and were not able to seat

all the passengers. Consequently, according to the
usages of American etiquette, the gentlemen vacated the
seats in favour of the ladies, who took possession of

them in a very ungracious manner as I thought. The
gentlemen stood in the passage down the centre. At
last all but one had given up their seats, and while stop-

ping at a station another lady entered. ' A seat for a
lady,' said the conductor, when he saw the crowded state
of the car. The one gentleman did not stir. ' A seat
for a lady,' repeated the man in a more imperious tone.
Still no movement on the part of the gentleman appealed
*°.

J
A seat for a lady ; don't you see there's a lady

wanting one?' now vociferated several voices at once,
but without producing any effect. 'Get up for this
lady,' said one balder than the rest, giving the stranger
a sharp admonition on the shoulder. lie pulled his
travelling cap over his eyes, and doggedly refused to
stir. There was now a regular hubbub in the car

;
American blood was up, and several gentlemen
tried to induce the offender to move. 'I'm an
Englishman, and I tell you I won't be browbeat
by you beasiy Yankees. I've paid for my seat, and
I mean to keep it,' savagely shouted the offender,

thus

knew
^ „» „,. u ,,uow . aiiiui.-i ""»><»., ouu 'tij iij.iv* anu aiineKS in niv e»i, -us «m»c jjt/iuij >»»*.

they were, considering the aggravated circumstances, make a desperate'attemj.t : four steps more and I a
Two men took the culprit by his shoulders, and the at the end of the ledge : my breath is taken awav, ai

verifying my worst suspicions. * 1 thought so !— I the guide to stop, but my voice is drowned by the
it !—A regular John Bull trick ! just like them !' 'Thunder of Waters.' He guesses what I would say,

were some of the observations made, and very mild and shrieks in my ear, « It's worse going back.' "i

• -
an(^

others, pressing behind, impelled Urn to the door, amid
j

I can only just stand' against the pusts of wind which
a chorus of groans and hisses, disposing of him finally are driving the water against me. The gulf is but a few
by placing him in the emigrant-car, installing the lady inches from me, and, gasping for breath, and drenched
in the vacated seat. I could almost fancy that the to the skin, I become conscious that 1 have reached
shade of the departed Judge Lynch stood by with an Termination Rock."
approving smile. I was so thoroughly ashamed of my i And thus the lively authoress tells the tale of her
countryman, and so afraid of my nationality being

j

journey in N. America from Halifax to New York, and
discovered, that, if any one spoke to me, I adopted back again by Halifax to Liverpool Her work is

every Americanism which I could think of in reply."
We believe the following picture to be very much

more like truth than tales we have heard of American
ladies doing nothing from morning to night, except
lying on sofas to be talked to :

—

" The ladies in the United States appeared to me to

be extremely domestic. However fond they may be
of admiration as girls, after their early marriages they
become dutiful wives, and affectionate, devoted mothers.
And in a country where there are few faithful at-

tached servants, far more devolves Upon the mother
than English ladies have any idea of. Those amuse-
ments which would withdraw her from home must be

pool.

something more than a counterpoise to the gossip of
Madame Ida Pfeiffer, who found merchants at St.iLouis

making molasses into refined sugar.

The S wtcope; its History, Theory, and Construction,

with its Application to the fine and useful Arts, and to

Education. By Sir David Brewster. London,
Murray. Small 8vo

; pp. 235. i

The title explains sufficiently the object of this treatise,

in which the student of optics, the artis*, and general
reader will find every information relating to the

stereoscope and its uses. We are sorry, however, to

find that the author has introduced a loner and anerva
abandoned

;
however fond she may be of travelling she

j attack on Professor Wheatstone, and has endeavoured
must abide in the nursery ; and all those little atten-

j

to convince the public that he is not entitled to the
tions which in England are turned oyer to the nurse honour of the invention of the instrument in question.

Such disputes if— as is unfortunately the case here

—carried on in :m uncourteous manner, spoil books in

the eyes of most readers, and redound little to the credit

of the writers.

must be performed by herself, or under her superin-

tending eye. She must be the nurse of her children

alike by day and by night, in siekuess and in health
;

and with the attention which American ladies pay to

their husbands, their married life is by no means an
idle one. Under these circumstances, the early fading

of their bloom is not to be wondered at, and I cannot
but admire the manner in which many of them cheer-

fully conform to years of anxiety and comparative
seclusion, after the homage and gaiety which seemed
their natural atmosphere in their early youth."

Plain Instructions for the Management of the Aqua-
riam (Dean &. Son, l"2mo., Is.) is an unsafe guide to

the ignorant ; for if some of its advice were taken a

tank in a drawing-room would soon become a marsh.
The object of the little contrivances called aquaria or

aquavivaria is to preserve in health certaiu aquatic

Familiar as we all are with descriptions of Niagara i plants and animals, so that their habits, colours, and

and its wonders, the following adventure there will

probably excite surprise :

—

u After depositing our purchases at the Clifton House,
where the waiter warned us to put them under lock

and key, I hoped that sight-seeing was over, and that

at last I should be able to gaze upon what I had really

come to visit—the Falls of Niagara. But no ; I was to

be victimised still further ; I must ( go behind the great

sheet.' Mr. and Mrs. Wa'rence would not go ; they
said their heads would not stand it, but that, as an
Englishwoman, go I must. In America the capabilities

of English ladies are very much overrated. It is sup-

posed that they go out in all weathers, invariably walk

10 miles a day, and leap five-barred fences on horse-

singular motions may be watched conveniently ;
for this

purpose everything introduced into them requires to be

selected from the smallest of its race. One would
hesitate before recommending a turbot, or a turtle, or a

dolphin as suitable objects lor living in such places. >or
does the compiler of this guide do so ; but he does

what amounts to the same tiling. He tells his readers

that among suitable plants may be selected the great

white Water Lily, the Anacharis, for which a Cambridge
fen is not capacious enough, and Stratiotes aloides, the

common Water Soldier, which takes up as much room
aa a Pine Apple plant, and propagates twice as fast.

Such an aquavivarium should be as broad as the Ser-

pentine. It is the more necessary that this should be

back. Yielding to « the inexorable law of a stern neccs-
\

pointed out, because if such plants are really selected

sity,' I went to the Rock House, and a very pleasing

girl produced a suit of oiled calico. I took off my cloak,

bonnet, and dress. 'Oh,' she said, 'you must change
everything, it's so very wet.' As, to save time, I kept

demurring to taking off various articles of apparel, I

always received the same reply, and finally abandoned
myself to a complete change of attire. I looked in the

mirror and beheld as complete a tatterdemallioa ns one
could see begging upon an Irish highway, though there

was nothing about the dress which the most lively

imagination could have tortured into the picturesque.

The externals of this strange equipment consisted of an
oiled calico hood, a garment like a carter's frock, a pair

of blue worsted stockings, and a pair of India-rubber

shoes much too large for me. My appearance was so

comic as to excite the laughter of my grave friends, and
I had to reflect that numbers of persons had gone out

in the same attire before I could make up my mind to

run the gauntlet of the loiterers round the door. Here

G-arden Memoranda.
Gunnersbury Park.—The improvement in the

garden scenery of this place by the introduction of fine

specimens of all the rarer and better kinds of Conifers

a negro guide of most repulsive appearance awaited me, 1 has already been favourably alluded to in our columns.

and I waded through a perfect sea of mud to the shaft What we would now therefore more particularly direct

tor these tanks a very pretty, interesting, and instruc-

tive ornament will speedily be cast aside and forgotten.

No plant larger than Hydrocharis, or the pretty

Hottonia palustris should on any account be selected

We daie say the instructions for managing aquaria are
Letter than those for stocking them with plants.

The Joint Stock Companies Act, 1856. By Edward W.
Cox, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Law Times Office, 29,

Es-ex Street, Strand. 12mo
; pp. 83.

This, we believe, is the first work on the above impor-
tant statute. The statute is given at length, with short

observations as to the probable effect of its clauses.

The whole is iu a convenient form, and is fully indexed.

by which people go under Table Rock. My friends were

evidently ashamed of my appearance, but they met me
here to wish me a safe return, and, following the guide, I

dived down a spiral staircase, very dark and very much
out of repair. Leaving this staircase, I followed the guide

along a narrow path covered with fragments of shale

with Table Rock above and the deep abyss below. A
cold, damp wind blew against me, succeeded by a sharp

attention to is the garden buildings, in which within the

last few months great alterations have been effected.

Instead of the low pits in which Pine Apples were
wont to be grown here, two new houses have been built

for their accommodation. These are each 66 feet long,

16 feet wide, and have what are termed half-span roofs

10 feet in height. A shelf on the back wall affords

accommodation for Vines and Strawberries in pots. In

pelting rain, and the path became more slippery and
;

the centre of each house is a plunging bed supported by
difficult. Still I was not near the sheet of water, and

felt not the slightest dizziness. I speedily arrived at

the difficult point of my progress : heavy gusts almost

blew me away ; showers of spray almost blinded me
;

I was quite deafened and half-drowned ; I wished to

retreat, and essayed to use my voice to stop the pro-

gress of my guide. I raised it to a scream, but it was
lost in the thunder of the cataract. The negro saw my
incertitude and extended his hand. I shuddered even
there as I took hold of it, not quite free from the

juvenile idea that the black comes off.' He seemed
at that moment to wear the aspect of a black imp lead-

ing me to destruction. The path is a narrow, slippery

ledge of rock. I am blinded with spray,*the darken-

ing sheet of water is before me. Shall I go on ? The
spray beats against my face, driven by the contending

gusts of wind which rush into the eyes, nostrils, and

month, and almost prevent my progress ; the narrow-

ing ledge is not more than a foot wide, and the boiling

gulf is 70 feet below. Yet thousands have pursued this

way before, so why should not 1 1 I grasp tighter hold

of the guide's hand, and proceed step by step holding

down my head. The water bea's against me, the path

brick walls, and heated by means of hot water in 4-mch
pipes. The latter are laid among brickbats, over which
is placed a layer of coarse gravel,and above that is the soil,

a good loam well enriched with manure,in which the fruit-

ing Pines are p'anted out after the fashion of those in the

Royal Gardens at Frogmore. They are not managed on
the Hamiltonian principle, and therefore when they have
fruited they are removed and thrown away, and their

places filled with the most promising plants from among
thosein the succession pits, where they are kept in pots.

These Pine stoves, as well as two new span-roofed houses

devoted to the cultivation of Orchids and ordinary stove

and greenhouse plants, were erected by Messrs. Gray
and Ormson. A house here with brick walls which had
fallen greatly out of repair has been made to look

almost as well as new by plastering the walls with

Roman cement, and then giving the latter a thin facing

of Portland cement. The last, when properly set and
dry, has a colour like that of grey stone and is almost

as durable. Finally, an excellent range of new sheds,

including rooms for the use of the young men employed
iu the gardens, and a small room for making bouquets
in, is just being complefld. The last is neatly and con-

narrows^ and will only hold my two feel abreast. I a^k
|
venieutly fitted up with a table, or rather bench with
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drawers in it, for keeping the appliances in for making
the bouquets, for which there is here a constant demand,
and behind the table and running its whole length is a
shallow tank which is to be covered over with open wire-

work through which the stalks of the bouquets and flowers

will be kept in the water and thereby preserved fresh. The
men's rooms also contain an unusual amount of accommo-
dation both for cooking and sleeping, each man being

furnished with a good bed for himself and other im-
provements in this department which we should like to

see universally adopted.

As regards glass walls, if Mr. Ewiog's have failed to

become fashionable, to them at least must be ascribed

the merit of having revolutionised our glass structures,

and many an excellent contrivance for employing glass

usefully and economically has been the result of their

advent. An example confirmatory of this statement
exists in the gardens now under notice, where Mr.
Forsyth has faced 125 feet in length of ordinary
wall with glass as follows. He made no expensive
Peach borders, but merely took things as they
originally stood. The piece of wall selected for expe-
riment was at the time well covered with Peach
and Nectarine trees. The latter were unfastened; the
wall—an old one—was faced with Portland cement
and wired. The trees were then retrained and covered
with glass in the shape of a case with upright front

ab mt 6 feet in height set 5 feet out from the wall, from
the top ol which to the top of the front was placed a
sloping roof with sliding sashes. The lights in the front
were also swung by their middle on pivots, so as to
secure at will abundant ventilation, and below that, in

about a foot in height of brickwork, ventilators were
fixed immediately opposite a flow and return hot-water
pipe, with which the whole could be heated. These ven-
tilators, owing to their position, are found very useful in

-winter, the air from them getting partially warmed in
passing over the pipes before it tnr. rs the house. Inside
this long narrowPeach house, for so it may be called, have
been ripened annually for the last two or three years full

crops of finely coloured and well flavoured fruit which
may be had in perfection early, and by dividing the range
into compartments and having the pipes furnished with
"stops" so as to have a succession of fruit, a good
supply may he kept up till that on open walls is fit for

table. This year immense crops have been ripened on
every tree. The advantages of a coutrivance of this

•kind will therefore be apparent. The earliest crops of

- Peaches and Nectarines are here obtained from trees
grown in pots.

As regards the culture of Vines in pots Mr. Forsyth
is acknowledged to stand pre-eminent, his plants
managed in this way having invariably carried oft" first

prizes at our different exhibitions both this year and
- last. Those which bore the tirst crop are now being
repotted and placed against a south wall to thoroughly
ripen the wood. From these an early crop ol
Grapes will be taken next year, and by means of a
•second and third batch of plants introduced into heat
•in succession, ripe fruit may be had long before it

could be got from the permanent plants in Vineries.
We may mention fan conclusion, that we saw here an

excellent specimen of Wellingtonia. It measures uearly
3 feet in height, well branched, and in luxuriant health,
with a stem 3 inches in circumference at the base. It

is in a pot, and has made a leader with offshoots
8 inches in length this season.

The plants out of doors in vases and in beds were
very gay, the lawn neatly mown, and the walks in ex-
cellent condition.

rr

Calendar of Operations.
(For the cv.ming week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Carefully examine the stock of

pot plants here, in order to see that none of them are
suffering from want of pot room, or other attention

-necessary to assist them in makiug young wood for

flowering next season. Also pee that proper care is

bestowed on late growing plants in the borders, for while

in active growth more water will be necessary, and
insects will be more troublesome than in the case of

_ plants that have completed their growth. Look after

•Luculias and keep them clear of their great enemy
b ack thrips, giving them plenty of water at the root,

and an occasional supply of weak clear manure water to

old plants that may not be growing freely, until they
-have made plenty of wood to ensure a good display of

"•^flower. Manure water must not, however, be given to

young specimens in vigorous health, as it is apt to induce
too gross a growth, a condition in which they seldom
flower profusely. In order to secure fine heads of

bloom from this plant it should be allowed a few weeks
of comparative rest after, say about, the middle of next
month, keeping the roots rather dry, and exposing
the plants as freely to air as can be done without

injury to the foliage or the health of their neighbours.
Brugmansia sanguinea is also a useful plant for winter
and early spring flowering when managed so as to have
it pruned, rested, and starting into growth about this

time. See that large specimens of Camellias are not

form large specimens for flowering in winter they must
not be permitted to sustain any check ; remove suckers
whenever they can be obtained and pot them for sprin
flowering. Calceolarias will now be beginning to
demand attention

; get cuttings of favourite sorts rooted
as soon as possible ; seed may also now be sown.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Plants intended to furnish the winter

and spring supply of fruit must be treated with con-
siderable care and judgment, in order to insure their
showing at the proper time, or rather to do all that can
be done to insure this, for the most experienced growers
cannot always succeed in getting plants to fruit at the
desired time. Attend to previous directions on this
point, and continue to select the most promising plants,
keeping them dry at the root, and fully exposed to light
so as to check their growth, and induce a comparative
state of rest for a few weeks. And those that have
well-matured their growth, if wanted to fruit at once,
should be kept close and warm, affording them a brisk
bottom heat, and properly moistening the soil about the
roots. Those intended to supply ripe fruit late in
spring, if not considered sufficiently strong, may be
encouraged to grow freely for some time yet, as if these
can be got to show in November, they will be suffi-

ciently early. Attend carefully to plants swelling their
fruit, giving plenty of manure water at the root, and
keeping the atmosphere warm and moist. Attend to
the watering of recently potted stock, as if too much is

given the fresh soil is apt to become sodden, and if too
little the old ball becomes so dry that it is not easy to
get it properly moist again, and in either case the check
which the roots sustain frequently throws the plants
into fruit prematurely. Get all succession stock re-
quiring more pot room shifted as soon as circumstances
will allow, in order that they may be well established in
their pots before winter. Vineries.— Should the
weather become cloudy or wet it will be unfavourable
for Grapes that are ripe and expected to haug in good
condition for a long time, and where the borders are of
a strong adhesive nature, it will be advisable to cover
with something to throw off heavy falls of rain ; but
where the soil is of a light nature, and such that the
water will drain through it freely, this will be unneces-
sary. Use gentle fires where the fruit is colouring, with
a moderate circulation of air, and on fine days too much
air can hardly be given at this stage. In dull weather
fire heat will also be necessary where fruit is swelling.

The wood will probably be well ripened in the early
house, and the foliage turning brown, and in this case
itj will be desirable here also to prevent the border
getting saturated with wet. If this house requires
painting or any other repairs, this should be attended to

while the house can be thrown open, and such work
done more conveniently and much better than at any
other season. Peaches—The wood will probably be
ripe in the early house by this time. Give therefore all

the air possible. Give trees from which the fruit has
just been gathered a good washing with the engine to
clear the foliage of dust, &c. Melons.—Plants in dung
frames will require considerable attention. Keep the

|

bottom-heat as regular as possible, and endeavour to
secure sufficient warmth from the linings to allow of
giving a little air to prevent damp. Water very
cautiously, and only when a fresh supply is absolutely
necessary, and then give enough to moisten the whole
mass of soil.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Propagation of stock for next season must now very

soon be commenced and carried on with expedition, so
as to secure strong well established plants before winter,
and without the necessity of keeping them so close or
warm as to induce weakly and watery growth. To be
able to winter bedding stock safely with ordinary care,

the cuttings should be put in sufficiently early in the
autumn to allow of having them well established and
fit to be exposed to the open air by the end of next
month. Begin with such as are found to be the most
tedious to propagate and prepare for winter. Holly-
hocks are general favourites, but they do not afford

cuttings freely, and are in general not over plentiful

about most places. These should therefore be examined
often for any cuttings which they may afford, as those
rooted about this time will make strong plants for next
season. Attend to the tying up of these and Dahlias,

and go over the masses of Verbenas, &c, frequently for

the purpose of regulating the growth, so as to keep it

orderly and neat. Sow Ten-week or Intermediate
Stocks for spring flowering ; transplant Brompton and
Queen Stocks, and if the situations in which they are to

flower are not at liberty, prick them out in nursery beds,

allowing them plenty of space to prevent weakly
growth.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Winter Onions may now be sown, also Cauli-

flowers for the early crop next season, a small bed of

pickling Cabbage, Brown Cos, and some hardier sorts of

Lettuce to stand the winter. The tops of the main crop
of Onions had better be laid down if they are inclined

to be too rank, going over the bed with a wooden-
headed rake, and pressing the tops down sufficiently to

check further growth. Plant out a good breadth of En-

winter stuff, first giviug it a good dressing of manure
and a good deep digging. Stir the surface of the soil
among growing crops. Cut Box edgings, and keep
every corner clean and neat.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK. NEAR LONDON,
For the week ending July 31, 1S5C, as ob*erred at the Horticultural Gardeoi
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allowed to get too dry at the root after they have set
j

dive on well enriched soil of a light dry nature ; also see
their buds ; for shedding of the latter is often due to to providing a good supply of Lettuce, &c, for autumn
this cause. Young vigorous plants, however, frequently use. Attend to Celery, keeping it well supplied with
require to be watered rather sparingly at this period

\
water in dry weather, giving it as much manure water

to prevent their making a second growth. Cinerarias as can be spared for it, and keep the early crop rather
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Mean temperature of the week 1 l-5th deg. above the average.
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TUe highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 9tb,
1935—therm. 89 dejc ; and the lowest on the 6th, 1833-therm. 36 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Axis : Edward Griffiyi. The adjective of this is axile, having a

totally different meaning Irora axillary. The axis in botany
is the centre round which organs are arranged; and therefore

axile signifies anything placed in or on that axis. Axil is the

angle torrned by a leaf or other organ and the part which
bears it ; therefore axillary means that something grows
within or near that angle. A bud is axillary to a leaf.

Books: (7 7? (7. lloare on the Vine; Sandars on the Vine in

pots; Roberts on the Vine; but disregard this author's advice

about putting garbage into Vine borders, which is a grand
mistake.

—

L Gr. Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Gardening, or

M'Intosh's Book of the Garden. Both very extensive and

complete works.
Botany: Wykeham. You will not understand this science by

looking at plants or picking up their names, more often wrong
than right, from ignorant informants. You must study them.

Take for example the common Canterbury Bell, Campanula
Medium, and compare it with what you iind in Lindley's School

Botany, which you say you have. Look to p. 88. Firstly

compare it carefully with the character of Campanulacere, p.S7:

next with the description of Campanula at p. 88, and then with

that of C. Medium. If you do not understand all the technical

terms, seek in the index for the page at which such terms are

explained. Having done this, consult p. 20 for the difference

between Exogens and Endogens, and page 23 for the difference

between Thalamiflone, Calycifloraj, Corolliflonv., and Mono-
chlamydese. Finally, acquaint yourself with the reason why
Campanula belongs to Corolliflone. This is one way of studying;

there are twenty other ways. If yon were to spend a week in

the operation it would be time well bestowed, and would save

you much time in the step next to be taken iu the same way.

Cucumbers: B R. Your leaves are attacked by mildew. Try
sulphur upon them. We have no means of forming an opinion

as to the cause.
Fuchsia: A B. The first Fuchsia was F. coccinea, introduced to

the RoyalJ Gardens, Kew, in 1788. It is figured in the

"Botanical Magazine/' vol. 3, p. 97, where it is stated that

Messrs. Lee of Hammersmith were the first London nursery-

men who had it for sal*.;};

Globe Amaranthus: J R. The statement is very curious.

Pray send up by post some of the " tendrils."

Gooseberry Trees : A Subscriber asks if any of our correspon-

dents can inform him the reason of his Gooseberry trees dying

away or at least parls of them. They first curl in the leaf,

and then the branch altogether dies. He is almost inclined to

think that it is blight, but is doubtful whether it is that or the

dry weather we have had. Any information on the subject

will therefore oblige him.
Gossip: Spade. You should wash your dirty linen at home, as the

French say,

Mexican- Seeds : E C T. Sow them in a hotbed, and afterwards

treat the produce like tender greenhouse plants.

Mownra Machines : Thos. Cope. There are very great differences

of opinion as regards these. We therefore cannot take upoa

ourselves to advise you.
Names of Plakts.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kino-

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply.

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could. AH **

can do is to help them— and that most willingly. It
j

3

now requested that in future, not more than tour plants

may be sent us at one time.—A B. The plant so abundant

round about the camp at Aldershott is Senecio lividus.

W Cooper. Stelis ophioglossoides; Eugenia Jambos; Myrtu*

or Eugenia apiculata. Delphinium cardinale is really scarlet.

—EMR. Myrica Gale. The tumour on the stem of Hjerv

cium is a gall
;

produced by some insect. It is fti"

gr\\\>z—Herbalist. Galium verum.—Sub. Musssenda frondosa-

Nicotiana glutinosa; C R. It is a hairy-leaved tropical plaOi

with great yellow and purple ugly bell-shaped flowers

do not recommend it.

Oaks: Diss. It is Quercus sessiliflora.

Peas.

We

opinion Dotli Harrison s ulory
ferior to Fairbeard's Champion.

m

Potextilla : J P. Pretty enough, but deficient in size..,

Roses: Sub. Your seedling "Lancastrian" is deficient doiu

size and doubleness. There are many better sorts wirn

same colour, or very nearly so, now in cultivation.* ,

Tkstudikabia : H. On no account divide its great wooay

TheVorticulturai, SociETT.-The letter of Pro^e^J^
laid before the Council.-.* -R. If you will write to the becrew j.

21, Regent Street, you will get the information desired

Vegetable Pathology : B R. We cannot at present answ

your question. Perhaps it will be- perhaps not.
j tfl

%• As usual, many communications have ^en received too^

and others are detained till the necessary ™*m™*^X; the

We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondent*

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.
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ARTIFICIAL, MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and

others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may
obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and

efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,

Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kenmngton,

London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,

Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,

will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

ERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, Sugar

Scum, and every description of Artificial Manures, Linseed

Cakes, &c.—W. Isglis Carne, 10, Mark Lane, London.

T~^^FOLLOWING^ANURES are manufactured

at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

tl. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and

Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, aud

other Chemical Manures. ^^_____^__
ONDON MANURE COMPANY

(Established 1840).

The above Company have the following ready for immediate
delivery :—Corn Manure, for top-dressing ; Blood ditto for Corn

;

Blood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured
expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for

Turnips, Mangels, Grasses, &c. ; Peruvian Guano direct from
importers' warehouses ; Nitrate of Soda ; Sulphate of Ammonia,
jmd every artificial manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. Edwabd Purser, Sec.

MANU RES FOR ROOTS AND TOP-DRESSING
CORN CROPS.

THE undersigned beg to advise Agriculturists they

are now prepared to deliver the under-mentioned Manures,
viz *—
Their celebrated SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (see

Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, Vol. 6, Part 2.). >

NITRU-BI-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MAN URE for Cereals,

Roots, and Hops.
Also NITRATE OF SODA, GUANO, BONEDUST, and

£-INCH BONE; SULPHURIC ACID, GYPSUM, and all

other Manures of known value.
Apply to Mark Fothergill & Co., 204a, Upper Thames Street,

London, Agents for the Peat Charcoal Company. ^_^__
INN'S PATENT MANURE AND TuP-DKEY-
ING for the Destruction of Fly, Wire Worm, and Slug, and

producing rapid Vegetation.—The Proprietors of this valuable

Manure and Top-dressing are now manufacturing it at their

Works, 332 and 333, Wapping, and are enabled to supply any
quantity of either at the rate of 5?. per ton. At the present time,

in consequence of the ravages of the Fly, &c., on the Turnip, this

Manure is strongly recommended as a Top-dressing for those

Turnips above ground, and to be drilled or broad cast for seeds

not yet in. It may be also used, with the greatest safety, as a

Top-dressing to all crops infected with any description of Fly.

Orders addressed Hall & Co., at the Works, the City Offices,

3, Leadenhall Street; or to Mr. Samuel Fowler, West End
Agency, 9, Pail Mali East, will be immediately executed.

APPLE BECK~and" L^W^ETBiri^gham^a^^
made arrangements with W. A. Lyndon for a regular

supply of his celebrated and much improved solid

STEEL DIGGING, HAY, and other FORKS, SPADES,
DRAINING TOOLS, &c,

*re now prepared to supply these valuable Implements at the

following reduced prices for cash :—
Lyndon's Improved American-pattern Solid Cast steel Digging

Forks, three prong, 3$. Ad. ; four prong, 45.3d.; five prong, 55.

;

and six prong, 6s. each.

Lyndon's Solid Cast steel Boys' Digging Forks, three prong, 35.

;

four prong, 35. 6d m ; and five prong, 45. <W. each.

Lyndon's Solid Cast steel Border Forks, four prong, 3s. ; and

five prong, 45. each.
Lyndon's Solid Cast steel Potato Forks, three prong, 3s. 9d.)

•and four prong, 45. 6d. each.

All the above are warranted of the very best quality and work-

manship. Prices and particulars of other kinds on application.

The Royal Agricultural Society have given Messrs. Mapple-
3ECR & Lowe several Prizes for Lyndon's Tools.
~~" REAPING MACHIN E S.

\\7M. DRAY and CO.'S REAPING MACHINES
* * are compact, inexpensive, and suitable for all countries.

They are beautifully made, with all the exactness and truth of

.-steam-engine work. No less than Sixteen Prizes have been

awarded to the Manufacturers by various Agricultural Societies.

These Reapers are designed upon Hussey's Model, but nave been

vastly improved, and adapted to the requirements of the British

Farmer. The price is 251.

A List of Testimonials and full descriptions may be had on

application to Messrs. Dray & Co., Agricultural Engineers,

•Swan Lane, London.

RUMMOND'S IMPROVED REAPING
SCYTHE.—This well-known Scythe continues to give the

greatest satisfaction, and is now extensively used both at home
and abroad. An ordinary hand at the scythe can readily cut

down from 1£ to 2 statute acres per day, laying the swathe so as

it can be easily gathered into well-arranged sheaves. Price

95. each. The Scythe is packed into small compass, and may be

.sent any distance with perfect safety. When three or more go
together the carriage is very moderate.

W. Dbummond & Sons, Seed and Implement "Warehouse,

Stirling.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.

47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-

man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English

and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear

through to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears. Hoes,

Hakes Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.
'

Established 173S.

4i l^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the

a? Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE RAYS OF THE SUN.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adaptpd for

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-
men throughout the kingdom. " It ia much cheaper than mats
as a covering.77

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder to anypond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 3?. 3s.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.
l£inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. 9d. per foot.

14 inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 35. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the

above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines, &c—Engravings sent on application.

ARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel.

2* in. short 1 ft. Tin.

r»

t?

J!

long 3

ditto 3

ditto 3

ditto 3

M

M

6
6
6

>

ft

»t

Fitted for lead, >

gutta percha,

or cast iron

flanged pipe,

as required.

£
1

1

2
2

3

$. d.

10
14

8
12
3

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe

attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and

space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

"Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, aud Plant

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired

under the stage.

__ May he obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNEK and SONS,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden

Engines, &c. &c—Engravings sent on application.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the

winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which

is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp

river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation

cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the

severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to ffive a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for DARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, bard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brothers,

Milbank Street, Westminster. ^^_^_________
KIDGNORTH ANNUAL POULTRY SHOW
will be held on THURSDAY, October 9th, when Prizes ot

11. 10*. and 10a. will be awarded, and also a Silver Cup of the

value of Five Guineas for the best collection of not less than

Eight Pens of Poultry. All communications to be addressed to

Mr. R. Taylor, the Secretary, Bridgnorth, of whom Forms of

Entry may be obtained.

H^HE DORSETSHIREnPOULTRY IMPROVE-
J- MENT ASSOCIATION.—The Annual Exhibition of this

Association will be held in Dorchester on WEDNESDAY and

THURSDAY, September 17th and ISth, when several valuable

Silver Cups, the gifts of noblemen and gentlemen of the County,

in addition to the Society's Prizes, will be awarded.

All Entries must be made (on the Forms only) with the

Honorary Secretary on or before Monday, September 1st, after

which no entry will be received.

Prize Lists, Forms of Entry, and the Rules of the Association

will be forwarded to any applicant on a stamped envelope

addressed and six penny postage stamps being received by

G.J. Andrews, Honorary Secretary.

Dorchester, August 2.

THE PRIZE CHAFF CUTTING MACHINES
Of the Bath and West of England Agricultural Society's

Meeting at Yeovil, June, 1856.

Also the Recent Award of the Royal Agricultural
Society of England.

RICHMOND & CHANDLER, having been awarded

the special and only Prizes for Chaff Cutting Machines for

Hand and Power at the recent Yeovil Show, beg to inform

Agriculturists and others that they may be immediately supplied

with these Machines, which, by their intrinsic merit, have

achieved the highest character in the trade, together with the

confidence of the public. «.-__*« t_ 4 a
Address, Richmond & Chandler, Salford, Manchester, aud

South John Street, Liverpool.

If
*

I
'<

YORKSHIRE AGRICULTUKAL SOCIETY.—
GREAT MEETING AT ROTHERHAM.

PROGRAMME.
TUESDAY, August 5.—Trial ot Reapers and Ploughs.

WEDNESDAY, August 6—Trial of Implements continued.

Show yard open at 10 o'clock A. m. to Members, and at 12

o'clock to the public. Tickets 2*. Gd. each.

THURSDAY, August 7.-GREAT SHOW DAY'.—Yard open

at 8 o'clock a. m. Tickets Is. each.

Return tickets, available for two days, will be issued by the

Railway Companies. John Hannam, Sec.

Office, Rotherham.

/ COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
KJ and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane.Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ; for the Naval

and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of everv description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agncultural

Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

PARKES'STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a

laree assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by

unwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Roval Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue

of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.

Eftt $sricttltttrai <5mttt+
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The influence of circumstances is necessarily

always secondary to that of sort. In the feeding-stall

and cattle-yard it is a common thing to say that the

half of what is called breed " goes in at the mouth ;"

but let any sceptic as to the real cause of precocity

of growth try his plan of two nurses to a mongrel

calf, or see how Linseed in the milk and meal with

Mangel "VVurzel afterwards tells upon the fatness of

a calf bred anyhow, as compared with one, similarly

treated, from any pure bred short-horn herd, and

his experience will force him to admit that, in the

explanation of it, sort comes first and circumstances

afterwards in the order of their influence.

And this is just as true of plants as it is of

animals. Good drainage, liberal manuring, and

skilful tillage will induce under an ordinary English

sky abundant vegetable growth, but it depends upon

the choice of seed whether this abundance be valu-

able or not. At any time., then, it is desirable to

press upon our readers " the importance of preserving

the purity of all our recoanised species and varieties

of agricultural plants," and such a subject is espe-

cially seasonable when our harvest fields and green

crop fields themselves are eloquent upon it.

The address which Messrs. Lawson and Son have

just issued on this subject is thus exceedingly well-

timed. Their advertisement demands more than

ordinary attention . It announces an honour done

to England through them for which, notwithstanding

their modest disclaimer, England is greatly indebted

to their exertions; and, sanctioned as their state-

ment is by the award of the Jury of Produce at the

great international show at Paris, it is a most forcible

appeal to English cultivators and seedsmen.

The difference to the former of mixed and impure

as compared with true and well grown seed cannot be

exaggerated. The one produces a crop all of the

best and all ripe together ; the other a crop of

various quality, ripening at various times—and, in

the very aspect of it,'teaching a lesson of carelessness

and irregularity to every labourer upon the farm.

And as regards the latter, no one need look for a

better lesson in true self-interest here than in the

example set by Messrs. Lawson themselves, or in
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that of Mr. Skirting, who we were told last week,
p. 503, pays Tery great attention to this subject,
knowing it to be of the utmost importance
to the farmer and to the community at large that
eTery acre in the kingdom that is cropped with corn,
or Grass, or roots, should be cropped with the most
valuable variety of its kind for quality and quantity.
Every improvement gained in this way is clear gain

;

for it costs no more to grow the best sort than the
worst, and between the one and the other there is

often from 10 to 20 per cent, difference at least.

[August 2, 1856.

One of the mo^t important papers in the current
Number of the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture is

that by Mr. Russell, of Kilwhiss, in which he
criticises the contributions of Messrs. Lawes and
Gilbert to the recent controversy between Liebig
and themselves on the growth and food of plants.

Mr. Russell has all along confidently worked
out of the merely chemical track of research in his
inquiries on this subject, and he is now gaining a
hearing for his views on the meteorological con-
ditions of the locality, and the physiological con-
ditions of the plants, cultivated, as furnishing, in

connection with the natural conditions of soil and
air, the true explanation of agricultural experience
as to natural and artificial fertility.

We shall give our readers in this Paper a short
account of his argument, leaving them, for the full

understanding of it, to consult the article he has
contributed to the current number of the Quarterly
Journal. Mr. Russell states that the need of sup-
plying ammonia to plants is, since Liebig's discovery
of its presence in the air, practically limited by the
degree of their ability to draw upon this natural
storehouse of it, and he illustrates this position by
reference to Lois-Weedon and to Rothamsted. The
"axioms"—"Nitrogen for Wheat and phosphorus
for Turnips," justified according to the editor of
the English Agricultural Society's Journal by
ordinary agricultural experience, seem to be reversed
by that of Mr. Smith, of Lois-Weedon. Lois-
Weedon is directly opposed to Rothamsted, for in
the former case all the manure is applied to Turnips
and nothing is applied to Wheat. This contrariety,
as stated thus by Mr. Russell, is reconciled by con-
sidering the different conditions of growth imposed
upon the plants by the plans of cultivation respec-
tively adopted at the two places.

Mr. Russell's statement on this head is as
follows :

—

"Mr. Smith, at Lois-Weedon, dresses his Turnips
heavily with nitrogenous manures, and sows them in
5 feet rows, and afterwards singles them out 9 inches
apart. This is scarcely 2) plants to the square yard.
But Mr. Lawes sows them in narrow drills, and even
when he dresses heavily with the richest manures, he
allows eight plants to the square yard. To sow so
thickly, and to dress so heavily, are the chief reasons of
nitrogenous manures being theoretically, but not prac-
tically, unpopular as a dressing for Turnips in England.
Those who condemn nitrogenous manures for Turnips
should take a leaf out of Mr. Smith's book. This is the
plain and practical statement of the subject."

^
As to the theoretical part of the question, that is

discussed farther on ; and we must give an extract
or two from Mr. Russell's paper so that on this
point he may speak for himself. He says :—
"The whole discussion centres itself in the questions—

1st, Why should ammonia be required for crops, since
the atmosphere contains it in inexhaustible quantities !

2d Why should Turnips require phosphates when the
sod contains abundance for Wheat, while Wheat actu-
ally requires more phosphates for its growth than
Turnips ? The whole discussion, then, turns upon the
mere facilities which plants have of obtaining phosphates
from the soil and ammonia from the atmosphere."
" We have already seen that while 16 to 17 bushels of

Wheat can be raised year after year at Rothamsted
Tvnhout ammonia or phosphates, only a few cwts. of
Turnips could be got unless phosphates were added.
These results show that Wheat can produce this amount
without phosphates, but Turnips cannot do so ; and why
cannot they do so, since the Wheat plant actual!

v

requires rather more phosphates than the Turnip to
produce that amount of grain ? Because Turnips have
Jess facilities of abstracting the quantity of phosphates
that are necessary for their growth.

"This view of the question will be very evident, if we
reflect.for a moment on the different natures of the two
plants, and the circumstances in which they are placed.
The comparatively large seeds of the Wheat are sownm autumn, and the plants grow little for six or seven
months. Dming this time there is no great demand
tor phosphates

; and when the growing weather returns
in spring, the roots of the Wheat, being in full possession
ot the soil, are able to thrive in a soil where the supply
of these necessary substances is somewhat scanty,
tarass will also be less dependent on phosphates than
wneat, siraply because the vast number of rootlets in
possession of the soil can very readily extract phos-

S«tn
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> in which they exist in comparatively
small quantities. t J

very small, and its growth is very rapid. The minute
seed of the Turnip cannot supply the young rootlets
which it sends into the ground with much nourishment

;

it is thus early thrown upon the soil for a supply of
matter to grow its roots as well as its leaves. For it

must be borne in mind that no cells, either in the roots
or the leaves, can be formed without phosphates. See-
ing, then, that the Turnip must obtain a ready supply
of phosphates before it can grow at all, need we
wonder that there should be some truth in the recipe
'phosphorus for Turnips V

Our next extract makes use of passages from Mr.
Lawes' writings in " Rkndle's Farm Directory," and
from those of Mr. Russell in our own columns, for

the purpose of claiming the former as a convert to

the views long urged by the latter. They illustrate

Mr. Russell's powers as a controversial writer, as
well as his foresight and intelligence at a time
when agricultural writers generally had their minds
bent exclusively on the chemistry of vegetable
growth :

—

" In the same volume in which the perplex;ng and
misleading axioms— ' Nitrogen for corn, phosphorus for
Turnips'—are once more reiterated to the confusion
of science and practice, a foot-note appears which I

regard as the herald of a brighter day for science. The
following is the foot-note, which ought to have been
honoured with a more prominent place in Professor's
Way's paper on the « Value of Artificial Manures :'

—

"
' The more recent experiments of these gentlemen

(Mr. Lawes and Dr. Gilbert) on Barley and Oats,
induce them to believe that soluble phosphate of lime
has, in some cases, a beneficial action on these crops.'
It is certainly rather too bad to introduce this here-
tical doctrine without one word of comment. I was
very much surprised to find a complete clue to the
'some cases' in which superphosphate of lime was
beneficial to corn in another quarter altogether. Some
other writings on the same subject are given to show
how antiquated 'the creed of the British farmer' must
be who merely consults the Journal of the Royal
Agricultural Society.
" ' I think Dr.Diuiben v slightly

reverses the principle upon
which the action of superphos-
phate is hinged. He says,
'It might require a certain
vigour in the plant to extract a
certain amount of phosphate
and alkalies from the soil. By
the application of ammoniacal
manures this increased vigour
may be imparted to the cereal
crops, but not to the Turnips.'
In my opinion, it is the exist-
ence of vigorous and rapidly-
growing climatic conditions
that demand a ready supply of
the essential element phos-
phorus; for it is seen that
phosphoric manures are most
marked in these circumstances,
inasmuch as the slow-growing
and less vigorous Turnip and
Barley crops of early sprinrr.
are not much benefited by the
application of phosphoric ma-
nures, but under the more
genial conditions of May and
•June these substances tend to
put the plants in fall possession
of the soil, by promoting the
rapid growth of roots and
leaves, and they are thus en-
abled to turn the riches of
nature to the best account.
The Wheat at Rothamsted
grows slowly, and obtains its

phosphates and alkalies as fast
as it requires them. The in-
crease of a crop by the applica-
tion of phosphates is pre-
eminently seen in Tnrnips, but
this is chiefly in consequence of
the smallness of its seed and
rapidity of its growth. Those
plants which are in full posses-
sion of the soil, such as Clover
or Grass, are noc benefited by
phosphates unless the soil is
deficient in them.'— i?., Agri-
cultural Gazette, January 24,

horses is always open. Only six animals were entered

"'Barley, as one of the
cereal (!) crops, requires am-
monia or nitrogen in some form
for its growth. Being sown so
much later than Wheat, it has
less time to extend its roots in
search of the minerals con-
tained in the soil; and, for this
reason, ammonia alone is a less

effective manure for Barley
than Wheat. For the same
reason, Barley sown in April
requires more minerals than
Barley sown in February. I
have introduced superphosphate
cf lime as a Barley manure, on
account of its effect in my ex-
periments, where Barley is

grown year after year upon the
Sfttte field. In combination
with ammonia, it not only pro-
duces very favourable results
with regard to the produce, but
it brings the crop very early to
maturity—a point of great im-
portance when Barley is sown
late in spring. I hope very
shortly to make these results
public ; in the mean time ir will
be advisable that others should
ascertain the merits of this
combination/—Mr. Lawes, lltn-
dle'* Price Current, 1S5G.

1852.

Mr. Russell goes on to say that the greatest in-
crease he ever obtained in a cereal crop from the
application of artificial manures was from super-
phosphate of lime applied to Barley sown as late
as the middle of May on light sandy soil. With
this fact, so corroborative of his doctrine that, in
all speculations on the relations of manures to plants,
regard ought to be had to the ability of the plant to
forage for itself, and to the rapidity of growth for
which, owing to climatic circumstances, provision
has to be made, we must conclude.
We have not room for more at present, but our

readers will see in the passages extracted a very
important truth, very skilfully enunciated and illus-
trated, and one/ too, which has never had that place
in theoretical discussions of this subject which Mr.
Russell and its own importance have all along
demanded for it.

FURTHER SOTES ON THE CHELMSFORD
SHOW OF HORSES.

Horses.—The dray horse class by no means pre-
sented so many specimens as might have been expected
in a county in which heavy land so much prevails, and
one so near the metropolis, where a market for dray

ghbour belonging to Mr. Robert Whitefield'
a somewhat bigger horse and yet very active, closely
approached the prize winner in excellence. They were
both capital specimens of a valuable breed. There was
also a line Suffolk shown in this class, No. 322, a pro-
mising horse, but rather too leggy. In the class for two-
year-old dray stallions only one horse was shown, but
that a very useful animal. In addition to the foregoing
iisr, which embraced no less than 130 horses and maree
there were special prizes offered for lighter horses, the'

money, we believe, proceeding from a local fund.
Class I. was for thorough-bred stallions, of which there

were however only eight exhibited. We presume it was
understood, but if intended it should have been ex-
pressed, for thorough-bred stallions best calculated for
getting hunters. The prize was awarded to a well-

known old Yorkshire bred horse belonging to Messrs.
Moffat, near Carlisle. The horse possessed great merit,
having plenty of substance with good symmetry, and
his legs were very good for his age (16 years). No. 668,
a 5-year old bay horse belonging to Mr. Waller, was
highly commended. There were several others ot

merit, as for instance No. 671, called the Lion.
Class II., for hunting stallions, possessed more col-

lective merit than Class L, although the number was
the same. As, however, there was a distinct class for

thorough-bred stallions from which of course half-bred

horses would have been excluded, so we think that in

this class for huuter stallions thorough-breds ought to

have been debarred from showing. The prize was taken

by No. 673, a thorough-bred 12 to 14 years old, called

Tom Moody, a 1 dark brown horse of great substance and
excellence. We find he is the sire of the prize hackney
stallion No. 693, also of 679, a very good and powerful

hunting stallion, deservedly commended. No 675, a

fine grey horse, possessed much merit ; as well as a

4-year old horse by Fire King.
Class 1 1 1., coaching stallions, was by no means a good

class, whether as regards excellency or numbers. The
prize was given to No. 686, a 5-year old coaching bay,

a very good animal, against whom there was little

competition. No. 682 is a promising 2-year old half-

bred roan colt. We presume, as coaching days are over,
w carriage horse*' would be a better understood term.

We next come to a better filled class, having

10 in number, amongst which there were some very

nice animals. The prize winner, No. 693, Sebastopol,

the son of 'Com Moody, rivalled his sire in excellence ;

he is 5 years old, and though a little short in the neck
possessed a good deal of quality as well as substance.

He belonged to Mr. Jax, of Suffolk. No. 695 was
highly commended, and his merits well deserved the

mark of distinction, although there were several other

very clever hackneys shown, three of whom possessed

Phenomenon blood. Norfolk is still the best county in

England for clever hackneys, and we hope it may long

retain the unrivalled forehand and action which dis-

tinguishes the breed. Let the Norfolk breeders beware

of the low action belonging to the thorough-bred. Wo
certainly think that more attention ought to be given to

the encouragement cf the breeding of good hackneys.

Prizes should invariably be given to this animal at

every meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society, for

what is so necessary to farming comfortably, when

hunting days are past and gone, as the possession of a

good hackney ? If, in addition to this, prizes were given

to the heavier or stronger hackney, understood under

the definition of a H cavalry horse," much would be done

towards preserving an animal every year becoming

more and more difficult to get. We would respectfully

suggest to some of our cavalry officers now returned

from the Crimea, that if blessed with wealth they could

scarcely employ it more patriotically than by offering

annual prizes for the stallions and mares best adapted

for breeding cavalry horses.

Class V., for hunting mares, only afforded four

animals, of which No. 699, a chesnut mare by the

Colonel, gained the prize.

Class VI., hackney mares, was much
having 10 in number, and amongst them
animals. 707, the prize mare belonging
C. T. James, was a picture, though she would have been

truer to her class if she had had more substance. Mr.

A. Hammond's 12-year old roan trotter deserved a

prize, as well as the Rev. W. H. Beever's No. 705, «ne

of the best animals we have ever known under tne

designation of a Welsh cob. Mr. Rose's Norfolk hackney.

No. 711, also possessed great merit ; and a 4-year old

mare belonging to Mr. George Creed was a very neat

and compact little animal.

Class VII., for hunting geldings, was not numerous,

there being only six entered. Of these Mr. Barlows

717, a 5-year old hunter, the son of a well known horse

in Suffolk (Robinson) gained the prize. Mr. Bullocks

grey (Game Boy), a nice horse, was commended.
Class VIII., 'for hunting geldings under 5 years old,

brought forward eight animals, No. 725, a 2-year old

colt, by John o'Gaunt, gaining the prize ; and 724, a

3-year old, by a British Yeoman, was highly com-

mended. The former was owned by the Earl ol

Darnley, and the latter by Sir Wilfred Lawson, Bart

Class IX., for hackney geldings of any age, bad on»y

three animals entered, the prize horse being >»•

Francis Barker's (Safety), No. 728 ; whilst the netf

beer was the Rev. C. J. James's Student.

Class X., hackney geldings under 4 years old, con-

better filled,

some capital

to the R*v.
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tained two animals of fair merit. We see no advantage

in having four distinct classes for hackney geldings; one
would have been we consider sufficient. If horses are

good enough to win prizes as geldings they were no
doubt of sufficient merit to earn reputation as stallions,

and if so the breeders deserve censure rather than
reward for ruling it otherwise. We have now gone
through the 17 classes of horses exhibited at Chelms-
ford, embracing nearly 200 animals, of which no less

than 130 belonged to the agricultural breeds. Taking
the show altogether and comparing it with previous
exhibitions, we should say that though it was much
surpassed by the York show as regards the various
kinds of lighter horses, it has never been excelled in the

agricultural classes by any preceding exhibition, not so

much on account of the individual merit of a few
animals as by the great nmount of excellence belonging

to a large number. We find in the course of our
inquiries that within the last few years the best class

horses have greatly increased in value. As an illus-

tration we may observe that the old mare, which with
her foal gained so deservedly the second prize, sold for

150Z., whilst seven years ago when she gained a similar

prize at the Exeter show she would scarcely have
realised half this sum. This fact speaks volumes in

favour of the assertion as to the enhanced value of
these horses, and which may in part be attributed to

the meetings of the Society.

We cannot conclude without observing that, however
excellent the arrangements might have been with
regard to the transfer of stock and implements, the same
praise cannot be bestowed on the arrangements with
regard to the transmission of passengers. The writer,
wishing to go on to Colchester on Friday evening on
business, was obliged to stand the greater part of two
hours in tha open air incumbered with his luggage
amidst a crowd of people having the same object in view,
the heat and pressure from which crowd were almost
beyond endurance. Many females were a'so exposed
to this dangerous pressure till a sense of shame com-
pelled the officials to lift them over the barriers to the
ample space within. The tickets were sold at a miserable
box scarcely fit for a dog kennel, and after they were
procured and the time advertised for the train had
elapsed admission was still refused either to the holders
of tickets or their baggage ; nnd not only so but all in-

formation was denied as to the time that admission
would be given. It would be well if editors of news-
papers were to inform the managers of railway com-
panies, for the comfort of those attending future
meetings, that by refusing admission to their platform
or premises after tickets have been sold and the time
for the departure of the train has arrived, they are
acting illegally as well as churlishly, and that if any
broken limbs were to occur they would be responsible

for the consequences. It is to be hoped that at future

meetings the managers of other railways will avoid the

blundering arrangements of those of the Eastern
Counties. W. C. S.

countenance, but the hand carefully applied along the
loin and back detects a very common deficiency, and for
a straight even back, loin not too high, and firm good
meat, we certainly prefer the second prize sheep, and
indeed several beside. Mr. Jonas Webb, of Bahraham,
obtains the second prize for a remarkably well-formed
compact sheep, with beautfully straight back, out-

propriety in every instance, and in most cases the

absolute necessity of making the principal or his agent
fully acquainted with the intentions of the overseer m
regard to the management of the land under his care.

Of course were the agent of a property to possess a

comprehensive knowledge of agricultural matters theo-

retically and practically, he might himself give sound
springing ribs, thick neck, and very fine quality of head

! directions for the guidance of the person in charge of
and bone, and also a good fleece of superfine wool. Yet
the other shearlines exhibited by Mr. Webb are so

beantiful that the Judges must have had considerable

difficulty in selecting this one for distinction. The Duke
of Richmond has some very fine specimens of his own
breed, widely made, compact, and with plenty of wool.

The rams of Mr. Rigden, of Hove, Sussex, are straight,

wide, with good rumps and fine heads, certainly very
superior animals, but having rather too much of that

unsightly defect—a protruding body.

Mr. Lugar, of H engrave, Suffolk, shows some good
sheep ; but some of them have a little of the defect

common also to some other sheep in the yard, of too

much wool on the shoulder and too little upon the loin.

Lord Walsingham's rams have some meritorious

points, but some of them are not at all satisfactory

respecting their fleeces. Those of Mr. Sainsbury, of

West Lavington, Wilts, we much approved.
Class II. Rams of any other age.— Lord Walsingham

obtains both the prizes, the first-prizs sheep, 27.1

months old, having very great substance, firm good

the proprietor's farm ; but unfortunately many agents or

factors are mere counting-house men, and in practical

details are wholly dependent on their subordinates.

Assuming that on first-class home farms the manager
is a man of such attainments that the fixing of the rota-

tion of crops will be in a great measure left to himself,,

there will *till be advantages derived from his consulting
his superior in every undertaking of importance. To
give the latter a proper opportunity of judging of the
proposed modes of cropping brought undtrhis notice, the
steward ought to furnish him with various estimates of a
practical nature. These would require to include a state-

ment of the acreage of each species of crop—its probable
value at harvest— the purchased manures necessary for

the whole farm under one system of cropping compared
to another— the quantity of straw available for consump-
tion on the farm under each rotation system—and in

most cases a rough comparative estimate of the gross

profits of the various modes of laying out the land in

crop. With anticipatory calculations such as these

submitted at the beginning of every winter by the farm
meat, thick neck, good chine and loin, and a plentiful steward, the proprietor or agent of an estate will be in

ON THE SHEEP SHOWN AT CHELMSFORD.
Leicesters.— Class I. Shearling Rams.—The first

and second prizes were both awarded to Mr. F. E.

Pawlett, of Beeston, Beds., for two rams possessing very
wide and deep frames, good backs, outspringing chines,

good wool, fiue bone and beautiful countenances ; their

sire was the prize sheep at Lincoln. Mr. R. W. Cress-

well, of Ravenstone, Leicestershire, showed some pretty

good animals in this class, one receiving a commenda-
tion. Those of Mr. G. Radmore, of Court Hayes,
Devonshire, and Mr. J. Barton, of Barton House, York-
shire, comprised among them some superior and well-

formed rams ; and we more especially approved of the

character of sheep shown by Mr. S. Kingdom, of Lynch,
Devonshire, and Mr. F. Hannam, of North Deighton,

Yorkshire.

Class II. Rams of any other age.—The first-prize

sheep of Mr. Pawlett, 40 months old, has a beautiful

back, full plaits, hanging cushion, a wide forequarter,

good scrag, fine head and excellent wool. The second-

prize ram of Mr. Cresswell, 28 months old, is very

symmetrical, of fine quality, with good neck, back, loin,

and rump, in fact a very superior animal. We did not

much admire the sheep exhibited by Mr. W. Simpson,

of Kirby Grindalyth, Yorkshire, which, though large

and possessed of other merits, had too little meat in front

of the shoulder, and showed several other defects. One
shown in this class by Mr. F. Hannam is much more
like the ideal form of excellence, and has besides a very

good fleece.

Class HI. Pens of five Shearling Ewes.—-Mr. G.

Watkins, of WoodfiYld Ombersley, Worcestershire,

takes the first prize for a pen of very beautiful ewes

;

and the second prize ewes, shown by Mr. G. Turner, of

Barton, Devonshire, are very pretty, compactly formed,

and covered with curly wool.

Short-Woolled Sheep.—Class I. Shearling Rams.—
This vear we have an illustration of the saying that
** times go by turns," for instead of Jonas Webb, or Lord
Walsingham, or even of Rigden or Sainsbury, we find

a new first-prize name—the highest honour being carried
off by Mr. Henry Overman, of Weasenham, Norfolk.
We admire the six rams exhibited by Mr. Overman in

this class for their great size, beautiful form, and good
feeding qualities ; but we must be allowed to point out a
defect in the first-prize animal which we tbink ought to
have left the premium to be bestowed elsewhere. It has
a large frame, great girth, chine and forequarter very

superior, and tine quality of bone and character '.of

fleece ; the other of the same age, of great length,

height, and girth, and admirably formed in almost every

respect. Mr. Lugar exhibits in this class a 40 months'
old ram of superior excellence, symmetrical and of

beautiful quality. The 28 months' old rams shown by
the Earl of Chichester are beautiful animals, compactly
formed, loins not too high, with good necks, rumps, and
fine heads and bone. Mr. H. P. Hart, of Beddingham,
Sussex, shows some very good animals, having plenty of

wool. The rams of Mr. H. Overman are large and
wide, with good necks, loins, and beautiful meat. A
striking feature in this class was the presence of two
pure Merinos, bred by Mr. F. Sturgeon, of the Elms,

near Rtmford, which though of inferior form, and not

likely to win the favourable not : ce of breeders of mut-
ton, were admired for the wonderful fineness and
beautiful quality of their fleece.

Class III. Pei s of Five Shearling Ewes.— Lord Wal-
singham's first-prize ewes are a very beautiful and level

lot, very large and widely formed, with fine bone, and a

superior quality of wool. The second prize is also

awarded to his lordship for a pen of very symmetrical

and beautiful animals. The other lots which more par-

ticularly struck us as very superior both in form, quality,

and wool, are the Duke of Richmond's and those of

Mr. Overman. The Shropshire rams, shown by Mr. E.

Holland, we hardly admired, because of their want of

mutton before the shoulder and their defective rumps.

Long- WoolSheep.—Among these sheep we observed too

many indications of uneven clipping, by which the

defective points of the animals can only be detected by
the hand—all appearing level or well thrown out to

the eye.

Class I. Shearling Rams.—Mr. J. Walker, of North-

leach, Gloucestershire, takes the first prize for a ram of

great size and fine proportions, with a splendid fore-

quarter, plaits and rump. The second prize to Mr.

Beale Brown, of Hampen, Gloucestershire, for a ram
having a first-rate back, good loin, chine, neck and fore-

quarter, and also a good curly fleece. Mr. George
Fletcher, of Shipton, Gloucestershire ; Mr. W. Hewer,

of Northleach ; Mr. Lane, of Broad field Farm, near the

same place ; and Mr. E. Hardy, exhibit some magnifi-

cent shearlings from flocks differing much in character

from each other, but all of very superior merit.

Class II. Rams of any other age.— Mr. W. Lane
obtains the first prize for a ram 28 months old, of

immense height and width, with remarkable neck and
chine and beautiful hand. The second prize to Mr. W.
Garne, jun., of Bibury, Gloucestershire, for a 39 months'

old ram of very great length, girth, and splendid propor-

tions, together with a fine quantity of offal and a good

fleece. Mr. John Garne, of Filkins, Gloucestershire,

obtains a commendation for a 39 months' old ram, a

very good animal with a particularly good loin and

rump. Mr. Fletcher also receives a commendation for

a 21 months' old ram, having a famous chine, neck, and

a good quantity of curly wool.

Class III. Pens of Five Shearling Ewes.— Mr. W.
Lane takes both the first and second prizes ; but we
think other pens shown in this class are somewhat

'

superior to the second prize lot, though these are very

beautiful, and of good form and quality. Mr. Beale

Brown's ewes are very good indeed, both for their

backs, loins, forequarters, and fleeces. Mr. Walker's

ewes are very deservedly commended, their meat being

first-rate. The Cotswold sheep made altogether a very

good show, though not equal to what they were at the

famous Lincoln meeting.

a favourable position to give an intelligent consent to

any judicious proposals that may be made on practical

points. If a farm manager finds himself intrusted with

important calculations of this kind he will naturally do
his utmost, not only to select the course of cropping

most likely to prove profitable, but to carry out his own
views at the least possible expense. Well, in aiming at

these results there are certain general principles which
according to circumstances should regulate his judg-

ment and control his practice. For example, on
strong good soils under a favourable climate, he will

grow large quar tides of Wheat, while on light land

Barley will be the principal cereal crop. On medium
soils a fair proportion of both will be raised, and if the

climate is inferior Oats will occupy a greater breadth
than either of the other white crops. Then, if the

ground is of a light alluvial quality, well adapted for the

production of Potatoes, and a ready market is obtained

for this root, of course it should he extensively grown.

On the other hand, a farm situated inland, and not very
accessib'e, ought perhaps to be more a Turnip than a
Potato growing one, even though the soil is suited

for either crop. It is much easier to transport

a root crop to a distant market in the form of fat beasts-

than in any other manner. In populous districts dairy

stock may prove more profitable than fattening beasts,

just as a cut hay crop may he more remunerative than
pasturage in these circumstances. Is a farm a Wheat-,

a Barley, an Oat, a Bean, a Potato, or a Turnip-growing

occupancy ? Then it is the duty of the farmer to find

out its properties and defects and to make the most of

it accordingly. It would occupy too much space to

enter fully into the question of rotation of crops, but 1

may state one course of cropping suitable for medium
land and another adapted for the clays.

For a green cropping and Wheat farm extending

to say 360 acres, the following rotation system may be
adopted with advantage:

—

1. Turnips • ** 40 acres. 5. Wheat ... 40 acres
2.

^1

Potatoes • * • 40 M 6. Turnips #•• *i*J »•

3! Wheat... * • • 40
• *

97
7. Barley ... ... 40 „

A ( Beans ...

\ Mangel ...

201 40
8. Grass ... ... WJ

ff
*-

20
j

99 9. Oats ... ... 40 „

HOME FARM MANAGEMENT.—No. VIII.

Amongst the very first duties devolving on a

manager appointed to the charge of a home farmery, the

particular rotation course to be followed will demand
attention. He ought to take a plan of the farm, and look-

ing at the subject in its every aspect, fix on the order of

cropping which in the case w ill be most likely to give good

returns. Few farm stewards would wish to do thison their

ownresponsibility alone. A little reflection may show the

This will give annually of Turnips, 80 acres ; Potatoes,.

40 ; Wheat, 80 ; Barley, Grass, and Oats each, 40 ;

Mangel Wurzel and Cabbages, 20 ; and of Beans,

20 acres. By making the Turnip break which begins

the rotation a preparatory crop for Potatoes, the soil is

not only easily wrought for the latter but by the

Turnips being partially eaten off with sheep only a light

dressing of artificial manures is necessary to give a very

fine yield. Then if the land happen to be foul it is got

properly cleaned under this system, and is put in the

best possible condition to produce superior crops during

the remainder of the rotation. A nine-shift course may
he thought rather too long for general adoption, but it

has very important advantages connected with it. The
various crops are so extended over this series of years

that the least possible expenditure—in manure and
labour—is required to give very large returns. Expe-
rience has proved the fact, that with a given outlay

common to various rotation systems the eight-6hift

leaves the largest profits. And the above order of

cropping being simply a modification of the eight-course

with a crop of Turnips taken before Potatoes it has at

least all the excellencies of the latter if it is not an

improvement upon it.

For a clay farm which, though well adapted for the

growth of Wheat, Beans, and Turnips, is scarcely «o

well fitted for Potatoes and Barley a different course of

cropping should be lollowed. A seven-course rotation

of a farm of 350 acres will stand thus

:

1. Beans
_ ( Wheat ...

*• \ Barley ..

3. Turnips
(Wheat..

4. J Barley ..

( Uats ..

The extent

#• 50 acres.

35 ) 50
15)
... 50

15)
15 UO

19

>y

ft

f Tnrnips
5. < Potatoes

( Mangel
6. "Wheat

t Grass
j;Oats

7.
• • «

20)
15 ^50 acres

15 ]
50

40
10 \

50

»»

I
'

20)

in acres of the different crops by this

rotation course will annually be of Turnips, 70 ; Pota-
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toes aud Mangel, 30 ; Wheat, 100 ; Barley and
Oats each 30 ; Beans, 50 ; and of Grass, 40
acres. According to this arrangement part of the

Bean crop will be sown after Grass, but if the

ground is lightly manured, it will in most cases give

a very excellent yield. This saves the resources

of the land to some extent by rendering it unneces-

sary to take Oats after Grass. In laying out a farm
for the different crops under either this or any
other rotation system, great care should be taken to

Jhave the piece of land best adapted for a particular kind

of CTOp put as far as may be practicable under that crop.

For Potatoes or Barley the lightest parts of the farm
will require to be selected ; but this can be very easily

*done without the general rotation order being deranged.
According to the state of the markets, as I have already
indicated, a modification of any course of cropping may be
made from year to year ; but it is well to have a system
which in the main will be adhered to. There are many
farms no doubt on which neither the 9even nor the nine-

jshift course, as stated above, would be found altogether

applicable. Yet there are very few home farms in the
United Kingdom for which these systems might not be
altered so as to meet the variations resulting from
peculiarities in soil and climate. J. Lockkart Morton,
Zasswadef Mid-Lothian.

where it cannot have been sown ? 1 have observed it,

and so have many others. R.

Home Correspondence.
Boydell's Locomotive Steam-engine.—In your report

of the Chelmsford Meeting of the Royal Agricultural

Society you allude to my traction engine, and as some
parts of that allusion are not in accordance with facts,

I feel sure you will do me the justice of inserting this.

In the first place you say the engine is of 12-horse

power, and you call that used by Mr. Fowler 1 0-horse

power. My engine has two cylinders of 6^ inches each,

and is worked with 60 lbs. pressure of steam. That
used by Mr. Fowler has two cylinders of 8 inches each,

and when I saw it at work on the heavy land field it

was worked with 95 lbs. pressure of steam. Thus if

our engine is 12-horse power, the one used by Mr.
Fowler is 28. In the next place you say it is evident

to all practical engineers that the wear-and-tear of ray

engine from hauling continually over arable land must
prove a very heavy addition to the cost of the ma-
chine. In answer to this I have to say that we have

worked one engine for six months on all descriptions of

land and over all kinds of obstacles, and we have never

damaged the machinery or the boiler in the least, which

are apparently as good now as when they were made,

and the wheels and shoes show very little wear—this

engine can be seen here. In another part of the report,

speaking of the shoes, " under the circumstances of a

comparatively even and extremely hard surface they

were of course for the most part merely a useless in-

cumbrance." Without the shoes on the driving wheel

we could not even have got on to the field, and upon

"the hardest and perfectly level ground the engine would

not draw one-fifth part as much without the shoes as

with, as the cycloidal bars attached to them form in

•effect a cogged railway. The last part of the report 1

have to observe on is
—" but the advantage gained by

the position of the pinion on which Mr. Boydeil insists

is not real after all : the velocity of the pinion must be

•doubled to produce the same rate of movement onwards

as if it were placed on a level with the axis of the

wheel, and as much is lost as gained." This is certainly !

not the fact, and is very easily shown not to be so. The
driving wheel is driven by a pinion of 10 teeth working

on a wheel of 96 teeth, and at whatever part of

the wheel the pinion works, whether on the level

of the axis or the apex, 10 teeth working on 96

must perform the same number of revolutions in

the same time ; and although the upper part of the

wheel moves twice through the same space as the axis

and fulcrum on the ground, that is made up by the

rectilinear motion of the wheel which is entirely inde-

pendent of its rotary motion, carrying the pinion

through the space it progresses, and this without re-

acting upon the forward movement, as the pressure

upon the back of the cylinder counteracts the pressure

upon the carriage on which the shaft of the pinion

works. James Boydell, Camden Works, Camden Town,
July 22, 1856. [In reference to this communication we
at present only say that the "velocity ot the pinion ,,

referred to by our reporter, is not its angular velocity,

but its velocity with reference to any fixed point over

which the machine may be passing. Whether the

thrust of the steam in the boiler be applied, by means
of piston rod and pinion, at the extreme end of that

lever which is represented by the double radius of the

driving wheel (its contact with the ground being then

the fulcrum, and the tow-rope attached to the axle-tree

representing the power and position of the resistance to

be overcome), or be made by another position of the

pinion to act as if pushing at a point on that lever

nearer to the resistance, and therefore less effectively,

does not matter when the object is to produce move-
ment. In the one position it corresponds in effect to

gearing into a large spur-wheel, and in the other to

gearing into a smaller one. The latter may require
double the force to work it ; but in the former case
double the rate of movement will be needed to effect the
same quantity of work—so that, as our reporter stated,

"as much is lost as is gained." This is the state ol the
matter as it at present appears to us.]

White Clover.—Can you suggest any cause for the
very unusual quantity of White Clover which appears

j

in all
fc

the pasture fields and on roadsides and places
j

octettes*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
We will resume our walk round the stands of imple-

ments. Mr. Comes at No. 45 exhibits his simple and
well-known chaff-cutter, which has won many prizes.

Gibson, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, at the next stand
shows several tillage implements, a revolving cultivator
and a clod-crusher, consisting of two rows of discs one
cleaning the other—a principle originating with them,
we believe, though now very generally adopted.

Mr. Huckvale, of Choice Hill, Chipping-Norton,
shows his Turnip thinner and horse hoe at No. 60. It

consists of a revolving circular edge which would clear
the whole row as the machine proceeds were it not for
breaks in it by which untouched intervals are left.

The thinner can be instantly raised where the Turnips
do not require thinning. The plants are left at regular
distances, and singled by children where they require it.

The great advantage of this implement is that the
Turnips, &c, can be cut out at the proper time, at a
much cheaper rate than by hand, and the crop saved
from injury by not being singled at the proper time.
Price 5/. A patent horse-hoe for hill-sides, shown at
this stand, exhibits an exceedingly ingenious contrivance
for meeting the downward tendency of the implement
when working along the side of a hill.

At stand 62 Messrs. Reeves, of Bratton, near West-
bury, Wilts, exhibit Chandler's liquid manure drill.

—

Spooner's water drill is shown at stand 71, by Messrs.
""

-
- Sparks, of Norwich,Tasker and Fowle, of Andover.

exhibits steam-engines, circular saw bench, &c.
Messrs. Garrett and Son have a large stand with

threshing and other machinery, drill machines. We
have already referred to Mr. Chambers' improvements
in drills shown here.

An exceedingly ingenious huramelling machine by
R. R. Holben, of Barton, Cambridge, is exhibited by
Barnard and Bishop, of Norwich. This machine con-
sists of an elevating apparatus, which supplies the corn
direct from the dressing machine without assistance,
and a breaker, which makes nearly 300 beats per
minute, under which the Barley passes in a thin layer.
It is perfectly efficient, delivering freely from 10 to
12 quarters per hour, and requiring but very little

power to work it. It can be used with any dressing
machine, the quantity being regulated by four adjusting
nuts ; the arrangements being so extremely simple render
it nearly an impossibility for it to get out of order. It
occupies the space of one square yard only. Price 51. 10s.
At this stand, too, there is a good rasping machine
for Turnips. This machine consists of a strong cast-
iron disc, to which are attached 10 indented steel
plate cutters, which can be adjusted to cut Turnips,
Mangel Wurzel, Carrots, &c, into narrow strips, vary-
ing at pleasure from 1-1 6 th to £ of an inch in thick-
ness, at the same time separating the dirt and small
pieces of rind from the strips, which are delivered quite
clean into a basket or tray. These strips wheu mixed
with dry food are found to be an economical method
of feeding cattle or sheep. Price 4Z. 10s.
Mr. Bentall at 78 shows his celebrated broadshare,

which however has this year had to divide the prize
with Coleman's This implement has three shares, pre-
ceded by three points, arranged parallel with each other,
the centre point being so much longer than the side
ones as to project beyond them in front, while the share
connected with it is as much behind the side shares.
This arrangement of the points before the shares is
essential, as it is this that enables the implement to
penetrate the hardest soils, and gives it a remarkable
steadiness in its work, and a capacity of adhering to the
land in a degree not to be attained by other means.
There are other advantages, too, in this peculiar con-
struction. By means of the long point a share 18 inches
wide can often be used in hard ground, when without it

even a 6-inch share could not be used. The chance of weeds
slipping by it is thereby greatly diminished ; and, fewer
tines being required, the implement is less liable to choke
in foul land. It goes on three wheels, which are merely
to regulate the depth of the work, and consequently do
not require to be large. In the centre is a strong beam
of wrought T iron, to which is attached the frame. To
the side arms are fixed two tines, one on each side, which
can be regulated either vertically or horizontally. The
frame carries the centre-share and point, while the tines
carry the side ones. The handles are convenient to
enable the man to assist the plough round at the ends of
the land. The head and hake are of the ordinary con-
struction, allowing of adjustment when required, as in
ploughs generally, to enable the horses to walk in the
turrow. The width of land covered
ment (as usually sent out) is 3 feet
it can be altered to cover more or less.

Mr. Coleman's tool, on the other
described :—A patent drag harrow,

by the imple-

6 inches ; but

|

hand, is thus

cultivator, or
scarifier

; invented and manufactured by the exhibitor.
This implement is known as the "Norfolk Prize
Cultivator." It is admirably adapted for the various
purposes of harrowing, cultivating, or paring land.
There are seven prong*, to which shares or spuds, vary-
ing from 10 to 2 inches wide, may be attached. These
prongs are so arrange^ as to cut the land 8 inches
apart. The depth of penetration it. regulated by a lever,
and may with great iacihty be accommodated to the
required depth.

Holmes & Sons, Norwich, at U6* &how a large collec-
tion of machinery, steam-engines, threshing machines,
drills for corn and manure, <5cc. We extract their
description of their manure distributor :— It has im-
portant improvements in the delivery barrel, which is
entirely of wrought iron, is very light, and not liable to
breakage or disarrangement ; the deliverers are of such
a form that a scraper is most conveniently made to pass
over each one as it comes to its delivery point ; and
another important point is, that the scrapers are fixed
above the delivering barrel, so that it is impossible that
any manure can by any means get to them to prevent
their working, as is the case with those which are
placed under the barrel ; another advantage in these
scrapers is, that being hung from the top, the dead-
weight of the whole scraper is rendered effective when
acting on the deliverers, and by each scraper being made
in length so as to scrape or clean four of the deliverers
each one separately has the whole weight of the scraper,
thereby saving one-third the weight in iron that would
otherwise be required. Small weights can be placed on
each scraper when required. The whole machine is

considerably lighter and of easier draught for the

horses ; and the delivering has been pronounced perfect.

The exhibitors' semi- lateral stirrer is found the most
simple and practically useful, the lateral motion being
given without any extra gear wheels or crank motion

;

the slides can be regulated as the machine is at work.
It can be fitted with the exhibitors' improvements for

hill sides at an additional cost of 11. 10s. Price 13Z. 10s.

At stand 97 Mr. Phillips of Brandon shows his

patent root pulping machine. The cutting principle of

this machine is a beautiful adaptation of the circular

saw ; a number of segment saws are fitted into a round
cylinder, and bolted together so as to work in a perfect

circle ; on the spindle of the cylinder is a bevil wheel,

driving another, which works an oscillating plate at the

back part of the hopper while the cylinder is revolving.

The result of this is, that the teeth of every saw cut the

roots in different lines and places ; thus producing a

perfect pulp without bruising or smashing the root and
destroying or losing the juice. One great feature of

this machine is its indestructibility. The saws, being of

tempered steel made expressly for the purpose, will last

a number of years without wearing up ; and if from any
mishap one is broken it may always be replaced, without
sending to a machine maker, by a labourer at a cost of

a few pence. It is well known that for cutting wood no
way is so economical as the circular saw, and that a saw
constantly cutting hard wood will last a great many
years ; it may then be easily understood how long the

steel saw will last in pulping roots. It is superfluous to

add that the employment of steel for cutting has a great

advantage over the cast-iron plates used by other

makers, which, although a trifle cheaper in the first

cost, prove dearer before many months, from the great

tendency to wear, and extreme brittleness in cold

weather, when the machines are most required. This

machine may be worked by one man or two lads. A
great recommendation in this machine is, that the state

of the roots does not affect the cutting ; their behig

frozen, or clung in the latter part of the season, not

proving any obstacle to mincing them. Price 61. 10s.

At 09 Mr. Utting, of Wisbech, shows one of the

many new contrivances in rollers. It consists of two sets

of discs on two parallel axles, the one set clearing the

other, the one set narrow and the other wide, and the

two sets can be set relatively to one another in different

positions, so that either the narrow or the broad edges

can have the heavier work to do, according to the state

of the land.
*

Mr. Carson, of Warminster, exhibits yet another form

of roller, which he calls the Cross-cut Wheel Roller and

Clod Crusher (No. 1). The wheels are 26 in. in dia-

meter, and are of an improved form ; having, in addition

to the thin edge, a number of cross- cutting projections

at right angles to it, to give the implement greater

facility in reducing clods, or in pressing Wheat, &c.

;

and these outer edges being all rounded, prevents any

injury being done to the corn or plant over which they

pass. The roller is made of a number of these wheels

placed together on a round shaft, thus allowing them to

revolve independently of each other; the frame is of

wrought and cast iron, and the shafts of wood. These

rollers are made of four different sizes, and of any

length suitable for the numerous purposes to which they

are applied, a few of which may be thus mentioned;

—Reducing clods to a fine soil suitable for receiving the

seed. For rolling Wheat in the spring after frost ;
and

thus, by strengthening the roots, to prevent the partial

loss of the crop, and for putting a stop to the destructive

effects of wireworm, grub, &c. In a great measure to

supersede harrowing, by being used before and alter

sowing, which ensures a more equal and complete

covering of the seed. For rolling Grass lands to destroy

Moss improve the herbage, &c. Price 16/.

Messrs. Howard, of Bedford, have as usual a large

and most interesting collection of ploughs and harrows,

in the former of which arrangements for altering the

position of the share relatively to the other parts have

been patented. We mav refer here to a Turnip nymay
destroyer exhibited by Mr. Comins, of South Wolton

the idea of which we suppose he obtained from tne

Gardeners' Chronicle., for he describes it as the inven-

tion of Dr. Lindley. It is made of planed board about

I foot wide and 4± feet long, but it may be made longer"

ordered ; there are two wheels in front winch may oe

set to any width required. The board can be raised to

pass over ridges or lowered so as to pass as cK»t»

possible to the Turnips when sown on the flat, aa"
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are two light handles to it so that a boy of 10 or

12 years of age can work it. The bottom of the board

must be gas-tarred as often as may be required ; the

shade of the board will cause the flies to jump, and in

so doing they will stick to the tar.

Messrs. Hill & Smith, of Brierley, Dudley, have a

large collection of tools, and work in wire ; we describe

one of their entries for fencing. The silver medal of

the Royal Agricultural Society was awarded to these

fences at the Southampton, and again at the Shrews-

bury meeting. From their construction they possess

many and decided advantages over iron hurdles, espe-

cially for permanent fencing, both as regards economy
and strength. The set consists of eight kinds, as

follows :

—

*© mH 03 ^
• Number Price

Height. of "3 a per
WS* Bars. C d Yard.

Inte:
Sta

ft. in. ft. in. s. d.

For sheep
light cattle

or

}... j
l 3 4 5 8 2 5

Cattle 2 3 6 5 3 2 9
Oxen * * • 3 8 9 5 8 8 8
Oxen • * • 4 8 9 5 4 3 4
Oxen • * • 6 3 9 4* 4 3 9
Deer park ... • • « 7 6 8 8 2 4 9
Deer park... • * • 8 6 8 4 4 9

These fences are, for permanent fencing, far superior

and cheaper to anything yet introduced. The deer-

park fencing is much cheaper than anything that could

be used for such a purpose, and has been much adopted.

The exhibitors are now erecting about 10 miles of it for

his Grace the Duke of Portland, for surrounding the

deer park at Welbeck Abbey.

Tiptrek Meeting.—A very excellent address was
given at the gathering last week, by Mr. Mechi, for

which we had not room in our report. We now give

an extract from it :

—

"The object I have in view is one connected with an impor-
tant purpose, embodying the great question, whether the British
stomach is to ba sufficiently tilled to enable it to maintain its

independence. It is a very serious affair, that of the stomach.
Just imagine what would be the result of giving a fortnight's
holiday to the British stomach. You laugh at the idea, but it is

a fact that every now and then you are on the verge of scarcity.

You have wheat at 20Z. a load, and is not that a war price?
And why is it? Why is wheat dear—why is food dear when you
have open to you all parts of the world, and all the corn
markets of the world? You go into those markets and bid the
highest price, and you ought, it would be said, to command the

most ample supply. But still food is scarce and dear. That is

not to be denied. And why is it? It is because England has
not done her duty. Without referring in a spirit of vanity to

anything of my own, I am -prepared to tell you that if all the
lands of England were cultivated in the manner that this farm,

and thousands of other farms are, you would not only have food

enough to feed your own people without the aid of foreign im-
portations, but you would have some to spare. This will be
proved if you take the acreage of the country, as far as we know
it, though I am sorry to say we do not know it correctly enough.

I thought when we called on the Hon. Mr. Cameron he would
have told you that while England has no agricultural statistics

they have in the young and comparatively new colony of Canada
most correct statistics of every bushel of corn grown, and know
what they are doing, for they have got over the old prejudice on
this subject. And I believe the agricultural fear about the
mischief of disclosing their affairs is a perfect phantom and
delusion. Recollect this,—you cannot do away with the farmers
of England—you cannot do without them—you cannot keep them
in an humble position. Every day they are increasing in
knowledge and intelligence—every day they are bringing the
resources of science to bear with greater effect upon the cultiva-

tion of the soil, and better means of communication are being
opened to them. Do not let us, then, be afraid of letting the

world know that we are making a profit ; for if we say we are all

bankrupt nobody will believe us. Now on looking round this

large, intellectual, and influential meeting, I see that we have lots

of doctors here, and I wish that amongst them I could get a
physic that would cure prejudice. When I say this I do not
intend to imply that prejudice is confined to agriculture. I hope
my agricultural friends will not think that I look on them as
singular in this respect, and as being the only class that entertain

and cling to their prejudices. I recollect that it was said that
steamboats would never do, and would never cross the Atlantic;

that railways were impossible, and the electric telegraph was
madness ; and these are all evidences that prejudice is not solely

an agricultural complaint."

Proceedings of the Wakefield Farmers' Club for the

year 1855, with the Report of the Annual Meeting.

W. T. Lamb, Northgate, Wakefield.

The Wakefield Farmers' Club issues reports of its dis-

cussions and resolutions for the benefit of its members
and of the general public, in this showing an example
of public spirit and frankness which might be adopted
with advantage by more powerful institutions of the kind.

Exclusiveness of any kind, such as some societies

present, can never tend to their prosperity. Some have
rules preventing any communications at their meetings
excepting through a member. We cannot think of any-
thing less likely to advance a club, either in public

estimation or in that of its own members, than
the operation of such a rule as this. Members join

professedly and really not to give but to receive
instruction, and when at any of their meetings a stranger
who can give information on the subject that is being
discussed finds himself silenced by such a rule as we
have mentioned, every person present is injured by it.

i-he way to increase the membership of a society of the
kind is by increasing its usefulness and activity—infor-
mation should be welcome from whatever quarter, and
when contributed, the more generally and permanently
it can be circulated the better.

The Wakefield Farmers' Club does good service to

(• No. 6 has four bars and chain top.)

agriculturists generally, and therefore to itself by the . used was the common one ; he pre
annual publication of its proceedings. I with the bow. For his part, if

From the present annual report we extract an ! grain that wanted cutting, he would use the scythe,' for

ferred that to the one
he had a quantity of

account of the discussion on mowing and reaping
grain crops.

Mr. Hislop opened the debate. He said :
—" In the

year 1825 I introduced mowing on the home farm of

Sir John Scott Douglas, Bart., of Springwood Farm,
Roxburghshire. Finding it to answer my expectations,

I continued the use of the scythe, and for a great

number of years past have practised no other mode of

reaping the various grain crops under my super-

intendence. I may notice, by the way, that there are

various sorts of scythes used for mowing grain ; there

is the common scythe and bow in regular use in Eng-
land ; the cradle scythe, used to a considerable extent

about Newcastle and various parts of Northumberland
and the county of Durham ; the Aberdeen scythe with

its peculiar handle, in use in Scotland ; and the Hainault

scythe, used in Flanders, and which I have seen used in

Scotland by sons of Flemish farmers who were brought
over for the purpose of exhibiting it (by the Highland
Agricultural Society of Scotland) about 28 years ago.

The above are all useful in the hands of those who are

particularly acquainted with them, but few labourers

could use them all skilfully. I will in the first place

he would get a greater amount of work done. He
believed that a man accustomed to cut corn with a
scythe would do it better with one without the bow.

Mr. Johnson was an advocate for mowing instead of

shearing. When it was a thin crop it was much better to
mow than to shear. Flour used for manufacturing purposes
might be preferred harvested with the sickle ; but upon
the whole he thought mowing the best When being
cut down with the scythe it was raised partially up
again, the wind could get better through it, and it

saved more stubble. He thought sufficient attention
was not paid to raking. He thought the raking ought
to be done every morning ; but when the corn was
mowed the raking was generally got altogether. When
the corn lay very close and hard, as when cut by the
sickle, it did not dry soon. Certainly corn cut by the
sickle had the neatest look—mowing generally looked
rather slovenly ; but, notwithstanding, he would rather
have the corn mown than sheared.

Mr. Nicholson said he had mown some 10 or 12
years ; but he considered it impossible to mow some
crops, and in others there were a great many of the
ears cut off. Sometimes after mowing a strong lot it

make a few observations relative to the expense of would be found that they had a short yield. He
mowing and shearing ; in the second place consider

the advantages and disadvantages arising from either

mode of reaping ; and then sum up my observations by
showing which mode will be most conducive to the

interests of the farmer. First, the expense of mowing
and taking-up, binding, swathe-raking and heaping

believed it took more power to mow with the long-

bladed scythe. When the corn was standing he believed

the use of the scythe was better than where it was laid ;
the ears were not so liable to be cut off. His plan was
when he had any strong Wheat he had it shorn, but
upon the whole he preferred mowing to shearing. He

the rakings, of a fair average crop of Wheat, Barley, . thought it possible to mow a strong crop of corn, but it

or Oats, upon a farm will cost 10s. per acre. On the

other hand, the expense of shearing, binding, and
stooking the same will be 15s. per acre, being a differ-

ence of 5s. per acre in favour of the scythe. Second,

the advantages derivable from mowing are the follow,

ing, viz. :— The farmer gets a greater quantity of

straw to be converted into manure and returned to

the land, which is preferable to leaving it in the

ground, especially on light soils ; the saving in this

case will be about 3s. per acre at least. The swathe

ought to be mown inward instead of outward, as it

must be with the short-bladed scythe. When he
farmed in the south of England he had had the corn
"fagged." It was not a sickle, but a heavy and wide-
bladed hook that was used ; it was struck into the standing

corn, and very good work it made. The farmers of the
south of England prefer * fagging " to any other
method. The cost was less than it would be by shearing..

Strong crops he sheared, and others he mowed.
Mr. Tweedale declared in favour of mowing. He

believed there was more straw got by mowing, and that

was of consequence when the straw had to be saved for

it sooner, and it was ready in one half the time than
when shorn, and by getting all the rakings together what
was withered was seen, and the sample of corn was
not spoiled. By mowing finer samples of Wheat were
produced. Mr. Tweedale said he could not get his men
to use the Aberdeen scythe ; but he had been told that

there were men who could mow with it much easier than
with the common scythe.

The Chairman said mowing did not look neat. But
they might have neatness without economy. Certainly,

as far as economy went, mowing was the best. He
thought a short-bladed scythe better than a long one.

lie did not think the one with the bow and cradle did

the work well. It seemed out of the question that it

should throw the corn ; it wanted something else to

assist. He granted the wind would blow through it

better ; but then it could not be bound up so tight.

Upon the whole he thought mowing the best principle.

He considered the Aberdeen scythe would do the work
better than any other. Many men preferred having a

long pull, which counterbalances the weight of the blade;

but mowing with the short blade did not require such a
great swing. Work-people, however, had a prejudice

against any new invention.

enables the mower to lay it down better, and his assistant cattle. When the corn was mown the wind got through
to take it up with less liability to injure the grain. It * " **

• -•- » i* •

also tends to the safer aud more speedy harvesting of

the crop, as the corn does not stand so compact and
closely compressed in the sheaf, and allows the wind to

pass through with greater facility, and in most in-

stances it will be fit for carrying three or four days

earlier, which is of great importance to the farmer.

I remember about 16 years ago, having afield of Wheat
shorn, being remarkably heavy in the ear ; when stooked

the sheaves formed a broad table-like top, and although

well hooded, and would have been fit for carrying on

the Monday, in the course of the Sunday, in cousequence

of a very high wind, nearly the whole of the stooks

were levelled with the ground. The following morning

being very wet, the rain so penetrated the sheaves that

before they could dry through the Wheat sustained

much injury from sprouting, which would not have been

the case had they been mown, as it would have been

secured three or four days earlier. I am aware that

certain objections are advanced against mowing, such as

the grain being of an inferior quality, or rough in the

hand in consequence of clods being collected by the

swathe-rake ; and also that, by mowing, the weeds are

all collected and the seeds get into the manure. To
obviate the former objection keep the rakings separate

and thresh them by themselves. My own experience is

that I can sell mown grain at as high a price as that

which has been shorn, presuming the quality to have

been equal when growing. With respect to the latter

objection, I have to observe that were the weeds not

cleared from the ground along with the crop, the seeds

would shake and grow in the soil, so that nothing would !

be gained by that mode ; but as the seeds of weeds

generally come from the threshing machine along with

the grain, they can be burned up after being separated

by the winnowing-machine, which would obviate that

objection also. Notwithstanding what I have said in

favour of mowing standing crops, there are cases where

shearing would be found advantageous, as will be found

this year, as the crops are so much lodged by the

continual rains ; and by the use of the sickle crops of

this description may be reaped with less loss than by

the scythe. I have now to observe, in conclusion, that

by mowing the various grain crops there is a saving in

the expense of at least 5s. per acre ; and where straw is

valuable the increased quantity may be taken at 1 Qs. per

acre, or where only available to convert into manure, at

3s. per acre, which would be a saving of from 8s. to \5s.

per acre—an item of great importance to the farmer.

I have also attempted to show that the quality ot the

grain is not deteriorated by taking the precautions

I have named ; and that I am of opinion there is a con-

siderable advantage to the farmer by adopting that

mode of reaping without which the grain crops of the

kingdom could not be cut down before the best of the

corn had been shaken out by the wind."

Mr. Scholey agreed with the former speaker that in

dry weather the scythe would have the advantage over

the sickle. He believed they were getting more ac-

quainted with the scythe, and that it would come into

more general use than the sickle. During an inclement

season they ought to take the most speedy means to get

the work done ; and there was no doubt that more

work could be done with the scythe. The scythe he

Calendar of Operations.

JULY.
Appearance of the Crops.

Bep.kshire.—The present appearance of the growing crops in-

this neighbourhood is good. Wheat. Oats, and Barley all

promise to be above an average. Beans and Feas about an
average. The Turnips, Swedes, and Mangels are a regular

plant and look healthy. Potatoes are free from disease and pro-

lific. John Adnnms, Thatcham, Xewlury, July 25.

Devonshire.—All grain crops— Wheat, Barley, and Oats—in
this neighbourhood promise well, at least a full average ; some
little damage may have arisen to Wheat in very exposed situa-

tions from a heavy storm of wind about a fortnight ago ; but that

seems partial. Hay is a good crop, and much was saved in

capital condition, though along our hill sides there are consider-

able quantities not yet cut, as the whole of this month has been

very uncertain for haymaking. I apprehend there is a prospect

of Mangel being a good crop. Turnips are not promising; flea,

wireworm, and weather have all been against them, and many
have been put in too late. Potatoes begin to show disease in the

leaf, though as yet the tubers do not seem to be affected. John

Benson, Tavistock.

Essex.— I have sent you a report of the crops in my im-

mediate neighbourhood. The Wheat I think is more than an
average crop, and is dying off of a good colour, and will be ready

to begin harvesting in 10 days. The Bailey is an average crop,

not more than two-thirds the usual acreage sown. The Oats

upon the mixed soils are good, upon the heavy lands very

moderate. The Beans and Peas are a great crop, and are very

healthy at this time. Potatoes I have heard no complaint of-

The hav crop is verv large, and for the most part well got in.

Swede Turnips are verv bad ; I have ploughed up 40 acres, and

sown the land with white Turnips. Mangel Wurzel is very good.

\V»i.Hutley, Tl 'itham, July 25.

Glamorganshire—I beg to inform you that the crops of corn

are all looking very well, but not so heavy as I have seen them

in this part of the country. The harvest, under any circum-

stances, cannot commence before the middle of August. I see a

great deal of smut iu the Barley and Oats. No disease as yet in

the Potatoes. /. Burnell, Llannelly, July 26.

Gloucestebshire.— Wheat, average; Barley, good; Oats,

average; Beans, good; Peas, very good; Potatoes, very good;

Mangel Wurzel, very good; Swedes, good. Harvest general,

about ISth of August. Josiah Hunt, Almondsbury , July 28.

Hay and Clover better than I remember, with splendid weather

to secure them; Mangel good; Swedes and Turnips backward,

having in many instances suffered from the fly—now doing well

;
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Beans very good ; Barley, of which the breadth sown is unusually
finiall. avery heavy crop; and Wheat (as extensively planted

aa Barley U the reverse) promising at least a full average crop :

w4th a continuance of dry weather it will certaiuly exceed an
average ; Oats and Peas can scarcely be said to be grown in this

neighbourhood. The healthy sta'e of all crops, combined with
the abundance of food for cattle of all kinds, will, should we be
blessd with favourable weather for the harvest, mark 1856 as one
of the most propitious* seasons we have known. C. Iiandell, CJiad-

hury^ Evesham, July 28.

Httkttxgdonshibe.—The crops in this county promise to be a
full average. Wheat has improved much since it came into ear,

and liarley on the well-drained and well-farmed land is a good
crop. Beans and Peas generally are very fine. Turnips have
been sown two or three times, from the ravages of the fly, and are
within the possibility of being a crop, but the chances at present
are decidedly against them. Potatoes are splendid. With
average weather we may expect general harvest by the middle of
August. Brampton, Huntingdon, July 25.

Leicestershire.—The Wheat is an average crop; Barley,
light; Oats, average crop; Beans, good ; Potatoes, promising:
hay and seed crops, very good ; Turnip and other root crops are
looking well. The Wheat, where thin, is a good deal storm
broken (not laid) ; Oats and Barley are unusually thin, but
being all standing, and the ears pretty good, we think they will
prove an average crop. Harvest will not be general Hera until
the end of August. E'hv. Darb;/ % Greetham, IJorncastle, July 28.

—

Wheat, good but blackened; Barley, very good; Oats, good;
Ue-ins, remarkably good ; Potatoes, pretty good; Turnips,
average ; Hay, heavy crop. T. Spencer, Knossington, Oakfiam,
July 28.

Lincolnshire Fens.—A few partial showers have been of
service to the corn, which is now ripening fast, many pieces of
Barley being nearly ready for the scythe, and a good deal of
Y/heat has assumed a bright yellow tint. The Wheat is
generally thin of plant, but the extremely favourable weather we
have had has filled the ears with weighty kernels, so that we
may expect an average yield of unusually good quality. The
Barley crop promises well, excepting upon very thin soils, where
the dry hot weathei induced it to ripen prematurely. Oats are
also good, excepting in the fens, where they suffered much from
the spring frosts. Beans and Peas will turn out productive.
Potatoes will not be a heavy crop. Harvest is expected to be
general about the 11th of August. John Whitwell, Peterborough.

Norfolk.—The Wheats in this district, which promised a
fortnight since to be a very fine crop, have been seriously injired
by the Wheat raid^e; scarcely an ear can be found but what is

more or less affected. It would be difficult to form an estimate of
the damage, but 1 fear along the sea coast we have suffered to
the extent of one-fourth or one-fifth of the whole crop, many of
the ears on one side being completely destroyed. A much
greater breadth of Wheat is however sown thau usual, and the
deficiency of yield will probably be counterbalanced by the extra
number of acres- Barley and Oats promise to be a lair crop, but
a less acreage sown than usual. Harvest will be ready in about
three weeks or a month from this date. Our hay crop was
pretty good, and most of it secured in fine condition. The
Turnips have suffered from the fly, hut not to injure the crop
materially. They are now attacked by the black caterpillar,
and whole fields are completely stripped of their leaves. 7?. Cubitt,
Baeton Abbey, North WaUham, July 25.—Wheats are looking
well ; Barleys stout, and a heavy crop; Oats, the same; Potatoes,
at present free from disease; Beets, doing uncommonly well;
Turnips, very indifferent, having suffered much from the flv,

and are now in some places from the canker.

—

Rougham, July 28.

Wester Ross, July 28.—After an unusually protracted rainy
season we have now had a week of dry breezy weather, advan-
tageous alike to grain and green crops, and lortunately these fine
days came when most needed, so that we hope the blooming
season has been got over without much damage. The greater
part of the Wheat that was laid has got up again, and should
the weather now continue dry less loss might be sustained than
was some time ago anticipated. The small proportion of Barley
this year sown has also a promising appearance, and although
some of it be now laid that has not yet reached its full length,
there is not the same danger of its filling as there is of Wheat.
From its scarcity it will in all likelihood be dearer comparatively
than it has been for many years. Oats, although by no means too
heavy, are looking well also. Beans and Peas have quite a luxu-
riant appearance. Never perhaps in this quarter was the farmer's
prospect of an abundant crop better than at this moment. The
few dry days we have had have been taken advantage of lor
cutting and securing the hay crop, and much has been accom-
plished. The earliest of it has been carted home in safety, the
greater part of it remains in cocks in the fields, and seldom have
we seen the fields more thickly studded with them. Green
crops of all descriptions have been making satisfac-
tory progress, and as Turnips have got a fair start we look
for an abundant crop. Docks and Thistles by dykesides
and hedges have been demanding attention, for, forget to grow
what may, these certainly never do. For some time we have
T>een busily occupied, hoe in hand, and will be similarly engaged
for a few weeks to come. Our men and horses are busy collect-
ing all the manure we can get for love or money, for next year's
Wheat crop, as our desire is that never, in any coming year,
should we have a crop lighter than that under which the fields
now groan. For some time the price of cattle has been a shade
lower, from the fears that were entertained of the rain damaging
the Turnip crop. Dry weather has seldom been more needed,
Worcestershire.—Wheat on the gravel and loamy soils very

good; on the clay and also on the very light land thin of plant,
and by no means so good as last year; but I hope on the whole
we shall come near, if not quite, an average. Barley ou the real
Barley soils very good

; but on the clays and mixed soils very
bad indeed; the cold and wet in May took such an efftct on it

that it never recovered. Beans and Peas good. Oats, fair crop.
Swedes and Mangels good. Potatoes moderate, some disease
appearing. Hay crop great and never got better. Fruit little or
none.. F. Woodward, Ptrshore, July 25.

Yorkshire.—So far as my observation enables me to report,
the crops in this neigbourhood maybe thus classed:—Wheat
looks healthy, with a good ear, but generally thin on the ground;
a heavy thick crop quite the exception ; a very small proportion
of lodged up to this date. When earing the white Wheats were
very full of black (or slane ears). The Wheat crop upon the
iiprhter soils is very full of red Poppies. Barley a good crop, a
good deal lodged by the late rains, had a great many black ears
among it. A small amount grown. Oats partially good, and
very had. Beans a splendid crop, and well podded. Turnips
and Mangels very promising. Hay crop large and generally
well secured. Potatoes not very vigorous, but no appearance of
disease. The weather showery, but still very fine. P. Stevenson,
Sainton, near Think, July 29.

VALUABLE IMPROVEMENTS IN MOWING MACHINES.

BY EOYAL LETTERS PATENT.
'-*t«s:

Under the Patronage of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, and His Majesty the Emperor of
the French.

ALEXANDEK SHANKS AND SON,
ARBROATH, FORFARSHIRE. PATENTEES.

as the cheapest as well as the most efficient and complete machine extant. The improvements effected by the Patentees enable
the machine to be worked with perfect ease by one person. It requires no change of wheels or rollers in mowing verges ; will cut
close to the edge of flower-beds; has great facilities for quick tinning, cutting and rolling at the same time ; the length of the cut
can be effectually regulated in a few seconds by merely turning a screw, and being simple as well as complete in its construction
the machine can be easily worked and managed by a common labourer. The machines are fitted with due regard to strength and
durability, and consequently not a t all liable to get out of order. The work is executed with great rapidity, and in a manner vastly
superior to mowing with the scythe, while the simultaneous operations of rolling and close cutting greatly improve and beautify
the turf. The Rolling and Mowing Machine is now in common use at all the Royal Gardens, Windsor, Kew, Buckingham Palace
and Osborne.

Illustrated Price Lists forwarded on application.

N.B. A. Shanks & Son finding that their Patented Improvements are pirated, beg to caution the public against purchasiM
Machines with their improvements without their name and address marked on the Machines.

&o
A. Shanks & Sox also supply Fleming s SxVLTING MACHINES, for destroying Weeds, &c, on Gravel Walks, Court Yards,

., particulars and prices of which will he learned on application.

T. GREEN'S NEW INVENTION IN LAWN MOWING AND
ROLLING MACHINES,

SOLE MANUFACTURER, IRON AND WIRE WORKS, NORTH STREET, LEEDS.

REGISTERED JULY 24, 1855—No. 3739.

HPHE ADVANTAGES OF THESE MACHINES supersede all others by having
-*- a small Wheel in front of the Grass Box, consequently will mow verges and round flower beds'

without any change of Wheels, or adding the old fashioned Roller, as in others; will also cat either
wet or dry, and by the simple adjustment of a thumb screw, in front, can be raised or lowered to cut
the Grass any length required ; and having two Rollers behind, and a small one in front, they roll the
width they cut; they will turn in very little room, and cut at the same time. All the working parts
made much stronger thau the old machines. The bottom isiades are so constructed that they cannot
tear up the ground ; they are only drawn, and not pushed and drawn as in other machines
consequently do not require half the power to work them. The three first sizes can be worked bv
one person with ease ; the two latter with a pony or donkey.

13 inches
£3 5

LIST OF PRICES (NET CASH);-
16 inches 20 inches 24 inches 28 inches
£6 £7 £8 £10 10

A quantity of Machines of other kinds at Half the usual prices.

and 32 inches
£12 10

Testimonialfrom Jothua Major, Esq., Landscape Gardener, Knostropl
To M&. Guekx, Leeds.—Sir, As I always appreciate public and useful improvements, I most gladly give my testimony to

your highly improved Mowing and Rolling Machine. The one sent for my inspection and trial (cutting a breadth of 24 inches) was
drawn on flat ground with ease by one person, and although at the time of trial the lawn was wet, it was cut with the greatest
nicety. So complete and simple is the invention, that amateur gentlemen, and even ladies, mav work either the 16 or 20-inch size
with ease and pleasure, providing the Grass is not too long. For extensive places I should say the 24 inches would
be most suitable; for even in undulating ground two persons may work it; but in flower gardens, when beds, &c, are crowded,
either of the smaller sizes would be best. I congratulate you on your very valuable invention, which in my opinion, entirely
surpasses, and must eventually supersede all others, for it is not only free from intricacy and easy to the workman, but extremelv ex-
peditious in its operations, and consequently must prove a great saving in the management of Grass lawns, and a great boon to

the public.—I am, Sir, your most obedient servant, Joshua Major.
Other Testimonials may be had on application to the Manufacturer.

The above Machines are warranted to answer the purpose as described, or may be returned, and may be had
of all principal Ironmongers, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen in England ; also Mr. Charles Garrood, Superinten-
dent of Agricultural Department, Crystal Palace, Svdenham.

Notices to Correspondents.
Agricultural Statistics: Clitheroe. We have been unable to

ascertain the date. Can any one say by whom the machinery
of the Poor-law establishment was first suggested as the beat
agency for the collection of national agricultural statistics?

Capons: Correspondent. We shall perhaps be able to answer yon
next week. A small tract, of which we have not a copy, was
published on the subject several years ago by a Portuguese
gentleman, since deceased, who then contributed articles on
Poultry Management to our columns.

Tolls fob Mamtre : FHS They cannot be legally demanded.
In practice great difficulty arises from the want of a satis-
factory definition of manure, A variety of decisions have
accordingly been made by magistrates as to the liability of
different substances to toll. Sand at a recent Petty Sessions at
"Weston-super-Mare has been held to be exempt.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR REQUISITES
Awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition, and Patronised byl'the English and

French Governments.

COTTAM AND HALLEN,
*TiHE Original INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGH
-L AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made important additions, the main features of the same being explained in the

description and engraving.

A represents the Patent Halter Gnide and Collar Rein, the ball
of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-
tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached
from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the
seed In a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim

general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,

light and durable.

D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an

object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out or

the way when not in use,

COTTAM'S MANGEES are constructedlathe bestpossible manner, both as to form and

utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,

Galvanised, or Enamelled. _
Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner Mangers,

Harness-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on show at

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARMING AND VENTILATING.—The New Illustrated Catalogue fop 1856, and Estimates gratis

on application.
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B. SAMUELSON'S
EEGISTERED BUDDING'S LAWN MOWING MACHINES

FOR
PLEASURE GROUNDS, LAWNS, BORDERS, BOWLING GREENS, ETC.

To cut from 9 inches wide, for a boy to work,

Up to 30 inches wide, for man and pony.

Prices ... £2 15 £5 10 £5 17 6 £6 £9 £11 10

Width Cut 9 ins. 16 ins. 19 ins. 22 ins. 25 ins. 30 ins.

THE REGISTERED IMPROVEMENT renders unnecessary the great

care requisite in the handling of these machines on the old pl$.n ; all that

is now required can he done by any unskilled Labourer, who has only

to push the machine hefore him. The Registered adjustment insures a

clean and perfectly level cut of any required height, and prevents the

knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground may he.

Copies of Testimonials will he

forwarded, post free, on application

to the manufacturer.

The above may also be procured

at the principal Agricultural Im-

plementDepOts in London ; of Messrs

.

J. Veitch & Son, Exotic Nurseries,

Chelsea ; in the Agricultural Depart

inent, and on the Lawns of the Crysta

Palace, Sydenham; and of all respect-

able Ironmongers & Seedsmen in the

country.

H G S £ PIPING.
WAITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING
* " will sustain a greater pressure, is lighter, less bulky, will

wear longer, and is about GO per cent cheaper than the leather
hos« pipe.

Manufactured only by Waitrmak & Co.. Bentham, Lancaster.
No. l. Quality, Inches in Diambtkr and Price per Yard :—

2 ^aJ* iJ
d
k; *' !?'

ld : **' u-
34

' **» ** M-J *l *»• 7d.;
2, 1,. 9d. ; 2}. 25. : 2*, 2s. 3d. ; 2J, 2s. 6d. ; 3. 2*. 9rf.

o» o
PF

o!,
E
^
T
o
A Stout Q l?ALITV :

-2
>
2»«; 2*. * 3d.; 2$, 25. &*.;

No.O, a cheaper Hose, to hear a low pressure for GaroVn and
Agricultural purposes, at greatly reduced prices :—1. 9d • U lOd -

It,, lid.; 2,1s.; 2}. U.3d. ^,ls.6d. ' *'""*'

Tfca Hose is Burnettised at an extra charge of 3rf. per yard
Lnion Joints, Branch Pipes and .lets are also supplied.

CH ASK '6

BEETLE POSSOK.

^ fc

B. SAMUELSON, Britannia Works, Banbury; and
STAND No. 19, Hoyal Agricultural Society at Chelmsford.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makers.

7 rr> m •v—

;

;

TOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
•' Cutlery Works, Sheffield; and 67, King William Street,
London, where the largest stock of Cutlery in the world is kept.

Drawings forwarded by post.

HJ. MORTON and Co., Galvanized Iron Works,
•

2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.
GALVANIZED IRON ROOFING, for Farm Buildings and

other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest roofing in use.
GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from 10±d. per yard, for Farm

buildings, houses, &c—Never requires painting.
PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest and

neatest fence in use, will resist the largest Cattle, and will not
bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or over. Upwards
of 600 milesof this fencing fixed by us in the last 8 years. For
illustrated price list apply at the Works.
GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING —
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

2-inch mesh, 6d, 8d. and lid.
per yard.
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

3-inch mesh, 4d., 5id., and
7{d. per yard

.

The Netting made any I

width, and with openings of ^*Ui.".^uac--J-LU^i^J
any size.

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS
for DRY and WET FOOD.— Galvanized Chain Camp Stool*
find Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat,
6s. 6d. to 12*. 6d. each.—Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Bods and
Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guaros, Hurdles,
Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-
vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea-
sure Grounds, &c, from 10£d. per yard.
For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Henry J. Morton & Co.,

2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF GALVANISED
WIRE NETTING.

V
to

T>ARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,

wl ia conse<
lnence of improvements in their machinery for

ta« manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
* great reduction in the prices.
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All the above kinds can be made of any width (under S feet)

?K a
Pr?£° .

°nate P^ces. If the upper half is of a coarser meshcnan tneio««r, it will reduce the prices one-fourth.
Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 8i<*. per vard, 3 feet wide:

squaSTtoot.
Sparrow-Proof Netting for Phea'santriea, 2d. per

N^fiil*i^
d f** of *xD*nse in London. Peterborough, Hull, or

4ml nfoJ v
Manuf*cturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattleand Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, i-c.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post.

'T'URNER'S ROLLER MILLS, for Crushing Oats,
,

-*- Barley, Linseed, Malt, &c , and Grinding Beans, are the
most effective Crpshing Mills manufactured, and work with leas
power than any other. The Prize of the Royal Agricultural
Society was awarded to E. R. & F. Turner for " the best Linseed
and Corn Crusher," at the Carlisle Meeting— (the last occasion
on which a Prize was offered)—and at their previous Shows at
Norwich, Gloucester, and Lincoln. Also the 1st Prize of 150
francs and QaM Medal at the Paris Universal Exhibition of
Agriculture, 1866. A great variety of these mills are manufac-
tured, adapted for farms of all sizes, lar^e coaching and carry-
ing establishments, gentlemens' riding stables, breweries, Lin-
seed-oil mills, &c.
TURNER'S PATENT COMBINED CRUSHING AND

GRINDING MILL is highly efiWtive for Crushing Grain,
Seeds, &c, and is also a most excellent Mealing Mill for Bartr-y.
Chaff Cutters for horse or steam power; Oil Cake Breakers

for English and Foreign Cake ; Fix*»d and Portable Steam
Engines; combined Threshing Machines; Saw Tables; One-
horse Carts, &c., all of a superior description, are manufactured
by E. R.& F. Turkbr, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich. Illustrated
Price Lists sent tree on application.

CAUTION.
Imitations of our Roller Mills, of very inferior manufacture,

being offered for sale in London and elsewhere, which, from
their resemblance in design to ours, are calculated to mislead
the public: We hereby give notice, that Messrs. Burgess &
Kev, 96, Newgate Street, are our London Agents, at whose
depdt our Mills may be seen ; and also at the Agricultural Im-
plement Department of the Crystal Palace. Sydenham, Stand 43.

E. R. & F. TfJRHXB, Ipswich.

p ARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
Vy PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other
Government^, the Hon. East India Company, the principal
Dock Companies, most public bodies, and by the Nobility,
Gentry, and Clergy, for out-door work at their country seats.
The Anti-Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most
durable out-door Paint ever invented for the preservation of
every description of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement,
&c„ work, as has been proved by the practical test of upwards of
60 years, and by the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials
in its favour, and which, from the rank and station in society of
those who have given them, have never yet been equalled by
anything of the kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of Colours, Prices, together with a Copy of the Testi-
monials, will be sent on application to Walter Carson & Sox.
No. 9, Great Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal
Exchange, London. No Agents. All orders are particularly
requested to be sent direct.

'pHE COMFORT OF A FIXED WATER-CLOSET
JL for 1/.— Places in Gardens converted into comfortable

Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY-SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, preventing the return of cold

air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it or unfix it in two hours
Price 1L Also Hermetically-sealed and inodorous chamber
commodes, 11. 2s. and 21. 4s., and improved Portable Water-
closets, with pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A prospectus
with engravings forwarded by enclosing two post stamps.—At
Fyfs and Co/a Sanitarium, 46, Leicester Square.

ENTIRELY FREE FROM DANGER TO HUM.W LlFE, AND rERFKCTI.V
11ARMLESS TO CATS AND DOOS.

A SAFE and most EFFECTUAL DESTROYER
^* ok BLACK BEETLES and COCKROACHES; one trial
alone will suffice to prove its great etlicacy, and one box will destroy
thousands. The great advantage in this preparation is, that it
does not leave their bodies to decay and corrupt the air, but com-
pletely dries up and destroys them, so that nothing is left to
caute an unpleasant odour when dead.

Sold in boxes at Is. each, or sent free to any part of the kingdom
for Twenty Stamps (or a case containing one dozen boxes sent
carriage free on receipt of a post-othce order for 12*,), by
Thomas CnASE, Chemist, 14, Holborn, opposite Furnival's Inn,
London, and may be obtained through all Chemists and Medicine
Vendors.
Thefollowing Testimonial has been selected from many others

f
too

numerous to publish :—
u Exotic Nursery, Kind's Road, Chelsea, Jan. 4th, 1856.

" Sir,—I have no hesitation in giving yon a certificate to the
effect that your * Beetle Poison' is most effectual in destroying
C->ckroache8. After trying many other things, I was induced, by
the recommendation of the Rev. E. Sidney, to try your poison,
and the very next morning after ic was laid, many Cockroaches
were found dead, and such was the case for several succeeding
mornings, but since then we scarcely or ever find one. I am,
consequently, thoroughly satisfied that with perseverance in
laying your poison, these pests may be entirely got rid of.

—

I am, Sir, your obedient servant, J. Veitch, Jun.
"j'Mr, Chase, 14, Holborn."

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS,
AND OTHH.RS.

ROBINSON'S PATENT BARLEY, for making
superior BARLEY WATER in 15 minutes, has not only

obtained the patronage of her Majesty and the Royal Family,
but has become of general use to every class of the community,
and js acknowledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure,
nutritious, and light food for Infants and I nvaltds ; much approved
for making a delicious Custard Pudding, and excellent for
thickening Broths or Soups.
ROBINSONS PATENT GROATS, for more than 30 years

have been h- Id in constant and increasing public estimation as
the purest faring of the Oat, and as the best and most valuable
preparation for making a pure and delicate GRUEL, which forms
a light and nutritious supper for the aged, is a popular recipe
for colds and influenza, is of general use in the sick chamber,
and, alternately with the Patent Barley, is an excellent food for
Infants and Children.
Prepared only by the Patentees, Romysox, Bf.txville, & Co.,

Purveyors to the Queen, 64, Red Lion Street, Holborn, London.
Sold by all respectable Grocers, Druggists, and others in Town
and Country, in packets of 6d. and Is.; and Family Canisters, at
2s t 5.?., and 10s. each.

KNOW THYSELF—The secret art of discovering
the true CHARACTER of INDIVIDUALS from the pecu-

liarities of the.ir HANDWRITING has long been practised by
MARIE COUPELLE with astonishing success. Her startling
delineations are both full and detailed differing from anything
hitherto attempted. All persons wishing to *' know themselves/'
or any friend in whom they are interested, must send a specimen
of their writing, stating sex and age, inclosing thirteen penny
post stamps, to Miss Coupelle, 69, Castle Street, Oxford Street,
London, and they will receive, in a few days, a minute detail of
the mental and moral qualities, talents, tastes, affections, virtues,
&c, of the writer, with man; other things hitherto unsuspected.

A STROLOGY.— Persons residing in London or
£"* elsewhere can send any Address, Christian and Surname,
and Age, in a letter containing 13 postage stamps to Professor
Met.ville, Princes Road, Lambeth, London (the only Acrostic
Astrologer in the universe), and they will receive by return of
post, special poems on their names, in which their Destinies will
ne revealed.

Hf.sdox, Ftvchley, Willesdox, Harrow, or Neighbourhood.
WANTED, a SMALL ARABLE FARv], about

20 or 30 Acres.—Address, with full particulars, to B.,

43, Ampthill Square.

S>airs by auction.
MONTH LY POULTRY SALE.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his
Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on

TUESDAY, August 5, at 12 o'Clock precisely, Lord de Blaquiere's
stock of CHICKKNS, about 130, all bred from Prize Birds in
Dorkings, Brahmas, Cochins of all colours, Aylesbury and
Rouen Ducks, all of which will be Sold without reserve

; a selec-
tion from the yard of Francis Ed war lf» Esq., of Bulstrode Park,
including Black, White, and Golden Polands, Gold and Silver
Spangled Hamburghs, Pigeons, &c.—Catalogues by inclosing a
amped directed envelope to Mr. J. C. Stevens, 33, King Street,

Covent Garden.

ORCHIDS—ESTABLISHED AMD IMPORTED.
\/JR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his
L» 1 Great Room. 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on FRIDAY,
August 8, at 1 o'Clock precisely, ORCHIDS in good condition^
comprising Aerides virenssu; erb, Odoratum purpurescens, Fox-
brush, Saccolabium arapullaceum, guttatum and retusum, Pha-
laenopsift grandiflora, Laaiia elegsns, C>tttleya labiata, Cypripe-
diuTQ villosum, &c.T an importation from Java of Saccolabium
BIumei,&c., a small parcel from Mexico of Epidendrum Vitel
linum, and other good species.—May be viewed on the morning
of Sale, and Catalogues had of Mr. J. C. Stevens,. 38, King
Street, Covent Garden,
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BY
HER

MAJESTY'S

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

EDENCH (Harapstead Road, and King's Road,
• Chelsea), having erected 13 Horticultural Structures of

various new designs in wood, iron, and his two patent principles,

all who are about to erect Horticultural Buildings of any descrip-

tion would well repay themselves the trouble of calling at Granby

Nurserv, Mornington Place, Hampstead Road, and inspecting

the different designs and principles that they are built on.

Is. 3d. per superficial foot charged for Horticultural Buildings

complete, with glass of excellent quality and thickness, doors

with brass locks, lines, pulleys, quadrants, &c. Price List sent

on application, and references given to any extent, both for

Building and Heating with Hot Water. Structures of all

descriptions.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY ;

HELY & "WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street, London.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from

2d.\ and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from ifcf.

per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,

under 10 by 8. 12s. 6a*. ; above, 16s. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases, 34s. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. 6d. per

foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. each. MILK PANS,
21s. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN,5s. 6o\; WARING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,

Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium 10s. each.—Catalogues free.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES. GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

AMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET GLASS, Packed in Boxes containing 100 Feet.

Second Edition, with Additions, pi-ice 5s. 6d. cloth,

ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY:
THEIR HISTORY AND MANAGEMENT.

By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A., Hector of Intwood with Keswick

Domestic Fowl in general
The Guinea Fowl
The Spanish Fowl
The Speckled Dorkings
The Cochin China Fowl
The Malay Fowl
The Pheasant Malay Fowl
The Game Fowl

THE BIRDS TREATED OF ARE—
The White China Goose
The Tame Duck

The Mute Swan
The Canada Goose
The Egyptian or Cape Goose
The Musk Duck
The Grey China Goose
The White Fronted or Laugh-
The Wigeon [ing Goose
The Teal, and its congeners"

The Domestic Goose
The Bernicle Goose
The Brent Goose
The Turkey
The Pea Fowl [hurgh Fowls

The Cuckoo Fowl
The Blue Dun Fowl
The Lark-crested Fowl
The Poland Fowl
Bantam Fowls
The Kurapless Fowl
The Silk and Negro Fowls

The Golden and Silver Ham- The Frizzled or Friesland Fowls

" It will be found a useful and intelligent guide to the poultry-keeper; while the lively and often amusing manner in which it is

written gives it a claim upon the attention of the general reader."—Midland Counties Herald.
" This book is the best and most modern authority that can be consulted on the general management of poultry."—Stirling Obstrvtr.

Published by JAMES MATTHEWS, at the Office of the Gardeners' Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette,

6, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden ; and may be ordered of any Bookseller.
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LARGER SIZES, not exceeding 40 Inches Long.
16 oz. from 2d. to 3hd.,21 oz. from 3d. to 5d., 26 oz. from Gd. to7$d.,

per foot superficial, according to size and quantity.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD
HOUSES, the same quality as we supply to Mr. Rivers, and

of various dimensions, always on hand, at 185. per 100 feet.

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-ounce, packed in Crates

of 300 feet, 2£d. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, 3^d.

Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet 345., 385., 405., and

425. per case.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS WAREHOUSE,
116, Bishopsgate Street Without, London.

FOREIGN "aNcTeNCLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsoate Street, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

j

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading

men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.

Just published, price 55.

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA. Parts VI. and VIE., com-
pleting the First Volume, containing Oncidium, Calanthe,

Limatodis, and Geodorum.
J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

_

Price 15. Gd., free by post 1*. 104.

LABELS FOR THE HERBARIUM,
consisting of the names of the

CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERS,
OF

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S "VEGETABLE KINGDOM."
So printed in large type, that they can be cut out and pasted

into The Herbarium.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 55. Gd.RURAL CHEMISTR
By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.

Honorary Memberofthe Royal Agricultural Society of England,

Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London,

Lecturer on Chemistry'in the Hon. E. I. Co/s Military Seminary

at Addiscombe,&c, &c.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden._

Price 3d. each, or 55. for 25 copies for distribution among CottHge

Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post-office order

being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office of

the Gardener's Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the

country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for

one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition

to the cost of the numbers.

HTHE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
i- OPERATIONS. By Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle. Upwards of

109,000 have already been sold.

CONTENTS.
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20 by 13, 21 by 13. 22 by 13, 214 by 13*, 164 by 144, 20 by 14,

21 by 14, 20 by 15, at 18*. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24 „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 34 „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking

and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,

as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,

and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. are supplying lG-oz. Sheet Glass

of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 100

square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash.

A reduction made on 1000 feet.

Sizes.—Inches.

From 6 by 4

7 „ 5
8 „ 6
10 .. S

»
tt

it

tt

Per foot. Per 10 feet,

at 1W. is £0 12 6

2d. ,, 16 8
2\d. „ 18 9

2.V*. „ 1 10
2M. „ 1 2 11

19

39

19

Inches.
Under 6 by 4

7 „ 5
8 „ 6
10 „ 8

.
12 n 9

Larger sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 3d. to 3^1. per square foot, according to size.

21 oz. „ 3£rf. to ad. n » n
26 oz. ., 3%d. to l^d. „ t, tt

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, and

PATENT PLATE GLASS for Horticultural purposes, at

reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,

either in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

Propagating Glasses. Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass

Milk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not

hitherto manufactured in Glass.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate

price of this superior article should cause it to supersede all

other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. No
alteration connected with the sash is required.

GLASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation of

every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure.

Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half.

List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

James Hetlet & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

African Lilies

Agapanthus
Anemones
Annuals
Apples
Apricot
Auriculas
Beans
Beet
Biennials
Black Fly
Books for Cottagers
Borage
Borecole
Box Edgings
Broccoli
Brussels Sprouts
Budding
Bulbs
Cabbage
Cactus '

Calceolarias
Californian Annuals
Campanulas
Carnations
Carrots ^

Cauliflowers
Celery
Cherries
China Asters
China Roses
C hrysanthemum s,

Chinese
Chives
Clarkias
Clematis
Collinsias
Colewort
Cress
Creepers
Crocus
Crown Imperials
Cucumbers
Cultivation of flowers

in windows
Dahlias
Daisies

Gilias
Gooseberries
Grafting
Green -fly

Heartsease
Herbs
Herbaceous Peren-

nials
Heliotrope
Hollyhocks
Honeysuckle
Horse-radish
Hyacinths
Hydi'angeas
Hyssop
Indian Cress
Iris

Kidney Beans
Lavender
Layering
Leeks
Leptosiphons
Lettuce
Lobelias
London Pride
Lychnis, double
Marigold
Marjoram
Manures
Marvel of Peru
Mesembryanthe-
roums

Mignonette
Mint
Mustard
Narcissus
Nemophilas
Oenothera bifrons

Onions
Pseonies
Parsnip
Parsley
Peaches
Pea-haulm
Pears
Peas
Pelargoniums

Dog's-tooth Violets Perennials
Exhibitions, prepar- Persian Iris

ing articles for

Ferns, as protection
Fruit
Fuchsias
Gentianella

Petunias
Phlox
Pigs
Pinks
Planting

Plums
Polyanthus
Potatoes
Pruning
Privet
Propagation by cut-

tings
Pyracantha
Radishes
Ranunculus
Raspberries
Rhubarb
Rockets
Roses
Rue
Rustic Vases
Sage
Salvias
Savoys
Saxifrage
Scarlet Runner
Beans

Sea Daisy or Thrift

Seakale
Select Flowers
Select Vegetables
and Fruit

Snails and Slugs
Snowdrops
Spinach
Spruce Fir
Spur Pruning
Stocks
Strawberries
Summer Savory
Sweet William
Thorn Hedges
Thyme
Tigridia Pavonia
Transplanting
Tree Lifting
Tulips
Turnips
Vegetable Cookery
Venus's Looking-
Glass

Verbenas
Vines
Virginian Stocks
Wallflowers
Willows
Zinnias

QCHOOL BOTANY ; or, THE RUDIMENTS OFO BOTANICAL SCIENCE.
400 Illustrations. 8vo. Price 55. 6d. half bound.

Bradbury & Evaxs, 11, Bouverie Street.

Lately Published,

THE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY, Structural
and Physiological. With a Glossary of Technical Terms,

and numerous Illustrations. 12s. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works

by Professor Likdlky, of which " School Botany," and " The
Vegetable Kingdom," form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Elements of Botajtv, comprising

Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Tech-

nical Terms, are published in one octavo volume, price 12s.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for

Medical and other Students who have made themselves

acquainted with the author's " School Botany."

N.B. The Glossary may be had separately, price 5s.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

ROFESSOR LINDLEY^NTRODUCTION TO
BOTANY, 4th Edition, with Corrections and Additions,

now ready, in 2 vols. 8vo, with Six Copper Plates and numerous

Wood Engravings. Price 24s. cloth.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

~NEW AFRICAN TRAVELS BY CAPTAIN BURTON.

In 8vo, with Maps and coloured Plates, price 18s. cloth,

FIRST FOOTSTEPS IN EAST AFRICA; or, an

Exploration of Harar. By Richard F. Burton, Bombay

Army; Author of a " Pilgrimage to Medina and Mecca," &c.

•• This book is a curious record of a curious enterprise. The

traveller penetrated into places hitherto unexplored,—saw rac«s

verv little known,—ran a great risk and endured some privation,

—aiid lays the whole experience before us in a frank, manlv,

colloquial fashion."—Athenmum.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans & Roberts.

NEW EDITION OF
CONYBEARE AND HOWSON'S "ST. PAUL."

Now readv, in Two Vols, square crown 8vo, with numerous Maps

aiid Woodcuts, and 4 Plates, price 31s. Gd. cloth,

THE LIFE AND EPISTLES OF ST. PAUL
1 By the Rev. W. J. Conybeare, M.A., late Fellow of Trmitv-

College, Cambridge; and the Rev. J. S. IIowson,M. A., Principal

of the Collegiate Institution, Liverpool. Second Edition, care-

fully revised and corrected, and printed in a more convenient torn..

*•• The Original Edition, with more numerous Illustration?,

in Two Vols.4to, price 21. 8s., may be had.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Robkbts-^

Published this day, price 5s.,

FERNY COMBES. A Ramble after Ferns io the

Glens and Valleys of Devonshire. By Charlotte Chaster

Eight Coloured Plates.

Lovell Reeve, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden.

Second Issue, price 2s. 6d., or by post, 3s.

T AND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS \

JLi with Plates by J. Bailet Denton, Drainage Engineer.

"The best practical treatise we have yet seen."—Agric. GazM-

" A very able treatise."—Mark Ixine Express.

London: Ridgway, Piccadilly ; and Metchim, Parliament^.

Kow readv, price 3d., or post free 4d., No. VI. of

A MANUAL OF BRITISH BUTTERFLIES AM>

l\ MOTHS. Ey II. T. Stainton, Author of "June: a W*
for the Country in Summer Time."

N.B. The Fourth Thousand of No. I. is now ready.

London: John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row; and to oe

had of all Booksellers and News Agents. .

GROUSE SHOOTING AND RURAL SPORTS.

In One Vol., price 10s. Gd^ half bound,

QRITISH RURAL SPORTS. By Swbhe**
& Comprising Shooting, Hunting, Coursing. F»b"Jf;S^ ftot

Racing, Boating. &c, illustrated by numerous engraving

designs by Wells, Harvey, and Hind.
„ rtC.«sionof

« It is a very complete work, and should be in the possession

the generality of sportsmen."—Belts Life. „_
« We cnn honestly give the work our best recomniendauo .

Sporting Seview. c»«.pt.

London: George Routledge & Co., 2, FarnngdonStw_

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Gardpn.

;

FRUIT CULTURE.
MR. RIVERS has recently published the Fourth

Edition of the "ORCHARD HOUSE," improved and en-

larged, 2s. 6d. In this is given the Tropical Orchard House, or

the culture of Tropical Fruits in pots. „rm
Also the Seventh Edition of the "MINIATURE FRLIT

GARDEN," improved and enlarged, 2s. In this is given a new

method of cultivating Pears on dwarf walls—The above are sold

by Longman & Co., Paternoster Row, or sent post free, at the

prices quoted, from the Author. Sawbndgeworth. H<»rts.

CONSUMPTION REMEDIABLE.
Fifth Edition, price 5s.6d., free by post; an Abridgment, 25. Gd.,

p ONSUMPTION, BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, &c,
V^ SUCCESSFULLY TREATED. By Alfbed B. Haddock,

M.D. The result of 30 years' extensive experience.

Simpkin, Marshall, & Co., Stationers' Hall Court; or through

any Bookseller in town or country.

F R U I
U R E-T CULT

Price Is., No. I., •»««—•*
ry H E STRAWBERR Y.-By G. M'Ewe.

"The work is handsomely got up. * * Pe
J?

** ^J***
treatise on the Strawberry in our language. -Cottag'" • •

"Mr. M'Ewen is one of our most intelligent cyw
tic£ in-

and trite as the subject is, has known how to give it p«

terest."— Gardeners' Chronicle. .. pabfle>

« Mr. M'Ewen has been long favourably
,

kn
2J'

I

ii;^^ in tb«

both bv his position and by his extraordinary hucce.
bjr

culture of fruits. * • We expected a good J^i
*°*

nd.tton.
"

no means disappointed. * • It deserves high commen

The Field. . , _ , „ T^ksellers*

London : Gboombridob & Sons, and sold by all Bo^^,
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SEAHAM HARBOUR FLORAL SHOW.
—The FLOWER SHOW advertised to take place on the

14th inst. at Seaham Harbour will not take place till THURS-
DAY, the 2Sth of August. Full information respecting the Show,
together with a List of the prizes, which will consist of Silver
Cups, Electroplate and Glass Vases, and Money Prizes, to the
aggregate value of 50Z., may he obtained by application to the
Secretary, Mr . H. W. Smith, Seaham Harbour.—Angnat 9.WILLIAM BARRATT,

LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.
HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved

principles.

V* An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shrvbs,
Evergreens, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.

HOLLYHOCKS and ROSES.—The Hollyhocks at
the Cheshimt Nurseries are now in full bloom, presenting

a display of richness and beauty scarcely attainable in any other
flower. These, combined with the Autumnal Roses, of which
some acres are in bloom, would amply repay a visit of inspection.
Fine selected Hollyhock Seed in 25. 6d. and 55. packets.
A. Paul & Son, Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts, one mile from

Cheshunt Station, Eastern Counties Railway.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
TRUE STOCKS of Chivas'a ORANGE-JELLY

TURNIP, NONPAREIL CABBAGE, ENFIELD MAR-
KET Do., and EARLY DWARF YORK Do. for August sowing.
Samples on application at A. Hardy & Son's, Seed Growers,

Limbourne Brook and Knowles's Farms, Maldon, Essex.

HYACINTHS AND OTHER BULBS.

WM. CUTBUSH & SON respectfully announce
that their Descriptive and Priced CATALOGUE of

HYACINTHS and other Bulbs, containing also cultural remarks,
can be obtained postage free on application.

m
Highgate Nurseries, near London.

HUGH LOW and CO. will send post free to any
person making application for it, their GENERAL

PRICED CATALOGUE of PLANTS, TREES, SHRUBS, &c;
also a CATALOGUE of DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

Clapton Nursery, London.

/ AZALEA I N D I C A.

J IVERY and SON, Nurserymen, Ac, Dorking and
• Reigate, beg to say that their DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOG IHE of all the newest and most approved varieties of the

AZALEA may be had in exchange for one postage stamp.

—

Dorking, August 9.

FERN CATALOGUE'
EOBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE (24 pages) of his Collection of BRITISH and
FOREIGN FERNS, can now be had post free for six stamps.

Gratis to all previous purchasers.— Nursery , Foot's Cray, Kent.

TULIP CATALOGUE.

CCHARLES TURNER begs to intimate that his

J TULIP CATALOGUE, with prices, is now ready, and can

be had on application.

A Catalogue of Geraniums (including Foster's Hoyle's, and
Turner's new varieties), Fancy Geraniums, Cinerarias, &c, will

be ready in September.
Now ready, very choice CINERARIA, 2*. 6d. per packet.

very choice CALCEOLARIA, 25. 6d. „

Royal Nursery, Slough.

EAUTIFUL FLOWERS.--12 packets, each packet
containing 100 Seeds, Is.; sent post free, If. 2d. Calceo-

laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsia-,

Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue

on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36

varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.
Wm, Cpllingfobd, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

OTATOES FOR SALE.—Five Acres of EARLY
OXFORD POTATOES to he sold and taken up imme-

diately, superior in quality and quantity.— A . ply to G. Mace,
Calcot, Reading.

.

CALCEOLARIA SEED.
MR. HENRY MAJOR, Knosthorpe, near Leeds,

begs to announce that this season's seed is now ripe, and
may be had in packets at 25. Qd. each, or three for 5*. H. M. can
with confidence recommend it, as it has been selected with great
care from his unrivalled collection.
About the last week in September H. M. will be prepared to

send out young plants of 15 of his best faalf-»hruhby
Calceolarias, which have been so much admired this season.
Price 21s. the aet, hamper and package included.
H. M. will be glad if his friends and others who intend

favouring him with their orders for the set of Calceolarias will
do so at once, as tins advertisement will not be repeated.
Pampas Grass (strong plants to bloom next season), 5s. each.
From unknown correspondents a Post-office Order is requested.
.B, Stamps taken in payment for the seeds.

17
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FRUIT TREES IN POTS.
HLANE and SON, the Nurseries, Great Berk-

• hampstead, have still fine ripe Fruit on their Trees, in
pots of Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Cherries, &c. Plants for

the coming season are very fine.

The AUTUMNAL ROSES will continue blooming throughout
the season.

Their General Nursery Stock is very fine. Flys from the
Kings' Arms Family Hotel meet every Train.

Saffron Waldex Nuksery.
SUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.

\\/ILLIAM CHATER begs to announce that hisW unrivalled SEEDLINGS and general collection of this

beautiful flower are now in bloom. Open to the inspection of all

visitors every day except Sundays,—August 9.

pHOICE SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.—
v_y Per packet

—

s. d.

CALCEOLARIA from very showy varieties care-

fully impregnated
GERANIUM from first-rate Florist varieties ...

from the new showy French ditto ...

from first-rate fancy ditto

from Scented-leaved ditto

from the finest new Rose, Pink,
"White, &c, of the Scarlet habit

A remittance in stamps or otherwise must accompany all

orders from unknown correspondents.

John Cattell, Nurseries, Westerham, Kent. m

ROBERT PARKER begs to offer the following, of

which he possesses a large stock in strong and healthy

plants :

—

Exotic Orchids
Stove and greenhouse Ferns
Hardy do.

Selaginellas or Lycopodiums
Geraniums, show and fancy varieties

Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass)
A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue is published, and will be

forwarded post free upon application. A remittance or reference

to accompany all orders from unknown correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Homsey, and Seven Sisters* Road, Holloway.

PRICES of UNDERHILL'S "SIR HARRY"
1 STRAWBERRY PLANTS, for the Season of 1856. All

orders (not less than 20) to be accompanied with a Post-office

order on Birmingham :

—

2

1

1

1

6

6

6

-

* *

* *

- - •

-

Per dozen
from 425.

>r 18

9t 9

!> 18
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18
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Twenty
Forty
Sixty

* *

• f

• •

£0 12
12
1 12

Eighty

Hundred

• .

• - •

• ¥

* • •
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Plants in Pots, not less than Ten, Is. 3d. each will be ready in

October next.
Mr. Underbill's "Treatise on the Cultivation of the Straw-

berry," price Is.

Address — Mr. Richard Underbill, Sir Harry's Road,
Edgbaston. Birmingham.

CHOICE SUDS,
ASS and BROWN have saved the following from

FLOWER AND VECETABLE SEEDS.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, High

*J Holborn, London, invite attention to their ENCYCLO-
PAEDIC CATALOGUE of FLORICULTURAL, VEGE-
TABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknowledged to be
the best published, which will be forwarded free of charge and
pott paid to all parts of THE wobld, upon application.

Primula, choicest/n nged Is. per packet.
Calceolaria, choicest varieties ... ... 1«.

Cineraria „ „ Is.

A most comprehensive CATALOGUE of DUTCH and
CAPE BULBS will be published iu the autumn.
"James Carter & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

]UEAT AND DURABLE GARDEN LA li EL—
-L^ The Advertiser will forward, on the receipt of three postage
stamps, a specimen label lettered in oil.

F. II., Lydburynorth, Salop.

T^HE FINEST FRUIT IN ENGLAND will be
1 secured from WASPS. FLIES, BIRDS, &c, by using
HAYTHORN'S HEXAGON GARDEN NET, to be seen in
most Gardens, and recommenced by all the principal Gardeners.
—Patten's Prices nnd Testimonials free by post. Orders to be
directed to Mr. Haythokn, Nottingham.

TANNED NETTING, for the Protection of FRUIT
TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security

of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard , 200 yards, 14*. ; 500
yards, 305.; 1000 yards, 505.; scrim cauvas for wall fruit. At
Edgin'OTun & Co.'s Rick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth
Manufactarers, 49, King William Street, London Bridge;
17, Smithfield Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot,
Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth.

BW TVV1NE~NETTING, Tkmied~if required,
1 yard wide, 2d. per yard : 2 yards wide, 4d. per yard

;

4 yards wide, 8d. per yard. Half-inch mesh ditto, 2 yards wide,

8rf. per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds,

wasps, flies, &c. trom fruit tree-, flower or seed beds, 4Arf. per
square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, 1W. per
yard; 4 or 6 yards wide, 8rf. per yard. At W. Cullinoford's,
1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

%• Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west
Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

B this season's flowers of their superb collections. *.

GERANIUM, choice, Is. per packet; newest vars. ... p. pkt. 2

CALCEOLARIA, choice, Is. ditto; ex. ex. ... „ 2

CINERARIA, choice, Is. ditto; ex. ex. ... „ 2

ANEMONE, single, of richest colour 4J. to 1

„ semi-double, ditto ... ... ... Ad. to 1

j?. d.

7 6

10 6

7 6

5

7 6

d.

6
r>

6

GLADIOLUS, choice from early vars. 1

Most of the species of Biennials and Perennials may now be
sown for next season's flowering.

CHOICE IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS.
Seeds of the Imported Brompton and Emperor Stocks may still

be sown for next season's flowering; also Annual Stocks for

flowering in Greenhouses.
Seed Catalogues supplied on application ; also printed instruc-

tions for sowing and raising seeds.—Sudbury, Suffolk.

FERNS.
ROBERT SIM begs to offer nice healthy Plants of

the following new or very scarce Ferns :

—

Gymnograraraa lanata.—A very distinct new species, with
very woolly-looking fronds; stove

Pteris aspericaulis.—A very handsome new species; fronds

crimson while young; stove(?)
Ceratopteris thalietroides.—An easily cultivated aquatic

species j StOVC * .* ••* • .

*

»»* •*• •• ••

Platyloma Browni.—A very fine, and probably hardy
species, from Australia; greenhouse

Polypodium alpestre v. flexile.—A very elegant new Bri-

tish variety; hardy
Athyrium Filix-foeniina v. depauperatura (known also as

ramosura and monstrosum).—A most singular and ele-

gant British variety, hitherto extremely scarce; hardy...

Lastrea Goldieana (true).—This rare and very handsome
North American Fern is not the kind generally but

incorrectly grown under this name; hardy
Carriage paid to London.—Post-office orders payable at

Foot's Cray Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, AND SWEET WILLIAM.
\\ 1LLIAM BAUNES is now prepared to send out
** Seeds of his beautiful and unrivalled CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, and SWEET WILLIAM, the two former 2*. 6d.

the latter Is. 6d. per packet.

It Is needless to say anything in recommendation of the above,

as W. B. has received numerous testimonials in their praise

from the many gentlemen and gardeners whom he has supplied.

Payment by postage stamps.
Address—Camden Nursery, Camberwell.

BALSAMS.
Fand A. SMITH beg to invite the Public to an in-

* spection of their BALSAMS (put aside for Seed) for

which they obtain* d the Silver Medal at the July Show of the

Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park.

Colours:— Blush, pink, white, scarlet, purple crimson, scarlet

flake, purple fl*ke, scarlet-mottled, crimson flake, crimson

bizarre, scarlet bizarre, crimson maculated, and crimson mottled.

—Omnibuses from Gracechurch Street, City, and Oxford Street,

to Crystal Palace, Dulwich, passing within five minutes' walk
every hour.

7 6

10 6

Il/IRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
* ' of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS
KETS to the original «nd numerous other elegant designs.

Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety
Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make

;

Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;
Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W.Riciiards. Imperial
Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's
Theatre. ^__

ATS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALS,
how to paralyse, and render them immoveable on the spot,

though there be hundreds, so that they may be gathered with a
shovel and finally drowned. The effect warranted, and the cost

to paralyse 50 will be fyd. Materials can be bought in every
town and village. The above astounding remedy sent post free
for eight post stamps to any address by FishkbA Sox, Publishers,
Kingslanri, London. Established 1S17. One Hundred testimonials
sent first if desired.

OSERIES,with KENT'S PATENT WEATHER.
PROOF GLAZING.—Estimates forwarded for this new

kind of House, a- recommended in leading article of this Journal,
June 14th. Direct, staring proposed length and width, to Alfred
Kent, Horticultural Building Works, Chichester. Illustrated
Price Books of other Houses on receipt of four stamps.

cTr eenhouse s^,

HENRY FREEMAN, Hothouse Builder and
Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturfr, Triangle, Hack-

ney. Established 20 years. Good substantial built Greenhouses
fixed any part of the Kingdom for cash, 42 feet long by 13 feet,

9(«.; 21 feet by 13 feet, 501. ; 12* feet by 10 feet, 30/. A first-

rate Conservatory, 30 feet by 18 feet, 130L A large assortment
kept. Estimates for Heating, or any branch in Wood or Iron.

OT WATER PIPES (&st Iron) at WHOLE^
SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Sypbons, Tee-Pipes, Coil-

Pipes, and every requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and
Saddle Boilers, 50s. each. Improved Soot Doors and Furnace
Doors, Builders' Castings. Pipes, and Gutters of every description

in stock at Mr. Lynch White's, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper
Ground Street, Black trinrs Bridge. London.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

«-' • Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns

of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to

supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,

&cM at the Manufactory as above.

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

of ground, 5 bars ... ... ••• ••• ... 45. 9d. each.

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3
inches out of ground. 5 bars ... ; ... ... 5$. 3d. each.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFffeLD.

SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED EBttt.
ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVESy*1wE.Sftt:

PRUNING SCISSORS. &c, as tested, re<vAABnfl$d 4 and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Pj-fDidtey ^ No.
47 Nov. 24, 1855;, can he obtained of any Nwrt5ymfca or Seeds-

tfWaWd the English

-

and French Exhibition Prize Medals in t^pt—fTn

blades warrant! to carry the keen edge of h 4"%8)

through to tbe back. *** /».

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their G|3tfeTt

Rakes. Trowels, Hamnr"-" *nd all kinds of ***>££;

Estab ished 173S.

. The
to v.

-ear

Si Hog
Tcola.

V£
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MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
Cutlery Works, Sheffield ; and 67, King William Street,

London, where the largest stock, of Cutlery in the world ia kept.

Drawings forwarded by post.

--

I OHN WARNER and SONS,
*J Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN

ENGINE,
With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-

commendedjfor
durability and
low price, viz.,

21, 19s., to hold
10 gallons.

Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals., 24
gals., & 35 gals.

May be obtain-

ed of any Iron-
monger or
Plumber in
town or coun-
try, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, as also Machinery of all kinds

for raising Water from any depth to any height by Steam,

Horse, or Manual Power, Prices sent on application. Syringes

of various constructions and sizes from 9s. upwards. Metallic

String from 5d. to Is. 3d. per lb.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kessal Green, Harrow Roai>, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and
Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & LEMON BOXES X LIGHTS.

(Fig. 1.) (Fig. 2.)

JTYLOll and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
• ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted Oak tub, fitted with

improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which

answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jeL

No. 1 hold* 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10

No. 2 „ 15 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 10

No. 3 „ 28 „ „ 45 „ ... 6 18

T TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
*J • ENGINE (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted

inside and outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and
registered Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate

rose fan and jet.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet high

No. 13

No. 11
No. 12
No. 14

A large assortment of every description ,of Garden Syringes

Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

l£inch t 14s- 3d.; No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, 1§ inch, 12s.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, 1§ inch, 10s. Qd.

Read's Syringe, with two roses and one jet, 195.

J. Tylor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in

town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and

of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.

J. Ttlob & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London.

7J 7) if »
16 n n 40

77

ft
24 jf n 45 79• •

30 fr 97 45 77

p
• *

• #•

• *•

• I

£2 15
3 5
4
5
5 IS

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft, 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to

100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,

glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to

all parts of the kingdom.—References may be had to the Nobility

Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.
— — — ^^^-^^^^^^^—^^^^^^^^^^^—^^- — »»^^^— i-fc^-^—a ^»^—^»» '*r.^M^^i i w—^^^—*^—^mm I M

BEEHIVES.
Prize Medal Awarded to G. Neighbour & Sons, fob Bee-

Hives and Honey, at the Paris Exposition of 1855.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour&

Sons, with all the recent ira- j^
provements, Glasses, Ac Ther-
mometer, price 355., securely

packed for the country.
This unique Hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit: its arrangements are

so perfect that the Honey
may be taken at any time
of the season without at all

injuring the Bees,
Applications may be ad-

dressed to George Neigh-
bour & Sons, 127, High Hol-
born, or 149, Regent Street,

London.
Their newly-arranged Cata-

logue of other improved
Hives, with drawings and
prices, sent on receipt of two
stamps.

Agents:—Liverpool, James Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Square;
Manchester, J. Wilson, 50, King Street; Glasgow, Austin
& M'Aslen, 168, Trongate ; Brown & Austin, 33 and 34, Argyll
Arcade; Dublin, J. Edmondson & Co., 61, Dame Street;
Chester, J. Dickson & Sons, 102, Eastgate Street

T~
HE COMFORT OF A FIXED WATER-CLOSET
for 1/.— Places in Gardens converted into comfortable

Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY-SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, preventing the return of cold

air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it or unfix it in two hours.

j
Price 1/. Also Hermetically-senled and inodorous chamber
commodes, 11. 2$. and 21. 4s., and improved Portable Water-

;
closets, with pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A prospectus
with engravings forwarded by enclosing two post stamps.—At
Fyfe and Co.'s Sanitarium, 48, Leicester Square.

C0TTAM AND HALLfiN, Engineers, Founders, &c

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Yases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.Garden Chairs

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c-
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AffD ENAMELLED MANGERS.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

Pipes, _
Pipes, and Boxes, Trough Pipes, Fire and Furnace Bars XoubU
Doors and Frames, and Soot Doors. Dra« ings and prices of th*
above, or estimates ~"~~ *— «— * *-- *- ine

application to J
near the Southwark Iron Bridge.

i^a, ouu »jwi x-ruoiB. wia« ings ana prices of
ites given for the Apparatus fixed complete
. Jones, Iron Bridge Wharf, 6, Bankside, LoS

on
London,

C STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON ardSONS
• 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron

Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boiler?
and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description bv
Hot Water.— Prices and Estimates furnished upon appl ication

HOT-WATER APPARATUS. *

""

JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark
• (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved

Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c.

t at the
Manufactory as above.

THE PRIZE CHAFF CUTTING MACHINES
Of the Bath and West of England Agricultural Society s

Meeting at Yeovil, June, 1856.

Also the Recent Award of the Royal Agricultural
Society of England. i

EICHMOND & CHANDLER, having been award*
the special and only Prizes for Chaff Cutting Machines fo

Hand and Power at the recent Yeovil Show, beg to inforn

Agriculturists and others that they may be immediately supplie-

with these Machines, which, by their intrinsic merit, have

achieved the highest character in the trade, together with the

confidence of the public.
Address, Richmond & Chandler, Salford, Manchester, and

South John Street, Liverpool.

TURNER'S ROLLER MILLS, for Crushing Oats,

Barley, Linseed, Malt. &c, and Grinding Beans, are the

most effective Crushing Mills manufactured, and work with less

power than any other. The Prizn of the Royal Agricultural

Society was awarded to E. R. & F. Turner for " the best Linseed

and Corn Crusher," at the Carlisle Meeting- (the last occasion

on which a Prize was offered)—and at their previous Shows at

Norwich, Gloucester, and Lincoln. Also the 1st Prize of loO

francs and Gold Medal at the Paris Universal Exhibition ot

Agriculture, 1856. A great variety of tlie.se mills are manufac-

tured, adapted for farms of all sizes, tttge coaching and carry-

ing establishments, gentlemens' riding stables, breweries, Lw-

seed-oil mills, &c. ,„„„.. . XTri

TURNER'S PATENT COMBINED CRUSHING AND
GRINDING MILL is highlv effective for Crushing (jrain,

Seeds, &c, and is also a most excellent Mealing M »u
1

for
Q
Bargr '

Chaff Cutters for horse or steam power; Oil Cake »reaiter-

for English and Foreign Cake; Fixed and Portable Steam

Engines; combined Threshing Machines; Saw Tables; une-

horse Carts, &c, all of a superior description, are inanufactureo

by E. R. & F. Turner, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich. Illustrateu

Price Lists sent tree on application.

CAUTION. , . „
Imitations of our Roller Mills, of very inferior manufactnir.

being offered for sale in London and elsewhere, ^
hlcU

' *J2
their resemblance in design to ours, are calculated to nnsiw

the public: We hereby give notice, that Messrs. Burger

Key, 96, Newgate Street, are our London Agents, at J
dep6t our Mills may be seen ; and also at the Agricultural

plement Department of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, fetana
F

E. R. & F. TURNER^ Ipg^j^

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during w
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLA*

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen

gravel of which the path is at present made from the L-am *

is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one 01 si
*

river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one^ *,
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dryJJ"^
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches tnica.

labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required **7™*m
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock, v ege ^
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action o

severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak throng

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the side*.

The same preparation makes nrst-rate Pa™f ^rjra£ioi*

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS and all other situg
^

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May De i«-

winter equally well as in summer.
natx**?'

Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & BbOTB^

Milbank Street, Westminster.
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DUTCH F LOWER ROO TS, &c. &c.

MESSES. E. G. HENDERSON & SON'S
BULB CATALOGUE

IS now Published, and may be had, post five, on application ; it contains, in addition to the usual Priced Lists
of Dutch Bulbs and Flower Roots, selections of the best sorts of Geraniums, Cinerarias, and other Florists' Flowers.

MESSRS. E. G. H. & SON continue to supply the following unrivalled SEEDS:—
CALCEOLARIA, First Quality 5s. Od. per packet.

Ditto Second Quality 4 2 6 „CINERARIA, Choice 2 6 „PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA 2 6 n
Other Choice Seeds suitable fob the present Season's Sowing are given in Advertisement of July 19, 1S56.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.

New and Beautiful Harpy Coniferous Tree.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA.

MESSRS WATERER and GODFREY have much
pleasure in offering the above fine plant raised from seed

sent home by Mr. W. Murray, who in describing it in connection
with other rare Pines, such as nobilis, grandis, Jeffreyi, Ben-
thamiana, &c, says, * It was the handsomest tree in the whole
expedition. It grows about 100 feet high and 2 feet in diameter;
the foliage is most delicate and graceful, the branches bend up-
wards at the end like a Spruce and hang down at the tip like an
ostrich feather, the top shoots droop like a Deodar, and the
timber is good, clear, and workable." Seedling plants will be sent
out in August upon the following terms, and orders executed
strictly in rotation. One plant 21s. ; six plants, 4?. 10s. ; 12 plants,
71. Ids.—Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey,

CHOICE NEW VERBENAS, FUCHSIAS, ETC , OF
THIS SPRING.

TTENRY WALTON, Edge End, Marsden, near
-"--*- Burnley, Lancashire, is now offering nice young plants of
the following at the very reduced prices annexed, viz.,

VERBENAS—Smith's, Edmond's, Banks', Weatherill's new
varieties of this spring, 10*. per dozen, or six for 6s.; when less
than six are taken, Is. 6d. each.
FUCHSIAS — Smith's, Story's, Banks' and Epps', of this

spring, 3s. 6d. each, or six for 15s., post free.

PETUNIAS—Turner's, Smith's, and Continental varieties of
this spring, 12*. per dozen ; six for 7s. 6s. ; when less than six
are taken Is. 6d. each.
Gonocalyx pulchra, 10s. 6d. each; Meyenia erecta, 5s. and

7s. Qd

.

; Sonerila Margaritacea, 3s. 6d. and 7s. 6d., strong

;

Cuphea eminens, 3s. 6d. : Cassia florabunda, 2s. 6d.
CHRYSANTHEMUM Alfred Salter, 2s. 6rf.

Descriptive list may be had on application. For particulars
and names of Fuchsias, &c, see previous advertisements.

Post-office Orders payable at Marsden, Lancashire.

HORTICULTURE^
NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

JOHN WEEKS and CO., King's Road, Chelsea.
This Horticultural Establishment is an unlimited source of

Attraction.

The Collections of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
in all the various stages of growth and in endless variety, include
every novelty that is worth cultivating.

A large stock of GRAPE VINES, struck from eyes, very
strong for Planting and Forcing in Pots.
FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS of every kind.
THE SEED BUSINESS is conducted upon an extensive scale,

every article warranted true to its kind, and of genuine good
quality.

GARDEN TOOLS, and Horticultural Implements of every
description, all of the best make, no inferior article kept.
CAST-IRON VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great variety of

the most beautiful designs.
WIREWORK for all Ornamental Garden purposes.
The Nobility and Gentry are most respectfully invited to

visit this establishment, where Horticultural science in all its
branches is in full operation, combining all modern improvements,
so that a Lady or Gentleman can select whatever they may
require co- necred with Horticulture.
John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers.
HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES,

FORCING PITS, &c. &c, all made of the best materials, sent
to any part of the country.

See our Illustrated Catalogues of all the various branches of
Horticulture ; also Plans, Models, and Estimates, &c. &c.

John Wpeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

new Plants of 1856.

MITCHELL and CO., of the Bristol Nurseries, Kemp
Town, Brighton, are prepared to supply good strong plants

well established in 60-sized pots of the various Novelties of the
present season.

HENDERSON'S FUCHSIAS OF 1856.—The collection of
eight for 6s.

SMITH'S OF 1&56.- General Williams, Admiral Boxer, Con-
queror, Gloire de Neisse, Epps' Wonderful ; the collection for 5s.

BOUVARDIA LONGIFLORA, the true white flowering
variety.—Too much cannot be said in praise of this beautiful
plant. Our stock is one of the largest in the trade, which
enables ns to offer at 12s. per dozen. Trade price on application.
VERBENAS.—Henderson's Collection of 1856, 4s. per dozen,

well established in 60-sized pots.
Smith's and Turner's varieties of 1856, 6*. per dozen, ditto.
PETUNIAS.- Smith's and Turner's, also the New French

striped varieties, 6s. per dozen.
TREE CARNATIONS.—Strong plants in 48-pots for winter

flowering, 12s. per dozen.
CAMELLIAS.—Well set with flower buds, our splendid col-

lection stands unrivalled ; we offer good bushy well-grown
plants from 15 to 18 Inches high, 21s. per dozen ; from 18 to 24
inches high, 30s. ; from 24 to 30 inches, 42s. per dozen.
AZALEA 1NDICAS.—Choice varieties with good bushy

heads well set wirh flower buds at 15s., 18s., 21s., and 24s. per
Jozen. M. and Co. strongly recommend this portion of their stock
to all intending purchasers.
CHRYSANTII I- MUM Alfred Salter, Is. 3d. each, or 6 for 6*.WHITE FAIRY ROSE—M. & Co. possess a large stock of

tins useful plant, which is well adapted for winter flowering:
8°^ Plants, 9s. per dozen.
GERANIUMS consisting of Foster's, Hoyle's, and Turner'snew varieties of 1856; our own selection, 36s. per dozen: pur-

chasers', 42*. pw dog.
' * f V

25s
d
°j' 18i^' our own selection, 21s. per doz.; or purchasers',

Do. do., 1854, purchasers' selection, 12#. per doz.
^ames of the various collections can be had upon application.

iiPkn™
nCe or Post-°ffice Order is particular^ requested from

at thP^fOI^po,ldent^ m*d« payable to Jomr Fairbrother,

Ail ^f 8tFeet Brancb
'
P^t-office, Brighton.

^

nnnn tha 7V7er 2°5 are d*»*vered free in London, or any Station

CALCEOLARIAS.
GEORGE CLARKE begs to announce that Seed of

his fine Collection is now ready. The high reputation
which they have attained renders it unnecessary to 6ay further
in their favour than that they are warranted unequalled,
rackets, 2s. 6d. each, payable in postage stamps.

Streatham Place Nursery, Brixton Hill, near London.

ROYAL
BERKSHIRE

SEED
ESTABLISHMENT.

GOOD SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.
Seeds Direct from the Growers the mo3t certain means

of Preventing Disappointment.

SUTTON and SONS, Seed Growers, Reading,
Berks, can supply every kind of FARM and

GARDEN SEEDS of genuine and superior quality.

Agriculturists residing in the most remote parts of the kingdom
can procure good Seeds at very moderate prices from this Esta-
blishment.—For particulars, apply to

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.
i ^—

—
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A curious discovery is said to hare been made
by a French gentleman whose garden was most in-

conveniently invaded by ants. They swarmed at

Rambouillet in his flower baskets and among his

flower beds to such a degree that it was impossible

to attack them with boiling water without killing

the plants. M. du Ribf.rt therefore took another

course. After stirring well up the ant heaps and
removing the "eggs" he scattered over them a few
handfuls of guano ; and with such success, as he
states, that his whole garden was presently cleared.

This gentleman regards gaano as an ant poison,

and he declares it to be his conviction that under
all circumstances its action will be the same. He
found it useful to water the guano slightly after

having applied it, but it does not appear that this

was of so much consequence to the ants as to the

plants.

In order to test this statement we have made a

few experiments with the following results :—
1. A nest of the small black ant, formed among

a tuft of Aubrietia, was well stirred up, and the

eggs exposed. A small handful of guano having

been scattered over it, the ants were immediately
thrown into confusion, the business of removing the

eggs came to a stand still, and by degrees the ants

disappeared. Water was added, and the nest once

more stirred up. At noon next day the eggs were
found deserted, and the ants were gone.

2. The same with a smaller nest in the hard dry
clay of a lawn. Same result.

3. A large hill of the small red ant, very strongly

entrenched among Seduni popuRfolium, was dis-

turbed, and a handful of guano thrown over it;

astonishment, commotion, confusion, scamper, helter

skelter, immediately ensued ; eggs again abandoned

;

the army of ants quickly disappeared. A pan was
then half filled with earth from the same anthill,

mixed with a swarm of ants and numberless eggs
;

guano being applied the result was similar. The eggs

were instantly abandoned, and the ants endeavoured
to escape. Water was added ; and the earth and
guano mixed with a trowel. Next day at noon
there was no trace of life in the mixture. The eggs

were untouched and becoming brown. Whether
the ants had escaped or run away could not be
ascertained.

4. At 3 p. m. a pint wide-mouthed clear glass

bottle was filled with some hundreds of red ants,

eggs, and the earth from another hill
; guano was

added, muslin was tied over the mouth of the

bottle, and the proceedings watched. As before,

the eggs were abandoned, and the ants ran rapidly

backwards and forwards as if in much distress.

The winged ones behaved like the others, making

no attempt to fly away. The bottle was left

all night in a warm room. At this moment, 10 a.m.,

the ground is strewed with ants motionless and

apparently dead ; the eggs remain mixed confusedly

with the earth, without an attempt having been

made by the insects to collect them. One winged
and four wingless ants are crawling over the surface.

Beyond this no signs of life are apparent.

hence it seems that guano is fatal to the vitality

of ants. How does it act ? In the samples of

guano employed the smell of ammonia was incon-

siderable, owing to long keeping.

If we were to tell some of our gardening friends

that the difference between a Peach and a Nectarine
is little more than that which distinguishes a per-

son with a Crimean beard from one to whom Nature
has denied such an appendage, they would probably
doubt the correctness of our statement, and be apt
to infer from it that we knew little or nothing about
the matter. But however incredible it may seem,
the fact is no less certain that the Peach and the
Nectarine are only varieties of one another, and
were it possible to trace their origin we should
very likely find that they themselves were merely
different forms of the Sweet Almond improved by
cultivation and the art of man. The late Mr.
Knight, the distinguished President of the Horti-

cultural Society, entertained the notion that the

Common Almond and the Peach constituted only a

single species, and that the Almond might by proper

culture through many successive generations be

ultimately converted into a Peach or Nectarine.

So impressed was he with this idea that he deter-

mined to ascertain by actual experiment how far his

opinion was borne out by facts. Accordingly he
fertilised a Sweet Almond with the pollen of a

Peach, and the result was a variety which produced
fruit that retained the form and character of the

Peach in every respect, with flesh perfectly soft and
melting. (Trans, of Hort. Soc, Vol. hi., p. 1.)

From this it would appear as if we were justified in

the conclusion that the Almond bears about the

same relation to the Peach that the Crab bears to

the cultivated Apple.

In the first volume of the Transactions of the

Horticul rural Society several instances are recorded

of Nectarines having been produced on Peach trees,

showing in a striking manner how closely the

two kinds of fruit are allied. The earliest notice

we have of this remarkable freak of Nature is con-

tained in a letter from Peter Collinson to the

great Linn* us, dated April 3, 1741. He says,
u Lord Wilmington has a tree that produces Necta-
rines and Peaches without any art, but quite acci-

dentally. The fruit does not mix together, but
complete Peaches and Nectarines, both distinct, are

on the same tree." (Corresp. of Linnaeus, vol. i., p. 7.)

We have ourselves witnessed some curious sports

of this kind. We once saw at Carclew, in Cornwall,

a fruit on a Nectarine tree that was half a Peach
and half a Nectarine—that is to say, one side had
the velvety coating of the Peach, while the other

was perfectly smooth and shining like the Necta-

rine. The tree was raised from the stone about 20
years ago, and was never worked. It still exists,

and is a delicious little early Nectarine deserving of

being better known. On ano fher occasion this iden-

tical tree produced a perfect Peach, a circumstance

we believe to be of rare occurrence—the sport which
is more frequently met with being that of a Peach
tree producing a Nectarine. A beautiful example

of this sort of transformation was lately communi-
cated to us by John Henry Lance, Esq., of the

Holm Wood, Dorking. It was on the branch of a

Teton de Venus Peach, which contained a perfect

fruit of that variety so remarkable for its prominent

point, and a Nectarine rather smaller but well

formed and quite round. It agreed so well in almost

every particular with a similar production described

in one of Collinson's letters to Linn^us, dated

Sept. 25, 1766, and published in the work already

mentioned, that wre think our readers will excuse us

for making the following extract. " Some time ago,"

writes Mr. Collinson, " I saw what I think a sur-

prising curiosity. On a large Peach tree full of fruit

there was a branch which on one side had a

Peach and on the other side a Nectarine. They
grew so close together that they touched each other.

I stood long with admiration viewing this wonder.

The Nectarine had tie shining smooth surface with

a red complexion, the Peach was rough and downy
as Peaches are. We have had two more remark-

able instances of Peach trees naturally and without

art producing Nectarines ; so I reasonably conclude

the Peach is the mother of the Nectarine. Where
this lusus natural has happened, ingenious men
have improved the accident by budding or with

grafting from the Nectarine branch ; and thus the

race of Nectarines began."

Here a wide field opens up for inquiry. We
know nothing for certain about the origin of the

Nectarine, and although it is possible to have been
obtained by budding in the way suggested above,

still we think if the Peach and Nectarine are as

closely related as we consider them to be, it is
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quite as likely that the Nectarine may have come
:

from the stone of an Almond or Peach, which

would be no more wonderful than that the Ribston

Pippin should have sprung from a Crab or some

other variety of Apple. On this subject, however,

facts are thought to be wanting, and we are curious

to know whether there are any recent well authenti-

cated instances of a Nectarine having been raised

from the stone of a Peach—or a Peach from the stone

of a Nectarine. B.
New evidence upon thi3 subject has become the

more interesting now that our learned friend M.
Alphonse De Candolle has declared himself in

favour of the specific diversity, not only of the

Peach and the Almond, but even of the Nectarine

itself. To the cases already on record of Nectarines

being raised from Peach stones, such as the Boston

Nectarine, and Mr. Calver's Peaches and Nec-

tarines borne on the same seedling tree, M. De
Candolle objects that such instances rest upon the

recollections of gardeners, and not upon direct
'

experiment carefully recorded. And he suggests

that the trees which sport into Nectarines from

Peaches may be hybrids between the Peach and the

Nectarine, with the same tendency to throw some-

times one sort sometimes the other as happens in

the common Cytisus Adami, which sometimes

bears the flowers of the Laburnum, sometimes of

the purple Cytisus, and sometimes of its own inter-

mediate breed.

This is evidently mere hypothesis ; and it is also

to be remarked that neither in the case of the

Peach nor the Nectarine can any proof be adduced

that they are found in a wild state. It does not

indeed appear certain that Nectarines were known
before the Middle Ages, when they were called

Nucipersica, because of their resemblance to the

fruit of the Nux or Walnut, whence came
the modern Italian name Pescanoce ; for M.
De Candolle regards it as extremely ques-

ionable whether the Tuberes of the Romans were

Nectarines, as some have thought. Then as to

the Peach itself, after examining critically all known
authorities which treat of supposed wild Peaches,

M. De Candolle is driven to the conjecture that

the native country of that fruit must be the North
of China ; which strikes us as seeking to pass from

the known to the unknown. A more probable

locality seems to be that mentioned by Pallas, who
says that he found on the banks of the Terek

apparently wild Peaches, of small stature, bearing

velvety, austere fruits of little succulence, and not

bigger than a Walnut, which the natives called

Scheptala. (Dr. Royle says that Shuft-aloo is the

Persian name of the Nectarine.) Pallas' account

reads so like a description of Almonds in a state of

transition into Peaches that we should so inter-

pret his evidence ; and we own ourselves wholly

unable to believe that the Peach has had any
other oricin. It is clear that the Almond has a great

vary, as is proved by its varieties

or bitter, hard-shelled or soft-shelled,

It is also known that these

have now become so hereditary

and fixed that the seeds of the Sweet Almond
regularly produce Sweet Almonds, &c. This fruit

then has—] , a tendency to vary ; and 2, the power
to perpetuate its varieties by seed. That being so,

the difficulty of understanding how a Peach can have
been derived from the Almond by successive changes

in the course of ages seems to vanish. Some Peaches

indeed of the clingstone race are, in a bad climate,

little better than Almonds even now ; the Italian

melocotons, for example, which in this country are

uneatable, although they acquire a tolerable degree

of flavour and succulence in the hot climate of the

Mediterranean. If we might be permitted to

speculate upon this curious subject, we should say

that the changes undergone by the Almond must
have been of this kind :

—

1. Almond became more fleshy=Bad clingstone.

2. Bad clingstone became more fleshy= Good
clingstone.

3. Good cliDgstone became more pulpy=Our
soft Peaches.

4. Soft Peach sported, receding towards the original

fleshy type and lost its wool=Nectarine.
There is nothing more improbable in this than

what we know must have occurred in the produc-

tion of Cauliflowers from the wild Cabbage of our

English coast, or of Muscat Grapes from the small-

fruited wild Vine of Baidar, or of Wheat from

iEgilops, which last case we presume may now be

regarded as beyond reasonable contradiction.

ing, and we now see that Tuscany is materially

improved. According to Baron Mortemart de

Boisse the disease had begun last year to exhibit

unmistakable signs of disappearing, and he now
reports it to have almost wholly ceased in the

greater part of Tuscany. The vales of Arno,

Chiuno, Serchio, and the slopes of Pietra-Santino

now exhibit few traces of its presence. The leaves

are not now in a sickly state, the white efflorescence

is gone, there is no longer any offensive smell ; all

that remains is but a sort of languid vegetation.

From the vast plain which commences at the lake

of Porto, on the Modenese frontier, as far as

Maremmes, the same happy change has manifested

itself, especially on the hill sides where the cure

first began to be perceptible.

On the other hand we learn from M. Montagne
that near Montpellier a new disease has declared

itself, and with such intensity as to threaten the

loss of a third or even half the crop. This new
affection, called Anthrachnosis, broke out between

the 5th and 15th of June, and is described as a sort

of smut (charbon). It is said to be caused by the

action of cold dew and fogs followed by a hot sun.

The same affection is reported to have appeared

near Bordeaux.

stood, it will be advisable to show the difference between
their merely descriptive uses, and their higher signi-

ficance in relation to structure. Ex. gr. When petals

are described as "inserted on the calyx," the fact

involved is the partial adhesion of two whorls of the
perianth, leading possibly to the conclusion that in

certain cases the perianth essentially consists of corolla

and calyx combined.

Example 1. White Lily (Lilium candidum).

-_ ENTOMOLOGY.
Rose Sawfly Larv^:.

A week's absence from home during this hot

weather has allowed the development of great numbers

of the larvae of the Rose sawfly, Hylotoma Rosse, de-

scribed in a leading article of this Journal on the 19th

ult. Under these circumstances, supposing others will

be suffering equally with myself from this cause. I have

thought it would be useful to publish a woodcut repre-

senting the transformations of the species, which is

accordingly here supplied.

tendency to

being sweet
and so on.

peculiarities

The cut represents a young Rose sprig with 16

swellings caused by the deposition of the eggs, an en-

larged sketch being given of one of them showing the

small dark slit on the upper edge where the egg was

inserted ; on the end of the twig several of the minute

|

larvae are feeding together with one nearly fullgrown,

all of the natural size. At the left hand side is one of

the cocoons with the circular hole made by the perfect

insect in effecting its escape. The fly represented

magnified is a female, distinguished by the thickened

antennae, the natural size represented by the crossed

lines. In the upper part of the cut one of the fringed

antennae of the male is given. /. 0. W.

While the news from Portugal tells us that the
Vine Mildew is producing more mischief than ever,

and that from Spain is not much better, it is satis-

factory to find that in central Europe it is beginning
to disappear. We had already heard that the
* Currant " crop of the Ionian Islands was recover-

PRACTICAL LESSONS IN BOTANY FOR
- BEGINNERS OF ALL CLASSES.—No. V.

By the Rev. J. S. Henblow, M.A., Rector of Hitcham, Suffolk.

[Suggestion to the Editor.—Any of your readers desirous

of instituting practical lessons of the description here re-

commended can refer to such elementary works as your
School Botany, &c, for figures of the plants I propose
noticing. Still I would suggest your inserting a few of

your woodcuts as I proceed, since they will tend to make the

articles more generally useful.] With this suggestion we
have endeavoured to comply.

Flowers.—Our vulgar notions do not qualify us for

recognizing either roots, stems, branches, leaves, flowers,

fruits, or seeds, under the forms they assume in certain

plants. As the parts of flowers are most important in

systematic botany I begin by describing these.

So far as local opportunities and the seasons may
permit, a teacher may commence with flowers pos-

sessing a general resemblance to such as I shall pre-

sently notice, and he should introduce them (as nearly

as possible) to his class in the order in which they are

here described. This will assist in preventing a con-

fusion of ideas not unfrequent in beginners as to the

limitation of some of the terms employed.

N.B. After a lesson, the beginner may be required to

detach for himself one part of each floral whorl, place

it on a slate or paper, and write its name under it,

stating also the number of such parts in the whorl to

which it belongs.

The morphological considerations to which allu-

sion will be made under the heads of a few N.B. may
be omitted at first. When the technical terms have

become a little familiar, and their application under-

This is

" essential

well adapted, from its size, for showing the

parts " (pistils and stamens) of flowers, in

contrast with the "perianth 5 ' surrounding

them.
Pistil.—A green column in the centre

is called a " pistil." The upper extremity of

this is its " stigma." The lower portion (which

contains three cells or cavities) is its u ovary."

On cutting the ovary transversely (directly

across), a set of small flattish bodies are

Been attached along the inner angle of each

cell. These are the w ovules," destined to

become " seeds." The long solid portion of

the pistil between the ovary and stigma is

its "style."

N.B. In some plants'the pistil has no style,

and then the stigma is seated immediately

on the ovary, and is said to be "sessile."

In others the style is relatively very long

The Pistil
co'.d pared with the ovary.

Stamen.—At regular distances round the pistil are

ranged six " stamens," each of which consists of two

parts. The lower portion forms a sort of narrow stalk

or support to the upper, and is called a a filament

The upper portion is an " anther," composed of two

long cells filled with a very fine powder, the " pollen.

When the anther is ripe, the two cells burst by a slit

which opens longitudinally (lengthwise) down the middle

of each, and the pollen escapes.

N.B. In some plants there is no filament to the

stamens, and the anthers are then " sessile."

Perianth.—Six " leaves " of rather fleshy consistency

and pure white, are placed at equal distances around

the stamens, and form the outermost parts of the flower.

Collectively these leaves are called the * perianth.

Floral whorls.—Like parts disposed in a circle (or

nearly so) constitute a "floral whorl." In the W,
therefore, we have three such, reckoning from witn

outwards. These are— 1st, a pistil; 2d, six stamens

,

3d, six leaves. Close inspection will show the
i

leave

of the perianth to be ranged in two whorls ot tnr

leaves each ; those in the inner whorl alternating (tyM/

between) in position with those of the outer*

m, t
tree

stamens are similarly disposed in two whorls. The t

outermost are opposite the outermost leaves °!

perianth, and the three innermost opposite the in

three. , »-ril

N.B. The three cells of the ovary indicate the p«^
to be formed of three parts (carpets) combined. ^
may therefore represent this flower as composed o

parts, symmetrically arranged in five circles, eac

taining three parts alternating with those in contlc\
rftj

circles. In speaking of the different kinds oi ^
whorls, those of the same kind are often aimu

collectively as forming a single whorl, without notic *

the subordinate whorls of the same series. .
e

N.B. The Common Tulip (Tulipa Gesnertana, ^
Crown-Imperial Fritillary (Fntillaria ™P£™"}L fr
other Lilianths (LUiaeea) offer similar conditions m

structure of their flowers.
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Ex. 2. Tne Wood Auemone {Anemone nemorosa). different kiuds of leaves, is extremely common. In of the soil ; and that in the case ot sand the variation

some cases the term perianth is employed where there is was 3° greater and five days more rapid than in sand-

only one kind of leaves present, whilst in others, for stone (terrain de gres). M. Quetelet, on comparing the

reasons that will hereafter be mentioned, the term
calyx is preferred. But in such eases the term corolla

is never employed by modern I otanists, though it was
formerly used in a vague manner if the periauth hap-

pened to be highly coloured.

(To be continued.)

results obtained on the north and south sides of his

observatory, found that the vicissitudes were greatest on

the south side, where the thermometers were exposed

to the sun and the rain.

The roots of most plants are found within a foot of the

surface of the soil, and it is the temperatures at this

depth that should be compared with those of the external

air. The Brussels observations 6upply us with the

necessary data for every month of the year, and the

following table exhibits the differences between two

thermometers, one hung in the shade 2\ feet above die

surface of the soil, and the other sunk a foot below it

—

BEURR& CLA1RGEAU.
(Supplementary notice to that given iu the Gardeners' Chronicle,

1854, p. 805.)

Of all the varieties of the Pear raised in our time, the

Beurre Clairgeau appears to be the hardiest in its

bearing. For five years this variety, which first pro- both on the south side of the observatory,

duced fruit in 1846 or 1847, has borne in my garden, Degrees.

not only on the Quince stock as a dwarf Quenouille and January + 4|

pyramid, but also ou the Pear stock as a dwarf and tall
*i°a

b
r
™,
ary

- ]" \\\ _ ^
pyramid. When flowers are seen it is a sure sign that April ... ... ... — 4j

a superabundance of fruit will set. On the Pear stock, May — 2A

it is as a half standard pyramid and with the assistance June
• ••;

~~ 2i

of a moderate pruning that the finest and lest fruit is
Mean of the Year

obtained. Further it is on half standards that the best

wood is produced. This variety is not particular as to

soil, provided the latter is not too heavy and moist.

These facts have been proved in fifty gardens. An affinity

is observed between this variety and the Beurre de

Capiaumont, the relationship between which and an old

Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn

• • *

• ft t

ft t ft

9 •#

Degrees.
July # • • ... — 2J
August •«• •... — 8*
September ••• o*

October ... ••* ... + '2

November •*ft ... + 4

December... • • * ... + 4

03 degrees

... + n n
, ... - 34 n

... — n n

... + 12 tt

The innermost floral whorls contain numerous small

pistils ; numerous stamens surround them, and round
these are six leaves forming the perianth.

N.B. Other species of Anemone, common Marsh
Marigold (Caltha palustris), common Traveller's Joy
(Clematis viialba), and others of the same genus have
more than one pistil, with numerous stamens, and a

variable number of leaves to the perianth.

N.B. When there are more than one pistil in a

flower, each is regarded as a separate "carpel," the

name given to the subordinate parts composing the

innermost kind of floral whorl. In these cases, there-

fore, the terms pistil and carpel mean the same thing.

But in flowers where the carpels are combined or

grafted together (as in the Lily), they form the subor-

dinate parts of a single (yet compound) pistil. A flower

may, therefore, have a single and simple pistil, con-

sisting of only one carpel ; a single and compound pistil

Comparing in the table of observations taken on the

north side of the observatory, the mean temperature of

the air at 1 1 feet above the surface of the soil with that

variety of the Calebasse form, the one which is hardiest
;
taken at a depth of 8 inches and 1 foot, we find the

in our climate, is generally admitted. Being in posses-
!
following differences :

sion of the original tree of the Beurre Clairgeau, and

having observed its good properties, in respect to bearing

and the beauty of its fruit, 1 appeal to all amateurs who
have possessed trees for three years to make known the

results of their experience. Thus in less than ten years

we shall obtain one of the most complete and best esta-

blished monographs which it is possible to have, whilst

other meritorious varieties which have been in bearing

for a quarter of a century are still without such. /. De
Jongke, Brussels.

ON THE HEAT OF THE SOIL :

WITH REFERENCE TO ITS EFFECTS UPON VEGETATION

(From Alph. DeCandolle's Geographie Botanique.)

At 8 ins. At 1 ft.

January + 2 deg. + 33 deg.

February — OJ „ + oj „
March — 2 „ -n „
April — 25 ., -2i „
May - 4| „ -5} „
June — 5$ „ -6* „

Mean of the "^'ear

"Winter... •• • » •

Spring ... • * * # •

Summer • • # • • *

"Winter... !•• • ••

At 8 ins.

— 5 deg.

-4i „— 8

-n
+ 0A

July
August
Sept.
i 'ctober

Nov.
December + 12

At 8 ins.

— 2* deg.

+ 1

-3}
— 5
— 1

»»

At 1 ft.

— 5* deg.

-I
+ 0*
+ 2i

+ 31

19

n

At 1 ft.

— H deg.
+ 2*

-5J
+ n

Hence it appears that from the middle of autumn tt,

the end of winter the temperature of the soil is warmer

than that of the a* at the mean depth attained by roots ;

and that, on the contrary, at the season when the plant

It has been shown, both by observation and by expe-
Jg at Jtg greate8t vigour, it is colder than the air. In the

one case the maximum difference between the air andriment, that heat acts locally upon the organs of plants,

much more energetically than by transmission from one

part to another. The best proof of this is afforded by

the fact that if a branch of a tree that is growing in the

open air be protected, or introduced into a stove, it will

develope its leaves before the other branches do. So

also in the Polar regions the warmth of the air caus.s

the plants to leaf and flower when the ground is still

extremely cold. Nevertheless, since all plants pump up

their sap from the ground, the temperature of the latter

.-. - - . ,, . , is an important element ; during great heals it is cooler
consisting of two or more carpels; or it may have

( ^ &
.

duri ^ it js warmer, and the
two or more simple pistils, each also a single carpel.

Ex. 3. Bulbous Crowfoot (Ranunculus bulbosus.)
more variable a climate is, the greater the importance

of this phenomenon to the gardener. The boating or

cooling effect of the soil will be most sensibly felt in

those organs that are nearest the root, in those to which

the sap flows rapidly and copiously, and in those which

are bad conductors of heat. Thus the temperature of

the interior of the Cocoa-nut probably differs little from

that of the earth around its roots, because of the thick-
f tne W00(j °being "still less than conduction in the

ness of the husk, which conducts heat badly ; wh 1st on diction of their fibres, the joint effect of these causes

soil occur in January, and in the other case during one

of the summer months. In no case does it exceed 61°.

At the end of winter and beginning of autumn periods

occur when there is no difference between the tempera-

ture of the air and soil. This fact, combined with that

of the resuscitation of vegetable life in spring and its

withdrawal in autumn, seems to indicate some direct

adaptation of the cooler soil to the wants of plants at

that season of the year. The difference is always greater

in summer than in spring, and vegetation is not then

more active than in April or May, in the latitude of

Brussels. During winter a difference of 4° or 5°

can have but very little influence in diminishing the

effects of cold, for the sap scarcely moves at that

season, and the effects of conduction from the roots

to the branches must be extremely small. It might

indeed be neglected altogether were it not that con-

duction at right angles to the direction of the fibres

the other hand the young shoots and flowers of trees

acquire the temperature of the surrounding air. Plants

whose roots penetrate deep into the soil will resist

vicissitudes in the temperature of the surrounding air

better than those whose roots are superficial, because

the temperature of the earth varies less the deeper we

penetrate it.

Many interesting observations have been made on the

temperature of the soil at various depths, but for our

purposes it is sufficient to consider only such as extend

is that the tree resists the effects of external cold, and

receives some little heat from the earth. Under any

circumstances, however, in the case of a tall tree, or of

long-continued cold, the amount of heat derived from

the soil must be absolutely insignificant.

On the other hand, during summer, a mean monthly

difference of 5° and even 6° is of considerable im-

portance ; and even supposing it to be reduced to half

that amount, by the time the sap has reached the leaves,

it still lowers very sensibly the temperature of the whole

to about 3 feet irom the surface, for the roots of most
i p]ant . This effect is increased by that evaporation from

Many pistils—many stamens. Perianth composed of 2

kinds of leaves in 2 separate floral whorls of 5 leaves each.

Corolla.—The five inner leaves, of a bright shining

yellow, are called "petals" (pronounced

pettals), and collectively constitute a
«' corolla," or inner whorl of the

perianth. Each has a little scale or

gland at its base.

Calyx.—The five outer leaves, of a

greenish yellow, alternating with the

petals, and differing from them in

form, are called "sepals" (pronounced

seppals). Collectively they constitute a

calyx.
N.B. The separation of a perianth into two whorls of

plants do not penetrate so deep as that Those which

do are chiefly plants that affect a very light soil, and

even great trees have more root-fibres near the surface

than at the depth of 3 feet. It matters little to our in-

vestigations, that in our temperate climate a stratum of

unvarying temperature occurs at from 20 to 30 feet deep,

that this stratum is found at 3 feet beneath the surface

in some very uniform climates, and at much greater

depths in such excessive climates as Siberia. Nor does

it concern us that there is a thick stratum of perpetually

frozen soil in some countries where the mean tempera-

ture is above 32° ; we shall consider only the monthly

variations of temperature in the upper 3 teet of the soil.

That the temperature of the soil at this depth is less

variable than that of the air, is proved by M. Muncke's

observations at Heidelberg, which show that the

diurnal variations are not propagated beyond 3 feet, nor

the monthly variations beyond 5 feet. At Brussels M.
Quetelet has shown that the annual variations present

the following progressive decrease in descending from

the surface of the soil to a depth of 3± feet

:

Air in the shade at the surface

at a depth of 8 inches
2 feet

2i feet

3± feet

n
n
»
it

* • •

* • •

9 m t

62°
56°

54$°

52h°
51 i°

the leaves which results from the descent of the sap

during the day, so that the hotter the air is the greater

are the resources that the plant finds within itself, and

in the earth it grows in, for diminishing the effect of the

external heat.

Before, however, abandoning on this account the use

of mean temperatures of the air, it is necessary to

examine whether the disturbance due to the coolness of

the soil in summer varies much in different climates, or

whether it varies slightly and according to the local

conditions that occur in almost every country, as the

mechanical and chemical composition of the soil, &c.

In the first case, if proved, all the summer mean tem-

peratures must be modified, and isotheral lines of another

kind must be constructed, in order to apply the facts

of the temperature to the limits of species and to

such phenomena as the flowering and fruiting of trees

in different countries. In the cecond case we must

select for comparison plants growing in an average soil

possessed of an average amount of conductibihty, and

compare their vegetation with the temperatures expressed

by the common methods.

Comparing thus observations made at Upsala with

others at Brussels, at 2 feet depth, it appears (1), that

from October to March the earth gives a higher tem-

3U
Petal of Crow-

foot.
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at Brussels. Since the months included between April

and September are those wln>e temperature exercises

most influence upon the plant, it is less necessary in

the latitude of Upsala to correct the mean temperature

of the air by that of the soil than it is in the latitude

of Brussels.

During the winter the soil is warmer in proportion

to the air at Upeaia than at Brussels ; but during the

summer it is colder, amounting to a difference of 9k°,
or double what it does at Brussels.

From observations made at Trevandrum (in the

Peninsula of India), it appears that in southern regions,

where the temperature varies but little, the tempera-
ture of the soil at 5| feet is always 5° to 7° warmer
than that of the air ;* a result opposed to all precon-
ceived ideas, for it might be supposed that the rain

would cool the soil, either by evaporation or from its

temperature being below that of the air, during at least

some months of the year.

It is essential to distinguish between the two causes
which heat the earth in summer, viz., the temperature
of the air and the power of the sun's rays, and the
latter will be treated of separately in a forthcoming
article. /. D. If.

Home Correspondence.
Wellingtonia gigan'ea.—There must be something

wrong in the management of your correspondents who
complain that their specimens of this noblest of trees

grow spindling, or die in places, or look otherwse badly.
It is as hardy as an Oak, and as sturdy. This is my
case ; in 1854 I received from Messrs. Veitch one of

the wee wee plants they were then sending out. In July
or August, I forget which, it was planted on a heavy
clay lawn, not n any feet above the level of the Thames,
in a hole containing an inverted garden pot, and filled

with burnt clay, bits of charcoal left among the clay
while burning, and leaf-mould. Over the bottom of the
inverted flower-pot the roots of my Wellingtonia were
nicely arranged : so that the stem rested exactly en a
few inches of mould lying over the hole in the flower pot.

This secured complete drainage. In the winter of

1854-5, the plant was covered with a hand-glass as a
protection against accidents, to which its smalluess
exposed it. Cold evidently did it no harm whatever.
In 1855 it grew famously. In the winter of 1855-6 it

had no shelter at all, having become big enough to

take care of itself. This year it has dashed off once
more into wonderful growth ; and upon measuring it

this morning I find it has the following dimensions.
From the ground to the point, 3 ft. 6 in. ; from tip to tip

of the lowest branches, 3 feet ; it has this year alone
grown 16 inches. How stiff it is will be seen from the
fact that it girths 4 J inches next the ground, and
24 inches half way up. Your correspondents have
coddled and spoiled their specimens. Acton, August 5.

-—-Permit me to inform you that two plants of Welling-
tonia which were standing with others in our nursery
(all from the same source) have suffered in a similar
manner to those complained of by your correspondent

;

not only have the ends of the laterals died, but in one
case the leader also. The soil in which they are
growing is a sandy lnam with a little peat in it. Might
they not have been over potted, or forced on in the first

instance beyond their strength ? Your correspondent
does not say whether his are in pots or not : ours are
in 8-inch pots, and the roo's have reached the bottom
but not the sides, and appear in one instance to have
lost the ends of their fibres. The height of the plants
is a little over a foot. If any remedy or preventive
could be discovered and made known through your
columns, others who may be so unfortunate as to get a
touch of this disease (if such it be) might perhaps be
able to save their plants. Thos. Bunyard, Junr., Maid-
stone Nursery.

The Pttato Disease.—Since we were visited with a
thunderstorm accompanied by heavy rain on the 15th
of July, the weather has been unusually dry and warm,
and in this neighbourhood (Ealing) within the past
week symptoms of disease are apparent among the
Potato crops— the haulm having become withered in
several places, whilst on closer inspection the stems are
found to be more or less covered with large black
patches. The roots, however, do not seem affected, but
are large and of excellent quality. W. B. B.

Qardene)sy Benevolent Inst tution.— I have just read
in your columns a letter on this subject subscribed "Ad
Old Member of Committee," in which, amongst other
matters, the secretary of the Institution is charged with
receiving " the proxies of subscribers and using them as
he pleases." This charge is made anonymously, and
therefore I have no hesitation in saying to your country
subscribers, to whom this communication is more par-
ticularly addressed, that I believe the charge to be
wholly unworthy of credit. At the request of the
secretary I attended the last dinner of the Institution
for the first time, scarcely knowing the objects of the
charity

; but I was prompted by my love for flowers to
'end a 1 and in helping those who at some time or other
had contributed to my pleasure, and who in their old age
might require assistance from the funds of the Institu-
tion. I gave a small donation, and in a few days
received a voting paper from the secretary, containing
the names of candidates for election. A stranger to the

Institution and its members, I called upon the secretary
to ask who was the most worthy object amongst the
candidates, when he replied to my inquiry by saying
" that he never solicited a vote or in any way influenced
the election of a candidate ; that he had always endea-
voured to hold an independent position amongst the

members ; he believed all the candidates worthy of

support ;" but positively refused to assist me in my
selection, and from inquiries I have since made I have
no reason to doubt this to be his usual practice. Your
corr spoudent's suggestions, if worthy of consideration,
should be submitted to the committee, but I do not
think he is in any way justified in making these personal
attacks upon the secretary, although he is the paid
servant of the Institution. H. Winjield Crewe, 19, Buck-
ingham Street, Strand. As the only paid servant of
this Institution, permit me to answer the allegations

contained in a letter signed " An Old Member of

Committee," in your Paper of last week. I am not in

the habit of answering or acknowledging anonymous
correspondence ; but as that letter materially affects

my character, I depart from my usual rule. In the
first place I am accused of being the director and not
the servant of the committee ; to this I reply, that

as secretary it is my duty to put the committee
in possession of the facts of any subject under
discussion, and to give my opinion when asked
without fear of offending either this or that party.

In the second place I am accused of receiving proxies
and using them as I please ; the last part I most empha-
tically deny. As secretary I receive such proxies as may
he transmitted to me :

I sowed in the above way ; on the 15th of August these
I potted in Norwood loam mixed with a little rotten
leaf-mould, and found some difficulty to keep them from
damping off in the winter, although I never gave them
a drop of water from November till the beginning of
February ; they were planted out the 2d of April.
Now, nearly all these are double and the finest I ever
grew. How is this difference in plants raised from the
same seeds to be explained ? Samuel Broome, Temple
Gardens, August 7.

Bees.—One of the species of fungus named in Mr,
Taylor's book as suitable for stupifying bees, the
Byssus cellaris, always discolours the combs ; from the
other, the Great Puff Ball, the discoloration is very
slight, and the unpleasant scent soon disappears on ex-
posing the combs to the air. They are equally effi-

cacious and safe in attaining the object desired where
the combs are not required for use. It is not usually
necessary to stupify bees in order to unite swarms or
casts, as under these circumstances the families assi-

milate readily when merely perfumed with a puff or
two of tobacco smoke. A family of " driven bees

"

scented in this manner and placed in a hive, and then
reversed under that to which they are to be joined, will

be hospitably received, if their hostesses have been
similarly prepared for their reception. The previous

removal of the queen will further insure an harmonious
union. A.

Potato Disease and ElectHcity.—I earnestly request

your readers to watch vigilantly the effect of the next

thunderstorm on Potatoes. For five years my atten-

tion has been steadily directed to the subject, and
I now unhesitatingly declare my fixed conviction that

I open, examine, and arrange
them for the scrutineers on the day of election, but as to

using them to my own purposes, this is impossible, as the immediate cause of the Potato disease is electricity

very few have not been previously filled up in favour of acting upon wet tubers. So certain of this have I been for

some of the candidates ; and such as are not filled up if a long time, that I have been able to predict again and
there te time I return to the subscribers with a again the day of its appearance, always within three

request that they will exercise their privilege. Dur-
ing the time I have had the honour to hold

office, now 15 years, I can conscientiously assert

that I have never in any one way influenced an election,

and in all cases where I have been asked to assist

candidates my invariable answer has been that I never
interfere, and in this many subscribers will bear me
out. When I have been asked which is the best

candidate I have never ventured an opinion. In con-

clusion I beg to say that I have always endeavoured to

discharge the duties required of me to the best of my
ability and to give satisfaction to the members at large,

and I have every reason to believe that my services
have met with their approval. E. R. Cutler, Sec.

ChrysantJiemums.—Several gardeners have called and
others have written to me respecting their Chrysan-
themums looking so sickly and bad ; they complain of
them losing their bottom leaves and wish to be in-

formed of the cause. In the squares and other little

sunny spots about town they are all affected in the
same manner. Now, the cause of the evil is not
attending to the following rules :—When hot dry
weather sets in the plants should be well mulched with
rotten dung or other material of that kind, no matter
what, provided it keeps the hot sun from drying up
the fibres that traverse the surface of the soil ; for I

days of a storm. If the weather continue damp, the

tubers become extensively affected ; if hot and dry, as

now, then only a few are touched. But I want others

to be convinced as well as myself ; hence this appeal.

A curious illustration occurred the last storm we had.

The haulm was struck diagonally across a plot I have,

about 50 feet long by 6 wide ; all outside this space

escaping injury. Two years ago I planted iron rods at

the corners of the ground, and connected them by wires.

The Potatoes so protected were none of them affected.

I have communicated my thoughts to Messrs. Mechi,

Lawes, and others, but a wide-spread scrutiny is I

think to be best obtained by publishing them in your

journal. Supposing I am right, it has been asked, what

benefit will accrue ? I reply, knowledge is power ; and
although there is still an important question to solve,

viz., the reason why Potatoes were not susceptible of

this malign influence before 1845, yet it will be some-

thing to emancipate ourselves from a multitude of

erroneous theories, and the first truth being established

the second will probably soon follow. In the mean
time, dry planting, dry manures, and lightning con-

ductors are all indicated as likely in some measure to

arrest the evil. James Quitter Rumball, Surgeonf Har-

penden Hall, St. Allan's, Herts.

Garden Mechanics {Mowing Machines).—The purpose

find that you cannot remove the smallest quantity of of machinery we are told is to lessen and aid human
top-mould without meeting with roots, and when these '

' * "

"

' '

—

:,~~

are exposed to the burning rays of the sun, the plants
flag and lose their bottom foliage, and will, as may be
expected, flower indifferently ; this is easily avoided by
mulching and watering three times a week—a practice
which keeps the plants growiug, preserves their leaves,
and renders them ornaments to the garden as far
as a healthy green is concerned, which in towns . . ____ __ 7 . __..
is looked upon as a boon where nothing else will assigned duty, and may be forced to accomplish tasks

grow. Pompones in pots should be kept in shady
;

which it would be both inhuman and impolitic to demand
places till September, and well stopped two or three

|

from living creatures, and yet many human beings are

labour, and as machines cannot reason or act arbitrarily

in stopping, moving, or altering their process according

to circumstances, they proceed in a blind routine

whether right or wrong—mechanically as it is called—

and in every case less or more require the superin-

tendence of reasoning beings. A machine, by being

composed of inanimate matter destitute of feeling and

unsusceptible of fatigue, proceeds unswervingly in its

-.....,... temperatmw «» «,u*r OUil «
tnerel.Ob above that of the air at 1 foof, and 1.49 at 2 feet. As
also in the mountains of India. See
Journals."

Hooker's Himalayan

times in the course of the season ; they should also have
a plentiful supply of water, taking care if the mould
should open or crack round the inside of the pot to fill

up the gap with a little finely sifted earth. If this is

not attended to water when applied passes off between
the soil and the pot and leaves the middle dry; also do
not allow the plant to get too high before it is stopped,
or it will not break at the bottom or throw out laterals
low enough to give it a geod bushy habit, with foliage
down to the top of the pot. Mildew, they tell me, is

very prevalent this year ; this I easily manage to stop
by sprinkling the plant with water, and then powdering
it with flowers of sulphur. I have in my borders
and in pots upwards of 20,000 plants, and not one
of them has lost a single leaf, and they never looked
better or healthier than they do at the present time.
The only pests with which I am annoyed are earwigs

;

but these I hope now to keep in check by means of
Edwards' earwig traps. They eat out the heart of the
plant. The moment laterals break they attack them. 1
have tried sulphur, tobacco-water, snuff, Deadly Night-
shade, India rubber dissolved, oil, tar, and various other
applications, but all without effect. Another circum-
stance appears to me worth mentioning. I had last
year some Intermediate Stocks, which I purchased of
Mr. Dancer, of Fulham. I sowed them on July 12 under
two hand-glasses. As soon as they were ready for puttiug
into pots I took them up, put five in a 6-inch pot
well drained in meadow loam from the new cattle
market. They filled the pot with roots by Decem-
ber. I kept them in a cold frame through the
winter till the 1st of March, when they got so over-
grown I was obliged to put them into the borders ; to
my great disappointment nearly all came single. A
portion of the same seed, the remainder of the packet

employed as the moving force of very ill constructed

machines intended to lessen and aid human labour.

We are told by those who have studied the subject

that the muscular energy of men forms the most in-

sufficient or the weakest of all the prime moving force?.

Human labour is very limited in its compass, and is the

least to be depended on for regularity. The power

exerted by one man is comparatively small, and it is

both inconvenient and expensive to cause a large

number of individuals to unite their powers in a con-

tinued or concerted effort. The mowing machines ot

the present day, intended to be worked by human

labour, I consider to be an accumulation of mechanical

blunders, and ought to come under the cognisance of the

legislature or the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty

to Animals. The contrivers of these machines have

apparently collected nearly all the obstacles to motion

within their reach, combined them together, and offered

them to the gardening world as playthings, or toys for

ladies to work with. Those who use them will find that

there is an abundance of friction connected with them ;

and we learn from works on mechanics that friction

acts as a retarding influence in the action of all

mechanical contrivances, and a due allowance must in

every case be made for it. In many instances it

destroys more than a half of the power employed ana

seldom destroys less than a third. However small it

may be, it sooner or hter causes the we*r ng down an

destruction of mechanism, and therefore forms »n

insurmountable obstacle to the lasting duration o

bodies and the perpetuity of motion. Friction is

found to depend on the following circumstances.

1st, the degree of roughness of the surface. 2d, tn

weight of the load to be moved. 3d, the extent o

s
urfaces in certain bodies presented to the action oj

I
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rubbiDg. 4th, the nature of the bodies. 5th, the
degree of velocity of the motion. 6th, the manner of

the motion. If these circumstances are properly ex-
amined, it will be found that there is much room yet
for the improvement of lawns as well as mowing
machines. The following good advice has been for

some time before the public, and may be repeated.

One of the first considerations on the part of con-
trivers of mechanism should be how to provide for and
diminish the effects of friction in their machines. For
want of forethought on this important point, thousands
of ingenious schemes which seemed perfect in the form
of models and drawings on paper have been completely
frustrated when attempted to be brought into use.

When we bear in mind the weight of the mowing
machine, set upon low broad wheels, its line of draught,
the resistance to be overcome, and that we have to
travel with it at the rate of four miles an hour, it will

be found in practice that a large quantity of muscular
energy is necessary to work it, and that the convict on
the treadmill, and the ass drawing water at Carisbrook
Castle, are less to be pitied than the gardeners and
garden labourers who are condemned to work the
mowing machines of the present day. P. Mackenzie,
West Plean, Stirling.

Ground Temperature.—The following ground tempe-
ratures appear to me sufficiently remarkable to be
worth recording. Thermometers sunk in a Peach
border about 4 feet from the wall indicated at 1 foot, 72°

;

2 feet, 71 Q ; 3 feet, 631°. The holes in which they are
sunk are covered over with tiles. The temperature
during this fine weather does not vary perceptibly at
night. To obviate any doubt of the instruments several
different thermometers have been tried in the holes.
The soil is the porous stratum of Kentish rag, known in
some places as malm rock, and in others as hassock, and
of a very pale colour. The garden has been for very
many years famous for the Peaches produced in it on
the open walls, of which this ground temperature
(which I have only lately begun to observe) seems to
afford some explanation. The thermometer in the
shade has been from 80° to 87° at its maximum. It
would be interesting to know the temperature of borders
similarly situated on other soils. /. Rogers, River Hill,
Sevenoaks, Aug. 4.

Climate.—In your leading article on orchard houses
occurs the following expression—"our deteriorated
springs." This opens up a most important and interest-
ing question, namely, whether and in what sense a
change of climate has taken place in this country ? Many
old persons declare that " in their young days when
George the Third was king" winters were colder and
springs milder than they now are. I generally find,

however, that when one questions them rather closely

on the subject, their recollections are very vague, and do
not bear out their assertion of a change of climate.
Improved cultivation, clearing of forests, and extensive
drainage ought to have improved our climate. If they
have not done so, can you suggest the reason why \

D. 0. L. [This is a very difficult question. Barometers
and thermometers may not correspond with notorious
facts for several reason?. But the continual loss of spring
crops in the neighbourhood of London cannot be denied.]

Eiater noctilucus of the West Indies : although the
insects were in a weakly condition, having been brought
from Havannah by the way of New York, which had
occupied six weeks (during which time they had fed
upon moistened sugar), they yet emitted a lovely pale
greenish light, which became vivid on their being ex-
cited, both from the spots of the prothorax and the
membrane at the base of the abdomen. Dr. Calvert
exhibited some larvae of Noctua cubicularis which bad
proved very destructive to his crops of rare Grasses,
devouring the seeds in a growing state when nearly
ripe. They were, however, very partial in their attacks,
as they would not touch one of the species of Festuca,
although they devoured the other. Mr. Stainton read
a notice on the study of Microlepidoptera on the
Continent.

ocietieg*

Entomological, July 7.—W. W. Saunders, Esq.,
F.R.S., president, in the chair. This meeting was a
special one for the appointment of a secretary in the
place of Mr. Douglas, who had resigned, and upon ballot

Mr. Jansoo was elected in his stead ; a vote of thanks
was thereupon passed to Mr. Douglas for his services
during the past seven years ; as also another to the presi-

dent for his liberal entertainment of the members on their
annual excursion to Reigate. A numerous list of
donations to the library was announced, including the
fine work on amber insects, by the late Dr. Berendt,
of which an account was given by Mr. Westwood, who
especially dwelt upon the value of this illustration of the
primeval insect world, so much more satisfactorily

preserved in amber than in stone ; and trusted, as the
collection would shortly be for sale, that it would be
secured for the British Museum, where it ought to form
portion of the zoological rather than thepalaeontological
series. Mr. Douglas exhibited four new British species
of minute moths belonging to the family Tineidse from
Boxhill and Brighton. Mr. S. Stevens exhibited
various interesting Coleoptera from Scotland and
Wales, collected by Mr. Foxcroft, including Uleiota
flavipes and Chrysomela cerealis, also Lebia Crux minor
alive, and Agdistes Bennetti (the plumeless plume)
reared from the larvse, and Limacodes Asellus from the
New Forest ; also full grown larvee of Notodonta
carmelita and Petasia nubeculosa, and a box of beautiful
Brazilian butterflies recently received from Mr. Bates.
Mr. Augustus Shepherd exhibited a fine specimen of the
rareGastropacha Ilicifolia,andother raremoths ;and Mr.
Westwood brought for distribution among the members
specimens of Porrectaria Laricella from the Larch, and
P. Hemerobiella from the Pear. The latter also ex-
hibited some leaves of Wheat, the tips of which had
been rolled up by the caterpillars of some species of
JLortrix

; also a beiutiful new species of Saturnia from
California, with its cocoons, which had been attempted
to be employed for the production of silk. Mr. A.
> rate and Mr. Bowring gave an account of various

interesting and new insects collected by the latter at
Hong Rong, Siam, and Java. Mr. Wilkinson exhibited
a number of living specimens of the splendid firefly

Notices of 330O&S,

The Language of Specifications of Letters Patent for In-
ventions. By John McGregor, Esq., Barrister-at-

Law. London: Butterworths. 8vo., pp. 133.

All who have been in the habit of watching the fate of

patents when their validity is disputed in a court of

justice are aware that the language of the specification

is of the utmost importance. An invention may be new
and useful, and the patentee may be the true and first

inventor, the infringement may be clearly made out,

and yet the patentee may fail simply because the title

of his patent does not correspond with his real claim
;

or because he has not performed the condition imposed
upon him of particularly describing and ascertaining

the nature of his invention, and in what manner
the same is to be performed. The fact that

judges have been, and may be in future, rather astute

against a patentee than inclined to give him the benefit

of any doubt, only renders it of greater importance to

inventors to avoid those rocks and alioals which have so
often proved fatal to others. Mr. McGregor in the
work before us has done good service by pointing these
out. The collection of instances where a patent has
been held bad for some delect in the specification

shows how important it is for a patentee to be honest
and full in his disclosures, and not to take for granted
that because he understands his own description other
people will do the same. In the appendix will be
found valuable suggestions for describing machinery

;

those who propose to patent new agricultural im-
plements of any degree of complexity will do well to

make themselves acquainted with the methods shown by
experience to be the best, and before preparing their

specifications to study with care the principles which
guide judges in construing those documents. For the
attainment of these objects the learned author's essay
will be found of considerable utility.

The Lost Solar System of thz Ancients Discovered. By
John Wilson. 2 vols. 8vo, Longmans.

What the ingenious author may have discovered we
are unable to say ; for ourselves we have found nothing
in his volumes except a prodigious quantity of calcula-

tions, geometrical problems, and speculations founded
upon what is known or reported respecting obelisks,

needles, temples, castles, labyrinths, sculptured stones,

Druidical circles, pyramids, and similar ancient remains.

The book seems to have no other beginning or end than
such as pages give it, and if there is theory buried
amidst its figures we at least have not the skill to dis-

inter it. Mr. Wilson has given birth to a great psycho-
logical curiosity, and that is all we can glean from his

volumes.

A twelfth edition of Black's Picturesque Tourist in

Scotland (Black, Edinb.) has appeared just in time for

summer travellers. The reputation of the work as a
minute, faithful, and well arranged guide-book is so

firmly established that it is needless to say more of the

present issue than that it is very considerably extended,
and in many places wholly rewritten from the personal

observations of the editor. Excellent maps, good wood-
cuts, and characteristic views of striking places in the

beautiful scenery of Scotland, place the present volume
in the foremost rank among travellers' manuals.

to a large size, they may be slutted into O'-ineh pots at
once and plunged half-way in a bottom-heat of from
50° to 55°. Thus situated the roots soon appear at the

sides of the pot, and before they turn half way round the

ball the plants should be again shifted for the last time
into 8 or 9-inch pots, according to the size that may be
desired. Thus far size of plant has been the object kept
in view; but those who have not the above named con-
veniences must be content to sow a fortnight later; still,

however, following the plan just laid down. In this

case the first shift ought to be iuto 5-inch pots, and if

the help of a hot-bed can be obtained the plants may be
plunged in it, using, however, due precaution to ascer-
tain that the heat at this stage is not too great. Another
plan presents itself, and one which Mr. Smith frequently
adopts : it is to plant in a pit heated at night from 60°

to 65°, by means of hot-water pipes, allowing an increase
on bright days of 10 additional degrees. The plants
should again be shifted into 8-inch pots as before for the
last time.

These matters as to raising and shifting being now
settled, attention must be directed to protecting the

plants from sudden chills, either from cold air or falling

off of bottom-heat ; for if once stunted by cold first-

class plants and flowers need hardly afterwards be
expected. Plenty offlight and air, however, judiciously

administered is indispensable, and care must also be
taken to give them plenty of room ; to do them justic

they should as a rule stand as far apart as they are
high. Having now stated the method of raising, potting,

and general management, there yet remains to be ex-

plained the kind of compost to be used. This should be
the top spit about 4 inches thick from a meadow
of rich light loam a year old. If this is not
to be had take the same quantity of fresh soil

and after paring off the turf from the loam,

char the former so as to reduce it to a state fit

for breaking up and mixing with the loam. Add to

this an equal quantity of manure from a spent hot bed
;

if it be turned over to sweeten and dry before mixing
so much the better. This compost should then be

thrown together and well chopped and turned (not

sifted), so that incorporation may be as complete as

possible. In potting always endeavour to sink the

plants low enough for the soil to reach the first leaves.

If that cannot be done the first time it should be accom-
plished at the second shift, and it is necessary in order

to obtain firmness in the pot, and also fresh surface of

stem from whence to obtain more roots. The pots

should be drained increasingly as the plants are shifted,

and over the drainage should be placed 1 or 2
inches of fresh manure from the stable. This

will be found very useful to the plants as they

increase in size. As regards manure water the larger

the plants are required to be, so in proportion should

this be used ; but its application must be left to the

discretion of the grower, who will be the best judge how
often or how strong it ought to be given, for unskill-

fully administered it sometimes p roduces great mischief.

In general Mr. Smith lias found the compost above

recommended and pure water to answer every purpose.

His plants are grown in 8-inch pots which have been
found to answer every purpose perfectly.

The above results may also be obtained by sowing in

the first or even as late as the third week in April on a
slight or nearly spent hot bed, transferring the plants

at once to pots of the last-named size, and placing them
in a cold pit in the middle or end of May. These
bloom in August and September, and will be found to

well repay any trouble bestowed on them by an ex-

cellent display of finely coloured blossoms.

Garden Memoranda.
Mr. Smith's Nursery, Dulwich.— Balsams, beau-

tiful varieties of all shades of colour, red, white, and
mottled, and of unusual size, are most successfully

grown here, and every jear about this time Mr. Smith
has a grand display of them. Some account of his

mode of cultivating them may therefore not be uninte-

resting. In sowing the seed he prefers the method of

putting one seed in a 3-inch pot, especially if the object

aimed at is to exhibit at shows. This should be done
about the beginning of March for flowering in June or

July. Place them on a gentle hot bed or hot-water

tank as near the glass as possible, and the latter

should face the south, in order that the plants

may be well exposed to light. The precaution of

letting all superfluous moisture escape at the highest

part of the frame must be adopted by opening it about

a quarter to half an inch on bright sunny days if the

wind be not too cold or strong ; a little more air may
be given as soon as the plants have begun to form their

first leaves. When the latter have become fully deve-

loped the plants should be shifted into larger pots. If

plenty of convenience exists greenhouses or inter-

Miscellaneous.
The Use of Looking at Plants Geographically—It re-

mains to say a few words upon the general subject of

Botanical Geography. It is no fault of M. de CandohVs

work that we lay it down more impressed than ever with

the vagueness of its principles, the inexactness of

its methods, the puzzling complexity of its phe-

nomena, and the purely speculative character of

those hypotheses upon which all inquirers base their

efforts to explain its facts and develope its laws.

Much stress is laid upon the value of meteorological

observations, but there is no method of tabulating these

that offers a prospect of their being applied to the

solution of any one general question in the distribution

of species. Certain plants will not survive temperatures

above or below a given number of degrees ; or in other

words, certain sums of temperatures are necessary to

\
the fulfilment of their functions : this is all the world

knows ; but the tabulation of these temperatures has

hitherto led to no general laws, for not every family of

plants, nor every genus, nor even every species, but

often every variety of race, must have its own sum of

degrees to ensure its continued existence. Nor is this

all : the sum of degrees must extend annually over a

certain definite period of the year, and must be accom-

panied with so many favourable conditions of soil, light,

moisture, and purity of air, that the mere question of

temperature becomes a very subordinate element,

however accurately ascertained. So far, then, as

meteorological observations are concerned, we must
consider that, however accurate they be, they have
hitherto admitted of no exact practical application with

reference to the distribution of species, nor have they

even indicated a theoretical approximation to it.

Next with regard to the limitation of species, genera,

and families, within certain areas ; this again is subjectmediate houses with a tan or hot-water pit should be

chosen for them, and if it is intended to grow the plants
j
to no appreciable laws ; plants axe no doubt governed
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in their uiftusioii by conditions of climate and soil, and

are dependent for their diffusion on their own powers of

endurance, on the time that has elapsed since they first

existed as species, on the elements, on the motions of

animals, and on geological changes ; but we not only

know nothing in any case of the time elapsed, and next

to nothing of the geological changes they may have
survived, but all our attempts have faiied to regulate

their distribution in elevation or latitude or longitude,

by climate, or soil, or other external conditions.

Species, genera, and orders stop, we see not why, and
often reappear where we least expect them. Under
this head too must be noticed the fact that there is none
of that recognizable relation between structure and
function, or structure and external conditions, in the

vegetable kingdom that there is in the animal, and
which often enables us to account for a fact in the

distribution of an animal by another in that of a plant.

We see the limit of some animal's distribution coinci-

ding with that of the plant it lives upon or under, or

that nourishes a third animal it preys upon ; but we
never see the plant stopped by or for the animal.

There are comparatively tew evidences of plants being

structurally better suited to one situation than to

another, with the exception of a few conspicuous classes,

as water-plants, epiphytes, parasites, etc. ; and hence
our power of accounting by physical causes for the

facts of botanical geography is extremely limited. If,

a^ain, we turn from those branches of the subject, in

reasoning upon which we make use of facts and
observations however inexact or difficult of application,

to the fundamental principles upon which the study is

based, and from some of which we must start in all our
investigations, we enter at once into the regions of pure
speculation. Nor can there be better proof of the

facts and hypotheses advanced being insufficient to

explain geographical distribution, than is afforded by
the circumstance that even M. de Candolle, with all his

philosophy and desire to arrive at exact conclusions, is

compelled to resort to the unphilosophical proceeding
of demanding the operation of two laws to account for

each of the two primary phenomena connected with the
creation of species. Thus, with regard to their origin,

he considers that most are special creations, but that
some are the offsprings of transmutations ; and with
regard to the number created and place of creation,
that some are created as solitary individuals or as a
plurality of individuals in one place only ; and that
others are (simultaneously ?) created in several more or
less distant localities. VVe are told that the majority
of species were created such as they now exist, but
there is not a shadow of a proof of this. No amount of

Acute observation or critical disquisition throws real

light upon this subject, upon which men of science are
completely at issue ; nor is there in the present state of
science any prospect of naturalists agreeing upon it.

There are, as it appears to us, two broad facts, and only
two, to which all naturalists must turn who seek some
foundation for an opinion as to the origin of species,
and these lead to diametrically opposite conclusions.
They are, on the one hand, that a great number ot

specific forms are hereditary in as far as our experience
allows of our judging ; on the other, that a great
number are extremely variable and that races with
characters as strongly marked as those of species are
constantly being produced under our eyes. From
/looker's Journal of Botany.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—All kinds of soil used in potting

should now be laid in without delay before the ground
gets sodden with autumn rains. Store them up neatly

in narrow ridges, so as to be safe from wet and yet ex-

posed as much as possible to the action of the air, and as

success in plant growing very much depends upon having

suitable soil for potting, no trouble or expense that

may be necessary to procure this should be spared

where well grown specimens are expected. Loam of

moderately good quality may be obtained in most
neighbourhoods, but good peat is not so easily got ; this

is absolutely necessary, however, for the growth of

choice hard-wooded plants, and should be procured at

the proper season, so as to have it in a fit state for use

at the right time. Stove plants flowering in the con-

"servatory will require attention, especially Achimenes
and things of that sort, which should be gone over

every day in cloudy weather, carefully picking: oft

decayed flowers, &c. Any of the twiners on the roof

which have done flowering may be thinned out, so as

to prevent their shading the house too much, for after

this season permanent shade should be avoided as much
as possible. Young stock in cold pits intended to

flower next season should be exposed to sunlight in

order to ripen the wood, taking care, however, not to

do this so rashly as to injure the foliage.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Those who intend commencing the culture

of Pines on the oppn bed system cannot begin at a more
favourable season than the present. The bed should be
from 18 inches to 2 feet deep, and should consist princi-

pally of good r.ch mellow turfy loam, well broken up, and
carefully intermixed with a liberal sprinkling of clean

sand, and a small proportion of leaf soil or good rich

iibry peat ; for when rough turfy soil is used and the

bed is ever, from any cause, allowed to get thoroughly
dry it is very difficult to moisten it again, as the

water passes off through the lumps without pene-
trating them. But if the loam is well broken up and
mixed with some leaf soil, or peat and sand, it will

be found to take water ireely enough, and the roots

will be almost as much under command as when the

plants are grown in pots. Persons commencing this

method of growing Pines should also endeavour to avoid
planting out pot-bound plants, for these, whether young
or old, seldom strike freely into the fresh soil, and
are very apt to fruit prematurely ; but if such plants

must be turned out, then care should be used to make
the soil firm about the balls, so as to prevent the water
passing off without moistening the balls. Vineries.—
Every possible attention must be afforded young Vines
planted this spring where strong rods are expected.

Let a vigorous root action be secured and endeavour to

get the wood well ripened. Give air freely and early

on fine days, so as to avoid any risk of scorching the
foliaoe, but shut up early in the afternoon, sprinkling

the floors, &c, so as to cause a genial moisture in the

atmosphere, which will be of great service in strengthen-

ing the Vines. If plants are grown in the house, see

that they are not infested with black thrips, and on no
account be induced to regulate the temperature, &c,
of the house for the plants, but remove these to other

quarters, or make them succumb to the treatment most
suitable for the Vines. Keep a sharp look-out for the

appearance of red spider in houses where the fruit is

ripening, and coat the pipes or flues with sulphur on the

first appearance of this enemy. Indeed it is well to do
this occasionally by way of a preventive, which, in this

case as in most'others, is vastly preferable to a cure.

Vines in pots intended for early forcing will require

attention to get the wood properly ripened, and this

should be effected by exposing them Ireely to light

and air.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
In some neighbourhoods green fly has been trouble-

some to Verbenas, &c. Where such is the case, tobacco
water and soap suds may be used with success. The
strength of the mixture should be tested by dipping some
of the shoots worst affected into it, and used sufficieutly

strong to kill the insects, but not so strong as to injure

the leaves. It should be applied in the evening when
there is a prospect of a dry night, using a fine syringe or

fine rosed watering-pot, and giving enough to moisten

the whole of the foliage. Go over the beds frequently,

and remedy any defect that may be perceptible without

loss of time, for the bedding out plants are enjoyed but

for a comparatively short season, and now that they are

in beauty every means should be used to render them as

enjoyable as possible by maintaining the most perfect

order and neatness. "2 Where the stock is clean, and
growing vigorously, this will involve considerable labour,

and it will be necessary to go over the beds frequently,

pegging down where necessary, removing decayed
flowers, and cutting back such of the shoots as may
incline to encroach upou the edging of the beds. Keep
herbaceous plants neatly tied up, and cut oft* the flower-

stems of any that are becoming unsightly. Take advan-
tage of leisure hours to put in cuttings, and use every
possible despatch with this work until there is a good
stock in a fair way for rooting of such things as are
known to be difficult to winter, except in the shape of

well-established plants. Keep gravel walks perfectly

clean and smooth by weeding, sweeping, and rolling, as

may be necessary. Keep climbers on walls within due
limits.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
It may be advisable to go over such trees as are

over luxuriant, and stop about half the shoots, beginning

of course with the strongest, for a general stopping at

this time would probably be of little farther service

than to induce the production of a mass of useless

spray, whereas stopping the stronger shoots or those

which incline to grossness will divert the sap into the

weaker ones, which will be strengthened, while the

buds on the shoots that have been stopped will become
full and plump without starting into growth. The only

effectual method, however, of curing a gross habit of

growth when this is the case in ordinary seasons is root-

pruning or keeping the roots within proper limits by

means of shallow well drained borders. Should it be

found that the shoots, after stopping, incline to start into

growth, it will be advisable as soon as the fruit is

gathered to open a trench at a moderate distance from
the stem of the tree, cutting the stronger roots. This

will be of the greatest service in checking growth, and
will probably do more towards securing ripe wood than

anything else that could be adopted. Get the Straw-

berry plantations intended to stand for next season

trimmed as soon as convenient, cutting off and clearing

away the runners, so as to afford the leaves plenty of

room. Attend to providing plenty of Lettuce, Endive,

&c, for winter salads ; also see that there is a good bed

of Parsley provided in some sheltered spot where it

can be readily protected in severe weather.

August 1— flight haze; v*ryhot; fine throughout.
— 2—Slight base; excessively hot ; fin** at night.— 3—H or and sultry; Tery hot, *ith br sk S.E. wind; very fine.— 4—Otercst; very hot; cool at night.
— 5— Cloudless 8nd hot; very fine.
— 6-< loudy; dry slight hate; cool at nieht.
— 7— Clear ; very hot and sultry ; cloudless j very fine ; cool at nirht

Mean temperature of the week 4 deg. above the average
RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISW1CK.

Duringthe last 30 years, for the ensuing week, endin. August 16,1%6.
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Notices to Correspondents.
Bearded Globe Amaranth : J R. You are right; the plant is

attacked by some kind of Dodder, not yet in flower. The
drawing you sent is very nicely executed.

Bna ! An Apiarian will be obliged by some of our correspon-

dents informing him whether in the uniting of bees it is

absolutely necessary to kill one of the queens, and asks

what would be the consequence if both queens were permitted to

remain.
Cooling Drinks: Tantalus. The following reprinted from our

volume for 1852. p. 4C9, may possibly answer your purpose.

A 6<i. pamphlet, published by D. Francis, contains receipts

for 30 cooling summer drinks, and a similar one for 30 winter

drinks. One of the most simple, wholesome, and delicious

drinks is as follows. Cream of tartar 1 oz., J lb. of lump
sugar, or less of moist, half the rind of a lemon cut thin,

1 gallon of boiling water poured on it; when cold it is fit to

drink. Corked and bottled it will keep three days. Any flavour-

ing can be added. Lemonade: loz.ofcitric acid, I lb. of loaf sugar,

i-pint of water; boil till clear, and when cold add a few drops

of essence of Lemon. Put one tablespoonful in a tumbler of

cold water; a little sherry will improve it. 1st. Gooseberry

wine is a grateful and pleasant drink in the shape of half a

tumbler-full filled up with cold spring water. 2d. Pour seven

quarts of boiling water on 2 ozs. of cream of tartar; juice and

parings of two Lemons; stir it and cover close. When cold

sweeten to the taste, and add a gill (quartern) of rum. Bottle

in quart bottles. This will keep the year round. To make
this into an effervescing draught put a little carbonate of soda

into the glass; then pour the above on it. 3d. The following

is cheap, cooling, and not to be despised. To 10 quarts of

water put a bottle of stout or pcrter; 1 lb. of brown sugar;

a spoonful of powdered ginger (if approved). Mix all

together, and after standing a few hours bottle in quart

bottles; in two or three days it will be tit for use. This

is a good substitute for table-beer, which soon turns sour.

Imperial: To 1 oz. of cream of tartar add the juice and rind of

three Lemons, and six quarts of boiling water; let it stand till

cold. This mav be made in a larger quantity, and set to work

with a little barm (yeast), when it will keep for a length of

time. Beer Cup : Infuse a handful of Balm leaves (or Borage),

and add a large wine-glassful of the liquor to one pint of beer,

two glaftsfuls of sherry, and three pints of spring water iced;

sweeten to taste. Sherry Cobbler: Two large glassfuls of sherry

poured upon a slice of Lemon and sugar, the tumbler filled up

with pounded ice. This compound must be imbibed through a

straw, when its soothing effects will he found to exceed expec-

tation. In Sover's "Modern Housewife" there are several

receipts. CoolCvp: A drink made of cider, water, ice, sugar,

and sliced Lemon, is said to be very good. Cardinal, made of

sliced Pine Apple (West Indian will do for home use), sifted

sugar in lavers, hock, and ice, and allowed to stand for some

hours, is excellent.
,

Dried Vegetables: Anon. Some account of M. Massons mode

of drying and preparing vegetables for winter use will be

found in our volume for 1855, p. 151. Potherbs, we presume,

should be treated exactly in the same way
.J

Ebixeum: Ftwfjophilua. It is a mere anamorphosis of cellular

tissue. See Lmdh.y's Vegetable Kingdom, p. 31.

Gardeners' Benevolent Institution. In addition to two letters

upon this subject printed in another column we have one from

Mr. Coster, of Streatham. That the committee had a good

answer to the " Old Member of Committee," who although

anonymous is not unknown to us, we quite believed. But it is

equally true that the " 01d;M<mber " stated what many think

tin-', and therefore explanation became desirable. If Mr.

Cutler has incurred undeserved obloquy, he must recollect that

people are apt to judge from appearances.

Graphs : P T B. They are what is termed " Wetted." a disease

which is thought to arise from the roo-s not being drained, too

deeply planted, or some other unfavourable circumstance in

their condition. There is no fungus about them. % .

Insects : A M. (N. B.) Your Scotch Pines are infested with tne

larvae of one of the sawflies (Lophyrus Pini). They have now

done all the damage they are capable of this year, being reaav

to assume the chrysalis state, which they do among deaa

twigs, &c. All such should therefore be carefully collected ana

burnt. The cocoons are easily distinguishable, being oDiong-

oval, nearly white, and fiye-twelfths of an inch long.— n a-

The Rose twigs arrived safely, but being from home tor a raw

days the very hot weather h*s dried up both
J
he™ and «»

inclosed lai vse. If you could send a few more to Mr. wesiwwu

he would be much obliged. W. , «

Names of Fruits : C. Crow. Your Peaches are—Nos. l anu o.

Royal George; 2, Noblesse; 4, Grosse Mignonne. me ««"»

rine is the Violette Hutive. \\\ i„-f«nHv
Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged torein"*;"J,

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we *f°
l

to request our correspondents to recollect that we neveri

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty ot tms « •

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially *H •

'

should bear in mind that, before applying to us tor a88""*' '

they should exhaust their other means of gaining , " t0VV^
ine

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and «""*£
for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could, a

can do is to help them—and that most willingly. » -can uo is to ncp meiu—»im mni. mw -
r nlantS

now requested that in future, not more than tonr V

may be sent us at one time.—Ferrarius. Gnselinia

ralis.-ifev. J M T. Composite plants cannot be nan?*°
It

STATE OF TOE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK, NEAR LONDON,
For the week ending Au?. 7, 1850, as observed at the Horticultural Gardens.

i
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29J*74 88

|
86.5

42 6>.0

67-1

65 63 I S.W. .00

Areracp 3^.0b3 47.7 6S.I 62.8 .ro

their capitula alone. "VVe must have a complete spec»n« l
• .

is a Santol.na. or something near it.—J B. 1, J«"CH
S °" °

ns -^

2, Scirpiis maritimus; 3, Juncns uliginosns; 4, b rtica
^JF uS

John Ftrme. TephroMa grandi flora.— W B. BmUM. lt 3"cL - bit

uuioloides.-J'fl. 1, Fileahemiarioides; 2, appears to "^

*

of Ixorapa^iflora.—A'. Such moisels cannot be nameo

,

is no round leaf" it, your letter. The flowers seem »
"tojj

to some Justicia.-C. Grow. The leaf belongs to »au«

raceroosa. -iftr&aZirt. 1, Lotus major ; 2 Inula dysenten ^
Peat Charcoal : B. There is none to be bad in i^onu

reasonable price, t . .. .,, ta \.p gome
Wood from China: B W. The examination will take

hours. You shall have an answer next week. ~ Mr#

Mrsc: One shilling will be given for»o. 42, i^
e cannot

Joseph Sabine died in January, 1837.-i? A (r..

if it

notice it at present; possibly we may do so hereatter

should appear desirable.
«,-«.«ved too late

.• As usual, many communications have been ^iveo^
„tw« r, riPtained till the necessary inquiries can ™

and others are detainee im ™*"™7*--' *"
^"—-.nondents

We must also beg the indu gence o those^orresponae

-•» nf «hr>«o contributions is still delayed.
insertion of whose contributions
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L^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty
JL Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House,

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
vill find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

ERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, Sugar

Scum, and every description of Artificial Manures, Linseed
Cakes, &c—W.Inglis Carne, 10, Mark Lane.J-iOndon.

THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

77. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 6Z.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

NDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1810).

The above Company have the following ready for immediate
delivery:—Corn Manure, for top-dressing; Blood ditto for Corn

;

Blood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured
expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for

Turnips, Mangels, Grasses, &c. ; Peruvian Guano direct from
importers' warehouses ; Nitrate of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia,
and every artificial manure of known value.

40, Bridge S treet, Blackfriars. Edward Pi rser, Sec._

HE"GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henrt Ker Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection

of Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of

Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.
2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.
3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or

he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN" EITHER CA8E.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly
instalments.

6. The term of such charge maybe fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiRTy-oxE years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford, Sec,

« ¥7iRTnT nftiwin** Pati»nmQori hv h** Mnioaty the
his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chi8wick Gardens, Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE RAYS OF THE SUN.
"FRIGI DOMO" a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,

from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6<i. per yard run, of

Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats
ao a covering."

HOSE PIPING.
TTfAITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING
* * will sustain a greater pressure, is lighter, less bulky, will

wear longer, and is about 60 percent cheaper than the leather

hose pipe.

Manufactured only by Waithman & Co., Bentham, Lancaster.

No. 1. Quality, Inches in Diameter and Price per Yard :

—

h 9i.; |, lid.; 1, Is. Id.; 1}, Is. 3<Z.; 1£, 1*. bd. ; If, Is. ld.\

2, Is. 9d. ; 2£, 25. ; 24, 25. 3d. j
2 3, 25. 6d.\ 3, 25. 9tf.

Super Extra Stout Quality :—2, 25. ; 2£, 25. 3d. ; 2£, 25. 6d. ;

2&25.9rf.; 3,3s.

No. 0, a cheaper Hose, to bear a low pressure for Garden and
Agricultural purposes, at greatly reduced prices :—1, 9d. ; 1J, 10rf.;

14, lid.; 2, 15. ; 2J, Is. 3d. 2$, 15. 6d.

The Hose is Burnettised at an extra charge of 3d. per yard.

Union Joints, Branch Pipes and Jets are also supplied.

J. MORTON and Co., Galvanized Iron Works
• 2, Basinghall Buildings. Leeds.

GALVANIZED IRON ROOFING, tor Farm Buildings and
other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest roofing in use.

GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from 10£tf. per yard, for Farm
buildings, houses, &c—Never requires painting.

PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest and
neatest fence in use, will resist the largest Cattle, and will not

bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or over. Upwards
of 600 milesof this fencing fixed by us in the last 8 years. For
illustrated price list apply at the Works.
GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.—
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

2-inch mesh, 6d., 8d. and lid.

per yard.
Galvanized, 24 inch wide.

3-inch mesh, 4d., 5£d., and
7$d. per yard.
The Netting made any

width, and with openings of
any size.

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS
for DRY and WET FOOD.—Galvanized Chain Camp Stools

and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat,

65. 6d. to 125. 6d. each.—Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Rods and
Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdles,
Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-
vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea-

sure Grounds, &c, from 10£d. per yard.

For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Hexry J. Mortox & Co.
2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

pARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
^-^ PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other
Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal
Dock Companies, most public bodies, and by the Nobility,
Gentry, and Clergy, for out-door work at their country seats.
The Anti-Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most
durable out-door Paint ever invented for the preservation of
every description of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Coropo, Cement,
&c.

T work, as has been proved by the practical test of upwards of
60 years, and by the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials
in its favour, and which, from the rank and station in society of
those who have given them, have never yet been equalled by
anything of the kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of Colours, Prices, together with a Copy of the Testi-
monials, will be sent on application to Walter Carsox & Son,
No. 9, Great Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal
Lxchange, London. No Agents. All orders are particularly
requested to be sent direct.

[

liquid manure..

PATENT LIQUlD-MAIs U KE LH6TKIBUT0R
OR WATER-CART, for the Distribution of Guano, &c,

warranted not to clog up or otherwise get out of order. It has
Waterproof Joints, and will scatter its Liquid from la to 15 feet

wide. It will work equally well on hilly or on level land without
any alteration. It is thoroughly adapted for Drill Crops or
Pasture Land, or for Watering Streets.—Full particulars may be
obtained of the Patentee, Isaa< James, Tivoli, Cheltenham.

TX/ARNER'S 4i-inch IMPROVED LIQUID
V> MANURE PUMP,

with Ball Valve, fitted with
1^ inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrought iron
Straps for screwing on to

any ordinary Water-butt or
Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
505.

H-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,

35. 6d. per foot.

1) Gutta Percha Suction,
Is. 9d. per foot.

Wr MINER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the nse of Farms, Cot-
tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £ s. d.

2A in. short 1 ft. 7 in. / Fitted for lead, \ 1 10
long 3 .. 3

REAPING MACHINES.
\\

T M. DRAY and CO.'S KEATING MACHINES
* " are compact, inexpensive, and suitable for all countries.

They are beautifully made, with all the exactness and truth of

steam-eugine work. No leas than Sixteen Prizes have been
awarded to the Manufacturers by various Agricultural Societies.

These Reapers are designed upon Hussey's Model, but have been

vastly improved, and adapted to the requirements of the British

Farmer. The price is 25/.

A List of Testimonials and full descriptions may be had on
application to Messrs. Dray & Co., Agricultural Engineers,
Swan Lane. London.

DRUMMOND'S IMPROVED REAPING
SCYTHE.—This well-known Scythe continues to give the

greatest satisfaction, and is now extensively used both at home
and abroad. An ordinary hand at the scythe can readily cut

down from 1£ to 2 statute acn-s per day, laying the swathe so a-^

it can be easily gathered into well arranged sheaves. Price

9*. each. Tiw Scythe is packed into small compass, and may be
sent any distance with perfect safety. When three or more go
together the carriage is very moderate.
W. Prcmmosd & Sons, Seed and Implement "Warehouse,

Stirling. __
ri^HE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise
-*- water, without manual labour, to any
height, where a small fall can be obtained.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps.

Fountains of every description erected;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.
Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

Gardens.

W. F. Roe (late Freeman Roe), Hydraulic

__ Engineer, 70, Strand, London.

( 1OLLEGE0P AGK1CULI UKb and Cli hMiSTRY,
vy and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SC1ENXE, 37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.

Mr. ISesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

(hemistrv durine the next twelvemonth.

3
3h
4

11

2| „ long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percha,
J

1 14

or cast iron h2 8
flanged pipe, 2 12
as required. ) 3 3

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 IS
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ditto 3
ditto 3

ditto 3
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V

6

6
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11
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The short barrel Pump is wry convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Countrv, at tho nbove prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER axd SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, Ac; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

IMPROVE-
MENT ASSOCIATION.—The Annual Exhibition of this

Association will be held in Dorchester on WEDNKSDAY and

THURSDAY, September 17th and 18th, when several valuable

Silver Cups, the gifts of noblemen and gentlemen of the County,

in addition to the Society's Prizes, will be awarded.
All Entries must be made (on the Forms only) with the

Honorary Secretary on or before Monday, September 1st, after

which no entry will be received.

Prize Lists, Forms of Entry, and the Rules of the Association

will be forwarded to any applicant on a stamped envelope

addressed and six penny postage stamps beirg received by
G.J. Andrews, Honorary Secretary.

Dorchester, August 9.

Eixt ftoncttltttral <Ba*rtte*
SATURDAY, AUGUSTS, 1856.

BURGESS and KEY. Agricultural i-,ng inkers,
Patentee3 and Masi facthreks of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's First Prize Reaping Machine, Sole Proprietors of
Anthony's Patent American Churn, and Rasp's Farm Fire
Engine and Garden Pump, Wholesale and Retail Agents for

Parkes' celebrated Steel Digging Forks, General Ag< nts for the
sale of all kinds of Agricultural Machinery. — Warehouse
95, Newgate Street, London; Factory, Brentwood.

Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt of 6 postage stamps.

i - - - / I ' '

PARKcS'STEEL OIGGIMC FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURLiESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'

Wholesale Atr^nts for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever inveuted, and to facilitate labour at lenst 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application and Illustrated Catalogue

of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.
\

Mr. Carr, a manure dealer of Colchester, supplies

Mr. Barnard, of Earl's Colne, with guano, and

until the delivery of the last 60 cwts. ordered and

received, the latter has been perfectly satisfied with

the material sent to him by the former. As regards

this last quantity, however, it appears that the men
who sowed it knew it was not guano, but thought it

was something else their master was trying. Mr.

Barnard on finding out how different this "guano"
was from the last received, sends a sample of it to

Mr. Carr, who replies with regard to it, that there

appears little reason to find fault with it ; he has

made experiments upon it and finds that it contains

both phosphates and ammonia ; he proposes, how-
ever, to pay for a full analysis provided Mr. Barnard
will share the expense if the result should prove it

to be genuine Peruvian. All this was in the month
of March.

In May the guano is returned to the merchant,

who replies to his customer, " You have kept it

two months and exposed it to the air, and the

ammonia, its fertilising quality, has escaped—there-

fore I refuse to take it back."" An action is accord-

ingly brought by Mr. Carr against Mr. Barnard for

the amount due, namely, "29/." for 2£ tons of "best

Peruvian guano." Mr. Barnard pays 9/. 35. into

court, and pleads that that is the full value of what
was sent to him. To prove his case, the evidence of

Professor Way and of Mr. Landells is obtained.

These gentlemen agree in their analyses, which

prove that the sample they received contained less

than 2 per cent, of ammonia, less than 8 per cent, of

phosphate of lime, more than 16 per cent, of gypsum,

and more than 50 per cent, of sand and clay ; in

fact, that the material analysed was grossly adulte-

rated guano.

On this Mr. Justice Eble sums up and says:
—" If

that sample represented the bulk it would settle the

question; but the case on the part of Mr. Carr is

that it was not an honest sample because the guano

was objected to in March, the bulk was returned on

the 29th of May, and in July this sample without

any particulars as to how it had been kep' was sent

to" Professor Way. The bulk was in Mr. Carr's

yard, and if Professor Way had been sent there to

obtain a sample for analysis it could have been

decided to a dead certainty, but this sample came
from some part kept back, and how it had been used

or where kept they had no information."
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The jury, after a brief consultation, found a

verdict for the plaintiff for 19/. 18$. beyond the

sum paid into court.

Such is the history of a trial at the assizes last

week at Cnelmsford. The defence of Mr. Barnard
to the demand of Mr. Carr does not throw any
imputation on the character of the latter. It is

suggested by the defendant that his misfortune has

been altogether accidental ; but he says he has not

got the thing he bargained for ; and it seems plain

therefore that it is certainly his own fault that he
has lost his cause. The defect in his case was the
entire absence of evidence to prove that the sample
analysed fairly represented the bulk complained of.

The lesson which his experience teaches must be
plain to every one.

^
We are glad to say that in answer to our invita-

tion, p. 457, we have received several sets of replies
to the questions of the Agricultural Examiners at
the late annual examination of the Society of Arts.
We shall be able within a fortnight to name the
author of the most perfect among them.

What is a Manure 1—This question seems to
puzzle those whose business it is to attach a
meaning to the word as it occurs in various Turn-
pike Acts, The object of the exemption from toll
which these confer upon "manure " certainly was
to encourage every effort to obtain an increased
produce from the land. And in this view, there-
fore, we must contend that the words "manure"
and fertiliser are exactly alike in meaning.

This question was argued before the magistrates
lately at Weston-super-Mare. Some farmers at
Worle had been previously summoned to show
cause why thev did not pay toll for loads of sand
hauled from Weston-super-Mare beach to be used
as a fertiliser on the heavy lands of that district.
It was then held that if used in its raw state for
spreading on the land sand was not liable to toll,

but if first used as bedding for cattle and then

Sut on the ground it was liable. This
ecision seems to us perfectly correct. It

was not, however, satisfactory to the turnpike
authorities, who again demanded toll, and so
Joseph Bishop, the collector of the Worle turnpike
toll, was summoned by Henry Welsh for unlawfully
demanding a toll from him for a load of sand, which
he was employed to haul upon the lands of Mr.
Moses Stabbins. Mr. Millard appeared on behalf
of the collector. He contended that, sand is not a
manure at all. What is sand 1 Is it not a col-
lection of small particles of stone ? What is

manure 1 It consists of any quantity of animal or
vegetable matter used as a fertiliser of the soil.
Now, he contended that sand is not a fertiliser;
sand consists of small portions of rock which by no
process could be changed. If you mix it with
animal or vegetable matter it remains sand still.
He produced some numbers of the Justice of the
Peace, which he said was regarded as an authority
by magistrates, in which it is decided that sand is

not a manure.
On the other hand Mr. Stabbins, the complainant,

stated that he and many of his neighbours had used
sand as a manure, and had found it very efficacious
on the heavy clay lands round Worle ; it served
to lighten the soil. He had used it without any
admixture, and it was sometimes used as bedding
for cattle and then put upon the land.

The various Turnpike Acts were referred to, and
the magistrates were divided in their opinion.

It is plain, if the words of the Act are to be
consti ued in the spirit of it, that sand, used for the
purpose to which Mr. Moses Stabbins was applying
it, is a manure. It seems that the Act enumerates
"dung, mould, marl, compost," and if Mr. Millard
had confined himself to a discussion of the terms
employed, we should have no right to argue the
matter with him ; but his argument was not founded
on sand being neither " dung, mould, marl," nor
"compost," but upon its not acting as a manure.
He was willing apparently that the spirit and not
merely the letter of the Act should guide the deci-
sion ; and hence he had to prove that sand was not
a fertiliser. To this it was a sufficient reply that
Mr. Stabbins and his neighbours had used it as a
manure, and had found it efficacious. But apart
from actual experience in any particular instance it

may be shown that sand is in every respect fitted to
act as a fertiliser. A manure acts among other ways
(1) in furnishing the building material of plants;
(2) iu opening the soil to the influences of air and
moisture which tend to the activity of what ferti-
lising material may already be present in the land-
it is on this ground that much of the difference
between long and short manure has to be debated ;

^h-
^.*n * t!ie^ acting on material in the soil,

which if not so acted on is comparatively
useless. Now it is quite possible that in every one

of these particulars sea-sand may be operative as a
manure. Sand, according to Mr. Millard, consists
of " small particles of rock which by no process
can be changed." It is evident that Mr. Millard
is no disciple of Tdll ; the thorough tillage which
he recommended owes its influence in very great

measure to the changes which are thereby effected

on the small particles of rock of which the soil

consists. Small particles of limestone rock, or

what is their equivalent the particles which com-
minuted sea shells present, aie soluble in rain-

water, and thus (1) furnish in a soluble form
matter which the plants require as food. But (2)
sand on clay land such as Mr. Moses Stabbins
cultivates confers porosity, and so enables the
action of rain-water and of air on matters in the
soil which if not so acted on would be useless to

the growing plant. It is plain that even though
sand were small particles of rock incapable of

change, it would be an extremely fertilising agent
when applied to stiff clays, whose fault as
compared with fertile loam is very often simply a
deficiency of the sand which Mr. Millard here
condemns as useless. And (3) we have little doubt
that a calcareous sand such as that of Weston-
super-Mare yieids to rain water that which not only
feeds the plant itself, but by its action on othtr
matters in the soil provides food indirectly.

In all these particulars sand is the fertiliser which
Mr. Moses Stabbins has found it to be ; and we
hope therefore that the decision of the magistrates,
though postponed till another session, will be as

much in the interest of agriculture as the Act
intended it should, and as on the previous occasion
it was, when the question was discussed before them.

12 hours, then place them either upon a stove or upon
an iron stand in a furnace of boi.ing water, the
milk should be heated until quite scalding and a
skin appears to form over the surface of the cream •

but it should not boil. It should then be care-
fully taken back to the dairy and allowed to stand
12 hours longer before it is skimmed, when the
cream will be found of great thickness, and can readily
be made into butter by merely beating it iu a bowl with
the hand ; half an hour is generally a sufficient time for
this operation. This plan of course only allows of the
milk being once skimmed ; butter made thus is gene-
rally very sweet and good, and it is imagined there is no
loss of cream, the extra thickness quite making up for
the loss of the second skimming of the milk. The
Devonshire method of butter making may be practised
with advantage in a small dairy, but would not be to
serviceable as a churn in a large one.

Any of the herd of dairy cows not expected to calve
next season should now be dried and turned off as
grazers, as the flesh they will gain before winter is of

more value than their milk for the remainder of the
season ; and by giving them a good run of Grass, they
will have made considerable advance towards fatness, so
that when the keep in the Grass field becomes short,

they will be in such condition as to be sold at once to

advantage, or by giving them some early Turnips and
a little hay they would soon become very good beef,

if their room is required for other fattening stock, or if

it should not be thought that this dairy stock would
pay for a greater consumption of winter food.

They write from Rouen that some losses have
been sustained by feeding foals with Trifolium
incarnatum in flower. In their stomach were found
pellets, at first supposed to consist of hairs, but which
a careful examination has shown to be nothing more
than Trifolium blossoms on which the animals had
been feeding. When out of flower (we presume
before coming into flower) no such balls are caused
by the plant.

DIARY OF A DAIRY FARM.
August.

This is a good time to commence making loaf or
truckle cheeses, which are made from six to nine inches
deep and about nine across. It being rather difficult to

fill vats of this description, it has been found more con-
venient to have the vats made of small staves in the
same manner as a pail or bucket with white hoops
round them, and without bottoms, a piece of board
rather larger than the vat being provided to place at the
bottom when the cheeses are being made, and kept
underneath until they are turned out ; this being apart
from the vat makes it much easier for taking the cheese
out for the convenience of turning and salting, the
shape of the cheese therefore will be much improved by
this plan. These cheeses it not made with great care
are very apt to bulge in the sides, and thereby lose their
beauty ; and not only is the appearance affected, but the
quality also is inferior when the cheeses do not retain
the proper shape of straightness on the sides, and flat-

ness on the top ; the shape consequently marks the
quality ; sometimes broad bandages are kept round
these cheeses for a time when first placed on the shelves
to prevent their getting out of shipe, but this is seldom
necessary when the cheese is well made. When the
vat is about half full a small tablespoonful of fine salt

should be put into the middle of the cheese, and well
rubbed into the curd, taking care that it does not spread
to the outside, which would cause it to separate and be
of injury to the cheese. Iu making truckle cheeses the
curd should be quife sweet, thoroughly crumbled, and
made as dry as po.-s'ble before filling the vats, and it

should be pressed very firmly in with the hands, and
allowed to remain in the press four or five days,
turning them every day, and salting them three times.
Truckle cheeses after being kept 12 months are fit for
use, they always bring a higher price than other
cheeses, and are recommended as the most convenient
size for the table, and when the top is carefully cut off

in one piece, it can be used as a cover to the cheese,
which will keep it from becoming dry during the time
of consumption ; exposure to the air invariably deprives
all cheese of its original freshness of flavour. This
form of cheese is in some dairies made throughout the
whole season, and in others none but these truckle cheeses
are ever made. There is however a risk under ordinary
management of their bulging and heaving during the
extreme heat of the summer, owing to fermentation

;

and this difficulty does, therefore, in most dairies con-
fine the making of this sort of cheese to the autumn
months, when less heat interferes with the ripening of
it. The fact is that few people know how to make
good " truckles f the difficulty being, however con-
nected with the quality of the pasture as well as with
the skill of the dairy-maid. Whereas on almost any
pasture good thin cheese may be made, yet truckle
cheeses seem to require a peculiar quality of Grass.
A word or two may be added on Devonshire cream :

—

In making Devonshire cream for the table and also

for butter, the method is to set up tins of milk for

HOME FARM MANAGEMENT.- No. IX.

Nothing is more necessary in high farming than a
correct knowledge of the natural peculiarities of culti-

vated plants, and an acquaintance with the general
mode of treating them best calculated to ensure a

maximum produce. The adaptation of particular

plants to the soils on which they flourish with the

greatest success, is always a point of much practical

importance to the farmer. To render his discrimination

as perfect and complete as possible he would require
to have an extensive acquaintance with vegetable
physiology, and should take every means to observe
the circumstances under which the various species of

field plants are, or are not, predisposed to disease. It

is not to be expected of course that a farm manager
can have more than a general knowledge of scientific

principles connected with either the physiology or

nutrition of plants, but if he is really possessed of this,

he will be in a favourable position to lay hold on sound
experimental facts, as they are brought before him from
year to year in the course of his management. On
practical experience the farmers of the United Kingdom
have already erected some of the noblest systems

of management of which the agricultural art can boast

Step by step they have proved the actual value in

practice of every mode of farming which is now
recoguised as belonging generally to the agricul-

tural systems of the country. And if they have

sometimes been over-cautious in admitting into their

favour improvements in farm management suggested

by men of science, there can be no doubt that good

as well as evil has been the result of this procedure. All

farm practice is necessarily founded on theoretical prin-

ciples. The latter may not be understood by the mere

practical man, even when he is from day to day uncon-

sciously dependent on their action for his success in his

calling. He takes care to sow his seeds at the time and

in the way which experience dictates—apply manures

because he knows they do good though he cannot give

the exact reason why—and altogether the rules of good

farming common to the district keep him right in a

great measure in practice, while he is notwithstanding

perfectly unable to give theoretical reasons in detail

why they should do this. It is my intention in this

and a future letter to refer to the best modes of raising

root crops, but before proceeding further I think it may

be of advantage to state with the greatest possible brevity

the leading principles which are called into action in

the development of plant life.

Beginning with the germination of seeds, we shall find

that here science bears a very intimate relation to prac-

tice. When a seed is deposited in the soil, its integu-

ments and cells are softened by moisture, and part of

its carbon being slowly converted into carbonic acid by

absorption of oxygen from the atmosphere, a slight

evolution of heat takes place. By this partial fermen-

tation a portion of the albuminous or azotised matter

of the seed is liberated in the form of ammonia, and

another portion is converted into diastase, a vegetable

acid (either the acetic or lactic acid), which, acting on

the starch and gum present, change them into sugar. Cm

the sugar so prepared the embryo in ordinary cases is

nourished until its rootlets are extended far enough to

draw on the resources of the soil. Now it will he

observed that this process can only be effected in a

proper manner when the management of the farmer is

what it ought to be. The seed must be covered witn

moist soil ; but if it is too far below the surface, or »

imbedded in wet plastic clay, the chemical agency of the

sun's rays and the influence of the oxygen of the atmo-

sphere will not have their due effect in promoting »

speedy fermentation, and of necessity the germ will ro .

Or if the temperature of the soil is below a certain

point germination cannot take place, and *ccofj°Jc
few of our common seeds germinate in the dead

winter. All these peculiarities indicate how necessar^

it is that the farmer should sow bis more delicate seeos
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only at the right time and in the right way if he wish receive during their growth. Herein lies a great truth
to have a promising braird. «*»<* thick-sowing farmers would do well to ponder.
Then if we are to manage field crops to the best If they insist on growing 1000 plants where only

advantage we must know something of the nutri-

tion of plants. When a plant sends out its roots it

obtains nourishment from the soil, and in consequence
becomes larger in size. But how does this happen ? Is

it possible that 6mall particles of soil are drawn up by
the roots, and affer undergoing a change are deposited
in the interior of the vegetable structure ? Well, what-
ever the means may be by which the development of
either our root or grain crops is effected, everything
connected with it should be understood by the bailiff of a
home farm, otherwise he is not likely to set an intelligent
example to the numerous tenant farmers who are
watching his every movement. Of course a full notice
here of the physiology and nutrition of plants would
open up the whole question of manuring in its relation
to practical farming, but I shall endeavour to confine
my remarks to a mere outline of the general principles
which relate to these important matters. It may be
stated as an undoubted fact that the soil of itself "is as
incapable of producing a crop, as either the sea or the
atmosphere is. The elements supplied by even the
richest soil are simply the dry bones from which the
framework of plants is derived. The life, the vigour,
the colour, and the nourishing principles which they
contain are all

*

atmosphere.

600 should be grown, then they must not expect to
have a larger aggregate yield from the former than
they might have from the latter, and at the same time
they ought to be contented with produce of inferior
quality. A full exposure to atmospheric agency is always
productive of good results in the elaboration of any
species of cultivated crop, provided that that exposure
is not inconsistent with a due amount of shelter.

J. Lockhart Mo. ton.

Home Correspondence.
Destructive Birds and Vermin.—As the time is again

approaching when corn of all kinds is generally most
devoured and destroyed by predatory birds and vermin
of various descriptions, particularly by the sparrows,
pigeons, and rooks, it behoves all to be upon the alert
with guns and traps and bird-nets for their destruction.
All manoeuvres of chasing them off or frightening them,
and other expedients of this kind, generally prove fruit-

less, though very expensive. When once they become
inured to noises and to strings with feathers attached,
&c, all endeavours of this sort are of but little use.
The best prevention we have ever discovered of this
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some light piece of land, and in his ignorance both of
chemistry and vegetable nutrition he applies a large
quantity of purely ammoniacal manures— well ! what
would be the result in this case ? Why, a very rapid
growth would carry the young plants iuto full leaf at an
early period — the organic or atmospheric elements
would be largely absorbed, but unless the soil could
naturally supply a due proportion of inorganic ingredients
the development of bulbs would be very defective
indeed Talk of finger and toe disease in Turnips, and
similarly hurtful disease in other kinds of cultivated
plants. But could anything be more likely to predis-
pose our field crops to disease than a dUregard in this
manner of everything like proportion in the preparing of
manures by which they are to be nourished \ Every
species of plant consists—in addition to its organic
elements—of certain mineral substances, and in provid-
ing it with a mauure we should take care that the com-
position of the inorganic should bear a right pro-
portion to that of the organic substances. Not-
withstanding all that has been stated in the discussion
between Baron Liebig and Mr. Lawes on the so-
called " mineral theory," the principle always insisted
upon by the former is a fact and will ever remain one
-—that if soluble inorganic substances are applied to the
roots of plants in proper proportions, these plants will
obtain from the atmosphere the ammonia and carbon
necessary to give them a normal development. The
necessity ior ammoniacal manures in the quantities
we now apply them arises from the fact that
we have not yet found out the right mode of
using morganic manures, and that we wish ex-
tremely heavy crops within a given time. But Jethro
lull and the Rev. Mr. Smith have both proved the
soundness of the great principles referred to. It may
be a question of expediency to apply ammoniacal
manures to the soil instead of having recourse to
thorough cultivation to draw out its latent resources, but
certainly it is not one of necessity. What does a salt of
ammonia do when appl.ed to the soil but effect a decom-
position of the insoluble double silicates it comes into
contact with 2 In the absence of thorough pulverisa-
tion and complete exposure to atmospheric air, it is the
only agent capable ot liberating sufficient inorganic
matters to afford nourishment to the crop about to be
grown. Have we uot in this fact a satisfactory explana-
tion why it is that in ordinary practice far more
ammonia is required in a manure for a particular crop
than can afterwards he found in that crop ? ProfessorWay considers that much ammonia is lost in supplying
the straw of a Wheat crop with its coating of silica, and
this may poss bly be the case. But it is also very
probable that a good deal of the ammonia supplied as a
manure remains locked up in the soil for years in thetorm of an insoluble double silicate. On this subjectmere is certainly a very wide field of investigation to
enter upon, and whoever cultivates it rightly is su»e toreap a rich harvest.

,

ere ls one 'hing which under any circumstances
snouid never be forgotten by the agriculturist, and it i.
inis— that the development of all kinds of plants is
Directly dependent on the amount of solar influence they

belonging to himself and others, when they were not at
all welcome. As to the rooks, disputes often arise
whether they do us more good than harm. We answer
this question negatively. A neighbour of ours who has a
large rookery maintains it positively, forgetting or not
caring for the circumstance that Z 0/.would notrepay us and
one of our other neighbours for damages done by rooks
to various crops of garden Peas, which we have culti-

vated tin's year only. He contends that were it not for
rooks eating the larvee of insects, &c, very little corn
could be grown. Our reply to him was, " Neither can
there be as it is, as on one acre of spring Wheat sown
by us as an experiment, at half a bushel per acre, at
least three-fourths of the seed corn was destroyed by
his rooks; and had not 'thin seeding' been very
much in our favour, at least iOZ. loss must have
been incurred to us thereby, and as it is we really
do severely feel it, as the entire crop supposed not to
be lost is worth 12s. per bushel." This gentleman has
great notoriety for growing great abundance of crops of
all productions in his garden, and we asked him very
politely and good humouredly if all this is occasioned by
tiis gardener allowing all his rooks to enter his garden
when they pleased to destroy the larva of insects ? Or
could he name any other gentleman who encouraged
rooks and sparrows in his garden for this purpose ?

"Surely not," he said, "though we do grow the finest
crops imaginable." He felt confused at this reasoning,
and bowed respectfully to our remonstrances, and said
that he did not wish to keep them to annoy his neigh-
bours. We contended that whoever kept rooks and
pigeons ought to maintain them, as much as if they were
domesticated poultry, &c. If any of our able statists

will take the trouble to get a supposed estimate of what
rooks, pigeons, birds, rats, and mice consume and
destroy annually, it will appear immense and astonishing
to unthiuking minds, and we trust will lead to a partial
annihilation at least of such pests to the future well-
being of not only ourselves but of our countrymen at
large. Hardy <& Son, Seedfjrowers, Maldon, £ssex.

Crops hi the North of England.— 1 have recently been
over a considerable portion of the counties of Durham
and Lancaster, and of the North and West Ridings of
Yorkshire. I do not mean that I have performed a
railway journey through the districts, but, in the dis-

cbarge ot my professional engagements as land agent,
I have been over a good deal of the land, and carefully
examined the crops. The following is the opinion
I have formed after this inspection. The hay harvest
is now about, and in consequence of the dull weather
up to last week, only just about over. The crop has
not been a large one ; but it has nearly all been secured
in capital condition. Wheat.— Upon good land, under
fair cultivation, Wheat has shot into ear better than
was expected ; in some fields it is thinner on the
ground, when you are among it, than it looks from the
outside, but on the whole I consider on this description

of land it will prove a full average crop. On inferior

soils, wet clays, and farms in bad cultivation, the crop

ing everywhere. I do not think 1 ever saw finer crops
of this useful grain than those now growing upon real
Barley soils. Oats vary much ; on good land well cultivated
the crops are magnificent, while on wet neglected soils
many of them will never shoot into ear ; but I think on
the whole the crop will be an average one. Beans are
not a great length in the stalk, but bloomed unusually
well

; I find, however, on examination that no useful
pods have been formed on the upper part of the stalk;
this is attributed to the effect of the frosty night we had
last month. Turnips.— Swedes sown early have done
we.I, and now cover the ground ; those intended to be
sown in the latter end of May met with a very wet sea-
son ; on much land Swedes could not then "be got in,
and Yellows had to be substituted. These and the
Whites have brairded fairly, but they are late, and I do
net consider the general crop of Turnips by any means
safe yet. Potatoes have been planted to an unusually
great extent this year

; guano has been freely a^plhd,
and thus far the crop is exceedingly promising. To show-
how expensively this crop is now prepared for, I may
state that a gentleman of high standing and farming his
own property in the West Riding told me that his
Potato crop stocd him, on a moderate estimate, in
manure, sets, and cultivation, to 13J. per acre; but he
last year sold his whole crop at 2\l. per acre, and the
purchaser had to take up the Potatoes. This may be
taken as a fair specimen of the high farming many of
these spirited agriculturists are now following, and
when it is added that not a weed is to be seen on the
land, there can be little doubt of beautiful and abundant
crops being the result. Roaldus.

How to Preserve Turnips from the Fly, <kc.—I have
this year growing in a field of 10 acres a crop of
dibbled Swedes that have come up very thickly, not one
plant of which appears to have been attacked with the
fly, nor have birds apparently molested them, whereas,
in another field on the same farm, at some distance
therefrom, these pests have done much mischief. Along
the headlands of the former field were deposited, about
the end of April, in a heaped row, the weeds and other
rubbish taken out in cleaning it. This heap, after being
covered over with a layer of sods and earth, was ignited
along its entire length, and it has kept smouldering ever
since, emitting all the time a good deal of smoke, which,
as the wind has been generally from that quarter, has
almost constantly hovered over the field, so that to
this circumstance I have no doubt may be attributed
the complete preservation of the plant from the ravages
above mentioned ; and, moreover, instead of the smoke
doing any injury, it appears to have afforded benefit by
causing the foliage of the plants to assume a darker
colour, as well as their growth to be stronger. The land
was manured in the common way with farm-yard dung>
and nothing else. C. 7\, South Wales, July.

octettes

s considerably below an average. This summer, until

very recently, has been a dull one, and for want of sun-
shine Wheat on this sort of land has shot into ear very
slowly, and the ears are small. Barley is most promis-

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council, Aug. 6.—Lord Portman, Trustee,,

in the chair. Thirty-three new members were elected.

Finances.—Mr. Raymond Barker, Chairman of the
Finance Committee, reported that the curreut cash-
balance in the hands of the Society's bankers in London
was 2781/. He laid before the meeting the usual
quarterly statements connected with the different
branches of income and expenditure. He reported
the recommendation of the Finance Committee that the
best thanks of the Council should be given to Messrs.
Sparrow, Round & Co. for the great courtesy and
exactness with which they had acted as the local
bankers of the Society during the period of the
Chelmsford meeting. This recommendation was
unanimously adopted by the Council.

House.—The report of the House Committee in
reference to the repairs required in the Society's House,
was read and adopted.

Reaping Machines and Steam Cultivator.—Reports
having been read from the stewards and judges at
Chelmsford, the following decisions were made :

—

• The Council authorise Sir Archibald Macdonald and Mr.
Gibba to direct the repairs of injuries caused by some accident
since the Chelmsford Meeting to be made, before the trial at
Boxtead Lodge, in the reaping machine of Messrs. Burgess &
Key. The application of Messrs. Dray & Co. to remove an im-
pediment, caused by the alleged neglect of their workman, so as
to enable their reaping machine to work as intended, to be acceded
to, provided Mr. Amos is of opinion that it is not an alteration of
the principal works of the machine rendered expedient in conse-
quence of the trial at Chelmsford.

" That the days for the adjourned trial at Boxtead Lodge be the
13th and 14th of August.

" The Council consent to sanction the attendance of Mr. Amos,
the Society's consulting-engineer, to witness a private trial of
Fowler 8 steam plough at such place as Mr. Amos may arrange.
That the Council expect that the steam plough will be ready
for work at Boxtead Lodge on the 13th of August; and that Mr.
Amos, Mr. Caldwell, Mr. Gooch, Mr. Chalcraft, Mr. Sewell Read,
and Mr. Huskinson, be requested to attend. The Council cannot
accept any report that may be founded on such trial as an award,
but will take such further proceeding for future trial, as, after
receiving any report from Mr. Amos and the judges, may seem
to be advisable. That Mr. Amos be authorised to adopt the
dynamometer for the purpose of such trial."

Protests and Recommendations Protests con-
nected with the Chelmsford Meeting, and recommenda-
tions in reference to points connected with future
country meetings, were referred to the Stewards for re-
spective reports.

It is understood that the trials on the first day,
namely, on Wednesday, the 13th of August, will be
strictly private, in order that the judges and consuhing-
engineer may have fullj and uninterrupted opportunity
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of testing the actual character of the machinery at

work.
Country Committee.—The general Country Com-

mittee for next year was duly appointed ; Lord Port-

man being the chairman of it, and Mr. Cavendish the

Yice-Chairman.
Communications from the Earl of Clarendon on the

progress of the Polish cattle murrain and the German
wool fairs were announced as referred to the Journal
Committee ; Prof. Way laid before the Council his

analysis of the bat guano forwarded on a previous
occasion from the Foreign Office ; his Excellency Lord
Cowley transmitted from France a work on the culti-

vation of Wheat ; and Mr. Whiting, of Beaufort
House, specimens of the new fish manure, manufactured
by the London and West of Ireland Fishing and Fish-
manure Company.

I

The Council having granted to the Secretary and
the Clerks of the Society the usual vacations, adjourned
over the autumn recess to the first Wednesday in

November.

of

us

Highland Society.—At the Inverness meeting
this Society, which is too late in the week to enable
to give a report to-day, we understand that the entries of
live stock, implements, &c, are much larger than they
were at the same place ten years ago ; 240 cattle are
shown against 219 in 1846 ; 204 sheep against 133 ;

331 implements against 59. One thousand pounds are
given away in prizes, and the complete management of

Mr. Fisher Hobbs, who is furnished with all the appli-
ances that ample means and intelligence can supply,
furnish the materials of a very interesting paper, the
substance of which we shall probably transfer to our
columns another day.

Yorkshire Agricultural.—The annual meeting of
this Society has taken place during the past week at
Kotherham. A large show of live stock including no
fewer than 170 entries in the horse class, a good show
of poultry (300 pens), and an excellent collection of
implements, to which most of the agricultural machine
makers of the country contributed either directly or
through their agents, rendered the gathering particularly
interesting and successful.

We have space for little more than the prize list,

but must first allude to a very fair and excellent trial of
the reaping-machine. Two only of the several forms of
reaper competed for the Society's award— Hussey's by
Peane and Dray, and Palmer's Union Reaper, with his
patent side delivery. The trial was not so interesting as
that at Chelmsford, from its not including representa-
tions of all the reapers now in use, but from being later
in the season when the efficiency of the machine can be
better tested, it was more perfect so far as it went.
The prize was awarded to Palmer's Union reaper.
The following is the award of prizes to cattle and sheep;
that for horses is not made till later in the week.
Short Hokxed Cattle— Old Bulls. 251. to Mr. Ambler,

Halifax, for Grand Turk; 101. to Lord Feversbam, for 5th Duke
of Oxford.— Yearling Bulls. 201. to Mr. Fowkes, Otley, for
General Bosquet ; 10Z. to Mr. Bland, Coleby Hall, Lincoln, for
Lord Raglan.— Bull Calves. 101. to Mr. Douglas, Drem, N.B.;
31. to Mr. Clarke, Bilton. York.— Old Cows. lOJ.to Mr. Towneley;
51. to Mr. John Booth.— 3-year old Cows. 101. to Mr. Towneley.—
2-year old Heifers. 51. to Mr. Towneley: 51. to Mr. Douglas,
Drera.— Yearling Heifers. 101. to Mr. Richard Booth

; 5/. to Mr.
Douglas.—Heifer Calves. 51. to Mr. Towneley.—Fat Oxen. 101.
to Mr. L. Thompson, Sheriff Ilutton Park; 51. to Mr. Ambler.—
Fat Cows. 51. to Mr. R Booth.
Cattle of any Breed.—Dairy Cows.— 51. to Mr. W. Stead,

Owleston; 21. to Mr. Camra, Southwell.
Extra Stock.- 1st, Mr. Rd. Booth; 2d, Mr. Towneley.
Leicester axd Loxg-wo.>lled Sheep. —Shearling Bams. 151.

to Mr. J. Borton, Malton ; 5?. to Mr. i>. Wiley, Brandsbv.— Old
Hams. 151. to Mr. Borton ; 51. to Mr. Wiley.-Pens of 5 Ewes.
51. ro Mr. Simpson, Spofforth Park ; 31. to Mr. W. Jordan, Brid-
lington.—Pens of 5 Shearling Wethers. 51. to Mr, Smith, Kirkby
Moorside—Pens of 5 Shearling Gimmers. 101. to Mr. Abraham,
L'lceby

; 51. to Mr. Beale Browne, Hampen.
Southdown- Sheep.— Old Bams. 101. to Mr. Foliambe,

Worksop.
Mountain Sheep. — Old Rams. SI. to Mr. Hawksworth,

Panistone
; 11. to Mr. Taylor, Penistone.—Pens of 5 Ewes. 31. to

Mr. Hawksworth —Pens of 5 Wethers. 31. to Mr. Ferrand,
Bingley; 11. to Mr. Ferrand. -Extra Stock Sheep. 1st to Mr.
Fullerton, Rotherham ; 2d to Mr. Abraham, Ulceby.
Pigs.—Large Boars. 51. to Earl Fitzwilliam ; 21. to Mr. Smith,

2s'ormanby.—Large Sows. 51. to Mr. Wainman, Carhead ; 21. to
Mr. Wilkinson, Leeds. - Small Boars. 51. to Mr. G. Mangles,
Eipon; 21. to Mr. Mangles.—Small Sows. 51. to Mr. Mangles;
21. to Mr. Mangles.— Other Sows. 51. to Earl Fitzwilliam ; 21. to
Mr. Palmer, Skipton— Other Boars. 51. to Mr. M. Gavin, Leeds;
2L to Mr. J. Knowles, Roi herham.— Three Store Pigs. 51. to Mr.
Wiley, Brandsby ; 21. to Mr. Fullerton, Rotherham.—Extra Stock.
1st to Mr. Mangles; 2d to Mr. Towneley.

necessary to take into account that the class of individuals that
have to deal with the scientific improvement of agriculture in its

higher and true department must be persons already fitted by
education for the reception and appreciation of scientific laws, and
that by attempting to force scientific expressions and scientific

language into the mouths of a class who are not already prepared
by education to receive and understand them, you prejudice them
against the practical results which these scientific truths are
intended to convey

;
you embarrass them by a language which

they do not perfectly understand ; and you run the risk of doing
them more barm than good. It is, therefore, necessary to sepa-
rate the promotion of scientific agriculture, which involves a
thoroughly educated class of gentlemen or farmers prepared to

receive it, from the spread of the practical results of that scientific

agriculture, which may be permeated and should be made to

permeate among every class, and even the lowest class of our
agricultural population."

Chemical Agricultural Society of Ulster.—We
|

extract from the report on artificial manures, presented '

by Dr. Hodges, the following passages :
—

Valuation of Manures.—The following are the prices

per ton at which, at the present time the chief ingre-

dients of manure, in a state of purity, may be estimated.

These prices, it must be recollected, will be influenced

by the fluctuations in the rates to which the compounds
upon which the calculation of their value is based are

subject. They, however, may readily be corrected, and
will enable farmers to obtain a close approximation to

the money value of manuures :

—

Value per Ton of the Ingredients shown by Analysis to exist in

Guano and Artificial Manures:
* titer ,,* •» »•« • *» »«* •»• *i # n, jj{} u u

("Dependent upon
I

the amount of
ammonia

residue thoroughly before the fire or on the water bath
and ascertain its weight, which, multiplied by 5, will
represent the sand and earthy matters contained in the
sample. By means of these simple operations, which
any person of ordinary intelligence may successfully

perform, the character of a sample of guano can readily

be discovered. If the purchaser has reason to conclude
that the manure sold to him as genuine be adulterated

he should at once forward a sample of it to a chemist
that its actual value may be ascertained. For this pur-
pose about two ounces of the guano will be sufficient

which may be enclosed in a double covering of stout

paper, and forwarded by post. The cost, for a complete
analysis, to a member of the society, is only ten shillings.

Farmers should be aware that the sum paid to a mer-
chant, beyond what the analysis shows the manure to be

worth, may be readily recovered.

Organic and ammoniacal nitrosrenised matters

* • '

• ••

• * *

• • •

-

* • »
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* • *
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County of Cork,—At the late meeting of this society
Sir Richard Kane made the following remarks on the

is of science to agricultural improvement :

—

" The agriculture of this country must like the other departments
of industry, ba^e itself upon not merely the casual and ordinary
results of our mild and favourable climate, and the exuberant
fertility of our soil, but in order to keep pace with agricultural
improvement in other countries, in order to hold our place in a
financial and industrial point of view with the farmers in other
lands, it will be necessary that we should apply to the cultivation
of our soil the same modes of amelioration— the same improve-
ments in manures, in implements, and in the rotations which the
agriculturists of England and Scotland, ar.d now ot the contiuent,
are most ardenily and energetically availing themselves of. In
this respect the researches of science will prove to the agricultu-
rist of incalculable value. The most eminent scientific men of
Europe are applying themselves to the examination of the condi-
tions upon wbich the successful growth of crops depend. There

jis nothing of more importance to the practical improvement of
agriculture than the development and inculcation of those
scientific principles upon which the success of agriculture, like
the success of any other department of industry, must d*.: rtiid;
for agriculture is a manufacture— the manufacture ot fool— as
perfectly as there is a manufacture of cotton or iron, and it

depends upon the principles of physiological science precisely as
the others depend upon their respective sciences; but it is

which they
I are capable of
\- yielding.

Organic matters destitute of nitrogen, and not capable
of yielding ammonia by their decay

Ammonia
Phosphate of lime
Phosphate of lime rendered soluble
Alkaline salts when chiefly soda compounds
rotHsn *.i ... i,. ».* . # »

Common sulphate of lime, gypsum unburnt

The above prices, which have been carefully calcu-

lated from consideration of the rates at which the

various fertilising ingredients mentioned can at present

be obtained by farmers in this country, will afford the

purchaser of manures the means of judging how iar the

substances which a manure is shown by analysis to

contain, is worth the price demanded for it. It will be
perceived that ihe price which we have affixed to phos-

phate of lime rendered soluble differs considerably from
that which has been adopted in the excellent paper
which Mr. Way some time ago published in the Journal
of the Koval Agricultural Society of England,—viz.,

321. 135. 4d. ; but Dr. Ritchie, from his experience as a

large purchaser of bones and manufacturer of mauures,
agrees with me that the value per ton which I have
given—viz., 25/.— fairly represents the price at which
that substance could be prepared by the farmer from
bones.

How Farmers may detect the Adulteration of Guano.—
As it may occasionally be useful that farmers should be
enabled to test the qualities of guano, I have, from a
careful consideration and examination of various
methods proposed for this purpose, devised the following
simple plan of proceeding, which, in the absence of
facilities for a more extended chemical analysis, may be
adopted :— 1. Weigh 50 tjrains of the sample, and dry
it completely, by placing it in a paper before the fire, or
over the water bath (a simple apparatus for this purpose !

is readily contrived, by placing a common saucepan con-
taining water on the fire, and inverting the lid, upon
which the substance to he dried spread on a piece of
writing paper is to he supported and exposed to the
heat of the water in the pan kept boiling untii it ceases

to lose weight). The loss of weight which is produced
by drying the sample, multiplied by 2, will represent
the amount of water present in 100 grains ; of course,

:

the less water present the better the sample. 2. Weigh
20 grains of the dried sample, and spread it upon a
piece of thin glass, the size of half-a-crown, broken
from the bottom of a Florence oil-flask, and support the
glass by means of a piece of iron wire, bent so as to form
a tripod over the flame of a spirit lamp, or when a
spirit lamp cannot be obtained, place the guano in a
metal spoon, and expose it to the heat of a clear

fire. Heat the specimen either over the lamp or fire

until the blackness which is at first produced by the
charred organic matter has entirely disappeared. If the
residue, after being strongly heated for half-an-hour, is

greyish white, the guano is probably genuine ; if it

assumes a reddish colour, it has been mixed with earthy
matters. Ascertain the loss of weight, which multiplied
by 5, will, after subtracting the amount of water found
by operation No. 1 to be contained in 100 parts of the
guano, represent the percentage of organic and ammo-
niacal matters. 3. Place a teaspoonful of the guano in

a bottle, add to it about a tablespoon ful of quick lime,
made into a cream with water, Shake the mixture, and
observe the intensity of the ammoniacal odour. The
stronger the smell of head salts produced, the better the
guano. 4. Introduce the matter which is left on burn-
ing the sample of guano {operation 2) into a tumbler,
and add to it a teaspoon ful of spirit of salts, and about
half a glass of water. If a brisk escape of gas, shown
by the bubbling up of the liquor, is observed, the
guano is adulterated (by limestone, chalk, or
marly earth). Pour the mixture upon a filter

formed from a piece of blotting paper, or allow

to remain at rest for some minutes, and decant

&cbtetu<3.

DricTcmaJcing. By Humphrey Chamberlain, Draining

Engineer. Kempsey, near Worcester.

This is a pamphlet reprinted from the Journal of the

Society of Arts, and it deserves a wider circulation than

it has yet received. Any one about to erect kilns and

machinery on his estate would do well to read the

very full and detailed instructions which Mr. Chamber-
lain gives. His paper received one of the few honorary

distinctions which the Society of Arts awards during

their session, and that it well deserved this mark of

their approval will be admitted by all its readers. The

pamphlet contains two essays, in one of which the

making of bricks is referred to, and in the other the

art of drying aud of burning them. We shall refer

shortly to a few of the facts which Mr. Chamberlain

adduces in illustration of his subject.

"The quantity of bricks made per annum in this

kingdom is about 1,800,000,000. Of this quantity Man-
chester alone makes about 130,000,000 per annum.

What are termed the London makers produce about the

same quantity, but bricks are sent to the metropolis from

a circuit of 100 miles; it is, therefore, impossible to give

exactly the consumption. Taking bricks at the low

average of three tons per 1000, the annual make exceeds

in weight 5,400,000 tons, and the capital employed must

be upwards of 2,000,000/. sterling."

The process of brick-making near London is described

as rough and imperfect, so that it pays to purchase the

better quality made elsewhere, so Jar away as 100 miles.

The number of patents taken out connected with the

manufacture of bricks exceeds 200, the main object of

the machinery as patented being the imitation of the

manual operation of moulding :—
" The art of the brickmaker, or moulder, is the knack

with which he throws, or drops, the soft clay into the

mould, so as to fill up every corner. This is apparently

a very simple process, the accomplishing of which by

machinery has caused a vast expenditure of time and

money, and occupied the attention of many leading

mechanics for some years."
mm

The description of brick clays, of the principal ma-

chines for working it—viz., the pug-mill, the wash mill,

and the rolling mill—and that of the machinery em-

ployed in moulding, occupies the first of Mr. Chamber-

lain's papers. The object of this machinery is to manu-

facture " a rectangular block of clay about 10 inches long,

4 1 inches wide, and 3| inches deep, containing some 154

cubic inches, into as compact, hard, and durable a mate-

rial as a block of stone. There are four principles on

which these machines effect this. 1st. By moulding the

dry clay (that is, clay containing only sufficient moisture

to allow its particles to adhere when subjected to con-

siderable pressure) by powerful machinery ;
2d, by

imitating the old process of hand-making, filling moulds

with soft-tempered clay like mud ; 3d, by forcing clay

in a stiff plastic state through dies or apertures the size

of a brick, endways or edgeways (a die is a plate with a

hole cut in it of the shape which is desired to be given

to the clay) ; and, lastly, forming a stream of clay to the

desired shape by rollers."

The difficulties which have attended all attempts

hitherto to accomplish any of these operations are

enumerated, and Mr. Chamberlain then describes nis

own machinery for the purpose :

—

" The clay is fed into a pug-mill, placed horizontally,
which

works and amalgamates it, and then forces it offt
,

u
?faD

mouth-piece or die of about 65 square inches, or about nan
j

inch deeper and half an inch longer
luired

it

off the c.ear liquid portion, and wash it from the acid by
pouring water over it two or three times. Dry the solid

_„ _ . „_. __ than is req'

for the brick, of a form similar to a brick on
i

edge, o

^
with corners well rounded off, each corner f°rmA"°.

llgh
quarter of a 3-inch circle, for clay will pass smoothly ^JJM^
an aperture thus formed, but not through a kee$.*£ar
After the clay has escaped from the mill it is s

.

eized
{^ H_ke

rollers, covered with a porous fabric (moleskin) driven a
,jers

surface speed from connection with the pug-mill. Tnese
_ace of

are two horizontal and two vertical ones, having a sp

45 inches between them ; they take this larger stream or r^
clay, and press or roll it into a squared block of the exa

^e

and shape of a brick edgways, with beautiful sharp edSes'

;nsteSd
clay has no friction, being drawn through by the rollers iu

of forcing itself through, and is delivered in one unbroken w

By hanging a series of mandrills or cores between tn
®*J

e
»

Rnd
or by merely changing the mouth-piece, we make tioi ^
perforated bricks, without any alteration in the macnine.

. ^
pulley which drives the belt working these rollers is not ^
ficient diameter to be able to draw the clay away from tne

big

piece, if the man feeding the machine should m-g ^
work. This small pulley runs loose in its strap, ' eav "\°

int0 the

details of the machine stationary until more clay w
i

tea
Tbe

mill, when it again immediately resumes its function .

bottom roller carries an endless belt, on wh,ch the a reamo
js

is delivered to the cutting- frame. This carries a w ire, w %
constantly traversing at a coinpensatmg a"^, while ui<

* .vided

in motion, and thereby makes a square cut. After it has
rf

brick, it changes its action and cuts off the succeeding
one
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the opposite angle to that which it had previously traversed.

This wire is put in motion t'rom gearing in connection with the

rollers, which press the block of clay into the shape of a brick, and
thereby acts with mechanical correctness. For if the smallest

portion of clay escapes from the mill, motion must be given to

the rollers or rotating die by the driving strap, and from them to

the cutting wire. The bricks, as fast as made, are passed on by
the machine to boys in attendance, who receive them on pallet

boards, and remove them to the drying floors or hacks."

The remainder of Mr. Chamberlain's paper is devoted

to the consideration of the plans of drying and burning

bricks, and we have not room for more than to say that

the[great source of economy in this department of the

manufacture will be in using the heat from the cooling

bricks in order to dry those that are unburnt.

The whole pamphlet is exceedingly interesting and
instructive, and deserves publication in a separate form.

the appli-

superphos-

about the

very con-

Miscellaneous.
A Plant needs Manure in Proportion to the

Rapidity of its Growth.—"The greatest increase of

cereal crops that I ever obtained from
cation of artificial manures was from
phate of lime to Barley that was sown
middle of May on light sandy soil. A
siderable quantity of superphosphate of lime has
been applied to late-sown Barley in Fife with the best

results. I would 10 times rather trust my late-sown
Barley with superphosphate of lime than I would my
early-sown Swedes with the same substance. I have,
therefore, no reverence for the recipe, c phosphorus for

Turnips, and nitrogen for corn.' I shall have a few
words afterwards on the ammonia question ; and in

the meantime 1 think my readers will now perhaps
concur as I do with Liebig, that it requires all the
courage derived from a want of intimate acquaintance
with the subject, to assert that certainly ammonia is

peculiarly fitted for grain, and phosphorus for Turnips.'
But the recommendation that Mr. Lawes has given in
Rendle's Price Current, as to the manures sufficient for
growing a full crop of Barley, points to a most important
principle for which I have long contended. I knew per-
fectly well the authors of the Rothamsted papers, who
really do know a thing or two about manures, were gra-

j

dually drifting towards its recognition, although the
current is still setting strongly in towards the soil-

absorbing theory. The recommendations which Mr.
Lawes has given in Rendle's Farm Directory are con-
tained in a table. The quantity of ammonia required
by the Barley crop, according as it may be late or early
sown, is curious. I extract his allowances for a crop of
Barley from the first and last columns of his table :

—

"'Barley (early sown) after a grain crop, or when the whole of
the roots are taken off the land—3 cwt. of Peruvian guano per
acre.

"
' Barley sown very late in spring—1 cwt. of Peruvian guano,

and 2 cwt. of superphosphate of lime per acre.'

" These are the results of the < recent experiments,'
and very curious they are. Mr. Nesbit, in his lectures
on Agricultural Chemistry, tells us that the whole
amount of ammonia and nitric acid which descends with
the rain in the neighbourhood of Paris, is only equal to
a dressing of 2 cwt. of guano to the acre—just equal to
the difference in the quantity of ammonia that a crop
of Barley requires when it is sown very early,
instead of being sown very late. Mr. Lawes gives
no theory for this remarkable difference. The
explanation of this fact will afford a key to an
important principle in the theory of rotations. One
would be very naturally led to believe, that as Barley,
which was sown late, had ' less time to extend its roots
in search of the minerals contained in the soil,' as Mr.
Lawes writes, it would also have less time to search for

the ammonia contained in the soil. The early-sown
Barley or autumn Wheat has far more time to search
for both ; but while it finds plenty of the one substance,
phosphate, it fails to find the other. The facilities

which the Barley has of finding ammonia are vastly
greater when it is sown late in spring. The objections
are legion to the supposition that it has anything to do
with the kind of soil with respect to its ammonia-
absorbing properties. After thinking a good deal over
this question, I know of no objections to the supposition
that the late-sown Barley can absorb, directly from
the atmosphere, a much greater amount of ammonia
than what early-sown can do. I cannot yet give a
better explanation of this, and hundreds of other
parallel facts, than I gave years ago : * When the phy-
siological characters of plants are somewhat similar,
the amount of ammonia required in manures is in the
inverse ratio to the amount of heat and moisture
in the atmosphere during the time the primary
organs of plants are developed.' The higher the
temperature and the greater quantity of moisture
in the atmosphere, the greater facilities have the
leaves of plants of absorbing ammonia from the air.

Less manure thus serves for late or summer sown
crops. This law is a universal one. Wheat, Barley,
Oats, Rye, Turnips, Tares, Potatoes, can all be raised
with less manure (ammonia) when sown late in the
season, when the temperature is high. Thus many of
the cereals alter their natures altogether when sown at
midsummer

; they will all put forth three or four leaves
*l that season for one they would put forth in March.
Indeed, it appears to me that in all cases in which
crops are increased by superphosphate of lime, when
tne soil contains a considerable quantity of phosphates,
it indicates a power on the part of the leaves to absorb
ammonia from the air. There seems no other way of
explaining i| le action of this substance. For example,
superphosphate, as i have long ^ pointed cut is ot

little or no benefit as a dressing for early spring-sown
Turnips, Barley, Oats, or Tares, but it is so far an
effective manure for all these crops when they are sown
late in the season. In beautiful conformity with this

principle, I learned while I was travelling through
Americaf that Maize, Millet, Buckwheat, although
almost identical in composition with Wheat, are largely

benefited by phosphates and ashes, from the fact that

these crops are all sown in summer, and grown in

summer. I should be glad if any one would suggest

another theory for these facts than that leaves have
greater facilities during warm weather of fixing

ammonia from the atmosphere, I have lately found
that a great observer distinctly states this principle,

and at the same time comprehends others also

—

1 Gardeners do with ordure hide those roots

That shall first spring, and be most delicate.'

Henry the Fifth.

It is almost neeedless to say that ordure signifies

putrifying matters yielding ammonia. Shakespeare
could not have selected a better word for the purpose of

drawing the distinction between the requirements cf

early and late springing crops. Guano is but Peruvian
ordure" Mr. Russell in the Quarterly Journal of Ayri-
culture.

Red Sulphate of Ammonia.—Under this name a dark
red powder, smelling slightly of gas water, has come
under my notice. It is acid to test paper, and gives off

a comparatively feeble smell of ammonia when mixed
with lime. Its composition was

—

"Water 20.02
Organic matter 18.85
Sulphate of ammonia .... 14.67
Peroxide of iron 6.11
Sulphate of lime 24.94
Alkaline salts 4.74

Sulphuric acid 4 36
Sand 6.31

100.00
Ammonia 3.78

To name a substance which contains 14 per cent, of

sulphate of ammonia as if it consisted entirely or mainly
of that compound, is an obvious deception, by which no
doubt many persons have been taken in. It is not
worth more than 21. 2s. per ton. Professor Anderson in
the Journal of Agriculture.

Calendar of Operations.

JULY AND AUGUST.
Appearance of the Crops.

Border of the Fens,/w^ 29.—One of the main characteristics
of the season is the many instances of failure of Turnips, nearly
every field giving evidence of the ravages of the fly, and a seiious
loss this will be, for although when abundant they may be not
worth more than 85. or 10s. per ton, yet when scarce what can
be substituted for this cheap and wholesome food for either sheep
or beasts? Mangel Wurzel has also partially failed, but
wherever there is a plant now it grows very fast, and as there is

an increasing breadth grown every year, we trust a sufficient
quantity will be available for the exigencies of the ensuing
winter. We believe that, compared with former years, a larger
breadth of green crops is taken, and therefore quite a proportionate
quantity of artificial manure is used. No wonder the price of the
best guano is enhanced, or that there is some difficulty in getting
supplied with superphosphate from respectable makers; almost
every farmer is anxious to purchase a little addition to the straw-
yard heap of his own making; nor need we be surprised at the
readiness with which any decent compost finds customers, when
we read in your last week's Paper that such a man as Skirving
prepares his u gasometer" by mixing "two loads of common
loamy soil to one load of town dung, sewage, and road scrapings."
If this is the receipt for " English guano," which is more than
probable with some merchants, they can find a tolerable margin
for profit at 31. 10s per ton, the advertised price here for very
middling stuff. Mr. S. is perfectly right to obtain effective
manure at a moderate cost, aud we could only suggest as a pro-
bable improvement upon his compost, to mix a portion of lime
with it as is our own practice, but we have a further resource
which he perhaps has not at command, viz., the parings and
bottoms of dikes, a given quantity of which is required to be
excavated every year; and it is our intention, as indeed it has
been for some time the practice of a neighbour, to stifle-burn
these hassocks or turfy spits of mud and vegetable matter com-
bined, which make capital ashes to be used for the next fallow
crop of Turnips or Coleseed, the overplus, if anv, to be added to
the compost before alluded to. We have not had so large a share
of rain as has fallen in other districts, consequently the Grass is
getting very scant, and there are complaints of Potatoes being
few and small, though healthy at present. There now occurs an
interval before harvest that is generally devoted to all kinds of
odds and ends of work, mending and oiling harness, levelling
bye-roads, cleaning hedges and comers of Nettles and Thistles,
deepening ponds, carting out the remainder of the manure for
Wheat or Beans, then what is to spare upon any poor piece of
eddish that requires dressing, selling wool, dipping lambs,
mending fences, repairing carts, waggons, &c. Labourers are
plentiful, and will be for another week or two, then if the weather
continues warm and dry, there will be a great demand for hands
of all ages. J. IF., Peterborough.
Farm near Chelmsford: Aug. 1.—The crops of Wheat and

Barley upon this farm will be ready for the sickle on the 4th
inst.; a forward piece of Talavera Wheat has been commenced
reaping this day. The straw is free from blight or mildew, and
the grain plump and even, and will undoubtedly be a yielding
crop. The White Wheat consists of Talavera, Hopetown, and
Taunton Dean ; the whole are promising, but much is lodged and
will be expensive to harvest. The Red Wheat consists of
Clovers, Bristol, and Nursery; these are mostly standing crops
and will be a full average crop, some pieces will be a greit crop,
and upon the whole we think them better crops than those of
1S55. The sample will undoubtedly be better. In our remem-
brance we never recollect having seen them more free from blight
or mildew. As regards the Barley it will be a full crop, and will
be ready to cut at the same time as the Wheat. Oats are also
good, and Peas and Beans an excellent crop. The Rye is cut
but not carried ; the stooks, however, are placed closely together
and the intervening spaces are planted with Cattle Cabbages
and Coleseed. These, with the Rye that is shed, will form ex-
cellent spring feed for ewes and Umbs. Our Mangel Wurzel is
excellent, we never recollect having had it so fine ; the Long Red
and Globe Red, however, are Miperior to the Long Orange and
Globe Orange varieties. Upon that portion manured entirely
with guano, Stevens's manure, and salt, but few have started for
seed, but upon that portion manured with farmyard dung and
guano, and a like quantity of salt, many have run to seed.
These are pulled out daily and given to the live stock; it is use-
less leaving them to form roots, and they are very unsightly
Our early sown Swedes are excellent, the later sown very defi-
cient, as they are generally found to be throughout the district.

I The common Turnips have planted well, and the early planted
I Cattle Cabbages are now thriving well ; the rain that took place
on the J5th came very opportunely for them, but it beat down all
our best pieces of Wheat level with the earth. We contemplate
having Wheat ready to thresh in ten days, and the opportunity
will not be lost. If the weather holds fine and hot as at present, so
as to bring the Wheat into good marching order, prices most
recede neatly, but we contemplate Barley will maintain its value

;

it will be a deficient crop in many districts and a small breadth
only has been sown. Potatoes show symptoms of disease
slightly, but at present but few tubers have been found attacked.
The prevailing state of the weather is very favourable to them,
and we consider that they will in a short time be out of danger.
The green crops generally are deficient throughout this district,
with the exception of Mangel Wurzel, which is excellent.
Forfarshire Glens, July 30.—The crops are all late, the

weather for the most part having been ungenial, wet and cold.
All the cereals bulk well on the ground ; the Barley is in
bloom, Oats and Wheat are just showing the ear. A cold and
rainy summer is not unfrequently followed by a dry and warm
autumn

;
should the present season prove to be such a large crop

will be secured, but at this date it is about 14 days in arrear of
average seasons. Hay-making is progressing, the crop is a
fall one, and the weather for the last 10 days not unfavourable.
Turnip fields are in full plant, not early but equal; some distant
murmurs of finger and toe disease, but nothing apparent.
Potatoes are healthy and growing, but seemingly less vigorous
than last year, and indicate a smaller produce per acre. Pasture
Grass has been abundant throughout the season, and animals
making satisfactory progress. Graziers calculate upon their
rents and expenses as already secured, and look to the remaining
part of the season for profit. The Angus Agricultural Associa-
tion has this season, for the first time, awarded prizes for black-
polled cattle bred in the highland district of the county,
as a separate class. Our glen farmers would do well to
attend to this; few of them may gain prizes, and still
fewer profit by them, but all are sure to profit by
keeping pure the kind of stock best suited to the soil and
climate of the district which they occupy, a kind of stock which
has always commanded the highest price in the market, and
which is now likely to be in greater demand than ever, both or.
account of the high estimate in which the breed is held, per set
and also for its value as a cross with the short-horns, with which
it has generally got hopelessly mixed in the lower districts of the
county. Am average weight of superior wool has been shorn and
sold, the price is Nd. per pound for black-faced washed, being a
shade higher than last year. The crop of lambs is a fair average,
both as to numbers and quality. The flocks are all now dispersed
through their native glens, in the full enjoyment of freedom and
quietness, with the food and temperature best suited to their
nature, and are progressing accordingly. Every pair of able and
willing hands in the district find full employment and full remu-
neration, and the native poor are well cared for and do not need to
beg from door to door, but during every summer and autumn we
have an influx of vagrants, which come in streams from the towns
and spread through the glens, avoiding as far as possible the
lowerdistricts of the country, partly on account of the police, and
partly and chiefly because they meet a more kindly reception
among the hills, where the benevolent feeling has not yet been
petrified by the influence of a legal assessment. S.

Gloucestershire.—The following observations as applying
generally to the light dry soil on this range of hills (from 600 to
700 feet ahove the Severn) may not be unacceptable. Hay crops—good and well got up on my own property and in the immediate
neighbourhood in the first week of July. Some farmers cut late
and have not yet finished carting. My Barley is short in the
straw—a middling crop, but ripening fast ; will be ready to cut in
about a week. Wheat looks well and Oats splendid. The roots
of every description have made a good plant, but are much in
want of rain, from the absence of which we are also verv short of
Grass; the absorption upon the sandstone soil which prevails here
to a great extent is so rapid and complete that we seldom com-
plain of having too much rain, and the present season has been
unusually dry, with much wind. Our temperature on this range
of hills, unless there is a decided change, is particularly even,
and shows little fluctuation in the 24 hours, either night or day
At a lower level I have no doubt the fluctuation would be many
degrees. Thermometer to day 74° in the shade, which is the
highest point it has reached this summer. St. BriuveVs, Aug. 1..

Lancasiiirb.—I cannot give yon any reliable information
respecting the crops in this neighbourhood for at least two or
three weeks yet. The harvest must be a late one; there is plenty
of straw in the white crops, but from the sunless summer we
have had, I am afraid the Wheat and Barley will turn out
deficient in grain. The Oat crop I expect will be good. The
hay crop is a fair average, but has been a very expensive one to
save. Much of it is yet out. Potatoes look well, but there are a
great many diseased ones. Early sown Swedes grow very slowly,
and there are a great many bunchy tops among them. Late sown
common Turnips look well. We have had two days rain, with
the barometer rising. G. Drewry, Ilolker, July 30.
North Hants, July 31.—The present beautiful weather is

rapidly bringing the crops to maturity, and the prospect of the
coming harvest is generally very good. On the forward farms
Wheat cutting will commence on Monday next, and, with a con-
tinuation of fine weather, by the following Monday harvest will
be general. With the exception of partial blight—rotted grain
to be seen here and there, from which I have never known this
district to be entirely free—the Wheat crop promises a good
yield, the number of acres being also above the average of years.
Barley is very heavy upon the gTOund, and with a fine harvest
be unusually productive and of fair quality. Oats also are looking
fairly, although the breadth of both these crops have this season
been eneroached upon by a great breadth of Wheat. An abun-
dant hay crop has been well secured. Potatoes are in some places
showing the disease, but not to the same extent as in former
years. Early in the season the Turnip crop suffered much from
the fly, and many fields have been re-sown. The black cater-
pillar is now showing itself very destructively on some farms,
and this, combined with dry weather, renders the prospect for a
Turnip crop an indifferent one. The chief animal produce of this
district, sheep and lambs, have however sold at very remunera-
tive prices, and altogether we can report favourably of the agri-
cultural prospects of this neighbourhood. H. R.
Northamptonshire.— I think that the whole of the corn crops

in this neighbourhood are quite an average, and, with fine
weather, I think the prospect of the coming harvest is a favour-
able one. About the 12th of August harvest will commence, but
not a general one. Wm. Gray, Courten Hall, Nort hampton.
Surrey.—Wheat: favourable, backward, much affected by

Wheat midge. Barley : a large crop, forward, every way favour-
able. Oats: average, short straw. Peas: unusually productive,
plenty of haulm, no disease. Beans: mean crop, well podded,
short straw. Potatoes : large crop, great breadth, no appearance
of disease, nay: heavy cut, well got up, E. J. Lance, Frimley,
July 25.

Notices to Correspondents.
Cost of Bricks : Worcester. Mr. Chamberlain gives the following
answer to your question:—"To attempt to give the cost ofmanu-
facturing would only mislead. The largest item is labour, the
co^t of which varies so much between manufacturing and agri-
cultural districts. The next is coal or fuel for burning, which
ranges from 8t. to 20s. per ton, according to the district of
country. Again, one clay requires a large expenditure of fuel
to be used, in order to attain the most intense heat; while
another will burn sufficiently hard at about 10° Wedgwood.

• The consnmption of coal for burning bricks varies with the
clays, from 3 to 20 cwt per 1000.

Early Lamb: E A. Where there is a good market it is probably
the most profitable of all management. Large sums have been
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made this year in this way. Take as an illustration a case

mentioned last week in the Dublin Farmers' Gazette;—"During
the present year Mr. Atkinson has realised more money for

his lambs than we ever heard of being done under the circum-

stance. From 48 ewes purchased in Ballinasloe in 1654 he had
62 lambs, there being 14 pairs of twins. These were lambed
betw^n January 20th and February 12th, and out of the 62 he
sent 59 to Liverpool, which realised the gross amount of

1 . 7s. f
or an average of say 11. 175. Id. each. The sales were

made between March 20th and April 24th. Neither ewes nor
lambs were forced in any way whatever."

Gas Tar: X. In reference to Mr. May's paragraph on a cheap
substitute for guano, at p. 507, it must be observed that how-
ever fully his experience of gas water may have corroborated

that of many others during many years as to its fertilising

effect, it cannot be properly urged as a recommendation to the
use of gas tar. The two things are of course entirely different, as
any will find whoshall try them. Gas tar has, nevertheless, been
used with good effect ultimately (though injurious at first) on
Grass land, but it must be applied with great caution, and if at
all as part of old compost.

Influence of Machi>eky on Working Men : F E S. One im-
portant consideration to which you do not advert is the uniform
character of work done by machinery. Hand labour is in
many particulars dependent on weather and season. Men
have a flush of work and a flush of means, alternating with
idleness and starvation. Their improvidence leads to misery.
Machinery, which enables work in all weathers, provides uni-
form employment, and induces uniform industry and constant
comfort. Takebrickmakingas an illustration. Mr. Chamberlain
in his paper before the Society of Arts referred to this very point.
He says, " I cannot refrain here from mentioning what an inju-
rious effect the present system of hand-making has on the habits
of the men. The brickmakers (that is the moulders and their
attendants) men and lads, are throughout the kingdom em-
ployed at their trade only during six or seven months in the
year, except where bricks are artificially dried, in the neigh-
bourhood of collieries. In the winter season the bricks would
be destroyed by frost, neither could they then be dried. They
therefore work early and late; and from their having no
winter occupation, and on account of their dirty and laborious
work, they have such a price per thousand as to compensate
them. The result is generally, among this class of men, that
although they are so well off in the summer time, they spend
all they earn, leaving the winter to provide for itself. At
that season, when they require most to sustain both them-
selves and their families, as well as fuel, they have nothing to
fall back upon, and in too many instances no employment ; for
as they earn so good wages in the summer, they do not
willingly come down to the price of ordinary labour. These
are the men whom the introduction of machinery will affect."

TjIMe : T T. If you apply it, it should not be left exposed for
weeks and then ploughed under. It should be slaked and
ploughed in at once. We think that 80 bushels of hot lime
per acre on land which has been in Clover and is to be in
Wheat is a good dressing applied just at the right time. The
patches of dead corn are a mystery. If they are over the clay
portions of the moor you might burn some of the soil there with
advantage. But they are more likely where the soil is light
and moory, and in that case a dressing of clay will be
advantageous.

Milking Cows: T Barr&ic. The attack is certainly unusual. We
imagine they have taken some deleterious substance in their
Grass or other food. I should recommend their bowels to be
relieved by means of Linseed oil and Linseed gruel. W. O. S.

Progress of Ireland: Michael. Facts illustrative of this are
given tersely and forcibly by Lord Fermoy at a recent
meeting in the South of Ireland. He says that 2,000,000*.
of Government money, and probably 10,000,0002. besides
had been spent of late years in drainage and other agri-
cultural improvements in Ireland; and thanks to the system
of Agricultural Statistics, he could say that iu 1841 there
ere of horned cattle 1,863,116, and in 1854 they had in-
creased to 3,497,901. In sheep, there were in 1841, 2,166,189;
•in 1854 they had increased to 3,722,219; so that, in point of
fact, they were nearly doubled in that number of years.
Let them now take the Ballinasloe fair. In 1849 the number of
sheep sold was 60,256; in 1855 it was 79.311. Of cattle, there
had been sold in 1849, 7844, and in 1855, 18 533; that was an
increase of more than double. The average price of first-class
wfhers at Ballinasloe in 1849 was 21. 2s.; in 1855, the average
price was 32. In 1849 the average price of first-class ewes was
1 1. 14s ; in 1855 it was 3Z. In 1849 the price of first-class oxen
was 14J 10*. ; in 1855 it had increased to 21?. 175. 6d. The
price obtained for first-class heifers in 1849 was 13*. 10s., and in
1855 it was 211. As to the stock, whilst they had nearly doubled
in number in six years, they had also nearly doubled in the
value of each beast. And was he not justified in saying that
they were getting prosperity in the land? They had now a
content d people—a people willing to give a fair day's work
for a fair day's wages.

Spade Husbandry- : JIG. The following is the plan which Mr.
Kelly adopts in the cultivation of green crops :—" The ground is
dug and levelled immediately before Carrots, Parsnips, Mangel
Wurzel, or Turnips are intended to be sown: then marked out
into beds or ridges (for Carrots or Parsnips) of 3 feet 6 inches
iride, with furrows 15 or 18 inches wide, according to the depth
of the soil, always making the furrows wider in shallow soils,
and narrower in deep soils. For Turnips and Mangel Wurzel
the be Is are marked 4 feet 6 inches wide, with furrows 18 or
20 inches wide. The dung is then spread evenly on the
ridges, and the furrows dug and shovelled on the dung. The
dung fit Carrots and Parsnips should be applied in winter
wh*n the ground was being trenched or digged

; but if not, and
that it must be applied at sowing time, it must be well pre-
pared and well decomposed. For Carrots and Parsnips the
surface of the beds must be made fine by a garden rake, and
the seeds then dibbled in—three rows lengthways In each bed,
viz., one row in the middle and a row within 4 inches of the
edues of the beds on both sides, or the beds may be made
wider and the seeds dibbled in rows across the bed 18 inches
asunder. The Mangel Wurzel and Turnips must be dibbled
in lines lengthways in the beds, three rows in each bed, and at
the same distance in the rows as already recommended for
drills;'

StKOra Feed for Sheep: M G F. Rye is the earliest spring food.
St. John's Day Ryz is the earliest sort of Rye. u Rowen * is
properly, we believe, the aftermath of Clover. It is bad man-
agement to leave an aftermath unstocked till spring. If you
sow Rye early enough, or Italian Rye-grass, you will have
food enough for your sheep early in spring. A few Mangel
Wurzel s and straw chaff during winter on the Grass fields, and
then Rye or Italian Rye-grass, with good Clover-hay after
lambing, is as good management as possible.

Waltontan Propagativg Case: A Novice. It is a small port-
able one-light glass case, the heat and moist air derived from a
small lamp beneath a shallow tank underneath the floor on
which the pots are arranged. The whole affair is something
like 30 x 15 inches, and 2 feet or 30 inches high. We believe
it answers ve^y well.

Wtrrwobm: FF. If the land is heavy clay we would try burn-
*Bg a tfood deal of it. The ashes being spread the land should
be ploughed thoroughly and deeply and exposed to the winter,
and in February try Beans in preference to Wheat and Mangel
vjnrsel among root crops: the principle of this advice being
that strong and vigorous growths should be used after such
means as mere tillage affords. Pressure is said to be useful
whfn the wireworm appears among corn.

*** ^* l
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maBy communications have been received too late,

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made,w e must also beg the induleence of those correspondents, th«
insertion ot whose contributions is still delayed.
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IMPROVED MOWING MACHINES
MANUFACTURED BY

I JAMES FERRABEE
Phoenix Iron Works, near Stroud. Glou<

& CO.,

HORSE MACHINE -Half-inch Scale.

J FERRABEE andXO. and their predecessors have manufactured and sold between 5009 and 6000 of these
Machines since they originally introduced them; and they have from time to time made all the important improvements in

their construction which now render them so efficient. The accompanying engraving represents the large Machines as made to
be worked by a stout pony or a horse. They are made very strong and durable, and will cut the longest and coarsest Grass usually
met with on lawns and pleasure grounds, executing their work in an expeditious and superior manner, producing a more even and
uniform surface than the most skilful mower—they will foil w the inequalities of the surface without cutting into the soil, and can
be readily adjusted to cut various lengths. The Hand Machines are made on the same principle, and may be either pushed or
pulled by unskilled labourers with equal facility on lawn% hedges, between flower beds, bowling greens, cricket and pleasure grounds.

The Price List below includes the carriage to any Railway Station in England and Wales; and for a small additional sum they
are sent carriage free to any Railway Station in Scotland or Ireland.

PRICE LIST.
Hand Machine, for One Man, cutting 16 inches wide

„ for Man and Boy, M 22
Pony Machine (or Donkey) „ 26
Horse Machine „ 28
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London Agency—Manager of the Agricultural Department, Baker Street Bazaar; and sold by all respectable Ironmongers and
Seedsmen in the country. N.B. Every Machine bears the name J. Ferrabee & Co.

ROYAL.AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW AT CHELMSFORD—STAND

B. SAMUELSON'S
REGISTERED BUDDING'S LAWN

FOR
MOWING MACHINES

PLEASURE GROUNDS, LAWNS, BORDERS, BOWLING GREENS, ETC.

To cut from 9 inches wide, for a boy to work,

Up to 30 inches wide, for man and pony.

Prices ... £2 15 £5 10 £5 17 6 £6 £9 £11 10

.Width Cut 9 ins. 16 ins. 19 ins. 22 ins. 25 ins. 90 ins.

THE REGISTERED'IMPROVEMENT renders unnecessary the great

care requisite in the^handling of these machines on the old plan ; all that

is now required can be done" byIamy unskilled Labourer, who has only

to push the machine .before him. The Registered adjustment insures a

clean and perfectly levels cut
t
of any required height, and prevents the

knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground may be.

J [Copies of Testimonials will be

forwarded, post free, on application

to the manufacturer.

The above may also be procured

at the principal Agricultural Im-

plement DepOts in London; of Messrs.

J. Veitch & Son, Exotic Nurseries,

Chelsea ; in the Agricultural Depart"

ment, and on the Lawns of the Crystal

Palace, Sydenham; and of all respect-

able Ironmongers & Seedsmen in the

country.

B. SAMUELSON, Britannia Works, Banbury; and
STAND No. 19, Royal Agricultural Society at Chelmsford.

A | A P P I N 'S ELECTRO-SILVER PLATE.—
iVJ Messrs. Mappiw's celebrated Manufactures in ELECTRO-
PLATE, comprising Tea and Coffee Services, Side-dishes,
Spoons and Forks, and all articles usually made in silver, can
now be obtained from their London Warehouse, No. 67, King
William Street, City, where the largest stock in London may be
seen. Mann factory, Queen's Cutlery Works, Sheffield.

"TJEBIUTY and NERVOUSNESS. — Encourage-
"_ raent t0 those in despair, and suffering from debility,
spermatorrhoea, relaxation, nervousness, and exhaustion of the
system. Advice and prescriptions, with a treatise on these dis-
eases, for a successful course of self-treatment, by which a per-
manent cure of the most protracted case is effected, sent post free
upon receipt of 14 postage stamps, and symptoms, by E. J.
Roberts (late Army Surgeon), Greencroft Villa, Gateshead High
Fell, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

POR THE BENEFIT OF SUFFERING
* HUMANITY.—A retired Gentleman having cured himself
of Indigestion and Nervous Debility, accompanied with Deafness
and Defect of Sight, after suffering upwards of 25 years, thinks
it is his duty to make the remedy known for the benefit of the
afflicted

; he will therefore forward the particulars for the cure
of the same on receipt of a stamped envelope properly directed.
—Address, Rev. J. JororaxoBTB, 1, Park Terrace, Heavitree,
Exeter, Devonshire.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855-

METCALFE,BINGLEY,ANDCO/SNew Pattern^
Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached HMT

Brushes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brushes, and genuine bmjrn

Sponges : and every description of Brush, Comb, and Fe
5™J|fJJ

for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly
J*

1*}*

the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most efffeCtuaI1J7X
hairs never come loose. M., B., and Co. are sole makers

fr

°*

h i <1ts
Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orris Root Soaps— sold mi«»«

(bearing their names and address) at 6d. each, of Metcaw
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powfler, 2s. per box; and of the «

Bouquets.—8ole Establishment 130b, and 131, Oxford Street, *

and 3rd_doora west from Holies Street, London. ~-

O YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIBi
— WHISKERS, &C.-ROSALIE COUPELLE'S CWA^
TRIAR is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustachios,

,

«£r
f

a few weeks, and restore the Hair in baldness from *».aie
od

cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent its fallingj*i,
.

g
effectually check greyness in all its stages. For the nursery

recommended by upwards of 100 Phyhiclans, for promoting » ^
healthy head of hair, and averting baldness in a ".er/e

/JJ*nenny
by all Chemists, price 2s., or sent post free on ^P^f* greet,
stamps, by Miss Coopbi^k, 89, Castle Street Newman^
Oxford Street, London.-Mrs. Carter write* ***%*»•
was bald, Is now covered with new hair -"-of 1**'

" Through using it I have an excellent monstacne.

D
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LAWN MOWING
ROLLING MACHINES

SOLE MANUFACTURER, IRON AND WIRE WORKS, NORTH STREET, LEEDS
REGISTERED JULY 24, 1855.-No. 3739.

rpHE ADVANTAGES OF THESE MACHINES supersede all others by havinJ- a small Wheel in front of the Grass Box, consequently will mow verges and round fliwer hprj
without any change of Wheels, or adding the old fashioned Roller, as in others: wdl als> cut ei' he
wet or dry, and by the simple adjustment of a thumb screw, in front, can be raised or lowered m ra
the Grass any length required

; and having two Rollers behind, and a small one in fro-n thev roll tl.
width they cut; they will turn in very little room, and cut at the same time. All toe working n.rmade much stronger than the old machines. The bottom lil.ides are so constructed that thev cannn
tear up the ground; they are only drawn, and not pushed and drawn as in other marhinl,
consequently do not require half the power to work them. The three first sizes can be workedI hi
one person with ease ; the two latter with a pony or donkey. y

13 inches
£5 5

LIST OF PRICES (NET CASH):-
16 inches 20 inches 24 inches 2S inches
£6 £7 £8 £10 10

A quantity of Machines of other kinds at Half tbe usual prices.

and 32 inches
£12 10

DRESSING CASES.AT MR. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENTS
** 112. Regent Street, 4. Leadenhall Street and Crystal Palace*
are exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures in
Dressing Cases. Work Bores, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags,
and other articles of utility or luxurv. A separate department
for Papier Mache" Manufactures and Bagatt-Ile Tables. Table
Cutlery, Raz rs, Scissors, Peukuives, Strops, Paste, &c. Shin-
ping orders executed. r

__? *»"« prices charged at all the Establishments.

|>EDSTEADS, BEDDING, AND FURNITURE^!
„ ^LIA

,

M S BURTON'S Stock on Show of Iron and
Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots stands unrivalled either
for extent beauty of design, or moderateness of prices. He also
supplies Bedding and Bed Hangings of guaranteed qualitv andworkmanship Common Iron Bedsteads, from 16*.; Portable
folding Bedsteads, from Ut.U.: Patent Iron B reads, fitted
with dovetail joints and patent sacking, from 17*.; and Cots from
20*. each Handsome Ornamental Iron and Brass Bedsteads, ingreat variety, from 21. 7s. 6d. to 151. 15*.

*
A Half-tester Patent Ir >n Bedstead, 3 feet wide, with

Bedding, Ac, complete

—

Clnntz furniture „
Paillasse, wool mattress, bolster, and pillow ... l 13A pair of cotton sheets, three blankets, and a
coloured counterpane 1 5

6

£4 19 6

1 estimomal from Joshua Major, Esq., Landscape Gardener, Knostrop.

*_J wJlt .

GBEra».L
J_
EDS;-SlB »

As I always appreciate public and useful improvements, I most gladly give mv testimony to

dlS,! Pr°? ^H
Wmg a

£
d R°lhng Mach,ne

-Jhe °™ fient for ~T inspection and trial (fitting a breadth of 24SS
tiZl °V

Ut^^h 3Se
,

b
-
7T f

erS0
?.'

an*.altlw«S* at the time of trial the lawn was wet, it was cut with the Neatestnicety. So complete and simple is the invention, that amateur gentlemen, and even ladies, may work either the 16 or 2(Mneh sirewith ease and pleasure, providing the Grass is not too long. For extensive nl^m T Zw . r i. i. ? . m
be most suitable; for even in undulating ground two persons ma> wor°kA^t^^^^rie^i^Mn Ac a™dedeither of the smaller sizes would be best. I congratulate you on your verv valuable invention «M,h ««^fi1«*

are crowded,

Other Testimonials may be had on application to the Manufacturer
The above Machines are warranted to answer the purpose as described, or may be returned, and may be had

of all principal Ironmongers, Nurserymen and Seedsmen in England ; also Mr. Charles Garrood, Superinten-
dent, of Agricultural Department, Crystal Palace. Sydenham. v

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS*
(l-8th thick, or2 lbs. to the foot ; 3-16ths, or 3 lbs : and l-4th>

or 4 lbs. to the foot), for Ridge and Furrow Roofs, Greenhouses,
Railway Stations, Engine Sheds, Mills, Market Halls, and
Public Buildings generally.

In Squares Cut to Sizes Ordered.

14 by 10, \\ ft. sup. if not above 20 in. lonj.

1£ ft. sup.,3 or if above 20 & not above 30 in
3
t-

5
6
8
10
12
15
•20

-

n
v
n

4

5
6
8
10
12
15
20
25

n

»

»

20
30
35
M
45
55
66
75
90

n

tt

n

30 in

35 in.

40in
45 in

55 in

65in.
75 in

90 in.

100 in.

s. d

6J
7
71

3
tit

s. d.

8

8J
9
9
9
10
11

1 1

1

1

8
84
9
9A
10

104
10^
10*
11

2

HEATED

*. d,

9*
10
10J
11

114
1

1

1

1

1

1

2
3

Q by 4, and 6£ by 4£
7 by 5*, and 74 by 54

Packed in boxes of 50 feet each.
ft « * 10$. 6d.

12
8 by 6, and 8* bv 6J
9 bv 7, and 10 by 8* _f

19$. 6d.

15
Estimates forwarded on application.

London Agents: James Phtllips & Co.. 116, Bishopsgate
Street Without.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASh

of'British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square foot, for the usual sizes required .many thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed forimmediatedelivery.
Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlev & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners 1 Chronicle first Satnrdav in each month.

TOURISTS AND TRAVELLERS
Exdosed TO the scorching rats of the Sux,

PARTICLES OF DUST, WILL 1 I\D

T3 0WLANDS' KALYDOR a most refreshing pre« paration for the Complexion, dispelling the cloud of
languor and relaxation, allaying all heat and irritability, and im-
mediately affording the pleasing sensation attending restored
elasticity and healthful state of the skin Freckles, Tan. Spots
Pimples, Flushes, and Discoloration fly b«f«»re its application,
and give place to delicate clearness, with the glow of beauty and
of bloom. In cases of sunburn, or stings of insects its virtues
have long been acknowledged. Price 4s. 6d. and 8s. 6d. per
bottle.

ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL, a delightful fragrant and
transparent preparation, and as an invigorator and purifier of the
Hair beyond all precedent.

ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or Pearl Dentifrice, a White
Powder, compounded of the rarest and mo?t fragrant exotics. It
bestows on the Teeth a Pearl-like Whiteness, frees them from
Tartar, and imparts to the Gums a healthy firmness, and to the
breath a grateful sweetness and purity.—Sold by A. Rowlakd
& Sons, 20, Hatton Garden, London, and by Chemists and
Perfumers.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY
;

HELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street, London.
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from

2d.; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4)fd.

per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,
under 10 by 8, 12s. 6d. ; above, 16s. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases. 34s. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from U 6d. per
foot. TILES and SLATES from 6tt each. MILK PANS,
21s. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN,5s. &?.; WARINGS
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glass, s.

Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, «_c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium 10s. each.— Catalogues free.

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN. INVALIDS,
AND OTHERS.

KOBINSON'S PATENT BARLEY, for making
superior BARLEY WATER in 15 minutes, has not only

obtained the patronage of her Majesty and the Royal Family,
but has become of general use to every class of the community

,

and is acknowledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure,
nutritious, and light food for Infants and Invalids; much approved
for making a delicious Custard Pudding, and excellent for
thickening Broths or Soups.
ROBINSON'S PATENT GROATS, for more than 30 years

have been h-Id in constant and increasing public estimation as
the purest farinse of the Oat, and as the best and most valuable
preparation for making a pure and delicate GRUEL, which forms
a light and nutritious supper for the aged, is a popular recipe
for colds and influenza, is of general use in the sick chamber,
and, alternately with the Patent Barley, is an excellent food for
Infants and Children.
Prepared only by the Patentees, Robtvson, Bellvtixk, & Co.,

^a,

r7eJora
1
to the Queen, 6i, RhI Lion Street, Holborn, L, n too.

-old by all respectable Grocers, Druggists, and others in Town
and Country in packets of 6d. and Is. : and Familv Canisters, at
2s., 5s.

f
and 10s. each.

A CLEAR COMPLEXION.
(GODFREY'S EXTRACT OF ELDIiR FLOWER
\* is strongly recommended for Softening, Improving, Beau-
tifying. and Preserving the Skin, and giving it a blooming and
charming appearance. It will completelv remove Tan, Sunburn,
Redness, &c, and by its Balsamic and Healing qualities render
the skin soft, pliable, and free from drvn^ss, &o., clear it from
every humour, pimple, or eruption, and by continuing its use
only a short time the skin will become and continue soft and
smooth, and the complexion perfectlv clear and beautiful. In
the process of shaving it is invaluable, as it allavs the irritation
and smarting pain, annihilates every pimple and all roughness,
and renders the skin smooth and firm.—Sold in bottles price
2s. 9tf., by all Medicine Vendors and Perfumers.

MALVERN SELTZER.
" V! ALVEHN is not more celebrated for its glorious

- * hills, pure air, and charming scenery, than it is for the
sparkling freshness, absolute purity, and health-restoring pro-
perties of its mountain springs."

LEA, PERKINS, asro BURROWS,
GREAT MALVERN,

Sole Local Agfn-ts for
SCHWEPPE'S MALVERN SELTZER WATER.

The delicious Seltzer, manufactured at the Holy Well with the
pure and pellucid water which flows from the granitic rocks of
Malvern, is supplied direct from the place of manufacture by
Lea, Pf.rrin-p, & Burrows, Pharmaceutical Chemists and
Mineral Water Agents, to whom orders for Malvern Soda,
Potash, and Magnesia Waters, Malvern Lemonade, and Pure
Malvern Holy Well Water, should also be addressed. Either as
pleasant beverage*, or as medicinal drinks, simplv refreshing
and antifebrile, or absolutely curative, in cases of acidity, heart-
burn, gout, &c, these Malvern waters are unrivalled.

J. SCHWEPPE X CO'S. SODA WATER.
CAUTION.—A Decree for perpetual Injunction has

been granted by Vice Chancellor Sir William Page Wood
restraining Messrs. Clayton, Messrs. Ray and Son, and Mr.
Selman respectively from using in their trade of Soda Water
Manufacturers bottles having the words and figures " J. Schweppe
& Co., 51, Berners street. I K-ford Street" stamped or impressed
thereon, and also from ning labels over the corks in such bottles
similar to, or merely colourably differing from those used by
Messrs. Schweppe & Co. And a Decree for a perpernal Injunc-
tion has also been granted by Vice Chancellor Sir William Page
Wood restraining M esar*. Nevill and Oxlade from selling or expos-
ing for sale any Soda Waternot manufactured by Mes'srs. Schweppe
& Co. in such bottles or with such imitation labels. And a
further Decree for a perpetual Injunction has also been granted
by Vice Chancellor Sir William Page Wood restraining Mr.
John Luntley from printing or disposing of any such spurious or
imitation labels; and in each Suit the Defendants were directed
to pay the costs of Messrs. Schweppe & Co.

AND NOTICE is hereby given that similar proceedings will
be forthwith instimted against all persons who shall hereafter be
found offending in any of tbe particulars aforesaid.

A double Bedstead, same £6 15 »
If without Half-tester and Furniture-

Single bed, complete £3i 3 9
Double bed, complete £5 5 9

1DATHS AND TOILETTE WARE—WILLIAM
*-> S. BURTON has ONE LARGE SHOW BOOM devoted
exclusively to the display of BATHS and TOILETTE WARE
The stock of each is at once the largest, newest, and most varied
ever snbmitted to the Public, and marked at prices proportionate
with those that have tended to make this establishment the most
distinguished in this country. Portable Showers, 7s. 3d. : Pillar
bhowers,3Z.to5i

; Nursery, 15*. to 82*.; Sponging, 14*. to 32*.
;

rl
l

?l J,,
" 3

l*'
^ A ,arSe M8°rtment of Gas Furnace, Hot and

Cold Plunsye, A apour, and Camp Shower Baths. Toilette Ware
in great variety, from 15*. 6d. to 45*. the set of three.
The late additions to these extensive premises (already by far

the largest in Europe), are of such a character that the entire ofEIGHT HOUSES is devoted to the display of the most magnifi-
cent stock of GENERAL HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including
Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated Goods, Baths, Brushes, Turnery.
Lamps, Gaseliers, Iron and Rrass Bedsteads and Bedding), so
arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms as to afford to parties
furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that cannot be hoped
for elsewhere.

Illustrated Catalogues sent (per post) free.
89, Oxford Street; 1, Ia, 2, and 3, Newman Street; 4, 5, and 6

Perry's Place. Established 1820.
'

K" NOW THYSELF.—The secret art of discovering
** the true CHARACTERof INDIVIDUALS from the pecu-
liarities of their HANDWRITING has long been practised byMARIE COUPELLE with astonishing success. Her startling
delineations are both full and detailed differing from anything
hitherto attempted. All persons wishing to " know themselves "
or any friend in whom they are interested, must send a specimen
of their writing, stating sex and age, inclosing thirteen penny
post stamps, to Miss Coupelle, 69, Castle Street, Oxford Street,
London, and they will receive, in a few days, a minute detail of
the mental and moral qualities, talents, tastes, affections, virtues.
&c, of thewnter, with many other things hitherto unsuspected.

POR BED SORES, &C—WATER CUSHIONS,
* and Water MATTRESSES for Invalids. Inventor and
Manufacturer, HOOPER, London. For the prevention of Bed
sores, and for affording relief where Sloughing has actually
taken place. Also for Wounds, Abscesses, Fractures, Diseased
Joints, Paralysis, Spinal Affections, Fevers, Extreme Age.
Consumptive and Bedridden Patients generally. WATERPROOF
SHEETING for protecting Bedding, and URINALS for Day or
Night use. Orders by Post or Telegraph immediately attended to.

Hooper, Pall Mall East; and Grosvenor Street, London. __
BRAMPTON'S PILL OF HEALTH.—The mani-
-1 fold advantages to the heads of families from the possession
of a medicine of known efficacy, that maybe resorted to with
confidence, and used with success in cases of temporarv sickness,
occurring in families more or less every dav, are so obvious to
all, that no question can be raised of its importance to every
housekeeper in the kingdom. For females these Pills are truly
excellent, removing all obstructions, the distressing headache so
very prevalent with the sex, depression of spirits, dulness of
sight, nervous affections, blotches, pimples, and sallownessof the
skin, and produce a healthy complexion.— Sold by Prodt and
Harsant. 229, Strand, London; and all Vendors of Medicine.
Price 1*. ljf?. and 2s. 9rf. per box.

IJ LAIR'S GOUT ANL» RHEUMATIC PILLS
1 * —This preparation is one of the benefits which the science
of modern chemistry has conferred upon mankind; for during the
first twenty years of the present century to speak of a cure for the
Gout was considered a romance ; but now the efficacy and safety
of this medicine is so fully demonstrated, by unsolicited testi-
monials from persons in every rank of life, that public opinion
proclaims this as one of the most important discoveries of the
present age.— Sold by Pbout and Harsant, 229, Strand, London

;

and all Medicine Vendors. Price U. Ud. and 2s. 9d. per box.

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT AND PILLS
INFALLIBLE CURES FOR SCROFULA -Mrs. Wm.

Starleigh, shoemaker of Tadcaster, was deplorably afflicted with
Scrofula for very many years. Every variety of medicine had
been administered in vain. All hopes of recovery had entirely
failed. Snrgeons of the highest eminence had pronounced his
case incurable ; in fact he had abandoned every idea of a cure,
but was persuaded to make use of Hoi.loway's Ointment and
I'ills, and the consequent result was the complete riddance of
his complaint in an inconsiderably short space of time.—Sold by all
Medicine Vendors throughout the world; at Proft-s-or Hollo-
way's Establishments, 244, Strand, London, and 80. Maiden Lane,
New York: by A. Sta_pa, Constantinople; A. Guidicy, Smyrna;
and E. Muir, Malta.

\\rANTED, a NURSERY, a short distncej from
» London, from 1 to 3 Acres, with Hothouses, &c, ready

built—L. M., Mr. Garlick, 28, St. John's Wood Terrao*.

TO PINE AND CRAPE GROWERS.

MR. GARCIA has received instructions from Mr.
Watson to Sell by Auction on WEDNESDAY. September

10, at 1 o'CIock precisely, on the premises, Vine Gardens, Ealing
Lane, Ealing, Middlesex, a very superior stock of Fruiting and
Succession PINES, warranted clean and healthy, consisting of
Ripley and Moscow Queens, Black Jamaica, Providence. Also a
large quantity of VINES in Pots, raised from Eyt-s, and war-
ranted true to name; some FIGS in Pots, with some very excel-
lent PEACH TREES in Tubs. The whole to be sold without
reserve, in consequence of the ground being required for building
purposes.—Now on view ; Catalogues may be had seven days
previous by applying as above, or at Mr. Garcia's Offices,
71, Regent Street, London.
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M
This day is published, price 3s.

EMOIRS OF BARRY LYNDON. By
W. M. THACKERAY.

Bradbury and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

A
This day published, price 1*. 6d.

LEGEND OF THE RHINE : — REBECCA
AND ROWENA. By W. M. THACKERAY.

Bbadbury and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

This day published, price Is.

Ap LITTLE DINNER AT TIMMINS'S
;

THE BEDFORD ROW CONSPIRACY. By W. M.
THACKERAY.

Bbadbury and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

T TURE; or, an Attempt to explain the chief Operations of
Gardening upon Physiological Grounds: being the Second
Edition of the *' Theory of Horticulture/' much enlarged. By
Johx Lindley, Ph.D., F.R.8., Corresponding Member of the
Institute, Vice- Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Professor
of Botany in University College, London, &c.
"The First Edition of this valuable work was issued in 1840,

since which time it has had an extensive circulation, and has
been translated into the German, Dutch, and even Russian lan-

guages. Being more particularly restricted to principles, how-
ever, the author at length resolved to render the work more
generally interesting and useful by a more frequent reference to

practical operations. He has thus greatly extended the matter,
by supporting the physiological doctrines with an appeal to facts

familiar to cultivators, or which ought to be ; and the result is a
still more interesting and popular compendium of the principles

and practice, or the science and art, of horticulture."

—

Builder. -

"This is a Second Edition of the "Theory of Horticulture,"

with the addition of a large quantity of practical matter, intro-

duced to show how entirely scientific principles and good cultiva-

tion correspond. The volume contains about four times as much
matter as the first edition .... Although very large additions

are made to every chapter, while many passages in the first

edition have been wholly struck out, it may be proper to say that
the greatest changes are those which relate to vitality, climate,
domestication, ventilation, propagation, pruning, resting, and
soils and manures; such being the subjects in which practical

men are most interested. The whole work has f indeed, assumed
such a form as to make it evident that the great object of the
author has been, not to produce a work suited to men of science,

but one which every well informed gardener may understand
and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious index
of matter, there is no difficulty in ascertaining where any given
subject is treated of."—Gardeners' CJironicle.

By the same Author.
INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. 4th Edition,

greatly enlarged ; with 6 Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings,
Two vols. 8vo, 245,

*** It has been the Author's wish to bring every subject that
he has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state in
which it is found at the present day. In doing so, he has added
so very considerable a quantity of new matter, especially
in what relates to Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, that
the present Edition may be considered, in those respects, a
new work.

London : Losgmak, Brow^, Geeek, & Longmakb.

Second Edition, with Additions, price 5s. 6d. cloth,

ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY
THEIR HISTORY AND MANAGEMENT.

By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A., Rector of Intwood with Keswick

T

Also just published,

BALLADS. By VV. M. \ THACKERAY.
Price 1*. 6d.

THE SNOB PAPERS. W. M. THACKERAY.
Price 2s.

MAJOR GAHAGAN. By W. M. THACKERAY.
Price la.

THE FATAL BOOTS;—COX'S DIARY
By W. M. Thackerat. Price 1*.

THE YELLOWPLUSH MEMOIRS;—
JEAMES'S DIARY. By W. W. Thackeray. Price 2s.

SKETCHES AND TRAVELS IN LONDON.
Bv W. M. Thackeray. Price 2s.

NOVELS BY EMINENT HANDS; — CHA-
RACTER SKETCHES. By W. M. THACKERAY.

Price Is. 6d.

Tbe above also form the first 3 volumes, price 6*. each, of

Mr. Thackeray's " Miscellanies."

Brapbpry & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

This day is published, in one vol. 8vo, -with numerous woodcuts,

price 14s.,

MEDICAL AND (ECONOMICAL BOTANY ; or

An Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine

or Domestic (Economy.
EXTRACT FROM THE AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

" The Vegetable Kingdom contains, among a large quantity of

plants of no known importance to man, various useful species

employed in medicine, the arts, or in the many branches of

domestic ceconomy. The principal part of those which can be

brought by teachers in Europe under the notice of students, or

which, from their great importance, deserve to be among the

earliest subjects of study, are mentioned in the following pages,

where they are arranged in the manner proposed in the ' Vege-
table Kingdom' of the author, with the sequence of matter

departed from in a few instances, when it was believed that the

convenience of younger students would be consulted by doing so.

The author trusts that this selection will be found to have been

made in such a way that all teachers who possess reasonably

extensive means of illustrating their lectures, and all Botanic

Gardens, may furnish the larger part of the species which are

mentioned. A small selection was indispensable ; firstly, because

a greater work would have been beyond the reach of the majority

of purchasers ; and secondly, because experience shows us that

those who have to study a science of observation, such as Botany,

require to concentrate their attention, in the first instance, upon
a limited number of objects."

Bradbury & Evans , 11, Bouverie Street.

Second Issue, price 25. 6dM or by post, 3s.

LAND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGF. SYSTEMS
;

with Plates by J. BAiLEr Denton, Drainage Engineer.

"The best practical treatise we have yet seen."

—

Agric. Gazette.
" A very able treatise."—Mark Lane Express.

London: Riogway. Piccadilly ; and Metchim, Parliament St.

NEW EDITION OF HAWKER ON SHOOTING.
Tbe Tenth Edition, corrected, enlarged, and improved with a Por-

trait, numerous Plates, and Woodcuts, price One Guinea,

INSTRUCTIONS TO YOUNG SPORTSMEN, in

all that relates to GUNS and SHOOTING. By the late

Lieut.-Col. P. Hawker. Revised and corrected by his Son.

London: Longman, Brown", Greek, Longmans & Roberts.

P"^OFESSOrTlINDLEY'S INTRODUCTION TO
BOTANY, 4th Edition, with Corrections and Additions,

now ready, in 2 vols. Svo, with Six Copper Plates and numerous
Wood Engravings. Price 24s. cloth.

London: Loxgmax, Brow.v, Green, Longmans, & Roberts.

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OF DR. LINDLEY'S
THEORY OF HORTICULTURE.

Just Published, in Svo, with 98 Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth,

THE THEORY and PRACTICE of HORT1CUL-

Doraestic Fowl in general
The Guinea Fowl
The Spanish Fowl
The Speckled Dorkings
The Cochin China Fowl
The Malay Fowl
The Pheasant Malay Fowl
The Game Fowl

THE BIRDS TREATED OF ARE—
The White China Goose
The Tame Duck

The Mute Swan
The Canada Goose
The Egyptian or Cape Goose
The Musk Duck
The Grey China Goose
The White Fronted or Laugh-
The Wigeon [ing Goose
The Teal, and its congeners

The Domestic Goose
The Bernicle Goose
The Brent Goose
The Turkey
The Pea Fowl [burgh Fowls
The Golden and Silver Ham-

The Cuckoo Fowl
The Blue Dun Fowl
The Lark-crested Fowl
The Poland Fowl
Bantam Fowls
The Rumpless Fowl
The Silk and Negro Fowls
The Frizzled or Friesland Fowls

u It will be found a useful and intelligent guide to the poultry-keeper; while the lively and often amusing manner in which it is

written gives it a claim upon the attention of the general reader."— Midland Counties Herald.
" This book is the best and most modern authority that can be consulted on the general management of poultry. —Stirling Observer •

Published by JAMES MATTHEWS, at the Office of the Gardeners' Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette,
6,* Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden; and may be ordered of any Bookseller.

Just published, price 5.9.

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA. Parts VI. and VII., com-
pleting the First Volume, containing Oncidium, Calanthe,

Limatodis, and Geodorum.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price Is. 6^., free by post 1$. lOd.

LABELS FOR THE HERBARIUM,
consisting of the names of the

CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERS,
OF

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S "VEGETABLE KINGDOM."
So printed in large type, that they can be cut out and pasted

into The Herbarium.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 55. 6d.RURAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.

Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London,

Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon. E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscombe,&c, &c.

J, Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden. _
Priced, each, or 5s. for 25 copies for distribution among Cottage

Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post office order

being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office of

the Gardeners Chronicle.

In consequence of the ne^v postal arrangements, parties in the

country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for

one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition

to the cost of the numbers.

yHE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
i OPERATIONS. By Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle. Upwards of

109,000 have already been sold.

African Lilies

Agapanthus
Anemones
Annuals
Apples
Apricot
Auriculas
Beans
Beet
Biennials
Black Fly
Books for Cottagers
Borage
Borecole
Box Edgings
Broccoli
Brussels Sprouts
Budding
Bulbs
( 'ahhage
Cactus
Calceolarias
Califomian Annuals
Campanulas
Carnations
Carrots
Cauliflowers
Celery
Cherries
China Asters
China Roses
Chrysanthemums,
Chinese

Chives
Clarkias
Clematis
Collinsias
Colewort
Cress
Creepers
Crocus
Crown Imperials
Cucumbers
Cultivation of flowers

in windows
Dahlias
Daisies
Dog's-tooth Violets
Exhibitions, prepar-i

ing articles for Petunias
Ferns, as protection Phlox
Fruit Pigs
Fuchsias Pinks
Gentianella Planting

CONTENTS.
Gilias
Gooseberries
Grafting
Green-fly
Heartsease
I Terbs
Herbaceous Peren-

nials
Heliotrope
Hollyhocks
Honeysuckle
Horse-radish
Hyacinths
Hydrangeas
Hyssop
Indian Cress
Iris

Kidney Beans
Lavender
Layering
Leeks
Leptosiphons
Lettuce
Lobelias
London Pride
Lychnis, double
Marigold
Marjoram
Manures
Marvel of Peru
M esembryanthe-
mums

Mignonette
Mint
Mustard
Narcissus
Nemophilas
Oenothera bifrons
Onions
Paeonies
Parsnip
Parsley
Peaches
Pea-haulm
Pears
Peas
Pelargoniums
Perennials
Persian Iris

Plums
Polyanthus
Potatoes
Pruning
Privet
Propagation by cut-

tings
Pyracantha
Radishes
Ranunculus
Raspberries
Rhubarb
Rockets
Roses
Rue
Rustic Vases
Sage
Salvias
Savoys
Saxifrage
Scarlet Runner
Beans

Seeds
Sea Daisy or Thrift
Seakale
Select Flowers
Select Vegetables
and Fruit

Snails and Slugs
Snowdrops
Spinach
Spruce Fir
Spur Pruning
Stocks
Strawberries
Summer Savory
Sweet William
Thorn Hedges
Thyme
Tigridia Pavonia
Transplanting
Tree Lifting
Tulips
Turnips
Vegetable Cookery
Venus's Looking-
Glass

Verbenas
Vines
Virginian Stocks
Wallflowers
Willows
Zinnias

J. Matthews, 5, Upoer Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

PLANS OF COTTAGES.
Just published, price 2s. 6d. each sheet, free by post,

A SET of THREE LARGE SHEETS of WORK-
ING DRAWINGS for AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS'

DWELLINGS, with Detailed Schedules of Measurement and
Specifications. By William Fowler, Architect.

Published by the Agricultural Labourers' Dwellings Associa-
tion, Scotland; and gold by William Blackwood & BOOT,
Edinburgh, and 37, Paternoster How, London; and at the Office

of the Association, 51, George Street, Edinburgh.

CONSUMPTION REMEDIABLE.
Fifth Edition, price 5s. 6d., free by post; an Abridgment, 2s. &i,

(CONSUMPTION, BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, &c,
K ^ SUCCESSFULLY TREATED. By Alfred B. Maddock,
M.D. The result of 30 years' extensive experience.
Simpkiw, Marshall, & Co., Stationers' Hall Court; or through

any Bookseller in town or country.

MURRAY'S HANDBOOKS FOR ENGLAND.

The following are now ready.

HANDBOOK
SOMERSET Map

ii.

H
H
H

Map
in.

ANDBOOK FOR MODERN LONDON.
Map. 5s.

IV.

ANDBOOK FOR WESTMINSTER ABBEY.
U.

London; Johet Murray, Albemarle Street.

COMPLETION OF KIOD'S BRITISH SONG-BIROS.

KIDD'S BRITISH SONG-BIRDS, WARBLERS,
AND AVIARY COMPANION, beautifully Illus-

trated and richly bound, price 8s. Sold also in Seven Vols.,

price Is. each.
London : Groombkidge & Sons, 5 , PatPrnoster Row.

f

T
FRUIT CULT

Price Is.. No. I.,

HE STRAWBERRY.
U R E

By G. M'Ewen.

" The work is handsomely got up. * * There is not a better

treatise on the Strawberry in our language."— Cottage Gardener.

"Mr. M'Ewen is one of our most intelligent cultivators * *

and trite as the subject is, bas known how to give it practical in-

terest."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.
" Mr. M'Ewen has been long favourably known to the public,

both by his position and by his extraordinary success in the

culture of fruits. * * We expected a good book and we are by

no means disappointed. * » It deserves high commendation."—

The Field.
, mam_ „-*-:-.

London: Groombrtpqe & Poxs, and sold by all Booksellers.

PRIC£ POUKP6NCE, OF ANY BOOKSELLER.

CONTENTS of the NUMBER for SATURDAY
LAST, AUGUST 2, OF

THE ATHEN/EUM.
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE,

SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS.
Twenty-four large Quarto Pages.

Reviews of, with Extracts from—

Kars and our Captivity in

Russia. By Col. Atwell Lake.

The Lost Solar System of the

Ancients discovered. By J.

Wilson.
Profiles and Grimaces (Profils et

Grimaces). By August Vac-
querie.

Handbook of the Naval and
Military Resources of the

Principal European Nations.

By L. Wraxall.
Sahiman and Absal : an Alle-

gory. Translated from the

Persian of J ami.

History of the French Revolu-

tion. By Louis Blanc.

The Modern Scottish Mro^:.
By Dr. Rogers.

Reports of the Paris Universal

Exhibition.

Paraguay, Brazil, and the Plate.

By C.B. Mansfield.

The Channel Islands. ByO.

Rooke.

New Novels .-—Claude Wilford

— Harry Ogilvie-The Enig-

ma— The Green Hand-

Jessie Melville—Adonijab.

With Shorter Notices of
ByBritish Rural Sports.

Stonehenge. .

Agonistes; or, Philosophical

Strictures, suggested oy

opinions, chiefly of Contem-

porary Writers.

Transactions of the Surrey

Archaeological Society.

Commercium Epistohcum, J
:

Collins et Aliorum de Analysi

Promota, &c
Educational Works, Pamphlets,

&c.

Opening Address of Sir R.
Airey before the Board of

General Officers at Chelsea.

The Obstructives and the Man

;

or, the Forces and the Future

of Europe.
How a Penny became a Thou-
sand Pounds.

Internal History of German
Protestantism. By Dr.

Kahni3.
Sketches on Italy ; its Last
Revolution, &c. I

Original.—Meeting of the Archaeological Institute at Edin-

burgh. -
, .

Weekly Gossip.—British Association-Inglis Meraoriai--

Dr. Scoresby in Australia— Encyclopedia Britanm

Decimal Coinage -Archaeological Association- A;^«
Experiments- Bibliographical Discovery - £""d*l

!L
and their Causes" -" Flemish Movement m Belgium

Humboldt's " Island of Cuba."

Societies.—Report of the Proceedings of the Zoological.

Fine Arts.—The Modern Courts at the Crystal Palace.

Fine Art Gossip.—Maclean's Sketches of Sebastopo
^

Manchester Exhibition of Art-Treasures — Picuire

Hampton Court—General Deroy's Statue—Wolff s reu

Group to Kiss' ' Amazon.' ^ ^
Music and the Drama. — Clements's ^°ato* ~

; iB .

Publications—The Italian Operas—Strand (' That u
High Street'). . n.rAeii

Musical and Dramatic Gossip.—Surrey^
r»

Music -Autumn Entertainment -Musical Monsi ^
Madame Rist-ri-Mnrtc in Spain-Simpsons Cornea/

'Second Love'—Madame Amedei.

Miscellanea.- International Congresses at Brussels-^

tific Voyage round the World.

The Athenaeum mav be ordered of anyBoo^selig^

Printed by William Bbadbu.t of No 13 ^PJ^ ^ojiuy JJ-JJ^
Pbkdrbicb Mwnn Ktass. of No. 20. Q"«° VSl^e" Prnters,"
the Pariah of St. Pancras and in the County o « Icl^ex ^ ^y
their Uffiee in Lombard >tre*t. m *« **«»« of * b

^^ r'Welli^
00

of London; and pnbliahed hy them_at thelOfllce ISo. tPP
d Lolinty,

Street, in the Parish of St Paul a, Covent Garden in tn
lB r0

where «U Advertisement a and < ommmiications are to oe a*

ibk Edxtob.-Satubdat, Anjruit 9, 1*»6.
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Agricultural statistics
— Society, Irish

Ants and guano
Bees|
Bethunia
Botany, village

#
•

British Association
Bugs, house
Caterpillar, black
Clover, white
Cocoa-nut tree
Concrete, water - . .

,

Crawford's Indian Islands. . .

.

Crops, state of
— reports of

Garden, suburban
— decoration

Gooseberry, Cape
Guauo and ants
Highland and Aeri. Society .

,

Oats, chlorotiseu ............
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]\/[R. JOHN EDWARDS has the honour to an-
-i-^A nounce that the METROPOLITAN GRAND EXHI-
BITION of HOLLYHOCKS and DAHLIAS will he held at
the ROYAL CREMORNE GARDENS on TUESDAY andWEDNESDAY next, August 19 and 20, in the Royal Pavilion,
as used for the display of the American Plants and visited by
Her Majesty. Already the leading growers have entered their
flowers for competition, by which it is assumed that the best
display ever made will await intending visitors. Admission
Is. each.

ROYAL PAVILION, BRIGHTON.
HPHE BRIGHTON and SUSSEX HORTICUL-
-»- TURAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION will be held at the
above splendid Palace and Grounds on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY, the 3d and 4th of September next. By permission
of Colonel the Hon. G. A. Upton, the Band of the Coldstream
Guards, conducted by Mr. Godfrey, and also the Royal Pavi-
lion Band, conducted by Mr. Oury, will attend each day.
Between 3007. and 4007. are offered in Prizes. Schedules can be
had of the Secretary, or of Mr. Spary, Queen's Graperies,
Brighton. e

'

A 107. Silver Cup, the gift of the L., B., & S. C. Railway Com-
pany, will be awarded to the best Eight Dishes of Fruits, distinct
varieties. Free carriage of Plants, &c, from the Bricklayer's
Arms Station as on former occasions.

,„ Z .
Edward Carpenter, Secretary.

4o, Lavender Street, Brighton.

l\/[ ANCHESTER BOTANICAL AND HORtF-
j;
?A CULTURAL SOCIETY.— The SECOND EXHIBI-

TION OF PLANTS, FRUITS, AND VEGETABLES will
be held at the Society's Gardens, Old Trafford, on WEDNES-
DAY, August 27.—Schedules of Prizes may be obtained on
application to the Secretary. By order,

,, „ _ John Shaw, Secretary.
Council Room, 40, Princess S treet, August 16.

HORTICULTURAL MEETINGS~AT~THE^ BRTSTOL
f
CLIFTON, AND WEST OF ENGLAND

ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS.-The last Show for the season will
be held at these Gardens on THURSDAY, August 28.
Prize Lists may be obtained on application to the Honorary

Secretary, Clifton.

"WASHINGTON HORTICULTURAL and AGRI-
* v CULTURAL SOCIETY will hold their Annual Exhibition

of FRUIT, FLOWERS, and VEG KTABLES, also POULTRY
and AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE, in spacious tents erected
for the purpose at Washington, on the 3d and 4th September
next, 1856.

N.B.—A Sweepstake Prize of 3s. each, ~ cth 27. added bv the
Society, will be awarded for the best 12 ssimilar Blooms of
DAHLIAS, open to all-England and Scotl d.—Entries must be
made on or before the 26th August next. ,hedule of Prizes can
be had on applying to the Secretaries.
Washington ( Durham), R.J. Stokoe,

_! Jmy*16: Thos. Thomps
I

J
I

SOS, )

Hon. Sees.

T T.WILLIAM B A R R Avv LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield
HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best Improved

principles.
*•* An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Orxamektal Shrubs,

Evebobeexs, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.

• .. - Saffron Walden Nursery.„ 7
S
T¥f ERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.

lA/ ILLIAM CHATER begs to announce that his
T 'unrivalled SEEDLINGS and general collection of this

beautiful flower are now in bloom. Open to the inspection of all
visitore e.very day except Sundays,—August 16.

J
Tirana AZALEA INDICA.
IV kRY and SON, Nurserymen, &c, Dorking and

T^T?,?
ig*te

'
be* t0 s*y that their DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

ata*i v*°
f *U tlie newest and most approved varieties of the

az.ai.LA may be had in exchange for one postage stamp.—
Dorking, August irt.

° w

FERN CAT A L O G U E.
TJOBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
v<xL£PSPE (

'U pagesi of his Col'ection of BRITISH andJUKLiuN FERNS, can now be had post free for six stamps.watiBjo all pn ns purchasers. > irsei y, Foot's Cray, Kent.

H UGH LoW AND C0
-

wil1 8eud P09t free to any
ppTprnr

?,
on

„makin !? application for it, their GENERAL
1

^CATALOGUE of PLANTS, TREES, SHRUBS &c •

also a CATALOGUE of DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
'

— _ Clapton Nursery, London.

]y/[R. JAMES SfcYMOUR,lateof Ashridge, Herts,

Fn«ri«m?
reS
f
n
?v

h!s kind re8ard * *° bis numerous friends in£ 'JrJ
^d beg8 to inform them tbat hc haR tftken ft Hma]I

in v ftt? Q^i 1Jr
Bftrden

'
and as Vegetable Seeds rood degenerate

.w , 5 ii
w*tes, would be very glad of a few choice Vege-

tninI
n
M r

r S**8
'

if an7 of them would be kind enough

Byte* ^S/W™ Seymour
>
F'as^afF Farm, Waverley, near

PERMANENT PASTURE CRASS SEEDS.
CUTTON and SONS, Seed Growers, Reading,^ have a fine stock of fresh natural Grass Seeds, for Per-
manent Pasture. August is a good season for sowing. Goods
delivered carriage free by railway. Prices moderate. Terms
cash.— Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, August 16

NEW ITALIAN RYE-CRASS SEED,
CUTTON and SONS, Seed Growers, Reading,^ can supply fine new Seed at reduced prices—the crop of new
Seed being good. Goods delivered carriage free by railway.
Terms cash.—Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, August 16.

TRIFOL1UM INCARNATUM (Italian Crimson
Clover.—Tlie present crop of Seed being large,

Neio Seed may now be obtained at reduced price on
application to Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading.
This should be sown in August upon the corn stubble without

ploughing. Quantity required per acre, 24 lbs.

BEST FLAVOURED STRAWBERWY NOW OUT IS

OARRATPS MAGNUM-BONUM
; good plants,J 75. 6d. per 100. Wm. Barratt's new List of Strawberries can

behad onjipplication.— St. John's Nursery, Wakefield,

TTNDERHILI/S SIR HARRY STRAWBERRY.^ —Fine and well- rooted Runners of this splendid Straw-
berry may be had at 20s. per 100, on applying to

Wood & Ingram, Nurseries, Huntingdon.
SUPERB NEW STRAWBERRIES.

\T7ILLIAM J- NICHOLSON is now prepared to
* » send out fine laid Runners of all the new and most of the

older varieties of Strawberries, comprising about 40 of the very
best English, French, and Belgian sorts. Prices and particulars
on application to the Grower, William J. Nicholson, Eggles-
cliffe, near Yarni, Yorkshire.
A Printed List will soon be ready, and may be got free by

applying as above.

C A~L C E OLA rTa S^

GEORGE CLARKE begs to announce that Seed of
his fine Collection is now ready. Tlie high reputation

which they have attained renders it unnecessary to say further
in their favour than that they are warranted unequalled.
Packets, 25. 6d. each, payable in postage stamps.

Streatham Place Nursery, Brixton Hill, near London.

PRIZE CALCEOLARIA and CINERARIA SEED.
—Those who wish for a few really good CALCEOLARIAS

should have a 55. Packet of Seed saved from Wm. B. Jeffries'
splendid collection, which this season gained four First Prizes and
two First Class Certificates ; 2d quality ditto, 25. 6d. Also a little

first-rate PRIMULA, 1*. 6d.

AZALEA INDICA.—W. B. J. offers a very choice collection
of the best sorts in cultivation; good plants 95. and 125. per
dozen. Names on application.

Arboretum Nurseries, Ipswich, Suffolk.

O EAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—1 2 packets^e^hpacket
-L* containing 100 Seeds, 15. ; sent post free, 15. 24. Calceo-
laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,
Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, Gd. per packet. Catalogue
on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.
Wm. Coxlin'Oforo, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond t Islington.

FERNS.
TJOBERT SIM begs to offer nice healthy Plants of
-*-^ the following new or very scarce Ferns:

—

Gymnogramma lanata.—A very distinct new species, with
very woolly-looking fronds; stove

Pteris aspericaulis.—A very handsome new species; fronds
crimson while young; stove(?;

Ceratopteris thalictroides—An easily cultivated aquatic
species; stove

Platyloma Browni.—A very fine, and probably hardy
species, from Australia

;
greenhouse

Polypodium alpestre v. flexile.—A very elegant new Bri-
tish variety; hardy

Athyrium Filix-foemina v. depauperatum (known also as
ramosum and monstrosum).—A most singular and ele-
gant British variety, hitherto extremely scarce; hardy...

Lastrea Goldieana (true).—This rare and very handsome
North American Fern is not the kind generally bat
incorrectly grown under this name; hardy
Carriage paid to London.—Post-office orders payable at Foot's

Cray. Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

DUTCH BULBS.
TAMES VEITCH, Jun., Exotic Nursery, Chelsea,

*-* begs to announce that he has received his annual supply of
BULBOUS ROOTS from Holland, and is pleased to say they
are particularly fixe and in excrllent condition. Catalogues
are now ready, and will be forwarded on application.

J. V., Jun., desires to impress upon those who patronise him
the great advantage of giving him their orders early, as the
successful cultivation of Bulbs depends in great measure on their
BEING PLANTED F.ARLY IX THE SEASON1.—Aug. 16.

1JOLLYHOCKS and ROSES.—The Hollyhocks at
-LA the Cheshunt Nurseries are now in full bloom, presenting
a display of richness and beauty scarcely attainable in any other
flower. These, combined with the Autumnal Roses, of which
some acres are in bloom, would amply repay a visit of inspection.
Fine selected Hollyhock Seed in 2$. 6d. and 55. packets.

A. Paul & Son, Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts, one mile from
Cheshunt Station, Eastern Counties Railway.

EARLY BROAD-LEAF
-
RYE^

MR. ROBERT BAKUR, of Writtle, will be able
to supply his customers with this variety of Early

Broad-leaf Rye at 75. 6rf. per bushel, and having only a limited

quantity, an early application is necessary. Is more productive
and about 14 days forwarder than other varieties, and is invalua-
ble from the middle of April to the end of May for cutting into
chaff, and, when combined with Oat or Wheat Straw, it form .4 a
description of food both economical and valuable at that season
for horses and neat stock, as well as for early feed for sheep and
lambs.—Address Writtle near Chelmsford, Essex.

H
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FRUIT TREES IN POTS.
LANE and SON, the rsurbenes, Great Berk-
hampstead, have still fine ripe Fruit on their Trees, in

pots of Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Cherries, &c. Plants for
the coming season are very fine.
The AUTUMNAL ROSES will continue blooming throughout

the season.

Their General Nursery Stock is very fine. Flys from the
Kings' Arms Family Hotel meet every Train.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA.
yyOOD and INGRAM have a very fine strain of
• " the above, which they[ aro now selling in Is. packets, post

free.—Nurseries , Huntingdon. ___^
HYACINTHS AND OTHER BULBS

\VM. CUTBUSH & SON respectfully announce
* " that their Descriptive and Priced CATALOGUE of
HYACINTHS and other Bulbs, containing also cultural remarks
can be obtained postage free on application.

HighgateJNurseries, near London.

YKTANTED, two large CAMELLIAS, about 9 feet
v * highland handsomely grown. Double White and double

Striped preferred.—Address Geobge Baker, American Nursery,
Bagshot, Surrey. Aug. 16.

>yRUE DKUMHEADS,for Cattle, at 3s.3d. per 1000;
A. also fine EARLY CABBAGE, of sorts, large, for Field and
Garden purpo><esf at 3s. 6d. per 1000, crates included, delivered
at Godalming or Shalford Station, by THOKAfl Welland, Surrey
Gardens, near G dalming, Surrey.

SEED POTATOES.—True Early Sliort-top Ash-leaf
Kidnevs, Early Ash-leaf Kidneys (Blue), British Queens,

and Park Hall Kidneys. These early Potatoes are now being
sent out for Seed, as they will not bear carriage in the spring
without injury to the young shoots. Price 5s. per cwt. ; sacks
!«. perewt. AH orders must be accompanied by a remittance.

Humphrey Chamberlain. Kempsey. nearWorcester.

' choice FtKisis from madeira for sale.

MR. SAMUEL STEVENS, Natural History
Agext, &c, 24, Bloomsbury Street, London, begs to

announce fliat he has received from Madeira, in fine health, the
following FKR.VS, viz., Polypodium drepanum, Woodwardia
radicans, Davallia canariense, Kephrodium molle, Adiantum
reniforme, Acrostichura squamosum, Asplenium palmatum and
monanthemum, Gymnogramma Lowei and lanuginosa, No-
thochlsena marantse, Nephrodium elongatum, Pteris argute,
Allantodia umbrosa, Aspidium frondosum, and Balantiura
culcita: they are for sale at from 6s. to 60s. per dozen, or from
Is. to 65. per plant. Early application is requested. Also a
Ward's Caso tilled with the beautiful Orchis foliosa, price 5/.

RATS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALS,
how to paralyse, and render them immoveable on the spot,

though there be hundreds, so that they may be gathered with a
shovel and finally drowned. The effect warranted, and the cost
to paralyse 50 will be 3\d. Materials can be bought in every
town and village. The above astounding remedy sent post free
for eight post stamps to any address by Fishkk & Son, Publishers,
Kingsland, London. Established 1847. One Hundred testimonials
sent first if desired.

C R E E KTh OUStS,
HENRY FREEMAN, Hothouse Builder and

Hot-Water Apparatus Ma:u"facturfb, Triangle, Hack-
ney. E&taMwlMid 20 years. Got** "eenhouses
fixed any part of thp Kingdom for cash, 42 ftet ar by 1 \ fret,

90*.; 21 feet by 13 feet, 60Z. ; 12* feet by 10 feet, 30?. A first-

rate Conservatory, 30 fe*-t by 18 feet, 13CZ. A large a^ortnient
kept. Estimates for Heating, or any branch in Wood or Jron.

10 6

HOT WATER PIPES (Cast Iron) at WHO
SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphons, Tee-Pipes, Coil-

Pipes, and every requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and
Saddle Boilers, 60*. each. Improved Soot Doom an»l Furnace
Doors, Builders' Castings, Pipes, and Gutters of evtry description
in stock at Mr. Lynch White's, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper
Ground Street, Blacktriars Bridge, London.

MOT-WATEft APPARATUS.
I R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
'' • (late Stephensox & Peill), Invenror of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade up^n very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &t. t at the
Manufactory as above. ^^

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
T R. PEILL. 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

f * • Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns
of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to
supply upon very advantageous term3 to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,
<&c, at the Manufactorv as above.

HURDLES for ^HEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out
of ground, 5 bars is. 9d. each.

HURDLES tor CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3
inches out of grou nd. 6 bars &r. 3d each.

_

TAN N KD N ETTING, for \\e Protection of FRUIT
TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security

of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard , 200 yards, 14$. ; 500
vards, 30s.; 1000 yards, 505.? scrim canvas for wall fruit. At
Edoingtojt & Co/s Kick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth
Manufacurers, 49, King William Street. London Bridge;

17, Smirhfinld Bar*. Cirr; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot,
Poplar. W*tprpronf Wgpgons and Cart Cloth.

tSTTEW TW1NK NETTING^ TaniieJ if required,
-i-^l 1 yard wide, 2d. per yard; 2 yards wide, Ad. p*r yard;
4 yards wide. SJ. per yard. Half-inch mesh ditto, ii vards wid<\

8(1. per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GAKDEN NET
TING, 76 MeshfS to the square inch, effectually excludes birds,
wasps, fli^-s, &c. trom fruit tr*e-, flower br sped bed-,4W. pa€
square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, l^d.pei
yard: 4* or yjxrds wide, M. pcryrfrd. At W. CulU*gfcHU>'s,
l

r
Edmund Terrace, Hail's Pond, Mtogtcm.
%• Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in theSouth-weat

Gallerv of t!:e Cr \\ V e Svdenham. ^ -*
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CO. }
King's Road, Chelsea

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING, AND HEATING BY HOT WATER.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bars. The large
surface which this Boiler
exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of extraordi-
nary power.

J. W. & Co. manufac-
ture these Boilers of all

sizes. The largest size
measure 5 feet 6 inches
high by 3 feet 6 inches
diameter, and exposes to
the immediate action of
the fire a surface of 340
superficial feet. The
sniallesr size is 18 inches
high, by 18 inches in
diameter.

HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER, COMMONLY CALLED

-. WEEKS ONE-BOILER SYSTE M."

FIRE
3poooo°
ASH PITS

Buildings of every description, Dwelling Houses, Churches, "Warehouses, Horticultural Buildings, &c, separately or combiued, and to any extent, can be effectually heated by one boileb.

J. Weeks & Co. refer to their own extensive Establishment, the whole of which is heated by one boiler, and may be seen in constant operation, warming Hothouses, Greenhouses, Conser-

vatories, &c
f
upwards of 1000 feet in length, the water in the various houses circulating through upwards of 5000 feet of pipe, and the whole so fixed and regulated that any one of the houses can be

heated separately, or the whole together, and any part regulated at pleasure. t

J. Weeks & Co. have also great pleasure in referring to the extensive Nursery of Messrs. Edward Henderson & Co., Wellington Road, St. John's Wood.

We will here quote Mr. Henderson's own words, expressing his approval of our one boiler The Nobility and Gentry about to erect Horticultural Buildings or to fix Hot-Water Apparatus

system. He says: wjU find at nur Horticultural Establishment and Hothouse Works, King's Road, Chelsea, an
" lam more than satisfied with the extraordinary resvlts of what Messrs. John Weeks & Co. have extensive variety of Conservatories, Greenhouses, Hothouses, Pits, Ac., erected and in full opera-

donefor me in heating a great number of our hot-housesfrom one boiler. It is almost impossible for tion, combining all modern improvements in the various branches of ihe Horticultural science, so

me to express my satisfaction sufficiently strongly. The effect and great saving produced is truly won that a lady or gentleman can select the description of house best adapted to the purpose for which
- - - - - - '*• * ~" " -" * —»*- * — - —*—- -•* *-*>• ^-- «- ' it is required.

derful ; less than 2 sacks of coke in 24 hours is all that is used to heat a variety of hothouses, &c, nearly

900feet in lengthy and these various houses are to some extent widely separated^ as 300 feet stand in one

direction, 150 feet in another, 200 feet in another, and so on, including our large newly laid-out

winter garden"
Messrs. John Weeks & Co, can also refer to numerous seats of the Nobility and Gentry in

various parts of the country where one Poller has been fixed to warm a great number of houses, &cM
and frequently the dwelling-house also from the same boiler.

In some instances our one Boiler is doing the work formerly done by 20, so that in these cases

the great number of fires, stokeholes, and chimneys, are entirely dispensed with.

At his Grace the Duke of Leeds', Hornby Castle. Yorkshire, one of J. Weeks & Co.'s Boilers is

heating 10,000 feet of 4-inch pipe, and one of the houses, a large Conservatory 190 feet long, is

situated upwards of 500 feet from the Boiler.

J. Weeks & Co. make their Tubular Boilers of all sizes on the same economical principles

;

nearly 4000 of which of different sizes are in operation at the seats of the Nobility and Gentry

throughout the Kingdom and on the Continent.

As an Horticultural Establishment it is also an unlimited source of attraction, containing Xev
and Rare Plants In great variety.

The Collections of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in all the various stages of growth

and in endless variety, include every novelty that is worth cultivating.

A large stock of GRAPE VINES, struck from eyes, very strong for Planting and Forcing in pots.

FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS of every kind.

The SEED BUSINESS is conducted upon an extensive scale, every article warranted true to it>

kind, and of genuine good quality.

GARDEN TOOLS, and Horticultural Implements of every description, all of the best make, no

inferior article kept.

CAST-IRON VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great variety of the most beautiful designs.

WIREWORK for ail Ornamental Garden purposes.

JOHN WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders Water

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA.
Hothouses, Greenhouses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c, Built upon the most scientific principles, combining all the improvements of the day,

and'to any extent, erected in any par*, of the Kingdom, manufactured of the best materials of every description.

Hobttculttbal Wobes of every description.

See our Illustrated Catalogues; also Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings and Heating by Hot- Water ; also of Cast-iron Vases and Fountains;

also Catalogues of Vines, Fruit Trees, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Seeds, d-c.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING LOWEST
CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

,
HEATING BY HOT WATER MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.

GKAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-
perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical
• laptatiou, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a
position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

j

G. & O. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and Lon^

Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most » * ^^
references to all by whom they have been favoured with order* ineir ^^
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific pnncij

' » ^
purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made av*-
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THE ADAIR STRAWBERRY.
THE above delicious and desirable Strawberry, raised by Mr. Elphinstone, Gardener to Sir S. Adair, Bart.,

is a cross between Hooper's Seedling and the Hautlrds; and while retaining the **ize and high colour of the former, has the

desirable and peculiar flavour of the latter. It is of s rrong growth, and will be an acquisition to all growers, whether for market or

otherwise* The undermentioned Gentlemen and Gardeners bear testimony to its merit;—

N. S. Honsox, A.L.S., Botanic Gardens, Bury St. Edmunds.
John Pekling. Cambridge.
Samuel Barrett, Hardwick.
Thomas Barnes, Florist, &c, Stowmarket.
E. BuowN, Cambridge.
Geo. P- Hay, Hon. Sec, Horticultural Society, Bury St. Edmunds.

David T. Fish, Gardener, Hardwick House, Bury St. Edmunds.
Pkter Grievk, Gardener, Cnlfand, Bury St. Edmunds.
Henry Turner. Curator, Botanic Gardens, Bury St. Edmunds.
Jamks Pringle. Gardener, Fornham Hall.

Bircham & Ward, Hedenham, Bungay.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSOM & SON have much pleasure in stating that they are appointed sole Agents for the above
excellent Strawberry, which they will be prepared to send out after the 1st September next, at the following scale of prices:—

606*. for 100 Plants ; 405. for 50 ; 2 "is. for 25 ; 155. for 12.;

Terms to the Trade on Application.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.

i>

»*
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21

21

21

21

21

FLOWER AND VECETABLE SEEDS.
JAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, High

Holbora, London, invite attention to their ENCYCLO-
PAEDIC CATALOGUE OP FLORICULTURAL, VEGE-
TABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknowledged to b
the best published, which will be forwarded free of charge and
postpaid to all parts of the world, upon application.

Primula, choicest fringed Is. per packet.
Calceolaria, choicest varieties Is.

Cineraria „ „ Is.

A most comprehensive CATALOGUE of DUTCH and
CAPE BULBS will be published in the autumn.
Jamks Cartkr & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

ITlEW HARDYj JHYBRID RHODODENDRONS^
WATERER and GODFREY beg to offer the

following new Hybrid Rhododendrons, and which they
recommend as being hardy, distinct, late, and beautiful, aud
such *3 will be sure to give satisfaction, viz.:

—

ALAltM.—This is, perhaps, one of the most striking kinds s. d.

we possess, each petal being edsed with bright scarlet, the
centre quite white; it is also a very late bloomer 21

BLACK-EYED SUSAN.— Purplish lilac, the spotting
being more decidedly black than in any variety we know 21

BEAUTY OF SURREY.—Rich, rosy scarlet, good shape,
and prettily marked

LORD JOHN RUSSELL.-Pale rose, the upper petal being
distinctly and beautifully spotted, or rather blotched; this
is decidedly the best in its way

MAGNUM BONUM.—Rosy lilac, spotted all over each
petal; the flowers being large, and almost flat, makes it

very attractive
PRINCE ALBERT.—Rich lake, the flowers of remarkable
consistency, in fact almost approaching a Camellia; cer-
tainly one of the most distinct and desirable kinds

PERIEANUM.—Light rose, finely spotted; this is a very
pleasing kind

WILLIAM DOWNING.—Rich dark puce, with an intense
black blotch ou the upper petal of paint-like consistency

;

the flowers are individually large, and the truss magni-
' ••• •* ••• ft** *•• ••• ••• •••

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey, Aug. 16.

CUTHILL'S STRAWBERRY PLANTS for 1856
AND SPBINQ OP 1857 WILL BE 8BNT OUT AUGUST 25TH.

Cuthili/s FARLY BLACK PRINCE, 5$. to 7*. 6d. per 100.
Cuthili/s PRINCESS ROYAL.—Early, very hardy, medium

size, superior flavour. Name suggested by Sir Jasper Atkinson
on account of its superiority. Price 1Z. per 100; 50 for 12«.; or
25 for 6s. It is an excellent early forcer. (See the Illustrated
Lotidon News of July 12th, for a drawing of Cuthili/s Princess
Royal Strawberrv.)
Cuthili/s PRINCE OF WALES.—Splendid colour and shape,

fine size, the greatest bearer of all other sorts, first rate for table
and preserving. Price 10s. per 100, or 50 for 6*. The average of
days in bearing of these three sorts is over 55; the average
weight about 1700 lbs. to three-quarters of an acre.
Cuthill's BLACK SPINE CUCUMBER, Is. per packet.
Green's LADY ANTROBUS WINTER CUCUMBER has

been in his possession 20 years. Per packet, 2s. 6d.
Cuthili/s NEW LONG WHITE SPINE.—Great bearer,

fine form, 12, 16, and 20 inches long, 25. 6rf. per packet.

J. Cuthill's Pamphlet on the Potato, Strawberry, &c. 25.

J. Cuthill's Market Gardening Round London. I5. 6d.

J. Cttthill's Pamphlet on the Vine Disease of Spain and
Portugal; containing also a Plan for the Total Destruction of
Wood lice in Cucumber Pits, &c. Price I5.

Orders payable to James Cuthill, Camberwell,JL*ondon
!

NEW PLANTS OF 1856.

"|V/[ ITCHELL and CO., of the Bristol Nurseries, Kemp
-*•'-*- Town, Brighton, are prepared to supply good strong plants
well established in 60-sized pots of the various Novelties of the
present season.

HENDERSON'S FUCHSIAS OF 1856.—The collection of
eight for 6s.

SMITH'S OF 1856,-General Williams, Admiral Boxer, Con-
queror, Gloire de Neisse, Epps' Wonderful ; the collection for 5*.
BOUVARDIA LONGIFLORA, the true white flowering

variety.—Too much cannot be said in praise of this beautiful
plant. Our stock is one of the largest in the trade, which
enables us to offer at 12s. per dozen. Trade price on application.
VERBENAS—Henderson's Collection of 1856, 45. per dozen,

well established in 60-sized pots.
Smith's And Turner's varieties of 1856, 6s. per dozen, ditto.
PETUNIAS.- Smith's and Turner's, also the New French

striped varieties 65 per dozen.
TREE CARN \TIONS.—Strong plants in 48-pots for winter

flowering, 125. per dozen.
CAMELLIAS.—Well set with flower buds, our splendid col

lection stands unrivalled; we offer good bushy well-grown
plants from 15 to 18 inches high, 21s. per dozen ; from 18 to 24
inches high, 30s. ; from 24 to 30 inches, 42s. per dozen.
AZALEA INDICAfc.—Choice varieties with good bushy

heads well set with flower buds at 15?., 18s., 21s., and 245. per
doz^n. M. and Co. strongly recommend this portion of their stock
to all intending purchasers.
CHRYSANTHEMUM Alfred Salter, Is. 3d. each, or 6 for 65.
MEYKNIA EKEi TA,3s. 6d. to 5s. each.
WHITE FAIRY RO^E—M. & Co. possess a large stock of

this useful plant, which is well adapted for winter flowering;
good plant*, 9s. per dozen.
GERANIUMS consisting of Foster's, Hnyle's, and Turner'snew varieties of 1856; our own selection, 36s. per dozen: pur-

chasers', 42*. p<.rd..z.
Do. do 1866, our own selection, 21s. perdoz.; or purchasers'.

Jos. per doz
Do. do., 1854, purchasers' selection, 12s. per doz.
Names of the vnrious collections can be had upon application.
Reference or Post office Order is particularly requested from

anfcnown correspondent., made payable to Johk Fairbrotheb,
at the Bedford Str^t Branch, Post-office, Brighton.

Ail orders over 20s are delivered free in London, or any Station
upon the London and South Coast Railway, with plants to com-
pensate for longer distances.

NEW HA ROY RHODODEN0RONS.
JOHN WATERER begs to say that he is now

prepared t<> execute orders for the undermentioned RHODO-
DENDRONS in g .od strong established plants.

RHODODENDRON JOHN WATERER; colour intense crim-
son with dark spots : immense truss of bloom and fine foliage

;

tils each
RHODODENDRON MRS. JOHN WATERER; bright rosy
crinwm, dark spots, fine conical truss and excellent habit;
21s. each.

RHODODENDRON LADY ELEANOR CATHCART; ver-
milion crimson with a distinct blotch of chocolate spots; very
vigorous grower; 10s. 6d. each.

^gr We recommend these varieties as being far superior to

anything of the kind before offered, and as being perfectly hardy,
in proof of which their blooming season is uot till from the 10th
to the end of the month of June.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey; near the Sunning-

dale Station of Waterloo, Wokingham, and Reading Railway.

OBEKT PAHKKKbegs tcTofler the following of

' which he possesses a large stock in strong and healthy
plants :

—

Per doze n
Exotic Orchids from 42«.
Stove aud greenhouse Ferns
Hardy do
Selaginellas or Lycopodinms
Geraniums, show and fancy varieties
Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass)

A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue is published, and will be
forwarded post free upon application. A remittance or reference
to accompany all orders from unknown correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Hornsey, and Seven Sisters' Road, Holloway.

CH 61 C E S E EOS.
BASS and BHOWN have saved the following from

this season's flowers of their superb collections. s. d.

GERANIUM, choice, Is. per packet; newest vars. ... p. pkt. 2
CALCEOLARIA, choice, I*, ditto; ex. ex. ... „ 2
CINERARIA, choice, Is. ditto; ex. ex. ... „ 2
ANEMONE, a : ngle, of richest colour 4rf. to 1

semi-double, ditto id. to 1
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GLADIOLUS, choice from early vars. 1

Most of the species of Biennials and Perennials may now be
sown for next season's flowering.

CHOICE IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS.
Seeds of the Imported Brompton and Emperor Stocks may still

be sown for next season's flowering; also Annual Stocks for

flowering in Greenhouses.
Seed Catalogues supplied on application ; also printed instruc-

tions for sowing and raising seeds.—Sudbury^ Suffolk.

/CHOICE SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.—
^^ Per packet

—

s. d.

CALCEOLARIA from very showy varieties care-
fully impregnated

GERANIUM from first-rate Florist varieties ...

from the new showy French ditto ...

from first-rate fancy ditto
from Scented-leaved ditto

>f from the finest new Rose,
White, &c.

f
of the Scarlet habit

A remittance in stamps or otherwise must accompany all

orders from unknown correspondents.

John Cattell, Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS
SUITABLE FOR PRESENT SOWING

Per paper—s. d.

Cabbage, Early Incomparable
„ Enfield Market

Collared Rosette, a winter green
Onion, Deptford, Lisbon, and Tripoli, each
Lettuce, Imperial Bath Cos

,

, f
Hardy Green Cabbage

Spinach Gigantic Winter, a very hardy and pro-
ductive kind, per pint

Turnip, Early Snowball
Stocks, Autumnal and Intermediate, each
Six papers Choice and Showy Annuals; these will

stand the winter and flower early in the spring

To be had of Wm ( Denter, Seedsman, &c, 82, Gracechurch
Street London,

6
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/CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS FOR PRESENT
v^ SOWING. Per Post Prepaid. $. d.

CINERARIA of the first quality per packet 2 6
CALCEOLARIA, from the handsomest spotted

a»»d blotched varieties

MIMCLUS, ditto ditto ditto

GLOXINIA, ditto 30 varieties

FUCHSIA, ditto 50 new ditto

PANSY, SHved from 100 of the best vars., by name
POLYANTHUS, do. 50 ditto ditto

VERBENA, do. 50 ditto ditto

HOLLYHOCK, do. 60 of the most superb kinds, do.
DAISY do. 50 of the new Belgian do. ditto.

ANTIRRHINUM, do. 20 best named varieties ...

ANEMONE, from the most showy and brilliant kinds

The above are saved only from the very best named varieties

of recent introduction, and may be relied upon with the fullest

confidence.

Postage Stamps or Post-office Orders received in payment of
the above.

YOUELL & CO , Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.
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BALSAMS.
Fand A. SMITH beg to invite the Public to an in-

• spection of their BALSAMS (put aside for Seed) for

which they obtained the Silver Medal at the July Show of the
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park.

Colours:— Blush, pink, white, scarlet, purple crimson, scarlet

flake, purple flake, scarVat-mottled, crimson flake, crimson

bizarre, scarlet bizarre, crimson maculated, and crimson mottled.
- Omnibuses from Gracechurch Street, City, and Oxford Street,

to Crystal Palace, Dulwich, passing within fire minutes' walk
every hoar.

TULIP CATALuCUt.
/1H\RLES TURNER begs to intimate that his
Vy TULIP CATALOG I E, with prices, is now ready, and can
be h*d on application.

A Catalogue of Geraniums (including: Foster's, Hoyle's, and
Turner's new varieties). Fancy Geraniums, Cinerarias, &c, will

be ready in September.
Sow ready, verv choice CINERARIA, 2s. 6* per packet.

very choice CALCEOLARIA, 25. 6d. „
Royal Nursery, Slough,

New aicd Beautiful Hakdv Coniferous Trek.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA.

lyjESSRS WATERER and GODFREY have much
1 " pleasure in offering the above Rim pl*nt raised from seed
Mot home by Mr. W. Murray, who in describing it >" connection
with other rare Pines, snch as nobilis, grxndis, Jeffreyi, Ben-
thamiiina, &cM says, " It was the handsomest tree in the whole
expedition. It grows about 100 feet high and 2 fert iu diameter;
the foliage is most delicate and graceful, the branches bend up-
wards at the end like a Spruce and hang down at the tip like aa
ostrich feather, the top shoots droop like a Deodar, and the
timber is good, clear, and workable M Seedling plants will be sent
nat in August upon the following terms, and orders executed
strictly in rotation. One plant tl#. : &fa plants, 41. 10*.; 12 plants,
7/. 10a.—Knap Hill Nuraery, Woking. Surrey.

C ALC EOLA R I A SEED.
jl/TR. HENRY MAJOR, Knosthorpe, near Leeds,
L* ' he*s to announce that t*'is season *d is now ripe, and
may be had in packets at IN. 6d. each, or three for 5s. II. M. can
with confidence no mnmnd it as it has be*n belected with great
care from his unrivalled collection.

About the last week in September II. M. will be prepared to

send out young plants of 15 of his best half-ehrubby
Calceolarias, which have been ho much admired this season.
Price 2ls. the set, hamper and package [nolnded.

H. M. will be glad if his friends and others who intend

favouring him with their ordera for th.» set nf Calceolarias will

do so at once, as this advertisement will not be repeated.
Pampas f»rass(strong plants to bloom next season), 5*. each.

From unknown correspondents a Post-office Order is requested.

Stamps taken in payment for the seeds.
_

ROYAL
5S

SEED
BERKSHIRE gjSJS^;

~~
\j)ESTABLISHMENT.

GOOD SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.
Seeds Direct from the Growers thk moot cebtajs xeans

of Preventing Djsappointment.

SUTTON and SONS, Seed Growkrs, Reading,

Berks, can supply every kind of FARM and
GARDEN SEEDS of genuine and superior quality.

Agriculturists residing in the most remote parts of the kingdom
can procure good Seeds at very moderate prices from thia Esta-
blishment— For particulars, apply to

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

Eht <8artrettrrg' Cfiromclr*
SATURDAY, AUGUST 16, 1856.

«

By the side of a country road not very far from
London is a row of paling inclosing a plantation of

some 20 years' growth, and pierced by a narrow-

gate of similar materials. You may ride past the

place repeatedly without observing that a neat
paved footpath winds away into the interior of the

plantation. In winter a few ornamental chimneys
may perhaps be seen peeping over the tops of the

branches. Follow tne footpath
; you will soon

find yourself at the back of a charming Swiss cottage,

mantled with Ivy and embowered in trees. Roses,

Clematis, and gay climbers struggle over the columns
and ham; in festoons from the sides ; a very small
lawn, trim as velvet and brilliant with richly

coloured flowers, separates you from a rustic flight

of steps ; to the left is a wide opening among the
trees, through which there is a glimpse of green
wooded meadows bordered with gay shrubs, and
forming the slope of a gentle valley.

Passing through this opening, the end of the
cottage is seen defended by boxes and hives of bees,

sheltered by the overhanging roof, and still pro-

fusely decorated with flowers until you reach the
front. At your feet is then revealed a broad lawn,
separated from the meadows by a raised terrace

walk. Gladioli, Fuchsias, Geraniums, and other

gaudy races on the one hand flank the walls of the
cottage, while a rough bank of stones closely

covered with Acanthus, variegated Coltsfoot, Lilies,

and plants with striking foliage, conceals from
view for a moment a charming flower garden, on
which the eye of a Turner would have dwelt with
delight. Here purples and scarlets, and yellows,

and whites, and blues, are tastefully intermixed in

skilful confusion. A high wall covered with hand-
some climbing plants shuts it in from the north

;

from the south it receives the whole influence of the

sun, while it is screened on the west by plantations,

and on the east by the cottage and its accessories.

It is a kaleidoscopic flora in a niche of verdure.

In all this there is no apparent attempt at display.

The trees and the flowers, the parterre, and the

bees, and the rockwork, and the festoons of climbing

plants all fall into their places with so much ease

that Nature herself might be thought to have
planned the scene ; especially since there is no trace

of greenhouse or conservator}- such as is usually

found in a garden like this. Not indeed that the

materials by which so much brilliancy is reflected

are either rare or costly. Verbenas, Petunias, Cal-

ceolarias, Lobelias, Geraniums, and the like, give

the principal colours with which the artist has
worked ; the only unusual material on her palette

being Liatris spicata, whose peculiar purple and
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erect mode of growth are here introduced with good

effect.

A peep within the cottage does not diminish the

desire to know from what hidden sources all this

floral brilliancy is derived ; for in the drawing room

we see Orchids and tropical Ferns, and in the

housekeeper's room certain dishes of handsome
Peaches and Grapes, which cannot ripen without

glass by the beginning of August. The mine from

which so much is extracted must be sought

for at a short distance. Passing along a shrubbery

path, bordered by plants remarkable for their good
foliage, among which are especially notable the

purple-leaved Berberry and the purple-leaved

Filbert, whose husks of the same rich colour are so

ornamental at dessert, we come to a Grass walk
beneath overarching trees, with quantities of Ferns
on either side. From this you suddenly emerge
into a kitchen garden, along whose edge are thousands
of Sedum rupestre for the pasturage of bees. Here,

amidst roughly kept ground are two or three glass-

houses, patched up with weather boards and asphalte

felt, with heavy clumsy roofs, put together by some
hedge carpenter. Nothing can be more unpromising
than their exterior. Inside you find a good hot-

water apparatus, earthen floors on which water stands

in puddles, ramshackle stages, and Spruce Fir poles

to keep a low span-roof from tumbling down.
Under such rude shelter is in one house a Peach
trellis with 50 or 60 dozens of fruit, skilfully

trained and perfectly ripened ; in another a crowd
of Orchids in beautiful health, Scitamineous plants

worthy of an Indian jungle, cushions of the greenest,

most feathery and most elastic Lycopods, glorious

Ferns, and over all a canopy of faultless Grapes,

which would have beaten Glendinning's (see p. 499)
had they contended with them. Heaps of Vandas,
Cattleyas, Epidendrums, one of which (rhizophorum)
has been two years in blossom, Bromcliads, Onci-
diums, Calanthes, and a swarm of other Epiphytes
crowd the shelves. The Grapes belong to Vines
planted in a border 1 foot only deep, and little

more than twice as broad, at the back of this Orchid
house, and within it, so that the roots are never
exposed to chills or drought. Other places as un-
sightly have other uses, and especially that of shelter.

This is the magazine of beauty. Rickety un-
sightly places which a fastidious gardener would pull

down, and which it requires some care to keep up,

form the mine from which a master of his art raises

the precious ore that is profusely scattered over the

house and pleasure grounds. He is not frightened
by damp and red spider ; neither is he ashamed of

his tumbledown apparatus. Nor need he be. On
the contrary, he may be proud of extracting so much
value out of such unpromising materials.

After all the important question to be asked of

mere garden buildings is—do they answer the
purpose % It matters nothing how they look, or in

what clumsy manner they are put together, pro-
vided they do the work required of them. Nor can
there be a greater mistake than to suppose that in

order to render a forcing house serviceable it must
be constructed with the elegance and skilful work-
manship demanded in a drawing-room. If it is

wanted as an elegant object, or a place of resort,

then indeed the architect and workman must com-
bine their efforts to produce the best effect they
can ; but if it is merely required to do gardeners'
work it is of no sort of consequence how rude its

construction or inelegant its form. It is only
necessary to keep it out of sight.

Let no one inquire where the scene of our little

sketch is to be found. Some know. Others will

guess. Suffice it to say that the facts are more
striking than our description, and that we must not

expose privacy to the invasion of the curious, or

even of the enthusiastic. Enough indeed may be
learned without a visit ; and especially this—that

results are sometimes in an inverse proportion to

means. We all know how little may be accom-
plished by much in gardening as well as other
occupations ; and our present sketch will serve to

show how much may come from little. Skill has
wonderful power over materials; taste is but another
form of skill. With their aid the most modest
retreat may become a scene of more real beauty
than a palace with its statues and terraces and
fountains.

^
And this is no small consolation for

those who imagine that nothing great can be effected

without enormous cost. The most sagacious of

modern statesmen pronounced him to be the best
farmer who made the greatest profit out of the least

:

capital. That principle we apply to gardening.

Some years since there appeared in some
meadows in Berkshire an extraordinary quantity
of a substance which gained the name of Water
Flannel. It overlaid the Grass to the thickness of
some inches, was white on its under side, green on
its upper, and was said to grow so rapidlv that'

people were alarmed lest their meadows should be
ruined. It was soon ascertained to be nothing more
than a Conferva (C. crispa) which had formed with
great rapidity while the meadows in question were
inundated, and went on growing as long as the soil

continued to be damp enough. As the land dried

the Conferva perished, and soon disappeared. We
believe it was removed by harrows. (See our volume
for 1843, p. 735.)

We learn from the Moniteur des Cornices that the

same plant has taken possession of the districts in

France lately overwhelmed by water. The other

day M. Payen laid before the Central Agricultural

Society of Paris specimens that he had received

from Chalon-sur-Saone of this vegetable matter
deposited in the form of an immense felt cloth,

which threatened to suffocate the meadows if not

removed. He reported that the plant was so rich

in nitrogen, containing by analysis 0.883 when dry,

that it must make a good manure, either when
mixed with farm-yard matters or soaked with urine.

Where however it was inconvenient to carry it off the

land he advised it to be thrown in heaps and burnt.

Such Confervas are common everywhere, and con-

tribute to, or wholly cause, the green filamentous

scum which often renders ponds and similar places

unsightly. When raked out or otherwise removed
it will be as well to recollect the advice given by

M. Payen, and not to waste them as is often done.

New Plants.
181. Rhododendron BLANDFORDiiEFLORUM. Hooker,— Bot. Mag. y t. 4930.

We wish this beautiful plant had received a better

name for six-syllable words, in an uncouth form, take

our breath away. Not that the name is uncharac-

teristic ; on the contrary, the flowers of this Rhodo-
dendron are like those of a Blandfordia ; we only

object to it because it is unpronounceable. In the

spring of the present year flowers appeared in one of

the cold pits in the garden of the Horticultural

Society upon a Rhododendron which had been raised

from Dr. Hooker's Sikkim collections under the name
of i?. cinnabaHnum var.? They were long, tubular,

II.__ON THE DIRECT EFFECTS OF THE SUNS
RAYS AND OF EXPOSURE UPON PLANTS.

(From Alph. De Candolle'3 Geographic Botanique.)

N.B, The temperatures are invariably expressed in degreea of
Fahrenheit's thermometer, except when otherwise stated and
the elevations in English feet.

—

Transl.
'

Plants are usually exposed more or less completely
to the sun's rays, and observations on temperature
taken in the shade are hence ill adapted to explain the
phenomena of vegetation.

M. de Gasparin, to whom this objection appeared a
very forcible one, remarks that Humboldt often insists

upon the necessity of measuring the direct effects of the
sun's rays upon plants and the soil they grow in, and he
has himself recorded observations made with ther-

mometers covered with a layer of earth 3± feet thick at

Orange and at Paris. Comparing these with others taken
in a.d. 1786 at Mt. Peissenberg (alt. 3000 feet) he con-

cludes that the sun's rays heat solid bodies in spring 74°*

at Paris, 13° at Orange, and 20° at Mt. Peissenberg

;

and that the sun's rays raise the mean temperature of

the year 6° at Paris, 12° at Orange, and 7° at Mt.
Piessenberg. He adds that these figures are con-

siderably reduced if the thermometer be also exposed to

the rain, dew, and evaporation.
Similar very exact observations have been recorded

at the Horticultural Society's Garden at Chiswick, with
three thermometers, one covered with black wool and
exposed to the sun to give the maximum effect of solar

radiation, one similarly covered exposed to the sky at

night to give the lowest temperature produced by
nocturnal radiation, and the third hun^ in the shade.

These observations have been studied by Prof. Dove,
and the following are the results :

—

Mean deduced
from max. so-

lar, and min
nocturnal rad.

Mean temp, in

shade.
Differences.

Mean of year
Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Mav to September

• ft

• •ft

53*°
39°

50*°

69i°
54°

66A

50°
39°
484^
62}'
50£°
59$'

+ 3^

+ 2'

+ V
+ 3£°

+ 7°

This is perhaps the only unobjectionable series of ob-

servations upon record. M. Dove quotes another by

M. Stark of Augsburg, but it was deduced from common
thermometers, not blackened, observed at 7 a.m., 2 p.m.,

and 9 a.m., and at 35 feet above the surface of the

grouud, and they hence neither give the maximum of

solarradiation,norminimum of terrestrial. Therearealso
other series of observations made by Gasparin at Mount

Peissenberg, and by Quetelet ; but-

all are open to the same or to

similar objections.

M. Dove states that if similar

observations to those of Chiswick

were made in a continental climate

the differences would be greater.

If by this he means that the ex-

tremes between solar and terres-

trial radiation would be greater,

there can be no doubt that he ifr

right, for the atmosphere of London

is much more charged with vapour

and clouds than that of a central,

and especially an eastern locality

in Europe. If on the other hand

he supposes that the mean deduced

from the extremes between the

thermometers exposed to solar and

terrestrial radiation is greater than

those between thermometers hung

in the shade, his opinion appears to

me open to doubt. The excess

of heat indicated by the <hermo-

solar radiation aris*», * suppose,

scarlet with a yellow edge and interior, and being

pendulous had much the appearance of a Clivia or Bland-

fordia. The plant was a scrubby bush, with leaves

like those of JR. cinnamomeum ; but its brilliant flowers

quite concealed the faults of habit. We now learn

from the Botanical Magazine that it is one of Dr.

Hooker's discoveries in the Sikkim Himalaya and
Eastern Nepal, a where it is not uncommon at eleva-

tions of 10,000 to 12,000 feet, both in valleys and on
the mountain tops and ridges. It forms a slender

rather ugly sparingly leafy twiggy hush, with often

very ornamental flowers, which are extremely variable,

and even wholly dissimilar in colour and often in form."

It therefore behoves cultivators to take care that in

propagating this species they provide themselves with

that form in which the flowers are long, tubular, pen-

dulous, and deep scarlet bordered with bright yellow.

meter exposed to ovum, taumvivu -«.••*- -, -- .

from the fact that the days are 1««j cloudy than toe

nights, and that hence terrestrial radiation does not

compensate for solar, as it would do were the atmo-

sphere uniformly clear. Thus in maritime localities the

differences between the purity of the air by day _ana

by night is greater than in continental localities. Uooq

observations are however wanting upon this point, aa

in such a case it is best to be cautious. Under these
i

cir-

cumstances I doubt the hypothesis that the meanW
perature deduced from the' extremes of solar and terres-

trial radiation is proportioned in all climates to w

mean deduced from the maxima and minima ot

air in the shade. In other words that the places wni

fall under the same isothermic* line are the same ~

those which fall under lines following the mean

the extremes between solar and terrestrial radiation.

Be this as it may, the question of far greater pra

tical importance is to know whether vegetables a

acted upon by solar radiation in the same manner a

s

a basin of copper or the bulb of a thermometer, wneu

empty or full of water, or quicksilver, or spirits ot w
,

whether free or covered with a black or a non-___

• I mean by isothermic lines those passing ^"^.^ne the

the earth's surface which have equal temperaturej" *ms .

same period of time, in contradistinction to the l*otne« mean
of Humboldt, which pass through points having tne naiu

annual temperature.—Note by A. B.C.
MW?/M1S article from

It appears to us that the fact quoted in a P™™**™^* soil

M. DeCandolle'B work, namely that the temperature ot .^
is in many places permanently above that of the air w ^
proof that the isothermic lines projected from obtei v^iou ^
air taken in the shade cannot coincide with those d. due

the mean between the extremes of observations ot solar ^
restrial radiation - the anomaly there,

a luded £ b ^
direct result of radiation, and of solar radiation tar

terrestrial.—Note by Translator.
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ducting subatauce, &c. Another question is, how and

to what extent is the action of the sun's ray upon
plants comparable with its action upon a thermometer !

Is the thermometer a true exponent of the action of the

sun's rays on a plant ? Of these two questions the first

relates to physical science, the second to pure physio-

logy and to physiology of a very abstract nature, J. D. E.
{To be continued.)

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXXXIII.
*"S41. Parasite (Cordyceps* Ergot).—The seeds of

many Grasses and some Cyperacece are subject to a

very curious affection, which has long been distin-

guished under the name of Ergot. One form is fami-

it is but little larger than the ordinary grains, and some-
times occupies the same grain with Bunt

546. Rye is so little grown in this country for food, that

we seldom if ever hear the same complaints of the evil

effect of Ergot as on the Continent. The free use how-
ever of bread into the composition of which a large

quantity of Ergot enters, is followed by the most
distressing and fatal gangrene. Its medical uses in the

contraction of the uterus are well known, and there is no
doubt that ewes and heifers often slip their calves when
it abounds in a pasture. Farmers therefore should on no
account turn in breeding stock where Ergot abounds. It

is often very common on bents of Rye-grass in autumn.

547. Though the accounts of the action of Ergot
when used for a continuance upon the human frame are

liarly known in our own country as spurred Rye ; but
j
beyond doubt, its occasional use may pass off with im-

punity. Children on the Baltic coasts often eat it under
the name of St. John's bread without experiencing any
evil consequences. Our figure represents at a an

ergotcd grain with Cordyceps purpurea growing from it

slightly magnified ; b is a section of a portion of the

head showing the perithecia ; the asci and linear

sporidia of the same are represented at c ; and at d a

portion of the surface of the Ergot-bearing stylospores, produced a glass containing above a hundredweight.

highly magnified. M. J. B. Mr. Lamplugh seems somewhat shy in answering ques-

tions, but he says he can do this by his method of

management, and that no trick or subterfuge is re-

PRACTICAL LESSONS IN BOTANY. sorted to. Surely he ought to publish his system for

The absence of Professor Hensiow at the Cheltenham the benefit of the public. There is no denying the simple

fact that this huge mass of the purest honey was taken

from the top of an ordinary cottage hive. I under-

stand that Mr. L. has several other glasses in progress.

G.L.
Early Peas.—For the purpose of ascertaining which

amomr the Conquerors, Emperors, and Champions is

obliges us to delay the continuation of his

interesting articles till next week.

meeting

Home Correspondence.
Ants and Guano.—It affords me pleasure to be able

to confirm all you say upon this subject. Some eight
: really the best Pea for a first crop, I this season sowed

or nine years ago 1 found ants very troublesome in

tubs in which Peaches and Nectarines were cultivated.

The plants were grown in turfy maiden loam, and the

ants were evidently introduced with the soil. How-
ever during the early part of the season, when a moist

condition of the soil and atmosphere was maintained

to induce rapid growth, the ants made but little pro-

gress ; but as the fruit approached maturity, and a

drier soil and atmosphere were preserved to facilitate

the ripening process and conduce to high flavour, the

ants increased so rapidly as to threaten to disfigure if
j my No. 3 is true, then Sutton's Early Champion and

not destroy the entire crop. Various plans of trapping

were resorted to, but all were very tedious and none

very successful. Toads, upon the whole, proved the

best traps, but they do not enjoy ants as they

do woodlice, neither do they thrive in a dry

the affection is scarcely less common in Wheat or

Barley. Various causes have been assigned for this

production, and various names given, but it is only

within the last eight or ten years that its real nature

has been ascertained.

542. The older observers looked upon it as a mere
diseased state of the corn, without much inquiry into

its cause. In Sowerby's Fungi the species or

varieties are figured under the name of Farinaria
(tab. 326, figs. 4, 6). Later writers referred it to

Solerotium, a genus formed to receive all fungi of a

solid texture without evident fruit. From Sclerotium

it was separated under the generic name of Sper-

mcedia by Fries, under a notion that it was not
truly a fungus. Leveille* considered the essential

part of the fungus to consist in a wrinkled por-

tion at the apex, a fact which has in part been con-

firmed by later writers. Queckett attributed it to a
minute parasitic mould to which he gave the name of

Ergot&tia.

543. Meanwhile a curious Spharia, now assigned to

the genus Cordyceps, had been figured in the Flora
Danica as springing from what was there called a seed,

but which was evidently an Ergot. This species was
published in Klotzsch's Herbarium Mycologicum, as

growing on Ergot, together with another also on Ergot.

Cesati, however, who communicated the specimens did

not boldly assert the fact of the Ergot being a condition

of the Cordyceps, but remained more or less in a state of

philosophic doubt. Whatever credit may be attached
to his observations, they were published at least as

early as 1848. Corda had also in the CEkonomische
Neuigkeiten figured a sort of hymenium in Ergot,

which induced him to refer it to the genus Ilymenula.
Tulasne's observations were published in 1853, and if

they were not absolutely new they had at least, without

a knowledge of Corda's and Cesati's memoirs, the merit
of placing the real nature of the substance beyond
doubt. If the Ergot is sowed like common seeds, with

proper attention, it uniformly produces a Cordyceps dis-

tinguished by perfect ascigerous fruit, while at an earlier

stage the surface of the Ergot exhibits a quantity of

stylospores resembling closely the spores of Ilymenula.
The only doubt that has
been thrown upon the
matter is that Cesati has
seen the same Ergot pro-
ducing two species of

Cordyceps, a fact which
has been confirmed by
Mr. F. Currey, from
whom I have lately re-

ceived an illustrative

specimen. This, how-
ever, does not seem to

me to militate against

Tulasne's doctrine, for

it is possible that the

sporidia of two species

of Cordyceps may be
equally capable of affect-

ing the grain of the

same Grass, though the
ergoted grains arising

from the action of the
two species may not be distinguishable ; and even
supposing that at one and the same time the Ergot might
produce Cordyceps purpurea and. microcephala, no reason
can be adduced why the sporidia of either species should
not concur in the production of the Ergot, and conse-
quently when the Ergot is committed to the ground
either species or both may spring from its surface.

544. One step towards the eradication of any disease
j

to the Urge quantity of very volatile ammonia it con-

is clearly a knowledge of its cause. If, then, the intimate tains. This may be the reason why I have observed in

sprouts a stem shoots out bearing a flower which rests

itself on the anterior part ol the leaf. It would highly

gratify me and my friends if you would favour me with

its name and mode of cultivating the plant. In the

absence of its proper designation it has been called

Bethunia, and it requires much water. /. D. B.
y

Wandsworth Common. [It is some Polygonaceous plant,

too imperfect for identification. The flowers are all

males. It is apparently related to Polygonum nepa-

lense. We should like to see it fresh, and accompanied
by the females.]

Bees.—There is now to be seen in the shop window
of Mr. Cory, grocer, of Trumpington Street, Cam-
bridge, a glass of honey containing the extraordinary
weight of 06 lbs. net. The glass is hexagonal, about
2 feet 6 inches high, and the diameter of a common
cottage hive. The empty glass was placed upon the
top of a strong stock, and it was filled perfectly with
the finest virgin honey in seven weeks. Not a speck or

blemish is visible in the combs from top to bottom.

Mr. Lamplugh, chemist, of Chatteris, in the Isle of

Ely, is the person who produced this immense mass of

honey worked from a single hive. He has once before

aide by side what ought to have been the following

varieties:— 1, Sanger's No. 1 ; '2, Sutton's Early

Champion ; 3, Warner's Conqueror ; 4, Warner's

Emperor ; 5, Waite's Daniel O'Kourke. No. 1 I have

reason to believe is the true kind, and it is the earliest

and best Pea of the whole lot. Nos. 2 and 3 I could

not distinguish from each other in any point Both

were about four days later in coming into use than

No. 1. I am told that Warner's Conqueror is only

another name for Warner's Emperor. If so, and if

Warner's Emperor are one and the same Pea. No. 4

is evidently ialse ; it appears to be a very inferior

strain of the old Charlton. I cannot say whether or

not my No. 5 is correct If it is so, Daniel O'Rourke

only ranks third in point of earliness. As this is a

The idea

then occurred to me of trying to make the ant homes
so nauseous as to compel them to be off. With this

object in view I had several strong infusions of cow,

atmosphere. Besides, few ladies like their appearance, matter of some importance both to buyers and sellers

especially so contiguous to luscious fruit, and worse of Peas, it would be well if other gardeners would give

than all the ants got the mastery of them. The idea the result of their experience on the subject. We
want but one sort of Pea for a first crop, and if by
comparing notes we ascertain beyond all doubt which

is the best for that purpose of the many varieties con-

horse, and sheep manure made to water the tubs with. ' tained in the seedmen's lists, all the others might with

The ants did not relish these applications; still they advantage be consigned to oblivion. J. B. Whiting.

i

reasoned like lawyers upon the advantages of possession,

and stayed where they were. They even began to

retaliate, for while the surface was wet with the manure
water they kept more than once on the trees, and con-

sequently did more damage to the fruit. But no sooner

did the soil become partially dry than they returned to

their old quarters, and appeared as happy as ever.

Last of all I sprinkled some very strong guano all over

the surface of the tub,and immediately gave them a gentle

watering. The consternation and discomfiture if not entire

destruction of the ants was complete. The sudden

bursting of a steam boiler in a crowded factory could

scarcely cause more confusion thau the dose of guano

produced in the ant homes. Their first anxiety, as is

always the case with these interesting insects, was

about their young, and a few efforts were made to

secure and drag off the eggs. But they were almost

immediately abandoned in despair, and a selfish

scramble for personal safety ensued. Many, however,

perished before they reached the sides of the tubs, and

On the Practical Advantages of introducing Botany into

Schools.—In the valuable series of articles contributed

to your journal upon this important subject by the

Rev. Professor Hensiow, I see that allusion is made to

the inconvenience that attends the absence of

systematical information from the collectors of valu-

able articles sent to Europe from our colonies. Now
this is a point to which my attention has been particu-

larly drawn, both in foreign countries and at home, and

at no time more frequently than during the Exhibition of

1851. Itis a fact notorious to the jurors of most, if not all

the departments that were concerned with raw products,

that countless numbers of reputed valuable substances

from the animal and vegetable kingdoms were sent or

brought to England by men of activity and intelligence,

but who were utterly unable either to give themselves,

or to obtain from others in the country whence they were

procured, any intelligible account of their origin. Sup-

posing it to have been a vegetable product, they might

tell whether it came from a tree or herb, but nothing

the others were found half-dead upon the floors in the more ; nor could any process of questioning elicit an

A second application over tubs, floors, &c, intelligible hint as to the nature of its flowers, leaves, or

houses, and the fruit ripened in great per- fruit. Comparisons with plantsof our own country (with
morning,

cleared the

tissues of the plants are not infested with the parasite,

it may be hoped that by steeping the grains of those

species as Rye and Barley in which Ergot is most
common, its attacks may be prevented. Should however
the Ergot have fallen, and the Cordyceps have in con-

sequence been produced, if two white crops follow each

fection. I have frequently applied the same remedy since which, as often as not, they had no conceivable likeness or

and always with success, mure or less speedy accord-
|

affinity,) were always to be had when the questioning

in<* to the strength of the guano. The ants generally was carried too far, as were native names of indefinite

• • •
•-•'•'- k-J -- *»

* application and no meaning, and English colonial names

founded on false analogies and mistaken resemblances
;

but an intelligent answer on a point that required

nothing beyond ordinary powers of accurate observation

was extremely rare. Now, though early training in

the elements of botany will not make grown up men

writhed under it as if hot water were applied to them

and I have always attributed its destructive properties

my experiments that the ants were not so much
alarmed at the dry guano, but no sooner was the water _

administered than their terror became intense. I was botanists, I do believe that it will have so schooled the

under the impression that I bad communicated these facts
I
faculties of observation of every man subjected to

to some of the garden periodicals, but now presume that it as a child, that his powers to form correct com-

^ m r I have been mistaken. Of this however I am quite parisons will remain latent through life, even when

other in succession, the latter may be^ffected even
I
sure, that such facts cannot be too generally corroborated not called into action. I believe,

though the seeds have been steeped. Besides the ! or too widely known, more especially as all fruits, as far men will habitually exercise that

sporidia are so minute that the slightest breath of air ! as I am aware, and most flowers thrive amazingly life; for when once it is known and 1

might take them to almost any distance, for they would ! under the guano regimen ; and thus most fortuna ely present and capable of be:ng called "Pj^ne

not readily fall when once wafted upwards, except we are enabled to destroy a troublesome pest, and to '
' *- -* «~

• ——• «" «•

carried down by rain. improve the health, beauty, and productiveness of our
545. It is a great mistake to suppose that Wheat is flowers and fruit by one and the same agent. D. T.

Fish, Hardwick Gardens, Bury St. Edmund's.

Btthunia.—I beg to submit for your inspection the

leaf and flower of a plant which grew up in a Musk

pot. The leaf you will observe partakes of the form

of the Convolvulus, Thunbergia, and Pharbitis, but the

«mV?? Vi v '
a club

'
and **&** a head - For this Claviceps

flower ;a entirely different. The plant has but one
Substituted by some, fturhnr« «« m^ wiml.rlr fnrmed. Thn nower 1SJ CUU1CV "c

. ..

very rarely affected. Ergot sometimes forms a large
portion of bad samples of Wheat, though its nature is
little known to our English farmers. In Barley it

attains a large size and is very conspicuous. In Wr
heat

i.s substituted by some authors as more regularly formed. The "*_T w *„,» W h\<,h *«H whwiPVPr a lp«fword ergot is a French word meaning Cockspur. 1 stem now about two feet high, and whenever a ieat

too, that most
faculty through

felt to be
desire to

cultivate it will prove irresistible with most ; and,

lastly, I believe that so many persons will exercise it in

obtaining a knowledge of the plants which surround

them, that there will be no colony or dependency of

Great Britain, which will not contain many persons

able to give such a description of any plant that may
be brought to them as will guide a proficient in botany

to its affinities and sees. J. D. H.
Potato Lisease and Electricity.—The theory advanced

in last week's Number by "J. Q. Rumball" viz., that
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the Potato di.-ease is caused by the action of electricity

on wet tubers, appears to me wholly untenable. That

the disease should appear three days after a thunder-

storm is no proof that lightning produced it, for it

might be a mere coincidence, or it might arise from

other attendant circumstances. Your correspondent

makes no attempts to support his theory by known fact-

in the science of electricity, nay, its supporters (for

it has many) seem to look upon electricity as another

"Ariel," playing all sorts of odd pranks, and

setting all laws at defiance. Now this is not the

case; all electrical phenomena, including thunderstorms,

are subject to certain fixed laws, which never vary.

For the benefit of your non-scientific readers I will

trespass a littie on your space to explain the phenomena
which take place during such storms. All thunder-
storms are produced by one of the following causes :

—

Either, 1st, by the passage of the electrical fluid from
one cloud to another ; or, 2d, from the earth to the

clouds ; or, 3d, from the clouds to the earth. This
takes place, however, only under the following circum-
stances—the cloud, or part of the earth from which it

passes, must be in a positive state of electricity ; and
the cloud, or part of the earth to which it does pass, in

a negative stare of electricity ; the exchange goes on
till both are reduced to the same condition. Another
important law of electricity is, that it moves by con-
duction, i.e., as some substances, such as metals, water,

&c, are conductors it will pass along them ; but glass,

fur, atmospheric air, &c, being Bon-conductors,
almost totally obstruct its passagcW As the two
first causes of thunderstorms enumerated above
cannot influence vegetation, we will pass over them and
come to the third— the passage of the electric fluid from
the clouds to the earth, which takes place in the follow-

ing manner :—A cloud highly charged with positive
electricity, being surrounded by air which is a bad con-
ductor, cannot discharge its excess of electricity till it is

in the vicinity of some good conductor, such as a church,
a house, a tree, or any other high object, to which it

immediately pa>ses (generally in a zigzag direction,
owing to the resistance of the air), and is conducted
to the earth, where it is distributed in a thousand
different directions. Now with these few simple
though well established laws before us, what are we to

make of Mr. Kumball's theory ? The only data he
advances in support of it are :— 1st, he has frequently

observed that the Potato disease made its appear-
ance three days after a thunderstorm, it the
weather continued wet or damp, but if the
weather was fine, very little disease appeared.
If this is a fact that can be borne out by general obser-
vation it would lead me to suppose that excessive wet,

mier dry hot weather, had produced disease and not

electricitv. Second, the " illustration" which your cor-

respondent quotes in support of his theory is worthy of

notice ; that the disease attacked his plot of Potatoes in

a diagonal direction is to me no illustration whatever,

for it appears to be at variance with all the known laws

of electrical phenomena. The electrical current could

not have been confined within the space he describes

unless there was a more highly conducting medium run-
ning in that direction, which is improbable ; and if so,

under such circumstances it could not have injured the

Potatoes. It could not have been in the air, for if it

had been so near the earth as to affect Potatoes, it must
have at once passed into the earth, as the earth

is a good conductor, and the air a non-conductor.
This fact is, I think, a * curious illustration'* of the
fallacy of his theory. Lastly, the erection of the iron
rods proves nothing, for they could only act by concen-
trating the electric fluid in that part of the earth which
he wished to be most free from it. A great deal of
space might be wasted in the refutation of these and
other data brought in support of this and other theories
respecting the Potato disease, but I forbear ; I would
merely suggest that such theorists would do well to

myself of a little brief authority to influence the public

on either side of a much debated question ; and, indeed,

on any other, it might be deemed an act of presumption

in an individual, who can prefer no claim either to the

extensive practical experience of the one, or to the

high scientific eminence of the other, to take upon him-
self to adjudicate between two such conflicting parties.

But I may be permitted to remark, that whilst some
points of difference between them still remain open for

further investigation, a much nearer correspondence of

opinion exists with respect to others than the public in

general, or even perhaps the disputants themselves, are

inclined to allow. In so far, indeed, as concerns the

relative advantages of mineral and ammoniacal manures,

I presume there is little room for controversy ; for

although most soils may contain a sufficiency of the

inorganic constituents required by the crop, it by no
means follows that the latter are always in an available

condition ; and hence it may well happen that in most
cases in which land has been long under cultivation,

the former class of manures becomes, as Baron Liebig

asserts, a matter of paramount necessity. Now, that the

same necessity exists for the addition of ammoniacal
manures can hardly be contended, when we reflect, that

at the first commencement of vegetable life, every

existing species of plant must have obtained its nourish-

ment solely from the gaseous constituents of the atmo-
sphere, and from the mineral contents of the rock in

which it vegetated. The only divergence of opinion there-

fore that can arise relates to the degree of their respective

utility in the existing state of our agriculture, and to the

soundness of Baron Liebig's position, that a plant

rooted in a soil well charged with all the requisite

mineral ingredients, and in all other respects in

a condition calculated to allow of healthy vegetation,

may sooner or later be able to draw from the atmo-
sphere whatever else is required for its full development.
And does not, I would ask, this latter position derive

some support from the luxuriant vegetation of the
tropics, where art certainly contributes nothing towards
the result ? and is it not also favoured by such experi-

ments as those carried on at Lois Weeuon, in

i-orthamptonshire, where the most luxuriant Wheat
crops have been obtained for a number of consecutive

years without manure of any kind, simply by following

out the Tullian system of stirring up and pulverising the

soil ? How, too, are we to explain that capacity of sub-

sisting without any artificial supply of ammonia, which
Mr. Lawes is led by bis experiments to attribute to

Turnips and other plants of similar organisation, unless

we assume that the power residing in the leaves of

absorbing ammonia from the air may render plants, in

some cases at least, independent of any extraneous aid ?

Be this, however, as it may, there is at least a wide
distinction between this opinion and the one attributed

to Baron Liebig by many, who would seem to imagine
that, according to his views, ammonia, if derived from
artificial sources, was in a manner useless to vegetation.

As if it could be a matter of any moment, whether the
substance which in both cases afforded the supply of

nitrogen, and which in both cases also was primarily

derived from the decomposition of organic substances,

had been assimilated by plants directly upon its being

thus generated, or had been received into tbeir system
at a later period, after having been diffused through the

atmosphere ! To suppose that Baron Liebig should
have attached any moment to this distinction seems
inconsistent with many passages in his work, in which,

although the paramount importance of mineral manures
may be insisted upon, and the success which had in

certain cases attended the use of one compounded only of

mineral ingredients may be put forward as a motive for

further trials, the utility of ammoniacal substances in all

their several forms is at the same time distinctly

admitted. Still the practical ques'ion remains, whether,
admitting the theoretical truth of Baron Liebig's posi-

tion, a larger expenditure of capital will not be required

universe, in itself an act of praise and adoration ? and
if so, may not one at least of the sources of happine*
which we are promised in a future state of existence
one of the rewards for a single-minded and reverential
pursuit after truth in our present state of trial, consist
in a development of our faculties, and in the power of
comprehending those laws and provisions of nature
with which our fiuite reason does not enable us at pre-
sent to become cognisant ? Such are a few of the
reflections which the study of physical science, culti-

vated in a right spirit, naturally suggests ; and I ask
you, whether they are not more calculated to inspire
humility than to induce conceit ; to render us more
deeply conscious how much of the vast field of know-
ledge must ever lie concealed from our view—how small
a portion of the veil of Isis it is given us to lift up—and
therefore, to dispose us to accept with a more unhesita-

ting faith the knowledge vouchsafed from on hi<rh

on subjects which our own uuassisted reason is

incapable of fathoming. ' Let us not therefore,' to use
the language of a living prelate, * think scorn of the plea-

sant land.'— ' That land is the field of ancient and modern
literature—of philosophy in almost all its departments
—of the arts of reasoning and persuasion. Every part

of it may be cultivated with advantage, as the land of

Canaan when bestowed upon God's peculiar people.

They were not commanded to let it lie waste, as
incurably polluted by the abominations of its first

inhabitants ; but to cultivate it and dwell in it, living in

obedience to the divine laws, and dedicating its choicest

fru-.ts to the Lord their God."'
Next week we shall commence our reports of such

parts of the sectional business as we think likely to in-

terest our readers.

pursue their observations in a more systematic manner, for bringing a given farm into a condition to dispense
and instead of being lawgivers let each be, what I am,
a Student of Nature.

octettes.

Twenty- Sixtii Meeting op the British Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science, Cheltenham,
August 6.—Under a summer sun, Italian more than

English in its warmth, the members of the British Asso-

ciation gathered at Cheltenham to commence their

Twenty-sixth Annual Session. The beauty of the town
and neighbourhood and the magnificent weather did not

fail to draw together a large company, though the

scientific attractions were not expected to receive any
increase from such temporary excitement as they

gained during the war from the discussion of questions

bearing more or less of political interest. The first

general meeting of the members took place in the even-
ing at eight o'clock. The Duke of Argyll resigned the

chair to Professor Daubeny, who rose and addressed the

meeting in an elaborate speech for which we much
regret our inability to find room, except so far as one
of the topics is concerned.
u Itis well known," observedthe President, u thata con-

troversy has b«-en going on for some time past between
this distinguished foreigner, and certain experimental added
agriculturists of our own country, with regard to the

]

" We are told, that in a future and higher state
principles upon which the manuring of our land ought to of existence, the chief occupation of the blessed is

be regulated. In this dispute, however, you will not that of praising and worshipping the Almighty. But is

expect me to take part, for it would be obviously not the contemplation of the works of the Creator, and
improper on the present occasion that I should avail the study of the ordinances of the Great Lawgiver of the

with ammoniacal manures, than for procuring those

materials which contain that ingredient ready for use.

And here experimental researches, such as those con-

ducted on so extended and liberal a scale by Mr. Lawes
and Dr. Gilbert, come in aid of theory. They stand, as

it were, midway between the abstract principles which
science points out to the f«rmer and the traditional

usages with respect to his art which have been handed
down to him from one generation to another. They
bear the same relation to the farmer which the records

of the clinical practice in a large infirmary do to the

general principles of medicine expounded by the modern
physiologist. It is true that the experience of a parti-

cular hospital may not at all times coincide with the
anticipations which science holds out ; but this discre-

pancy only suggests to us the imperfection of our
present knowledge, and is not allowed to disturb the
confidence of the physician in principles already estab-

lished on incontrovertible evidence. On the contrary,
whilst he modifies his practice from time to time by the
experience he has gained by actual observation, he feels

at the same time the fullest conviction, that these results

will be found eventually reconcileable with the general
principles, which a still more extended series of induc-

tion may have established."

In concluding a most interesting speech Dr. Daubeny

Notices of £oo3;s(.

A Descriptive Dictionary of the Indian Islands and
Adjacent Countries. By John Crawfurd, F.R.S. 8vo.

Bradbury & Evans. Pp. 459.

No one knows so much of the Indian and Philippine

Archipelagoes as Mr. Crawfurd, whose " History," pub-
lished above thirty years ago, is still a book of the

highest authority in all that relates to the trade, history,

and products of those fertile regions. In the work now
before us the learned author has recast his materials,

reducing them to the form of a dictionary or rather gazet>

teer, by which plan a reader can find the subjects he
seeks for more readily than in a continuous narrative

even if well indexed. There is no satisfactory way of

describing how such a work is executed except by

extracts, of which we produce two only. The first

relates to the Cocoa nut tree, serving to correct the

absurd exaggerations current respecting that most use-

ful plant.
u Coco-Palm (Cocos-mucifera)* This Palm, so gene-

rally diffused over the tropical world, old and new,

would appear to be a native of several of the islands of

the Asiatic Archipelago, while to others it seems to have

been conveyed by currents or by man. The two most

frequent names for it are, the Malay, nur, and the

Javanese, kalapa. These, with some corruptions, have

a very wide circulation, especially the first. The

Javanese name extends to the languages of Celebes,

and even to some of those of the islands of the Molocca

Sea, but the Malay, to the Philippine tongues, to the

language of the South Sea Islands, and even to that cf

Madagascar.
" The Coco-Palm is in a good measure a littoral

plant, attaining earliest maturity, greatest size, and most

fruitfulness close to the sea, although growing also and

yielding fruit at a considerable distance from it. The

natives are well aware of this fact, according to the

following apt quotation from Marsden's Sumatra. ' Here,

said a countryman at Laye, ' if I plant a Coco-iSur,

I may expect to reap the fruit of it, but in Labun (an

inland district) I should only plant for my great grand-

children.' Many uninhabited islets, on the western

coast of Sumatra, afford examples of the mode in

which the Coco-Palm has been conveyed by currents,

and of the partiality of the plant for the immediate

neighbourhood of the sea. 'This island, TristeV says

Dampier, 'is not a mile round, and so low, that the

tide flows clear over it It is of a sandy soil, and fullot

Coco-nut trees. The nuts are but small, yet sweet

enough, full, and more ponderous than 1 ever felt any

of that bigness, notwithstanding that at every spring-

tide the salt water goes clear over the island/ Vol. *

p. 474. The island thus referred to is the Pulo-Meg»;

or « Cloud Island' of the natives, a name taken from

Sanscrit, and is distant from the shore of Sumatra

15 leagues. From this accouut, it is evident that the

nut may be conveyed a long way by sea without losing its

vitality. The same judicious observer narrates the

following fact in illustration. « The 10th day, being in

latitude 5° 1 0', and about 7 or 8 leagues from the island

of Sumatra, on the west side of it, we saw *b«n**°|*

of Coco-nuts swimming in the sea, and we how«ed our

our boats and took some of them, as also a small nntcn

or scuttle, rather belonging to some bark. The nut

were very sound, and the kernel sweet, and in some,

the milk or water in them was yet sweet and gooc.

Vol. i. p. 474. The Coco-nuts, in this case, were do

doubt the produce of a wreck. p-im
" By iar the best account of this important^rann

* We regret to be obliged to notice ro
.

me*^^^ e
j££

such as this iMicifem for wuctfera, cartcum for cammim, ou~

n&lis tor officinaruwi, and so on.
~
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that I have seen is to be found in the 4th vol. of the

Journal of the Indian Archipelago, written by Mr. J.

T. Thomson. * The habit of this tree,' says this expe-

rienced and intelligent writer, ' is on the sea shore

fringing the beach. In such a position, should the soil

be loose and friable, though of the most meagre descrip-

tion, such as sea-sand and shells, it grows luxuriantly

without the concomitant aids of cultivation, manure,

or the proximity of inhabited houses ; but this only

obtains within 100 or 200 feet of the beach. Its

bending stem inclined towards the sea, causing its fruit

to be received into the bosom of that element, appears

to have peculiarly fitted it for extension to the various

islands and atolls of the Indian and Pacific OceanS, to

which the nut is floated by the winds and tides, and to

whose inhabitants it affords both shelter and food.

When planted in other localities than these, it neither

grows well nor affords fruit, unless it be on rich soil or

in the proximity of dwellings, and in average soils it

requires both considerable manuring and cultivation.

,

.... A good Cocoa-nut tree when in full bearing will

yield 140 to 150 nuts per annum. It commences to

bear in damp, low, rich soils in the fourth or filth year,

in sandy soils of middling height in the sixth and seveuth

year, and on high ridges in the ninth aud tenth year,

and the last, though slow in growth, are wholesome good

trees. From the time the blossom shows three months
elapse before the formation of the fruit, and the fruit

requires six months more to come to full growth, three

months more to ripen, and it will remain other two
months before it drops. Thus 14 months elapse

between the blossoming and the falling of the ripe fruit.'

" The accounts usually given of the almost innu-

merable uses to which the different parts of the Coco-

Palm are put are in a good measure exaggerated. The
only parts essentially valuable are the albumen of the

nut for its oil, and its husk for a textile material. In

the Asiatic Archipelago the wood, the leaves, the sap,

and the pith of other Palms are either better in quality

or cheaper. In whatever manner the first inhabitants

of other regions of the earth may have obtained their

earliest subsistence, it is certain that those of which the

Coco-Palm is a native had at once from it a spontaneous

supply both of food and drink. Its presence on the

coast probably contributed, with the easy supply of fish,

to determine, from the first, that maritime character

which still belongs to so many of the tribes of the

Archipelago."

Our other extract relates to the important substance

called Sago.

Sago, in Malay, Javanese, and all the other languages

of the Archipelago, sagu, most probably a word of one

of the languages of the Moluccas. It is, probably, the

name of the farina or meal, for each species of the

genus of Palms producing it has its own specific name.
Of these there are supposed to be five, the most fre-

quently cultivated of which are the Rambiya, Sagus

Konigii or Metroxylon Sago, and the Bamban or Sagus
laevis. All the species much resemble each other, and
all yield an immense quantity of farina, the wood being

a mere shell, containing a mass of medulla. Sago trees

are found in every part of the Malayan Archipelago and
Philippines, as far as Mindano, wherever there is a

genial soil for them, and this soil consists of a marsh or

bog, composed of decayed land vegetables, near the sea,

but excluding tidal action. They are most abundant
in the eastern parts of the Malay Archipelago, as

the Moluccas and neighbouring islands, with New

Spice Islands and of New Guinea, and its neighbouring

islands, but of no other part ol the Archipelago. In the

Malay countries it is the only food of the wild tribes,

and is hardly used by the Malays themselves. In

Mmdano it is consumed only by the poorer classes, and
in Java, Bali, and Lomboc, fertile in Rice, it is

altogether unknown as an article of food. It is far

from being either so palatable or nutritious as it is

prolific, and is never preferred, even where it is most

abundant, to Rice. It has the obvious disadvantage of

being the lowest quality of farinaceous food, and living

on which it is impossible to fall back on any other. In

this respect it is like the Potato or the Banana, although

over the first of these it possesses the advantage of the

crop being less liable to failure ; if, indeed, liable to it

at all. One thing is certain, that no nation of the

Archipelago, of whom it has been the chief vegetable

diet, has ever acquired any respectable amount of civi-

lisation. Those doing so, who had attained the greatest

of it, were the inhabitants of the small islands produc-

ing spices, and they owed their advancement to the

trade they carried on in these commodities, but even

these had neither a calendar nor a written language,

and received the useful metals and their clothing from

the nati ns of the west.

" The granulated farina of Sago, of a dirty brown
colour, used to be exported fiom the Archipelago in

small quantities, under the old system of monopoly, but

about the time when the trade with Europe was first

thrown open in 1814, the Chinese of Malacca began to

prepare a much superior article, known in commerce
under the name of Pearl Sago. Of this and of Sago

flower, or the ungranulated starch, Singapore is at pre-

sent the chief place of manufacture and principal mart,

the Chinese being the sole manufacturers, and the raw

material being brought from various neighbouring

countries, but chiefly from the north-western coast of

Borneo, and the north-eastern of Sumatra with its

adjacent islands from Siak to Indragiri. In the year

1847-48 the quantity of Sago exported from Singapore

was about 80,000 cwt., worth on the spot about

45,000/."

A more difficult task than thus to record the most

important facts relating to the vast region over which

Mr. Crawford's work extends could hardly have been

undertaken. We therefore must not be surprised at

such subjects as Gutta percha, Cotton, Satin wood, China

Grass, Caoutchouc, &c, having been omitted. They

will doubtless be introduced hereafter either into a sup-

plement or the pages of a new edition. In the mean-

while we have a most valuable book of reference,

indispensable to all good libraries.

The Stepping Stone to Natural History (Longmans,

12mo, pp. 191,) is upon a good plan, but its field is

much too extensive for the little people who are to use

it. A " stepping stone" to be useful should answer to

its name, and not be a mountain. What can children

want to know about Simiados and Ctbida, or Spring-

boks, Koodoos and Nylghaus, or Chondropterygian,

Malacopterygian and Lopho-branchiate fishes ? This

is quite beyond all possible utility. The apology, that

it is upon the good old spelling book plan, will hardly

be accepted in these days of common sense. Teach

children all the important facts about such natural

history as they come in contact with ; tell them all about

horses and cows and sheep, and sticklebacks and pike,and
"i<= .luoiuccao »u^ ut .6i»^«i***6 «»-~««, ....... -•-»

Di ackbirds and poultry and toads and frogs, but in mercy
Guinea and Borneo, and in the Philippines, Mindano.

. do nQt lex ana disgust them with a catechism con-
In all these they are more or less the bread of the in-

cerning narw hals, Mastodons, Babyroussas and Geckos.

While the little volume before us must be condemned
have been introduced into Sumatra and the Malay
Peninsula.

The Sagos differ from all other Palms in two im-

portant particulars. They propagate themselves by
lateral shoots, as well as by seed, like the Banana, and
they die after producing fruit. From the first of these

properties, a Sago plantation once formed is perpetual.

The trees are cultivated in small patches, and a man
and his family are thought, without much care, to be

equal to the management of a plantation of 100 square

fathoms, which will contain 400 trees. The trees are

cut down immediately before bearing fruit, which is

for the purpose its author seems to have contemplated,

we can recommend it to adults unacquainted with

natural history, and who have access to museums.

Even for them, however, it is not so useful as it might

have been, from want of au index.

Garden Memoranda.
Messrs. Wood & Son's Nurslry, Maresfield,

Sussex.—After a pleasant journey of some 13 miles

from Hayward's Heath, on the London and Brighton

«V„M ...„™,„^v U9WltXI „«».«„ ..„.., - ..railway, we arrived at this celebrated Rose nursery,

usually about the age of 15 years. 'When,' says Mr. which is delightfully situated on rising ground, with

Logan, who has given by far the best and fullest account Ashdown Forest on the one hand, and a deep valley

of the culture and manufacture that has ever been through which runs a stream well stocked with fish and

published, « a plantation has once arrived at maturity,
|

overhung with woods that thickly clothe the neighbour-

there will be a constant harvest, because the natural ing heights on the other. Here Mr. Wood, soon after

mode of growth secures a continued succession of new the termination of the battle of Waterloo and after

plants from the time those first planted have begun many years of active service on the Continent, quietly

to extend their roots, and this succession can be regu- ! settled down to cultivate the Queen of Flowers, and

lated by the knife in any manner the planter desires,
i
from that time to the present, by means of energy

The Sago tree whm cut down and the top severed from and perseverance, this nursery has been gradually rising

it is a cylinder about 20 inches in diameter, aud from in importance. He began with 14 acres, which have

15 to 20 feet in height. Assuming _. ._.

diameter and 15 feet as the height of the trees, the con-
tents will be nearly 26 bushels, and allowing one half

for woody fibre there will remain 13 bushels of starch,
which agre* s very clost ly with our previous calculation

of 700 lbs. for each tree or 12£ bushels. It u.ay give
some idea of the enormous rate of this produce if it be
considered that three trees yield more nutritive matter
than an acre of Wheat, and six trees more than an acre
of Potatoes. An acre of Sago if cut down at one
harvest will yield 5220 bushels, or as much as 163
acres of Wheat, so that according as we allow 7 or 15
years for the growth of a tree, an acre of Sago is equal
in annual produce to 23 or to 10 acres of Wheat.'
Journal of the Indian Archipelago, vol 3, p. 312."
"Sago is the sole bread of the inhabitants of the

now increased to 60. As may be imagined, these are

not all covered with Roses ; on the contrary, many

acres are occupied with general nursery stock. The

Queen of Flowers may nevertheless with justice be

said to form the most prominent feature of the establish-

ment. Here we were informed were cultivated some of

the first staudard Roses in Sussex ; Mr. Wood having

seen them growing in a private garden on the Continent

was struck with their beauty and effect ;
immediately,

therefore, the war with Frauce had ended, he obtained

a few and sent them home to his brother-in-law, but

owing to their being too long out of the ground they

did not grow. Others were, however, afterwards im-

ported and planted in this nursery, in which a good

stock was soon got together ; and now it not only pro-

duces them annually by the thousand, but also half

standards and dwarfs in equal abundance. It is stated

that there are above 20 acres of Roses, worked on the

Briar.

Of the brilliant Geant des Batallies we saw in the

shape of standards and half-standards no fewer than

7000 plants, and of that fine new Rose General Jacque-

minot there were certainly as many as 2000 specimens.

These two Roses were growing side by side, and
although the unusual amount of sun we have lately

experienced had greatly impaired the brightness of their

colours, such large plantations of them made a display

more easy to conceive than describe. The latter

certainly wants more doubleness to be perfect ; but its

glorious colour and large size make it a great acqui-

sition. Duchess of Norfolk, another high-coloured

nearly spineless Rose, is well worth attention. This is

a profuse flowerer, grows very vigorously in autumn, and
makes an excellent pillar Rose. It can hardly be termed

a climber. Of Jules Margottin we have on former occa-

sions spoken in the most favourable terms ; it is one of

the most free flowering Roses with which we are ac-

quainted, and here it seemed to be unu.-ually well

coloured. As a bedding variety it cannot tail to be

extremely effective. Col. Rougemont is a noble Rose

almost as large as Baronne Prevost, which it resembles;

here it comes into bloom after that variety has done

flowering, and therefore becomes a useful successor to

that favourite sort. Louise Odier, rosy peach, is one of

the best of its class, and the same may be said of

Prince Leon, a compact brilliant crimson; Gloire de

Dijon is a fine Tea-scented Rose with a Noisette habit ;

and Melanie Willermoz is a good hardy white shaded

with buff. Madame Cambaceres is a fragrant, very

free floweriug, finely cupped variety, and Emperor

Napoleon and Baronne Laray are both good new Roses

and worthy additions to the class to which they belong.

Revei and Vorace are two good Bourbons ; Souvenir

de Leveson Gower though not quite new is an excel-

lent free flowering and compact Rose. Duchesse de

Orleans, deep rose, is large and durable and finely

formed. General Castellane, bright carmine, is an

excellent variety, and Gloire de France is a good

addition to new Roses ; it is rich crimson in colour, and

excellent in shape ; Le Lion des Combats is a large

double crimson, and Madame Place, pink with a rich

satin-like gloss on it, is well worth growing. Among
stripes, Panache d'Orleans is one of the best, and of

deep purplish crimson few beat Prince Chipetouzikoff.

Docteur Julliard is a very free flowerer. Madame
Theodore Martell, a blush pink, is very double and

carries its flowers up well above the foliage ; La

Ville de St. Denis is a bright rose, large and showy
;

Lord Raglan is small, but brilliant and so free

that it has six or eight flowers on a truss.

Alexandriue Bachmeteff is a good new Rose with the

colour of Robin Hood. Of light Hybrid Perpetuals few

beat Mrs. Rivers and Madame Vidot, both excellent

flowers of their class ; a new light kind called

Josephine Ledechaux is said to be good, but this we did

not see in flower.

Of Standard Roses worked high so as to coyer

unsightly objects quickly, and also for forming weeping

or fountain Roses, we remarked some excellent examples.

Some Mosses and Hybrid Perpetuals worked on

Manetti stocks in the open ground in April this year

were very fine, having made remarkably large heads for

the time they have bad to form them in. They are

worked so near the ground that in addition to the

support derived from the stock they send out roots of

their own, and therefore as it were have a double

chance of succeeding. Some kinds take freely on this

stock ; others do not ; therefore both judgment and ex-

perience are required in the selection of varieties to be

worked on it.

Tea Roses in pots are grown here extensively, and

form a prominent feature in the business of this esta-

blishment. A new span-roofed house is being erected

for their accommodation. It is 116 feet long, 25 feet

wide, and 12 feet high ; it is to be glazed with Hartley's

rough plate glass, and heated by means of hot water

in tanks and pipes. Of other houses two were filled

with Tea Roses, and out of doors beds have been formed

for them as follows. The bottom consists of faggots

over which hot dung is laid to the dep h of 2 feet, and

then tan, in which me pots are plunged. Thus placed

in the open air without covering of any kind their wood

gets well hardened, and they are thus more easily kept

free from mildew while growing. These Roses are

liberally fed with manure water. This is obtained from

a brick tank built in a corner of the stable-yard
;
into

this are put from time to time quantities of horse drop-

pings ; these are mixed wi.h raiu water collected from

The roofs of houses and conveyed there, where after

standing for a time it is fit for use, and skilfully applied

forms an excellent stimulant. No fewer than 6000 Tea

Roses are reported to be growing here in pots.

Manures, it may be mentioned, are scarce and dear

in this locality ; all sorts of expedients are therefore re-

sorted to to supply their place. One of the best substi-

tutes for them is charred turf and other garden refuse.

To »et this a hole 40 feet in length, 6 feet deep, and 12 feet

wide is du*. Into this are first put wood faggots ; on

these are laid 30 loads of turf from the forest, mixed

with Laurel leaves and other vegetable retuse. These

when dry are set on fire and covered over so as to pre-

vent as much smoke as possible from escaping, and so

it is treated until the whole mass has become charred.

In this way a large amount of valuable manure is

obtained, which when applied to Roses and other crops

has been found to be productive of the very best results.
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Attuug imrdy herbaceous plants l
jlilux Couuttss of

Home is one of the finest things in its way we have
seen. It bears immense spikes of flowers, which are
white with a crimson eye, well formed, and compactly

set on the spike. Col. Dundas is another capital Phlox,

rosy pink in colour, and, like that just noticed, remains
long in beauty. King Leopold is an excellent striped

variety. These are kinds which should be in every
garden. Another Phlox called Madame Fontaine,
white with a bold crimson centre, is also good. Lyth-

rum speciosum roseum " is an extremely gay plant, and
would make an effective bed : it throws up numerous

endeavour to

keep them free of thrips and mildew. Repot Primulas
spikes covered with purple blossoms quite 15 inches in and encourage them to make rapid growth, especially

th ; this and the dark red Monarda didyraa are the double vai

advanced after having been cut back ; keep them close
in a cold frame until they have made fresh roots.

When fairly established after repotting they can hardly
be too freely exposed to air or kept too cool. Attend
carefully to Chrysanthemums ; see that the shoots are
secure from accidents, to which they will be liable if

left unstaked after this time. Give them plenty of

rich manure water and let them be set wide apart in

an open airy situation, removing suckers as soon as

they make their appearance. Cinerarias for early

blooming should be kept cool and moist

leng

plants which should not be lost si^ht of ; they are much
gayer than many new things which are more costly.

The white Campanula coronata is another free flowering

plant which is quite hardy and las a long in bloom.
Hollyhocks are cultivated here in considerable

numbers, and among them were some first class kinds.

It is only lately that this noble autumnal plant would
grow here. It has always been eaten up with mildew ;

but by means of careful attention to dusting the leaves

with hot lime and sulphur this pest has nearly disap-

peared.

Forest and ornamental trees and shrubs are grown
here extensively. Weeping trees, both Ashes, Thorns,
Hollies, and Larches, are also plentiful, as are Standard
Portugal Laurels, among which weresome promising speci-

mens with straight clean stems from 8 to 10 feet in height.

Of Laurel hedges we noticed some good examples, 10
and 12 feet in height, and as close and straight as walls.

These, we need not say, are useful both for shade and
shelter. Fruit trees, especially Peaches, Nectarines,

and Cherries, both trained and otherwise, grow remark-
ably well in the light sandy soil of this locality.

Thirteen acres of very unpromising land attached to

this nursery have lately been converted into an American
garden. We say unpromising because it consisted

mostly of sandy rock, over which was a thin layer of

peat. The rock was chipped away by degrees, broken
up fine, and mixed with the soil, aud now it is found
that Rhododendrons, Kalmias, and other peat-loving

plants thrive in it perfectly. This is a good example
of what may be done with land of the worst description.

"We may mention that Potatoes both here and in loam
showed di.-ease in their tops ; the tubers appeared to

be unaffected.

The growth of Conifers is not neglected here ; among
them we remarked a Cryptomeria said to be 30 feet in

height. Its stem 1 foot from the ground measured
2| feet in circumference, and it is beautifully branched
from bottom to top, altogether forming one of the finest

trees of the kind we have seen,

there was a thriving specimen
chilensis 5 feet high and quite hardy, having stood out

varieties which are particularly useful for

winter decoration. Calceolarias for spring flowering

should be sown at once if not already done ; but we
have now so many fine varieties of shrubby kinds, and
these so hardy and easily managed that for mere
decorative purposes the herbaceous sorts are hardly
worth the trouble of growing. Cuttings of the shrubby
sorts, such as King of Yellows and Orange Boveu,
put in now will make useful plants for flowering next
spring, and with very little attention they will form speci-

mens of any desired size for the following season. Keep
Violets clear of red spider by liberal washings with the

syringe, and give them plenty of manure water ; also

attend to tree Mignonette for winter flowering, keeping
the plants well supplied with pot room and in the most
vigorous health possible

; pinch off all the flowers as

they make their appearance.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Plants growing in dung pits must be freely

supplied with air to prevent their getting drawn, and
they should also be kept near the glass and not allowed
to stand too closely together, for strong robust plants

need hardly be expected unless this is attended to, and
weakly drawn ones seldom or never yield fine fruit.

Give careful attention to such as are swelling ; afford

them plenty of warmth and moisture, and as much
manure-water at the root as the soil will bear. Remove
useless suckers and gills as soon as they are perceived,

which, if left, only rob the fruit aud weaken the suckers
which it may be necessary to leave on the plant

for keeping up the stock. Do not allow young stock

in free growth in the succession pits to stand too

closely together, nor to sustain any check through
neglect in watering, cr the want of pot room.

Plants growing in beds of soil must also he carefully

attended to with water, keeping the soil in a nice moist

state. Where rapid growth is required keep as warm
and moist as can be done without drawing the foliage,

keep down mildew by dusting the parts aftected~with
sulphur immediately the fungus is perceived. Any
stocks not yet budded should be seen to at once.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Keep the young shoots of Peaches, &c, closely nailed

in, and thin in order that they may be fully exposed to
the influence of the sun. Protect the fruit from wasps
by the use of a thin net if it cannot be done otherwise •

but shade the trees as little as possible. If not pre-
viously done cut off Strawberry runners, and trim and
clean the beds so as to expose the plants for bearin*
next season to light and air, in order that they may be
strong and wdll ripened. Lettuces to stand the winter
should now be sown ; choose for the purpose a bit of
light dry soil. Also sow a small bed of Cauliflowers and
some Cabbage to succeed the August sowing. Attend to

providing a good supply of salad for late use. Plant

out Lettuce and Endive on light rich soil. Attend to

taking up, drying, and storing Onions. Destroy weeds,

and stir the surface of the soil among growing crops.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWtCK, NEAR LONDON,
For the week ending Ausr. 14, 185G, as observed at the Horticultural Garde'ot.

August.

I

Friday 8
Satur. 9
Sunda* 10
Mon. 11
Tues. 12
Wed. is
Thurg. 14

Average .

1 *

33

;
9
10
11

i«
13

14

Babombtbb.

v

29.7 IS
29.80S
29.841

29.831
29.960
29.959

2 '.899

Min.

29.640

29.750

29774
29.787
29.910
29.8s8

29-749

TlMriBlTllRB.

Ol the Air.

29.«59 29.783

SO

7»
84
S7

8n
83
73

Min.

54

65

54
56

47
50
54

Mean

67.0
65.0

69.0

71-5

61.5

67.8
61.5

S0.S 52.3

OfthcKarthl

1 toot 2teet
deep. deep.

Win! 5a

i

65
65

66
68
6S
68
68

63
63

63
63
63

63i
63*

66.8 I
66.8 63.1

S.W. M
S.W. .10

S.E. M
S.Wj .«
S.W. .m
S. M
S.W. .06

IjC?

August 8— Cloudy; overcast; rain; very tine at night.— 9—Slight rain; overcast; very fine.— 10— rine; cloudy and fine throughout.— 11—Fine with clouds ; very fine; very hot; thunder and lightning,
with rain.

— 12—Cloudy; very fine; clear and fine at night.— 13—Very fine; hot and dry; very fine; lightning; rain at nijrht.— 14—Very heavy rain early a.m., cloudy and fine; thunder in
afternoon ; fine.

Mean temperature of the week 4 l-5th deg. above the averag*.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During tne last 3u years, lor the ensuing week, endiu* August 23. 18*6.

August.

Sunday 17
Hon. 18
l ues. 19
W ed. 20
Thurs. 21
Friday 22
Satur. 23

hi

73.5

73.8

72 9
72.5

72.3

7U
71

J

is!

50.7
5L.9

51.7
51.7
50.1

51.1

49.5

2-

I"

82.1

62.3

62.1

61.2

6!.l

60.3

Wo. of
I ears in
which it

Hained.

Great eat
Quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing: Wind*

16

11

15

11

10
14

17

• .
I

2; •
-'

•

2; U3

* -_

3 1 1 1
1 5 3 2

2 2 2 1

2 1 l —
3 1— 1

1
r» 2-

1 3 1 1

-I

«. z

4 |'R
2 4 7 7

2

1 910 3

5 8 11 2

7 7 » i

4 10 1" 1

3 10 9 2

The highest temperature during the above neriod occurred on the 18th.

1312 therm. 92 deg ; and the lowest on the 21st, 1850-therm. 32 deg.

of doors several wiuters ; Araucuria hnbricata, and
several kinds of Pinus.

Finally, it may be worth recording that this nursery
is open at all times to respectable parties, whether they
come to buy or for pleasure. To be able to see the
Hoses when in full bloom is to many who have other-

and give plenty of strong clear manure water at the

. ,
root, and the plants will make rapid progress for the

Of Abies Douglasi
j
next two monthg< Vineries—See that Vines from

also Libocedrus which the fruit has^ been cut are free from ingectS)

giving the foliage an occasional washing with the

engine if red spider is at all troublesome ; and use
every precaution to keep the leaves in health as long as

possible. Prevent the growth of laterals, which only

shade and injure the principal foliage. Late Grapes
colouring should be assisted with slight fires in cloudy

. c , ,. . , . , . weather, especially Muscats, which, after this season,
wise no chance of seeing such a collection a real treat,

', where th are ^ alread
'

U but ripe will require
and f.,r retirement from .he heat o the day a commo-

tle fip<f unlegg the ^^ ^^ ve\n_

du,us Rose-covered summer house has been provided
SQall fine> Thp

. m f ntlv ye/ trouble.

in which a leisure hour may not be unprofitable spent.
| 80me in hte Vi/er[e3 ^^ p]ants ^ been
grown under the Vines, and where there is any
reason to expect these, the foliage should be fre-

quently examined closely
;
giving the house a heavy

|

smoking as soon as they are perceived, and repeating
this for two or three times at intervals of about a week,
shading the house the day after smoking, where it can
be done so as to be able to keep it rather close, will

render the cure more effectual ; and if the pest is taken
before it gets quite established, it will be easily got rid

of by two or three smokings, but unless taken in time it

is very difficult to eradicate. Peaches.—Give every

Miscellaneous.
The Tansy and its value.—M.de Morogues announces

that this plant, dried, is excellent sheep food, and that

when fresh it makes capital litter for domestic animals.

Its peculiar balsamic odour most effectually drives away
fleas. A lapdog sleeping on a bed of fresh Tansy is im-
mediately treed from these vermin. It should be
renewed when the leaves are quite dry. This seems a
better application of the plant than following the
example of our grandmothers and making it into cake?.

Destruction to House Bugs.—The French Academy of attention to getting the wood well ripened, as next year's

Sciences 's assured by Baron Thenard that boiling soap success will very much depend upon this being properly

.ind water, consisting of two parts of common soap, and !
effected. Keep the foliage clean and free from insects,

100 parts of water by weight, infallibly destroys bugs ana" endeavour to preserve it in health as long as pos-

and their ezgn. It is enough to wash walls, woodwork, aible. Give air freely both day and night, but keep the

&c, with the boiling solution to be entirely relieved j

roots as dry as can conveniently be done, therefore
i- . 1 • 1 • * ^ \ it « 5 1 i r t *» n t* • ft

from this horrid p^st.

I- .- »W

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—The cifferent varieties of Japan

Lilies will soon be coming into bloom and will require

attention in the way of staking. When removed to the

conservatory they should be placed in a cool airy part

of the house shaded from bright sunshine, and afforded

a liberal supply of water. Every care should be paid

to preserving the beauty of their flowers, and having as

long a succession of them as possible. Mam tain an
active war against insects ; the best remedy for ants

is guano (see pp. 531 and 549 of our last and present

numbers. Any repairs which most J
be done to

plant houses should now be finished as quickly as

possible- while the weather is favourable for such work.
Cold Pits.—The fine weahrr which we have been
experiencing will be highly serviceable to the inmates of

these structures, and while bright sunshine continues
every means should he used to encour ge late growing
plants to rip-n their wood ; allow them plenty of air,

removing the sashes altogether on fine nights. Shake
out ana repot Pelargoniums which are sufficiently

guard the inside borders from heavy falls of rain, shut-

ting up the sashes at night when there is reason to

apprehend much wet. Any gross shoots that may still

incline to grow should be stopped, as if left they encour-
age the action of the roots, and cause a greater ten-

dency to growth than would otherwise be the case.

Loosen the surface of the border where this is at all

close, in order to admit air and warmth.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Timely attention should be given to the propagation

of variegated leaved Geraniums, such as Flower of the
day, Mountain of Light, and Golden Chain, which we
need scarcely say are first-rate sorts for bedding out.

Turner's Alma will make a capital addition to this class

of plants. Most of the kinds are unfortunately shy
growers except when planted out in rich light soil, and
gross wood does not readily emit roots. Cuttings will

strike freely, however, if planted where there is a little

dry bottom heat, under the shelter of a hand glass in

the open border or in a cold frame ; but they are very
liable to damp off in the moist atmosphere of an ordi-

nary propagating pit. Look over the beds and see if

their appearance can be improved by any means, and
spare no attention at the present time which is calculated

to render the effect more satisfactory. Go over Rose
beds frequently, removing decayed Flowers, &c, and

Notices to Correspondents.
Gardeners: Haverfordwest. "We regret to hear that his temper

is uncontrollable. He is a thoroughly good gardener; there is

no doubt about that. Unfortunately the infirmity is common,
especially among the best men— masters as well as gardeners.

We counsel patience, and a little management.
Ghuzxi Vineyards : A G—d. Many thanks. We wait till the

sketch can be cut on wood. Myrtus Ugni is a native of Chili.

We should think it perfectly adapted to any Indian climate

which suits the common Myrtle. The importers of it are

Messrs. Veitch & Co., Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea,

London,
Greenhouse : GTS. You cannot do better than face your house

with Portland cement, the very best material for the purpose.

To use stone would be to throw money away.
Landscape Gardener: B. The best man now to be had, is we

believe the gentleman you name at the end of your note.

Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or cotill have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind-

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could. All**

can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It
J>

now requested that in future, not more than lour P laj"*

may be sent us at one time.—P. Ipomoea Quamocu., uw

crimson and white varieties.— J"
B. Amorpha fruncosa.-

MW. Lilium longiflorum.—W K. Eucntde bartonioides.

Raising Seeds: SSS. This is an art which many personsw
even call themselves gardeners do not understand ;

to tne

disgrace be it said. Nothing is more common than to bear 11

said that "seeds won't grow," when it should be " I don i «no .

how to grow seeds." We may have something to say upou

this subject in another place. ..
rt

The Cape Gooseberry: J G P. This Is Physahs
i

ednlis. i

ought to fruit the first year of sowing. It has a sub-acid Deny

as large as a Gooseberry, concealed within a bladdery .

.

•

Th, flowers have no striking beauty ; but all flowers art
!

d»

tiful in one way or another. The account you give 01

you have raised leads us to suspect you have not got tne r 5

plant, which is not at all succulent.
nchesof

Vines : R S. The roots ought not to grow from
v-«« horder

your Vines. They tell the following tale :-" Our "\ »«e dotu

was at first so cold that no roots could form there; so w«

:

forced to come from branches, for the Vine must lee<i

JJ ^
where. Our atmosphere has been so hot and damp^r(ieri5
were the more encouraged to do so. Now that the no

.

warm enough for other roots to feed we are no more w ^
and shall surely shrivel and dry up if we are not cut.on. »

harm has been done; though it is very likely that -^

of colour in the berries arises from the same faulty m*"-*

ment of roots.

West on-super-ma re. The letter of -an amateur has been

received, and will be adverted to next week.
-/mule oi

Wood from China : R Wigram. We have spent a
.

«
>
v .

g

hours in the examination, and are unable to say *" -

ch ^
Ceitainlyit is not the timber of any Fir tree, it 1

Jf

oleo-resinous matter, is hard, and ought to be very aura

we can match it hereafter you shall be "^""f
1 -

ra ;qed from

Misc.: EPN. All the American Oaks should ^ rais
„ ^t

acorns, and usually are. Such plants may be 1,ft

^°; s^ne, *e

nurserymen. Your Stephanotw wants heat and^"ns
^rberis

suspect. Possibly too its roots are too cold * ^ tbey
Darw.ni from layers. Ants are a nuisance^^cause
disturb and dry the earth round the roots ^ P ^^able J

they bite, and render places abounding in them uncomton

and because they devour fruit.
rano ; VPd too I»te'

•*• As usual, many communications have been.receive^to

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can^e m

We musTabo beg the indulgence °\*Z£TP

Insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.

tie
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THE DORSETSHIRE POULTRY IMPROVE-
MENT ASSOCIATION.—The Annual Exhibition of this

Association will be held in Dorchester on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY, September 17th and 18th, when several valuable
Silver Cups, the gifts of noblemen and gentlemen of the County,
in addition to the Society's Prizes, will be awarded. .

All Entries must be made (on the Forms only) with the
Honorary Secretary on or before Monday, September 1st, after
which no entry will be received.

Prize Lists, Forms of Entry, and the Rules of the Association
will be forwarded to aDy applicant on a stamped envelope
addressed and six penny postage stamps being received by

G. J. Andrews, Honorary Secretary.
Dorchester, August 16.

OLLEGE op AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
and op PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane.Kennington, near London.
Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.
Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth

.

RT1FJC1AL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

"DERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
-*- phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, Sugar
Scnm, and every description of ArtiBcial Manures, Linseed
Cakes, &q—W. Inglis Carne, 10, Mark Lane, London.

THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
-*- at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

7^. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

COMPANYLONDON MANURE
(Established 1810).

The above Company have the following ready for immediate
delivery :—Corn Manure, for top-dressing ; Blood ditto for Corn

;

Blood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured
expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for
Turnips, Mangels, Grasses, &c; Peruvian Guano direct from
importers' warehouses ; Nitrate of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia,
and evtry artificial manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. Edwakd Pitbsee, Sec.

RE A "P I N C MACHINES.
Y*7M. DRAY and CO.'S REAPING MACHINES
* ™ are compact, inexpensive, and suitable for all countries.

They are beautifully mndf, with all the exactness and truth of
steam-engine work. No less than Sixteen Prizes have been
awarded to the Manufacturers by various Agricultural Societies.
These Reapers are designed upon Hussey's Model, but have been
vastly improved, and adapted to the requirements of the British
Farmer. The price is 251.

A List of Testimonials and full descriptions may be had on
application to Messrs. Dray & Co., Agricultural Engineers,
Swan Lane, London.

D~RUMMOND ,s"TmPR6vED REAPING
SCYTHE.—This -well-known Scythe continues to give the

greatest satisfaction, and is now extensively used both at home
and abroad. An ordinary hand at the scythe can readily cdt
xlotfn from 1£ to 2 statute acres per day, laying the swathe so as
it can be easily gathered into well-arranged sheaves. Price
"9*. each. The Scythe is packed into small compass, and may be
sent any distance with perfect safety. When three or more go
together the carriage is very moderate.
W. I>rummond & Sons, Seed and Implement Warehouse,

Stirling.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-
ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.
47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-
man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1S51 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes,
Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.

_ Established 173S.

CARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other

Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal
Dock Companies, most puljlic bodies, and by the Nobility,
Gentry, and Clergy, for out-door work at their country seats.
The Anti-Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most
durable out-door Paint ever invented for the preservation of
every description of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement,
Ac, work, as has been proved by the practical test of upwards of
60 years, and by the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials
in its favour, and which, from the rank and station in society of
those who have given them, have never yet been equalled by
anything of the kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of Colours, Prices, together with a Copv of the Testi-
monials, will be sent on application to Walter Carsok & Son,
No. 9, Great Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal
Exchange, London. No Agents. All orders are particularly
requested to be sent direct.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

T^HOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
-* winder months should construct their walks ofPORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with i t, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

T
P
K~

yins the water - lt ra87 then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required hpyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It |g necessarv, as water does not soak through it,
to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

nS^r^V? PrePftrat{°n makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
u
11LE

,

SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.

Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brothebs,
Milbank Street, Westminster.

SAVE YOUR CORN FROM VERMIN.

\VM - *>RAY and CO. rapply IRON STACK
* * PILLARS witVDOME-SIIAPKD TOPS (which effect-

ually keep out Rats and other Vermin), together with Iron Clips,
by means of which a stack frame may be made of waste timber
about the farm. Price 3Z. 105. the set. Stack Frame complete,
51, 10^.—Wm. Dray & Co., Agricultural Engiueers, Swan Lane,
London.

RA KESTb R CORN, STUBBLES, &c.
HORSE RAKES. 7? 10.

STEEL TOOTH HAND RAKES, 10s. 6d.
"W. Drav & Co., Agricultural Engineers. Swan Lane. London.

Zi\t Agricultural <5a*rtte*
SATURDAY, AUGUST 16, 1856.

We give in an adjoining page reports of the
Wheat crop from 207 districts scattered over the
United Kingdom, 196 reports of the Barley crop,

200 reports of the Oat crop, 137 and 112 respec-
tively of Beans and Peas, and 209 reports of the
green crops.

Of the Wheat, Bailey, and Oat harvest-reports,

78, 68, and 78 respectively state the crop to be
an average one ; 1 ; i, 98, and 96 respectively

cut of Clover, it has been unprecedently well got
and abundant. The opinions we have had given us
of the Potato crop are generally favourable. The
disease is spoken of in a few places, but by no
means generally.

"We have received from Mr. Donnelly, of the
Agricultural Statistics Office, Dublin, a copy of a very
useful circular, addressed by him to County Sur-
veyors, Chairmen of Railways, Canals, &c, on the

;

extirpation of roadside weeds. " It is," he says,
"universally admitted that great injury arises to
the farming classes in Ireland from the growth of
weeds along the sides of public roads, railways, and
canals, and the shedding of their seeds over the
adjoining lands," and he requests therefore that the
authority of the grand jury at the present assizes
may be obtained in order that a special covenant
may be introduced into all road contracts, requiring
the destruction of weeds on the sides of highways.
The Lord Lieutenant, he says, considered the
removal of weeds not only from farms, but also
from the sides of all public roads, of so much
general importance that his Excellency was pleased
to refer to the subject at a recent agricultural

put it at above an average, and 15, 30, and
26 respectively at below an average. But this

term '* average " requires a word of explanation,
j

meeting of the Royal Dublin Society.

A reporter may have honestly returned his crop as
" average " for a long series of years, while every
succeeding year has been an improvement on the
last. An "average crop " in 1856 means a good
deal more than was meant by "an average crop " in

1840. The "average" of 10 years ending 1846
was a good deal under that of those which have since

elapsed—and when, therefore, 78 out of 207 re-

The following table in illustration of the growth
of this evil is taken from Mr. Donnelly's reports
for 1853 and 1854 on Irish Agricultural Statistics,

lie gives it as enforcing his appeal upon the subject.

The degree in which weeds prevailed on the sides

of roads, railways, and canals is shown in four

classes : in the first, the proportion kept generally
free from weeds is given ; the second shows the

porters state the present harvest to promise an I

proportion in which the removal of weeds was only

"average" return of Wheat, we must take their • partially attended to ; the third, the proportion in

to be only that it
i

which this useful labour was almost entirely

advance upon pre-

of agricultural pro-

to expect. This of

opinion of the present crop

does not promise a greater
ceding crops than the rate

gress hitherto would lead us

course enhances the meaning of all the more
favourable reports as well. And here we may
mention that among the 114 reports of the

Wheat harvest which we have said return it

on above an average, all those are classed which
use such terms as "good" and "very good,"
" first-rate," immense," " full average," &c. Of
course in lumping reports together in this way
the injustice is done of making a return for instance

from Dumfries-shire or from Denbigh of equal value
with one from Lincolnshire or Norfolk ; but our
readers will not be satisfied with this mere resume
of results, and on examining the list themselves
they will find that all our great Wheat growing
districts are represented at the least quite as favour-
ably as the others. Thus in Lincolnshire the crop
is said to be " average, good average, good average,

average, heavy, over overage, good, great breadth ;

"

and in Norfolk and Suffolk as " full average, average,
hurt by midge, various, average, great breadth,
average, good, talk of midge, full average, full crop,

quite average, average, good average." We think,

then, that taking into account the extent of land
under Wheat, which is undoubtedly much beyond
an average, along with the generally favourable
opinion of the crop, we may be satisfied that there
is now as large a quantity of home-grown Wheat

i

within the country as there ever yet has been. To
be sure it is not all harvested yet, and the weather of

the last few days has not been first-rate harvest
weather. The corn, too, is very much of it dead-
ripe, and there is a difficulty in finding hands to

reap it fast enough. It has ripened all so fast that
we have little doubt the opinions as to harvest time
which are given by our correspondents would all be
put at 4 to 10 days earlier than they are printed
here if they were given again. The hot dry weather
of July and August has, however, been favourable

to the crop, and the rains which have fallen latterly

have done more good than harm to the country

generally as yet. We quite believe, therefore, that

the yield of Wheat will prove an unusually pro-

ductive one.

As to the other crops we may shortly say that of

the returns of the Barley crop 30 put it as an
average, 98 at over average, and 68 as under
average ; of the Oat crop reports, 26 put it at

96 as over average, and 78 as under
The acreable produce of the Barley crop

is thus at least as much above an average—and we
believe them both to be unusually good— as that of

Oats ; but to the former must be added the con-

sideration that so few acres of the Barley crop

probably never have been grown as has been the

case this year.

The Pulse crops are generally good, especially

those of Peas. And on the green crop returns we
may just add that they refer exclusively to Turnips,

Mangel Wurzel, &c, not to Grass and hay nor to

Potatoes.

omitted ; and the fourth class that in which it was
wholly neglected.
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The evil complained of seems from the above table

largely to have increased.

average,

average.

We promised last year to try what the produce

would be of the chlorotized Oats described in the

Agricultural Gazette, 1855, p. 569 and p. 586. A
piece of ground was selected for this purpose, con-

sisting of good sandy loam free from any admixture

of coarse new manure, but in good heart, so as

neither to force unnaturally nor to starve, either of

which circumstances would have materially affected

the result. The first appearance of the plant was
most unfavourable. It had a streaked unhealthy

look, and the shoots which soon came from its base

in great number were peculiarly flattened. At this

time matters appeared in such a condition that it

was verv doubtful whether the plants would ever

have sufficient strength to throw up flowering stems.

They were however well weeded, and the soil care-

fully loosened, insomuch that after a time, on the

occurrence of more genial weather than when they
were in an early stage of growth, they rapidly

assumed a healthy green, and gave so fair promise of

They are generally, it will be seen, un- a good crop, that we felt half inclined to think that

favourable. As to the hay crop, including the first \ we should have to retract our notions of the absolute
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necessity of good healthy seed to produce a healthy

crop. All continued well till the panicles had got

quite free of their sheaths. The upper spikelet*

were tolerably healthy, or at most only slightly

variegated, but the lower were completely chloro-

tized as in the previous year. There were indeed

both stamens and pistils in the chlorotized flowers,

but neither had arrived at perfection, and not a

particle of chlorophyll was visible. The mischief

did not indeed on the whole exist to the same extent

as in the parent plants, but the loss would still vary

from a fourth to a third, or as in a specimen now
before us, to a half; and the comparative amendment
is due most probably to favourable circumstances

which would not exist in field culture.

However this may be, we have at least a

certain proof that disease may be propagated

by seed, a fact which reason anticipates and
our experience in animal pathology renders

more than probable. It was indeed pretty clear

that the Lancashire Oats, which originally came
from Scotland, were derived from a diseased

stock, because portions cf the same field which pro-

duced them when sowed with other seed was free,

while on the contrary distant fields sowed with the

suspected seed were equally diseased. We have

then a disease propagated by seed in the second

generation, with every attendant symptom repro-

duced.

The inference is clear, that a great desidera-

tum in modern farming is a more careful selection

of seed, or the procuring of it from quarters worthy

of implicit credit. It is quite clear that a person of

intelligence and character might attain not only an
honourable reputation, but substantial profit, who
should make it his business to grow the best agri-

cultural seeds possible for the market. He could

command almost any price he pleased if he could

once inspire faith in his judgment and probity. For
such a purpose a rich farm is by no means wanted,

much less forcing manure : but the place of manure
must in great measure be supplied by the most care-

ful cultivation and the exclusion of weeds. Above
all, he must not allow a single grain to which any
suspicion mi^ht reasonably be attached to pass out

of his premises as seed corn. The better plan,

indeed, would be to consume exclusively on the

premises produce which could not be warranted.

It need scarcely be added that to insure success the

very strictest accuracy must attend every operation,

and a regular journal be kept noting the sources

from whence the parent seed came, and every

peculiarity attendant on its growth. We have oin>

selves endeavoured to persuade one or two young
and intelligent cultivators to attempt something of

the kind. Even under marked deficiency of repu-

tation, and without a single guarantee of ability

except worldly cunning, we have known the profits

of such an undertaking to be considerable.

The present season has been remarkable for the

peculiar prevalence of smut. The loss in some cases

has been a third, and not only Bailey but Oats have

suffered materially. Smut is in general so rare as

to cause little uneasiness to the farmer, and unlike

bunt, it does not affect the produce when reaped.

It may however be worth the farmer's while to con-

sider, from the present year's experience, whether

he should not steep his Oats and Barley as well as

his Wheat. In such a case perhaps sulphate of

copper is the safest remedy. At leist it is so in the

case of Wheat, which does not lose its powers of

germination if the weather after steeping should

prove unfavourable to sowing, as is the case with

some other preparations. Almost every one is aware

that he canuot insure a crop of Wheat without

steeping, and we have now a case at hand where

that process was neglected, and at least half the

produce is bunts. M. J. B,

PRESENT APPEARANCE OF THE CROPS
FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS.

COUNTY. WHEAT.

SCOTLAND.
ROSS
INVERNESS
ABERDEEN
ELGIN
FORFAR

PERTH .

FIFE
LANARK
MID-LOTHIAN

EAST LOTHIAN
RENFREW...... ..

SELKIRK ...

ROXBURGH

BERWICK

DUMFRIES
WIGTON....

ENGLAND.
NORTHUMBERLAND

CUMBERLAND

RHAM

WESTMORLAND

LANCASHIRE

YORK

LINCOLNSHIRE

NOTTS

DERBYSHIRE

CHESHIRE

SALOP

STAFFORDSHIRE

LEICESTERSHIRE ..

RUTLAND
NORFOLK

SUFFOLK

Fine full crap
Heavy

Luxuriant
Mucb over average

Good; late

Good average
Autumn excellent;
Spring inferior.

Average
Full average
Bulky; late

Full average
Average and sound

Good; sound
Full average

Promises average (1)
Good

Under average
Average

Very good (2)
Average

;
great breadth
Good

Bulky; rusted

Full average
Looks well; thin

Very good
Good

Various; late
Good

Average
Good average

Light
Average

Over average
Average

Generally good
Looks well

Over average
Good; rusted

Good
Various; improved

Abundant
Thin; much improved

Average
Hardly average
Fair average

Quarter under aver. (3)
Rather under average

Thin on ground
Average
Average

Good average
Good average

Average
Heavy ; over average
Good; great breadth

Good average
Average, & l-6th more

Over average
Average
Good

BARLEY.

Average
Heavy

Average
Over average
Indifferent

Ordinary

Full average
Average
Average
Average
Average

Fair; short extent
Fine
Good i

Average
Good

Over average
\

Over average
Good

Under average
t Good
} Average

Large crop
Good

Very good
Good

Average
Good

A verage
Good
Good

Average
Over average
Full average

Full
A verage
Good

Very good
Good
Good

Very good
Good

Very good
Average

Fair average
Average
Abundant

Good
Full

Very good
Very good
Heavy
Average
Very good

OATS. BEANS.

;

Good
Under
Very good

|

Average
' Bare average

i
Average

Good average
Full average

Good
Good; full average

Average
Average

r Over average
Average

Full average
Average ; hurt by

midge
Various
Average

Great breadth : average
Good; talk of midge

Full average

Very good
Over average

Average
Deficient
Light

Deficient
Average
Good
Good

Average
Under average

Average
Good
Good

Good
Under average
Under average

Good
Very good
Fall average

Heavy
Bare average
Under average

Good
Deficient

Good
Good
Heavy

j
Over average

Good
Average

Excellent
Near average
Under average
Bulkv; late

Average
Short straw; good

Bulky; laid
Full average

I Various
I Average

Average
Average

L Very good
Average

i

Full average
Good average

Deficient
Good

Very good
Good

Average
Various
Average
Good
Ltght
Ave rage

Full average
Under average

Full
Good
Good

Not average
Good
Good

Average
Various

Bare average
Good

Average

Sound
Good

Good
Middling
Average
Average

Under average
Average
Average
Very good
Fair yield
Not good
Average
Average
Good
Fair

Very good
Good

Full average
Foil

Excellent
Good

Various
Good average

Good
Good
Short

Average
Very good

Good
Good
Good •

Good

Indifferent

Not average
Good

Bulky
Good

Over average
Full average
Average
Good

Luxuriant
Very fine

Under average
Under average

Good

Over average
Full crop
Good

Average

Deficient

PEAS.

Good
Good

Good
Good

Good
Poor

Good

Very good
Good
Good

Very good
Good

Promising

Very good
Good
Good

Luxuriant
Good

Average
Good

Very good

Good

Good
Very good
Not average

Good

Very good
Lnxuriaut

Good

Very good
Very good

Good
Partial
Average

Good
Good
Fair
Good

Over average

Good

Over average
Full average

Good

Over average
Full crop

Average

Good
Good

Good

* • •

Good
Good

Average

Good

Promising
Bad
Good

Average
First rate
Good

Excellent

Good
Average
Very good
Deficient
Good

Good

Good
Good

Good

• •

Full

Good
Good
Good

Good

Very good
Good

Very good

GREEN CROPS.

Promising
Good

Improving
Very promising

Fair
Improving

Inferior
Inferior
Unequal

Indifferent
Ilardly average

Improving
Healthy; late

Late ; inferior

Improving
Good ; late

Under average
Not average
Very irregular

Average
Various

Under average

Partial
Very good

Late
Various
Late

Various
Good: late

Good
Bad

Look well
Good
Late

Promising
Average
Irregular
Promising

Good
Various
Middling
Late

Various
Very good
Promising
Promising
Very good
Promising

Late
Not good

Late
Promising

Good
First rate

Late
Hurt by fly

Very good
Patchy
Good

Very good
Very good
Very good

Good
Luxuriant
Healthy
Middling
Promising
Favourable

Unfavourable
Late
Good

ous
Under average

Good
Various
Good

Various
Various
Various

Turnips failed

Indifferent

HARVEST. NAME.

September 1

Middle of Sept.
Middle of Sept.
End of August
September 8
Middle of Sept.

September 1

September 1

September 8
September 1

September 1

End of August
End of Augufrt
September 8
September 10
September 8

End of August
September 1
September 8
September 10
September

End of August
Middle of Sept.

Late
September

End of August
End of August

Middle of August
September 1

Middle of Sept.
End of August
August 25
September 1

September 1

September I

August 26
End ot August
End of August
End oi August
September 8
September 1

August 22
End of August
End of August
End of August
End of August
September 1

August 20
August 23
August 20
August 21

Third week in Aug
August 25
August 15
August 18
August 15
August 14
August 14

Middle ot Sept.

End of August
End of August
End of August
August 23
September 1

August 25
August 18
August 20
September

End of August
Sept. 1

Middle of Augnst
Middle of August

August 16
August 14

August 10

August 19
August 10
August 11

August 20
August 14

K. Murray, Tain
J . Mackenzie, M.D., Eilenacb

J. MacDouald, Huntly
J.Hamilton, Forres
W. Smith, Brechin
A. Bell, Montrose

R. Colvill, Chance Inn
P. Eadie, Strathearn
W. Veitch, Kinghora
D. Gaiidner, Hamilton
J. Finnie, Swanston
J. Melvin, Rutho
G. Hope, Drem
G. Boyd
A. Ralston, Lagg
J. Stalker, Galashiels

P. Brodie, Selkirk

J. Thomson, St. Boswell's

J. Wilson, Edington

G. Logan, Hume Hall

J. Little, Langholm
A. H. McCleau, Stranraer

J. Grey, Dilston

VV. Glover, Newcastle
T. Wilson, Ullswater

T. Douald, Carlisle

S. Rigg, Wigton
T. Gibbons, Longtown
G. Smith, Penrith
R. B. Dixon, Darlington

G. Bell, Durham
G. Crotton^imbleswortb

J. Crosby, Kirkby Thore

W. Key, K. Lonsdale

J. Robinson, Warcop
F. Twining, Wigan
J. Patterson, Ulverston

If. Saul, Lancaster

G. Drewry, Holker
R. Robinson, Garstang

T. Harrington, Redcar

, Levburn
F. W. Tyas, Askem
T. Horsfall, Otley

J. Oldroyd, Barnsley

H. Briggs, Wakefield

P. Stevenson, Thirsk

H. J. Turner, Richmond
T. B. Coiton, Newark
C. Sharpley, Louth
F. Sowei by, Grimsby
W. Hessettine, Brigg

J. Clarke, Long Sutton

W. Wingate, M. Rasen

J. Young, Coddington

C Walton, Clifton

J. Buckley, Nonnanton ilui.

T. Stafford, Marnham
, Mansfield

B. Swaffield, Ashbourne

J. Parkin, Wirksworth
W.Palin, Tarvin

H. Tipping, Warrington

R. Owen, Tarporley

R. Davis, Wellington

W. Minor, Market Drayton

E. Bowen, Ludlow

J. A*ton, Ashley

J. Johnson, TunsUll

J. Young, Keele

T. Spencer, Knossmg.on

C. Noel, Hmckly
c,aTlh>

G.Townshead,StoneySta*t<>D

W, Fancourt, Empingnam

J. Smith, Wymondham
W.Cubitt,N. Walsham

J. Hill, Briston

T. Brown, Denvar
H. Edwards. Woodbndge
G. Edwards, Framlingham

J.G. Cooper, Branfield

(1) If the fine weather continues. . . t^i^a
for the last 24 hours, and much of the gram is lodged

_ & ... We had high winds and rain almost daily dun

Is that although to a superficial observer the Wheat looks like a full average crop, when the ears are examined they are found to contain fewer grains by nearly

f2) Very hot from July 30 to An
,

(8) The weather in this neighbourhood was the most unfavourable for the Wheat blooming that I ever

Au?ust8.
7, and grain crops have made astonishing progress. Heavy rains however for the last 24 hours, and much ot trie gra*n «««*£*

' ; *
. the c0nseqnen^

recollect. We had high winds and rain almost daily during theT^^n^voagW to *****
™;_.4 i.u— «™> f^mi frt ,nnro; n fa.ar trains bv nearly one-third than tney ouguw w
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PRESENT APPEARANCE OF THE CROPS—Continned.

COUNTY. WHEAT.

ENGLAND.
SUFFOLK— Continued,

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

HUNTS

NORTHAMPTON-
SHIRE

WARWICKSHIRE

WORCESTERSHIRE...

HEREFORD

MONMOUTH

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

OXFORDSHIRE
BUCKS

HERTS

ESSEX

MIDDLESEX
BERKS

SOMERSET

WILTS

! SURREY

KENT

SUSSEX

HANTS

*.* •

DORSET

DEVON

CORNWALL

WALES.
DENBIGH

CARMARTHEN

IRELAND.
DONEGAL .....

DERRY

ANTRIM

TYRONE

GALWAY
DOWN

ARMAGH

MONAGHAN...
LOUTH
MAYO " ....

MEATH ..... .! . ....

WESTMEATH '.'.]'.'..[....

ROSCOMMON

GALWAY

CLARE

WICKLOW

CARLOW
WEXFORD
KILKENNY
TIPPERARY

WATERFORD
CORK

Full crop
Quite average

Average
Good average

Good
Over average
Good average
Full average
Good average

Average
Full average
Average

Hardly average
Average

Good average
Good

Hardlv average
Good
Good

Average
Inferior yield

;
great

breadth
Full average
Fair average

Fair ; not great
Average

Full average
Average

Not heavy
;
good

Full average
Over average
Over average
Very good

\

Good
Good

Thin, but productive
Average
Good
Good

Average
Fair

A good crop
; Good

f

Not over average
Full average
Over average

Good

j

Average
Average
Average

Over average
i Good

Average
Average
Very good

Thin; promising
Generally good
Over average
First rate

Good quantity; excel-
lent quality

Good ; hurt by raidge
Good: blighted in places

Rather blighted
Nearly average

Average crop ; great
extent

Under average
Probably average

Average
Average

Various, but average
Average

Average; hurt bymidge
Good, great extent

Average
Thin, but over average
Hurt by fly and wind

Good ; ears full

Average
Good

Over average
Average; fine

Good
Average crop

Great extent, fair

Good
Strong average

Average
Over average
Very good

Average straw ; light
ear

Very good
Very good

Good
Very good

Good
Abundant; slight rust

Rusted
Over average
Very good
Promising

Good
Great extent; good
Great extent; good

Good
Very good

Very good
Very good
Very fine

Injured; fair

Light: good
Good
Good

BARLEY.

Various
Bare average

Various
Not average

Very good
Average
Average
Good

Average
Various

Not average
Good

Average
Over average

Various
Fair

Deficient
Good

Various
Good

Very good
Over average

Various
Bad

Not average
Good
Good

Very good
Average

Not average
Very good
Very good

Good
Very bad
Excellent
Good
Fair

Under average
Bare
Good

Very good
Under average
Under average

Average
Fair

Not average
Not average
Average

Over average
Good

Average
Average
Good
Good

Average
Good

Average
Good

Heavy-
Average
G.»od

Ripe too soon
Laid

Under average
Bare average

Good
Average
Good

Average
Fair
Good

Average
Over average

Good
Good

Not average
Fair
Full

Over average
Good
Full
Good
Better
Good

Average
Very good
Very good

Fair

Very good
Splendid

OATS.

Good
Good

Good

Very tine

Average
Various

Very good
Very good

Good
Very good
Average
Very good

Very promising
Very firm
Promising

Over average
Promising

.• * •

Good
Good

Good
Good

Good

Excellent
Good

Good
Average
Light

Pretty good
Good

Very good

Various
Large

Not average
Average
Good

A verage
Not average
Not average
Various

Average
Good

Average
Average

Indifferent

Light

Fair
Average

Very good
Good

Average
Good
Good
Fair
Good
Fair

Various
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Very good
Middling
Average
Middling
Average
Fair

Average
Average
Good

Average
Good
Thin
Good
Good
Good
Good
Fair

Fair
Very fjood

Good
Good
Good

Very good
Under average

Various
Heavy
Good

Average
Average
Good

Bare average
Full average

Good
Good
Good

Very good
Promising

Fine
Good
Heavv

BEANS. PEAS.

Good
Good

Average
Good
Good
Good

Average
Very good

Go-d
Average

Full
Not average
Indifferent

Not average
Good
Good

Hardly average
Good

Very good
Full

Under average

Good
Full
Good

Not average
Average
Good

Good

Good
Good
Fair

Blighted
Average
Good
Good
Good
Full
Good
Fair
Good
Good

Over average
Good
Good
Good

Average
Average
Good

Average
Very good
Various
Good

Average
Over average

Good
Good

Good
Good
Good

Average
Over average

Very good
Average
Good

Good
Good

Average
Quite average

Good
Good

Very good
Good

Average
Good

Not average
Indifferent

Average
Average
Various
Average
Good
Fine

Immense

Good
Various

Very good
Average
Fair

Very good

Very good
Good

'-GREEN CROPS.

* * *

Good
Average
Average

Fair
Average

Good
Very good
Average
Fair

Abundant
Good
Good

1 Good

i

Very good
Fair

Very good
Good

t

Over average
Good
Good
Good

Average
Full

Excellent
Good
Good
Good
Good

Average
* Good

Average

(
Good

Over average
Very good

Good
Good

l-5th under aver
age

Aveiage
Average
Good

Good
Fair

Tolerable

Not average
Middling
Very good
Average
Good

Middling
Bad
Good
Good

Average
Good

Under average
Average

Best
Average

Full
Very good
Very good

Fair

Very good
Very good

Very fine

Inferior
Full

Very good
Splendid

Over average
Abundant
Promising
Very good
Luxuriant

Very promising
Very good

Good
Good

Very good
Very &ood
Average
Very good
Light; good

Light
Good

Middling
Very good
Not average

Good
Bare average
Very good

Thin
Various
Light
Good
Short
Firm

Average
Firm
Short

Good
Average
Average
Good

Over average
Good
Good

Well podded
Good

**••»*

Very good

Fair

Good

Good

Fair
Good

Good

• •*

Good

Inferior

Middling

Very good

Good

Good

Bad
Bad

Various
Various
Various

Promising
Not erood

Bad
Not good
Fair

Very bad
Various
Bad

Various
Bad

Various
Not good
Not good
Late

Indifferent

Inferior

Bad
Good
Good

Very bad
Bad

Indifferent
Suffering

Bad
Want rain
Various
Middling
Good

Suffering
Suffering
Suffering
Suffering
Waut rain

Late
Late: bad

Late
Suffering
Late

Indifferent

Various
Various
Good
Bad

Suffering
t

Good
Poor

Good plant
Suffering
Indifferent

Want rain
Good

Want rain
Want rain
Want rain

Hurt
Want rain
Very short

Hurt
Bad

Partial
Good

Not good
Patchy
Suffering
Partial
Bad

Indifferent
Deficient
Promising
Not average
Promising

Bad
Various
Good

Promising
Patchy
Various
Fair
Hurt

Suffering
Various

Fair
Generally good

Average

Very good
Hurt

Bad
Promising
Average
Excellent
Suffered
Improved

Fair
Good

Interior

Good; late

Late ; fair

Suffering
Medium
Medium

Indifferent

Promising
Inferior
Average

• * • *

***«+*

Bad
Good

Middling
Very go<xl

Bad
Not average
Very good

Hurt
Poor

Very poor
Good

Very bad
Very bad
Suffered
Unequal
Not good

HAIIV: 3T.

Middle of August
August 14
August 11

Middle of August
Middle of August

August 6
j August 12

j
August 11
August 10
August 10

Middle of August
August 20
August 18
August 15
August 16
August 18
August 15
August 12
August 11

August IS
August 11

August It
August 11

August 11
August 12

Middle ofAugust
August 14
August 1U
August 15
August 14
August 12
August 12
August 15
August 12

August 20
August 16
August 10
August 6
August 15
August 15
August 12
August 16
August 11

August 17
August 8
August 6
August 9
August 11
August 7

August 8
August 5
August 10

Middle of August
August 20

August 1&
August 15
August 15
August 18
August 11

August 6
August 11

End of August
August 15
August 8

August 11

August IS
August 11
August 8
August 11
August 11
August 18
August 11
August 10
August 15
August 13
August 16
August 9
August 15
August 19
August 15
August 18
August 15
August 12
August 12
August IS
August 14
August 14
August 11

September 10

September 1

August 15

Middle of Sept.

September 5
Middle of Sept.
August 24
September 1

September 1
September 10
September 1
September 1

Middle of Sept.

End of August
September 1

End of August
End of August
Middle of Sept.

September 20,

End of August
Septemher 8
September 1

Middle or Sept.

September 8
September 8
August 25
August 20
August 20
August 18
August 18
August 20
August 15
August 15
August 24
August 18
August 15
August 20
August 20
August 20

NAME.

C. Weiton, W. Market
G. Fenn. Beceles
L. O. Cottingham. Saxmund-

. Gibs >n, Wangford [ham
A.. S. Huston, Chatteris
P. Howard, Granchester
C. B^art, Godmanchrster
P. Purves, Brampton
J. Whitwell, Peterborough
W. Gray, Northampton
J. B. Rraeeton, Wei ford

J. 11. Burbery, Ketiil worth
T. Foul. Nawbold
W. Glbbn, i tratford

J. Burbory, Wont ton

W. Aitclu* :-•'!!, IVrkesweil
.1, Laue, (loodn st

II. Thorley, Marston
It. Smith. Dmitwich
II. UndMo, IVrshore

F. E. Williams, Doddenham

C. Randall, Evesham
J. W. Fletcher, Houghton
1\ Woodward, Per*hore
J. Mathews, Blakemore
W. Price, Rosa
('.Andrews, I.'"minster
i. Pride, Monmouth
i\ N. Edwards, Briusop
P. Dyke, Monmouth
<;. R. G. Relphe, Uske
W. Whittle, Abnreavenny
J. Hunt. Alu mlbury
J. Kiarsey, Cnvnctster
C. L. Denton, Coleford

J. F. Pency, Winchcomb
G. N- Hulbert, Bagenden
S. Druce, jun., Eynsham
W.J.Duncan,StoneyStratford
A. Fraser, Claydon

, Ft. Albans
G. F. Humbert, Watford
J. B. Lawes, Kothamstcd
R. Baker, Chelmsford
W. Hurley, Witham
J. J* Meehi, Tiptree
C. Hall, Havering
A. Birfield, Dunmow
C. Webster. Uxbridge

Adnams, Newbury
J. Williams, Abingdon
B. W. Moore, Colesh 11

J. W. Eastmenf, Wincanton
C. P. Col Iyer, Dulverton
G. Brown. Avebury
J. R. Ma*kelvn*», Olue
T. Chandler, North Wilts
J. Charles. Chippenham
T. Arkell, Swindon

K. J. Lance, Frimley
J; M. Painp, Farnham
J. Marbh, Brook
M. Sand ford, Dover
W. Manser, Rauisgate

R. Matron, Wingham
J. Brotherston, Kobertsbridge
U.S. I lav ward. Folkington
II. E. Sadler, West Sussex
W. C- Spooner, Eling
J. W. Clark, Romsey
J. T. Twynam, Winchester
H. Rayiibird, Basingstoke
J. Blundi-*!. Bursledon
R. Darner, Dorchester
W. Voss. Corfe castle
W. Pope, Bridport
G. Turner, Exeter
G. W. Fowler, Dartmoor
G. Langdon, Barnstaple
S. Cornish, K intr^bridge

•J. B*nson, Tavistock
T. Michelmore, Totness
W. Elliott, Plymouth
W. Karkeek, Truro
J. Wills, Launceston
J. Michel, Tregoose
G. Andrew, St. Mewan
II. Tresawna, Probus

E. H. Griffiths, Denbigh

J. Williams, Conway
J.Bnruell, Lianelly

J. J. Atkinson, B. Shannon
J. J. Clark.-. Uaghera
0. Pollock, Magherafeit

R. R. Houghton, Lisburn

j; Barnister, Randal's Town
W. Paterfon. Newton Stewart

A. B. Buchanan, Oraagh
G. Lamb, Moglongh
Hi E. Boyd, Dromara
W. Cilery, Portaferry

J. Andrews, Comber
N. H. Hardy, Tandwayce
W. Boyd, Armagh
J; Smirh, Castleblaney
W. M'Culloch, nnndalk
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G. Gordon, Gorey
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W. Ryall,Cashel
J. FenneLI, Cahir
E. Kennedy. K Imacthomas
li. Longtield, Doneraile

f

D. Barclay, Blarney
Is. Piddell, M.D., Kildorrery
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Home Correspondence.
The Cradle Scythe.—Referring to the discussion on

mowing crops in the annual report of the Wakefield

Farmers' Ciub, it may be interesting to some of your
readers to know that in Canada and the United States,

where time is one of the elements of harvesting to an

extent totally unknown in England, owing to the scarcity

of labourers, the cradle scythe is the only article used

;

but it is, I think, of quite a different description from
^ny used in England. It is a long wide heavy scythe,

with a light frame consisting of an upright post and
four fingers the length and curve of the blade, the
dipper one about 2 feet from the scythe, and all set so
that when at work they shall be about perpendicular to

•the back of it. The handle is curved in various ways;
the old sort is nearly straight, but a new one with a
•very curved handle is said to do excellent work. There
is but one rib on it, the left hand grasping the top of
the snaith, and by a peculiar but easy push at the end
of the stroke laying the cut grain in a long regular
swath. With this tool a good man if the grain stands
well will cut from 2 acres upwards a day, more if the
grain stands very light, less if it is very heavy. A
neighbour of mine told me he cut once 5 acres of heavy
Oats in a day, and from seeing what work he could do
on his farm, which was next to mine, I believe it to be
true. The scythe and sickle are only used when grain
is very much lodged, so as to render it impossible to

pick it up with the cradle ; one man following to rake
and tie completes each band of harvesters. It is

^perhaps owing to the straw being laid rather loosely
in the sheaf that rapid carrying can be put in pro-
gress ; for if a field of Wheat takes more than two
days to cut, the instant the last sheaf is bound, the
hands fetch the waggons and begin carrying the
first cut Wheat, the sun being so powerful and the
a£v so dry that not only is it fit to carry in so
short a time but it would be injured by standing longer.

I do not point out this in the hope of showing farmers
how to do with fewer labourers, but it is of course of
great advantage to be able to get in a field of grain,

and there is always plenty of other work for men to do
on a farm. A Canadian Farmer.

Lodge Nursery, near Southampton.
received the following :—The White Clover growing on
road sides and places where it cannot have been sown,
respecting which your correspondent te R w inquires, is

the true Perennial White Clover. It grows wild in many
parts of Britain, and we have large quantities of seed
saved for us annually, as we find it more productive and
more permanent than the common white or Dutch
Clover. Sutton <L' Sons, Seedgrowers, Reading.

Black Caterpillar.—A letter addressed to me this

day (July 31) from a farmer of great experience, re-

minds me of an occurrence which attracted especial

notice at the time, and was, I perceive, alluded to in the
Mark Lane Express of the 28th inst. 1 must quote a
few lines of the article in order to introduce the remarks
which I have to offer. " I recollect above 20 years ago
when I had 50 acres of Turnips destroyed in less than a
week, many of which had been hoed twice, after the
scourge had left, it was found by those more fortunate
that the Turnips which had escaped were attacked by
a large brown grub later in the season, which ate the
tap root of the Turnips after they had arrived at full

growth." By this extract it appears that two insects

are alluded to ; and by the letter received by me, I

perceive that my friend refers to a black insect that

preys upon the leaves, and which " had not been seen for

the last five or six years.'* The destruction that came
under my own notice while I resided near Maidenhead
must have been produced by the brown grub mentioned
by the writer in question. This caterpillar first attracted

my notice when I lived at St. Peter's, Isle of Thanet, in

1821, for I found plants of the Cabbage family, such as
the Savoy, Borecole, and Broccoli that had been per-

fectly healthy over-night, flaccid and drooping on the
following morning. Another circumstance excited par-

ticular attention, as when one plant so drooped its

immediate neighbour was the next to fail. For a time
no solution of the problem suggested itself ; but upon
carefully moving the earth around the stems of a dis-

j
eased plant, a large dingy grey grub was seen coiled

into a sort of ring. As in every instance the same grub
was discovered, and in the same posture, sentence of

"guilty n was pronounced against the offender thus de-

tected, as it were, in the very fact. I lost sight of this

We have also
|

give a detailed report of the meeting to-day, but hope to
do so next week.

Po'ato Tops.—E&T\y dwarf frame, or short blade marauder till the 'period referred to in the Mark Lane
varieties of Potatoes, are generally saved from the pre- Express. I do not retrace the exact dates, but I enter-
vailing disease if it is dry and hot weather after the
blight sets in, scorching or starving the fungus or con-
taminated sap in the leaves and stalks, and such we
think we may venture to say are safest left to chance.
It is, however, well known that our practice is to cut off

(not pull up) the Potato stalks when luxuriant crops
are attacked with blight, in order to bleed, as it were,

tain little doubt that the fearful destruction of the
Turnip bulbs alluded to took place in the autumn of

1834 or 1835. Then scarcely a Turnip escaped, and
this not only round Maidenhead but far into Bucking-
hamshire. I was in the habit of inspecting the crops
and gardens about Marlow, High Wycomb, Missenden,
&c. In the latter place the able gardener at The

the roots, and to save the tubers from further decay. Abbey adopted every means at his command to ascer-
To pull them up is to kill the plants instantaneously, tain the family of Lepidoptera to which the grub belonged,
shutting m disease, and subjecting the tubers to decay, He kept several of the grey caterpillars in soil, placed the
unfitting them for human food. As some persons are averse vessels well secured in a warm forcing house, and in due

time had the satisfaction to witness the changes as they

took place, terminating in the development of several

.
- - moths. These I saw, and soon after it was announced

the bhght itself in strong crops stops all further progress
in print that they belonged to a species termed iEgrostis,

of growth in the roots, and it all amounts to the same Gr by some yEgrotus. 1 have not data to which I can

to this practice, and as it stops the growth of the tubers,
we will not press it any further, and only remind our
readers that, whether they have recourse to it or not,

result at last, except that decomposition takes place very
often in the tubers when left to chance, whereas if the
roots were tapped by cutting off the stalks it would not,

" ^unless such decomposition had really taken place before
the operation had been performed. The value of the
tops, however, we have taken into consideration this

season. Off 1 rod of a luxuriant crop it will be found
that 1 cwt. at least of tops may be cut, or 8 tons per
acre, which if not eaten may be trodden into a very rich
manure, and if taken into account with the chance of
a full crop of Savoys, or Cabbages, or Mangels, or Swedes,
to be transplanted between the rows as soon as the
haulm is removed from the Potato roots, this renders it of
no material loss even if the Potatoes at Michaelmas
should prove to be small, for let it be recollected they
will be only small, and small they must be if left to
chance after they are blighted, and then they may and

by
now refer in respect to the previous assault of the black
caterpillar upon the leaves of the young Turnip plants,

but well remember that the ravages of the grub were
horribly extensive ; insomuch that a person had nothing
more to do than just to disturb the ground with the
hand or a stick when he would see the remains of a
bulb riddled into numerous holes, with perhaps ten or
more of those ugly larvae busily at work on the remain-
ing substance, and no longer assuming their usual
hypocritical coil. /. Towers, Croydon.

&jmetfe&

Highland and Agricultural Society.—The meeting
at Inverness has been successful in bringing out for

will be decayed, and no chance offered of Savoys, Cab- exhibition some of the best animals in Scotland and the
bages, &c, being secured except for late ones, which north of England, notwithstanding the difficulties in—

* transmitting stock beyond the railway region of thewould be of little use and value. By forking up the
Potatoes at Michaelmas we cultivate the land, and pre-
pare it well for the next year's crop, and if a slight
dressing of guano is applied before forking up the
Potatoes, the green crops then advancing to maturity
will be very much improved, and but little if any loss
sustained, even if the Potato crop were entirely lost.

Hardy <kSon, Seedgrowers, Maldon, Essex.— P. S. Twenty
ears of our best improved selected and prolific red
Wheat growing with Potatoes, with 1 foot of stalk to
each ear, w 11 weigh 10 oz., and if cut off at the upper
joint of the straw a of a pound, which, if compared with
the weight of 20 ordinary ears, will convey an idea to
oar readers what our thin seeding will do with judicious
management. A. H.

White Clover.—A writer inquires the cause of White
Clover appearing in the pasture fields and roadsides. I

always considered it must have proceeded from the
manure, but a residence of many years in America
altered my opinion, for I always observed that wherever
a clearance was affected in the forest, no matter how
distant from a settlement, in the course of two years,
although no seeds of any kind had been sown and the
surface of the ground burnt nearly all over the previous
fall, a good crop of White Clover was sure to appear,
considered there the best sheep pasture in America.
I shall be happy if any of your valued correspondents
could solve the question, as I have heard so many

country. About 70 shorthorns competed for the
Society's prizes. The first and second prizes for old

bulls were given for animals bred in Aberdeenshire
;

those for young bulls were given to Mr. Willis, of
Bedale, and Mr. Tod.

Highland stock was present in good numbers and
quality, the prizes being given to Mr. M'Rae and the
Right Honourable Duncan M Neil], the Duke of Suther-
land, and Mr. Malcolm, of Poltalloch. Mr. M'Combie
takes the first prize for the polled Angus breed of
cattle which excited so much attention at Paris. It is

won by an animal that has carried off the prizes at
Berwick, Aberdeen, Carlisle, and Paris, never having
been beaten.

The show of sheep was very fair, Leicesters were
well represented, and Cheviots and black faced sheep
are a good show. The implement show was not a large
one. A discussion on short-horn breeding took place
during the meeting, which we shall next week report.

"

The Royal Agriccltural Society of Ireland held
their annual show at Athlone this week. The exhi-
bition of stock is unusually fine. The first prize in

short-horned bulls is awarded to Grand Turk, belong-
ing to Mr. Henry Ambler, of Watkinson Hall,

Halifax. Lord Clancarty's short-horned roan bull, Pro
Bono Publico, has taken the second prize.

varied opinions on the subject. George S.Jiogers, Bed ! unabV owing ^o^the crowded Ttatefof^our columns to I

Boxted Lodge, Colchester : Trial of Reapinn
Machines.—Mr. Fisher Hobbs having in the most public,
spirited manner offered his crops and grounds to the
English Agricultural Society as the arena of the
adjourned trial of reaping machines, a large number of
those interested in reaping by machinery, as well as in
steam ploughing, were gathered together there last

Wednesday and Thursday. A more agreeable agricul-
tural holiday was never spent. The thoroughly prac-
tical, systematic, and successful farm manage-
ment exhibited, and the hearty hospitality enjoyed
were security for this. The iarms occupied by Mr.
Fisher Hobbs are somewhat scattered and unconnected
but this, which would in ordinary hands have been fatal

to good management, seems to have had no injurious

effect at Boxted. We saw there clean, level, and well

drilled corn and green crops ; the Wheat, Oats, and
Barley were first-rate as to yield, the last bting however
laid ; and the Swedes, Turnips, and Mangel Wurzel
covered the ground perfectly. First-rate flocks of

Downs were on the pastures, and herds of Mr. Hobbs's

breed of pigs were in the yards. Successful cultivation

of Italian Rye-Grass was providing food for cattle and

for horses—the effects of well managed drainage,

irrigation, buildings, roads, were seen throughout, and

harvest work was in busy operation, and there wai

bright weather over all.

On Wednesday the trials were in the presence of the

judges only. On Thursday the public were admitted.

Four machines appeared—CrosskilPa Bell, Burgess and

Key's M'Cormick, Dean and Dray's Hussey with

their tipping platform, and Hussey with Palmer's side

delivery. Where the corn was standing they all worked
well, and would travel in any direction—where it was

laid or bending they could none of them cut it well

except by going right against the lay of the corn ; and then,

returning empty, they also all worked well. Where
badly laid, and required to go across the lay of the corn,

Bell's worked tolerably well ; but Dean & Dray and

Burgess failed both to cut the stubble short and to

avoid cutting the ears. When working on ridged land

Hussey, with the tipping platform, worked best of all.

The price of the machines in the order we have named

them is 421., 40/., 32/., and 251. respectively. The

first two use M'Cormick's knife, for which we were

told he charges 11. royalty apiece, a sum which

we venture to predict will end in their disuse

altogether. Hussey 's knife, especially the skeleton form

of it, seemed to us equally well fitted for its work—and

the greater cheapness of the implements which use it is

greatly in their favour. The tipping platform delivers the

corn intermittently in the wake of the machine, the

sheaves needing to be tied, or at least lifted aside at

once. Palmer's radiating rollers which deliver it inter-

mittently on one side did not send off the sheaves so

cleverly as the other. M'Cormick's, with the screw

side delivery giving the corn off in a continuous

swathe, did not, except when the corn was standing well,

make quite so good work as Bell ; and Bell, again,

which came out well under difficulties which spoiled

the work of the others—charging a laid crop, and

leaving in its wake a clean lane of short stubble, with

corn laid, ears together, on one side— failed on the

ridged land to do its work so well as Hussey. The

award of the judges is not yet published. It will, we

should suppose, give the award of inert to Crosskms

Bell and Dean and Dray's Hussey with the tipping

platform.

Mr. Fowler exhibited his steam-plough at work witn

great success and promise of future usefulness, but to

this we must refer another week. Mr. Amos's dyna-

mometer, which is unquestionable evidence of the power

employed, enables us to say that ]J
6

acre of land**5

ploughed by it in one hour, 8 horse power only of tne

machine being employed during the operation.

It is difficult to overrate the value of Mr. FisherHobM

services in thus inviting public attention to thetwogre

sources of economy in agricultural labour whicn

promised to us. The substitution of steam power to

that of horses in cultivation, but especially that of horse-

power for hands during harvest time, which Fow

steam-plough and the reaping machines now prom
»

are the two great agricultural problems of the day.

The latter subject is especially pressing
.

and '^
portant now, when every year we are suffering

^

and more from difficulty in finding hands at na -

time, and we have to thank Mr. Hobbs for a gre

publicity given to it and interest excited lor it

it has ever yet attained in England.

lUbicUtf

A Letter on Steam Cultivation to E. Cn-eaves, Esc^.

Haversham. By William Smith, of Woolston, JW •

J. Wesley and Co., 54, Paternoster Row.

This is a very sensible and well bitten letter, d*w*

ing in as simple a manner as possible the ditferen -

between plough and spade cul.ure, the propri ia

copying the latter rather than the former mat. ia

implement drawn by steam, the alternative of the io

^
motive or the traction plan of applying steam pow

cultivation, and lastly the author's own ^penence

cultivator of land by steam power. The following

extracts on all these subjects. , ^Xbe
The difference between the plough and spade^

most approved of our common ploughs simpiv
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absolutely turn over the soil, placing the former surface

from four to six inches below, and bringing up the

smoothed surface of the under soil to the top. By this

process all the seeds, weeds, and roots are deposited

below the surface ; whence the weeds which are propa-

gated from roots or layers—such as Couch Grass,

Water Grass, Crowfoot, Coltsfoot, and others, and which

really are the plagues of the farmer—being divided by

the plough, are indefinitely multiplied ; and do, in fact,

after four or five years, become increased to so great an

extent, as to render it absolutely necessary for the

farmer to leave his land partially barren for the

purpose of removing these obnoxious weeds ; to do
which the plough entirely fails him, and he is driven to

the scuftier, cultivator, or other implement which he has

invented for this purpose."
" In spade husbandry, which has been advocated as

the best system of all, the soil is not turned over to

anything like the extent that it is by the use of the

plough. This system consists mainly of a complete

breaking up of the soil, and an admixture of it with the

manure ; at the same time accompanied with a separa-

tion of the permanent Grasses, &c, from the annuals,

the former being carefully removed by the hand, and
the latter deposited beneath the earth to decompose, and
perhaps, to some extent, to provide food for the next
crop. But how little food they furnish may be inferred

from the fact that, the more free the soil is even of

these, the better will be the crop produced. In short,

it may be laid down as an axiom in farming, that,

whatever be the nature of the soil, when a farmer plants

his Wheat he ought to grow Wheat, and, at least as far

as is practicable, nothing but Wheat, and when Beans,
nothing but Beans, &c."

* Another marked difference between spade hus-
bandry and cultivation by the plough is in the depth.

From four to six inches is the ordinary depth of
cultivation with the plough, and it is a question
whether it would be generally advantageous to culti-

vate to a greater depth if the subsoil were to be laid

upon the top, as is commonly the case in ploughing.
Now a spade is from 10 to 12 inches deep, and to this

depth in good spade husbandry it is usually thrust.

But when we carefully observe the whole of the opera-
tion, we shall see that the spade does not upturn the

whole of this ; but that when the leverage is applied,

the lower part is shattered by the violence that is

offered, and the upper part is all mixed together and
broken. But how different is the turning over of the
spade from that of the plough, may be inferred from
the care which the gardener is constantly obliged to

use, after the operation of the spade, to draw into the

next trench the weeds which the first operation had but
partially buried. In spade husbandry the soil is not

consolidated either by the transit of heavy implement
or by the padding of horses, either of which seem very
likely to impair the success of our agricultural opera-

tion. The passage of a heavy and unwieldy implement
over the land caunot but have the effect of producing
considerable consolidation, and rendering both the
percolation of the water and the action of the atmos-
phere less free than they otherwise would be. But of

the two, perhaps the padding of the horses is much
more detrimental to the success of our operations than
even the passage of a heavy implement. For the
horses continually tread on a lower surface which has
been smoothed over by the under-side of the share, and
a crust or pan is thus formed through which the water
will not freely percolate till after the application of a
good subsoil plough, which in its turn again introduces

the padding of the horses. Thus in all our agricultural

operations with the plough there is not only a great

loss, but there is an enormous waste of power. By
waste of power as distinguished from loss, I mean that

portion of the power which is actually applied to

counteract the effect which we desire to produce.

The power which a horse exerts to carry himself across

a field is simply power lost ; but the weight arising

from gravitation and non-effective effort is all entirely

wasted or exerted in producing a consolidation of the

soil and subsoil, which previous to seed-time is generally

found to be injurious. In spade husbandry, too, the
land is completely cultivated at once. It is true there
are two or three operations,—the breaking up, the
mixing of the soil, and the separation of the weeds, are
all performed at one and the same time."
The locomotive and the traction plans of applying steam

power.—" The success of the locomotive on our rail-

ways seemed to turn almost all attention to that means
of applying steam ; aud even now it is not despaired that
success may attend the ingenious combinations of some
of our engineers. But when we consider the enormous
loss of power even of a team of horses (a weight of
from two to three tons) in carrying themselves across
a field, as well as the waste of power in counteracting
their own exertions, by consolidating that which they
are employed to render porous, I was led to believe that
the loss of power in a locomotive engine, weighing
probably from seven to nine tons, would be con-
siderably greater even in proportion, when it was
moving itself across a ploughed field or up even a slight
acclivity. How much power would be wasted in
opposing its own object would of course depend upon
the manner of its movement and the mode of its
application. But by adopting the traction system, the
power lost would be only that which was required to
overcome the weight of the ropes and the friction over
the soil, which would be much less than that required
to carry the locomotive engine ; and little or no power
would be wasted in counteracting its own efforts.

Besides this, there would be a great advantage in using

an engine which could be applied to many other agri-

cultural purposes, such as threshing, grinding, chaff-

cutting, &c."
Mr. Smith's own expei*ience.—u On my- own farm,

which, as you know, is clay and gravelly clay, I have,
as far as I could consistently with the use of horses, for

some years past avoided the turning over of the soil,

and more especially on that part of it which has been
under my own management without the intervention of

a bailiff : the chief implements I have used being my
Registered Subsoil Plough and my Patent Cultivator.

This mode of cultivation has been attended with the

most beneficial results. I can give accurately only the

result of the last year. On my home farm I had an
average produce of 46£ bushels of Wheat per acre

;

while the produce of the rest of my land, where the

plough had been used in the ordinary manner, was so

much less, that it reduced my total average, over 90

acres, to 42£ bushels. Allowing that the eye of the

master does secure something, still this is a result which
at all events shows that the turning over of the soil is

not a matter of positive necessity, and that at least as

good a crop can be secured by well mixing the soils as

there can be by turning them over ; and my own
experience shows a better. It is almost premature to

refer to growing crops ; yet the present state of mine,
where the principle has been carried out by steam
power, when compared with those growing on similar

soils does not lose by the comparison. 5'

€€ I have used steam power over 100 acres of land

this season. Some of this on my own farm is under
crop, Beans, Peas, aud Oats, all of which look very

promising/'

Calendar of Operations.
AUGUST.

S. E. Cambridge, August 9.—On our light and chalky soils the
"Wheat and Barley have ripened very rapidly, a great breadth of
the former has been cut ; hands have been numerous, at least suf-

ficiently so, and the reaping has been done at from 95. to lis.

per acre, those beginning it first getting it done the cheapest.
The Wheat crop is generally very good, and of excellent quality.

A sample of white Talavera was sold iu our Cambridge market
last Saturday, August 2, at 10s. per bushel. A small quantity of
Barley has been cut ; the crop is very good, but the quality will

not be first-rate upon our hot soils, it having died away too fast.

Oats are very good ; so are the winter Beans and Peas, particu-
larly the Prussian Blues, a new sort. The Turnips upon the red
land are very good indeed ; upon the white land they suffered

considerably for want of rain in their earlier stage, and this last

week's hot weather has considerably checked their growth, and
turned them very blue. Mangels are very partial; some fields

look splendid, while others close by are quite a failure. Sheep
keep was never shorter than just now, the old seeds bein^ com-
pletely parched up ; consequently store sheep are much lower in
price, 3*. to 55. per head ; store bullocks are also from 27. to SI.

lower from the same cause. T. Baker, Bury Farm, Stapb\ford.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES. GREENHOUSES
PIT FRAMES. ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to
band their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :—

SHEET GLASS, Packed n Boxes containing 100 Fkkt.
6 by 4, and 64 by 4£ ...

7 by 5, and 7* by 5; ...

12*. 8 by 6, and 8$ by 64 ... 13a. 6d.

13*. 9 by 7, and 10 by 8 ... 13*. 6J.

11 by 9, 12 by 9, 13 by 9, 14 by 9 ...)
12 „ 10, 13 „ 10, 14 „ 10, 15 „ 10 ... }• 14
13 „ 11, 14 „ 11, 15 „ 11, 16 „ 11 ...J
14 „ 12

r

18 „ 12,
15 „ 12,

19 „ 12
16 12 17 1*' )

• •• ••• •* * « a » * . - 1

16 „ 13,

19 „ 13,

17 „ 13,
20 „ 13,

16 „ 14,

19 ,, 24,

17 „ 14.

20 „ 14
18
21

"
\{ £ 18

I

I*

I

I

i

Notices to Correspondents.
Brickmaktng: TTM. Apply to Mr. Chamberlain at Kemp^ey
near Worcester. The essay is not published that we are
aware of.

Concrete: GPS. writes as follows:—" It is the custom to

build weirs in a swiftly flowing river in the west of England to

prevent the soil from being washed away from the hanks. This
is usually done by hauling quarried stones and building a low
wall slanting out into the stream, which throws the current
away from the side of the river, so that not only are future
encroachments prevented, but the lost ground is in time
regained by the deposit which gradually accumulates in the
dead water behind the weir. This proceeding is attended with
considerable expense, and as the bed of the river is composed of
coarse gravel and large pebbles it appears to me that if a con-
crete could be made of these materials, which are ready at hand,
by the addition of lime and cement it might be more economical
to purchase these than to quarry and haul stone. I am, how-
ever, at a loss to know the best means of forming such a con-
crete, which should set quickly and resist the continued action
of the water; and should any of your readers have any experi-
ence in such matters I should feel much obliged for any sugges-
tions they would favour me with." [What is wanted is expe-
rience on concrete which will set under water.]

Cows: BagnaUtown. One of the "Duchess" cows was sold at

the Tortworth sale for 735?. That is, we believe, the highest
price ever given for a cow. No such price was given at either
of the Collings' sales. We have not a list of the sale to refer

to, but will ascertain about u Bluebell."

Essex Farming: Mr. J. Lockhart Morton has sent to the Times a
report on the farming of Mr. Hutley and Mr. Dixon, of

Witham, and Mr. Fisher Hobbs, of Colchester, in which the
skill, energy, and intelligence of Essex agriculture are done
justice to. The deep culture of Mr. Dixon—the old-fashioned

practical energy of Mr. Hutley, and the complete management
of Mr. Fisher Hobbs, who is furnished with all the appliances
that ample means and intelligence can supply, furnish the
materials of a very interesting paper, the substance of which
we shall probably transfer to our columns another day.

Heavy Land: A B. If you can get the land into good tilth

early in spring you may, with guano and salt, ensure a good
crop of Potatoes in rows 30 inches apart. Winter Beans
should be drilled on the flat in October 2 feet or so apart, the
land having been first well tilled and manured. Use the

Suffolk drill and load the coulter levers heavily. Cotgreave's

plough is, we believe, made by Messrs. Ransome. It is a
strong implement for turning a furrow slice out and trenching
in the furrow thus laid open.

Insects: Correspondent. The grubs which you have found eating

round the crowns of your Swede Turnips are the well known
and too common caterpillars of the moth Agrotis Segetum
(the history and figures of which were given in the Gardeners'
Chronicle, 1852, p. 741). A quarter of an ounce of salt, dissolved

in a quart of water, poured upon infected roots will drive the

insects away. Numbers may also be caught by searching the

leaves after dark with a lanthoru, and children might easily

be trained carefully to examine the crowns of the roots. Hot
soap suds poured over the roots will also cause the insects to

quit them. IF.

Seed Sowing in dry hot Weather: J B says: " Draw a drill,

well water the furrow, and sow the seed in it; then rake in the

dry soil over the seed ; in a few hours all the ground will be in

a nice moist state. This plan prevents the ground cracking,

which would be the case it the surface was watered."

Trial of Reapers : We are requested to say that the reaping

machine may be seen at work during the whole harvest on

Mr. Drav's farm, Farninjrham, near Dartford, Kent. On Mon-
day the 18th inst, a public exhibition will take place (on the

above farm) of the "Champion" and also the " Union " reap-

ing machines. Conveyance from London Bridge by rail to

Dartford, thence per omnibus

LARGER SIZES, not exceeding 40 Inches Long.
16 oz. from 2d. to 3£d., 21 02. from 3d. to 5dn 26 oz. from 6rf. to 7£f

.,

per foot superficial, according to size and quantity.
SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD

HOUSES, the same quality as we sitplyto Mr. Rivkus, and
of various dimensions, always on hand, at 1&?. per 100 feet.
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.
HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-ounce, packed in Crates

of 300 feet, 2{d. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, 3id.
Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet 34s., 385., 40*., ami

425. per case.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS WAREHOUSE,
116, Bishopsgate Street Without, London,

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
ETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS
of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3<f-

per square foot, for the usual sizes required ,mauy thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed for immediatedelivery.
Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to Jamks Hktlky & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

H

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS.
P A T £ N T.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY ;

HELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street, London.
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from

2d.; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from A\d.
per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,
under 10 by 8, 12*. 6d. ; above, 16*. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 fret cases. 34*. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. 6d. per
foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. each. MILK PANS,
21*. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN, 5b. 6d.; WAKING'S
BUTTER SLAHS. 10s. eacb. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,.
Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,.
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7*. per 100, and the New
Aquarium 10.?. each.—Catalogues free.

OULTRY, &c., SHOWS.— IMPROVED PORT-
ABLE WIRE PENS for Poultry and Pigeons, furnished

on hire by Thos. P. Hawkins, General Wireworker, 27, Dale
End, Birmingham.
WIRE GAME and POULTRY NETTING and WISE

GOODS of every description.

HJ. MORTON and Co., Galvanized Iron Works
• 2, Bftatoghftll Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANIZED IRON ROOFING, for Farm Buildings and
other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest roofing in use*
GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from lOirf. per yard, for Farm

buildings, houses, &c.—Never requires painting.

PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest and
neatest fence in use, will resist the largest Cattle, and will not
bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or over. Upward*
of 600 milesof this fencing fixed by us in the last 8 years. For
illustrated price list apply at the Works.
GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.—
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

2-inch mesh, 6d., Stf . and lid.

per yard.
Galvanized, 24 inch wide.

3-inch mesh, 4d.
r
5W.

f
and

7^d. per yard.
|

The Netting made any
width, and with openings of
anv size.

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS
for DRY and WET FOOD.—Galvanized Chain Camp Stools

and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat,

6s. 6d. to 12s. 6d. each.—Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Rods and
Rose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdles,
Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-
vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea-

sure Grounds, &c, from 10^d. per yard.

For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Hexry J. Morton & Co.*

2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF GALVANISED
WIRE NETTING.

v*
r^T^rrz

mIC
.->-.._. _-..!_-.i^.

BARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,
in consequence of improvements in their machinery for

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices. Galvan* Japanned

ised. iron.

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide 5£. per yd. id. per yd.

2-inch „ strong, do 6 „ 4|
... 7 5*2 inch ,, intermediate, do. ...

2-iuch „ extra strong, do 9£ lf 74
Ig-inch M 24 inches wide .... ... 54 „ U
11-inch H strong, do. „ 64 „ 5J

7k ••

t>

n
it

ttl$t-inch , f
intermediate, do

If-ineh m extra strong, do 10 „ 8

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet),

atproportionate prices, lf the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices one-fourth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 8£rf. per yard, 3 feet wide

:

Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 2d. per

square toot.

Delivered free of expense in London. Peterborough. Hull, or

Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle

and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles. &c.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post.
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WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
OK GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable

material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not

likely to corrode, and can be raised or

lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried

on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 3i.3».

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs

are 5 it. high.

1£ inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

U. 9d. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the

above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also '

Fire and Garden Engines. Ac.—Engravings sent on a

"WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STA1N-W DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel.

T. GREEN'S NEW INVENTION IN LAWN MOWING AND
ROLLING MACHINES,

SOLE MANUFACTURER, IRON AND WIRE WORKS, NORTH STREET, LEEDS.

REGISTERED JULY 24, 1855—No. 3739.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE MACHINES supersede all others by having
a small Wheel in front of the Grass Box, consequently will mow verges and round flower beds

without any change of Wheels, or adding the old fashioned Roller, as in others; will also cut either
wet or dry, and by the simple adjustment of a thumb screw, in front, can be raised or lowered to cut
the Grass any length required ; and having two Rollers beliiud, and a small one in front, they roll the
width they cut; they will turn in very little room, and cut at the same time. All the working parts
made much stronger than the old machines. The bottom Blades are so constructed that they cannot
tear up the ground; they are only drawn, and not pushed and drawn as in other machines
consequently do not require half the power to work them. The three first sizes can be worked by
oue person with ease; the two latter with a pony or donkey.

2ft in. short 1 ft. 7 in. Fitted for lead, *

gutta percha,

or cast iron
flanged pipe,

ob required.

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

3

4
24

n

ft

long 3

ditto 3
ditto 3
ditto 3

n

it

>»

?»

6 „
6*
6„

£ s. d.

1 10
1 14

2 8
2 12

3 3

13 inches
£5 5

LIST OF PRICES (NET CASH);-
16 inches 20 inches 24 inches 28 inches
£6 £7 £8 £10 10

A quantity of Machines of other kinds at Half the usual prices

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

"Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and xManufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

~MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makers.

^2^ 1,8

Testimonial from Joshua Major* B*q. 9 Landscape Gardener, Knostrop.
To Mr. Green, Leeds—Sir, Ah I always appreciate public and useful improvements, I most gladly give my testimony to

your highly improved Mowing and Rolling Machine. The one sent for my inspection and trial (cutting a breadth of 24 inches) wis
drawn on flat ground with ease by one person, and although at the time of trial the lawn was wet, it was cut with the greatest
nicety. So complete and simple is the invention, that amateur gentlemen, and even ladies, may work either the 16 or 20-inch size

with ease and pleasure, providing the Grass is not too long. For extensive places I should say the 24 inches would
be most suitable; for even in undulating ground two persons may work it; but in flower gardens, when beds, &c., are crowded
either of the smaller sizes would be best. I congratulate you on your very valuable invention, which in my opinion, entirtiv

surpasses, and mu«t eventually supersede all others, for it is not only free from intricacy and easy to the workman, but extremely ex-

peditious in its operations, and consequently must prove a great saving in the management of Grass lawns, and a great boon to

the public— I am, Sir, your most obedient servant, Joshua Major.
Other Testimonials may be had on application to the Manufacturer.

The above Machines are warranted to answer the purpose as described, or may be returned, and may be had

of all principal Ironmonger*, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen in England ; also Mr. Charles Garrood, Superinten-

dent of Atrricnlturwl pppHrtmpnt. Crystal PnUce. Sydenham.

VALUABLE IMPROVEMENTS IN MOWING MACHINES.

m 'n .

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTH fcha, Queen's
Cutlery Works, Sheffield ; and 67, King William Street,

London, where the largest stock of Cutlery in the world is kept.

Drawings forwarded hv post.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT,

Queen Victoria, and His Majesty the Emperor
the French.

ALEXANDER SHANKS AND SON,
ARBROATH, FORFARSHIRE.

»

PATENTEES.

THESE FITTINGS will be found to possess all

the latest and most important improvements, and are of

the best manufacture. All kinds of Stable Furniture in stock.

Iron Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, Tomb Railings, &c. New Illus-

trated Catalogues forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.

Jajps Babtox, Iron Founde r, <fec, 370, Oxford Street, London .

A SHANKS and S«>N, while soliciting the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and Gardeners to their

• Horse and Pony MOWING and ROLLING MACHINES, the completeness and superiority of which are now wellknown,

at the same time respectfully solicit notice to their new HAND MACHINE, specially adapted for mowing small lawns, verges,

around flower beds, &c, and which has now undergone a trial amply sufficient to enable the Patentees with all confidence to offer it

as the cheapest as well as the most efficient and complete machine extant. The improvements effected by the Patentees enable

the machine to be worked with perfect ease by one person. It iequires no change of wheels or rollers in mowing verges; will cut

close to the edge of flower-beds; has great facilities for quick turning, cutting and rolling at the same time; the length of the cut

can be effectually regulated in a few seconds by merely turning a screw, and being simple as well as complete in its construction

the machine can be easily worked and managed by a common labourer. The machines are fitted with due regard to strength and

durability, and consequently not ?t all liable to get out of order. The work is executed with great rapidity, and in a manner vastly

I

superior to mowing with the scythe, while the simultaneous operations of rolling and close cutting greatly improve and beautify

the turf. The Rolling and Mowing Machine is now in common use at all the Royal Gardens, Windsor, Kew, Buckingham Palace

and Osborne.
Illustrated Price Lists forwarded on application.

N.B. A. Shanks & Son finding that their Patented Improvements are pirated, beg to caution the public against purchasing

Machines with their improvements without their nnme and address marked on the Machines.

A Shanks & Son h1s.» supply Fleming's SALTING MACHINES, for destroying Weeds, &c, on Gravel Walks, Court Yards,

&c. particulars *nd oHcps of which will he learned on application.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES.
Awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition, and Patronised by the English and

Erench Governments.

PARKES'STfcEL OICCINC FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.

1Y| ESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
JAJl Wholesale A^ms for England, have always in stock a

Iarg:e assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps,

_ 103, Newgate Street, London.

THE COMFORT OF A FIXED WATER-CLOSET
for U.— Places in Gardens converted into comfortable

Wafer-closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY.SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, preventing the return of cold

air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it or unfix it in two hours
Price \L Also Hermetically-sealed and inodorous chamber
commodes, 11. 2g. and 2£4*., and improved Portable Water-
closets, with pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A prospectus
with engravings forwarded by enclosing two post stamps,—At
Fyfx and Co.'s Sanitarium, 46, Leicester Square.

COTTAM AND HALLEN,
THE Original INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROL^B

AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made important additions, the main features of the same being explained

is alone sufficient to claim

rai notice. , gwt I***
The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised S&eei

light and durable. .. npd cVj be

D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combines, ^ tf

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where
Jfn0 outof

object, as the long portion of the bracket can be tnrnea uF

description and engraving.

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball

of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-

tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse

being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached
from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the

seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

or mixing with the food in the manger,
general notice.

C

the way when not in use. ,

COTTAM'S MANGEES are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to ^wS,
utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured r

Galvanised, or Enamelled. __ ^
Improved S'able Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable P*™V*>^h ^TLj^d
Btmess-room Appendages, and every article m Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, U>noou.

WAKMLNU A.ND VENTILATING. The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates g»W

on application.
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tTT-ARNERS' SWING WATER-BARROW
V \ (To Hold TniETr Gallon's)
Will save much of the gardener's time and labour. May
obtained of any Ironmonger for 3?. 3*.

be

N

Brass Syringes, 95. to 185.

Also a great variety of effective Machines for Hydraulic pur-

poses, and to supply Gardens, Hothouses, Cotta . Farms,
Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every requisite connected

with the conveyance and distribution of Liquids.
Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, <fcc.

BEEHIVES.
Prize Medal Awarded to G. Neighbour &* Soxs, for Bee-

Hives and Honey, at the Paris Exposition of 1855.

EIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE HE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour*

Sons, with all the recent im-
provements, Glasses,& Ther-
mometer, price 35s., securely
packed for the country.
This unique Hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit: its arrangement are

so perfect that the Honey
may be taken at any time
of the season without at all

injuring the Bees.
Applications may be ad-

dressed to Gbobgb Neigh-
bour & Sons, 127, High Hol-
born, or 149, Regent Sttt et,

London.
Their new! v-arranjred Cata-
logue of other Improve
Hives, with drawing* ana
prices, sent on receipt of two
stamps.

Agents:—Liverpool, Jamks Cuthbrrt, 12, Clayton Square;
Manchester, J. Wilson, 50. King Street; Glasgow, Austin
& M'Aslen, 16S, Trongate; Brown & Austin. S3 and 34, Argyll
Arcade; Dublin, J. Edmokokon & Co., 61, Dame Street:
Chester, J. DiCtcsON & Sons, 102, Eaatgat* Street.

THE PRIZE CHAFF CUTTING MACHINES
Of the Bath and Wbbt of England Agricultural Society's

Mketing at * fovtl, June, 1S56.

rpURNEU'5 ROLLER MILLS, for Crushing Oats,
JL Barley, Linseed, Malt, &c., and Grinding Beans, are the

most efFective Crushing Mills manufactured, and work with les^

power than any other. The Prize of the Royal Agricultural

Society was awarded to E. R. & P. Turner for •' the best Linseed

and Corn Crusher," at the Carlisle Meeting—(the last occasion

on which a Prize was offered)—and at their previous Shows at

Norwich, Gloucester, and Lincoln. Also the 1st Prize of 150

francs and Gold Medal at the Paris Universal Exhibition of

Agriculture, 1856. A great variety of these mills are manufac-

tured, adapted for farms of all sizes, large coaching and carry-

ing establishments, gentlemens' riding stables, breweries, Lin-

seed-oil mills, &c.
TURNER'S PATENT COMBINED CRUSHING AND

GRINDING MILL is highly effective for Crushing Grain,

deeds, &c, and is also a most excellent Mealing Mill for Barley.

Chaff Cutters for horse or steam power; Oil Cake Breakers

for English and Foreign Cake; Fixed and Portable Steam
Engines; combined Threshing Machines; Saw Tables; One-
horse Carts, &c, all of a superior description, are manufactured

by E. R.& F. Turner, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich. Illustrated

Price Lists sent tree on application.

CAUTION.
Imitations of our Roller Mills, of very inferior manufacture,

being offered for sale in London and elsewhere, which, from

their resemblance in design to ours, are calculated to mislead

the public: We hereby give notice, that Messrs. Burgess &
Kky, 96, Newgate Street, are our London Agents, at whose
depAt our Mills may be seen ; and also at the Agricultural Im-

plement Department of the Crystal Palace. Sydenham, Stand 43.

E. R. * F. Turner, Ipswich.

Also the Recent Award of the Royal Agricultural
Society of England.

RICHMOND & CHAM'LKK, having been awarded
the special and only Prizes for Chaff Cutting Machines tor

Hand and Power at the recent Yeovil Show, beg to Inform
Agriculturists and others that they may be immediately supplied

with these Machines, which, by their intrinsic merit, have
achieved the highest character in the trade, together with the

confidence of the public.

Address, Richmond & Citandlbr, Salford, Manchester, and
South John Street, Liverpool.

\y| A P P I N *S ELECT RO-SI LVER PLATE.—
*' Messrs. Mapptn's celebrated Manufactures in ELECTRO-

PLATE, comprising Tea and Coffee Services, Side-dishes,

Spoons and Forks, and all articles usually made in silver, can
now be obtained from their London Warehouse, No. 67, King
William Street, City, where the largest stock in London may be
seen. Manufactory, Queen's Cutlery Work**, Sheffield.

IMPROVED MOWING MACHINES
MANUFACTURED BY

JAMES FEKRABEE
Pbfp.nix Iron Works, near Stroud. Glouc

& CO.,

J
HORaE MaCHINE-Half-inch Scale.

FERRABEE and CO. and their predecessors have manufactured and sold between 5009 and 6000 of these

Machines since they originally inrrndured them; and they have from time to time made all the important improvements in

their construction which now render them 90 «*rticient. The accompanying engraving represnnrs the large Machines as made to

be worked bv a stout pony or a horse. Thev are mnde very strong and durable, and will cut the longest and coarsest Grass usually

met witli on lawns and pleasure grounds, executing their w-»rk in an expeditious and superior maimer, producing a more even and

uniform surface than the most skilful mower— thev will foil w the inequalities of the surface without cutting into the soil, and can

be readily adjusted to cut various lengths. The Hand Machines are made on the same principle, nnd may be either pushed or

pulled by niifkilfed labourers with equal facility on lawns, hedges, between flower beds, bowling greens, cricket and pleasure grounds.

The Price List below includes the carriage to any Railway Station in England and Wales; and for a small additional sum they

are sent carriaae free to any Railway Sta:ion in Scuiland or Ireland.

« •

PMCE LIST.
Hand Machine, for One Man. cutting 16 inches wide

„ for Man and Boy, „ 22 „
Pony Machine (or Donkey) » 26 „
Horse Machine n 28 „

• . • • * •

•

ft » 3*5
If 4 t * * * -

• * ft

* - -

- •

« ft •

4 ft V

* « t • « *

I
* ft

i ft t

« fti I

ft I •

£5
6
8
11
15

10

London Agency—Manager of the Agricultural Department, Baker Street Bazaar; and sold by all respectable Ironmongers and

Seedsmen in the country. N.B. Every Machine bears the name J. Ferrabee & Co.

DRESSING CASES.
AT MR. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENTS,

112. R tit Btrset, 4. Leaden hall Street and Crystal Palace,
are exhibited the fin specimens of British mnnutHcturea In
Dressing Cases. Work Boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags,
and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department
f«r Papier Mach6 Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table
Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penkuives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-
ping orders executed.

The s«rne y>rio^ charged at all tho Establishments.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855-
VI ETCaLFK % BINGLKY,ahdCO/S New Pattern and
i* * Penetrating Tooth Brush, s, Penetrating unbleached Hair
Brushes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brushes, and genuine Smyrna
Sponges; and every description of Brush, Comb, and Perfumery
for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly between
the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effectually—the
hairs never come looM. M., B., ami Co, are sole makers of the
Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orris -Root Soaps— aohi m Tablets
( bearing their mmes and addn at &/. <ach. Of Metcalfe's
Mtofcmtftd Alkaline Tooth Powder. per box; ami of the New
Bouquets.—Sole Establishment 190a, and 131, Oxford Street, 2nd
and 3rd d 's west from IL IKs Street, London.

t'HABE «

BEETLE POISOS,

Entirely frkk from Danger to Hi man Like, and perfectly
Harmless to Cats and Dogs.

A SAFE and most EFFECTUAL DESTROYER
of BLACK BEETLES and COCKROACHES; one trial

alona will AQfliceto prove its great efficacy, and one box will destroy

thousands. The great advantage in this preparation Is, that it

does not leave their bodies to decay and corrupt the air, but com-
pletely dries up and destroys them, so that nothing Is left to

cause an unpleasant odour when dead.

Sold in boxes at Is. each, or s«nt tree to any part of the kingdom
for Twenty stamps (or a case containing one dozen boxes sent

carriage tree on receipt of a po*t-office order for 12*.), by
Thomas Chase, Chemist, 14, Holborn, opposite FurnivaTs Inn,

London, and may be obtained through aJI C herniate and Medicine
Vendors.
TheJol owing Testimonial has been elected from many others, too

numerous to publish

:

—
" Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, Jan. 4Mi, 1856.

"Sir,— I have no hesitation in giving ton a certificate to the

effe t that your ' Beetle Poison' is mast efTectu.il in destroying

Cockroaches. After trying many other things, I was induced, by
the recommendation of the Rev. E. Sidney, to try your poison,

and the very next morning after it was laid, many Cockroaches
were lound dead, and such was the case for several succeeding
mornings, hut since then we acarcelv or ever find one. I am,
consequently, thoroughly satisfied that with perseverance in

laying your poison, these pests may be entirelv got rid of.

—

I am, Sir, your obedient servant, J. V aitch, Jun.
" Mr. Cha<c. 14. Holborn."

TO SEEDSMEN AND CORN MERCHANTS.
rpO BE LET, in Monmouth, the premises of a very
I old and lucrative SEED and CORN TRADE, with an

exeel'ent Front Shop.—Apply to Mossrs. 1)ykk& Co., Monmouth
#

TO GARDENERS, GENTLEMEN'S SERVANTS, & OTHERS.
r IH) BE LET, a convenient CO IT AGE, with acre of
1 ground well stocked as a Nursery, with three Greenhouses

andagoorl stock of MOSS ROSES- Established more than 20
years, with first-class connection. Every information respecting

the business given. The Lease and Stock to be sold for halftheir

value. - Apply T. Hewlett, Florist, near Amherst Arms, Shackle-

well, back of West Hackney Church.

Sales tra Suction*

TO TULIP FANCIERS.
M'ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-

strticted by Mr. John' Slater, of Cheetham Hfll
T
near

Manchester, to sell by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane,

on TUESDAY, September 3, at 12 o'clock, a very select portion

of his Stock consisting ef some of the finest varieties of Tulips

in cultivation, many of which have not been previously otfered

for Sale.—Catalogues may be had one week prior to the Sale of

Mr. John Slater; of the principal Seedsmen in London; and
of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone.

fO~~N08LEMEN. GENTLEMEN, AND~NURSERYMEN.
IMPORTANT SALE AT THE BAGSHOT NURSERY.

MR. J C. STEVENS beg? to announce that he has
received instructions from Messrs. Standish Ac Noble, who

are dissolving partnership, to Sell by Auction at the Numerics,

Bugsftor, Surrey, on the days mentioued below, a portion of their

Stock, winch includes about

—

700 specimens of the most choice and rare CONIFERS and
other Ornamental Plants.

250 BERBERIS JAPONICA, Beali and intermedia, all of

which proved themselves perfectly hardy (vide descrip-

tion—Jour. Hort. Soc, vol. v., p. 20 ; and Paxtons * Flower
Garden," vol. i., p. 11).

300 PEONIES, Fortune's new varieties; imported plants, and
now fine specimens.

1000 CEPHALOTAXUS FORTUNI. from 6 in. to 3 ft. This
ornamental plant has also proved itself superlatively

hardy.
300 SKIMMIA JAPONICA.
1000 SIKKIVI RHODODENDRONS, including Dalhonsia?,

Falconeri, fulgens, Egworthi, Thomp*oni
f &c. Ac,

5000 (about) American Plants, Including some of the choicest

HYBRID RHODODENDRONS and AZALEAS.
10,000 STANDARD ROSES and 5000 DWARFS, including the

established favourites Jules Kargotfn, General Jacque-

minot, Gloire de Dijon, Madame Edouard Ory, and all the

newest and best introductions, together with a great variety

of other hardy ornamental Plants.

The Plants in Pots and the American Plants will be sold on
MONDAY, October 13, and four following days, and the Roses

and other Plants on MONDAY, November 17, and four following

dars.
The Stock will be on public view 10 days before each Sale,

when Catalogues may be had (U. each, returnable to purchasers)

at the Nursery, and of Mr. J. C. Stevexs, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden.
Approved bills at three months' date will he taken ofpurchasers

from 50*. tolOOZ., and at six months
1

date ofpurchasers ab<<ve 100J.

The Sunningdale Station on the South Western Railway is

within about two miles of the Nursery,
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Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 55. Gd.KURAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edwabd Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.

Honorary Memberofthe Royal Agricultural Society of England,

Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London,
Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon. E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscorabe,&c, &c.

J. Matth»W8,5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Just published, price 5s.

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA. Parts VI. and VII., com-
pleting the First Volume, coutainiug Oncidium, Calanthe,

Limatodis, and Geodorum.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent G arden.

Price 3d. each, or 5s. for 25 copies tor distribution among Cottage
Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post-office order

being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office of

the Gardener's Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the

country who desire it can have two copies sent hy post for

one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition

to the cost of the numbers.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
OPERATIONS. By Sir Joseph Paxtok, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle. Upwards of

109,000 have already been sold.

J. Matthews, 5, Upoer Wellington Street, Covent Garden.
'

Price 1*. 6d., free by post U. lOd.

LABELS FOR THE HERBARIUM,
CONSISTING OF THE NAMES OF THE

CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERS,
OF

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S "VEGETABLE KINGDOM."
So printed in large type, that they can be cut out and pasted

into The Herbarium.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

|
MURRAY'S HANDBOOKS FOR ENGLAND.

The following are now ready.

TTANDBOOK FOR WILTS, DORSET, AND

Second fidition, revised and enlarged, price 5*. 6d. t

ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY
;

Their History and Management.
By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A.

James Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street Covent Garden.

RURAL SPORTS BY STONEHLNCE.
Price 10s. 6d„ half-bound,

RITISH RURAL SPORTS. By Stonehenge.
ComprisingB

Shoootiner,

Hunting,
Boating,

Hawking,
Racing,
Rural Games.

Coursing,
Fishing,
Pedestrianism,

With numerous Illustrations.

"No Sportsman should be without this book/'

London : George Routledge & Co., 2, Farringdoa Street.

"COMPLETION OF KIDD'S BRITISH SONG-BIRDS.
17 IDD'S BRITISH SONG-BIRDS, WARBLERS,
IV AND AVIARY COMPANION, beautifully Illus-

trated and richly bound, price 8s. Sold also in Sevex Vols.,

price Is. each.
London : Groombridgb & Sons, 5, Pat* moster Row,

R

T
FRUIT CULT

Price 1.?.. No. I.,

HE STRAWBERRY.
u E.

By G. M'Ewen.

C

"The work is handsomely got up. * * There is not a better

treatise on the Strawberry in our language."— Cottage Gardener.

"Mr. M'Ewen is one of our most intelligent cultivators • *

and trite as the subject is, has known how to give it practical in-

terest."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.
" Mr. M'Ewen has been long favourably known to the public,

both by his position and by his extraordinary success in the

culture of fruits. * • We expected a good hook and we are by
nompans disappointed. * • It deserves high commendation"

—

The Field.

London : Groombkidge & Pons, and sold by all Booksellers,

PRICE. tOURPCNCE. OF~AIMY BOOKSELLER.
ONTENTS of the NUMBER for SATURDAY

LAST, AUGUST 9, OF

THE ATHEN/EUM.
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE,

SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS.
Thirty-two large Quarto Pages.

Reviews of, with Extracts from—
.Memoirs of Frederick Perthes, i

u It is never too late to mend :

"

From the German of Clement a Matter of fact Romance. By
Theodore Perthes. C. Reade.

Narrative of an Exploring °» the State of Society in
--*— ** Revolu-

on the
to that

de Toe-

Voyage up the Rivers Kwcira
and Binue (commonly known
as the Niger and Tsadda).
By Dr. Baikie.

The Sketcher. By the Rev. J.

Eagles.

Jerusalem and Tiberias; Sora
and Cordova ; a Survey of the I

Religious and Scholastic -

Learning of the Jews.

France before the
tion of 1789, and
Causes which led
Event. By Alexis
qneville.

Minor Minstrels.
American Books :—Livieraore's
Zoe— Art hur's Good Time
Coming—Steevens'OldHome-
stead —Wolfsden — Kinzie's
AVau-Bun.

With Shorter Notices of

The Secrets ofFrench Cookery.
By A. Gogug.

The Principles of Political

Economy applied to the

Condition, &cM of the Ameri-
can People. By F. Bowen.

Jaufrey the Knight and the

Fair Brunissende: a Tale of

the Times of King Arthur.
Formulae of Navigation and
Nautical Astronomy. By
Capt. Shadwel!.

Memoirs of the Geological
Survey of Great Britain.

—

Mineral Statistics. By R.
Hunt.

Rules and Reasons ; or, Sugges-
tions for the better Regula-
tion of Laws between Masters
and Servants.

Table of Quarter Squares. By
S. L. Laundy.

An Introduction to the use of
the Mouth-Blowpipe. By Dr.
Scheerer.

the
Great
Ores

j
Memoirs of
Survey of

The Iron
Britain.

Pamphlets, &c.

List of New Books.

Geological
Britain.

—

of Great

OriginaL—Report of the Proceedings of the British Asso-
ciation.

Weekly Gossip.—Literary Memorials—M. Conscience's
New Work—Decimal Coinage— ' Men of the Time'—The
Cowper Letters—Golovin's 'Stars and Stripes'—Cumbrian
Archaeological Association—Popery in u The Land o'Cakes"
—Curious Literary Trial—Heine's ballad 'Die Wallfahrt
nach Kevlaar.'

Societies.— Report of the Proceedings of the Royal Society
of Literature.

Fine Art Gossip.—Water Colour Art at the late Paris
Exhibition— Memorial of the Great Exhibition—Exhibition
of Ornamental Art.

Music and the Crania- —* Concerts for the People—
The < Picco T Case — Performance of ' Eli ' at Norwich-
Donizetti's MS.Quartetts—Herr Hiller's new oratorio • Saul'
—Dr. Schumann and Signor Bordogni's Deaths—Paolo
Giacomf-tti's new Dramas. *

The Athenaeum may be ordered of any Bookseller.

SOMERSET. Map. 65.

11.

TTANDBOOK FOR DEVON AND CORNWALL.
Maps. 6s.

in.

TTANDBOOK FOR MODERN LONDON.
Map. 55.

IV.

m>ANDBOOK FOR WESTMINSTER ABBEY.

- 1

London; John Murray, Albemarle Street.

OUT-OF-DOORS DRAWING.
Just published in post 8vo, price 3s. 6d. cloth,

APHORISMS ON DRAWING. By the Rev. S. C.
Malax, M.A. of Balliol College, Oxford; Vicar of Broad-

windsor, Dorset.
London : Longman. Brqwk, Grebic, Longmans, & Roberts.

Second Issue, price 2s. 6d., or by pest, 3s.

r AND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
;

J—' with Plates by J. Bailey Denton, Drainage Engineer.
"The best practical treatise we have yet seen."

—

Agric. Gazette.
u A very able treatise."

—

Mark Lane Express.
London: Ridgway. Piccadilly; and Metchim, Parliament StL

Just published, price 10s. 6d.
t
or free bv post, 11 5.,

CONCISE NOTICES OF BkITISH GRASSES,
best suited for AGRICULTURE; with preserved Natural

Specimens of each kind. By David Moore, M.R.I. A., A.L.S.,
Curator of the Royal Dublin Society's Botanic Gardens. Third
Edition, improved.
Dublin: McGlashan & Gill; and to be had from the Author,

or at the Messrs. Bridgford's Seed Shop, 52, Sackville Street.

London: William Pamplin, 45, Frith Street, Soho.

CONSUMPTION REMEDIABLE.
Fifth Edition, price 5s.6d.

f free by post; an Abridgment, 25. 6d.
f

pONSUMPTION, BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, &c,
v^ SUCCESSFULLY TREATED. By Alfred B. Maddock,
M.D. The result of 30 years' extensive experience.

Simpkin, Marshall, & Co., Stationers' Hall Court; or through
any Bookseller in town or country.

Second Edition, 5s.
t
8vo, 488 pp., bound.

A SCHOOL HISTORY OF MODERN EUROPE ;

with chronological tables and questions for examination.

By John Lord, A.M.
41 Such a book as this has been long wanted for schools."

—

Church of England Quarterly.
u It is far better calculated to awaken intelligent interest than

any other school history we have met with.

—

Educational Record.

"A series of pictures, and drawn with a free bold touch.w—
Athenceum.
u The divisions are broad and distinctive, and the style clear."

—Spectator.

"It supplies a great want. It ought to be in every school and
every family."

—

Patriot.

"It needs only to be well known to be widely adopted."

—

Christian Times.
44 Well and boldly written. The style is a model of historical

Writing. The chronological tables and the questions are full,

useful, and good "

—

English Journal of Education.
SiMPKiy, Marshall, & Co.; & Hamilton, Adams, & Co.

wT/Tr flN'i PICT U R E S.
~

THE LAST JUDGMENT, THE PLAINS OF
HEAVEN, AND THE GREAT DAY OF HIS

WRATH.—Martin's unrivalled PICTURES again on VIEW
for a few days at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew Lane, Bank.
Upwards of3,000,000 persons have inspected these marvellous
works of art. Admission Bd. each person, Open daily from 10

till 6.—Leggatt, Havward, & Leggatt.

\VIRB WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
* * of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.
Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety ;

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make ;

Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;
Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W.Richards. Imperial
Wire Works, 370- Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's
Theatre.

GARDEN VASES, WIRE WORK, and IMPLE-
MENTS of HORTICULTURE.—COTTAM andHALLEN

have arranged in their SHOW ROOMS, for the Season, a Select

Assortment appertaining either to the Cottage or a Nobleman's
Mansion, comprising garden chairs, vases, and fountains, from
the cheapest to those of a more expensive and ornamental
character; garden rollers, garden engines, lawn mowing
machines, garden bordering, garden stakes, flower trainers,
garden arches, hand glass irames, every description of garden
tools, and a complete collection of articles, in plain and orna-
mental wire work, for the protection of fruit trees, the adornment
of the conservatory for aviaries, poultry houses, arbours, &c.
Builders of conservatories and greenhouses, and manufacturers
of every variety of fencing and gates.—Illustrated catalogues and
drawings, free, on application to Cottam & Hallen, Iron Works,
2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street.

HOSE PIPING.
TyAITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING
* * will sustain a greater pressure, is lighter, less bulky, will

wear longer, and is about 60 per cent cheaper than the leather
hose pipe.

Manufactured only by Waithman & Co., Bentham, Lancaster.
No. 1. Quality, Inchfs in Diameter and Prick per Yard :

—

\, 9d.; £, llrf.; 1, Is. Id.; 1J, Is. 3d.; 1£, Is. 5d. ; If, Is. Id.;

2, Is 9d. ; 2}, 25. ; 24, 2*. 3d. ; 2f, 2*. 6d. ; 3. 2s. 9d.
Super Extra Stout Quality :—2, 25. ; 2£, 2s. 3d. ; 2£, 2s. 6J.;

2f, 2s. 9d. ; 3, 3s.

No. 0, a cheaper Hose, to bear a low pressure for Garden and
Agricultural purposes, at greatly reduced prices :—1, Od. ; 1J ;

10d.;

14, Ud. ; 2, Is. ; Sfc Is. 3d. 2i, Is. 6d.
The Hose is Burnettised at an extra charge of 3d. per yard.
Un ion Joints, Branch Pipes and Jets are also supplied.

BE PARTICULAR to Address at Full Leugth,
BENJAMIN EDGINGTON,

2, Duke Street Southwark,
OPPOSITE THE BRIGHTON RAILWAY.

MARQUEES. TENTS, and RICK CLOTHS.
£fKM IN ATI ON OF THE W A H^-
AUTUMNAL FETES.—BENJAMIN EDGINGTON7 has

prepared a large assortment of Tents for Peace Rejoicings,
capable of accommodating from 100 to 2000 persons. Marquees
for Horticultural Societies, F6te9, Cricket Clubs, &c, new and
second-hand, for Sale or Hire. A great variety of Tents erected
on the premises.
TEMPORARY ROOMS of any dimensions, and with boarded

floors, on Hire, for Dancing, Dinners, and Public Meetings, with
conveyance and attendance to any distance, if required.

BE PARTICULAR to ADDRESS at FULL LENGTH,
BENMAMIN EDGINGTON. 2, DUKE STREET, SOUTH-

WARK, OPPOSITE THE BRIGHTON RAILWAY.

REIGATE SILVER SAND, PEAT^7lO^M~_
Sand, 16s. per ton, or Is. 6d. per bushel, delivered to in»

London Wharf or Railway.— Peat and Loam of various kinds ia
large or small quantities. Samples if required. Terms Cash

*

John- Kenxard, Swan Place, Old KentRoad, London.
*

« pRIGI DOMO."—Patronised by hw MajestTthe
1 Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, hr

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford. '

PROTECTION FROM THE RAYS OF THE SUN.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keepine
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruit*
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind
from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-
men throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats
as a covering."

NE THOUSAND BEDSTEADs"^O~CH00OT
FROM.—HEAL and SON have just erected extensive

Premises, which enable them to keep upwards of One Thousand
Bedsteads in stock, One Hundred and Fifty of which are fixed for
inspection, comprising every variety of Prass, Wood, and Iron,
with Chintz and Damask Furnitures, complete. Th**ir new*
Warerooms also contain an assortment of BED-ROOM FUR-
NITURE, which comprises every requisite, from the plainest
Japanned Deal for Servants' Rooms, to the newest and most
tasteful designs in Mahogany and other Woods. The whole
warranted ot the soundest and best manufacture. Heal and
Son's Illustrated Catalogue of Bedsteads, and priced List of

Bedding, sent free by Post.
Heal & Sox, 196, Tottenham Court Rnad.

TOURISTS AND TRAVELLERS
Exposed to the scokching rays of the Sun, and heatid

particles of dljst, will find

ROWLANDS' KALYDOR a most refreshing pre-

paration for the Complexion, dispelling the cloud of

languor and relaxation, allaying all heat and irritability, and im-

mediately affording the pleasing sensation attending restored

elasticity and healthful state of the skin. Freckles, Tan, Spot*,

Pimples, Flushes, and Discoloration tty before its application,

and give place to delicate clearness, with the glow of beauty and
of bloom. In cases of sunburn, or stings of insects, its virtues

have long been acknowledged. Price 4s. Gd. and 85. 6d. per

bottle.
*

ROWLANDS' MACASSAR QIL, a delightful fragrant and
transparent preparation, and as an invigorator aud purifier of the

Hair bevond all precedent
ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or Pearl Dentifrice, a White

Powder, compounded of the rarest and most fragrant exotics, tl

bestows on the Teeth a Pearl-like Whiteness, frees them fro»
Tartar, and imparts to the Gums a healthy firmness, and to the

breath a grateful sweetness and purity.—Sold by A. Rowland
& Sons, 20, llattou Garden, London, and by Chemists and

Perfumers,

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
WHISKERS, &c—ROSALIE COUPELLE?S CRINU-

TRIAR is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustachios, &c, in

a few weeks, and restore the Hair in baldness from whatever

cause, strengthen it tvhen weak, prevent its falling off, and

effectually check greyness in all its stages. For the nursery it is

recommended by upwards of 100 Physicians, for promoting a fine,

healthy head of hair, and averting baldness in after years. Sold

by all Chemists, price 2s., or sent post free on receipt of 24 penny

stamps, by Miss Coupelle, 69, Castle Street, Newman Street,

Oxford Street, London.—Mrs. Carter writes, "My bead, which

was bald, is now covered with new hair."—Sergt. Craven,

/ Through using it I have an excellent moustache."

A CLEAR COMPLEXION.
GODFREY'S EXTRACT OF ELDER FLOWER

is strongly recommended for Softening, Improving, Beau-

tifying, and Preserving the Skin, and giving it a blooming *ad

charming appearance. It will completely remove Tan, Sunburn,

Redness, &c, and by its Balsamic and Healing qualities render

the skin soft, pliable, and free from dryness, &c, clear it from

every humour, pimple, or eruption, and hy continuing its use

only a short time the skin will become and continue soft and

smooth, and the complexion perfectly clear and beautiful. In

the process of shaving it is invaluable, as it allays the irritation

and smarting pain, annihilates every pimple and all roughness,

and renders the skin smooth and firm.—Sold in bottle*, price

2s. 9d-, by all Medicine Vendors and Perfumers.

Schvveppe's^maIveun seltzebTw^v'L'ER-
—Having leased the Holy Well Spring at Malvern, renowned

for its purity, J. S. & Co. can now produce a SELTZER ^ A l btt

with all the Chemical and Medicinal properties which have

rendered the Nassau Spring so celebrated. They continue

Manufacturing Soda, Magnesia, and Potass Waters and Lemon-

ade, at London, Liverpool, Bristol, and Derby. Every bottle un-

protected by a red label bearing their signature.

MALVERN SELTZER.
" \/f ALVERN is not more celebrated for its glorious

-*-*-* hills, pure air, and charming scenery, than it
:

w for tne

sparkling freshness, absolute purity, and health-restoring pro-

perties of its mountain springs."

LEA, PERKINS, axd BURROWS,
GREAT MALVERN,

Sole Local Agents for
SCIIWEPPE'S MALVERN SELTZER WATbh.

The delicious Seltzer, manufactured at the Holy Well with t •

pure and pellucid water which flows from the gram"c ncR

Malvern, is supplied direct from the place of manufacture
.

Lka, Pkrrixs. & Burrows, Pharmaceutical Chemisw
Mineral Water Agents, to whom orders for Malvern ..

Potash, and Magnesia Waters, Malvern Lemonade, ana x

Malvern Holy Well Water, should also be addressed. L""c

hing
pleasant beverages, or as medicinal drinks, simply re *

and antifebrile, or absolutely curative, in cases of acidity, u«

burn, g^ut, A-c th ese Malvern waters are unrivalled .^ _-—

NOW THYSELF—The secret art of discoveriDjf

the true CHARACTER of INDIVIDUALS from.the.pec

or any
of the

delineations are both full and detailed differing irom ™'.
ve%

'

hitherto attempted. All persons wishing to " know tneor

Y friend in whom they are interested, must send a *v

ir writing, stating sex and age, inclosing thine ?

post stamps, to Miss Coupelle, 69, Castle Street, Ox.ora-
f

London, and they will receive, in a few days, * ra^ ™:
vir ,ae>

the mental and moral qualities, talents, tastes, a™*511®",'
cted.

&c, of the writer, with many other things hitherto unsusptc

rinted by Wiixiam Bradbury of No. 13, UPP" *°bu
£e , T ,

both »»

FREDERICK MCtLETT ETAW». of No. 80. Qu«*«> • SSlSrt ?' "<"''£
the Parish of St. Pancras »"d Jn th*» tou.^ot Middlcsrt.

fce Llty

their* Office in Lombard MM in the P«g»« «**™f«"•£ i^bntfoo
of London; and published. by them 'V'™^'^ i'i tB ••*«* <-°un

7»
Street, hi 'the Parish of St. iWa. Covent Garden, i

^

, '

bi
h*

Ill , RB9»*»
*•

where an Ad-er.i.enient* and I ommiinicauons are to be Ad»

ibk Editor.—Saturday, August 16, 1&>6.
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CRYSTAL PALACE.—The THIRD GRAND
FRUIT and FLOWER SHOW of the present Season will

be held on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, Sep-
tember 10th, 11th, and 12th. Schedules of Prizes may be obtained
on application to the Secretary of the Crystal Palace Company,
at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, and

-

all Plants and Fruit
intended for Exhibition must be entered on or before Thursday,
September 4th. On this occasion Prizes will be awarded to
Amateurs and Cottagers for Fruit, Flowers and Vegetables.
August 23. By order, G. Grove, Secretary.

TOKB WEVVINUTOJS FJUORICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—The above Society will hold a Miscellaneous

Exhibition on WEDNESDAY next, August 27th v when Prizes
will be awarded lor DAHLIAS, HOLLYHOCKS, ASTERS,
VERBENAS, &c. Arthur Woutley, Hon. Sec.

HORTICULTURAL MEETINGS AT THE
BRISTOL, CLIFTON, AND WEST OF ENGLAND

ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS.—The last Show for the season will

be held at these Gardens on THURSDAY, August 28.

Prize Lists may be obtained on application to the Honorary
Secretary, Clifton.

l\/j AMCiitiSTEK BOTANICAL AND HORTl-
i>A CULTURAL SOCIETY.- The SECOND EXHIBI-
TION OF PLANTS, FRUITS, AND VEGETABLES will

be held at the Society's Gardens, Old Trafford, on WEDNES-
DAY, August 27.—Schedules of Prizes may be obtained on
application to the Seerctarj". By order,

Jonx Shaw, Secretary.
Council Room, 40, Princess Street, August 23.

"VTEWBUllY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
-L^ The following PRIZES are open for competition to all

England on FRIDAY, September 5. Admission Fee to each,

2s. 6d. For the best collection of 12 dissimilar HOLLYHOCKS,
on spikes, a SILVER CUP (the gift of an Amateur), the value
of 5 Guineas; the second best, 3 Guineas; the third best,

2 Guineas. Also, for the best stand of 24 dissimilar DAHLIAS,
3 Guineas; and the second best, 2 Guineas.—For further
particulars apply to the Honorary Secretaries, 9, Northbrook
S treet, Newbury.

WASHINGTON HORTICULTURAL and AGRI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY will hold their Annual Exhibition

of FRUIT, FLOWERS, and VEGETABLES, also POULTRY
and AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE, in spacious tents erected
for the purpose at Washington, on September 3d and 4th.

N.B.—A 8we**pstake Prize of 3s. «ach, with 22. added by the

Society, wHl be*Warded for the best 12 Dissimilar Blooms of
DAHLIAS, open t<> al! Eoyland and Scotland.—Entries must be
made on or before the 20th August next. Schedule of Prizes can
be had on applying to the Secretaries.

Washington (Durham), R. J. Stokoe, ) „ cP«
Aug. 28. Thqs. Thompson, |

aoiA^ec8 >

WILLIAM B A R R A T T,
LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved
principles.

N* An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shrubs,
Evergreens, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.

PANSY SEED OF THE FINEST STRAIN.
JOSEPH NORRIS having saved more than he requires

from his unrivalled collection, offers it to his friends and the

public in Packers for 3*3 Stamps.— Osterley Park, Honnslow.

OBERT PAKKhRbegs to ofler the following of
which he possesses a large stock in strong and healthy

plants :

—

Per dozen
Exotic Orchids from 425.

Stove and greenhouse Ferns
Hardy do.
Sela^inellas or Lycopodiums
Geraniums, show and fancy varieties
Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass)

A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue is published, and will be
forwarded post free upon application. A remittance or reference
to accompany all orders from unknown correspondents.
Paradise Nursery. Hornsey,and Seven Sisters' Road, Holloway.

BALSAMS.
I?

and A. SMITH beg to invite the Public to an in-

• spection of their BALSAMS (put aside for Seed) for

which they obtain* d the Silver Medal at the July Show of the
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park.
Colours:— Blnsh, pink, white, scarlet, purple crimson, scarlet

flake, purple flake, scarlet-mottled, crimson flake, crimson
bizarre, scarlet bizarre, crimson maculated, and crimson mottled.
—Omnibuses from Gracechurch Street, City, and Oxford Street,
to Crystal Palace, Dulwich, passing within five minutes' walk
every hour.

"MEW V tRB fcNA S of 1856.—BlueBonne t, Tranby

,

Z". Dandy, Standard Bearer, Geant de Batailles, Imperatrice.
Elizabeth, Mrs. A. iJlive, Viscountess Emlyn, Antagonist, King
of Sardinia, King of Roses, Purple Defiance, General Simpson,
Duke of Cambridge, Sir Colin Campbell, Criterion, Lady Camoys,
Nosegay, Crimson Perfection, Moonlight, Mrs. H. "Williams, La
Stella, Loveliness, Dr. Mr Lean, Eugenia, Admiral Lyons, C -un-
less ot Oxford, Lady K-rriKon, Preeminent, Victory, Imperialis.
Any of the abov»; ftf, each, and post free when more than 12 are
taken. New striped Petunias at 6d. per dozen.— Address

Hexrt May, the Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.
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O U T TO N S RENOVATING GRASS SEEDSO MAY NOW BE SOWN.
The Grass Lands sown with these Seeds last Spring are greatly

improved (vide letters recently received). Price of Seed 9./. per lb.,

or 80*. per cwt. Quantity required, 8 to 12 lbs. per acre.

ITALIA^RYE-GRASS ANlTlllilFOLIUM IN-
CARNATUM should now be sownfor Early Spring

Feed. Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, have

fresh Seed now ready. Also

GRASS SEEDS for PERMANENT PASTURE.
HYACINTHS AND OTHER BULBS JUST IM-

PORTED by SUTTON and SONS, Seed Growers,
Rpading, Berks.—This is a superior assortment of Bulbs, and
will be sent out carriage free (except small parcels), at very
modera te prices. A List may he had post free.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA.
Y\fOOD and INGRAM have a very fine strain of
* * the above, which they, are now selling in Is. packets, post

free.—Nurseries, Huntingdon.

SUPERB NEW~STRAWBERRIES.
WILLIAM J. NICHOLSON is now prepared to

send out fine laid Runners of all the new and most of the
older varieties of Strawberries, comprising about 40 of the very
best English, French, and Belgian sorts. Prices and particulars

on application to the Grower, William J. Nicholson, Eggles-
cliffe, near Yarm, Yorkshire.
A Printed List will soon be ready, and may be got free by

applying as above,

"VTEW STRAWBERRIES.—First on the list is

-L^i KITLEY'S CAROLINA SUPERBA. A Post-office order

for 21?. will secure 100 good strong Plants of this very excellent

Seedling, basket included, or 3*. &/.per dozen, free by post.

N.B. See the report of the Pomological Society in this Paper of
July 19; and also in the Calendar of Operations, July 26.

James Kitlby. Lyncombe Vale Nursery, Bath*

RICES of UNDERHILI/S "SIR HARRY"
STRAWBERRY PLANTS, for the Season of 1S56. All

orders (not less tl an 20) to be accompanied with a Post-ottice

order on Birmingham :—

n

Eighty

Hundred
* •

»

£2

2

1

8

6Twenty £0 12
Forty 12
Sixty 1 12
Plants in Tots, not less than Ten, Is. 3d. each will be ready in

October next.

Mr. UndekHtll's "Treatise on the Cultivation of the Straw-

berry," price 1»»

Mr. R. UxnERHiiX.Sir Harry's Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

QELECT FLOWER SEEDS FOR PRESENT
SOWING. Sent post free at the annexed prices:—

Per packet—5. d.

. t t

• • * • • •

- •

• * t

1

1
1
1

6

6
6
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DOUBLE DAISY from 60 choice varieties

CINERARIA, from best new varieties ...

CALCEOLARIA, from best spotted varieties

DOUBLE SWEET WILLIAM, from 30 large varieties

PANSY, from 100 finest show varieties ...

POLYANTHUS, from 50 superb varieties

ANTIRRHINUM, from best striped and spotted varieties

HOLLYHOCK, from 50 superb varieties

William Knight, Florist, &c, 67, High S treet. Ba ttle, ftwex.

DUTCH BULBS.
TAMES VEITCII, Jux, Exotic Nursery, Chelsea,

*-J begs to announce that he has received his annual supply of

BULBOUS ROOTS from Holland, and is pleased to say they

are particularly fine and in excellent condition. Catalogues

are now ready, and will be forwarded on application.

J. V., Jim., desires to impress upon those who patronise him
the great advantage of giving him their orders early, as the
successful cultivation of Bulbs depends in great measure on their

BEINO PLANTED EARLY IN THE SEASON.—Aug. 23.

DUTCH BULBS.

R PARKER begs to inform his friends and
• patrons that he has received Ma annnal importation of

HYACINTHS and other BULBS, and is pleased to say that

they are particularly fine in quality this season. A priced and
descriptive Catalogue is now ready, and will be forwarded post

free upon application. A remittance or reference to accompany
all orders irom unknown correspondents.—Paradise Nursery,

Hornsey, and Seven Sisters Road, Holloway, London.

HYACINTHS AND OTHER DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
rFHE Subscriber respectfully intimates the arrival of
i- his DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS in fine condition. The
Bulbs are large and sound. Early orders solicited. Descriptive

priced Catalogues free on application.

Charles Alexander, Nurseryman and Seedsman, 30, "West

Register Street, Edinburgh^

DUTCH BULBOUS ROOTS.
ABRAHAM MARTIN and SON have just received

their first importation of the above from Holland, which
are in good condition and very fine, and as their successful culti-

vation depends in great measure on their being planted early,

we would advise our friends to make their selection as soon as

possible. Catalogues gratis. All orders of 21. and upwards paid

100 miles on any railway.

Nursery and Seed Establishment. Cottingham ; Hull Branch
Establishment, Junction Street.

New and Beautiful Hakdy Coniferous Tree.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA.

MESSRS WATE11ER and GODFREY have much
pleasure in offering the above fine plant raised from seed

sent home by Mr. W. Murray, who in describing it In connection

with other rare Pines, such as nobilis, grandis, Jeffreyi, Ben-

thamiana, &c, says, " It was the handsomest tree in the whole

expedition. It grows about 100 feet high and 2 feet in diameter;

the foliage is most delicate and graceful, the branches bend up-

wards at\he end like a Spruce and hang down at the tip like an

ostrich feather, the top "shoots droop like a Deodar, and the

timber is good, clear, and workable." Seedling plants will be sent

out in August upon the following terms, and orders executed

strictly in rotation. One plant 21s. ; sLx plants, 4Z. 105. ; 12 plants,

71. 10*.—Knap Hill Nursery, "Woking, Surrey.

VOUELL and COVS GENERAL PRICED CATA-
-*- LOGUE is now published, and may bo bad post free on

application.—Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, August 23.

FERN CATALOGUE.
TJOBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
-1^ LOGUE (24 pages) of his Collection of BRITISH and
FOREIGN FERNS, can now be had post free for six stamps.
<

;

-.

-
:
1 r i

-, ? nil previous purchasers. -'Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent
A 2 A L~E^k FN O'TC A.

~
J IVERY and SON, Nurskrymkn, &c, Dorking and

• Reigafo bos to say that their DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUE of all the newest and most approved varieties of the
AZALEA may be had in exchange for one postage stamp.

—

Dork ing. August 23.

HYACINTHS AND OTHER~BU LBS.
V\7M. CUTI3USII & SON respectfully announce
V • that their Descriptive and Triced CATALOGUE of
HYACINTHS and other Bulbs, containing also cultural remarks,
can be obtained postage free on application.

___^ Highgate Nurseries, near London.~ TULIP CATALOGUE.
/CHARLES TURNER begs to intimate that his
v^ TULIP CATALOGUE, with prices, is now ready, and can
be had on application.

A C italogue of Geraniums (including Fosters, Hoyle's, and
Turner's new varieties), Fancy Geraniums, Cinerarias, &c, will

be ready in September.
Now ready, verv choice CINERARIA, 2*. 6*/. per packet.

very choice CALCEOLARIA, 2s. 6d.

Roy al Nursery, Slough.

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.
JAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, 238, High

Holborn, London, invite attention to their ENCYCLO-
PAEDIC CATALOGUE OF KLORICULTUKAL, VEGE-
TABLE, AWD AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknowledged to b«
the best published, which will be forwarded free of charge and
pott paid to all parts of the WORLD, upon application.

Primula, choicest fringed 1*. per packet.
Calceolaria, choicest varieties Is. „
Cineraria „ „ Is. .,

A most comprehensive CATALOGUE of DUTCH and
CAPE BULRS will be published In the autumn.
James Carter & Co.. 8eedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

BECK'S CHOICE NEW GERANIUMS^
JOHN DOHSON and SON b-<j to announce that

their DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE is now ready, and
may b« had on application.—Woodlands Nursery. Isleworth.

EX IRA CHOlCc CALCtOLARl* SEED.

JOHN DOBSON and SON beg to offer the above,
their own Baring, >n packets, Is., 2s. 6d., 3s. <xi., and 5s. each.

PRIMULA SINENSIS, Is. per packet.
FANCY GERANIUM. Is. do.

"Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth ; and High Street, Honnslow.
It is requested that all Seed orders may be addressed to

Honnslow.

/ ^1 HOICE SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.—
V-/ Per packet—$. d*

CALCEOLARIA from very showy varieties care-

fully impregnated 2
GERANIUM from first-rate Florist varieties ... 1

from the new showy French ditto ... 1
from first-rate fancy ditto 1

from Scented-leaved ditto

from tlie finest new Rose, Pink,
White, £c, of the Scarlet Imbit

A remittance in stamps or otherwise must accompany all

orders from unknown correspondents.
Johx Cattkll, Nurseries, Westerham, Kent

HOLLYHOCKS and ROSES.—The Hollyhocks at

the Cheshimt Nurseries are now in full hloom, presenting

! a display of richness and beauty scarcely attainable in any other

I

flower. These, combined with the Autumnal Rosea, of which
some acres *re in bloom, would amply repay a visit of inspection*

Fine selected Hollyhock Seed in 25. 6d. and 5s. packets.

A. Paul & Son, Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts, one mile from
Cheshimt Station, Eastern Coun ties Railway.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet
containing 100 Seeds, Is. ; sent post free. Is. 2d. Calceo-

laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,

Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue

on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36

varieties, each varietv 8& per packet.

Wk Culltnoford. i> Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

(
*KCHAKD-HOU6E TREfclS.-The collection at

V-/ Sawbridgeworth is now in high perfection. The large speci-

|
men trees are full of fruit, and houses upwards of 1000 feet in

! length are occupied with Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Vines,

and Figs.
Tlie Harlow Station, about one mile from the Nursery, is the

most convenient. Thqs. Rivkrs.

if
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SEED WHEAT FROM THE CHAlK.

R. H. RAYNBIRD, Basingstoke, can supply

T*1avera
r
Chidham, Browick Bed, Nursery, and other

approved kinds of Wheat, selected and prepared for seed at

market prices.

Fine new Tares, Bye, Winter Oats and Barley for sowing for

friiiff food. Samples sent on application.spring Samples s<

lN
h VV EARLY W 1M TER TAKE, recommended by

_ practical Agriculturists for producing an abundant orwp fall

10 days earlier than any other variety yet Intr-.dueed. Order*

received for a limited quantity at 15a. per bushetf* -,
Addre«s Mr. H. Baynbird. Basingstoke.

^EfcD PUTATU1&6.—True Early Sli curt- top Ash-leaf

O Kidneys, Early Asu-leaf Kidneys (Blue). British Qneens,

and Bark Hall Kidneys. These early Potat<ear ace -wow being

sent out for Seed, as they will not bear carriage In the spring

without injury to tlie young shoots. Price Ifc. ^ier cwt. ; sacks

Is. per cwt. All orders must be accompanied*/" * remittance.

Humphrey Chambeulain, Kempsey, tS^cffKHMts^r. /
'

JO'
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King's Road, Chelsea

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING, AND HEATING BY HOT WATER
The accompanying

sketch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow-
furnace bars. The large
surface which this Boiler
exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire
renders it of extraordi-
nary powfer.

J. W. & Co. manufac-
ture these Boilers of all
sizes. The largest size
measure 5 feet 6 inches
high by 3 feet 6 inches
diameter, and exposes to
the immediate action of
the fire a surface of 340
superficial feet. The
smallest size is 18 inches
high, by 18 inches in
diameter.

a
HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER, COMMONLY CALLED

WEEKS 5 ONE-BOILER SYSTE M."
Buildings of every description, Dwelling Houses, Churls, Warehouses, Horticultural Buildings, &c, separately or combined, and to any ex tent, can be effectually heated by okk boxlkkj^™

?^ p^ndTheTh^r
1 TT\— *-—

>

G—- Cons,
heated separately, or the whole together, and any part regulated at pleasure.

CirCUiating tnroagu "P^ards of oOOO feet of pipe, and the whole so fixed and regulated that any one of the houses can be

J Weeks & Co have also great pleasure in referring to the extensive Nursery of Messrs. Edward Henderson & Co., Wellington Road, St. John's Wood
SY^EM

Wil
IIes?ys

q
:-

te **' Hender80a'

s 0Tm words
'
expressing his approval of our one boiler

"lam more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what Messrs. John Weeks & Co have

™?
e
f/Z™ m hmtin

t?? P* nu£her ?f our hot-houses from one boiler. It is almost impossible for

derful ZTf^9
atl

/?
CtT i"* ™'1* strô ly

;
The effect and great saving produced is truly Jol

c^t, LlnZl ^l 0fCOke
-

ln 2
t

h°UrS lS aU that ** USed t0 hmt a variet'J of hothouses, &c.,ne„rlyJOOfeet in length, and these various houses are to some extent widely separated, as ZOO feet stzn'l in on?

tZTgardelr '' 2°° f"% * **oUutr
*
"** S° °n

> ™^ ™ **t* newly laid-out

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to numerous seats of the Nobility and Gentry in

In^rl^pnti v ti 7°'!r
tr7Z^^T f*", »

haS been fixed to warra a Sreat number of houses, *c. fand frequently the dwelling-house also trom the same boiler.
In some instances our one Boiler is doing the work formerly done by 20, so that in these casesthe great number of hres, stokeholes, and chimnevs. are entirely dispensed with

hJrt^nSZV***
D^6

-

of
K
Le

?
dS'' H°rnbv C*stle; Yorkshire, one of J. Weeks & Co.'s Boilers isheating 10,000 feet of 4-inch pipe, and one of the houses, a large Conservatory 190 feet lonz issituated upwards of 500 feet from the Boiler.

J h '

niSlffr K
akA^eir

T
Ul

?
Ular Boi

-

lerS 0f a11 s5zes on the saTne economical principles;

^jJS^^l
w ' ,

-

,ch
,

of dlfffent sizes are in operation at the seats of the Nobility and Gentrythroughout the Kingdom and on the Continent. '

The Nobility and Gentry about to erect Horticultural Buildings or to fix Hot-Water Armaratuswill find at our Horticultural Establishment and Hothouse Works Kin^s Rnlfi rfSP ao

tfon' eonl^^ C
'T

ei™ories
'
Greenhouses, Hothouses? pT^&c.,eS aS^ta uH^Hon, combining all modern improvements in the various branches of the Horticultural science w

i! £^ required!"
geatIeman Can SeIect the Ascription of house best adapted to the Ju^se fi^hkl

and I^e^sZ

[n^varSty
en< " * *" " Unlimlted S0UrCe °f attr*Ction

>
COntain^ **

and^^^^^^^^rV^^lSMSS? 1—*~ " **

FRUUTT^EES^ffiKftTerl kind.
W^""«*""** "* *"*« ta"*

kindT-SdSPgSSSSS quamy
UCted ^^ " GXtenSiVe^ eVe* "**™ranted true to itS

infcrlo^rtfclJke^.
8

'
"* Horticultural Implements of every description, all of the best make, uo

CAST-IRON VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great variety of the most beautiful designs.
WIREWORK for all Ornamental Garden purposes.

JOHN WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA.

and^t^ ^S^^^J^^^^ a11 the ^P-vements of the day. Hon™™. Wokks of every description

See our Illustrated Catalogues ; also Plans, Models and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings and Heating by Hot- Water:
also Catalogues of Vines, Fruit Trees, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Seeds, &c.

also of Cast-iron Vases and Fountains;

C0TTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c
NEW PLANTS OF 1856.

A SHOW

Conservatories
Green hou>e.s
Hot Water Apparatus
harden Vases

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON
ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
M >wing Machines

j Hand-glass Frames
Fountains

j
Gam* Netting

Ornamental Wire Work
j
Hurdles

Flower Stands
J Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

i Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.IKON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENC1 _

AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLfcATlON*
-
* **""' "*"

EVEE
\SSS22S2 °F PLA,N

'
0KNAMENTAL

'
C^ST AND WKOUGIIT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

BXHIBITIOH PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS

well

present season.

HENDERSON'S FUCHSIAS OF 1856.—The collection of

eight for 6s.

SMITH'S OF lS56.-General Williams, Admiral Boxer, Cor.-

queror, Gloire de Neisse, Epps' Wonderful ; the collection for 5*.

BOUVARDIA LONGIFLORA, the tnie white flowering

variety.—Too much cannot be said in praise of this beautilul

plant. -Our stock is one of the largest in the trade, which

enables us to offer at 12s. per dozen. Trade price on application.

VERBENAS.—Henderson's Collection of 1856, 45. per dozen,

well established in 60-sized pots.

Smith's and Turner's varieties of 1856, 6s. per dozen, ditto.

PETUNIAS.- Smith's and Turner's, also the New French

striped varieties, 6s. per dozen.
TREE CARNATIONS.—Strong plants in 48-pots for winter

flowering, 12s. per dozen.

CAMELLIAS—Well set with flower buds, our splendid c<
-

lection stands unrivalled ; we offer good busby wel'-gro^

plants from 15 to 18 inches high, 21s. per dozen; iroru 18 to**

inches high, 30s. ; from 24 to 30 inches, 42s. per dozen.

AZALEA INDICAS.—Choice varieties with gool busbr

1 eads well set with flower buds at 15s., 18s., 21s., and 24s.
.

p-

r

dozen. M. and Co. strongly recommend this portion of their 6to<K

to all intending purchasers.

CHRYSANTHEMUM Alfred Salter, Is. 3d. each, or 6 for to.

MEYENIA ERECTA, 3s. 6d. to 5s. each.

WHITE FAIRY ROSE—M. & Co. possess a large stock ct

this useful plant, which is well adapted for winter flowenn ,

good plants, 9s. per dozen.
GERANIUMS consisting of Foster's, Hoyle's, and Turner'

w varieties of 1856; our own selection, 36s. per dozen; pune
chasers', 42s. perdoz.

Do. do., 1855, our own selection, 21s. per doz.; or purchasers

,

25s. per doz.
Do. do., 1854, purchasers' selection, 12s. per doz.

Names of the various collections can be bai upon application-

Reference or Post-office Order is particularly requested fro^

unknown correspondents, made payable to JoHH Faihbbotb i

at the Bedford Street Branch, Post-office, Brighton.

All orders over 20s. are delivered free in London, or any St*"'

upon the London and South Coast Railway, with plants to cu

pensate for longer distances.
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THE ADAIR STRAWBERRY.
THE above delicious and desirable Strawberry, raised by Mr. Elphinstone, Gardener to Sir S. Adair, Bart/

is a cross between Hoopers Seedling and the Hautbois; and izhile retaining the size and high colour of the former, has the
desirable and peculiar flavour of the latter. It is of strong growth, and will be an acquisition to all growers, whether for market or
otherwise. The undermentioned (Jentlemen and Gardeners bear testimony to its merit :—

N. S. Hodsov, A.L.S., Botanic Gardens, Bury St. Edmunds.
Johh Pkelino, Cambridge.
Samuel Barrett, Hardwick.
Thomas Barnes, Florist, &c, Stowmarket.
E. Bbown, Cambridge.
Geo. P. Hay, Hon. Sec, Horticultural Society, Bury St. Edmunds.

David T. Fish, Gardener, Hardwick House, Bury St. Edmunds.
Peter Grieve, Gardener, Culfand, Bury St. Edmunds.
Henry Turner, Curator, Botanic Gardens, Bury St. Edmunds.
Jame9 Prin-gle, Gardener, Fornham Hall.

Bircham & Ward, Hedenham, Bungay.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SON have much pleasure in stating that they are appointed sole Agents for the above
excellent Strawberry, which they will be prepared to send out after the 1st September next, at the following scale of prices :—

605. for 100 Plants
|

40*. for 50 | 255. for 25 | 155. for 12.

Terms to the Trade on Application.

DUTCH FLOWER R OOTS, &c. &c.

MESSES. E. G. HENDERSON & SON'S BULB CATALOGUE
Is now published, and may be had post free on application. It contains, in addition to the usual Priced Lists of Dutch Bulbs

and Flower Roots, selections of the best sorts of Geraniums, Cinerarias, and other Florists' Flowers.

MESSRS. E. G. H. & SON continue to supply the following unrivalled SEEDS:

—

CALCEOLARIA, First Quality 55. Orf. per packet.
Ditto Second Quality 2 6

CINERARIA, Choice 2 6
PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA 2 6

Other Choke Seeds suitable for the present Season's Sowing are given in Advertisement of July 19, 1S56

if

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

d.

6
6
6

PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the
Quf.fn, &c, beg leave to intimate to their Customers and

the Public the arrival of their first consignment of FLOWER
ROOTS in excellent condition, and they respectfully solicit early
orders for the same. Catalogues may be had free on application.

27, Great Gporge Street, Westminster.

CHOICE SEE DS~
BASS and BROWN have saved the following from

this season's flowers of their superb collections. s. *
GERANIUM, choice, Is. per packet; newest vars. ... p. pkt. 2
-CALCEOLARIA, choice, Is. ditto; ex. ex. ... „ 2
CINERARIA, choice, Is. ditto; ex. ex. ... „ 2
ANEMONE, smgle, of richest colour Ad. to 1

,. semi-double, ditto 4d. to 1

GLAT1IOLUS, choice from early vars. 1
Most of the species of Biennials and Perennials may now be

sown for next season's flowering.

CHOICE IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS.
Seeds of the Imported Brompton and Emperor Stocks may still

be sown for next season's flowering; also Annual Stocks for
flowering in Greenhouses.

^
Seed Catalogues supplied on application ; also printed instruc-

tionsJorjjowjng^^

NEW HARDY RHODODENDRONS^
TOTIN WATERER begs to say that he is now
*J prepared to execute orders for the undermentioned RHODO-
DENDRONS in good strong established plants.
RHODODENDRON JOHN WATERER; colour intense crim-

son with dark spots ; immense truss of bloom and fine foliage

;

RHODODENDRON MRS. JOHN WATERER; bright rosy
crimson, dark spots, fine conical truss and excellent habit;
91 o Pflrfl

RHODODENDRON LADY ELEANOR CATHCART; ver-
milion crimson with a distinct blotch of chocolate spots; very
vigorous grower; 10$. 6d. each.

fgP* We recommend these varieties as being far superior to
anything of the kind before offered, and as being perfectly hardy,
in proof of which their blooming season is not till from the 10th
to the end of the month of June.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey; near the Sunning-

dale Station of Waterloo, Wokingham, and Reading Railway.

! F E R~N S.

EOBERT SIM begs to offer nice healthy Plants of
the following new or very scarce Ferns:

—

•Gymnogramma lanata.—A very distinct new species, with
very woolly-looking fronds; stove

Pteris aspericaulis.—A very handsome new species; fronds
crimson while young; stove(?

t
)

Ceratopreris thalictroides.—An easily cultivated aquatic
species; stove

Platyloma Browni.—A very fine, and probably hardy
species, from Australia; greenhouse

Polypodium alpestre v. flexile.—A very elegant new Bri-
tish variety; hardy

Athyrium Filix-fcemina v. depauperatura (known also as
ramosum and monstrosum).—A most singular and ele-
gant British variety, hitherto extremely scarce; hardy..

^

Lastrea Goldieana (true).—This rare and very handsome
North American Fern is not the kind generally but
incorrectly grown under this name; hardy
Carriage paid to London.—Post-office orders payable at Foot's

^ r*y- Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.
NEW HARDY HYBRID RHODODENDRONS.WATERER and GODFREY beg to offer the" following new Hybrid Rhododendrons, and which they

recommend as being hardy, distinct, late, and beautiful, and
such as will he sure to give satisfaction, viz.:—
ALARM.—This is, perhaps, one of the most striking kinds s. d.
we possess, each petal being edged with bright scarlet, the
centre quite whire ; it la also a very late bloomer 21

BLACK-EYED SUSAN.— Purplish lilac, the spotting
being more decidedly black than in any variety we know 21

BEAUTY OF SURREY.—Rich, rosy scarlet, good shape,

T
*"d prettily marked 21

i.ORD JOHN RUSSKLL.—Pale rose, the upper petal being
distinctly and beau titnlly spotted, or rather blotched; this
' 8 d*fidedly the best in its way 21MAGNUM BONUM.—Rosy lilac, spotted all over each
petal; the flowers being large, and almost flat, makes it
very attractive ... 210

PRINCE ALBERT.'—Rich lake' the fiowersof remarkable
consistency, i,» fact almost approaching a Camellia; cer-

pr
R
J??*vfTi

f the most distinct and desirable kiuds ... 21rLKltANUM.-Light rose, finely spotted; this is a very
pleasing kind .. 21

^W'Vi?1 D0WNING.—Rich dark puce, with an intense
mack blotch on the upper petal of paint-like consistency;
the flowers are individually large, and the truss magni-

s. d.

7 6

10 6

7 6

5

7 6

7 6

10 6

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey, Aug. 23.

* I • 21

ROYAL SEED
Berkshire © s^wtSifflSeMEH ^ESTABLISHMENT.

GOOD SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.
Seeds Direct from the Growers the most certain* meaxs

op Preventing Disappointment.

SUTTON and SONS, Seed Growers, Reading,
Berks, can supply every Jcind of FARM and

GARDEN SEEDS of genuine and superior quality.
Agriculturists residing in the most remote parts of the kingdom

can procure good Seeds at very moderate prices from this Esta-
blishment—For particulars, apply to

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

Eht (BartrenerjeT Chronicle*
SATURDA Y, A UGUST 23, 1856.

It is to be feared that speculations upon the
geographical distribution of plants are not the only
innocents which the acquisition of facts will

compel us to slaughter. There is an ingenious
notion relating to the distribution of colours, which
once gained disciples everywhere, but which seems
to be in no better plight. This being a gardeners'

question has been occasionally adverted to in our
columns, and a fresh and most startling case of in-

terference with theory leads us to introduce it

once more.

One of the best digested accounts of the theory in

question is that of Prof. Balfour, from whom we
borrow the following statement.

" In reference to their colours, flowers are divided
by De Candolle into two series—1. Those having
yellow for their type, and which are capable of

passing into red and white, and never into blue.

2. Those having blue for their type, and capable of

passing into red and white, but never into yellow.
The first series is called Xantkic, the second Cyanic.

The following is a tabular view of the two series,

green being considered as an intermediate state of

equilibrium between the two :

—

Red
Orange-red
Orange
Yellow-Orange
Yellow
Yellow-green

Xanthic series.

Green. Colour of Leaves.

Blue-green

Blue
Blue-violet

Violet

Violet-red

Bed

Cyanic Series,

Or the table may be given thus :

Green.

S

a

Blue-green

Blue
Blue-violet

Violet

Violet-red

Yellow-green
Yellow
Yellow-orange
Orange
Orange-red

ss

Red.

Green, which is made up of blue and yellow, is the

centre whence the two series diverge, and they

meet again in red. It would appear that all

flowers capable of changing colour, do so in general

by rising or falling in the series to which theyl

belonsr. Thus in the Xanthic series, the flowers of

the Marvel of Peru may be yellow, orange-yellow,

or red ; those of the Austrian Rose, orange-yellow
or orange-red; those of the Indian Cress vary from
yeilow to orange or orange-red ; those of the

garden Ranunculus pass through every gradation in

the series from red to green. In the Cyanic series,

the Anemone varies from blue to violet and red

;

the Hyacinth from green to red, through all the
gradations

; Lithospermum purpuro-cffiruleum, and
many Boraginacece, from -blue to violet-red ; the
Hydrangea from rose colour to blue ; and the
ligulate flowers of the China Aster from violet-blue

to violet-red and red.

" These rules cannot be said perhaps to be
universally applicable. They appear, however, to

be very general, and they are useful in enabling us
to predict the possible varieties of colour in the
flowers of the same species. To the Xanthic series

belong Adonis, Aloe, Cactus, Camellia, Cytisus,

Dahlia, Lysimachia, Mesembryanthemum, (Eno-
thera, Oxalis, Potentilla, Ranunculus, Rose, Tulip,

Verbascum, &c. As examples of the Cyanic series

may be mentioned Anagallis, Campanula, Epilo-

bium, Geranium, Globularia, Hyacinth, Phlox,

Polemonium, Nemophila, Scilla, Vinca, &c. Some
exceptions occur to the rule laid down ; thus, while
Hyacinths are in general blue, red, or white, some
varieties assume a pale yellowish hue ; the yellow
Auricula of the Alps, although it does not become
pure blue, exhibits occasionally a violet hue; the

flowers of Myosotis versicolor change from yellow to

pale blue.

"The original colour of the Tulip is yellow, and
although by cultivation it is made to assume all

the varieties of colour in the yellow series, we do

not find it becoming blue. Such is also the case

with the common Dahlia and the Rose. No one

has succeeded in getting a blue variety of either of

the latter. The Geranium, on the other hand,

although it presents all shades of blue, red, and
white, does not become yellow. There seems thus

to be a certain limit in the range of colour which a

sppcies can be made to assume. These remarks

apply only to the change of colour in a given

species. They will not apply in all cases to every

species of a genus. Thus, whilst most of the Gen-
tians belong to the blue series, and do not become
yellow by cultivation, there is a yellow species of

the genus (Gentiana lutea) which never changes

into blue. Such is also the case in the genera

Aconitum, Linum, Sonchus, &c. Again, we find

certain plants exhibiting in the same flower blue

and yellow colours. This is seen in Dendrobium
sanguinolentum ; also in Pansies, and in many
other parti-coloured flowers, as in Convolvulus

tricolor, and in species of Myosotis, which have a

yellow zone round the corolline tube, while the

upper part is blue. In these last-mentioned cases

each of the coloured portions of the flower vary in

general only in their proper series—the part which
is yellow never becoming truly blue, nor the blue

yellow. The florets of the ray of Composite plants

often exhibit blue colours, while those of the disc

are yellow. The law by which the changes of

colour are regulated has not been ascertained, and
it is impossible, in the present state of our know-
ledge, to predict what colour a florist's flower will

assume."

It is impossible in the present state of our

knowledge to predict what colour a florisfs flower

will assume. That is the point. Were the cyanic

theory true we should always be able to say with

some tolerable certainty within what limits change

of colour is produceable. For example the blue

series might run into red and violet, but never into

yellow orange or scarlet ; and vice versa. That

would be something to foresee. But as matters

now stand we know of no reason why Camellias

should not become yellow or Dahlias and Azaleas

blue. Such a change is just as likely as that

which we are now about to describe. If there is a

genus more pre-eminently blue than any other

cyanic race it is surely the Delphinium or Larkspur.

Among this genus we have blues of all degrees of

intensify, violets, reds, pinks, whites and greens,

but nowhere a trace of yellow—not even in the

stamen;?. Delphinium therefore should, according

to theory, be fixed irrevocably to the standard of

blue, and a scarlet or yellow species was no more to

be expected in the cyanic Larkspur than a blue

species in the xanthic Azalea. But the scarlet Lark-

spur has come to us unmistakeably ; golden yellow

in the petals, scarlet as a soldier's jacket everywhere

else. This occurs in the beautiful Delphinium car-

dinalc, one of the last of Messrs. Veitch's fine Cali-

fornian introductions. In this flower there is no

sign of blue, except in the gTeen spot at the tip of

the sepals, a tint that is common to both series of

colours, as is above explained.

Whence comes the yellow which, mixed with red,
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hp.s produced the brilliant scarlet of Delphinium

cardinale ? Whither has gone the Larkspur blue,

in the presence of which scarlet could not be

formed 1 To be sure we have such colours in the

Columbines (Aquilegia), which are first cousins of

Larkspurs, and among which the same scarlet breaks

out in A. canadensis and its allies. "We have yellow

too in Aconites. Are we then to infer that some
future Lobb will bring home a scarlet Aconitum.
Why not 1 We think it extremely probable. At
all events the cyanic and xanthic speculations of

philosophers must now be laid up in the limbo of

pleasant dreams.

We have already reported that the Vine disease

is disappearing in Tuscany, and we have reason to

believe that even in Portugal the worst is over.

That the disease in that country was not actually

incurable has been shown by the case of a variety

called the SouzTio, of which a highly diseased plant

was sent three years ago to the Horticultural Society,

by Mr. Forrester, and which is now healthy and
bearing ripe bunches in the Garden at Chiswick.

This may seem to be a rash opinion in the face

of the intelligence from Portugal which has lately

appeared in the columns of the Times, in whose
city article it is stated that " the accounts from
Oporto regarding the prospects of the coming vintage

in the Douro are discouraging. The American
Vines, which up to a few days back had been free

from any bad signs, had suddenly manifested the

blight to an extent which had destroyed the hopes
entertained from the introduction of those descrip-

tions. This year the disease is said to have attacked

the fine vineyards beyond the factory demarcation,

and an instance is quoted of one on the frontiers of

Spain which last season yielded 60 pipes of the

best wine, and which will now not produce six

pipes."

We do not know what was expected from the

introduction of American Vines, if by that term is

meant, as we believe to be the case, European Vines
cultivated in the United States, for the Vine disease

exists there, as well as here, as we lately showed
upon the authority of Mr. Chorlton (see p. 516).

At all events we know that the American Vines were
grafted on Portuguese stocks. Even here the result

was perhaps not quite so unsatisfactory as would
appear from the Times; at least it does not cor-

respond, as we are informed, with the experience of

one of the great wine growers, who this year grafted

in Portugal a thousand Vines with cuttings obtained
from English hothouses. Of this number about 900
took, and until June were green and beautiful. But,
what was very curious, wherever among them indi-

cations of fruit appeared it was speedily stopped by
the Oidium, which, however, did not extend to

the Vines.

It has also been remarked this year that in the
Douro wine districts, although the Oidium appeared
in June, and apparently " paralysed the Vines," yet
after the fourth day they recovered and vegetation
proceeded with renewed vigour, " leaves and wood
increasing in quantity and strength in proportion as
the Grapes withered and dropped off."

It is impossible not to regard these as favourable
symptoms, indicating that the virulence of the Vine
disease is passing away even from the west of
Europe. In the meanwhile the condition of the
inhabitants of the Douro wine districts is lamentable
in the extreme. For two years past the cultivation

of the vineyards in many instances has been
abandoned—the labourer has no employment—the
proprietor no produce. Next year most of the Vines
from this neglect alone, and not from disease, will

be well-nigh ruined.

As to the wine itself we learn that as there were
few Grapes produced in Portugal last year capable of

being made into wine, the most prejudicial adultera-

tions were resorted to in order to produce a beverage of
vinous appearance for the use of the Portuguese
people. The wine, therefore, as it is called,and at pre-
sent is sold at the tendas or public-houses at Oporto,
is of infamous quality, and much sickness has
already being traced to its use. According to present
appearances the production of wine in the north of

Portugal will be even less than that of either of the
two past years. On this account and in spite of the

Government restrictions to the contrary large

quantities of common wine will be smuggled from
Salamanca, or from the interior of the province of

Beira, and be introduced into the Alto Douro dis-

tricts and thence admitted into Oporto for consump-
tion or exportation. Among other contrivances
which have been resorted to in order to save some-
thing from the vineyards, it is understood that the
wine growers have been pressing such Grapes as they
had, and then adding enormous quantities of brandy
to the juice in order to prevent the putrid fermenta-
tion to which it is now so liable. This brandy-
syrup, or cherupiga, containing probably 50 per

cent, of spirit, is sure to become the basis of much 1

so-called Port wine manufactured for sale in the
English market.

VINES IN THE VALLEY OF THE THAMES.
Your remarks in a recent leading article relative to

Mr. Glendinning's splendid Grapes will no doubt excite
considerable interest, especially among that class of

gardeners and amateurs who have incurred great trouble
and expense in preparing Vine borders and planting
Vines, from which the returns have been, are, and ever
will be all but nil. It will, I think, be admitted by all

who have studied vegetable phenomena, more especially

in relation to the culture of plants, that the more
we deviate from the simplicity of nature, the more
compound and various our preparations become, so in

proportion do our chances of doing what is not right

increase. Earth, air, and water, with their natural con-
comitant, light, supply all the requisites of plant manu-
facture, and though we may go to Peru for guano, or
search the earth for other manurial substances, it is

quite certain that we shall experience much difficulty in

discovering any foreign substance equal to what every
country gentleman can find upon his own estate. Plants,

like animals, may be fed to a very plethoric state, and
like ihem too that very plethora will injure the consti-

tution, and by bringing on premature old age, so impair
the vital energy of the plant as to render it of little or
no value. Thus it is that one man prepares a Vine
border, using all manner of foreign substances, mixing
fish, flesh, and fowl, the refuse of the currier,]the sugar-

boiler, the butcher, the kennel, and the slaughterman,
in most incongruous confusion. He plants his Vines,

and they grow with a vigour reasonably to be- expected
from such a preparation. But does the wood ripen ?

Does it become of that hard and indurated character
which would result from slower and smaller growth ?

No ! but the Vines produce magnificent foliage, and no
doubt next year they will produce some splendid

bunches of fruit. Yes, they do so, but somehow or
other the Black Hamburghs are red, the Frontignans
and Muscats shank, and remain quite green. What can
be the reason of it? Oh ! the border is too dry, it has

had too much water, or the stupid gardener has given

so much air as to chill the bunches, or the house has
not had sufficient air. But never mind, they will

do better next year ; they are making nice wood,
and the foliage is unusually grass green and watery.

Next year comes; the rich border has had a good soaking

of winter snow, and an additional soaking of manure
water cold from the tank of farm yard ; the Vines 6tart

irregularly and weak, the few bunches they show take a

spiral growth and result in tendrils, and all is over.

What ever can be the cause ? The border was rich,

and had plenty of manure water, and it was also well

drained. Surely something must have destroyed the

roots ; well, let us see; but oh horror of horrors! the

border which cost me so much money, and through
which (it was so light and porous) you could thrust

your walking cane without an effort, is now one soapy
mass, cold and inert as so much recent cow dung. But
see the roots ; are not they fine ? Yes, thick, soft, and
spongy, ns those of Asparagus or Bindweed, and with
this difference, that they have not a fibre or spongelet

upon them. Such then is the result of an over-rich

border ; it may be an extreme case, but not more ex-

treme than many that have been seen. It is the effect

of what Sir John Falstaff would have said, or rather

his companions, a what an enormous quantity of sack
for such a small quantity of bread."

This brings me to the subject of the present paper,

•'Vines in the Vale of the Thames," where it appears as

illustrated by Mr. Glendinning's Grapes, and also in

other cases which I may mention shortly. Prepared
Vine borders are not only unnecessary, but if made are

useless. For something like 20 years or more, first-

rate Grapes both in quality and quantity have
been shown at Chiswick and other London hor-

ticultural exhibitions from the garden of Mr. Beaufoy
of South Lambeth. These Vines were planted for

the most part by Mr. R. Atlee, who for many
years was gardener to Mr. Beaufoy. Once, some
fourteen years ago, I congratulated Sir. A. upon the

success which had attended the planting of the Vines.
* Yes," said he, •' you may do that, but my border had
nothing to do with the production of these Grapes, for

the roots as soon as planted went perpendicularly down
by the front wall of the house into the subsoil below,

and I believe there is not a Vine root in the border."
As an illustration of this fact Mr. A. took me to a
Pine stove where he had that season planted a Muscat
Vine, and that with just sufficient fresh soil to plant in

had made such a growth as is only seen when the
roots of a plant are quite in their natural element.
Now the subsoil in the neighbourhood of Vauxhall
is a reddish gravelly loam, poor to appearance but open
and porous, and hence well suited to the habits of the

Vine. The same character of subsoil also prevails, I

think, in Mr. Glendinning's neighbourhood, and do
doubt the Vines have taken the same course. In the

vale of the Thames, from its rise in Berkshire down to

Gravesend and Tilbury Fort, and on both sides of the

water good Grapes wilt be found, I will not say without

prepared borders, but I doubt not in many instances

where the borders were of little more service to the

plants than those I have previously enumerated. To
commence, take for example the celebrated Champion
Hamburgh Vine at Sunning Hill, those wonderful
Vines at Cumberland Lodge and Hampton Court.

Follow the course of the Thames by Kin^iton
Richmond, Kew, Mortlake, Barnes, Putney, VattxhSJ'
Bermondsey to Deptford, and so on to Grave*!
end, and in all these places you find excellent Grand
and certainly in several places where no preparation h*i
been made for planting them. Perhaps for quality

»'

persons have produced better fruit in Corent Garde*
than Breffett, of Barnes, and the various growers &:
Vauxhall or South Lambeth, especially Chapman whiU
Stones, of Deptford, was famous for his Grapes lone
before the writer of this was born. Start again from
Hampton Court, and proceed by Teddington,Twickenham
Isleworth, Brentford, Chiswick, Fulham, and Chelsea!
and we find Vines of great excellence. The late Mr*
Willmot's extempore way of making a Vine border by
describing ic as a hole made with a pickaxe into which a
little soil was put to cover the roots will be familiar

to many of your readers ; and his description is

literally true, for I have reason to know that nothing
more was done when the Vines which produced four

crops in two years were planted, than to take up the
hard footpath with a pickaxe and cover the roots with

a bushel or so of soil. Breffett of Barnes, Chapman of

Vauxhall, and Mr. Wilmott of Isleworth have told me
they made no Vine borders beyond merely trenching

and manuring the ground intended to be planted.

That Vines in the vale of the Thames generally speaking

send their roots deep into the soil and beyond the

influence of ordinary atmospheric changes is evident

from the manner in which market gardeners dig and

crop their borders, and from their forcing the Vines in the

depth of winter almost without any protective materia],

and certainly without any fermenting material to impart

heat to the roots. If the roots were near the surface of the

soil such practices could not be persisted in, and hence I

think it reasonable to infer that Mr. Atlee's theory of

their rooting in the subsoil is just, and now explained

will in future be more fully appreciated. Hence the

reason of Mr. Glendinning's success, and hence also the

probability that others in the same locality may calculate

upon similar success by employing similar means. But

the most remarkable thing in connection with Mr. G.'s

Vines is, that they are not what would generally be

regarded as fine Vines, that is, they have not girth or

strength of stem usually considered necessary to produce

a crop of Grapes of first-rate quality. According to the

theory of the late Mr.Clement Hoare noVine is fit to carry

a bunch of Grapesuntil its stem at the base girths 3 inches

and then only a few pounds, but most of Mr. Glen-

dinning's which have carried such splendid Grapes do-

not girth that much at the present time, and hence if

the fruit and foliage were off would be regarded even

by good judges as very ordinary Vines. Now the same

fact struck me upwards of 20 years ago, when fresh

from the fine Vines at Welbeck, I called to see the

forcing establishment of Mr. Breffett at Barnes. It

was in November, and the first house of Vines was just

beginning to swell, but they were so weak in the stem

and the wood so small that I could not resist an

involuntary exclamation of surprise that they should

consider such Vines worth the trouble, not to say

expense, of forcing so early in the season.

Well do I recollect the smile that passed over

Mr. Breffett's countenance as he sarcastically remarked,

" Come again in April and then pass your opinion ;"andi

did call again in April, Mr. Duncan (now of Basing

Park) being with me, and there on those poor ^ mes

were certainly the most compact and best coloured

early Hamburghs I had, at that time, ever seen. Mr.

Breffett's Grapes were always celebrated for fin©

colour, thin stem and compact form, and they exhibit

the same characteristics to the present time. Thus it

appears that mere girth of stem is not a criterion of tje

fitness of a Vine to carry a crop, more especially it t&e

Vine has been grown slowly, but if the growth M»

been rapid, and the roots are soft and spongy, then per-

haps girth of stem should be taken into consideration-

Id an over-rich border a Vine will make long soft water/

roots something resembling those produced in a raou

atmosphere upon the stem, and almost without_ftore

,

but in a properly prepared border formed ot goou

fibrous loam and other porous material, a large qu»»l J

of fibrous roots will be produced, the growth *>"

slower and of moderate strength, and the organizai

of the plant of the most mature and perfect descnpi

Such a Vine, though apparently not so strong as

j
planted in a rich border, has the maturing pnncip ,

I maybe allowed the term, more fully developed,*

has its vessels full of highly elaborated instead oi

crude and watery material which results from m
border. ani

Hence the reason of Mr. Glendinning's succes.' ^
hence also the reason why rich borders snou

avoided when fruit of first-rate excellence is req

A. P. W. ___
^VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXXXI^

548. Parasite (Antennaria. Capnodium ). ^
genus Erysiphe, which has been shown to be ti

^
of many of the affections to which both our ma^^
and culinary plants are subject, does not seem

jg

to very warm climates. In such localities its v
^

taken by the closely allied genus Mehola, whicn ^
of producing a white mycelium has one wn c ^
black and the fulcra which surround the pen

m

r

of the same sooty tint. It is principally on
i

»«
' if

leaves, but by no means exclusively that tins h - ^
• The firaTfrom antenna, alluding to the """fgJJJ ****

threads to the antenna; of an iasect; the second from

smoke, and ulss resemblance.
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produced. The species are principally tropical, but
they occur in Chili, New Zealand, and the United States.

549. There are, however, other black mildews which
have a similar habit, and are indeed scarcely distin-

guishable without the use of a lens, which are far

more widely and copiously diffused, and in consequence
more destructive. These are not to be confounded with
the olivaceous smokelike fungi which are so common in
autumn on the leaves of trees which have produced
honeydew. They belong to quite another category, and
have a less pure black than those which are at present
before us, and a very different structure.

550. The first which require attention are those cases
in which the parasite on examination presents the
characters of Antennaria, consisting of branched moni-
liform often echinulate articulations, some of which
swell out into a sporangium, which either contains
minute spores, as in the
accompanying figures of
Antennaria Stephensii,

Berk., or ycung plants

in miniature (see Gar-
deners 9

Chronicle 1844,

p. 851), which are at once
developed under favour-
able circumstances on the
rupture of the walls.

These are not very com-
mon in our own countrv,
but in some countries

they abound to an excessive degree, and nowhere more
than in New Zealand, the Auckland and Campbell
Islands, and other localities in the southern hemisphere.
In one species {A. scoriadea, Berk.), the threads project
so much from the matrix and are so intricately branched
and compacted as to look like cinders, and approximate
to the American genus Scorias which covers various
vegetable substances with a moist black spongy crust
two or three inches in thicknes*.

'W4

551. These Antennaria are the pests of the Coffee

and Orange plantations in Ceylon and the Azores, and
as the common Fumago generally accompanies honey-
dew, whether arising from Aphides or other causes, so
these affections seem generally to wait upon the attacks
of a species of Coccus. They have extended so widely
of late years as to make cultivation very precarious, and
at present no effectual remedy has been discovered,
though it is probable that sulphur may have the same
effect on them as on other epiphytous fungi.

552. Though the characters of the genus Antennaria
appear so strongly marked, as appears from the figures

given above of A. Stcphensii, it is now pretty generally

acknowledged that the genus is not autonomous, but
merely a condition of the genus Capnodium, which in

external appearance is identical with it and which often

attends or iollows the Antennaria, and this under such
varied circumstances as to make it quite certain that

the one is merely a form of the other. In Capnodium
perfect perithecia are formed by the matting together of
the component threads of the matrix, or at least they
run up and are incorporated with them. These are
generally very much elongated, and often strangely
branched, and in several cases perfect asci and sporidia
appear, as is the case also with the closely allied genus
Scorias. The geographical distribution, as might be
expected, is almost identical with that of Antennaria.
The true fruit is not, however, invariably produced
where the Antennaria stage is perfected. In this

country, for example, Antennaria occurs occasionally
without progressing to the stage of Capnodium, but
there is a little species which is common on Laurels and
other evergreens which constantly perfects its perithecia.

553. On the continent the species, when in the form
of Antennaria or Capnodium or both united, are far
more common. One of these, A. Stephensii or
0. Citri, as imported on Lemons is far too
familiar an object to our fruit dealers. It is no
unusual thing, ou opening a box just imported, to find
the greater part of the fruit covered with a dense
velvety coat, exhibiting in parts the characters of
Antennaria, in parts those of Capnodium, which must
have grown principally on the voyage, as it is scarcely
conceivable that the fruit could been packed in such an
unsaleable condition. The loss however in consequence
is not absolute, as a portion of the fruit when] brushed
looks tolerably well, but it is evident that its' keepin
qualities must be much impaired by such a process.

554. In stoves where Capnodium is most likely to
occur, extreme cleanliness and timely sponging will

ft
a

prevent the accumulation of these very unsightly
plagues. I have not however met with any instance of
their appearance. A long account of the species, with
abundant figures, will be found inj the fourth volume of
the Journal of the Horticultural Society of London.
M. J. B.

PRACTICAL LESSONS IN BOTANY FOR
- BEGINNERS OF ALL CLASSES.-No. VI.
Br the Rev. J. S. Hexslow, M.A., Rector of Hitcham, Suffolk.

Ex. 4. Common Primrose (Primula vulgaris). The
Cowslip and a Polyanthus have the same structure.

Cohesion.—There are five sepals in the calyx, but
they are united or grafted together by their edges
throughout a considerable portion of their length. The
calyx consequently becomes a sort of cup-like tube sur-

rounding the other floral whorls. Whenever similar

parts in a flower are thus more or less grafted together
they are said to * cohere."

There are five petals to the corolla, but these also

cohere, and form a narrow tube below, which expands
above into a border with five lobes, indicating that

cohesion is not complete to the summit of the petals.

N.B. According to old notions this calyx would be
considered as composed of one sepal (monoscpalovs)
partially divided into five segments. The corolla

would also be regarded as of one petal (monopetalous)
slightly cut into five lobes.

Adhesion.—There are five stamens attached to the
tube of the corolla at the part where it begins to widen.
This position of the stamens is owing to the greater

portion of their filaments being united or grafted with
j

the corolla. If the tube of the corolla is split open and
|

held up to the light, the attached or cohering portions
j

of the filaments are easily traced to the bottom. When
dissimilar parts belonging to different floral whorls are
thus grafted together they are said to " adhere.''

N.B. This convenient mode of distinguishing the
grafting together of similar parts by the term "cohe-
sion/ 9 from that of dissimilar parts by the term u adhe-
sion/' is seldom noticed by descriptive botanists, though
long since suggested by De Candolle.

N.B. Simple inspection of the solitary pistil, with its

one-celled ovary, would not enable us to determine
whether it were composed of one or more carpels. Other
considerations, which need not yet be noticed, have
shown it to be composed of 5 open carpels cohering by
their edges.

Ex. 5. Common Cherry (Primus ccrasus).

the parts composing the floral whorls. But in flowura
with an inferior ovary the floral whorls are so combined
with the floral receptacle that they cannot be detached
so as to expose it uninjured.
Incomplete Flowers.—There aremanv flowers in which

only one kind of the es-

sential parts is present.

The other kind will

then be found in other

flowers either on the

same plant, as in the

5 common Hazel (Coryhis

avellana), or on a dif-

erent individual of the

same kind of plant, as

in Willows (Salix). The
perianth is sometimes
entirely wanting, and
the essential parts of

the flower are then

generally protected by
a leaf-like scale, and are

often crowded together

into a dense mass. As
an example we may
refer to the flowers of a
Willow or Poplar, but

Willow. without further com-
ment than is required to show they consist of either
stamens only, or of a pistil only.
Heads of Flowers.—A very large number of plants,

especially one particular group, Composites (Composite),
bear very small flowers (florets) closely aggregated into

a mass termed a "head" (capituhtm). This was formerly

Cherry.

Calyx of 5 sepals cohering below into a tube.

Corolla of 5 petals inserted (ie. seated) on the

tube of the calyx.

Stamens numerous ( co ) also inserted on the calyx.

N.B. As in the last example we observed the inser-

tion of the stamens on the corolla was owing to the
partial adhesion of their filaments with it, so here we
have both petals and stamens partially adhering to the
calyx, and thus producing the appearance of originating

from it.

N.B. Like instances of adhesion between the three

outer floral whorls (calyx, corolla, and stamens) occur
in the Peach (Amygdalus Persica), Purple Loosestrife

(Lythrum salicaria) i &c. Where adhesion takes place

between all the floral whorls, a marked peculiarity of

structure is the result, and will be explained in the next

example.

Ex. 6. Pound-leaved Bell flower (Campanula
rotundifolia) or any other species of this genus.

Superior and Inferior (ovary and perianth).

The calyx of 5 cohering sepals, the corolla of 5

cohering petals, and the 5 stamens, all adhere together,

and with the ovary of the single compound pistil. The
result produced is an appearance as if the parts of the

outer floral whorls grew from the top of the ovary.

In such cases the ovary is said to be "Inferior" and

the perianth u Superior." Whereas in the other 5

examples because the pistils were free from adhesion

with the other floral whorls, they would be styled
m Superior/' the perianths originating below them
would be called "Inferior."

N.B. Numerous flowers possess alike structure,as the

common Snowdrop (Qalanthus nivalis), all Currants and

Gooseberries {Ribes), all Honeysuckles (Loniccra), &c.

Floral Receptacle.—The parts of which a flower

consists are seated on the " Floral Receptacle/' which

is the summit, more or less swollen, of a short

stalk. In flowers where the perianth is inferior,

the floral receptacle may be exposed by removing

Oxeye Daisy.

regarded as a "compound flower/* and is still so con-
sidered popularly. The common Daisy (Bellis perennu)

,

Dandelion (Leontodon taraxacum), Dahlia, Sunflower
(Helianthemum), Oxeye Daisy, &c, are familiar

examples. Such heads of flowers are surrounded by
small, generally green, leafy scales, looking somewhat
like the sepals of a calyx. Beginners must be cautioned

against mistaking them for single flowers. Every little

flower in such a " head " possesses its own floral

whorls, the peculiarities in whose structure need not
now detain us, but will be explained as we proceed.

Schedule Lessons on the Floral Whorls.—Par-
ticular places in the school are assigned to the children

so far apart as to prevent any copying. As only
botanical volunteers stop after the rest have been dis-

missed, this arrangement, though our school is small,

suffices. Each child receives a specimen and then rules

for itself the following blank form of schedule on a
slate wherein to record the result of its own observa-

tions on the flower, and to enter the conclusions to be
drawn from them .

—

P.L.
|
CI.

C. S.
1 I

Di.

C. P.
1

Sec.

St. |

1

Or.
— f em

p

uen.

Sp.

The merest beginners, from six years upwards, com-
pose the 3d class, and confine themselves to the first

,
[ftnk column, with sundry more or less perfect

tempts at completing the second. The 2d class fill

the two first columns, with such attempts at the
at

in
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remainder ot the schedule as they can niuster resolution
j
A person named Friend Taylor, living at Went- r

to make. The first class are expected to fill up the

whole schedule. In the first blank column are to be

inserted the actual number of parts entering into the

composition of the several floral whorls, whether they

be free or cohere.

P. L. implies perianth leaves, only noticed in cases

where it is doubtful whether a calyx and corolla are

present. C. S. stands for calyx-sepals ; C. P. for corolla-

petals; St. for stamens ; P. for pistil, and the C. below

it for the number of carpels, where these can be made
out by inspection, otherwise a (?) is inserted.

In my next communication I will give a few examples

of the manner in which this first blank column would

most probably be filled up by the children of the first

class, with a few comments on the mode of correcting

the not improbable errors of those in classes 2 and 3.

(To be continued.)

A RECENT STORM.
A violent storm occurred on the afternoon of Wed-

nesday, July 23d, which merits careful investigation.

Having examined its phenomena in this neighbourhood,
with a view to determine the cause of hail, I am enabled

to furnish some particulars which will probably be of

general interest. The district examined extends from
Ackworth on the N.W., through Badsworth to the S.E.,

thence through Thorpe to Wentbridge, N.E.
At Wakefield we had lightning of a peculiar red-

purple colour, which was reflected from the ground as

from a polished mirror, with loud and frequent claps of

thunder. There was some very heavy rain, but no hail.

The circumstances appear to have been the same from
Wakefield to Ackworth Moor Top, there being traces of

heavy rain along the whole road, but none of hail. I

am informed that no hail fell at Ackworth, but a smart
fall of hail occurred at Moor House, which is situated

on the N.E. boundary of the parish of Badsworth. The
hail here beat against the east windows of the houses.

The succeeding rain was extremely heavy, and the wind
tore from the centre ot an Oak tree a limb as thick as a

man's thigh. Mr. Moore's crops sustained no damage,
showing that the place was situated beyond the limits

of the storm, and that the hail which fell was carried

laterally some distance from the place of its formation.

The centre of the parish of Badsworth was nearly

the centre of the storm in this district. Here hail-

stones, or rather masses of ice, fell, some of which,

after being carried a distance, weighed 3| oz. each, and
measured between 6 and 7 inches in circumference.

Almost every house had a large quantity of glass broken
;

carefully cultivated gardens presented a spectacle of

destruction which must be seen to be believed ; and in

many fields the crops of corn are so utterly ruined that

they will hardly return seed to the cultivator. A field

of Wheat belonging to Mr. Jones, of Badsworth Hall,

and a field of Barley opposite to the Wheat, belong-

ing to a widow woman, afford good illustrations.

The wind tore enormous limbs from the finest trees,

and the whole scene afforded a terrible instance of

the desolating effects of a few minutes' hail such as

happily is seldom seen in this country. A field of

Wheat near the toll-bar, on the right-hand side of

the road from Wakefield to Doncaster, affords an excel-

lent illustration of the law of hailstones. The bulk of

the field is unaffected by the storm, showing clearly that

it was beyond the limit of the hail in that direction, but

the corner pointing towards Badsworth Church hap-
pened to be within the limit, and the effect of the hail

across that corner is distinctly visible. The Wheat is

damaged for 20 or 30 yards into the field. The injury

here, however, is of a much slighter character than that

of the centre of the storm, owing to modifying natural

causes which I have discussed elsewhere. The breadth
of the storm at Badsworth was about a mile and a

tenth. From Badsworth to Thorpe ravages of the

storm are everywhera visible. Corn crops are threshed
in the field, and the ears cut off from the stalks ; an
orchard at Thorpe is as black as if it had been enveloped
for a minute or two in a sheet of flame, and large branches
are torn off in all directions. From Thorpe to Went-
bridge the desolation continues, and as an illustration of

its extent I was told that a poor man, who occupies 19

acres of land, had not as much corn left upon it as would
keep himself, his wife, and a pig during the winter.

Throughout this district the farmholdings are small, and
yet it was no uncommon thing to hear the damage done
by the hail on particular farms estimated at from 2C0Z.

to 400J. In one case nearly 30 0Z. was paid by an
insurance company, and in two others valuers wera
called in, who estimated the damage at nearly 400Z.

Two brothers, named Kitson, residing at Birkin, have
suffered damage to the amount of 750?. A gentleman
named Seaton, residing at Wentbridge, was sitting with
his family at table when the storm came on. In a few
moments most of the glass in the front of his house was
broken ; masses of ice went through the panes with

such rapidity as not even to splinter them, cutting out

holes as cleanly as rifle bullets. A decanter three- parts

full of wine was knocked off the table, the wine glasses

broken, and the table indented in many places. The
stone walls of this gentleman's buildings are pitted all

over with holes made by the hail, for the most part larger
than would be maie by firing swan shot at them. Mr.
Seaton informed me that five or six buckets of ice

were gathered up in his dining-room, and that he
saw some ice which had lain in a hedge-bottom from
Wednesday afternoon until Saturday night. The latter

statement is corroborated in the following: manner.

bridge, was about a mile and a quarter from home, at

right angles to the storm's path, when the storm
occurred. With two or three other persons he took

shelter in a Turnip field from the rain. There was
no hail where he was, but so strong a wind set in,

blowing at right angles to the storm-path, that the

Turnips were lifted up out of the ground above an inch.

The storm began about 35 minutes past 4 p.m., and con-

tinued until two or three minutes past 5 p.m. The hail

began at 45 minutes past 4 p.m.,and lasted for 7or 8 minutes.

Some of the hailstones were angular, as if fractures

of a sheet of ice ; others closely resembled Peach stones.

A connection between the hail and electricity is shown
by the fact of there being no perceptible interval

between the flash of lightning and the thunder. The
gardener at Badsworth Hall and another person ob-

served the lightning descend from the clouds to the

earth, and then instantly return from the earth to the

clouds. During the storm the barometer fell very little in

comparison to its fall for the high winds the week before.

Marvellous as some of these facts appear, the accuracy
of the report will be borne out by Mr. M. E. Naylor,

who was good enough to accompany me during the

inquiries. My thanks are specially due to Mr. Moor, of

Moorhouse, Badsworth ; to Mr. Jones, of Badsworth
Hall ; to Mr. Milnthorp and Mr. Harrison, of Badsworth,
for the trouble which they kindly took in furnishing me
with the information.
On Thursday last, at a few minntes past 12, a curious

electrical phenomenon was seen close to St. Andrew's
Church. Instead of an ordinary lightning flash a globe

of fire, similar to the sun, with a hole in the centre, was
perceived, having two long tails projecting downwards
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and outwards. This appeared poised for an instant, and
then descended to the earth in a neighbouring! field with

its points downwards. The Potatoes in that field appear
since to have become diseased. W. R. Bowditch, in

Wakefield Journal, Aug. 15.

III.—ON THE DIRECT EFFECT OF THE SUN'S
RAYS AND OF EXPOSURE UPON PLANTS.

(From Alph. De Candolle's G£ographie Botanique.)

(Continuedfrom p. 549.)

It is admitted that the mere fact of the different

parts of plants being differently coloured prevents our
measuring the effects of the sun upon them by the indi-

cations of its action on a black-bulb thermometer. Its

effects are much modified by this cause, and there are
also many others scarcely recognised by meteorologists.

A solid body, such as a leaf or branch, cannot be treated

as a liquid in a bulb is, especially when the solid is a bad
conductor, and the liquid (mercury) is a mobile and
gcod conductor. Vegetable tissues are cooled by day
by the ascent of sap and by evaporation ; during night

these movements cease, and radiation proceeds unim-
peded. The transport of the Bap during the day deter-

mines a considerable amount of evaporation which
further modifies the heating power of the sun's rays. The
stem, and often the leaves also, of a tree are vertical,

and in general a plant presents but a limited area of its

surface to the whole effects of radiation ; further, the

several parts shade one another. In a forest or on a
prairie it isonly certain partsofeachindividual branch that

are exposed directly to the rays of the sun ; the others
are turned to the north, or are more or leas completely

sheltered. When an isolated tree is tufted, it is not
more than a tenth or twentieth part of its surface that

receives the solar action, and radiates freely into

space, and again, the more it evaporates the further

it cools its green parts.

From all these causes combined, it appears that,

supposing the difference between the mean temperature
of a thermometer hung in the shade during a fine

season and one exposed to solar radiation to amount to

3° or 4°, it is necessary in attempting to estimate the

effect of this difference upon vegetation to reduce it

considerably. It will, in as far as we can judge, not
exceed a fraction of a degree (Centigrade), and hence
the differences due to radiation between a maritime
and continental climate situated under the same lati-

tude may be very trifling. Hence also observations

made in the shade may be supposed to represent very

well the shaded surfaces of a plant, and owing to the

effects of evaporation the exposed parts also.

Common observation confirms this view in temperate
climates. Did solar radiation influence vegetation to
the amount of 4° or 6° we should not have the northern
sides of isolated trees flowering and fruiting till long
after the southern. In lanes running east and west we
should find one side presenting a marked contrast to
the other in many natural phenomena (for a difference

of several degrees of temperature is often the equiva-
lent of many degrees of latitude), which is not the
case at all.

The operations of agriculture are equally unfavourable
to the hypothesis of the action of radiation on plante.

Thus, in the harvesting Cherries, Apples and Grapes,
there are not two gatherings, one for the north and the

other for the south sides of the trees. The difference

is so small that it may be neglected, whilst did it

amount to 4 or 5° of mean temperature its effect would
be to hasten the maturation of some parts and retard

that of others by many weeks. With us the Vine

growers have vineyards at all exposures, some even ex-

posed to the north, but they do not find it necessary to
have more than one harvest, and the only point they

observe in harvesting is to take the ripest Vines first.

The observations of meteorologists are entitled to less

confidence in my opinion than are the facts of vegetable

life.^ |A thermometer cannot be compared with the

tissues of a plant in a physical point of view. Plants

demonstrate the chemical effects of solar rays that are

unappreciated by the thermometer ; and lastly there is

a great difference between the kind of effect produced

by the sun's rays upon a thermometer and a plant ; in

the thermometer it simply causes a fluid to dilate, in a

plant it sets a complicated piece of machinery in

motion. The best way of appreciating the effect of

radiation is not by observing the thermometer, but by

watching the effect of sun and shade upon different

specimens of the same species planted in the same soil.

There are two classes of facts which require study

under this point of view. 1. The influence of a north

and south exposure upon mountains, which causes

plants to affect different elevations ; a differeace

easily expressed in terms of the thermometric scale.

Thus, on a mountain the mean annual temperature

of which diminishes at the rate of 1J° for 500 feet, a

species which ascends 1 000 feet higher on the south

side than on the Jnorth is influenced to Jthe amount of

3£ by the exposure. It is true that the dryness of

southern exposures and the humidity of northern

have some effect independently of temperature,

but when many species are under observation such

sources of error are eliminated. It may be ob-

jected to this method that the northern slopes

receive some sun, and that the southern are sheltered

from the northern blasts, that the latter have two ad-

vantages, more sun and shelter ; but to diminish die

effects of shelter it is better not to include the lower

parts of the mountain, which are always the most

sheltered. On elevated and isolated summits the north

winds are almost equally felt on all sides.

2. Observations on the date of leafing, flowering,

and fruiting of plants belonging to the same species in

the same country, &c, in the same year, but differently

exposed to the sun and shade. Those exposed will be

so many days in advance of the others. During these

days a register of the mean temperature in the shade is

kept, and thus one has a measure of the effect of tne

sun's rays expressed in terms of the time elapsed and

in degrees of the thermometer hung in the shade.

These two data, if multiplied into one another, will give

results which differ in different countries and vary

with the season and with the year, but the means or

which will give sufficiently good approximate estimates

of the effect of the sun's rays upon plants in similar

countries. J. D. H.
(To be continued.")

Correspondence.
Buddivg Pear Trees.—I should like to ask why ai-

de Joughe in his paper of the 14th July recommends r&x

trees to be budded 2, 3, or 4 feet from the ground !
A"

over the American continent, where there is a sun M. J»

Jonghe never could conceive as it could not exist in i»

full clear brightness in Belgium, it is the invariable

custom to bud all fruit trees as near the ground as

possible. To say this is done through ignorance »

simply absurd. All arguments point to the ^
mm(T

6ense of such a course, as it enables the Purcna8
*r

. h
do what he likes with his trees, instead of what tfl

e

nurseryman chooses to allow him to do. A Canaa 1

Farmer. , ..

Orchard House Trees.—The following hints W2M~
interesting to some of your readers. About ten 5*
since I removed some of my Apricot trees in pots fro

the orchard house to a sunny sheltered place to rip

their fruit in the open air ; this retarded the riPe!r£

period some eight or ten days, and the flavour of

fruit has been beyond anything I ever tasted in Apncj
so piquant and yet so juicy and luscious ;

some are

on the trees ripening slowly. If they had been *eI*°
d

from the orchard house in July, before they commen ^
to colour, they would not have ripened till tii0e ^s

August, or even till September. If Apricot
«J

to produce late fruit are placed under a north wan

the middle of July till the middle of September, "*TT
removed and placed under a wall with a 80Utner^%iU
or, if the autumn be cool, to the orchard house,

f'

,e

( le

ripen fruit of fine flavour as late as October. in» B
' * d

method of retarding Apricots may always be pr» ^
with the most agreeable results. I am now trju»&
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same experiment with Peaches and Nectarines, by re-

moving from my orchard house a Noblesse and one or

two other mid-season Peaches covered with fine fruit,

and placiug them under a wall with a southern aspect,

within 2 feet of it ; I expect that I shall have Noblesse

Peaches with a fioe piquant flavour three weeks after

those iu the orchard house and on walls have ripened.

The trees should be prepared for removal by lifting

them a week or so previously, and if trees are fixed

upon for removal early in July and not suffered to root

deeply into the borders, all the better. I may, perhaps,

mention that I have just gathered from a tree in my
orchard house and eaten some fruit of the Early York

Peach—an American variety with serrated leaves and

lar^e flowers ; this ripens at the same period as the

Early Ann, is larger, of a fine colour, and decidedly the

finest early Peach yet known. When the orchard-house

system was first broached it was most confidently given

out by some of our best gardeners that it would be found

utterly impossible to keep fruit trees in pots in a state

of health, and then when it was found that the trees

kept on flourishing in spite of adverse predictions, other

ground was taken aud my system of not re- potting the

trees for a number of years was condemned as quite un-

t enable. I have at this moment only the pleasant fact

to state in reply to these melancholy croakers—my trees

that have been in the same 13-inch pots some five, and

some six years, are more fruitful 'and more luxuriant

in their growth than they have ever yet been. Thomas
Rivers.

Wellingtonia.—I received from the United States

late last autu nn and in the winter some 600 or 700

Wellingtonias raised from seed in the spring of 1855 ; they

were potted in the usual compost, sand and loam, and

placed in a house well ventilated. They grew healthily

and well all the spring, and were removed to the open
air in due course ; before they were removed, and when
they seemed to be in most vigorous health and growth,

occasional shoots turned brown and died off ; these were
removed and not much noticed. During the months of

June and July past the disease has progressed to a

great extent, so that perhaps one-third of the young
trees are affected ; they do not all die, but after losing

their branches break out again at the stem near the
|

root. I have never before seen any disease like it

among Conifers, and I must confess I was at first ex-

ceedingly disturbed at its appearance and its origin.

Being however at Mr. Young's nursery at Mil ford in

June last, I learned from Mr. Young, jun., that out of

a dozen plants they had had from Messrs. Veitch, they

had lost half by the same disease. It seems therefore

peculiar to the tree, at least in its young state in this

climate. Whether age will make it exempt is yet to be

seen. I enclose a plant for your inspection. Thomas
Rivers. [So many of the roots were dead and brown
that we can hardly doubt that the soil contained some
ingredient which disagrees with Wellingtonia. It

appears to us that the roots perish first, and then the

branches follow piecemeal. Read what is said about

his soil by our correspondent Acton (p. 534, col. a), for

iug genera : Bromus, Festuca, and Agrostis, one case

in particular and the three following forms of Festuca,

F. loliacea, F. pratensis, and F. elatior, were shown to

have been produced from the same seed by the gradual

change of the first two into the latter. In the Papi-

lionacece the author pointed out the production of the

spring and winter varieties of Vetch from the V. angus-

tifolia. In the genus Trifolium he made the following

remarks on T. prateuse and T. medium. The T. pra-

tense occurs wild in all good aud rich meadows and pas-

t ires ; its place, however, in poor sandy soils is supplitd

by the T. medium, on which account the latter plant

was some few years since introduced into agriculture to

ensure a crop when the former usually failed. The
seedsmen used to supply it uuder its botanical name of

T. medium ; but it is a curious circumstance that all

the samples of this seed now in the market show it to be

but a variety of T. pratense, and hence, at present, the

best-informed seedsmen no longer send it out under the

original botanical designation of T. medium, but under

that of T. pratense pereuiie—the fact being well

established that we have two varieties of broad Clover

in cultivation, whilst the true T. medium has been

entirely lost to agriculture ; and the whole evidence

with respect to this subject showed that it has not been

lost from neglect, but that it has merged into T. pra-

tense ; and if so, it remains as a most interesting

matter for experiment, especially when it is considered

that no doubt has been entertained by botanists of their

distinction as species. Many experiments of a like

kind were described, and their practical utility clearly

pointed out.

The President called attention to Prof. Buckman's

paper on account of the question it raised as to the per-

manence of specific characters in plants and animals.

—

Mr. Maund referred to several experiments which he had

made on the hybridization of Wheat, showing to what ex-

tent the characters of the permanent varieties of Wheat
maybe changed.—Dr. Daubeny thought Prof. Buckman's

paper valuable both in an economical and taxological

view ; for whilst it showed how external circumstances

could change the characters of specific forms, it showed

how certain forms could be produced which yielded a

larger amount of profit to the farmer. There was a

general impression among botanists that the tendency

to give specific names to new forms of plants had been

carried too far, and Prof. Buckman's paper seemed to

indicate the way in which new forms had teen pro-

duced.— The Rev. L. Jenyns referred to the fact that

two plants formerly thought to be distinct, the Sym-

phytum officinale and the S. asperrimum, were growing

together near Bath, and that it was now impossible to

distinguish one from the other. Mr. Bentham stated

that by taking a single"isolated Flora like that of Great

BritaiD, plants might be thought to belong to different

species ; but if the British species were compared

with those of the Continent of Europe, it would be

found that certain forms which were regarded a

distinct quite evidently run into others. He re-

ferred to several species of Trifolium as con-

of blaeK ants, Uxy poda vittata,and (Jrchegia vittata; the

latter hid been reared from the larva. Mr. Wollaston

also exhibited a number of rare Coleoptera from Leicester-

shire, including Seraptia fusea, and a Galeruca with

monstrous antennae, that on the left side having three

separate brauches. A paper by Mr. Newman was read

<«n the effect on insects of the poisonous effluvia arising

from bruised Laurel leaves.

Tardkbigg Horticultural.—On Friday the Right

Hon. the Baroness Wiudsor threw open the park an I

gardens of Hewell Hall to the visitors to the Tardebigg

Horticultural Society's Show, which was held in th«s

park. The object of this society is to encourage a taste

for horticulture among the cottagers of the parish, and

judging from the display they made of flowers, fruit,

and vegetables on this occasion, the efforts of the com-

mittee met their due reward. But the beauty of the

exhibition was mainly attributable to the splendid

collection of plants and fruits exhibited by Mr.
Markham, gardener to Lady Windsor, which were

sufficient to establish that gentleman's skill as a culti-

vator. The visitors to the gardens had a great treat in

being allowed to inspect every part of them. The
French garden is truly magnificent, and with its gentle

slopes, noble terraces, and richly filled flower beds, is a

glorious proof of what nature and art, combined

judiciously, can effect. The Dutch garden, in quite a

different style to this, with its geometrical beds,

standard Portugal Laurels, formal shaped shrubs, tiled

walks, and clipped arboreta hedges, is also an object of

attraction/fcThe conservatory and Camellia house con-

tain some most beautiful and immense specimeus, some

of them measuring more than twenty feet. The gardens

and lawns are all in the highest state of keeping ; any

one might offer a premium for a weed without incurring

risk ; and the whole management of the place, as

regards cultivation, reflected the highest credit upon the

gardener. Birmingham Journal.

The

Notices of £ooT<s*

Secrets of French Ccokery. By A. Gogue. {Les

Secrets, &c.) Paris. Ilachette. 12mo. 2fr.

This little volume does not belie its title. It gives the

reader a complete insight into the mysteries of a French

kitchen, and tells those who can reason why all middle

class English kitchens are so unsatisfactory. Physiolo-

gists say that cooking is only a preliminary digestion,

for the purpose of enabling the stomach more easily to

complete the process. Experience tells us that they are

quite mistaken ; and that among the middle classes in

England cooking has been expressly contrived to render

food more difficult to digest than it is in its natural state.

M. Gogue explains this in his little book, which more-

over enters into many useful details concerning French

invitations, guests, servants, and entertainments, not

omitting the daily cares of housekeeping. About eight-

and-twenty pages are occupied with the cooking of vege-

tables, among which we find, what is rare in works of

this kind, the treatment of Tomatoes and Aubergines.

Let us translate what is said of the latter. " The

opportunity oi Demg spoiled oy - pot-cramping, j i llar floras on tne continent of Europe. Experiments Aubergine is a fruit of southern regions. In Provence

Figs.—The following appears in the 1 ndependance had been made by Vilmorin on the conversion of wild and Languedoc it is greatly esteemed and is cooked m
Beige, 12th August, 1856 :—A process for hastening the

p iantg into the cultivated forms, and he had perfectly various ways. In Pans it is difficult to obtain goon

U1B CU11 UY UU1 LUilCSpUUUCUt rt^lU" \\l. t»«#-x, v.ui. w/) »"* ierrtU IU SCYCO" dj»ct-iwq wi »-—www— — -

whose] accuracy we vouch. Perhaps Wellingtonia does firmatory of his remarks. He also referred to the

not like potting. The roots of the specimen sent us were fac t that not a single pheenogamous plant was peculiar

already corkscrewed. The Acton plant never had an to the British Islands, but all were connected with pecu-

opportunity of being spoiled by " pot-cramping."] fiar Floras on the

ripening of Figs is, according to the Journal de Tarn et

Garonne,emplowed by a fruit grower in that district. It

consists in the replication of a small drop of Olive oil to

the centre of the eye of the Fig ; the oil is applied with

a straw so as to touch only the centre. This operation

plants - ,

succeeded with the Carrot and some others; but the

wild Parsnip, which Prof. Buckman had successfully

cultivated, had resisted all his experiments.—Dr. Gilbert

referred to his own and Mr. Lawes's experiments, and

stated that certain inorganic substances, as phosphate of

should be performed as soon as the eye of the Fig shows ijmej had a remarkable influence on the growth of many

a decided red tint, and in the evening after sunset. The agricultural plants, producing considerable changes in

ones sufficiently ripe. Choice should always be made

of such as are very deep violet

—

Stuffed Aubergines :

Cut them in two lengthwise ; remove a part of the

fles'i, mince it and add an equal quantity of minced

Mushrooms, or, if you have not got Mushrooms, as

much crumb of bread soaked in broth or milk.

Take a piece of butter as big as an eg?, as much

is open, the flowering commences, ana tne iruu is majority ot Bntisn plants wmen iwu u«u nucu ap^v.cr, ,ols ;
iuia w™ "»..» —- ——---_

- _
,

gathered on the morning of the fourth day, when the there was no tendency to change in their characters.
|
of the Aubergine. When the whole is well warmed,

seeds are about to be formed. By this means the fruit ' Many of these grew constantly together and under every .<M * miarter as much stuffing, mix them an tnorouBniy,

which is obtained has more perfume and sweetness than possible variety of circumstances, but always presented

u,, tUa *»i;mmi „;~Q„;r,,» anA la fMA fmm tVi*» nreRence tho *lMMabyn hv which thev were distinguished. ieby the ordinary ripening, and is free from the presence

of the disagreeable small seeds. 17. M. [The process in

question is well known ; experience shows that the

advantages attending it are more imaginary than real.]

Fig which was green, small, and hard, becomes on the the characrers of their roots, leaves, and stems.—Mr. finely minced bacon-fat, some olive on, a, iiine

next day swollen, soft, and with a yellow tinge. The eye C . C. Babington stated that with regard to the great Parsley, two cloves of Garlic, and six minced &h»i-

is open, the flowering commences, and the fruit is majority of British plants which had been called species, lots ; mix them with the Mushrooms and the flesh

™*Wr^ ™ ti«» «,««,;««» «f th» fourth dav. when the \ tw* w** no t^ndenevto change in their characters.
| of the Aubergine. When the whole is well warmed,

add a quarter as much stuffing, mix them all thoroughly,

and fill the inside of the Aubergine, finish off with the

stuffing, sprinkle with bread crumbs, and put m the

oven or on a gridiron heated from above, and cook for

half an hour at most.—Fried Aubergines : Cut them

in four lengthwise; dust them with salt, and let

them stand for an hour. Put into a pan three table-

spoonfuls of Olive oil, and fry them, having first drained

them and wiped them with a cloth. Mix a little

chopped Garlic and Parsley with the oil —Grilled

Aubergines : Cut them in two, and after having well

scored the flesh season them with pepper, salt, oil, and

a little minced Garlic. Grill them over hot ashes, or on

a very gentle fire, taking care to turn them.'

We suppose that Aubergines ripe and good, not halt

British Association for the Advancement of

Science, Aug. 7.

—

Section D.—Zoology and Botany.—

The business^of the Section commenced by the reading

of a paper, u Notes on Experiments in the Botanical

the characters by which they were distinguished. He

protested against the doctrine, that because plants re-

sembled each other therefore they were not distinct. He

did not believe in the identity of ^Egilops and Triticum,

but believed the intermediate forms which were obtained

were the result of hybridisation.

Entomological, Aug. 4.— J. 0. Westwood, Esq., V.P.,

in the chair. Donations to the library from the Royal

and other societies, Messrs. Kolenati, Guerin-Meneville,

Nylander, &c., were announced. Mr. Douglas exhibited

a specimen of the very rare moth Drepana Sicula, of

^_t_r_v. _ .: i„ ,.,.nmni u rtnlv luiil hpen nreviouslv caD-ot a paper, ** i>otes on j&xperimems iu "»c uuwmvo. » ar..u.v.. ~. — —

-

- » » : ..^^v^r— ° . \ . •«

Garden of the Royal Agricultural College," by Prof, which a single example only had
I
been previously cap-

and na|18C a8 they are in this country, will soon

Buckman, of the Agricultural College, Cirencester.-In
;

tured in this country, in Leigh V\ ood, near Bristol, by
,^^ & Coyent Garden import frora the South of

this paper the author first described the soil and situa- 1 Mr. Bolt. Mr. Hunter exhibited Erispos Latreill
,
a

| Francepaper -

tion oT the locale occupied as his garden, which, from

being situate on forest marble clay, is of a somewhat

sterile character. The experimental portion is divided

into 200 plots, most of which are 2£ yards square, some

double that size, and a few still larger, now engaged in

experiments with various manures. The plots are

employed at the presenitime with crops mostly experi-

mental, in the following classes :—Grasses, 82 ; Papi-

lionaceous feeding-plants, 25 ; crops for green food, 12 ;

Wheat, 6
; garden vegetables, 5 ; Turnips, experiments

with manures, 14 ; economic plants, 13 ; flowering and

beautiful moth belonging to the family Noctuidae, quite

new to this country, which he had succeeded in rearing

from the larva ; also the rare Spilodes palealis, Tro-

chilium chrysidiforme, from Folkestone. Mr. Weir

exhibited a number of specimens of Macaria notata, all

of which were more or less deformed, wanting one or

other of the wings, a circumstance to which this species

seems especially liable. Mr. Samuel Stevens exhibited

several specimens of Trochilium chrysidiforme, and a

new species of Phycita, from Folkestone, Deilephila

Galii from the sandhills at Deal, and other rare moths.

France In that case these recipes will be useful, for

English cookerv books know nothing of such esculents.

And yet they are among the nicest of delicacies. Even

Mrs. Acton seems unacquainted with the existence of

such things.

Garden Memoranda.
Horticultural Society's Garden, Turnham Green.

—To many it may be gratifying to know that notwith-

standing the diminished expenditure to which this

establishment has of late been subjected, the condition

:om the sandhills at uea., ana ou er rare moui, —;"
" .

both outdoors^ in i8 highi v satisfactory.

Other rare species of moths were exhibited by Messrs
:

of^^8^ h Gras8 ig ehort ^ trim &
F. Bond and Tomkins, and Mr. Waterhouse exhibited

,

In the ^"return t

^
ornamental plants, 40: totaf, 197. For the Grasses „„„....-_ -x„„1Iieu . «*
many observations were given tending to show that F. Bond and

;

Tomkins and
' ^\"^^ e^^ | ^^ smooth and clean, and had it not been for the

several so-called species prove in cultivation to ^ some interesting minuteColeop^ which we have We] e rienced ^
varieties-instances of which were given in the follow- 1 including five species of M }

rmidonia found m the nests ne y
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llower ueua »vou.u imVc iMNMl feYWT/flllDg that coUid I1AV6
possibly been desired. Even now they are extremely-
gay, and should fine weather soon return the temporary
injury they have received will doubtless be but short-
lived. The finer kinds of Conifers planted on the east
side of this department of the garden have acquired
sufficient size to render them objects of much interest and
beauty, and now that their perfect hardiness has been
established and their true characters more fully deve
loped they are well worth inspection. On deciduous
trees the "sear and yellow leaf" has scarcely yet
ventured to appear ; everything therefore looks green
and healthy and notwithstanding the dry warm weatherwe have had bears the stamp of luxuriance and beautv.
Under glass tne warmer houses are brilliant with

.-Adimenes and plants of that description, and the colder
ones with Geraniums-acarlef, variegated, and sweet-
scented Cockscombs, and Balsams, and last but not
least with that charming bulbous plant Tritonia aurea

.
This flower* most profusely, and when planted tolerably
ttaek, the large masses of bright orange blossoms itproduces are most striking. It is a plant which will
succeed anywhere just free from frost, and few thingsof comparatively recent introduction are so valuablefor autumn decoration. On the roof of one of the

CrinaTT 7* nfc
?
d

.

thQ Australian Passiflora cinna-gPJy^ Wlth f™*> Wiiich is said to be eatable.

[August 23, IS56.
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rPP°rted to be a *«7fcne stove chmher ; the large orange Cassia grandis
;roitea vicisefolia

; a double variety ot ClitoriaTernatea
;and Caosalpinia exostema, a crimson- flowered shrub.'

Kondeietia anomala was plentiful, as was also the
glorious Tecoma velutina. Among Rhododendrons was
an Indian one called lancifolium, presented by the East
India Company. Its foliage is small and hairy, some-
thing like that of Rhod. ciliatum. Of the "'Burning
'bush," Euonymus amcricanus, raised from seeds brought
from the United States by Mr. Rows, there are numbers
of plants, and the same may be said of American Oaks,
among which there appear to he some curious things,
more especially one with striped acorns.

Of supposed new Conifers we observed a new Finns
from Erzeroum as bright a green as P. insignia. This
will doubtless prove hardy and a useful addition.

In the large conservatory the huge Brugman sias in

-the bed have just been pruned "hard in," leaving
nothing but bare stumps, which have been washed with

• a mixture of clay, soft soap, and sulphur to keep
down red spider. In a week or ten days these
will push again, and may be expected to be in full

beauty about Christmas. The handsome Orange
Oestrum is just opening great hunches of blossoms.
The side shelves are gay with Hydrangeas, the white
variety of Tracheiium cieruleum, a useful annual for
autumn work, and a marvellous plant of Platycodon
chinensis. The last, although quite a hardy plant, is

at this season well worth a place under glass, where its

numerous large blue blossoms forcibly remind one of
those of the handsome Lisianthus lUissellianus. The
-specimen of Luculia which has stood and flowered for
so many years in this house bids fair this season to he
as fine as ever. New soil having been applied to its

roots 211 spring has caused it to make good growths,
every one of which promises to furnish a bunch of
fragrant blossoms. Bseckia pendnla is well worth
attention, not only because it is covered every year
about this time with myriads of flowers of snowy white-
ness ; but also because it has a graceful weeping habit
which always makes it interesting.

The Rose house, as our readers have already been
informed (see p. 403), has been in great beauty. The
summer display is however now over, and that of
autumn has scarcely commenced. After they had done
blooming the flowering tops were removed, the plants
made new growth and have again formed plenty of buds,
some of which are just beginning to open.

The Orchard house is now worth a visit. Plums,
Peaches, and Pears are all good. Of the last we
counted on one tree nearly 50 fruit, all well swelled and
of large size, and this in a year like the present when
Pears everywhere are scarce, is a point gained of some
importance. The Jefferson, one of our best Plums, is
nearly ripe ; the Early York, a small Peach possessing
fine flavour, is now fit for table, and the same may be
said of the little Nectarine called Fairchild's Early, a
variety which when ripe has a colour not unlike that of
a small Apricot. Several new kinds of Vines trained
up the rafters are fruiting here this year for the first
time. They are, however, not yet far enough advanced
to warrant any opinion being offered as to their merits.
In another house we noticed plants of the wild Grape-
Vine of the valley of Baidar.
There is this year an excellent crop of Peaches on

the protected trellis, brought first into notice by Mr.
Bcllenden Ker and Mr. Rivers. The Acton Scott Peach
in particular is quite loaded with fruit, which is of fair
size and well coloured.

Orchard fruit here, as in most other places this year,
is scarce, except on walls, where ou some of the Pear
trees is a moderate crop. Peaches on walls are abun-

nave an dropped witnout ripening owjjj
of a maggot.
The Uioscorea Batatas planted without having been

previously raised in heat is being tried here again this
year, and so far with perfect success. Large whole
roots, cut sets, and small tubers about the size of Pea«
have all been planted. The plants from the whole
roots are considerably the largest, those from the cut
sets next, and the smallest of all are those from the
Pea sized sets. All of them are on low ridges; their
tops are not staked, but are allowed to ramble about
as they please.

It may be mentioned that seeds of Acacia and other
things steeped in glycerine for 10 days, and others of
the same kind not so treated were all sown at the same
time, and in the same kind of soil ; the object being to
ascertain which would succeed the best. The experi-
ment has scarcely been under trial long enough to
admit of a correct inference being drawn from it ; at
present, however, no difference exists between the two
sets of seeds, those not dressed with glycerine coming
up quite as well and regularly as those to which it was
applied.

We understand that the Council are actively engaged
in remodelling the whole garden establishment with a
view to reduce expenditure without impairing utility.
The great conservatory is to be converted into a winter
shelter for fine specimen-plants that can be used in
summer to decorate the arboretum. The consequence
of this will be the sale of a large number of fine green-
house plants no longer wanted. The orchard is
hho undergoing a thorough examination, and many old
useless duplicate trees, as well as worthless sorts of
Apples and Pears, are condemned, in order to make
room for other things.
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Calendar of Operations.
(For the eiiauing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c— Continue to trim and regulate

the growth of twiners, cutting out any shoots that*have
done flowering, which will tend to strengthen those left,
and cause them to bloom later than would otherwise be
the case. Get any repairs, painting, &e., which
must be done this season, finished as soon as
possible. % See that Chrysanthemums are liberally sup-
plied with water, and do not allow them to be injured
for the want of staking. Stove.—Specimens of such
things as Echites splendens, Stephanotis, Allamandas, '

&c, which have done their season's work, will be better
removed to a cooler and drier house, which will be a
more suitable situation for them while ripening their

!

wood than a moist warm stove, but if this cannot be
done then they should be placed in the coolest end of the
stove, keeping them rather sparingly supplied with water

\

at the root, and exposing them as freely to air as circum-
stances will permit. Take advantage of every leisure
hour to wash the foliage of such things as require it,

looking carefully for and destroying mealy bug and scale.'
Ixoras and many hard-wooded stove plants are verv
subject to the latter, and in most cases require to be fre-
quently looked over to keep them clean. Keep the shoots
of young specimens nicely tied out, and give timely
attention to training, so as to secure the desired form of
growth. Look well to the stock of things for winter
flowering, repotting any that require more pot room, ! SSJ*' U SJ
keeping such as have made their wood and require a

J,

1"?' ;fi
i?

-

period of comparative rest to bloom well rather dry T&. Ill fts
and cool, and encourage any that may be backward in
their growth with warmth and moisture.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries—Endeavour to afford plants swelling their

fruit a high temperature with as little assistance from
fire-heat as possible, which, as it tends to render the
atmosphere dry is not conducive towards obtaining large
finely swelled iruit. Therefore economise the sun's
warmth as much as possible, shutting up early on the
afternoons of bright days after syringing the plants and
moistening every available surface, and maintain a high
temperature during the day, giving air sparingly. But
fruit approaching maturity will be improved iii flavour
by a moderate use of tire-heat, a freer circulation of air,
and a dry atmosphere, and where there are no means of
avoiding haying plants swelling their fruit and those
ripening it In the same compartment, then it will be
advisable to keep the atmosphere rather dry and airy
while fruit is colouring, as size is of little importance
unless combined with quality ; but this will be best
decided by employers' tastes, &c. Give careful atten-
tion to securing a fair supply of fruit for winter and
spring use.^ Look over stock in pots frequently to make
sure that it is properly supplied with water at the
root, and give a liberal supply of clear strong manure-
water where free vigorous growth is desired. Vineries.—Give abundance of air on all favourable opportunities
where the fruit is ripening, using fire-heat rather freely
when the weather is damp and cloudy, and be careful
to secure a dry state of the atmosphere where the fruit
is ripe and expected to hang for auy length of time,
using a little fire-heat when necessary to dispel damp.
See that ripe fruit is secure from the depredations of
wasps, if these are at all troublesome.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The earliest struck cuttings should be potted off as

soon as they are sufficiently rooted to bear the opera-
tion, placing them in a close pit or frame until they have
become fairly established in their pot?, when they should
be freely exposed to air, in order to induce short-

easily earned ever the winter, whereas, plantTiJrn;
late in autumn m a dose moist atmosphere will dewm
every care and attention, be largely thinned beW
spring. Push forward the striking of cuttings and
get the autumn propagation ont of hand as speedily as
possible. Where alterations involving the removal of
large trees or shrubs are in view for the autumn the
necessary arrangements for commencing them cannot
be made too soon ; for although many things mav beremoved successfully at almost any season of the year
it can be done more cheaply, and with less risk and
failure, in September than at any other period.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Fruit trees will have already made as much younz

wood as there is much chance of getting ripened*
Where this is the case, go over the trees at° once and
stop a portion of the shoots, beginning of course with
the strongest. See that Strawberry plants for forcing
are properly looked after, as nothing but attention 5
preparing the plants will insure a good crop. Keep
them regularly supplied with water, expose them fully
to the sun, pinch off runners immediately they are per-
ceived, and use every means to secure fine strong plant*
with bold crowns early in autnmn, with which there-
will be no risk of failure next spring. Cover Morello
Cherries with thin nets, to protect them from birds
without excluding the air ; also, if not already done, net
up some of the latest keeping Gooseberries, to afford a
late supply. The Red Warrington is one of the best to
hang late on the trees, and is also of jiood quality.
Gather early App?es and Pears as they become ripe,
and before the greater portion is blown down and in-
jured. Tomatoes must be kept thin of wood, cheeking
all shoots, aud exposing the fruit to the action of the
sun's rays as much as possible. Take advantage of dry
days to earth up early Celery, sprinkling a good dustiug
of qnivklime or soot about the plants in the rows, and
over the surface of the ground for some distance on
each side, to destroy slugs, which generally do con-
siderable damage to Celery, especially in wet seasons.
Winter Onions should be sown at once, also Cauliflowers.
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Notices to Correspondents.
AMERICA* BLIGHT: T B P. Prune hard in when the leaf falls:

then paint all over down to as far below ground as you can set>
with the following niixture, viz.: half a peck ofquick lime, halfa
pound of flowers of sulphur, and a quarter of a pound of lamp
black, mixed with boiling water till of the consistency of paint.

Before applying it, however, take care to scrape off all loose

bark and burn it. J
Inskcts : ^i TT". Your caterpillars are those of the Pea Moth (Ma-

mesti-ii Pisi). We know no other remedy than hand picking,

which is easy enough from the size and colour of the insect.

—FGJ. Your Cherry and Plum trees are infested with the

slimy larvae of Tenthredo JEthiops. Dust the leaves with

powiiered lime, or syringe them well with lime-water.—A" Your

cate pillar is that of the Goat Moth. You will find its transfor-

mations and history recorded in the Gard. Chron.
y
1847, p. 303.

Namks of Plants.— We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinlcm

for themselves; nor would it be desirable it we could. All we

can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is

now requested that in future, not more than tour plants

may be sent us at one time.—Herbalist. 1, Centaurea gig™!

2, Stachys sylva'ica; 3, Matricaria chamomilla.
Westox-sopkb-MABB: Amateur. Rules should never be broken

through at Horticultural Exhibitions. Bad weather is no

excuse whatever for doing so; as to a man's being unable to

catch his horse, and so losing a train—if such stories are to be

admitted, you must also break through rules because one man

oversleeps himself or another sits too long at breakfast. A*1

printed rules say that they " will in all cases be strictiy

adhered to"; and yet one of the most important of all, tn«

everything " must be correctly staged, named and mimterea;

with numbers supplied by the secretary be/ore 11 o'clock -4 *J/ *

was according to your statement violated. If this wereyour statement viuimcu. xi *-.-« -

there can be no doubt that the transaction was improper, an

that Mr. Cole should not*™ *"an -i1a«a<J tn pxhibit at an

Strict adherence to rules
and
cann

t have been allowed to exhibit at all.

_ 1„ltI,c „ .^s,and nothing else, will ensure oruer

satisfaction. Whether or not the affair was a joD. w

lot say. AH however that we have heard of the secrer«7

leads us to believe that he meant well, and went wrong iw*

inexperience and insufficient authority to control others.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and

others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may
obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College. Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, and every

description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.
W. Inglis Cakne, 10, Mark Lane, London.

rpHE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
X. at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,
71. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

K.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, aud
other Chemical Manures.

L ONOON COM PA N YMANURE
(Established 1840).

The above Company have the following ready for immediate
delivery -.—Corn Manure, for top-dressing ; Blood ditto for Corn

;

P.lood ditto for Roots; Superphosphate of Lime, manufactured
expressly for the liquid or other drill; Concentrated Urate for
Turnips, Mangels, Grasses, &c; Peruvian Guano direct from
importers' warehouses ; Nitrate of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia,
and every artificial manure of known value.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. E^WARDPuRSER,Sec.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henry Ker Seysier, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-
litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, intrust,
or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.
3. The Works may be designed and executed bv the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFOBDKD IX EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,
be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-\ early
instalments. J

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiRTy-oxK years for Fabm Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lands can afford to pay...__William Clifford , Sec.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, South wark (latev • Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns
of WROLGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to
supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices
dfo., at the Manufactory as above.
HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

Tr?^?T
U
?,
d,5bars 4s.9rf. each.HLRDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3

inches out of ground, 5 bars 5s. 3d. each.

WATERPROOF PATHS.TB*RN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.
IIOSL who would enjoy their Gardens during the

nr„n1^r
J
110n,hs should construct their walks of PORTLANDCEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:-Screen the

gravel of winch the path is at present made from the loam which
18 mixed with it. and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well In the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required bevond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,
to {?ive a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

^.™l Sftnie PreP*ration makes first-rate paying lor BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. Mav be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. "White & Brothers,

Milbank Street. Westminster.

THE DOKSETSHlKfci POULTRY IMPROVE-
-i- MENT ASSOCIATION.—The Annual Exhibition of this

Association will be held in Dorchester on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY, September 17th and ISth, when B ral valuable
Silver Cups, the gifts of noblemen and gentlemen of the County,
In addition to the Society's Prizes, will he awarded.

All Entries must be made (on the Forms only) with the
Honorary Secretary on or before Monday, September 1st. after
which no entry will be received.
Prize Lists, Forms of Entry, and the Rules of the Association

will be forwarded to aDy applicant on a stamped envelope
addressed and six penny postage stamps being received by

G. J. Andrews, Honorary Secretary.
Dorchester. August 23.

SHORT-HORN COWS AND HEIFERS FROM HORN-
CASTLE AND MELTON FAIRS.

MESSRS. JOHNSONS', of the Manor Farm,
ifJ Highgate, beg to inform Gentlemen and the Trade that
they will Show on TUESDAY next, the 2i>th inst.. from 200
to 300 first-rate Cows and Heifers from the above Fairs. Out of
this lot will be found several animals of pure blood for breeding
or exportation

(
"i OLLEG'E of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,

V^ and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms aud other par-
ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.
Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

HJ. MORTON and Co., Galvanized Iron Works,
• 2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.

GALVANIZED IRON ROOFING, lor Farm Buildings and
other roofs. The cheapest, most durable, and neatest rooting in use.
GALVANIZED SPOUTING, at from I04& per yard, for Farm

'buildings, houses, &c—Never requires painting.
PATENT WIRE STRAND FENCING, the strongest and

neatest fence in use, will resist the largest Cattle, and will not
bend or get out of form by trespassing upon or over. Upwards
•of 600 milesof this fencing fixed by us in the last 8 years. For
illustrated price list apply at the Works.
GALVANIZED GAME AND POULTRY NETTING.—
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

5-inch mesh, 6d., 6d. and lid.
per yard.
Galvanized, 24 inch wide,

3-inch mesh, 4d., 6£rf., aud
7£rf. per yard.
The Netting made any

width, and with openings of
any size.

GALVANIZED POULTRY FOUNTAINS and FEEDERS
for DRY and WET FOOD.—Galvanized Chain Camp Stools
and Chairs. These are made to close up and are very neat,
6*. 6d. to 12*. 6d. each.—Galvanized Pronged Dahlia Rods and
Bose Stakes of all lengths.—Windsor Tree Guards, Hurdles,
Gates, Espaliers, and all descriptions of Wire-work and Gal-
vanised Ironwork.—Wire Fencing for Parks, Plantations, Plea-
sure Grounds, &c, from 10£d.per yard.
For Illustrated Price Lists apply to Henry J. Morton- & Co.,

2, Basinghall Buildings, Leeds.
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We are now writing on the fifth day of an almost
continuous rainfall. Over the whole of the south
of England the corn had been ripe some days
before the rain began, and one of the finest crops
that England ever saw has been spoiling ever
since. There were not hands enough to cut it as it

ripened, and machinery for the purpose is unfortu-
tunately to be met with only here and there at dis-
tant intervals. There was time enough, had there
been the means, to have harvested many hundred
thousand acres before the weather changed, and the
produce of those acres would probably have been
worth one-fifth more, both in money value and as
food, than after five days' rain upon it in the field

it can be supposed to be.

When the scarcity of labourers had become
obvious, a letter to the Times recommended the
employment of militiamen in the harvest field.

The practical man who wrote it saw food spoiling,

and men who had been accustomed to the work of
saving it forbidden to do other than look idly on.
He recommended, therefore, that those who could
not get their harvestmen elsewhere should be
allowed to hire assistance here. And ever since

—

the grain meanwhile sprouting in the sheaf—have
we had to listen to the warnings of political econo-
mists against the danger of Government interference
in the labour market ! But why are these warnings,
which no man ever heard when Government was
taking these men out of our fields, reserved for the
time when it is proposed to send them for a few

they had most liberally been placed at the disposal

of the Agricultural Society's judges of reaping
machines, we were rejoiced to hear Bfr, Fibhir
Hobbs declare that he had but to speak a word, and
if he needed them he could obtain 150 of "those
German fellows (there is a portion of the Foreign
Legion encamped at Colchester), and theywould clear
his fields at once. But there were four machines at
work upon his farm, and he therefore had not need
of them. The case to which Sir Morton PktoV
letter to the Timet referred is that of the thousands
who have no machines, and who would gladly employ
more labourers if they were obtainable. "We hope
that when harvest weather shall revisit us once more,
militiamen, as well as any others who can wield the
sickle, will be set to work with energy, leaving all
these writings on the theory involved for perusal
after harvest-home.

We must, however, before leaving the subject,
point out the importance to the country as well as
to the farmer of a more general use of the reaping
machines another year. In the excellent new
number of the Agricultural Society's Journal, there
is testimony given to the entirely successful and
practical character of this implement, which ought
now everywhere to be introduced. Mr. Hammond
cuts down 150 acres per annum with Draw & Dray's
IIussey's machine with the tipping platform—the
amount of an average day's work being nine or
10 acres; Mr. Paruinoton, of Redcar, cuts down
1J to 1£ acre per hour with Burgess & Key's
form of j\I'Cormick's machine, and Bill's form
which Crosekill makes has this year received the
largest share of the Society's prize which has been
divided amongst all three. In fact it is unquestion-
able that for ordinary harvest work any one of the
machines will beat the bagging hook or scythe
for the cheapness and the quality of its per-

formance. If then Crosskill, Burgfss, and Dean
could only distribute 10,000 reapers before another
harvest, it would be equivalent to more than letting

loose all England's standing army on our corn fields,

even supposing every man of them to use the sickle

as well as he can wield the sword. This
would be an interference with the labour market
certainly — but who with the past fortnight's

experience before him would not hail it as of great

national service 1 Had we had such means at our
command this year we should not now have had to

complain of one half our crop being five days in the
rain. Supposing these machines to have been a
week at work, 500,000 acres would have yielded

2,000,000 quarters of grain, worth more both in

money and as food, by much more than the value of

the machine, than it now will prove to be. And the
ground would have been cleared a fortnight earlier

than it will for autumn cultivation and the other
sources of employment which energetic agriculture

furnishes.
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Wholesale Aer«nts fnr England, have alwava in stock a

,nf rTXS"- These Forks' and Tools are noV in use bvupwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of thj

days back again ?—a time, too, when the truest

political economy surely requires that every effort

be put forth to place the year's supply of food in

safety 1 What red-tape stickler for routine, do you
suppose, should stand lower on the list of incapable
obstructives than the theorist who at such a time
would interfere between the
nation's food and any means
their reach for sawn" it ? As
the employment of the soldier when men are

wanted for the fire-engine at a conflnjrra-

tion, as protest when corn is dead-ripe standing

in the fields uncut, and liable, as the past

week proves, to serious injury by weather

—

against the use of any means whatever to get it

under cover. The agriculturist may rest assured
that he hest serves his country then, and acts most
truly in accordance with a found political economy,

men who own the

by possibility within
well protest against

In last week's number of the Society of Arts
Journal there is an article on what are called
"negative Artesian wells" by Dr. Bruckmann, of
Stuttgard, in which he describes the process of
digging wells in Germany for draining purposes,
and offers his services in superintending engineering
works of that description here.

Dr. Bruckmann's "negative Artesian wells" are
what we have naturally in many a locality in
England, though we do not use such fine words in

naming them. We call them " swallow holes." They
are to be found wherever on elevated land a water-

course or ravine cuts through the diluvial clay
lying between the surface soil and a porous rock
below. Soil over -such a rock is continually drained
over its whole surface and throughout its whole
substance by the operation of the same principle

which Nature exhibits more obviously in operation

in these swallow holes, and which is efficient in

Dr. Bruckmann's negative Artesian wells. And
there is no doubt that this natural drainage may
often be facilitated by the artificial passages by
which Dr. Bruckmann proposes to render more
direct the connection between the supply ground
where thewater falls and the openings through which
the porous rock receiving that supply delivers it

again at a lower level.

Wherever impervious beds intervene between
the soil or spot requiring drainage and a porous rock
which would convey its water naturally away, then
it simply becomes a question whether a well
sunk through these water-holding beds, or a surface

channel cut, it may be, a long distance to obtain the

requisite fall be or be not the cheaper artificial exit

for the drainage water.

Dr. Bruckmann has in great detail described his

success in Germany, and he has stated his qualifi-

cations for ensuring similar success elsewhere. These
qualifications do not need to be of a very high order :

a very little experience in geological inquiry will

suffice to determine whether there exist in any
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locality the circumstances necessary to the success of

an artificial swallow hole. And any practical

land drainer can say whether under such circum-

stances that be the cheapest method of obtaining an

outfall for the drainage water.

In reference to the essays we have received

giving replies to the agricultural examination paper

of the Society of Arts, we have tn state that the

answer given by Mr. Henry Cox, Longford, Minchin-
hampton, appear to us the fullest and completest of

the number. Any of them would, however, have
perfectly deserved the award of " excellence " at the

hands of the Society's Examiners. We lhall publish
Mr. Cox's paper in successive numbers of this

journal, and refer more fully to them all next
week.

economy, unremitting iudustry, Btrict integrity, orderly
conduct, and domestic treatment and comfort to nine-

tenths of the kingdom south and west of the metropolis.

Ecclesiastically the parish about to be noticed may
be distinguished as the rectory of M united to the
rectories of B and C and the vicarage of D. The total

t the rent amounts to about 6001. a year, of which 1 107.

is payable to the lay rector of D, and 4907. to the
incumbent.

M (singly) contains 24301 Ordnance Survey at>
13*' 3d

'
per acre *

B „ „ 3519 „ „ 11
C „ „ -2081 „ „ 13
I> „ „ »1952 .. .. 13 3

n

LOCUSTS.
When in London lately I was informed by a friend

that he had just seen in Mark Lane a sack of podded
something*, bearing this name, and which, from their

pleasant flavour and general appearance, he considered

likely to form an useful and agreeable variety of cattle

food. The question was, from what plant they were
derived, and whence the seemingly inappropriate name
of locusts, a name, one would imagine, rather indicative

of the Insect than the vegetable world. In answer to

my inquiries, I obtained the following information,
which 1 here subjoin, for the benefit of those who, like

myself, may feel interested on a subject of no little 1

importance both to the uaturalist and the agriculturist.

Locust Tree.—The Robinia pseudacacia of botanists, a North
Americm forest tree. The same name has also been given to
the Ceratonia Siliqua or Carob. or Algaroba tree, which inhabits
the Levant, and bears large puds, filled with nutritious pulp.—
Penny Cyclopaedia.

Ceratonia Siliqua
(Keras, a horn ; hornlike pods), Carob tree.

—

Evergreen greeuhouse plant; economical; height 15feet; blossoms
September and October; colour red and yellow. From the Levant
in 1570. Propagated by seeds; soil, sandy loam.—Loudon's
Hortus Britannicus, p. 414.

Ceratonia Siliqua (the Carob tree, Algaroba Bean, St. John's
Bread, or Locust tree), Is a large leguminous tree, inhabiting
Syria and Egypt, and cultivated all over the warmer parts of the
Mediterranean. It is valuable on account of its pods, which are
5 or 6 inches long, deep brown, and filled with a succulent pulp,
highly nutritions to cattle, and also used by man. Its name of
St. John's Bread has been given In allusion to the tradition that
its pods were the "locusts" on which St. John fed while in the
wildernrss. In consequence of the well-known value of these
pods for cattle food, an attempt was made by the late Lord Spencer
to obtain them from the Mediterranean. Some tons were actually
received, but we are not aware that the result of their use has
been published. It is understood that, as food, they quite an-
swered the expectations entertained of them, but cost too much
to be worth employing. They must not be confounded with the
Locust tree of the Uuited States, which is the Acacia of nursery-
men, the Robinia pseudacacia of botanists, for an account of
which see "Locust tree."

—

Morton's Cyclopcedia of Agriculture.
Carob tree, botanically Ceratonia.—A small evergreen tree of

the Cassia division of the leguminous order. It constitutes a
genus of itself, and takes for its specific name Siliqua. It abounds
in Spain, Italy, and the Levant, and was introduced to Britain
in the latter part of the 16th century. Its stem usually grows to
the height of about 15 feet ; its leaves are differently shaped from
those of most other evergreens, and render it an agreeable variety
among Orange trees, Myrtles, and other greenhouse arborescent
plants; its flowers have a reddish-yellow colour, and appear in
September and October, but are seldom produced in Britain, and
its pods are long, flat, horn-shaped, and brown coloured, and con-
tain a thick, mealy, sweetish-tasted fecula. This plant appears
to be the Loctist tree of Scripture, and is generally known in
Spain under the name of St. John's Bread. The shells of the
pods are supposed to be trie husks alluded to our Saviour's beau-
tiful parable of the prodigal son. The seeds are imported from
Arabia into Spain under the name of Algaroba Beans, and the
pods of native growth are eaten in times of scarcity by the
Spanish peasantry, and were the principal food of the British
cavalry during the Peninsular War.—The Mural Cyclopcedia, Rev.
John M. Wilson.

Such is the information I have been enabled to obtain
on this somewhat obscure subject ; obscure because the
term Locust is applied to three different articles having
no connection whatever with each other, namely, the
Robinia, or common Acacia ; the destructive insect of
that name, and which in my ignorance I used to fancy
might be the food of St. John in the wilderness ; and
lastly the Carob, or Algaroba Bean, which I have no
doubt, as its Spanish name of St. John's Bread implies,
was the actual article on which he did subsist. I under-
stand that a sack of the so-called Locusts were exhibited
in Gloucester corn market last Saturday, but at what
price per ton I cannot exactly say. The experience of
any of your readers on the subject will be both interest-

ing 8nd acceptable. Samuel Taylor, Wotton Parade,
Gloucester.

We have also received the following :—I procured a

bushel of the " Locusts " for experiment. The seeds

within the pod are as hard as gravel, and are rejected

by the horse, while he eats the pod. His teeth grind
against the bean, and he gets rid of it. If injury is

done to the teeth, the Locusts as an article of food would
seem to be objectionable. Probably when imported the

seed becomes dry and hard. I picked them out of the

manger after the horse had eaten his feed of Oats, chaff,

and Locusts chopped up with chaff. How is this objec-

tion, if it be one, answered 1 C. Ea&ton, Aug. 16.
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The table No. 1, compiled from constabulary investi-

gations in the present year, shows the apportionment
amoug the occupiers and the almost exclusively agri-

cultural character of the population which is irregularly

scattered over the whole area, there being but three
very &mall villages, of which the largest contains only

30 habitations.

SOME PAROCHIAL STATISTICS.
Br Martin Doyle.

The parish in Ireland of which I propose to give
some details respecting its rural economy presents a
fair specimen of the agricultural condition of a con-
siderable district in the south-east portion of the
province of Leinster, a district which can boast of

farmers and peasantry superior in their habits of rural
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the humble occupier, therefore, afraid to trust the
maintenance of his family to what might be yielded by
his land, seeks employment elsewhere for himself or
his sons, «s the case may be, as a source of certain
income. There is to be added also to the class of
operatives upon the land a great number of young men
and others dieted and lodged in farmers' nouses and
paid by the quarter or the year. The labourers of this

description do not appear in the tabular details, vet

there cannot be fewer on an average than two farm men
servants domesticated in each of the 96 families (in

columns 4, 5, and 6) ; and even the families in column
5, in most inst mces, labour in some manner on their

farms, the fathers, sons, or nephews hold the plough,
drive the harrow, sow seed, lead their carts, or dis-

charge other sorts of work. Thus a very large amount
of human labour is actually available if not always
fully employed.

The aggregate number of labourers is produced from these
tributaries, viz., 245 families (col. 9), supplying
1£ labourers each ... ... ... ... ...

Individuals who labour, cols. 7 and 8
Domestic servants, cols. 4, 5, 6

• *

• *

867

m

731

Now, if so many hands be considered as far beyond

the legitimate requirements of near 10,000 acreB, how

much more will the redundancy of labourers appear

when it is shown that the quantity of land in actual

culture is less than 5000. Some constabulary investi-

gations for the present year enable me to demonstrate

the correctness of this statement.

Assuming that each of the 574 families contains on
the average five individuals, the aggregate is 2870, a

little more than its numerical strength 20 years ago.

The last disastrous famine scarcely increased the ordi-

nary rate of mortality though great privations were
endured by the poor, and the non-increase of the popu-
lation beyond about 4 per cent, is attributable to the

voluntary emigration of some families. The great dis-

proportion between the acreage and the number of

tenants is obvious. Deducting the portions farmed by

three gentlemen (who are the proprietors of these and
of adjoining properties) and those farms which are held

by a few comparatively large class tenant farmers, 7500
acres are in the occupancy of 200 families, of whom 70
hold between 5 and 50 acres. In fact there are many
others who occupy even smaller holdings than 5 acres,

and are classed in the constabulary returns rather as

farmers than labourers ; but to avoid needless compli-

cations I have excluded them from the columns of land

occupiers, and placed them in column 9. To the 245
families at foot of this column may be fairly added the

49 families in col. 8 ; they are chiefly dependent on
their stipendiary labour, because they do not till their

fields in the garden style, with spade or digging fork (by
which in some cases they might acquire more income
than by hiring out their services), nor obtain so many
crops as their land would produce under a more careful

system ; and I must state, in justice to a very deserving

and laborious class, that their soil in many localities

is poor shallow clay, on the fertility of which no de-

pendence can be placed, even with much toil and care ;

* Several hundred acres of alluvial land, reclaimed from the
incursions of tidal water, will soon be assigned to these two deno-
minations of the parochial area.

j These chiefly inhabit a tract of very poor soil, which was a
common until about 20 years ago, when it was enclosed and let

by its owner to the occupying families at little more than a

nominal rent.

X This gentleman resides on another estate in an adjacent

county.

§ Many individual mechanics are included in the families

enumerated in this and the four following columns.

J Of these all are cultivators of land, and four hold from 20 to

50 acres.
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Thus it appears that only 4838 acres (about half the

productive area, after deductiug the waste) are pro-

ducing crops on which routine labour If is expended,

and 727 acres of the foregoing number are under Clover

and meadow, which require but a very inconsiderable

amount of labour. y.
The cereal crops are obviously v in too high a

proportion, and the Clover very disproportionately low.

Turnips, Mangels, and Cabbage constitute less than one-

seventh ; but Beans are considered an ameliorating

crop, preceding Barley with the best results, ana

though usually tilled in the most slovenly manner ana

often but poorly manured, they are to be ranked wne

abundantly manured subordinate^ with those crops

that are beneficial to the soil. Many farmers aPP^u

Beans dung abundantly, and others use composts oise

weed, sea-sand, some farm-yard manure, and vege»

soil, well mixed and frequently turned. Some ma

are so poor and hard run to accumulate lerU1181
£

materials that they have recourse to the roads anam
bounding their fields for mould, which they cut away

a shameful manner from the sides, contracting ongia
^

wide roads, made and repaired at the public exPeD;
*

narrow causeways with deep dykes, of which tne

sides dangerously decline from the remnant 01
q{

way left. Even on important highways inspeao

road contracts have difficulty in Prevent,"°
s0 thtt

spoliation or in having the tresspass repaired,

the legal breadth ofroad may be attained agal°;J^ f

injuries are committed in winter or the eari) y~ ^
spring to obtain fertilising mould, for the Bean

,

cru^

particular. This is now one of the most P"*^ ^y
readily raised crops for the petty farmers, and n

or any of the cultivators shall be ledjoj^^
* Some trivial^^^^^^^^^Zt^ "*

dressing pasture land, and scouring and repairing «"

hedges.
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English or Scotch methods of sowing (by dibbling or

drilling the seed with the plough instead of ploughing

seed broadcast and so thickly into the ground that the

stalks become slim and feeble, and the plants so crowded

as to render hand-hoeing impossible), the Bean crop

would be decidedly ameliorative, and of the inferior

soils especially. The breadth of land under Potatoes is

much greater this year than it was last year ; and though

a tainted tuber may be detected here and there on some
farms it promises well. I see fields of Potatoes around

meant something very different from the average crops

of 1840, inasmuch as we had been gradually improving

our crops, &c, since the latter date" [All we stated

referred to the positive meaning of the word * ; average."

Its relation to the wants of the nation we did not refer to

—on this we drew no inference whatever. The conclu-

sions drawn below as to an " average " meaning

a continuously increasing surplus of food are

Mr. Grant's, not ours], and that consequently

it may very fairly be inferred by the mass of

me in a very luxuriant state, and apparently past danger , our speculators, capitalists, and consumers that average

of blight or any disease. Yet I have every hope that

the advantage of having Swedish Turnips for cows, pigs,

and horses has been so fully established that the extent

of their culture will not be diminished. For cattle

feeding the Potato is not likely to be used here again in

crops in 1856 meant a much greater surplus of food

than average crops in 1840, and that of course greatly

decreased prices should be insisted on, for the excess of

supply would be sure to bear out the demand for less

prices in the end. Now this policy I think is erroneous

preference to Swedes, which seldom or never fail if ! in principle and practice, and must have a tendency to

fairly treated. It is but now indeed that any of the
! wasteful consumption and decreased production. I have

common farmers are beginning to think of hoeing the ! no desire to impeach your veracity or motives in the

Turnip crop ; seeing, however, the beneficial results of

the practice in a few instances, it will be adopted by all

the intelligent cultivators within a few years.

I have yet to state the amount of brute animal

labour engaged in the cultivation of less than 5000
acres, or iu some manner acting within the parochial

limits.

There are 381 agricultural horses of working age, 21
mules, and 148 asses. There are therefore more than

eight horses for each hundred acres under the plough
(the asses and mules I omit from the estimate alto-

gether), which is at least double the number of draught
j

namely, that the

animals required on the same extent of land in Great !
has increased in a

Britain. But, on the other hand, these horses have
work imposed upon them not ordinarily called for by
the British farmer, the cartage of seaweed and sea sand
in particular ; and as the number of families in occu-

pation of the farms is so vastly greater in M than
on an equal space of land in any strictly agricultural

part of Great Britain, much allowance must be made
for the various demands for animal labour by so many

I

statements you have made public, but I feel impelled to

remind you of the one side statement you have made,

!

which if not corrected may lead to much misapprehen-

sion and injustice. I offer no opinion at present as to

the result of the forthcoming harvest. We have not

yet "caught our hare," for amid these continuous wet

days she is giving us a devious and uncertain run, but

what is quite certain, and what I feel quite certain jour

candour will induce you to lay before your readers next

week, is, that you omitted a very important adjunct

to your shrewd observation about the averages,

iverage of our population

full ratio with the average

of food production or rather over, and conse-

quently if your anticipation of a great increase of

average crops existed, it is not really a great increase of

surplus food. And further, you omitted to state what

the merest tyro in political economy is aware of, that

the advantage of increased employment and wages has

given the means of procuring the necessaries of life in

an increased degree ; ay, and the comforts, too, are

families having unavoidable intercourse with the market much more within the command of the mass of con-

town. There they frequently must go to dispose of sumers in 1856 than they were in 1840 ;
and no doubt

agricultural produce, though it may be small in bulk or they will, and ought to avail themselves of it, and

value, and for the purpose of bringing home coals, i
rejoice ; long may all classes of our countrymen, in-

* _ .. . , . _ ., . . . 'eluding the hard-working and honest producers oftown manure, or whatever they may want. Again,
though many of the large farmers have capital horses,

and feed them well, the petty cultivators who constitute

a great majority of the agriculturists have only small
slim animals, unequal to heavy draught, and consuming
but little fodder, very little expensive fodder, grazing
during eight months of the year, and kept during
the remaining four months on straw and a mode-
rate supply of indifferent hay. The man who holds

half a dozen acres and has one horse finds a neighbour
similarly circumstanced ; these unite their horses for

ploughing and harrowing, and thus both parties are

accommodated. What neither of them could do singly

they effect by co-operation. Quarries of limestone are

within the parish, and many horses are employed in

drawing calcined lime to the farms. Individual farmers
also have limekilns and draw the stone unburn t to them
from the quarries just referred to, or from a little quay
to which a tidal canal bears it, and boat-loads of sea

sand. The drawing of culm and coals also is to be added
to the animal labour.

A glance at Table 3 shows the number of other sorts

of live stock.

CATTLE.

Milch
Cows.

655

Two years
old and
upwards.

One year
old, and
under two

years.

Under
one year.

373 311 295

Total of
~

Cattle.

1675

SHEEP.

One year and
upwards.

Ewes.

746

Tups
and

Wethers

Under
one
rear.

420 715

Total.

1881

PIGS.

One
year
and

upwards

Under
one
year.

Total.

5
o

102 782 884 13716907

When the horses, mules, and donkeys (all of which

are principally grazed) are added to the foregoing stock,

it will appear that the Grass land is sufficiently stocked.

Many of the cattle are very large and handsome dairy

stock, which would appear to advantage in any fair in

the United Kingdom, and some of the sheep breeders

have a heavy stock. In no particulars has progress

been more marked in degree than in the improvement
of all sorts of live stock. The breed of swine has been

especially improved, and the prices obtained for them
this vear have been very high. The labourer

He

abundance, rejoice together and be thankful. Let me be

rightly understood. I do not quarrel with your state-

ments; I only wish to draw the attention of \ our readers

to facts, and what should, in my humble opinion, accom-

pany your clever remarks, namely, that even if we
secure an increased average in food, we have also an

increased and increasing multitude of human beings,

blest in an increased degree with the power and means

for consuming it. John Grant, Blackawton, Totnes,

Devon.
Vitality.— Some years ago a Mr. Bickes professed to

have found out a stimulant in which he proposed to steep

seed Wheat and other cereal grains, and which he said

communicated such an energetic vitality to the plant

that the field in which it was sowed required no other

manure. This was a good deal ridiculed at the time,

and we now hear nothing of it, but is there not more in

the idea than the public are willing to admit \ I don't

mean to say that either Mr. Bickes or anyone else

knows how to communicate such a stimulus, but if the

possibility of such an operation be denied, allow me
to ask how it is that flowtrs raised from seed grown in the

United States (the Sunflower and some ot the Mallows

for instance) grow to two or three times the size of

plants raised from English seed in the same garden,

even if that English seed has been raised from

plants grown from American seed. For instance, the

Sunflower grew 10 feet and the Mallow 15 feet

high in my father's garden when raised from American

seed ; but when these robust plants ripened their seed,

and this seed was sowed again, the plants of the second

generation did not grow more than 5 feet high. If this

robust growth was not owing to a stimulus communi-

cated to the seed—to what was it owing ? This is

a question I have asked two or three times in your

columns, but to which I never could get a reply,

although I think it a most important subject, and one

that does not deserve to be pooh ! poohed ! For even

supposing such a stimulus cannot be artificially com-

municated (which has yet to be proved), it shows the

very great importance of getting seed raised in the

most suitable climates that can be found. May it not

be desirable to get our seed Wheat from America \

I have heard of an Australian Turnip weighing

84 lbs. May it not be desirable to grow our Turnip

seed in Australia ? If function reacts on organisation, if

size, quality, and early maturity become hereditary,

who can tell whether by so doing we shall not have

Turnips averaging 30 or 40 lbs. a-piece through a field.

T. G., Ctitheroe.

I The Harvest.—Observing your reports of the Wheat

crops over 207 districts scattered over the United

Kingdom, we are surprised that only in four counties,

namely, Surrey, Kent, Denbigh in Wales, and by your
alone remains stationary. He is still insufficiently York 'correspondent J. Oidroyd, is it represented as

qnently insufficiently « blighted," " rather blighted," "light ipaid for his labour, and conse
housed, clothed, and fed.

I must devote a future page to the distinct considera-
tion of his condition.

ghted," rather blighted," « light in ear," &c.
;

whereas in our own county, Essex, if our own report

were worth a fig, we could not now (August 1 6) fairly

represent it otherwise than as the latter gentleman has

described it in York, and as he has noted it in his

No. 3 marginal references, namely, " Quarter under

Home Correspondence. average, Wheat looks like a full average crop, but when

The Meaning of an « Average."—Observing in your the ears are examined they are found to contain fewer

leading article of the 18th August a very shrewd grains by nearly one-third than they ought to have."

remark, « that the average crops of corn, &c, of 1856, ! The fact is that blights are chiefly occasioned by sudden

atmospheric changes from a temperature ot cold to heat,

or from damp and lurid weather to sudden bright sun-

shine in the summer months. This has beeu truly

exemplified this last fortnight or three weeks, which

has brought all the various descriptions of corn here-

abouts, aud seeds we cultivate, especially such crops as

have been planted too thickly, to premature ripeness.

We adverted to this a fortnight back, and it is now fully

substantiated by an abundance of straw, though not

more than an average of 20 grains in each ear ot very

many plots of "rough chaffed" Wheat will be realised, and

not half the produce of one ordinary perfect ear from

each grain of seed sown ; in other words there will not

be say 12 bushels of crop from every bushel of seed

Wheat sown, where thick sowing is continued to be

practised. We cannot forbear to mention that for the

last two days the harvest operations have been very

suddenly interrupted by thunderstorms and cold wind,

which is blowing the fully ripened corn out sadly, so

uncertain are the changes of this climate of ours. We
fear that those sudden changes of weather, so contrary

in regard to heat and cold and wet and drought,

at this juncture of time will have a bad effect

on the crops in the north of England, bringing their

late crops on too prematurely, as such changes of

weather now generally have a worse effect on late crops.

Our experience has proved to us that when such bright

weather has not occurred till September and October,

the crops have often been spoken of in far north as very

satisfactory. It is presumptuous, however, to attempt

to battle with the elements ; but it is no reason we
should not do all we can devise in providing against the

worst, leaving the rest submissively to the Almighty
giver of all events. Hardy <f- Sen, Seed Growers, Maldon >

Essex,

BoydelVs Steam Locomotire.—ln your report of Mr.
Boydell's machine it is correctly stated that the advan-

tage gained by the position of the pinion at the top of

the driving wheel is not real. But the reason given,

viz., that the velocity of the pinion must be doubled to

produce the same effect as if it were placed on a level

with the axis, is incorrect, for it is evident that the cogs

of the pinion and the driving wheel move with the same

velocity ; and this without reference to the relative

positions of their axes. The velocity therefore of the

pinion wheel regulates that of the driving wheel, and

the velocity of the machine, whether the pinion be

placed at the top, or at the side, or at any interme-

diate position. The true explanation is, I believe, as

follows :—The power of traction of the machine is

measured by and is equal to the friction or bite on

the ground of its driving wheels. This friction is pro-

duced by (and is equal to it for all practical purposes)

the force excited by the pinion on the circumference of

the driving wheel, by means of a lever ; the radii of the

wheel being its arms, and the axis its fulcrum. Now so

long as the arms of the lever are equal, which, in the

case of this wheel, is always the case, it does not matter

whether they are in a straight line (as when the

pinion acts on the top of the wheel), or whether they

are bent (as when the pinion acts at any other point)~

The effect of the pinion at the top of the driving

wheel would be the double leverage attributed to it,.

if the pinion were unconnected with the machine, but its

axis being connected with it, pressures exist {e.g., the

pressure of the axis of the pinion on the frame of the

machine, which tends to retard it) which counteract

this apparent gain. It is a dangerous thing to reason on

the internal forces of a complex machine ; if one is con-

sidered, all must be taken into account as a general

rule. G. P. S. 1 saw this most extraordinary affair

at work in the show ground at Chelmsford—that is,

the engine was moving itself over a piece of dry

ground where it had no difficulties to contend with,.

and the conclusion I came to was that if steam plough-

ing has to depend for its success on this it never will

succeed. Since then I have been led to look over the

various notices of this engine which have appeared in

the Gardeners1
Chronicle. In Number 16, p. 267, there

are some dimensions given ; the cylinders are 6$ inches-

diameter=33 inches area, the length of stroke 10 inches,

but the important element, the number of strokes, not

given. The weight of the engine is stated by " W. B."(any

relation of Mr. Boydell's ?) [No.] to be 9 tons. Mr. Boy.

dell in his letter at p. 524 does not give the power of the

engine, neither does he deny the statement made by Mr.

Mechi at p. 290, that the engine is 16 H. r., and that

one-half the power is required to keep the engine
' moving ! I believe that when the experiment is

!
fairly tried the result will prove even worse than

this. It never will pay to drag a useless weight

of 9 tons over soft ground at the rate of four

miles an hour. There is no need for it, and the sooner

Mr. Boydell gives it up the better it will be for his

purse. But only fancy such a delusion as this, see p»

491:—"But the advantage apparently gained by this

position of the pinion (which gears into the driving

wheels at the upper part of their circumference), on

which Mr. Boydell insists with much confidence, is not

real after all." I should think not I else this would be

" a new proposition in mechanics," as " W. B." tries to-

prove at p. 507, in a way which it is utterly impossible

to comprehend. It makes not the slightest difference

where you place the pinion which communicates motion

from the crank-shaft to the driving wheel ; and that

" the upper part of the wheel moves twice through the

same space as the axle and fulcrum on the ground,"

(p. 524) is as great a mare's nest as I believe the wheels

with the endless railway are. A point in the circum-

ference of the pinion, or in the circumference of the
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driving wheel into which it works, moves at precisely
the same speed as the axle of the carriage, or as the
carriage itself travels along the ground when the car-
riage wheel and the driving wheel are the same diameter.
** W. B." gives the following dimensions of the wheels, p.
267: The carriage wheel, 6 feet diameter, or 18.85 feet

circumference ; and the 96-toothed wheel, 5 feet diameter
or 1.5.7 circumference ; and therefore the pinion of 10,
teeth must be 1.63 feet in circumference, and 1.63 by
150 strokes by 60 minutes = 14,670 feet per hour as
the speed of the driving wheel, to which add one-fifth,
and we have 17,604 feet, or ;U- miles as the speed of the
circumference of the carriage 'wheels, or the speed of the
carriage. Of course the speed will vary in
proportion to the number of strokes per minute.U Mr. Boydell has spent nearly 10,000£. on this
machine he had better pocket the loss and try something
less complicated and more likely to succeed. What advan-
tage have his endless railway wheels over common wheels
of the same diameter and the same breadth except in
complication ? R. S. N., Gateshead-on-Tyne, A Uff. 12.
"We have also received the following from Mr. Boydell :—
I think a few words will alter your opinion as to the
difference of the velocities of pinions working at the apex
of the spur-wheel, or below it ; I take the liberty of en-
deavouring to do so. Whether the pinion is geared into
the spur-wheel at the apex or below it, its distance
from the axle or the centre round which it rotates is the
fiftme

; but at the apex it gives the leverage as you
describe it, and on a level with the axis it acts simply as
a bell-crank does, the legs of which are equal to each
other, and in both cases the thrust of the steam from
the boiler is the same, and likewise the velocities. On
Wednesday last, in the presence of many scientific men,
a traction-engine at Woolwich with 2400 lbs. effective
power of steam, and with a leverage power equal to
make that 2400 lbs. draw 4080 lbs. over a pulley
132 feet per minute, drew upwards of 20 tons up an
inclination of 1 foot in 10 feet at that speed ; the dead
weight of this alone must be 4480 lbs. besides the
traction on the level, which I calculate at least 2000 lbs.
more, making together 6480 lbs., and this will prove
that increased power is got; and where can it be
obtained, if not by the leverage gained by working the
driving-wheel by a pinion at the apex of it I James
Boydtll, Camden Works.
Cow Parsnip.— With a view of settling the point of

Heracleums as serviceable for cattle, Mr. Samuel Taylor
may rest assured that cattle will not eat it freely at
whatever stage of its growth it may be cut, and why it

ifl designated Cow Parsnip baffles our understanding
as well as his own. lor ornament, however, it is not
to be sneered at, for it is grand in the extreme, and we
grow both sorts. H. sphondillium, though indigenous
to our own climate, we repeat it, is very service-
able for cows, pigs, and rabbits, if not for horses and
sheep, with a small portion of corn or bran, and may
be cut three times a year, and whether green in May,
or at seeding time July, it may be used with safety and
advantage

; but neither of the two varieties ought to be
allowed to ripen seed in the garden compartments, as
l>y its buoyancy it may be wafted all over, and ulti-
mately become a pest instead of an acquisition. When
boys, we can well remember that, searching for Hera-
cleum sphondillium, or " cow-mumble " (tor this is
"what it is vulgarly called), for pigs and rabbits by the
sides of ditches in the month of June, we every
spring destroyed scores of partridges' nests with their
eggs, either intentionally or accidentally frightening
the old birds off repeatedly, causing them to forsake
their eggs. Cultivating this plantain the garden or
waste would prevent all this, and the circumstance of
destroying those partridges and pheasants be prevented,
which is of more consequence to gentlemen sportsmen
than to ourselves, we admit, but nevertheless worthy of
notice. Hardy «fc Son, Scedgrowcrs, Muldon, Essex.

to take what may injure them, or to prefer unsound to
sound seed. The rogues had, therefore, not only pur-
loined much of my good seed, but left me little el?e
than bad, or at most doubtful. However, I have done
the best I could. Still, of the small quantities sent,
should the proportions germinating be smaller still*

I trust the explanaiion I have given will exonerate me'
from anything like wilful neglect. Samuel Taylor
Gloucester, August 6.

The Potato Disease has made its appearance with us
to a greater extent than last year. The crop is going
fast

; the symptoms are as usual. Wheat is also a little
blighted, and as last year it comes on too fast for the
sickle

; and we shall have harvest earlier than we
thought by a week or 10 days. About the middle of
next week most people will begin hereabout. Barley
a 1so comes on too fast and very irregularly. Swedes
and Turnips do better, though we have not had rain
eMtogh to moisten the tfarth ; but not far off there have
been some heavy thundei storms. Mangel does well
where thick enough, but it is often too thin. What can
be the reason ? Is the seed bad ? Or is it that it is put
in before the eround gets warm, and so dies of cold ?

Or is it not all ripened sufficiently, and some comes up
quickly, while the weakly ones take half the summer to
bring them up ? I rather incline to think this last is
the chief reason ; and if so the lightest ought to be
blown away in preparing the seed for market. G. S.,
West Su sex.

Three Years9 Crops.—Perhaps the underneath statis-
tics of the crops on my farm may be interesting to some
of your readers.

[August 23, ]856.

Wheat first in ear
Barley tirst in ear
Oars first in haw
Wheat in flower

• * *
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1854

June 20
June 22
June 20
June 25

1855 185G

June 23
July 1

-lime 27
.1 une 30

June 22
June 28
June 28
June 29

• • *

» •

t * ft
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• * •

to-morrow

1855
August 13
August 23
August 22

the Barley
end of this week ; but
yet. C. M. C.t Rugby,
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» 1 lmve to make is, that steam cultivation is not aof Wotton Parade, Gloucester, writes so touchingh

ajout the Heracleum in this week's Paper that I cannot
lvefram from attempting to offer him some comfort,

Harvest Commenced.
1854

Oats August 10
Barley August 18
Wheat August 21

My Oat harvest will commence
will be ready to cut before the
the Wheat is not nearly ripe
Aug. 6.

Circular Tillage—Without prejudice to any one I
can now resume my letters on Steam Cultivation. I
went to Chelmsford to see the steam ploughing, and am
quite satisfied inventors think there are no conditions
in this problem to be complied with, save one

;

whereas it is a problem full of conditions economical,
social, mechanical, and agricultural. The only condition
they study is this, namely, that the power of steam
shall be geared on to the farmer's present " method " of
tillage, without change or alteration. I am somewhat
surprised at this mistake on the part of the engineer
and mechanist when they have a precedent in point so
recent as the introduction of steam to an improved
method of travelling. For ten years I have made this
problem of steam-tillage my especial study, and for
nearly that period of time have been knocking at the
back door of British agriculture ; often wondering when
i shall be asked round to the front by those who happen
to have the means of paying for admission :—this can
only have arisen from my not uttering all I know, and
I confess (out of regard'to others' sentiments) I have
concealed some startling facts which have come to my
knowledge in the course of this investigation. However
since I know the right introduction of steam to the
fields will be profitable to the farmer and highly
beneficial to the labourer and the country at lar*e,
and also to the agricultural mechanist in the long run,
I will now speak out and lay bare my whole reasoning
and its unexpected results before the readers of the
Agrieidtural Gazette, leaving them to pronounce a
verdict thereon. The first unexpected announcement

rign. here,*'! said. " The usual ctiaracusriwia. ot the ««£employment of mechanism are evidenced—this is nV
fectly correct in principle. I will now examine their
field-practice; I understand they are unceasing

i ntheir efforts to introduce machinery into the field
have already got a great lot there*, and much more'
coming

; hence, judging from analogy, from that
analogy under which of course they are acting I shall
see the same result, the same power over in-
creased production. I shall see at least 100 tons of
Turnips manufactured ' on an acre of land, where
without machinery there were formerly only 10 to 15
tons

; and 50 coombs of Wheat manufactured on land
where there were only 10 coombs made before, and all
will be done at a less cost." When I got into the field I
found I was quite mistaken. Somehow or other the
productive and economical power of machinery seemed
brought to a dead stop ; and its shortcoming had to be
largely assisted by expensive stimulants or manures, to
keep the rate of production up even to that point it had
arrived at when executed without mechanism or manure
at all ! In fact I could not discover any of the usual
results of the right employment of machinery. " What is

the cause of this P I asked. "This is tillage/" was the
answer. " What is tillage ? " I again asked. « It is the
means employed to obtain a fruitful plant." "What is a
plant ? » I further asked. " A thing of life." " So field

practice is a 'life manufacture/ not a 'dead'
material manufacture, and tillage is only one of the
means which lead to it." Then I saw why the field

does not afford scope for a high degree of " mechanic
development," it is a field for "man development." Why,
steam cultivation cannot be rendered into a "mechanical"
problem (in chief)—it is evidently a " manual" problem
(in chief). What they want here in this department is a
labour assisting, not a labour saving or labour
superseding machinery. Our agricultural philo-

sophers are evidently striving to put the wrong
" element " in the wrong place. Their conclusions and
their practice are based on a false analogy ; they act and
argue upon a resemblance which does not exist ; here is

one comparing « the growing of a sack of corn to the
manufacturing a piece of cotton, or a hat, or a coat."
But this is evidently not a question of how to

make a cotton garment, but how to make a cotton
plant

; not how to make the sails and ropes of

a ship, but how to make a Flax plant ; not how to

make the silken garment, but how to make the

Mulberry tree ; not how to grind or thresh com, but
how to make a Wheat plant ; in fact, not of how to

manufacture dead material, but of how to make things

of life. Thinking only of the means the mechanist
disregards the end of tillage, making no provision for

it ; hence the contrivances in the field lead to no result

compared with his effective and cheapening processes in

the homestead. I see the reason. Never having had to

deal with anything but the manufacture of dead objects

with steam-driven machinery, impelled by a false

analogy, he is seeking to manufacture live objects by the

same laws and rules. There are three elements

necessary for the field, to lead to increased and cheap

production, viz. : Steam, men, and mechanism. Our
mechanists neither know how to combine these agents,

nor which of the three to advance to the front rank, so as

to lead to cheap and successful steam cultivation. C.

Buvcham, London.

~ w. .6 ,.. lfc.^ iiciouicuiiis jrum oioeria,
broad-leaved and cut-leaved, and persevered for more
than 20 years in feeding sheep, cows, and horses upon it,

mixed with other green meat. The sheep generally
died, a few each year, from being put where it grew. The
family objected to the cows eating it on account of the
butter tasting strong, and the horses after eating it a
spring became scabby or broke out in humours. It thus
lell mto disuse and it has been of late attempted to
extirpate it from the pastures and arable fields, but alas !

it defies all the efforts of the plough and spade, and over-
runs us more and more.- It makes a noble ornament in
belts and plantations, yet its large strong deep roots
must rob the trees of nourishment, and make it even
there an enemy. A Novice. 1 have had, as I expected,
many applications for seed of this plant ; which, so far as
1 have been able, I have had great pleasure in supply-
ing

;
but I regret to say that I have been unable to do

tfeu to the extent I wished and hoped, for the following
reasons, which I hope will plead my apology with my
various correspondents. I was out on a tour when their
letters reached me, but lost no time in attending to
tnera on my return to Gloucester last Saturday (the 2d.)

kTt
t

?
e
1

seed mueh forwarder than I expected ; and,
wast 1 did not expect, a great deal of it eaten and
catri.d away by birds-a satisfactory answer to the

tSr"? * .

M
!
s
:
rs

- Hardv as to the poisonous nature ol
uie piant I Of course they are too good judges, either

" mechanical " problem after all; it is a "manual"
one ! This assertion will appear most paradoxical to
some, yet such is the fact, and steam cultivation will

paradox—the real modern paradox. Ten
ig cast amongst farming in Norfolk, and
e turn, I was particularly attracted with

the idea of tilling land by steam power, and was more
especially moved by reading some spirit-stirring appeals
in the earliest numbers of the AnricvJtuval Gazette,
modestly signed "C. W. H." and "H." I buckled to
my task con amove. " This is a mechanical problem of a
high order," I said, « and doubtless will require much
thought, and most ingenious mechanical contrivances."
So I got out my saw, planes, chisels, hammer and nails
all ready for action

; but with these I also pulled out
Lord Bacon's Novum Organon Scientiarum, or " Art of
conducting a Research and inquiring into the causes of
things, and eliciting the Truth in either matters of
Practice, or matters of Experiment, &c." I first read
that (recommending every farmer to do the same), and
then proceeded to investigate this problem of steam
cultivation. As in duty bound, I first inquired what
the mechanist had done for farming ; and 1 found that,
as compared with the days of no~ machinery, he had
done wonders in the homestead ; corn could be threshed
out in immense quantity and in a very short time, and
infinitely cheaper than before the use of mechanism :

straw could be cut into chaff and steamed, cake and
Oats bruised as food for animals; Beans, Peas, Wheat
and Barley ground in vast quantity ; in fact, the power
over increased production was only limited by the
mechanism

; and moreover whatever was done was
executed at a much cheaper rate than before. "All

ouetftg.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
A djouvned Trial of Reaping Machines, at Boxted Lodge,

Aug. I'dand 14, 1 856.-—The judges awarded to Mr. Alfred

Crosskill the sum of 20/. for his "Improved Bell's

Reaping Machine." To Messrs. Burgess and Key the

sum of 15Z., for their " Improved M'Cornoick's Reaping

Machine." To Mr. Wm. Dray the sum of \ol, for his

"Improved Hussey's Reaper." From the result of

these trials, the judges regret to observe that very little

improvement has been made in this class of machines

since last year. They consider that for general harvest

purposes, the machines of Mr. Crosskill and Messrs.

Burgess and Key are to be preferred ; but for reaping

only, they think Mr. Dray's decidedly the best machine.

H. B. Caldwell.
Thos. Huskinsok.
Wm. Chalcraft.
Clare Sew ell Read.

Boxted Lodge, August 14, 1856.

Royal Agricultural Improvement Society of Ire-

land.—At the annual meeting last week of this society

the Lord Lieutenant made the following remarks :—
'** Within the last 20 years more than a million of Irish acre*

have been reclaimed from the waste.- In 1841, to 8 millions oi

people there were 13 millions of cultivated acres in Ireland. ><>*•

perhaps more than a million has been subtracted from the pop'j-perhaps
lation, ana more taan a million acres nas Deen aaueu «?«*•» —---

vnted area. I wish, however, not to deal in generalities on
lation, and more than a million acres has been added to thes^cui"

ever, nut iu ui-ai m sc '"-'"
i «ro-

subjectof this sort, but I will confine myself to the actual pn

gress as contrasted between the present year and that wm _

immediately preceded it. I derive my information from the y .

valuable returns collected by the constabulary of this countr •

and this is a matter which I conceive that you in Ireland na

got a material start over your proud neighbours in Lng»
'

•

These returns, as you are well aware, are collected annually,

be it spoken to the great credit of the Irish gentry, farmers, a

people, they are furnished voluntarily, and rare indeed are>.

ins'ances in which the information requested is not suppneu
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114,774 acres; and though I must admit that Potatoes are

by far the largest portion, yet I am in hopes that Potatoes
themselves are grown more as a farmer's crop than with a view
to the exclusive subsistence of the cottier. The increase in
Flax, which I am especially glad to learn, covers 9000 acres,

and the increase of the whole extent under tillage this year,

as compared with the last, amounts to 65,773 acres. So,
with respect to live stock, the increase in the number of horses
amounts to 18,000; of head of cattle to 25,000; of the number of
sheep to 90,000. There is a very large decrease observable in
pigs, amounting to no less than 250,000; but it is thought by
those who are charged with the collection of these returns that
this is owing to their having been made up at an earlier period
than usual ; for I believe the farmers generally like to have their
pigs to feed wheu they have the largest quantity of actual pro-
duce to give them. However, that is a matter which must be
tested by subsequent experience. I have the pleasure of seeing
opposite me on this occasion a most useful public officer, Mr.
Donnelly, aud I cannot see him without remembering that he and
I have together striven to inculcate how much use it would be to
effect a still larger destruction of roadside weeds. I do not like to
go over ground which L have travelled before, and I believe and
hope much lias been done and is doing in this respect. I know
that some railway companies have been good enough to give
very useful directions on this head, and I believe both they and
grand juries, and road contractors, and proprietors at large
might do still more. I do not wish at all to treat even the
unproductive pauper as a human weed— I should be sorry to
represent hinx in that light; but I am happy to say that this
crop shows a great deficiency as compared with its state last

year; for, upon inquiring the numbers in the workhouses, I

am happy to find that in the last week there were 17,771
fewer than in the same week in August, 1855, and there
are 1571 less last week than the week before. Indeed,
there is no circumstance in the present social condition of Ireland
which inspires me with more satisfaction than what I believe to

be the rise, perhaps the gradual but the general rise,

perhaps the slow, but, I believe, the certain, and,
I trust, the permanent rise In the rate of wages. And
if there are any here to whom that has a less comfortable
sound, I would invite them to remember that low wages by no
means always represent cheap labour, and that no real or deep-
seated or permanent prosperity can be expected in the country
unless it is grounded upon a prosperous and contented tenantry
and labouring class

;
and let me add that it is thus amidst the

harmony of classes, the co-operation of interests, the blessings
of external peace and internal concord, that I trust the Royal
Agricultural Society is destined to pursue its honourable and
beneficial career/'

The following is the award of prizes by the society's
judges of stock :—
Short-horns.—Sec. 1 : 1st, Mr. Henry Ambler's bull Grand

Turk; 2d, Lord Clancarty's Pro Bono Publico. Sec. 2: 1st, Mr.
Ambrose Bole's Jacob; 2d, Mr. F. W.Cusack's Romulus. Sec. 3 :

1st, Mr. II. Ambler's yearling bull General Jackson; 2d, the
Hon. L. II. King Harman's Lord Raglan. Sec. 4 : 1st, Mr.
Rowland Campion's cow Lady-like ; 2d, Lord Monck's Lady
Colingwood. Sect. 5: 1st, Mr. Campion's heifer Jenny, re-
ceiving for the second time the Purceli Challenge Cup; 2d, the
lion. L. H. King Harman's Merino. Sec. 6 : 1st and 2d, Mr.
J.J.Turner's white heifer Lily Grey and roan heifer Ace of
Hearts. Sec. 7 : 1st, Mr. Campion's Rosalie; 2d, Mr. Ambler's
Lady Mary.
Other Breeds.—Best Devon bull, Earl of Charlemont's Lord

Devon. Best polled Angus or Galloway bull, 'Lord Lurgan's
"West Australian. Best Ayrshire bull, Mr. Wm. Boyle's Carlisle.
Best Kerry bull, the Earl of Charlemont's Black Knight. Best
Devon cow, the Earl of Charlemont's Rose. Best Devon heifer,
the Earl of Charlemont's Young Ruby. Best polled Angus or
Galloway cow, Mr. E. Atkinsou's Indian Queen. Best polled
Angus or Galloway heifer, Lord Talbot de Malahide's Maid of
Angus. Best lot of two polled Angus or Galloway heifers, Lord
Talbot de Malahido's Duchess and Fanny. Best Ayrshire cow,
the Earl of Clancarty's Scotclui. Best Ayrshire heifer, Mr. W.
Boyle's Fanny. Best lot of two Ayrshire heifers, Mr. Allan
Pollock, of Fairfield, Creggs. Best Highland cow, Allan Pollock,
Esq., of Ballinasloe. Best West Highland heifer, Mr. Ellisson,
of Frenchpark. Best lot of two West Highland heifers, Mr.
Allan Pollock. Best Kerry cow, Lord Talbot de Malahide.
Best Kerry heifer, the Earl of Clancarty. Best of all bulls, the
Gold Medal, Mr. H. Ambler's Grand Turk. To the breeder of
the best prize bull, the Gold Medal, J. E. Bolden, Esq., Spring-
field Hall, Lancaster. Best of all the prize cows or heifers
exhibited at the show, Rowland Campion, Esq. To the breeder
of the best prize cow or heifer, the medal, J. H. Cameron, Esq.,
Cameron House, Fife.
Horses.— Best old stallion: 1st, Mr. Archbold Molloy's

Clydesdale stallion Diamond; 2d, Mr. Sylvester Rait's Glancer.
Best young stallion: 1st, Mr. Allau Pollock's Redmond; 2d,
Miss Morris's Blue Ball. Best draught mare in foal: 1st, Mr.
Rait's Bay-bill ; 2d, Mr. W. S. Featherstonhaugh's Clydesdale
gray cart mare. Best 2-year old draught filly, A. Pollock, Esq.,
Ballinasloe. Best yearling draught filly, Mr. A. Chalmers,
Dalkey- Best draught filly : 1st, Sylvester Rait, Esq.; 2d, Mr.
A. Chalmers.
Sheep—Leicesters.—Best shearling ram : 1st, Mr. Rowland

Campion ; 2d, Mr. Reynell. Best two shear ram, 1st and 2d, Mr.
R. Campion. Best old ram 1st, Mr. Carter, Yorkshire ; 2d, Mr.
Owens, Bles»ington. Best pen of five shearling ewes : 1st, Lord
Clonbrock; 2d, Mr. R. Campion, Best pen of ewes under five
years old, Mr. Owen. Best pen of live ewe lambs, Mr. J.
Latouche, ofHarristown.
Other Long-Woolled Sheep.—Best shearling ram: 1st, Mr.

N. W. Roche, of Fermoy; 2d, Mr. B. Browne. Best two shear
ram, Mr. N. W. Roche. Best old ram, Mr. N. W. Roche. Best
pen of five shearling ewes: 1st, Mr. T. Browne; 2d. Hon. L. H.
King Harman. Best pen of live old ewes: 1st, Mr. Ambrose
Bole; 2d, Mr. David Kerr, Edenderrv. Best pen of five ewe
lamb?', Mr. Ambrose Bole.
Cheviots.— Best old ram, 1st and 2d, Marquis of Conyngham.

Best pen of five shearling ewes, 1st and 2d, Marquis of Conyng-
ham. Best pen of five old ewes, 1st and 2d, Marquis of Conyng-

Sohthdow.v.—Best shearling ram, Mr. T. Roberts, Strokes-
town. Best old ram, Mr. T. Roberts. Best pen of five shearling
ewes, Mr. T. Morris. Best pen of old ewes, Mr. T. Morris.
Other Short-Woolled Sheep.—Best old ram. Mr. Lambert,

Slane. Best pen of live shearling ewes, Mr. J. Kearney. Best
pen ot old ewes, Mr. E. Atkinson, Jan.. Malahide. Best ram in
classes, the medal, Rowland Campion, E-q.
Swine.—Best boar under 18 months old : 1st, Lord Gastle-

maine; 2d, Mr. A. D. Chaigneau's (Athlone). Best old boar:
1st, Mr. A. D. Chaigneau; 2d, Mr. J. Hodson (Athlone). Best
breedmg sow under IS months: 1st, Rev. Mr. Warburton, of
Kildare; 2d, Sir R. Paul, Watertord. Best old breeding sow

:

1st, II. Carroll, E>q., Ballymore; 2d, Lord Castlemaine.
Lxtra Premiums for best breeding sows, Mr. Matthias Hart-

ford, of Moate.

positiou of Fann-vanl Manure, and ou tile Composition
of Drainage Water by such men as II* nfrey, Uuckman,
Voeleker, Way. In addition to these Liebig con-
tributes a vigorous rejoinder to the controversy between
himself and Lawes, Mr. Denton publishes his report on
the agricultural department of the Pnris Exhibition,
Dr. Bell describes Durham farming, and Mr. Horsfall
gives us in detail his experience ou dairy management.
A distinctive feature of the present issue of the journal

is the appearance of a number of shorter papers as an
appendix, to which Mr. Hoskyns and Messrs. Hammond,
Parrington, and Moore contribute.

The whole volume contains a great deal that is clear

addition to our knowledge, much that is descriptive of
existing knowledge, besides some that tends to upset
what has hitherto passed for knowledge. In all respects

it raaintaius the high character as an agricultural

periodical which has hitherto belonged to the series.

We must be satisfied at present with this descriptive

notice of its contents, leaving to future numbers of

the Paper the task of discussing some of the essays it

contains.

UfARNER'S 4^-inch IMPROVED LIQUID
MANURE 1'L'MP,

with Bull Valve, ritted with
14 inch Bras* Union lor
attaching flexible suction,
with Strang wrought iron
Straps for ^crewin^ on to
any ordinary Water-butt or
Cart, as shown in drawing".

Price of Pump and Union,
50s.

lJ-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,

3$. 6J. per foot.

li Gutta Percha Suction,
Is. dd. per foot.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-VV DAK1> PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON I'UMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a tk-pch not exceeding 30 feet.
L«'iijjthDiameter

of Barrel, of Barrel.

24 in. short 1 ft. 7 in. Fitted for lead, >

Miscellaneous.
The Mixing of fait with Liquid Manure.—In a former

Number of the Journal we directed attention to an
experiment of M. Barral, by which he proved most
satisfactorily that common salt was a fixer of ammonia.
We have also more than once alluded to the important
place it isyat likely to occupy among the saline substances
used by the farmer. In Switzerland it is now almost
the universal practice to mix it with liquid manure. Its

value here is supposed to be derived from its property
of fixing ammonia ; and the discovery of the benefit

which is derived from mixing it with liquid manure was
quite accidental, and deserves to be mentioned in this

place. The important duty on salt in Switzerland is

very high and oppressive—so much so, as in all such
cases to lead to many attempts of evading the vigilance

of the custom-house officers. A peasant having tried to

defraud the authorities by carrying off a bag of salt, was
discovered and pursued. In his anxiety to escape the
punishment which would be inflicted on him if the bag
were discovered about his premises, he threw it into his

liquid manure tank, where he was sure there would be
little chance of their searching for it, or at all events dis-

covering it. Thinking he had destroyed his liquid manure,
before using it he diluted it with water, so as to diminish as

much as possible the bad effects which he thought
would be derived from the salt. Great, however, was
his surprise, when he found that the Grass on that part
of the meadow watered with the liquid manure in which
the salt was dissolved, was both more luxuriant in iss

growth, and was preferred by the cattle to all other
forage. On perceiving this, the experiment was
repeated with the same result. Government, also,

having become aware of it, allows unpurified salt to be
sold at a cheaper rate as mauure salt. This is generally
the refuse of the salt works, containing from 75 to 80 per
cent, of salt. About 1-Aj- lb. of salt is used for every 22
gallons of liquid manure ; in gravelly dry soils a larger pro-
portion of salt is employed, and in soils naturally damp a
smaller proportion. In soils liable to suifer from drought,
on dry hill sides, salt is employed, after being first mixed
with earth. Its effects are most apparent on Peas and
leguminous plants of every kind, on roots, Potatoes
Carrots, and Ruta-bagas. It has little effect on clay
soils, excepting when drained. In some districts it is

used for improving the quality of the dung. The salt is

first mixed with earth, and this mixture is spread on
every layer of dung. These details on the use of salt,

communicated by M. Fellenberg, are worthy of a care-
ful consideration from farmers of all countries. We do
not say that the application of salt directly to soils in
this country will be always attended with as beneficial

results as in Switzerland ; but we cannot help express-
ing our opinion, that the value of salt as an ingredient in a
compost heap is not sufficiently appreciated in. this

country. And the practice, alluded to by M. Fellenberg,
of mixing salt with earth, and then working this up with
the manure of the farm, agrees so well with our own
experience that we have no hesitation in recommending it.

Professor Anderso.i in the Journal of Agriculture.
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The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height aud
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER a>d SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description ot Machinery for Raising Water by means-

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines. &c. &c.— Engravings sent on application.

rpHE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise
1 water, without manual labour, to an7
height, where a small fall can be obtained.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps.
Fountains of every description erected;

Rock work, Grottoes, &c.
Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

Gardens.

W. F. Roe (late Fhkkmax Roe), Hydraulic-
Engiueer, 70, Strand, London.

BURGESS am> KEY, Agricultural Engineers,
PATENTEES and Manufacturers of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's First Prize Reaping Machine, Sole Proprietors or
Anthony's Patent American Churn, and Kase's Farm Fire
Engine and Garden Pump, Wholesale and Retail Agents for
Parkes* celebrated Steel Digging Forks, General Agents for the
sale of all kinds of Agricultural Machinery. — Warehouse
1)5, Newgate Street, London; Factory, Brentwood.

Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt of 6 postage stamps.

lUbtefo*.

TIteJournal of the Royal *i W , eo«c.«/ucWWtj v, vnytana.
Vol. XVII. Parti.

The current number of this periodical is written
almost wholly by men of science. We have essays on
Vegetable Physiology, on the Natural History of Pasture
brasses, on the Roots of the Wheat plant, on the Com-

Notices to Correspondents.
Ears op Wheat: Messrs. Hardy & Son have sent ns some
magnificent ears of Egyptian Wheat, and their own red
Wheat, in illustration of their skill as cultivators; and of their
principle of wide drilling and thin seeding being the true one.

Feeding Troughs for Sueef: X Y Z. Any carpenter can make
them. Ten feet long, 3 or 4 inches wide at bottom, 10 or 12
inches wide at top, and 6 or S inches deep are common dimen-
sions.

Offal: MJ. The proportion between the live and dead weight
of fat sheep depends on quality, breed, age, &c. A Smithfield
stone of mutton is commonly obtained from every imperial
stone of live weight, or 8 out of every 14.

Short-horns: Bagnalstown. There was no "John Collings." At
Charles Colling'* sale "Lily'' was sold for 410 guineas, and
M Lady " for 400 guineas. Blue Bell is not named.

The Crops. We have received from correspondents the follow-
ing reports too late for lust week's tabular return:

—

North
Northumberland: Wheat, full crop. Barley, over average.
Oats, over average. Beans and Peas, average. Green crops
good. «/. Thomson, Coldstream.— Lincolnshire; Wheat, very
good. Oats, light crop. Beans and Peas, full average. Green
crops, promising. T. Aitken, Deeping Fen.—Hants : Wheat,
average. Barley, good. Oats. good. Beans and Peas, good.
Green crops, bad. J. Eames

f Lymbtgton. It must be remem-
bered that a week's almost con.-^tant rain has fallen since our
reports were published. We also refer our readers to Mr.
Grant's letter in our Home Correspondence.

%» As usual, many communications have been received too late,

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made.
We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents the
insertion of whote contributions is still delayed.

nnURNER'S ROLLER MILLS, for Crushing Oats,
A- Barley, Linseed, Malt, &c, and Grinding Beans, are the

most effective Crushing Mills manufactured, and work witli les*
p-iwer than any other. The Prize of the Royal Agricultural
Society was awarded to E. R.& F. Turxer for " the best Linseed
and Corn Crusher," at the Carlisle Meeting—(the last occasion,
on which a Prize was offered)—and at their previous Shows at
Norwich, Gloucester, and Lincoln. Also the 1st Prize of 150
francs and Gold Medal at the Paris Universal Exhibition of
Agriculture, 1S56. A great variety of these mills are manufac-
tured, adapted for farms of all sizes, large coaching and carry-
ing establishments, gentlemens' riding stables, breweries. Lin-
seed-oil mills, «fcc.

TURNER'S PATENT COMBINED CRUSHING ANI>
GRINDING MILL is highly effective for Crushing Grain,
Seeds, <fcc, and is alt-o a most excellent Mealing Mill for Barley.
Chaff Cutters for horse or hteara power; Oil Cake Breakers

for English and Foreign Cake ; Fixed and Portable Steam
Engines; combined Threshing Machines; Saw Tables; One-
horse Carts, ifcc, all of a superior description, are manufactured
by E. R.& F. Turner, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich. Illustrated
Price Lists sent tree on application.

CAUTION.
Imitations of our Roller Mills, of very inferior manufacture,

being offered for sale in London and elsewhere, which, from
their reserablauce in design to ours, are calculated to mislead
the public: We hereby give notice, that Messrs. Burgess <fc

Key, 96, Newgate Street, are our London Agents, at whose
depdt our Mills may be seen; and also at the Agricultural Im-
plement Department of the Crystal Palace. Sydenham, Stand 43.

E. R. & F. Turner, Ipswich.
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MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makers.

rOSEPfl MAPPIN and BROTH LK^, Queen's
*J Cutlery Works, Sheffield; and 67, King William Street,

Lon U>n, where the largest stock of Cutlery in the world is kept.
Drawings forwarded by post.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES X LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER X LEMON BOXES & LIGHTS.

QAYNOEl and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-O ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and
PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.

47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-

man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Iloes,

Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.
Established 173S.

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft, 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 fr., and 8 ft, 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to

100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
tor immediate UM, all made of best material, packed and sent to

all parts of the kingdom.—References may be had to the Nobility,
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

E E H I V E S.

Prize Medal Awarded to G. Neighbour & Sons, for Bee-
Hives and Honey, at the Paris Exposition of 1855.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
-L^ HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour &
•Sons, with all the recent im-
provements, Glasses,& Ther-
mometer, price 355., securely
packed for the country.
This unique Hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit: its arrangements are
so perfect that the Honey
may be taken at any time
of the season without at all

injuring the Bees.
Applications may be ad-

dressed to George Neigh-
bour & Sons, 127, High liol-

born, or 149, Regent Street,

London.
Theirnewly-arranged Cata-

logue of other improved
Hives, with drawings and
prices, sent on receipt of two
stamps.

Agents:—Liverpool, James Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Square;
Manchester, J. Wilson, 60, King Street; Glasgow, Austin
& M'Aslen, 168, Trongate; Brown & Austin, 33 and 34, Argyll
Arcade; Dublin, J. Edmondson & Co., 61, Dame Street;

Chester, J. Dickson & Sons, 102, Eant^ate Street.

U'IRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
* * of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
K ETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.
Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety

;

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.
"Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make;
Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W. Richards. Imperial
"Wire Works, 370. Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's

Theatre.

^i
JOHN WARNER and SONS,

•-J Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN

ENGINE,
"With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-

commended,for

durability and
low price, viz.,

21. 195., to hold
10 gallons.

Larger sizes
in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals, 24
gals., & 35 gals.
May be obtain-
ed of any Iron-
monger or
Plumber in
town or coun-
try, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, as also Machinery of all kinds

for raising Water from any depth to any height by Steam,

Morse, or Manual Power, Prices sent on application. Syringes

of various constructions and sizes from 9*. upwards. Metallic

String from 5d. to Is. 3d. per lb.

PRUNING.—The GRECIAN PRUNING SAWS
» are universally acknowledged to be the best for every

description of Pruning. They cut faster and cleaner than any

other, and do not bend or break. Price 25. Gd.
f

3s., and 35. 6d.

each.—Thomas Hill, late W. Coleman, Cutler, 4, liaymarket,

London.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

T'HE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY;
1 II ELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street, London.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from

2Z.; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4*d.

per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,

under 10 by 8, 125. Gd.; above, 16s. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases, 34s. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. Gd. per

foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. each. MILK PANS,
215. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN,5s.6d.; WARINGS
BUTTER SLABS, 105. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,

Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 75. per 100, and the New
Aquarium 105. each.—Catalogues free.

T. GREENS NEW INVENTION IN LAWN MOWING AND
ROLLING MACHINES,

SOLE MANUFACTURER, IRON AND WIRE WORKS, NORTH STREET, LEEDS."""

REGISTERED JULY 24. 1855.-No. 3739.
:-*f

ft

THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE MACHINES supersede all others by haviDg
a small Wheel in front of the Grass Box, consequently will mow verges and round flower beds,

without any change of Wheels, or adding the old fashioned Roller, as in others; will also cut either
wet or dry, and by the simple adjustment of a thumb screw, in front, can be raised or lowered to cut
the Grass any length required ; and having two Rollers behind, and a small one in front, they roll the
width they cut; they will turn in very little room, and cut at the same time. All the working parts
made much stronger than the old machines. The bottom Blades are so constructed that they cannot
tear up the ground ; they are only drawn, and not pushed and drawn as in other machines,
consequently do not require half the power to work them. The three first sizes can be worked by
one person with ease; the two latter with a pony or donkey.

A

->

\Y

s
M

13 inches
45 5

LIST OF PRICES (NET
16 inches 20 inches 24 inches
£6 £7 £8

A quactitv of Machines of other kinds at Half the usual prices.

CASH):-
28 inches
£10 10

GLASS
"Without
Lids.

s. d.

3-inch dia.O 4* .

4 „ „ 6 .

5 „ „ 8
6 .. .,0 10

* * •

PRESER
"With
Lids.
a. d.

6£ each.
9
11

1 2
m
V

V E
Without
Lids.
*. d.

7-inch dia.l
8 „ „ 1 4
9 n „ 1 8
10 „ „ 2

• » t

• - |

* « n

WASP TRAPS, 3*. Qd. per dozen.

GLASS TILES, J of an inch thick, packed in cases containing
50, 1/. 175. 6d. per case net. 6

3
firinch, case of 60
i-inch, ,, 60

• • t • * # ... £2 Is. 3d.

... 1 17 6
GLASS SLATES of various dimensions aud substance*.

James Phillips & Co., 116, Bishopsgate Street Without
GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC

LTETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASSA A of'British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d
per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed for immediatedelivery

.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application far
patent rough plate, thick crown glass, glass
tiles and slates, water-pipes, propagating
glasses, glass milk pans, patent plate glassornamental window glass, and glass shades,'
to James Hetlkv & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

'

See Gardener!' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

ATS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALS*
how to paralyse, and render them immoveable on the spot,

though there be hundreds, so that they may be gathered with t
> hovel and finally drowned. The effect warranted, and the cost
to paralyse 50 will be fyd. Materials can be bought in every
town and village. The above astounding remedy sent post free
for eight post stamps to any address by Fi&uer & Son, Publishers,
Kingsland, London. Established 1847. One Hundred testinu-uials

wnt first if desired.

TANNED NETTING, for the Protection of FRUIT
TKEES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security

of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard , 200 yards, \is.-
}
500

I yards, 30s.; 1000 yards, 505.; scrim canvas for wall fruit. At

I

Edgikotok & Co/s Rick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth
Manufactarers, 49, King William Street, London Bridge;
17, Smithfield Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot,
Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth.

EW TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required,
. 1 yard wide, 2d. per yard; 2 yards wide, id. per yard;
4 yards wide, 8d. per yard. Half-inch mesh ditto, 2 yards wide,

Sd. per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds,
wasps, flies, &c. from fruit trees flower or seed beds, Aid. p«r

square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, l\d. per

yard ; 4 or G yards wide, 3d. per yard. At W. Cullixgfobd's,
1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

*.• Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west
Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

BE PARTICULAR to Address at Full Length,
BENJAMIN EDGINGTON,

2, Duke Street, Southwark,
OPPOSITE THE BRIGHTON RAILWAY.

MARQUEES, TENTS, and RICK CLOTHS.

H^ERMINATION OF THE W A R.—
J- AUTUMNAL FETES.—BENJAMIN EDGINGTON has
prepared a large assortment of Tents for Peace Rejoicings,

capable of accommodating from 100 to 2000 persons. Marquees
for Horticultural Societies, F6tes

r
Cricket Clubs, &c, new and

second-hand, for Sale or Hire. A great variety of Tents erected

on the premises.
TEMPORARY ROOMS of any dimensions, and with boarded

floors, on Hire, for Dancing, Dinners, and Public Meetings, with

conveyance and attendance to any distance, if required.

BE PARTICULAR to ADDRESS at FULL LENGTH,
BENJAMIN EDGINGTON. 2, DUKE STREET, SOUTH-

WARK, OPPOSITE THE BRIGHTON RAILWAY.
l^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the

A Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE RAYS OF THE SUN.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,

from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of

Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men throughout the kingdom. "It is much cheaper than mats

as a covering."

|V^*

and 32 inches
£12 10
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Testimonial from Joshua Major, Esq., Landscape Gardener, Knostrop.
To Mr. Greex, Leeds.—Sir, As I always appreciate public and useful improvements, I most gladly give my testimony to

your highly improved Mowing and Rolling Machine. The one sent for my inspection and trial (cutting a breadth of 24 inches) was
drawn on flat ground with ease by one person, and although at the time of trial the lawn was wet, it was cut with the greatest
nicety. So complete and simple is the invention, that amateur gentlemen, and even ladies, may work either the 16 or 20-inch size
with ease and pleasure, providing the Grass is not too long. For extensive places I should say the 24 inches would
be most suitable; for even in undulating ground two persons may work it; but in flower gardens, when beds, &c, are crowded,
either of the smaller sizes would be best. I congratulate you on your very valuable invention, which in my opinion, entirely
surpasses, and must eventually supersede all others, for it is not only free from intricacy and easy to the workman, but extremely ex-
peditious in its operations, and consequently must prove a great saving in the management of Grass lawns, and a great boon to
ttoe public— I am, Sir, your most obedient servant, Joshua Major.

Other Testimonials may be had on application to the Manufacturer.
The above Machines are warranted to answer the purpose as described, or may be returned, and may be had

of ail principal Ironmongers, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen in England ; also Mr. Charles Gaerood, Superinten-
dent of Agricultural Department, Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

^ARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
V^ PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other

Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal

I>.»ck Companies, most public bodies, and by the Nobility,

Gentry, and Clergy, for out-door work at their country seats.

The Anti-Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most

durable out-door Paint ever invented for the preservation oi

every description of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement,

&c, work, as has been proved by the practical test ot upwards «

60 years, and by the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials

in its favour, and which, from the rank and station in so
^

,e

^b
_

those who have given them, have never yet been equalled oj

anything of the kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of Colours, Prices, together with a Copy of the Testi-

monials, will be sent on application to Walter Carson' « k-°*j

No. 9, Great Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Koyw

Exchange, London. No Agents. All orders are particularly

requested to be sent direct.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855- ,

ETCALF^BINGLEYjANdCO.'S New Pattern ana

Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached Ba

Brushes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brushes, and genuine &W"V
Sponges : and every description of Brush, Comb, and *^£ l

"f* J
for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly

J*
1™^

the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effectually
^

hairs never come loose. M., B., and Co. are sole n,ak
.

erS
rr

°'

hi
<,ts

Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orris Root Soaps-sold in ia°<

(bearing their names and address) at Gd. each, of M
.
E1>A Nair

celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box; aj1^
'
J^V2Dd

Bouquets.—Sole Establishment 130b, and 131, Oxford btreei,

and 3rd doors west from Holies Street. London. —

—

--

-HE COMFORT OF A FIXED WATEK-CLOSET
for 1/.-Places in Gardens converted Into comton.

Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY-bEAM^
PAN, with its self-acting valve, preventing the return ™

air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it or unfix it in two
»

i

Price 11. Also Hermetically-sealed and inodorous «»?»

commodes, 11. 2s. and 21. 45., »"d improved Portable >>
nS

closets, with pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A prosp

with engravings forwarded by enclosing two post stamps.

Ftfh and Co.'s Sanitarium, 46, Leicester Square.

M

1
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GREENHOUSES.
TTENRY FREEMAN, Hothouse Builder and
X-L Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer, Triangle, Hack-
ney. Established 20 years. Good substantial built Greenhouses
fixed any part of the Kingdom for cash, 42 feet long by 13 feet,
901. ; 21 feet by 13 feet, 501. ; 12| feet by 10 feet, 301. A first-
rate Conservatory, 30 feet by 18 feet, 1801. A large assortment
kept. Estimates for Heating. orjmvJHranch in Wood or Iron.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
f R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
v • (late Stephexsox & Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c. at theManufactory as above.

J....-,.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
JOJNEb, Iron Merchant, has always a great

• variety of Cylindrical and Saddle Boilers in Stock, Hot-water
Pipes, Elbows, Tees, Syphons, Throttle- Valves, Stop-Cocks, Coil-
Pipes, and Boxes, Trough Pipes, Fire and Furnace Bars, Double
Doors and Frames, and Soot Doors. Draw ings and prices of the
above, or estimates given for the Apparatus fixed complete, ou
application to J. Jones, Iron Bridge Wharf, 6, Bankside, London,
near the Southwark Iron Bridge.

TTOT WATER PIPES (CIsTIroTn) at WHOLE!11 SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphons, Tee-Pipes. Coil-
Pipes, and every requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and
Saddle Boilers, 50s. each. Improved Soot Doors and Furnace
Doors, Builders' Castings. Pipes, and Gutters of every description
la stock at Mr. Lynch White's, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper
Ground Street, Blacktriars Bridge, London.
/ 1 STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,w • 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron
Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers
and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description by
Hot Water. - Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

I^EBILITY and NERVOUSNESS. — Encourage-
\~_ ment t0 those in despair, and suffering from debility,
spermatorrhoea, relaxation, nervousness, and exhaustion of the
system. Advice and prescriptions, with a treatise on these dis-
eases, for a successful course of self-treatment, by which a per-
manent cure of the most protracted case is effected, sent post free
upon receipt of 14 postage stamps, and symptoms, by E. J.
Roberts (late Army Surgeon), Greencroft Villa, Gateshead High
I ell, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

POR THE BENEFIT OF SUFFERING
-*- HUMANITY.—A retired Gentleman having cured himself
of Indigestion and Nervous Debility, accompanied with Deafness
and Defect of Sight, after suffering upwards of 26 years, thinks
it is his duty to make the remedy known for the benefit of the
afflicted

;
he will therefore forward the particulars for the cure

of the same on receipt of a stamped envelope properly directed.
—Address, Rev. J. Johnstone, 1, Park Terrace, Ileavitree
Exeter, Devonshire. __„
rf<OR BED SORES, Ac—WATER CUSHIONS*
L and Water MATTRESSES for Invalids. Inventor and
Manufacturer, HOOPER, London. For the prevention of Bed
sores, and for affording relief where Sloughing has actually
taken place. Also for Wounds, Abscesses, Fractures, Diseased
Joints, Paralysis, Spinal Affections. Fevers, Extreme Age,
Consumptive and Bedridden Patients generally. WATERPROOF
SHEETING for protecting Bedding, and URINALS for Day or
Night use. Orders by Post or Telegraph immediately attended to.

Hooper. Pall Mall East: and Grosvenor Street, London.

O Y O T A^ K E
PARR'S LIFE PILLS?

Upon the answer to that question depends much that can
render life safe and agreeable.

It being now an admitted and incontestable fact, that they help
to make men vigorous and hearty, and promote longevity.

Considering the virtues and almost universal application of
this remedy, it is really doing a service to any friend to ask if he
takes them, because the few who do not. really do themselves an
injustice. •«• Ask for PARR'S LIFE PILLS.
Sold by all respectable Chemists and Medicine Vendors in

town and countrv, and by the following appointed Agents:—
E. Edwards, 67, St. Paul's Churchyard.
Barclay & Sons, 95, Farriugdon Street.
Sutton & Co , 10. Bow Churchyard.
Hannay & Co., 63, and Sanger, 150, Oxford Street, London.
In boxes, price Is. Ud., 2s. 9d. ; and in family packets, Us. each.

Protected and guaranteed in every country by the English Govern-
mentstarnjLjvJ^cJiijMidTix^^ ici ne.

I
ROUGHS, COLDS, AND ASTHMA are instantly

v^ relieved by DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS.
From Mr. Oldham, chemist, Market Place, Wisbeach.—

"From the great quantity of your wafers I have sold, I have had
an excellent opportunity of witnessing their effects, and I have
much pleasure in being able to inform you that several obstinate
cases of asthma and coughs have been completely cured by their
use; and. indeed, their efficacy is general in diseases of the
lungs." To singers and public speakers they are invaluable for
clearing and strengthening the voice. They have a pleasant
taste. Price Is. Ud. , 2s. 9d.and lis, per box. Sold by all d ruggists.

r> LAIR'S GOUT AND RHEUMATIC PILLS.
-*-* —This preparation is one of the benefits which the science
of modern chemistry has conferred upon mankind ; for during the
first twenty years of the present century to speak of a cure for the
Gout was considered a romance ; but now the efficacy and safety
of this medicine is so fully demonstrated, by unsolicited testi-
monials from persons in every rank of life, that public opinion
proclaims this as one of the most important discoveries of the
present age.— Sold by Peout and Harsant, 229, Strand, London

;

and all Medicine Vendors. Pricejs. l£d. and 2s. dd. per box.

PRAMPTON'S PILL OF HEALTH.—The mani-
*- fold advantages to the heads of families from the possession
of a medicine of known efficacy, that mav be resorted to with
confidence, and used with success in cases of temporary sickness,
occurring in families more or less every dav, are so obvious to
nil, that no question can be raised of its importance to every
housekeeper in the kingdom. For females these Pills are truly
excellent, removing all obstructions, the distressing headache so
\ery prevalent with the sex, depression of spirits, dulness of
sight, nervous affections, blotches, pimples, and sallownessof the
*kin, and produce a healthy complexion.— Sold by Prout and
•Iarsant. 229, Strand, London; and all Vendors of Medicine
Price Is. Xl^d. and 2s. 9d. per box.

I-J OLLOWAY'S OINTMENT AND PILLS HAVE
at *•

AG
,
AIN CURED AN ULCERATFD LEG. — CharlesMarHn, of Winchester, was for 16 years afflicted with an ulcer-ateu

Ileg; there were 13 wounds in it of an alarming character andne tried every remedy that professional skill couli devise, whichowever, only made him worse, and with disease and suffering
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eks ,eft hi,n ^thout a wound or blemish,2X5™£
d «* robust. health.-Sold bv all Medicine Vendors
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/,d; at Professor Holiday's Establishments,

Sta'mpa To'n^- D
'
ftnd *>* Maiden Lane

'
New York

;
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MaUa?'
Con9ta,,tin°P'e; A. Gcidicy, Smyrna; and E. Mum,

"j^EAT AND DURABLE GARDEN LABEL.—
-L^ The Advertiser will forward, on the receipt of three postage
stamps, a specimen label lettered in oil.

F. H., Lydburynorth. Salop.

TOURISTS AND TRAVELLERS
ExrosED to the scorching rats of the Box, and heated

PARTICLES OF DUST, WILL FIXD
ROWLANDS' KALYDOR a most refreshing pre-A *- paration for the Complexion, dispelling the cloud of
languor and relaxation, allaying all heat and irritability, and im-
mediately affording the pleasing sensation attending restored
elasticity and healthful state of the skin. Freckles, Tan, Spots,
Pimples, Flushes, and Discoloration fly before its application,
and give place to delicate clearness, with the glow of beauty and
of bloom. In cases of sunburn, or stings of insects, its virtues
have long been acknowledged. Price -is. 6d. and 8s. 6d. per
bottle.

ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL, a delightful fragrant and
transparent preparation, and as an mvigorator and puritier of the
Hair bevond all precedent.
ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or Pearl Dentifrice, a White

Powder, compounded of the rarest and most fragrant exotics. It
bestows on the Teeth a Pearl-like Whiteness, frees them from
Tartar, and imparts to the Gums a healthy firmness, and to the
breath a grateful sweetness and purity.—Sold by A. Rowlam.
& Sons, 20, llatton Garden, London, and by Chemists and
Perfumers.

TO FLORISTS AND GARDENERS.
'T'O BE LET, an old established BUSINESS in
f- the above line, situated in the best part of Woolwich, and

with attention will always command a large connection.—For
further particulars apply to C. C., Bowater Nursery, Woolwich,

T\0 YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,*' WHISKERS, &C.-ROSALIE COUPELLES CKINU-
TRIAR is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustachios, &c, in
a few weeks, and restore the Hair in baldness from whatever
cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent its falling off, and
effectually check greyness in all its stages. For the nursery it is
recommended by upwards of 100 Physicians, for promoting a fine,
healthy head of hair, and averting baldness in after years. Sold
by all Chemists, price 2s., or sent post free on receipt of 24 penny
stamps, by Miss CourELLE, 69, Castle Street, Newman Street,
Oxford Street, London.—Mrs. Carter writes, " Mv head, which
was bald, is now covered with new hair."— Sergt. Craven,
" Through using it I have an excellent niou.staoh« "

A CLEAR COMPLEXION.
(GODFREY'S EXTRACT OF ELDER FLOWER
Y i s strongly recommended for Softening, Improving, Beau-
tifying, and Preserving the Skin, and giving it a blooming and
charming appearance. It will completely remov* Tan, Sunburn.
Redness, &c, and by its Balsamic and Healing qualities render
the skin soft, pliable, and free from dryness, &c, clear it from
every humour, pimple, or eruption, and by continuing its use
only a short time the skin will become and continue soft and
smooth, and the complexion perfectly clear and beautiful. In
the process of shaving it is invaluabe, as it allavs the irritation
and smarting pain, annihilates every pimple and all roughness,
and renders the skin smooth and firm.— Sold in bottles, price
25. 9d, by all Medicine Vendors and Perfumers.

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS,
AND OTHERS.

-DOBINSON'S PATENT BARLEY, for making,
-*-!> superior PARLEY WATER in 15 minutes, has not only

]obtained the patronage of her Majesty and the Royal Family,
but has become of general use to every class of the community,
and is acknowledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure,
nutritious, and light food for Infants and Invalids; much approved
for making a delicious Custard Pudding, and excellent for
thickening Broths or Soups.

ROBINSON'S PATENT GROATS, for more than 30 years
have been held in constant and increasing public estimation as
the purest farinse of the Oat, and as the best and most valuable
preparation for making a pure and delicate GRUEL, which forms
a light and nutritious supper for the aged, is a popular recipe
for colds and influenza, is of general use in the sick chamber,
and, alternately with the Patent Barley, is an excellent food for
Inf ints and Children.

Prepared only by the Patentees, Ronixsox, Bellville, & Co.,
Purveyors to the Queen, 64, R, d Lion Street, Holborn, London.
Sold by all respectable Grocers, Druggists, and others in Town
and Country, in packets of 6d. and Is.; and Family Canisters, at
2s., 5s., and 10s. each.

DR. D e Ton chI ' s
T IGHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL,
J-' Entirely free from nauseous flavour and after-taste, is
administered with speedy and marked success in cases ofCONSUMPTION, BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, GOUT.RHEUMATISM, SCIATICA. DIABETES, DISEASES OF
THE SKIN, NEURALGIA, RICKETS. INFANTILE
WASTING, GENERAL DEBILITY, AND ALL SCRO-FULOUS AFFECTIONS.

Specially rewarded by the Governments of Belgium and
the Netherlands, and expressly sanctioned by the Koyal
Sanitary Police of Prussia.
Approved of and recommended for its purity and superioritv

over every other preparation by Berzelics, FoUQUIKR, Drs".
Jonathan Pereira, Hassall, Lethebv, Sheridan Mitspratt,
Granville, the Lancet., and innumerable other British and foreign
scientific authorities and distinguished physicians.
Has almost entirely superseded all other kinds on the Con-

tinent, in consequence of its proved superior power and efficacy—
alleviating suffering and effecting a cure much more rapidly than
any other kind.

Contain* iodine, phosphate of lime, volatile fattv acids-in
short all the most active and essential curative properties—in
larger quantities than the Pale Oils manufactured in Great
Br. tain and Newfoundland, mainly deprived of these by their
mode of preparation.

T° BE LET ON LEASE, a SMALL NURSERY.
t> J!>)^*

m,les west of Lo"don, with or without the Stock.Kent 30/. per annum—Apply to A. B. Smith. Hothouse Builder,W est Brompton. '
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AIVJ ° CORN MERCHANTS.
'

I u lib LLi, m 31 on mouth, the premises of a veryJ- old and lucrative 81 .) and CORN TRADE, with an«ylle^ '• ront Shop.-Apply tojfessrs. Dyke* Co., Monmouth.

T° BE LKT, a delightful RESIDENCE, within
™ 5 I

?.
,leS west of Norwicl

> and 2 miles of a railway station.
The House which is bu-lt as a CotUge Ornee\ consists or

Entrance Hall, fctudy. Dining Room
I t by 17), DrawimRoom, seven Bleep ng Rooms, and two Dressing Rooma, Kitchen.

Scullery Servant,' Hall, fa, Ac. In front of the house is a
beautiful Pleasure Garden, and Meadow or Lawn with a veryproductive Kitchen Garden at the back containin- altogether
about 6A acres. 8 s^^l
Contiguous to the house Is a capital Four-stalled Stable, two

large Loose Boxes, two Coach-h usee with nun sexTMts' sleeping
rooms over, Harness-room. Hay-loft, and all other usual con-
veniences, and the water is exc.-ll, ut.
Note.— Near the above is a Lake of 3 acres, upon which the

tenant will have permission to k i
> a boat.

F(,r terms *PPly to E. Freestokb, Solicitor, Norwich.
frO BE LET,. FARM of about 220 acre*, with
-* good RESIDENCE and suitable Outbuildm situate nea/
to various first-rate market town-, in the COUnty of Stafford
*or an enterprising agriculturist such an opportunity seldom
occurs, about two-thirds of the land having been recently brought
into cultivation, being under Lease at a rental of 12.«. per acre
Tithe free.— For further particulars apply to John CmraTow, Esq.,
Land Agent. Chester.

H '

T
DESIRABLE MILK AND GRAZIMG FARM.

O BE LET, by Ticket, for a term of years, at the
King's Arms Hotel, Lancaster, on SATURDAY, Sept. 6,

at two o Clock in the afternoon, and entered upon at the
usual time next Spring, all that rirhlv cultivated Milk and
Grazing Farm called BEAUMONT FARM, situate in Skerton
and Slyne-with-llest, in the County of Lano.^ter, consisting of a
good House, extensive and convenient Out-buildings, and about
135 statute acres of Land, chieflv Meadow and 1'asruie now in
the occupation of the Executors of the late John Pritt. Esquire.
The Land is free from Tithes, except a small annual payment for
Vicarial Tithe. Beaumont Farm (through which the Turnpike-
r >ad to Kendal and Ulverston passes) i- situate about two miles
from Lancaster, and is in the highest state of cultivation, no
expense in its management having been spared by the late Mr
Pritt, whose character as a first-class agriculturist is well known'—To view the Farm, apply to Mr. Thomas Worthi.vgton, on
the premises; and further information mav be obtained on appli-
cation to Mr. Richard Hivde, Castle Hill", Lancaster: or to Mr
Inv.ram. at his Office, Standishgate, Wigan.
r \^0 BE SOLD, FIFTEEN COMSERVATORIES,A HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, &c, of W i. Hon, and
Patent Galvanised Iron, of various forms and sizes, best mate-
rials and workmanship, now standing at E. Dkxch's Patent Hor-
ticultural Works, Granny Nursery, Mornington Place, Hampstead
Road. Horticultural Buildings to order, Is. 3d. per foot super
and Hotwater Apparatus with economy and efficiency combined.'
Price list and references to any extent.

And at King's Road , Chelsea.
r !"0 BE SOLD, a bargain, a GREENHOUSE about

28 feet by 10 feet, nearly new; also several splendidAMERICAN ALOES, and a variety of other choice Plants- a
few Figures, Fountains. Vases, &c, in consequence of the gar-
dens being required for building.-Apply at the Green Dragon
TaTera, Stepney, near the church. _____^_TO BE SOLD, FANCY POULTRY, at a low pri^T.
*- —In consequence of enlarging the Poultry Court and Peris

there is a necessity of sailing some of the finest Birds, from the
best strains. Cocks or Hens singly if wished for.—Address
X. X., Mr. Eccles, Stationer, Woodstock. Oxon.

C'OR SALE, a Choice Collection of ORCHIDS at a
-L low price.j— For particulars applv to Mr. R. Ke.vn-edy
Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden.

'

Sales by auction.

OPINION of C. RADCLYFFE HALL, ESQ., M D., E.F.R.C.P.
Physician to the Torquay Hospital for Consumption, Author of

" E.-^ays on Pulmonary Tubercle," &c. &c. &c.
"I have no hesitation in saying that I genera' lv prefer your

Cod Liver Oil for the following reason*:— I n.wr. f.-i-no it -

AGREE BETTER WITH THE DIGESTIVE OBGAN3, BSPRCIAXLY IN
THOSK PATIENTS WHO COSSEDBB THEMSELVES TO BE BILIOUS:
it seldom causes nausea or eructation; it is more palatable to
most patients than the other kinds of Cod Liver Oil: it is
stronger, and consequently a smaller dose is sul ont.''

Sold Wholesale and Retail, in bottles capsuled and labelled
•with Dr. De Jongh's Stamp and Signature, without whicb
NONE ARE GEN-riNP. by ANSAR, HARFORD AKD CO. sole
British Consignees. 77. Strand, London; and bv manv respect-
able Chemists and Druggists throughout the United Kingdom.

Half-pints (10 cu.ices), 2.«. 6d.; Pints (20 ounces), 4s. 9d :

Quarts (40 ounces), 9s. IMPERIAL MEASURE.

IVANTED TO RENT, within a few- miles south or
* » west of London, about 10 to 20 acres of good LIGHT
EARLY LAND, well suited for spade cultivation.— Applv. bv
letter, to Mr. II. Scott, Messrs. Robins & Burges, 7, New Inn
London.

•

TTTANTED TO RENT, a few Acres of LAND, with
» » a small BOOM and Garden, within 10 miles of London

Near the Eastern Counties or Brighton Kail preferred.—D. S
Mr. Tabernacle, 19, Coleiaan Streei, City.

TO TULIP FANCIERS.
IVTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-
LVJ- stmcted by Mr. John Slater, of Cheetham Hill, near
Manchester, to sell by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane
on TUESDAY, September 2, at 12 o'clock, a very select portion
of his 8 t^ck consisting of some of the finest varieties of Tulips
in cultivation, many of which have not been previously offered
for Sale. -Catalogues may be had one week prior to the Sale of
Mr. John Slater; of the principal Seedsmen in London; and
of the Auctioneers, Levtonstone.

TO tv03L.fc.Me.iV, CcNfLtMtlM, AND NURSEKYMEN.
IMPORTANT SALE AT THE BAGSHOT NUKSERY.

A | R. J. C. STEVENS beg? to announce that Jje has
ItJ. received instructions from Messrs. StandLsh fe Noble, who
are dissolving partnership, to Sell by Auction at the Nurseries,
Bagshot, Surrey, on the days mentioned below, a portion of their
Stock, which includes about

—

700 specimens of the most choice and rare CONIFERS and
other Ornamental Hants.

250 BERBERIS JAPONICA, Beali and intermedia, all of
which proved themselves perfectly hardv (vide descrip-
tion—Jour. Hort. Soc.,voI.v., p. 20; and Paxton's " Flower
Garden," vol. f„ p. 11).

300 PjEONIES, Fortune's new varieties; imported plants, and
now fine specimen*.

1000 CEP11ALOTAXUS FORTUNE, from Gin. to 3ft. This
ornamental plant has also proved itself superlatively
hardv.

300 SKIM Mr A JAPONIC A.
1000 SIKKIM RHODODENDRONS, including Dalhousia?

Falconer!, fulgeng, Egworthi, Thompsoni, &c. Ac.
'

5000 faiiout'. Ame in Plants, in eluding Boms of the choices*
HYBRID RHODODENDRONS and AZALEAS.

10,000 STANDARD ROSES and 5000 DWARFS, including the
established favourites Jules Margotin, General Jacque-
minot, Gloire de Dijon, Madame Edouard Ory, and all the
newest and best introductions, together with a great variety
of other hardy ornamental Plants.

The Plants in Pots and the American Plants will be sold on
MONDAY, October 13, and four following days, and the Roses
and other Plants on MONDAY, November 17, and four following
days.
The Sfock will be on public view 10 days before each Sale,

when Catalogues may he had (Is. each, returnable to purchasers'"'
at the Nursery, and of Mr. J. C. Stetexb, 38, King Street'
Covent Garden. *

Approved bills at three months* date will he taken ofpurchasers
from 50Z. folOOZ., and at six months' date of purchasers above 100Z
The Sunningdale Station on the South Western Railway is

within about two miles of the Nursery.
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Vol. III.

On the 30th inst. will be published, price Is., No. X. of

LI T TLE D O It R I T. By Charles Dickens.—
A New Serial Story, uniform with ''Bleak House,"

"David Coppehfield," &c. To be completed in Twenty
Monthly Parts, with Illustrations by H. K. Browne.

Braddubv & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

This day is published, price 6s.

MISCELLANIES.-
Ry We M. TilACKERAY.

Contends:—The Memoirs of Barry Lyndon,—A Legend of the

Rhine.—Rebecca and Kowena.—A Little Dinner at Tiuanius's.—

The Bedford Row Conspiracy.

London: Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

Tiiia day is published, price i)s. f
handsomely bound in cloth,

rpHE FIRST VOLUME OF THE POPULAR
J HISTOKY OF ENGLAND, by CHARLES KNIGHT
(from the Invasion of Ciesar to the end of the rei^n of Edward
the Third), illustrated with eight Steel Engravings, and
numerous Woodcuts.

Bradbury* & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

SCHOOL BOTANY ; or, THE RLDlMENTb OF
BOTANICAL SCIENCE.

400 Illustrations. 8vo. Price 5s. 6d. half bound.

Bradbury <fc EvAirg, 11, Bouverie Street.

Lately Published,

HE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY, Structural
-a. and Physiological. With a Glossary of Technical Terms,
and numerous Illustrations. 125. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical "Works

by Profossor LlNDLRY. of which u School Botany/' and " The
Vegetable Kingdom," form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Elements op Botany, comprising
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Tech-
nical Terms, are published in one octavo volume, price 12*.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for
j

Medical and other Students who have made themselves !

acquainted with the author's " School Botany."

N.B. The Glossary may be had separately, price 5s.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

Second Edition, with Additions, price 5s. 6d. cloth,

ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY
THEIR HISTORY AND MANAGEMENT.

By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A.

THE BIRDS TREATED OP ARE—
Domestic Fowl in general
The Guinea Fowl
The Spanish Fowl
The Speckled Dorkings
The Cochin China Fowl
The Malay Fowl
The Pheasant Malay Fowl
The Game Fowl

The Mute Swan
The Canada Goose
The Egyptian or Cape Goose
The Musk Duck
The Grey China Goose
The White Fronted or Langh-
The Wigeon [ing Goose

The White China Goose
The Tame Duck
The Domestic Goose
The Bernicle Goose
The Brent Goose
The Turkey
The Pea Fowl [burgh Fowls
The Golden and Silver 11am-The Teal, and its congeners

" It will he found a useful and intelligent guide to the poultry-keeper; while the lively and often

written gives it a claim upon the attention of the general reader."—Midland Counties Herald.
" This book is the best and most modern authority that can be consulted on the general manageraen

The Cuckoo Fowl
The Blue Dun Fowl
The Lark-crested Fowl
The Poland Fowl
Bantam Fowls
The Rumpless Fowl
The Silk and Negro Fowls
The Frizzled or Friesland Fowls

amusing manner in which it 13

tof poultry."—Stirling Observer

Published by JAMES MATTHEWS, at the Office of the Gardenkhs' Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette,

5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden ; and may be ordered of any Bookseller.

T R
Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5s. 6d.URAL C H E M I S T 11

By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.

Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, I

Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London,
Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon. E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary

|

at Addiscombe,&c, &c.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper "Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Just published, price 5*.

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA. Parts VI. and VIL, com-
pleting the First Volume, containing Oncidium, Caianthe,

Limatodis, and Geodornm.
J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

This day is published, in one vol. 8vo, with numerous woodcuts,
price 75. 6d.,

EDICAL AND (ECONOMICAL BOTANY; orM An Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine
or Domestic (Economy.

EXTRACT FROM TIIK AUTHOR'S PREFACE.
" The Vegetable Kingdom contains, among a large quantity of

plants of no known importance to man, various useful species

employed in medicine, the arts, or in the many branches of

domestic ceconomy. The principal part of those which can be
brought by teachers in Europe under the notice of students, or

which, from their great importance, deserve to be among the

earliest subjects of study, are mentioned in the following pages,

•where they ai*e arranged in the manner proposed In the • Vege-
table Kingdom' of the author, with the sequence of matter

departed from in a few instances, when it was believed that the

convenience of younger students would be consulted by doing so.

The author trusts that this selection will be found to have been

made in such a way that all teachers who possess reasonably

extensive means of illustrating their lectures, and all Botanic
hardens, may furnish the larger part of the species which are

mentioned. A small selection was indispensable; firstly, because

a greater work would have been beyond the reach of the majority
of purchasers; and secondly, because experience shows us that

those who have to study a science of observation, such as Botany,
require to concentrate their attention, in the first instance, upon
a limited number of objects/'

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S INTRODUCTION TO
-L BOTANY, 4th Edition, with Corrections and Additions,

now ready, in 2 vols. Svo, with Six Copper Plates and numerous
Wood Engravings. Price 245. cloth.

London: Longmak, Brown, Greex, Loxgmaxs, & Roberta-

OUT-OF-DOORS DRAWING.
Just published, in post Svo, price 3s. 6d. cloth,

APHORISMS ON DRAWING. By the Bev. S. C.

Malax, M.A. of Bailiol College, Oxford; Vicar of Broad-

wind sor, Dorset.

London : Loxgmax, Brown', Gree.v, Longmans, & Roberts.

Latelv published, in fcp. Svo, price 5s. 9

HINTS on SHOOTING, FISHING, &c, both on
Sea and Laud, ami iu the Fresh-water Lochs of Scotland :

being the Experiences of Christopher Idle, Esq.

"London : Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts.
~ NEW RESEARCHES INTO OLD ENGLISH COUNTRY

LIFE BY MR. GECRCE ROBERTS.
Just published, in One Vol. Svo, with Woodcuts, price IS*, cloth,

COCIAL HISTORY OF THE PEOPLE OF THEO SOUTHERN COUNTIES OF ENGLAND IN PAST
CENTURIES; illustrated in regard to their Habits, Municipal
Bye-laws, Civil Progress, &c, from the lie searches of George
Roberts, Author of h Life of the Duke of Monmouth," &c.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts.

^\M£W PLANTS, FLOWERS, FRUITS, and
L1! VEGETABLES, for Mr. Glenny's opinion in his

Almanack, must be sent free to Fulham only.—Aug. 23.

COMPLETION OF KIDD'S BRITISH SONG-BIRDS.

KIDD'S BRITISH SONG-BIRDS, WARBLERS,
AND AVIARY COMPANION, beautifully Illus-

trated and richly bound, price 85. Sold also in Seven Vols.,

price Is. each.

London : Oroombrtdge & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row.

U

Price 3d. each, or 5s. fot 25 copies for distribution among Cottage
;

Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post office order

betas sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office of
j

the Gardener's Chronicle*

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the

country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for

one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition

to the cose of the numbers.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
OPERATIONS. By Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle. Upwards of

109,000 have already been sold.

CONTENTS.

INVALUABLE TO THOSE WHO HAVE GARDENS,
POULTRY, OR BEES.

A Specimen Number Free for Four Stamps.

THE COTTAGE GARDENER and POULTRY
CHRONICLE, published weekly, price 3d.

t
containing*

pages of seasonable and practical information on Rural and

Household matters.
Also by the Editors of the COTTAGE GARDENER, a series

of Rural Manuals—viz. Gardening, price 3d.; Beekeeping, price

Ad. ; Allotment Farming, price 3d.; Greenhouses, price 6d. The
four above-named, free by post, for Is. 6rf.

Ottaga Gardener O ffice, 20, Paternoster Row, and all bookseller?,

COUNTRY FAIRS.
THE PUBLISHER of "JOHNSON and SHAW'S

FARMERS' ALMANACK" will be most obliged by being

F R U I R ET CULT
Price Is., No. I.,

THE STRAWBERRY.
"The work is handsomely got up. • * There is not a better

African Lilies Gilias Plums
Agapanthus Gooseberries Polyanthus
Anemones Grafting Potatoes

Annuals Green-fly Pruning
Apples Heartsease Privet
Apricot Herbs Propagation by cut-

Auriculas Herbaceous Pei'en- tings

Beans nials Pyracantha
Beet Heliotrope Radishes
Biennials Hollyhocks Ranunculus
Black Fly Honeysuckle Raspberries
Books for Cottagers Horse-radish Rhubarb
Borage Hyacinths Rockets
Borecole Hydrangeas Roses
Box Edgings Hyssop Rue
Broccoli Indian Cress Rustic Vases
Brussels Sprouts Iris Sage
Budding Kidney Beans Salvias
Bulbs Lavender Savoys
Cabbage Layering Saxifrage
Cactus j Leeks Scarlet Runner
Calceolarias Leptosiphons Beans
Califomian Annuals Lettuce Seeds
Campanulas Lobelias Sea Daisy or Thrift
Carnations London Pride Soakale
Carrots Lychnis, double Select Flowers
Cauliflowers Marigold Select Vegetables
Celery Marjoram and Fruit
Cherries Manures Snails and Slugs
China Asters Marvel of Pern Snowdrops
China Roses Mesembryanthe- Spinach
Chrysanthemums, raums Spruce Fir
Chinese Mignonette Spur Pruning

Chives .Mint Stocks
Clarkias Mustard Strawberries
Clematis Narcissus Summer Savory
Collinsias Nemophilas Sweet William
Colewort (Enothera bifrons Thorn Hedges
Cress Onions Thyme
Creepers Pseonies Tigridia Pavonia
Crocus Parsnip Transplanting
Crown Imperials Parsley Tree Lifting
Cucumbers Peaches Tulips
Cultivation of flowers Pea-haulm Turnips

in windows Pears Vegetable Cookery
Dahlias Peas Venus's Looking-
Daisies Pelargoniums Glass
Dog's-tooth Violets Perennials Verbenas
Exhibitions, prepar- Persian Iris Vines
ing articles for Petunias Virginian Stocks

Ferns, as protection Phlox "Wallflowers
Fruit Pigs Willows
Fuchsias Pinks Zinnias
Gentianella Planting

J. Matthews, 5,

1

Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

RURAL SPORTS BY STONEHENGE.
Price 10s. 6d., half-bound,

By G. M'Ewen. I
T3RITISH RURAL SPORTS. By Stoneiienge.

' *-' Comprising

treatise on the Strawberry in our language."— Cottage Gardener.
u Mr. M'Ewen is one of our most intelligent cultivators * •

and trite as the subject is, has known how to give it practical in-

terest."— Gardeners' Chronicle.

" Mr. M'Ewen has been long favourably known to the public

both by his position and by his extraordinary success in the

culture of fruit.;. * * We expected a good book and we are^by

no means disappointed. * • It deserves high commendation."

—

The Field.

" A valuable contribution to practical gardening. * * Invaluable
to amateurs."

—

The Florist.

" Intensely practical. In 1855 Mr. M'Ewen was the most suc-

cessful exhibitor that came under our notice, and his victories

were gained in a war of giants. His style is pithy and concise,

just such as is adapted for the present ripid age when men have
not time to wade through great volumes, which, though the
authors may have some half-dozen consonants appended to their
names, have no claims to be heard as based on successful practice.
Here Mr. M'Ewen is triumphant."—Scottish Gardener.
London : Ghooubridge & Soxs, and sold by all Booksellers.

Shoooting,
Hunting,
Boating,

Coursing,
J

Hawking,
Fishing, I Kacing,
Pedestrianism,

|
Rural Games.

"With numerous Illustrations.

"No Sportsman should be without this book."

London : George Routledoe & Co., 2, Farringdon Street.

Second Issue, price 2s. 6d., or by post, 3*.

1" AND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS ;
&-J with Plates by J. Bailey Dentox, Drainage Engineer.
"The best practical treatise we have yet seen."

—

Agric. Gazette.
" A very able treatise."

—

Mark Lane Express.

London: Ridgwat, Piccadilly ; and M etchtst, Parliament St.

Just published, Svo, cloth, price 6s.,

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON DISORDERS
of the STOMACH, with FERMENTATION; the Causes

and treatment of INDIGESTION; and on DIET. By J. Tie.v-

ecll, M.D., Physician to the Liverpool Royal Infirmary.
" Dr. Turnbull's work is a highly practical one."

—

Lancet.

London : Churchill, and all booksellers.

favoured, during the present month, with any notices of altera-

tions in the period of holding Fairs in which his readers are

interested. It would be a great favour if any reader will cut the

list of his Country Fairs out of the Almanack, wafer it on a half

sheet of p:iper, and mark in the margin any altered times d
holding the Fair, any Fair omitted, and by running his pen

through the name of any Fair which has ceased to be attended

by dealers in Agricultural produce.

Please to address J. RinGWAY, Esq., 169, Piccadilly, London

who will forthwith return a new leaf to replace that forwarded.

The Almanack will be, as heretofore, published on the 1st of

November. All Advertisements for the Advertising Sheets nr;

he forwarded not later than the 1st of October.

NEW AND CHOICE BOOKS.

ALL the best NEW WORKS may be had without

delay from MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, by every

Subscriber of One Guinea per annum. The preference is given

to Works of History, Biography, Religion, Philosophy, and

Travel. The best Works of Fiction are also freely added.

Literary Institutions and Book Societies supplied on liberal

terms. Prospectuses may be obtained on application.

Ciiahles Edward Mudie, 510, New Oxford Street, London;

and 76, Cross Street, Manchester. _

ARTIN'S PICTURES LEAVE ENGLAND.-
Messrs. LEGGATT, HAYWARD, and LEGGATT in-

form their Friends that the Exhibition of these grand production-,

viz., THE LAST JUDGMENT, THE GREAT DAY OF HIS

WRATH, and TIIK PLAINS OF HEAVEN, now on view at

the AUCTION* MART, near the Bank of England, will close

on SATURDAY, the 30th inst., immediately after which tie

Pictures will be shipped for America.— 79, Cornhill, Aug. 23.

PRICE FOURPENCE. OF ANY BOOKSELLER.

CONTENTS of the NUMBER for SATURDAY
LAST, AUGUST 16, OF

THE ATHEN/EUM.
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE

SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ART3.
Thirty-two large Quarto Pages.

Reviews of, wrrn Extracts from—

Life of George Washington. The Austrian Dungeons is

By Washington Irving. Italy. By Felice Orsun.

Tales of College Life. By
TJ Camel: h ;s Organisation

Cuthbert Rede. — —
English Cavalry in the Armv

of the East. 1854 and 1855.

Divisional Orders and Cor-

respondence whilst under the

command of Lieut.-General

the Earl of Lucan.
Reminiscences of Heinrich
Heiue. By Alfred Meissner.

Habits, and Uses, consi-

dered with reference to Ml

Introduction into the laitea

States. By G. P. Marsh.

A Descriptive and Historical

Account of Folkestone »ad

its Neighbourhood. By&.J-

Mackie.

With Shorter Notices of
Memoirs of the Life and Tim«

of John Carpenter. By »•

Brewer. _ ^- ....

Post-office Directory of Devon

shire and Cornwall.

New Editions, &c.

List of New Books.

The Quadroon; or, a Lover's

Adventues In Louisiana.

By Captain Mayne Reid.

An English Chronicle of the
Reigns of Richard IL, Henry
IV., V., VI. Edited by the

Rev. J. S. Davies.

Original.—Madame Vestris-Angeli v. Galbraith-Keport
oc

the Proceedings of the British Association.

Weekly Gossip.—Gold Regions-The Astley
T

Cooper rn

-Fluidity of Blood-National Reformatory ^mon

burgh Archaeological Museum -Sunday Ba"d^*™Jlc %.
Anniversary Meeting—Mediterranean

?

l«»egrapn •

Charles's Death- Royal Botanic Society's Report-**

of the Archaeologists of Germany-Contribntion to u

tory of Wallenstein— Schiller and Goethe sAen
Cheruel's New Edition of the ' Memoires du Due ae

Simon'—French Literary Trials. ^ner
Fine Arts.—New Publications : Bonheur's Chalk

\V »^P

of Limousin—The Educational Question: a
^J™*

Boscawen's « Suffer Little Children to come unto »e.

Fine Art Gossip.—New Picture in the National ir»^.

The Goodwood Plate.
, » a \

Music and the Prama.—Adelphi (' Our Gal. *c.;.

Musical and Dramatic" Gossip.—Stage Morahue^

Surrey Garden Concerts—Preparations *t tn°*
s~Bb'

Theatre—Drury Lane Engnijements-PubUc Koom

mingham New Music Hall-Paris Operatics.

Miscellanea Manchester Streets-German Telegrap

The Athenaeum may be ordered of any Bookseller

Printed by Wiiiiak Bkamvbt. of No. 13, tpper Woburn
J b0,h

»

Fa»»icE MOL..KTT Evaj... of No. 20. Q»«n» Jj^We*,*
the Parish of St. Pancras and in th* toaut- ot Middlewju

be u«T

t^ir Office in Lombard Street.in the Prec.net/V?*^"S »>lli»«'°,
a

of London; and published by them at the Office No. h. "g^a toofj
Street, in the Par.sh of St- Paul's. Covent Garden '^

'

n*
DP„ SH» 10

wneroan Advert is^menta *nd < oronmnications are to De *»

ibk Editob.—Satchsat, Au}ruat2}, 1S56.
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c RYSTAL PALACE.—The THIRD GRAND
FRUIT and FLOWER SHOW of the present Season will

be held on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, Sep-

tember 10th, 11th, and 12th. On Wednesday, September 10th,

the doors will be open at 12 ; admission, 5s., children, 2s. 6d. On
Thursday and Fridav, September llth and 12th, the doors will be

opened at 10; admission, Is., children, 6d. Schedules of Prizes may
he obtained on application to the Secrctary;of the Crystal Palace
Company, at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, and all Plants and
Fruit intended for Exhibition must be entered on or before

Thursday, September 4th. On this occasion Prizes will be
awarded to Amateurs and Cottagers for Fruit, Flowers and
Vegetables.
August 30. V>y order. G. Grove, Secretary.

CRYSTAL PALACE GRAND FRUIT AND
FLOWER SHOW, September 10th, llth, and 12th.—

GARDENERS producing satisfactory evidence of their employ-
ment will, on application to the Secretary of the Crystal Palace i

Company, on or before FRIDAV, September 5tb, receive Tickets

of Admission, not transferable, available on the FIRST DAY of

the Show by payment of Two Shillings. For the accommodation
of Gardeners a Special Train will leave London Bridge Station

for the Ciystal Palace at 6.0 a.m. on Wednesday, September 10th.

RITISH POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.—

A

Meeting of the BRITISH POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY
will be held at the Rooms, 20, Bedford Street, Covent Garden, on
THURSDAY, September 4th, to which Members and Fruit

Growers generally are invited to send specimens of such Fruits

as may be in season. The Chair will be taken at 2 o'clock.

All packages and communications to be addressed to the Secre-

tary, 20, Bedtord Street, Covent Garden.

A LTERATION of TIME for the WASHING-
-*-*- TON FLOWER SHOW.—This Exhibition will beheld in

the village of Washington, on MONDAY and TUESDAY, the

1st and 2d September, and not on the 3d and 4th September,

as previously announced.
N.B.—The Society will provide vehicles, to be at the Washing-

ton Station to meet the 8.45 a.m. up-train and also the 9.35 down-
train, to convey Fruits, Flowers, Ac. &c, to the Show.
Washington (Durham), R.J. Stokobu I Hon. Sees.

Aug. 30. THf ra6tt»3oy. r

ROYAL PAVILION, BRIGHTON.
T<HE BRIGHTON and SUSSEX IIORTICUL-
X TURAL SOCIETY\S EXHIBITION will be h*ld at the

above sphndid Palace and Grounds on WEDNESDAY and

THURSDAY, the 3d and 4th of September next. By permission

of Colonel the Hon. G. A. Upton, the band of the Coldstream

Guards, conducted by Mr. Godfrey, and also the Royal Pavilion

Band, conducted by Mr. Oury, will attend each day. Between

300Z. and 4O0J. are offered in Prizes. Schedules can be

had of the Secretary, or of Mr. Spary, Queen's Graperies,

Brighton. .,

A 10Z. Silver Cup, the gift of the L„ B., & S. C. j ailway Com-
pany, will be awarded to the best Eight Dishes of F uits, distinct

varieties. Free carriage of Plants, &c, from the Bricklayer's

Arms Station and all other Stations as on former o casions.

Edward Carpenteb Secretary.

45, Lavender Street, Brighton.

SJEWBURY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
-L^l The following PRIZES are open for competition to all

England on FRIDAY, September 5. Admission Fee to each,

2s. 6d. For the best collection of 12 dissimilar HOLLYHOCKS,
on spikes, a SILVER CUP (the gift of an Amateur), the value

of 5 Guineas; the second best, 3 Guineas; the third best,

•2 Guineas. Also, for the best stand of 24 dissimilar DAHLIAS,
3 Guineas; and the second best, 2 Guineas.—For further

particulars apply to the Honorary Secretaries, 9, Northbrook

Street, Newbury.

CHATTERIS HORTICULTURAL and FLORI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.—The next EXHIBITION of

this Society will be held at Chatteris on WEDNESDAY, the

10th day of September. In addition to the usual Prizes the

following will be offered, viz.:—For the best 36 Dahlias, dis-

similar, First Prize—a Subscription Silver Cup, value five

guineas ; Second Prize (offered by the Secfety), 12. 10*. Persons

intending to compete for these prizes must give written notice

to the Hon. Secretary by Wednesday, September 3d. Persons

intending to compete for the other prizes must give written

notice (stating what they intend to exhibit) to the Hon. Secretary

by 8 o'clock in the evening of Tuesday, the 9th of September
n^xt.—Alt further information may be obtained on application to

_Chatteris, August 30. William Fryer, Hon. Sec.

jnRAND DAHLIA AND FRUIT SHOW.—The
VT Autumn Exhibition of the MAIDSTONE HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY will t.ike place in the Corn Exchange, on
WEDNESDAY, September 17th. Prizes open to all England.
For 24 Dahlias, distinct varieties, 5W., U, 15*, and 10*. For
6 Exotic Orchids, 21. and 12. Entrance to Non-Subscribers, 5*.

No productions will be received after 10 o'clock. Admission at

1 o'clock, 2.?. 6<f. ; Children, 1$. At 3 o'clock, 1*. ; Children, €d.

List of Prizes and Rules to be had of J. B. Moncktox,
Maidstone. lion. Sec.

HEREFORD HORTICULTURAL EXHIBI-
TION.—Open to all England.—Will be held on the

Castle Green, Hereford, on Tl LSDAY, the 9th of September,
when Three Prizes— 5?., 31., and 22.—will be awarded for collec-

tions of Stove and Greenhouse Plants (9 varieties) ; 32. and 22.

for Ornamental Plants, in or out of bloom (12 do.); 32. and 22. for

Dahlias, selfs (18 do.) ; 22. and 12. do. Fancy (9 do.); 11. 10*. and
12. for Hollyhocks, single blooms (24), not less than 12 varieties,

with numerous other prizes.

Censor, J.Edwards, Esq., F.H.S.
For Schedules, &c, apply to W. Smith (Assistant Secretary),

Florist, Hereford.

DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS.
JAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, &c, 238,

High Holborn, London, have now published their compre-

hensive CATALOGUE OF DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS,
the twenty-first Autumnal Series, which will be forwarded

free of charge and post-paid to all parts of the WORLD, upon
application. The Bulbs are as usual offirst-rat'' quality.

James Carter & Co., Seedsmen, &c ,238, High Holborn. London^

DUTCH BULBS, ETC.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON beg to intimate

that their FIRST IMPORTATION of the above have
arrived in excellent condition. DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUES, which contain their celebrated system of culture, can be

obtained free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, near London
!

DUTCH BULBS.
TAMES VEITCH, Jun., Exotic Nursery, Chelsea,
tl begs to announce that he has received his annual supply of

BULBOUS ROOTS from Holland, and is pleased to eay they

are particularly fine and in excellent condition. Catalogues

are vow ready, and will be forwarded on application.

J. V., Jan., desires to impress upon those who patronise him
the great advantage of giving him their ordebs early, as the

successful cultivation of Bulbs depends in great measure on their

BEING PLANTED EARLY IN THE SEASON.—Aug. 30.
__DUTCH BULBS.

R PARKER begs to inform his friends and
• patrons that he has received his annual importation of

HYACINTHS and other BUI. US, and is pleased to say that

they are particularly fine in quality this season. A priced and
descriptive Catalogue is now ready, and will be forwarded post

free upon application. A remittance or reference to accompany
all orders from unknown correspondents.—Paradise Nursery,

Ilornsey, and Seven Sisters Road, Holloway, London.

DUTCH BULBOUS ROOTS.
ABRAHAM MARTIN and SON have just received

their first importation of the above from Holland, which

are in good condition and very fine, and as their successful culti-

vation depends in great measure on their being planted early,

we would advise our friends to make their selection as soon as

possible. Catalogues gratis. All orders of 21. and upwards paid

100 miles on any railway.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Cottingham ; Hull Branch
Establishment, Junction Street.

HYACINTHS AND OTHER DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
HPHE Subscriber respectfully intimates the arrival of

J- his DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS in fine condition. The
Bulbs are large and sound. Early orders solicited. Descriptive

priced Catalogues free on application.

Charles Alexander, Nurseryman and Seedsman, SO, West
Register Street, Edinburgh.

CRO OM ' S BULBS.
TT MATTHEWS, Son-in-law and successor to the

C

Jate H. Groom, Florist, Clapliam Rise, begs to inform the

public generally that his LILIUMS are now in full perfection

also that he has a large stock of NARCISSUS POETICUS, at

l.«. 6 /. and 2s. Qd. per 100, according to the size of root.—H. M.'s

DUTCH BULBS will be assorted in a few days, and solicits

early orders for the same.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA.
TT^OOD and INGRAM have a very fine strain of
» * the above, which they are now selling in Is. packets, post

free.—Nurseries, Huntingdon.
,

Q.UKHKSEY and BELLADONNA LILIES,
* 4*. per dozen.
Fine flowering Bulbs can b .; supplied during September by

B. Page <fc Co., s.t d Merchants, Southampton.
Price to th*. Trade upon application.

__

HO LLYHO C K SEED.
""1 HATER and SON offer the nbove saved from their

best flow -. in packets, 200 seeds, Is. &?.; or 18 varieties,

separate packets named, 5*.

BOURBON ROSE (GLOIRE DE KOSAMINE), strong
flowering plants in 48 potB. 10*. per dog.—Nurseries, Haverhill.

FERN CATALOGUE.
ROBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE (24 pages) of his Collection of BRITISH and
FOREIGN FERNS, can now be hnd post free for six stamps.
Gratis to all previous purchasers.—Nursery, Foot'g Cray, Kent.

A Z ATE A f N O I C A.

J IVERY and SON, Nursfjumen, &c., Dorkinc and
• Reigate, beg to say that their DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of all the newest and most approved varieties of the

AZALEA may b« had in exchange for one postage stamp.—
Dorking, August 30.

•

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, CAMELLIAS, FERNS.
/^HANDLER and SONS have now ready lor send-

vy out fine hushv plants both of the large and small varieties

of CHRYSANTHEMUMS, from &?. to 12a. per dozen. Also

fine healthy young CAMELLIAS well set with flower-bud.*,

30*. per dozen and upwards. A great variety of FERNS »t

moderate prices.—"Wandsworth Road, Vauxhall.

E SALTER and SON, Strawberry Nursery, Old
• Brorupton, beg to Inform the Public that they have now

ready for planting out Salter's DEFIANCE SCARLET
STOCKS, which have taken the Prize twice. They grow 2

feet high in blossom, and 2| iu circumference. Sent carriage

free within 50 miles of London at 10s. per 100. Post-office

orders payable at Brompton.
|

SUPERB ^NEW STRAWBERRIES.
WILLIAM J. NICHOLSON is now prepared to

send out fine laid Runners of all the new and most of the

older varieties of Strawberries, comprising about 40 of the very

best English, French, and Belgian sorts. Prices and particulars

on application to the Grower, William J. Nicholson', Eggles-

cliffe, near Yarm, Yorkshire.

A Printed List will soon be ready, and may be got free by

applying as[above.
'

.

\TEW STRAWBERRIES.—First on the list is

-LN KITLEY'S CAROLINA SUPERBA. A Post-office order

for Sit. will secure 100 good strong Plants of this very excellent

Seedling, basket included, or 3s. &f.per dozen, free by post

jj.li. See the report of the Pomological Society in this Paper of

July 19; and also in the Calendar of Operations, July 26.

Jamba Kitley, Lyncombe Yale Nursery, Bath.

HOLLYHOCKS and ROSES.—The Hollyhocks at

the Cheshunt Nurseries are now In full bloom, presenting

a display of richness and beauty scarcely attainable in any other

flower. These, combined with the Autumnal Roeea, of which

some acres are in bloom, would amply repay a visit of inspection.

Fine selected Hollyhock Se^d in 2s. 6d. and 5*. packets.

A. Paul & Sox, Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts, one mile from

Cheshunt Station , Eastern Counties Railway.

S~
ELECT FLOWER SEEDS FOR PRESENT

SOWING. Sent post free at the annexed prices :—
Per packet—5.~<L

• f* 9 «

HYACINTHS AND OTHEK DUTCH BULBS.

THE SUBSCRIBER begs to announce the arrival of

his DUTCH and other ROOTS, in very fine condition,

Catalogues ofwhich can be had, or forwarded free on application

Choice SEEDS for present Sowing, warranted.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, saved by Mr. John
Hayes, very splendid, per packet

—

2s. 6d.

CALCEOLARIA, from the best marked varieties ... 1

CINERARIA, very fine, 50 sorts, mixed 1

ANTIRRHINUM, spotted varieties, very beautiful, 6d. and la.

W. Dawe (late Dawe, Cottrell, & Benham), Seedsman, &c,

36, Moorgate Street, London.

* *

• • *

• «•

DOUBLE ROMAN and PAPER WHITE NAR-
CISSUS,^, per dozen.—The above Bulbs, the former of

which is so justly esteemed for its early blooming and excessive

1

1

1
1

6

O

6
6
6

DOUBLE DAISY from 60 choice varieties

CINERARIA, from best new varieties ...

CALCEOLARIA, from best spotted varieties

DOUBLE SWEET WILLIAM, from 30 large varieties

PANSY, from 100 finest show varieties

POLYANTHUS, from 50 superb varieties ... ...

' ANTIRRHINUM, from best striped and spotted varieties

HOLLYHOCK, from 50 superb varieties

William K?nonT. EJorist. Ac.. 67t High Street. B»ttl«, 8u-P.

PAGE and CO., Seed Merchants tmfi Growers,
Southampton, can now supply, carriage free on South-

western

—

.
**

Prime New English Trifolium, perewt 4G*. to 42

Dwarf Rape, per bushel^-. ••• x*

Early Six Weeks' Stubble Turnip, per lb. ...

Chives' Orange Jelly ditto, per lb 1

Italian Rye-grass, per quarter 50

b:

9

/CHOICE SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.
Vy Per packet

—

s. " d.

CALCEOLARIA from very showy varieties care-

fully impregnated
GERANIUM from first-rate Florist varieties ...

from the new showy French ditto ...

from first-rate fancy ditto

from Scented-leaved ditto

„ from the finest new Rose, Pink,

White, Ac, of the Scarlet habit

A remittance in stamps or otherwise must accompany all

orders from unknown correspondents.

Jons Cattell, Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.

>»

2
1

1
1

6

6

6

N.
CALCEOLARIA AND WIMULUS SEED.

GAINES having been fortunate in saving Seed
(

from the superb Calceolarias and Mitnulns he exhibited
< ( \

Permanent. Pasture and Lawn Grasses equal to any house in

the trade.— Fide Southampton " Public Lands.

Page & Co. having long supplied the leading practical farmer*

in Hants, Wilts, and Dorset, their establishment is worth the

attention of Gentlemen Agricultun-:* who wish to buy ac

strictly speakin-r market prices.—Oxford Street, Southampton.

ROBERT BARKER begs to otter the following, of

which he possesses a large stock in strong and healthy

plants:- . Per dozen

Exotic Orchids trom 4 -*-

Stove and greenhouse Ferns

Hardy do.

Selaginellas or Lyeopodiums

Geraniums, show and fancy varieties

Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass) ,„,_.._ ... _

A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue is published, and will ce~

—

forwarded post free upon application. A remittance or refiworceTC

to accompany all orders from unknown coiTespondeiito.

Paradisp Nnrserv. Hornby, and Seven Sisters RoadrHoHoway,

-The collection at

• • +

# *

* *

• «•

• ••

*9 •

. .

*• «

9*
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RCHARD-HOUSE TKEBS.-

so successfully at the Royal Botanic, Regent's Park, and Crystal I ^ SawbridS?^r*£"r^

£«££*-z^z*^^^^ *SSaar* Rtont one mile *°m "$$$££?*
at the Nursery, Surrey an-, Battersea.-August 30. ir.ost convenient. lffi^VER.

. ^

^
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GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.

.

ft
RA) AWD

. °
JMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

^ X penence in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance ofdesign good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical
• dotation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in aposition to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
Nurserymen

; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory
references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all
purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available

JOHN WEEKS CO J

«fr
t*.ul

King's Road, Chelsea

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING, AND HEATING BY HOT WATER
The accompanying

sketch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bars. The large
surface which this Boiler
exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of extraordi-
nary power,

J. W. 6c Co. manufac-
ture these Boilers of all
sizes. The largest size
measure 5 feet 6 inches
high by 3 feet 6 inches
diameter, and exposes to
the immediate action of
the fire a surface of 340
superficial feet. The
smallest size is 18 inches
Wgkt by 18 inches in
diameter.

a
HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER, COMMONLY CALLED

WEEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTE

S°oooO'i_^J

M. 33

. >\ EKKS C£ l*(V rfit^.r to their nirn oy onaitr,! rj*,»w r .m ^«* *i.~ \__i_ _**•«..... _ „ J J^! KS.^ re?^^ which is heated by one toiler and may be seen in constant operation, 1^'Ilrt^Qr*^ Censer-
ilating through upwards of 5000 feet of pipe, and the whole so fixed and TegSd Sat «y onePofSe houses can be

ratories, &c
,
upwards of 1000 feet in length, the water in the various houses circula

heated separately, or the whole together, and any part regulated at pleasure.

t^r* ^Z^L^S^l^ r:^?he
!
Xten^e N™7 °f M«™ M~*"- &^ ™*«°* *<>*«, ^. John's Wood.

srsTK^IIe saysT-
6 "* HenderS0Q,:5 own words

.
expressing his approval of our one boiler

"lam more than satisfied with the extraordinary remits of what Messrs. JOSS Weeks & Co ^ay(f

™w/rr
"*' m

?=
9 ^ 9

.

rmt "*2,*8r
#
?/ 0Mr *o«-*oi«M/r»w one boiler. /< ii aZmo5 < impcwift/e forme to express my satisfaction sufficiently strong!,,. The effect and great saving produced is truly won-

V$iL i Z "ftl
°f^ m 2

t
h °UrS U aU thnt is used tn hmt a ****** of hothouses, *c.%e,rly

9)0 feet in length, and these various houses are to some extent widely separated, as 300 feet stand in one

^^arTnf** * ""^ ^ ** *" *"**> ** *° °n
'
**«** ™^<™X^t

Messrs. John Weeks & Co, can also refer to numerous seats of the Nobility and Gentry invarious parts ot the country where one Boiler has been fixed to warm a great number of houses \cand frequently the dwelling-house also from the same boiler.
™<n Der oi nouses, sc.,

la some instances our one Boiler is doing the work formerlr done bv 20 so that in these casesthc
**l?Vnumber of fire9

'
tokehntes, and chimneys, are entirely dispensed with

leatln mSFSS D..ke of Leeds'. Hornby Castle Yorkshire, one of J. W»n & Co.'s Boilers isheating 10,000 feet of 4-inch pipe, and one of the houses, a large Conservatory 190 feet lone iss.tuated upwards of500 feet from the Boiler.
S ««-v»i°ry Jau xeet long, is
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erS ° f a" S!Z6S °n the Same economical principles;

?hrn«£w *k k \°{ d,ff
^
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L
8,z«s are m operation at the seats of the Nobility and Gentrythroughout the Kingdom and on the Continent.
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erect Horticultural Buildings or to fix Hot-Water AppRrat

pt Lei 22 ?
r
,
,cultural ^taWtohnwnt and Hothouse Works, King's Road, Chelsea, an« tens ' vey«wfy of Conservatories, Greenhouses, Hothouses, Pits, &c, erected and in full opera-

hl;^ ff R
Vi
m°dern ,mProvements in the various branches of the Horticultural science, so

it is required
gentlemaU Can select tbe descriptioc of house best adapted to the purpose for which

o„h V"*
H°rti™lt

.

ural Establishment it is also an unlimited source of attraction, containing Ne*
and Rare Plants m great variety.

,J
h
;

e 22SSS °f
* fS°H aT,d GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in all the various stages of growth

and in endless variety, include every novelty that is worth cultivating.
A large stock of GRAPE VINES, struck from eyes, very strong for Planting and Forcing inpots.

FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS of every kind.
The SEED BUSINESS is conducted upon an extensive scale, every article warranted true t»*

kind, and ot genuine good quality.
GARDEN TOOLS, and Horticultural Implements of everv description, all of the best make.no

interior article kept. " r

CAST-IRON VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great variety of the most beautiful designs.

WIREWORK for all Ornamental Garden purposes.

and JSSSS^SSa tegggg*^ * the improvements of the day. HoBT,™n Works of every description

At our Illustrated Catalog ; also^^^^^^ ^fHo^U^ hy Hot. Water ^ of^ -^ ,w and Fountains

;

also Catalogues of Vines, Fruit Trees, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Seeds, dr.

JOHN WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-Water
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA.
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NEW HARDY RHODODENDRONS.
JOHN WATERER begs to say that he is now

prepared to execute orders for the undermentioned RHO DO-
DENDRONS in good strong established plants.

RHODODENDRON JOHN WATERER; colour intense crim-

son with dark spots ; immense truss of bloom and fine foliage

;

21*. each.

RHODODENDRON MRS. JOHN WATERER; bright rosy
crimson, dark spots, fine conical truss and excellent habit;

21s. each,
RHODODENDRON LADY ELEANOR CATHCART; ver-

milion crimson with a distinct blotch of chocolate spots; very
vigorous grower; 10s. 6d. each.

ffig- We recommend these varieties as being far superior to

anything of the kind before offered, and as being perfectly hardy,

in proof of which their blooming season is not till from the 10th

to the end of the month of June.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey: near the Sunning-

daln Station of Waterl oo, Wokingham, and Reading Railway.

pUTHILL'S STRAWBERRY PLANT^for 1856
V_y and Spring of 1857 ark now readv,

CtTTHTix's EARLY BLACK PRINCE, 5s. to 75. 6i. per 100.
Cuthili/s PRINCESS ROYAL.-Early, very hardy, medium

size, superior flavour. Name suggested by Sir Jasper Atkinson
on account of its superiority. Price 11. per 100; 50 for 12s.; or

25 for 6*. It is an excellent early forcer. (See the Illustrated

London News of July 12th, for a drawing of Cuthh-l's Princess
Royal Strawberry,)
Cuthili/b PRINCE OF WALES.—Splendid colour and shapp.

fine size, the greatest bearer of all other sorts, first rate for table

and preserving. Price 10s. per 100, or 50 for 6*. The average of
days in bearing of these three sorts is over 55 ; the average
weight about 1700 lbs. to three-quarters of an acre.

Cuthill's BLACK SPINE CUCUMBER, 1* per packet
Green's LADY ANTROBUS WINTER CUCUMBER has

been in his possession 20 years. P*r packet, 2s. 6d.

Cuthill's NEW LONG WHITE SPINE.—Great bearer,
fine form, 12, 16, and 20 inches long, 2s. Sd. per packet.

J. Cuthill's Pamphlet on the Potato, Strawberry, &c. 2s.

J. Cuthill's Market Gardening Round London. Is. 6d.

J. Cuthill's Pamphlet on the Vine Disease of Spain and
Portugal; containing also a Plan for the Total Destruction of
"Woo il ice in Cucumber Pits,&c. Price Is.

Orders payable to James Cuthill , Camharwpll, London.

DARK LACED SEEDLING POLYANTHUS LADY MILNER.
JOHN WILLISON has great pleasure in offering the

nbove unrivalled Seedling at 5s. per plant, which has been so
successful at the York Show for the two last years, which took
the 1st, 2d, and 3d prizes, and has been pronounced by many
competent judges the best in its class.

Mr. C. Turner's opinion :—" Sir, your Polyanthus for size,

shape, and marking, is the most perfect flower I ever saw ; it is

a beautv ." J. W. has saved a little seed from the above seedling
at 2*. 6d. per packer, and from 25 good show flowers 1$. 6d. per
packet. The above can be had of Mr. C. Turner, Slough; S.
Finney & Co., Gateshead ; and all the principal nurserymen and
florists. The usual allowance to the trade and one over when a
dozen are taken. J. W. can supply good plants of the following at
Jow prices:—50 to 100 of the leading sorts of show Gooseberry
Trees at 65. per doz.: Primroses, crimson, 9s. per doz. ; White,
Purple, Lilac, and Yellow, 4«. per doz. All orders from unknown
correspondents must be accompanied with a post-office order,

John* Willisox, Chubb Hill Nursery. Whitby.

NEW HARDY HYBRID RHODODENDRONS^
TXfATERER and GODFREY beg to offer the
* * following new Hybrid Rhododendrous, and which they

recommend as being hardy, distinct, late, and beautiful, and
such as will be sure to give satisfaction, viz.:

—

ALARM.—This is, perhaps, one of the most striking kinds 5. d.

we possess, each petal being edged with bright scarlet, the
centre quite white; it is also a very late bloomer 21

BLACK-EYED SUSAN.— Purplish lilac, the spotting
being more decidedly black than in any variety we know 21

BEAUTY OF SURREY.—Rich, rosy scarlet, good shape,
and prettilv marked

LORD JOHN RUSSELL.—Pale rose, the upper petal being
distinctly and beautifully spotted, or rather blotched; this
is decidedly the best in its way

MAGNUM BONUM.—Rosy lilac, spotted all over each
petal; the flowers being large, and almost flit, makes it

very attractive
PRINCE ALBERT.— Rich lake, the flowers of remarkable
consistency, in fact almost approaching a Camellia; cer-
tainlv one of the most distinct and desirable kind^

PERIEANUM.—Light rose, finely spotted; this is a very
pleasing kind

WILLIAM DOWNING.—Rich dark puce, with an intense
black blotch on the upper petal of paint-like consistency;
the flowers are individually large, and the truss magni-
IlCtrllu *** #•• •* *•« *•* • *, «•* #4 *

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey, Aug. 30.

UNEQUALLED NEW STRAWBERRY RIVAL QUEEN.
EDWARD TILEY begs to announce to Strawberry

growers and the public generally that he is now ready to

send out strong well-rooted plants of the above unequalled new
Seedling Strawberry, which has been grown and thoroughly
proved against more than 20 of the newest and choicest varieties
yet sent out.
Numerous persons when walking over E. TVs Strawberry beds

and tasting the fruit of various kinds, have always been of
opinion that the flavour of this Strawberry has surpassed all that
they had ever before tasted. The word was generally, u It is

• quite equal to that fine Strawberry the British Queen, if not
hotter." More than a hundred names could be mentioned if

•requisite who have aU given the same opinion. I here mention
the names of two gentlemen who are great growers, and very
particular with regnrd to the quality and flavour of strawberries.

Opinion of C. Maude, Esq . Manor House, Bathampton : - "This
is one of the finest flavoured Strawberries 1 have ever tasted. I

should have thought it had been the true British Queen from its

fine flavour, and should not have known the difference except
from its being brighter in colour, and free from the green top
which the Queen always has."

C. Sainsbury, Esq., Swainswick House, whose name is well
kn>uu to the floriculmral world, being the raiser of a great
number of the finest seedling Dahlias that have ever yet been
sent out:—"This is one of the finest flavoured Strawberries I

htv« ever tasted, and should like to have plants of it"
The advantage of the above splendid Strawberry over thftt

fine variety the British Queen is as follows :—The British
'Queen is a very delicate and tender kind—this is one of the
hardiest and most productive fruiters that has ever yet been
grown

; berries very large, fine shape, and of a most splendid
colour. It also possesses the following fine property, which is
seldom to be met with in any other kind, viz., firmness of texture,
so that it may with safety be sent to any distance without
1

f
J
JJ

ry? And keP t for many dayg when ripe without decay or loss
flavour. It will prove to be one of the best varieties ever

vet offered to the public for every purpose for which a Strawberrv
is required.

J

Strong well-rooted plants 3?. per 100 ; 1Z. 15s. for 50 ; 1Z. for 25

;

or one dozen for 12a.; the 25 or the dozen sent postage and
package free. A Post-office order is expected to accompany all
commands.

»£°W^D Tluw *. Nnrserymen, Seedsman, and Florist. 14,Abbey Churchyard, Bath.

TULIP CATALOGUE.
/CHARLES TURNER begs to intimate that
vV TULIP CATALOGUE, with prices, is now ready, an

F

his

d can
be had on application.

A Catalogue of Geraniums (including Foster's, Uoyle's, and
Turner's new varieties), Fancy Geraniums, Cinerarias, &c, will

be ready in September.
Now ready, verv choice CINERARIA. 2s. 6<l. per packet.

very choice CALCEOLARIA, 25. Gd. „

m
Royal Nursery, Slough.

NEW VERBENAS of 1856.—Blue Bonnet, Tranby,
Dandy, Standard Bearer, G<?ant de Batailles, Imptfratrice

Elizabeth, Mrs. A. Clive, Viscountess Emlyn, Antagonist, King
of Sardinia, King of Roses, Purple Defiance, General Simpson,
Duke of Cambridge, Sir Colin Campbell, Criterion, Lady Caruoys,
Nosegay, Crimson Perfection, Moon'ight, Mrs. II. Williams, La
Stella, Loveliness, Dr. McLean, Eugenia, Admiral Lyons, Coun-
tess ot Oxford, Lady Kerrison, Preeminent Victory, Imperialil,

Any of the above 4d. each, and post free when more than 12 are
taken. New striped Petunias at 6d. per dozen.— Address

Hexrv May, the Hope Nurseries, near Bedal e, Yorkshi re.

BALSAMS.
and A. SMITH beg to invite the Public to an in-

spection of their BALSAMS (put aside for Seed) for

which they obtained the Silver Medal at the July Show of the
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park.

Colours:—Blush, pink, white, scarlet, purple crimson, scarlet

flake, purple flake, scarlet-mottled, crimson flake, crimson
bizarre, scarlet bizarre, crimson maculated, and crimson mottled.

—Omnibuses from Gracechurch Street, City, and Oxford Street,

to Crystal Palace, Dulwich, passing within five minutes' walk
every hour.

CATALOGUES.
ASS and BROWN'S Nos. I. and It CATA-
LOGUES for 185&-57 are now ready and supplied on

application.

No I. contains their large and superb collection of BULBS
and FLOWER ROOTS, which are tlrs season v«ry fine;

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, CONIFEU.E, HARDY ORNA-
MENTAL SHRUBS, ROSES, FRUITS, &c.
No. II. contains their choice collections of GERANIUMS,

AZALEA INDICA, CINERARIAS, STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, &c.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
14 best Pompoues of last season, handsome and bushy,

for strong bloom 14s. Od.

20 best Pompones of previous date 12

20 best large flowering of ditto 12
Sudbury, Suffolk.

New and Beautiful Hardy Coniferous Tree.
CU PRESS US LAWSONIANA.

ESSRS WATERER and GODFREY have much
pleasure in offering the above fine plant raised from seed

sent home by Mr. W. Murray, who in describing it in connection
with other rare Pines, such as nobilis, gmndis, Jeffreyi, Ben-
thamiana, &c, says, " It was the handsomest tree in the whole
expedition. It grows about 100 feet high and 2 feet in diameter;
the foliage is most delicate and graceful, the branches bend up-
wards at the end like a Spruce and hang down at the tip like an
ostrich feather, the top shoots droop like a Deodar, and the

timber is good, clear, and workable." Seedling plants will be sent

out in August upon the following terms, and orders executed
strictly in rotation. One plant 21*. ; six plants, 47. 10*.; 12 plants,

11. 10s.—Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,

B

M

21

21

PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the
Quoth, &c, beg leave to intimate to their Customers and

the Public the arrival of a very fine selection of FLOWER
ROOTS in excellent condition, and they respectfully solicit early

orders for the same. Catalogues may be had free on application.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

21

21

21

21

ROYAL
BERKSHIRE

SEED
^ESTABLISHMENT.

CARRIAGE FREE.GOOD
Seeds Direct from the Growers the most certain means

of Preventing Disappointment.

SUTTON and SONS, Seed Growers, Reading,

Berks, can supply every hind of FARM and
GARDEN SEEDS of genuine and superior quality.

Agriculturists residing in the most remote parts of the kingdom
can procure pood Seeds at very moderate prices from this Esta-
blishment— For particulars, apply to

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

&fie <Sar&ener$f Chronicle*
SATURDA Y, A UGUST 30, 1856.

The reappearance of the Potato disease, and the

storms which have here and there accompanied it,

have revived the old speculation that this affection

is caused by the action of electricity. We see the

question raised in the country newspapers, and our

own correspondents are engaging in the discussion.

It is u'ged that the disease continually breaks out

after thunderstorms, as was confidently asserted in

Ireland in numerous places in the year 1845, when
fishermen reported that they had seen from the sea

lightning plaving over healthy Potato fields which
immediately became rotten. Of this a very extra-

ordinary instance was pointed out in the parish of

Skerries, near Dublin. Without going back to those

days we are assured that similar instances have just

occurred. A correspondent mentions the following

cases as having come within his own knowledge:

—

lt A severe storm occurred at B , daring

which the exchange of electricity between the earth

and the s'orm-cloud was seen by more than one

observer. From that time the early Potatoes become

diseased, and on the Saturday week after the storm

were half rotten. An electrical discharge was seen to

take place from a cloud into a field on Thursday,

August 7. Prior to that time no trace of disease

appeared ; now there can hardly be found a root

I without one or two stems nearly rotten, and the

damage done was clearly visible on ihe Saturday

morning after the storm. Enquiry of those who get

their living by buying crops of Potatoes on the

land and selling them again, and whose experience

is of course the largest in this case, shows that

frequently a corner of a field is taken ; sometimes a

strip along a hedge side; sometimes a belt across

the middle, and commonly a limit to the malady
may be 'traced in some one or more fields in the

district in which it prevails. An old man, a
market gardener, was going with his cart to Bradford
market from Wakefield four years ago in the month
of July. It was very close and hot. At a particular

spot on the road it became ' suddenly as cold as

Christmas, fit to take the face off you.' This lasted

for about 50 yards, when 'all on a sudden it was as

hot as going into a stove.' That night the Potatoes

became diseased which had previously been per-

fectly healthy, and this poor man was ruined by the

loss. He now works as a labourer in the public

streets. I think," adds our correspondent, u that

in all these (probably in all other) cases electricity

is the cause, the sole cause of the evil, and that

fungi, &c, are but results which mostly accompany
the decay of nitrogenised vegetable matter. The
stem of the plant forms the medium through which
electric discharge takes place : the obstruction to

the passage of the electricity developes heat

which converts the fluids of the stalk into steam,

thus rupturing the cells and giving rise to decay.

The circulation of sap, altered in its chemical con-

dition by passing through the disrupted part, causes

the decay of the tubers. It is also probable that a

chemical decomposition of the fluids in the plant

takes place by the electricity in its passage, and that

part of the effects known as Potato disease are due

to this."

Bat it is to be remembered that the Potato disease

breaks out in the absence of thunderstorms ; as,

for instance, in the spring, when Potatoes are forced

for an early crop. Nor can we admit it ever to be

so sudden in its appearance as is alleged. On the

contrary, it is invariably preceded, for some days

or even weeks, by the well known brown dis-

colouration of the stem near the old set, a symptom
which, being underground, is not observed. More-

over it is necessary for the advocates of electrical

agency to show why that agency failed to manifest

itself before the year 1845 in Great Britain. These

are facts for which theory must account satisfac-

torily before we can give our assent to the electrical

notion. We forbear to remark upon our corre-

spondent's hypothesis that the fluids of the stem

are converted intosteam(I), which ruptures the tissues

and thus causes decay; nor is the supposition con-

sistent with facts of another kind. The Potato disease

is first manifested on the skin of the stem next the

old set. Some time afterwards blotches, accom-

panied by the mildew plant (Botrytis), appear on

the leaves at or near the edges. Afterwards the

decay spreads, connecting the base of the stem

with the leaves and invading the lateral tubers.

This is the invariable course of the disease as far

as we have observed it, even when it has spread

with the greatest rapidity, and in some instances a

few hours have sufficed to complete the operation.

We wholly concur with our experienced friend

Mr. Berkeley in regarding the phenomenon as due

to the action of the microscopic spawn (mycelium) of

the Botrytis, which after a time sets up a putrid

fermentation of the juices of the Potato. All facts

at present known to us are consistent with this

view ; which nevertheless is not without its diffi-

culties. Why, it must be asked, did not the

Botrytis attack the Potato before 1845, in these

islands? Or if its attacks were in reality much
earlier, as is probable, how was it that they became

so virulent from 1845 ? To that we have no answer

to give. The same question is also applicable to

the Vine mildew, and remains equally without

reply.

It is probable that the spread of these pests may
be owing to a greater abundance than usual of

nitrogenous matter in the tissues of the Potato and

Vine, however acquired ;
for many facts point in

that direction, and we know that nitrogenous matter

is most especially the nutriment of fungi. If that be

so the sudden application of nitrates formed in

thunderstorms, dissolved in the rain that accom-

panies them, and rapidly absorbed by the roots of

the Potato, may give such an impe'us to the de-

velopment of fungi as will account fir their sudden

excessive manifestation in connection with electrical

discharges in the atmosphere. Nor would this be

inconsistent with the presence of disease in forcing

houses, although thunderstorms do not occur there
;

because in such places carbonate of ammonia,

which is always in excess, may furnish the nitrogen

required. This is a very different, and, we venture

to think, more plausible interpretation of the sup-

Dosed connection between lightning and Botrytis,
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that what is g:nerally offered. But even if true it

by no means exhausts the question; for it still

fails to explain why nitrogenous matter was not

thus in action before 1S45.

Mr. John Shaw, of 40, Princes Street, Man-
chester, has sent us a sample of a shading material

which promises to supply a real want in gardening.

The fabrics at present in use for that purpose are

either too opaque or too perishable, or too heavy, or

too costly, or they have, like Frigi Domo, the great

fault of shrinking excessively. That before us seems
to be free from such objections. When drawn over

a glass roof the effect is that of a white cloud re-

flected on the glass ; it does little more than diffuse

light without obstructing it. Of its durability we
cannot judge, but some trials we have made with it

in wet windy weather are satisfactory as regards its

strength. Nothing can well be less heavy, even
when soaked with rain, for the threads are too far

apart to allow water to be detained among them.
Its price is 5s. for a piece 20 yards long by 38 inches

wide ; 3(7. a yard for such a width is as little as any
good material can cost. Finally, as to shrinking, we
do not at present see that it possesses that bad
quality in any appreciable degree.

Time is, of course, the only test of the true value

of articles like this " Tiffany , for so it is called ; and
that test we have not been able to apply. We know,
however, that it is in use at Trentham, where Mr.
Fleming finds it extremely useful. In a note before

us he says :
— " The new material for shading

answers perfectly. It is stout and yet open
enough to admit sufficient light to plants in flower,

to Ferns and Lycopods, which thrive amazingly
under its genial shade. Pine Apples are much
benefited by being shaded by it during bright sun-

shine, and so are Melons and Cucumbers." He
proposes to fix it permanently during summer
over the Camellia house at Trentham, in order to

preserve the healthy green foliage from being

Drowned by the sun. He is also of opinion that the

material will answer to keep wasps and flies from

fruit, and to protect wall trees from frost in spring.

We advise a trial to be made of it at once, as a

guard against the swarms of wasps which the late

dog-days so abundantly engendered.

It is said that Wellingtonia, the noblest of

Coniferous plants, is afflicted with an alarming

disease. Our correspondents describe the disease in

various ways ; but chiefly as a dyintj away of the

limbs without any assignable cause. To a small ex-

tent this seems to be constitutional ; and so far it

resembles what is so common in Cryptoraeria,

Juniperus squamosa, and a few other plants of the

same group among Conifers, and may be regarded as

unimportant. But in some cases the mischief goes

further, the whole top turning brown and perishing.

Is that really a disease ? Or is it not rather the
consequence of some management which the plants
dislike 1 We incline to the latter opinion.

If Wellingtonia, while very young, is planted
out of doors in burnt clay and fragments of charred
roots or leaves, it grows with great rapidity, presents

the appearance of robust health, and becomes in a
few months the sturdy bush described at p. 534 by
a correspondent at Acton. No cold touches it. No
wet affects it ; for the place in which it has grown
ever since its infancy is as wet and cold as could
be found in the county of Middlesex. We ascribe
this vigorous health in some measure to the soil,

which perfectly agrees with it, but more especially

to the perfect freedom of its roots. On the other
hand, all the unhealthy specimens we have seen or

heard of had been nursed under shelter, and cramped
in little flower-pots. The effect has been to pro-

duce a weakly growth at a season when the plant
should have been at rest and the production of wood
and leaves in places where they are imperfectly
exposed to that action of sun, wind, and air which
is indispensable to all plants, but most especially to

Conifers. Moreover the roots crowded and twisted
within the narrow space of a flower-pot were quite
incapable of obtaining such a supply of food as was
demanded for their own organisation, as well as for

the nutriment of the branches. The inevitable
result would be the death of something. In a
specimen sent us by Mr. Rivers both top and bottom
were perishing equally.

Should this reasoning be correct the remedy will
be obvious. The plants should be fully exposed to

the weather in all seasons, and never be cramped in

pots. It would seem as if the treatment of Spruce
and Larch was that which they would prefer. If
for a plant of so much value that rough management
is thought objectionable, then we would suggest the
basket potting so successfully employed where the
situation a plant is to occupy finally cannot be
decided. This basket potting, which is far too
little known, is managed as follows :—A seedling is

planted in a small coarse wicker basket plunged in

the ground. After a time its roots find their way
through the sides of the basket into the surrounding

earth. The basket is then carefully lifted and
placed in a similar plunged basket of much larger

dimensions, the first being left to rot. In time its

roots find their way to the open sides of the second

basket, when the shifting must be repeated ; and
this must be continued till the station of the speci-

men is finally determined upon, when it is planted

along with the basket or baskets into which it may
have been transferred from time to time.

In this way " corkscrewing," as the spiral direction

of the roots is called, becomes impossible ; whereas

in a garden pot it is as impossible to prevent it.

And this is a point of the first importance, for if

the roots of a Conifer once become corkscrewed

nothing will afterwards overcome the spiral ten-

dency ; and although the plant may not actually

fall over or be blown out of the ground, it acquires

incurable debility, as may be seen anywhere in

the cise of Cedars of Lebanon and others which
have been long kept in pots for the convenience
of transplantation ; and of the condition of whose
roots the annexed cut is no exaggeration.

* New Plants.
182. Biota Meldensis.

This new Arbor vitse ia named from having been
raised at Meaux, by a Mr. Quetier of that city, so

famous for its Roses. It is said to be a hybrid between
the common Arbor vitee and a Red Cedar. It has, how-
ever, the cone of a Thuja. Its pyramidal habit makes
it easy to recognise. M. Pepin regards it as possessing
peculiar interest as being the only hybrid yet known
among evergreen trees. Monitcur des Com. There is a
Thuja pendula with a weeping habit and long flagelliform

branches which is also supposed to be a hybrid, as is

stated in the Botanical Register. There is also a
hybrid Oak between Qu. pedunculata and Ilex ; and
doubtless other cases could be named.

GLASS-HOUSES FOR GARDENING
PURPOSES.

Your remarks upon the triumphs of good cultivation

in make-shift houses have induced me to offer a few
observations upon garden structures in general. In no
department of gardening have more errors been com-
mitted or more expense contracted than in this, and
no other has furnished so many sources of vexation
to gardeners or disappointment to their employers. I

believe one chief reason of this arises from the fact

that houses are frequently erected without any very
definite idea of the purpose they are intended to serve.

Almost every country tradesman, be he carpenter,
bricklayer, plumber, or ironmonger—for all these, and
more than these, dabble in such matters—feels himself
qualified to give estimates for and erect such build-
ings. Besides, most agents, be they successful corn
growers or learned lawyers, are generally prepared
to give their opinion on the subject ; and ranges
of glass are sometimes erected in country places
without those who are to use them having been
consulted about the matter at all. Hence, expensive
houses are frequently built without any proper means
of heating or ventilating, their facilities for successful
cultivation ^eing in an inverse ratio to their cost I
have seen many instances of this description, and in the
arrangements for heating alone have observed as much
hot-water pipe used in an Orangery as would suffice for
an Orchid house ; whereas in a plant stove I have seen
the pipes for heating the atmosphere so buried up as if

the chief desideratum was to secure subterranean not
atmospheric heat, to k-eep the foundations of the build-

in

gen
g comfortable instead of economically securrnlTa
nil] temperature by placing every inch of the warminir

apparatus in the beat possible position for conductor
and radiating heat. But I will not multiply instances
as such anomalies are common to most gardeners unles*
indeed it be those whose plant houses have all been
erected and heated by some of the large London or
provincial firms, who generally execute their work much
to their own credit and the satisfaction of all parties
concerned.

While I perfectly agree with you that very mud}
may be accomplished, and is, by most good gardeners,
with very unpromising materials, I am still of opinion
that all glass structures for gardening purpose*
should be distinguished by strength, durability, effi-

ciency, and beauty, and that all this is compatible
with a due regard to enlightened economy. Thev
should be strong to give that security and safety
to our protegees which their fragility and our sympathy
and love for them so imperatively demand ; also that
we may be able to visit them at all times, to admire their

beauty, and minister to their wants without any fear for
our personal safety. This can hardly be the case with
the makeshift houses so graphically described at p. 348.

They should also be strong, to protect them from acci-

dent. About three years ago I was awoke one moraine
by a terrific hurricane and the crash of breaking glass;

three minutes sufficed for dressing and calling up my
young men, and I sallied forth to examine the range of

houses. I shall never forget the scene. The lights of

a fruiting Pine house and a cold pit hard by were
dancing a polka together, to the rough wild music of a
lofty greenhouse that swayed about with the wind and
threatened every moment to add its light half rotten

materials to the debris around me. I vowed then,.

amidst the serious havoc and deafening uproar of the

storm, a vow that I will legibly imprint upon every glass

house that I design, or cause to be erected—that they

shall all be strong. But glass houses should also he durable,

and this implies that they should be constructed of the

best materials. Also that these materials should be so

formed and placed as to be kept as dry as possible. I

have frequently seen the finest beams of Deal forming

wall-plate3 and supports for roof-sashes rotted entirely

through by having a level top or a slight inclination

inwards. Sometimes even mouldings are fixed on above

the level as if for the express purpose of retaining

water. Such beams ought invariably to be bevelled from

the centre to the sides, so that a drop of water cannot

lodge upon them. Attention to such matters, securing

good workmanship in the glazing, and giving them a coat

of paint just when, and not a year or two after, they

require it, will enable good materials to withstand the

severe tests to which they are exposed for years. Iron,

though more durable than wood, cannot be recom-

mended for general purposes. Its use involves the

necessity of such frequent inside painting, aud the

quantity of glass destroyed by its powerful expansive

and contractive properties is so great, as to more

than counterbalance the advantages it possesses

on the score of durability. Above all glass

houses must be efficient, that is, they must answer

the purpose for which they were designed. The

roofs should be impervious to moisture, and though

strong not heavy to obstruct the free ingress of light-

Ventilation should be abundant, skilfully arranged to

avoid draughts, simple, easily and speedily regulated
'
r

a copious supply of water at the temperature of the

house should be provided, and atmospheric moisture

easily at command. The heating apparatus must be

sufficiently strong, clean, and under perfect control ;
and,,

in fine, the whole arrangements made with the view of

producing the largest quantity of perfect fruit or flowers

in the shortest period of time, at the least cost, in the

smallest space. With such houses a common man may

succeed, while a good gardener is sure to excel.

Garden structures ought also to be ornamental. It is

bad policy to keep them out of sight, and in most places

it is simply impossible. Ladies and gentlemen in the

present day are not satisfied with results. They must

see the entire process by which such results are 0Dta
j
ne**:

Hence, for one lady or gentleman now who is satisfied

with seeing their gardens in their house or on their

table, hundreds are almost daily visiting every part ot

them, from the imposing highly finished conservatory,

that has become a necessary appendage to the drawing-

room, to the rude contrivances that are run np to sinew

bedding plants from the withering breath of a storm*

March, or the pelting hailstorm of laughing April.

many establishments, too, the entire range of g
Ias*

becomes a promenade for the family in cold or w^

weather. By such means the taste for garden
r
i^

pursuits is doubtless strengthened and extended. The

untidy would check this tas'te is blind to the true
gardener who by erecting ugly houses or keeping

interests of his profession. I would advocate f°sten"^

it as much as possible by making garden structures a^

their occupants still more beautiful. _
Much m&

^^ [

easing

done by beauty of design—more perhaps by

arrangement—and a good deal by destroying the n

some monotony of our roofs, and indeed tjie
,

w
.

inside of our houses by introducing chaste and P'
eas

colours of paint. The charm of good cu 'ture
.,

wi p,

cleanliness I suppose to be always present. But i

k it

be asked, is all this consistent with economy ? I tm"

is. Strength and durability constitute the very **r

stone of true economy. Take a term of years, say a qu

half a century ; compare the expense ot flimsy
'

«*

tures to those that have been well built, and the m*

will be in favour of the latter. There are many

or
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ceptional cases, but as a general rule it holds good in

this, as in all other matters— that what is worth doing

at all is worth doing well. Besides well-built houses are

generally more efficient. Great masters of our or

indeed of any other art are comparatively rare, and it

requires such to achieve triumphs over great difficul-

ties. Much beauty too may be secured at but little

additional cost, and I know of no department of art in

which more can be obtained for a less sum than in

garden architecture. However, I freely admit that if

garden buildings are to be richly adorned, a strict

economy cannot be adhered to, for I agree with you,

in one of your articles upon the Horticultural So-

ciety's garden at Chiswick, that ornamental gar-

wbat then ? Ornamental

Afghanistan. That country is, as you are aware, a lofty

table land, the highest portions of which, having an alti-

tude of 6000 to 8000 feet above the sea, are around

Ghuzni and Cabool ; from thence the plateau slopes

gently towards the south-west, until at Caudahar the

barometer indicates an elevation of about 4000 feet

only above the sea levtl. The climate of the northern

districts appears to me greatly to resemble that of

Canada. The air is pure and exceedingly dry ; the

summer short but intensely hot ; whilst the winter is

long and extremely severe. I have seen the thermo-

meter stand at 112° Fahr. in my tent on the banks of

the Helmuud in August, and in the following winter

witnessed the quicksilver fall to 14° below zero in the

citadel of Ghuzui. Yet Afghanistan is celebrated for

* wile

dening is expensive. But what then ?

gardening is a high style of art ; and who can say that ! its vineyards ; indeed, Grapes may be called the staple

its practice involves more expense than the pursuit of
i
production of the country, and although many of the

sculpture or of painting, or that the pleasures it confers
j
species are valuable only for their abundant bearing,

are less refining, spirit-stirring, satisfying and ennobling ?

D. T. Fish, Hardwiclc Gardens, Bury St. Edmunds.

GHUZNI VINEYARDS.
The perusal of a leading article in your issue of the

2d inst., in which you advert to a Transatlantic publica-

tion on the growth of the Vine, induces me to trouble

you with a suggestion* gathered from my Eastern expe-

rience, and which I think it probable may prove useful

to the cultivators of the Vine in the United States, and
snore especially to those resident in Canada.

I served for four years, 183° to 1842 inclusive, in

SECTION OF A GHUZNI VINEYARD.

others, especially the small golden Be-dana (seedless)

possess a richness of flavour that would render them

favourites even in England. The system of cultivation

pursued, and under which alone in such a climate and

with limited means the husbandman could hope to see

his Vines ripen both fruit and wood, is briefly this :—
,

The site of the vineyard is selected, if possible, on the

slope of a hill with a southern aspect. The ground is

then dug in trenches (running north and south) at in-

tervals of about 12 feet, and from 3 to 4 feet deep, the

soil excavated being deposited between

thus forming intermediate mounds, the

the trenches,

whole finally

dehnite, and the stems very short aud ol a pure

in B. ganglioniformis, the pest of Lettuces, but

which also grows on the Sowthistle, the tips of

the threads, instead of being regularly forked, swell

into ganglion-like processes, from which little spicules

project, each of which is surmounted by a spore. On
the Anemone the fertile threads are still shorter than in

the Botrytis of likinanthus, and are very slightly divided,

so as to bear only four or five spores.

5o8. The threads of the Botiytis are injurious in two

ways, first by diverting and appropriating the nutriment

which was elaborated by the plant on which they grow,

principally as it should seem by endosmose through the

walls, though the threads are capable of penetrating

the cavities of the cells, and secondly when they them-

selves decay, by acting like a putrefactive ferment on
the tissues with which they are in contact. It is

manifest that if this be the case it is nat necessary that

the Botrytis should penetrate to every part where decay

exists, for when the tissues are once affected at a

particular point they can communicate the taint as well

as the fungus. The Botrytis which attends the Potato

murrain is so important as to require a separate article.

Our figure represents Botrytis macrospora, Unger, a

species closely allied to B. umbelliferarum, in which

Caspary has found his sporidangia. M. J. B.

B. General level of the ground.

C. Earth excavated from D. I

E F. 6 to 7 feet.

G. H, 12 to 14 feet.

resembling somewhat a gigantic Celery bed. All the well established, and can scarcely have its proper name

stones that have been dug out (and, if necessary, others restored.

are collected for the same purpose) are then driven

into the sides of the trenches and mounds, and thus form

a rough revetment or wall ; the Vines are then planted

in the bottom of the trenches, and as they grow trail

themselves over the mounds.

The advantages of the system are obvious. During

the long winter the Vines are buried deep in snow, and

this warm covering is retained by the trenches until

•some time after all on the surface of the country has

disappeared, and danger from spring frosts has passed

away. As the snow in the trenches melts it find a

yeady outlet at the lower ends. When once the Vines

begin to push their progress is rapid, as from the mode
of growth provided for them they receive not only the

full benefit of the whole of the direct rays of the sun,

but also of the heat radiated from the underlying stone

revetment.

I think you will agree with me that the adoption of a

plan such" as the above would enable our Canadian

farmers speedily to enjoy an abundance of good Grapes,

obtained, too, with little trouble or expense. A. C d.,

Great Malvern*

556. The Parasitic species of Botrytis, to which it is

proposed to confine the name, consist of a branched

mycelium creeping amongst the large intercellular spaces

of the under side of the leaves of plants, or occasionally

amongst far closer tissues and fertile threads rising from

them which penetrate into the open air or some free

space, and there produce at their swollen or branched

and often forcipate tips, large globose ovate or elongated

spores. Tulasne, Caspary, and others have however

discovered that this is not the only fruit. The latter,

independently of Tulasne, has figuredf two kinds of

fruit, one of which containing a single many-coated spore

he calls a sporangium, and the other a cell containing

multitudes o*f minute sporidia he calls a sporidangium,

an organ which differs from the pycnidia of Tulasne in

its simple covering and the reproductive bodies like those

iu the vesicles of Mucor being formed from the protoplasm.

U

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXXXV.
555. Parasite {Botrytis*).—This name is familiar to

•the English reader from its connection with the Potato

murrain, but as if nothing in nomenclature was ever to

remain unchanged, three names at least, Peronospora,

Bremia, and Monosporium have striven to supplant it,

and the former with some prospect of success. Unhap-
pily when extensive genera are divided, the division is

seldom made by authors who have studied the whole

group, and have therefore reserved its proper place to

the original name, which ought to contain the more
typical species. Each, for the most part,separates agroup

under a new generic name, till the original genus is lost.

The genus Botrytis was first established by Micheli to

include the species which were afterwards separated

under the name of Polyactis by Link. Meanwhile a

parasitic species, the mould of many Crucifers, was pro-

posed by Persoon under the name of Botrytis parasitica,

and the species is figured by Sowerby as Mucor Botrytis.

Many species were subsequently added, which form
Verticillium and other genera, and B. parasitica and its

allies remained tenants of the genus till Corda, without
considering what bad been done by others, according to

his habit of giving every form a new generic name,
proposed for them the name of Peronospora, while
Kegel, in ignorance of a host of publications on the
subject, gave to one species the name of Bremia, and
Bouorden added that of Monosporium. Under these
circumstances, unless the name of Botrytis is to be
swamped altogether, it seems right to retain it for the
plant of Persoon and its allies, as the genus Polyactis is

3r

These forms of fructification have not been discovered in

every species at present,and as the Oidium of the Vine has

not yet been found producing the fruit of an Erisyphe,

so the Botrytis of the Potato has at present not been

found with sporangia or sporidangia.

557. The parasitic species of Botrytis occur on plants

Home Correspondence.
Diseased Lobelia.—May I take the liberty of request-

ing you to examine the enclosed specimen of Lobelia.

It is the well-known L. Ramosoides, which is very

extensively used here for dwarf blue beds and also for

margins to beds. I lately observed that beds of it were

less brilliant in colour than usual, and after closely ex-

amining the plants I found that they were slightly spotted.

I attempted to save the beds by cutting a little from the

tops of the plants, and afterwards shading them with

boughs. They however would not revive, but were in

the space of three or four days entirely gone, leaving

not the slightest trace of their former beauty—they

became one putrid mass. Some of the beds in distant

parts of the garden begin to get gradually affected in

a similar manner; bnttheevil is confined to this variety.

The other sorts treated as annuals andraised from seeds IB

spring are not at all affected, though growing in the same

compartment of the garden. This variety of Lobelia I

have kept up from cuttings made in autumn and spring,

and they have never until within thelast few days exhibited

the slightest symptom of decay. I may mention that the

weather has been very dry and warm for several weeks,

but during that time thebeds of Lobelia were well supplied

with water. Their decay has been so rapid and unusual

that I am sure you will not consider me obtrusive in

laying the matter before you. Robert Gordon Foago,

Shrubland Park. [We have examined very careful'y

the specimen of Lobelia which you have kindly trans-

mitted, without arriving at any satisfactory conclusion

as to the cause of the affection. The root is singularly

healthy for so diseased a plant. There is no fungus

about the plant to account* for the decay, which com-

mences at isolated spots all over the plant, even as high

as the calyx and petals, and then rapidly extends in

every direction. Upon the moister portions are im-

perfect specimens of Botrytis grisea mixed with Macro-

sporium Chciranthi. These, however, are merely a

consequence of decay and not a cause. There is a

minute Phoma on the peduncles, but in too small quan-

tities to make it of any consequence. The only peculiarity

about the tissues is that the walls of the external cells

are strongly plicate, a condition dependent upon their

bavin* become more flaccid than in health. The whole

history of the complaint, and especially the circum-

stance of its being confined to a single variety, indicates

one of those constitutional disorders against which no

one can guard, aud against which it is often hope-

less to contend. Even in the animal kingdom, where

there is more time for the application of reme-

dies, such maladies often admit of no relief.

About fifteen years since an excellent breeder of

short-horns, notwithstanding the utmost skill and atten-

tion, found his stock attacked by cancer. It was not at

all known how it was generated, nor why it became

almost universal. Every possible means were employed

to guard against its increase but in vain, and at last it

became imperative to get rid of the breed altogether. It

is exactly the same with the gardener, to whom it is

extremely mortifying, because his employer, if unac-

quainted with the subject, is apt to attribute failure

to want of skill, but wherever plants are raised

from cuttings the stock is peculiarly liable to dis-

ease, because the peculiarities of constitution are

under the most favourable circumstances handed

down, and if there is any weakness it is often

• From p«t;vs, a bunch of Grapes.

are often extensive. A lilac-coloured species abounds

on Spinach and other allied plants, forming close dense

tufts. Peas, Poppies, Teazle, Lettuces, Parsnips, and

above all these various species of Onions, often fall a

sacrifice to their attacks. The species which affects

the latter, B. destructor, is like the mould of Spinach

tinged with lilac, but instead of forming a close

felt is scattered uniformly over the leaves. The

spores are longer than in any other species. In the species

which attacks Rliinanthus, B. densa 9 the spots are

t Ueber zwei- und dreierlei Friichte einiger Sckimmelpilze

(Hyphomyceten), von Dr. R. Caspary. Berlin, 1855. An extract

from the monthly report of the Berlin Academy, May 1855.

sufficient to produce apparent

impair the constitution. The only effectual plan is to

get a new stock from some distant quarter, or to try

what may be done by seed. The latter resource is,

however, a very precarious one, as the seed of thoroughly

diseased plants, if they are vigorous enough to produce

seed, is very apt to give rise to a diseased stock.

M. J. B.]

Victoria Regia,—My Victoria Regia, described at

p. 518, is now furnishing remarkably fine flowers ; its

bloom in its perfect stage measured 1 1 4 inches in

diameter. The plant is still producing enormous leaves,

of which there are in all 12, and new flower buds are
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appearing every day. It is couaidered the finest plant

in this part of the country. W. May, Gr. to Jo&iah Spcde,

Hawkesyard, Rwjeley, Staffordshire.

Early Peas.—I qui e agree with Mr. Whiting that it

is a matter of some importance both to buyers and
sellers to ascertain which is really the best Pea for a
first crop ; and like him I have this season been

proving a few sorts for my own satisfaction. They
were the following, which were sown on the same
day: — 1. Sangster's No. 1; 2, Prince Albert; 3,

Warner's E«rly Emperor ; 4, Early Warwick ; 5,

Auvergne. N<s. 1 and 2 were equal in regard to

earliness, but No. 2 is such a poor bearer and so very
tender, that I consider it not worth growing ; No. 3 was
a few days later, more prolific, but inferior in flavour

to No. 1 ; No. 4 was eight da}S later ; No. 5 I found to

be only a second early, but far inferior to Fairbeard's

Champion, which I consider is the best of all Peas for

a second sowing, being an abundant bearer, and possess-

ing an excellent flavour. II. Petrie, Elsham Hall, Lincoln.
• As an addendum to Mr. Whiting's list of new names,
I beg to add that of " Rendle's First Early Green."
After several trials with this Pea I have proved it

(except in one instance) to be " Danecroft Rival ;" the

exception alluded to was last year, when it turned out

to be identical with " Warner's Emperor." The seed

in every instance was procured direct from Plymouth.
Beta.

Lccust of Tartary.—On Monday, the 11th inst., as

one of the bailiffs was passing into the county court at

Mansfield he took off the Town Hall railing what he
called a large grasshopper, and gave it to the clerk of

the Court. It appeared much exhausted, but recovered
itself on being fed ; it died last Friday. It is the larger

species of the locust of Tartary. How it could have
got to Mansfield must be explained by those more con-
versant with such matters than I am. J. 0.

Proposal for a Metropolitan Botanic and Flower
Garden.— If you will find room for a few lines explana-
tory of an idea, I believe in some respects new, for

carrying out the above objects in a practical way I shall

feel obliged. My plan is to institute a garden where
botany (that of our own land especially) may be studied,

and lovers of gardening may see those flowers, plants,

and shrubs which are in use for garden ornament,
observe their habits, and learn all information about
obtaining and keeping them. I believe such a thing is

not in existence, certainly we have nothing of the sort

near London. The beautiful gardens at Kew afford no
facility for study, and as regards indigenous botany they
are generally considered a failure. The Regent's Park
Gardens, from which so much was expected, are of no
service to the general public ; the Medical Botanic
Garden at Chelsea I need not mention, and at the Crystal
Palace ornament and not instruction is the rule ; and in

none of these places can the man who delights in his

garden and home adornment get at the name, nature,

and cost of the useful and beautiful vegetation which
enchants his eye. In two paragraphs I will briefly

state how I would pursue this object of instructing in

science and taste. The garden should be as near town
as smoke and the price of laud would allow—not beyond

It forms part of the essay " Ot Vicissitudes of Things,"
by Lord Verulam, commonly called Lord Bacon.
" There is a toy which I have heard, and I wouid not
have it given over, but waited upon a little. They say
it is observed in the Low Countreys (I know not in what
part), that every five-and-thirty years the same kind
and suit of years and weathers comes about again, as
great frosts, great wet, great droughts, warm winters,
summers with little heat, and the like ; and they call it

the Prime. It is a thing I do rather mention becauj-e
computing backwards I have found some concurrence."
This passage may not be familiar to some of your
readers, and whatever they may think as to the ex-
istence of the " Prime," will probably interest them as
showing that irregularity in the seasons was experienced,
to some extent, at least, by the subjects of Queen
Elizabeth as well as by those of Queen Victoria, and as
showing moreover that the subject excited some atten-
tion then as now. One of your correspondents says
that the testimony of old people to the change of climate
since their youth is found to be very vague when sifted.

Not always I thiuk. In 1851 an old man told me that
he thought it rash to build such a large flat-roofed edi-

j

fice as the Crystal Palace. " To be sure Paxton ha'nt
a lived so long, nur seed sich snow as I've a done." He
then told me precisely the year and the duration of a
great snow that happened in his youth, but I have for-

gotten both. Again, I remember a very old gardener
saying that in his youth a particular sort of Plum used
to ripen well at Frampton, in Dorset, on standards,
which is now never the case there. In both these cases
the evidence was as clear as could be. Has the question
as to the existence of Vineyards in England in old times
ever been settled ? In Normandy there is no doubt of
their having formerly existed in parts where they are
not to be found at present. H. J. Moule, St. Germain-en-
Laye. [And so they did in England. The reason of
their cultivation being discontinued was the gradual
introduction of good wine at low prices, as we
long since explained.]

Cotoneaster microphylla a Hedge Plant.—It has been
stated that this is admirably adapted for covering rocky
banks and walls. As, however, 1 do not remember ever
seeing it recommended as a hedge plant, or used for
that purpose except by myself, I may state that few, if

any, plants are so well adapted for an ornamental and
efficient fence. Ten years ago I planted a hedge of it at

the bottom of a sloping garden about 60 yards long by the
side of a road, and about 3£ feet above its level ; and
for the last four years it has proved a sufficient protec-
tion against cattle without rails. The ouly care re-

quired is to keep the plants clean and their branches as

they extend in the line of the fence for a few years,
with an annual dressing with the shears or switching-
knife when it has obtained the required size. My hedge
is much admired by all who have seen it, being at all

times a deep green, and enlivened in the depth of winter
and spring with a profusion of scarlet berries, until it

again becomes as white as a sheet with its innumerable
blossoms, which during the day are literally covered
with bees. Besides forming a good and neat fence the
branches hang down above the bank and completely

a fourpenny omnibus ride. The part appropriated to ' cover it to the level of the road. Mice store the berries
gardening should take a central position, the shrubs and up in winter ; but the Mistletoe thrush is the only bird
flowers being arranged for easy reference, and clearly

named. Outside this division in a continuous line or
circle would be placed our indigenous plants, ordered
according to the best natural system, with facility for
learning theirniedical and other properties. Exotic plants
should be similarly managed, eo that the visitor might
learn the country, habits, and uses of what he is looking
at I would alto as far as practicable allow botanic
students to obtain small specimens, as at Versailles and
elsewhere, and an arranged propagating department, so
that the progress of vegetation could be observed. On
the ground there should be a light structure containing
a reading-room, where botanic and gardening periodicals
might be seen, and a select library of reference. There
should also be the names of all the seedsmen and florists,

and the catalogues of those who publis-h them ; secondly,
a museum, where specimens, scientific and economic,
could be easily referred to, and gardening implements
and contrivances exhibited. It may be said all this would
cost a fine sum, for most undertakings in this country
naustbe done expensively, but having had the idea in my
mind for some months I could show that the expense
would not be very great, not more than a person of com-
fortable means would spend about his own grounds. I

should suggest a public subscription to lay out the
grounds in the first instance, and purchase and collect a
few thousand plautsl; and public gardens, private good-
will, and florists would no doubt soon add to the store.

The rarer plants and the herbarium (which could start
with about 2000 species) might be collected by degrees.
For current expenses, I calculate a nominal entrance
charge of 2d., florists' special advertisements in the
reading-room, shows, and the sale of redundant seeds
and specimens among the trade, would defray the
expenses of gardeners, &c. Having been an amateur
gardener for some years, and a botanic student for many,
I feel much interest in the idea, and should be happy to
give any assistance in my power to an institution which
would promote the knowledge of nature and the love of
flowers. G. Findeix Warr, 5, Elizabeth Cottages, Soutli-
gate Road, Islington.

Change in the Seasons.—Something has lately been said
in your columns about the change in the seasons that
appears to have taken place of late years ; and I have
lighted on a paragraph on the same subject written long
ago indeed, but perl aps none the worse on that account

1 have seen attracted by them. /. Gaitikell, Cumber-
land.

Large Puff-balls.—I found a puff-ball (as it is com-
monly called) of such gigantic dimensions to-day that I

think it worth mentioning. It was in the shape of an
elongated human skull. It measured in circumference
2 feet 11 inches by 2 feet 4 inches, and weighed 54
ounces. Cavanensis. [This is not very large for Bovista.]

British Association for the Advancement of
Science, Aug. 7.—Section D.

—

Zoology and Botany
{Continued).—Dr. Lankester read a paper from Prof.
Henfrey " On the Development of the Embryo of Flower-
ing Plants."— In this paper Prof. Henfrey announced
that Prof. Schleiden and Dr. Schacht had given
up their opinion that the end of the pol!en-tube
produced the embryo in the seeds of flowering plants

;

and had come to the conclusion that the embryo is

formed from a distinct protein mass, contained in the
embryo sac. He also pointed out that the embryo
mass does not become a regular cell covered with cellu-
lose till after the pollen-tube has come in contact with
the embryo sac.

Friday.—" On the Variation of Species," by the Rev.
L. Jenyns.— Having referred to Prof. Buckman's paper,
read in the Section yesterday, he stated that his remarks
to-day would refer to the same subject ; but that his
illustrations were animals, and not plants. He then
proceeded to refer to the fact that a large number of
varieties of animals, more especially birds, had been put
down as distinct species, which were undoubtedly the
same bird. Whilst he was convinced of the existence
of species, he felt sure that there was a tendency to
regard as distinct many animals which were not so.
" On the Triticoidal Forms of ^Egilops, and on the

Specific Identity of Centaurea nigra and C. nigrescens,"
by Prof. Henslow.—In this paper the professor recorded
the result of his own experiments, in which he had so
far succeeded in changing the character of ^Egilops squar-
rosa as to lead him to conclude that M. Fabre's original

statement that A. ovata was the origin of Wheat,
Triticum sativum, was not altogether without founda-
tion. He exhibited sptcimens, in which the form of

|

^Egilops squarrosa had undergone considerable diiBtt\
but he had not yet succeeded in obtaining the character,
of Triticum sativum. Prof. Henslow then exhibited forms
of Centaurea nigra and C. nigrescens, in which it wM
seen that these plants had completely passed ooe into
the other. He then referred to instances of the spe
of Rosa, Primula, and Auagallis, passing one into the
other. Mr. Bentham stated that when he first began to
study botany, he thought permanent characters ou-ht to
be regarded as distinctive of species. He now, however
believed that permanent characters might be given to
plants by locality and climate, which had no right to be
regarded as distinct species. He then proceeded to
refer to his own experience of the Flora of Europ-
Asia, and Africa, as contrasted with that of the Briuah
Islands. He instanced more particularly Bellis ptren-
nis and B. sylvestris as the same plant, and Taraxacum
obovatum and T. Itevigatum. He thought that all the
forms of Rubus, with the exception perhaps of R.
ctesius, ought to be referred to R. fruticosus.— Sir W.
Jardine referred to instances of birds in which external

circumstances changed the colour of their plumage and
other points of their structure.—Prof. Balfour referred

to instances of plants which varied very much in their

characters, according to the circumstances in which they

were placed. He mentioned the case of Pontederia
crassipes, which assumed, according to its treatment,
quite different characters. Accidental changes in form
frequently became permanent, of which he related an
instance in a Fern at the Edinburgh Botanic Gardens.

—Dr. J. E. Gray referred to the great influence which
depth, age, and other circumstances had upon the cha-

racter of shells. He believed the multiplication of species

was a great evil, and calculated to deter persons from

the study of natural history.— Prof. Busk drew attention

to the importance of distinguishing the characters which

constituted a species from those which might charac-

terise the individual. In the lower forms of both animals

and plants, the individual exhibited itself as composed
of hundreds and thousands of parts, each resembliug the

other.

Metropolitan Hollyhock and Dahlia Exhibition—This took place at Cremorne on Tuesday and Wednes-
day, the 19th and 20th inst. One hundred and sixty

spikes of Hollyhocks were staged, all nearly 3 feet in

height, and closely set with bloom, the flowers giving

an average diameter of 5 inches. The Dahlias
as a whole were not first-rate. Roses were shown by

Messrs. Paul. Messrs. E. G. Henderson contributed

a van-load of Coniferous plants, which, tastefully

grouped, formed an admirable centre for the display

of the Hollyhock spikes staged round them. Messrs.

Smith of Dulwich also sent 30 specimen Balsams,

Of Hollyhocks Messrs. Bircham &, Ward sent SolfaU rre,

Souvenir, Pourpre de Tyre, Lemonade, Purple Ptifec-

tion, Brennus, Seedling, Fireball Superb, Standard,

Vesta, and Hon. Mrs. Ashley ; Mr. Chater—Lady
Middleton, Walden Masterpiece, Saturn, Resplendensr
Canary, Autocrat, Beauty of Walden (one of the best

varieties shown), Empress (best buff or yellow), Ge'ant

des Batailles, Fanny, and Mont Blanc ; Messrs. Paul

produced Primrose Perfection, Memnon, Pourpre de

Tyre, Narcissus, Mrs. Oakes, Hedenham Rival, Beauty

of Cheshunt, Solfaterre, White Globe (best white spike),

Glory, and Hon. Mrs. Ashley. Nine spikes : the Rev.

C. Fellowes showed Solfaterre Improved (best jellow

spike, as also the best spike in the exhibitioD),

Lilac Model (best spike mottled light), Fireball

Superb, Purpurea elegans (best purple or plum

spike), Hon. Mrs. Ashley, Mrs. Oakes, Unique, Bren-

nus, and Lemonade "Improved ; Mr. Grant sent King

of Yellows, Eva, Pourpre de Tyre, Beauty of Cheshunt,

Souvenir, Solfaterre, Yellow Model, Seedling, and Hon.

Mrs. Ashley ; H. Bowler, Esq., furnished Atropur-

purea, Hon. Mrs. Ashley, Unique, Joseph Clarke, (to

this was awarded a First- Class Certificate), Mrs.

H. Bowler, Lilac Model, Queen, Solfaterre, and a Seed-

ling ; Fourth, Mr. C. J. Perry. In twenty-four

blooms, the best varieties were for the most p&rt

those shown in spikes. In the class of twenty-four

blooms, (Dealers), Mr. Chater, and Messrs. Paul

showed collections. Of these, the best varieties were

Exquisite, Nil Desperandum, Sulphur Queen, Ceres,

Atrosanguinea, Rosy Morn, Lilacina, Grandis, Master-

piece, Queen of Buffs, Ruby Queen, Canary, Purpw

King, Leonora, Lady Middleton, Lilac Queen, Beauty ot

Walden, Autocrat, Sceptre d'Or, Ignea, Walden

Rival, Lord Jocelyn, Pourpre de Tyre, Mrs. Oat?*,

Memnon, Purple Perfection, Mr. Adams, wmw
Globe, Beauty of Cheshunt, Eclipse, Hon. Mrs.

Ashley, Blushing Bride, Solfaterre, Charles Baron

Improved, Criterion, Rosy Morn, and Omar Pacha.

Of Dahlias (24), Mr. Charles Turner sent

John Franklin, Colonel Windham, Malvina, Captain

Ingram, Incomparable, Sir F. Bathurst, Bessie, Lpm

Palmerston, Grand Sultan, Amazon, Rachel Rawlins,

Harbinger, Sir C. Napier, Lord Bath, Eclipse, Esptr-

tero, Sir R Whittington, aud Duchess of Cambridge

,

Mr. H. Legge had Admiral, Sir C. Napier, Crimen

King, Amazon, Mr. Seldon, Duchess of Kent, GUnljon,

Beauty of the Grove, Mrs. Legge, Robert Bruce,-

Rachel Rawlius, Duke of Wellington, Magnet, Le rW*,

Louisa, Glenny, Port Wine, Roundhead, and JuUie*'

Mr. Keynes furnished Lord Palmerston, Loll'P°P'.^

F. Bathurst, Lady Folkestone, Coeur de Lion, Mal>u»»

Sir J. Franklin, Rachel Rawlins, Dr. Gully, Bessie, £*
ginald, Archbishop of Canterbury, Admiral imnu r

Lord Bath, Sir C. Napier, Sebastopol, and
I

Ann*

In the private grower*' class (24 blooms), Mr. U ui*»

Sir
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sent Miss Caroline, .Pre-eminent, Lord Palmeisiou,
Fanny Keynes, Malvina, Robert Bruce, Cossack, Ama-
zon, Lady Mary Labouchere, Lilac King, Lord Bath,

Yellow Beauty, Sir C. Napier, Lollipop, The Nigger,

Sir J. Franklin, Bessie, Miss Burdett Coutts, and
Duchess of Wellington. In the class of 12 Dahlias,

J. Cook, Esq., showed Salvator Rosa, Lollipop, Rachel
Rawlins, Constancy, Beauty of the Grove, Beauty of

Slough, Duchess of Kent, Miss Caroline, Empress, Sir

F. Bathurst, Colonel Windham, and Essex Triumph
;

Mr. Holmes : Lord Palmerston, Caroline, Sir C. Napier,

Sir J. Franklin, Cherub, Diadem, Yellow Beauty, Sir F.

Bathurst, Miss Burdett Coutts, Bijou, The Nigger, and
Lollipop ; the Rev. C. Fellowes : Fanny Keynes, Miss
Caroline, Mrs. Wheeler, Lilac King, Rachel Rawlins,
Lord Bath, Marion, Amazon, Miss Burdett Coutts, The
Nigger, Lollipop, and Duchess of Wellington ; C. J. Perry,

Esq., had Miss Caroline, Beauty of Slough, Archbishop of

Canterbury, Rachel Rawlins,' Ringleader, Lollipop,

Annie Salter, Magnet, Yellow Beauty, Mrs. Rawlins,
Annie, and Bessie. Fancy Dahlias (24 blooms) : Of
these Mr. Keynes exhibited Charles Perry, Conqueror,
Polyphemus, Carnation, Lady Grenville, Jonas, Empe-
reur de Maroc, Mrs. Hansard, Miss Frarapton, Duchess
of Kent, Mrs. Spary, Pigeon, Model, and some unnamed
seedlings ; Mr. C. Turner : Eugenie, Butterfly, Marvel,
Pigeon, La Vogue, Inimitable, Enchantress, Duchesse
de Brabant, Comet, Empereurde Maroc, Mrs. Hansard,
Admiration, Miquette, Kossuth, Laura Lavington,
Phaeton, and Gloire de Kain ; Mr. H. Legge : Butter-
fly, Triomphe de Roubaix, Vasco de Gama, Baron
d'Arme, Malvina, Attraction, Mrs. Hansard, Annie
Miquet, Duchess of Kent, Princess Charlotte, Snagretta,
Laura Lavington, Gloire de Kain, Phaeton, Pigeon,
Juliana, Lady Greville, Liliput von Branduth, and some
seedlings. Twelve Fancies.—The Rev. C. Fellowes had
Enchantress, Topsy, Triomphe de Roubaix, Inimitable,

Eugenie, Miss Ward, Lady Grenville, Comet, Pigeon,
and Kossuth ; C. J. Perry, Esq. : Triomphe de Rou-
baix, Pigeon, Marvel, Gloire de Kain, Jonas, Butterfly,
Reine des Beiges, Uncle Tom, and Comet ; Mr. C.

Grant : Enchantress, Triomphe de Roubaix, Empereur
de Maroc, Duchess of Kent, Reine des Fleurs, Won-
derful, Gloire de Kain, Cockatoo, and Comet. First-

class Certificates were awarded to Fancy Dahlia Poly-
phemus (Keynes), flaked rose and purple ; to Fanc^
Dahlia Model (Keynes), also flaked rose and purple,

but of distinct shades ; and to Dahlia Mrs. Legge
(Legge), orange ground, with red or cherry tips. Lady
Popham (Turner), white, with chaste tip of purple, seems
of first-rate merit, a single flower only was staged

;

Fenella (Holmes) is a small flower in the way of

community of Glasgow. When the Meeting of the
British Association took place in Glasgow in September
last he acted as chief local secretary. The labour which
he underwent, not merely during the meeting, but for
months before, was extraordinary. He spared no pains
to render the meeting creditable to Glasgow, and the
arrangements which he made called for commendation
from all. He was publicly thanked by the Duke of Argyll

:

for his services. About the time of the meeting symp- l

toms of disease of the bones in the face appeared, and
the malady went on insidiously and unobserved for
many mouths, till at length it appeared as a fungous
growth. He endured at first great suffering, which he
bore with much fortitude and resignation ; and after a
protracted illness he sunk in the course of last week.

,

He has been taken away in the midst of his usefulness,
and at the very time when he seemed to be gaining the

highest eminence in his native city. The place which
he occupied will not be easily supplied. Let us hope
that his enthusiastic love of science, and his noble
exertions in the cause of botany, will be means of

stimulating his townsmen to follow his steps ; and that,

while they are prosecuting their commercial specula-

tions, they will not think it beneath their notice to

devote some of their time to science, which was to him
in his season of recreation a source of high enjoyment,
and which secured for him many friends in all parts of

the world. Though dead, may he yet speak to them."

.'

Amazon ; Unique (Turner) is a good orange and red.

Botanical of Edinburgh : July 10th. Prof. Balfour

in the chair.—The Chairman stated that the pain-

ful duty devolved upon him of recording the death
|

of the President, Colonel Madden, which took place

suddenly and unexpectedly from rupture of the aorta

soon after last meeting of the Society. " We all, I am
sure, (he said) deeply deplore the loss of one who took a
warm interest in our proceedings, and with whom we
have had much pleasant intercourse. For my own
part, I cannot easily give expression to the sad feelings

with which I contemplate this bereavement. He had
been a constant visitor at the Garden during the

summer while engaged in preparing his elaborate paper
on the Indian plants in Dr. Buchanan Hamilton's

herbarium ; and I had looked forward to the pleasure of

spending many a happy day with him in the prosecution

of botanical science. His amiable deportment and
gentlemanly manner endeared him to all of us, and we
all rejoiced to see one who had spent a large portion

of his life in the active service of the East India

Company now devoting his time and leisure to the

prosecution of science. During his residence in India

he was a careful observer, and made many interesting

remarks on the flora of the country. He sent home the

seeds of many valuable plants which have flowered in

Glasnevin and other gardens. When he came to settle

in. Edinburgh, he joined the Royal and Botanical

Societies, in both of which he became a very active

member. He was elected a councillor of the Royal
Society, and took a marked interest in its proceedings.

He particularly took charge of the scientific additions

which it was as^reed to make to its library. To the

Transactions of the Botanical Society he contributed an
excellent paper on the occurrence of Palms and Bam-
boos high on the Himalaya, and it is to be hoped that

the paper which was read from him at our last meeting
will be in such a state as to allow of its publication. Most
sincerely, I am sure, do the Society condole with his

afflicted widow. Such events call on us to be ready,
seeing we know not what a day may bring forth.

I have also to report the death of Mr. William Gourlie,

the local secretary of the Society in Glasgow, who was
connected with our Society from its commencement, and
who aided it much by his exertions. He was a zealous
naturalist, and had made a large and valuable collection
of plants, which it is hoped will not be lost to science.
From his mercantile position in Glasgow he was able to
render important service to the Society and to botanists
on many occasions, and he was always ready and willing
to do everything in his power for the promotion of
science. During my residence in Glasgow as professor
of botany I was much indebted to him, and many speci-
mens now in the museum here I owe to his kindness.
He set an example of zeal to the mercantile men of the
western metropolis, and his labours promised to be in-

strumental in infusing a taste for science among the

Notices of fcooks.

Ferny Combes. A Ramble after Ferns in the Glens and
Valleys of Devonshire. By Charlotte Chanter.

Reeve, 12mo, pp. 118.

Under this name we have a very pleasing guide to

the most beautiful of our English counties ; not in the

formal manner of a Murray, and free from the dull

tediousness of the forcibly feeble volumes sold at

watering places, but as fresh and enjoyable as the

rich scenery to which it introduces the reader. A
" Combe " we are told signifies in Somerset and Devon
a hollow or glen with its rivulet running down to the

sea. tf The Combes of North Devon, with one or two
exceptions, are rarely above two or three miles long ;

and if we cou.'d take a bird's eye view of the country,

we should see that the land within thrte or four miles of

the sea is irregularly scored with these glens, the sides

of which, when cultivated, prove rich and iertile ; but

for the most part they are poorly farmed, or still

covered with a tangled mass of Briars, Ferns, and
Golden Gorse. Now and then you find woods, but not

of any very great extent. The Combes are very rich

in Ferns ; but the best places for hunting are the loose

stone banks of the country. Those who are accustomed

only to the bare white walls of our oolitic districts will

be surprised to hear that they must look on walls for

most of our most beautiful and curious Ferns. But a

North Devon « wall ' is a thing by itself. The rotten

shaley slates, placed edgeways, are but the outer

covering of deep banks ; and through this coating spring

tasselled Athyriums, never-ending varieties of Scolopen-

drium, and numerous forms of Filix-mas, not forgetting

the many states of Lastrea dilatata, ranging from four

feet high to an inch and a half."

To these wild scenes Mrs. Chanter introduces her

readers with all the zeal of an enthusiastic admirer of

Nature, and especially of those charming forms in

which the vegetable world is pre-eminent. Her book is

not written to while away a weary hour, but to be used

on the spot ; it is a field book of Devonshire botany ;

its pages have all the verve and eager dash of a Forbes.

In a scramble after plants local difficulties are tossed

aside, to rough it is the word, and the discovery of a

Fern new to the traveller is ample compensation for

fatigue and inconvenience, to say nothing of something

like danger.

Listen to the spirit with which Dartmoor is described ;

the words seem to come from the mouth of a bugle-

horn.
" Out upon the hiils ! the glorious, granite capped

hills of Dartmoor, breezy and fresh ! Thousands of

acres free from cultivation, for Nature has put her own
seal upon them. Ages, ages ago were those huge

blocks of granite strewn about, defying man to intrude

on Nature's solitude ; for who could remove all those

countless myriads of stones, to till the ground that lies

beneath ? Yet centuries ago this wild region, and the

wildest parts of it, now deserted by man, were the

abodes of a curious, wonderful people. Dartmoor was

one of the strongholds of the Druids ; and the many
' hut circles/ ' stone avenues,' tolmens, and cromlechs,

show them to have been a numerous people, mar7tl-

lously attached to stones. Their peculiarly pet place,

VVistman's Wood, is unique. Gigantic blocks of granite,

so piled one on the other that the only way to get along

is to jump from stone to stone. Woe betide you if you

put your foot on a nice tempting piece of Sedge or Grass

!

The thin crust speedily gives way, and you may chance

to get wedged in between Druidical remains. From
among the rocks spring ancient Oaks, known as ancients

even in ancient days, gnarled and stunted, clothed with

hoary Mosses and parasitical plants. Not long ago we

found numerous rabbit paths along the branches of the

trees. Do naturalists record the fact that rabbits

frequent trees ; or is it peculiar to those in Wistman's

Wood ? Wise people say that Wistman's Wood ought

to be ' Wise Man's Wood,' in honour of the very clever

and intellectual people who once resided there. Having

a slight knowledge of the Devonshire vernacular, we

make so bold as to suggest that 'whist' or 'wist'

signifies sorrowful, mournful. Any one who has
visited Wistman's Wood can hardly fail to have been
struck with the doleful moans and sighing which assail

him on all sides (added to his own if he have a tumble,
no unlikely thing), making him fancy that a regiment of

Arch-Druids and Bards are bewailing the overthrow of
their altars, the desecration of their circles, the standing
still of their rocking stones."

But we must not detain the reader from a volume so

attractive as this, further than to enable the authoress
to describe her own true feelings concerning the

pleasures of a botanical ramble.
" Some indeed may inquire, What is the advantage

of kuowing the names of a set of weeds which are of Be
use to any one !' * Of no use V That is a question Dot
for us to solve. At any rate, are many of your employ-
ments more useful I Are all so innocent ? Ask the

worn-out, heart-wearied man yonder, who has escaped
for one short month from his stool in a city office ;

ask him, if there be not a use in the exquisite and
various forms and colours of the seaweeds he is turning

over on the btach. He will answer, 'It does me good
to look at them; it refreshes my soul ; it makes me
young again ! ' Of no use ? That is too easily assum* d,

and implies 6urely a forgetfulness of Him that made
them. It does not ntcessarily follow that a thing is

useless because we happen to be ignorant of ,its us\
We ought to believe, we ought to be sure, that the low-

liest flower or insect has, though it may be unknown to

us, a real use in God's economy. ' Behold the Lilies of

the field, how they grow !
• These gaily dressed flowers

had their use. It was their mission (could they have a

higher ?) to become preachers unto men of reliance on

God for meat, drink, and clothing. Who will deny the

fascination which flowers of the choicer kind exercise

over all ? But to how few are they accessible ! 1 ha
costly greenhouse, the highly paid gardener, are

requisite for their possession ; but what do the wild

flowers cost ? Only the trouble of picking them ; and

they, if people take the pains of looking for and examin-

ing them, have quite as many, though more humble,

charms than their more aristocratic relations. ' Here !

smell this buiich of Butterfly Orchis. Did ever a

greenhouse produce a flower with more exquisite scent I
'

1 But where did you find it ? I never saw it before.'

' Good friend, I plucked it by the side of a road you

have passed a hundred times. Look at these Daffodils i

—where will you fiud colour more brilliant, texture

more delicate?' 'But they are such vulgar flowers;

they are so common ! ' ' Aly friend, I fear you are very

vulgar, for men and women are very common on the

earth."

The heart of many.a weary soul will respond to this,

especially just now when the dreary streets of cities are

emptied into the lanes and fields of green delightful

England. We should add that the little volume is

illustrated with eight coloured figures of Ferns, the only

fault of which is that they are stuck between every page

except that to which they belong.

Garden Memoranda.
The Modern Structures in the Botanical Garden,

Carlsruue.—The botanical gaiden of Carlsruhe is one

of the oldest, if not in Europe, at least in Germany.

Caspar Bauhinus, the great botanist of the 16th

century, speaks of the garden of Durlach— the former

residence of the Grand Dukes of Baden, the treasures

of which were subsequently transferred to Carlsruhe.

When the present Regent assumed the reins of the

country, he resolved to supplant all repairs by thorough

nsw buildings, which, besides their practical adaptation,

should be architectural works of art. Baudirector

Hubsch, a gentleman known by theoretical and

practical works, was entrusted with the erection of

these structures. On the borders of the gardens of the

castle stands the new greenhouse (Orangerie Haus).

As the Orange trees of the establishment are numerous

and high grown, a large space was required. The

building is 250 feet long, 50 feet broad, and of an

adequate height. The side which turns towards

Stephanie Street is ornamented by the principal eleva-

tion, above which rises a high cupola of glass, under

which is a hall for festivals (Festsaal). The other

part of the greenhouse is connected under a right angle

with the whole remainder of the buildings, and ends at

the palace, so that the passage from the palace to the

end of the houses is uninterrupted, in a length of 1,400

feet. Almost in the middle of that line stands a high

pavilion, through which passes the road from the

botanical garden to the pleasure grounds (Englische

Anlagen !) of the gardens of the palace, above which is

a saloon affording a fine view over the town and

gardens. A residence for the director, a Palm-house,

and a caldarium for exotic water-plants lie also in this

line. The other portion of the building forms an

arcuated gallery. In front of the gallery is a winter-

garden, which forms one of the pleasantest parts of the

whole. ' We find here trees and shrubs which require

protection during winter, but now stand quite free as in

their native land. The length of this winter-garden is

400 feet by 40 in breadth. The great advantage of this

arrangement of M. Hubsch is, that he has known how

to manage things so that not even a vestige of the beams

and spars of the winter protection is to be seen in

summer, which was accomplished by the winter-garden

having in its rear the long gallery, in the walls of which

the contrivances for making the walls and roof of the

winter-garden could be inumtttd without leaving any
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•vestij^e behind wiien not require*!. The earyautfea oi

the Palm-house are made of the fine Durlaeh stone.

Builder.

Miscellaneous.
Agrimony Tea.—The following: recipe is given in a

late number of the Monitew dcs C. Put fresh gathered

leaves into a coffee roaster along with three pebbles to

act as stirrers. At the end of a quarter of an hour a

native tea is produced which is said to be wholesome,

pleasant to drink, and possessed of all the tonic or

astringent qualities of green tea. This beverage is par-

ticularly adapted to people who live poorly, and imper-
fectly digest their bad food ; it is also recommended
against dysentery.

American Vine Mildew.—The first indication of the

disease is shown by the leaves having brown spots upon
them, and which permeate quite through the tissue.

Afterwards, are seen small white patches of the soft and
delicate fungus attached to the under side of the leaf,

and which, if not speedily destroyed, will soon extend to

the fruit stalks, penetrate to the berries by the rhizoma
or spawn, and make them in appearance like a diseased

Potato in the first stage of infection, stopping their

growth, and rendering them useless ; the leaves also

will fall off after a short time, and the whole plant

become seriously injured. These white patches are the

fructification cf the parasite ; when viewed under the

microscope, there is exhibited a multitudinous congrega-
tion of little mushroom-looking substances, and if sud-
denly jerked, the tiny sporules may be seen detached and
floating in the atmosphere, so minute and subtle and in

such countless numbers, that it is not unreasonable to

suppose (beside the immediate development and rapid
vegetation of thousands of them under favourable influ-

ences) many are absorbed by the stomata or breathing
pores on the under surface of the leaves, and conveyed
into the interior, simply by the descending movement of
the elaborated sap, which is afterwards converted into

woody fibre, and in its turn becomes the organised
medium by which the ascending sap, in the following
spring, flows with greater velocity to the unfolding
leaves. The secreted sporules may then be re-conducted
upwards, and conveyed onwards to the foliage, and there
remain dormant, until the favourable circumstances
occur for their germination, when they spring into
renewed life, and speedily produce another crop of seeds
for a future generation. This kind of mildew seldom
does any mischief after the growth approaches towards
ripeness, or the fruit is in the last swell, and as it

generally begins to appear about the early part of July,
during damp and close weather, those plants which have
been more or less forwarded by artificial heat are
almost free from its attacks ; but in the Cold Grapery
or Retarding House we should be ou our guard, and
when storms or damp weather occur, strew sulphur on
the floor of the house, in the proportion of one pound to
each 15 or 20 square yards, aud withhold water for the
time being, keeping the house quite close, if cloud}', and
allowing the temperature to rise somewhat higher for
two or three dayw. This will cause the sulphur to throw
off fumes which are readily perceptible to the smell, and
will check the further progress of the pest if present, or
prevent its appearance if not so. We have used all the
supposed remedies that we could collect a knowledge of,

by way of experiment, without being able to discover
anything more than temporary relief, while the fumes of
sulphur, as above recommended, have never failed to
immediately check, and if water be withheld during the
continuance, to finally overcome it. There need be no
fear of sulphur doing harm to the foliage ; so long as
ignition does not take place, it may be used with confi-
dence. Herein lies the secret. If allowed to burn,
chemical action goes on, and sulphurous acid is produced,
which in its then gaseous form will speedily destroy all
foliage with which it comes in contact. Ckorlton's
American Grape Growers' Guide.
An Ancient Oalc.—One of the oldest trees in Europe

was struck by lightning in the month of July last. This
tree, an Oak, had been planted near Chatillon-sur-Seine
(Cote d'Or), in 1070, by a Count of Champagne. The
Oak, which had therefore existed 786 years, measured
seven and a half metres in circumference, and had pro-
duced acorns up to 1 830. Morning Paper.

!

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

T DEPARTMENT.
Consehvatory, &c— Hyacinths aud other Dutch bulbs

should be procured and potted for early forcing as soon

as they can be obtained, and even where early forcing

is not intended there will be a better chance of getting

first-rate bulbs early than some months hence. Small

Orange trees iu pots for forcing in winter for the deco-

ration of this house should now be fully exposed to the

sun and air, in order to get their wood well ripened,

upon which their flowering freely will greatly depend.

The Mandarin being a free grower, with a dwarf bushy
habit and small foliage, and a most abundant bloomer,
is probably the best for this purpose, but any of the

varieties flower profusely provided the wood is thoroughly
ripened iu autumn. These and Daphnes should be largely

grown wherever sweet-scented flowers are in demand
in winter. Also see to having plenty of Salvia gesneri-
dora, which is an exceedingly gay plant and very useful
for mixing among Chrysanthemums in the show-house.
Should miidew appear on any of the soft-wooded Heaths,
dress with sulphur at once. These will,however, be mostly

out ot doors, where milde>v is seldom troublesome, but
they must be guarded against getting too wet at the root.

Get Azaleas that have set their buds tied into form, in

order to give them a neat appearance. Also attend to

the staking and training of other things as leisure time
can be found. Look carefully after red spider on any-
thing found to be liable to this pest, and see that it is

eradicated before the plants get disfigured. It is easily

got rid of by laying the affected plant on its side, and
well washing the under sides of the leaves with the
engine, applying the water with as much force as the

foliage will bear. Shake out and repot Pelargoniums
that are sufficiently advanced after having been cut

back, keeping them rather close and moist uutil they

strike into the soil. Plants, however, that are fairly

established after repotting can hardly be too freely

exposed to air or kept too cool. Also keep Cinerarias

cool and moist, and attend to repotting such as require

it. Primulas must also be carefully attended to, in

order to encourage them to make rapid growth, par-

ticularly the double varieties. Keep Tree Violets clear

of red spider by liberal syringings, and give them
plenty of manure water, which will assist in keeping

them in vigorous health.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Where the pot system of cultivation is

practised, any of the stock which may appear to require

repotting should be examined and shifted at once, if

this is found necessary, in order that the roots may get

hold of the fresh soil before dull cloudy weather sets in,

when it will not be safe to encourage free growth. And
any necessary re-arrangement of plants growing in the

open bed should also be effected as soon as possible, as

with a little care in shading on bright days and keeping

the atmosphere moist, this can be effected at present

with very little risk of checking the plant?, so as to

throw them into fruit, and there is also plenty of time

to get them well established after removal before the

dormant season. Encourage plants expected to show
fruit next January to make vigorous growth, for these

should be sufficiently advanced by the middle or end of

October to allow of keeping them rather cool and
dry through November and December, so as to check

and thoroughly mature their growth, as unless this is

attended to there will be considerable risk about getting

them to show fruit at that season. Plants which have

been prepared for fruiting, and which it is desired to get

up at once, should be encouraged with a moist warm
atmosphere, keeping the soil about their roots in a

healthy state as to moisture. Some dislike to apply

water at the root in the case of plants that have
been kept dry for a time to check growth, and with-

hold it until the fruit is perceptible ; but this is a

mistake, causing loss of time as well as injuring the

plants, as unless root action is encouraged, plauts

cannot be expected to start freely. If artificial

treatment must be resorted to in order to get the

plants to fruit at the desired time, there is no method so

certain or so little injurious to the plants as keeping

them cool and dry for a month, exposing them to as

much sunshine as the foliage will bear without scorching,

and then affording them a moist warm temperature and
a brisk bottom-heat, giving sufficient water at the root to

properly moisten the soil. Take off and pot, or plant

out suckers at short intervals as they can be obtained of

sufficient strength, for having a regular succession of

plants is the most likely way to secure a regular supply
of fruit. Vineries.—Take advantage of dry weather
to give air freely in houses where the ripening of the

wood is the object aimed at, and if a little fire heat is

used, with air, this will be much more efficacious now
than later in the season, when the sun will be less

powerful. Except however in the case of young Vines
with a very gross habit it will hardly be necessary to

use fire heat if the weather is dry and sunny. Keep the
surface of the border in a free open state, so as to en-
courage evaporation, for keeping the roots too wet
is the main cause generally of the wood being back-
ward in ripening at the proper time. Figs.—
Where the second crop is ripening keep the atmo-
sphere as dry as can conveniently be done, and also

let the trees be on the side of dryness at the root,

but avoid such a degree of it as would be
likely to injure the foliage or the bearing wood for next
crop.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The stock of cuttings should be carefully looked over

to see that nothing has been omitted, and that a suf-

ficient quantity of everything is in a promising state for

making nice stocky plants before winter, and if it is

found that the stock of anything is insufficient not a day
must be lost in getting in cuttings. If however there is

a reserve stock of strong plants in pots, which is a safe

practice where there is a large quantity of bedding stuff

required, ami proper convenience for growing them and
propagating in i-priug, these will furnish a large quan-
tity of cuttings next March which will form equally

20od plauts by turning out time as cuttings put in now.
In the case ot such things as Ageratums, Heliotropes,

and dwarf Lobelias, it is useless wintering young stock,

as these grow so freely in heat and are so easily propa-
gated from soft cuttings that a few good-sized old plants

which require but little room or attention in winter will

furnish a very large quantity of plants by turning out

time. See, however, where there are not ptants to

furnish spring cuttings, that plenty are got in at once,

so as to provide while it can be done against the risk

of being short of stock at turning: out time. Attend to

the potting of such cuttings} as are sufficiently rooted,

and give every after atteution to these iu order to get

them well established before winter. Sow hardy annuals
in the reserve ground for transplanting to assist in fur-
nishing an early display next season, for which they are
exceedingly useful. Persevere with mowing and other
routine work, aud go over the beds frequently, remor.
ing dead flowers, &c, and while the garden is in fuji

beauty spare no effort to have everything in and about
it in the best possible state of keeping.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Take advantage of dry days to get Celery earthed up

first thoroughly soaking the lines with mauure water
also apply quicklime where slugs are troublesome. On
heavy soils it is sometimes necessary to surround the

plants with sand or sifted ashes to prevent their rotting

off in winter, which they are apt to do if surrounded
with soil that holds much water. Where anything of

this kind is necessary it will be advisable to defer

earthing up till later in the season, as frequent soilings

of this sort would be very troublesome. Also pull up
Onions where ripe, and get them thoroughly dried.

Thin young crops of Turnips, Spinach, &c, before they

become weakly and drawn, through standing too closely

together. Stir the surface of the soil deeply aniOD"

growing crops, to admit air to the roots, and keep down
weeds. Recently planted Strawberries will be benefited

by liberal applications of manure-water. Get spare

ground manured and dug or trenched for another crop

whenever time can be spared for this kind of work.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK. NEAR LONDON.
For the week endini: Au*.*23. 1S66, as observed at the Horticultural Gartens.
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August "--— Partially overcast; cloudy and tine; very fine; cold at Uj
— -23— Overcust ; fine ; cloudy.
— ?»— Fine throughout; sliirht rain at night.
— 25 —Densely overcast; slight shower*.
— :Ti—Cloudy ; very line ; cloudy and mild.
— 27— Unilor^ily overcast; very line; cloudy.
— SS—Overcast; cloudy and fine; rain in the evening; fine.

Mean temperature ot the week $ deg. below the average.
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Notices to Correspondents.
Glass: A D will be obliged by some of our correspondents in-

forming him if green fluted glass has ever been used for Pine

growing, and if so with what result.

Insects: A C. If you will send us specimens of the fly yci

mention we may possibly be able to name it, and say how you

can get rid of it.|

Lilittm BftOWHli: ^1 Constant i2. We will inquire and let you

know nfext wtck<
Lindsay's Book o» Lichexs: Tenly. The minute anatomy of

the shields of these plants is very difficult and cannot be
:

well

investigated without an achromatic microscope, assisted by

tincture of iodine. But you can make out their names without

having recourse to minute anatomy.
Lupins : W //. Dunnett. Your seedling Lupins are very handsome

things. L. Dunnetti superba, purple and white, has flower

spikes quite a foot in length. L. tricolor elegans is somewnat

smaller, but verv pretty, aBd the same may be said oijj.

Ilartwegi alba. The last being a pure white will make a Deau-

tiful bed.l u . „ njk
Mealy Bug: Snb. You wilt find an excellent article on iois

subject at p. 135 of our volume for this year. 1

Mushrooms : Sylvia. The French cook " flaps thus. They wipe

them dry, cut out the stalk, and steep them for an hour in »

mixture of oil, salt, pepper, and a little chopped g*"tc. xje

are then put on the gridiron the stalkside downwards,
after

which they are turned, and the gills are wetted ™«» J^nw

maitre d'hotel or similar sauce. When cooked takertnemon

very gently so as not to let the juice run out, «nd "e^e ™" *„

little of the mixture in which they were steeped and tbesquee*

of a Lemon. _T . .„. :a the
Namks of Fruits: J J/, Whitehaven. Your ^ectarlne is m

NfMS
8
o?rLANTS.-We have been so often obliged tortfucUntif

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that weiw i

to request our correspondents to recollect that we neve
•

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty ot tnm

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks moreespeciaw n.

should bear in mind that, before applying to us <°r ***
tion .

they should exhaust their other means ot Pa
l

n,uS 1 " I
°.

,

hinkin(j
We cannot save them the trouble of examining and tm

for themselves; nor would it be desirable it we couiu. * ^
can do is to help them-and that most willing y-

now requested that in future, not more than roi£ p
n

may be sent us at one time.—G. Sison Aroomum, easily

by the peculiar pungent smell of its ripe imit when^ in

and the bag-like vithe, which are semi-transparent ini«

lights.-£ DS. It is impossible to name shrivelled xra,
, .^

of Umbelliferous plants without rip« fruit. It seems > j &
common Parsley.-W M. 1, Hicracium maculatum., £,

q{

pratensis; 3, Cuscnta Trifolii; 4, thel«^ire««d^r g^
Myosotis arvensis called umbrosa.— w J &PP'- L w**L

ip t

i by a

lea.-yl Constant Reader. Such fragments, una
.

cc^X" ail **'

particle of informalion, cannot be determined *>«£" All

penditure of time which we are quite «n
.

ftb,
.

e * *^ and*s

plants sent for names should be in an «ao»ina»j; "^ fa and

complete as circumstances will permit, it P"3&c
1U3 it

sent in a letter-cover they will come for a penny a«
„ f

shrivelled up in a pill-box, which is the ™™* \*£^b jM-
sending plants except wrapryg them m «^» ""J Cwlin*

Lasthenia glabrata.-/ A. MiUon.a ^^n^ r7lmeC*s3U;
vulgaris.-S B C. 8edumCepea.-AirAfl» Court, borne

we believe C. biflora. „
t and 22 for

Misc : Full price will be given for copies of fcos^l » 0rcbld

the present year. Sub. Certainly ;
you can^ a

laQ :ft

in a miscellaneous collection ot stove and greeunou

provided there is no rule to the contrary.;
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c. f and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

Are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, and every

description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.

W. Ikqlis Carne, 10. Mark Lam*. London.

rpHE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
-L at Mr. Lawes* Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

71. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 7L: Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 61.— Oilice, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Geuuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

NDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1810)

Beg to call the attention of Agriculturists to their MANURES
FOR AUTUMN SOWING, which by a judicious blending of

Nitrogen with the mineral constituents taken from the soil by
•Cereals, produce good crops without exhausting tho land.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY also supply genuine
Peruvian Guano direct from importers' warehouses, Sulphate of

Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Superphosphate of Lime, Blood
Manure, and every Artificial Manure of known value.

Edward Purser, Secretary.
40. Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London.

TDEIGATE SILVER SAND, PEAT and LOAM.—
X\ Sand, 165. per ton, or Is. 6d. per bushel, delivered to any
London Wharf or Railway.— Peat and Loam of various kinds, in

large or small quantities. Samples if required. Terms Cash.
John* Kknnard, Swan Place, Old Kent Road t London.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or

lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried

on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 8i.fi*.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs

are 5 ft. high.
liinch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. 9d. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3*. 6rf. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the

above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,

B, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

tfire and Garden Engines,&c—Engravings sent on application.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Weils of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

IDiameter Length
of Barrel, of Carrel. £
2* in. short 1ft. 7 in.

3

4
2*

„ long 3

ditto 3 „
ditto 3
ditto 3

it

9t

11

H 6
6

19

ft

1}

'Fitted for lead, ^

gutta percha,

or cast iron
flanged pipe,

»?

i

i

2
2
3

$. d.

10
14

8
12

3

tt

as required.

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

T*<e short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinkB in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden

Engines, &c. &c—Engravings sent on application.

fv

PARKES' STEEL DICC1NC FORKS _ DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'

Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Societv, who prouounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
SARN A.MO CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

surrounded by from four to eight smaller bulbs or

_, _ . . hulblets. The original intention of the scape is to
'X'HOSE who would enjoy their Gardens dunn* the

bear lhe flo of which it would thus preSent a
-L winter months should construct their walks ofPORTLAND, ^^ ^ ^^ of ^ Q^fc and 0nion

of our gardens ; but it curiously happens that

instead of flowers the scape is surmounted by

from one to three compacted heads of minute bulbs

possessing the structure and characters of those at

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the l^am which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp

river sand. To five parts of s-.-.ch equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labonrer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the - *-. . . , _.,j_„.-j ir :»U cu**h
spade, and in 4S hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation

\

the base of the plant, and endowed \Wth SUCn

cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the power of vitality as to be in most cases viviparous,
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it, • . . _rA_.:_„

' « PT1fq; nfr mi f lpnvps before thev
to Kive a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides. .

that w growing or sending out leaves Deiore iney

same ©reparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS, fall from the parent Stem. 1 liesThe e are sometimes,
cattle-sheds, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

bufc
„ rarely, mixed with flowers, and as they

where a clean, hard bottom Is a desideratum. May be laid in
J:|_ J_

j _.j'_'1 __ 4 ^ m ^/nittTif •« it*
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White _ Brothebs,

Milbank Street, Westmi nster.

OLLEGE op AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
and op PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticularsmay be had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

readily and singly separate from the parent, as its

stem becomes dry, so then each little bulb as their

mass becomes scattered around is in the condition

to take possession of the soil where it falls, which it

does like a clove of Garlic, by sending out roots

from its base, and thus a whole colony in one sea-

son results from a single plant.

The power of propagation possessed by this plant

may be gathered from an estimation of three exam-

ples collected during the present week, July 1856.

Example 1. Bulbels* on the \ 219 Dulblets» to the root ... 3
flower stem ... j

2. ditto ... 237

3. ditto ... 264

T

ditto

ditto

•• t 4
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HE DORSETSHIRE POULTRY IMPROVE-
(

MENT ASSOCIATION.—The Annual Exhibition of this i

Association will be held in Dorchester on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY, September 17th and 18th, when several valuable

Silver Cups, the gifts of noblemen and gentlemen of the County,
in addition to the Society's Trizes, will be awarded.

All Entries must be made (on the Forms only) with the

Honorary Secretary on or before Monday, September 1st, after

which no entry will be received.

Prize Lists, Forms of Entry, and the llules of the Association

will be forwarded to any applicant on a stamped envelope

addressed and six penny postage stamps being received by

G. J. Andrews, Honorary Secretary,

Dorchester, August CO.

Total • * - 720 12

Site &griailtural (Hmettt*
SA TUBDA Y; A VG UST 30, 1856.

Mr. Boydell, whose endless railway or slipper-

carrying locomotive has now for two seasons occu-

pied the attention of agriculturists, supposes that

the power of his engine is doubled by gearing it on

to the driving-wheel of the machine at the top of its

circumference. Our correspondent " G. P. S." has,

we believe, exposed the fallacy on which this idea

rests by pointing out that the pinion, whose u leaves
"

pressing against the "cogs" of the driving-wheel

convey the power in question, is a part of the

machine itself. If it were not connected in this way,

then, pushing as it does at the end of a diameter of

the wheel whose other end, in contact with the ground,

is the fulcrum, while the weight to be overcome is

the strain upon the draught chain attached to the axle,

it is evident that it would have all the advantage

contended for it. A force of 10 lbs. where the

pinion presses would balance a strain of 20 lbs.

pulling at the axle : but the pinion is part of the

machine itself, and exerts a pressure in its bearings

as well as on the cogs into which it gears. It is just

in the position in which a man would be who should

push the machine along as he rode upon it by pres-

sure applied at the end of the spokes of the driving

wheel. He pushes forward with a thrust of 10 lbs.

we will say, but this forward thrust by hand is

accompanied by a corresponding backward thrust

by foot, if he be standing, of just as much.

The former may indeed be equivalent to a pull

of 20 lbs. upon a rope attached to the axle of

the machine, but from this the latter has to be

deducted, and thus the apparent gain derived from

the advantageous position of the thrust is destroyed.

" \V. B.," who contends for all the advantages

claimed on this ground by Mr. Boydell, speaks of

the " saving of space which the motor-force gains by

translation," i.e., by the forward movement of the i

machine as it is operating ; but apart from any ;

_„ r „___•• u *

direct attempt to meet the claim put thus we production of its bulbels that its injurious character

must remember that the machine has to start before resides. These are so near the size and weight of a

it can be in motion, and the efficiency of the power

which it carries must be tested in the first place

therefore while it is at rest.

Average for a single plant = 240 *

Here then we see that the Crow Garlic if allowed

to seed has a prodigious method of increase, and we
must recollect that its increase is not, like the

majority of weed plants, by seeds which are for the

most part agreeable to birds and insects, by which

means many much more productive plants are

kept in check ; on the contrary, it would appear to

be avoided by all classes of these creatures, whilst

the bulbels themselves, which are seldom abortive,

possess such wonderful powers of vitality that they

may be kept like Onions or the ordinary flowering bulbs

for months and perhaps even years, and still maintain

their germinating power. It however fortunately

happens that only a tithe of the plants of a seascn

send up flowering heads, as they are liable to be

interfered with in their growth in corn, seeds, and

the like by the exuberance of the respective crops

in which they occur ; but the farmer must be made
aware of the important fact th-it it then increases by

bulblets or smaller bulbs which bud out around the

larger, and hence we have in the Crow Garlic a pest

which, if it matures itself, results in the production

of hundreds of others, but, if not, still the original

bulb is increased in strength, whilst a colony may
insidiously arise from the bulbel of a former year,

even though the flowering process has not been

brought about.

2. The great anxiety manifested by farmers with

respect to the plant under review is easily accounted

for, when we consider that its favourite habitat is

that of the corn field, and usually the best Wheat-

producing land on calcareous formations. Such for

' example, as the great oolite of the Cotteswolds, and

the chalk marl of the Wiltshire hills, are peculiarly

liable to it ; indeed, the more plastic soils on these

usually light lands are peculiarly liable to it. Its

injurious effects, unlike most other weeds, cannot

be traced in any considerable degree either to a

robbery of plant food from the soil or to its incom-

moding the plants amongst which it grows by any

particular overshadowing, as it seldom grows in such,

quantity as to affect the crop in either way, and is

besides possessed of small fistular leaves with a

straight flower-scape, taking up even in its most

perfect shape very inconsiderable space. Besides, its

herbage even in hay (for it sometimes affects the

hay as well as the seed field) possesses but little of

the offensive Garlic odour which characterises it in

the dried form. Did the plant usually seed, its

seeds would be so small as to produce no mischief

beyond its power of reproduction, as they could

readily be separated from the grain ; but it is in the

Of all the pests in the shape of weeds by which

the farmer is harassed, there is none so mischievous

in its effects or so difficult of eradication as the

Crow Garlic (Allium vineale) ; it is, therefore, not

surprising that enquiries should be repeatedly made

as to the best methods to be adopted in getting rid

of it, and as it is in reality one of the exceptional

cases that cannot be included in any general weed

treatment it is proposed to consider its separate

historv here.

1. The Crow Garlic is a liliaceous plant, the

scape or flower stem of which is as much as from
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue 2 to 3 feet high, rising from a bulb which,
^ the b.t Far.^---^^ht p.tage stamps.

|

^.^^ ._ ^..fl^^g examplea , will be

grain of corn that thev can be separated from the

grain only with the greatest difficulty, and such is

the offensive smell and taste of ihese which are

peculiarly rich in the Garlic odour, that a few

bulbels crushed in threshing much injures the

sample for the market, whilst if ground with the

corn it most effectually damages the flour.

3. From these consideraiions our third inquiry

resolves itself into the two following heads :

—

a. The freeing the sample from the bulbels

when present in the crop.

b. The eradication of the plant by which the

bulblets and bulbels are produced.

a. In any ripe crop where Crow Garlic is known

• Throughout this article the term bulbel is used to express the

smaller buds, of which the conglomerated head is composed;

bulblets, the smaller bulbs which grow about the principal bulb

at the base of the planr. and which are called the smaller cloves of

tbe garden Garlic.
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to exist care should be taken in harvesting to hand-
pick it as closely as possible, to which end the best
plan we can devise is to have each ridge before
taken possession of by the hand reaper or the reaping
machine, as the case may be, carefully examined by
women or hoys, who should precede the reapers,

and so carefully pick out each of the heads of
bulbels ; this should be done quietly, as if ripe the
bulbels will readily become scattered over the
ground, and thus he prepared for propagating the
evil at a future time ; the plan's so collected should
be brought together, not with the notion of rotting
for manure, but in order to be burn', as this pre-
caution, usually the only safe one in the destruction
of weeds in general, is incomparably so in the
case of the Crow Garlic.

But with every precaution some of the Garlic
heads will escape observation

; it will therefore be
necessary to overlook every sheaf of Wheat pre-
paratory to threshing.

It however frequently happens that a sample of
Wheat is so foul that these plans, however carefully
conducted, are unavailing in preventing an ill

flavour to the samples of grain, in which case there is

often no safeguard except letting the crop stop in
the rick for a period of from two to three years,
when the Garlic cloves, whether in the form of
bulbels or bulblets, become dried up, in which state
they are lighter than the grains, and can then be
removed from the sample by winnowing.

b. The avoidance of these processes, which are a
constant source of trouble and expense, should be an
important object with the farmer, to which end we
would recommend the colonies of the Garlic—for
they generally grow in clusters where the heavy
bulbels fall when undisturbed—to be well over-
hauled with the fork, and if the bulbs aie thus
forked up in spring they will then not have made
their bulblets, and if carried away to weed or
rubbish heaps and burned there will be an effectual
stop to the 240-fold increase which might otherwise
be developed.

Later this increase may be prevented by pulling,
but by this process the bulbs are almost certain to
be left in the soil and then they at once begin
throwing out root buds or bulblets, and in increased
quantity, when propagation by bulbels is denied.
Sometimes the reapers avoid the plant in their work
and then the heads are left slanding, and so the
bulbels are scattered under the impression of killing
it in the fallows—and it is quite true that much of it

is got, together with weeds and Couch, by the
harrows in preparing the land for the next crop
becoming entangled by the long viviparous growing I

leaves—but at the same time it should be remem-
j

bered that this very operation tends to spread a far
'

greater proportion more evenly over the surface of
the field, and thus an increased and uniform suc-
cession is amply provided for. But as regards that
taken off with Couch by harrowing, a practical
caution will not be out of place. We have in our
mind's eye a large heap of Couch which was taken
from a field greatly infested with Crow Garlic

;

this Couch* was deposited on a bit of waste ground
to rot, a result which ensued; but be it observed the
rotten Couch only afforded a soil for the growth and
development of the accompanying Crow Garlic, and
at this moment its surface is green with the leaves
of unseeded plants, whilst a sprinkling of mature
heads enough to sow a large field have reared
their tall forms between ; and indeed the spe-
cimens enumerated in this article were derived
from this source.

Here then we see the curious and unusual
powers of propagation of this plant ; we have noted
its great vitality which, unlike Couch, cannot be
destroyed by drought and exposure to the sun, nor
even by rotting in a heap: its history teaches
us that wherever present it should be rooted
out in the best manner that can be devised. Its

We have to thank Mr. Donnelly, Registrar-General,
Ireland, for this early information on a very impor-
tant subiect.
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Counties
and

Paovinoes.

Extent of land
under Flax,

I

« • *

* - •

t

Ulster.
Antrim
Arraagb
Cavan
Donegal
I '<»wn

Fermanagh
Londonderry
.Monaghan ...

Tyrone

Total of Ulster

MUNSTER.
Clare
Cork
Kerry
Limerick
Tipperary
Waterford

1855. 1S56.

Difference between
1-55 and 185G.

• * >

•

•

Acres.
6,72 7

9,^08

6,034
15,779
11,177
2

f
00.">

11,760
11,858
13,228

• •

• •

• + •

• i ft

• • ft * t I

Total of ilunster ...

Lkixster.
Carlow
Dublin
Kildare
Kilkenny ...

King's
Longford .

Louth
Meath
Queen's
Westraeath
Wexford .

Wicklow

S7
;
S7o

892
2,3S7
585
242
103
43

Acres.
6,030

10,917

6,024
17,654
13,510

1,934

13,959
12,137

14,746

96,911

949
1,589
1,039
230
99
49

1

Increase. Decrease.

Acres. Acres.
• • « 697
1,609 • • •

ft ft * 10
1.875 ...

2,333 • a*

ft 71
2,199 # a •

i79
ft •

1,518 * - •

Increase, 9,035 acres.

• • •

• •

ft # *

• •

• * •

ft >

»•*

• • t

4,252

61
1

9
45

254
262
190
267
7

1£9
825

1

Total of Leinster...

CONNAUGHT.
Galway
Leitrim
Mayo
Roscommon
SHgo

• ft*

*• t

• - •

• • •

2,141

544
718
745
386
379

3,935

159
1

4
4<>

238
388
219
213
8

203
1,551

2

57
• ft *

454
* ft ft

• ft ft

818
* • *

12

4
6 • ft

3,032

532
.so

923
436
377

Total of Connaueht 2.772 2.94 8

Decrease, 317 acres.

8
• ft *

126
29

• ft

1
4

726
1

• ft ft

16

U

• ••

Increase, 691 acres.

* «

178
50

12
3S

**t

Increase, 176 acres.

Acreage under Flax in Ireland, in 1855
ft if in 1856

Increase in 1856 • • «

97,041 acres
106,826 acres

9,785 acres.

ft ft ft

The extent of Flax grown in Ireland during the
past seven years is as follows :

—

1850.

Acres.
91,040

1851.

Acres.
140,536

1854.
Acres.
151,403

1852.
Acres.

137,008

1855.
Acres.
97,041

1853.
Acres.
174,579

1856.
Acres.
106,826

ON DRYING GRASS ARTIFICIALLY.
A few weeks past I was pleased to see the subject of

drying Grass by artificial heat described in your
journal. Living as I do in a wet climate, where on the
average I think we lose one-third of our hay crops, I

have naturally been led to consider how that loss could
be avoided, and amongst other remedies that of artificial

drying.

I believe that in some localities and under certain
conditions, this mode of operation might be conducted
without its cost interfering so much as to obviate the
advantage to be derived from it.

The land ought to be sufficiently flat, so that the
hallage, a main point, might be easily effected, and the
meadows situate immediately adjacent to the drying-
house

;
also manure ought to be liberally applied to pro-

vide a great quantity of Grass in a small compass, so
that the operation be carried on over as limited an area
as possible, to assist which, as the work could be carried
on at any season early or late independent of weather,
each meadow might be mown twice or even three times.
I have no doubt either but that superior fattening qua-
lities might be given to the Grass by the judicious use
of certain manures, such as bones, lime, guano, &c, and
that the Grass, undergoing no alteration by the process
except being deprived of its moisture, would retain the
properties it held in its natural state, and be as useful in
fattening animals in the stall in the winter time when

scattered abroad, but being collected, all power of
vitality should be destroyed by as speedy and
effectual a burning as can be performed, for use-
less indeed will it be to fork out Crow Garlic from
one crop if we sow it in the supposed rotted weeds
or spread with the manure for its successor.

The following table, being the first contribution
to the Agricultural Statistics of 1856, shows in
statute acres the extent under Flax in Ireland in
1855 and 1856, compiled from returns collected by
the Constabulary. It is expected that, on the further
revision of the Agricultural Returns of 1856, no
difference of any importance will be found between
the extent of land under Flax here given for the
present year, and that which will appear in the
more detailed Tables now in course of compilation.

uui m me Dest manner tnac can be devised. Its . V ... ,
wmu-i i

bulbels should never be left to the chance of being
me*' "^f"?*'

as !t "8 in the field in sum™r.
scattprprl ahmnrl W Koinn- nnUoM aA Qn nMM. °f lne difficulties to be met are the expense of the drying-

house and apparatus, the cost of the coal, and the car-
riage of the Grass. The manual labour required would
not be far short of that necessary for saving the crop in
the common way, for although a great saving would be
accomplished in the diminished labour required to turn
and dry it, the gathering, loading, and unloading, would
cost much more than that required in making hay, the
carriage would be as four to one, andj the loading and
unloading, as the pitchfork would raise very small
quantities at once, would be increased in the same pro-
portion.

From some experiments made in a draining pipe
drying-shed heated by flues, I found that 20 lbs. of hay
cut on a rainy day were sufficiently dried in the course
of 24 hours at a temperature of 80° or thereabouts, and
that they lost 15 lbs. in weight by the operation.

In this shed the draining pipes could be sufficiently
dried for burning in about three days, half a day more
or less, according to the weather. The result agreed
with what I should naturally have expected, viz., that
the drying of Grass would be accomplished in one-third
of the time -required to dry clay, the substance being

• This Couch consisted of a mixture of the three following
grasses

: Tnttcum repens, Poa pratensis and Agrottis stclonifera.

for

from
acre,

I

much more pervious to heat in consequence of the par.
tides being not so iutimately connected.

Clay in the shape of draining pipes when dried ready
• the kiln loan as near as may be one-fifth of its weight

in the three days at a temperature of 80° in the drvfn*
shed alluded to above, whilst the Grass lost three-fourths
of i:s weight, so that I think with a temperature of 120°
it may be safely presumed that the Grass would
be sufficiently dried in 12 hours with a heat of 120°.
Now as to the modus operandi. To render the opera-

tion practically useful a building of large dimensiom
comparatively speaking would be required, and I should
say that it ou^ht to be large enough to admit of a ton
of dried Grass being turned out every 24 hours.
Now from experiments I made with a view to ascer-

tain the room required to spread the Grass produced
l an acre of ground producing one ton of hay per
, I found that a superficies of 100 square feet

covered 7 inches deep would carry Grass enough to pro-
duce 22,1 pounds of dried Grass. On the meadow the
crop when spread the second day stood only

3 inches deep, but on the heated floor, where there
would be no evaporation rising from the earth
to interfere with the drying process, I conceive 7
inches in depth, as indeed I proved by actual

experiment, would not be too much. I think it would
probably be found that it would dry spread 8 inches
deep ; taking the depth, however, at 7 inches, a floor

1G7 feet long by 30 feet wide would take Grass sufficient

to turn out half a ton of dried Grass, whilst a second
floor immediately over the first in the same building

would take the other half ton, thus drying an acre a day.

The lower floor might be conveniently made of the per-

forated maltsters' tiles resting upon iron rafters, sup-

ported on pigeon-hole brickwork ; six hot-water pipes,

4 inches diameter, supplied with boiling w iter kept in

quick circulation, would furnish the heat underneath the

tile floor.

The building to be 12 feet high to the square, so as to
allow of a second floor of open lattice work of wood
being placed above the ground floor with a height of

6 feet 6 inches between the two. The slope of the roof

would allow sufficient head room for the workmen on

the upper floor. Four planks 9 inches broad to be

placed longitudinally upon the upper floor for the

men to tread upon as they turn the Grass. Trap
doors in the upper floor to be provided to let down the

Grass fresh placed there for 6 hours to be finished on
the lower floor. A hay-house or perhaps two, at con-

venient distances from each other, abutting upon the

drying shed at right angles to receive the hay as it

becomes dry.

An objection might here be raised that the steam
rising from the Grass on the lower floor would moisten
that upon the upper, but heat rises to such a degree that

this apparent disadvantage would not interfere in

practice, at least it does not do so in drying draining

pipes, where I find the pipes on the higher shelves of

the racks dry twice as fast as those on the lower ones,

though subjected to all the steam rising from the shelves

below them.
After the hay harvest was over the building might

be usefully devoted to drying corn in the sheaf, and after

September the lower floor would make an excellent

granary, where corn might be kept 3 feet deep, drying

it gently and turning it until it was fit for market.

As to fuel, I believe that half a ton of coal would keep

up a temperature of 120° of heat in a house of these

dimensions during the space of 24 hours.
It appears to me that if fire bricks can bear the

expense of drying by artificial heat that hay ought to

pay for it. By way of comparison—fire bricks are sold

here at 30s. Ad. per 1 000:—
Coal, lahour, digging, hallage, royalty, moulding and
burning

Coal (at 105. per ton) per 1000 tor drying on hot floor

Profits * • * *»» • •• a* «

£1 1 v

6

3 4

£1 10 4

Now, on the average, hay is sold here at aboui

4/. The cost would be as follows :

—

Rent of land producing 1 ton per acre ^ ^Tithes and parochial rates covered by after Grass .

Mowing and haymaking, the same as If made in

the field

Half a ton of coal, at the price in this country,

say 15s
Interest on building supposed to cost 500?., at 7 per

cent., to cover wear and tear, and assuming it to

dry 60 tons a year

10

7 &

11 &
• * » • + • « •

Profits

2 19 «
1 10

* • i mw*

£4

One intelligent agriculturist suggested to me that the

Grass might be only three parts dried by fire-heat, and

that the remainder of the moisture should be expelle

by heating in the rick ; but inasmuch as I conceive tne

superior quality of dried Grass to common hay due to

its undergoing no change but that caused by the expul-

sion of its moisture, I consider heating in the nc

inadmissible. Arjricola.

•cedent*
POTATO DISEASE.

The Potato epidemic which contrary to all precedent

has been late in its general attack, indeed some weeK-

later than it has been accustomed to be in even J**
1?'

has since the thunderstorms of the 14th and ion

" brought up its lee way with a wet sail." The leave

are blackening rapidly everywhere, and theI*

already much appearance of dsease in the tubers,

although, from the breadtli of land under the crop
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and the nearly full growth of it, we have every reason !

to expect a very great plenty of Potatoes this year,

indeed confidence has so returned in them that

conacres of them have again become common and this

alone has been enough to expand their production.

The thunderstorms were accompanied and followed by

heavy and continued rain, and, so far, Mr. Rumball's
dream of electric influence has been read. He has
however been so ably and cleverly refuted by " A
Student of Nature" in the Chronicle of the 16th

that it is scarcely worth saying more about it

;

still, it has been numerously and confidently entertaineo

on this side of the water by the despised peasantry of the

country for a very long time' and even by many
more enlightened men, indeed it is the general

belief that lightning is the cause of the disease, although
people are a little puzzled why it did not operate

before in this destructive way. But we have other and
even stranger theories very confidently put forth here

;

some persons have found, no doubt in favourable

situations for them, slugs and snails, not some but

numerous, legions, infesting the diseased Potato leaves,

—

hence they are the cause. Indeed nothing has given so

much room for imagination in supposed causes as this

Potato blight, and yet there does appear a very
simple and effective one, and often asserted in the

Chronicle, in a pest that not only prevails with our
Potatoes but extends its baneful influence over every
product of the earth, a simple vegetable parasite suffi-

cient to produce all the phenomena which the Potato
exhibits.

Very shortly after the appearance of the desolating

Potato disease unmistakeable mildew seized upon almost
every green thing ; the Currants ot Zante were destroyed,
the Vineyards throughout Europe were ruined, our own
garden products suffered from it, the very Hawthorns of

our hedges escaped not, indeed it has been a veritable
period of mildew throughout the world. In Ireland,
under our moist climate, Wheat suffered so severely by
it that its culture was for several years abandoned.
Hopes, in the most promising crops, were so much
blighted that only bushels were reaped where quarters
were expected ; the rust was so heavy on it that in

going through it oue was covered as thickly with a red
powder as a miller is with a white one. The general
diminishing effects of mildew have been so much felt that
confidence has for the last two or three years been
restored, not only in the Potato, but in the Wheat, the
tillage of which has therefore also progressively increased

to a very great extent.

u If," says Mr. Rumball after a thunderstorm, * the
weather continue damp, the tubers become extensively

affected ; if hot and dry, as now, then only a few are
touched." Did it never occur to him to remark whether
such were not the case in damp weather, whether there

were a thunderstorm or not. Very generally a thunder-
storm is preceded by hot dry weather, which is un-

favourable to the spread of mildew ; if no rain attends

or follows the thunderstorm the growth of mildew is

still stayed, if it is attended or followed by rain the

mildew spreads rapidly, supposing it to be the period of

its attack, for the weather in such case is most favourable

for its rank growth, and then also most other vegetable

products also feel the same influences and become subject
to its attacks. The present year very strongly exempli-
fies this : the hot dry weather which prevailed this

summer at the time that, according to all precedents,

the Potatoes ought to have felt the effects of mildew,

so checked and delayed its growth that it made no
sensible appearance till the storms occurred and the

rains deluged our fields, since which not only has its

erowth been most rapid among the Potatoes, but the

Peas are also covered with it, which were not before

affected. If, according to Mr. Rumball, " the imme-
diate canse of the Potato disease is electricity acting

upon the wet tubers," the rain ought to precede the
I

electric shock, and the tubers ought to be affected

before the leaves, which is contrary to usual occurrences,

for long before the electric storms, even in dry weather,

the leaves become slightly affected, so long before that

a few blackened leaves are, I believe I may say invari-

ably/seen a month cr more before general observation

detects the visitation, and very long before the mildew
spreads ; the fact is it exists apparently irrespective of

the state of the atmosphere, and certainly some time

before the tubers become diseased.

With respect to our Irish discovery, the slugs or

snails naturally infest sheltered and moist places, which

are also favourable to the growth of mildew ; indeed,

all the arguments urged by the agriculturist of the

Esher model school in favour of his slugs or snails are

equally cogent with mildew, each deprives the plant of

its juices and causes death in the parts that have been
so deprived—both are parasites—but I think the

mildewed edge that borders the blackened spot of the

leaf is a very decided proof of the presence and action

of the vegetable parasite. I would call the attention of

those who doubt the disease being a mildew to this

indication :—the under side of the blackened part ofa leaf

of the Potato plant is found edged to the breadth of
perhaps half an inch with a white mildew ; it would I

think appear patent to any one that the death of the
blackened part has been caused by the drinking up of
its juices by this fungus, the precursor of its death.
The life of leaves is destroyed by many accidents, and,
where a black leaf appears, the cry of Potato disease is

raised, but unless the mildew edge is seen I am ever
slow to attribute it to our fell foe. It is rather curious,
however, that the mildew falls ou the upper side of tl e

Pea leaves. But a most curious detection has been
made by a Longford man who is a sincere believer in

the slug or suail discoveries, indeed I believe an origi-

nator of it years ago ; he has opened seme of these

delicate insects with his penknife and found them fully

charged with the green (juice of) Potato foliage they
had so lately devoured ; had he opened a caterpillar he
would also have found it " fully charged" with the green
fluid it had extracted from the vegetable it fed on.

/. M. Goodiff.

ON THE SO CALLED TRANSFORMATION OF
JSGILOPS OVATA INTO WHEAT.

When a few years ago the late M. Dunal introduced

to our notice the result of the labours of M. Fabre at

Agde, respecting the so-called transformation of iEgilops

ovata into Wheat, the great body of European
botanists became divided into two parties ; the one,

which found the most adherents in England, implicitly

believed in the exact letter of M. Fabre's conclusion

(i.e., that by a successful cultivation alone a mere weed
like uEgilops ovata had been raised to the rank of so

important and useful a grain as Wheat), the other,

which found the most in Germany and France, rejected

ML Falre's conclusions and endeavoured to explain the

change that had evidently taken place, by assuming that

it had been brought about by crossing iEgilops ovata

with Wheat, a process by which, if repeated, any hybrid

would ultimately revert to its parent ttock, as is the

case for instance in a mule, which in the course of a few

generations will, by means of crossing, become either a

donkey or a horse. Although I have had no opportunity

of making any experiments with the plants alluded to, I

was by no means an indifferent spectator, but laboured

to assist the good cause by reprinting in the botanical

periodical edited by me (The Bonplandia) all the

English, French, and German articles and pamphlets

which had appeared, and by furnishing such leaders

as were best calculated to keep the subject alive, and

guard it from being disposed of by weak and illogical

arguments. Being so much interested in this question

I was agreeably surprised on hearing some weeks ago

that one of Prof. Henslow's iEgilops plants had pro-

duced an ear resembling that of Wheat ; and as Prof.

Henslow's plants were no hybrids, but only well-grown

specimens of iEgilops ovata, it was likely to be demon-
strated by this "sport" that the views of If, Fabre,

backed by Dunal and others, were correct, and conse-

quently those of the other party incorrect. Like many
others I have ever since then looked forward with
great interest to the publication of Professor Henslow's
report on his singular production, and my interest has
if possible been heightened since the receipt of a letter

from St. Petersburg, dated July 15th, 185(j, in which

my esteemed friend Dr. Kegel, the director of the

Imperial Botanical Gardens of that place, informs me
that he has succeeded in answering the /Egilops ques-

tion, not ex cathedra, but by experiment, and that his own
views on the subject (i.e., that the transformation could

only take place by a repeated process of hybridization)

have been confirmed. I have produced this letter in

extenso in the " Bonplandia," vol. iv., p. 243, and will

confine myself in this place to an abstract, which, to do

Dr. Hegel justice, I must preface with the remark that

it was he, who, long ere Godron published to the

same effect, started in his " Gartenflora " the hypothesis,

now confirmed by his experiments, and that to him
belong whatever merits or demerits it may have.

The following is the abstract alluded to :
—" St.

Petersburg, July 15th, 1856. My experiments, made
during the last few years of fecuiidizing JSgilops ovata

with the pollen of Wheat have been successful ; the

hybrid itself now stands before me. There is nothing

of a gradual transition from one plant into the other, but

we have obtained at once from the seeds of iE^ilops

ovata a plant which shows a much greater resemblance

to Wheat than to JEgilops. The individuals raised

(about 10) do not differ in the least from each other, all

are perfectly alike. The thin prostrate stems have

changed into strong robust ones, which, though they may
still be prostrate at the base, soon become rigid, erect,

and 1£ to 2 feet high, bearing an ear from l\ to 2 inches

long, which resembles more that of Wheat than that of

^Egilops. In the'few instances in which I have suc-

ceeded in raising a hybrid between two genera, the

hybrid always bore the generic type of the plant which

furnished the pollen. The same is the case here ; the

hybrid, ^Egilops triticoirfe?, is really no ./Egilops but a

Triticum; for its glumes and palece are not, as in

jEgilops, concave, but they are carinate. In iEgilops

the glumes, which encompass each spikelet, terminate in

2—4 aristae, and have equally thick parallel veins.

Moreover these glumes quite envelope the spikelet, which

consists of two perfect and one imperfect florets. In

Triticum vulgare these two glumes are laterally cari-

nate on the back, have unequally thick veins, are

pointed, or terminate a little below the apex in a

mucro or a long arista. (For the process of fecundation

the beardless form of Wheat was selected.) These

glumes are placed at the base of a spikelet with three

or more florets, which they do not quite envelope. The
hybrid produced by the two plants bears a spikelet with

from three to five florets, ou the base of which are two

glumes which only surround the spikelet when it is

young ; but afterwards not at all. On the back we

have the lateral keel so characteristic of Triticum,

through which they end in an arista, much shorter than

the glumes themselves. The tendency which the hybrid

shows to iEoilops consists in the numerous veins of the

glumes running parallel with the keel, and oue or two ot

which terminate in a short tooth. The lower of the twe

palese is in /Egilops not unlike the glumes ; in Wheat it

is either obtuse or, in the bearded forms, and ends in a

long arista ; on the back it is carinated. The hybrid has
a lower palea carinated at the back and ending in an
arista many times shorter ihan the paleae ; moreover
there is on each side a lateral vein terminating in a short

tooth.

" From this description it will be seen that myjex peri*
ment has confirmed that /Egilops triticoides is a hybrid
between /Egilops ovata and the Wheat, and that the
conclusions respecting the transition of the two plants

which I deduced from analogous cases have proved
correct. Opposed to them are reports of other
transition forms between the hybrid and the two parental
plants, leading us to the consideration of three questions,

viz. : whether there are really any other transition-

j

forms ? whether, if there are, they have been produced
by. a returning of the hybrid to one of its parents ? or
whether they have to be explained by a repeated fecun-

dation of the hybrid with one of its parents ? I have
already declared in favour of the latter view ; it is true

I myself have not seen these later transition-forms, but

I have also no reason to doubt their existence. That a
hybrid, when it is a perennial plant, cannot return to

its parents by esexual propagation we know from ex-

perience, but it is different with the sexual propaga-

tion, where experiments with newly raised hybrids,

fertile even in their pollen, must decide and can
only prove the question. Experiments to that

effect have yet to be made. I know from personal ex-

perience only one instance of the latter. Respecting

our h\brid between the Wheat and ^Egilops I have left

some of the plants on isolated places so that they may
fecundate themselves, some I have fecundated with

iEgilops, and again some with the common bearded

Wheat. How far these experiments may succeed the

future will show. In other respects we have still to

consider a question mooted by Dr. Lindley in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, who, taking his stand on the theory

started by Dr. Klotzsch, expressed the opinion that if

JEgilops triticoides had fertile pollen it would prove that

J^ilops ovata and Triticum vulgare were extreme

/ forms of one species. But this view does not hold good,

since my hybrid has pol'en, which is entirely sterile.

The question, therefore, whether /Egilops triticoides is

a true hybrid, measured even by Klotzsch
1

s standard, is

thus answered in the affirmative ; we have, however,

still to learn whether our plant may not fecundate itself

by means of its own pollen. This latter question no
theory, only experience, can decide. Ed. Regd."

Since the above was written, I have seen in the

A then(eum a brief abstract of Prof. Henslow's paper on

the iEgilops question r* ad before the British A ssociation

at Cheltenham, in which it is stated that Prof. Henslow
a had so far succeeded in changing the character of

^Egilops ovata as to lead him to conclude that M.
Fabre's original statement, that it was the origin of the

domestic Wheat (Triticum sativum) was not altogether

without foundation. He exhibited specimens, in which

the form of iEgilops ovata had undergone considerable

change ; but he had not yet succeeded in obtaining

the characters of Triticum sativum."— Prof. Henslow

will render great service to systematic botany if he
continue his experiments in the same direction as he has

done hitherto, viz., to endeavour to raise /Egilops ovata

by means of cultivation to the rank of Wheat, though

he may only obtain, as I have little doubt he will, a
positive fact by a negative result Berthold Seemann.

[We believe the plant which was the subject of Prof*

Henslow's experiments was /E. squarrosa, not ovata.]

ANSWERS TO AGRICULTURAL QUESTIONS.
By Mb. Henby Cox, op Mivchinhampton, Gloucestebshtbe

In your Paper of July 5 you invite answers to the

questions put by the Society of Arts. The farm to which

they refer is an adhesive loam, which I take to mean
Wheat and Bean land. I start on the presumption that

the farm is in good heart and properly drained, and the

farm buildings in good repair and nearly central, and

the farm not very sideland, as you are well aware hilly

land is much more expei.sive to manage than when

it approaches nearer to a level.

FARM PRACTICE.
In answering the following questions on the management of a

farm, you will make your replies throughout consistent with

the scheme of cultivation which you lay down for yourself

in the first of them. The farm in question is 320 acres in

extent—70 acres being in meadow-land and pasture; the soil

is an adhesive loam, and its quality may be indicated by its

rent and rates, which amount in all to 21. 5s. per acre.

1. State the mode in which you will crop this farm, supposing

it situated in midland or southern England—giving the

acreage under the several crops you name—and bearing in

mind (in reference to your crops for cattle food) what the

requirements of your live stock may be.

I would, for the sake of round numbers, cut ofl

11 acres of the arable land lying nearest the steading,

and apply it to grow Italian Rye-grass, Rye, Potatoes,

Lucerne, and any little things that should turn up in the

wav of experiment. We should then have six equal

proportions of 40 acres each

—

Two portions, or 80 acres, would be "Wheat.

One portion, or 40 acres, would be Beans.

One portion, or 40 acres, would be Mangel Wurzel, Swedes,
Turnips, Vetches, &c.

One portion, or 40 acres, would be Clover.

One portion, or 40 acres, would be Oats.

We should then have Wheat twice in six years ; Oats,

Clover, and Beans, once in six years ; Mangel Wurzel
! once in 12 years ; and Vetches and Turnips once in
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12 years. Then I would bhift in every rotation the

Mangel Wurzel on to the Turnip land of the preceding
six years, and vice vend. I would endeavour to manure
every other year in some way ; thus I would use a
small portion of farm-yard manure, and 2 to 3 cwt.

superphosphate, with a little salt, for the root or fallow

crop ; a fair dreeing of farm-yard manure alone for

the Bean crop ; and a dressing of guano, mixed with
ashes or screened earth, as a top-dressing for the Clover
crop. We should then have bone earth once in six years,
and guano once in six years. Perhaps you will say, why
grow Oats on this land at all ? I have many reasons.
1st, It would set the Wheat crop a little wider in the
rotation. 2d, They may be sown in spring, and there-
fore more equally divide the labour, because it will not
always be convenient to get all the roots off the fallow
land in time for Wheat. 3d, Oat straw is capital fodder,
and Oats will be required in rather large quantities for
feeding the farm horses, &c. Certainly, in a time of
scarcity, and when Wheat brings such prices a3 the last
two years, there may be a deviation in its favour, but on
an average of years I should consider it right to admit
Oats into the rotation. So much depends on seasons as
regards the requirements of stock food, that I think this
question a difficult one ; but suppose we set down as an
.average that the land under green crops should produce
15 tons per acre. I am fully aware that very much
larger crops have been produced, but I think this is

quite as much as we can consider an average, taking
seasons into consideration, and likewise the fact that we
must begin with the Clovers, Vetches, Rye and Italian
Bye-grass before the crop is up to its greatest bulk, or
we shall have much of it spoiled before it is half
housed.

Summer Foot>.
40 acres Clover 10 tons per acre, 400 green food.
5 n Kye 8 „ 40
6 „ Rye and Vetches 12 „ CO
5 „ Vetches...
5 .. late Vetches

• •

T?

10
10

n

if

if

so
50

600

The Rye and Rye and Vetches would be off in time for
Swedish Turnip, and would precede the Clover; the
Vetches (early) would be off in time for Yellow Turnips,
and come between the first and second cut of Clover; and
the late Vetches would be off in time for White
Turnips, and would serve to help out with the young
Clover of the second cutting. This would serve the
horses and about 30 head of cattle, with the addition of
a little dry food, from the middle of Aprd till the end of
September.

2. State the quantity of seed you will need upon the farm for
each of the crops you grow.

Seeds.
Wheat 80 acres, 1| hush, per acre, 100 bush.
Oa* 40 „ 3 „ „ 120 „

2 SO
it

n
2

e*n* 40
, „ „ w „

5ye 5 „ 2 „ „ 10 „
2«ires • 10 „ 3 „ 30 „
live and Tares mix t 5 „ 3 „ „ 15 „
Clover 40 „ 10 lbs. „ 400 lbs.

i
Un

f
el* ?0 „ 4 „ 80 „

Swede 10 . 2$ „ „ 25 „
»?

*»

2* „
4 bush.

30
N

25 .,

12 bush.
00 n

Turnip 10
Italian Rye-grass 3
Potatoes 3

3. Estimate the produce of the farm in bushels of the several
seed crops grown: and state the sura you will realise for each
according to what you consider au ordinary price for eacli per
bu.shel.

SO acres Wheat, 30 bushels per acre, 2400
bushels, at 6s. 6d. £7S0

40 acres Beans, 32 bushels per acre, 1280 bushels at
4'-6d. 28S

Oats, 40 acres, 40 bushels per acre, 1600 bushels at
2*. M ... 220

should follow each other, one with mouldboard and the
other without, the depth being regulated by circum-
stances, that is, I would only break a small portion of

the subsoil that had not been previously worked.
This operation finished, in a fortnight or so, as
opportunity served, I would put through it crossways
the Ducie drag or Coleman's scarifier with chisel points,

as deep as both plouuhs ; this would mix in some degree
the under soil with the top without causing sterility for

a time. The next operation would be to ridge it up
either with the double breast plough or single plough
going twice in one place ; the plough without board
should be again passed down between each bout, and
the >\ho!e may then lie for frost and air to pulverise
till we can find time to draw on the manure, which
may be done any time in the winter when the laud is in

a fit state. This I would put in the bouts between the
ridges and split the ridge back on it, and the subsoiler
should again be passed down the furrows. It will then
be fit to remain till April, when if weeds make their

appearance it may be advisable to run the horse hoe
up and down the furrows, and a pair of light harrows
to follow crossways. Mangels are very fond of salt,

therefore if three or four cwt. per acre be ground fine

and strewn over the whole before this last operation it

will be of much service, not only as food to the plants,

but in killing insects, slugs, &c. If superphosphate or
guano is used, it is best to mix this with the salt before
sowing. The double breast plough may again be
passed between the ridges lightly, and after a light

roller have passed over them with pieces nailed on to

mark the spot where the seeds are to be deposited,

the seeds may be planted with a dibble at the rate of

about five pounds per acre, or they may be deposited
with the drill on the top of the ridges. As soon as the
plants are fairly up in rows the horse hoe may be put
to work between the rows, and men and women to

clean the rows and single the plants, leaving of course
the best plants in the ridges, after which they will only
require a constant attention with horse and hand hoe
till October, when they may be drawn and carted off

the land and laid in long narrow heaps well secured with
straw or other protecting material till required for use.

6. Estimate the cost of each of these operations per acre •

and give all the other items which make up the cost per
acre of the Mangel Wurzel crop.

The cost per acre of the preceding operations.

Scarifying with Coleman's cultivator £0 2s. Sd.
Harrowing two tines 10
Double ploughing 12
Second scarifying 2 6
Kidging up 2
Subsoiling between ridges twice 4
Filling 15 loads manure 13
Hauling ditto 5
Spreading ditto 16
Covering ditto C 2
Horse hoeing and hoeing and again ridging up

before sowing 3 6
3 cwt. superphosphate 110
3 cwt. salt 3 6
Drilling or dibbling 2

3 horses hoeing between plants 3
Singling and horse hoeing 1st time 3
2 atter-hoeings 3
Pulling and tilling in carts 8
Drawing home 6
Stacking and covering with straw 2

rn

* *

f. Say how many horses you will need to work the farm, and
name the operations in which they will be engaged during
the months of June and October respectively.

If the farm is clean, level, and convenient to the
steading, I could work it with 7 horses, i. c. Z pairs and
tone odd, which would be nearly always engaged in
drawing food for horses and cattle, drawing stones to
repair roads, &c. &c; but as stock must be bought for
this farm, I should buy annually 4 or 8 good old working
bullocks, say in August. They mi^ht help through the
Wheat ploughing and sowing if required, and be good
for feeding afterwards; this would make us sure of our
work being done in fair time. The chief operation in
which the horses will be engaged in June is preparing
for and sowing Swede Turnips, horse-hoeing Mangel,
drawing hay irom meadow land, and drawing food
(green) for live stock. In October (we will suppose the
harvest to be finished in September) they will require to
be kept with all vigilance preparing the Bean stubbles
for Wheat, and sowing Wheat on the Clover stubble
(which we suppose to be nearly finished ploughing
in September); towards the last week, if the Bean
stubbles are finished, they may be engaged in drawing
in some of the earliest Mangels, as this operation should
be finished before the middle of next month, or serious
consequences may occur from frost.

5. Relate the several operations after Wheat harvest in the
culture of a succeeding Mangel Wurzel crop.

As soon as the Wheat is off I would run Coleman's
grubber or Bentall's broadshare through the land, say
two or three inches deep

; the harrow should follow, and
if any Couch or Coltsfoot or Mint have got a-head I

would have it picked off ; it might then lie two or three
weeks to allow all seeds to germinate, when the harrow
should be again passed over the ground to kill such as
had germinated. As soon as the Wheat sowing is

finished, and a ridge or so of Bye and Vetches sot in,
I wonld give it a double ploughing ; these two ploughs

* There is not «uuugli seed allowed here by 2 ur 3 lbs. an acre.

£4 8 9

These items must vary much under different circum-
stances, and it is not to be understood that any person
could perform these operations on so low a scale where
a farm had been overrun with weeds. For instance
land has fallen in and come under my management that
for hand-hoeing alone has cost above 20s. per acre.

{To be continued.)

I

Home Correspondence.
Seed.—"T. G., Clithero," asks if it may not be

desirable to get our seed Wheat from America, or to

grow our Turnip seed in America. We must answer
this negatively. Most kinds of seeds, if not all, grown
iu warmer climates than our own, certainly degenerate
both in point of earliness, healthfulness, and fineness of

growth after the first year of planting in this cool
climate of ours ; and many do so even the first year,
though they grow very fine plants and flower well, yet
they prove only abortive. The Scarlet Runner, for
instance, is remarkable for this ; two years ago an
immense quantity was imported into England, we believe
from America, extraordinarily large and good, far
beyond any grown at home, and both being sown side
by side and treated in every way alike, the English
ones proved abundantly podded, but the foreicners were
nearly all but abortive, though they blossomed most
profusely, and this was a general remark amongst our
neighbouring seed growers. After becoming inured,
however, to the climate, the next year very little differ-

ence was observed. Ofsome Mazagan Beans from France,
and some of home growth, planted the same day and
treated both alike, the Frenchmen were fit to gather a
fortnight before the English; both were left for seed

;

the next year, however, both were again sowed
together, and no difference in ripening was observed.
This occurred 30 years ago. Many nurserymen
and amateurs no doubt, if they -will speak truth-
fully in the matter, will pronounce it to have been the
same with Ten Week Stocks, Balsams, &c, from
abroad. But to be candid however, a contrary effect

has been observed when they had been cultivated and
brought from cooler climates than our own ; they
generally then become improved in earliness, quality,

colour, &c, and often prove better than our own.

These remarks apply not only to countries, but even ft»
different districts at home from N. to S. or fromS. toNWe could advise nothing better than to grow oar
Wheats and seeds saved from home growth, and from
earliest selected stocks, or well cultivated land without
stimulants or manure of any kind ; although the seed
may prove to be somewhat smaller than that raised
from precocities reared by strong manures. All we
want from abroad is what we cannot grow and supply
at home. This we think requires to be better under-
stood in commercial transactions abroad and at home
for we may rest assured they are studying their own
interests, and will soon know their business as well as
ourselves, and we may safely take it for granted thev
will require to buy no more of us than their own real

necessities require. Let us also study our own interest
and maintain our independence as well as we can by
growing all we possibly can at home. Hardy and Son,
Seedgrowers, Muldon, Essex.

Destruction of Weeds in Ireland.—Mr. Donnelly hat

sent us the following letter. [The pupi's taught at

National Schools exceed half a million.]

Office of National Educator,
2Ut August, 1866.

Sir,—We have had the honour of laying before the Com-
missioners of National Education your letters of the 10th July
and 18th inst., relative to the great importance of the destruction

of weeds along the sides of highways.
We are directed to state in reply, that the Commissioners

cordially approve of the suggestion you have made, that tba

children attending the National Schools should be instructed by
their respective teachers as to the necessity of destroying all

weeds found on the farms of their parents, or on the highway!

adjacent thereto.
The Commissioners will, therefore, have much satisfaction in

pointing out to their Inspectors the steps necessary to be takea

for carrying your suggestion into effect.

To W. Donnelly, Esq., Maurice Cross, \ofCrttar:u
Registrar- General, James Kelly, j-**^ n*

Agricultural Statistics Office,

5, Henrietta Street, Dublin.

Memoranda on the Breaking Up of Grass Land (Con-

tinued from p. 427).— Let us take 100 acres of land in old

pasture, being good meadow or grazing ground of equal

value with that already named, which we propose to bring

into cultivation. In the first place I believe it is allowed

by the majority of good farmers that the best mode of

reducing Grass land of nearly every description into

arable is by paring and burning. Suffice it to say that

the land ought to be pared with the paring spade,

in February, as you then have it in readiness to burn

as soon as the weather will permit. Of course itii

an advantage to burn the turf as early as possible, as

you then do not lose the season for sowing your seeds

or corn. I propose to farm this 100 acres on the four

field system, viz., Wheat, roots, Barley, and Clover

or Italian Rye-grass. We shall consequently have

25 acres of each of the above mentioned crops.

I shall now endeavour to show the probable value of

each of these crops, and the cost of producing them. It

is impossible to fix in what way your land shall be

cropped the first year, so much depends on the nature

of season. On land of the description I have mentioned

we may calculate on growing 4 4
quarters of Wheat per

acre, on an average of years. Of the probable value of

this crop per bushel it is rather difficult to calculate,

but we shall certainly be within bounds in reckoning it

at 6s. per bushel. The other corn crop, viz. Barley, we

will put at 5 quarters per acre, and allow 32*. per

quarter as its value. I now come to speak of the two

remaining crops, namely Roots and Clover. Of tbe

root crop, whether Mangel Wurzel, Swedes, or Carrots

are preferred, I do not hesitate to say that 20 tons per

acre ought to be produced, and in fact that weight is

produced by good farmers from land of the value we

have been treating of. And while I am on this subject,

it may not be out of place to say that certain quauuuei

of each of the roots I have mentioned should be grown.

I would propose that half the land should be sown wun

Swedish Turnips, one quarter to Carrots, and m

remaining q.arter to Mangel Wurzel ; so that you maj

commence feeding your cattle on Swedes which tor i

first three months are decidedly the best roots, aii

»

wards the Carrots, and lastly the Mangel W ureel, wine

root if properly stored and not allowed to shoos

retain the greater portion of its nutritive P10?"

through the whole spring and even summer,

frequently seen cattle feeding in July on this vaiu

root, and thriving as much as at any other season
f

year. 1 have spoken of the value of the two cro
J?^ {

I will now endeavour to prove the value of -5 ac ^
roots to be applied to stall feeding of cattle,

doing I will add to the roots the straw of trie v
•

*

crop, which shall be eaten by the cattle, and iiw

of the Wheat shall be used as litter. * n>m actua^
^

servation I have come to tha conclusion that li '

either of the roots of which I have spoken is sun ^
for an ox per day. Now supposing 2o acres

-
F

^
500 tons, and that the Barley straw oi_ So ai

f

sufficient quantity of dry food for a given num ^
cattle consuming 28 acres of roots, this a«™ ^
food will maintain 37 oxen or cows during six m

Lastly, let us consider in what way the ren ^
field of the course is to be consumed, viz.,

» ^
Italian Rye-grass. Of this crop 1 propose w ^
whole of it be mown and consumed by cattle in

yards. The number of times Clover or \
tA"au

tU
grass can be cut in the season depends etaenj ^
good or bad management of the land, buffi ce it- -
that the same number of cattle can be ^ui^nea ^
the remaining mouths on this crop of Clover a*

q{

fed on the roots and Barley straw, lor the»
of

comparing the relative merits of these twos}*

e-

the
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i'armiug, let us suppose that each animal will pay 11.

per month for feeding, and that under each mode of

management the cattle thrive in equal proportions,

although I am fully convinced that roots and straw in

the winter, and green Clover in the summer, very far

exceeds hay alone and Grass alone. E. H.

The Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England. Vol XVII., Part I.

We refer to this volume now merely to call attention

to Dr. Voelcker's valuable report upon the management
of Farmyard Manure. It gives in great detail the

results of a lengthened chemical research ; and the

conclusions arrived at are of the greatest possible

practical value. In some particulars they are opposed

to the generally prevailing opinions on the subject, as

will be seen from the following resume", with which

the article concludes.
tl 1. Perfectly fresh farmyard manure contains but a

small proportion of free ammonia. 2. The nitrogen in

fresh dung exists principally in the state of insoluble

nitrogenised matters. 3. The soluble organic and
mineral constituents of dung are much more valuable

fertilisers than the insoluble. Particular care, there-

fore, should be bestowed upon the preservation of the

liquid excrements of animals, and for the same reason

the manure should be kept in perfectly waterproof pits,

of sufficent capacity to render the setting up of dung-
heaps in the corner of fields, as much as it is possible,

unnecessary. 4. Farmyard manure, eveu in quite a

fresh state, contains phosphate of lime, which is much
more soluble than has hitherto been suspected. 5. The
urine of the horse, cow, and pig, does not contain any
appreciable quantity of phosphate of lime, whilst the

drainings of dungheaps contain considerable quantities of

this valuable fertiliser. The drainings of dungheaps,
partly for this reason, are more valuable than the urine

of our domestic animals, and therefore ought to be pre-

vented by all available means from running to waste.

G. The most effectual means of preventing loss in

fertilising matters is to cart the manure directly on the
field whenever circumstances allow this to be done. 7.

On all soiU with a moderate proportion of clay no fear

needs to be entertained of valuable fertilising substances

becoming wasted if the manure cannot be ploughed in

at once. Fresh, and even well-rotten, dung contains

very little free ammonia ; and since active fermentation,

and with it the further evolution of free ammonia, is

stopped by spreading out the manure on the field, the

valuable volatile manuring matters cannot escape into

the air by adopting this plan.

"As all soils with a moderate proportion of clay

possess in a remarkable degree the power of absorb-

ing and retainiug manuring matters, none of the saline

and soluble organic constituents are wasted even by a

heavy fall of rain. It may, indeed, be questioned

whether it is more advisable to plough in the manure at

once, or to let it lie for some time on the surface, and to

give the rain full opportunity to wash it into the soil.

It appears to me a matter of the greatest importance
to regulate the application of manure to our fields so

that its constituents may become properly diluted and
uniformly distributed amongst a large mass of soil. By
ploughing in the manure at once, it appears to me, this

desirable end cannot be reached so perfectly as by

allowing the rain to wash in gradually the manure
evenly spread on the surface of the field. By adopting

such a course, in case practical experience should con-

firm my theoretical reasoning, the objection could no
longer be maintained that the land is not ready for

carting manure on it. I am much inclined to recom-

mend as a general rule : Cart the manure on the field,

spread it at once, and wait for a favourable opportunity

to plough it in. In the case of clay soils, I have no
hesitation to say the manure may be spread even six

months before it is ploughed in, without losing any

appreciable quantity of manuring matters. I am per-

fectly aware that, on stiff clay land, farmyard manure,

more especially long dung, when ploughed in before the

frost sets in, exercises a most beneficial action by keep-

ing the soil loose and admitting the free access of frost,

which pulverises the land—and would therefore by no
means recommend to leave the manure spread on the

surface without ploughing it in. All I wish to enforce

is, that when no other choice is left but either to set up
the manure in a heap in a corner of the field, or to

spread it on the field, without ploughing it in directly,

to adopt the latter plan. In the case of very light

sandy soils it may perhaps not be advisable to spread

out the manure a long time before it is ploughed in,

since such soils do not possess the power of retaining

manuring matters in any marked degree. On light

sandy soils I would suggest to manure with well-

fermented dung shortly before the crop intended to be

grown is sown.
"8. Well-rotten dung contains likewise little free

ammonia, but a very much larger proportion of soluble
organic and saline mineral matters than fresh manure.
9. Rotten dung is richer in nitrogen than fresh. ] 0.

Weight for weight, rotten dung is more valuable than
fresh. 11. In the fermentation of dung a very con-
siderable proportion of the organic matters in fresh
manure is dissipated into the air in the form of
carbonic acid and other gases. 12. Properly regulated,
however, the fermentation of dung is not attended with
any great loss of nitrogen nor of saline mineral

matters. 13. During the fermentation of dung, ulmic,

humic, and other organic acids are formed, as well as

gypsum, which fix the ammonia generated in the

decomposition of the nitrogenised constituents of dung.

14. During the fermentation of dung the phosphate of

lime which it contains is rendered more soluble than in

fresh manure. 15. In the interior and heated portions

of manure-heaps ammonia is given off ; but, on passing

into the external and cold layers of dungheaps, the fnae

ammouia is retained in the heap. 16. Ammonia is not

given off from the surface of well-compressed dung-

heaps, but on turning manure-heaps it is wasted in

appreciable quantities. Dungheaps for this reason

should not be turned more frequently than absolutely

necessary. 17. No advantage appears to result from
carrying on the fermentation of dung too far, but every

disadvantage. 18. Farmyard manure becomes deter-

iorated in value, when kept in heaps exposed to the

weather; the more the longer it is kept. 19. The loss

in manuring matters, which is incurred in keeping

manure-heaps exposed to the weather, is not so much
due to the volatilisation of ammonia as to the removal

of ammoniacal salts, soluble nitrogenised organic

matters, and valuable mineral matters, by the rain

which falls in the period during which the manure is

kept. 20. If rain is excluded from dung-heaps, or

little rain falls at a time, the loss in ammonia is

trifling, and no saline matters of course are removed ;

but, if much rain falls, especially if it descends in

heavy showers upon the dungheap, a serious loss in

ammonia, soluble organic matters, phosphate of lime,

and salts of potash is incurred, and the manure becomes

rapidly deteriorated in value, whilst at the same time it

is diminished in weight. 21. Well-rotten dung is

more readily affected by the deteriorating influence of

rain than fresh manure. 22. Practically speaking, all
\

the essentially valuable manuring constituents are

preserved by keeping farmyard manure under cover.

23. If the animals have been supplied with plenty of

litter, fresh dung contains an insufficient quantity of

water to induce an active fermentation. In this case

fresh dung cannot be properly fermented under cover,

except water or liquid manure is pumped over the heap

from time to time. Where much straw is used in the

manufacture of dung, and no provision is made to

supply the manure in the pit at any time with the

requisite amount of moisture, it may not be advisable to

put up a roof over the dung-pit On the other hand,

on farms where there is deficiency of straw, so that the

moisture of the excrements of our domestic animals is

barely absorbed by the litter, the advantage of erecting

a roof over the dung-pit will be found very great. 24.

The worst method of making manure is to produce it

by animals kept in open yards, since a large proportion 2-Inch mesh, 24

of valuable fertilising matters is wasted in a short time ; |"|
nc

}|
» ! tT

and after a lapse of 1 2 months at least two-thirds of the
2.[°ch

substance of the manure is wasted, and only one-third, is_inch

inferior in quality to an equal weight of fresh dung, is

left behind. 25. The most rational plan of keeping

manure in heaps appears to me that adopted by

Mr. Lawrence of Cirencester, and described by him at

length in Morton's ' Cyclopaedia of Agriculture/ under

the head of * Manure.'

"

/^ARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
V-/ PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other
Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal
Dock Compauies, most public bodies, and by the Nobility,
Gentry, and Clergy, for out-door work at their country seats.

The Auti-Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most
durable out-door Tain: ever invented for the preservation of
every description of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement,
&c, work, as has been proved by the practical test of upwards of
60 years, and by the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials
in its favour, and which, from the rank and sUtion in society of
those who have given them, have never yet been equalled by
anything of the kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of Colours, Prices, together with a Copy of the Testi-
monials, will he sent on application to Walter Carson & Son,
No. 9, Great Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal
Exchange, London. No Agents. All orders are particularly
requested to be sent direct.

iX/AKNERa' SWING W ATER-BAKKCVVk'
• * (To Hold Thirty Gallons)

Will save much of the gardener's time and labour. May bo
obtained of any Ironmonger for 3/. 3*.

Brass Syringes, fa. to 18s.

Also a great variety of elective Machines for Hydraulic pur-
poses, and to supply Gardens, Hothouses, Cottages, Farms.
Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every requisite connected
with the conveyance and distribution of Liquids.

Fountains sn! rahle for Conservatories, Lawn s, &c.

GREAT REDUCTiCfJ IN THE PRICE OF GALVANISED
WIRE NETTING.

BARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,
in consequence of improvements in their machinery for

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to makfr
a great reduction in the prices.

• * *
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Notices to Correspondents.
Answers to Agkicultuhal Questions: We are unable this

week to compare and discuss, as we had proposed, the papers
we have received, not having yet had permission from the
writers.

Diseased Meat: F R S. The report lately published gives the
conclusions arrived at by the Metropolitan Medical Officers of

Health. * Such meat is habitually offered for sale." The follow-

ing are among the marks by which it maybe known:—Its

colour is generally either dingy or too bright; the smell is

peculiarly sour and sickening even when such meat is fresh;

there is a peculiar and decided wetness of the meat, which is

also soft, flabby, and not set; there is often blood in the veins,

which has curdled there, and not run out as it does when sound
beasts are killed. [For full particulars see our 4i News" portion

of the paper.]

IIerefords : H. The best fairs are those of Hereford itself, espe-

cially that of Oct. 20.

Poultry: T 8. Next week.
Seizure of Unwholesome Grain' at Leeds : Correspondent.—
The Jcase was this:—Some Leeds corn merchants were sum-
moned for having in their possession, exposed for sale, 12
quarters of Wheat which was unfit for food. The sample pro-

duced stank abominably ; and it appeared to be composed of

three-fourths of brown earth and one-fourth of discoloured

grains of Wheat. The counsel for the defence relied on the
assertion that the Wheat was not exposed for sale— it was
simply warehoused, and had been deposited. It was said that

the Wheat would have been used for manure; it formed the

Ail the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet?*

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices one-fourth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 8|tZ. per yard, 3 feet wider
Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 2d. per
square toot.

Delivered free of expense in London. Peterborough. Hull, or

Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattte
and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &c.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post.

7
the

HPURNEB'S ROLLER MILLS, for Crushing Oats
X Barley, Linseed, Malt. &c, and Grinding Beans, are tb<

damaged portion of a cargo of 1800 quarters from Egypt. The most effective Crushing Mills manufactured, and work with less

decision of the bench was as follows:—" We are of opinion that power than any other. The Prize of the Royal Agricultural

thecorncomplainedofwasnotexposed for sale within themeaning Society was awarded to B. R.& F. Turner for u the best Linseed

of the statute, inasmuch as it is proved to our satisfaction that it and Corn Crusher/* at the Carlisle Meeting—(the last occasion-

possessed no money value whatever [!] We are of opinion on which a Prize was offered)—and at their previous Shows at

that corn placed in warehouses unfit for the food of man is Norwich, Gloucester, and Lincoln. Also the 1st Prize of 150

always seizable by the inspector, and there is great danger francs and Gold Medal at the Pans Lmversal Exhibition of

to the person holding it of being convicted under this act of Agriculture, 1S56. A great variety of these mills are inanufac-

Parliament unless he can clearly and satisfactorily show that tured, adapted for farms of all sizes, large coaching and carry-

he had it not in his possession for any of the purposes contem- i ing establishments, gentleraens
7

riding stables, breweries, Lin-

plated by the act; and the onus probandi will rest upon him. seed-oil mills, &c. ^^.„«,v,,^ ^
In order to prevent any information of offences of this TUKNEIT8 PATENT COMBINED CRLSHING AND-
character, it is desirable and will be prudent on the part of GRINDING MILL is highly effective for Crushing Grainr
persons being in possession of such corn at once to announce the
fact to the inspector, in order that it may be examined and
disposed of in such manner as will prevent the sale of It for

human food." The defendant's counsel hereupon piomised to

make manure of the rotten Wheat, and the parties left the

court.

Southdowns : Correspondent. We have just learned that the

prize sheep at Athlone were from the flock of Mr. Overman, of

Weasenham, Raynham, Norfolk, to which we alluded as so

Seeds, &c, and is lino a most excellent Mealing Mill for Barley.

Chaff Cutters for horse or steam power; Oil Cake Breakers

for English and Foreign Cake ; Fixed and Portable Steam
Engines: combined Threshing Machines; Saw Tables ; One-
horse Carts, &c, all of a superior description, are manufactured'

by E. R-& F. Turner, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich. Illustrated

Price Lists sent tree on application.

CAUTION.
Imitations of our Roller Mills, of very inferior manufacture,

successful at Chelmsford. Mr. Roberts, who took the first
i being offered for sale in London and elsewhere, which, from

prize for shearling rams, and the first for rams of any their resemblance in design to ours, are calculated to mislead

age won both by sheep purchased of Mr. Overman, the public: We hereby give notice, that Messrs. Burgess &

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.
*

E. R. & F. Tcrsf.b, Ipswich.
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BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,

AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

-t»

THESE FITTINGS will be found to possess all

the latest and most important improvements, and are of
tha best manufacture. All kinds of Stable Furniture in stock.
Iron Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, Tomb Railings, &c. New Illus-
trated Catalogues forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.
James Barton. Iron Founder, Ac, 370, Oxford Street, London.

PRUNING—The GRECIAN PRUNING SAWS
are universally acknowledged to be the best for every

description of Pruning. They cut faster and cleaner than any
other, and do not bend or break. Price 2*. 6d., 3*., and 3s. 6d.
each.—Thomas Hill, late W. Coleman, Cutler, 4, Ilaymarket,
London.

MAPPINGS PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by thb Makers.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR
Awarded a Prize

REQUISITES
at the Paris Exhibition, and Patronised by the English and

French Governments.

i +*

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
•' Cutlerv Works, Sheffield; and 67, King William Street,
Condon, where the largest stock of Cutlery in the world is kept.

Drawings forwarded by post.

PAXTON WORKS. SHEFFIELD.

COTTAM AND HALLEN,
TH

a« J*
1?*™1 INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGH

.
AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made important additious, the main features of the same being explained in tK.description and engraving. vm

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball
of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-
tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached
from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the
seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim
general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,
light and durable.
D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an
object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of

|
the way when not in use

CAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-^ 1NG, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and
PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-
ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.
47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-
man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears. Hoes,
Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools

Established 1738.

117 IRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
* * of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.
Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety

;

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make

;

Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;
Aviaries and Conservatories fitted np, by W. Richards. Imperial
Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's
Theatre.

COTTAM'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and
utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,
Galvanised, or Enamelled.
Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner Mangtrt,
H-trness-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on show at

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARMIiNG AND VENTILATING.—The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratis

on application.

VALUABLE IMPROVEMENTS IN MOWING MACHINES.

BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.
%£•

Under the Patronage of ;Her Majesty Queen Victoria, and His Majesty the Emperor of

the French.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

HTHE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY-
-i HELY & WARING. Managers, 296. Oxford Street. London
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from

2d.; and HARTLEYS PATENT ROUGH PLATE from Ud
per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes*
under 10 by 8, 12s. 6d.; above, 16*. 8d. per box. FOREIGNSHEET, in 200 feet cases. 345. per case.
PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. 6d per

•foot. TILES and SLATES from Gd. each. MILK PANS
21*. per dozen. H ELY'S HAND CHURN, 5s. 6d.; W A RING'SBUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses
Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses'
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7*. per 100, and the New
-Aquarium 10s. each.—Catalogues free.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETCTTETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS
---l of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square foot, for the usnalsizes required, manv thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed for i mmediatedelivery

.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application forPATENT ROUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS.GLASS
TILEb and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS. PATENT PLATE GLASSORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES*
to James Hbtlkt & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardener!' Chronicle fint Saturday in each month.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES.
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

TAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to
*-* hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :—
SHEET GLASS, Packed in Boxes containing 100 Feet.

ALEXANDER SHANKS AND SON,
ARBROATH, FORFARSHIRE.—PATENTEES.

A SHANKS and SON, while soliciting the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and Gardeners to theira • Horse and Pony MOWING and ROLLING MACHINES, the completeness and superiority of which are now well known,
at the same time respectfully solict notice to their new HAND MACHINE, specially adapted for mowing small lawns, verges,
around flower beds, &c, and which has now undergone a trial amply sufficient to enable the Patentees with all confidence to offer it

as the cheapest as well as the most efficient and complete machine extant. The improvements effected by the Patentees enable
the machine to be worked with perfect ease by one person. It requires no change of wheels or rollers in mowing verges; will cut
close to the edge of flower-beds; has great facilities for quick turning, cutting and rolling at the same time ; the length of the cut

can be effectually regulated in a few seconds by merely turning a screw, and being simple as well as complete in its construction
the machine can be easily worked and managed bv a common labourer. The machines are fitted with due regard to strength and
durability, and consequently not a t all liable to get out of order. The work is executed with great rapidity, and in a manner vastly

superior to mowing with the scythe, while the simultaneous operations of rolling and close cutting greatly improve and beautify

the turf. The Rolling and Mowing Machine is now in common use at all the Royal Gardens, Windsor, Kew, Buckingham Palace

Illustrated Price Lists forwarded on application.

N.B. A. Shanks & Son finding that their Patented Improvements are pirated, beg to caution the public against purchasing
Machines with their improvements without their name and address marked on the Machines.

A. Shanks & Son also supply Flemings SALTING MACHINES, for destroying Weeds. &c, on Gravel Walks, Court Yards,
&c.. particulars and itjcps of which will he learnpd on application. ^^____^___

T. GREEN'S NEW INVENTION IN~LAWN MOWINCTaND
ROLLING MACHINES,

SOLE MANUFACTURER, IRON AND WIRE WORKS, NORTH STREET, LEEDS.

REGISTERED JULY 24, 1855.-No. 3739.
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HTHE ADVANTAGES OF THESE MACHINES supersede all others by having
-* a small Wheel in front of the Grass Box, consequently will mow verges and round flower bed?
without any change of Wheels, or adding the old fashioned Roller, as in others; will also cut either
wet or dry, and by the simple adjustment of a thumb screw, in front, can be raised or lowered to cut
the Grass any length required ; and having two Rollers behind, and a small one in front, they roll the
width they cut; they will turn in very little room, and cut at the same time. All the working parts
made much stronger than the old machines. The bottom Blades are so constructed that they cannot
tear up the ground; they are only drawn, and not pushed and drawn as in other machines
consequently do not require half the power to work them. The three first sizes can be worked by
one person with ease; the two latter with a pony or donkey.

13 inches
£5 5

LIST OF PRICES (NET CASH):-
16 inches 20 inches 24 inches 28 inches
£6 £7 £8 £10 10

A quantity of Machines of other kinds at Half the usual prices.

and 32 inches
£12 10

LARGER SIZES, not exceeding 40 Inches Lono.
16 oz. from 2d. to 3id.,21 oz. from 3d. to 5d., 26 oz. from 6d. to7W.,

per foot superficial, according to size and quantity.

irn
T
T^T

F:EN *0UNCE SIIEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD
MOUSES, THE SAME QUALITY AS WE SCPPLTTO Mb. RlVERS, and
ot

jL
an"ua dimensions, always on hand, at 18*. per 100 feet.

S'^
1

IS!;'?
rown G, *sa of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

,VoXV ICCLTCRAL GLASS, Sixteen-ounce, packed in Crates
o! d00 feet, 2$<f. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, 3»d.

Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet 34*., 38*., 40*.. and
42*. per case.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS WAREHOUSE,
1X6, Bishonso-n to Strpof ttt ; *• v, *>.. , T«„rj„~

Testimonialfrom Joshua Major, Esq., Landscape Gardener, Knostrop. .

To Mr. Greek, Leeds—Sir, As I alwavs appreciate public and useful improvements, I most gladly give my testimony
your highly improved Mowing and Rolling Machine. The one sent for my inspection and trial (cutting a breadth of 24 inches] »«
drawn on flat ground with ease bv one person, and although at the time of trial the lawn was wet, it was cut with tne .£^"L,
nicety. So complete and simple is the invention, that amateur gentlemen, and even ladies, mav work either the 16 or 20-incnsw

with ease and pleasure, providing the Grass is not too long. For extensive places I should say the 24 inches wm
be most suitaHe; f»r even in undularing ground two persons may work it; but in flower gardens, when beds, &c are cr0

.
ir

either of the smaller sizes would be best. I congratulate you on your very valuable invention, which in my opinion, enn .

surpasses, and must eventually supersede all othprs, for it is not only free from intricacy and easy to the workman, but extre
"rJT_ t0

peditious in its operations, and consequents must prove a great saving in the management of Grass lawns, and a great doo

the public—I am, Sir, your most obedient servant, Joshita Major.
Other Testimonials may be had on application to the Manufacturer. , ,

The above Machines are warranted to answer the purpose as described, or may be returned, and may of

of all principal Ironmongers, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen in England ; also'Mr. Charles Garrood, Superin

dent of Agricultural Department, Crystal Palace, Sydenham.
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RONIZED MAJESTY

A | APPIN'6 ELECTRO-SI LVER PLATE.—i>J Messrs. Mappin's celebrated Manufactures iu ELECTRO-PLATE, comprising Tea and Coffee Services, Side-dishes
Spoons and Forks, and all articles usu illy made in silver, can
n w be obtained from their London Warehouse, No. 67. Kine
William Street, City, where the largest stock in London may be
seen.— Manufactory, Queen's Cutlerv Works. Sheffield.

LAND DRAINA cTe.
"

]V [R. THOMAS SCOTT, 5, Chariug Cross, London,
-J-*J- is now prepared to undertake large or small Drainage
<-ontr*cts, and to complete the same in as short a space of time
f 8 may 1 e requi ed. References to gentlemen whose properties hehas draine ', or i s now draining ; aud also to officers of the Crown

ARM BUILOINCS & DWELLING-HOUSE
'

PERSONS DESIROUS of CONTRACTING for
iV"

thf EIUXTIOX of either or all of the following WORKS for

IIS f\? 5"° rafly
T

8Pe ,he Pl««s *nd Specifications at the
Officer Mr Honm, Land AgentA Surveyor, Watford, Herts.

1. Farm Build. ngs at Rayne Hall, in the parish of Rayne
near Hraintree, Essex.

F ««yne,

2. Fara R Hidings at Port -rs Hall, in the parish of Stebbing,
near Dunmow, Essex. *'

w3'nA D,re,,i
"F HoMe flt VValkern Park, in the parish of

V>alkern, near Stevenage, Herts.
All tenders must be delivered to Mr. Hr/MBKBT on or before

the 2 .d day of September, on which day, at noon, thev will beore .ed at his Office. The Advertiser does not bind himself toreen' the lowest or either of tl>e fnivleis

WILLIAM SHAKE SPEAR
(SUCCESSOR TO CLARK AND JONES),

Manufacturer of Metallic Hothouses, Conservatories, &c, Hot-Water
aratus, and General Horticultural Builder,

LIONEL STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
App

55,

TTHLLIAM SHAKESPEAR in soliciting the attention of the Nobility and Gentry to this old and well known
Establishment, begs to say that in addition to continuing the Manufacture ot Metallic Hothouses, &c, for which his pre-

decessors were so justly celebrated, he undertakes the erection of Horticultural Buildings to any extent in Wood, and since talcing
to the business in 1852 having gone to considerable expense in putting up the most improved Steam Machinery' he is enabled to
execute orders in the best manner and at the very lowest price for which first-class materials and workmanship only can be affordedAmong the many examples of the superior mode of construction peculiar to this Establishment, W. S. can with pleasure refer
to the magnificent range of METALLIC FORCING HOUSES in the Royal Gardens, Frogmore, which after having been in
operation for some years, are allowed to be unsurpassed in their suitability to the purposes required and the excellence of the work-
manship. •» •

TO NURSERYMAN AND OTHERS.
'"jPO BE LET, with immediate possesion, on account
ri/JjLJ?8 &*£*** of the ,ate U e

'
a sma11 NURSERY

V*
KO

H D wlt]i<-ottage adjoining, a ramre of Hot Pits, and a
Greenhouse.-For particulars apply to Mrs. Johns i one. 1, Georce
Street. New Town, DeptforoVKent. '

' B

'TO BE LET, a~deii^hTful RESIDENCE~withii
mu

5 m,les west of Norwich and 2 miles of a railway station.
The House which is built as a Cottage Ornee\ consists or

Entrance Hall, Study, Dining Room (22 feet by 17), Drawing
Room, seven Sleeping Looms, and two Dressing Rooms, Kitchen,
Scullery Servants' Hall, &c. &c. In front of the house is a
beautiful Pleasure Garden, and Meadow or Lawn with a very
productive Kitchen Garden at the back containing altogether
about 6* acres. °

Contiguous to the home is a capital Four-stalled Stable two
large Loose Boxes, two Coach-h.n^es with men servants' sleeping
rooms over, Harness-room, Hav-loft, and all other usual con-
veniences, and the water is excellent.
Note.—Near the above is a Lake of 3 acres, upon which the

tenant will have permission to keep a boat.
For terms apply to E . Freestone. Solicitor, Norwich.
DESIRABLE MILK AND CRAZING FARMrpO BE LET, by Ticket for a term of years, at the

J- King's Arms Hotel, Lancaster, on SATURDAY, Sept. 6
at two o Cl-ck in the afternoon, and entered upon at the
usual time next Spring, all that richly cultivated Milk and
Grazing Farm called BEAUMONT FARM, situate in Skerton
and Slyne-with-Hest. in the County of Lancaster, consisting of a
good House, extensive and convenient Out-buildings, aud about
135 statute acres of Land, cfaieflv Meadow and Pasture now in
the occupation of the Executors of tlm late John Pritt, 'Esquire
The Land ia free from Tithes, except a mall annual payment for
\ icarial lithe. Beaumont Farm (through which the turnpike-
road to Kendal and Ulversbm passes) is situate about two miles
from Lancaster, and is in the highest state of cultivation no
expense in its management having been spared by the late Mr
Pritt, whose character as a first class agriculturist is well known'—To view the Farm, apply to Mr. Thomas Worthinotov on"
the premises; and further information mav be obtained on appli-
cation to Mr. Richard Hinde, Castle Hill. Lancaster: or to Mr
Ingham, at his Office, Standishg*:.-, Wigan

Sales bv auntoiu
TO

Designs and Estimates on application. Experienced workmen sent to any part of the lingdom.

ESTABLISHED IN THE YEAR 1818.

A CLEAR COMPLEXION.
GODFREY'S EXTRACT OF ELDER FLOW

. _

,

is strongly recommended for Softening, Improving, Beau- well-known establishment, '76,
tifying. and Preserving the Skin, and giving it a blooming and laid Note paper, five quires for

_ TULIP FANCIERS.
MESSRS. PROTIIKROE and MORRIS are in-y-i- strncted by Mr. Jonx Slater, of Cheetham Hill, near

"•SSSSTvt 1? 1* A,,ctionat I"" Mart, Bartholomew Lane,
onJU *jS

,

A ^ '
SePtemb«r2

, ** 12 o'clock, a very select portion
ot his Stock consisting of some ..f the finest varieties of Tulips

NO rilARGF pm> QTAMPTXP a t? \i c nnneM !•" cl'^S ,

maiiy> of wMch have not been previously offered

mE£imh S>iAMIIiNG ARM*, CRESTS, for Sale. -Catalogues may be had one week prior to the Sale of-"
!

— „ ,

IM ' » ALS.&c ,on p«p_er and envelopes, at LOCKWOOD'S Mr
-
JoHN Slater; of the principal Seedsmen in London- andNew Pond Street. Good cream- of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone.

'

charming appearance. " It will completely remove fan, Sunburn, Albert and QiMJerfseteesTfiwB* quires (or6d.! 9d'. and L^EnVe- Tt I B r°± uri' a ^
N° CKAPE CKOWcKS.

lsamic and Healing qualities render lopes, 3d. to Is G.l. per hundred : Foolscap paper It 6,/ per ream- VI \'<
\* A S rece,red instructions from

po frcm Hrnwsa Am /•Iubi- it fmm finnrhnni-c o* as «D ». A~r,n„ c<—a m— __ __- .. „ K „ . „_' * ' Mr. W atson to Sell by Auction on TUESDAY September

Uedness, &cM and by its Bal ^ ^ w ^„
the skin soft, pliable, and free from dryness^ &c.

f
clear it from

every humour, pimple, or eruption, and by continuing its use
>nly a short time the skin will become and continue soft and
smooth, and the complexion perfectly clear and beautiful. In
the process of shaving it is invaluab'e, as it allays the irritation
and smarting pain, annihilates every pimple and all roughness,
and renders the skin smooth and firm.—Sold in bottles, price
25. 9d., by all Medicine Vendors and Perfumers.

SCHWEPPE'S MALVERNSELTZRR WATER.
—Having leased the Holy Well Spring at Malvern, renowned

for its purity, J. S. & Co, can now produce a SELTZER "WATER
with all the Chemical and Medicinal properties which have
rendered the Nassau Spring so celebrated. They continue
Manufacturing Soda, MHgnesia, and Potass "Waters *nd Lemon-
ade, at London, Liverpool, Bristol, and Derby. Every bottle is
protected by a red lahel bearing theirsignatn re.

POR BED SORES, &c—WATER CUSHIONS,
*- and Water MATTRESSES for Invalids. Inventor and
Manufacturer, HOOPER, London. For the prevention of Bed
sores, and for affording relief where Sloughing has artuallv
taken place. Also for Wounds, Abscesses, Fractures, Diseased
Joints, Paralysis, Spinal Affections. Fevers, Extreme Age,
Consumptive and Bedridden Patients generally. WATERPROOF

g Bedding, and URINALS for Day or

Copybooks, 2.?. 6d. per dozen. Card Plate mffrared, 2*. 6d.; 100
Cards printed, 2*. 6d. Mourning Stationery equally cbeap Wed-
ding Orders promptly executed. A large variety of Writing and
Dressing cases, Envelope boxes, Blotting books, Inkstands
Gold P«-ii8, Cburcli Services, &c. Copy address, Lockwood's'
75, New B md Street. Country orders f.-r 20.». sent carriage free.

'

A STROLOGY.— Persons residing ia London or-f* elsewbere can send any Adiress, Christian and Surname,

16, at 1 o Clock precisely, on the premie, Tine Gardens, Ealing
Lane, Ealing, Middlesex, a very superior stock of FRUIT I NT;
and SUCCESSION PINES, wan

lftU

and consisting of all the leading ^4QV
large quantity of VINES in pots raised from"eyes,"from 6* to" 10
feet high, and true to name. Some FIGS in pots: and some
excellent PEACH TREES, in tubs; also 50 Very handsome
specimens of MELO CACTI just arrived from the Island of

.. h.u.^ca, a yet j superior mock or rKUlTlNG
ION PINES, warranted clean and very health

v

of all the leading kinds in cultivation. Also a

—— »..o^"..«n. c v.«,i ncuu any Aujress, v^nnsiian and Surname t
k^""*-"-» «« -i*^^ vai;ii just arrivea irom tne Island ot

and Age, in a letter containing 13 postage stamps to Professor
PenanS' and a small collection of ORCHIDS. Now on view

—

Me .vili.e. J'rinces Road, Lambeth, London (the only Acrostic
t!at*,0S",es maybe had by applying as above; or at Mr. Gar-

Astrologer in the universe), and they will receive as «^n ctA s Omces. 71, Regent Street, London.
a-i nossiblp snfp.iitl nnpm« nn tlioir norvioc in ni,;.v *i._;_ t-v . .,- t^> i,*~* .» rmp >. •*.. «. — . r—a^ possible special poems on their names, in which their Destinies
Mill be revealed.

K NOW THYSELF—The secret art of discovering !

the tnie CHARACTERof INDIVIDUALS from the pecu-
j

liarifies of their HANDWRITING has long been practised byMARIE COUPELLE with astonishing success. Her startling'
delineations are both full and detailed, differing from anything
hitherto attempted. A 11 persons wishing to " know themselves "
or any friend in whom they are interested, must send a specimen
of their writing, stating sex and age, inclosing thirteen penny
post stamps, to Miss Coupelle, 69, Castle Street, Oxford Street
London, and they will receive, in a few days, a minute detail of
t le mental and moral qualities, talents, tastes, affections, virtues
&c, of the writer, with many other things hitherto unsuspected

'

TO NOSLE.ME.lM, GfcNTLtMtN. AIMD IMURSEkYMEIMIMPORTANT SALE AT THE BAGSHOT NURSERY.
"

M

SHEETING for protecting _„o? _ ^
Night use. Orders by Post or Telegraph immediately attended to.

Hoopfr, Pall Mall Eaat: and Grosvenor Street. London.

IJLAlK'a UUUT AiNo RHEUMATIC PILLS-
lJ —This preparation is one of the benefits wliich the science
of modern chemistry has conferred upon mankind; for during the
first twenty years ot the present century to speak of a cure for the
Gout was considered a romance; but now the efficacy and safety
of this medicine is so fully demonstrated, by unsolicited testi-
monials from persons in every rank of life, that public opinion
proclaims this as one of the most important discoveries of the
present age.— Sold by Pbout and Harsakt, 229, Strand, London

;»nd all Medicine Vendors. Price Is. Ud. and 2s. 9d. ner box ' _-^ ^ r ««« ,«." —— — _

BRAMPTON'S 1'ITT'OF HFAITH t, :
TJOLLOWaY'S PJLLS PKK-EMINKNTLY

r fold .J ? . I , *? -r \
H — lhe nian!" * RENOWNED FOR THEIR CURE OF ASTIW V -

of a medrdnenfT
8 t0 the

ffi

he
t»

f

t
ra,l,es

K
fr0m ,he POHsewion Mr. James Judd, of Mitcbam, had been for years afflicted with

^fiden^TnS.*^ AMlims, experiencing great aKonv upon' respir.thm w
occu^rrineln^M6d Wlth "T" ,n

'"""a*
tem PoraT ^ckness, a violent cough

;
he had also acute pains in his ile. 2i tried

tom&nrto^vi*™* T^f t*? 7i
ip0rt

^fr
l° ever5" «"»*"? b,lt bta time

' >,ati"" Cfi
'
and monev w» »l.ke thrown

SlenLP
re^^^^ » ?I r J

8T i
n,,y aw^ He at length had rec-mrse to Holloway's Pills, and by

veySvaSS a l obstructions, the distressing headache bo persevering in their use for a few weeks obtained he most
St nervous .ftlV

6
1^'

deP re?
Sl
°r

of B
J
m

»' "*"*** ° f f^ourabla results, and bee true perfectly cured.-SoId bvallMedl
«l^

t,

rn7^^^ct,°?s^b!°,che9'P^n\Ples'
aJld-^ cine Vendors throughout the world; at Professor Hot loway's

"T)EBILITY and NERVOUSNESS. — Encourage-
--, ment to those in despair, and suffering from debility
spermatorrhoea, relaxation, nervousness, and exhaustion of the
sy-tem. Advice and prescriptions, with a treatise on these dis-
eases, for a sncces-t'ul course of self-treatment, bv which a per-manent cure of the most protracted case is effected, sent post free
upon receipt of U postage stamps, and Bymptome, bv E J
Rouerts (late Army Surgeon), Greencroft Villa, Gateshead Hiirh
Fell, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

skin, and produce a healthy complexion.—Sold by Paotrr'and
iiarsa j.t, 229, Strand, London; aud all Vendors of Medicine.Pnce Is. lirf. and 2a. 9rf. per box.

-Establishments, 244, Strand. London, and 80, Maiden Lane New
York; by A. Stampa, Constantinople; A. Gui!«jcy, Smyrna': and
E.Mrjia, Malta.

are dissolving partnership, to Sell by Auction at the Nurseries
I^gshot, Surrey, on the days mentioned below, a portion of their
Stock, wliich includes about

—

700 specimens of the mo-it choice aud rare CONIFERS and
other Ornamental Plants.

250 BERBERIS JAPONICA, Beali and intermedia, all of
which proved themselves perfectly hardy {vide descrip-
tion—Jour. Hort. Soe„ vol. v., p 20 ; and Paxton's " Flower
Garden,] vol. L, p. 11).

300 P-'EONIES, Fortune's new varieties; imported plants and
now fine specimens.

1000 CEPHALOTAXUS FORTUNE from Gin. to 3ft. This
ornamental plant has also proved itself superlatively
hardy. J

300 SKIMMIA JAPONICA.
1000 SIKKIil RHODODENDRONS, including Dalbousue

Falconeri. fulgens, Egworthi, Thompson!, &c. &c.
'

5000 (about) American Plants, including some of the choicestHYBRID RHODODENDRONS and AZALE\S
10,000 STANDARD ROSES and 5000 DWARFS, including the

established favourites Jules ftfftFgetin, General Jacqu. -

minot, Gloire de Dijon, Madame Edouard Ory, and all the
newest and bestin'roductions, together with a great variety
of other hardy ornamental Plants.

The Plants in Pots and the American Plants will be sold onMONDAY, October 13, and four following days, and the Roses
and other Plants on MONDAY, November 17, and four following

The Stock will be on public view 10 davs before each Sale
when Catalogues may be had (I*, each, returnable to purchasers

'

at the Nursery, and of Mr. J. C. Steve.vs, 38, King Street
Covent Garden. &

Approved bills at three months' date will be taken of purchasers
from 501. toIOOL. and at six months" date of purchasers above 100?The snnmngdale Station on the South Western Railway iawithin about two miles of the Nursery. *
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DUTCH AND CAPE FLOWERING BULBS.

JAMES CARTER CO.,
:r:^r.:

Seedsmen,
LO I-T I ON,

&c,

B EG to announce the arrival of their consignments of IMPORTED DUTCH BULBS, which they are glad to say are of first-rate qualify, as usual. Their compre-
led free of charge, and post-paid to ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD, upoohensive CATALOGUE OF BULBS, the twenty-first Autumnal scries, will be forward

application.

JAMES CARTER & CO., SEEDSMEN, &c, 238, High Holborn, London.

THE ADAIR STRAWBERRY.
THE above delicious and desirable Strawberry, raised by Mr. Elphinstone, Gardener to Sir S. Adair, Bart,

is a cross between Hooper's Seedling and the Hautboia; and while retaining the size and high colour of the former, has the

desirable and peculiar flavour of the latter. It is of strong growth, and will be an acquisition to all growers, whether for market or

otherwise. The undermentioned (Jentlemen and Gardeners bear testimony to its merit :
—

N. S. Hodsos', A.L.S., Botanic Gardens, Bury St. Edmunds.
Johk Peeling, Cambridge.
Samuel Barrett, Hardwick.
Thomas Barkes, Florist, &c, Stowmarket.
E. Brows', Cambridge.
Geo. P. Hat, Hon. Sec, Horticultural Society, Bury St. Edmunds.

David T. Fish, Gardener, Hardwick House, Bury St. Edmunds.

Peter Grieve, Gardener, Culfand, Bury St. Edmunds.
Henry Turner, Curator, Botanic Gardens, Bury St. Edmunds.

James Pringle, Gardener, Fornham Hall.

Bircham & Ward, Hedenhara, Bungay.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON' & SON have much pleasure in stating that they are appointed sole Agents for the above

excellent Strawberry, which they will be prepared to send out after the 1st September next, at the following scale of prices :

—

605. for 100 Plants | 405. for 50 | 85*. for 25 | 155. for 12.

Terms to the Trade on Application.

DUTCH FL OWE R ROO TS, &c. &c.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SON'S BULB CATALOGUE
published, and may he had post free on application. It contains, in addition to the usual Priced Lists of Dutch Bulbs

and Tlower Roots, selections of the best sorts of Geraniums, Cinerarias, and other Florists' Flowers.
Is now

MESSRS. E. G. H. & SON continue to supply the following unrivalled SEEDS :—
CALCEOLARIA, First Quality 5s. Orf. per packet.

Ditto Second Quality 2 6 „
CINERARIA, Choice 2 6 „
PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA 2 6 „

Otiiep. CnoiCE Seeds suitable for the present Season's Sowing are given in Advertisement of July 19, 1856,

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet
containing 100 Seeds, 1*.; sent post free, Is. 2d. Calceo-

laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,

Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, Gd. per packet. Catalogue

on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.

Wm. Cttllinoford, i, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.WILLIAM B A 11 R A T T,
LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved
principles.

•»* An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornatjf.ntal Shrubs,
Evergreens, Forest Trees, Roses , and Thorns.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING REVIVED AS AN ART.

MR. THOROLD, of Thorpe Bower, near Norwich,
continues to OFFER his SERVICES to ladies and

frentlemen in Laying out or re-arranging their Gardens and
Pleasure-grounds on correct principles of taste, in any style, or

combination of stylet, suitable to the requirements of all kinds of

residences, upon any scale, and in most cases to produce imme-
diate effect. Mr. T.'can give ample references as to his success.

GREENHOUSES.
HENRY FREEMAN, Hothouse Builder and

Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer, Triangle, Hack-
ney. Established 20 years. Good substantial built Greenhouses
fixed any part of the Kingdom for cash, 42 feet long by 13 feet,

901. ; 21 feet by 13 feet, bOl. ; 12i feet by 10 feet, 301. A first-

rate Conservatory, 30 feet by IS feet, 1301. A large assortment

kept. Estimates for Heating, or any branch in Wood or Iron.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

TR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
• (late Stephenson & Peill), Inventor of the Improved

Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-

siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials

for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,

Roofs, and every description of" metal work. Prices, &c, at the

Manufactory as above.

HOT WATER PIPES (Cast Iron) at WHOLE-
SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphons, Tee-Pipes, Coil-

PrPES, and every requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and

POULTRY, &c, SHOWS.— IMPROVED PORT-
1- ABLE WIRE PENS for Poultry and Pigeons, furnished

on Mm by Tiios. P. Haavkins, General Wireworkcr, 27, Dale

End, Birmingham.
WIRE GAME and POULTRY NETTING and WIRE

GOODS of every description.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
]" R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

<J • Stephen-son & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns

of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to

supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every

description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,

&c, at the Manufactory as above.

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

of ground, 5 bars 4$. 9J. each.

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3

inches out of ground. 5 bars 5*. 3d. each.

Ground Street, Blacktriars Bridge, London.

WHEAT PROM WET.—When the Wheat is cut in

the Field, make small oblong square stack, by driving in

4 hurdle stakes in square 6 feet apart, lay sheaves on ground

with thi
- - —

care the
1 yard
stakes at 7d. per square yard. Each stack will take 5 yards,

which will last many years.

R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road. London.

R"
ABBIT NETS, SHEEP NETS, FISHING NETS,
LONG NETS, 50, 80, and 100 yards, for shooting, being

readv for use. Sheep Nets. 4 feet high. 11. per 50 yards. All

kinds of Fishing Nets on sale at moderate prices.

R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road, London.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London.

TOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

•J of the nobility and gentry to the very supprior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-

houses, &c. combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economic*! and ethcient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

rpANNED NETTING, for the Protection of FRUIT
-L TREES from Frost, Blight, and Birds, also for the security

of fresh Sown Seeds, at Id. per square yard , 200 yards, lis. ; 500

vavds, 30«.; 1000 yards, 50s.; scrim canvas for wall fruit. At
Edgixgton & Co.'s Rick, Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth

Manufacturers, 49, King William Street, London Bridge;

17, Smithfipld Bars, City; and Old Kent Road Emigrant Depot,

Poplar. Waterproof Waggons and Cart Cloth.

NfEW TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required,
I 1 vardwide, 2d. per yard; 2 yards wide, id. per yard;

4 vards wide, 8d. per yard. Half-inch mesh ditto, 2 yards widf,

Sd. per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds,

wasps, flies, &c. from fruit trees, flower or seed beds, ihl. per

square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, Ud. per

yard ; 4 or 6 yards wide, 3d. per yard. At W. Culling ford's,

i.JEdmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

*** Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west

Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

BE PARTICULAR to Address at Full Length,
BENJAMIN EDGINGTON,

2, Duke Street, Southwark,

OPPOSITE THE BRIGHTON RAILWAY.
MARQUEES, TENTS, and RICK CLOTHS.

TERMINATION OF THE W A R.~
i- AUTUMNAL FETES.—BENJAMIN EDGINGTON has

prepared a large assortment of Tents for Peace Rejoicings,

capable of accommodating from 100 to 2000 persons. Marquees

for Horticultural Societies, Fetes, Cricket (Hubs, &c, new and

second-hand, for Sale or Hire. A great variety of Tents erected

on the premises.

TEMPORARY ROOMS of any dimensions, and with boarded

floors, on Hire, for Dancing, Dinners, and Public Meetings, with

conveyance and attendance to any distance, if required.

BE PARTICULAR to ADDRESS at FULL LENGTH,
BENJAMIN EDGINGTON. 2, DUKE STREET, SOUTH-

WARK, OPPOSITE THE BRIGHTON RAILWAY.

RATS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALS,
how to paralyse, and render them immoveable on the spot

though there be hundreds, so that they may be gathered with »
shovel and finally drowned. The effect warranted, and the cost
to paralyse 50 will be 3\d. Materials can be bought in every
town and village. The above astounding remedy sent post frw
for eight post stamps to any address by Fisher & Son, Publishers,
Kingsland, London. Established 1847. One Hundred testimonials
sent first if desired.

A SINE QUA NON FOR LADIES AND CENTLEMEnIn
TRAVELLING.

BERDOE'S UNIVERSAL CAPES, impervious to

Rain yet perfectly Ventilating.—The very large sale of

these respectable and economical Garments is their best recom-

mendation. A large stock for selection; also of Waterproof

Overcoats, Shooting Jackets, &c—96, New Bond Street, and 69,

Cornhil 1.

DRESSING CASES.
AT MR. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENTS,

112, Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street, and Crystal Falace.

are exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures iu

Dressing Cases, Work Boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Bts-

and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department

for Papier Mache' Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table

Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-

ping orders executed.
The same prices charged at all the Establishments.

BUY OF THE MAKERS.
BRUSHES, COMBS, and BROOMS, of every

description, whether for the dressing-table, household, or

stable use, 30 per cent, lower than anv other house iu the

trade, at the Manufacturers. J. & J. WITHERS, 36, Totti

ham Court Road (opposite Bedford Street). Warranted Toot',

Brushes. 3d. ; superior ditto, id. ; the best that can be made.W.

each.—N.B. The lowest price asked, and no abatement.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855-
ETCALFE,BINGLEY,andCO.»S New Pattern and

Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached Hair

Brushes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brushes, and genuine Smyrna

Sponges : and every description of Brush, Comb, and Perfumery

for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly between

the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effectually—the

hairs never come loose. M., B., and Co. are sole makers of the

Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orris Root Soaps—sold in Tablets

(bearing their names and address) at 6d. each, of Metcalfe's

celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box; and of the New
Bouquets.—Sole Establishment 130b, and 131, Oxford Street, 2nd

and 3rd doors west from Holies Street, London.

ri^HE COMFORT OF A FIXED WATER-CLOSET
-L for 1/ —Places in Gardens converted into comfortable

Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY-SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, preventing the return of coM

air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it or unfix it in two hours.

Price 11. Also Hermetically-sealed and inodorous chamber

commodes, ll.2s. and 21. is., and improved Portable Water-

closets, with pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A prospectus

with engravings forwarded by enclosing two post stamps.—ai

Ftps and Co.'s Sanitarium, 46, Leicester Square. ____

BEDSTEADS, BEDDING, AND FURNITUKb.--
WILLIAM S. BURTON'S Stock on Show of Iron and

Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots stands unrivalled eitner

for extent, beauty of design, or moderateness of prices. He aw?

supplies Bedding and Bed Hangings of guaranteed quality
_

ana

workmanship. Common Iron Bedsteads, from 16s.; Jo^V
Folding Bedsteads, from 12s. Gd.; Patent Iron Bedsteads, ttteo

with dovetail joints and patent sacking, from 175.; and toto-ir«j>

20s. each. Handsome Ornamental Iron and Brass Beasteacu,

great variety, from 21. Is. 6d. to 151. 15s.

A Half-tester Patent Iron Bedstead, 3 feet wide, with

Bedding, &c, complete—
Bedstead A 17
Chintz furniture ••• ~ f

'

Paillasse, wool mattress, holster, and pillow ... 1 10

A pair of cotton sheets, three blankets, and a

coloured counterpane

M

6

••

£i 19 6

£6 15 9

#»•

• • •

£3 13

£5 5

9
9

B

b
Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Crvstal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE RAYS OF THE SUN.
"FR1GI DOMO,*' a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted fur

all horticultural and fioricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,

from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in

anv required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. Gd. per yard run, ot

Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 4, innity

Lane.Caunon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men throughout the kingdom. u It is much cheaper than mats

as a covering."

A double Bedstead, same
If without Half-tester and Furniture-

Single bed, complete
Double bed, complete ,

OATHS AND TOILETTE ™5mmSSO S . BURTON has ONE LARGE SIIOJJ
R£OK deV

R;

exclusively to the display of BATHS and TOILbTTL

The stock of each is at once the largest, newest, an« m rt|0iu:e

ever submitted to the Public, and marked at pricesnpiopon ^
with those that have tended to make ^is establishment m^
distinguished in this country. Portable Showers <*•«£•

» ^ ,

Showers, 3*. to 51.; Nursery, 15.. to 32, ;
Sponging,m^

Hip, 145. to 31*. Gd. A large assortment of Gasit nrnace. ^^
Cold Plun-e. Vapour, and Camp Shower Baths *

»ei

in great variety, from 15*. Gd. to 45s. the set of tnree.
. ^ ftf

The late additions to these extensive premises Iaire*^^
the largest in Europe), are of such a^a^y^nUt magnhv
EIGHT HOUSES is devoted \o^ei^ffoft^^ s

(lc^ug
cent stock ofGENERAL HOUSE IRONMONGER*

<

Turoerv,

Cutlerv, Nickel Silver, Plated Goods, Baths, Brushes, ^,
Lamps, Gaseliers, Iron and Brass Bedsteads, Beddmg

gs

hangings), so arranged in Sixteen Large Show ^ ^ 9

afford to parties furnishing facilities in the selection

that cannot be hoped for elsewhere.

Illustrated Catalogues sent (per post) free.
. - 5 and (,

39. Oxford Street; 1, 1a, 2, and 3, Newman Street, *, ,

Perry's Place. Established 1820. —

**
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FOR PRESENT

EW SEED JUST
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS,
TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM,
PERENNIAL WHITE CLOVER,
PERMANENT PASTURE GRASS SEEDS.

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading.

SOWING.
HARVESTED.

MUSTARD,
RAPE,
COW GRASS,

B

c

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 21, Regent Street.

—An Ordinary Meeting of this Society will be held on
TUESDAY, September 23, at 4 p.m., for the election of new
Fellows. No other business will be transacted.—By order of the

Council, Wu. B. Booth, Librarian.

September 6.

CRYSTAL PALACE.—The THIRD GRAND
FRUIT and FLOWER SHOW of the present Season will

be held on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, Sep-

tember 10th, 11th, and 12th. On Wednesday, September 10th,

the doors W'll be opened at 12 ; admission, 5s. , children, 2s. 6d. On
Thursday and Friday, September 11th and 12th, the doors will be

opened at 10; admission, I*., children. 6d. The Bands of the

Coldstream Guards and the Royal Artillery wilt be in attendance

in addition to the Band of the Company. For the accommodation
of Gardeners a Special Train will leave London Bridge Station

for the Crystal Palace at 6.0 a.m. on Wednesday, September 10th.

—By order. G. Gbove, Secretary.

Crystal Palace, Sept. 6.

CRYSTAL PALACE FLOWER SHOWS.—The
Prizes gained at the Exhibitions of this season will be paid

at the Cashier's Office, at the Palace, between the hours of 10

and 4 on FRIDAY next, to the gainers of prizes or to parties

bearing their authority to receive them.—By order,

Crystal Palace, Sept. 6. G. Grove, Secretary.

HATTERIS HORTICULTURAL and FLORI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.—The next EXHIBITION of

this Society will be held at Chatteris on WEDNESDAY, the

10th day of September. In addition to the usual Prizes the

following will be offered, viz. :—For the best 36 Dahlias, dis-

similar, First Prize—a Subscription Silver Cup, value five

guineas ; Second Prize (offered by the Society), 11. 10s. Persons

intending to compete must give written notice (stating what they

intend to exhibit) to the Hon. Secretary by 8 o'clock in the

evening of Tuesday, the 9th of September inst.— All further in-

formation may be obtained on application to

Chatteris, Sept. 6. William Fryer, Hon. Sec.
^

HATTERIS HORTICULTURAL AND~FLORI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.—In consequence of a sufficient

number of entries for the DAHLIA CUP not having been made,

the time for making entries is extended until 8 o'clock in the

evening of TUESDAY, September 9.

Chatteris, - timber 6. William Frykr. Hon. Sec.

WILLIAM BARRATT,
LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved
principles.

•»* An extensive stock of Fruit The 8, Orvameutal Shrubs,

Evkboreens, Forest Treks, Roses, and Thorns.

"landscape GARDENING REVIVED AS AN ART.

MR. THOROLD, of Thorpe Bower, near Norwich,

continues to OFFER his SERVICES to ladies and

gentlemen in Laying out or re-arranging their Gardens and

rieasure-grounds on correct principles of taste, in any style, or

combination of styles, suitable to the r uirements of all kinds of

residences, upon any scale, and in m< t cases to produce imme-

diate effect. Mr. T. can give ample re ences as to his success.

" NOTICE.
MESSRS. STANDISH and NOBLE, in reply to

numerous inquiries, beg to say that BUSINESS is carried

on at their Establishment as usual. The Sale advertised to take

place at their Nursery will comprise only a small portion of the

Stock, and will not in any way interfere with the execution of

their orders.—

T

he Nurseries. Bagshot, Sept. 6.

RAILWAY NURSERIES, WATFORD.—Noble-

men, Gentlemen, &c, can be well supplied with every

description of NURSERY STOCK of the finest quality and on

the most reasonable terms, by E. R. Gkeexus, -t the above esta-

blishment. Three minutes' walk from Watford Station.

OUBLE ROMAN and PAPER WHITE NAR-
CISSUS, is. per dozen.—The above Bulbs, the former of

which is so justly esteemed for its early blooming and excessive

fragrance, atid the latter for its purity and elegance, have just

arrived, and may be obtained at A. Cobbett's Italian and Foreign

Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall, near Waterloo Place, London.

NEW HARDY RHODODENDRONS^

JOHN WATERER begs to say that he is now
prepared to execute orders for the undermentioned RHODO-

DENDRONS in good strong established plants.

RHODODENDRON JOHN WATERER; colour intense crim-

son with dark spots ; immense truss of bloom and fine foliage

;

21*. each.

RHODODENDRON MRS. JOHN WATERER; bright rosy
crimson, dark Bpots, fine conical truss and excellent habit;
21s. each.

RHODODENDRON LADY ELEANOR CATHCART; ver-
milion crimson with a distinct blotch of chocolate spots; very
vigorous grower; 10s. 6d. each.
$_?*• We recommend these varieties as being far superior to

anything of the kind before offered, and as being perfectly hardy.
in proof of which their blooming season is not till from the 10th
to the end of the month of June.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey; near the Sunning-

dale Station of Waterloo, Wokingham, and Reading Railway.

DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, &c., 238,
*J High Holborn, London, have now published their compre-

hensive CATALOGUE OF DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS,
the twenty-first Autumnal Series, which will be forwarded

jree of charge and post-paid to all parts of the world, upon

application. The Bulbs are as usual offirst-rate quality.

Jamps Carter & Co.. Seedsmen, fee. 238. High Holborn, London .

GROOM'S BULBS.

H MATTHEWS, Son-in-law and successor to the
• late II. Groom, Florist, Clapham Rise, begs to inform the

public generally that his LILIUMS are now in full perfection

also that he has a large stock of NARCISSUS POETICUS, at

It. 6 '. and 2s. 6d. per 100, according to the size of root.- II. M. _

DUTCH BULBS will be assorted in a few days, and solicits

early orders for the same.

DUTCH BULBS7
-
ETC.

\T71LLIAM CUTBUSH and SON beg to intimateW that their FIRST IMPORTATION of the above have

arrived in excellent condition. DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUES, which contain their celebrated system of culture, can be

obtained free on application.

llighgate Nurseries, near London.

DUTCH BULBS.

R PARKER begs to inform his friends and
• natrons that he has received his annual importation of

HYACINTHS and other BULBS, and is pleased to say that

they are particularly fine in quality this season. A priced and

descriptive Catalogue is now ready, and will be forwarded post

free upon application. A remittance or reference to accompany

all orders from unknown correspondents.—Paradise Nursery,

Hornsey, and Seven Sisters Road, Holloway, London.
__

HYACINTHS AND OTHER DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

I"
1HE Subscriber respectfully intimates the arrival of

A his DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS in fine condition. The
Bulbs are large and sound. Early orders solicited. Descriptive

priced Catalogues free on application.

Charles Alexander, Nurseryman and Seedsman, 30, West
Register Street, Edinburgh

. _______
HYACINTHS AND OTHEK DUTCH BULBS.

HPHE SUBSCRIBER begs to announce the arrival of

i- his DUTCH and other ROOTS, in very fine condition,

Catalogues of which can be had, or forwarded free on application.

Choice SEEDS for present Sowing, warranted.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, saved by Mr. John

Hayes, very splendid, per packet—2s. Bd.

CALCEOLARIA, from the best marked varieties ... Is. 0d.

CINERARIA, very fine, 50 sorts, mixed 1

ANTIRRHINUM, spotted varieties, very beautiful, 6d. and Is.

W. Dawe (late Dawe, Cottrell, & Ben-am), Seedsman, &c,

36, Moorgate Street, London.

"BEST FLAVOURED STRAWSERRY~n6W OUT IS

BARRATT'S MAGNUM-BONUM. Good Plants,

7s. 6_. per 100. W_t. Barratt's New List of Strawberries

can be bad on application.—St. John's Nursery. Wakefield.

SUPERB NEW STRAWBERRIES.

WILLIAM J. NICHOLSON is now prepared to

send out fine laid Runners of all the new and most of the

older varieties of Strawberries, comprising about 40 of the very

best English, French, and Belgian sorts. Prices and particulars

on application to the Grower, William J. Nicholson, Eggles-

cliffe, near Yarm, Yorkshire.

\TEW STRAWBERRIES.—First on the list is

1-N KITLEY'S CAROLINA SUPERBA. A Post-office order

for 21s. will secure 100 good strong Plants of this very excellent

Seedling, basket included, or 3s. 6_.per dozen, free by post.

N B. See the report of the Pomological Society in this Paper of

July 19 ; and also in the Calendar of Operations, July 26.

James Kitley, Lyncombe Vale Nursery, Bath.

STRAWBERRIES. — Underbill's excellent Straw-

berry SIR HARRY, warranted true, strong well rooted

plants, (with a hall of earth to each if desired), price 405. per

100 or 65. per dozen ;
price to the Trade per 1000 may be had

on application. Also all other sorts worth cultivation now ready.

—Apply to R. S. Yates, St. Ann's Square, Manchester.-Sept.6.

CATALOGUES.
ASS and BROWN'S Nos. I. and II. CATA-
LOGUES for 1S36-57 are now ready and supplied on

application.

No I. contains their large and superb collection of BULBS
and FLOWER ROOTS, which are th ; s season very fine;

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, CONIFER_Ef
HARDY ORNA-

MENTAL SHRUBS, ROSES, FRUITS, &c.
No. II. contains their choice collections of GERANIUMS,

AZALEA INMCA, CINERARIAS, STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, &c.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
14 best Pompones of last season, handsome and bushy,

for strong bloom 14$. OiL

20 best Pompones of previous date 12

20 best large flowering of ditto 12
Sudbury, Suffolk. _____

APRICED CATALOGUE OF PLANTS, including

RARE nnd HARDY CONIFERS, HARDY ORNA-
MENTAL SHRUBS and CLIMBERS, GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, AZALEAS, ERICAS, 1 PACRIS, CAMELLIAS,
GERANIUMS, CARNATIONS, PICOTBES and PINKS,
HOLLYHOCKS, PHLOXES, CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, &c. &c—Cultivated and
Sold by Youell «t Co.. Royal Nursery, Yarmouth, Norfolk, is

now ready, and will be forwarded on application.
tAZALEA INDICA.

J IVERY and SON, Nurserymen, &c, Dorking and
• Reigate, beg to say that their DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of all the newest and most approved varieties of the

AZALEA may be had in exchange for one postage stamp.—
Dorking, S*pt. 6. __

FERN C A T A L OCMJTe.
ROBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE (24 pages) of his Collection of BRITISH and
FOREIGN FERNS, can now be had post free for six stamps.

Gratis to all previous purchasers.—Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

TULIP CATALOGUE.
/1IIARLES TURNER begs to intimate that his

v^ TULIP CATALOGUE, with prices, is now ready, and can

be had on application.

A Catalogue of Geraniums (including Foster's, Hoyle's, and
Turner's new varieties), Fancy Geraniums, Cinerarias, &c, will

be ready in September.

Now ready, very choice CINERARIA, Is. 6_. per packet.

very choice CALCEOLARIA, 2s. 6d. „
Royal Nursery, Slough.

TRADE LIST OF CERANIUMS.
JDOBSON and SON beg to announce that their

• NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, with Trade

Prices, is now ready, and may be had by the Trade only on

application.—Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

BECK'S NEW PELARGONIUM.
The Finest Variety ever offered is Reck's "Emperor."

JDOBSON and SON beg to announce that they will

• be prepared to send out strong plants of the above splendid

new variety with several other choice sorts the first week in

October. A Descriptive Catalogue with prices may be had on

application.—Wo' : lands Nursery. Islpworth.

CRAPE VINES IN POTS.
JOHN WEEKS and Co., King's Road, Chelsea, can

now snpplv Grape Vines struck from eyes in very fine

condition, strong and healthy, for Planting or Forcing in Pots, all

the best approved sorts.

Horticultural Establishment. King's Road, Chelsea.

H O LL Y H O C K SEED.

CHATER and SON offer the above saved from their

best flowers, in packets, 200 seeds, Is. 6„.; or 18 varieties,

separate packets named, 5*.

BOURBON ROSE (GLOIRE DE ROSAMINE). strong

floweri£g_pjants in 48 pots. 10 *. per d^—Nnrseriefl. Haverhill.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
TTfOOD and INGRAM beg to oiler fine Plants of

V\ the above, both Large Flowering and Pompone varieties,

at from &?. to 9s. per doz—Huntingdon Nurseries. _____

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, ETC.

JOHN CI/ARK having a large quantity of fine strong

bushy and healthv plants of all the leading varieties of both

LARGE and POMPONE CHRYSANTHEMUMS, is enabled to

offer them at from 6s. to 9*. per dozen ; smaller plants at if. per

dozen. Also fine blooming plants of Epiphylliim tmucatum,

Euphorbia jacquiniflora, and Poinsettia pt.lcherrima, at _.«. 6_.

and 35. 6d. each. All the new Petunias and \ erbenas at 5s. per

dozen. Belle Vue Nursery. Cheltenham
?)

DRICES of UNDERHILL'S "SIR HARRY
i STRAWBERRY PLANTS, for the Season of 1836. All

orders (not less than 20) to be accompanied with a^Post-omce

order on Birmingham :

—

pUERNSEY and BELLADONNA
4s. per dozen

LILIES,

Eighty

Hundred * •

£2

2

1

8

6Twenty £0 12

Forty 12
Sixty 1 12

Plants in Pots, not less than Ten, Is. 3d. each will be ready in

October next.

Mr. Underhtll's " Treatise on the Cultivation of the Straw-

berry," price Is. _______
Mr. R. Underbill, Sir Harry's Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham^

NEW STRAWBERRIES.

Fine flowering Bulbs can be supplied during September by

B. Pacie & Co., Seed Merchants, Southampton.

Price to the Trade xtponapylicat ion.

mTTs hTroo'm" spawn.

J WEST, Walnut Tree Nursery, Stoke Newington
• Green, has now a splendid lot of first-rate MUSHROOM

SPAWN tor sale. Price on application. __ __ _

q-RUE AND FINE DRUMHEAD PLANTS FOR
t CATTLE offered by Thomas Welland at 3_. 3d. per

1000, or 8000 for 11., packed and delivered at the station at ihe

Surrey Gardens, near Godalming.

1 PRINCE OF WALES—Equal to the British Queen in

flavour a good bearer, and well adapted for light soils.

2. MRS. D.NEILSON.—Fruit large, an abundant bearer, of.

_ood flavour, and forces well. _|

Irice of each, per 100, £5 1 Price of each, per 25, £1 10
x-nce ui c_-

, _- _^ 2 15 j Single Plants, each ... 1 6

Post-office orders payable at New Brighton.

Nursery, Liscard, Cheshire, September 6.
,

_?INE HERBACEOUS PHLOXfi^*)
_T June till November, of the most varie^a_0 b^_«H f

u •JjHJij*

from 12 to 30 inches high, some sorts pxo^et_U»r

Strong Plants, from 65., 9,., to i2«. per 4«_|n |_* /or

21. to SI. per 100. ^_ ^
Bi-C-AM & Ward, Hedenham RosensBu_

B.& W. also will dispose of a few pacT&tgjc

selec'.ed from the best named varieties, arjf.*-
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DUTCH AND CAPE FLOWERING BULBS.

JAMES CARTER CO Seedsmen
238, HIGH HOLBORN

&c
LONDON

ta^^TAiOGU^Oplm^i:^^8^ IMPORTED DUTCH BULBS, which they are glad to say are otfint-mu ouaH'y, a, usual Their
Wllca™;

BULBb
'
***»«**«**<«>»»**«**, will be forwarded free of charge,''aud post-paid to ALL AllTSW THE WOrId!?^

,-

JAMES CARTER & CO, SEEDSMEN, &c, 238, High Holborn, London.

HARDY'S SELECTED, PROLLFrC
PROVED RED, 12*.; and SUPER]

BALSAMS.
I? and A. SMITH he<r to invite the Public to an in-A • sp^ction of their BALSAMS (put asMa (or Seed) for
whifth they obtained the Silver Medal at the July Show at the
Botanic Gardens, Agent's Park.
Colours:— Blush, pink, white, scarlet, purple crimson, scarlet

flake, purple flake, scarlet-mottled, crimson flake, crimson
bizarre, scarlet bizarre, crimson maculated, and crimson mottled.— Omnibuses from Gracechurch Street, City, and Oxford Street,
to Crystal Palace, Duhvich, passing within five minutes' walk
evpryjhonr.

SEED WHEAT.
', and IM-

PERIOR, TRUE,
EGYPTIAN, WHITE, MUMMY, 20s. per bushel. Bag, Is.;
sack, Is. 6d. Carriage paid to London. Post-ofiice Orders must
accompany applications. References— J. J. Mechi, Esq., Tiptree
Hall; and Rev. G. Wilkins, Wix, Manningtree, Essex.
On receipt of 12 stumps and a full- sized stamped envelope,

addressed to any destination, will be sent by post Specimen ears
of each variety averaging above ICO grains ! Also of Barley, a
peculiar and prolific variety, containing double ordinary produce
of any other kind! A packet of this or the Wheat grains, ,to
plant 1 md, for 12 stamps.
Also for another dozen stamos or Is., " HARDY'S COM-

PETITION PRIZE ESSAY (>N THE CULTIVATION OF
CORN/' carefully revised for 1856-7.
Abraham Hardy & Son, Seed Growers, &c. t Limbourne

Brook and Knowle's Farms, Maldon, Essex.

JOHN WESTWOOD has now for sale fine healthyV plants of the following for cash, viz. : —
ROSES.—Devoniensis, Safrano, Souvenir de la Malmaison,

and Cliftoniensis, iu 48-sized pots, at 12s. per dozen, un their
own roots.

DEUTZI \ GRACILIS, in 48's, at 8s. per dozen.
JASMINUM NUDIFLORUM. in 4S's. at 6s. per doz*n.
VARIEGATED GERANIUMS.-Flower of the Day and

Brilliant, at 3*. and 4sM and Da'idy at 3s. per dozen.
HELIOTROPES.— Florence Nightingale, John Cattell, and

Beauty of the Boudoir, at 5s. per dozen.
PETUNIA IMPERIALIS (double white), at 6s. per dozen in

4S's, and 4*. per dozen in 60's.

CYCLAMEN PEKSICUM RUDRUM, at 9s. per dozen, good
Strong bulbs.

PRIMULA FIMBRIATA SINENSIS, in 4S's, at 7s., and in
60's, at 55. per dozen—a first-rate strain.

FAIRY ROSES. -Fine strong plants, in 4Ss, at 8s.; smaller
but good plants, at 55. per dozen.
The true old RED CLOVE, at 35. per dozen.
J. W. is also prepared to receive orders for the undermentioned

Bedding Geraniums, to be delivered in October next, at 4s. per
dozen :

—

DIADEMATUMS COCCINEUM and ERUBESCENS.
WHITE, PINK, AND SALMON-FLOWERING KINDS.—

Kingsbury Pet, Skeitoni, Boule de Neige, Miss Emily Field,
Triomphe de Mont Rouge, Rose d'Amour, Rubens, Rose of
Morn, Guelder Rose, Lucia Rosea, Princess Alice, Hydrangea-
flonun, Rose of Morn, &c.
IV Y-LEAVED.—White (true large white), pink, and scarlet-

flowerinj?.

SCARLET AND CERISE.—Le Titien, Kossuth, Bishopstowe
Scarlet, King of Nepaul, Reidi, Conway's Royalist, Trentham
Rosv Scarlet, Trentham Gem, Masterpiece, &c.
PENCILLED OR FANCY VARIETIES.-Delicatum, odo-

ratissiraum punctatum, Lady Mary Fox, Sidonianum, Citna-
donirn majus, Duchess of Sutherland, &c. Also Cerise Unique,
Commander-in-Chief, Life Guardsman, and many other varieties
a*3*. per dozen.
N B. A Catalogue will be shortly issued of J. W.'s stock of

ihow, Fancy, and French Geraniums, and forwarded gratis to all
applicants. This stock is worth inspection, being the largest

most varied in the world.

Floral Nursery, Acton Road, Turnham Green.

UNEQUALLED NEW STRAWBERRY RIVAL QUEEN.
EDWARD TILEY begs to announce to Strawberry

growers and the public generally that he is now ready to
Fend out strong well-rooted plants of the above unequalled new
Seedling Strawberry, which has been grown and thoroughly
proved against more than 20 of the newest and choicest varieties
yet sent out.

Numerous persons when walking over E. T.'s Strawberry beds
and tasting the fruit of various kinds, have always been of
opinion that the flavour of this Strawberry has surpassed all that
they had ever before tasted. The word was generally, " It is

quite equal to that fine Strawberry the British Queen, if not
better." More than a hundred names could be mentioned if

requisite who have all given the same opinion. I here mention
the names of two gentlemen who are great growers, and very
particular with regard to the quality and flavour of strawberries.

Opinion of C\ Maude, Esq.. Manor House, Bathampton: -"This
is one of the finest flavoured Strawberries I have ever tasted. I
should have thought it had been the true British Queen from its

fine flavour, and should not have known the difference except
from its being brighter in colour, and free from the greerr top
which the Queen always has.*'

C- Samsbury, Esq., Swainswick House, whose name is well
known to the floricultural world, being the raiser of a great
number of the finest seedling Dahlias that have ever yet been
sent out:—** This is one of the finest flavoured Strawberries I
have ever tasted, and should like to have plants of it."

The advantage of the above splendid Strawberry over that
fine variety the British Queen is as follows:—The British
Queen is a very delicate and tender kind—this is one of the
bdtnliesft and most productive fruiters that has ever yet been
grown; berries very large, fine shape, and of a most splendid
colour. It also possesses the following fine property, which is

seldom to be met with in any other kind, viz., firmness of texture,
so^ that it may with safety be sent to any distance without
iojory, and kept for many days when ripe without decay or loss
of flavour. It will prove to be one of the best varieties ever
yet offered to the public for every purpose for which a Strawberry
U reqnired.

Strung well-rooted plants 3?. per 106 : U. 15s. for 50 ; 12, for 25

;

or one dozen for 12s.; the 25 or the dozen sent posrage and
package free. A Post-office order is expected to accompany all

mraands.
Edward Tilky, Nurserymen. Seedsman, and Florist, 14,

Abbey Churchyard, Bath.

TO STRAWBERRY GROWERS.
L> LAKE'S INCOMPARABLES. — This splendid^ Fruit is very large, of delicious flavour, and surprising
bearers, with large upright trusses, many producing upwards of
100 berries on one plant. Well rooted Runners can now be had
at 51. the 100, by a remittance to Mr. Robert Blake, Birdham
Parsonage, Chichester.

[\/IESSKS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON'S NEW
7r

BULB CATALOGUE is now published, and may be had
post free on application. In addition to an unequalled select!-
ot Bulbs it contains revised and priced lists of GERANIUMS
and CINERARIAS. The new plate of 5 choice Geraniums
(amongst which are Mrs. Story's new white flowering varieties
the best in cultivation) can be had post free for 12 Stamps.
The ADAIR STRAWBERRY—for particulars of this deli-

cious variety see Catalogue, or back numbers of this Paper.
Price 50s. per 100 Plants.
The following New Plants are now being sent out:—

Camellia Jenny Lind Rhododendron Mrs. Dargan
Echites Houttenna ~

Azalea The Bride
do. Louis Napoleon

Rhododendron Countess of
Rosslvn

„ Duchess of Cleveland
„ Duke of Hamilton 1 uupret

Also their unrivalled seed of CALCEOLARIA, 1st quality,
5*. per packet; second ditto 2s. 6d. CI NKRARI A, best quality,
2s. 6d. do. Primula sinensis rimbriata, 25. 64. do.

Parties wishing for their Spring List of 2000 Plants can have
the same forwarded post free on application.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

BULBOUS ROOTS, ETC.
AUGUSTE VAN GEEKT, Nurseryman, Ghent,
*-* Belgium, begs to offer the following Bulbs, &c, of the best
quality, and all strong flowering roots. Will be ready to send out
in the course of the month.

OATS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE AMM uc
M. * how to paralyse, and render them immoveable on the**™though there be hundreds, so that they mav be gathered »
shovel and finally drowned. The effect warranted, and the Ml
to paralyse 50 will b«- 3Ad. Materials can be bon-ht inwJJ

sent first if desired.

\yiRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

„ Earl of Burlington
,. Lord Bolingbroke

Begonia picta
ciniiHbimna
hybrid*

Dianthus albo nigricans
(Jupressus Lawsoniana

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAJ.KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.

Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variet-
Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing &Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the bestnafe
Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description
Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W. Richards Imperii'
Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Prince
Theatre.

TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds
wasps, flies, &c. from fruit tree-, flower or seed beds, 4W per
square yard. TANN ED N BTTlNG, 2 or 3 yards wide, Ud. per
yard

; 4 or 6 yards wide, 3d. per vard. At W. Cullikgford's,
1, Edmund Terrace, Rail's Pond, Islington.

%• Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-en!
Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

HEATINC BY HOT WATER~
T JONES, Iron Merchant, has always a grea'

•' • variety of Cylindrical and Saddle Boilers in Stock, Hot-war

Per 100
Gladiolus Couranti fulgens 42s.

... 42

... 42

... 50

... 63

... 42

... 42

»
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it

n

tt

»»

ft

Fanny Rouget ...

fulgens aurea picta
Mdrae. Coudert
Mdrae. Herincq
M. Blouet ...

M. Gor^eon
Triomphe d'Enghien

(per 50) 30

- *

*

Per 25
Gladiolus Aglae 30s.

Charles Rouillard ... 25

Comtesse de Bresson 30

tf

• I •

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

Don Juan • •• *-' >

Hector ... 25

M. Corbay ... 30

Couranti carneus ... 50
The above are all splendid varieties of Gandavense.

Per 100
Lilium lancifolium album 63s.

rubruin ... 80

punctatum
per doz. 36

spectabile ... 80
superbura per doz 10

V

It

it

M
>'

"

Per 100
Lilium aurantiacum pardoz.lOs.

„ atrosanguineum ... 42
Cypripedium spectabile ...

per doz. 24*

calceolus „ 9
pubnscens ,, 30
caudidum .. 36

Pipes, Elbows. Tees, Syphons, Throttle- Valves, S top-Cock I » il-

Pipes, and Muxes, Trough Pipes, Fire and Furnace Bars, Double
IJoors and Frames, and Soot Doors. Drawings and prices of the

on

London,
idge.

I'oors ana r rames, ana soot jjoors. ura^mgs and prices ofi
above, or estimates given for the Apparatus fixed complete,
application to J. Jones, Iron Bridge Wharf, 6, Bankbide, Lond
near the Southtrark Iron Bridge.

tt

V

Camellias with flower buds of good varieties, fine heal thv plants,
61. per 1 00 and upwards; Azalea indica, do., do., 4Z. per 100 ana
upwards.
A. v. G. begs to say he has on sale 20 fine strong healthy

Orange Trees, some covered with fruit. The lot may be had for

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

j
R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,

** • (late Stephensox & Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-

siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials

for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c., at the

Manufactory as above.

H~~OT WATER PIPES (Cast Iron) at WHOLE-
SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphons, Tee-Pipes. Coil-

Pipes, and every requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and

Saddle Boilers, 50*. each. Improved Soot Doors and Furnice

Doors, Builders' Castings. Pipes, and Gutters of every description

in stock at Mr. Lvnch White's, Old Barge Iron "Wharf, Upper

Ground Street, Blackfriars BrMge, London.

601. cash, packing included. They can easily be seat to Lonuon
by the Gh^nt steamer.
Tree Pisonia, 12 tine-named varieties for 36s.; Lalia majalis,

84*. per dozen. Stronsr plants.

]^EAT AND DURABLE GARDEN LABEL^
-*-^> The Advertiser will forward, on the receipt of three posta
stamps, a specimen label lettered in oil.

F. H., Lydburynorth, Salop.

postage

LiRUNING.—The GRECIAN PRUNING SAWS
* are universally acknowledged to be the best for every

description of Pruning. They cut faster and cleaner than anv
other, and do not bend or break. Price 2s. 6d. t 3s., and 3s. 6d.
each.—Thomas Hill, late W. Coleman, Cutler, 4, Haymarket,
London.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Q.ueen's
«-' Cutlery Works, Sheffield ; and 67, King William Street,
London, where the largest stock of Cutlery in the world is kept.

Drawings forwarded by post.

. PAXTON WORKS. SHEFFIELD.

CAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-^ ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and
PRUNING SCISSORS. &c, as tested, recommended, and re-
ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.
47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-
man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears. Hoes,
Rakes

; Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.

Established 1738.

TURNER'S ROLLER MILLS, for Crushing Oat»,

Barley, Linseed, Malt, &c, and Grinding Beans, are tM

most effective Crashing Mills manufactured, and work w it i

.

e»

p »wer than any other. The Priz« of the Royal Agncuitur*

Society was awarded to E. R. & F. Txtbkkb for " the best Liosw-

and Corn Crusher," at the Carlisle Me«ung-(the last occas'

on which a Prize was offered)—and at their previous biiow»

Norwich, Gloucester, and Lincoln. Also the 1st Prize or wj

francs and Gold Medal at the Paris Universal Exhlbltl0
n
H
J;

Agriculture, 1856. A great variety of these mills are m»n°»

tured, adapted for farms of all sizes, large coaching ariawn.

ing establishments, gentlemens' riding stables, breweries, u

seed-oil mills, &c. . vn
TURNER'S PATENT COMBINED CRUSHING a-

GRINDING MILL is highly effective for CrushingJ^ai

Seeds, &c, and is also a most excellent Mealing Mill tor i>a i
.

Chaff Cutters for horse or steam power; Oil Cake Brea_

for English and Foreign Cake; Fixed and Potable »*_
Engines; combined Threshing Machines; Saw 1 awes.. ,

horse Carts. &c. all of a superior description, are manuiao

by E. R.& F. Turner, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich. Iliusir-

Price Lists sent free on application.

CAUTION. '

Imitations of our Roller Mills, of very inferior manUta
from

'

being offered for sale in London and elsewhere * n,c
^isiead

their resemblance in design to ours, are calculated
i

to m
.^ &

the public : We hereby give notice that Messrs. .

*

LBt*

wb^,
Kry, 96, Newgate Street, are our London Agejn ts, m
depdt our Mills mav be seen : and also at the

.

AJ™uItur£ ^
plement Department of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, Sttn
* *

E. R. & F. Tubkkb, Ipswicu.
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BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet

containing 100 Seeds, Is. ; sent post free, Is. 2d. Calceo-

laria, Heliotropiura, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias

Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue

on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36

varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.

\Vm, Cullixofobd, 1, Edmund Terrace , Ball's Pond, Islington.

New and Beautiful Hardy Coniferous Tree.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA.

TV TESSRS WATERER and GODFREY have much
1* I pleasure in offering the above fine plant raised from seed

sent home by Mr. \V. Murray, who in describing it in connection

with other rare Pines, such as nobilis, grandis, Jeffreyi, Ben-

thamiana, &c t says, " It was the handsomest tree in the whole

expedition. It grows about 100 feet high and 2 feet in diameter;

the foliage is most delicate and graceful, the branches bend up-

wards at the end like a Spruce and hang down at the tip like au

ostrich feather, the top shoots droop like a Deodar, and the

timber is good, clear, and workable." Seedling plants will be sent

out in August upon the following terms, and orders executed

strictly in rotation. One plant 21s. ; six plants, 47. 105.; 12 plants,

11. 105.—Knap Hill Nursery, "Woking, Surrey.

E^OBERT PARKER begs to offer the following of

which he possesses a large stock in strong and healthy

plants:— _ Per dozen
Exotic Orchids
Stove and greenhouse Ferns
Hardy do.

Selaginellas or Lycopodiums
Geraniums, show and fancy varieties

Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass)

A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue is published, and will be

forwarded post free upon application. A remittance or reference

to accompany all orders from unknown correspondents.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey, and Seven Sisters' Road, Holloway.

VIOLETS.
T> SHACKELL has proved by experience that to
*-V succeed well with Violets for the winter, either in pots or

beds, it is requisite to remove them earlier than the time at
Twhich he has offered them for sale in years past, so that they may
get established before the cold weather sets in. In speaking of

Lis beautiful Violet the RUSSIAN SUPERB, it needs no stronger

recommendation than to say that it is now many years since he
first sent it out, and he never had a fault found with it. Every
horticultural editor spoke in the highest terms of it.

Strong plants of Shackell's Russian Superb ... 125. per dozen.
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PAGE and CO., Skkd Mkrchants and Growers,
Southampton, can now Ripply, carriage free ou South-

western— 5. d.

Prime New English Trifoliura, per cwt 4Cs. to 42

Dwarf Rape, per bushel 1*

Early Six Weeks' Stubble Turnip, per lb. ...

Chives' Orange Jelly ditto, per lb 1

Italian Rye-grass, per quarter 50

Permanent Pasture and Lawn Grasses equal to any house in

tke trade.— Vide Southampton rt Public Lanils."

Page & Co. having long supplied the leading practical farmers

in Hants, Wilts, and Dorset, their establishment is worth the

attention of Gentlemen Agriculturists who wish to buy at

strictly speaking market prices.—Oxford Street, Southampton.

pHOICE SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.—
vy Per packet—5. d.

CALCEOLARIA from very showy varieties care-

fully impregnated
GERANIUM from firs'-rate Florist varieties

from the new showy French ditto

from first-rate fancy ditto

from Scented-leaved ditto

from the finest new Rose, Pink,

White, &c, of the Scarlet habit

A remittance in stamps or otherwise must accompany all

orders from unknown correspondents.

John Cattell, Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS FOR PRESENT
SOWING. Per Post Pbkpaid. s. d.

CINERARIA of the first quality per packet 2 6

CALCEOLARIA, from the handsomest spotted

and blotched varieties ...

MIMULUS, ditto ditto ditto

GLOXINIA, ditto 30 varieties

FUCHSIA, ditto 50 new ditto

PANSY, saved from 100 of the b*>st vara., by name
POLYANTHUS, do. 60 ditto ditto

VERBENA, do. 50 ditto ditto

HOLLYHOCK, do. 60 of the most superb kinds, do.

DAISY do. 50 of the new Belgian do. ditto.

ANTIRRHINUM, do. 20 best named varieties ...

ANEMONE, from the most showy and brilliant kinds „

The above are saved only from the very best named varieties

of recent introduction, and may be relied upon with the fullest

confidence.

YOUELL & CO., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.
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Shackell's White Russian...
Perpetual Purple Tree Violet

„ White
Double White Violet
Neapolitan Violet
Old Russian, 10*. per 100; or
All the above are strong good plants. If the order be above

10$., hamper and package free.

Robert Shackkll, Florist, Locksbrook Nursery, Bath.
DARK LACEO SEEDLING POLYANTHUS LADY MlLNER.

JOHN WILLISON has great pleasure in offering the

above unrivalled Seedling at 5.*. per plant, which has been so

successful at the York Show for the two last years, which took

the 1st, 2d, and 3d prizes, and has been pronounced by many
competent judges the best in its class.

Mr. C. Turner's opinion :—" Sir, your Polyanthus for size,

shape, and marking, is the nrost perfect flower I ever saw ;
it is

a beauty." J. W. has saved a little seed from the above seedling

at 2s. 6d. per packet, and from 25 good show flowers Is. 6d. per

packet. The above can be had of Mr. C. Turner, Slough; S.

Finney & Co., Gateshead; and all the principal nurserymen and
florists. The usual allowance to the trade and one over when a

dozen are taken. J. W. can supply good plants of the following at

low prices:—50 to 100 of the leading sorts of show Gooseberry

Trees at 6s. per doz. : Primroses, crimson, 95. per doz. ; White,

Purple, Lilac, and Yellow, 4<. per doz. All orders from unknown
correspondents must be accompanied with a post-office order.

JoflK Willison, Chubb H ill Nnraery. Whitby.

CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, &c.

YOUELL and CO. beg to offer fine strong healthy

Plants of the following, so desirable for autumn and winter
decoration.

Camellias, fine plants, well set with flower buds of the hand-
somest varieties, 245. to 305. per dozen.

Azaleas, a splendid collection of all the best kinds, 125. to 185.

per dozen.
Ericas, fine plants, including the best hard-wooded kinds, 125.

per dozen.
Epacris, of which we possess an extensive stock of fine bushy
flowering plants of the finest varieties, 125. per dozen.

-Greenhouse Plants.—To those forming a collection or making
additions to what they already possess, we are enabled to offer

to advantage a fine stock of the handsomest leading kinds at

18*. per dozen, or 61. per 100.

Tree Carnations.—A large quantity ot the more showy varieties,

so desirable for winter bl ><>mmcrf 125. per dozen.

f*hloxes,—All the new and handsome varieties of recent intro-

duction, 95. per dozen.
Hyacinths.—An extensive collection of the most approved kinds

adapted for glasses or pot culture, 95. per dozen; together with

a general assortment of other Dutch Bulbs.

Strawberries.—A collection comprising all the very best of the

" proved" varieties, 35. 6d. per 100.

Catalogues will be forwarded on application. All orders of

1W. and upwards are delivered Carriage Free to London, Man-
chester, Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to any Railway Station

within 150 miles of the Nursery.
Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

HORTICULTURE.
NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

TOHN WEEKS and CO., King's Road, Chelsea.
« * This Horticultural Establishment is an unlimited source of

attraction.

The Collections of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
in all the various stages of growth and in endless variety, include

every novelty that is worth cultivating.

A large stock of GRAPE VINES, struck from eyes, very
strong for Planting and Forcing in Pots.

FUUIT TREKS and Shrubs of every kind.

THE SEED BUSINESS is conducted upon an extensive scale,

every article warranted true to its kind, and of genuine good

quality.
GARDEN TOOLS, and Horticultural Implements of every

description, all the best make, no inferior article kept.

CAST-IRON VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great variety of
the moat beautiful designs.

WIREWORK for ail Ornamental Garden purposes.
The Nobiliry and Gentry are most respectfully invited to

visit this establishment, where Horticultural science in all its

branches is in full operation, combiniug all modern improvements,
so that a Lady or Gentleman can select whatever they may
require connected with Horticulture.
Johk Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers.
HOTHOUSE8 GREENHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES,
FORCING PITS, &c. &c. all made of the best materials, sent
to any part of the country.

See our Illustrated Catalogues of all the various branches of
Horticulture; also Plans, Models, and Estmates,&c. &c.

Johst Wkbks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

PETER LAWSON and SON, Seeds31EN to the

Quehn, &c, beg leave to intimate to their Customers and

the Public the arrival of a very fine selection of FLOWER
ROOTS in excellent condition, and they respectfully solicit early

orders for the same. Catalogues may be had free on application.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.
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ROYAL
BERKSHIRE

SEED
& -WW 'JfiK^ffi « ESTABLISHMENT.

SUTTON and SONS have just received a very unique

Collection of Hyacinths, Anemones, Jonquils, Cro-

cuses, and numerous other Bulbous Floxcer Roots, direct

from one of the most celebrated Florists in Haarlem.

Prices very moderate. Lists gratis, and post free.

Efie (BarirntersT Chronicle.
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK..

Cutstai. Falack Horticultubai, ExuiBiTiow : Wednesday, Sept. 10,

at 12 o'clock ; Thursday, Sept. 11, and rrid»y, Sept. 12, at 10 o clock.

The Adulteration of Food is a subject which

has engaged the attention of a Select Committee of

the House of Commons during the past session, and

their report is now before us. Upon the whole they

have dealt with a difficult subject as successfully

as could have been expected from persons guided

onlv by general principles of political economy, and

not possessing any personal practical knowledge of

the matters brought before them. The existence

of adulteration, or what is called so, is stated to

prevail widely, not only among articles prepared in

this country, but in foreign products before they are

imported ; and a long list of both classes of articles

is enumerated by the Committee. Without dis-

puting the truth of the information collected on this

point, we must observe that it has very much the

appearance of exaggeration, including, as it does,

articles in which adulteration can scarcely be said to

be practised now, or at least to such an extent as to

call for legislative interference. For instance, the

frauds in chicory and tobacco have been rendered so

dangerous to the dealers by the vigorous action of

the Board of Inland Revenue as to be no longer of

importance.
" In dealing with these various adulterations," the

Committee say, "it is necessary to distinguish

between the pecuniary fraud practised on the

public, and the injury to public health. If, as

regards the adulteration of articles with substances of

a cheaper and innocuous character, the public derive

the full benefit of this cheapness in a lower price, it

would be difficult, if not unwise, for the Legislature

to interfere, unless it could do so by requiring that

every such article be sold as a mixture, as distin-

guished from the article in its pure state. This the

law already requires as to the article of coffee, and

also as to the article of bread, which, unless made of

duty of the Legislature to provide some efficient

remedy.
1 '

This extraordinary paragraph very much shakes

our confidence in the judgment of the Committee.

According to this, a man is not guilty of fraud if he

sells starch for sugar, provided he charges no more

than the value of the mixture of the two articles
;

thus a pound of sugar being worth 4d., and of starch

hd., a grocer who sells his so-called sugar at 2%d. a

pound commits no wrong ; and the poor man who
cannot tell the one from the other has no claim to

legislative protection. There is no fraud, say the

Committee, in selling a cus'omer what is useless and

not,

and
value of the adulteration is charged. So that the

shopkeeper who sells rice instead of pepper, only

charging the price of rice, does no harm, although he

spoils his customers* provisions ; and the manure

dealer who supplies loam instead of guano commits

no wrongjfalthough he ruins his customers' crops,

provided his article is sufficiently low priced. This

is surely free trade run mad. It is clear that the

Committee are unacquainted with the practical

working of these frauds, or they would not have in-

troduced into their report such a sentence as that

we have quoted. In their own households the evils

of adulteration are scarcely known. Upon such a

point they should have taken the opinion of a jury

of farmers, gardeners, or artisans, whose good sense

would have ensured a verdict that all articles when
adulterated involve pecuniary fraud ;

even after

hearing the ingenious Mr. Robert Archer AValling-

ton, solicitor, Leamington, who thiuks it quite

proper to sell gelatine under the name of isinglass.

Here however two distinctions must be drawn.

The first between those things whose nature requires

them to be mixed with other substances in order to

render them fit for commercial purposes, and such

as demand no such preparation. Thus pure Arnotto

will not keep, and must be artificially prepared for

the purpose of the dairywoman, although Dr. Has-

sall did not know it, till his memorable discom-

fiture by the Pharmaceutical Society. A second ought

to be made in those artificial preparations which,

like marmalades, pickles, and similar articles, have

no known composition, but are prepared so as to

suit the taste or pocket of the buyer. The Commit-

tee indeed say that marmalade is adulterated when

containing Apples in its compo>ition. But what

is the meaning of the word marmalade? Some

think that Quince marmalade is improved by Oranges,

that Orange marmalade is better when made in part

from Cranberries or from Apples ; that Raspberry

marmalade (or jam) is the better for Red Currants.

To call such mixtures adulterations is absurd.

To remedy the state of things which to the Com-

mittee appears to exist, the Board of Inland

Revenue, armed with new powers, would be per-

fectly competent. The Committee however object

to this, on account of its centralising action. What
they propose is "to empower municipal or other

local or district authorities to appoint an officer, or

officers, who, on complaint made, or in cases of

reasonable suspicion, shall procure portions of any

article supposed to be adulterated, wi'h a view to

their examination or analysis by some duly qualified

person appointed for that purpose. On the report

of such persons, if it confirm the suspicion of

adulteration, a summons shall be issued and the

case be investigated before the justices, who shall

have power to inflict summary punishment, by fine

or imprisonment, in every case where pecuniary

fraud or danger to health shall have been proved.

The justices should also be empowered to publish the

names of offenders."

If it should be practicable to obtain m country

places such evidence as would be required to

support the informations brought before the justices,

we should see no objection to this part of the

ecom mendation of the Committee. But the doings

lately at Wakefield, at the instigation of amateur

chemists, are calculated to throw serious doubt

upon the possibility of relying upon local evidence ;

and unless persons of unquestionable knowledge

could be found to support the informations great in-

justice mightbe committed. Thedetection of frauds of

this nature is a very delicate matter ; chemical inves-

tigation and microscopical examin .tion may be made

to prove anything in the presence of magistrates un-

acquainted with the difficult sciences to which they

belong. Partizan witnesses are moreover able to

find or see almost anything they wish to find. So

that prosecutions for fraud require to be conducted

with more discretion than is always locally to be

secured. It would be the more especially necessary

that dealers should be ensured agains* wrong con-

l^to.™m^taiw^y1Srf^i victions if justices we*^ to be « empowered to

the letter 'M.' But, whenever an article is so publish the names of offenders. For although

adultera ed as to involve pecuniary fraud or injury public exposure would be far more effectual m sup-

to heaUhTit appears to your Committee to be the pressing the offences » question than private fines,
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yet on the other hand it would be a far more serious

wrong if resulting from magisterial mistakes. Such
a power might be safely intrusted to a central board,

but it is very questionable whether it could be
intrusted to a bench of justices who mi^ht become
unconsciously mere instruments of oppression. We
have always been of opinion that the exposure of

dealers by the so-called sanitary commission of the
Lancet was wholly unjustifiable, and deserved
severe punishment. No such objection would exist

to the power of exposure being placed in the hands
of a board like that of the Inland Revenue, which
would be free from local prejudices, and above all

suspicion as to the fairness of its proceedings.

To our minds the adulteration of food forms only
a part of the inquiry to which Parliamentary at-
tention might be directed. Frauds of all kinds,
quite as serious, surround us ; the farmer who is

victimised by the rascally guano-mixer ; the gardener
who is sold a piece of iron hoop under the name of
a knife, or a mixture of Poa annua, Cocksfoot, and
Cow-grass instead of Poa pratensis, Rye-grass and
White Clover ; the traveller who gets only half
a pint of wine or beer for a pint ; and his wife who
purchases a mixture of wool and cotton under the
name of flannel, or fast-coloured clothes which lose
their colour after the first shower, are all alike vic-
tims of fraud, and are equally in need of legislative
protection. And that being so, it may be doubted
whether after all people must not be left to protect
themselves.

We have just had our attention called to a
magnificent specimen of Lilium giganteum—the
"Prince of Lilies " as it has been justly styled by
Sir William Hooker—that has recently flowered in
the garden of the Hon. J. Townshend Boscawen,
Lamorran Rectory, near Truro, Cornwall. From
the drawing and account with which we have been
favoured, it would appear to be the finest specimen
of the kind that has yet been produced in this
country, or perhaps in Europe.

The first knowledge that botanists had of this
majestic Lily was derived from a figure and de-
scription of it given by its discoverer, Dr. Wallicii.
in his " Tentamen Floras Nepalensis Illustrate,"
printed at Calcutta in 1824 ; but the honour of
introducing it is due to the late Colonel Madden,
who sent home seeds of it in 184G or 1847,
and from these, as well as the more recent im-
portations that have been made by Messrs. Veitch
and Son of Exeter and Chelsea, we believe all the
plants of it now in cultivation originated. The
first that flowered in Europe was a plant in the
collection of Messrs. Cunningham, Nurserymen,
Comely Bank, near Edinburgh, from which a
drawing was made in July, 1852, and subsequently
published in the Botanical Magazine, fol. 4673.
We are there informed on the authority of Colonel
Madden that " the plant is common in the damp
thick forests of the Himalaya, the provinces of
Kumaon, Gurwhal, and Bushur. It grows in rich
black mould, the bulb close to the surface, at from
7500 to 9000 feet above the level of the sea, where
it is covered with snow from November to April.
The hollow stems are commonly from six to nine
feet high, and are used for musical instruments."

The Lamorran plant, we learn from .Airs. Bos-
caw k.v, was one of four which were offsets taken in
November, 1854, from a plant that flowered out of
doors in July of the same year. The bulb was
unprotected through the severe winter of 1854-5,
when the thermometer was down as low as 10°
(Fahrenheit) at Truro ; and it has also borne the
two last trying springs of 1855 and 1856 without
protection. With these facts before us there
cannot now be any doubt about the hardiness of
this noble Lily, and of its being able to endure
without injury the usual severity of an English
winter, even in places which have not the advan-
tage of possessing the soft and balmy air of a
Cornish climate. The height which the flower
stem attains in the course of a season is most
unusual for any of the Lily tribe. Dr. Wallich's
specimen is stated to have been 10 feet high, which
was also the height of that of Messrs. Cunningham,
the flowering portion at the top measuring 20 inches
and bearing 12 flowers. The Lamorran Lily,
however, considerably exceeded these, and must
have been a very striking object, being no less than
12 feet high with a raceme of 18 large white
drooping flowers, somewhat resembling those of the
common white Lily, excepting that they had a
deep purplish tinge along the inner edge of each
division of the perianth. When in perfection they
measured five and a half inches across the mouth of
the tube, and were no doubt similar to those
described by Dr. Wallich "delightfully fragrant."
We congratulate Mr. Boscawen on the success

^hich has attended his experiment of cultivating
tma fine piant in the open air, and trust it may be

the means of inducing him to continue the interest-
ing inquiry on which he has entered. No situation
in Cornwall is better adapted for experiments in
this way than Lamorran, nor could a more beauti-
ful family of plants have been named for such a
purpose than the one Mr. Boscawen has selected.
Let us hope that it will not be long before we are
made acquainted with the comparative hardiness of
other East Indian Lilies, as well as of those lovely
kinds from China and Japan with which our gardens
were enriched some years ago, and which now form
the most attractive ornaments of our conservatories
during the latter part of summer and autumn. B.
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PRACTICAL LESSONS IN BOTANY FOR
BEGINNERS OF ALL CLASSES.—No. VII.

By the Rev. J. S. He.vslow, M.A., Rector of Hitcham, Suffolk.

Floral Schedule, column 1st.—As filling up floral
schedules forms a principal feature in these practical
lessons, I trust I may be excused if I dilate a little upon
them. I hope to convert those who fancy there must
be something too abstruse for the minds of children to
master, in the meaning and application of the more im-
portant words employed in a strictly scientific and
efficient botanical terminology.

Number ofparts in each Floral- Whorl—The following
examples will suffice to show how the first columns of
these schedules should be filled up ; and a few comments
will explain some of the niceties to which attention may
be directed.
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9, Papaver Rhseas ; 10, Clieiranthus Cheiri; 11, Viola odorata;
12, Lychnis dioica; 13, Hypericum perforatum; 14, Ulex euro-
pjeus; 15, Fragaria vesca; 16, Epilobium hirsutum; 17,Lamium
album; 18, Primula vulgaris ; 19. Daphne laureola; 20, Mercu-
rialis perennis ; 21, Orchis maculata; 22, Iria pseudacorus; 23,
Agraphis nutans ; 24, Arum maculatum.

When the parts composing a floral-whorl are "free"
(not colicring), their number is evident. When they
cohere, more or less, their number may generally be
readily ascertained by the upper portions of the several
parts projecting beyond the lower cohering portions.
But there are cases in which the cohesion between
some or all is complete, or very nearly so. It is

then sometimes difficult, sometimes impossible, to
recognise the precise number of parts in a whorl,
without taking into consideration the peculiar laws of
structure by which particular groups are restricted or
denned. The practical instructor will warn the beginner
that "seeing is not always believing" in botany any
more than in other sciences.

N.B. " Seeing not believing." I cannot refrain from insisting on
the better recognition of this important aphorism than the
public generally seem disposed to admit. Some of your readers
may remember the manner in which my scepticism was assailed
in the Gardeners' Chronicle eight years ago, when I questioned
the accuracy of those who declare they have seen a mother viper
allow her young to run down her throat for shelter. I then
asserted that whether such a vision were fact, or the effect of
ocular delusion, science required better evidence than had
hitherto been produced, before so remarkable an anomaly could
be admitted as an undeniable marvel. All believers in the
swallowing theory were challenged to secure an example by
which the fact (if such it were) might be scientifically demon-
strated by some competent authority . The only instance (so far
as I am aware) in which such opportunity has hitherto occurred,
is directly opposed to what our best physiologists seem inclined

to regard as most probably a vulgar error T*^~r7T
Chronicle for 1848, p. 590.)

^See Gar^tr»
For thousands of years all mankind trusted their ptm tproof that the sun and stars revolved daily round the llr£Vulgar notions' have not yet entirely succumbed toS"scientific idea' which recognises the monthly rotation of timoon upon her axis to be a phenomenon of precisely the «.

character as the daily rotation of the earth. Whenever^-!
ignorance of a particular science renders us incompetent to th
task of properly demonstrating some truth revealed bv tW
science, it is better to put faith in those who have proved tlW
selves qualified for assuring us of what is really the fact iiowev7»
little we might otherwise be inclined to admit it.

'

So with respect to the scientific (that is to say strictly accurate
ideas we ought to obtain of the structure of flowers, we must no*be satisfied with what every one ignorant of botany may w*
plainly enough. We must learn to observe plants by that
better light by which science enables us to check or contradict
the seemingly obvious but too frequently erroneous conclusion
deduced trom an imperfect or inaccurate investigation of faSTA beginner, in filling up the first column of a floral schedule forour example 14, the "common Furze," would almost certainly
record two sepals to this flower. I should allow him some credi'
for his imperfect observation, and then show him a minute notch
at the summit of one, and two notches at the summit of the other
divisions of the calyx ; this will probably satisfy him that thenumber of sepals are really five. This example would further
afford me an opportunity of stating that five sepals art
constantly present in flowers constructed on the same plan as
those of the "common Furze." Now, as all flowers thus con-
structed (Papilionaceous flowers) are easily recognised, and all
belong to a very large section (Papilionacea) of an exteasive
natural order (Leguminosct), he will hardly be again deceived if
some Lupin, with apparently only two sepals, were next offered
to his inspection. He would at once suppose there mustprobably be
five sepals to its calyx. Close examination would show hiiu hs
had judged rightly. This ambiguity, it may be remarked, i$
confined to very few such (papilionaceous) flowers ; in all other*
the true number of sepals is sufficiently distinct. There are
certain generalities implied in the structure of the more impor-
tant natural groups which soon become impressed on the
memory. These serve as checks to imperfect observation wher-
ever there may happen to be (apparently or actually) some
deviation from the more ordinary characteristics by which such
groups are recognised. To return from this N.B. digression t>
our 16 examples selected for the first columns of the school floral

schedules.

Where a subdivision of

corolla is sufficiently

18) the number of its

P. L. (i. e. Perianth Leaves).

-

the perianth, into calyx and
marked (as in Examples 9 to

leaves need not be noticed ; since it would only be the
ag£regate °f those of the sepals and petals together.

N.B. In Examples 12, 20 and 24 we have two kinds

of flowers ; one kind to be examined for the stamens
and the other kind for the pistils. In 12 and 20 thesi

are on different plants (Diwcious) ; in 24 they are on
the same plant (Moncecious). This last example is sure

to puzzle beginners, and no wonder, as its real struc-

ture was unknown to the great master, Linmeus. It,

or some such, may be early introduced for the sake of

showing them how to avoid confounding an aggregation

of flowers (an inflorescence) with a single flower, as in

the case of composites already noticed, Ex. 8 * Oxeye*
daisy."

Mem. From my not having seen a proof of No. 6 a little omis*
sion has occurred. The paragraph to the " Willow " should havs
been headed Ex.7; and that to the "Heads of Flowers" by
Ex. 8. It would also have been better in the latter figure to
have connected the words in " Oxeye-daisy •* (Chrysanthemum},
as this is a generic name, and beginners might be apt to regard

it as only a species of " Daisy" (Bellis). This sort of confusioo

jS not uncommon.

(To be continued.)

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXXXVI.
559. Parasit.e (Botrytis. Potato Murrain). It is

now so universally acknowledged that the Vine disease is

due to the attacks of a parasitic fungus, that there ought

to be no difficulty about the reception of the cognate

theory as regards the Potato murrain, a theory respect-

ing the justice of which I have never entertained a

doubt. The only theory which at the present day can at

all compete with it, is that maintained by Schleiden and

others, that it is the result of high cultivation, a theory

which shall be fairly stated at the end of this article.

560. In considering the Potato murrain it must be

borne in mind that there are two distinct diseases of

the Potato, each characterised by the presence of a

fungus, which may and often do occur separately, but

which may also simultaneously attack the plant. These

diseases are distinguished by the Germans under the

name of nassef'dule and trockenjaule, the wet and dry

rot. They are in some respects antagonistic to each

other, though both concur in the final destruction of

the tubers.

561. The last is called the disease of Martius, from

its having been described by him in 1842. It is

characterised by the presence in some of its forms ot

Fusisporium Solani. The affected tubers are traversed

in every direction by mycelium, which gorges the

tissues to eucIi an extent that they become excessively

hard, 60 as to require many heavy blows before they

give way. The degree of hardness is not always equal,

and in some cases, at least in this country, the Fusisponun

may exist alone on the Potatoes while the tissues are

moist. According to the degree of dryness the P*1??
1*?

assumes many distinct forms, and has been described

under several generic names. This disease had existe

in Germany for many years, and had become so proa-

lent at the time when Martius wrote as to make the

successful cultivation of Potatoes any longer in Germany

a matter of doubt. , .,_

562. Just as the disease of Martius had attained i»

height another malady, characterised by the mo

speedy dissolution of the tubers and the presence m
Botrytis infestans, made its appearance. It was ex-

tremely destructive in some part of the United btaw»

in 1844, and was noticed in England and on the con-

tinent in that and the preceding year, but in lb4°_
became almost universal, and from the great important*

of the subject attracted general notice, though scarce j
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any oue anticipated the horrors of the consequent
famine, or the enormous political changes to which it

gave rise. The disease in most cases, and with most
varieties, commenced in the haulm and leaves. Little
patches of Botrytis were observed which soon reduced
the tissues with which their mycelium was in contact
to a dead patch, which spread in all directions as fresh
crops of the Botrytis sprang up like Fairy Rinsis in a
Grass field on the circumference of the exhausted soil.

The tissues of the stem were rapidly involved, and
finally the more superficial portions of the tuber.
Where there was no superabundant moisture the decay
of the tubers was not so rapid as that of the green
parts of the plant, but under less favourable circum-
stance a few hours produced an extraordinary effect,
and in some cases which were witnessed by the Govern-
ment Commissioners in Ireland, in four-and-twenty
hours large heaps were reduced to a loathsome putres-
cent mass. According as the Botrytis existed alone or in
combination with the Fusisporium, the decay under the
least pressure of unpropitious atmospheric influences
exhibited a greater or less intensity.

563. Multitudes of remedies were proposed, but for
the most part with very little success, nor is the crop
such as to admit of very expensive chemical applica-
tions at the cost of additional labour and expen-
diture. The most effectual, perhaps, was the cutting
off of the haulm before the fungus was estab-
lished. From the low growth, and the occurrence
of the fungus principally on the lower surface of the
leaf, it is almost impossible to get sulphur fairly in
contact with the parasites. Where the air is naturally
impregnated with salt, in the neighbourhood of the sea,
or artificially with chemical vapours, as near copper
works, the disease has been wholly absent or far less
virulent. The whole surface is there accessible, a con-
dition not very easy to realise in practice. There is
much reason to suppose that the disease is gradually
<iying out, though virulent attacks, as at this present
moment, have occasionally occurred in almost every
district without intermission since its first prevalence.

564. The Schleidenian theory rests on the fact that
the tissues of plants, which consist partly of cellulose
and partly f proteinous matter in contact with starch,
iuuhne, gum, sugar, and other substances capable of
fermentation or chemical change, are easily deranged
under any alteration of their normal ingredients. If,
then, an increased dose of nitrogen be taken up from
the soil in consequence of the use of highly nitro-
genous manures, the balance as a necessary con-
sequence is deranged and putrefactive fermentation
ensues. The difficulties in the way of this theory are
quite as great as in the other, and when ouce the pre-
judice is removed that fungi can only grow on decay-
ing or decayed vegetable matter, a notion which "is

opposed by a host of facts, there is little objection
to be brought against what is commouly called the
Fungal theory. The one cause, however, may greatly
aggravate the other, and the cultivator should be
instructed that he cannot farm very highly without the
prospect of danger. His direction should be turned
rather to more frequent and effectual stirring of the soil,

and the thorough extirpation of all obnoxious weeds.
Under such a system he will insure a good return, and
at the same time have a healthy vegetation, while ample
work is provided for the labouring poor, to the general
comfort of himself and neighbours.* M. J. B.

had called G. gracilis in an unpublished paper on culii-
vated Ferns), grown a year or two since at the Wellington
Nursery, having been obtained from Mr. Linden. The
fronds grow 3 feet,perhaps more, in length, and are nearly
a foot wide across the base. Their form is very irregular,
from the varying size and length of the pinnae, and from
the rachis not unfrequently becoming forked ; and they
are more finely divided and elegant in cutting than the
accompanying figure, otherwise correct, indicates. The
fronds are quadripinnate at the base, tripinnate above,
the secondary pinnules being ovate, with their oblong
lobes quite separate in the one case, and divided nearly
to the^midrib in the other ; these ultimate pinnules or
lobes are themselves inciso-lobate, and their larger
lobes are generally bifid. The upper surface is of a
dull but deepish green, rendered grey by the shedding
of the white powder, which thickly clothes the lower
surface, and through which the sori, consisting, as in
the allied pulverulent Gymnograms, of but few spore-
cases, protrude, forming indistinct lines beneath. The
stipes and rachides are of a deep purplish brown colour.
It is an elegant slender Fern of considerable size and
very graceful arching habit, and grows freely in a stove
temperature

; increasing, moreover, readily from the
spores.

25. Lepto-Hymenophyllum dilatatum, Swartz.
' ciONiUM sororium, Presl.

Fronds erect, decurved at the points, ovate-acuminate, quite
smooth, tripinnatifid

;
primary divisions ovate-lanceolate; ulti-

mate segments broadly linear, often elongated or subcaudate,
drooping, entire

; involucres sunk in the apex of the segments,
orbicular, and somewhat wedge-shaped below, the valves obtuse,
entire; receptacles clavate, included; stipes and rachis green
and winged almost to the base.

One of the most beautiful Ferns of New Zealand,
where it is very abundant. It also occurs in Lord
Auckland's Island, and in Java. The fronds often
attain a foot and a half in height, with th« ir stipes erect,

and their branches gracefully decurved. The fronds
consist, as it were, of several series of branchings or
forkiiigs of the rachis and veins, these being throughout,
and as well as the stipes, bordered with a green leafy

margin on each side. In other words they are tripin-

natifid, the first divisions ovate-lanceolate, tailed and
deflexed ; their narrow sub-divisions are also tailed, and

NEW GARDEN FERNS.—No. XIII.

24. GYMNOGRAMMA PULCHELLA.
Fronds ovate, irregularly ramose, tripinnate or quadripinnate:

pinna? alternate, the lower primary ones unequally ovate-
lanceolate, largest on the posterior side, elongately narrowed
from the broad base; pinnules all alternate, secondary ones
ovate, about half an inch long, deeply pinnatifid often pinnate
below, the ultimate divisions oblong, inciso-lobate, the lobes
usually bifid ; sori narrow, indistinct, often forked, lines of
spore-cases protruding from the white pulverulous coating of
the under surface; rachis and stipes dark purple brown.

An elegant Fern introduced from the continental

gardens, and grown under the name above adopted,
which, however, we have not seen published. It has some
affinity with G. rosea, Desv.t

of which the G. conspersa,

*-o5>£v£^

Kze.
9 appears to be a less developed state, but is a larger

growing plant, with smaller divisions. It is a stove Fern,
and is supposed to be a native of South America, young
plants of what were probably the same ppecies (which we
•Further views on this subject will be found in my article in

the farst volume of the " Journal of the Horticultural Societv of
London, and under the word Potato in fc Morton's Encyclopedia
of Agriculture." '

these are again branched into short linear lobes. Each
of the ultimate segments has a single vein or rib passing
along its centre. The fructification is borne towards the
apex of the fronds ; the sori situated at the apices of
the ultimate lobes, in which the somewhat wedge-shaped
base of the involucre is sunk, its free portion bein"
rounded, entire, broader than the segment, and con-
sisting of two valves, enclosing the short clavate recep-
tacle. The fronds are of a deep olivaceous green, and
peculiarly smooth, the texture as in others of this

family being thin and transparent. It is a greenhouse
evergreen species requiring abundance of atmospheric
moisture. T. M.

DEGENERATION OF VARIETIES OF THE
PEAR TREE.

Is a variety of the Pear tree capable of degenerating
in its vigour, hardiness, and bearing, as well as in the
form, size, and flavour ot the fruit \ In general we
believe that this question may be answered in the nega-
tive, provided always that in propagating the variety by
scions on the Pear stock it is planted in a suitable con-
dition as regards soil, climate, and situation. If all

these conditions are insured, a variety, whatever it may
be, ought to be reproduced, by budding or grafting,

with little or no variation from the original type. Some
varieties are less subject to vary than others. Some
improve, others lose in certain respects. It is important
to know correctly the locality in which a new variety

has been obtained from seed, aud in what favourable

situation it has shown itself in full perfection. It is

only by complete monographs of the best varieties that

the cultivator can get acquainted with these practical de-

tails, unless, indeed, he make very long and expensive
experiments for himself. Let us add some examples
to make ourselves better understood. La Fortunee, a
see iling which fruited for the first time in 1829, is a
tree of moderate vigour, and bears in the open ground
either as a pyramid or a standard ; but the fruit is not
larger than a small Bergamot. In a gravelly soil the
fruit is larger, and ripens earlier, but the flavour is not
improved. Worked on Quince at half-standard height,

and planted against a wall with a south-west aspect, in

a light, iree, moist soil, it will produce fruit as large as

the Bergamotte de Paques, or as the Ne Plus Meurisse.f

The Beurre d'Hardeupont (Glou Morceau) does not
succeed on the best Pear stock in a light deep toil

[ 1 Tue name ot one of the gardeners of the late Vau Mons.

when cultivated as a standard. ^Nevertheless the seed-
ling tree is stated by many of the amateurs of Mons to
have borne perfect fruit in the garden of the late

D'Hardeupont, because the soil was of a gravelly nature.
We have seen trees of it, on the Pear stock, in the old
experimental [private] garden of the Messrs. Lee, of
Hammersmith, and according to Mr. Salter, the present
possessor, these trees bear well-formed fruit of excellent
quality.

The Beurrd Diel requires a rather compact but rich
soil, and the Passe Colmar, the Poire Legipont or Mer-
veille de Charneux (the name of a village in the
province of Liege), a light deep soil to yield perfect
Iruit as a standard on the free stock. Planted against a
wall these varieties yield fruits more perfect in form,
but not so high flavoured. Against a wall the Beurre
Ranee becomes enormous, and assumes the Bon
Chretien form ; but as a standard, in light, free, and
deep soil, the flavour is better.

In general a good variety of Pear raised in a cold
climate, or in a cold heavy soil, succeeds very well
when transplanted into a wanner situation. The fruit
there improves in form, size, and flavour. A variety
raised in a warmer climate than that of England and
Belgium does not generally succeed elsewhere than
against a wall with a good aspect, like some of the
varieties which have been obtained in our latitudes, and
which absolutely require the protection of a wall to
yield fruits perfect in every respect ; and further, the
trees must be trained in the form most suitable to them.
Worked on the Pear stock, certain varieties must be
grown as dwarfs, some as half standards, others again
as standards. The branches of some may occupy a
horizontal position, whilst those of others may diverge
at angles more or less acute. It is only on this con-
dition, all others being observed, that the trees produce
fruits perfect in form and flavour, and without being
degenerated in any of their characters. The constitu-

tion and mode of growth of a tree must be studied to

cultivate it properly in the open ground, as well as
against a wall.

The Easter Beurre,^ worked on a strong wilding, at

7 feet from the ground, and planted in a free, deep,
warm soil, forms long

9
nearly upright shoots, and bears

at Louvain excellent fruits of the form of a handsome
Bergamot. Against a wall this variety will permit of its

shoots being inclined to a more horizontal position, and
bears perfect iruit of the Doyenne form.

These examples will be sufficient to render intelligible

my ideas on the necessity of having monographic
notices, stating the soil and aspect in which a variety of
the Pear ought to be planted in order to produce fruits

possessing all their qualities, so that its non-success may
not be attributed to degeneration.

Contrary to a resolution taken in consequence of
observations made in the cultures of Van Mons, at
Brussels and Louvain, we, about 15 years ago, admitted
into our collection about 50 varieties of Pears of
French origin, or said to be such. Cultivated as
standards, without shelter, 15 successively died off,

barren, and suffering from various diseases. Those
which survived weie, for the most part, recognised as
varieties of Belgian origin, or others to which a new
name had been given. The remainder are still on trial,

not yet having borne fruit. The Duchesse d'Angou-
leme has occasionally produced some fruit on the Quince
stock, and a few on the Pear stock. -.Beurre and
Doyenntf Gouboult have succeeded better. Belle de
Zees and De Feron soon decay. Van Mons-Leon le

Cierc yields every year some fruit. The only variety, a
native of Nantes, which has exceeded our expectation,

is the Beurre Clairgeau. If I had not received the
seedling tree of this variety, which I do not cease to

admire, from a reliable source, I should indeed be in-

clined to believe that it is the result of a seed from our
country, and sprung from a race several times regene-
rated in our latitudes.

The varieties of English origin, of which 21 have like-

wise been introduced in our cultures, present, in general,

as vigorous an appearance as the varieties of Belgian
origin obtained in the end of the last century ; but the

trees are far from having that fine form and good habit

of growth possessed by the varieties last raised by Van
Mons, to which preference must be given for reasons

previously stated. The varieties received from Ger-
many likewise succeed well with us ; but, with the

exception of several summer sorts, they are chiefly

varieties of Belgian origin to wliich new names have
been given.

From what has been already stated it will be under-
stood that varieties cultivated in climates analogous to

that in which they were raised will, in general, retain

their characters, provided the trees are planted in a
suitable soil and treated in a proper manner.

If the causes of degeneration are to be ascertained,

they may be sought and found :

1. In the use of improper stocks, which have no
affinity with the graft.

2. In the use of grafts badly selected, either taken

from the lower part of very young trees, or from others

weak and affected wiih various diseases.

3. In the use of grafts grown in an artificial manner.

4. In a mode of cultivation unsuited to the nature of

the variety.

+ This variety is known iu Fiance by the name of Doyennl
d'hiver. It was raised in the garden of the Capucins ar Louvain,
notr the Botanic Garden. Van Kona ^r*ve a notice of it in 1S20
ia the "Annates des Sciences." Inlb25 the seedling tree btiil

existed, but since theu it has disappeared. At that period it waa
uaknown in France to M. Noisette and the late M. Puiteau.
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5. In planting a variety in soil which is either too

poor and too shallow, or too heavy, cold and moi ? t.

6. In want of attention, in consequence of ignorance

of the first elements of a rational mode of culture.

With respect to the first three causes, we have

touched upon the principal points connected with them

on several occasions in previous articles, and it would

be superfluous to revert to them. Concerning the

fourth, it is evident to every practical man that a

normal degree of vigour, and consequently a good crop

of perfect fruit, can only he obtained by allowing the

tree to take that form which is most, in conformity with

its mode of vegetation. If that form is constantly

restricted by premature pinching or by too severe
|

pruning, the tree bears a few small, cracked, gritty

fruits, becomes barren, and is eventually dtstroyed.

This is not owing to degeneration, but to a want of skill

;

on the part of the cultivator. Nor can we attribute the

cause to degeneration, when bad fruit is gathered from

a tree planted in a soil which is too strong, compact,

and moist. It is not reasonable to seek from the soil

that which it caunot give.

We have seen a plantation of more than 100 Pear

trees, comprising about 80 of the best varieties of Pears.

These trees were confided to one who is known to be

an able cultivator. They were all trained in the same

with a grand dressing ot fine words, but he tells nothing

about the meaning of those words. What is an inexpe-

rienced student to make of Gymnocarpi and Angiocarpi,

words whose value must be ascertained before one step

further can be taken? As to how his Usneactre, Cornicu-

lariacese, and all the other acece are to be recognised

the synopsis is dumb. To be sure this last matter is

explained as Dr. Lindsay proceeds, by technical descrip-

tions of his acece, but what the reader wants to know is

their distinctions in the fewest possible words. That is

what he should have told us, and that being all left out,

his book seems to me like a country signpost consulted

in a pitch dark night. I can forgive him for the hard

words he is so fond of, because I can find out with a

little trouble that "eorticolous" means growing on bark,

quantity of the latter it can be rendered mix able with
water by only triturating it with a twentieth part of
powdered tragacanth (gum dragon), both dry, adding

very gradually soft water till reduced to a paste. When
in that state, by increasing the quantity of water, the

sulphur can be easily and thoroughly mixed and incor-

porated with the fluid without one particle of it floating

at the top. Thus, if required, the syringe may be
employed, or the mixture may be laid on the wood as &
paste with a painter's brush, My Vines have been so

treated in the early part of the year, the old wood
and young shoots being covered by the brush. The
sulphur was thus fixed by the tragacanth ; and as a

consequence not one symptom of disease has been

observed in either foliage or fruit. On the lattt-r ho*

ever it would be better to dust the berries with the «lryand so on ; but I really cannot excuse his having kept
. . . „ . , ,

to himself exactly those thin js which an earnest inex- sulphur only to obviate adhesion, and every shower culd

perienced student most wants to know. R. E. [We then wash it off Gardeners used to complain that they

have been obliged to curtail this letter, which no doubt could not blend flowers of brimstone with waur:

expresses the sentiments of many readers. The omissions I then published the result of my process, and its tppl,.

to which « R. E." alludes have been adverted to by our- cability is certain either in the Vinery, plant stove, or to

selves, and we do hope that the learned author will

adopt the course we formerly presumed to suggest. If

he does not it is impossible that his volume, with all its

merits, can ever become popular.]

Bees are sometimes united without destroying either of

but as every cause of irritation should be

trees on the open wall. John Towers, Croydon.

swieues

form, that of a dwarf pyramid, upon the free stock, the queens
;
but as e

.

and upon the Quince. On the 15th of June, 185*, the avoided, it is safest to remove the queen of the intrud-
auu u Mu x* ,

bee^ ^g tQ the result of lntro(j ucing a strangeripo

100 trees had not 200 Pears on them. The premature

pinching, performed in a season different from the

ordinary run, had caused a disordered vegetation, from

which, of course, the trees suffered, and in consequence

of which they were not able to set their fruit. More-

over, the ground where the trees were planted was

covered with a rather thick layer of horsedung, and

this preventing the action of the air and sun upon the

soil which covered the roots, the trees were unable to

profit by the beneficial effects of the solar rays upon

the ascending sap. If these trees remain weakly and

barren, is that result to be attributed to the circum-

stance of the varieties treated in this way having

reached the period of degeneration \

On visiting lately one of the finest gardens in Bel-

gium, I observed that part only of the trees planted

against a wall bore fruit. On seeking for the cause of

the sterility, I found it was this—the soil of the border

in front of the wall had been dug to a considerable

depth for cropping with vegetables. By this unintel-

ligent operation the fibrous roots, and the spongioles

with which they were furni.-hed, were destroyed. The

organs of fructification previously formed had produced

flowers, but could not set the fruit, or if any did set it

mostly dropped. These trees bore but very few fruit ;

but those in front of which the ground had not been

dug bore, on the contrary, a large quantity.

It was supposed that the season was unfavourable, I

and that the trees were bad. The proprietor was even

inclined to think that the Pear trees against the wall

had no longer the vigour and hardiness requisite for

bearing fruit, and attributed this bad result to the

degeneration of the varieties of the Pear tree.

Between Chelsea and Ftilham several plantations of

fruit trees,about 50 years old, and of fine appearance may
,

- u* _
.v««* *u «- K^,*«- *wrt' J rr ^ tree

*'

g to g,ve himself any trouble about there being two

queen into a hive, Huber made many experiments ; in

some instances the stranger was smothered, in others

she was permitted to encounter the reigning queen, and

the rivals contended for the sovereignty by royal duel

in the same manner as the succession to the throne is

contested when there is a plurality of princesses. Such

a manner of proceeding, however, appears at variance

with the loyalty and devotion of the bees towards a

queen, once acknowledged as such. Being desirous of

testing their fidelity, I introduced a queen into the

centre of an observatory hive, which contained a fertile

queen. The moment the stranger entered she was seized,

surrounded by a crowd of furious foes, and retained

prisoner till she died. She was probably suffocated,

but not without offering a desperate resistance, as many
of her assailants fell around, evidently stung to death.

This scene lasted three hours and a half, during which

time the queen of the hive pursued her ordinary avoca-

tions with perfect composure, but the closing act was

very remarkable. When the stranger became lifeless

the bees allowed her to drop to the floor, and no doubt

other bees, finding her no longer imprisoned, trembled

for the safety of their sovereign, for she was instantly

British Association for the Advancement of

Science, ^M^r., 1856.—Section B.—Chemical Science.—

"On the Products and Composition of Wheat GrHin, ,,

by Mr. J. B. Lawes and Dr. Gilbert. This paj er con-

tained the results of a large number of experiments

made by him and Mr. Lawes during a period of several

years, upon Wheat grown in this country as well as

abroad. Dr. Gilbert subjected the various coarse and

fine varieties of flour to analysis, and showed that the

nitrogen increased in proportion as the sample was

coarser and contained more bran. The flour that con-

tained least nitrogen was that which took up least water

in the process of bread-making, and an interesting

question arose as to the nutritive value of bread con-

taining much or no bran— Dr. Gilbert's opinion being

in favour of the latter, as far as working men are con-

cerned, notwithstanding the theoretical higher value of

bread containing bran. Another interesting fact stated

by Dr. Gilbert was, that the B!ack Sea Wheat in

Europe and the Southern States Wheat in America

;re far richer in gluten than those from more northern

itudes, those from Dantzic containing least gluten,

while they stood highest among bread-making grain.

The character of the gluten stemed dependent in some

degree on its oily constituent, find therefore the quality

of the bread depends on the maturation of the seed—

Dr. 11. D. Thomson remarked that the value of bread

were
lat

surrounded by a dense mass of bees, and retained in the ur. ft. u. momson remarneu um »--—"' —
mTdTof her faithful guards till the removal of her rival might depend mlkm^jn^^Ji^^^

on the queen may be similar, and that her own subjects

might not have power to identify her or a strange queen,

but this is a nice point which it would be extremely

interesting to solve, and the experiment would not be a

difficult one, the queens having been previously marked.

A.—Your correspondent "Apiarian" does not need

be seen. It may be observed that between

are planted Gooseberries, Currants, Strawberries, and

vegetables, the culture of which disturbs the fibrous

roots near the surface of the soil, and thus renders it

impossible for the trees to produce fruit. In fact,

when a tree is transplanted before the winter solstice

into a lighter soil, it will be found in the month of

March that the ends of the cut roots have formed

callosities, and small fibrous roots. On leaving a tree

in its place without removal it will be seen on the

rising of the sap that the wood-buds along the shoots

become fruit spurs, and it is by the action of the fibrous

ro~ts and spongioles that this result is obtained. When
the tap-roots strike downwards, the stem and shoots

again push upwards ; and as long as the fibrous roots

at the surface of the soil are not destroyed, and whilst

manure suited to the nature of the ground is given at

the proper time, it is certain that the action of the

fibrous roots upon the organs of fructification will con-

tinue to exercise a favourable influence on the bearing

of trees properly planted and duly attended to.

In conclusion, fruit trees, like all living things, are

capable of improvement, either by chance or by the

mind of man, and of reproducing themselves in the

course of time more or less identical, and more or less

queens in a joined hive ; the bees will regulate that for

themselves. The following is the method I adopt to

unite swarms in hives— supposing I want to unite two

swarms : on the evening of the day that the second

swarm is thrown off, and when all the bees are quiet,

I lilt the hive where I intend the bees to remain very

carefully off the stand where they have been placed,

and putting an imp (rim) on the spot, I take the new

swarm, and placing the hive upon the imp, I give it a

smart blow, which shakes down all the bees into the

imp. I then replace the other hive upon the imp, and

leave them until the morning, when I always find them

united and agreeing well together, unless I have so

mismanaged as to shake or disturb the bees in the first

hive ; if I have done so, they begin to fight with and

kill the others, and often the whole swarm is destroyed.

Of course it must be understood that the second swarm

has been hived as soon as it was thrown off. If I wish

to unite two old hives, I stupefy the bees in one hive by

means of the large fungus, putting my fumigating box

in the bottom of an empty hive, of which the mouth is

upwards, and those bees which do not fall down into

the empty hive are carefully swept into it with a feather

from the combs, as they are removed from the hive
;

plete

He exh

e m ,. 4 a i if i„««o «.* then the same process is resorted to as above described
perfect, according to circumstances and skillulness ot ",c" "1C oak" r*Y . . , •«*-F . » * ,° ... • • .u *. • *•„« «<• for swarms, and the union is complete the next morning
treatment. But as to the opinion that varieties ot ™\: """* "'

i „ *„ aLZL *^ „th™ \**J
fruit trees are disposed to degenerate in consequence of

the time they have been in existence we do not believe

in iL /. Be Jonrjhe, Brussels.

Home Correspondence.
Lindsayon Lichens.—The account you gave of this book

(see p. 502) induced me to purchase it. I cannot say that

if care has been taken not to disturb the other bees.

T. O., Clitheroe.

Sulphur.—Before the occurrence of the Vine disease

gardeners had been in the habit of using sulphur in

various forms either as a wash or a fumigating agent

;

but since the period of that attack which reduced the

clusters of Grapes upon the open walls to objects of

deformity, many have devoted their exclusive attention

Voelcker stated that he had arrived at similar experi-

mental conclusions to Dr. Gilbert, but while he acknow-

ledged that starchy bread was mechanically the best, he

combated Dr. Gilbert's view, that this was the most

wholesome kind of bread for the working man. He

traced the phosphoric acid found by Dr. Gilbert in.the

bran to phosphorus contained as such in the gluten,

Dr. Voelcker having found this element in caseine and

legumine. p
Section D.—Zoology and Botany, include tur-

siology.—Prof. Henslow gave the results of the labours

of the Committee on Typical Forms of Mineral?,

Animals, and Plants for Museums. The lists wbicn

had at present been obtained had been printed in tne

last volume of the Transactions. They were still
in-

complete, but Prof. Henslow hoped they would be com-

for every department before the next meetin
=l

xhibited some specimens of a new methol °

mounting, more especially mineral specimens. J

consisted in placing them on a small stand ot ciay,

which being at first soft gradually hardened and becau

a firm support to the object.-Dr. Wright
;

of Chelten

ham, thought that the lists of objects would have re*

more useful if references to good figures ot thenvin

known works had been appended.—Dr. J. **• „

spoke to the importance of local museums, and esp
/

recommended that the classes and families ot p

and animals should be illustrated by specimens troni

locality in which the museum existed. He tlioug

local museums might be supplied with duplicate w

mens from the government museums. ^ r

specimens existed in the British Museum, hut
rf

could be distributed only by an order from ™e L°
r

the Treasury. He made no doubt that by a v
_
r^

application the duplicate specimens from all our^
gaid

ment museums might be obtained.—Prof, le
• .

that the labels in our museums were not sun ^ &

communicative. It was not enough that the na ^
mineral was given. Its composition, colour,,i ^ ^ R

specific gravity, and other qualities might be ^^
label with as much ease as the name. In a11

teftCb.

tions too little attention was paid to making tne

of interesting and valuable information; but he seems to

have no notion of the mode of enabling others to gain the

knowledge they seek for. He puts all his plates in the

wrong places, and forgets to refer to them from the

main text. He produces fine-looking figures of the

minute parts of these plants, but is quite mysterious as

to the manner in which one unskilled in microscopical

observation is to find them. He produces a "synopsis" of

the natural orders ( ? ) and genera of Lichens, invested

near Croydon, my attention has been aroused to the

subject, and having had a very favourable oppor-

tunity to experiment ise upon two young Vines

planted by myseif, I have either prevented or en-

tirely warded off the evil by the use of sulphur in

a form now to be described. The levigated stone-

brimstone is with greater facility mixed with water

than the common flowers of sulphur, but it is not -

often met with, and therefore taking any required sidenr, was a perfect moaei

He especially drew attention to the necessity P ^

the pictures of animals in the Zoological ^ or

London, on those cages where three,
^^e

even more species of animals are kept a
, eVeD

under these circumstances was no guld*'
f
^\\ ex-

mischievous where it was a wrong one.— rr
_ f(tf

pressed his conviction oi the importance ot m
bad

the purpose of teaching natural science, i
feg60r

done so much and so ably on th.s subject as r ^
Henslow. The Ipswich Museum, of which he *

p
o „±*t model of what a museum oug
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be. He might also add, that Prof. HeiiBlow's village of

Hircham was a model of what a village ought to be. In

the school of this village Prof. Henslow had demonstrated
that it was quite possible to teach natural history in

combination with other branches of knowledge. A full

account of these interesting experiments had been given

by Prof. Hensiow in ihe late numbers of the Gardeners'

Chronicle.
u Recent Researches on the Cause of the Fluidity

of the Blood," by Dr. B. W. Richardson. — The
point of Dr. Richardson's researches consisted in

the discovery of the volatile alkali, ammonia, as a con-

stituent of the living blood, and its escape from blood
abstracted from the body. The author related a long
series of demonstrative experiments, all proving not only

that ammonia was present in the blood, but that upon its

presence the solubility of the fibrine, and therefore the

fluidity of blood, depended. The peculiarity of this

demonstration of the cause of the fluidity of the blood is,

that it explains the different hypotheses which have
previously been offered on this question, and shows in

how far these hypotheses have approached or fell short

of the truth. In concluding his paper, Dr. Richardson
pointed out that ammonia, in combination with carbonic
acid gas, is a constant constituent of the air expired in

the breath. The presence of ammonia in the animal
economy, and its evolution in respiration, was of interest

in that it connected more closely the limit that exists

between the animal and vegetable worlds. But the
subject was of the greatest importance in relation to the
causes, the nature and the treatment of various diseases.

Prof. Bell complimented Dr. Richardson on the very
laborious series of experiments by which he had arrived
at his conclusions, with regard to the cause of the coagu-
lation of the blood. He had seldom heard of an investi-

gation conducted with more regard to the principles of
sound induction. [The power of ammonia in preserving
the fluidity of caoutchouc seems to be connected with
the action of the former substance on the blood. Ed.]

Dr. Lankester exhibited some water taken from a well

at Cirencester. The water from this well had been the
cause of illness in a family which had partaken of it.

Although at first clear, after standing a little time it

exhibited the mycelium of a fungus. This water had
been sent to him for examination, and he had been
struck with the resemblance of the fungus to that of one
which he had found in the well-water of Broad Street,

Golden Square, the drinking of which had been undoubt-

he who would place the davs of Alfred betore those ot

Victoria must prefer a pigstye to a palace. It is curious
indeed to see how much the practices of our forefathers

resembled those of a Red Indian in some respects,

e-pecially in the indispensable propitiation by presents.

If a courtier or great country squire was solicited to do
anything, says Mr. Roberts, "a pottle of wine from
Gascony, some broad fish, and shrimpis from the south
coast might prove a courteous offering proper and
effective." In like manner when the Mohawks, and
Cherokees, and Choctaws were to be propitiated, a
bottle of rum, half a pound of tobacco, or a string of

glass beads were necessary to secure their good will.

Although there is scarcely a subject of domestic
interest, from punishing a scold to the laws which regu-

lated dress and expenditure, which is not more or less

illustrated in these pages, yet such as concern rural

affairs will most interest our reade. s. In the matter of

Oak timber, for instance, we have some curious par-

ticulars, which explain how it is that the country has
gradually become converted from close forest into open
arable fields. Its value was extremely small, its use
universal and extravauant. "It is recorded that in

1223 12 acres of timber were worth in Sussex 2/. 13s. Ad.

an acre." So late as 1614, so low was its price that a
writer of that day complained that * women carry
manors aud thousands ot Oak trees on their necks."

In 1545, in the ancient accounts of the mayors of Lyme,
are entries of 20 Okis (Oaks) bought for 6s. 8d.,

20 others for 12s. 6d. t
two others for Is. 6d., four others

ior 2s., as they stood. Hewing, sawing, and delivery

at the sea-side was in addition and cost Ad. a day,

exclusive of meat and drink, for which 3(Z. extra was
allowed ; so that a woodman's day's wages were more
than an Oak tree. Altogether, as Mr. Roberts observes,

these Oaks finally cost (on an average) 2s. 5d. each,
** showing that the expense of carriage, meat, and
drink, was ninety-four times more than the original cost."

The price however continually rose, so that in 1744 five

Oak trees cost the Corporation of Lyme 71. 14s. We
are not however to infer that the price of Oak or other

timber in Dorsetshire was the same all over the

kingdom. On the contrary it varied excessively accord-

ing to locality and other circumstances. Thus :

—

" The celebrated round table at Windsor was made
about the year 1356. The prior of Merton sold from
his wood near Reading 52 Oaks for 26/. 1 3s. Ad., or at

the rate of 10s. 3d. each. In 1394, 42 Oaks in the
edly connected with the outbreak of cholera in that ! park of Combe sold for 9?. 19s. Id., or 4s. 8|rf. each

;

district in 1354. This well had subsequently been found while 467 Maples brought \9l. 13s., or lOd. each. In
to have received into it the contents of house drainage. 1458 one great Elm tree there sold for 20s. Cotham
He had now discovered that the well at Cirencester had

|
Wood, belonging to the manor, was let to farm ac-

aJso received into it a certain amount of house drainings.
j cording to the practice of that and later eras. In the

He related other cases in which fungi appeared in con- reigu of Edward VI. 200 large trees, ' grossos arbores,'

taminated water. None of the water mentioned exhi- near Drogheda in Ireland, were valued at \6L, i.'e.

bited any injurious constituents that could be discovered Is. Id. each. Most of the houses in narrow streets

by chemical analysis. Before chemistry could detect were constructed of Oak framework, Oak beams, and
them they had lost their injurious properties, and the Oak flooring. The latter were laid lengthways, and
microscope alone could realise their presence. not across the floor joists, as in the present day. There

microscopic
photographs by Mr. Delves.

Dr. Lankester read a description of a new crustacean,

Monimia Whiteana, from Mr. S. Bate, of Plymouth ;

also an instance of instinct in a caterpillar from Sir

Thomas Phillips. [The introduction of Monimia into

Zoology as a generic name might surely have been
avoided. It has long been used in Botany. Ed ]

3^cbteuj<?

Southern
By Geo.

Tlie Social History of the People of the

Counties of England in past centuries, &c.

Roberts. 8vo. Longmans, pp. 572.

In nothing have historians committed a graver error

than in supposing that the interest of the world is

limited to wars, politics, and religion ; to the acts of

Kings and Emperors, or the violent outbreaks of

popular masses. It is wonderful that the social condi-

tion of the world in times long past should not have
more attracted the attention of the antiquary, and that

domestic matters, which come home to the feelings

of everybody, should have been in a manner passed by
in favour of striking events which, however great in

their general results, can find no sympathy with the

bulk of mankind. Probably no single chapter in the

romances of Walter Scott has more strongly interested

his readers than that with which Ivanhoe opens,

although the personages are no higher than Gurth the

swineherd, and Wainha the jester ; and the reason we
take to be that the former condition of men of that

class is too little known. The present volume of Mr.
Roberts is an important contribution to the popular
literature of our early social history : it may be doubted
indeed whether any volume, since the days of Strutt,

throws more light upon that of which we know so little;

and we most especially recommend it to the study of
Young England, which may perhaps discover that " the
days of Good Queen Bess," " Merry England," " the
good old English gentleman," are phrases which bear a
very different interpretation from what is generally
supposed. The truth is that like other people we have
ascended by slow degrees from the lowest depths of
barbarism to our present state of refinement ; and tiiat

Mr. M. Masters exhibited a specimen of an abnormal was no ceiling to the under rooms. The beams, joists

growth in a Rosewood tree. The specimen consisted of and flooring were whitewashed. Oak wainscoting, tables,

two root-like organs which had been found in the hollow chests, and furniture were universal. Much of this has
of a trunk of the Rosewood tree ; the root-like branches been bought up and made its appearance as an ingre-

having descended from the upper part of the cavity iu dient in modern fittings up of rooms after the old style,

the trunk, aud descended and penetrated into the bottom Very little lime was used. Oak came much cheaper
of it. Mr. Masters also exhibited a series of microscopic

; than Ashlar stone. Laths were not in use. The
daubers, afterwards plasterers, spread their mortar

upon Spear Grass."

The reckless consumption of timber, as thus

described, and in iron smelting and charcoal burning,

did not fail to bring forth its fruits in the shape

of scarcity and dearmss. We find that "So early

as the year 1563 is an item of 40s. in the constable's

account of Lewes about preferring a bill for the pre-

servation of great timber. Wood was becoming scarce

in many parts, and the want of it, as there was no sea

coal for general use, was much felt. Tusser, like many
other writers, took occasion to complain of some great

evils of his time. He notes the reckless consumption

of wood for fuel, and its immediate bad consequeuces :

—

' Some burneth a lode at a tyme in his hall.

Some never leave burning till burnt they have all,

Some, making of havock without any wit.

Make many poore soules without tier to sit.'

The iron furnaces near the Downs by Brighton had

caused timber and wood to be so scarce and dear that

from 3s. Ad. a ton it had risen to 13s. Ad. ; from 2s. 6d. a

load of wood to 7s. ; and from 6s. Qd. a load of coal,

i. e. charcoal, to 14s. ; from 2s. 6d the hundred billot

or tale wood to 8s. ; and ship board from 16s. the

hundred to 50s. the hundred." •« Apropos of fuel.

Nicholas de Yhonge,. of Flanders, astonished the

citizens of York by his introduction of the domestic

bellows in the reign of Edward III. The bellows of

the Minster organ had been there probably irom the

time of the Anglo-Saxons."
The growing scarcity of fuel-wood by degrees led to

the introduction of laws for the protection of timber :

—

" The scarcity of fuel, before coal began to be regularly

supplied to the inhabitants of the south-western parts,

was severely felt. Warmth in an inclementseason, and

more than that, fuel for culinary purposes, must have

stimulated the poor to sally out into the fields and

supply io an illegal manner their necessities. We are

not to understand, in the beautiful language of Gold-

smith, that each woman went
1 To pick her wintry faggot from the Thorn.'

There were the regular wood-stealers, hedge-tearers,

his ottice ot piggerd, * to have and take all the wvod
from the hedge-tearers that they shall bring into the

Comb Street from over (josling's Bridge, and therewith

to take their ropes and hooks.' Fifteen common wood-

s' ealers and spoilers of hedg»s were presented by name
in 1597. The number is sufficient to account for great

devastation in the neighbourhood, and these trespassers

and spoilers acted in defiance of an order in the Court

of Hustings' Book, Lyme, 1584, p. 279, as follows :

—

' Hedge-tearing or breaking.— Persons found with wood
to have two davs and one nitjht in the dark house, and
during that time to have brown bread and water.

Second offence. To be set in the stocks two days in the

open street, with the wood stolen before them, and one

night in the dark house, with bro\n bread and water.

Third offence.—To be whipped about the town, as such

persons ought to be who commit peckery and petty

larceny. Fourth offence.
1 (Page torn out)." * A precept

from the manor of Castle Combe in 1557, against har-

bouring a hedge-tearer, proves that this habit prevailed

extensively. Prteceptum est quod nullus infra do-

minium istud hospitat Elenam Otes, neque aliam per-

sonam in dominiis suis quae frangit sepes vel spoliat

boscum sub poena foris faciendi domino, xs. In the

same manor, in 1586, it was ordered that the tenants

shall put away those under them that stelithe wood,

breke hedges, or are common scolders, under a penalty

of 6s. 8d. The destructive effects of tree-polling were

witnessed in some parishes in South-east Devon at the

decline of smuggling. The * helps/ that is those who
were hired to run a cargo, being seldom employed, and

not having given up night work for honest labour, were

poor and lawless. Many a good-sized Ash tree that

figured in the landscape lost its poll or head in the

night, and the stump alone remained.'
1

These extracts show how full of interest are Mr.

Roberts's pages. With one more passage concerning

beer we must close the volume :—" The invaluable

entries in the archives of the Scrope family, lords of

the manor of Castle Combe, Wiltshire, enable us to add

much to our previous knowledge. These entries of

orders about beer date from so early as 1456, the reign

of Henry VI. The ale-tasters presented Thomas Coke-

sale for refusing to sell ale to his neighbours while he

had some on sale, and even while the sii.n [the Ale-

stake] was out. He was fined Ad. In 1461, one Lau-

troppe was presented for having, contrary to the order,

brewed three times under one display of the sign or

ale-stake. For this he had to pay 6d. We understand,

that upon setting out the sign that beer was on sale,

the ale-tasters (tastatores cerevisice) proceeded to per-

form their office. This man offended by brewing three

times, and only making the usual signal for one brewing.

This, had it not been detected, would have enabled him to

sell two brewings without the liquor having been tasted

by the proper officers, and the public might have had

ale sold to them * not sufficiently mighty of the corn, or

wholesome for man's body.' To meet this perhaps

growing evil practice, in 1590 (22 Eliz.) it was ordered,

that no innkeeper, common brewer, or typler shall

keep in their houses : any fewe), as straw or verne,

which shall not be thought requisite, and being warned

of the constable to rid the same within one day,

svhpftna, xxs. This order was made against the

danger of tire, and to prevent tipplers from having the

means of conducting these furtive brewings. Here the

public good was aimed at. No one was to brew in 14G1

at the sams time as the churchwardens were brewing

the church-ale for the profit of the church, under

pain of 13s. Ad. ; nor (a.d. 1464) to brew or sell till

all the ale brewed for the church was entirely sold.

This was brewed for the benefit of the common fund for

the relief of the poor, a.d. 1590. When the Archbishop

of Canterbury should visit his land at Taring (near

Worthing), in Sussex, in 1277, four gallons of the best

beer were to be charged only \d. If bad it was to be

staved, and a kd. or Id. charged for the vessel. The

price of beer at Castle Combe in 1464 was, for—

Best beer per gallon 0s. 2d.

Second ... ... ... ... ••• ••• " *

Third ° °«

In 1557 the price had advanced as follows :

Best ale under the hair sieve, per gallon

Stale ...

Second ale ...

And when it is stale

Smallest ale

Best ale in their houses, a wine quart

Without the door

They are to sell out of their houses as long as there 13

three gallons in the house. No brewer there, in 1590,

was allowed to sell his grains out of the town if the town

dwellers will buy them at 2d. the bushel. This was

very high ; the same is now sold at Ad. the bushel. It

was ordered at Marlborough, a.d. 15*24, by the mayor

and council, that the brewers should sell of the—

Best ale, 12 gallons l&f.

This rose to 20d. in 1532.

One thurindole

2 gallons of small ale

In the reign of Henry Vin (35th year), Isabella Stansby

and another, common brewers at Lyme, were presented

for brewing ale not « mighty of the corn/ but, on the

contrary, too thin and unwholesome, and for selling the

same iu unlawful measures, for which each was fined 6d.

(serevis' brassicav' nimis tenue etinsalubre et vend' per

mens' illicit.') The orders for brewers are not afew,noless

than for tipplers, or those who sold tipple or drink. The

ale-tasters had an important duty to perform. In 1572,

it was ordered that none of the ale brusters do from

• ft

• •*
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or spoilers of hedges; and, to crown all, the pollers of henceforth brue but with fewell, and not with hard

trees. Ranulph Hoeket was appointed in I57C, besides wood or faggot-wood, upon pam lor every time ot so
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doing of 5s. It is curious dint in Loudon the dread of

fire cmised a law to be made at an as-ize of beer in

1212, that no laker should bake, or ale-wife brew by
night, or with reed, straw, or stubble, only of wood."

Garden Memoranda.
A. J. Doxat's, Esq , Putney Heath.—This is one of

the most delightful of the multitude of beautiful subur-
ban residences which now everywhere encompass our
metropolis. It is pleasantly situated on hisjh ground in

the middle of Putney Heath, and although scarcely
beyond the smoke of London the house is so secluded
and skilfully surrounded with shrubs and trees that it

looks as if it were many miles in the country. On the
lawn are clumps of Rhododendrons, several noble
specimens of Portugal Laurels, Cedars of Lebanon, and
some of the rarer kinds of Conifers, while near the man-
sion is a charming bed of Petunias edged with variegated
Alyssum and a basket of red and white Verbenas, the
latter consisting chiefly of the fine variety called Mrs.
JHo'ford. In front of the house are some tine old Elms,
and surrounding the whole is a double row of Lime
trees, between which a cool shady walk offers an agree-
able retreat during the heat of summer.
The flower garden, which is small, is cut off from the

iawn by means of a Laurel fence and a strip of green
•walk. It contains beds of Verbenas, scarlet and other
Geraniums, and borders of annual and herbaceous
plants. Maurandya Barclayana planted out in spring
covered a wire trellis beautifully with foliage and
flowers, and a short distance from it we observed a
pretty specimen of Fuchsia corallina. Attached to
this garden is a greenhouse with a Vinery on either
side of it. At present the greenhouse is gay with
Fuchsias, Japan Lilies, and Pelargoniums, which are
Jvept back in spring by picking off their blossoms so as
•not to allow them to flower early. By this means they
•may be had in good condition about this season long after
the early kinds have been cut down. A shelf along the
front was occupied by Fuchsias, the shoots of which
•were trained up the roof, and being beautifully in
flower they had a very gay appearance. On the back
wall a large Plumbago capensis planted in a slate
tub was literally a perfect mass of bloom, and formed
an elegant background to a finestageful ofplants in front
of it. In one of the Vineries was an excellent crop of
Gr*pes well coloured, and numbering, it was reported,
about 400 bunches. The other is a later house to which
no fire heat is applied, except the weather about this
time becomes damp and cold. This house is ventilated
at top aud front—in the latter by means of lights swung
by their middle on pivots. For many years the crop in
this house was ruiued by mildew, which the gardener
considered was induced by opening the front lights from
which a strong current of air was admitted amon" the
leaves. He therefore some four years ago tried the
effect of keeping them shut ever after the fruit had set,
and since that time he has never been troubled with
that pest. The soil in this locality being only a very thin
stratum overlying gravel the lawn got chokefull of
Moss and burnt up in summer. With a view to improve
it the turf was taken up and relaid with a layer of blue
marl under it, and since that has been done the Moss has
disappeared, and now even after the unusual amount of
Jiot weather we have had it looks as green and nice as
it could possibly be desired to do.
On the walls of the kitchen garden is a capital crop

.of Peaches, Nectarines, and Plums. Apricots have
been good, but they are now over. Of Figs there is
also an excellent crop, especially on the Chesnut, a large
and comparatively scarce variety which is now rip".
When Figs were wont to be covered here in winter the
result was no crop; but during the last two seasons
v'.vhen they have received no protection whatever they
have borne well. Even on the most exposed side of the
cwall they are this year covered with fruit. Rid*e
Cucumbers are here, as in most other places, ren-
dered useless by disease. Potatoes are also badly-
diseased both in top and root, a remarkable circum-
stance on a soil so dry, warm, and gravellv.
An American Aloe bloomed here magnificently last

year in October. The candelabra-like stem still stands
green on the plant.

placed together at the opposite end of the house, where
very little air should be given, using every care to keep
the atmosphere about them moist, &c. Allamandas,
Clerodeudrons, &c, which have done blooming, may be
removed to a Vinery where the Grapes are ripe or
ripening, for as these will require very little water, they
will not do much mischief in the way of causing damp,
and their room in the stove will be found very useful
for other things. See that everything is free from
insects, and keep the foliage of such things as Ixoras,
&c, clean by washingwith a sponge and soapy water when
necessary.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Take advantage of bright weather while

it continues to encourage free growth where this is

desirable, giving the plants a liberal supply of water at
the root, using manure water for such as are moderately
well rooted, and keeping the atmosphere warm and
moist. Shading will of course be dispensed with by
this time—at least it should be, as growing plants will

require exposure to all the light possible, in order to
induce fine strong foliage and a dwarf stocky habit.

See that the succession stock is properly supplied with
water at the root, as any neglect in this respect while
the weather continues bright would be liable to cause
some of the plants to fruit prematurely. Also keep
the atmosphere moist by frequently sprinkling the paths,
&c, and syringe them lightly over-head, and shut up
early in the afternoon, so as to husband the solar heat
as much as possible : be careful, however, in syringing
to spare plants in flower, as syringing these over-head
would probably cause deformed fruit. Give plants
swelling their fruit plenty of clear strong manure water,
and young plants growing in open beds will enjoy an
occasional soaking of the same. Vineries.— If bright
weather continues, it will be advisable to shade fruit

that is thoroughly ripe and expected to hang for a con-
siderable time ; for although the quality of the fruit

may be rather improved by warmth, &c, some sorts

soon lose their fresh plump appearance. Give air freely,

and keep the house as cool and dry as circumstances
will admit. Stop laterals in the late house, and keep
the foliage regularly exposed to light, so as to have it

as healthy and vigorous as possible. Fruit beginning
to colour should be encouraged with plenty of warmth
and air, as Grapes ripened during this fine weather will

be very superior in quality, and more likely to hang
well than such as have to be ripened by artificial

means late in the season, when there will be compara-
tively little sunshine. Keep thrips in check where at all

troublesome byrepeated fumigations, and use everymeans
to preserve the foliage from red spider. Vines planted
this season, and which are growing freely, may soon
be found to be getting too dry at the root ; and where
this is discovered to be the case, if it is desirable to
encourage free growth for some time longer, give the
border two or three slight waterings to moisten it about
the surface roots, but by no means give it a soaking.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
That thej present month is a favourable time for

transplanting large sized shrubs and trees is seldom
disputed ; nevertheless, it more or less annually
happens that a great amount of this kind of work is put
off until so late that the plants have no chance of push-
ing a few fresh roots to enable them to resist the cold
drying winds of March : and there are doubtless many
of our readers purposing to shift large shrubs and trees
this season who have hardly thought of commencing
yet ; but we would strongly advise all such to start as
soon as circumstances will admit, and they will find that
*«-!—

! shifted during this month will require but little

ion in the way of watering next soring and

things

attention pn

—

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Lucnlias and other winter

flowering things growing in the border must be freely

exposed to light and air, in order to get the growth well
ripened and to insure a fine display of bloom. Also see
that all plants are clear of black thrips, for this pest is

particularly active at this season wherever it is allowed to
gain a footing. especially on Luculiasand such things as are
in a growing state. Stove.— Where there is but one
house for the accommodation of tropical plants, con-
siderable care and attention are necessary to properly
manage these at this season, as some having completed
their season's growth require to be kept cool and rather
dry, in order to ripen the wood, while others in free
growth requiro to be encouraged with warmrh aud
moisture. If there is no convenience for removing to a
cooler house such things as have made their growth,
these should be placed together at one end of the stove,
keeping them sparingly supplied with water at the root,
and giving air rather freely, which will generally serve
to irn-emany attempt at a second growth; and those
requriug to be kept warm aud moist should also be

summer, compared with others transplanted in winter
and spring. Also get ground intended to be planted
with young things from the nursery turned up as soon
as possible, especially in the case of strong adhesive
soils, which are quite uufit for planting until they have
been seme considerable time exposed to the mellowing
influence of the sun and air. Give diligent attention to
the propagation of bedding out stock, and get cuttings
that are sufficiently rooted potted off at once, keeping
them close and moist until they become established.
Those tliat^have been potted off some time and have got
established in their pots should be gradually inured to ex-
posure to the open air, stopping the shoots to keep them
dwarf and stocky. But plants that are not very strong
should be shaded from bright sunshine for a few hours in
the middle of the day, or placed in a shady situation out
of doors ; let them have the benefit of the night dews
however if kept under glass, and guard them from cold
drying winds if removed from under shelter. If any
of the beds appear to be suffering from the want of
water, give them a good soaking at" once, and see that
late Hollyhocks are afforded a liberal supply, which will
greatly assist us in prolonging their beauty. We may
soon have indications of the near approach of
frosty nights, and it will be well to be prepared with
something with which to cover any of the beds liable to
be injured by slight frost, such as Heliotropes, &c, and
the variegated Geraniums, the foliage of which is very
readily injured by frost.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Any of the Peach or Nectarine trees which are

observed to be growing too freely should be gone over,
stopping all the stronger shoots, and those that were
treated in this way a few weeks ago should also be looked
over again, stopping a further portion of the shoots if

this appears necessary, to prevent the formation of gross
s-trong wood. Pear, aud indeed, all trained fruit trees
should also be gone over, removing all superfluous wood,

so as to expose the trees to sun and air as ftdly^aTDoiL
sible, which will be of service towards getting th* fU^
spurs and bearing wood well matured be'

Retting the fruit

ore winter
Where mulching has been used for Peach and Nectarine
trees, this should be removed at once, if not already done
for the fruit is seldom well flavoured if the roots are ex-
cluded from the action of the sun and air during the period
of ripening. See that Strawberries in pots for forcing
next season are well cared for, placing them in an open
sunny situation where they will have all the light possible
and do not allow them to suffer through the want of
moisture at the root Exhausted crops, as Peas, &.c
should be cleared away as soon after they are done with
as possible, and the ground manured and trenched,
when it will be in readiness for plauting with Cabbage
&c, and will look fresh and clean if not wanted for

immediate planting. Tie up Endive to blanch, and
plant out the late crop in a warm sheltered situation.

Attend to Tomatoes, keeping the shoots closely stopped
in order to prevent useless growth, and expose the iruit

fully to the sun, for these are backward generally, and
are hardly likely to ripen unless well exposed to

the sun, &c.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISW1CK, NEAR LO
For the week ending Sept. 4, lH5r.t as observed at the Horticultural
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August -9—Very fine throughout.— 3v— Slight fog; very tine; cloudy.— 31—Fine ; very fine ; rain at nirrht.
Sept. 1—Very fine; cloudy; thunder, much lightning without rain it

night.
— C— Slight shower; tctv fine ; very clear at night, and cold.— 3— Heavy dew ; very fine throughout ; cold at night.— 4—Very heavy dew ; hot sun; exceedingly fine throughout; cold

at night.
Mean temperature of the week 3 deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK.
During tne last 30 years, for the ensuing week, ending Sept. 13,1966.

The higneM temperature during the abovp period occurred r\n the V2t\i

1341—therm. S4 deg ; and the lowest on the 7th, 1855—therm. 2S def.

Notices to Correspondents.
Camellias: Sub., Cold and imperfect drainage often cause

the buds of these to drop off, and even a scarcity of water after

they are formed will produce the same effect. Another reason

why Camellias drop their buds is leaving too many on the

plant. Some varieties produce twice as many as they have

Strength to expand, the consequence of which is if they are not

picked off at any early period they will drop off, and those that

remain will often be deformed and small. If, therefore, you

want good blooms, you must not permit too many buds to

remain on a plant.

J

Decayed Timber : Templeoque. It is eaten by some Coleo-

pterous insect, probably an Anobium, or Ptinus Fur.
Diseases : A Subscriber. We must refer you to one or more

articles on the Cucumber Disease in this year's Chronicle,

Especially that of our Number for June 28th, page 435.

It defies the best cultivation, and occurs under circumstances so

very different, that it is extremely difficult to give any rational

account of its cause, or even to suggest a probable iemedy.—

J Lancaster. "We have examined very carefully your Grapes

and blistered stems. In the former there is no trace of a

fungus, and their diseased condition is sufficiently accounted

for by that of the stems, for not only is the bark unhealthy,

but the wood is partially discoloured; so much so, that we

should not be surprised to hear from you next year that one

side of the stems is dead. It is quite clear from your account

of the appearance of the ailment at the two extremities of tbe

house that the cause is local, and it is very probable that you

are right in attributing it to unusual heat. The stems ot

Vines are diseased in a similar way when attacked virulently

by Erineitm, or in tbe disease called Jiougeau, and we have

lately seen Vine stems, one side of which was perfectly dead

while the other was vigorous. 31. J. B.
Insects: C B. Your Turnips are attacked by the blacks ormg&t

caterpillars, which are the larvte of a yellow-bodied saw-tiy,

Athalia Centifolirc. One of the best remedies is to turn a lot or

young ducks into the field. They will soon clear the leaves or

this pest.—W B G. The blotches ou your Pear leaves are

nits leaves wiin units or bynuge ixieui wilii nine "•»**•-

The insects on your Pear leaves are the Psylla Pyri, a

_

SP^^
allied to the aphides both in structure and habits. Tot)a

:rJ
water, or ;i solution of lime, soap, and soot, will destroy

insects.-Highfield. Your snake-like animal is the cawrpui"

cf the common Elephant Hawkmoth,Chferocampa Elpenor. »-

Lilium Brownii : A Constant Header. It appears from the
^
nna

'

*

de Gand, where this is to be found, that it was so called o

Spae, having been sent to Miellez, of Lille, by Brown,>v

Slough, under his own name. It was reported to be a
J

eP~\
plant, but appears to be nothing more than the well-Know

Lilium Japonicum. -^.g
Parterp.es Framed with Box : Farnborough. We have nrc

able at last to redeem our promise by vibiting the place,

after a design by Nesfield, and is worthy of his highly cu

«

vated taste. The parterre was in excellent order
;
scruP u^^

neat, and as gay as flowers could make it. We "°^!L the
you to adopt the plan, provided you can manage to ****„ ^Bx edging in perfect trim. If that is not done, beauty wiu

exchanged for the reverse.
Roses: Sub. Next week.£ ,. ±x. m make
Vinks: L R L. If liquid manure is wanted for^ them m

(

it by putting two double haudfuls of guano into a V
^

water; stir it a few times in 43 hours ;
then let it stand «"

e

clear, when it may be used, one pailful to each v me.

sediment will be good manure for turning in to tne *

•J
aLe

usual, many communications have been received tooW
and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can oe

We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents,

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed*

v u £
* S H
*» g S

No. of
Tears in
which it

Rained.

1

Prevailinc Wind

Sept. Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

•
1 .

• d
s 1

u 1

i-

•

i
•

Sunday 7 69.1 47.fi MJ 15 0.55 in. i 5 5 2 4 9 3 1

Men. > 6S.2 47.7 .S7.9 IS 0.65 3 II 2 2 3 10 •:

lues. 9 63.2 43.4 5S.3 18 1.09 — ; •\ 2 5 : ;
-

Wed. 10 69.3 46.7 ss.o 17 1-57 _ 4 a 16 6!*
'.

Thurs. 11 6S.6 46.0 57/* 9 0.46 2 4 i 3 4 4 8 4

Krii'.ay 12 67.9 45.4 56.6 11 0.49 4 4 i 4 1 4H I

Ritor 13 B7.3 46.1 5^7 13 0.40 2 li 6 S 2 6 6
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A RTIFICIAL MANURES, Ac—Manufacturers and

-^*- others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may
obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodat ion at the College.

"PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
J- phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, and every
description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.

W. Inolis Carke, 10. Mark Lane
? London.

LOAM, BOG, PEAT, LEAF MOULD, SILVER
SAND, ROTTED MANURE, GRAVEL, GROTTO

MATERIAL, &c, can be supplied in large or small quantities

;

also every article connected with the Nursery business at the
lowest price.—Joseph Fryer, Clarendon Nursr-ries, Camberwell.
rpHE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
-1- at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,

11. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 7/.: Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

WATERPROOF PATHS.TBARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.
HOJsE who would enjoy their Gardens during the

tnn^SS? Tnonths should construct their walks of PORTLANDCEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus -.-Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the lnam which
is mixed with it, and to every partof clean gravel add one of sharp " -
iiver sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port- information.
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it.
to pive a fall from the middle of the path towards the bides.

^.r£2,
same PreParation makes first-rate paving for BARNS.

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Buothebs,

Milbank Street, Westminster.

was 26,000 and 22,000 acres. It appears that the
returns have been given by the tenants without a
single im nee of refusal, a fact which must ulti-

mately affect the opinions of agriculturists in England
as to the tendency of such inquiries and such

COMPANYLONDON MANURE
(Established IS 10)

Beg to call the attention of Agriculturists to their MANURES
FOR AUTUMN SOWING, which by a judicious blending of
Nitrogen with the mineral constituents taken from the soil by
Cereals, produce good crops without exhausting the land
THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY also supply genuine

Peruvian Guano direct from importers' warehouses, Sulphate of
Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Superphosphate of Lime, Blood
Manure, and every Artificial Manure of known value.

.« „ ., r, „, Edward Purser, Secretary.
40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London.

rpHE FLAX MILLS' COMPANY; (Limited).
-*- Capital £100,000.

Directors.

Thomas Sotheron Estcourt,
Esq, M.P., Eaton Place.

" i/KIGI DOMO."— Patronised by her Majesty the
*- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace. Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE RAYS OF THE SUN.
FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of
Llisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-
men throughout the kingdom. "It is much cheaper than mats
as a covering.

The Earl of Essex.
Sir Ralph Howard, Bart., Bel-
grave Square.

A. Blackwood, Esq., Upper
Brook Street.

James Caird, Esq., (Baldoon)
Sergeant's Inn, Temple,

.

I

/ lOLLEGE op AUKlCULTURh and CHKM1STRY,

'

yy and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
3S, Lower Kennington Lane. Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in
the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

The value of the Carob Bean, or rather of the pods
containing it, as food for cattle, has occupied the
attention lately of several of our correspondents,
and we are therefore exceedingly oblk-ed to Dr.
Voelcker, of the Royal Agricultural College, and to
Mr. E. T. Kensington, his pupil, for valuable infor-
mation on this subject. The latter writes to us as
follows :

—

"Although cargoes of the Carob Bean have been
imported from time to time into England, it would
appear that only lately have they become generally
known as a useful food for cattle. With the
exception of an evidently defective analysis pub-
lished in 1845, by Professor Johnson, in the
'Proceedings of the Agricultural Chemistry Asso-
ciation of Scotland,' no analysis of the Carob pods
appears to have been published. It was therefore
suggested to me by Dr. Voelcker to ascertain
carefully the composition of this article of food.
The following are the results obtained :

—

In natural state. In dry state.
• •1

* «

SEED WHEAT.
|Y|

R. MORTON has a few quarters of healthily
-*-*-*- grown and perfectly ripened Seed to dispose of. It is of
four sorts:—(1), The Whitfield Red Straw, and (2), the Fenton—
both white Wheats of good quality and great productiveness, the
latter a good deal shorter strawed than the former; (3), the
Hrowick

; and (4), the so-called " Tiney's Success"—both produc-
tive varieties of Red Wheat, the former yielding rather the
bulkier, though at the same time the somewhat coarser produce
of the two. They have all been grown on a light sandy soil; and
in every case it has been a standing crop of bright unmildewed

to John C. Mortok, West Moulsey, Surrey.

Eht ^grtcttltttral <Bumtt
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 1856.

C. Fane, Esq., Upper Brook
Street.

James Samuel, Esq., C.E., 26,
Great George Street.

Secretary—Alfred Beeston, Esq., 2S, Tarliament Street.
This Company is formed to promote the cultivation by

establishing, or aiding in the establishment of Mills for con-
verting Flax Straw into fibre within cartage distance of the
place where Flax is grown, and thus ensuring to the grower a
ready sale for his straw.
The great impediment to the cultivation of this crop, the seed

of which is so valuable for feeding purposes, has lon~ been the
difficulty the grower found in selling his straw. Local Mills
would remove this impediment by ensuring a local buyer who
would manufacture the straw aud sell it as fibre. The existing
importation is about 80,000 tons a year, worth at 501. a ton
4.000.000Z. There is no reason why this large sum should not
circulate at home.
The prospectus of this Company will be published at length in

the Times of Saturday the 6th of September, and Saturday the
20th of September. All landed proprietors and others desirous of
promoting the above objects are invited to communicate with the
Secretary. By crder of the Board,

.
Alfred Beestox, Secretary

.

LAND DRAINAGE. ~~

TV/TIt. THOMAS SCOTT, 5, Charing Cross, London,
-i-T-L is now prepared to undertake large or small Drainage
Contracts, and to complete the same in as short a space of time
as may be required. References to gentlemen whose properties he
has drained, or is now draining; aud also to officers of the Crown
'pHJS GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND 1M-
-*- PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henry Ker Seymek, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-
litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
-of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust
or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.
3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER CASE.

4. The whole coat of the works and expenses will, in all cases
be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly
instalments. *

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner
*nd extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and'

!

a-HiRTy-ONE years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
I

will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the i

improved Lands can afford to pay . Ŵ lliai^Clifford, Sec.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC~
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late
** • Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns
of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to
supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices
<&c, at the Manufactorv as above.

'

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out
ofground,5bars 45. 9d. each.HLRDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3
*n ches out of ground, 5 bars 5s. 3d. each.

rpHE COMFORT OF A FIXED WATER-CLOSET
-t- for 1/.— Places in Gardens converted into comfortable
Water closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY-SEALED

jPAN, with its self-acting valve, preventing the return of cold
air or efiluvia. Any carpenter can fix it or unfix it in two hours. :

Price 11. Also Hermetically-sealed and inodorous chamber
commodes, 11. 2s. and 21. 4s., and improved Portable Water- '

closets, with pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A prospectus i

with engravings forwarded by enclosing two post stamps.—At
Fyfb and Co.'s Sanitarium, 4fi, Leicester Square. !

/^ARSON'S ORIGINAL AKTI-CORKOSIOiN
!^ PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other

Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal
Dock Companies, most public bodies, and by the Nobility
Gentry, and Clergy, for out-door work at their country seats'.The Anti-Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most
durable ont-door Paint ever invented for the preservation of . - DJ ,every description of iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement, and the unanimous acquiescence of Scottish agricul-
<fcc., work, as has been proved by the practical test ot upwards of " * ' *

' " "

,
7**1*' and hy the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonialsm its favour, and which, from the rank and station in society of

!

those who have given them, have never yet been equalled byanything of the kind hitherto brought before the public notice.
LAeta of Colours, Prices, together with a Copy of the Testi-

• •*

4

• •*

- -

• • *

Water
Sugar
Mucilage (and other digestible res-

piratory principles)
Woody fibre

* * • * ••• •*« *•* •••

Portein compounds (flesh-forming
principles)

Insoluble inorganic matters (in
soluble ash)

,

Soluble organic matters (soluble
ash)

-

• • -
* t »

14.22

54.07

17.41

3.S8
0.96

7.72

0.62

1.12

100.00

i • -

# ••

• - *

• « «

• •#

• *

• ••

00.00

63.03

20.30
4.52

1.12

9.C0

0.72

1.31

1C0.C0
" In the foregoing analysis, the large amount of

sugar deserves to be especially noticed. It will be
seen that in the state in which this food is imported
into this country it contains more than half its

weight of sugar ; in addition to this large amount of
sugar it contains about 17 per cent, of other respi-
ratory and fat-producing principles, and about 1 per
cent, of ready made fat. For these reasons the
Carob Bean appears to be especially well adapted
for fattening purposes. The amount of flesh-forming

Everything connected with so important a plant
as Wheat is interesting, and the most trifling ob-
servations may lead to investigations of great value.
We make no apology, therefore, for calling attention
to a curious appearance which is presented this year
by some of the Wheat which has been prematurely
ripened and not subsequently exposed to wet ; at
least such is the history of the phenomenon as it

has occurred to ourselves. The whole grain, or
that portion of it more especially which is near to
the embryo, exhibits a pure rosy tint, of different
degrees of intensity. On the application of mois-
ture the tint vanishes entirely. Under the micro-
scope the tissues sometimes appear entirely un-
altered, while on other occasions there are abundant
threads of mycelium. We are inclined, however,
to consider these as accidental, and to attribute the
appearance to purely chemical causes. The tint is so
precisely like that which proteinousj matters assume
when treated with sugar and sulphuric acid, that we
cannot help suspecting that it arises from some
chemical action between the starch converted par-
tially into sugar and the sulphates contained in the
outer coats, upon the gluten contained in the super-
ficial cells. This is indeed mere conjecture, and we
throw it out as nothing more, but at least there is
nothing improbable about it. The tint, it should be
observed, is not confined to a few scattered grains,
but exists in a vast proportion of a sample. It is,

however, principally in the leaner grains that it
Occurs, or in other words in those which have ripened
before their time. If any of our readers have any
experience of the phenomenon, or any better explana-
tion to offer, we should thankfully receive it.

M. J. B.

straw. Price 50*. per 4 bushels, including the sack. nrtnof ;.,„ .- *•, •.„ . , , .
—:o

P< st,oflice orders to be made payable at Kingston-on-Thames COnSUUientS
'

]t Wlli be observed, 18 Comparatively
small, and is exceeded in the case of Barley-meal,
Oats, and grain in general. This would indicate
that it is not so well adapted lor young stock or
milk cows as more nitrogenous food would be, since
such food, according to Mr. Horsfall's experience, is
h ighly conducive to the abundant secretion of rich milk

.

The inorganic matters consist principally of alkaline
salts, containing a good deal of phosphoric acid.
" The Bean pod contains dark brown and extremely

hard seeds, which are rejected by the animals. A
direct determination has shown that they constitute
about 13 J per cent of the whole weight of the Bean
as imported into this country. It is of importance
to bear this in mind, for the intrinsic value of this
food is considerably lowered by this useless matter.
A comparison of the foregoing analysis with the
subjoined analysis of Barley-meal would seem to
show that there is no saving in using the Locust
Bean in preference to Barley-meal :

—

Composition of BarUy-meal.
Water
Flesh-forming constituents ...

Heat and fat-producing substances
"Woody indigestible fibre
Inorganic matter (ash)

**•*•« 14.65

10.84
68.31
3.45

2.75

We must postpone for a week the full publication

Scotland, which, thanks to Mr. Maxwell's energy, which the two foods were tried against oneand the unanimous acnuiescencf? nf Srnrtish nfrri^ni *u.„ rr_. _ »_„»_i_ __ b ,. , ..

100.00
u

It will he seen that Barley-meal and Locust
Beans contain about the same quantity of moisture
and indigestible fibre, and that taking together the
amount of sucar and other respiratory principles,
we have 71 per cent, in Locust Beans and 68 per
cent, in Barley-meal. The deficiency in these prin-
ciples, however, is made up by a larger amount of
flesh-forming constituents in the case of Barley-
meal. On the whole, therefore, we may say that as
far as the theoretical composition of the two articles
of food is concerned, both possess about equal
value." Our correspondent goes on to say that the
deduction on account of the hard indigestible seeds in
thepods, being about one-eighth of the whole, is
equivalent to about 305. per ton, since Locust Beans
were bought at Cirencester at the rate of 121. per
ton at a time when Barley-meal was about
11/. per ton ; and he adds the particulars
of an experiment at the College Farm, in

moniais, wui be sent on application to Walteu Carson & Sox,
£0. j, Ureat Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal
««« 125ft

L°ndon
- No Agents. All orders are particularly

requested to be sent direct.
-—- j

turists in his plans, have been thus early presented
to the public. Among the principal facts which
they illustrate are the great increase in the extent
under Wheat, 260,000 acres being in Wheat this
year, while 168,000 only were in Wheat in 1854,
and the diminished extent under bare fallow, which
is this year only 17,000, while in 1854 and 1855 it

another. Two Scotch oxen were supplied with
4 lbs. of pods and 4 lbs. of Barley-meal each per
day, and other two of the same breed and condition
with 8 lbs. of pods each per day, and at the end
of two months no perceptible difference in the
condition of the animals was observed. It would
thus appear that the 4 lbs. of Barley-meal produced
an equal effect with the 4 lbs. of Locust Beans v,ith
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which each animal wm supplied. Still, however,

it is desirable that a more extensive series of prac-

tical feeding experiments should he undertaken

before we can arrive at trustworthy conclu ions.

And we are exceedingly obliged, therefore, to

Dr. Voelcker, and our correspondent, his pupil, for

giving such information as will no doubt lead to

further t'ial of this food. We must add that the

Carob pods can be imported at a much less cost

than that at which they seem to have been bought

at Cirencester.

SWALLOW HOLES.
[The following is extracted from a report on the drainage of an

estate in Yorkshire, written so long ago as 1844, by J. Bailey

Denton, Esq. It describes an instance in which the principle

on which swallow-holes act in land drainage had been applied.

The practice is condemned as lazy and incomplete. The whole
report is interesting from its reference at so early a date

what is still one of the coming objects to be arrived at in estate

economy—namely the use of drainage water.

this phenomenon has been produced ? There are some
persons in England," says M Auguste de Gasparin, in

conclusion, "who will not credit the enormous production

of Italian Rye-Grass. The cultivators of Timothy Grass
cannot account for this production of 10 tons per acre.

But when I see all the care that is given, the showers of

liquid manure drainage, and steam coming to tho

assistance of man, I, for my part, am soon easily con-

vinced of the assertions of the English. They have

sought for the plant in the extremity of Italy ; they have

laid under contribution the energetic nature of the south
;

they have united it to the active industry of the north. And
land carriage brings up the price of coal-* to 12s. per ton. ! we too have our part to play ;

we will search the tropics
;

alternate with the non-pcrous, and that ton within such

small extents, it is essential before we venture upon the

extra expense of cutting the main receiver and making
the reservoir (beyond the cost of an uniform and effec-

tive drainage of all the net lauds) that those points

should he minutely ascertained.

I am impelled to urge upon you a further examina-

tion into the capability of the estate to originate within

itself a water power, in consideration of its near locality

t» Leeds, Bradford, and Otley, the heart of the weaving

district; and in consideration of the fact that although

distant but seven miles fioin Leeds, the heavy cost of

/. Bailey Denton, Gray's Inn, London, Feb. \G, 1844.

REPORT &c.

I have been over the above property in order to

advise upon its capability of drainage, and upon any

advantage its surface may possess for the collection of

the drainage waters to be afterwards used for profitable

purposes. I will first state a few facts relating to the

geological and physical form of soil and surface, with

which my observations have supplied me, and which
have very materially induced the conclusion arrived at.

The estate comprises 878 acres, 3 roods, 27 perches, and
its area is remarkably compact, having only one small

property, the workhouse, within its boundary (the figure

of which is nearly square). The surface is urn lulatory,

mainly inclining with the dip of the strata from the

north- nest to the south-east corner, intersected by
lateral valleys, whereby much the greater part of the

land gives its face to the south. The soil itself offers

the several varieties for which the millstone grit is

remarkable ; the heavy clay alternating on the surface

with a shaly rubble, and composing together four-fifths

of the estate, while the remaining one-fifth is peat. The
farms are divided into unnecessarily small inclosures,

averaging in size 5 acr< s, and the plantations, though

for the most part judiciously disposed, occupy a larger

space than is consistent with the profit due from the land.

I estimate the quantity of land undrained and re-

quiring under-draining at 350 acres, and that there are

about 100 acres beyond that quantity already drained,

though imperfectly, by your late father and the tenants.

If we take as peat 120 or 130 acres, we shall leave to

the lighter land about 300 acres. Then as to fall of

surface, I find there is an area of about 320 acres which
has an inclination favourable to the concentration of its

surface and spring waters, but owing to the frequent

and sudden change of soil from the tenacious clay to the

porous rubble, 1 doubt if I can assume any data enabling

me to determine how much of that area will absorb the

rain that falls upon it, and thereby militate against such

a profitable conservation of those waters as I am anxious

to propose.

One of the tenants showed me a very apposite illus-

tration of this sudden change of soil, and the spot upon
which he brought it to proof happens to be one ot the

fields through which the main 1 have projected would
pass.

The upper part of Town field, perhaps for two or

three chains wide under Town field plantation, was a

year or two back wet and quaggy, while the remainder
of the field was dry and well fit for the growth of

Barley. In order that the tenant might treat and crop

the whole alike, he drained the wet land. The drains

were cut southward down the land. equ : distant, but
instead of conducting their water by a receiving drain

into the field-side ditch, he caused holes to be dug in

the porous soil, into which he collected a quantity of

stones and rubble, and then allowed the drains from the

wet land to empty themselves into them, so that in

heavy rains they overflowed and swamped the growing
crop. *' Still," he said, " it was not long before the

whole had filtered itself into the earth."

[Mr. Denton then goes into details upon the sources

of supply, and the direction of carrying channels by

which the drainage and spring water of the estate

might be conveyed to the best site upon it for a water
power mill.]

Thus several small springs at the north-west corner

of the estate, which have never been known dry in the

driest season, would be made tributary to the main, but
it is right I should say that the contour of surface in-

duces me to think that were an effective drainage

adopted on the estate, the water of these springs would
toe considerably curtailed. I could not even estimate

the quantity of water each spring would supply, as the

water as soon as emitted was partially absorbed to be

again discharged at a lower level.

Much water is now retained by the clay lands, to be

exhaled by the atmosphere. Much, very much, is

absorbed by the sandy shaly subsoil ; much is carried

away in surface streams, and much remains stagnant in

the peat. The water retained by the first would be

collected by under draining ; a considerable part of that

which is received by the second would be intercepted ;

that carried off by the third by division would be re-

claimed, and that stagnating in the last would be gained
by open drainage. Doubtless all the water falling on
the jlands inclining towards the main or its branches,
except those which present a porous surface and absorb
the rain as it falls, might be concentrated and brought
to the point selected ; but as these porous patches do

ONE HUNDRED AND NINE TONS, TEN CWT
Ob MANGEL WUKZEL PER ACRE.

The Agricultural Society of Rochellc lately inserted

in its Transactions a note in which M. Auguste de

Gasparin announced that he had obtained 275,000

kilogrammes per hectare, or upwards of *109 tons of

Mangel VVurzel per acre. This account appeared

exaggerated to the Central Society of Agriculture of

the Seine Infdrieure, seeing that the most productive

and best cultivated soils had never been known to

produce more than at the rate of 48 tons 2 cwt. per acre ;

and it requested the Society of Rochello to confirm the

above statements. M. de Gasparin was accordingly

a-jjain consulted respecting his previous assertion. The
following is the substance of his reply :

—

"I know," said he, "in the first place, that the

boasts of the Gascons are somewhat distrusted.

Without however taking notice of the difference of the

men, there is a difference in the climate, and in the

natural fertility of the soil. From (1000 square

metres) 39 perches, 16 yards, or very nearly a quarter

of an acre, a space which I usually devote to my ex-

periments, I actually obtained 27 tons, 7^ cwt. ; but to

attain this result, eight conditions must be fulfilled.

" 1st. The ground must be deeply trenched. 2d. A
large quantity of manure must be supplied. 3d. The
plants must be 12| to 13 inches apart, every way. 4th.

Irrigation must be resorted to every fortnight when it

does not rain. 5th. A hoeing, if possible, must be

given after every irrigation. 6th. Plants that com-
mence running to seed must be topped. 7th. The
leaves must not be stripped off. 8th. The crop must not

be taken up till the end of November, when vegetation

has cea-ed."

He then enters into some details relative to these

propositions, which we give in full. * 1st. The trenching

permits the plant to make greater length of root and
consequently the whole attains a much greater size.

2d. My ground, about a quarter of an acre, is manured
with 26 cubic yards of good dung, and 220 lbs of Colza

cake. 3d. The seed was sown on a hotbed, under glass,

on the first of January ; I planted with plants as thick as

the finger in April, when others sow the seeds. This

early sowing is essential to success. The roots had
then nine months' growth when I took them up at the

end of November ; and as they form a concentric

circle every 15 days, they had 18 by that period, or

six more than the Mangel VVurzel sown at the usual

period ; and as the last six layers were external to the

others, the size of the roots was more than doubled.

4th. The fibrous roots of the Mangel Wurzel do not

we will seize upon those vigorous Grasses whose annual

shoots exceed our underwood in height. The Panicums,

the Arundos aud Echinops will cover our fields, and I

shall not be long, I hope, in making some interesting

communications upon the subject."

ANSWERS TO AGRICULTURAL QUESTIONS.
By Mb. Heni.y Cox, of Minchikhampton, Gloucestbbshiee.

(Continuedfrom p. 588.)

7. Describe as concisely as you can the culture of Sainfoin and

Trifolium incarnatura, among forage crops—of the Carrot

and Potato among root crops—of the Bean and of the Oat

crop.

Sainfoin requires but very little culture, merely to

be drilled in on a young Barley or Wheat plant in the

month of April, at the rate of 3 bushels per acre. Some

people mix a little Trefoil with the seed, in order to cut

more forage the following year ; but I do not consider

it a good practice. Sainfoin is at its best two years

alter Bowing, and what we gain in bulk the first year by

the growth of Trefoil, we should lose the second by the

weakening of the Sainfoin. But Saiufoin seldom enters

into the rotation of adhesive loams ; it is best at home

on rocky or calcareous soils ; it is a very excellent

forage plant on the Cotswold hills, and few sheep breeders

can afford to be without it. If, however, it is allowed

to stay and wear itself out, it is a very long time before

the land will again produce it in perfection.—Trifolium

incarnatum is an annual plant, and is best sown on firm

ground amongst a very clean Wheat stubble in the

autumn. In favourable situations it produces an early

and excellent forage, but slugs and pigeons are exceed-

ingly fond of it, and sometimes play sad havoc amongst

it ; 20 to 25 lbs. of seed per acre is sufficient. The

Carrot, too, is best at home on a different farm to the

one we set out with, its natural soil being a deep rich

sandy loam. I should cultivate it much in the same way as

recommended above for Mangel Wurzel, with the excep-

tion of ridging and farm-yard manure. There is no crop

I know of so fond of guano as the Carrot, and I would

sow broadcast 4 to 5 cwt. per acre over the land about

a month before sowing, and well harrow it in to prevent

the escape of ammonia ; the seed should be mixed with

rather damp sand the first week in April, and drilled

about the second week, about 18 or 20 inches apart. Care

should be taken not to cover the seed too deep, or it will

not vegetate freely. If put in with the Suffolk drill the

weight should be taken off and a very light roller passed

over after, but it is necessary that the ground should be

made pretty firm before drilling. A portion of Radish

seed would be well drilled with the seed, as it would

indicate the rows earlier and render the first hoeing less

tedious.—There is no crop on which there has been

more writing and discussion than the Potato, and there

spread far. It may therefore be planted rather closely ; is no crop more accommodating and more grateful for

I have remarked, in my seed bed, that plants which good management. Like the Carrot its best home is a

came up by the side of each other were, notwithstanding

their proximity, as good as the rest. 5th. Irrigation

is indispensable with us. Circumstances having pre-

vented me from irrigating in the two last seasons,

the produce in them has not reached the figure

I have stated to you. Care however must be
taken not to give water in excess, otherwise the

rich sandy soil ; in it it will luxuriate in all its glory,

but it will yield jjood crops in strong clay, light gravel,

or bog earth. If it is to be grown on the two latter

descriptions of soil then it may be planted in October

or November, that is, if the bog have been rendered

quite dry by drainage, but if in the two former descrip-

tions of soil, then March and April is the proper time to

roots will be apt to become hollow. 6th. Hoeing plant them. If planted on a large scale the double-

mould broad plough may open the drills in the same

manner as for receiving the dung. For Swedes or

Mangel the sets may be dropped in by women or children,

and by splitting the ridges they are covered ;
they may

be hoed with the horse-hoe and earthed up again with

is necessary after irrigation, for when the water

is rapidly dried up by sun and wind, the surface

becomes crusted. However in this close and luxuriant

crop the ground is soon covered by the foliage, and
after the third hoeing it is difficult to give a fourth ;

but neither sun nor wind can then dry the roots ; and the double broad plough, and when ripe may be dug

doubtless, under the shade of the leaves, combinations either with the plough or with the three-prong fork. They

of gases are formed which accelerate the vegetation of should be stored in long narrow heaps to prevent uVui

the plant. Mangel Wurzel plants which are brought from feimenting, and a good plan is to cover them win

forwardsoearlyare apt to run to seed, but by cutting back the soil without allowing straw between it and tie

the stem when it commences to run, the root then Potatoes. Many people have said, do not cut you

grows like the others. 7th. By stripping off the leaves, Potatoes before planting, but since the disease has bee

especially in the dog- days, the growth of the plant is
|

prevalent I have been more particular to cut^them t ijj

stopped. 8th. Do not take up the roots till November,
when vegetation has wholly ceased. In October and
November the weight of the roots is doubled if the

weather is warm.
"In short, to obtain a result like that in question, a

warm climate, abundance of manure, irrigation, early

sowing, and a well-stirred soil are necessary.
'• If the plants have not 9 months of vegetation ; if

heat and moisture, tlnse great agents of vegetation, ' between rows of Turnips 3 feet apart. Aue
,

r0
j°^d

are deficient ; if a frequently clouded sky renders the are planted in March, and when up
,

uo
J'

se*5^
l jniv.

before, and for this reason, that a whole Potato

throw up a greater quantity of stalks than a cut on ,

consequently there is a denser mass and less chance ot t

»

air circulating amongst them to keep them dry and heaUny,

and likewise there is a greater amount of 8ma11
. Vv

tc
struggling for the nutriment the plant is enablea

obtain, and as a matter of course the produce cannot

so fine. I have cultivated them very successmu

The Potatoes

sun'srays less efficacious, doubtless the amount of produce
would be different.

* The figure which I attained, and which appeared

extraordinary to the Central Society of the Seine

Inferieure, is certainly not the ultimatum. On the

banks of the Canal de Saint-Gilles, in the soils that the roots of the Turnip- ...- — -
from »y

yield so prodigious a vintage, a Mangel Wurzel has been greatest avidity. I have not deviated mucn ir -^
grown which "weighed 132 lbs. How many of such recommendation in the Journal of the Kovai 6_

t0

would be required to weigh 100 tons ! and can we not tural Society at the commencement of the a ^
study, and afterwards realise the conditions under which I plant high and dry, and give plenty ot room io

earthed, and the Turnip seed drilled in in June or

The haulm of the Potatoes dies off about Augu«
^

September, allowing plenty of time for the lu*°£. ,

swell, and affording some excellent keep in the fomm
_

*

spring ; and if some of the Potatoes chance to go to* >

tL t'*a „f *h* Turnios will devour them with *»
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to circulate about the foliage and plant such varieties as

come early to perfection ; by those rules I have not yet

failed to secure plenty of sound and wholesome Potatoes.

The Bean is fond of strong adhesive loam, and will even

well in clay ; it is a very deep feeder, and will

d before

• * *

•

*

* • •

- . *

• *

.row

Brought forward ...

2 pair buckets and yoke
1 urindstone and frame
Weighing machine ...

2 wheell arrows
Churn and other utensils of dairy for manu-

facturing milk not used for weaning calves
Iforse rake for hay and Couch
12 hay forks, at 3s
12 small rakes, at Is. 3d
2 ladders
4 shovels for stable, &c

;
at 3s. 6<L ...

• * •

f 9 «

penetrate a long distance into the soil ; auc

draining became the rule, that is, when very few pieces

were drained, it was very nearly the only plant that

would thrive on this description of land ; but it thrives

much better now that it is drained, picking its food in (boat for Tmni^SM^eXU.U.
some cases out of the drain itself, and leaving plenty of 2 spades for hedging. &c

little Dipes to convey air and water through the once Vic
f-

carpenters bench, augurs, axe. hammers, saw,
t t- „ gnnblets, sledge, iron bar, gauges, chisels, line,

impervious subsoil. Its proper place is between two rule, &c. ... .

white straw crops, and many instances could be named
,
Hedging bills, short and long

where Wheat and Beans have followed each other a 4 racks for
.
young beasts in yards

•

• • •

1 hay knife
great number of years, and the land has even improved 4 set̂ of j\arneS

g'
- * -

• ••

• .

.

7 sets thill harness
2 scythes for cutting Clover, &c. ...

1 flexible tube or probang
Marking iron to mark on boof of horse
4 ploughmen's poles for marking ridges
2 dung drags ...

30 chains for cattle
Turnip pecks ...

Ilaml-barruw ...

• •

• -

• « *

4 t *

• *.

under this system. There are few plants which throw

off so great an amount of excrement as the Bean.

This may be good manure for the succeeding Wheat
crop, while it may be poison to Legumes, and likewise

the Bean requires very little silica or alkaline salts, and
it is very probable that the Bean plant raises more
of these salts from the subsoil than it requires, and
thus in some degree assists the Wheat plant, which
requires to be largely furnished with these in-

gredients. The only culture it would get under the

system of management I should pursue on this farm
would be, that as soon after harvest as convenient, the

Oat stubbles would get a good scarifying with Coleman's
cultivator, or some other of that class of implements,
and a harrowing or two ; then at the first opportunity I

would draw on 12 or 15 cart-loads of manure, and
spread equally over the piece, and plough down with g* JSJ**"^

««ptiB«jr8

one deep furrow; the only other culture it would get Grub hoe*, mattock, &c.

• * •

• - m

• ••

#••

• *

• 4*

* - -

* * *

• • •

• •

* - •

* • t

(2)

• • *

• t •

Tubs for holding spare whey, mixing pigs' food, for pick-
ling Wheat, &c. &c.

Corn chest

j

2 stable forks, 35. each
Stable lantern and 2 hand lanterns
4 currycombs and mane combs
Foot pickers, &c
Greasing box, and chisel, and jack
Sheets for barn, &c
Sack barrow of wood with top
Screen iron

* •

• • •

» * 9

f ft

• • t

ft

• 9ft

9 ft t

- - *

* • *

• -

- •

• * •

* . • • • •

• * *

• •*

• « •

• • •

• *

would be a harrowing or two before planting, which
should take place in February or beginning of March
at the rate of about two bushels per acre, either by
drills or dibble. I think it a good plan to plant them in

double rows, leaving a sufficient space for the horse-hoe
to work freely amongst the rows, and by horse and
hand-hoeing keep them clean till harvest, when they
may be cut and bound with straw bands, and stooked in

the same manner as Wheat, and ricked as convenient.—
Oats in the Scotch practice are generally cultivated affer

old "lay" or two or three years seeds, but on the farm
we are treating of I think they should come after roots,

2 waggon lines for binding on corn, &c.
8 halters, &cM for tying up horses ...

Sundries for stable, &c

• • *

• • •

• •

« • «

» » •

i - •

• • *

* * •

• «•

• •ft

• * *

• % •

• • «

* ft «
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1
6
2

10
8 10
1 16

15
2

14
10
S

7 10
6

3
4 6

10 O
35
1

7 6
2 6
4

4 6
2 5

3
5

ick-

1

2
6

10
3
2 6

1

1
5 6

1 10
15
30

10
1 4

8
1 8

management, there is good reason tor al^in^ that

they might be made remunerative if only properly

taken care of. The successful care and treatment of

root crops is necessarily connected in a very intimate

way with successful farm management altogether, and

here I shall notice the way in which these should be

managed on a home farm so as to secure this end.

The rotation—whatever it may be— is usually begun by

either a naked fallow or a green crop break. In

respect to summer fallowing, it may only be said that

except on undrained, bibulous, foul clays it should never

be heard of on a home farm, and if these defects in the

soil render it necessary to prefer a bare fallow to

Beans or Turnips in cleansing it, the sooner it is

thoroughly drained and permanently improved the

better will it be for both the landlord's and the tenant's

profit account. In preparing the soil for the various

species of green crops there are certain modes of cul-

ture equally suitable for them all, and it may be well,

therefore, to treat of the working of the land for these

purposes by itself before going further.

The first preparatory operation for the cleansing crop

of any year should be undertaken immediately after the

harvest of the previous season. On light soils this first

work may consist of a thorough grubbing of the stulble

land, first up aud down, and then across the ridges

(stitches or breaks). By using the broad share or grubber

drawn by two horses abreast, the soil may be quite

easily loosened to the depth of 8 or 10 inches. But on
rather strong soils there is no implement in the present

state of our agricultural mechanism equal to the deep-

soil swing plough. The way in which the work should be

done by it may be described as follows. As soon as the

throng of harvest is a little past—or even before the

crop is removed from the field if other circumstances

are favourable—and while the ground is yet compara-

tively dry, this plough drawn by three horses yoked

abreast, either with equalising draught bars or with a

If the land had been light we should have substituted bar having a long and a short end connected with the

light land ploughs, and the heavy roller for the clod common swingle-trees, should be set in motion In

crusher We should have to get hurdles and racks for
;

most cases it is of advantage to plough across the ridges,

sheep feeding on the ground. I have assumed from
j

and if the horses are powerful enough, and are equally

the rent of the laud that there is already a steam engine matched, a depth of from 10 to 12 inches may easily be

and threshing machine on the farm; if not, circumstances attained. A plough team of this kind is not only

should guide us in the outlay ; as portable engines and steadier and much stronger than one yoked with

, machines are now very numerous for hire, it may be three horses in any other way, but the ploughman

as I have found Wheat after roots does not fill well, and better to hire than expend a large sum in this way. An
\

is quite able to manage it without a «r,ve
f* J

J
I

fco^rse
u
a

is more apt to get blighted. A single ploughing after effi

und>

farmer's capital.

£416 2 6

ft ft ft

Four men with horses, to average say 10s. per

Aveck ... ... ••• ••• ••• ••• ...£10*
... 39

... 15

... 12

... 16

... 14

• • *

4 * ft

• • *

fl ft ft

• f «

• - *

• • 1

• • *

• *

ft ft f

roots, and deposits with the drill in February or March
at the rate of 4 bushels per acre, will yield a first-rate

crop
; it may be either mown or reaped and stooked as

Wheat. The Oat plant will thrive in a more humid
atmosphere than most other grains, and is not so par-
ticular about soils. It is at home on the bog and peat
soils of Ireland and Scotland, as well as on the chalk of

Wiltshire, and the brash of the Cotswolds in Glouces-
tershire, and will yield immense crops on the rich
alluvial soils of Worcestershire and Hereford.

8. Say what quantity of purchased manure may be reasonably
applied during the year upon the farm, enumerating the
kinds and stating the application of each.

The purchased manure would be of three kinds.
The first of small amount, viz., salt—about 3 tons to the
Mangel Wurzel crop. This should be sown broadcast
along with the superphosphate of lime or bone earth.
I would apply always bone earth with the root crop.
As this is a salt that goes to supply the building material
of the bones of animals, we are continually losing it from
the soil, and this is the only manner in which we can
return it with profit and effect. Six tons of super-
phosphate would cost about 42/., and should be confined
to the roots. Guano is highly charged with ammonia,
and contains some phosphate. It is best applied to the
Clover crop in April, at the rate of about 2 to 3 cwt.
per acre but it should be previously mixed with double Q

™
woman to clejir stone8, &c

its weight of screened soil or clay ashes to fix the i One strong lad to scare away the rooks, to go on errands,

volatile principle of the ammonia. Five tons of guano i
and make himself generally useful

may be reasonably expended on this farm :

—

6 tons of superphosphate £42
3 tons of salt 3 10
5 tons of guano 60

cient apparatus ofVhis sort could not be got much strong wide wrested plough is indispensable to the

der 380/. to 400/., which would be a great tax on the proper performance of the work, and the plough irons

should be so prepared as to ensure the complete

Herdsman and boy, 15s. per week
Woman to attend to calves and dairy

Hoeing and thinning 40 acres roots at 65. per acre ...

Drawing and fitting or clumping 40 ditto, at 8s.

Mowing 40 acres Clover twice over, at 7s

Mowing and making 35 acres meadow hay, at 15s. per

acre, including thatching
Hoeing 40 acres Beans, at As.

Ditto 40 acres Wheat, at 4s.

Weeding 40 acres Oats, at 2s.

Digging 3 acres Potatoes and storing ditto, at 25». ...

Filling and spreading manure on 40 acres Beans, at 3s.

Ditto on 40 acres root crops, at 3s.

Cutting, stooking, pitching, stacking, &c, 40 acres

Beans, at 12s
Ditto 80 acres Wheat, at 12s.

Ditto 40 acres Oats, if mown, at 9s.

One man as overseer at 2s. 6d. per day. He should be

a very handy man and know how to fix or mend a

gate or hurdle, make a rack or ladder, or mend a

cart, keep the hedges in repair, &c ...

An odd man, whose duty would be to keep the roads in

repair, mix artificial manures, screen ashes and

soil, and assist the overseer in his plot of experi-

mental ground, place and thatch roots

• ff • • t *

26 5

8
8
4
3 15
6
6

* * •

* * •

24

IS

I

39

£105 10

The guano should be applied, if possible, when the
gkss is falling towards " rain."

9. Give the number and kinds of the several agricultural
implements which you will need upon the farm; state the
<5ost of e«ch, and say what implements you would have
substituted for any on your list had the soil of your farm
been a light sand instead of an adhesive loam.

ttuu limine iiuuacu s'7"1 ' J ~«— •••
« A,

Mowing 20 acres Rye and Vetches once over, at 3s. 6<i.

Strong lad to look after saddle-horse, garden, &c. ...

Extra labour to assist in threshing com, &c

26
15

15
3 10
30
10

£490 10

(a), 3s. to 5s. ; (6), 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6ft ; (c), 21s. to 23s.

;

(d). 2s. 6d. on light land to 4s. on strong land. Some

of the farmers on the Cotswold Hills pay from Is. 6rf.

to Is. Sd., and give about 3 quarts of table beer per

acre besides for mowing their crops of mixed Rye-grass

and Clover, hut here a man can cut with ease about

2 acres per day. (e), from 7s. per acre, where the crop

on lii-'bt lands to lis. or 12s.

*««
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• • •
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• • *

• • »
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• * f
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Common heavy land plough
rouble mould board plough
pieman's cultivator
scotch carts with harvest frames
"arrows, 3 sets of 3 each, different weights
y|od crusher
J^ght roller

^haffcutter
^'anure and seed drill
>umip and Mangel drill ...

"orse hoes for ridge and flat
pressing machine and sieve
turnip sheer and pulper

J;

&Ke crusher .

^an and 0at crushej"

Ma t °art fitted with PumP
Parir »

waSKon (or two more carts)

j;
Kea steel forks for manuring and digging out

3pa^VC-, (10)

inn

^

lrs
,

of weed hooks and spudder
*<*> sacks «t 2s. each
^eveg, at 2s> each _
%
W0°den shovels tor barni& d,tt0 -

light

;

In the rich

. # #

- • *

• * -

• * •

- * *

• * *

itt

f # m

» #

mm

• ••

(5)

(i)

(4)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

a)
(2)

(1)

*

* • •

measure
#

• • *

t ••

V P V

• •ft

£20
5
9
64
12
13
8
10
30
6 10
9
8
7 10
4
6 5
9 O
30

3
6

10 O
12
5

6
10

alluvial soils I heard of one instance last year that the

farmer offered to give 15s. per acre and the men refused,

but here the crop was a'ter roots, and the straw nearly

all laid down in an exceedingly bad and twisted condition.

{To be continued.)

Carry forward

HOME FARM MANAGEMENT.—No. X.

It is obvious, from what has been stated in these

letters, that there are so many theoretical prin-

ciples involved in the conducting and successful

carrying out of practical farming that it is neces-

sary the managers of home farms should be thoroughly

qualified for their duties, and unite as far as

possible in themselves '« practice with science "in its

various forms. Example farms are more likely now

than at any previous period to exercise a stimulating

influence on the general farming practices of the country,

d if they are to be exemplary they should be managed

••• • ••>

an-
on the first principles of the art. But apart altogetner v * \r c • 1 »w ^ tt-

... SilirS from the example set by judicious home farm culture at the same time. Yet Mr. Sprmgleethie may

advantages which in reality neiong

many instances. When clayey ground happens to be

in this favourable state, such deep culture opens it up
and effectually prevents it from again becoming con-

solidated for many years thereafter. It also leaves tee

1 land in the best possible state to be acted on by frost

and atmospheric air, and though an inch or more of

clay is brought to the surface, no evil, but great good,

2 will result from its being intermixed with the old soil.

Much of the success of green cropping depends on deep

preparatory cultivation, for every inch added to the

depth of the stirred soil must immensely increase its

inorganic resources, and of consequence its fertility

also. After strong land has been once wrought by a

so'*l plough, and it is thought desirable that a still greater

depth should be attained, the use of Cotureave's plough

drawn by four horses will effect this end in a satisfactory

mauner.
I have now described the best mode of working

the soil in the autumn previous to the season

in which root crops are to be grown. And the

next preparatory operation which calls for a passing

notice is that; of spring pulverisation—a work very
^

easily accomplished on sharp light soils, but a most

difficult undertaking on refractory clays. If the land

is friable in its nature, a turn or two of a grubber and

a pair of rank harrows bring it almost at once to a

suitable tilth. On such laud as this a home farm

manager requires very little skill in carrying out the

cultivating processes, "but on strong clays the case is

very different indeed. Even assuming that heavy

land is thoroughly drained, there is still so much

watchful skill and prudent promptitude necessary to get

it wrought just at the right time that the farmer's task is

by no means an easy one. If iu his determination to

push forward the field labour he acts rashly and im-

prudently the chances are that in working the soil in a

wet, or a very partially dried state, he is taking most

effective measures to sour and toughen it for many

years to come. One half of the skill of the clay land

farmer is required to keep him from committing

blunders like this. Should he be wholly unable to-

exercise patience and wait till the sun aud wind have

dried the ground sufficiently to permit of its beini;

properly worked, then he ought at once to look

for some other farm which will be more easily managed.

I am well aware that the stewards of heavy land farms

which happen to be in the proprietor's occupation are

likely in many cases to be misunderstood by their em-

ployers, when they exercise caution in the way I have

indicated. Because Lord Mingary's farm bailiff is

working his Potato or Turnip land on a certain day,

therefore Mr. Sprinyleethie's bailiff may on the same

day be doing likewise. But if the one farm is a light

loam and the other a dense bibulous clay, any skilful

farmer knows that they cannot both be ready for spring
. .1 .r -vr_ k 11. o..-: i— »Y,:„ ^,«—
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it

be r«ry acycrc imi ina luaiuitterfar putting ufl t.me, a» i.e ur b^t.. combined ; tor every one win acknowledge that
imagines, in waiting till the ground is tolerably well

,
as to the nourishment it contains—that is almost nil

dried. Now, while too much cannot be said against the and from the former properties I have often seen
thoughtless sluggishness which will permit an hour— jro luce very serious symptoms. As to beer too, the
not to say a day—to pass by unimproved when the soil very small portion of gluten still undecomposed must be
is in a suitable state to be wrought, it is a very great I think the only nutriment contained in it, and if so a
mistake to compel a steward to push forward the pul- mouthful of good bread will contain more nourishment
verising work before the proper time. In patiently ' than a quart of strong ale : and I conclude, therefore,
waiting till a clay soil is sufficiently dried to be effectu- that this also is taken mainly for its stimulating qualities,'
ally reduced to a tilth, means are really being taken to

\
just as gin or whiskey are taken, to give a temporary

ensure its pulverisation in the easiest way and on the
,

lift to the animal spirits, to be followed &y a rapid
most satisfactory basis. Though the farm horses should depression. All these stimulants, however, do not act
be Standing half the day idle, it is better to submit to ' "
this evil than to have them doing work only calcu-
lated to increase the after labour connected with
the management of the soil. A judicious farm
manager will take care that the work is not begun
till the right time, but he will also do everything
in his power to press it forward when once it can be
done in a satisfactory manner. I need scarcely notice
the fact that the refractoriness of strong soils is greatly

in the same manner ; some, as Champagne, &c, pro-
duce their effects rapidly, and these as rapidly go
off—being shorter in their stage of excitement they
leave less debility as their consequence ; while others
(and beer may be classed among these) are slower
in exerting their influence, which, as well as the
state of depression consequent upon it, is kept up
longer unless the state of excitement is again pro-

|

duced and continued from day to day. At length

paving

increased by their being ploughed during the winter in payday comes, and a thorough debauch at harvest horn e
a wet state, and in that season as well as in the spring ' finishes what the daily excitement has been gradually
months great care is necessary in selecting the time

' ~~ "

when they are to be tilled. The prudent farmer will
certainly do as little as possible to strong clays when
they are wet, and the necessity for this caution just makes
it the more imperative that he should, as far as maybe

the way for. Hear what our great" chemist
Liebig says, who was not altogether an advocate for
total abstinence. In his Letters on Chemistry, p. 455,
when speaking of the spirit drinker, he says : " Spirits

- , j ~- hy their action on the nerves enable him to makeup
practicable, push forward at least the preparatory opera-

;

the deficient power at the expense of his body, to con-
tions for a green crop as soon as possible after the liar- i sume to-day that quantity which ought naturally to
vest of the previous year. J. Lockhart Morton, Mid-
Z/Otkian.

Home Correspondence.
Locusts.— In an article in your Gazette lately

you invite information on the subject of this species of
food. I will give you such as I at present have. It
was recommended to me about two months since as a
cheap and, in consequence of its highly saccharine
character, a desirable food for fattening sheep. I pur-
chased half a ton at the price of iU. per ton, and I
have now for about a month given it to fattening sheep
some of which I have killed for my own table. The
quantity which I give is half a pint a day to each sheep •

this costs for each about one farthing. Although a
little shy of it at first, the sheep now eat it greedily
and thrive abundantly. Those that I have killed have'
been unusually fat; they have nothing but this food
and the aftermath pasture of a rather poor sandy park
I have not yet been able to persuade horses to take to
it. Pigs devour it voraciously. Considerable quantities
were, I understand, produced at the Exhibition at
Pans from Catalonia ; the reputed price was 21. a ton in

have been employed a day later. He draws, so to
speak, a bill on his health, which must be always
renewed, because for want of means he cannot take it

up ; he consumes his capital instead of his interest

;

and the result is the inevitable bankruptcy of his body."
Exacly the same results follow the stimulation and
exhaustion of the system by beer or cider. The common
idea after drinking stimulating liquors is, "I am
stronger now than I was before; I can work much
better :" but let us examine whether there is really a
healthy increase of strength, or if the idea contains an
error. See that horse dragging his load slowly up the
hill ; he wants more strength ; the driver's whip affords
it—the vigorous strokes reanimate the dumb brute, and
now he pulls harder, the load moves quicker ; a little more
whipping and more hard tugging and the victory is ob-
tained ; the cart has reached the top of the hill and a free
breathing time has come. Well, is the horse the stronger
for it ? Will he do his work better to-morrow ? Have
you not been drawing a bill on his health ? If so, re-
member Liebig's result. Thus also does the slave driver
increase the strength of his human animals, by the
whip. Now, what the whip is to the poor horse and
nigger your ale and your cider are to your harvestmen

;

price far below the present price of 81. a ton. In
rtnlhpss " Pomarium Britannicum," 3d ed. (1823) the
locust tree, of which this food is the pod, is described as a
large spreading tree, in shape resembling the Beech
the flowers of which are produced in loose spikes at
the end of branches, and are succeeded by thick flesh

v

brown pods, shaped like those of the garden Bean,
about 6 inches long and 24 broad. I enclose you one

ir 7?
8Q
J° n ,

W
,

the accuniey of tu* above description.
IV. 0. H., Berkshire.

Late Peas, Scarlet Runners, and Kidney Beans.—-If
only a single pod of Peas or Beans is allowed to ripen
or grow old, whether casually or purposely on each
plant, it prevents any more pods being formed worth
the p.ants standing for. Every one pod therefore
attorning age, whether required for the home table or
not, should be carefully gathered, and either sold at a
cheap rate or given away. The plants being thus de-

,

pnved of their first fruits will the same hour make an
effort to produce more young and fit for table, like a
swarm of bees when deprived of their honey, instinct
teaching them to replenish a fresh store. If in dry
weather a drenching with the watering pot (avoiding the
leaves or stem being wetted) is resorted to, the effects
will be observed the very next day. Thus if care is
pers.sted in, not tearing the straw or leaves or tendrils,
by gathering the young pods, in most instance five or
ten times the quantity young and fit for table may be
procured. Hardy 6 Sons, Seed Growers, Maldon, Essex.

Blight.—Since the blight attacked the Potato tops a
montn ago, we have had very little rain here in Essex,
and up to this date, August 26, the tubers though small
are quite sound and free from disease. The corn here-
about is very much blighted ; but it has been secured
as yet without any harm from wet, but we may say it
has been benefited thereby, the fearful storms of late
having passed by or around this neighbourhood. Seeds
ot many kinds have also sadly partaken of the prevailing
bhght, amongst which are especially the Brassicas and
Lettuces. Iruit is represented as better than in other
parts, although it can only be fairly spoken of as very
deficient. Hardy <fc Son, Seed Growers, Maldon, Essex.

Uetotalism m the Harvest Field.—Will you permit an
old surgeon, who has practised in a rural district for
many years, and has had great opportunity of observa-
tion among agriculturists and their labourers, having
etucued the.r habits and administered to their wants
ootn m health and disease, to say a few words on the

hlvrl
1Ce

- &yin% 8timulating drinks to labourers innaymakmg and harvest. The drinks usually given to

^L\\ g d
,

are beer or ci<ier
-

WitU Aspect to-ne last it can only be for its stimulating properties from

case the stimulus is made to please, not to sting ; and
this difference, paradoxical as it may appear, is all to the
disadvantage of our husbandmen. Neither the horse
nor the slave desires a repetition of the stimulus ; fear
alone being the motive for extra exertion, they will
therefore do all in their power to avoid the painful pro-
cess ; but the drink is felt to be a pleasure, the repe-
tition of it is eagerly sought, and if denied the labourer
becomes dull and ill-tempered ; if granted, he runs a
great risk of becoming a confirmed drunkard. My only-

design at present is to show as shortly as possible that a
man working out of doors, and thus en joying the healthy
stimulus of fresh air, and having thereby a good appetite
for plain nourishing food, will be stronger without
stimulating drinks than with them. I have purposely
avoided any discussion of the immense train of evils
dependent on drunkennes, though another aspect of the
subject is intimately connected with agricultural inte-
rests, viz., the increased rates caused by the effects of
drunkenness. What, then, can you do to strengthen
your labourers ? I answer—give them plenty of nourish-
ing food; to use the words of an excellent reviewer

:

"The substitution of solid aliment, containing the mate-
rials of muscular tissue, for a liquid which contains but
little of these, and whose principal constituent is a heat-
producing substance (never less wanted than when
laborious exertion is being made under the summer sun)
is attended with the very result which the physiologist
would predict, namely, an increase in the amount of
muscular substance, and consequently in muscular
vigour." M. R. C. S.

Reaping Machines.—Your article lately upon the ex-
pediency of using reapers for cutting corn being so
much to the point, and having used them rather exten-
sively for three years past, allow me through your
columns to give some practical results. Although the
judges at Boxted could not see any improvement in
them, I see them with a widely different eye—there is
improvement. You admit the necessity of extra labour

;
there we all agree. To come to the point : I had a large
harvest to let ; I let it in my usual way to a company,
trusting to a lew contingencies which alas ! never came,
but an unexpected friend arrived in the shape of a
reaper which I had previously ordered, but knowing
the extensive number required by Messrs. Burgess
& Key, I began to despair of my dumb friend ; but
better late than never, at length it did come. Left
Brentwood on Monday, August 4|; a new one had to be
to put together, which was done ; set to work just at
12 o'clock in a 13-acre field large measure. By
9 o'clock, "military time," there was just one acre left
uncut, the work perfectly satisfactory. Women and boys
with two Irishmen tied it, and I carted it in splendid order

Dot have done it wnliout ;* reaper ; it would have been
this moment in the field, and added to this the field is

ploughed. Again, two pieces of Wheat, one north and
one south, have fallen under the same destructive
process. Again, a piece of Oats, averaging 6 feet in
height, I thought must be its master ; the machine set to
work, 15 acres down in as many hours, and just now
while writing, carting them in beautiful order

; paid
women 4s. per acre to tie them, 15.*. would have been
demanded of me per acre to cut besides beer. The
same machine is now in Scotland, I have no doubt you
will soon hear of its fame. I am not afraid of wearying
you upon this important implement. Messrs. Burgess
& Key sent a one horse-power to my farm at
Stanford -le -Hope, "narrow cut." My bailiff had
already let his corn to a company ; but regardless
of that he sacrificed their labour, set the ma-
chine to work, cut down half their Wheat, and the
time which would have been taken up in cutting was
most judiciously made use of in carting. Upwards of

60 acres of Wheat was secured in first-rate condition
without a drop of rain, being the whole of the Wheat
grown on a farm of 211 acres. Let practical men put
to figures 60 acres of Wheat got up in this manner and
60 acres blundered up, as I have seen much round me
the last few days—the labourers being gainers at the
same time, likewise the public. These few remarks
convey their own lesson—those that run may read ; all

the scouring paper in the world will never rub out

prejudice, nor all man's reasoning root it up, but no one
be bold enough to fight against truth. Reapers will

supersede like steam brute physical strength, and
rejoiced shall I be to see it, for the working man's sake,

made often by intemperance in the harvest field, through

a series of years, at 50 years of age what he should be

at 70. I will just add one remark from a labourer of

mine of 23 years' standing, a giant in strength, " I never
saw work done like this." I could echo this man's senti-

ment, as I do your leading article; I never saw such
work, so quick, so clean, so true. I could add much
more, but a word to the wise is sufficient. William
Eve, Manor Farm, North Ackerdon, Romford, Essex,

August 27.

Questions on Farming.—Having seen a copy of the

Questions put by the Society of Arts in your Gazette
lying on the table of the Mechanics Institution here, I

have taken a mind to send up my ideas on the theory
of agriculture, but being only a factory operative, I

cannot say much about the practice. 1. The causes

of the increased fertility of land just drained may
be gathered from the following. The surplus water is

taken away which injured the land before its removal,
1st, by cooling it by evaporation ; 2d, by preventing the

free access of air to the soil ; and 3d, by holding the

soil in an unfit state for working.— 2. By fallow

operations, 1st, injurious weeds are destroyed
;

2d, the land is rendered lighter to work ; 3d, the

air by this means gets access to the soil and
decomposes it, setting at liberty its mineral constituents

for the use of the crop ; and 4th, if the crop is

growing at the time of the operation the air is admitted
to the roots of the crop, which probably benefits the

crop, in one way supplying it with a larger amount of

ammonia.— 3. A dung-heap should be kept undercover,
as the rain falling on the heap would wash some of the
soluble parts away, (yet stable manure should not be

kept too dry, as it is subject when so to dry rot) ; and
soil, clay burnt or unburnt (but generally better when
burnt), or some other substance having an affinity for

ammoniashould bemixed with themanure heap, in order to

prevent the escape of ammonia.—4. Lime is a fertiliser,

1 st, by supplying some amount of nourishment to the crop

;

and 2d, by decomposing (when applied in a caustic state)

the vegetable matter of the soil, thereby rendering it fit

for food for the crop, and when the vegetable matter is

in excess, reducing that excess.—5. As to the manures
specified I know very little about the price of manures,

but having seen advertisements of superphosphate of

lime, from 71. to 111. per ton, and as this seems to be a

manure of that description, though not one of the best,
1

1 might guess near the higher price, but this is only

guess.— 6. The increased efficiency of bones by solution

in acid is explained thus:— 1st, the phosphate of lime

is rendered easier of assimilation to the crop ; and 2d, the

crop being thus assisted in its early growth, it forms leaves

and roots quicker, which give the crop greater power of

assimilating food from the air and soil.—7. The greater

value of the manure from full-grown animals appears from

the following :—Young animals retain a larger portion of

the phosphate of lime which is in their food than full-

grown animals do, hence their excrements *are not so

valuable for manure, and besides, their food is often

poorer, hence likewise their excrements. 8. When
cattle are kept warm, less of their food is required for

combustion to support the heat of the body ; and 2d,

being kept quiet they will waste less muscular tissue.

9. [The coagulation of milk is not explained correctly.]

R. T. Redmayne, Warper, Duke Street Mill, Blackburn.

Employment of Soldiers in Harvest Work.—I
agree

entirely in the principle of "turning swords into

ploughshares, and spears into pruning hooks," so far a

least as the emergencies of the case call for

t-iiuif-.v m me principle oi lurmug D t»w*-~

ploughshares, and spears into pruning hooks," so far a

least as the emergencies of the case call for such

a transmutation, and I really can conceive no emer-

gency more urgent than that of a fickle harvest, heavy

crops, and a scarcity of hands to do the work of harvest,

whilst, as you justly observe, those who could help are

suffered to look idly on. What danger can arise from

" Government interference in the labour market,

the alcohol it'eomains or mZ'rXS VVT7T^T ""5 tw
?3

r 'shmen t5ed ir
>
and l carted it in splendid order allowing a certain number of soldiers to turn harvest-

contains, or as a refreshing acescent drink,
j
on the loth and 16th without a drop of rain. I could i men is a problem I am content to leave the political
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But a case just now occurs to me, I to be aimed at in tillage. 6. That the error in principle
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means for tillage practice being solely studied, the end 18 M 6

of field-practice wholly disregarded. 7. That in the j* »t

homestead machinery is a benefit 3. That in the field
( lg

machinery is an evil, or an alloy only to be tolerated

because it can never be wholly dispensed with. Here
the real question is—whether we can by steam-power

so assist man as to render him equal to two mouths*

hard labour in the field ; so that at the end of that time

we may possess him in full force to fill his true office as

affording care and attention to the nurture of that plant

which to him and us is the staff of life . C. Burcham,

London,

V

Calendar of Operations.

SEPTEMBER.
Farm near Hexham, Aug. 29.—Previous to the 8th instant we

had a fortnight ot very warm sunny weather, during which the

crops made rapid progress. On the 8th and 9th heavy rains fell

which laid the crops very much, and from that time until now
the weather has, with little change, been cold, cloudy, and wet,

and little progress has been made with harvest work. To-day

the weather has cleared up, and with a continuance of sunshine

harvest will be quite general in this valley next week ;
on the

higher grounds the crop is still very far back. So far as we have

gone our crops cut up better than we expected, and are not as yet

very much damaged, but much will depend on the weather of
j

economists to solve.

which though not exactly in point, is quite enough so to

ILbhsh the principle that the military may occasionally

wTemployed' in farm work, not only without detriment

the service but with advantage both to the community

ud to the men themselves. When many years ago I as-

•

ted in the management of the late Mr. Roscoe*s

firms near Liverpool, there chanced to be a regiment

f Suffolk militia quartered in the town. It so hap-

pened that Mr. Roscoe and the colonel occasionally met,

• nd their conversation was not unfrequently directed to

farming subjects ; amongst others that ot hoeing Tur-

nips a matter in which, to say truth, the labourers of

hat district were then lameutably deficient Aware

of this, the colonel very kindly and considerately offered

us any required number of his men to assist in the work,

an offer of which we gladly availed ourselves. The red-

coats soon found themselves at home. They gave us a

good crop of Turnips, with some advantage to the men,

who if they did not show the natives <; how fields were

won," showed them (vastly more to our purpose) * how

field's were hoed." Where was the interference with

labour in this case ? And is not the harvest a far more

important object than Turnip hoeing ? Agreeing gene-

rally in what you have said on the subject, there is one

point on which I may be allowed to differ. I do not for

% moment question the superiority of reaping machines

over manual labour as to expedition. Thousands of acres

uiav be got down by them for scores by the sickle and

reap-hook ; but unfortunately getting down is not getting

up. Of the immense breadth of Wheat cut this year on the

early lands, how small a proportion was secured when

the rain set in, compared with what there might and

ought to have been. I have no doubt that there was a

scarcity of hands, that the farmers wanted soldiers, but

would it not have been better policy to have made sure

of what was fit than to spend time and labour in in-

creasing the quantity already down, adding so much to

the risk in case of bad weather ? Mind, I have nothing

to say against reaping-machines, only that of themselves r .
J 6

i
° *uJT« ~~«.Q..iQCo oo o thing but that golden colour which we so much like to see. Not

they are powerless, nay woraejihan powerless, as a "
n
\"&

h
°
ve thoslfields that are laid got this dark. leaden colour,

but those also that are yet erect have got much of the same un-

promising appearance. A few pieces of early Oats have been cut,

but at the present step general harvest will not be reached for

some 10 days. Oats are not so heavy as Wheat, but will, I doubt

not, yield a good return of superior grain. The quantity of Oats

this year grown will not be sufficient to meet the requirements of

the district. Barley is also a superior crop, but will be very

scarce from the small breadth sown. Turnips have been thriving

wonderfully; indeed the progress has been such that we question

whether, at this season, they ever looked better. So close are

they already in many fields that it would he difficult to tell in

which direction the drills run. There la a brisk demand

for Turnips, at fully previous prices, for wintering of hoggs.

A field of good Turnips will fetch from 51. to 71. per acre

for this purpose. The Potato disease has been at work

for some weeks, and the. fields are gradually blackening.

Even if the disease should not have visited us this season the

yield would have been under an average; but as it is, their

growth is prematurely stopped, and few of them will reach the

size of marketable Potatoes. Harvest people are by no means

scarce in this quarter, although wages are gradually looking up.

A few days ago, a farmer intimated that he wanted hands to cut

down a few acres of Oats, and, on the morning appointed a band

of nearly 100 appeared and offered their services, and speedily

the whole was into the stook.

West Sussex, Sept. 3.— Since our last report we have got

through the most important season of the year, amidst many
hopes and fears. Before the rain came there was not much
Wheat secured, and perhaps rather more than half of it was cut,

and as there were a good many of the shocks blown down and
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Seotember. Turnips have improved greatly, and now look like
J

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS on the MAN \GLMLNT
being a good crop on Turnip soils. Hay was never secured in and STOCKING of the AQUARIA, with every information,

better condition. In the Potato crop there are some cases of
,
By Shirley Hibbbbp. Price Is.

disease in the district; but it is by no means general, and the I -_ ^, ^
crop is good. Stock is doing well.

Wester Ross. Sept. 2.—The crops have made very slow pro-

gress for some weeks. The weather has been cold and showery,

and the sun's countenance has been pretty much a stranger to us.

Our Wheat is much laid, and laid iu all directions. The wind

has been blowing from all points of the compass, and showers

have been falling abundantly; and so twirled are some of our

heavier fields of Wheat that an on-looker would be apt to sup-

pose that they had been stooked. And besides the colour is any-

BY
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security against bad weather. They will cut down an

immense space in a little time, but unless the quantity

so cut is harvested in as little a time, which ot course

implies a proportionate increase of manual labour, of

what advantage is their boasted expedition ? I am glad

to see the subject of Locusts as cattle food attracting the

public attention. The hard stone-like seeds mentioned

by Mr. Easton are certainly an objection, as tending to

injure the teeth of the animals eating the pods, but if

desirable in other respects, especially as to price, I have

considerable faith in the ingenuity of our agricultural

machinists to devise ways and means of overcoming

greater difficulties than this. S. Taylor, Gloucester,

% 25.

Boyddl's Steam Locomotive.— Both « G. P. S." and
1 R- S. N." in a late Paper fall into the same error

of taking movements round the axle as the fulcrum

instead of the bottom of the wheel when it rests on the

ground ; such being the fact, all their reasonings fall

to the ground as fallacious. Again, I was hardly pre-

pared to find that any of your readers did not know
that the velocity of the top of the wheel was
double that of the bottom. [The bottom of a wheel

i

rolling alon<r the crmtind is stationary 1 Lastly, there and as there were a good many ot uie suocks mown u«« u .uu
nng along the giound is stationary. j Lasu), lueie

more^ than
.

f standingt some few sheaves soon began to
is nothing new in the proposition that a force applied to °

prout but stiU there is not so much of this as to do much harm
;

toe top of the wheel will balance double that force - —* l- ' *:K,~ :" •*-

applied at the axle. The new proposition to which I

referred is the saving of space which the motor force

gains by translation when thus applied to the top of the

*M. W. B.
Circular Tillage.—Some people once started off in

jpest of the philosopher's stone : they did not find that,
bu
J
.in the search they stumbled upon certain pebbles,

^ch laid the foundation for sciences most useful to

^ankind. Others went off in search of the " Elixir
Vl

.

t»;" they did not find that, but they advanced the
8c»ence of medicine, which has served to alleviate the

we should hardly think enough to make it perceptible in the

bread as most of the sprouted corns blow away in the

dressing. There is not much difference between what was

cut and what was not, as much of the latter was laid pre-

viously, and of course was more or less sprouted. But by dress-

ing a little harder we shall get a good quantity of fair

quality. Barley has suffered most, especially that which was

cut before the rain ; it is altogether unfit for the maltster and what

was not cut is very much damaged, so that we shall have the

quality very various, and Barley fit for malting dear, while for

feeding purposes it will be in good supply; and the consequence

mav he that fat pigs will command less money. As the Oat

crop does not grow so rapidly there is not much harm done to it;

the chief loss is by shaking out, as they have had to be turned

so often, and the rain made them tender. The Potato disease,

COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY
• II ELY & WARING, Managers, 2%. Oxford Street. London.

. STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from

2d.: and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from itf.

per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes r

under 10 by 8, IS*. 6d.; above, 16*. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases. 34s. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. Sd. per

foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. each. MILK PANS,
21*. per dozen. H ELY'S HAND CHURN, 55. 6d.; WARINGS
BUTTER SLABS, 10*. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,.

Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium 10a. each.—Catalogues free.

CLASS FOR "CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

nETLEY and CO. are supplying 16-oz. Sheet Glass

of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 100-

square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash.

A reduction made on 1000 feet.

Sizes.—Inches. Inches.

Under 6 by 4

From 6 by 4 „ 7 „ 5
7 „ 5 „ 8 „ 6

8 „ 6 „ 10 „ 8
10 „ 8 „ 12 „ 9
Larger size*, not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 3d. to o^d. per square foot, according to size.

21 oz. „ 84A to 5d. „ ,1 11

26 oz. .. 3Arf. to 7$d. „ tt M n
PATENT BOUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, anJ

PATENT PLATE GLASS for Horticultural purposes, at

reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,

either in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

Propagating Glasses, Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass

Milk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not

hitherto manufactured in Glasa.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate

price of this superior article should cause it to supersede all

other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. N»
alteration connected with the sash is required.

GLASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation of

every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure.

Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half.

List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

James Hetlt- y & Co., 35. Soho Square, London.

Per foot. Per 10 feet,

at 1M. is £0 12 6

id. „ 16 8
1\-l. „ 18 !
%kd. „ 1 10

1 2 11

tt

»»

n
't

'2'-td
t>

naino » j '
. . .. rm. *. which seemed for several weeks to be confined to the tops, now

£*«ri pangfl of Buffering humanity. Others went S~JJ5S Stootetea Rml extent; hat are. with, few

C
T perpetual motion ; however they did not discover bad ones there i 3 the prospect of a fair crop, so that altogether if

^hat they were immediately in search of, but they the quality is not all that we could wish the^^"Siter^Uy advanced the knowledge of mechanics Some- £ ĥ»fc^1 at hke the above cases will this problem of steam- besJ or(Jer
'

and there wm be uo want of dry corn for the millers.

^ ovation prove. It will disappoint expectation, for it The rains have done good to the Turnip crops where they had

I me work for man, it will enable man to do tne

Jjrk « Some years ago I started in search of steam
a?e

; my expectation (like that of most other persons)
this

: 1 shall find out some plan whereby we can

apo
with°ut men or horses, and thus remove an

lon^
ently

.
neavy tox uPon bread production. After

g 'avestigation, it now remains for me to lay before

diaJv J
8 °f the Agricultural Gazette what I have

t&OMhf 1

At first» acting on the principle that small
"""Qls lead to an easier digestion, I will embody the

f0rm J*

f my agricultural or field investigation in the

that
? Propositions, with the distinct understanding

kiven *-

&
\\

doctr
*

in€8 will be exemplified in a steam-

fceansf
ge machine

- *• That tUlaSe is one of the

P*o<tar
field_Practice, and that, therefore, it is life

practiced
2

' That on this account the farmer'

s field

eQce 3 n?ers from aU other business arts in exist-

t&aterial'
there is no analogy between the dead

^terkl .
manufacture in the homestead and the live

coorjfc*:.
111 the field. 4. Hence it follows that that

^y be u
roceeding which is right in the homestead

P^tice •

°
f

ng ia the field
*

5 * ^hat our PreseQt fie,d

^r of h /0unded in a mistake, based on an original

Jer
P*tuat rfu

eUt
'
and that^ error is and has been

ea trough a misconception of the real object

used there is seldom much fear of a crop : some have spent extra

labour this year enough to have supplied them with abundance of

it, and they would have now had the satisfaction of looking at a

good crop instead of naked fields. Our work will now be getung

Eye, Vetches, and Trifolium sown on the \\ heat stubbles I

have always preferred ploughing for Trifolium, more for the

sake of being better prepared for the succeeding crop of Turnips;

hut as it does not do nearly so well as when harrowed in upon the

Wheat stubble we must give up ploughing. G. S.

EDSTEADS, BEDDING, AND FURNITURE.—
WILLIAM S. BURTON'S Stock on Show of Iron and

Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots stands unrivalled either

for extent, beautv of design, or moderateness of prices. He also

supplies Bedding and Bed Hangings of guaranteed quality and

workmanship. Common Iron Bedsteads, from 16*.; J
or**w

?
Folding Bedsteads, from 125. 6d.: Patent Iron Bedsteads fitted

with dovetail joints and patent sacking, from 17s.; and Cots from

20*. each. Handsome Ornamental Iron and Brass Bedsteada, ia

great variety, from 21. 7s. 6d. to 15?. 15s.

A Half-tester Patent Iron Bedstead, 3 feet wide, with

Bedding, &c, complete-

Bedstead
Chintz furniture •• —
Paillasse, wool mattress, bolster, and pillow ...

A pair of cotton sheets, three blankets, and a

coloured counterpane . -• • ••

£1 4
17

1 13

1 5

6
O
O

£1 19 e

Notices to Correspondents.

North Lancashire Society: F R S. We must refer to the

columns of our Newspaper for a report of the speech of Lord

Stanlev Some of the points to which his lordship referred

have often been and will again be discussed in the Agricultural

SaS'ot'Shokt-horxs : Correspondent The principal featnre to

r. Sainsbury's sale last week was the d.spoU two bull of

T^ifF^r^SS^"; somewhat unseasonable subject,

but w J may mention the main points on which the correspond-

ent of the -Journal of the Society of Arts" depends
;

are-th ck

seeding and sowing common Turnip along with the hwedes,the

former b.ing preferred by the fly. .

Ebbatuk. Thl words " Turnip seeds
1

in A«"™*> J°?
e

°T arniD
seeds, August 30, by Messrs. Hardy, should be read- Turnip

seeds in Australia,"' &c.

A double Bedstead, ?arae — ••• £6 15 &

If without Half-tester and Furniture—

Single bed, complete J? *J ^
Double bed, complete ... .« ••• -„?rr

°
r T

J
. .-

BATHS AND TOILETTE WARE.—WILLIAM
S BURTON has ONE LARGE SHOW ROOM devoted

exclusively VoSto» display of BATHS and TOILETTE WARE
T^ie stock of each is at once the largest, newest, and most varied

ever submitted to the Public, and marked at prices proportionate

tith those that have tended to make this establishment the most

dVst noshed in this country. Portable Showers, 7, M. ;
Pillar

Showers 3?. to K. ; Nursery, 15*. to 82*. ;
/ponging, 14.. to 32*.

Hi« fit to 31* 6d A large assortment of Gas Furnace, Hot and

£o?d Plun'e Vapour, and Camp Shower Baths Toilette Ware

hn great variety,W 15*. 6i. to 45*. the set of three

The late additions to these extensive premises (already by far

the largest in Europe), are of such a character that the entire of

FIGHT HOUSES is devoted to the display of the most magnifi-

cent stock ofGENERAL HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including

Cutler^Nickel Silver, Plated Goods Baths. Brushes, Turnery,

Lamps Gaseliers, Iron and Brass Bedsteads Bedding and Bed-

na^&'esL so arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms as to

afford to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goous

that cannot be hoped for elsewhere.

Illustrated Catalogues sent (per post) free.

39, Oxford Street; 1. Ia, 2, and 3, ^ewmaa Street ; 4, 5, and €,

Perry's Place. Established 1820.
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c STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
^ • 61 Gracechurch Street, London Manufacturer of Iron

KtttAIm Fencing. Ac, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers

SaSSXTS Warming Buildings of every description by

Hot Water.- Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

oHN WARNER and SONS,
«/ Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN

ENGINE,
With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-

commended, for

durability and
low price, viz.,

21. 195., to hold

10 gallons.

Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals., 24
gals., & 35 gals.

May be obtain-

ed of any Iron-
monger or
Plumber in

town or coun-
try, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, as also Machinery of all kinds

for raising Water from any depth to any height by Steam,

Horse, or Manual Power, Prices sent on application. Syringes

of various constructions and sizes from 9s. upwards. Metallic

String from &d. to Is. 3d. per lb.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES X LIGHTS

FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & LEMON BOXES & LIGHTS,

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any

length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft,6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to

100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and

Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,

glued «ith st.mt sheet glass, painted Ibor Haras, complete, ready

lor immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to

all parts of the kingdom.—References may be had to the Nobility,

Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

C0TTAM

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

A SHOW E00M DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Oarden Vases

M »wing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks

Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

Hurdles
Garden Chairs

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.

AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

IT. GREENS NEW INVENTION IN LAWN MOWING AND
ROLLING MACHINES,

SOLE MANUFACTURER, IRON AND WIRE WORKS, NORTH STREET, LEEDS.

REGISTERED JULY 24, 1855.-No. 3739.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE MACHINES supersede all others by having
a small Wheel in front of the Grass Box, consequently will mow verges and round flower beds,

without any change of Wheels, or adding the old fashioned Roller, as in others ; will also cut either

wet or dry, and by the simple adjustment of a thumb screw, in front, can be raised or lowered to cut

the Grass any length required ; and having two Rollers behind, and a small one in front, they roll the

width they cut; they will turn in very little room, and cut at the same time. All the working parts

made much stronger than the old machines. The bottom Blades are so constructed that they cannot

tear up the ground ; they are only drawn, and not pushed and drawn as in other machines,

consequently do not require half the power to work them. The three first sizes can be worked by
one person with ease; the two latter with a pony or donkey.

13 inches
£5 5

L I

16 inches

ST OF PRICES (NET CASH):-
20 inches 24 inches 28 inches

£7 £8 £10 10£6

A quantity of Machines of other kinds at Half the usual prices.

WARNER'S 4Vnich IMPROVED LIQUID
VV MANURE PUMP,

with Ball Valve, fitted with

14 inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrought iron

Straps for screwing on to

any ordinary Water-butt or

Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
50s.

lWnch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,

3s. Gd. per foot.

1$ Gutta Percha Suction,

Is. 2d. per foot.

\K7ARNER'6 PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
V\ DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel.

2$ in. short 1 ft. 7 in. ( Fitted for lead, *\

gutta percha,

or cast iron
flanged pipe,

as required,

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2

3

3J
4

H

n

ft

ft

M
M

long 3

ditto 3
ditto 3
ditto 3

1?

tt

n
11

3

6

6
6

n

ft

ff

T1

£
1

1

2
2
3

8. d.

10

14

80
12
3

14

15

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired

under the stage. <

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER axd SONS,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden

Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

BURGESS and KEY, Agricultural Engineers,

Patentees and Manufacturers of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's First Prize Reaping Machine, Sole Proprietors of

Anthony's Patent American Churn, and Kase's Farm Fire

Kngine and Garden Pump, Wholesale and Retail Agents for

Parkes' celebrated Steel Digging Forks, General Agents for the

sale of all kinds of Agricultural Machinery. — Warehonse

95, Newgate Street, London ; Factory, Brentwood.

Hlustrated Catalogues sent on receipt of 6 postage stamps,

lW

Testimonialfrom Joshua Major, Esq., Landscape Gardener, Knostrop.

To Mb. Green, Leeds.—Sir, As I always appreciate public and useful improvements, I most gladly give my testimony to

your highly improved Mowing and Rolling Machine. The one sent for my inspection and trial (cutting a breadth of 24 inches) was

drawn on flat ground with ease by one person, and although at the time of trial the lawn was wet, it was cut with the greatest

nicety So complete and simple is the invention, that amateur gentlemen, and even ladies, may work either the 16 or 20-inch size

with ease and pleasure, providing the Grass is not too long. For extensive places I should say the 24 inches would

be most suitable; for even in undulating ground two persons may work it; but in flower gardens, when beds, &c., are crowded,

either of the smaller sizes would be best. I congratulate you on your very valuable invention, which in my opinion, entirely

surpasses, and must eventually supersede all others, for it is not only free from intricacyand easy to the workman, but extremely ex-

peditious in its operations, and consequently must prove a great saving in the management of Grass lawns, and a great boon to

the public.—I am, Sir, your mostobedient servant, Joshua Major.

Other Testimonials may be had on application to the Manufacturer.
The above Machines are warranted to answer the purpose as described, or may be returned, and may be had

of all principal Ironmongers, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen in England ; also/Mr. Charles Garrood, Superinten-

dent of Agricultural Department, Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS i DRAINING TOOLS-

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. PibHS

Wholesale Agents for England, have always n stoc

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now
"J ^

upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers memWrs ^
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them tcid* ^
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least M P

,
pgoe

Price Lists sent free on application., and Illustrate-* ^p,
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postal

103, Newgate Street London.

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS,

AND OTHERS. .. ,

ROBINSON'S PATENT BARLEY, for »»wj

-Li superior BARLEY WATER in 15 minutes, has ^^
obtained the patronage of her Majesty and ™?

t

?"'
miava\t1'

but has become of general use to every'class c» 1

flr pU
re.

and is acknowledged to stand unrivalled as an e
harpr^

nutritious, and light food for Infants and Invalids
,^
m

Ue0t for

for making a delicious Custard Pudding, and exce

thickening Broths or Soups. ^ j.e$rs

ROBINSON'S PATENT GROATS, for mow ^?ro9tion
«J

have been h-ld in constant and increas.ng publ.^ ^
the purest farm* of the Oat, and as the test ar«nm

for*i

preparation for making a pure and ^ate GRL b b
^

a light and nutritious supper for the aged tt a P v ^tg.
for colds and influenza, is of genera ^use in

«£J t fo0d »
and, alternately with the Patent Barley, is an esc

Infants and Children. E & Co-

Prepared only by the Patentees,^^^{born,^
Purveyors to the Queen 64, Rtd_L,®n .^

t

J
e
.
l'

d otbers in^
Sold by all respectable *"£^™«F«%*£« Canisters>

and Country, in packets of 6d. and Is.
,
ana *w »

2s., 55., and 10s. each.
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WAPPIN'S ELECTRO-SILVER PLATE.—
Messrs. Mappix's celebrated Manufactures in ELECTRO-

PLATE, comprising Tea and Coffee Services, Side-dishes,
Spoons and Forks, and all articles usually made in silver, can
iinw be obtained from their London Warehouse, No. 67, King
William Street, City, where the largest stock in London may be
setn.—Manufactory, Queen's Cutlery Works, Sheffield.
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»>- -shire' Street,

respectfully to announc* that they have succeeded in perfecting
an EIGHT-DAY WATCH, for which patents have been
obtained in Englind, France, Belgium and Holland. These
Bound English Watches, which do not exceed in size and price
the ordinary watches now in use, require to be wound up onlv
once a week with three turns of the key, instead of every day
wih six or seven turns, thus greatly diminishing the wear upon
the works. Warranted to go correctly. An inspection is solicited
Silver Levers, four holes jewelled, from 61. 16s.: Gold Levers'
four boles jewelled, from 16 guineas. '

^0 CHARGE fob STAMPIN'G^RMsTCRESfs
Xi INITIALS, &c, on paper and envelopes, at LOCKWOOD'S
well-known establishment, 75, New Bond Street. Good cream-
Uid Note paper, five quires for 9d.; Thick ditto, five quires Is •

Albert and Queen's sizes, five quires for 6d., 9d.. and 1*. ; Enve-
lopes. 3d. to Is 6d. per hundred

; Foolscap paper, Is. 6rf. per ream •

Copybooks, 2s. 6d. per dozen. Card Plate engraved, 2s. 6d ; 100
Cards printed, 2s. 6d. Mourning Stationery equally cheap Wed-
iimg Orders promptly executed. A large variety of Writing and
Dressing cases, Envelope boxes, Blotting books, Inkstands,
Oold Pens, Church Services, &c. Copy address, Lockwood's
75, New Bond S treet. Country orders for 20.*. sent carriage free.

A CLEAR COM P~L~E X I O N.
~

GODFREY'S EXTRACT OF ELDER FLOWER
V* is strongly recommended for Softening, Improving Beau-
tlfying. and Preserving the Skin, and giving it a blooming and
charming appearance. It will completely remove Tan, Sunburn
Redness, 4c, and by its Balsamic and Healing qualities render
the skin soft, pliable, and free from dryness, &c, clear it from
every humour, pimple, or eruption, and by continuing its use ! T? O R 'I' H K TMfKKVlT op a tt p c » r> , v"o Ionly a short time the skin will become and continue soft and ' Jh m,,™ ,

HFI1 01 bUtt ERING;
smooth, and the complexion perfectly clear and beautiful In ' ^- v.

31f NI1 * •—A retired Gentleman having cured himselt

about elac! *" Gafden Rt ,he back "nfining altogetbel
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]_I EAL and SON'S NEW CATALOGUE contains
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S ° f

I
50 diff*- r*nt articles of BED-RO«>Mt LBN II LRL, as well as of 100 Bedsteads, and prices of evervdescription of Bedding. Sent Free by Post

'

llK.AL A Son Bedstead, Bedding, and Bed-room FurnitureManufacturers, 196, Tottenham Court Road.
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E
t f?
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'
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vH?s A , k ^u 'H " """ li "*d Established more than »years.-Apply T. Hkwlrtt. Down Cottar near Amherst Arms,
kner Church.
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TOURISTS AND TRAVELLERS
LXrOSED TO THE SCORCHIXO RATS OF THE SUX, AND nEATED

PARTICLES OF DUST, WILL FIND
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with Deafness
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of the

cure
of the same on receipt of a stamped envelope properly directed-Address, Rev J. Johnstone, 1, Park Terrace, Heavitree!Exeter. Devonshire.
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SAPCOTE FIELDS, NEAR HINCKLEY.
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ed LEICESTER 8HEEP, descended from the far-famed

8, and some
nold in conse-
—Catalogues,
»n application

; or of Mr.

'•irtar, and imparts to the Gums a healthy firmness, and to the
nreatn a grateful sweetness and purity.—Sold by A. Rowland
« oo.vs, 20, Hatton Garden, London, and bv Chemists and
' entailers.

YOU WANT LUXUItlAiNT HAIR
tptaI

V
-

IISKERS
' &C.-ROSALIE COUPELLE'S CRINU-ikiak is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustachios, &c, in

*iew weeks, and restore the Hair in baldness from whatever
«use, strengthen it when weak, prevent its falling off, and
«nectually check greyness in all its stages. For the nursery it is
recommended by upwards of 100 Physicians, for promoting a fine,

v Sihl •
° hair

»
and averting baldness in after years. Sold

«£!!
tl

i.

emists
.
Price 2s., or sent post free on receipt of 24 penny
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inrough_u8ing i 1 1 have an excellent moustache."
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^neations are both full and detailed, differing from anythin-
wtterto attempted All persons wishing to " know themselves,"w any Jflend in whom they are interested, must send a specimen
«tteir wnting, stating sex and age, inclosing thirteen penny
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^ Strand. London, and 80, Maiden Lane,
and f If '

D7 A - Stampa, Constantinople; A. Gumicv, Smyrna;
__Z_f±- >ln iR. Malta.
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*«I8SIan
C0NSI 'MPTI°W» BBOKCHITIS, ASTHMA, GOUT, RHF.U-

R,CKETR ,

ATICA
'
DlABFTES

.
DISKASKS OF THE SKIN, XKURALGIA,

«Caotr,^l
XPA!rriLE WA8TISO, OEKKRAL DEBILITY, AND ALL'ULOTJS AFFECTIOWS.

coapr.PTS.

Its ,t,Hd 'n& distinctive characters are :

•^E PBESFRVATIOX OF ACTIVE A!TD ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLES.
E}iTl

IJ,VARIABLE PURITY AND UNIFORM STRENGTH.

Rai>
FBEED°M Ff0M nauseou8 FLAVOUR AND AFTER-TASTE.

0pi
lD CURATIVE EFFECTS, AND CONSEQUENT ECONOMY.

«n to the Torquay Hospital for Consumption, Author of
" I have*

fcss,l? fi n" Pulmonary Tubercle," &c. &c.
C«d Liver on 7sitHtion in saying that I generally prefer vour
agber bet

Tbe fo|Iowing reasons:— I have found it to
TB°8E p.I?.8 W1TH THE DIGESTIVE ORGANS, ESPECIALLY

,
SURRLY,

lKIS are in-

i as above, on
pital G REEN-

and 1-Light Boxes; a useful
Cart. Harness ; also 1000

_ „ . - , o i* ^ • « 40 Camellias, about 600
Hoopkb. Pull Mall East: and Grosvenor Street Lonoon scarlet Geraniums, Garden Pots, Ac— May be viewed prior

1)
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R R
U K EU T APARR'S LIFE PILLS?

Upon the answer to that question depends much that can
render life safe and agreeable.

It being now an admitted and incontestable fact, that they help
to make men vigorous and hearty, and promote longevity.

Considering the virtues and almost universal application of
this remedy, it is really doing a service to any friend to ask if he
takes them, because the few w!\o do not. really do themselves an
injustice. •. Ask for PARRS LIFE PILLS.

Sold by all respectable Chemists and Medicine Vendors in
town and Mtmtry, and by the following appointed Agents:—
B. Edwabds, 67, St. Paul's Churchyard.
Barclay & Sons. 95, Farringdon Street.
Sutton & Co., 10. Bow Churchyard.
Hannay & Co., 63, and Sanger. 150, Oxford S'reet. London.
In boxes, price ls.Ud., 2s. VJ. ; and in family packets, lis. each.

Protected and guaranteed in every country by the EnglishGovern-
ment stamp,which is affixed to each box of the genuinemedicine.

BLAIR'S GOUT AND RHEUMATIC PILLS.
—This preparation is one of the benefits which the science

of modern chemistry has conferred upon mankind ; for during the
first twenty years of the present century to speak of a cure for the
Gout was considered a romance ; but now the efficacy and safety
of this medicine is so fully demonstrated, by unsolicited testi- !

to the Sale. Catalogues had on the premises; of the principal
Seedsmen m London; and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery
L^yton8tone. Essex. ___^_
TO N09LEMEN, CFNTLEMEN, AND NURSEHYMENIMPORTANT SALE AT THE EAGSHOT NURSERY.

'

]\TR. J- C. STEVENS begs to announce that he has±1A received instructions from Messrs. 8tandish Ac Noble, who
are dissolving partnership, to Sell hy Auction at the Nurseries
Bagshot, Surrey, on the days mentioned below, a portion of their
Stock, which includes about—
700 specimens of the most choice and rare CONIFERS and

other Ornamental Plants.
250 BERBERIS JAPONICA, Beali and intermedia, all of

which proved themselves perfectly hardy (vide descrip-
tion—Jour. Hort. Soe„ vol. v., p. 20 ; and Paxton's " Flower
Garden," vol. i., p. 11).
PjEONIES, Fortune's new varieties; imported plants, and
now fine specimens.

1000 CEPIIALOTAXUS FORTUNE, from 6 in. to 3 ft This
ornamental plant has also proved itself superlatively
hardy. *

300 SKIMMIA JAPONICA.
1000

300

SIKKIM RHODODENDRONS, including Dalhoushe
Falconeri, fulgens. Egworthi, Thompsoni, &c. &c.

5000 (about) American Plants, including some of the choicest
HYBRID RHODODENDRONS and AZALEAS,

monials from persons in every rank of life, that public opinion 10,000 STANDARD ROSES and 5000 DWARFS, inchidine the

Tnrr™ DR - DE INCH'SIGHT BROWN COD LIVER
has

OIL,

proclaims this as one of the most important discoveries of the
present age.— Sold by Prout and Harsavt, 229, Strand, London

;

and all Medicine Vendors. Price Is. lid. and 2s. 9d m per box.

F HAMPTON'S PILL OF HEALTH.—The mani-
fold advantages to the heads of families from the possession

of a medicine of known efficacy, that maybe resorted to with
confidence, and used with success in cases of temporary sickness,
occurring in families more or less everyday, are so obvious to
all, that no question can be raised of its importance to every
housekeeper in the kingdom. For
excellent, removing all obstruction
very prevalent with tbe sex, depression of spirits, dulness of
sight, nervous affections, blotches, pimples, and sallownessof the
skin, and produce a healthy complexion.— Sold by Prout and
Harsant, 229, Strand, London; and all Vendors of Medicine.
Price Is. 1-irf. and 2s. 9d. per box,

*«VSE p.- ---« iar, uiu^iivt, UKUAW3, ivai*KClALLY IN
it8eidom c

WH° CONSlDER THEMSELVES TO BE BILIOUS:
111081

Pati*nf
USe(

!
na, ' s|i* or eructation: it is more palatable to

fitro*eer »««»
lhe

°ther kinds of Cod Liver 0il
5
U is

^ i ana consequently a smaller dose is sufficient."
Sold OXLY

^atrts,9i • -
m ^^ Half-pints, 2s. 6d.; Pints, 4*. 0i.

;

^
nd SiKn at,,!!f

Sl ed and la^"ed with Dr. De Jongu's Sump

^^ou:^?j!>RD & CO., sole British Conine
5 and by man

lees, 77, Strand.
7 r spectable Chemists and Druggists.

fARM BUlLOlfViCS X D ^ ELLiNC-HOUSE.
PERSONS DESIROUS of CONTRACTING for

the ERECTION ofeither or all ofthe following WORKS for
the. Earl of Essex may see the Plans and Specifications at the
Office of Mr. Humbert, Land Agent & Surveyor, Watford, Herts.

1. Farm Buildings at Rayne Hal!, in the parish of Rayne,
near Brain tree, Essex.

2. Farm Buildings at Porter's Hall, In the parish of Stcbbing.
near Dunraow, Essex.

3. A Dwelling House at Walkern Park, in the parish of
Walkern, near Stevenage, Herts.

All tenders must be delivered to Mr. Humbert on or before
the 23d day of September, on which day, at noon, they will be
opened at his Office. The Advertiser does not bind himself to
accept the lowest or either of the tenders.

PLAN AND ESTIMATE FOR CEMETERY.

THE BURIAL BOARD for the Parish of Saffron
Walden, in the County of Essex, are desirous of receiving

PLANS and ESTIMATES for Laying out and Planting their
New Cemetery. The Ground contains about 6 acres, a Plan of
which may be seen and further information obtained at my office.

The party whose Plan is approved will be paid the sum of Five
Guineas; and such Plan to be the property ot the Board. The Plans
and Estimates must be delivered at the Office of the Clerk to the
Board on or before Monday September 22d. inst.

Pimkon Jons KntG. Clerk to tbe Board.
Saffron Walden, September 6.

established favourites Jules Margotin, General Jacque-
minot, Gloire de Dijon, Madame Edouard Ory, and all the
newest and best introductions, together with a great variety
of other hardy ornamental Plants.

The Plants in Pots and the American Plants will be sold on
MONDAY, October 13, and four following days, and the Roses
aud other Plants on MONDAY, November 17, and four following
days.
The Stock will be on public view 10 days before each Sale

s, the distressing headache w " ?^t g^7'
and °f Mr-

J
' C '

Stevens, 38, King Street,

Approved bills at three months' date will be taken of purchasers
from 501. tolOOJ., and at six months' date of purchasers above 100Z.
The Sunningdale Station on the South Western Railway is

within about two miles of the N ursery.

IN BA NK RUPTCY,
The Remaining Portion of the Stock in Trade of Messes.

Dawk, Cottrell, and Fkntt : . SEED Merchants.

MESSRS. PRICE and CLARK will Sell by Auction
on the premises, Lawrence Ponntney Lane, Cannon Street,

City, on TUESDAY, Sepr. 16, at 11 o'clock for 12, by order of
the assignees, 7 Tons of GA&DEN SEED8; 50 Quarters of
PEA SEED, including Warner's True Conqueror. W v>dford
and Flack's Victory, Redmans Imperials, and others; 300 bushel*
of various GRASSES, 400 Sacks and Bags, Counting House
Fixtures and Implements in trade, &c—Catalogues* may be
had at the various fceed shops; and of the Auctioneers, 4S,
Chantry Lane.

M
TO PifvE AND CRAPE CROWfcRS.

R. GARCIA has received instructions from
Mr. Watson to Sell by Auction on TUESDAY, September

16. at 1 o'clock precisely, on the premi-es. Vine Gardens, Ealing
Lane, Ealing. Middlesex, a very superior >tock of FRUITING
and SUCCESSION PINES, warranted clean and very healthy,
and consisting of all the leading kinds in cultivation. Also a
large quantity nf VINES in pots laised from eyes, from 6 to 10
feet Irish, and true to name. Some FIGS in pots; and some
excellent PEACH TREES, in tvfts; also 50 very handsome
specimens of MELO CACTI just arrived from the Island of
Penang; and a small collection of ORCHIDS. Now on view.

—

Catalogues may he had by applying as above; or at Mr. Gar-
crA*s Offices, 71, Regent Street, London.
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Second Edition, with Additions, price 5s. 6d. cloth, free by post, 5s. 10d.,

ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY:
THEIR HISTORY AND MANAGEMENT.

By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A.

Domestic Fowl in general

The Guinea Fowl
The Spanish Fowl
The Speckled Dorkings
The Cochin China Fowl
The Malay Fowl
The Pheasant Malay Fowl
The Game Fowl

THE BIRDS TREATED 01" ARE—
The White China Goose
The Tame Duck

The Mute Swan
The Canada Goose
The Egyptian or Cape Goose

The Musk Duck
The Grey China Goose
The White Fronted or Laugh-

The Domestic Goose
The Bernicle Goose
The Brent Goose
The Turkey
The Pea Fowl [burgh Fowls
The Golden and Silver Ham-

The Cuckoo Fowl
The Blue Dun Fowl
The Lark-crested Fowl
The Poland Fowl
Bantam Fowls
The Ruin piesa Fowl
The Silk and Negro Fowls

The Frizzled or Friesland FowlsThe Wigeon [ing Goose

ine uame r uwi The Teal, and its congeners
,

- It will be found a useful and intelligent guide to the ^try-keeper; wlnle the lively and often amusing manner in which it is

Published by JAMES MATTHEWS, at the Office of the Gardeners' CfMsiaE m^oriottubal Gazette,

h. Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden ; and may be ordered of any Bookselle-

.

Invaluable to those who have Gardens, Poultry, or Bees.

A NEW VOLUME Wl IN OCTOBER
A SPECIMEN NUMBER FREE FOR FOUR STAMPS.

THE COTTAGE GAEDENHOSDPODLTRT CHRONICLE,

GARDENING. Price 3d.

BEE-KEEPING. P

FARMING. Price 3d.

GREENHOUSES. Price 6d.

The fcur above-named free by post for Is. 6d.

COTTAGE GARDENER OFFICE, 20. PATERNOSTER ROW; AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.

BRICK MAKING.

A PAMPHLET, containing the two PAPERS to

which the Society of Arts awarded their Silver Medal,

forwarded on receipt of 14 postage stamps.

Humphrey Chamberlain, Kempsey, near Worcester.

WORKS
-
PUBL1SHEDBY BLACKIE & SON.

MORTON'S CYCLOPEDIA of AGRICULTURE ;

Practical and Scientific, in which the Theory, the Art, and

the Business of Farming, in all their departments, are thoroughly

and practically treated. By upwards of Fifty of the most eminent

Farmers, Land Agents, and Scientific Men of the day. Edited

by John C. Morton. With above 1800 Illustrations on Wood
and Steel. Two Vols., super-royal 8vo, 31. 15s.

THE AGRICULTURIST'S CALCULATOR: A
Series of Tables for Land Measuring, Draining, Manuring,

Planting, Weight of Hay and Cattle by Measurement, Building,

&c. Adapted to the use of all engaged in Agriculture or the

Management of Landed Property. Bound, 95.

in.

HOW TO CHOOSE A GOOD MILK COW : A
description of all the Marks by which the Milking Qoall-

ties of Cows may be ascertaiued. By J. H. Maune. With a

Supplement on the Dairy Cattle of Britain. By John Haxton.

Cloth, 35.

THE FARMER'S GUIDE : A Treatise on the Dis-

eases of Horses and Black Cattle ; with Instructions for the

Management of Breeding Mares and Cows. By James "V\ ebb,

"Veterinary Surgeon. Cloth, 35. 6d.

SMITH'S ESSAY ON COTTAGES : An Essay on

the Construction of Cottages, for which the Premium was

voted by the Highland Society of Scotland. With forking

Plans, Specifications, Details, and Estimates. By G. Smith,

Architect, Edinburgh. Cloth, 45.

EURAL ARCHITECTURE: A Series of Designs

for Ornamental Cottages and Villas. Exemplified in Plans,

Elevations, Sections, and Details. With Descriptions. By John

White, Architect. In One Vol., imperial 4to, cloth, 465.; half

morocco, 50s.
VII.

T AND-MEASURER'S READY RECKONER:
I a Rein* Tables for ascertaining at sight the Contents of any

Field or Piece of Land. By Neil M'Culloch. Third Edition.

2
'bSib & Son, Warwick Square, City, London ;

and Glasgow

and Edinburgh. .

NEW EDITION OF HAWKER ON SHOOTING.

The Tenth Edition, corrected, enlarged, and improved, with

Portrait, numerous Plates, and Woodcuts, price One Guinea,

INSTRUCTIONS to YOUNG SPORTSMEN, in all

1 that relates to GUNS and SHOOTING. By the late Lieut.-

Col. P. Hawker. Revised and corrected by his Son.

London : Loncman, Brown. Green, Longmans, & Roberts.
~~

OUT-OF-DOORS DRAWINGS.

Just published, in post 8vo, price 35. 6d. cloth,

APHORISMS ON DRAWING. By the Rev. S. C.

Malan, M.A. of Balliol College, Oxford; Vicar of Broad-

windsor, Dorset. m _•„

Loudon : Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Robebts.

OROFESSOR LIND LEY'S INTRODUCTION TO
X BOTANY, 4th Edition, with Corrections and Additions,

now readv, in 2 vols. 8vo, with Six Copper Plates and numerous

Wood Engravings. Price 24s. cloth.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts.

F R U I
U R E

T
T CULT
Price Is., No. I.,

HE STRAW B ERR Y.—By G. M'Ewen.

"The work is handsomely got up. * • There is not a better

treatise on the Strawberry in our language. -Cottage Gardener.

"Air M'Ewen is one of our most intelligent cultivators

and"trite as the subject is, has knownhow to give it practical in-

terest:'— Gardeners
7 Chronicle.

" Mr. M'Ewen has been long favourably known to the publ c,

both by his position and by his extraordinary success m the

culture of fruits. * * We expected a good book and we are by

no means disappointed. * » It deserves high commendation. -

"
C

A valuable contribution to practical gardening. * * Invaluable

to amateurs."—The Florist.
« Intenselv practical. In 1855 Mr. M'Ewen was the most suc-

cessful exhibitor that came under our notice, and his victories

were gained in a war of giants. His style is pithy and concise,

just such as is adapted for the present rapid age when men have

not time to wade through great volumes, which, thongn the

authors may have some half-dozen consonants appended to their

names, have no claims to be heard as based on successful practice.

Here Mr. M'Ewen is triumphant."—Scottish Gardener.

"We are not over and above enamoured with treatises,

because in most cases they are mere repetitions of what the

grower has read. But Mr. M'Ewen has trodden a new path. it

will be found useful to the grower of a few plants and beyond

price or praise to those who grow and force them on a large

scale. It is the most practical and useful book on the subject,

and they who possess it may burn all other books about tne

Strawberry."—Midland Florist.

"The only practical work on the subject. It will be useful to

the most accomplished gardener. The hints on forcing are

valuable."— Glenny, in Lloyd's.

London : Groomb&idge <& Sons, and sold by all Booksellers.

NEW AND ENLARCED EDITION OF DR. LINDLEY'S
THEORY OF HORTICULTURE.

Just Published, in 8vo, with 98 Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth,

THE THEORY and PRACTICE of HORTICUL-
1- TUBE: or, an Attempt to explain the chief Operations of

Gardening upon Physiological Grounds: being the Second

Edition of the " Theorv of Horticulture," much enlarged. By
Jons Lindley, Ph.D., F.R.S., Corresponding Member of the

Institute, Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Professor

of Botany in University College. London, &c. -.««,*
" The First Edition of this valuable work was issued in 1S40,

since which time it has had an extensive circulation, and has

been translated into the German, Dutch, and even Russian lan-

guages. Being more particularly restricted to principles, how-

ever the author at length resolved to render the work more

generally interesting and useful by a more frequent reference to

practical operations. He has thus greatly extended the matter,

bv supporting the physiological doctrines with an appeal to facts

familiar to cultivators, or which ought to be ; and the result is a

still more interesting and popular compendium of the principles

and practice, or the science and art, of horticulture."—Builder.

* This is a Second Edition of the " Theory of Horticulture,

with the addition of a large quantity of practical matter, intro-

duced to show how entirely scientific principles and good cultiva-

tion correspond. The volume contains about four times as much

matter as the first edition .... Although very large additions

are made to every chapter, while many passages in the first

edition have been wholly struck out, it may be proper to say that

the greatest changes are those which relate to vitality, climate,

domestication, ventilation, propagation, pruning, resting, and

soils and manures ; such being the subjects in which practical

men are most interested. The whole work has, indeed, assumed

such a form as to make it evident that the great object of the

author has been, not to produce a work suited to men of science,

but one which everv well informed gardener may understand

and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious index

of matter, there is no difficulty in ascertaining where any given

subject is treated of"—Gardeners' Chronicle.

By the same Author,

INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. 4th Edition,

greatly enlarged ; with 6 Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings.

Two vols. 8vo, 24s. ***,„«.
* * It has been the Author's wish to bring every subject that

he 'has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state m
which it is found at the present day. In doing so, he has added

so verv considerable a quantity of new matter, especially

in what relates to Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, that

the present Edition may be considered, in those respects, a

new work.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

On the4th of October, No. I. price 2d., and on the 1st of Novem-

ber, Part I. price 10d., of

THE NATIONAL MAGAZINE, a new Illustrated

Periodical of Literature, Art, Science, Social Progress, and

Family Life. Edited by John Saunders and Westland

Marston. Contents of No. I.:— #*«L»«-.i
The Salutation, by Sir C. Eastlakk, President of the Royal

Academy, engraved on Wood, in the highest style of the art

The Stereoscope, by Sir David Brewster, k.u., *.«.».,

being the first of a Series of Papers on Popular Science.

Alfred Tennyson, a Portrait, by Mavall, engraved by

Henry Linton. .^ I**----.
The Family Mystery, a Tale, by Wilkie Collins.

With other important Papers and Engravings.

A detailed Prospectus, with specimen of the Engravings, can

be obtained from all Booksellers; or, post free from the Office,

25, Essex Street, London.

This day is published, price 6s.,

MISCELLANIE S.—Vol. III. By W. M.
THACKERAY—Contains : The Memoirs of Barry

Lyndon—A Legend of the Rhine—Rebecca and Rowena—

A

Little Dinner at Tiinmins's—The Bedford-Row Conspiracy.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

This daVis published, price 9s., handsomely bound in clothT*

ri^HE FIRST VOLUME OF THE POPULAR
-L HISTORY OF ENGLAND, by CHARLES KNIGHT
(from the Invasion of Caesar to the end of the reign of Edward

the Third), illustrated with eight Steel Engravings and numerous

Woodcuts.
Bradduby & Evans, 1 1, Bouverie Street «

This day is published, price 10s. cloth,

VOL II. OF THE CYCLOPAEDIA OF
BIOGRAPHY, or THIRD DIVISION of the ENGLISH

CYCLOPAEDIA, conducted by Charles Knight. This Work
will form a complete Biographical Dictionary—not only pre-

senting a large body of information on the personal history of

distinguished men, brought down almost to the day of publica-

tion but will also include all living men of any degree of celebrity.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

OCHOOL BOTANY ; or, THE RUDIMENTS OF
O BOTANICAL SCIENCE.

400 Illustrations. Svo. Price 5s. 6d. half bound.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

Just published, price 5s.

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA. Parts VI. and VII., com-

pleting the First Volume, containing Oncidium, Calanthe,

Limatodis, and Geodorum.

J. Matthews. 5. Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden .

Price Is. 6dn free by post Is. Id.

T ABELS FOR THE HERBARIUM,
JLi CONSISTING OF THE NAMES OF THE

CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERS,
OF

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S "VEGETABLE KINGDOM." *

So printed in large tvpe, that they can be cut out and pasted

into The Herbarium.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5s. 6d.,

free bv post, 5s. lOd.,

RURAL CHEMISTRY.
Bv Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.

Honorarv Member ofthe Royal Agricultural Society of England,

Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London,

Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon. E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary

at Addiscombe,&c, &c.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street. Covent Garden .

Price 3d. each, or 5s. foi 25 copies for distribution among Cottage

Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post-office order

being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office ot

the Gardener's Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the

country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for

one Btamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, m addition

to the cost of the numbers.

T*HE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
JL OPERATIONS. By Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle. Upwards o;

109,000 have already been sold.

J. Matthews, 5. Upper Wellington Street. Covent Garden.

THE GERANIUM AND ITS CULTURE.

Now readv, price 6d., or post free from the Author, 8d.,

THE PELARGONIUM ; or PRACTICAL OBSER-
VATIONS ON ITS CULTIVATION: containing much

useful information tor amateur growers of this popular flower.

By John Dobson, Woodlands Nursery, Islewortn.

London : Hamilton, Adams, & Co. ; and all Booksellers. _

THE following VALUABLE WORKS are to be

sold together or separately, and to avoid unnecessary trouble,

the lowest price is affixed to each :

—

... . ..
CURTIS'S BOTANICAL MAGAZINE, 53 Vols., half bound

in calf, in 32, with Index in boards ; and 5 Vols, of Numbers id

continuation. Price 35*. _.
COTTAGE GARDENER, complete to Apnl ISoG; 11 vols.,

bound in cloth, and 2 Vols, in Numbers. Price 5L 5s.

SOWERBY'S ENGLISH BOTANY, half bound in russia,

BRITISH ESSAYIST, calf marbled; 45 Vols., with Copious

Index. Price 51. 5s. ,, r .
1,_ lin(,

May be seen at Messrs. Beck, Henderson, & Child S Counting

House. 11. Adelphi Terrace. London.

NEW AND CHOICE BOOKS.
A LL the best NEW WORKS may be had without

A delay from MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, by every

Subscriber of One Guinea per annum Thepreference U given

to Works of History, Biography, Religion p
£

llos^y '

aD

Travel. The best Works of Fiction are also freely addea

Literary Institutions and Book Societies supplied on liberal

terms. Prospectuses may be obtained on^PP ĉa^ fc London;
Charles Edward Mudie, 510, New Oxiord street, ^«

and 76, Cross Street, Manchester.

E PARTICULAR to "Address at Full Length,

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON,
2, Duke Street, Southwark, . y

OPPOSITE THE BRIGHTON RAIL^-i-
MARQUEES. TENTS, and RICK CLOTHS.^

TERMINATION OF T HE WAR
1 AUTUMNAL FETES.-BENJAMIN EDGINGTON »

prepared a large assortment of Tents for Peace Kgo
J*

capable of accommodating from 100 to 2000 P^ons M«J^
for Horticultural Societies, Fetes, Cricket Clubs Ac"^
second-hand, for Sale or Hire. A great variety of lenw

on the premises. . -^ boarded
TEMPORARY ROOMS of any dimensions and wiu

itD

floors, on Hire, for Dancing, Dinners, and *«W» "etf.

conveyance and attendance to any distance, » /jqu !
L, TH

BE PARTICULAR to ADDRESS at FULL LENU
.

-«^MIN EDGINGTON. 2, DLKE STRLLi
,

=>

RK, OPPOSITEjrHE_BRIGHTON_RAi^I^-

B

BENJA
WARK

A
Dressing Cases, Work Boxes, Wi ting Casw^

depart*?"'

and other articles of utility or ^J^^^ribles. Taoto

for Papier Mache" Manufactures and Bagatelle i

a

sliip
-

Cutleii, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste,

PlDg °^S££$&» cbargeda^UJh^^^

Print* by W««« »^?ilLW^.^^?^SiS
I, BBDEEICE MUtim tTAHi. Of INO

;
,*l ^ MiddleBeX K"^ClVf

the Pari8b.of St. PjjncrM^ and in tn - Whitetnar»
;
m tn

their Office in Lombard ^Vh -m at tbVOfflce, No. 5, U PPe
.
r
oi/t0«intf
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 21, Regent Street.
—An Ordinary Meeting of this Society will be held on

TUESDAY, September 23, at 4 p.m., for the election of new-
Fellows. No other business will be transacted.—By order of the
Council, Wm. B. Booth, Librarian.
September 13.

COUTH LONDON SOCIETY OF~~AMATEUR
O FLORISTS.—THE FIFTH FLOWER SHOW of the
above Society for this season will be held at the Cricket Ground,
Lower Kennington Lane, Xewington Butts, on THURSDAY,
September 25, when Prizes will be awarded to the following pro-
ductions, viz., Dahlias including Fancy varieties, Verbenas,
Seedlings, &c. Admission to Non-Members from 3 till 7 o'Clock
at 6d. each. List of Prizes and the Rules of the Exhibition may
be obtained from John Busiiell, Honorary Secretary pro tem*\
Lower Kennington Lane.

XTORTH LONDON FLORICU LTURAL
±2 SOCIETY'S GRAND EXHIBITION OF DAHLIAS,
VERBENAS,FUCHSIAS, and MISCELLANEOUS PLANTS,
cpeu to alt England, will be held in Myddelton Hall, Upper
Street, Islington, on TUESDAY, September 23; within 15
minutes of Shoreditch, London Bridge, Waterloo, and King's
Cross stations. All collections must be in the Hall by 10 o'Clock.
Admission to the Public from 1 o'Clock until 7, Is. A Vocal and
Instrumental Entertainment from 3 o'Clock until the close. For
further particulars apply to Georgk Smith, Honorary Secretary,
Hornsey Road, Islington.

W I L L I A M B A R R A T T,
VY LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved
principles.

M An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shrubs,
Evergreens, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING REVIVED AS AN ART.
MR.THOROLD, of Thorpe Bower, near Norwich,

continues to OFFER his SERVICES to ladies and
irentlemen in Laying out or re-arranging their Gardens and
Pleasure-grounds on correct principles of taste, in any style, or
combination of styles, suitable to the requirements of all kinds of
residences, upon any scal« f and in most cases to produce imme-
diate effect. Mr. T. can give ample references as to his success.

NOTI C E.

MESSRS. STANDISH and NOBLE, in reply to

numerous inquiries, beg to say that BUSINESS is carried
OR at their Establishment as usual. The Sale advertised to take
place at their Nursery will comprise only a small portion of the
Stock, and will not in any way interfere with the execution of
their orders.—The Nurseries, Bagshot, Sept. 13.

RAIL^^Y^URsIeRIES, WATFORD.—Noble-
men, Gentlemen, &c.

f
can be well supplied with every

description of NURSERY STOCK of the finest quality and on
the most reasonable terms by E. R. Greenus, at the above esta-

blishment. Three minutes' walk from Watford Station.

b^TlTs a m s.

Fand A. SMITH be£ to invite the Public to an in-
• spection of their BALSAMS (put aside for Seed) for

w^ich they obtained the Silver Medal at the July Show at the
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park.

Colours:—Blush, pink, white, scarlet, purple crimson, scarlet
fl**e, purple flake, scarlet-mottled, crimson flake, crimson
bizarre, scarlet bizarre, crimson maculated, and crimson mottled.
-Omnibuses from Gracechurch Street, City, and Oxford Street,
to Crystal Palace, Dulwich, passing within five minutes' walk
ev*ry hoar.

N
FOR PRESENTEW SEED JUST

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS,
TR1FOLIUM INCARNATUM,
PERENNIAL WHITE CLOVER,
PERMANENT PASTURE GRASS SEEDS.

Sutton & Sons. Seed Growers, Reading.

CRAPE VINES

SOWING.
HARVESTED.

MUSTARD,
RAPE,
COW GRASS,

IN POTS.
JOHN WEEKS and Co., King's Etoftd, Chelsea, can

now supply Grape Vines struck from eyes in very fine

condition, strong and healthy, for Planting or Forcing in Pots, all

the best approved sorts.

Horticultural Establishment, King's Road, Chelsea.

C'HlT Y S A N T M E M~U~ M .
TTfOOD and INGRAM beg to offer fine Plants of
• ™ the above, both Large Flowering and Pompone varieties,

at from 6s. to 9*. per doz.— Huntin gdon Nurseries.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA.
XTJOOD and INGRAM have a very fine strain of
1 1 the above, which they are now selling in Is. packets, post

free.—Nurseries, Huntingdon.

LILIES,rj UEUNSEY and BELLADONNA
^ * 45. per dozen.
Fine flowering Bulbs can be supplied during September by

B. Page & Co., Seed Merchants, Southampton.
Price to the Trade upon application*

HO L L Y H O C K~ SEE O.
~

CHATER and SON offer the above saved from their

best flowers, in packets, 200 seeds, Is. 6d.; or 18 varieties,

separate packets named. 55.

BOURBON ROSE (GLOIRE DE ROSAMINE), strong
flowe ring plants in 48 pots, 1 0*. per doz.— Nurseries, Haverhill

.

DOUBLE ROMAN and PAPER WHITE NAR-
CISSUS, 4f. per dozen.—The above Bulbs, the former of

which is so justly esteemed for its early blooming and excessive
fragrance, and the latter for its purity and elegance, have just

arrived, and may be obtained at A. Cobbett's Italian and Foreign
Warehouse, 18, Pall M all , near Waterloo Place, London,

E SALTER and SON, of Strawberry Nursery, Old
• Brompton, beg to inform the Public that they have a few

more of their DEFIANCE SCARLET STOCKS left yet, winch
have gained the Prize Twice. Sent carriage free within 50 miles

of London at 105. per hundred ; this is the last week of sending

out on account of their size.—Orders payable at Brompton ,

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet
j

containing 100 Seeds, Is. ; sent post free, Is. 2d. Calceo-

1

laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias,

Geraniums, and other choice Seeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue
on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36

varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.
Wm. Cullixofobp, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

NEW EARLY WINTER TARE, recommended by
practical Agriculturists for producing an abundant crop full

10 days earlier than any other variety yet introduced. Orders

received for a limited quantity at 15s. per bushel.

Address Mr. H. Raynbird, Basingstoke.

SEED WHEAT FR<3lM THE CHALK.

MR. H. RAYNBIRD, Basingstoke, can supply
Talavera, Chidham, Browick Red, Nursery, and other

approved kinds of Wheat, selected and prepared for seed at

market prices.

Fine new Tares, Rye, Winter Oats and Barley for sowing for

spring food. Samples sent on application.

INE PLANTS.—Clean healthy plants may be had
of the best sorts at from Is. to 10s. each.— Inquire of R.

Nkwmax. New Inn. Steadham. Midhursr.

TRAWBERRY PLANTS. — Cuthili/s three

sorts, sure and great bearers. See former Advertisements.

Also his three Pamphlets. New Cucumbers, &c.

James Cuthill, Denmark Hill, Camberwell, London.

"BEST FLAVOURED STRAWStRKY NOW OUT IS

ARRATT'S MAGNUM-BONUM. Good Plants,

MB A L S A M S .

R. J. MILNER, Gardener to G. W. Tireman,
Esq., of Loftus Hall, near' Redoar, Yorkshire, is now

s**idin|r out his magnificent collection of BALSAM SEED, as
Overused In the Gardeners' Chronicle of July 19, 1856.

Terms
: Nine packets, assorted colours, 2s.; one over on three

t0 the trade.

N,R
€ K jg respectfnlly requested that all orders to receive

attention be accompanied by postage stamps or Post-office order
o^Redcar. ~
pINE HERBACEOUS PHLOXES, blooming from

June till November, of the most varied and beautiful colours,

Si? 12 t0 30 inche9 hi£h*
som

t
e sorts excellent for bedding.

Jtrong PUnt*. from 6s.
f
ds^ to 125. per dozen; or for bedding

lL to 31 per 100.

BiacHAM & Warp, Hedenham Rosery, Bungay, Suffolk.
R.& W. also will dispose of a few packets of Seed, carefully

jetted from the best named varieties, at 55. per packet.

Tn CHRYSANTHEMUMS, ETC.
#J

~*»^ CLARK having a large quantity of fine strone

T At>JT*
iy and hpalthy plants of all the leading varieties of both

"for *t
E and P°UPONE CHRYSANTHEMUMS, is enabled to

do»I
at from 6*- to 9*- Per dozen ;

smaller plants at 45. per

FnnK' ^ lsn fine bIo°niing plants of Epiphyllum truncation,

and 5°. Jac <*uin5 fl°r*» and Pninsettia pulcherrima, at 25. 6rf.

^ **.$*. eacbv All the new* Petunias and Verbenas at 5?. per

£3 7*. 6d. per 100. Wm. Barratt's New List of Strawberries

can be bad on application —St. John's Nursery. Wakefield.

SUPERB NEW STRAWBERRIES.
WILLIAM J. NICHOLSON is now prepared to

send out fine laid Runners of all the new and most of the

older varieties of Strawberries, comprising about 40 of the very

best English, French, and Belgian sorts. Prices and particulars

on application to the Grower, William J. Nicholson, Eggles-

cliffe, near Yarm, Yorkshire.

TRAWBERRIES. — Underbill's excellent Straw-

berry SIR HARRY, warranted true, strong well rooted

plants, (with a ball of earth to each if cesired), price 40s. per

100, or 6*. per dozen
;
price to the Trade per 1000 may bo had

on application. Also all other sorts worth cultivation now ready.

—Apply to R. S.Yates, St. AnnTajquare, Manchester.—Sept. 13

NEW STRAWBERRIES.—First on the list is

_ KITLEY'S CAROLINA SUPERBA. A Post-office order

for 21s. will secure 100 good strong Plants of this very excellent

Seedling, basket included, or 3s. 6J.per dozen, free by post.

N.B. S«e the report of the Pomolopcal Society in this Paper of

July 19; and also in the Calendar of Operations, July 26.

James Kitley, Lyncombe "Vale Nursery, Bath.

s

DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, fe&, 238,

% * High Hoiborn, London, have now published their compre-
hensive CATALOGUE OP DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS,
the twenty first Autumnal Serifs, which will be. forwarded
jree of charge &x\<\ post-paid to ALL PAMV OF tub world, upon
application. The Bulbs are as usual off rst-rate quality.

Jakes Cartkr & Co., Seedsmen, &c .238. High Holborn, London.

DUTCH BULBS.
I TENRY MAY intimates that he has received his

annual supply of the nhovn in fine condition, direct from
Holland, and beg* to offer tbem m below:

—

12 tine named double or single Hyacinths, at 6-«.

12 line mixed do. do, for borders, at 3s.;

And all other Bulbs equally cheap.

Hevry May. The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale. Yorkshire.

DUTCH BULBS, ETC.

VL
71LLIAM CUTBUSH and SON beg to intimate

* that their FIRST IMPORTATION of the above have
arrived in excellent condition. DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUES, which contain tlu;ir celebrated system of culture, can be

obtained free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, near London.

DUTCH BULBS.

R PARKER begs to inform his friends and
• patrons that he has received hi- annual importation of

HYACINTHS and other 15 LLPS, and is pleased to say that

they are particularly tine in quality this season. A priced and
descriptive Catalogue is now ready, and will be forwarded post

free upon application. A remittance or reference to accompany
all orders trom unknown correspondents.— Paradise Nursery,

Hornsey, and Seven Sisters Road, Holloway, London.

R"
bTkEMPTON, Seedsman and Florist, 22, Wig-

• more Street, Cavendish Square, bus the honour to inform

his patrons and the public that Ms CATALOGUE of DUTCH
FLOWER BULBS, eta, la now published, and can be had on

application. R. B K. was 15 years with the late Mr. James
Carter, of High Holborn.

UTCH HYACINTHS, C HOCUS, &c. f
of the first

size, and quality, can be supplied by Chari.es Southby,

High Street, Ctapbam, «t prices as low as any house in the

kingdom. See his Descriptive priced List; to be bad free on

application.

HYACINTHS AND OTHER DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

nPHB Subscriber respectfully intimates the arrival of

i his DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS in fine condition. The
Bulbs are large and sound. Early orders solicited. Descriptive

priced Catalogue! tree on application.

Charles Alexander, Nurseryman and Seedsman, 30, West
Register Street, Edinburgh.

.

HYACINTHS A<mD OTHER DUTCH BULBS.

TM1E SUBSCRIBER begs to announce the arrival of

his DUTCH and other ROOTS, in very fine condition,

Catalogues of which can be had, or forwarded free on application.

Choice SEEDS for present Sowing, warranted.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, saved by Mr. John
Hayes, very splendid, per packet

—

'is. 6d.

CALCEOLARIA, from the best marked varieties ... Is. 0d.

CINERARIA, very fine, 50 sorts, mixed 1

ANTIRRHINUM, spotted varieties, very beautiful, Qd. and Is.

W. Dawe (late Dawe. Cottrell, & Benham), Seedsman, Ac,
36. Moorgate Street, London. -

. .

AP' ICED CATALOGUE OF PLANTS, including

1 vRE and HARDY CONIFERS, HARDY ORXA-
ME> \L SURURS and CLIMBERS, GREENHOUSE
PLAsTS, AZALEAS, ERICAS, EPACRIS, CAMELLIAS,
GERANIUMS. CARNATIONS, P1COTEES and PINKS,
HOLL HOCKS, PHLOXES, CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, Ac. &c—Cultivated and

Sold by Youeli. & Co.. Royal Nursery, Yarmouth, Norfolk, is

now ready, and will be forwarded on application.
>

CATALOGUES.
ASS and BROWN'S No8. I. ami IX. CATA-
LOGUES for 1S56-57 are now ready and supplied on

application. . • nnrna
No I. contains th^ir large and superb collection of BULBS

and FLOWER ROOTS, which ar» th s seagon Tery one

;

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, CONIFERS, HARD\ ORNA-
MENTAL SHRUBS, ROSES, FRUITS, &c.

No. II. contains their choice collections of GERANIUMS.
AZALEA INDICA, CINERARIAS, STO\E and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, Ac.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
14 best Pompones of last season, handsome and bushy,

for strong bloom ...

20 best Pompones of previous date

2 J best large flowering '<f ditto ...

Sudbury, Suffolk.

AZALEA I N D I C A.

B

• •# 14s. Od.
It
12

uozea.
Belle Vue Nv.rsery, Cheltenham.

I E S.N EW STKAWBERR
GEO. TOYNE and SON are now prepared to send

out well roc fed plants of the new and distinct varieties—

PRINCE OF V'ALES, equal to the British Queen, and a

better bearer. 3?. ptV 100, 2L for 50, lLf-r 25.

TOYNE'S IMPROVED BLACK PRINCE, a better bearer

and much larger than the Black Prince already out. This is the

best Strawberry for market. 50s. per 100, 305. for 50, 15s. for 25.

BRITISH QUEENS, in 32 pots, for forcing. 51. per 100,

2L10*. for 50, 30*. for 25.

KEENS' SEEDLING, in 43 pots. 3?. per 100.

Post-office Orders to be made payable at Hounslow.^

Svdney Nursery .Kins's Anns Road, Hounslow.— hent.ld.

J
TVER Y \\d SON, Nurserymen, Ac., Dorking and

. F tte, be* to say that their DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOG I f all the newest an-l most approved varieties of the

AZALEA may be had in exchange for one postage stamp.—

Dorking:, S-pf. 13. ,

FERN CATALOGUE.
ROBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE (24pageB) of his Collecti-m of BRITISH and

FOREIGN FERNS, can now be bad post free for six stamps.

GratU to all prevt« purchasers.—Nursery, Foot'a Cray, Kent.

RTFS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE AN^U
bow to pamly.se, and render them iiiimoveabb^flytlie

f
h there hn hundreds, so that they mdj

tilon£
shovel and finally drowned. The effect w'4jra

to paralyse > will be 3\d. Materials c«WJt
town and villa-e. The above astnnndm3*rt'«j|rt

for eight post atompu to any address byFi.-ja^tM*

!

Kfngatan*, London. Established 1847. OuSJipni

ieavt firat it desired.

up,
.*>-

f

th* cart;V\
t\'., every-
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DUTCH AND CAPE FLOWERING BULBS.

JAMES CARTER CO. 9 Seedsmen,
238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON,

&c,

R^r^^S.Se™Tft°Bm^rtfKSS^ IMPORTED DUTCH BULBS, which they are glad to say are offirst-rate qualify, as mual. Their comor,
, lhfa

BULBS, the twenty-first Autumnal series, will be forwarded free of cltarge, and postpaid* ALL PARTS OF THE WORLDTSUWORLD, upon

JAMES CARTER & SEEDSMEN, &c, 238, High Holborn

HORTICULTURAL

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKM.

I

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET. CHELSEA, LONDON.GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-
penence in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical
a iaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a
position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & O. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory
references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

J R PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
«J

• (late Stephensox & Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Corneal Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
iupply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
»or Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above.

II UT WAIEK APPARATUS, tor Heating Hot-
*--*- houses, Conservatories, public and private Buildings, and
ensuring Ventilation; improved Boilers, with self-acting regu-
lators; Hot-air, Drying, and Hydraulic Apparatus, manufactured
and erected by 8. S. Tayler. Battersea.

.

TTOT WATER PIPES (Cast Iron) at WHOL&.
i-A SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphons, Tee-Pipes. Coil-
Pipes, and every requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and
Saddle Boilers, 50/. each. Improved Soot Doors and Furnace
Doors, Builders' Castings, Pipes, and Gutters of every description
in stock at Mr. Lynch White's, Old Barge Iron Wharf. Upper
Ground Street, Blackfriars Bridge, London.

jjRUiNlNG—The GRECIAN PRUNING SAWS
*- are universally acknowledged to be the best for every

description of Pruning. They cut faster and cleaner than any
other, and do not bend or break. Price 2*. 6d., 3s., and 3s. 6d.
each.—Thomas Hill, late W. Coleman, Cutler, 4. Haymarket
London. '

GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF GALVANISED
WIRE NETTING.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by thk Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
•' Cutlery Works, Sheffield; and 67, King William Street,
London, where the largest stock of Cutlery in the world is kept.

Drawings forwarded by post.

PAXTON WORKS. SHEFFIELD.

BE PARTICULAR to Address at Full Length*
BENJAMIN EDGINGTON,

2, Duke Street, Southwark,
OPPOSITE THE BRIGHTON RAILWAY.

MARQUEES, TENTS, and RICK CLOTHS.
BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,

AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

T> ARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,
*-' in consequence of improvements in their machinery for
the manufacrure of the above article, have been enabled to make
M MIM II k MM 1 ^ * * »flgreat reduction in the prices.
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Q AYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-U ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and
PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-
ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.
47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-
man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
and trench Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

S. & C. begalso to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes,
Rakes, Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.

Established 173S.

\VARN JRS' SWING WATER-BARROW
(To Hold Thirty Galloks)

Will save much of the gardener's time and labour. May be
obtained of auv Ironmonger for 31. S*.

'T'HESE FITTINGS will be found to possess all

* the latest and most important improvements, and are ot

the best manufacture. All kinds of Stable Furniture in stock

Iron Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, Tomb Railings, &c. New Illus-

trated Catalogues forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.

James Barton, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford Street, London.

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet),
at proportionate prices, if the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lowrer, it will reduce the prices one-fonrth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 8Jrf. per yard, 3 feet wide

:

"alvanued Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 2d. per
square toot.

Delivered free of expense in London. Peterborough. Hull, or
Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle
and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &c.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post.

i.

'/. 'i

/

Brass Syringes, 9*. to 18*.

Also a great variety of effective Machiues for Hydraulic pur-
poses, and to supply Gardens, Hothouses, Cottages. Farms,
Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every requisite connected
with the conveyance and distribution of Liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories. Lawns. &c.

PARKcS'STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Pabkes

Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now xn use v

upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members ottne

Koyal Agricultural Societv, who pronounce them to be the kw
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per ceni.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Hlustrated Catalogue

of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamp*.

103, Newgate Street London.
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M
New and Beautifitl Hardy Coniferous Tree. -

|

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA.
ESSRS WATERER and GODFREY have much
pleasure in offering the above fine plant raised from seed

gent home by Mr. W. Murray, who in describing it In connection

with other rare Pines, such as nobilis, grandis, Jeffrey!, Ben-
ihanmna, &c., says, " It was the handsomest tree in the whole
expedition. It grows about 100 feet high and 2 feet in diameter;

the foliage is most delicate and graceful, the branches bend up-
wards at the end like a Spruce and hang down at the tip like an
ostrich feather, the top shoots droop like a Deodar, and the
timber is good, clear, and workable." Seedling plants will be sent

out in August upon the following terms, and orders executed
Ktrictly in rotation. One plant 21s. ; six plants, 41. 10s.; 12 plants,

7/. 10s.—Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

NEW HARDY RHODODENDRONS.
TOHN WATERER begs to say that he is now
tJ prepared to execute orders for the undermentioned RHODO-
DENDRONS in good strong established plants.

RHODODENDRON JOHN WATERER; colour intense crim-
son with dark spots ; immense truss of bloom and fine foliage

;

21s. each.

RHODODENDRON MRS. JOHN WATERER; bright rosy
crimson, dark spots, fine conical truss and excellent habit;
21s. each.

RHODODENDRON LADY ELEANOR CATHCART; ver-
niilion crimson with a distinct blotch of chocolate spots' very
rigorous grower; 10s. 6d. each.

'

$&* We recommend these varieties as being far superior to
anything of the kind before offered, and as being perfectly hardy,
in proof of which their blooming season is not till from the 10th
to the end of the month of June.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey; near the Sunning-

dale Station ofWaterloo, Wokingham, and Reading Railway.

ROYAL
BERKSHIRE £

SEED
ESTABLISHMENT.

O UTTON and SONS have just received a very uniqueO Collection of Hyacinths, Anemones, Jonquils, Cro-
cuses, and numerous other Bulbous Flower Roots, direct
from one of the most cehbrated Florists in Haarlem.

Prices very moderate. Lists gratis, and post free.

D U T C O O T S.

OETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the* Queen, &c, beg leave to intimate to their Customers and
the Public the arrival of a very fine selection of FLOWER
ROOTS in excellent condition, and thev respectfully solicit early
orders for the same. Catalogues may be had free on application.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

• •
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Rhododendron Mrs. Dargan
„ Earl of Burlington
,. Lord Bolingbroke

Begonia picta

„ cinnabarina
„ hybrida

Dianthus albo nigricans
Cupressus Lawsoniana

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON'S NEW
BULB CATALOGUE is now published, and may be had

post free on application. In addition to an unequalled selection
of Bulbs it contains revised and priced lists of GERANIUMd
and CINERARIAS. The new plate of 5 choice Geraniums
(amongst which are Mrs. Story's new white flowering varieties,
the best in cultivation) can be had post free for 12 Stamps.
The ADAIR STRAWBERRY—for particulars of this deli-

cious variety see Catalogue, or back numbers of this Paper.
Price 50s. per 100 Plants.

v

The following New Plants are now being sent out:—
Camellia Jenny Lind
Echites Houtteana
Azalea The Bride

do. Louis Napoleon
Rhododendron Countess of

Rosslyn
„ Duchess of Cleveland
-• Duke of Hamilton

Also their unrivalled seed of CALCEOLARIA, 1st quality,
5s. per jacket ; second ditto 2s. 6d. CINERARIA, best quality,
2s. 6d. do. Primula sinensis timbriata, 2s. 6d. do.
Parties wishing for their Spring List of 2000 Plants can have

the same forwarded post free on application.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.
HORTICULTURE.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.
10HN WEEKS and CO., King's Road, Chelsea.v This Horticultural Establishment is an unlimited source of
attraction.

The Collections of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
in all the various stages of growth and in endless variety, include
every novelty that is worth cultivating.
A large stock of GRAPE VINES, struck from eyes, very

8trong for Planting and Forcing in Pots.
FRUIT TREES and Shrubs of every kind.
THE SEED BUSINESS is conducted upon an extensive scale,

every article warranted true to its kind, and of genuine good

GARDEN TOOLS, and Horticultural Implements of every
n rP

tlnn
»
ftl1 the bes t make, no inferior article kept.

CAST-IRON VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great variety of
the most beautiful designs.

y
WIREWORK for all Ornamental Garden purposes.
the Nobility and Gentry are most respectfully invited to

visit this establishment, where Horticultural bcience in all its
oranches is in full operation, combining all modern improvements,w that a Lady or Gentleman can select whatever they may
require connected with Horticulture.
John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers.

?aJ
H
t
0USES

'
GREENHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES,

fORClNG PITS, &c. &c. all made of the best materials, sent
to any part of the country.
See our Illustrated Catalogues of all the various branches of

Horticulture; also Plans, Models, and Estimates, &c. &c.
. Johw Weeks & Co , King's Road, Chelsea.

UNEQUALLED NEW STRAWBERRY RIVAL QUEEN.pDWARD TILEY begs to announce to Strawberry
*~* growers and the public generally that he is now ready to
«jnd out strong well-rooted plants of the above unequalled new
j-eeaiiiig Strawberry, which has been grown and thoroughly
proved against more than 20 of the newest and choicest varieties
yet sent out.
Numerous persons when walking over E. T.'s Strawberry bedsand tasting the fruit of various kinds, have always been of

thi i? ?at theflav°urof this Strawberry has surpassed all that

mV»;
ever before tasted. The word was generally, " It is

bettPT^
UR
i

t0 that fine Strawbe"T the British Queen, if not
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ti,;
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n5 •
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0f 9' Maude '
Esc

> • Manor House, Bathampton: -"This
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d 8hou,d not hare known the difference except
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prove to be one of the b*8t varieties ever
** Quired Pub*«c for every purpose for which a Strawberry
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» ^ Florist, 14,

SEED WHEAT.
LRDY'S SELECTED, PROLIFIC, and
PROVED RED, 12*.; and SUPERIOR, TRUE,

EGYPTIAN, WHITE, MUMMY, 20s. per bushel. Bag, Is.;
sack, Is. 6d. Carriage paid to London. Post-office Orders must
accompany applications. References— J. J. Mechi, Esq., Tiptree
Hall; and Rev. G. Wilkins, Wix, Manningtree, Essex.
On receipt of 12 stamps and a full- sized stamped envelope,

addressed to any destination, will be sent by post Specimen ears
of each variety averaging above 1(0 grains ! Also of Barley, a
peculiar and prolific variety, containing double ordinary produce
of any other kind! A packet of this or the Wheat grains, to
plant 1 rod, for 12 stamps.

Also for another dozen stamDS or Is., " HARDY'S COM-
PETITION PRIZE ESSAY ON THE CULTIVATION OF
CORN," carefully revised for 1856-7.
Abraham Hardy & Son, Seed Growers, &c, Limbonrne

Brook and Knowle's Farms, Maldon, Essex.

/CHOICE SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.
^-^ Per packet

—

s. d.

CALCEOLARIA from very showy varieties care-
fully Impregnated

GERANIUM from firsr-rate Florist varieties ...

from the new showy French ditto ...

from first-rate fancy ditto

from Seen ted-Ieav <i ditto ..

from the finest new Rose,
"White, &c, of the Scarlet habit - „

A remittance in stamps or otherwise must accompany all
orders from unknown correspondents.

Johx Cattkll, Nurseries, Westerham. Kent.

IJOBERT PARKER begs to offer the following~of
-*- - which he possesses a large stock in strong and healthy
plants:— Per do«en

Exotic Orchids from 425.
Stove and greenhouse Ferns ...

Hardy do.
Selaginellas or Lycopodiuras ...

Geraniums, show and fancy varieties
Gynerium argenteum (Pampaa Grass) ... ^A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue is published, and will be

forwarded post free upon application. A remittance or reference
to accompany all orders from unknown correspondents.
Paradise Nnrsery, Hornsey, and Seven Sifter*' Road, Holloway.

AGE and CO., Seed M men ants and Growers,
Southampton, can now supply, carriage free on South-
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VIOLETS.O SHACKELL has proved by experien
*-*'• succeed well with Violets for the winter, eitht

VIOLETS.
ice that to

, _-ther in pots or
beds, it is requisite to remove them earlier than the time at
which he has offered them for sale in years past, so that they may
get established before the cold weather sets in. In speaking of
his beautiful Violet the RUSSIAN SUPERB, it needs no stronger
recommendation than to say that it is now many years since he
first sent it out, and he never had a fault found with it. Every
horticultural editor spoke in the highest terms of it.

Strong plants of ShackelTs Russian Superb ... 12s. per dozen.
Shackell's White Russian...
Perpetual Purple Tree Violet

White
Double White Violet
Neapolitan Violet ...

Old Russian, 10-«. per 100; or
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All the above are strong good plants. If the order be above

10s., hamper and package free.

Robekt Shackell, Florist, Locksbrook Nursery, Bath.

BULBOUS ROOTS, ETc!
A UGUSTE VAN GEEKT, Nurseryman, Ghent,a Belgium, begs to offer the following Bulbs, &c, of the best

quality, and all strong flowering roots. Will be readv to send out
in the course of the month.

Western

—

s
Prime New English Trifolium, perewt AGs. to 42

„ Dwarf Rape, per bushel 14
„ Karly Six Weeks 1

Stubble Turnip, per lb. ...

„ Chives' Orange Jelly ditto, per lb 1

„ Italian Rye-grass, per quarter 50 v
Permanent Pasture and Lawn Grasses equal to any house in

tke trade.— Vide Southampton " Public Lands/ 9

Page & Co. having long supplied the leading practical farmers
in Hants, Wilts, and Dorset, their establishment is worth the
attention of Gentlemen Agriculturists *h<» wish to buy at
strictly speaking market prices.—Ox ford Street, Southampton.

XT UGH LOW and CO. would call the attention ofA J- purchasers to their very lar^e and fine stock of the under-
named articles, all of which are in the best possible health, and
well worth inspection.

INDIAN AZALEAS, in different sizes and fine named varieties.
CAMELLIAS, with flower-buds of different sizes.
STANDARD SWEET BAYS, with straight stems and fine
shaped heads.

ORANGE TREES, of sorts and sizes, both with and without fruit.
JASMINUM GRANDIFLORUM; grafted plants full of flower

buds. This is one of the most fragrant winter blooming plants
in cultivation.

ERICAS and EPACRIS, strong flowering plants.
P1NUS BENTHAMIANA (true); certainly the handsomest and

hardiest of all the lonp leaved Conifers.
Clapton Nursery, London, Sept. 13.

TULIP CATALOGUE.
~

"

pHARLES TURNER begs to intimate that his
V-> TULIP CATALOGUE, with prices, is now ready, and can
be had on application.

A Catalogue of Geraniums (including Foster's, Hoyle's, and
Turner's new varieties), Fancy Geraniums, Cinerarias, &c, will
be ready in September.

Now ready, very choice CINERARIA, 2s. 6d. per packet.
very choice CALCEOLARIA, 2«. 6rf. ,,

Royal Nursery, Slough.

Per 100
Gladiolus Couranti fulgens 425.
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42
42
50
63
42
42

Fanny Rouget
fulgens aurea picta
Mdme. Coudert
Mdme. Herincq
M. Blouet
M. Gorgeon
Triomphe d'Enghien

(per 50) 30

The above are all splendid

Per 100

Lilinm lancifolium album 63s.

rubrum ... 80
punctatum

per doz. 36

spectabile ... 80
superbum per doz 10

Per 26
Gladiolus Aglae 30s.

Charles Rouillard ... 25

Comtesse de Bresson 30

Don Juan 25

Hector 25

M. Corbay 30

Couranti carneus ... 50

79
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varieties of Gandavense.

Per 100
Lilium aurantiacum perdoz.10*.

„ atrosanguineum ... 42
Cypripedium spectabile ...

per doz. 24
calceolus „ 9
pubescens „ 30
candidum .. 36

»»

Camellias with flower buds of good varieties, fine healthv plants,
61. per 100 and upwards; Azalea indica, do., do., 41. per 100 and
upwards.
Tree Paonia, 12 fine-named varieties for 365.; Laelia majaiis

845. per dozen. Strong plants.
'

JOHN WESTWOOD has now for sale fine health^
"* plants of the following for cash, viz. :—
ROSES.—Devoniensis, Safrano, Souvenir de la Malmaison

and Cliftoniensis, in 48-sized pots, at 125. per dozen, on their
own roots.

DEUTZIA. GRACILIS, in 48's, at 85. per dozen.
JASMINUM NUDIFLORUM. in 48's, at 6s. per dozen.
VARIEGATED GERANIUMS.—Flower of the Day and

Brilliant, at 3s. and 45.. and Daudy at 35. per dozen.
HELIOTROPES.—Florence Nightingale, John Cattell, and

Beauty of the Boudoir, at 55. per dozen.
PETUNIA IMPERIALIS (double white), at 65. per dozen in

48's. and 45. per dozen in 60's.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM RUBRUM, at 95. per dozen, good
strong bulbs.

PRIMULA FIMBRIATA SINENSIS, in 48's, at 75., and in
60' s, at 55. per dozen—a first-rate strain.
FAIRY ROSES.-Fine strong plants, in 48'*, at 85. ; smaller

but good plants, at 55. per dozen.
The true old RED CLOVE, at 3s. per dozen.
J. W. is also prepared to receive orders for the undermentioned

Bedding Geraniums, to be delivered in October next, at 45. per
dozen :

—

DIADEMATUMS COCCINEUM and ERUBESCENS.
WHITE, PINK, AND SALMON-FLOWERING KINDS.—

Kingsbury Pet, Skeltoni, Boule de Neige, Miss Emily Field,
Triomphe de Mont Rouge, Rose d'Arnour, Rubens, Rose of
Morn, Guelder Rose, Lucia Rosea, Princess Alice, Hydrangea-
florum. Rose of Morn,&c.
IVY-LEAVED.—White (true large white), pink, and scarlet-

flowering.

SCARLET AND CERISE.—Le Titien. Kossuth, Bishopstowe
Scarlet, King of Nepaul, Reidi, Conway's Royalist, Trentham
Rosy Scarlet, Trentham Gem, Masterpipcp, &c.
PENCILLED OR FANCY VARIETIES.-Delicatum, odo-

rarissimum punctatum, Lady Mary Fox, Sidonianum, Citna-
dorum majus. Duchess of Sutherland, &c. Also Cerise Unique,
Commander-in-Chief, Life Guardsman, and many other varieties]
at 3.5. per dozen.

N.B. A Catalogue will be shortly issued of J. W.'s stock of
Show, Fancy, and French Geraniums, and forwarded gratis to all

applicants. This stock is worth inspection, being the largest
and most varied in the world.

Floral Nursery, Acton Road. Turnham Green.

If the tide of Mormons now flowing with in-
creasing force towards the United States is to be
stopped, it is more likely to be influenced by a
knowledge of the difficulties such emigrants have
to encounter than by considerations of any other
nature. We therefore avail ourselves of a favour-
able opportunity for the purpose of pointing out the
true nature of the Salt Lake district, whither
Mormons are directing their steps, in the hope that
the perils which beset their path may deter some at
least from blindly rushing to destruction. Our in-
formation is derived from the narrative of M. Julius
Remy, a distinguished French naturalist, who
visited Utah last year, and whose statements are
not open to contradiction.

This traveller, with one companion, quitted San
Francisco on the 30th July, 1855. The early part
of their journey through what is called the Sierra
Nevada of California, was agreeable enough. There
the dense forests of Coniferous plants recalled the
Alps of Savoy ; in the meadows, on the rocks, every-
where, appeared a prodigious multitude of gay
flowers, which filled the air with their fragrance.
JEriogonums in endless variety gave a peculiar
feature to this vegetation. A Pyrola with variegated
leaves grew beneath the Fir trees, and rested on a
little forest of musk-scented Rubus. The highest
point they reached in these mountains was 9600 feet
according to the aneroid. A day, by Carson
Valley, took them into the plain, wheie they learned
the road to the Salt Lake. Hereabouts they found
the hottest springs known, the water indicating a
temperature of 82° Centigrade, or 179° Fahr.
Nevertheless even here vegetation maintained an
existence, Confervae flourishing in the almost
boiling fluid.

Here a total change came over the scene, and all

was desolate. The luxuriant vegetation, the en-
amelled meadows, the cooling shade, the limpid
streams disappeared. On the banks of the river
whose course they followed nothing better ap-
peared than stunted Willows and Poplars. Now
began the deserts : the soil was covered with a salt
crust, amidst which a few miserable bushes
(shrubby Chenopods) sprang up. The mountains
which formed a sort of frame to the horrid scene
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were themselves naked and barren ; the river

swarmed with serpents. At Ragtown, the first

place they reached, the water became so salt that

it was almost impossible to drink it. All aroand

the place lay the carcases of cattle. A day's rest

for their animals enabled the travellers to attempt

the passage of a desert for 40 miles. They started at

6 o'clock in the evening of Aug. 15, and by 6 in

the morning of the 16th they had struck the river

Humboldt, whose waters, at that point, they found

muddy, stinking, full of dead fish and soda, and

consequently undrinkable as well as unwholesome.

Great quantities of fishing birds and huge musk
rats abounded. The vegetation consisted of Grasses,

Sedges, Docks, &c. The great desert was at hand.

At this charming place the horses broke loose,

and one of the travellers had to follow them. The
first desert had again to be passed, but on foot,

without food or water ; and it was three days before

he returned with the cattle, having his nose broken

by a kick from one of the beasts, and being *almost

dead of a fever brought on by fatigue among the

burning sand. Deserts like this must be seen to be

appreciated ; without personal experience no one

can form an idea of the misery endured in such

places. The thermometer stood at 40° and 45°

Centigrade (104 and 113 Fahr.) at 2 p.m., and at

night rain fell in torrents. Such a position was
dangerous to the last degree. Remy himself was
attacked with fever ; and to add to his discomfort

his tent was surrounded by savage Indians and
still more savage whites, and his best mule died
" killed no doubt by the alkali." The big-tailed

foxes soon came down from the mountains and
devoured him.

For many a weary mile our travellers followed

the course of the Humboldt, a river that runs along

the bottom of an immense gulley, which prevents

it's being seen from the plain. In this gulley it i>

always necessary to encamp, in order to find pasture

for the cattle ; a great nuisance, because it brings

you immediately under the fire of Indians concealed

on the edge of the cliff. On the 22d August
M. Remy fell in with a body of emigrants, from

whom he heard of the murder of a Capt. Jones by
the Choctones, an Indian tribe into whose territory

he was about to enter. Notwithstanding the

assurance of the emigrants that he must inevitably

experience the same fate, he and his companion
persevered in their journey, travelling only by night

for a whole week, in order to escape the Indians,

who were on their track and occasionally sent some
arrows after them. Luckily R£my's companion was
well acquainted with the Indian habits, and to this

circumstance the little party undoubtedly owed
their lives. At last they reached a Mormon post,

the residence of a strange fellow named Peter Haws,
who to his other peculiarities added that of a belief

in the transmigration of souls.

With some trouble an Indian chief was here

found who agreed to guard the travellers as far as

the Salt Lake. Their way over mountains and plains

was indicated only by the compass. A little snow
fell, and one night after a heavy rain they found

themselves frozen in their blankets. The vegetation

now changed. Pines and Junipers appeared in

abundance, but of no height. One of these Junipers,

18 feet high, and about a foot in the diameter of its

trunk, was found to be 509 years old. At last they

came within 90 miles of the Salt Lake, at a hideous

region wholly desert, without a trace of man or

animal, and where the travellers were almost blinded

by the light reflected from the snow-white salted

soil. In two Hays they passed through this frightful

solitude ; and in a few days more, over a rather better

country, they reached Grantsville, a settlement still

40 miles south-east of the lake, after having been a

day and a half without any kind of provisions.

The lake itself is described as extending so far

into the mountains that it resembles a vast sea, and

seems to lose itself among them. Its waters are of

the deepest azure, and so dense that the human
body will not sink in them. Its edges, especially

on the north, are formed entirely of a deep bed of

the most beautiful salt.

Such is the way to Mormonland by way of

California ; from the Eastern states the dangers

we believe are greater and the road longer. If a

couple of strong experienced resolute travellers only

just succeeded in reaching it at the peril of their

lives, what must be the fate of old men, women,
and children, whose mere numbers enormously in-

crease the inevitable dangers of the journey ? Let us

hope that those who have influence over the

ignorant peasants believing in Joe Smith and his

successor Brigham Young, will make them ac-

quainted with the facts here related ; for when
nothing else will stop them in their mad career

a recital of dingers and hardships such as these

mav snatch at least a few of them from utter ruin.

The Suit Lake City itself is situated between the

river Jordan and the Wahsatch Mountains, against

which it rises like an amphitheatre. M. R£my and
his companion entered it on the 2oth of September,

after 58 days of hard travelling from Sacramento.

They found it unlike any other city in the world
;

it may be described as a vast assemblage of houses

rather than a town according to European ideas. The
streets are 40 yards wide, and run north and south,

or east and west. They are watered by streams

ingeniously brought from the neighbouring moun-
tains, and bordered by rows of Cotton-wood trees

(Willows). The diameter of the city is six miles.

With the exception of the palace of the Governor

the houses are all constructed of wood and plaster,

stand a little way off the street, and are surrounded

by a plantation. The Mormon Pope or president is

Mr. JBrigham Young, who is also Seer and High

priest. This worthy gentleman has 17 wives of

different ages ; the number of his children is un-

known ; all that the travellers could learn upon that

interesting subject was that nine were born in the

week they were there ; and that preparation was

made for the reception of 30 sultanas in his new
palace.

The Imperial and Central Horticultural Society

of Paris have just announced exhibitions of flowers,

fruits, and esculents to be held at their house,

No. 3, Quai Malaquais, Paris, on the following

days, viz :

—

11 and 25 September.

9 and 25 October.

13 and 27 November.
The objects of exhibition are to be new seedlings,

or snch as have not received piizes at previous

exhibitions ; they are to be delivered, carefully

named, before 9 o'clock in each morning and to be

removed the next day in the morning. Exhibitors,

visitors, and members of the Society are to have

admission on each day from 10 in the morning to

5 in the afternoon.

THE POTATO DISEASE.

It is now 11 years since I first directed

attention to this remarkable disease, and notwith-

standing all that has been written upon the

subject, and the numerous experiments that have

been made throughout the country with the view of

ascertaining whether some means could not be devised

to act as a preventative or arrest its progress, I

believe every plan and mode of treatment that f-kill or

science could suggest has been unattended with any

satisfactory result, and we are at the present moment
not only without a remedy against the inroad which

this mysterious visitor annually makes on our Potato

crops, but are even little better acquainted with its habits,

or the cause which produces it at a particular season of

the year, than we were at the time when it first made its

appearance. On this subject, as on every other of a

questionable nature, we have had opinions innumerable,

and almost as various as the personswho have given them.

Some have attributed its origin to the effects of soil,

—

over manuring, the attacks of aphides and other insects,

and even to degeneracy of the Potato itself; whilst not

a few with more probability, I think, have ascribed it to

atmospherical causes, arising from the electrical changes

that are continually taking place, producing a certain

condition in the air unfavourable to the health of the

plant, and occasioning such a check to its growth as to

bring on disease and hasten its decay. In so far as my
experience enables me to judge, I am inclined to believe

the atmospherical theory is the right one, and the

grounds for this conclusion will be found in the follow-

ing memoranda of the state of the weather both

before and after the appearance of the disease in

the west of England during a series of years from

1845 to 1853, which may probably interest some of the

readers of the Gardeners 1 Chronicle who have made
similar observations.

1845, August 13.—The disease first noticed among
some early frame Potatoes. The previous week was

sultry and very wet ; it then suddenly changed and

became sunny and warm. The brittleness and burnt

appearance of the leaves induced me to suppose it

was the effects of cold, although I could scarcely

bring myself to believe it was occasioned by frost so

early in the season. In a short time the disease spread

with great rapidity, stems, leaves, and roots being all

very much affected, especially the latter, many of them

being nothing but a pulpy mass emitting a most offensive

smell.

1846, July 4.—Symptoms of disease beginning to

appear. The latter part of June was wet and stormy,

and in exposed situations the leaves and stems of

Potatoes were much damaged by the wind. The early

part of July proved warm and dry. The injured

portions soon became affected with disease, and the

crop was found nearly as bad as in 1845.

1&47, July 17.—During the greater part of this

month the weather was remarkably dry and warm.

Much rain fell on the 1 Oth, between which day and

the 17th it was very close and sultry, with occasional

dense fogs. Disease very general, but considered not

quite so destructive as in the two preceding years.

1848, July 1.—Throughout the month of June the

weather wet and unseasonable, with little sunshine.

During Juty it was unusually warm and sultry. On
several days the thermometer stood at 80° and 82° and
on tl»e 15th it reached as high as 86°. The Potato crop
more affected than ever—three-fifths of the produce by
actual measurement being found wholly unfit for use.

1849, June 18.—The beginning of the month sultry

and wet, but warm and fine during the week before the

disease appeared. Coming as it did so early in the
season I began to think it perfectly useless to persist in

cultivating the Potato. Crop indifferent and mu«h
diseased. Besides the Potato, other plants such as

Heliotropes. Cucumbers, and Melons in frames, Cucum-
bers and Vegetable Marrow on ridges, as well as

Jerusalem Artichokes, were all seriously injured by this

disease.

1850, July 19.—Weather very fine both before and
after the disease was seen. The crop indifferent, b*t

the roots tolerably sound and apparently improved in

quality.

1851, July 1 3.—The disease just appearing. Weather
previous to this date very fine and seasonable, after-

wards warm and wet. The crop not so much injursd

this year as was expected from the haulm having been

destroyed rather early in the season.

1852, July 2.—Weather during June sunless and

wet, with occasional storms of wind. On a sudden

change to close sultry weather in July symptoms ef

disease were soon apparent, and as it spread most

rapidly great fears were entertained about the crop
;

the latter, however, was found to be rather better than

usual.

1853, July 10.—The latter part of June very wet

The beginning of July fine and warm, with dense fogs

occasionally, which appeared to favour the spread ©f

the disease, for although not observed until the 10th

the crops generally were all more or less affected by

the end of the month. A large portion of the roots

injured, but by no means so bad as formerly, and there

are now some hopes that the cultivation of Potatoes

will be resumed, the disease having run its course and

lost much of the destructive character it had on its

first appearance.

Now to whatever cause this singular malady may be

owing, I think it will be evident from the preceding

remarks that the state of the weather has much to do

with it—a sudden change from wet to dryness, or the

reverse, accompanied by a rise or fall in the tempera-

ture such as usually follow the thunderstorms that

occur about Midsummer, being almost a certain fore-

runner of the disease ; while a sultry, humid atmo-

sphere is found to be alike favourable to its develope-

ment and dissemination the moment it comes into

existence.

On these points we have yet much to learn, and

although we have failed in our attempts to discover a

remedy for this epidemic, we must not be discouraged

from continuing our inquiries. The mildew was at one

time looked upon by gardeners as a similar pest ; but

now it is no longer dreaded, recent discoveries having

made us acquainted with a substance that is a perfect

antidote against its attacks, and which proves to be

both simple and easy of application. Such being the

case, it is but reasonable to hope that by connecting

together the remarks and observations of the gardener

and meteorologist we may in time obtain some insight

into the nature of this scourge which has for som»

years past so seriously injured the Potato crop ;
and

having done so, we may probably discover a remedy

that shall be as effectual as in the instance of mildew

above mentioned. B.

^VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXXXVII.

565. Parasite (Stcmphylium, Macrosporium, Sport-

desmium, Helminthosporium*). The two first of these

genera may perhaps be safely reduced to one ;
the

third is distinguished by the almost total absence ol

sporophores, while the fourth has in general very dark

and well developed fertile threads and spores witii

numerous horizontal but no vertical articulations, wbicn

are normal in the two first, and are not alien to *po«-

desmium. In the present notice I shall consider prin-

cipally those species which decidedly belong to the tnree-

first, reserving the last for a future number in conjunc-

tion with Cladosporium. ,

566. It is only of late years that anything has Deen

said of the destructive powers of any of the species
i

ob

living tissues. The species, like so many other func«,

were supposed to attack dead or dying parts ot £.

tables ; but it was not imagined that they could ***>»*

themselves on sound and healthy tissues. /***•*

ever shown by De Bary that plants of Heatn .

.

-

attacked by a little Stcmphylium, which runs o*er

tender foliage and soon reduces the healthiest planr

dry sticks. This has been especially noted m
Transactions of the Horticultural Society of *£V£
and specimens have been widely distributed by x*

ho. st under the name of Stemphyhum <™°?^vC
'

under which name it has been published, i

numerous examples myself by the kindness °* ^' ^
pary. The plant is remarkable amongst other dj

for exhibiting in different stages the characters oi

ticillium and Dactylium, before it assumes its V€

{

°Te'7. More recentlyj^JT^^Vf^
cause

refen by
Spor

• From mf*$vte*
rs-oja seed and itrpes

pressed olives; ***** ***?*[£%&.
,5 a chain ; iXfjuts a worm and *e>>«»
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but which appears more properly to be merely some

Macrosporium. The details are far too lengthy to

Reproduce here, and they do not admit of much abbrevia-

tion. It appears, however, that the mycelium pene-

trates deeply into the substance of the mother plant,

and soon causes more or less complete ruin. The dis-

coloured spo's are at first punctiform on the pods, but

striajform on tne stem and branches. They soon

spread ; the leaves hang down, and at length rot off

without however being always attended by any affection

of the root The plant is easily propagated, not only

between slips of glass in water or a damp atmosphere,

but on parts of the Rape plant. Spore3 sprinkled over

the pods produce a new crop in less than four days.

one hand it destroys the parasite, and on the oiher it

restores the vitality of the plant which has been
exhausted. It might be supposed that the sulphate of

iron applied in such quantity would act as a poison
upon the Lucerne ; but this is not the case. The cal-

careous soils upon which I have operated protect the
Lucerne completely, because the sulphate of iron is de-
composed where lime is present. But these are not the

Strawberry," a garden specimen limy be conuulieu,

except it be some horticultural monstrosity in which two
or more flowers have coalesced, and the parts of the

floral whorls are in consequence multiplied. The calyx

in this plant is generally described as " double," i.e. as

composed of two whorls, each consisting of five sepals,

all of which cohere. The significance of the five outer

The black specks soon appear as in other cases, and the i tables by the roots, and the spongioles of the Lucerne
delicate mycelial threads penetrate by means of the

j

being very deep in the earth, the sulphate of iron

stomates into the subjacent tissue. The spores are reaches them only in small portions, and in consequence

rery tenacious of life, and are readily propagated after (
of rain which may occur after the application. If a

they have been kept a twelvemonth, a fact which :
plant with creeping roots were acted upon, the sulphate

sepals will be better appreciated after a morphological
only soils on which I have operated ; I have also I lesson on the relationship which subsists between one
destroyed the Dodder on alluvial soils, which contain part and another in the different floral whorls,
but little lime ; the Lucerne has not been affected by
the sulphate of iron on these soils any more than on the
calcareous.

A poison being only taken into the system of vege-

probably is equally true of a great variety of moulds,

and which accounts for their ubiquity. When the

crops were still unaffected, in the beginning of June,
the fungus was easily reproduced by sprinkling spores

which had been saved from the preceding year ; and in

nature these are preserved on the dry stems and leaves,

and perhaps in various other situations, for the fungus
is not confined to Rape, but affects equally Carrots and
Charlock.

568. The roots themselves are often infested with
another parasite referred to Helminthosporium. This
ic published in the twentieth number of Klotzsch's Her-
barium Mycologicum ; but unfortunately I have not
yet received the number. It is published under the
name of Helminthosporium rhizoctonum, Rabenhorst.
The base of the root, and sometimes the middle but
never the top, is covered with a dense violet-black coat.*
The top of the Carrot is sound, but the base is soft

and decayed, and soon after the root is removed from
the soil other parasitic fungi establish themselves on
the surface. It first appears in the guise of little

scattered black specks. These soon become con-
fluent, and throw out a quantity of mycelium, which is

of iron would doubtless destroy it ; but in our artificial

pastures of Clover, Sainfoin, and Lucerne, this result is I lips apart.
not to be feared. Ponsard in Mon. des Com.

part

C. P. (»'. e. Corolla-PeiaU.) In Ex. 1 7, " white Dead-
nettle," five petals cohere to form the tubular corolla.

The same structure occurs in "common white Hore-
hound" or in any other of the very natural order
Labiates (Labiatce). Two petals cohere almost to their

summit, and thus form the upper portion (upper lip),

whilst three cohere almost as extensively and form the
lower portion (lower lip) of the corolla. Such a corolla

is termed " lipped " (labiate) from its affecting some-
what the appearauce of an animal's mouth with the

NEW GARDEN FERNS.—No. XIV.
"26. Thyrsopteris elegans, Kunze. Panicularia

"—

'

Berteri, Colla.

Fronds large decompound, the sterile and fertile portions separate

;

sterile with cuneate-lanceolate obtusely serrated ultimate seg-
ments; fertile consisting only of the rachis or veins bearing
stipitate subsecund sori, which have an oblique cup-shaped or
uubglobular involucre, and form a thyrsoidal raceme or panicle;
stipes stout, clothed below with deciduous wool.

This is a very remarkable Fern, both on account of

its size and peculiar structure, and scarcely less so for

I
its geographical position—the island of Juan Fernandez.

' The native fronds gathered by Bridges, which we possess,

are upwards of 8 feet in length, with a smooth stipes of

j
5 feet long, roundish in the upper part and measuring
half an inch in diameter, flatter near the base, where it

j
is thickly clothed with deciduous wood, and there measur-
ing an inch and a quarter in its broadest diameter. The
leafy portion is about 3£ feet long, and nearly as much

of lighter colour than the fertile threads, insomuch that across the base, the lower pinnse or branches being at

various tints may be traced from white and rose
' least a foot a"d a »»lf l°Dg ; supradecompound, with a

coloured up to violet black. The mycelium does not |

nearly triangular outline, smooth, shining, and coria-

penetrate beyond the subepidermal stratum, but the i

ceous. The lower pinna* or branches have several fertile

cells which are infested change their colour by a conver- quadripinnate pinnules at their base, and are sterile

s*on of the contained matters into ulmates and humates.
The leaves are at the same time affected with the same
mould as the Rape, but distinguished from it as a variety
by the greater development of the sporophores. In both
alike the spores are multiseptate with a few vertical
plates, and are either strongly clavate or acuminate,
la the parasite of the Rape the spores sometimes pro-
duce new 6pores from their surface, or at their apices,
and the process is repeated till we have the structure of
iltemaria. In some again two or three are joined at
the base, in which case we have a close approach to
Triposporium. Unfortunately, though the species is

very carefully described, the author is unable to suggent
any remedy. The mycelium is too deeply seated to be
easily affected by sulphur, a remedy which can scarcely
«ver be applied in such a case till it is too late. The
best practice probably would be to give a good top-
dressing of lime and sulphur, though the action of these
unhappily is not permanent, since it affects only those
parts of the plant which are already fully expanded.
A fresh crop of the parasite will necessitate therefore a
fresh dressing, the cost of which may exceed the prob-
able return. M. J. B.

towards the apex ; while the upper pinnao, also with

quadripinnate pinnules, and the apex of the frond, are

entirely barren. The tertiary divisions of the sterile

portions, one of which is shown on the left hand in the

figure, are ovate, more or less acuminate ; they are

bipiunate, their ultimate divisions small, cuueately

St. (i. e. Stamens).—In '.general the number of the

stamens, whether free or cohering, is readily ascertained.

If they exceed 12 they are recorded as numerous
(c=). In Ex. 21 "spotted palmate Orchis," and in

others (as Herminiurn monorchia) of the numerous
and remarkable order to which it belongs, the flower

is peculiarly modified. In this and most others of

the order there is only one stamen consisting of

a sessile anther composed of two lobes or cells,

which stand more or less apart. Beginners will

follow the example of Linnceus 10 mistaking these two
lobes for distinct stamens. It has already been noticed

that some of the flowers of Ex.24, "spotted Arum,"
consist of only one stamen, and it may be further

remarked that the two lobes of the anther are seated

back to back and not side by side, as is more usual.

In the earlier state they are yellow, and gradually turn

purple.
p
- (t. e. Pistils and Carpels).—There is sometimes

a difficulty in determining the number of carpels.

When there are more than one they frequently cohere,

either partially by their ovaries only, or further still by

the lower portion of their styles, leaving the upper

portions free. In the latter case the compound style is

considered " single" and branched, each branch bearing

a stigma. The cohesion may be continued throughout

the entire length of the styles, leaving the stigmas only

free. Or the cohesion of these may also be complete,

and the character of the compound stigma more or less

THE DESTRUCTION OF DODDER.
The means which till now have been employed for

the destruction of the Dodder were either difficult or
tedious to apply, or not very effectual. Struck with
the ravages which this parasitical plant has made, I

bave endeavoured to find an easy, sure, and cheap
means of destroying it ; for in order to be available to
the cultivator these conditions are required. After
many unsuccessful attempts, I had the good fortune to
discover a substance which fulfills these conditions per-
fectly well. It is the sulphate of iron. The mode of
proceeding is this :

—

I dissolve in 220 gallons of water about 220 lbs. of
sulphate of iron. With this solution I water the parts

J*
artificial meadows that are attacked by the Dodder ;

1 wet the plants thoroughly with the liquid. It is

lanceolate, entire, or with one or two shallow teeth, and
corresponding free veins. The fertile parts of the frond

are exactly analogous to the barren in their mode of

division, as is shown on the right hand in the figure,

Furze" (and'other Legumens), in 19, "common Spurge

Laurel," and in 24, * spotted Arum." In these cases,

therefore, the pistil is "sin-le" and "simple." In Ex.

15, "wood Strawberry," the carpels are numerous and

free, and the pistils (being identical with them) are

"numerous" and "simple." In the other examples

the pistil is " single" and "compound."

To Ex. 9, "common red Poppy," a (?) has been

placed, because the number of the somewhat co carpels

which compose its pistil is variable. This may be ascer-

tained without dividing it, by inspecting the number of

sessile stigmas which form double lines on its summit,

extending like rays from the centre to the circumference.

To Ex". 17, "white Dead-nettle," another (?) denotes

a difficulty, which botanists have not yet overcome.

They have not satisfactorily decided whether the four-

celled ovary originates in the cohesion of four carpels

or two.

To Ex. 18, "common Primrose," there is a third (?)

because it is impossible by inspection and transverse

section of the pistil to decide whether it consists of one

carpel or more. When its ovary has become matured

into a fruit, there are sufficiently clear indications that

five carpels are present, but we should be forestalling

what ought first to be shown in regard to the general

except that instead of the small flat ultimate divisions i structure of fruits, if we were to proceed with these

they consist only of stalked clusters of spore-cases, the
;
remarks.

veins only, tipped by the sori, being developed, and the

parenchymatous matter of the sterile parts being alto-

gether wantiug ; each venule or vein bears one of these

clusters, so that the entire, or two or three-toothed

barren segments are replaced by one, two, or three sori res-

pectively. The involucre is a semi-globular or cup-shaped

necessary to'perform the operation in fair "weather in '
body, som-what contracted and oblique at the mouth,

jrder to hasten the oxidation of the sulphate of iron, ;
and contains sessile compressed spore-cases like those of

f°r it is to the oxidation that I attribute the results the Cyatheas, to which family, no doubt, this plant

Stained. A short time after the watering the Dodder belongs. It has been said to have a caudex as thick as

becomes black and friable. If performed in rainy a walking-stick, and hence it has been called anarbores-

*eather the rain-water must inevitably carry off por- cent Fern, but as the stipes fully answers this description

*°ns of the solution which adhere to the plant. I cannot there has no doubt been some error in the terms em-
-

ployed, and the Fern appears to be rather a dwarf-

stemmed plant with gigantic fronds. The involucres
.

e exactly the number of quarts which should be
*1Ven to each square yard of surface, for the quantity

ust vary according as the plant is more or less affected.
*n two or three days after the application of the

•Ration, the Dodder is completely destroyed. I then
°w the forage and carry away the portions affected

buI K
^>ara8*te

'
an(* wmcn °ave been acted upon by the

Phate. When the remedy is applied in time, that is to

mJl
W

,

hen tne Lucerne has not been completely de- -«—*-»»« ^n » T t r>% *ocue
ous?

by the Dodder
> the forraer PU8hea a«ain vigor-

1"~ BEGINNERS OF ALL CLASSES.

j /, er tlle application, and the leaves assume a

^ hue, indicating good health.
Reaction of sulphate of iron is two-fold ; on the Ex

In Ex.24, '* common Arum," one kind of flower consists of a single

simple pistil, composed of an ovary capped by a sessile stigma.

Several of these are ranged round the lower part of the stalk on

which they are seated. They have no perianth, and are packed

clo«e together. The other kind of flower, which consists ot a

single sessile anther, is also without perianth. The>e are

packed close together round the stalk, a little above the flowers,

composed of a pistil only. The upper portion of the stalk

on which the flowers are seated is a fleshy club-shaped mass.

This plant is popularly known under the name of "Lords and

Ladies," hut in this part of Suffolk, where we are deficient in

nobility it has been degraded into " Landlords and Landladies!"

N B When the beginner finds that professed botanists are

sometimes at fault, he will feel satisfied there is an unexhausted

mine of discovery before him, in which he may soon expect to

open up some fresh vein of inquiry, and assist in the ace

tion of facts tending to elucidate the laws by which the str

of plants is defined. The more clearly these laws are appre-

_ m .m bended, and as seeming anomalies disappear, the more surely do

are comparatively large? than shown in the figure. The
j

theyl^^J^8urPassing *xceIlency of the wisdom b >' whlch

utnula-

tructure

plant forms a desirable evergreen Fern for a warm
j

tn*y ™™& JS^wiij caution all who are inclined to take up

PRACTICAL LESSONS IN BOTANY
branches, and still more in respect ot tne suppos*

nnd unsatisfactory state of the entire science. The progress

FOR hitherto made may possiblvbe a mere foreshadowing of what we

No. VIII. have to expect : but it has been great. It ought not to be under-

valued. Men of sound learning, of philosophic minds, of most

By the Rev. J. S. Hesslow, M.A., Rector of Hitcham, Suffolk. accurftte hahits of investigation, have devoted their lives to this

Column 1st. continued.—C. S. {i.e. Calyx-Sepals.) In science, as strictly such and they have not laboured in vain.
i^OLLMH isi, iv/iitrt»«*. ~ v if r r

placed it at least upon a par with any other great
c. 9, « common red

_
Poppy," it is necessary to observe gJ^J nafural history . in g^e respects they have carried it

menc of the science the
merest tyro to whom it

,
* s^^hVlT^har"̂ ,, r* w w a

—M-w— *~ p^ n * thenumber of sepals in the flower-bud, because they bevond au. In every subordinate depart

^Feb£* LeW ^3 ^^^
tbe flower expand*. In Ex. 15, « wood progress has been so satisfactory that the
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is introduced can comprehend the facilities and appreciate the
difficulties of his position. Because any one can now direct a

telescope to the spot where Neptune may be seen, do we think
less of the science by which the existence of that planet was
originally detected ? Because children may now dexterously com-
municate by electric telegraph, do we undervalue the research by
"which the great principle was established which led so imme-
diately to the construction of that important engine? The public
generally have as yet very hazy notions of what abstract science

exactly means, or they would never suffer any one in particular
to linger and languish for want of due encouragement : since the
progress of every art dependent on it must continue proportion-
ably stationary.

(To be continued.)

Home Correspondence.
Lilium giganttum in North Staffordshire.—This ex-

traordinary plant flowered splendidly in July last at
Biddulph Grange. It was planted in the open border
and has borne the three last severe winters without
any other protection than a wooden shutter, intended to
throw off superfluous moisture ; and even this precau-
tion was probably superfluous. The flowering stem
made its appearance in April, and rose to the height of

8 or 9 feet crowned by a truss of 15 blossoms, which
continued fully 10 days in perfection. They were ex-
quisitely fragrant and first expanded in the evening, a cir-

cumstance that might have escaped notice had not the
delicious odour— perceptible at the distance of 30 yards—attracted attention to the spot where the plant grew.
The flower-stem measured 3 inches in circumference at

the height of a yard from the ground, and was stiff as a
flag-staff. It is still (September 10) perfectly green and
fresh, but instead of flowers is now surmounted by seed-

pods as large as those of the common Bean. The plant
had been received from Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea.
Fine as was this specimen, it seems to have been inferior

to the one that flowered in Mr. Boscawen's garden, near
Truro, in Cornwall ; but this was probably owing in a
great measure to the circumstance of the Staffordshire
plant having been removed last autumn, which of course
could not be done without great injury to its roots. J. B.

Colours of Flowers.— I have read with much interest

your article on this subject at p. 563. We have another
instance in Salvias, as well as Delphiniums, of lilac and
scarlet being met with in the same genus, but certainly

you are perfectly correct in stating that no instance has
yet occurred where these two colours have been blended
by hybridizing. I mention Salvias because I have tried

in vain over and over again to produce in them a red and
blue striped variety. Subscriber.

Diseased Lobelias.— I regret to find the disease noticed
by your correspondent Mr. Foggo as affecting Lobelia
ramosoides is by far too common this season, and I

suspect in many instances will be attributed to some
neglect on the part of the gardener. A neighbour of
mine had several of his plants die off rather suddenly
without any apparent cause, while the plants in my
garden, which have been masses of blue for the last

three months, continue healthy without having exhibited
any symptoms of disease in a single instance. Almost
every one who has visited the Royal Gardens at Kew

—

the place above all others in the neighbourhood of
London for healthful recreation and rational amusement—must have been struck with the beautiful appearance
during summer of the blue Lobelia beds on either side of

the principal walk leading to the great conservatory; and
et when there a short time ago I was surprised to find the
edsthat had been the objects of general admiration were

occupied with Verbenas, &c, that 6eemed by their appear-
ance to have only been recently planted. On inquiring
the reason for this being done so late in the season, I
was informed that the blue Lobelias with which they
were previously filled had been all suddenly attacked
with a sort of " blight," and so seriously injured as to

render it necessary to have the whole of them removed.
If such has been the case elsewhere I fear tbe effect of
many a gay parterre will have been greatly marred for
want of a good substitute to take the place which the
blue Lobelia occupied. B.

Exhibitions.—If prizes are offered for fruit and vege-
tables in collections of 12 distinct kinds, can parties
take the prize if they exhibit in their collections three
Grapes, two dishes of Peas, three of Potatoes ? Do you
term those distinct sorts of fruit and vegetables ? Also
would it disqualify a party, provided he staged more
dishes than the 12 ? By answering these questions you
would greatly oblige Qeorge Taylor. [We apprehend
that if there are three really distinct sorts of Grapes, &c,
the exhibitor keeps within the meaning of the rule.

A person who stages either more or fewer than 12 dishes
is undoubtedly disqualified by such an act, and his
collection should be treated as if not present]
Manuring Forest Trees—I send you two leaves of

two Lime trees of the same«ge— I suppose 140 years

—

and whose soil was exhausted by two such large vege-
tables sucking the substance out of it for 140 years. 1

nourished one of them by laying on about 4 inches of

good earth round the stem, and extending as far as the
branches, a diameter of about 45 feet. The large leaf
is irom this tree, and the others on every branch are
about 12 to 15 inches round ; the other leaf is from the
tree which got nothing (this is 10 inches round). I

think this shows how a limited number of ornamental
trees may be dealt with and invigorated, and made to
prolong their lives. The labour and cost might prevent
it being done to a large ext-nt, and earth might become
scarce. It has occurred to me whether some more con-
densed and portable nutriment might not be given,
mixed probably with a little earth or ashes and left to
be worked into the roots, in cautious quantity. Perhaps
a little guano might be good, but the substance which

I

has occurred to me as appropriate to trees is coarse
potassa, inasmuch as it is the produce of trees by
incineration. Is it not therefore probable that its effect

on the roots of trees might be to nourish them ? I mean
to try it in a cautious way, and one of the shapes in

which I mean to make the experiment is by applying
wood ashes, which one can have in thinning and clearing
out woods. I have been burning a good deal of stuff,

and I mean to apply the residuum in this way. I find

also that coarse sulphate of potassa can be purchased
at 6s. 6d. per cwt., and 1 cwt. will do a great many
trees, sowing it on the surface and leaving it to be
washed in by the rains, of which we have abundance.
I live in the belief that there would be a good result. K.
[We cannot entertain a doubt that the method here
described would be attended by the advantage antici-

pated. The difference in the leaves of the two Lime
trees sent us was most striking.]

Societies.

Crystal Palace Horticultural Exhibition.—The
last ot the great displays of Fruits and Flowers held this

year under the auspices of the Crystal Palace Company
took place on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday last,

and, notwithstanding the advanced state of the season,
was perfectly successful. The park and terrace gardeus
were in excellent condition, the beds well furnished with
flowers, and the vases, which are wholly filled with
Scarlet Geraniums, were a perfect blaze of beauty.
Indoors the plants were also extremely healthy,
t uchsias were finely in flower, and some of those trained
up pillars at Irast 12 feet in height. Two Tree Ferns
growing opposite the Sheffield Court were remarkable
for their luxuriance and beauty ; they could not measure
less than 12 feet in diameter. Red, white, and blue
Water Lilies were blooming profusely in the aquaria.
The number of visitors during the three days, we
understand, was upwards of 50,000.
The display of Stove and Greenhouse Plants contri-

buted on this occasion was comparatively limited ; but
what were produced were well flowered. They con-
sisted chiefly of Plumbago capensis, Heaths, Allamandas,
Dipladenias, Ixoras, Stephanotis, Clerodendrons, Vero-
ni< as, Cyrtoceras reflexum, and Pleroma elegans. Japan
Lilies, of every shade of colour from pure white to the
richly-spotted rubrum, were shown in abundance. Some
of the intermediate varieties were extremely handsome,
especially one in a group contributed by Messrs.
Jackson, of Kingston, the colour of which was unusually
brilliant.

Of Verbenas there were several collections, the best
of which was furnished by Mr. Shrimpton, gr. to A. J.
Doxat, Esq. These were trained over flat circular wire
trellises, and were beautifully in flower. To crimson
sorts Geant des Batailles promises to be a good addi-
tion. Among scarlets Mrs. Woodruff and Lord Raglan
are brilliant and showy, and of purples one of the best
is Wonderful. These sorts all possess white eyes,
which serve to set their respective colours off to excel-
lent advantage. Among whites Mrs. Holford was the
best.

Cockscombs and Balsams were exhibited ; but the
former were not good, and the latter, with the exception
of a collection from Mr. Smith of Dulwich, were past
their best. Mr. Smith's were however beautifully
grown and flowered. The way in which he manages
them will be found fully recorded at p. 535 of our pre-
sent year's volume.
The exhibition of Scarlet Geraniums, three stages

deep, was quite 14 yards in length. The best of them
were Frogmore, Tom Thumb, Lady Middleton (which
is not distinguishable from Trentham Rose), Rubens,
and Le Titien. The last is a very fine kind with beau-
tifully compact heads of flower. Among sorts with
horse-shoe leaves were Baron Hugel, Masterpiece

/
and

Brighton Hero ; and of variegated sorts beautiful plants
of Brilliant, Attraction, Silver King, Golden Chain, and
Flower of the Day. We also noticed variegated and
other kinds grafted standard high.

Fuchsias occupied a piece of stage at least 24 yards
in length, and among them were some well grown
plants. Of light kinds we remarked Queen of Hanover,
Venus de Medici, Pearl of England, Duchess of Lan-
caster, pure white with rose coloured corolla, England's
Glory, a good bold flower, Clio, and the small purple
corolla'd Snowball. Among dark kinds were Autocrat,
Prince Albert, Orion, Duke of Wellington, Banks
Glory, Alpha, and General Williams. There was also
a good dark kind with a double corolla.

Achimenes were exhibited in tolerable abundance.
Among the sorts were gigantea, a variety in the way of
picta, Chelsoni, rosea, the blue and white varieties o
longiflora, the white Margueritffi, venusta, Backmanni,
a good purple, and Edmond Bossier, white, prettily
streaked round the eye with rays of lilac.

Of Lycopods there were several well grown collec-
tions, in which were beautiful plants of Danielsianum
inequalifolium, Mertensi, lepidophyllum, Cajsiura arbo-
reura, Galhotti, stoloniferum, denticulatum, flexuosum,
umbrosum, viticulonim, Wiidenovi and apodum. The
lively green compact tufts ot the last were the admira-
tion of everybody.
Of Ferns there was a large bank of handsome speci-

mens here and there mixed with Orchids and Pitcher
Plants. Of Gymnogramma there were as usual some
beautiful species ; also Cheilanthes lendigera, Aaplemum
Belangeri, Pteris geranifolia, Gleichenia dicarpa, a
beautitul small leaved kind, Hemidictyum marginatum,

and Sagenia alata. Adiantums, Aspidiums, and othera
more commonly met with were also abundant.

Pitcher Plants came from Messrs. Veitch and Gedney.
The sorts were ampullacea, lsevis, Rafflesiana, and
phyllamphora.

Orchids were scarce. They were furnished by Messrs.
Woolley, Carson, and Gedney. Among them were the
pretty Eria densiflora, Miltonia spectabilis, Aerides
suavissimum, Odontoglossum grande, Per steria elata,

the blue Vanda, Epidendrum vitellinum, with blossoms
of unusual brilliancy, and two Angrsecuras.

Heaths were in good condition, but not plentiful.

Among the sorts were Clowesiana, Irbyana, Massoni
Austeniana, and retorta major.

Plants remarkable for fine foliage were shown exten-
sively. The best group as usual came from Messrs*.

Veitch. It consisted of noble plants beautifully arranged
of Livistonia borbonica, Philodendron pertusum (a

species with large and handsome leaves), Dractena
Draco and indivisa, the beautiful Aralia pulchra, Plec-

tocomia elongata, Pandanus utilis, Dion edule, Cycae
revcluta, and Sabal umbraculifera. The same firm

contributed a very fine group of Variegated plants, and
collections of the latter were also shown largely by
other growers. Among the different kinds were Musa
zebrina, Maranta Warczewiczi, Croton pictum, Dieffen-

bachia picta, the beautiful Cissus discolor, Croton
..

variegatum, and C. discolor, the latter with leaves red

underneath and green above, Pandanus argenteus varie-

gatus, Coleus Blumei and pectinatus, the former
blotched, the latter streaked and mottled with brown

;

the red and brown Dracaena terminalis and ferrea,.

Ananassa sativata variegata, a variegated variety of

the Aloe-leaved Yucca, a Hydrangea with green and
white leaves, the variegated Aspidistra lurida, Cala-

dium pictum bicolor, and the red hairy-leaved Begonia
splendida. So large an assemblage of these and other

beautifully variegated plants was perhaps never before

brought together ; their effect en masse was admirable.

Fruit, it need scarcely be remarked, formed one of
the most important features of the show. It was very
plentiful ; but with one or two exceptions it did not

exceed mediocrity. There were few Pine Apples \

Grapes, Peaches, and Nectarines were abundant, and
the same may be said of Plums, which on the whole
were very good. Pears were not very plentiful, but

there was a good display of Apples.
The best collections of 12 dishes of 10 distinct kinds

of fruit were contributed by Mr. Fleming, gr. to the

Duke of Sutherland, and Mr. Tillyard, gr. to the Rt.

Honourable the Speaker at Heck field. Mr. Fleming's-

exhibition contained a Black Prince and Moscow Queen
Pine Apple, both good, but the latter a little over ripe ;

Muscat and other Grapes, Trentham Hybrid and Hybrid
Cashmere Melons, Violette Hative and Red Roman
Nectarines, very fine Walburton Admirable Peache*,

Moorpark Apricots, Morello Cherries, and Jargonelle-

Pears. Mr. Tillyard had a good Black Jamaica

Pine Apple, two Melons, very nice Violette

Hative Nectarines and Noblesse Peaches, Red
Magnum Bonum and Washington Plums, White Ischia

Figs, excellent Black Hamburgh and White Nice

Grapes, Morello Cherries, aud White Currants. A
third collection from Mr. Page, gr. to W. Leaf, Esq., of

Streatham, contained Sharpe's Emperor and Jefferson

Plums, Yellow Ingestrie Apples, Brown Turkey Figs.

Elruge Nectarines and Noblesse Peaches, Black Ham-
burgh Grapes, two Queen Pine Apples, Jargonelle-

Pears, Morello Cherries and a Bromham Hall Melon.
Of collections of eight dishes of 6 distinct kinds of

fruit the best came from Mr. Frost, gr. to E. L. Betts^

Esq. It contained a Queen Pine Apple, Muscat and

Black Hamburgh Grapes, King's Green-fleshed Melon,.

Grosse Mignonne Peaches, Violette Hative Necta-

rines, Jefferson Plums and Morello Cherries. Next
in point of merit was a collection from Mr. Robinson,

gr., Warnford Park. It contained a Black Jamaica

Pine Apple, Muscat and West's St. Peter's Grape^
Greengage Plums, Royal George Peaches, and White

Nectarines, Brunswick Figs, and a Melon. A third

collection came from Mr. Taylor, gr. to J. Coster, Esq.,

of Streatham : it contained a Golden Perfection Melon,

a Queen Pine Apple, Black Hamburgh and Muscadine

Grapes, Brown Turkey Figs, Noblesse Peaches, Jeffer-

son Plums, and Morello Cherries. Other collections

came from Mr. Kaile and Mr. Martin, gr. Selwood

Park, Sunning Hill.

Of Providence Pine Apples noble specimens came

from Mr. Bray, gr. to J. B. Lousada, Esq. ; and from

the Duke of Devonshire's garden at Chatswortn.

Queens large and beautifully formed came from Mr*

Barnes, of Bicton. These, we should think, could not

weigh less than 6 lbs. each. Mr. Bray had also some

handsome specimens of this kind of Pine Apple, and sc

had Mr. Page, gr. to W. Leaf, Esq. Mr. Dawson, of

Panshanger, Herts, showed a good Cayenne ; and some

good fruit came from Mr. Jones, gr. to Lady Charlotte

Schreiber, Dowlais House, Glamorganshire.

Three excellent dishes offcGrapes came from
i

Mr.

Fleming of Trentham ; the sorts Muscat and Black

Hamburgh. Mr. Ewing, of Bodorgan Hall, also lur-

nished very fine bunches of Barbarossa and Black

Hamburgh, both of which had, however, sustained some

little injury from travelling. Mr. Alborough, of Brook
1

House, Norwich, had some well-ripened Muscadines,

Muscat, and Black Hamburgh. In the
:
class ot two

dishes, Mr. Snow, gr. to Earl de Grey, had some *ei*

grown and beautifully ripened Muscats
;
Mr. *^.DJ

Muscadines and Muscats, and Mr. Robinson White

Froutianan and Muscats. Boxes containing 12 lbe.
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oTBlack Hamburgh beautifully coloured and covered

with bloom were furnished by Mr. Harrison of Oat-

lands Mr. Kay of Finchley, aud Mr. Clarke of

Manchester. The last appeared to be Mill Hill Ham-

burgh. The largest bunch of Grapes shown was one of

Muscat of Alexandria, coarse and green. This came

from Mr. Young, gr. to C. Bailey, Esq., Aberdare. The

next largest, a beautifully ripened bunch of Mitchell's

seedling, a kind like the Syrian, was contributed by

Mr. Tillyard. Mr. Vare sent a noble bunch of Black

Hamburgh.
Peaches and Nectarines were well ripened, but small.

In the class of 6 dit-hes of 3 kinds, the best came from

Mr. Frost, gr. to E. L. Betts, Esq. The varieties were

Grosse Mignonne, Gallande, and Barrington Peaches,

and Elruge, Newington, and Hunt's Tawney Nectarines.

In 4 dishes Mr. Dawson had Grosse Mignonne, and

Violette Hative Peaches, and beautiful specimens of

Pitmaston and Violette Hative Nectarines. In 2

dishes, Mr. Lane, gr. to J. H. Palmer, Esq., of Fulhara,

had excellent Elruge Nectarines and Violette Hative

Peaches. Fine fruit of the last-named variety and of

Pitmaston Nectarine also came from Mr. Dawson.
Of Apricots there were one or two dishes, all of

which were however composed of very small fruit. The
best came from Mr. Ewing, gr. to O. F. Meyrick, Esq.,

Bodorgan Hall, Anglesea.

Melons were not very plentiful. The best Green-
fleshed came from Mr. Munro, gr. to Mrs. Oddie,

of Colney House, East Barnet. The sort was the

Bromham Hall, sometimes called Pine Apple. Mr.
Whiting of the Deepdene furnished the best Scarlet-

fleshed.

Figs: the best were contributed by Mr. Bousie,
Stoke Park. The sorts were the Brunswick and White
Marseilles. Excellent fruit of the Brown Turkey came
from Mr. Robinson of Warnford.

Cherries were chiefly confined to Morellos, of which
there was some beautiful fruit. The best two dishes

came from Mr. Dawson ; one was the Florence, the

other the Morello. Good fruit of the last also came
from Messrs. Hudson and Betteridge.

Of Plums, remarkably fine specimens of Jefferson,

Kirk's and Greengage were shown by Mr. Snow,
gr. to Earl de Grey ; and nearly equally good
fruit of the Jefferson, Kirk's, and Washington, came
from Mr. Bousie. We also noticed good specimens of

Magnum Bonum.
Dessert Apples, beautifully ripened and well coloured,

were shown by Mr. Mitchell of Brighton. The sorts

were Nonesuch, King Pippin, Summer Golden Pippin,

Court Pendu Plat, and M argil. Of kitchen varieties

the best came from Mr. Munro, gr. to Mrs. Oddie. The
sorts were Norfolk Beaufin, Emperor Alexander,
White Quaranden, Hawthornden, Alfriston, and
Keswick Codlin.

Of Pears the best flavoured dish was furnished by
Mr. Whiting ; the sort Jargonelle. Mr. Taylor, gr. to

J. Coster, also showed fine iruit of this variety.

Of Fruit trees in pots Messro. Kaile, Lee, and Lane
showed collections containing Peaches, Nectarines,

Plums, and Cherries, all well fruited, and the Peaches
and Nectarines large and well coloured.

Cut flowers in the shape of Dahlias, Hollyhocks,
China Asters, and Pansies were shown in great abund-
ance, and for the most part in excellent condition.

Nothing in their way could possibly be finer than the
collection of Dahlias contributed by Mr. Turner, of

Slough. Mr. Keynes also showed very good blooms.

Amongj the Dahlias shown by Mr. Turner were Sir

R. Whittington, Duchess of Wellington, Con-
stancy, Sir C. Napier, Captain Ingram, Bessie,

Cossack, Lady Popham, Earl of Carlisle, Yellow Beauty,

Shaded Model, Lord Palmerston, Rosea elegans,

Tyrian Prince, Satirist, Beauty of the Grove, Salvator

Rosa, Edmond Foster, Sir F. Bathurst, Fenella, Model,
King of Autumn, Fame, Grande Sultan, Miss Burdett
Coutts, Butterfly, Lollipop, Essex Triumph, Rachel
Rawluigs, Richard Cobden, Perfection, Eclipse, Lord
Raglan, Colonel Wyndham, Delta, Ruby Queen, Sir

J* Franklin, Lady Folkestone, Cherub, Miss Spears,

Chance, Mr. Seldon, Exquisite, Amazon, and
Admiral Dundas. Among Mr. Keynes' flowers,

m addition to those named above, were Pre-eminent,
Duke of Devonshire, Morning Star, Lord Cardigan,
Negro, Evening Star, Chameleon, Miss Nightingale,
Lady Paxton, Omar Pacha, Marshal Pelissier, Hamden
Beauty, and Chrysalis. Fancy varieties differed but
little from those recorded at p. 583. Several seedlings
wwe Bhown, and some received prizes Of these we
hope to give some account hereafter.

Hollyhocks in spikes were exhibited in pretty good
condition by Messrs. Chater and Paul. Among Mr.
Chater's were Sir W. Middleton, salmon ; White Globe
(Paul's), Mr. J. Clarke ; Purple Perfection ; Jabez
J^hater, rosy salmon; ignea, rich orange; Sulphur
JjWeen Improved; Alexandrina and Lady Middleton,
jkj-k rosy salmon. Mr. Paul had Queen of Whites, a
beautiful variety with none of that green tinge which
Jhites generally have ; also Primrose Perfection,

f
°sy Morn, a lively looking bright pink kind ; and

4 cream coloured sort called Pearl. Several collections
single blooms were exhibited ; they were in good

condition, and individually very beautiful ; but Holly-
ocks to be seen in perfection should be shown in the

8hape of spikes.
<-ut Ros-s were abundant, and formed, as they always

P> a source of great attraction. The best were tur-

T&ed ty Mr. Mitchell, of Piltdown, and Messrs. Paul.
tnong the varieties we remarked beautiiul blooms of

Souvenir de Malmaison, Geant dea Batailles, Gloire de
Dijon, General Jacqueminot, Lord Raglan (which pro-
mises to be one of the very best of our new Roses),
Acidalie, and Mrs. Bosanque't. Mr. Cranston had a fine

boxful of Gloire de Dijon, which is one of our best and
hardiest of Tea Roses. He also showed good blooms of
Cloth of Gold, and of that fine Rose Jules Margottin.
From A. Rowland, Esq., also came some fine blooms.

Vegetables were not very abundantly contributed, and
what did come were not first-rate, with the exception of

one dish of Potatoes called Bradley's Kidney, which
was greatly admired. They were very regular in shape,

and quite smooth and polished in the skin. Many
larger varieties were shown, but they were coarse.

The Parsnips and Carrots in some of the collections

were good.

Entomological, Sept. 1.— W. W. Saunders, Esq.,

F.R.S., President, in the chair. The President before

entering upon the business of the evening communicated
to the Society the great loss which natural history had
experienced in the death of Mr. Yarrell, which had
taken place suddenly on the morning of the meeting at

Yarmouth. As one of the most profound British

naturalists, and one of the most amiable of men, Mr.
Yarrell's loss would be long ielt. He had taken a warm
interest in the welfare of the Society from itsfirst establish-

ment, and had for many years acted as its treasurer.

Donations of works upon natural history presented to

the Society by the Royal Agricultural Society, the

Zoological Society, Society of Arts, &c, were an-

nounced. Mr. VVestwood called attention to the modi-
fication in respect to the distinction of species and
local varieties which was attempted to be established in

Dr. Schaum's new work on the Coleoptera of Germany,
in which a great number of insects hitherto regarded

as distinct species were sunk into local varieties ; a
point of view which was recently gaining ground to a
considerable extent in this country. Mr. Wallace ex-

hibited specimens ot two Lepidoptera of the greatest

rarity, recently captured in the Isle of Wight, namely,
Caradrina exigua, hitherto unique, and Bot\s silacealis,

known only by a specimen in the old collection of

Francillon, which had consequently been regarded as

a doubtful native species. Mr. Janson exhibited the

four following Coleoptera recently captured near

London, hitherto of very great rarity—Dinarda den-

tata, a single specimen in the British Museum,
recorded as captured by Leach in Devonshire,

had been doubted as British ; Dendrophilus pygroceus

(D. Sheppardi Curtis); Dorcatoma rubens in an old Oak
tree ; and Cryphalus binodulus, a genus of B >stricliMse

new to this country. The species of this family are gene-

rally found under the bark of Conifers, but the present

species was found under the bark of Aspen. Mr.
Douglas stated that he had observed Apate capucinus

in the staves of casks of Currants imported from the

Ionian Islands. Mr. S. Stevens stated that he had
reared a beautiful species of Plusia and a Pyralis which
had fed on the leaves of plants imported by him from
Madeira, which he noticed as an instance of the facility

with which foreign species might be accidentally intro-

duced into our native lists. Mr. Hunter stated the

circumstances under which he had found the Eriopus

Latreillii, leading to the possibility of its being an im-

ported specimen. Mr. Turner exhibited a new
Depressaria from the neighbourhood of Worthing.
Mr. Newman exhibited specimens of a curious white
woolly insect found on leaves of Grass, which the pre-

sident recognised as a species of Coccus. Mr. West-
wood gave an account of several masses of eggs of a
Phryganea inclosed in gelatinous masses found on Yew
trees by Sir W. Trevelyan. Mr. Green exhibited

Cleora Lichenaria reared from the larva feeding upon
an orange-coloured Lichen. Mr. S. Stevens exhibited

the larvae of Agrotis Ashworthii and Macroglossa

Stellatarum. Messrs. Dutton and Moore also exhibited

numerous insects recently captured ; and a paper by

Mr. Bates, containing the description of a new species

of Myrmecilla (one of the Cicindelidae), was read.

Garden Memoranda.
Mr. Wilkins' Experimental Garden, Reading.—

The supplying growing crops with liquid manure under-

ground has long occupied Mr. Wilkins* attention, and

the practical value of the plan on a small scale has for

several years been well exhibited at this place. From
the success which we had heard had attended his efforts

we were induced to pay his experimental garden a visit

in 1 854, and the result of our inspection on that occa-

sion will be found at p. 536 of our volume for that year.

We again inspected bis crops the other day, and the

following is a faithful report of their present appearance

and condition. They are growing in beds bottomed with

thin tile or brick which also encloses them at the

ends and sides to the height of 4 inches, and down the

middle of each bed a drain-pipe is laid, which conducts

and diffuses the manure- water over the whole of the

bottom of the bed. At one end of this underground

drain is placed an upright pipe which is fed by a series

of small gutta perrha pipes connected with a reservoir

in which the manure-water is made, and from which by

turning a tap all the beds can be supplied with liquid

manure at one and the same time, and when enough

has been furnished them, which is known by the height

at which the water stands in the upright pipe, the tap is

again turned and the supply cut off. Such is Mr.

Wilkins' present plan of preparing the beds and supply-

ing the manure. Opposite the beds we have just been

describing are others formed in the ueual manner.

A bed on the old and another on the new system

have each been planted at the same time and with

the same sort of crop, and thus the dif-

ference between the one and the other can be

seen at a glance. The first bed we inspected consisted

of French Beans in a state of maturity. The pods of

those on the new system were much more plentiful than

those on the old plan ; they were also individually

longer and contained Beans of larger size. In German
Greens on the new and old plan there was a marked
difference in favour of those to which manure water had
been applied. Rhubarb both on the new and old

systems had been good, but that on the new especially

so, the flower stem rising 7 feet in height ; both had
been cut over about three weeks ago, and that to which
manure water had been applied had pushed fresh stems

fit for use, while on the bed not so treated there was
not a stalk longer than the finger. Hemp on the new
system had made stems 7 feet 4 inches high, and
strong in proportion, while that on the old plan was
only 4 feet 5 inches in height, small, and spindly.

Sutton's Early Six Weeks' Turnip, sown three weeks
ago, was growing well on the manured beds

;

but on the old plan they had entirely failed, the fly

having attacked and ruined them before they had got

into rough leaf. White Globe Mangel Wurzel on the

new plan was a perfect crop, while on the old system it

was all but a failure. One of the largest of the roots

measured 2 feet 3 inches in girth. Swedes were greatly

in advance of those in a neighbouring field where the

highest class tillage is pursued, some of the roots on
the new system girthing 23£ inches round, while those

in the field and on the old system had scarcely half that

circumference. The difference between the growth of

Carrots and Parsnips on the new and old systems was
also equally remarkable, those on the new being much
the largest.

In Potatoes the difference was not so great ; both

were good aud apparently free from disease. Some in

pure sand and sawdust, but fed with liquid manure,

were both growing vigorously. Brussels Sprouts on the

new system were much stronger than those on the old.

Hops both manured and otherwise were good and bear-

ing heavy crops. A pole raised from a cutting planted

in the spring of this year was 11 feet in height and full

of fine Hops from top to bottom. The yield of Wheat,

Peas, and Beans on the new system was more than

double that grown on the old plan ; the ears of Wheat
were much finer, and the individual grains larger.

Marsh Mallow grown for its fibre was equally as good

on the old system as on the new. It will thus be seen

that Mr. Wilkins' plan of feeding crops in active growth

with liquid manure at the root has as far as it has gone

been productive of the best results, and therefore for

allotment holders and others possessing small gardens

it will be found invaluable. By its adoption they may
we believe nearly or quite double the amount of food

which their gardens at present yield them, and that at

little trouble to themselves. We understand indeed

that a company is being formed to carry out the plan

in regard to small gardens at a very sm*U expense,

which the cottager will be permitted to repay in such a

way us his means will allow him. As we have said,

therefore, to small holders the plan may become a great

boon ; whether or not it can ever be practised on a

large scale remains to be proved. The great obstacle

to its universal adoption is its expense. That, however,

the pateutee thinks may yet be overcome.

We may mention, in conclusion, that Mr. Wilkins

has made capital bread of half Mangel Wurzel and half

Wheat flour; its taste is good and its colour equal to

that of second-rate bakers' bread. He has also made
a wine from Mangel \\ urzel, which he says might be

sold for Gd. per quart bottle. We tasted some of it

after it had been three weeks bottled ; it was, of course,

not in perfection, but it promised to be excellent after

it had been longer in the bottle.

i

Miscellaneous.
Bunya-Bunya.-—The finest cone of Bunya-Bunya

(Araucaria Bidwilli) that has perhaps ever been sent to

Europe, formed part of the collection of the Austra-

lian products in the Exposition Univtrselle at Paris,

1855, and was exhibited by Cbas. F. D. Parkinson,

Esq., of Moreton Bay, son of Col. Parkinson. Through

the medium of Col." J. Sidney North, M.P., this has

been presented to the Museum of the Royal Gardens of

Kew, and it is accompanied by the following interesting

particulars, from the pen of Mr. Parkinson himself :—
* This tree is deserving of more notice than any other

growing in the northern districts of New South Wales
;

not perhaps because the quality of the wood may be

superior to the other kinds of Pine, but because each

tree belongs to some one individual of the Aborigines.

The Bunya-Bunya is of the Pine kind, and grows in

scrubs, or ranges of hills or mountains. It is not known

growing in a wild state further to the south than the

range dividing the falls of the waters of the rivers

Brisbane and Burnett ; but in the Wide Bay District,

in the 27th parallel, it grows Very thickly over an

extent of country, about 30 miles by 12, which is in

consequence called the 'Bunya-Bunya country' The

tree is easily distinguished, as it lar outtops every

other kind of tree in the scruh ; and instead of the

branches pointing downwards as in the Moreton Bay

Pine (Araucaria Cunniughami), they grow straight out

from the tree, or rather with a curve or inclination

upwards. Its height ia immense ; Leichardt mentions
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the r beiiiij 160 teet high bt-tore there were any
branches ; for in its wild state the branches only grow
near the top of the tree, owing to the want of light iu the
scrub, but if planted out in an open space they feather

quite to the ground. The wood can he used for the

same purposes as Pine, and is rather more durable :

it makes excellent sheep hurdles. The leaves are of a
rich dark green, and sharp-pointed, so much so as to be
prickly. The cone, or fruit, is very large, and grows
on the extreme tip of the tree. This fruit is only
plentiful every third year. In appearance it is like an
immense Fir cone, and is, before it is quite ripe, of a
beautiful green colour. Measurement ot the cone sent
to the great French Exhibition :— 12 inches in length

;

22 inches round the broadest part, transversely ; 19A
round in the narrowest part. The shape is a depressed
globe. When the proper season arrives, the natives
assemble in great numbers from very great distances all

around, for the purpose of eating the fruit, which they
generally roast. Each tribe has its own peculiar set of
trees, and each family its own allotment among them.
These are handed down from generation to generation
with the greatest exactness, and if any one is found in a
tree not belonging to him, a fiflbt, or 'pullen pullen,' is

the inevitable consequence. This is believed to be the
only hereditary personal property possessed by the

, Aborigines, and it is therefore generally respected, and
• this makes the * Bunya-Bunya ' interesting." Hooker's

.. Journal of Botany.
American Apple Orchards.—In America they have

their t: bearing year" and season of rest in neglected
orchards, but they do not, ns we do, attribute it to late
spring frost. Downing, in his work, the " Fruits and
Fruit Trees of America," treating on orchard culture,

• saj-3, "The bearing year of the Apple, in common
culture, only takes place every alternate year, owing to
the excessive crop which it usually produces, by which
•they exhaust most of the organisable matter laid up by
the tree, which then requires another season to recover,
and collect a sufficient supply a-aiu to form fruit buds.
"When half the fruit is thinned out in a young state,
leaving only a moderate crop, the Apple, like other fruit
trees, will bear every year, as it will also if the soil is

kept in high condition." lie adds in a note, " One ofthe
finest orchards in America is that of Pelham Farm at
Esopus, on the Hudson. It is no less remarkable for
the beauty and high flavour of its fruit, than the con-
stant productiveness of the trees. The proprietor, C. J.
Pell, Esq., has kindly furnished us with some notes of
his experiments on fruit trees, and we subjoin the
following highly interesting one on the Apple :

—<For
several years past I have been experimenting on the Apple,
having an orchard of 2000 bearing Newtown Pippin trees.
I found it very unprofitable to wait for what is termed
the * bearing year,' and it has been my aim to assist
Nature, so as to enable the trees to bear every year. I
have noticed that from the excessive productiveness of

» this tree, it requires the intermediate year to recover
itself—-to extract from the earth and the atmosphere the
materials to enable it to produce again. This it is not
Able to do, unassisted by art, while it is loaded with fruit,

and the intervening year is lost. If, however, the tree is I

Supplied with proper food it will bear every year ; at least

such has been the result of my experiments. Three years
ago,in April, I scraped all the rough bark from the stems of
several thousand trees in my orchard, and washed all

the trunks and stems within reach with soft soap

;

trimmed out all the branches that crossed each other,
early in June, and painted the wounded part with white-
le&d, to exclude moisture and prevent decay. I then, in

the latter part of the same month, slit the bark by run-
ning a sharp pointed knife from the ground to the first

set of limbs, which prevents the trees from becoming
bark-bound, and gives the young wood an opportunity

- of expanding. In July I placed one peck of oyster shell

lime under each tree, and left it piled round the trunk
uctil November, during which time the drought was
excessive. In November the lime was dug in
thoroughly. The following year I collected from these

• trees 1700 barrels of fruit, part of which was sold in
New York for four and others in London for nine
dollars per barrel. The cider made of the refuse,

delivered at the mill two days after its manufacture, I

sold for 3| dollars per barrel of 32 gallons, exclusive of
x the barrel. In October I manured these trees with
stable manure in which the ammonia had been fixed,

and covered this immediately with earth. The succeed-
ing autumn they were literally bending to the ground
with the finest fruit I ever saw, while the other trees in

my orchard not so treated are quite barren, the last

season having been their ' bearing season/ I am now
placing round each tree one peck of charcoal dust, and
propose in the spring to cover it from the compost
heap.' " If time and space allowed, I could make many
more extracts from this work to show that in America
orchards, when neglected, bear crops every alternate
year only, but where under proper culture they bear
every year. When our orchardists imitate the labour and
perseverance of this American gentleman, who takes so
much pains with his Newtown Pippin trees, then may
we hope to hear no more outcries as to the failure of our
crops. M. Saul, in Turner and Spencer's Florist, Fruitist,

and Qarden\Miscellany.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Where valuable stove plants

have to be kept here while in bloom, they will require

careful management to prevent their being injured by
damp, and they must not be overwatered at the root, as
stove plants are soon injured in a low temperature if

kept too wet underground. Give air freely on bright
days, but if the house contains many stove plants it will

be advisable to shut up rather early in the afternoon, so
as to retain a little warmth for the night ; and in the
event of wet cloudy weather setting in, it will probably
be found necessary to use a little fire-heat, to dispel
damp and preserve the blossoms of tender things, and
this should be seen to before handsome specimens get
disfigured or ruined for the season ; for these in bloom
are not over plentiful about most places at this

season of the year, and are therefore worth caring for.

Keep everything in this house as clean and neat as
possible, removing decaying flowers and leaves, <&c,
immediately they are perceived, and examine pot
specimens frequently, particularly such as may not
occupy the most suitable places, turning them partly
round in order to expose all their sides equally to light

and air.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries—A rather dry state of the soil about the

roots and also of the atmosphere is essential during the
ripening of the fruit .where high flavour is an object,
therefore be careful not to over-water plants on which
the fruit is approaching maturity, and it will be advisable
to use slight fires on dull days, so as to allow of giving
sufficient air to prevent a stagnant state of the atmo-
sphere, for fruit of first-rate quality cannot be expected
from plants growing in a sodden soil or a damp unhealthy
atmosphere. Endeavour to afford growing stock a
steady bottom-heat of about 85°, and keep it well
supplied with manure-water at the root, but avoid getting
the soil too wet. As fire-heat will now be necessary to
a considerably larger extent than has been the case
during the summer, care must be exercised to secure a
properly moist state of the atmosphere, keeping the
evaporating pans or troughs regularly supplied with
water, and moistening the floors, &c, frequently, as any
svdden change from a moist to a dry state of the atmo-
sphere would be most injurious to growing stock, and
also to plants swelling their fruit. Be as sparing of
fire-heat, however, as circumstances will allow, and shut
up early on the afternoons of bright days, so as to
husband the sun's influences as much as possible.
Where young stock is grown in dung-pits care must be
exercised after this season not to get the plants weakly
through keeping too close and warm, giving air freely
on every favourable opportunity, and sufficient command
of warmth should be secured from the linings to allow
of giving a little air at night and on cloudy days.
Vineries.—Use gentle fires when the weather is damp
in houses where the fruit is ripe ; but only just suf-
ficient to keep the atmosphere dry, and look over the
bunches, frequently removing any tainted berries im-
mediately they can be perceived, for these if left in the
bunches communicate the malady to others, and cause
it to spread much faster than would otherwise be the
c»se. It is still a too common practice to expose the
Vines to the weather immediately the fruit is cut, and
somes persons deem this practice essential to the ripen-
ing of the wood. When the weather happens to be
warm and dry, such treatment may answer very well,
but to expose Vines in wet, cloudy weather, when the
object is the ripening of the wood, is sure to result in
disappointment ; therefore, where the wood is not
properly ripened, keep the atmosphere dry and mode-
rately warm, and use sufficient fire-heat to allow of
giving air freely both day and night. Use brisk fires in

houses where the fruit is not yet ripe, giving air freely,
and be careful to guard the foliage from insects,
particularly where the fruit has to be kept for
any length of time after it is ripe. Peaches.—As
the trees will now be freely exposed to the air day
and night, very little attention will be required here for
the present. The foliage should, however, be kept clear
of red spider, by an occasional washing with the engine
where necessary, so as to preserve it in health until it

has performed its functions and decays naturally. If
any trees have to be removed here from the open wall,

this may be done immediately the present crop of
fruit is gathered, as the removal if very carefully
effected and the tree properly attended to afterwards
will not prevent the wood ripening, and there will be
plenty of time for the trees to make fresh roots and get
sufficiently established to carry a crop of fruit next
season if not forced too early.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
If previous direct 1ons have been attended to, the

propagation of next season's bedding stock will by
this time be well advanced, and where, from the pres-
sure of other work or other causes, this is not the case,
every possible dispatch must be used while the weather
is favourable for such work. Where cuttings of Ver-
benas and such like things have yet to be put in they
should be inserted rather thinly in deep pans or shallow
pots, in which they can be wiutered, as they will be got
established sooner in this way than would be the case if

they were to be potted off before winter, and we have
frequently found late cuttings managed in this way to
winter fully as well as stronger plants ; and, except
plants intended to furnish cuttings in spring, it

is very immaterial how small bedding plants are
before winter, provided they are well rooted with-
out having been got up in a close warm atmo-
phere to render them sappy and tender. Many
parties, through anxiety to secure large plants, keep
beddiug out stock close and moist until late in autumn,
and frequently in frames on dung beds, where size is

soon obtained, but plants treated in this way are neces-
sarily so scft and tender that it is almost impossible to
ctrry them over the winter without serious loss.

Therefore avoid keeping such thiugs too warm after
this season, and if they are placed in bottom heat
give air at nisht, and whenever it can be done without
the cuttings flagging, so as to prevent weakly growth.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Where wasps are troublesome means must be taken

to preserve ripe fruit from their depredations, and
Plums and Peaches had better be netted up, as wasps,
if at all numerous, soon do serious damage to these.

Also look frequently over any varieties of Pears ripen-
ing, and gather those that are fit, for if allowed to hang
after they are ripe the wasps are sure to find them, aad
will attack *he fruit before it is fit for gathering, so that
the crop will probably be spoiled unless it can be netted

up. Where Currants are covered with mats, which, by
the bye, are very inferior to close nets for this purpose,
and much more expensive, the trees should be un-

covered occasionally on fine dry days, so as to expose
the fruits thoroughly to the air, in order to prevent
their being injured by damp, &c. Trim and dress

Strawberry plantations, and be careful to injure the

leaves of the plants as little as possible, and avoid deep
digging between the rows which is of no farther use

than to injure the roots, as the Strawberry rather

prefers a somewhat firm soil.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON.
PorthewM ending Sept. 11, IS5C, >s ob'crr Jl at th* Horticultural Gardens.

Babomitbi.

Max. Min.

Friday 5

Satur. 6
Sunday 7
Mod. 8
Tuea. 9
Wed. Id
Ihura. 11

A<r*ra*r .

6

7

J"

9
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11
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29.934
29.742
29.866

29.893
29-877
29.994
30.140

29.'v:s

TlMPREATUai
Oi the Air. Or the Rant

Max , Min.

29.8*3

29.S97
29-738
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29.7*3
29.869
30.0&9
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Wind

.*»
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7*

n

37
42
3S
40
62
48
47

29.M3 72.1 43.4 b7.7

Mean

54,0

1 toot
deep.

2 teet

deep.

08 59*
5fi.O 62 59
5 i.O 63

SI57-0 62
62.0 64 f>9

61.0 6S *H
595 63

62.7

59

I 5»7-7 ' 58.9

E.
E.
S.W.
W.
S.E.
E.
N.E.

I

,Oo

.12

£0
.00

.CO

.00

.12

Sept. a— Slight fo« an<] heavy dew; fine; cloudy and fine.

— 6—Fosrsy; fine, with clouds; rain at night.— 7—Very tine; cloudy and tine ; cold at night.— 8—Fo**y; very fine throughout.— 9—Dense fo*; very tine; cloudy at night-— 10—Slight haze ; fiue throughout.— 11— Overcast, and fine; li«bt clouds ; very fiue.

Mean temperature 01 the week £ deg. below the average.

RECORD OF TBE WEATHER AT CBISW1CK.
During the last 30 years, for the ensuing week, ending Sept. 20,1356".

Sept.

Sunday 1*1

Mod. 15,

Tues. lfi

Wed. 17
Thurs. 1^

Friday 19
Satur. io'

66.6
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68.3
66.3
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g g 2

46.9

46.i
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46.1
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15

15
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Quantity
of Rain.

0M in.

l».63

0.50
0.91)
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0.60
0.45

Prevailing Wind*

c * 5 -*

1

i

I

1

3

1

1

S

I
6

6

6
4

3
2
I

i

2 6

4 9
2
2
5

3 SI 3

9

S

6

i

5
*
4
5

4
6

2
fr

I

3
4
2
3

d on the Utii,The highest temperature during the ahove period occurred on th

143—therm. 84 deg ; and the lowest on the 17th, ;840-therm.29 deg.1843

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: Fitzgibbon. "We are acquainted with the Cottage Gar

deners* Dictionary. It is useful to those who have not better

books, notwithstanding its manifold errors.
Disrasks : E A W. Your Strawberries are infested with a

parasitic fungus Phyllosticta Fragarice. You would not be sur-

prised at its ravages could you see a slice of the tissue of the
plant under the microscope. A figure will be given in the
course of a month or two in the Vegetable Pathology. We
fear that lime will do you no good as regards the fungus.
Your plants are very rank and seem to have been heavily
manured. The fungus penetrates so deeply that a remedy
cannot easily be applied, and unfortunately we have none to

recommend in such cases, for to be effectual it must be imbibed
with nutritive matter from the earth by means of the roots,,

a process which might be as fatal as the parasite. You mighty
however, try a top-dressing of lime and sulphur. The former

is probably deficient in your soil which hardly effervesces at

all with sulphuric acid, and might, therefore, do good to the

general health of your plants. 31 J. B.

Insects : D (Tarnworth). The insects in your decaying Potatoes

are the common Julus pulchellus, which |are always met with

in decaying vegetable matter.—EJ. It is not known why the

little fly (Sepsis cynipsea) swarms occasionally in the manner
you mention. W.

MoDougal's Disinfecting Powder: Carpinus. y?* want dis-

interested information respecting this preparation. What we

have seen appeared to do its work slowly and imperfectly

unless so much is used as to render it too expensive.

Namks op Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or coul 1 have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves; nor would it be desirable it we could. AH *e

can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It »
now requested that in future, not more than tour plants

may be sent us at one time.—Mary. Pteris crisp*. S.

The Peacock Anemone: G. This is the common Anemone

pavonina, a mere variety of the A. hortensis. It is very pretty

and occurs under different forms and colours ; but is anything

rather than a novelty. The French call it the Anemone*

oeii ae

paon. In the last number of the Revue Horticole the following

are said to be finest sorts grown by M. Truffaut, of > e"axl,es '

*

very successful cultivator of them. Abida: scarlet red, centre

yellow, stamens black. AchanUs; scarlet lake, centre wnttt,

stamens black. Achilles; bright carmine, velvety, ceniro

white. Adonis; vermilion red, centre white. Bajarac; Pcaiw

red, velvety, centre white. Coronis: fiery canning centre

white. Damia; violet, centre white. Dedahon; ongm^m
m

planted in patches in September in a light soil with a southern

exposure. By May the leaves are dead, when the roots shoultt

be taken up and dried in the shade. ^mla i

Plums : K Pierce. Your Plum is middle-sized, round purple

,

ne„h greeoish-amber, with a brisk bat neb andwgW
flavour? it parts freely from the stone which i small. "

it was raised,
tf
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and

others eugaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

u».i.. pverv Decessary instruction for their economical and

°SSent preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,

t'Soal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,

i rinn Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,

c orolites &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

ipxecuted with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

( receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,

Villfind ample facility and accommodation at the College.

p
ERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-

phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, and every

Ascription of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.

YV. Ikglis Carne, 10, Mark Lane, London.

Tf^HE^FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured

X at Mr. Lakes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

fL per ton- Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and

Coprolites/tt.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

JIB. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and

other Chemical Manures,

tInFon manure compan y
\j (Established 1840)

Beg to call the attention of Agriculturists to their MANURES
FOR AUTUMN SOWING, which by a judicious blending of

Nitrogen with the mineral constituents taken from the soil by

Cereals produce good crops without exhausting the land.

THe'lONDON MANURE COMPANY also supply genuine

Peruvian Guano direct from importers' warehouses, Sulphate of

Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Superphosphate of Lime, Blood

Manure and every Artificial Manure of known value.
Edwakd Purser, Secretary.

Bridge Stree^Blackfriars, London.
.

t^amT^og, peat, leaf mould, silver
Li SAND, ROTTED MANURE, GRAVEL, GROTTO
MATERIAL, &c. t

can be supplied in large or small quantities;

also every article connected with the Nursery business at the

lowest price.—Joseph Fryer, Clarendon Nurseries, CamberwelL

TO BE SOLD, Nine" Hundred ONE POUND
SHARES in the SUPERPHOSPHATE COMPOST COM-

PANY,—Applyjit8 f
Sutherland^lace, East Walworth, London.

rpHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
1 PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henry Keb Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection

of Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of

Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or aa ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-
owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or

be may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-

UTIE3 WILL BE AFFORDED IK EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly

instalments.

6. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
ind extended to fifty years for Lakd Improvements and
THiBTy-oxE years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments

will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the

improved Lauds can afford to pay. William Clifford, Sec.

VEW""TWINE
-
NETTING, Tanned if required,

-^ 1 yard wide, 2d. per yard; 2 yards wide, id. per yard;
4 yards wide, 8d. per yard. Half-inch mesh ditto, 2 yards wide,

81 per yard. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET-
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds,
*asps, flies, &c. from fruit trees, flower or seed beds, A\d. per
square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, \\d. per
yard; 4 or 6 yards wide, 3d. per yard. At W.Cullingford's,
l„Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

V Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west
Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

* PRIGl DOMO."~Patronised by" her Majesty the
I- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultnral Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE RAYS OF THE SUN.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold f keeping,
*^erever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
*11 horticultural and floricnltural purposes, for preserving Fruits
**d Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in
*ny required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Abchkr, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City ; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-
men throughout the kingdom. "It is much cheaper than mats
as a covering"

WATERPROOF PATHS.
TBARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.
HOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during; the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the
pavel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp

JW* sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
end Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

fwwg the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
wnrer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
We, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation

2
nnot Pow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the

Everest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,
10 give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
J'ATTLE-SIIEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
^?ere a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. Whits & Brothers,

^Ubank Street, Westminster.

PARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
£ PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other

CT'MWUt». the Hon. East India Company, the principal

qJJJ;
C^Panies, most public bodies, and by the Nobility,

'entry, and Clergy, for out-door work at their country seats,

a^® ^
uti-Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most

evl* 5 °ut-door Paint ever invented for the preservation of
*ry description of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement,
m work, as has been proved by the practical test of upwards of

in u!*f and by the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials

thtuf 70ur' and which, from the rank and station in society of

anvtv ° have &ven them, have never yet been equalled by
fining °f the kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

mJSJf
of Colours, Prices, together with a Copy of the Testi-

No q
3'

*

l11 ** ftent on application to Walter Carsok & Son,

Exchi
at Win<*ester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal

ifctte!!!?'*
L
v
ondon - No Agents. All orders are particularly

heated to be sent direct.

\VARNERf

S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
v OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.
The valve is a ball of imperishable

material, and cannot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder toany pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, SI. 3s.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs
ire 5 ft. high.

1£ inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. 9i. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 35. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines, &c—Engravings sent on application.

TXfARNER'S PATENT
VV dard pua

VIBRATING STAN-
MPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel.

POULTRY, &c, SHOWS.— IMPROVED PORT-
* ABLE WIRE PENS for Poultry and Pigeons, furnished

on bin by Thos. P. Hawkiss, General Wireworker, 27, Dale
End. Birmingham.
WIRE GAME and POULTRY NETTING and WIRE

GOODS of every description.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

Stephenpox & Peiix\ solicits an inspection of his patterns

of WROUGHT-IRON I ENCE, which he is now prepared to

supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,

&c, at the Mannfactorv as above.
HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

of ground, 5 bars 45. 9d. each.

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3
inches out of ground. 5 bars 5*. 3d. each.

2* in. short lft. 7 in.

H
3

2i

IS

ft

»

long 3

ditto 3
ditto 3

ditto 3

ft

tt

3
6

6
6

»

9»

Fitted for lead, ^
gutta percha,

or cast iron
flanged pipe,

£
1

1

2
2

3as required,

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2

v d.

10

14

8
12
3

14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 IS

The short harrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c: also Fire and Garden

Engines, &c. &c—Engravings sent on application.

^

w EIR'S SPIRIT
DRAINING LEVEL.
Price 30s.; Case Is.

Requires no graduated staff

or computation. Auy labourer

can use them.

w7 EIR'S PENDULUM
WORKMAN'S LEVEL,

for use in the Drain.

Price 15.«. Terms cash.

Illustrated Catalogues sent

post tree.

Edward Weir, 2, Fitzroy Terrace, and 1G, Bath Place, New
Road, near Fitzroy Square, London.

J.

aSddrn Crusher," at the Carlisle Meeting-(the last occasion

on which a Prize was offered)—and at their previous Shows at

Norwich Gloucester, and Lincoln. Also the 1st Prize of 150

francs and Gold Medal at the Paris Universal Exhibition of

Agriculture, 1856. A great variety of these mills are manufac-

tured, adapted for farms of all sizes, large coaching and carry-

ing establishments, gentlemens' riding stables, breweries, Lin-

seed-oil mills, &c.

TURNER'S PATENT COMBINED CRUSHING AND
GRINDING MILL is highly effective for Crushing Grain,

Seeds, Ac, and is also a most excellent Mealing Mill tor Barley.

Chaff Cutters for horse or steam power; Oil Cake Breakers

for English and Foreign Cake; Fixed and Portable Steam

Engines: combined Threshing Machines; Saw Tables; One-

horse Carts, &c, all of a superior d^^iption, arft mar.«facture<i

by E. R. & F. Turner, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich. Illustrated

Price Lists sent tree on application.

CAUTION.
Imitations of our Roller Mills, of very inferior manufacture,

being offered for sale in London and elsewhere, which, from

their resemblance in design to ours, are calculated to mislead

QUEEN 'S COLLEGE, CALWAY.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

THE COLLEGE SESSION for 1856-57 will com-
mence on TUESDAY, October 21st, when the Supplemental

and Scholarship Examinations will be proceeded with as laid

down in the Prospectus.
The First Matriculation Examination for the Session will

take place on FRIDAY, October 24th.
Additional Matriculation Examinations will take place before

the close of the first term.
In the department of Agriculture four Scholarships of the value

of 151. each are appropriated, two to Students of the first year,

and two to Students of the second year. The College is also

empowered to award at the same examination two prizes of 12Z.

each to Students of the .first year, and two to Students of the

second year.
N.B.—In addition to the Scientific Education given in the

Lecture Rooms of the College, the most ample means are now
possessed for giving practical instruction to Students in Agricul-

ture. The Professor will exhibit on his own farm as well as on a
large property of which he has the management the best examples

of land improvement, and superior cropping on waste worn out

bog and mountain land, with specimens of the crops raised thereon.

Further information may be had on application either

personally or by letter to the Registrar, Queen's College, Gal way,

from whom also copies of the Prospectus may be obtained.—By
order of the President,
September 13. William Luptok, A.M., Registrar.

( COLLEGE op AUK1CUL1 UKb and CHEMISTRY,
yy and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE,37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ; for the Naval

and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nksbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver m
the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

SEED WHEAT.
MR. MORTON has a few quarters of healthily

grown and perfectly ripened Seed to dispose of. It is of

four sorts:—(1), The Whitfield Red Straw, and (2), the Fenton—
both white Wheats of good quality and great productiveness, the

latter a good deal shorter strawed than the former; (3), the

Browick ; and (4), the so-called " Tiney's Success"—both produc-

tive varieties of Red Wheat, the former yielding rather the

bulkier, though at the same time the somewhat coarser produce

of the two. They have all been grown on a light sandy soil; and

in every case it has been a standing crop of bright uumildewed

straw. Price 50*. per 4 bushels, including the sack.

Post-office orders to be made payable at Kingston-on-Thames

to John C. Moktok, West Moulsey, Surrey.

clement Department of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, Stand 43.

I E. R. & F. Tcrneb, Ipswich,

£ftc &gricttlttttal <Sa>ette*
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1856.

The use of dry autumn weather in the cultiva-

tivation of our stubbles is well insisted on and de-

scribed by our excellent correspondents Messrs.

Hardy in the following communication, with which

we have been favoured by them :

—

" Now that harvest is past is the time to set about

the burning of the stubbles. No employment of

horses and men pays better or does more good on

the farm. As soon as the corn is cleared off

the fields a Bentall's or other broadshare, and

a large rake, fork, and shovel for each man

employed are required to effect the purpose,

and the land is left in so fine a tilth as to admit

myriads of seedling weeds to spring up before

it is to be ploughed and sown, such as would other-

wise not have germinated for years. We would

just observe that whoever is not supplied with the

efficient implement made by Mr. Bentall ought to

be, and our distant correspot dents who have no

knowledge of it will do well to take our recom-

mendation of it as a first-rate article for expe-

ditiously and cheaply cleaning the surface of the

" The process of paring and burning is simple,

cheap, and efficacious. First, the broadshare, three

horses, one man, and a boy, will pare twice over

3 acres in a day, say at 5s. per acre. Three men

then follow whilst all is dry, with large-siz^d strong

rakes raking up all the stubble and weeds in their

green state before they shed any seeds, taking five

common-sized ridges at a time, forming fires on the

middle ridge at about every 2 to 3 rods ; then with

a four-pronged fork they form and light the fires as

they go along at three places on opposite sides.

When these are about hnlf burned through they

rake all the clods up towards the fire and bury up at

night by heaping all the earth over them that can be

shovelled up around them. The next morning most
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of them, and all, if properly managed, will be

burned or scorched through sufficiently to kill all

vegetable and animal life of which they contain the

germs. The fires will then require but little

trimming and tucking up, and the work is com-
pleted, leaving about a load of burnt earth at each
fire, and at about 40 loads at least on an acre,

valued at 2s. per load. We say on, for it is already
on, and this makes it so valuable, as all cartage is

spared, and on heavy lands no manure will be
required for the next crop of corn."

The expense of these operations need not exceed
10s. or 12.S-. an acre, and the result, independently
of the fertilising dressing thus obtained, is worth far
more than this in the diminished cost of keeping
clean the green crops of the following year. What
land can be manured in autumn should have its

dressing carted on after this fallow operation is com-
pleted, and being ploughed up and left till spring is

in the best possible condition for such early spring
culture as may be needed to prepare it either for

the Bean crop or the Mangel Wurzel.

The agricultural statistics of Scotland for 1854
were published in February 1855 : those for 1855
were published in December of the fame year : the
statistics of 1856, so far as the acreage of the crops
and the number of the live stock are concerned,
were published on Sept. 1. There is progress here
in a very important point—the quickness with
which we are all informed of the results of Mr.
Hall's inquiries. It was of little service to inform
us in February, when half the produce of the land
had already been consumed, how much food had
been produced, and even in December such informa-
tion would have had comparatively little influence on
the food trade of the country. It is of the very
greatest importance to safe trade that we should
have, just as the consumption of the new year's food
begins, certain data laid before us from which the
year's supplies may with tolerable certainty be
calculated. And 'for this, so far as Scotland
is concerned, we have to thank the agri-
culturists of Scotland, the Highland Society,
and its energetic secretary. These all receive the
thanks of those interested in the attainment of such
information from the whole country, and who see
the earnest of success elsewhere in the remarkable
success which has attended the inquiry in the
north.

But the tables themselves, as well as the time of
their appearance, indicate remarkable progress.
The quantity of land in Wheat has amounted this
year to 261,842 acres against 191,300 in 1855, an
increase of one-fourth in a single year ! In Barley
the extent is diminished, being 165,663 acres this
year against 186,082 in 1855. In Oats the
average is 918,258 in 1856 against 933,662
in the previous year. In Rve we have
this year 4754 acres against 3692 in 1855.
In Bere there are 15

;
385 acres against 17,263 in 1855.

Of Beans there are 40,488 acres against 37,338 in

the previous year. And to take the more important
of the green crops, we have 459.741 acres of turnips
nowgrowing while there were 449,404 acres last year.
Potatoes are grown on about the same extent of
land—viz., 148,930 acres this year, and 146,969
last year. Mangel Wurzel is rather on the increase:
there are 3642 acres in 1856 ag-unst 2299 in 1856.
Carrots and Cabbages are both grown in increased
quantity ; and of Rape, for which there is now a
separate place in the schedule, we learn there is

about the same extent grown in Scotland as of the
other two, viz., 1400 acres. It is interesting
to learn in addition to these particulars that the
extent in bare fallow in Scotland has this year
diminished about one-seventh, being 17,715 acres
against 22,462 acres in 1855.
The number of live stock seems to vary but little

from year to year. The total number of horses
returned was 172,229 in 1855, and 179.904 in
1856; of cattle, 974,816 in 1855, and 967,311 in

1856; of sheep and lambs, 5,694,900 in 1855, and
5,822,478 in 1856 ; of swine, 134,350 in 1855, and
126.944 in 1856: of all live stock, 6,981,295 in
1855, and 7,096,637 in 1856.

It is satisfactory to know that these returns are
made by men competent and willing, and that the
scheme both as regards the inquiry and the nume-
ration of its results is in the hands of so able and
now so experienced a man as Mr. Hall Maxwell.
No such criticism is possible of the Scottish statistical

nquiry as Mr. Carroll makes of that conducted in
Ireland by the constabulary force.

arrive at that maximum of produce which our
climate will allow us.

There is, however, one of these particulars which
has occupied less of our attention as cultivators
than it deserves. We have looked carefully to the
tillage of our fields ; there has been discussion
enough on the position of the plant with respect
to its neighbours— thick and thin seeding have
occupied the attention of our correspondents quite
sufficiently ; but the importance of a due selection

of the seed with regard to purity of sort and
with regard to perfect healthiness of growth has
not been put so prominently before our readers as

it deserves. Mr. Berkeley has indeed lately given
his experience on the hereditary character of a
disease in Oats, and Mr. Lawson has urged on
cultivators the need of care in choosing unmixed
and pure varieties ; but there has not been such
general interest in the subject as it ought to

receive. This is more especially the case with
reference to the former of these considera-
tions. The latter has commanded more general
attention, and Mr. Lawson speaks not more
for himself than for a large body of experimenters
and observers to whom with himself the farmer is

indebted. Drummond, Rendle, Skirving, Sutton,
every seedsman indeed of any note, gives his name
to one or other of the many ?orts which every
agricultural plant presents. These sorts have been
reared from single seeds, carefully tended and
accurately compared with others, and found to

possess merits such as in the opinion of its cultivator

or originator give it a claim to general cultivation.

There is not a seedsman in the country whose
professions, nor, let us say, one of any note whose
actual operations do not prove the general esti-

mation in which the subject of purity of seed is

held by cultivators.

It is the importance of perfectly formed and
thoroughly ripened and completely healthy seed to
which we need now to call attention. No one who
has travelled through the country in July and
August, even in a season like the present, when a
hot season has ripened grain more perfectly than
in this country it generally is, has failed to notice
in the Wheat fields patches of dead or prematurely
ripened corn with bleached or dusky, empty ears,

which puzzle the cultivator quite as much as they
do the passers by. He knows the past history of the
land, but that does not explain them—and he knows
the several processes which during its growth and
cultivation the crop has undergone ; but these throw
no light upon them. The probability is that the
phenomenon, common enough in every arable dis-

trict in the country, is due, like the somewhat
similar case to which Mr. Berkeley called attention
in the Oat, to defective seed.

It is certainly within the experience of the farmer
as well as of the gardener that the produce of a seed
is dependent upon something besides the treatment
it receives from the cultivator. It grows not
only according to the soil in which it is

deposited, but according to the force or character
of the vitality which it has inherited. The
faulty plants which die off before the rest are
but the lower illustrations of the same scale
whose higher places present such specimens as
our correspondent from Cliiheroe refers to in his
recent communication on the importation of seed
from other climates. Of course, then, it is of the
highest importance that our seed should be taken
from plants making some approach to such speci-
mens as more congenial climates yield, and should
be ripened as perfectly and as healthily as in such
climates they more generally are.

If diseases are hereditary, healthy plants alone
should yield the seed we use, and if, as the facts
which •' T. G." quotes would indicate, vigour of
growth as well as weakliness is handed down, the
importance becomes more obvious still of choosing
the seed of next year's crop from the best and
healthiest crops which this year has provided.

Happily there is no lack this autumn of well
ripened and prolific Wheat. An unusually hot
summer and a spring time such as, on well-drained
soils at least, induced a strong and vigorous growth,
have united to produce an unusually abundant
yield, and wherever this has been well harvested
seed of the best quality is to be had : and it may
be added that the occurrence of harvest all together,
by which much became dead ripe before it could be
cut, was not unfavourable to the character of the
grain as seed however much it may thus have
suffered as food.

item of expenditure to be taken into account iu additions
these.

M

Rent £720
Income-tax on 360Z., if the full amount be paid ... 24 Q
Labour, if the occupier manage for himself, about ... 490 lo
Horses, seven at SOI. ... !. 210
Implements (excepting threshing machine and steam-
engine) 416

Seeds and seed corn „ n^
30 full grown beasts to consume roots, Clover, &c, at

iO-* v»tli ita •« ftfti •• •*•

10 in-calf heifers and cows, at 15*. each ...

10 yearling heasts, at 61. each

2

7

# • •

•«•

• * •

»••

* *

• + •

• *•

• • •

1 1*

• * •

• • •

• - *

*••

«ti

• * t

• * *

t* m

•••

• #•

• ••>

• • •

• • •

••*

• • «

10 calves at 2L each ...

Saddle-horse
lbul! ...

2 farrow sows
Manure...
Full tillage 40 acres roots, &c.
Clover seeds and sowing, say
Half till age of Beans, say . .

.

Half ditto Clover stubble ...

Full tillage 3 acres Italian Rye, if sown this year with-
outcorn ...

723 bushels Oats for horses, at 2*. 9d.
182 bushels Beans, at 4$. 6d.
9 tons of hay, at 4Z ,

5 tons of Bean-men], at 9Z.

5 tons of mixed cake, at 8*....

160 acres of Oat, Bean, and Wheat straw, at 25s.

600 yards of manure for Beans, at 45.

Tradesmen's bills

Market and other sundry expenses

540
150
60
20
30
15
10

105 10
250
30
30
30

«*9

• «•

«*•

- - -

• * •

• «*

• •

* •

• »•

12
100 I

40 19

36

* *

§ * i

• • •

- . #

• «#

• • *

* •

« •* • • • +••

45
40
200
120
20

30

I

£3885 10 6

In addition there may be 200Z. required to furnish house

;

1507. for house-keeping, and 1501. interest of money.

As for reaping machines, &c. I think the holding

scarcely large enough to justify the cost.

12. Estimate the quantity of straw which under your schema
of cultivation will be produced for use as litter, fodder, &c.

State also the number of tons of cattle food which your farm

will yield, naming the several crops, the probable produce of

each per acre, as well as on the whole.

Wheat straw 60 acres 100 tons.

Oat straw 40 acres 60 „
Bean straw 40 acres 50 „

210

Mangel Wurzel, 20 acres (20)
Swedes, 10 acres (15)
Yellow and other Turnips, 10 acres (10)
40 acres Clover (10)

5 acres Rye (8) ...

5 acres Rye and Vetches (12)

10 acres late and early Vetches (10)

* # *

ft*

* * ft

•• •

# ft •

«•*

*••

• • i

• - #

VII

• *•

400

150
100
400
40

60
100

* • •

• •
• •

• • •

it

»
!>

»

tf

n

*>

v

1250 It

3 acres Italian Rye-grass ... • #

«

• «

•

• »• ... 30 u
3 acres ditto, second year's crop • •>• • • • • •• ... 40 »
3 acres Potatoes • •• • • • • • ... 20 It

1 acre Swedes • *• •* * • •• ... 5 tr

1345

60

That the produce of our corn fields is dependent
on the quantity and quality of the grain we use as
seed is known to every one. The formation of a
proper seed bed has to be followed by the right
deposit of a properly selected seed, and that by
the due cultivation "of the plant, before we can

ANSWERS TO AGRICULTURAL QUESTIONS.
By Mb. Henry Cox, of Mikchinhampton, Gloucestershire.

( Comtimedfrom p. 603.)

11. Give a rough estimate of the capital needed during a year's
tenancy of the farm, specifying the amounts required res-
pectively for rent and taxes, labour, horses, implements, live
stock, seed, manure j and say if there is any other principal

35 acres hay, 1 ton 15 cwt. ... ... ••

Besides 35 acres lattermath and 35 acres tP be grazed

13. Say how many and what kinds of live stock you expect

keep.

Two relays of 30 full grown beasts, calculated with

the roots and ineal, and cake and Clover, and Vetches

and Rye, to clear 8/. each beast and feeding ; or one lot of

younger beasts to begin with the Rye and finish with

Mangel, Beans, and cake, and calculated by growth and

fatting to realise 161. each in the 52 weeks. On the

meadow land, and to be fed with straw, roots, and hay

in winter, 10 cowa to wean 20 calves, 20 yearling beasts

and which may be assisted with Italian Rye, &c, &c.

and twenty 2-year old beasts ; seven horses and nag

two or three farrow sows, and young pigs as may happen,

14. How long do the mare, the cow, the ewe the sow, go with

young ? Name the months when you would wish them to

bring forth, and give reasons for your choice of the time.

Mare, about 1 1 months ; cow, 9 ditto ; ewe, 21 or 22

weeks ; sow, 16 weeks. The mare should foal in April

or May, as then she can be best spared[from work ; the

Grass is springy and will afford plenty of milk, and the

foal will get strong before winter. The cow should

calve about February or March, as the milk is not good

for cheese-making until the cow has calved some weeks.

There will be time to wean the calves before cheese-

making commences, and they will get strong before winter.

The ewe should bring forth in warm districts as early

as February or March ; there will be time to wean the

lambs and the ewt to again get fresh for the tup. The

Grass will be springy when the lambs are beginning to

feed, and they will get strong before the time to go to

Turnips, and the draught ewes can be got early fat.

In the Highland districts, where there are no roots

grown, the lambs should not be born before April,
,

as

the Grass will not be grown sufficient to produce milk,

and they may get starved. The sow should farrow in

March or April, as then the skim milk will much assist

them. They will get a good Bize by cheese-making

time and will thrive well on whey and Peas, or if »°

whey they may thrive on roots, &c, till after harvest,

when they will be in good place to fatten on small corn

and small Potatoes.

15. Give the probable annual consumption of a full-sized farm

horse in full work, and sufficiently ted on Oa£, Be« ns
;J2"

hay in winter, and on Oats and green food (Rye, vetcn^

and Clover) in summer. Give the annual <?n *umP"^_r:
1 any other Scheme of feeding, for which you might make pro-

vision on a light land farm,

91 bushels Oats, 22 ditto Beans, 22 cwL hay, 9 tons

green food, 22 cwt. Oat-straw, 45 bushels Oats,,4o £*

Carrots, 3 cwt. Linseed meal, 9 tons Clow and Vetches,

22 cwt. Sainfoin hay, cut straw ad lib. Or 45 bushels

Oars, 91 cwt. bran, cut straw ad lib. Or when hor^s

work very hard and many hours on the road,
,

a-,

45 bushels Oats, 45 bushels Beans, 91 cwt. bran
^
4o c*

old hay. I know a roadster team worked (they »J/
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*"T6 hours'
1 per day fur the 6 days each week, lookiug and

working remarkably well on this food.

16 Say how^ you would manage as to food, &c, during its first

year a well-bred calf to be reared for fattening.

The first four or five weeks it would have full meal

of whole milk, and would after be gradually worked

down to half new and half skim, till it began to leed

freely on Mangel Wurzel and hay, or Grass, as the

lime of year may dictate ; but if I was short of milk I

would gradually add Linseed and hay tea. I have known

% farmer wean 20 calves during the season with one

cow's milk by adding this. Towards the latter part of

May it should be turned on the best pastures, and as

winter approached should be full fed on chopped hay

and roots sliced and mixed ; or if the Oat straw is very

good, and cut a little before ripe, it will be an excellent

substitute for hay. In this case I would add a little

linseed-cake, say 1 lb. per day.

17. Give the routine of operations in the cattle feeding house

during a day in February, 6tating the times of feeding, &c,
and the quantities of each kind of food supplied per head.

6 o'clock, a*m., a feed of mixed chaff and sliced roots,

and during the time they are consuming this they should

be cleaned out or fresh littered, as the case may be.

7 o'clock, a.m., the same as above, with a little Bean

meal or Linseed cake mixed with it. 12 noon, a feed of

roots and chaff ; 4 4 p.m., a feed of roots and chaff, and
again littered ; 5£, the same, with Linseed or Bean
meal ; 6, a few handfuls of hay, and left for the night.

During this time it is calculated that each beast will

consume 10 lbs. chopped straw, l^cwt. roots, 2 lbs.

Bean meal, 2 lbs. Linseed cake, and 7 lbs. meadow hay.

I, am fully aware that this ration is not such as is

recommended by many feeders, but my object is, 1st, to

prevent the animals being choked, by being too eager

for their food in the morning ; 2d, to induce them to lie

down as much as possible ; and, 3d, to render them
satisfied for the night by a few handfuls of meadow hay,

which, after all, is their natural food. I have been
astonished at the ease and contentment they will exhibit

after this feed, and they will rarely rise till feeding time

the next morning.

18. Suppose an ox feeding to 60 or 70 imperial stone, to be
ready for the butcher towards the end of its third year; state

the kinds and quantities of food it will consume during its

last nine months, from June till March.

We should suppose that by June the green food, such
as Rye, Clover, and Vetches, will be sufficiently hard to

be given without much or any dry food ; but if soiling is

practised, I hold it to be good to give a little dry food

with all green food, until the stalks become hard or
the seeds are formed ; thus an ox would consume in

four months, at 1£ cwt. per day, 180cwt. Clover, Vetches,
and green Italian Rye-grass, and about 14 cwt. sweet
Oat straw ; the next 10 weeks it would consume about
105 cwt. common and yellow Turnips, and about 7 cwt.

chopped Oat straw ; the last 10 weeks the roots would
be reduced by £ cwt. per day, and about 2 lbs. Bean meal
and 2 lbs. Linseed in place of it ; the straw may be
slightly reduced, and about 7 lbs. hay substituted. Thus
it would consume in nine months about 180 cwt. Clover,
Vetches, and Rye-grass ; 105 cwt. common and yellow
Turnips ; 88 cwt. Mangel Wurzel and Swedes ; 4£ cwt.
meadow hay ; 26 cwt. Oat straw ; 140 lbs. Bean meal

;

140 lbs. Linseed-cake. If less roots and more straw,
then I would add more Linseed ; if less straw and more
roots, then more Bean meal. Bean meal should be used
more largely too with Mangel Wurzel than with Swedes,
because it tends to correct the laxative qualities of the
Mangel Wurzel. I have seen some very excellent
beeves fatten with cut Swede3 and English hay ad. lib.

only.

19. Describe the operations of cheese-making, and say what
quantity should be made from good meadow land in a dairy
of 50 cows of a productive kind during the month of May.

The operations of cheese-making in Gloucestershire
are very simple. The cows are milked about 5 a.m.,
and 3 to 4 p.m. If the dairy is large, it is made twice
J*ch day ; if small only once, generally in the morning.
The milk is brought and put into a large tub, and re-
duced or increased in temperature as the case may be,
to 80, 85, or 90 Q of heat. A quantity of rennet, half a
pmt to 50 gallons, is then added, and left about an
hour. The curd is then cut across with the
cheese knife, and the whey strained from it ; the
curd, is then cut very small with the cheese knife,

(sometimes through a mill lately invented for the pur-
Pose, which saves much trouble, and is said to mix the
iatty matter more intimately with the cheese), and as
touch as possible of the serous matter allowed to pass
*}«• The cheese cloth is then put into the vat,* and is
toled with the broken up curd, the ends of the cloth
torned over the curd, and the whole put into the press,
nere it is subjected to gentle pressure for about a

couple of hours ; it is then taken out of the vat, a

M
On some farms there is great complaint that the cheese will

neave and nothing will prevent it," though I have known

re«.

e
??
n' management on some of those farms produce different

(tht *
*n<i * have heard my mother say that one of those farms

iohnri
18

'
the dairv management) came under her hands, but

a tht
^ ever ex Pecte** to size a cheese that did n<->t heave, as such

und
ng

,
was nev«r known ; but strange to say not a cheese heaved

°er her system, but she could not tell why It was so, for she
£** not aware that she deviated from the regular system except

(

jP«ng more particular in allowing the curd a longer time in
auxing itself without pressure, and keeping the cheese-knife at

ther«
n
p

f
' r

* and Perhaps brisker, than had been the custom

ijj ^>
and allowing the curd to get perfectly cold before putting it

the n "w
tS

* Is
'ow tnis last seems to me to be the true solution of

problem. Nothing seems more likely toproduce fermentation,

*nd fi°v
eqU

^ntly heaving, than the putting the curd into cloths

recorn
e
°i

*' t0 pressure when at a high temperature, and I would

tbia nS t

l° *** where neavmS is a fault in their cheese to study

portion ot salt rubbed over the outride of the new formed with a good garden at a moderate rent, he is in com-
cheese, and returned to the vat with a fresh cloth ; it is fortable circumstances. Another man who ploughs,

then tnken out twice each day for iour or five days, sows seed, &c, and acts as a working farm bailiff,

getting a little more salt the few first turnings ; they are turning his hands to any sort of labour in progress, has
then put on the shelf to dry in a rather dry warm place,

|
with the earnings of his two little sons 10a. a week, a

when after a day or two they are conveyed to the
j
cottage rent free, with a rood of ground for Potatoes

cheese-room and turned over once each day for a month
or so. There are many u whims " in various dairies,

such as scalding the curd, pouring hot whey on the out-

sides of the cheeses, washing with hot whey, rubbing
the cheeses with herbs or the floor on which they lie

—

but to enumerate all would be tedious. About 1£ cwt
per day, or 46 cwt. for the month of May would, I

believe, be a fair yield for 50 cows.

20. If the farm we have supposed had been in Fifeshire instead

of Kent or Surrey, what changes in the mode of cropping
you have named would have become advisable ?

I believe it is pretty generally considered that the

Oat crop is the most suited to the climate of Scotland,

but the county of Fife being a populous district, and

near the sea coast, Wheat should enter into the rotation

of crops only in a diminished ratio, say only after Beans,

and the Oat should follow the Clover. Potatoes would enter

largely into the fallow crops, and Mangel would only be

grown in smaller quantities. As the Swede and yellow

Turnip would require to be sown earlier, and Vetches,

&c, would only be fit to cut later, we could not manage
so great a breadth of those "stolen," or intermediate I

crops, but it is probable the Swede crop would be

!

heavier, the climate being more humid and better

adapted to the requirements of the Swede.

(To be continued.)

and Cabbages, and facilities for rearing and fattening

poultry. Yet this family can barely subsist, being five

in number.
One person more remains to be noticed, to complete

the types of our labouring class. A man about 75 years

old works in my garden ; his wages are lOd. a day ; he
has an aged wife to support and house rent to pay.'

Persons unacquainted with the details of the Irish Poor-

law system may imagine that the condition of our poor

is much ameliorated through its agency ; this is not eo
in reality. We have union houses with poor rates as in

England, and medical aid is provided in every parish

for the sick poor ; but what a difference in the applica-

tion of the provisions and modes for affording relief in

England and here ! When the labourer there is worn
out by toil and years he receives a weekly allowance

according to the number and circumstances of his

family, dies in the cottage in which he has perhaps lived

all his days among friends and neighbours, and is buried

with decency at the expense of his parish. A labourer's

widow with a helpless family has a regular allowance of

bread and a little money while she continues in waut ;

but in neither of these urgent and pitiable cases, nor in

any, are the Irish poor aided from the poor rates unless

within their district poor-house. No out-of-door relief

is the stern decree of those in authority.

Probably less than one-twentieth of the 52,872 indi-

viduals in the 33 electoral divisions of the union
IRISH PAROCHIAL STATISTICS. (including a very considerable town population) receive

By Mabtik Doyle. in-door relief (externally none), and only 12 persons

(Continuedfrom p. 571.) participate in it of the parochial division under my
The labourers kept in farmers* houses are sufficiently present view. Financially considered, therefore, we

well maintained, and if unmarried they possess ample derive little benefit from the rates imposed. While it

means for providing comfortable clothing and even is possible to avoid it, neither destitute nor infirm poor

saving some ponion of their wages, which they some-
|

will enter the poor-house ; they look upon a suggestion

times invest in the purchase of two or three sheep that to go there as unkind, if not insulting, or as a death

cost them a very trifling sum for pasturing. But
;
warrant ; their feelings revolt from the notion of

labourers who have families and live at home are gene- abiding there ; they greatly prefer to beg, and some

rally in very pitiable circumstances. I ought rather to
|

would even starve and die at home than become its

use the past tense, because I am considering what the inmates.

rates of wages and prices of food have been during the The old gardener and his wife (the latter a faithful

last few years, and therefore previously to the present and respected servant in some families in which she for-

abundance and anticipated fall in the prices of Potatoes f merly lived) have been always of irreproachable conduct

and meal.

The ordinary rate of wages is 6s. a week ; it neither

rises nor falls as in England, according to the price of

bread or any other standard of food ; with us the wages

are fixed except in the actual period of harvest, when a

pressing demand fcr labourers of necessity causes

increased wages. But how stands the case during

11 months in the year? There are eight holidays

rigidly observed as non-working days, and the severity

of weather will sometimes occasion the loss of a day or

half-day ; 5s. 9d. therefore may be stated as the full

average weekly earnings of an able-bodied labouring

man. The respective conditions of workmen in my own

employment may be taken as accurate illustrations of

our labourers' circumstances. TwoJ active young men,

brothers, are the sons of a petty farmer (col. 8) ;
when

not busy at home they are glad to work with me, such

extra labour renders their domestic state extremely

favourable ; they have perpetual occupation of some

sort; they possess in their little establishment a horse,

two cows, a calf, donkey, pigs, and poultry; their land is

well cultivated, and their homestead is respectable, not

unlike a Belgian tenement. Another man, who lives at

least a mile from the place where he works, has a wife

and four children ; his lot is hard, he brings a piece of

Barley bread every day with him for breakfast and

dinner, and my dairymaid gives him milk when she has

got it to spare, and this is the diet of the man generally.

The cost of food for his whole family per week is—

Three stone of Barley or Indian meal 4». 6rf.

Salt, soap, and candles - " ®

Meal, treacle, or cocoa

5 9

When Barley-meal could have been bought for I*, and

Potatoes for 2d. per stone, the wages were from \0d. to Is.

a day, and so they remain though the price of food is one-

third more. Here is one of our Irish anomalies, market

prices do not regulate the rates of rural labour; how-

ever high the price of food may be there are lahourers

always ready to take the place of any dismissed work-

man, and the selfish principle leads employers to accept

the services offered, without duly considering whether

the employed have the means of obtaining the food on

which the exertion of their physical strength depends.

In the foregoing instance the wife and a child of the

man work in harvest, though not with me. Otherwise

without begging this family could not pay 15*. a>ear for

the rent of their cabin, or provide any clothing. There

is not even a Cabbage irarden attached to the habitation,

nor have they the privilege of rearing poultry. They

have not possessed a pig since the first failure of Pota-

toes, and while the food of the family consists of Barley

meal or of Indian meal, it is obvious that there cannot

be any refuse from the table to fill a pig's stomach.

Another man works with me at the same rate of

wages, but being childless and having only a wife to

support, and occupying one half of a very neat cottage

t August 18 —This day, how. ver, unquestionable evidences of

disease in the Potato crop of the district around have appeared.

9

but having had a family to bring up and provide for, they

had no opportunity of reserving a fund for old age and

infirmity ; they may soon be destitute of the means of

living, and yet I am sure that they will not avail them-

selves of the really good accommodation afforded to-

the aged and infirm in the union-house, with which in

their minds are associated the ideas of shame and

imprisonment.
m

A short time ago I endeavoured to persuade a

labourer's widow, who has four young children, to

exchange destitution and the habit of living upon

precarious benefactions for the food and clothing and

warmth which she and her children might receive in the

poor-house, instead of remaining in a damp cabin, strug-

gling against cold, hunger, and nakedness ; but this

pauper sobbed and cried, and would not for a moment
admit the expediency of leaving the miserable den in

which she lived ; and there she remains and is likely to

continue subsisting on private charities, a burden on me
and others. I think her case is one that loudly calls

for out-door relief. Her objections to the confinement

and order observed in a poor-house are perhaps to a
pauper in her circumstances quite unreasonable, yet the

repugnance is insuperable. Less than the expense of

maintenance there for her children and herself would

be a real boon to them in their home.

It is saddening to reflect upon the destitution in old

age of persons who have honestly and industriously

laboured until their physical powers are exhausted by

servitude, especially if, as in the instance of the aged

gardener and his wife, they have habits and dispositions

which elevate them above the classes of paupers that

chiefly occupy the poor-houses. Financially considered,

the cost to our parish of out-door relief in all such

cases as the two preceding ones would be much less

than the amount contributed in rates, from which at

present very little sensible benefit is now derived

in return.

Guardians are so afraid, even where rates are very

moderate, that the wedge of out-door relief, if once

inserted, would be pushed to extremity, that they will

not allow its small end to enter at all into their system of

relief. They will not act upon the humane principle

which is operative in England, that the feelings of the

poor should be considered, and they inflexibly resist all

applications for out-door relief.

The result is that our parochial poor are not relieved

from the rates levied for the poor (the rare exceptions

do not disprove the proposition), and, what is a serious

evil, vagrant mendicancy is not suppressed. The police,

indeed, have authority to take persons charged with the

offence of begging before a magistrate, who may commit

the offender to gaol for a month ; but few people will

incur the unpopularity of making complaints in such

cases, or the responsibility of sending comparatively

innocent persons to associate with thieves and robbers

in a gaol, from which they may come out grievously

demoralised, and ready to plunder the farmer's dairy,

store-room, or poultry-house in dark winter night?, when

gangs of thieves are sometimes confederated for such

oiS'^^Xw™™^°wias B"UJ Md
p"^369- -The troub,e aud annoyaDCe also of going to
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a magistrate, and the disinclination to occasion to the ' wheel of the traction engine, as you have brought the

police the fatigue o( marching 10 miles with beggars
j

question into a small compass, all other points being

to a gaol, render the Vagrancy Act almost inoperative truly explained by you. But the one of the effect of the

here. Besides, many of the farmers give alms (in meal motor force upon the carriage itself, independently of

or Potatoes) as a moral duty, or from a generous im- : the action upon the wheel— that question is at once set

pulse (but mischievously in effect) to the groups of
;

at rest by the fact that the pinion, when worked as it

tramping beggars that frequently pass by their doors ; is for stationary purposes, has no effect whatever upon
ruid thus the rambling paupers who ought to be confined the progressive movement of the carriage. It is

in workhouses remain a burden on our industrious and j worked by means of the steam power turning a shaft,

poor-rate paying population. The clearing of roads and
streets of professional beggars, many of whom are sturdy

the pressure of that shaft in one direction being equal

to the force of the steam the other, and not at all the

and insolent, might, I think, be rendered obligatory on i same thing as a man pushing directly at the wheel

the police, without the intervention of private individuals.

Home Correspondence.
Chambers's Drop Drill.—An impression having gone

afDroad that the drop drill invented by Mr. Chambers,
and exhibited by Messrs. Garrett at the recent Chelms-
ford show, introduces a new feature in the agricultural

world, I feel it only due to myself, though far from
wishing to detract from the credit due to Mr. Chambers
for his useful and efficient implement, to lay my claim

to the prior introduction of such a drill before the
public. At the Glasgow meeting of the Royal High-
land Agricultural Society a drop drill on the principle

invented by me was exhibited, and in addition to the
high encomiums of the judges received a prize medal
as the best drop drill. I also supplied that zealous
patron of agriculture, the late Air. Pusey, with a
similar implement to the one exhibited, and have lately

received from his steward the assurances of Mr. Pusey's
entire approval of its working. To all connected with
the science of agriculture the development of mechanism
to meet its requirements cannot fail to be a subject of
interest, and i: is rather in the light of a fellow labourer
than a rival I regard Mr. Chambers ; but I am, I think,

by no means disparaging the merits of that gentleman's
production when I venture to question its title to

when the thrust of the foot is in opposition to the for-

ward movement of the axle, or the load pulled. This

I am sure you will at once concede, and will, I feel

satisfied, promulgate your acquiescence in it as promi-

nently as you have the contrary opinion. [We do not see

how by any mode of placing the cylinder or of directing

the thrust of your piston rod you can avoid the result

to which we alluded.] One of our traction engines is

now at Hounslow, near Hatlow, by which we have
satisfactorily demonstrated that independently of the

propulsion of itself, it will do more in drawing ploughs

than as many horses as represent its power, and I

think you will be much pleased to see the work done

with a trenching plough, which the gardeners of the

neighbourhood say is much better done than if it had
been trenched in the ordinary way by manual labour.

James Boydell, Camden Works, Camden Town,

oriettcg*

Highland and Agricultural : Shorthorn Breeding.

—A discussion on this subject took place at Inverness

the other day, at which the question of purity of breeds

was spoken on by Mr. Harvey, of Lillygreig, Aberdeen-
shire, and others,

originality. Thomas Chandler. [Drop drills have been I

II w*s asked-What are your shorthorns ?-where did they
^ T

.
~ _# -i a- u j - come from? and that would be a puzzling question; for, in theknown many years—the question to be answered is

whether the principle has been before applied to water
drills.]

Vigour of Vegetable Qroxcth.—In your Paper of August
•10 I observe a reply from Messrs. Hardy & Son to my
letter of the previous week, in which I endeavoured to

call the attention of the public to the curious fact in

vegetable physiology that seeds ripened under favour-
able circumstances originate far more vigorous plants

than other seeds of the same kind in the same soil, and
I suggested the institution of a series of experiments
for the purpose of ascertaining what seeds are improved
by this process ; I also asked if this fact of increased
vigour could be accounted for on any known principle

of vegetable physiology. I think Messrs. Hardy & Son
quite confirm my view of the question, and in these
days of free trade, when we get from them half our
bread, half our wool, half our flax, all our hemp, all our
silk, and all our cotton (to say nothing of sugar, coffee,

tobacco, &c.,) it is too late to talk of being independent
of foreigners. If we can get Turnip seed that will

produce twice the weight of English seed on the same
soil, if we can get Wheat that will produce a quarter
more per acre than our own seed, it is surely very
desirable to sow such seed. I do not say we shall be
able to do this, but the facts mentioned in my former
ietter lead me to infer that it is very probable we shall

be able to do this, and if my life be spared the experi-
ments will be tried ; but I again repeat the inquiry, is

there any explanation of the facts I before mentioned to
be found in any English or foreign book with which you
are acquainted ? If there is no notice of this to be found,
will some of your scientific correspondents endeavour to
explain it ? T. (?., Ciitheroe.

What becomes of the Reaper I—Many persons may
see the present but not the future. 1 have just been
reading Mr. Eve's letter on reapers ; what we most
want him to inform us is what is to become of his

reaper and the 10,000 others at 30*. apiece, when the
temporary operation of corn cutting is completed ? There
is such a science as mechanical economics. We have had
tiis fairpractical statement respecting this contrivance ; let

us hope he will favour us with an economical one. (?. B.
9

London. [la not the economical aspect of this question
most satisfactory to the purchaser, who has by laying
out his 30Z. in this way saved in a single harvest more
than 30?. in the quality of his corn ? ]
Grown Barley.—Here as elsewhere the Barley both

cut and standing sprouted very much during the late

rains. I selected some grains which had thrown out
roots, but of which the spear had not appeared ; they
were just in that state in which as malt they would be
ready for the kiln. They were taken from the mow,
having been carried, and the roots were rubbed off. was, under what circumstances could shorthorns be advantage-

When placed in the folds of wet flannel they all grew I
ous,y crossed? Thin was not a question on which he would

again, first throwing out fresh roots, and then, as you
will see by the sample enclosed, the spear, showing that

the vegetating power was not lost. As this is contrary
to the generally received notion, it is I think worth
notice. Can any of your scientific readers tell me what
portion of its strength Barley so grown would lose as
malt or for feeding purposes!? /. C Clutterbuck, Long
Wittenham

9 Sept. 8.

Mr. BoydtWs Locomotive Steam Engine.— I have
great reason to be obliged to you for the candid and
explanatory way in which you have given your opinion
respecting the question at issue between myself and (as
I must admit) many scientific men, relating to the
increased power I say there is obtained by working a

VU „.JEC ., **.. ^ *.*» - ~ •_pinion at the top of the circumference of the road
j
pSi'ted rompetito^^^

improved shorthorn, there waa a mixture of not one or two, but of
three or four distinct breeds. It had in it a dash of the Danish,
a touch of Holland, a little from Galloway, and something from
the banks of the Tees. The mixture took place in the very
infancy of cattle-breeding, and was so long gone by that it was
not easy to say how it originated. It was at the end of last

century that the shorthorn began to be regarded as a distinct

breed of cattle. He wan lately at an exhibition of cattle, at which
the Red Galloway appeared to be despised, but it was to these
red-skinned animals that much of the excellence of the improved
shorthorn was attributable. Collings helped to improve it, and
then came another who might be regarded as the head of the

school. A hedge-side cow had something to do with it; and
though the pedigree of the male head of this race was not well
ascertained, it was from Mr. Collings's calf " Bolingbroke " that
the present breed sprung. They had now attained great celebrity,

and possessed characteristics well entitling them to the designation

of a pure breed. For himself, he had cultivated the shorthorn
breed for about eighteen years, and he would inculcate on all

parties; that all who wished to rear this valuable breed of cattle

should "hold by the principles of purity. As an argument in favour

of purity, he would mention, that while other valuable breeds arose

from crossing, the shorthorn improved with every successive gene-
ration, and that, consequently, it was a great matter to keep them
pure. The question had been started, how were they to keep them
pure? The breeds of pure shorthorns were in the hands of a

lew, and were becoming less and less in the number of their

changes; and in the very considerable district to which he
belonged, it had become a question whether or not to introduce
a cross among the pure breed ; and if introduced, it would be
well to have it definitively settled at what stage they ought to be
regarded as pure—whether at the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, or
the seventh cross they should be regarded as reverting to the
pure shorthorn. He desired that question to be definitively

settled. A difficulty would thus be removed, and parties who
had taken a great deal of pains to rear another class of stock,

through which, it must be admitted, the rents of the farms in

some parts of Scotland were in many instances paid, would be
satisfied. He had seen, in his own experience, after breeding
down to a sixth, seventh, and eighth cross, a bull appear which
could not be entered in the Herd Book as a shorthorn from his

black and white marks. It mattered not what was the sym-
metry or what the pedigree of such an animal, the colour was
wrong, and it ought not to be admitted into a shorthorn stock-

book. As they were arranging their breeds not for themselves
only, but for Europe, if they were rigid before in adhering to the
principle of purity, they must be still more so now. There was
another fact that he would mention. There were not only black
bulls but Highland cattle at Paris, and he happened to point out
a very nice West Highland cow to a friend, when he remarked,
" She is a very good one, but she is too like the shorthorn" He
liked the remark, for there stood an exhibitor sticking up for

purity of breed. Every breed had its weight at this show, as it

had at Pari3 ; let us therefore keep each of them pure. Each
has its own point*, which will in time develope themselves pro-

bably as well as those which have been produced in the short-

horn. It was not merely selection in the breeding stock, nor

was it simply the breed, but success depended also upon giving
the same attention to preserving the purity of the blood. If

they leaned on pure stock, let them stick to pure stock ; if they

crossed, let them keep to crosses; and if a new breed should

arise, in addition to those already existing, let the same pro-

minence in competition be given to it, let it have the same
attention at the hands of breeders, the same premiums from our
societies, as the three distinctive breeds we already possess.

Mr. Hall Maxwell (secretary) did not desire to take any part

in this discussion, but be wished to observe that the resolution

submitted by Mr. Harvey embraced two questions. The first

questi

venture to give an opinion before so many practical men ; but
the second part of the resolution affected him considerably, as

secretary of the Highland Society, and also his friend Mr. Harvey,
as secretary to the. Royal Northern Society, and the answer to

which would greatly assist them in the discharge of their duties,

and was—When may an animal with a crosH in his pedigree be
admitted as a pure shorthorn? An animal might be presented
for exhibition without a pedigree, with a taint of a cross in him,
and at the same time his points might be ho perfectly pure that

it would puzzle the eye of a judge to tell in what respect the
animal was different from a pure shorthorn, or to say why it

should not be exhibited as a shorthorn, as it had all the good
points and economical advantages of that breed. There was no
good rule to go by. As secretaries they were compelled to admit
such animals in the class for which they were entered, and to

leave it to the judges to say whether they should be allowed to

compete. An objection might be taken by some competitor, and
thus a stoppage of a show might occur. Such an animal might
gain a prize, and a challenge might be given by some disap-

received the prize as a shorthorn was not really a shorthorn T n
such a case the question would t>e referred to the judges, but tht
judges at Berwick may take one view, and the judges at Inver-
ness may take another view, and no rule had as yet been laid
down on the subject, and no answer given to the question whether
such an animal was or was not a shorthorn. He had alreidv
explained that if such an animal were entered for exhibition as a
shorthorn, no matter how many crosses there might be in him he
would admit him, and leave it to the judges, who were not
always the same, whether or not the animal would be allowed to
compete. This question would be raised at the next show at
Aberdeen, and might occasion much difficulty. It would also
come before the directors of the Highland Society, and though be
would not say that the question would be settled by any decision
which might be come to that night, it would be important if an
indication of opinion was given as to whether a rule should be
laid down, or whether it should be left open for the judges to decide
as at present. He therefore ventured to direct their attention to
the last question in Mr. Harvey's proposition, with the view of
giving some expression of opinion on that point.

Mr. Simpson (Cobairdy) said Mr. Maxwell's question was very
difficult to answer, and for his own part he thought the present
rule of the Highland Society was the best that, under the circum-
stances, they could follow—namely, to let any man exhibit in the
class he believed his stock to belong to, and let the judges decide
whether it is of that class or not. He believed that the present
shorthorns were bred from the Galloways, and that it was from
them that they derived their short legs. A large breeder io

Aberdeenshire, Mr. Grant Duff, of Eden, used to hold that the

sixth cross was pure, but from his own experience he could not
say that he. was prepared to state what were his opinions.

Mr. Cruickshank (Cloves) could say very little as to when a
crossed shorthorn became pure; he would make a remark, how-
ever, on a topic which had occasioned some discussion in his

district, and on which a friend of his in Huntly had written t

book. He had observed that when a polled cow was put to a

shorthorned bull, the system of the cow seemed to become per-

manently affected. Some good always remained. He found in

his experience that a cross qu^y, and a polled Aberdeenshire
bullock, produced as nice a polled Aberdeenshire bullock as he
wished to see in a showyard. He had seen a third or fourth cross

exhibited as pure, which could not be detected as pure. There
was one thing he would say as to the polled breed, that no animal

carried more or better flesh than their crosses. They possessed

all the properties of a good butcher's beast, for a farm such as his

own at least; and in a third or fourth cross, no practical breeder

could refuse them as not pure without a pedigree. As to the

time when such crosses became pure animals, he could say

nothing.
Mr. M Combie (Tillyfour) said that he quite agreed with Mr.

Harvey, and as completely disagreed with his friend, whom he

had long known as an enterprising farmer, Mr. Cruickshank,

Cloves. Any mark whatever of impure breeding was most dis-

tasteful to the pure breeder—there was nothing he detested so

much. A breeder of polled stock hated nothing so much as to

see shorthorn marks in his calves. It would be impossible for

any one to pass off balls and heifers as being pure when in fact

they were crossed. He wished to say something in favour of the

polled breed, and it was, that a good thick polled stot paid better

than a large cross one—he got as much lor it* He was one of

those who depended entirely on his cattle for the means of earning

a livelihood, and if he found that the Baker Street butchers began

to prefer another kind of animal than that which hn supplied, he

would begin to think what he was about. But at present he

found that he got as much for his small polled beast as wes given

for the large cross-bred beast, even though a fourth part of the

weight more. He had sometimes been at Smithtield, and was

lately there in company with a practical dealer, who took him to

a place where there passed by three small Galloways, a large

shorthorn bullock, and a number of Hereford bullocks as fat as

mud. "Now," said this dealer, pointing to these lots, ^Ivlll
tell you something that may be of use to yon in making up your

mind upon breeding. You see these different beasts; well, I cau

just make as much of the small Scotch ones as I can by these

great mountains of flesh—as much by your small, firm, broad-

hacked Scotch ones as by any crosses, however big they may be.'

To return to the question of purity of breed, he believed that in

ninety-nine cases out of one hundred, cross blood could be detected.

They might pass muster with some parties, but not with those

who knew both classes.

Mr. Brown (Linkwood) approved highly of keeping the breed

pure; hut at the same time he must say that nothing could be

more valuable than the cross between the short-horn and the

polled, and he should be sorry to think that it would be considered

an unprofitable thing to cross, for few could afford to keep up*

pure stock. The country was much indebted to those who kept

up the pure breeds—for purity of breed was a great matter in

crossing; and for his part he would always endeavour to go to the

best and purest bull, and would always try to get him a good cor.

He could not speak as to the subject of when crosses became pure,

but was inclined to believe that that never took place. He was

sorry that the Society had not continued to give prizes for

crosses. It took from the interest of the show, and he was not

sure that it was improved by the omission.

Mr. Home (Langwell) said that if he thought the question

they were discussing a practical one he would say not a word ,

but as to the utility of crossing, which was the first question in

Mr. Harvey's proposition, he thought no gentleman connected

with Scotland could have a doubt on the subject. It was a roost

fortunate event that crossing in cattle and sheep in Scotlana naa

taken place, for there was many a district which would nave

paid no rent had there been no cross. He was sure that do

gentleman could doubt for a moment that, in breeding crosses,

there must be purity on one side at least. One °^ "*e ~.^
must be pure, or the cross would indeed be miserable. 1

opened the question of maintaining the purity of breeds
•

**

did not think that any number of crosses would produce a pure

animal—that was the safe doctrine for Scotland to hold by.

Mr. Forbes Mackenzie (late M.P. for Peebles) said that, nevjj

having bred a pure animal in his life, he was ill-quftlitiea i

address such a meeting on this subject. He quite agreed wi

Mr. Home that, before breeding crosses, they must havetP

animals to breed from; and, as crossing was so pne
^*J'

followed throughout Scotland, it appeared to him that there
i

w

two questions which they ought to dispose of—one, wliat
{

best for the Highland Society to encourage ? and the other
> ^

it was best for the country to do? Now it would seem w

better for those gentlemen who lived in high districts, ana

had not the means or fitting opportunities for cultivat
J

ng
b^eed

stock—it was better and more profitable tor them to

crosses. But bow were they to g€t good animals unless tne

y

pure sires? and, therefore, it seemed to him again to w>* b

that the Highland Society should give premiums only *" F
dQ

stock, which, when obtained pure, others should take

what they liked with them. mm _ - --^ ^ to

Mr. Harvey had stated the shorthorn was originally a ^,
it was Btill possible to pmduce a pure sh0""r" tothought

Mr. Hope (Fenton Barns) quite agreed with Mr. Harve ^
the importance of keeping the shorthorned breed pure ,^e hQ

the shoitLorn was originally i

ssible to pmduce a pure sho

crossing. He did not* think, however, that it was ^^g,
run the risk of attempting to produce shorthorns py

'

ci

for herds of shorthorns now existed all over t 'e country 01

variety that any breeder might fancy ;
and, In bre«din

|idelT

stock, tbey should select animals from herd*,»uu««J«'*} J
apart as possible, so as to get variety

;
of blood ™s

better conra than running the risk of failure; and thereof ,

thought the rule of the Society should be jdJered to.
{
,

Mr. Harvey replied. So f«r as he had gj^"^6
with

lective opinion of the meeting they were a 1 of one mind

regard to purity. He perfectly «S«ed with w.m Mr
iountry

refnarked with regard to certain portions of the ^
which gained their bread by their crosses; but 1111
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v moptioe they ought to have purity in the abstract, and a

iSidar-herd-book should be kept. It was hard to call upon a

njr"*who had his own onerous dutie* to perform, to decide

the breed of the animals exhibited, and to impose on him

STinvidious task of telling in exhibitor that hifl stock was

• nre It would be far better to have a herd-book, which
X

?nuld regulate the admission into the show-yard of pure

Snrk He thought the sense of the meeting would be best ex-

KVedfcf • mohittoB to this effect, nanwly—that the polled

T^'crhland' Ayrshire, and shorthorn breeds should be kept pure,

that regular herd-books be kept, and regular pedigrees made,

ithout showing which cattle of these breeds would be inad-

*

^issible into any show grounds; and at the same time the]

meeting recognising this principle, that as there is a justly

valuable breed of crosses, whether of one kind or another, in this

ttuintry at all show-yards there should be a certain amount of

nrizes*given to them. The object of the Society was to encourage

Lnculture, and he thought it hard, as pure stock was kept

chiefly for the purpose of crossing, that those should not be

rewarded who just exactly did, or were prepared to do, what the

mire breeders only gave them the means of doing.

Mr. Hall Maxwell admitted all Mr. Harvey had said as to the

use of herd-books and ped igrees, but if the suggestion was adopted

he was afraid the gentlemen of Ayrshire would object to it. The
proposition means that no animal shall be allowed to compete

without a pedigree taken from the herd-book. Gentlemen who

knew the district where the Ayrshire breed is to be found in all

its purity, know that many of the farmers there are not in a con-

dition to keep those books. If the resolution were adopted, it

tronld be rendered nugatory by there being no show of Ayrshires.

He thought that, while the meeting might express its opinion in

favour of herd-books and pedigrees, it might be going too far to

adopt the resolution.

Mr. Graham (Barns of Limekilns) confirmed the remark
by Mr. Maxwell as to the Ayrshire stock. In his opinion

there would be no show of Ayrshires at the Highland Society's

exhibitions if the resolution was adopted. At the same time

be thought that they had already at their shows as pure a

breed of Ayrshires as they had of any other kind of stock. He
hoped the premiums for Ayrshires would be raised to the same
rank as those for shorthorns, for milk, cheese, and cream were
valuable products.

The resolution was th*>n agreed to, in the form that all the

breeds should be kept pure, but that no formal recommendation
shouldJ)e sent up to the directors of the Highland Society.

Calendar of Operations.—

—

SEPTEMBER.
Border of the Fens, Sept. 8.—The harvest about here is

nearly completed, and with the exception of the extraordinary

visitation of five days' continued rain the weather may be said

to have been very favourable ; but that rain will by many be long

remembered. A great deal of corn was already cut and fit for cart-

ing when on Sunday morning down it came ! Some congratulated
themselves upon it, and in many respects it produced most bene-
ficial results, as it renewed the pastures, filled the ponds, and
pave life and vigour to Turnips and Coleseed; but when on
Tuesday and Wednesday from all quarters it still kept dripping
and driving with scarcely any intermission, and Thursday also

was showery, how severely was the fortitude and resignation of
the farmers taxed at such a critical time, without being able to

stir otherwise than patiently to put the sheaves of corn in their

places that had been thrown down by the united forces of wind
and rain. Some farmers rashly, we might say frantically, mus-
tered their men and shifted the stooks before the rain had ceased,

the only consequence of which was that the sheaves got more tho-
roughly wet through ; others were, we fancy, too hasty in carrying
on the Saturday. If rain hud again set in they would probably
have been pleased at having got some of their corn in bad order
to escape getting it in worse. Still those who could endure to be
quiet were rewarded afterwards by plenty of fine weather, and
being spurred to exertion by the damage they had sustained they
literally laboured night and day to secure the grain in stacks.
This heavy rain ripened the late "Wheats iu the fens rapidly, and
there ensued a great outcry for hands, as much as 255. an acre
being given by several persons in remote parts where the
labourers were scarce ; high prices were generally given, and
one bad consequence was that the work was not done so well
as usual, it was not prudant to be too particular, therefore sheaves
*ere made too big, reaping was in numerous instances done
slovenly, dragging half done or not done at all, and farmers glad
to hire anybody as a makeshift to help to get the corn together.
Matters are, however, now proceeding in a more regular course,
the trim thatch and a little paring puts all to rights, and the
hum of the steamer resounds in all parts to test the produce and
supply the markets. The yield of Wheat will be collectively
Jarge, but by the acre less than an average ; the weight is not so
heavy as was expected, there being more Wheat below 18 stone
net than above that weight; yet for 61 or 62 lbs. per bushel the
Wheat will be of good quality where not sprouted, i. e. with less
tail Wheat than usual, and probably in grinding there will be
less bran or offal. Barley has been more injured than Wheat,
particularly where it was not tied; all Barley not carted before
the 17th is more or less grown. Very few reaping machines
u&ve found their way to this locality at present; it is supposed
«« farmers have been deterred buying them from the imperfect
specimens procured by the few enterprising men who first
ventured to purchase them ; there is little doubt that as soon as
anything like certainty of a reaping machine being obtainable
Jjat will work without much trouble or keeping in repair, scores
« customers will avail themselves of such a welcome and neces-

**J
^plement. Mowing is much practised here, but compared

with the operation of a good reaping machine it must be pro-
nounced a clumsy and defective method of gathering grain;
reaping by hand is slow and expensive, and therefore the sooner
e grow crops fit for the machine and have a machine fit for

raping tolerably heavy crops the better. J. W. 9
Peterborough.

VALUABLE IMPROVEMENTS IN MOWING MACHINES.

BY ROYAL LE TTERS PATENT.

Tinder the Patronage of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, and His Majesty the Emperor af

the French.

XANDEE SHANKS AND SON,
ARBROATH, FORFARSHIRE—PATENTEES.

A SHANKS and SON, while soliciting the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and Gardeners to their
• Horse and Pony MOWING and ROLLING MACHINES, the completeness and superiority of which are now well known,

at the same time respectfully solicit notice to their new HAND MACHINE, specially adapted for mowing small lawns, verges
around flower beds, &c, and which has now undergone a trial amply sufficient to enable the Patentees with all confidence to offer ic

as the cheapest as well as the most efficient and complete machine extant. The improvements effected by the Patentees enable

the machine to be worked with perfect ease by one person. It requires no change of wheels or rollers in mowing verges ; will cut

close to the edge of flower-beds; has great facilities for quick turning, cutting and rolling at the same time ; the length of the cut

can be effectually regulated in a few seconds by merely turning a screw, and being simple as well as complete in its construction

the machine can be easily worked and managed bv a common labourer. The machines are fitted with due regard to strength and
durability, and consequently
superior to mowing with the

the turf. The Rolling and
"

and Osborne. Illustrated Price Lists foiicardcd on application,

N.B. A. Shakks & Soy finding that their Patented Improvements are pirated, beg to caution the public against purchasin;

Machines with their improvements without their name and address marked on the Machines.

A. Shanks & Sox also supply Fleming's SALTING MACHINES, for destroying Weeds, &c,
&c. particulars and prices of which will be. learned on application.

on Gravel Walks, Court Yards,

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES
Awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition, and Patronised by the English and

French Governments.

COTTAM AND HALLEN,
THE Original INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGH

AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made important additions, the main features of the same being explained fa the

description and engraving.

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball

of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-

tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse

being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached

from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the

6eed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim

general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,

light and durable.

D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can b©

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an

object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of

the way when not in use

COTTAM'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and

utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,

Galvanised, or Enamelled.
,

Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers. Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner Mangers,

Harness-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chatf Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on show at

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARNING AND VENTILATING.—The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratia

on application.

T. GREEN'S NEW INVENTION IN LA¥/N MOWING AND
ROLLING MACHINES,

SOLE MANUFACTURER, IRON AND WIRE WORKS, NORTH STREET, LEEDS.

REGISTERED JULY 24, 1855.-N0. 3739.

Notices to Correspondents.
Abobtios » Cows: Cheshire. The best preventative is to keep
"\em in fair but moderate condition some time before they

J*
1ve

;
let them have plenty of exercise, and their bowels rather

«'axed before they calve. A little Linseed cake or crushed
seed will not be amiss before calving and afterwards. W. G. S.

\Vh
UBLE Ear: C S - Unless it be a specimen of Egyptian

*»neat, which sometimes has fewer branches than usual, it is

Fnn
1

t
ely to reaPP«ar in the plants grown from its seed.

X£L Land. J B H. We should be disposed to plough the land

Jl r
,

0re 8car«'ying it. unless it were a very light soil indeed,

to

K
f\

AXD *' EAT Biscuits : N. The process of evaporating milkw dryness is done by patient stirring at a temperature below
P°lllng. The vessel containing the milk had better be floated

i another containing boiling water. Meat biscuits are fully

r."
s"'bed in Dr. Lindl^y's lecture of the series on the Great

of ti
n

' 1851, Publisned <
we think, by Murray.—The price

th
Do°k you refer to must be ascertained on application to

e publisher. A review does not profess to be an advertise-

B&BIC Rat Po,80n : A Wthh Suh -
lt is Ser,erally adver-

ed in our columns. We will extract the recipe as soon as

EaBAT
An

?
btaina8i«htofit -

aa ; ..
tr,e paper on Dairy Management, by Mr. Ilorsfall.

errat
he<* in tne Society's Journal, there are one or two

st
*, • 1° computing the live and dead weight of cattle, in-

100? 2r ?
l t0 12

'
or 1C0 t0 59 1 -7th

«
lt should be 21 to 12> or

Font \}'7tn - Also, at the close of the paper, in quoting from

"anUrrf tl,e desree of congelation of the olive oil, the word

tab, !.l P
n
8hou,d have ^en omitted; and at page 266, in the

cni-VS
form at the head of it, the gain in Nos. 3 and 4 is cal-

THE ADVANTAGES OF THESE MACHINES supersede all others by having

a small Wheel in front of the Grass Box, consequently will mow verges and round flower beds,

without any change of Wheels, or adding the old fashioned Roller, as in others; will also cut either

wet or dry and by the simple adjustment of a thumb screw, in front, can be raised or lowered to cut

the Grass any length required; and having two Rollers behind, and a small one in front, they roll the

width they cut; they will turn in very little room, and cut at the same time. All the working parts

made much stronger than the old machines. The bottom Blades are so constructed that they cannot

tear up the grouud; they are only drawn, and not pushed and drawn as in other machines,

consequently do not require half the power to work them. The three first sizes can be worked by

one person with ease ; the two latter with a pony or donkey.

13 inches
£5 5

LIST OF PR
16 inches 20 inches

ICES (NET
24 inches
£8£6 £7

A quantity of Machines of other kinds at Half the usual prices

v=w«6

CASH):-
28 inches
£10 10

imonialfrom Joshua Major, Esq., Landscape Gardener, Knostrop.

5ik, As I always appreciate public and useful improvements I most gladly
Tn Mr Gpffv Leeds—Sib aTY always "appreciate" publi7 and useful'lmprovements I most gladly give my testimony to

vonr highh- im^oved Mowing and Rolling Machine" The one sent for my inspection and trial (cutting a breadth of 24 inches) was

JSino?fUteKSnd with ease bv one person, and although at the time of trial the lawn was wet it was cut with the greatest

nf«t? So comp ete and simple is the invention, that amateur gentlemen, and even lad.es, may work either the 16 or 20-inch size

Srith^as^ an™
P
pleasure, providing the Grass is not too long. For extensive places I should say the 24 inches would

S most Citable; for even in undulating ground two persons may work it; but in flower gardens when beds &c are crowded,
*e
Zr of he.smaller sizes would be best. I congratulate you on your very valuable invention which in my opinion, en tixely

Mated Wrong, and 184 and 300 should be read 168 and oCO.

either of the

su
peditions

:

r
„«" and must eventually supersede all others, for it is not only free from intricacy and easy to the workman, but extremely ex-

diSoS i "to owrnttons, and consequently must prove a great saving in the management of Grass lawns, and a great boon to

th«nublic—lam, Sir, your most obedient servant, Joshua Major. „,.,., , .tne puDiic. ,

0(her Tegtimon{als may he had on appllCation to the Manufacturer.

The above Machines are warranted to answer the purpose as described, or may be returned, and may be had

of all principal Ironmongers, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen in England ; alsoMr. Charles Garrood, Superinten-

dent of Agricultural Department, Crystal Palace, Sydenham.
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CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET GLASS, Packed in Boxes containing 100 Feet.

!

6 bv 4, *nd 6* by U
7 by 5, and 7£ by 5£

« 1

. . •

12*.
|
8 by 6, and 8£ by 64 ... 13a. 6d.

13*. | 9 by 7, and 10 by 8 ... 13*. 6d.

11 by 9, 12 by 9, 13 by 9, 14 by 9
12 „ 10, 13 „ 10, 14 „ 10, 15 „ 10
13 „ 11, 14 „ 11, 15 „ 11, 16 » 11
14 „ 12, 15 „ 12, 16 „ 12, 17 „ 12
18 „ 12, 19 „ 12 . II t • * • • •

r r

U4
16 „ 13, 17 „ 13, IS „ 13 • * I III

19 „ 13, 20 „ 13, 2t „ 13 • • • • i

1« „ 1*, 17 „ 14, 18 „ 14 • #« • t«

19 „ 24, 20 „ 14, 21 „ 14 * •• • • •

* I

I I I

I It

14

16

18

18

BY
ROYAL

LETTE RS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY;
HELY & WARING. Manage™, 296, Oxford Srreet. London.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from
2d.; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from ikd.
^erfoot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,
'.inder 10 by 8. 12a. 6d. ; above, 16*. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases. 34a. per case.
PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. Sd. per

foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. each. MILK PANS.
215. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN,5«. 6d.; WARING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10*. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7a. per 100, apd the New
Aquarium 10*. each.—Catalogues free.

<yHE COMFORT OF A FIXED WATER-CLOSET
* for 1L— Places in Gardens converted into comfortable
Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICA LLY-SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, preventing the return of cold
'air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it or unfix it in two hours.
Price U. Also Hermetically-sealed and inodorous chamber
commodes, 1Z. 2a. and 21. 4a., and improved Portable Water-
closets, with pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A prospectus
with engravings forwarded by enclosing two post stamps.—At
Fyfi and Co.'s Sanitarium, 46, Leicester Square.

WIRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
* * of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.
Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety.

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make

;

Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;
I

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W. Richards. Imperial !

Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's
Theatre.

'""TIFFANY," a light, cheap, and durable material
-A- for Shading Conservatories and other Hot-houses, effec-

tually securing Plants from the scorching rays of the sun, with-
out obscuring the. light; aleo one of the best protectors of Fruits

not Ie.ss than 10 pieces are taken. No orders will be attended
to from unknown correspondents unless accompanied by a
remittance.

Manufactured for and sold, wholesale and retail, by JohnShaw
Nurseryman and Seedsman, 40, Princess Street. Manchester.ichester.

TJENTALL'S BOTANICAL DRYING PAPER.—
-»--' The above PAPER is prepared expressly for drying speci-
mens for the Herbarium, for which purpose it has been exten-
sively used for several years past by the most eminent botanists
of the day. It possesses all the requisite qualities, preserving
form and colour in the best possible manner, and having the
peculiar advantage of seldom, if ever, requiring a change ot
sheets whilst the plants are being dried, thereby saving much
time and trouble. Irs stoutness and durability also combine to
render it economical, making it practically quite as cheap as
ordinary papers sold at a lower price. The proprietor has
received tlin most flattering testimonials from Sir W. J. Hooker,
Professor Lindley, and many other eminent botanists.
F r the convenience of collectors of Foreign as well as British

plants the paper is prepared in four sizes, viz. t6 by 10 inches
(folded); 18 by 11 inches (ditto); 20 by 12 inches (ditto); and
16 by 20 inches (ditto). Price 15a., 18a., 21a., and 28s. per ream.

Sole Manufacturer, T. Bentall, Paper Mills, Halstead, Essex.
Agent for London: Mr. E. Newman, 9, Devonshire Street,
Bishopsgata.

B ~~

LARGER SIZES, not exceeding 40 Inches Long.
16 oz. from 2d. to 3Ad.,21 oz. from 3d. to 5d., 26 oz. from Sd. to7$rf.,

per foot superficial, according to size and quantitv.
I

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD
HOUSES, the same quality as wk supply to Mr. Rivers, and
of various dimensions, always on hand, at 16a. per 100 feet.
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.
HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-ounce, packed in Crates

of 300 feet, 2^d. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, 3$d.
Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet 34a., 38a., 40a., and

42a. per case.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS WAREHOUSE,
116, Bishopsgate Street Without, London.

BRITISH SHEET GLASS Full HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.—Sizes from 7 by 5 to 9 by 7 at

11a. 6d. per 100 foot box; 9$ by 74 and 1<> by 8, at 12a. 6d. per
box, in 21 oz. la. per box extra; larger sizes up to 22 by 14, l5oz.,
atl6f.; and 21 oz., 25a. per 100 feet. Boxes charged 2a. each,
and returnable at the same price if delivered free. Crystal
White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent
Rough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead, Oils,
Turpentine, Colours, &c—G. Farmilok & Son, 118, St. John
Street, West Smithfield, London.

UtAj)j rOK COIMSEKVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS

ot British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square foot, for the usual sizes required,many thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlev & Co., 35, Soho Square. London.

See Gardrneri' OhrrmirJt first Saturday in each month.

TOURISTS AND TRAVELLERS
ExrosED to the scorching rays of the Sun, and heated

PARTICLES OF DlJST, WILL FIND

ROWLANDS' KALYDOR a most refreshing pre-
paration for the Complexion, dispelling the cloud of

languor and relaxation, allaying all heat and irritability, and im-
mediately affording the pleasing sensation attending restored
elasticity and healthful state of the skin. Freckles, Tan, Spots,
Pimples, Flushes, and Decoloration fly before its application,
and give place to delicate clearness, with the glow of beauty and
of bloom. In ca-.es of sunburn, or stings of insects, its virtues
have long been acknowledged. Price 4a. Qd. and 8a. 6d. per bottle.
ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL, a delightful fragrant and

transparent preparation, and as an invigorator and purifier of the
Hair beyond all precedent.
ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or Pearl Dentifrice, a White

Powder, compounded of the rarest and most fragrant exotics. It
bestows on the Teeth a Pearl-like Whiteness, frees them from
Tartar, and imparts to the Gums a healthy firmness, and to the
breath a grateful sweetness and purity.—Sold by A. Rowland
& Sons, 20, Hattou Garden, London, and by Chemists and
Perfumers.

!TO BE LET, a delightful RESIDENcF^hT.J 5 miles west of Norwich and 2 miles of a railwav \.«,!.a7 station.The House, which is built as a Cottage Ornee consiat
Entrance Hall, Study, Dining Room (22 feet by l7) D ^ 0t

Room, seven Sleeping Rooms, and two Dressing Rooms' k'i».V^
Scullery, Servants' Hall, &c. &c. In front of the "kntL^house
beautiful Pleasure Garden, and Meadow or Lawn with i»."
productive Kitchen Garden at the back containing altop-pTST
about 6J acres. ° ws*uier

Contiguous to the bouse is a capital Four-stalled Stable tw
rge Lo>se Boxes, two Coach-houses with men servant*' k1<J„;T°large s

"L\ms
'

s,«p'««rooms over, Harness-room, Hav-loft, and all other usual «,
venience?, and the water is excellent.

TOn "

Note.— Near the above is a Lake of 3 acres, upon which th»
tenant will have permission to keep a boat.

For terms apply to E. Freestone, Solicitor, Norwich

Salts iig Suction.

SAPCOTE FIELDS, NEAR HINCKLEY.
Important Sale of Short-Horned Cattle, Horses, Sheep

Pigs. Implements, &- 'A CLEAR COMPLEXION.
GODFREY'S EXTRACT OF ELDER FLOWER M R. STRAFFORD has received instructions from
V-™ Rt

A l
SZr^m^nd^- f° r Softening Improving, Beau- 1V± George Townshend, Esq., to offer for Sale by AuetSftifymg, aud Preserving the Skin, and giving it a blooming and aurai"

?iT«7/PP?r
!!?

,

-»
U
R
W
!" ""^IfT°V8 T

??/
SunbT' Fields

'
near Hinckley, Leicestershire (being the day"aftwSRedness, Ac., and by its Balsamic and Healing quahties render Sparkenhoe Farmers* Club Exhibition), a choice selection ofthe skm soft, pliable, and free from dryness, Ac, clear it from ~"~~'« " ~ '-' OVMUa °'

every humour, pimple, or eruption, and by continuing its use
only a short time the skin will become and continue soft and
smooth, and the complexion perfectly clear and beautiful. In
the process of shaving it is invaluable, as it allays the irritation
and smarting pain, annihilates every pimple and all roughness,
and renders the skin smooth and firm.—Sold in bottles, price
2s. 9d^ by all Medicine Vendors and Perfumers.

by Auction
without reserve, on THURSDAY, September 18, at Sapcote

fter the
cction ofSHORT-HORNED CATTLE, consisting of upwards of 80

bead of Bulls, Cows, and Heifers, including in their range the
blood of Beverley (0964), Carracci (8932), Earl of Leicester
(12,815). Earl of Warwick (11.412), General Sale (8099), Ibrahim

D O YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR

Pacha (11,597), Jethro Tnll (11,616;, Mahomed (6170)
f
&c.; also

seven valuable CART HORSES of the old Leicester Breed; 15c
pure bred LEICESTER SHEEP, descended from the far-famed
Dodford and Holme Pierrepont flocks; 20 PIGS, and someIMPLEMENTS. The whole of which are to be sold in cmwe-

TRIAR is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustachios, &c, in
a few weeks, and restore the Hair in baldness from whatever
cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent its falling off, and
effectually check greyness in all its stages. For the nursery it is

recommended by upwards of 100 Physicians, for promoting a fine,
healthy head of hair, and averting baldness in after years. Sold
by all Chemists, price 2s., or sent post free on receipt of 24 penny
stamps, by Miss Coupelle, 69, Castle Street, Newman Street,
Oxford Street, London,—Mrs. Carter writes, " My head, which
was bald, is now covered with new hair."—Sergt. Craven,
u Through using it I have an excellent moustache."

MORDON NURSERY, NEAR MITCHAM, SURREY.
\/| ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-
L** structed to Sell by Auction, on the premises as above, on
WEDNESDAY, September 24, at 12 o'Clock, Seven capital

Greenhouses, 40 feet by 16, 15 three and one-1'.ght Boxes, a useful
Horse, Gig, capital Spring Market Cart, Harness; also 1000
Chinese Ro*es, 1000 Currant Trees, 40 Camellias, about 600
Scarlet Geraniums, Garden Pots, &c.—May be viewed prior to

The secret art of discovering *he Sale; Catalogues had on vthe premises; of the principal

r,f rvnivTm- \ t o r *i
& Seedsmen in London ; and of ithe Auctioneers, American

of INDIVIDL ALS from the necu- Nurbery, Leytonstone, Essex.pecu
KNOW THYSELF.—

the true CHARACTER
liarities of their HANDWRITING has long been practised by
MARIE COUPELLE with astonishing success. Her startling
delineations are both fall and detailed, differing from anything
hitherto attempted. All persons wishing to

t( know themselves,"
or any friend in whom they are interested, must send a specimen
of their writing, stating sex and age, inclosing thirteen penny
post stamps, to Miss Coupelle, 69, Castle Street, Oxford Street, I

London, and they will receive, in a few days, a minute detail of
the mental and moral qualities, talents, tastes, affections, virtues,
&C, of the writer, with many other things hitherto unsuspected.

DEBILITY and NERVOUS^ESS7^
_
Encom^e-

ment to those in despair, and suffering from debility,
spermatorrhoea, relaxation, nervousness, and exhaustion of the
system. Advice and prescriptions, with a treatise on these dis-
eases, for a successful course of self-treatment, by which a per-
manent cure of the most protracted case is effected, sent post free
upon receipt of 14 postage stamps, and symptoms, by E. J.
Roberts (late Army Surgeon), Greencroft Villa, High Fell,
Gateshead, Durham.

FOR BED SORES, &c.^WATER CUSHIONS,
and Water MATTRESSES for Invalids. Inventor and

Manufacturer, HOOPER, London. For the prevention of Bed
sores, and for affording relief where Sloughing has actually
taken place. Also for Wounds, Abscesses, Fractures, Diseased
Joints, Paralysis, Spinal Affections. Fevers, Extreme Age,
Consumptive and Bedridden Patients generally. WATERPROOF
SHEETING for protecting Bedding, and URINALS for Day or
Night use. Orders by Post or Telegraph Immediately attended to.

Hoopfr, Pall Mall East; and Grosvenor Street, London.

OLLOWAY'S PILLS INESTIMABLE FOR
THEIR CURE OF BOWEL COMPLAINTS. -Mr.

Benjamin Brookhall, of East Retford, suffered severely from a
bowel complaint, to alleviate which he had applied a host of
remedies, but the results were invariably unsuccessful. The
malady at length progressed so alarmingly that it nearly pros-
trated Mr. Brookhall when he was providentially advised to
take Holloway's Pills, which he did forthwith, and with such
signal success that the distressing symptoms immediately
abated, and in a few days he became hale, hearty, and com-
pletely cured. -Sold by all Medicine vendors throughout the
world ; at Professor Holloway's Establishments, 244, Strand,
London, and 80, Maiden Lane, New York; by A. Stampa,
Constantinople; A. Guioict, Smyrna; and E. Muir, Malta.

IN BANKRUPTCY,
The Remaining Portion* of the Stock in Trade of Mesas.

Dawe, Cottrell, and Benham. Seed Merchants.
MESSRS. PRICE and CLARK will Sell by Auction

on the premises, Lawrence Ponntney Lane, Cannon Street.

City, on TUESDAY, Sept. 16, at 11 o'Cl«>ck for 12, by orderof
the assignees, 7 Tons of GARDEN SEEDS; 50 Quarters of

PEA SEED, including Warner's True Conqueror, Woodford
and Flack's Victory, Redman's Imperials, and others; 300 bushels

of various GRASSES, 400 Sacks and Bags, Counting House
Fixtures and Implements in trade, &c.—Catalogues may be

had at the various Seed shops; and of the Auctioneers, 48,

Chancery Lane.

CHISWICK GARDENS.
1V/TR. J. C. STEVENS is directed by the Council of

LV1 the Horticultural Society to announce for Sale by Auction
at the Gardens, Chiswick, on WEDNESDAY, Sept. 24, at 12

o'Clock precisely, STOVE, GREENHOUSE, and OUT-DOOR
PLANTS, many of which are very rare and exceedingly fine

specimens, calculated for Exhibition next season; amongst them
will be found about 40 specimens of the original Chinese Tree

Paeouias introduced by Mr. Fortune. These and various other

piants cannot fail to be objects of great interest to all growers,

especially to English and foreign nurserymen, as some are

believed to be unique.—May be viewed on the day prior and
morning of Sale, and Catalogues had at the Gardens; and of Mr.

J. C. Stevens, 38, King Street, Covent Garden.

ORCHIDS.
MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his Great

Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on TUESDAY.
Sept. 23, at 1 o'Clock precisely, a collection of established

ORCHIDS in good health, including the following choice sorts:—

Yanda cristata

n suavis (Veitch's)

n tricolor

„ coerulea
brides aftine

„ virens
„ cornuturn

Phalsenopsis grandiflora
Erassavola Digbyana

&c. &c.

Saccolabium guttatum

„ retusum

„ ampullaceum

„ Blumei major

Cattleya lahiata

„ elegans

„ maxima
La?lia purpurata

Bry&iana,»

May be viewed on the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had

TO N08LEM£N, GENTLEMEN, AND NURSERYMEN
IMPORTANT SALE AT THE BAGSHOT .NURSERY.

PLAN AND ESTIMATE FOR CEMETERY.
HTHE BURIAL BOARD for the Parish of Saffron

d\Sld^?i5t%? °/ E
T
sse^' aredesiroua of receiving i llfR. J. fj. STEVENS begs to announce that he has

-L?Z! ifr n°
r Laying out and Planting their 1V1 received instructions from Messrs. Standish ^ Noble, who

New Cemetery. The Ground contains about 6 acres, a Plan of
which may be seen and further information obtained at my office.
The party whose. Plan is approved will be paid the sum of Five
Guineas; and such Plan to be the property of the Board. The Plans
and Estimates must be delivered at the Office of the Clerk to the
Board on or before Monday September 22d. inst.

Simeon John King, Clerk to the Board.
Saffron "Walden, September 13.

LAIR'S GOUT AND RHEUMATIC PILLS.
f
~Thls P^paration is one of the benefits which the science

ot modern chemistry has conferred upon mankind; for during the
nrst twenty year* of the present centurv to speak of a cure for the
<jrout was considered a romance; but now the efficacy and safety
ot this medicine is so fully demonstrated, by unsolicited testi-
monials from persons in every rank of life, that public opinion

™L*'.
m* this H«

J
one of the most important discoveries of the

J^fSi Jgjr.SoW by Proct and EUrsant, 229, Strand, London

;

and all Medicine Vendors. Price Is. Ud. and 2s. 9d. per box.

CAUTION.
CATTLE.—Purchasers of Guernsey Cattle are in-

formed that there is a duly authorised person to Brand on
the Horns of those exported from the Island an abbreviation of
the word Guernsev, the successive number in each year, and
the two last figures of the current year. By exacting this Brand
from the Agents, they will be sure of the really pure breed. Any
attempted imitation of the Brand will be strictly sued at law.
Any further information desired can be obtained from the Secre-
taries. N. Le Beir, ) Honorary Secretaries Royal Atjri-

W. P. Cohu, f
• ------

Guernsey, September 13.

cultural Society of Guernsey.

CUSTARD WOOD COMMON, BETWEEN WHEATHAMP-
STE^D AND KIMPTON, HERTS.

TO BE LET, with immediate Possession, a very
desirable COUNTRY RESIDENCE or HUNTING BOX;

also suitable for a Trainer, Cattle Dealer or Straw Plait Manu-
facturer, from the extent of the Premises and great advantages
of the Common. The House contains Entrance Passage, two
good Parlours, two Kitchens, four Bedrooms with two Dressing-
rooms, Brewhouse and Cellar, with Garden, large and well planted
Orchard or Paddock, Stabling, and other Outbuildings well sup-
plied with excellent spring and soft water. The whole contain-
ing about 3 acres.—For cards to view and terms apply to Messrs.
Page & Cameron, Land-agents and Surveyors, 64, Old Broad
Street, and St. Albans.

are dissolving partnership, to Sell by Auction at the Nurseries.

Bagshor, Surrey, on the days mentioned below, a portion of their

Stock, which includes about

—

.

700 specimens of the most choice and rare CONIFERS and

other Ornamental Plants. .

250 BERBERIS JAPONICA, Beali and intermedia, all ot

which proved themselves perfectly hardy (vide descrip-

tion—Jonr. Hort. Soc, vol. v., p. 20 ; and Paxton's " Flower

Garden," vol. i., p. 11). .

300 PEONIES, Fortune's new varieties; imported plants, ana

now fine specimens. __.

1000 CEPHALOTAXUS FORTUNI, from 6 in. to 3 ft. Tj»-

ornamental plant has also proved itself superlative!,

hardy.
300 SKIMMTA JAPONICA. ,, ._,

1000 SI K KIM RHODODENDRONS, including Dalnousiw,

Falconeri, fulgens, Egworthi, Thompsoni, &c Ac. .

5000(ahout) American Plants, including some of the cno.*

HYBRID RHODODENDRONS and AZALEAS.
10,000 STANDARD ROSES and 5000 DWARFS, including"

established favourites Jules Margotin, General '-"y"
e

minot, Gloire de Dijon, Madame Edouard Ory, andj» 1 '

newest and best introductions, together with a great Tar /

of other hardy ornamental Plants.

The Plants in Pots and the American Plants will be
. ^J.*

MONDAY, October 13, and four following days, and the*
and other Plants on MONDAY, November 17, and four fouowi *

da
The Stock will be on public view 10 days before each Sale

when Catalogues may be had (1*. each, returnable to Puft£ee tf

at the Nurslry, and of Mr. J. C. Stevens, 39, King Streer,

^^Approve^buis at three months' date will be taken of£«£•*£
from 501. to 100*.. and at six months' date of

PJJF
h^!«SSwW is

The Sunningdale Station on the South Western Raili™?

within about two miles of the Nursery.
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DRESSING CASES.
AT MR. MECHTS ESTABLISHMENTS,

112, Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street, and Crystal Palace,

ure exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures in

pressing Cases, Work Boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags,

tnd other articles of utility or luxury, A separate department

for Papier Machl Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables, Table
utlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-

ping orders executed.

The same prices charged at all the Establishments.

TjiRENCH MODERATOR LAMPS—The newest
F Patterns of the present season. — Deake, Dray & Co.

have completed an extensive and choice assortment of these

Lamps—Bronze from 9*. 6<f. to 6Z. ; China from 19s. to 71. 7s. each.

Engravings with prices free per post. Pure Colza Oil for th*

above Lamps at the lowest market price, delivered in London or

the" suburbs periodically or on receipt of letter order. — Deake,
Drat, & Co. (opening to the Monument), London Bridge.

Established ad. 1700.

!

CRYSTAL Continued.

FRUIT.

£3

rpHE PERFECT EIGHT-DAY!WATCH.—A most
L important invention.—L. Mesure & Co., Patentees of the

Eight-Day Watch, 12, King William Street, Charing Cross, beg
respectfultv to announce that they have succeeded in perfecting

an EIGHT-DAY WATCH, for which patents have been
obtained in England, France, Belgium and Holland. These
sound English Watches, which do not exceed in size and price

e ordinary watches now in use, require to be wound up only
once a week with three turns of the key, instead of every day
with six or seven turns, thus greatly diminishing the wear upon
the works. Warranted to go correctly. An inspection is solicited.

Silver Levers, four holes jewelled, from 61. 16s.; Gold Levers,
four holes jewelled, from 16 guineas.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHI8ITION 1855^
1ITETCALFE,BINGLEY,andCO.'S New Pattern and
IVl Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached Hair
Brushes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brashes, and genuine Smyrna
Donges: and every description of Brush, Comb, and Perfumery

for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly between
the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effectually—the
hairs never come loose. M., B., and Co. are sole makers of the
Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orris Root Soaps—sold in Tablets
(bearing their names and address) at 6d. each, of Metcalfe's
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2.9. per box; and of the New
Bouquets.—Sole Establishment 130b, and 131, Oxford Street, 2nd
and 3rd doors west from Holies Street, London.

DR. D E JONCH'S
TIGHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL,
J-' has now, in consequence of its marked superiority over
every other variety, secured the confidence and almost universal
preference of the most eminent Medical Practitioners in the
treatment of consumption, bronchitis, asthma, oout, rheu-
matism, SCIATICA, DIABETES, DISEASES OF THE SKIN, NEURALGIA,
WCKETS, INFANTILE WASTING, GENERAL DEBILITY, AND ALL
ROFULOUS AFFECTIONS.

Its leading distinctive characteristics are:
COMPLETE PRESERVATION OF ACTIVE AND ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLES.

INVARIABLE PURITY AND UNIFORM 8TRENGTH.
EKTIRE FREEDOM FhOM NAUSEOUS FLAVOUR AND AFTER-TASTE.

RAPID CURATIVE EFFECTS, AND CONSEQUENT ECONOMY.

W

OPINION of C. RADCLYFFE HALL, ESQ., M D., F.R.C.P.E.
Physician to the Torquay Hospital for Consumption, Author of

11 Essays on Pulmonary Tubercle," &c. &c.
I have no hesitation in saying that I generally prpfer your

<;od Liver Oil for the following reasons:— I have found it to
AGREE BETTER WITH THE DIGESTIVE ORGANS, ESPECIALLY IX
OOSV PATIENTS WHO CONSIDER THEMSELVES TO BE BILIOUS:

<t seldom causes nausea or eructation; it is more palatable to
raost patients than the other kinds of Cod Liver Oil; it is
wronger, and consequently a smaller dose is sufficient."

Sold only in Imperial Half-pints, 2s. 6d.; Pints, 4s. 9d.

;

Vojrts,9a.; capsuled and labelled with Dr. De Jongh's Stamp
** Signature, without which none are genuine, by
AiNbAR, HARFORD & CO., sole British Consignees, 77, Strand
London; and by many respectable Chemists and Druggists.

BEDSTEADS, BATHS, AND LAMPS^
ILLTAM S. BURTON has SIX LARGE SHOW
ROOMS devoted exclusively to the SEPARATE DISPLAY

nn ^P8
'
Bath8

'
Rnd Metallic Bedsteads. The stock of each is at

P iM-
largP8t) newest, and most varied ever submitted to the

tPnilli'
and mark*d at Prices proportion • te with those that havewwed to make his establishment the most distinguished in this

country. B

Bedsteads, from 12*. &*. to 121. Os. each.
shower Baths, from 7s. 6d. to 51. 15s. each.
^amps(Moderateur) from ... 6a.0d. to 61. 6*. each.
_ (All other kinds at the same rate.)
Pure Colza Oil 4s. 8d. per gallon.

QUTLERY, WARRANTED.— The most varied

ranJ5
S
?
nrtment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all war-

iimn
" °-

n SALE at William S. Burton's, at prices that areWn
k
rat

],
ve on,y bemuse of the largeness of the sales. 3^-tnch

DmZ » *
d Tab,e Knive<. with high shoulders, lis. per dozen;

4« npp .

mafcn
»
l0s

!
if ^ balance, Is. per dozen extra; Carvers,

Ivor o?
ir

'
,ar£er sizes. from 19s. to 26s. per dozen; extra fine

Knivp *
,f with 8ilver ferrules, 37s. to 50*. : white bone Table

nair- k,
'* ed

- PHr oWn; Desserts, 5s. 6rf. ; Carvers, 2s. 3rf. per

CarvV o
,rn T*ble Knives, 7s 4d. per dozen; Desserts, 6s.;

6,
er

*> 2s- 6* ; black wood-handled Table Knives and Forks,

exist*
0zen; Table Steels, from Is. each. The largest stock in

othpr
•°e ° f P,atPd Dessert Knives and Forks, in cases andwse, and of the new plated Fish Carvers.

JHE PKRFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER.—
With

REAL NICKEL SiLVER, introduced 20 years ago bv

Messrs Fiv-*
B,7RTON

' when PLATED by the patent of

article
' ^'Kington & Co., is beyond all comparison the very best

nsefulu
eXt to 8terling silver that can be employed as such, either

tinmik j
r
,
omamentall y. as by no possible test can it be dis-owned from real silver. Fiddle or Thread or

Old Silver Brunswick King's

T«hio o Pattern. Pattern. Pattern.

De8«!^^°
ns and Forks

» Per dozen 38s. ... 48s. ... 60s.

Teart£
d,tt0 *nd ditto „ 30s. ... 35s. ... 42s.

Te. "? n !• ••• ». 18s. ... 24s. ... 30s.

Cwdlesr ir

Set8
'
Cn,et and Li<lueur Frames, Waiters,

done h* It
'
*c

'
at ProP°rtionate prices. All kinds of re-plating

pu «e pate"t process
CHEMICALLY PURE NICKEL NOT PLATED.

T*ble Rnn« ,
Fiddle. Thread. King's.

*WrtP^?S and Forks
' Per dozen ... 12s. ... -28s. ... 30s.

Tea dil£ tt0 and dilto *°* - 21s. ... 25s.

The late "'-"-'- B*" ***
lls

' '" 12s "

the largP
'

EIGHT

Class
K.—GRAPES, two dishes of White, Muscat and any other

varietv.
to Mr. S. Snow, Gardener to Earl De Grev, Wrest Park

Silsoe. Beds.
2 to Mr. G. Fleming, Gardener to the Duke of Sutherland,

Trentham.
1 to Mr. G. Robinson, Gardener to E. R. Tunno, Esq.,

Warnford Park, Bishop's Waltham.
L.—GRAPES, the largest bunch of any kinds.

£1 10 to Mr. T. Young. Gardener to Crawshay l$ailev,Esq., M.P..
Aberdare, South Wales.

1 to Mr. G. Tillyard. Gardener to the Right Hon. the
Speaker, Heckfield, Hants.

15 to Mr. E. Vare, Gardener to the Rev. C. A. Belli, South
Weald, Brentwood.

M.-PEACHES AND NECTARINES, six dishes, three kinds.
£4 to Mr. Thomas Frost, Gardener to B. L. Belts, Esq.,

Preston Hall, Maidstone.
3 to Mr. W. Hudson, Gardener to Mrs. Barchard, Wands-

worth.
2 to Mr. G. Tillyard, Gardener to the Rt. Hon. the Speaker,

Heckfield, Hants.

N.-PEACHES AND NECTARINES, four dishes, two kinds,
£3 to Mr. Thomas Dawson, Panshanger, Herts.
2 to Mr. G. Tillyard. Gardener to the Rt. Hon. the

Speaker, Heckfield, Hants.
1 10 to Mr. G. Fleming, Gardener to the Duke of Sutherland,

Trentham.
1 10 to Mr. James Shrimpton, Gardener to A. J. Doxat, Esq.,

Putney Heath.

O.—PEACHES and NECTARINES, two dishes.
£2 to Mr. Thomas Dawson, Panshanser. Herts.
2 to Mr. James Lane, Gardener to J. II. Palmer, Esq., Har-

lingbam, Fnlliam.
1 10 to Mr. J. Gundry, Gardener to T. N. Farqubar, Esq.,

Sydenham.
1 to Mr. John Clark, Gardener to the Earl of Darnley,

Cobham Hall, Keut.
1 to Mr. George Wortley, Gardener to Mrs. Maubert, Nor-

wood.
15 to Mr. S. Snow, Gardener to Earl De Grey, Wrest Park,

Silsoe, Beds.

P.—APRICOTS, two dishes, distinct.
£2 to Mr. C. Ewing, Gardener to O. F. Meyrick, Esq.,

Bodorgan, Holyhead.
1 10 to Mr. Samuel Evans, Gardener to C. E. Newdegate, Esq.,

M.P., Arburv, Nuneaton, Warwickshire.
1 to Mr. Richard Nicholson, Gledhow Grove, Chapeltown,

Leeds.

Q.—MELONS, three kinds, distinct.

to Mr. John Konro, Gardener to Mrs. Oddie, Colney
House, St. Alhans.

to Mr. John Gadd, Castle Garden, Dorking.
to Mr. James Tegg, Gardener to Baron Hambro, Roe-

hampton,
to Mr. J. B. Whiting, Gardener to H. T. Hope, Esq., The

Deepdene. Surrey.
R —MELONS, Green-fleshed, single fruit.

to Mr. John Monro, Gardener to Mrs. Oddie, Colney
House. St. Albans.

1 to Mr. "William Kaile, Gardener to the Earl of Lovelace,
Ripley, Surrey.

1 to Mr. James Tegg, Gardener to Baron Hambro, Roe-
ham pton.

10 to Mr. Robert Stringer, Gardener to D. Barclay, Esq.,
Eastwick Park, Bookhnm, Surrey.

10 to Mr. Thomas Bailey, Shardeloes, Amershara.

S—MELONS, Scarlet-fleshed, single fruit.

£2 to Mr. George Tillyard, Gardener to the Right Honour-
able the Speaker, Heckfield, Hants.

1 to Mr. C. Ewing, Gardener to O. F. Meyrick, Esq.,
Bodorgan, Holyhead.

10 to Mr. William Taylor, Gardener to J. Coster, Streathara.

T.—FIGS, Two dishes, 10 fruits each, distinct.

£2 to Mr. A. Bousie, Gardener to the Right Hon. H. Labou-
chere, M.P., Stoke Park, Sl.uigh.

1 to Mr. G. Robinson, Gardener to E. R. Tunno, Esq.,
Warn ford Park, Bishop's Waltham.

15 to Mr. William Taylor, Gardener to J. Coster, Esq.,
Streatbani.

Clam
T.-FIGS. Two dishes, 10 fruits each, distinct.

£0 15 to Mr. C. Ewins, Gardener to O. F. Meyrick, Esq., Bo-
dorgan, Hoh head.

10 to Mr. S. Sn.iw, Gardener to Earl De Grey. Wrest Park,
Silsoe, Beds.

U.—CHERRIES, two dishes.
£2 to Mr. Thomas Dawson, Panshanger, Herts.
1 10 to Mr. William Hudson, Gardener to Mrs. Barchard.

Wandsworth.
1 to Mr. R. H. Betteridge, Milton Hill, Abingdon.
10 to Mr. G. Fleming, Gardener to the Duke of Sutherland

Trentham. *

V.-PLUMS. three dishes, distinct kinds.
to Mr. S. Snow, Gardeuer to Earl De Grey, Wrest Park,

Silsoe. Beds.
to Mr. A. Bousie, Gardener to the Right Hon. H. La-

honchere. M.P., Stoke Park, Slough.
to Mr. G. Robinson, Gardener to E. R. Tunno, Esq.,

Warnford Park, Bishop's Waltham, Hants.
10 to Mr. W. Kemp, A lourv Park, Guildford.

£3

W.—STRAWBERRIES, Three dishes. (No prize awarded.)
X.—APPLES, Dessert, 6 dishea, distinct varieties, 12 frui

each.
fruits

£1

3
2

B2

£2 to Messrs. Mitchell & Co., Nurserymen, Brighton.
1 10 to Mr. G. Robinson, Gardener to E. R. Tunno, Esq.,

Warnford Park, BUhop'i Waltham.
Y.—APPLES, Kitchen, sir dishes, distinct varieties. 12 fruits

each.
£2 to Mr. John Monro. Gardener to Mrs. Oddie, Colney

House, St. Albans.
1 10 to Messrs. Mitchell and Co., Nurservmen, Brighton.
1 10 to Mr. William Tegg, Gardener to A. Pryor, Esq., Dover

House, Roehampton.
1 to Mr. G. Robinson, Gardener to E. R. Tunno, Esq.,

Warnford Park, Bishop's Waltham.
Z.—PEARS, six dishes, distinct varieties, 12 fruits each.

£1 to Mr. C. Ewiner, Gardener to O. F. Meyrick, Esq.,
Bodorgan, Holyhead.

AA.—PEARS, three dishes, distinct varieties, 12 fruits each.
£2 to Messrs. Mitchell & Co., Nurserymen, Brighton.

BB.—PEARS, single dish for weight.
£1 to Mr. George Grover, Westerton Cottage Garden, West

End, Hammersmith.
15 to Mr. C. Ewing, Gardener to O. F. Meyrick, Esq.

Bodorgan, Holyhead.

CC—PEAKS, single dish for flavour.
£1 to Jlr. J. B. Whiting. 7

15 to Mr. William Taylor, Gardener to J. Coster, Esq.,
Stieatham.

10 to Mr. Jumes Williams, Gardener to Mrs. Warner, Hod-
desdon.

DD.—VINES, in pots, with fruit, 4 nlants.
£6 to Mr. William Forsyth, Gardener to Baron Rothschild,

Gunnersbury Park, Acton.
EE.—PEACHES, NECTARINES, and any other fruit, in pots,

4 plants.
to Mr. W. Kaile, Gardener to the Earl of Lovelace,

Ripley, Surrey.
to Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Nurserymen, Hammersmith.
to Messrs. H. Lane & Son, Nurserymen, Great Berk-

hampstead.
-PRIZES FOR FRUIT OF SUPERIOR EXCELLENCE,

not specified in the Schedule.
to Mr. W. Kaile, Gardener to the Earl of Lovelace,

Ripley, Surrey.
to Mr. James Williams, Gardener to Mrs. Warner,

Hodde«don.
to Mr. M. Clarke. High Grounds, Hoddesdon.
to Mr. S. Solomon, Pine Apple Lodge, Peckbam Rye.
to Mr. P. Kay, Market Green, Finchley.
to Mr. C. F. Harrison, Oatlands Palace Gardens, Wey-

bridge.
to Mr. G. Fleming, Gardener to the Duke of Sutherland,

Trentham.
to Mr. S. Snow, Gardener to Earl de Grey, Wrest Park,

Silsoe, Beds.
to Mr. D. Hutcheson, Quex Park, Margate.
to Mr. J. Gundry, Gardener to T. N. Farquhar, Esq.,

Sydenham.
to Mr. John Monro, Gardener to Mrs. Oddie, Colney

House, St. Albans.

£6

4
2

FF.

£4

2

2
2
2

1
1

AMATEURS' AND COTTAGERS' CLASSES.
I -AMATEURS.

L—COLLECTION OF HORTICULTURAL PRODUCE, consisting of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, by Amateurs, with the
assistance only of two gardeners.

£10 to Mr. F. Fletcher, Gardener to J,F. Young, Esq., Upper
Kennington Lane.

II.—Do., do^ do., with the assistance only of one
gardener.

£10 to Mr. John Craker, Gardener to Miss Bacon, "Widraore

Cot'ag*. Promley. [Isleworth.

7 to Mr. J. James, Gardener to W. F. Watson, Esq.,

7 to Mr. James George, Gardener to J. and W. Nicholson,
Esqrs., Stamford Hill.

II.—£5 to Mr. L. Glenton, Pagoda Cottage, Blackheath.

III.—Do., do., do., with the assistance of a gardener
one day in a week.

£10 to Mr. James August, Rose Cottage, Beddington.

II.-COTTAG ERS.

Si 8rock

Uo!n7,^ ick^ Sil^^Plared^G.^d s, Baths, Brushes, Turnery.

^ngin'eRi •
Iron and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding and B/d-

^Cont to
8°

t
-

arranEpd >n Sixteen Large Sho* Rooms as to

tIl»t caniJJk?8 furnlsh? n}r facilities in the selection of goods

ninstrTtla o p
f
d for e,*e*rhere.

". Oxford «
*tal°S"e9 s«nt (per post) free.

Perry' 8 p LL t^ l
» *• u - % an <l 3, Newman Street; 4, 5, and 6

r-riace. Established 1S20.

£10
7
5

3
2
1

1

IV.—COLLECTION OF HORTICULTURAL PRODUCE,
to Mr. Charles Macer, Broxbourne, Herts-
to Mr. Joseph Turner, Westerfield, Ipswich.
to Mr. Thomas Woodward, Stoke Green, Coventry.
to Mr. George Grover, Westerton Cottage Garden, West

End. Hammersmith.
to Mr. Marshal Wortley, Merstham. Surrey.
to Mr. David Friend, Haling Lime Kilns, Croydon.
to Mr. George Turner. East Barnet, Herts.
to Mr. George Bulbeck, Warble Heath Cottage, Oak-

wood, Chichester.

V.-POTATOES, dish of 12.

£1 to Mr. Edwin Amies, Maidstone.
15 to Mr. Marshal Wortley, Merstham, Snrrey.
10 to Mr. Joseph Turner, Westerfie Id, Ipswich.
5 to Mr. Thomas Woodward, Stoke Green, Coventry.
4 to Mr. Thomas DRlton, Glasshouse Street, Nottingham.
3 to Mr. Richard Stevens, Cheam, Surrey.

2 to Mr. David Friend, Haling Lime Kilns, Croydon.

TL—CAULIFLOW ERS, dish of 6. (No prize awarded.)

VII—CARROTS, dish of 12.

to Mr. Joseph Turner, Westerfield, Ipswich.

15 to Mr. David Friend, Haling Lime Kilns, Croydon.

10 to Mr. 'i nomas Dalton, Gla»*sh«.use Street, Nottingham.

5 to Mr. Thomas Woodward, Stoke Green, Coventry.

4 to Mr. Richard Stevens, Cheam, Surrey.

£1

£1
15
10
5

4

£1
15

O 10
5
4

3

£1
15

£1

15
10
5
4

consisting of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables.

VIII.—ONIONS, dish of 12.

to Mr. Edwin Amies, Maidstone.
to Mr. Richard .Stevens, Cheam, Snrrey.

to Mr. Joseph Turner, Westerfield, Ipswich,

to Mr. George Bulbeck, Warble Heath Cottage, Oakwood,
Chichester,

to Mr. David Friend, Haling Lime Kilns, Croydon.

IX.—TURNIPS, Dish of 12.

to Mr. Thomas Dalton, Glasshouse Street, Nottingham.
to Mr. Thomas Woodward, Stnke Green, Coventry.

to Mr. David Friend, Haling Lime Kilns, Croydon.
to Mr. Richard Stevens, Chfaro, Surrey.

to Mr. Joseph Turner, Westerfield, Ipswich.

to Mr. William Hibbert, Russell Street, Upper Sydenham
§

X.—CABBAGES, di>h of 6.

to Mr. David Friend, Haling Lime Kilns, Croydon.

to Mr. Wm. Hibbert, Russell Street, Upper Sydenham.

XL-COLLECTION OF POT HERBS,
to Mr. George Bnlbeck, Warble Heath Cottage, Oak-

wood, Chichester,

to Mr. George Turner, East Barnet, Herts,

to Mr. Charles Macer, Broxbonrne, Herts,

to Mr. D. Friend, Haling Lime Kilns, Croydon,
to Mr. R. Stevens, Cheam, Surrey.

Crystal Palace, Sept. 12, 1856. (By Order.) G. GROVE, Secretary.
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LIST OF SUCCESSFUL COMPETITORS.
PLANTS.

Class
I.—12 STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in flower.

£10 to Mr. VV. Taylor, Gardener to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham.

7 to Mr. B. Peed, Gardener to J. Tredwell, Esq., Norwood.

5 to Mr.E. A. Hamp, Gardener to J. Thome, Esq., Mawbey
House, South Lambeth.

3 to Mr. O Rhodes, Gardener to J. Philpot, Esq., Stam-
ford Hill.

2 to Mr. W. Cutbush, Barnet.

II.—6 STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in flower.

£5 to Mr. James Morris, Gardener to Coles Child, Esq.,

Bromley.
3 to Mr. Thomas Williams, Gardener to Miss Traill, Hayes,

Kent.
2 to Mr.George Brash, Gardener to J. Tritton, Esq., Norwood.

1 to Mr. George Young, Gardener to William Stone, Esq.,

Dulwich Hill.

III.—20 VARIEGATED PLANTS, in or out of flower.

£7 to Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea.

5 to Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Nurserymen, Hammersmith.
4 to Messrs. Jackson & Son, Nurserymen, Kingston-on-

Thames.
3 to Mr. R. Parker, Nurseryman, Hornsey Road, Holloway.

2 10 to Mr. George Young, Gardener to William Stone, Esq
Dulwich Hill.

2 10 to Mr. Arthur Young, Gardener to F. C. Hills, Esq.,

Denmark Hill. Camberwell.

2 to Mr. William Cutbush, Nurseryman, Barnet, Herts.

2 to Mr. Robert Oubridge, Gardener to James Foster, Esq.

2 to Mr. James Morris, Gardener to Coles Child, Esq., The
Palace, Bromley, Kent.

IV.—10 PLANTS remarkable for fine foliage.

£5 to Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and
Chelsea.

3 to Messrs. Jackson & Son, Nurserymen, Kingston-on-

Thames.
2 to Mr. R. Parker, Nurseryman, Hornsey Road, Holloway.

1 tc Mr. Geo. Young, Gardener to Win. Stone, Esq.,

Dulwich Hill.

V.-6 SPECIES OF EXOTIC ORCHIDS.
£6 to Mr. S. W. Carson, Gardeuer to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq

.

Nonsuch Park, Cheam.
4 to Mr. S. Woolley, Gardener to H. B. Ker, Esq.,

Cheshunt, Herts.

3 to Mr. W. Gedney, Gardener to Mrs. Ellis, Hoddesdon,
Herts.

VI.—10 CAPE HEATHS, distinct kinds (no prize awarded).

VII.— 6 CAPE HEATHS, distinct kinds.

£5 to Mr. Thos. Williams, Gardeuer to Miss Traill, Hayes
Place, Kent.

4 to Mr. Geo. Brush, Gardener to J. Tritton, Esq., Norwood.

3 to Mr. B. Peed, Gardener to J. Tredwell. Esq., St. John's

Lodge, Norwood.

VIII.—6 PLANTS OF NEPENTHES WITH PITCHERS.
£10 to Messrs. Veitch & Son, Nurserymen, Exeter and

7 to Mr. W. Gedney, Gardener to Mrs. Ellis, Hoddesdon,

Herts.

IX.—12 EXOTIC FERNS, tender, cultivated in pots, distinct

kind*.

£5 to Mr. H. Smythe, Gardener to the Rev. T. Rooper, AYick

Hill, Brighton.

4 to Mr. S. W. Carson, Gardener to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq.*

Nonsuch Park, Cheam.
3 to Mr. F. Fletcher, Gardeuer to J. F. Young, Esq., Upper

Kenniugton Lane.

2 to Mr. Henry Lavey, Gardener to E. A. De Grave, Esq.,

Fetchara, Leatherhead.

2 to Messrs. Cutbush & Son, Nurserymen, IIighgat<>.

1 10 to Mr. AV\ Gedney, Gardeuer to Mrs. Ellis, Hoddesdon,

Herts.
1 to Mr. James Morris, Gardener to Coles Child, Esq., The

Palace, Bromley.
1 to Mr. R. Parker, Nurseryman, Hornsey Road, Holloway.

1 to Mr. T. Gaines, Nurseryman, Battersea.

1 to Mr. John Hally, Nurseryman, Blackheath.

1 to Messrs. Jackson & Son, Nurserymen, Kingston-on-

Thames.
1 to Mr. S. Woolley, Gardener to H. B. Ker, Esq., Ches-

hunt.

1 to Mr. E. T. Childs, Gardener to P. Secretan, Esq.,

Thornton Heath, Croydon.

X.—20 EXOTIC FERNS, hardy, cultivated in pots, distinct

kinds.

£3 to Mr. James Morris, Gardener to Coles Child, Esq.,

Bromley.

Class
XI.—12 LYCOPODIUMS, not less than six species.

£3 to Mr. R. Parker, Nurseryman, Hornsey Road, Holloway.

2 to Mr. S. Woolley, Gardener to H. B. Ker, Esq., Ches-
hunt.

1 to Mr. A Bousie, Gardener to the Rt. Hon. II. Labouchere,
M.P., Stoke Park, Slough.

15 to Mr. W. Gedney, Gardener to Mrs. Ellis, Hoddesdon,
Herts.

15 to Mr. E. T. Childs, Gardener to P. Secretan, Esq.,

Thornton Heath, Croydon.
10 to Mr. James Morris, Gardener to Coles Child, Esq., The

Palace, Bromley.
10 to Mr. Thomas Gaines, Nurseryman, Battersea.
10 to Mr. John Hally, Nurseryman, Blackheath.
10 to Messrs. Jacksou & Son, Nurserymen, Kingston-on-

Thames.
10 to Messrs. Cutbush & Son, Nurserymen, Highgate.

XII.—6 ACHIMENES, distinct kinds.
£3 to Messrs. Mitchell & Co., Nurserymen, Brighton.
2 to Mr. Thomas Gaines, Nurseryman, Battersea.

1 5 to Mr. W. Gedney, Gardener to Mrs. Ellis, Hoddesdon,
Herts

XIII,—6 KALOSANTHES, in flower. (No prize awarded.)

XIV.—6 FUCHSIAS, distinct kinds.

£5 to Messrs. Mitchell & Co., Nurserymen, Brighton.
4 to Mr. W. Weatherill, Gardener to D. M'Neil, Esq.,

Holloway.
5 to Mr. Bragg, Gardener to J. B. Lousada, Esq., Peak

House, Sidmouth.
8 to Mr. Thomas Gaines, Nurseryman, Battersea.

1 to Mr. E. Harper, Gardener to J. F. Bennett, Esq., Arch-
bishop's Place, Tulse Hill.

10 to Mr. J. James, Gardener to W. F. Watson, Esq.,

Isleworth.
10 to Messrs. Dob«on & Son, Nurserymen, Isleworth.

10 to Mr. Robert Oubridge, Gardener to James Foster, Esq.,

Stamford Hill.

XV.—6 SCARLET GERANIUMS, distinct kinds.

£3 to Mr. W. Weatherill, Gardener to D. M'Xeil, Esq.
Holloway.

3 to Mr. H. Lavey, Gardener to E. A. De Grave, Esq.,

Fetcham, Leatherhead.
1 to Mrs. Mary Conway, Earl's Court Nursery, Old

Brompton.
15 to Mr. John Lewis, Gardener to J. Guy, Esq., Hampton

Wick.
10 to Messrs. Mitchell & Co., Nurserymen, Brighton.

XVI.—6 SCARLET GERANIUMS, variegated foliage, distinct

kinds.
£0 15 to Mrs. Mary Conway, Earl's Court Nursery, Old

Brompton.
XVII.—6 NOSEGAY GERANIUMS (various). No prize

awarded.

XVIIL—6 CONTINUOUS - BLOOMING GERANIUMS,
distincr, such as Unique, Sidonia, &c. (No prize

awarded).

XIX.—12 BALSAMS.
£3 to Messrs. F. and A. Smith, Florist?, Dulwich.
2 to Mr. T. Shuard, Gardener to Mrs. Graham, nerne

Hill, Dulwich.
1 to Mr. Charles Brown, King's Wood, Dulwich.

15 to Mr. John Green, Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart.,

Lower Cheam, Surrey.

XX.-6 COCKSCOMBS.
£2 to Mr. John Bovingdon, Gardener to P. II. Desvignes,

Esq., Hither Green, Lewishara.

1 to Mr. T. Shuard, Gardener to Mrs. Graham, Ilerne Hill,

Dulwich.
15 to Mr. Henry Graham. Gardener to J. G. Cope, Esq.,

West Hill Lodge, Epsom.

XXL—12 VERBENAS, in pots, not less than 6 kinds.

£3 to Mr. James Shrimpton, Gardener to A. J. Doxat, Esq.,

Putney Heath.
2 to Mr. W. Weatherhill, Gardener to D. M'Neil, Esq.,

Holloway.
1 to Mr. W. Bragg, Nurseryman, Slough.

XXII.—6 LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM, not less than 2 kinds.

£3 to Mr. Arthur Young, Gardener to F. C. Hills, Esq,,

Denmark Hill, Camberwell.
2 to Mr. Wm. Barnes, Nurseryman, Camberwell.
1 to Mr. S. Woolley, Gardener to H, B. Ker, Esq., Cheshunt.

15 to Messrs. Jackson & Son, Nurserymen, Kingston-on-
Thames.

10 to Mr. Thomas Gaines, Nurseryman, Battersea.

10 to Mr. John Hally, Nurseryman, Blackheath.

FRUIT.
FRUIT.

A.—COLLECTION OF TWELVE DISHES, 10 distinct kinds.

£10 to Mr. George Fleming, Gardener to the Duke of Suther-

land, Trenthara.
10 to Mr. G. Tillyard, Gardener to the Right Hon. the

Speaker, HeckfiVld, Hants.
7 to Mr. Thomas Page, Gardener to W. Leaf, Esq.,

Streatham.

B.—COLLECTION OF EIGHT DISHES, 6 distinct kinds.

£8 to Mr. Thomas Frost, Gardener to E. L. Betts, Esq.,

Preston Hall, Maidstone.

5 to Mr. G. Robinson, Gardener to E. R. Tunno, Esq.,

Warnford Park, Bishop's Waltham.
4 to Mr. William Taylor, Gardener to J. Coster, Esq.,

Streatham.
2 to Mr. William Kaile, Gardener to the Earl of Lovelace,

East Horsley Tower, Ripley, Surrey.
1 10 to Mr. Samuel Martin, Silwood Park, Sunning Hill, Berks.

C—PINE APPLES, COLLECTION OF SIX, 3 distinct kinds.

£1 to Mr. B. Pt-ed, Gardener to J. Tredwell, Esq., St. John's

Lodge, Norwood.

£2

2
2
2
2
2
2

Class
XXTIL—MISCELLANEOUS.
to Messrs. Jackson & Son, Nurserymen, Kingston- o»-

Thames.
to Mr. Thomas Brocklehursr, The Terrace, Macclesfield.

to Mr. Charles Turner, Nurseryman, Slough.

to Mr. Wm. Chater, Nurseryman, Saffron Walden.
to Mr. John Keynes. Salisbury.

to Mr. Wm. Bragg, Nurseryman, Slough.

to Mr. Wm. Saxby, Gardener to E. Edwards, Eaq.,

Dulwich Hill.

to Mr. Wm. Weatherill, Gardener to D. M'Neil, Esq,
Holloway.

to Mr. R. Sim, Nurseryman, Foot's Cray, Kent,

CUT FLOWERS.
XXIV.— 50 ROSES, distinct varieties, 3 trusses of each variety

as gathered (Nurserymen).

£4 to Mr. James Mitchell, Maresfield, Sussex.
3 to Messrs. A. Paul & Son, Cheshunt.
2 to Messrs. H. Lane & Son, Berkhampstead.
1 to Mr. John Cranston, King's Acre, Hereford.

15 to Mr. E. P. Francis, Hertford.

10 to Mr. E. ft. Greenus, Watford and Rickmansworth.

XXV.—25 ROSES, distinct varieties, 3 trusses of each variety

as gathered (Amateurs).

£4 to Mr. G. Brush, Gardener to J. Tritton, Esq., Norwood.

3 to Mr. Samuel Evans, Gardener to C. E. Newdegate,

Esq., M.P., Arhury, Nuneaton, Warwickshire.

2 to Alexander Rowland, Esq., Rosenthal, Lewishara.

XXVI.—24 ROSES, distinct varieties, single blooms.

£2 to Mr. Jamrs Mitchell, Nurseryman, Maresfield, Sussex.

1 to Mr. Samuel Evans, Gardener to C. E. Newdegate,

Esq., M.P., Arbury, Nuneaton, Warwickshire.

15 to Mr. E. P. Francis, Nurseryman, Hertford.

10 to Mr. George Wortley, Gardener to Mrs. Maubert,

Norwood.

XXVII.—24 HOLLYHOCKS, distinct varieties, single blooms.

£3 to Messrs. A. Paul & Son, Nurserymen, Cheshunt.

2 to Mr. W. Chater, Nurseryman, Saffron Walden.
1 to Mr. Charles Turner, Nurseryman, Slough.

15 to Mr. W. Bragg, Nurseryman, Slough.

10 to Messrs. J. &; J. Fraser, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge

Road, Leyton.

XXVIII.-50 DAHLIAS, dissimilar.

£10 to Mr. Charles Turner, Nurseryman, Slough.

8 to Mr. John Keynes, Salisbury.

6 to Mr. Henry Legge, Marsh Side, Lower Edmonton.

4 to Mr. Charles Kemberley, Nurseryman, Stoke, near

Coventry.
2 to Messrs. J. & J. Fraser, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge

Road, Leyton.
1 10 to Mr. W. C. Drummond, Nurseryman, Bath.

XXIX— 24 DAHLIAS, dissimilar.

£6 to Rev. Charles Fellowes, Shottesham, Norwich.

5 to Mr. George Holmes, Brooke Lodge, Norwich.

4 to Mr. Thomas Leslie, Gardener to Mrs. Alexander,

Stone House.
3 to Mr. John Sladden, As>., Maidstone.

2 to Mr. A. H. Hogg, Cadland, Southampton.
1 10 to Mr. Robert James, Rochester Castle, Stoke NewingtOD.

1 to Mr. C. J. Perry, Handsworth, Birmingham.
15 to Mr. Charles E. Allen, Shacklewell.

15 to Mr. John Cook, Rosedale Terrace, Ladbroke Grove.

Notting Hill.

XXX.- 12 DAHLIAS, Fancy.
£3 to Mr. Henry Lesrge, Marsh Side, Lower Edmonton.

2 to Mr. Charles Turner, Nurseryman, Slough.

1 10 to Mr. John Keynes, Salisbury.
1 to Rev. Charles Fellowes, Shottesham, Norwich.

15 to Mr. W. C. Drummond. Nurseryman, Bath.

15 to Mr. William Bragg, Nurseryman, Slough.

10 to Mr. C. Kemberlev, Nurseryman, Stoke, near Coventry.

10 to Messrs. J. and J. Fraser, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge

Road, Leyton.

XXXI.-24 GERMAN ASTERS, single blooms, dissimilar.

£2 to Mr. R. H. Betteridge, Milton Hill, Abingdon, Berns.

1 10 to Mr. John Walker, Thame, Oxon.
1 to Mr. Thomas Westbrook, Abingdon, Berks.

15 to Mr. James August, Rose Cottage, Beddington, burrey.

1 10 to Mr. W. Bragg, Nurseryman, Slough. ,

1 to Messrs. J. & J . Fraser, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge *o*»>

Leyton.
15 to Mr. George Smith, Wade's Mill, Herts.

1 to Messrs. A. Paul & Son, Nurserymen, Chesmmt.

10 to Mr. Robert James, Rochester Castle, Stoke Ncwing^

D.—PINE APPLES, COLLECTION OF THREE, 2 distinct

kinds.

£5 to Mr. Thomas Dawson, Panshanger, Herts.

3 to Mr. Roger Jones, Gardener to the Dowlais Iron Co.,

Dowlais, Glamorganshire.

E.—PINE APPLE, PROVIDENCE, single fruit.

£3 to Mr. Thomas Bray, Gardener to J. B. Lousada, Esq.,

Peak House, Sidmouth.
2 to Mr. A. Stewart, Gardener to the Duke of Devonshire,

Chatsworth.

F.—PINE APPLE, CAYENNE, single fruit.

£3 to Mr. Thomas Dawson, Panshanger, Herts.

G.—PINE APPLE, QUEEN, single fruit, any varietr.

£2 to Mr. James Barnes, Gardener to Lady Rolle, Bicton,

Budleigh Salterton, Devon.
1 to Mr. Thomas Bray, Gardener to J. B. Lousada, E>o.,

Poak House, Sidnvmfh.
15 to Mr. Thomas Page, Gardener to W. Leaf, Esq., Streat-

ham.
10 to Mr. Darid Price, Gardener to W. Forman, Esq.,

Denydarren House, Merthyr Tydvi!.

H.-GRAPES, boxes of 121bs weight (Market Gardeners^-

£5 to Mr. C. F. Harrison, Oatlands Palace GardeDS,

bridge.
4 to Mr. Peter Kay, Market Green, Finchley. Man.

3 to Mr. Robert Clark, Tummoss, Stretford, new

Chester.

1 10 to Mr. John Gould, Redditch.

I.-GRAPES, three dishes, distinct kinds.
^ ^

to Mr. Charles Ewing, Gardener to O. F. Meync*,

Bodorgan, Holyhead. •*_*«..# ^irtberlai^-

5 to Mr. G. Fleming, Gardener to the Duke of S«™

Trenthara. _ _ _. .. »« Brooke

3 to Mr. C. Alborough, Gardener to E.S. Rett, Mo
House, Norwich. - navonsbiK?

2 to Mr. A. Stewart, Gardener to the Duke of Devo

ChaUworth.

J.-GRAPES, two dishes of Black, f**^* Esq„

£3 to Mr. Charles Ewing, Gardener toO. F.Meyn

Bodorgan, Holyhead.

£5

For continuation of Crystal Palace List of Prizes see preceding page

Printed by WnaiMI Bradburt, of No. 13, Upper Woburn Place, and Frederick Mclirtt Evass, of No. 20. Q»pen's Roau, ^est, both in fh

ttefe Office in Lombard Street, in tne Precinct o. Whitelriars, in the City of London; an-« pnblished by them at the Office, No. b, Urper Weiiiugton

where ail ad^ertisementa and Commauications are to be asdresbkd to tbe £ditob.—Saturday, September 13, 1So6.

he Parish of St. Pancras, gij* &*£&&£&*»"**'
Street, in theS of SUPW.; Coveot-G-rdm, »

•
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CRYSTAL PALACE FLOWER SHOW.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON, Nurserymen,
** Highgate, offer a REWARD of FIVE POUNDS to aiiv

Person giving information leading to conviction of the party or
parties who purloined the CUTTINGS of their NEW VARIE-GATED FETUNLALASTFRIDAY.

I T TWILLIAM BARRA** LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.
HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved

principles.
••• An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shrubs,

Everqbbbss, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thobss.
WILLIAM SHORT, Landscape and Ornamental
T * Gardener, 21, St. John's Wood Terrace, Regent's Park,
London.—Ornamental Ground Works, Planting, &c, taken by
con tract or otherw ise. Unexceptionable referpnces can be fjiven.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING REVIVED AS AN ART
"\/TR. THOROLD, of Thorpe Bower, near Norwich,
*** continues to OFFER his SERVICES to ladies and
gentlemen m Laying out or re-arranging their Gardens and
i leasure-grounds on correct principles of taste, in anv style, or
combination of styles, suitable to the requirements of all kinds of
residences upon any scale, and in most cases to produce imme-
diate effect. Mr. T. can give ample references as to his success.

ORNAMENTAL ANO FOREST PLANTING
T'HE SUBSCRIBER is now prepared to form and

of Ireland
"^ C0NTRACTS for the al>ove works in any part

Timber, Trees, and Woodland propertv accurately valued.An early inspection of his varied and extensive Nursery Stock isrecommended.- Thomas Parxbs, Men-ion Nursery, Dublin.

MESSRS. STANDISH and NOBLE, in reply to

on ti
,""-meJTJ,"iuirie8 '

be" t0 say tlmt BUSINESS is carried

X! ;!
e
A
r Establishment as usual. The Sale advertised to take

StrSt
u

!
eir.£«r*ery will comprise only a small portion of the

thei A£»« ri,
notia an^ way iuterfere with the execution ofweir orders.—The Nurseries, Bagshot, Sept. 20.

RAILWAY NURSERIES, \VATFORD.-Noble-
desrHnSU %]?££?' &c

'
cau b" ™U supplied with every

then J
"°f N?*8ERY ST0CK of «">& quality and on

blUWnf
M8™hU term8

'
b^ E - R * Gkken-cs, at the above esta-2"»ggPt. Three minates' walk from Watford Station.

\ THOUSAND LARCH and FIR POLES for Sale.
Horn Lane Farm, Acton.

LILIES,

PINE PLANTS.—Small and large SUCCESSION
PINE PLANTS for Sale.

-— ^LAyrASTKR. Edward Street, Deptford.

A^f p!
V

lATEUR wishes to dispose of a largeStock

Price fi*
*

?
IES

>
comprising many old and new varieties,

allows™- Z *!?
zen

'
or where a quantity is taken a considerable

N€wbE£ Address W. P. Davis, jun., St. Mary's Hill,

Q.UERNSEY ~and BELLADONNA
p. 45. per dozen.

B. pA
e

r/7n in?
,
Bulbs caa b* applied during September by^age & Co., beed Merchants, Southampton.

-" „ Price to the Trade upon application*

G L
fl̂

NNY,sTSPROVED BALSAbTsEED Irom
6 classpl

6
?-

3 incbes across, not approached by anv other,

Packets nni
s
^
m Ps '• mixed packet, 13 do. ; sealed and signed

^ha-m. * ° ther vei7 ch«ice seeds.—Dungannon House,

D°rV^E ROMAnTneT PAPER WHITE NAR-
*Meh U *! i '

I' - per doze»-—The above Bulbs, the former of
f*»*rai«J V i J ?

steeraed for i" early blooming and excessive

arrived »n?i
n th1lat,er for its Purity and eleprance, have just

AV*rehoni fZ*i>^2 f*ined at A
- Cobbett's Italian and Foreignjenooge^pan Mall, near Waterloo Place, London.

ATTELL'S EARLY BARNES & REUANCE~CABBACES~;

TnUv
P
IF0RD '

pARACON,'KlrMC
r IMPERIAL, Xc.

^ theL
CATTELL ha8 n°W "^ Bed(ied Plants of

%t 5».W Sl
e
i/S

U
H" *? ]*?* Hf"ds for Ear,y Spring Cutting,

ls
- Ptt-10? LI

?
K)Lal80 R«J. for WcWtaft of first-rate Stock, at

Packino P. I
8

' ™- P
,
er 100°- No char^ for crHtes

»
baskets, or

,0 ^e Kd-nhS^8^8 0f 500° or more are delivered t0 London and
fr*- A S .%* Station of the South-Eastern Railwav. carriage
kBo^n coSii

lan
f
e °r reference to accompany orders from un-

« correspondents.—Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.

^22« tt?,

E
N
RBACEOUS PHLOXESrbloomi^ori

from 12 to -Jn
*°
V
^
mber

'
of the most v«ried and beautiful colours

Strone PiAnK, r
68 hi^h ' BOme sorts excellent for beddinjr'.

21 to Zl p£ 100 '

9*'' t0 12S- Per d°Zen

;

° r f0r beddinS

B.*W
BA
J
&
^,

ARD
' Hedenham Rosery, Bungay, Suffolk,

•elected from
h
S.!

ri

i!ii
I

-
po8e

,
of *. few packets of Seed, carefully

NEW IMPORTED DUTCH ROOTS.
TT7ILLIAM E. RENDLE and CO., Seed

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
vv _, Mer-ITVOOD and INGRAM beg to offer fine Plants of
If chants, Plymouth, have much pleasure in „

the above, both Larpe Flowering and Pompone varieties,

announcing that their Dutch Bulbs are just arrived, in
lite finest possible condition.
The collection includes a general assortment of HYACINTHS,

JSHESl NARCI8SUS, ANEMONES, RANUNCULUS
CROCUS, LILIUMS, IRIS, GLADIOLUS, &c &C.
^ Jkscriptive Price Cun-ent of Dutch Hoots is just

publmhed, and can be had in return for one postage
stamp.
Apply to Wm. E. Renole & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

Established 1786.

YACINTHS and other DUTCH BULBS.—

at from tit. tn 9#. per doz.— lluntinpdnn Nnmriea.

H

named varieties, at 55. per packet.
I

A Descriptive Price Current has just been pub-
lished by William E. Rendle & Co., iSeed Merchants,
Plymouth, and can be obtained in return for one
postage stamp.

DUTCH AND CAPE BULBSiTAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, &c, 230,

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA.
\T7°0D ANI> INGRAM have a very fine strain of

tli.'. above, which they, are now selliug in Is. packets, post
free.—Nurs-e Hf*. Huntingdon. ____^

NEW AZALEA^
RAINES'S "ROSEA ALBA ;" colour rose, with
^-* deep margin of pure white—a large line shaped flower.
The above gained a nr^t-cl.tss prize at the Horticultural Show
at Chiswick. Plants, 1 5s. each.

N E W A Z~A~l7e A~^

GAINES'S "NAPOLEON THE THIRD;"
colour, crimson rose ; a gm.it improvement on the seedling

he sent out under the name of Ilolfordiann, being much larger
and of greater substance. Plant* 15s. each.

MEW SEEDLINC CAMELLIA^
GAINES'S COMPACTA ALBA.- Form very fine ;

petals smooth, and finely capped; medium size; sub-
Rtance, stout ; colour, white with creamy centre. It. obtained a

Y High Holborn, London, have now published their compre- ' First Class Certificate at the National Floricultuial Society's
hensive CATALOGUE OF DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS, ' Show, Mar • - -
the twenty-first Autumnal Series, which will be forwarded
free of charge and postpaid to all parts of the world, upon
application. The Bulbs are as usual of first-rate quality.
James Carter & Co., Seedsmen, &c.,23S, High liolborn, London.

DUTCH BULBS.
PARKER begs to inform his friends andR

descriptive Catalogue is now ready, and will be forwarded post
free uprm application. A remittance or reference to accompany
all orders from unknown correspondents.—Paradise Nuraery,
Hornsey, and gwven Sisters Road, Holloway. London.

DUTCH BULBS, ETC.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON beg to intimate
• that their FIRST IMPORTATION of the above have

arrived in excellent condition. DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUES, which contain their celebrated system of culture, can be
obtainedfree on application.

Highgate Nurseries, near London.

DUTCH BULBS.
TTENRY MAY intimates that he has received his

Holland

March 27. Price, £ood plants, 21s. each.
Nnrserv. Snrrev Lane. Battersea.

i
CRAPE VINES IN POTS

! "JOHN WEEKS and Co., King'* Uoad, Chelsea, can
.

*J now supply Grapo Vines struck from eye* in very line
condition, strong and healthy, for Planting or Forcing in Pots, all

|
the best approved sorts.

Horticultural Establishmpnt, King's Rond. Chelsen.

BEST FLAVOURED STRAWBtRKY NOW OUT'fs"
BARRATT'S MAGNUM-BONUM. Good Plants,

7$. 6<i. per 100. Wm. Bartcatt*s New List of Strawberries
can be had on application.—St. John's Nur*»rr. Wakefield.

SUPERB NEW STRAWbtRRlES^
TT7ILLTAM J. NICHOLSON is now prepared to
* » send out fine laid Runners of all the new and most of the

older varieties of Strawberries, comprising about 40 of the very
;
best English, French, and Belgian sorts. Prices and particulars

i

on application to the Grower, William J. NlGHOLSOff, Eggles-
cliffe , near Yarm, Yorkshire,
\TEW STRAWBERRIES.—First on the list" is

1^ KITLHYS CAROLINA SUPERBA. A Post-office order
for 21s. will secure 100 good strong Plants of this very excellent

tqually cheap.
IlKXRY May, The Hope Nurseries, near Badale, Yorlcahire.

HYACINTHS AND OTHER DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS*.
rPHE Subscriber respectfully intimates the arrival of
*- his DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS in line condition. The
Bulbs are large and sound. Early orders solicited. Descriptive
priced Catalogues free on application.
Charles ALEXAyDEB, Nurseryman and Seedsman, 30, West

Register Street, Edinburgh.

Y> B. KEMFTON, Seedsman aud Florist722, Wig".
At# more Street, Cavendish Square, has the hononr to inform
his patrons and the public that his CATALOGUE of DUTCH _ _FLOWER BULBS, &c., is now published, and can be had on

j ^8**Z££~ AFthe D«r 'PfetOHtaA and Verbenas at 5s. per
application L. B K. was lfi years with the late Mr. James doze n. IMIe Vne NursAry, Cheltenham.

*
Carter, of High Holborn. —

i
-;""^- .

~l
— ,

fn'T^H ~i-i vTTmm^p la ^ t*ui\nijv c TTi:—H—1 UT WALKER, Londonderry, offers the following:UICH HYAC1N iHb, CKOCUb, &c, ot the first JH • 3000 1-vear PEAR TREES, on dwarf roots.
b

size and quality, can be supplied by Charles Southby,
High Street Claphara, at prices as low as any house in the
kingdom. See his Descriptive priced List; to "be had free on
application.

berry SIR HARRY, warranted true, strong well rooted
plants, (with a ball of earth to each if ^eaired), price 405. per
100, or 6s. per dozen; price to the Trade per 1000 maybe bad
on application. Also all other sorts worth cultivation now ready.
—Apply to U. S. Yates, St. Ann's Square, Manchester.—Sept. 20.

__
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, ETC.

JOHN CLARK having a large quantity of fine strong
bushv and healthv plants of all thp leading- varieties of both

LARGE and POMPONE CHRYSANTIIEMl;ms. isenabled to
offer them at Iruiu 6$. to 9s. per dozen ; smaller plants at 4^. per
dozen. Also fine blooming plants of Epiphyllum truncatnm,
Euphorbia jacquinfflorn, and Poinseftia pulcherrima, at 2^. 5rf

.

A PRICED CATALOGUE OF PLANTS, including
**- RARE and HARDY CONIFERS, HARDY ORNA-
MENTAL SHRUBS and CLIMBERS, GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, AZALEAS, ERICAS, EPACRIS, CAMELLIAS,
GERANIUMS. CARNATIONS, PICOTEES and PINKS,
HOLLYHOCKS, PHLOXES, CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, &c. &c—Cultivated and
Sold by Youell & Co., Royal Nursery, Yarmouth, Norfolk, is

|

nowr ready, and will be forwarded on application.

TRADE LIST OF GERANIUMS.
DOBSON and SON begs to announce that their
NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, with Trade

Prices, is now ready, and may be had by the Trade only on I Botanic Gardens, Kegent's'Park.

J.

5000 2-year ditto ditto.

200
t
000 2-year SEEDLING NORWAY SPRUCE FIK.

10,000 MANETTI ROSE STOCKS.
Lists, with prices, on application.

B^A LSAMS.
MR. J. MILNEK, Gardener to G. W. Tireman,

Esq., of Loftus Hall, near Kedcar, Yorkshii^e, is now
send g out his magnificent collection of BALSAM SEED, as
advt sed in the Gardeners1 ChronicU of July 19, ISofi. Terms ;

Nine pack<^ ts, assorted colours, 2 v. ; one over on three to the trade.

N.B. It is requested that all orders to receive attention be
accompanied by postage stamps or Piist-oflic« order on Redcar.

8ALSAMS.
? ;

"

Jf and A. SMITH beg to invite the Public to an in-

• spection of their BALSAMS (put nUfl tor Seed) for

which they obtained the Silver Medal at the July Show at the

application .—AVoodlands Nursery. Isleworth*

BECK'S NEW PELARGONIUM.
T DOBSON and SON be£ to announce that they will
v • be prepared to send out strong plants of the above splendid
nev variety with several other choice sorts the last week in
October. A Descriptive Catalogue witli prices may be had on
application.—Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

R

Coloai*s :—Blush, pink, white, scarlet, nnrple crimson, scarlet

flake, purple flake, scarlet-mottle i, crimson flake, crimson
bizarre, scarlet bizarre, crimson maculated, aud erimsoti mottled.
—Omnibuses from Gracechurch Street, City, and Oxford Street,

to Crystal Palace, Dulwich, passinir within five minutes' walk
every hour.

AZALEA INDICA " GEM."
1VERY and SON beg to say that jjood established
plants of this tine Azalea will be ready the third week in

October. The Subscribers feel it unnecessary to say anything
further of its fine properties, except that it has received the

;
highest awards given to wed lings bo'h xt the Royal Botanic and

; Nation*! Floricuituml Societies*. Pffce&l*, each. A few extra
sized blooming plants at 42*.

A List of Nurserymen who have kindly ordered it will appear
next month. The usual allowance to ti»* trade. A Descriptive

in exchange for

j.
FERN CATALOGUE.

ROBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUE (24 pages) of his Collection of BRITISH and

FOREIGN FERNS, can noir be had post free for six stamps.
Gratis to all previous purchasers.—Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

VAN GKERT, NUMB*!***, Ghent,"Belgium,
• begs to inform Amateurs and the Trade that his NEW

CATALOGUE of PLANTS is just published, which may be
obtained on application from his Ayent, Mr. R. Silberrad,

|
List of all the approved varieties raav he hai i

5, Harp Lane
y
Tower Streer, London, one postage stamp,—Dorking Niir**- n-, S*n t. 20.

A M E R I CAN PLANTS.
JOHN WATERER, the Exhibitor of the above

Plants at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London,
begs to state that his CATALOGUE of RHODENDRONS,
AZALEAS, Sec., is published, and can be obtained in exchange
for two postage stamps. The colours of the Rhododendrons are
described, and the Catalogue contains a selection of the most
favourite kinds of Pinuses, Roses, So.

The American Nursery Bagshot, Surrey.

rpO BE SOLD, in one Lot, about 60 sj>

jL ORCHIDS, in good condition, among which ar

of Aeridea affine and Odorata major, Vaiufa t*r*<
t C*ttl$$_

labiata and bicolor, Saccolabium gnttiuiigi Ptfaleeftopsis JH
amabilis, &.c. This presents an opportunity sftiJ^cr to be 'met
with to tho-e who may be commencing^))*- r^ifevattou ot

Orchida, as the plants are all well estataWsH7Tr.-^F'>r f^rthftr
particnlars and lists, apply to Mr. Bel:, Gardener, Eartiiiai, "

near Chichester. tT •* * ^K^
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DUTCH AND CAPE rLOWERING BULBS.

JAMES CARTER CO. *> SEEDSMEN, &C,
238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON,

BEG to announ
hensive CA

application.

mee the arrival of their cons'-gnments of IMPORTED DUTCH BULBS, which they are glad to say are of first-rate quality, as usual. Their compre-

TALOGUE OF BULBS, the twenty-first Autumnal series, will be forwarded free of charge, and post-paid to ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD, upon

JAMES CARTER & CO., SEEDSMEN, &c, 238, High Holborn, London.

FIRST CLASS CARNATIONS, PANSIES, PiCOTEES,
AND PINKS.

CHARLES SCHOFIELD lias now ready in strong

plants, af greatly reduced prices, the above named Florist's

Flowers. A Descriptive Catalogue is just published, which may
be had free. Terms very liberal to nurserymen taking large

quantities. Cash or reference wiW be required from parties

unknown.
C. S. has also Pansy and Calceolaria Seed selected from the

finest show flowers, 25. 6d. each packet.
Knowsthorpe, near Leeds, Yorkshire.

~~
KSSKS. E G. HENDEllSON~iND SON'S NEW
BULB CATALOGUE is now published, and may be had

post free on application. In addition to an unequalled selection

of Bulbfl it contains revised and priced lists of GERANIUMS
and CINERARIAS. The new plate of 5 choice Geraniums
(amongst which are Mrs. Story's new white flowering varieties,

the best in cultivation) can be had post free for 12 Stamps.
The ADAIR STRAWBERRY—for particulars of this deli-

cious variety see Catalogue, or back numbers of this Paper.

Price 505. per 100 Plants.

The following New Plants are now being sent out:

—

M

Rhododendron Mrs. Dargan
„ Earl of Burlington

,, Lord Boiingbroke
Begonia picta

cinnnb;irina

„ hybrida
Dianthus albo nigricans

a

Camellia Jenny Lind
Echites Houtteana
Azalea The Bride

do. Louis Napoleon
Rhododendron Countess of

Rosslyn

n Duchess of Cleveland

n Duke of Hamilton 1 Cupressus Lawsouiana

Also their unrivalled seed of CALCEOLARIA, 1st quality,

55. per packet; second ditto 2s. 6rf. CINERARIA, best quality,

2*. 6d. do. Primula sinensis timbriata, 25. &L do.

Parties wishing for their Spring List of 2000 Plants can have
the same forwarded post free on application.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

i\/f ESSRS. E. G. HENDEKSON and SON beg to
-AJL state that the unequalled Bedding DAHLIA

—

CRYSTAL PALACE SCARLET,
is now in full flower (and will continue throughout the seasou)

at their Nursery, and the

CRYSTAL PALACE GARDENS.

REIGATE SILVER SAND, 16s. per ton, less

quantities L*. 6rf. per bushel, delivered to any London
Whart or Railway. PEAT and LOAM, for Ferns, Heaths,

Americans, &c. Samples if required. Terms Cash. Sacks,

25. each, or on hire.

John* Regard, Swan Place, Old Kent Road, London.

LOAM, BOG, PEAT, LEAF MOULD, SILVER
SAND, ROTTED MANURE, GRAVEL, GROTTO

MATERIAL, &c, can be supplied in lar^e or small quantities;

also every article connected with the Nursery business at the

lowest price.—Joseph Frybb, Clarendon Nurseries, Camberwell .

T^TEAT AND DURABLE GARDEN LABEL.—
-i-^l The Advertiser will forward, on the receipt of three postage

stamps, a specimen label lettered in oil.

F. H., Lydburynorth, Salop.

GARDEN FRAMES, GREENHOUSES. PITS,&c.
—TRANSPARENT SHEETING, a substance for Garden

Mats, admitting light to plants, and keeping out frost, Is. per

yard, runs nearly 2 yards wide; thick canvas ditto, 15. per square

yard; large waterproof capes, to protect a man from wet while

stooping down, 35.; cart and waggon covers, 25. per square yard

:

made-up horses' loin cloths, driving aprons, &c.

R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Flaw, New Road, London.

N.B. 3000 London Police Waterproof Capes, fresh dressed,

18.9. and 21*. per dozen, for g^rderifrs and farm labourers.

^EW TWINE NETTING, Tanned if required,

4 yard
8d. per yard
TING, 76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds,

wasps, flies, &c. from fruit tree*, flower or seed beds, 4$<£. per

square yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, l\d. per

yard; 4 or 6 yards wide, 3d. per yard. At W. Cullingfobd's,

1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.
*
4* Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west

Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

m npiFFANY," a light, cheap, and durable material

J- for Shading Conservatories and other Hot-houses, effec-

tually securing Plants from the scorching rays of the sun, with-

out obscuring the light; alto one of the best protectors of Fruits

The Bulb Catalogue, with revised Lists of GERANIUM?, from Birds and Wasps, and the Bloom of:Wall Trees

<

f™m Spring

inerarias, and other Florists' Flowers, may be had post free on' Frosts Sold in pieces 20 yards long by 38 inches wide at 3d.

.«-.„.: .J Der vard or 55. per piece. A liberal allowance to the Trade when

Camellia Jenny Lind

Echites Houtteana

Dianthus albo nigricans

application.

A Coloured Plate of Five new GERANIUMS, including

Mrs. Story's white varieties, can be had post five for 12 stamps.

NEW STRAWBERRY " ADAIR."
For description of this delicious variety see p. 592, in back

number. Price 605. per 100 plants; 405. for 50 ditto; 255. for

•85 ditto ; 155. for 12 ditto.

The description and prices of the following new plants may be
sfen in Bulb Catalogue:

—

I Begonia picta

I „ cinnabarina hybrida
1 Azaleas and Rhododendrons (in

I
varieties).

SEEDS.
Calceolaria Seed, 5s. and S*. 6tf. (2d quality) per packet;

Cineraria, 2s. Gd. per packet ; Primula sinensis fimbiiata, 2*. 6J.

per packet.
The Spring Catalogue, with 2000 Greenhouse and Stove Plants

fully described, post free on application.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

NEW EARLY WINTER; TARE, recommended by
practical Agriculturists for producing an abundant crop full

10 days earlier than any other variety yet introduced. Orders

received for a limited quantity at 15*- per bushel.

Address Mr. H. Raynbikd, Basingstoke.

SEED WHEAT FROM T-*E CHALK.

MR. H. RAYNBIKD, Basingstoke, can supply
Talavera, Chidham, Browick Red, Nursery, and other

approved kinds of Wheat, selected and prepared for seed at

market prices.

Fine new Tares, Rye, Winter Oats and Barley for sowing for

spring food. Samples sent on application.

H

H

per yard or 55. per p
not less than 10 pieces are taken. No orders will be attended

to from unknown correspondents unless accompanied by a

remittance.
Manufactured for and sold, wholesale and retail, by John Shaw,

Nurseryman and Seedsman, 40, Princess Street, Manchester,

" L^RIGI DOMO."— Patronised by her Majesty the

i Qu^en, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, lafe Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE RAYS OF THE SUN.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floriculrural purposes, for preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun. from wind,

from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wide, at 15. 6d. per yard run, of

Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats

as a covering."

ONCKETE FOK. WALKS AND FLOORS.—
PORTLAND ROMAN AND BATH CEMENT AND

GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME in Sacks or Casks, by Railway

or Canal. Reduction in price if Six Tons are taken by Railway,

or a full cargo by Canal.
Grbaves & Kershaw, Warwick.—Sept. 20.

~~~"
WATE.H PROOF PATHS.

BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
[ R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, South wark,

'-* • (late Stephexsox & Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-

siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials

for Warming Buildings of avery description ; Iron Conservatories,

Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the

Manufactory as above.

C~
STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON a»d SONS,

• 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron

3ardles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers

ind Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description by

Hot Water.— Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

HEA1INC BY HOf WATfcR.

J JONES, Iron Mercham\ has always a great

• variety of Cylindrical and Saddle Boilers in Stock, Hot-water

Pipes, Elbows, Tees, Syphons, Throttle-Valves, Stop-Cocks, Coil-

Pipes, and Boxes, Trough Pipes, Fire and Furnace Bars, Double

Doors and Frames, and Soot Doors. Draw ings and prices of the

above, or estimates given for the Apparatus fixed complete, on

application to J. Jones, Iron Bridge Wharf, 6, Bankside, London,

near the Southwark Iron Bridge.

HOT WATER PIPES (Cast Iron) at WHOLE-
SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphons, Tee-Pipes.. Coil-

Pipes, and every requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and

Saddle Boilers, 50*. each. Improved Soot Doors and Furnace

Doors, Builders' Castings. Pipes, and Gutters of every description

in stock at Mr. Lynch White's, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper

Ground Street. Black friars Bridge, London.

S. MORRIS, Engineer, Upper Thames Street,

• London.— Apparatus supplied and erected for Warming and

Ventilating Mansions, Public Buildings, and for Heating Con-

servatories on the most approved principle. Large experience

in this branch of domestic science for many years insures cer-

tainty of success. A bi ief Treatise on the subject forwarded by

post.
*

,

Gas Apparatus erected with laboratory, so constructed as to be

managed by an intelligent labourer, producing the purest

Illuminating Gas.

TREE TRANSPLANTIMC BY MACHINE, LANDSCAPE
GARDENING, ORNAMENTAL PLANTING, Ac.

WH. RUMBOLD *ill be happy to execute any of

• the above «n reasonable terms, by contract or otherwise.

The Machine will be let by the week with Man. Designs and

Estimates given.— Calverly Koad, Tunbridge "Wells.

ARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS,

(l-8th thick, or 2 lbs. to the foot; 3-loths, or 3 lbs; and 1-4 tb,

or 4 lbs. to the foot), for Kidge and Furrow Roofs, Greenhouses,

Railway Stations, Engine Sheds, Mills. Market Halls, and

Public Buildings generally.

c

SEtD WHtAT.
ARDY'S SELECTED, PROLIFIC, and IM-
PROVED RED, 12*.; and SUPERIOR, TRUE,

EGYPTIAN, WHITE, MUMMY, 2Cs. per bushel. Bag, la.;

sack, 1*. 6d. Carriage paid to London. Post-office Orders roust

accompany applications References— J. J. Mechi, Esq.,Tiptree

Hall; and Rev. G. Wilkins, Wix, Manningtive, Essex.

On receipt of 12 sumps and a full- sized stamped envelope,

addressed to any destination, will be sent by post Specimen ears

of each variety averaging above V grains ! Also of Barley, a

peculiar and prolific variety, containing double ordinary produce

of any other kind! A packet of this or the Wheat grains, to

plant 1 md, for 12 stamps.
Also f,.r another dozen stamps or 1<rM " HARDY'S COM-

PETITION PRIZE ESSAY ON THE CULTIVATION OF
CORV carefully revised for 1856-7.

Abraham Hardy & Sox, Seed Growers, &c, Limbonrne
Brook and Knowle's Farms, M aldon, Essex.

RMS, MICK, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALS,
how to paralyse, and render them iiumoveable on the spot,

though there be hundreds, so that they may be gathered with a

thovel and finnllv drowned. The effect warranted, mid the cost

to paralyse 50 will be 3W. Materials can be bought in every

town and village. The above astounding remedv sent post free

for eight post stamps to any address by FisHER&Son, Publishers,

Kingsland, London. Established
N
18i7. One Hundred testimonials

sent fir.^t ir desired.

II IKK WORK, USEFUL AND i »RN A M BNTAL
* " of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or othei

service.

Ttoa. CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KET-* 8Nh« original and numerous other elegant designs.

Hyacinth Sr^nda, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Ra»k*»ts in variety.

Flnw«r Stands, harden Arches, Larnce Work. Fencing, Ac. plants the paper is prepared in four sizesi. viz. U> by-10 lucres

Wiadow Blind* htm! Sun Shades of ail kinds <«f the beat make ;
(folded); 18 by 11 inches (d.tto); 20 by 12 inches (ditto), and

Angh-i.erman an* other Bird Ca-es of superior description; 16 by 20 inches (ditto). Price 15s., 18*., 21*., and y^. per ream.

Avians and C-m-mrvatories fi.-red up, h v W. Richards Imperial Sole Manufacturer. T. Bbktall, Paper Mills, Halbtead, z.saex.

Wire Works, 370. Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's Agent for London: Mr. E. Newmak, 9, Devonshire btreef,
'**—'— BUhopsgate.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the

winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which

is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp

river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the water. It msy then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation

cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the

severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.

Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brothers,
Milbank Street, Westminster.

ENTALIAS BOTANICAL DRYING PAPER.—
The above PAPER is prepared expressly for drying speci-

mens for the Herbarium, for which purpose it has been exten-

sively used for several years past by the, most eminent botanists

of the day. It possesses all the requisite qualities, preserving

form and colour in the best possible manner, and having the

peculiar advantage of seldom, if ever, requiring a change ot

sheets whilst the plants are being dried, thereby saving much
time and trouble. Its stoutness and durability also combine to

render it economical, making it practically quite as cheap as

ordinary papers sold at a lower price. The proprietor has

derived the roost flattering testimonials from Sir W. J. Hooker,

Professor Lindley, and many other eminent botanists.

Fur the convenience of collectors of Foreign as well as British

Is Squares Cut to Sizes Ordered.

14 by 10. \\ ft. sup. if not above 20 in. long

1£ ft. sup., 3 or if above 20 & not above 30 in.
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9 o 104
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10 11

11 I
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1 o

1 o
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Packed in boxes of 50 feet each.

6 by 4, and 6^ by 44
7 by 5, and 7£ by 5$

105. 6d.

12
8 by 6, and 84 by 6*
9 by 7, and 10 by 8

#*•

• • •

135. M.
15

Estimates forwarded on application.

London Agents : James Phillips & Co., 116, Bishops ate

Street Without. „

RITISH SHEET GLASS FOR H0R
JJ

1

C?^
TURAL PURPOSES.-Sizes from 7 by 6 to 9 Dy <

Us. 6rf. per 100 foot box; 9* by 74 and I" by 8, at «*•*?•£
box, in 21 oz.la. per box extra; larger sizes up to u oy **. ' '

at 16*
.

; and 21 oz., 255. per 1< feet. Boxes charged 2*. eacn.

and returnable at the same price if delivered tree. V;ent
White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass i n crates. Hartleys xr

Rough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead, u.
Turpentine, Colours, &C.-G. Farmiloe & Sos, no, "
Street, West SmithnVld, London. —

CLASS FOR CONbfcRVATORILS, ETC
Q

TTETLEY and CO. supply 16"-oz. SHKE1 GLA^
O- of'British Manufacture, at prices varying fr»® "l^t

i per square foot, for the usualsizes required.man^thousana

of which are kept ready packed f

'

o^imn,edJ
a^ d

„
el
;^ufcaH0li f

*>r

Lists of Prices and Estimates ^^^^^V^ASS GLASS
PATENT ROUGH PLATE.TH1CK Vfi^^ShpAGATlNr*
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAOA^.
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS. PATENT PLATER
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS Sfl*

to James Hetlkv & Co., 35, Soho Square. ''ondon
; fh .

•st Saturday in *ach momn.
See Gardener*' Chronic'* first

BY
ROYAL

Theatre.

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPAQ
1 IIELY & WARING. Managers, 296 Oxford Street^ ^
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SH EE

T,
C^ ^

2*,; and HARTLEYS PATENT KOUOHPLATb
per' foot. CROWN or SHEET ^QLAKES^ « 10U

f0RElG>
under 10 hy 8, 12*. W.; •Jj^'J^?

1
' P

SHEET , in 200 feet cases. 84*. P« rj*36
" „ f

_om u. 6d. T* r

PERFORATED VE NTILAT1NG OLAH fro* 1 _
?

foot. TILES and SLATES from wA Rl>CrS»

21,. per dozen. H ELY'S " A>g,^?e^iUes, Bee Glaj£
BUTTER SLABS, lOj. e«ch. %»'h^ PropaBating

Glares.

Cucumher Tu£s, Hyac nth D. hes, p^ ^^ Bt„

>*
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MEW SCARLET GERANIUM "SIR C<

npHOMAS JACKSON and SON
COUN CAMPBELL."

THOMAS dA^iYsuoi and 3uN are now sending

out this beautiful GKRANIUM: it is a brilliant

scarlet with a large clear white eye, throwing its trusses of

bloom well above the foliage; habit slightly compact, foliage

ample, with a well marked horseshoe. It was exhibited at the

Crystal Palace and ranch admired, and has been ordered by most
gentlemen and gardeners that have seen it. Price 5s. each, with

one added for every three ordered. The usual discount to the

Trade.—Nursery, Kingst/>n-on-Thamea.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet
containing 100 Seeds, Is.; sent post free, 1$. 2d. Calceo-

laria, Helfotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias
Geraniums, and other choice 3eeds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue

on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36
varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.

Wm. CPLLiyoFORP, 1, Edmund Terrace , Ball's Pond , Islington.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
TAMES CHARTRES and CO. have much pleasure
•J in announcing that their superb collections of the above,
wbich have given such universal satisfaction for many years,

are now ready, and will be forwarded carriage paid to any part

of the kingdom. No 1 Collection (31.) contains as follows:— 12
Splendid Double and Single Hyacinths for glasses; 12 ditto, do.

for pots; 24 ditto, ditto, for borders; 12 splendid Narcis, various,

for pots ; 12 do. named Early Tulips (single and double) ; 50 do.
mixed late Tulips for borders; 12 do. Double Jonquils; 24 do.
named English Iris; 24 do. named Spanish Iris; £ lb. mixed
Double Anemones; lib. mixed Single Anemones; 100 splendid
mixed Ranunculus; 100 do. named Crocus, 25 sorts; 100 do.
Mixed Blue; 100 do. Mixed White; 100 do. Double Snowdrops;
12 do. Dog's-tooth Violets; 6 Summer Snowflakes.

No. 2 Collection half the above amount. A general priced
Catalogue may be had on application.

74, King William Street, City, London.—Sept. 20.

HUGH LOW and CO. would call the attention of
purchasers to their very large and fine stock of the under-

named articles, all of which are in the best possible health, and
well worth inspection.

INDIAN AZALEAS, in different sizes and fine named varieties.
CAMELLIAS, with flower-buds of different sizes.
STANDARD SWEET BAYS, with straight stems and fine
shaped heads.

ORANGE TREES, of sorts and sizes, both with and without fmit.
JASMINUM GRANDIFLORUM

; grafted plants full of flower
buds. This is one of the most fragrant winter blooming plants
in cultivation.

ERICAS an»EPACRIS, strong flowering plants.
PINUS BENTHAM1ANA (true) ; certainly the handsomest and
hardiest of all the long leaved Conifers.

Clapton Nursery, London, Sept. 20.

VIOLET S.—(For which see Advertisements in the
Chronicle of Sept. 1 1th axd 13th).

RSHACKELL 'has a quantity of mixed
• CROCUSES in great variety at 7s. per 1000 or Is.

per hundred. Also bulbs of the beautiful Poets' or Pheasant-
eyed NARCISSUS, at 45. per hundred, or 8d. per dozen.
R. S. will supply 50 varieties of Herbaceous plants for 5$. ; also

50 varieties of plants suitable for rockwork at 55. The above
are not named nor in pots.

R. S. has a quantity of well-grown White Pink plants very
suitable for potting; they force admirably well, being very
profitable for such a purpose, and are offered at 10*. per
hundred, or 2*. per dozen. Wheeler's Imperial CABBAGE
plants, Sd. per hundred. Those that may have failed with their
Parsley can lave strong plants at Is. per dozen of a very superior
sort. Also herb roots of all kinds. AH orders above 10s, hamper
and package free.

Address, Robert Shackell, Lockshrook, near Bath.

rpiORGE SMITH begs to offer from a fine strong
>^ healthy stock of the following new and choice PELAR-
GONIUMS, at 365. per dozen, with plants to compensate for
carriage.

Unknown correspondents forwarding Post-office Orders, pay-
able at Islington, will be liberally dealt with.
SHOW GERANIUMS.-(Foster,

s) Amazon, Countess, Edith.
Meteora. Purple Prince, Pluto, Saracen, Sparkler, Iris, Trium-
phant, The Clipper; (Hoyle's) Admiration, Brenda, Cato, Corsair,
tva, Ermine, Floretta, Leopard, Pallas, Rosaline

; (Turner's)
Admirable; (Beck's) Rosa Mundi,Margarette; (Dobson's) Sultan,
I>elic*tum, Juliet, and (White's) Pretty Poll.

FANCY GERANIUMS. — (Turner's; Adonis, Attraction,
Beauty of Slough, Diana, Masterpiece, Naomi, Ne Pins Ultra,
Purpnreum album, Prima Donna, Queen of Roses; (Hender-
son's) Amphitrite, Cloth of Silver, La Stella, Queen of the Fete,
Reine du Bal, Sweet Lucy, (Titania) and Smith's Dictata. Also
a Rood stock of older kinds of Show, Fancy, French, Spotted,
*&d Scarlet varieties, Verbenas, Fuchsias, &c.

Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington, London.

UNEQUALLED NEW STRAWBERRY RIVAL QUEEN.
^DWARD TILEY begs to announce to Strawberry

growers and the public generally that he is now ready to
^nd out strong well-rooted plants of the above unequalled new
Needling Strawberry, which has been grown and thoroughly
proved against more than 20 of the newest and choicest varieties
>et sent out.
Numerous persons when walking over E. TVs Strawberry beds

aM tasting the fruit of various kinds, have always been of
^pmion that the flavour of this Strawberry has surpassed all that
t&ey had ever before tasted. The word was generally, "It is

JJJte equal to that fine Strawberry the British Queen, if not
^tter." More than a hundred names could be mentioned if
requisite who have a'l given the same opinion. I here mention
u*s names of two gentlemen who are great growers, and very
Particular with regard to the quality and flavour of strawberries.
Opinion of C. Mande, Esq.. Manor House, Bathampton: -"This

s one of the finest flavoured Strawberries I have ever tasted. I

fin «
haVe thouSht u ,iad been the tnie British Queen from its

ne flavour, and should not have known the difference except

»K^i_
its b|iing brighter in colour, and free from the green topw^ch the Queen always has."

knft
Sftln8hury> Esq., Swainswick House, whose name is well

nmnvS
t0
r
The floriculfllral world, being the raiser of a great

rnoerof the finest seedling Dahlias that have ever yet been
r^out:—"Th* is one of the finest flavoured Strawberries I
ave ever tasted, and should like to have plants of it."

fin!
adva^ta^e of the ahove splendid Strawberry over that

<JuL
Va^ety the Brltiah Queen is ft« follows:—The British

fir?
1 1S * Ver^ delicate &nd tender kind—this is one of the

Rrow
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w
ftnd most Prodllctive fruiters that has ever yet been

^lonr' i
8 rery larj?e

-
fine shaPe '

and of a most splendid

aeldo * K
a,8° P'

s *^eS8€S tlie following fine property, which is

8o tu
111

. .^ met with in any other kind, viz., firmness* of texture,

inJurr
l

\
may wit ' 1 safefy be sent t0 any dlstance without

°f fla

a ^P* for niany days when ripe without decay or loss

vet offL°!i!*'
Ir wil1 Prove to te one of the best varieties ever

is rtouiSi
the pubhc for evei7 PurPose for which a Strawberry
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onft
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a
we,1-rooted Plant* 31. per 100 ; 11. 15s. for 50 ; 11. for 25

;

W*kief
a 12*' the 25 or tbe do2en 9ent Postage and

^^mands
6

' ^ Paat-oflace order is expected to accompany all
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COLLECTION OF DUTCH BULBS.
WILLIAM E. RENDLE and CO., Seed Merchants,

Plymouth, have much pleHsure in offering the following
Collections of Dutch Roots, for large and small-sized gardens

£ s.

No. 1 Collection, all tbe most approved sorts 3 10
No. 2 n containing smaller quantities ... 2 5
N°-

3

,. for a small garden 1 5
100 Hvacintbs, in lOOvery fine sorts. Purchaser's selection 3 10
100 „ 50 fine sorts „ 2 15
50 „ 50 superior sorts „ 1 15
50 „ 25 M „ „ 1 10
24 „ 12 „ varieties „ 15
12 „ 12 n »» „ 10

Detailed lists of the above arc yiren in the " Descrip-
tive Price Current," just published, which can be had in
return for one postage stamp.

Willia*JE. Rp.sDi.B & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

DUTCH BULBS.

d.

TAMES VEITCH, Jun., Exotic Nursery, Chelsea,J begs to announce that he has received his annual supply of
BULBOUS ROOTS from Holland, and is pleased to say they
are particularly fine and in excellent condition. Catalogues
are now ready, and will be forwarded on application.
J. V.

f Jun-, desires to impress upon those who patronise him
the great advantage of giving him their orders early, as the
successful cultivation of Bulbs depends in great measure on their
BEING PLANTED BABLY IK THE SEASON'.—Sept. 20,

~~lTT~C H F L O W E~R ROoTsi

"DETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the
-*- Queen, &c, beg leave to intimate to their Customers and
the Public tbe arrival of a very fine selection of FLOWER
ROOTS in excellent condition, and they respectfully solicit early
orders for the same. Catalogues may be had free on application.

__?7 > Great George Street, Westminster.

BULBOUS ROOTS, ETC.
AUGUSTS VAN GEEKT, Nurseryman, Ghent,
*~* Belgium, begs to offer the following Bulbs, &c, of the best
quality, and all strong flowering roots. Will be ready to send out
in the course of the month.

Per 25
... 305.

... 25

„ Comtesse de Bresson 30

„ Don Juan 25

„ Hector ... 25

M. Corbay 30

Couranti carnens ... 50

Per 100
Gladiolus Couranti fulgens 425.

Fanny Rouget 42
fulgens aurea picta ... 42
Mdme. Coudert 50
Mdme. Ilerincq 63
M. Blouet 42
M. Gorgeon 42
Triomphe d'Enghien

(per 50) 30

if

Gladiolus Aglae

n Charles Rouillard

TJ

The above are all splendid varieties of Gandavense.

Per 100

Lilium lancifolium album 63,9.

ft rubrum ... 80

n punctatum
per doz. 36

spectabile ... 80
Buperbum per doz 10

!»
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^beyCburcIy^ Seedsman, and Florist, 14,

j

Per 100
Lilium aurantiacum perdoz.lOs.

„ atrosanguineum ... 42
Cypripedium spectabilo ...

per doz. 24
calceolus „ 9
pubencens „ 30
candidum „ 36

Camellias with flower buds of g^od varieties, fine healthy plants,
6Z. per 100 and upwards ; Azalea indica, do., do^ 4,1. per 100 and
upwards.
Tree P»onia, 12 fine-named varieties for 365.; Lrelia majalis,

84*. per dozen. Strong plants.

BULBS1 BULBS!
BASS and BROWN beg to offer the following from

their superb collection of ROOTS:— s. d

HYACINTHS, 25 choice and select varieties ... ... 16 6

r, per doz., 6*. to 12s.; separate colours
without names ... ... per doz. 3

POLYANTHUS NARCISSCS,8 fine varsv 3 roots ofeach 9

„ „ mixed vara, per doz. 2 6
RANUNCULUSES, 50 choice vars. 15

mixed, per 10?, 5*. and 10s.; extra mixed 10
Scarlet Turban, per 100, 3s. ;

yellow and gulden 4
ffiil Noir, the best black ... per doz. 10

ANEMONES, 50 superb double vars 12 6
12 superb vars., 6 roots of each 14
finest mixed double ... ... per 100 6
fine single mixed, rich colours per lb. 4
fine semi-double, beautiful ... „ 6
LaBrilliante Eclatante, single scarlet, per 100 7 6

GLAD10LU8, 50 splendid vars., early and late 50
„ fine selections ... ... per doz., 65. to 17 6
„ Gandavensis, 3*. 6d.; floribunda 2 6
„ splendid early mixed hybrids, per doz., 2s. to 3 6

EARLY TULIPS, 30 splendid vars 7 6
20 3 roots of each ... 14
10 6 „ ... 12
very fine mixed 6 n per 100 10 6

DOUBLE TULIPS, 10 finest vars. 6 „ ... 10

„ very fine mixed 6 „ per 100 10 6
IRIS, 40 splendid English vars., very distinct 21
„ fine mixed vars., from do. ... ... per 100 10
„ 40 sp'endid German vars. 45
„ 20 do., 15s. to 35s. ; fine mixed form do. per 100 18

„ pumila, 8 beautiful vars, very dwarf ... ... 8
The Iris putnilo flowers in April and May ; the German

varieties in May and June, and the English in June and
July, and are all of very rich colours.

CROCUS, 20 beautiful and very distinct vars., 12 roots
of each ... ... 12

9 beautiful do., 100 of each 24
separate colours, without names, per 100, Is. &f. to 2

CYCLAMEN, 6 fine vars., including persicum rubrum
and others ... 8

IXIAS, 10 beautiful vars., 3 of each ... 7 6
SPARAXIS, 7 beautiful vars., 3 of each .« 4

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM and other Lilies in upwards of 30
varieties; also a large collection of other Roots, for which see
Catalogue.

HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS.—An extensive assort-
ment, including the finest varieties of Phlox, Pentstemons,
AntirhinumS, PotentiUan, Delphiniums, Rock plants, &c, &c .

Catalogues for the present season, comprising our collection of
Bulbs and Roots, Herbaceous plants, Coniferse, Roses, Fruit
Trees, Strawberries, &c.; also Geraniums, Cinerarias, Azalea
indica. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c.

Goods carriage free (not under 20s.) to all the London termini,

and all Stations on the London and Norwich Colchester line.

Also extra Roots or Plants added gratis with orders of 40s. and
upwards.
Remittances required from unknown correspondents. Post-

office Orders to be payable to Bass & Bbown, or to Stephen'
Brotct, Sudbury, Suffolk.

ft

w
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NEW HARDY RHODODENDRONS.
JOHN WATER Ett b*^ to say that he is now

preoar^d to execute orders tor the undermentioned RHODO-
DENDRONS in good strong established plants.

RHODODENDRON JOHN WATE&BR; colour intense crim-
son with dark spots ; immense truss of bloom and fine foliage;

215. each.

RHODODENDRON MRS. JOHN WATERER; bright rosy
crimson, dark spots, fine conical truss and excellent habit;
21*. each.

RHODODENDRON LADY ELEANOR CATHCART; ver-
milion crimson with a distinct blotch of chocolate spots; very
vigorous grower; 10s. Gd. each.

C** We recommend these varieties as being far superior to
anything of the kind before offered, and as being perfectly hardy,
in proof of which their blooming season is Lot till from the 10th
to the end of tbe month of June.
Tbe American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey; near the Sunning*

dale Station of Waterloo, Wokingham, and Reading Railway.

New and Beautify Hardy Coniferous Trek,
CU PR ESS US LAWSON I ANA.

VTESSR8 WATERER and GODFREY have much
• * pleasure in otfering the above fine plant raised from seed
sent home by Mr. W. Murray, who in describing it in connection
with other rare Pines, such as nobilis, grandis, Jeffrey!, Ben-
thamiftna, &c, says, u

It was the handsomest tree in the whole
expedition. It grows about 100 feet high and 2 feet in diameter;
the foliage is most delicate and graceful, the branches bend up-
wards at the end like a Spruce and hang down at the tip like an
ostrich feather, the top shoots droop like a Deodar, and the
timber is good, clear, and workable." Seedling plants will be sent
out in August upon the following terms, and orders executed
strictly in rotation. Onp plant 21.?. ; six plants, 4/. 10*.; 12 plants,
71. 10s —Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

ROBERT PAllKEltbegs to offer the following, of
which he possesses a large stock in strong and healthy

plants :— Per dozen
Exotic Orchids from 425.
Stove and greenhouse Ferns „ 13
Hardy do

ff 9
Selaginellas or Lycopodiums

f , 18
Geraniums, show and fancy varieties ... „ 9
Gynerium argentenm (Pampas Grass) ... „ 18

A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue is published, and will be
forwarded post free upon application. A remittance or reference
to accompany all orders from unknown correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Hornsey, and Seven Sifter*' Road, Holloway.

TRIFOUUM INCARNATUM.
npRIFOLTUM IiNCAKNATUM, Italian Rye-grass,

1 Winter Vetches, English Iiye, and other Agricultural

Seeds for autumn sowing can be obtained in any quantity

from
William E. Rexdlk & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

Etit ©artrntersT Chronicle*
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1856.

MEETINGS FOB TBE ENSUING WEEK.
Tokidat, Sept. 23- Horticultural 4 t.u.

Our readers will have observed thit a further

sale of plants in the Garden of the Horticultural

Society is about to take place. It is as well to ex-

plain that this measure has been determined upon
by the Council in order to mnke room for some
rather considerable changes which they hope to

carry into effect.

The greater part of the fine specimen plants to

be found in the Sale Catalogue have been hitherto

cultivated for the purpose of decorating the Great

Iron Conservatory. For the future the Council

propose to occupy this house, during winter,

with rare evergreen plants ia pots which merely
demand shelter from severe cold, and in summer
can be placed about the Garden in the same manner
as Orange trees. During summer it is proposed to

employ the house in aid of Exhibitions, should

they be revived, or in .such other mode as future

arrangements may render necessary.

The specimens of Tree Pseonies, all of which
are, we believe, original imported plants, have not

indeed been employed in the Great Conservatory,

but they unfortunately flower at an early period in

the spring, before the public can be tempted by fine

weather to extend its visit to Chiswick ; and are

therefore of little use to the Horticultural Society,

although invaluable as decorations of private

residences. All of them being fine old plants in

pots, they will remove with perfect safety, and may
be made to flower magnificently next spring.

Another, but much smaller set, consists of stove

plants, now removing from the double curvilinear

hothouse, which is to be converted into a Fernery,

for which it is well adapted. In this way the

Council consult that prevailing taste for exquisitely

beautiful foliage which is rapidly replacing merely

gaudy flowers in the public favour. It is im-

possible not to regard the change now at work
among the lovers of plants, who begin to prefer

graceful form to mere spots of colour, as a most
satisfactory indication of a great general advance in

the good taste of the educated classes. Dress,

furniture, architecture, are all now moving upon the

same road side by side, and are already unmis-

takeably affected by the direction into which public

opinion was guided by the Great Exhibition of 1851.

In connection with this matter we may mention

a little manoeuvre executed by Wm. Wilson
Saunders, Esq., the Treasurer of the Horticultural

Society, which promises to place at our command
all the Ferns of the whole world at a very small
expenditure of money or trouble. It is well known
that Ferns are naturally propagated by the small
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brown bodies formed on the under side of their

leaves and which we shall at the risk of being

taken to task by our botanical friends call seeds.

These seeds are not, however, what meets the

naked eye when the under side of a Fern leaf

is examined. The parts which are so easily seen
by the naked eve are the seed-vessels ; Fern seeds
are little angular bodies too minute to be visible,

and are expelled by the spontaneous bursting of the
seed-vessels, which then remain empty behind. It

may therefore and often no doubt does happen that
when the brown dust irorn the back of a Fern leaf

is sown, it has no seeds among it, but consists
entirely of fragments of the broken seed-vessels. In
this way we may explain the general want of success
that attends the attempts of those who endeavour
to raise Ferns from dried specimens gathered in
foreign countries. Such specimens generally have
shed all their seed before they reach Europe.
To obviate this difficulty Mr. Saunders requested

Mr. Wallace, the distinguished naturalist then at
Singapore, to adopt the following method. A little

moderately damp earth being spread flat, the under
side of a fresh ripe Fern leaf was pressed upon the
earth, so as to detach the seeds and their seed-
vessels. The earth was then placed in a vial, corked
up and sent to England. The vial was six months
on the voyage home ; upon its arrival in mid-winter
its contents were sown is a shady damp hothouse.
In a short time Fern plants sprang up " as thickly
as Mustard and Cress," and the plants are now after
six or seven months from 4 to 5 inches high.
The process thus described is attended by the

very important advantages of securing perfectly
iresh seed, and of placing it during its passage home
hi a situation just as damp as is necessary to main-
tain vitality unimpaired. The only precautions
needed are to be certain that the seed is ripe when
pressed upon the earth, to take care that the latter

is merely damp, not wet, when corked up, and to
keep the vial in the dark. In this way all the
Ferns of the tropics may be now procured with the
gieatest facility.

Some, indeed, may think that we previously
knew all about Fern-raising, and that herbaria
need only be ransacked to secure supplies of seeds.
Never was a mistake greater. We are assured,
indeed, that Willdenow raised various kinds of
Ferns in Berlin from seeds thus procured, and that
two plants of Gymnogramma calomelanos were
once obtained in the garden at Liverpool from
seeds 50 years old taken out of the herbarium of
Forster. Let us frankly own that we read these
stories with incredulity ; to our mind
so-called facts are open to great suspicion,
that we presume to question the good faith of those
who are said to have succeeded in the operation

;

quite the contrary; Willdenow, of Berlin, and

Stemphylium, which runs over the green leaves, and
according to the luxuriance of its growth more or
less rapidly exhausts their vitality, so that at last

the slightest shock causes them to fall, leaving the
stems quite bare, with the exception of little

terminal tufts of leaves. The parasite itself is

interesting because it exhibits three distinct forms
of fruit, all capable of germination, which examined
separately might cause it to be considered as a very
reduced Verticillium, a Dactylium and finally a
Stempliylium. The matter is still farther interesting

because it tends to prove that some of those moulds
which usually grow on decaying or decayed sub-
stances are capable of producing injury to living

structures. This point has been carefully con-
sidered by De Bary, and we think that he is

warranted in the conclusion at which he has arrived.

A third point of interest is afforded by the light
j

in the tan with which heat was obtained for the
plants, though no evil consequences have been ex-
perienced before in a practice of 40 years. Sulphur
was indeed applied to the tan, but then of itself it
is not destructive to fungi, though sulphurous acid
is.J A specimen of the raw tan before being used
in the propagation house now before us is full of
Aspergillus as indicated by the presence of Eurotiwn
a secondary fruit of that genus. The Aspergillus
was not, however, the only enemy. Peniczllium
glaucum was almost as destructive, and as speedy
in its operations, a fact which is quite new in the
experience of fungi. However indiscriminate it

may be in its attacks, it was never supposed capable
of making inroad on healthy tissues, and since it is

so widely diffused both in the animal and vegetable
world, the importance of the fact is very great.

Our figure represents at a a fertile thread of As-
which is thrown upon the subject by another \pergillus nanus with its globose head of spores -

parasite which has lately attacked Heaths in a large b, a portion of the stem pouring out its granular
and important establishment, though not confined contents ; c, the head divested of its spores showiDg
to them, but infesting various Australian plants, as the central nucleus covered with sporophores and
Eriostemon, Boronia

y
Epacris, and even Conifers, as ;

sterigmata ; d, the sporophores, sterigmata, and
Pinus insignis, and in all cases alike causing

j

spores. All more or less magnified. M. J. £.
considerable mischief, and which together with the
fungi in question belongs to a class not usually
considered capable of affecting living substances.
Like the Stemphylium it is so small as to be quite
invisible to the naked eye. A lens shows in some
specimens a very delicate colourless mycelium .f

In these however there is no fruit, whereas in the
fructifying specimens there is no trace of mycelium
except under very high magnifying powers. In
fertile specimens the parasite presents the appear-
ance of extremely minute pins stuck into the
withering leaves. The shaft of these is without

articulations, attenuated at the base, and about the
one hundred and fiftieth part of an inch in

length and filled with minute granules which
pour out when it is broken. This is surmounted by

siich I

a ^°k°se
.

nea(* consisting of a compact central mass

^ from which a number of sporophores radiate, each
of which is terminated by three or four sterigmata
supporting a straight necklace of globose smooth
spores about j^ of an inch in diameter. The stem

Shepherd, of Liverpool, wh7 ^houghtThey had
itself ** hJ^}"ie, and the head of spores, which is

done these things van nrnUKb mi.telr«a
J
TU~, '

proportionally large, of a dingy brown.

raised something-
were probably mistaken. They
some sort of Fern—but we are

persuaded that the supposed result was owing to
one of those accidents which all who are conver-
sant with great gardens know to their cost are so
common, or rather so inevitable, in such establish-

The only species with which it can be compared
is a minute Aspergillus which was developed on
Rice paste, while Dr. Montagne was making experi-
ments on the growth of the red substance to which the
name of blood-rain has been given. Of this we have

ments. We found this opinion upon the general
sP^imen

f;

an
l
as^. can Perc

,
ei

,

ye no difference, not-

want of success which has attended attempts in
this country to repeat the Liverpool and Berlin
experiments. Some years ago the late Mr. George
Loddiges sowed the seeds of some hundred of Ferns
preserved in an herbarium, and if any one could
have raised them he was the man. But the
attempt was a complete failure ; the seeds would
not grow.
We do not . mean to say that Fern seeds taken

from plants recently deposited in an herbarium
will never grow. Probably they will. But it cannot
be denied that success is uncertain, and it is far less

withstanding the difference of locality, we consider
them the same with our parasite. It is well known
that many species of mould will grow on any sub-
stance which affords sufficient moisture, and as the
species is so extremely minute, it is possible that it

may be very common though it has escaped the ob-
servation of most botanists. It is the mvcelium

THE WATER FLANNEL (Conferva crispa).

Two sources of anxiety made their appearance Iiere

simultaneously in 1854 on the waters of the beautiful

and picturesque lake, and at once threatened to

become a serious drawback to the effective character of

the landscape, and an enemy of no ordinary magnitude
to the principles of economy. They were what is known
as the Water Flannel (C. crispa), and a weed of

American introduction, Anacharis alsinastrum. I now
propose to treat of the former.

In the Chronicle of the 16th ult. attention is called

to the subject by reference to an article in the Monitcu,

des Cornices, which states that M. Payen reeently placed

before the Central Agricultural Association of Paris

specimens of this vegetable matter that had been ob-

tained from Chalon-sur-Saone since the terrible inun-

dation, in the form of an immense felt ; and who
recommends, from the great quantity of nitrogen it

contains, its use as a manure instead of its unprofitable

destruction. In the Chronicle for 1843, page 735, a

correspondent signing himself " R. E." scientifically

describes this Conferva ; and as one such paper on the

subject is sufficient I beg" to refer my readers to the

valuable matter it contains, quoting but one short

passage explanatory of its analytical properties :
—" Is

is cast by the waters on the meadows, and carries with

every 1000 lbs. weight of it 400 lbs. and upwards of

carbonate of lime, 200 lbs. of carbon, with at least 15 lbs.

of the air called nitrogen." Being thus prepared with

an analysis of its constitution, I will endeavour to

describe how far my experience reaches over its history.

Previous to the year 18.53 the channel of the river

Trent ran on the east side of the lake, and with every

rise and fall of the waters, with every impurity that crept

slowly and loathsomely down its shallow windings, the

surface of the lake was affected. On the west side a

considerable spring flows into it, but it did not then

remove aught of the dark coating. Yet, in the face of ali

this, at the time of heavy rains and floods, a stream ot

tolerable force would sweep over the entire lake, and

carry with it much that was noisome and unsightly. In

the spring of the date mentioned that course was

averted, the water drained off, and when sufficiently dry

was partially mudded, and now the only connection of any

consequence between them is towards its extremity,

where a dam-way of an average height and about

40 yards across is erected, and it is only when the river

exceeds its usual level that their waters mix. The lake,

which is of an oblong form, is 85 acres in extent,

being about a mile long. At the lower end is a wide

fall of about 15 feet in depth ; but how silent it is I

which occasions the mischief. When the fruit is per-
;
Not one drop of water booms over its ledge, the over-

fected, or in the course of formation, the injury has
already been accomplished. A thread of the
mycelium comes in contact with a perfectly healthy
leaf. In the course of a few hours (from eight to

24) the leaf becomes discoloured and soon showstrouble for a traveller to secure seeds in the way , . c .. ,

proposed by Mr. Wilson Saunders, and successfully ™ e
<l
ul™cal symptoms of approaching decay At

adopted by Mr. Wallace, than to dry specimens for ? rst Sl seemed innocuous to plants with shimmr

the purpose, even if, when dried, it were perfectly
certain that they would grow. Many sorts might,
at a pinch, be sent home in the same vial, either
mixed together or separated by some little contri-
vance, and thus half a dozen bottles which would
travel in a coat pocket would do well a duty which
a bulky package of dried plants would certainly do
ill, if at all.

^ A very interesting paper was published two years
since in the Transactions of the Society for the
Promotion of Horticulture in the Prussian do-
minions * by Drs. Braun, Caspary and De Bary on
some new or little known diseases of plants which
are caused by fungi. Amongst these is one which
affects Heaths in winter, and is caused by an
extremely minute parasite belonging to the genus

to^>,Iff
han<

l
luT,ge" des

,
v«reins zur BefCrderung des Gar-

v^JV? en koni?lich Preussiichen Staaten. >'eue Reihe.
±-.-bter Jahrgai: IT

o

leaves as Camellia and Gardenia, but these at
length have failed. There is then the same reason
for supposing that it really causes disease as the
little Stemphylium, and if so the great point is to

get rid of a pest which though minute is very
destructive. Sulphur in varions forms has been
tried in vain, and at present no better remedy
suggests itself. The difficulty is to find something
which may affect the parasite without injuring the
mother plant. Sulphurous acid produced by the
burning of brimstone will certainly destroy the
mould for the time being, but a slight degree of mis-
management may at the same time prove worse in

its consequences than the disease, nor is it per-
manent in its effects. The whole crop of mould
may be destroyed to-day, but a fresh crop may
appear to-morrow.

It is pretty clearJ.hat^ the mould first originated

t In one specimen transmitted the mycelium wa3 brown, but
this has nothing to do wi th the parasite alluded to in the text but
is a state of Poiyactis vulgaris, one of the commonest, of moulds.

flow being now at what was formerly considered the

head of the lake, while further up is a powerful sluice by

which it is easily drained. The whole extent of its western

shore is lined with a fine array of Oak, Beech, and

other trees, whose branches, hanging over and dipping

into its clear waters, are used as receptacles for the pro-

bationary state of numerous aquatic fowl. In the earJy

part of the year 1854, my attention was directed ts

small fields of a green, unsightly scum which seemed

gradually to collect on the surface, and assume a

character different from any other I had hitherto seea

there. It proved to be the Water Flannel. It spread

after a few days at an alarming rate—a yellow-green

mass bubbling and compressing itself into unsightly

ridges. . .

Tnis was in the summer succeeding the altering tn

course of the Trent, and the first that the lake was

wholly supplied with pure water. The current ol nooa-

times was also wanting, and there was nothing to <n

turb its tranquillity but the winds of heaven ;
and as i

is open only to the east, those from that quarter arc

alone sensibly felt. The summer passed and u

Conferva disappeared. Similar events occurred i

year, but as I had nothing to do with its manageme

during that time I can only speak of the disheartening

labours and unsuccessful_experiments it pw<*gg!L~

~X ifmlgbt be well to try the effect of *™« to™**£?Ji!ily
sulphuron the tan. before it is used by heating.^""'git after

be effected in a kiln, and moisture applied to bring on beat

the process was accomplished.
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the part ot others. About the usual time this year it

8 <rain
threw up its formidable and dense fields, and

defied all exertions to remove it. A fleet ot boats

carrying men using all kinds of implements could not

keep it under, and it was almost sickening to find in the

mornin^ spaces covered with its unsightly verdure which

had been left perfectly clear the evening before.

On the 7th of July| I was directed to take the

matter in hand ; and my first attempt was, happily,

successful. It had become like a meadow, and a boat

could not without great difficulty be pulled through it.

It occurred to me that whatever good was to be done

must be effected in a great measure from the land,

instead of trusting to boats, as more power could be

exerted. I set to work with a number of men at once,

and got together a quantity of planks, boards, and

railin°rs from old fences, and fastened them end to end

with stout rope, allowing a space of about six inches

between each plank to give them room to play.

This wooden chain—about 300 yards long and assisted

by smaller ones— I drew across a portion of the lake,

and with ropes attached to each end several men drew

it gradually towards the shore, skimming and driving

before it effectually and with ease the dense accumula-

tion of Conferva, and leaving in its wake the silvery waters.

The work went ou joyfully till the mass got too heavy

for our strength, but the boats, which were large flat-

bottomed ones, were now able to come to the rescue ;

and running up alongside the chain, a good show of men
lifted it with 5-tined steel forks into them, and then

landed it on the banks of the lake at convenient places.

In this way we made considerable progress. Our next
plan was to bring one end of the chain round a
section of the Conferva and draw it to the shore,

leaving it to be thrown out by one set of men while

another brought " more grist to the mill." This answered
much better than lilting it into the boats, as it saved
just the half of both time and labour. However, I con-
sidered that an improvement might be made even here,

which was by taking as much of one side of the lake as

the men could well manage at a time ; one party pulling

along the shore, and another at the other end in a punt,

and getting the Conferva up as near as possible to the

flood gates and lifting them, it might be washed whole-
sale into the Trent. I did so, and found it the most
expeditious plan of any. But as I stood and saw it

floating rapidly away, the thought struck me that to cast

it on the waters thus was absolutely wasting what might
be made not only useful, but help to repay in a certain

degree the large sums of money expended upon it. The
flood-gates were closed at once.
The work went on ; the Conferva was drawn to land,

and at convenient places thrown into large pits dug for

the purpose, and well covered over with soil and
quantities of leaf mould that could easily be collected in

the neighbourhood. By the 12th the whole extent of
the lake was free from its intolerable crust.

While working with the men in the boats the
ammonia that escaped from the Conferva was at times
almost overpowering ; it made us all ill more or less :

and a remarkable fact showed itself in the great
quantities of dead fish that had got entangled
in its filaments and were overcome by the presence
of so powerful an agent. Also, on examining carefully
a small portion of the Flannel I was astonished at the
almost fabulous number of insects that had made it

their home. Taking these important facts into con-

sideration, I came to the conclusion that with a little

attention a very valuable manure for certain purposes
*as at my disposal.

This much I have done. I will now speak of what I

intend doing ; and I hope my remarks will induce others
to experimentalise and give the result at some future
time. Weall know that in inland countries the Asparagus
is not brought to such perfection as in those bordering
°n the 6ea. My opinion is that by turning the

Water Flannel in the month of November, and mixing
•Hfa it a quantity of salt sufficient to give it as it were
ao oceanic flavour, and adding to the soil and leaf-

mould a good coating of sand, I shall, with other
things, such as chopped turf, road parings, &c, have a
tad tolerably favourable to the growth of Asparagus.
t might also be extensively used, and with advantage,
»a the kitchen garden as a manure for ordinary crops ;m& I feel confident that as a top-dressing for American
plants—minus the salt of course— it will be found
^ally excellent and efficacious. Nature always illus-

*f*tes her designs ; and in some instances the illustra-
l,on is so simple that we instinctively ask if more is

JJt intended than what alone meets the eye.
Therefore when the Water Flannel was first noticed
'crusted over the meadows, it brought directly home to

^ a subject for inquiry—why came it there, and what
878 ] ts properties ? It was brought there in an unusual
fnanner but by an unerring Providence, to counter-
balance by its rich deposit the losses occasioned by the
n&ndation, and by its extraordinary appearance it led
an to study its formation, and by analysis to discover
oe secret wealth it possessed for other purposes than
he one exemplified in the meadow. And now that we

JjJfT
what that land-wealth is, how easily it is

taine^ and how simple its mode of application, let
e agriculturist when the Water Flannel incrusts his

meadows, instead of repining, collect and carefully
*°yer it over with soil, and, with a, little farm-yard
•J^ure thrown with it while turning in the fall of the

;
ear

» ne will have for his Grass lands a fertiliser as
economical and profitable as he can desire.

^ few days after the lake was cleared, the day being
01 aa* sunny, I noticed spread over its entire suface

a yellow greeu tiut, as it the Conferva Were again
forming. On examining and blowing upon it it re-

sembled the first stage of the formation of cream
upon milk ; below it the water was clear and bright.

The temperature ranged high, and the vane pointed
S.W., but there was scarcely a breath of air to be felt.

The last thing before it was dark I found the crust to be
getting more perfect, and I went to bed anxiously enough.
In the morning a tolerable wind blew from the N.W.,
the glass had fallen to 55°, and not a trace of Conferva
was visible in any direction ! The water supplied by the

water-works company near here is considered to be

of the purest order, and yet it will produce this Conferva
in 24 hours if exposed to the sun at a high rate of tem-
perature. The year after the lake was relieved from
the impurities of the Potteries, when its water was
bright and sparkling, and almost wholly supplied by the

spring valley rivulet, the Conferva spread over its

bosom, choking up its passages, and converting

its surface into a massive field of deceitful verdure,

and yet there is no account of its having appeared
when the lake was fed by the waters of the Trent.

Another singular circumstance connected with it is,

that its growth is almost entirely retarded by shade ; it

seems to require the powerful rays of the sun on a calm
unruffled surface ere its myriads of seeds germinate

and roll into so distinct and tangible a form. Does it

then flourish the more readily in waters of the

purest character ? Does all water contain particles of

this vegetable formation, and require but a certain

amount of atmospheric action to call it into existence I

Trentham.

carpels, or eibe (when the pisin is compound) to ihe

number of free styles. A flower with a simple pistil

would be mono-gynous ; with several simple pistils (i.e.,

free carpels), poly-jjynous. But a flower with a com-
pound pistil, and consisting of many carpels, would be

either mono-gynous or poly-gynous, according as it

had one style or many. It would, moreover, be still

regarded as having only one style, to however slight an
extent the styles of the different carpels may cohere by
their lower portions.
N.B. In the following summary (from the 24 examples hitherto

noticed) I believe I have inserted all the cases in which the
botanical expression for the numerical relations in the different

floral whorls would be determined by the results of cohesion, and
not with respect to the absolute number of the parts present in a
floral whorl. In the whorls not noticed there would be no
hesitation about the terms to be employed.

PRACTICAL LESSONS IN BOTANY FOR
BEGINNERS OF ALL CLASSES.—No. IX.

\)y the Rev. •'. S. Hbnblow, M.A., Rector of BLitchara, Saflbtt.

Column 2d.— Numerical relations botanically ex-

pressed.— Under the head of " Hard-word Exercises," at

p. 500, I have explained how botanical terms have been

coined to express the numerical relations between a

floral whorl and its subordinate parts. The second

column of our floral schedule is appropriated to the re-

gistration of such terms. Thus the two first columns

for Ex. 3, "fotZfous Crowfoot" would stand as follows :

—

c.s. 5 pentasepalous •

C.P. 5 pentapetalous

St oo 1 polyandrous

p

c

CO

CD

V-polygynous

as applied to the calyx

7?

99

99

99

99

corolla

19 99 9t

I.

)

ower

The effects of cohesion modify this mode of express-

ing the number of parts in a floral whorl. Our bota-

nical nomenclature was in great part established before

the general laws of morphology were understood. When
all the parts which compose a floral whorl cohere, it

was considered as consisting of only one part. Thus a

calyx with five sepals more "or less cohering, is regarded

as a monosepalous calyx, less or more divided or cut.

A corolla composed of five cohering petals would be

styled " monopetalous."

"N.B. Cohesions between two or more parts of a floral

whorl are rare in comparison with cohesion between

them ali ; but when they exist, the nomenclature would

be modified to suit the number of the compound parts

or pieces thus formed. A calyx would thusbedisepalous

if its five sepals were to cohere by two and three re-

spectively.

Cohesion between Stamens.—The termination " -an-

drous" is not retained (like -phyllous, -sepalous, -peta-

lous) in expressing numerical relations depending on

the effects of cohesion. The termination "-adeiphous "

(brotherhood) is then substituted for it. This implies

that cohesion subsists between the filaments by which

the stamens may become collected into two or more

separate bundles. Thus a polyandrous flower would

further be styled mon-adelphous, di-adelphous, &c,
according as the filaments cohered into one, two, &c,
bundles. Any precise number cf bundles beyond two

might be expressed ; but in a general way all such

cases are styled poly-adelphous.

Where the filaments do not cohere, but the anthers

do, the term •« *yn-genesious " is employed. The coher-

ing anthers in such cases form a tube round the style.

*N.B. This description of cohesion is almost exclusively

restricted to the very extensive and most natural order

Composites (Composites). In this it is nearly universal,

the few exceptional cases occurring among certain

tropical weeds.

Another peculiarity in relation to the number of the

stainens (when these are either four or six) is expressed

by the termination u -dynamous" {power or authority).

Thus, tetrandrous flowers with two stamens longer than

the other two, are termed u Di-dynamous," (two in

authority). Hexandrous flowers with four stamens out-

topping the other two, are "Tetra-dynamous" (four in

authority).

N.B. Didynamous flowers are met with in a few

distinct natural orders. Ex. 17, white Dead-nettle, is

an illustration among " Labiates " (Labiatx). Such as

are tetradynamous are confined to the readily recog-

nised and extremely natural order " Crucifers n (Cruci-

fera), of which Ex. 10, common Wallflower, is an

illustration.

Cohesion between Carpeh.—ln expressing the nume-

rical relations determined by the freedom or cohesion

of carpels, respect is only paid to the number of free

Styles
i
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I
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Primrose.

Wild Cherry
Plum.
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I
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Hound-leaved
Bell flower. & o Ol Qt

Common
Oxeve-daisy. °°

CJi u*

Common red
Poppy.

Common
Wallflower. to

Sweet Violet. £
1 « 1 1 1 1 1

i 1 1

White Campion,g
1 I 1 1 1 l-i1
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Perforated ^
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1

O
{
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1
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N B. These instances will suffice to induce caution not to

trust implicitly to the statistics of first columns (however

correctly registered) lest their figures should be a snare, and

elicit wrong botanical terms for the facts to be expressed.

Among the Examples which are not raonogynous,

from having free Btyles, the following characters are

illustrated, viz.

Ex. 20. perennial Mercury ... is Digynous.

— 13. perjorated St. John's-wort is Trigynous.

— 12. white Campion is Pentagynous.

N.B. The following summary includes a general view of a"

the terms which will be needed in expressing bofanica'.ly the

numerical relations to be recorded in the second column.

P. 4.

C. S.

C. P.

St.

mon- to poly-

mnn- di-poly-
di-tetra-

syn-

puylloua

sepalous

petalous

and reus
adelphous
dynamous
geneaious

C
mon- to poly- gynous

As applied to

Perianth

Calyx

Corolla

Flower

Stamens

Flower

( To be continued.)

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXXXVIII.
~
'568. Parasite (Helminthosporium, Cladosporium*).

These two genera are so intimately combined that it

is difficult fa) assign their limits. This observation

applies more especially to those truly parasitic species

which come under our present notice. They are very

widely diffused, and occur in South Carolina, America,

Ceylon, Hindostan and in other countries, though they

are not found everywhere like Cladosporium kerbarum,

which is perhaps the commonest of all vegetable pro-

ductions. The better opinion is, we believe, that which

assigns them to Cladosporium rather than Belminthos-

porium, and this view is therefore adopted here.

569. The species which we have more immediately in

view is that which attacks various Pomacea, and not only

has the one species been split into five or six, but has

* From i?.fM9$ a worm, rxo$a seed; aud *Aodoc a branch, crr^a

seed.
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been aligned to almost ns many genera. Phlyctidium,
Actinonema, Asteroma, and Spiloccea, have asserted their

claims as well as the two placed at the head of our
number. This confusion has arisen partly from the
very different habit assumed by the species on different

plants, or organs, and [ artly from the proper fruit being
often undeveloped. Cladosporium dendrilicum

t
such is

the name given to the plant by Walroth, arises uniformly
beneath the true cuticle under which its mycelium radi-

ates in every direction, in which state, as upon the leaves
of the common Service, it is referred to Actinonema or
Asteroma. Sometimes it forms compact almost definite
spots, when it is a Spiloccea, while very frequently the
spots are more diffused, when it is considered an
Helminthosporium or Cladosporium. Late in the year
it assumes a very anomalous aspect. The spores
germinate and form a dense spongy mass which
abounds with conidia, and might readily Le pronounced
distinct. On the leaves of Pears and Apples, especially
the former, it is a dreadful pest, exhausting their
strength and often killing the young twigs, while on the
fruit it makes unsightly black patches, rendering it

unsaleable, and sometimes inducing or else accompanied
by extensive cracking, which adds still further to the
mischief. When it has once attacked a tree it is very apt
to return in the succeeding years. Moreover thtre is

reason to believe that it is so inveterate, that where
plants have been attacked by it, a new progeny raised
from the seed of the diseased individuals will soon
exhibit the parental malady. A singular instance of this
is related in the Gardeners' Chronicle, 1848, p. 716.
All the plants of the common Pyracantha raised from a
particular packet of Russian seed were attacked by the
Cladosporium dendriticum, and many of them were
severely injured, while neighbouring individuals of the
same species did not suffer.

570. Like all parasites which are produced beneath
the cuticle there is some difficulty in applying a
remedy in an early stage of the disease, nor is there
evidence at present to show that sulphur is as certainly
destructive to the brown as to the white moulds. In
the present instance the better practice would be care-
fully to gather up the infected leaves as soon as they
have fallen, at the same time trimming off the diseased
shoots, and at once burning both. The tree mi"ht
then be painted with sulphur mixed with tragacanth,°or
with sulphur and lime, in the hope that this might
slowly act upon the spores which had been deposited on
the buds. It is essential to use something which may
make the dressing permanent. Sulphur by itself is

insoluble in water, and if merely mixed with water or
dusted on, is liable to be washed off before it has
effected any good, which it can qo only by combination
with oxygen to form an acid.

571. Cladosporium dendriticum, is in general very
prolific in spores, but some of the exotic species rarely
produce them, and are often found in the form of mere
tufts of barren threads. Spiloccea which has long been
a matter of perplexity to botanists, constirntinor tht>

and a great variety of use ul and beautiful plants. M. Bojer was
latterly engaged on an illustrated monograph of the genus Man-
gifera, to be published with about 80 varieties ot that fine fruit,
the plates to which would be coloured and life size. His friends
in Mauritius have some idta of bringing out this work by sub-
scription, as a testimony of their esteem for the author, atd as
an appreciation of all he had done to serve the colony.
M. Bojer was an excellent geologist, chemist, and entomologist,

as well as a celebrated botanist: and in the year 1830, together
with M. Louis Bouton, Charles Telfair, and If. Jules Desjardins,
established the first scientific institution in the colony—the So-
ciety of Natural History—now known by the title of the Roval
Society of Arts and Sciences, Mauritius. After the death of M.
Jules Desjardins, his widow presented his fine collection of
nitural history to the Government, which formed the nucleus of
the museum of Port Louis, and M. Bojer was appointed curator
at a very trifling salary. About a year ago Government deter-
mined to establish a chair of natural philosophy at the Royal
College, and M. Bojer was chosen as Professor. In this new
situation, fn which his salary was quite inadequate to his merit-,
he Laboured with zeal and success to instil into the minds of the
Creole youth of the colony those sound principles of agricultural
chemistry and botanical knowledge so important to an island, the
commercial prosperity of which depends upon the careful cultiva-
tion of the Sugar-cane.
About a year ago an insect of the " borer " species made its

appearance in the Sugar-cane, and threatened at one time to
spread its ravages through the whole colony. A commission of
inquiry was formed, and M. Bojer was appointed its president by
the governor. He laboured assiduously for several weeks in the
cane-fields, carefully studying the habits and metamorphoses of
the insect, and in December last he published his elaborate and
excellent " Memoir on the Borer," accompanied with a series of
carefully drawn plates, determining this insect as a new species of
Lepidoptera, and naming it " Proceras sacchariphagus." M.
Bojur was seized at the beginning of June last by an attack of slow
paralysis, and expired on the 4th of the same month in the 56th
year of his age. He was a member of many learned societies,
and was highly esteemed in private life. His friend M. Bouton,
the secretary of the Royal Society, pronounced the accustomed
oration at his grave. It is suppose that this gentleman will
be at once appointed by the Colonial Government to take both the
situations now vacant by the death of M. Bojer. Hia services to
the society and to the colony at large during a period of nearly 30
years, his own talent as a botanist and man of science, and his
acquaintance with the scientific men of Europe, point him out as
the proper successor. The writer of this brief sketch to the

I memory f hi3 departed friend, and who well knows the
1 scientific position of the colony, feels assured that a more satis-
factory appointment in every point of view could not be made. M.

one cf the ablest|raen of our day and to find that so-
little can be said against it. That it should be received
generally without a wider induction of facts than we at
present possess, I do not expect, but that it «]
eventually prove the true solution ol the question I have
no doubt. Your able article does much to encourag
this opinion, for it clearly shows that the theorv o

tanists, constituting the
black spots so common on Apples, is we believe certainly
a mere form, though the matter has hitherto escaped
the attention of botanists. The spores are not of the
same form or size on every Apple. We have seen
them very different on Newtown Pippins from the
usual British form. The spores however in the normal
plant and in different varieties of it are so variabl
that a similar phenomenon in abnormal conditions
not surprising, M. J, B.

Home Correspondence.
The Hyacinth.—As the season has arrived when

remarks on this justly admired spring flower may be
acceptable to many of your readers, I therefore beg to
give them the benefit of my experience in its culture,
which if followed will enable them to produce flowers
very different from those usually met with. In the
first place, much, very much, depends upon the quality
of the bulbs, which should be perfectly ripe, and the
sooner obtained after their arrival the better, for I
consider it highly objectionable to expose them much
to the air except just to throw off any moisture they
may have altained during their transmission. Always
select the largest and best shaped bulbs, rejecting as a
rule those that are loose in texture and small; but I
find generally that if the base of tbe bulb is sound and states that they looked "well
ripe the other portion can be depended upon, and, in

THE LATE PROFESSOR BOJER.
The last overland mail from Mauritius brought the intelli-

gence of the death of Professor Wenceslaus Bojer, a name so
well known for many years past to the botanists of Europe on
account of the many and beautiful specimens which he was the
farst to introduce to their no- ice. TJie pages of the botanical
journals both of England, France, and Germany attest the
variety of his researches, and the value of his labours in countries
which he was the first to visit and explore for the purposes of
science.

M. Bojer was born at Prague, in Bohemia, on the 1st of
January, 1800. Noticed by the late Emperor of Austria, he was
selected by that monarch at his own expense to accompany the
naturalist Hilsenberg to explore the island of Madagascar and
the eastern shor s of Africa; and the rich herbarium which he
sent to the Museum of Vienna, and for which he received a
pension from the Emperor and the decoration of the Order of
Merit, sbow with what assiduity and talent he had laboured to
fulfil the intentions of those who had selected him for so arduous
a mission. In the year 1820 M. Bojer visited Mauritius, and after
remaining there some time in order to arrange the best collection
of new species which his travels in Madagascar had afforded him,
be was persuaded by Sir Charles Colville, the governor of
Mauritius at the period, to undertake a second voyage to Mada-
gascar. This he did, and after carefully exploring the western
shores of this vast island, he crossed over to the continent of
Africa and visited Pembn, Monhaza, and Zanzibar, and thence
he sailed to the Comoro islands and Agalega. During his six
ypars' absence from Mauritius, his time was principally spent in
Madagascar, where he became intimate with King Radama, and
this circumstance tended greatly to facilitate his scientific
explorations. In 1837 If. B.-jer published the "Hortus Mauri-
tianus," a work well known to botanists as an accura'e account
of the indigenous and exotic species in the island, and a careful
resume" of the numerous botanical descriptions scattered through
various volumes and memoirs. Professor Bojer intended to
publish a supplement to the "- Hortus," in which he would have
given a detai ed account of his own discoveries, together with
an extensive list of the Auamons plants of the island; but
though this work partly exists in manuscript, from tbe little
encouragement given to purely scientific botany, or science

a«y kind by the Government, it was never published.
Bojer introduced some beautiful and new species intoM.

Mauritius; our space, however, precludes us from mention-
ing more than a tew ; for instance, the splendid tree Poin-
ciana Regia, the Stachychrysum pterospermum, the Col-
viiiea racemosa; the Agarhophyllum aromaticum, so esteemed
ror the delicious liqueur made from its fruit and known as the
vremede Ravensara, the M alga she name of the tree; the Guilan-

,^ Bt*nduc
»
*nd various kinds of creepers; Achvranthes

aspera. f om the Comoro Islands; Plumbago joncea, from Mada-

fact, this is the only guide to follow in regard to such
kinds as Porcelain Sceptre, Prince Albert, and many
others of the best sorts which have wretched-looking
bulbs ; indeed, so much so, that I have seen them
thrown aside as useless ; it is, therefore, best for the
amateur to leave the selection to those who are well
acquainted with their properties until by experience he

ej can trust his own judgment. The compost is another
is j

important point ; this should consist of an equal portion
of turfy loam and. well decayed cowdung previously
prepared by exposure to air, by frequent turnings so as
to thoroughly incorporate them ; and to this add about
one-third silver sand, for they delight in a gritty open
soil ; I prefer 6-inch or 32-sized pots so as to give plenty
of room for their strong roots. Fill the pots about one-
third with draining materials—I use broken oyster-shells,
although potsherds will do as well—and the remaining
two-thirds with the compost ; clear the root of all offsets
and loose parts, and press tightly into the soil, leaving
one-third abo*e the surface ; then water them sufficiently
to settle the soil, and plunge them a foot at least under
coal-ashes or old tan out of doors, or in a cold pit or
frame. This is done to cause them to make roots before
the crown is excited into growth : this is, I think, the
most essential point, for unless the pot is well filled

with roots good flowers cannot be obtained. In a
month or six weeks, the latter being the better time,
take as many as may be required for the earliest
blooming, and gradually inure them to light previous to
placing them in the forcing pit, and as soon as these
show their colour proceed with others in the same
manner. The end of September is soon enough to pot
the earliest sorts, repeating the operation until the end
of November, by which means a succession of flowers
can be had from Christmas till April. The finest
flowers will be obtained from those not too strongly
forced. If for exhibition, I recommend potting not later
than the middle of October, gradually bringing them
forward as before described. Give them plenty of water,
and use liquid manure in a very weak state twice a
week. These will be in full bloom during February
and March, and I consider that no Hyacinths should be
exhibited after the latter month. I look forward to the
time when those Blue-bell looking flowers, such as are
generally seen, will only be subjects for remembrance,
for I am convinced that Hyacinths can be had 9 inches
or more in circumference, and with length of spike in
proportion. James Cutbush, Highyate Nurseries,

Diseased Potatoes.—I was surprised to see my note
on the Potato disease transferred to your leading
article of August 30. It is however a satisfaction to

e

fungi and that of surplus nitrogen labour under pre-
cisely as great difficulties. I should not have troubled
you with this note had it not been for one passage in
your article above referred to, and to submit for con-
sideration another fact which deserves notice. The
passage I allude to is a We forbear to remark upon our
correspondents hypothesis that the fluids of the stem
are converted into steam (!) whi. h ruptures the tissue*,

and thus causes decay." The note of admiration
seems to express doubt about the possibility of
this. That electricity, endeavouring to pass through
a conductor ,too small to transmit it, developed
enormous heat and converts mechanically en tan"led
water into steam is unquestionable

; and part
of the mechanical violence following electric discharge
is due to this. The heat which fuses metals and ignites

combustibles is adequate to the production of steam of
any pressure which the envelope of the water will allow
to be generated. But, even assuming that the electric

discharge from a cloud passed through the Potato stems
to the earth, it is by no means proved that the obstacle
to the passage of the electricity is sufficient to produce
these phenomena. Having lately examined a good
many Potato stems which in popular phrase have been
"struck by lightning," and the tubers connected
with which are more or less diseased, you will, I am
sure, excuse my venturing to differ from you in refer-

ence to the point in question. These stems are per-

fectly sound before the storm. After it the internal

tissues towards the upper part of the stems are quite

destroyed, but the destruction diminishes as the stem
grows thicker towards the ground. In a day or two
the top of the stem dries up completely, and, after

a period of sickness, the remainder dies. The
stems above ground present the well-known dark spots,,

and under ground are completely brown. The destruc-

tion of cellular tissue must be the result of chemical
decomposition or mechanical violence. I confess the

latter appears to me the most probable, but if chemical
action take place and the uitrogenised matter of the sap

and tissues be oxidized your explanation is by far the

best I have yet seen ; and, granting the electric origin

of the decomposition, which is all I contend for, may in

fact prove the true solution. I went yesterday to see a

case which bears upon this matter. The place is

the garden of a public institution, of about 7 acres in

extent, managed by a fair gardener of the old school

who is quite innocent of theory. His Potato stems

were almost black, and smelt most offensively. He
till the first storm of

thunder and lightning, but that the "lightning then fell

in one quarter upon a spot about a yard, and passed

across the rest of that and the whole of the next

quarter. Where the lightning fell the Potatoes went

diseased directly." He showed me some Lilacs which

were struck the same day, of which about half of tbe

leaf (like the upper half of the Potato tops) is dead

and dry, the portion next the stalk being yellow only.

Some young Beeches near were also struck, but these

have only a few small branches in each tree affected,

and those which are touched are perfectly killed.

Several other cases have come to my knowledge, but I

must not intrude farther upon your space. W. JR. B-t

Wakefield.

Growth of Araucaria and Deodar at Valnor Parh-

Deodar ...

Araucaria * * *
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gascar; Scasvula Kcen ; gi; a uew species of Vanguena, V.edulis; I have • view thus fairly grappled with, by confessedly

The measurement of these was begun in 1850. The

plants were originally furnished from the gardens at

Chiswick. J. W. Lyon Winder, Valnor Parle.

Green-fly.—It has often struck me that your readers

might do good service to each other if they would from

time to time record in your Paper the various successes

or disappointments which they meet with. For instance

no amount of smoke has ever satisfactorily got rid of

the green-fly in my houses. Frequent fumigation kept

my Geraniums, &c, tolerably clean, but the pest still

existed. This year I have immersed all my plants in »

mixture of tobacco, \ lb. ; soft soap, 1 lb. ;
water, •>

gallons, and although it is now more than four months

since they were dipped, I have searched in vain for a

single green-fly when cutting them down. Mr. Dobson,

of Isleworth, recommends this in his little pamphlet o»

the Culture of the Pelargonium, and I can tesufvfof-

the benefit of your readers to its perfect success, Wu

any of them inform me in return whether they have

found any better method of glazing their houses than tee

usual one with putty, which so soon cracks and lets in

water on every side ? /. C.

Bees.— In your Paper of the 16th inst. your corres-

ndent " G. L." expresses a wish to know ****V
Lamplugh produced his glass of honey weighing 9b i

I will not pretend to answer this question, nor wo0i

recommend him .to attempt to fill such a m0DStr

glass. Its weight and size would render it most inc

venient But I will tell him the plan which I have s

cessfully pursued for some years. My mves are

straw, 8 inches high, and 15 inches in diametep. u

n

top is fastened a thick well seasoned board wiw

pond
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boles in it, eacti bole 2 inches across, and covered with

a pi<-ce of zinc. When the bees begin to work freely I

remove the pieces of zinc, and place a bell glass 13 ius.

deep and 13 inches in diameter on the board, covering

the whole with a straw hive. If it is a good season this

glass containing 24 lbs. of honey, will generally be filled

by the beginning of July. Now experience has taught

me that if I replace this glass with a fresh one the bees
# . r p

____ __ r #

will probably sulk, and do very little more during the I so the one not treated with aimhonia, have made less

well washed in fresh water. The second set of seeds
was sown on 4th July, and the relative rate of growth
up to this period, as you will perceive, leaves the pre-

ponderance most conclusively in favour of the plant
treated with ammonia, being at least three times the
size of the other, and weighing 87 grains, while the
weight of the plant, not so treated with ammonia, is

only 26 grains. Both plants, but far more especially

season ; but if I empty the glass of its honey, and

replace it the same day, the bees fill it at once and begin

working as if nothing had happened, and by the middle

of August I get 24 lbs; more, and leave the straw hive

full for winter store. The bees should be fed autumn

and spring. This is best done by placing a piece of

honeycomb on the top board, partially withdrawing one

of the pieces of zinc, and by means of a zinc tube in-

serted through the top of the bell glass, pouring syrup

into the cells. Apis.

Wellingtonia Disease.—Having noticed the reports on

the disease of this Conifer, I think the following state-

ment may be interesting :—I have a plant of it, a

seedling from Messrs. Veitch. It was planted out from
the pot (having been twice potted to larger-sized pots)

about a year and a-half ago. Till lately it has been a
beautiful specimen, a perfect cone, and making rapid

growth with much corresponding thickness of stem.

I may add that it was planted in a very favourable

locality, in a large pit filled with loam, broken charcoal,

and some dry peat over a gravelly subsoil very dry.

It has now several dead branches and blotches like

dead wood on other branches, while the points of those
j

branches seem green and flourishing. It is singular i

that it appeared on this plant at the very same time
that the blight has affected the Potatoes, namely, on
the change from the long drought to cold showery
weather, which occurred about August 5th. There are
very fine specimens of Oyptomeria and other Conifers
around it, growing luxuriantly and with no sign of

disease. The affection of the plant so very closely

resembles that of the Potato, that I am inclined to

ascribe it in this case to disease, aud not to the soil, or
to any malformation of the roots. I saw it planted
myself, when they appeared in excellent order. Shannon,
Castle Martyr* Cork.

Use a*id Purposes of Ammonia in Vegetable Economy.
—In two communications on this subject, which ap-

peared in the Gardeners9 Chronicle, Jan. 10, 1852, and
Agricultural Gazette, Jan. 7, 1854, I endeavoured to

maintain the position that the chief purpose of ammonia
is to supply hydrogen, to form, in conjunction with
carbon, vegetable matter or fibre—the hydro-carbona-
ceous substance of all vegetable structures—not of

course excluding the appropriation by plants of the
nitrogen of the ammonia wherever and to whatever
extent their peculiar wants or products may render it

necessary, but still regarding the hydrogen as the

universal element which all plants equally require to

growth in the same time than the two former did,

which may be attributed partly to this season of the

year not being as favourable to vegetative growth as the

spring and early part of the summer, but much more to

the circumstance that, notwithstanding the sand being

well washed, there may have remained in it nutritive

particles of mineral and organic substances which the

plants were capable of appropriating to their own wants;

and being so used up, the plants in the second part of the

experiment were deprived of a resource accessible to the

first. But as it is not the absolute but relative and
comparative growth attained by the plants respec-

tively, that is of importance in the present case, the

latter can be better appreciated and judged of in

the absence of all extraneous and independent means
of nutrition, not designedly supplied to the plants.

My reason for entering so minutely into the details of

an apparently trivial experiment is, that the result

appears to me to suggest, or even to point not obscurely

to a fact in relation to the conditions which limit the

useful application of ammonia— viz., that plants cannot

beneficially use or appropriate ammonia beyond a

certain point, unless carbonaceous matter be present in

the ground ; and, conversely, that though there may be

abundance of carbonaceous matter in the ground, it

remains inert and cannot be converted by plants to the

purposes of nutrition, unless ammonia be also accessible

to them. In the first part of this experiment, where
there was either no carbon or only a defective quantity

of it in the sand, and both plants had no other source

than the atmosphere to depend on for obtaining carbon,

the administering of a liberal supply of ammouia only

stimulated to an elongated, weak, and watery growth,

and the plant which had no ammonia supplied to it was

the strongest of the two. In the second part, when
charcoal had been added to the sand, the beneficial

effects of administering ammonia became manifest in

the production of a plant greatly exceeding in weight

and bulk that which had no ammonia administered to it,

the latter receiving no benefit from the charcoal, which

remained inert in the absence of ammonia. With

respect to the special object for which this experiment

was undertaken, I consider the result as satisfactory as

could have been expected from it. By treating one

plant with ammonia, a quantity of vegetable substance

amounting in its fresh state to 87 grains has been

obtained, while the other not so treated has furnished

only 26 grains of vegetable substance. As the difference

is undeniably due to the action of the ammonia (in•*«atcijj»4 ciuineiiL which au piauio c<juauy xequixe iu *o unuLinauij u«v *v *"~ —~—w— ~- -— ^
——- x --

form their very substance and structure, and the I
conjunction with carbon) the question arises—What is

nitrogen as only the partial and varying element which
&U plants do not equally require, being found scarcely
at all in many vegetable substances, and existing in

others in very different quantities. Permit me now,
therefore, to relate the circumstances and results of a
email experiment undertaken in the same direction, and
for the purpose of ascertaining the comparative effects

of administering aud withholding ammonia respectively
in the cases of two plants of the same kind, placed in all

other respects in precisely similar circumstances and
conditions. The plant selected was the common
Spinach, being of quick and easy growth, and appear-
ing to constitute in its immature state a fair specimen
of merely vegetable or hydro-carbonaceous substance.

Two 6-inch pots were filled with sea sand, previously
veil washed in fresh water to remove any saline par-

ticles or other soluble matters which might affect or
assist the growth of the plants, independently of the

treatment they were intended to be subjected to. The
seeds were made to vegetate in a very small quantity of

common garden mould placed near the surface of the

sand in the middle of each pot These were placed on
the top of the lower sash of a window facing the south,

the upper sash of which was at all times kept down
about 2 inches, so that there was a free and constant

circulation of air through the interval between the
sashes and the open space above; and there was abundant
sunlight and heat, while no rain could gain access to the

pots. The plants were plentifully watered twice aweek or

oftener, until the water ran from the pots—one with plain

*ater, without addition (of the Edinburgh Company);
the other with the same water having dissolved in it

10 grains of carbonate of ammonia to a quart bottle of
*ater, the bottle being kept corked when not used. The
seeds were sown on the 27th February, and the plants

continued to grow till near the eud of June, when they
began to run to seed, and the experiment was stopped.
At this time they had both attuined nearly a foot in

height, long and slender, as might be expected under
the circumstances ; but I am bound to acknowledge
lhat the plant which had been watered with plain water

^
a8 the strongest and most robust of the two; the other

having the appearance of being stimulated into long and
weak)y growth by the ammonia water, similar to the
fcdect I have seen produced on a Hyacinth in a glass,
Irom the addition of ammonia to the water it was grow-
]
^g in. The result was certainly contrary to my expecta-
lon in commencing the experiment, but the thought
occurred to me to try the same process with the addi-
°n of charcoal to the sand in equally measured

H^autities, the same sand being used again after being

the mature of the additional substance which has been

gained in the one case ? Is it nitrogenous or anything

in which nitrogen remarkably abounds ? or, is it merely

vegetable fibre or hydro-carbonaceous matter ? If the

latter, whence has the hydrogen been obtained \ We
have only the alternative of two suppositions for an

answer. Either it has been obtained directly from the

ammonia, or the latter possesses some peculiar and

inexplicable property, by virtue of which it enables

a plant to extract hydrogen from water, seeing that in

the case in question the snia'l plant was not able in the

absence of ammonia to extract the same amount of

hydrogen from water, to fabricate its hydro-carbo-

naceous substance. It is not difficult to determine

which of these two hypotheses is most simple aud

consonant with correct views. J. II. H.

IXclncfoS.

Flora Vectensis. By the late W. A. Bromfield, M.D.

Edited by Sir \V. J. Hooker and Dr. Bell Salter.

8vo, pp. 673, with a map. Pamplin.

This account of the flowering plants and Ferns indi-

genous to the Isle of Wight has been prepared from

papers left by a most able, industrious, and conscientious

naturalist, whose early death in Palestine, in consequence

of his too ardent pursuit of botany, was one of the

greatest losses which English Natural History has lately

sustained! The fine herbarium and library which Dr.

Bromfield left behind him would of themselves have

recorded his merits even had the present volume never

appeared.

The greater part of the work consists of systematical

descriptions of plants found in the island, of their loca-

lities and uses. Remarks upon their distribution, or the

physical peculiarities of the region, are confined to an

introduction of 18 pages, illustrated by an excellent map.

Interesting as this portion undoubtedly is, the greatest

value of the work must, we think, be admitted to con-

sist in the very careful original descriptions in every

instance made by the author himself, and evincing a

habit of scientific exactness which is we fear less

common than is supposed. These descriptions will long

remain matters of reference by botanists whose leisure

does not always permit them to investigate minute de-

tails. To appreciate their true value the student should

compare them with those of Smith in his English Flora.

We earnestly recommend the volume to the visitor of

the Isle of Wight ; it will prove a faithful guide and a

constant s-uree of correct informal ton, notwithstanding

the too many typographical errors wilh which the printer

is chargeable.

A Practical Treathc on Disorders of the Stomach wilh

Fermentation; the Causes and Treatment of Indi-

gestion, and on Die'. By J. Turnbull. M.D. London,

1856. 8vo, pp. x and 1G0, with a lithographed plate.

It does not fall within our province in general to review

medical works, but some botanical matters are involved

in the process of fermentat on which occupies so impor-

tant a poiut in tlie study of indigestion, and we there-

fore make an exception in the instance before us. It is

an inconvenience that the word fermentation has been

extended by authors far beyond the latitude which is

consistent with its etymology or common usage. In

the consideration ^however of dyspepsia, acetic and

putrefactive fermentious are principally concerned,

though the term is applied to the conversion of

starch into siuar, which is one of the fir.st pro-

cesses of digestion. In healthy digestion the

siliva first acts on amylaceous matter, the gastric

juice on albuminous matter, the pancreatic on fat, while

bile and the common secretion of the surface of the

intestines perform a variety of important offices. If

the acetic or putrefactive fermentation take place in

consequence of the imperfect action of any of these, or

is npt checked by them, the whole economy is de-

ranged, and dangerous or painful consequences ensue.

In these abnormal conditions, as almost necessary con-

comitants, certain fungi are developed, and it is these

which require the aid of the botanist. It is unfortunate,

however, that writers on medicine have seldom much

time for botanical investigation, and it does not appear

that our author is an exception. Whatever merit may
be due to other parts, there is little to recommend this

portion of the work to especial notice. It might be

scarcely fair to ju-lge of his botanical knowledge from

the misprint on the plate, and throughout the work, of

the word PeniciUium, for which Penicillum is substi-

tuted. It does not, however, appear that the author

has a distinct notion of what a Penicillum is. Two

forms of mycelium are figured, one under the name of

Tomla, the other of Penicillum ; but the one has as

much right to the name as the other. Both indeed

belong probably to P. glaucum, but as other

moulds are often developed, they may be infant

states of other species. Neither at any rate can

be figured as PeniciUium without an indication that it

is merely a mycelium. That he should have neglected

this is the more curious, as he refers to the article

PeniciUium in the Micrographic Dictionary, where a

sufficient figure is given. In the article Yeast, also in

the same work, reference is made to Turpin's excellent

memoir, together with an illustrative figure, a memoir

which has been strangely neglected in this country.

Turpin did not indeed trace the actual growth of the

Yeast globule into the mould, but his figures are exactly

in accordance with the direct observations recorded in

the article Yeast in Morton's Cyclopedia.

It appears probable that Sarcina veraricuU, which is

so common in malignant disease of the stomach, though

found in many ether organs, as for instance in the

bladder, is but a form o f some common mould. Excellent

specimens in urine were lately communicated to us by

Dr. Bees, but we could neither get them to germinate,

nor could we induce fermentation by mixture with

fermentihle matter, as a solution of malt. We had not

perhaps sufficient materials for the latter purpose. In

the former instance the Sarcina underwent no change

though observed frequently for weeks. A very inte-

resting field of discovery then is open, and one which

may lead to curious results both physiological and

practical. That the Sarcina is a mould we do not doubt,

because of its development being completely controlled

by sulphite of soda and other remedies which are known

anti-ferments. Proof of its real nature, however, is

requisite, a matter which is commended to those who

with the necessary information have opportunities of

obtaining fresh and abundant specimens.

We must not close this notice without drawing atten-

tion to the interesting facts adduced by the author in

proof that many of the more usual condiments, as

Mustard, Horseradish, &c, are powerful anti-ferments.

This doctrine may perhaps be extended to the use of

spices in some forms of malignant fever.

Garden Memoranda.
Didsbury Lodge, the Residence of Joseph Buli*

Esq,—This interesting place is situated about six miles

from Manchester. The gardens belonging to it were

laid out about six years ago by Mr. Bigland, of that

town, but since that time they have been much improved

by means of the introduction of some splendid specimens

of Conifer* from Elvaston. Unfortunately the climate

does not suit many of the finer Conifers. Among others

we noticed, however, a fine Arancaria imbricata, now

making a good start. Vases and statues are liberally dis-

persed about the grounds, and give the place a varied and

finished appearance. At one corner of the garden is

a handsome grotto, which in summer forms a cool

retreat. It is made of the refuse from glassworks mixed

with different coloured stones from Derbyshire. A cir-

cular Rosery is also a favourite place of resort ; this is

filled with standard Roses, but it might be improved

by filling the beds with dwarf sorts, to be pegged down

under the standards. It hits hitherto been the practice

to fill the beds under the Roses with bulbs to bloom in

spring and annual* in summer. The most conspicuous
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feature about the place is an Italian garden in front of
the gardener's cortage. This is now gay with all the
most showy flowers that are cultivated for bedding pur-
poses ; variegated Geraniums especially were most
conspicuous. We were informed that everything here
is struck in autumn, kept in small pots till the beginning
of March, and then repotted into larger ones, so that bv
planting time they are all coming into flower, which is a
great advantage in our short summers. The quantity
of glass here makes it a very convenient place for keep-
ing plants through the winter ; on each side of the

• gardener's cottage is a range of houses planted with
Vines, Peaches, Figs, &c. Pine Apples we noticed
with plenty of good fruit on them ; one house was fiiled
with plants in pots ; in the other they were planted
out in a bed of soil. Between the one set of plants
and the other there was, however, no difference.
In two Vineries, in another part of the garden)
planted five years, there was a capital crop of Grapes'
well coloured, bunches large, and in every way excellent.
The Vines are so close pruned every year that they have
the appearance of walking-sticks ; they are turned out
in winter and the houses filled with stove and green-
house plants. In order to protect the border from wet,
a large tarpauling is put over it before the autumn rains
have chilled the soil. The houses are well built, and
glazed with Hartley's rough plate glass, which has
answered perfectly every expectation formed of it.
They ere ventilated by means of under-ground air
drains, having openings below the hotwater pipes, and
grids in the back wall ; there is thus a constant supply of
fresh air without draught. Some fine specimens of
Ericas, Epacris, and New Holland plants were set
out of doors to harden. Azaleas were also very fine,
and promised a good supply of bloom. The pots'
which they were in were protected from the sun with
common peat laid round them. Camellias had half-
rotten dung put over and round their pots, so that every
shower of rain v. ushed some of the manure down to the
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rather close, and watering very cautiously for some time Cut off the flower stems of herbaceous plantsafterwards until th» mnia n«r i,r.i,i «r •!.« *—i. *i ., , . . . .

wcuua P'auts &s soonafterwards until the roots get hold of the fresh soil.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Attend to last week's directions, and I

wi
.

th water at tIle root- Also keep the beds and everyl
endeavour to afford plants on which the fruit is ripening

|

thing about the flower garden and grounds trim and

as they become shabby, and endeavour to prolong the
beauty of Phloxes, &c, by keeping them well sunnlied

a warm rather dry atmosphere with a moderate circu-
lation of fresh air on dry days, and whenever this
can be done without lowering the temperature too much

;
also keep young stock growing as freely as may be con-
sistent with securing stocky plants, giving them a liberal

orderly.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Look over choice Pears and Apples at short intervals

and gather such of the fruit as may be found to readily
part from the tree. Espalier and dwarf standards or

weakly growth, and after this season the syringe to bear fruit as freely as possible to light and air"
.oust not be used too freely, even on young growing as to get it ripened. Provision should be made fort^
stock, and where the atmosphere can be kept moist at

|
tecting a quantity of French Beans from frost shouldpleasure by means of tanks, &c, syringing might almost

j

this occur, and Cauliflowers should be looked overbe discontinued for the season
; at all events avoid

,

frequently, turning down a few leaves over the heartssyringing so heavily as to cause water to lodge in the ! for these are readily spoiled by frost. Get a lot ofhearts of the plants, which tends to blanch and weaken
j

brown Dutch or Bath Cos Lettuce planted where thev

Sept.

roots

are

..^. w. *„.., „ UO..CU ^,/tu «3 <u tuo immure uown to tne
ts. Stove plants, of which there was a good supply,
grown in the Vineries and Pine stoves : a nice

PriJuy 13 13uanger ot its occurring to any , Satur. 13 14

ng should be deferred until the !,
u "d",

l-
4

i 8
1.

. . "On. 101 in
airly at rest. It will also be TuM . id 17

die outside border of the earlv 5f£. il IS

plant of Meyenia erecta was just coming into flower,
and we noticed a handsome specimen of the beautiful
Pern Pteris aspericaulis. The conservatory is a fine
architectural building, but like the generality of such
structures it is anything but a good plant house. Hound
the kitchen garden the walls are all wired with galva-
nised wire, the trees looked very promising, and had no
appearance of cankering where they came in contact
with the wire. Potatoes showed more signs of disease
•than crops in open fields ; the haulm had been cut off
from those affected the worst, in order to dry them
before lifting them. S.

Av*r*ar*

Miscellaneous.
Glassfor Garden Stmcturcs.—An experiment has been

tried by Mr. Anderson, at Longleat, of considerable
interest to gardeners, by way of proving what effect the
different kinds of glass now recommended for plant and
fruit houses had on the plants grown under them.
Five years ago a four-light frame was devoted to the
purpose, having one light glased with Hartley's rough
plate, one with Hartley's corrugated, one British sheet,
and one with crown glass. During the five years a
-variety of plants have been grown in this frame,
including Strawberries; and Mr. Anderson informs us
that no perceptible difference could be detected, either
in the growth of the plants, the colour of the flowers,

flavour of the Strawberries. We may therefore infer
that as regards cultivation, no great amount of diffe-
rence exists between the descriptions of glass mentioned

;

while, to suit particular purposes, one sort may be sub-
stituted for another, without causing any detriment to
the y egetation they cover. Turner and Spencer's
Florist, Fruitistj and Garden Miscellany for September.

Sept.

or

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing weefc.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory 8lc.—Keep New Holland plants which

have been placed under glass cool and airy, and avoid
crowding, especially in the case of things which are in a
growing state, but everything must be allowed sufficient

space, so that the foliage may be fairly exposed to light

and air, and rather than be under the necessity of hudd-
ling specimens too thickly together some of the least valu-
able should be thrown away. Look sharply after mildew
upon Heaths, as this pest is sometimes very troublesome
upon plants that have been grow ng freely in a shady
situation in the open air,andarein a rather ?oft statewhen
taken in doors, and apply sulphur freely on the first appear-
ance of the enemy,
insects. T
which have
anything else requiring training, and endeavour to keep
everything very trim and neat, in order to com-
pensate, as far as possible, for the paucity of flower
among hard- wooded plants at this season. Cold Pits.—
Plants which have made their season's growth should be
freely exposed to sun and air on every favourable oppor-
tunity, in order to get the wood well ripened. But such
tmngs as are still in free growth should be encouraged
by every possible means while fine weather continues,
keeping them rather close, guarding them carefully from
cold winds, and giving a liberal supply of water at the
root. If anything requires more pot roon

shifting, for neglect of this is a frequent cause of young
stock fruiting prematurely. Vineries.—Vines that are
to be forced very early, provided the wood is well
ripened, and the leaves mostly off, should be pruned
and dressed, keeping the house as cool as possible, in !

order to preveut bleeding ; for it is difficult to get
j

Vines sufficiently dormant at this season that bleeding
will not occur to some extent after pruning And
so injurious is this in weakening the Vines that
where there is any danger of its occurrin
serious extent prunin
Vines seem to be
advisable to cover the outside border of the early
house with something that will throw off wet in order
to keep the roots as dry as possible while the Vines I

are at rest, and secure having the border in a dry
healthy state when forcing is commenced ; but this need
not be done until there is some appearance of wet.
The weather is still very favourable for getting Jate
Grapes ripened, and these should be assisted with a
moderate amount of fire heat, in order to get them
coloured while bright weather continues, and the sun
has some power. Pigs.—The second crop of these will

I

now be getting over, and every possible attention should
be given to the ripening of the wood, keeping the
young shoots thin and closely tied in, so as to expose
them fully to light and air. Also keep the atmosphere
rather dry

;
and the borders can hardlv be kept too dry .£•*"•

jj

after the fruit is gathered. Any over-luxuriant shoots
'mn

'

'

should be stopped, or cut out altogether where they can
be spared, and trees that incline to be of a gross habit
should be severely root-pruned as soon as this can be
done, without risk of injuring next crop ; for un^ss
Mhort-jointed firm wood can be obtained an abundant
crop of fruit need hardly be expected. Melons.—
Unless where these are particularly wanted late in
autumn, they should be pushed on as rapidly as possible ;
for besides being very uncertain late in autumn, fruit
ripened after damp cloudy weather has set in is seldom
good for much. Maintain a brisk steady bottom heat,
keeping the atmosphere rather warm also. Keep the
Vines clear of laterals, remove decaying leaves im-
mediately they are perceived, and use every means to
keep the foliage clear of red spider and iu a healthy
state.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
As frost may now soon be expected, any scarce

plants which it may be desirable to secure before they
are injured should be taken up and potted at once,
or carefully covered when there is the least cause to
suspect frost. See to securing a good stock of cuttings
of the variegated Geraniums before the plants are
injured by frost, for although these root more freely
in spring than at present, such varieties as Golden
Chain and Mountain of Light grow so slowly that
spring-rooted cuttings make nut very poor plauts by
turning-out time, hence it is desirable'to gain size, even
at the expense of the loss of a few cuttings. We do not

Keep the late crop of this well supplied witli

manure water while growing weather continues. Get
Onions dried and stored.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CM1SW1CK, NEAR LONDON.
Forth* w*ek «ndin« Sept. 18. ISaC. as observed at the Horticultural Garden*.
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Oi tt.f Air. Of the Kar»t> Wind

Max.
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&4.9

60 M N.W. Mi

67.5 1 42J» 60.6 5S.6 * 4W^P

Sept. 12— (/loud? ; v#»ry fine ; rain At ni*ht.— la—rioudjr; fine throu<hout.— **"-Cjeiirard fine; very tine; coldatnigbt,— 15—Fine; overcast; cloudy.— 16-Uear; fine throughout.
*

— 17-Overca»t; showers; cloudr.— IS -Ram; very fine; clear; cold at nirht.
Mean temperature ot the week 2 deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THK WEATHER AT CH1S\TICR.
Durtnictoe last 30 years, for the ensamir week, endmv S»pt.?7

f
W*.

Sunday 2}

Cden. 22
lues. •-;->

5
Friday £6
Satur. *'

i • -

3L*

ft*
1 9

» No.ol
Years in
which it

Rained.

6fi.7 46.0 55.8 15
67.1 46.1 56.fi 13
61.1 4S.8 56.4 14
Cy'oA 45.fi 5.S.5 13
65.S 44JJ ttJ 13
65.1 44.fi 54S IS
W.I 1 431 65.1 17

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain,

Prerailinf Win I

. •L -

L
5 2 6 5 5 2

81 1 5M ?
6 1 6 & 5 1

1 4 8 5 1

2 4 10 4 1

1 8 7 1 X
2 4 9 6 3

Th« highest temperature during the abov* perio<l occurred on the 25tb (

1832—therm. **2 de* ; and the lowest on tbe?6tb, 19o5—therm. 26 der-

Notices to Correspondents.
Bugs : J R Jf. Spirits of turpentine will drive tbenx away for tlie

moment. We doubt the efficiency of guano.
Diseases : li B. Your Sycamore leaves are infested with Rhytlsma

acerir4um
9 ;v very common autumn parasite.

—

A M. Your Grapes
are attacked by a curious fungus whieh is quite new to us. It

is a GlcrosporiHT*, differing from all other species in colour. It

will be noticed in Vegetable Pathology. For the present we
must content ourselves with saying that we do notbelfeve that
it is the cause of decay, which yon must look tor in the con-
dition of your house, as the Vines themselves appear to be*

healthy.

—

M S D. Your Pear leaves are attacked iu a very
virulent form by HelmtJithosporhim pyrorum. Collect all the
affected leaves as soon as they fall, and cut off the parts of the

summer shoots which are diseased and carefully bun* them.
"Wash the trees in spring with the solution of sulphur and
tragacanth recommended in our last number, or powder them
with sulphur as soon as there is the slightest symptom of

return. A wash of sulphur and lime might be substituted if

there is any doubt about the tragacanth. M. J. B.
Insects: -8 & A*. Your Rhododendrons, &c. f are attacked by the
young caterpillars of the common yellow-tailed moth (Por-

thesia auriflua); they are very voracious, and will probably

remain in the caterpillar state all the winter. As they are

very conspicuous, hand-picking will be easy enough. We know
no other remedy.—Z, Derby. Your insect is the common
ground beetle, Omaseus melanarius. It is found under stones

in damp places, and feeds on other insects, &t.— GR* The
larvae which have injured your Lettuce seed are those of the

Lettuce-seed tiy (Anthomyia Lactuc^e). The only remedy is to

sift the beeds carefully to dislodge the larvae and chrysalids,

and this prevents them being sown with the seed next

vear. IF

rooting it at this season ; but we may be fortunate as
regards convenience, which is simply a flue running
underground in the open air ; this we cover with a suit-
able depth of soil, and protect the cuttings by hand-glasses.
That cuttings taken from plants growing in the open
ground are liable to damp in a moist warm place is well

keeping the atmosphere
warm and moist will experience no difficulty in rooting
them now. The old plants of these are, however, well
worth wintering wherever room can be found for them,
for these go much farther at planting-out time, and

jcover the beds sooner with foliage and flower than either
autumn or spring-rooted cuttings ; hence they should
be carefully guarded from frost until the beauty of the
garden is destroyed, when they should be taken up,
potted, and stored away for the winter in a cool dry
house. Continue to put in cuttings of Hollyhocks, as
these can be obtained until there is an ample stock cf

-. r »~ rooted plauts, and do not allow those that were rootedBimwa as early as convenient, keeping the atmosphere early in the season to suffer for the want of pot room.

ra set such

._ request our correspond __ ..

or coul-J have undertaken an unlimited dutv of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially applj\

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinkiag

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable it we could. All * e

can do is to help them—and that most willingly, j*
l*

now requested that in future, not more than lour plant*

mav be sent us at one time.

—

Sqz. Amarauthus BHtntn.

«. Onvell. No doubt Carix Bonninghausiana; 2, is l^m"f
erectus.—Elizabeth. Limosella aquatics, very nicely selected

specimens. — G Brunton. Epilobium palustre. — Floss. A
wretched morsel, quite indeterminable. It looks like a P in

?
n
.

of some Manulea.—R E Pape. The names of your Orchids wiu

be given next week.— C. Brown. Phytogenia is an old manu-

script name in J. Smith's herbarium for a genus ot I ern*

—to include Polrpodium plantagineum of J acqinn—u na»

been superseded by Fee's genus Dryomeris. Your specimens

Goniophicumm »w».a-r— -- ,, ,
>. , . 9

a Drynaria called longipes, a native of the Malay islands, o.

Potherbs : J M. Next week.

V As usual, manv communications have been received too late,

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can^be maae-

We roust also beg the indulgence of those correspondent i"«

insertion cf whose contributions is still delayed.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical anil

efficient
preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., ic,

Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,

London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c„ and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,

trill find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, and every

description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.

\V. Inolis Carne, 10, Mark Lane, London.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. G33
Liquid manure.

fi-'HK FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
JL at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,

fj. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

L"
o¥d"ON MANURE C MP A NY

(Established 1840)

Be? to call the attention of Agriculturists to their MANURES
FOR AUTUMN SOWING, which by a judicious blending of

N'itrogen with the mineral constituents taken from the soil by
]

Cereals, produce good crops without exhausting the land.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY also supply genuine
Penman Guano direct from importers' warehouses, Sulphate of
Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Superphosphate of Lime, Blood
Manure, and every Artificial Manure of known value.

Edward Purser, Secretary.
40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London.

^THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
1 PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henry Ker Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
r.f Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,
or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.
3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFORDED IK EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,
be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly
instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
thirtv-one years for Farm Buildin'gs, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford, Sec.

PAXTON WORKS. SHEFFIELD^

QAYNOtt and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
JJ ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and
PRIMING SCISSORS, Ac, as tested, recommended, and re-
ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.
*»f Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-
nan in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
«nd Trench Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1855. The
Wades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes,
*Ukes, Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.

Established 1738.

fCTlNER'S ROLLER MILLS, for Crushing Oats,

ttfwfoff
,*y» Lin8P*d

.
M*l*. &e-, ^d Grinding Beans, are the

seenective Crushing: Mills manufactured, and work with less

&*£ n imy other
- The PrizH of tno Koval Agricultural

«J«y
was awarded to E. R. & F. Turner for " the best Linseed

•u wh ?? Crusner'" at the Carlisle Meeting-(the last occasion

Korwi k *r,t
ze W*8 off(,red)—and at their previous Shows at

fnncj J
c»'oucestpr, and Lincoln. Also the 1st Prize of 150

AftS i»
d Medal ftt the Paria Universal Exhibition of

tared "h* J?8, A Kreat variety <> f these mills are manufac-
ine •IfVSvP .

for farms of al1 8izes
'
larSe coaching and carry-

Seed on
l8
?
ment8

» gent,emens ' riding stables, breweries, Lin-^~"ol » mills, &c.

GRl
L
Mnv5'S, r

PATENT COMBINED CRUSHING AND
Seeds * ° MILL ls ,,!Sh, y effectiv« f°r Crushing Grain,

Ch 'ff
'
aU<1 is aI"° a moM excel,ent Mealing Mill for Barley.

»'*» FT r"i
tteps for horse or 8team P°WPr "' 0l1 Cake Breakers

EnitinpT.
and ForeiSa Cake; Fixed and Portable Steam

horse f -Vt
°°? ed ThreshinS Machines; Saw Tables

; One-
Dv E ft «'v m * *** nf a SMPeri«r description, are manufactured
Price I i, '

Tur*e«. St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich. Illustrated*-ww sent iree on application.

Iciit.t; *
CAUTION.

tone olr . .

ur Roller Mi,lf,» of very inferior manufacture,
tLeir J J*.

tor sa,e in Londou and elsewhere, which, from
tl]e pahHp

1

? lj-
nce iu design to ours, are calculated to mislead

^RT
» 96 N

hereby give notice, that Messrs. Burgess &
deP6toi'r \ru

?ate Street
> are onr London Agents, at whose

Pfement nl
may btt SeeQ

J and a,so at the Agricultural Im-
"epartment of the Crystal Palace. Sydenham, Stand 43.

E. R. & F. fcRKER Ipswich.

pATENT LIQUID-MANURE DISTRIBUTOR
*- or WATER-CART, for the Distribution of Guano, &c,
warranted not to clog np or otherwise get out of order. It has
Waterproof Joints, and will scatter its Liquid from 12 to 15 feet
wide. It will work equally well on hilly or on level land without
any alteration. It is thoroughly adapted for Drill Crops or
Pasture Land, or for Watering Streets.—Full particulars may be
obtained of the Patentee, Isaac Jamks, Tivoli, Cheltenham.

\T7ARNER>S 41-inch IMPROVED LIQUID
>» MANURE PUMP,

with Ball Valve, fitted with
14 inch Brass Union for
attaching flexible suction,
with strong wrought iron
Straps for screwing on to
any ordinary Water-butt or
Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union.
50*.

lj-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,
3s. 6d. per foot.

U Gntta Percha Suction,
ls. 9<J. per foot.

of Barrel, of Barrel.

2J in. short lft. 7 in.

\\J ARN ER's PATENT VTBRa7LUNTT~STAN~-
' V DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.
Diameter Lensrth

£ s. d.

Fitted for lead, \ 1 10
gutta percha, I 1 14

or cast iron
J-

2 8
flanged pipe, I 2 12
as required. J 3 3

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

3

3J
4

24

tf

tf

tt

ft

long ~ „
ditto 3

rt

6tf v M
ditto 3 n 6 „

•• 6 tf
ditto 3

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in sitiyitions of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot t Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Towu or Countrv, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOllN WARNEK and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

BURGESS a>d KEY, Agricultural Engineers,
Patentees and Manufacturers of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's First Prize Reaping Machine, Sole Proprietors of

Anthony's Patent American Churn, and Kast-'s Farm Fire

Engine and Garden Pump, Wholesale and Retail Agents for

Parkes' celebrated Steel Digging Forks, General Agents for the

sale of all kinds of Agricultural Machinery. — Warehouse
95. Newgate Street, London; Factory, Brentwood.

Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt of 6 pastage stamps.

A

ft

I

r^
r .-

t

PARKcS-ST£EL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'

Wholesale Aarents for England, have always in stock a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue

of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.
103, Newgate Street London.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.

[ R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late
*' • Stetmiknson & Pkill), solicits an inspection of his patterns
of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to
supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,
&c, at the Manufactory as above.

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out
of grouud, 5 bars ... As. 9i. each.

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3
inches out of ground, fi bars 5*. 3d. each.

YV
EIR'S SPIRIT \\T EIR'S PENDULUM
DRAINING LEVEL. *» WORKMAN'S LEVEL,
Price 305.; Case lx. for use in the Drain.

Requires no graduated stafT Price 15.«. Terms cash,

or computation. Any labourer Illustrated Catalogues sent

can use them. post free.

Edward Weir, Agricultural Engineer, 16, Bath Place, New-
Road (six doors west of Hampstead Road), London.

FARMS AND ESTATES FOR SALE.

MR. THOS. SCOTT, Land Agrnt, 5,' Charing
Cross, having lately inspected and valued a considerable

number of single Farms and Estates, within an area of from ten

to thirty miles round London, is prepared to give particulars to

parties intending to purchase either for occupation and residence,

or for investment.—Sept. 20.

LAND DRAINAGE.
MR. THOMAS SCOTT, Land Agent, 5, Charing

Cross, is prepared to take Contracts for large or small

quantities. Inspection allowed of Drainage Works now being

carried out around London, and references given to gentlemen for

whom Contracts have been completed.—Sept 20.

COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE afcd CHEMISTRY,
and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval

and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analvses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

SEED WHEAT.
MR. MORTON has a few quarters of healthily

grown and perfectly ripened Seed to dispose of. It is of

four sorts :-(l), The Whitfield Red Straw, and (2), the Fenton—
both white Wheats of good quality and great productiveness, the

latter a good deal shorter strawed than the former; (3), the

Browick; and (4), the so-called " Tiney's Success
M—both produc-

tive varieties of Red Wheat, the former yielding rather the

bulkier, though at the same time the somewhat coarser produce

of the two. They have all been grown on a light sandy soil ; and

in every case it has been a standing crop of bright unmildewed

straw. Price 505. per 4 bushels, including the sack.

Post-office orders to be made payable at Kingston-on-Thames

to John C. Morton, West Moulsey, Surrey.

£fte ftgrfatltural (Bunttt
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A manufacturer in London has discovered an

artificial manure of the exact colour and smell cf

Peruvian guaDO and possessing the same fertilising

qualities ; and he is now prepared to supply the

same in any quantities at a low price for shipping

abroad or home consumption. So says his adver-

tisement. It is a very important announcement,

not less to the users of manures than to the

"manure dealers," to whom especially the adver-

tisement is addressed. Of course whatever inte-

rest the latter mav have in this article being,

as it is particularly described, of the exact colour

and smell of Peruvian guano, it is exclusively in its

possession of equal fertilising qualities that the

former are interested. Supposing the truth to be

told on that point by the advertiser, the question

determining its value to the farmer remains:

—

What is the cost at which it can be supplied 1 And
we do not doubt the statement that it can be

supplied at a "low price." Why, otherwise, should it

be offered especially to manure dealers, who must

take their profit out of it before it reaches the hands

which spread it on the land? In every point of

view, then, it is plain that this advertisement con-

tains one of the most important announcements to

which the attention of our readers could be directed.

We hope that justice will be done to it by those

interested in the safe progress of English agriculture.

But how can justice be done to a manure ? To
look at it and to smell it will not suffice to deter-

mine its true character. It may possess the exact

colour and the exact smell of Peruvian guano, and

yet be nearly worthless. The agricultural value of
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Peruvian guano depends cl.iefly on the quantity of

fertilising matter which it possesses in a form unre-

cognisable by either nose or eye. The ammoniacal

smell by which ^.uano is generally known is no test

whatever of its real value, lchaboe guano, for

instance, smelt more strongly of ammonia than

Peruvian or Bolivian, notwithstanding its inferior

quality. It was the higher "potential" value, as

Dr. Lke described it, of these latter substances—the

quantity of their fertilising matters not immediately

available and thus less liable to waste—that was the

real proof of their superiority. That lies in their

ability to increase ihe produce of the soil, not in their

colour or their smell, and the two bear no proportion

whatever to each other. Why then should this

advertiser lay such stress on his manure being of

the exact smell and colour of Peruvian guano ]

Why, indeed, should he mention this at all 1

The advertisement is indeed addressed especially

to manure dealers, but we do not see how an hone t

dealer in mauures, any moie than the man to whom
he sells them, is interested in their colour or their

smell. It is the fertilising properties they possess

on which alone their value either to the one or to

the other must depend : and these cannot be ascer-

tained at once by a customer across the counter : it

is a laborious process which alone can put them to

the test. The farmer must apply the substance to

his crops, and reid the result some months after-

wards, or the chemist must subject the sub-

stance to analysis and ascertain the ingredients

of which it is composed. Knowing these, and
knowing the market prices at which they can

severally be obtained, he can tell at once at what
price the compound which contains them can be

prepared : knowing these, together with the results

for many past years of their application severally as

well as in various forms of combination to the crops

the farmer grows, he can tell at once what price the

compound which contains them ought fairly to

command. It is plain that it is the margin between
the sum which the manure must cost and the sum
which agriculturally it is worth on which the manu-
facturer and the manure dealer depend for the profits

of their operations. The former at as little cost as

possible prepares a manure of as great an agricultural

value as possible. The latter purchases at the

lowest price which the competition among manu-
facturers induces, and he sells at as high a price as

the cost of genuine guano, which is the standard of

comparison in the manure market, enables him.
But then if he deals honestly with his customers

this standard of comparison must be intelligently

and honestly applied. It is not a comparison of

colour or of smell but a comparison of actual con-

tents that alone determines anything of use to

farmers. They must know what the new manure
contains, and not be mtflled by its appearance.
Failing actual experience of a manure, then, it is the

chemist alone who can with any confidence predict

its fertilising properties, and any manufacturer of

manure who seeks for custom among honest dealers

in manure must show them what of phosphorus, of

ammonia, and alkalies, &c, his new manure con-
tains. His announcement of its colour and its

smell can only excite suspicion of dishonesty or

ignorance.

In the article on coal by Dr. Playfaie in Mor-
ton's Cyclopedia of Agriculture there is reference

made to the enormous waste of ammonia resulting

from the careless consumption of coal as fuel both
in houses and in foundries. It is estimated at a
very large sum of money. That which coal con-

tains is saved where it is distilled, as in gas works,
by the products of this distillation being passed
through water on its way to the gas holders, and
every one knows the consequent effects of gas

water as a manure. Were a corresponding saving

made in the other cases in which coal is burned, a
store of ammoniacal manure would be obtained

which would greatly tend to cheapen other sources

of ammonia, guano among others.

It appears, however, that the ammonia which
gas, as driven off from coal, contains, is imperfectly

separated by the usual process, and a great addi-

tional saving is effected by a process patented by
the Rev. W. R. Bowditch, of Wakefield, in which
clay is used as the absorbent. The clay,

after being used for this purpose for a cer-

tain time, becomes charged with a number of

ammoniacal ingredients, all of agricultural value,

and all tending by their presence in the gas

to diminish its illuminating power. So that by their

removal two pood effects are produced : the com-
pany send out a better gas to their customers in

the town, and they have at the same time a new
manure of considerable agricultural value which
they can offer to customers in the country.
The effects of this "new manure" were described

of about
spring i8 very

very thin vats for the purpose, but thereby the cheese
is generally very hard if kept any length of time ; whereas
it has been proved that if made in v»ts

five to the cwf. the cheese in the

superior in quality to that made in thin vats, and
there is also a great saving by the small quantity of rind
in proportion ; there is also much more taste to the
cheese. Butter should now be potted for the winter as

soon as convenient ; it is quite proper it should be done
before the falling of the leaves, which will give a better

taste if the cows are pastured where they have an

some weeks ago i:i this Journal, in which the very

satisfactory experience of its use on Grass and root

crops was detailed ; and the following by the same
pen describes more fully the mode of its manufac-
ture. It appears to us to promise a very important

addition to the resources of the farmer.
" The new manure experimented with is a waste

product which arises int!:e purification of gas by my
process patented two years ago. In this process

common clay is used as an auxiliary to lime in the

purification of gas. The clay absorbs and retains, opportunity of eating them, and if put in pans in tbin

in the form of true chemical compounds, substances layers about 2 inches thick, and salt put between each,

over which lime has no power, which are most it will cause it to separate when cut out, and wili not

detrimental in gas, but of great practical value in require more salt to be applied to the mass than is

manure. The clav contains ready formed ammonia usu»l 10 fresh bu
,

tter
'
aud *™ cut

,

out ««• much

in considerable Quantity, part of which exists in
more conveniently than when the salt is apphed to the

volatile, but the majority in non-volatile salts. It
q^nt.ty, and not the rows separated try a layer of salt

contains also much nitrogen, variou

with other substances, which by eventu

sition in the soil will form carbonate and sulphate of
j

Dairy cows should get frequent changes, and the best

ammonia. It contains a quantity of sulphur, carbon,
; Grass the farm will supply, tor now that the growth is

and phosphorus in forms of combination which ; not nearly so rapid as it has beeD, it is astonishing

experience has shown are valuable as plant food,

but the description of which would involve too

much technical chemistry to render it suitable in a

,.| ,
,. quantity, ana not me rows separated oy a layer ot salt

l k' A between them ; it is well to make a little brine to put on
sly combined

j
the t of the pai]j which wiU exclude air> and tne pan

ttual decompo- should hav cover t0 it>

"

popular account intended for general perusal. The
day for purification is pulverised and slightly

moistened before being placed in the purifier.

When saturated it is removed thence a black foetid

mass loaded with impurity. Exposure to the

atmosphere oxidizes some of the absorbed substances,

and the clay may be used a second time with advan-

tage when the object is to manufacture manure as

how soon the keep gets short, and this may be a good

deal accounted for by the old saying, on the first coming

of frosty mornings, that every beast has five mouths •

that is to say, the tread of each foot makes useless ag

much Grass as the one mouth consumes ; therefore it

will be found a great saving of green food, which

it is desirable to make last as long as possible

at this season on ordinary dairy farms, that the cows

should have a little hay given to them in the yards

every morning before they are turned out from being

milked, and they should remain au hour to eat it, by

which time the frosty appearance on the Grass is gone.

well as purify gas. The saturated clay needs
;

This supply of hay will be found to be well spent, inas-

nothing but lying a short time under a shed to dry

before it is made fine like guano and applied to

land.
" Present experience shows that a ton per acre is

an adequate, and a ton and a half per acre a
maximum dressing for Grass land ; a ton per acre

is the maximum quantity for arable land, and
when so much as this is put on it should be ploughed

down, and not suffered to come into contact with

the seed. Half a ton per acre mixed with the

manure has operated most beneficially upon Pota-

toes, and will probably do so upon Turnips. It has

not been thus tried, but used alone broad-cast it has
grown capital Turnips. »

" The cost of producing this manure is compara-

much as the milk is more rich in quality at this season,

when the weather also is more favourable for making

good but'er and cheese, so it is very desirable to keep

up the quantity of milk by every possible means within

reach. The weaning calves should this month only have

access to the Grass fields during the day, having shelter

in yards at night, where they should get some chaff of

Oat or Barley straw, and their troughs filled with early

Turnips cut small to enable and induce them to take

readily to eating them. This feeding will materially

assist their growth and strengthen them against the

winter. Some farmers who annually rear a large number

of calves recommend from experience they should get a

little oilcake with the chaff in preference to so much

green food, as a safeguard against quarter ill or evil,

which fatal complaint often carries off many of the most

tively trifling, and when sold at 5s. per ton it leaves
i

heaItl, )
r ami thriving weaning calves at this season. The

J °' r quantity should begin from half a pound and increase

according to their age and as they seem to thrive upon

it, up to 2 lbs. every evening. This somewhat high

feeding has proved serviceable in rearing calves for

fattening purposes to be ready for the butcher as

beasts at two or three years old, and when the Gra«

fails for their daily food a liberal supply of roots is given

them instead ; but to rear healthy constitutions for

dairy stock, we recommend less forcing feeding, as that

givtn above without the oilcake, which, less fattening, is

quite sufficient to produce fine healthy growth.

a handsome profit to the company producing it.

The quantity capable of being produced is enormous
and daily increasing, one single gas company in Lon-
don being able alone to produce upwards of 40,000
tons per year. The gas companies in the United
Kingdom number, I believe, about 1000, and
obviously could supply an enormous demand."

DIARY OF A DAIRY FARM.
SEPTEMBER.

The work of the dairy generally diminishes greatly

this month, the milk is much less in quantity, but being

of richer quality the curd is greater in proportion to the

quantity of the milk than during the spring and the early

part of the summer, and the cheese is fatter, conse-

quently the best toasting cheese is made at the latter end

of the season, but of course it must he done before the food

IRISH PAROCHIAL STATISTICS.
Bx Martin Doyle.

[Continuedfrom p. 620.)

Progress is clearly perceptible in the style of our local

farming, in the extension of green crops, the application

w-..~ of manures, the improvement of live stock in a remark-

o

J

fthecow°sischanged7romGrass. Cheesemadethis month able degree, and every department of practical hus-

and in October is liable to Buffer from the early frost and bandry : as also in the Bize and increased accommoda-

dampneas of the air, which affects the appearance and

causes it to become indented and rough in the coat, to

prevent which great attention should be paid to frequent

turning on dry shel es; these should be often washed,

and when thoroughly dry, the cheeses should be

replaced upon them ; they should never at this

season be turned over upon the same space they

have previously occupied, and there is generally now
shelf room enough to allow of this, which will be an
advantage to the late made cheese. It is neeessary

also at this season to scald the curd to prevent its

running out of shape ; this will give it a greater

firmness than when made without it, and though not

recommended in the warm weather it is now good

management to adopt it. The process is as follows :

—

when the curd is taken from the press the first time,

the whey being thereby drained from it, it should be

.broken with the hands into small particles in the cheese

tub, when a scald of hot water, which should be mixed
with whey and made from 90° upwards according to

the weather, should be poured over the curd, and after

being well stirred round and gathered to one side of the

tub, the scald should be taken from it and the vats filled

in the same way as when not scalded.

In selecting cheeses for toasting, those made this

month, or even later in the season befoYe the cheese is

scalded, are the best. Those which are prevented getting

tions in homesteads and the humbler habitations of the

peasantry in general. But while the farmer has been

advancing in comfort and independence, the latter

remains stationary in his poverty.

I have shown how miserably he lives even when em-

ployed and at home. If sick, and therefore unable to

earn wages, he is not allowed a shilling from the poor

rates if he remain at home. He may obtain medical

advice and medicine gratuitously ; but neither nounso-

in<* food nor wine nor any other stimulant which ms

case may absolutely require to effect his recover)' i*

afforded to him; unless some charitable 1D
,

dlV 'ai"\

what is necessary in the case, has not authority

their own
supply to paupers confined by sickness in tne

homes the nutriments so liberally given in fcngisn
,

persons in similar conditions. The disease ma)'
J*

such a character as to render the removal oi

patient to the distant union-house inipracticaDie,

extremely hazardous ;
yet if the medical officer,

wine, porter, or nutritious food to save We or prow

convalescence, be perhaps does so at his own ex^

rather than encounter the uncourteous «r |t,c£"L
f

some guardian who not having witnessed the mi* J

the patient, feels no sympathy with his ^f^^t
firm by the frost and dampness of the weather, and are grumbles so loudly at the out-of door case

>

o re^^
rough in the coat, and sometimes run out at the sides, the doctor cannot venture to solicit _a pr

» rfCOffl.y

have been proved to be the best toasting cheeses ; the ance of nourishment for his patienr, mougu

fat does not separate from these in toasting, but has
;
may depend upon this be

.

m3nc
^?^' ^ gick iahourer fr

more the appearance of rich cream, and is much more
wholesome thm harder cheese when toasted. In making

But there are cases m
inadmissible

family or skim cheese, which is usually done at the fall suppose, the most m
within the poor-house. He

Jf**^
iserable hut imaginable, on

*u5cuct,tauiuua uew manuie weie ucsuiucu ramnv or SKim cneese, wnicn is usuauy uwuc at mc mu ouppuoc, u. 6
hitations of any P

in an article written by the Rev. W. R. Bowditch of the year, it is customary with most persons to use I lonely heath apart from tne naoiw o
I8O0*
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able or willing to afford him relief ; he has a wife and

children occupying by day and night the small and

wretched room in which he lies, reduced by a lengthened

chronic disease to the state of a living skeleton ; his

wife goes out to beg, and the whole family depend for

their existence upon the precarious alms she may have

received during the day. Is not this household of

paupers to he relieved from the poor rates of the union

to which they belong ? No ! the regulations forbid

out-door relief to them, and they cannot be admitted to

the union- house because the miserable father has a

rood of poor land reclaimed by himself with spade and

pickaxe from original barrenness
;
possessing this, he is

not utterly destitute within the stringent letter of the

law, and unless he abandons the patch of land which

might assist toward the support of his family, he will

not be admitted into the poor-house. Such is the

law ; he clings to his possession, and he dies without

parish relief. This is no imaginary case— it is real, and
within ray own knowledge.

But it may be asked, why was not this pauper sent to

the county infirmary ? He had been there and dis-

missed from it as incurable
; yet this family were not

so destitute as to be legally qualified recipients of

parish relief.

Again, the father of nine children, who with their

mother occupy a cabin and two acres of inferior

land, lives apart from his family in the service of a
gentleman who pa) s him 1 0/. a year ; at most he can only

devote to his family 6'. a year or less than '2s. 6c7. a week.

They cannot subsist on this allowance, being too feeble

to till the land profitably, and must surrender both
house and land to the landlord to whom they cannot pay
the rent. Neither in-door nor out-door relief is avail-

able to them unless the father leaves his service and
joins his family in the poorh«-use, making a domestic
group of eleven persons at the cost of about 50/. a year
to the electoral division, closing the door of industry to

the father, and affixing the impress of pauperism on the
children and breaking down the spirits of the parents.

The mother and children will not be admitted; out of

door relief is out of the question under any circum-
stances. If the Board of Guardians in this case had
power and inclination to advance a little money to pur-
chase a little seed Barley and seed Potatoes in the spring,
and to pay for a few days' horse-work, the family would
have been effectually relieved.

Another case : a married woman was sick. She was
urged to go to the union-house, where in the sick and
infirm ward she would have received due attention and
comfort. But unless her husband would accompany,
she was inadmissible ; he was then receiving Ad. to 5d. a
day with his diet in a farmer's house : is it common
sense to urge a man able and willing to earn his own
bread and something for his family, to live in a poor-
house, although all he asks for is temporary relief for

his wife during sickness ? Take a reversed case. The
father of a large family working with a farmer at low
wages is seized with fever. The doctor directs that he
shall be taken to the fever hospital ; the family is desti-

tute in the mean time. An h'nglish relieving officer

would as a matter of course have offered them relief during
the father's illness and convalescence; but the Irish
officer, according to the spirit of the harsh Irish poor
law, says " You must all go to the poorhouse 1 " The sick
man's wife refuses to comply with the mandate. She
says she will beg among her neighbours and remain in
her cabin, lest it should be levelled to the ground during
the absence of the family, (such an act may be com-
mitted) and she clings to her domestic roof, and beneath
it suffers terrible privations and bitter want. Does not
such a case appeal fairly for commiseration and out-
door relief ?

ANSWERS TO AGRICULTURAL QUESTIONS.
B* Mr. Henry Cox, of Minchinhampton, Gix>ucestershire.

( Continuedfrom p. 619.)

THEORY OF AGRICULTURE.
!•—Name the causes to which the increased fertility of land
just drained is to be attributed.

The causes of the increased fertility of land after
drainage are so many that it would require a volume to
describe them all, but I think you will be satisfied with
sotne of them. It is well known that where water is

stagnant in the soil, atmospheric air does not pene-

Jjjj
and it is likewise known that the roots of

plants cannot thrive without this element, but the land
having been divested of its superfluous water, the air
fnshes in and supplies its place, converting noxious
"Wdients into wholesome food for plants. The roots
ollow the air and appropriate such food as air and
*ater have rendered fit for them. Secondly, plants are
**way8 acuated by heat up to say 75°, and two or three
^grees is very beneficial to most plants, that is, two or

fee degrees above the general warmth of the soil ; this

fining will effect by carrying down the warm showers
**<! warm bir into the soil, besides where a large district

drained the surrounding atmosphere becomes warmer
*°d more congenial to the health of plants. Thirdly,

.

,n
> which before draining, was the bane of this laud,

18 now become one of the most beneficial elements in its
uiture, carrying down to the roots and dispersing
^rough the soil ammonia and other elements of fertility.

_ draining are rendered
xture of ammonia. In

v« °; "^ own twmiJiMi in .iiiu viu<

c
any 'ngredientsin8oils requiring

th i

^°r P'ant8 Dv tne admixture i» »iuuiuui». i

™? Utter part of Stephen's Book of the Farm, vol. i

in'

13 Sail :—*** '8 wel * known that iron in solution ML
juriously on vegetation, and Berzelius has shown that

_
e crenate and aprocrenate of the protoxide of iron
°oth soluble in water, and that the same salts of the

ts

peroxide, although of themselves insoluble, are easily
rendered so by ammonia." There is yet another cause
which still puzzles some of the old school, for. say they,
" it the Grass withers in dry weather now, how will it

be if the water that still remains is taken away V This
is very simply explained, and if those old farmers will

examine their turf they will perceive that the ends of
the roots of the best Grasses are all dead or nearly
dea<l at the few inches under the surface where the air

has been incapable of drying me soil by evaporation.
Hence, in many of those soils the crop is much more
likely to be injured by drought than in drained soils

where the roots have an opportunity of working to a
greater depth ; and in very many instances the subsoil

contains all the ingredients necessary to fertility except
atmospheric air, and draining alone will admit this last.

2. State some of the purposes served by fallow operations on
the soil, whether during the growth of the crop or otherwise?

One of the purposes served by fallowing is the de-

struction of weeds, converting them into manure.
Another is the absorption of ammonia from the air,

and there are those at the present day who will assert

that fallowing alone is sufficient to supply the soil with
all the organic matters it requires. Although I cannot
subscribe to this doctrine, yet it is quite certain that by
frequent stirring the soil is rendered much more fertile,

not only by the absorption of ammonia, but also by the
ready decomposition of substances that would otherwise
have remained insoluble.

3. Describe the economical management of a dung-heap, and
give reasons for the several processes you recommend?

In the management of a dung- heap 1 should be guided
by the nature of the soil it is to be applied to ; if for a
clay or heavy adhesive soil I should use means to pre-

vent as much as possible fermentation, by compression
or covering with burnt ashes, &c, because I should like

the fermentation to take place in the soil itself ; but
whether intended for heavy or light land I should take

every precaution to prevent as much as possible the
escape of ammonia either by washing or evaporation. For

in organic matter at 11*. per cwt.; gypsum at 2tf*. pel

ton ; and the alkalies at one-third the value of ammonia
we shall find the money value something like 71. per ton

6. Explain the increased efficiency of bones as a manure ob-

tained by treating them with sulphuric acid.

Bone earth, especially soluble phosphate, being defi

cient in many soils, bones are rendered more easily

available to plants by the decomposition or setting free
the phosphoric acid, which the sulphuric acid accom*
plights by uniting with the lime in thebone,and forming
a new compound (sulphate of lime).

7. Give reasons for the greater value of the manure from full

grown fatting beasts as compared with that from young
stock in a store coudition.

Full grown fatting animals having no requirements
for bone earth, and little for nitrogen, more of these

ingredients pass off in the excrement than from young
stock, which require the phosphate and lime contained
in the food to build up their bony structure, and more
of the nitrogenous compounds for the furnishing of flesh

and muscle.

8. State the way in which the warmth and quietness of feeding
animals are found to economise their food.

It is known that any sort of exercise has a tendency
to wear away the mperfluous matters with which all

animals are provided. We find the hare never set fat

while in a state of liberty • neither does the hard worked
ox. As those products we call fat must have been in-

tended by nature to supply heat to the body, oil to the
joints, and fuel to the lungs, it is reasonable to suppose
that the more quiet and reasonable warmth they obtain

the less will be the requirements ou their food, and the

more fat they will lay on.

9. Explain the process by which the addition of rennet induces
the coagulation of milk.

There are many other acids besides rennet that will

induce the coagulation of milk by causing a certain fer-

mentation, and causing the caseous matter to unite and
separate itself from the more serous parts of the milk.

Casein being composed of very nearly the same gases as

thisreason I would always make the heap onabed of some ;

flesh
» and the gastric juice of animals being destined to

xcellent dry turves •
convert f°°d into fle^h and milk, being a type of aabsorbing material—clay ashes are exce

are likewise very good. When the heap was finished, and
it should consist of all sorts of manures, that of the

cow being more likely to retard fermentation than that

of the horse, and the dung of pigs being almost too

strong of itself, it should be well mixed to the height of

4 to 5 feet, and trodden pretty firm, and should then be
well covered by 10 or 12 inches of dry loan or clay

ashes or other material that would absorb ammonia
given off in the process of fermentation. It has been

said that fermentation should be prevented altogether ;

this I cannot agree with (except in the case mentioned
above), because fermentaton accelerates decomposition,

and ammonia is only formed in the dung-heap during

tiie process of decomposition ; this salt, however, being

extremely volatile every care >hould be taken to prevent

its escape ; if the mass should seem too dry, it should

perfect food containing all the parts necessary to the

structure of the animal body, it would seem that rennet

prepared from the gastric juice of the calf is the ri

thing after all for the purpose of cheese making.
{To be continued in our n*>xt.)
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TRIAL OF REAPING MACHINES AT
COLDSTREAM.

The competition of reaping machines for the premium
of 251. offered by the Union Agricultural Society, came
off upon the farm of Mr. Phipps Turnbull, Crooks, near

Coldstream, on Wednesday last. The crop operated on,

in the first instance, was a field of Oats of a fair average
strength, mostly standing well up, the land rising in a
considerable acchvitv from south to north : the furrows

were of a very moderate size, and on the whole the crop
be well saturated from time to time with the liquor

! was perhaps too favourable for the machines, as pre-
from the manure-water tank. If all has been carried senting scarcely any obstacles by which to test their

out in the right way, it will come out a thick, smooth, merits in overcoming them. The machines entered for

buttery, and nearly black mass of very highly fertilising competition were:
matter, one load of vvhich will at least be worth three

loads of that which has been lying about in the yards

some eight or nine months, and washed by every

shower, and evaporated by every burst of sunshine or

wind. I should only resort to turning in casts where

it was wanted to be got ready very quickly, and would

then choose a dull or rainy day for the operation. A
little salt is good mixed with the heap.

4. Name some of the ways in which the application of lime to

the soil increases its fertility

1. Mr. Melrose, Newbigging—a Crosskill's Improved
Bell, with serrated knives, crank movement, and canvas

roller—two horses propelling.

2. Mr. Suttie, New Mains, Inchture, Perthshire—

a

M'Cormack's Machine, with serrated cutters and web-

delivery—two horses working by side draught.

3. Mr. Crosskill, of Beverley's— Improved Reaper,

with serrated cutters, and vulcanised India Rubber belts

for delivery— two horses propelling.

4. Messrs. Dray & Co., of London's— Champion
e original

cutters

by side draught.

Each machine was allotted (by ballot) a quantity of

corn to cut; and they were each to be wrought one hour

unless their allotments were sooner cut down. At the

close of this trial the Judges found that the different

the soil (which is often soured by stagnant water), I

machines had cut the numbers of square yards in the

converting or neutralising acids, and likewise forming periods undermentioned :—
n * ...-. i > : ... -a.1 \X~ ynlMca'ii R^M\ trarAc in*,

made from pure limestone and applied to many soils it

much increases their fertility. Thus when applied to

peaty soils it not only forms a manure of itself required

by all plants, but it quickly converts the fibrous roots

into a powerful manure ; it also acts as a sweetener of

new compounds of fertility by decomposing or uniting

with mineral ingredients which in themselves were

causes of sterility, or at all events injurious to Vege-

tation ; it also is beneficial in destroying Mosses and

Lichens, &c.,and converting them into food for plants.

Another very good service lime renders to land is the

destruction ot slugs if applied in the right way and at

the right time"; I counted once on a field very subject to

those vermin as many as 300 on a square perch of ground;

the lime was applied in a caustic state, very early in a

damp warm morning in April at the rate of 6 pecks per

acre. Two sowers, one following about five to eight

minutes behiud the other, will effectually destroy them,

and render them as good as a dressing cf some sorts of

manure.

• - -

• * t

5. Estimate the money value of a manure
the following composition:

—

Insoluble phosphate of lime

Soluble phosphate of lime

Organic matter
Gypsum ...

Alkaline salts ...

Sand
Moisture ...

« •* • #«

• * •

• ••

m •«

* * *

possessing

14.2

12.8

15.5

32.2

2.3

135
95

100.0

Takino" the value of insoluble phosphate at Is. 6d.

per cwt.; soluble, &c, at 7s. per cwt.; ammonia as found

i
* Containing 1.6 of ammonia.

Mr. Melrose's, 6510 yards, in 59 minutes.

Mr. Suttie*s, 4023 yards, in 60 minutes.

Mr. Crosskill's, 4724 yards, in 42 minutes.

Messrs. Dray and Co.'s, 4654 yards, in 58 minutes.

Mr. Suttie's machine, as well as that of Messrs. Dray
and Co, lost 6ome time in repairing breakages, the exact

extent of which we were not able to ascertain. In this

field the whole of the machines teemed to perform their

work most satisfactorily. Mr. Crosskill's machine did

the work most beautifully, as also did Mr. Melrose's.

Both machines left a clean short stubble, and laid down-

the corn very regularly, but the horses working them

appeared considerably distressed. Dray's and Suttie's

machines seemed to be much more easily wrought,

arising, as it appeared to us, partly from the horses

working by side-draught, instead of by propulsion, and

partly from these machines being lighter than those of

Cro9skiir8, and cutting a less breadth of corn at a time.

Dray and Co.'s little machine, which we understand

costs a great deal less n oney than the others, was very

much admired, on account of the simplicity of its

machinery, the apparent ease with which it was wrought^

and the regularity with which the man laid off the

sheaves from the tilting board ; in an average crop,

standing well up, we consider this a very efficient imple-

ment Mr. Suttie's machine was also wrought with

considerable ease to the horses, and required a less

number of hands to work it ; it did less work than the
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others, which has in a great measure been accounted for
by the time required in repairing breakages.

After finishing the work in the first field, the machines
were transferred to a field of Oats, adjoining, on the
farm of Fireburn Mill, occupied by Mr. Dods. The
crop here was a good deal stronger than in the first

field, besides being a little twisted, and in some places
laid down. Here, as in the first field, the machines cut
the standing corn well enough ; but it was quite evident
that the whole of them will require very great improve-
ment before they can be considered efficient implements
for cutting laid corn. Dray & Co.'s machine seemed
quite unequal to cutting the laid corn. The two Cross-
kill's got a little better on ; but it appeared to us that
Mr. Suttie's machine took up the laid corn better than
any of the others. They were all, however, deficient at
this kind of work, and we trust the deficiencies which
were made apparent on Wednesday will induce the able
constructors of the machines to set seriously to work, to
endeavour to remedy the defects before another season.
At the conclusion of the competition the judges,

Messrs. Maddison, W'andon ; Dudgeon, Spylaw ; Brack
Boyd, of Cherrytrees ; Dove, Eccles Newtown ; and
Dr. Murray, Kersknowe, resolved to divide the pre-
mium between Mr. Crosskill and Mr. Melrose. The
judges, at the same time, commended Mr. Suttie's
machine as having taken up the laid corn in a superior
manner to any of the other machines.

It has been suggested that at future exhibitions of this
description, each reaping machine should be attended by
a staff of hands and horses of its own, strong enough for
efficiently working it, to enable the judges to ascertain,
not only the exact amount of work which each machine
is capable of performing, but also the cost at which the
result is attained. This seems necessary to enable
farmers to make a just comparison of the merits of the
different machines, as well as to ascertain whether or
not reaping by machines will be really more economical
than doing the same work by the ordinary sickle and
cythe. Kelso Mail.

*••

• • •

54 inches
20
40

•3

ON PARMESAN CHEESE.
The city of Parma, which originally gave name to

the celebrated cheese called Parmesan, is situated on
the south side of the river Po ; but the best and by far
the largest quantity of cheeses sold under that name are
made near Lodi, on the north side of the Po. The
distance between Parma and Lodi is something more
than 50 English miles. The river Po, which flows from
west to east, bears to the Adriatic Sea the immense
body of waters which flow down the southern side of
the Alps, on the dissolution of the snows, in each suc-
cessive summer. The earliest accounts of this river
represent it as occasioning at these periods great inun-
dations, and for many miles in breadth on each side
there were vast marshes which at present, by the skill

and industry of the inhabitants, present some of the
^rery richest pasturages which are known in Europe. In
those parts of its course where the river used heretofore
to spread desolation and ruin the waters have been con-
fined by immense mounds, or dikes, resembling in
character the banks of canals, which have been carried
across valleys, where the bed of the former is elevated
above the level of the country which it traverses. The
quantity of mud which is brought down by the waters of
the Po gradually raises the bed of the river, and the
banks are from time to time raised and strengthened to
confine the waters. Were they now to burst through
their bounds the superb pastures on each side would be
again laid waste. These flat districts, consisting of rich
alluvial soil, bear a considerable affinity to alluvial dis-

tricts in our own country, but the fields are divided
by trees of far more luxuriant growth, and commonly
overrun with Vines, bearing fruit to the very summit
of the trees from which they hang. In summer the
foliage is so dense that the view seldom extends beyond
fne first or second field along the roadside, and the
monotony of the prospect becomes wearisome.
The cattle which are employed in these rich pastures

of Lombardy are renovated by the introduction of new
Mood, principally from Switzerland. The old Italian

breed, or, as some termed it, the Hungarian breed, had
remarkably long twisted horns, with pale mouse-coloured
skin ; the best Swiss breeds are short-horned and
dappled like the Ayrshire breed. The Swiss cattle in
general are good milkers ; but they do not last in profit

more than four years or so in the hot plains of Italy.

For the formation of a Parmesan cheese the milk of
from 50 to 300 cows is required, and as there are no
individual farms affording such an extensive stock of
cows, it is customary to form a partnership account and
to set up a cheesemaker, who manufactures for the
neighbouring district. This man is provided with a
house and some land, and has the sole management and
direction of the process. He is virtually the servant of
those who employ him, and liable to be removed if his
cheeses do not turn out to the satisfaction of the neigh-
bours. It is necessary, also, that he should be a good
accountant, keeping an exact registry of the milk daily
furnished by each of the parties, and giving each credit
for a proportionate share in the cheese of the day, which
is carefully numbered and in due time weghed." In this
system good faiih and probity are necessarily implied,
for without them it could not continue; at the same time
the parties interested are, in some measure, a check on
each other, having full opportunity daily of observing the
quality of the miik which is contributed, and which is
brought morning and evening at a given hour to the
cheese factory. It is one of the very beautiful rural sights

of the north of Italy, to mark the arrival of the milk-
bearers coming in from every quarter with extraordi-
nary punctuality, and the groups gradually increasing as
they congregate near the cheese-house. The milk is

borne on the head, commonly by males as well as
females ; all are generally neatly dressed, and the daily
meeting leads to little intimacies which have their
pleasures and enjoyments. The people, I observed,
were in every instance extremely well behaved, and
appeared cheerful andr happy. The evening milk is

brought in late, and that of the morning early ; in each
case to avoid the intense heat of the sun.

The evening milk is set for cream, and it is only the
skimmed milk which is used for making the cheese ; but
the whole of the morning milk is used fresh— the
skimmed milk of the preceding evening being added
to it, and the process of cheese making begins as early
each morning as the mixture of the evening and morn-
ing milk can be effected. It is stated that if the even-
ing milk was not deprived of its cream, the cheese
would be too rich and soft, liable to maggots, and would
not keep ; but there were, nevertheless, occasional

exceptions to this rule, dependant on the quality of the
milk and the nature of the pastures—the poorer qualities

of milk admitting of a mixture of the evening cream.
It is in these matters that the cheese-maker principally

displays his knowledge.

1. The first part of the process, after mixing the two
milks, is to heat the whole in a large boiler. The same
custom of heating the milk prevails in Switzerland.
The bottom of the boiler is the gauge for the size of the
cheese, and the sides expand in a curve.^The following

figures give the dimensions in inches :

—

Upper diameter
Lower ditto

Height or depth

The boiler has a strong iron moveable handle, by
means of which it is suspended on a swinging bar or
crane, which turns on a vertical axle. By means of
this crane the boiler or cauldron can be readily moved
off or on the fire as occasion requires. The fire is made
below the level of the floor ; and it is guarded by a
semicircular wall or back which is made to fit the
boiler, so that when the boiler is brought to swing over
the fire, the spreading upper rim covers and rests on
the top of the back wall and checks the issue of the
smoke, which is carried by the draft of air in the front
up the chimney and flue which is constructed in the
back wall. The fire is made with faggots, and the heat
can be regulated very easily, either by increasing the
blaze, or drawing out the fire, or by swinging the boiler

round off the fire altogether.

2. After having been heated so as to bring a thick
skim to the surface the cauldron was swung round from
off the fire ; and having been left to cool to a certain
temperature the rennet was added.

3. The rennet is prepared at the city of Piacenza,
situated about half-way between Lodi and Parma, where
they are celebrated for it. A small ball of it, about the
size of a large Orleans Plum, was rubbed down in a
sieve with some of the boiled milk into the caldron

;

and such parts of the rennet as did not pass through the
sieve were thrown away. The refuse appeared to con-
sist of some thin pieces of skin merely. The milk was
tepid when the rennet was added, and it was left to

stand for an hour and a half, at the end of which time
the milk was coagulated.

4. When the coagulation was verv decided the
cheese maker took out a portion in a thin wooden bowl,
and seemed carefully to examine its weight and
consistency. He waited a while longer and made a
second trial, when matters proving satisfactory, the
whole mass in the cauldron was cut up, first with a
sharp shallow wooden bowl, as far as the arm could
reach down, and then with an instrument in shape like

a churn staff or dash, except that the circular head was
thinner and was not perforated.

5. When the curd was pretty well cut up, a dose of
saffron was thrown in for colouring, after which a Thorn
brush was used for dividing the curd still more minutely,
and producing the granulation by which these cheeses
are distinguished by name in Italy, not being called

Parmesan, but Formaggio di grano, that is granulated
cheese. The Thorn brush is selected with a convenient
straight stem, and the branches after being bent inwards,
are drawn together and tied by bands of cord. It appeared
a very simple and most effectual implement for the pur-
pose, and in the hands ofthe operator the curd was reduced
to small grains after about 20 minutes of pretty active
work constantly stirring. The points or extremities of
the branches are all laid the same way towards the
leading one.

6. After the granulation of ? the 'curd was
complete, the fire was again made to burn brightly,

and the cauldron having been swung over it

was left until the contents were too hot for the hand to

bear. It was then removed from the fire and left to

stand until the whey became quite clear at top.

7. The instrument like the churn dash, with a circular
hnnd, already described, was now used again for the
purpose of compressing the granulated curds, and
forcing them downwards into the receptacle or gauge at

the bottom of the boiler. After this operation it was
allowed to stand for a considerable time, during which it

was becoming more compact and coagulated.

8. Next was used an instrument like a small thin

oar, or what is called a paddle, which was put down so
as the blade might go rouHd the curd at the bottom of
the cauldron and prevent it from adhering fo the sides

of the vessel. Then after being detached the curd was I

again patted down with the former rouuued-headtd
instrument, and this was repeated several times until the
mass was brought into a desirable state for being
removed from the whey. Then it was gradually and
carefully worked up to the surface principally by means
of the paddle and the staff, and finally caught in a cloth
hauled out by hand, and deposited in a flat round'
vessel of the size of the cheese, and then carried to the
press-room, which was much on the plan of those in
use in Switzerland, England, and other cheese countries.

The process which I have described I was an eye-
witness of on the estate of an old acquaintance in
the territory of Parma. We set out at six, and when
we arrived found the milk in the cauldron over the fire.

The operations were not over until late in the afternoon.
The cheese here commonly weighed 3£ pen of 25 lbs.

each
; that would be 87£ lbs. each cheese. The number of

cows for such a cheese, taking one with another, would be
about 1 00. But if each cow was in full profit 70 cows
would be enough for such a cheese.

The cheeses are not sold until after six months' keeping
in the store-room. The most valuable large cheeses are
enclosed in leaden cases for exportation. But these are
the very large cheeses made about Lodi, and which are
mostly exported from Genoa. [The above, written

some years ago, has been extracted from the manuscript
journal of a tourist.]

LEAF FEEDING.
In the good old times when farmers were satisfied,

without farther inquiry, with what was brought before

them most obviously ; when they prided themselves in

jogging on in the way their fathers had trod before

them ; when kind Nature was allowed to work out her

own work without any impertinent attempts to assist

her, or rather when she was considered an annoying
jade who continually thwarted them and compelled thera

to be ever in battle array against her ; when a descent

into the laboratory she was working in under their feet

with ceaseless energy would as soon have been contem-

plated as a plunge into Etna or a trip to the infernal

regions ; Nature, or rather Nature's God, gave what man
in his misjudging regarded as a curse, but a blessing iu

disguise, that weeds should spring up among the crops

he cultivated for his daily bread, and that they should

obstinately contend with the interlopers for their natural

rights, and assist with indigenous power their demands
on the sustenance their mother earth contained in her

bosom ; man was then compelled, in his attempts to

extirpate these denizens of the soil, unwittingly to assist

Nature in effecting more rapidly the changes she was

making in the crude materials of her laboratory. Now,
however, thanks to the lights which have broken in upon
us, there are some of us who begin to believe that some-

thing more is done than the destruction of weeds in the

operations we undertake with that view, that in rendering

the soil pervious to the influence of the air above it, of the

dews that fall on it, our manipulations assist the labours

of Nature in reducing to fertility matters else unfit to

afford nutriment to the cherished children of our cares.

Yet still there are few, very few tillers of the soil who
are not governed in their surface stirrings alone by the

appearance of weeds ; few, very few, indeed, are there

who work the soil merely to assist Nature, and for-

tunately, or rather providentially, weeds spring up so

rapidly that the attentive destruction of them, desultory

as it is, is very aiding to the chemical actions going on.

How far more repeated workings of the surface would

increase the fertility of the soil is yet to be tried. Mr.

Smith, by the amount he bestows on it, is able to obtain

repeated crops of Wheat; the question is, would not still

more frequent stirrings render such an amount of in-

organic matters soluble, and cause to be absorbed such

an amount of organic ones, as would give a fertility

sufficient for green crops. It is vain to calculate the

quantity of ammonia in the superincumbent atmosphere

that may fall on the earth in the 12 months, the

thing is to render a field capable of absorbing all that

falls on it ; under ordinary, nay, under the best ti.lage,

no field drinks up all nor anything like it, while those

which are allowed to remain unworked take in but very

little, perhaps no more than a part, and a very small

part, of what very heavy rains bring down, for much

of it runs oft' by the furrows into the ditches and water

streams ; all that falls on such land in dews and light

rains evaporates and ascends again into the air, to fall

on other fields. Evelyn, I think, said long ago that a

crude and inferior under soil dug up and turned every

month for a year would become fertile earth. « ba

would be the effect on a field whose surface was never

allowed to reject atmospheric inflow 1 About 12 years

ago I proposed an experiment with Barley by hoeings

weekly, by the fortnight, and monthly, and left un-

stirred, but I was disappointed.

But I think there are other and greater advantages

gained by repeated hoeings of a growing crop than tne

destruction of weeds, the admission of oxygen to act o

the carbon on the soil, the inflow of atmospheric or

organic elements to form soluble combinations with t

inorganic constituents of the soil, or the disintegration

which is an effect of the manipulation. Uhe oi

readers of the Agricultural Gazette may recollect id

under the head ol *« Application of Manure" m the je

1844 I offered views on this subject which have n*

been controverted. I therein submitted that p.ao

received food by their leaves in the ascending flo»

nutritive matters from the soil, and that the more co

tinuous was the supply of these matters, and™
would be given by every breaking up of surface, m
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more luxuriant would be the growth of plants so fed.

If in this I am correct we are here offered a very strong

reason for very repeated hoeings, indeed repeated as

often as the surface shall become by any means so

closed up as to prevent the ascent of gaseous fluids.

I think there are very strong, perhaps incontro-

vertible arguments in support of this opinion. The
pores by which leaves receive gaseous matters appear

to exist in their under surfaces, and therefore most con-

venient to receive an upward current ; and it is said

that when leaves have been by man's hand reversed

they have not thriven till by their own effort they have
recovered their original and natural position.

That such gaseous fluids do proceed from fresh stirred

<rround is evidenced by our very sense of smell. But
the probability of all, even the inorganic constituents of

plants being so supplied to the leaves of plants from the

soil is much sustained by the following extract from
Liebig's " Chemistry of Agriculture." How much more
wonderful and inexplicable does it appear that bodies

which remain fixed in the strong heat of a fire have
under certain conditions the property of volatilising and,

at ordinary temperatures, of passing into a state in

which we cannot say whether they have really assumed
the form of gas or are dissolved in one. Steam or

vapours in general have a very singular influence in

causiDg the volatilisation of such bodies, that is, of

causing them to assume a gaseous form. A liquid

during evaporation communicates the power of assuming
the same state in a greater or less degree to all

substances dissolved in it, although they do not of them-
selves possess that property.
* Boracic acid is a substance which is completely fixed

in the fire ; it suffers no change of weight appreciable

by the most delicate balance when exposed to a white
heat, and therefore it is not volatile. Yet its solution

in water cannot be evaporated by the gentlest heat,

without the escape of a sensible quantity of the acid
with the steam."

Now, if it is possible that the matters composing
a plant be received by the leaves, and that its roots do
descend into depths, under favourable circumstances, at
which soluble matters must exist in smaller amount than
they do in the medium through which they have passed
to reach such depths, does it not become very probable
that with the exception of water they are much
nourished by what they take in their leaves, if not
more so than by what they can receive by their roots.

But it might be said the cost of these frequent
stirrings would exceed the profits. I think not, for the
stirrings need not be but superficial, sufficient only to
break the crust, and again the profit would not rest
with a present increase of crop, nor even in the increas-
ing fertility of the soil, but in the disposition it would
give to that produce, as seed for future crops, to a con-
tinually augmenting productiveness. I firmly believe
that the adoption of a system founded on this principle
would give us so much greater harvest returns as would
enable us to grow corn enough for our population were it

much higher than it is. I know it would in Ireland. It
would indeed give us the " sort," and we should in its

production avail ourselves of the " circumstances."
J> M. Goodiff, Scrably, Co. Cavan,

(if a rope be employed it must have knots about it for
the forks to hold by). The principal intended use of the
invention was for conveying coals from the Durham
collieries

; but travelling upon common roads, on store-
ways purposely laid, and at a speed of 7 or 8 miles an
hour, was also proposed. For a time this scheme was
put into practical operation at the Heaton Colliery, but
failed, owing to the waste of power arising from the
excessive friction of the chain. This failure of the
principle for rapid locomotion, hbwever, forms no valid
objection to it when applied to the short journeys, and
at the slow pace of field implements, particularly
where we have a different construction of details.

On July 23, 184G, Peter Claussen patented an arrange-
• ment of riggers for propelling boats, implements, &c,
' by a fixed rope, in which the sawing action resulting
from crossing the rope, and the excessive friction caused
by the guide-pulleys and other contrivances for guarding

;

against this wear appear to be mainly avoided. Instead
of a single grooved rigger, the patentee employs two,
arranged with respect to each other like the

,

letters 0, the rope being passed first under both,
then up over both, and then again underneath them, in
the same way as with common pulleys, thus lying in

I

the groove on only the outside half (as it were) of each
j

rigger. The length of rope in contact with the riggers
will be just the same, therefore, as if it passed one
turn round only one rigger. It is evident that
as the rope is kept distended in a loop by the
riggers it has a tendency to draw them close
together, which would cause considerable friction

if their axles were merely supported in bearings ; but
affixed to each is a friction-wheel of about the same
diameter as the rigger ; and a third friction-wheel
being interposed between the two, holds them apart,
so that all the stress is taken with a simple rolling
instead of rubbing action. The rope is fixed, say, at
each end of a field, and tightened to prevent slipping

;

and upon motion being communicated to one or both
' riggers, they travel along the rope, taking their bearing-
' frame and connecting machinery and implements along
with them. By having double grooves on each rigger,
and compressing rollers to nip the straight part of the
rope as it passes beneath the riggers, there will be no
necessity for tightly stretching it, though the wear of
the rope will be greater. It is very possible that this

clever arrangement may be inapplicable for propelling
boats and barges on rivers and canals, or vehicles upon
roads and railways (as proposed by the inventor), but
for short distances in which the tension of the rope can
be maintained, I can see no valid objection against it.

But to come now to Sir John Lillie's invention : he
passed his rope one turn round what he calls a w whelp-
wheel,"—that is, a wheel furnished with projections on

|

each arm having notches in which the rope is firmly

|

held ; and these projections were adjustable in slots, so
as to lengthen or shorten the radius between the notches
and the axis in order to vary the speed of progression.
The whelp-wheel geared with a pinion on the crank-
shaft of the engine, and could be turned either way, to

propel the carriage backward or forward. The carriage

advance, and thus have a tendency to retard it.

Coulters or cutting irons also, attached to the frame,
preceded the revolving instruments, and by scarifying
or slicing the land into narrow longitudinal slips, facili-

tated their comminuting action. Another part of the
patent refers to a mowing apparatus, consisting of hori-
zontal scythes fixed upon endless straps or chains, and
brought rapidly across the front of the machine as it

slowly progressed. I. A. C.
Reaping Machines.—The adjourned trial of reaping

machines at Boxted Lodge proves that the makers have
disregarded the pointed criticism of Mr. Fairbaim upon
the engineering qualities of their machines, and set at
nought the valuable suggestions and instructions afforded
them by that talented engineer in his official report
upon that class of implements at the Paris Exhibition in
1855. The judges "regret to observe that very little

improvement has been made in this class of machines
since last year. ,, Your readers may also lament that
the judges (practical men) suggested no improvements,
but threw the wet blanket over progress by scattering
the rewards of the Society upon " stand-still " machinery
—upon imperfect implements, showing no improvements
since last year's exhibition and award. Having exten-
sively used for the last three years the machine con-
sidered by the judges for " reaping only decidedly the
best machine," I feel that good service may be done by
6tating its defects discovered in practice. I do not find
fault with the work performed ; the stubble is well and
evenly cut, and the straw is generally bud conveniently
for the binders; the American's clever invention deserves
our warmest thanks, but I regret being unable to award
an equal meed of praise to our mechanists in the con-
struction of the machine. The amount of friction
caused by the (working of a rapidly moving crank by
small gearing keeps the bearings heated, and calls for
the power of three strong active stepping horses to give
the velocity required to prevent the choking of the knife.
The driving-wheel being closed permits the accumulation
of earth, causing dragging when the soil is in the least
damp, and prevents the use of the machine long after
the grain is dry and ready for cutting. The above ob-
jections are so fully met by Mr. W. Fairbaim in the
report alluded to, that I shall be glad if you have space
in your valuable journal for his concluding observations
to stimulate the machine makers and to remind judges
of their short-comings. u On a careful examination of
the several machines entered for the prizes, it will be
observed that in every one of them an attempt wag.
made to effect a certain purpose by certain means of
transmission, calculated to retard rather than facilitate
the progress of cutting. In machines of this description
where horses are employed as a motive power, it is
desirable to make the action as easy as possible, and to
effect the motion of cutting, reaping, &c, with as light
wheels and gear as practicable. Now, these small
wheels and their attachments at present in use appear
to me to be the very worst and heaviest parts of the
machine, and I would earnestly urge upon the makers
of reaping machines the absolute necessity of increasing
the diameters aud dimensions of the cear which worksgear which works

had two sets of travelling-wheels ; namely, three fixed i the cutters, and at the same time to fix and attach the

Home Correspondence.
Steam Cultivation.—About nine years ago some agri-

cultural machinery was patented by Lieutenant-Colonel
Sir John Scott Lillie,ofFulham, Middlesex,the most novel
feature being the employment ofa fixed drag-rope (secured
at both ends of the field by grapnels), along which a tra-
velling steam-carriage propels itself backward or forward
ty a rigger of peculiar shape. Now as in the recent inven-
tion of Messrs. Fisken a ploughing-machine is propelled
y a grooved rigger winding, as it were, along a fixed

J?P
e (though its claim to originality does not rest on
a point), it may be advisable to mention some early

applications of this idea. In 1812, Messrs. Chapman
Patented a method of "facilitating the means and
educing the expense of carriage on railways and other

roads," which chiefly consisted in the use of a chain (or
might be a rope or band) stretched along the road, and

Properly secured at each end, and at suitable intervals,
and in the passing of this chain round or partially round

barrel or grooved wheel in such a manner
as not to slip when this wheel, which is attached

and actuated by a locomotive engine, is put

Td K°
ti0n

'
The cl,ain may be t5ontened at each

.

d by small horizontal barrels or windlasses ; and at
intervals along the road are placed Y's or forks, into
"inch the chain falls ; so as to hold it firmly against the

it°f

1Z°nta
-
stram °f tne travelling engine and yet allow

° r>se in order to pass round the rigger. The chain
} be passed one or more turns round a barrel having

cn
•

8 or wedges like those of a capstan, so that the

it*!?
8 8 mt0 *ts proper position without overlapping

e
>
Du*

#
the patentee proposes to pass it partially

nd a rigger having an angular groove fitted with
orks to keep the chain from slipping ; the chain

j
n
» turned back upon two guide sheaves, so that it

futh
n0t Cr°88 it8e,f

> like the cord of a drill -bow
-

As a

in» vf
Precauti°n against slipping, a couple of corapress-

5 wheels are provided, to press the chain tightly iuto the

S
^
e

.
on tne retiring or slack side ; each of these

ward
°S 8et in action alternatelyaccording to the for-

of th
0r

,

backward motion of the carriage. Another part

for t

me wa8 *° use an endless chainoflimited length

conri
av^nS an unlimited distance; the chain being

in th v y laid down aome 50 feet in front of the en8inen« i forks on the road, and taken up by the rigger

in a straight-forward direction, and three transversely
for moving sideways upon the headland. Two of the
latter were " lifting-wheels," being raised or lowered by
means of screws attached to one end of their axles.

Instead of this arangement, however, the carriages might
be hauled on light platforms running on rails at right

angles to the direction of the work, and then be drawn
sideways by means of " crabs," in orderto take up a fresh

line of ground. To facilitate the onward movement of

the machine, an endless railway was provided for the
bearing wheels, consisting of broad flat pieces of iron

or wood connected to each other by hinge joints, and
passing round square-stave or skeleton drums supported

journals and ends of the shafts into one casting, so that
they cannot vary in position, but must move, and,
technically speaking, go and come with the machine.
These alterations being made, the proper clearing appa»
ratus being attached to the receiving boards, we might
then look forward to the labours of the harvest being
performed with much greater certainty and effect
than is now accomplished by the present means

"

R. S. G., Melh.
Common Things.—Among the common things con-

nected with agriculture, good roads on a farm are of the
greatest importance, and yet how generally are they
neglected. The difference of power required to move a

by the frame work of the carriage before and behind, ;
loaded waggon on a turnpike and through a commoa

and these self-laying rails were preceded by small double . country lane is very con^derable ; the strength of an
mouldboardor ridge ploughs, which cleared level furrows additional horse is neceslarv
or paths for their reception. In certain cases the

patentee proposed to draw the cultivating carriage by a
travelling rope, band or chain passing round drums
attached to steam-engines at both ends of the field ; the
two engines being shifted forward at intervals upon tem-
porary rails. In other cases he would use only one
steam-engine stationed on the headland and working an

ry to drag the vehicle over a
bye-way. Independent of the advantage of having an
easy communication with all parts of a farm, as well as
the public road leading to market, the saving in wear
and tear where the lanes are in tolerable order is great.

Repairing roads being an operation which may be per-
formed at any time of the year, when » labourers
and teams are not otherwise employed, it cannot

endless rope by means of a drum or whelp-wheel ; the I be considered a costly work ; indeed, the preservation
rope passing round a pulley upon a movable) platform

at the other end of the field. The mode of anchoring
is worthy of note as bearing a strong family likeness to

of horses, harness, &c, will balance the account of
£ s. d. The satisfaction of feeling the animals suffer

less and do more on good than bad roads, and knowing
that employed by some subsequent inventors ; the the farrier's, wheelwright's, and saddler's bills diminish
grapnels are made to hold in the bank of a ditch or under the improved system, will amply compensate the
other cutting, a plank being placed between them and
the upright face of the trench. Here we have
the principle of a long plate presenting its resist-

ance side-ways in a shallow hole or furrow. With
regard to the tilling part of the machine, any trac-
tion implements may be attached ; and by extend-
ing shafts or arms on each side the carriage several

ridges or lands may be acted upon by the carriage

traversing up and down the same track. But the
inventor particularly claims a revolving tiller, consisting

of an axle extending across the carriage frame, and
around which are fixed radial or curved pins like

harrow-tines, hoes, or other suitably shaped points

for breaking up the land ; and by means of a pinion upon
the end of this axle gearing with a spur-wheel bolted to

one of the bearing-wheels of the carriage (or with the

whelp-wheel according to convenience), it is driven with

considerable velocity. It appears that the teeth would
pass through the soil in the direction of the machine's

farmer for his outlay. As to materials, anything hard
will answer the purpose—even filling the ruts, with
the stuff squeezed out will be better than nothing.

—

The fact cannot be too often repeated that there is no
manure equal to that made in the farm-yard if properly
attended to. The mixture generally consists of the
refuse from cows, horses, pigs, &c, and different kinds
of straw. At certain intervals, depending upon the
quantity collected, the manure should be turned over
once with layers of road dirt, ashes, or burnt weeds,,

particularly one at the bottom about 6 inches deep in

order to catch the drippings, and also one at the top, to
prevent evaporation. If the weather is dry during the
operation of putting together, a soaking with manure
water will improve the compost. Some doubts may
exist as to to the fertilising power of the drainings of
the farm-yard, collected in tanks and distributed over
Grass land. In the winter of 1855 and spring of 1856 a
Email piece of pasture was dressed five times with
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manure wafer, which had been kept in a clo3ed reservoir

for some weeks, and was exceedingly disagreeable

during the process of carting out. Tlie effect was not

such as to warrant a repetition of a similar experiment,

indeed a portion of the same land covered with manure

from a heap once turned over produced twice the weight of

Grass and Clover. Mr. Mechi's success can scarcely be

classed under manure watering, as itis usually understood,

but may more properly be denominated dressing with

animal soup, his tanks receiving dead carcases, &c, which

are mixed together by the action ofapowerful steam-engine.

It is a question whether common manure-water has not

a more beneficial influence on arable than pasture, the

former absorbing the moisture rapidly. When a pre-

pared manure-heap has to remain sometime before use,

it is recommended to cover it with thatched hurdles

placed as a span roof which would throw off the rain and

^now. Falcon.

Miscellaneous.
Horn Dust.—Very considerable variety occurs in the

quality of this substance, owing to the intermixture of

sand and other impurities. The two analyses which

follow illustrate this very clearly :

—

i.

Water .... 8.17

Organic matter . . 85.11

Phosphates . . . 3.58

Carbonate of lime . . 1.151

Alkaline salts . . 1.35/

Sand .... 0.64

f • I

• * t

» • ff

ii.

9.85
65.17

3.84

4.85

16.29

100 00 100.00

Ammonia . . 15.68 . 10.89

The first consists entirely of horn in a state of great

purity, but the second contains 16 per cent of sand, and

a much smaller quantity of ammonia. The former,

reckoning the ammonia and phosphates at the usual

rates, is worth exactly 9/. per ton, and the latter

only 6/. 7a. Professor Anderson in Journal of Agriculture

Calendar of Operations.

SEPTEMBER.
Berwickshire Mkrse Farm, Sept. 8.—At length is harvest

commenced, but it is beyond mortal foresight to say when it will

end. Looking at the green Wheat—not an acre cut, nor likely

soon to be— with the present unfavourable weather, one might seri-

ously wonder wheu the new crop could be secured, and in what
condition. The heavy rains that ushered in the month of

August had less injurious effect on the Wheat than on the other

cereals, but the very cold east wind6 following brought every-

thing to a standstill ; and, consequently, at our usual starting

time (the 25th day) we were shocked at the sickly green hue
presented by th* fields. It was only during the week just closed

that cutting became general, and it is a common remark that

seldom has corn been cut so green, for people have got tired of

•waiting so long for it. The weather was for a few days all that

could be desired, but too bright to last, for on Saturday morning
we awke to all the horrors of a sea fog, which gradually drew
to rain, and heavy too at night. Yesterday was a day of unmi-
tigated rain, and touch Wheat which stood its previous trials

has succumbed at last. The sky is still cloudy and unsettled,

and the sun at intervals scorching, so that unless we have a good
rousing breeze immediately the soaked Barley sheaves will be
in great danger of sprouting. The preliminary portion of our
statistical returns, just published, indicates a large annual de-
crease in the extent of land under Barley, a fact that has en-

hanced the value of that grain to an extraordinary extent, and
with a continuance of humid weather may raise the price 6till

further. Oats, where sound, are a much better crop thau was
expected from their appearance at Midsummer, having profred
by the earlier rains ; but a considerable extent of the Potato

variety was attacked by grub, and, as usual, totally destroyed.

Though the entire Wheat break is unusually late, still the
earlier portions, with propitious weather, promise a good crop.

The great extent of late spring Wheat is
u as green as Leeks/'

and no conjecture can yet be made as to how it will stand the

many vicissitudes of its homeward career. The rains have much
improved the later sown Turnips, and the crop generally will be
much better than was anticipated. Above all there is no
m finger- and-toe." This, we think, must be attributed to the
rapid advance of draining and liming, operations that have long
been familiar h^re, but have been kept in abeyance by want of

capital consequent on the ruinous prices which followed the year
1847. Potatoes have been hitherto strong and healthy, but begin
in some places to show the blight. The hay crop stood a very
long time a-field. after being iadifferently made, and was not
finally stacked till the middle oWast month. The almost total

failure of Clover makes it but very middling provender. Thick
fog again to-night, and no sign of wind. J. T.

Notices to Correspondents.
Algaroba Pods : Correspondent. It is 6aid that there is an objec-

tion to their nse for horses in the insufferably bad smell they
produce in the siahle.

{Japonb : Correspondent. The operation is out of date both as
regards the fa>hion and as regards the season of the year. An
experienced operator so early as the middle of last month chose
only three out of six birds for it, and of these three one died.

-Jersey Cow: E T. Mr. Spooner will perhaps be able to advise
you next wenk.

Fungi in Grass: W I. We have to make an inquiry and will

answer m?xr week.
Names op Wheat: L O* We cannot be sure of obtaining

different kinds, because they bear different names. The
*' Kentish Hit?h Back" and the "Golden Drop" are we believe
th^same. Bristol Red we have, but are not acquainted
with anv so called u Kent Red." Browick Red and
Spalding's Red are we believe different — they are
very productive though coarse. Tiney's Success is very pro-
ductive and not so coarse. Your safest and best plan is of
course to obtain it from Mr. Tiney himself, who is bailiff to

General Arbuthnot, at Woodford, near Kettering.
Potatoes: Curie. We would apply the guano when planting,
and the salt broadcast over the surface of the land during wet
weather afterwards. 3 cwt. of the former and 2 cwt. of the
latter will be a good dressing. Superphosphate of lime is not
nearly so good as ?uano for Potatoes.

Potato Diskase: Bushey. If it appeared in growing Potatoes
we would watch the cr»»p, taking care that the advantage of
growth was not balanced by rapidity in the progress of the dis-
ease, dig up when the crop was most valuable, and boil the
bad Potatoes, storing them up for pigs.

Poultry: T S Choose them for plumage and shape. The cock
m»st have a broad black breast, fine head, brilliant eye, rather
long le*s, large wings sitting close to the body, a long glossy
biack tail, saddle feathers of a very bright red. The puLets
must be neat and match well in every respect.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
*J Cutlery Works, Sheffield; and 67, King William Street,
London, where the largest stock of Cutlery in the world is kept.

Drawings forwarded by post.

TyiRE FENCING, 6jd per Square Yard In
* various widths from 6 feet to 15 inches, mesh less'th.

2 inches. An effectual fence against Hares, Rabbits sw^T
1

Deer, Ac, and for the enclosure of Poultry, Pueasants A?'
4 inch mesh, Ad. per square yard. '

ac-
;

R. Richardson. 21. Tonbridge Place, New Road, London
E PAKT1CULAK to Address HtTuirLe^h,

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON, ^DgUli

2, Duke Street, Southwark,
OPPOSITE THE BRIGHTON RATLWav

MARQUEES. TENTS, and RICK CLOTHS

A MERICAN STEEL DIGGING FORKS.
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES.

Wholesale Agents: William Dray & Co., Agricultural
Engineers, Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street.

I OHM WARNER ISi SONS,
** Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN

ENGINE,
With Wabkee's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-

cord inended,for
durability and
low price, viz.,

21 195., to hold
10 gallons.

Larger sizes
in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals., 24
gals., & 35 gals.
May be obtain-
ed of any Iron-
monger or
Plumber in
town or coun-
try, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, as also Machinery of all kinds
for raising Water from any depth to any height by Steam,
Horse, or Manual Power, Prices **ent on application. Syringes
of various constructions and sizes from 9s. upwards. Metallic
String from 5rf. to Is. 3d. per lb.

HE PERFECT E1GHT-DAY WATCH.—A most
important invention.—L. Mesure & Co., Patentees of the

Eight-Day Watch, 12, King William Street, Charing Cross, beg
respectfullv to announce that they have succeeded in perfecting
an EIGHT-DAY WATCH, for whicli patents have been
obtained in England, France, Belgium and Holland. These
sound English Watches, which do not exceed in size and price
the ordinary watches now in use, require to be wound up only
once a week with three turns of the key, instead of every day
with six or seven turns, thus greatly diminishing the wear upon
the works. Warranted to go correctly. An inspection is solicited.
Silver Levers, four holes jewelled, from 61. 16$.; Gold Levers,
four holes j ewelle d, from 16 guineas.

HEAL and SON'S NEW ILLUSTRATED CATA-
LOGUE contains designs and prices of 150 different

articles of BED-ROOM FURNITURE, as well as of 100 Bed
steads, and prices of every description of Bedding. Sent
Free by Post.
Heal & Sox, Bedstead, Bedding, and Bed-room Furniture

Manufacturers, 196, Tottenham Court Road.

BEDSTEADS, BATHS, AND LAMPS.
=*

\\:ILLIAM S. BURTON has SIX LARGE SHOW
* ROOMS devoted exclusively to the SEPARATE DISPLAY

of Lamps, Baths, and Metallic Bedsteads. The stock of each is at
once the largest, newest, and most varied ever submitted to the
Public, and marked at prices proportionate with those that have
tended to make his establishment the most distinguished in this
country.

Bedsteads, from 12*. 6d. to 132. 0*. each.
Shower Baths, from 75. 6d. to 51. 155. each.
Lamps (Moderateur) from ... 65. Qd. to 6?. 6s. each.

(All other kinds at the same rate.)
|

Pure Colza Oil 45. 8d. per gallon.
j

CUTLERY, WARRANTED.— The most varied
assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all war-

ranted, is on SALE at WilliamS. Burton's, at prices that are
remunerative only because of the largeness of the sales. 3^-tnch
Ivory-handled Table Knives, with high shoulders, 11*. per dozen;
Desserts to match, 10$.; if to balance, Is. per dozen extra; Carvers,
4*. per pair; larger sizes, from 19a. to 26*. per dozen; extra fine

Ivory, 325.; if with silver ferrules, 37*. to 50*. ; white bone Table
Knives, Is. 6d. per dozen; Desserts, 5*. 6rf.; Carvers, 2*. 3d. per
pair; black-horn Table Knives, 7s 4rf. per dozen; Desserts, 6*.;
Carvers, 2s. 6ri.; black wood-handled Table Knives and Forks,
6*. per dozen; Table Steels, from 1*. each. The largest stock in
existence of Plated Dessert Knives and Forks, in cases and
otherwise, and of the new plated Fish Carvers.

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER.—
The REAL NICKEL SILVER, introduced 20 years ago by

William S. Burton, when PLATED by the patent of
Messrs. Elkington & Co., is beyond all comparison the very best
article next to sterling silver that can be employed as such, either
usefully or ornamentally, as by no possible test can it be dis-

tinguished from real silver. Fiddle or Thread or
Old Silver Brunswick King's
Pattern. Pattern. Pattern.

Table Spoons and Fork?, per dozen 38*. ... 48*. ... 60*.

Dessert ditto and ditto „ 30*. ... 35*. ... 42*.

Tea ditto „ 18*. ... 24*. ... 30*.
Tea and Coffee Sets, Cruet and Liqueur Frames, Waiters,

Candlesticks, &c, at proportionate prices. All kinds of re-plating
done by the patent process.

CHEMICALLY PURE NICKEL NOT PLATED.
Fiddle. Thread. King's.

Table Spoons and Forks, per dozen ... 12*. ... 28*. ... 30*.
Dessert ditto and ditto 10*. ... 21*. ... 25*.
Tea ditto 6*. ... 11*. ... 12*.

The late additions to these extensive premises (already by far
the largest in Europe), are of such a character that the entire of
EIGHT HOUSES is devoted to the display of the most magnifi-
cent stock of GENERAL HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including
Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated Goods, Baths, Brushes, Turnery,
Lamps, Gaseliers, Iron and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding and Eed-
hangings), so arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms as to

afford to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goods
that cannot be hoped for elsewhere.

Illustrated Catalogues sent (per post) free.

39, Oxford Street; 1, 1a, 2, and 3. Newman Street; 4, 5, »nd 6,

Perry's Place. Established 1820.

TERMINATION OF THE Wa R_± AUTUMNAL FETES.-BENJAMIN EDGINGTONha*
prepared a large assortment of Tents for Peace RejoiciM.
capable of accommodating from 100 to 2000 persons. Maroue?'
for Horticultural Societies, Ffites, Cricket Clubs, Ac new and
second-hand, for Sale or Hire. A great variety of Tents erected
on the premises. w
TEMPORARY ROOMS of any dimensions, and with board*!

floors, on Hire, for Dancing, Dinners, and Public Meetings withconveyance and attendance to any distance, if required. '

BE PARTICULAR to ADDRESS at FULL LENGTHBENJAMIN EDiilNGTON. 2, DUKE STREET, SOUTHWARK, OPPOSITE THE BR IGHTON R A1 LWAY.
pARSO.N'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
V-/ PAINT, specially patronised, by the British and other
Governments, the Hon. .East Ind> . Company, the principal
Dock Companies, most public bodies, and by the Nobility
Gentry, and Clergy, for out-door work at their country seats
The Anti-Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most
durable out-door Paint ev«>r invented for the preservation of
every description of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement,
&c, work, as has been proved by the practical test of upward* ot

60 years, and by the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials
in its favour, and which, from the rank and station in society of
those who have given them, have never yet been equalled by
anything of the kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lints of Colours, Prices, together with a Copy of the Testi-
monials, will be sent on application to Walter Carson & Soy
No. 9, Great Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal
Exchange, London. No Agents. All orders are particularly
requested to be sent direct.

LORD'S EUREKA SHIRTS.—« The * Eureka' is

J- the most unique, and the only perfect fitting shirt made."— Observer.

" Ford's Eurekas are the acme of perfection."—Court Journal.

In half dozen boxes, ready for use, or made to order. Best
quality, 425. ; second quality, 33s.

Cautiox.—Ford's Eureka Shirts are stamped 38, Poultry,
London, without which none are genuine. Catalogues post free.

Richard Ford , 38, Poultry, London.

VENTILATING STOVES! SUSPENSION
STOVES !—Approved by thousands of purchasers, an4

recommended as the two best, cheapest, most healfhy. and eco-

nomical for Churches, Chapels, Halls, Schools, Warehouses,
Shops. Greenhouses, Bedrooms, Libraries, &c. Prospectuses
with Prices sent post free.—Dkase, Deay, & Co., Stove Range,
Ironmongery, and Furnishing Warehouse, London Bridge.

A CLEAR COMPLEXION.
GODFREY'S EXTRACT OF ELDLR FLOWER

is strongly recommended for Softening, Improving, Beau-
tifying, and Preserving the Skin, and giving it a blooming and
charming appearance. It will completely rem«»v Tan, Sunburn,
Redness, &c, and by its Balsamic and Healing qualities render

the skin soft, pliable, and free from dryness, &c, clear it from

every humour, pimple, or eruption, and by continuing its use

only a short time the skin will become and continue soft and
smooth, and the complexion perfectly clear and beautiful. In

the process of shaving it is invaluable, as it allays the irritation

and smarting pain, annihilates every pimph* and all roughness,

and renders the skin smooth and firm.—Sold in bottles, price

2$. 9d., by all Medicine Vendors and Perfumers.

OUND AND WHITE TEETH are not only

indispensably requisite to a pleasing exterior in both sexes,

but they are peculiarly appreciated through life as highly

conducive to health and longevity. Among the various prepara-

tions offered for the purpose,

ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or Pkarl Dentifrice,
stands unrivalled in its capability of embellishing, purifying and

preserviug the teeth to the latest period of life. It will be found

to eradicate all tartar and concretions, and impart a pearl-like

whiteness to the enamelled *>uiface, remove ?*pots of incipient

decay, render the gums lirra and red, and thus fix the teeth

firmly in their sockets, and from its aromatic influence impart

sweetness and purity to the breath. Its truly efficient and

fragrant aromatic properties have obtained its selection by the

Queen, the Court, and Roval Family of Great Britain, and the

sovereigns and nobility throughout Europe. Price 2s. 9d. per box.

Caution.—The words "Rowlands' Odonto" are on the label,

and "R. Rowland & Sons, 20, Hatton Garden," on the Govern-

ment Stamp affixed on each Box. Sold by them and by Chemists

and Perfumers.

O YOU WANT LUXURIANT hTFr
WHISKERS, &c—ROSALIE COUPELLES CRINL-

TRIAR is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustachios, Ac, in

a few weeks, and restore the Hair in baldness fr*m whatever

cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent its falling off, ana

effectually check greyness in all its stages. For the nursery it is

recommended by upwards of 100 Physicians, for promoting a tine,

healthy head of hair, and averting baldness in after years. &oi

by all Chemists, price 2s., or sent post free on receipt of -4
|*J~J

stamps, by Miss Cottpklle. 69, Castle Street, Newman Street,

Oxford Street, London.—Mrs. Carter write*, " My head,wnicii

was bald, is now covered with new hair
9t—Sergt. Lraveu,

" Through using it I have an excellent moustache/*

K NOW THYSELF.—The secret art of discovenflf— the true CHARACTERof INDIVIDUALS from the pecu

Marities of their HANDWRITING has long been Prac"
srLv

MARIE COUPELLE with astonishing success. Her starn e

delineations are both full and detailed, differing from anyw
.,

hitherto attempted. All persons wishing to "know t

J
xecaS^-^

or any friend in whom they are interested, must send a 8Pe
J~™_r

of their writing, stating sex and age, inclosing thirteen p*> .

post stamps, to Miss Coupelle. 69, Castle Street, Oxtora bw
jj

London, and they will receive, in a few days, a minute <«.""

the mental and moral qualities, talents, tastes, affections, *" ,

&c„ of the writer, with many other things hitherto unsuspe* ^

OLLOWAY'S ntwpMPNT AND "PILL'*H ^uunaio OINTMENT AND
SUPREMELY EFFICACIOUS IN CURING^L^

Mrs. Elizabeth Belson.of Snettishara, near Lynn, had su
i ^

for 20 weeks from a dreadful wound in her lfg, occasioo-
falling upon an iron scraper. Remedies innumerablejuaj «

sified were applied, but all failed. She suppose*rt%™™L
Av

been a cripple for life, when sh* was advised to try "^
Ointment and Pills. After employing a few

^ubseqaentK
wound assumed a healthy appearance, the leg sunseq ^
became perfectly sound, and she w now quite welL-HHen^j

Medicine vendors throughout the world
; "/"^eJirfXir,

way's Establishments, 244 Strand.London
J
n^»^ (

£BTras
New York ; by A. Stampa, Constantinople ; A. Gfidict, *.«.

and E. Muib, Malta.
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Invaluable to those who have Gardens, Poultry, or Bees.

A NEW VOLUME WILL COMMENCE IN OCTOBER.
A SPECIMEN NUMBER FREE FOR FOUR STAMPS.

THE COTTAGE GARDENER AMTPOULTEY CHRONICLE

Sales bu Suction*

>

TO BREEDERS OF SHORT-HORNED CATTLE.

TO BK SOLD BY AUCTION, on TUESDAY,
the 7th October next, at Pound, near Plymouth, Devon, the

whole of Sir Anthonv Butler's well-bed Stock of SHORT-
HORNED CATTLE.- Catalogues containing th*»ir pedigrees
may be obtained on application to Mr. Daniel Ward, Auctioneer,
Milton Abbott, near Tavistock ; and to Mr. Parson, Land Agent,
8, Cornwall Street, Plvmonth.— September 20.

Published Weekly, price Sd., containing 24 pages oF seasonable and practical information on Bural and FSSRS~PHOTHPHOi.- .vn MORRIS he, mnBt
Household matters. Also, by the Editors of the « Cottage Gardener," a series of RURAL MANUALS, viz. :— M.^j™/ ,,

°T
f

H
, \!>DJ??, '

,

eg ? 08t
llousenuiu uiatls

> J o 3 9 lt-i respectfully to inform the public that the Sale as adver-
tised for the 24th inst., at Mordon Nursery, near Mitcham,
Surrey, will not take place.—American Nursery, Ley tonstone,
September 20.

ROY

GAEDENING. Price 3d.

BEE-KEEPING. Price 4d.

ALLOTMENT PARMIN0. Price 3d.

GREENHOUSES. Price 6d.

The fcur above-named free by post for Is. 6c?.

COTTAGE GARDENER OFFICE, 20, PATERNOSTER ROW; AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.

CROYDON.
SECOND PORTION OF THE STOCK.

BRICK MAKING.

A
PAMPHLET, containing the two PAPERS to

which the Society of Arts awarded their Silver Medal,

forwarded on receipt of 14 postage stamps.

Humphrey Chamberlain, Kempsey, near Worcester.

THE GERANIUM AND ITS CULTURE.
Now ready, price 6d.

f
or post free from the Author, 8/2.,

THE PELARGONIUM; orPRACTICAL OB3ER-
1 VATIONS ON ITS CULTIVATION: containing much
useful information for amateur growers of this popular flower.

By Johx Dobson, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

London: Hamilton, Adams, & Co.; and all Booksellers.

fOHNSON and"SH^",SFARMERS, ALMANACK
J and calendar for 1857.

This widely-circulating annual will as usual be published on

the 1st of November. All Advertisements for its advertising

sheets must be sent to the publisher on or before October 10th.

J, Ridgway, 169, Piccadilly, Loudon.

F R U I T CULT
Price Is., No. I.,

<T<HE STRAWBERRY.-
"The work is handsomely got up. * *

a-L K *

U R E.

-By G. M'Ewen.

n j o _. There is not a better

treatise on the Strawberry in our language."— Cottage Gardener.

"Mr. M'Ewen is one of our most intelligent cultivators

and trite as the subject is, has known how to give it practical in-

terest."—Gardeners
9 Chronicle.

"Mr. M'Ewen has been long favourably known to the public,

both by his position and by his extraordinary success in the

culture of fruits. * * We expected a good book and we are by

no means disappointed. * • It deserves high commendation."—
Tlie Field.

" A valuable contribution to practical gardening. * * Invaluable

to amateurs."—The Florist.

"Intensely practical. In 1855 Mr. M'Ewen was the most suc-

cessful exhibitor that came under our notice, and his victories

ere gained in a war of giants. His style is pithy and concise,

just such as is adapted for the present rapid age when men have

not time to wade through great volumes, which, though the

authors may have some half-dozen consonants appended to their

names, have no claims to be heard as based on successful practice-

Here Mr. M'Ewen is triumphant"—Scottish Gardener.

"We are not over and above enamoured with treatises,

because in most cases they are mere repetitions of what the

grower has read. But Mr. M'Ewen has trodden a new path. • * It

will be fonnd useful to the grower of a few plants and beyoud

price or praise to those who grow and force them on a large

scale. It is the most practical and useful book on the subject,

and they who possess it may burn all other books about the

Strawberry."—Midland Florist.

"The only practical work on the subject. It will be useful to

the most accomplished gardener. The hints on forc.ng are

valuable."— Glenny. in Lloyd's.

London : Groomrridge & Pons, and pold by all Booksellers.

PRICE FOURPENCE. OF ANY BOOKSELLER.
P0NTENTS of the NUMBER for SATURDAY^ LAST, SEPTEMBER 13, OF

THE ATHEN/EUM.
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE,

SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ART3.
Thirty-two large Quarto Pages.

Reviews oe, with Extracts from—
Was Lord Bacon the Author of Sight-Seeing in Germany and

the Tyrol in the Autumn of

1855. By Sir John Forbes.

Commentaries on the Produc-

tive Forces of Russia. By
M.L.de Tegoborski.

The Myth of Hiawatha, and

other Oral Legends, Mytho-
logic and Allegoric, of the

North Americau Indians. By
H. R. Schoolcraft.

On the 4th of October, No. I. price 21., and on the 1st of Novem-
ber, Part I. price 10d., of

THE NATIONAL MAGAZINE, anew Illustrated

Periodical of Literature, Art, Science, Social Progress, and
Family Life. Edited by Jonx Saunders and Wkstland
Marstok. Contents of No. I.:—
The Salutation, by Sir C. Eastlake, President of the Royal

Academy, engraved on Wood, in the highest style of the art.

The Stereoscope, by Sir David Brewster, K.H., F.R.S.,

being the first of a Series of Papers on Popular Science.

Alfred Tennyson, a Portrait, by Mavall, engraved by
Henry Linton.
The Family Mystery, a Tale, by Wilkie Collins.

With other important Papers and Engravings.

A detailed Prospectus, with specimen of the Engraving*?, can
be obtained from all Booksellers; or, post free from the Office,

2

5

, Essex Stree t, London
.

NEW AND CHOICE BOOKS.

ALL the best NEW WORKS may be had without
delay from MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, by every

Subscriber of One Guinea per annum. The preference is given

to Works of History, Biography, Religion, Philosophy, and
Travel. The best Works of Fiction are also freely added.

Literary Institutions and Book Societies supplied ou liberal

terms. Prospectuses may be obtained on application.

Charles Edward Mudie, 510, New Oxlord Street, London;
and 76, Cross Street, Manchester. _____^___^

D R. 6 E JON CH'S
LIGHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL,

has now, in consequence of its marked superiority over

every other variety, secured the confidence and almost universal

preference of the most eminent Medical Practitioners In the

treatment of consumption, bronchitis, asthma, oout, rheu-
matism, sciatica, diabetes, diseases of the skin, neuralgia,
rickets, infantile wasting, general debility, and all
scrofulous affections.

Its leading distinctive characteristics are

:

COMPLETE PRESERVATION OF ACTIVE AND ES6EVTIAL PRINCIPLES.

.INVARIABLE PURITY AND UNIFORM STRENGTH.
ENTIRE FREEDOM FROM NAUSEOUS FLAVOUR AND AFTER-TASTE.

RAPID CURATIVE EFFECTS, AND CONSEQUENT ECONOMY.

Shakespeare's Plays ? A
Letter to Lord Ellesmere.
By W. H. Smith.

Kas M&»a; or, Hindoo Annals
of the Province of Goozerat,
in Western India. By A. K.
Forbes.

The Conspiracy of Dublin [Die
*erschworung von Dublin].
By F. Gusuv Kiihne.

The Life and Adventures of J.
P- Beckwourth, Mountaineer,
«c., and Chief of the Crow
Nation of Indians. Written
from his own dictation by
T. D. Bonner.

Arthur Brandon : a Novel.

Young Singleton. By Talbot

G wynne.

With Shorter Notices of
The Happv Cottage; or, the

Power of Love.

On the Artificial Breeding of

Fish and Leeches. By Au-

guste Jourdier.

The Merchant Vessel : a Sailor

Boy's Voyages to see the

World.

cathedra Petri : a Political
History of the Great Latin
Patriarchate. By F. Green-
wood.

Handbook for Travellers in
Switzerland. By F. Coghlan.

rhe Berber's Shop. By R. W.
Procter.

Hints on Dress for Ladies. By After the Wedding.
Mrs. A. Adams. t

Pamphlets, &c.

. m
List of New Books.

0rieinal—Dr. Livingston's Remarkable Journey. By W. D.

Copley—William Yarrell.weekly Gossip.—Shakspeare's House—The Great Comet
—Spiers' French Dictionary— Society of Arts' Certificates—
— Astronomical Instruments— Annual Congress of The

American Asuociatiun for the Advancement of Science—The
Ucomte T.ial.

*Ule Arts.— Notices of Sculptures in Ivory, consisting of a

Lecture on the History, Methods, and Chief Productions of

^ tlle Art. By M. Digby Wyatt—The Exhibition at Ghent.
**He Art Gossip.— Wellington Monument — Nation*!

gallery-- M.CIaudet's Gallery—The Doncaster Cup-Art In

Amiens.
**Ujic and the Drama.—Haymarket (< As you Like It').

Sadler's Wells (' Macbeth ').

musical and Dramatic Gossip.—Reopening of the
Theatres -'The Half Caste' at the Suirey Theatre-Pans

^

.

,J P*rarics—Trials at Paris.
J-SCellanea. - British Museum Reading-Room.
The Athenaeum may be ordered of any Bookseller.

OPINION of C. RADCLYFFE HALL, ESQ., M D., F.R.C.P.E.

Physician to the Torquay Hospital for Consumption, Author of
11 Essays on Pulmonary Tubercle," &c. &c.

"I have no hesitation in saying that I generally prefer your
Cod Liver Oil for the following reasons:— I have found it to
AGREE BETTER WITH THE DIGESTIVE ORGANS, ESPECIALLY IN

TETCME PATIENTS WHO CONSIDER THEMSELVES TO BE BILIOUS:

it seldom causes nausea or eructation; it 1s more palatable to

most patients than the other kinds of Cod Liver Oil; it is

stronger, and consequently a smaller dose is sufficient."

Sold only in Imperial Half-pints, 25. 6d.; Pints, 4s. 9rf.;

Quarts. 95.; capsuled and labelled with Dr. De Jongh's Stamp
and Signature, without which none are genuine, by
ANSAR, HARFORD & CO., sole British Consignees, 77, Strand

London; and by many respectable Chemists and Druggists.

C A U T I O N.

CATTLE.—Purchasers of Guernsey Cattle are in-

formed that there is a duly authorised person to Brand on

the Horns of those exported from the Island an abbreviation of

the word Guernsey, the successive number in each year, and

the two last figures of the current year. By exacting this Brand

from the Agents, they will be sure of the really pure breed. Any
attempted imitation of the Brand will be strictly sued at law.

Any further information desired can be obtained from the Secre-

taries. N. Lk Bfir. ) Honorary Secretaries Royal Agri-

W. P. Cohu, ) cultural Society of Guernsey.

Guernsey, September 20.

rpO BE LET, a delightful RESIDENCE, within

1 5 miles west of Norwich and 2 miles of a railway station.

The House, which is built as a Cottage Orne6, consists Of

Entrance Hall, Study. Dining Room (22 feet by 17), Drawing

Room, seven Sleeping Rooms, and two Dressing Rooms, Kitchen,

Scullery, Servants' Hall, &c. &c. In front of the house is a

beautiful Pleasure Garden, and Meadow or Lawn, with a very

productive Kitchen Garden at the back containing altogether

about 6i acres.

Contiguous to the house is a capital Four-stalled Stable, two

large Loose Boxes, two Coach-houses with men servants' sleeping

rooms over, Harness-room, Hav-loft, and all other usual con-

veniences, and the water is excellent.

Note.—Near the above is a Lake of 3 acres, upon which the

tenant will have permission to keep a boat.

For terms apply to E . Freestone, Solicitor, Norwich.

TO BE LET, at Michaelmas, a comfortable

COTTAGE and Three Acres of GARDEN GROUND,
well stocked, at Hampton, Middlesex.- For rent and particulars,

apply to Mr. Wbaooe, Solicitor, Hampton.

TO BE LET, a NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS
in the neighbourhood of London, onlv two miles from Hyde

Park Corner on the Western Road. This is an opportunity

seldom to be met with to any country Nurseryman desirous of

forming a Metropolitan connection. The best situation in London.

A capital willjg_reqinred.—

A

. B-, Gardeners' Chronide Office.

TTO BE DISPOSED OF, a first-rate NURSERY
1 and SEKD BUSINESS, with an excellent connection

attached, having been carried on by the present occupier and

familv for the last fifty years. The Nursery contains about four

sens," with Greenhouse, Propagating House, Pits, &c The

Stock consists of a fine collection of Conifers and the New
Shrubs lately introduced to this country, Evergreens, &c; collec-

tions of Hardy, Herbaceous, and Alpine Plants; a general

cnllection of Bedding Plants, Greenhouse Plants, &c.-For pani-

cui*™ apply to Mr. T.J. Foord, Pinner's Hall, Old Broad Street,

London

NORFOLK OR SUFFOLK HOMEBREOS.

FOR SALE, several young BULLS, COWS, and

HEIFERS of the above breed from th^ -me Stock as the

two animals which took First Prizes at the late Meeting of the

Roy*l Agricultural Society at Chelmsford.—Apply to Thomas

Fui^her, Elmham Hall, Thetford, Norfolk. *

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-
structed by the proprietor to submit to public competition

by Auction, on the premises, Sion Nursery, Croydon, on TUES-
DAY, October 21, and following davs, at 11 o'clock each day,
the valuable NURSERY SToCK," extending over 7 acres of
ground, consisting of a large assortment of Ornamental Trees,
Evergreens, and Deciduous Shrubs, of which Catalogues are
being prepared, and will be forwarded on application.— May be
viewed one week prior to the Sale; Catalogues had on the pre-
mises; of the principal Seedsmen in London ; and of the Auc-
tioneers, American Nnr^rv, Levtoustoue. Bawx.

RIVERH£AD, KENT.
Important Sale of Nursery Stock, several newly-erected
Greenhouses, Pits, Frames, Hot-water Pipe, Boilers,
quantity of Bricks, Slatks, Paving and Roofing, Iron
Hand-lights, Bell Glasses, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
directed by the Trustees of Mr. William Finals Smith to

submit to an unreserved Sale by Auction on the premises, River-
head Nursery, Riverhead, near Sevenoaks, Kent, on MONDAY,
October 27

T
and following days, at 11 o'clock each day, in con-

sequence of the number of Lots, the whole of the valuable
Nursery Stock extending over 14 acres, consisting of a large col-

lection of Fruit and Forest Trees; Evergreens and Deciduous
Shrubs in great variety, a rich assortment of Ameriran Plants
and Ornamental Trees; about 100,000 Ash, 50,000 Spanish Ches-
nuts, 20,000 Alder, 50,000 Willow, 10,000 Birch. &c. Also the
Greenhouse Plants, comprising fine double Camellia-*, Azalea
Indica, Epacris, Ericas, Fancy, and other Pelargoniums, &c.

;

together with a useful Horse, an excellent S : ack of Mendow Hay,
two Carts, a capital IruB Roller, Syringe, three sets of Harness,
Garden Pots, and numerous other effects.—M*y be viewed one
week prior to the Snle; Catalogues may be had 6rf. each, return-
able to purchasers, on the premises; of 'he principal Seedsmen in

London; and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leyton-
stone, Essex.

ORCHIDS.
MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his Great

Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on TUESDAY,
Sept. 23, at 1 o'Clock precisely, a collection of established

ORCHIDS in good health, including the following choice sorts:

—

Yanda cristata

„ suavis (Veitch's)

,, tricolor

,, coerulea

iErides affiue

virens
comutum .

Phalfenopsis grandiflora

Erassavola Digbyana

&c.

V
It

&C

Saccolabium guttatum

„ retusum

M ampullaceum

„ Blumei major
Cattleya labiata

„ eleg*ns

„ maxima
Ltelia purpurata

Bry&iana,
;;

&C.
May be viewed on the mornintr of Sale, and Catalogues had.

CHISWICK GARDENS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS is directed hy the Council of

the Horticultural Society to announce for Sale by Auction

at the Gardens, Chiswick, on WEDNESDAY. Sept. 24, at 12

o'Clock precisely, STOVE, GREENHOUSE, and OUT-DOOR
PLANTS, many of which are very rare and exceedingly fine

specimens, calculated for Exhibition next reason; amongst them
will be found about 40 specimens of the original Chinese Tree
Pseonias introduced by Mr. Fortune. These and various other

plants cannot fail to be objects of great interest to all growers,

especially to English and foreign nurserymen, as some are

believed to be unique.— May be viewed on the day prior and
morning of Sale, and Catalogues had at rhe Gardens; and of Mr.
J. C. Stevens, 38, King Street, Covent Garden.

THE LODDICES COLLECTION O- ORCHIDS!

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that the

Fourth Sale of this important Collection of ORCHIDS is

fixed to take place at his Great Room, 38, Kinsr Street, Covent

Garden, on TUESDAY, September 30, at 1 o'Clock precisely.

The Plants are in excellent health, and comprise many of the

mostrare and splendid varieties in cultivation.— Aiay be viewed

on the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had at the Offices,

38, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, AND NURSERYMEN.
IMPORTANT SALE AT THE BAGSHOT NURSERY,

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he has

received instructions from Messrs. Standish <fe Noble, who
are dissolving partnership, to Sell by Auction at the Nurseries,

Bagshot, Surrey, on the days mentioned below, a portion of their

Stock, which includes about—

700 specimens of the most choice and rare CONIFERS and
other Ornamentfll Plants.

250 BERBERIS JAPONICA, Beali and intermedia, all of

which proved themselves perfectly hardy (vide descrip-

tion—Jour. Hort. Soc..vol.v.,p.20; and Paxton's "Flower

Garden," vol. i M p. It).

300 PiEONIES, Fortune's new varieties; imported plants, and

now fine specimens.

1000 CEPHALOTAXUS FORTUNI, from 6 in. to 3 ft. This

m ornamental plant has also proved itself superlatively

hardy.
300 SKIMMIA JAPONICA.

m

1000 SIKKIM RHODODENDRON*, Including Dalhoosia?,

Falconeri, fulgens. Egworthi, Thompsoni, &c. Ac.

5000(abouO American Plants, including some of the choicest

HYBRID RHODODENDRONS and AZALEAS.
10000 STANDARD ROSES and 5000 DWARFS, including the

1

established favourites Jules Margotin, General Jacque-

minot. Gloire de DJon, Madame Edouard Ory, and all the

newest and bestimroductions together with a great variety

of other hardy ornamental Plants.

The Plants in Pots and the American Plants will be sold on

MONDAY, October 13, an.i 'our following days, and the Roses

and other Plantson MONDAY, November 17, and four following

The Stock will be on public view 10 days before each Sale

when Catalogues may be had (1*. each, returnable to purchasers,

at the Nursery, and of Mr. J. C. Stevens, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden.
Approved bills at three months 1 date will be taken of purchasers

from 50/- tolOOZ., and at six months' date of purchasers above 100?.

The Sunningdale Station on the South Western Railway ia

within about two miles of the Nursery.
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JOHN CO. * King's Road, Chelsea

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING, AND HEATING BY HOT WATER.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bars. The large
surface which this Boiler
exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

reuders it of extraordi-
nary power.

J. W. & Co. manufac-
ture these Boilers of all

sizes. The largest size
measure 5 feet (J inches
high by 3 feet 6 inches
diameter, and exposes to

the immediate action of
the fire a surface of 340
superficial feet. The
smallest size is 18 inches
high, by IS inches iu
diameter.

(€

HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER, COMMONLY CALLED

WEEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTE M."
^ASH PIT,

Buildings of every description, Dwelling Houses, Churches, Warehouses, Horticultural Buildings, &c, separately or combined, and to any extent, can be effectually heated bv one boilee.
J. Weeks & Co. refer to their own extensive Establishment, the whole of which is heated by one boiler, and may be seen in constant operation, warming Hothouses, Greenhouses Conser-

vatories, &c , upwards of 1O0O feet in length, the water in the various houses circulating through upwards of 5000 feec of pipe, and the whole so fixed and regulated that any one of the houses can be
heated separately, or the whole together, and any part regulated at pleasure.

J. Weeks & Co. have also great pleasure in referring to the extensive Nursery of Messrs. Edward Henderson & Co., Wellington Road, St. John's Wood.
We will here quote Mr. Henderson's own words, expressing his approval of our one boiler I The Nobility and Gentry about to erect Horticultural Buildings or to fix Ho'.-Water Apparatus

System. lie says:— will find at our Horticultural Establishment and Hothouse Works, King's Road, Chelsea, nu lam more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of tvJiat Messrs. John Weeks & Co. have extensive variety of Conservatories, Greenhouses, Hothousts, Pits, &cM erected and in mil opera-
done/or me in heating a great numlxr of our hot-housesfrom one boiler. It is almost impossible for

\

tion, combining all modern improvements in the various branches of the Horticultural science, so

me to express my satisfaction sufficiently strongly. The effect and great saving produced is truly won-
derful ; less than 2 sacks of coke in 24 hours is all that is used to heat a variety of hothouses, <•><:., nearly
900feet in length^ and these various houses are to some extent widely separated, as 300 feet stand in one

that a lady or gentleman can select the descriptioc of house best adapted to the purpose lor which
it is required.

direction, 150 feet in another, 200 feet in another, and so on, including our large newly laid-out

winter garden"
Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to numerous seats of the Nobility and Gentry in

various parts of the country where one Boiler has been fixed to warm a great number of houses, &cM
and frequently the dwelling-house also from the same boiler.

In some instances our one Boiler is doing the work formerly done by 20, so that in these cases
the great number of fires, stokeholes, and chimneys, are entirely dispensed with.
At his Grace the Duke of Leeds'. Hornby Castle, Yorkshire, one of J. Weeks & Co.'s Boilers is

heating 10,000 feet of 4-inch pipe, and one of the houses, a large Conservatory 190 feet long, is

situated upwards of 500 feet from the Boiler.

J. Weeks & Co. make their Tubular Boilers of all sizes on the same economical principles;
nearly 4000 of which of different sizes are in operation at the seats of the Nobility and Gentry
throughout the Kingdom and on the Continent.

As nn Horticultural Establishvient it is also an unlimited source of attraction, containing New
and Rare Plants iu great variety.

The Collections of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in all the various stages of growth
and in endless variety, include every novelty that is worth cultivating.

A large stock of GRAPE VINES, struck from eyes, very strong for Planting and Forcing in pots.

FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS of every kind.

The SEED BUSINESS is conducted upon an extensive scale, every article warranted true to^its

kind, and of genuine good quality.

GARDEN TOOLS, and Horticultural Implements of every description, all of the best make, do
inferior article kept.

CAST-IRON VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great variety of the most beautiiul designs.

WIREWORK for all Ornamental Garden purposes.

Hothouses, Greenhouses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c, Built upon the most scientific principles, combining all the improvements of the day. Horticultural W
and to any extent, erected in any part of the Kingdom, manufactured of the best materials of every description.

orks ol every descriptioa

See our Illustrated Catalogues; also Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings and Heating by Hot-Water; also of Cast-iron Vases and Fountains;
also Catalogues of Tines, Fruit Trees, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Seeds, <fcc.

JOHN WEEKS & lorticultural Builders and Hot-Water

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA.

C0TTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c. PRUNING.—The GRECIAN PRUNING SAWS
are universally acknowledged to be the best for every

description of Pruning. They cut faster and cleaner than any

other, and do not bend or break. Price 2s. fti.. 3a., and 35. 6<i.

each.—Thomas Hill, late W. Coleman, Cutler, 4, Haymarket,

London.

THIRTY TO FIFTY PER CENT. BELOW COST.
pHAFF CUTTING, CORN BRUISING, CATTLE
*J WEIGHING, DIBBLING, and other MACHINES, br

Rnnsomes, Garretts, &c, warranted equal to new.—Edwahd-
Weir, Agricultural Engineer, 16.. Bath Place, New Road (six

doors west of Hampstead Road), London.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES. FRAMES & USSS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER X LEMON BOXES & LIGHTS

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW K00M DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines I Hand-glass Frames
Fountains I Game Netting
Ornamental Wire Work Hurdles
Flower Stands I Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.

AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

TAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont

** Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 %* "}<*'-

J

length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, t> ">

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, trom
.

i

100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon »ox~s
.

Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept re--.^

glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times complete, * ^
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed andise

all parts of the kingdom.-References may be had to the><»

Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in Lngiana.

... . e in Lombard Street, in the
>
Prec.DCt^J^inS WfUi»*oB

of London; and pnblished by them at the Office, No. J.Unptr rf .

Street, in the Parish of St. Pant's, Coyent Garden, it the ww JO

where ail Advertisements and < omrnumcanoaa axe to be A*J>»*»

tun Editob.—Satussat, September 20, ls*o.
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T>RITISH POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY, 20, Bedford
-*-* Street, Covent Garden.—The next Meeting of the Society
will be held on THURSDAY, October 2, to which Members and
Fruit Growers generally are invited to send specimens for
examination of such Fruits as are in season, and especially of
new and little known varieties and seedlings for opinion. The
carriage of parcels is paid by the Societv. The Chair will be
taken at 2 o'clock.

Gentlemen desiring to be Elected Members are respectfully
invited to intimate their wish previous to the meeting.
Lotrance, 10*.; annual subscription, 10s. Copies of the Rules
and further information can be obtained from

William Davidson, Assistant Secretary.W ILLIAM BAR R ATT,H LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakefield.
HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved

principles.
%• An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Orxamextal Shrubs.

Evergreens, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.
WILLIAM SHORT, Landscape and Ornamental

* Gardener, 21, St. John's Wood Terrace, Regent's Park,
London.—Ornamental Ground Works, Planting. &c, taken by
contract or otherwise. Unexceptionable references can be given.

JDaTlwaY NURSERIES, WATFORD.—Nobfe-
-f***

men, Gentlemen, &c, can be well supplied with every
description of NURSERY STOCK of the finest quality aud on
tje most reasonable terms, by E. R. Greexus, at the above esta-
blishment. Three minutes' walk from Watford Station.GN EW A Z A~L~E A~

AINES'S" ROSEA ALBA;" colour rose, with

tk J
eep marSin of pure white—a large fine shaped flower.

ihe above gained a first-class prize at the Horticultural Show
at Ctuswick. Plants. 15a. each.

NEW A Z A L E A ~ ~~

QAINES'S "NAPOLEON THE THIRD;"
y~* colour, crimson rose ; a great improvement on the seedlintr
ne sent out under the name of Holfordiana, being much larger
and of greater substance. Plants 15,?. each.

NEW SEEDLING CAMELLIA.
/RAINES'S C( MPACTA A LB A.- Form very fine

;**-* petals smooth, and finely cupped; medium size; sub-
stance, stout ; colour, white with creamy centre. It obtained a
*irst Class Certificate at the National Floricultural Society's
Show, March 27. Price, good plants, 21s. each.
P.S Gaines's Importation of Dutch Bulbs are very fine this

seasons—Nursery, Surrey Lane, Rattersea.

C
HOLLYHOCK SEED.

HATER and SON offer the above, saved from
__

their best flowers, in packets of 200 seeds, Is. 6d., or IS
varieties, separate packets, named, 5s. Also strong plants in
pots of the leading sorts of Hollyhocks and Pansies now ready.
Price on application.—Nurseries, Haverhill.

B
HOLLYHOCK SEED.

IRCHAM and WARD beg to offer their Holly-
hock Seed in packets at Is. 6d., 2s. 6d., and 55. each. This

;-eed is selected from the best varieties in cultivation, and

7k
wil1 wruTant ifc to produce Seedlings of superior quality

that will give satisfaction to all purchasers._ Hedenham Roserv. Bungay. Suffolk. Sent. 27.

C
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, CAMELLIAS, FLRNS.
HANDLER and SONS have now ready for send-
ing out fine bushy plants both of the large and small

vaneties of CHRYSANTHEMUMS, from 9s. to 12s. per dozen.
Also fine healthy young CAMELLIAS well set with flower-buds,
***• Per dozen and upwards. A great variety of FERNS at
™<wera^e_prices.—Wandsworth I! . YnuxhalL

M~
,,„ CALCEOLARIAS.

R. HENRY MAJOR, Knosthorpe, near Leeds,

0*1 i

S s
.

endin& out young Plants of 15 of his best half Shrubby
"uceolanas, which were so much admired this season. Price

pk .
set

' h*n»per included.

cnir
0lCe Calceolaria Seed, 2s. 6d. per packet. From unknown

^^respondents a Tost-office order is respectfully requested.

TmT„ AMERICA IMPLANTS.
JOHN WATERER, the Exhibitor of the above
bo^,ants at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London,

\7AT?'*
8tate that his CATALOGUE of RHODENDRONS,

for ttr ' &c-> is published, and can be obtained in exchange

desisSJ?
Stage *tamPs- Tne colours of the Rhododendrons are

i*v« vk and the Catalogue contains a selection of the most«vounte kinds of Pinuses, Roses, &c.
The American Nursery Bagshot, Surrey.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 27.
Price Fivepence.

Stamped Edition, 6d.

FOR PRESENTMEW SEED JUST
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS,
TRI FOLIUM INCA1IXATUM,
PERENNIAL WHITE CLOVER,
PERMANENT PASTURE GRASS SEEDS.

SUTTOH & SONS, Sped Growers, ltpadins?.

SOWING.
HARVESTED.

MUSTARD,
RAPE,
COW GRASS,

TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM.
^piUFOLlUM INCAItNATUM, Italian Rye-grass,
JL Winter Vetches, English Rye, and other Agricultural

Seeds for autumn sowing can be obtained in any quantity »PPflcatton

from
Wit.ltam E. Rf.n-dlf. & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

HOME GROWTH.
NEW EARLY WINTER VETCHES.—This is a

^

very superior sort, and comes two or three weeks
earlier than the common variety. The Subscribers can

HYACINTHS and other DUTCH BULBS.—
A Descriptive Price Current has just been pub-

lished by William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants,
Plymouth, and can be obtained in return for one
postage stamp.

1"jUTCH HYACINTHS, CROCUS, &c, o
*-r size and quality, can be supplied by Chakle
High Street, Claplmui, at prices as low a 1? any house In
kingdom. See his Descriptive priced List; to be had tie

f the first

S SOl'THBY,
the
on

DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, &c, 23V,,
*J High Ilolhorn, London, have now published their compre-
hensive CATALOGUE OP DUTCH AND CAPE BULP-S,
the twenty-first Autumnal 8 m, whioh will be forwarded
free of charge tva&poit~paid to all parts of thb would, upon
application. The Bulbs are as usual of first-rate quality.

Strongly recommend them. Price 25*. per"bushel
f
"or&.W. per ^^ Carter ^ c,, Seedsm,n,fcc ,2:k High liolborn, London.

gallon. Only a few bushels remain. „ DUTCH BULBS, ETC.
William E. Keudle & Co.. Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

MEW EARLY WINTER TARE, recommended by
-L^ practical Agriculturists for producing an abundant crop full
10 days earlier than any other variety yet introduced. Orders
received for a limited quantity at 15s. per bushel.

Address Mr. H. Raynbird^ Basingstoke
!

SEED WHEAT FROM THE CHALK.
]\/FR. H. RAYNI3IRD, Basingstoke, can supply
-L*A Talavera, Chidham, Browick Bed, Nursery, and other
approved kinds of Wheat, selected and prepared for seed at
market prices.

Fine new Tares, Rye, "Winter Oats and Barley for sowing for
spring food. Samples sent on application.

G RAPE

WILLIAM CUTRUSH and SON beg to intimate
* * that their FIRST IMPORTATION of the ahove have

arrived in EXCELLENT condition. DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUES, which contain their celebrated system of culture, can be
obtained free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, near London._
HYACINTHS AND OTHER DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
rPHE Subscriber respectfully intimates the arrival of
-*- his DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS in fine condition. The
Bulbs are large and sound. Early orders solicited. Descriptive
priced Catalogues free on application.
Charles Albxajtdbb, Nurseryman and Seedsman, 30, West

Retrister Street, Edinburgh.

DUTCH BULBS.
PARKER begs to inform his friendfl and

J n^ISn rn '

t

g U°a
'
Chel8€a

'
r
an ^ # Patrons that he has rec^'ed «. annnal importation of

rnnfHrt™ «SSf^1? i "S >

ra £7** ^ ^SJ
fin
» >

"JACINTHS and other BULBS, and is pleased to sav that

tS hP^nnrn"?H «11
6althy

'
f01' PlantinS or Forcmg m Pots, all ' they are particularly fine in quality this season. A priced and

the best appro ed sorts. descriptive Catalogue is now ready, and will be forwarded post
Horticultural Establishment. Kings Road, Chelsea. '- - l

O TRAWBERRY PLANTS. — Cumuli's three^ sorts, sure and great bearers. See former Advertisements.
Also his three Pamphlets. New Cucumbers, &c.

James Cuthill, Denmark Hill, Camberwell, London.

SUPERB NEW STRAWBERRIES.
WILLIAM J. NICHOLSON is now prepared to

send out fine laid Runners of all the new and most of the

free upon application. A remittance or reference to accompany
all orders from unknown correspondents.—Paradise Nursery,
Hornsey, and Seven Sisters Road, Holloway, London.

DUTCH BULBS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY AT
LOW PRICES.

vv
older varieties of Strawberries, comprising about 40 of the very
best English, French, and Belgian sorts. Prices and particulars
on application to the Grower, William J. Nicholson, Eggles-
cliffe, near Yarm, Yorkshi re.

]VTE\V STRAWBERRIES.—First on the list is I

L^l KITLEY'S CAROLINA SUP
for 21.?. will secure 100 good strong Plant
Seedling, basket included, or 3.9. 6J.per dozen, free by "post.

N.B. See the report of the Pomological Society in "this Paper of
July 19 ; and also in the Calendar of Operations, July 26.

• • |

* m I

- •

• * t

• •

* . .

• • •

Anemones, early flowering, brilliant colours „.
Hyacinth*, Dutch mixed, all colours

if ii
named, separate colours

Narciss, mixed
Tulips, Dutch, mixed, early sorts
Crocus, Dutch, mixed, all colours
Iris, mixed, all colours

The above, with every other kind of Flower Roots, equally
Seedsman

6*. per 100.

21*. per 100.

6s. per doz.
Is. per doz.
6s. per 100.

105. per 1000.

5«. per 100.

r ,, p , \ ^ V m i
moderate in price, may be had of William Denyf.r, J

i .,
Poat-°fficG °™e' aud Florist, 82, Gracechurch Street, London,

ants of this very excellent t. . ,, **_.*«« ^ * ,
»r fWan fron u nncf Descriptive and Priced Catalogues forwarded on apph

s

application.

DUTCH BULBS.—TO THE TRADE.
C1LARKE and CO. beg to inform the Trade they

J have imported a first-class assortment of DUTCH BULBS,
TRAWBEKKIES. — Underbill's excellent Straw- \

wh *cn have Dee» received in fine condition,

berry SIR HARRY, warranted true, strong ™il rooted! Tnev father beg to say they are in expectation of receiving a

Jajies Kitlrt, Lyncombe Vale Nursery, Rath.

.

E.
"aid t<

Nurgg

SUPERB NEW CINERARIAS.
liAPER begs to inform the public that he is
now^sending ont a set of 10 new and distinct Cinerarias,

Descriptive Prospect
«"*>rymen who have grown then
Address, Mr. E. RapIr, Florist,

b
of

m for trial. Price 15s. the set
:J

THE FILBERT PINE STRAWBERRY.—
This variety has now been proved at the Roral Gardens

and other places to be the best and most useful* Strawberry
grown. It produces very little foliage, is exceedingly prolific

j

and rich flavoured, firm, and comes in with the British Queen,
and remains in bearing until very late. It is a most valuable
variety for the northern districts, as it produces very little more
foliage than the Black Prince, aud there is a certainty of getting

j

a crop from it. Plants now ready, 7s. 6d. per 100.
Charles TuRX«B

?
_Royal Nursery, Slough.

DOUBLE ROMAN and PAPER WHITE NAU-
CISSU3,4f. per dozen.—The above Bulbs, the former of

which is so justly esteemed for its early blooming and excessive
fragrance, and the latter for its purity and elegance, have just
arrived, and may be obtained at A. Cobbett's Italian and Foreign
Warehouse, 18, Pall Mnli, near Waterloo Place, London. _

FINE HERBACEOUS PHLOXES, blooming from
June till November, of the most varied and beautiful colours,

from 12 to 30 inches high, some sorts excellent for bedding.
Strong Plants, from 6s., 9s., to 12s. per dozen; or for beddin
21. to ZL per 100.

Bircham & Ward, Hedenham Kosery, Bungay, Suffolk.
B. & W. also will dispose of a few packets of Seed, carefully

selected from the best named varieties, at 5s. per packet.

PINE PLANTS Clean healthy plants maybe had
of the best sorts at from 1$. to 10s, each.—Inquire cf

R. Newman', New Inn, Steadham, Midhurst
.

PINES.—Plants for SaleT~50 Fr^itiiig and 100
Succession. Good strong healthy Plants, chiefly Queens.

Price on application.—T. S., Post Office, West Ham, Essex.

H WALKER, Londonderry, offers the following :

—

* 3000 1-year PEA R TREES, on dwarf roots.

5000 2-year ditto ditto.

200,000 2-year SEEDLING NORWAY SPRUCE FIR.
10,000 MANETTI ROSE STOCKS.

LisN, with prices, on application.

BULBS, TUB6.KOUS PLANTS, AND THI R ALLIES.
T OUIS VAN HOUTTG'S CATALOGUE, Xo. 60,
*-* is to be had at Mr. R. Silberiiad's, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London.

N.B. His Catalogue, No. 61, 'containing: Azaloa indica, Ghent
Azaleas, Camellias, Rhododendrons, &c, will be ready in a
fortnight

O B. KEMPTON, Seedsman Mid Florist, 22, W%L
i-^* more Street, Cavendish Square, h lour to inform
his patrons and rhe public that Irs CATAI • UE of DUTCH
FLOWER BULKS, &C, is now published, and can he had on
application. R. Ii. K. was 15 years with the late Mr. James
Carter, of High Hoi born.

OSES.—C \TALOGUES forwarded free of charge
and Post Paid to all Parts op thk World, upon appli-

cation to JAXB0 Cauteb & Co., Seedsmen, &fcv 238, High
Holborn, London.

L> USES.—The DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of
i-^- ROSES by Mr. Rrv tor t!»e present S o is now ready
for delivery, and will he seat tree on application. It is so
arranged «s to be a true " the Amateur in selecting
Rose*!.—Xurfferf**. Saw^ri^mimtth, Herts.

1- R U t £ f S

MR. RIVE i Las n riym* DI
CATALOG t*i I ITS

compiled with at care, and tains much oi ,.

matter. t free for six postage stamps.

. i retries. Sawbrificr**worth, Herts.

W

ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY THOUSAND
VERY SUPERIOR LARCH, well-grown healthy plants,

from 2b to 3 feet In height, suitable for immediate planting.

Price moderate.—Apply to Thornhill & Dicksox, Nurserymen
and Seedsmen, Bristol.

Gooseberry and Currant Trees, Trained Frnit Trees, and every
description of Nursery Stock. Also an unrivalled assortment of
Dutch Flower Roots, Catalogues of which are forwarded post free.

53, Regent Street, Leamington ' Large new Russian Mats, 205. per dozen.

r fc K N CATALOGUE.
ROBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE m 8) of i i::o!lc-i-
i a of BRITISH and

FOREIGN FERNS. ^ow be had post free foi -c stamps.
Gratis to all previous pur .— Sundry, Foot's Crltjr, K<

CATTELL'S fcARLY BARN£S & R£LIANCi
ALSO,

DEPTFORD, PARAGON. KfMC, IMP

JOHN CATTELL has now ready B
t/ the above well known best kinds f. r Earl

at 5?. 6L per 100:_ ; also Rod. for PickHag, of fi

1^. per 10t». or 7^. &J. per 1000. N • charge for

pa^icin?. Packages of5000 : more wre delive

to the Edenbrid^e Station of the Snuth-Eastern
free. A remittance or reference to acc^mpan^jj
k^-vvnc.rre^ponden^.— N .:- .. -

t
\\\ ter .a^^errti 'V y ^d

o5d ^

BUP^ CvkttR. .

P.dh., i-.J
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JOHN WEEKS CO., King's Road, Chelsea

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING, AND HEATING BY HOT WATER.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bars. The large
surface which this Boiler

exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of extraordi-

nary power.
J. W. <fe Co. manufac-

ture these Boilers of all

sizes. The largest size

measure 5 feet 6 inches
high by 3 feet 6 inches
diameter, and exposes to

the immediate action of
the fire a surface of 340
superficial feet. The
smallest size is 18 inches
high, by 18 inches in

diameter.

a
HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER, COMMONLY CALLED

WEEKS 5 ONE-BOILER SYSTEM."
Buildings of every description, Dwelling Houses, Churches, Warehouses, Horticultural Buildings, &c, separately or combined, and to any exteut, can be effectually heated by one boiler.

J. Weeks & Co. refer to their own extensive Establishment, the whole of which is heated by one boiler, and may be seen in constant operation, warming Hothouses, Greenhouses, Conser-

ves, &c , upwards of 1003 feet in length, tihe water in the various houses circulating through upwards of 5000 feet of pipe, and the whole so fixed and regulated that any one of the houses can be

heated separately, or the whole together, and any part regulated at pleasure.

J. Weeks & Co. have also great pleasure in referring to the extensive Nursery of Messrs. Edward Henderson & Co., Wellington Road, St. John's Wood.

We will here quote Mr. Henderson s own words, expressing his approval of our one boiler
|

The Nobility and Gentry about to erect Horticultural Buildings or to fix Hot-Water Apparatus

system. He says :

—

"lam more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what Messrs. John Weeks & Co. have
done for me in heating a great number nf our hot-houses from one boiler. It is almost impossible /or
me to express my satis/action sufficiently strongly. The effect and great saving produced is truly toon-

derful; less than 2 sacks of coke in 24 hours in all that is used to heat a variety of hothouses, d'c, nearly

900feet in length, and these various houses are to some extent widely $rp<irated
y
as 300 feet stand in o?ie

direction, 150 feet in another, 200 feet in another, and so on, including our large newly laid-out

u:inter garden.
''

Messrs. Joiitf Weeks & Co, can also refer to numerous seats of the Nobility and Gentry in

various parts of the country where one Boiler has been fixed to warm a great number of houses, &c,
and frequently the dwelling-house also from the same boiler.

In some instances our one Boiler is doing the work formerly done by 20, so that in these cases

the great number of rires, stokeholes, and chimneys, are entirely dispensed with.

At his Grace the Duke of Leeds', Hornby Castle, Yorkshire, one of J. Weeks & Co.'s Boilers is

heating 10,000 feet of 4-inch pipe, and one of the houses, a large Conservatory 15)0 feet long, is

situated upwards of 500 feet from the Boiler.

J. Weeks & Co. mike their Tubular Boilers of all sizes on the same economical principles;

nearly 4000 of which of different sizes are in operation at the seats of the Nobility and Gentry
throughout the Kingdom and on the Continent.

will find at our Horticultural Establishment and Hothouse Works, King's Road, Chelsea, an
extensive variety of Conservatories, Greenhouses, Hothouses, Pits, &c, erected and in full opera-

tion, combining all modern improvements in the various branches of the Horticultural science, an

that a lady or gentleman can select the descriptor: of house best adapted to the purpose for which

it is required.

As an Horticultural Establishment it is also an unlimited source of attraction, containing New
and Rare Plants in great variety.

The Collections of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in all the various stages of growth

and in endless variety, include every novelty that is worth cultivating.

A large stock of GRAPE VINES, struck from eyes, very strong for Planting and Forcing in pots.

FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS of every kind.

The SEED BUSINESS is conducted upon an extensive scale, every article warranted true to its

kind, and of genuine good quality.

GARDEN TOOLS, and Horticultural Implements of every description, all of the best make, no

inferior article kept.

CAST-IRON VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great variety of the most beautiful designs.

WIREVVORK for all Ornamental Garden purposes.

Hothouses, Greenhouses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c, Built upon the most scientific principles, combining all the improvements of the day. Horticultural Works of every descriptior,

and to any extent, erected in any part of the Kingdom, manufactured of the best materials of every description.

See our Illustrated Catalogues ; also Plans, Modris, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings and Heating by Hot-Water ; also of Cast-iron Vases and Foivntains

;

also Catalogues of Vines, Fruit Trees, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Seeds, <frc.

JOHN WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA.

VTEW STRAWBERRIES, &c. — Underbill's Sir
-L^l Harry, 105,, 205., 30*. per 100, all bedded out, the last

with balls; Kitley's Caroline Superb, 15s. per 100: Tiley's

Rival Queen, 60*.' per 100; BlackJ Prince, Goliath, Victoria

Old Caroline, British Queen, Keens' Seedling Alice Maude,
&cM 25. 6d. New Verbenas of 1S5<>, 3s. per doz. ; new Petunias of

1856, 45. per doz.; Double White do., 25. 6d. per doz.; new
Fuchsias of l&5t>, 6s. per doz., not fit yet; Phlox Countess of

Home, 65., 95., 12s. per doz. (12 good Phloxes); Veronica varie-

gata, 6d. each; fine named Paroles, 25. Qd. per doz ; Primula
sinensis alba flore pleno, 12#, per doz. : Delphinium cardinale,

2s.6J.
f
3s. &/., 55., and 7s. 6d. each.; Alfred Salter Chrysanthe-

mum, 6d., 9d. 15. each; others, 35. per dozen.— Edward C.
Kavanagh, Nurseryman, Taunbm.

UNEQUALLED NEW STRAWBERRY RIVAL QUEEN.
I^DWARD TILEY begs to announce to Strawberry

-^ growers and the public generally that he is now ready to

send out strong well-rooted plants of the above unequalled new
Seedling Strawberry, which has been grown and thoroughly

proved against more than 20 of the new* st and choicest varieties

yet sent out.

Numerous persons when walking over E. TVs Strawberry beds

and tasting the fruit of various kinds, have alnrays been of

opinion that the flavour of this Strawberry has surpassed all that

ttvy had eyer before tastpd. The word was generally, M It is

juire equal to that fine Strawberry the British Queen, if not

bKN*r." More than a hundred names could be mentioned if

requisite who have a I given the same opinion. I here mnntion
the names of two gentlemen who are gnat grower*, and very

particular with regard to the quality and flavour of strawberries.

Opinion ofC. Maude, Esq. Manor House, Bathampton : -"This
is one of the finest flavoured Strawberries I have ever tasted. I

should have thought it had been the true British Queen from its

fine flavour, and should not have known the difference except

from its being brighter in colour, and free from the green top

which the Queen always has/'

C. Sainsbury, Esq., Swainswick House, whose name is well

known to the floriculture! world, being the raiser of a great

number of the finest seedling Dahlias that have ever yet been

«ntout:—"Tbia is one of the finest flavoured Strawberries I

have ever tasted, and should like to have plants of it."

The advantage of the above splendid Strawberry over that

line variety the British Queen is as follows :—The British

Queen is a very delicate and tender kin i
— this is one of the

hardiest and most productive fruiters that lias ever yet been
grown; berries very large, fine shapf, and uf a most splendid
©rdftur. It also possesses the following fine property, which is

*t-Llotu to be met with in any other kind, viz., firmness of texture,

&o that it mny with safety be sent to any distance without
iimry, and kept 'or many days when ripe without decay or loss

of flavour. l r will prove I0 be one of : bw*t varieties ever
yet offered to the public for every gtu c foe which a Stran berry
i** require*!.

Srr ng w*l!-ronted v'-ants3Z. per 10); II IS*, for 50? 1?. for;5:
or one doz^u for t?s. ; the *2ft or the d< z-u uvttt pea - I and
imekagc free. A Post-office order i.s id toa«. [ iny uLl

commands.
Bdwasd Timet, Namesyi \ Seedsman, and Florist, li,

Abbey Churchyard, B.nh.

GEORGE SMITH begs to offer from a fine strong
healthy stock of the following new and choice PELAR-

GONIUMS, at 36*. per dozen, with plants to compensate for
carriage.

»

Unknown correspondents forwarding Post-office Orders, pay-
able at Islington, will be liberally dealt with.

SHOW GERANIl\\IS.-(Foster's) Amazon, Countess, Edith,
Meteora, Purple Prince, Pluto, Saracen, Sparkler, Iris, Trium-
phant, The Clipper; (Hoyle's) Admiration, Brenda, Cato, Corsair,
Eva, Ermine, Floretta, Leopard, Pallas, Rosaline; (Turner's)
Admirable; (Beck's) Rosa Mundi, Margarette; (Dobson's) Sultan,
Delicatum, Juliet, and (White's) Pretty Poll.

FANCY GERANIUMS. — (Turner's; Adonis, Attraction,
Beauty of Slough, Diana, Masterpiece, Naomi, Ne Plus Ultra,
purpureura album, Prima Donna, Queen of Roses; (Hender-
son's) Araphitrite, Cloth of Silver, La Stella, Queen of the Fete,
Reine du Bal, Sweet Lucy, (Titania) and Smith's DiCtata. Also
a good stock of older kinds of Show, Fancy, French, Spotted,
and Scarlet varieties, Verbenas, Fuchsias, &c.

Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington, London.

UNUSUALLY FINE SPECIMENS, WHICH WILL GIVE
IMMEDIATE EFFtCT TO A CONSERVATORY.

\yiLLIAM MASTERS and SON being about to
* * convert a Plant II use into an Orchard House have the

following remarkable Specimen Plants to dispose of:

—

URANIA SPECIOSA, leaves 7 feet long, 2 feet broad.
FICU3 ELA8TH V, 9 to 10 feet.

IN DIC A (Banyan Tree), showing how roots from the
branches become trunks, 8 feet.

POCENIX D^CTYLIFERA, Dare Palm, 5 feet.

CARYOTA URENS, Sugar or Wine Palm, 10 feet; breadth
of leaves, 5 to 6 feet.

LANTANIA HORBONICA, Paul and Virginia Fan Palm,
9 fe*>t : breadth <>r leaves, 4 to 5 feet.

PSIDIUM CATTLEYANCM, fruiting Cuava, 9 to 10 feet.

PAN DANUS ODORATI3SIMU3, Screw Palm, 5 to 6 feet;

length of leaves, 5 feet.

ARAUCARIA EXCELSA, Norfolk Island Pine, perfect
specimen, 7b feet high, 4£ feet through.

BltAZI LIANA,?* feet high, 4 feet through.

AGAVE AMERICANA, in fine health, may reasonably be
expected to flower in a year or two, 4 to 5 feet high, 6 to

7 feet through.
RHODODENDRON ARBOREUM HYBRIDUtf, height
9 fee^, S to 9 t through ; very handsome.

ASTRAiKEA WALLICHI, Lightning Tim 6 toT.ftet.

PHYLLAXTHU3 JUGLANDIFOL1GS, 10 ieet.

BREX IA 8PINOSA, 10 feet.

MUdA, several specimens, 4 to 9 feet.

ALPINIA NUTANS, frfeefc

COFFEA ARABIC A, Coffiw Tree, 5 feet.

The heights are measured from the surface of the pots or

tubs in which the plants are growing.

Prices will be giv^n for each plant separate! t for the whole,

I upon application.— Exotic N rserjr, Canteibury.

!

This adverti.seav-nt v. . rt be again inserted.

BEAUTIFULTLOWERS.—12 packets, each packet

containing 100 Seeds, Is. ; sent post free, Is. 2d. Calceo-

laria, Heliotropium, Hollyhocks, Petunia, Verbenas, Fuchsias

Geraniums, and other choice Steds, 6d. per packet. Catalogue

on application.

DWARF GERMAN (10-weeks) STOCKS, as imported, 36

varieties, each variety 3d. per packet.

Wm. Cullisgford, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond, Islington.

"NEW ANlTcHEAP PLANTS, DUTCH FLOWERING
BULBS, Xc.

HENRY WALTON, Edge End, "Marsden, near

Burnley, is now offering the following at the reduced

prices annexed :—
FUCHSIAS—Admiral Boxer, Charlemagne, Conqneror, Coun-

tess of Burlington, Donna Joaquina, General William?,

Favourite, Ranuncnlaeflora, Venus de Medici, Volcano di Aqna.

Wonderful, and Prince of Wales, Is. 6d. each, or 12s. per doz.

post free ; extra strong plants, 2s. 6d. each.

PETUNIAS—New varieties of last season, ls.Sd. each, or ufc

per doz. Q
VERBENAS—New varieties oflast season, Is. each, or vs. per

°GERANIUMS-Strong plants, Dido, Fidelia. Gem of the

West, Grand Sultan, Jessica, Lydia, Omar Pacha, P*n«2ra;
Fe

tv«
chio, Phaeton, Seraskier, Topsy, Una, Vesper, aod Yercla; tne

above, 155, per doz. Attraction, Carlos, Duchess ot A\
f
"W^

Eugenie, Empress, Eliza, Glowworm, Governor General, Jnaian

Chief, Lord of the Isles, Leah, Lucy, marginatum, fatness, pic-

tutn. Purple Perfection, Rebecca, Regalia, Rosa, R hoda,,Tam hern*,

Virginia and Zeno; the above 12s. per doz. Ambassador, com-

missioner, Commander, Harriet. Incomparable, Jupiter, Leouora,

&c.
? at 65. and 9s. per doz. Fancy varieties, 95., 125., and i«.

per doz,
CINERARIAS—65., 95., and 125. per doz. ,

HYACINTHS-(deFcriptive lists of which are now ready, auu

may be had on application) named sorts, 85., 95., and 125. per uoz.

Mixed ditto for borders may be had in separate colours, 45. pe

doz., or 255. and 305. per 100. ^ *;nnq
A Descriptive List of choice Geraniums, Pansies, Carnations,

Picotees, Pinks, &c, may be had for one postage stamp.

A Z A L i:A- Indica. Extransi, Criterion, Ivery 's Beaut tf d Europe-

Gledetaneel forraosa, magnifies striata formosisstraa utx*

of Devonshire, Fcnyana, rosea elegans, amcona, Brougnro ,

variegata, Glory of Sunninghill, Murrayana, Minerva, \es»,

Prima Donna, and alba magna; selections from the above, B»i

18*., nnd 24*. per doz. (strong plants).
rAtt _.Q i rT

Snnerila maVg.ritacea, 25. !£ 55., and 7s. 6rf. each. GonocaJy

.

;

pulchra, 55. and 7*. 6d. Cuphea eminens, Is. Mmdto.toL Casshi

tioribunda, 2s. ft*. Vaccinium erythnnurn, 3s. *M. ard 5^ M^
dirolaRoezli,35.6J. Meyettte «£M*£ **• «* SSS
Dec8isneana,3x.6J. Cereus MacDonaldi,.^. W. to 55. Impatien

Jerdonise, 25. Qd. to 3s. Gd. -. *

Choice Cineraria Seed, 1*. 6g and 2.. S7 perpa.Aet.

i It is raspectftOIy requested that Po^-officef™^""f?,ffi
able at Marsden, Lancashire; a remittance or reference require

St&SKlW.- all stron, and healthy plants, and

cannot fail to give satisfaction to every purchaser.
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FIRST CLASS CARNATIONS, PANSIES, P1COTEES,

AND PINKS.
pHARLES SCHOFIELD has now ready in strong
\J plants, at greatly reduced prices, the above named Florist's

Flowers. A Descriptive Catalogue is just published, which may
be had free. Terms very liberal to nurserymen taking large
quantities. Cash or reference will be required from parties
unknown.
C. S. has also Pansy and Calceolaria Seed selected from the

finest show flowers, 2s. 6d. each packet.
Knowsthorpe, near Leeds, Yorkshire.

GEORGE JACKMAN begs to state that his
PRICED CATALOGUE is now ready, and can be had

free on application, comprising Choice Conifers?, Hardy Ever-
greens, and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, all of which are well
grown and constantly removed; is also an extensive grower of
Roses, and Fruit and Forest Trees.

G. J. particularly wishes to call attention to his Dwarf-trained
Fruit Trees, being clean grown and well trained, including all
the leading kinds.
Woking Nursery, 1\ mile from Woking Station, Sonth Western

Rail, where all Trains stop and conveyances can be obtained.

HUGH LOW and CO. would call the attentionof
purchasers to their very large and fine stock of the under-

named articles, all of which are in the best possible health, and
well worth inspection.

INDIAN AZALEAS, in different sizes and fine named varieties.
CAMELLIAS, with flower-buds of different sizes.
STANDARD SWEET BAYS, with straight stems and fine
shaped heads.

ORANGE TREES, of sorts and sizes, both with and without fruit
JASMINUM GRANDIFLORUM; grafted plants full of flower
buds. This is one of the most fragrant winter blooming plants
in cultivation.

ERICAS and EPACRIS, strong flowering plants.
PINUS BENTHAMIANA (true) ; certainly the handsomest and
hardiest of all the long leaved Conifers.

^llapton Nursery, London, Sept. 27.

New and Beautiful Hardy Coxtferous~Teee]
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA.

]\jESSRS WATERER and GODFREY have much
L ' pleasure in offering the above fine plant raised from seed
sent home by Mr. W. Murray, who in describing it in connection
with other rare Pines, finch as nobilis, grandis, Jeffreyi, Ben-
thamiana, &c, says, " It was the handsomest tree in the whole
expedition. It grows about 100 feet high and 2 feet in diameter;
tne foliage is most delicate and graceful, the branches bend up-
wards at the end like a Spruce and hang down at the tip like an
ostrich feather, the top shoots droop like a Deodar, and the
timber is good, clear, and workable." Seedling plants will be sent
out in Augnst upon the following terms, and orders executed
strictly in rotation. One plant 21*. ; six plants, 41. 10*. ; 12 plants.TUfa—Knap Hill Nursery, Woking. Surrey.

ROYAL
BERKSHIRE

SEED
ESTABLISHMENT

^ U L ION and SONS have just received a very unique
kJ Collection of Hyacinths, Anemones, Jonquils, Cro-
cuses, and numerous other Bulbous Flower Roots, direct
from one of the most celebrated Florists in Haarlem.
_ JPricesvery moderate. Lists gratis , and pnstfree.

DUTCH FLOWER R O O T S^

ROSES, ROSES.
OEORGE JACKMAN, Woking Nursery, Woking,
^^ Surrey, has much pleasure to acquaint his friends, patrons,
and the public, that he lias this season to offer an extensive
stock of well grown STANDARD and DWARF ROSES, con-
Sfsting of all the leading and most approved kinds. A Priced
List will be forwarded free on application.—September 27.

NEW SCARLET^CERAINliUM " SlR COLiN CAMPBELL.'
rpHOMAS JACKSON and SON are now sending
* out this beautiful GERANIUM: it is a brilliant

scarlet with a lar^e clear white eve, throwing its trusses of
bloom well above the foliage; habit slightly compact, foliage
ample, with a well marked horseshoe. It was exhibited at the
Crystal Palace and much admired, and has been ordered by most
gentlemen and gardeuers that have seen it. Price 5*. each, with
one adikd for every three ordered. The usual discount to the
Trade.—Nursory. Kin-rstAti-on-Thames.

pETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the

*i t>
Q u?

EN\&c -' *** leRve t0 intimate to their Customers andme Public the arrival of a verv fine selection of Fl.OWFR T-cn^rROOTS in excellent condition, a/d they respectfully Jllrft Jarly J. 2 > \ iff.
80? beg t0 **> that "

orders for the same. Catalogues may be had free on application. ~ J'lants_ of this fine Azilea will be ready
I

„ 27, Great George Sti et, Westminster.

D U TCH BULBS.

JAMES VEITCH, Jux., Exotic Nursery, Chelsea,

nm'ffir.
a
,

nn
/

,

!
,

m£?,
that he has recei™d his annual supply ofBLLBOLa ROOTS from Holland, and is pleased to sav they

aie particularly fi.ve and in excellent condition-. Catalogues

AZALEA INDICA « GEM."
ood established

r\ mi — » the third week in
October. The Subscribers feel it unnecessary to say anything
further of its fine properties, except that it has received the
In-best awards given to seedlings both at the Roval Botanic and
National Floricultural Societies. Price 21s. each. A few extra
sized blooming plants at 42*.
A List of Nurserymen who have kindly ordered it will appear

next month. The usual allowance to the trade. A Descriptive
List of all the approved varieties may be had in exchange for
one postage stamp.—Dorking Nursery, Sept. 27.

13 0BERT PARKER begs to inform his friends and
-*-*< patron* that his PRICED AND DESCRIPTIVE CATA-LOGUE OF GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS. &c, is now ready,

B
BULBS.—Fob

ASS and BROWN'S Advertisement of BULBS
of Septenfber

3^66^ '^ P*b'e °f the " Cotta^e Gardener "

Choice and sorted collections of Hardy Bulbs and Roots, 203.,
40s., and 60*. per collection.

o,

C
.

A
JAL°GL"ES for the present season of the following may

be had on application, viz.:—

* * « • *

hich he
8. d.

. 21

. 18
24
5

»

*• •

* « •

1NJEW GERANIUMS OF 1855.—Fine strong healthy
r. Pl

ams of the wh°le of the Show and Fancy varieties raised
by Beck. Dobson, Foster, Foqnet, E. G. Henderson and Sons,
Hoyle, Turner, and others, can now be had of John Westwood
at the Floral Nursery, Acton Road, Tnrnham Green, near
London, at 36*. per dozen ; also all the varieties let out in 1854,
2s. each, or 11. per dozen, carriage to any of the London Railway
starions included, and where 24 or more are taken no charge will
be made for hamper, &c, and extra plants will then be given to
compensate for further carriage. For particulars of various
omer plants now on sale at this Nursery at reduced prices, see
Advertisements in the Gardeners' Chronicle of September 6th

a i A ful1 de8CriPtive Catalogue of Show, Fancy, Bedding,
and French Geraniums, will be shortly issued gratis to all
applicants. J. Westwood has much pleasure in stating thatnavmg expended much money and labour in testing and com-
pleting his stock, it is now the largest and most perfect of its
JUndjn existence, and well worth Inspection.

TVjKSSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg to* -*- state that the unequalled DAHLIA—
CRYSTAL PALACE SCARLET,

proves itself the finest Bedding Plant in cultivation, and by far
tne most showy and free blooming Dahlia ever offered to the
public. It may be seen in full flower at their Nursery, and the

CRYSTAL PALACE GARDENS.
The Bulb Catalogue, with revised Lists of GERANIUMS.

Unerarias, and other Florists' Flowers, may be had post free on
application.

A Coloured Plate of Five new GERANIUMS, including
airs, fatory s white varieties, can be had post free for 12 stamps.

NEW STRAWBERRY "ADAIR."
For description of this delicious variety see back numbers

rriee 60s. per 100 plants ; 405. for 50 ditto ; 25s. for 25 ditto
•'

15,1. for 12 ditto.
'

The description and prices of the followihg new plants mav bewen in the Bulb Catalogue:—
Camellia Jenny Lind Begonia picta

Echites Houtteana »> cinnabarina hybrida

nu.ii. iv - .
Azaleas and Rhododendrons (in

uianthus albo nigricans varieties).

SEEDS.
Calceolaria Seed, 5s. and 2s. 6d. (2d quality) per packet;

Unerana, 2s. 6d. per packet ; Primula sinensis fimbriate, 2*. 6d.
Per packet.

i-niT
h^ SPrinS Catalogue, with 2000 Greenhouse and Stove Plants'uny ascribed, post free on application.

"

Wellington Nursery, St. Joh n'x Wood.

/-ntt 4^7 H E SALWAY pTa~C~hT"
(JHARLES TURNER has much pleasure in intro-

«.i
d,xc' T1P th*s very valuable new varietv, raised by Colonel

,fS *r^? Park
'
SumT- Ic hfts been fruited this season

InJ IT *
y

.
Gardens. and Mr. Ixgbam has forwarded the fol-™wing testimonial as to its merits :—

Bulbs and Roots.
Herbaceous Plants.
Hollyhocks.
Phlox.
Coniferae.
Hardy Shrubs and Climbers.
Roses.

Sudbury, Suffolk.

Fruit Trees.
Strawberries.
Geraniums.
Cinerarias.
Azalea indica.
Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Winter-flowering ditto.

* # 9

• * «

* • •

* * *

* • t

• • «

> * t

• «
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COLLECTION OF DUTCH BULBS.
^yiLLlAM E. RENDLEand CO., Seed Merchants,
rviw-

Iymo" t
?
1

'A
av

1?
much P^asure in offering the following

Collections of Dutch Roots, for large and small-sized gardens :-

No. 1 Collection, all the most approved sorts 3 10

J°'
* n containing smaller quantities ... 2 5

^°' ° >< for a small garden
. \ 5

100 Hyacinths, in 100 very fine sorts. Purchaser's selection 3 101W
f» 50 fine sorts u 2 15

50
tt 50 superior sorts _ 1 ik

50 - 2o •• 1 10
•2',

12

n
ti 12

12

tt

varieties

t>

n
>•

tt

tt

15

10

Camellias, of sorts, from, per doz.
Cyclamen Atkinsi, flowering bulbs, each ... 3s. Sd. to
Delphinium formosum, the finest variety ever offered,
per doz.

Epacrises, of sorts, from, per doz. ...

Eric is, of sorts, from, per doz.
Ferns, hardy, from, per doz

„ stove and greenhouse, from, per doz.
Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass), per doz.
Orchids, Exotic, from, per doz.
Selaginella8, of sorts, from, per doz. xoA remittance or reference to accompany all orders from
unknown correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Hornsey, and Seven Sisters' Road. HoRoway.

DUTCH AND OTHfcR BULBS.
'

J
JOHN CATTELL has in addition to his usual supply
*J of DCTCH BULBS (which are of the finest sorts and quality),
a large stock of the beautiful sky blue SQUILL, viz., Scilla
Sibenca, which is without exception the hardiest and most
showy of our early spring flowers. Strong Bulbs 8». Gd. per
dozen

; 2o*. per 100, or 10/. per 1000. J. C. is al.so a large grower
of the Japan and other Lilies, Tropjeolum tricolorum grandi-
florum or Javattes. azureum and brachyceres; splendid hybrid
Amaryllis in great variety, Vallotas of sorts, Scillaa, Gladiolus,
Alstrceraenas, &c, and is enabled to supply them at very
moderate prices. A Priced Catalogue of the whole is just
published, and may be had gratis on application.

Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.

_
Detailed lists of the above are given in the " Descrip-

tive Price Current," just published, which can be had in
return for one postage stamp.

WiLLTAM E. Rkn-dt.k & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.WNEW IMPORTED DUTCH ROOTS.
LLIAM E. RENDLE and CO., Seed Mer-
chants, Plymouth, have much pleasure in

announcing that their Dutch Bulbs are just arrived, in
the finest possible condition.

mS?^1160'!011 includes a general assortment of HYACINTHS
ckkrrk T^Sfil8

L

S« ANEMONES, RANUNCULUS.'CROCL>, LILIUMS, IRIS, GLADIOLUS, &c. &c.
A Descriptive Price Current of Dutch Roots is just

publislied, and can be had in return for one postane
stamp.
Apply to Wir. E. Resdlb & Co., Sped Merchants, Plymouth.

Established 1786.
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(Copy) THE SALWAY PEACH.
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MA^r£vTKAISED TBEES 15.. each.

The nf I

do 10#.6d.do.
12 Plants are taken

Unt t0 the ****' ^^ a further allowa°ce if

h»»rgh°
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\f
a
ra^® iad of Messrs. Peter Lawsox & 9em, Edin-

Dickson &w ?^K
!
OJrs * Co- Edinburgh; Messrs. JamesOON8

'
Hamburgh

; and the principal Nurserymen.
Royal Nursery, Slough.

dutch flower roots.
FAMES CHARTRES and CO. have much pleasureV in announcing that their superb collections of the above

which have given such universal satisfaction for many years
are now ready, and will b* forwarded carriage paid to any part
of the kingdom. No 1 Collection (31.) contains as follows :-12
Splendid Double and Single Hyacinths for glasses: 12 ditto do
for pots; 24 ditto, ditto, for borders; 12 splendid Narcis, various',
for Pots

I 12 do. named Early Tulips (single and double) ; 50 do.
mixed late Tulips for borders ; 12 do. Double Jonquils ; 24 do.

^amf ,
En8Iisn I«s

; 24 do. named Spanish Iris
; 4 lb. mixed

Double Anemones; lib. mixed Single Anemones; 100 splendid
mixed Ranunculus; 100 do. named Crocus, 25 sorts; 100 do.Mixed Blue; 100 do. Mixed White; 100 do. Double Snowdrops

;

12 do. Dogs-tooth Violets ; 6 Summer Snowflakes.
No 2 Collection half the above amount. A general priced

Catalogue may be had on application.
7i

>
King William Street, City. London.—Sept. 27.

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
! " p;

ar
.

Manchester, begs to announce that his new CATA-LOGS E or FLORISTS' FLOWERS is now ready, and mav be o —8 ~-_ «««*. m«« u.uuu uuuks
?he tXvSg

a- n
-

II C°ntaiUS descri P five and Priced "^ ot while a parasite of the genus Hypopitys attaches

&he ©artrenrr£5
,

€htonitlt.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1856.

The history of Wellingtons is not yet exhausted.
M. Jules R£my, whose account of the road from
California to Mormonland we gave the other day
(p. fill), has published some very interesting details
respecting this famous tree. Coming as they do
from a skilful naturalist, of undoubted exactness,
they have a much higher value than any previous'
newspaper reports, and deserve to find a place in
our columns. We translate his words, as repro-
duced in the Flore des Serres.
At 5 leagues from Murphy, in following the

course of one of the affluents of the Stanislas river,
which finds its winding murmuring way at the
bottom of a deep wooded valley at the entrance of
the Sierra Nevada, the traveller stops in amazement
at the edge of a little basin about 2 miles across
and some 1490 yards above the sea. Here stand
the giants of the vegetable world. At the sight of
these colossal Conifers, which seem to belong to
some other planet, it is impossible to restrain one's
feelings of admiration.

Ninety of these gigantic trees, the smallest of
which is not less than 15 feet in diameter, are
confined in a space of 50 acres, where they stand
above other species of their race just as Lombardy
Poplars overtop the Pollard Willows that accompany
them in Europe. Yellow Mosses and Lichens
floating like long tresses adorn their proud trunks •

the following:

—

Carnations
Pinks
Auriculas
Alpines
Phloxes
Lancashire Show Goose-

herrv Trpps

Picotees
Pansips
Polyanthuses
Donhle Primroses
Belgian Daisies
Currants

Ac. &c.

itself to their roots, and gracefully surrounds their
base with stems two feet high covered with
flowers and transparent rose-coloured floral leaves.
Most of these great trees appear to have had their

tops broken by the weight of snow which collects
during winter on their terminal branches. Manv

!
moreover are injured at the base by fire, ascribed
to the ignorance of the Indians. One of the trees
was stripped of its bark, two years ago, to the height
of 100 feet by some United States people

; never-
theless it continues to live at the point, as if these
monarchs of the forest were subject to laws alto-
ether peculiar to themselves. A spiral ladder has
een formed upon the same tree by means of steps

PANSIES.O SHACKELL has a variety ofYELLOW PANSY
«*•• which he has named SHACKELL'S PERPETUALYELLOW. It forms a beautiful yellow bed—one that summer's
heat and winter* cold has not any effect on. It blooms all the
winter if the weather is oppn. It is a beautiful vellow and good
shape for a border. Price 10*. per 100, or 2». perdozen.

K. S. has good healthy plants of Pansies with blooms on them
in great and good varieties, at the same price as the former
specimen blooms : can be had if a stamped envelope is sent.
R. S. has good plants of the beautiful little Rose De Manx at i

uwu iwimcu uuui
6.*. per dozen, or 25*. per 100; also plants of the Heleborus cn f info its bodvnigeror Christmas Rose, at 6s. per dozen.

(

cu
~.
mu ua uouy.

R. S. would enter into arrangements to supply anyone with I ^n tne holes formed bv fire at the ba«e of several
bouquets of Violets at 5*. per 100. nf these trpp<5 whnlo fam'ill^ «,; u*. ,\v i i

It the order be above 10^.. hamper and package included I °V
l

f
eS *? ole Jamihes might establish them-

rders taken at his shop, 5, Broad Street, Bath. '

j

selves. A carriage drawn by several horses would
Address, Robert Shackell. run with ease along one of them which lies on the

Orde
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ground ; for the bark is usually furrowed, so as to

appear as if the trunk were formed of fluted

columns. -Each monster has received an English

name from their owner, who acts as cicerone to

visitors. The following is a list of the more
remarkable.

The Bio Tree was 95 feet English in circum-

ference, and 300 feet high. Five men were
employed for 25 days in cutting it down. Their

method of effecting this was as follows. They
first formed a circle on the circumference at seven
feet from the ground. Then by means of an
enormous auger a multitude of holes were formed
close together so as to destroy the equilibrium of the

colossus, and bring it over. Its fall was attended
with a deafening noise as loud as the discharge of a

battery of heavy artillery. Three weeks were con-
sumed in this work of Vandalism and in stripping

the carcase of its bark to the length of 52 feet.

Its diameter, measured by Mr. BaENCHLEYat six feet

from the soil, was 23 feet seven inches without
reckoning the bark, which was at least three feet

more. A place for bowls and a house have been
constructed upon its fallen trunk, and the stump,
which has been planed, is surrounded by a summer
house furnished with seats where the curious may
meditate upon the surrounding objects. Some
travellers have endeavoured to determine the age of

this Big Tree, which however notwithstanding its

name is not the biggest of the group, as will be seen

presently, but was only the most perfect and
handsomest before it was upset. Having counted
the number of rings on 12 inches only of the radius

they multiplied the sum thus obtained by the semi-

diameter, and obtained a product which led them to

estimate the number of springs which this noble

tree has experienced at 3000. But having made no
allowance for the difference in the rate of growth of

different rings of wood they fell into a rather con-

siderable mistake. A careful examination does not

allow the age of our vegetable jMethusalem to have

much exceeded 2000 years. And when reduced to
|

this figure its age is still respectable enough to

occupy the mind of the philosopher with reflections

upon the many revolutions that have convulsed the

world since the termination of our tree.

The Miner's Cabin is 80 feet in circumference

and 300 feet high.

The Three Sisters are placed so as to look as if

they sprang from the same root. These three trees

are intact and form the most beautiful group of the

"Mammoth Grove," the name given by the

Americans to the basin in which the Wellingtonias

stand. Each is 300 feet high and 92 feet in circum-

ference. That in the middle rises to the height of

200 feet without a branch.

The Pioneer's Cabin is an enormous tree, with
the trunk broken off at 150 feet from the ground.

The Old Bachelor is 300 feet high and 60 feet

in circumference.

The Hermit, thus called because it stands alone,

is 300 feet high and 75 feet in circumference. It has

been burnt on one side of its trunk. It is calculated

that it contains 725,000 cubic feet of timber.

The Husband and Wife are each 60 feet in

circumference, and their trunks, which are 250 feet

high, come together at the summit.

The Family Group consists of 26 trees standing

close together, and includes "Father," "Mother,"
and 24 children. The Father was blown down
many years -ago, and measures 110 feet in circum-

ference at the base. It is thought that he must
have been 425 feet high. In falling he smashed

himself against a neighbour at the height of 300 feet,

and at this point he is still 40 feet in circumference !

The fragnent of the trunk which is now prostrate is

half buried in the earth, is hollow from end to end,

and detains towards one extremity the waters of a

spring which he covered in his fall. The Mother is

91 feet in circumference and 327 feet high,

children are rather smaller.

The Siamese Twins and their Keeper. The
bodies of the Twins separate at 40 feet from the

soil, and are each 300 feet high. The Keeper, who
stands by their side, is 325 feet high and 80 in cir-

cumference.

The Old Maid stands alone ; her head is naked

and bent ; she is 200 feet long and 60 feet round.

Adie and Mary are thus called after two young
American girls who first drove through the Mam-
moth Grove. These are two very beautiful trees,

300 feet high and 60 feet round.

The Horseback Ride is an old hollow prostrate

trunk, on which you can ride on horseback for 75

feet. This aged trunk is 250 feet long.

Uncle Tom's Cabin is so called because its base

is hollowed into a wide and deep cavern, entered

by an opening 27\ feet wide and 10 feet high.

Twenty-five persons can be seated in this grotto-like

cavity. The tree is 300 feet high and 90 feet round.

Master Shelby, named after the owner of Uncle)

The

Tom, stands 15 feet off the last, and is not quite

300 feet high.

The Bride of California is 260 feet high, and
700 round.

The Beauty of the Forest is a very upright

tree, almost without branches to the top, where it

is capped with verdure. This is 300 feet high and
65 in circumference.

So much for M. Remy's personal observation of

the Wellingtonias in the Mammoth Grove of

Calaveras. According to M. Carriere the species

is now known to occur elsewhere on the Sierra

Nevada, especially in Carson Valley, but very
inferior in size, owing to the destructiveness of men;
and also as high as 50° N. latitude, whence an
officer of the French navy has brought cones identical

with those from California.

The article which furnishes us with the preceding

matter also contains some new accounts of the great

Deciduous Cypresses (Taxodium distichum) of

Mexico, supplied by M. Renault, a French gardener

established in that country. He reports them, after

personal inspection, to be true Deciduous Cypresses.

About 200 are found within the fortress of Chapul-

tepec. Of these the largest is 43i feet (round) at

the ground, but at 6 feet from the ground it is only

34 feet. It is about 120 feet high. At 15 feet from

the ground it divides into three branches of equal

size. Most of the side branches bend towards the

ground, and one, which springs from about 75 feet

from the ground, nearly grazes it. The root-humps,

or exostoses, are few and the largest is not more than

18 or 20 inches (high ?) The soil in which the

trees grow is scarcely more than 3 feet deep ; the

subsoil consists of a pan (coiccftc pierreuse) which
prevents the infiltration of water, so that it is often

found at 2 spades deep. In the rainy season the

soil is occasionally under water.

The famous Taxodium of the cemetery of Popolta,

near Tacuba, has been called the Cypress of Monte-

zuma ; this is the tree that sheltered Cortez. It is

now wholly disfigured by lightning, by which it has

been frequently struck. It is not above 90 feet high

;

its trunk is covered with bosses, and is remarkable

for being thicker at some distance from the ground

than at the base. At the ground level the circum-

ference is 40 feet, and six feet higher 50 feet.

It appears from these statements that the Deci-

duous Cypresses of Mexico are not so large as has

been reported ; not larger we suspect than speci-

mens to be found in the swamps of the United

States.

The Potato mould is extremely prevalent this year,

though it has been somewhat kept in check \>y the con-

tinued dry weather. In some districts the tubers

have been much affected, while in others little if any
damage has been sustained. The increase of the

mould, like that of most other fungi, is highly

favoured by thunderstorms. It is not surprising

then that they should be regarded as the cause of

evil, though an attentive examination would have

shown many previous indications of the presence of

the parasite. The Botrytis has been found on pre-

vious occasions on Tomatoes, Anthocercis and one

or two other Solanads, but we had never heard of

its attacking beds of Petunia till the present year.

We have an undoubted specimen before us, commu-
nicated from Bristol by Mr. H. 0. Stephen, with

every botanical characteristic of the species, and

with equally destructive consequences. We hope

that if any of our readers suffer from this parasite

in their flower garden, they will try the effect of

sulphur upon it, if the disease is not too far advanced.

The mould grows quite as much on the upper as the

under surface of the leaves of the Petunia, and is

therefore more accessible than in the Potato. It is

however useless making any experiment if the

malady has advanced so far as to affect the stems.

M. J. B.

The last Horticultural Exhibition at the Crystal

Palace was one of those displays of all that is rare

and beautiful among fruits and flowers which are

only to be seen in the vicinity of the metropolis.

The attempt to have such a show in September,

when most of the great patrons of horticulture and

those who can leave the din and bustle of London

are rusticating in the country, was probably regarded

by some as a bold experiment ; but we believe there

are few who entertained a doubt as to its success
;

especially when they sawhow liberal the management
had been in offering so large a sum of money in the

shape of prizes ; and the collection brought forward

for competition was the best evidence that could be

adduced to show the directors how highly their ex-

ertions for the encouragement of horticulture were

appreciated by the gardening community.

The weather was most favourable, and a very

large number of visitors attended. It was good

policy, in our opinion, to continue the Exhibition

three days, as it enabled every one who had a taste

for gardening to enjoy a rich treat, and that, too, on
the second and third days v. ithout any additional

charge being made beyond what is usually paid for

admission to the Palace and ground on ordinary

occasions.

As a whole the Exhibition was deserving of much
praise ; but there were some of the arrangements

faulty, and by no means in harmony with the order,

neatness, and beauty which are seen in almost every

corner of the Palace. The plants were arranged on

a stage along the centre of the nave north of the

transept, while the fruit, with such florists' flowers

as Roses, Dahlias, Hollyhocks, China Asters, &c,
and the cottagers' productions* occupied another

staue along the centre of the southern nave.

Although the plant department lacked many
of the beautiful Orchids and other favourites

so familiar to us in the great floral displays we are

accustomed to see in the early part of the season,

it contained an immense variety of novelties of

another kind, such as Ferns, Lycopods, and Sela-

ginellas, &c, which attracted a large share of public

attention, and altogether formed quite a new feature

in the Exhibition. All the specimens were ad-

mirably grown, and in the most perfect health.

We remarked with no surprise, and much satis-

faction, that while crowds were admiring the elegant

and varied forms of these singular little plants,

their more showy neighbours, such as Balsams and

Cockscombs (of which by the by there were some

excellent specimens), were passed over almost un-

noticed. Here, again, is further proof how the

taste of the'public is improving. Dahlias and China

Asters were shown in great variety, and in such

perfection as to excite the admiration of every one

who remembers what the form of those flowers was

20 years ago.

But the chief feature of the Exhibition was, as

we have stated, the show of fruit, of which there

was an immense collection, consisting of Pines,

Melons, Grapes, Peaches and Nectarines, Plums,

Cherries, Pears and Apples, Figs, &c.
_
There were

many beautiful examples of good cultivation, and

it may be truly said that those who were not so for-

tunate as to obtain prizes had no reason to be

ashamed of the specimens they
_
exhibited. One

thing however must have been evident to every one

who took an interest in this part of the exhibition,

that to stage fruit is by no means the best way of

showing it to advantage. When a stage is preferred

to a flat surface it never ought to be much higher

than that of an ordinary table, and in all

cases there should be a division down the

centre covered with green baize or some other

cheap material so as to prevent more being seen

than the eye can easily examine in passing. In the

present case, the stage was much higher than it

ought to have been, and too narrow. The fruit on

the upper tier was so elevated as to be completely

hid from the sight of all ordinary spectators ; and

many exhibitors must have regretted to find the ob-

jects of their care and anxiety in the position they

occupied. The want of such a screen as we have

just mentioned down the centre was apparent to

every one, from its permitting them to see the props

and other expedients resorted to by exhibitors in-

order to display their boxes of fruit to the best ad-

vantage ; and we should hope that those whose duty

it is to look to this matter, which is really or im-

portance, will remedy the defect against another

season.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXXXIX.

^572, Parasite (Pohjactisf). The moulds which

belong to this genus are amongst the very commonest

productions upon decayed or decaying vegetable sud-

stacces. A dry leaf lying on the surface^ of the sou

of a frame or garden pot, a plant which has just dampeo

off, a diseased Cucumber, &c, are soon covered *it.i

some one of the species, a good example of wh en i

afforded by the annexed woodcut of ^V<uh8^ n̂
larii, Corda. The principal distinction between

Polyactis and Botrytis, taking the parasitic spj**es'

for example B. infestans, for the type of the latter genu ,

consists in the articulate slightly carbonised stem
ana

ference of habit, the one growing on vegetables
i

air* y

more or less decomposed, the other on healthy puw,

healthy that is till they have been attacked by

parasite. . .. , . -.hidi

573. Facts, however, have lately come to hg™ *°

tend to prove that such moulds though not truij v

sitic in their nature may at times act as parasites. /

are developed on decaying matter, from .^
n,cn

dg .

mycelium spreads in the guise of long straggling threa

over living leaves, the fine tips of which, as it sho

seem, enter the stomate^j^tbou^Jmw^^

* A correspondent speaks in *™?™t^^l*>*&

bi^s6lwacwfi^ upon -

mrFrssssr~* ts&suA
ftllasion t0 tbe ""

nsant division of the upper part of the plant.
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penetrating into the tissues, and by their decay
acting as a putrefactive ferment, from which death
ensues. This statement is indeed at present partly

theoretic, but it is of such importance that it is

worth stating even in the absence of positive proof as to

the mode of action. It is not indeed quite certain

whether sulphur acts upon these carbonised moulds as
speedily and certainly as upon those which like the
oidioid state of Erysiphc are of a pure white, and we
have evidence before us that very delicate plants may
sometimes be injured by the application of sulphur, a

fact which is not surprising, as the effect is probably
produced by the conversion of a portion of the sulphur
into sulphurous acid, a substance which even when
so produced may easily exist in such a degree of
concentration as to be fatal to delicate tissues. The
effect of brimstone fumes, which are the same thing,
on plants of any delicacy, even when slightly mixed
with the atmosphere is known more or less by fatal

experience to every cultivator. The great deside-
ratum at present in the cultivation of plants is to
find some substance which will act upon the darker
coloured fungi without affecting the plants on which they
are developed. Since however when once generated they
appear to be peculiarly difficult of control, the great
point is to prevent their growth at first, or at any rate
to preclude the appearance of a new generation. To the
first of these particulars it is needful that all the
materials of which soil is composed should be in a
thorough state of decomposition. If half decayed
fragments of vegetables exist either in contact with the
roots or on the surface, mischief is frequently commu-
nicated; by the moulds which are generated upon them.
Where plants of the same kind are crowded in pots and
one of them perishes and becomes mouldy the rest are
very apt to follow, not by inherent decay but from con-
tamination of the dead plant, and it is this fact which
makes it necessary to remove dead leaves which have

however well established will •;.> a great way rnlheir
confirmation, and when the facts are once received as
established truths, the whole subject of mvcologv must
undergo revisiou. In a transition state confusion will
probably be worse confounded than ever, but order
will at length rise out of the chaos, and many a present
cause of perplexity be removed for ever. M. J. B.

performed their functions from crowded cuttings.
Apposing, however, these moulds to have become in-
veterate, the only hope will be in the removal of the
*hole affected stock and thorough cleansing of the walls
ar>d washing with lime and corrosive sublimate. This is

[

e 0aly remedy in bakehouses where bread is subject
o acquire a ropy fermentation, an evil which is due to
e development of the spores of some noxious fungus,mM>y instances of which have been recorded in France,
d the same may be said of those silkworm establishm-
ents which have been affected to a ruinous extent by
e mould which produces the disease called muscar-

it tt
*Q concms^on °f om* remarks on Hyphomycetcs,

TqJ
b® wel1 to advert to a paper just published hy

^
asne in Annales de3 Sciences Naturelles on the dualism

brouS.^' ^an
-
v facts have *rom time t0 time oeen

u?ht forward to this effect, commencing with the

h&s

C

K«
atl0nS

-

of Friessome 20 years ago. The subject

now
foNowed out to a great length by Tulasne, who

hav
C
tf
ten^8 tne matter to a degree which could scarcely

e been anticimited. Not onlv does he belie™ th*t

are

anticipated. Not only does he believe that
greater part of the naked-spored Pyrenomycetes

their f^-
c°n<^ons of species which normally bear

cMled •* m de^mte number contained within sacs

tiie bl ^t
lj but lie Delievea tJ,at far tne larger part of

aPe t
? mou,ds, as Helminthosporium, Graphium, &c,

that Sv;,
conidioi(1 state of Spharia. Nay, more,

lonein t

Atractium and some other genera be-

cateonr
t0 * Ve'y different series belong to the same

only 2" ^ t *s ey'dent that these notions can

Direct
C0

?firmed by long series of observations.

*° bear
Xperiment u°haPP ily can scarcely be brought
upon them in many instances. A few cases

Home Correspondence.
Orchard Houses.—A short time a*o you advised

your readers to inspect the orchard house at Chiswick,
and in truth it was well worthy a visit. But there was,
at the same time, an object in the Society's Gardens
still more deserving attention, namely, the magnificent
Peach wall, covered with trees iu perfect health, well
clothed with foliage to the very bole, and loaded with
fine fruit. As Chiswick possesses, I imagine, no natural
advantages over many other places in the valley of the
Thames, this unusually successful Peach culture must
be attributed solely to the skill of Mr. Thompson.
Upon comparing the health of the trees on the wall
and in the orchard house (and I may also add the
amount of their crops), the question naturally arises
whether any one who possessed such a wall would care
to have an orchard house. For a year or two past,
communications have appeared in your journal from
parties who have erected structures of the latter de-
scription, and have been more than satisfied with the
results. I regret to say I cannot add my testimony to
theirs. And as, at the present time, many persons
are proposing to build orchard houses, I would wish,
not to dissuade them from building, but to pre-
vent disappointment by moderating their expecta-
tions. If any choose to say that my want of success
has been the result of ignorance, so let it be. I simply
give my evidence ; valeat tantum. As soon as Mr.
llivers's pamphlet appeared I read it, and no fairy tale
ever charmed me more; an orchard house was soon
built, and cultivation commenced. In order to com-
pare my progress with that of others, the orchard
houses at Sawbridgeworth have been several times
visited, as also Lane's at Berkhampstead, &c. As the
subject is likely to interest many of your readers, I
will, at the risk of being thought prolix by the re-
mainder, enter into some detail as regards various de-
scriptions of fruit. Strawberries succeed very well,
and much further from the glass than gardeners of the
olden time thought possible. They staud iu front of the
larger pots, and therefore may be said to take up no
room whatever. They ripen several weeks before
Strawberries out of doors, and most desirably antici-
pate the fruit season. Those who want very early
fruit will of course take Black Prince and Keens'
Seedling, but those who prefer flavour will wait for
British Queen and the old Carolina Pine. The
plants of the latter are always vigorous and
the quality excellent. Green-fly and the spittle
insect are abundant on Strawberries in orchard houses.
Of Apricots I have had few indeed, but those few were
superior in quality to any I ever tasted. I observed
that Lane had no crop last year, nor do I see much at
Chiswick this. The trees flower abundantly, some set,

but soon drop. This year I followed the advice given
by Rivers in your columns, namely, to place the trees

'

close to the open ventilator, but on five trees I have not
a single fruit. I have tried keeping them in the open
air, plunged under a north wall to retard them, and not
putting them into the orchard house until the blossom
showed colour, but without success. Plums often
produce well enough, but the Greensa^es are far inferior
in quality to good wall fruit. Both they and other
varieties have an acidity mixed with their sweetness,
showing an unkindly maturation. The only exception I

have met with is the Jefferson, which really ripens to
the stone, but grown under glass is comparatively
flavourless. Coe promises well this year. I may
remark that in the later editions of Rivers's pamphlet
it is recommended to exclude Plums from the house
during the hotter months. With Grapes I have
failed in 11-inch pots — berries too small. Of
Pears, the cultivation has been too limited to
enable me to say much. From Figs in an orchard
house, without heat, a first crop alone can be expected.
I have now and then had a few second crop fruit, but
not good. Haviug tried almost all the well known sorts,

I find the Brown Turkey the only one that can be abso-
lutely depended on for a crop in all seasons, but it may
be observed that the same may be said of this variety
not only against a wall but even without one, at least in

the warmer parts of England. The small white Ischia
Figs when you can get them are perhaps the nicest to
the taste. Peaches and Nectarines flower beautifully,

and set sufficiently well. The trees are almost entirely
free from blister and green-fly. The latter, when they
appear, are easily crushed. The red spider is the only
formidable enemy. In order to keep him in check, I

syringe the house every evening in summer, just as the
sun goes off, and keep the ventilators closed for two or
three hours, so as to produce the moist heat which these
insects dislike. At other times, abundant ventilation,

watering the plants well at the roots, as also the earth
between the pots. With respect to ventilation, the
difficulty is to have enough to keep down red spider, and
at the same time not to retard the fruit too much. It is

desirable that the fruit should ripen rather before,

certainly not later than the same sorts on the open
wall. And now as to the quantity of fruit to be ex-

j

from 40 to 60 dozen of fruit (p. 14). My expectations
were always more moderate. For a tree in an 11-inch
pot I considered eight fruit quite enough ; but even this
number I never j^otto swell fully and ripen satisfactorily.

Much of the fruit after colouring perfectly, but not
swelling sufficiently, falls off all but ripe ; the re-
mainder then begins to swell. In this way an early
Grosse Mignonne (probably the same as the Pourpre
Hative Veritable, and a most desirable variety) set two
fruit—one fell off, and the other weighed no" less than
6^ ounces. The trees have been duly supplied with
guano-water until they commenced ripening, after which
plain water or soot-water was used. Possibly it may be
better to continue the stronger aliment, and I purpose
repotting the trees in 13-inch pots. As to the quality
of the fruit, the best may equal the average run of wall
fruit

; but certainly does not surpass it. To conclude.
To an amateur, who has no walls, but who takes per-
sonal pleasure in the cultivation of fruit, an orchard
house is a most desirable acquisition. On a cold spring
day it is delightful to take refuse under glass, and see
yourself surrounded with bloom, with the promise of a
crop of Strawberries, Figs, and Peaches, all in their
due season ; but to those who have already an ample
and well stocked wall, I cannot recommend the erection
of an orchard house. 5. B.
Ammonia.—In the experiments of "J. H. II.," as

det tiled in page 631, on the " Use of Ammonia in Vege-
table Economy," the charcoal absorbs the ammonia
which it afterwards gives off to the roots of the plant

;

whilst in the absence of the charcoal the ammonia
either filters through the sand or evaporates. Charcoal,
as you are aware, will absorb many hundred times its

volume of ammonia. A New Subscriber, Croydon.—-
Has any one ever tried the experiment of growing a
plant in an atmosphere containing a considerable
quantity of ammonia, taking care to prevent this atmo-
sphere from coming in contact with the soil in which
the plant grows ? In M. Vi lie's experiments, I believe,

the ammonia from the air may have entered the plants

through the soil and roots, and not by the leaves as
some people suppose. Why not have a number of plants
growing in one pot, bend some of them on one side, and
introduce them under a glass-case in which a small
piece of carbonate of ammonia is placed, and introduce
some of the other plants under another glass-case having
no ammonia ? A comparison might then be made
between the rapidity of growth of the plants in the
ammoniacal atmosphere, in the common atmosphere,
and in the common atmosphere uninfluenced by the
protection, &c, of the glass case. Will some one
inform me if he knows of any experiment proving
that ammonia is absorbed by the leaves of any plant ?

/. A . Clarice, Long Sutton.

Lawns and Daddy Long Legs.—For the last four or
five years our lawn (down turf) has been infested with
what we call daddy long legs. Early this spring it was
so bad from grubs that we were fearful we should be
obliged to relay the whole of it ; but by the use of a
very heavy roller and gunno, together with a wet season,

the lawn is looking as well as ever, and we had hoped
that we had got rid of the pests. Within the last three
days, however, they have made their appearance more
numerous than ever. Will some of your correspondents
therefore give us the natural history of this pest and
point out a remedy? We kill all we can find, but without
any beneficial result. A Gardener, Broadwater, Sussex.

Glass for Garden Structures.— I have several Pine-
houses, all well ventilated, glazed with Hartley's rough
plate glass one-eighth of an inch thick in large squares.
My gardener tells me that it makes the houses too dark
and too close ; he also thinks that the fruit does not
grow so large, is inferior in flavour, and sour compared
with that grown under crown and British sheet. All
the succession plants look green and healthy and are
growing rapidly, but at this season they seem to draw a
little. Some of your readers doubtless have tried this

glass for Pines, and if they would communicate their

experience it would confer a benefit on many. II. fWe
wish Mr. Bradley of Somerleyton would say.]

Oxalis Bowei.—It may not be generally known that

this succeeds well as a bedding plant. It produces its

beautiful rose-coloured flowers in great prolusion, until

destroyed by frost in autumn ; and when planted in

contrast with other gay colours I have always found it

to be greatly admired. The bulbs should be potted

the third week in March, and plunged in a gentle bottom
heat. I put three bulbs in a 3-inch pot ; when they
have grown about 2 inches I shift them into 4-inch

pots, and gradually harden them off in frames with

other bedding plants. They are planted out about the
middle of June, by which time they will be nicely in

bloom ; it is necessary to support the flower stems with
small stakes when first planted out, for if this is not done
they are liable to be blown off. Until the plants have
established themselves firmly in the ground, a situation

rather sheltered from the wind, and well exposed to the

morning sun, should be chosen for them, as they show
themselves to most advantage during bright sunshine.

William Adderley, Gardener to W. Harryman, Yotes

Court, Merewortk, Kent.

Potato Disease.—Having, like many others, paid some
attention to this disease, a medical friend jocularly

,

inquired of me one day if I had discovered its

cause. My reply was, " Have you, doctor, discovered
the cause of the cholera ? because I think the discoveries

will be simultaneous." For several years I have ceased
to take the interest I once did in this mysterious scourge,

: pected. Rivers suggests that a house 10 feet Ions will ! but I am glad that others are more persevering, although

I
hold 20 trees, which will give, when in full beariug,

j
I fear the explanations given are still far from satisfac-
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tory. In your recent numbers the blight is attributed

to thunderstorms, and the appearance of the embryo

decay in the gardens and fields opportunely favours the

theory. I suspect, however, that the period of the growth

of the plant in mostcases is a more certain antecedent than

a local thunderstorm. At all events I have generally

found that the disease begins in this country in the

southern parts of the kingdom, and gradually travels

northwards, that is, as the climate deteriorates the crops

are later and so is the blight. As a further proof of

this theory I may mention that the end of April is

about the time when we generally have our forced

Potatoes, and although we are not much accustomed to

thunderstorms in the month of March, I have very

frequently observed on the stems and leaves of the

plants under glass, the very unmistakeable blotches

with which we are familiar at a later period in our

gardens and fields. I am therefore rather sceptical as

to the theory of thunderstorms being the proximate

cause of the disease. /. 8. R., Perthshire.

Sulphate of Iron as Manure.—The paragraph at page

613 on the "Destruction of Dodder," leads me to ask if

any of your correspondents can give any account of the

results of using sulphate of iron as a manure on chalky
|

or limestone soils. It is curious that the improved

medical treatment for the eradication of worms in chil-
j

dren should be analogous to that for removing
^
the

j

vegetable parasite; and I have little doubt that it is

mainly from the tonic action of the sulphate of iron that

the Lucerne is enabled to divest itself of its pest. A
New Subscriber.

#
i

Heliotrope Miss Nightingale.—-During the summer, in
.

consequence of an advertisement in your paper, I was

induced to apply to Mr. Field, of Kensal New Town,

for a plant of the above-named Heliotrope. The adver-

tisement described it as having a flower half an inch in
,

diameter, and a truss of 7 inches. The plant I received,

although kept in a greenhouse and put into a large pot,
(

has only produced a few small trumpery blossoms.

Has any one else had a plant from the same place, aud

if so how has it turned out ? W. M. A.

Frost occurred here on the night of the 19'h inst. with

unusual rigour. During the preceding evening there

was a keen N. W. wind
;

six months. Our attention was next directed to a col-

lection of Pumpkins, the chief of which weighed 80.J lbs.

We were amused by hearing that Pumpkins are in

great demand by Apricot-jam makers in London ! On

other parts of the lawn we saw various huge heads of

mammoths, aquaria, &c, and for the amusement of the

juveniles swings, whirligigs, &c. There were a great

number of people present during the day, and among

them Lord and Lady Henniker with a large party, who

drove over 18 miles to be present. The noble lord has

a similar society in his own parish formed upcn Mr.
' Henelow's model, and which his succeeded admirably.

We hope to hear of many others in due time. Of course

a good deal of labour is required from those who super-

intend these associations. A little method will lighten

this much. If any one wishes to see how this is brought

to bear upon the arrangements at Hitcham, I am sure

that Prof. Henslow will be delighted to see them next

thermometer indicated 274°
towards morning a registering

Tender annuals and bedding

plants have suffered greatly ; they now present a mass

of unsightly ruin, eliciting astonishment from many

neighbours whose summer products are still mantled

in all their autumn glory. /. R. T., Or. to G. S.

Wintle, Esq , Hucclecote Gardens, Gloucester.

Hitcham Village Horticultural Society.— \ tookadvan-
j

tage of an invitation from Prof. Henslow again to visit

the autumnal meeting of this Society. I send you a

short notice because I know you gladly circulate as

widely as possible any information connected with the

welfare of the poor. Village horticultural societies, the

expression of a great and philanthropic theory, may now
be fairly classed anions the institutions of the country.

They aim at the progress, the welfare and the happiness .

of a class who are only able to rise out of ignorance,
|

drunkenness, and too often crime, in proportion as they

receive assistance from those above them in worldly

means aud station. Leave a man to the lull impulse of

his own ungoverned and selfish passions—leave him in

ignorance and neglect, and his career is easily foretold.

How many thousands of human beings have been utterly

aud hopelessly ruined by the leer-shop ! How many
hearths made desolate, hearts broken, characters lost,

are to be scored up against these wretched hot-beds of

vice ! And yet there are thousands of human beings

who heed little what is the early career of the labourer.

Satisfied with a few general {principles handed down

from father to son, they rest contented with the

ignorance and neglect, and their offspring drunken-

ness and vice, which have hitherto borne such bitter fruit.

Of late years thinking men have thought it worth

attempting to raise the sphere of the labourer by giving

him education. With knowledge they have wisely

thought it right to give the means of enjoying it. A
man who looks upon a flower admires its colours and

smell, but he who knows the position and uses which

this flower holds in the great scheme of animated

nature, has greater pleasure still. To those of the senses

he adds those of the intellect. The grounds of Hitcham

Rectory were as usual prepared with much care for the

reception of the exhibitors and visitor?. On one side

was a long tent for the cottagers' productions. Each

class of exhibited specimens was marked out by letters
|

corresponding to the list of prizes. The productions
j

were as good as usual ; Potatoes particularly good. We
j

observed that the judges gave the first and third prizes

in this class to the Fluke, a new Potato in this district,

which is described a3 a good bearer, and dishes up well.

At the top of this tent we also noticed a most elaborate

model of a gentleman's house and garden, with flower

beds, walks, shrubberies, fountains, and visitors all care-

fully and beautifully modelled. We were told that this was

the production of the Miss rtenslows during the past 24

hours. On the other side of the lawn the usual marquee

museum was stationed, and its contents were explained

to the people during the day in one of Mr. Henslow's

lecturets. In the centre of the lawn was placed a plan

of the immense trunk of the Weilingtonia gigantea, or

Mammoth Tree of California, with a diagram showin-

its relative size in comparison with other trees an

buildings ; length, 363 feet ; diameter at base, 31 feet.

The base was shown by a wooden model, the length by

a piece of tape attached to the upper circumference of

the model and carried out 363 feet. Near this we saw

a portiou of the Bamboo which grew 60 feet at Kew in

year. D .

Potherbs.—Having lately visited a horticultural exhibi-

tion at Perran Wharf in this county (Cornwall) I noticed

there some baskets of potherbs, for which prizes were

awarded ; but the question arose (among a few parties

who felt an interest in the proceedings) what are

potherbs, or to what extent may the list of them be

carried ? This was not easily answered by the persons

then present. Will you therefore kindly furnish a list

of such plant3 as may be considered to come within the

meaning of the word potherb ? /. M. [Potherbs and

sweet herbs are often confounded with one another.

The former are generally understood to apply to such

herbs as are only used for the purpose of flavouring

soups and sauces, &c. They comprise Parsley, Green

aud Golden Purslane, Tarragon, Fennel, Chervil, Dill,

Pot Marjoram, and Pot Marigold. Sweet herbs are

more aromatic and form an important ingredient in

gravies, stuffingsjor most kinds of luscious strong meats.

It is the copious "and judicious use of them that gives in

so great a degree the cookery of the French its superior

flavour. The sorts most in request are Sweet and Bush

Basil, Pot and Sweet Marjoram, Green and Red Sage,

Summer and Winter Savory, Spear Mint, Tansy, and

the Common and Lemon-scented Thyme. B.~\

Filters.— I take the rain-water off the roof of my
house into a slate cistern, at one end of which is a com-

partment made for filtering the water from the im-

purities taken up on the roof. The rain-water is con-

ducted to the bottom of the filter, through which it is

compelled to rise—the overflow being delivered into the

cistern. In heavy rains the water pours in so rapidly

as to disturb the filtrating medium, and the consequence

is that the water thus rendered turbid is mixed with

the clean, and all is fouled. Can you suggest to me

such materials and arrangement for filtering, as will

allow of a rapid percolation, and yet sufficient to remove

the impurities taken up on the roof? I have used

coarse and fine gravel in layers, and on the top sand or

granulated animal charcoal. The depth about 3 feet. J. G.

[We do not think you can employ any better materials

for the purpose of" filtering your rain-water than those

you mention ; and with the view of preventing the

filtering medium from being disturbed by heavy rains

Jfillered

seed lightly with sand or fine soil—place the pot in a

forcing-house or hot-bed—prick the plants off early, as

they are apt to damp, in same size pot ; whefc strong

enough pot them off singly in 3-inch pots. Plant them

out towards the latter end of May, or when safe from

frost. I prefer dry weather for planting them out, as

slugs are very fond of chewing Tobacco. Water them if

required each evening for a week ; in
^
their early

growth a little liquid manure is useful applied so as not

to touch the leaves. Plant the rows 3 feet apart, the

plants 2 feet apart in the row. The wind has great

power over them, and they easily snap off ; therefore

as soon as they will allow of it take off the two or

three bottom leaves and earth them up all round the

stem ; after a time, viz., so as to be beforehand with the

destructive power of the wind, again break off two and

sometimes three of the bottom leaves, and raise a good

bank round each stem. When^the most forward plants

are about 4 feet high, drive in three stakes to each row

of about a dozen plants ; the stakes before being driven

into the ground should be about 5| or 6 feet long.

Tie some small hollow cord from stake to stake at such

a distance from the ground as to prevent the plants being

broken off by the wind, which otherwise would happen in

spite of the previous earthing up. Tie a piece of string

to the cord opposite each plant, then tie the string round

the stem of each plant, not in a knot but in a bow, in

order that as the plants grow you may easily untie the

strings and raise the cords. Cut off the flowers before

they open, except such as you wish to seed. It increases

the s :ze of the leaves to break off the laterals as they

show. The lower leaves must be taken off as fast as

they become ripe, that is, when the green of the leaf is

slightly tinged with yellow, and the leaf feels thick and

firm to the touch. I wish to be understood that the

leaves must not at all wither, but be mature. Be

cartful to gather them when not damp with

rain or dew. To cure the leaves place a dozen

or a dozen and half one on the other, put them in a

store-room not exposed to sun and wind ; in three weeks

or a month they will become of a dark brown (but ex-

amine them at a fortnight). Single them out to dry in

the same room ; if a few of the leaves require more

time than the rest, put them in parcels by themselves.

They must be wrapped up in paper 2 or 3 lbs. in a

parcel when in a tough dry state, and placed on a shelf

in a dry cellar. Tobacco so cured will keep for years

and improve with age. I have managed Tobacco thus

for a dozen years ; when in good soil I have had some

of the plants 9 feet high, and have averaged 4 oz. of

dried leaf to each plant. Samuel Vines, Fairford,

ft! Q1/C(*Rff*.V^fLZV£

Red Spider.—I erected a conservatory last year, and

being plagued to lead off the water from the roof put a

slate tank inside and carried in a pipe from the gutter.

In addition to having a supply of water at a moderate

temperature, I find I am free from red spider. Two

other instances have been lately brought to my notice

where the presence of water in a conservatory has been

accompanied by a freedom from this pest. In one case

it had previously existed, but this year owing to a patf

of guano water being kept in the house for watering, and

it being more convenient to have it in the house (a small

one in a town) than outside, it seems to me as it the

slight moisture caused by the evaporation from this

small body of water will relieve us from this plague.

Nemo. ___

Horticultural, Sept. flUwm. Wilson Saunders

Esq., Treasurer, in the chair. At this meeting, sum-

moned for the mere purpose of electing such candidate*

as have lately been proposed under the new regulations,

the following were ballotted for and duly elected, viz.

.

Jame3 Clarke, Esq,

we would suggest such an arrangement in the construe

tion of your cistern as is shown in the accompanying

sketch. In this it will be seen that the cistern is divided

into three compartments— the first receives the water in

its impure state from the roof of the house, the second

contains the filtering material, and the third, which is of

course very much larger than either, holds the main

supply of water after it has undergone the filtering pro-

cess. The water in 1 and 2 will always stand at the

same level, and in case of rain, whatever addition is

made to 1 will immediately pass upwards through the

filtering materials and flow into the large compartment 3.

When all are filled the filter will cease to act, and the

superabundant water will then pass off by the waste

pipe at 4. As there will invariably be some deposit at

the bottom of division 1, we should recommend a pipe

of rather large dimensions being placed at 5, so as to

enable the water to be drawn off occasionally for the

purpose of cleaning and removing whatever impurities

may have accumulated in it, as well as in the filter. BJ\

Tobacco—Some of your readers may not be aware

that the leaves of Virginian Tobacco grown in this

country may be so harvested as to resemble the Tobacco

of commerce, making allowance for difference of climate.

Such Tobacco must be more effective when used for

fumigation than that which is dried in the ordinary

way. I will, therefore, proceed to describe the method

I have found to succeed. Towards the middle or latter

end of March sow in, say, a 6-inch pot, and cover the
L

The Earl of Pomfret
Sir Proby Cautley,,F.R.S.

Sir Wm. Macarthur
Dr. R. Wight, F.R.S.

Mrs. M. A. Lloyd Wynne
Mr. W. Barron
Archibald Campbell, Esq.
Henry Fowler, Esq.
Samuel G urney, Esq.

Jonathan Clarke, Esq.

John Henry Lance, Esq

r. Warner, Esq.

Thomas Grissell, Esq.

Mr. Joseph Henderson

John Drewitt, Esq.

G. S. Wintle, Esq.

iUhteaig.

Reports on the Use of Methylated Spirits in the 4j# ?"*

Manufactures. Eyre and Spottiswoode, 8vo, pp- •

The name of methylated spirit is given to »'«;»

flavoured with 10 per cent, of wood spirit, other -

known as wood naphtha, pyroxylic spirit or ""«'•>

spirit, and now procurable duty/sunder'the provi»

of the Act 18 and 19 Vict, cap. 38. It had ong been

felt as a great impediment to competition with lore's

in various branches of industry, that all the spirit us

in this country was subjected to a heavy excise toj,

from which spirit in other countries is free, one

quence was that an enormous quantity «£>»«* B
«

wa,
found its way into consumption, so that while trade

oppressed the revenue did not gain m P™PO rt,°°; Jlr.

such an extent was the illicit trade carr.ee
I

that^

Alexander Christie speaks of four ho»ses alo**"
,ess

to his certain knowledge consumed for Years not^

than 500 or 600 gallons weekly. In o^erto coun^

act this double evil the Chairman of W«dJ£ snd

in 1854 directed Professors Graham
""fTuld be

Redwood, to inquire whether no means^
found of enabling spint to be sold duty free
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should be fit for nothing but manufacturing pur-

poses, and be absolutely undriukable, so that it might

doc be applied to purposes for which it was not intended.

These eminent chemists reported that by mixing 1 per

cent, of wood naptha with strong alcohol, the latter

would become so nauseous as to be rejected by even the

most depraved taste, and that by no known process

could it be deprived of that quality. Acting upon this

advice, the Board of Inland Revenue determined upon
recommending to the Treasury that an act should be

passed enabling manufacturers to procure methylated
spirit duty free ; and it appears from the report before

us that the result has been in the highest degree satis-

factory. Manufacturers of various kinds, professors,

keepers of museums, and physicians, testify to the very
great advantage with which the measure has been
already attended : and we believe that this repeal of the
spirit duty is not less important in its way than that of

the duty on glass, soap, and bricks, all of which have
been completely relieved since the Excise has been
under the wise and liberal direction of Mr. John
Wood, whose name must be held in perfect re-

verence by all who are anxious that the springs of
industry should be relieved from the uudeuiable evil of
fiscal pressure. We observe that the methylated spirit

is already superseding other fluids in the preservation
of museum objects, hitherto a most costly part of all

such establishments ; and, notwithstanding the occa-
sional presence of accidental impurities, we can entertain
do doubt that it will eventually be universally employed
in this way. We may perhaps add, for the information
of those who are unfamiliar with manufacturing pro-
cesses, that the methylated spirit has already been
used for the following important purposes, viz.,

largely in chemical analyses, for moistening explosive
substances in military laboratories, the preparation of ful-

minating mercury lor gun caps, ether, chloroform, oleic
ether for lubricating machinery, French polishing,varnish
making, as a solvent of shell lac in hat making, in
painting the inside of brewers' vats and casks, and in
the fabrication of spirits of nitre, and other chemicals.

Garden Memoranda.
Dangstein, near Petebsfield, Hants, the seat of

R. H. Nevill, Esq.—This delightful residence is

beautifully situated amongst the Hampshire Downs,
about lour miles from Petersfield. The site for the
mansion has been well chosen ; it stands on the side of
a hill well backed with wood and with a fine bold fore-
ground, peculiarly characteristic of the scenery of that
part of the county of Hants. It is only within the last
few years, since it became the property of Mr. and Lady
Dorothy Nevill, that Dangstein has been heard of in the
gardening world. Now however without doubt it may
safely be said to vie with most of our finest gardens
in the richness of its collections of fine exotic plants, the
extent of late improvements and garden erections, and
m the general order in which the whole place iH kept.
The grand features of the Dangstein gardens are
two splendid houses lately erected, one for the growth of
tropical fruits, Palms, and other fine foliaged plants,
Orchids, &c. ; the other solely for Ferns.
The tropical fruit house, built in 1854, covers a space

of 80 feet by 50 feet, and is 30 feet high in the centre,
with wings or sides for the cultivation of Orchids and
smaller specimens of variegated foliage, and young
plants of botanical interest or peculiarity. This collec-
tion is in the most luxuriant health and in the best
possible keeping. Amongst the host of valuable and
interesting plants in this house we noticed some
splendid Musas loaded with fruit, Nutmegs, Cinna-
mon, Mangosteen, Guava in fine fruit, the Jaffna
Cocoa Nut, Coffee tree in fruit, all the Tea trees,

Arrow-root, Ginger, the Zebra Wood, the Deadly Upas
tree, the Gamboge tree, the Screw Pine, the Chinese
Hicepaper plant (Aralia papyrifera), Bamboo, the
Papyrus antiquorum very fine, Cotton trees (Gossy-
pium arboreum), the Cocoa Nut Palm, and the Wax and
other Palms, a splendid specimen of Medinilla magni-
nca, and many other of the finest flowering stove plants.
Of the three wings adjoining this house one is devoted
to Orchids and Pitcher plants. Among the former were
line specimens of Vanda suavis, tricolor, ccerulea and
Roxburgh], Saccolabium Blumei, and its larger variety
S'Jttatum, Aerides Larpentse, retusum, and preemorsum,
crispum, suavissimum, affine, Fieldingi (Fox's Brush),
niaculosum, odoratum ; a splendid specimen of Miltonia
spectabilis in fine flower ; Dendrobium, many kinds

;

Cattleya labiata, Angrsecums, Odontoglossum, &c. ; a
beautiful plant of Peristeria elata coming into fine
nower,&c. In this wing are also successfully cultivated the
^arious kinds of Nepenthes and Sarracenias, with Cepha-
otus follicularis, the Sarracenia purpurea being far finer
ban it is usually seen. Here also was a fine collection of
^naectochiles doing well, and the rare and remarkable
^attice plant (Ouvirandra fenestralis). In the centre of
ll
Jja house is a tank with Water Lilies, &c. One of the

o^ner two wings was filled with a general collection of
ove plants well grown into specimens, intermixed with
.^legated plants, such as Dracaenas, Marantas, Cala-
iums, Rhopalas, Pandanus, Coleus, variegated Pine

P'anta, Crotons, Aphelandras, variegated Hydrangeas,
'
c
- Here was also the Vegetable Ivory, the rare Stan-

ch"^
par*doxa

> &c. The third wing is at present filled
,eny with tender Araucarias, Dacrydiums, Epacris,

But^
8
' a"d a Seneral collection of New Holland plants.^*t is in contemplation to build a large house pur-

posely tor such plants, when this wing will also be filled
*>th stove plants.
A Fernery was built during the summer of 1855, and

covers an area of 52 feet by 26 feet ; it is in the form
of a span with a high back and end wall, which are
already clothed with Ferns and Lycopods. The walls
being built up like rockwork have a very natural an*
pleasing effect. The stands for the Ferns are also built I placed in a nan over the fire, with a little of the soup,
up roughly, and being studded with all kinds of Lvco- ~ •

"

, was put down to Mimner with 3 quarts ot wa>er,

half an ounce of pepper, and half an ounce of *alt.

Towards dinner-time, 3{ lbs. of the meat, cut into slices,

also a sties of ham, divided into small portions, were

pods have already the appearance of having been planted

and slowly fried on the alternate sides till three parts

f
- .

.

« » -—done. Meantime, the residuarv half lb. of meat was
tor years. I he collection of Ferns in this house is of chopped up with 3 oz. of suet taken from the roast, and
the first order, and all in luxuriant health. We have made into balls about the size of nutmegs. The meat
never seen so large and so varied a collection as is con- being taken out of the pan, the forcemeat balls, a little
gregated here doing altogether so well ; there is a total more soup Veing added, were nicely browned in turn,
absence of an unhealthy plant amongst them. Here sharing the pan, however, with a spoonful of common
we noted Cibotium Schiedei, a splendid plant (which brown sugar and a slice of toast, cut into morsels the siz 3

was purchased at the sale of plants at Chiswick last
:

of dice. The pan was well cleared out with fresh soup,
autumn), and Platycerium grande and Stemaria ; the All the ingredients, less the bones, were now joined
Bird s Nest Fern, splendid specimens ; Cyathea elegans together, adding 3 lbs. of raw Potatoes, carefully peeled,
and other tree Ferns ; Drvnaria coronans ; Pteris and cut into quarters ; also half a lb. of flour,
aspencautis and Gleichenia microphylla, both yet rare rolled with a little butter, and cut into short lengths,
and both doing admirably

; Dicksonia antarctica, very. When the Potatoes were quite done, but not mashe.i,
the stew— the fluid portion reduced about one half, and
emitting a most savoury odour— was served, and ap-
proved itself amply worthy of the thought and care which
had been h< stowed upon it. Every ingredient whs
weighed or measured, according to the terms of the

recipe, in writing, with which the cook was furnished,

as thus :—Improved Irish Stew.— Meat, bones inclusive,

5 lbs. ; beefsuet, 3 oz. J butter, loz. ;ham, 1 slice; Potato* s,

3 lbs. ; sugar, 1 tab! spoonful ; bread, toasted, 1 slice
;

flour, £ lb.
;
pepper, salt, of each \ oz. ; water 3 quarts.

We fared sumptuously on this excellent stew, the projec-

tion of which afforded me, I am sure, not less gratification

than would have done the famous powder of projection of

the alchemists, which was to turn base metal into gold.

A stew, even containing not a lb. of whole meat, aho
treated as above, and with the various other ingre-

dients, would, I feel conv*nf*ed, form no despicable fare.

Unskilful hands might, indeed, have converted these

4 lb. of coarse beef, for 1 lb. was bone, into

a wretched steak, or into broth yet more wretched. A
little thought and skill, however, had realised a dish

not unworthy a king. It is quite unnecessary, how-
ever, to include all the preceding ingredients, or the
very same ingredients, so be it the principle of prepa-

ration be adhered to. It is alto optional to make a
stew half or quarter the size. I only wish to show
that, out of the very humblest, and, so to speak,

meanest ingredients, a wholesome, nourishing meal may
be prepared—a meal which, modified to suit individual

resources, lies within the compass of the very poorest.

A stew such as this with bread, the confection of which
I have already described— if the knowledge of preparing
both were once diffused—might be laid at pleasure on
almost every table. For people must be fed, and whole-
some, savoury, and sufficient fare, I assert, may be pre-

pared, the ingredients being otherwise the same, at a less

cost than fare comparatively unwholesome, unsavoury,
and unsufticing. Our good cook used to make such a
dreadful affair of her Irish stew— a clarty mash of meat
and potatoes, without flavour or zest—that I told her I

would think the matter over, and furnish her with a
recipe * reduced to principles." 1 need hardly ob-

serve that fish, or fowl, or game, may replace the beef.

If fish, the fish—say a salmon, or turbot, or cod, or
haddock, in whole or in part, according to size and
requirements—must be skinned, and the meat separated

from the bones. The bones themselves will be sim-
mered with a suitable quantity of water and seasoning,

and the meat, or soft portion, treated precisely as the
meat was treated. The liver may be chopped up with
bread crumbs, rolled into little balls, and fried. In short,

the dish, unless something better can be thought of, had
better be prepared, in essence and detail, as was the
meat stewed already described. The result, as I can af-

place hitherto but little noted for its gardens and
j

firm from experience, is admirable. I hope those who

good ; fine Blechnums, iJavallias, Hemitelias, Gyinno-
graromas, Nothochleenas, Adiantums, Cheilanthes, Neph-
roltpis, &c. ; all the kinds of Lycopods. Id this

house is a beautiful specimen of the true Dragon tree
;

this was presented to the Dangstein collection by that
indefatigable collector, Mr. Skinner, who obtained it

(by permission) from the ancient and celebrated speci-

men (see Humboldt) in the garden of the Marquess de
Souzal, in Oratava, Island of Teneriffe. The base of
the branch obtained by Mr. Skinner, and from which
this plant was raised, is now in the museum at Kew.

Attached to this Fernery, and looking into it is Lady
Dorothy Nevill's museum, in which is being collected

all that is rare, interesting, and remarkable in botany.
Here are specimens of woods, of Cotton, of tropical

fruits, dried and preserved ; indeed everything that can
interest and instruct is here to be seen. There is also

a very extensive and excellent botanical library. On
the table'lies the catalogue of the Dangstein collection,

most elaborately and beautifully written in various
colours by Lady Dorothy herself. Here also lies the

book for visitors names, clearly indicating that wher-
ever things are worth seeing, no matter how far by
railroad, there persons will go. The collecting together
this rare assemblage is solely to be attributed to the
preat love of botanical pursuits entertained by Lady
Dorothy Nevill, and her ladyship's fondness for plants

and good taste in all that pertains to gardening has
been well supported by Mr. Vair, the intelligent and
persevering gardener at Dangstein. The state of the

whole collection does him much credit.

The houses stand on terraces, and beneath them is a
lovely dell which it is in contemplation to take into the

pleasure ground and plant with rare Conifers. A better

situation could not be found for such plants. The
kitchen gardens are not large ; but well stocked and
cropped. In them is a Peach tree case and a range of

Vineries 120 feet long, and outside an orchard-house,

90 feet long, well filled with pot fruit trees of various

kinds well set with fruit buds for next season. A span-

roof forcing-house, 100 [feet long, is now in course of

erection. This is for forcing early vegetables, &c.

There is also a house in which Lady Dorothy has all the

new seeds received from abroad raised, of which her
ladyship's friends appear to send abundance. The
heating of all these structures has been done by Messrs.

Haden, of Trowbridge, and is by hot-water pipes com-
bined with hot air. It appears to answer well.

Near the mansion is a sunken flower garden gay with

the ordinary bedding plants, and at the exit from it to

the Rosery stand a pair of very fine Cupressus torulosa

from 25 to 30 feet in height. Beyond the Rosery is a
Pinetum, in which the various trees are doing well.

Such are a few of the particulars of Dangstein, a

grounds but destined we believe to be inferior to no
other in such departments of gardening as the noble
lady who directs the operations may devote her^atten-
tion to.

One thing more may be said of Dangstein, that from
the potting- shed and tool-house to the Palm-house all

is order, and affords an instance of what may be done iu

a very short space of time where there is good taste

and enthusiasm to design and direct, and perseverance

and practical judgment to perform.

may henour these remarks with their perusal will not
impeach my seriousness when I tell them I have dined,

and sumptuously too, on various fish, some of which the

very poorest here habitually reject. I have seen excel-

lent fi-h—fish, with a little skill, susceptible of being

converted into delicious fare—cast aside along the

shores, or given to swine. In fact, all fish, as a general

rule, may be eaten. An else insipid fish—the whiting

or the plaice, to say nothing of the bret or the flounder,

or the halibut— if the meat be cut off in collops,and

fried with eggs and Parsley and bread-crumb, stewing

the bones in a little water and seasoning to furnish a
sauce, becomes a dish fit for a prince. Fish, indeed,

constitute a most important and available article of

Miscellaneous.
Sale at Clti&wick.—Some of the plants sold here on

Wednesday realised fair prices, as will be seen by the
j
nutriment, and should be vastly oftener used than they

following account of a few of the lots :—Mammillaria ! are. A dozen good oysters or more added to the fish

globosa, cirrhifera and auriceps fetched 1Z. Gs. ; Gas-

teria conspurcata, a species of Aloe, and Agave filifera.

\l. 125. ; Polygala Dalmaisiana, 10s. ; Theophrasta
Jussisei, Zl. 3s. ; Pseonia Moutan salmonea, 3/. 5s. ;

P. M. atrosanguinea, 51. ; a variety of P. M. versicolor,

51. 10$. ; and a variety ot P. M. atropurpurea, 3/. 10s.

The Chinese tree Pceonies produced on an average

about 21. each.

Food9 Cheap and Good.—The Stew.—In respect to

stew, some five or 10 minutes before serving, form a

capital addition. Oysters, indeed, or clams, or other

shellfish, plain or fried, are good in any stew ; but, if

kept in longer than I have said, they become tough and
leathery. Mushrooms, fresh or dried, are likewise very

desirable ; and so is a slice of cow's liver, fried with

bacon or dripping, and then cut small. Dried liver,

however, grated or whole, may be substituted. I do not

mean that all these things should be introduced into one

stews, I thought I had been sufficiently explicit ; but dish, but they do very well to alternate. It is not, in-

deed, generally known that dried liver furnishes nearly

as good a zest as Mushrooms, and, certainly, nothing

can be a cheaper one. These things are worthy of

attention, since nobody will pretend to say that well-

flavoured, savoury, nourishing fare is not preferable to

procedure for an Irish stew realises results in no ! the reverse. When a fowl or game stew is attempted,

a few recipes will, perhaps, render their improved
preparation more readily obvious. The following recipe,

for instauce,was put in practice recently. I propose to

term it the Improved Irish Stew.— It would not be

easy to devise a better one. Certainly, the ordinary
\

respects comparable. I purchased a joint, also some
common coarse meat, intending to have it converted

into a stew. This stew-piece weighed just 5 lbs., of

the giblets and more bony portions should be stewed
with water and seasoning to lorm the soup or fluid por-
tion ; the liver should be chopped up with crumbs and

which 1 lb. proved to be bone. This pound of bone butter, and fried to form savoury balls, while the meat
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as before, should be browned in the pan. Compare a

dish of this kind with, perhaps, a tough, flavourless

fowl, or meat boiled in any quantity of water, and the

result will be very apparent. Any kind of roots, of

pulse, or vegetables, fresh or dried, according to their

kinds, Celery—fine herbs, and Onions—may be added

at pleasure. I have seen Negro cooks prepare dishes

—

ovsters, fowl, game, fish, rice, vegetables, ingredients as

they came to hand—which it would be impossible to

praise too highly, and often I should hesitate to say how
cheap. These people are not afflicted with the notion

that a thing cannot be very good, unless it happened to

be very dear. They go straight to their point, without a

thought about the matter, or the u delicacies of the

season," and they succeed accordingly. If, indeed, they

knew no better, the climate would forbid their cooking a
big expensive joint, anil eating it warm one day, and
perhaps for a succession of days cold. The poorest of

them seems to understand the business better than do
the great majority of our professed cooks. They possess

a practical knowledge which, to our poor working men
and women, could they only realise it, would, so to

speak, prove inestimable. They possess no rambling,
costly, disease-engendering, substance- wasting, prepos-

terous cooking-books; and yet, singular to say, they know
how to cook! If you take in a young woman to cook
here, ten to one but she spoils your food, while a pro-

fessed cook wastes it ; and very probably both alike

scorn to be instructed. They are ignorant of principles,

and in practice they are simply barbarous. They should
be furnished with simple written or printed directions,

•while the strictest compliance should be insisted

. on. People in numbers, young and old, and of all

classes, lose their health, and eventually their lives,

from the unsatisfactory nature—at one time insufficient,

at another in excess—of their food. They cannot
tell how to help themselves ! They know no
belter. They never knew any better. They suffer,

and are silent. It is a subject really well worth
looking into ; and I should experience a thrill of plea-

sure if I could only induce mothers and heads of

families generally, by the perusal of these remarks,
undertaken for their benefit, and out of the usual line of

my pursuits, to turn their thoughtful attention to a most
interesting, curious, and, at the same time, highly
useful inquiry. Not taking things too much on trust,

as neglect of this is a frequent cause of young plants

fruiting prematurely. Keep moist and rather warm for
a time after shifting, so as to encourage the formation of

fresh roots. Vineries.—Should wet weather set in we
would advise covering the border of the early house
with dry stable litter, Fern, or whatever can be obtained
most conveniently that will answer the purpose of
keeping the border dry. Nothing answers better for

thia purpose than clean straw, provided the border
slopes from the front of the house, and in this case it is

easily thatched so as to throw off the wet entirely. But
straw is too scarce in many parts of the country to be
used for this purpose, and wooden shutters would be
found cheaper in the end ; nevertheless where straw
can be obtained, it will be found to answer the purpose
perfectly. It will also be advisable to cover the borders

without the necessity of digging deep or injuring the
roots. The principal crop of Celery should now be kept
rather closely earthed up, using quick lime and soot

freely to destroy slugs, and if these are troublesome go
over the rows every morning for several successive days
and apply quick lime or pick up the pests.

STATE OP THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON.
For the week endia* Sept. 25, ISafi, as observed at the Horticultural Gardent.

Sept.

.

Friday 19
Sntur. 20

1

Sunday 21

Hon. ..

of houses in which it is intended to keep ripe Grapes
| w-p"' ^

for any length of time, so as to prevent the soil getting ' ihurs. 25

saturated about the roots. Look over ripe Grapes fre- ' Averse .

quently, particularly in damp weather, cutting out any
tainted berries immediately they are perceived, and
keep the atmosphere as dry as possible, using gentle

fires when necessary with a free circulation of air ; but

a warm temperature is nearly as injurious as damp,
therefore use no more fire-heat than may be absolutely

necessary. Let no pot plants requiring watering remain
in houses where the Grapes are ripe and expected to

hang for any length of time. Peaches.—As the trees

will now be freely exposed to the air day and night,

very little attention will be required here for the

present. The foliage should, however, be kept clear of , Sundays*
red spider, by an occasional washing with the engine

j ^
ou -

-

'

where necessary, so as to preserve it in health until it) wed.

has performed Ms functions and decays naturally. If

any trees have to be removed here from the open wall,

this may be done immediately the present crop of fruit

is gathered, as the removal, if very carefully effected

and the tree properly attended to afterwards, will not

prevent the wood ripening, and there will be plenty of

time for the trees to make fresh roots and get sufficiently

established to carry a crop of fruit next season if not

forced too early.

Baru> ^h W4 «* *A

TmriBiTUR*.
|

I

Wind§5
I BTI&.

Oithc Air. Of the Karth

3<
*3 \inx. Min.

29.S5

1

Max.) Min. Mwm 1 tootMeaD
deep.

2 feet

deep.

^

^v

CO 29Mb CO M 4S.0 6-> 53 N.W.I'
21 30.*'4:i 29.997 58 29 43.5 57 57 N.
( 80.043 S9.616 6f> 41 53.5 57 56J vr.

23 29.510 29.C44 65 47 56.0 57 56 s.w.
24 29.235 29.175 66 45 55.5 56 86 S.W.I
_.s 39/231 39.1 70 66 42 64.0 57 56 s.w.
£6 29.510 29.241 63 39 51.0 57 66 s.w.

1

29.613 29.456
1 63.4 !

39.S S1.6 1 57.0 B&S

a

JV
.1:

.04

.59

Sept. 19—Clear ; quite cloudless ; very fine.— 20— Clear, with cold north wind ; cloudy and cold ; slight frost.
21—Fine ; cloudy; rain at ni<ht.

— 22—Clear and fine ; showery; fine at night.— 23— Clear; overcast ; cloudy, with bright sun at intervals? showery.— 2*—Clear ; heavy showers ; cloudy,
— 25—Clear; heavy clouds ; thunder storm 5—6 p.m., fin? at night.

Mean temperature of the week 4j deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
Durinjc the last 30 years, for the ensuing week, endintc Oct*4,l**56.

Sept.
and i ct.

30
1

Thurs. 2
Friday 3
Satur. 4

c «-: •** . •

5* * ^

V U £

*• a,« v -
L* ^. P.

Ill

* 2-

1 3

3h

64.9 4 4.6 51.7

64.S 4').3 55.0

64.1 43.9 54.0

63.:* 45.3 54.3

63.7 43.0 53.3

6J.7 43£ 53.2

6-U 43.9 53.6

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

14

19
13

17
17
15

15

PreTailin^Wind
Greatest

• i

f
.

Quantity
of Rain.

•
jJ * a

(fl £

"I "

4

*

<

0.80 in. 3
i ii ll f

'

3
0.46 1 3 3 35 U) ; 3
038 3 2 3 2 5 7 i 1

033 2 3 2 2 6 9 4 2
0.48 2' 4 1 1 — 6 8 5 4

1.01 2. 3 I 1 9 3 4, 2
1.06 — 5 2 — 6 13 3

1 I

The highest temperature durinsc the above period occurred on the 29th

1332—therm. 79 de^. ; and the lowest on the 2d, 1853—therm. 27 deg.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Unless alterations are in hand, the principal work in

this department will now be confined to mowing and

let them just consider a little dailv-for it is a daily
cleanillg> and if neatness is to be maintained this will

- - - - * - require constant attention; also see to getting

gravel walks thoroughly cleared of weeds and
need—what food is really meant for, and how it miy be
most effectively, and cheaply, and agreeably rendered , „ .. , , , .

subservient to the ever-pressing inexorable necessities
inos9

> *?d *f !^ta«pmQj when wet to keep

of our exigent and else suffering animal ntituve. Benry the surface level and sm00th
'

Continue to afford

M'Cormac, M.D
r , Consulting Physician to the Belfast

Hospital, d'C, Belfast.

young stock in pits and frames careful attention, and
endeavour |to get it well rooted and strong without

keeping it so close or warm as to render it sappy and
liable to damp off on the first approach of winterly

weather, as is often the case with stocic got up
in heat late in autumn, and then stored away
in cold pits lor the winter. Admit air freely

therefore to all plants that are rooted sufficiently

to bear it without flagging. Newly potted off things

should, however, be placed

which will impart a little

encourage the formatioa of

should be given to prevent anything like weakly growth.
Cuttings of Calceolarias, Scarlet Geraniums, &c\, may
still be put in where it is considered that the stock of

stove plants even at the expense of rendering the house these things is likely to be deficient. Scarlet Geraniums

somewhat bare of flowers rather than to keep them here will root almost anywhere ; but Calceolarias are not

.Calendar of Operations.
{Far the ensuing week.)

T?LANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—In cases where there are many

siove plants in this house it will be necessary in the

event of the weather becoming cold and wet to use a

little fire-heat ; but be as sparing of this as circum-

stances will allow, particularly if there are other things

in the house likely to be injured by beiug kept too warm.

And in this case it will be advisable to dispense with

on a gentle bottom-heat,
warmth to the soil and
roots : but sufficient air

and run the risk of injuring other things on their

account. Be careful not to over-water things brought

from the stove and also to use water at a temperature

of 70° or 80° for these, as watering plants that have just

been brought from a warm house with cold water

quite so accommodating, as cuttings taken from plants

in the open ground are very liable to damp off in heat

;

these will be found to do very well however in a close

pit or frame where there are the means of applying

a little warmth when necessary to dispel damp. See

injures the"young and tender roots, shortens the duration i
to securing as many cuttings as possible of any scarce

of the blossoms, and often ruins the plant. Use weak plants which it may be desirable to increase while

manure water for Salvia spiendens and gesneiiflora so there is a fair chance of rooting them, and also be pre-

as to preserve the plants in a vigorous state and keep pared to protect Scarlet Geraniums and other things

them blooming as long as possible. Give air freely on which it may be intended to take up and winter, for we

fine days »nd thin out the twiners on the roof wherever may expect frost any time after this season, and if such

tins can be done with propriety, so as to expose the
j

things can be protected so as to prevent the foliage and

piuits to all the light possible. Give attention to
|

wood being much injured, they are much more easily

securing a plentiful succession of things for maintaining
|

wintered. Attend to former directions, and lose no

the gaiety of this house during winter. time in getting preparations made for the removal of

TP^or-rvrn nppjuT\rrvT large trees and shrubs, as both the season and the

,_, ~, -_««:-« i, n;„ f,.,,;*. eYi/mld i^ weather are now verv favourable lor this kind ot work,
-Pineries.—Plants swelling their Iruit should be i - '

agisted with a brisk temperature, say from 65° to 75°

at night, regulating this according to the state of the

external' temperature, keeping the house rather close on

sunny days and allowing the thermometer to rise to 80°

or ^5° before giving air freely. Also endeavour to pro-

portion the moisture to the temperature, for a high dry

temperature is not favourable to the swelling of the

fruit, and there is no chance of getting well swelled

heavy fruit without plenty of warmth and moisture.

Maintain a steady bottom-heat of about 85°, and

uae every care to keep the roil in a healthy state

as to moisture. When watering is necessary, use

clear manure-water, and give sufficient to moisten the

whole of the soil, and avoid frequent dribblings, for when
this system of watering is practised it is nearly impossible

and ground intended to be planted with young stuff

from the nursery cannot be turned up too soon.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Look over fruit remaining out of doors frequently,

and gather it as it becomes fit, as if left to get over ripe

it will be liable to be blown down and bruised should

high winds occur ; also examine that stored in the fruit

room frequently, as there will occasionally be a few
decaying iruit found for a few weeks after housing, and
these should be removed as soon as they can be per-

ceived. Keep the fruit-room cool and airy in order to

allow of the escape of the moisture given off by the fruit,

which is considerable for a few weeks at first. Examine
Plums or any other fruit protected by covering occa-
sionally to see that they are not spoiling. Where it is

Notices to Correspondents.
Acorxs : WPearson. They belong to some narrow-leaved form of

Quercus pedunculata.
Camellias: Amateur. Your Camellia leaves are covered with
honcydew and soot fungus. The best remedy is lime water,

with which the parts aftVcted should be well washed.J

Grapes: // S Norman. Your bunch of Grapes is a very remarka-
ble instance of sport in colour. The berries on the lower part

of the bunch were decidedly well coloured Black Frontignans

;

those next the stalk were White Frontignans, with the excep-

tion of one black and another streaked. We counted 15 black

berries and 12 white. Whether the Yine has previously

shown a disposition to produce party-coloured fruit, or any other

information you raav possess respecting it will be acceptable.—
— Vitis. For a late Vinery, Oldaker's St. Peter's is as good a

sort as you can plant. A plant of the White Muscat of

Alexandria may be introduced in the hottest part of the house,

And elsewhere yon may have one of the CaJabrian Raisin.

After Crapes have ripened, and their footstalks have become

dead, they do not affect the vegetation of the plant, and may
hang without injuring it till pruning is necessary to be

performed.D

IS3ECT9: // T. Your Pear tree leaves are infested with the slimy

grub or larva of the small black-winged sawfly (Tenthredo

JEthiops). Dust the leaves well with powdered lime, cr syringe

them with lime water. IF.

Insurance Companies : B Gand C C. We know nothing of either.

No. i we should be shy of. The President of No-. 2 is so good

a man that we canuot distrust him. Ask your master to inquire

of his bankers.
Najtes of Fruits: IV T. 1, Beauty of Kent; 2, Mincball Crab;

3> Ribston Pippin ; 4, Hawthornden.

—

A Sub. 1, Queen Mother;

2, Coe's Golden Drop ; 3, Imperatrice (?) ; 4, Mirabelle j 6, Wash-
ington: 7, Orleans; 8, Shropshire Damson.- James CuthiU.

Your Plum from amongst those sown for slocks is a Black

Bullace, the uses of which are well known.!'

Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged t© reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or coal 1 have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we

can do is to help them—and that most willingly. Jt Ifl

now requested that in future, not more than tour plants

may be sent us atone time—Mary. Doodia caudate, a native

of New Zealand, not quite hardy. S.— W S T. Acer

Negundo.—R H Pap. Oncidiura micropogon and Deudrobium

cnmulatum.-2>on«W. All the four numbers are young
;

states of

species of En/siphe. They were formerly rererred to the genus

Outturn. 31. J. B.—S V. A mere leaf cannot be named, it is

apparently some Fumewort.-O M H. Clethraalmfoha.—U W.

Tnticum repens, the common Couch Grass.
„„ft«j

Mansion: An Old Subscriber. The questions should be answered

bv an architect; we will, however, advise you as well as we

can. Point with Portland cement. Build a portico 6 feet deep,

in the same style as the present battlements. It a mere irame

to the door, supported by pilasters, is all you can raanage,
tnen

let the pilasters be square. A portico to cross thejoad woma

be too much for the size of the house itselt. \> e think the low

wall will be a" decided improvement; only take care that toe

vases which are to terminate it are themselves in good t»^e.

Platter Pippin : ES. On Sept. 3, 1844, a certificate was awarded

"to S. Platter, a cottager at Aylsham. tor sp^cmiens ^a

to keep the under soil, where the principal roots should be, i
intended to make any fresh plantations of fruit trees

in a healthv state. Use the syringe very sparingly, and this season, the ground should be prepared at ^the

only to dew the plants, as heavy syringing after this

season is apt to keep the surface soil so moist as to

renvler it difficult to judge as to when water should he

given. Any youug plants growing in pots which may
require re-potting should be seen to at once so as to

allow of getting them established in their fresh pots,

while they can be kept moderately warm. See that the

balls are iu a proper state as tomoisture before re-potting,

earliest convenience and any fresh soil to be used for

planting should be thoroughly exposed to the action of

the weather so as to have it in a mellow state when
wanted for use. If not already done clean and
dress Strawberry plantations, clearing away all

useless runners and giving a good dressing of manure
where necessarv, but be careful to select that

which is thoroughly decayed and which can be covered I wooden shutters!

seedling Apple. Being of last year's growth, they were a n«£

shrivelled, but were nevertheless in good preservation. i™7

were stated to have been, until within the last few week»,qa««

firm and juicy; they looked like some sort of Russet, a^wa
the useful property of being preserved in good condition ovw

second season.
,:-Proceedings at the Meetings, p. xxjii. *-

above Apple was sent by S. Parmeter, Esq., v- 0-. o., p- w,

Strawp^rhies : Inquirer. You cannot do better under the
s

cir-

cumstances than use guano-water. Apply it in sprnog wne

the plants are in a growing state.J „„; v-prsal
The Dessert: CJB. We do not think there la any **»***_

law regulating the respective duties of gardener and house-

keeper in dicing up fruit for table. If the gardener
Pfjjgnt^

sufficient taste, aa most do and all should, he
"^J.^^

be authorised and required to prepare it for table withJu* ow

hands, without the interference of butler ^housekeeper 1JW

gardeners are sometimes grievous y wronged by the ™n<*uvr^

of upper servants is undeniable and surely ™&£^
remedied. We have no doubt that most deserving men nav

even lost their places by such m*ans. ..
e is

funs Borders : C C. The cheapest of_a 1
1
co^nng J for these

PeTrTnce^ Site
3

felt nxed on frames would P™£$ ^
found to be cheaper than tarpaulmg. The best materia
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Edward Tall, Esq., M.P., 8, Bel-
grave Road, Pimlico.

Major-Gen. Hall, M.P„ Weston
Colville, Linton, Cambridge.

COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
akd op PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

qg Low^er Kenningrton Lane.Kennington, near London.
Principal—J. C. Nesbtt, F.G.S., F.C.S., Ac.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture

£n<nneering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ; for the Naval

and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &cM and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instruction iu Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

ERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, and every

description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.
W. Isglis Carne, 10, Mark Lane, London.

THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

71 per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 7L: Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 6Z.— Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

L~~
NDON MANUR E COMPANY

(Established 1840)
Beg to call the attention of Agriculturists to their MANURES

FOR AUTUMN SOWING, which by a judicious blending of
Nitrogen with the mineral constituents taken from the soil by
Cereals, produce good crops without exhausting the land.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY also supply genuine
Peruvian Guano direct from importers' warehouses, Sulphate of
Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Superphosphate of Lime, Blood
Manure, and every Artificial Manure of known value.

Edward Purser, Secretary.
40, Bridge Street, Black friars, London.

LOAM, BOG, PEAT, LEAF MOULD, SILVER
SAND, ROTTED MANURE, GRAVEL, GROTTO

MATERIAL, &c, can be supplied in large or small quantities;
also every article connected with the Nursery business at the
lowest price.

—

Joseph Fryer, Clarendon Nurseries, Camberwell.

rpHE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
-L MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Trustees.

Abel Smith, Esq.. Jun., M.P.,
Walton House, Ware, Herts.

-Charles Dimsdale, Esq., Essen-
don Place, Herts.
John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

Directors.
Chairman—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.

Deputy-Chairman—John Sharp, Esq., Tower Villa, Queen's Road,
Regent's Park.

Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex.
John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury, Essex.
Richard Hunt, Esq., Stan stead Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lexham, Norfolk.
Robert Morgan, Esq., 72, Camden Villas. Camden Town.
Thomas Nash, Esq., Great Chesterford, Essex.
James Odams, Esq., Bishop Stortford, Herts.
John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Peutonville.
George Savill, Esq., Ingthorpe, near Stamford.

Bankers—M*essrs. Barnett, Hoare, & Co.. Lombard Street.

Solicitors—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex St., Strand.
Secretary and Chemist—James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.

Manufactory—Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

BLOOD MANURE FOR WHEAT.
The Directors of the above Company (many of whom are

extensive agriculturists) have great pleasure in acquainting
their friends and the agricultural community, that they have
bow completed their extensive Works and Machinery for the

Manufacture of their Manures; and, having secured nearly the

whole of the Blood produced by the butchers of the metropolis,

and a large stock of other necessary materials of the best quality,

they are now in a position to supply their Patent Manure of the

highest quality; aud, as most of the Directors and many of the

Shareholders are themselves large consumers of the Blood
Manure, their fixed determination to supply nothing but genuine
quality, cannot fail to afford a guarantee and protection to the

farmer against imposition.
The great value of Blood Manure as a fertiliser may now be

considered as a fully established fact; ever since the first intro-

duction of this valuable fertiliser, the demand has been greater
than could be conveniently supplied.
The Blood Manure is composed of bones dissolved in Sulphuric

Acid, to which is added a large quantity of pure blood, specially

prepared to suit various crops, and may either be applied by the
drill or sown broadcast.

It is a very remarkable fact, that the analysis of blood and the
Srain of Wheat are nearly identical, as proved by the most
eminent chemists; it contains all the elements which plants
^uire, and when properly prepared and applied, will become
the essence of vegetable as well as of animal life.

The highly fertilising properties of Blood have been commented
upon by Professor Way and others, and the success of the Blood
Manure for Wheat Crops has been fully proved upon all soils, by
jhe practical experience of numerous agriculturists. Testimonials
^om the most eminent agriculturists who have used the Manure
m*y be had from the local Agents.

Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London.
Price 71, 10s. per ton, free at any Rail way or Wharf in London.
directionsfor use.—From 2 to 4 cwt. per acre, according to the

Edition of the soil. It may either be drilled in with the seed
°r sown broadcast; if the latter it should be well harrowed in.
The public are cautioned against spurious imitations. As

jr*5Jtty to the purchaser every bag contains 2 cwt., and is marked
ADAMS' PATENT BLOOD MANURE," and sold only by

t
h* authorised Agents of the Company.

MNEW PARING PLOUGH.
R. WOOFE having now completed bis PLOUGH
for Paring Land for Burning, to satisfy certain indivi-

duals he will undertake to accomplish any set number of acres
u least possible time, most perfect manner, and with least dis-
ress to horse and holder, for 20/,, against the party's implement

lin'V
nunei"?hbourly copied and patented his in its then un-

uished state at the beginning of the vear, or any other imple-

p
nt

,

of the kind in the kingdom.—Weston -Birt, near Tetbury.

^wJ£* Paring stubble now U acre dailv, one horse and a boy,
«n somewhat less labour than ploughing such land with pairm horses in the regular way. W- V.—Sept. 27.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried
on shouldertoanypondor tank required.
Price of 4^ in. Pump, with legs, 3?. 3s.

The barrel is 274 in - lon &> and tte leRs
are 5 ft. high.

14 inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. 9d. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c.; also

Fire and Garden Engines,&c—Engravings sent on application.

ARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 3u feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel.

2A in. short 1 ft. 7 in. / Fitted for lead, *

s

2),

8

3*
4

24

ft

ft

9$

tr

long 3

ditto 3
ditto 3
ditto 3

tt

6

6

6

tt

ft

ft

it

£
1

1

o
o

s. d.

10
14

8
12
3

gutta percha,

or cast irou

flanged pipe,

as required. }

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers aud sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER ani> SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

A MERICAN STEEL DIGGING FORKS.
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES.

"Wholesale Agents : William Dray & Co., Agricultural

Engineers, Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street.

\\rEIR\S SPIRIT
t DRAINING LEVEL.

Price 305. ; Case Is.

Requires no graduated staff

or computation. Any labourer

an use them.

c

WEIR'S PE: DULUMV WORKMAN'S LEVEL,
for use in the Drain.

Price 15*. Terms cash.
Illustrated Catalogues sent

post free.

Edwabd Weir, Agricultural Engineer, 16, Bath Place, New
Road (six doors west of Hampstead Road), London.

«'

I I I - -3

PARKcS' STEEL DIGGING FC3KS X DRAINING TOOLS.
T\/TESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
IYjL Wholesale Agents for England, hare always in stock a

lar°-e assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by

upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue

of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street London.

LAND DRAINAGE.
MR. THOMAS SCOTT, Land Agent, 5, Charing

Cross, is prepared to take Contracts for large or small

quantities. Inspection allowed of Drainage Works now being

carried out around London, and references given to gentlemen for

whom Contracts have been completed.—Sept. 27.

HPHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
-L PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henuy Keh Sbykkr, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection

of Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of

Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or collegiate Property.
2. In no case is anv investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-
owner or his Agents/independently of the Company's officers, or

he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-

lities WILL BE AFFORDED IH EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly

instalments.
5. The term of such charge maybe fixed by the Landowner,

and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
thirtv-one YEAR3 for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments

will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the

improved Lands can afford to pay, William CLIFFORD, Sec.
-*-

r |'HK LANDOWNERS' WEST OF ENGLAND
1 AND SOUTH WALKS LAND DRAINAGE AND IN-
CLOSUKE COMPANY —Incorporated by Act of Parliament,

1S4S. DlRRCTi'KS.

CJiairman,—William Porter, Esq., Hembury Fort, near

Honiton.
The Rlgbt Honourable Lord Clinton, Hranton, Satchville.

Sir John Kennaway, Put., Escott, Ottery.

Sir Thomas Tailored, Bart., Stratton House, Cirencester.

Sir Charles Lemon. Hart., M.P.. Carclew, Cornwall.

Samuel Trehawke Kek«wich. Esq., P.amore, near Exeter.

Richard Meade King, Esq., Pyrland Hall, Taunton.
Richard Sommers Card, Esq., Rougemont, Exeter.

Thomas Snow, Esq., Franklyn, near Exeter.

Thomas llnsser, Esq., Wavbrook, near Alphington.

William Wippell, Esq., Rudway, Thorvertou.

John Slopdon, Esq., Southlands, Heavitree.

William Denis Moore, Esq., Pennsylvania, Exeter.

Robert Bradford, Esq., Royal Exchange Buildings, London.

William Cole Cole, Esq., Highfield, Exmouth.
Richard Edward Arden, Esq.. Sunhury Park, Middlesex.

Robert Cook. Esq., Park Street, Bath.

Thomas Sheffield. Esq., Palace Gate. Exeter.

William Henry Place, Esq., Gloster Villas, Maida Hill, London.

John Swaffield Orton, Esq., Upper Hamilton Terrace, St. John's

Wood, London.
f

Tenants for Life, Trustees, Mortgagees, Incumbents of Livings,

&c, can have all works of Draining, Warping, Irrigating. Inclos-

ing, and every other improvement to Land, executed by this

Company by Contract or on Commission. Under the Company's
Act the whole cost of Draining and Improvements can be pro-

vided by a Charge (taking priority over all others) on the Lands,

redeemable or not at the option of Proprietors.

The extension of Works into nearly all the Counties of

England requiring a larger Capital, the Directors have deter-

mined to issue some of the remaining SHARES of 251. each,

21. 10s. per share payable on allotment, or the whole amount can

at once be paid up. Dividends paid in the last ten years have

averaged 51. 12s. per cent. Applications for Shares to be made to

the Secretaries.—By order of the Board,
Bid-will & Brodik, Secretaries.

Offices of the Company, 9, Bedford Circus, Exeter; and
30, Parliament Street, London.

HIGHLAND AND AGRICULURAL SOCIETY.
EDINBURGH VETERINARY COLLEGE.

The Committee of the Highland and Agricultural Society of

Scotland, appointed to superintend the Veterinary Collect hereby

intimate that the Session will commence on WEDNESDAY,
November 5, at 2 o'clock.

The Coubsb of Study Includes tiie Following Classes :-

1. Zoiatrics, Veterinary Medicine and Surgery Professor Dick.

2. Zootomy, Veterinary Anatomy and Physiology, Mr. Gamc.ee.

3. Chemistry Dr. Allex Dalzf.i.l.

4. Veterinary Materia Medica and Pharmacy Dr. Allbn Dalzell.

Anatomical Demonstrations ... Mr. Gamc.ee.

By Order of the Committee,
Edinburgh , Sept. 27. J. Hall Maxwei.l._

QMITHFIEED CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW,
O 1856.—The Annual CHRISTMASSHOW of FAT CATTLE,
SHEEP, and PIGS, will be held on TUESDAY, December 9,

and three following days, at the Bazaar, King Street. Portman
Square, when Prizes and Medals amounting to upwards of 800?.

will be awarded. Non-Members of the Club have the privilege

of Exhibiting on payment of an entrance fee of One Guinea to

the funds of the Club. Members exhibit free.

All entries must be made'on the printed forms of Certiorates,

which will be sent on application to the Hon. Secretary.

Intending Exhibitors are particularly requested to observe

that the Entries finally close on November 8, and none will be

received after that day.

Lists of the Prizes offered, with a copy of the Rules and Regu-

lations of Exhibition and all information required, will be sent

post free on application to B. T. Bbandbeth Gibbs,

Corner of Halfmoon Street, Piccadilly. London. Hon. Sec.

£Jic ftgrtcttltttral ©ajette
SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 27, 1856.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

c , , rt
(South-West Middlesex Agricultural Society,

Sept. 30
-J at Hampton.

The variety which is met with in all agricultural

plants lias been viewed by some with regret rather

than considered as a matter for congratulation. If,

however, we look into the origin of varieties, we
shall find that they are unavoidable departures from

the original type, being the result of cultivation,

which surrounds the plant in question with circum-

stances widely differing from those to which it is

naturally subjected. If these conditions are made

to change, so, to a greater or less extent, must the

forms which they induce.

Thus, if we look into the history of any of our

crops, whether of grain or roots, we shall find that the

varieties in vogue have been constantly changing and
accumulating. Fifty years since and a Wheat crop

on the lias clays of Gloucestershire would have con-

sisted of a coarse cone Wheat grown on the tops of

high ridded lands, and even there much infested

with the wild Oat {Avena fatua), and other weeds,
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which almost exclusively occupied the furrows.

Now, however, a much larger crop of fine red and

white Wheats can be grown on the same soil, or

rather in the same locality, for the soil by draining

and other ameliorating influences is quite altered,

and with it has come about a change of climate, so

that large crops of fine Wheat can now be grown
where but precarious crops of a much coarser sort

were the rule.

It is with sorts of plants as with breeds of

animals : they cannot stand still at any one given

point. We may get a cross of either that will

give us just what we want, but if we constantly

breed from those retrogression will be the inevitable

result. If, however, we have skill and judgment to

ascertain the sources of our breed of animals, we
can manage so as to maintain our cross in consider-

able purity, and just so is it with plants ; we can
from time to time choose examples to breed from,

we can change their position or treatment, or we
can even cross one sort with another, and thus by
false hybridisation get different qualities. With
plants there is, if possible, a greater liability to

a wearing out of any peculiarity than with
animals. New sorts are therefore continually neces-

sary, and we venture to suggest to those who are

engaged in introducing them a plan of operations

differing from the one usually adopted.

All new forms we now meet with are but partial

departures from some closely allied state, and possess

therefore but a small range of new adaptations to

our various requirements. We venture to recom-
mend an attempt at the production of new varieties,

not from varieties already established, but from
species. Florists, we believe, constantly appeal to

original species for new varieties, ana agriculturists

and seedsmen should follow their example. May it

not be possible that by reverting to the original and
natural sources of all our varieties, we shall obtain

a stock more certain to reproduce itself, and more
likely to yield a vigorous and healthy produce ?

At a late meeting of the Imperial Agricultural

Society of France, M. Pommier produced a sample of

what he considered Guano from one of the West
India islands. The substance having been analysed

by M. Payen was found to consist of the following

substances :

—

Matter soluble in water (containing chlorides
and sulphates) 2.80

Sulphate of lime 13.82
Phosphate of lime 25.20
Phosphate of alumina ... 2.40
Carbonate of magnesia 3.36
Carbonate of lime 20.82
Siliceous sand 31.60

considerable portion of it upon the screen of the machine,
thus completely mixing the manure and soil, besides
scattering any weeds free of soil upon the surface, so as
to be easily collected by the harrows and weed-rake.

3d. That thus this machine is an important prepara-
tory implement for putting in autumn Wheat or Oats,
inasmuch as it completely mixes the Boil and manure,
and pulverises the ground evenly for the reception of
the seed.

4th. That the machine is simple, strong, easily

managed, and can be worked by two horses with ease.

Total 100.00

M. Payen added that this guano could have no
other value than what belonged to the phosphate of

lime, and could not be employed without being pul-
verised, which would cost 10 francs per 1000 kilos.

Such being the case, the mere freight of the article

would be more than its market value. It therefore
could not only not be considered as a guano, but
could have no agricultural applicability.

A machine for digging Potatoes has been lately
in successful operation in several parts of Scotland
and Ireland, to which, from the uniform reports of
its efficiency, it is right that the attention of our
readers should be drawn. The inventor is a Mr.
Hanson, whose address may no doubt be ascertained
by application at the Albert Model Farm, Glasnevin,
Dublin, where his implement underwent its last

public criticism. We understand that it consists
essentially of the framework, coulter, share, and
mouldboard of a common plough, and that by a
pinion working into a wheel which acts as sole plate
in taking the weight of the plough motion is given
to a set of revolving forks placed so as to operate on
the furrow slice just as it leaves the turn-furrow.
These forks fairly disintegrate the whole mass of
earth as it is lifted, and scatter the Potatoes which
it may contain over the surface of the ground on
which the plough has already operated.
We are told of the machine that in its trial at

Glasnevin last week it performed its work admirably,
completely lifting the drill from the bottom with the
inclined sock, while the revolving forks completely
separated the Potatoes from the earth, throwing
them up in the air, where they were caught by a
netted screen, and deposited compactly on the
surface for the gatherers.

The judges appointed to determine the merits of
the implement reported

—

1st. That Hanson's patent Potato digger worked well,
and that it is an implement which can be generally used
efficiently and economically in and on most of soils which
are put into a proper state of cultivation for the Potato
crop by drill husbandry.

2d. That this implement, besides being a good Potato
raiser, is a valuable cultivator or pulveriser of the soil,
by its throwing up the soil in the air, casting up a

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS IN IRELAND.
The importance justly believed to be attached to the

obtaining correct agricultural statistics of all countries
generally, but of such countries as are purely agri-

cultural or nearly so more especially, will plead my
apology for now attempting to trespass on your pages,
and on the attention ot your readers by a few remarks
on the statistics of Ireland, a country perhaps the most
purely agricultural on the globe but certainly the most
so in Her Britannic Majesty's dominions. If any of

your readers doubt the importance of having such
statistics correctly ascertained, he need but glance back
over the various newspapers published throughout Great
Britain and Ireland for the last six months, and if I

mistake not he will see those of all shades of politics

and polemics, from the great Times in London to" Paddy
Kelly's Budget of Fun" in Dublin, stuffed more or less

with our statistics as paragons of excellence. And why
should they not be considered so when our popular
viceroy has been found leading the van on many impor-
tant occasions, but more especially on such occasions as
the great meeting of our Agricultural Improvement
Society of Ireland lately held at Athlone, when his

Excellency dealt largely in figures which the majority
of those who heard him and many of those who
read his Bpeech believed to be " as true as gospel \

"

He said, "I wish however not to deal in general-

ities on a subject of this sort. I derive my infor-

mation from the very valuable returns collected by the
constabulary of this country ; and this is a matter in

which I conceive that you in Ireland have got a material
start over your proud neighbours in England.'' His
Excellency further said, " These returns, as you are well

aware, are collected annually, and be it spoken to the

great credit of the Irish gentry, farmers, and people, they
are supplied voluntarily,and rare indeed are the instances
in which the information requested is not supplied with
alacrity and good will." There is no doubt whatever that

in so far as " the gentry " or landed proprietors generally are
concerned much "alacrity and goodwill" may have been
manifested. Butgiving them credit for all the" alacrity and
goodwill "and the absence of all exaggeration on their

parts, what proportion of the gentry of Ireland is

sufficiently versed in such matters as to give returns on
which the least reliance can be placed ? Not one in

every 20, except in so far as farm stock only is con-
cerned ; and as to the farmers and people generally, how
many amongst the farming classes, admitting (which we
could not admit) their willingness to give the desired
information, calculated to give it with any degree of
accuracy ? Not one in a hundred. But supposing they
were all so qualified, how many of them would show
that "alacrity and goodwill" so boasted of by his
Excellency ? Not one in every thousand. Such is not the
feeling of my countrymen, and no man regrets the
absence of that feeling more than I do, and it is with
pain I quote one of the best of Ireland's sons, namely the
late Gerald Griffin. " The peasantry of Ireland have
for centuries been at war with the laws by which they
were governed, and watch their operation in every
instance with a jealous eye. Even guilt itself, however
naturally atrocious, obtains commiseration in their

regard from the mere spirit- of opposition to a
system of government which they consider unfriendly.

There is scarcely a cottage in the south of Ireland
where the very circumstance of a legal denunciation
would not afford even to a murderer a certain passport
to concealment and protection. To the same cause may
be traced in all likelihood the shrewdness of disguise,

the coolness and the affected dulness, the assumed
simplicity, and all the inimitable subtleness of evasion
and of wile which an Irish peasant can display when he is

made to undergo a judicial scrutiny and in which he will

frequently display a degree of gladiatorial dexterity that

would throw the spirit of Machiavelli into ecstasies."

And this, I assure you, can be said with as much justice

of the same peasantry in regard to the agricultural

statistics sought for by the Irish police as if the same
police were seeking for the haunts and whereabouts of a
" Terry alt" or a « Molly M'Guire," not alone " in the
south of Ireland," to which Griffin alludes, but to the
east, west, north, and centre of Ireland, for they believe
the information sought for by the police is for anything
and everything but "their advantage;" nor is their
evasion in such matters confined to the police queries, for
they would observe the same towards all men, and on
all occasions, with very rare exceptions, touching land,
its valuations, and management, but none more keenly
than in the very statistics now under consideration.
But supposing that the gentry and the people possessed
all the necessary qualifications required in them to

supply this information and all the desired willingness

to communicate it, was adequate time allowed the police

or did they take the necessary steps to obtain it ? No,
they did not. In proof of this I could give you examples,
innumerable examples, that I have seen in every year
and on various parts of Ireland since this scheme was

first broached ; one or two such examples may suffice bein
those under my own eye and regarding which I challenge
contradiction. I hold and manage a farm here on mv own
account ; I manage four or five others in this locality for
one of my employers ; and from neither of these farms
couldthe police get authentic information regarding them
except through me personally, and strange to say that
though the police know me well, and though they'kuow
there are few who could and who more willingly would
give them reliable information, not one of them ever
applied to me for it either as regards my own farm or
those others I am managing. If I am told they could
obtain the necessary information through their own
knowledge of this locality, to this I must say, impossible,

were I even to give credit to the police for possessing

the necessary education to qualify them for such an
undertaking. But when I know that not one of those*

policemen, nor any other of the many policemen I have
met in any part of Ireland since " the Peelers w were

established about 35 years ago in Ireland, ever possessed

such qualifications, am I not justified in pronouncing this

vaunted scheme to be in reality a " mockery, a delu-

sion and a snare ? " Again, the period selected for

obtaining these statistics was the reverse of opportune,

for since these returns were said to have been sought

for and made up, cropping of various kinds to a great

extent had been done of which the cultivators of the

soil had at the time but little if any idea. For instance,

on the townland where I reside there were nearly 50

acre3 of Flax sown since the middle of June last,*

before which those who sowed it had no idea of being

in a position to do so. So with Turnips, nay even of

Oats itself. Some who had Oats growing then appa-

rently healthy ploughed the land on which they were
growing, so bad did the appearance of the crops turn

out to be, and sowed Turnips on the 6ame land. These
are facts.

In thus pronouncing an utter condemnation of the

accuracy of this scheme, I wish it to be particularly

understood that no man values more highly than I do
the importance of having agricultural statistics ac-

curately obtained, or as nearly so as circumstances

will admit, hut which never can be done by such a

body as our Irish police ; who, though perhaps the best

organised staff in her Majesty's dominions for the

duties which they have learned to perform, are not the

men to supply agricultural statistics, whatever they may
do in enforcing the destruction of weeds along the

road and roadsides, for which they have now ample

time, having little else to do. Query, would not an act

of parliament be necessary to justify their enforcing this

so much required operation ? I think it would, and 1

think also that until such an act be obtained their

attempts at the destruction of weeds, though backed by

county surveyors, Poor-law guardians, grand juries, the

celebrated Registrar-general, Mr. Donnelly, nay the

Commissioners of Police and the Lord Lieutenant

himself, will be as futile as their attempts to collect

agricultural statistics. Edward Carroll, Cranemorc

Bouse, Newtonbarry.

ANSWERS TO AGRICULTURAL QUESTIONS.
By Mr. Henry Cox, of Mixchixhajipton, Gloucestersbibe.

( Concludedfrom p. 635.)

RECENT AGRICULTURAL PROGRESS.
1. State the principal additions made of late years to the

number of our agricultural implements.

Locomotive steam engines adapted to threshing corn,

brick and drain tile machines, reaping machines and

cheese-making machines, steam ploughs and steam

draining ploughs, digging machines, drills with cups

and levers for coulters, horse rakes and lever harrows,

pulping machines for roots, liquid manure drill, and

last not least the great steam horse ; and there have

been such improvements in nearly all our farm imple-

ments, such as horse hoes, harrow, wheel, and clod-

crushing rollers, as almost to claim the title of new.

2. Name those crops the cultivation of which has been either

introduced or very largely increased during the past few

years.

Mangel Wurzel, although grown to some extent 30 or

40 years ago, is now much increased in culture. Italian

Rye has been introduced and is very largely increased

within the last few years. Trifolium incarnatum is too

of recent introduction, but the culture of all fallow

crops has much increased.

3. What is the most important improvement now generally

adopted in the management and cultivation especially or

clay soils ?

The old system of managing clay land was Wheat,

fallow, Oats, Beans, Wheat, and lallow, and so on;

but since draining has been introduced largely into this

description of land a deeper system of culture has been

practised with success ; Clovers have been introduced

with profit ; Mangel Wurzel lias been introduced

instead of bare fallow, and has produced great crops

;

Kohl Rabi and Cabbage have likewise been found to

thrive in those soils.

4. Describe Mr. Smith's (of Lois Weedon) system of cultivating

Wheat, and state the principles on which his experience u*

its success receives its explanation.

Mr. Smith professes to grow Wheat on only half h'S

land, that is, in alternate strips of about a yard^acli,

* ltwill~hu7pnse our -proud Euglisii neighbours'' to hew of

Flax being sown as lare iu the season as the 16th of JWtJJJ
flight of Mahomet," on land not capable by ordinary treatm efl*

to produce three barrels of Oats of 14 stones of 141bs each ston w
tho h.*».i onH ™ w i.{r>ii t.hfl erow^r expects three tons at

realised, as l nave no uoum "i">^' ti .-'."',.—{«*_

trouble you with a notice of Flax growing in this locality.
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M he can get Detween me strips oi *Yiieai, wiuv

presume at harvest time nearly or quite meet
;

strip that is cultivated this year will be Wheat n

length and rather lighter in quality of soil. Both fields

on Steam Farm, although of a gravelly character, were
yet rocky hard in the bottom, but here the soil was
more friable and sandy, consequently the ploughs were

more easily held, enabling the ploughmen to make far

better work than that done by them with horses in the

cultivating the intermediate strips very deeply as long

•a he can get between the strips of Wheat, which I
° - • • • 'the

strip tliat is cumvaieu una year win ue *» ucui iiext

year, and so on. No doubt Mr. Smith's land is rich in

inorganic ingredients, and by breaking up a few inches

of the subsoil every year he continues to call into same field.

nractice those elements which have long lain dormant, The steady equal draught of the " steam horse eAcepuuu, uvv«nr, wo w«<=.r, ». «~* ..- - r ,

and bv the frequent stirring it gets it imbibes some deserves special notice, as it differs widely from that of
j

that burning the earth to a red hot bricky colour anft

nortion of ammonia from the air and water, and there horses. Accustomed to the latter we think little about substance destroys the organic properties of the soil tec

L no doubt chemical changes take place on the soil the irregularity of their traction force when holding the much, and on very many soils does not so much real

comin" in contact with the atmosphere that supply a ! plough behind them, but we have only to examine their service as partially burning it ; and it will be recollected,

still larger quautity. mechanism and the ever-varying position of the fulcra and for this reason it was, that we only pretended t»

5 Name »ucn recent geological discoveries as have been (footprints on the ground) over which their muscular
,

"burn" some and "scorch" the rest of the soil sum-

* our successful operation of it at that present dry time.''

The difference between Mr. Baker's statement and the

cost of ours only appears in his burning and paring

more earth, and more deeply than ourselves in the

operation, though no doubt paying better in the end

(even if he had used dust coale, as some do, to keep

their fires up when wet overtakes them). With this

exception, however, we believe, in our humble opinion,

6. Describe the cultivation of Italian Rye-grass, its probable
produce under given circumstances, and the soils and locality

to which it is best suited.

Italian Rye-grass is cultivated now in many ways.

Some mix it with the seeds of Clover and common Rye,

and sow with Barley or spring Wheat ; but the most

approved way is I think to sow by itself in the month

of March or April. The surface of the ground should

be made firm before sowing, and the seed slightly har-

rowed in, and the roller again passed over. The pro-

ductiveness of the crop varies much according to the

quantity of manure applied. About 10 tons at each of

three cuttings is a very good crop, but it may be forced

up to five such cuttings, and I have heard it asserted

considerable distance, and how much further it would

have gone cannot be said.

The expense of ploughing 9 inches deep with four

ploughs is thus given :

• • *

and 4s. per acre.

The value of the work done was estimated at from

_r _,__ _ 20s. to 24s. per acre; say the lowest of these two
that 100 tons of green food may be grown per acre of figures, which would give \0l. per day, so that deducting

i*v_v.wi_4HL ui una »*^»«* '.i..v»^ »^.*.^ wwj •-,-- J

of implements, irons, &c, was intended to be included

in both statements. But he u crosses " the land with

three horses, which swells his account 3s. 6d. more than

ours, we finding it unnecessary for this operation,

on account of our rowed Wheat crops being so well

cultivated in spring with the scarifier, and by re-

peated hoeings ; 9d. more is set down for harrow-

ing, whilst our raking answered for this. Burning is

set down in Mr. Baker's item at U. 6s. 8d., whereas we
Total expense do £116 6 expended and noticed only 1.5s. We did not note 10s.

The sum of 36s. 6d. per 10 acres would be some-
(

or j2d. per acre ; this is an error of our friend Mr.

thing less than 3s. 8cZ. per acre ; but say 21. per day i Baker's, who no doubt took it from the Gardeners'

Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette oi September 13th,

where we observe the editor wrote himself—"The ex-

pense of these operations need not exceed 10s. or 12s.,

An engine-man, or stoker, at As. per day
A steersman and four ploughmen at 2s. Gd. do.

10 cwt. of coals at 1«. do.

Tear and wear, &c, do. ... • ' x

£. S. d.

4

12 6
10
10

this Gras3 ; from 3 to 4 buvhels per acre is the usual

quantity of seed. Its proper place is I think near the

homestead or feeding stalls, where it can be very liberally

supplied with manure water. Nothing seems to make
so quick a return for any expense incurred in manure
as Italian Rye-grass. I have seen accounts of upwards of

a ton of guano in solution with water being profitably em-
ployed on this crop per acre. 1 have seen some very fine

pieces of it on clay soils, but from all the accounts I

have read it seems to have produced the most astounding

results on what had formerly been a blowing and almost

barren sand ; but from its very gross feeding habits I

should scarcely recommend it into a common rotation

in very great quantities, as it feeds on nearly the same
ingredients as the Wheat plant ; or in other words I do
not consider it at all an ameliorating crop. I should say

it is the best crop that could be grown where the liquid

manuring system is adopted. Horses and most other

cattle relish it much.

TRACTION-STEAM CULTURE.—BOYDELL'S
ENGINE.

We have now arrived at the £. s. d, view of

cultivating our lands more economically by steam than

horses, that which is likely to procure for the subject

the serious attention of practical farmers. During
the past 14 days Mr. Boydell has been ploughing land ou
the lands of Steam Farm, Hatton, occupied by Mr. John
Middleton, and Butts Farm, Hanworth, occupied by Mr.
James Middleton, with his traction engine— the one
exhibited at Chelmsford—turning up a fallow 9 inches

deep, at about one-fifth of the expense it could be done
at by horses in the district, the quality of the work
being declared by all who examined it superior to that

in the same fields ploughed by horses. The trials

having been advertised, we attended on Tuesday

the 21. (the expense of the engine), we would have 8/.

as the profit per day over our present system, 48£. per

week, or the prime cost of the engine in some 10

weeks work !

When the engine was timed it was ploughing fully an

acre an hour, but at that time it was going rather over

its ordinary pace. In point of fact the boiler is only

calculated to keep up a maximum pressure of 45 lbs.

of steam per square inch, and with the most successful

stoking it seldom much exceeded this pressure, while it

very frequently fell below it. Midland we found it one time

as high as 50 "lbs., and at another as low as 35 lbs. We
may also mention here that we had the diameter of the

cylinder measured and found it 6\ inches. Probably at

the ordinary pace of the engine it was ploughing at the

rate of 8 acres per day of 10 hours. We insisted very

hard on Tuesday for a 10 hours' trial without inter-

mission, but owing to the urgent demands of visitors,

some of them from the continent of Europe, the East

and West Indies, and United States of America, to see

it trench-ploughing, &c, &c, our request was found im-

practicable on any of the days advertised for public trial.

At 8 acres per day the expense per acre would be

5s., and the profit per day 6/., per week 36/., over the

present system ; a profit which would soon pay off the

prime cost of an engine. In the provinces the expense

of such ploughing would probably be on an averuge

only 16s. ; at 10 acres this would yield SI. or 61. of daily

profit ; at 8 acres, 61. 8s., or U. 8s. of profit, allowing the

expense of the engine in each case to remain as before.

There was no two-horse or 6 inches deep fnrrowwork

done, and therefore we cannot say from experiment

whnt the expense of such was ; but we may safely con-

clude that at 10 acres per day it would not be more

than 2s. 6d. per acre, and at 8 acres per day 3s.

Such are the leading facts which we gleaned from

&c. This was a paragraph of his own words in the leading

article of that paper. Again, we used no eight trusses

of straw, and no wood or bushes, and here is brought to

view 8s. more expense than ours ; we having made shift

without any. Lastly, we left out of our account the

spreading altogether ; and here again is 4s. 2d. more,

thus swelling his total, and making in all more than our

expenses per acre :

—

4 horses. &c, broadsharing

3 ditto crossways...

Harrowing
Burning
Spreading
Straw-

Wood and bushes
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.Expense per acre more than ours

It gives us great pleasure to be able to set differences

of "this sort right in so friendly a manner by personal

correspondence and common civility, at a trivial expense

and trouble. Thanks to the penny postage for this.

A. Ilardy <k Son, Maldon.

Arbitration- among Patentees.—Allow me to suggest

the importance at the present time, when inventive

talent has been brought to bear on agricultural ma-

chinery to so great an extent, and when a number of

minds may each be directed towards the accomplishment

of a similar object, of establishingsome sort of tribunal for

economically settling the rival claims of patentees. The

present law courts are so expensive that unless the

object in dispute is of universal adoption, the patentee

when he enters them to defend his invention from inno-

vation or attack must bid adieu to all pecuniary reward

for his own labour and ingenuity. I certainly think

that a large portion of the heavy fees which are still

inflicted on patentees should be devoted to this purpose.

No honourable inventor would object to submitting his

claims to such a court of arbitration, and 1 doubt not

^ iF-i u to , .«' ,« u • «. /." n
lue8(iay two days spent with the Messrs. Middleton. That they

j
that the Royal Agricultural Society of England would

and Friday, the 16th and 1 9th mat, and shall present
;

ly(f £yollltioIl in agriculture no one will deny who
! lend the ir influence towards the protection of inventors,

with a brier . , .. . . , ._ m_ .1 r «., «„^««
— j , ,— - „ ___ — _ , — s

the readers of the Agricultural Gazette with a brief

account of what came under our observation.

On Tuesday the engine was trench-ploughing a small

field on Steam Farm with two of Cotgreaves' trench

ploughs, Mr. Cotgreaves himself superintending them.

The work was being done about 12 inches deep, and at

the rate of 5 acres per day
"le engine to appearance

comprehends their importance. To those of our readers ! an(j WOuld refuse admission to their show yards to im-

who have hitherto been opposed to Boydell's steam
piements that can be proved to be invasions of others' in-

horse entering their fields, the above results may appear yentions. The distinguishing feature of the present time

startling and even incredible, but to such we say go and ^fl, regard to inventions is, as before alluded to, the

judge for yourselves, and be guided by facts, not
| uu [on f several minds in the perfection of one imple-

,— :..: f^„ »vnA «.; an<.o wmII ennn cptlle the nuestion of ™„„* Tk«« uaa e\f l«i«> been ahundantlv shown in our

° «•""«* importance to me puunu iu« c»v>« «.»«ww- -— -— —
steam

\
protected and rewarded to the extent of his own lnven-

i _ .

tne pre8ellt fay who have had

are disposed to doubt that

be rendered practical and

by Fowler's or by Boydell's
give aus. per acre tor land so trencnea, assuring wr. .

g nQt f&p distant when the farmer or implement principle, or by some new machine combining both
Middleton, who lets out engines, that a large area

; ^^ who haulg aboufc his portab ie engine from place pflEC i ples or improving on either we will not venture
o* the market-garden grounds of the capital could be

to ,ace with horseS) wiu be considered as belonging to ro pay . We should, however, greatly regret that
nad at this rate. the old school. We ourselves hope very soon to witness Fowler's merits should be passed over, or that Boydell

fhe daily expense of the engine and hands was ^ ^^ tpi hant resu it8 ;n favour f direct traction should g0 without his reward, or that either should be
estimated at about 30s., so that the cost per acre would

| than tfae above>
l

for several of our most intelligent and
b '

" »-*—*--

leading agriculturists have traction engines of an im-

proved construction, and with better implements for

tillage, nearly ready to enter the field than what were

used on the above occasion.

—"iunicn ttt HUUUI t»VO., BV man mv «-.vow £»%-•• *«~» ~ -. ~—
°e 6s. ; consequently the profit would be 24s. per acre
at the above estimate, equal to 61. per day

—

Z6l. per
week.
On Steam Farm there was also a good deal of plough-

ing dene by the engine in two large fields with lour of

Howard's F P ploughs, the depth of the furrow being

9 inches, and the rate of ploughing from 8 to 10 acres

per day. The quality of the work was superior, fully

equal to what
each plou
engine wor
length.

On Friday the engine was at work in a large field on
Butts Farm. It was again hauling four common ploughs,

SllOUlU gO WllllOUt mo **"'—«j— —-——

called upon to waste large sums of money in defending

their inventions from the innovations of others.

IV. C. Spooner.

White Clover. A question has been asked as to the

unusual prevalence of the ^perennial White Clover this

year. Allow me to suggest that it may principally be

attributed to the dry seasons we have had during the

last few years, which has been somewhat unfavourable

obtain the supremacy. There are abundant proofs

that the soil contains a vast quantity of the seeds of

plants which are prevented from vegetating by unfavour-

able circumstances, or bv the superior vigour of other
loughing 9 inches deep, and at the rate of an acre per to all lalse swem«™.

ft87^
ul^e"i;^oW n7Mlv"w indigenous plants. In addition to the cause we have

hour when timed. The field was still better adapted »»>•?"« g ^T -fA,«W ^^A to ^w attentioi to assigned we may also urge that at this period of the
than any of the former, being nearly as level, of greater the hills ; but we simply begged to draw attention to a.s gne *~

tllinK.lt wan micu».«..«..vi — -rt V* t» i

letter and reply we have received from Mr. Baker per-

sonally, which implies that he is not opposed to our

principles as we expected, but only (and very justly, too)"uus rarm. t was Ho-ainh;iulin2 lour common piou^us?, principles «° ~~ *-»r -»—- -- ^% *-

Ploughing 9 incl,ert^P and at'the rate of an a^per* !o all fa.se statements, ^e d.^a,U»ptto «rro»Me

h-....r.- 1
°

, .„ r' « .

.

..•%-_..-. j-_* . i tku. +~ Mircftlvps. as the oractice is as oia nearly as
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year the White Clover drops its seeds, which are
numerous in proportion to the number of plants, and
thus in favourable years the growth of this plant is
likely to increase each year, which fact is consistent
with our observations during the last few years. We
may add that we have found the application of the
earthy phosphates extremely conducive to the growth of
the White Clover. W. C. S.

Failure in Oats after Green Crop, Dumfriesshire.—It
is a general complaint among the farmers of this district
that the Oat crop after green crop is a comparative
failure this season, whereas in former years they used to
reckon with certainty on a good crop after green crop.
The ground, which is variable, from light gravel to
retentive clay, was manured as usual, in some cases with
farm-yard dung alone, in some with farm-yard dung and
juano together, and in some with guano alone, and the
result is the same in all cases. Can you assign a reason
for this change ? Is it attributable to the weather ? The
month of July was extremely cold, sometimes the ther-
mometer was near the freezing point, while Augu3t was
for most part excessively hot. Ignoramus, Nithsdale,
Dumfriesshire, Sept. 20. [In what form does the failure
appear ? It may arise from abortive ears, from a stunted
growth, from blanks in the crop, from injury by beino-
laid, from mildew, &c. Each of these appearances
would indicate a separate cause.]

The Crops.—As the Oat is -par excellence the corn
•crop of Ireland, it may be satisfactory to say that in
this part of the country in the present year it is gene-
rally a superior crop both in stook and under the flail :

there are no doubt some light crops of it, as must be
the case where people will take successive crops of it
till the ground gives little but weeds. Our Potato
crop also isexcellent,abundaut,and mealy, and, although
the leaves are blighted, the stems or stalks of the main
crop remain green and succulent and the tubers not
injured to a serious amount, indeed not more of them
than can be beneficially used up by swine or made
into boxty (bread made of grated Potatoes), a great
favourite with the Irish peasant, so that as yet no
loss can be said to have been incurred. " B.," in
the Chronicle of the 13th of September, appears to
favour the hypothesis of eletrical affections, and
subscribes to the opinion of those who ascribe the
disease « to atmospherical causes arising from the
electrical changes that are continually taking place, pro-
ducing a certain condition in the air unfavourable to
the health of the plant, and occasioning such a check to
its growth as to bring on disease and hasten its decav."
<( B." produces in support of this opinion data of the
state of the weather immediately preceding the appear-
ance of the disease from the first year of its notice
(x84o) to 1853 in the west of Englaud, taking periods
not prior to the 18th June nor extending beyond the
13th August, whereas it is notorious that forced and
other early Potatoes were reported in each year from
other places to have shown disease much earlier, even,
I believe, so early as March ; and further, he seems to
confound the primary cause of disease with those causes
which affect the progress of it, eo as to render all his
data illusory. For the disease occurring previous to
these atmospherical changes on which he relies must have
a primary cause independent of them. Yet although it
may well be disputed that these atmospherical changes
produce the disease, yet, I think, it admits of little
doubt that after it exists they do promote and further
the progress of it, as being most favourable to the
spread of mildew, and in ascribing the disease to a
fungus I am certainly borne out bv the prevalence of
mildew affections over so many of tiie vegetable produc-
es of the earth, since we observed it in the Potato
make its first great swoop. But «B." says that these
electrical changes which are effectual in this disease are
continually taking place, and he is correct ; wherefore,
t»ien, is the appearance of the disease confined to such
narrow limits of time as from the 18th of June to the
loth of August ? Why do they not operate previous to
these periods on the crop generally ? « B." further
«ays that these changes produce "a certain condition in
the air unfavourable to the health of the plant, and
occasioning such a check to its growth as to brin" on
disease and hasten its decay." Without wishing to
question this being the case under his experience I
must be permitted to say it is very far from
pemg so in Ireland, for it has been generally aud
id every year and place remarked that never do the
crops of Potatoes appear so healthy, so luxurious, so
promising as when attacked by the disease, and that
under the earlier indications of it, that is while the
leaves are but partially injured, this luxurious condi-
tion is maintained, and that even after the leaves are
withered and burnt up, those kinds of Potatoes which
have the property of most resisting the disease retain
very long, certainly for a month or more, a fine succu-
lent green stem or stalk, the tubers being abundant
and of large growth ; indeed everything about them,
with the exception of the disease, showing a vigorous
Itfe

; and in 1845 no crop could exceed in apparent
health, of unchecked growth, with less appearance of
decay till the time of full and perfect ripeness ; no dis-
ease was indicated, nor the slightest suspicion enter-
tained of it, till they were dug, and housed, and pitted,
and then they went with a wet sail. The crop indeed
hat year was magnificent. J. M. Goodiff.

a meeting of this club some years ago by Mr. Mark
Abbott, which appears to deserve a wider publication
than it has yet received.
Having paid much attention to the details of

cheese-making for the last few years, the observations I
have to make to-day will be of a practical nature. In
the first place, I may state that the milk from which
cheese is made consists of three distinct parts,—cream
curd, and whey. The art of cheese-making consists in
the complete extraction of the whey, and in the proper
compacting and curing of the curd* and of keeping and
drying the cheese until it is ready for the market. One
very important part of the process is, to thoroughly
separate the whey from the curd, without extracting
the butyraceous matter at the same time ; if this is not
attended to, the cheese will heave, and be of a bad
flavour and quality. Much injury is done by too much
handling of the curd ; if a warm hand is applied, it is
sure to facilitate the escape of butter, which passes off
with the whey in the form of oil.

I will now state to you as briefly as the subject will
admit the mode I adopt in making cheese. My plan
is, to make cheese only once a day, commencing in the
morning. The evening's milk, as taken from the cows
is poured through a sye or sieve, into a tin pan
floating in a cistern of cold water (for the purpose of
cooling down the milk to make it keep sweet) and is
generally left there during the night. The mornings
milk, as taken from the cows, is mixed with the coofed
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evening's milk ; the heat of the mixture will mostly in
summer be about 75° or 76°, which is the heat I set the
milk with the rennet for coagulation in the summer
months

;
in winter I consider 78° to 80° not too warm

or in frosty weather 82° to 84°, which latter heat I
seldom or never exceed. The reason why it is put
together so much warmer in the winter is, from its
cooling down so much faster in the process of making,
and if this was not done, becoming too cold for the
thorough extraction of the whey. If at any time it is
thought the evening's and morning's milk will not
when mixed together, bring the temperature to a'

sufficient height, a portion of the evening's milk is
warmed for that purpose, by floating it in warm water
in the side boiler in the kitchen (care should be taken
when heating milk for the cheese not to raise the
temperature above 100°; if it should happen to be!
higher than that, it will cause a toughness in the curd
and cheese)

;
when that is done, the milk is measured

'

with a graduated rod made for the purpose, the rennet
put in, and if it is to be a coloured cheese, the annatto
is also added : one pound of Fullwood's Black Imperial
Annatto I find quite sufficient to colour 25 cwt. of my
cheese. The colouring and rennet having been put in
the milk, it is well stirred with the dish, covered lightly
with a cloth, and left to coagulate! In about an
hour it is cut in intersections of about six inches apart,
and allowed to stand another hour, when it is broken
down carefully with a curd-breaker. I may here
remark, that the warmer the 'milk is at the time of
setting together, the sooner will coagulation take place,
but the curd will, in consequence, be tougher and less
in quantity

; on the contrary, the cooler°the milk the
longer will the curd be in forming, and the more tender
its quality, but its quantity will be greater. Immediately
after the curd has been broken down, it is carefully
collected together with the milk dish, aud allowed 10 or
15 minutes to settle down, when the sinker or curd-
gatherer is applied, for the purpose of taking off the

the mill, allowing about 33 lbs. curd to a 16 m
diameter cheese, which, when dry and ready for the
market, will take about five cheeses to the cwt. about
eight oz. salt is at this time intimately mixed with every
33 lbs. of curd

; the ground curd is then put into
cheese vats, in which has first been placed clean dry
cloths

;
the cheeses are now put under the screw, and

left without any pressure about an hour, after which
the screw is applied lightly at first and gradually
increased. It will generally be two or three o'clock in
the afternoon by the time the curd is ground and put
under the screw ; about seven in the evening it is taken
from the screw press, turned, a dry cloth applied, and
put under the lightest stone press. On the second day
it is removed to a heavier press, the cheese is turned
twice, morning and evening, «nd clean cloths applied
each time of turning. On the morning of the third day
the cloth is removed, and a little salt applied externally,
and remains 48 hours longer under the heaviest stone
press, and is turned every morning and evening, a
little salt being applied each time of turning ; it is then
taken from press and remains about three days on the
salting stones, where it is turned and salted every
morning

; the cheese is then wiped clean and dry, put
on the cheese turner in the dairy, where it remains
about 1 4 days, more or less according to the state of
the weather, and is turned every day, after which it is

removed to the warm cheese room, and is kept on a
cheese turner three or four weeks longer ; afterwards,
laid on the common plaster floor. Cheese made in this
way will be ready for the market in seven or eight
weeks from the time it was taken from the press.

I consider there is a great advantage in making
cheese only once a day, and commencing in the
morning. It gives the dairy-maid sufficient time to
go through all the operations carefully, which could not
be the case if the cheese had to be made at night, some
part of it by candle-light, and from the servants being
tired they would be very [likely to slight some part of the
process in order that they might get off to bed. It is
essentially necessary that there should be sufficient time
allowed for the dairy-maid to go through the whole of
the process gradually and carefully ; where there is hurry
and bustle there is sure to be much mischief— much waste
of quantity and quality. The evening's milk must be
cooled, or it would not keep sweet in hot weather, nor
would the cheese be so rich and tender. By putting
the cheese together at 75° or 7G° in summer, you pro-
duce a curd rich and tender, and much greater in quantity
than if it was put together at from 85° to 95°, as is done
in some dairies. Milk as soon as taken from the cows
will in summer be about 90° ; I have known some
dairy-maids put it together in that state, consequently
there is a great loss (at all events of quantity) by those
who adopt that plan. [The remainder of the lecture
we shall give next week.]

Miscellaneous.
Trial of Reaping Machines at Woolmet.—The follow-

ing report of a day's comparison of several reaping
machines is taken from the North British Agricul-
turist :—

Farmers' Clubs.W irksworth
: On Cheese Making.—We give here

t~e substance of a lecture on cheese-making delivered at

whey and consolidating the curd. The curd-gatherer is in
form something like a soup plate, made in size to fit inside
the cheese tub, the upper part or rim, finely perforated
with holes, to ahow the whey to escape upwards and
pass into the well, or hollow part of the curd gatherer
from which place it is laded out. The curd-gatherer is
pressed carefully and 'gradually down by the dairy-maid,
whilst another person lades out the whey : when the
curd-gatherer comes in contact with the curd it requires
some additional weight ; I use a can with more or less
whey in it according to the weight required. When
the whey has ceased rising into the well, the curd-
gatherer is taken off, and about six inches cut and
taken from the outside or edge of the curd, and laid in
the centre of the cheese tub upon the other curd, and
the whole cut in intersections ; the curd-gatherer is
again applied with a weight resting upon it sufficient to
press out the whey gradually ; this operation is repeated
two or three times, or until the curd is sufficiently con-
solidated for cutting into lumps and putting under the !

screw press for the further extraction of the whey
;the cloth used for containing the curd whilst under

the screw is coarser and stronger than the ordinary ;

cheese cloth, and is commonly called screw cloth.
When taken from the cheese pan as before stated, it is
put into the screw cloth, suspended over the screw!
press, and allowed to drain for about ten minutes, after
which it is tied in the cloth and the screw applied
carefully and gradually

; when the whey ceases to run,
the pressure is taken off, and a portion of curd cut
from the outside all around, and laid in the centre upon
the other part of the curd, which part is also cut in I

intersections with a large dull knife, and the board and '

press again applied. This operation is repeated two or
three times, or until it is considered sufficiently dry for
grinding in the curd mill. Great care should be used I

while under the screw not to press too hastily or too
heavily

; if this is not attended to in this case, and
indeed in every other part of the process of cheese-
making, a considerable portion of the butyraceous
matter will te forced out, and the cheese of course
deteriorated. The curd is then weighed and ground in

" The trial of Harkes' machine for the premium of 50Z., offered
by the Highland and Agricultural Society for a reaping machine
more effective in operation and more economical than any in use,
took place on Thursday, on the farm of Woolmet. in the occupa-
tion of Mr. Gibson. Besides Harkes' machine, there were three
others upon the ground, viz., Dray's Hussey, improved by Mr.
Gardner, Stirling, and exhibited by Mr. Forrester, near Stirling;
M'Cormack's, improved by Lord Kinnaird, and exhibited by
Mr. Guthrie, Inchture, Perthshire; and Crosskill's Bell, exhi-
bited by Mr. Wilson of Cowden. The only implement on trial
was Mr. Harkes'—the others were brought for the purpose of
comparison. This machine is upon the same principle as that of
Smith's of Deanston—a circular cutting knife, with the edge
slightly serrated. The diameter of the cutting knife is 6 feet,

and the breadth nearly 3 inches. The two driving wheels are
3 feet in diameter, and with the horses moving at the rate of
2h miles an hour, the knite makes 260 revolutions per minute.
The motion is communicated from the driving-wheels to the knife
from above. The cutting apparatus can be lowered or raised with
facility by a lever. A canvas covering, from the inner edge of

the knife, 2 feet 2 inches in height, carries round the grain as it

is cut. The first swathe was laid to the standing corn, and the
machine returned, making another cut, laying the double swathe
on the ground. The horses walk behind the machine, and draw
by swingle-trees on the same principle as Bell's. The weight of

the machine is about 15 cwt.; price 251. The first trial was made
in a field of Wheat—variety, red chaff. The crop was level, and
above medium luxuriance; only small spots were down. The
previous crop having been Potatoes, the Wheat was clean and
stiff in the straw, and otherwise favourable for machine reaping.
The field was level, the surface smooth, and the furrows almost
obliterated. The action of Harkes' reaper disappointed expecta-
tion. The breadth of the cut did not exceed 4 feet, and was
frequently not more than 3 ; the stubble was unequal, the swathe
irregular; and upon the grain being lifted, a very considerable
quantity of Wheat pickles was lying upon the ground. The loss

of grain from this shedding was estimated by some at nearly

2 bushels an acre, and this with a crop rather under than over-

ripe. The amount of work done was not estimated—the judges,

after a few turns of the machine, appeared to be satisfied that it

did not come up to the requirement of the premium. The opinion

of those present was divided between the working of Lord Kin-
naird's M'Cormack and Garner's Hussey—the latter being the

greater favourite. The principal improvement effected by Mr.
Gardner is the substitution of a serrated cutter for the smooth
cutter employed by Mr. Dray. Nothing could exceed the smooth-

ness and the lowness of the stubble left by Gardner's Hussey,
nnd the cut grain left the machine in equal quantities, ready for

lifting for the binders. Those persons employed in lifting and
binding the grain from this machine were expert, and performed
the operation with a neatness and speed which showed what a

little practice can effect. As the price of this machine is only

201., many of the farmers present would have given orders for it

had not their harvest operations been so far advanced. This

machine cut, in 46 minutes, 3 roods 15 poles, being at the rate ot

1 acre in 54 minutes. Lord Kinuaird's M-Connack cut with

facility, but occasional stops took place, especially when the

edire of the machine became depressed, and the guards of the

cutter raised the soil, and prevented the action of the cutter.

Where the crop was thick aud strong, the machine appeared not
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to be equal to the work. The delivery webs being that of Bell's,

Uid the grain equally. It cut 2 roods 17 poles in 37 minutes, or

•nacre in 61 minutes. Crosskill's Bell did not operate satisfactorily.

One of the keys connected with the delivery-web came out more

than once, causing several stoppages. This defect in workmanship

his proved more than once the cause of disappointment and

failure in this machine. The time taken was not tested. After

completing their portions in the Wheat field, the machines were

removed to an adjoining field of Oats—variety Birley—the crop

Kfrndin iy of medium thickness and length of straw, and being no

more than a fair average crop. In this field the operation of

Gardner's Hussey was even more decided, and a furor was pro-

duced among the agriculturists present in its favour. After a

careful trial the judges issued the following report:— ** The
judges are of opinion that Mr. Harkes has not only failed to

establish that superiority which is requisite to entitle him to an

award but that his machine, in its present state, is interior to

any of the others which were brought forward, viz., a Crosskill

exhibited by Mr. Wilson, Cowden; a Hussey's, altered and ex-

hibited by Mr. Forrester, Stewart Hall; aud a M'Cormack's,

altered and exhibited by Lord Kinnaird. Except as regards the

stoppages of the Crosskill, the whole of these worked to the satis-

faction of the judges ; but, on the whole, they are disposed to

accord the superiority to Mr. Forrester's machine. At the same
time it is due to state that Lord Kinnaird's did excellent work
and surpassed any of its former appearance. CrosskiU's was so

much impeded by failure of parts of the machinery from defective

workmanship, as to prevent the judges from instituting a proper

comparison between it and the more regular performance of

Forrester's and Lord Kinnaird's. Although Mr. Harkes has
failed in showing that his machine is as yet superior either in

efficiency or economy, it appears to the judges that, in principle,

it approaches that simplicity which is desiderated, and that it may
yet succeed, if subjected to such alterations and improvement
as further experience may suggest.—John* Miller, Chairman."

VALUABLE IMPROVEMENTS IN MOWING MACHINES.

BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

Under the Patronage of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, and His Majesty the Emperor of
the French.

Calendar of Operations.

SEPTEMBER.
County Wexford, Sept. 11.—Our yield of Barley here is

unprecedently great—price ditto. Beans suffered from blighting

weather about six weeks ago, and have not filled well—produce
about a third less than last year. The most promising and
luxuriant Potatoes, especially Primroses, are diseased from the

same cause in some instances, but half the tubers are sound

;

generally one-fourth is gone. Some othersorts in the same fields

have not been injured. My own Potatoes (as to main cup) with
lime compost are perfectly good.
Mid-Lothian, Sept. 18.—Except spring sown "Wheat and some

Late patches of Oats all the cereal crops are cut. In the early

part of last week a considerable quantity of rain fell, but for the

last [eight days the weather has been all that could be wished.

The crop is being rapidly carried in first rate order, and it the fine

weather continues a few days longer, the principal part of it will

be secured. Generally speaking grain has bulked well when cut.

It gives promise of a full average yield. Wheat was scarcely of

so good a colour as could have been wished but the sample will

not be injured in any way, particularly as there has as yet been
no sprouting. The Turnip crop, which was very backward for

sometime, has made great progress, and may now be regarded as

nearly an average.

ALEXANDER SHANKS AND SON,
ARBROATH, FORFARSHIRE.—PATENTEES.

""*

A SHANKS and SON, while soliciting the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and Gardeners to their
• Horse and Pony MOWING and ROLLING MACHINES, the completeness and superiority of which are now well known,

at the same time respectfully solicit notice to their new HAND MACHINE, specially adapted for mowing small lawns, verges,
around flower beds, &c.

f
and which has now undergone a trial amply sufficient to enable the Patentees with all confidence to offer it

as the cheapest as well as the most efficient and complete machine extant. The improvements effected by the Patentees enable
the machine to be worked with perfect ease by one person. It requires no change of wheels or rollers in mowing verges ; will cut
close to the edge of flower-beds; has great facilities for quick turning, cutting and rolling at the same time ; the length of the cut
can be effectually regulated in a few seconds by merely turning a screw, and being simple as well as complete in its construction
the machine can be easily worked and managed by a common labourer. The machines are fitted with due regard to strength and
durability, and consequently not at all liable to get out of order. The work is executed with great rapidity, and in a manner vastly
superior to mowing with the scythe, while the simultaneous operations of rolling and close cutting greatly Improve and beautify
the turf. The Rolling and Mowing Machine is now in common use at all the Royal Gardens, Windsor, Kew, Buckingham Palace
and Osborne.

Illustrated Price Lists forwarded on application.

N.B. A. Shaxks & Sox finding that their Patented Improvements are pirated, beg to caution the public against purchasing
Machines with their improvements without their name and address marked on the MacJiines.

A. Shanks & Sox also supply Fleming's SALTING MACHINES, for destroying Weeds, &c, on Gravel Walks, Court Yards,
&c. t

particulars and prices of which will be learned on application.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES.
Awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition, and Patronised by the English and

French Governments.

«

Notices to Correspondents.
Beetroot Sugar: A Farmer. The following passage taken from
a letter by Mr. Caird to the Times partly answers your ques-
tion; but it must be remembered that a Beet grown here, and
one grown in Germany are two different things :

—

4< The manu-
facturers of Beetroot sugar are the great employers of labour,

the capitalist farmers of this part of Germany. We have not
in England any such large capitalists engaged in agriculture,

for they unite the business of the farmer and cattle feeder on
the largest scale with those of sugar boiling and sugar refining.

The sugar factories are very extensive and costly in construc-
tion and machinery, and are managed with great economy and
skill. The business has been established here only about
15 years, but <it is constantly extending under the encourage-
ment of increasing profits, caused partly by a higher price and
partly by a greater yield of sugar under improved processes.

The yield, which some years ago was as one to 16, has now
been increased to one in 12. The molasses, after the sugar is

extracted, are made into spirits, and the refuse, if not used on
the premises for fattening cattle, finds a ready sale as food for
milk cows at about 20*. a ton. The growth and manufacture of
the crop furnishes a continuous source of employment to a
large body of labourers, nearly all the year round- The sugar
is said to have last year yielded a clear profit to the raanu-
factnrerof 15J. a ton, and as a duty equal to 10s. a ton is levied
by the Government on the raw Beet when it goes into the
factory, it would be difficult indeed to name an agricultural
crop so beneficial to all concerned with it as sugar Beet. It can
only be produced to advantage, however, on a rich friable loam
of the best quality; but, as under favourable circumstances the
raw Beet will weigh 20 tons an acre, the gross value of this
crop far exceeds that of any other agricultural crop that can
be grown in this northern climate. As a source of revenue to
the Government, none of our excisable crops can approach it,

for at the rate already stated, it must yield a duty of nearly
10£. an acre to the Prussian Government. The rate of duty has
been doubled within the last two years, without in any way
diminishing the progress of this remunerative trade. The
preat landownershave factories for the conversion of their sugar
Beet, but the bauers, or yeoman proprietors, generally let their
land to the sugar makers at high rents for this special crop."

Bextall's Broaoshare : Sub. It is to be had at various prices
from 71. upwards. Apply to any implement salesman.

Chaxgk in- Milk : E T. If the udder feels hard or tender we
would recommend hot fomentations twice a day for some time
continued, and a little camphor ointment rubbed in afterwards.
One or two pounds of Linseed cake or Linseed-meal given
*ith her food daily, will also be of service. If her bowels are
confined give 1 lb. of Epsom salts. W. C. S.

w>w: Q P. Yon should discontinue milking at least two months
before calving.

Gas Water: C L. No ' purification' is needed. It is the better
for being thrown over a heap of earth or other matter, which
yili act upon it as a sponge. If put directly on the land, except
ln wet weather, when it is immediately diluted and spread
throughout the soil,, it is likely to burn the Grass, without
however destroying the root, which throws up a stronger crop
than ever.

Grass Mown Twice : H B. You had better feed off close with
fiheep. You will get a better crop than if you let the after-
math remain undisturbed.

***>iax Corn: R Gough. We should prefer Barley-meal to
Indian Com. weight for weight, for fattening pigs,

f?ETS : Subscriber. Many thanks. We have not room for the
fuller reports which other papers give. Your reference to the
*ool market shall be attended to.

°<.arlet Runner Beans: Flaistow. We know nothing against
tbeir use for pig feeding, unless it be their price.
*tbr Meadows: Readingensis. The only book we know is by
^ephens—an old work. You will find chapters in all
ystematic works on agriculture, as for instance in Blackie's
Cyclopedia," where the subject is discussed by Mr. Hugh

**rnbird, of Basingstoke.
jJTER Beans : J <?. Inquiry of the nearest seedsman is

!*f
el7 to obtain them. We cannot ask the question here except^ our advertising columns.

COTTAM AND HALLEN,
THE Original INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGH

AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made important additions, the main features of the same being explained in tho
description and engraving.

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball

of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-

tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached
from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the
seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim
general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,
light and durable.
D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can h*

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an
object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of
the wav when not in use

COTTAM'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and
utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,

Galvanised, or Enamelled.

Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner Mangos,
Jf> mess-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on show at

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARMIJSG AND VENTILATING.—The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratis

on application.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

THESE FITTINGS will be found to possess all

the latest and most important improvements, and are of

the best manufacture. All kinds of Stable Furniture in stock.

Iron Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, Tomb Railings, &c. New Illus-

trated Catalogues forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.

i James Barton-

, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford Street, London.

PRUNING.—The GRECIAN PRUNING SAWS
,

are universally acknowledged to be the best for every
description of Pruning. They cut faster and cleaner than any
other, and do not bend or break. Price 2s. €d. 9 3s., and 3s. 6d.

each.

—

Thomas Hill, late W. Coleman, Cutler, 4, Haymarket,
London.

PAXTON WORKS. SHEFFIELD.

SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES. VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.

47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-

man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English

and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1S55. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes,

Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.

Established 173S.

HHURNER'S ROLLER MILLS, for Crushing Oats,
JL Barley, Linseed, Malt, &c, and Grinding Beans, are the
most effective Crushing Mills manufactured, and work with less
power than any other. The Prize of the Royal Agricultural
Society was awarded to E. R. & F. Turkish for " the best Linseed
and Corn Crasher," at the Carlisle Meeting—(the last occasion
on which a Prize was offered)—and at their previous Shows ac
Norwich, Gloucester, and Lincoln. Also the 1st Prize of 150
franc3 and Gold Medal at the Paris Universal Exhibition of
Agriculture, 1856. A great variety of these mills are manufac-
tured, adapted for farms of all sizes, lanre coaching and carry-
ing establishments, gentlemena' riding stables, breweries, Lin-
seed-oil mills, &c.

TURNERS PATENT COMBINED CRUSHING AND
GRINDING MILL is highly effective for Crushing Graiu,
Seeds, &c, and is also a most excellent Mealing Mill for Barley.

Chaff Cutters for horse or steam power; Oil Cake Breakers
for English and Foreign Cake ; Fixed and Portable Steam
Engines; combined Threshing Machines; Saw Tables; One-
horse Carts, &cM all of a superior description, are manufactured
by E. R.& F. Turxer, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich. Illustrated

Price Lists sent tree on application.

CAUTION.
Imitations of our Roller Mills, of very inferior manufacture,

being offered for sale in London and elsewhere, which, from
their resemblance in design to ours, are calculated to mislead
the public : TVe hereby give notice, that Messrs. Bubgess &
Ket, 96. Newgate Street, are our London Agents, at whose
depdt our Mills may be seen; and also at the Agricultural Im-
plement Department of the Crystal Palace. Sydenham, Stand 43.

E R. & P. Turner Ipswich.
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GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

AMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :—

SHEl.T GLASS, Packed in Boxes containing 100 Feet.
6 by 4, and 6£ by 4£

7 by 5, and 7£ by oh.

m t * 12s.

13*.

8 by 6, and 8£ by 6J
9 by 7, and 10 by 8
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TREE TRANSPLANTING BY MACHINE, LANDSCAPE
GARDENING, ORNAMENTAL PLANTING, Xc.

WH. RUMBOLD will be happy to execute any of
• the above «>n reasonable terms, by contract or otherwise.

The Machine will be let by the week with Man. Designs and
Estim a tes given.—Calverly Road, Tunbridge Wells.

M.-sPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makers.

LARGER SIZES, not exceeding 40 Inches Long.
16 oz. from 2d. to 3$d.,21 oz. from 3d. to bd.

y
26 oz. from 6d. to7£<?.,

per foot superficial, according to size and quantity.
SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD

HOUSES, TnE same quality as we supply to Mr. Rivers, and
of various dimensions, always on hand, at 18s. per 100 feet.

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.
HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-ounce, packed in Crates

of 300 feet, %d. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, 3{d.
Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet 34s., 38s., 40s., and

42s. per case.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS WAREHOUSE,
116, Bishopsgate Street Without, London.
LASS FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Good 15 oz. sheet, in boxes of 100 feet each :

—

S by 6, and under 9 by 7 Us. per box.
9 by 7, „ 12 by 9 13s.
12 by 9, „ 14 by 10 14s. „
14 by 10, and not above 2 feet 15s. 6d.„
2 feet, „ 3 feet 16s. 6d.„
T. & W. Farmiloe, 12, Rochester Row, Westminster.

G
It

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen'sO Cutlery Works, Sheffield; and 67, King "William Street,
London, where the largest stock of Cutlery in the world is kept.

Drawings forwarded by post,

RESTS FOR GATE PIERS
~

modelled to order.

Also a large Stock of VASES for the

same purpose and for Terraces, executed in

Artificial Stone, by

J. S E E L E Y

,

(Late Austin & Seeley),
Nos. 1 to 4, Keppel Row, New Road.

U/AltNElb' SWING WATER-BAKROW
v * (To Hold Thirty Gallons)

Will save much of the gardener's time and labour. May he
obtained of any Ironmonger for 31. 3s.

BRITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-

.

TURAL PURPOSES.—Sizes from 7 by 5 to 9 by 7 at
115. 6d. per 100 foot box; 9£ by 7$ and 10 by 8, at 12s. 6d. per
<box, in 21 oz. If. per box extra ; larger sizes up to 22 by 14, 15 oz.,

at lGf

.

; and 21 oz., 25s. per 100 feet. Boxes charged 25. each,
and returnable at the same price if delivered free. Crystal
White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent
Rough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead, Oils,
Turpentine, Colours, &c—G. Farmiloe & Soy, 118, St. John
Street, West Smithfield, London.

GLASb KOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS

of.'Britiah Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per sqnare foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed for immediatedelivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlev & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday In each month.

LETTERS
PATENT.

HHHE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY;
-A H ELY & WARING, Managers, 296. Oxford Srreet. London.
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from

2d.; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4*d.
per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,
under 10 by 8, 12s. Sd. ; above, 16s. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SH EET in 200 feet cases. 34s. per case.
PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. 6tf. per

foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. each. MILK PANS.
21s. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN,5s. 6d.; WAKING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium 10s. each.—Catalogues free.

ARDEN FRAMES, GKEENHOUSES. PITS,&c.
—TRANSPARENT SHEETING, a substance for Garden

Mats, admitting light to plants, and keeping out frost, Is. per
yard, runs nearly 2 yards wide; thick canvas ditto, Is. per square
yard

; large waterproof capes, to protect a man from wet while
stooping down, 3s.; cart and waggon covers, 2*. per square yard

;

made-up horses' loin cloths, driving aprons, &c.
R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road, London.

N.B. 3000 London Police Waterproof Capes, fresh dressed,
18s. and 24s. per dozen, for gardeners and farm labourers.

WIRE FENCING, 6|d per Square Yard, in
» • various widths from 6 feet to 15 inches, mesh less than

2 inches. An effectual fence against Hares, Rabbits, Sheep,
Deer, &c, and for the enclosure of Poultry, Pheasants, &c:
4 inch mesh, 4d. per square yard.

R. RiCHARDSoy, 21. Tonbridge Place, New Road, London.

TERMINATION OF tTTI WAR—
J- AUTUMNAL FETES.-BENJAMIN FDGINGTONhas
prepared a large assortment of Tents for Peace Rejoicing,
capable of accommodating from 100 to 2000 persons. Marquees
for Horticultural Societies, Fetes, Cricket Clubs, Ac, new and
second-hand, for Sale or Hire. A great variety of Tents erected
on the premises.
TEMPORARY ROOMS of any dimensions, and with boarded

floors, on Hire, for Dancing, Dinners, and Public Meetings, with
conveyance and attendance to any distance, if required.

BE PARTICULAR to ADDRESS at FULL LENGTH.
BENJAMIN EDGINGTON. 2, DUKE STREET, SOUTH-WARK, OPPOSITE THE BRIGHTON RAILWAY.
CONCRETE FOR WALKS AND FLOORS^

PORTLAND ROMAN AND BATH CEMENT ANDGROUND BLUE LIAS LIME in Sacks or Casks, by Railway
or Canal. Reduction in price if Six Tons are taken by Railwav
or a full cargo by Canal.

Greaves & Kershaw, Warwick.—Sept. 27.
~ WATERPROOF PATHS.
TBA*rg AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

HObE who would enjoy their Gardens during the

««»,
w

,
inter montns should construct their walks of PORTLANDCEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:-Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the drv state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required bevond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,
to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sidesf
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and a11 °ther situations

MiuSK^^^Sr*' * B
- ™™ * BROTHERS,

Brass Syringes, 9s. to 18s.

Also a great variety of effective Machines for Hydraulic pur-
poses, and to supply Gardens, Hothouses, Cottages, Farms,
Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every requisite connected
with the conveyance and distribution of Liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, &c.

GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICEToF GALVANISED
WIRE NETTING,

T3 ARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,U in consequence of improvements in their machinery for
the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices.

• t *

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide
2-inch .. strong, do.

intermediate, do.
extra strong, do.
24 inches wide
strong, do. ...

intermediate, do.
extra strong, do.
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2 inch
2-inch

if-inch
H-inch
1 |-inch

lf-inch
All the above kinds caulie made of any width (under 8 feet)

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices one-fourth

Strom* Galvanised Poultry Netting, 8Jrf. per yard, 3 feet wide

:

Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasautries, 2d. nei
square root. r

Delivered free of expense in London. Peterborough, Hull or
Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattleand Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &c.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post.
*t rpiFFANY," a light, cheap, and durable material

-*- for Shading Conservatories and other Hot-houses, effec-
tually securing Plants from the scorching rays of the sun. with-
out obscuring the light; al*o one of the best protectors of Fruits
from Birds and Wasps, and the Bloom of Wall Trees from Sprin°-
Frosts. Sold in pieces 20 yards long by 38 inches wide, at 3d.
per yard or 5s. per piece. A liberal allowance to the Trade when
not less than 10 pieces are taken. No orders will be attended
to from unknown correspondents unless accompanied bv a
remittance. J

Manufactured for and sold, wholesale and retail, byJohnShaw
Nurseryman and Seedsman, 40, Princess Street, M anchester.

L^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her MajestyThe
*- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

«XR,?.TECTI0N FROir THE RAYS OF THE SUN.FRIG I DO MO." a Canvas made of patent prepared Hairand Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floncultural purposes, for preserving Fruitsand I lowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in
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- M- Per y^d run, of
±.lisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, TrinityLane Cannon Street, City ; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-men throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats
as a covering." ^

POR BED SORES, &C.-WATER CUSHIONS,
*- and Water MATTRESSES for Invalids. Inventor and
Manufacturer, HOOPER, London. For the prevention of Bed
sores, arid for affording relief where Sloughing has actually
taken place. Also for Wounds, Abscesses, Fractures, Diseased
Joints, Paralysis, Spinal Affections. Fevers, Extreme Age,
Consumptive and Bedridden Patients generally. WATERPROOF
SHEETING tor protecting Bedding, and URINALS for Day or
Might use. Orders by Post or Telegraph immediately attended to.

Hooper, Pall Mall East: and Grosvenor Street, London.

T HE
On the 4th of October, No. I. price 2dNATIONAL MAGAZ I N E

Edited by Johx Saunders and Westland Marstox.
Contents :

—

Alfred Tennyson. Portrait and Paper.
Biarritz.
The Salutation. Engraving from. Sib C. Eastlaki p r a
Wellington's Monument in St. Paul's. ' '

The Stereoscope. By Sir David Brewster, K.H F.Rq
No. I.

n '^°'
f

Uncle George. A Tale. By Wilkie Collins.
The Home. By a Lady. Illustrated.
Sold by all Booksellers, or No. 1 will be sent, post free, from the

Office, on receipt of Two postage stamps. The work will also be
supplied regularly in the same way for 35. 3d. a Quarter in Num.
bers, and for 3*. in Parts.
National Magazine Company (Limited), 25, Essex Street,

Strand, Loudon.

COWERBY'S ENGLISH BOTANY7~Sec^nd~EaT.^ tion. Reduced 25 per ^cent.—In order to dispose of the
remainder stock of the above well-known Book, the Proprietor
beys to offer the few complete sets now left at a reduction of
25 per cent. The Work, containing 2754 Plates partly coloured
with their descriptions, and including nearly three volumes of
the

"-—•" " ----
copy
compnsi
boards; published at Ul. fs. The copies will be delivered in the
order they are subscribed for.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

F R U I 1" CULTURE. "

Price Is., No. I,THE STRAWBERRY. By G. M'Ewen,
-»- Gardener to W.B.Beaumont, Esq., M.P., Bretton Hall,

near Wakefield, late Gardener to the Duke of Norfolk, Arundel
Castle.

u The work is handsomely got up. * • There is not a better
treatise on the Strawberry in our language."— Cottage Gardener.

u Mr. M'Ewen is one of our most intelligent cultivators • •

and trite as the subject is, has known how to give it practical in-
terest."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.
u Mr. M'Ewen has been long favourably known to the public,

both by his position and by his extraordinary success in the
culture of fruits. * • We expected a good book and we are by
no means disappointed. * • It deserves high commendation."—
The Field.

" A valuable contribution to practical gardening. • * Invaluable
to amateurs."— The Florist.

" Intensely practical. In 1855 Mr. M'Ewen was the most suc-
cessful exhibitor that came under our notice, and his victories
were gained in a war of giants. His style is pithy and concise,
just such as is adapted for the present rapid age when men have
not time to wade through great volumes, which, though the
authors may have some half-dozen consonants appended to their
names, have no claims to be heard as based onsnccessful practice.
Here Mr. M'Ewen is triumphant."

—

Scottish Gardener.
'* We are not over and above enamoured with treatises,

because to most cases they are mere repetitions of what the
grower has read. But Mr. M'Ewen has trodden a new path. • • It

will be found useful to the grower of a few plants and beyond
price or praise to those who grow and force them on a large
scale. It is the most practical and useful book on the subject,
and they who possess it may burn all other books about the
S trawberry."—Midland Florist.

"The only practical work on the subject. It will be useful to

the most accomplished gardener. The hints on lorcing are
valuable."— Glenny. in Lloyd's.

London ; GRQOMnRinoK & Sons, and sold by all Booksellers.

THE LITERARY GAZETTE—(E8tablished 1817).
A. Published every Saturday, 72 columns, price 4d., stamped 5d.

Contains:—
1. REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.
2. NOTICES OF PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED DURING

THE WEEK.
3. ARTICLES AND COMMUNICATIONS, INCLUDING

MEMOIRS OF EMINENT MEN DECEASED.
4. GOSSIP OF THE WEEK—ENGLISH AND FOREIGN.
5. FINE ARTS AND FINE ART GOSSIP.
6. MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.
7. PROCEEDINGS OF THE LEARNED SOCIETIES.
8. VARIETIES.

A Weekly Record of all that is interesting and new in

Literature, Science, and Art.
Office—5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden.

PRICiTfoURPENCE. OF ANY BOOKSELLER.
pONTENTS op the NUMBER for SATURDAY
v^ LAST, SEPTEMBERS, OF *

THE ATHEN/EUM.
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE,

SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS.
Twenty-four large Quarto Pages.

of. wiTn Extracts from—
The Dramatic Works of Wil-

liam Shakespeare; the Text

careful! v revised, with Notes.

By S. W, Singer.

The Register of the Synod of

Galloway, from October, 1664,

to April, 1671.

Post-Biblical History of the

Jews. By Dr. Raphall.

The Relations of the Venetian
Ambassadors to the Senate,
during the Sixteenth Century.
[La Relazioni degli Ambas-
c'mtori Veneti, &c.j

The Republican Campaign
Songster.

The Hills of the Shatemuc. By
the Author of 'The Wide
Wide World.'

With Shorter Notices of . „__.
The Communion of Labour. The French Pastor at the beat

of War: being Letters writ-

ten from the East, by Emilien

Frossard.
Memorials of Agmondeshan

and Chesham Leycester :
in

two Martyr Stories.

Pamphlets—List of New Books.

By Mrs. Jameson.
The Sparrow-grass Papers; or,

Living in the Country. By
F. S. Cozens.

The Blind Girl of Wittenberg.
Translated from the German.
By J. G. Morris.

OriginaL—The Velasquez ' Boar-Hunt.' By William Stirling

—Catalogue of Philosophical Memoirs. By James D. ForDes.

Foreign Correspondence.—Urbino.

Weekly Gossip.—A Literary Treasure -Gerald Massey/5

New Work—' Booksellers' Adulterations '—Sir W. Harpnr s

Charity at Bedford—Dr. Livingston's Arrival at the Maun;

tins—Lady Franklin's Arrival at Aberdeen— Booksellers

Provident Institution—The dispute between M. de S*MJ
and Mr. Porter with regard to the discovery of Abila—top

-

right in Denmark—Discovery of a Sarcophagus at >»a

Appia.

Societies.—Report of the Proceedings of the Entomological-

Pine Arts.—Aphorisms on Drawing. By the Rev. S. C
Malan. .

Fine Art Gossip.—Wellington Monument— Colebroobdaie

School of Design—Salisbury Cathedral.

Music and the Drama.—Drnry Lane (' Lady of Lyons

;

—Lvceum ('Belphegor'). .

Musical and Dramatic Gossip.—Gloucester Festival

—London Entertainments-Fontainebleau—Dr. Liszt s »
Mass—New Dramas.

Miscellanea.—The Word " Reliable."

The Athenaeum may be ordered of any Bookseller.
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Invaluable to those who have Gardens, Poultry, or Bees

A NEW VOLUME WILL COMMENCE IN OCT03ER.
A SPECIMEN NUMBER FREE FOR FOUR STAMPS.

THE COTTAGE GARDENER AND POULTRY CHRONICLE,
Published Weekly, price 3d, containing 24 pages of seasonable and practical information on Rural and

Household matters. Also, by the Editors of the " Cottage Gardener," a series of RURAL MANUALS, viz. :—
GARDENING. Price 3d.

EEE-KEEPING. Price 4d.

ALLOTMENT FARMING Price 3d.

GREENHOUSES. Price 6d.
The four above-named free hy pout for Is. 6(7.

COTTAGE GARDENER OFFICE, 20. PATERNOSTER ROW; AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.

X

BY ORDER OF
THE LORDS COMMISSIONERS OF THE ADMIRALTY.

On October 6th will be published, price 25. &L,

rpiIE NAUTICAL ALMANAC, and Astronomical
JL Ephemeris, for tbe Year 1860. With a Supplement, con-
taining Ephemerides of Ceres, Pallas, Juno, and Vesta; most of

the newly discovered Minor Planets, and of Neptune] for the
Y**r 1857.

John Murray, Albemarle Street, Publisher to tbe A dmiralty.

rpHE EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. CCXIL—
i- Advertisements and Bills intended for insertion are
requested to be forwarded to the Publishers immediately.

London: Longmak & Co., 39, Paternoster Row .

ROFESSOR LINDLEY'S INTRODUCTION TO
BOTANY, 4th Edition, with Corrections and Additions,

now ready, in 2 vols. 8vo, with Six Copper Plates and numerous
Wood Engravings. Price 245. cloth.

London: Lonomax, Brown, Greex, Longmans, & Roberts.

Latelv published, in fcap. 8vo, price 5s.,

HINTS on SHOOTING, FISHING, &c, both on
Sea And Land, and in the Fresh-water Lochs of Scotland :

being the Experiences of Christopher Idle, Esq.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts.

Just published, in post 8vo, price 7s, 6d. cloth,

"V0MOS: An Attempt to Demonstrate a Central
** Physical Law in Nature.
"A work which cannot fail to awaken and direct inquiry in

physical philosophy/'

—

Medical Times and Gazette.
' A book which i3 full of original thought from beginning to

end, and which ought to be in the hands of every student of
nature.'—Lancet.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans. & Roberts.

In 8vo, price lCs. 6d.; or, with coloured PJates, 12*. 6d.,

OTES ON A YACHT VOYAGE TO HAR-
DANGER FJORD, NORWAY, and the ADJACENT

E3 TUARIES. By C. W. Rotherbv, Esq. With coloured Map,
K i-rfit Wood Engravings, Two Steel Plates, and 16 Illustrations
la tinted lithography.
London

: Longman, Brown, Green, Longxans, & Roberts.
Fcap. 12mo, Is. 6d. cloth, gilt edges ; or roan tuck, 2s. Gd. gilt edges,

ALMANAC for 2000 YEARS from the COM-
** MEXCEMENT of the CHRISTIAN ERA; with Tables
and Directions for extending it to any other Period past or to
come, according to either Old or New Style, a List of Kings and
Queens from the Conquest, Dates of their Accessions, &c. By
I. Swift.

^London: Longman, Brown, Greex, Longmans & Roberts.

On the 1st of October, price 5s.

THE GARDENERS' EVERY-DAY BOOK,
containing full instructions for the Cultivation and Manage-

ment of the Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen Garden, the Conserva-
™7, Hothouse, Stove, Greenhouse, &c. By Geo. Glenny, F.II.S.
__ London: George Cox, King Street, Covent Garden.LTHE FIRST~VOLUME OF

OWE'S BRITISH AND EXOTIC FERNS will
be published on the 15th October, 1S56, in Royal Svo.

£n«e 14.9., containing 50 Coloured Plates and numerous Wood
Engravings.
^__London : GROoarnRinGE & Sons, 5, Patemostor Row.

BRICK MAKING
A PAMPHLET, containing the two PAPERS to
f*- which the Society of Arts awarded their Silver Medal,
forwarded on receipt of 14 postage stamps.

Humphrey Chamberlain, Kempsey, near Worcester.ANEW-
AND~CHOICE BOOKS.

LL the best NEW WORKS may be had without
delay from MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, bv every

subscriber of One Guinea per annum. The preference'is given
"Works of History, Biography, Religion, Philosophy, and
Wei. The best Works of Fiction are also freely added.
Literary Institutions and Book Societies supplied on 1?

terms. Prospectuses may be obtained on application.

«i^«
R
«ES Edwabd Mudtk, 510, New Oxford Street, London

:

^76, Cross Street, Manchester.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING REVIVED AS AN ART
]\ I R. THOROLD, of Thorpe Bower, near Norwich,
1*-1 continues to OFFER his SERVICES to la.iies and
gentlemen in Laying out or re-arranging their Gardens and
Pleasure-grounds on correct principles of taste, in anv ^tvle, or
combination of styles, suitable to the requirements of all kinds of
residences, upon any scale, and in most cases to produce imme-
diate effect. Mr. T. can give ample references as to his success.

ASTOU N D! NG REMEDY.
"DATS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALS,
J-*- how to paralyse, and render them immoveable on the spot,
though there be hundreds, so that they may be gathered with a
shovel and finally drowned. The effect warranted, and the cost
to paralyse 50 will be 3$d. Materials can be bought in every
town and village. The above astounding remedv sent post free
for eight post stamps to any address by Fisher & Bow, Publishers.
Kingsland, London. Established 1847. Two Hundred testimonials
sent first if desired.—N.B. This remedy surpassing all conception
is exclusively Russian.

(LARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
Vy PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other
Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal
Dock Companies, most public bodies, and by the Nobility,
Gentry, and Clergy, for out-door work at their country seats.
The Anti-Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most
durable out-door Paint ever invented for the preservation of
every description of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement,
&C, work, as has been proved by the practical test of upwards of
60 years, and by the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials
In its favour, and which, from the rank and station in society of
those who have given them, have never yet been equalled by
anything of the kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of Colours, Prices, together with a Copy of the Testi-
monials, will be sent on application to Walter Carsox & Sox,
No. 9, Great Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal
Exchange, London. No Agents. All orders are particularly
requested to be sent direct.

liberal

T
on.

Titip ™ 9 day fa Publi8hed ' No. LIV., price 3s.,

J
UE JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE,

Tri»»?A NSACTlONS op the HIGHLAND aot!

Just published, price I». 6rf. boards, 2s. cloth.

HE HEART /OF MID-LOTHIAN. By Sir

Eav
ALTER Fcott, forming Volume VII. of the Railn-av

A jLn
f the Waver,e7 Novels, now in course of publication.

«flM k
Black

>
Edinburgh. Houlston- & Stoxemax, Loud

-2i5yall Booksellers, and at the Railway Station s.

SUBSCRIPTION, 12s. PER ANNUM.
This day is published, No. LIV., price 35.,

AND THE
TB*~k"r'*£?AXJvn}cm 0F THK HIGHLAND AKD AGRICUL-

**£ SOCIETY of SCOTLAND. Published Quarterly.—jjj
gAM Blackwood & Spyg. Edin burgh and London.

j.. FARM ACCOUN T sT
ls day is published, in royal Sro. bound in cloth, price 2s. 6rf.,

V PRACTICAL SYSTEM OF FARM BOOK-
thepft£^,P,NG; Be.injr that recommended in "The Book ofearm, bv Bum Stephens, f.r.s.e.

*ceori.'
SEVENf FOLIO ACCOUNT BOOKS, constructed in

bound •

CewitI) the system. Printed and Ruled throughout, And
for keen"

8eparatft volumes; the whole beins special idafft

the Tr ' ^ an easv an<* accurate method, an account of all

5, • F
ansactions of the, Farm, viz.. Cash-book, 2s. BJ ; Ledger,

Uv'e^stnS
Acro"nt-nonk, 2*. M.; Corn Account-book, 3a Sd.;

Worker? »
cconnf-b™k, 3*.; Labour Account-book, a*.; Field-

" The
ccount

'
2s- &*•

^Tien -^reat characteristic of this avstem is its siinpl'citv.

Htt 'e trnnw
the details «"« mastered, which it will take very

Method t« Ik

t0 *ccomP ,i!*' 1 . it will be prized as the clearest
|

the BonnS
H the profit and loss of business, and to prove how !

^estW and 8urest calculations can be arrived at. We I

*WTi vr„
recommend a trial of the entire series of books."—

lliam Blackwood & Soxs, Edinburgh and London.

CAUTION.
CATTLE.—Purchasers of Guernsey Cattle are in-

formed that there is a duly authorised person to Brand on
the Horns of those exported from the Island an abbreviation of
the word Guernsey, the successive number in each year, and
the two last figures of the current year. By exacting this Brand
from the Agents, they will be sure of the really pure breed. Anv
attempted imitation of the Brand will be strictly sued at law.
Any further information desired can be obtained from the Secre-
taries. N. LeBeir, \ Honorary Secretaries Royal A#ri-

W. P. Cohit, J« cultural Society of Gne'rnaev.
Guernsey, September 27.

OLOUCESTER PROPOSED CEMETERY.—TheVT PIECE of GROUND selected as a site for a BURIAL
GROUND having been approved by the Secretary of State, the
Gloucester Burial Board are now readv to rocei~e PLANS tor
LAYING OUT and PREPARING the same. All IVrsous
desirous of furnishing such plans may obtain further particulars
on application to Mr. John Hanvey,City Surveyor, Gloucester.
Plans to be delivered to the Clrrk on or before October 20tb —
By Order of the Burial Board, A. H. Jiinkixs, Clerk.
Glourester, 27th Sept.. 1856.

FA RfV»S AND ESTATES FOR SAL£.

MR. THOS. SCOTT, Land Agent, 5, Charin?
Cross, having lately inspected and valued a considerable

number of single Farms and Estates, within an area of from ten
to thirty miles round London, is prepared to give particulars to
parties intending to purchase either for occupation and residence,
or for investment.—Sept. 27.

rlxT BE L ET, a delightful RESIDENCE, vwthia
•* 5 miles west of Norwich and 2 miles of a railway station.
The Hon so. which is built as a Cottage Ornee\ consists oi

Entrance Hall, Study, Dining R.>om '22 'feet by 17), Drawing
Room, seven Sleeping Koona, and two Dressing Rooms, Kitchen,
Scullery, Servant.-,' Hall. etc. &c. In front of the house is a
beautiful Pleasure Garden, and Meadow or Lawn, with a very
productive Kitchen Garden at the back containing altogether
about 6i acres.

Contiguous to the house is a capital Four-stalled Stable, two
large Loose Boxes, two Coach-houses with men servants' sleeping
rooms over, Harness-room, Hay-loft, and all other usual con-
veniences, and the water is excellent.

Note.—Near the above is a Lake of 3 acres, upon which the
tenant will have permission to keep a boat.

For terms apply to E._Fbeestone, Solicitor, Norwich.

TO BE LET, a NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS
-1 in the neighbourhood of London, only two miles from Hyde
Park Corner on the Western Road. This is an opportunity
seldom to be met with to any country Nurseryman desirous of
forming a Metropolitan connection. The best situation in London.
A capita 1 will be required.—W. Y., Gardeners' Chran icU Office,

TO BE SOLD, in one Lot, about 60 species of
ORCHIDS, in good condition, among which are fine plants

of Aerides aftine and Odorata major, Vanda teres, Cattleyas
labiata and bicolor, Saccolabium guttatuni, Phalfenops
amahilis, &c. This presents an opportunity seldom to be met with
to tho-e who may be commencing the cultivation of Orchids, as the
plants are all well established.—For further particulars and lists,

apply to Mr. Bell, Gardiner, Eartham, npar Chichester.

Salrs bv Suction.

M
BULBS, ROSES, Xc.

ft R. HASLAM will Sell by Auction the above, at
the Mart, on "WEDNESDAY, Octobers, and FRIDAY,

Octoher 10 next, and every succeeding WEDNESDAY and
FRIDAY till December 5.—Epping, Sept. 27.

TO BRt£D£KS OF SnORT-HORJVltD CATTLE.
q'O Bhi SOLD BV AUCTION, on TUESDAY,
* the 7th October next, at Pound, near Plymouth, Devon, the

whole of Sir Anthonv Boiler's well-bred Stock of SHORT-
HORN ED CATTLB.—Catatofuea containing their pedigrees
may be obtained on application to Mr. Daniel, Ward, Auctioneer,
Milton Abbott, near Tavistock ; and to Mr. Parson, Land Agent,
S, Cornwall Street, Plymouth.— September 27.

CROYDON.
SECOND PORTION OF THE STOCK.

VTESSRS. PRuTHEROE and MORRIS are in-
** * structcd by the proprietor to submit to public competition
by Auction, on the premises, Sion Norway, Crovdon. on TUES-
DAY, October 21, and following davs. at 11 o"'Clock each day,
the valuablt- NURSERY STOCK, extending over 7 acres "of
•-'round, consisting of a large assortment of Ornamental Trees,
Evergreens, and Deciduous Shrubs, of which Catalogues are
being prepared, and will be forwarded on application.—May be
viewed one we.k prior to the Sale; Catalogues had on the pre-
mises; of the principal Seedsmen in London ; and of the Auc-
tioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

RIVERHEAD, KENT!
Important Sale of Nursery Stock, bevkral newi.y-ere« tfo
Green-houses, Pits, Fkames, Hot-water Pipe, Boilers
QUASTTTT of Rricks, Slates, Paving axd Roofing, Iron-
Hand-lights, Bell Glasses, &c.

VJ ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
• « directed hy the Truste. I of Mr. William Finals Smith to
submit to an unreserved Sale by Auction on the premises. River-
head Nursery, Riverhead, near Sevenoaks, Kent, on MONDAY.
October 27, and follow ins? days, at 11 o'clock each day, incon-
sequence of the number of Lots, the whole of the valuable
Nursery Sn>ck extending over 14 acres, consisting of a large col-
lection of Fruit and Forest Trees ; Evergreens and Deciduous
Shrubs in great variety, a rich as>.»rtment of American Plants
and Ornamental Trees ; about 100,000 Ash, 50,000 Spanish Ches-
nuts, 20,000 Alder, 200.000 Larch Fir, 60,000 Willow, 10,000
Birch. Ac. Also the Greenhouse Plants, comprising tine double
Camellias, Azalea Indica, Epacris, Ericas, Fancv, and other
Pelargoniums. Ac; together with a useful Horse, 'an excellent
Srack of Meadow Hay, two Carts, a capital Iron Holler, Svringe,
three sets of Harness, Garden Pots, and numerous other effects,
—May be viewed one week prior to the Sale; Catalogues may be
had (>/. each, returnable to purchasers, on the premises; of the
principal Seedsmen iu London; and of the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

MONTHLY POULTRY SALE.

AfR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his
iV1 Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-
DAY, October 7, at 12 o'clock precisely, a selection of very
choice POULTRY, including Silver Spangled Hamburgbs, Gold
and Silver White and Black Polai.ds.&c.,bred from Birmingham
prize Birds, from the yard of F. Edwards, Esq., of Bulstrode
Park; Coloured Dorkings from the Rev. F. Thursby; Cochins
and Spauish from several celebrated breeders ; about 80 lots of
Pigeons, including a selection from the celebrated stud of
J. Bult, Esq.— Catalogues by inclosing a stamped directed
envelope to Mr. J. C. Stevens, 38, King Street, Covent Garden.

THE LODDICES COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS be^s to announce that the
Fourth Sale of this important Collection of ORCHIDS is

fixed to take place at his Great Room, 38, Kinjj Street, Corrot
Garden, on TUESDAY, September 30, at 1 o'Clock precisely.
The Plants are in excellent health, and comprise many of the
most rare and splendid varieties in cultivation.—May be viewed
on the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had at the Offices,

38, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, AND NURSERYMEN.
IMPORTANT SALE AT THK BAGSHOT NURSERY,

MR. J. C. STEVENS Lege to announce that he has
received instructions from Messrs. Stand lab <te Noble, who

are dissolving partnership, to Sell by Auction at the Nurseries,
I5;»irshot, Surrey, on the days mentioned below, a portion of their
Stock, which includes about—
700 specimens of the most choice and rare CONIFERS and

other Ornamental Plants.

250 BRRREKIS JAPONICA, Beall and intermedia, all of
which proved themselves perfectly hardy (vide descrip-
tion—Jour. Hort. Soc.,vol.v., p. 20; and Paxton T

s "Flower
Garden, vol. i., p. 11).

300 P.EONIES, Fortune's new varieties; imported plants, and
now tine specimens.

1000 CEPHALOTAXU3 FORTUNI, from Sin. to 3ft This
ornamental plant has also proved itself superlatively
hardy.

300 SKIMMIA JAPONICA.
1000 SIKKIM RHODODENDRONS, including Dalbousiae,

Falconeri, tnlgens, Egworthi, Thompsoni, &c. &c.
5000 (about i American Plants, including some of the choicest

HYBRID RHODODENDRONS and AZALEAS.
10,000 STANDARD ROSES and 5000 DWARFS, including the

established favourites Jules Margotin, General Jacque-
minot, Gloire de Dijon, Madame Edouard Ory, and all the
newest and best introductions, together with a great variety
of other hardy ornamental Plants.

The Plants in Pots and the American Plants will be sold on
MONDAY, October 13, ami four following days, and the Roses
and other Plants on MONDAY, November 17, and four following
davs.
The Stock will be on public view 10 days before each Sale

when Catalogues may be had (Is. each, returnable to purchasers,
at the Nursery, and of Mr. J. C. Stevens, 38, King Street,
Covent Garden.
Approved bills at three months' date will be taken ofpurchasers

from 501. to 100Z., and at six months' date of pnrcha*>ers above 100Z.
The Sunniugdale Station on the South Western Railway is

within about two miles of the Nursery.

Extensive asd Important Sals of Evergreen's, ORyAsrcjrrAL
8hbui.!S axd Trees, at the Cliff Vale Ncrsery Gboinds,
Wetley Rocks, xear Lekk. 12c the Coujty of Stafford.

MESSRS. EDWARDS \ respectfiilly inform the
Nobility, Gentry, Landscape Gardeners, Ac, that they

have received unreserved instructions from Messrs. Fox, Gros-
venor, and Hill, who are about to dissolve partnership, to offer

for le bv Auction on TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURS-
DAY, and FRIDAY, October the 14th, 15th, 16th, and 17th, at

their extensive and well-stocked Nursery Grounds, Wetley
Rocks, all the very choice and valuable Ornamental Shrubs,
Evergreens, and Fancy Trees, comprising every variety of varie-
gated Hollies, Araucaria imbrieata. Cedrus Deodara, Cedars of
Lebanon. Canadian, Cembra, and other hardy Pin^s

; Irish and
English Yews; Arbor Vitros; Aucubas: Red and White Cedars;
Tree Pseonies; Scarlet and White Rhododendrons; Laurels, Aza-
leas. Kalmia*. Ledums, and other American Plants ; fine Weeping
Ash, Elms, Willows, Beech and Limes. Also an extensive assort-

ment of Ornamental Trees, comprising the varieties of Ash,
Beech, Laburnums, Chesnuts, Oaks, Sycamores, and Thorns, all

ofwhich are young and well adapted to remove. The Stock will be
on public view one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues will be
ready for distribution 10 days before the Sale, and may be had
at the Railway Hotel, Stoke-upon-Trent; at the Nursery
Grounds, Wetley Rocks: and from the Auctioneers, Newcastle,
Staffordshire. The Cheddleton Station on the North Stafford
Railway is about a mile from the Nursery Grounds, and there
is a Loading Wharf at the Station, where every facility is given
to the conveyance of property. Lunch will be provided at 11
o'clock, and the Sale will commence each day precisely at 12
o'clock. The order and arrangements of the Sale will be laid
down in the Catalogues, and will continue in the order of the
Lots each day successively, and the Auctioneers can with con-
fidence recommend this important and extensive Sale to the
notice of gentlemen requiring first-class Plants and Shrubs.
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

HEATING BY HOT WATER MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

" perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G-. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and Londoi

Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water

Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

HOT WATER PIPES (Cast Iron) at WHOLE-
SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphons, Tee-Pipes. Coil-

Pipes, and every requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and
Saddle Boilers, 50*. each. Improved Soot Doors and Furnace
Doors, Builders' Castings, Pipes, and Gutters of every description
in stock at Mr. Lynch White's, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper
Ground Street, Blackfriars Bridge, London.

V ENTILATING STOVES! SUSPENSION
STOVES !—Approved by thousands of purchasers, and

recommended as the two best, cheapest, most healthy, and eco-

nomical for Churches, Chapels, Halls, Schools, Warehouses,

Shops. Greenhouses, Bedrooms, Libraries, &c. Prospectuses

with Prices sent post free.—Deane, Dray, & Co., Stove Range,

Ironmongery, and Furnishing Warehouse, London Bridge.

PATRONIZED BY t,V> HER MAJESTY.

HOT WATER APPARATUS, for Heating Hot-

houses, Conservatories, public and private Buildings, and

ensuring Ventilation; improved Boilers, with self-acting regu-

lators; Hot-air, Drving,and Hydraulic Apparatus, manufactured

and erected by S. S. Tayler, Battersea.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,

• (late Stephen-sox & Peill), Inventor of the Improved

Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-

siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials

for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,

Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the

Manufactory as above.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kessal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-

houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance ot

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. ^b«rch5
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heatea

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and erncient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers

of the nohilitv and gentry by whom they are extensively engageo .

JS. MORRIS, Engineer, Upper Thames Street,

• London.—Apparatus supplied and erected for Warming and

Ventilating Mansions, Public Buildings, and for Heating Con-

servatories on the most approved principle. Large experience

in this branch of domestic science for many years w^inwfjj

tainty of success. A brief Treatise on the subject forwarded dj

P
Gas Apparatus erected with laboratory, so constructed as tobe

managed by an intelligent labourer, producing the pur»i

Illuminating Gas.
'

-

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Soutliwark (late

O . Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his pattern

of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared l

supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers, tw
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal tt orks. races,

&c, at the Manufactory as above. _

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out ^^^
of ground, 5 bars — ••; . ,"»

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, o feet 6 ^ ^
inches out of groun d. 5 bars .-•

•••
!'.'„J—_rp*

P

WILLIAM SHAKE SPEAR
(SUCCESSOR TO CLARK AND JONES),

Manufacturer of Metallic Hothouses, Conservatories, &c, Ho
Apparatus, and General Horticultural Builder,

55, LIONEL STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

Wa

decessors were so justly celebrated, he undertakes trie erection oi Horticultural uuuoings to any extent m nwu, «uu «««.<* «™..«b

to the business in 1S52 having gone to considerable expense in putting up the most improved Steam Machinery, he is enabled to

execute orders in the best manner and at the very lowest price for which first-class materials and workmanship only can be attoraea.

Among the many examples of the superior mode of construction peculiar to this Establishment, W. S. can with pleasure reter

to the magnificent range of METALLIC FORCING HOUSES in the Royal Gardens, Frogmore, which after having been in

operation for some years, are allowed to be unsurpassed in their suitability to the purposes required and the excellence ot the work-

manship.
Designs and Estimates on application. Experienced worJcmen sent to any part of the kingdom.

ESTABLISHED IN THE YEAR 1818.

OULTRY, &c, SHOWS.-1MPROVED
ABLE WIRE PENS for ^SJ^S^vfSS

on hire by Tiios. P. Hawkixs, General "\\ lieworker,
,

End, Birmingham. xttttW and WIRE
WIRE GAME and POULTRY NETTING ana

GOODS of every description. —rTT^vrTLW 1RE WORK, U6EFUrXi«nm^^TAL
VV of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden,

^CRYSTAL PALACE *™^™°%2S£

^

KETS to the original and numerous ^.^g^kJtein variety -

Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus «d MiP B"f
«?£clng, &c

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice
J\

ork, •* ^e
.

Window Blinds and Sun Shades of ^ ^wdf ot ^iie £cription;

Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior at *>

{

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, byW. KJCHA*d~^ssi
Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite irua

lyEW TWINE WJfiTTINU,"^SSeTtf req^

!

IN 1 yard wide, 2d. per yard
; 2 yards '"***%*&«%'

4 yards wide, 8*. per yard. Half-inch me ° dl«0'^ - jjjf.

Sd. per yard. The ELASTIC HE^NO^ birdjJ

TING, 76 Meshes to the square ™±**?C
£sZtbed*, *** &

wasps, flies, &c. from fnm«eji, flower w seed be
j

r

JEW-.^ffi£?- c-'scfobb

;

Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham. ^
Printed by W,««« B^rf^SBS^
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ULBS FOR PRESENT PLANTING.
Carriage Free, except Small Parcels

HYACINTHS, the best imported by name, per dozen

„ Fine mixed for Beds (all double) per 100

ANEMONES „ „ („)

m » (single)

TULIPS, fine mixed early, for pots or borders
T . ...

CROCUSES, mixed for open ground, (per 1000, 125. 6d.)

Also many other kinds of Flower Roots just imported, which are

selling at lower prices, as see Lists, which may be had post free.

N.B. New Early Peas, Radish, Horn Carrots, &c, now ready.

SUTTON & Boys, RoyalJ3erks Seed Establishment, Reading.^

V

£.

1

<»

s.

10
10
:.

4
7
1

<r.

G
o
o
o
6
c

APRICED CATALOGUE OF PLANTS, including

RARE nnil HARDY CONIFERS, HARDY ORNA-
MENTAL SHRUBS and CLIMBERS, GREENHOUSE

! PLANTS, AZALEAS, ERICAS, EPACRIS, CAMELLIAS,
GERANIUMS. CARNATIONS, PIC

I - - te _ _ _ _ _1 h. b_ H ^B^ ^

^

riHOLLYHOCKS, PHLOXES,

661
66?

664
I 3

638

tiGi

b
a
b
a
c

a
b
a

WILLIAM B A R R A T T,
LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakrfield.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved
principles.

•»* An extensive stock of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Shrubs,
Evergreens, Forest Trees, Roses, and Thorns.

WILLIAM SHORT, Landscape and Ornamental
Gardener, 21, St. John's Wood Terrace, Regent's Park,

London.—Ornament 1 1 Ground Works, Planting, &c, taken by
on tract or otherwise. Unexceptionable re toranees can be given .

GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, GARDENERS*
*J and OTHERS having Surplus CHOICE FRUITS, VEGE-
TABLES, and FLOWERS to dispose of during the Winter and
Spring will meet with a CASH Purchaser bv forwarding to

GEORGE TAYLOR, Jun.,
* Fruit Salesman,

St. John's Market,
Liverpool.

Contractor and Commission Salesman for Choice Garden Produce.

_
Reference—The Bank of Liverpool.

gIrape vines in pots.
T0HN WEEKS and Co., King's Iload, Chelsea, can
v now supply Grape Vines struck from eyes in very fine
condition, strong and healthy, for Planting or Forcing in Pots, all
the best approved sorts.

Horticultural Establishment, King's Road, Chelsea.
~~ HOLLYHOCK 3Elfb~
PHATER and SON offer the above, saved from
^ their best flowers, in packets of 200 seeds, Is. Gd.

}
or 18

varieties, separate packets, named, 5s. Also strong plants in

a

3

pots of the leading sorts of Hollyhocks and Pansiesnow ready,
rrice on application.—Nnrseries, HaverhilL

SUPERB NEW CINERARIAS.
H RAPER begs to inform the public that he is

_~f
* now sending out a set of 10 new and distinct Cinerarias,

Mudto be the f.uest ever yet offered to the public, for which he
tags to refer to his Descriptive Prospectus and Testimonials of
Nurserymen who have grown them for trial. Price 15^. the set.

.-Ad.lress, .Mr. E. Ratkr, Florist, 53. Regent Street, Leamington.

I ARGE EVERGREEN S II R U B S.—Several
*-"* Hundred Evergreen Shrubs' of large size and fine growth to

be disposed of. They were planted by us three years ago in a
-nth-man's Shrubberies near London, which now require

iliinning. This is an excellent opportunity for any one wishing
to give immediate effect to new ground work, as they transplant
*itk good balls of earth.—Apply to Messrs. J . & C. Lee, Nursery-
ften and Seedsmen, Hammersmith, near London.~~

HEATHS AND EPACRIS.
\TESSRS. J. & J. FRASER have to offer the
***- above in fine healthy plants and full of flower buds. If a
"?e quantity is taken the price will be very moderate. A list

' I the varieties with price may be had on application.

The Nurseries, Lea Bridge Load, Essex.

A.RDY HEATHS.—A first-rate Collection, and
- well grown PLANTS, by the Hundred or Thousand.—

\
Utaloguea with Trices will be f»er.t free on Application to

Winujt & Godfrey, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

fl WALKER, Londnnderry, offers the foliowin
X1 " 30001-year PEAK TREES, on dwarf roots.

5000 2-year ditto ditto.

200,000 2-year SEEDLING NORWAY SPRUCE FIR.
10,000 MANETTI ROSE STOCKS.

Lists, with prices, on application.

.__ KINCSBRIDCE NURSERY, DEVON.
I HOMAS MOOKE lifts lor Fale a large number of

ti:- « . . English YET
"

et.

3to 4 M English Elms ... 8 to 12

Tlie Shrubs are all

cheap.

PUREST TRE ES. •— The Subscribers solicit the
attention of parties intending Planting to their complete

"« well-grown Btock of the above, Catalogues of which, as also of
7»'»tnental Trees aud Shrubs, may be had free on application.

pr'ces moderate.
jHyn)jRgII) tic Son, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Edinburgh.

(JHOICE FKUlf THEES.~ Fine Standard and

,., r?
Va

r
fTrained Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, Plums,

na 4
erries

»
3*' e*cl,

» or 30s - Per doro.n. s. d.

isno rS?\™> F!^s . Medlars, Quinces, and Walnuts, each... 2

... 4

rWhl "
l

x
es

' in P°ts and ont
»
best 80Tts

» Per Joz
18

^rf9
> Nectarines, Apricots, and Cherries, grown ex-

£2*l I fur Pot culture, per dozen ...
13

.ondon.

HY A C I N T H S and other DUTCH BULBS.
A Descriptive Price Current has just been pub-

lisJted by William E. Kendle & Co., Seed Merchant*,

Plymouth, and can be obtained in return for one

postage stamp.

DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, &c., 238,
tl High Holborn, London, have now published their compre-

hensive CATALOGUE OF DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS,
the twenty-first Autumnal Series, which will be forwarded

free of charge and post-paid to all tarts of the woeld, upon
application. The Bulbs are as usual offirst-rate quality.

James Carter & Co., Seedsmen, &c .238, High Holborn, London.

DUTCH BULBS, ETC.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON beg to intimate
» * that their FIRST IMPORTATION of the above have

arrived in excellent condition. DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUES, which contain their celebrated system of culture, can be

obtainedfree on application.

Highgate Nurseries, near London.

DUTCH BULBS.

R PARKER begs to inform his friends and
• patrons that he has received bu annual importation of

HYACINTHS and other BULBS, and is pleased to say that

they are particularly fine in quality this season. A priced and
descriptive Catalogue is now ready, and will be forwarded post

free upon application. A remittance or reference to accompany
all orders from unknown correspondents.—Paradise Nursery,

Ilornsey, and Seven Sisters Road, HolloAvay, London.

HYACINTHS AND OTHER DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

TMiE Subscriber respectfully intimates the arrival of

his DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS in fine condition. The

Bulbs are large and sound. Early orders solicited. Descriptive

priced Catalogues free on application.

Charles Alexander, Nurseryman and Seedsman, 30, West
Register Street, Edinburgh.

D'UTCH
'HYACINTHS, CROCUS, &c, of the first

size and quality, can be supplied by Charles Southry,

High Street, Clapham, at prices as low as any house In the

kingdom. See his Descriptive priced List; to be had free on

application. ^^

D~
UTCH BULBS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY AT

LOW PRICES.
Anemones, early flowering, brilliant colours

Hyacinths, Dutch mixed, all colours

„ „ named, separate colours

Narciss, mixed
Tulips, Dutch, mixed, early sorts

Crocus, Dutch, mixed, all colours

Iris, mixed, all colours

The above, with every other kind of Flower Roots, equally

moderate in price, may be had of William Denver, Seedsman
and Florist, 82, Gracechurch Street, London.

Descriptive and Priced Catalogues forwarded on appl icationJ_

\XT A N T E D IMMEDIATELY,W GRAPES, 1 PINES,
PEACHES, I

MELONS,
Axd other CHOICE FRUITS.

Applv or forward to

GEORGE TAYLOR, Jrx.,

Growers' Salesman,
St. John's Market,

Liverpool

.

PICOTEES and PINKS,
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

! HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, &c. &c—Cultivated and

|

Sold by YuiF.i.i. & Co.. Royal Nursery, Yarmouth, Norfolk, is

now ready, and will be forwarded on application.
_

FRUIT TREES.
MR. RIVERS has now ready his DESCRIPTIVE

CATALOGUE of FRUITS, consisting of 88 pages. It is

compiled with great care, and contains much original and useful

matter. Sent free for six postage stamps.

Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth , Herts.

^OSES.-Tlie
_
DESCRlPTlVE"CATALOGUE of

lA ROSES by Mr. Rivers for the present Season is now ready

for delivery, and will he sent free on application. It is so

arranged as to be a true guide for the Amateur in selecting

Roses.—Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

* • 9

• mm

* ' *

• •

* *

* • I

5*. per 100.

21s. per 100.

6s. per doz.
Is. per doz.

6*. per 100.

10s. per 1000
5s. per 100.

13 OSES.—CATALOGUES forwarded free of charge

aL and Post Paid to all Parts of the World, upon appli-

cation to Jam s Carter & Co., Seedsmen, &c, 238, High

Holborn, London.
;

ROSES, ROSES.

C^
EORGE JACKMAN, Woking Nursery, Woking,.

7 Surrey, has much pleasure to acquaint his friends, patrons,

and the public, that he has this season to offer an extensive

stock of well grown STANDARD and DWARF ROSES con-

sisting of all the leading and most approved kinds. A 1 need

List will be forwarded freeon application.—October 4._
R Q s £ s

T and J. FRASER'S Catalogue for the present

O • season is now ready, and may be had on application.

J. &. J. F. have a large and fine stock of Dwarf Roses, consist-

ing of the best sorts of Hybrid Perpetual and other autumn

flowering kinds suitable for planting In masses or for potting:.

Price per dozen or hundred (according to the quantity required;

mav be had on application.

The Nu rserics. Lea T> r

i

ngeKoad ,
Essex.

7THARLES TURNER'S New Catalogue of GERA-
\y MUMS, FANCY GERANIUMS, CMEUAM&
CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS, HOLLA HOCKS,
PANSIES, &c, is now ready, and can be had on application.

Royal Nursery, Slongh.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
TOHN WATERER, the Exhibitor of the above

O plants at the Royal Botanic Gardens, R«g«£* ESS&BSS'
bees to state that his CATALOGUE of RHODENDRONb
AZALEAS, &c, is published, and can be obtained in exchange

l for two postage samps. The colours of the R11^^6?^^
described, and the Catalogue contains a selection of the most

favourite kinds of Pinuses, Roses, &c.

The American NjmgT^Bagghot. Surrey.

" AMERICAN PLANTS.

MESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY beg to

intimate that their Priced and Descriptive CAT ALOGLE
OF 1I\RDY RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, and other

American Plants is now ready, and may be had free on

application to Messrs. Wateker & Godfrey, Knap Hill

Nursery, Woking. Surrey.

SAFFRON WALDEN NURSERY.
SUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.

WILLIAM CHATER'S ANNUAL DESCRIP-
i

VV TIVE CATALOGUE, with remarks on the Culture,

Exhibiting, &c. of this noble flower may be had on receipt of one

postage stamp.

Seed saved from 20 best varieties, mixed, per packet ... 5s. Otf.

Do. 12 do. do. 2 b

Good mixed * v

iRa Privets

3 to 4 feet.

- •;»
-# 3 to 4

Silver striped" EiK.nvmuses. IS inches.
'ne trnshy plants, and to be sold cheap.

lC £Pple8
'
FiSs '

Molars, L, ,

:

.-*ilSi
00seberri«s, Currants, and Raspberries, per doz.

Hr-S^V.116^ thin-shelled and red-skinned, per doz.

Ef*1

J
f"r pot culture, per dozen ...

J «? tt rT
erti8€ment for Greenhouse and American Pla

•<* u.Rbowx, Albion Nnrserr, Stoke NetringtOtf, I

d.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS. — Cuthili/s three

sorts, sure and great bearers. See former Advertisements.

Also his three Pamphlets. New Cucumbers, «fcc.

James Cuthill, Denmark Hill, Camberwell, London.

XfEVV STRAWBERRIES.—First on the list fa

1-N KITLEY'S CAROLINA SUPERBA. A Post-office order

for 21s. will secure 100 good strong Plants of this very excellent

Seedling, basket included, or 3s. &f. per dozen, free by post.

N.B. See the report of the Pomological Society in this Paper of

July 10; and also in the Calendar of Operations. July 26.

JAMB8 Kitley, Lyncombe Vale Nursery, Bath.

' SUPERB NEW STRAWBERRIES.
WILLIAM J. NICHOLSON is now prepared to

VV send out fine laid Runners of all the new and roost of the

older varieties of Strawberries, comprising about 40 of the very

best English, French, and Belgian sorts. Prices and particulars

on application to the Grower, William J. Nicholso.v, Eggles-

cliffe, near Yario, Yorkshire.
%• Underbill's SIR HARRY 305. per 100; 18s. per 50; 10s.

per*25, strong plants.

I^HE FILBERT TINE STRAWBERRY.—This is

JL a misnomer. The Strawberry was raised at Manor Farm in

1819 and sent cut bs " Myatt's Seedling." Though nof of a

large, size it is a first-rate varieiy. See Mr. Turner's advertise-

ment. Strong plants, 5s. per 100.

Manor Farm, Deptford.—Oct. 4.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, CAMELLIAS, FERNS.

CHANDLER and SONS have now ready for send-

intr out fine bushy plants both of the lar^-e and small

varieties of CHRYSANTHEMUMS, from 9s. to 12.*. per dozen.

Also fine healthy young CAMELLIAS well set with *£*£>"**,
30s. per dozen and upwards. A great variety ot FEKNH at

moderate pr'ces.—Wandsworth Road, Vauxha.l.

* * * * ••

P

G

VINES FOR FRUITING IN POiS.

MESSRS. J. & J. ERASER, Nurserymen, Lea

1V1 Bridge Road, Essex, beg to invite attention to their hue

stock of the above. Price 5s. and 7.?. <kl. each.

Strong Vines for planting out, 3s. 6d. each. A list of the sorts

may be had on application . .

A^SIEST'PANSILS!!. PANSIES ! ! !-Now
- 'ready for Autumn planting, strung plants of the above

flower, from a large and well-selected stock. W arranted true

Priced, per dozen.-Addnrss W. II. Davis, Jun., St. Mary

Hill, Newbury. _ ——--

LENNY'S IMPROVED BALSAM SEED from

flowers 3 inches across, not approached by any other,

6cMs"es, 37 stamps; mixed packet, 13 do.: sealed and signed

Packets only. Other very choice Seeds.-Pungannon House,

1X7 A NTED TO Vu»«H A S~E,

V V Either ev Contract or. Otherwise

CHOICE FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Apply to GEORGE TAYLOR, JOT,

Fhuit SALEsaak & CosTBAcron ™f £ro'CF
;
Garden-Produce

1 *Li

L

D *
St. John's Market, Liverpool.

Payment Nett Ca*h_oii Delivery.

TRlFOtllfM INCARNATUM.
nnRTFOLIUM 1NCARNATUM, Italian Rye-grass,

1 Winter Vetches, Englisli Rye, and other Agricultural

Seeds for autumn sowing canbe obtained in any quantity

from William E. Rexdle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth
V

Holvi E GROWTH. -_,_!__,
1VTEW EARLY WINTER VETCHES.-^w «.*

_l_\ very superior sort, and comes two or three wexjCb}
.

earlier titan the common variety. The Subscriber* ccrrr f
'j

strongly recommend tJtem. Price 255. per bushel, or 3s.6a^pe>
jjjjj

gallon. Onlv a few bushels remain. ^ _>

William E.Re:-dee & Co- Seed Merchants, Plymouth
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JOHN WEEKS CO. J King's Road, Chelsea.

HORTICULTUBAL BUILDING, AND HEATING BY HOT WATER.

ii

HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER, COMMONLY CALLED

WEEKS 5 ONE-BOILER SYSTE

The accompanying
sketch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bars. The large
surface which this Boiler
exposes to the immo-
diate action of the fire
renders it of extraordi-
nary power.

J. W. & Co. manufac-
ture these Boilers of all
sizes. The largest size
measure 5 feet 6 inches
high by 3 fret 6 inches
diameter, and exposes to
the immediate action of
the fire a surface of 340
superficial feet. The
smallest size is 18 inches
high, by 18 inches in
diameter.

M. S3

f
-

The'

Cine*

To

r ri

Hi. for

!

nenin

DUath

Calc

f«rpM

The

Mr. Henderson's own words, expressing his approval of our one boiler

, w
in

**°l
eyery

e

de ^criPtion '
I>^l"ng Houses, Churches, Warehouses, Horticultural Buildings, &c, separately or combined, and to any extent, can be effectually heated by ove boiler

separately, or the whole together, and any part regulated at pleasure.
l P ' e and re«ulated that any one of the houses can bt

J. Weeks & Co. have also great pleasure in referring to the extensive Nnrsery of Messrs. Edward Henderson & Co., Wellington Road St. John's Wood
Tbj Nobility and Gentry about to erect Horticultural Buildings or to fix Hot-Water Apparatus

will find at our Horticultural Establishment and Hothouse Works, King's Road, Chelsea, an
extensive variety of Conservatories, Greenhouses, Hothouses, Pits, &c, erected and in full opera-
tion combining all modern improvements in the various branches of the Horticultural science,

»

it ?s re uir 5
rgentleman cau 8elect the description of house best adapted to the purpose for which

As an Horticultural Establishment it is also an unlimited source of attraction, containing Newand Rare Plants in great variety.

The Collections of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in all the various stages of growtaand in endless variety, include every novelty that is worth cultivating.
A large stock of GRAPE VI N BS> struck from eyes, very strong for Planting and Forcing in poti
FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS of every kind.
The SEED BUSINESS is conducted upon an extensive scale, every article warranted true to its

kind, and of genuine good quality.
GARDEN TOOLS, and Horticultural Implements of everv description, all of the best make.no

interior article kept.

CAST-IRON VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great variety of the most beautiful designs.
WIREWORK for all Ornamental Garden purposes.

will here quote
He says :

—

ulam more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what Messrs. John Weeks & Co. have
ttjme/cr me ,u heating a great number of our hot-houses from one boiler. It is almost impossible forme to express my satisfaction sufficiently strongly. The effect and great saving produced is truly won-
**V»t; 'ess than 2 sacks o/oJee in 24 hours U all that is used to heat a variety of hothouses, d>c, nearly™/y »» «»0*Af «»« these various houses are to some extent toidely separated, as 300 feet stand in one
mrcettcn, lo1

) feet m another, 200 feet in another, and so on. including our large newly laid-out
parden? 1

i. John- Weeks & Co. can also refer to numerous seats of the Nobility and Gentry in
parts of the country where one Boiler has been fixed to warm a great number of houses tto ,

1 frequently the dwelling-house also from the same boiler.
In some instances our one Boiler is doing the work formerly done by 20, so that in these cases
• great number of fires, stokeholes, and chimneys, are entirely dispensed with.
At bis Grace the Duke of Leeds', Hornby Castle, Yorkshire, one of J. Weeks & Co.'s Boilers is

tomfry 10,000 feet of 4-inch pipe, and one of the houses, a large Conservatory 190 feet long, is
Mtoaked upwards of 500 feet from the Boiler.

'

JL Weeks & Co. make their Tubular Boilers of all sizes on the same economical principles;
early 4000 of which of different sizes are in operation at the seats of the Nobility and Gentry
ihrrcghout the Kingdom and on the Continent.
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See our Illustrated Catalog ; also Plans, Models and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings and Baring by Hot- Wafer ; also of Cast-iron Vases a»d Fountains ;also Catalogues of Vines, J-rmt Trees, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Seeds, <te.

JOHN WEEKS & C 0., Horticultural Builders and Hot-Water
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA.
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CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, Xc.
"VOUELL and CO. beg to otter tine strong healthyX plants of the following, so desirable for autumn and
winter decoration.

CAMELLIAS.—Fine plants, well set with flower buds of the
handsomest varieties, 24?. to 30s. per dozen.

AZALEAS.—A splendid collection of all the best kinds, 12s. to
IS*, per dozen.
XICAS.—Fine plants, including the best hard-wooded kinds,
12». per dozen.
PACRIS, of which we possess an extensive stock of fine bushy
flowering plants of the finest varieties, 12a. per dozen

6REENH0USE PLANTS.—To those forming a collection or
Making additions to what they already possess, we are enabled
to offer to advantage a fine stock of the handsomest leading
kinds at 18*. per dozen, or 61. per 100.

TREE CARNATIONS.—A large quantity of the most showy
varieties, for winter blooming, 12a. per dozen.

PHLOXES,

—

All Um new and handsome Tarieties Of rocent in-
troduction, 9s. per dozen.

HYACINTHS.—An extensive collection of the most approved
kinds adapted for glasses or pot culture, 9s. per dozen ; together
with a general assortment of other Dutch Bulbs.

CHOICE FRUIT "TREES (Warranted true to name).
Youell & Co. beg respectfully to offer the following:—

APPLES, Standard, in best selection, good heads ... 9*. per doz.
J>warf „ „ ... 65 .

Trained „ n ... 30,.
PEARS, Standard „ H ... 12,.
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Dwarf „ n ... 8s.
Trained „ 30s. to 42s.

PLUMS, Dwarf ' „ „ ... 9Sm

»~." Trained „ ... gfe.
PEACHES, Dwarf-trained, in fine strong trees, 36s. to 60*.
KECTARINES „ „ 36s. to 60s.
APRICOTS ; 36s. to 60s.
CHERRIES, Standard, in fine variety 12s.

Owarf „ 9s.

_ ~ Trained „ ... 36*. to 42s.
7ILBERTS fc
©OOSEBERBIES, 50 of the finest varieties by name,
good bushes, selected for si ze and flavour, 30s. p,l 00 ; 4*.

CURRANTS.—Improved large White Dutch, Black Naples,
Raby Castle (red), large Red Grape, Ogden's Black, and Fox's
Red Grape, 4s. per dozen; Knight's Sweet Red, Knight's large
Red, Cherry Red, large and fine, and Wilmot's White Grape,
«*. per dozen. These are the most desirable kinds in cultiva-
tion, and are highly recommended.

STRAWBERRIES.—A collection comprising all the very best
»f the " proved " varieties, 3s. 6d. per 100.

RASPBERRIKS.-PerlOO.
rastolff Raspberry (true) 10*.

J

Large White 185.
-fc.ie de Fontenay ... 25a.

| Magnum Bonnm 25s.
New Monthly Fruiting 18s.

tatalognes will be forwarded on application. All orders of
2S. and upwards are dehvered Carriage Free to London, Man-
c ;er Newcastle, and Hull, a* well a* to any Railway Station
wlthiu lo0 miles ot the Nurserv.

Royal Nursery, Great Yaronuili, Norfolk.

t iir-x^
CAMELLIAS.

T HENCHMAN, Ju>'., is now sending out healthy
*J • plants full of flower-buds of the following five bloomin°-
vaneties-Duible White, Fimbriata, Imbricata, Leeana superba
and Candidissima

; small plants, 21s. pei dozen; second size, 24s.

•

tine well furnished plants, 30s.; and a few very choice plants at
36*. per dozen. These plants are all home-grown and esta-
blished in the pots, and therefore not liable to cast their buds
as is the cise with the foreign imported plants.

Choice Indian Azaleas, worked and on their own roots, bushy
plants well set for bloom, at 15* , 18*., 24*., and 30s. per dozen.

Edmonton, near London.

IVI ESSRS. J. and H. BUCVWN
_
orter~the~fbllowhr2

LTA choice PLANTS, which they will forward to any part :—
Andromeda floribunda, bloom well set, per doz., 20*.

25 Azaleas, new hardy Belgian varieties on their own roots, with
flower buds, one of a sort by name, 20*.

25 American Azaleas, do., do., do., 16s.
Hardy Heaths, Ledums, and Kalmias, per doz., 6s.

„ Rhododendrons, including scarlet, white, and rose, 12s.
Fine hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons, 1 to 2 feet, per doz., 15*.
Greenhouse Azaleas, best new vars., per doz., 12*. to 18*.
Camellias, fine sorts, well set with buds, per doz., 30s.

50 choice hard-wooded Greenhouse Plants, one of a sort by
name, 45*.

*

12 Orchidea Plants, one of a sort, fine species, 40*.
24 choice Ericas, one of a sort, small pots, by name, 16*.
24 Cinerarias, bast vars., not named, 8*.
12 fine Chrysanthemums, new, large and small flowered, 6*.

Best Climbing Roses of sorts, per doz., 6s.
Fine Standard a"d Half Standard Roses, 12*. tc 15*. per doz
Fine Cedar Lebanon, 2 to 4 feet, suitable tor exposed places.

12*. to 2n*. r r
'

Hyacinths and other Dntch Flower Roots in any quantitv.
New Conservatories and Gardens furnished in any part of the

kingdom on very reasonable terms.
Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London.—Oct. 4.

]>UBERT PAKKBR- begs to inform his friends and
-i-^ patrons that his PRICED AND DESCRIPTIVE CATA-LOGUE OP GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS, &c, is now ready,
and will be forwarded, post free, upon application.
He also begs to direct attention to the following, of which b«

possesses a large stock in strong and healthy plants •—
Araucaria excelsa (Norfolk Island Pine), each
Azalea indica, of sorts, from, per doz.
Camellias, of sorts, from, per doz. ... "
Cyclamen Atkinsl, flowering bulbs, each .'!." 3*. 6d to
Delphinium formosum, the finest varietv ever offered,
per doz

Epacrises, of sorts, from, per doz.
Ericas, of sorrs, from, per doz.
Ferns, hardy, from, per doz

„ stove and greenhouse, from, per doz.
Gynerium argenteura (Pampas Grass), per doz.
Orchids, Exotic, from, prr doz.
-Selaginellas, of sorts, fr >m, per doz.""
A remittance or mf-rence to accompany all orders

unknown correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Hornsey.and Seven Sisters' Road, Holloway.
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NEW PELARGONIUMS.
JOHN SCOTT, Florist, Bathford, near Bath, can
*' supply the following Geraniums, package and hamper
included, at 40*. per dozen:—Foster's Amazon, Admiration.
Admirable. Brenda, Countess, Corsair, Clotilde, Cato, Eva,

Eminee, Edith, Floretta, Iris, Leopard, Meteora, Prince of Wale-.
Pallas, Purple Prince, Pluto, Rosaline, Saracen, Sparkler, Trium-
phant, The Clipper.

The following at 18s. per dozen '—Phaeton, Wonderful, Fair

Ellen, Serena, Seraskier, Topsy, Petruchio, Jessica, Pandora.

Lord Raglan, Grand Sultan, Yerda, King of Portugal, Una,

Omar Pacha, Queen Eleanor, Vesper, Attraction, and Conqueror.

A remittance requested from unknown correspondents^

UNEQUALLED NEW STRAWBERRY RIVAL QUEEN.

EDWARD TILEY begs to announce to Strawberry

growers and the public generally that he is now ready to

send out strong well-rooted plants of the above unequalled new-

Seedling Strawberry, which has been grown and thoroughly

proved against more than 20 of the newest and choicest vaneties

yet sent out. ,

Numerous persons when walking over E. T.'s Strawberry bed-

and tasting the fruit of various kinds, have always been ot

opinion that the flavour of this Strawberrv has surpassed MJtw
thny had ever before tasted. The word was generally, 1JMJ
quite equal to that fine Strawberry the British Queen, it not

better." More than a hundred names could be mentioned u

requisite who have a'l given the same opinion. I here "jntion

the names of two gentlemen who are great growers, and very

particular with regard to the quality and flavour of strawberry-

Opinion of C. Maude, Esq.. Manor House, Bathampton:- TMJ
is one of the finest flavoured Strawberries I have ever tasted,

should have thought it had been the true British Queen from
.

n

fine flavour, and should not have known the difference exc \

from its being brighter in colour, and free from the green top

which the Queen always has." . .«

C. Sainsbury, Esq., Swainswick House, whose name is»^
known to the noricultural world, being the raiser ot a P*
number of the finest seedling Dahlias that have ever yet ne

s«-nt out:—"This is one of the finest flavoured StrawDemw

have ever tasted, and should like to have plants of it.
t

The advantage of the above splendid Strawberry ^JT.^
fine variety the British Queen is as follows :—The «"

p

Queen is a very delicate and tender kind—this is one
'

0l

hardiest, and most productive fruiters that has ever yei ^
trrown ; berries very large, fine shape, and of a most mom

. _.

colour. It also possesses the following line pr -petty, win

seldom to be met with in any other kind, viz., Grmness ot te«j •

so that it may with safety be sent to any distance wi

injury, and k*-pt for many days when ripe without decay ov

of' flavour. It will prove to be one of the b.st vaneue^

vet offered to the public for every purpose for which a btrawu*

: H. 15*. for 50; If- ** *j

tip
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is required.

rVoTn

Strong well-rooted plants 3?. per 100: U. 15s. for 50 x ^- d

or one dozen for 125. ; the 25 or the dozen fnt postig
{

nackag* free. A Post-office order is expected to acompanj"

commands. TrirtTi<t 1L
Edward Tilf.y, Nurserymen, Seedsman, and lions,

Abbey Churchyard, Bath.
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MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg to

state that the unequalled DAHLIA

—

CRYSTAL PALACE SCARLET,
proves itself the finest Bedding Plant in cultivation, and by far

the most showy and free blooming Dahlia ever offered to the

public. It may be seen in full flower at their Nursery, and the

CRYSTAL PALACE GARDENS.
The Bulb Catalogue, with revised Lists of GERANIUMS,

Cinerarias, and other Florists' Flowers, may be had post free on
application.

A Coloured Plate of Five new GERANIUMS, including

Mrs. Story's white varieties, can be had post free for 12 stamps.

NEW STRAWBERRY "ADAIR."
For description of this delicious variety see back numbers-

Price 60*. per 100 plants; 4to. for 50 ditto; 255. for 25 ditto;

lis. for 12 ditto.

The description and prices of the following new plants may be
s*en in the Bulb Catalogue:

—

AZALEA IIMDICA "GEM."

Camellia Jenny Lind

Echites Hontteana

Dianthus albo nigricans

it

N

99

W

Begonia picta

u cinnabarina hybrida
Azaleas and Rhododendrons (in

varieties).

SEEDS.
Calceolaria Seed, 55. and 2s. 6d. (2d quality) per packet;

Cineraria, 2s. 6d. per packet ; Primula sinensis fimbriate, 2s. 6d.

per packet.

The Spring Catalogue, with 2000 Greenhouse and Stove Plants
fully described, post free on application.

Wellington Nursery, 8t. John's Wood. ^_^
NEW PURPLE LILAC,

SYRINGA VULGARIS var. BLANDII.
YU" H. BLAND has great pleasure in offering the
f • above valuable Flowering Shrub, which has proved the

last three seasons quite superior to any other Lilac in cultiva-
tion. It was submitted in June 1853 to Dr. Lindley, when he
pronounced it very superior to any other variety, and in the
June No. of the present year, p. 392, he again refers to it thus—
"Lilac: WEB. The specimen now sent fully confirms what

we said of the variety in 1853 ; it is a handsome purple Lilac,
closer in the bunch and firmer in the flower thaa any Lilac of
the kind that has come under our notice."
With such excellent authority any further comment would be

superfluous, excepting to remark that the plants now offered are in
the finest possible condition, and may be had at the following
prices, viz., 55. each, three for 125., or six for 21s. Prices for
wholesale orders on application.

Mr. T. Barnes, Dane Croft Nurseries, Stowmarket, is ap-
pointed Agent for the sale of it.

Remittances requested from unknown correspondents.
W. H . Bland, Nurseryman, Fordham, Cambridge.

TO GENTLEMEN ENGAGED IN PLANTING.
WATERER and GODFREY beg to offer the
*
"

following desirable plants ;

—

Araucaria imbricata, smal 1 for planting out in nurseries by the 1000
land 2 feet by the 100
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet high. Nothing can ex-

ceed the beauty of these plants and all growing in the open
ground.

Abies Douglass!, a splendid lot of plants, 3, 4, 6, 8 to 12 feet high
Finns Cembra, in large quantities, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 feet

if ins'gnis, ditto ditto

„ Montezuma, fine plants, 3 and 4 feet high
» Benthamiana, in large quantities from seed
* macrocarpa ditto ditto
u Sabiniana ditto ditto

Picea Pinsapo, 4,5, 6, and 8 feet high. and as much through. Most
beautiful plants.

„ Nordmanniana, 2, 3, and 4 feet high and wide, all from seed
n nobilis, in quantities from seed
iv ditto, 1,

2

f and 3 feet, with perfect leads, and none of them
grafted

n grandis, 1 year's, from seed
Cedrus Deodara, by the thousand, 1, 2,3, and 4 feet high
n ,i several hundred fine specimens, 5, 6, 7, 8, & 10 ft. high
n Lebanon, 2, 3, 4 f and 6 feet

n „ some larger, up to 8 and 10 feet
Cryptomeriajaponica, 3 to 10 feet
Cupressus raacrocarpa, 2, 3, 4, 6. and 8 feet

„ Goveniana, 2, 3, and 4 feet

i, Lawsoniana, from seed
.. MacNabiana, ditto

Hemlock Spruce, Pinus canadensis, 3 to 8 feet
Juniperus, Irish, hundreds of plants, 4

F
5, 6, and 8 feet high, per-

fect columns
Chinese, 2, 3, and 4 feet

, f a fine lot, 7, 8, and 10 feet

YirginianafRed Cedar), 2, 3, 4, up to 8 feet

Libocedrus chiliensis, 2, 3, and 4 feet (very handsome)
Taxus, Yew.—Common English, a vast quantity of all sizes, up

to 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet high
* Irish Yew, 3, 4, 5 6, and 8 feet- Some very fine specimens,

10 and 12 feet high
Golden Yews by the thousand, H, 2, and 3 feet high

„ worked, 4, 5, 6, and 8~feet

,, worked on Irish, and very ornamental, 5 to 8 ft.

fclesrantissima (or new striped), in large quantities, H to 3 ft.

Dovaston,or Weeping Yew, fine plants, worked on stems
with good heads, 6 to 8 feet high

adpressa, fine bushes, 2 and 3 feet
.adpressa, worked as standards

Thuja aurea, several hundred specimens, 2, 3, and 4 feet high and
as much through, perfect globes

*r occidentalis, American Arbor Vitte, the best plant for

hedges. A large quantity just adapted for the purpose,

4, 5, and 6 feet high
9j Weareana. the best variety of Siberian Arbor Vitse, 4, 5, 6,

\v ir
and 8 feet high

" eihngtonia gigantea, a few very fine plants
,„ it n smaller
vnama^yparig sphaeroidea variegata, the variegated "White

Cedar, a large quantity 2, 3, 4
t
and 5 feet high

Atu«excel8a, var. pumila, all* dwarf varieties of the Common
Spruce, and very remarkable

Clanbraziliana, ditto ditto
elegans, ditto ditto
Gregori, ditto ditto
compact*, ditto ditto
pygroaea, ditto ditto
pyramidally ditto ditto
diffusa, ditto ditto

^sylyestris pumila, dwarf Scotch

v : With reference to the large plants referred to in this Ad-

rpm -

ment
' we **eg t0 8a "

r of them have been continually
°ved, and are in a condition to transplant and send any dis-

"J with perfect safety,
legated Hollies, in large quantities and great variety, 2, 3,

and 4 feet high
*

,, a fine stock of the best Gold-striped Hollies,

2 and 3 feet high
Some very fine Striped Hollies 6 and 8 feet high.

NnrL^'l as *^e a^ove
f we are !**£& holder* of the ordinary

Rttv&o
Stock

» such as Arbutus, Aucubas, Phillyrjeas, Laurels,

Frui t
'

T '
H°lly

'
Li,ac8

' purple Beech, Scarlet Thorns, Roses,

WatJ? C*tAlo^es will be forwarded, free, on application to

***- tk ?ODFREY ' Knap Hill, Woking, Surrey,

train •/£? £ursery is about 40 minutes' ride from London by
t» Woking Station.
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T IVERY and SON beg to say that good establishedv • plants of this fine Azalea will be ready the third week in
October. The Subscribers feel it unnecessary to say anything
further of its fine properties, except that it has received the
highest awards given to seedlings both at the Royal Botanic and
National Floriculturai Societies. Price 21s. each. A few extra
sized blooming plants at 425.
A List of Nurserymen who have kindly ordered it will appear

next month. The usual allowance to the trade. A Descriptive
List of all the approved varieties may be had in exchange for
one postage stamp.—Dorking Nursery, Oct. 4.

SPLENDID NEW RHUBARB "CRIMSON PERFECTION »

BERT SALT, Nurseryman, Longton, Stafford-
*"* shire, has great pleasure in again recommending the above
variety of Rhubarb, sent out for the first time in 1854, feeling
confident from its superior quality and reduced price to meet with
a continuance of demand. It is very early and productive, and
the interior of the s'alks are of a crimson colour. See Gardens
Chronicle, June 11, 1653.

"Very good, and a most beautiful crimson; compared with
others it is remarkable for the small amount of acidity it con-
tains."—Ed.

Price—Year-old plants, Is. 6rf. each, or 6?. per 100; Two-year
old, 2$. 6J. each, or 10Z. per 100. AVith usual discouut to the
trade.

Orders addressed to Robert Salt, Nurseryman, Longton,
Staffordshire, or to the following agents will meet with strict

attention : -Messrs. Hurst & M Mullen. Seedsmen, 6, Leadenhall
Street, London ; Francis and Arthur Dickson, Nurserymen, 106,
Eastgate Street, Chester; James Dickson & Sons, Nurserymen,
112, Eastgate Street, Chester; Burgess & Kent, Nurserymen,
Penkhull, Staffordshire. |

_A remittancefrom unknown correspondents.—Longton, Oct. 4 .

GEORGE SMITH begs' to offer from a fine strong
healthy stock of the following new and choice PELAR-

GONIUMS, at 36*. per dozen, with plants to compensate for
carriage.

Unknown correspondents forwarding Post-office Orders, pay-
able at Islington, will be liberally dealt with.

SHOW GERANIUM3.-(Foster?

s) Amazon, Countess, Edith,
Meteora, Purple Prince, Pluto, Saracen, Sparkler, Iris, Trium-
phant, The Clipper; (Hoyle's) Admiration, Brenda, Cato, Corsair,
Eva, Ermine. Floretta, Leopard, Pallas, Rosaline; (Turner's)
Admirable; (Beck's) RosaMundi, Margarette; (Dobson's) Sultan,
Delictum, Juliet, and (White's) Pretty Poll.

FANCY GERANIUMS.— (Turner's) Adonis, Attraction,
Beauty of Slough, Diana, Masterpiece, Naomi, Ne Plus Ultra,
purpureum album, Prima Donna, Queen of Roses; (Hender-
son's) Amphitrite, Cloth of Silver, La Stella, Queen of the Fete,
Reine du Bal, Sweet Lucy, (Titania) and Smith's Dictata. Also
a good stock of older kinds of Show, Fancy, French, Spotted,
and Scarlet varieties, Verbenas, Fuchsias, &c.

Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington, London.

j.

FERN CATALOGUE.
ROBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE (24 pages) of his Collection of BRITISH and
FOREIGN FERNS, can now be had post free for six stamps.
Gratis to all previous purchasers.—Nursery. Foot's Cray, Kent.

CROV£~NURSERIES, MIDDLE BARTON,
NEAR WOODSTOCK.

SODEN AND SON tender their grateful
acknowledgments to their numerous patrons for the liberal

support they have received in business for several years, and
give notice that the partnership hitherto subsisting between
them ww dissolved September 15, 1856, John Sodbn the elder
having retired fyom business in favour of his Son and late

partner, and Mr. Elraund Butcher, who for several years filled

the situation of Head Gardener to the Earl of Jersey, at Middle-
ton Park, and for wh*>m he solicits a continuance of the patronage
so generally and so long conferred upon himself.
SODEN & P.nvuKR beg to assure the Nobility, Gentry, Clergy,

Agriculturists and the Public that everr exertion shall be used
on their part to maintatu the position of the Grove Nursery at
Middle BartoTf The stock (which is very fine) consists of trained
Fruit Trees of all kinds. Standard and Dvvarf A pies and Pears,
Plums and Cherries, Forest Trees, ornamental and evergreen
Trees and Shrubs, Greenhouse Plants, Bulbs, Agricultural and
G:mlen seeds, Catalogues of which will shortly be published

; the
Bulb Catalogue is now ready and may he had on application.

All demands against the late Firm and all debts due thereto may
be settled with Mr. Jorv Sodbh, 8enrM at Steeple Aston, or
with Messrs. Sodek & BinvnEa, at the Grove Nursery, Middle
B »rton.—Oct. 4.

There will be a vacancy for an Apprentice in November.
__

\TEW GERANIUMS OF 1855.— Fine strong healthy
-L^ pl.ints of the whole of the Show and F*ney varieties raised
by Beck, Dobson, Foster, Foquet, E.G. Henderson and Sons,
Hoyle, Turner, and others, can now be had of .John Westwood
at the Floral Nursery, Acton Road, Turnham Green, near
London, at 36v. per dozen ; also all the varieties let out in 1S>4,

2*. each, or 1?. per dozen, carriage to any of the London Railway
stations included, and where 24 or more are taken no charge will

be made for hamper, &cv and extra plants will then be given to

compensate for further carrinue. For particulars of various
other plants now on sale at this Nursery at reduced prices, see
Advertisements in the Gardeners1 Chronicle of September 6th
and 13th. A full descriptive Catalogue of Show, Fancy, Beddinir,

and French Geraniums, will be shortly issued gratis to all

applicants. J. Wkstwood has much pleasure in stating that
having expended much money and labour in testing and com-
pleting his stock, it is now the largest and most perfect of its

kind in existence, and well worth inspection.

JTIir (Bar&cnrrs' Cfuomclr.

HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, LARGE EVERGREENS,
AND SPECIMEN COIMKER/E.

TTflLLIAM YOUNG b-gs to Call attention to his
* » immense stock of the above, which he can offer at very

reasonable prices, and the great c*re he has taken to render
them all good rooted and safe for removal enables him to

recommend them with confidence to all engaged in planting.

Those who are planting new grounds, where an established
appearance is required, will find these plants particularly

adapted to the purpose, and such as are seldom to be met with in

the trade.

The Specimens of Coniferse are all grown as single plants, con-
sequently are all handsome and well furnished, especially
suited to the Park or Lawn.
The following abridged list will give some idea of the Stock

from which purchasers may select :

—

Abies alba (White Spruce) 6 to 10 feet high
canadensis (Hemlock Spruce) 6 to 10 ..

Douglassi 6 to 15 „
Several hundreds of this most noble tree, all as handsome

as it is possible to grow them.
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Pinus Cembra
excelsa
insignis
Montezuma
montic »la ..

Cedrus Deodara, several thousands of fine

plants from
, f Libani

Araucaria imbricata
Cryptomeria japonica
Juniperus chinensis (Chinese Juniper)
This is one of the most handsome and hardy of all Junipers.

Juniperus cracovia 4 to 5 feet high
virginiana (Red Cedar) 6 to 8
hibernica (upright) 5 to 6

Taxodium sempervirens 4 to 10 n
A very rapid growing tree, much valued in California for the

durability of it* timber.
Thuja orienUlis (Chinese Arbor Vite) ... 6 to

pendula 3 to

Weareana (veryfine)5to
Libocedms cbiliensis 3 to

WVUingtoni* gigantea, stout seedling plants.

Several thousands of SPRUCE and SILVER FIRS from 6 to

12 feet high, indispensable where a screen is required.

Of Yews and Green Hollies here is the largest stock in
England consisting of fine plants from 6 to 10 feet high.
Fanned Yews, for hedges, furnished quite to the ground,

6 to 10 feet.

Tree Box, 6 to 8 feet.

Hnnd-*ome Evergreen Oaks, 6 to 8 feet.

Qaercus Exoniensis (New Leucombe Oak), 8 to 12 feet. A fine

evergreen Oak.
DECIDUOUS TREES.

tt

8 feet high
4
8
4 >r

Ash (Weeping) Limes 8 to 12 feet.

worked on Plane* 8 *o 10 „

straight stems .. 8 to 10 feet. Oak (English) ... 8 to 10 „
Beech (common) .. 8 to 10 „ Sycamore 8 to 10 „

„ (purple) ... 6 to 10 „ Single and Double Scarlet

„ tern-leaved) 6 to S „ Thorns

„ (variegated) 6 „ Tulip Trees
Hornbeam ... 8 to 10 „ Weeping Willows
Horse Chestnut ... 8 to 12 „

A fine collection of HARDY RHODODENDRONS. AZA-
LEAS, HEATHS, and other AMERICAN PLANTS.
W. Y. again begs to state that no plants but such as are

quite safe for transplanting will be sent away from the Nursery
under any circumstances.

The great facility now afforded by railways enables goods to

be easily and expeditiously transmitted to any part of England
at moderate cost.

Purchasers will be liberally treated in respect of carriage.

The Nurseries are abont an hour's ride from London on the

South-Western Railway, and two miles from Godalming station.

Milford, near Godalming.

finest or climbing Roses is the "Cloth of

The finest of yellow Roses is the Cloth of

The finest of Noisettes is still the Cloth of

And yet how few know it except as a
dwarf, grown in a pot or a border, and bearing there

a scanty supply of its noble blossoms. Neverthe-
less it yields to none in the power of flowering, pro-
ducing, if properly managed, enormous quantities

of golden balls.

In the year 184C, while still a novelty among
Noisettes, Mr. Rivers described it in the following
words :

—" We have recently had a few additions to

this class, and two are worthy of especial notice
;

these have been raised at Angers, from Noisette
Lamarque, and no Roses have perhaps so well
rewarded with their beauty the care of a cultivator :

the first in merit is Noisette Cloth of Gold, called in

France Chromatella. One would suppose, to see

this Rose in bud, that it could not be a yellow Rose,
as the extreme outer petals are nearly of a cream
colour, but when expanded it is one of the most
brilliant and beautiful of yellow Roses, with petals
thick and waxy, bearing exposure to the hottest sun
without fading. In habit it is very robust, bearing
in this respect much resemblance to Jaune Desprez;
its leaves are large, shining, and the whole plant,
when in luxuriant growth, most beautiful. While
rare, as at present, it would not be prudent to expose
it during: the winter in the open border ; a south
wall will probably be the best situation for it, as it

seems to delight in heat. : but when more abundant
it may doubtless be planted out as a pillar Rose, for

which it is admirably adapted, as it makes shoots

four to six feet in length in one season : cultivated

in this manner it will doubtless require protection."

No statement could be more accurate ; its merits

still remain unquestioned, and yet we never see it

except under the circumstances just described.

Some say it won't flower ; some think it tender

;

they are most unjust. It is perfectly hardy, of a
vigorous constitution, and will bear no end of flowers

when kindly treated.

At Hetbel Hall, in the county of Norfolk, once a
seat of the Beevor family, situated in a village of

the same name, known to* the lovers of trees as the
place where the most ancient Thorn in England is

to be found, there exists a specimen of our Cloth of

Gold Rose, unsurpassed even in the west of England,

where the finest examples of the variety are said to

grow. Planted some 10 or 15 years since by the

Rev. F. Bickmore, and now belonging to William
Bickmore, Esq., the reverend gentleman's successor,

it covers half the south-east side of the house, occupy-

ing a space of little less than 500 square feet. The
stem at the ground is 10 inches round ; the vigour

of the plant is everywhere in proportion ; the leaves

present the most robust health, and in the middle
of September many flowers as large as the fist still

remained to show what the summer magnificence

had been. Mr. William Bickmore informed us that
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the wall had been one mass of yellow blossoms,

finer by far than those we saw.
m ^

What is the explanation of this horticultural

phenomenon ? How has it happened that a Rose

reported to be tender, and a bad flowerer, and even

an unwilling grower after a year or two has selected

for a display of its powers a county not famous for

its warmth, and a situation in which no advanta-

geous circumstances are discoverable. The only pecu-

liarity in its place is that it stands within two feet

of a gravelled road which falls towards the wall

and conducts the rain-water to the roots of the

Rose after every shower. It is thought indeed,

from the swollen and grooved condition of the main

stem next the ground, that the scion of the Rose has

sent its own roots into the soil and is Independent

of the stock, an opinion the truth of which we can

neither confirm nor deny. We haye nothing here

likely to have produced such a specimen.

Certainlv it is not in Norfolk air, in Norfolk

soil, or in Norfolk rain that the explanation is to be

found. The secret is good management. This

Rose tree is never pruned more than is absolutely

necessarv to prevent the branches smothering each

other. We entertain no doubt that as fine growth,

as profuse bloom, and as exuberant health is to be

secured anywhere south of the Humber where the

aspect is warm, the soil well drained, the border

freely acted upon by the sun, and the management

the same as Mr. Bickmore's.

This opinion is we think confirmed by the follow-

ing memoranda with which we have been favoured

by some of the most experienced of our Rose-growing

friends, to whom we put the simple question—
" How should the Cloth of Gold Rose be grown ?

"

Messrs. Wood, of the Woodlands Nursery, Mares-

field, say:
—" The Cloth ofGold Rose grows andblooms

well planted and trained against a wall or trellis work

with either a west, east, or due eastern aspect, and

even north if in a sheltered place where the north

and north-eastern winds cannot touch it. Due east

is preferred. If planted west the afternoon sun

takes its colour from it. It requires no pruning

(except the dead wood), but plenty of space to grow,

and the long shoots it makes being very pliable can

be turned back and trained to the work, and be

made a good covering, if on trellis-work. It being

a very rapid grower ^the more room it has to grow

the better it flowers. It grows and blooms better

grafted on the Manetti stock than on the Dog Rose."

Messrs. Lane, of Berkhampstead, remark that:—

The most successful way to grow Cloth of Gold

is to plant it against a warm wall (south), and not

to prune it."

Mr. Francis, of Hertford, writes to the same

effect :—" The Cloth of Gold Rose," he remarks, " we

have found flower freely and fine from the first

year's buds, but seldom after, appearing to lose all

its propensity to flower in its rapid growth. Where

it is planted out against a south or west wall, budded

on a stock and left to grow on a Briar, it will flower

freely every year ; its habit is to flower at the end

of the shoots and on side laterals, therefore it should

be very sparingly pruned. It may be seen to per-

fection at Earl De Grey's, Wrest Park, Silcoe

;

Wm. Parker's, Esq., Ware Park ; and the Rev.

Philip Honeywood's, Minks Hall Rectory, where it

flowers regularly every year."

Mr. Mitchell, of the Piltdown Nursery, says:

" I get my best blooms from maiden plants worked

low on the Briar ; if they grow very strong shorten

the shoots in order to get blooming wood. For

early bloom I plant to a south-east wall, worked on

the Briar trained like a Peach tree ; I then have the

largest and most magnificent blooms early in

the spring."

Finally, Mr. Wm. Paul, of Cheshnnt, has favoured

us with the following very detailed relation :—
t; To flower the Cloth of Gold Rose successfully

is one of the nice points of gardening which draws

largely on the knowledge and skill of the experienced

cultivator. By nature it is a shy bloomer ; it grows

vigorously, producing fine masses of broad handsome

foliage, but seldom ripens the wood sufficiently to

flower well. Such being the case we believe it

requires special treatment to overcome these ten-

dencies. But what are the facts ? It is ordinarily

planted in company with other Roses, the Aimee

Viberts, the Geant des Batailles, and similar free

flowering hardy kinds, subjected to the same common-

place treatment, and then in most cases discarded,

because the cultivator while acknowledging its

beauty considers it intractable, and therefore prac-

tically worthless. We cannot help thinking that

this frequent and inconsiderate dismissal of thefinest

of climbing Roses is much to be deplored, and shall

endeavour to point out the means of flowering

it with the view of inducing more appropriate

cultivation.

where not too limited for space—the front of a

cottage for example. Choose a good healthy plant

on its own roots and plant it out in the month of

May. Secure, first, a thorough drainage at the root;

next, a good holding soil, well loosened to the depth

of 18 inches and not too rich. Roses in general

like a rich soil, but here we recommend the use of

turf and leaf-mould in place of manure. This

may seem a trifling distinction, but it is these

nice points in cultivation which make so wide

a difference in the results. The plant has a ten-

dency to grossness, and a moderate diet is usually

followed by moderate growth, wood well ripened

and zet with flower buds instead of wood buds.

Having obtained this point, care must be taken in

pruning not to cut away the flower-producing eyes.

Over and over again have we seen the flowering

destroyed by the mere fashion of pruning. It

is well even during the growing season (summer)

to regulate the growth by stopping any gross shoots

that may appear, thinning out others where crowded,

that the sun and air may find free access among the

leaves and branches. In spring (April) pruning

may be performed. If summer thinning has not

been attended to, cut out crowded shoots (also gross,

weak, and unripened shoots, unless required to fill

blank spaces) shortening the few well and regularly

placed shoots but little, for it is not from the base

but from the middle and points of well-ripened

shoots that the flowers usually spring. This, again,

is not the pruning recommended for Roses in

general, although applicable to this special case.

" The Cloth of Gold may also be grown as a Tree

Rose submitted to the same soil and treatment as

above described, tying the branches down to a hoop

or to the ground to keep them from being broken

by the wind. We have obtained flowers on the

Cloth of Gold as a Tree Rose ten months after

budding by carefully selecting for use flower-

producing buds. Where there is a plant on a wall

treated as above described there will usually be no

difficulty in sparing a few such for this purpose.

The flowering of this variety as a Tiee Rose is

however more uncertain than when the plant is

trained against a wall, as the difficulty is greater in

regulating the growth and ripening the wood
;

the plant" is also less conveniently protected in

winter, which is necessary in case of severe

frost, on account of the tenderness of the bark.

Against a wall a mat hung over one plant is

sufficient protection, allowing it to remain till

the sun no longer reaches it.

" We have seen many of these plants grow-

ing in various parts of Great Britain and on the

Continent, nine-tenths of them flowering but

sparingly or not at all. By far the finest ever

met with was found trained against the front

of a house facing the river Dee, between Aber-

deen and Ballater. It was the month of

September, and the flowers and flower-

hung in magnificent profusion, presenting

to the eye amass gf large egg-shaped yellow

Roses. The waving corn was bright and

ready for the sickle,but the deep rich tone

of these yellow Roses impressed every-

thing around them with a dark and dingy

hue. This was a case of special treat-

ment, in which knowledge and attentive

cultivation were found triumphing over

the mere routine of ordinary gardening."

Let us hope that after these expla-

nations the Cloth of Gold will at length

receive the honour which is so justly due to it as

the noblest of the Yellow Roses.

any tree of its own species, the branches forming a
thick grotesque mass most curiously interwoven.

It is covered all over with Lichen and crowned with

Mistletoe, adding still more to the effect which a^e

confers upon such objects."

Mr. Hudson Gurney, npou whose property it

now stands, adverts in the Eastern Arboretum to a

circumstance unnoticed by the author of the work.
" Not only," he says, "the bark of the hollow tree

is as hard and as heavy' as iron, but every branch,

most curiously intervolved, is a hollow tube, into

which you may put your ajrm, all the interior wood
being gone." * What adds to the singularity of the

tree is that many of the branches are slit up one

side, so that they look like planks half rolled up, or

as if the trunk had been gradually split asunder

into long strips which afterwards turned their edges

inwards, nature repairing the wounded surfaces.

Similar instances of this peculiar mode of growth

occur in the same neighbourhood, which is rich ia

old Hawthorns ; several, for instance, may be seen

on Mr. Edward Freestone's property at East

Carleton. It would be interesting to hear from those

who live near ancient Hawthorns in other parts of

England, whether they find this peculiarity in the

specimens within their observation. The greater

diameter of Hethel old Thorn at five feet high

than at the ground level, observed by Mr. G rigor,

is caused by the spreading asunder of the involute

divisions in question.

We rejoice to add that this relic of ancient

times is still in good health, and carefully protected

from injury by a fence maintained by direction of

Mr. Hudson Gurney.

New Plants.
ISSj^Galeottia fimbriata, Linden Cat., alias Bate-

mannia fimbriata, Linden and Rchb.fil.

In one of his catalogues M. Linden published this plant

under the name we have here adopted. Subsequently in

conjunction with M. Reichenbach he referred it to

Batemannia. Whatever may be hereafter the fate of

the genus Galeottia, it can never be united with Bate-

mannia, which ought perhaps to merge in Maxiliario.

Galeottia, with its great ribbed crest, two-winged column,

The Hethel named in the preceding remarks is

famous for something more than a Rose. Hethel

Old Thorn is one of our vegetable patriarchs, a still

living witness perhaps of Roman conquest, Danish

forays, and Druidical superstition. According to

tradition, it is mentioned as " the old Thorn" in a

deed dated earlv in the 13th century ; and it is

reported to be described in one of the " Chronicles"

as the mark for the meeting in an insurrection of

the peasants in the reign of KiDg John. We should

be much beholden to any antiquarian reader who

can point out the Chronicle in which this statement

is to be found.

That the tree is of very high antiquity cannot be

doubted. Mr. Grigor, who described it with an

inexact figure in his Eastern Arboretum in 1841,

gives the following measurements :
—" At one foot

from the base of the trunk, twelve feet and an inch

in circumference ; and at five feet high fourteen

feet and three inches ; while the circumference of

the space over which the branches spread is thirty-

one yards. Its trunk is reduced to a mere shell,

and though somewhat divided, it has none of that

shattered appearance which we sometimes observe in

" The Cloth of Gold Rose is in the best position the Oak. "The ramification of the top has assumed

when trained against a south or south-east wall | a style which we can neither trace in the Uatc nor in

and saccate sepals is quite a form per se. The specimen

from which the annexed cut was drawn flowered at

Cheshunt in the garden of Henry Bellenrten lvcr, &sq,

who had imported it from some part of South AmW
Plants having been sold by Mr. Stevens among one ot

Warczewitz's collections in Feb. 1852, it doubtless ex.**

elsewhere. The habit is that of some stemless Maw

laria. The pseudo-bulbs oval, two-leaved. U*>

about G inches long by U broad, tapering to the ba*.

The flowers, ot which the cut shows the jatuwl *« •

grow in a two or three-flowered raceme fw«n«^j
leafy bracts. They are of a pale brownish yello* cotoer

striped with crimson. The lower sepals have a co

spicuous sac near the base. The lip is cucullate t lire

lobed, fringed, with the side divisions erect and
I

an.* .

while the middle is much larger, ovate and ver>^
pointed ; at its base is a large appendage »?«»e

H
eight deep sharp-edged ribs, in front of winch hve sm

horn-like processes project. sArrces
Warczewitz found it on Quindios and at tl e sourc

of the Maranon ; Wagener in the woods of UcaU ,

the height of from 4000 to 500 feet.

«. VEGETABLE PATHQLOGY.-No CXL.

order Coniomycctcs contains far the \*rh<* P°" „

! fungi which are injnrions to the te^^ffi coines

thole whichJ^fif!Cereals^rhe_firstge^

-TiSin-is^rassTar^w^w. » *%£*** »*«
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under nonce, taken in us larger sense as comprising I

Pcridermium, Mcestdiaf
Graphiola and Cronartium,

besides typical jEcidia, is not however one with which

he is much concerned, except his farm comprise the

manufacture of cider and perry, as is often the case in

the west of England, when he will occasionally suffer

considerable loss.

576. JEcidium proper has however some interest for

he farmer, because one species is connected with the

ouestion as to the baneful influence of the Berberry on

Wheat. The notion has undoubtedly arisen from the

fact that the Berberry is so often rusty with JEcidium

Berberidis, which has been_confounded with the rusty

appearance which so constantly precedes mildew in

Wheat, and which is in fact the young condition of the

plant by which it is caused. JEcidium consists of a

tuft of long orange-coloured necklace-like strings of

spores contained within a membranous sac which opens

above in a radiating manner so as to present a very

clesant appearance. The spores germinate as observed

by Tulasne, and produce broadly cymbiform secondary

gpores of two orders. The spores of Puccinia graminis are

brown and uniseptate, and on germination equally

produce two kinds of secondary spores. Moreover in

Jscidium there are spermatogonia filled with minute

spermatia which are discharged in the form of little

gelatinous drops or teudrils. In Puccinia spermato-

gonia are far more rare, but they have been observed

by Tulasne. There is no doubt then that JEcidium

is as perfect a plant as any neighbouring genus, and

cannot therefore with any probability be supposed to be

a condition of Puccinia. Authorities besides, whether

scientific or practical, are by no means uniform

on the influence of the Berberry, nor has ex-

periment confirmed the common notion. Mr. Knight's

experiments were not solitary, and led to no

positive result, though in one instance, which if soli-

tary might have misled him, there seemed to be some

evidence in favour of the effect of the Berberry on

Wheat. Staudinger, Hornemann, and Jussieu came

on the contrary to a positive conclusion that the plant

exercises no baneful influence. It should be remem-
bered, moreover, that no districts are more subject to

mildew than the fens, where the Berberry is wholly un-

known except in gardens, and that the plant is com-

paratively rare in England, though abundant in some
localities.*

577. Species of ^Ecidium proper occur on many
plants of very various orders. Though there are un-

doubtedly many different species, it is quite certain

that they have been multiplied beyond all reason, each

different genius being for the most part supposed to pro-

duce its own species. The injury is not always consider-

able, but in some cases, as Anemone coronaria, Sambucus

(anadensis, EupJwrbia, &c., the matrix is more or less

distorted, sometimes acquiring iu the Elder the peculiar

appearance which is known under the name of Stag's

Horn in the Ash and some other plants. In these cases

the parts affected die as soon as the fungus has attained

its lull development, or shortly after, but if the leaves

are affected without any general change of structure,

the plant if perennial suffers only a temporary check

which may be completely remedied the next seasou.

In the Gooseberry the leaves are not the only part

which suffer, but the fruit is often affected, acquiring

sometimes a peculiar nauseous taste. And the species

is sometimes so abundant as to diminish sensibly the

saleable produce. The fruit of the Berberry likewise

is affected as well as the leaves, and is then generally

more or less distorted.

578. The spores vary in colour from white to pale

orange, scarlet and brown, and the investing membrane,
which witu the aid of a needle may be picked out per-

fectly entire from the surrounding tissue, varies con-

siderably in the degree of development and mode of

rupture, and hence in a few cases the species are

not easily distinguished from Uredo without attentive

examination. M. J. B,

not so covered. Fer&ons wiio live near woous, or who
are in the habit of frequently passing through them,
will have observed that the beds of snow are t-ome

weeks, and in some cases several months, longer in

thawing than those in the open country. The conse-

quence is, that on wooded ground suow-water is only

produced and runs away in small quantities at a time,

gradually sinking in the ground, and never collecting in

large quantities so as to suddenly form a torrent or

swell the tributaries of a river. It is quite different with

ground that is not covered with wood, and especially

with that which is absolutely naked. There, indeed,

the heat of the air, the solar rays, rains, &c, hasten the

thaw, frequently producing in a short time a consider-

able body of water, which, in consequence of its volume,

flows rapidly towards the principal stream of the val-

ley, and causes it to overflow, because it receives more
than it can carry away.

With regard to rain, this is what takes place : the

rain-water which falls upon a wooded surface is, to a

great extent, retained on the leaves, shoots, branches,

and trunks of the trees, as well as by the underwood
and Briars ; it is absorbed in a great measure by the

leaves, Lichens, Mosses, and by the bark of the

branches and stems. When the wood is in leaf, espe-

cially when it is thick, the rain, even when heavy, only

reaches the soil at the end of some hours, and in some
cases only after the lapse of several davs. These are

facts of every-day occurrence, and may be observed

at all times in the forests of evergreen resinous

trees. Retained by an almost infinite number
of small surfaces, the water is sometimes to a great

extent again evaporated, and in any case the pcr-

tion which reaches the soil is in part retained and i

absorbed by plants, such as Mosses and Lichens, and by

the humus which takes it up in great quantity. Here
is a striking instance of those small causes which, in

nature, produce such grand effects. It is only after

having passed through this series of retarding influences,

and after having traversed so many absorbent surfaces,

that the remaining portion of the raiu-water reaches the

soil ; and there again it meets with a multitude of roots

and fibres which frequently take it up in large quantities,

and invariably present an obstruction which prevents

it from flowing away too rapidly aud suddenly by the

surface.

Wooded ground has therefore the effect, as regards

inundations, of regulating and distributing the flow of

rain and onow water, so as to render it harmless. In

nature all is harmony ; when the imprudence or avarice

of man destroys that harmony, disturbance and

commotion is the consequence. The cutting down of

woods and copses has produced that disturbance

and commotion of which we have now to deplore the

sad results.

I do not think that the beneficial effects of wooded

ground can be seriously called in question. To deny the

influence of surfaces covered with wood upon the dis-

tribution and regular flow of water is the same as to

deny the influence of light upon vegetation, or that of

heat upon the maturation of fruits. If there were still

uubelievers, I would say to them, you have not yet

observed ; observe, and you will be convinced. I do

not wish to decry any system of preventing inunda-

tions ; but facts clearly show the uselessness, if not the

danger, of artificial works for that purpose. If we wish

to master water we must resist it whilst it is in drops,

whilst still a rivulet; we must not wait till it becomes

a river or torrent. Besides, great artificial works,

even admitting them to be effectual, are extremely ex-

pensive. Planting is also attended .with expense; but

the outlay is amply compensated by the return. Lastly,

it cannot be denied, that to completely clothe the

mountain slopes with wood, or at least those parts which

have greatest influence on the descent of water, is an

object that could be effected for a less sum than that

representing the amount of property quickly sacrificed

by the disastrous inundations themselves.

ON THE INFLUENCE OF WOODED SURFACES
IN PREVENTING INUNDATIONS.

The following note, addressed to the Inspector of

Forests by M. Millet, was read before the Societe"

Imperiale et Centrale d'Agriculture :—
Inundations are nearly always produced when a con-

siderable quantity of snow is quickly thawed, or after

heavy rains ; and above all when these two circumstances

we combined. It .may be affirmed that an inundation

will take place whenever the principal stream audits tribu-

taries receive more water from their gathering-ground

** a given time than they can carry off. Hence it is

Tery evident that inundations would seldom or never
occur if the snow or rain-water were subjected to

certain conditions which would render their flowing off

slow and regular; therefore, the natural conditions, of

*hich the immediate effect is to render the melting of

snow and the running off of rain- water on no occasion

*»ther too sudden or too rapid, are assuredly the best

nieans of preventing inundations, or at least the most
effectual ones for diminishing their intensity.

Now, wooded ground unites these conditions in a

remarkable degree. With regard to the melting of
snow, no one is ignorant of the fact that snow thaws
maeh more slowly on woody ground than on surfaces

r

* ^ee Ilenslow's Report of the Diseases of Wheat, iu Journal

Kn •
Koval Agricultural Society; Staudinger on Ergot and

;J. ln to*, 133*2, p. 262; and report on his paper by Montague in
£rcu,Tea de Botani L 2S3 aud artlcie 'Mildew in
Norton a Cyclopaedia. I

Ml exposure to Hie souili is* there equal to » dintrrence »i

'2° over one to the north, for the plants ascend 564 feet

higher on that exposure. On Mount Ventoux (an

isolated mountain) the decrement is 1° for every 262
feet, whence a southern exposure there is the equivalent

of a little less than 2°; for plants there ascend 450 feet

higher on the southern slopes. Lastly on Etna the

decrement is 1° for every 274 feet, and the consequent
effect of a southern exposure is about 4°

; for plants

there ascend 1 14.5 feet higher on the southern slopes.

The great difference between the results obtained

upon Mount Ventoux and upon Etna are due to the
higher northern latitude of the former (7°),and this shows
tnat the direct effect of the heating and chemical rays
of the sun is twice as great iu lat. 37° as it is in

lat. 44°—47*.
Another method of ascertaining the direct influence

of the sun's rays upon vegetation is detailed in the fol-

lowing experiment. "In 1847," says M. De Candolle,
" I sowed in the Botanic Garden of (Jeneva two series of

seeds of annual plants ; one set in a place fully exposed
to the sun, and o feet to the southward of a wall ; and
the other in a position half shaded by large trees to the

southward of the bed. To appreciate the effects exactly

I calculated the number of days required to bring each

to perfection, and the temperature during these days,

and then multiplied these data according to the method
proposed by M. Boussingault. I thus ascertained the

amount of heat required for each plant expressed in

terms of the decrees of a thermometer hung in the

shade. The plants growing in the shade (supposing

that shade to have been absolute) would have received

exactly that amount of temperature together with a dif-

fused light ; those planted in the sun have received an
apparently less amount of heat, which has been made
up for by the direct rays of the sun. Thus Cress, Lepi-

dium sativum in the sun, sown May 24, flowered

July 12, ripened seed August : ditto, ditto, in the

shade, sown May 24, flowered July 13, ripened seed

August 17. The product of the number of days multi-

plied into the sum of the mean temperatures for the

period between sowing and flowering is in the sun 798,

in the shade 819; difference 21 ; which is due to the

direct effects of the sun's rays. The product of the

period between flowering and fruiting is in the sun 515,

and in the shade G46* ; difference 131 ; also due to the

effect of the sun's ravs." J. D. Jf,

ON THE INFLUENCE OF EXPOSURE UPON
THE ELEVATIONS WHICH PLANTS ATTAIN
UPON MOUNTAINS.

(From Alpii.DeCakdolle's Geographie BotaniqneEaisonnee.)

Comparative observations upon the height to which

species ascend on the north and south slopes of indi-

vidual mountains, and especially of isolated mountains,

are very rare. The most exact travellers have

neglected this point of research, or have not met with

mountains favourable for conducting such observations.

The following are the general results deduced (by M.

de Candolle) from several very valuable tables (for

which we must refer our readers to his work itself).

1. From observations taken in Switzerland and South,

Germany (mean lat. 47° N.) it appears that the Beech

(Fagus sylvestris) and Silver Fir (Abies pectinate)

ascend 56*4 feet higher on southern slopes than they

do upon northern.

2 From observations taken by M. Martins on Mount

Ventoux in lat. 44° 10' N. ; height, 6278 feet ; soil,

calcareous; slope, 19
3 30' towards the north and 10°

towards the south, it appears that eight species

observed ascend 450 feet higher on the south side.

3. From observations made upon Mount Etna, lat.

37°' 44' N. ; height, 10,908 feet ; soil, volcanic, the

mean limit of 13 species, both wild and cultivated, is

1145 feet higher ou south and east than on north and

west exposures.

Now iu Switzerland the mean annual temperature

decreases 1° 9' for every 315 feet, whence it follows that

CULTIVATION OF SKIRRET.

The Skirret (Chemia Fr.j'Sium Sisarum L.) belongs

to the family of Umhellifers. It is a perennial plant

with bunches of fusiform, fleshy roots from 6* to 10

inches in length, and from
;]

to 1
',

inch in diameter,

somewhat crooked, of a russet colour externally, the

flesh being white. The stem is cylindrical, channelled,

and frequently exceeds 3 feet En height ; the leaves

are alternate sheathing, reddish at the base. The
flowers are small, white, sweet-scented, disposed

in an umbel surrounded by an involucre, with three

reflexed leaflets. The grain is oblong-oval, a little curved,

almost cylindrical, rather thin and narrow, flattened

at one of its extremities, and marked with 5 longitudi-

nal furrows ; its colour is brown, sear yellow, or grey-

ish white.

This plant is a native of Northern A>\& ; one of its

varieties has been cultivated in China from time imme-
morial under the name of Ninzy. It is there much
esteemed, and the property of restoring the vital forces

is attributed to it. Introduced to this country in 1548,

the cultivation of Skirret extended in gardens and fields,

and the roots were used as a luxury on the tables of the

rich.f According to Linnteus it was cultivated in his

time in almost every garden ; but at the present day its

cultivation has been almost entirely abandoned for that of

the Potato, and to such an extent that it is hardly

mentioned, and even completely omitted, in most

modern works. It is astonishing that greater attention

was not paid to it when the Potato disease rendered

a substitute for that tuber desirable.

Among those who have paid most attention to the

revival of the cultivation of the Skirret, Professor Sacc

should be mentioned as the principal. That learned

chemist has shown that of all alimentary roots this is

the richest in nutritive substances, as is shown by the

following analysis :

* • •

• f •

"Water
Starch
Woody fibre and ashes

Cane sugar
Caseine ...

Soluble salts

Pectic acid

Gum Arabic

* * *

• *•

• * •

* » •

9 9*

I* f 999

* • «
9*

• ••

...

• •9

9**

9«9

* » 9

9*9

99ft

« • *

9*9

9«9

99 9

9 9 t

9*9

9 9 9

9*9

9 • 9

9 9 9

62.41

13.09

7.91
6.60

2.09
1.37

1.00

0.53

The Skirret is likewise so easy of digestion that it

was formerly recommended as one of the best ana-

leptics. J .

'

The flesh of the root is white, firm but tender, floury,

sometimes, however, a little fibrous. Its flavour is

mild, sugary, with a slight flavour resembling that of

Celery. A few minutes is sufficient to boil it It is

also eaten fried, and it makes very good soups. M.
Huzard thinks that if it could be grated finely whilst

raw and allowed to dry for some time, it would make
excellent and very nourishing broth.

In field culture Skirrets may be of great service

| Some authors attribute a more ancient date to the cultivation

of the plant grounding their opinion on the fact that Tiberius during

his stay in Germany found these roots so delicious that he exacted

an annual tribute of a certain quantity of them ; but it appears

that this so-called Skirret of the ancients was in reality th<j

I'arsuip.
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either as a root crop, much Jiked by cattle, or for

furnishing starch, sugar, and alcoho'. The valuable

property which it possesses of remaining in the ground

without being injured by frost allows of the workmen

and teams being employed in the winter sc ason. But

whilst we participate in the hopes formed on this sub-

ject by Messrs. Sacc and Huzard, we must confine

ourselves here to the garden culture of this plant.

The Skirret requires a soil that is soft, light, deep,

well worked, rich, moist, or even rather damp. It

grows remarkably well in ground which has been

manured in the previous season with cow-dung, such as

that which has been cropped with Cabbage or Broad

Beans. On account of the length of the roots the soil

should be rather deeply trenched.

The plant is propagated by seed, or by divisions of

the roots. The grains preserve their germinative

power for two years, according to M. Vilmorin, and for

three or four yeais according to Ilozier and other agri-

culturists. A pint of the seed weighs 5| oz. 52 grains
;

and a quarter of an ounce coutains 1858 teeds.

The seed is sown broadcast, #or better in drills, to

allow of hoeing and weeding. February is preferred

for making the sowing in the south of France, March in

the central portion?, and April in the north. Never the-

less, it may be also sown in September, as the p'ant is

quite hardy. When the seedlings have acquired suf-

ficient strength, they should be thinned to 6 or 7

inches apart. The surplus plants may be used for

transplanting if required. The Skirret may also be pro-

pagated by divisions of the roots, planted at 8 inches

apart every way. Each division, in order to give a good
crop, should be furnished with a bud, and should be
taken from a cluster recently dug up, say the evening

before, or still better the same day it is to be planted.

The plants so propagated are usually more forward in

their vegetation than those raised from seed ; but the

latter produce the largest and tenderest root?.

When the roots have been used, the crowns may be
turned to account by planting them at 8 inches apart in

the kind of soil above recommended. They grow in

winter, forming in early spring large tufts, and yield

some seeds from which, if gathered and sown imme-
diately, a root as thick as the finger can be obtained

;

but this mode is not so good as the preceding.

Hoeing and weeding performed pretty frequently and
at the proper time encourages the growth of the roots

to a remarkable extent ; but to obtain them tender and
delicate, which is most desirable, frequent but moderate
waterings should be given, especially during very hot

weather. As the plant is impatient of drought it is

a good plan to earth it up like the Potato. Lastly, as

the flower stem is produced the first year, some
authors recommend it to be cut off in order to ii crei se

the size of the roots ; these stems may be given to

cattle. Care should however be taken to reserve some
uncut for seed.

The roots are taken up with a fork. This operation
is commenced in November, and continued throughout
the winter as required. In case of severe weather a
sufficient quautty should be taken up and kept in the
root cellar.

In the south the seed ripens in September, but later

in the north. That of the second year is to be pre-
ferred. After gathering it should be dried for some
days in the sun, cleaned, and stored in a dry place.

From want of sufficient data we cannot state the
produce per acre of Skirrets. M. Huzard thinks it

cannot be inferior to that of the Potato ; M. Sacc
considers it superior to that of any other root crop. In
his experiments, made, it is true, upon a very small
scale, and under the most favourable circumstances,
bunches of roots were produced weighing from 1 OJ oz. to

4 lb. 2 oz, and on an average 1 lb. 14£ oz. ; this would
make the produce the enormous quantity of 79 tons

13^ cwt. per acre ; but this is evidently an exceptional
case. There is no doubt, however, that for the quantity
and quality of its produce this plant merits, in a high
degree, the attention of horticulturists. A. Dupuis in
Revue, Horticole, Aug. 1856.

[Note. Since the French call this plant CJiervis, it is

necessary to remark that it has nothing to do with our
English Cherv iL

t
Cho?rophyllum sativum (alias Anthriscus

Cerefolium, alias Soundix Ccrefolium) , which is merely
a small salad named in French Cerfenil.]

Home Correspondence.
Orchard Houses,—It is to be regretted that your

agreeable and zealous correspondent " S. B." has not
succeeded fully in his orchard-house culture ; he seems to

me in a slight degree to lack practical skill, and has
perhaps been a little too careful in shutting up his

houie, neither has he used the syringe enough. I have
never yet failed in obtaining full crops of Peaches and
Nectarines, and have never been troubled with red
spider, owing, I presume, to my simple mode of culture,

something as follows : As soon as the fruit has arrived
at the size of a Horsebean, my man (not a regular gar-
dener) has opened the house about 7am, syringed the
trees shortly tftr, and if required given them some
water

; about 6 p.m. he has again syringed them and
shut up the house. And now a word about syringing

—

with me this has not been a gentle shower on the
surface of the leaves, but each tree is singled out and
the syringe forcibly used to the under surface of the
leaves. This treatment has been followed till about
the middle of July, when all the ventilators and doors
have been thrown open and kept open night and day
till the middle of September, or at least till stormy and

windy weather has made it more agreeable to have

them closed. By this treatment my Peaches have not

perhaps been quite so early as they would have been,

yet I had the Early York ripe the first week in

xlugust last, and the Early Grosse Mignonne ripe the

fecond week in the same month, but they were large,

hungry robin has demolUhed the weaver and his work I

cannot say. C. A. Johns, Callipers Bail, Hickman s worth.

Hybrid Melon.—The Melon, of which I send you a.

specimen, was cut from a plant raised from a seed of

a green- fleshed Beechwood Melon ; it had no doubt

been hybridised by a scarlet- fleshed China Melon which

of good flavour, and the trees with leaves so large and I grew alongside of it in the same house. An opinion of

clean as scarcely to be like those of Peach trees. On its merits would much oblige. W. L, Cianmer Hall
s

Fal-enham, Norfolk. [The specimen sent was oval inseveral of my trees in 13-inch pots, and four years old,

I had upwards of two dozen of fruit, and they are full of

well developed blossom buds for another year. In

1854 I had such a crop of Apricots on my potted trees

that some of the branches broke down with their

burthen ; in 1855 the crop was less, owing to the trees

being exhausted by the too heavy crop of the previous

year. This year my crop nearly failed, owing to the

severe frost of March 31st (thermometer at 18°) de-

stroying the greater portion of the blossom, the trees

shape, measuring 14^ inches in girth the one way and
} 64 inches the other. Skin smooth, slightly ribbed,

pale green in colour, very hard and a quarter of an inch

thick. Flesh a beautiful deap orange, about an inch in

thickness, tender, and delicious. Altogether quite a

first-class variety.]

Cynips Quercus -pedunculate.—When at DawlUh in

Devon, in March 1853, I was struck with the profuse

occurrence of an Oak gall, then new to me, on all the

being placed" in a very airy part of the house. A scrubby Oak bushes which about Dawlish form so large

friend near Devonport has an orchard house nearly a proportion of some of the badly managed hedges. This

100 feet in length, in which he has succeeded in gall, which has already been so ably described in jour

growing finer crops of Apricots than have ever pages, threatens to cause no inconsiderable injury to

been seen in that part of Devonshire ; it app. ais, there- plantations of young Oak, and therefore ita^ gradual

fore

I am
recomme
out of doors ; but this should be taken with some qualifi-

cation, and applies more particularly to the warmer
irts of England, for in an orchard house in the vale of

Gloucester, a lean-to built with boards for its walls and

well ventilated through the crevices of the boards as

well as by its regular ventilators, Peaches have not

ripened well, but Plums (Greengages, Jefferson's, and

others,) have been of the most delicious flavour, and a

dish of Reiue Claude de Bavay placed on the table in

November, 1855, was described as quite exquisite.

Pears also ripened in the same house are always < f fine

flavour. This seems to tell us that in a cooler climate

than we have in the near neighbourhood of London
Pears and Plums may remain under glass to ripen their

fttiH with advantage. I may mention here how neces-

sary it is to " leave well alone." A friend on talking to

the foreman of a nursery was advised to take his trees

out of the pots, to cut off all the roots at bottom that

were twisted round the pots and to repot them ; he lost

his crop of fruit, and so did the employer of his adviser.

My trees remain in their 13-inch pots, and have not

been shifted for four years ; they are this year I think

more vigorous than ever, and their fruit has bet n as

large or larger than in any previous year. Many of

for some time at Weston-suj er-Mare, but though

I botauised much among the scrub Oaks which abound

on the neighbouring heights, I did not observe any of

the galls upon them. I am, however, informed by Mr.

Chas. Pooley, who sojourned a short time at that place

this summer, that tbe gall is there met with at present

in considerable abundance. Since 1853 I have searched

most diligently for any sign of the pest in Gloucester-

shire, but in vain, until the present month, when in one

of the rambles of tbe Cotteswold Club T. B. Lloyd Baker,

Esq., the president, found several of the galls on the Oaks

growing upon the elevated scarp of the Cotteswolds inU ley-

bury Wood ; andsince then, inaride through Oakley Park,,

the seat of the Earl Bathurst, at Cirencester, I noticed

a slight sprinkling of the gall on a small tree in one of

the wood rides near the Cathedral Firs. To what extent

it has attained in this district I am unable to say ; but

I feel convinced that it is only just making its appear-

ance here in its march westward, but judging from the

quantities I have seen elsewhere, I should expect that

without some check its spread will speedily be a matter

of serious import, and as anything which can limit its

increase is I think a subject worthy of attention, I beg

to offer the following suggestions as easy of adoption in

them are trees that have borne from two to three dozen
|

the present stage ot the progress of the pest. At the

measures from 7 to 9 inches in circumference. With present moment the larva of the cynips which is the

regard to Figs, as far as my experience has gone, cause of the gall will be found quietly ensconsced within

" S. B." may add the White Marseilles to his collection his globular home, so that from his not yet having eaten

• -- ' his way out the galls are quite without aperture; iffor the orchard house, and perhaps the Angelique,

which I have found a nice white Fig and a great

bearer. 0. H.
Instinct v. Reason.— I was sitting in my dining-room

yesterday afternoon (Sept. 25), when there suddenly

came on so violent a squall of wind and rain that I rose

therefore the galls be now gathered wherever they may
be found and dried the larva is destroyed, and of

course with it tbe fecundity that might have resulted

from the perfected insect. Now it has been suggested

that the galls are nearly if not identical with the

from my seat and went to the window to observe the nut-gall of commerce and in its present ataf^may
effect on the trees in my garden. My window looks

towards the north, the wind was from the N.W. All

at once my eye was attracted by some small object

running near me. It proved to be a spider darting

towards the centre of its geometrical web, which was
stretched obliquely from the west corner of the upper
sash, in such a way as to be only partially sheltered

from the wind and rain. " Look here," I said to my
companions within, " here is a spider whose web is

violently agitated by the wind, and he imagines that he

safely be said to contain as much as one- third the

amount of gallic acid of the best Aleppo galls, a ih>

cumstance which would repay the cost of gathering

them. In the present state of the case, therefore, it

seems advisable to instruct boys to gather the t;alls

from the young trees, which, if not found marketable at

once, can easily be kept in a dry state. This operation

whilst it will check the spread of the evil will, at the

same time, relieve each individual tree, for it must

not be forgotten that vigorous trees bec< me

hunter knew his business better than I. Presently I

saw his jaws at work ; a cord suddenly slackens and
collapses— then another—a portion of the web hangs
loose. As an A. B. seaman gathers in the flapping folds

of a topsail, so he draws under him the loosened meshes
of the net. Onward he advances, warily but nimbly,

severing a cord here, huddling together his spoiled work
there. After the lapse of perhaps a minute a third part

of the web was clean destroyed ; but not a single thread

which formed the substantial framework was even
slackened. The destroyer of his own handiwork
swung like a pendulum, till the line which sup

ported him was perpendicular to his cell, to which
he hastily retired, carrying the debris with him.

What remained of the web was perfect, as far as

it went, being that portion which was least ex-

posed to the weather. It is not for me to say that

this series of operations resulted from any reasoning

process in the brain of the contemptible insect ; but

thus much I hesitate not to say that, in my humble
judgment at least, if a human being possessed of the

highest intellectual development had suddenly found
himself so circumstanced and after due deliberation had
decided that his wisdom would be to destroy a part of

his machinery in order to save the whole, he could not
have carried out his intention more skilfully than did

this poor hairy spinner. If however the latter was
guided merely by instinct, will one of your learned

readers kindly favour me with a definition of instinct, as

this is a simple, unadorned, uncoloured, and unex-

aggerated narrative of facts, related by one accustomed

to observe incidents in natural history, and aware of the

importance of extreme accuracy. I think it necessary

to verify my statement by giving my name in full. To-

day web, cell, and spider are all gone, but whether they

still

premature old age; and thus the King of the Forest

seems in danger of a degeneracy in might, whilst the

property of the landowner is likely to surfer much from

even a little fly unless the matter be promptly attended

to. Doubtless the subject will receive greater atten-

tion by and bye ; but it seems necessary that it should

be looked into before it becomes too formidable for

anything of service to be done. J. B.

The Early Grosse Mignonne Peach.—Your correspon-

dent "S. B.' errs I think in judging this to be tee

then Pourpree Hative Ve'ritable ; for many years it has been

sud- described in the Bon Jardinier under its name as ™°ye>

and has always borne a high character. The Peach

Pourpree Hative Veritable seems to me a myth, for

I have never yet met with it either in France or Eng-

land, and yet I have most industriously sought for its

name in all the catalogues of French nurserymen from

the Rhone to the -llhine. I have not, however, had an

opportunity of consulting either Duramel or. Poiteau.

Persica, ,

Hartley's Patent Rough Plate Glass.—I beg to inform

you that we do not grow Pines here. I therefore

cannot assist your correspondent who seeks information

as to the effect the above-named glass has on that fruit.

We do however grow Peaches, Nectarines, Plums,

Cherries, Apricots, Figs, and Strawberries, &c, under

it, and Heaths, Etacrises, Azaleas, Geraniums, talceo-

The
fore I have named variety .

with which we are perfectly satisfied. I however leave

you to judge, from the condition of the things you saw
J

. .
J - :*v. «n .. «.# *k« A^vp named

exist in some more sheltered spot, or whether a fectly. I would not change it for sheet glass unless
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latter was of the best quality, as burning would be a ten

times worse nuisance than the supposed slight diminu-

tion of flavour of which your correspondent complains. I

would not, however, recommend it for pits or frames

(without some hesitation) for winter forcing, because

you cannot see through it how things are going on.

However bad the weather may be the lights must be

openecl for that purpose, a practice which does not at all

destroyed numerous plants by using it. 1 hnve ined
it all strengths and do not find any benefit from it. I

have refused to pay Messrs. Page and Co. for it upon
public grounds, as I consider I should not be using my
customers justly in offering to sell them an article which
I myself consider perfectly useless. The opinion of the
readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle will determine me
whether I am right or wrong. Should there be a great

times answer. William Breadley, Somerlcyton. [It was ! majority against it, I think I shall be justified on public

impossible for plants to be in better health than at grounds in letting them try the result in a court of

Somerleyton early in September. The winter garden, justice. J.Scott, Crewkeme. [We are unacquainted

the prettiest thing in England, was magnificent.] with the merit of the composition. The only report we
Gas Water as a Manure seems at present to occupy have seen came from Mr. Gordon in the Garden*of the

some attention. I have used from 600 to 1000 gallons Horticultural Society, who found no advantage in it

a week of it for the last seven years with the most satis-
,
over well-known washes which every gardener makes

factory results. When convenient, it is used on the for himself.]

land intended for Maugels and Swedes ; we have never

Garden Memoranda.
Royal Nursery, Slough.—Hollyhocks and Dahlias

have bloomed beautifully here this season. Among the

former we noticed very fine examples of Miss Ashley,

first time I used it was on a poor gravelly headland by
I
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been able to put it on thin enough for corn, which it

always made grow so strong that it falls down before it

gets into ear. Where it had been used for Potatoes

last year we had to flag the Wheat this ; it did not im-
prove the Potatoes, which it made run to haulm. The

to grow ; as far as it went, there was as fine a crop of

Stone Turnips as you could wish to see—on the un-
watered piece as usual nothing. If put on Grass the
horse should move quickly and make
I have all mixens saturated with it

earth, &c. James M. Ronald, Bromley.
The Singleton Fig.—Can any of your correspondents

no stoppages,

-dung, ashes,

Among Dahlias, the following fine kinds were in ex-

cellent condition : Yellow Beauty, Duchess of Wel-
lington, creamy blush ; Lord Palmerston, a very fine

deep scarlet ; Eclipse, dark purple ; Perfection, Bessie,

Captain Ingram, Colonel Windham, Miss Burdett
Coutts and Lollipop. One of the new continental fancy
varieties Magicienne, crimson purple with white tip,

by your cor-

p. 470 6, that

misprinted for

by Mr. M'Ewen (then of Arundel) and others, seems to
be the same kind. It appears to me quite necessary
that all doubts about the names of fruits should be put
at rest as quickly as possible, and your pages are most
certainly the best medium we possess for such a pur-
pose. The White Ischia Fig will ripen well in a warm
orchard house, with its walls formed of brick," in the
south of England; but does not ripen well in a cool

boarded orchard house. With gentle forcing it succeeds
admirably in pots, and well deserves a little extra care
in its cultivation. Observer.

Querents sessiliflora.—I am informed
respondeat, " A Welsh Subscriber,"
"Llanrwst" in that communication is

"Lannerch." Some days ago when I was in the Forest ^/J
of Dean, I was told that it was the opinion of the officers .,

of the forest and of the royal dockyards, that the timber
of Q,. sessiliflora suffered more damage from the effect

of a shot in splitting and splintering the wood in its

passage, than the timber of Q,. pedunculata suffered from
the same cause. If this be so, then is Q. pedunculata
preferable for the use of the royal navy. But unless
the fact has been established beyond dispute by well

authenticated experiment, made either for the express
purpose or casually on ships known to have been built

of Q,. sessiliflora, it would form a most interesting matter
for direct experiment by officers of the navy or the
Ordnance. The results would now be 'certain to be
chronicled by the Director of the Royal Gardens at Kew,
and the pieces of each species experimented upon if too
large to be admitted into the museum would no doubt
be well disposed of in some part of the grounds, with

inscriptions explanatory of the mode of experiment and
the effect produced. Diss. [It is very much to be re-

gretted that the Ordnance officers do not take this

matter in hand and settle the question. They have the

means and no one else has. But they must have better

advice than they are likely to find in the Forest of

Dean.]

Grapes in Pots in Orchard Houses.—I have to-day

gathered a bunch of Grapes from one of my bush Vines
in my orchard house, which weighs l^ lb., less half an
ounce ; there are still two bunches on the Vine, each of

which weighs upwards of 1 lb. ; the berries are very
large. This Vine is three years old, and is in an 1 1-inch

pot ; its roots have struck through into the border,

which is deep and rich. Several other Vines in the
same house have borne excellent crops and produced
large bunches. Vilis.

Names of Strawberries.—So numerous have been the
seedling Strawberries raised within the last few years,

that I find one grower advertising 40 and another 50
varieties. This fact alone should, I think, deter any one
from giving " synonyms," which I fancy has occurred in

one cf our leading establishments. Mr. Turner, of the
Royal Nursery, Slough, advertises in your last number
a Strawberry which he calls the " Filbert Pine,"
" proved at the Royal Gardens to be the best and most
Useful Strawberry grown." At the July exhibition at

Chiswick in 1854, Mr. Ingram staged some half dozen
varieties of Strawberries, and among them was one
named " Filbert," which I take to be the same as is

advertised by Mr. Turner. This Strawberry I dis-

unctly recognised as a seedling raised at Manor Farm
some years since, and sent out as " Myatt's Seedling,"

as the season advanced they improved. Here, however,
it grows too tall for bedding purposes, for which it

would require to be pegged down [ We cannot say any-
thing in favour of this, except that it is a good colour

and dwarf, not growing above 2£ feet high in heavy
damp land. Ed.]

Mr. Veitch's new scarlet Larkspur was blooming
brilliantly; it is certainly a fine addition to herbaceous
plants, as is also Delphinium "Bella Donna," a variety

few of the more important of them. Aendes avtiriklcri,

a fine plant, fetched 14/. 10*. ; A. Larpentae, 11. 5*. ;

Vanda suavis, 107. 10*. ; V. teres, 61. 5s. ; Dendrobiutn

densiflorum, 7/. ; D. anosmum, 4/. 8s. ; Saccolabium

furcatum, 5/. 1 5s. ; S. gutuuum, 6L 5s.; Loelia autiuu-

nalis, 4/. 17s. 6d. ; L. Perrini, 4/. \0s. ; Oncidium

Lanceanum, 4/. ; Lycastc Skinneri, 51. 10s. ;
Caitieya

Mossise, fine variety, 3/. 155. ; C labiata atropurpurea,

4/. ; C. bicolor, 3/. 8ff. ; Burlingti nia maculata, 3/. Zs. ;

Huntleya meleagris, 3/. ; and Paphin'a tigrin.% 3/.

Other lots, of which there were in all 125, fetched fnwu

10s. to 21. 10a. per lot.

Fertilising Properties of Boghead Charcoal.—Since I

last addressed you on the fertilising properties of this

material mixed as a manure, and its uses in rendering

greenhouse plants almost free from the attacks

of the green try, I am glad to state that four

dozen of my Calceolarias, six Rose trees, and
the remainder of my greenhouse plants, with

only one exception, have been free from their Attack*.

Some of those plants, however, given by me to other

persons, and placed in the midst of other plants which

were covered with green nV had green fly on them in a
week or 10 days after their removal. The Boghead

charcoal plants, however, were not destroyed by them,

as was the case with the other plants, and the greenfly

appeared very unsettled, roaming about on them. la

the above instance, the situation of the Boghead char-

coal plants was similar to a healthy person sleeping ant!

feeding with a number of unclean people in a confine*
1

and dirty room, where, in a short period of time, he

would be attacked by the same insects which fed on
their personal uncleanliness. A putrescent soil and cer-

tain conditions of the atmosphere predispose certain

plants to diseaseand the attacks of insects, the plants throw-

ingoff through theirleaves,&c,an albuminousexcrement,

which is the excess of azotis^d matter taken up by thetr

roots, and not assimilated by them, thereby attracting

insects to them, who by instinct select such plants to lay

their eggs on, knowing that they contain an abundant

store of food for their young in their juices and on tlieir

leaves. The same plants, however, grown in Boghead

charcoal soil, obtain a due proportion of carboa a«4

silica, the former contributing to an increase of

chlorophyll, flowers, and volatile oils, and the latter tm

firmness and strength in their cuticles. Putrescent
having the habit of Hendersoni, and pale lavender mat ters in the soil are neutralised by the antiseptic pro-
coloured flowers. Among hardy Phloxes, Countess of ties of the cliarcoal, and Moss will not grow in tin
Home, white with a deep carmine centre, was very good,
and Madame Fontaine, white with pale rose centre, is

also one cf the finest varieties grown.

perUes

pots where it is mixed with soil. Putrescent

heaps attract insects to them, where they feed and pro-

pagate, as proved by the millions of them which

, ----- r— 7 — neaps attract insects to mem, wneru uiey iccu »u« p**»-

so one cf the finest variet.es grown. pagate, as proved by the millions of them which
The different kinds of new bedd.ng plants have been are t() be seen m those localities where such heap*
led out of doors here this season. Among Verbenas are p iacei] which is not the case where there
e best for this purpose seemed to be Madame Abt are heaps of cuarcon i. The acari found in
id Jaquinta, deep maroon ; Duke of Cambridge and brown gu „ar? and which cause the grocer's itch, feedand Jaquinta, deep maroon ; Duke of Cambridge and

Field Marshal, purple ; Noel, Lord Raglan, and Pre-

eminent, scarlet ; Mrs. Halford and Mrs. Foster,

white ; Loveliness and Madame Plantamour, rose
;

Gcant des Batailles, General Simpson, and Crimson
Perfection, crimson ; Standard Bearer, deep purplish

blue with white centre ; and Blue Bonnet, pale blue.

These are all fine kinds. Victory, purple with a large

white centre, is also one of the best Verbenas grown.
Among bedding Geraniums Alma is one of the finest

heaps
brown sugar, and which cause the grocer's itch, feed

on the albuminous matter contained in it. No acari are

found in loaf sugar, which is free from albuminous

matter. Thousands of ants were seen in a dark heap of

unrefined sugar, and fed on the al'> urainous matter until

consumed by them, when they left the carbonaceous part

of it in a clear state. My experiments lead me to con-

ceive that, were there no putrescent matters in the

world iusects would nearly be extinct, as, without them,

such scavengers of Nature could not exist. When the
variegated varieties ; its leaves are smoother and their atmosphere contained a larger quantity of carbonic acid
margins whiter than most others. This is the sort ga8j and planta thereby obtained a larger proportion of

carbon than they do now, vegetation on the earth at

that period was far mr-re luxuriant and healthy. If

cleanliness is next to godliness—and if, of late years,

education, science, &c, have promoted sanitary measures

in this country, and freed the cleanly portion of the

community from the tormenting attacks of insects—why
should not sanitary measures, when pursued with regard

to vegetation, be attended with equally beneficial results

to plants, and free them also from the attacks of insects!

Were sanitary measures more appreciated by the

Russians, would it be necessary for them to purchase

above 30 tons of flea-powder annually ? Having found

last year that my best Melons were those grown in

manure mixed with coal tar, I have tried further expe-

riments with it. My method is to mix the tar with

is

which was so much admired this year at the Royal
Botanic Society's July show, where a basketful of it

was exhibited. Its trusses of flowers are large and
bright scarlet, and it appears to stand the weather well.

Countess of Warwick and Annie are also both good.

A dwarf variety named variegated Tom Thumb
looked as if it might prove useful for edgings.

As bedding scarlets none seemed better than Attraction

and Royal Dwarf, both excellent varieties for that

purpose. General Simpson is a brilliant scarlet with a

white eye, and Lady Downes also appeared to be a good
addition to that class. Bedding Calceolarias have im-

proved wonderfully of late. We noticed here two large

beds of Prince of Orange in full bloom, a valuable

variety which keeps extremely gay till very Jate in the

autumn. King of Sardinia, crimson, was fine, and so manure when heaped ; and, in preparing the hot beds
were Orange Perfection and Orange Boven ; the

for Cucumber and Melon plants, to pour on every 6 inch

layer of manure put into the frame some coal tar, at thelast is a most beautiful kind. Frecta and Gold-

finder are also both good yellows. The best

blue Lobelia here for bedding purposes was one
named speciosa, a spreading variety with large rich

deep blue flowers. Among Petunias Dr. Andry, one of

the continental striped kinds, looked as if it would be a

good bedder ; Springfield Rival, crimson, and Spring-

field Purple, also appeared to be two desirable varieties

for out-door decoration.

Tn one of the houses Ingram's Princess Royal Gera-

nium was in full bloom ; it is a bright cheerful looking

rosy pink with a lighter coloured centre. The ever

flowering Impatiens Jerdonise was also beautifully in

bloom. Pelargoniums, both plants for exhibition and

rate of 2 gallons for each plant ; on the surface of the

manure from 9 to 12 inches of soil is placed, and then

mixed with one or two shovelfuls of Boghead charcoal.

To those who have had their Cucumber plants dis-

eased, I would recommend the above experiment

feeling convinced, from the fine-flavoured Cucum-

bers grown by me, and the large, healthy foliage

of my plants, that disease, where prevalent, would be

pi evented. Cultivators, of late years, from an

of gain, have been induced to over- stimulate

plants by a constant use of putrescent manures, in order

to increase their amount of produce, forgetting that,

without a due portion of antiseptic carbonaceous matter
young stock, were in excellent condition, and the same

) w j^a 8UCU manures, such plants are predisposed tc

may also be said of Cineraria?. The latter are wintered

here in low frames heated with hot water in pipes led

along the front of them. Pinks, Picotees, and Carna-

tions, of which there are immense quantities here, were

•ndhJTh- '
x i

• . •* u Ti ** «.T 1

™*u""% ' also very healthy and strong. In short, both out doors
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' and in, everything exhibited the best of order and
wyatt, Manor Farm, Deptford, Oct. 4. , . '

Page's Blight Composition.—Will you insert a para-
S^ph in the Chronicle soliciting the opinion of gardeners
generally whether they consider this useful in destroy-

Jpg
insects upon fruit and other trees. I have myself

aded with it, and after immersing insects in it for more
111411

LI 2 hours I found them still alive, whilst I have

keeping.

Miscellaneous.
Mr. Loddiges" Orchids.—A fourth portion of these

was sold by Mr. Stevens, on Tuesday last. They realised

fair prices, as will be seen from the following list of a

disease and the meteorological changes of the atmo-

sphere. My Dahlias, last year, were in a great measure

destroyed by the wireworm ; this year, however, by the

use of Boghead charcoal in the pots, and in the soil

where they were finally planted, they have beea s»

healthy, and their juices rendered bo unpalatable, that

the wireworm has not attacked them. If, as stated,

plants have negative electricity at their roots, and

positive electricity at their leaves, an increase of cj

in the soil must, from increasing the amount of carbon

in some plants, render them better conductors oC elec-

tricity, and, consequently, conduce to their healthy
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growth ; whilst, on the contrary, fin excess of albumen

in thera, from their growth in a putrescent soil, renders

them bad conductors of electricity, and the albumen

becomes more readily decomposed by an excess of

ozone in a warm, moist atmosphere. The concentrated

state of oxygen is ozone, in its action on a Boghead

charcoal, is, I believe, to hasten decomposition, and

furnish plenty of carbon to vegetation ; hence it does

good where an antiseptic carbonaceous manure is used.

I have on former occasions stated diseases in the Vine
and Potato prevailed more in the immediate neighbour-

hood of the sea-const than inland, which I cannot but
consider to be connected with the action of ozone on
such plants, grown in a putrescent soil. Ozone, on the

sea-coast, is nearly always in excess, and the* sea-shore

always being low, there is always a lar^e amount of mois-
ture in the atmosphere near it. All theabove accumulating
coinciding causes appear to me to exert important in-

fluences on vegetation. As the results ofmy experiments
with the ozonometer here may be interesting, I beg to

state them to you. In September, 1855, an ozone paper
which I elevated on a mast 70 feet high, indicated for

four or five days from five fc» six of ozone, whilst another
paper, 15 feet high, during the same period indicated no
uzone. This year, on several occasions the ozone papers,
elevated at different heights, indicated the least amount
of ozone at the greatest height, and the greatest amount
of ozone at the lowest height, as follows (ozonome-
ter 0-10):-

70 feet ...

ft •••

16 n
6 „

... G.O ozone
7 O

... 8.0 ff

• *•

. . .

- •

* • f

• • •

I
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- • *

• • f
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6.50 ozone
8.0

8.50

9.0
It

Ozone in moderation, in a pure atmosphere, I conceive
does good, but its excess where there are heaps of

animal and vegetable matters, &c, is fatal to man and
certain vegetation. In the former case, it is like a wine
glass of tbrandy taken in a tumbler with pure water

;

and in the latter case, hke a large quantity of brandy
taken in a tumbler with sewerage water. John Maiam.
in the Journal of Gas Lighting.

The American Floating Ball Washing Machine*—
This machine, which attracted a good deal of deserved
attention at the Paris Exhibition, where very many of

its counterparts were purchased by the English, is now
being manufactured to a great extent in this country,
and a depot has been opened, Moore's, 133, in Hij»h

Holborn, for the purpose of informing the public as to

the nature of its operations. We have closely inspected

this machine, and seen it at work. A number of
wooden balls,—more or less, according to the trough
in which the clothes are to be washed—are set in

motion by a handle worked by a lever, and which
agitates an apparatus on which the linen is placed.

This movement causes the balls to rub against each
other, but only with sufficient percussion to pound the
material to be cleansed, and by their excentric action

imitate to a nicety all the routine of a washerwoman's
duties. In this way clothes are washed far cleaner
than by the ordinary method, and with singular

rapidity. The threefold operations of pounding, rubbing,
and squeezing are done at the same time ; and as the
floating balls offer only a limited resistance to each
other, the finest fabrics are free from that injury which
is consequent upon the ordinary course of proceeding.
The wear is, moreover, much less ; and not even a button
has, it said, been known to be torn off by the thousands of

the machines now in use throughout Europe and
America. The consumption of soap is smaller, and no
necessity for boiling is necessary, excepting in the case
of extreme foulness. The hands of the operator, which
may be a child, are never immersed in the water, and
consequently there is no fear of that blistering, chapp-
ing, and bleeding of the fingers attendant upon the poor
washerwoman's pursuits. It seems to us an excellent

labour-saving machine, and one the permanent character
of which is alone to be estimated by the wear of the
wood with which it is made. Mechanics 1 Magazine.

Calendar of Operations.
(J?or the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Early Chrysanthemums will

now be in a forward state, and such as show their

buds prominently should be got under glass; if it is

desirable to have them in bloom as soon as possible they

may now safely be placed where a little artificial

warmth can be afforded them. Take care, however,
that they are placed near the glass, well supplied with

manure water, and air given them freely, as anything

in the shape of close confinement will soon ruin them.
Indeed the whole stock of these should now be placed

where it can be covered at night in case of frost ; for

although they will bear more of that than most things,

it is not good policy to leave them to the mercy of the

weather much after this season, unless in favoured

localities. It is better, however, to place them in

skeleton frames, or in a sheltered situation where they

can be covered in case of need, than to huddle them too

thickly together under glass, or to put them, as is some-
times done, under the shade of Vines. See that tree

"Violets are perfectly free from their enemy the red
spider, for if the foliage is allowed to get disfigured at

this season the plants will long remain unsightly after-

wards. Greenhouse.—See that Epacrises and other
winter blooming things are placed in a light part of the
house, where they will be fully exposed to the sun, so
as to get the woud well ripened, and to ensure their

blooming freely. Examine Heaths and anything else

subject to mildew frequently, and apply sulphur imme-
diately the pest can be perceived. Water must be very
carefully applied at this season, especially in the case of

large specimens, for there is much more danger in over-

watering now than when the weather is warmer and the
plants more active ; therefore look over the plants fre-

quently, and never water until it i3 absolutely necessary.

Any of the late growing Heaths which may be in want
of more pot room may still be shifted, but do not

expose them to cold winds, and water very carefully

afterwards, for the roots cannot be expected to progress
very rapidly at this season. Get everything requiring

it nicely tied as soon as possible, so as to give the plants

a neat appearance, and render the house as interesting

as possible, in the absence of any grand display of

blowm. .

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Where evergreens have to be removed let it be done

as soon as circumstances will admit, for the most
favourable season for this kind of work will soon be

past. The scarcer varieties of variegated Geraniums
should not be risked in beds too long ; they had better

be taken up and potted immediately the weather
becomes at all threatening. After potting it will be a

good plan to place them on a gentle bottom heat in a

pit or bouse where the atmosphere can be kept suffi-

ciently dry to prevent the foliage being injured. So
circumstanced they will soon become established, when
they may be stored away for the winter in a cool dry
house where they will be out of the reach of fros*.

Any beds which may have become shabby, and which
are to be planted with bulbs or anything else for spring

decoration, should be cleared at once and replanted.

Keep Grass short and frequently rolled so as in some
measure to prevent the growth of Moss and keep the

surface firm and smooth. Also roll gravel walks

frequently in damp weather so as to render them smooth
and comfortable to walk on.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—If the bottom-heat is obtained partly from

tan and partly from pipes under the bed, as is fre-

quently the case where the pot system of culture is

practised, care must be observed not to get it too strong,

of which there will be some danger, owing to the in-

creased amount of fire-heat that will be necessary soon

after this season. Provided there are means of stopping

the circulation in the pipes under the bed, as there

always should be, the temperature will be very easily

regulated, but where the one set of pipes cannot be
worked without the other the bottom-heat must be fre-

quently examined, especially where fresh tan has lately

been added, and if found to be getting too strong the

pots should be slightly raised, drawing the tan from
about them. Any excess of bottom-heat is very

injurious to Pines at any
particularly so now when
not be so speedily replaced

be the case in spring or summer when the plants

are growing more vigorously, and no care that may be
necessary to secure a steady bottom-heat of about 80°

or 85° should be spared. Give air rather freely on

bright days to plants ripening their fruit, and also to

young stock in a growing state, and do not keep the

latter so warm as to induce anything like weakly growth,
or long thin foliage ; but regulate the temperature
according to the amount of light and the state of the

plants. Where the temperature is maintained by means
of dung linings, the plants must be kept very close to the

glass and rather dry at the root, admitting air as freely

as can be done without lowering the temperature too

much, for there will be nothing gained by growing
plants at this season as freely as it is possible to do in

dung heat. Success in Pine growing is to some extent
dependent upon having a supply of suitable soil, and
fortunatelv this is not difficult to obtain in most neijrh-

bourhoods ; hut the best turf is greatly injured by being

cut and carted in a wet state, therefore see to getting a

good stock laid in before the ground gets saturated with

wet. Vineries.—Attend to last week's directions as to

protecting the borders from heavy rains, and whatever it

may be purposed to do in this way should not be put off

until the ground gets saturated with wet. Keep
houses in which the fruit is ripe dry and coo!, using

gentle fires with a little air when the weather is damp,
and also on cold nights. Be very sparing, however,
in the use of fire heat after the Grapes are fairly ripe,

as most varieties soon shrivel if kept too warm after

they are ripe ; but where the fruit is not yet ripe use

brisk fires with a free circulation of air. Keep Vines
in potSj where the object is to ripen the wocd, rather

dry at the root, with a rather warm dry atmosphere,

and expose them to all the light possible ; and where
' the wood is properly ripened get the plants pruned and
remove thera to a cool situation, but if out of doors
see that the roots are protected from too much wet or

frost.

TTARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Attend to fruit out of doors, looking over it frequently,

and gathering it as it becomes fit, so as to prevent its

being blown down and bruised by high winds. Keep
the fruit room cool and airv ; examine the fruit fre-

quently, and pick out any that are found to be decaying.

Use every possible means to get the wood of Peach and
Nectarine trees well ripened, and where the walls are

fiued a little fire heat should be applied until the leaves

begin to fall freely. Also if the trees are too thick

of young wood, every shoot that will not be wanted at

nailing time should be cut out so as to expose those

left to all the light possible. At'end to former direc-

season, and would be

the injured roots would
by new ones, as would

tions as to root pruning, and where this is required
get it done at once. Root pruning, however, is not

of much service where the subsoil is such that the roots

can strike down into it, and where such is the case it

will be better to lift over-luxuriant trees and concrete the

bottom of the border, as tutting the horizontal roots,

although it might check the gross habit for a season,

would not induce a fruitful habit. Clear off all crops

that are done with, and get the ground manured and
ridged up for the winter ; also see that weeds are de-

stroyed among growing crops, taking advantage of dry

days for this work, and get every corner thoroughly

cleaned, for the weather may soon be less favourable

for this sort of work. Keep Celery rather closely

earthed up, in order to prevent the plants getting iu-

jured by frost.

STATE OP THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON.
Forttie we*k aadt*K Oct. :. ISaC, as obserrea at the Horticultural GarJent.

Sept.
ftlld Oct.

?riJay 26
S«tur. 27

Sunnay:-
Mod. 29
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Oct.

;.;— ncnvy min ; cloudy; very heavy rain at night.

28— Heavy r»in: showers; cloudy.
29— Pine; very line in forenoon ; cloudy ; fine; rain.

30—Very fine; clouh'; showers; fine at night.

1— f-ine: exceedingly fine t nrouehont.
2— Fine ; very fine in forenoon ; cloudy and fine.

Mean temperature oi the wee* J deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During the la«t 30 years, for the enamnjr week, ending Oct. 11,1356
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The nicest temperature durinc the above neriol occurred on the 5th,

1831—therm. 80 deff. : and the lowest on the 5th. 19M), 8tb, 1*»2, 9th, 15-tt,

and I lth, 1S64—therm. 28 »W.

Notices to Correspondents.
GbaPBS: Sub. The evil of which you complain arises from manr

causes, but chiefly from deep ill drained borders. If yours nre

in that condition 'the sooner they are put right the better: lor

•you will never have good Grapes while the state in which they

are in remains unaltered. If the border is not in fault then the

mischief probably arises from cold and damp Inside the house.

If that is the case light a gentle lire occasionally to dry the

atmosphere, and at the same time take care to remove all

berries tl.at have begun to decay, or that are likely to create

damp Covering the outside borders with wooden shutters, or

some material that will keep out wet, will also be found tu

assist in preserving your Grapes in good condition.*

Grkkntiol-k: A Novice. 1. TIih distance of the gla«s is not

objectionable 2. Yes, there will be heat enough in so small a

space 3 Therefore we see no advantage in lowering the

roof". 4. Slate is far better than zinc, which is soft, perishable,

apt to bend and oxidise. Use 4 inch pipes. We do not see how

your single pipe is to work.

Giife* ROSSI J W. This is the most complete instance of a

change of petals, &c, into leaves that we have yet seen. It

permanent it would be a great curiosity though no beauty.

We see it figured in the Flore d?s Serres under the name

of Rosier Bengale a flours vertes. from M. Miellez, who owns

to having received it from some English nursery. Yours?

Heating: W K. A common brick furnace will be found to

answer vour purpose perfectly.*
_

Heliotrope Miss Nigrtinoalk. We have received a note upon

this subject, but as we do not know who the writer is, where

he lives, or what tmst is to be placed in his statement, we

cannot insert his communication. We also have a letter^i

praise of the variety from a nurseryman at Paddington, due

we want the opinion of gardeners only upon a point of BB

•bESniATam* The grubs attacking your Grassia»«
larris of the cockchafter, which have still many mouths.to teed.

Plough up the soil and let the rooks and ducks feast on the

grubs. Any fluid application would only cause them to bury

themselves deeper in the ground for a while.
.

1UAjou em

ploved children to kill the chaffers your f&™*™**\^ * *™

been in this state.-L/ncoZr^r*. The '"^/^^^ed iS ect
attacking the Cucumber are a species, of

p

»Pn?£ts ledjnsect

(Peters)! It is new to us that they injure living Plants - t *

there no mistake in your statement ?) They may be treated in

the same way as thrips or green fly. II

.

„nrvprfl vou
LIMITED Liability: W Mix. Take care of J"J2ttllk£

will lose vour money-that alone is certain. Do you ™n
f «£

would not work such a scheme themselves, instead of trying

to take in gardeners, if it *ould he made to pay.

Names of Fruits : R S Y. Your Grape is tll« ^^^^.Sr
Namks of Plants.- We have been so oftent

obliged toreluctant y

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants ,
that ^entare

to request our correspondents to recollect that we
«»J«

r «»
d

or coull have undertaken an unlimited duty ot * » *"*

Youn* "ardeners, to whom these remarks more especially appi>

,

shonH bear in mind that, before applying to us for «~J^
thev should exhaust their other means of ^"K^mSSsSS
We cannot save them the trouble of examining and tftniu.

for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could All we

can do is to help tbem-and that most willingly. K
£

now requested that in future, not more than £nr pl*n

mav be sent us at one time.-^ Labourer. \ on are doubt^e

aware of|the difficulty in naming bits of young
:

seedun*.

Conifers, 'probably yours is Athrows cupross,>,dee. A

Gorteria, now called Gazania, ngens.— 1 S. T
J® ^'p„bado9

berry.-S T P. The pretty little plant
«

jeutyon from Bubsdo

under the name of the «• Double
,

Line Bel .is ^ .

Ternatea. It is one of the gayest half climbers of the »e*

OAKs:
eW Qnercu. discolor is from North America: som*

think it a variety of Q. tinctoria. .Jf^^ViTfrom
peduncnlata; we are unacquainted witl^

with red. An excellent Peacb.^ ^

Misc.: An Old Sub. Next week.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &e._Manufacturersan.l
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., Ac,
principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Limp.
Coprolites, Ac, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
trill find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, and every

description of Artificial .Manures, Linseed Cakes, Ac.
W.Iwglis Carxe, 10, Mark Lane, London,

REIGATE SILVER SAND, 16* "per ton, less
quantities Is. 6d. per bushel, delivered to any London

Wharf or Railway. PEAT and LOAM, for Ferns, Heaths
Americans, Ac. Samples if required. Terms Cash. Sacks,
25. each, or on hire.

Jony Kknnard, Swan Plaop, Old Kent Road, London.1

THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
at Mr. Lawes1 Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

7/. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 61.—Ollice, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

T ONDON COMPANYMANURE
(Established 1S10)

Beg to call the attention of Agriculturists to their MANURES
FOR AUTUMN SOWING, which by a judicious blending of
Nitrogen with the mineral constituents taken from the soil by
Cereals, produce good crops without exhausting the land.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY also supply genuine
Peruvian Guano direct from importers' warehouses, Sulphate of
Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Superphosphate of Lime, Blood
Manure, and every Artificial Manure of known value.

Edward Purser, Secretary.
40, Bri Jge Stree t. Blackfriars, London.

PATENT WOOL MANURE COMPANY
(Limited).

Capital, 50,0002., in 5000 Shares of 10/. each.

Trustees.
Apsley Pellatt, Esq., M.P., Staines, Middlesex.
Thomas Luce, Esq., M.P., Malraesbury, Wilts.

Directors.
Lord Thomas P. Clinton, 10, Cleveland Square, Hyde Park.
Charles Curling, Esq., Davis Wharf, Southwark, and Clapham
Common, Surrey.

Thomas W. Chaldecott, Esq., 25, Montague Place, Russell
Square.

J. Nottiilge, Esq., Richmond Green, Surrey, and Booking Hall,
Essex.

Joseph Odling, E?q., Barnes, Surrey.

Bankers.—The Bank of London.
Solicitors—Messrs. Batty and Whitehouse, 26, Charles Street,

St. James's Square.
Consulting Chemist.—Dc. Odling, Professor of Practical Chemistry,

Guy's Hospital.

The Directors give notice that this Company is now com-
pletely registered, and thev are, therefore, prepared to receive
ORDERS for the MANURE, price 7L Is. (per ton, net cash,
delivered free to any railway station in London.
Applications for agency in districts not at present represented

'will be entertained ; but only parties able to furnish the highest
references need apply. C. U. Tidbuiut, Secretary.
_81, Gracechurch Street.

HE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY (Ltmitkd).

Trustees.

T
Abp] Smith, Esq., Jan., M.P.,
Walton House, Ware, Herts.

•Charles Diinsdale, Esq., Esseu-
don Place, Herts.

Edward Ball, Esq., M.P.,8, Bel-
grave Road, Pimlico.

Major-Gen. Hall, M.P„ Weston
Colville, Linton, Cambridge.

•John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

Directors.
Chairman—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.

Deputy-Chairman—John Sharp, Esq., Tower Villa, Queen's Road,
Regent's Park.

Edward Bell, Esq.,. Tottenham, Middlesex.
John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury, Essex.
Rtchard Hunt, Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lexham, Norfolk.

Robert Morgan, Esq., 72, Camden Villas. Camden Town.
Thomas Nash, Esq., Great Chesterford, Essex.
James Odaras, Esq., Bishop Stortford, Herts.
John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Pentonville.
George. Savill, Esq., Ingthorpe, near Stamford.

Bankers—Messrs. Barnett, Hoare, & Co.. Lombard Street.

'Solicitors—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex St., Strand.
Secretary and Chemist—James Taylor, Esq., JT.C.S.

Manufactory—Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

BLOOD MANURE FOR WHEAT.
The Directors of the above Company (many of whom are

extensive agriculturists) have great pleasure in acquainting
their friends and the agricultural community, that they have
•now completed their extensive Works and Machinery for the

manufacture of their Manures; and, having secured nearly the
whole of the Blood produced by the butchers of the metropolis,
ftnd a large stock of other necessary materials of the best quality,
they are iiow in a position to supply their Patent Manure of the
highest quality; and, as most of the Directors and many of the

Shareholders are themselves large consumers of the Blood
Manure, their fixed determination to supply nothing but genuine
Quality, cannot fail to afford a guarantee and protection to the
tanner against imposition.
The great value of Blood Manure as a fertiliser may now be

^tisidered as a fully established fact; ever since the first intro-
duction of this valuable fertiliser, the demand has heen greater
than could bo conveniently supplied.
The Blood Manure is composed of bones dissolved in Sulphuric

Acid, to which is added a large quantity of pure blood, specially
prepared to suit various crops, and may either be applied by the
ana or sown broadcast.

** is a very remarkable fact, that the analysis of blood and the
grain of Wheat are nearly identical, as proved by the most
eminent chemists; it contains all the elements which plants
inquire, and when properly prepared and applied, will become

•r»v
SSHnce °f veK^table as well as of animal life.

The highly fertilising properties of Blood have been commented
^pon by Professor Way and others, and the success of the Blood
-uanure for Wheat Crops has been fully proved upon all soils, by
the"e practical experience of numerous agriculturists. Testimonials
•rotn the most eminent agriculturists who have used the Manure
cn*7 be had from the local Agents.

p . Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London.

yp
c* 7*. 105. per ton. free at any Railway or Wharf in L

rrri
t
rections/or use.—From 2 to 4 cwt. per acre, according

wndmon of the soil. It may either be drilled in with the seed

rS?
Wn k^adcast; if the latter it should be well harrowed in.

ondon.
to the

M

A MERICAN STEEL DIGGING FORKS.
GREAT REDUCTION IN PSICES.

Wholesale Agents: Willta31 Dray & Co. Agricultural

Engineers, Swan Lane, Upper Thanus Street.

WARNER'S 4±-inch IMPROVED LIQUID
V* MANURE PUMP,

with Ball Valve, fitted with

1$ inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrought iron
Straps for screwing on to

any ordinary Water-butt or

Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
50*.

IJ-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,

3s. 6d. per foot.

li Gutta Percha Suction,
Is. 9d. per foot.

f Fitted for lead, \ 1 10

gutta percha,
J

1 14

or cast iron Y-2 8
flanged pipe, 1 2
as required. ) 3

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
readv for fixing 2 14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

H
3

34

>1

J*

TT

ft

IT

long 3 „ 3
ditto 3 „
ditto 3 „
ditto 3 „

6
6

6

»

tt
12

3

*z

authorised Agents of the Company,

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and

space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses: they may be fixed, when desired

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER axd SONS,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c. ; also Fire and Garden

Engines, &c. &c—Eugravings sent on application.

LAND DRAINAGE.
R. BAILEY DENTON undertakes the Drainage :

J-7 -A- of Estates by Contract or Commission.—For terms apply
to him, 42, Parliament Street, Westminster.

H^HE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
-L PROVE MENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Hexuy Ker Srtmer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of lloads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of

Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.
2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.
3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EXTHBU CASE.

4. The whole coat of the works and expenses will, in all cases,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-j early
instalments.

6. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiRTy-ONE YEAR3 for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
xu proved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford, Sec.

rpHE LANDOWNERS' WEST OF ENGLAND
JL AND SOUTH WALES LAND DRAINAGE AND IN-
CLOSUKE COMPANY.— Incorporated by Act of Parliament,

1848. Directous.
Chairman,—William Pouter, Esq., Hembnry Fort, near

Iloniton.

The Right Honourable Lord Clinton, ll^anton, Satchville.

Sir John Kenuaway, Bart., Escott, Ottery.

Sir Thomas Tancred, Bart., Strattou House, Cirencester.

Sir Charles Lemon, Bart., M.P., Carclew, Cornwall.

Samuel Trehawke Kekewich, Esq., Peamore, near Exeter.
Richard Meade King, Esq., Pyrland Hall, Taunton.
Richard Sommers Gard, Esq., Rougemont, Exeter.

Thomas Snow, Esq., Frankly n, near Exeter.

Thomas Hussey, E*q., Waybrook, near Alphington.
William Wippell, Esq., Rudway, Thorverton.

John Slogdon, Esq., Southlands, Heavltree.

William Denis Moore, Esq., Pennsylvania, Exeter.

Robert Bradford, Esq., Royal Exchange Buildings, London.
William Cole Cole, Esq., Highfield, Exmonth.
Richard Edward Arden, Esq., Sunbury Park, Middlesex.
Robert Cook, Esq., Park Street, Bath.

Thomas Sheffield. Esq., Palace Gate, Exeter.

William Henry Place, Esq., Gloster Villas, Maida Hill, London.

John Swaflield Orton, Esq., Upper Hamilton Terrace, St. John's

Wood, London.

Tenants for Life, Trustees, Mortgagees, Incumbents of Livings,

&c, can have all works of Draining, Warping, Irrigating, Inclos-

ing, and every other improvement to Land, executed by this

Company by Contract or on Commission. Under the Company's
Act the whole cost of Draining and Improvements can bo pro-

vided by a Charge (taking priority overall others) on the Lands,

redeemable or not at the option of Proprietors.

The extension of Works into nearly all the Counties of

England requiring a larger Capital, the Directors have deter-

mined to issue some of the remaining SHARES of 25/. each,

21. 10s. per share payable on allotment, or the whole amount can

at once be paid up. Dividends paid in the last ten years have

averaged 51. 12s. per cent. Applications for Shares to be made to

the Secretaries.—By order of the Board,
Bidavill & Brodtf, Secretaries.

Offices of the Company, 9, Bedford Circus, Exeter; and

30, Parliament Street, London.

/CONCRETE FOR WALKS AND FLOORS.—
v PORTLAKD ROMAN AND BATH CEMENT AND
GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME in Sacks or Casks, by Railway
or Canal. Redaction in price it Six Tons are taken by Railway,
or a full CATgO by Canal.

Gkeaves & Kershaw, Warwick.—Oct. 4.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.^

HHHOSE who would enjoy their Gardens daring the
-* winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the bam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To live parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It i* necessary, as water dors not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the bides.
The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. WniTK & Brothers,

Milbank Street, Westminster.

COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE am> CHEMISTRY,
and op PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE,37 and

38, Lower Kensington Lane, Kennington, near London,

Principal—J. C. Nksbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts

; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.
Mr. Nksbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

THE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE AND POULTRY
SHOW, 1858.-Th« EIGHTH GREAT ANNUAL EXHI-

BITION of CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, DOMESTIC POULTRY,
and ROOTS, will beheld in Bingley Hall, on TUESDAY, WED-
NESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, the 2d, 3d, 4th, and Bth
of December next; when PRIZES, CUPS, and GOLD and
SILVER MEDALS to the amount of 1000/. will be awarded.

Prize Lists and Certificates of Entrv mav be obtained from
the Secretary. The ENTRIES CLOSE the 1st of November next.

John AIorgas, Secretary.
Offices, BingTey Hall. Birmingham.

QMITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW,O 1856.—The Annual CHRISTMAS SHOW of FAT CATTLE,
SHEEP, and PIGS, will be held on TUESDAY, December 9,
and three following days, at the Bazaar, King Street, Portman
Square, when Prizes and Medals amounting to upwards of 8001.

will he awarded. Non-Members of the Club have the privilege

of Exhibiting on payment of an entrance fee of One Guinea to

the funds of the Club. Members exhibit free.

All entries must be made on the printed form*? of Certificate?,

which will be sent on application to the Hon, Secretary.

Intending: Exhibitors are particularly requested to observe
that the Entries finally close on November 8, and none will be
received after that day.

Lists of thn Prizes offered, with a copy of the Rules and Regu-
lations of Exhibition and all information required, will be sent

post free on application to B. T. Brandreth Girds,
Corner of Halfmoon Street, Piccadilly, London. Hon. Sec.

SEED WHEAT.
MR. MORTON has a few quarters of healthily

grown and perfectly ripened Seed to dispose of. It is of

four sorts :—(1), The Whitfield Ked Straw, and (2). the Fenton—
both white Wheats of good quality and great productiveness, the

latter a good deal shorter strawed than the former; (3), the

Browick ; and (4), the so-called " Tiney's Success"—both produc-

tive varieties of Red Wheat, the former yielding rather the
bulkier, though at the same time the somewhat coarser produce
of the two. They have all been grown on a li^ht sandy soil ; and
in every case it has been a standing crop of bright unmildewed
straw. Price 505. per 4 bushels, including the sack.

Post-office orders to be made payable at Kingston-on-Thames
to John C. Mortox, West Moulsey, Surrey.

Cite &grtcultttral <B<mttt
SA TUBDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1856.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
V V DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £ *. d.

2A in. short 1 ft. 7 in.

The proper seed time of Wheat varies according

to locality. In Sussex we have known Wheat sown
all through April and up till May day, and one of

the best crops we ever heard of was of April Wheat
sown late in April, yielding 48 bushels per acre of

first-rate quality. This was of the harvest of 1865.

As a contrast to this we may refer to the practice

prevalent some years aqo in the higher pnrts of

Gloucestershire, where the youngWheat had brairded

before the harvest home. And Messrs. Hardy tell

us that their first sown Wheat was up a fortnight

since ; and they " sincerely wish it were possible

for them and everybody else to get all their Wheats

sown moderately thin by the end of September."

There are two considerations both tending to

recommend an early seed time : one is the saving

of seed which is certainly effected, because a very

small number of plants if well established before

winter suffice to stock an acre ; and the other

relates to the greater ability of the soil to feed

a plant when the demands upon its stores of

food are spread over a longer period. A plant of

Whea-. sown early will not only exhibit before

winter comes a bulky growth above the ground, but

it will have sent its roots throughout the soil, so

that when the period of growth returns, it is in the

best possible condition to take advantage of growing

weather above and of fertilising matters below.

We do not know whether, if we except the division

into spring and winter Wheats, one sort is more par-
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ticularly adapted for early sowing than another. The
election of sorts most likely ought to be guided

simply by the money value of their produce. That

is the best sort which, taking quantity and quality

together, may be expected to yield moist money per

acre. And there are so many claimants of high

rank in this respect that it is difficult to give them
severally their due. We received two ears of Egyp-
tian Wheat the other day from which we rubbed out

250 grains—probably an unprecedented number.
Certainly these two ears would yield as much flour

as five of average growth—and a difference so great

should open the eyes of farmers to the great range of

produce which the Wheat crop exhibits as the

result of this one circumstance—difference of sort.

In a letter from Woodford, near Kettering, where
Mr. Tiney manages General Arruthnot's farm, we
were told that the Red Wheat introduced last year as
" Tiney's Success," has proved as profitable else-

where as it had done there. Among other places

to which its reputation has extended, orders have
been received from the south of France, where for

quality and for yield it has proved as successful as

in Northamptonshire. And we may refer here to

experiments described by M. Vilmorin in a recent
number of the French Journal of Practical Agricul-
ture, when a number of English and French varieties

were tried against one another with various results
;

the English sorts, however, generally proving most
productive. The Blood-red Wheat yielded 26

J

bushels per acre ; Hicklky's Prolific, 22^ ; Spald-
ing's Red, 22 ; Fenton, 18J ; Victoria, 14£ ; while
singular to relate, a mixture of all the sorts yielded
the most of all, namely, 29J bushels per acre.

Red Wheats are, we think, becoming more
generally sown in this country than white Wheats

;

they are certainly less liable to blights and mildews,
diseases which appear to affect our crops the more as

cultivation increases the fertility of the land. Never-
theless new sorts of white Wheat also are being in-

troduced, and we hear of a sort of remarkable
excellence as proving exceedingly productive on the
same farm to which we owe the red Wheat just

named.
Certainly very great service is done by those who

succeed by selection, care, and cultivation in thus
improving the productiveness of our principal crop.

As a large part of the Barley harvest was in some
districts materially injured by heavy rains, insomuch
that in certain fields it was impossible to find a
single grain which had not sprouted, and where the
crop had not been mowed, those ears which had
been beaten down grew even niorerankly than those
which had been cut, it seemed desirable to try some
experiment as to the germinating qualities of such
injured seeds both as regards malting and sowing.
We accordingly selected from a field which was the
most injured of any in our neighbourhood a fair

sample. Out of 485 seeds which were the subject
of experiment there was not one in which the roots
had not greatly protruded, or in which the acrospire
had not more or less moved. In very few however
was it visible at the tip of the seed. The seed was
thoroughly dried by exposure to a hot sun where
possible, and in the intervals was thinly spread out
in a dry room. It was in fact at the moment of our
experiment in good grinding condition. The seed
was then divided into two portions ; 185 were com-
mitted to the earth, and the remaining 300 steeped
as for malt. In the first case 100 were placed in a
pan without any drainage. After 11 days only 17
had sprouted, and of these only 11 perfectly. Of
the 85 which were placed in a pot with drainage 71
sprouted perfectly, 12 imperfectly, and two only
refused to sprout at all. The 71 plants were healthy,
and would doubtless have yielded as well as others
which had never been damaged. The 300 grains
were steeped for 40 hours, and then laid seven days
in Couch, the time during which it is not allowed
by the Excise laws to sprinkle malt. By some means
or other eiiht of the grains were lost. Of the
remaining 292, 155 threw out the acrospire
without any root, 42 threw out a root with
no acrospire, 31 threw out both, and 64 did
not germinate at all, but first turned rose-
coloured, as in the Wheat described in a late number,
and these were covered with Penicillinm glaucum
and an obscure Mucor.* The 42 which in malting
threw out roots only germinated strongly when
placed in soil, but in the greater part of the 155
which had thrown out no fresh roots, the acrospire
only increased in length, without any further deve-
lopment of roots. On the whole, then, as far as the
experiment goes, such seed would answer as seed
Barley in properly drained land ; and for malting,
though it could not be expected to produce a fine

• The Mucor was very sparingly branched, with minute
globose heads, a columella of the same form, and minnre
-poriuia about ^ of an inch long. The vesicles were first
#hite then yellow, and ultimately black.

article, as there would be always some mouldy
grains, it might answer very well for domestic
purposes, or where a very pale beer was not desired.

Indeed some 20 years ago we remember some ex-

cellent beer being made from Barley which was so

grown as to be unsaleable. In the sample on which
we experimented the germination had proceeded so

far, that were it consistent with the Excise laws, or

could they be relaxed on petition, the Barley needed
only to be placed upon the kiln to make a very fair

article. The newsteeping, however, did not seem to do
much injury, for the water in which the Barley was
steeped roughly tested with sulphate of copper
and solution of potash g.tve when boiled no red

tint. The greatest drawback seemed to be the

growth of mould upon those seeds which refused

to germinate again. On principles which we shall

mention presently we were quite prepared for a

tolerably favourable result, though the following

curious circumstance was rather against it. A
maltster in our neighbourhood, being completely
out of stock, was obliged to make a steeping during
the hot weather. His floor, from disuse, was per-

fectly dry, and he neglected to wet it before the

Barley was laid in Couch. The moisture was,
in consequence, so rapidly extracted from the

Barley that it would not germinate kindly, and
it was impossible to add any water, as it would
have infringed upon the Excise laws. Conse-
quently, it was left till the end of the seven days,

and the malt when sprinkled thus became one mass
of mould.

It may at first seem surprising that the Barley
should be capable of germination a second time, as

it is contrary to the nature of most seeds. But it

must be remembered that the seeds of corn are

differently constructed from those of other plants.

If a seed just germinating is carefully divided, it

will be found that the active point from whence the

acrospire and rootlets spring is attached to a little

saucer-shaped or plano-convex disc which is in

intimate contact with the mealv contents of the

seed. As soon as the grain swells with moisture,

and the starch begins to assume the condition of

sugar or other chemical forms, this disc, like a
placenta, imbibes the nutritious matter and stimu-

lates the acrospire and rootlets into growth. This
disc is, in fact (according to Richard, whose views
the writer of the present article has adopted after

an attentive examination of the germination of

many endogenous plants),f the true radicle, or radicu-

lar end, as it is called. The rootlets are merely
adventitious, supplemental that is to the true radicle.

In consequence, though the rootlets may be destroyed

and dried up, so as to be capable of being rubbed
into powder, the true root is still intact and ready to

convey nourishment again when the starch is again

placed in circumstances to undergo those chemical
changes which precede or accompany germina-
tion. New rootlets may, therefore, be thrown
out, and replace the old ones perfectly, or if the

base of the embryo have suffered so that no new
rootlets are thrown out, the disc has still activity

enough to nourish the acrospire, and longer continued
experiments would in all probability have demon-
strated the growth of new adventitious roots from a
higher portion of the axis.

The practical view of the case is of much im-
portance. Did not good Barley realise so great

a price, the loss experienced from grown Barley,

where it is possible to get it dry without heating or

moulding, would not be great. The agriculturist

has often wished for permission to malt his Barley
without duty for purposes of feeding, and the work
is done for him already, and where there was not
too great anxiety to carry before the grain was
propei ly dry, there has been no chance either of

heating or of mould. We will conclude our obser-

vations with a word of caution. It is well known
that an equal quantity of malt and Barley mixed
together will make excellent beer in consequence of

the action of the diastase of the malt upon the raw
grain. Some farmers within our knowledge have
stated their intention of using sprouted Barley in

the same way, as a mixture with malt. It would
be well for them to ascertain first whether such
mixture is legal.J Such Barley as we examined is

really malt, and its use might incur much trouble

and expense. It would be well, therefore, to act

under competent advice or not at all. 31. J. B.

Our correspondents Messrs. Hardy and Son have
been taken to task by Mr. Baker of Writtle for the

faulty estimate, as he believes, at which they pu^

t In a practical point of view it is of no consequence whether
the disc be considered radicle or coryledon, as its office remains
exactly the same.

% Application has been made within oar knowledge for per-
mission to kiln-dry sprouted Barley for the use of cattle, with
what result we have not yet heard, nor do we quite see the
advantage gained except there is fear of heatiug. An ex-

Iperienced excise officer has informed us that there is great doubt
about the legality of brewing with sprouted Barley.

the cost of autumn cleaning stubbles. They are not

responsible for the whole of the statement which
appeared on the subject in this Paper a week or two
ago, and the letter from them in our last week's
columns fairly represents and vindicates the state-

ment which they originally made. Mr. Baker
estimates the process as costing twice as much as

what they put it at. " The expense," he says, "of
my operation is as under :

—

To hroadsharing 4 inches deep— four horses at 3s. &?.,

and one man, 3£ acres per day, 53. 6d. per acre, in-

cluding irons of implement
To ditto crossways, with three horses, at 3*. 6d.

Harrowing
To burning in 4-rod heaps at 8J., 40 heaps to each

statute acre
Spreading, at \{d
Eight trusses of straw, at6J.
Wood or bushes

£. s. <f

• * >

• f

• • •

• t

• * •

• * •

• * P

• ••

• • -

o >

3
6

6

9

* • • t • • - - t

1 G
4

4
4

8

2

Cost per acre £2 8 7

"It will be seen that the foregoing is rather an expensive
process ; but it must be borne in mind that the land becomes at

once cleaned and manured. The latter has been tested, and is

found, upon the first crop, equal in effect to li cwt. of guano per
acre; the subsequent effects are visible for several years, and the

land can be tilled at a considerably less sum, by reason of its

working more easily."

Now this is a very much more costly as well as a

much more efficient operation than is generally con-

templated. What is generally wanted is merely a

superficial operation. The paring need not cost

one-half so much as is here put down, and neither

need the burning. Of course if it be desired

to roast the soil throughout its depth a cost may be

incurred per acre exceeding even Mr. Baker's or

any other estimate, according to the quantity of the

material to be burned; but if the object be merely

to destroy the surface filth and the seeds which it

contains, and spread the ashes, leaving the land

ready for such ploughing and other cultivation as

may be deemed advisable before winter, it can be
done for a sum less, than 20s. an acre, unless the

weather be exceedingly unpropitious. We had

upwards of 100 acres of old turf pared and burned

one season at a cost less than 30s. per acre—the

paring (it was done by the breast-plough) was pu*

at 12s. to 15s. per acre—the burning at 12s. an

acre, and the remainder, 3s. or 4s., was the price

agreed on for spreading the ashes. Now, it is

absurd to suppose that the paring and burning of

stubble need cost much more than half as much as

the paring and burning of old turf. In the first

place, the paring by horse-power need not co3t

above 4s. an ac»e, and though it were done by the

breast-plough, it need not cost more than 7s. an

acre. That is what it costs in Gloucestershire

—

the operation is a common one in the Cotteswold

district, and we have this week seen it going on,

the master having promised 6s. and the men expect-

ing 7s. per acre for it—and if the weather be dry the

subsequent burning after the harrows have been

over it does not cost 10s. an acre : the whole

operation being within the sum named by Messrs-

Hardy.

Considerable displeasure has been excited by the

address of one of the judges at the Athlone meeting

of the Royal Agricultural Improvement Society ot

Ireland. Mr. Torr, well known as an agriculturist of

high standing, who officiated on that occasion, took

it upon him to condemn the agricultural implement

makers of the country for objecting to the competi-

tion to which their implements have been subjected

at the annual meetings of our agricultural societies,^

where from a few hours' or even a few minutes

observation of its performance, judges venture to

pronounce upon the merits of an agricultural

machine.
Mr. Torr is reported to have spoken on this point

in the following terms :—" He had to tell them that

the implement makers of England had combined

and formed an organisation to prevent competition

in the implement class. In his opinion they were

acting most ungratefully to the Royal Agricultural

Society by pursuing such a course of conduct. Many

of the large and eminent makers, in the pursuit ot a

vety lucrative business, had risen to a position wnicn.

they did not wish to lose, and feared that if they

competed they might be beaten by some one of the

little fellows. The originators of this combination

attempted to explain away this resolution by tn

e

apparently magnanimous declaration that they di

not want money prizes at all; but the truth was,

that they defied to avoid competition and exhibi-

tion altogether. He held that where there was no

competition there could be no sure test for decision

upon merit." ..

Messrs. Howard, of Bedford, very properly, as it

appears to us, protest against the unfairness of tni*

statement. " So far," they say, " from there being a

combination to prevent competition, the reverse is tne

fact ; in proof of which a deputation of the leading

firms waited upon the council of the Royal Agncui

tura

s

irms waited upon the council or tne rtoyai *&"*"

ural Society of England, in November last, urging tne

cciety, among other things, to grant a more extenaeu
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trial to, and a more minute inspection of, the imple-

ments and machines for which prizes were offered.

That to which the implement makers are opposed

is the system of awards altogether without, or with

very imperfect, trials. A few years hence it will

not be credited that at agricultural meetings of the

present day the relative merits of agricultural im-

plements were decided frequently without trials
;

and where such did take place, three minutes

sufficed for the trial of a chaff-machine, 20 sheaves

for a threshing-machine, two or three bouts for a

plough, and 20 yards for a scarifier ; and so on
through the whole class."

It is plain that the classification of implements,

by which one division only of the whole series is

tried each year, is a great improvement on the

system which has hitheito prevailed. A full and
adequate trial of their machines is what manu-
facturers have desired, and their efforts to obtain it

have gained very considerable success in the arrange-

ment to which they have led, which was first adopted

at Chelmsford, where a portion only of the imple-

ments were submitted to examination—an examina-
tion trustworthy in proportion to the greater time

and attention which were thus secured for it. So
far frUrn their customers having any reason to

sympathise with Mr. Torr in his mistaken criticism

on this movement of the agricultural machine
makers, they have every reason to be satisfied with
the result to which it has led.

Messrs. Howard add: — <: The new arrange-

ment was for the first time carried out at the

late meeting at Chelmsford ; and the order and
regularity with which the trials were conducted
contrasted most favourably with the proceed-
ings of former meetings. We think that all who
witnessed the trials at Chelmsford must have been
convinced that the new arrangement was a great

improvement, and worthy the adoption of other

agricultural societies. It may be argued that other

societies cannot afford the expense of the necessary

testing apparatus, nor the time and cost of lengthened
trials. If so, they had better not offer prizes ; for

in such matters what is worth doing at all is worth
doing well"

FAILURE OF THE SWEDE CROP.
The injury sustained by the Swede crop must be

seriously felt, and the failure will be greater this year than
it has been for many past seasons. When the plant was
yet in its infancy the fly began its destructive work with
great energy, causing a deficiency and in many cases a

tot d failure of the plant. This was succeeded by the long
drought of July, which completely dried up and withered
the leaves, leaving scarcely any signs of vegetation. I

am now speaking of the Swedish variety, though the

common Turnip is but little better. The next enemy
which presented itself was the Black Palmer, though I

believe this insect was not very generally seen ; it had,
however, scarcely disappeared when the grub attacked
the plants, leaving the ground almost in a state of

nakedness. This grub gnaws the roots of the Swede. I

have not as yet noticed it in the common Turnip, but it

has sadly destroyed the Carrots in the same manner as

the Swede. Seeing the many evils to which this root

has been exposed this season, the failure is not to be

wondered at, and our only way to evade the evil is by

finding a substitute.

Many persons advocate the growth of Potatoes, as

they are a better paying crop and leave the ground in

a clean state for the succeeding corn crop, but they are

not generally used as food for live stock ; moreover
it is an uncertain crop, being liable to disease.

To raise a good crop of Potatoes we require a very

equal temperature, which we seldom experience in this

uncertain climate. Farmers are generally becoming
more alive to the real value of the Mangel Wurze), it

being more extensively cultivated, and is this year
looking well considering the dry weather we have had.

One of my reasons for writing on the present subject is

to show that the Mangel Wurzel root may be made a
good substitute for the Swedish Turnip, which is year
hy year becoming more difficult to raise on land which
has continuously grown this root, for we see a pro-

gressive depreciation take place both in the quality and
quantity of this root, not to speak of the numerous
enemies which every season attack it. This being I

ni*y say an established fact, we can only remedy the
evil by a complete change in the rotation of our green
crops. The Mangel Wurzel root is the first which
Presents itself to our notice, and I will now speak of the

advantages it possesses over the Swede and other roots.

%
Firstly, our climate is particularly advantageous to

its growth, as it Flourishes without interruption in a
showery season and moderate temperature like our own,
aQd it also withstands a long drought better than any
pther root crop, as it is able to support itself by deriv-
ino moisture trom the atmosphere. Then, again, it is

seldom injured by the insects which infest the Swede
prop, such as the fly, grub, &c, and the reason why it
18 not so subject to be damaged by insects is because of
'to rapid growth, they not having time to destroy it to
any extent during the infancy of the plant ; iu case a
°ss of plant should occur the deficiency can be supplied
y transplanting the root after they attain a good size.
oreover, it does not require an amelioration of the

( soil by chalk, lime, or marl, it being never subject to
fingers and toes like the Swede, which renders this

root highly valuable to those who cannot grow the
Turnip through want of chalk, lime, or marl, which is

always an expensive operation for the tenant farmer.
There is not much difference in the expense of cultiva-

tion of the two crops, but in the yield Mangel Wurzel
will prove most valuable, as with the same culture and
manure as the Swede would require, you would raise

one-third more Mangel Wurze!, that is^ to say, if your
soil was good and climate favourable.

It can also be grown with as much success after a catch

crop of Vetches, &c, as the Swede, but your land

must be in a state of cleanliness, as time will not allow

you to give more than one ploughing. It may be sown
as late as the end of May ; one advantage of late sowing
being that they do not run to seed so much as when
sown early, besides being able to cultivate them after a

cattle crop.

This root will also keep in a state of perfection for

many mouths, and is highly valuable as winter food for

cattle, possessing more nourishment than the Swede.
There is a mistaken idea existing amongst agriculturists

that it is not fit for feeding purposes until after Christmas,
and some go so far as to say not till the following spring,

but it has been discovered that the cause of its not
agreeing with cattle did not arise with the roots

but in the mode of application. By giving with them
some produce which possesses binding constituents to

counteract the relaxing effect produced by the Mangel,
then the real feeding value of this root will be obtained.

Carrots are said by some to be a good crop to culti-

vate instead of the Swede, but are very expensive to

grow as a root crop for feeding purposes.

Upon the proper rotation of crops the main success

of agriculture depends ; will it not then be attended

with success to change the rotation of our root crop'?

So strong is my opinion that a change is wanted that it

has induced me to write this article that it may be the

means of arousing the attention of agriculturists to an

investigation and inquiry on the subject, which may be

beneficial to the agricultural community. John J. E.

Robertson, Bicrsledon, Southampton.

farms can so live, how might they live, what might
they not net were the land brought under a better

economy ? Example is more than any other the one
thing needful ; and farms well conducted dotted over

the land would certainly do much good. A farm of a
hundred acres here and there would fully answer the

purpose ; a larger one would not convey the lessons we
would inculcate to the smaller holders of land, it would
not be suitable to the extent of their holdings, and a
smaller one would not pay for its management. I should
be glad to undertake such a one ; I have the heart for

the thing, and I trust the capacity for it, but I have not

;
the capital. Would any one make up this deficiency

and join me in the undertaking ? 500Z. would suffice for

j

such an essay ; and with this, capital on 100 acres I have
!
every confidence that over 20 per cent, would be cleared.

I would guarantee 10 per cent, as the minimum of his

share to my sleeping partner, and this I could secure on
a small income of my own. /. M. Goodiff, Scrably, County
Cavan.

P.S. By Mr. Butt's census of 1835 the average value
of produce in Great Britain per acre amounted to

il. Is. Id.y while that in Ireland was only 21. 9s. 3d. Is

there not room for improvement ? I believe the relative

value has not increased in Ireland since that year. From
the failure of the Potato, and the late distress of the

people, I should think it had rather deteriorated. The
extraordinary prices of the last two years are exceptions-

INFLUENCE OF EXAMPLE ON IRISH
AGRICULTURE.

It is really reviving, in an ill-cultivated and semi-

barbarous district, to hear the delight, the remarks, the

prayers, the praises of every passer by on a tolerably well

tilled vegetable garden, newly reclaimed from a cold wet

plastic clay. AH stop to admire it and express wonder

at the sudden change that has been brought about ; the

admiration and gratification is iu excess, each contem-

plates it as though it were his own. It is on the road

I

side, in a manner fenceless, nothing that could keep out

a pilferer, yet every vegetable, dearly coveted as it may
be, and tempting as Carrots, Peas, Beans, Parsnips, and

Onions are, is safe ; the feeling prevails that after so

much labour and so successful an effort it would be

cruel to rob it, it would be a shame to spoil it ; ihe

regularity of its rows, for all are rowed, the order that

prevails and the taste, little as it is, displayed in it are

so attractive to them that no phrase can be, they think,

strong enough to note their approbation of the old fellow

under whose hands it has been created. I do not think

anything could argue better for the coming prosperity

of the country than the spirit in which this garden is

regarded. The farming of the occupier of this garden

also draws sufficient attention and approval to encourage

much expectation ;
" 'tis he only knows how to manage

land," " 'tis a pity he has not more of it," are the every-

day expressions of all who pass along or stop to gaze.

Am I too sanguine in my expectations when I think

that it only requires example and encouragement to

carry out the highest improvements here \ The taste for

them certainly exists, the practice is what we want to

institute with nine-tenths of cuv farmers. The only vege-

table save the eternal Potato—which, as the staple crop

and a bread fruit, ought not to be so classed, and is not

so in Ireland— the only vegetable of the peasant's garden

is the Cabbage, the only fruit the Blackberry, the only

tillage in his field Potatoes and Oats, the exceptions are

a little Turnip, Clover, and Vetches, with possibly here

and there, sufficient only to say trash things be, Mangel
Wurzel. I am speaking of the country generally. On
nine-tenths of the land the old system of Potatoes is

followed by successive crops of Oats as long as the

fertility of the soil and the encroachment of weeds will

permit ; and then these left in the full possession of the

soil, without any interloping of seeds, till its fruitfulness

is restored by the fertilisers that kind and generous

Nature gives. In all deserts there are no doubt oases
;

such are to be found in Ireland, but it is in the superior

lands in the hands of the more wealthy yeomanry and
in the vicinity of landlords' residences ; the eastern

parts of Ireland being more favoured, the (by very far)

larger proportion of the country, say nine-tenths, be

they small or larger holdings, is under this execrable

mismanagement ; and yet, such is the fertility of the

poU, that men holding 50 or 60 acres of land are able to

live with as much comfort as they desire and to indulge,

more frequently than is decorous, in the excessive use

of whisky. Let me not, however, be supposed to attri-

bute general drunkenness to this people ; the Irish in

Ireland, comparatively with English and Scotch in

England and Scotland, do not drink. With them it is

raher an occasional excess.

If then under a system in which one-half of the land

is in an almost unproductive state, and a great deal of

the rest producing but indifferent crops, the holders of

Home Correspondence.
BoydelVs Steam Locomotive.—I think " W. B." mis-

understands the nature of a wheel when he says, " the
fulcrum is the bottom of the wheel where it rests on the

ground ;" and that " the velocity of the top of the

wheel is double that of the bottom." The fulcrum of a
wheel is the axle, and the velocity of the circumference
of a wheel is precisely the same at the bottom as at the

top, or any other part of its circumference. [This i&

confounding angular velocity with actual movement
forwards—unless the wheel drags it is plain that when
rolling over the ground it is always stationary

at the point of contact.] There is no witch-

craft in the matter, and if " W. B." will assist Mr.
Boydell in trying the experiment, it may benefit

both. Let them take a plumb-line and suspend it from
the frame of a four-wheeled carriage so tkat it hangs
plumb with the centre of the axle ; then move the

carriage forward 6 inches, and they will find that the

top of the wheel has moved 6 inches on ore side, and the
bottom of the wheel 6 inches on the other side of the

plumb line. Their velocities are equal, and it is utterly

impossible it can be otherwise. Mr. Boydell, at p. 572,
states the power of the engine equal to drawing 4080 lbs.

over a pulley 132 feet per minute. This is 538,560 lbs.

raised I foot per minute, or exactly 16-horse power.

Now, it is clear that no combination of machinery can
increase the power, and if Mr. Boydell will apply the

dynamometer and ascertain the strain required to drag
the p'oughs at Hounslow he will find the loss entailed

by using his engine to be enormous. But he will add to

the value of the experiment if he will apply an indicator

to his steam cylinder and ascertain the power required

to move the wheels at the usual speed, the wheels being

kept clear of the ground by supporting the whole engine.

He will then see more clearly the mistake he has made
in using such a machine for steam ploughing. I think
" G. P. S." makes an error when he states—" The
power of traction of the machine is measured by and is

equal to the friction or bite on the ground of its driving

wheels ;" he ought to have added * less the power
required to move the engine itself," because the friction

of the driving wheels on the ground varies with the

nature of the ground and the weight of the engine ;

and these may absorb the whole power of the engine, so-

as to leave no tractive power. I am afraid this is

nearly the case with Mr. Boydell's engine, that the

greater part of the power produced in the boiler is used
to move the machine, and it never can be an econo-

mical means of steam ploughing. R. S. N., Gateshead-

on-Tyne.

Labour and Poor Rates.—Being a constant reader of

your Paper and a tenant farmer in England, I have
been expecting an answer to Mr. Martin Doyle's asser-

tion of a fortnight since, " that in England the price

of labour is regulated by the price of bread." This
assertion is utterly unfounded, and were he in my position

Mr. M. Doyle would soon find out the well-known fact

that labour, like everything else, is only regulated by the

common rule of supply and demand. In your last

week's Paper Mr. M. Doyle compares the carrying out of

the Poor-law in England with that in Ireland, praising

up our benevolent plan as compared with the harsh

plan in Ireland. Having carefully compared the two

plans I can assert that the Irish plan ia far superior to-

the English, and that our present system is the curse of

the country ; we are daily getting nearer to the old

system, and our population is and will be, " till we adopt

he Irish plan," steeped in pauperism. Mr. M.Doyle
quotes cases ; he is quite wrong in thinking the guardians

ought to have given out-door relief ; they did what was
right, these might have been cases for private charity

but not for poor-rate?. If Mr. M. Doyle lived in a
country parish in England he would soon see how the

giving out-door relief to one old man pauperises his

children and grand-children. The natural laws are
that the improvident should suffer ; let us with poora*-

rates keep such improvident persons from starving by
" giving them indoor relief," but we must leave the rest

to private charity. As Mr. Martin Doyle shows such
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great ignorance of England in the present day, 1 hope fanning was

that yon will enlighten our minds with an article in
JJJanoro Jjjj

your Paper to confute these statements, which are liable

to do mischief not only in England but also in Ireland.

A Tenant farmer.

Early Harvesting.—The extreme importance of early

harvesting was never more apparent than during this

tempestuous weather, which threatens to prevent the

reaping of the large residuary portion of the corn crop

altogether. Seed time, growth, and harvest may be

compared, in a sense, to a voyage. It is of importance

in the one case as in the other to bring the business to a

speedy, safe, and satisfactory conclusion. Now, a late

harvest is not safe, and it is not always satisfactory.

The grain is often shed in tiie process of cutting, from
over ripeness, to an injurious extent. It is shed by the

wind; it is consumed by birds and vermin ; it is injured

by the occurrence of foul weather. The loss is both

direct and indirect. The undue continuance of the

grain unharvested occasions great anxiety. It prevents

the preparation of the soil for the forthcoming crop. I

can recollect oftener than once to have seen the grain

sprouting and the green Grass growing up amid and
into the corn sheaves, the ruin of the hopes of the

husbandman, and the consequent scarcity. As a general

rule, a late harvest-cutting is wholly unnecessary. It has

been proved by experimental trials by competent persons
—trials ofwhich the particulars have been given in various

journals—that it is not necessary, in order to realise

the greatest produce, to wait until the crops shall be

what is termed " dead ripe." These experiments are
detailed, for example, in the Gardeners' Chronicle. It

has been shown that crops, ?'. e. corn, cut green, gave
as great a yield as when they were cut dead ripe ; and
it has been very satisfactorily shown by inspection

and weighings, and otherwise testing the yield, that

that yield was greatest and most satisfactory when corn
was reaped when the stalks or stems were on the turn
as to colour : in other words, that when the corn was
cut partially ripe, as it seemed, that it winnowed and
ripened in the sheaf, and it was ready to remove off the

ground perhaps by the time that people practising the

ordinary dilatory process would be thinking of cutting

their grain for the first time. The great importance of

an early harvest is otherwise apparent in the circum-
stance that as the grain would be ready for the sickle

and come in at different times, the work would be dis-

tributed over a longer period, and the same pressure
for hands would not be felt as now when every one
almost wishes to cut his grain at the same time. There
is obviously a greater choice of weather also. It is

not long since I saw the grain over a wide
tract of country, if cut early, quite ready for

the sickle ; but kept waiting for the dilatory

period when certainly much of it would be lost. As it

is, the yearly and collective losses from dilatory harvest-
ing are sometimes enormous, and quite beyond my
ability to calculate. It appears to be a natural law
that the grains which are raised

that it iii'titioiKl manures; and he had Been letter

rdeners' Chronicle—stating there were some hopes of a

mbSing iruano coming into notice, and courting the
attention of agriculturists. In its last leading article that

Journal, though it did not venture to say that this composition,
which resembled guano in colour and smell, could as yet be
safely recommended to the agriculturists, nevertheless it was
one which it trusted would engage his attention, for, if it were
no greater boon to the agriculturists, it would be a home substi-

tute for guano. At the same time, the question was not yet ripe

for discussion. There were many kinds even of guano, and it

was well known that that of Bolivia and Peru was better than
that of Ichaboe; so that even between guanoes there was con-

siders hie difference in point of quality ; and any substitute could

not bo safely recommended until its fertilising qualities were
more severely and accurately tested.

[On this we must observe that Mr. Howard seems to

have mistaken the design of the remarks to which he

refers above. Our object certainly was anything

rather than to encourage the farmer to believe that in

the case described a manure was offered which might

successfully compete with guano and so cheapen it.]

Farmers* Clubs.
Wirkswortii.—The following paragraphs conclude

Mr. Abbott's lecture on Cheese Making.
The Dairy Room.— It is very common for farmers to

make the cheese in the kitchen, where all the cooking

and washing operations are carried on. There is

much error in this ; it may do very well in the winter

months when warmth is required, and when the farmers

generally make but little cheese, but in the summer
months the cheese ought to be made in a room shaded

j

from the sun, with little fire, and no cooking or washing

for the family to 03 allowed, and everything kept per-

fectly clean and sweet, as milk is more easily contamin-

ated with the slightest impurities than any other substance

in common use. In this room the cheese ought to be

made, and also kept in it, or an adjoining room which
is cool, say about 50°, and free from draughts or currents

of air, for two or three weeks after it is made so as to

dry gradually ; for if it be taken immediately to a hot

room the sudden change will cause the tender cheese

to crack, and be a source of trouble and annoyance from

the cheese maggot.
The Cheese Room—or the room where the cheese

is dried and got into that state which makes it ready

for the market. The room should not be very warm,
for if such is the case it will cause some of the cheese

to rise and injure the flavour.

particulars ot my plan. All my cheese is entered into

a book, an account kept in a tabular form, stating each

day the quantity of milk in gallons, the heat when put

together, the quantity of curd in pounds, and the number
of cheeses made of each size, and such remarks made
upon each day's make as'may be considered necessary.

Every cheese is dated, with a character for the month
and figures for the day of the month, so that I can refer

to any cheese at any future day (while in my possession),

and tell how it was made.

For marking the cheese I use the letter U made of

wire for the month, which by altering its position, will

serve for every month in the year, and figures made of

wire for the day of the month. Thus, for

Jan. 25th—25 Feb. 25th— C25 Mar. 23th—25
U

April 25th—25p , &c.

I could refer you to different parties who have adopted

this mode of making cheese who now make a first-rate

article, where before they found it impossible to make
cheese " stand," although on other farujs, they had lad

no difficulty in making good cheese.

On the place I now occupy, my predecessors procured

the most experienced dairy-maids from different parts of

the county, and yet could never make the cheese do

well. Any one may examine my dairy and see if such

is the case now. This shows the importnnce_of the

system where there is difficulty in making the cheese

stand."

It has always been my plan to purchase small cows

for the dairy, believing them to be the most profitable.

For instance : two small cows make together from eight

to nine cwt. of cheese per annum. The large deep

milking cow would probably make in the same time

from 5 to G cwt., but would consume quite as much
food as the two small ones put together, aud sink more

in value. This I have proved by experiment ; conse-

quently, I decidedly prefer the small cow for the dairy.

My dairy consists of from 30 to 40 cows, and average

per cow per annum, about 575 gallons of milk, 740 lbs.

of curd, and from 4} to A\ cwt. of cheese.

district will ripen earlier if sown in a late district,

than would seed which was raised in the late district.

For this and other reasons, then, it will be desirable to

change the seed often. The advantages of early and
judicious sowing, thorough draining, manuring, pul-
verising the soil, and prompt reaping are well known.

this room should be about 60°, or if it never falls in

winter below 50° there will not be much harm done to

the cheese. Light should be excluded to prevent the

mischievous effect of the flv, and 1 think it is best to

exclude the air also.

I do not promise you that by adopting

making cheese you will always obtain the

the market.* Perhaps some few others who make upon

the old svstem may get as much per cwt. as these who
make according to this plan. JNor will you be able to

make every cheese of the dairy of uniform flavour and
in an early

j

quality ; 1 consider the latter to be impossible under

Miscellaneous.
Testimonial to Mr. Mechi.—A proposal is on foot for

a testimonial to the enterprising and hospitable owner of

Tiptree Hall. Without entering into the question

I think the heat of f whether everything that Mr. Mechi does at Tiptree,

this mode of

best price in

any system, for there are so many things that affect the

in the way of practical farming, is so correct and per-

fect that it ought to be followed up everywhere, and his

dogmas universally adopted, it must be admitted, even

by those who sueer and doubt, that he has done a

great deal for the improvement of agriculture. Feeling

this, a committee has been formed, comprising Mr.

James Beadel, Mr. H. Dixon, and others in this

county, Mr. Allen Ransome, in Suffolk, and several

leading agriculturists in other districts, with Mr. Batson,

of Combe Down, Bath, as chairman, to give expression

to the public « appreciation of his efforts to assist in

agricultural progress as well as his undeviating hospi-

tality." A purpose thus modestly worded is calculated

pasturage, Turnips, the dressing given to land by artifi-

cial manures, close, hot, sultry weather, &c, all of

which seriously injure the flavour and quality of the

milk before it is drawn from the cows. But I do believe

They all concur in furtherance of the practice of early that if you carefully carry out this method, you will

harvesting. Great however as is the importance of make very fat cheese, and about a fifth more in quantity
these and other procedures, past, present, and to come,
the simple insistance per se on tiie practice of early
harvesting I look upon as more important than any of
them. Indolence, prejudice, and the most unwarrantable
dilatoriness in this cold, wet, precarious climate are the
means of yearly taking the bread out of the mouths of

thousands. As a general rule the month of August
should show the great majority of the grain-bearing
fields denuded of their produce. And assuredly no
Mngle field of corn in any situation should await the
reaper's hand by the arrival of the cold short days and
windy rainy weather of the autumnal equinox. Henry
M'Oormac, M.D., Belfast, Sept. 28.

quality of the milk, such as the different plants in
|

to un jte ju tjJe testimony ail the friends of agricul
""

" "" " '" ---»» -«
tural improvement—all who have sat as guests at the

annual festivals of Tiptree ; and it is to be hoped that

the subscription, which is to be confined to a guinea

each, and to close at the end of the year, will place in

the Hall some memorial of the " gatherings " that will

do credit to the agricultural spirit of the county.

—

Chelmsford Chronicle.

Agriculture in Irancc holds the first place in the

production of national wealth , it employs 25 million

hands, and produces in value, every year, upwards of

than some of the old systems of making cheese.*}*

Some one may ask, Why is it that cheese made on

your system, being so rich in butter, does not fetch a

higher price in the market than others ? My answer to

that question would be this : That I never yet found
j

350,0 millions of pounds. This immense mass ot

that the consumers gave much preference to very fat
j

produce, in which Wheat figures to the amount of 56

cheese (at least the great bulk of them) ; they have million pounds is, nevertheless, not sufficient to prevent

been accustomed to cheese moderately rich, and from
j
tne cou

long use they seem to prefer it, or at all events to like

it quite as well, as far as my experience goes. For

the country from going abroad to make up the nece
?
sar?

supply of grain. On striking a balance from 1815 to

1847, between the imports of Wheat, amounting, in

Societies*

instance : in Lcndon, the large Cheshire cheese, coloured, '

roum i numbers, to 140 million bushels, and the
*'

exports, amounting to 70 millions, it is plain that the

production of the country shows a deficit on the whole,

Wicton District, Sept. 24.—At the annual meeting
of this Society presided over by P. H. Howard, Esq., of
Corby Hall, the Chairman in proposing its prosperity

spoke among other points of agricultural interest on the
adulteration of food and the cost of manure. He said :

—

Mauy of the periodicals which devoted their attention to the
subject had seen with regret that the supply of Wheat and other '.

grain supplied to many of the large towns—and to some of the
wmaller towns—had been seriously adulterated. The profit of
the farmer had been diminished by the noxious and unhealthy
compositions of much of the bread and food supplied to the
inhabitants of large towns particularly. By this means the
farmer was defrauded of a portion of his profits, and the health
of the consumer endangered. In France, severe laws had been
made against the admixture of alum and other deleterious com-
pounds with bread. He believed that in England laws somewhat
similar existed, but they were almost incapable of being enforced.
He trusted, however, that during another session of the Legisla-
ture public attention, and that of Parliament, would be directed
to this subject. He would now for a moment glance at a subject
to which his attention had been drawn by a speech of Lord Stanley.

seems to take the lead, and fetches a high price there ; now
I never saw a cheese of that kind that was really rich in

butter, for either from the quality of the milk, or what
j
and tnat it nas Deen necessary, on the average, since

is more likely, from the excessive heat in coagulation, 181.5, to import into France, annually, 2,450,000 bushels

too much skewering and manipulation in the process of f Wheat, representing a value of from 600,000/. to

making, the large Cheshire cheese is comparatively poor 800,000/., if the purchases were made at ordinary prices.

in butyraceous matter. The Cheshire dairy farmers Unfortunately the deficit does not occur with this

seldom exceed three cwt. per cow. Therefore, if by
' -----*-

making rich cheese on the method I have stated, you
cannot expect a much higher price per cwt., yet you
will be amply remunerated by the extra weight which
you will have for the market.

A friend of mine, (Mr. Charlesworth, near Longnor,)

has adopted a different mode of cooling his milk. lie

has laid down in a cistern, through which a constant

stream of cold spring water is directed, about a dozen

yards of leaden pipe, half inch bore. The milk is made
to pass*,throur»h this pipe, and in doing so, is cooled

down sufficiently for keeping sweet.

In concluding this subject I will state some further

* It is very difficult to ascertain who does make the best cheese
Some farmers, who profess to get a great price for their cheese,

are in the habit of selling for so much, and return perhaps as

Lord Stanley made a speech on general' agricultural subjects, but I much as bs. or 10s. per cwt. And again: the farmer who sells

he thought that he had omitted to look near home, and see that ,
his cheese four or five times a year at 50s. per cwt., makes a better

part of the surface of the county of Lancaster was overrun with !
price in reality than the one who disposes of his only once a year

flushes, to see that vegetation in the neighbourhood of its large at 56*. or 575. per cwt., on account of the loss of weight, damages,
towns was much impeded by that circumstance, which would be and labour the latter sustains by keeping the cheese such a length
obviated by the plain and salutary method ot draining. He felt of time.

t This is owing in part to putting the cheese together at a low
|

temperature, 75
3 or 76°, and allowing two hours for coagu-

lation, or "coming"— to using the curd-gatherer instead of

gathering with the hands—and last, not least, to grinding the curd

sure that those gentlemen of the " Manchester School
r
' and

others who sometimes attacked the farmer, would w t take it
amiss if he s».id that he thought their own conntv of Lancaster
admitted of some agricultural reform in that respect. One of the
most interesting subjects connected with the management of

j
in the curd-mill instead of crushing with the hand.

annual regularity, and the danger consists m the

uncertain intervals at which these insufficient harvests

recur. There were upwards of 20 million bustieis

required in 1832, 1846, 1853, and 1854. On eucn

I
occasions the prices rose immoderately ;

thus, in low,

the average price of importation was 10s. a bushel, an

in 1847 it rose to 24s. At other times the exc£*
of the harvest did not allow of importation. " e ver

able to export to England, in 1848, of Wheat and flour,

to the value of 1,200,000?., in 1849, 1,<0°,000/.,

in 1850, 2,400,000/., and in 1851, 2,800,000/. ln-

fortunatelv, looking carefully into the matter, *e

find that" the prices of exportation did not repa

the cost of cultivation ; in reality, we £f«"*
at low prices, and obtained from abroad what ^ as

wanted at

amounting
Official stati=ii«_o on^n »——p-- • A \»a

a period of 32 years, we l.ave obtained Irom abroad.H*

dava? subsisted, at a cost of 400 million pound..

In'France, the cultivation of Wheat extends over about

50 million acres of our best land. Annually, nine

millions of acres are under Wheat cultiv.uon,.pre

ducins on an average 13 bushels per annum, maun*
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ibouT200 million bushels. This rate of produce is i

distributed very unequally ; some special acres pro-

ducing 44 bushels, others only seven or eight. The

general average in the department du Nord is 23

bushels ; in the department du Lot it is much below 8.

According to the opinion of men best qualified by

practical "experience in drainage matters, it is cal-

culated that there are 15 million acres of land under

Wheat cultivation which are capable of being drained

with advantage. These figures are below those of our

colleague, Mods. Gareau, given in his report on the

Drainage Law of 1854 ; they scarcely come up to the

calculations of Mods. Herve-Mangon, as shown in his

« Etudes sur la Legislation anglaise ; " whilst they

a^ree exactly with the calculations of Mons. Barral in

his "Traites de Drainage." According to the most

moderate supposition, the law now under consideration

will promote the application of drainage to five million

acres, representing one-third only of the arable land

which is capable" of deriving sure benefits from it.

Wheat will cover every year 12,500,000 acres of those

lands, upon the supposition of a four-course shift, as

generally adopted in France. All agriculturists and

economists agree to estimate the increased value of the

harvests that would arise from drainage, especially in

wet sealbns, at nine bushels the acre. D stributed

over 2,500,000 acres, this increase amounts to 11

miilioniushels. The influence of 11 million bushels on

the Wheat harvests of France, turning the scale of our

markets precisely at those times which would other-

wise have been "times of scarcity, will be immense.

We shall find in this resource a guarantee against

fluctuations iii prices ; we shall diminish the anxieties

and sufferings of the masses produced by dearth of

food. Such periods of dearth, you are well aware,

produce at times the most serious political embarrass-

ments, and place our public finances in a critical

condition. If this be so, are we not right in saying it

is a question of national importance \ From the Report

of Comte de Bryas to the Legislative Body on the State

Loan of 4,000,OOOZ. to French Agriculture.

Notices to Correspondents.
Disease IH Pigs : A Correspondent describes his case as follows :

—"On the 16th inst. my pigs (about four months old) had

some wash containing refuse brine mixed with their meal

;

thev did not eat it heartily, so that on the 17th there was very

little wash put with their food. This they ate tolerably. On
the morning of the 18th one of the pigs was observed to be

continually rubbing his head and neck against the trough, and

he very soon became weak and stupid. Bleeding—the vulgar

remedy for most diseases of pigs—was tried, but the animal

rapidly grew worse, and we soon decided ' to kill him to save

his life.' He bled pretty well, and the meat proved quite

good. There were inflamed patches on the intestines, and the

stomach was full. By referring to 'Youatt on the Pig,' I

think this must be a case of what he calls Gastro-ententis, as

he extracts an account ofa very similar instance mentioned in the
4 Veterinarian' for 1811. The rest of the pigs, although fed with

this one, remained perfectly healthy, but we took the pre-

caution of feeding them lightly for a day or two afterwards.

Fox Saxi> : Hamulus. We do not know what it is.

Grass Land: For Sale. Get a lot of compost, earth, dung, &c,

together, and add to it 3 cwt. of Peruvian gnauo to as much of

the compost as you can afford per acre. Mix it weil, and

spread early in spring upon the land. If you apply broadcast,

spread 2 quarters per acre now—or 3 or 4 cwt. of it in spring,

having previously treated it with 1 cwt. of sulphuric acid in

order to dissolve it.

Hor.SES : Equus. Carrots and good Oat straw are a fair substitute

for hay. Give half a cwt. of Carrots, Oat straw ad lib., and

10 lbs.'of Oata a day.
Malt Coombs : A Cow-keeper wants the experience of any of our

readers who give malt coombs to their cows. He says "mult

coombs or grains ;" they are two different things. He will

find a bushel and a half or two bushels of grains a day to a

large cow, along with other food, productive of milk. Of

malt coombs we cannot speak from experience.

New Manure : A B. We cannot republish so long an article.

It occurs in No. 30, Agri.'»ltural Gazette. We have no doubt

you will obtain all the information by applying to the manager

of the gas-works at Wakefield,

Price of Houses: 31 P. The Howden Great Horse Fair, says

The Yorkshireman, has been such a show as we have not seen

for many years. First-rate horses were bought as soon as seen,

and fetched high prices. Mr. Leeson, of South Cave, sold two

colts for 300?.; a gentleman from Marshland sold a buick

draught horse for 1003.; and Mr. Johnson, of Brigham, near

Driffield, sold 11 carriage-horses to Mr. Wimbush for prices

which averaged considerably above 1003. each. Mr. Wimbush
bought several other carriage horses at prices nearly eabigh.

Mr. Brown's celebrated Truemould was bought for luOl. by

Mr. Collins, to go to France; and we heard that 2oOZ. was

given for another horse to go to Germany. Vast numbers ot

horses were sent off by road and rail on Monday afternoon.

On Tuesdav and Wednesday, the supply being larger, and the

buyers partly supplied, prices were somewhat lower; but, we

understand, 70Z. to 100Z. may be quoted for good coach horses.

Reaping Machines : F R S. The published trials perfectly con-

firm our assertion that titty may now be considered a thoroughly

well-established agricultural implement. A last report, irom

Dr. Came, of Dimland Castle Farm, South Wales, states that

he obtained Burgess & Key's implement in the hrst week in

August, but the weather being damp, the machine, put

toother by his own country carpenter, did not for some time

give satisfaction. At length, by patience and perseverance,

he got all right, and cut 75 acres of Wheat, 11 of Oats, and

17 of Barley in a fortnight— viz., 12 working days, being an

average of 8* acres per day.
The Milking Properties of Short horns : -Y I Z. A case in

point is related by Mr. W. Wood. " It cannot be doubted, he

says. " that thev are hereditary. This is shown in the Ayr-

shire breed, in 'which the bulls are selected almost entirely

Recording to the quautity of milk yielded by their dams, with-

out regard to symmetry. Accordingly this breed is renowned
for the abundance of its milk, while it is by no means equally

remarkable for appearance or for aptitude to feed. In like

manner there are families among the improved short horns in

which the milking power has been handed down unimpaired
from generation to generation. A striking instance of the

milking powers of short horns is afforded by a cow of Mr. Wood's
called Jessy (see ' Herd Book,' vol. ii., p. 501), which at the

age of 12 years old gives 12 auarts at a meal for three months
after calving, on very indifferent upland pastures. She is the
dam of a prize heifer, thus showing that beauty of form is not

incompatible with this most useful quality. Ferret (see ' Herd
Book,' vol. ii., p. 450) is nearlv as good & milker; indeed, the

blood of Mr. Bates is noted for excellence in this respect, as is

exemplified in another cow by the 4th Duke of York (10,169),
Viz., Captain Gunter's Oxford the 11th."

B. SAMTJELSO N,
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BANBURY,

YXJ ILL have pleasure in forwarding, post free,

* * on receipt of application, his Illustrated Priced

Catalogue of Implements.

SAMUELSON'S PATENT GARDNERS DOUBLE-
ACTION and SINGLE-ACTION TURNIP CUT-
TERS, which have been awarded the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's Prizes eleven times at its yearly

meetings, the last being at Carlisle in 1865 ; the Prize

Medal at the Great Exhibition, 1851: and at nearly

all the provincial societies' meetings. Bi-tween

Sixty and Seventy Thousand of these Machines have

been made in, and supplied from the above Works.

MOODY'S, PHILLIPS', GAUNTLETTS, BUSHE and
BARTER'S, and every other description of Patent

TURNIP GRATERS and PULPEKS.
CHAFF CUTTERS. — B. Samuelson's Cornos' Chaff

Cutters of all sizes, varying in price from 62. 10*. up
to 142.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for stable* and small occupation;?,

and for exportation, 31. and 4.1.

CORN BRUISING MILLS (adapted also fur exporta-

tion, from 31. 5s. up to 11. 10*. each.

MALT MILLS of various sizes.

LINSEED CAKE BREAKERS, from 21 Gs. up to 101.

each.

CHURNS.—Samuelson's Registered Atmospheric and
Anthony's Patent American, manufactured solely by
B. Samuelson.

KASE'S PATENT DOUBLE-ACTION FORCE
PUMPS.

GALVANIZED IRON BARREL PUMPS, a* If. 5ft

BARLEY HUMMELLEKS.
WEIGHING MACHINES, MANGLES, &c. &c. &c.

The above may be procured of all respectable Iron-

mongers and Implement Dealers in the Kingdom; or

direct from the Works, Banbury, Oxon.

CQTTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

)M DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HO."

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Moving Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do, Rollers

Flowi r Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

)LES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING. GAME N3

AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

vnmiH'i'imt P-RTZ-E MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

MAPPIM'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makehs.

IOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's

*J Cotlert Works. Sheffield; and 67, King William Street,

London, where the largest stock ot Cutlery in the world is kept.

Drawings forwarded by post.

PAXTON WORKS. SHEFFIELD.

CAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
O ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommenced, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lmdley (see No.

47 Nov 24, 1856), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-

man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English

and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1831 and 1856. The

blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear

throucrh. to the back.

S &C be" also to call Attention to their Garden Shears-.noes,

Ra~ke« Trowels, Hammer., aud all kinds of Horticultural Toole.

Established 173S.

I^RELOAR'S COCOA NUT FIBRE MAN-LEAC-
1 TURES consist of MATTING, DOOR MATS, MAT-
TRESSES, HASSOCKS, NETTING. BRUSHES *c., and

are distinguished for superiority of workmanship combined with

moderate charges. Prize Medals awarded—London, Paris, and

New York. Catalogues containing Prices and all particulars

post free.—T. Trki.qar, 42, Ludgate Hill, London.

«~rpiFFANY,"~a light, cheap, and durable material

X for Shading Conservatories and other Hot-houses, effec-

tually securing Plants from the scorching rays of the sur, with-

out oWuTins iIip Hgbt; also one of the beat protectors of Prnlte

from Birds and Waape, and the Bloom of ^ *" Tr
?
e8 from faP™f

Frosts. Sold in pieces 20 yards long by 38 inches wine, at 3d.

per yard or 5s. per piece. A liberal allowance to the Trade when

not less than 10 pieces are taken. No orders will be attended

to from unknown correspondents unless accompanied by a

remittance. _ •_ , , , ., . T — .

Manufactured for and sold, wholesale and retail, byJohn Shaw,

Nurseryman and Seedsman, 40, Princess Street, Manchester.

nr |>RIGI DOMO.w—Patronised by her Majesty th*

-L Queen the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, hi*

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Crvs'al Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, ot

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE RAYS OF THE SUN.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapt.d for

all horticultural and fioriculrural purposes, for preserving Emits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,

from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wid*, at Is. 6d. per yard run, ot

Elisha TnoMAS ARrnEr., whole and sole manufacturer. 7, Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats

as a covering.''
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NO DRIP! NO DRIP!

KENT'S PVTENT WATERPROOF GLAZED
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

Illustrated Prices on receipt of four stamps.—Horticultural

Building Work s, Chichester.

LASS FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.
Good 15 oz. sheet, ia boxes of 100 feet each :—

8 hy 6, and under 9 by 7 11*. per box.

9 j,v 7 n 12 by 9 13*.

12 by 9, n ** Dv 10 14«.

11 by 10, and not above 2 feet 153.6c?.

2 JViet, h 3 feet 16s. &£. „

T. & W. Fabmiloe, 12, Rochester Row, Westminster.

G
11

BRITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.—Sizes from 7 by 5 to 9 by 7 at

lis. 6d. per 100 foot box; 9$ by 74 and 10 by 8, at 12s. 6d. per

box, in 21 oz. Is. per box extra; larger sizes up to 22 by 14, 15oz.,

atlSf.; and 21 oz., 25s. per 100 feet. Boxes charged 2s. each,

and returnable at t.he same price if delivered free. Crystal

"White Glass, Crown'and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent

Rough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead, Oils,

Turpentine, Colours, &c—G. Faumiloe & Sox, 118, St. John
Street, West Smith field, London.

ARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS,
(l-8th thick, or2 lbs. to the foot ; 3-16ths, or 3 lbs ; and l-4th,

or 4 lbs. to the foot), for Ridge and Furrow Roofs, Greenhouses,

Railway Stations, Engine Sheds, Mills. Market Halls, and
Public Buildings generally.

In Squares Cut to Sizes Obdeeed.

i

s. d.

3
1 f.

s. d.

14 br 10. H ft. sup. if not above 20 in. long

1£ ft. sup., 3 or ifabove 20 & not above 30 in.

3
4
5
6
8

10
12
15
30

»»

n
ti

it

ft

4
5
6
8

10
12
15
20
25

»»

n
»»

•t

20
30
35
40
45
65

00

11

u
n
19

It

11

W
V

i»

30 in.

35 in.

40 in.

45 in.

55 in.

65 in.

75 in.

90 in.

lOOin.

o 64
7

8

8*
9
9
9
10
11

1 1

$. d,

8 9*

8i 10

9 10^

9J
11"

10 o 114

104 1

10* 1 1

10* !
i o

11 1

1 1 2

1 2 1 3

Packed in boxes of 50 feet each.
6 by 4, and 6* by 4 J,

7 by 5, and 7* by 54

10s. 6d.

12
8 by 6, and 84 by 6J
9 by 7, and 10 by 8 ft •*

13s. Gd.

15
Estimates forwarded on application.

London Agents : James Phtllips & Co., 116, Bishopsgate
Street Without.

CLASS FOR~COivSERVATORI£S, GREENHOUSES^
-

PIT FRAMES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. are supplying 16-oz. Sheet Glass

of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 100
square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash.

A reduction made on 1000 feet.

Sizes.—Indies.

From 6 by 4
7 „ 5
8 „ 6
10 .. 8

Under

»t

If

19

19

11

Inches. Per foot. Per 10 feet.

6 by 4 at Ud. is £0 12 6

7 „ 5 „ 2d. „ 16 8
8 „ 6 „ 2±d. „ 18 9
10 „ 8 „ 2i<*. „ 1 10
12 „ 9 „ .2|rf. „ 1 2 11

Larger size??, not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 or. from 3d. to 3Jrf. per square foot, according to size.

21 oz. „ 3±d. to 5d. ,, „ „
26 os. ., 3ja\ to 7±d. „ „ „

PATENT K0U6H PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, and
PATENT PLATE GLASS f>r Horticultural purposes, at

reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,
either in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

Propagating Glasses. Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass
Milk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not
hitherto manufactured in Glass.

PATE ST PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate
price of this superior article should cause it to supersede all

other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. No
alteration connected with the sash is required.

3LASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation of
every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure.
Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half.

List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to
James Hktlkt & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

TURNER'S ROLLER MILLS, for Crushing Oats,
Barley, Linseed, Malt, &c, and Grinding Bt»ans, are the

most effective Crushing Mills manufactured, and work with less
power than any other. The Prize of the Royal Agricultural
Society was awarded to E. R. & F. Turnkb for 4i the best Linseed
and Corn Crusher," at the Carlisle Meeting—(the last occasion
on which a Prize was offered)—and at their previous Shows at
Norwich, Gloucester, and Lincoln* Also the 1st Prize of 150
francs and Gold Medal at the Paris Universal Exhibition of
Agriculture, 1856. A great variety of these mills are manufac-
tured, adapted for farms of all sizes, large coaching and carry-
ing establishments, gentlemens' riding stables, breweries, Lin-
seed-oil mills, &c.
TURNER'S PATENT COMBINED CRUSHING AND

GRINDING MILL is highly effective for Crushing Grain,
Seeds, &c, and is also a most excellent Mealing Mill for Barley.
Chaff Cutters for horse or steam power: Oil Cake. Breakers

for English and Foreign Cake; Fixed and Portable Steam
Engines; combined Threshing Machines; Saw Tables; One-
horse Carts. &c, all of a superior description, are manufactured
by E. R.& F. Turner, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich. Illustrated
Price Lists sent free on application.

T
' CAUTION.

Imitations of our Roller Mills, of very inferior manufacture,
being offered for sale in London and elsewhere, which, from
their resemblance in design to ours, are calculated to mislead
the public^ We hereby give notice, that Messrs. Bukgess &
J^-ey, 96, Newgate Street, are our London Agents, at whose
depot our Mills may be seen; and also at the Agricultural Im-
p iemeut Department of the Crystal Palace. Sydenham, Stand 43.

E R. & F. Tubxeb Ipswich.

CRESTS FOR GATE PIERS
modelled to order.

Also a large Stock of VASES for the

same purpose and for Terraces, executed in

Artificial Stone, by

J. S E E L E Y,
(Late Austin & Seeley),

Nos. 1 to 4, Keppel Row, New Road.

I E W

BURGESS and KEY, Agricultural Engineers,
Patentees and Manufacturers of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's First Prize Reaping Machine, Sole Proprietors of

Anthony's Patent American Churn, and Kase's Farm Fire
Engine and Garden Pump, Wholesale and Retail Agents for

Parkes' celebrated Steel Digging Forks, General Agents for the
sale of all kinds of Agricultural Machinery. — Warehouse
95, Newgate Street, London ; Factory, Brentwood.
&. Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt of 6 postage stamps.

OHN WARNER and" SONS,
Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-

commended,for
durability and
low price, viz.,

21. 195., to hold
_ _ 10 gallons.

r===a-=^^"^fik Larger sizes
in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals., 24
gals., & 35 gals.

May be obtain-

ed of any Iron-
monger or
Plumber in
town or coun-
try, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, as also Machinery of all kinds
for raising Water from any depth to any height by Steam,
Horse, or Manual Power, Prices sent on application. Syringes
of various constructions and sizes from 95. upwards. Metallic
String from bd. to 1*. 3d. per lb.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES. FRAMES X LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & LEMON BOXES * LIGHTS.

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft, Gin.,
7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sect to
all parts of the kingdom.—References may be had to the Nobility,
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

f

MM

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FC?.KS & DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'

Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street London.

OLLOWAY'S OINTMENT AMD PILLS AN
ANTIDOTE FOR RHEUMATISM.—Edward Symonds,

of Droitwich, in the county of Worcester, from exposure to wet
aud cold in the pursuit of his calling, had a severe attack of
Rheumatism, and from a hale, hearty man, he became almost a
cripple, and uuable to walk without difficulty, when providen-
tially his eye rested on one of the wondrous cures effected by
Holloway's Ointment and Pills. He commenced using both, and
within three months, from a state of second childhood he wap
restored to health and strength.— Sold by nil Medicine vendors
throughout the world ; at Professor Hoixoway's Establishments,
244, Strand, London, and 80, Maiden Lane, New York; by A.
tampa, Constantinople; A.Gtjidicy, Smyrna; & E. Muib. Malta-

Just published, No VI. of theRATIONAL REV
I. THE GOWRIE CONSPIRACY.

II. CRIME IN ENGLAND AND ITS TREATMENT
III. VICTOR COUSIN ON MADAME DE HAUTE-

FORT AND HER CONTEMPORARIES.
IV. PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY.
V. DE FOE AS A NOVELIST.
VI. ITALY.
VII. SYDNEY DOBELL ON THE WAR.
VIII. PERSONAL INFLUENCES ON OUR PRESENT

THEOLOGY: NEWMAN — COLEIUDGE-CAR-
LYLE.

IX. A LIST OF RECENT WORKS SUITABLE FOR
READING SOCIETIES.

Price Five Shillings.

London: Chapman* & Hall. 193, Piccad illy.

THE EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. CCXIL
Will be published on SATURDAY Next.

Contents:—
I. THE LIFE AND WORKS OF FRANCIS ARAGO.

II. NEW POETS.
III. SINAI, PALESTINE, AND MECCA.
IV. VEHSE'8 GERMAN COURTS.
V. ALPINE TRAVELLERS.
VI. BEAUMARCHAIS AND HIS TIMES.
VII. DECANDOLLE'S GEOGRAPHICAL BOTANY.

VIII. PERVERSION. [TION.
IX. TOCQl EVILLE'S FRANCE BEFORE THE REVOLU-
X. THE POLITICAL CRISIS in the UNITED STATES.
London: Los-quay & Co. Edinburgh : A. & C. Slack.

NEW EDITION OF HAWKER ON SHOOTING.
The Tenth Edition, corrected, enlarged, and improved, with

Portrait, numerous Plates, and Woodcuts, price One Guinea,

INSTRUCTIONS to YOUNG SPORTSMEN, in all

A that relates to GUNS and SHOOTING. By the late Lieut.-

Col. P. Hawker. Revised and corrected by his Son.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longman s, & Roberts.

In 8vo, price 1C$. Qd. ; or, with coloured Plates, 12s. 6d.
t

NOTES ON A YACHT-VOYAGE TO HAR-
DANGER-FJORD, NORWAY, and the ADJACENT

ESTUARIES. By C. W. Rotherby, Esq. With tscloured Map,
Eight Wood Engravings, Two Steel Plates, and 16 Illustrations

in tinted lithography.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, &'Roberts.

Just published, postSvo, cloth, price 3s. 6d.

CONSUMPTION: ITS NATURE, TREATMENT,
AND PREVENTION. By Henry MCormac, M.D.,

Consulting Physician to the Belfast GenerU Hospital, Visiting
Physician to the District Asylum; Author of the " Methodus
Medendi," "Philosophy of Human Nature," "Treatise on
Fever," &c.

11 There can be but one sentiment as to the learning and
sagacity which this accomplished physician lias brought to the
task. . . We are grateful that his very luminous arguments are
calculated to make us reflect, and put our own practice again to

the unerring test of experience."

—

Medical Times and Gazette.
" Dr. MUormac pursues his inquiry on the sure ground of

inductive philosophy, guided by the best lights of physiological
science. His conclusions are most novel, of immeasurable im-
portance in their practical consequences, and worthy of the most
earnest attention on the part, not only of his professional

brethren, but of all his kindred of the stock of Adam."

—

Nortliern
Whig.

London : Longmans, and all Book sel 1era

.

(JOWERBY'S ENGLISH BOTANY. Second EdU^ tion. Reduced 25 per cent.—In order to dispose of the
remainder stock of the above well-known Book, the Proprietor
begs to offer the few complete sets now left at a' reduction of

25 per cent. The Work, containing 2754 Plates partly coloured,
with their descriptions, and including nearly three volumes of

the Supplement, forms 12 volumes, and will be sold at 20/. per
copy cloth boards; publishing price, 271. 7s. Vols. I. to VII.,
comprising the Flowering Plants (1576 Plates) 10L 10.'. cloth

boards; published at 14?. 7s. The copies will be delivered in the

order they are subscribed for.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

CAME.
~

IITEBB'S IMPROVED GAME BOOK. — The
' * Sportsman's Daily Register of Game Killed and how dis-

posed of, with weekly, monthly, and annual totals. Octavo
edition, price 2s. 6d.; double, 5s.; enlarged edition, 4to size, to

suit larger establishments, 55.; double, 105. Free by post.

B. W. Gardiner & Son, Princes Street, Cavendish Square. _
Price 25. 6rt., or by post 35.,

DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS. By
J. Bailey Denton, Engineer to the General Land Drain-

age and Improvement Company.
41 The best practical treatise we have yet seen."—Agricultural

Gazette.

Metchtm, 20, Parliament Street, London.

THE FIRST VOLUME OF
LOWE'S BRITISH AND EXOTIC FERNS will

be published on the 15th October, 1856, in Royal 8vo.

Pric^ 14?., containing 50 Coloured Plates and numerous \\ ood

Engravings.
London: GROOMBRTDaE & Sons, 5, Patemostorjtoir^

FRUIT CULTURE.
Price 15., No. If

THE STRAWBERRY. By G. M'Ewen,
Gardener to W.B.Beaumont, Esq., M.P., Bretton Hall,

near Wakefield, late Gardener to the Duke of Norfolk, Arundel

Castle
" The work is handsomely got up. • • There is not a better

treatise on the Strawberry in our language."— Cottage Gardener.^

"Mr. M'Ewen is one of our most intelligent cultivators

and trite as the subject is, has known how to give it practical in-

terest."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle. ...
" Mr. M'Ewen has been long favourably known to the puNic,

both by his position and by his extraordinary success in tne

culture of fruits. * » We expected a good book and we are by

no means disappointed. * • It deserves high commendation.

The Field. ,

.

" A valuable contribution to practical gardening. • * Invaluable

to amateurs."

—

The Florist.
" Intensely practical. In 1855 Mr. M'Ewen was the most suc-

cessful exhibitor that came under our notice, and his victories

were gained in a war of giants. His style is pithy and concise,

just such as is adapted for*the present rapid age when men nave

not time to wade through great volumes, which, though tne

authors may have some half-dozen consonants appended to their

names, have no claims to be heard as based on successful practice.

Here Mr. M'Ewen is triumphant"—Scottish Gardener.

"We are not over and above enamoured with treatl
;

es '

because in most cases they are mere repetitions of what tn«

grower has read. But Mr. M'Ewen has trodden a new path. *

will be found useful to the grower of a few plants and beyono

price or praise to those who grow and force them on a iarg«

scale. It is the most practical nnd useful book on the
'

aujjeci»

and they who possess it may burn all other books about tne

Strawberry."—Midland Florist. , f« The only practical work on the subject. It will be useful i

the most accomplished gardener. The hints on iorcmg are

valuable."— Glennp, in Lloyd's.

London : Groomeridsb & Soks, and sold by all Booksellers.
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NEW EDITION OF ! ___ . __> BY ORDER OF
MRS. CAUDLE'S CURTAIN LECTURES. THE LORDS COMMISSIONERS OF THE ADMIRALTY.

This day is published, I

On October 6th will be published, price It. 6rf.,

RS. CAUDLE'S CURTAIN LECTURES. By ^HE NAUTICAL ALMANAC, and Astronomic .1M Douglas Jerrold. A New Edition. Trice Is.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

This day published, price 2s., a New Edition of the

I^IOMIC BLACKSTONE. By Gilbert Abbott
\J A'Beckett. With Illustrations by George Criikshaxk.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

On 1st November, price One Shilling,

^fi ORTOVS NEW FARMERS' ALMANAC
i FOR 1S57.

Blackie & Son, "Warwick Square, Newgate Street, London;
and all Booksellers.

iiUOWW's FARMER'S ACCOUNT BOOK
J J Just Published, price 6s.

Second Edition of the FARMER'S ACCOUNT BOOK much
improved and simplified, by William Brow.v, Secretary to the

Tring Agricultural Association.

London: IIenhy Tope, 22 f
Budge Row: and by order through

any Bookseller in t he cm ntry.
^

ELEMENTS OF ENTOMOLOGY.
1

G

J By W. S. Dallas, F.L.S. To be completed in Fifteen

Monthly Numbers.
This work will give a sketch of all the Insect Tribes occur-

ring in our islands, with detailed notices of some of the more
familiar species.

London: JohkJVan Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row.

T^OVELTIES FOR 1857.—Mr. Glenny receives
1^ Fruit. Flowers, Plants, Vegetables, Tools, Implements,

Books. Trade Catalogues, and other subjects for Notice in

LENNYS GARDEN ALMANAC until the 18th inst. ; also

Advertisements till the 20th, at Dungannon House, Fulham.

THE MOST IMPORTANT WORK FOR GARDENERS.

p LENNY'S COMPANION to the ALMANAC
VX for 1857, with Portrait, price Is. (posted for 13d.), will

appear early in November. Advertisements till the 20th.

Houlston & Stoxeman, Paternoster Row.

TWENTIETH YEAR OF PUBLICATION.
LENNY'S GARDEN ALMANAC and FLORIST
DIRECTORY for 1857 will be published November 1st.

Advertisements intended for insertion must be forwarded by the

25th October.
London: George Cox. King Street, Covent Garden.

Fourth Thousand, price 7s. 6d.,

GLENNY'S HANDBOOK TO THE FRUIT AND
VEGETABLE GARDES; comprising the Description,

Cultivation, and Management of the most useful Fruits and

Vegetahles grown in this country, with a Calendar of Monthly

Operations.
London : Georqk Ox, King Street, Covent Garden.

Sixth Thousand, price 5s. Gd.,

GLENNY'S HANDBOOK TO THE FLOWER
GARDEN AND GREENHOUSE; comprising the Descrip-

tion, Cultivation and Management of all the popular Flowers and

1'lants grown in this country. Alphabetically arranged.

London : George Cox. King Stree t , Covent Garden.

Third Thousand, price 5s. 6d.,

GLENNY'S HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL
GARDENING; containing plain and ample Instructions

for every Operation connected with the Ground, including Lands-

cape Gardening.
London : George Cox, King Street, CoventJGarden.

Fourth Thousand, price 6d.,

GLENNY'S GARDENING FOR COTTAGERS;
with Treatment of Bees, Poultry, Pigs, &c.

London : Georgb Cox, King Street, Covent Garden.

Sixth thousand, price Is. 6d.,

GARDENING FOR CHILDREN. By the Rev.

C. A. Johns. Beautifully illustrated.

" A good idea, well carried out."— Gardeners" Chronicle.

London: George Cox King Street, Covent Garden.

Second thousand, price 9d. sewed. 1*. 3d. cloth,

GLENNYS CATECHISM OF GARDENING;
containing Instructions for the Cultivation of Vegetables

and Fruit Trees. By the Rev. J. Edwards.
London : George Cox. King Prreet, Covent Garden.

Fourth thousand, price 1*.,

GLENNY'S STANDARD OF PERFECTION
FOR PROPERTIES OF FLOWERS AND PLANTS.

14 Indispensable to judges, committees, and exhibitors at flori-

cultural shows. The qualities which constitute perfection are

elearly described and illustrated with wood engravings." J dvertiser.

Ephemeris, for the Year 18#\ With n Supplement, con-
taining Ephemeridfs of Ceres, Fallas, Juno, and Vesta; most of

the newly discovered Minor Planets, and of Neptune for tbe
Year 1S57.

John Murray, Albemarle Street, Publisher to the Admiralt y.

Just published, price 1*. 6d. boards, 2*. cloth.

THE HEART OF MID-LOTHIAN. By Sir
Walter Scott, forming Volume VII. of the Railway

Edition of the Waverley Novels, now in course of publication.

A. & C. Black, Edinbnrgh. Uoulstob & Stoneman. London.
Sold by nil Bootsell era, and at the Railway Station.-.

KNOW THYSELF.—The secret art of discovering

the true CHARACTER oflNDIVIDl A I B from the. pecu-

liarities oftheir HANDWRITING baa long been practised*.}

MARIE CODPELLE with astonishing success, Her startling

delineations are both full and detailed, differing from anything

hitherto attempted. All persons wishing to "know thern>e!\ bs»
'

or any friend in whom they are interested, must Bend a specimen
of their writing, stating sex and age, inclosing thirteen peonJ
post stamps, to Miss Coupelle, 69, Castle Street, Oxford Street,

London, and they will receive, in a few days, a minute detail of

the mental and moral qualities, talents, tastes, affections, virtues,

&c, of the writer, with many other tilings hitherto unsuspected.

FULHAM.
To Gektlkkkx. Nirserymkn, Florists, and Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
directed by Mr. Seggers, who is leaving the business, to

sell by Auction, without reserve, on tbe Premises, Stanhope
Nurserv. North End, Fulham. on W >\DAY, October 13, at 11

o'Clock, the whole of the NT KSKKY S IOC K. consisting of fine

Aucubis. gns n and variegated Box, Herberts, Kuonymus, Arbor
Yit;»\ Yews, phillvreas, Rhod nlendron?, &c. A Is > the GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, comprising Scarlet and other Geraniums,
Camellias, Coronellas, Fuchsias, Verbenas. Cinerarias. Calceo-

larias, &c; together with a capital light Spring Van, several

glared Lights, Frames, quantity of Leaf Mould, Manure, and
sundry effects.—Maybe viewed prior to the Sale: Catal s may
be had on the Premises; of the principal Seedsmen in London ; and
of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Le»tooStone, Essex.

London : George Cox, King Stree\ Covent Garden.

G
Third thousand, price 6d.,

LENNY'S GOLDEN RULES FOR GAR-
DENERS; showing in a few words what to do and avoid.

London: Gkorge Cox, King Street, Covent Garden.

BRICK NIAKINC.

A PAMPHLET, containing the two PAPERS to

which the Society of Arts awarded their Silver Medal,

orwarded on receipt of 14 postage stamps.

Humphrey Chamberlain, Kempsey, near Worcester.

a^HE LITERARY GAZETTE.—(Established 1817).
- Published every Saturday, 72 columns, price Ad., stamped 5d.

1. REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.' _^ —«_,
2. NOTICES OF PUBLICATIONS RECEI\ ED DLRING

3. ARTICLES AND COMMUNICATIONS, INCLUDING
MEMOIRS OF EMINENT MEN DECEASED.

4. GOSSIP OF THE WEEK—ENGLISH AND FOREIGN.
5. FINE ARTS AND FINE ART GOSSIP.
«. MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.
7. PROCEEDINGS OF THE LEARNED SOCIETIES.
ft VARIETIES.

A Weekly Record of all that is interesting and new in

Literature, Science, and Art.

Office—5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden.

N E

A.

. Now ready, No. I . price 2d , weekly,

'THE NATIONAL MAGAZI
-* Edited by John Saunders and Westlan-d Marston.

Contents:

—

Alfred Tennyson. Portrait and Paper.
Biarritz.
The Salutation, Engraving from. Sir C. Eastlake, P.R.
Wellington's Monument in St. Paul's.
The Stkrkoscopb. By Sir David Brfw3ter,K.II.,F.R.S.,No.I.
Uncle George. A Tale. By Wilkie Collins.
The Home. By a Lady. Illustrated.
Sold by all Booksellers, or No. 1 will be sent, post free, from the

Office, on receipt of Two postage stamps. The work will also be
^applied regularly in the same wav for 35. 3d. a Quarter in Num-
bers, and for 3*. in Parts.
National Magazine Company (Limited), 25, Essex Street,

Strand. London.

M

CAUTION.
CATTLE.—Purchasers of Guernsey Cattle are in-

formed that there is a duly authorised person to Brand on

the Horns of those exported from the Island an abbreviation of

the word Guernsey, the successive number in each year, and
the two last figures of the current year. By exacting this Brand
from the Agents, they will be sure o"" the really pure breed. Any
attempted imitation of the Brand will be strictly sued at law.

Any further information desired can be obtained from thp Secre-

taries. N. Ll DciS, \ Honorary Secretaries Royal Agri-

W. P. Coiiu, ) cultural Society of Guernsey.
Guernsey, October 4. ______
WANTED, a FARM and RESIDENCE, by a

Gentleman who wishes to take on lease a Farm of from

150 to 200 acres, with the right of Shooting over it. It is indis-

pensable that there be a gentlemanly (though not large)

residence on the property, and hounds in the neighbourhood.

The Stock, &c. would probably be taken to.—Apply by letter,

containing full particulars, (especially of rent, outgoings, and

situation) to Z., care of Messrs. Bailey, Shaw, Smith, <t Bailey.

5, Berners Street, London.

TO BE LET, a delightful RESIDENCE, within

5 miles west of Norwich and 2 miles of a railway station.

The House, which is built as a Cottage Ornee\ consists oi

Entrance Hall, Study, Dining Room (22 feet by 17), Drawing
Room, seven Sleeping Rooms, and two Dressing Rooms, Kitchen,

Scullery, Servants* Hall, &c. Ac. In front of the house is a

beautiful Pleasure Garden, and Meadow or Lawn, with a very

productive Kitchen Garden at the back containing altogether

about 64 acres.

Contiguous to the house is a capital Four-stalled Stable, two

large Loose Boxes, two Coach-houses with men servants' sleeping

rooms over, Harness-room, Hay-loft, and all other usual con-

venience?, and the water is excellent.

Note.—Near the above is a Lake of 3 acres, upon which the

tenant will have permission to keep a boat.

For terms nppl_to E. Frekrtonk, Solicitor, Norwich.

BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY RESIDENCE, with

splendid Pleasure Grounds; Lease of 60 years for Sale.—

Within 6d. ride to all parts of London.

COMPACT NURSEUY within 20 miles of London. Capital

required 600J..—Application to George Gles.ny. Horticultural

Agent. Dungannon House, Ful ham.

'PO BE DISPOSED OF, a first-rate NURSERY
J- and SEED BUSINESS, with an excellent connection,

having been carried on by the present occupier and family for

the last 50 years. The Nursery contains about four acres, with

Greenhouse, Propagating House, Pits, &c. The Stock c resists

of a fine collection of Conifers and the New Shrubs lately intro-

duced to this country, Evergreens, &c. ; collections of Hardy,

Herbaceous, and Alpine Plants; a general collection of Bedding

Plants, Greenhouse Plants, Ac.—For particulars apply to Mr.

T. J. Foord, Pinner's Hall, Old Broad Street, London.
__

SHEEP FARM TO LET.

TO BE LET, and entered upon at Ladyday next, a

capital Sheep and Corn Farm, containing 370 acres, with

excellent Dwelling-house and other Buildings, within one mile of

the town of Cirencester.—For further particulars apply to Messrs.

Brairkder & Trinder, Land A gents and Surveyors, Cirencester.

DESIRABLE FARMS IN HAMPSHIRE.

TO BE LET, for a term of years, from Michaelmas,

the very productive Grazing, Dairy and Corn Farms, known

as Great and Little Allington, situate in the parish of South

Stoneham, near to t'.^e Bishopstoke Railway Station, six miles

from Southampton, six fr-m Winchester, six from Romsey,

and three from Botley, consisting together of about 460 acres of

first-rate Arable, Pasture, and Water Meadow, with a superior

Farm House, Gardens and Grounds, and two Homesteads. The
land has for the last 50 years been occupied by the owners. The
estate affords excellent shooting and fishing, and a right to

sport will be given to the tenant.—For particulars and to treat,

apply to Mr. John T. Twtnam, Land Ag ant, Winchester; and

Messrs. Davis & Tigers, Land Agents, 3, Frederick's Place, Old

Jewry, London. _____——
CUILDFORO NURSERY GROUND AND CAROENS.

To Nurservmkx, Florists, and Others.

MR. DKURY has received instructions from the

Executrix of the late Thomas Dickinson, to dispose of all

that valuable and important Nursery and Seed Business, known

as the Guild ford Nursery Ground. This offers an excellent

opportunity rarely to be met with, the business having been

carried on by the late Thomas Dickinson and his uncle upwards

of 40 years, and is to be disposed of solely through the decease of

the late proprietor, who much improved the propertv within the

last six years. The stock is small but good and saleable.—For

particulars and orders to view, apply to Mr. Drurt, 60, High
Street, Guildford.

M

M
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M I T C H A
TO GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, AND OTHERS.
ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

submit to public competition bv Auction, on t lie premises,

Morton Road, Mitcham, Stirrer, on TUESDAY, O. >er 14, at

li ."Clock, by order of Mr. DajtMB, about 6ih>o Evergreen*. In-

cluding Laurels, L_ttrestinu8. Box, China Arbor VI tie, Privet,
Homy-uckles, Ac; also 3CKO Gooseberries and Currants, quantity
of Asparagus and Seakale Plants, China Ruses, Pyracanthas,
Filberts, Hollyhocks, Herbaceous and other Roots, &c—Mar be
viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues nuiy be bad on the pre-
mises; of tbe principal Seedsmen In London; and of tbe Auc-
tioneers, American Nursery, Lgytj natone, E„»ex.

~~ CROYDON.
SECOND POBTION OF T.IK STOCK.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-

Btructed by the proprietor to submit to pnh'ic competition

by Auetl «), on the premises, Sion Nursery, Croydon, on TUES-
DAY, October 21, and following day, at 11 o'clock each dav,

the valuable NURSERY STOCK, extending ovn 7 acres of

ground, consisting of a largp assortment of Ornamental Trees.
Lvergreen8, and Deciduous Shrubs; with a useful Pony ana
sundry effects.—May be viewed one we k prior to the Sale.

Catalogues bad on the premises; of the principal Seedsmen in

London; and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leyton-
s tone, Essex, __-

MILE END NURSERY.
TO GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN AM) OTHERS.
ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MnUUIS will Sell

by Auction, on the premises, Mile End Nursery, Bow
Road, Middlesex, on THURSDAY, October 23d, at 11 for 12

o'clock precisely, in consequence of the number of lots, the

NURSERY STOCK, consisting of Evergreens, Deciduous
Shrubs, and Ornamental Tiees; also above. 10.000 choice

Greenhouse Plants established in pots, the surplus stock of a
celebrated grower, including 3000 Devoniet ^is, Fabvier, Fairy
and other leading varieties of Roses; 5X0 Brilliant, Flower of
the Day, Dandy, and Ivy-leaved Geraniums; 3000 D.titzia

gracilis, Jasminum nndiflornm, Veronica Heudersonia, Helio-

tropes. Primula fimbriata, Cyclamen persicum, Hydrangeas,
Verbena triphilla, Ac—May be viewed the mornin? of Sale.

Catalogues had on the premises; of the principal Seedsmen in

London; and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, J^eyton-

stone, Essex. ___^__-__________,
RIVERHfcAO, KENT.

Important Sale of Ntrsrrv Stock, several vewly-erepted
Greenhouses, Pits, Frames, Hot-water Pipe, Boilers,
QTTAVTITY OF RlUCK^. SLATES, PaVIKG AN'D ItOOFlNO, IROK
Hand liciits, Rkll Glasses, &c.

ESSRS, PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
directed by the Trustees of Mr. William Finnis Smith to

submit to an unreserved Sale by Auction on the premises, River-
head Nursery, Riverhead, near Sevenoaks, Kent, on MONDAY

,

October 27, and following days, at 11 o'clock each day, in con-

sequence of the number of Lots, the whole of the valuable

Nurnery Stock extending over 14 acres, consisting of a larpe col-

lection of Fruit and Forest Tr I.ver^reens and Deciduous
Shrubs in great variety, a rich assortment of American Plants

and Ornamental Trees: about 100,000 Ash, 60,000 Spinish Ches-
nuts, 20,000 Alder, 200.00 Larch Fir, 60,000 Willow, 10,000

Birch. &c. Also the Greenhouse Plants, comprising fine double
Camellias, Azalea Indica, Epacris, Erica*, Fancy, and other

Pelargoniums, &c; together with a useful Horse, an excellent

Stack of Meadow Hay, two Carts, a capital Iron Roller, Syringe,

three sets of Harness, Garden Pots, and numerous other effects.

—May be viewed one week prior to the Sale; Catalogues may be
had 6d. each, returnable to purchasers, on the premises; of the

principal Seedsmen in London ; and of the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex*

M

SaU$ iis (clticttoii*

BULBS, ROSES, Xc
R. HASLAM will Sell by Auction the above, at

the Mart, on WEDNESDAY, October 8, and FRIDAY,
October 10 next, and every succeeding WEDNESDAY and

FRIDAY till December 5— Epning, Oct. 4.

TO TULIP FANCIERS.

MR. J. WILLMER begs to announce that he

will submit to Auction, at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew

L m on WEDNESDAY, October 15. a choice and valuable

collection of TULIPS, including all the leading flowers of the

day the propertv of Mr. Willmer, of Sunbury Nursery. The

whole warranted correct to name. May be viewed the morning of

Sale—Catalogues may be had at the White Swan, W est Ham; at

the Auction Mart; or by enclosing a postage stamp to Mr J.

Willmer, Auctioneer, Surveyor, and Valuer, Sunbury, Middx.

Axxual Sale oe Fat Stock, &c , at Cassioburv, Watford;
Also Horses and Dont keys tub Property of the Eabl
of Essex.

MR. HUMBERT will Sell by Auction, at Harwood's
Farm, Watford, Hert^, about a mile from the Watford

Station, on WEDNESDAY, the 15th of October, at 12 o'clock,

20 Hereford Bullocks, 10 Short-horns, 400 Hampshire Teggs,
and 70 Pigs, all in prime condition ; also 20 Hereford Stores,

a handsome Grey Cob, quiet, and of great power; a clever Bay
Nag quiet to ride and drive; two fine piebald Donkeys and a
Colt; some fancy Poultry, &c—The Stock m*y be viewed the

morning of Sale, and Catalogues had, free by post, of Mr. Ilrar-

bert, Land Agent and Surveyor, Watford.

TO N03LEMEM, GENTLEMEN, AND NURSERYMEN,
IMPORTANT SALE AT THE EAGSHOT NURSERY.

MR. J. C. STEVENS beg* to announce that he hag
received instructions from Messrs. Standish Ac Nob'e, who

are dissolving partnership, to Sell by Auction at the Nurseries,

Bagshor, Surrey, on the days mentioned below, a portion of their

Stock, which includes about—
700 specimens of the nioit choice and rare CONIFERS and

other Ornamental Plants.

250 BERBEKIS JAPONICA, Beall and intermedia, all of

which proved themselves perfectly hardy {vide descrip-

tion—Jour. Hort. Socvol.v., p 20; and Paxton's " Flower
Garden," vol. i., p. 11).

300 P^EONIES, Fortune's new varieties; imported plants, and
now fine specimens.

1000 CEPHALOTAXUSFORTUNI, from 6 in. to 3 ft. This
ornamental pUnt has also proved itself superlatively

hardy.
300 SKIM MIA JAPONICA.
1000 SIKKIM RHODODENDRONS, including Dalhousi*,

Falconeri, fulgens. Egworthi, Thompsoni, &c. &c.
6000(ahont) American Plants, including some of the choicest

HYBRID RHODODENDRONS and AZALEAS.
10,000 STANDARD ROSES and 5000 DWARFS, including the

established favourites Jules Margotin, General Jacque-
minot, Gloire de Dijon, Madame Edouard Ory, and all the

newest and best introductions, together with a great variety
of other hardy ornamental Plants.

The Plants in Pots and the American Plants will be sold on
MONDAY, October 13, and four following days, and the Roses
and other Plants on MONDAY, November 17, and four following

davs-
The Stock will be on public view 10 days before each Sale

when Catalogues may be had (Is. each, returnable to purchasers,

at the Nursery, and of Mr. J. C. Stevens, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden.
Approved bills at three months' date will be taken of purchasers

from 50*. tolOOL, and at six months' date of purchasers abve 1002.

The Sunningdale Station on the South Western Railway is

within about two miles of tbe Nursery.
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NEW GERANIUM " MRS. SCOTT."

JOHN 'SCOTT, Florist, Bathford, near Bath,

can supply plant* of the above, which is a very fine flAwer for

marketing as well as for exhibition. It is a very attractive

spotted flower in the way of Eugenia; it is a plant of remarkably

tine habit, a very free bloomer, and almost as early as Alba

Multiflora; it is altogether a very aood flower. It received a

Certificate at the Bath Flower Show in May. Plants 10s. 6d.

each. The usual discount to the Trade if three are ordered. Post-

office Orders payable at Bath.

DOUBLE ROMAN and PAPER WHITE NAR-
CISSUS, 4*. per dozen.—The above Bulbs, the former of

which is so justly esteemed for its early blooming and excessive

fragrauce, and the latter for its purity and elegance, have just

arrived, and may be obtained at A. Cobdett's Italian and Foreign
"Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall, near Waterloo Place, London.

CHOICE SHOW PINKS.
TTJILLIAM HUSSEY begs to offer the undernamed

1 Collection—one pair of each for 15s. package included;

viz., Alfred Morrison, Arthur Brilliant, Beatrice, Conrad, Con-
stance, Criterion, Henry Steers, Duke of "Wellington, Esther,

Earl of Carlisle, Harry, Harriet, Juno, Jenny Lind, King of

Purples, Koh-i-noor, Lord Charles Weliesley, Lord llardinge.

Lord John Russell, Laura, Lord Valentia, Melona, Mars,
Mrs. Judd, Othello, Perfection, Princess Royal, Prima Donna,
Prince Albert, Queen Victoria, Sappho, Sarah, Teddiugtoii,

Titus, Winchester Rival.—Horticultural Gardens, Norwich.
1 HOLLYHOCK 5TE~D.
BIRCHAM and WARD be* to offer their Holly-

hock Seed in packets at Is. 6c/., 2s. 6d.
f
and 5s. each. This

Seed is selected from the best varieties in cultivation, and
B. & W. will warrant it to produce Seedlings of superior quality

that will give satisfaction to all purchasers.
Hedenham Roserv, Bungay. Suffolk, Oof. 4.

ILLIAM 1VEKV begs to inform his Friends and
Purchasers that his Pot ROSES, on their own roots, are

extra line this season. W. L has also a very fine stock of

INDIAN AZALEAS, good blooming Plants of the best variety

in cultivation. Catalogues of the above and other Choice Plants

to be had post free on application.

Hanover Nursery, Peckhara, near London.— October 4.

GEORGE JACKMAN begs to state that his

PRICED CATALOGUE is now ready, and can be had
free on application, comprising Choice Conifer©, Hardy Ever-

greens, and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, all of which are well

grown and constantly removed; is also_ an extensive grower of

Roses, and Fruit and Forest Trees.

G. J. particularly wishes to call attention to his Dwarf-trained

Fruit Trees, being cleau grown and well trained, including all

fhe leading kinds.
Woking Nursery, 1 J mile from Woking Station, South Western

Rail, whoiv all Trains stop »nd conveyances can be obtained.

CATT£LL'S EARLY BARNES & RELIANCE CABBAGES;
ALSO,

DEPTFORD, PARAGON, KING, IMPERIAL, Ike.

JOHN CATTELL lias now ready Bedded Plants of

the above well known best kinds for Early Spring Cutting,

at 55. Gi. per 1000 ; also Red. for Pickling, of first-rate Stock, at

Is. per 100, or 7s. 6d. per 1000. No charge for crates, baskets, or
|

packing. Packages of 5000 or more are delivered to London and
|

to the Edenbridge Station of the South-Eastern Railway,carriage

free. A remittance or reference to accompany orders from 0*2-

fer.own correspondents.— Nurseries, Westerham Kent.

NEW SCARLET GERANIUM " SIR COLIN CAMPBELL."
rriiOMAS JACKSON and SON are now Bending
-*- out this beautiful GERANIUM: it is a brilliant

scarlet with a large clear white eye, throwing its trusses of

bloom well above the foliage; habit slightly compact, foliage

ample, with a welt marked horseshoe. It was exhibited at the

Crystal Palace and much admired, and has been ordered by most
gentlemen and gardeuers that have seen it. Price 55. each, with

one added for every three ordered. The usual discount to the

Trade.—Nursery, Kingston-on-Thames.

'^ EW EARLY WINTER TAKE, recommended by
-L^ practical Agriculturists for producing an abundant crop full

10 days earlier than any oth^r variety yet introduced. Orders

received for a limited quantity at 155. per bushel.
Address Mr. 11. Rayxiuhd, IJasincr^toke.

SEED WHEAT FKOM ThE CHALK.
1% /[ R. H. RAYNBIRD, Basingstoke, can supply Tala-

.x*X vera, Chidham, Itrowick Red, Nursery, and other approved

kinds of Wheat, selected and prepared for seed at market prices.

Fine new Tares, Rye, Winter Oats and Barley for sowing for

spring food. Samples sent on application.

SEED WHEAT.—Applications having been made
for Seed Wheat of the sort called TINEY ?

S SUCCESS for

shipment to France and for home use, persons desirous of

having it are informed that Mr. TlKBT, Woodford. Kettering,

has now Seed Wheat of superior quality to dispose of. which will

be sent to any station on the London aud North Western
Railway free of charge.— Price 5/. per quarter including new sacks,

SEED WHEAT FROM BLACK LAND.—Improved
Browick Red Wheat, warranted genuine, perfectly clean and

health v Seed, grown 100 miles north of London on a light black

soil in Deeping-Fcn. It is the produce of a properly prepared

seed bed, from selected Seed of last year s growth, and carefully

tended throughout. References to any farmer in the district.—

Address, W:.r. BaBSKS, The Elms Farm, Spald inir, Lincolnshire .

H^O BE SOLD, in one Lot, about 60 species of

-L ORCHIDS, til good condition, well established, nnd truly

clenn ; among which are fine plants of Aerides afaneand Odorata

major, Cattleyas labiata aud bicolor Fhahoaofsis amabilis,

Saccoiabinra guttatnm, &c. This presents an opportunity seldom

to be met with to those who may be beginning the cultivation

of Orchids.—For further particulars and lists, apply to Mr.

James Bell, Gardener, Bsrtham, near Chichester.

H.B. A. F., who wrote fronttLivgrpooI. did not send his address.

TREE TRANSPLANTING BY MACHINE, LANDSCAPE
GARDENING, ORNAMENTAL PLANTING, ic.

WH. RUUBOLD will be happy to execute any of

• the above *n reasonable terms, by contract or otherwise.

The Machine will be let by the week with Man. Designs and

Estim ates given.—Calverly Koad,^unbridge Wells.

TO GENTLEMEN AND NURSERYMEN.

MR. JOHN HENSHALL respectfully announces

that his late engagement as COLLECTOR of SEEDS and

PLANTS having terminated, he now offers his services again

in the same capacity.

Mr. H. begs to inform Nurserymen, &c, that for so quick and

profitable a return of the outlay such an opportunity seldom

occurs, as the localities are already known for directly collecting

on Ms arrival in the East many new and important species <>?

Epiphytal and terrestrial Orchids, amongst which is a beautiful

Phalienopsis, with flowers blotched all over with pnrplish-brown
upon a white ground, and in size similar to P. amabilis ; likewise

Perns, Variegate I Plants, Pitcher Plants (see specimens of

pitchers 22 inches long), Agapetes, Gaylussacias, Diplycosias,

Ganltherias, Vacciniums, Rhododendrons, and various others
new to this country.
Of the rare plants unlimited quantities of Vauda Batemani,

Phatanopsis prandiflora, Saccolobiums, Vandas in varieties.

..Eride*, &c—For terras and other particulars, address Mr. Jons
IIrxseall, Lower Tooting, Surrey.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the

Queen, &c, beg leave to intimate to their Customers and
the Public the arrival of a very tine selection of FLOWER
ROOTS in excellent condition, and they respectfully solicit early

orders for the same. Catalogues may be had free on application.

27, Great^George Stree t, Westminster.

BULBS.—For
BASS and BROWN'S Advertisement of BULBS

and ROOTS see the third page of the Gardeners' Chronicle

of September 20th.

Choice and sorted collections of Hardy Bulbs and Roots, 20s.
t

40*., and GOs. per collection.

CATALOGUES for the present season of the following may
be had on application, viz.:

—

Bulbs and Roots.

Herbaceous Plants.
Hollyhocks.
Phlox.
Conitersc.

Hardy Shrubs and Climbers.
Roses.

Fruit Trees.
Strawberries.
Geraniums.
Cinerarias.
Azalea indica.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Winter-flowering ditto.

Sudburv, Suffolk.

w
NEW IMPORTED DUTCH ROOTS.

7ILLIAM E. RENDLE and CO., Seed Mer-
. chants, Plymouth, have much pleasure in

announcing that their Dutch Bulbs are just arrived, in

the finest 'possible condition.

The collection includes a general assortment of HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, NARCISSUS, ANEMONES, KANUNCULUS,
CROCUS, LIL1UMS, IRIS, GLADIOLUS, &c. &c.

A Descriptive Price Current of Dutch Roots is just

publisJied, and can be had in return for one postage

stamp.

Apply to Wm. E. Rexdlk & Co., Sped Merchants, Plymouth.
Established 17S6.

COLLECTION OF DUTCH BULBS.

\\TILLIAM E. RENDLE and CO., Seed Merchants,
*» Plymouth, have much pleasure in offering the following

Collections of Dutch Roots, for large and small-sized gardens :
—

£ 8. d.

No. 1 Collection, all the most approved sorts 3 10

No. 2 „ containing smaller quantities ... 2 5

No. 3 ,.
for a small garden 1 5

100 Hyacinths, in 100 very fine sorts. Purchaser's selection 3 10

100 „ 50 fine sorts „ 2 15

50 superior sorts „ 1 15
"

25 - •• .. 1 10
50
50
24
12

12
12

v
it

i*

»»

varieties

»

15
10

Detailed lists of the above arc given in the " Descrip-

tive Price Current, 1
* just published, which can be had in

return for one postage stamp.

Willtam E . Rendt.k & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

DUTCH AND OTHER BULBS.
.

TORN CATTELL has in addition to his usual supply
«J of DUTCH BULBS (which are of the finest sorts and quality),

a large stock of the beautiful sky blue SQUILL, viz., Scilla

Siberica, which Is without exception the hardiest^ and most

showy of our early spring flowers. Strong Bulbs 3s. 6d. per

dozen ; 255. per 100, or 10J. per 1000. J. C. is also a large grower

of the Japan and other Lilies, Troprcolura tricolorum grandi-

florum or Javatttt, nzureum and brachyceres ; splendid hybrid

Amaryllis in groat variety, Vallotas of sorts, Scillaa, Gladiolus,

Alstroamerias, &c, and "is ernxbled to supply them at very

moderate prices. A Priced Catalogue of the whole is just

published, and may be bad gratis on application.

Nur.-'« ries Westerham. Kent.

I

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

J

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,

• (late BraPHKXSOa & Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above.

HEATING BY HOT~WATER^

which have given such universal satisfaction for many years,

are now ready, and will be forwarded carriage paid to any part

of the kingdom. No 1 Collection (31.) contains as follows :-12

Splendid Double and Single Hyacinths for glasses; 12 ditto, do.

for pots; 24 ditto, ditto, for borders; 12 splendid Narcis, various,

for pots ; 12 do. named Early Tulips (single and double) ; 50 do.

mixed late Tulips for borders; 12 do. Double Jonquils; 24 do.

named English Iris; 24 do. named Spanish Iris; £ lb. mixed

Double Anemones; lib. mixed Single. Anemones; 100 splendid

mixed Ranunculus; 100 do. named Crocus, 25 sorts; 100 do.

Mixed Blue; 100 do. Mixed White; 100 do. Double Snowdrops;

12 do. Dog's-tooth Violets ; 6 Summer Snowfiakes.

No. 2 Collection half the above amount. A general priced

Catalogue may be had on application.

_74, King William Street, City, London.—October 4.

TT7IRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
V V of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original nnd numerous other elegant designs.

nyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety

.

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.

Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make;

Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description:

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W.Kiciiards. Imperial

Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's

Theatre.
~~

IRON Fk-NCt, HURDLES, ETC.
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

*J • Stephenson- <fc Prill), solicits an inspection of his patterns

of WROUGI1T-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to

supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every

description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,

&c. at the Manufactory as above.

HURDLES for SIIEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

of ground, 5 bars ... 45. 9a. each.

HURDLES fur CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3

inches out of ground. 5 bars 5«. 3d. each.

/^ARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORUOSIOftW PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other

Governments, tne Hon. East India Company, the pr ; r.cipal

Dock Companies, most public bodies, and by the Nobility,

Gentry, and Clergy, for out-door work at their country seats.

The Anti-Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most

durable out-door Paint ever invented for the preservation ot

every description of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement

&c, work, as has been proved by the practical test ot upwaras of

60 years, and by the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials

in its favour, and which, from the rank and station In soc'etyoi

those who have given them, have never yet been equaliea Dy

anvthing of the kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of Colours. Prices, together with a Copy of the lesti-

monials, will be sent on application to Walter Carso* & boy

No. 9, Great Winchester Street, Old Broad btreet^ Royal

Exchange. London. No Agents. All orders are particularly

I requested to be sent direct.

Pipes, and Boxes, Trough Pipes, Fire and Furnace Bars, Double
Doors and Frames, and Soot Doors. Drawings and prices of the
above, or estimates given for the Apparatus fixed complete, on
application to J. Joxes, Iron Bridge Wharf, 6, Bankside, London,
near the Southwark Iron Bridge.

HOT WATER PIPES (Cast Iron) at WHOLE-
SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphons, Tee-Pipes. Coil-

PlPES, and every requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and
Saddle Boilers, 50*. each. Improved Soot Doors and Furnace
Doors, Builders' Castings. Pipes, and Gutters of every description

in stock at Mr. Lynch White's, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper
Ground Street, Black friars Bridge, London.

7N STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSONa N D SUN S,
V-/ • 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron

Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers

and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description by
Hot Water.— Prices and Estimates furnished npon application.

CREENHOUStS.
HENRY FREEMAN, Hothouse Builder and

Hot Water Apparatus Mani'i\u hri-ir, Triangle,

Hackney. Established 20 years. Good substantial built Green-

houses fixed in any part of the kingdom for cash ; 42 feet long

by 13 feet wide, 901. ; 21 feet by i3, 501. ; m feet by 10, 30?.

A first-rate Conservatory 30 feet by 18, 130/. A large assort-

ment kept.—Estimates for Heating, or any branch in Wood
or Iron. __^

* H E ATI NG BY HOT WATER.
THOMSON'S RETORT BOILER, DESIGNED

by Ml'.. THOMSON, Gardf.vkr, Dalkeith Park.

The Advertiser has obtained Mr. Thomson's sanction to Manu-

facture and supply the public *ith this most efficient and unique

BOILER, and from his great facilities and the extensive

arrangements he has made to meet the rapidly increasing

I
demand for it, he is able to offer them at the following extremely

moderate prices for cash :
—

Single Retort Boiler, to heat 1000 ft. 4-inch pipe ... £4

Triple do. do. 3000 do. do. ... 8 10

They can be sent to any part of the Kingdom, either by Kail

or Ship, and attached to pipes as already fixed, and require

nothing novel either in furnace or bars.

Mr. Thomson has fixed these Boilers at Dalkeith, iu some

instances to supersede six of the saddle and other Boilers: and

in replv to a letter enclosing two postage stamps lie will forward

printed directions for Setting the Boiler, with engravings of it,

and his " Remarks on Boilers."

John Micki.rjon, Westfield Foundry, Dalkeith. N.B.

S. MORRIS, Engineer, Upper Thames Street,

• London —Apparatus supplied and erected for Warming and

Ventilating Mansions, Public Buildings, and for Heating Con-

servatories on the most approved principle. Large experience

in this branch of domestic science for many years insures cer-

tainty of success. A brief Treatise on the subject forwarded by

P
°G as Apparatus erected with laboratory, so constructed as to bo

managed by an "Intelligent labourer, producing the purest

I lluminating Gas. .

ASTOUNDING REMEDY.
RATS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALS,

how to paralyse, and render them immoveable on the spot,

though there, be hundreds, so that they may be gathered with a

shovel and finally drowned. The effect warranted, and the cost

to paralyse 50 will be 3W. Materials can be bought in every

town and village. The above astounding remedy sent post tree

for eight post stamps to any address by Fishf.r & Sox, Publishers,

Kingsland, London. Established 1847. Two Hundred testimcnisis

sent first if desired.—N.B. This remedy surpassing all ooBoeptHO

is exclusively Rnssi.in. -

JRUNING.—The GRECIAN PRUNING SAWS
- are universally acknowledged to be the best for every

description of Pruning. They cut faster and cleaner than any

other, nnd do not bend or break. Price 2s. 6d., 3s., and W-J*'

each.-TnoMAS Hill, late W. Coleman, Cutler, 4, Haywarkit,

London
. ^

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855-

ETCALFE,BING LEY, ANDCO.'SNew Pattern an*

-—- Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating iinbkachertua'r

Brushes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brushes, and genuine ._myrn

Sponges : and everv description of Brush, Comb, *v* *>™;„* •

for tne Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thorough >
hi tweeu

the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effectually i

hairs never come loose. M., B., and Co. are sole maker
s

o. u

Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orris Root Soaps-sold in lao

(bearing their names and address) at Gd.each, of M E
£e

A,

N
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 25. perlbox; and^of tne .

-

liouquets.-Sole Establishment 130b, and 131, Oxtord fetreei,

and 3rd doors west from Holies Street. London. _

XSTROLOGY.-Persons residing in to£" Jfn elsewhere can send any Address, Christian and Sun *m .

and Age, in a letter containing 13 postage stamps to Pre

Met.v.lle, Priueps Bead, Lambeth pndon (tl« only Aero

Astrologer in the universe), and they *®Lnffi»j£i
as possible special poems on their names, in which their L>esi

will be revealed.

1

M

It is his duty to make the WW^y.'^TiSXJfo? the cure

afflicted; he will therefore forward the ^^"^directM!.
receipt of a damped enve^pepoperi^
r. J. JonxsTOXE, 1, Park Terrace, ne*of the same on

—Address, Rev
Exeter, Devonshire.

Encourage
DEBILITY and NERVOUSNESS.-D ment to those in despair, and ***&£Eb£*
spermatorrhea, relaxation, nervousness, ***£* s

n these dis-

system. Advice and prescriptions r. itbi
a treat

^
eases, for a successful course of 8e/- tr^t

f/1
?ected sent post free

manent cure of the most protracted «.• m^^ $ E. J.

npon receipt of 14 postage Btainps^nj P
FeUf

RobkbtS (late Army Surgeon), Greencrort

Gateshead. Durham. — , _______—-***

I

I

wherein Ad-erttowmeiitti '"* \™'™
,
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B ULBS FOR PRESENT PLANTING.
Carriage Free, except Small Parcels

HYACINTHS, the best imported by name, per dozen
Fine mixed for Beds (all double) per 100

ANEMONES .. .. („)
'
F

(single)
It

it

£.

1

12*. Gd.)

ft • a •

s.

10
10

5
4

7

1

d.

6

6
6

TULIPS, fine mixed early, for pots or borders
CROCUSES, mixed for open ground, (per 1000,

Also many other kinds of Flower Roots just imported,' which are
selling at lower prices, as see Lists, which mav be had post free.
N.B. New Early Peas, Radish, Horn Cam

Royal

Carrots, &c, now ready.
SUTTON a k i) SONS,
Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

Q ARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTI-
„ •Dvv^T,w?'r^;

NoH^ i8 liereb5r given that an ELECTION
of PENSIONERS will take place on the Funds of this Institu-
tion in January next. All persons desirous of becoming Candidates
at such election are requested to send in their testimonials an

HYACINTHS and other DUTCH BULBS.
A Descriptive Price Current has just been pub-

|

lished by William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants,
Plymouth, and can be obtained in return for one
postage stamp.

DUTCHMAN D~CAPE BULBsT
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, &c, 238,
fJ High Holborn, London, have now published their compre-
hensive CATALOGUE OF DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS,
the twenty-first Autumnal Series, which will be forwarded

s free of charge and postpaid to all parts of the world, upon
d application. The Bulbs are as usual offirst-rate quality.

VINES FOR FRUITING IN POTS.
"VTESSRS. J. & J. PHASER, Nurserymen, Lea
*•**- Bridge Road, Essex, beg to invite attention to their fine
stock of the above. Price 5s. and 7.s. Gd. each.
Strong Vines for planting out, 3a. Gd. each. A list of the sorts

may be had on application.

. r~o sTs^
T and J. FRASER'S Catalogue for the present
** • season is now ready, and may be had on application.
J. &. J. F. have a large and fine stock of Dwarf Roses, consist

ing of the best sorts of Hybrid Perpetual and other autumn*
flowering kinds suitable for planting in masses or for potting.
Price per dozen or hundred (according to the quantity required,)
may be had on application.

The Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road, Essex.

ROSES, ROSES.
GEORGE JACKMAN, Woking Nursery, Woking,
V J Surrey, has much pleasure to acquaint his friends, patrons,
and the public, that he has this season to offer an extensive
stock of well grown STANDARD and DWARF ROSES, con-
sisting of all the leading and most approved kinds. A Priced
List will be forwarded free on application.—October 11.

* 2l
B «Printed forms of petition can be obtained upon application

tothe Secretary. _^_^_
WILLIAM SHORT, Landscape and Ornamental
» T Gardener, 21, St. John's Wood Terrace, Regent's Park,
London.—Ornamental Ground Works, Planting, &c, taken by
contract or otherwise. Unexceptionable references can be given.

W T
SALES BY AUCTION OR OTH ERW I S E.

ILLIAM SHORT having a perfect knowledg
the Value of Hardy Nursery Stock, will purchase on i

mission at any of the public sales or otherwise.—Jli^t^o^n'sJWood Terrace, Regent's Park, London.
CRAPE VINES IN POTS

to intimate
that their SECOND IMPORTATION of "the above have

arrived in prime condition. DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES,
I
which contain their celebrated system ofculture, can be obtained free
on application. Orders executed In strict rotation.

Highgate Nurseries, near London.

1A7ILLIAM 1VERY begs to inform liis Friends and
» » Purchasers that his Pot ROSES, on their own roots, are

extra fine this season. W. I. has also a very fine stock of

olborn, London. INDIAN AZALEAS, good blooming Plants of the. best variety
iu cultivation. Catalogues of the above aud other Choice Plants
to be had post free on application.

Hanover Nursery, Peckliam, near London.— October 11.

R O S E S.

e of
com-

APAUL and SON respectfully Announce that their
• NEW CATALOGUE is now ready for circulation, and

will be forwarded free by post in answer to written application.
The Stock never was in finer condition; the Standards are

the Pot Roses, owing to an
better rooted, and

are solicited.

they are particularly fine in quality this season. A priced and
descriptive Catalogue is now ready, and will be forwarded post
free upon application. A remittance or reference to accompany
all orders from unknown correspondents.—Paradise Nursery,

the best approved sorts.

Horticultural Establishment, King's Road, Chelsea.

C
HOLLYHOCK SEED.

HATER and SON offer the above, saved from
their best flowers, in packets of 200 seeds, Is. Gd., or 18

varieties, separate packets, named, 5s. Also strong plants in
pots of the leading sorts of Hollyhocks and Pansies now ready.
rjTce_onapplication.—Nurseries, Haverhill.

ROOTS.
ival of

his DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS in fine condition. The
Bulbs are large and sound. Early orders solicited. Descriptive
priced Catalogues free on application.
Charles Alexander, Nurseryman and Seedsman, 30, West
agister Street, Edinburgh.Re

send-

nTDmr HOLLYHOCK SEEDi
K1KCHAM and WARD be* to offer their Holly-

*.*** i

k Soed in Packets at 1*. &'-. 2s. Gd., and 5s. each. This

k 'tw se,ected froni tl,e Dest varieties in cultivation, and
"•« W. will warrant it to produce Seedlings of superior quality
nut will give satisfaction to all purchasers.

, Hedenham Rosery, Bungay,* Suffolk, Oct. 11.

_ CHRYSANTHEMUMS, CAMELLIAS, FERNS.MHANDLER and SONS have now ready for^ ing out fine bushy plants both of the large and 6mall
varieties of CHRYSANTHEMUMS, from 9*. to 12s. per dozen.
Also fine healthy young CAMELLIAS well set with flower-buds,
** per dozen and upwards. A great variety of .FERNS at
moderate prices.—Wandsworth Road, VauxliaU.

TnTtlT NEW GERANIUMS.
JOHN SCOTT, Florist, Bathford, near Bath, can

supply each of the following varieties of GERANIUMS to
we trade cheap, by the dozen. Price on application. Topsy,
wonderful, Pauline, Empress, Countess, Pandora, Vesper,

yj
eer

J

Eleanor, Conqueror. Iris, Phaeton, Seraskier, Pluto, Brenda,
icretta, Rosaline, Una, Sereua. Leopard, Sparkler, Pallas, Lord

5»§!An, Petruchio.

J
can
ered

mu NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS OF 1856.OHN SALTER has a good stock of all the new
fumih

inental and Enorlish varieties of 1856, which he

wifh 1
at
\
245 ' per dozen

;
alao some extra strong plants (cov

variP?" • '
° f hi8 PoraP°ne " Scarlet Gem" at 3s. Gd. each. This

beti c
IS now in bloom at the nursery, and pronounced by all towsuie fcnest crimson scarlet yet raised.

erjainesjJuT8ej7^ilIiamjBtreet. near Hammersmi th'Turnpike.

\\T HOLCROFT, Upholland, Wiiran. Lancashire,

npPDiS*8 t0 ann<>»nce that ha will forward his LIST OF
lion Tf-

0US AND ATiVl N i: PLANTS post free on applica-

tltss nf i

collcctlon offer8 8Te»t advantages to purchasers of this

in miS-]?
**' aud i»c,,ldes a great many of well known rarity,

»at out
to l°W prices

* None but stroaS healthy plants are

LnlrfJ
1

'
be?s t0 offer Seeds of the Yellow Californian Tree—^22t£pstftee, for 6 stamps.

E
SUPERB NEW CINERARIAS.

^
AvAPER begs to inform the public that he is

^id to KTTi,
8e
£
ding out a set of 10 new and disfi"ct Cinerarias,

^storf estever >'et offered to the public, for which he

^'urservm
to his descriptive Prospectus and Testimonials of

—AddrJ ,r
wll0have grown them for trial. Price 15f. the set.~ ™», Mr. E. RAPEB^Florist, 53. Regent Street, Leamington.

Lnm £?
IV

tTINE!V,TAL PLANTS AND OTHERS.

bJm
VAN HOL'TTE, Nurseryman, at Ghent,

»'«h SIam
*
begs t0 Advertise that his CATALOGUE, No. 61,

CAMPr t ?'» 2
0ntaininS GHENT akd INDIAN AZALEAS.

^RONSi- * l'
C° NIFJER0-tf3 PLANTS and RHODODEN-

Great Tntl o
d at Mr' R - Stlbebead's Office, 5, Harp Lane,

feaves GhUr r r
et

»
on TroPaid application.—N.B. A steamer

L v it . °
ndon direct evei7 10 da™-^ v. H. a CATALOGUE or ROSES is in preparation.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
JOHN WATERER, the Exhibitor of the above
*J Plants at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London,
begs to state that his CATALOGUE of RHODODENDRONS,
AZALEAS, &c, is published, and can be obtained in exchange
for two postage stamps. The colours of the Rhododendrons are
described, and the Catalogue contains a selection of the most
favourite kinds of Pinuses, Roses, &c.

The_ American Nursery. Bagshot, Surrey.

C TRAWBERRY PLANTS. — Cuthill's three I

^-J sorts, sure aud great bearers. See former Advertisements.
Also his three Pamphlets. New Cucumbers, &c.

James C ltiiill, Denmark Hill. Camberwell, London.

THE FILBERT PINE STRAWBERRY.—This is
-*- a misnomer. The Strawberry was raised at Manor Farm in
1S49, and sent out as "Myatt's Seedling." Though not of a
large size it is a first-rate variety. See Mr. Turner's advertise-
ment. Strong plants, 5s. per 100.

ManorF^arm,J)eptford.—Oct. 11.

CHOICE FRUIT TREES and STRAWBERRIES.
—For Catalogues with descriptions of the above, including

the Brough Bergamot Pear, apply to Wk BARRATf, Lands-
cape Gardexbk, Wakefield.
"This is certainly a first-rate Pear."—See Transactions of

Pomological Society, page 19.

A fine stock of Pyramid and Orchard-house Trees.

JTNDERHILL'S "SIR HARRY" STRAWBERRY
^> PLANTS, for the Season of 1856.—All orders (not less than

20) to be accompanied with a Post-office order on Birmingham.
Twenty £0 12
Forty 12
Sixtv • • 9 • * • 1 12

Eighty

Hundred
• • £2

2

1

S

6

Plants in pots, not less than 10, Is. 3d. each, will be ready in
October next.
Mr. Undebiiill's " Treatise on the Cultivation of the Sttaw-

berry," price Is.

Mr. R. Uxpebhill, Sir Harry's Road, Edgbnston, Birmingham.

QTRA.WBERRIES. — Underbill's excellent Stiaw-
*J berry SIR HARRY, warranted true, strong well rooted
plants, (with a ball of earth to each if desired), price 40s. per
100, or 6s. per dozen

; price to the Trade per 1000 may be had
on application. Also all other sorts worth cultivation now ready
—Apply to R. S. Yates, St. Ann's Square, Manchester.—Oct. ll'

AJEW STRAWBERRIES.—First on the list is

-3 KITLEY'S CAROLINA SUPERBA. A Post-office order
for 21s. will secure 100 good strong Plants of this very excellent
Seedling, basket included, or 3s. Gd.per dozen, free by post.
N.B. See the report of the Pomological Society m this Paper of

July 19; and also in the Calendar of Operations", July 26.
James Kitley, Lyncombe Vale Nursery, Bath.

SUPERB NEW STRAWBERRIES.
VyiLLlAM J. NICHOLSON is now prepared to
» ' send out fine laid Runners of all the new and most of the

older varieties of Strawberries, comprising about 40 of the very
best English, French, and Belgian sorts. Prices and particulars
on application to the Grower, William J. Nicholson, Eggies-
cliffe, near Yarro, Yorkshire.

V Underbill's SIR HARRY 30s. per 100; 18s. per 50; 10*.
per 25, strong plants. I

I) OSES.—CATALOGUES forwarded free of charge
"w and Post Paid to all Parts of the World, upon appli-
cation to Jahf.s Carieii & Co., Seedsmen, &c, 238, High
Holborn, London. ,

NEW CATALOGUES FOR 1858-57^
V\7'ILLIAM WOOD and SON are now prepared to
* * send free and post paid Copies of their CATALOGUE of
ROSES and GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.- Address

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

CHARLES TURNER'S New Catalogue of GERA~-
NIUMS, FANCY GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS,.

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS, HOLLYHOCKS,
PANSIES, &c, is now ready, and can be had on application.

Royal Nursery, Slough.

FERN CATALOGUE.
T)OBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
^ LOGUE (24 pages) of his Collection of BRITISH and

FOREIGN FERNS, can now be had post free for six stamps.
Gratis to all previous purchasers.—Nursery. Foo t's Cray, Kent.

C atTl O G U E S.

HLANE and SON, Great Berkhampstead.—
• Catalogues for the present season, containing a selection

of the best varieties and novelties, may now be had at the Nur-
series or sent post free. They consist of ROSE CATALOGUE,
TREE and 611 RUB ditto, FRUIT ditto (containing those
grown in pots), HOLLYHOCK, AZALEA, &c, ditto.

The Nurseries, Great Berkham pstead, Herts.

PANSIES ! PANSIES !! PANSIES !!!—Now
ready for Autumn planting, strong plants of the above

flower, from a Urge and well-selected stock. Warranted true.
Price is. per dozen.—Address W. II. Davis, Jun., St. Marys
Hill, Newbury. ^^^

TO PURCHASE,
Either by Contract or Otherwise,

CHOICE FRUITS AND VECETAB
Apply to GEORG E TAYLOR, Juxn

Fruit Salesman & Contractor fur Choce Garden Produce
St. John's Market, Liverpool.

Payment Nett Cash on Delivery.

DENDROmUM~FALCO N E HI, figured ia Curtis's
Botanical Magazine for present month.—Plants of this

most lovely new species, the finest of the genus, can be supplied
at 425. each by Hugh Low & Co., Clapton Nursery.—Oct. 11.

PRINCE OF WALES' RASPBERRIES. ~
"

TTTILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON beg to inform the
» V public that thev have now on hand a large stock of their

< elebrated PRINCE or WALES - RASPBERRIES, which is

acknowledged to be the fine t red variety in cultivation. Prices per
dozen or hundred on application.

Highgate Nurseries, near London.

TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUm7~
I^RlFOLIUM 1NCARNATUM, Italian Rye-grass,

Winter Vetches, English Rye, and other Agricultural

Seeds for autumn sowing can be obtained in any quantit

from William E. Rexdle & Co., Seed Merchants, Pljtt

HOME CROWT H. t* r— Vm.EW EARLY WINTER VETCHES—This ism

WANTED
"F.ititft? ny

LES.

N
Wk

very superior sortt and comes two or thrba-Vcejis
earlier than the common variety. The Subscrf&trs cQ.;i

strongly recommend them, price 255. per bushel, ov%. fa. p*?
gallon. Only a few bushels remain. H- B< jh

Willi a st E. Re.vole & Co ., Seed Merchants^JPly^li

/^.LENNY'S IMPROVED BALSAM SEED fr*vT flowers 3 inches across, not approached by atyf «*hi
6 classes, 37 stamps; mixed packet, 13 do.: sealed and signe_
packets only. Other very choice Seeds.—Duuganuxm IIous*.
Fulbam,
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KQSJ.jg,, 40,000 Dwarf Kos^-s on their own roots in

t>nts and worked on the Manetti stock. 60,000 Dwarf Roses

budded on 6-inch stems. 30,000 Stand an 1 Roses. 5000 Gvniral

Jacqueminot, Hybrid Perpetual. 7<*>> Geantdes liatailles, ditto.

12 000 Tea-scented aud China Roses in pots on their own route.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON wish to direct especial

attention to their enormous and splendid stock of Rosed,

which owing to an entirely new soil and increased facilities of

propagation, was never in finer order, and they feel assured the

plants they have this season the pleasure of offering to their

iriends cannot be surpassed, many of the Standard and Dwarf
Roses having made shoots 6 feet in length.

Collections of Roses will be supplied on the following terms, when
the selection of sorts is left enttr- ly to ourselves:— Par doz.

Extra tall Standards, 4 to 8 teet high, with three to six

best varieties of Climbing and Perpetual Rosea, In

each stem, Mutable for training, &c, 3s. Gd. to 5s each

Tall Standards, fine picked stocks from 4 to 6 feet with

large heads, of the most show) kinds, for planting in

PLANTING.
PAUL and SON respectfully invite attention

the following Abridged List of HARDY ORNAMENTAL
TREKS, of which they have a very large stock in splendid con-

dition on sale at very moderate prices, which will be given on

application.

A.
w M la

tt

tt

tt

ti

• • #

* * »

conspicuous situations on lawns, &c.

Extra superior selected Standards, in fine varieties

Fine Dwarf Standards, in fine varieties

Superb ditto ditto, the best sorts for exhibition

Fine Dwarfs ... ... ...

Climbing and Noisettes

- - •

• • • • • •

425.

245. to 30.9.

245.

185.

125.

185.

1S5.

125.

305.

it

if

tt

ft

tt

M
it

185.

185.

125.

95.

Hybrid Perpetuate, budded on 6-inch sterns^ or on own
roots in pots ... -- ... ...125.

He de Bourbon, in pots, or budded on 6-inch stems ... 125.

China, in pots ... 9s.

Tea-scented, in pots ••• 155.

The best varieties for forcing, established in 6-inch

pots, budded on 6-inch steins ... ... ... ... 245.

Climbing Roses mixed, without names, for covering

banks ... ... ... ... ••• ••• ••• 45.

Good Dwarfs on own roots, without names 45.

Woodlands Nursery, Mare^ficld, near Uckfield, Sussex.
" T HE SALWAY PEACH.
/CHARLES TURNER has much pleasure in intro-

•<y ducing this very valuable new variety, raised by Colonel

Salway, Euhara Park, Surrey. It has been fruited this season

at the Royal Gardens, and Mr. Ingram has forwarded the fol-

lowing testimonial as to its merits :—

(Copy) THE SALWAY PEACH.
" I am pleased to bear testimony to the excellence of this new

LATE YELLOW PEACH. It is a variety quite distinct from

other late kinds, both in appearance as well as in the texture of

the fruit. The flesh is of a deep orange colour—like that of an
Apricot — soft, melting, and juicy, very saccharine, highly

aromatic, and separates clean from the stone. The fruit is of

•rood size, and ripens on the open wall the beginning of

November. The Salway Peach will be found a valuable acqui-

sition, owing to its lateness and good quality.

(Signed) ''Thomas Ingram.
" Royal Gardens, Frogmore, Sept. 23, 185R."

In the "Florist" for December, 1854, Mr. J. Powell of the

Royal Gardens writes:

—

M The fruit is round, skin deep orange,

tinged and mottled with red on the sunny side ; flesh orange

tinged with red at the stone, melting and juicy, with a highly

perfumed flavour. It is a perfectly hardy variety."

There is every reason to believe it will be an excellent forcing

variety, as it sets freely and is a good bearer, and as it can be

had so late iu the season it is an invaluable variety.

Extract from the 4i Transactions of the British Pomological

Society" (No. I.):—" A seedling Peach raised in the garden of

Colonel Salway, from a stone brought from Italy, was exhibited

by Mr. Turnftr, of Slough. The fruit was of medium size, and of

a deep golden yellow colour; the flesh also of a rich deep yellow

colour, very melting, juicy, and vinous, with somewhat of the

flavour of an Apricot. Although this was gathered from the

wall on November 4, it was in as great perfection and as highly

flavoured as any of the September varieties, and was highly

recommended by the Society as a valuable late Peach."

DWARF-TRAINED TREES 15s. each.

MAIDEN do IO5.61*. do.

M

Abies alba, 1£ to 2 ft.

Douglasi, U to 3 ft.

Menziesi, 1 to 3 ft.

Morinda, 3 to 10 it., very
fine

rubra, 1£ to 2\ ft.

Araucaria irabricata, 2 to 5 ft.

Arbutus, 2 ft.

Aucubas, 1£ to 2 ft.

Bays, Sweet, 1 to 3 ft.

Box, 1 to 3 ft.

Chinese Privet, 1 to U ft.

Cotoneasters, 1 to 2 ft.

Cedrus Deodara, 2£ to 10 ft.

Cedar of Lebanon, 3 to 10 ft.

(The largest and finest

stock in the country.)

Cedrus Africanus, 3 to 6 ft.

Cryptomeria japonica, 1 to 8 ft.

Cupressus Corneyana, 1A ft.

Lambertiana, 1A to 3 ft.

„ torulosa, 1 to 2 ft.

Juniperus, all the leading sorts,

1 to 6 ft.

Laurel, Portugal, 2 to 6 ft.

„ „ Standards, 8 ft.

Laurestinus. 1£ to 2£ ft.

Mahonia aquifolia, 1 to 2 ft.

Phillyreas, 3 to 5 ft.

Pinus austriaca, 3 to 4 ft.

Benthamiana, 1A ft.

Cembra, 1 to 5 ft.

excels*, 4 to 8 ft., very fine

insignis, 1 to 6 ft.

Lambertiana, 1 to 6 ft.

Llaveana, 1 to 2 ft.

monticolor, 1 to 2 ft.

muricata, 1£ ft.

Pallasiana,2 to 21 ft.

Strobus nivea, 1 to 3
(the Snow Pine).

Picea nobilis, I to 2 ft.

Nordmanniana, 1 ft.

Pinsapo, 1 to 4 ft.

Silver and Scotch
3 to 8 ft.

Rhododendrons, 100 finest vars.

Thuja aurea, 6 in. to 1$ ft.

glauca, 6 to 9 in.

intermedia, 1 to 1£ ft.

japonica, 1 to 1A ft.

gigantea, 1 ft.

minima, 6 to 9 in.

Wareana, 1 to 5 ft.

Taxodium sempervirens,3toSft.
Taxus adpressa, 1 to 4 ft.

Canadensis, 1 to 2 ft.

Cheshuntensis, 3 to 5 ft.

Dovastoni, 1 to 2 ft.

elegantissima, 1 to 2 ft.

gold striped, 1 to 4 ft.

Irish, It) 5 ft.

stricta, 1 to 4 ft.

common, 1 to 5 ft.

Fan, 3 to 5 ft.

Elms, of sorts, 6 to 10 ft.

Flowering Shrubs, in 300 spe-
cies and varieties

Laburnums, 6 to 8 ft.

Limes, 3 to 10 ft.

Mountain Ash, 8 ft.

„ „ Weeping,8ft.stems
Planes, 8 ft.

Poplars, of sorts, 6 to 10 ft.

Persian Lilacs (Standards),
4 to 5 feet stems.

Scarlet Horse Chesnut, G to

10 ft., very fine

„ Maple, 8 ft.

Oak, 1 to 8 ft.

Spanish Chesnut, 6 to 8 ft.

„ „ variegated, 6 ft.

Sycamore, 8 to 10 ft.

Tulip Trees, 1 to 10 ft.

Thorns, of sorts, 6 to 8 ft.

Weeping Cytisus

„ Beech
„ Elms, 8 to 10 ft. stems
Mountain Ash

BSSRSJ E. G. HENDEKSON and SON \m
state that the unequalled DAHLIA—

CRYSTAL PALACE SCARLET,
proves itself the finest Bedding Plant in cultivation, and by far

the most showy and free blooming Dahlia ever offered to the
public. It may be seen in full flower at their Nursery, and the

CRYSTAL PALACE GARDENS.
The Bulb Catalogue, with revised Lists of GERANIUM

Cinerarias, and other Florists
1 Flowers, may be had post free on

application.

A Coloured Plate of Five new GERANIUMS, including

Mrs. Story's white varieties, can be bad post free for 12 stamp&T

NEW STRAWBERRY 4I ADAIR."
For description of this delicious variety see back numbers.

Price 605. per 100 plants; 405. for 50 ditto; 255. for 25 ditto;

155. for 12 dirto.

The description and prices of the following new plants may be

seen in the Bulb Catalogue;

—

Begonia picta

„ cinnabarina hybrid*
Azalpas and Rhododendrons

varieties).

Camellia Jenny Lind

Echites Houtteana

Dianthus albo nigricans

tt

»
tt

99

tt

it

tt

tt

it

tt

tt

Privet
Willow

„ American Willow, 8 ft. stems

„ Kilmarnock „ 6 ft. stems
Roses, 8 ft. stems

tt

ft.

tt

tt

tr
Fir,

Atragene, white and blue
Bignonia radicans major

„ flava speciosa
Clematis azurea grandiflora

double blue
Florida, double and single

Ilendersoni
Sieboldti

Honeysuckle Evergreen
Scarlet Trumpet

[finest

one of the

tt

tt

it

- • •

* - t «

»

• *t

f t •

M
tt

tt

tt

tt

ft

tt

w flexuosa

„ Magnevillea,
Ivy, Irish, strong

„ palmated
gold blotched
silver

Ragneriana

...

tt

It

it

it

tt

»

tt

it

it

tt

tt

Descriptive

tt

Christmas Roses
Delphinium Barlowi
Dielytra spectabile

Gentiana acaulis

Hepaticas, of sorts

Lilium longiflorum

Lily of the Valley
Russian Violets
Hollyhocks (see

Catalogue)
Roses (see DescriptiveCatalogue
Azalea indica

^| A fine 8tock of
Camellias I handsome

is8
1 *•»»•

Fruit Trees (see Descriptive
Catalogue)

Grape Vines, from eyes, 6 ft.,

stout & well ripened, very fine

Tarragon, Sage, Thyme, and
Herbs in general

SEEDS.
Calceolaria Seed, 5s. and 2*. 6d. (2d quality) per packet:

Cineraria, 25. 6i. per packet; Primula sinensis fimbriata, 2s. Gd.

per packet.
The Spring Catalogue, with 2000 Greenhouse and Stove Plants

fully described, post free on application.

Wellington Nursery, Bt. J ohn's Wood.

R~~
OBERT PARKER begs to inform his friends and
patrons that his PRICED AND DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE OF GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS, &c, is now ready,

and will be forwarded, post free, upon application.

He also begs to direct attention to the following, of which h*

possesses a large stock in strong and healthy plants :— 5. d.

Araucaria excelsa (Norfolk Island Pine), each 21

Azalea indica, of sorts, from, per doz.

Camellias, of sorts, from, per doz. ...

Cyclamen Atkinsi, flowering bulbs, each ... 35. Gd. to

Delphinium formosura, the finest variety ever offered,

per doz.
Epacrises, of sorts, from, per doz
Ericas, of sorts, from, per doz.

Ferns, hardy, from, per doz

„ stove aud greenhouse, from, per doz.

Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass), per doz.

Orchids, Exotic, from, per doz.

Selaginellas, of sorts, from, per doz.

A remittance or reference to accompany all orders fnm
unknown correspondents.
Parad

i

se Nursery, Hornsey,and Seven Sisters' Road, Holloway.

AZALEA INDICA "GEM."

J"
IVERY and SUN beg to inform the public that

• good established plants of this fine variety will be read

v

for delivery the third week in October, at 215. each ; a few extra

sized blooming plants at 42s. each. The subscribers feel it

unnecessary to say anything further of its fine properties than

that it has received the highest awards given to seedling both

at the Royal Botanic and National Floncultural Societies. The

undermentioned Nurserymen have already kindly ordered it,

from whom plants may be had :
—

Barnes, Mr. Wm., Camberwell ]
Henderson, E. G. H., Wellies-

• • •

• * V

- *
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24
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18
12
9
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Acacias, of sorts, 3 to 8 ft.

Beech purple, best variety, 3
to 10 ft.

As many of the above are raised by the thousand, a consider-

able reduction in prices will be made when a large quantity of

The usual discount to the trade, with a further allowance if |
one article is required. The whole have been frequently removed,

12 plants are taken.
Plants can be had of Messrs. Peter Lawson & Sons. Edin-

burgh; Messrs. Dicksoxs & Co., Edinburgh; Messrs. James
Dickson & Sons, Edinburgh ; and the principal Nurserymen.

Royal Nursery, Slough.

F R UIT~T RE E S.

HPHOMAS RIVERS begs to submit to the Public
A the following synopsis of his FRUIT TREE CULTURE,
which is this season the most complete and extensive in Europe.

APPLES, on Crab Stocks.—Standards for orchards, dwarfs,

aud dwarfs trained for espaliers.

APPLES, on Paradise Stocks, for gardens.—Pyramids, dwarf
bushes, d warts trained for espaliers, and dwarf bushes in pots.

APRICOTS.—Standards, staudavds trained, half standards in

pots, dwarfs, dwarf bushes for potting, dwarfs trained for walls,

and dwarfs in a fruiting state in pots for orchard houses.

CHERRIES, on black Cherry Stocks.—Standards, standards

trained, dwarfs, and dwarfs trained.

CHERRIES, on the Mahaleb Stock.—Dwarf bushes for potting

and culture as bushes, dwarfs trained for wails, and dwarf bushes

in pots.

CURRANTS.—Dwarf bushes, including some new and fine

varieties.

FIGS, in pots, in a bearing state.

GOOSEBERRIES.—Small, high-flavoured, old sorts, and all

the large new Lancashire varieties.

GRAPES for Vineries, from eyes, in pots.—Strong plants, two
aud three years old ; ditto, in pots, dwarf bushes for orchard

houses; ditto, hardy sorts trom the open ground for walls.

MEDLARS.—Standards and dwarfs.

MULBERRIES.— Standards and dwarfs trained for walls.

NECTARINES and PEACHES.— Staudards, standards

trained, half standards in pots, dwarfs, dwarfs trained, and
dwarfs in a fruitin? state in pots for orchard houses.

NUTS and FILBERTS.—Dwarf bushes, and standards 4 feet

high, grafted on the Hazel Nut.
PEAKS, on Pear Stocks.— Standards, standards trained, dwarfs,

dwarfs trained for espaliers and walls; pyramids bix years old,

twice or thrice removed, in a bearing state; these are adapted
for gravelly and chalky soils unfavourable to pyramids on the
Quince Stock.
PEARS, on Quince Stocks.—Standards trained for walls,

pyramids, pyramids root-pruned, in /1 bearing state ; dwarf bushes
in a bearing state, for potting, or for culture as bushes; dwarf
bushes in pots, in a bearing state, for orchard houses.

PLUMS.—Standards, standards trained, dwarfs, dwarf bushes
for potting or for garden culture, dwarfs trained for espaliers and
wails, dwarf bushes in pots for orchard houses, and pyramidal
tre^s in a hearing state.

QUINCES.—Standards of the common Quince, and pyramids
of the large Portugal Quince.
RASPBERRIES.—Canes of the finest varieties.

STRAWBERRIES.—Runners of the finest varieties.

WALNUTS.—Standards and dwarfs for gardens of the Dwarf
Prolific Walnut.
The Descriptive Catalogue of F raits, which is so arranged as

to point out to those commencing Fruit Culture the most select

varieties, is now ready for delivery. It contains 32 pages of
original and useful matter, and wit l be sent free on receipt of
six stamps ; to customers gratis on application.

Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, Herts, Oct. 11.

and are very handsome; the Evergreens rise with close balls of
earth. Carriage free to London. For particulars of general
Stock, see Catalogues just published.

Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, Xc.

A PAUL and SON have just published a SELECT
• LIST of the above, with their Heights, English Names

and Descriptions, which they will be happy to forward free by
post in answer to written applications.

Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

NEW AND CHEAP PLANTS, DUTCH FLOWERING
BULBS, &c.

HENRY WALTON, Edge End, Marsden, near
Burnley, is now offering the following at the reduced

prices annexed :

—

FUCHSIAS—Admiral Boxer, Charlemagne, Conqueror, Coun-
tess of Burlington, Donna Joaquina, General Williams,
Favourite, Ranunculaeflora, Venus de Medici, Volcano di Aqua,
Wonderful, and Prince of Wales, Is. 6rf. each, or 125. per doz.

post free ; extra strong plants, 25. &d. each.
PETUNIAS—New varieties of last season, Is. 6i. each, or 12s.

per doz.
VERBENAS—New varieties of last season, Is. each, or 95. per

doz.
UERANIUMS-Strong plants, Dido, Fidelia, Gem of the

West, Grand Sultan, Jessica, Lydia, Omar Pacha, Pandora, Petru-
chio, Phaeton, Seraskier, Topsy, Una, Vesper, and Yerda; the

above, 155 per doz. Attraction, Carlos, Duchess ot Wellington,
Eugenie, Empress, Eliza, Glowworm, Governor General, Indian
Chief, Lord of the Isles, Leah, Lucy, marginatum, Neatness, pic-

tum, Purple Perfection, Rebecca, Regalia, Rosa, Rhoda, Taraberiik,

Virginia and Zeno; the above 12s. per doz. Ambassador, Com-
missioner, Commander, Harriet, Incomparable, Jupiter, Leonora,
&c„ at 65. and 95. per doz. Fancy varieties, 95., 125., and 18s.

per doz.
CINERARIAS—65., 95., and 12s. per doz.
HYACINTHS -(descriptive lists of which are now ready, and

may be had on application) named sorts, Ss., 9s., and 12s. per doz
Mixed ditto for borders may be had in separate colours, 4s. per
doz., or 25s. and 30s. per 100.

A Descriptive List of choice Geraniums, Pansies, Carnations,
Picotees, Pinks, <fcc, may be had for one postage stamp.
AZALEA— Indica, Extranai. Criterion, Ivery's Keaut&d' Europe,

Gledstanesi formosa, magnifica, striata formosiss'ma, Duke
of Devonshire, Perryana, rosea elegans, amoena, Broughtoni,
variegara, Glory of Sunninghill, Murrayana, Minerva, Vesta,
Prima Donna, and alba magna; selections from the above, 12s.,

18s., and 24*. per doz. (strong plants).

Sonerila marg^ritacea, 2s. 6d., 55., and 75. &L each. Gonocalyx
pulchra, 5s and 7s. 6d. Cuphea eminens Is. 6d. and 2s. 6d- Cassia
floribunda, 2s. 6d. Vaccinium erythrinuai, 3s. tkf. ai d 5s. Man-
dirola Roezli, 3s. &/. Meyeniaerecta, 5s , to 10s. Qd. Passiflora

Decaisneana, 3s. Gd. Cereus MacDonaldi 3s. 6d. to 5s. Impatiens
Jerdonife,2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d!.

Choice CinerarU Seed, 1*. &f. and 2s Gd. per packet.

It is respectfully requested that Post-office orders be made pay-
able at Marsden, Lancashire; a remittance or reference required

from parties unknown.
The plants named above are all strong and healthy plants, and

cannot fail to give satisfaction to every purchaser.

Bass & Brown, Messrs.,Sudbury

Cole, Mr. Wm. Withiugton,
Manchester

Cutbush, Wm. & Son, Highgate
Cutbush, Mr. Win., Barnet
Davies, Mr.Thos., Waivertree
Epps, Mr. W. J., Maidstone
Fisher, Holmes. & Co., Sheffield

Fraser, J. and J., Leytonstone
Gaines, Mr. Thos., Battersea

Garraway, Mayes &Co., Bristol

Glendinning, Mr. R., Turnham
Green

Godwin, Mr.T., Sheffield

Griffin, Mr. J., Bath [Place

Henderson, A. H., Pine-apple i

ton Road
Ivery, Mr. Wm., Rye Lane.

Peckham
Jackson, T. & Son, Kingston

Lee, J. H., Hammersmith
Low, Hugh, & Co.. Clapton

Parker. Mr. R., Ilornsey Road

Rollisson, W. & Sons, Tooting

Turner, Mr. Chas., Slough

Veitch, Mr. Jas., Jun., Chelsea

Verschaffelt, Mr. A., Belgium

Wheeler, Mr. G., Warminster

Wood, Wm. & Son, Maresfield

Wood & Ingram, Messrs.,

Huntingdon.

A descriptive Catalogue of all the newest and best varieties of

the Azaleas may be had in exchange for one postage stamp.

The usual allowance to the trade.—Dorking, October U._

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
To Noblemen and Gentlemen Planting New Pleasto

Grounds or Improving Parks or Drives, and to Companies

Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries. rrcWSKIRVING begs to offer his Stock of TRLLS
• and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either for

immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where sm^
sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition to *n»

general stock of the leading kinds ot Trees and Shrubs, wmcai^

allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this sea*w

offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most vwuw^

Trees lately introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA aw

CEDRUS DEODARA, ot various sizes, from one to six teet.

W. S. invites any one wanting Specimen Trees and ^mi^
s

J.
inspect his collection and obtain prices on the spot, as tne me

height of such trees (as quoted in list*) gives no idea of tne raw

of well grown select plants for choice situations.
c>,.n-d

N.B. A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely snay^

plants of the Araucaria Irabricata and Cedrus Deodars na

been grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to gn?

distances in this country, or to any part abroad. -

CAMELLIAS, some of extra large size, well adaptea

Conservatories, and an extensive collection of smaller size^

well set with flower Buds, at very moderate prices.

Priced Lists will be sent on application. —
QTANDISHTnd NOBLE, Nurserymen, Bagshot,

O Surrey, have now to offer the following new and t>eauu

plants:

—

a _ . -^^rtrfnd br
GAULTIIERIA FURENS.-A charming plant ^P°rtea

^
the advertisers from Valdivia. Specimens have ^en

.y
i™e

fectiy

in the open border for two years past, where it stands V^ ^
uninjured without the slightest protection ; in ract it 1* ^

- * ^ri

ik

clusters of large ro^
as the Common Holly. It forms a compact, bngi't, gio*»>

,

h

shrub, covered in spring with white flowers like those 01 *

meda floribunda, and bearing in autumn cmww»» -• -Z5-.^
purple berries. It grows very freely in any UrfUt sauuJ

10a. firf. each.
, , _,- - _, lateriti*

AZALEA AMCENA LATERITrA.-A hybrid from Uteri
rf

by amoena. The flowers are of the same colour
,

a
ohout three

late, itia with the hose-in-hose corolla of amoena, an^a"rbstanCe,
times the size of the latter. They are of good shape and saost

and the plant blooms as freely as Amoena. ««; «ac
J- ._*-«<» of

AZALEA AMIENA GRANDIFLOKA.-The'
Jejcnpt o>

the above will apply to this in every respect with^c.Pj

the colour; in this variety the flowers are of * "f
carra fhand-

We can recommend both varieties as being ^r* 1**"^ of

some, and they are moreover examples of an entire new ra

Azaleas of which amoena is the type, "g-

«

acH
:

spedling from

ROSE II. P. VICTOR TROLILLARD.-A seednn ^
Geant des Batailles, but »*>«^"^"i^ 1^ T^aaBose.
much darker in colour; in fact it is udarkj- '^jt is un-

The flowers stand the sun for a week ^cut fcd^ i ^
doubtedly the finest Hybrid Perpetual Rose ever oSerea

Plants in November, 21s. each
ordered

one

%* When three plants of either of the above are oru

will be given over.



*
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UNEQUALLED NEW STRAWBERRY RiVAL QUEEN.
EDWARD TILEY begs to announce to Straw-

berry growers and the public generally that he is now
sending <nrt strong well-rooted plants of the above unequalled
new Seedling Strawberry, which possesses more good qualities

than any other ever yet grown. For further particulars see

Gardners
1 Chronicle of Sept. 27, 1856. Strong well-rooted plants,

3?. per 100, 1?. 155. for 50, It for 25, or one dozen for

12^., the 25 or one dozen sent postage and package
free. A Post-office Order is expected to accompany all com-
mands.—Edttabd Tiley. Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,

14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath.

a~~^HE FILBERT PINE STRAWBERRY,—
This variety has now been proved at the Royal Gardens

and other places to be the best and most useful Strawberry
grown. It produces very little foliage, is exceedingly prolific

and rich flavoured, firm, and comes in with the British Queen,
and remains in bearing until very late. It is a most valuable
variety for the northern districts, as it produces very little more
foliage than the Black Prince, and there is a certainty of getting
a crop from it. Plants now ready, 75. 6d. per 100.

Charles Tukxkr, Royal Nursery, Slough.

"cabbage and cauliflower plants for sale."

GH. PIKE begs respectfully to inform the Public
• that he has a large Stock of the above Plants to dispose

of. The sort of Cabbage is Shilling's Queen; price 5*. per 1000.
Cauliflower Plants, 2s. per 100, package included. They are
fine healthy Plants. All orders must be accompanied with a
rem ittance.—52, Walcot Street, Bath,

DOUBLE ROMAN and PAPER WHITE NAR-
CISSUS, 45. per dozen.—The above Bulbs, the former of

which is so justly esteemed for its early blooming and excessive
fragrance, and the latter for its purity and elegance, have just
arrived, and may be obtained at A. Cobbett's Italian and Foreign
Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall, near Waterloo Place. London.

GAINES'S WHITE GERANIUM ALBA MAGNA
is now re«dy for Sale; it is the best forcing Geranium out.

The plant is of a good dwarf habit, with very large truss of pure
white flowers upon a strong footstalk. Price 5s. per plant; when
three plants are ordered four will be sent.

T. G. has a few strong plants of his New Azalea rosea alba,
Napoleon III., and Camellia compacta alba, yet on hand. For
description see Gardener^ Chronicle for Saturday, September 27.
His Lists of Geraniums and Greenhouse Plants in general will be
printed shortly.—Nursery, Surrey Lane, Battersea. Oct. 11.

CHOICE SHOW PINKS.
WILLIAM HUSSEY begs to offer the undernamed
** Collection—one pair of each for 155. package included;

viz., Alfred Morrison, Arthur Brilliant, Beatrice, Conrad, Con-
stance, Criterion, Henry Steers, Duke of Wellington, Esther,
Eail of Carlisle, Harry, Harriet, Juno, Jenny Lind, King of
Purples, Koh-i-noor, Lord Charles Wellesley, Lord Hardinge,
Lord John Russell, Laura, Lord Valentia, Melona, Mars,
Mrs. Judd, Othello, Perfection, Princess Royal, Prima Donna,
Prince Albert, Queen Victoria, Sappho, Sarah, Teddington,
Titus, Winchester Rival.—Horticultural Gardens, Norwich.

MEW PURPLE LILAC,
SYRINGA VULGARIS var. BLANDII.

WH. BLAND has great pleasure in offering the
• above valuable Flowering Shrub, which has proved the

last three seasons quite superior to any other Lilac in cultiva-

tion. It was submitted in June 1S53 to Dr. Lindley, when he
pronounced it very superior to any other variety, and in the
June No. of the present year, p. 392, he again refers to it thus

—

"Lilac: WH B. The specimen now sent fully confirms what
we said of the variety in 1853 ; it is a handsome purple Lilac,

closer in the bunch and firmer in the flower than any Lilac of
the kind that has come under our notice."

With such excellent authority any farther comment would be
superfluous, excepting to remark that the plants now offered are in
the finest possible condition, and may be had at the following
prices, viz., 5s. each, three for 12s., or six for 21s. Prices for

wholesale orders on application.
Mr. T. Barnes, Dane Croft Nurseries, Stowmarket, is ap-

pointed Agent for the sale of it.

Remittances requested from unknown correspondents.
W. H. Bland, Nurseryman, Fordham, Cambridge.

THE LARGEST AND CHEAPEST STOCK OF GERANIUMS
IN ENGLAND.

JOHN WESTWOOD has much pleasure in being
able to announce to the public that having devoted the last

13 months to testing the correctness of every portion of his

Stock, and at a vast expense made it the finest of its kind in

existence, he has recommenced business under very advanta-

geous circumstances.
To the numerous ladies and gentlemen who favoured him with

their orders at the commencement of 1855, J. W. tenders his

thanks; and having unwittingly, and through the gross negli-

gence of the person to whom he then entrusted the conduct of

his business, sent out many plants incorrectly named, he
takes this opportunity to state to those who may have
received any such from him, and to whom he has not already

made reparation, that he will do so (upon receiving

particulars of those plants which were not in strict

accordance with their orders), either by forwarding them correct

plants of the kinds desired, or others of a corresponding value.

He also assures all that such errors will not occur in future, as he
?iow personally superintends his Nursery.
A full Catalogue of SHOW, FANCY, BEDDING, and

FRENCH GERANIUMS, will be ready for delivery (gratis) to

all applicants on and after the 12th instant. The General Cata-
logue will follow shortly after. An inspection of his Stock, con-

sisting of more than 100,000 plants, is invited by J. W.
Floral Nursery, Turnham Greeru^ HORTICULTURE.
NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

"JOHN WEEKS and CO., King's Road, Chelsea.
*' This Horticultural Establishment is an unlimited source of

attraction.

m
The Collections of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,

in all the various stages of growth and in endless variety, include

*very novelty that is worth cultivating.
A large stock of GRAPE VINES, struck from eyes, very

strong for Planting and Forcing in Pots.
FRUIT TREES and Shrubs of every kind.
THE SEED BUSINESS is conducted upon an extensive scale,

svery article warranted true to its kind, and of genuine good
quality.

GARDEN TOOLS, and Horticultural Implements of every
description, all the best make, no inferior article kept.

CAST-IRON VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great variety of
the most beautiful designs.
WIREWORK for all Ornamental Garden purposes.
.The Nobility and Gentry are most respectfully invited to

*wit this establishment, where Horticultural science in all its

branches is in full operation, combining all modern improvements,
* that a Lady or Gentleman can select whatever they may
require connected with Horticulture.
John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-w te?

Apparatus Manufacturers.
"OTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES,

FORCING PITS, &c. &c. all made of the best materials, sent
«> any part of the country.

see our Illustrated Catalogues of all the various branches of
norticulture; also Plans, Models, and Estimates, &c. &c.

Jobs Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

ROYAL
BERKSHIRE

SEED
ESTABLISHMENT

SUTTON and SONS hove just received a very unique
Collection of Hyacinths, Anemones, Jonquils, Cro-

cuses, and numerous other Bulbous Flower Roots, direct

from one of the most celebrated Florists in Haarlem.
Prices very moderate. Lists gratis, and post free.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

"DETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the
J- Queen, &c, beg leave to intimate to their Customers and
the Public the arrival of a very fine selection of FLOWER
ROOTS in excellent conditi <»n, and they respectfully solicit early
orders for the same. Catalogues may be had free on application.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

BULBS.—For
OASS and BROWiVS Advertisement of BULBS
* * and ROOTS see the third page of the Gardeners' Chronicle
of September 20th.

Choice and sorted collections of Hardy Bulbs and Roots, 20s.,

405., and 60s. per collection.

CATALOGUES for the present season of the following may
be had on application, viz.:

—

Fruit Trees.
Strawberries.
Geraniums.
Cinerarias.
Azalea indica.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Winter-flowering ditto.

MISS NIGHTINGALE,
The Fijcest Heliotrope in Ciltivation.

VT R. Fl ELD begs to inform the Trade that he has ft

i*i few fine old plants of this truly beautiful Heliotrope in 48
pots well adapter! for stock, St. 6d. each, one ^iven where three
are ordered. For descripti n Mr. F. nt rs to the unquestionable
authority of the censors' decision at the Royal Botanic Society's
Show in May and that of the National Society of Flo: to In June.
Young plants will be ready in JanuaiT, 12*. per dozen, package
not included. Post-office Orders payable at Paddington.

William Field, Florist, Kennel Town, London.

SAFFRON WALDEN NURSKRV.
SUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.

\\7ILLIAM CHATER'S ANNUAL DESCRIP-
\\ TIVE CATALOGUE, with remarks on the Culture,

Exhibiting. &c. of this noble flower may be had on receipt of one
postage stamp.
Seed saved from 20 best varieties, mixed, per packet ... 5s. Od.
Do. 12 do. do. 2 6

Good mixed 10- - • . •
ft ft • * * >

Bulbs and Roots.
Herbaceous Plants.
Hollyhocks.
Phlox.
Conifene.
Hardy Shrubs and Climbers.
Roses.

Sudbury, Suffolk.

COLLECTION OF DUTCH BULBS.
tXflLLIAM E.RENDLEand CO., Seed Merchants,
* * Plymouth, have much pleasure in coffering the following

Collections of Dutch Roots, for large and small-sized gardens :—
£ s. d.

No. 1 Collection, all the most approved sorts 3 10
No. 2 „ containing smaller quantities ... 2 5
No. 3 ,. for a small garden 1 5
100 Hyacinths, in 100 very fine sorts. Purchaser's selection 3 10
100 „ 50 fine sorts „ 2 15
50 .. 50 superior sorts „ 1 15

1 10
if

24 12
V
M

ft

varieties
12 12 H V

7»

tr

15

10

Detailed lists of the above are given in tlie " Descrip-
tive Price Current** just published, which can be had in

return for one postage stamp.

"William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

NEW IMPORTED DUTCH ROOTS~
TT^ILLIAM E. RENDLE and CO., Seed Mer-
Vi chants, Plymouth, have much pleasure in

announcing that their Dutch Bulbs are just arrived, in

the finest possible condition.

The collection includps a general assortment of HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, NARCISSUS, ANEMONES, RANUNCULUS,
CROCUS, LILIUMS, IRIS, GLADIOLUS, &c. &c.

A Descriptive Price Current of Dutch Roots is just

published, and can be had in return for one postage

stamp.

Apply to Wm. E. Rexdle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
Established 1786.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
JAMES CHARTRES and CO. have much pleasure

in announcing that their superb collections of the above,
which have given such universal satisfaction for many years,

are now ready, and will be forwarded carriage paid to any part

of the kingdom. No 1 Collection (31.) contains as follows:— 12

Splendid Double and Single Hyacinths for glasses; 12 ditto, do.

for pots; 24 ditto, ditto, for borders; 12 splendid Narcis, various,

for pots ; 12 do. named Early Tulips (single and double); 50 do.

mixed late Tulips for borders; 12 do. Double Jonquils; 24 do.

named nglish Iris; 24 do. named Spanish Iris; $ lb. mixed
Double Anemones; lib. mixed Single Anemones; 100 splendid

mixed Ranunculus; 100 do. named Crocus, 25 sorts; 100 do.

Mixed Blue; 100 do. Mixed White; 100 do. Double Snowdrops

;

12 do. Dos's-tooth Violets ; 6 Summer Snowflakes.
No. 2 Collection half the above amount. A general priced

Catalogue may be had on application.

74, King William Street, City, London.—October 11.*W ANTED IMMEDIATELY,
V> GRAPES. PINES,

MELONS,

ANTED
GRAPES,
PEACHES

And 'other CHOICE FRUITS.
Apply or forward to

GEORGE TAYLOR, Jux.,

Growers' Salesman,
St. John's Market,

Liverpool.

GEORGE JACKMAN begs to state that his

PRICED CATALOGUE is now ready, and can be bad
free on application, comDrising Choice Conifene, Hardy Ever-

greens, and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, all of which are well

grown and constantly removed ; is also, an extensive grower of

Roses, and Fruit and Forest Trees.

G. J. particularly wishes to call attention to his Dwarf-trained

Fruit Trees, being clean grown and well trained, including all

he leading kinds.
Woking Nursery, 11 mile from Woking Station, Southwestern

Rail, where all Train top *nd conveyance* can he obtained.

SPLENDI0MNEW RHUBARB "CRIMSON PERFECTION"
ROBERT SALT, Nurseryman, Longton, Stafford-

shire, has great pleasure in again recommending the above

variety of Rhubarb, sent out for the first time in 1854. feeling

confident from its superior quality and reduced price to meet with

a continuance of demand. It is very early and productive, and

the interior of the s'alks are of a crimson colour. See Gardeners'

Chronicle, June 11, 1853.

"Very good, and a most beautiful crimson; compared with

others it is remarkable for the small amount of acidity it con-

tains."—Ed.

Price—Year-old plants, Is. 6d. each, or Ql. per 100: Two-year

old, 25. Gd. each, or 101. per 100. With usual discount to the

Orders addressed to Robert Salt, Nurseryman, Longton,

Staffordshire, or to the following agents will meet with strict

attention: -Messrs. Hurst & MMullen, Seedsmen, 6, Leadenhall

Street London; Francis and Arthur Dickson, Nurserymen, 106,

Eastgate Street, Chester; James Dickson & Sons, Nurserymen,

112, Eastgate Street, Chester; Burgess & Kent, Nurserymen,

Penkhull, Staffordshire.

I A remittance from unknown correspondents.—Longton, Oct. n.

ERICA SPENCERlANA.
1 ) GLENDINNING begs to inform the Public that
*-*'• he is now prepared to send out this new and distinct
Heath, a coloured illustration of which is given in the Florist
for this month. This novel Hybrid was raiaed from seed in the
Chiswick Nursery. It is a very free blooming (variety, very
small plants being laden with flowers; is a vigorous grower,
with the habit of B. Cavendishi ; and both as regards habit and
Dolour of flowers is altogether distinct from any other variety,
with the additional recommendation of remaining three months
in bloom. Was awarded a Small Silver Mt-dal at the last July
Exhibition of the Royal Botanic Society, Regeot'fl Park, Strong
established Plants, 21*. each.— Chiswick Nursery, Oct. It.

GEORGE BAKER begs to announce that his
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of AMI KICAN PLANTS.

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, CON1FERJB, PRUIT and
FOREST TREES, will be ready in a few days, and may be had
on application.

American Nursery, "Windleshara, near Bagshot, Surrey. 1J mile
from Sunningdale Station, one hour's ride from Waterloo
Station; j from Reading.

LARGE SWEET BAYS, & EVERGREEN OAKS 02 roTS, &c.

WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON have on hand a
large Stock of the above, which they can dispose of at

very reasonable prices.

Also a tine stock of STANDARD and DWARF TRAINED
FRUIT TREES, FRUIT TREES IK pots, Large MULBER-
RIES, and all other Nursery Stock in excellent condition for safe
transplanting. Prices upon application.

___^_ Highgate Nurseries, near London.

HEATHS AND EPACRIS.

MESSRS. J. & J. FRASER have to offer the
above in fine healthy plants and full of flower buds. If a

large quantity is taken the price will be very moderate. A list

of the varieties with price may be had on application.

The Nurseries, Lea Bridge Load, Essex.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1856.

The autumn has brought further information

about Orchard Houses, and we perceive that our
correspondents are already communicating their ex-

perience. That they should arrive at different

results is what was to have been expected. Had
we returns of the first two or three yeais' manage-
ment of a Peach wall by those who had never pre-

viously seen one, there would be a still greater con-

flict of evidence ; some would have had no Peaches,

some a few, and a few many. Upon the whole this

kind of structure is getting into still more favour

than before. And well it may, when bad springs

and bad summers and indifferent autumns have to

be contended with.

It seems to us that one great mistake is made in

this matter. An idea has gained possession of some
minds that it is better to grow fruit in an orchard

house than out of doors; whereas the real object of

such a contrivance is to grow fruit well where you
cannot obtain it out of doors. It is like the glass

sheds and tumbledown houses of which we have
spoken occasionally as producing admirable results.

Nobody recommends such places for imitation when
better things can be had. The point to observe is

that under skilful management as much may be

done in very rude structures as in buildings on which,

the glazier, carpenter, and ironmonger have lavished

all the skill that money can purchase. We never saw
finer Grapes or a heavier crop than in an old tumble-

down flat-roofed glass lean-to, with half the panes

broken ; the skill of its owner rose above the defects

of the building ; but it would be absurd to suppose

that bec-iuse we record this fact we therefore recom-

mend Vineries to be old, tumbledown, flat-roofedj

with half the panes broken.

The main objection which we now hear taken to

an orchard house is that it will not yield sufficient

return for the trouble and expense attending it,

unless we include the pleasure of managing it as part

of the return. Let us try to work out this problem

in a span-roofed house 60 feet long and 20 feet

wide, with a walk all round between a side border

and a rectangular bed in the middle.

Such a house will have fourteen rafters on each

side, and three uprights. Against each rafter there

will be one Vine, and against each upright two
others. This gives 14 X 2 + 3 x 2=34 Vines in

pots. Of course these Vines will be trained upon
the rod system.

j
At the end where there is no door the border

will afford ample room for 6 Fig trees.

On the borders there is room for 12 fifteen-inch.
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pots under the ridge, 18 others 12 inches in dia-

meter on each side, while 18 more will stand

vn each of the side borders. This makes
12 -f 18 X 2 -f- 18 X 2, or 84 large pots for miscel-

laneous fruit trees.

Then there will he ample room for 750 Straw-

berry pots, if 48s are used as described at p. 387

of our present volume ; and these may be at least

once changed, making 1500 pots of Strawberries in

the season.

Thus it appears that our House will hold 34

Vines, 6 Fig trees, 84 miscellaneous fruit trees, and

1500 pots of Strawberries. How much is it

possible for them to produce ?

Each Vine may bear 10 good bunches of Grapes,

averaging 1 lb. : this gives 340 lbs. weight for the

house.

Half-a-dozen fig trees should yield as many fruits

as any small family can consume—say 100 each.

Let us assume that the miscellaneous fruit trees

consist of 50 Pears, 10 Plums, 10 Peaches, 8 Necta-

rines, and 6 Apricots. Each Pear tree ought to carry

36 fruit, each Plum tree 60, each Peach tree 12,

each Nectarine 12, each Apricot 24 at least. Apples,

with one or two exceptions, Gooseberries, Currants,

and Raspberries, are not worth growing.

If this estimate is correct, and we believe it to be

quite within the mark as soon as the trees are in

full bearing, the produce during the season will be

as follows :

—

= 340
= 600
= 12,000
ss 1800
= 600
= 120
= 96
s= 144

* -

• • •

Vines, 34, each producing 10 bunches
Figs, 6, do. do. 100
Strawberries, 1500, do. 8
Pears, 50, do. 36
Plums, 10, do. 60
Peaches, 10, do. 12

Nectarines, 8 do. 12
Apricots, 6, do. 24

Such we say is a very possible produce of an

orchard house 20 X 60 feet in full bearing. That

it is no exaggeration is sufficiently proved by expe-

rience ; the produce indeed is too low in Plums,

some of which bore nearly 100 each in the Garden
of the Horticultural Society last year, although it

was only the first year of successful trial ; and
j

so of others. We take the produce of a Peach
j

or Nectarine tree at 12, but in the Horticultural

Garden last year a Chancellor Peach bore 17,

an Acton Scott 13, a seedling Peach 14, a Violette

Hative Nectarine 17, a Fairchild Nectarine 21

fruits. We therefore certainly regard the above

as a perfectly fair estimate of what may he had
under good management, when the trees are all

in full bearing. That 36 are not too many Pears

per tree is shown by quite young plants having

already a score upon each of them ripening well.

But reduce the estimate by one half, in order

to make allowance for accidents and want of skill,

and the return is still most ample for 1200 square

feet of ground.

Of course, in order to obtain such results, a selec-

tion must be made of varieties known to be good
bearers. If gentlemen wish to experimentalise they

must prepare for loss or failure. It would be folly

for example to grow in an orchard house Beurre

Diel or Vicar of Winkworth or Chaumontelle
Pears, as well try Uvedale's St. Germain ; nor

would the mistake be less to introduce Peach
Apricots, or Shanghae or Chancellor Peaches, or

Stanwick Nectarines. They are unsuited to this

mode of cultivation. We cannot say that the very

best possible sorts are yet known ; but a good many
are, and vice versa, which is not less important.

What may be the best mode of managing these

houses is perhaps still to be settled. The funda-

mental principles are air in the greatest possible

degree, well selected sorts, and well potted healthy

plants abundantly supplied with liquid manure. If

the last point is attended to there will be no risk of

failure from debility. Some recommend that the

roots should be allowed to find their way out of the

bottoms of the pots, and then be cut off. To this

practice we see great objection. What should be

attempted is rather to keep the roots within the

pots, and when they occupy too much room to

dispot the plants and remove with a sharp knife

some of the coarsest of the roots, afterwards replac-

ing the plants carefully.

Having said thus much concerning the capabili-

ties of orchard houses, we ought to point out what
is undoubtedly a defect in the very best of them.
They are unprovided with any means of heating
them. Theoretically, indeed, they require no heat

;

that is to say they are not forcing-houses. But it

would be a very great gain if some means were pro-
vided of mitigating the effects of nocturnal radiation
in the spring, when the thermometer in the interior
of such places sinks lower than consists with the
safety of the crop. For example all the young Figs
in a building of this kind dropped off last spring for

want of a little protection at night. We presume
that a tarpauling, or reed mats, or one of Paxton's
railway roofs, placed over the glass at night, would
do all that is required, but such contrivances are

expensive, and expense is exactly what an orchard
house is to prevent. Nor would they afford what is

wanted in the autumn where Figs or Grapes are

grown. For such crops onr summers are too short,

and our autumn heat too low. Night coverings can
only prevent loss of heat ; they create none. It is

therefore desirable that some kind of heating

apparatus for occasional use should be provided.

For this purpose iron hot-water pipes would of

course do all that could be required ; but such a

heating apparatus again costs more money than
should be expended on an orchard house. We
should think that every end would be answered
both in spring and autumn by a flue constructed of

large drainpipes, whose joints were carefully

secured by well tempered clay lime, and chopped
straw, such as is used in making clay lumps for

cottages. It would only be necessary to take care

that such a flue is only heated with wood, or weeds,

or some vegetable rubbish which will smoulder, and
produce plenty of hot smoke without bursting into

much flame. Any country labourer would put up
such a contrivance for a few shillings, and if smoke
did find its way at first through the joints of the

pipes it would be easy to stop the crevices with
more clay.

Although summer Figs, set from the buds of the

previous year, and such Grapes as the Sweet Water
or Muscadine, will ripen without artificial autumn
heat, yet we are convinced that all who have tried

their skill upon orchard houses will admit that it

would be infinitely better if the gardener were

provided with some sort of cheap apparatus to pro-

duce warmth ; or if warmth is not wanted, to dry

the air in our damp October weather.

We have lately received from Trentham two new
varieties of fruit, both of which deserve special

mention.

The first is a black Grape, of most excellent

quality, thin skinned, not a Muscat, earlier than

the Black Hamburgh, and having the valuable

property of hanging late without shrivelling. Its

leaves are middle sized, thick and capable of bearing

even such a sun as we experienced last July, when
the foliage of so many other Vines suffered seriously.

Its origin is unknown. In appearance it somewhat
resembles the Black Prince, but the flavour is

much more delicate, and the berries are longer.

The two diameters are as 20 to 14 in this, but as 17
to 14 in the Black Prince, a very great difference.

Mr. Rivers who has seen it conjectures that it is

some foreign variety allied to the Amelia or the

Gros Sapert ; but as this is very uncertain, the

variety may be called the Trentham Black.
The Melon, which will bear the name of the

Trentham Cocoa Nut, is much like that fruit in form
and size, and is remarkable for combining a very

thick hard rind with an abundant white delicate

flesh, like that of the Trentham Hybrid Persian.

This being the case it possesses great value as

a keeper, or for travelling long distances. It is

reported to be an abundant bearer, being hardy and
robust in its growth. We understand it has been
found still fit for table at Christmas.

New Plants.
184. Weigela coRiEENSis, Thunbergin Trans. Linn. Soc.

777331 ; alias W. amabilis, Planchon in FL des

Serrcs, VIII. t. 855. Bot. Mag. t. 4893 ; alias Dier-

villa grandiflora, Sieb. & Zucc. FL Japonica,

1. t. 31.

Why this plant, perfectly well figured in the Icones

Ksempferiance, should have received the garden name
of amabilis we are unable to explain. Nor do we see

how it is to be distinguished from the Diervilla grandi-

fiora of Siebold & Zuccarini. In some respects it much
resembles W. rosea, but differs from it firstly, in its

more reticulated leaves, crisp edge of the corolla, and
brighter colour ; and secondly, in the very important
garden quality of flowering in the autumn, when we
have nothing like it among hardy shrubs. We have
now (Oct. 8) a specimen before us loaded with most
brilliant deep rose-coloured flowers, trailing (for it is

not much of a bush) over a peat border among Rhodo-
dendrons, and uncommonly handsome it is. In our
judgment it is beyond all comparison the best autumnal
shrub after the Rose.

" Insertion m expresses this result. Thus in Ex. 4
common Primrose, the Btamens are <c inserted " en the
corolla. In Ex. 5, common Cherry (or wild-Cherry
Plum, of our catalogue) both the petals and stamens are
" inserted " on the calyx. Where no adhesion prevails

the parts are " inserted " on the floral receptacle, as in

Ex. 9. *

PRACTICAL LESSONS IN BOTANY
BEGINNERS OF ALL CLASSES.—No.

FOR
X.

By the Rev. J. S. Hexslow, M.A., Hector of Hitcham, Suffolk.

Column 3d. Results of adhesions lotanically expressed

(refer back to £xs. 4, 5, 6).—Where adhesion takes

place between the parts of two contiguous floral whorls,

the free (non-adhering) portions of such parts in one of

the whorls appear to be seated on, or to arise from, the

parts of the other whorl. The technical term

stamens, which always originate from this disk, will be
" inserted" on it, when they do not adhere to the sepals

on one side, or to the carpels on the other.

I restrict the terms "superior" and "inferior" (as

explained under Ex. 6) to the ovary and calyx (or to a

perianth which does not include a distinct corolla). I

reserve the application of the terms Hypogynous,
Perigynous, and Epigynous (as was originally intended),

for the insertions of petals and stamens only. As
soon as the application of these five terms (as

thus restricted) becomes thoroughly appreciated, there

will be no difficulty in the learner comprehending a

botanical work in which such terms are less rcstrictedly

applied.
" Hypogynous" (insertion on the disk) implies an

absence of adhesion, either with the calyx (outwardly)

or with an ovary (inwardly). If the stamens adhere to

the corolla, their insertion with respect to it will be

" Epi-petalous;" but the insertion of these two floral

whorls when thus adhering will together be hypogynous.
* Perigynous " (insertion on the calyx) implies adhe-

sion with the calyx to such extent that the free parts of

the adhering whorls (corolla and stamens) appear to-

origiuate upon it Where the ovary is inferior, it will

be essential that the petals and stamens should adhere

to the calyx to a greater extent than they do to the

ovary, otherwise the insertion will appear epigynous.

"Epigynous" (insertion on the ovary) implies adhe-

sion of the petals or stamens with the ovary, to a greater

extent than with the calyx.

" Gynandrous." The epigynous stamens of some

flowers are so completely combined with the pistil as to

adhere even beyond the ovary, and then little or no

portion of the filament remains free. In these cases the

anther and style are more or less adherent," and the

result is a fleshy column in the centre of the flowec,

with the anthers and stigma on its summit. This form

of epigynous insertion is termed " Gynandrous." It is

eminently conspicuous in the highly-prized order

"Orchidanths" (Orchidaccai), the species of which are

now-a-days so successfully cultivated, whereas a few

years ago they were considered almost unmanageable.

In many cases there is no difficulty in determining, at

a glance, the nature and extent of the adhesions that

subsist between contiguous floral whorls. Where this

becomes difficult, from the crowding or minuteness oi

the parts, some degree of caution and more or less

skilful manipulation is requisite. By gently removing

the calyx with a pair of forceps, some portions of the

corolla and stamens will be detached with it, provided

those two floral whorls are perigynous. They will re-

main attached to the disk if they are hypogynous, or t»

the summit of the ovary if they are epigynous. A first

observation should always be made, to determine

whether the ovary is superior or inferior. If it be

superior, the petals and stamens will very rarely

indeed, as in the White Water-lily (Nympha>a albaf,

be found adhering to it; and consequently, in floweis

with superior ovaries, we may expect to find either

hypogynous or perigynous petals and stamens. If the

ovary is inferior, it is impossible the corolla or stamens

can be hypogynous, but they may be either perigynous

or epigynous ; always remembering the strict apphca^

tion of these terms is often not attended to in descrip-

tive botany.
*

...

The following tabular view includes all the possible

results from " adhesion" to be recorded in the thirl

column of the floral schedule :

—

Inferior

or
Superior

Hypogynous
Perigynona
Epigynous
Epipetalous
Gynandrous

Superior
or

Inferior

^^^^^^ ——^^—^^^—

N.B. Beginners must not be alarmed at the**

remarks about the strict use to be made ot n. -

above terms. They will soon learn to apPrec^
their value, if they will only consent to examine ana

observe such flowers as readily admit of their application

Where there may be ambiguity, they should (for a* mie;

trust the experience of those who having acquired tac

sufficient for the purpose have determined the real

character of any known flower in question I hisJtney

may ascertain by inspecting the plant-list,
«

^finding out

^particular section of the class to which the plant

belongs. But, for this purpose, they must have been

made acquainted with the meaning attached to U«j

words by which such sections are designated
• "

j

therefore be advisable to intercalate a «o^liolog»£

lesson 'or two with our instructions for filling^p *•

floral schedule, before we proceed to the fourth column,

I which includes matters entirely classificatory.

I (To be continued.)
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ON LOW TEMPERATURES CONSIDERED AS
PREJUDICIAL TO VEGETABLE LIFE.

(From Alph. De Caxdolle's Geographie Botanique Raisonn^e.)

I should not have alluded to the action of cold upon

plants were it not that grave errors are generally

widelv spread and believed in reference to this subject,

and this in the face of numerous well established obser-

vations. These errors as often reside in attributing to

temperatures below the freezing point prejudicial effects

which they do not possess, as to overlooking the fact

that there are temperatures considerably above the

freezing point that are truly hurtful.

Thus, much has been said about rupture and disorgani-

sation of tissues through the action of cold ; no doubt

the distension of the cells consequent on the conversion

of water into ice, and the contraction of solid tissues

owing to the severe cold, must in certain cases produce
mechanical injury, but study and observation show that

cold far more often acts upon vegetable tissues in a very

different manner. Cells are not always gorged with

fini 1 when the accession of cold takes place, and moreover
their walls are elastic. The solid tissues can often

contract without rupturing, and we know that it is very

rare to see fissures produced by cold in the trunks of

trees. Now we find :—
1. That certain plants are killed by cold before the

mercury has descended to the freezing point.

2. That a multitude of plants will retain frozen water
in their most delicate organs, and experience no injury

therefrom.

The first of these facts is exemplified every time that

a hothouse is inadvertently cooled down to 35° or 40°.

When a hothouse plant is reduced to 32° or even to 29°,

there is no freezing of its contained fluids, and yet it

perishes. It is difficult to pronounce whether its death
is caused by a partial suspension of certain of its functions,

or by the impossibility of its performing certain chemical
operations, or by a physiological action upon that

mysterious property called life ; but the plant dies, and
that suddenly.

The second phenomenon was insisted upon in the

most positive manner by Petit-Thouars in 1C17, in one
of his best works (On the Effects of Frost upon Plants),

but it has since been forgotten. I made the same
observation in Geneva during the great cold of 1838.

Dr. Coindet further made experiments upon the depth
to which cold penetrates the trunks of trees, and showed
me masses of ice extracted from the trunks of large trees,

after a frost ofmany weeks' duration. I have found ice in

the interior of herb3 and buds, which notwithstanding
were not injured thereby. M. Duval has insisted upon
the same fact, upon which Goeppert, Morren, and
Lindley have made special observations.

So far as regards the application of this question to

geographical botany, it is of more importance to deter-

mine how far sharp alterations of temperatures affect

plants. On this point agriculturists aud physiologists

agree. The sun's rays impinging upon organs which

Agent, M. P. Hayes, Esq., residing in the township of i continue in perfection through October, but it must
Madoc. Also, the Ottawa and OpeongoRoad,80 miles for

j

be seen in mass or line as we have it, then some idea

settlement in September last. Agent, T. B. French, Esq.,
township of Grattan. Joseph Cauchom, Toronto,
July 14, 1856." This is an official Government announce-
ment, and I understand the lands to be granted are of

first-rate quality. Can you say how 1 am to proceed in

order to secure such a grant ! L. N. T. [We could
probably give you the address of an active and compe-
tent agent in Canada if you were to communicate your
real name and address.]

Select List of Wall Trees.—Subjoined is a ground
plan of my garden, the walls of which are covered with

very well trained fruit trees ; but they bear very little

fruit. On No. 1 there are two Mav Duke Cherries, two
Fig trees, a Bon Chre'tien Pear, and young Peach, Nec-
tarine and Apricots, all which bear abundantly. No 4

has two autumn Bergamots, two Crassane, two Swans
Egg and Bon Chretien Pears, with some young Peaches.

No. 7 has half Greengages, half Coe's Golden Drop
Plums, which all bear moderately—and but moderately.

The other walls are useless, except for two Jargonelle

Pear trees and two Magnum Bonum Plums, which

bear. I wish to get a list of Pears and Plums to suit

the aspects and soil (a clayey loam resting on a lime-

stone rock from 2 to 4 feet below the surface). Some
14 years ago I planted a garden wall, half out of a

nurseryman's list, half by directions given me in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, in answer to a query ; I was there

directed what trees to plant and in what aspects. The

walls planted according to these directions had trees

bearing great and excellent crops. Those planted before

never produced much. I now intend to plant new trees

gradually removing the old ones, and again apply

for advice as to sorts and aspects. The situation is in
have just suffered from cold are especially hurtful.

the centre f inland, or rather 40 miles north of it, and
Sudden falls of temperature are hence always apt to be
dangerous, especially in localities where the sky is

clear and the horary variations considerable, such as the

interior of continents and lofty mountains. On the

other hand, the effects of the cold are most severely

felt in moist places, and by plants that are gorged with
fluids, conditions that most obtain in maritime localities

and in the bottoms of valleys.

Lastly, it is to bejobserved that the same degree of cold

does not uniformly produce the same effects at all times

on the same species. The duration of the cold (not

given by the minimum thermometer), the state of the

plant, its age, the moisture of the soil and of the air,

the nature of the soil, the presence of snow, all exert

considerable influence. Authors have given us a multi-

tude of examples of this, and without repeating these,

I would say that they should form some guide to our

mode of treating certain questions in botanical

geography. /. D. H.

Home Correspondence.
Our Potato Crop.—I have lost nearly all my Potatoes,

and so have my neighbours ; and I hear it said on all

sides that as much damage has been sustained this year

as even in 1845 and 1846, in proportion to the area

under cultivation. It would be extremely interesting

to know how this is ; and I should hope that the

correspondents of the Gardeners' Chronicle who are to

be found all over the United Kingdom will combine to

furnish you with such an amount of information as will

settle the point. It is only necessary for every reader
to post you a memorandum stating as briefly as possible

what he finds to be the proportion of loss in his own
neighbourhood ; and I dare say you would take the

trouble to tabulate and publish the result Appeldur-
combe. [We should be glad to do so, and thank our

correspondent for his suggestion.]

Free (Grants of Land in Canada.—I copy the follow-
ing from a late No. of the Montreal Herald :

—

u Crown
Land Department.—Toronto, July 12th, 1856. Notice
k hereby given to emigrants and others, that the under-
mentioned lines of road in Upper Canada are open for

settlement, upon which free grants (limited to 100
acres) are to be obtained upon application to the
respective agents, subject to actual and continuous
residence thereon. The Addington Road running from
the township of Kaladar to the river Madawaska, 35
miles in length. Agent, E. Perry, Esq., Flint's Mills,

the climate moist Cavanensis. [For Aspect No. 1 take

of Peaches : 1 Royal George, 2 Noblesse, 1 Grosse

Mignonne. Nectarines : 1 Balgowan, 1 Violette

Hative, 1 Downton. Cherries : I May Duke, 1 Elton.

Apricots : 1 Moorpark, 1 Royal. Pears : 1 Glou

Morceau, 1 Easter Beurre. 2 Brown Turkey Figs.

Aspect No. 2.—Cherries : 5 Morel lo, 2 Kentish, 1 Late

Duke. Plums : 2 Orleans, 1 Magnum Bonum, 1 Jeffer-

son. Pears: Uargonelle, 1 Fondftnted'Automne,l Seckel.

Aspect No. 3.—Apples : 2 Manks Codlin, 2 Keuwick

Codlin, 3 Tower of Glamis, 2 Devonshire Quarrenden,

2 Oslin, 2 Kerry Pippin, 2 Dumelow's Seedling, 1 Jar-

gonelle Pear. Aspect No. 4— 1 Grosse Misnonne

Peach, 1 Noblesse do., 1 Imperatrice Nectarine, 1 Bal-

gowan do., 2 Roman Apricots, 1 Breda do. Pears : 2

Marie Louise, 1 Beurre Diel, 1 Thompson's, 2 Glou

Morceau, 2 Knight's Monarch. Aspect No. 5.

—

Apples : 2 Wormsley Pippins, 2 King of the Pippins,

2 Blenheim, 2 Hawthornden, 2 Golden Noble, 2 Mere

de Meuage, 2 Ribston Pippin, 1 Cockle Pippin. Aspect

No. 6.—Pears: 2 Williams's Bon Chre'tien, 1 Passe

can be formed of its superior qualities. The next

in point of interest is the Tagetes signata (or tenui-

folia), an annual of the Marigold kind, having deep

orange coloured flowers, beautiful foliage, and

a neat bushy habit of growth, height 1 to

2 feet ; an excellent plant for massing. A great

error is often committed in planting out annuals

in putting them too close together ; thus in the case of

Taqetes, one plant in every 4 square feet of ground is

quite sufficient The third is the Double White Fever-

few, an old well-known plant, which is well adapted for

bedding and to grow in line as in the ribbon fashion ;

raise it from seed in the spring, when it will flower well

late in the autumn. There are two others I shall mention

which are very generally used ; but in many places not

to the extent they deserve. One is the Calabrian Soap-

wort, with its pink star-like flowers, one of the best

plants for bedding we have to sustain the gaiety of the

flower garden through the autumn. The other is the

little Koniga maritima variegata, a useful plant for

bedding and to grow in line, being very hardy, con-

tinuing to bloom late in the season. Another very fine

late flowering plant is the Lobelia ignea. These,

together with purple, yellow, and white Heartsease,

would create a splendid display after most of the

summer things have faded, aud as many families do

not arrive at their country residences before September

or October, in such places hardy late flowering plants

deserve our best attention. /. G.

Hartley's Patent Rough Plate Glass.—In reply to

" H." I beg to observe that I have two Pine stoves well

ventilated, glazed with this glass in large squares. The
squares in one stove are 2 feet 6 inches by 1 foot 4 ins.,

in the other 2 feet 8 inches by 8£ inches thick. My plants

are very healthy and not at all drawn. I never had

them in better health than at present. In summer they

swell their fruit well, and it is of the first size and qua-

lity ; but in winter I find it inferior both in size and

flavour to what I have grown under single crown glass.

I shade from the middle of March to the end of August.

Before I employed shading my plants were very much
burnt W. T.

Heliotrope "Miss Nightingale."—-The Rev. W. M.
Allure wrote to me to say that the Heliotrope I

sent him in June was pronounced by his gardener to be

merely the old Heliotropium peruviauum. This I beg

to deny, and to assure him that it was the true

Heliotropium Miss Nightingale, raised by me, I not

having grown any other variety. He also states in

your columns that it has only produced a few small

trumpery blossoms ; he surely must have forgotten

the fine truss it had when 1 sent it to him. I therefore

conclude that it has not had proper treatment ; I may
also add that September is a bad time in which to decide

its merits. The principal sale of this Heliotrope has

been to the trade. Among those who have had it I may
mention Messrs. Turner, Bragg, Lee, Hopgood, Veitch,

Kollisson, Smith, Walton, Hays, &c, from all of whom
references may be had. William Field, Florist, Kensal

Town. [Surely this would be best settled by sending us

blossoms answering to the description of the vendor.]

The Filbert Strawberry.—Under this heading (see p. 663)

Mr. Myatt,of Deptford,makessome allusion tothe variety

d'Amanlis, 1 Louise Bonne of Jersey. Aspect No. 7.

Plums : 3 Green Gage, 2 Purple Gage, 2 Jefferson, 4

Coe's Golden Drop. Cherries : 2 May Duke, and 2

Elton. Aspect No. 8.—Red Dutch Currant and Black

Naples do. ||]

Late Flowering Plants for Autumn Decoration.—On
looking over our parterres it will be found that many of

their gayest occupants have suffered from the

autumnal rains which we have experienced of late,

and that they are now dull and comparatively insigni-

ficant. Amongst the sufferers are our Geraniums and

Calceolarias, which are indispensable for summer and

early autumn decoration, but as the season advances

are unable to uphold their position. Therefore I pro-

pose to bring more into notice two or three plants

great favourites of mine, which are now in their

glory, and have much to recommend them. The first

and finest of all is the Verbena venosa, a plant very

generally known, but hitherto scarcely used for decora-

tive purposes, but its merits cannot be too highly

eulogised ; it is a distinct species having rosy purple

flowers, neat habit, growing from 1 to 2 feet high,

according to soil and situation ; bears pegging down

iidmirably. It is a plant of easy cultivation, being best

Kaladar. °
"fhe "Bastings" Road/ running from the raised from seed in early spring, and planted out the

township of Madoc, in a" northerly direction 74 miles. 1 end of May, when it will begin to flower in August, and

descript

Powell, of the Royal Gardens, Frogmore. Mr. Powell,

after giving a highly favourable account of the " Filbert

Pine," concludes with the following remarks :—• The
origin of this fine Strawberry is unknown. It was sent

to us two years ago from Filbert House, near Maiden-

head, as a new Strawberry, and it was therefore

called the ' Filbert ;
' it is also known in the same

locality under the same title." It will be seen that the

Strawberry was not raised by me, neither was it sold as

a new variety, but merely recommended as an excellent

kind, worthy of general cultivation ; and I am pleased

to have Mr. Myatt's evidence in confirmation of this

opinion, and congratulate him as the raiser of so useful

a variety. •« Myatt's Seedling," however, will not be

considered a name, Mr. M. having so many seedlings,

and if the variety in question is not to bear its present

name, Mr. Myatt should suggest one to prevent con-

fusion, as well as any addition to an already too long list

of synonyms. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.

[We protest on the part of the public against any

change in the name.] 1 had ascertained, before

I saw your last Saturday's number, that the Strawberry

called the " Filbert Pine" was identical with a seedling

which Mr. Myatt kindly sent several years since ; but

I was not aware that it had been sent out as « Myatt's

Seedling" till I saw his letter. I can fully confirm all

that has been said in its favour ; indeed, I consider it

one of the very best Strawberries that has been

The fruit is very handsome, of a brilliant scarlet to the

extreme tip, and of exquisite flavour. It is also a most

abundant bearer—runners plauted out in August often

producing 10 or 12 large bunches of fruit the following

summer—although not so large as some varieties, the

earlier berries will mostly weigh upwards of an ounce

each. I should be glad to know from some of your

correspondents how Mr. Underbill's " Sir Harry Straw-

berry" has turned out with them. Here it grew

vigorously, and produced an abundant crop of large

handsome dark red fruit ; but the flavour was very

poor— not equal to that of Keens' Seedling ; it resembled

some of the Belgian varieties, and was totally destitute

f that fine aroma by whith nearly ail Mr. Myatt's
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seedlings are so pre-eminently distinguished. The
season was favourable, and the fruit of the British

Queen and Omar Pacha, growing upon a portion of the

same ground, was remarkably fine-flavoured. I wish to

ascertain whether "Sir Harry" had done better in a

different soil. Hiury Doubleday, Epping, Oct. 8.

Vines.—I intend to make a new Vine border and
plant young Vines in a range of houses where Grapes
have never been successfully grown. In the first place

I intend having the old border taken out to the depth of

3 feet from the back wall inside to the walk in front,

which is in all 26 feet. Then make a good firm bottom
with a slope to carry the water to the walk in front,

which will be 1 foot deeper than the border, filled with
stones, having a large drain tile in the bottom. I

intend having at least 9 inches of drainage at the
bottom of the border over which I shall put the soil to

the depth of 2 feet 3 inches, composed of one-half of

good loamy soil with its turf (from old pasture), one
quarter of rich old dung and one quarter of burnt earth,
lime rubbish, old night soil, bones, and blood. I shall

plant Vines one year old struck from eyes, one plant
under each rafter, and train on the single rod and spar
system. The garden has a fall of 1 foot in 40 towards
the north, where the houses stand facing nearly due
south. There is a pond behind the wall, the surface of

the water 3 feet below the ground level of the houses.
There is a drain 12 feet from the walk in front which
carries off all back water from the garden. The houses
well heated with hot water are 12 feet wide, front lights

3 feet and a half high, and back wall 12 feet. I shall

feel obliged if you will inform me if I am likely to meet
with success by adopting the above plan. II. N. T.
[No plan can promise better. But we should certainly

exclude blood from the border.]
Orchard Houses.—In a letter in the Gardeners9 Chro-

nicle of Sept. 27, on " Orchard Houses," signed " S. B./'

and which has been copied into other papers, there has
been thrown a damp, not only on orchard houses, but on
Hartley's glass. Amongst others on me has the damp
rather fallen, as I am in communication at this moment
with Mr. Rivers respecting the house itself, and with
other parties for the glass, Hartley's Patent Rough Plate,

for a house from 60 to 90 feet long. An unfortunate
moist climate with late spring frosts does not permit us to

reckon on a ciop out of doors of either Peaches, Necta-
rines, Apricots, or Figs. I do not place much faith on
11 S. B.V report, as most probably the fault may be

either in a badly constructed house or in some other
local deficiency ; but sincerely trust you will not let his

assertions go uncontradicted after all that has from lime

to time appeared in your Paper in favour of such garden
structures. Westmeath. [We have altered our opinion
in no one particular. Whether or not orchard houses
succeed, depends like everything else on skill. We
have known them to be condemned by a gardener who,
when cross examined on the subject, was forced to admit
that he was always behindhand with every operation

;

that he potted the trees unskilfully, allowed them to be
eaten up with red spider, and more often forgot

his ventilation than remembered it. We would refer

you to a leading article in to-day's Chronicle.]

I erected an orchard house by estimate four years
since. Mr. Uivers's book was the guide, and here let

me say, that did I build another I should prefer brick

piers in lieu of the corner posts ; the first would last for

ever, the lasf, on a clay soil, I am afraid not longer
than a common gate post ; the additional expense would
be a trifle. I should also have the house ] foot higher,
for on the lower side you cannot prevent the trees

touching the glass, thereby shading the fruit, and there
has been no comparison between the crop, the flavour
of the fruit on the higher side of the house being so
far superior to that on the lower. Next, agreeing with
your correspondent of the 27 tb, if you can depend on
a crop of wall fruit— if soil, situation, and climate suit

—do not build an orchard house. Why build a Vinery
at Fontainebleau ? Of course you would not require it

;

but on the top of these Hampshire hills, where you cannot
get a crop of Peaches or Nectarines one year in seven
with all the care in the world, here the orchard hout=e

is invaluable. The expense is nothing : with brick

foundation, the first outlay is the last ; no fire, no flues,

no glazing, for such glass as Hartley's Rough Plate

never can break ; and this is a cons deration. The
house is 21 feet Ion?, and the first year we had 40 trees

;

this is too many, 32 is quite enough in 13-inch pots.

Not a large crop the first year, upwards of 5(0 the

second, and about 400 this, the falling off being with

those trees overcropped last year and in the Apricots,

the only sort of which in future I admit being the Moor
Park. Another great advantage in the orchard house
for a small family is that your supply is continuous,

for you select your sorts to secure it. The first

Apricots were gathered on the 1st of August (for re-

member this is a very backward country). The last

Peaches and Nectarines I gathered this morning
(October 4), and of these there are respectively four

dozen and three dozen in the greenhouse good for another
week. As to the size of the fruit, it rests with yourself

—half a dozen on a tree or four dozen. As to the flavour,

you must not imagine this will be equal to the best out-

door wail fruit, but«remember you cannot buy wall fruit

in the country, and on the table a Peach is a Peach, and
much of the fruit is as good looking as you can desire.

Of the sorts of Peaches the Barrin^ton is decidedly the
best late, and the Noblesse the best early. The Chan-
cellor is too late, and the Teton de Venus" has not done
so well this year; still you must have two trees of each
sort that follows in succession, tut I should omit the

Chancellor. Of the Nectarines, the best is the yellow or
orange Pitmaston ; on one tree I had nine very fine, on
the other twenty-five very sweet and good. The other
Nectarine is the Violette Hative. The Ischia Fi«» will not
do ; the house is too cold ; besides, on this soil, clay on
chalk, we grow the finest Figs I ever beheld, and Plums
of all sorts succeed admirably without the protection of

the orchard house. Two Peach trees (Barrington and
Royal George) cover the boards at the back of the pots,

and succeed well, and outside my house Currants and
a Plum tree fill every inch available. Ihe Gardener,
Benlworth Hall, Alton. About the middle of Sep-
tember last I paid a visit to Sawbridgeworth to inspect

Mr. Rivers's orchard houses, previously to building

some on a large scale ; I was so perfectly satisfied with

his success that on my return home I immediately set

to work and completed, about Christmas, a house
110 feet by 15 wide, the expense of which was so

trifling, and the satisfaction it has afforded me so great,

that I have just given orders for another house to be

built. Mr. Rivers's trees were loaded with fruit, and
as he was generous enough to allow me to pick what I

liked, I can vouch for the flavour being exquisite. My
trees were potted this year, so that I could not expect
much of a crop, nevertheless some of the Vines he sent

me last February in small pots have produced six fine

bunches of very highly-flavoured Gripes ; likewise the

Pears sent at the same time have now some exceedingly

large fruit; what the flavour will be I cannot tell, but
they are certainly as handsome fruit as I have ever

seen either in England or on the Continent. I have
also had a good crop of Plums, all planted this year, as

many as two dozen on a tree, and at this time
I have a little tree of Coe's Golden Drop,
the whole [of which I could cover with my hat, with

16 beautiful transparent Plums thoroughly ripe, and the

one I tasted of delicious flavour ; the Black Diamond
Plums have also been literally laden with fruit. My
trees are now fast going to rtst for the winter, the

wood having been ripened more than any wood I have
ever seen out of doors, and I consider the thorough
ripening of the wood the chief cause of the success of

orchard houses. We have made a slight alteration here
as regards the holes in the pots ; instead of having them
round the centre hole at the bottom we make them
round the side near the bottom, and we consider that

we have more control over the roots ; instead of lifting

the pot we cut the roots at the side to check a too

luxuriant growth. I consider also that the nearer the

roots are kept to the surface to receive the benefit of the

sun, air, and fresh water, the better it is for the ripen-

ing of the fruit. My trees have been syringed every
night and morning, which with me is a very short

operation, having merely to turn a tap, when water from
a pressure of 32 feet can be thrown over the house in

any quantity. I never saw trees in a more healthy

state than mine, with every prospect of an abundant
crop next season. I Lei convinced that your corre-

spondent " S. B." has committed some great error either

in last year's cultivation or this. Sigma.
Filtering Apparatus.— I have read with much interest

your remarks on a filter in your Paper of September 27,
and as I am just making a filter or tank on a large scale

here, I beg to offer in your columns a few remarks, and
to put a few questions, in the hope of obtaining in

return some additional remarks and information on the
subject from yourself and from any of your readers who
have any experience in such matters. In your plan you
have a waste pipe in No. 1 compartment, but surely by
so doing you would lose much of the fresh rain water,
because in a flush of rain the water will rush into No. 1

much faster than it can filter through and run over
from No. 2 into No. 3, even though No. 3 was almost
empty when the rain began ; ergo, the small space in

No. 1 from the water line to the waste pipe 4 will soon
be filled, and then all the fresh rain water will flow
away down the waste pipe ; whereas by having your
waste pipe in the main compartment you get all the
rain water into it, and it does not overflow till quite
full. My tank is thus :—

•

Rain water pipe. Rain water pipe.

J^ r

! '

2 L * 3 L
-J

+*
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50 feet long, clear

10 „ deep

10 „ wide

4

it

V

Grav

Char t

* Waste pipe.

Now, I would ask, is it best to have the filter only in

Nos. 2 and 4 of the tank, or in Nos. 1 and 5 also 1

Where is it best to place the waste pipe ? In what
proportions would you put the gravel and charcoal
each, and how much altogether ? and would you add a
layer of washed coal cinders, which I am told is good
as a cleanser ? I trust this will cause attention to be
drawn to a matter of which I think the importance is

not at present at all sufficiently appreciated. Inquirer.

[The object of having the waste pipe in No. 1 (as

shown at page 646), instead of in the main compartment,
is to obviate the inconvenience that was found to arise

from a flush of rain displacing the filtering material in

the cistern of our correspondent " J. G.,'
? and rendering

the filttred water foul. This will always be the case

when the waste pipe is placed in the filtered-water

cistern, and no provision made for the water to escape

when there happens to be a greater supply than can

easily pass through the filter. In your tank we should
recommend a pipe for this purpose (b b) in each of the
divisions 1 and 5. They may be fixed as near the top
as possible, so as to allow as much room as may be
thought necessary between them and the opening from
the filters into the main division. We do not think the
filtering materials need be placed in 1 and 5 as well as
in 2 and 4. Of course the size of the filtering compart-
ments and the amount of material must be in proportion
to the quantity of water that is likely to pass through
them. A layer of washed coal cinders we think will be
found of great advantage, in addition to the usual
materials, such as gravel and charcoal. B.}
Red Spider.—In ycur Number of the 27 th ult.

" Nemo " states that the presence of water in a conser-
vatory is accompanied by a freedom from this pest. I
can assure your correspondent that such is not always
the case. I can speak confidently upon this subject, for
last year I held the situation of indoor foreman in an
extensive establishment where we had one tank (and in
some instances two) in every house for the reception of
rain water. Notwithstanding this, however, red spider
was plentiful enough in almost every house, the conser-
vatory not excepted. A Lowland Lad. [Were the tanks
covered or uncovered ?]

Dropmore Araucana imbricata. — As Sir W. J.
Hooker and many others wish to know the height of
the finest Araucaria we have here, I beg to furnish you
with the particulars in order that every one may obtain
the information at the same time. The height of our
largest specimen is 38 feet 2 inches ; diameter of
branches, 20 feet 1 inch

;
girth of stem near the ground,

5 feet ; 3 feet from ditto, 4 feet 3 inches. This superb
tree grows on a raised mound of earth, which is the
very sort of situation for it ; it is in most luxuriant
health, is clothed with branches down close to the
ground, and forms a perfect pyramid. Philip Frosty
Dropmore, Oct. 7.

Shanking of Gmpes.—Perhaps the following remarks
as regards one of the causes of shanking may be inter-

esting to Grape growers. My old gardener, who has
for nearly 30 years grown me excellent Grapes, has this

season failed in maturing his late house. The cause of
his mishap he attributes to his having unfortunately
watered the Vine border, which is outside, and to the
drenching rain which set in immediately afterwards,
and cont ;nued more or less for three weeks, which he
says chilled the roots and caused an obstruction in the
sap, go that the scorching sun which set in so suddenly
after the rain sun-struck (as he termed it) many of the
shoulder footstalks, and consequently more than half of

the berries in each bunch turned acid instead of pro-
ducing saccharine matter. The few berries that have
coloured are very good. An Old Subscriber.

The late Mr. Otto.—It is with regret I have to report

the death of Mr. Otto, which took place at Berlin on
the 7th of last month. He was for many years Director

of the Royal Botanic Gardens of that town. He was
also chief editor of the Allgemeine Gartenzcitung, of
which he was the originator, and was well known as a
distinguished botanist not only at home but also abroad.

He died in his 73d year. &

Elements oj Entomology; an Outline of the Natural
History and Classification of British Insects. By
W. S. Dallas, F.L.S. 12mo. Van Voorst. Part I.

It is little to the credit of our entomologists that they

have not yet been able to prepare a systematical

account of British Insects. Were our knowledge of

wild plants confined to scattered sketches, popular

introductions, desultory memoirs, or fragmentary
works, society would be as unwilling to approach the

science of Botany as it now is that of Entomology. No
man alive can remember the time when there was

not to be found in every good library a systematic descrip-

tion, more or less complete, of all the plants known to

inhabit the United Kingdom. From the time of Wither-

ing and Smith to the present day men of science^ have

always been found industrious enough to collect into a

methodical arrangement whatever was known of our

wild plants. Up to the present hour no entomologist

has done the same for his branch of science.

Marsham indeed attempted it ; but his work, excellent

for its time, came to an end with a single volume ot

Coleoptera, and from that time forward no one seems to>

have ventured on the task. The consequence is that as

there is no classified descriptive account of BritisD

insects, so no one, except a few zealous collectors,

thinks of getting beyond Patterson's Zoology, or

Milne Edwards, or some elementary works of that

nature. If it is asked, as it often is of us, " Where shall

I find an entomological book containing the same account

of insects as Smith's English Flora, or Babington a

Manual, or Lindley's Synopsis, or Hooker's British

Flora give us of plants S" the answer unavoidably is

" nowhere/' Let us hope that this discreditable con-

dition of systematical entomology is not to last muctt

longer, and that some one will have spirit, talent, ana

perseverance enough to do for his own subject whai

others have done for their branches of our national

Natural History. Surely it would be better to concen-

trate strength upon a great public object than to waste

it in detail upon mere gossip, or polyglot absurdities

Perhaps the task is beyond the strength of one ;
i«

then several combine, settle a definite plan, and wor*

exactly to it ; first appointing an editor under w*>m •"

should act, and whose unquestionable scientific B»n»

would arm him with authority to keep his various
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coadjutors to the plan. One might work out Carabidse,

another Curculionidse, a third Muscidee, a fourth Hemip-
tera, or parts of it ; and so on.

We wish we could think that Mr. Dallas's new book
were the harbinger of such an operation; but we scarcely

dare hope to find it so. In fact we have not yet dis-

covered for what sort of readers it is destined. Of what
are called introductions to Entomology we surely have
enough already, which tell what an insect is, how to

distinguish Coleoptera, Hemiptera, Diptera, &c, what
the changes are through which these creatures pass,

and 6uch other superficial facts as a mere reader looks

for. Of books for readers we have plenty ; it is for
English students that something is really wanted.
Perhaps we ought not to judge a work by the first

number out of fifteen of which it is to consist ; we
therefore for the present withhold criticism of Mr.
Dallas's pages with the exception of his style, which he
must excuse us for saying is unworthy of the subject.

Such expressions as " to make assurance sure," " un-
fortunately for the brevity of this part of our story,"
"subject to the dreadful imputation of dryness," are
not the language of science, but rather belong to what
Mr. Dallas himself describes as " that charming light-

ness with which many popular writers on science dilute
their scanty materials." Otherwise, and with the
exception of excessive diffuseness, there is good promise
for future parts.

Garden Memoranda.
Biddulph Grange, near Congleton, the Residence

of James Bateman, Esq.—Situated on the northern
border of Staffordshire, in an undulated and compara-
tively cultivated district, with some hills of moderate
height in its vicinity, and, in the nearer neighbourhood,
Biddulph Church tower, the spire of Knypersly Church,
and the ruins of Biddulph Hall, with a small stream
flowing down an adjoining valley, there is nothing in
the position or surrounding accessories of this place
which would at all take it out of the range of an or-
dinary country gentleman's residence. Biddulph is a
quiet little village, about three miles from Congleton,
on the high road from this town to the Potteries.
Biddulph Grange lies on a branch road, a short distance
from the church, which is a handsome old structure,
pleasingly situated, and well supported by Yews,
Deodars, &c. Mr. Bateman's grounds are at present
bounded on the west side by this branch road, which it

is^ intended to divert, so as to put the gardens in the
midst of a small park, with a suitable approach from
the main or turnpike road. The entrance and offices
are yet in an unfinished and transition state, and there
is much also to be done in several parts of the place.
Indeed, Mr. and Mrs. Bateman appear to find their
chief occupation and amusement in personally directing
the progress of the various works ; and hence these are
carried on deliberately, and as if to prolong the interest
attending their execution.

The property has been in Mr. Bateman's possession
about 14 years; and when he entered upon it the house
was merely a farm residence, and the grounds, for the
most part, a swampy field. Probably about 14 or 1

5

acres are now devoted to ornamental purposes. The
whole of what has been done has therefore had little

opportunity of acquiring its full character, and yet
there is an appearance of finish and furniture about
even the most recent parrs, which strongly serves to
show what may be effected by a wisely directed skill,

and a due regard for the habits and requirements of
plants.

The climate is a wet and cold one, and the locality of
the gardens is naturally much exposed, especially to the
west and east, from the former of which quarters, in
particular, violent winds are experienced. By a happy
re-arrangement of the surface of the ground, however,
and its formation into an infinite variety of miniature
hills and dales, nooks and recesses, a considerable
amount of shelter and exposure, sunniness and shade,
dryness aud moisture, has been obtained in the most
mgenious manner ; and the plants selected and their
positions adapted for them with a patient study of their
wants, and a careful regard for their healthy develop-

ment, which takes the visitor completely by surprise.
*n fact, the leading idea which seems to have pervaded
the mind of Mr. Bateman in the production of such a
Marvellous diversity of surface throughout the place,
na8 evidently been the preparation of a suitable and
congenial home for nearly all the hardy members of
the great plant family which the curiosi-ty or taste of
man has discovered and cultivated. And this idea is
80 prominently kept in view, and with such a remark-

!e delicacy of perception for the minutest necessities
1 P'ants, including soils and subsoils as well as every

J*!

cuwity of situation, that no experienced observer

. ,
may pass round the place is ever likely to lose

8,ght of it
^his, then, is the great and true secret of most of the

umberless irregularities of surface into which the
g ounds are broken up, and some of which might be
ought trifling and little without such an argument for^ Proprie,/.
Wo principal consequences have almost necessarily

'Sen out of the adoption of the rule of action just
Rationed

J and these are the creation of a great deal of
P uresqueness an<* var»ety of outline, and the produc-

Q °f an unusual number of separate and independent
enes» each of which has a character of its own. To

j
°mPasa these two objects in a satisfactory mannermanded, however, an amount of contrivance, and an

appreciation of picturesque form, which are seldom
found in an amateur, but which are here combined and
exemplified in a very striking degree. Ornamental walls,
or walls covered with Ivy or other climbers, Yew.
Holly, and Beech hedges, covered ways or corridors of
wood or stone, irregular or more "formal archways,
tunnels or cavern-like passages, mouuds of earth, rook-
eries, masses of roots and trunks of trees, with larger or
smaller groups of shrubs, are some of the means by
which these changes are brought about. Hollies and
Yews enter largely into the materials by which the
mounds have been clothed, and the more delicate p ants
shaded or sheltered ; and the former of these have been
obtained in such numbers from the hedge-rows of the
country, and have been so skilfully removed, and take
such picturesque shapes, that they alone contribute very
largely to impart a natural and furnished appearance to
the place.

From the scrupulous attention which has been paid
to the natural habits of plants and the conformation of .

the surface of the ground, and the introduction of
accompaniments to supply them with the necessary
conditions of successful growth, another important
element of picturesqueness and diversity of view has
been educed, which is that of bringing different kinds
of plants together in groups of the same or kindred
species. A constant succession of fresh objects, in
sufficient numbers, and bearing sufficient resemblance
to each other to produce a marked effect, is thus pre-
sented to the visitor ; while the necessary change of
condition provided for them begets a still further and
equally varying change of scene.

A yet more notable characteristic of the gardens at
Biddulph Grange is that each of the many parts into

which they are separated is complete in itself, and has
an individual character, and seldom, even by ascending
to the summits of the highest mounds, affords more than
a general and passing glimpse, which a few years' addi-
tional growth in the shrubs will soon correct, of the
house or other essentially different parts of the place,
while many elevated points yield the best views ot the
region to which they belong and of the country gene-
rally, and the effect of the whole from the windows of
the entertaining rooms of the house and from the ter-

races embraces either the open glades, or the water, or
the tops of the shrubs and trees which clothe the
grounds, and scarcely anything which does not combine
harmoniously with the rest, or unite agreeably with the
more distant landscape. This will be at once recog-
nised as a very high achievement of art; for although
the scene which includes the whole grounds is devoid of
any great features, and does not affoi d numerous vistas

or large glades of lawn, or a concentration of fine points
from the chief windows of the house, the eye travels

over an irregular wavy sea of shrubs and trees in which
there is nothing incongruous, and which form no uu-
pleasing foreground to the country and hills beyond.

It should be mentioned also, in this reference to the
complete isolation and the distinctive characteristics of
certain parts of the place, and to the general harmony
of each of these parts with the whole, that, though the
transition from one kind of scene to another is often so
sudden as to occasion a start of pleased satisfaction, yet
the means by which the transitions are effected gene-
rally seem appropriate, and in accordance both with the
scene left aud that which is to be entered upon ; that
there is no semblance of sham or trick about any of
these contrivances ; and that all the various depart-
ments are so nicely and inartificially connected with
each other that any person may be taken round the
place in two or three separate circuits, each exhibiting

entirely new features, and appearing to be quite inde-

pendent of the rest ; while a nearer acquaintance with
the design will show that the paths through these several

tracts all communicate with the leadiug general walks,

and that the effect of isolation of parts is not attained

by the usual trick of the labyrinth, or by " walks that
lead to nothing."

As an example of the correct feeling which has not
merely dictated the general arrangement but defined

the smallest details of these gardens, it may be well to

wood. At the end of the ^nie terrace, again, where the
distance from the house and the proximity to a rustic

root garden would render a terrace wall inappropriate,

a terrace bank of Grass is substituted. Trifling as these

points are in themse've*, they are significant as items of
a general system, which is most faithfully and happily
followed throughout.

Considering the multitude of departures from good
taste which are continually met with in the gardens of
this country—and, as must reluctantly be added, almost
as often when under the guidance of men who profess the
art of landscape gardening as from the unaided efforts

of amateurs— it is really refreshing to encounter an
instance of this kind, in which the highest practical

objects and the most pleasing combinations of art are so
carefully kept in view. It is understood that Mr.
Bateman has designed and carried out the whole of the
arrangements of his place without other professional

assistance than the friendly aid of C. W. Cooke, Esq.,
A.K.A., the Ferns, Kensington, from whose sketches
the various architectural and artistic erections about the
grounds have been constructed. E.Kemp.

{To be continued.)

denominated a sporting character. Some of his

such; hut Mr. Yarrel, though skilful enough to have done so,

. -a ,. it , ,. . , . r A r *u *
w

I never made a practice of backing his own skill by heavy wagers,
note specifically that all the ground in front of the prin- Hig tAStes wer

'

ej upon the whole/those that the rus in urbe well

Miscellaneous.
The Mauritius.—We are happy to announce that

Mr. Lahouchere has confirmed the provisional appoint-
ment of M. Bouton as Curator of the Museum of
Natural History at Port Louis, vice Professor Bojer
deceased.

William Tamil, F.L S., dx.—Early on Monday morning, the
1st of September, died, at Great Yarmouth, William Yarrell.
About throe ye:irs aj^o some premonitory symptoms of indisposi-
tion had shown themselves. They made little impression, how-
ever, on ei her the natural cheerfulness of disposition or the
active Intellect of our departed friend and naturalist. However,
on the 3d of August last, as he wasTetuming from the church, a
slight giddiness seized him, and he felt himself for a moment
unable to proceed. After a short pause he reached home without
assistance. Tlie attack, however, was so far then thrown off that,
although he felt himself constrained to decline invitations of
pleasure, Ins attendance to matters of business whs uninterrupted.
A few days before his death he appeared at the Council of the
Linnean Society with his usual cheerfulness and clearness of
head. The following Saturday he accompanied a friend (himself
an invalid) to Yarmouth, enjoyed, as was his wont, his voyage,
and went to bed on Sunday with the anticipation of a more than
ordinary sh ire of good and refreshing sleep—his appetite good,
his spirits good, his strength unimpaired. He was seized, how-
ever, soon afterwards with a difficulty of breathing, upon which
he got up and unlocked the door, in order that assistance, if

required, might be obtained without difficulty. On returning to
bed the symptoms increased, and he assented to the suggestion
that a medical man should be called in. This was done promptly,
but without effect. About half-past 12 on the Monday morning
he expired calmly, and without pain. A telegraphic message
being transmitted to his friend and executor Mr. Van Voorst, the
removal of his remains to London, and thence to Bayford in
Ilertfi >rdshire, was effected. Here he was the last buried of
12 brothers and sisters, a father, and a mother. In September
1854 he transferred to the album of a relative the lines from
Wordsworth,

—

u First and last,

The earliest summoned and the longest spared,
Are here deposited,"

adding that this was what he wished to be his epitaph. The
immediate cause of death seems to have been disease of the
heart, the previous symptoms of paralysis being but indirectly
connected with it. No autopsy, however, was made. Mr. Yarrell
died in his 73d year, being born in 1784, in Duke Street, St.

James', where his father (in partnership with his uncle) was a
news-agent. His son continued the business, a removal to the
corner of Little Ryder Street being one of the few events in his
quiet and simple life. For many years the house was familiar

to all naturalists, and to visitors of every rank from the country,
not to mention foreigners, to whom the reputation of one of the
soundest living zoologists was well known, and who never visited

it without being struck by the kind and communicative manners
of its hospitable inmate. A few months of his lif- were spent as
a clerk in the bauking-house of Messrs. Ilerries, Farquhar & Co.
Before, however, he was IS he had decided upon joining his
cousin in a more independent mode of life—independent, but of a
remarkably even tenor, more so even than that of scientific men
in general, so proverbial for the uneventful character of their

lives. As a young man he was fond of shooting and angling, in
both of which he excelled. A Londoner by birth and residence,

and a Londoner in many respects by education, he was, as long
as the rod and the guu were the chief pursuits which attracted

him to the open downs of Cambridgeshire or the undulating
fields of Heits (Roy a ton, the residence of Mr. Wortham, and
Bishop-Stortford, of Mr. Nash),—a sportsman amongst sports-

men, but never that exceptionable or equivocal personage
friends were

cipal windows, and that which comes into direct associa-

tion with the house, has an artistic character peculiar to

itself. Terrace platforms, ornamental walls, corridors,

and arches in complete agreement with the style of the

house, trim hedges, elaborate parterres, stone edgings

to the walks, or plants that blend well with architectural

objects, have all been most carefully introduced. Every
change of level is broken by steps, and by terrace walls

or banks of Grass ; blocks to support unpretending vases

or pots of characteristic plants are placed at the top and
bottom of the different flights of steps; no straight walk
is without its fitting (although very varied) termination;

covered ways and arches are introduced, which, while

they fulfil some other object, give length and character

to a vista; and the amount of finish in all these details

is accurately adjusted to their distance from the house,

suited— better, perhaps, than the unmixed country. They were
those of Isaac Walton—citizen and angler, rather than those of
the full and perfect yeoman. His first publication was u Notices

of th« occurrence of some rare British Birds he observed during
the years 1823, 1824, and 1886," published in the Zoological

Journal for March 1825. In 1827, the "Observations on the
Tracheae of Birds," Ac. were published in the Linnean Society's

Transactions ; and in the same year, in those of the Royal Society,

one "On the change in the plumage of some Hen Pheasants."

This gave to him, to say the least, a locus standi tor a Fellowship.

His name, however, was withdrawn, doubtless on the strength of
certain misgivings as to his chance of election. His connection

with trade was against him. Under the new and more liberal

rerjime of the last 10 years, every facility for entrance was offered

him. He looked, however, to advancing years, and declined the

honour that many friends, not without the influence sufficient to

ensure his election, would willingly have pressed upon him.
Hia last work was a paper M On the influence ot the Sexual Organ
in modifying External Character/' in the Journal of Proceedings

of the Linnean Society for the present year. Between these two
extremes (to say nothing abont his contributions to serial

and their importance as components in the general
i iterat ure), his two opera magna were-1, "The History

scene. By way of illustrating this fact, of which it of British Fishes/' and 2,
u The History of British Birds/7

would occupy too much space to adduce many examples, '
-works which it is enough to name. The introduction to bis

, \ , Al f n i • u imbliaher, Mr. \an \ oorst. was made bv their common friend,
it may be observed that m* terrace walk which passes

; ^ H^ian to the Duke'of Bedford, Mr. Martin, perhap8 the

most intimate of Mr. Yarrell's old companions, and one whose
death (a few months previous to his own) he deeply felt. We
have said that the habits of Mr. Yarrell, angler and ornitholo-

gist as be was, were eminently those of a Londoner. And so
they were. He loved society ; he loved glees, and bung them
well ; and at one time of his life was a frequent attendant at the
theatres. It is not, then, only as a loss to zoology that he is

regretted. Strong social instincts, geniality of temper, warmth
of ;heart (exhibited in an extreme fondness for children), made
him loved; even as his simple and straightforward independence

along the garden front of the house, and ascends by an

irregular series of steps to a higher terrace at the eastern

end of the grounds, there is a covered way which masks
part of the offices, and excludes also a bulb garden, and

though it is entered by appropriate arches of stone, its

length is such that it would be damp and cold if lined

with stone throughout, and it is therefore, as being part

of a leading and house promenade, cased entirely with
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°f character made him respected. His adrice, too, wns always
valued— freely asked and freely given ; for his mind was observ-

ant, active, practical, ami wholly unclouded by fancies or pre-

judices; his knowledge varied and accurate. Indeed, he was
essentially a reliable man; knowing what he knew well, and
caring to undertake nothing that he was likely to fail in. For
this a strong will and perseverance is needed, and that he had.

It was strong enough, too, to keep a warm but somewhat irritable

temper in thorough control ; for Mr. Varrell, knowing what was
due to himself, knew also what was due to others. He helped
many not only by his advice but by his purse, ever valuing
money for its u^es only, never for its own sake; moderate (as a
man of business) in his aims, though attentive to what he under-
took; hating waste, yet never ambitious of accumulation. His
purely intellectual character is seen in his works. The part
which the author himself always took most credit for was the
geographical distribution of the several spocies of birds. He
always considered that, in treating it as he had done, he smuggled
in a certain amount of geography in the g-trb of ornithology
For the high qualities of accuracy, terseness of description, and
felicity of illustration, they speak for themselves. Edinburgh
2/ew Philosophical Journal.

Repulsion of Water from the Leaves of the Nclum-
hium—This phenomenon, with the Lotus more par-
ticularly, is one of common occurrence, though it has in

general been very differently explained. It is beauti-

fully manifested by the little Fistia, a water plant
abounding in the shallower of our tanks, and resembling
in appearance the common Endive. This plant, which
either roots itself on the margin or floats about on the
surface of the water, has both sides of its leaves
covered with a fine fur of silvery hair like papillae,

which when magnified show themselves in the form of

a succession of beads diminishing in size towards the
apex ;—they entangle and retain the air, and so obtain
a high degree of buoyancy. When pressed under
water they look like little rlowrets of leaf or of frosted
silver. It is the same organisation that enables Rose,
Clover, and young Cabbage leaves, young shoots of

?rain and Grass, and the numberless other plants that
xhibit dew in its beautiful pearly form, and not as a
ittle unreflecting pool, to repel water from their

surfaces, the same that produces like results usually

Ascribed to oil or grease on the feathers of birds,

especially of water fowl, and most of all of divers

—

which when they plunge under the surface seem to

carry with them a perfect flash of light. A piece of
glass, a varnished or greased surface or polished stone,
throws the water off as perfectly as the various matters
enumerated ; but in none of these latter cases is there
Any appearance of reflection. The water, for the time
being, is in perfect contact with the surface which
throws it off—without being wetted—where there is no
intervening air plate, essential to secure reflection. I

have not before observed any such explanation as has
been here attempted, offered for this very beautiful

class of phenomena ;—it seems to me perfectly conclu-
sive as well as new. Dr. Buist's Notes on the L-tus.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)—

—

^La^t department.
Conservatory, &c.—The preparation of plants to

forthwith,uloom at Christmas should be taken in hand
in order that no hurrying at an after period may he

j

necessary. Begin with the earliest rested plants first,

and those which take the longest time to bring into

flower. Dwarf Oranges and Daphnes, if their wood is

well ripened, may soon be made to show bloom in a

gentle bottom-heat. Azaleas and Gardenias take longer

time, and may soon now he put to work in a house or

pit where a little artificial heat can be applied and
increased as the buds swell. The stock of stove

plants previously prepared for winter flowering

ahou'd likewise be placed in a warm light part

*of the stove, where they will soon commence flowering.

The different varieties of Epiphyllum truncatum are

"very useful at this season, and if they have formed
their buds they may be placed at the cool end of the

stove to open their flowers. Another useful plant for

the drawing room is the well known Calla cethiopica

which wheu in bloom forms an elegant vase plant ;

a few at a time should therefore be potted in rich soil

and placed in a warm pit, ns should also a few of the

earliest potted liomnn Narcissus and Van Thol Tulips.

Mignonette, Neapolitan Violets, and Chinese Prim-
roses should be placed in suitable situations to forward
them into bloom, and the reserve stock in cold frames
should be kept secure from rains : but at the same time
it should have plenty of air. Give seedling Calceo-

larias and Cinerarias another shift and keep down
green fly. Maintain a drier atmosphere in the stove

after this time, and never allow the night temperature
to get above 60° during the winter months. Give air

every forenoon when the weather is at all favourable.
As regards Orchids the principal part will be at rest

or approaching that condition, and therefore should be
kept cooler and drier ; if a perfect show of bloom is

wanted, prevent their starting into growth at this

season, which some kinds in vigorous health may
attempt to do. Laelias and other sorts now in bloom
should have a comparatively dry atmosphere to pre-

serve their flowers in perfection. Aerides, Vandas, and
other kinds requiring more heat should be kept at the
warm end of the house. Attend to having everything
clean and neat, and look closely after cockroaches and
woodlice, which are often troublesome at this season.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Plants swelling iheir fruit must now be

assisted with a warn moist atmosphere ; use, therefore,
sufneieof fir*>-lteat to secure a Might temperature of at
least from 65° to 70°, and 75° by day, allowing it to
rise considerably with sunshine, and admit a little fresh

air during the day when the weather is mild, employ-
ing sufficient fire-heat to allow of this being done without
lowering the temperature, and if there are means of

admitting fresh air so as to bring it into contact with
the pipes on its entrance into the house, a little may be
admitted with advantage in all states of the weather,
and in the case of houses which have to be kept warm
in winter there should always be some contrivance
for admitting fresh air under or against the heating

apparatus so that it may get warmed before coming
into contact with the plants, and with proper ar-

rangement a moderate supply may be admitted con-

stantly without requiring any extra amount of fuel to

keep up the temperature. Also endeavour to secure a

steady bottom-heat of about 85°, and endeavour to keep

the soil about the roots in a properly moist state, giving

clear, rather strong, manure-water when necessary

;

but if the atmosphere is kept properly moist the soil will

not require much water for some time. It is very
difficult, however, to get Queen Pines to swell properly

after this season, and any plants of this variety showing
now should, unless in cases where ripe Pines of any
size or quality will be valuable early next spring, be

kept cool and dry as soon as they have done flowering,

until the middle or end of January, and then be afforded

a brisk moist temperature; treated in this way, we
have often found them to swell off exceedingly well, and
where ripe Pines in winter are in demand Cayennes,

Black Jamaica, and Montserrats should be prown to

furnish the supply from November to April, for those

not only swell better in winter than Queens and the

larger sorts of blacks, but are also less liable to be hard
and inferior in quality. Fruit approaching maturity

must also be kept warm, but the atmosphere should be

kept rather dry, admitting fresh air freely on every

favourable opportunity, for anything like moderately
well-flavoured fruit will not be obtained at this season

without a liberal use of fire heat. If any of the young
stock in pots appear to want shift'ng examine these at

once, and shift such as are found to be at all pot-bound,

for young plants if kept short of pot room through
the winter will be apt to start into fruit instead of

growth in spring.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Continue to take up and pot such plants as it may be

desirable to save. A number of plants for flower-

garden decoration bloom better when of a certain age,

and such, with others which it is desirable to take care

of for propagation, should be first attended to. Last

season's late struck cuttings of scarlet Geraniums, and

most of the other bedding kinds, should be especially

reserved ; for when carefully potted and grown they

bloom earlier and finer the second year ; besides there

is often a difficulty in procuring cuttings of the latter

in sufficient quantity to satisfy large demand?, and this

affords an additional reason for preserving them.

Large Salvias may be transferred to pots, and, if

required, will help to keep the conservatory gay for

some time. Calceolarias, Petunias, Verbenas, ami

similar things which are easily propagated should be

allowed to remain till they are destroyed by frost, when
they may be cleared off and thrown to the rubbish

heap. Attend to cuttings not vet struck, which

after this time will root more freely if a little

additional heat can be given them ; such as are already

struck should be placed in their winter quarter?. Make
arrangements for wintering Fuchsias, Hydrangeas,

Brugmansias, &c.
;
pot off intermediate and Brompton

Stocks for usenext spring, and winter them in cool fr.nmee;

proceed with the planting of all sorts of trees and shrubs

whenever the weather is favourable for operations

of that kind.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCIIEN GARDEN.
One of the greatest drawbacks to out-door gardening

is the failure of wall fruit, too often arising from ill-

constructed or too rich borders. If any borders are

intended to be renewed during the present winter im-

mediate steps should be takeu (if not already done) to

procure a supply of good loam, if possible the top

spit of an old pasture ; if of a heavy nature, a portion

of the sweepings or scrapings of roads may be mixed

with it for Peaches, Nectarines, Cherries, and Apricots;

Oct. 3—Cloudy and fine ; r»in at niiht.
» 4— Itain; cloudy and windy ; rain.
• i»— Rain; cloudy; fine; lightcin^ in the eTeninj.

6— Fowry; rain; cloudy.
• 7—Hazy and drizzly; rain at night.
- M— Heavy rain through the forenoon ; densely overcast.

9— Overcast throughout ; cloudy at night.
Mean temperature ot the week 3j deg above the average.

BECORD OF TBE WEATHER AT CB1SW1CK.
Duringthe last 30 year*, for the ensuing week, ending Oct. !S,l"f6.

Oct.

Sunday 12

Men. 13
lues. 14

Wed. li

Thurs. 16
Friday 17
Satnr. 18

lis
V ** Z

59.9

597
59.0

59 7
53.1

57.9
5*.0

^ . I

be a a.

* S
,

- ;
5c-

41.9

42.9

41.0
40.0
40.1

41.3

41S

50.9
»i'.9

50.0

4SS
41.1

49.6

49.9

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

16

IS

If
11

13
11

14

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

1.00 in.

0.33

0.50
1.04

0.56

0.31
0.85

Prevailing Win*
i .1

* * *

4
4

1

2

1

•2

4

4

4

4

3

3

2-
41-
2 1

3 t

5 1

5 —
I 1

D

6

8
8
3

6

S

3

4

6

S

i

5

S

4
-

1

6

6

3
4

4 5 13 S

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the lab,
!-15—therm. 70 deg. ; aud the lowest on the 15th, 1350, and 18th, 1S43—
therm. 21 deg.

it will suit Pears and Plains in its natural state. Let

the bottom of the intended borders be not only well

drained with earthenware pipes to carry off all excess

of water, but place a foot or more of gravel beneath

the compost, which need not be more than 18 inches

deep for Peaches and Apricots, and 2 feet deep for

Plums, Pears, &c. The borders should have a good

slope from the wall to the walk in front. Ground for

orchards and fruit tree quarters intended to he planted

this season shou'd be trenched, and during the opera-

tion a dressing of short dung may be well mixed with

the soil, more particularly for Raspberries, Goose-

berries, and other small fruit. The first point however
to secure should be thorough drainage ; if that is

-

ineffi-

cient, the result will necessarily be unsatisfactory.

Notices to Correspondents.
AcniMESEs: E F D. Whenever flowers are packed in cctton

wool they are ruined. We do not see in what the merit of

your Achimenes consists.

Ants : S S S. We really do not know what becomes of them
when dosed by guano. Many, all the pupae, certainly die,

others run away. We have no feeling for the creatures, which
are simply interesting nuisances. A sentimental soul might,

of course, write a poem on the hard fate of an ant drugged with

guano ; so she might on a donkey, or a toadstool. We only

h/pe we may not be required to read it.

Books : Amor florum. Botanical books do not give descriptions

and instructions for.'the'culture of all kinds of flowers in the

open garden, greenhouse, and hothouse. You probably want

sone such bonk as i'axtou's Botanical Dictionary or the

Cottage G«rdeners' Dictionary.—An Amateur. Neill'fl Flower,

Fruit, and Kitchen Garden.
Clay Lump Walls : J W If. Bore hsles in the wall with an

auger; fill the holes with well tempered clay and then drive

in long oak pegs, leaving two or three inches of the pegs pro-

jecting. Or drive in long. stout iron pins with a loop at the

outside end. Then stretch tarred twine or copper wire hori-

zontally from the pegs or pins, and tie your branches to the

twine or wire.

Drying Flowers for the IlEr.nAr.iuM: W T. You cannot pre-

serve the colours in many ca=e9. No solution will help you.

The most effectual way is to dry them very quickly without

heat. For this purpose nothing is so good as the drying press

figured at page 4S5.

Gladiolus: F. The early varieties which flower in June and

July are best planted in October and November; the later

sorts may be put in from November to January or February,

and the varieties of Floribundus and Gandavensis from January

to March. Hyacinths and Narcissi intended to be flowered in

pots may be planted any time between this and Christmas.

Useful directions respecting the culture of the Hyacinth will

be fi und in our Number for Sept. 22, p. 6314
II fating : J G. Don't use gas in heating your conservatory. It

kills tl e plants. We cannot answer inquiries privately.

Insects: JR. Your insect is the walking leaf insect, Phyllium

Biccifolium ; it is native of the East Indies, and feeds on

leaves. W.
Names ov Fruits: J Williams. 1, King of the Pippins: 2.

Fearn's Pippin; S.Yorkshire Greening; 4, Court of Wick;

5, Golden Noble ; 6. Golden Russet; 7, Blenheim Pippin ; 8,

Cockle Pippin: 9, Margil; 11, Kibston Pippin; 12, 14, Beauty

of Kent— '/' S. Your Apple is the Dumelow's Seedling —
Obftbaum. 1, Brown BeurrS; 2, Seckel ; 3 is perhaps Beurre

d'Angleterre. The Apple is not known ; it is as acid as a

Crab.,;—J" M E G. Thanks. The Fig next week.

Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or coull have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could. AJ1 *o

can do is to help them— and that most willingly. It lS

now requested that in future, not more than four plants

may be sent us at one rime.

—

8 31. Polygonum aviculare;

Polygonum minus, and Filsgo gallica.—J W. Probably some

Cordvline'or Dracama—Eusticus. If as we suppose these are

common nursery plants their names are 2, Acer eriocarpum;

4, Viburnum Lentago; 5, Daphne oleoides; 6, do. collina.

As to Nos. 1 and 3 thev seem to be mere varieties oi

the common Sycamore.-./ W L. The Lophospennum from

Botteri we think with you a good variety of the old one. ine

Oncidium is we believe O. tigratnm.- W G K. The botanjea.

name of the plant from which the Orris root is taken is in»

florentina.—G F. Abutilon pictum, a distinct species.

Page's Blight Composition.—Messrs. Page and Co. have ad-

dressed a letter to us " expressing their regret that we shoiiui

consider Mr. Gordon's report more than equivalent to ine

many whose n*mes and portions one would think n su "'"e°l

guarantee for the accuracy of their statements. n ««*?*

Page and Co. will take the trouble to refer to ourRemark in

last week's Chronicle thev will discover that we have not done

that which they " regret " to find we have done. If S*rde"

™

will communicate to us their real opinions we will mos

conscientiously analyse them aud publish the result. i*ei

remarked, however, that the question to answer n™t ™tner

the composition in question will kill green-fly
;

*>»*
»^*J

"

will destroy mealy bug and scale without ^"^gPl* *
It is with these that a gardener's difficulty lies

;
W™* "n

rid himself of green-fly, thrips, and red spider, we *>

already received many letters on this subject.
-Ainniete

Poisonous Honey : Apiarian. We have PrePare? * *°
t
™&

answer to your inquiry ; but want of room compels us to oeiw

it till next week. „ m . 4 . k.imnder
Portico: An Old Sub. It mayexteud ow the road, but nn

your circumstances it had probably be best confined to a
-

^

projection. In any case we should have the P>"«Jj*
a
et ot

-

and the summit should correspond in style with the parapei

the house, such as we understand yours to be. .

.

Stasdisii and Nobles Sale: G R. The new fruit fron C&m

called Yang Mae, of which « the fruit ^fff^J^
I

about the size of a Wr
alnut, perfectly; round^of^ricn reo^

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CU1SW1CX, NEAR LONDON.
For the week enJinic Oct. 9. L3iC, as on»er*e«i at tbe HoTticuirurnl Gurdeua.

an Arbutus berry and

Oct; I<
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49 53 i
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lt.l I
56.:

Sta
ang

about the size

st-mbling in appearance an Arbutus Deny aim «« «
f

denJtonf rlavour
P
highly prized by the Chmese^ng^

their handsomest and richest flavoured fruits ij P m

Mvrica sapida or some allied species. We believe that no
&

in Europe h«s any personal acquaintance ?"*£"£

™

{ the

figure of it among the Chinese drawings m the library

Horticultural S- ciety.
rnnr a hm,cP standing

Vixehy: Shirenewton Hcnse. Your »^™Je"°"s

,

e
'^fectly.

true north and south will ripen ^^^^"f^S pro-

Had we to put up such a hou»e for, ourseIves we sh°'iW
£,

bahlv prefer thai position to one facing due.south f

e*pe

if the ventilation were necessarily such ^ your,.
y Ate

used with great care. •

«-«:^ri too late.

* • \.s usual, manv communications have been received to.

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.
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BINN'S PATENT MANURE AND TOP-DEESSING,
FOR PROMOTING THE RAPID GROWTH OF VEGETATION,

(ITS FERTILISING PROPERTIES BEING EQUAL TO THOSE OF ANY MANURE AT PRESENT KNOWN),

AND THE DESTRUCTION OF THE FLY, WIRE-WORM, AND SLUG.

THE PROPRIETORS of this valuable MANURE and TOP-DRESSING are now manufacturing it at their

Works, 332 and 333, Wapping, and are enabled to supply any quantity of either at the rate of 51. per ton. This Manure is

strongly recommended for Wheat, and all other crops that follow in succession, to be used either drilled or broadcast.
Agriculturists will find it invalunble as a Top-dressing for Grass.
Orders addressed Hall & Co., at the Works; the City Offices, 3, Leadenhali Street; or to Mr. Samuel Fowlkr, West End

Agency, 9, Tall Mall East, will be immediately executed.

The Patentees have also manufactured a CONCENTRATED MANURE for tub FLOWER and KITCHEN GARDENS,
*hich is sold in boxes at 3.-?. and 1*. 6d. each. No. 1 Box is enough to Manure 12 rods of ground ; No. 2, 6 rods. May be had at

the Works, and of the undermentioned Agents.

Hooper & Co., Central Avenue, Covent Garden Market.

T. Brigden, Seedsman, 10, Railway Arcade, London Bridge.

P« S. Plnmmer, 37, Upper Thames Street ; and 34, Seed Market,
Corn Exchange.

Wood & Sons, Seedsmen, East Street, Old Kent Road.

Dawe, Cottrell, & Co., Seedsmen, 36, Moorgate Street, City.
Henry Potter, Seedsman, 65, Farringdon Street.

F. Bo>hell, Seedsman, 86, High Street, Borough.
John Noble, Seedsman, Pond Lane, Lower Clapton.
John West, Florist, Newington Green.
William Kibble, Richmond Road, Dalston.

T
Abel Smith, Esq., Jun., M.P.,
Walton House, Ware, Herts.

Charles Dimsdale, Esq., Esseu-
don Place, Herts.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c._Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
Lcndon. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
well find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

T~HE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

V. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, Sl9—Ollice, 1, Adelaide Place, London*Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
oiher Chemical Manures.

PATENT WOOL MANURE COMPANY
(Limited).

Capital, 50,000?., in 5000 Shares of 10/. each.
Trustees.

Apsley Pellatt, Esq., M.P., Staines, Middlesex.
Thomas Luce, Esq., M.P., Malmesbury, Wilts.

Directors.
Lord Thomas P. Clinton, 10, Cleveland Square, Hyde Tark.
Charles Curling, Esq., Davis Wharf, Southwark, and Clapham
Common, Surrey.

Thomas W. Chaidecott, Esq., 25, Montague Place, Russell
Square.

J. Nottidge, Esq., Richmond Green, Surrey, and Bocking Hall,
Essex-

Joseph Odling, E«q., Barnes, Surrey.
Bankers.—The Hank of London.

Solicitors.—Messrs. Batty and Whitehouse, 26, Charles Street,

St. James's Square.
Consulting Chemist.—Dr. Odling, Professor of Practical Chemistry,

Guy's Hospital.
The Directors give notice that this Company is now com-

pletely registered, and thev are, therefore, prepared to receive
<XRDEKS for the MANURE, price 71. Is. (per ton, net cash,
delivered free to any railway station in London.

Applications for agency in districts not at present represented
will be entertained; but only parties able to famish the highest
references need apply. C. U. Tidbury, Secretary.

81, Gracechurch Street.

^HE PATENT NITR0-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Edward Ball, Esq., M.P., 8, Bel-
grave Road, Pimlico.

Major-Gen. Hall, M.P,t Weston
Colville, Linton, Cambridge.

John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.
Directors.

Chairman—Jdnas Webb, Esq., Uabraham, Cambridgeshire.
Deputy-Chairman—John Sharp, Esq., Tower Villa, Queen's Road,

Regent's Park.
Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex.
John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury, Essex.
Richard Hunt, Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lexham, Norfolk.

Robert Morgan, Esq., 72, Camden Villas. Camden Town.
Thomas Nash, Esq., Great Chesterford, Essex.
James Odams, Esq., Bishop Stortford, Herts.
John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Pentonville.
George Savill, Esq., Ingthorpe, near Stamford.

Bankers—Messrs. Barnett, Hoare, & Co., Lombard Street.

Solicitors—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex St., Strand.

Secretary and Chemist—James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.
Manufactory—Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

BLOOD MANURE FOR WHEAT.
The Directors of the above Company (many of whom are

extensive agriculturists) have great pleasure in acquainting
tiieir friends and the agricultural community, that they have
now completed their extensive Works and Machinery for the

manufacture of their Manures; and, having secured nearly the
whole of the Blood produced by the butchers of the metropolis,
and a large stock of other necessary materials of the best quality,
they are now in a position to supply their Patent Manure of the

tighest quality; and, as most of the Directors and many of the

Shareholders "are themselves large consumers of the Blood
Manure, their fixed determination to supply nothing but genuine
Yaality, cannot fail to afford a guarantee and protection to the
farmer against imposition.
The great value of Blood Manure as a fertiliser may now be

considered as a tully established fact; ever since the first intro-

duction of this valuable fertiliser, the demand haa been greater
than could be conveniently supplied.
The Blood Manure is composed of bones dissolved in Sulphuric

Acid, to which is added a large quantity of pure blood, specially

Prepared to suit various crops, and may either be applied by the
drill or sown broadcast.

It is a very remarkable fact, that the analysis of blood and the
grain f wheat are nearly identical, as proved by the most
eminent chemists; it contains all the elements which plants
require, and when properly prepared and applied, will become
the essence of vegetable as well as of animal life.

The highly fertilising properties of Blood have been commpnted
Jpon by Professor Way and others, and the success of the Blood
Manure for Wheat Crops has been fully proved upon all soils, by
the practical experience of numerous agriculturists. Testimonials
from the most eminent agriculturists who have used the Manure
m*y be had from the local Agents.

.
Offices— 109, Fenchurch Street, London,

"ice ?L 10s. per ton, free at any Railway or Wharf in London.
Directionsfor use.—From 2 to 4 cwt. per acre, according to the

condition of the soil. It may either be drilled in with the seed
0r sown broadcast; if the latter it should be well harrowed in.

The public are cautioned against spurious imitations. As

"<^T
ity to the Purchaser everv bag contains 2 cwt., and is marked

ADAMS' PATENT BLOOD MANURE," and bold only by
ae authorised Agents of the Company

PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, and every

description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.
W. Inolis Carne, 10, Mark Lane, London.

O N D O N MANU RE cTo MP A N Y
(Established 1840)

Beg to call the attention of Agriculturists to their MANURES
FOR AUTUMN SOWING, which by a judicious blending of
Nitrogen with the mineral constituents taken from the soil by
Cereals, produce good crops without exhausting the land.
THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY also supply genuine

Peruvian Guano direct from importers' warehouses, Sulphate of
Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Superphosphate of Lime, Blood
Manure, and every Artificial Manure of known value.

Edward Purser, Secretary.
40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London.

ARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not

likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried

on shoulder toany pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 31. 3s.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs

are 5 ft. high,
l^inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. 9d. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 35. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the

above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, JonN Warner & Sons,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps. &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines, &c—Engravings sent on application.

ARNER*S
_
PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the nse of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel.

2* in. short 1ft. 7 in.

2:

3

4

2*

it

n

( Fitted for lead,

gutta percha,

or cast iron

flanged pipe,

V as required,

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2

long 3 „ 3

ditto 3
ditto 3

ditto 3
n
it

6
6
6

tt

tt

tt

tt

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired

under the stage. *

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden

Engines, &c. &c—Engravings sent on application

nniE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
JL PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Hbxrt Ker BSTiaUt, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of

Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-
owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities AVILL BE AFFORDED IX EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,
be charged on the Lauds improved, to be repaid by half-yearly
instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiRTy-ONE YEAR3 for Farm ButLDOKftfl, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a t.iir percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lauds can afford to pay. Willia* Clifford, Sec.

/COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and Cll EM1STRY*
VV axi) of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
33, Lower Kenuington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The svstem of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture

Engineering. Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ;
for the Naval

and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars niay be had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to malce enga-rements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—The Annual Meeting and Exhibition of Stock,

I Implements, and Poultry, will be held at Gloucester, on THURS-
DAY, the 27th November next. All Entries must be made on or

before 1st November. None but printed Certificates can be

received, which may be had on application to me at Cirencester.

Cirencester, Oct. 11. Edward Triudkr, Secretary.

-THE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE AND POULTRY
1 SHOW, lS56.-The EIGHTH GREAT ANNUAL EXHI-
BITION ofCATTLE, SHEEP,PIGS,DOMESTIC POULTRY,
and ROOTS, will beheld inBingley Hall, on TUESDAY, WED-
NESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, the 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th

of December next; when PRIZES, CUPS, and GOf.D and

SILVER MEDALS to the amount of 10201. will be awarded.

Prize Lists and Certificates of Entrv may be obtained from

the Secretary. The ENTRIES CLOSE the 1st of November next.

Johk Morgan*, Secretary.

Offices, Binglcy Hall, Birmingham.

QMITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW,
O i856.-The Annual CHRISTMAS SHOW of FAT CATTLE,
SHEEP, and PIGS, will be held on TUESDAY, December 9,

and three following days, at the Bazaar, King Street, Portman

Square when Prizes and Medals amounting to upwards of SOW

.

will be 'awarded. Nou-M embers of the Club have the privilege

of Exhibiting on payment of an entrance fee of One Guinea to

the funds of the Club. Members exhibit free.

All entries must be made on the printed forms of Certificates,

which will be sent on application to the lion. Secretary.

Intending Exhibitors are particularly requested to observe

that the Entries finally close on November 8, and none will be

received after that day.

Lists of the Prizes offered, with a ropy of the Rules and Regu-

lations of Exhibition and all information required, will be sent

post free on application to B. T. Brasdrkth Gmns,

Corner of Halfmoon Street, Piccadilly, London. Hon. Sec.

I.

PARKES* STEEL DIGGING FC?.KS X DRAINING TOOLS.

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as 31r. Parkes'
Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by

upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application and Illustrated Catalogue

of the best Farm Implements on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street London.

Oic agucitittttai <Sa*ettc*
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The diseases of cultivated plants are almost if

not quite as multifarious as those which affect

animals under restraint, and if we inquire into their

history we shall find that the mal-action of the

organisation of both families is for the most part

due to a change of those circumstances which make

up the sum of the difference between wildness

and cultivation, and which change becomes more

marked, and its effects more complex the farther the

individual is removed from its original type. Were

we to follow out an investigation into the history of

vegetable pathology we should soon become aware

that as time has advanced so if new forms of disease

have not actually arisen in modern days among

some of our cultivated varieties, certainly the dis-

eases incidental to vegetation have spread to an

alarming extent, and we see this more particularly

in such plants as are most cultivated, such as the

Turnip and Potato.
.

As respects the Potato murrain the idea just

enunciated seems to have struck inquirers into its

causes, one of the plans recommended to palliate

the evil being the again procuring a Potato crop from

the seeds instead of the tubers—an expedient the

comparative failure of which says little against

fie thecry, inasmuch as the utmost that was attained

in such experiments was the getting a new sort

from sorts alreadv in cultivation, and not the com-

plete reversion to the original plant as found in its

native habitat.

It was with the idea of investigating the origin

of some varieties of plants in cultivation, and at

the same time of bringing about new sorts, that

some few vears since we commenced a series of

experiments ; anions others in the " ennobling" of

wild Parsnips and Carrots, and the production of

new sorts of Vetches from a far removed wild

species. These have been so far successful that at
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this moment we have before us a level topped
Parsnip with a smooth outline and clean bark, as

much as 9 inches in circumference, produced from
the small wild root ; and in the Vetches, our

samples for this year presented both a winter and
spring variety, of a good agricultural kind, derived

from the cultivation of the .diminutive Vicia angus-

tifolia (narrow-leaved Vetch).

But as amid our experiments of this nature those

on the wild Oat will doubtless be looked upon with
as much interest by the farmer as the botanist, we
shall now address ourselves to a description of the
transmutation of the Avcna fatua, reserving an
account of changes in other agricultural plants for

another occasion.

The Avena fatua is a Grass which almost univer-
sally accompanies agrarian circumstances, that is to

say, it seldom if ever occurs in a truly wild abori-
ginal state, but is an attendant upon tillage, and in
some soils is a most common and detested weed in
various crops, but more especially amid grain,
whether of Wheat, Barley, or Oats, sometimes too
with Beans or seeding Vetches, or indeed in any crop
which is of sufficient duration to allow it to ripen,
and from which it is not eradicated in weeding by
the hoe.

It is a tall Grass, rivalling the height of the finest

cultivated Oat, from some forms of which, and espe-
cially those with a lax panicle, it is at a first glance
not readily distinguishable ; however, a more careful

examination and comparison with the so-called
Avena sativa enables us to make out the following
differences

Avena fatua—Wild Oat.

Florets usually three each»
armed with a stiff awn, which
is bent in the middle, the lower
part twisted when ripe: covered,
more particularly at the base,
with straight harsh bristles

;

seed small and worthless*.

Avena sativa—Cultivated Oat.

Florets, usually two, either
with or without awns, but
straight and less rigid when
present than in A. fatua; quite
smooth externally, and some-
what tumid from its enlarged
seed or grain for which the
plant is cultivated.

The experiments about to be detailed were per-
formed with the Avena fatua. In the autumn of
1851 we collected some seed of the wild Oat,
putting it aside for spring planting, and in the
spring of 1852 we drilled a plot of 2£ yards square
with the seed that had been kept during the winter,
a fact to be carefully noted, as it forms a first and
most important link in our chain of evidence, thus
constituting what we shall hereafter revert to as a
cidtivative process. The seed came up well, and the
plants on ripening were tail and robust, and the
grains presented a scarcely appreciable dirlerence
from the wild examples ; but if anything there
mighi have been a Blight tendency to increase in the
quantity of flour. The seeds again collected and
preserved through the winter were sown in a patch
of similar size in a different part of the garden in
the spring of the following years 1853-54-55, with
little alteration from year to year, though in some
examples the following tendencies seemed from the
first to be gaining strength :

—

1. A gradual decrease in the quantity of hairs on
the florets.

2. A more tumid grain, in which the coverino" skin " was less coarse and the awn less stout and
straighter.

3. A gradually increased development of kernel or
flour.

The seeds of 1855, without selection, were
treated through the winter the same as before, and
sown in the spring of the present year, the result-
ing crop gathered in the latter end of August
presenting the following curious variations :

—

Proportionals

i * a « of each.
1st. Avenafatua, wild Oat of the true type with large

loose panicles of flowers, thin hairy florets with the
bent awn twisted at the base 5

2d. Avena fatua, var. sativa, with loose panicles of
flowers, florets quite smooth and tumid, with or with-
out straight awns, some few examples slightly hairy
towardsthe base. This is near the Potato Oat type 6

3d. Avenafatua, var. sativa.—Panicles more compact,
flowers inclining to one side, grains more tumid than
A quite devoid of hairs, awn straight. These present
the type of the White Tartarian Oat 12

—changes much less considerable than are known to

have taken place in other cultivated plants."

The experiments, as far as they have now gone, show
us in the clearest possible manner that the Avena
fatua is the parent of our cultivated Oat, and that
not only of one but of more forms or varieties pro-
duced in the same space of time and by the same
series of operations—conclusions which cannot be
other than interesting to the botanist, whilst to the
farmer they offer considerations no less curious in

theory than important in a practical point of view.
If we can produce the cultivated from the wild

weed Oat it follows that the weed may result from
a degeneracy of the cultivated form, and this will

serve to show how true the instincts of the old-

fashioned farmer not unfrequently were ; as we
remember that some years since a main objection

to the growth of Oats on stiff lias clays was that

they left behind them wild Oats, and all who have
had to deal with there as a weed, as it not un-
frequently occurs on the stiffer lands of the lias,

forest marble or Oxford clays, may well dread any
cause of its increase. As a botanical notion this

was never well received but viewed as impossible
by the species maker ; however, actual experiment
has at length demonstrated its truth, and it may
just be mentioned that a confirmation of this has in

the meantime been arrived at by a different process
which we can now only shortly detail.

On the examination of stray plants of Oats from
shed seeds where the year before Oats had been the

crop, examples are not uncommon with a few hairs

at the base of the floret, whilst the awn will be
mostly stiffer than those in the crop, and this on
thin soils where wild Oat is not usual as a weed.
Again, on stiff clays in which the weed prevails,

many intermediate forms or degrees of wildness
will be observable, perhaps derivable from the

cultivated Oats brought to the soil in manures.
But further, if we examine Oats grown on good

Oat lands we are aware of the following character-
istics—a greater weight for the bushel, and a more
plump gram with a finer coat and the awns scarcely

more than bristles ; and, as we know from observa-
tion, these qualities are immediately reversed if we
sow good Oats from a favourable Oat soil in a dis-

trict unfavourable to the growth of this corn.

Here then the result of our experiments and
observations is to show that the wild Oat by culti-

vation will yield different sorts of a cultivated or

crop Oat ; so that new varieties, and that direct from
the original source, are easily attainable, and also

that the cultivated Oat may degenerate into the
wild form from which it has sprung, and in some
soils in a very short space of time.*

or

Each of these forms is now separately saved for
further experiment whilst the shed seeds of the plot
are left to grow as they would do in nature, with
the view of demonstrating the downward progress
by the reverse methods to those adopted in the cul-
tivative ones.

We may add here that in the article Avena in
Morton's Cyclopedia of Agriculture, Dr. Lindley
referred to the probability of the wild origin thus
demonstrated

; suggesting that the cultivated Oat is
%
a domesticated variety of some wild species, and

may be not improbably referred to Avena strigosa,
the bristle-pointed Oat, which would become the
common Oat by a slight alteration of the form and
division of its pales and the loss of one of its awns

A very interesting and useful series of letters has
appeared in the pages of our contemporary, BelVs
Weekly Messenger, on the Breeding of Cattle.
Mr. Willoughby Wood, who is well known by
agriculturists generally as a short-horn breeder, and
by our own readers as an occasional contributor on
that subject to the columns of this Journal, argues
and advises, from a lengthened experience, on the
cheapest and most efficient method of obtaining a
herd of superior cattle. Of course he recommends
patient attention through a course of years as likely

to bear a more permanent fruit than direct purchase
of the class of animals that is desired. Such a
method is not only more economical but it confers
the experience and skill necessary to the full deve-
lopement of whatever degree of success attends it.

The points insisted on are:— (1) the selection of

the most promising cows—" ordinary short horns
which are now to be found in almost every district

in the kingdom "—choosing such as are of a healthy
constitution,yet refined in character, large in the frame,
short in the leg, and, above all, excellent milkers

; (2)
"the offspring of these cows by a thorough bred
bull should in iheir turn be put to another short-horn
bull of equally pure breed," choosing an animal
presenting excellence in such points as are defective
in the herd. " But perhaps in most cases the first

cross will not so much present any one fault in

particular as a want of uniformity of form, combined
with a certain hardness indicative of the inferior
blood on the female side. The second cross will

greatly tend both to promote uniformity and to

improve quality in the next generation. The bull,

to accomplish this purpose, ought to possess that
combination of merits which entitles him to be
called a good animal. He ought also to belong to a
family which is known as reproducing, in the
majority of the animals belonging to it, those
qualities which the breeder desires his herd to

possess."

Mr. Wood disputes the commonly received idea

• In this report several curious botanical changes which took
place as the experiment progressed have not been noticed, as
they would unnecessarily burden the sutject for the general

that the second cross of pure blood is less successful

than the first. He says—" There can be no ques-
tion that the persevering use of short-horn bulls is

the surest means of obtaining in the highest degree
a combination of size, quality, and early maturity."

He then contends at length for the merits of the
short-horn breed as retaining, along with their

aptitude for fattening, extraordinary merits as

abundant milkers.

The latter portion of the second letter, from
which we have made the above extracts, relates

particularly to the question of cost ; and Mr. Wood's
advice is given in the following particulars :—(1)

Purchase bulls by private contract from a well

established breed in preference to resorting to sales

where they are ll prepared " for sale, and thus not

only are their defects disguised but they are injured

for work, besides which at a sale the purchaser con-

tends against the most matured judgments and
longest purses in the world

; (2) Buy either bull

calves or aged bulls. "Each of these courses has

its advantages, and both are more economical than

the usual plan of buying bulls at a year old."

Finally, the advantages of attention to the good

breeding of your herd are summed up in the follow-

ing paragraph :

—

" A farmer whose heifers I occasionally see, and
which are bred by chance, and reared on a combined

no-system of starvation and carelessness, has a lot of

18, which may be worth on a average about \5l. The
produce of the same cows, many of which are good

ones, by a well-bred bull, would have been worth 20/.

each, making a gross profit of 907. on the lot. A good

calf costs no more to rear than a bad one, while with

regard to the keep of the heifers, it is not so much in

actual deficiency of food that the fault lies, as in want

of care, attention and shelter. On farms where steers

are reared, there would also be 21. per head additional

value for them. Suppose that from 50 cows 13 heifers-

are reared, at an enhanced value of 51. each, and

20 steers at an advance of 21. per head, this would give

an annual gross profit of 1307., in return for an outlay

every three years of from 20 to 30 guineas in a well-

bred bull calf. And yet a short-sighted farmer would

deem his farther- seeing neighbour who gave 30 guineas

for an animal not worth above ol. to the butcher, bereft

of reason. Surely, then, such matters merit more con-

sideration than they receive. They are a sample only

of what constitutes the difference between farming for

a bare subsistence and farming to a profit. In a know-

ledge of the principles of breeding, the agriculturist

will find a mine which will as amply repay the working,

as in the chemistry of soils, or the physiology of vege-

tation."

The main facts regarding the Agricultural

Statistics of Ireland for 1856, as given in Mr.

Donelly's able report just published, will be found

stated in another page in answer to the inquiries of

a correspondent.

reader.
»

RESULTS OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN

IRELAND.
First, then, as to the actual benefit to the country

in the immediate vicinity of the school, I consider it

to be very great. On my first acquaintance with this

locality, [Farrahy, near Kildorrery,] five years ago, the

roadside fences were in great disorder, a few Turnips

were grown by large farmers, but positively no Carrots

nor green crops other than Potatoes by any but pro-

prietors of estates. The tenant farmers were ignorant

of subsoiling, trenching, putting down Clover and Grass

seeds properly, in fact, of every right process of

agriculture. Cows were kept out both winter and

summer, and guano was unknown. Lime was the usual

remedy employed to restore the exhausted soil, and not

unfrequently applied in conjunction with manure. The

country people were in the habit of breaking up lea

land for Potatoes ; afterwards taking a crop o# Wheat,

or two crops of Oats, and then giving their land to any

one who would put out dung for the next Potato crop,

so as to enable the holder to restore the only rotation of

crops with which he was acquainted.

Now all this is changed, and a great improvement is

perceptible. No farm is without Turnips or other

green crops ; fencing is being carried on to a consider-

able extent ; the benefit of draining, Bubsoiling, and

cleaning the land properly is known ; and the Pe0Ple

are acting on that knowledge to a great degree. The

propriety of house-feeding cattle is acknowledged, and

wherever the farmers have sheds, they put in their

cows during the winter months at least ; and the man

who puts lime and manure together into his field is

now as much ridiculed as was formerly the agricul-

turist who dug with a fork, put Potatoes in drills, and

took out weeds with a grubber.

As the soil does not call for much drainage, I cannot

say that it has been practised immediately about the

school, except to a partial extent ; but great numbers

of fences have been levelled, and large fields have been

made out of three or four small ones. Waste land b&s

been reclaimed, Carrots are grown, and the rotation

of crops is understood and mostly followed out, ffl

some way or other, by the small farmers, and in an

effectual manner by the large farmers.

The improvement of farming in this neighbournooa
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being beyond doubt progressing, I yet could not

ascribe it almost entirely to the establishment and
maintenance of the Model Farm, were it not that the
farmers themselves do so, and I have received testimony

from very competent judges to the same effect. As I

send you herewith these letters themselves for your
perusal, I will proceed to give you a few notes of

visits paid to some of the tenant farmers about the

school, from which you may judge of their sentiments
relative to the Farrahy establishment.

Carroll holds 70 acres
;

called forth by the tone of the recent debate in the
House of Commons on the grant for National Education
in Ireland.]

Home Correspondence.
Leaf Feeding.—Under this head, at page 636, it is

stated—" About 12 years ago I proposed an experiment
witn Barley by hoeing weekly, by the fortnight and

Cornelius monthly, and left unstirred, but I was disappointed."
thinks the greatest good has ^ms *s certainly discouraging to those who believe in

been done by the school ; remembers that before its I

tne tneorv
>
and who also practise hoeing amongj-t green

establishment all cattle in the country were out all
croPs - I should have been glad if your correspondent

winter ; has learnt to clean land and prepare it ; sows
now a much greater breadth of Turnips and green crops
than before ; drills his Potatoes ; house-feeds in
winter ; has levelled ditches and enlarged fields ; all

which he ascribes entirely to the example of the
Model Farm.
Edmund Ryan holds 17 acres ; soiled his cattle all

last summer ; intimates the cleaning, preparing, and
subsoiling of the laud as he has seen practised at

Farrahy Model Farm ; is enthusiastic in its praise.

Michl. Geary has 34 acres ; learned from the Model
Farm to clean, and cultivate deeper, and subsoil ; all

which he was ignorant of till he saw Mr. Smith do
it ; has also learned to sow Grass seeds and Clover
properly ; finds now that he has better crops even with
less manure than formerly ; is going to level all his
fences, and make large fields

; put in his cows earlier
than heretofore ; ascribes all his improved culture to
Smith's example.
Edward Ryan has 21 acres ; learned to till his

Turnips as he ought; drained a little, and levelled
many ditches, and made large fields ; cultivated a deal
of waste land ; Smith was the cause of all this ; has
more to do yet in the way of improvement under
Smith's advice ; learned the benefit of house-feeding
cattle, and has built a house for that purpose ; has
subsoiled, and what was the worst part of his land is

the best now.
Patrick Walsh farms 74 acres ; has learned a

great deal from the school ; borrowed from Smith
treatise on agriculture ; learned and carried out a
rotation of crops ; knows that his neighbours, even
though they have not carried out generally a full course
of rotation, yet many of them have gone a great way
towards it ; did not formerly house-feed on green crops,
but does so now ;

grew Carrots and Turnips for feeding
off stock last year, in consequence of what he learned
from the school books, and found it answer extremely
well ; lays down Grass seeds ; drained for the last three
jears, and has now fine land where Furze only grew
before

; says his improvements in the way of throwing
small fields into large ones may be seen by reference to
the Ordnance Map. Before the school was established,
knew nothing of putting down green crops properly, or of
the qualities of manures ; says that no one in Bally-
quiroo knew how to grow a Turnip until the Model
farm was established, and that the Turnips grown
formerly were not a fourth of what they are now in size.

Michael Barry holds 32 acres; has learned to till

and subsoil
; grows more Turnips

; ploughs deeper than
heretofore ; has studied catechisms of agriculture from
Smith's advice ; house-feeds with Turnips as far as he
can in winter

;
purposes to sow Rape ; never did so

before ; farms now very differently from heretofore
;

positively has done all this from what he learned at the
school farm, and would expend more capital in improved
farming, but that his means are small ; thinks that
people from a distance have benefitted likewise, as he
has frequently accompanied parties from, other parishes
to view the Model Farm, and as far as he can form an
opinion, they took valuable hints from Smith's plans of
farming ; has levelled fences partially ; never will take
two grain crops in succession ; has used guano a good
deal ; means to drill Potatoes for the future ; thinks
there is hardly a farmer in the neighbourhood but has
learned something from the establishment of the school
and farm.
Patrick Mahony is a Poor-law guardian, a member

°f Kildorrery Dispensary Committee ; has a shop in

A-ildorrery, and iarms over 150 acres, besides having
lately taken on lease 1150 acres of inferior and
mountain land; his son was trained at the Model
*arm, and subsequently at Glasnevin ; declares he
would not be able to farm so largely without the
knowledge obtained from the school by himself and
son

; states that it was in consequence of the know-
ledge displayed by his son regarding land and its

treatment that he obtained the lease of the 1150
acres

; says that before the establishment of the school
here was little sign of green cropping, only a few
J-urnips, and no Carrots or Mangels among the farmers

;

had given us the items of difference between the four
cases, the state of the laud when operated upon, the

,

kind of weather at the time, and the manner in which
the work was executed. The reason why he was
disappointed may have arisen from adhering to rules or

I

periods
; whereas, reason aud not rule should dictate

the time when laud ought to be stirred. When rain
falls on dry clods in the summer when Barley is

growing, the water turns to a solid body, or say, it

;

becomes a part of the earth in a solid form, and while
undergoing this change from liquid to solid, it not only
gives off its heat to the earth and plants growing thereon,
but it also expands the clods. Should the shower con-
tinue till the surface of the earth be comparatively
moist, the clods will be so far expanded, that they will

fall to powder by gentle friction. At this favourable
condition of the earth, let the hoers go to work, either I

by men or beasts, and every experienced man can

'

perceive the succeeding salutary effects on the crops.
|

But I never saw written or printed a description of
this natural chemistry save in Nature's own peculiar
way, i. e.f in a marvellous expansion of leaves. On the
contrary, let the rain fall till the water has ceased

spondent has never practically had to do withjthe
administration of the Poor-law, else he would never
talk as if the rates now levied on his division were of no
use in relieving its poor, while the same amount under
out-door rel e. would do it much better. His rates are
simply for the support of the 12 paupers of his division

oh a very moderate scale, for the medical (dispensary)
relief, which cannot be reduced, and for the charges
of the Union establishment in proportion to the valua-
tion of his division. This last item may perhaps be
reduced somewhat (I have done it in my own Union) ;

but it is the only one, and it is childish to think its

amount would cover the cost of out-door relief. The
English Poor-law is the amendment of a far more lax
system, and many abuses still prevail under it. In
Ireland the workhouse system started fair, and was so
much clear addition to the relief available to the poor.
It has worked well, and does in substance effectually
relieve the destitution of the country. No doubt the
cleanliness and order are disliked (what a confession !)
and act as a test. They are the only check. There is

not a shred of shame or independence of character such
as keep people off the parish in England. They are
only a check on the individual. No one by reason of
them or anything else has a scruple at sending into the
house his children or nearest relatives. In our work-
house are near relations (uucles) of two of the most
wealthy tradesmen in the next town. A man earning
10s. a- week from me emigrated simply to better himself,
and a week or two after he was gone, his wife and chil-

dren went to the house, where some of them have now
been four years. I have known cases of children of a man
who was at work and did not wish to go into the house,
sent in on the sly, among the family of another, who
was going in. Others brought from a distant Union,
where the parent was at work and therefore inad-

iucalculable. Nor will the soil recover from its mal-
treatment till it has undergone the reverse action of
water turning to a solid in its interstices, a work which
the frosts of winter generally perform in a satisfactory
manner. Perhaps the disappointment arose from bad
hoeing during a parching sun. An ignorant hoer is a
dangerous subject amongst green crops durinjr hot dry c • , , ..-.«-. - — . .-
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school is good. The girls are taught knitting, spinning,
and sowing. They wash the clothes and scour the
floors (till they put my own house to shame). The
workhouse land has a crop of vegetables on it grown by
the boys that would do credit to any garden. The conse-
quence is girls and boys are taken as servants by farmers,
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, , -, , to learn we have hardly an instance of a ei.l turningought to be. If the land is scraped instead of hoed, and

left in little hillocks, alternating with hard and bare
patches, radiation goes off so rapidly between those
hillocks, that the best crop of Barley that ever grew
would be spoiled during three hot, dry, and cloudless
days. But if the hoeing be done by a good workman,
who strikes swiftly with his hoe, he spreads the rulver-
ised soil pretty evenly over the surface, and the crop is

wonderfully improved at the end of three hot cloudless
days. The fine earth that the hoe has left in this

manner acts as a veil to the roots and arrests radiation,

by which means moisture is condensed amongst the
roots, and thereby the crops are benefited ; in this case
satisfaction is the result, in that disappointment. Ben
Giles.

The Poor Law in Ireland.— As an Englishman
farming over 600 acres in Ireland, I think it right to

protest against the conclusions of Martin Doyle on the
iubjecfc of the Irish Poor-law. With the Irish, such as

hardly an instance of a gi.l turning
out ill. Most people will think such habits of cleanliness
and order are better not only for the community but for
the poor themselves than the filth and idleness they would
live is on out-door relief. The workhouse hospital is open
to all the lower classes, whether paupers or not. They
remain till they are thoroughly cured ; their dietary
such as the doctor orders. On an average one-third of
our hospital cases are of this class. The families of the
sick are never required to go into the house with them.
The dispensaries give medical relief to all lighter cases.

The unmeasured abuses of the out-door relief during
and after the famine show plainly what it would be.

The present system is working well, and with the-

faults of the Irish character, such as they are, to sub-
stitute out-door relief with its opportunities of abuse and
temptation to scheming, seems to me little short of
madness. It would do more real hurt to the poor by-

pauperising them than it could possibly do good by sub-
stituting one kind of relief for another, while to such as

they are, I believe out-door relief would be simply ' me r believe ie wouId be sim ]y ruin . ^
ruinous to the country. When any one can gravely and
publicly suggest the advance to a cottier of seed Barley
and Potatoes, and the hire of a horse to set them, out

BoydeWs Engine.—It is quite true that the bottom of
a wheel when rolling is yet stationary at one point, but
the ground under that point is not the fulcrum, the

c -, «v ^-.* v ,w ^ & & .- , ,
rather than honest hard work for a better living. Fur-

48 ^veiled fences a good deal ; house-feeds in winter,
I

ther, the habit of scheming prevails (must I say among
^dwill do so in summer also for the future, as his

j

all classes ?) to an extent which only a resident can

J£a will superintend the farming business ; has found imagine. Friends and friends' friends and relatives to

of the rates, it is easy to judge what degree of sound fu]crum bei the nd allterior to it hence the
principle on this subject he has attained to. I would :

indi acti
*
n aj,af„t a stone in front of the wheel

suggest to him to tell us how many of the same class in
\ «,*,«„ «.„-u ;

a Union would not need similar advances at the'end of
five years? This sort of false principle (and let me
add false humanity too) runs through the whole view.
Prejudices against the cleanliness and order of the
woikhouse (p. 609) are thought to entitle to out-door
relief, provided they are insuperable. The case is

rested not on what is best for the community, but what
the poor person would like best. The error surely
arises mainly from looking at the Poor-law as a cure
for all the ills of poverty, instead of simply as a relief

for destitution. No Poor-law can attempt the one
without causing far worse ills than it cures. The other
is its true function, but not so as to supersede the need
of private charity in the thousand cases which public

charity cannot possibly touch. Any one who knows
both countries knows that the spirit of independant
industry so general in England is sadly wanting here.

The barest subsistence in idleness is eagerly caught at,

when such is the fulcrum. In the case of BoydelPs
wheel rolling on its rails the stationary point is still

further from the fulcrum, for here we have three
fulcra—the rail on which the bottom of the wheel acts>
the cycloidal arch, and the toe of the rail : but for the
latter two the friction of the former would not permit
of much traction force. The bottom of Boydell's

wheel, therefore, resting on the fulcra, is in motion, and
not stationary. This, however, is not what we meant
when we said the top of the wheel moved at double the
velocity of the bottom, meaning by the velocity at the

bottom the translatory velocity or distance rolled over,.

i. €., during the time the bottom of Boydell's wheel rolls

the length of one of the rails, the top of the wheel
would pass under a plank twice the length of such &
rail, the plank resting on the wheel. W. B.

^s improved system very profitable ; knows that
piany farmers came from a distance to see Smith, and
13 sure that they adopted plans similar to what they

Farmers' Clubs.
Milborne, Sept. 17.— Mr. Summers, of Houghton

Farm, introduced the subject of u Rotations of Com
Crops, with a view to avoiding the exhaustion of the

the tenth degree are brought to bear, and worked on
j

particular properties of each description of Corn.*' He
the enlarged principle that though you gain nothing said : We all know the varying characteristics we have to

yourself by the job, jet you will thus get a claim to deal with, both in soil aud climate, and our systems

knows that the neighbours take advice Irani similar help for your own job when you have it to do.
j

ought to be varied, that the requirements of each plant
smith

; says that the boys of the industrial class spread
variety of information through the neighbourhood,

Deing able to teach their parents the method of dib-

h

IlDg' in seeds and drilling tending stalled cattle, &c.
;* put his Potatoes in drills this year; never had

n?
8 umil tl,u ?ear-

n&t •
i

ab°Ve is extracted from a letter t0 Dr
-
Kirk'

Patrick of the Albert Institution at Glasnevin, by the

If a weekly allowance from the rates was attainable, the ;
may be present through every stage of its growth

evils of the old Poor-law in England would be a joke to
j

There are systems followed by some agriculturists and con-

what would happen. One may see here men who would

not give or lay out a shilling ot their own money, voting

away public money as if they had to pay no part of it,

with a recklessness that seems incomprehensible ; the

secret is, partly, some friend or friend's friend is to

gain by it, and partly fear of what others— " the neigh-

Maziere Brady,| rector of Farrahy. It was hours"—will say or do. It is clear to me your corre-

demned by others, and why ? Because, probably, Nature
has been kind to one and unkind to the other. Who in this

room would not condemn my system of growing Oats and
dredge [What is dredge ?] as the only corn crops in the
rotation ? Yet such is my system on my most elevated
laud. If I grew Barley it would be all tailing, and the
yield very small. If I grew Wheat, probably it would
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never ripen. The Oak grown on this land appears as if

it were growing in the south of Norway. In fact it is

land situated at 900 feet above the level of the sea, and

exposed to every wind—land on which the Turnip

does not outlive the severity of an average English

winter. Although the Oat is invaluable to me, it is not

grown largely in Dorset— it is not often grown except

under circumstances that tend to diminish the produc-

tiveness of Wheat and Barley. As I say, I have some
land situated at a great elevation, but yet the climate

must not bear all the blame of our scanty produce. The
same remarks as were made by Professor Johnston, in

his " Letters on Scotch Agriculture," when passing

through Wigtownshire, will apply to us. He says,

* You pass an imaginary line and the husbandry

changes ; the soil seems more barren, the people more
indolent, and their methods more primitive. You ask

the reason, and you are told that the climate is unfavour-

able to profitable culture. But if in the midst of this

broad tract of country a patch of limestone, or trap, or

eld red sandstone appear, all at once the difficulties

appear to vanish, and heaven and earth seem to conspire

in rewarding the diligent cu?tivator of the soil." It is

with us. we have both a cold soil and climate

some of my best land—on land better adapted for Wheat
than Barley. The system is, first year Turnips, second

April Wheat, third Grass, fourth winter Wheat, fifth

Barley. I manure highly for Turnips, and, besides the

fold, I give a heavy dressing of farmyard manure to my
winter Wheat. To this land I give much attention

during the winter preceding the Barley crop, doing my
best to make it approach the character of a good Barley

soil. I find this rotation much more profitable than the

I had the pleasure of making his acquaintance at Park-
end, the hospitable mansion of John Kidley, Esq., in
1813-14. Mr. H. welcomed me most kindly, and we
spent a most agreeable evening. I found that Mr.
Hopper farmed largely. He was once rather famous
for hi3 blackfaced sheep. For several years he had
abandoned this breed, finding more profit in the Cheviot,

or rather in what is called the Tynewater. The wool of

the Tynewater sheep is decidedly finer in quality. Mr.
four-course, being enabled to grow nearly as many sacks H. considers Mr. Kidley of Parkland, and his father, to

of April Wheat as I could of Barley after Turnips.

When Beans, Peas, or Vetches are introduced into any
rotation they do not usually interfere with the succession

of white straw crops, but merely as what are termed

"catch" crops. They are all three rather uncertain

crops, and the two latter render the soil rubbly—in fact

the pernicious effect of seeding Vetches may be seen

through a rotation.

so

to contend with. But this is not all, our summer
temperature is much lowered by the wood and trees

being so thickly scattered over the surrounding land.

The temperature of the soil is also much lowered by its

inability to retain moisture, and the consequent evapo-

ration and the flying off of heat, which teuds to chill

both the soil and the air. By what I have said you will

readily perceive that I would recommend an alteration

in the succession of corn crops, with every important

alteration in soil or climate. What rotation could be

better adapted to the county of Norfolk than the four-

course ? but yet it does not extend far north—it is not

adopted in Scotland. The Scotch system of husbandry

is more like the Welsh and Irish ; this results from their

climatic conditions being more nearly allied. On what
are termed good Barley soils we know it to be the

universal rule to grow Barley after Turnips, followed by

two years Grass and Wheat. Thie is correctly called

the five-field system ; and where it can be carried out

on this description of soil without detriment to the

stock, I would recommend its adoption. Any farmer

•can slightly alter any rotation to supply his present

wants—it may sometimes prove beneficial to the soil and

stock. The chemist would teach us that if all the sub-

stances, organic and inorganic, were supplied to the soil,

its fertility would be maintained ; but practical farmers

are aware that the mechanical state of the soil is of as

much importance as the chemical state. They know
that if they were to reverse their crops of Barley and

Wheat, growing Barley after their Grasses and Wheat
after Turnips, the land would be too firm in texture for

the former and on some land too light and friable for

the latter. Deep ploughing is practised for root crops,

therefore that firmness of the subsoil requisite for Wheat
would be destroyed. As we plough shallow for Barley,

that the essence of the droppings of the sheep may not

escape downwards, we get a firm subsoil for the Clovers

and afterwards for Wheat—both plants thriving and

standing the winter better on land thus prepared. The
Barley crop should be as far removed from the Wheat
crop as possible, especially on this description of soil,

for after Barley we always find the land in that light

friable state that wholly unfits it for the production of

a good crop of Wheat for the two following years. This

arises partly from the fine tilth produced when preparing

the land for Barley, but more especially by that peculiar

characteristic of the roots of Barley—they impart to the

soil that looseness so detrimental to some of our culti-

vated plants. Here wo find much good resulting from
the introduction of the Clover plant. This plant seems

to possess the power of giving solidity to the soil, leav-

ing out of consideration the rollings and treading of

sheep to which it is subjected. From whatever cause it

arises we find the land, when the old lea is ploughed, of

that texture which we all know to be so much liked by

the Wheat plant. There are few farms composed

wholly of good Barley soils, and even when they are

thus constituted the predominance of natural Grass

iand may prevent the adoption of, or at least in some
measure do away with, the old lea as a crop in the

rotation. I follow this same five-field system as nearly

as convenient on a portion ofmy farm, as I cannot grow

* good crop of Wheat on this portion without previously

growing two green crops ; but I grow Itape, or Rape
and Turnips, iu place of old lea, as the latter do not

furnish my sheep with sufficient food at the right season

of the year. I know what would be the result were I

to neglect the preparation of autumn food for my sheep.

By thus altering this old five-field system I increase

the production of straw ; but whether there is any

increase in the yield of grain is perhaps a question yet

to be solved. I believe that the yield is sometimes
greater, and that, situated as I am, it pays me to

dispense with old lea. There is not so much to fear

from looseness of the soil where it is of a more
adhesive character ; therefore Wheat may follow

Barley more closely, and as it retains the manure
better the four-course system may be practised on
it with advantage. Iu this rotation we get first

Turnips, second Barley, third Grass, fourth Wheat

—

Vetches or Rye are often introduced between the Wheat
and Turnip crops. I once followed this system on my
stiff soils, but Barley is so liable to become laid after

Turnips on this description of soil that I broke through
it and now follow a five-field system, which 1 shall now
proceed to notice. This five-field system is followed on

Banbury.—At the late annual dinner of this Society

Mr. G. Harcourt, M.P., spoke on the price of agri-

cultural produce. He regretted to find that an
observation had been made, that the prosperity of

agriculture was promoted much more in time of war
than in time of peace. He was persuaded that a slight

knowledge of the political history of this country would

be sufficient to convince them that although war might

contribute to increase prices for a time, its inevitable

result was to check the permanent prosperity of the

country. He was now nearly the oldest member of the

House of Commons, and his experience extended back

to the latter years of the old French war. What was

the effect of that struggle upon the agricultural interest

of this country ! In the years 1810, 1811, and 1812, the

prices of all kinds of agricultural produce had risen

enormously ; the cost of Wheat in the two last years

being 120s. a quarter. At that time however the Bank
was not obliged to pay its way with gold ; an unlimited

paper circulation was allowed, and prices of all descrip-

tions of produce rose enormously. Of course, while prices

were rising great advantage accrued to the seller ; but it

was evident that such a state of things could not last a

day after the pressure upon the money market was
relieved, and the consequence was, that when the peace

came, this exceptional state of things ceased, and a

universal panic ensued. As he told them, at that time

Wheat was selling at 120s. a quarter, and landlords

; but after thethought their rents low at 80s. an acre
;

peace, the continental ports were opened, foreign corn

was brought to this country in large quantities, and the

artificial rate of prices being destroyed, such distress

ensued, that Parliament was called upon to interfere.

Parliament accordingly took the matter in hand, and

committees of the House of Commons sat in 1813, 1814,

and 1 815, to investigate the matter. The result of their

subsequent deliberations was, that in order to assist, as

they thought, the agriculturists of the kingdom, Parlia-

ment passed what, in his opinion, was a most iniquitous

enactment, by which the importation of all foreign corn

was prohibited until the price reached 80s. a quarter. But
did that cure the evil I No ; for in the very next year,

prices continuing to fall, there was ten times more
distress among the agricultural population of the

country than before, and although they had had distress

in the country since, of sufficient importance to call for

the examination of Parliamentary committees into its

causes, there had never existed such distress among
agriculturists as existed in the year 1815. It was all

very well to say that war raises the prices, and that

other causes might tend to keep them up after the war

had ceased ; but what had happened during the very

last war \ Had we not been paying tax upon tax ?

—

the income tax had been doubled, 10 per cent, had been

added to the malt duty, and all those progressive

reductions contemplated in time of peace by former

Chancellors of the Exchequer had been put a stop to.

What, he asked, would have been the state of the

labour market had the late war continued \ The ranks

of the militia would necessarily have absorbed almost

all the young able-bodied men of the country, and

although he did not pretend to say that they would not

have been of great utility, yet, in his opinion, they

certainly would not have been so usefully employed as

if they had been engaged in agricultural occupations,

and their absence would naturally have tended to

increase the price of agricultural produce. Then, again,

had the war gone on, the price of iron must naturally

have risen to a great extent, and consequently there

would have been an increased expenditure for agricul-

tural implements, or, what would have been worse, no

expenditure at all, the effect of which would have been

to deprive the farmers of all those improved facilities

for the cultivation of land which happily they now
possessed.

Farm Memoranda.
Black Hedley in 1814.—Mr. George Hopper was

an excellent sample ot the north of England yeoman.

Possessed of a good property and in easy circumstances,

lull of all the energy, enterprise, and bodily activity,

which characterised the Borderers of old, and having

to boot a spice of more honesty and civilisation, he

secured the good will and friendship of all with whom
he had to do. He was likewise noted for some original

or eccentric habits, always, however, tending to benevo-

lent or harmless results/ Mr. Hopper's experience and

skill in husbandry, especially in the department of live-

r-tock, was universally admitted, and he took pleasure in

communicating information to his friends, and to give

them on all occasions a hearty welcome at Black Hedley.

be the most extensive storemasters on Tyne and Reed
waters ; their clip this year must realize at least 2000/.

Mr. H. is an extensive jobber, and is for ever on the

road. Mr. Bates of Halton, and he, frequently speculate

in purchasing Turnips for consumption on the ground,

by sheep ; choosing dry soils, such as the neighbourhood

of Corby Castle, &c. In 1812-13, they purchased

3-year-old Wedders, at 11. 15s, per head, and sold them
to butchers at 41. 6s., leaving a very handsome profit.

I find Mr. H. altogether sceptical as to a real unfailing

milking breed. He has frequently had common Tees-

water cows, who gave 30 or 40 quarts of milk per day
;

but he never knew any of their progeny come nearly up

to that mark. He is not sanguine in the success of our

friend Bates's cross breed. In his opinion, if you leave

thorough-bred shorthorns, you will find no breed pay acre

for acre so well (ceteris paribus) as pure Kyloes. The

Earl of Strathmore is making up a very fine herd of

Skye cattle at Streatham Castle ; Mr. H. saw his lord-

ship's steward, Mr. Dobson, sell lately in Darlington

market a lot of 3-year-old Kyloes steers to a butcher,

at 30 guineas each. These were reared upon an upland

farm of rough pasture, and finished off at Streatham.

Mr. H. quite concurs with Mr. Bates in considering the

qualities of a good breed to be chiefly developed when

put up to be fed off the shambles. Mr. Robson, butcher

in Newcastle, who kills upon an average of twelve

months one beast a day, besides sheep, calves, &c, also

coincides. Robson purchases largely from Mr. Bates,

and declares the crossbred beef to be particularly deli-

cate and rich, and that he finds his account in giving

extra prices, as a certain class of customers are willing

to pay him for it above the ordinary market rates.

Mr. Bates, of Kirkleavington, of noted celebrity as a

shorthorn breeder, farmed Halton Castle, near Hexham,

at the period when I formed his acquaintance, in 1813-14.

It was a very great privilege to me, and I can with truth

say, that his knowledge of husbandry, was only equalled

by his kindly spirit, and frank communication of valuable

information. My residence was within a reasonable

distance of Halton, and a kind of hearty welcome tempted

me, I fear, to trespass over much upon his hospitality.

Like most men, Mr. Bates had his weak points, but he

enjoyed, as he well deserved, a high character for skill,

integrity, and zeal in his vocation. About the time

when my acquaintance with Mr. Bates commenced, the

manufacturers of York and Lancashire were in full blow,

and the demand for beef of superior quality was universal.

Having this in view, and entertaining a belief that it was

possible to introduce a permanent breed of cattle, ^™
would be superior to shorthorns, in delicacy of fibre,

without sacrificing early maturity, dairy qualities, or any

of the valuable properties of that most estimable breed,

Mr. B. began to cross the Kyloe cow with the shorthorn

bull. It is well known that the rule laid down bj

Culley, Cline, and other distinguished men of science

and practical knowledge, is to use a small male, or a

least one of a breed inferior in bulk to a female, w itn-

out disputing the accuracy of this theory, Mr. B. simp J

declared that he was determined to have Kyloe blood on

one side ; and that he had failed in finding a Kyloe bull,

possessing these points which he considered to be desir-

able. He certainly effected a great deal, and was, tor a

time, quite satisfied with the results. The grade cows

proved excellent dairy stock, more especia

l

,v m
f

article of butter. I saw one which was giving 15 ids. oi

butter per week, but as this was ascertained from cnur

ing a portion of her milk in a bottle, I confess that u

appeared to me to be a somewhat questionable test, w

great and perceptible improvement in the grades*

the additional depth and weight of the fore quart*r.

The Kyloes and grades are, for the most part, kept:uv

a moorland farm, some distance from Halt°n » •

s
Mr. B. had improved by draining, paring, and burn «,

and laying down to pasture. Eventually, the cat™
waa

periment failed and was abandoned. The first cros

in general the best. No reliance could be placea f

the progeny of grade bulls, and the cows, as the p ^
advanced step by step, reverted to pure shorthorns.

r j _r> . . ,. . . . a iways deem**
farmers and breeders of the district

Mid
them, even when they carried off many prizes,

fetched higher prices for animals of like age, but.°* F
>lr,

shorthorn blood. At every agricultural meel,n
^ gS .

Bates puts forward a challenge offering to stake i v

-

against a like sum, grades and shorthorns, wni

breeder was found to accept (as they said) iroiu^
difficulty or impossibility of coming to a »tl8t

*J~J
a fair decision. That Kyloe and Galloway bi0°?

bt

employed by the Messrs. Collings is beyond all ao
^

though how applied, or in what totM^Srf
believe to be absolutely unknown. I am further

incu
^

^

to consider it as a mistake made by these clever ^
The alloy may be traced even at this day in so^o,
highest bred stock, but which it will be wise to reg*

rather as a beacon than as a guide-post. d

Halton was the property ot Sir Charles Loraine, ^

was entirely farmed by Mr. Bates ; I believe upo

lease of2l]^ars
:
_Jt^ta^^

* Mr. B. kept altogether *"g*f*J^i^'
expects ninety calves this season, 1S13-14, pure ana b
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of rich, and a yearly old pasture. This portion of the

farm lay much upon a declivity, and was laid under
water (catchwork) for a portion of the winter. It was
thus made early, and afforded an early bite for stock.

Mr. B. used it much in finishing off his stall-fed cattle,

and always to good profit, enabling him to hit the

critical period when Turnips were used up, and Grass

beef in ordinary pastures was not ready. He always

said that this system paid him remarkably well.

In after life Mr. B. purchased a beautiful estate in

Yorkshire, where he pursued his course as a breeder of

Durham, chiefly from his favourite Duchess tribe, which

are probably unrivalled for all the valuable qualities of

good shorthorns, early maturity, &c, possessing, more-
over, high claims as dairy stock, an important conside-

ration often too much overlooked in high bred herds.

Mr. B. was by no means rigid in his notions of breeding

in and in. His rule was to regulate that by circumstances.

So long as no degeneracy appeared in the produce, he
felt no scruples on the score of affinity. At the time

when I was in the habit of visiting his stock, he had two
shorthorn bulls in use—Ketton by Favourite, and Baron
by Ketton, both of them very superior animals. Mr.
B. valued Ketton at 1 000 guineas, and declared that he
was well worth that money to him as a breeder. I

frequently saw the original Duchess, for whom, as a
yearling heifer, Mr. B. paid 185 guineas at the great

Collings sale. To my unpractised eye I confess she
seemed to have been pretty well paid for, but I did

not know then, as I do now, that blood is all in all.

The Hon. A. Ferguson, in the Canadian Agriculturist.

ECONOMY IN FEEDING STOCK.

Calendar of Operations.

SEPTEMBER and OCTOBER.
Bebwickshire Merse Farm, Sept. 29th.—Harvest commenced

with the month, being just a week later than usual, and for a week
all went well under a propitious sky. The second week was
characterised by warmth and humidity, with occasional thunder
6howers, which, besides retarding the cutting, prevented the cut
grain from making any progress towards keeping condition.
The third week opened with a splendid dry west wind, which
soon overturned the 6tooks and dried them thoroughly, and on,
the 17th all hands were at work carrying Barley and Oats. The
earliest Wheat, being but just cut, could not be secured, other-
wise it should have had the preference. The greener and by far
the more extensive fields got a shake to the extent of a couple of
bushels at least per acre. Four days of such weather, but with no
moonlight, put about two-fifths of the crop In the stackyard, and
it was anticipated that other three days would secure all that was
cut. But on the very Saturday night it changed, and such a week
of north-east wind and rain has not tried our spirits for many a
year. The corn is soakiug and what is uncut is twisted and beat
down, and this delightful state of affairs gives no sign of
change. We are now, however, past the repining stage and have
got used to it, like eels to the skinning. Pastures are destroyed,
but Turnips have much benefitted, consequently store cattle,

especially those forward in condition, are dear. Our neighbours
in Lammermuir have scarcely begun harvest at all. J. T. [We
learn from another correspondent that Sept. 30 was the 9th day of
almost continuous rain ; one quarter of the crop is carried and the
Test much sprouted ; harvest prospects are most discouraging.]
October 6.—After a fortnight's rain we find our crops in a sad
plight. It is only three years since we had a heavy fall of rain
during, though at a later period of, the harvest. But owing to
the high temperature (about 60u ) of last week, especially Friday,
there has been such a germination as few have witnessed before.
The proportion of grain in the field during these rains may be
stated at about one-half of the Barley and Oats, and nine- tenths
of the entire Wheat crop. Of the latter, one-half being uncut,
was but slightly sprouted, and that only where it was much laid.
The earlier half was just ready for carrying, and promised a
Pretty sample—a reflection that aggravates the hardship of the
case. At the same time it seems that few can be blamed for
having lost time, for all was secured as soon as it would keep.
This morning we are opening out every sheaf, and there is scarce
one that is not more or less sprouted. On minute examination
we should be inclined to estimate the per centage of germinated
grain at not less than 25 per cent, of the earlier Wheat. We
have often heard of corn being as u wet as muck;" but until now
*e never saw the dread reality. The barometer has risen steadily
to a pretty fair position, and the nights incline to frost, so we
niay hope for a cessation of rainy weather. And, with a
bard breeze, we might select and carry some of the better
conditioned sheaves, but as yet there is no prospect of that.
There are three or four large farms in this district where
not one sheaf has been secured in stack, and in Lammermuir
scarcely an acre is cut. The rain has completely ruined our
Grass, and cattle have lost condition fast, the state of the land
rendering it unadvisable to draw Turnips for them. Now, how-
ever, the land has got much firmer, and we proceed with alacrity
to give them their dues. The sowing of Fallow Wheat and
winter Tares cannot yet be thought of. J. T.

Notices to Correspondents.
Address : Martin Doyle will oblige us by his address, which we
have mislaid.

Agricultural Statistics of Ireland, 1856: FR S. The fol-

lowing are the principal figures:—

Crops.

• * t
Wheat
Oats
Parley, Bere.j

„ Kye, &c.
•Potatoes

Turnips...
uther grain crops

* m

}
«••

• If

' t »•*

• • t

Cattle.
f i orses
Cattle
Sheep

• t .

1855.

Acres.
445,775

2,118,850

267,931

982,301

366,953
95,136
97,075

656.287
3,564,400

3,602,342

1^177,605

1S56.

Acres.

529,363

2,036, 1S1

218,503

1,104,590

354,362
99.873

106,826

573,266
3,584,723

3,688,143

Increase.

Acres.
S3,5SS

Decrease.

• • •

* • •

1,222,289
»••

4,737

* t *

16,979
20,323

85,S01

Acres.

82,677

49,42S

12,591

9,751

261.672
c<u

. ~ . -^-- 9^,933
,

^ovsr akd Calf ; A Subscriber. You may safely rear a calf from
J?r * It is perfectly true that animals bring forth after their
**nd; but you need not expect to reproduce the unfortunate
Peculiarity to which you allude.

tl >03E: FS W. It is not proper to "administer tke medicine

LAvr?
ag£ the nose "

D1- Give Hme-water.
-N °

:
Ao Surveyor. It is let aDd sold according to the extent of

Liut „
gT0Und P'*«-

liShrt*'
M G Y' We would limG in tlie autumn, ploughing it in

&ntiy. We would prefer liming before Turnips, to liming on

_,„
,and after they have been fed. Subsoil in autumn when

Poop
U
£ ing yonr first stubble.

T7if r
VBR: M G Y- Ha"ow the land hard, and then sow

oioiium incarnatum 20 lbs- an acre. You ought to have done40 some weeks agj.

BUSHE k BARTER'S
PATENT ROOT GRATER,

MANUFACTURED BY

ALBERT & THEODORE FRY,
(Late FOWLER and FRY),

TEMPLE GATE IMPLEMENT FACTORY,
BRISTOL,

are very much improved this season.

They are now the cheapest, most simple,,

and, nt the same time, most effective Machine
for the purpose of reducing Roots of all descrip-

tions into very small Gratings or Shreds.

flggg Testimonials and Directions forlUse
MAY BE OBTAINED

FREE ON APPLICATION.

B. SAMUELS OlN,
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BANBURY,

TC7ILL have pleasure in forwarding, post free,
**' on receipt of application, his Illustrated Priced

Catalogue of Implements.

SAMUELSON'S PATENT GARDNER'S DOUBLE-
ACTION and SINGLE-ACTION TURNIP CUT-
TERS, which have been awarded the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's Prizes eleven times at its yearly

meetings, the last being at Carlisle in 1855 ; the Prize

Medal at the Great Exhibition, 1861 ; and at nearly

all the provincial societies' meetings. BETWEEN
SIXTY AND SEVENTY THOUSAND of these

Machines have been made in, and supplied from the

above Works.

MOODY'S, PHILLIPS', GAUNTLETT'S, BUSHE and
BARTER'S, and every other description of Patent

TURNIP GRATERS aud PULPERS.
CHAFF CUTTERS. — B. Samuelson's Comes* Chaff

Cutters of all sizes, varying in price from 6/. 10s. up
to HI.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for stables and small occupations,

and for exportation, 31. aud 41.

CORN BRUISING MILLS (adapted also for exporta-

tion, from 31. 5s. up to 7l.li)s. each.

MALT MILLS of various sizes.

LINSEED CAKE BREAKERS, from 21. 6s. up to 107.

each.

CHURNS.—Samuelson's Registered Atmospheric and
Anthony's Patent American, manufactured solely by
B. Samuelson.

KASE'S PATENT DOUBLE-ACTION FORCE
PUMPS.

GALVANIZED IRON BARREL PUMPS, at 11. Be.

BARLEY HUMMELLERS.
WEIGHING MACHINES, MANGLES, &c. &c. &C.

The above may be procured of all respectable Iron-

mongers and Implement Dealers in the Kingdom; or

direct from the Works, Banbury, Oxon.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES.
Awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition, and Patronised by the English and

French Governments.

COTTAM AND HALLEN,
KE Original INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGB
AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they Lave made important additious, the main features of the same being explained in the

description and engraving.
i

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball

of which is taken to the hack of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-

tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached

from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the

seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim
general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,
light and durable.

O The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be
used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an
object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out o§
the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and
utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,

Galvanised, or Enamelled.
.

Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers. Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner Mangers^

Harness-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on show at

COTTAM & EALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARMING AND VENTILATING.—The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratis

on application.

BLAIR'S GOUT AND RHEUMATIC PILLS.
This preparation is one of the benefits which the science

of modern chemistry has conferred upon mankind ; for during the

first twenty years ot the present century to speak of a cure for the

Gout was considered a romance ; but now the efficacy and safety

of this medicine is so fully demonstrated, by unsolicited testi-

monials from persons in every rank of life, that public opinion

proclaims this as one of the most important discoveries of the

present age.— Sold bv Pbout and IIarsant, 229, Strand, London;

and all Medicine Vendors. Price Is. Ud. and 2s. 9d. per box.

FOR BED SORES, &c—WATER CUSHIONS
axd Water MATTRESSES for Invalids. Inventor and

Manufacturer, HOOPER, London. For the prevention of Bed
sores, and for affording relief where Sloughing has actually
taken place. Also for Wounds, Abscesses, Fractures, Diseased
Joints, Paralysis, Spinal Affections, Fevers, Extreme Age,
Consumptive and Bedridden Patients generally. WATERPROOF
SHEETING for protecting Bedding, and URINALS for Day o*
Night use. Orders by Post or Telegraph immediately attended to.

Hooped, Pali Mali East; and GroBvenor Street, London.
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THE LOWEST PRICES
AND

HEATING BY HOT WATER
CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-1 G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London

penence in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory
design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a
position to execute orders on the lowest possible ierms.

Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

CRESTS FOR GATE PIERS
modelled to order.

Also a large Stock of YASES for the

same purpose and for Terraces, executed in

Artificial Stone, by

J. S E E L E Y,
(Late Austin & Seeley),

Nos. 1 to 4, Keppel Row, New Road.

TITARNERS' SWING WATER-BARROW
*y (To Hold Thirty Gallons)

Will save much of the gardener's time and labour. May be
obtained of any Ironmonger for 3L 3$.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Goon by the Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
Cutlery Works, Sheffield; and 67, King William Street,

London, where the largest stock of Cutlery in the world is kept.
Drawings forwarded by post.

PAXTON WORKS. SHEFFIELD^

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855-

METCALFE,BING LEY, and CO.'S New Pattern and
Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached Hair

Brashes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brushes, and genuine Smyrna
Sponges : and every description of Brush, Comb, and Perfumery
for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly between
the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effectually—the
hairs never come loose. M., B., and Co. are sole makers of the

Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orris Root Soaps—sold in Tablets
(bearing their names and address) at 6d. each, of Metcalfe's
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 25. per box; and of the New
Bouquets.—Sole Establishment 130b, and 131, Oxford Street, 2nd

and 3rd doors west from Holies Street, London.

Brass Syringes, 9s. to 18s.

Also a great variety of effective Machines for Hydraulic pur-
poses, and to supply Gardens, Hothouses, Cottages, Farms,
Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every requisite connected
with the conveyance and distribution of Liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, &c.

SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-
ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.
47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-
man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes,
Rakes, Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.

Established 1738.

<5REAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF GALVANISED
WIRE NETTING.

DR. DE JONCH'S
LIGHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL,

has now, in consequence of its marked superiority over

every other variety, secured the confidence and almost universal

preference of the most eminent Medical Practitioners in the

treatment of consumption*, bronchitis, asthma, gout, rheu-

matism, sciatica, diabetes, diseases of the skin, neuralgia,
rickets, infantile wasting, general debility, and all

scrofulous affections.

Its leading distinctive characteristics are:

complete preservation of active and essential principles.

invariable purity and uniform strength.
entire freedom from nauseous flavour and after-taste.

rapid curative effects, and consequent economy.

A MERICAN STEEL DIGGING FORKS
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES.

"Wholesale Agents : William Drat & Co., Agricultural
Engineers, Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

BARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich
in consequence of improvements in their machinery f°r

•the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices.

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide
2-iach .. strong, do.

intermediate, do.
extra strong do.
24 inches wide
strong, do.

intermediate, do.
extra strong, do.
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All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet),
at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices one-fourth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 8£<f. per yard, 3 feet wide

:

Galvanised Sparrow-proof "Netting for Pheasantries, 2d. per
square toot.

Delivered free of expense in London. Peterborough. Hull, or
Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle
and Deer Fencing Iron Hurdles, &c.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post.

THESE FITTINGS will be found to possess all

the latest and most important improvements, and are of
|

the best manufacture. All kinds of Stable Furniture in stock.

Iron Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, Tomb Railings, &c. New Illus-

trated Catalogues forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.

James Barton, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford Street, London.

OUGHS, COLDS, and ASTHMA are instantly

relieved by Dr. Locock's PULMONIC WAFERS, to

be bought of all Druggists at Is. l±d. and 2s. M. per box. They
have a pleasant taste. ____—

—

THE PERFECT EIGHT-DAY WATCH.—A most
important invention.—L. Mesure & Co., Patentees of the

Eight-Day Watch, 12, King William Street, Charing Cross, beg
respectfully to announcn that they have succeeded in perfecting

an EIGHT-DAY WATCH, for which patents have been

obtained in England, France, Belgium and Holland. These
sound English Watches, which do not exceed in size and price

the ordinary watches now in use, require to be wound up only

once a week with three turns of the key, instead of every day
with six or seven turns, thus greatly diminishing the wear upon
the works. Warranted to go correctly. An inspection is solicited.

Silver Levers, four holes jewelled, from 61. 16s.; Gold Levers,

four holes jewelled, from 16 guineas.

FROM "THE LANCET."
u Dr. De Jovgh gives the preference to the Light-Brown Oil

over the Pale Oil, which contains scarcely any volatile fatty acid,

a smaller quantity of iodine, phosphoric acid, and the elements

of bile, and upon which ingredients the efficacy of Cod Liver Oil,

no doubt, partly depends. Some of the deficiencies of the Pale

Oil* are attributable to the method of its preparation, and espe-

cially to its filtration through charcoal. In the p eference of tne

Light-Brown over the Pale Oil we fully concur. We have care-

fully tested a specimen of Dr. De Josoh's Light-Brown Cod

Liver Oil. We find it to be genuine, and rich in ioaine and tne

elements of bile."

Sold oxly in Imperial Halt-pints, 2s. 6d.; Pints, 4* 9J. J

Quarts, 95.; capsuled and labelled with Dr. De Jogh s btamp

and Signature, without which none are genuine, dv

ANSAR, HARFORD & CO., sole British Consignees, 1

1

,
btrana,

London ; and by many respectable Chemists and Druggists.

DEBILITY and NERVOUSNESS.— Encourage-

ment to those in despair, and suffering from debility,

spermatorrhoea, relaxation, nervousness, and exhaustion oi w
system. Advice and prescriptions, with a treatise on tnese u«

eases, forasuccessfulcour.se of self-treatment, by wnicn *
t£ee

manent cure of the most protracted case is effected, sent post

upon receipt of 14 postage stamps, and symptoms, Djr *. •

Roberts (late Army Surgeon), Greencroft "Villa, liign xc ,

Gateshead, Durham. _ —

-

T^RAMPTON'S PILL OF HEALTH.-The mani-

r fold advantages to the heads of families from the P°bse.s

of a medicine of known efficacy, that maybe resorteja lo

confidence, and used with success in cases of tem Porary,

s

!i 1,nS to

occurring in families more or less everyday, are so °°y°" ^
all, that no question can be raised of its i™Porta"f? *

^

housekeeper in the kingdom. For females these Pi is aw•

^
excellent, removing all obstructions, the distressing beaoj*

q{

very prevalent with the sex, depression of spin s <QU1
fthe

sight, nervous affections, blotches, pimples, and ™"°W**ZT and
skin, and produce a healthy complexion -bold oy

^
r* .

Harsant, 229, Strand, London; and all Vendors ot Jueui

Price 1*. 1&& and 2s. 9d. per box.

IT OLLOWAY'S PILLS AN INFALLIBLE ^H MEDY FOR ASTHM A.-These Pillseffected *Pf^en
in the case of Maria Vick, of Kington, "^eford.hi e^ w^ ^
suffering for more than 10 years with AH'hnia, w
coughing and loss of sleep were gradaallyu,ider nmm ^
system, and she became a perfect ^eleton. She wa^ao ^
give Holloway's Pills a trial, and penever^1*8*"* » ben

nibbing the Ointment into the chest night
;

and nwmig^ ^
these astonishing remedies effected a

^MeolcSe vendors

other medicines had ,ai
i
edrfA

°
r

Id
Wn7T^AY.fEstahlishments,

throughout the world : ^ ^^SSphLmI New York: by A-

244. Strand, London, and 80, Maiden Lane, «ew i
_

Sta^pa, Constantinople ; A. Guidict, Smyrna , & E. Mcib,
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XTOW READY TO SEND OUT, direct from

i> Yarmouth, during the season, GENUINE YARMOUTH
ULOATERS, 100 for 6s.; forwarded securely packed to any

address upon receipt of Post-office Order, by Jam-s Ayebs, Fish

Curer Great Yarmouth. The Trade supplied.

DRESSING C~A S E S.

AT MR. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENTS,
112

t
Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street and Crystal Palace,

Are exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures in

Dressing Cases, Work Boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags,

md other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department

for Papier Mach£ Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table

Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-

ping orders executed.

The same prices charged at all the E stablishments.

t\5X^pTn 'S electro-silver PLATE^-
IVI Messrs. Mappings celebrated Manufactures in ELECTRO-
PLATE, comprising Tea and Coffee Services, Side-dishes,

Spoons and Forks, and all articles usually made in silver, can

now be obtained from their London Warehouse, No. 67, King
William Street, City, where the largest stock in London may be

seen.—Manufactory, Queen's Cutlery Works, Sheffield.

LORD'S EUREKA SHIRTS.—" The Eureka is the

F

28*.
21s.

lis.
• ft f

* * *

305.

25s.

125.

« rpiFFANY," a light, cheap, and durable material
-1* for Shading Conservatories and other Hot-houses, effec-

tually securing Plants from the scorching rays of the sun, with-
out obscuring the light; aleo one of the best protectors of Fruits
from Birds and Wasps, and the Bloom of Wall Trees from Spring
Frosts. Sold in pieces 20 yards long by 38 inches wide, at 3d.

per yard or 55. per piece. A" liberal allowance to the Trade when
not less than 10 pieces are taken. No orders will be attended
to from unknown correspondents unless accompanied by a
remittance.

Manufactured for and sold, wholesale and retail, by Jons- Shaw,
Nurseryman and Seedsman, 40. Princess Street, Manchester.

F~
RENCH

-
MODERATOR LAMPS.—ThtTnewest

Patterns of the present season.— Deaxe, Dray & Co.
hive completed an extensive and choice assortment of these
Lamps—Bronze from 95. 6d. to 61. ; China from 195. to 11. Is. each.
Engravings with prices free per post. Pure Colza Oil for the

above Lamps at the lowest market price, delivered in London or

the suburbs periodically or on receipt of letter order. — Deaxe,
Dray, & Co. (opening to the Monument), London Bridge.

Established ad, 1700.

most unique, and the only perfect fitting shirt made." Observer.
•' Ford's Eurekas are the acme of perfection." Court Journal.

In half dozen boxes, ready for use, or made to order. Best

quality, 425. ; second quality, 335.

Caution.— Ford's Eureka Shirts are stamped 38, Poultry,

London, without which none are genuine. Catalogues post free.

Richard Ford, 38, Poultry, London.

BEDSTEADS, BATHS, AND LAMPS.
WILLIAM S. BURTON has SIX LARGE SHOW
> V ROOMS devoted exclusively to the SEPARATE DISPLAY

of Lamps, Baths, and Metallic Bedsteads. The stock is at

once the largest, newest, and most varied ever submitted to the

Public, and marked at prices proportionate with those that have
tended to make his establishment the most distinguished in this

country.
Bedsteads, from 12*. 6d. to 123. 0s. each.

Shower Baths, from 7s. 6d. to 51. 15s. each.

Lamps (Moderateur) from ... 6s. Od. to 61. 6s. each.
(All other kinds at the same rate.)

Pure Colza Oil 4s. Sd. per gallon.

CUTLERY, WARRANTED.— The most varied
assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all war-

ranted, is on SALE at William S. Burton's, at prices that are

remunerative only because of the largeness of the sales. 3£-inch

Ivory-handled Table Knives, with high shoulders, lis. per dozen

;

Desserts to match, 10s. ; if to balance, Is. per dozen extra ; Carvers,

4*. per pair; larger sizes, from 19s. to 26s. per dozen; extra fine

Ivory, 32s.; if with silver ferrules, 37s. to 50s. ; white bone Table
Knives, 7s. 6d. per dozen; Desserts, 5s. 6rf.; Carvers, 2s. 3d. per

pair; black-horn Table Knives, 7s. 4rf. per dozen; Desserts, 6s.;

Carvers, 2s. 6rf.; black wood-handled Table Knives and Forks,

$s. per dozen; Table Steels, from Is. each. The largest stock in

existence of Plated Dessert Knives and Forks, in cases and
otherwise, and of the new plated Fish Carvers.

PAPIER MACHE AND IRON TEA TRAYS.—
An assortment of TEA-TRAYS and WAITERS wholly

unprecedented, whether as to extent, variety, or novelty.

New Oval Papier Mache Trays, per set of 3, from 20s. to 10 gs.

Ditto iron ditto from 13s. to 4 gs.

Convex shape ditto from 7s. 6d.

Round and Gothic Waiters, Cake and Bread Baskets, equally low.

rPHE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER.—
-L The REAL NICKEL SILVER, introduced 20 years ago by
William S. Burton, when PLATED by the patent of

Messrs. Elkington & Co., is beyond all comparison the very best

article next to sterling silver that can be employed as such, either

usefully or ornamentally, as by no possible test can it be dis-

tinguished from real silver. Fiddle or Thread or
Old Silver Brunswick King's
Pattern, Pattern. Pattern.

Table Spoons and Forks, per dozen 3Ss. ... 4Ss. ... 60s.

Dessert ditto and ditto „ 30s. ... 35s. ... 42s.

Tea ditto „ 18s. ... 24s. ... 30s.

Tea and Coffee Sets, Cruet and Liqueur Frames, Waiters,
Candlesticks, &c, at proportionate prices. All kinds of re-plating

done by the patent process.

CHEMICALLY PURE NICKEL NOT PLATED.
Fiddle. Thread. King's.

Table Spoons and Forks, perdozen ... J2*. ...

Dessert ditto and ditto 10s. ...

Tea ditto 5s. ...

Illustrated Catalogues sent (per post) free.

39, Oxford Street; 1, 1a, 2, and 3, Newman Street; 4, 5,»nd 6,

Perry** Place. Established 1820.

The Successful Results of the last Half Century have
proved beyond question that

ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL possesses pecu-

liarly nourishing powers in the growth, restoration, and im-

provement of the Human Hair. It prevents it from falling off or

turning grey—strengthens weak hair—cleanses it from scurf and

dandriff—and makes it beautifully soft, curly, and glossy. In the

growth of the Beard, Whiskers, Eyebrows, and Mustachios, it is

unfailing in its stimulative operation. For Children it is

especially recommended as forming the basis of a beautiful head
of hair. Price 3s. 6d. and 7s. ; family bottles (equal to four

small), 10s. 6/i. ; and double that size, 21s.

New Label.—To prevent the substitution of spurious imita-

tions for the genuine article by unprincipled shopkeepers, a New
Label from Steel, by Messrs. Perkins, Bacon, & Co., is now used,

npon which are engraved in white letters the words, " Rowlands'

Macassar Oil, for the Growth, Restoration, and for Beautifying
the Human Hair." Under which is the Signature of the Pro-

prietors in Red Ink, " A. Rowland & Sons." The whole, with
the exception of the profile of Her Majesty the Queen, being
covered with a lacework pattern, in transparent colourless ink.—
Sold at 20, Hatton Garden, London, and by Chemists and Per-
ftimers. „„^_____

cTyOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR
m WHISKERS, Ac.-ROSALIE COUPELLET S CRINU-
TRIAR is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustachios, &c, in
a few weeks, and restore the Hair in baldness from whatever
«»use, strengthen it when weak, prevent its falling off, and
effectually check greyness in all its stages. For the nursery it is

recommended by upwards of 100 Physicians, for promoting a fine,

healthy head of hair, and averting baldness in after years. Sold

»F all Chemists, price 2s., or sent post free on receipt of 24 penny
«tamps, by Miss Coupelle, 69, Castle Street, Newman Street,
Oxford Street, London.—Mrs. Carter writes, M My head, which
*as bald, is now covered with new hair."—Sergt. Craven,
-Through using it I have an excellent moustache,"

T^NOW THYSELF.—The secret art of discovering
-**- the true CHARACTER of INDIVIDUALS from the pecu-
liarities of their HANDWRITING has long been practised by
MARIE COUPELLE with astonishing success. Her startling

Jelineations are both full and detailed, differing from anything
hitherto attempted. All persons wishing to u know themselves,' 1

°£ any friend in whom they are interested, must send a specimen
ot their writing, stating sex and age, inclosing thirteen penny
Post stamps, to Miss Coupelle, 69, Castle Street, Oxford Street,

J-ondon, and they will receive, in a few days, a minute detail of

J£e mental and moral qualities, talents, tastes, affections, virtues,
*c-i of the writer, with many other things hitherto unsuspected.

TO GENTLEMEN FARMERS.
A GRICULTURAL PUPIL—A Farmer in a Mid-
£*- land County, occupying 700 acres of strong and light

Arable and Pasture Land, has a vacancy for a Pupil. References
given and required.—Address P. W., care of Mr. J. Tomkinson,
Stationer, Coventry.

COMMISSION.—AGENTS REQUIRED, to Sell

First-class MANURES on Commission. As they will be
supported by manufactures of the best quality, it is requested

that only persons of influence in their respective districts will

apply.—Chbmicus, 10, Billirer Street.

CAUTION.
CATTLE.—Purchasers of Guernsey Cattle are in-

formed that there is a duly authorised person to Brand on
the Horns of those exported from the Island an abbreviation of

the word Guernsey, the successive number in each year, and
the two last figures of the current year. By exacting this Brand
from the Agents, they will be sure ot the really pure breed. Any
attempted imitation of the Brand will be strictly sued at law.

Any further information desired can be obtained from the Secre-

taries. N. Lk Beir, ) Honorary Secretaries Royal Agri-
W. P. Cohu, | cultural Society of Guernsey.

Guernsey, October 11.

O BE LET, a delightful RESIDENCE, within
5 miles west of Norwich and 2 miles of a railway station.

The House, which is built as a Cottage Orne6, consists or

Entrance Hall, Study, Dining Room (22 feet by 17), Drawing
Room, seven Sleeping Rooms, and two Dressing Rooms, Kitchen,

Scullery, Servants' Hall, &c. &c. In front of the house is a
beautiful Pleasure Garden, and Meadow or Lawn, with a very
productive Kitchen Garden at the back containing altogether

about 6\ acres.

Contiguous to the house is a capital Four-stalled Stable, two
large Loose Boxes, two Coach-houses with men servants' sleeping

rooms over, Harness-room, Hav-loft, and all other usual con-

veniences, and the water is excellent.

Note.—Near the above is a Lake of 3 acres, upon which the

tenant will have permission to keep a boat.

For terms apply to E.JFrei-'.-tone, Solicitor, Norwich.

HPO BE LET, the FARM of TURTLETON, on the
-A- estate of Wedderburn, in the Parish of Dunse and County
Berwick, situated within a mile of the Crumstane Station of the

North British Railway, as possessed by Captain Robert Hay,
Royal Navy, lately deceased. The Farm contains about 132 acres

of arable and four acrps of permanent pasture, exclusive of

Houses, Fences, Plantations, Roads, Water, &c. The Land is in

a high state of cultivation, and bears aU kinds of crops. The
Dwelling-house, Farm, Offices, Servants' Cottages, Steam-engine,

and Threshing-machine are new and in good order. Entry to

the Land at Martinmas 1856, and to the Houses, &c, at Whit-
sunday 1857, under conditions which, as well as the premises,

will be shown to any intending offerer, by David Swanston,
Hedger, Wedderburn. The Dwelling-house, with Garden, two-

stalled Stable and Coach-house, &C, being capable of being occu-

pied separately from the Farm and Farm Offices, the proprietor

would have no objection to let them to different parties.—Further
particulars may be learned from Mr. Gaudier, Factor on the

Estate, residing at Milne-Graden, near Coldstream; and offers

must be lodged with him on or before the 15th November, 1856.

Milne-Graden, Oct. 11.

TO~N U R SERYMEN AND GARDENERS^

TO BE LET, with Immediate Possession, LOCKS-
BROOK NURSERY, in the parish of Weston, in the

Upper Bristol Road, about one mile from the Bath Market, con-

taining Four Acres of Land, well stocked with Flowers, Fruit,

and Vegetables ; together with Greenhouses, Pits, and Sheds, of

every convenience for the trade. The Stock to be taken at a
valuation.—For particulars apply to Mr. James Shackell,
Market Gardener, Tiverton, Bath.

HPO BE DISPOSED OF, a tint-rate NURSERY
-i- and SEED BUSINESS, with an excellent connection,

having been carried on by the present occupier and family for

the last 50 years. The Nursery contains about four acres, with

Greenhouse, Propagating House, Pits, &c. The Stock consists

of a fine collection of Conifers and the New Shrubs lately intro-

duced to this country, Evergreens, &c. ; collections of Hardy,
Herbaceous, and Alpine Plants ; a general collection of Bedding
Plants, Greenhouse Plants, Ac.—For particulars apply to Mr.

T. J. Foord, Pinner's Hall, Old Broad S treet, London.

HAMPSTEAD.—To Florists and Others.

MR- WILLIAM PAXON is instructed to dispose,

by Private Contract (in consequence of the death of the

proprietor), together or in Lots to suit the convenience of pur-

chasers, of the remaining stock of Greenhouse Plants and Green-

house. Also two others (with the exception of the hack walls),

two Garden Boxes and Lights, &c—Particulars and cards to

view of Mr. William Paxon, Auctioneer, &c, Registration Offices,

Ilampstead.

Sales hp auction.

BULBS, ROSES, Xc.

MR. HASLAM will Sell by Auction the above, at

the Mart, on WEDNESDAY, October 15, and FRIDAY,
October 17 next, and every succeeding WEDNESDAY and
FRIDAY till December 5.—Epping, Oct. 11.

FOKEST AND FRUIT TREES, Xc.

MR. URQUHART will Sell by Public Auction, at

Cowpark, Blackness Road, Dundee, on TUESDAY,
October 28, at 11 o'clock forenoon, in consequence of the Ground

being required for other purposes, a Portion of his Stock in the

above Field—consisting of upwards of 400,000 Transplanted

Larch, Scotch Fir, and Spruce; 1230 fine Standard Apples, two

years from bud; 330 Dwarf; 250 Dwarf Maiden Peaches and

Nectarines; 250 Dwarf Plums; and a number of Standard Pears,

Dwarf-trained Apples, Pears, Plums, Apricots, Peaches, and

Nectarines. Also, some choice Ornamental Trees and Evergreens.

—Catalogues of the Lots, with the names of the Fruit Trees, may
be had on application.

F U L H A M.
TO GENTLEMEN. NURSERYMEN, 1 RISTS, AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
directed by Mr. Seggers, who is leaving the business, to

sell bv Auction, without reserve, on the Premises, Stanhope
Nursery, North End, Fulhain. on MONDAY, October 13, at 11
o'Clock, the whole of the NURSERY STOCK, consisting of fine

Aucubas. gret-n and varh .rated Box, Berbetis, Euonymus, Arbor
Vita, Yews. Philirreas, Rhododendron*, &c. Also the GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, comprising Scarlet and other Geraniums,
Camellias, Coronellas, Fuchsias, Verbenas. Cinerarias, Calceo-
larias, &c; together with a capital light Spring Van, several
glazed Lights, Frames, quantity of Leaf Mould, Manure, and
sundry effects.—May be viewed prior to the Sale; Catalogues may
be had on the Premises; of the principal Seedsmen in London; and
of the Auctioneer*, American N ursery, I^eytonstone, Ussex.

M I T C H A M.
~~

TO GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, AND OTHERS.
^f^ ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

-» submit to public competition by Auction, on the premises,
Mordon Road, Mitcham, Surrey, on TUESDAY, October 14, at
11 o'Clock, by order of Mr. DawKOii, about 5000 Evergreens, in-

cluding Laurels, Laurestinus, Box, China Arbor Vitje, Privet,
Honeysuckles, &c ; also 3000 Gooseberries and Currants, quantity
of Asparagus and Seakale Plants, China Roses, Pyracanthas,
Filberts, Hollyhocks, Herbaceous and other Roots, &c.—May be
viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on the pre-
mises; of the principal Seedsmen in London; and of the Auc-
tioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, E x.

"TOCKHART'S^ANNUAL SALE OF BULBS AND
FLOWER ROOTS.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSKRYMKN, AND OTHERS.

^| ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will sell

* by Auction, at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on MONDAY,
October 20. &f 19 o'clock, (by order ot" Mr. Lockhart, of Fnlham),
a costly and extensive collection ot BULBS and FLOWER
ROOTS, being about 35,000 in number, and consisting of all the
approved Hardy and Ornamental varieties of Hyacinths, early
and late Tulips, Crocus, Narcissus, and Anemones; also 4000
Sir Charles Napier Ranunculus, the finest variety yet raised,

the whole of which are warranted true to name and description.

—

On view the morning of Sale; Catalogues may be had of Mr.
Lockhart, Parson's Green Lane, Fnlham; at the Mart; of the
principal Seedsmen in London; and of the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonston e, Essex.

CROYDON.
SECOND PORTION OF THE STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-

structed by the proprietor to submit to public competition

by Auction, on the premises, Sion Nursery, Croydon, on TUES-
DAY, October 21, and following dav, at 11 o'clock each day,

the valuable NURSERY STOCK, extending over 7 acres ot

ground, consisting of a large assortment of Ornamental Trees,
Evergreens, and Deciduous Shrubs; with a useful Pony and
sundry effects.—May be viewed one week prior to the Sale.

Catalogues had on the premises; of the principal Seedsmen in
London ; and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leyton-
stone, Essex.

MILE ENO NURSERY.
TO GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SeU
by Auction, on the premises, Mile End Nursery, Bow

Road, Middlesex, on THURSDAY, October 23d, at 11 for 12
o'Clock preciselv, in consequence of the number of lots, the
NURSERY STOCK, consisting of Evergreens, Deciduous
Shrubs, and Ornamental Tiees; also above 10,000 choice
Greenhouse Plants established in pots, the surplus stock of a
celebrated grower, including 3000 Devoniensis, Fabvier, Fairy
and other leading varieties of Roses; 5000 Brilliant, Flower of
the Day, Dandy, and Ivy-leaved Geraniums; 3000 Deutzia
gracilis, Jasminum nudiflorum, Veronica Hendersonia, Helio-

tropes. Primula fimbriata, Cyclamen persicum, Hydrangeas,
Verbena triphilla, &c—May be viewed the morning of Sale.

Catalogues on the premises; of the principal Seedsmen; and
of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex*
" RIVERHEAO, KENT.
Important Sale of Nursery Stock, several newly-erected
Greenhouses, Pits, Frames, Hot-water Pipe, Boilers,
quantity of Bricks, Slates, Paving and Roofing, Iron
Hand-lights, Bell Glasses, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
directed by the Trustees of Mr. William Finnis Smith to

submit to an unreserved Sale by Auction on the premises, River-
head Nursery, Riverhead, near Sevenoaks, Kent, on MONDAY,
October 27, and following days, at 11 o'clock each day, in con-
sequence of the number of Lots, the whole of the valuable
Nursery Stock extending over 14 acres, consisting of a large col-

lection of Fruit and Forest Trees ; Evergreens and Deciduous
Shrubs in great variety, a rich assortment of American Plants
and Ornamental Trees; about 100,000 Ash, 50,000 Spanish Chea-
nuts, 20,000 Alder, 200,000 Larch Fir, 50,000 Willow, 10,000

Birch. &c. Also the Greenhouse Plants, comprising fine double
Camellias, Azalea Indica, Epacris, Ericas, Fancy, and other
Pelargoniums, &c: together with a useful Hor>e, an excellent

Srack of Meadow Hay. two Carts, a capital Iron Roller, Syringe,

three sets of Harness, Garden Pots, and numerous other effects.

—May be viewed one week prior to the Sale; Catalogues may be
had 6rf. each, returnable to purchasers, on the premises; of the
principal Seedsmen In London; and ot the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex. __
TO NOdLEMEN, CtNTLEWtN, AKO NURSERYMEN.
IMPORTANT SALE AT THE BAGSHOT NURSERY.

TV | R. J. C. STEVENS beg* to announce that he has
-LV1. received instructions from Messrs. Standish <fc Noble, who
are dissolving partnership, to Sell by Auction at the Nurseries,

Bagshor. Surrey, on the days mentioned below, a portion of their

Stock, which includes about—
700 specimens of the most choice and rare CONIFERS and

other Ornamental Plants.

250 BERBERIS JAPONICA, Beali and intermedia, all of
which proved themselves perfectly hardy (vide descrip-

tion—Jour. Hort. Soc,vol.v., p. 20; and Paxton's "Flower
Garden/ T vol.i., p. 11).

300 PiEONIES, Fortune's new varieties; imported plants, and
now fine specimens.

1000 CEPHALOTAXUS FORTUNI, from 6 in. to 3 ft This
ornamental plant has also proved, itself superlatively hardy.

300 SKIMMIA JAPONICA.
1000 SIKK1M RHODODENDRONS, including Dalhousiae,

Falconeri, fulgens, Egworthi, Thompsoni, &c. Ac.

5000 (about) American Plants, including some of the choicest

HYBRID RHODODENDRONS and AZALEAS.
10,000 STANDARD ROSES and 5000 DWARFS, including the

established favourites Jules Margotin, General Jacque-
minot. Gloire de Dijon, Madame Edouard Ory, and ail the
newest and best introductions, tog«ther with a great variety

of other hardy ornamental Plants.

The Plants in Pots and the American Plants will be sold on
MONDAY, October 13, and four following days, and the Roses
and other Plants on MONDAY, Nov. 17, and four following days.
The Stock will be on public view 10 days before each Sale,

wheu Catalogues may be had (is. each, returnable to purchasers,

at the Nursery, and of Mr. J. C. Stevens, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden.
Approved bills at three months' date will be taken of purchasers

from 50/. tolOOJ., and at six months' date of purchasers above 100L
The Sunningdale Station on the South Western Railway is

within about two miles of the Nursery*
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TO THE SEED TRADE.

T H. COTTRELL, late Manager of the business of
• Dawe, Cottrell, & BVFHAH, begs to inform the Trade

that Mr. William Dawe, of 36, Moorgate Street, never was in any
way connected with the late firm of D. f C, & B. J. II. Cottuell
also begs further to inform the Trade that he is not in any way
connected with his late partners, Mr. John Dawe or Mr. Thomas
Benham. All letters, &c, for J. H. C. f f >r the present should be
addressed to him to Mr. Green's, 89, Q»ieen Street, Cheapside.

J. H. C. is now ready to execute orders (having arranged to sell

on commission for his .Uncle) for BULBS and SEEDS in any
quantity, with his usual punctuality and dispatch. Trices on
application. •

___
NEW SCARLET GERANIUM " SIR COLIN CAMPBELU7 '

npHOMAS JACKSON and SON are now sendingX out this beautiful GERANIUM: it is a brilliant
scarlet with a large clear white eye, throwing its trusses of
bloom well above the foliage; habit slightly compact, foliage
ample, with a well marked horseshoe. It was exhibited at the
Crystal Palace and much admired, and has been ordered by' most
gentlemen and gardeners that have seen it. Price 5s. each, with
one added for every three ordered. The usual discount to the
Trade.—Nursery, Kin

g

ston-on-Thames,

CAMELLIAS.
T HENCHMAN, Jun., is now sending out healthy
*J • plants full of flower-buds of the following fine blooming
varieties—Double White, Fimbriata, Irabricata, Leeana superba
and Candidissima ; small plants, 21s. per dozen ; second size, 2is.

;

fine well furnished plants, 305.; and a few very choice plants at
36s. per dozen. These plants are all home-grown and esta-
blished in the pots, and therefore not liable to cast their buds,
as is the case with the foreign imported plants.

Choice Indian Azaleas, worked and on their own roots, bushy
plants well set for bloom, at 155., 18s., 24s., and 30s. per dozen.
Ghent Azaleas, fine named sorts, full of flower buds, 18*. per doz.

Edmonton, near London.

T AKGE EVERGREEN SHRUBS.—Several
-LJ^ Hundred Evergreen Shrubs of large size and fine growth to
be disposed of. They were planted by us three years ago in a
gentleman's Shrubberies near London, which now require
thinning. This is an excellent opportunity for any one wishing
to give immediate effect to new ground work, as they transplant
with good balls of earth.—Apply to Messrs. J . & C. Lee, Nursery-
men and Seedsmen, Hammersmith, near London.
T^OREST TREES. — The Subscribers solicit the
-*- attention of parties intending Planting to their complete
and well-grown stock of the above, Catalogues of which, as also of
Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, maybe had free on application.
Prices moderate.
David IJeid & Sox, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Edinburgh.

THORNS, LAURELS, AND ~|R7sH~~YEWS.
C1HARLB3 DALY and SON, Coleraine, will sell
S good rooted LAURELS, 1 to 2 feet, at 15s. p*r 1000; POR-

TUGAL do., 1 to 1£ foot, 4s. per 100. IRISH YEWS, 14 foot,

10s. per 100. FOREST and WALL TREES sold cheap.
Delivered free in Liverpool or Glasgow for cash only, paid to

Messrs. IIubst & M'Mui.lex, 6, Leadenhall Street, Loudon.
Price Lists free by post.

TO BE SOLD CHEAP, a quantity of fine Standard
Trained PEACH and NECTARINE TREES, of the best

sorts, or exchanged for other Fruit Trees.—Messrs. Cuthbert,
Soutbgate Nursery, near London.

nPO'BE SOLD CHEAP, tor cash, 5000 ORNA-
J- MENTAL and other FOREST TREES, from 10 to 15 feet;

also an excellent variety of GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS,
the ground being wanted.—Apply to Charles Clarke, Nursery*
roan, &c , 170, "Windmill Street, Gravesend, Kent.

n^O BE SOLD, in one Lot, about 60 species of
-*- ORCHIDS, In good condition, well established, and truly
clean ; among which are fine plants of Aerides affineand Odorata
major, Cattleyas labiata and bicolor Phalfenopsis amabilis,
Snccolabium guttatum, &c. This presents an opportunity seldom
to be met with to those who may be beginning the cultivation
of Orchids.—For further particulars and lists, apply to Mr,
James Bell, Gardener, Eartham, near Chichester.

N.B. A. F., who wrote from Liverpool, did not send bis address .

^EW EARLY WINTElTtAHE, recommended by
-L^ practical Agriculturists for producing an abundant crop full

10 days earlier than any other variety yet introduced. Orders
received for a limited quantity at 155. per bushel.

Address Mr. II. KAYHBIBD, Basingstoke.

SEED WHEAT FROM THE CHALK.

MR. H. RAYNBIRD, Basingstoke, can supply Tala-
vera, Chidham, Browick Red, Nursery, and other approved

kinds of Wheat, selected and prepared for seed at market prices.

Fine new Tares, Rye, Winter Oats and Barley for sowing for
spring food. Samples sent on application.

SEED WHEAT FROM BLACK LAND.—Improved
Browick Red Wheat, warranted genuine, perfectly clean and

healthy Seed, grown 100 miles north of London on a light black
soil in Deeping-Fen. It is the produce of a properly prepared
seed bed, from selected Seed of last year's growth, and carefully
tended throughout. References to any farmer in the district.

—

Address, Wm. Barnes, The Elms Farm, Spalding, Lincolnshire.

FLOUH, warranted free from adulteration, and
delivered to any part of London (not less than one peck),

C&rfiftge free. Whites, for pastry, at per bushel (561bs.), 125. Ad.
;

fine Households, recommended for bread-making. 11$ 8d.; Seconds,
lis. ; Wheat Meal, for Brown Bread, lis.; best coarse and fine

Scotch Oatmeal, Rice Flour, &c.—Address IIokskaill & Catch-
pool, Bullford Mill, Witham, Essex; or Caledonian Road,
Islington. Directions for making Bread supplied gratis. Terms
cagh.

ASTOUNDING REMEDY.
RATS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALS,

how to paralyse, and render them immoveable on the spot,
though there be hundreds, so that they may be gathered with a
shovel and finally drowned. The effect warranted, and the cost

to paralyse 50 will be 3ld. Materials can be bought in every
town and village. The above astounding remedy sent post free
for eight post stamps to any address by Fisher & Soy, Publishers,
Kingsland, London. Established 1847. Two Hundred testimonials
sent first if desired.—N.B. This remedy surpassing all conception
i s exclusively Russian.

TREE TRANSPLANTING BY MACHINE, LANDSCAPE
GARDENING, ORNAMENTAL PLANTING, Xc.

WH. RUMBOLD will be happy to execute any of
• the above en reasonable terms, by contract or otherwise.

The Machine will be let by the week with Man. Designs aud
llstimates given.—Calverly Road, Tnnbridge Wells, j

TY IRE wORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
* * of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service*

Tlie CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.
Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety

.

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.
"Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make;
Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;
Aviarie3 and Conservatories fitted up, byW. Richards. Imperial
Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's
Theatre. '

AQUARIA.
JTAMES PHILLIPS and CO., 116, Bishopsgate

*-* Street Without, beg respectfully to submit their prices of
Glass Aquaria of the shape suggested by Mr. Shirley Hibberd.

AQUARIA, WITH EBONY STANDS,

• •ft ft #*

12 inches diameter Each
13
14
15
16

n
99

If

11

11

pi

99

19

bs.

6
8
9
10

17 inches diameter

18

19

20

91

tl

PI

19

• • t

11 19 • • t

Each 125.

13

14

15

#••

• • •

COMMON SHAPE DITTO.
1 2 inches diameter, each
13
14
15
i<;

99

99

91

99

9*

n
99

• a •

4s. 6d.

5
5 6
6 6
7

TANK DITTO, GLAZED
Height. Length. Width. £ s.d.
15 in. 36 in. 16 in. 4 15
16 in. 28 in. 16 in. 3 12
15 in. 26 in. 12 in. "2 10

6
6

17 inches diameter, each 8*. Od.
18 „ „ ... 10
19 „ „ ... 11
20 „ „ ... 12

Syphons, 2s. 6d. each.
WITH PLATE GLASS.
Height. Length. Width. £
15 in. 24 in. 13 in.

14 in. 20 in. 11 in.

12 in. 18 in. 10 in.

2
2
1

.9. d.

10

8
GLASS FERN SHADES AND STANDS.

6 inch diameter, each... 3s. Od. . 12 inch diameter, each... 8*. Od.
' n » »> ••• 3 6 10 ln A
8
9
10
11

19

n
19

91

99 . 19 ... 4
99 19 ••» >

19 11 ... 6

If 11 ... 7 c

13

14

15

16

IP

PI

11

11

ft

n
91

99

19

11

99

11

...10

...12

...17

...22

6

Perforated Glass for Ventilation, from Is. 6d. per foot.
Glass Tiles and Slates.

it

Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen ; Propagating and Bee Glasses,
Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons, Wasp Traps, Plate,
Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for Ornaments, and every
Article in the Trade.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS WAREHOUSE,
116, Bishopsgate Street Without, London.
PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS on the MANAGEMENT

and STOCKING of the AQUARIA, with every information.
By Shirley Hibbkrd. Price Is.

LASS FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.
Good 15 oz. sheet, in boxes of 100 feet each :—

S by 6, and under 9 by 7 lb. per box.
9 by 7, „ 12 by 9 13s.
12 by 9, „ 14 by 10 14s. „
14 by 10, and not above 2 feet 15s. 6d. „
2feer, „ 3 feet 16s.6d.„
T. & W . Farmiloe, 12, Rochester Row, Westminster.

BRITISH* SHEET "GLASS FOR HORTICUU
TURAL PURPOSES.—Sizes from 7 by B to 9 by 7 at

lis. 6/. per 100 foot box; 9£ by 7$ and ID by 8, at 12s. 6d. per
box, in 21 oz.ls. per box extra; larger sizes up to 22 by 14, 15 oz.,

at 16?.; and 21 oz., 25s. per 100 feet. Boxes charged 2s. each,
and returnable at the same price if delivered free. Crystal
White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent
Rough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead, Oils,
Turpentine, Colours, &c—G. Fahmiloe &. Son, 118, St. John
Street, West Smithfield, London.

CLAS5 FOK CONSERVATORIES, £TC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS

ofBritish Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square foot, for the usualsizes required,many thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed for immediatedelivery

.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners7 Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

pRYSTAL PALACE.— AGRICULTURAL 1M-
Vy PLEMENTS. — The largest and best collection of
Agricultural Machines and Implements ever exhibited is now on
view.—Prices and every information may be obtained of Mr.
G a brood, at the Office of the Department.

POULTRY, &a* SHOWS.—IMPROVED PORT-
ABLE WIRE PENS for Poultry and Pigeons, furnished

on hire by Thos. P. Hawkins, General Wireworker, 27, Dale
End. Birmingham.
WIRE GAME and POULTRY NETTING and WIRE

GOODS of every description.

IJRUNING.—The GRECIAN PRUNING SAWS
*- are universally acknowledged to be the best for every
description of Pruning. They cut faster and cleaner than any
other, and do not bend or break. Price 2s. 6d.

f
3s., and 3s. 6d.

each.—Thoma3 Hill, late W. Coleman, Cutler, 4, Haymarket,
London.

\\/lRE FENCING, Three Farthings per Foot, less
" than 2-inch Mesh, painted, from 1 foot wide to 6 feet wide

;

the 6 feet high Is. per yard run; made by powerful machinery,
and little more than half the price of the cheapest article of the
kind in the market. It is worked in oil, and warranted not to
rust. Also on Sale, Rabbit-proof Iron Hurdles, 6 feet by 3 feet,

5s. to 6s. 6d. each.—R. Richardson, Patent Wire Maker,
21, Tonbridge Place, New Road, near Euston Square, London.
The Wire-work is Rabbit proof. Wire Sheep Fencing, Ad. per
square yard.

m

GARDEN FRAM f̂
~(^EENHdUSES. PITS,&c.

—TRANSPARENT SHEETING, a substitute for Garden
Mats, admitting light to plants, aud keeping out frost, Is. per
yard, runs nearly 2 yards wide ; thick canvas ditto, Is. per square
yard ; large waterproof capes, to protect a man from wet while
stooping down, 3s.; cart and waggon covers, 2s. per square yard;
made-up horses' loincloths, driving aprons, &c.

R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road, London.
N.B. 3000 London Police Waterproof Capes, fresh dressed,

ISs. and 21s. per dozen , for gardeners and farm labourers.

/CONCRETE FOR WALKS AND^L^ORST^
v^ PORTLAND ROMAN AND BATH CEMENT AND
GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME in Sacks or Casks, by Railway
or Canal. Reduction in price if Six Tons are taken by Railway,
or a full car^o by Canal.

Greaves & Kbksttaw, Warwick,— Oct. 11.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

'T'HOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
-* winter months should construct their walks ofPORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, nndto every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 4S hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brothers,

Milfcank Street. Westminster*

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
j" R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, SouthwarkW • (Ute Stephenson & Peill), Inventor of the Improved

Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm and tosupply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c at tha
Manufactory as above.

IT OT-WATER APPARATUS, for Heati^H^
--- houses, Conservatories, public and private Buildings and
ensuring Ventilation; improved Boilers, with self-acting regu-
lators; Hot-air, Drying, and Hydraulic Apparatus, manufactured
and erected by S. S. Tayler. Batterspa.

TTOT-WATER PIPES (Cast Iron) at WHOL&11 SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphons, Tee-Pipes. Coil-
Pipes, and every requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and
Saddle Boilers, 50/. each. Improved Soot Doors and Furnace
Doors, Builders' Castings, Pipes, and Gutters of every description
in stock at Mr. Lynch White's, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper
Ground Street, Blackfriars Bridge, London.

CREENHOUS E^ '

LjENRY FREEMAN, Hothouse Builder and
J- J- Hot - Water Apparatus Manufactirrr, Triangle,
Hackney. Established 20 years. Good substantial built Green-
houses fixed in any part of the kingdom for cash; 42 feet lone
by 13 feet wide, 90*.; 21 feet by 13, 50Z.; 12i feet by 10, 301.
A first-rate Conservatory 30 feet by 18, 1301. A large assort-
ment kept,—Estimates for Heating, or any branch in Wood
or Iron. __^
JS. MORRIS, Engineer, Upper Thames Street,

• London.—Apparatus supplied and erected for Warming and
Ventilating Mansions, Public Buildings, and for Heating Con-
servatories on the mo.st approved principle. Large experience
in this branch of domestic science for many years insures cer-

tainty of success. A brief Treatise on the subject forwarded by
post.

Gas Apparatus erected with laboratory, so constructed as to be
managed by an intelligent labourer, producing the purest
Illuminating Gas.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
THOMSON'S RETORT BOILER, DESIGNED

by MR. THOMSON, Gardeker, Dalkeith Park.
The Advertiser has obtained Mr. Thomson's sanction to Manu-

facture and supply the public with this most efficient and unique
BOILER, and from his great facilities and the extensive
arrangements he has made to meet the rapidly increasing
demand for it, he is able to offer them at the following extremely
moderate prices for cash :

—
Single Retort Boiler, to heat 1<"*00 ft. 4-inch pipe ... £4
Triple do. do. 3000 do. do. ... 8 10
They can be sent to any part of the Kingdom, either by Rail

or Ship, and attached to pipes as already fixed, and require
nothing novel either in furnace or bars.

Mr. Thomson has fixed these Boilers at Dalkeith, in soma
instances to supersede six of the saddle and other Boilers; and
in reply to a letter enclosing two postage stamps he will forward
printed directions for Setting the Boiler, with engravings of it,

and his u Remarks on Boilers."

John Micklejon, Westfield Foundry, Dalkeith, N.B.

VENTILATING STOVES ! SUSPENSION
STOVES!—Approved by thousands of purchasers, and

recommended as the two best, cheapest, most healthy, and eco-

nomical for Churches, Chapels, Halls, Schools, Warehouses,

Shops, Greenhouses, Bedrooms, Libraries, &c. Prospectuses

with Prices sent post free.—Deane, Dray, & Co., Stove Rangef

Ironmongery, and Furnishing Warehouse, London Bridge
:

OALS~FOR HEATING ^REENHOlJSES^^
Small Coal, sifted from the rbest Coals only, 105. per ton.

Coke, lis. per chaldron cash loaded into carts, 35. per ton extra

delivered, within five'milesof Cockerels & Co's Wharves, Eaton

Wharf, Belgrave Place, Pimlico, or Purfleet Wharf, Earl Street,

Blackfriars.—Central Office, 13, CornhilL

rrRELOAR,S COCOA NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
i TURE8 consist of MATTING, DOOR MATS, MAT-
TRESSES, HASSOCKS, NETTING, BRUSHES, &c, and

are distinguished for superiority of workmanship combined wit^

moderate charges. Prize Medals awarded—London, Paris, and

New York. Catalogues containing Prices and all particulars

post free.—T. Treloar, 42, Ludgate Hill, London.
_

IRON Ffc.NCt, HURDLES, ETC.
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

rJ • Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns

of WKOUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to

sup]OT upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. J ver?
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,

&cM at the Manufactory as above.
HURDLES for SHEEV, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

of ground, 5 bars ... '. 4a. 9*. each.

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3

inches out of ground, 5 bars w. 3a. eacn.
• •»

for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, 0/
Lindley
Crystal
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE RAYS OF THE oVK.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared M"

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, KjeP x"£
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted

:

ior

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving t nm-

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from * 1
m

,

from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be nau 1

any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, 01

Elisha Thomas Abchbk, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, * "" '

Lane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen andJ^
men throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper than maw

as a covering.n

nARSO N'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
yy PAINT, specially patronised hy the British and owe

Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the C™JJ
Dock Companies, most public bodies, and by the fcoDui y,

Gentry, and Clergy, for out-door work at their country spaj^.

The Anti- Corrosion is particularly recommended as u.e

durable out-door Paint ever invented for the P^enranon

every description of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo.cem
;.

&c, work, as has been proved by theP™^1 'e^"?l"oniaIs
60 years, and bv the numerous (between 500 and 600)_testimoi ^
in its favour, and which, from the rank and station in soc e.

those who have given them, have never yet been equal«£ 1

monials, will he sent on application to J^^^"^ Royal
No. 9, Great Winchester Street, Od Broad S^ ^ lv

Exchange, London. No Agents. All orders are particuia ,

requested to be sent direct. __ —

'

Printed by W«w,.* Ba^^^^^^^TeS ^"»
the Pariah of St. Pancras and in

their Office in Lomb*.
of London; and pub
St

ished by them at the Office, .No. *, Upper " r
'

nrf,

re7t:"in"ihe-parU-h
S

cf St Paul's. Jopnj Oaj^n V*•;«£*#„ /.
• here all Advertisements *nd < omniuniratioiiB are to be

tbi Editoe.—Saturoat. October 11. 18c6.
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WILLIAM SHORT, Landscape and Ornamental
W Gardener, 21, St. John's Wood Terrace, Regents Park,

London.-Omamental Ground Works, Planting, &c, taken by

contract or otherwise. Unexceptionable references can be given.

FLORICULTURE.—In consequence of Mr. John

Edwards having REMOVED FROM HOLLOWAYJj:
is

respectfully requested that all communications be addressea

No. 20, Sharp's Alley,_London.

TiENDROBIUM FALCONERI, figured in Curtis's

U Botanical Magazine for present month.-Plants ofUtffl

most lovely new species, the finest of the genus, can be s"PPhed

at 425. each by_HuGH Low & Co., Claj^n Nnrary^-O^LJIS.

ARGE EVERGREEN SH R U B S.—Several KII0DODENDRONS, abal^ao, »

Hundred Evergreen Shrubs'of large size and fine growth to
is now. readff and may be had tn*

bedi posedof.They were planted by us three years ago in a ^ATKttER A GopngY
i
Knf£HiJL^

gentleman's Shrubberies near London which now require ^j-f N cXtA
thinning. This is an excellent opportunity for any fne^wg
to give immediate effect to new ground work, ** ther

™

s
*£"£

with good balls of earth.-Apply to Messrs J . & C. Lee, Nursery

men and Seedsmen, Hammersmith. nearJLondon. .

OTRAWBERRY PLANTS. — Cuthill's three

S^ sure and great bearers. See former Advertisements.

CRAPE VINES IN POTS.

JOHN WEEKS and Co., King's Road, Che.sca, can

now supply Grape Vines struck from eyt-s in very flag

condition, strong and healthy, for Planting or Forcing in Po.s, all

the best approved sorts. n,ai—

•

Horticultural Establishment, Kings Road, Liieises.

" VINES FoR FRUITING IN POTS.

TVTESSRS. J- & J. FRASER, Nursf.kvmkn, Lea

1V1 Bridge Road, Essex, beg to invite attention to their fine

stork of the above. Price 5*. and Is. (W. each.
.

Strong Vines for planting out, 3*. 6d. each. A list of the sorts

may be had on application. ...

" "HOLLYHOCK seed.
BIRCHAM and WARD beg to offer their HoUy.

hock Seed in packets at U. W, 2s. 6U, and B#. each, rwj
uuiwr. www—, , ---- oeed is fie |Pcted from the best varieties in cultivation, aaa

JAMES GRAM AM, Nurseryman, Seedsman, ana
]{ & w wm WRrrRTlt it t0 produce Seedlings of Mipenor quality

Florist, North Gate, Chichester, has the honour to inform the ^ v.m -ve Bati8faction to all purchaser..

nnhlic that his CATALOGUES of the above may be had on .,,-.»..„ o«-w n»nMV s,.fTMk. Oct. 18.
puonc iu»fc im« v'a4 "

t:t_ . f mvp cnrwrRS fmm a healthy

HYACINTHS and other DUTCH BULBS.—
A Descriptive Price Current has just leen pub-

lished by William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants,

Plymouth, and can be obtained tn return for one

postage stamp . —
DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS.

TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, &c., 238,

O High Holborn, Loudon, have now Pushed their cornpn-

hensive CATALOGUE OF DUTCH AND CAPL BULJj,
the twenty-first Autumnal Series, which will be forwarded

free of charge and post-paid to all parts of the world, upon

application. The Bulbs are as usual offirst-rate quality.

James Carter & Co., Seedsmen, Ac,23S, High Holborn^ondon.
*

PUTCH BULBS, ROSEb, ETC.

TAMES GRAHAM, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and

Cii'catr. T^tiS^ of PINE SUCKERSfcSm a ne.Ul,,

stock to be had at reasonable prices.
,

O UTC H BULBS, ETC.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON beg to intimate

W that their SECOND IMPORTATION of th.ab^e have

arrived in prime condition. DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES,
which contain their celebrated system of culture, can be obtained free

on application. Orders executed in strict rotation.

Hightjate Nurseries, near London.
"" AMERlCAN~PLANfS^ "~~"

~~~

TTfATERER and GODFREY beg to mtomate thatW their Priced and Descriptive CATALOGUE OF HARDY
RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, and other American Plants
KiiuuuL-ii^i'iw , ^ t ^ r^e on application to Messrs.

Nursery, Woking. S urrey,

ive satisfaction m an purciiiMtei*.

Hedeuham Rosgrv. Rnng«V. Suffolk. Oct 18.

HOLLYHOCK SEED.
n HATER and SON offer the above, saved from

V^ their best flowers, in packets of 200 seeds Is. &f.
;

.or 18

varieties, separate packets, named, 5... Also strong plants in

JotiI of the leading sorts of Hollyhocks and Pans;es now ready.

Price on application —Nurseries, Haverhill.
.

P
-

ANSIESTPANSIES ! PANSlES!-Now ready

for Autumn planting, strong-plants of the above flower
J
trom

a larce and well-selected stock. Warranted tnie Price 4^ per doz.

Address \V. II. Davis, Jun.. St. Marys Hill^ewbi.ry.
~"

^TRIFOLIUIVI INCARIMATUM.

THIFOLIUM INCARNATUM, Italian Rye-gran,

Winter Vetches, English Bye, and other Agricultural

I Seeds for autumn sowing can be obtained in any quantify

R
FERN CATALOGUE. \from William E. RKxpLaAC?nJ^-M«^l5^^P?55^

OBERT SIM'S. NeW
.

DESCRIPTIVE CATA- •

•^ sons, Hiiie »"" s' f»v "-; "
, P _

Also his three Pamphlets. New Cucumbers, ftc.

James Cuthill, Denmark Hill, CamberweJLJ^mdon.

V£W STRAW BtrvtLir.3.—First on the list is

JN i'TTT FY'S CAROLINA SUPERBA. A Post-office order

ft 21 rwTll feL
S
re

C
l^°ood\ttong Plan^ of this ven^ excellent

Seedling, basket included, or 35. ftf.per dozen free by post.

N B See the report of the Pomological Society m this Paper of

July 19; and also in the Calendar of Operations J uly 26.

Jamrs KrrLEY^l^yncombe Vale Nuraery^ Bath.

TTNDERHILUS
P4iRHaWV' STRAWBERRY

U PLANTS for the Season of 1856.-A11 orders (not less than

20) tor£ aSclmpanied with a Post-office order on Birmingham.

HOME CROWT H.
. .

EW EARLY WINTER VETCHES.—This u a

very superior sort, and comes two or three weeks

^T^rtuToii'liM far Packing Waited by I

earlier ihan the common variety. Tlu Subscribers can

M^JSXSSS&SSSZZ 1
1^^----^ja.--« -m»-

AVilt.iam !•:. Rktole & Co.. Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

XV LOGUE r^Vages) of" his Collection of BRITISH and

FOREIGN FERN
P
S,

g
can now be had post ^ee for six sUmps.

Gratis to all previous purehasere.-Nur^y2 Foot_sJ]ra> .
Kent.

SAFFRON^WALDEN J«J^ERY.
SUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS

WILLIAM"CHATEK'S ANNUAL DESCRIP-
VV TIVE CATALOGUE, with remarks on H».CBgg^
Exhibiting. &c/of this noble flower may be had on receipt of one

PO
Se
a

efsaved
P
f'rom 20 best varieties, mixed, per packet ... b. 0d.

Do. 12 do. do. 2 6

Good mixed

N

Twenty
Forty
Sixty

** £0 12

1 2
1 12

Eighty

Hundred

• • • t * •

a # *

£2

2

1

8

6

Plants in pots, not less than 10, Is. 3d. each, will be ready in

°3fitaS»*l "Treatise on the Cultivation of the Straw-

^k-UKPEnniLL, Sir F»rrV„ Road. Edgbaston, Birmingham.

QTRAWBERR1ES. - Underbill's excellent fctravv-

>N , on, ttarry warranted true, strong well rooted

^n^^with a baU KVth to each if desired), price 40,. per
plants, (with a Dan oi e-

.

i

Trade ner 1000 may be had

o^appl^r SalfoTer^s w^tKtivatioi^
,

Jw «adw.

-Applyto R. S. YATKS^L^nn^iar*^^
^THlUCE^RlJrr TREES and STRAWBERRIES.
L _FoV Catalogues with descriptions of the ^eyndnd»g

the Brough Bergamot Pear, apply to \N m. BARRAT T, Lands-
|

cape Gardener, Wakefield.
Transactions of

"This is certainly a first-rate Pear. —See iransaciwns vj

Pomological Society, page 19.
, A,nh.^ hmw T >8.

• A fine stock of Pyramldand^Orchard-housej
s.

k. i practical AgncumiriMn iur ^"uuu..,, ».. »- - —„-,

10 days earlier than any other variety yet introduced. Orders

received for a limited quantity at 15.1. per bushel.

Address Mr ll. Kaynhird. Basingstoke.

TO CUCUMBER AND MELON GROWERS.

______ GARDENERS having CUCUMBER or MELON
'-"

i^T^ATALOCUES FOR 1S56"57. Vj SEED to dispose of, which can be warranted true and good,

WILLI
N
AM WOOD and SON are now prepar^ and^nee^

P^EsTnYGE^At^^ROS
WooSranosN^^rsery,Mare_u3h^^ 1 BERRIES may now be had in strong plante .it bS .

per

T^HfA IlfTsTURNER'S New Catalogue of GERA- doz.n.-JoiiN- Holland, Bndthaw Gardens, Middleton, near

C h
^ium

e
s

s VS^msz^^ iT«_.5 l-st

»rm the
k of their

which is

•rices per

PRiNCE~OF WALES' RASPBERRIE^

TT7ILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON beg to i

\V public th,»t they have^iow on h«|* large -tc

CELEBRATED PRINCE OF VVALta ,.„..;,„ f :nn
acknowledged to be the finest red variety fa cultivation.

dozen or hundred on application.

Highgate Nurseries, ne«rj^ndon!__
^eZkT~rHaYSANTriEMUM5 OF 1856.

TOHN
N
S
E
rLTE

HKN
I"good, stock of all .he Dew

J Con«ine„ta. and EnglUh «™t»rf JSJ^J^S
funi sh at 24«. per dozen also some «tr*f", 'J L ,

cl\ This

"CABBAraE A"ND^CAULlFLOw £R f^%
T* ^^^icGH PIKE begs respectfully to inform the rubiic

• that he^bM a ifrge S^k of the above Plants o.dispose

C^RnTtiSSs,
^ fl'cOTEESr PINKS, HOLLYHOCKS,

pInSIES, &c, is now ready, and can be had on application
r '

Royal Nursery. Slough.

~~°l^™™^^ CATA-JDORSON and SON'S DESCRIPlIvfc. laia-
• IOGUE of Beck's unrivalled new GERANIUMS, and

sel^cUon of flder varieties, including all the best out, maybe

J5S^^^
T and J FRASER'S Catalogue for the present

J • spason is now roadv, and may be had on application.

T A T F have a large and fine stock of Dwarf Roses, consist-
J ' „r vT ., nf nvhrid Peroetaal and other autumn

*3S£3&BBBSbssbbb
may be had on application.

The NurBerieMiea_BndgeRoad,_b8sex.

OSES^CATALOGUES forwarded free of charge

Jit•sssres.^£^r^»«is
Holborn, London. .,„-.•
RbTE^^ATATd^uTT^rH^iR^cTlO^ CULTUW.

TOHN CRANSTON begs to announce that his

rflSfSfI"n« of» is now ready,^hat h.^.UJJj

haPP3rJ* ?™:;L
l S SveHf Si the finest varieties in

T AURELS! LAURELS! LAURELS !-The best

-Li Stock near London is at Fosters Nursery, M*"™ 1 *™
other magnificent Evergreens, &c.-Apply to Johx Mobgax,

Rose Cottage, Edgware. . —

.

'I^O BE SOLD~CHEAP, for cash, 5000 ORNA-
1 MENTAL and other FOREST TREES f«>» \9

'

R
1

.

3^
also an excellent variety of GOOSEBERRIES and CI REANTb,

the ground being Wanted.-Apply to Chaeles Clarke, Nursery-

man, &c., 179, Windmill Street, Gravesend, Ker.t.^
.

LA -ICE SW£ET"BAYS. S EVcRCREEN OAKS « POTS, &c.

lA'ILLlAM CUTBUSH and SON have on hand a

VV large Stock of the above, which they can dispose of at

^soTfi^stock'of STANDARD and DWARF-TRAINED
FRUIT TREES, FRUIT TREES is pots, Large MLLBER-

rTeS1, and all oHier Nursery Stock in excellent condition for safe

transplanting. Pries upon application.
w High eate Nnnw.rifs.near London.

FOREST T H E r.S. — i he Subscribers solicit the

attention of parties intending Planting to their complete

and wVll-erown st- ck of the above, Catalogues of which, as also of

Ornrm"mal Trees and Shmbs, may be bad free on application.

Pr
DlviTR

e

Hiu
e

& SOK. Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Edinburgh^

ARDY HEATHS.—A first-rate Collection, and

.ell grown PLANTS,, by ^*5ft«J25SS*'t tree dy post, uu i*^p*t^«*.-— - — - j. wpu crrown rLA^io, w/ *«^ *-.---

—

E S.

" FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, 1C
R o b t s. 7T7 t?AGLE and HENDERSON, Nurserymen, Seeds-

PAUL ANDmSr^LSTSX^i^ & me., ,nd Florists toH.eQue.n^ to intimate^at the.

i « vfwr!ni OGUE is now ready for circulation and

The Stoct never wnaiu R ft BPS . nwimr to an

K ?b^«m«« to the Ouet-n. bete to intimate that theirHJ mek, and FLowsts to the ^uetn« ORNAMENTAL
C^^0G

JSHRrBS VINES, FLORISTS- FLOWERS. Ac,

arfnow rTadv! an^m'y be^ad free on application.-Leith Walk
«i vj »*v" * £

an(i Nnrserles, Bghwnnw^.

NTED TO PURCHASE,
Either by Contract or Otherwise

M Airle r r 1 1 I T S AND VEGt.TMtti-c.o.

Pavment Nett Cash on Delivery^

WriLUAM 1VE itT^"totoform his Friends and QJ;^fpTIyS SSSlloSBe ofAM ERICAN PL-ANT

^

VV^S«2 lVfffft-1 ^reTtS-kTf of/AfENTAL SHRU^
««*

in cultivation. Catalognes of the above and other Choice l-iants
j^ SimT,ingdale Station one hour» r.ae irom

to-be had post free on application.
OeloVl IS. Station ; J from Reading.

Hanover Nursery, Peckbam, nsar London- UctoD-r io.

ROSES, ROSES.

GEORGE JACKMAN, Woking Nursery Noting,

~ pnor i?" BAKER bees to announce that his
/^EORbE __» A^f^i1

- . ?3L-- . . MVRICAN PLANTS,

E
TREES FOR AVENUES,

P FRANCIS lias several hundreds of tine tail

fS5S^S, LAURELS, AND IRISH YEWS
/CHARLES DAl-Y and SON, Coleraine, *0l sell0"^^ laurels, i ««-ifiar

k

is
,i»e£)

imTPAl do 1 to u f«'t, -Is. per 100. IRISH x b« a, of tew,

SS Per!«>.* FOREST and WALL TKEES sold che^.^

n^vered free in Liverpool or Glasgow for cash onf£ paid to

mSST^S & M«Mn.« Sf 6, Leadenhall Street, Lo^<m i^|
fiieB

F: i rc Lisla fcefl by post. "2
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BECK'S UNRIVALLED NEW PELARGONIUM EMPEROR.
TDOBSON and SON beg to announce that they

• are prepared to execute all orders they may be favoured

with fur the above splendid variety, acknowledged to be the

finest yet offered to tbe public. The following is an extract of

note from Mr. Beck :—" I wish you to state in your Catalogue
that I consider this in all respects the best flower I ever raised."

Huddersfield Chronicle, July 5.—"This variety (Emperor) will be
a great acqnisition to the lovers of Pelargoniums, and no collec-

tion should be without it. We compliment the raiser for having
produced so fine a variety."

Mr. Glenny, m Lloyd's Newspaper of July 13, writes, after

giving its colour, &c.—" It is just the flower that growers will be
anxious to add to their collections." Also, when writing on new
Geraniums coming out, he says

—

u Emperor stands first and fore-

most. It is the best flower that the best raiser ever produced."
Strong plants 42s. each. A Catalogue with full description

may be had on application.—Woodlands Nurserv, Isleworth.

new and choice fuchsias, cuxilrarIXs^
pansies, hollyhocks, xc.WM. RUM LEY and SONS are now sending out

* " the following in fine strong plants, hamper included, or
free bv post, at the very reduced prices affixed :

—

FUCHSIAS—The following splendid new varieties of 1856,
10s. 6d. per dozen; six for 65., or 15. Qd. each :—Admiral Boxer,
Conqueror, Countess of Burlington, Charlemagne, Favourite,
Gem of Whitehill. Prince of Wales, Star, Venus de Medici,
Volcano di Aqua. Wonderful, Whidonia, &c.
CINERARIAS—The following three new varieties of 1856 for

4*. Gd. y or Is. Qd. each :—Duchess of Lancaster, Rose of England,
and Serena. Cinerarias:—The following choice varieties 6*. to

95 per dozen, according to size, viz.. Loveliness, Lady Mary
Labouchere, Lady Paxton, Mrs. Forster, Mrs. Rickens, Matilda,
Miss Bannerman, Optima (Bousie's), Optima (Hopwood's), Sir
C.Napier, Advancer, Constellation, Duke of Wellington, Empress
Eugenie, Estelle, Etoile de Waise, Garland, John Bull, Lord
Stamford, Lablache, Lady Camovs, Lord Palmerston, Mrs.
Beecher Stowe, National, Nirarod, Novelty, Octavia, Polyanthi-
flora, Prince Arthur, Rosy Morn, &c.
PANSIES—The following choice varieties 55. per dozen, or the

set for 75. -.—Amelia, Duke of Sutherland, Marchioness of Bath,
Conqueror, St. Andrews, Countess of Strarhmore, Ellen, Ajax,
Excelsior, Duke of Perth, Yellow Climax, Sulphurea splendens,
Supreme, Miss Talbot, Aunt Chloe, Queen of England, Com-
mander-in-Chief, Mr. Beck, Blue Perfection, &c.
HOLLYHOCKS—Extra fine varieties, 95. to 12*. per dozen.
VERBENAS—All the best new varieties of 1S56, at 65. per

dozen, or 9d. each.
GERANIUMS—Extra fine, 6s. to I85. per dozen.
CHRYSANTHEMUMS—The best large flowered and Lilli-

putian, 3*. to 65. per dozen.
PRIMULA SINENSIS, ALBA and RUBRA, finely fringed,

35. to 65. per dozen.
Any of the above will be forwarded immediately on the receipt

of a Post-office order, payable at Richmond, Yorkshire.
Descriptive Catalogues of the above may be had on application.^ Gilling, near Richmond, Yorkshire.

HARDY ORNAMtNTAL TRIES, LARG£ EVERCKEL

N

sT
AND SPECIMEN CONI-ER/E.

WILLIAM YOUNG begs to call attention to his
immense stock of the above, which he can offer at very

reasonable prices, and the great cire he has taken to render
them all good rooted and safe for removal enables him to
recommend them with confidence to all engaged in planting.
Those who are planting new grounds, where an established

appearance is required, will find these plants particularly
adapted to the purpose, and such as are seldom to be met with in
tbe trade.

The Specimens of Conifene are all grown as single plants, con-
sequently are all handsome and well furnished, especially
suited to the Park or Lawn.
The following abridged list will give some idea of the Stock

from which purchasers may select :

—

Abies alba (White Spruce) 6 to 10 feet high
canadensis (Hemlock Spruce) 6 to 10
Douglassi 6 to 15

Several hundreds of this most noble tree, all as handsome
as it is possible to grow them.
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Abies Menziesi • • * • •

• •*n nigra
„ onentalis

Picea Pinsapo
and as much in diameter—perfect plants.

Pinus au^triaca
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5 to S feet bigh
8 to 10
3 to
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3 to 15
6 to 10
3 to 7
4 to 6
6 to 7
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A valuable tree for exposed situations; grows very rapidly,
Piuus Cembra

excelsa
insignis

Montezttmse
monticola

Cedrua Deodara, several thousands of fine

plants from
Libani ...

Araucaria imbricata
Cryptomeria japonica
Juniperus chinensis (Chinese Juniper)
This is one of the most handsome and hardy of all Junipers.

Juniperus cracovia 4 to 5 feet high
„ virginiana (Red Cedar) ... _ 6 to 8 „

„ hibernica (upright) 5 to 6
Taxodium sempervirens 4 to 10 „
A very rapid growing tree, much valued in California for the

durability of its timber.
Thuja orient ilis (Chinese Arbor Vitse) ... 6 to

pendula 3 to
Weareana ... ... ... (very fine) 5 to

Libocedrus chiliensis 3 to
Wellingtonia gigantea, stout seedling plants.
Several thousands of SPRUCE and SILVER FIRS from 6 to

12 feet high, indispensable where a screen is required.
Of Yews and Green Hollies here is the largest stock in

England consisting of fine plants from 6 to 10 feet high.
Fanned Yews, for hedges, furnished quite to the ground.

6 to 10 feet.

Tree Box, 6 to 8 feet.

Handsome Evergreen Oaks, 6 to 8 feet.

Quercus Exoniensis (New Leucombe Oak), 8 to 12 feet. A fine
evergreen Oak.

DECIDUOUS TREES.

8 feet high
4
8
4
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Ash (Weeping)
worked on
straight stems... 8 to 10 feet.

Beech (common).., 8 to 10
(purple) ... 6 to 10
fern-leaved) 6 to 8
(variegated) 6

Hornbeam ... 8 to 10
Horse Chestnut ... 8 to 12

if
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• •• 8 to 12 feet.

8 to 10
8 to 10
8 to 10

»»

n

Limes
Planes
Oak (English)
Sycamore...
Single and Double Scarlet
Thorns

Tulip Trees
Weeping Willows

A fine collection of HARDY RHODODENDRONS, AZA-
LEAS, HEATHS, and other AMERICAN PLANTS.
W.Y. agai

TEA ROSES.
12,000 Tea-Scented and China Roses on theie own Roots

in Pots.

VVTM. WOOD and SON having now completed the
* * erection of three large houses devoted exclusively to the

cultivation of Tea Roses in pots, beg leave to offer well grown
strong healthy Plants of the following :

—

NEW PURPLE LILAC,
SYRINGA VULGARIS var. BLANDII.

\\f H - RLAJdD has jjreat pleasure in offerfe tliP

, \V above valuable Flowering Shrub, which b„ s proSd .

last three seasons quite superior to any other Lilac in cnltii?
tion. It was submitted in June 1853 to Dr. Lindlev when h

TEA ROSES.
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Abricot£, fawn colo
Adam, rose, salmon centre
Auguste Vac'ier, rose, coppery centre
IJarillet Deschamps, white shaded yellow
Belle Allemanrie, shaded blush
Bofig&re, light rose fine
Buret, crimson
Canari, bright yellow
Clara Sylvain, pure white
Charles Reybaud, white shaded
Devoniensis, creamy white
Eugene Desgaches, pale rose
Gloire de Dijon, fawn shaded
Goubault, bright rose
Jeanie Deans, salmon rose
Laurette, salmon blush
La Sylphide, salmon buff ...

Le Cam£leon, Freuch white
Lh PactAle, lemon, yellow centre
Madame liravy, cream colour
Madame Maurin, white shaded salmon...
Marechal Bugeaurf, bright rose
Melanie Oger, yellowish white ...

M61anie Willermoz, white, salmon centre
Pauline Plantier, lemon colour
Snfrano, fawn colour
Souvenir de 30 Mai, rosy salmon
Souveuir d'un Ami, deep rose
Vicomtes>e de Cazes, orange yellow
Noissetre Cloth of Gold, yellow
Noissette Solfaterre, pale yellow

...Each
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In
48 pots.

Is. Cd.

In
24 pots.
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15s. to 30«. per doz.
9s. to 12.9.

95. to 12s.
tt

N.B. Tea Roses, our own selection ...

China do. do. very fine...

Fairy do. do. do.

Extra plants presented for distant carriage.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex, Oct 18.

PLANTING.

A PAUL and SON respectfully invite attention to
• the following Abridged List of HARDY ORNAMHNTAL

TREES, of which they have a very large stock in splendid con-
dition on sale at very moderate prices, which will be given on
application.
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Abies alba, 1£ to 2 ft.

Douglasi, U to 3 ft.

Menziesi, 1 to 3 ft.

Morinda, 3 to 10 it., very
fine

rubra, 1£ to 2$ ft.

Araucaria imbricata, 2 to 5 ft.

Arbutus, 2 ft.

Aucubas, li to 2 ft.

Bavs, Sweet, 1 to 3 ft.

Box, 1 to 3 ft,

Chinese Privet, 1 to li ft.

Cotoneasters, 1 to 2 ft.

Cedrus Deodara, 2£ to 10 ft.

Cedar of Lebanon, 3 to 10 ft.

(The largest and finest

stock in the country.)
Cedrus Africanus, 3 to 6 ft.

Cryptomeria japonica, 1 to 8 ft.

Cupressus Corneyana, l£ ft.

„ Lamberti ana, 1£ to 3 ft.

„ torulosa, 1 to 2 ft.

Juniperus, ail the leading sorts,

1 to G ft.

Laurel, Portugal, 2 to 6 ft.

9t „ Standards, 8 ft.

Laurestinus. 1£ to 2$ ft.

Mahonia aquifolia, 1 to 2 ft.

Phillyreas, 3 to 5 ft.

Pinus austriaca, 3 to 4 ft.

Benthamiana, 1£ ft.

Cembra, 1 to 5 ft.

excelsa, 4 to 8 ft., very fine

insignis, 1 to 6 tt.

Lambertiana, 1 to 6 ft.

Llaveana, 1 to 2 ft,

monticolor, 1 to 2 ft.

muricata, 1£ ft.

Pallasiana,2 to 2* ft.

Strobus nivea, 1 to 3 ft.

(the Snow Pine).
Picea nobilis, I to 2 ft.

., Nordmanniana, 1 ft.

Pinsapo, 1 to 4 ft.

Silver and Scotch Fir,
3 to 8 ft.

Rhododendrons, 100 finest vars.
Thuja aurea, 6 in. to 1$ ft.

glauca, 6 to 9 in.

intermedia, 1 to 1£ ft.

japonica, 1 to 1A ft.

gigantea, 1 ft
minima, 6 to 9 in.

Wareana, 1 to 5 ft.

Taxodium sempervirens,3to8ft.
Taxus adpressa, 1 to 4 ft.

Canadensis, 1 to 2 ft
Cheshuntensis, 3 to 5 ft.

Dovastoni, 1 to 2 ft.

elegantissima, 1 to 2 ft
gold striped,! to 4 ft.

Irish. 1 t«> 5 ft
stricta, 1 to 4 ft
common, 1 to 5 ft.

Fan, 3 to 5 ft

Elms, of sorts, 6 to 10 ft.

Flowering Shrubs, in 300 spe-
cies and varieties

Laburnuma, 6 to 8 ft
Limes, 3 to 10 ft.

Mountain Ash, 8 ft.

ii „ Weeping,8 ft. stems
Planes, 8 ft.

Poplars, of sorts, 6 to 10 ft
Persian Lilacs (Standards),
4 to 5 feet stems.

Scarlet Horse Chesnut, 6 to
10 ft, very fine

Maple, 8 ft.

„ Oak, 1 to 8 ft.

Spanish Chesnut, 6 to 8 ft

„ „ variegated, 6 ft.

Sycamore, 8 to 10 ft.

Tulip Trees, 1 to 10 ft
'I horns, of sorts, 6 to 8 ft
Weeping Cytisus
„ Beech
„ Elms, 8 to 10 ft stems
„ Mountain Ash
Privet

we said of the. variety in 1853 : it is a handsome purple I iii
closer in the bunch and firmer in the flower than any Lilac rf
the kind that has come under our notice.''

With such excellent authority any further comment would besuperfluous, excepting to remark that the plants now offered are inthe finest possible condition, and may be had at the following
prices, viz., 5*. each, three for 12s., or six for 21*. Price* forwholesale orders on application.
Mr. T, Barnes, Dane Croft Nurseries, Stowmarket, is an-

pointed Agent for the sale of it.
r

Remittances requested from unknown correspondents.
W. H. .Bland, Nurseryman, Fordham, Cambridge.

CTANDISH and NOBLE," Nurserymen, Bagshot,^ Surrey, have now to offer the following new and beautiful
plants :

—

GAULTHERTA FURENS.—A charming plant imported bv
the advertisers from Vaidivia. Specimens have been turned out
in the open border for two years past, where it stands perfectly
uninjured without the slightest protection ; in fact it is as hardv
as the Common Holly. It forms a compact, bright, glossy, green
shrub, covered in spring with white tl>wers like those of Andro-
meda flonbunda, and bearing in autumn clusters of large rosy
purple berries. It grows very freely in any li-ht sandy soil
10a. 6d. each.
AZALEA AMCENA LATERITIA.-A hybrid from lateritia

by aracena. The flowers are of the name colour as those ot
lateritia with the hose-in-hose corolla of amoena, and about three
times the size, of the latter. They ar« of good shape and substance,
and the plant blooms as freely as amoena. 15s each.
AZALEA AMiKSA GRANDIFLORA—The description of

the above will apply to this in every respect with exception of
the colour; in this variety the flowers are of a rich carmine lake.
We can recommend both varieties as being exceedingly hand-
some, and they are moreover examples of an entire new race ot

Azaleas of which amcena is the type. 15*. each.
ROSE H. P. VICTOR TROU1LLARD.-A seedling from

Geant des Batailles, but more double and twice the size, and
much darker in colour; in fact it is as dark as the Tuscan Rose.
The flowers stand the sun for a week without fading. It is un-
doubtedly tbe finest Hybrid Perpetual Rose ever offered for sale.

Plants in November, 2ls. each.
%* When three plants of either of the above are ordered one

will be given over.

TO GENTLEMEN ENCACEO IN PLANTING,
yyATERER and GODFKEY beg to offer the
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Willow

„ American Willow, S ft. stems
n Kilmarnock „ 6 ft. stems
„ Roses, 8 ft. stems

Atragene, white and blue
Bignonia radicans major

„ flava speciosa
Clematis azurea grandiflora

double blue
Florida, double and single
Hender.-oni

„ Sieboldti

Honeysuckle Evergreen
Scarlet Trumpet
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n fiexuosa

„ Magnevillea,
Ivy, Irish, strong

>f
palmated

H gold blotched

n silver

ff
Ragneriana

one
[finest

of the
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Acacias, of sorts, 3 to 8 ft.

Beech purple, best variety. 3
to 10 ft.

Christmas Roses
Delphinium Barlowi
Dielytra spectabile
Gentiana acaulis
Hepaticas, of sorts
Lilium longiflorura
Lily of the Valley
Russian Violets
Hollyhocks (see Descriptive
Catalogue)

Roses (see DescriptiveCatalogue
Azalea indica 1 4 fl . , «

Camellias I
A fine stock of

Epacris f
handsome

Ericas J Plants «

Fruit Trees (see Descriptive
Catalogue)

Grape Vines, from eyes, 6 ft.,

stout & well ripened, very fine
Tarragon, Sage, Thyme, and
Herbs in general

As many of the above are raised by the thousand, a consider-
able reduction in prices will be made when a large quantity of
one article is required. The whole have been frequently removed,
and are very handsome ; the Evergreens rise with close balls of
earth. Carriage free to London. For particulars of general
Stock, see Catalogues just published.

Nurseries, Cheshunt Herts.

begs to state that no plants but such as are
quite safe tor transplanting will be sent away from the Nursery
under any circumstances.
The great facility now afforded by railways enables goods to

be easily and expeditiously transmitted to any part of England
at moderate cost.

Purchasers will be liberally treated in respect of carriage. . „ , __
i rt>«r

eries are aboTIt an hour's ride from London on the and Descriptions, which they will be happy to' forward free by
aoutn-w estern Railway, and two miles from Godaiming station. P08 * in answer to written applications.

Milford, near Godaiming.
| Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, Xc.

A PAUL and SON have just published a SELECT
**•• LIST of the above, with their Heights, English Names

following desirable plants :

—

Araucaria imbricata, small for planting nut in nurseries by the 1060

1 and 2 feet bv the 100

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet high. Nothing can ex-
ceed the bKHiity <>f these plants and all

growing in the open ground.
Abies Donglassi, a splendid lot of plants, 3, 4, t>, 8 to 12 feet high
Pinus Cembra, in large quantities, 2. 3, 4, 5, and 8 feet

insignis, ditto ditto

Montezum?c,fine plants, 3 and 4 feet high
Benthamiana, in large quantities from seed
macrocai pa ditto ditto

Sabiniana ditto ditto

Picea Pinsapo, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high, and as much through. Most
beautiful plants.

Nordmanniana, 2, 3, and 4 feet high and wide, all from seed

nobilis, in quantities from seed
ditto, 1, 2, and 3 feet, with perfect leads, and none of them
grafted

grand is, 1 year's, from seed
Cedrus Deodara, by the thousand, 1, 2,3, and 4 feet high

„ several hundred tine specimens, 5,6,7,8, & 10 ft. high

Lebanon, 2, 3. 4, and 6 feet

„ some larger, up to 8 and 10 feet

Cryptomeria japonica, 3 to 10 feet

Cupressus macrocarpa, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 feet

Goveniana, 2, 3, and 4 feet

Lawsoniana, from seed

„ MacXabiana, ditto

Hemlock Spruce, Pinus canadensis, 3 to 8 feet

Juniperus, Irish, hundreds of plants, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high, per-

fect columns
Chinese, 2. 3, and 4 feet

„ a fine lot, 7, 8, and 10 feet

Virginiana (Red Cedar), 2, 3, 4, up to 8 feet

Libocedrus chiliensis, 2, 3, and 4 feet (very handsome)
Taxus, Yew.—Common English, a vast quantity of all sizes, up

to 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet high
„ Irish Yew, 3, 4, 5 6, and 8 feet. Some very fine specimens.

10 and 12 feet high
Golden Yews by the thousand, li t 2, and 3 feet high

„ worked, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet

n worked on Irihh, and very ornamental, 5 to fe u.

elegantissima (or new striped), in large quantities, lAto o ft.

Dovaston,or Weeping Yew, tine planth, worked on stems

with good heads, 6 to 8 feet high
adpressa, tine bushes, 2 and M reec

„ adpressa, worked as standards * .n ia a
Thuja aurea, several hundred specimens, 2,3, and 4 feet high ana

ti* much through, perfect globes .

occidentals, American Arbor VtfW, 'he best plant tor

hedges. A large quantity just adapted for the purpose,

4, 5, and 6 fret high a k A
Weareana, the best variety of Siberian Arbor V ita?,4,D,o,

and 8 teet high
Wellingtonia gigantea, a few very fine plants

if W smaller TTTiifP
Chamsecyparis sphseroidea vari-gata, the variegated wmw

Cedar, a large quantity 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet high

Abies excelsa, var. pumila, ail dwarf varieties of the Common

Spruce, and very remarkable
Clanbraziliana, ditto ditto

elegans, ditto ditto

Gregori, ditto ditto

compacta, ditto ditto

pygmrea, ditto ditto

pyramidalis, ditto ditto

diffusa, dirto ditto

Pinus sylvestris pumila, dwarf Scotch . . .^
mr With reference to the large plants alluded to in tms j«

vertisement, we beg to say all of them have been continuau,

removed, and are in a condition to transplant aud send any

tance with perfect safety. . . o o

Variegated Hollies, in large quantities and great variety, a, **

and 4 teet high
. Tr^ito*

a fine stock ot the best Gold-striped Hollies,

2 and 3 teet high

Some very fine Striped Hollies 6 and 8 feet high.

As well
Nursery Stock,
Bays, Box
Fruit Trees, &c.

t6

Priced Catalogues will be forwarded, frep, on application

Wateeer & Godfrey, Knap Hill, Woking, Surrey.

*5*- The Nursery is about 40 minutes' ride from London vr

train to Woking Station.
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DOUBLE ROMAN and PAPER WHITE NAR-
CISSUS, At. per d.zen.—The above Bulbs, the former of

vhich is so justly esteemed for its early blooming and excessive
fragrance, and the latter for its purity and elegance, have just

arrived, and may be obtained at A. Cobbett's Italian and Foreign
Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall, near Waterloo Place, London.

CAMELLIAS.
J

HENCHMAN, Jun., is now sending out healthy
• plants full of flower- buds of the following fine blooming

varieties—Double W hite, Fimbriata, Imbricata, Leesna superba
andCandidissima; small plants, 21$. pei dozen; second size, 24s.;

fine well furnished plants, 30s.; and a few very choice pUnts at

365. per dozen. These plants are all home-grown and esta-

blished in the pots, and therefore not liable to cast their buds,

as is the c*se with the foreign imported plants.

Choice Indian Azaleas, worked and on their own roots, bushy
plants well set for bloom, at 15s., 18*., 24*., and 305. per dozen.
Ghent Azaleas, fine named sorts, full of flower buds, 18*. per doz.

Edmonton, near London.
*" ERICA SPENCl R IXnT^

"

EGLENDINNING begs to inform the Public that
• he is now prepared to send out this new and distinct

Heath, a coloured illustration of which is given in the Florist

for this month. This novel Hybrid was raised from seed in the
Chiswick Nursery. It is a very free blooming variety, very
small plants being laden with flowers; is a vigorous grower,
with the habit of E. Cavendishi; and both as regards habit and
colour of flowers is altogether distinct from any other variety,
with the additional recommendation of remaining three months
in bloom. Was awarded a Small Silver Medal at the last July
Exhibition of the Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Strong
established Plants, 21*. each—Chiswick Nu rsery, Oct. 18.

CHOICE CINERARIAS.
WILLIAM HUSSEY begs to offer the undernamed

collection for 14s., package included;—Mrs. B^echer Stowe,
Polyanthiflora, Rosy Morn, Lady Paxton, Prima Donna, David
Copperfield, Delicata, Scottish Chieftain, Optima, Lablache,
Octavia, King of the Blues, Kate Kearney, Queen of Beauties,
Prince Arthur, Mrs. Sidney Herbert, Lady Hume Campbell,
Georgiana, Marianne, Catherine Seaton, Pauline, Agnes Wake-
field.—Horticultural Gardens, Norwich.

"unequalled new strawberry r»val queen.
EDWARD TILEY begs to announce to Straw-

berry growers and the public generally that he is now
sending oiit strong well-rooted plants of the above unequalled
new Seedling Strawberry, which possesses more good qualities
than any other ever yet grown. For further particulars see
Gardeners9 Chronicle of Sept. 27, 1856. Strong well-rooted plants,
3Z. per 100, 11. 15s. for 50, 1Z. for 25, or one dozen tor

125., the 25 or one dozen sent postage and package
free. A Post-office Order is expected to accompany all com-
mands.—Edward Tiley. Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,

14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath.

MESSRS. E. G. HEiNDERSON & SONS' SPRING
CATALOGUE (Post free on application) contains full

description of the following New Plants :

—

Echites Houtteana, finer than crassinoda
Begonia picta, a beautiful foliaged plant

„ cinnabarina hybrida, cinnamon red, shrubby habit, and now
coming intn flower. It is an excellent winter blooming plant.

Dianthus albo nigricans, large double variety, black, edged and
interlaced with white; hardy

Camellia Jenny Lind, beautiful form
Azalea the Bride, pure white, very free flowering

„ Louis Napoleon, double rich crimson velvet.

RHODODENDRONS.
Coujitess of Rosslyn I Mrs. Dargan
Duchess of Cleveland

J
Earl of Rosslyn

Duke of Hamilton
J

Lord Bolingbroke
Six magnificent rich spotted varieties, having compact conical

trusses, and very large and conspicuous flowers.

New and delicious Strawberry "Adair," for particulars and
description of which see Autumn Bulb Catalogue or back numbers
•of this Paper.
A New Plate of Five Choice Show Geraniums is now published,

and will be forwarded on receipt of 12 postage stamps.
The Autumn Bulb Catalogue will be forwarded on application,

containing descriptions of Cinerarias and Geraniums now
being sent out for the first time.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.
"

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
~

To Noblemen and Gentlemen Planting New Pleasure
Grounds or Improving Parks or Drives, and to Companies
Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries.

XKJ SKIRVING begs to offer his Stock of TREES
* V • and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either for

immediate effector for extensive new Plantations, where smaller
sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition to his
general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrubs, which is

allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this season
offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most valuable
Trees lately introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA and
<JEDRUS DEODARA, of various sizes, from one to six feet.

W. S. invites any one wanting Specimen Trees and Shrubs to

inspect his collection and obtain prices on the spot, as the mere
height of such trees (as quoted in lists) gives no idea of the value
of well grown select plants for choice situations.

N.B. A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped
plants of the Araucaria Imbricata and Cedrus Deodara have
been grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great
distances in thi* country, or to any part abroad.

CAMELLIAS, some of extra large size, well adapted for

Conservatories, and au extensive collection of smaller sizes, all

^ell set with flower Buds, at very moderate prices.

Priced Lists will be sent on application.

HORTICULTURE.
NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

TOHN WEEKS and CO., King's Road, Chelsea.
** This Horticultural Establishment is an unlimited source of
attraction.

.
The Collections of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,

in all the various stages of growth and in endless variety, include
«very noveltv that is worth cultivating.
A large stock of GRAPE VINES, struck from eyes, very

strong for Planting and Forcing in Pots.
FRUIT TREKS and Shrubs of every kind.
THE SEED BUSINESS is conducted upon an extensive scale,

every article warranted true to its kind, and of genuine good
quality.

GARDEN TOOLS, and Horticultural Implements of every
description, all the best make, no inferior article kept.
CAST-IRON VASES and FOUNTAINS, a great variety of

the most beautiful designs.
WIREWORK for all Ornamental Garden purposes.

#
The Nobility and Gentry are most respectfully invited to

^sit this establishment, where Horticultural science in all its
branches is in full operation, combining all modern improvements,
fio that a Lady or Gentleman can select whatever they may
Squire connected with Horticulture.
John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water

APP*r*tns Manufacturers.
HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES,

FORCING PITS, Ac. &c. all made of the best materials, sent
*> any part of the conntry.

*-ee our Illustrated Catalogues of all the various branches of
horticulture; also Plans, Models, and Estimates, &c. &c.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

pETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to theA Quefn, Ac, beg leave to intimate to their Customers and
the Public the arrival of a very tine selection of FLOWKR
ROOTS in excellent condition, and they respectfully solicit earlv
orders for the same. Caralogues may be had free on application."

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

WANTE D I M M E D I A T B i Y,
GRAPES, I PINES.
PEACHES,

I MELONS,
And other CHOICE FRUITS.

Apply or forward to

GEORGE TAYLOR, Jirx.,

Growbrs' Salesman,
St. John's Market,

Liverpool.

NEW IMPORTED DUTCH ROOlS.
YVrILLlAM K. UBNDLB and CO., Seed Mer-
w i chants, Ply \tihy have much pleasure in

anrtouncinfj that their Dutch Bulbs are jidst arrived; in
the jimst possible condition.

TTw ilteorinn includes a general assortment of HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, NAROISS08, ANEMONE*, RANUKCtfLUS,
CROCUS, LIHUM 8. IRIS, GLADIOLUS, Ac. &c
A Descriptive Price Current oj Dutch Hoots is just

published, and can be had in return for one postage
stamp. •
Apply to Wm. E. Rendlk & Co., Seed Merchants, Plvmouth.

____ Established 1786.

ULBS FOU PRiiSKNT PLANTING

COLLECTION OF DUTCH BULBS.
WILLIAM E. RENDLE and CO., Seed Merchants,
* * Plymouth, have much pleasure in offering the following

Collections of Dutch Roots, for large and small-sized gardens: —
£ s. d.

No. 1 Collection, all the most approved sorts 3 10
No. 2 n containing smaller quantities ... 2 5
NT

o. 3 „ for a small garden 1 5
100 Hyacinths, in 100 very fine sorts. Purchasers selection 3 10
100 n ' 50 fine sorts „ 2 15
50 M 50 superior sorts n 1 15
B0 « 25 ^ 1 10

n

H

- - -

• ••

...

£.

1

t.

10
10
5
4
7
1

d
6

O
6
6

24

12

n
tt

it

12
12

it

a
it

varieties

it

it

it

tt

15
10

Detailed lists of the above are given in the " Descrip-

tive Price Current" just published, which can be liad in

return for one postage stamp.

"William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

BULBS.—For
BASS and BROWN'S Advertisement of BULBS

and ROOTS see the third page of the Gardeners' Chronicle
of September 20th.

Choice and sorted collections of Hardy Bulbs and Roots, 20*.,

40.*., and 60s. per collection.

CATALOGUES for the present season of the following may
be had on application, viz.:

—

Bulbs and Roots.
Herbaceous Plants.
Hollyhocks.
Phlox.
Conifer®.
Hardy Shrubs and Climbers.
Roses.

** Carriage Free, except Small Parcels
HYACINTHS, the best imported hy name, p**r dozen

„ Fine mixed tor Beds (all double) per 100
ANEMONES „ „ (,.)

t, M „ (single)
Tl LIPS, fine mixed early, for pots or borders
CROCUSES, mixed for open ground, (per KKX), 12*. 6d.)

Also ninny other kinds of Flower Knots just Imported, which are
MUiDg at lower prices *s see Lists, which may be had p:^t free.
N.B. New Early Peas, Radish. Horn Carrot*, &c., now ready.

SUTTON and SONS,
Royal B«rks Seed Establishment, Reading.

TO THE SEED TRADE.

[ H. COTTRELL (late Dawe, Coitrell, & Benham),
t/a b-Rs to call his friends' attention to tha Ch.onide of last
week, back pape, and requests the favour of all orders being
addressed to him at S. Cottrelfr,, 2. High Street, Birmingham.
All orders will be executed at London prices. No connection
with Dawes, Moorgate Stieet. or any other hnnsg In the trade.

SUPERB NEW CINERARIAS.
C" RAPER begs to inform the public that he is
A-i • now sending out a set of 10 new and distinct Cinerarias,
said to be the finest ever yet oftVred to the public, for which be
begs to refer to his Descriptive Prospectus and Testimonials of
Nurserymen who have grown them for trial. Price 155. the set.

—Address, Mr. E. Rapkk, Florist, 53, Regent Street, Leamington.

SUPERB NEW STRAWBERRIES.
W'lLLlAM J. NICHOLSON is now prepared to

send out fine laid Runners of all the new and most of the
older varieties of Strawberries, comprising about 40 of the very
best English, French, and Belgian sorts Prices and particulars
on application to the Grower, Williah J. Niciiolsox, Eggles-
cliffe, near Yarm, Yorkshire.

V Underbill's SIR HARRY 30*. per 100; 18*. per 50; 10*.

per 25, strong plants.

GEORGE JACKMAN begs to state that~his
PRICED CATALOGUE is now ready, and can be had

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, free on application, comprising Choice Conifene Hardy Ever-

Fruit Trees.
Strawberries.
Geraniums.
Cinerarias.
Azalea indica.

Winter-flowering ditto.

Sudbury, Suffolk.
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ROBERT PARKER begs to inform his friends and
patrons that his PRICED AND DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE OF GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS, &c, is now ready,
and will be forwarded, post free, upon application.

He also begs to direct attention to the following, of which he
possesses a large stock in strong and healthy plants:

Araucaria excelsa (Norfolk Island Pine), each
Azalea indica, of sorts, from, per doz.
Camellias, of sorts, from, per doz. ...

Cyclamen Atkinsi, flowering bulbs, each ... 3s. Gd to

Delphinium formosum, the finest variety ever offered.

per doz.
Epacrises, of sorts, from, per doz.
Ericas, of sorts, from, per doz.

Ferns, hardy, from, per doz. ...

n stove and greenhouse, from, per doz.

Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass), per doz.
Orchids, Exotic, from, per doz.

Selaginellas, of sorts, from, per doz.

A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from
unknown correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Hornsey, and Seven Sisters' Road, Holloway,

" NEW AZALEAS AND CONIFERS.

WM. WOOD and SON have fine plants to offer of
the following desirable

AZALEA INDICA.
Each.

Criterion, fine striped var 3s. 6d. to 5*.0tf.

Admiration, ditto, ditto 35. 64. to 5

Leeana, superb white ditto 3*. 64. to 5

Eulalie Van Geert 5

NEW CONIFERS.
Biota Meldensis,avery distinct and interesting new

plant, reported to be a hybrid between the Red
Cedar and Chinese Arbor Vite

Cryptomeria araucaroides
Cnpressus MacNabiana
Juniperus japonica

i

JOHN SKIPPER, Villa Nursery, C
t* beg* to inform the public that his Three spier

Dozen.
36s. Od.

36

t * #

• • *

* * •

• « *

9 *

t * *

«••

Each.
5s. to 10s. 6d.

... 7 6
55. to 10
5*. to 10

»f

pyriformis Is. 64. to 10
Wallichiana 5s. to 7

Plants presented for distant carriage.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near UckSeld, Sussex.

R O

6
6
6
6

S E S.

40,000 Dwarf Roses on their own roots in pots and worked on the

Manetti stock. 50,000 Dwarf Roses budded on 6-inch stems.
30,000 Standard Roses. 5000 General Jacqueminot, Hybrid
Perpetual. 7000 G6antdes Batailles, ditto. 12,000 Tea-scented

. and China Roses in pots on their own roots.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON wish to direct especial

attention to their enormous and splendid stock of Roses,

which, owing to an entirely new soil and increased facilities of

propagation, waa never in finer order, and they feel assured the

plants they have this season the pleasure of offering to their

friends cannot be surpassed, many of the Standard and Dwarf
Roses having made shoots 6 feet in length.

Collections of Roses will be supplied on the following terms, when

greens, and Ornamental Tre^H and Shrubs, all of which are well
grown and constantly removed; is also an extensive grower of
Roses, and Fruit and Forest Trees.
G. J. particularly wishes to call attention to his Dwarf-trained

Fruit Trees, being clean grown and well trained, including all
' !he leading kinds.

Woking Nursery, U mile from Woking Station, South Western
Rail, where all Trains stop and conveyance* can be obtained.

NEW SCARLET GERANIUM " ShTcOUN CAMPBELL!"
^HOMAS JACKSON and SON are now sending

out this beautiful GERANIUM: it is a brilliant

scarlet with a large clear white eye, throwing its trusses of
bloom well above the foliage; habit slightly compact, foliage
ample, with a well marked horseshoe. It was exhibited at the
Crystal Palace and much admired, and has been ordered by most
gentlemen and gardeners that have seen it. Price flj. each, with
one added for every three ordered. The usual discount to the
frade.—Nursery, Kingston-on-Thames.

.

NOTICE ! NEW FLOWERS,
tanden Town,
ndid SEEDLING

FANCY PELARGONIUMS are now ready to be sent out, at

the following prices :

—

Emily Whitcher ... 21s. Qd. \ Gertrude Richardson ... 15s. Ou.

Tattycoram, IS*. 6rf. < >r the set for 21. 2s.

A coloured plate trom Mr. Andrew's beautiful drawing of the
above flowers may be had for 12 postage stamps, returnable to

purchasers.
The fine light show Geranium, Glenny's Lady Paxton (new

last season), at 55. per plant. A large assortment of the best
named varieties at 6s. and 9s. per dozen.

NEW EXOTIC FERN.
GtMXOORAMMA PERITVIANA ARGVHOPHYLLA (MooRK).

ROBERT PARKER begs to offer the above beautiful
and distinct Fern, of which a fine specimen was exhibited

at the last Crystal Palace "Show, and was awarded a first prize
for new plants. In appearance it is perfectly distinct from any
species in cultivation, the upper and under sides of the fronds
being densely coated with white farinose powder, which gives it a
most singular and distinct appearance. Good plants, 21s. each.

A MEXICAN PLANTS.
JOHN WATERER, the Exhibitor of the above

Plants at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London,
begs to state that his CATALOGUE of RHODODENDRONS,
AZALEAS, &c, is published, and can be obtained in exchange
for two postage stamps. The colours of the Rhododendrons are
described, and the Catalogue contains a selection of the most
favourite kinds of Pinnses, Roses, &c.

The American Nnrserv. Hagsho t. Surrey.

P A N S I IS.
DOBSON and SON beg to state that they have a
fine healthy stock of the above, including all the best

varieties out, at 6*., 9s., 125., 18$.. and 245 per dozen. Catalogues
may be had on application.— Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

j.

the selection of sorts is left entirely to ourselves;—
Extra tall Standards, 4 to 8 feet high, with three to six

best varieties of Climbing and Perpetual Roses, in

each stem, suitable for training, &c, 35. 6d. to 5s each

Tall Standards, fine picked stocks from 4 to 6 feet with

large heads, of the most showy kinds, for planting in

conspicuous situations on lawns, &c. ...

Extra superior selected Standards, in fine varieties ...

Fine Dwarf Standards, in fine varieties

Superb ditto ditto, the best sorts for exhibition

Fine Dwarfs ... ... ...

Climbing and Noisettes

Per doz.

* - •

425.

... 24s. to 305.

... ISs.

... 185.

... 125.

£fie ©ar&cnerjT Chronicle*
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99

185.

12*.
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tt
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Hybrid Perpetuals, budded on 6-inch stems, or on own
roots in pots ... ... ... ... ... ...125.

He de Bourbon, in pots, or budded on 6-inch stems ... 125.

China, in pots ... ... ... ... ... ... 9s.

Tea-scented, in pots... ... ... ... ... ••• 155.

The best varieties for forcing, established in 6-inch

pots, budded on 6-iuch stems 24*.

Climbing Roses mixed, without names, for covering

banks ... ... ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• **•

Good Dwarfs on own roots, without names 45.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

An Apiarian asks us whether Honey gathered

from Rhododendrons is poisonous. There is a
snrgeon, he says, living near him who will not keep
bees on that account; and as our correspondent

24s'. I keeps bees, and there are a great many Rhododen-
' drons cultivated around him, it is of great import-

ance to him to know the truth, for if the question is

settled that Rhododendrons poison honey he must
give up the pleasure of keeping beps.

Considering how commonly and largely this plant

is now cultivated among us, we can readily believe

that the question is one which many others besides

an Apiarian would be glad to see answered.

Todrnefort's Voyage into the Levant, a most
interesting book now almost forgotten, gives impor-

185.

185.

125.

30s.
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tant information upon this point. " When the Army

of the ten thousand came near to Trebisond, a very

strance Accident befel it, which caus'd a great Con-

sternation among the Troops, according to Xenophon,

who was one ofthe principal Leaders of it. As there

were a great many Bee-hives, says that Author, the

Soldiers did not spare the Honey : they were taken

with a voiding upwards and downwards, attended

with Deliriums ; so tiiat the least affected seem'd

like Men drunk, and the others like mad Men, or I

People on the point of death. The Earth was

strew 'd with Bodies as after a Battel ; no body

however died of it, and the Distemper ceas'd the

next day about the same hour that it began ; so that

the Soldiers rose the third and fourth days, but

in the condition People are in after taking a strong

Potion."

This accident was ascribed to the poisonous

quality of some plant, abundant in the country,

upon which the bees largely pastured. " There

is found," according to Pliny, "upon the

same Coast of the Pontus another sort of Honey,

which is call'd Mcenomenon, because it makes those

mad that eat of it. 'Tis thought the Bees collect it

from the Flower of the Rhododendros, which is

frequent among the Forests. The people of those

parts, though they pay the Romans a part of their

Tribute in Wax, are very cautious how they offer

them their Honey."
This Rhododendros has been thought to be the

modern Rhododendron, which is extremely common
" on the coasts of the Black Sea by the side of

streams from the river Ava (or Sangarius) to Trebi-

sond. This species is reckoned unwholesome. The
Cattel never eat it but when they can find no better

nourishment." And Tournefort adopts that opinion.
u There is all the likelihood in the world," he says,

"that this Honey was suck'd from the Flowers of

some of our Species of Chamaerhododendros. All the

Country about Trebisondis full of them, and Father

Lambert a Theatin Missionary agrees that the

Honey which the Bees extract from a certain Shrub

in Colchis or Mengrelia, is {dangerous and causes

Vomitings. He calls this Shrub Oleandro Giallo,

that is to say, yellow Rose-Laurel, which without

dispute is our Chama?rhododendros Pontica maxima,

Mespili folio, flore luteo."

• From this it would seem that according to Tour-

nefort more species than one yields poisonous

honey, and especially his yellow Chamaerhododendros,
which is the plant now called Azalea pontica. He
further relates how desiring to make a present to a

certain Pasha whom he accompanied on the Black

Sea he made up " great Nosegays of it to put in

his Tent : but I was told by his Chiaia that this

Flower caus'd Vapours and Dizziness. I thought

he rally'd very pleasantly, for the Bassa complain'd

of those Distempers. The Chiaia gave me to

understand that he was in earnest, and assut'd me
he had lately been informed by the Natives that

this Flower was prejudicial to the Brain. Those
good People, from a very antient Tradition,

grounded perhaps upon several Observations,

maintain also that the Honey which the Bees make
after sucking that Flower, stupifies those who eat of

it, and causes Loathings."

Hence it is to be inferred that the honey ob-

tained from both Rhododendron ponticum and

Azalea pontica is deleterious. But the great

Russian botanist and traveller, Pallas, was of

opinion that the latter alone is mischievous. He
says that the effects of the Euxine honey are like

those of Lolium temulentum and occur in a country

where no Rhododendron grows. The natives are

well aware of the noxious qualities of the plant,

and it is related that goats which browse on the

leaves, before the pastures are green, suffer in con-

sequence, and moreover that cattle and sheep

perish.

Such too seems to be the opinion of Europeans

personally acquainted with the country in which
these two plants grow, and the honey that is pro-

duced there. " Our poisonous honey is, as is well

known, rendered deleterious by the bees feeding on

the flowers of Azalea pontica, which is found all

along the coast between Trebizond and Batoom.

The sale of this honey is prohibited, but it is never-

theless often fraudulently sold, mixed and boiled

with wholesome honey." Thus writes our intel-

ligent correspondent Mr. Henry Calvert, than

whom no one is more intimately acquainted with

the plants on the south side of the Black Sea, or

with the people and their habits, a knowledge
gained by many years' residence at Erzeroum in the

consular office of Mr. Brant. A sample of this

honey from Mr. Calvert is to be seen in the Museum
in the Royal Botanic Garden, Kew.

Such, we believe, are all the facts at present

known respecting this matter. While they show
that honey gathered from Azalea pontica is be-
yond all question dangerous, they leave that of

Rhododendron ponticum almost free from the im-

putation that has been laid at its door.

We observe the following paragraph in the last

Number of the Florist :— " Although the Horticul-

tural Society's house in Regent Street did not

meet with a purchaser the other day, when put up

to auction, we hear hopes are entertained that an

opportunity of disposing of it by private treaty

will offer itself before long. In the meantime, we
understand that the Council are actively engaged

in organising a system for the future management

of the gardens, which in time will make that

establishment equal to the requirements of the

Society. We are glad to learn, too, that no rash or

sudden changes will take place, but that the various

suggestions and plans for the complete remodelling

of the management and maintenance of the gardens

will undergo very careful deliberation by the

Council, and when the plan for future guidance is

fully determined on the different improvements

contemplated will be gradually introduced, as the

financial position of the Society will enable the

Council to carry them out. If all this be true, we
feel sure that the Council are acting wisely, and we
hope a large accession of new members will be the

result, and that another year will see Chiswick

regain its former position, if it does not entirely

surpass it, which, from all we hear, it is very

likely to do."

The friends of horticulture will no doubt rejoice

to hear on such good authority that the prospects of

the Society are so encouraging. The last meeting

added 17 new Fellows to the Society, and we
understand that several more will be proposed for

election at the next meeting on the 25th of

November. "What the arrangements will be for

that occasion is not at present determined ; but we
believe that the subjects of exhibition will be

chiefly, if not wholly, confined to fruit. We can

state indeed, even now, that three prizes for collec-

tions of home-grown fruit, excluding that of the

Channel Islands, will be awarded on the occasion,

Professor Lindley having placed 51. at the disposal

of the Council for the best collection, and Mr.

Wentworth Dilke the same sum for the second

and third best.

It is also as well to mention that under the new
regulations Visitors are admitted free to the Meet-

ings only under the following conditions, viz. :

—

]. By the personal introduction of a Fellow. 2. By
the pioduction of a Fellow's transferable ivory ticket.

Or 3. By the written Order of a Fellow. It is also to

be observed that no Fellow can issue more than one

such Order daily ; that the number of persons

admitted by it can in no case exceed two ; that no

Order can be received unless filled up and dated by
a Fellow ; and that no Order can be received on any

day except on that the date of which it bears.

The effect of this will be to prevent the rooms in

London being inconveniently crowded, and to

render the meeting more select.

As far as we are informed, the general intention

of the Council as to the Garden is to discontinue

mere decorative cultivation, for which experimental

and illustrative gardening are to be substituted, to

crop whatever part can be so treated for the purpose

of rendering the establishment in some degree self-

supporting, and to take measures for pointing out to

visitors, by means of a monthly guide book and
otherwise, whatever may be at any time most

worthy of inspection. In this way it is hoped that

the operations carried on in the Garden will be

rendered instructive to all classes of visitors. In

connection with this plan a number of old, useless,

unproductive or duplicate fruit-trees are already in

course of removal from the orchard and elsewhere.

We observe in a late Number of the Revue
Horticole a statement by Mons. Duchartre that

Orchidaceous epiphytes are incapable of feeding

upon moisture suspended in the air as invisible

vapour. He says that experiment has satisfied

him that this common idea is completely erroneous,

and that they feed wholly upon the mere water

which, in a fluid state, comes in contact with their

leaves and roots. A damp atmosphere, according to

this observer, furnishes absolutely nothing in the

shape of food, and can have no effect upon them
except diminishing perspiration, which might be

excessive if the air in which they live were to

become too dry.

M. Duchartre asserts that copious watering and
syringing, especially upon the roots, are what such

Orchids want. In their natural situations they

receive it abundantly in the form of rain ; and in

our houses they must also have it if they are to

thrive. We are unacquainted with the detailed

experiments which have led to these conclusions

:

in the justice of which we are not at present pre-

pared to acquiesce. The statement is, however, im-

portant, and cultivators should look to it. Maybe it

throws some light upon the mysterious disease that

has appeared in our Orchid houses of late. While
however, we pause to hear more of M. Duchartre,
we admit at once that the skin of Orchids is much
in need of very careful examination. What, for

example, are the innumerable papillae, one to each

cell, which characterise the upper surface of the

leaves of such plants as Phalaenopsis ]

New Plants.
185. DENnROBiuM MiCARTHiiE. Thwaites in Bot, Mag.,

U 4886.

A glorious novelty belonging to the Stachyobian Den-

drobes, with long reedy speckled stems and magnificent

pink flowers which are more than 2£ inches long before

they expand. They are rivals of such a thing as

Sobralia macrantka. Sir William Hooker states upon

the authority of Mr. Thwaites, who discovered and

named it in compliment to Mrs. McCarthy, the wife of

the Secretary to the Colony of Ceylon and a true friend

of science, that it occurs sparingly, pendent from the

trunks of large trees in the forests of that island aboat

Ratuapoora and towards Galle. Its native name is sard

to be Wis-sak-mal, " the meaning of which is Rainy

month flower or May flower." In a note from our in-

valuable friend Mr. Thwaites we observe that he found

it, with above eighty other important and most inte-

resting additions to the Ceylonese flora, while on a trip

into the jungles in the south of the island. Its general

appearance he describes as being that of a Lselia ; ami

the excellent figure in the Botanical Magazine does

remind us of Lcelia anceps. It is a treasure to Orchid

growers.

186. Denorobium Falconeri. Hooker Bot. Mag., tASib.

Another most beautiful novelty from Bootan, with the

habit of D. Pierardi, but with flowers as large as those

of D. moschatum, and far more richly coloured. A pale

cream colour forms a ground, on which at the points of

all the divisions and at the base of the lip is a stain of

intense purple, which in the lip is bordered with golden

yellow. The sepals are a delicate pink. On a shrivelled

knotted drooping stem 3—4 feet long, upwards of 60 such

flowers appeared and continued 12 or 14 days in perfec-

tion. Its history is said to be that it was imported in

April last from the mountains of Bootan at an elevation

of 4000 feet, under the name it retains ; that it was pur-

chased at an auction in London ; and that it flowered

with George Reid, Esq., of Burnham in Somerset. We
presume it to be the No. 1135 of Griffith's Bootan plants

{Itinerary Notes, paye 194), observed " on rocks towards

Chuka and to Murichoom, 3500 to 4000 feet."

The species belongs to the Eudendrobia, and not to

the Dendrocorynes as stated in the Botanical Magazine,

in consequence of a misconception of the habit of

growth of the plant. This and D. Macarthice are the two

finest plants by far of the two last seasons.

FLOWER GARDENING.
Among the more recent innovations in flower

gardening, the introduction or rather more general

dissemination of what is called the ribbon system of

embellishment is not the least interesting ; or in an

artistic point of view the least effective. Singular

however as it may appear, notwithstanding that, the

first ribbon was planted more than 20 years ago at

West Hill, Wandsworth, then the suburban residence

of the Duke of Sutherland, the system has not pro-

gressed or met with any worthy patron in the vicinity

of the metropolis. A recent visit to several of the mos.

celebrated suburban gardens has quite convinced me ot

that : indeed with the exception of two examples, one in

the garden of the Royal Botanic Society and the other

at Syon, I have not seen one single exemplification oi

the system which even approached mediocrity. Hence

the system is not popular ; men of intelligence and

from whom you would expect better things rail

against it, just for the simple reason that they do not

understand and consequently cannot appreciate the

highly artistic character of the system. That it is artisnc

there cannot be a question, for as associated witt

architectural objects it is an extension oftnose nn»

to which the mouldings and various emichmeD*Zv
their entire interest. The idea therefore was a hapW

one which transferred these multiplied lines of colour

to garden scenery, and for that idea I believe we are

indebted to the Duchess of Sutherland. The ribbon *

West Hill was a serpentine one, and though it m.ght n

be, in truth was not, so well executed as the ribbons at

Trentham, Enville, Dudmaston, and other places

that part of the country are at the present to™e
» * . ^

was the first step in the right direction and as sucn

deserving of honourable mention. .
t

.

Of the form of a ribbon a "g-JJ^^to
Ejection to a

line in a proper position, yet if l must have m.

give me by all means a softly earring hne he

beamy," rendered still more beautiful by the
,

g

play of light and shade upon the vanously <«***»

colours. A ribbon to be effective mus HhMrfgj
siderable length, and narrow rather than bwM"
6 to 8 feet broad is wide enough, and bevona

width they present too large a surf*<* °fJ^^s
pain rather than please he eye. I bav seen

verv effective when only 3 feet wide, but they
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planted with plants of proportionate size—a fact which I
intend to exemplify before I conclude this paper.

In the counties of Stafford and Salop this system of
gardening is perhaps more extensively practised than in any
other part of England. I had an opportunity of visiting
several of the principal gardens in those counties in
the autumn of last year, and I will now record my
impressions. At Trentham as might naturally be expected
the ribbon system is extensively carried out, and as Mr.
Fleming cannot do anything indifferently, it is almost
needless to say the ribbons are very effective. The
principal ribbon, which stretches the whole length of
the kitchen garden, may be said to be the connecting
link between the utilitarian and the decorative depart-
ments, and emerging as I did from the garden the
"surprise" of that "blaze of bloom'' was not only
very dazzling, but also highly gratifying. To some
extent however the ribbon was patchy ; the Calceolarias
hfcd gone off with the prevailing complaint, and the Salvia
patens in the back row had also played false. The
following Mr. Fleming gave me as his arrangement for
the present season, which I have recently been informed
is very effective: Back row—-Branching Larkspur, blue •

Matricaria grandiflora, white ; Petunia Shrubland Rose'
rose; Calceolaria Kayi, orang- Myosotis, blue, and
baponana calabrica, pink, double row intermixed • Gera-
nium Golden Chain, green and gold ; Lobelia ramosoides,
deuble row blue Where the Golden Chain Geranium
is not sufficiently plentiful <' Musk " may be substituted
with good effect. Mr. Fleming had various modifica-
tions of ribbons, and as a hardy one accessible to every
one Eschscholtzia californica, orange ; Convolvulus
minor blue

;
and Musk, yellow; the last abutting upon

Grass looked exceedingly well. Before quitting Trentham
lmustnot omit to mention a rivulet of Forget-me-Not
it apparently meanders in a circuitous route between
some specimen evergreen trees, as Portugal Laurels,
&c. and certainly at a distance the casual observer
might mistake it for water. The following is a nice
arrangement for a ribbon : Back row—Salvia patens
and Branching Larkspur intermixed, blue ; Matricaria
grandiflora, white ; Geranium Tom Thumb, scarlet

;Calceolaria Trentham Brown, bronzy brown ; Cal-
ceolaria Kayi, orange ; Geranium Manglesi (variegated),
and Verbena Tweediana (scarjet), intermixed, white
and scarlet

; Musk, yellow ; lobelia ramosoides, blue.
At Keel Hall, Mr. Hill had formed a very nice

ribbon on each side of a narrow Grass walk thus—next
the walk Musk, then Geranium Tom Thumb, after-
wards an excellent variety of double Feverfew (white)
and backed by Dahlia Zelinda, maroon. These borders
were not more than 4 feet wide, and being crammed
lull of plants certainly looked exceedingly well.
Passing on to Enville the most enchanting ribbon

i ever saw was thus formed. The line was a curved
one. Back row—Delphinium Hendersoni, blue

;ttmtstemon gentianoides coccineum, red scarlet •

Calceolaria Kayi, orange; Geranium Cerise Unique'
<*rise

; Lobelia speciosa, blue ; Geranium Golden Chain,
orange variegated. The beautiful play of colour in this
arrangement was veryremarkable. The variegation of the
Oolden Cham, the flowers being taken off, the cerise of
the flowers, coral stems,and peculiarmarkiugof the foliage
of the Cerise Unique, divided as the two kinds wereW a dense line of bright blue and backed by the
Grange Calceolaria, was a combination of colour the
effect of which must be seen to be appreciated. For a
narrow ribbon no arrangement could be more effective,
nut it is not every person that can plant out Golden
Chain by the thousand, and those who cannot will find
a good substitute in small plants of the Flower of the
J>ay if the flowers are regularly taken off and the
plants are not permitted to get too tall. The Cerise
Unique in this arrangement will also look best if placed
tn the full sun, then the stems and leaves get their full
coiour, which is a matter of much importance. It
naa been suggested that Geranium Commander-in-
Chief would look better than Cerise Unique in the
preeediag arrangement, but I doubt it; there is a soft-
ness in the colour of Cerise Unique which I very much
admire, just for the reason that I consider Flower of the
J-Jay is more useful than any of the more recently intro-
duced and brighter-coloured variegated Geraniums. I
shou^ mention that the precediug ribbon was verged
*»th Grass. Here is another arrangement with a
«rassverge: Back row— Huraea elegans, brown; Salvia
patens, blue ; Calceolaria Kayi, orange ; ditto, Indian
Chief, crimson brown ; Geranium Tom Thumb, scarlet;
Jorget-me-Not, blue ; Geranium Golden Chain, orange
and green. The pleasure grounds at Enville being new
*nd supported with the greatest liberality by the noble
Proprietor, Mr. Aiton has an opportunity of carrying
out his ideas in first-rate style, and well he performs his
duty, for nothing can be more perfect than the manage-
ment of the flower beds under his direction.

Splendid, however, as was the appearance of the
nower garden at Enville, I think perhaps the groups at
^udmaston, near Bridgenorth, the residence of G.
"hitmore, Esq.,were still more beautiful. Nothing could
xceed them, and I never at any time nor in any place*w beds so perfectly sheeted with bloom. The garden is

small, very small as compared with those previously

rih?
t 'oned» Dut tne whole of the shrubbery borders werew boned, and standing as you could at one point and

rihh
"* a*mo8t t,,e w h«le °* 'ne garden, nearly a mile of

obon was presented to view, and certainly the coup
<*U was most enchanting. The Variegated Alyssum

•
** rtrY extensively used next the Grass, but in adjoin-
»g walks blue Lobelia was introduced. The fol-^ag is a very nice ribbon:—Back row—Dahlia
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Zehnda, maroon; Calceolaria Kayi, orange; Verbena
lweediana, scarlet ; Variegated, Alvssum, white
Another very nice pattern was :—Back row—Pentste-
mon gentianoides coccineum, Scarlet and White Phlox
mixed, scarlet and white ; Calceolaria Kayi, orange

;Geranium Tom Thumb, scarlet ; Lobelia ramosoides,
blue

; Alyssum, Variegated, white. The number of
bedding plants turned out at that place is very large,
and how with so small a quantity of glass Mr. Mitchell
contrives to provide them is a problem which would
trouble some of the best gardeners of the present day to
solve. He does it however, and does it well.

In gardens of strictly architectural design, plain and
variegated Hollies,plain and variegated shrubs of all kinds,
hardy Heaths, and many hardy American shrubs, offer
great facilities for the ribbon system, and I doubt not before
many years pass we shall see such ribbons planted ex-
tensively. The planter, however, of a ribbon must not
stick in his plants at equal distances and think the
ribbon will come without further trouble. No, no

!

The line of demarcation of each colour must be strictly
preserved, for if the various lines of colour are allowed
to intermix, the effect, and, in fact, intention, will be
marred at once. It is upon keeping the various lines of
colour perfectly independent of each other, touching but
not intermixing, that the whole success of the system
hinges, and those who cannot devote sufficient atten-
tion to that particular had better not attempt the plan.
I shall recur to this subject again before long. A. P. IF.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXLI.
578. Parasite (Peridcrmium, Ccratitcs, Rastelia, Gra-

phiolctj Cronartium*). These are all subgenera of JSci-
dium. Of the two last Graphiola affects Palms and
Cro.iartium species belonging to the genera Cynanckum,
Pceonia. Thcsium, Qiiercus. Both are of such slight
consequence in a practical point of view to most cul-
tivators, that they may be regarded as mere botanical
curiosities. I have seen, however, Graphiola very
troublesome in Palm-houses, impairing the beauty and
exhausting the strength of the plants, but it is not com-
mon in this country, and Cronartium is very rare, if it is

found at all. Peridcrmium, Ceratites, and ficzstelia are
of far more consequence, and deserve special notice.

579. Peridcrmium differs from jEcidium in the great
development of the peridium and the irregular mode in
which it is ruptured. According to the situation on
which it grows and the degree of nourishment which it

affords the peridium is more or less developed, some-
times acquiring a length of more than half an inch with
a proportionately increased thickness. The species are
confined to Conifers, which are sometimes distorted by
them in a very curious way. One magnificent species
was found by Dr. Thomson on Abies Smitkiana in Thibet
of which the following is a faithful representation.

very recently figured specimens, transmitted to us by
the kindness of Sir C. Lamb. The branches look
exactly like some phenogamous parasite. The fascicle
springs from a swollen knot, the leaves are no longer
distichous, but dispersed in spirals, and their form and
texture is entirely altered. They are, moreover,
deciduous, while the normal leaves are evergreen, and a
new bud is developed from the tips of the naked
branches every year, producing a tuft of leaves which
are at first yellow, but at a later period acquiring
a green tint, till the mass is at last exhausted.
Peridermium Pini is the pest of the Scotch Fir in
young plantations, and is sometimes so abundant in the
branches as well as the leaves that death speedily ensues.
No remedy for this evil has at present been suggested.

580. Ceratites is confined principally to Pomacect,
though one or two species oscillating between this and
the following sub-genus occur on plants of other families
in Ceylon. On Hawthorn, Quince, and some other
Pomacece it is often very conspicuous, attacking the fruit
sometimes as well as the leaves. It is distinguished by
the narrow strap- shaped lobes at the orifice of the
peridium.

581. Perhaps the worst of all these pests is HastcUa,
which is so common on the leaves of Pear trees, occur-
rmg sometimes in such quantities as to injure greatly
fc'ie fruitiuluess of the trees. This has many characters

• •>

in common with Cei'atites, but the laciniie instead
of being free are all connected together, so as to form a
little cage through the interstices of which the spores
escape. In both these is a second form of fruit distin-
guished by the oozing out of the spores or spermatia,
whichever they may be, in the form of little tendrils.
When a Pear tree is once attacked by this pest it seldom
escapes in future years. On the contrary the evil gene-
rally increases, spreading to every neighbouring tree,
and so propagating the desolation. The sooner it is

arrested the better. When once it is observed every
affected leaf should be carefully gathered and burnt as
soon as it is gathered. It does not appear that any
wash is of benefit, nor is it quite clear should experi-
ments be made at what precise time it should be applied.
The wiser plan is to pick the leaves as soon as the orange-
coloured thickened spots appear before the spores are
developed. M. J. B.

One of the most curious species, however, is that which
forms the clusters of branches which are known in

Germany by the name of " witches' besoms." This
very extraordinary production has lately occurred in

great abundance near Hastings, from whence we have

• From fztei around, and hi^uct the skin ; xs«ac. a horn ; RsesteJi

the name of an apothecary at Landsberg; yfttpe a style for

I

writing, and hence transferred to a painting-brush; Cronartium
s a name of doubtful origin.

Home Correspondence.
Orchard Houses.—I am glad to see, both from your

own remarks and from the letters of your correspond-
ents, that " S. B." is likely to be in the minority on the
subject of orchard houses. My own experience is de-
cidedly in their favour. About four years ago I built
one 65 feet long, and 20 broad, with a glass partition in
the centre. One end I heated with hot water and in
this I grow flowers of various kinds, a Fig tree covering
the partition and Vines trained up the rafters on one
side only, which leaves me plenty of light, and prevents
my flowers being drawn up ; these consist in succession
of Cinerarias, forced flowers, such as Rhododendrons,
Azaleas, Kalmias, Lilacs, Roses, Pinks, &c. These have
now been forced three years in succession, being allowed
to complete their growth, and form their buds in a cool
house. Next come Geraniums. These are put in their
places on the earthen beds, just as they are coming into
bloom. They then root through into the beds, and this
year remained in full beauty between three and four
months. They continue when treated in this manner to
throw up fresh trusses of bloom during the whole period,
when they are cut down and removed, and I then fill mv
house with Fuchsias, Achimenes, and Gloxinias ; and
now that these are over, I have just taken up and potted
my Chrysanthemums, struck in May, grown in an open
border, and measuring from 3 to 4 feet in height and
2 feet across. You will see from this statement that the
warm end of my house is one blaze of beauty almost all

the year round. Now for the cold end. Last year my
trees of every kind were one mass of bloom, and
ths fruit set as thick as Gooseberries. I thinned
an incredible number, and ripened 90 dozen of very
fine Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots. It would
have been better for my trees had I not taken so large

a crop. This year I had plenty of bloom, but it did
not set well. I have, however, had about '20 dozen,

and knowing how scarce wall fruit has been I am quite

satisfied. My trees are now in perfect health and full

of bearing wood for next year. The result, then, of

my experience I should say is this : as regards Peaches,
success perfect ; Grapes, do. do. ; Nectarines, not so
satisfactory, the fruit sets but does not swell freely, it

is apt to shrivel and drop off before ripe ; Apricots,

not satisfactory, trees difficult to ke^p in health, bloom
drops off ; Pears and Plums succeed as a matter of
course. Having thus given you the benefit of my ex-
perience, will you allow me to criticise your leading
article in one or two points. 1st, If you have Grapes
up the rafters of the orchard house you will so shade
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the other fruit that though you may grow it in abundance

it will have little flavour. 21, the Strawberries you say

may be changed at leant twice ; I have found that out of

door Strawberries are ripe before my first crop in the

orchard house is cleared. 3d, I fear you will raise
. -,..,*--

expectation too high when you speak of 100 Figs on the winter, giving it but a very limited supply of water.

open situation, where it was fully exposed to the sun, i of such moderate cost and easy application as to be suited

and here it soon began to recover, and with an occa- for family uses—to make bread twice a week for

sional shift, made 16 inches of a leading shoot in one

season, with side branches in proportion. It was again

late in autumn put under glass, where it was kept through

!

each of such trees as can be grown in a pot. 4th, I

very much doubt whether you could grow 18 fine

Peaches in a 13-inch pot as I have done, if you confine

the roots to the pot
;
your crop too would be far more

exposed to danger from accidental neglect, for in such

weather as we have had in July you would require a man
to be constantly watering if you had many trees. I

quite agree with you as to the desirableness of having

some means of keeping out spring fronts, or assisting

Figs to ripen in autumn. Mr. Thomson's boiler, which

I see advertised in your columns this week to heat

1000 feet of 4-inch pipe for 4Z. is, I hope, only the

first step towards obtaining a cheap hot-water ap-

paratus. An Amateur, Bentley, near Fui-nham,.

Agreeing as I do with the views of your correspondent,

the gardener at Alton, I beg to say that, like him, I

found the front border inconveniently near the glass.

This has been remedied by lowering that border about

10 inches, and cutting down the wooden partition

adjoining the path to the same level. The upper line of

board in the front wall was, according to Mr. Rivera's

plan, on hinges, but when the border was lowered, I

took out the third line of boards, and put them on

hinges likewi ? e, and think this power of extra ventila-

tion desirable in hot weather. In order to allow this

second line of ventilators to open, a little earth must

be scraped away from the front of the house outside.

I cover all the apertures with fishing nets nailed inside

the house, so as to keep out birds and deter dogs, cats,

and rabbits during the summer nights. In construc-

ting the orchard house I made an alteration which I

think an improvement on the original plan, namely,

stopping the path about 4 feet from the further

end. Thus 8 square feet of border are gained.

An ex'ra tree may stand at the back, and

a piece of board laid ou the earth in front

serves as a comfortable seat. This convenience

amply compensates for a little extra difficulty in getting

at the trees in the extreme angles of the house. In my
former communi ation I stated that my success has

been only partial. Possibly I may have erred in

diminishing the quantity of water given at the roots, as

also the syringiug, after the fruit fairly turned colour

and comuunce i ripening. Such diminution of moisture

is a general rule in gardening, but possibly unsuited to

orchard-house culture. At all events, I intend next

year to try the effect of more abundant watering ; but

the chief alteration on which I rely is a shifting of the

larger trees into 13-inch pots, and allowing them 3 feet

of space in the house—one tree had been so treated last

year, and the result has been encouraging. With
respect to the general question. That Peaches can be

grown successfully in pots, under glass, without artificial

heat, is a proposition which everyloly admits. That

where there are no walls, or where the climtte is un-

favourable, an orchard house is a most desirable luxury

may be considered as undeniable. That in originating

and bringing into general notice these useful and cheap

structures, Mr. Rivers has been a public benefactor

no one is more ready to affirm than myself. But at

the same time, not having realised in my own ex-

perience that amount of success which the perusal of

Mr. Rivera's pamphlet led me to anticipate, I ventured

to record the result of that experience in order to

moderate the expectations of others, and thus prevent

Some of your correspondents

In May this year it was again turned out of doors, giving

it a large shift. Since that time it has made wonderful

progress, and is all as regards health that could possibly

be desired. This plant is now 3 feet 3 inches in height,

for family uses—to make bread twice a week
20 people. W. £., Esher.

Hartley's Rough Plate Glass.—"W. B.," Somerley-

ton, states that he would not recommend this glass for

frames, because he cannot see through it—Query. He

would not change it for sheet glass, unless it was of the

best quality— does not that imply a doubt! Will not

that which obstructs the vision do the same with re-

gard to the rays of the sun ? How many years' ex-

aud at the commencement of this year's growth If inch

iu circumference, forming a pyramidal shaft from base

to top. I have also observed that this plant has hardly

made any perceptible progress during the day, but that
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44/ inches in circumference at the b«se of »he stem ; i
perience has * W. B." had of rough plate glass ! You

" . . _ . . ,

t^at jj wag imp0SS i u je for plants to be in better

health than those at Somerleyton were when you saw

them ; does that opinion embrace fruit trees with

regard to present crop and prospect for another year t

C. R. [Our remark applied to all that we saw.]

Shanking of Grapes.—I would attribute the cause of

your correspondent's Grapes shanking to the Vine*

being exhausted rather than to too much wet and sun

stroke. I was at one time in a large establishment in

which the Vines happened to fail in the same way as

your correspondent's ; the roots were lifted and placed

in well decomposed manure ; the next crop was most

excellent, and there was not a bunch with a bad berry in

it. I may mention that I always thought that what is

called Bhauking occurred when the Vines were show-

ing their bunches, and when they made their appear-

ance twisted round the Vine or anything they could

come in contact with, afterwards becoming useless.

This I should attribute to a cold wet border ; if 1 am
wrong, I hope some one will put me right. Jas. Stewart,

Gardener, Witchingham, Norfolk.

Vine Borders.—Noticing in your last week's Number
that you are averse to using blood in Vine borders,

will you do me the favour to inform me what you con-

sider the best suited for that purpose \ The border at

present consists of pasture loam and dung, with a

small quantity of bones, but having been recommended

to use flesh as an addition, your advice will much assist

me. Would it not be useful to the public, and be the

means of saving trouble, if gardeners advertising

through the medium of your Paper, were to state the

amount of salary they require ? There are objections, I

doubt not, but I question whether the interest of all

parties would not be enhanced thereby. [We think

so.] A. M. [Blood, flesh, and all such substances

make Vines rank, difficult to ripen, and predisposed to

mildew or any other disease.]

Potato Rot.—I had a lot of sound Potatoes put into a

cellar which contained a quantity of superphosphate of

guano. I find now that they are nearly all diseased.

Is it owing to the presence of the manure \ An Old

Reader. [There is no doubt that the presence of

ammonia in the air hastens the decay of the Potato.]

The late Mr. Otto.—Christoph Friedrich Otto, late Director of

the Royal Botanic Garden of Berlin, died September 7, 1856.

He was born December 14, 1783, and came to Berlin in 1S01.

After having stayed there tor some years as journeyman

gardener, he was appointed Sub-Curator of the Royal Botanic

Gardens through the influence of Willdenow, who appreciated

his talents and worth. In January, 1811, he married the

daughter of an officer in the War Department, by whom he had

five children, of whom a daughter and a son are still living, the

latter being the present Inspector of the Botanic Gardens in

Hamburg. Deceased was appointed to be Inspector of the

Berlin Gardens on the 14th April, 1814, afterwards received the

fourth class of the order of the Red Eagle, and was entrusted

with the guardianship of the newly established school for young

gardeners, receiving at the same time the title of Garden

Director. His activity in raising the Berlin Garden to the

high position it attained gave public evidence of his zeal and skill

He also published five or six works on botany, forest culture, on

the Cactus tribe, but has been most especially known by editing

the AUgemtine Gartenzeitung from the year 1833, in common witfc

Dr. Albert Dietrich. A genus among Umbelliferous plants was

named " Ottoa" in honour of him. Owing to some unexplained

circumstance he retired from the royal service in 1843, receiving

a pension of 120*., which is considerable according to we-

generality of German pay. Th. von Spreckelsen.

Stem.

1their disappointment.

demur to my statements, but is there any one of them
who can say that the fruitful picture drawn in the

j

it has performed its growth between 6* p.m. and 6 a.m.

pamphlet has been realized by themselves, or iu other ! I have kept a journal of its rate of progress, of which

words, that they have been able in a house 24 by 12 to
j

the accompanying scale is a representation. It will be
"" " * ' '' * — ** observed that it is increased and retarded in proportion

to the warmth of the night. John Reed, Orton Hall,

Peterborough.
Nerii Fig.—In your last week's Paper a doubt is ex-

pressed whether the Nerii be not the same as the small

grow 48 fruit trees, and to gather in one season 96
dozen of fruit, equal in quality and size to good wall

fruit \ The plain fast is, Mr. Rivers points out what a
tree under the most favourable circumstances may
possibly perform, and it is rather assumed by his

readers than asserted by him that a large number of > green Ischia. Without being able to solve the doubt

trees, many of which are placed at the back, sides, and satisfactorily, I would nevertheless observe that as the

other unfavourable situations in an orchard house, will,
j
latter is an old and well-known variety, it is very im-

on an average, be equally productive. S. B.
Wellingtonia gigantea.—l have had three seedling

probable that the late Mr. Knight should have con-

Notices of &oo*&,

Hand-Book of Zoology. By J. Van Der Hoeren.

Translated from the 2d Dutch edition by the Kev.

W. Clark, M.D. Vol 1. 8vo. Longmans ; pp. 8o...

The ink of our last week's remarks on British Entomo-

logy was hardly dry when this important volume was

put into our hands, in which we have from the pen

of a foreigner, admirably aided by a very competent
' Li ti. «f FntnmolOPlCal

plants of this tine Conifer under my care during the last

two seasons. The tirst was 4 inches in height, and was
planted out in a wood in November 1854, where it was
surrounded with underwood, which afforded it consider-

able protection during winter and spring, but in July
1855 it became diseased, owing to the confined state of

the air, and died off piecemeal until it became a mere
stump ; it was then lifted and repotted, and has now
made a healthy leading shoot. The second plant was in

sidered the Nerii a new sort, and written a paper
\

translator, a most useful epitome of Ent0
?*2f

1

p
describing the manner in which he overcame the i

science, brought down to the present day ,m vr

difficulties which impeded its successful cultivation. I
however, with other branches of

i

Natural H,^^'*V
- -- " " '

like Mr. Westwood's invaluable classification, embracing
He also observes that the second crop is worthless both

here and in Italy, which is not the case with the green

Ischia. Again, Mr. Loudon, writing as one who had
himself tasted the Nerii, remarks that it differs from all

other Figs in containing a slight acidity. Further, Mr.
Markham, in the Chronicle of April 3, 1844, says that

even in the latitude of Hewell (in Worcestershire, I

all respects similar to the first, and was at the same time presume) the Nerii is the very best Fig for the open

planted out on the lawn; here it was sheltered in some
j

wall, while it is admitted that the green Ischia will not

tha insects of the whole world.

Frofessor Van der Hoeven in this first volume treats,

physiologically and systematically, of all Jaw*

Infusoria, Polypes, Acalephs, Echinoderms, Entozoaie.

Rotatorials, Annulates, Insect?, Arachnids, Crustaceans,

Tunicates, Conchifers, and Molluscs—a prodigious eniter

prise, which none but a master would dare to venture

and which exhausts the field of ^vertebrate

d has made a leading shoot of 10 inches more probing. The Horticultural Society's * igs
j

ol organisation tne^naio^
I;"". are eiven in a true

It is now 2 feet in height, and in perfect j
unfortunately have no wall, and consequently do not

,

and so on ;
after which the,gene

£ fc
dainple

third plant was also a seedling of the same
|
fruit well ; but if they have a plant of Nerii they might

.

systematical manner, with cr.uc
We do no£

try it in their orchard house by the side of a green references to the literature»°/
™-u

J disc0urses
out

Iechia. 5. B. _
*nd ,n these pages long rambling

j

dreamy d«co
ft

this season.

health. The third plant was also a seeanng
year as those just noticed, but it was reserved for pot

culture ; it has been kept under glass during win-
ter, and has never been exposed to more than a
degree or two or frost in May 1855. It was put out of
doors and placed in a sheltered situation. Here it be-

Washing Machine.—Will any correspondent have the of which angels themselves would fail to «tr*

kindness to report his experience of the American
j

definite meaning.
Ĵ^!!l

^S™i^lvTivenwiai
ation. Here it be- I

came diseased, exactly like the plant described in your \
» numj', in cconumjr, cv^., »uv* »iou v.* «— *- » o

. , mftn
Number of the 20th ult. It was at once removed to an i Bread-kneading machine, and whether the latter also is

[
to have almost quitteacommon

kindness to report his experience oi tne American ucum« uwwug. — —
admirably given wiu»

Lion, nere ic u«- , Washing-machine (with balls), as adapted to the use of
j

the orders, sections, and
I

genera J *.

ch £eem*

described in your
\

a family, its economy, &c. ; and also of the French
,^ n̂^^ hJa on Natural History.
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Tbe author is thoroughly alive to the all-iuiporrant fact

that systematical works are not dissertations, aud that in

the former we expect to find the differences alone between

things clearly stated, descriptions being confined to

special treatises or monocracies.

The part relating to insects alone occupies 300 pages,

of which 40 consist of introductory matter, while that

of Arachnids or spiders fills 40 more. Extracts from

systematical matter being unsuited to our columns we admixture of Hollies, Mahonias, and o her evergTeen

hniit ourselves to a striking passage or two from the part shrubs ; while a little clear stream meanders through

side is composed of a series of bold pillars at intervals ,

of 6 or 7 f*-et, the remaining spaces being openings
which reveal a very remarkable Fern garden. The
basis of this Fern garden is a little rocky dell, entirely

artificial, but presenting a most natural appearance
;

the rocks being piled up as high as 10 or 12 feet in

some parts, and most beautifully clothed with Mosses
and Ferns, their outline and effect being varied by an

that introduces the Arachnids, from which the reader

will be able to see the skilful manner in which the

whole subject is handled.

«We have already said that the scorpions are

viviparous. With the egg-laying spiders, the egg,

under the changes of development, slowly loses its

that of a spider,previous form, and almost assumes

indicating all the external parts of tl

the hollow, refreshing the plants with its mois ure, and
gladdening the ear by its music, until it loses itself

beneath the corridor.

Coming so suddenly and unexpectedly on this delightful

little scene, which, with its green luxuriance of vegeta-

tion and its delicious shade and repose, offers the most
pleasing welcome after the fatigues or discomforts of a

parts ie inclosed animal. journey— especially in warm or dusty weather— the

At length the shell bursts on the thorax, and the spider,

first with the head, and afterwards with the thorax, comes

to view ; then follows the abdomen, to which however

the egg-membrane, like a scale, continues attached for a

time ; then come the feelers and feet. The young
spider, through whose integument the granules of the

yolk may be clearly distinguished, is not yet in a state

to weave a web and catch its prey ; for the spinning

organs are still concealed beneath the common integu-

ment. After the lapse of a week, or, in some species,

a longer time, during which the spider takes no food, it

casts its 6kin for the first time, and is, as it were, born

for the second time. The young spiders now quit, on

some mild day in May or June, the web in which the

mother had hidden her eggs ; ttiey allow themselves to

fall on the ground by a thread, and begin at once to

weave their nets, or in some other way, according to

the instinct of their kind, to watch for small insects

corresponding to their age and powers/'
" The power of reproduction in arachnids is com-

monly, as in the preceding class, considered to he

small. In many, however, lost feet can grow again.

Thus Geoffroy once saw a Phalangium, in which one

foot was less than the remaiuing seven, and which
probably might have grown at a later period. At all

events it is established that, in spiders, lost feet are

regenerated. In animals whose growth is limited, i. e.

which do not grow after they are capable of propaga-

ting, I think the reproductive power, in this full-grown

state, is small. In such a case are insects after their

last metamorphosis (see above, p. 276), but by no means
spiders and crustaceans." \

a The organs of sense in arachnids are limited, as far

as they are known, to those of sight and feeling.
!

A distinct organ of hearing has not yet been discovered.

The seat of taste, probably also of smell, is to be sought

for perhaps in the commencement of the intestinal

canal. For feeling the palpi, in many at least, officiate
;

in others, where, as in Scorpio and Chelifer, they are

covered with a hard skin and are shaped like shears,

they serve for seizing prey. The long feet also of

spiders and of Phalangia, and especially the thread-like

feet of the first pair in Phrynus, are peculiarly adapted

for organs of feeling. The eyes are constantly simple.

Behind the convex cornea is placed a very round lens,

which is received by a vitreous humour concave on the

anterior surface. Behind this humour lies the retina,

surrounded by a coloured pigment of the choroidea,

which at the fore part, between the lens and the

vitreous humour, forms a ring like an iris. For the

presence or absence and the number of simple eyes, we
refer to the systematic arrangement of the class.

Often, as in Scorpio, Phrynus and Telyphonus, two
simple eyes are placed close together in the middle, and
on each side two groups of smaller simple eyes towards
the margin of the cephalothorax. If this disposition be

compared with that of insects, then the middle eyes

may be likened to their simple eyes, and the two lateral

groups to their two compound eyes."

This is the language of science, and of such the whole

olume consists.

mind is well prepared for receiving subsequent agree-

able impressions ; and not even the perfume and gaiety

of the richest exotic flowers, however tastefully clus-

tered about the entrance, vestibule, or corridor, appear

calculated to convey so cheerful a greeting as this little

choice bit of wild nature, with its cool freshness and

greenness.

Nothing could be more healthy, or appear more at

rnuninder ot >he inner space being occupied^by a neat

Mosaic pattern of broad Box edging with red sand

between, and a band of wh te sand round the whole.

The design of the plot is simple and conventional, with

no attempt at elaborate monograms or intricate lines
;

and the box edgings being unusually broad, and the

spaces filled with sand so very small that it is obviously

impossible for them to be occupied with flowers, there

is an utter absence of pettiness or impropriety, so

common to works of this description. The Box is

allowed to grow up into a depresstd cone about a foot

in d araeter, thus forming a neat finish, in the centre.

And near the four corners of the Grass plot are four

golden Yews, cut into sharper cones, about 2 feet in

height. A gravel walk environs the Grass plot, and

is itself encompassed by the Yew hedge already men-
tioned, the walk being conveyed through an opening in

the latter by another flight of steps down into a smaller

circular enclosure, which is intended to contain a

gurgling fountain, and the fence arouud which is a low
wall backed by a dwarf Yew hedge.

The Yew hedge at the sides of the parterre is trimmed
so as to show piers or pilasters at regular intervals, pro-

jecting from the hedge, and rising above it 5 or G inches ;

and at the base there is a further projection, resembling

a s.'at or plinth, about 1 foot wide, and 2 feet from the

home, than the beautiful plants which line this singular
I
ground. The object of this lower projection, besides

little glen. Large masses of the stately Osmunda

Phegopteris
Ophioglossum vulgatum
Scolopencrium officmarum
Osmunda renalis

Aspidiura Oreopteris
Botrychium Lunaria.

Garden Memoranda.
Biddulph Grange, near Congleton, the Residence

op James Bateman, Esq., continued from p. 679.—The
house at Biddulph Grange is an irregular semi-Italian

structure, on the western margin of the grounds, and is

built into a bank which slopes rapidly from the east to

the west. Its greatest frontage is towards the south, on
which side the whole of the gardens lie ; and it

presents a long and picturesque facade, the offices

regalis, and the almost equally noble female Asplenium

overhang the rill, and are surrounded by the no less

elegant forms of the lowlier species and varieties.

Many other interesting plants that delight in moisture

and shade are likewise introduced, aud the pale green

of most of the foliage is finely backed and contrasted

by the dark hue of the rocks, aud the still deeper tints

of the Holly and Yew.
Nearly the whole of the British Ferns, and a few of

the hardy exotic species, are brought together, and find

their fitting position in this charming little nook. Of

the former, the following 17 species are found within

a circuit of three miles from Biddulph Grange :

—

Polypodium vulgare Pteris aquilina

Bleclinnra boreale Polypodium Dryopteris

Aspidium Filix-mas

,,
Tbelypteris

Asplenium Trichomanes

„ Ad'antum nigrum
Aspidium dilatatuni

„ aculeatum

„ fragile

Within 15 miles of the place there are also Poly-

podium calcareum, Aspidium cristatum, and Allosorus

crispus. The common Helleborus fcetidus, with its

handsome dark evergreen foliage, is found to flourish

here in excessively shaded positions, where notlfing else

appears to live ; and is therefore a valuable plant.

A distinct and different view of the Fern garden is

likewise obtained from the window of the dining-room,

which is judiciously p'aced on the north side of the

house, and to the coolness and comfort of which the

Ferns and the water must essentially contribute during

the summer season. From this point the rocks and

shrubs are so disposed as to exclude altogether the

entrance corridor, the stables, and other out-buildings,

and all the yards, &c, at the rear of the house ; a

trifling depression in the upper outline admitting a view

of the summit of a neighbouring rocky hill, the rocks

at this point being left bare to correspond better with

those of the distant hill, and both uniting together in

the most natural manner. Another slight opening be-

tween some Holly bushes on the top of the rocks just

allows a peep of the better part of the ruins of

Biddulph Hall, in which there is a curious tower with

a somewhat conical or domical cap to it To the

observant visitor, it will scarcely be needful to point

out that though the dining-room window and the entrance

corridor are so near each other, as to render it difficult

to arrange the rocks and plants so as to be seen in

different aspects and yet to equal advantage from each

of them, this has been most completely accomplished
;

the two views being quite dissimilar, and yet each

equally favourable of its kind. The scene lrom the

corridor has the little stream in front of it, with the

giving a little more character to the hedge, is partly to

conceal the defects which frequently occur towards the

bottom of hedges, and partly to ass st in getting up the

hedge quickly ; for it must be noted that the lower

part of the hedge consists of a separate set of trees,

planted on the level of the walk, while the upper por-

tion is planted on a bank, raised to about the height of

the top of the lower hedge. A large conical-shaped

mass of Yew, at the two upper corners of the parterre,

against the terrace wall, completes the outline of the

picture, and a standard Kobinia inermis, contrasting

beautifully, in its pale green feathery foliage, with the

sombre tint of the Yews, stauds on either side of the

steps below the terrace wall.

Over the parterre the eye ranges from the drawing-

room window to the site of the proposed fountain, and

beyond it to a small sheet of water many feet lower

down, and to the most open and ordinary piece of lawn

about the place. Not that this scene is at all a common-
place one ; for the water has an irregular outline, and

the masses of shrubs are well arranged, and there is a

picturesque island, and scarcely anything is seen of the

gravel walks. But this portion of the grounds is more
in the usual style than any of the other parts ; and, as

regarded from the drawing-room window, it gives the

necessary air of repose, and cultivation, and richness to

the place.

The conservatory communicates with the corridor of

the house and the terrace, but not with either of the

rooms. It has a narrow border round it, supported by

a raised kerb stone, and the centre bed also edged

with a kerb stone ; and the middle is raised still

higher by means of a similar kind of support. It is

used chiefly for tender Ferns and Camellias, not being

quite light enough for the customary kinds of flowering

plants. The upper sashes are made to slide, for venti-

lation, by means of four large weights attached to each

other by chains, and taking the form of ornamental

baskets for plants, according to a plan originated by

Mr. Fleming, of Trentham.

From the library, which has a southern aspect, too,

and the erection of which was not contemplated when
the terrace was formed, the ground descends at once to

a platform on the level of the parterre, and there are

steps from the terrace to this point, and to a walk which

starts from the house, opposite the centre of the library

w indow, and passes all round the grounds. The view

from the library window is along this walk, which has

irregular masses of shrubs, Ivy, &c., on either side ; the

union with the art-like character of the house and the

terrace being preserved by two small square beds, on

either side of the walk, just under the library window,

an Irish Yew being planted in the centre of each, and

the rest of the ground in them carpeted with Cotoneaster

, , • i •. ir • l li "'Z micronhvlla. The librarv view is thus kept distinct from
outlet beneath the corndor .tself- a crenmstance „b.eh

| ZZtekrJ™Z™L, notwithstanding that they are
would be wholly inadmissible in respect to the view

from the dining-room window, inasmuch as it would

convey the disagreeable impression of the stream

passing under or into the house. Entering the house,

and walking through a vestibule which is appropriated

as a small museum, another corridor, along the sides of

which are hung, in frames of Cherry wood, the original

drawings made for Mr. Bateman's splendid work on

being at the eastern end, and partly screened by orna-
;
Orchids, is crossed before reaching the drawing room,

mental walls. The general slope of the gardens is both
j
the window of which last, looking south, has been made

to the south and the west : the fall being considerable
j
the centre point for an entirely fresh garden scene,

including a small architectural terrace, inclosed with ain both directions, especially the latter.

The entrance to the house is on the northern side.

^ is at present incomplete, and the stables are nearly

"Pposite to it; but these are to be removed, and the
space in front of the entrance will probably be formed

characteristic stone balustrade, and having a recess at

the western end to increase the picturesqueness of its

outline, and give a new stand- point for looking at

another part of the grounds. This terrace also com-

"ito a court, and surrounded by an ornamental wall, municates with a small conservatory between the

0r» stepping into the porch, we notice a passage to the drawing-room and the library, the latter being a hand-

Bome apartment recently added to the western end of

the house. The terrace opens towards the east into a
right, which leads directly into the gardens, and is in-

tended for the use ot such visitors to the gardens a9
w«uld not pass through the house. Turning to the left,

however, the eye rests on some fine antique Roman
neads and other remains inserted in the walls, and the
visitor then immediately finds himself in a long corridor
inning north and sou'h, with the house door at the
^uth end of it. The western side of this corridor
insists of a wall, with recesses lighted from behind,
*ad having a rare Fern in each of them. The eastern

Ions walk to be described presently.

Five or six feet below the level of the terrace—itself

about 2 feet beneath the floor of the drawing room—is a

small rectangular enclosure, with hedges of common

Yew around it, and a flight of steps connecting it with

the terrace. This inclosure protects and frames a

parterre, with a broad Grass margin, in which are set

lour principal beds filled with hybrid China Roses, the

only separated by the conservatory, a length of about 7

or 8 yards ; the Yew hedges round the parterre making

the line of division.

Before leaving the house, of which it is not here pro-

posed to give any further account, a peculiarity of the

dining-room may be just noticed, as it seems to involve

a convenience and a merit. At the end in which the

recess for the side- board is placed, the recess is pro-

longed behind a screen wall, so as to constitute a

passage, communicating by a door with the kitchen

corridor, by which the servants enter and leave the

room, and "through which dinner is served. As the

house extends, moreover, in a long frontage, towards

the east, with the ground fast rising in that direction,

Mr. and Mrs. Bateman will be able to pass out of their

rooms on the upper floor into a glazed gallery, which is

to be erected and filled with plants, and which will

lead on to an upper terrace, connected at length with the

high terrace at the eastern end of the gardens. They

will thus have facilities for getting readily into the

grounds from their private apartments, without the

necessity for traversing one of the entertaining rooms,

or any of the lower p&rt of the house. E. E.

(To be continued.)

Erratum.—In the previous article on this subject, page 679,

second column, line 7 from the top, for "rookeries" read
»' rockeries."
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Miscellaneous.
Use of Plants in the Economy of Nature.—

^

That the

office of plants in the economy of the world is not s<»

much to purify the air for animals as to supply them

with nourishment, may be argued— 1st. From the

nature of the operation in which oxygen gas is liherated

by vegetables. Plants take carbonic acid, water, &c,
from the air, and decompose them, giving back to the

atmosphere a part of the oxygen, while they transform

the rest of the materials into vegetable fabric, or into

vegetable products (mostly the prepared materials of
vegetable fabric). The raw material used contain

more oxygen than the vegetable matter produced from
tliem does. The surplus oxygen has to be eliminated,

and is therefore given off in a free state, which appears
to be the essential thing here ;—the formation of
vegetable fabric, or of organic matter, by which alone
the plant can grow, form its parts, and continue to

exist ; or the evolution of the oxygen gas necessarily

separated in the process, and which has to be got rid of.

2d. From considering the kind and the degree of the
dependence of the animal creation upon these two
results cf vegetation, namely, the vegetable matter
produced and the oxygen gas liberated. Now upon
the first, as is well known, the dependence of the animal
creation is entire and absolute ; upon the second, only
remote and contingent. For vegetable matter so pro-
duced furnishes the whole food and fabric of animals.
Without it animal life could not have existed at all

;

and were its production now to be suspended, all the
herbivorous, and then th s carnivoi ous race3, wou'd perish
almost at once. On the other hand, the amount of the
dependence of "animal life upon the disengagement of
oxygen gas by plants may be estimated by supposing
t-x s ing vegetation to cease evolving free oxygen, or
(which would come to the same thing) by supposing
some n?w operation in the organic world to absorb
this element as fast as it is given to the air by plants.

How boob would the diminution of the oxygen of the
air be felt, even by the higher classes of animals ?

Making the needful calculations, M. Dumas has
answered this question by assuming that the unbalanced
action of the whole animal kingdom for a century would
not consume more than l-8000th part by weight of the
nxygen of the atmosphere, "a quantity altogether

inappreciable to the most delicate means of investigation

we possess at the present day, and which certainly would
have no influence on the life of animals ;"—that, as
respects the higher races of animals, " it would require
no less than 10,000 years before all the men on the
face of the globe could produce an effect which should be
sensible to Volta's eudiometer, even supposing vegetable
life to be extinct during the whole of this time ;"— so
vast is the original stock of this important element of
the atmosphere. Surely, then, we ought not to call

this remotely needful action upon the air the essential

office of vegetables in the economy of the world, nor
view as a subordinate or concomitant end that opera-
tion of organising matters which provides the whole
animal creation with sustenance, and the failure of which
for a single year would depopulate the earth. Nor
should we call that the essential office of vegetation,
which certainly was not essential (as the other was) to
-the existeuce of an abundant animal life before and
during the epoch of the coal formation, and which
(however propitious) has not been proved to be necessary
even to the existence of man. Of course there is no
question here of this as a function of vegetation, and
of the reciprocal action of the two kinds of organised
beings upon the air, as maintaiug the balance of its ele-
ments

; but even here it is not always considered that,
as Sir Boyle Roche once said, " the reciprocity is all on
oue side ;" that though the animal kingdom could not
exist at all without the vegetable, jet the vegetable
kingdom might very well exist and flourish without
the animal. In other words, the vegetable creation is

a provision for the animal,—immediately and continu-
al! ' * '

'

freely

but it

which

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c. — Air should still be

admitted whenever the weather is favourable,

should be regulated so as to avoid draughts,

under any circumstances are injurious. Dry weither

should likewise be taken advantage of to clean the

surface soil of pot plants, and to wash the ou4 sides of

the puts to promote free evaporation from the soil

durng damp weather
;
great attention should likewise

be bestowed in keeping the shelves, stages, and paths

free from dirt, decayed leaves, &c. These iittle atten-

tions give houses an agreeable look at a season when
flowering plants are getting scarce. Conservatory and
stove-creepers trained under the roof will require an
additional cutting in to allow more light to pass to the

plants un lerneath ; such as have done blooming may be
well thinned out at once, and the remaining shoots
tied somewhat closer together. j Hardenbergias,
Kennedyas, and other early eprng flowering creepers

should however not be disturbed at this seaso.i or it will

materially aftect their beauty in spriug. Before placing

Gloxinias, Achimenes, and similar things to rest let each
plant be labelled in order that no confusion mavarUe when

I and should be winterea in a room or shed where there isno

danger to be apprehended from frost.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Where the bottom-heat is obtained from

fermenting materials it is generally found to decline

very rapidly on the occurrence of dull cloudy weather,

and any necessary addition of tan or whatever else is

used should be made directly it is wanted, so as to

secure a steady temperature of about 85° for the roots.

In adding fresh fermenting matter at this season it will

be worth being at some trouble to have it in a rather

dry state, for when used very wet it is apt to chill the

roots at first, and when fermentation commences the

heat often becomes so strong that the plants must be

raised. Vineries.—Ripe Grapes will require to be fre-

quently looked over, cutting out any decaying berries
;

and if the bunches have not been well thinned, the

inside berries must be carefully examined in the event

of damp weather, otherwise the bunches will be very

liable to get disfigured. Avoid, if possible, having pot

plants requiring watering in houses where the fruit is

expected to hang for any time, and where any plants

must be kept under the Vines they should be watered

in the morning, using a little fire heat with air to get

tli3 atmosphere dry before night. Gentle fires will he

necessary here when the weather is damp, but use no
more than may be necessary to keep the atmosphere in

motion, for too much warmth is nearly as injurious as

damp.
FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.

In most localities the heavy rains we have lately ex-

perienced must have greatly damaged the appearance

of the more tender kinds of plants, and such as are to

be saved should be removed at once. Proceed there-

fore with potting such plants with as much dispatch as

possible, and if practicable a little artificial heat should

be applied to help them to root before winter. In

general a show of spring flowering plants is quite as

acceptable as the more gaudy occupants of the parterre

in summer, and steps should now be taken to fill up the

beds as they are cleared, for the purpose of contributing

to the enjoyment of spring. A miscellaneous mixture

of dwarf early blooming shrubs, perenuial plants and
bulbs, is most commonly planted ; but in regularly laid

out beds, as in geometric flower gardens, the disposition

of colour should be carefully considered, as there is an

abundance of spring flowering plants and bulbs to form

a rich and varied display if properly arranged and

carried out. Lawns will now require daily sweeping to

present anything like neatness ; roll constantly wherever

i he turf is hollow to keep a firm sward. Well clean

gravel walks for the winter and afterwards let them be

well rolled in order that the water may pass freely oft"

the surface. All operations of planting, relaying turf,

and border-making should be actively proceeded with.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
As a supply of salading is generally in request during

winter a stock of ^nearly full grown Lettuce and Endive

should at once be transferred to pits or frames. Where
the protection of glass can be given in irosty or wet

weather, the above should be kept in reserve for use in

very severe weather. Endive is blanched for salads

and kitchen use by various means, but a way we prefer

after being tied up when perfectly dry is to cover as

much as requires blanching at one time with leaves

procured as dry as possible, throwing a little long litter

over to prevent them from being blown about with

wind. Sow a crop of Radish in a frame for winter ;

Celery, Cardoons, and Leeks should be earthed up iu

dry ^weather ; Broccoli, Borecole, &c, may still be

hoed between, as should also winter Spinach, thinning

it out 16 inches apart.

with either sand or gravel mixed with fresh burnt lime. L>,

not employ coal ashes. If you use gravel wash it clean ; if yot
use sand sift out all the fine part. It must not be sea sand.

Coxes of Pinus Monticola: A P. It is difficult to say with
certainty what they might be worth. Your best way perhapi
would be to sell them by auction.^

Eugenia Ugni : J II II. This new evergreen shrub, of which we
subjoin a sketch, is apparently about as hardy a3 a Myrtle. I*.

has been grown successfully, we understand, against a south
wall in the Royal Gardens at Frogmore, and it is reported to

stand moderately severe winters unhurt against a north east

wall in Messrs. Yeitch's nursery at Exeter. With you how-
ever, we presume, it must be treated as a hardy greenho

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISW1CK, NEAR LONDON.
For the week ending Oct. 16. Wbr., ks obne.nen at the Horticultural Gardens.

Friday 1C

Sfttnr. 1

i

5uni)a?12
Hon. 13

Tuea. 14

Wed. IS

ThuM. 16

Aterasee .

11

IS
13

O
5

15

17

BlSOMIlBH.
Tbmfsratvh-*.

Ol tftc A>r. OttheKarr- i^yjQj

Max. Min.

30.106

Max. Min.

43

Mean \
,ooiMca

deep.
2teet|

deep.

:<o 199 62 52.5 56 56
30."<<) 29.97- 60 52 56.0 56 56
30.160 3 Mi45 64 40 5«.0 56 56
3i'.l«3 30.108 67 44 5a.» 66 56
59.' -15 S9.IW4 60 48 ,M0 5« hfi

2').f5t 29.389 61 47 54.0 57 56
30.262 S9.9SI 59 ' 43 51.0 5b.J 55i

30.064 29.89 ). 1 61.8 45.6 53.7 | 56.1 55.9

I

N.B.
N.E.
S.
s.

S.E.
S.

N.W.

.30

.12

J 2
/0

J|M

Oct. 10—Haz7; fine; cloudy; rain at niijht.

— 11—Constant heavy tain; uniform haze; alight rain.
— If—FegtJT; hazy; finp.

— 13— Dense fojr ; very line; cloudy at nigkt.
— 14 — Fousry; overcoat; fine; raiu.

— 15— Showery ftn«l rather boiatcroua; rain; clouJy.
— 16—Overcast; showery; tine at night.

Mean temperature cl the week 3 deg above the average.

RECORD OP THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK.
Duriner t no Use 30 years, for the emuing week, ending Oct, '25, 1*56.

Ifo.of
Years in
which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing; Wind*

Sunday 19;

tfon. SO
1

Tues. ll|
Wed. 28
rhurs. 23
Friday £4
Satur. 2b

I

I

S| 3, 3! :t 6 8 4

2! 3 2 3 5 6 «l 1

i— 4 1 6IS; 5 3

3 1 - 3 4 10 8 1

22 1— 8 10 » 24343454 3

The highest temperature during the above period o-curr*-<. *n the Slat,

1830-therm. 73 deg. ; and the lowest on the 21st, 1812-therm. 20 dec.

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: J K B. Hoar* on the Vine may possibly answer your

purpose.—A F. Whiting's Flower Gardening for Lad im may
perhaps furnish the kind of information you seek for.;}:—P S.

they are wauted in spring; all the above * keep much voZ™'*Jp & Your plan is riglit. If the border is 6 or 8 feet
Letter in the pots m which thev grow than anywhere else,

| Wiae and 2 feet deep it will be enough. Concrete may be made

plant. It will grow freely in good rich loam, and if kept nnder

glass it will blossom in spring and ripen its fruit early in

autumn. Small plants in pots bear well, and the fruit when

quite ripe is delicious. It is about the size of a Black Currant.J

Giant Asparagus : M G Y. It is a general belief in this country

that there is only one sort of Asparagus, and that what is

called Giant is only so becau&e of high cultivation. We never

ourselves saw a second sort, unless the green or purple heads

to be found in any Asparagus bed are to be considered so.

Guano : G II. Blue Billy is the lime that has been employed for

purifying gas. It is largely used by fraudulent guano dealers.

We cannot recommend one person rather than another. Doubt-

less you will obtain the information you seek by inquiring at

the counting house of Messrs. Gibbs & Co. in Bishopsgate

Street.

Hot-water Pipes : D, Pressly. Nothing is better than a paint

formed of lampblack, oil, and a sufficient quantity of dryers.

Names of Fruits: J 31 E G. The Fig is the White Genoa.—

Anon. 4, Althorp Crassane; 5, Glou Morceau; 10, Blanc

Perne' ; 12, appears to be Beurre Diel ; 13, Winter Nelis
;

17,

probably Josephine de Malines; 3 and 14 decayed. The

others are at present unknown.

—

C B. Hollaudbury.l

Namk8 of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kma.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us tor assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining >a t0™*"°D -

We cinuot save them the trouble of examining and
«»™J"£

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable it we could, aii we

can do is to help them-aud that most willingly. «m
now requested that in future, not more than tour p aii»

may be sent us at one time.— Cavanensis. The name you
^

nave

bought it by is quite correct.-G S B. Polygonum ^P1^^
Lindleyensia. Griselinia littoralis. A haruy evergreen snruo.

Kk

moisture, we would recommend you to try wn". euf" *"S" h
Co.'s Blight Composition has on it. It is stated by thevenfl

to kill red spider, and your case offers a good opportunity

testing its value on that point.J _, trees
Roses: G W S. Removing the blooms from your Kose i

would not be likely to injure them, provided you <»<*»".

too much of the wood off along with them. Their Btuntea

dition, we should think, must be attributed to some °"»

Skeleton Leaves : W C. Steep them for weeks in rain
i

water

in a warm place freely exposed to air; wuen ™*J
l
%J*r?/,#&

a small quantity of muriatic acid to it. A great dealjmt

is however requited in picking out with needles the pa^

the leaves that are not rotted away.; .. ^u^Hve expe-
Undeeground Flues: A B. You will find the coRective ^
rience of several correspondents on the point at p.

present year's volume .J . . . -cr»„Kan*a to be
Veruena/: J B. It is not an unusual thing for Verbenas fo

sweet scented; the light kinds are mostly more or

Misc.^i N. Mr. Van Houtte will send you hi*j^JjW-
gratisif you applv to him at Ghent. Ficus ela^

J»
»

bed
suppose be easily struck from a leaf having a ripe bud

i

att*
Jg

to it. The Berberry you must propagate 1by^/^Spiled
hardly succeed with cutting,; the other c^onlv be^ruU P ^
when it produces an offset, or by seed HowJems *W

for

raised from seed you will see in the Gardener, C*r<m ^
Sept. 20. Echmocacti are « dry «otb Plant, t"o m
demand to form a separate clas, »? """JS^^Jio li»,

%• As usual, many communications bare bee° ™~^The made,

and others are detained till thenecessajy
inquii"£««£„ thf

We must also beg the indu gence o t t^ correspond^

Insertion of whos? contributions is still delayed.
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BINN'S PATENT MANUKE AND TOP-DRESSING,
FOR PROMOTING THE RAPID GROWTH OF VEGETATION,

(ITS FERTILISING PROPERTIES 1SEING EQUAL TO THOSE OF AMY MANURE AT PRESENT KNOWN),

AND THE DESTRUCTION OF THE FLY, WIRE-WORM, AND SLUG.

x±^ . *%v* ^w^x w.v.j K/i una vajuauioiurt^tivu aim iur-jjiv£,s5ii>u are now maim
"Works, 332 and 333, "Wapping, and are enabled to supply any quantity of either at the rate of 5?. per
gly recommended for Wheat, and all other crops that follow in succession, to be used either drilled or bn
Agriculturists will find it invaluable as a Top-dressing lor Grass.

ton. This Manure is

broadcast.

T 1!? ?R2?RI^I??.S of this valuable MANURE and TOP-DRESSING are now manufacturing it at their

strou
Agriculturists will find it invaluable as a Top-dressing
Orders addressed Hall & Co., at the Works; the City Offices, 3, Leadenhall Street; or to Mr. Samuel Fowlkr, West End

Agency, 9, Pall Mall East, will be immediately executed.
The Patentees have also manufactured a CONCENTRATED MANURE for the FLOWER axd KITCHEN GARDENS,

which is sold in boxes at 3.-?. and Is. 6d. each. No. 1 Box is enough to Manure 12 rods of ground ; No. 2, 6 rods. May be had at
the Works, and of the undermentioned Agents.

Hooper & Co., Central Avenue, Covent Garden Market.

T. Brigden, Seedsman, 10, Railway Arcade, London Bridge.

P. S. Plummer, 37, Upper Thames Street ; and 54, Seed Market,
Corn Exchange.

Wood & Sons, Seedsmen, East Street, Old Kent Road.

Dawe, Cottrell, & Co., Seedsmen, 36, Moorgate Street, City.
Henry Potter, Seedsman, 65, Farringdon Street.

F. Bo.-hell, Seedsman, 86. High Street, Borough.
John Noble, Seedsman, Pond Lane, Lower Clapton.
John West. Florist, Newington Green.
William Kibble, Richmond Road, Dalston.

LAND DRAINAGE.ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c._Manufacturers and !

others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may 1V'T R " BAILEY DENTON undertakes the Drainage
obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and

i

l'-L of Estates by Contract or Commission.—For terms apply
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c, to him, 42, Parliament Street, Westminster.
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington, I

Loudon. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates oT Lime,

'

Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instruction In Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

rpHE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
-1- at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,
71. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.; Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 61— Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge. '

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

LO N D N jOTnITrE CO M P A NY
(Established 1840)

•Beg to call the attention of Agriculturists to their MANURES
FOR AUTUMN SOWING, which by a judicious blending of
Nitrogen with the mineral constituents taken from the soil bj
Cereals, produce good crops without exhausting the land.
THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY also supply genuine

Peruvian Guano direct from importers' warehouses, Sulphate of
Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Superphosphate of Lime, Blood
Manure, and every Artificial Manure of known value.

Edward Purser, Secretary.
40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London.

T>ERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
J- phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, and every
description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.

W. Isous Cabke, 10, Mark Lane. London.

I^HE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATETiTbLOOD
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Trustee*,
Abel Smith, Esq., Jun., M.P.,
Walton House, Ware, Herts.

Charles Dinisdale, Esq., Esseu-
don Place, Herts.

Edward Ball, Esq., M.P.,8, Bel-
grave Road, Pimlico.

Major-Gen. Hall, M.P„ Weston
Colville, Linton, Cambridge.

John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

Directors.
Chairman—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.

Deputy-CJiairman—John Sharp, Esq., Tower Villa, Queen's Road,
Regent's Park.

Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex.
John Clayden, Esq., Littlebuiy, Essex.
Richard Hunt, Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lexham, Norfolk.
Robert Morgan, Esq., 72, Camden Villas, Camden Town.
Thomas Nash, Esq., Great Chesterford, Essex.
James Odama, Esq., Bishop Stortford, Herts.
John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Pentonville.
George Savill, E«j.

f
Ingthorpe, near Stamford.

Bankers—Messrs. Barnett, Hoare, & Co., Lombard Street.
Solicitors—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex St., Strand.

Secretary and Chemist—James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.
Manufactory—Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

BLOOD MANURE FOR WHEAT.
The Directors of the above Company (many of whom are

•extensive agriculturists) have great pleasure in acquainting
their friends and the agricultural community, that they have
now completed their extensive Works and Machinery for the
manufacture of their Manures; and, having secured nearly the
whole of the Blood produced by the butchers of the metropolis,
end a large stock of other necessary materials of the best quality,

they are now in a position to supply their Patent Manure of the
highest quality; and, as most of the Directors and many of the
Shareholders are themselves large consumers of the Blood
Manure, their fixed determination to supply nothing but genuine
quality, cannot fail to afford a guarantee and protection to the
farmer against imposition.
The great value of Blood Manure as a fertiliser may now be

considered as a tully established fact; ever since the first intro-

duction of this valuable fertiliser, the demand has been greater
than could be conveniently supplied.
The Blood Manure is composed of bones dissolved in Sulphuric

Acid, to which is added a large quantity of pure blond, specially

prepared to suit various crops, and may either be applied by the
drill or sown broadcast.

It is a very remarkable fact, that the analysis of blood and the
Srain of Wheat are nearly identical, as proved by the most
eminent chemists; it contains all the elements which plants

j

Squire, and when properly prepared and applied, will become
the essence of vegetable as well as of animal life.

The highly fertilising properties of Blood have been commpnted
*pon by Professor Way and others, and the success of the Blood
Manure for Wheat Crops has been fully proved upon all soils, by
the practical experience of numerous agriculturists. Testimonials
from the most eminent agriculturists who have used the Manure
ttay be had from the local Agents.

Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London.
Price 71. 105. per ton, free at any Railway or Wharf in London.
directionsfar use.—From 2 to 4 cwt. per acre, according to the

condition of the soil. It may either be drilled in with the seed
©r sown broadcast; if the latter it should be well harrowed in.

The public are cautioned against spurious imitations. As
security to the purchaser every bag contains 2 cwt., and is marked
ODAMS' PATENT BLOOD MANURE," and sold only by

jgejmthorised Agents of the Compauy.

HM1E GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND 1A1-
i PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Hekry Ker Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.
1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection

of Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-
owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or

he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly

instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiRTy-ONK years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
im proved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford, Sec.

TO LANDOWNERS, THE CLERGY, SOLICITORS,
ESTATE AGENTS, SURVEYORS, ETC.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY is

incorporated by Special Act of Parliament for England,
Wales, and Scotland.—Under the Company's Acts Tenants for

Life, Trustees, Mortgagees in possession, Incumbents of Livings,

Bodies Corporate, certain Lessees, and other Landowners, are

empowered to charge the inheritance with the cost of Improve-
ments, whether the money be borrowed from the Company or
advanced by the Landowner out of his own funds.

The Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for Works
of Land Improvement, the Loans and incidental expenses being
liquidated by a rent charge for a specified term of years. I

No investigation of Title is required, and the Company being of

a strictly commercial character do not interfere with the Plans
and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the

Inclosure Commissioners.
The improvements authorised comprise Drainage, Irrigation,

Warping, Embanking, Inclosing. Clearing, Reclaiming, Planting,

Erecting and Improving Farm Houses and Buildings for Farm
purposes, Farm Roads, Jetties, Steam Engines, Water Wheels,
Tanks, Pipes, &c.
Owners in fee may effect improvements on their Estates with-

out incurring the expense and personal responsibilities incident

to Mortgages, and without regard to the amount of existing

incumbrances.
Proprietors may apply jointly for the execution of Improve-

ments mutually beneficial, such as a Common Outfall, Roads
through the District, Water Power, &c.
For further information and forms of application apply to the

Honourable William Napier, Managing Director, 2, Old Palace
Yard, Westminster.

WARNER'S~4±-inch IMPROVED LIQUID
MANURE PUMP,

with Ball Valve, fitted with

1$ inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrought iron

Straps for screwing on to

any ordinary Water-butt or

Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
505.

IJ-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,

35. 6d. per foot.

1J Gutta Percha Suction,

Is. 9d. per foot.

/ 1 0LLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CH EMISTRY,
v^ and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane. Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nksbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services,and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.
Mr. Nksbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

C A U T I O N.
CATTLE.—Purchasers of Guernsey Cattle are in-

formed that there is a duly authorised person to Brand on
the Horns of those exported from the Island an abbreviation of
the word Guernsey, the successive number in each year, and
the two last figures of the current year. By exacting this Brand
from the Agents, they will be sure of the really pure breed. Any
attempted imitation of the Brand will be strictly sued at law.
Any further information desired can be obtained from the Secre-
taries. N. Lk Beih, ) Honorary Secretaries Royal Agri-

W. P. Couu, f cultural Society of Guernsey.
Guernsey, October 18.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—The Annual Meeting and Exhibition of Stock,

Implements, and Poultry, will be held at Gloucester, on THURS-
DAY, the 27th November next. All Entries must be made on or
before 1st November. None but printed Certificates can be
received, which may be had on application to me at Cirencester.
^Cirencester, Oct. 18. Edward Trinder, Secretary^

rHE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE AND POULTRY
-L SHOW, 1856.-The EIGHTH GREAT ANNUAL EXHI-
BITION ofCATTLE, SHEEP,P1GS, DOMESTIC POULTRY,
and ROOTS, will beheld in Bingley Hall, on TUESDAY, WED-
NESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, the 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th
of December next; when PRIZES, CUPS, and GOLD and
SILVER MEDALS to the amount of 1000Z. will be awarded.

Prize Lists and Certificates of Entrv may be obtained from
the Secretary. The ENTRIES CLOSE the 1st of November next.

John Morgan, Secretary.
Offices, Bingley Hall, Birmingham.

4JMITIIFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW,
& 1856.—The Annual CHRISTMAS SHOW of FAT CATTLE,
SHEEP, and PIGS, will be held on TUESDAY, December9,
and three following days, at the Bazaar, King Street, Portman
Square, when Prizes and Medals amounting to upwards of 8001.

will be awarded. Nou-Members of the Club have the privilege

of Exhibiting on payment of an entrance fee of One Guinea to

the funds of the Club. Members exhibit free.

All entries must be made on the printed forms of Certificates,

which will be sent on application to the Hon. Secretary.

Intending Exhibitors are particularly requested to observe
that the Entries finally close on November 8, and none will be
received after that day.

Lists of the Prizes offered, with a copy of the Rules and Regu-
lations of Exhibition and all information required, will be sent
post free on application to B. T. Brandreth Girrs,
Corner of Halfmoon Street, Piccadilly, London . Hon. Sec.

SEED WHEAT FROM THE CHALK.

MR. H. RAYNBIRD, Basingstoke, can supply Tula-
vera. Chidham, Browick Red, Nursery, and other approved

kinds of Wheat, selected and prepared for seed at market prices.

Fine new Tares, Rye, Winter Oats and Barley for sowing for

spring food. Samples sent on application.

SEED WHEAT FROM BLACK LAND.—Improved
Browick Red Wheat, warranted genuine, perfectly clean and

healthy Seed, grown 100 miles north of London on a light black
soil in'l>eeping-Fen. It is the produce of a properly prepared
seed bed, from selected Seed of last year's growth, and carefully

tended throughout. References to any farmer in the district.

—

Address, Wm. Barnes, The Elms Farm, Spalding, Lincolnshire

SEED WHEAT
MR. MORTON has a few quarters of healthily

grown and perfectly ripened Seed to dispose of. It ii of

four sorts:—(1), The Whitfield Red Straw, and (2), the Fenton—
both white Wheats of good quality and great productiveness, the

latter a good deal shorter strawed than the former; (3), the

Browick; and (4), th« so-called " Tiney's Success "—both produc-

tive varieties of Red Wheat, the former yielding rather the
bulkier, though at the same time the somewhat coarser produce
of the two. They have all been grown on a light sandy soil; and
in every case it has been a Htanding crop of bright unmildewed
straw. Price 50s. per 4 bushels, including the sack.

Post-office orders to be made payable at Kingston-on-Thames
to John C. Morton, West Moulsey, Surrey.

J
IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.

R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

PATENT LIQUID-MANURE DISTRIBUTOR
or "WATER-CART, for the Distribution of Guano, &c.,

warranted not to clog up or otherwise get ont of order. It has
Waterproof Joints, and will scatter its Liquid from 12 to 15 feet

wide. It will work equally well on hilly or on level land without
any alteration. It is thoroughly adapted for Drill Crops or
Pasture Land, or for Watering Streets.—Full particulars may be

_ , HT-IKON FENCE,
j^PPly upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
Jescription of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,
<fec

-. at the Manufactory as above.
HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet ont

of ground, 5 bars 4*.9&each.
HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3
inches out of ground, 5 bars 5*. 3d. each.

i

• »*

RELOAR'S COCOA NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
TURES consist of MATTING, DO' »R MATS, MAT-

TRESSES, HASSOCKS, NETTING, BRUSHES, &c, and
ar* distinguished for superiority of workmanship combined with
moderate charges. Prize Medals awarded—London, Paris, and
New York. Catalogues cont lining Prices and all particulars

post free.—T. Tbkloak, 42, Ludgate Hill, London.

Zfit ftgrtcttltttra! (Bznttt*
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1856.

We beg to direct the attention of our readers to

" A Practical system of Farm Book-keeping—being

that recommended in Stephens' Book of the Farm,

'

just published by Blackwood & Sons. The
pamphlet explaining the methods recommended is

accompanied by the " Books " which it requires.

They are (1) Cash Book, (2) Ledger, (3) Farm
Account-book, (4) Corn Account-book, (5) Live Stock

Account-book, (6) Labour Account-book, (7) Field-

workers' Account-book.

They might, we think, have been simplified by the

Cash Book being merely an account opened in the

Ledger, by the " Labour "and the" Field-workers'

"

accounts being recorded in one book, and by the Corn

and Live Stock accounts being kept hi subsidiary me-
morandum books, not in full-sized volumes as if they

were of equal place and importance with the others.

The only really necessary books are the Farm
Account-book—a memorandum book of all transac-

tions— the Ledger, in which all those transactions

are arranged—and the Labour Book, from which

weekly transfers must be made to the general Farm
Account and Ledger. Mr. Stephens justly says

of any plan which is to command general

use and* approbation, that its principles must be " to

record only those transactions in the settlement of

which a farmer has to receive and to pay away cash,

and to avoid the recording of matters which involve

no cash transactions. To cumber his books with
recording the quantities of those products of his

farm which are never turned into cash, is to impose
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upon the farmer an unnecessary drudgery in book-

keeping. All that the farmer can desire is to have

a correct statement of his capital at the beginning

and end of every year, and of the receipts and pay-

ments of cash connected with the crop and live

stock of that year."

We thiuk that a work on Farm Accounts might

be usefully made to teach a good lesson in agricul-

ture incidentally, at the same time that it teaches a

good method of recording its results. Mr. Stephens

reaps a profit from the farm of 500 acres which he

takes in hand of 416/., employing a capital of 3000/.

—spending only 330/. in labour—Wheat selling at

36V. Id. a quarter ! Barley at 19s. 4d., and Oats,

15s. 9d. English farmers will be puzzled to know
how the work is accomplished.

premise that the supper meal for al»le-bodied inmates,

including boys and girls above 15 years of aye, is still, I

believe, the exception rather than the rule in diet, in

three of the four provinces. Last year I took what 1

then had reason to conclude to have been the average

dietary in the workhouses of the Poor-law unions (those

of Ulster excepted). It wa9 as follows :

—

Meals.

Articles.

Mr. Mechi's connection with city affairs is, we
are told, to be signalized on the forthcoming Lord

Mayor's day in a very characteristic manner. We
understand that in place of any symbolic representa-

tion of agriculture, such as has on previous occasions

attended on the men whom the citizens have
delighted to honour, we are to have the literal van-

guard of agricultural progress as part of the proces-

sion, Mr. Mechi most properly marshalling the

array : and Boydell's Locomotive is to clatter

through the streets, drawing after it reaping-

machines and threshing-machines for the astonish-

ment and edification of admiring Londoners !

It is well to repeat occasionally warnings which
we have often given. Gentlemen resident in the

back streets and slums of our large towns giving

orders for Wheat, " a quarter to be sent as a

sample," for prize sheep and pigs, &c, ought not to

need the sort of introduction which we give them
here : they ought to be sufficiently well known
without it. And yet we hear continually of their

success in victimising. Only the other day a

couple of young pigs from a prize sow at .Chelms-

ford travelled 300 miles to an order from one of

them. The animals must have been barely worth

their carriage if sold again as pork, and their original

owner no doubt thought that he needed no other

security than this. The fact that it is worth while

paying fur the carriage of such animals such a dis-

tance proves that the system of roguery here is as

complete as it is in other departments, furnished

with its receivers of stolen goods as well as with its

thieves.

The proper plan, on receipt of any doubtful order,

is to apply through a member for information from
the Trade Protection Society which every town
contains. Mr. Cottam, the Secretary of the Man-
chester Trade Protection Society, at once, on appli-

cation being made, ascertained the fate of the prize

pigs ; he could have done so before the theft as well

as afterwards if application had been made in time.

The Midland Counties Exhibition of Fat Stock,

Vegetables, and Poultry takes place in Birmingham
as usual early in December next.

We refer to it here for the purpose of calling

attention to a new feature in the scheme, which is

announced in the following paragraph :

—

"Sweepstakes for Breeders, being also Exhibitors of
Stock.—It is proposed to open a sweepstakes in all the

classes for Herefords, Short-horns, and Devons, for the

purpose of establishing a competition between the

breeders of Cattle who are also the feeders and ex-

hibitors. The subscription will be 51. each ; and
breeders who may desire to join in any of the sweep-
stakes must give notice of their intention to the

Secretary, and forward the amount of their subscriptions

not later than the 1st of November, when the entries

will close. The stock competing for the several sweep-
stakes will also compete for the ordinary prizes offered

by the Society, and will form part of the usual classes

in the Show ; and the judges will decide the sweepstakes
in each case after making the other awards in the class.

If only one entry shall be made in a class, the subscrip-

tion paid towards a sweepstakes wiil be returned to the

exhibitor; but no nomination can be withdrawn after

the entry has been received."

This mav result in a very considerable addition

to the attractions of the meeting, and we would
urge upon intending exhibitors that they should not

delay to apply to the Secretary for the requisite cer-

tificates, as the entries close on the 1st of Novem-
ber—the Show being held in the first instead of the

second week in December. This change in the

date places the Birmingham Meeting one week
earlier than that of the Smithfield Club, and we
may reasonably anticipate the show of stock will

be much larger in consequence.
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to give less than this is positive inhumanity. As meat
does not enter into the poor Irish labourer's menage at

nil, I do not venture to suggest that it should constitute

an article of diet in his poorhouse fuod excepting in the

infirmary departments
The dietary table in our union house comprehends

supper, and is as follows :

—

Able-bodied Working Males.
Breakfast.—34 oz. Oatmeal and 3£ oz. ludian meal, made into

stirabout; i pint buttermilk.

Dinner.—4 oz. Oatmeal, and 4 oz. Indian meal ; 1 pint butter-

milk.
Supper.—One-third of a pound of brown bread ; 1 pint of soup.

Able-bodied Working Females.

Breakfast— 3 oz. Oatmeal and 3 oz. Indian meal, and A pint of

buttermilk.
Dinner.—3£ oz. Oatmeal, 3\ oz. Indian meal, and 1 pint butter-

milk.
Supper.—I lb. Town bread and 1 pint of tea, at the rate of

1 oz. of tea and 4 oz. of sugar, 1 pint of sweet milk to 3J quarts

of water.

Boys and Girls above 9 and under 15 years of Age.

Breakfast—2± oz. Oatmeal and 2& oz. Indian meal, &c.
; J pint

ciriip t Til I 1 If

Dinner.—3 oz. Oatmeal and 3 oz. Indian meal, &c; 1 naggin

buttermilk; 1 ditto sweet milk.

Supper.—} lb. of brown bread ; 1$ naggin of sweet milk.

It is needless to particularise the rations for the aged

and infirm, and for children. Stirabout or porridge of

Oatmeal and Indian meal is the perpetual food for two

of the three meals. No cookery can combine these

materials with buttermilk so as to offer any variety to

the Potato. Surely I may question the judgment which

prescribes porridge of the same sort for continual diet,

when other sorts might be introduced. This dietary

being established for a union which represents one of

the best portions of the kingdom, as regards the agricul-

tural population, may be properly compared with a

dietary fixed for a corresponding class in Cumberland,

where labourers are confessedly among the best paid

and fed in Great Britain. I give the dietary table of

Longtown Workhouse, in the north border of Cumber-

land :

—

r

IRISH PAROCHIAL STATISTICS.
{Concludedfrom p. 635.;

Ln us now see how the labourer who, from necessity,
takes refuge in our union house fares, comparatively
with the JLugliahuian of the same grade. But I must

It will be seen by a glance at the supper column that

boys and girls in the adolescent state were not, I fear I

may add are not, allowed an evening meal ; when they

pass the age of 1 5, and are not infirm, the liyht and
digestible supper previously given to them is withdrawn.

I think that the general fact of extremely low feeding

to persons in health, and employed daily in the farm
work so profitably executed in many of the Irish work-
house establishments, justified me in recently expressing

these opinions : " In England boys and girls are not

classed as adults in the workhouses until they are lull

16 years of age ; in Ireland the boundary line is placed

at 15. Have physiologists discovered that Irish are

more precocious than English children ? * * I place my
objection to the refusal of any supper on the ground,

that in the adolescent state, working people especially

require as full and generous diet as circumstances will

permit. The general principle on which pauper dietaries

are framed in England is a just one ; viz., to reduce, but

in a trifling degree, the quality or amount of diet, so that

the hard working labourer supporting his family by his

unaidedindustry at home, should not have reason to com-
plain that the non-working man in the union house has
equally good, if not better food, than he himself obtains

by his self-supporting industry. But it is not true that

English labourers who have families are generally better

fed at home than in the union houses ; I believe that the

contrary is the fact ; and, even if not so, the stringent

application of the same general principle to the Irish

poor, under their different circumstances, is not consistent

with humanity. When the dietary tables were arranged
for the Irish union houses, labourers' families (fully

employed too) were literally subsisting on even a lower

scale of diet than that which was then framed for the

paupers in those asylums ; but taking into consideration

antecedent periods, when the Potato was the common
and often an abundant food, three meals a day consti-

tuted the general diet of the labourer—occasional seasons

excepted. At present, and for some time past, the

number of families limited to two meals a day is small

indeed. Therefore, taking a retrospective view of the

period antecedent to the failure of the Potato, and a
prospective one of much improvement in the physical

condition of the Irish labourer, would it not be desirable

to raise the scale of diet for those whomay be necessitated

to occupy union houses. ? (I am not pleading for such
indulgence to idle or disorderly persons, or sturdy

beggars, whom I would treat differently altogether.)

To any person who could obtain the means of living

|
out of these unpopular abodes the charitable boon of a

supper, consisting of a piece of coarse bread with a drink
of inferior milk, or a plate of Indian-meal stirabout,

would not be in itself a temptation for remaining in

what is deemed cheerless imprisonment. The poor
detest the; union house, and only go there from utter

destitution or temporary necessity."*

Subsequent experience has proved to me that I was
correct in assuming that the boon of a slight supper, in

addition to the previous allowance of two slender meals,
would not act as an inducement to any labourer for

exchanging his straw pallet under a poverty stricken

cabin for the comforts afforded in the union house. I

fervently hope that the simple supper described in the

table will not be longer wiihheld in anv union house :

* u The Agricultural Labourer viewed in his Morsl, Intellec-

tual, and Physical Conditions," by Martin Doyle. Groombridge
& Sons, London, 1655.
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The Cumberland pauper in contrast with ours is fed

sumptuously. What excellent varieties ! How many

good things "accompany the standing of Oatmeal porridge

.

There out-door relief is preferred both by guardians

and paupers—a common case in England, being cheaper

to the ratepayers and more grateful to the recipients ot

relief. The average earnings of rural labourers' families

in Cumberland are about 18s. a week all the year round

;

those of families around me cannot exceed half that

amount, though all articles of food are nearly at ffle

same price in both countries. When it is said then tnat

the Irish labourer was never so *ell off as now, I rep'

J

that his condition is bad at the best ; it is by no means

commensurate with the advancing prosperity of tne

country and of the farmer especially. It is triumphant!}

t I mar refer to page 32 of my pamphlet for the case of

;
labourers on a poor-house farm being sent without supper to^
though fully earning it. The agricultural master could not or

^
i for them a bit of bread as an inducement to industry and b«"

conduct unless they were under 15 years of age !
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reported that bis wages in the past harvest have been

exceeding!} high, but what has been the duration of

this goldeu period ? From two to three weeks. I am
only remarking on the state of the labourer in a given

district, and that a limited one ; and I know that Is. 6d.

a day, wiih ( '*eS *ias been the highest rate paid, with

breakfast and dinner, to reapers and binders, and this

only to extra hands called on for the brief harvest. I

myself have paid, indeed, 3s. a day to each of two men
for mowing corn during a single week ; but I doubt if

they were so engaged for a second week any where
;

this is a sort of skilled labour well remunerated, and

only a few practise it. Labourers regularly employed

by farmers have not received or sought any extra pay-

ments ; therefore, unless some other members of their

families worked (receiving from Is. to Is. Qd. a day for

two or three weeks) they gained no extra advantage,

nor will they be paid more than the usual low rate,

though Barley—our staple grain—is yielding to the

farmer an almost unprecedented high price, when its

remarkable yield is also estimated. What is to become
of the labourer if Indian meal should bear price corres-

pondingly high with that of Barley-meal % Potatoes, so

While these cows should be pushed on by better
food, early Turnips inny be given with advantage
with hay or cut chaff, and auy addition of meal
which may be found convenient, or this latter could
be emitted until the la^t month, when this or a
little oil-cuke will improve the animals for the butcher.

The weaning calves should now be only in the Grass
fields by day and in yards with shelter at night, when
they should be supplied with cut Turnips and chaff, or

the Carrot-tops and Swede-tops may take the place of

the Turnips ; this being supplied to them fresh, as the

roots are by this time beginning to be secured for the

winter, and for the next month the tops may be

given with advantage to the cattle for which it is

best adapted. Should this food be given to dairy

cows, a flavour is discovered in the butter, to pre-

vent which about a dessertspoonful of saltpetre to

every gallon of cream should be put in it, and placed

in a tin vessel and heated in warm water for about 20
minutes, the cream being frequently stirred during

this time ami allowed to cool very gradually.

The supply of whey for the store pigs must now be

considerably diminished, and their condition having

promising when I wrote the first page of the present been improved by running on the stubbles, they should

communication, have been seriously affected by the well now be sold, or those intended for fattening should get

known malady. In many instances one-third of the

crop is rotten ; here is a source of disappointment and
poverty to the labourers, who four or five weeks ago
had every reason to anticipate for some months a very
abundant and consequently a cheap supply of their

favourite food. Their prospects for the winter are
gloomy indeed, while the farmer rejoices in his abun-
dance and profits largely by the labour he has employed.

DIARY OF A DAIRY FARM.
OCTOBER.

Cheese making twice a day is generally given np in

this month, and two meal or half coward cheese is

usually made as long as there is a sufficient quantity of
milk to make it once every day ; the milk set up at
night should be skimmed and put into that taken from
the cows in the morning ; of course a larger portion
must be warmed to make it a proper heat and this must
be ascertained by the dairy maid's experience, as she
will be aware that it will require a greater degree of
heat than in the summer ; the proce^s of making
naturally tending to cool it at this season very diffe-

rently from when made in the warm weather. The
curd must be scalded in the manner recommended last

month. The price of butter, increasing as it does at this

season, makes it quite as profitable to take a part out of
the cheese and appropriate it to butter as to allow all to

remain in it, particularly as the milk is richer than in

the spring ; therefore it is recommended to convert
the cream from the night's milk into butter. Another
reason why making butter is more profitable than allowing
all the cream to be put into the cheese at this season
is that the cheese withal will be of inferior quality made
thus late. When the milk is so diminished as not to be
sufficient for making every day, family or skim cheese
made every alternate day is the best mode to be
adopted in making the most of the milk, all being once
skimmed except that milked the same morning, which
should be put into the cheese as it comes from the cows.
This will make a very useful cheese for family purposes
if made in thick vats as recommended last month, which
is a very great improvement upon that made in thin
vats as before described ; if the whey from this is allowed
to stand, a very small portion of cream will rise upon it,

and though but little, it is well worth taking off and
putting into the cheese, and is worth nothing for any
other purpose. The cheese now on hand must have
great attention by being frequently turned and wiped
with a woollen cloth, and dry boards be appropriated fur

put upon better food, care being taken before any of the

stock are disposed of to select the best 10 be kept for breed

should any be required to take the place of the old sows,

should it be desirable that any of these should not breed

again. The whey not needed for the old pigs kept for

stock should be saved forward for them, to provide for

the time when food is more scarce.

The young pigs of the second farrows, which 'should

be now two months old, may get a good supply of

skimmed milk, as in most dairies by this time cheese

is only made once a day, therefore the evening's milk

is frequently skimmed for butter. This milk, with a

little mixture of meal from any inferior corn, will soon

make these pigs very nice pork, and with about six or

eight weeks' feeding they should be quite fat ; it is very

desirable that porkers at this season should get their

food warm, a little scalding water poured on the

meal, and this cooled down with the skimmed
milk will make the food a proper warmth. A
warm dry bed is also essential to their well doing.

Acorns may be gathered iu and laid by as food for the

older pigs, from one or two quarts a day is a sufficient

mixture with other food for each pig. The acorns are

better for being kept a little while until they begin to

sprout, in which state they make much more whole-

some food than if given when gathered in fresh, and as

children may be generally found glad to pick up acorns

for Is. per bushel, a good deal of useful food may thus

be added to the farm produce at a very cheap rate.

last year, and also one ior an estimate of any <>ld re-

maining at the time of filling in the return. No one

could thus possibly find out any particular person's

affairs, and after a few harvests, from knowing the

number of acres of Wheat, &c, and also how much had

been grown the preceding year, a pretty accurate

opinion might be formed of "the quantity the standing

crops were likely to produce. I presume the 1 5th July

would be a good time for the returns to be filled up, and
it should then be stated how the crops on each farm

were progressing. Leisurely. [There would not be the

smallest guarantee of accuracy under this plan, for it

would be impossible to refer a single paper to the persoD

who prepared it].

The Irish Poor Law.— I have only this day seen

your Gazette of the 4th, in which u A Tenant Farmer **"

lias rather bluntly asserted that I have shown great

ignorance of England in the present day, and that my
statements are liable to do mischief not only in England

but also in Ireland. I beg leave to inform him that I left

a rural district in England only last year, after a resi-

dence there during the seven preceding years, and that

circumstances led me to have a perfect knowledge of the

details of the, Foor-law sxstem there, and in other parte

of England. If the "Tenant Farmer" will dome the

favour of reading my recent publication entitled w The
Agricultural Labourer viewed iu his Moral, Intellectual,

aud Physical Conditions,"* he will perceive that my
acquaintance with the Poor-law system and with the con-

dition of the poor is not merely superficial or theoreti-

cal, but deep and practical. 1 would refer him to the

statistic tables 4 and 21, descriptive of cases fully in-

vestigated by me. He may see also "remedial

considerations" which may not displease him. Unless

convinced, by reasoning and facts, that my assertion

that * in England the price of (rural) labour is regu-

lated by the price of bread," is erroneous, I still main-

tain its accuracy. I am familiarly acquainted with

farmers who meet together (previously to the harvest

period in particular) to regulate equitably among them-

selves the rates of labour according to the cost of food,

at least so far that the labourer shall have remunerating

and sufficient wages, even though the supply of labour

should be rather in excess of the demand. Martin Doyle.

Foreign Correspondence.
The Reaping Machine in Austria.—We have

been requested by our correspondent Baron Ward,

an Englishman settled in Austria, who has for some

years past turned his attention to agricultural pur-

suits, to send you (which we do herewith) a trans-

lated copy of articles which were published in tr~

"General Agricultural and Arboricultural Gazette

(Allgemeine Land und Forstwirtkschajtliclu Zeitung) at

Vienna, on the 6th September last, relating chiefly to-

experiments made with various reaping and mowing

the

thinking their collection beneficial, others— and of

farmers these form the larger number—injurious. Now
I believe that the reason why the idea is not liked

among farmers is, firstly, because it is considered inqui-

sitorial, and secondly, because of the trouble it would

give them ; some again think their landlords would

know too much, but this last objection I think a very

poor one. Supposing, however, that these statistics

could be collected without subjecting the farmers to any

of these monstrous ills, would not the prejudice against

them be removed? I cannot think, myself, that could

there be even an accurate table published of the quanti-

ties of corn, &c, at any time of the year, it would

encourage speculation or produce stagnation, as the case

might be, so as to be detrimental to the growers or to

the consumers. I know this is an objection against

turning it upon ; the difference in the appearance and their collection held by a number of very well informed

quality of late made cheese is very much affected by and influential farmers ; assuming, however, this opinion

Home Correspondence. . .

Agricultural Statistics.-There has been a good deal machine^ grtiidlriy rf «« constructed on jfal

written and said lately upon agricultural statistics, some

to be incorrect, let me go on to propose a method by

which their collection might be effected without any

one knowing the secrets of our business (for I am a

farmer), this forming, as mentioned above, one grand

reason for things remaining as they are. I propose,

then, that in every parish a person should be appointed

—perhaps a farmer would be best, but I conceive it

would matter little what the individual might be, perhaps

the postmaster would be as good as any—who should

have it as his office to send every occupier of land in his

parish a printed form containing columus for the number

of acres of each kind of corn and the number of each

kind of stock kept, requesting that it may be filled up on

a certain day of the month and returned to him. These

forms should have the address of the appointed person
j

printed upon them, and of course pass through the post I

free of expense, and have no signature attached to them.

There would, no doubt, for a year or so be some who

would not return them, and of course this would render

the collection very imperfect, but for this I can think of

no remedy though I should imagine it would not last

long. The forms when returned (the person who sends

them out should know how many he has distributed)

should be sent to some head office—one for each county

management, which is often not sufficiently attended to.

A cow should not remain in the dairy, as a general
rule, after she has had five or at most six calve3, always
making exceptions, according to the judgment of the
former, of cases where it may be advantageous to keep
them longer in the dairy on account of superiority of
hiood, to get as many young stock of their sort, or from
some animals showing au unusual disposition to yield
a great quantity of milk, and these last, while paying
their own way fully in cheese and butter, should be also

kept longer, to be the mothers of as many young milking
cows as prudence*may suggest can be reared from them,
which we may expect to show the like constitution as
their mother, and so in their turn prove most useful

additions to the dairy stock. It has been proved by
e*perience and experiment that the milk of cows six,

^ven, or eight years old, though it may not decrease
m quantity diminishes in richness, added to which old

cows consume a much greater quantity of food than
those younger, aud as this is so without their producing
anything like an adequate return, it is much better

management to rear a sufficient number of young
stock to come into the dairy each year to supply the
place of those which from age or the accident of other
animals not proving in calf it is desirable or necessary
should leave the dairy. These should not have been . . . t 4, tl..m"ked during the last two months as previously recom-

j
useless for any one to attempt to estimate the quantity

^nded, in order that they might gain as much flesh as I per acre before harvest ; as soon, however, as some was

Possible upon Gr. ss, this being much the most econo- threshed it would be known how the yield was, and a

*ical food on which to commence fattening old or any
j

pretty near guess might be made of the whole number
(

*•«* stock, such being very hearty feeders. They should
,
of quarters gro*n in the kingdom I believe, were this

|

now however be taken from the fields, as the Grass plan adopted, there might be also a column for the

can be more profitably given to other poor stock, number of quarters of each kmd of corn and stock sold

principle of Hussey, but altered and improved by Baron

Ward himself.

The results therein stated we conceive cannot but be

interesting to your agricultural readers. /. <t* J2.

M'Cracken, No. 7, Old Jewry, London.

Extract Abridged.

Results derivedfrom the Mtncing and Reaping Machine in Austria

France, and England.

At Baron Ward's, at Urscbendorf, on August 23d, before a

committee, a machine measuring 7 feet in width, with a cutting

surface or bottom knife of 6 feet, reaped a field of 1} ncre exactly

in 56 minntes, whereas a machine measuring only 5 feet would

require one hour and eight minutes to reap a similar field of

13 acre. These results are not any longer to bo called experi-

mental; the machines may be kept going constantly, and on the

above occasion they were set to work a day before the date quoted,

during which time it rained incessantly. Mr. Morier, Attache* to

the British Embassy; Dr. Fuchs, Professor and Secretary to the

Imperial and Royal Agricultural Society of Vienna, and other

gentlemen were present on the occasion, and the superintending

committee declared that despite the bad weather, and although

the Barley was very short in the straw, the experiment was most

satisfactory. During the 22d August, when the rain was pouring

down, four machines were set to work in the presence of his

Excellency Count Von Appony and of Count "W aldstein, both

extensive landed proprietors. Again, on the 29th August, we
went to Urschendorf, to examine and personally superintend the

operations of the machines. On arriving there we were imme-
diately joined by Baron Ward, and proceeded together ^to the

field appointed to be cut, measured a certain portion ot it, and

noted down the time precisely. That portion of the field was one

full German acre, and 5510 square feet more, making nearly

three English acres. The Oats on the declivity, or lower part ot

the field, where the ground was nearly level, stood thick and

about 3 feet high, but the Oats on the incline were much thinner,

and only from 1£ to 2 feet high. The machine of 7 fe*t width

had reaped the whole surface of the field in 47£ minutes. The
work was so satisfactorily done that neither Hcythe nor sickle

could have produced better results. From thence the machine

was taken to another field, and there b*gan to reap a triangular

surface of 4 German acres together with three other machines.

On this field the Clover among the Oats stood very thick. This

experiment was intended to show whether several machine

working in succession would answer in a sharp-pointed field.

The time here also was taken down, and we found that the work

might be done without any difficulty.

Let us now speak of the machines individually. The construc-

tion is originally that of Hussey. The knives act as an oscillating

saw ; these separate knives are fastened with screws to an iron bar

or spindle as long as the machine is wide: and these knives

when bought a dozen at a time cost very 1 ttle. The sharp edge

of every knife terminates in a point with a blunt angle ; and

the two sides of this angle again have small incisions equal

would be best-a,:d th.re compiled, and from ,he8e,h.t I^&A^%&?^£^W%g%
of the whole country might be ascertained. It would be

j War(J has made in Hussey's machine are principally as follow :—

1st, Tbe guide or sledge carrying the knife-bar or spindle is

more thaH half as tong ag\in as that of Hussey's, and is made of

cast iron. 2d, AU the bearings are provided with brass boxes.

3d, The motion of the knife-bar or spindle is equal to the distance

of'the iron cogs through which the cutting surface or bottom

knife runs, so that the point of every knife oscillates from centre to

centre within these cogs. 4th, The two side boards which enclose

• Groombridge & Sons.
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the machine have not only been extended, but have a bent shape
given to them. 5th, By means of books and eyes connecting irons

or cranks, a platform has been attached to the back part of the
machine, and this platform being made ot strong inch boards
may according to option either slide along the ground or be fixed

upon rollers, leaving sufficient space for one man to stand upon,
intended to push the cut corn to the side of the machine.
Every agriculturist knows how difficult it is to keep the driving

pole of a reaping machine constantly steady, that part of the
machine which runs among the standing corn not following up
the track is always inclined to lag behind. When working
with two horses, the shoulder of the saddled horse will suffer
very much from the pressure of the spindle or bar. When
working with four houses, however, as Baron Ward generally
does, there is first, an advantage of choosing broader or wider
machines; and secondly, the direction of the bar or spindle can
be better controlled by the horses ahead ; they can proceed con-
stantly in one sharp angle to the line of the corn, just in the
same manner as the towing horses of a barge proceed in an angle
along the towing path. For similar reasons we are brought to
the conclusion that when working with two horses one must be
put behind the other. One man rides on each of the two horses;
another standB on the machine, close to the wheelworks, with his
face turned towards the standing corn which the machine is
reaping, and with a wooden rake ia constantly moving away the
reaped corn from the cutters towards his left side. On the said
platform connected with the machine another man stands with
his back towards the corn, receiving the cut corn from the former
man, and when his rake is quite full, he discharges the l>a«l
downwards from the platform. Now, as the platform is a little
wider than the machine, the corn thus discharged falls so far
from that still standing that it can in no wise obstruct the horses
when they next come round, so that besides the two men on
horseback, and the two on the machine, no one is required on the
field. In the machine according to Ward's principle of 7 feet
wide, the platform here alluded to is 9 feet long; the side next to
the corn to be reaped is 3 feet broad, and the other side from
whence the reaped corn is thrown off is 4 feet 3 inches broad.
While thus busied at Urschendorf in verifying these great facts,

our attention was called to the extraordinary results of a new
machine in Galicia, formerly an integral part of old Poland,
now one of the Austrian dominions. Mr. Von Dulski writes:—
"1 am only discharging an agreeable duty in giving some
particulars concerning a mowing and reaping machine only re-
cently invented by Mr. Henry Arena", a gentleman of Seraberg.
The above machine has reaped 15 Austriau acres sown with
Wheat with only two horses and one man leading the horses, in
such a clear and regular manner as no human hand, however
practised in reaping, could ever have effected. The said machine
is made so as to throw off the reaped Wheat backwards at
proper and equal distances half a sheaf at a time, never missing
ot passing one single stalk ; it lays the straw cut very regularly
without injuring either the corn or the ears thereof. If the
labourers follow up the machine closely by tying up the Wheat
into sheaves the work may continue undisturbed. The machine
in question has been constantly working on my fields, and the
sttnding stubble (from 5 to 6 inches high) will prove the regu-
larity of the work and its perfection. Not to enter into any
further eulogiums of the said machine, I shall only say that I
have ordered four of them from the inventor to convince the
world of their utility and of the high opiuion I form of them.

"Ilawcze, post Mikulince, 18 Aug., 1856,
(Signed) « Edward Von Dulskt, Baronet."

Let us now compare these with the French and English
machines. The reader will perhaps still recollect that in our
number 34 of this Paper last year we gave a very full account of
the results of similar machines exhibited to authorities from all
parts of the world at the Exposition in Paris, and that the applica-
tion of the principle of M'Cormick (America) is reported to have
reaped ore " yoke ' (Austrian acre) in 48 minutes, while all other
French, English, and American principles require from one to
upwards of three hours to do the same work.
The reaping machines exhibited at Paris in 1856 were tried

on August 2d before a commission appointed for the purpose by
the French Minister. 1st. Machine ou the principle of Hussey,
but constructed and improved by Mr. W. Dray, England; it
worked very well, levelled very accurately, and finished its plot
within 1 hour and 55 minutes. 2d. Machine according to M'Cor-
nuck, but manufactured by II. Bella, Director of the Agricultural
Institute of Grignon, France; the operations were not quite so
successful, and less regular. 3d. Machine also on the principle
of M'Cormick, but constructed by Laurent, a manufacturer at
Paris, working nearly the same as that built by Mr. Bella.
The annual English show for the present rear took place at

Chelmsford, in the middle of July last. According to the
English and French reports which have reached us, eulogiums
were largely lavished on the experiments of threshing machines,
but with regard to the results of mowing and reaping machines
rot a single word was said about them.
We will, therefore, draw a line here, and only comment upon

those reports which came prior to that period from Great Britain
and we think we can boldly *ay—"Such results as we have
witnessed at Urschendorf no other machine has ever yet been
able to accomplish." In addition we may be allowed to offer
some remarks on the information which we' have obtained within
the Austrian territories regarding the very satisfactory results
of machine-reaping during this present vear in the harvest now
Closing. We have been told that Mr. Von Keyledailyreaps 10 acres
with four horses on his own estates in Gneixendorf, near Krenis,
ki Nether Austria. According to the reports of Mr. Kreutzer!
civil engineer, the M'Cormick machine has reaped 15 Hungarian
jeres every day on the estates of Count Radasdy, at Adony, in
Hungary; and 11 J Austrian acres of Wheat have been reaped in
II hours on the estates of Count Szechney, the machine being on
the M'Cormick principle, with an Archimedian screw to throw off
the corn on one side.
Now, Baron \\ ard has reaped all his ploughed land, 1300 acres,

toerely by reaping machines. Baron Ward has in his possession
trre reaping machine* of different sizes, on the principle of
Oussey

; but they have been altered and improved by him and
on his own premises. Every sort of agriculture has its own
peculiar tendency-its own features. The chief tendency of
mron Ward's establishment is to concentrate all the available
power*, strength and proportions, each according to its particular
position, and then to turn them all to a good end productive of
general advantages.
A herd of about 300 English pigs; a cross breed of English

Durhams with Tyrol cattle ; some hundreds of fowls of different
breeds; a Westnip's grinding-mill of three floors or divisions;
a bone-crnshing machine ; a saw for the largest blocks as well

wk sn,al *e8t pi^ce of wood ; a forge or smithy; a turner's
lathe and establishment for a wheelwright; a plan for fertilising
the soil by saving the manure and turning all refuse and filth to
good use; a turbine; a fixed steam-engine, &c— all these, con-
stituting the Urschendorf agricultural establishment, are grouped
together within a very small compass. Sowing, reaping, thresh-
ing, and even mowing, all there are done by the same machines.

k
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wnen fattened, are sold at 25 Austrian florins
a head, that is to say when sold by the dozen ; but when exceed-
ing that number they sell at 20 florins apiece. The cattle in-
tended to be fattened show what might be done with those
ammals

; every sort of food for them is first ground or cut up,
tnen raized with chaff and choppings, and finally hud on a steam
apparatus made for that purpose.

ani k
^°nes after having been pounded are not dressed with any

^uipnunc acid, but simply mixed with some sawdust, then
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?ku,ars evidentl 7 show that a visit to the estates of
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mU8t ** of ereat importance to everyone inclined tov**e part in the progress of agricultural improvement.
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The Journal of Ar/ricuUure, and the Transactions of the

Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland,

October 185G. Blackwood & Sons.

The current number contains papers on the sciences

applicable to agriculture, and on several branches of the

practice of agriculture. It ic perhaps less various in its

contents than on previous occasions it has been. We
extract a passage from a prize essay by Mr. J. Lockhart
Morton on agricultural drainage :

—

" The system of drainage somewhat extensively car-

ried^out on the former estate consisted for several years
prior to 1847 of shallow drains in every furrow, as

recommended by the late Mr. Smith of Deanston, who
occasionally visited and inspected the operations. At
that period my connection with the improving opera-

tions was formed, and not being then so complete a

convert to deep draining as I now am, I was only

desirous that the 27 to 30-inch drains should be made
at least 6 inches deeper. As the proprietor was strongly

in favour of shallow frequent draining, the depth could

not for some years be increased to more than 30 to

33 inches. Experience, very soon acquired, however,
demonstrated the fact, that while shallow drains did

effect at the first a great improvement on wet land,

they failed, after several years, to dry it so thoroughly
as it required to be in order to grow successfully every

description of field crop. Impressed with this convic-

tion, I obtained permission in 1848 to enter on a series

of experiments in draining very dense clays at different

depths and distances apart. The first field drained for

this purpose consisted of 16 acres of good brick-making
clay. It was in pasture, covered all over with Rushes,
and produced scarcely any other food for stock thau
blue Carex Grasses. The enclosure was laid out in

three sections, the first (No. 1) to be drained 18 feet

apart and 30 inches deep ; the second (No. 2) 27 feet,

and 3 feet 3 inches deep ; and the third (No. 3) 36 feet

asunder, and 4 feet in depth. The materials used were
2-inch circular pipes at the lower end of the drains, and
l£-inch ones at the upper ends, all laid without collars.

There were several cross main-drains, besides a principal

one at the lower end. Part of the latter was laid with
large open tiles and soles, but 4-inch circular pipes

were chiefly employed. The work was performed in the

summer season, and a double paring of good clean clay

was laid over the pipes. In filling the drains, the plough

was employed to some extent, but care was taken to

prevent the formation of voids. None of the surface

soil was filled in, but the top spading was laid over the

filling, with the red side up. The expense, irrespective

of the cost ot* layiug out the works, stood thus by the

imperial acre :—
No. 1. Deep Drains.

Cutting and filling 80 rods of 5£ yards, including main
drain, at 9d £3

Two-inch and other pipes, 1150 at 20s. per 1000 1
Extra for main drain tiles

Cartage and laying down of tiles, 2s. per 1000
Superintendence and other contingencies

3
5
2
o

4
8

Cost per acre of 4 feet drains, 36 feet apart £4 13

No. 2. Drains of Medium Depth.
Cutting and filling 105 rods, including main drains, at6a\ £2 12 6
Two-inch and other pipes, 1540, at 20* 1 10 9
Extra for main drains 5
Cartage and laying down of tiles at 25. per 1000 ... 3 2
Superintendence and contingencies 2 10

Cost per acre of 3 feet 3 inch drains, 27 feet apart... £4 11

No. 3. Shallow Drains.
Cutting and filling 115 rods, including main drains, at4d. £2 11
Two-inch and other pipes, 2290, at 20s 2 5
Extra for main drains 5
Cartage and laying down of tiles, 2?. per 1000 4
Superintendence and contingencies 3

8
9

7
1

Cost by the acre of 30 inch drains, 18 feet apart ... £5 10 1

" At the time these drains were executed wages were
low, and the work was got cheaper done than it could
be got completed for now. Looking at the dimensions
of the different sections, it will be observed that in

No. 1 the drains were too far apart for very clayey
land, and even the width'of the drains in No. 2 was too

great for the depth. The results of this experiment
may now be stated. On the land being put under Oats,

the crop proved most productive over the 18 feet

drains, next best on No. 2, and especially in the old

furrows, very inferior on No. 1. It happened to be a
damp year, and a good test was afforded in consequence.
The next crop was Turnips after a very deep cross-

ploughing. Over the deeply-drained secticn the roots
varied considerably, some being good and some bad.
Neither was the crop on No. 2 so good as could have
been wished, though better than on No. 1. The crop
over the shallow drains was the best, and the land was
firmer in wet weather than on the other divisions. An
Oat crop and then hay followed, and under both the
deep drains showed that, for a distance of about 12 feet

on either side, the laud was thoroughly dried, but farther
off than this scarcely drained at all. The whole field is

now in pasture, and the conclusion I have come to in

reference to it is this, that none of the systems are
satisfactory. The shallow drains did great good at
first, and the deep-wrought very badly ; but now, so far
as the deep ones are able to draw, they are doing
excellently well, but the others are not. Had I drained
24 feet apart and 4 feet deep, I have every reason to

think that the drainage would have been most satisfac-

tory. As it is, this is not the case. But one sometimes
learns more from failure than from success in such
operations.

"Another field of about 18 acres, which I subse-

quently drained by desire of the proprietor 30 feet
apart and 3 feet 3 inches deep, was found to be onlv
partially dried. From very careful inspection I have
repeatedly observed that the ground is only well drained
11 feet on each side of the drain. The subsoil is very
dense clay, with pieces of c

till * breaking iu at intervals

but is not one of the worst bleeding kinds of strong
land. A few notes on different fields will be sufficient

to indicate the system of drainage which has been found
most successful on this property.

" A field of 25 acres, a deep earthy soil, and strong
yellow clay subsoil. Drains, 24 feet apart in one sec-

tion, and 4 feet deep. Kesults most satisfactory.

Another section, drained at 27 feet intervals, same
depth as the other : results satisfactory, but not a great
deal to be boasted of. Another enclosure, having much
the same soil as the last drained, 22£ feet apart, and
3 feet 9 inches deep. Very satisfactory drainage secured.

Part of a very stubborn clay field drained 32 feet apart,

and 4 feet deep. Not satisfactory as to results, not
more than from 10 to 11 feet being thoroughly drained

on either side of the drains. Many other instances

might be enumerated ; but, to save space, I may simply
give a general statement of the conclusions arrived at

by observation of the different modes of drainage which
have been undertaken over the whole estate.
m 1st, Drains 30 inches deep, and from 15 to 18 feet

apart, have given favourable returns, but after six or

eight years they are not so effective as before, and
Rushes begin to come up. 2d, When the dram were
only about 3 feet 3 inches deep, and 26 to 28 feet apart,

they did a great amount of good, but at that depth

rarely dried the clays for more than 1 1 feet on each

side of the drain. 3d, In all cases, even in the strongest

clays, 4 feet drains, if not more than from 24 to 28 feet

asunder, have thoroughly stood the test of years, and
given complete satisfaction.

H Stone drains and tiles covered with stones have

failed completely on this property after eight or ten

years, and it would now be considered a waste of

money to use them.
*' In conducting some experiments to ascertain

whether deep or shallow drains would run first after

rain, I obtained very curious results, as the following

figures will show I placed a series of drains in a part

of one of the worst drawing clay fields I could select

One drain was made 4 feet deep, and the next to it in

succession only 2^ feet. Their lengths ware the same

—

namely, 90 yards, and to prevent surface-water getting

down above the tiles, the filled-in clay was most care-

fully rammed with a paving- beater. It was in dry

weather the work was performed, and the mouths being

all made to discharge separately into an open ditch,

rain was anxiously waited for. In October it came on

all at once, and it was then found that the 4-feet drains

ran a considerable time before the other ones. After

they had both been running a little, the discharge was

measured, with the following results :—
The 4-feet drain discharged 2i pints in 2i minutes.
The 2^-feet drain „ 2$ „ 8 „

c< On the following day, when the rain had abated a

little, the average discharge was found to be as under :

Deep drain discharged 2| pints in 3 minutes.
Shallow drain discharged 2£ pints in 11 minutes.

"The experiment was made in 1848, and, notwith-

standing the filling of the drains, being almost puddled,

they are still working well. For several years subsequent

to the time that has been mentioned, the deep drains

continued, after a fall of rain, to discharge a good deal

more water than the shallow ones. Of late 1 have not

had an opportunity of examining them, but have no

doubt the result continues to be the same."

Calendar of Operations.

OCTOBER.
Cheshire Farm, Oct. 14.—The great vicissitudes of weather

lately have in some measure disappointed the expectations of the

farmers as regards the crops of this county. Iu the early part of

the summer the corn crops upon well cultivated land had an

unusually promising appearance, and farmers generally were

very sanguine as to the result ; the storms, however, in July,

especially the one on the 8th, and again in the early part of

August, beat down the luxuriant crops, and as we anticipated

some time before harvest, the yield of Wheat is very deficient,

the estimate being about one bushel to the thrave; we therefore

think an average crop may be considered very doubtful ; we also

fear, from the same cause, that these remarks will apply to

Barley and Oats. Beans are not much sown, but from informa-

tion received from those who do grow them, and from our own
observations, we are led to believe the crops will prove gocd. The

bulk of the corn was secured in very fine condition by the middle

of September, but we regret to say that in consequence of the

weather becoming very wet about that time, with little or no

wind, many acres of "Wheat and Oats on the higher ground are

much sprouted and still out on the land, unless carted yesterday,

in very bad condition. Grass has been plentiful, and the make

of cheese up to the present time is a fair average. Grass on the

clay land has diminished greatly during the late wet weather,

and a considerable quantity of after Grass has been destroyed in

the meadows by the floods. Turnips and Mangel Wurzel are

tolerably good, and we have heard of some heavy crops of the

latter, as much as 40 tons per acre; but the great complaint is

that they hare run much to seed, and this is attributed by ro*n^

to the season, being sown too early—or too much forced; oeiuwj

one or other is the cause, but the want of good genuine seed. «
Mangel Wurzel or Turnips are sown too early, or are

i

too

highly manured and over forced, more especially if not noea

in time, the plants will naturally produce a large quantity

of leaves, and form a thick neck, but if they are of a genu-

ine kind they will not run to seed. Early and second early

Potatoes are nearly a failure in consequence of the disease,

which is more prevalent than for the last two or three years.

Winter Potatoes, although much less affected, have not escape^

and we fear there will yet be considerable loss in the heapjj

Store pigs are still fetching high prices, aud th^re is a gooa

demand tor store cattle. Wheat sowing, where the land wary

enough, has partially commenced, but the greater portion w si"*

too wet. W. P. .
'"

Lothiajjs axd Berwickshire—As they appeared to a trav
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by tbe Queen's train on Thursday last (Times of Friday):—" In

passing through the Lothians the appearance of the fields con-

trasted very strongly with that presented by the country through

which the Royal train passed yesterday. Here, over a run of 50

miles scarcely a sheaf of corn was to be seen outstanding, while

the crowded corn-yards afforded pleasing evidence that the

fanners had gathered in a most abundant harvest. In West
Lothian and to the north of Edinburgh little more than half the

crop has been secured, and it was very distressing to see whole

fields covered with stooks, the blackened appearance of which
showed but too clearly the damage they had sustained. The fields

around Berwick, and for 10 miles on either side of it, are not very

clear, but the Oats exposed are of good colour. Further south-

ward the aspect of the country again improves, corn-yards bulk-

ing very large, and suggesting some deficiency in the system of

cutting and gathering in the crops in those districts where they

are still exposed, and where soil, climate, and farming are equal

to the husbandry of the Lothians.' 1

West Sussex, Oct. 14.—Since we finished harvest there has

not been much to notice particularly. The weather though
sometimes rainy has on the whole been favourable for getting

the land prepared for the next Wheat crop. The leas have
ploughed up more easily than usual, and the frequent changes
from wet to dry have made them very friable, so that sowing,
which is now just begun, is done with less than the usual amount
of labour; and at present there is a prospect of its being done in

gpod time. For this part of the county it is considered early to

begin now. ^
The late Turnips, which were a failure the last two

years, promise this year to do well, and though the earlier sown
have tailed so much, yet with abundance of Grass and good hay
there has been the usual demand for stock. This is our
buying-in season, and we have had to pay the same high
prices as last year. At Appleshaw and Weyhill fairs—which
may be considered as one, the latter being a continuation of

the former—sheep began to sell rather lower than last year,
but advanced in price daily, while last year they were easier to

buy at last, but as the best are all disposed of at first the last

sold are very much the dearest. Hampbhire Down full-mouthed
ewes fetched from 385. to 425. a head for the best quality to lamb
about January ; Somerset ewes about from 485. to 565. to lamb
this month and next ; they are preferred to lamb in November,
as tbe lambs if earlier are too forward for the market, and if

later the Downs come into competition with them and reduce
their value very mnch ; we should think that a little more care
in selecting the proper time to put the ram with them would
be worth the seller's trouble. Downs are wanted as forward as
possible, and on some farms and with certain treatment they are
got much forwarder than on others. Respecting the yield of
our crops I fear it is not. to be what we expected ; we hear
complaint on every side respecting it. But it may arise
partly from our having formed too high an estimate of it. There
has been a good deal threshed by the steamers, but much of it

ought to have been left for some time longer, as it is unfit to grind
by itself, and so commands less money than it would otherwise
do. Barley is dear, and though there is a good deal inferior
mostly sprouted, still grinding sorts are also high. Fat pigs,
weighing from 18 to 28 stones of 8 lbs., are freely selling at 55.

per stone. Our market has lately been well supplied with mutton,
and the price is not so high; it is about 4>\ *>./.: it has been
upwards of 55. The young Clovers do well, but there is fear of
the slugs among the Trifolium and Rye. They are very destruc-
tive in the gardens at present, and we should think a flock of
ducks would be of good service in the fields to destroy these
depredators. G. S.

COTTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Stick*
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING. GAME NETTING, &c.

AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGEHS.

B. 8AMUEL80N,

Notices to Correspondents.
Cheap Food : A B. We should prefer^oilcake to either Oats or
Beans at present prices.

Fence: An Old Subscriber. We are not learned in the law. If
you have destroyed a fence which formerly existed, we imagine
any injury from consequent trespass must be borne by yourself.

Fungus in Pastures : WJ would be glad of information on dis-
couraging their growth. Perhaps some of our readers may be
able to relate their experience. On both old and new pastures
they abound to a pestilent degree ; even the edible Mushroom
abounds so as to be a nuisance. The general principle on
which all such plans proceed is that of encouraging the valu-
able pasture Grasses by liberal manuring and heavy stocking.

Gkass dried artificially: T F K. It is a specimen of good
hay—fragrant and nutritive.

Manure : An Experimentalist gives us the following analysis and
asks for the value per ton :

—

Water
Organic matter
Soluble phosphates
Insoluble phosphates
Sulphate of lime (gypsum)
Sulphate of magnesia (crystals) ...

Sulphate of potash ...

Sulphate of soda
Common salt

Sulphuric acid
Sand ... •

BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BANBURY,
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100.

Ammonia, equal to 10.68 per cent, of crystallised sulphate of
ammonia. It is a very valuable manure, more adapted pro-

bably to green crops than to grain, and worth at least 10Z.

a ton.
Marl: WX F. The word refers to many different things, as

you will see in Sprengel's papers on inorganic manures in the

early volumes of the Agricultural Gazette. Its efficiency de-

pends often on phosphates present in them in small quantities
rather than on the lime or other more abundant earth that
they contain. A heavy dressing of marl is often sufficient for

many years, and a re-dressing under such circumstances would
be useless. The gradual descent of any dressing, as of ashes,

marl, &c, is owing to the worm casts being taken from below
them continually. Mr. Darwin's explanation of this was
Riven some years ago in the Transactions, we think, of the
Geological Society.

Potatoes
: Inquirer. "Bushey " received the advice in question;

he did not give it but asked for it. Ifyousteam the Potatoes you
^ay trample them into a tub or corner and they will keep for
many weeks; so at least they have proved in our experience.
Perhaps this notice may obtain for you that of others.

Sale op Herefobds at Bedstone Hall, Salop ; M. The
following are the particulars of the sale in question:—Nine
jnlls and bull calves realised 892?. 10*., or about 901. each.
Perfection, by Gratitude—Purity, was purchased by Mr. P.
Triton of Lyde, for 2957.; Grateful, by Governor—Red Rose,
*as bought by Mr. Hewer for 250Z. ; Grecian, by Gratitude—
* oung Empress, passed to J. Ackers, Esq., for 105?. The cows
^d heifers, 43 in number, brought 9901. 10s. Venus, by
Venison, brought 60Z.; Empress, by Venison. 50Z. , and Curly,
Dy Conrad, 50/.; the three being bought by W. S. Powell. Esq ,

°f Hinton, near Hereford; Giantess (and calf,) by Conrad, was
Purchased bv Mr. Hewer for a similar sum ; Victoria (and
W) by Venison, passed to Mr. Baldwin for 401. Eight barren
Jjeifers realised 143*., or from 16Z. to 36Z. each; 10 steers
{""ought 318*. 10s.—Total, 2344Z. 105. Some of the prices rival

Y
noae of first-class short-horns.:

of
Vi
w

F0R Hydrants : C L.
f
having a manure tank on the top

tr-w
' ProPoses to lay down a 2-inch pipe of cast-iron to dis-

anrtk
6 lt on the GrASS Iand be^w and on the side of the hill,

an<5 v
e want8 t(> know the best kind of valve for the branches,

?«<i how far apart it is convenient to have them. What is the
>est material for the hose, and the best means of attaching it to

JJJ
branches? Guttapercha is fery liable to damage—is any

other materialless so?

WILL have pleasure in forwarding, post free,

on receipt of application, his Illustrated Priced

Catalogue of Implements.

SAMUELSON'S PATENT GARDNERS DOUBLE-
ACTION and SINGLE-ACTION TCRNIP CUT-
TERS, which have been awarded the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's Prizes eleven times at its yearly
meetings, the last being at Carlisle in 1855; the Prize

Medal at the Great Exhibition, 1851; and at nearly

all the provincial societies' meetings. BETWEEN
SIXTY AND SEVENTY THOUSAND of these

Machines have been made in, and supplied from the

above Works.

MOODY'S, PHILLIPS', GAUNTLETT'S, BUSIIE and
BARTER'S, and every other description of Patent
TURNIP GRATERS and PULPERS.

CHAFF CUTTERS. — B. Samuelson's Comes' Chaff
Cutters of all sizes, varying in price from 61. 10s. up
to Ul.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for stables and 6mall occupations,

and for exportation, 3/. and 41.

CORN BRUISING MILLS (adapted also for exporta-

tion, from 3Z. 5*. up to 11. 10*. each.

MALT MILLS of various sizes.

LINSEED CAKE BREAKERS, from 21. 6s. up to 10/.

each.

CHURNS.—Samuelson's Registered Atmospheric and
Anthony's Patent -American, manufactured solely by
B. Samuelson.

KASE'S PATENT DOUBLE-ACTION FORCE
PUMPS.

GALVANIZED IRON BARREL PUMPS, at 21. Ik.

BARLEY HUMMELLERS.
WEIGHING MACHINES, MANGLES, &c. &c. &c.

The above may be procured of all respectable Iron-
mongers and Implement Dealers in the Kingdom; or
direct from the Works, Banbury, Oxon.

MAPPINGS PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Wabranted Good by thr Makebs.

/j

TOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
*-* Cutlery Works, Sheffield ; and 67, King William Street,

London where the largest stock of Cutlery in the world is kept.

Drawings forwarded by post.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.

47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-

man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English

and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1S51 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes.
Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools,

Established 1738.

/,

i

/ / / ~J I t l I I 4^
PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.

T\,TESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
JAX Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be tbe best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free, on application and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements on receipt of eight postage stauips.

103, Newgate Street London,
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GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, CREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

band their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :
—

SHEET GLASS, Packed in Boxes containing 100 Feet.
6 by 4, and H* by 4*
7 by 5, and 7* by 5*

11

12
13
14
IS
16
19
16
18

by 9,

10,

11,

12,

12,

13,

13,

14,

24,

>i

>»

11

n
it

it

ii

ii

12
13
14

15
19
17
20
17
20

by
tt

tt

it

it

*f

if

17

9,

10,

11,

12,

12

13,

13,

14,

14,

125. I 8 by 6, and 8* by 6$
13«.

I
9 by 7, and 10 by 8

13
14
15
16

18
21
18
21

by 9,

10,

11,

12,

tt

tt

tt

„

„

14

15
16
17

by 9
„ 10

„ U
„ 12

* * -

13
13
14
1 i

• ••

• • •

• • •

135. 6d.

13s. 6d.

14

16

13

18
1

• • * * •

LARGER SIZES, not excekding 40 Inches Long.
16 oz. from 2d. to 3hd.,21 oz. from 3d. to 5d., 26 oz. from 6d. to7W.,

per foot superficial, according to size and quantity.
SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD

HOUSES, THE SAME QUALITY JLS WE SUPPLY TO MR. RlVERS, and
of various dimensions, always on hand, at 18s. per 100 feet.

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.
HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-ounce, packed in Crates

of 300 feet, 2^d. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, &\d.
Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet 34s., 38s., 40s., and

42s. per case.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS WAREHOUSE,
^ 116, Bishopsgate Street Without, London.^

LASS FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.
Good 15 oz. sheet, iu boxes of 100 feet each :

—

G
8 by 6, and under 9 by 7
9 by 7, „ 12 by 9
12 by 9, „ 14 by 10
14 by 10, and not above 2 feet

> » •

*# * •

«

• • ft

*••

ft *

• • *

2 feec, „ 3 feet • ft ft

Us. per box.
13s.

14s.

15s. 6d.
16s. 6rf. „

tt

n
tt

T. & W. Farmilqk, 12, Rochester Row, Westminster.

BRITISH SHKKT GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.—Sizes from 7 by 5 to 9 by 7 at

lis. 6ti. per 100 foot box; 9j by 74 and 10 by 8, at 12s. 6d. per
box, in 21 oz. Is. per box extra; larger sizes up to 22 by 14, 15 oz.,

at lfr . ; and 21 oz., 25s. per 100 feet. Boxes charged 2s. each,
and returnable at the same price if delivered free. Crystal
White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent
Rough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead, Oils,
Turpentine, Colours, &c—G. Faumiloe & Son, 118, St. John
Street, West Smithfield, London.

UL^dd rOK COiMStKVATOKIfc*, tTC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASb

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square foot, for the usual sizes required,many thousand feet

of which *re kept ready packed forimmediatedelivery.
Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James IIetley & CoM 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardener*' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.~ NO DRIP! NO DRIP!
KENT'S PATENT WATERPROOF GLAZED

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.
Illustrated Prices on receipt of four stamps.—Horticultural

Build ing Works, Chichester,

GREENHOUSES.
HENRY FREEMAN, Hothouse Builder and

Hot - Water Apparatus Manufacturer, Triangle,
Hackney. Established 20 Years. Good substantial built Green-
houses fixed in any part of the kingdom for cash ; 42 feet long
by 13 feet wide, 90J.; 21 feet by 13, 501.; 12£ feet by 10, 30Z.

A first-rate Conservatory 30 feet by 18, 1301.
~ A large assort-

ment kept.—Estimates for Heating, or any branch in Wood
or Iron.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

J JONES, Iron Merchant, has always a great
• variety of Cylindrical and Saddle Boilers in Stock, Hot-water

Pipes, Elbows, Tees, Syphons, Throttle-Valves, Stop-Cocks, Coil-

Pipes, and Boxes, Truiiph Pipes, Fire and Furnace Bars, Double
Doors and Frames, and Soot Doors. Drawings and prices of the
above, or estimates given for the Apparatus fixed complete, on
application to J. Jones, Iron Bridge Wharf, 6, Bankside, London,
near the Southwark Iron Bridge.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
W • (late Stephexson & Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Wanning Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above.

STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON andSONS
• 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron

Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers
and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description by
Hot Water. - Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

JS. MORKiS, Engineer, Upper Thames Street,
• London.—Apparatus supplied and erected for Warming and

Ventilating Mansions, Public Buildings, and for Heating Con-
servatories on the most approved principle. Large experience
in this branch of domestic science for many years insures cer-

tainty of success. A brief Treatise on the subject forwarded by
post.

Gas Apparatus erected with laboratory, so constructed as to be
managed by an intelligent labourer, producing the purest
IUuminating Gas. ______
HOT-WATER PIPES (Cast Iron) >t WHOLE-

SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphons, Tee-Pipes, Coil-
Pipes, and every requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and
Saddle Boilers, 50#. each. Improved Soot Doors and Furnace
Doors, Builders' Castings. Pipes, and Gutters of every description
in stock at Mr. Lywch White's, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper
Ground Street Black tri ars Bridge, London.

HOKTICU uTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referringto numbers
of the nohUttv and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged^

f^lOALS FOR HEAlING GREENHOUSES^
Vy Small Coal, sifted from the best Coals only, 10*. per ton.
Coke, 11*. per chaldron cash loaded into carts, 3s. per ton extra
delivered, within five miles of Cockerell & Co's Wharves, Eaton
Wharf, Belgrave Place, Pimlico, or Purfieet Wharf, Earl Street,
Blackfnars.—Central Office, 13, Cornhill.

p RESTS FOR GATE PIERS
Vy modelled to order.

Also a large Stock of VASES for the

same purpose and for Terraces, executed in

Artificial Stone, by

J. S E E L E Y

,

(Late Austin & Seeley),
Nos. 1 to 4, Keppel Row, New Road.

^i
j
OHN VVARlNER and SONS,

Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN

ENGINE,
With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-

commended,for

durability and
low price, viz.,

21 19^., to hold
10 gallons.

Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals., 24
gals., & 35 gals.

May be obtain-
ed of any Iron-
monger or
Plumber in
town or coun-
try, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, as also Machinery of all kinds
for raising Water from any depth to any height by Steam,
Horse, or Manual Power, Prices sent on application. Syringes
of various constructions and sizes from 9s. upwards. Metallic
String from 5d. to Is. 3d. per lb.

vv
EARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-

DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel.

ii in. short 1 ft. 7 in.

H
3

4

2i

M

11

tf

tt

tt

long 3
ditto 3
ditto 3
ditto 3

it

tt

tt

tt

3

6
6
6

79

tf

tt

tt

( Fitted for lead,

gutta percha,

or cast iron
flanged pipe,
as required. )

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application

AMERICAN STEEL DIGGING FORKS.
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES.

Wholesale Agents : William Drat & Co., Agricnltnral
Engineers, Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES * LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & LEMON BOXES X LIGHTS.

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft, 6 in.,

7 fL, 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to

100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,

|

glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and seDt to

all parts of the kingdom.—References may be had to the Nobility,
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England,

tl'IRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
*» of every description, fur the Conservatory, Garden, or otw

service.
vuer

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER B\«K ETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs
Hy • *

L "• ' '
8

Flow
Winuuw oiiiiuu nuu ouu oiiaues or an kiiicjs <>i tne best make •

Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description'
Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W. Richards, Imperial
Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess'*
Theatre.

ECONOMY IN FEEDING STOCK.

BURGESS and KEY, Agricultural Engineers,
Patentees and Manufacturers of the Royal Agricul- I

tural Society's First Prize Reaping Machine, Sole Proprietors of

Anthony's Patent American Churn, and Kase's Farm Fire
Engine and Garden Pump, Wholesale and Retail Agents for

Parkes' celebrated Steel Digging Forks, General Agents for the
sale of all kinds of Agricultural Machinery. — Warehouse
95, Newgate Street, London ; Factory, Brentwood.

Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt of 6 postage stamps.

No. 1. Single Grater £3 10
No. 2. Double ditto 5
No. 3. Dii to ditto, larger size 6

Extra lor Driving Pulley, adapted to Steam Power, 105.

BUSHE and BARTER'S Patent Root Graters are
improved very much tiiis season by A. & T. Fry, (late

Fowler & Fry) Temple Gate Implement Factory, Bristol.

They are now the cheapest, most simple, and at the same time
most effective machines for the purpose of reducing roots of all

descriptions into very small gratings or shredf. Testimonials
and directions for use may be obiained free fr<>m A. & T. Fry,

and the machines may either be obtained direct, or from any
respectable implement dealer or ironmonger in the country at

the above prices.

Also, Corne's Patent Chaff Machines, of all sizes, Improved
Oat and Bean Mills, Malt Mills, and Gardner's double and
single action Turnip Cutters, &c.

TURNER'S ROLLER MILLS, for Crushing Oats,

Barley, Linseed, Malt, &c, and Grinding Beans, are the

most effective Crushing Mills manufactured, and work with less

power than any other. The Prize of the Royal Agricultural

Society was awarded to E. R. & F. Turner for " the best Linseed

and Corn Crusher," at the Carlisle Meeting -(the last occasion

on which a Prize was offered)—and at their previous Shows at

Norwich, Gloucester, and Lincoln. Also the 1st Prize of 150

francs and Gold Medal at the Paris Universal Exhibition of

Agriculture, 1856. A great variety of these mills are manufac-

tured, adapted for farms of all sizes, larga o -aching and carry-

ing establishments, gentlemens' riding stables, breweries, Lin-

seed-oil mills, &c. .^
TURNER'S PATENT COMBINED CRUSHING AND

GRINDING MILL is highly effective for Crushing Grain,

Seeds, &c, and is also a most excellent Mealing Mill for Barley.

Chaff Cutters for horse or steam power; Oil Cake Breakers

for English and Foreign Cake; Fixed and Portable Steam

Engines; combined Threshing Machines; Saw Tables; One-

horse Carts, &c, all of a superior description, are manufactured

by E. R.& F. Turner, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich. Illustrated

Price Lists sent tree on application.

CAUTION.
Imitations of our Roller Mills, of very inferior manufacture,

being offered for sale in London and elsewhere, which, from

their resemblance in design to ours, are calculated to zmsieaa

the public: We hereby give notice, that Messrs. Burgess a-

Key, 96, Newgate Street, are our London Agents, at wnose

depot our Mills may be seen ; and also at the Agricultural^im-

plement Department of the Crystal Palace. Sydenham, btana «.
* E R. & F. TuRNKB_lps*'CD -,.

/CONCRETE FOR WALKS AND" FLOORS.--
V^ PORTLAND ROMAN AND BATH CEMENT AMJ
GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME in Sacks or Casks, byJ»!jVJ
or Canal. Reduction in price if Six Tons are taken by Kauw»j,

or a full cargo by Canal.
Greaves & Kershaw, Warwick— Oct. lb. .

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during u«j

winter months should construct their walks of PORTLA
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed t »» us

1
|—^^Jujch

gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam
f
V^,

is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one oi w *

river sand. To five parts of such equal mixrure add one orr

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state"

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick.^*£
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required wyono_

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. \ f^T^e
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action or

severest frost. It i» necessary, as water does not soak through

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides^

The same preparation makes nrs'-rate P*v.ng »r P^tion9

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM YARDS, and all other w«a

where a clean, bard bottom is a desideratum. May be i«

winter equally well as in summer.
TP.TITm. &

Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. Whit* *
Milbank Street, Westminster.
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KEIGATE SILVER SAND, 16*. per ton, less

quantities 1*. 6d. \er bushel, delivered to any London
Wharf or Railway. PEAT and LOAM, for Ferns, Heaths,
Americans, &c. Samples if required. Terms Cash. Sacks,
i$. each, or on hin».

John Kennard, Swan Place, Old Kent Road, London.

703

i
carriage

^LOLK, warranted tree from adulteration, and
delivered to any part of London (not less than one peck),

iage free. Whites, for pastry, at per bushel (56lbs.), 12s. Ad.\
fine Households, recommended for bread-making, lis 8d.; Seconds
11.*.: Wheat Meal, for Brown Bread, lis.; best coarse and fine
Scotch Oatmeal, Rice Flour, &c.
A Idress Hoksnaill & Catchpool, Bullford Mill, Witham

Essex; or Caledonian Road, Islington.—Directions for making
Bread supplied gratis. Terms cash.

TREE TRANSPLANTING BY MACHINE. LANDSCAPE
GARDENING, ORNAMENTAL PLANTING, Xc.WH. RUMBOLD will be happy to execute any of
• the above »n reasonable terras, by contract or otherwise

The Machine will be let by the week with Man. Designs and
Estimates given.— Calverly Koad^Tunbridge Wells.

pRUiMNG.—The GRECIAN PRUxNING~SA\VS
i are universally acknowledged to be the best for every

description of Pruning. They cut faster and cleaner than any
other, ani do not bend or break. Price 2s. 6d., 3s., and B*. 6d
each.—Thomas Hill, late W. Coleman, Cutler, 4, Haymarket
London.

variety
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RB '4CRIMS°N PERFECTION."
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bblu SALT, NussMTHAN, Longton, Stafford-

^J 7\!
1

,

a\Breat PIe*SQre '" u-iin recommeiuiiutr the ahovenety of Rhuharh, sent out for the first time in 1S54, feeling
indent from its superior quality and reduced price to meet wi»ha continuance of demand. It is very earlv and productive, andthe interior of the salks are of a crimson colour. See Gardeners'

Chronicle, June 11, 1853.
''Very good, an* a most beautiful crimson: compared with

others it is remarkable for the small amount of acidity it con-

TO NURSERYMEN AND CAROENERS.
'T'O BE LET, with Immediate Possession, LOCKS-A HIIOOK NLR3ERT, in the parish of Weston, in the
I pper Bristol Road, abont one mile from the Bath Market, con-
taining Four Acres of Land, well mocked with Flowers, Fruit
and Vegetablea; together with Gi-ewihouses. Pits, and Sheds of
every convenience for the trade. The Stock to I* taken at a
valuation.— i\. r p>rticulars apply to Mr. James Shackell,
M.-uke t Gardener, Tiverton, Barb.

TA C R IC ULTU K A L D~R AIM GT
'O BE LET, by Tender, on .he 25th inst., theDRAINING OF BFDWELL LODGK FARM, INsenden,

_. 33
Herts, about 200

1

acres, situate 4 miles from Hatneld. The soil

c/ * Ti .

addressed to Robert Salt, Nurseryman, Longton, I8
.

G
1.

rav
«! a"d C]*T> th« drains are to be 4 feet deep, and lain

Staffordshire or to the following agents will meet with strict
w
!\
b

jT .

Hed PiP*» of H-ineh and 2 inch bore. The Mains
attention :- Messrs. Hurst & M Mullen. See.Nmen. 6, Leadenhall

w
.

,th 3
;
,nch

.
4-inch, and 6-inch, at distnces of 12. 13, and

- - - 14 yards.— The specific* ion niav be seen at the Office ofMe-*». Davis & Vigers, Laud Agents, 3, Fredericks Place. OldJewrv, London. '

tains."—Ed.

, J
Pr

L
Ce_

:Tear
"old Plftnts

- l*-6^.each. or 61. DerlOO; Two-year
oia, zs. 6a. «--»» — •" **• —••.•

trade.
each, or 101. per 100. With usual discouut to the

"rpiFFANY," a light, cheap, and durable material
J- for Shading Conservatories and other Hot-houses, effec-

tually securing Plants from the scorching ravs of the sun, with-
out obscuring the light; alfO one of the best protectors of Fruits
from Birds and Wasps, and the Bloom of Wall Trees from Spring I

Frosts. Sold in pieces 20 yards long by 38 inches wide, at 3d.
per yard or 5s. per piece. A liberal allowance to the Trade when
not less than 10 pieces are taken. No orders will be attended
to from unknown correspondents unless accompanied by a
remittance.

John Shaw & Co. beg to inform their numerous correspondents
that their "Tiffany," for shading Conservatories, &c, may be
procured of the following Nurserymen and Seedsmen:—
London: Messrs. Charlwood & Cummins; E. G.Henderson

&Son; Hurst & M'Mullen; Minier, Nash,& Co.; Peter Lawson
& Sons

; Osborn & Son
; Rollinson & Son ; Mr. James Veitch —

A remittance from unknown correspondents.—Longton, Oct. IS.

RED LODGE NURStRY.
__,._._ Two A*D a Half Miles from Southampton.
TyiLLlAM HOtiEKS, Sen., has to offer the
'

,
Allowing in fine condition and well rooted :— Scarlet

Rhododendrons and Ponticum in large quantities. Spanish
Chesnut Oak, Larch, Spruce, and Scotch Fir, Abies Douglas!
from 1 to 6 teet, Portugal Laurels (verv fine). The trained an 1

untrained Fruit Trees are as usual good, and warranted true to
their names, including that fine Pear the Beurr^ Clairgeau, first
introduced by Advertiser 8 years since from the I ;tinent,
Handsome specimens of the new Conifers, Evergreens of all

TAMES CHARTRES and CO. have much pleasure
«-' in announcing that their superb collections of the above.
which have given such universal satisfaction for many vears' ?

n
7

l?w tn« TOOrn,n * of Sale: Catalogues nuv be had of
are now ready, and will be forwarded carriage paid to any part

L
?
ckhar

J»
Parson sTIreen Lane, Pulhain ; at the Mart; of

of the kingdom. No 1 Collection (31.) contains as follows --12 P rlnci
l
,al Seedsmen in L< ndon; and of the Auctioneers, Ameri

do.

MIS.

Manufactured for and sold, wholesale and retail, by JohnShaw
Isurseryman and Seedsman, 40, Princess Street, Manchester. '

Splendid Double and Single Hyacinths for glasses; 12 ditto,
for pots; 24 ditto, ditto, for borders; 12 splendid Narcis, varl^..
for pots

; 12 do. named Early Tulips (single and double) ; 50 do.'
mixed late Tulips for borders; 12 do. D.nible Jonquils; 24 do.
named English Ins; 24 do. named Spanish Iris; A lb. mixed
Pouble Anemones; 1

"

m"
M
12

Sales ton ^urttoTu

M
BULBS, ROSES, Xc.

R. IIASLA.M will Sell bv Auction the above, at
the Mart, on WEDNESDAY, October In, and FRIDAY

SSr^fJLf^ 1
Rnd ov,rv s,lcr, " ,in R WEDNESDAY andt_KIjM\ till DecemlierS.—Epping, Oct. 18.

LOCKHART'S ANNUAL SALE OF BULBS AND
FLOWER ROOTS.

To Nnm.F.MKx, Gknli.emkx, NoRSKRvsiPy, axp Others.
MESSRS. PROTHKKOE and MORHIS trill Sell
* * hy Auction, at the Mart Bartholomew Lnne, on MONDVYfW^--oo .,•.,,,,_.. ,._ ._, ...... . .

Yan^m
LOWER

all the
early

a . f ,. , xt- . _ . , also 4000Mr Charles Napier Ranunculus, the finest wiety yet raised,
the whole of which are warranted true to nunc and description.—

Mr.
the

x. _ _ , .American
ISursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

CROYDON.
SECOND PORTION OF THE STOCK.

A/fESSRS. PROTHEKOE and MORRIS are in-
!

i-?l structed by the Proprietor to submit to pub ic competition

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE RAYS OF THE SUN.
"FR1GI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricul rural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Archrr, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-
men throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats
as a covering."

pARSON'S ORIGINAL AM'I-CORROSION^ PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other
Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal
Dock Companies, most public bodies, and by the Nobility,
Gentry, and Clergy, for out-door work at their country seats.
The A uti-Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most
durable out-door Paint ever invented for the preservation of
«very description of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement,
*c., work, as has been proved by the practical test of upwards ofw years, and by the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials

"J
its favour, and which, from the rank and station in society of

those who have given them, have never yet been equalled by
anything of the kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of Colours, Prices, together with a Copy of the Testi-
monials, will be sent on application to Walter Carson* & Sox,
£}°- 9, Great Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal
Lxchange, London. No Agents. All orders are particularly
requested to be sent direct. ^_^^ACHROMATIC MICROSCOPES.
QMITH and BECK, Manufacturing Opticians,

2f
6

'
Coleman Street, London, have received the Council Medal of

the Great Exhibition of 1851, and the First Class Prize Medal of
the Paris Exhibition of 1855, "for the excellence of their Micro-
scopes." An illustrated Pamphlet of the 10L Educational Micro-
scope (see leading article in Gardeners' Chronicle, Nov. 24, 1S55),
sent by post on receipt of six postage stamps.
.
A GeneralCatalogue for March 1856 may he had on application

V)
~ O YOU TAKE

*-f PARR'S LIFE PILLS?
Upon the answer to that question depends much that can

render life safe and agreeable.
It being now an admitted and incontestable fact, that they help

*o make men vigorous and hearty, and promote longevity.
Considering the virtues and almost universal application of

this remedy, it is really doing a service to any friend to ask if he
takes them, because the few who do not, really do themselves an
^justice. •.• Ask for PARR'S LIFE PILLS.

'-old by all respectable Chemists and Medicine Vendors in
town and countrv, and by the following appointed Agents:

—

J-
Edwards, 67, St. Paul's Churchyard.

Barclay & Sons, 95, Farringdon Street.
«otto>* & Co., 10, Bow Churchyard.
«an\vay & Co., 63, and Sanger, 150, Oxford Street, London.
in boxes, price Is. Ud., 2*.9c*. ; and in family packets, Us. each.

AZALEA INOlCA " CEM "

J
IVERY and SON be* to inform the public

*J • that good established plants of this fine variety are
now ready for delivery at 21 s. each; a few extra sized
blooming plants at 42s. each. The subscribers feel it unne-
cessary to say anything further of its fine properties than that
it has received the highest awards giver, to seedlings both
at the Royal Botanic and National Flnnciilttiral Societies. The
undermentioned Nurserymen have already kindly ordered it
from whom plants may be. had :—

'

Barnes, Mr. Wm, Camberwell Henderson, E. G. II., Welling-

Catalogues had on the premises; of the principal Seedsmen in
London; and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leyton-
stone, Essex.

MILE END NURSERY.

Bass& Brown, Messrs.,Sudbury
Cole, Mr. Wm. Withington,

Manchester
Cutbush, Win. & Son. Highgate
Cutbush, Mr. Wm., Barnet
Davies, Mr. Thos., Waivertree
Epps, Mr. W. J„ Maidston«
Fisher, Holmes. & Co., Sheffield
Eraser, J. and J., Leytonstone
Gaines, Mr. Thos., Battersea
Garraway, Mayes & Co., Bristol
Glendinning, Mr. R., Turnham
Green

Godwin, Mr. T., Sheffield
Griffin, Mr. J., Bath [Place
Henderson, A. H., Pine-apDle

ton Road
I very, Mr. Wm., Rye Lane,
Peekham

Jackson, T.& Son, Kingston
Lee, J. II., Hammersmith
Low, Hugh, & Co.. Clapton
Parker, Mr. R., Homsey Road
Rollisson,W. & Sons, Tooting
Turner, Mr. Chas., Slough
Veitch, Mr. Jas., Jun., Chelsea
Verschaffelt, Mr. A., Belgium
Wheeler, Mr. ii., Warminster
Wood, Wm. & Son, Maresfield

Wood & Ingram, Messrs.
Huntingdon.

e

8

Prot

A descriptive Catalogue of all the newest and best varieties of
Hie Azaleas may be had in exchange for one postage stamp.
The usual allowance to the trade.—Dorking. October 18.

T SMITH, Sen., begs to inform his friends and th
•-* • public that the PARTNERSHIP heretofore subsistin-
between himself and his Sons under the Firm of "Joseph
Smith & Sons" has been DISSOLVED by mutual consent; and
that he will receive and pay all debts 'due to and from the
Copartnership, and carry on the business of a Nurseryman at
Tansley, upon the premises occupied by the late Firm.

Tansley Nurseries^ October 18.

nnO GARDENERS, NURSERYMEN, &c—The
-L Advertiser resides at Lower Norwood, and has a Garden of
nearly an acre in extent, two-thirds ot which is Lawn and
Flower Beds, and the remainder Kitchen Garden; there is also
a small Greenhouse. He is desirous ofcontracting with responsible
and fully qualified persons to keep the entire in order, and well

|

supplied with Crops and Plants of the best descriptions, Gravel
for Walks, &c. Fuel for the Greenhouse supplied by Advertiser

;

it is heated by hot water.—Address, stating terms, to Mr.
Rayner, 259, Borough,

ASTOU NOINC REMEDY.
OATS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALS,AV how to paralyse, and render them immoveable on the spot,
though there be hundreds, so that they may be gathered with a
shovel and finally drowned. The effect warranted, and the cost
to paralyse 50 will be 3Jd. Materials can be bought In every
town and village. The above astounding remedy sent post free
for eight post stamps to any address by Fisher & Sox, Publishers,
Kingsland, London. Established 1847. Two Hundred testimonials

menfcl
ed and ^mranteed in every country by the English Govern- sent first if desired—N.B. This remedv surpassing all conception"t scamp, which is affixed to each box of the genuine medicine, is exclusively Russian.

*

POR BED SORES, &c—WATER CUSHIONS,
* axd Water MATTRESSES for Invalids. Inventor and
manufacturer, HOOPER, London. For the prevention of Bed

tak
'
anc* ôr aff(>|,ding relief where Sloughing has actually

Tm*
e
? P*ace - Also for Wounds, Abscesses, Fractures, Diseased

Can '
p

.

aral ystaf Spinal Affections. Fevers, Extreme Age,

per. Pall M all East; and Grosvenor Street, London.

POULTRY WANTED.
/COCHIN CHINA PULLETS of this Year, pure
Vy bred; Brahma Pootra ditto, ditto; Aylesbury Ducks: pure
Black Turkeys, large size. The above are wanted for a change
of strain. Must be gond, but moderate in price. Parties having
such to dispose of may hear of a pnrchaser by writing to state
particulars and price to Alpha, Gardeners' Chronicle Office.

TO BE LET, a delightful RESIDENCE, within
-1 5 miles west of Norwich and 2 miles of a railway station.
The House, which is built as a Cottage Orne$, consists of

Entrance Hall, Study, Dining Room (22 feet by 17), Drawing
Room, seven Sleeping Rooms, and two Dressing Rooms, Kitchen,
Scullery, Servants' Hall, &c. &c. In front of the house is a
beautiful Pleasure Garden, and Meadow or Lawn, with a verv

JjOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT AND PILLS.—
SRfXT

F-xTRAORDrNARY CURE OF A DISEASE OF THE
Iiedf J?E 19 YEARS' STANDING.-Edgar Martin, of Luton,
^ordshire, suffered for 19 years with a friifhtfal disease of the

,
_ ^ , „. _«, „..„ * , c

buti^ *ll 7 bein£ covered with painful eruptions of a scor- productive Kitchen Garden at the back containing altogeth

di£L -
nre

' He hAd a variety of professional advice, but the • ~"
&

comm
1

?crea8ed ; he c*>uld bear it no longer, and was then re-

did am? • -

t0 Use HoLLOWAY, s Ointment and Pills, which he

his' Ha*
m nine weeks wa* completely restored to health, leaving

through^
Wlthout a blemish.—Sold by all Medicine vendors

244 S°U
i
the world

;
at 'Professor Holloways Establishments,

StavpT p '
Lo"d^n, and 80, Maiden Lane, New York; by A.

^Constantinople
; A.Guidicy, Smyrna; & E. MuiR, Malta.

er
about 6i acres.

Contiguous to the house is a capital Four-stalled Stable, two
large Loose Boxes, two Coach-houses with men servants' sleeping
rooms over, Harness-room, Hay-loft, and all other usual con-
veniences, and the water is excellent-

Note.—Near the above is a Lake of 3 acres, upon which the
tenant will have permission to keep a boat.

For terms apply to E. Feeestoxe, Solicitor, Norwich.

Road, Middlesex, on THURSDAY,' October 23d,"at 11 'for 12
n Clock precisely, in consequence of the number of lots, theNURSERY STOCK, consisting of Brergmm, Deciduous
Shrubs, and Ornamental Tiee«; also above 10.000 choice
Greenhouse Plants established in pots, the surplus stock of a
celebrated grower, including 3000 Devonlensis, Fabvier, Fairy
and other leading varieties <>f Roses; 6000 Brilliant, Flower of
the Day, Dandy, and Ivy-l^ved (.oraniums; 3<JO0 Deutzia
gracilis, Jasminum nudifiorum, Veronica Hnndersonia, Helio-
tropes. Primula fimbriata, Cyclamen peraieum, Hvdr.ingeas
Verbena triphilla, Ac—May he viewed the morning of Sale!
Catalogues on the premisMs; of the princi pal Bt-ednroen j and
of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, LeytOMUme, Ilssex.

Extraordinary Sjllvov a Valuable Collection <>f 70 Marine
and Fresh Water Aquaria, iieino the Largest Collec-
tion in London,

]i/|ESSRS. PROTIIEROE and MORRIS have
•L *• been favoured with instructions from the Proprietor to
offer to public competition the above very valuable collection.
Every Tank is stocked with the rarest specimens of Marine and
Fresh Water Zoology. Th« Marine include very scarce speci-
mens of Diamhus, Parasitica, Hellls, f^miuacea. Actinia, Ser-
pula, Madrepores, &c. The Fresh Wafer are also stocked with
elegant Rock Work, Aquatic Plants, and the choices' selection
of Fish, &c; many of these Tanks being ot White Marble and
fitted with Ferneries. The whole collection will be on view onTHURSDAY, October 23, and the morning of the day of Sale,
FRIDAY, October 24.— Catalogues may be had of all the prin-
cipal Seedsmen in London; at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers
Americin Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

'

N.B. The Proprietor undertakes, at his own risk, to deliver
each Lot as it appears on the day of Sale, on terms which will be
announced in the Catalogues.
~"

RIVERHEAO. KtlMT.
Important Sale of Nursery Stock, several newly-erected
Greenhouses, Pits, Frames, Hot-water Pipe, Boilers,
quantity of Bricks, Slates, Paving and Roofing, Irox
Hand-lights, Bell Glasses, &c.

TV/I ESSRS. PROTHEKOE and MORRIS are
-i-'A directed by the Trustees of Mr, William Finnia Smith to
submit to an unreserved Sale by Auction on the premises. River-
head Nursery, Riverhead, near Sevenoaks, K>nt, on MONDAY
October 27, and following days, at 11 o'clock each day, in con-'
sequence of the number of Lots, the whole of the valuable
Nursery Stock extending over 14 acres, con>isting of a large col-
lection of Fruit and Forest Trees; Erergreena and Deciduous
Shrubs in great variety, a rich assortment of American Plants
and Ornamental Trees; about 100/XX) Ash, 60,000 Spanish Ches-
nuts, 20,000 Alder, 200.000 Larch Kir, 50,000 Willow, 10,000
Birch. &c. Also the Greenhouse Plants, comprising tine double
Camellias, Azalea Indica, Epacris, Ericas, Fancy, and other
Pelargoniums, &c; together with a useful Hor>e. an excellent
Stack of Meadow Hay, two Carts, a capitnl Ir. n Roller, Syringe
three sets of Harness, Garden Pots, aod numerous other effects!
—May be viewed one week prior to the Sale ; Catalogues may be
bad 6d. each, returnable to purchasers, on the premises; of the
principal Seedsmen in London ; and ot the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonstone, EffftPX,

SUNBURY NURSERY.
Important and Unreserved Sale of Ntrainy Stock.

MR. J. VVILLMER will submit to Public uction,
on the Premises, Snnbury Nursery, on TUESDAY,

October 28, and following day, at 12 o'clock precisely each day[
the STOCK of the above Nursery, which comprises Fruit and
Forest Trees, Evergreens, and Shrubs, among which are Common
Laurels, 3 ft.; Portugal do., 4 ft.; Aucuba, 3 to 4 ft; Siberian
Arbor-vitse, 4 ft.: Arbutus, tine, 6 to 7 ft.; Philhrea, 3 ft.;
Striped Hollies, 4 to 6 ft; Yews, 3 to 10 ft. ; ( edrns Deodara^
6 to 7 ft.: Junipers, 5 to 6fr.; Green Hollies, 4 to 6fr.; Bays,
Striped Box, Evergreen Privets; Beech, 7 to 9 ft. ; Oaks, 10 to
12 ft.; Elm, 10 to 12 ft.: Horse Chesnurs, 10 to 12 ft.; Limes
7 to 8 ft.; Larch, Spruce, and Scotch Firs, of various sizes-
Standard, Dwarf, and Trained Apples; Trained Plums, Trained
Cherries, Gooseberries, Currarrts, Standard Mulberries, Standard
Plurrs, Dwarf do., &c— Catalogues on the Premises, or by for-
warding a postage stamp to Mr. J. Willmeb. Auctioneer
Surveyor, and Valuer, Suubury, Middlesex.

*
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THE

ALEXANDEE HARMONIUM
AT

UINEAS.

ALEXANDRE «d SON have made this Harmonium at the lowest priee possible, to bring the Instrument within the means of all Classes.

It is in an Oak Case, with four Octaves ; is alike calculated for PRIVATE HOUSES and for CHAPELS

;

AND IS

INDISPENSABLE TO THE SCHOOL ROOM.

(The Sit Guinea Harmonium will be taken in exchange for any of the more expensive description, without loss or diminution.)

ALEXANDRE & SON OBTAINED THE SOLE MEDAL OF HONOUR AT THE GREAT EXHIBITION AT PARIS (1855).

Their Harmoniums have been pronounced the best by

ROSSINI, AUBEE, ADAM, THALBERG, LISZT, &c
AND BY THE PROFESSORS OF THE

CONSERVATOIRE DE PARIS.

THE MORE EXTENSIVE HARMONIUMS RANGE FROM

lO to 55 GUINEAS.
THESE ARE BROUGHT TO THE GREATEST PERFECTION, ARE EQUALLY ADAPTED TO t

THE

CHURCH OR DRAWING-ROOM,
AS AN

ACCOMPANIMENT TO THE VOICE OR PIANOFORTE.

"Messrs. CHAPPELL have just received a number of ALEXANDRE'S celebrated

ARMONIUM pianofortes 9

Which combine the excellencies of both. Instruments. The two can be n sed in combination by the same performer, or each Instrument is perfect

in itself. Price from Forty to One Hundred and Twenty Guineas.

AN IMMENSE STOCK OF

O P O R T
BY THE BEST MAKERS,

From TWENTY GUINEAS upwards, which can be thoroughly recommended and warranted

AND

Messrs. CHAPPELL &> CO. hare just opened a number of

NEW ROOMS FOR INSTRUMENTS,
Enabling the Purchaser to select a Pianoforte or Harmonium from the

LARGEST STOCK IN LONDON,
TO TRY THE MERITS OF THE VARIOUS MAKERS SIDE BY SIDE

Full Descriptive Lists of Harmoniums and of Pianofortes will
to

0.

50, NEW BOND STREET, & 13, GEORGE STREET, HANOVER SQUAR*

Printed bv William Bradbuit, of No. 13, Upper Wobrrn Place, and Fr¥Berick KtfUXTf Evaxs
their Office in Lombard Street, in tbe Precinct of Whitetriars, in the City of London; and published by
where ail AlverUsexuenta and Communications are to be Address? » to th* Bditob.—Satvebat, October lS f

~
, ** ».mu stag_?£*££%sg^&$£&£2^sl̂bv them«t the Office, No.*, Urr" Wellington Mreet, in tfce ransn ««
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HYACINTHS and other DUTCH BULBS.—
A Descriptive Price Current has just been pub-

lished by William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants,
Plymouth, and can be obtained in return for one
postage stamp.

DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS~ "

"

TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, &c., 238,
** High Ilolborn, London, have now published tholr compre-
hensive CATALOGUE OF DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS,
the twenty-first Autumnal Strict, which will be forwarded
Jree of charge and post-paid to all parts op the world, upon
application. The Bulbs are as usual of first-rate quality.
Jami.s Carter & Co., Seedsmen, &C.23S, HighHolborn, London.

DUTCH BULBS, ROSCS, ETC^
*

TAMES GRAHAM, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and
'J Florist, North Gate, Chichester, has the honour to inform the
public that his CATALOGUES of the above mav be had on
application. Also a quantity of PINE SUCKERS Irom a healthy
stock to be had at reasonable prices.

"DRITISH POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY, 20, Bedford !

•*-' Street, Covent Garden —The next Meeting of the Society
will be held on THURSDAY, November 6, to which Members
and Fruit Growers generally are invited to send specimens for
examination of such Fruits as are in season, and especially of
new and little known varieties and seedlings for opinion. The
carnage of parcels is paid by the Society. The Chirr will be
taken at 2 o'clock.

Gentlemen desiring to be Elected Members are respectfully
Invited to intimate their wish previous to the meeting.
Entrance, 10s.; annual subscription, 10s. Copies of the Rules
and further information can be obtained from

William Davidsok, Assistant Secretary.

VI/ILLLaM SHORT, Landscape and Ornamental
Garden-er, &c, begs to announce that he is now prepared

to execute Ornamental Ground Works and Planting upon the
best and most economical systems, and he is also pleased to say
that the numerous Lists of Hardy Nurserv Stock which have
been submitted to him for sale will, lie thinks, suit the demands
of every purchaser, and to any extent. The lists comprise
every variety, size, and price.— For particulars apply to 21, St.'
John's Wood Terrace, Regent's Park, London.

T^LORICULTUHE.—In consequence of Mr. John
-A Edwards having REMOVED FROM HOLLOWAYitis
respectfully requested that all communications be addressed
-\o. 20, Sharp's Alley, London.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
1" H. COTTRELL (late Dawe, Cottrell, & Benham),
•J. begs to call his friends' attention to the Chronicle of 11th
lust, back page, and requests the favour of all orders being
addressed to him at S. Cottrell's, 2, High Street, Birmingham.
All orders will be executed at London prices. No connection
with Dawes, Moorgate Street, or any other house in the trade.

AJEW STRAWBERRIES.—First on the list is
-^ KITLEY'S CAROLINA SUPERBA. A Post-office order
for 21s. will secure 100 good strong Plants of this very excellent
Seedling, basket included, or 3*. ft/, per dozen, free by post.
N.B. See the report of the Pomological Society in this Paper of

July 19; and also in the Calendar of Operations, July 26.
Jambs Kitley, Lyncombe Vale Nursery, Bath.

p HOICK FRUIT TREES "and STRAWBERRIES.
^-^ —For Catalogues with descriptions of the above, including
the Rrough Bergamot Pear, apply to Wm. BARRATf, Lands-
cape Gardener, Wakefield.
"This is certainly a first-rate Pear."—See Transactions of

Pomological Society, page 19.

A fine stock of Pyramid and Orchard-house Trees.

THE LIVERPOOL MARKET'S PRICES FOB
J-

CHOICE FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
*ViU be sent post free at all times during the season by aoplying
t<> GEORGE TAYLOR, Jus.

Fruit and Vegetable lesraan.

St. John's Market, Liverpool.

. Terms—"C ash."

E
TREES FOR AVENUES, ETC.

P. FRANCIS has several hundreds of fine tall
-'• straight English OAK, English and Huntingdon ELM,

and Spanish CHESNUT, from 9 and 10 to 12 feet, rising with
capital roots off deep loamy soil. Prices upon application.

F. P.F.'s new DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES is
now ready, and will be forwarded, gratis, upon application.

Rose Nurseries, Hertford.

QENTLEMEN requiring lar^e ORNAMENTAL
* PLANTS willfi da variety of HOLLIES, also good old

JjHERK.Y TREES and General Nursery Stock, at Whxiah
BEAnLKg, Bill Street Nursery, Trindsbury, near Strood, Kent.

E
FOREST TREES, SHRUBS. XC.

AGLE and HENDERSON, Nurserymen, Skeds-
HEY, and Florists to tin icen, beg: to intimate that their

CATALOGUES of FOREST, FRUIT, ORNAMENTAL
IREES and

, VI>E8, FLORISTS' FLOWERS. &c,* now readv, and may be bad free oh application.— Leith Walk
^uraerip.. Edinburgh. J

JpOREST TitEES. — The Subscribers solicit the
attention of parties intending Planting to their complete

nd well-grown st'ck of the above, Catalogues of which, as also of
^namental TreetJ and Shrubs, maybe had free on application.

1 rjces moderate.
_/L>avid RriD & 80Jr> Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Edinburgh.

JJARDY "HEATHS.-—A first-rate Collection, and

Cm*
Wel * &rown PLANTS, by the Hundred or Thousand.—

^atalogues with Prices will be sent free on application to
^ATEaER & Godfrry, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

TO BE SOLD CHEAP, for dish, $600 ORNA-
fllart

CENTAL and other FOREST TREES, from 10 to 15 fret;

t},p
n exceHent variety of GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS,

ai*7?
r
2
Und

<
h',ln" WAT»ted.—Applv toCHABLKsC'LARKR, Nursery-

"•S «.'C, 179. Windmill fi^rset hM ira.:an.) K.I.t

\\
DUTCH BULBS, ETC,

7ILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON beS to intimate
f that their SECOND IMPORTATION of the above have

arrived in prime condition. DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES,
which contain their celebrated system of culture, can be obtained free
on application. Orders executed in striot rotation.

Highgate Nurseries, near London.

UTCH UULBS of superior quaiitv, the loliowing
for 20^., package included :

—

D
12 Choice Hyacinths, named
12 Dnubl*i Tournesol Tulips
25 Choice Ranunculus
12 Polyanthus Narcissus

100 Dutch Crocuses, in separate
colours

12 named early Tulips
12 best double Anemones
12 nam^d English Iris
12 Jonquils
50 Snowdrops
12 Gladiolus

Descriptive and priced Catalogues forwarded on application.
W. Denykr, Seedsman and Florist, 82. G racechurch Street. London.

NEW CATALOGUES FOR 1856-57.
fXTILUAM WOOD and SON are now prepared to
* v send free and post paid Copies of their CATALOGUE of
ROSES and GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.- Address

Woodlands Nursery, M aresfield , near Uckficld, Sussex.

FERN CATALOGUE. ~ ~
ROBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE (24 pages) of his Collection of BRITISH and
FOREIGN FERNS, can now be had post free for six stamps.
Gratis to all previous purchasers.—Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

1HARLES TURNER'S New Catalogue of GERA-
NIUMS, FANCY GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS,

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS, HOLLYHOCKS,
PANSI ES, &c, is now ready, and can he had on application.

Royal Nursery, Slough.

T\7"ATERER and GODFREY beg to intimate
* * their Priced and DescriptiveCATALOGUE OF HA

/^EORGE BAKER bej:s to announce that hisVT DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS,
ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, CONIFERS, FRUIT & FOREST
TREES is now ready, and may be had on application.
American Nursery, Windlesham, nearBagshot, Surrey, 1J mile

from Sunningdale Station; one hour's ride from Waterloo
Station; J from Reading.

AIY1E.KICAIM PLANTS.
that

ptiveCATALOGUE OF HARDY
RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, and other American Plants
is now ready, and may be hud free on application to Messrs.
Waterkr & Godfrey, Knap Hill Nnrsery, Woking, Surrey .

ROSES.

A PAUL and SON respectfully announce that their
• NEW CATALOGUE U now ready for circulation, and

will be forwarded free by post in answer to written application.
The Stock never was in finer condition; the Standards are

robust, clean, and healthy; and the Pot Roses, owing to an
improved system of cultivation, are larger, better rooted, and
hardier in constitution than usual. Early orders are solicited.

Nurseries, Cheslm nt, Herts^

ROSE CATALOGUE, with DIRECTIONS FOR CULTURE.
JOHN CRANSTON begs to announce that his
O DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES for the Autumn
of 1856 and Spring of 1857 is now ready, and that he will be

happy to forward it free by post on application. Full and
accurate descriptions are given of all the finest varieties in

cultivation, likewise directions for Pruning, Planting, and general
management.—Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

ROSES, ROSES.

p EORGE JACKMAN, Woking Nursery, Woking,
VT Surrey, has much pleasure to acquaint his friends, patrons,

and the public, that he has this season to offer an extensive
stock of well grown STANDARD and DWARF ROSES, con-
sisting of all the leading and most approved kinds. A Priced
List will be forwarded free on application.—October 25.

ROSES.

J and J. FRASER'S Catalogue for the present
• season is now ready, and may be had on application.

J. &. J. F. have a large and fine stock of Dwarf Roses, consist-

ing of the best sorts of Hybrid Perpetual and other autumn
flowering kinds suitable for planting in masses or for potting.

Price per dozen or hundred (according to the quantity required)

may be had on application.

The Nurseries. Lea Bridge Road , Essex .

""

SUPERB NEW CINERARIAS.
ERAPER begs to inform the public that he is

• now sending out a set of 10 new and distinct Cinerarias,

said to be the finest ever yet offered to the public, for which fce

begs to refer to his Descriptive Prospectus and Testimon :*l3 of

Nurserymen who have grown them for trial. Price IJw. the set.

—Address. Mr. ERapk r, Florist. 53, Regent Street, Leamington.

i^i LENNY'S IMPROVED BALSAM SEED from
VT flowprs 3 inches across, not approached by any other,

6 'lasses, 37 stamps; mixed packet, 13do.; sealed and signed packe*

only. Other very choice Seeds.— Duugan«cn House, Fulham.

CRAPE VINES IN POTS
JOHN WEEKS and Co., King's Uoad f Chelsea, canf now supplv Grape Vines struck from eyes in very fin*

condition, strung and healthy, for Planting or Forcing in Pots, all
the best approved sorts.

Horticultural Establishment, Kine's Road, Chelsea.

vi'nls for fruTiTnc in pots.
MESSRS. J. & J. FRASER, Nurserymen, I^a

Bridge Road, Essex, beg to invite attention to their fine
stock of the above. Price 5$. and 7j. 6d. each.

Strong Vines for planting out, Bi. 6d. each. A list of the sorts
may be had on application.

PRlNC6~~OF WALES 9 ' RASPBERRIES'
TTTILLI AM CUTBUSH and SON beg to inform the
™ ™ public t ( iat they have now on haad a large stock of their

celebrated PRINCE ok WALES' RASPBERRIES, which in

\

acknowledged to be the finest red variety in cultivation. Prices par
dozen or 100 on application.— HigUga'e Nurseries, near London.

'jniE HEAVIEST LANCASHIRE SHOW GOOSE-
A- BERRIES may now be had in strong plants, at 6s. per
dozen.— Jons Hou.axd, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton, near
Manchester. Cat*ff>Kiies now ready.

|

\\JAIT&$~ DANIEL O'ROURKE PEA^»^b«ttt
^* early Pea in cultivation, can be had in any quantity.—

J.Jj. Waite, Seed Merchant, 181, High lloiborn, London.

LAURELS! LAURELS! LAURELS !—The best
Stock near London is at Foster's Nursery, Edgware; also

|
other magnificent Evergreens, &c.—Apply to John Mougax
Rose Cottage, Edgware.

PAlfeli&i FANSIUS ! PANSIES !—Now
-
ready

for Autumn planting, strong plants of the above flower, from
a large and well-selected stock. "Warranted true. Price 4s. per doz.

Address W. II. Davts, Jun. . St. Mary** Hil l, Newbury,

CHOICE MAMEO PANSIES.
TT ART and NICKLIN, Florists, Guildford, Surrey,
* -* beg to offer healthy plants of the above, selected from a
first-class collection, at 45. per dozen, or three dozen for half a
guinea, basket included. Prepayment required.

]
E U C E NII A U G N I. 7"

T GAINES having a large Stock of the above ta
• dispose of can sell them from 25. fit/, to 55- per plant, the

latter with fruit upon them. His List of Geraniums, Fuchsias,

j

Azaleas, and Greenhouse Plants in general will be printed
I shortly.— Nursery, Surrey Lane, Batrorsea, Oct. 25.

a

GAINES 1 WHITE GERANIUM "ALBUM
MAGNUM is now ready for sale. It is the best forcing

Geranium out. The plant U of a good habit with large truss
of pure white flowers upon a strong footstalk. Price 5s. per
pla»u ; when three pla- ts a:*e ordered lour will be senr.

T. G. has a few strong plants of his new Azalea rosea alba,
Napoleon the Third, and Camellia compacfa alba, yet on hand.
For description see Gardeners' Chronicle, Saturday, Sept. 27.

DOUBLE ROMAN and PAPER WHITE NAU-
CISSUd,4j. per dozen.—The above Bulbs, the former of

which is so justly esteemed for its early blooming and excessive
fragrance, and the latter for its purity and elegance, have just

|
arrived, and may be obtained at A. 0- < -jctt's Italian and Foreign
Wareho; . 18. Pa l l Mall. i)mWa f f»r|fw> P**Pe - London.

A N TED I'M M E D I aITeITy"
CHOICE FKUIT'^OF KVKKY DESCRIPTION.

Forward to GEOIJGU2 TAYLOR, Jowi, •

Fruit aud Vegetable Salesman,
St. Johns Market, Liverpool.

A Priced Circular post t'veQ on application.

Terms—"Cash."

w

SEED WHEAT FROM THE CHALK.

MR. H. RAYNBIRD, Basingstoke, can supply
CHIDHAM. BROWICK RED, TALAVERA, GOLDEN

DROP, RED LAMMAS NURSERY, and other approved
I kinds of WHEAT at market prices. A reference or remittance
required from unknown correspondents.

VTEW EA.KLY WINTER TAKE, recommended*
-^ by practical agriculturists for producing an abundant crop

full 10 days etfrlfor than any other variety yet introduced.

Orders feceived for a limited quantity at 15?. piu* busbej.

Fine Winter Tiires 6s. 6d. per bushel.

Early Racer Tare fB „
n

'Address— Mr. II. Ratsbird, Hasingstoke.

TRI FOLTuM INCAR r»ATUlVI.

1MUFOLIUM INCAIINATUM, Italian Ryc-graMi

Winter Vetches, English Bye, and other Agricultural

Seech foi' autw.m sowing can be obtained in any nuaruty

from Wilmam E. Rttxpij: & Co., Seed Merchants, Piyp-u th.

i^TKS. J. and H. BROVVN^ifep tbTfollowing

choke PLANTS, which they rill forward w any pari:—
Andromeda floi-ihiuuia, bloom well net, per *>2 *» 20*-

25 Azaleas, n*-w hardy Belgian varieties o* their own roots, with

flower buds, ojhj of a sort by nanxi 20^-

25 American Azaleas, do., do.
t
do„ 1^*;

Hardy Htatl^, Ledum*, and JC*W*s, per doz^ Qs.

12 Shod* d.mdron.s, inclWiDg Bpafle*, white, and roae, 125.

Fine liar.iy Scarfet Khc*?^dendrous, 1 to 2 feet, per doz., 15<t.

Greenhouse Azaleas aest new v,\r>.
t yer doz., ita. to lfi$

f

Camellias, fine sr*«s, well net with buds, per dozM 305/j m
50 choice hard-*ooded Greenhouse Plan^, one of ^jprf?

name. &>$. * * PS *-*

1»> Orchi'^a Plants, one ot a sort, fin« species, 405. ^J ^j
24 c^rce Ericas, one of a sort, small pot*, by name, 16s^ p—

I oi Cinerarias, best vars., not named, Si. f~* *^
12 fine ChrysaiUhemums, new, large and small flowered i4k>%*

Best Cli'nbingr < of sorts, pt-r doz., 6*. £s Q
Fine Standard at d Half Standard Roses, V2s. tc 155. £^
Fine C^da** Lebanon 2 to 4 feet, suitable tor expose*^pl

12.9. to205. <
Hyacintlis aud other Dutch Flower Roots in any ^uaatftyo
New Conservatories and Gardens furnished in any pa^oTT

I kingdom on very reueo > le terms,

i Alt-ion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London.—Oct. 25.

iVl
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R
SPLENDID NEW PHUBAR8 "CRIMSON PERFECTION."

OBERT SALT, Nurseryman, Longton, Stafford-

shire, has threat pleasure in ai^ain recounnendhitr the above
variety of Rhubarb, sent out for the first time in 1S54, feeling

confident from its superior quality and reduced price to meet with

a continuance of demand, it is very early and productive, and
the interior of the sa'ks are of a crimson colour. See Gardeners9

Chronicle, June 11, 1853.

"Very good, and a most beautiful crimson; compared with
others it is remarkable for the small amount of acidity it con-
tains/—Ed.
Price—Year-old plants, Is. 6d. each, or 6Z. per 100; Two-year old,

2$. 6d. each, or 101. per 100. With usital discount to the trade.

Orders addressed to Robert Salt, Nurseryman, Longton,
Staffordshire, or to the following agent* will meet with strict

attention: -Messrs. Hurst & M Mullen. Seedsmen, 6, Leadenhali
Street, London ; Francis and Arthur Dickson, Nurserymen, 106,
Kastgate rit rent, Chester; James Dickson & Sons, Nurserymen,
112, Kasrgatn Street, Chester; Burgess & Kent, Nurserymen,
Penkhull, Staffordshire.

A remittance from unknown correspondents.—Longton, Oct. 25.

STAND1SH and NOBLE, Nursery mex, Bagshot,
Surrey, have now to offer the following new and beautiful

plants:—
UAULTHERIA FUREN3.—A charming plant imported by

the advertisers from Valdivia. Specimens have been turned out
in the opnn border for two years past, where it stands perfectly
uninjured without the slightest protection; in fact it is as hardy
as the Common Holly. It forms a compact, bright, glossy, green
shrub, covered in spring with white flowers like those of Andro-
meda floribunda, and bearing in autumn clusters of l*rge rosy
purple berries. It grows very freely in any light sandy soil.

10*. Oil. each.

AZALEA AMCENA LATERITIA.—A hybrid from lateritia
by anicena. The flowers are of the same colour as those of
lateriria with the hose-in-hose corolla of arnoena, and about three
times the siz^ of the latter. They are of good shape and substance,
and the plant bloom** as freely as amcena. 15s. each.
AZALEA AMCENA GRANDIFLORA.—The description of

the above will apply to this in every respect with exception of
the colour; in this variety the flowers are of a rich carmine lake.
We can recommend both varieties as being exceedingly hand-
some, and thev are moreover examples of an entire new race of
Azaleas of which amcena is the type. 15$. each.
ROSE H. P. VICTOR TROUILLARD.- A seedling from

G£ant des Batailles, but more double and ^vlce the size, and
much darker in colour; in fact it is as darkW; the Tuscan Rose.
The flowers stand the sun for a week without fading. It is un-

ROBERT PARKER begs to inform his
patrons that his PRICED AND DESCRIPT

* t *

* • »

• • -

• • *

«*•

friends and
patrons that hi* PRICED AND DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE OF GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS, &c, is now ready,
and will be forwarded, post free, upon application.
He also begs to direct attention to the following, of which h<*

possesses a large stock in strong and healthy plants:-

Araucaria excelsa (Norfolk Island Pine), each
Aztlea indica, of sorts, from, per doz.
Camellias, of sorts, from, per doz. ...

Cyclamen Atkinsi, flowering bulbs, each ... 3*. 6d. to

Delphinium formosum, the finest variety ever offered,

per Qoz* »§« *»t m*
Epacrises, of sorts, from, per doz.
Ericas, of sorts, from, per doz.

Ferns, hardy, from, per doz. ...

„ stove and greenhouse, from, per doz.
Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass), per doz.
Orchids, Exotic, from, per doz.

Selaginellas, of sorts, from, per doz.

A remittance or reference to accompany all orders
unknown correspondents.

Paradise Nursery? Hornsey, and Seven Sisters' Road, Holloway
____.

-
_ _ — -.--._-- _u -
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PLANTING.

A PAUL and SON respectfully invite attention to
• the following Abridged List of HARDY ORNAMENTAL

TREES, of which they have a very large stock in splendid con-

dition on sale at very moderate prices, which will be given on
application.

• *»

• • *

• #

• • .

» • •

• •

* • •
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Abies alba, 1£ to 2 ft.

Douglas.,!} to 3 ft.

Menziesi, 1 to 3 ft.

Morinda, 3 to 10 ft., very
fine

rubra, 14 to 2i ft.

Araucaria itnbricata, 2 to 5 ft.

Arbutus, 2 ft.

Aucubas, 1£ to 2 ft.

Bays, Sweet, 1 to 3 ft.

Box, 1 to 3 ft.

Chinese Privet, 1 to 1$ ft.

Cotoneasters, 1 to 2 ft.

Cedrus Deodara, 2£ to 10 ft. \

Cedar of Lebanon, 3 to 10 ft. [

(The largest and fiuest

stock in the country.)

Cedrus Africanus, 3 to 6 ft.

ii

\

Cryptomeria japonica. 1 to 8 ft.
doubtedly the finest Hybrid Perpetual Rose ever offered for sale. Cupressus Corneyana \h ft
Plants in November, 2U. each. * Lambertiana/ if to 3 ft.

„ torulosa, 1 to 2 ft.

Juniperus, all the leading sorts,

1 to 6 ft.

Laurel, Portugal, 2 to 6 ft.

9f
„ Standards, 8 ft.

Laurestinus. 1£ to 2$ ft.

Mahonia aquifolia, 1 to 2 ft.

Phillyreas, 3 to 5 ft.

Pinus austriaca, 3 to 4 ft.

Benthamiana, li ft.

Cembra, 1 to 5 ft.

excels*, 4 to 8 ft., very fine

99

n
if

if

it

%* When three plants of either of the above are ordered one
will be given over.

TO GENTLEMEN ENGACED^ IN PLANTING^
WATERER and GODFREY beg to otter the
™ ™

following desirable plants :

—

Araucaria imbricata, small for planting out in nurseries by the 1000
1 and 2 feet by the 100

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet high. Nothing can ex-
ceed the beauty of these plants and all

growing in the open ground.
Abies Douglassi, a splendid lot of plants, 3, 4, 6, 8 to 12 feet high
Pinus Cembra, in large quantities, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 feet

„ insignia, ditto ditto

n Montezumse,fine plants, 3 and 4 feet high

n Benthamiana, in large quantities from seed

n macrocaipa ditto ditto

fp Sahiniana ditto ditto
Picea Pinsapo, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high, and as much through. Most

beautiful plants.
Nordmanniana, 2, 3, and 4 feet high and wide, all from seed
nobilis, in quantities from seed
ditto, 1, 2, and 3 feet, with perfect leads, and none of them

grafted
grand is, 1 year's, from seed

Cedrus Deodara, by the thousand, 1, 2,3, and 4 feet high
„ „ several hundred fine specimens, 5, 6. 7, 8, & 10 ft. high
n Lebanon, 2, 3. 4, and 6 feet

„ „ some larger, up to 8 and 10 feet
Cryptomeria japonica, 3 to 10 feet

Cupressus macrocarpa, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 feet

„ Goveniana, 2, 3, and 4 feet

n Lawsoniana, from seed +
„ MacNabiana, ditto

Hemlock Spruce, Pinus canadensis, 3 to 8 feet
Juniperus, Irish, hundreds of plants, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high, per-

fect columns
„ Chinese, 2, 3, and 4 feet

„ „ a fine lot, 7, 8, and 10 feet

„ Virginiana CRed Cedar), 2, 3, 4, up to 8 feet
Libocedrus chiliensis,2, 3, and 4 feet (very handsome)
Taxus, Yew. -Common English, a vast quantity of all sizes, up

to 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet high
Irish Yew, 3, 4, 5 6, and 8 feet. Some very fine specimens,

10 and 12 feet high
Golden Yews by the thousand, 1$, 2, and 3 feet high

„ worked, 4, 5, 6, and 8*ieet

„ worked on Irish, and very ornamental, 5 to 8 ft.

eleeantissiraa (or new striped), in large quantities, 1£ to 3 ft.

Dovaston,or Weeping Yew, fine plants, worked on stems
with good heads, 6 to 8 feet high

adpressa, fine hnshes, 2 and 3 feet

adpres?;a, worked as standards
Thuja aurea, several hundred specimens, 2, 3, and 4 feet high and

a-* much through, perfect globes
occidenralis, American Arbor Vitfe, the best plant for

hedges. A large quantity just adapted for the purpose,
4, 5, and 6 feet high

Weareana, the best variety of Siberian Arbor Vitas, 4,5, 6,

and 8 feet high
Wellingtonia gigantea, a few very fine plants

„ „ smaller
Ghamsecyparis sphacroidea variegata, the variegated "White

Odar, a large quantity 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet high
jesexceUa, var. pumila, all dwarf varieties of the Common

Spruce, and very remarkable
[aubraziliana, ditto ditto

ehWs, ditto ditto
Gregbw dato ditto
compact^HittO ditto
pygm«a, diK> ditto
pyramidalis, ctt*n ditto
diffusa, ditto >. ditto

Pinus sylv^stris pumila, dw^rf Scotch
*W With reference to the ifc^e plants alluded to in this Ad-

vertisement, we beg to say all ** them have been continually
removed, and are in a condition to trfc^piant and send any dis-
tance with perfect safety. \
Variegated Hollies, in large quantities and^reat variety, 2, 3,

and 4 feet high \^
» „ a fine stock of the best Gold-sttwd Hollies,

2 and 3 feet high ^*\
Some very fine Striped Hollies 6 and 8 feet high.^-^^

As well as the ab<»ve, we are large holders of the ordinary
Nursery Stock, such as Arbutus, Aucubas, Phillyrseis, Laurels,
Bays, Box, Holly, Lilacs, Purple Beech, Scarlet Thorns, Roses,
Fntk Trees, &c.

priced Catalogues will be forwarded, free, on application to
Watebbe & Godfrey, Knap Hill, Woking, Surrey.

lu^~ The Nursery is about 40 minutes' ride from London by
vain to Woking Station,
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Lambertiana, 1 to 6 ft.

Llaveana, 1 to 2 ft.

monticolor, 1 to 2 ft.

muricata, 1£ ft.

Pallasiana,2 to 2£ ft.

Strobus nivea, 1 to 3 ft.

(the Snow Pine).

Picea nobilis, I to 2 ft.

Nordmanniana, 1 ft.

Pinsapo, 1 to 4 ft.

Silver and Scotch
3 to 8 ft.

Rhododendrons, 100 finest vars.

Thuja aurea, 6 in. to 1$ ft.

| , f
glauca, 6 to 9 in.

intermedia, I to 1^ ft.

japonica, 1 to 1A ft.

gigantea, 1 ft.

minima, 6 to 9 in.

Wareana, 1 to 5 ft.

Taxodium sempervirens t
3to8ft.

Taxus adpressa, 1 to 4 ft.

Canadensis, 1 to 2 fL

Cheshuntensis, 3 to 5 ft.

Dovastoni, 1 to 2 ft.

elegantis^ima, 1 to 2 ft.

gold striped, 1 to 4 ft.

Irish, 1 to 5 ft.

stricta, 1 to 4 ft.

common, 1 to 5 ft.

„ Fan, 3 to 5 ft.

Elms, of sorts, 6 to 10 ft.

Flowering Shrubs, in 300 spe-
cies and varieties

Laburnums, 6 to 8 ft.

Limes, 3 to 10 ft.

Mountain Ash, 8 ft.

„ „ Weeping,8ft. stems
Planes, 8 ft.

Poplars, of sorts, 6 to 10 ft.

Persian Lilacs (Standards),
4 to 5 feet stems.

Scarlet Horse Chesnut, G to
10 ft., very fine

Maple, 8 ft.

„ Oak, 1 to 8 ft.

Spanish Chesnut, 6 to 8 ft.

„ „ variegated, 6 ft.

Sycamore, 8 to 10 ft.

Tulip Trees, 1 to 10 ft.
r

l horns, of sorts, 6 to 8 ft.

Weeping Cytisus

„ Be^ch
„ Elms, 8 to 10 ft. stems
„ Mountain Ash
„ Privet
„ Willow
„ American Willow, 8 ft. stems
„ Kilmarnock „ 6ft.stems
„ Roses, 8 ft. stems

Atragene, white and blue
Bignonia radicans major

„ flava speciosa
Clematis azurea grandiflora

double blue
Florida, double and single
Henderson!

„ Sieboldti
Honeysuckle Evergreen

Scarlet Trumpet

fi
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99 flexuosa

„ Magnevillea,
Ivy, Irish, strong

palmated
gold blotched
silver

Ragneriana

one
[finest

of the
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Acacias, of sorts, 3 to 8 ft.

Beech purple, best variety, 3
to 10 ft.

Christmas Ro^es
Delphinium Barlowi
Dielytra spectabile
Gentiana acaulis

Hepaticas, of sorts

Lilium lonpiflorum
Lily of the Valley
Russian Violets
Hollyhocks (see Descriptive
Catalogue)

Roses (see DescriptiveCataiogue
Azalea indica

^| A fine fitock of
Camellias i handsome

Fruit Trees (see Descriptive
Catalogue)

Grape Vines, from eyes, 6 ft.,

stout & well ripened, very fine

Tarragon, Sage, Thyme, and
Herbs in general

if

ii

n
ir

if

19

n
99
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As many of the above are raised by the thousand, a consider-

able reduction in prices will be made when a large quantity of

one article is required. The whole have been frequently removed,

and are very handsome; the Evergreens me with close balls ot

earth. Carriage free to London. For particulars of general

Stock, see Catalogues just published.

Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, Xc.

A PAUL and SON have just published a SELECT
• LIST of the above, with their Heights, English Names

and Descriptions, which they will be happy to forward free by
post in answer to written applications.

Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
To Noblemen and Gentlemen Planting New Pleasure
Grounds or Improving Parks or Drives, and to Companies
Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries.

WSKIRVING begs to offer hia Stock of TREES
• and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either for

immediate effector for extensive new Plantations, where smaller

sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition to his

general stock of the leading kinds ot Trees and Shrubs, which is

allowed to be the moat extensive in England, he this season

offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most valuable

Trees lately introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA and

CEDRUS DEODARA, of various sizes, from one to six feet.

W. S. invites any one wanting Specimen Trees and Shrubs to

inspect his collection and obtain prices on the spot, as the mere

height of such trees (as quoted in list>) gives no idea of the value

of well grown select plants for choice situations,

N.B. A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped

V%nts of the Araucaria Imbricata and Cedru* Deodara have
beetr^own in tabs, to secure their travelling in safety to great

distances i# thi* country, or to any part abroad.

CAMELLIAS, some of extra large size, well adapted for

Conservatories, and an extensive collection of smaller sixes, all

well set with flower Buds, at very moderate prices.

Priced Lists will be sent on application.

CAMELLIAS.
J HENCHMAN, JuN. t is now sending out healthy

• plants full of flower-buds of the following fine blooming
varieties—Double White, Fimbriata, Imbricata. Leeana superba
and Candid ssima; small plants, 215. pei dozen; second size 2is •

fine well furnished plants, 305.; and a few very choice plant's at
365. per dozen. These plants are all home-grown and esta-
blished in the pots, and therefore not liable to cast their buds
as is the case with the foreign imported plants.

'

Choice Indian Azaleas, worked and on their own roots, bushy
plants well set tor bloom, at 15s., 18sM 245., and 305. per dozen.
Ghent Azaleas, fine named sorts, full of flower buds, I85. per doz.

Edmonton, near London.

RED LODGE NURSERY^
Two and A Half Miles from Southampton^

OTILLIAM. ROGERS, Sen., has to offer the
* ' following in fine condition and well rooted:—Scarlet

Rhododendrons and Ponticum in large quantities, Spanish
Chesnut, Oak, Larch, Spruce, and Scotch Fir, Abies Douglasi
from 1 to 6 feet, Portugal Laurels (very fine). The trained and
untrained Frtfit Trees are as usual good, and warranted true to

their names, including that fine Pear the Beurrg Clairgeau, first

introduced by Advertiser 8 years since from the Continent,
Handsome specimens of the new Conifers, Evergreens of all

sizes, and upwards of of 20,000 Roses (dwarfs and standards), in-

cluding the new varieties. All letters must be addressed in full.

William Rogers, Sen., Red Lodge Nursery, near Southampton.
Catalogues on application.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SONS' SPRING
CATALOGUE (Post free on application) contains full

description of the followiug New Plants :

—

Echites Houtteana, finer than crassinoda
Begonia picta, a beautiful foliaged plant

„ cinnabarina hybrida, cinnamon red, shrubby habit, and now
coming into flower. It is an excellent winter blooming plant.

Dianthus albo nigricans, large double variety, black, edged and
interlaced with white; hardy

Camellia Jenny Lind, beautiful form
Azalea the Bride, pure white, very free flowering

u Louis Napoleon, double rich crimson velvet.

RHODODENDRONS.
Countess of Rosslyn
Duchess of Cleveland
Duke of Hamilton

Mrs. Dargan
Earl of Rosslyn
Lord Bolingbroke

* * *

19

31

n

18$.

18f.

12f.

Six magnificent rich spotted varieties, having compact conical

trusses, and very large and conspicuous flowers.

New and delicious Strawberry " Adair," for particulars and
description of which see Autumn Bulb Catalogue or back, numbers
of this Paper.
A New Plate of Five Choice Show Geraniums is now published,

and will be forwarded on receipt of 12 postage stamps.
The Autumn Bulb Catalogue will be forwarded on application,

containing descriptions of Cinerarias and Geraniums now
being sent out for the first time.

Well ington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

ROSES.
40,000 Dwarf Roses on their own roots in pots and worked on tbe

Mane.tti stock. 50,000 Dwarf Roses budded on 6-ioch stems.

30,000 Standard Roses. 5000 General Jacqueminot, Hybrid
Perpetual. 7000 Gdant des Batailles, ditto. 12,000 Tea-scented

and China Roses in pots on their own roots.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON wish to direct especial

attention to their enormous and splendid stock of Roses,

which, owing to an entirely new soil and increased facilities of

propagation, was never in finer ord*r, and they feel assured the

plants they have this season the pleasure of offering to their

friends cannot be surpassed, many of the Standard and Dwarf

Roses having made shoots 6 feet in length.

Collections of Roses will be supplied on the follaioing terms, when

the selection of sorts is left entirely to ourselves :— Per doz.

Extra tall Standards, 4 to 8 feet high, with three to six

best varieties of Climbing and Perpetual Rcses, in

each stem, suitable for training, &c, 3s. 6J. to 5s each

Tall Sr.indards, fine picked stocks from 4 to 6 feet with

large heads, of the most showy kinds, for plantiug in

conspicuous situations on lawns, &c. ... 425.

Extra superior selected Standards, in fine varieties ... 245. to 305.

Fine Dwarf Standards, in fine varieties 185. „ 24?.

Superb ditto ditto, the best sorts for exhibition ... 185.

Fine Dwarfs ... 12$. „ lp.

Climbing and Noisettes 95. „ 12s.

Hybrid Perpetuals, budded on 6-inch stems, or on own
roots in pots ... ... ... ... ... •• 125. .,

He de Bourbon, in pots, or budded on 6-inch stems ... 12s.

China, in pots ... ... 9s.

Tt-a-scented, in pots 15s.

The best varieties for forcing, established in 6-inch

pots, budded on 6-inch stems ... 24s.

Climbing Roses mixed, without names, for covering

banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ••• **•

Good Dwarfs on own roots, without names 4s.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

THE SALWAY PEACH
pHARLES TURNER has much pleasure «i intro-

v-/ ducing this very valuable new variety, raif^d by Colmiel

Salwav, E«ham Park, Surrey. It has been ^
ulted

,

tl
!
18
tl
*!
a
^r

atthe'Royal Gardens, and Mr. Ingram n™ forwarded the mi-

lowing testimonial as to its merits:

—

(Copy) THE SALWAY PEACH.
"
I am pleased to bear testimony to the excellence of this new

LATE YELLOW PEACH. It is a variety quite distinct torn

other late k-nds, both in appearance as well as in
1
.^

ne
t

t
.

e
f.

t"r
f

e

a„
the fruit. The flesh is of a deep orange colour- like that pt an

Apricot -soft, melting, and juicy, very saccharine, big

w

aromatic, and separates clean from tbe stone. The^fruit^is or

good size, and ripens on the open wall the begmmngo

November. The Salway Peach will be found a valuable acqm

sition, owing to its lateness and good quality. ^^
(Signed) " Thomas Ingram.

" Royal Gardens, Frogmore, Sept. 23, 1856."

In the "Florist" for December, 1854, Mr. J, Powell,

of the

Royal Gardens writes:—"The fruit is round, skin deep orang .

tinged and mottled with red on the sunny side ;
flesh orauj

tinged with red at the Btone, melting and juicy, w»tn a n»g /

perfumed flavour. It is a perfectly hardy variety. .

There is every reason to believe it will be an excellent foreing

variety, as it sets freely and is a good bearer, aud as it can

had so late iu the season it is an invaluable variety.

Extract from the - Transactions of the British Pomoltogi«»

Society " CNo. I.):-" A seedling Peach raised in the g«»
ited

Colonel Salway, from a stone brought from Italy, wa»
J*

u
dof

by Mr. TurnerVof Slough. The fruit was of ™*™*«"'%*
a deep golden yellow colour; the flesh also of a rich deep >e

colon?, ^very melting, juicy, and vinous, with «o-e*hat ot

flavour of an Apricot. Although this was g*hered from

wall on November 4, it was in as great P6'^" "" 1^ ja|hly
flavoured as any of the September v*"7^Veach

T'

recommended by the Society as a valuable late Peacn.

DWARF-TRAINED TREES !&»• ^h.

MAI1JKN do«
ios.oa."

The ^/Lunt to the trade, with a further allowance tf

"« ca„rhad of M-ra PET» Lawr *£*.»£

Royal Nursery, Slough.
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AMERICAN PLANTS.

TOHN WATEREIt, the Exhibitor of the above
*) Plants at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park,Lnridon,
fcejrs to fitate that his CATALOGUE of RHODODENDRONS,
AZALEAS, &c, is published, and can be obtained in exchange
for two postage stamps. The colour^ of the Rhododendrons are
described, and the Catalogue contains a selection of the most
favourite kinds of Pinuses, Roses, Sec.

The American Nursery, BaggTiot. Surrey.

NEW SCARLET GERANIUM "SIR COLIN CAMPBELL."
THOMAS JACKSON and SON are now sending
X out this beautiful GERANIUM: it is a brilliant

scarlet with a large clear white eye, throwing its trusses of
bloom well above the foliage; habit slightly compact, foliage
ample, with a well marked horseshoe- It was exhibited at the
Crystal Palace and much admired, and has been ordered by most
gentlemen and gardeners that have seen it. Price 55. each, with
one added for every three ordered. The usual disconnt to the
Trade.—Nursery, Kinggton-on-Tharoes.

THE FILBERT" PINE STRAWBERRY.—
This variety has now been proved at the Royal Gardens

and other places to be the best and most useful Strawberry
grown. It produces very little foliage, is exceedingly prolific

and rich flavoured, firm, and comes in with the British Queen,
and remains in bearing until very late. It is a most valuable
variety for the northern districts, as it produces very little more
foliage than the Black Prince, and there is a certainty of getting
a crop from it. Plants now ready, 75. 6d. per 100.

Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.

UNEQUALLED NEW STRAWBERRY RIVAL QUEEN."
EDWARD TILEY begs to announce to Straw-

berry growers and the public generally that he is now
sending out strong well-rooted plants of the above unequalled
new Seedling Strawberry, which possesses more good qualities
than any other ever yet grown. For further particulars see
Gardeners' Chronicle of Sept. 27, 1856. Strong well-rooted plants,
Zl. per 100, 11. 15s. for 50, 11. for 25, or one dozen for
125., the 25 or one doz^n sent postage and package
free. A Post-office Order is expected to accompany all com-
mands.—Edward Tilky. Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,
14, Abbey Chur«h Yard, Bath.

GEORGE JACKMAN begs to state that his
PRICED CATALOGUE is now ready, and can be had

free on application, comorising Choice Conifene, Hardy Ever-
greens, and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, all of which are well
srown and constantly removed; is also, an extensive grower of
Roses, and Fruit and Forest Trees.
G. J. particularly wishes to call attention to his Dwarf-trained

•Fruit Trees, being clean grown and well trained, including all
fhe leading kinds.
Woking Nursery, 1$ mile from Woking Station, South Western

Rail, where all Trains stop and conveyances can be obtained.

T^ILLISTONE and CO. beg to inform their friends
--^ and the public that their stock on many acres was never
finer than this season, and consists of

Standard and Dwarf Roses of all the finest kinds,
Standard Ornamental Trees for Lawns,
Evergreen, Deciduous, and Coniferous Trees and Shrubs,
Hardy Climbing Shrubs in variety,
Fruit Trees and finest trained ditto,

„ „ in pots for Orchard Houses,
Many thousands fine Gooseberries and Currants,
Camellias, Azaleas, and Greenhouse plants in general,
Herbaceous plants, Ac.

Forest trees, and transplanted ditto, Quick, &c*
Quantity of fine Box Edging.

Catalogues upon application. Carriage paid to London.

m
Nurseries, S tunner, Halsted, Essex.

ERICA SPENCERIANA.
T> GLENDINNING begs to inform the Public that
i-V« he is now prepared to send out this new and distinct
Heath, a coloured illustration of which is given in the Florist
for this month. This novel Hybrid was raised from seed in the
Chiswick Nursery. It is a very free blooming variety, very
small plants being laden with flowers; is a vigorous grower,
with the habit of E. Cavendishi; and both as regards habit and
colour of flowers is altogether distinct from any other variety,
with the additional recommendation of remaining three months
in bloom. It has been distinguished by prizes which have been
awarded to it by the Horticultural Society, the Royal Botanic
Society, and by the Crystal Palace Company at their grand dis-
play of plants in June last. Strong established Plants, 21x. each.

Chiawick Nursery, Oct. 25.

SUED WHEA C FROM BLACK LAJND.—Improved
Browick Red Wheat, warranted genuine, perfectly clean and

healthy Seed, grown 100 miles north of London on a light black
soil in Deeping- Fen. It is the produce of a properly prepared
seed bed, from selected Seed of last year's growth, and carefully
tended throughout. References to any farmer in the district.

—

Address, Wm. Barnes. The Elms Farm, Spalding. Lincolnshire,

NEW AZALEAS AND CONIFERS.

WM. WOOD and SON have fine plants to offer of
the following desirable

AZALEA INDICA.
Each.

Criterion, fine striped var.
Admiration, ditto, ditto
Leeana, superb white ditto
Eulalie Van Geert

NEW CONIFERS.
Biota Meldensis, a very distinct and interesting new

plant, reported to be a hybrid between the Red
Cedar and Chinese Arbor Vitfe

Cryptomeiia amucaroides
Cupressus MacNabiana
Juniperus japonica

tt pvriformis ...

» Wallichiana ...

PUrrs presented for distant carriage.

"Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

V # •

• • •

* • *

»»#

* • •

• * •

35. 6d. to5s.0d.
3s. 6d. to 5
3s. 6d. to 5

5

Dozen.
36$. Od.

36

• • • • »

. . *

• ••

• * •

• #

* t #

• 9 *

* • *

* » I

• t *

• * •

Each.
5s. to 10*. 6d.

7 6
... 55. to 10
... 55. to 10

75. 6d. to 10
...55. to 7

pETER LA.WSON and SON, Seedsmen to the
-- QUBZK, &c, heg: leave to intimate to their Customers and
the Public the arrival of a very fine selection of FLOWKR
ROOTS in excellent condition, and they respectfully solicit earlv
orders for the same. Catalogues may he had free on application.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

CATALOGUES.
HLANE and SON'S (Great Berkhampstead)

• CATALOGUES for the present season, containing a
selection of the best vanities and novelties, may no* be had at
the Nurseries, or sent post free. They cousist of

—

ROSE CATALOGUE.
TREE AND SHRUB Ditto, containing those grown in pots.
HOLLYHOCKS, AZALEA, &c, ditto.

The Nurseries, Great Berkhanii>sr»'*<l, Herts.

ROYAL
BERKSHIRE

SEED
ESTABLISHMENT

O UTTON and SONS have just received a very uniqueO Collection of Hyacinths, Anemones, Jonquils, Cro-
cuses, and numerous other Bulbous Flower Roots, direct

from one of the most celebrated Florists in Haarlem.
Prices vpry moderate. Lists gratis, and post free.

ULBS FOR PRESENT PLANTING,B

n

tt

• • •

£.

1

5.

10
10
5
4
7
1

d.

6

6
6

Carriage Free, except Smalt. Parcels
HYACINTHS, the best imported by name, per dozen

„ Fine mixed tor Beds (all double) per 100
ANEMONES „ „ („)

if » » (single)
TULIPS, fine mixed early, for pots or borders
CROCUSES, mixed for open ground, (per 1000, 12s. 6d.)

Also many other kinds of Flower Roots just imported, which are
selling at lower prices, as see Lists, which may be had post free.
N.B. New Early Peas, Radish, Horn Carrots, &c, now ready.

SUTTON and SONS,
Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

COLLECTION OF DUTCH BULBS.
nriLLIAM E. RENDLE and CO., Seed Merchants,

™ Plymouth, have much pleasure in offering the following
Collections of Dutch Roots, for large and small-sized gardens :—

£ *. d.
No. 1 Collection, all the most approved sorts 3 10
No. 2 w containing smaller quantities ... 2 5
No. 3 „ for a small garden 1 5
100 Hyacinths, in 100 very fine sorts. Purchaser's selection 3 10
100 „ 50 fine sorts „ 2 15
50 „ 50 superior sorts „ 1 15
50 .. 25 .. ., ,. 1 10
24
12

tt

ft

tt

tt

19
12

tt

it

if

varieties

n
it

tt

tt

tt

15

10

s

Detailed lists of the above are given in the " Descrip-

tive Price Current9
" just published, which can be had in

return for one postage stamp.

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

NEW IMPORfED~~DUTCH ROOTS"
TT7ILLIAM E. RENDLE and CO., Seed M
t f chants, Plymouth^ have much pleasure

announcing that their Dutch Bulbs are just arrived,

the finest possible condition.
The collection includes a general assortment of HYACINTHS,

TULIPS, NARCISSUS, ANEMONES, RANUNCULUS,
CROCUS, LIL1UMS, IRIS, GLADIOLUS, &c. &c.

A Descriptive Price Current of Dutch Boots is just

published, and can be had in return for one postage
stamp.
Apply to Wm. E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

Established 1786.

in

in

NEW EXOTIC FERN.
GVMN'OGRAMMA PERWIANA ARGYROPHTLLA (MoORE).

T> OBfclRT PARKER begs to offer the above beautiful
-*- v and distinct Fern, of vhich a fine specimen was exhibited
at the last Crystal Palace Show, and was awarded a first prize
for new plants. In appearance it is perfectly distinct from any
species in cultivation, the upper and under sides of the fronds
being densely coated with white farinose powder, which gives it a
most singular and distinct appearance. Good plants, 21*. each.

LARGE "EVE KG HE UN S H K ifBS.—Several
Hundred Evergreen Shrubs of large size and fine growth to

be disposed of. They were planted by us three years ago in a
gentleman's Shrubberies near London, whicli now require
thinning. This is an excellent opportunity for any one wishing
to give immediate effect to new ground work, as they transplant
with good ballsof earth.—Apply t<> Messrs. J. & C. LR*,Nur3ery-
raen and SeeJsmen, Hammersmith, near London.

NOTICE ! NEW FLOWERS.
JOHN SKIPPER, Villa Nursery, Camden Town,
'* begs to inform the public that his Thrt-.' splendid SKEDLING
FANCY PELARGONIUMS are now ready to De seat out, at
the following prices :

—

Emily Whircher ... 2ls.0d.
|
Gertrude Richardson ... 15s.Gd.

Tattycoram, 12s. 6rf. Or the set f.»r 2L 2s.

A coloured plate from Mr. Andrew's beautiful drawing of the
above flowers may be had for 12 postage stamps, returnable to
purchasers.
The fine light show Geranium, Glenny's Lady Paxton (new

last season), at 5*. per plant. A large assortment of the best
named varieties a t 65. and 95. per dozen.

HO LLYHOCK SEED.
DIRCHAM and WARD be* to offer their Holly-
* J hock Seed in packets at If. 6tf.,-2*. 6rf., and 5*. each. This
Seed is selected from the best varieties in cultivation, and
B. & W, will warrant it to produce Seedlings of buperior quality
that will give satisfaction to all purchasers.

Hedenham Rnserv. Rnng^v. Suffolk, Oct. 25.

Saffron Walden Nursery.
SUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.

\YILLIAMCHATER»S ANNUAL DESCRIPTIVE
• 1 CATALOGUE, with remarks on the Culture, Exhibiting,

<Src, of this noble flowerT may be had on receipt of one postage
stamp.
Seed saved from 20 best varieties,- mixed, per packet 55. Od.

M 12

»f tt

2s. 6d.
Good mixed ... ... ... ... ... „ Is. Od.
Border varieties, good mixed, ground roots, per 100... 20*. Od.

... 30*. 0d.

... 30*. Od.

H.
GROOM'S BULBS.

MATTHEWS, Nurseryman and Florist,
Clapham Rise, Surrey (Son-in-Law and Successor to the

late H. Groom), informs the public generally h* has a fine assort-

ment of Liliums, Amaryllis, Gladiolus, Vallota purpurea, &c,
which are ready to sent out. Also Cyclamen in varieties, young
Palms, and the valuable collection of Auriculas belonging to the
late H. Groom. Narcissus poeticus at 9d., Is. 6d., and 25. 6d.

per 100, according to size of bulb. Dutch Roots in excellent
condition.
H. M- having entered more fully into the general line of Nur-

sery business than his predecessor, can supply all kinds of Plants,

Bulbs, and Seeds, on very moderate terms. The trade liberally
de*lt with.

_ New Crimson Purple Rocket, 6% per doz., or „ _.
SAFFRON WALDEN NUKSRRY.

SUPERB DOU8LE HOLLYHOCKS.
WILLIAM CRATER'S ANNUAL DESCRIP-

TIVE CATALOGUE, with remarks on the Culture,
Exhibiting. &c. of this noble flower may be had on receipt of one
postage stamp.
Seed saved from 20 best varieties, mixed, per packet ... 5s. Od.
Do. 12 do. do. 2 6

Good mixed ... w . 1. ..

M
THE CHAMPION SWEDE.

ESSRS. SUTTON and SONS hava the honour
and gratification of announcing that their CHAMPION

SWEDE, which last year gained the two Silver Cups presented
to the Royal East Berks and the Royal South Hucks Agricul-
tural Societies by H. R. H. Prince Albert, has gained the same
distinguished prizes at the same Shows this year also; besides
numerous prizes in other parts of the kingdom. Mhshts. Sdttok
& Sons have saved some Seed this year, of the same sort which
they are now sending out at Is. per pound, or 43s. per bushel for

cash payment.
Address John Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Estab-

lishment, Reading.

T U H & R A D E.
Per thousand—*, d.

... 25.. . ••

11

tt

11

11

11

11

11

11

...

• • • • ••

• * ...

(Per hundred)

40
20
20
40
15

6
6
6
6

T SMITH, Sen., begs to inform his friends and the

Y • public that the PARTNERSHIP heretofore subsisting
Jetween himself and his Sons under the Firm of "Joseph
Skith& Soks" has been DISSOLVED by mutual consent; and
£hat he will receive and pay ail debts due to and from the
^partnership, nd carry on the business of a Nurseryman at
Tansley, upon the premises occupied by the late Firm.
.^ Tansley NqraerigH, October 25^

^OTICE.— In consequence of the Decease of Mr.
*"* Archibald Stuart, the Copartnery carried on by him and
the Subscriber William Mbin, nnd^r the Firm of STUART &c

^EIN, Nurserymen and Seedsmen in Kelso, was DISSOLVED
llPon the 21st August last, the date of his Decease.
The B'i*inpRH is now carried on by the SUBSCRIBER and

*'OHN RORERTON, JuttioB, Edenmouth, nnder the Firm of
^TCart & Mkin as formerly.
All Debts due to and by the old Company will be received

ai>d paid by the said William Meik.
WILLIAM MEIN.

(For himself and the other Repre-
JOHN STUARTX sentatives of the said Deceased

X> — ( AaCHIBALD 8TUAHT.
1 at. Wilsow, Witness.
**• A. Hutch. N8<)M

f Witness.
KeUo, October H, 1856.
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Cypress, upright, 1-year in pans, fine

, f
Tourneforti,,

Arborvitae (China)
Pinus Halepensis

„ Pinea
Magnolia tripetala

Martin & So>r, Nurseries, Cottingham, IIull Branch Establish-
ment, Junction Street.

P.S. Our General Nursery List may be had for three stamps.

T HE PLANTING SEASON.
BASS and BROWN have much pleasure in calling

attention to their very fine and well grown Stock ot

ROSES, Ac, which they offer in collections as under.
Catalogues on application. £. 5. d.

ROSES, 100 standards, in 100 very superior varieties

100 „ 50 „
100 n 100 extra w
100 „ 50 „

„ selections per doz., 18*. to

100 dwarfs in 100 very superior varieties

100 „ 50
100 n 100 extra
100 „ 50 „

„ selections per doz., 65. to

Climbiner „
HARDY CLIMBING PLANTS, 20 fine sorts, in pots

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, 100 distinct and showy
varieties, 30s. per doz., 45. to

Ditto, ditto, 100 superior varieties, 50s.; per doz., 7s. 6d. to 10
Ditto, ditto, 95 fine vara., best adapted for Rock Work,

12s.; or 12 for 7 6

Very superb and beautiful collections of PHLOXES. PENT-
STEMONS, POTENTILLAS, ANTIRRHINUMS, PJEONIE-
DWARF ROCK CISTUS, HOLLYHOCKS, CONIFERS,

&c, &c.
CHOICE FRUIT TREES.

Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, two and three year trained,

very fine, handsome, and well grown, each 3s. 6 i. to 5s. ; Plums,
Pears, Ac, two and three year trained, do. each, 2s. 6rf. to 3s. 6d. To
gentlemen requiring first-rate wall fruit these are strongly
recommended, also Standard, Pyramidal, and other Fruit Trees
ot the choicest sorts.

Splendid GLADIOLI, ENGLISH, GERMAN, and other

IRIS: LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM and other LILIES: and an
extensive collection of CHOICE DUTCH, CAPE, and otiier

ROOTS.
GOODS CARRIAGE FREETor orders not under 20s. to all the

London stations, also to all stations on the London, Norwich, and
Colchester line.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.
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It will have been remarked that we have lately-

asked for information concerning the real value of a

substance that has been sold largely to gardeners

under the name of Page & Co.'s Blight Composi-

tion. According to the advertisements this prepa-

ration is capable of destroying " blight " upon the

Hop, Roses, wall-fruit trees, Cucumbers, Melons,

Vines, stove and greenhouse plants. The word
blight is also explained to include green-fly and
thrips, red spider, mealy bug, and scale. It cannot

be denied that a material capable of eradicating the

two last insects would be of very great value, pro-

vided it did not also destroy plants ; but in the case

of green-fly, thrips, and red spider, there are so many-

ways of keeping them down that a wash against

such enemies is of much le^s importance. We have,

however, found from our correspondence that

excellent gardeners differ in opinion as to the

efficacy of the preparation in question, srine pro-

nouncing it valueless, others speaking r/ it in high

terms of praise. Such being th« case, it has

become desirable to ascertain if possible the real

merits of the case, and this we have endeavoured

to effect. Whether success has attended the

attempt our readers will be able to judge for

themselves.

In the advertisement are 167 testimonials to the

excellence of the preparation for one purpose or

another ; these include two out of four notices of

it that appeared in our columns during the year

1855 ; and 23 letters about it have since reached
us. Both testimonials and our private corre-

spondence proceed from some of the best and best
known practical gardeners in this country, so that

materials better fitted to assist the judgment can
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scarcely be provided.

amount.
There are in all 102 testimonials now before us,

of which the greater part are vague and general,

but some are specific. In order to ascertain to what

such a crowd of letters really testifies, we must

have recourse to the ordinary process of analysis.

This we have employed most carefully, and with

the following result :—Eight say the Composition

kills insects of all kinds ; one that it kills every

insect it touches : four that it kills insects ; one

that it killed every insect ; another that it destroys

all pests ; one that it is useful for all kinds of insects

;

two think it will answer the purpose ; three find it

answer the purpose on Cucumbers, Melons, and
Peach trees ; 13 find it ofgreat service, or that it gives

great satisfaction, or are otherwise satisfied ; 7 report

that it answers admirably, very well, or well,

or in every way ; from 20 more come other forms of

expression, such as the very best thing, the most
efficacious, very effective, very useful, and the like

;

one finds it effectual in an orchard house ; another

says it did good ; one is much pleased ; a second

thinks it surpasses anything ; another found it a com-
plete cure ; another approves ; one thinks it a

valuable remedy ; one will not be without it ; and
one says "it does execution quickly." It thus

appears that out of the 192 cases to be investigated,

70 consist of general expressions of satisfaction. All

the others may be regarded as bearing testimony to

its utility in destroying aphides and thrips, to which
alone the word blight seems to apply.

There never has, indeed, been any question as to

this point ; the real difficulty is to ascertain

whether the Composition tells upon red spider,

or those far more formidable enemies, scale

and mealy bug. Eight persons having as above

mentioned declared that it kills insects of all

kinds, it would seem that no doubt ought to

remain upon the subject. We also find the follow-

ing numbers reporting specifically in favour of its

operation, viz. 25 as to red spider, 15 as to scale,

and 15 as to mealy bug. But on the other hand we
have one pronouncing against it as a remedy for

red spider, four as to scale, and five as to mealy bug.

Of the latter some express themselves in terms of

condemnation which we need not repeat.

Here then lies the difficulty in determining what

the preparation in question is worth. That the

evidence before us is all given bond fide we quite

believe, although it must be owned that some of it

would be more satisfactory if it were less compli-

mentary on the one hand, or less abusive on the

other. When a man says that it kills every kind of

insect, that it is a complete cure for every disorder,

honey dew and the ravages of anls included, or

another declares that it is of no use whatever, a

gross imposition and so on, we cannot but feel

that such evidence should be struck out from each

side of the inquiry.

What causes the great difficulty of arriving at a

just conclusion is the important fact that persons

of equal skill soberly express different opinious.

Under these circumstances there seems to be no

other course open to gardeners than to make trials

" for themselves. If it should be finally found to

possess all the good qualities ascribed to it, there can

be no doubt that it will be a great gain ; on the

other hand its ascertained utility in destroying

aphides and thrips will repay the cost even if it

should be found that it fails as a remedy against

red spider, scale, and mealy bug.

Let us hope however that in carrying out

serious examination of its action those who
try it will not fall into the very common
error of mistaking the cause of such con-

sequences as may ensue. There is a story current

of a very skilful gardener who maintained

that no plants would be healthy in the absence of

insects, mealy bug and scale included. Paradoxical

as this may have seemed it involved a great truth.

The constant care, the perpetual washing and

leaning that are required to keep down such pests,

of themselves conduce most powerfully to the health

of plants ; and it is certain that the same amount of

care wilV^ever be given where there is no need of

repelling siteh active enemies. We do not at all

say that the adxuitage spoken of in the testimonials

before us, where stxle and mealy bug are concerned,

is due to scrubbing ujd washing rather than to

Messrs. Page's preparation. ; but it may be so, and
at all events it is desirable to draw attention to such

a possible cause of error.

Let us see to what they of unwholesome species as is the case with the

Fungi preserved for winter use by the Russians,

though vinegar is generally added to the brine in

which they are preserve'!. At any rate the quantity

of the condiment used at one time is in general so

small that no evil effects arise, whatever be the

mixture. It is, however, some comfort to know
that a very poisonous looking species which is very

often used is quite harmless. Bushels of Coprinas
atramentariics have been manufactured into sauce

this year, a species which abounds in gardens and
waste places, and is recognised amongst other points

by its dissolving after a few hours spontaneously

into an inky fluid. Dr. Badham put this down in

his book as affording an excellent Katsup, as also

the closely allied G. comatus, and it certainly has

been used for that purpose in this neighbourhood
for nearly 50 years. Our main object in this notice

is to afford all the information in our power to such
of our readers as may fall in with such a manu-
facture. We do not, however, vouch for its

innocence on our own experience. M. J. B.

years in succession, and where imperfectly rotted manure
or mere rubbish has been applied.

586. As regards the parasite itself it was first named
by Walroth Ergribe subttrranea, his genus being equi-
valent witli Uredo and not with the genus 'genera! iy

known under the name of Erysiphe. Martius gave it

the name of Protomyces, and in the Journal of the
Horticultural Society it is referred to Tuburcinia. The
spores are composed of numerous cells, built up round
a central cavity, with one or more apertures on one
side leading to a large central cavity, and indicate a
relation to Sporidesmium rather than Uredo. Their
form is in fact that of a bomb- shell with one «*

more plane circular apertures. They are attached
to delicate threads, as is the case with some of the
large compound Sporidesmia. The only remedy against

the evil is good cultivation, and especially the use
of well decayed stable manure, which seems to agree
better with Potatoes where manure is used at all, than
the mere refuse of the dunghill. M. J. B.

— VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXLII.
532. Parasit.e—(Tuburcinia*).—This genus consists

of two or three species, which prey upon the tubers or

underground stems of plants, as Orobanche, Monotropa,

Linaria and Solatium. They differ greatly among them-

selves, and do not probably all belong to the same cate-

gory, but as is the case with other hypogaeous plants scale,

apparently similar, they may have very different affini-

ties. In Linaria spuria, according to Talasne, the

affected plant does not seem to suffer in its general

health from the parasite. It blossoms and perfects its

seeds. How far this may be the case in other species

does not appear; it is however certain that as far as

Potato tubers are concerned, which is the important

matter for cultivation, Tuburcinia scabies does consider-

able mischief. It is on account of this latter species

that the genus requires notice in this place.

583. The parasite was first noticed by Walroth, then

in Martius' Treatise on the Potato Disease.f aud after-

THE SEWAGE QUESTION AND MARKET
GARDENING.

Mat I bring under the notice of your metropolitan

readers a project for the drainage of the capital in-

volving a new system of, or at least an addition to, oiir

market gardening. My plan of drainage is continued

in the subjoined extract from a letter addressed to tire

Metropolitan Board of Works, and that of gardening

would be something as follows :—To grow Italian Rye-
grass and garden vegetables alternately on a large

The land under Italian Rye-grass, for example,
would be let to farmers, cowkeepers, &c, either to be

used as green food or bay, and when broken up from

Grass to be well manured with the sewage, trenched by

means of steam ploughs, and then let for the season to

market gardeners for growing any kinds of crops they

might think best, the land to receive any quantity of liquid

manure during the season as might be agreed upon.

Of course a tenant might hold on lease 100, 500, or 1000

acres at a fixed rent, receiving the sewage of so many
inhabitants, and cropping as he thought proper. During
the winter months when there is plenty of rain to wash

the grosser portion of the sewage into the soil it

would be applied in its natural state, and also towards very briefly characterised and referred to the

genus Tuburcinia in Mr. Berkeley's account of the ploughed lands during summer ; but for vegetables/ind

Potato Murrain, which appeared in the first number of Grass during summer I propose separating the solid from

the liquid by a mechanical process, and applying the

latter in a clean state, or as pure as rain water, only

containing in solution all the valuable manurial salts. In

a word I arrange a certain system of liquid manuring to

suit a certain system of cropping, making the two go-

together so as to yield the largest rent for the landlord,

and profit for the tenant.

I have only included waste lands for manuring,

but a large area of porous soils on both bank*

of the Thames might be used, and also in the' in-

terior of the country. I have lately, for instance, gone

over some 3000 acres to be let, at from 25s. to 60s. per

acre. Now, the sewage revenue arising from such

would be the increase of cost and value of the manure

applied. According to Mr. Cutbill's pamphlet on

.rdening round London," the cost mijjht be

the Journal of the Horticultural Society of London,

and a short notice of the disease is given in the third

volume of the same journal, p. 37, in company with the

malady commonly known by the name of Scab.:}: It is

not confined to any particular sort of Potato, but is

said to be more common upon white and yellow Pota-

toes than upon blue and red. It is by some attributed

to injury in digging, as it sometimes makes its first

appearance in Potatoes stored up for winter use ; but it

is far from unfrequent in the natural soil, where it some-

times destroys the crop altogether. The first appear-

ance of the disease is indicated by little spots of a

darker and less pure colour and less shining than the

rest of the cuticle ; they are orbicular in form and

scattered over the surface, but they soon become
confluent, and probably from a slight degree of I " Market Gardening

In consequence of the late rains Fungi "have been
extremely abundant this autumn and vast quantities

have been collected without much discrimination

for the manufacture of Katsup, principally for the

supply of the London markets. It is very probable

that the quantity of salt and spice which is used in

the manufacture may modify the poisonous qualities

moisture the dirt adheres to these spots more
than to the rest of the tuber. When the tuber is

divided no difference is seen between sound and

diseased individuals except an increased disposition to

change colour on exposure to the atmosphere.

According to the condition of the weather or tempera-

ture, and when the tubers are stored, the hygrometric

condition of the air, the spots more or less speeddy

change their aspect. The cuticle begins to get loose,

the subjacent parenchym changes colour and adheres

closely to the skin, and at last little flat pustules appear

upon the surface, while their cuticle acquires a deeper

tint, and the interstices become rugged and speckled.

The tubers at first were not impaired in point of flavour,

but now they have a faint disagreeable taste, which is

a communicated to everything with which they are mixed.

If in this condition the tubers send out shoots they are

weaker than usual and often go back.

584. The cuticle has hitherto remained entire. It

now fails in the centre and exposes the underlying

tissue, which appears dusty and assumes different

colours. If, however, the peel be stripped off, the base

of the pustule comes off with it, the whole of the tissue

having assumed the same structure as is the case in the

affection more commonly known under the name of

scab. A8 the m
at last shells off

appearance sullied

the fungus. The tissue in the neighbouring portion is

more or less discoloured and decomposed, and where

the disease is very virulent, the pustules run so deep

and prevent the full expansion of the tuber so com-

pletely that they are perfectly worthless. In some
instances the pustules are so frequent that, as in the

confluent smallpox, they occupy the whole surface.

585. A few scattered tubers are often affected by
this disease. In some years it is scarcely possible

to get a specimen, while in others the disease is so

prevalent as to do great mischief. This was especially

the case in 1 847 in Cornwall and the Scilly Islands. As
far as my own observations go it occurs principally

in damp ungenial seasons in badly cultivated land,

especially where Potatoes have been planted many
* From tuburcinor, to feast or gormandise

increased some 5/. per acre, and the manure applied

might be worth about 12J., making 17J. per acre.^ Now,

supposing 11. to go for extra expense in marketing and

increase of cost and profit, it would leave a balance ot

107. per acre—a money-making revenue on a large

investment ; or the account may be stated thus :
*25

inhabitants to each acre would give 12 tons of forces and

urine in their natural state per acre to 100,000 acres,

which, at 10J. per acre, would produce a revenue of

1,000,0002. annually.

Further into details we need not go. No doubt

some of your readers may feel disposed to quote the

Fulham experiment in opposition to my project ;
hut it

is not applicable; for (I) before the sewage gets to

Stanley Bridge it is so wasted as not to be worth the

pumping
; (2) the sewage thus wasted is not properly

applied ; and (3) the system of cropping is not adapted

for the sewage. Under such circumstances what else

could be expected than failure !

It will thus be seen that a large revenue miy be o&.

tained from the sewage of the metropolis if economical^

applied to the proper quality of soil, sufficient not only

to save the pockets ot the ratepayers, but also to return

them a large annual income after the redeeming term.

How different will be the result of any brick sewerage

40 miles from the

returned, polluting the atmosphere of the metrop

worse than at present ; as they from their levity wi

ascend to the highest level, ultimately placing every

house upon a hot-bed of pestilence.

The followiug is the extract above alluded to :—

« 1st. Divide the metropolis into manurial districts, ins|*

according to the areas of the respective fields to which the se a

is to be applied, due attention being P«»d to make taen g

levels of the manurial district serve the
.
hi
/
h"

J

e
^
e
'l pump5 .

I Let there be one or more engines in each to**™*'*™^*
for sending the whole of its >ewage in metal P«|*s * '?«

J°g *£
a* fast as it flows to the engines, and let the sewage of eacn

trictflow to the engines in glazed earthenware pipes.
f

2nd. The mainspring of the whole is a proper paying^BeM

application, and probably no capital in the worIdww favour gj

situated aa'the metropolis of England in «hl8 mwrt,£r'

immediate neighbourhood there is a « ,fr««£t *"* %T uS i.

heath, sandy downs, waste common and chalky -o^for ^
the whole sewage economically. These are the very ^ m<)St

soil, too, to which a continuous flow of se* age ca ^ ^
+ Die Kartell Epidemie, p. 23, tab. 2, fig. 9-13. soil, too, to which * continuous u^ ^

-
> » c&nnct ^ *>

X I have availed myself largely in the text of Martins" account, successfully applied for onit lie loii
^

<

j ^ wheD

which is very lull and circumstantial. wed dnring the depth of winter tuiu j*
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there is probably most sewn«e—as it would then flow back to ihe

sewers on the surface; but the sandy and chalky soils in question

will always be in a state to drain up the greatest fiow of sewage.
The once barren sandy beach between Leith and Portobello, no
yielding a clear profit of upwards of 101. yearly per acre, may be
taken as a successful example in proof of this.

Let, therefore, an Act of Parliament be got without delay to

secure tli'e above lands to the inhabitants of the metropolis, as
landowners, with power to carry out my proposition. Let each
raannrial district have its own allotment; and if properly
fanned under steam culture, I venture to say that the proceeds
of Italian Rye-grass, &c, &c, will yield redeeming inter-st on
the capital invested, as a glance at the facts of the case will

show; thus:

—

A population of 2,500,000 will yield annually upwards of
1,000,000 tons of faeces and urine in their natural state. Add to

this the dropping of cattle, soap-suds, &c, and the result will
amount to nearly the equivalent of half a million tons more;
but say only 1,000,000 tons, sufficiently diluted with water for

application. Now such a dose, successfully applied, ought, at
least, to produce an increase of produce of the annual value of
500,000*. If a ton of fseces and urine, I repeat, do not yield an
increase of produce of the value of ten shillings yearly, it is

had farming. Such a population would yield, of solid matter,
74,000 tons, superior to Peruvian guano; so that, at the price of
geano, it is worth more than 740,000*. No farmer would think
of turning less out of guano than double the above hypothesis,
so that 1,000,000*. of increase of value of produce would
be nearer the result than halt that sum, after a few years' appli-
cation of the manure."

W. Burn-ess, Prospect Terrace, Brixton, Surrey.

and requires to be planted rather thickly ; then of
yellows which have stood whilst their nei^ibours have

v"

|

been shorn of their beauty by wind
>e Calceolaria amplexicaulis and a dwi

and wtt, we li.ive

plexicaulis and a dwarf variety of Mari-
gold, I think called pumila, but which is difficult to get
true to colour of the seedsmen

and short jointed, is ripening beautifully, and will carry

a considerable crop next summer. In April, 1855,

I planted some Vines in a border made of old pasture,

manure, and lime rubbish. This constituted a much
looser mass than that which I have described above.

smen ; therefore it should he | 'Ihe roots went immediately straight down like Carrots,
carefully saved when once a plant of the true colour is I cut down the canes last winter to two eyes, and the
obtained. Let me name, en passant, and recommend to
all gardeners who do not already know it, a gem of a
different kind and a real boon to those >\ho enjoy a
good salad, namely, Short's Early Dwarf Beet, raised by
Mr. Short, gardener to Sir W. B. Proctor, Bart., Langley
Park. I have a bed of it, and each plant is a model of
its neighbour ; indeed, they are unique in every point
whicli constitutes a good Beet. H. Howlett, Hav:rland
Hall.

Large Gourd.—A specimen has been grown in the
garden of G. W. Tiremans, Esq., of Lofthouse Hall,
near Redcar, by his gardener Mr. Milner, which
measures 5 feet 8 inches in circumference, and weighs
8 stone. M.

Poisonous Honey.—Please ask " Apiarian" how it

happens that the bees which feed through the winter
on the Rhododendron-poisoned honey are not all

destroyed. To be sure, M what is one man's meat may
be another man's poison." He need not "give up the
pleasure of keeping bees," nor the delight of looking on
Rhododendrons either, rest assured. Will Honeycomb.
Monstrous Broccoli.— I beg to send you a head of

Broccoli
x
which may possibly be worth attention. I

Home Correspondence.
A New Nectarine.—I send two fruit of a late Necta-

rine from a potted tree in my orchard house. I received
it some 20 years since from Culford Hall, near Bury
St. Edmunds. Mr. Knight, then gardener there, told

me that the tree then growing against the south wall
had been received from Mr. Lee, the father of the
present Messrs. Lee, of the Hammersmith Nursery.
The fruit, as you will see, are large, although from a curious, from the fact of six perfect heads being grown
tree in a pot. It is a free stone and piquant in flavour,

\ on one and the same plant. The cause of this rather

result has been long-jointed sponsy wood, some of

it inferior in strength to the young Vines of this

year. G. L. t
Cambridge. [But what of the effects

of flesh?] We have litre four Vineries, the
Vines in which from successive bad treatment are very
weak and exhausted, the varieties also not at all

desirable, chiefly Black {and White Sweetwater, and the

like ; it is intended to remove them, filling up with
llamburghs and Muscats. I have this season remade
our border in the following manner, removing the old

soil to the depth of 2 feet 6 inches, and placing in the

bottom about 10 inches of bricks and stones broken fine

on the surface, with drains to carry off water,

and resting thereon nearly 2 feet of prepared
compost, in which the Vines are planted, but from
the construction of the houses their roots are all

outside. Now, I had thought that from such a pre-

paration their roots would be in a healthy medium, and
that by a proper a; plication of ferment iog mater; al in

the forcing season, and a slight mulching when neces-

sary, I should insure success. But my employer has

heard of, and advises the surface to be entirely covered

over with stone or tile, or, iu fftet. concreted. Would

more than 20 years, and I have never seen anything
like it before. To what cause is its anomalous condition

to be attributed ? /. Clark. [Your Broccoli is very

but not very sweet, owing I presume to the cloudy
weather we have had lately. As it is most
desirable to prolong the season of so esteemed
a fruit as the Nectarine, this sort for orchard
houses in the south of England is likely to prove
worthy of attention ; it has uniform glands
and small flowers, and is most likely allied to
the Peterborough Nectarine of the Horticul-
tural Society's catalogue. Thos. Rivers, Saw-
bridrjeicorth. [This is a very promising
variety, to us unknown. It is much like the
White Nectarine in appearance. Although
too acid in the state in which we received it,

there is a fine aroma about it which more heat
would not have failed to develope. And it is

not a clingstone.]

Shanking of Grapes.^ While this subject is

before the gardening world, it would be well

for those who know what " shanking" is to

state their experience respecting it. I believe

that many are totally unacquainted with it

from the fact that they have never had to

deal with worn out or deep planted Vines. Did
any one ever see Grapes shank in pots unless
they were deluged with cold water ? Did
any one ever see them shank on dry,
gravelly, or chalky subsoils, where the roots were
allowed to seek their own food ? Did any one ever see
"shanking" occur where the border was artificially

warmed ? Did any one ever observe this evil ou
open walls where the roots are warmer than the
atmosphere ? I have under my care a Vinery
in which the Vines were planted about 25 years ago ;

there is not the least sign of a root within a foot of the
surface

; they grow strongly, but the wood is watery,
and one-third of the berries "shank" just as they
change colour. Early in the season they throw out
* l spongioles," which under a dry atmosphere dry up,
and then they seek their food from its right place. I

nave rarely seen an instance of Vines rooting up the
stem which has not been accompanied by "jshanking."
I can produce proof respecting the difference of tem-
perature in the soil and atmosphere having an effect on
Grapes at the period of ripening

unusual formation is probably owing to some injury

which the growing point of the main stem may have re-

ceived at a late period of the season ; the effect of such

an accident would be the production of several heads

resembling the specimen you have been so good as to

forward to us, and of which the accompanying sketch,

although very much reduced, will convey a better idea

A Vine planted
j
than any lengthened description. B.]

against an open 'wall with its roots below a cistern of! A Cheap Garden Wall.—On estimating the cost of a
water which daily overflows and completely saturates

! brick wail to inclose a garden I found it so expensive
* nary

to

have been' an extensive grower of that vegetable for
|

you be kind enough to say if this plan or any other

would be better than what I propose. J. C, Hartham
Park. [This method is recommended by Mr. Spencer,

of Bowood. See Theory and Practice of Horticulture,

p. 144.]

The Peach Apricot.—I observe that you place this

variety among fruits not fit for orchard h< uses. I

presume this is merely a clerical error,

for it is directly contrary to my experience.

The Peach Apricot is grown very largely in

the south and west of France on standards,

and is I think the largest and best of the Moor
Park race ; it is very short-jointed, and bears

most abundantly in pots in the orchard house.

I have had small trees in pots 80 full of fruit

as to nearly destroy themselves, every twig

being covered with fruit to the exclusion of

leaves, thus weakening the tree. I must ob-

serve that I have only permitted this to take

place out of curiosity to see how many fruit

such pigmy trees could give. Thos. Rivers.

[We are glad to hear so good an account of

tin's variety. Reports of a different nature

have reached us. We should have hardly

expected so large an Apricot to be produc-

tive enough to suit an orchard house.]

Sir Hairy Strawberry.—I" your Paper of

the 11th inst., p. 677, a question is asked

by Mr. Doubleday, Eppinjr, relative to this

Strawberry. I beg to inform him that L pur-

chased plants of it from Mr. Underbill in No-
vember 18.54 ; the following summer they bore

abundantly, and in point of size, flavour, and colour I

had never seen or tasted any Strawberry at all to com-

pare with it. I have also since heard it expressed by

practical gardeners that it is a question whether any other

Strawberry yet to be raised, or recently introduced,

will ever come up to it as a first-class table berry.

So forcibly struck was I when I gathered my first crop

of fruit with its flavour, that I distributed the berries

anion" my friends, and the result was that the Sir Harry

is now in almost every garden in and about th'S town.

Howit is that Mr. Doubleday was disappointed with its

flavour, I cannot imagine, unless it has been that he is not

growing the real sort, or that it has been that the fruit

was exposed to much wet and gathered in that state.

I may further add that the judges acting for our exhibi-

tions in 1855, on seeing the dish of Sir Harry, eyed them

with dumb astonishment, and when their silence was

broken the first question asked was, u Are they as good

as thev look !* and on each tasting they pronounced it

tin?

ap

subject ; Grapes used to shank at the Deepdene ; be curved, each curve being 16 feet long and 4 feet

until he' replanted them. John Gadd, Bignor Park, I deep ; lay the lowest bricks 9 inches wide, on which

Pttworth. '

build 4A-inch brickwork, set in the best blue lias Jime,

Late-flowering Plants.—Your correspondent " J. G."
j
8 or 10 feet high, the top row of bricks being set in

"^ broached a subject which is interesting to many,
| cement. The benefits of this plan are :—Being only

and which I have found from experience particularly 44-inch work, at 8 feet high, the expense, with bricks at

worthy the attention of gardeners where families only 40s. a 1000 delivered, including lime and labour, would

Reside at their country seats during the shooting season.
* Deg to add the names of a few other plants to which
?• G." has not alluded, and I hope other gardeners

w»l do the same. Amongst scarlets, Salvia fulgens
and Lobelia propinqua are good, and grow on good soil

from 2 to 4 feet in height ; and of the more humble
subjects in that colour the little Cuphea platyceutra is

not the most despicable, for although not very showy it

will stand a great deal of rough weather and is very
useful for cutting from; of reds the old-fashioned ,.mj . _

Fuchsia globosa,Riccartoni,&c, are useful, although not England. It is simply this :—To each cart-load of

superior to any other Strawberry at that time grown,

awarded it the first prize, together with hi «hly recom-

mending it They also inquired the address of the

owner and raiser,^for the purpose of ordering plants.

Should it be that Mr. D. has purchased his plunts from

some other than the raiser, I would advise him to pro-

cure some direct from Mr. Underhill, of Edgbaston,

Birmingham, when I will vouch that Mr. D. alter once

fruiting them will agree with me in all that I have

written. In short, I may say with truth that too much

cannot be said in its favour, and I doubt much if it will

ever have an equal. Thos. D. Townleu, Hon. Sec. Worth

be about 2s. 6d. per foot run. The curved base would I Lancashire Floral and Horticultural Society

give great firmness to the wall. The trees would be
j

Jlongh Plate Glass,- In reply to «C. H. s inquiry,

more sheltered, and from the varying aspects a sue-
\ I beg to inform him that I have had three summers

cession of ripe fruit would be obtained. A brick-walled

garden of a quarter of an acre could thus be made for

about 70/. N. W., Truro.

Vine Bo7-ders.—Your correspondent " A. M." inquires

as to the benefit of using flesh in Vine borders. Last

April I built a lean-to house for Muscats ; and made

my border after the advice of the best Grape grower in

a,»d the useful Tagetes lucida, which requires the same
j

partly in and partly out of hou.se : they exhibit a mass
treatment, but it does not grow so high as the former, of fibres thick as a door-mat. The wood is very strong

1 Deg to iniorni mui uwv iiioioun.iim«.vou.muv. d

experience of this glass, and have not observed a single

instance of scorching under it. I can only say that I

am perfectly satisfied with it ; I do not recommend

every one to use it, nor have I denied its producing more

shade than sheet or crown glass, knowing that some of

it does so, for from its interior quality I condemned a

great deal that was supplied for our structures, and

should have done so with more of it had it not been

fixed before I observed it. I also know that some of it

is quite clear. Now, if I understand the matter rightly,

the object of fluting is to diffuse the sun's rays.

Allowing such to be the case and the object attained, may-

it not have the same effect on the vision, and thus pre-

vent the desired concentration on the object looked at to
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observe k uistiuciiy ? I have not referred to the earliest

acsounts iu your passes of this glass, but if my memory
serves me rightly, Mr. Hartley somewhere said that the

materials of which it was made were different from

those of which sheet glass is composed, and that it was

calculated to produce a slight shade ; what then if we
find it do so ; is it anything more than we might expect ?

but make both kinds from the same material and the

same furnace, if you will. May not the fluting (allow-

ing it to have the desired effect) by the diffusion of the

rays apparently diminish the light, but not really do so ?

"C. R." must not think that I considered my advice

generally applicable; it was only intended for " H."
Our first structures put up here, which consisted of

Vineries, Peach-houses, plant-houses, and pits, were all

glazed with sheet, supplied by different parties. In every

case we are subject to scorching, or perhaps more
properly burning ; hence the reason for the caution to
u H." No doubt the manufacturers of this glass, as of

every other article, will endeavour to meet the prices of

their customers ; if, then, they get an inferior article

for their low prices, let them not condemn the whole.

We might with equal reason do the same thing with

regard to the cloth of which our coats are made. I may
also observe that this glass was supplied by different

houses ; hence, perhaps, the reason of our receiving

some cf inferior quality. W. Breadley, Somerleyton.

Cestrum nocturnum and Gardenia Rothmanni On
visiting the gardens of his Grace the Duke of Leeds, at

Hornby Castle. Yorkshire, I was much .struck with a
very fine specimen of Cestrum nocturnum, so rarely

seen in cultivation. It was one mass of blossom, and
has been in flower for the last four months. Its power-
ful fragrance scented the whole house, which is very
large. I cannot find it in any nursery catalogue, which
I regret, as it is one of the most fragrant plants in cul-

tivation. In the same house is a magnificent specimen
of Gardenia Rothmanni covered with flowers and buds,
also bearing fruit, whi h is highly ornamental. The
plant is 8 feet high and in robust health. This plant is

seldom seen in collections. I may observe that very
extensive improvements are now going on which will

place these gardens amon^ the first in the kingdom. A
large, I believe the largest hot-water apparatus in Europe,
on the one-boiler or Weeks's system, has been erected,

which heats 10,000 feet of piping, and gives great satis-

faction. An extra boiler is added in case of accident,

but as yet one is found more than equal to the heat
required. J. P. B.

Ammonia.—"A New Subscriber," referring to my
communication on this subject in the Chronicle of the

20th Sept., attempts apparently to account for the
different results obtained in my experiment, by pointing

to the property of charcoal to absorb and retain

ammonia. There might have been some validity in his

implied solution had the comparison lain between two
plants both treated with ammonia, one growing in sand
alone, and the other in sand and charcoal. It might
have been contended in that case with some reason that

the plant grown in sand derived no benefit from the
ammonia, as it was dissipated and lost to the plant ;

while the other did so from the ammonia being absorbed
by the charcoal and retained for the use of the plant.

But this reasoning cannot apply to the actual circum-
stances of the experiment ; aud even if it could, it

would leave untouched the real merits of the question
at issue. Granted in the largest extent that charcoal

absorbs and retains ammonia, the only question at all

to the point still remains unanswered. In what way or
by what means did the ammonia enable one of the
plants to fabricate so much additional vegetable sub-
stance ? Was it by furnishing directly from itself

material to assist in the production of this substance,

and was the material or element which it supplied

towards fabricating vegetable fibre or hydro-carbona-
ceous matter hydrogen or nitrogen ? /. H. U,
Petunia imperialis.— This may possibly be a desirable

plant for pot culture, to decorate our greenhouses with
in spring, but 1 have not heard of its succeeding in beds.
I purchased two plants of it in spring, and intended to

propagate it abundantly for another season. I planted
them out and they grew luxuriantly— in time green
calices made their appearance—then hopes were enter-
tained of beholding erelong their beautiful double white

the deceased from giving to the world, as he intended,

a treatise on the growing and removal of the Fir tribe,

as practised by him at Calderston. A . Sleigh.

Notices* of 23o<rts,

Advanced Text Book of Qcoloyy. By D. Page,' F.G.S.
12mo, Blackwood, pp. 326.

In our volume for 1854, p. 791, we Bpoke favourably

of Mr. Page's little Introductory Text Book on Geology.

The author's new work is of a higher, though perhaps
not more important kind, for nothing can be more
important than to learn accurately, however slightly,

the rudiments of a science. The great merit of these

two books consists in their good arrangement, exact

descriptions, clear explanations, and sagacious sepa-

ration of the positive which all must understand from
the merely speculative, which can so often be very well

dispensed with. A course of this kind may not indeed

lead to brilliant views or scientific coruscations, but it

sheds over everything that clear calm quiet light which
illuminates without dazzling or distorting. Upon this

point indeed Mr. Page is himself explicit : " The
author has endeavoured to write as he would have
spoken to a junior companion in the field—hopefully

and encouragingly, yet not disguising the real diffi-

culties that lie in the way—treating the subject as one

to which the humblest observer may contribute his

mite, rather than attempting to propound authorita-

tively on problems, the satisfactory solution of which
involves a much wider range of observation, and
deeper and more exact research, than Geology as yet

can boast of. The author requests his brother geologists

who may glance over these pages to remember that

they are not intended to contain an exposition of his

own peculiar views, but rather to exhibit an elemen-
tary outline of the science as now established by the

leading workers in Britain, France, Germany, and
America. The main object has been to render the

student such assistance as will enable him to proceed in

the field as a practical observer, and to read with
appreciation the higher treatises, special monographs,
papers, and new discoveries of others.'* Such should
always be the aim of elementary works whether called

manuals, hand-books, text-books, or introductions.

The order in which the subject is treated is as
follows :—Objects and Scope of the Inquiry—General
Relations, Structure, and Conditions of the Earth

—

Agencies resulting therefrom, or chiefly concerned in

the Modification of its Crust—Composition and Charac-
teristics of the Principal Rocks and Rock-Masses

—

Classification into Systems, Groups, and Series

—

General Characteristics of Fossils—The Silurian, De-
vonian, Carboniferous, Permian, Triassic, Oolitic, Cre-
tace< us, Tertiary and Post-Tertiary Systems—General
Review of the Stratified Systems—Theoretical Deduc-
tions—Economic Aspects of the Science, and Methods
of Practical Procedure. The whole concluding with
a capital Glossary of Technical Geological Terms and
General Index.
From this enumeration the reader will see how com-

pletely the geological field is worked up. The manner
of working it is excellent ; there is neither too much
nor too little of anything which a student requires, mere
details being wisely referred to in the special treatises

of the most eminent writers on the subject. What the
views of the author are with respect to the connection
between Agriculture and Geologyjwill be gathered from
the following statement.

** The assistance which geology is calculated to confer
on the science of agriculture, though somewhat over-
rated at one time, is certainly among the most obvious
of its practical features. Ail fertile soils consist of two
classeB of ingredients—organic and inorganic ; the
former derived from the decomposition of vegetable and
animal matter, the latter from the disintegration of the
subsoil or of the subjacent rock-masses. Without a
certain proportion of organic matter no soil can be
fertile, hence the continuous application of animal and
vegetable manures ; but it is equally true that without
a due admixture of inorganic or mineral compounds all

attempts at its permanent improvement will be fruitless.

All the mineral elements essential to fertility may not

flowers, scented like a Carnation ; but my expectations f™* \

n the soil of a particular locality ; but the moment

ing the calices, which were I !
nat chem,cal analysis has indicated the deficiency, thewere frustrated, for on exam

fully formed, some were found quite empty, while others
had only rudiments of flowers in them. Now the season
has passed, and I have not been rewarded with a single

bloom from either plant. Perhaps some one who may
have grown this Petunia more extensively will report
their experience of it. J.Q.

Cocoa Nut Melon.—Your notice of this variety at
page 676 iully coincides with my experience of it.

Seeds of it wer* given to me by Mr. Fleming. We had
it here as late as JUu. 6th this year. The fruit was cut
on Nov. 16th, 1855. The flavour is excellent, and no
Melon I have ever Eeen or heard of besides this will
keep good even after November. William Thomas, Oar-
dener to the Bight Bon. Lord Hatlierton, Teddesley Park,
Staffordshire.

farmer can readily obtain the required ingredient from
some other district, or it may be from the subsoil of his
own fields, and so effect the permanent improvement in

question. To do this, however, he requires to know
not only the chemical composition of rocks and soils,

but the precise spots they occupy ; in other words, he
must be familiar with the language and delineations of
a geological map of his own district, and know the
lithological peculiarities of the respective formations.
We have already stated that for agricultural purposes
two sets of maps are necessary—one exhibiting the
nature and area of the superficial accumulations, and
another devoted, as usual, to the rock-formations that
lie below. Aided by such helps, and sufficiently ac-

quainted with the science to be able to take advantage

Trellis. nr m e , . ,
ot their assistance, the geological farmer has a power at

a rerlv , n "** *"7 T*** *2!? me Wlth his command which he may turn to the best account,

trellis £ f°llo* 1
.

D* ^uery ?
!
am

,
«>«» to P ufc a either in the permanent improvement of the soil he

5™,£i ?y g houae; w it better to put a occupies, or in the choice of a farm for carrying on the
galvanised iron w.re one or a wooden one ? Kempston.

j
operations of some special department of husbandry.

Shed at Calderston, Lancashire, on the 14th inst, Besides the permanent admxture of inorganic sub-

K!?r
6
? years

' ^ r * Alexander Morton, who for 30 years stances, there are other conditions necessary to in-

for drainage,

nnocuous nature

«geu do years, air. Alexander Morton, who for 30 years stances, there are other conditions 1

laithluhy served as gardener Joseph Walker, Esq., creased fertility ; such as facilities
x.ri.b. The declining state of his health prevented capability of retaining moisture, the i]

of the subsoil, and the power of absorbing and retaining
the solar heat. Soil overlying trap and limestone
requires less artificial drainage than that covering the
coal-measures, the new-red marls or wealden, because
the former rocks are traversed by numerous joints and
fissures which act as so mauy natural drain-pipes, while
the latter are chiefly tenacious and impervious clays.

Again, land of itself dry and friable may be rendered
wet by springs which arise along some line of disloca-

tion. The farmer acquainted with the deductions of
geology would cheaply lead off these springs at their
source, while he who was ignorant would laboriously

furrow-drain his whole field, and find, after all, that his
was the less effectual method of the two. Such are
mere indications of the as-istance which geology is cal-

culated to confer on agriculture—an assistance very
apt to be overrated, however, unless the farmer at the
same time avail himself of the assistance of the chemist,,

meteorologist, and vegetable physiologist. As with the
farmer, so with the land-valuator ; and though a
shrewd practical man who has travelled a good deal and
kept his eyes open to points of amenity, facilities for

market, and so forth, may often approximate very
closely to the real value of an estate, depend upon it

another possessed of the same shrewdness and ex-
perience, and skilled in the geological bearings of the
district to boot, will be much the safer guide. In fact,

without a knowledge of the mineral structure of an
estate, it is altogether impossible to ascertain its value
and so it has happened, even within the last 20 years,

that estates have been sold at so many years' purchase
of the land- rent merely, and in total ignorance of a
mineral wealth that might have been fairly suspected
from the most cursory glance of a geological map of

the district. It may be true that the functions of the

land-valuator are altogether distinct from those of the

mineral surveyor, and that the report of the one should
be accompanied by the report of the other ; but even in

the valuing of land for mere agricultural purposes, the
man who is ignoraut of the mineral facilities of a
district—its limes, clays, marls, shell-sands, phosphates,
and so forth—can give but a very uncertain and
unsatisfactory opinion."
As an example of the manner of dealing with facts we

select Mr. Page's explanation of the origin of Flints.

Formation of Plinte.—The formation of flint within a
mass so different in composition as chalk is also in some
respects an unsettled problem in Geology. It occurs iu

nodular masses of very irregular (often fantastic) forms
and variable magnitude—some of these not exceeding
anj inch, others more than a" yard in circumference-
Although thickly distributed iu horizontal layers, and
occasionally in vertical lines of large nodules or
" potstones," the nodules are seldom in contact with

each other, each being completely enveloped by the

chalk. It is rare, indeed, to find a continuous layer of

flint, as we find a layer or band of ironstone, though the

nodular or concretionary states of these two materials

are precisely similar. Externally, the flints are com-
posed of a white cherty crust ; internally, they are of

grey or black silex, frequently full of flaws or eracks,

and often contain cavities lined with chalcedony and
crystallised quartz. When taken from the chalk pit,,

they are brittle and full of moisture, but soon dry and
assume their welI-known|hard and refractory qualities.

Flints almost without exception enclose remains of

sponges, sea-urchins, detached spines, corals, and other

marine organisms the structures of which are often pre-

served in the most delicate and beautiful manner. In-

some specimens the organism has undergone subsequent

decomposition, and the space it occupied has been either

left hollow or partially filled with some sparry incrusta-

tion. From these facts it would seem that flints are

aggregations of silex round some organic nucleus, just

like the ironstone septaria of the coal-shales, the grains

of the oolite, the ironstone nodules of the gault—all of

which are aggregations round some organic centre, be it

a fragment of plant, a shell, a tooth, coprolite, or ether

organism. This is now the generally received opinion ;.

and when it is remembered that the organisms must

have been deposited when the chalk was in a flocculent

and pulpy state, there can be little difficulty in conceiv-

ing how the silex, held in solution by the waters of

deposit, would, by chemical affinity, attach itself to the

decaying organism. The solubility of silica is a well-

known fact in nature ; it occurs in most thermal springs

—in soils, whence it is elaborated by many growing

plants for their structure— in waters, whence sponges

and infusoria elaborate their silicious shells and spiculee-

—and all decomposing rocks, like the felspathic granites,

greenstones, and tufas, are continually supplying it to-

the streams, rivers, and ocean. The cause of its abun-

dance in certain cretaceous areas we may never know,

but it is altogether a mistake to suppose that flint is »

product peculiar to the chalk. The spongiierous cherts

of the Portland and coralline oolites, and the tubipore

cherts and flints of the mountain limestone, are identica*

in origin, as they are all but identical in composition.

Indeed, repeated lines of black flint nodules may oe-

traced in the carboniferous limestones of Bathgate as

distinctly and continuously, and as purely silicious as

ever were traced in the chalk-pits of Kent and Surrey-

Let us add that if there are no ad captandum plates m
this work, there are excellent woodcuts, where the

subject rendered them indispensable.

The Norwich Union Reversionary Interest Company.

(Letts and Co.) This is a pamphlet by Mr. Le Cappe-

Iain, who as an auditor of the Company complains tua*

the directors garble papers, withhold information, »»
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refuse to allow the auaitors to examine the value of the

property represented to constitute assets. It is quite

out of our way to notice matters of this kind ; but in

these swindling days it becomes a duty on the part of

the whole body of the press to call attention to such
statements as these of Mr. Le Cappelain.

Garden Memoranda.
Biddulph Grange, the residence op James Bate-

kaN, Esq—{Continued from p. 695),—From that part of

the terrace which is immediately in front of the drawing

room and conservatory, and which is surrounded by a

balustraded wall, the principal terrace walk conducts us

eastward, between a wall on the north which helps to

exclude some of the offices, and which is picturesquely

clothed with Ivy, and a Yew hedge, at the same distatice

from the walk on the south side. The walk is edged

with a kerbstone, and the border on each side is occu-

pied with Yuccas, Acanthus, Saxifraga crassifclia, and
similarly striking plants placed at regular intervals.

Passing along this walk for 10 or 12 yards, we enter,

by.' an appropriate archway of stone, a long wooden
corridor, the sides and roof of which are formed of

plainness aud the distinctiveness of its character, it helps pyramids oi Yew in the centres ot the two Grass p.ots.
to enhance the more artistic effects of the contiguous Two large common Yews, cut into a pyramidal form,
departments. 8taD(j on , he middle of slightly raised mounds, and are

The eastern terrace is between 4 and 5 feet above the surrounded at a little distance by an edging of Golden
level of the orchard, and runs north and south. It is Yews, kept dwarf, and which is again encompassed by a
ascended by a flight of steps in a steep Grass bank, and
is backed by a lofty Bc-ech hedge. A sort of alcove
of Yews occurs in the hedge opposite the principal
terrace, forming a recess for a broad white urn-shaped
vase, which gives the proper finish to the most important
walk about the place.

To the northwards, the eastern terrace is connected by
another set of steps with the higher terrace, this latter
running parallel with the main terrace, and being at-

tached to the upper rooms of the house as before inti-

mated by a glass covered way. The covered way will

have an open path in front of it, and extends from the
house to the east end of the Dahlia garden, where it is

finished by a room, which makes a picturesque break in

the general grouping. At this point there are also steps

lower edging of common Yew. The appearance of the

whole court is unique, and being thoroughly excluded

from the rest of the r.rouuds, and entered upon suddenly

in both directions, it contributes to that change of scene

which mu^t always be delightful. E. K.
LTo be continued.)

Miscellaneous.
T7ie Society of Arts, John Street, A cldphi, has offered

premiums for the following among other subjects during

the following season. All communications must be

written on foolscap paper, on one side only, with an

inch and a quarter margin. They must be accompanied

by such drawings, models, or specimens as may be

by which the upper terrace can be gained without passing necessary to illustrate the subject. The drawings should

through the house.

In constructing the walls which, from the diversity of
level, are introduced so freely into this section of the

undressed Bamboo, in regular patterns. The effect of
j

grounds, Mr. Bateman has in some instances employed
this covered way, artistically, is to enclose and prolong

the vista view along the entire terrace ; while it serves

practically to cover an uninteresting part of the house,

and also to shut out a small bulb garden. The entrance

to this latter is through an invisible door on the south
side of the corridor, and it occupies a small strip of
ground running parallel with the corridor itself, and
otherwise surrounded by a Yew hedge. The bulb
garden is thus altogether apart from the rest of the

grouuds, and can bi readily visited at those periods of
j

the year when the plants are in flower, or shut up dur-

ing the long remaining period when this tribe of plants

is without interest.

Every cultivator of bulbs must have felt the difficulty

of allowing them to remain iu the ground to develop

an elaborate stone coping, which, as will be well known
to those familiar with building operations, makes a large

and serious item in the expenditure. But, as the walls

be on a sufficiently large scale to be seen from .i distance

when suspended on the walls of a meeting-room. In

regard to Colonial Produce of all kinds, it is absolutely

necessary that a certificate from the Governor, or other

qualified person, should accompany the samples sent to

the Society, certifying that they really are the produce

of the particular district referred to. The samples

were to be masked with Ivy and other climbers, the j

should be sufficient in quantity to enable experiments to

stone coping has gradually disappeared in a very short

time, so that in many parts it is not now seen. For the

walls recently erected a coping of Ivy alone is to be

|

substituted for the stone coping, and in three or four

years the same effects will be produced, and the Ivy
leaves will abundantly suffice to throw off the water; the

cost of the stone coping being; completely saved.

A row of tall Irish Junipers has been planted along

be made, and an opinion to be formed of their quality
;

and it is desirable that the cost price in the district from

which they are forwarded should be given. Iu every

instance the maximum extent of the plantation from

which the produce has been taken should he stated, with

the average yield obtained, and whether similar articles

have hitherto been exported from the Colony, or not,

and in what quantities. All communications and articles

intended for competition must be delivered to thethe top of the eastern terrace, a standard Portugal

Laurel flanking the steps from the other terrace on Secretary, at the Society's house, free of expense, on or

either side. An opening through the middle of the great ;
before the 31st of March. This restriction as to the

and ripen their growth, after the flowers have passed Beech hedge lauds us suddenly in a'new area of limited
(

a*te of receipt, does not apply to articles of Colonial

away, on account of their extremely untidy appearance ; s ize, called the Egyptian Court, which lies to the east of produce.

and the questionable expedients of removing them into the terrace ; and another opening near the south end of 22. For the discovery or manufacture of anew Smokeless Fuel

trellised arch covered with Tropseolums and other
climbers, the bulbs which flower earliest being placed
beyond this arch, so that there is no necessity for enter-

ing that part when the plants in it have ceased
flowering.

Eastward of the long passage in the main terrace, the

walk runs for a corresponding distance to that at the

western end, between walls covered with climbers and
borders filled with classic looking plants, to another arch-
way, which at once answer's the purpose of lengthening
the

4vista, and forms the entrance to an enlarged square
:

space, treated as a parterre, and used for Dahlias,

Hollyhocks, &c. The point at which the arch occurs,
and a similar point at the eastern side of the area just

mentioned, very happily afford the means of introducing
a few steps to effect the necessary change of level

;

the ground, as before stated, rising considerably towards
the east.

From the centre of the Dahlia garden another series
of little parterres, each on a lower level, descends
southwards to join the lowest terrace walk formerly
alluded to ; the enclosures in every case being effected

,

by Yew hedges, and the cross walk being termi-
nated to the north by a small recessed room under the

highest terrace. The parterre which adjoins the Dahlia
garden is devoted chiefly to Roses, and is backed to i

the east and west by a row of standards, with climbers
trained to poles at the corners, the Yew hedges forming
an admirable background, again, for exhibiting the
flowers of these. At the lower end of this series of

parterres, too, another ingenious device is adopted for

preventing the eye from ranging beyond the parterres

themselves into a scene which would not harmonise
with them. A large Holly is placed at either side of
the last flight of steps, and trimmed to a bare stem to

the height of 8 or 10 feet, when they are allowed to

expand into a united and massive head, which is kept
trimmed into the shape of a bold flat canopy, and
which, while effectually blocking out the view, appears
quite in character with the Yew hedges, and gives the

needful finish to tte series of descending steps.

Returning to tM leading terrace, after quitting the

Dahlia garden, it extends, without any further break, for
a considerable distance, through what has hitherto been
a small kitchen garden, and between rows of espalier
fruit trees, till it reaches the extreme eastern terrace.

Jt is Mr. )Bateman's intention to convert the espalier
fence into a trellis for ornamental climbers, and the
kitchen garden into a trim orchard. Indeed the^latter

object has partly been carried out, Cherries and other
standard fruit trees being planted in rows, on raised

founds about 18 inches high, with neatly mown lawn
between. The trees are all of equal heights, and of the
most perfect form, in which they are to be duly pre-
eerjed by pruning ; aud the edges of the mounds on

These little things are noticed because it is in small

things of this kind that real taste is shown, and the full

influence of any artificial scene obtained.

Before dismissing the terraces, it may be well to

revert for a moment to the lowest of them all, which is

level throughout, and which is in the same line as the

higher terrace, being joined to it by the two sets of

parterres, and having the site for the fountain at the

western end, and a rough ornamental arched stone

recess, leading to a lower part of the root garden, at the

other extremity. A large Holly hedge divides this lower

terrace from the general pleasure grounds; but Mr.

Bateman finds the base of this hedge on the north side

(which is towards the walk) so much disposed to become
ragged and bare, that he purposes putting in its place a

Yew hedge, which does not appear so liable to this

defect. The walk is on the southern side of this lower

hedg
wide
most

Cactus Opnntia.
47. For the production of Charcoal from Wood, capable of

being used as an economical and efficient substitute for animal

charcoal in the manufacturiug processes where the latter is at

51. For a cheap substitute for Pitch, Tar, &c.
f
equally imper-

vious to air and moisture, but non-inflammable.

52. For the best collection of Tanning Substances, distinguish-

ing those at present used from those geuerallj unkuown to

Commerce.
57. For an account of the best methods of growing and preparing

Flax, with a comparison of natural and artificial modes ot steeping.

5S. For an account of the methods at present employed for the

extraction of Oil from Seeds, and the useful application of the

cake, or marc, as food, manure, Ac.

62. For the importation from Australia, New South Water,

Van Diemen's Land, or Cape Colony, of not lens than 50 lbs. of

Dried or Preserved Fruits, of good marketable quality.

63. For an account of the various grain and Pulse crops grown
in India, classifying them under their several local and botanical

names, and specifying their culture, yield, uses, and prices.

83. For the importation into this country from India, Australia,

plants. All the beautiful Delphiniums, Phloxes, Pent-
j

stemons, and many other tribes, which the modern
system of flower gardening has almost banished from

our gardens, or to which a congenial position is rarely

allotted, are here appropriately provided for ; and being in

a part of the grounds where they cannot be seen except

specially visited, and which does not necessarily form

the route to any other part, the beauty of the place is

not marred by their decaying stems, or by the absence

ot either leaves or flowers in the winter. The different

104. For an Essay on the application of Steam Power to the

cultivation of the soil.

105. For an Essay on the principles which should regulate the

construction of Reaping Machines, with a review of tho&e which

have been practically tested.

106. For an ace unt of the machinery employed in reaping,

drawing, threshing, hulling or shelling, grinding, crushing,

cutting, and pulping Farm Produce.

107. For the best method of Drying Corn, both before and after

being threshed.

108. For an account of the best machinery employed in drying,

cleaning, grinding and dressing Wheat into flour.

109. For an account of the best machinery for preparing,
sorts are, however, so carefully mixed together, that

, ^noing and dressiug Barley and Oats into their respective

there is probably a very short period of the year ' * »—*— « *- *-

in which some amount of gaiety is not kept up through-

out the entire length of the border.

The small enclosure which forms the Egyptian Court

is an oblong or nearly square area, with the outer

angles on the eastern side cutoff. It is hedged in with

Yew, except to the west, where there is the Beech hedge

already described. A. walk passes through the centre,

from the west to the east, and enters by a handsome

Egyptian arch of stone a long gloomy stone corridor ia

the Egyptian character. The corridor is terminated by

a lofty apartment, with a large recess opposite the

entrance, and another on the left or northern side, A
door and porch give exit, again, on the southern side, to

the Pinetum. The building is not yet finished, but it is

designed to fit it up principally with Pine aud Fir wood,

as adjoining the Pinetum, and to introduce a good deal

of coloured light into it, using it for a refreshment room increase of under-draining

in occasional rural fetes to be given to school and other ~ ""^

children. For this purpose, there is an aperture in one

of the recesses, communicating with a path behind and

manufactured constituents, pearl Barley, Groats, &c,

• 121. For an account of improvements in the manufacture of

Sugar from Beet-root, in Great Britain and Ireland, and of the

results obtained.

175. For the best series of Tinted Writing and Packing Papers

coloured in the pulp, made from materials not suited for the

manufacture of white paper.

201. For the best form of Kiln for the manufacture of draining

tiles, hollow bricks, roof tiles, paving tiles, or common bricks;

which Kiln shall be the cheapest and simplest to construct, with

the least quantity of materials for transport, shall consume the

smallest quantity, and effect the most perfect combustion of fuel T

with or without means of drying in th* Kiln itself or in a shed

attached to it : to be verified by trial works and the cheapest pro-

duction of perfect goods.

203. For the best means of preventing salt efflorescences on

207. For an Essay on the Arterial Drainage of Land, considered

with reference to the geological strata of the districts to be

drained, with suggestions for such improvements in the main
and subordinate outfalls of the country as are rendered desirable

by the more rapid accumulation of surface water, caused by the

*toch they are planted have a fringe of young Oak
|
with a small room where water could be boded or other

lr*es, the branches of which are so interlaced that they
j

preparations carried ou, so that everything in the way
Prevent the earth from crumbling down, and the foliage

;

of provisions could be handed through this concealed

^akes a very pretty edging in the summer. Every-

Jg about this lit tie orchard being thus made neat and
#

orderly, it rfjw* nn* u<™ ™f „f ,u,p in this nart of the Court, but a Utile more character is given to it, and the

opening.

Grass occupies the bulk of the space in the Egyptian

orderly, it does not seem out of place in this part of the
;

Court, !

pleasure-grounds
; and certainly, by its comparative

|
sombre effect of the Yew hedge ia increased, by

208. For the bent method of economically deodorising sewage

and other waters, and of precipitating or otherwise extracting the

matters held by them in solution or suspension.

209. For the bej>t method oi separating (and preserving) Ammo-
nia and its compounds, from sewage waters and refuse matters,

for agricultural purposes.

210. For the best method of converting precipitated or extracted

Sewage Matter into a dry or available state, lor agricultural

purposes.
211. For the best method of enriching the solid matters ob-

tained from Sewage Waters, either by mixing the same with
other salts, or manures in which the solid sewage matter is

deficient, so rs to adapt it to various agricultural crops ; or, by

L.
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laciliiatiug its <i*-coiuu<>Mii<>n f to render any latent fertilizing * stionlv nf a«.<*-**». a o>,« . „
ingredients it may contain more readily fit lb? the food of plants, tt/v. .

Uhododen -ilo»^ Azaleas, and kalmias for

212. For an essay on the management and maintenance of
If>r

^
u,n J se

t\y \^ax *t*w iuc*u««c
public roads, with special reference to their altered position .since

the introduction of railways.

The Oblique Direction of the Ligneous Fibre, and the

Twist of the Trunks of Trees occasioned thereby. By
Professor Braun.—The twist of the wood of many trees

is a phenomenon well known to wood-cutters, shingle-

makers, carpenters, and others, bat almost entirely

neglected by botanists. The distinguished geologist,

the late Leopold Vou Buch, appears to have first

directed the attention of scientific men to it ; and
Decandolle, in his Organography (1827), was the first

botanist who spoke of it. Professor Braun, in the
Proceedings of the Berlin Academy of Sciences, gives
the result of a great many observations made on this
subject by himself and others in Germany, France,
Spain, and America. Most trees show this obliquity of
the woody fibre more or less. In certain species the

, twist is almost uniformly in the same direction ; in

.ethers both directions occur with about equal frequency,
-while in not a few no twist is distinctly observable.
Sometimes the same directions prevail in the majority
of the species of a genus, or even of a whole family

;

in other cases opposite directions occur in the same
genus or family ; and it is curious to remark that, in
some instances, nearly allied species of Europe and
America twist in opposite directions. In a few instances
tfjc fibre of a young tree is twisted in one direction,
that of the old tree in the opposite direction. In
speaking of the direction, it is necessary to come to an
understanding, first of all, as to what we mean by right
or left, a distinction attended with more difficulty than
would appear possible. Professor Braun follows Decan-
dolle and others in viewing the twist or coil objectively,
imagining himself in the centre of the coil. The twist
of the fibre may be discerned in splitting the wood or in
its cracks when the bark is stripped off, or in the course
of the fissures made by lightning. Very often the bark
itself, at the angles or superficial lines of the trunk,
".ndicates the direction of the wood within very dis-

-tmctly.* No manifest twist has been observed in the
species of Fagus, Juglans, and Carya, either in Europe
or America, nor in Tflmus, Ailanthus, Fraxinus, Acer
dasycarpunif Oleditchia or Robinia, though the latter
exhibits a very slight twist to the left. The woody
fibre twists to the right in Pinus Strobi's, Ostrya r/r-

ginica, the Chesuut of Europe, the European and
American Salices, Populus pyramidah's, Comus florida,

Liriodcndron (in Indiana and Illinois, though in cul-

tivated specimens the twist was found to be the other
way ; but more observations are required,) the Peach,
Plum, and Cherry trees, and in Cercis Siliquastrum, the

only leguminous tree known to twist to the right. The
twist to the left hand is the more common ; it occurs iu

mo9t Coniferce, especially in Juniperus virginiana, Tax-
odium aistichum, Pinus sylvestris (of which young
trees twist, however, in the opposite direction), Picea
excelsa, &c, Betula and Alnus, Ostrya vulgaris and
Castanea americana (both in opposite direction to the
nearly allied species of the old world), Quercus Robur,
Populus angulata, Catalpa, sEsculus Hippocastanum,
the Pear tree, and more than any other the Pomegra-
nate ; also most leguminous trees. Most American
Oaks, the Sassafras, Acer nigrum, the Apple tree, &c,
twist about as often to the right as to the left.

The cause of the apparent twisting is not easily ascer-

tained. It is not occasioned by any actual twisting of
the whole stem, but belongs to the growth of the
successive annual layers. Professor Braun connects
it with the growth of the wood-cells, of which the ends,

at their formation, are horizontal or nearly horizontal,

become wedge-shaped as they elongate ; and if these

wedges assume the same direction in the whole
-circumference of the stem, as they are apt to do, the

wood-cells would assume a certain obliquity ; so that

this twist of the wood is connected with the intimate
nature or disposition of the cells themselves. But this

is not sufficient to explain the higher grades of the
obliquity, which sometimes reaches an angle of 45
degrees.

—

Edin. New Philos, Journal.

this

and

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.— All plants belonging to

structure should now be under glass. Cleanliness

free ventilation (whenever the weather will admit of it)

should receive constant attention. If severe weather
should occur, do not hesitate to use a little fire heat at

times, especially if the houses coutain a good many
plants in bloom ; for in that way a free ventilation may
be indulged in to expel

v
damp and staguant air. By

means of Roses, Chrysanthemums and other late

flowering; plants this structure may yet be kept gay for

many weeks to come. Supply them occasionally with
weak manure water in a clear state. Cold pits

will now be in request. Sawdust forms a good
plunging material if new and dry ; coal ashes
are also very good. Whatever material is employed
keep the plants within a foot or so of the glass, and
endeavour to keep the soil in ft somewhat dry state. A
portion of the stock of Roses, Lilacs, Honeysuckles, &c,
in pots, may now be placed in a pit to have a slight
advance of temperature. The present is a 2;ood time to
procure from the nurseries or from the reserve garden

* We have remarked this twist very evidently in some old Fir
tre«a in Braemar, the bark of which had been stripped off so as
to leave the wood exposed to the weather.—{Ed. Phil. Jour.}

select plants well set with bloom, and of the
desired size. Some of the hybrd scarlet Rhododen-
drons, as Nobleanum and others, require but little

forcing, and are the best to start first. Pot them in as
small pots as their roots can be got into without injury,
and place them out of the reach of frost till wanted.
A few of the stove climbers may yet be in bloom.
Remove dead flowers from them occasionally, and stop
all straggling shoots. Let the atmosphere in the stove
be moderately dry, in order that a lower night tempe-
rature may be permitted.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Where the bottom heat is obtained from

fermenting materials it is generally found to decline
very rapidly on the occurrence of dull cloudy weather,
and any necessary addition of tan or whatever else is

used should be made directly it is wanted, so as to

secure a steady temperature of about 85 p for the roots.

In adding fresh fermeuting matter at this season it will

be worth being at some trouble to have it in a rather
dry state, for when used very wet it is apt to chill the

roots at first, and when fermentation commences the
heat often becomes so strong that the plants must be
raised. Vineries.—Ripe Grapes will require to be fre-

quently looked over, cutting out any decaying berries
;

and if the bunches have not been well thinned, the
inside berries must be carefully examined in the event
of damp weather, otherwise the bunches will be very
liable to get disfigured. Avoid, if possible, having pot
plants requiring watering in houses where the fruit is

expected to hang for auy time, and where any plants

must be kept under the Vines they should be watered
in the morning, using a little fire heat with air to get
the atmosphere dry before night. Gentle fires will be
necessary here when the weather is damp, but use no
more than may be necessary to keep the atmosphere in

motion, for too much warmth is nearly as injurious as
damp.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Proceed with potting such plants as it is desirable to

keep with as much dispatch as possible, and if practi-

cable a little artificial heat should be applied to help

them to root before winter. Steps should also now be

taken to fill up the beds as they are cleared, for the

purpose of contributing to the enjoyment of spring. A
miscellaneous mixture of dwarf early blooming shrubs,
perennial plants and bulbs, is most commonly planted

;

but as was stated last week in regularly laid out beds,

as in geometric flower gardens, the disposition of

colour should be carefully considered, as there is an
abundance of spring flowering plants and bulbs to form
a rich and varied display if properly arranged and
carried out. Lawns will now require daily sweeping to

present anything like neatness ; roll constantly wherever
the turf is hollow to keep a firm sward. Well cleau

gravel walks for the winter and afterwards let them be
well rolled in order that the water may pass freely off

the surface. All operations of planting, relaying turf,

and border-making should be actively proceeded with.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Where the wood is well ripened and root pruning is

intended either with wall trees or those in open quarters,

a commencement should be made with the earliest ripened

trees first. As regards vegetables, the principal crops
of Celery and Cardoons should have their final earthing

up before sharp frosts set in. The spring crop of Celery
will however stand the winter better with only a moderate
earthing up and the remainder towards spring. A wide

sheltered border should be selected for hand-glass

Cauliflowers. The soil if not already light and rich

should be made so previously to planting. Put three

plants under each glass in a slight hollow, which will be

useful in spring when they require water, and may
afterwards be filled up as the plants advance. Keep the

glasses on for a few days after planting ; afterwards

expose the plants daily to harden them for the winter.

The smaller plants should be wintered in a frame, and
some of them should be potted in 5-inch pots for turning

out in spring. Beds of Rhubarb, Asparagus, and
Seakale should be cleared of theirdead stems, &c, as soon

as the leaves are ripe ; where the above are in request in

December steps should be taken to force them. Pits

heated with hot water are most suitable for the two
former, planting the crowns thickly in light rich soil

over a moderate bottom heat. Asparagus should be
kept as near the glass as possible in order to improve its

colour and flavour. Where pitsare wanted for other things

a few roots of Rhubarb may be placed in the warm end
of the Mushroom house or in a cellar, but most people

think the flavour improved by being forced under glass.

Later crops of Rhubarb may be forced in the open
ground where it grows, using pots or boxes for covering

the crowns, and leaves or leaves and dung for the heat-

ing material. Seakale mav be either forced on the

ground as advised for Rhubarb or taken up and the

roots put thickly in a frame on a gentle bottom heat.

I

STATE OF TOE WEAT11ER AT CHISWICK. NEAR LONDON.
Forth* wee* ending Oct. S3. L8M» as observed *t rhe Horticultural Garden*.
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Oct. 17— i-mc; overeat'; hazy ai niiglit.

— 14—Fine; very fine Throughout,— VJ— Peiise fog ; very tine,
— £0-Fo;ci?y; very fine throughout.— SI— Kiwey; excedioxlr fine— 22—Very ilense fo* ; very fine.— 23—Foggy ; very fine; overcast ; »lijclit rain.

Mean temperature oi the week 2 de>? above the average.
RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.

Durinjctne la»t 30 yean, ror t&e eneuinjc week, enim, Nov. U^j.

Oct.
and Nov

SaudayCr
Mon. 2
I'uea. '>

Wed. 29
Thurs. 30
Friday 31

Satur I

•V * v W
37.4

an

4fi.l

No. of
Year* in

which it

Rained.

GreateM
Quantity
of Rain.
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•

54.8 12 3 2 16: -.;
54.7 A"& 47-1 22 0.92 3 4 2- 5 5 7 «
Sf.l 37.3 45.6 Iff iM 1*2-683 i
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53.7 W.7 46.2 17 0J8 3 1 4 I 4 6 S 3
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The hitfueit temperature dunnir the above period occurred on ihe 2Gtb,
1S52, -.'Mth pndsnth, 133H, and 31st, 1S54- therm. 67 de*.; and the k*ve»t oo
the 2Cth, 1S3 \ and 2ath andsnth, l»i6—therm. 23 des.

Notices to Corresponden
Asparagus : G L. The sort " from China naturalised into RossSt
and fit for use three months after sowing" was advertised by-

swindlers for the benefit of Bngl sh gulls.

Filters : W C. The position of the tank and filter will of course
vary under different circumstances. It may be either above i

-

below the surface of the ground— or in some arched recess, with
only a portion of it exposed—whichever may be considered the
most convenient. If situated above ground it should occupy
some place where it is not likely to be affected by the suit in

summer, and where it cm be properly protected from frost I

winter. Arching it over would be a very good plan to effect

these objects. If sunk in the ground, the bottom of tie tank

most be somewhat higher than the level of the drain foi

carrying off the waste water. Unless this is the caso, it

w< uld be almost impossible for the filter to keep in good work-

ing order for any length of time, as there would be no means
of cleansing thetank effectually from the filth that is always

being intercepted by the filtering apparatus. A jump will bo

required when the tank is under the ground level, and openings

must be left to get at the waste-cock, and to renew the filtering

materials when necessary. A porous stone filter will only act

for a very short time, and we think it quite nnsuited for the

purpose where any large supply of filtered water is required. //.

FUCHSIAS! G. Cold and damp appear to be the cause of the evil

with which your Fuchsias are affected.^

Heating: Inquirer. According to Hood's very carefully calcu-

lated tables, If the external air is 32 c it will require 89 feet of

4-inch iron pipe to heat lOOO cubic feet of pipe per minute to 55 .

This is we believe the best answer your question is susceptible

of. The Gratioli Fear ripens in October.

Horticultural Society: Rufus. The difference between the

privileges belonging to the two classes of subscribers is this:

those who pay four guineas a year have plants as well as seeds;

the others have seeds but not plants. Moreover the first class

has an ivory transferable ticket representing the Fellow him-

self; but the smaller subscription does not acquire that ticket.

As to Mr. W., his name is spelt in many ways, but the prop,

mode we understand on the best authority to be Warscewicz.

Kitciiex Garden Refuse : W T. Provide a hole well lined

with puddled clay ; into this put daily all your soft vegetable

refuse, waste kitchen stuff, and house slops. Whenever you

burn weeds, or sticks, or clay, add the ashes to the heap.

Carry to it all the leaves you don't want for leaf mould. After

laying five or six summer months, take it out, turn it well over,

and begin a new heap. In six months more it will be iM>d

manure. You may hasten its decay and improve its quality

by adding gas-water from the gas-works if they are near.

Names of Fruits: Sub F. 1, Marie Louise; 2, Winter Nelis;

3, Marie Louise; 4, Black Achan ; 5, Passe Colmar; 6, Aston

Town; 7, Doyenne Blanc; 8, 9, Glou Morcenu; 10, Crass;ine:

11, Brown Beurre; 12, Ne Plus Meuris.—Mary. Royal Musca-

dine Grape. Figs: 1, Brown Turkey; 2, Brunswick; 8,

Green Ischia. Instead of the Relnetts du Canada, your Apple

is the Roval Russet.-,/ R. 1, Suffolk Thorn; 2, Passe Colmar

;

3. Knight's Monarch ; 4, Flemish Beauty.— W G B. 2, Beurre

Diel: 3, Franklin's Golden Pippin; 4, Ribston Pippin; 5,

Scarlet Pearmain.—R. 1, Althorp Crassane: 2, Aston Towu.
i(

Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never haTe

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardenei-s, to whom these remarks more especially app'v-j

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable it we could. AH ve

can do is to help them— and that most willingly. It 1S

now requested that in future, not more than four plants

may be sent us at one time.— Mary. 1, Probably Gesnera

tuberosa; 2, Crassula lactea; 3.Mammillaria pusilla; 4, some

Echinocactus, perhaps E. Eyriesii.—J S. The parasite from

Montreal is indeed a new species and extrerm ly curious. It

belongs to the genus Triphragmium, and is remarkable for the

stiff bipartite processes with which the spores are ©wered.

IU. J. B.—Cavanensis. You will now see how extremely difficult,

i

Cyji

the other is different we must be* you to let us see it aj,ain,

also with the second form of leaves. In the meanwh,le
¥

w® ^f
serve the bit now before U3.-Ferrarius. Psoralea pinnafa,

from the Cape of Good Hope.-A' L. Cuphea viscosa.

RabbcTB : DEC. Smear a ring round the main siem witli any

thing offensive, such as gas tar. ,nmrtT-n a*
SC.T.-.7 A You,, Gardener. Nothing is BO ^i*""™?"

unr
examining" the" stem below the* ground "in order to >»» ^
scale that may be there. In addition to this you »jtot ws.c^

and you may l:ke to ask your master to try the com^
t̂ ar

Succulents: // T. A complete collection of these iswe

not in the trade. You must endeavour to pick them up /

degrees from private sources.}: orrc.

Swans: Citizen would be much obliged to any of out-cot

spondents who could tell him from actual experiu w I

m -.nimura breadth and depth of a cut which a £*«
f0

navigate with comfort. His problem ,s ""^"^^part.
have two ponds on the same level about 600 yam* i

These will be connected by a cut, which need not as a
d

of

54.S 01

course be either very deep or very broad

in. rea.se it iu boh dimensions sufficiently to aHow a p.

swana to migrate from one pond to the. other bu
;

ou im

of economy both in money and land, he would not go fan

than to do this well. m __ k—M ^o <t1a<I of *
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, Ac— Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c. f and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, and every

description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.

W. Inglis Carnk, 10, Mark Lane, London.

rpHE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
X at Mr. Lawes* Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

?f. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 6lm—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine^ Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

r ONDON MANURE COMPANY
±J (Established 1810)

Beg to call the attention of Agriculturists to their MANURES
FOR AUTUMN SOWING, which by a judicious blending of
Xitrogen with the mineral constituents taken from the soil by
Cereals, produce good crops without exhausting the land.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY also supply genuine
Peruvian Guano direct from importers' warehouses, Sulphate of
Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Superphosphate of Lime, Blood
Manure, and every Artificial Manure of known value.

Edward Purser, Secretary.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London.

rPHE PATENT Nil RO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
X MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Trustees*
Abel Smith, Esq., Jun., M.P.,
Walton House, Ware, Herts.

Charles Dimsdale, Esq., Essen-
don Place, Herts.

Edward Ball, Esq., M.P., 8, Bel-
grave Road, Pimlico.

Major-Gen. Hall, MP., Weston
Colville, Linton. Cambridge.

John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace Belgrave Square.

Directors.
Chairman—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.

Deputy- Chairman— John Sharp, Esq., Tower Villa, Queen's Road,
Regent's Park.

Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex.
John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury, Essex.
Richard Hunt, Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, Esq , West Lexham, Norfolk.
Robert Morgan, Esq., 72, Camden Villas. Camden Town.
Thomas Nash, Esq., Great Chesterford, Essex.
James 0<lam$, Esq., Bishop S tort ford, Herts.
John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Pentonville.
George Savill, Es»q.

f
Ingthorpe, near Stamford.

Bankers— Messrs. Barnett, Hoare, & Co.. Lombard Street.

Solicitors— Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex St., Strand.
Secretary and Chemist—James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.

Manufactory—Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

BLOOD MANURE FOR WHEAT.
The Directors of the above Company (many of whom are

extensive agriculturists) have great pleasure in acquainting
their friends and the agricultural community, that they have
now completed their extensive Works and Machinery for the
manufacture of their Manures; and, having secured nearly the
whole of the Blood produced by the butchers of the metropolis,

Mid a large stock of other necessary materials of the best quality,
they are iiow in a position to supply their Patent Manure of the
highest quality; and, as most of the Directors and many of the
Shareholders are themselves large consumers of the Blood
Manure, their fixed determination to supply nothing but genuine
quality, cannot fail to afford a guarantee and protection to the
farmer against imposition.

The great value of Blood Manure as a fertiliser may now be
considered as a tally established fact; ever since the first intro-

duction of this valuable fertiliser, the demand has been greater
than could be conveniently supplied.

The Blood Manure is composed of bones dissolved in Sulphuric
Acid, to which is added a large quantity of pure blood, specially
prepared to suit various crops, and may either be applied by the
drill or sown broadcast.

It is a Vf ry remarkable fact, that the analysis of blood and the
rrain of Wheat are nearly identical, as proved by the most
eminent chemists; it contains all the elements which plants
require, and when properly prepared and applied, will become
the essence of vegetable as well as of animal life.

The highly fertilising properties of Blood have been commented
upon by Professor Way and others, and the success of the Blood
Manure for Wheat Crops has been fully proved upon all soils, by
the practical experience of numerous agriculturists. Testimonials
from the most eminent agriculturists who have used the Manure
viay be had from the local Agents.

Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London.

Price 71. 10s. per ton, free at any Railway or Wharf in London.
Directionsfor use.—From 2 to 4 cwt. per acre, according to the

condition of the soil. It may either be drilled in with the seed
or sown broadcast; if the latter it should be well harrowed in.

The public are cautioned against spurious imitations. As
security to the purchaser every bag contains 2 cwt., and is marked
"ODAMS* PATENT BLOOD MANURE," and sold only by
the authorised Agents of the Company.

TO FARMERS, CORN-FACTORS, &c— Agents
wanted for the sale of a first class MANURE.—Apply to

C. II. Tidburv, Secretary of the Patent Wool Manure Company
'Limited), 81, Gracechurch Street, London,

pONCRETE FOR WALKS AND FLOORS.—^ PORTLAND ROMAN AND BATH CEMENT AND
GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME in Sacks or Casks, by Railway
or Canal. Reduction in price if Six Tons are taken by Railway,
er a full cargo by Canal.

. Greaves & Kershaw. Warwick.— Oct. 25.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens durine the

winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the l<^am which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
sP*de, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It i* necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Ctment, J. B. White & Brothers,

Milbank Street, Westminster.

IVAUNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANUREw * OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.
The valve is a ball of imperishable

material, and cannot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold
together, and the whole may be carried
on shouldertoany pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with Iegs,3Z.3*.
The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs
ire 5 ft. high.
liinch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. 9d. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. 6d. per foot.
May be obtained of any Ironmonger

or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,
3, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also
Fire and Garden Engi nes. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-
tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £ s. d.

U. in. short 1 ft. 7 in. ( Fitted for lead,U 10

gutta percha, I 1 14

or cast iron
flanged pipe,

as required,
short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2

24 In. long ditto ditto , ditto 2

2

3

3*
4
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long

ditto

ditto

ditto

3
3

3
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ft

6
6

6
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2
2

3

8
12

3

14

15

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or V
|

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
6, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means :

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c &c.—Engravings sent on application.
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PARKtS'STEEL OICC1MG FC?.KS 5 DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkfs*

Wholesale Atrent* for England, have always in stock a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be tho best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application and Illustrated Catalogue

of the best Farm Implements on receipt of eight postage stamps.

^^ 101. Newgate Street London.

ECONOMY IN FEEDING STOCK.

CARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
PAINT, specially patronised hy the British and other

Governments the Hon. Etat India Company, the principal

Dock Companies, most public bodirA, and by the Nobility,

(Gentry, and Clergy, for out-door work at their country s. :its.

The Auti-C«>rrosion is particularly recommended as the most
durable outdoor Paint ev.-r invented for the preservation of

every description of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Coropo, Cement.
&c, work, as has been proved bv the practical tost ot upwards of

GO years, and by the numerous ("between 500 and COO) testimonials

in its favour, and which, from the rank and station in society of

those who have given them, have never yet been equalled by
anything of the kiud hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of Colours, Prices, together with a Copy of the Testi-
monials, will be sent on application to Walter CAMQV & Soy.
No. 9, Great Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal
Exchange, London. No Agents. All orders are particularly
requested to be sent direct. __ ^__
HPHE GENERAL LAND* DRAINAGE AND IM-
-*- PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street. London.
Hknkv Ker Seymkh, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements en all descriptions of
Property, whether held In fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Colleglata Property.

ft. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be designed and executed hy the Land-
owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL DK AFFORDED IS JCITIlElt CASK.

4. The whole coat of the works and expenses will, In all cases
be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly

instalments.
5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,

and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiF/ry-otfE years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be ktpt within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lands can afford to pay. W ii.i.iam_Cmffobi-. ^ec. _

/COLLEGE of AGKICULTUKKamdCHKMISTRY,
Kj akd of PRACTICAL and GENERAL St I ENCE, 37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nksbit, F.G.S., F.C.9., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ; for the Naval

and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nksbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE AG It IC ULTU R AL
SOCIETY.—The Annnal Meeting and Exhibition nf Stock,

Implements, and Poultry, will be held at Gloucester, on THURS-
DAY, the 27th November next. All Entries must be made on or

before 1st November. None but printed Certificates can be

received, which may be had on application to me at Cirencester.

Cirencester, Oct. 25. Edward Teiitpib, Secretary.

oMITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW,
^ • 1856.-The Annual CHRISTMAS SHOW of FAT CATTLE,
SHEEP, and PIGS, will be held on TUESDAY, December9,
and three following days, at the Baz-tar, King Street, Portmau
Square, when Prizes and Medals amounting to upwards of 8001.

will be awarded. Non-Members of the Club have the privilege

of Exhibiting on payment of an cntraure n * of One Guinea to

the funds of the Club. Members exhibit free.

All entries nuut be made on the printed forms of Certificates,

which will be sent on application to the Hon. Secretary.

Intending Exhibitors are particularly requested to observe

that the Entries finally close on November 6, and none will be

received after that day.
Lists of the Prizes offered, with a copy of the Rules and Regu-

lations of Exhibition and all information required, will be sent

post free on application to B. T. ISrandretu Ginns,

Corner of Halfmoon Street, Piccadilly, London. Hon, Sec.

.. 6s. 6d. per bust.*
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I7INE NEW WINTER TARES
I? „ _ GIANT RYE ...

WINTER OATS
WHITE WINTER BARLEY
BLACK do. do.

TR IFOLIUM INCARNATUM
New 4-hushel Sucks 1*. &*'. each.

The above are Net Cash prices.

Supplied by Clarke & Co., Seedsmen, 86, High Street, Borough,
London.

7
5
4

7
40 per cwt.

&uc &srfntltttral (Bnnttt*
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1856.

No. 1. Single Grater £3 10

No. 2. Double ditto 5
No. 3. Ditto ditto, larger size «

Extra lor Driving Pullev, adapted to Sream Power, 10*.

RUSHE and BARTER'S Patent Root Graters are

improved very much this season hy A. & T. Fry, (late

Fowler & Fry) Temple Gate Implement Factory, Bristol.

They are now the cheapest, most simple, and at the same time

most effective machines for the purpose of reducing roots of *li

descriptions into very small gratis or nhreds. Testimonials

and directions for use may he obtained free fr»m A. & T. Fry,

and the machines may either be obtained direct, <»r from any

respectrfhle implement dealer or ironmonger in the country at

the above prices. Also, Corne's Patent Chaff Biftehines, of all

sizes Improved Oat and Bean Mills, Malt Mills, and Garduer's

double and single action Turnip Cutters, &c.

It may be as well to draw the attention of malt-

sters to a very important clause which was intrc-

duce.l into the Excise law in the last session of

Parliament. It is notorious that enormous frauds

upon the revenue have been committed by the expe-

dients of mixing mere Barley with suit, and selling

the mixture as if it had all paid duty. Malt roasters

especially have been concerned in this variety of

cheating. In order to avoid detection the Barley

to be fraudulently mixed with malt has been killed,

so that it might not germinate when the super-

visor removed samples for trial. In this way, all

Barley incapable of growing being taken to be malt,

as much as 90 per cent, of killed Barley on which

no duty has been paid, has in some cases gone into

consumption as if it were really malt.

To put an end to this practice it is now enacted

(19 and 20 Vict. c. 34) "that all corn or grain

found in the custody or possession of any roaster of

malt or dealer in roasted malt, which corn or grain

shall not have germinated to such a degree that the

plumule thereof shall have been elongated to the

extent of one half the length of the grain shall be

deemed to be nnmalted corn or grain within the

meaning of the said last mentioned act."

We find that Government is resolved to cany
out the law as now altered, orders having been

issued to ail supervisors and officers to take every

opportunity of examining the stock of malt roasters

and dealeis, and to seize or secure every sample in
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which germination has not taken place to the extent
above described. Let us hope that this order of the
board will be executed with the utmost rigour—for

it is too bad that consumers should be plundered
by rapacious dealers of vast sums, the payment of
which can only be submitted to so long as the
proceeds find their way into the Exchequer for

urgent public service.

operation which
of good species,

We are asked how to discourage the growth of
Funguses in Pastures.

Let us first inquire what are the causes which
tend to the growth of these funguses? and then
deduce the best method of discouraging their growth
and increase.

1. The circumstances which most favour the
growth of funguses are poverty of soil and damp-
ness of the atmosphere. The first of these some-
times manifests itself on dry sands, at others on wet
clay lands. In the former case it is usually because
the sands rest on a pan or stratum of clay. The
damp atmosphere usually proceeds either from
proximity to rivers or water-courses, and thus low-
lands are more liable to funguses than the neigh-
bouring uplands, as seen on the wide spread com-
mons or * Hams'' on the River Severn, where
Mushrooms are abundant. Or it characterises high
lands and cloudy hill tops, which are sure to be the
habitat of hosts of species of funguses.
The food of these lower tribes of plants they

find in the decaying material of a higher species o'f

vegetation. The decaying roots of dead or diseased
Grasses is the commoner nidus and yield most of
the food of the fungus. In all poor pastures the
duration of the life of a species of Grass is very
precarious as evidenced by the quantity of decayed
tufts which are seen in such situations at most
seasons of the year. In this case the roots are left
behind, and these roots contain phosphates and
alkalies which long since were pointed out by
Professor Way to be the principal constituents of
the funguses, and more especially of one species,
the Agaricus prima us, which is so common a cause
of the fairy rings in some upland districts. As
regards poor meadows it is quite astonishing the
changes that take place in the position of the
Grasses according to circumstances ; thus a poor
upland consisting for the most part of Bromus
erectus, Upright Brome Grass, Brachypodium pinna-
tttm, False Brome Grass, and Cvnosurw? cristatus,
Crested Dogstail, will suddenly change by merely
folding sheep on a portion from day to day ; and
these very Grasses will die out before the advance
of Lolium perenne, Perennial Rye-grass, Dactylis
glornerata, Cocksfoot, and Poa pratensis, Meadow
Grass. Now, in

^
the first state, fairy rings

and funguses of various species at different seasons
will be the result, but in the second scarcely a
vestige of these can be traced. We have an illus-
tration before us in a meadow where we have
watched their progress for some years, and this in

discourages the growth of such. So this cau*e of
fungal growth is removed by an
will further encourage the growth
while it discourages that of bad.

If again from any circumstance—poverty of soil,

too frequent haymaking, &c, this dying out of the
Grasses and consequent encouragement of funguses
be observed, it is obvious that liberal treatment
will soon effect a cure. On the rich pasture lands of
Cheshire funguses were most abundant, but how
rapidly we have seen them dispelled before a com-
post of bones, ashes, and refuse, especially refuse
from old buildings. A^ain, on the forest marble
clays of Gloucestershire, where the Agaricus pri-
mulus was plentiful, we have seen a slight dressing
of guano increase the crop of Grass but ruin the
funguses for some years, so as to encourage hay-
making where it was scarcely before thought of.

But this latter fact only proved the more strongly
the truth of the theory we are advocating, as two
years' hay-making has brought the pasture to its

former poverty and the funguses to their previous
luxuriance.

Here, then, we may conclude that the folding of
sheep on a small portion at a time on land growing
funguses—the feeding them while there with hay,
corn, and roots greatly enhancing the benefits of the
process—will discouiage the growth of these plants,
and so will top dressings of all such kinds as
encourage the growth of good Grasses.
As regards lawns, an occasional sprinkling of

guano mixed with fine coal ashes will be found
suddenly to cause increased luxuriance to the Grass,

snwi^(V,
Ui±f^/Urf ^l T^17 th? re": expense is not the point to look at. The proper coursesowing brass seed, and m good turf it is rare to see is £ ascertain that

F
8UCh an application will prove renm-

set free in the other. Well, assuming that an argillaceous
loam has been well pulverised to the depth of fully 12
inches, let us see how the heaviest crop possible in the
circumstances might be produced. One of the main
conditions is to form the land into ridges or drills vary-
ing from 27 to 30 inches in width. These drills should
not be high, but that there must be ridges of some sort
if a heavy crop is to be obtained I unhesitatingly assert.

Farmers in the south of England affirm that their dry
climate requires them to sow on the flat. My plan
would be to sow on low ridges, and by loosening the soil

between the rows and lowering it a little around the
roots so as to let them swell properly to bring the whole
surface nearly to a level. Keep the soil constantly
stirred and there is no fear of the drought affecting the
crop. The manures to be used may be put into the drills,

which on being reversed by the plough will leave them
with a sufficient covering ; for if only portable fertilisers

are to be employed it matters little how they are
applied, if only well mixed with the soil. There are
several manurial compounds which I know to be capable
under favourable circumstance of giving very large

12 tons per acre.

2? cwts. „
24

crops, but here I shall only give a recipe of one of

these suitable for Swedes :

—

Farm-yard manure ...

Peruvian guano
Superphosphate of lime
Sulphate of potash ...

Muriate of potash
Sulphate of magnesia...
Chloride of sodium ...

Wood and clay ashes ...

Sawdust*
Charred with sulphuric acid \ 30 lbs.

Now, here is a liberal application which on ordinary

soils will be certain to give a very large crop, but

because the purchased manures will cost fully 41. an acre

it may be objected to on the score of costliness ; but first

1

2
20
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nerative in the end, and considering the heavy crop

which it is sure to give, there need be no hesitation in

funguses in any quantity, though in all situations a
bit of a decaying plant of any kind or an accidental ..„ .„ ._,
deposit of dung may bring about some species. These ' saying that if the°soil has been properly wrought it

however are only exceptional, and not like the larger ' will leave a far larger profit than a light manurial
crops which in some places are constantly being ' dressing is capable of doing,

developed.

HOME FARM MANAGEMENT.—No. XI.
The remarks made in my last letter on the working

of the green crop break are applicable to every
species of roots, but it is the Turnip I have now to
refer to. It is not my intention to describe this or
any other plant botanically. My object in writing
these letters is altogether a practical one, and there-
fore theory shall only be introduced when it has . . « «— . . . ,. rr • u ^
„„ • a- * u • *• mi m .considered sufficient in ordinary Turnip culture
an immediate bearing on practice. The Turnip. ' *i j .»i no • u -j .1 a- * 4 «« *v,«
rr„(K « •«. * ii l i a .i T .."», the drills are 28 inches wide, the distance apart of the
sumce it to say, is a cellular plant—that is, it is I

i * u t ie * io • i t?. „,;*u i£
„ „ A e

J
. \ ^ r ,1 ii plants may be from 15 to 18 inches. .Lven with lo

composed of an immense number of small cells or £~T- J. 4 . ,„>B • ,•„„

_ It is perhaps neces-

sary to state that all the portable manures should

be sown separately, uuless they are mixed up with a
sufficient quantity of dry ashes and sawdust to pre-

vent their decomposing each other. The guano at

least must be sown by itself. Care should be taken

in applying the manures to keep them near enough
the surface to permit the first roots thrown out

by the plants to reach them at once. Under a liberal

system of manuring like this, there must neces-

sarily be more room allowed to the plants than is

sacks, which are, more or less, filled with juice. It

is the aim of the farmer by a liberal system of
manuring to increase this cellular matter in the largest
possible degree. He has already succeeded in grow-

inches between the plants in drills of the width

referred to, it would only require the 14,000 bulbs with

which an acre would be stocked to be each a fraction

more than 6£ lbs to give a crop weighing about 40 tons.

Now a Swede six or seven lbs. in weight is but a small

a
^ ^ ^^ ^

aggregate amount of their fertilising power and the

season when'funguseshave been^pecuiiarivrife"
proportion the various elements bear to each other may be

The truth is, these hetter Grasses, suitable to an
~u™d a8

.

sufficien ' for a croP °/
from 40 to 50 tons

all of them more perennial in Pl™^.^

inar large crops ; but it would still be an exceedintrlv m • « __ ».« , *-.* A -„~

difficult*matter tA fix any limit beyond which the de" Tu™P' ™\ W ''
•
g "H"

86™?
?i

• <?
g

lopment of the Turnip bulb could not be carried. With i

""£ <^m?l%> ™cr
.

ea8e
? .

beyond *»
'

?«""•

a supply of manured, which both iu respect to the
1 Theereatd.fficultvmra.smesomeof.hesoft*

improved soil, are

their nature and habits, and are kept so because
cattle continually crop them down, whereas poor
Grasses are refused by cattle, they seed without
interruption

; and then having performed the im-
portant function of reproduction they die out, and
the decaying roots on the approach of damp and
fogs become the nidus of funguses.

Thus, if we revert to fairy rings, we shall find
that these always consist of a double circle—one
green and the other brown ; the green circle is

where the fungus has acted as a manure, and there
the Grass is fresh and vigorous and can no more grow
the fundus ; the brown ring is caused by the myce-
lium or fungus spawn attacking the roots of thefeeble,
poor, and dying Grasses—hence their colour. These
roots however, in the economy of the fungus, will
be converted into manure, and the green ring will
in another season follow the brown.
Lawns are specially liable to be visited by funguses,

perennial in
iarge a quantity of bulbs might not be gro
soil of ordinary quality. It is true that the climate would
require to be favourable in order to obtain such a crop,

great difficulty in raising some of the softer kinds of

Turnips with forcing manures is to prevent the cells of

the bulb being filled with air instead of juice. They
become spongy and therefore much less nutritious than

they ought to be. Something may be done as a

remedy for this evil by selecting a variety of Turnip

which is not much predisposed to it, but unquestion-

ably the main cure is to be found in the effectiveJ „77 rr . V,T working of the soil, and in leaving the plants
even under the best management; but though we take the

sufficie
«

t , ^ '

he d>
*
Thcse

F
bulbs

south of England into account, a produce not more than
one-fourth short of the weight which has been stated
might undoubtedly be obtained in the aggregate. It is

a mere compound question of skilful working of the
soil—skilful application of manures—and skilful summer
management of the crop. Give us these requirements,

ntly thin upon tne gr

which are most given to sponginess have usually

comparatively few absorbing roots, and when forced

into a rapid growth by large quantities of gross

manures they attain a great size without being

properly elaborated. But if the soil is stirred to a good

depth the roots are encouraged to descend, and of course
and all that has been assumed as possible may easilv be u t > j °,l , r«„«,"*u« flflrtli in
ann j„u«j v e »u \- i I i'

J
. i

become stronger. And gathering from the eartn in
accomplished. Even for the comparatively dry climate i

• u *u t *.u • • n.„n; flniB nappssurv
«r t? i a *u a- • *TL \ •. - ;. winch they ramify the inorganic ingredients necessary
of England there are remedies in the trituration of the i

irk
*.« tmm£Jl

b 6
-

•i j .i • .. , i m to correct the tenden<
soil and the preparing of suitable Turnip manures,
which to a very large extent will be found successful.
Now, here is a fine field of agricultural resources to
be developed : for were the overseer of a home farm
to cultivate upwards of 40 tons of Swedes per acre
he would make the whole farmers in the surrounding
country stare with astonishment. And yet this pro-
duce may really be obtained. Nay! let me say further

so that these are as much a pest to the gardener as
that lt has alreadv been obtained in this country. It

the farmer. The reason is obvious enough ; lawns :

ls
r
not necei*ary that I should detail the whole system

are continually being mown and material removed- ! ?f mana?mg _lhls ™ot croP» f°r *™ry good farmer

a process very different from depasturing, and the
consequence on some very old lawns on poor soil is

that Grass can scarcely be maintained without the
constant sowing of fresh seeds, and these grow more
after the style of annual Grasses than in the long-
lived perennial method good species observe in
tolerable pastures.

(2,) We have, then, left little to be discussed
under the second of our subject. Dampness of soil
contributes to the growth of bad Grasses, such as
Axra caspitosa, Tussac Grass ; Avena pratensis,
Meadow Oat Grass; and Briza media, Quaking
Orass—none of which cattle choose to eat ; and
these, hke Grasses of uplands, also seed and early
die out

knows it. But I have expressed an opinion that
its average produce might be very largely increased and
must therefore indicate how this can really be done.

Beginning with the soil it may be premised that deep
and effective puiveration must be sedulously attended to.

Anything less than 10 inches of well wrought soil is

objectionable, and if a depth of 12 t6 15 inches can in
some cases be obtained it will be all the better for the
crop. Of course if the land is naturally wet it must be
thoroughly drained before anything like an extra yield
need be expected. And in reference to the quality of
the soil the inherent fertility of the more friable clays
renders them greatly superior to most of the lighter
silicious sorts of land commonly termed "Turnip soils."

The preparatory work is no doubt greater with the

. . n
- , rf

.former than with the latter, but the inorganic elements
H loliows that no draining immediately liberated in the one are of far greater value than those

tendency to imperfect development com-

municated by rank manures, they yield—if sufficient

space is allowed them—a large and as nearly as

possible a normal produce. While the growth of

the absorbing rootlets ought to be encouraged as much

as possible, the intelligent farm manager will observe

that very great injury may be done if the horse hoeing

of the crop is delayed so long as to render it certain

that they will be severed by the operation. By all

means work the space well between the Turnip rows,

but take care to do so before the plants have sent out

their roots to any considerable distance.

If the irrigating appliances of modern times have

been adopted, great advantages will be derived from an

occasional dressing of the Turnip crop with diluted tank

liquid. In some cases Turnips even which have been

highly manured have a tendency to flag, and a refresh-

ing shower of weak liquid manure, mixed with a very

• The principal use of sawdust charred with sulphuric acid—

besides the organic matter it supplies—is as a fixer of ammonia-

Mixed with the guano and other substances it, as well aa ««
common salt, prevents the dissipation of ammomacal matters-

If allowed to lie in a rot-heap however for five or six weeks anu

occasionally damped with liquid manure or gas-work ammomaou
water, it really makes an excellent manure. It is very dimc"'

v
to g«-t good sulphate of potash, and it should only be bougny
analysis. As it is in crvstals, it may be necessary to gnna i

into powder. This is easily done by the common millstones, or

bv a corn bruiser. At any public work where there is a crnsni n„

pan-mill, the cost of powdering is a mere trifle per ton, and in an.

case it is but a small sum.
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little guano or reduced Kape-cake, will renew their

o-rowth, and have a very important influence on the

*ross yield. This application should be made in the

evening, and will be bes* done by the nozzle of the

hose pipe being run along each line of plants. When
an injurious drought prevails, a dressing of nearly pure

water may save the crop. This is just one of the many
*ays in which the irrigating process may be turned to

practical account at a very small expense.

I hope enough has been said to show that even the

best farm manager or the most skilled tenant farmer in

the country may yet learn a great deal in respect to the

production of a large and sound Turnip produce. Beyond

a certain point it is impossible to add to the bulk of a

cereal crop without destroying its quality, but with

Turnips the case is altogether different. The more
liberally they are treated on right principles the larger

and healthier will their buibs be. What is finger and toe

disease, as I previously remarked, but the result of a

derangement in the proportions which ought to be

maintained between the various elements of nutrition ?

Hence it is always more severe on land which is either

of a thin poor quality or is soft and contains too much
organic matter, than on deep well wrought alluvial or

loamy soils. To prevent this disease we must not only

work the soil thoroughly, but where the latter is

naturally poor in some of the inorganic ingredients

which are required by the Turnip, we must supply them
in the form ot manures. By this means and a careful

selection of bulbs from which to raise the necessary

seed, there cau be no doubt that finger and toe might be

speedily overcome. All the remedies which have been

tried have only been successful in the proportion in

which they have either liberated mineral substances in

the soil or supplied these directly to it. Lime for

instance has been fouud valuable as an antidote simply

because it did the former of these services and perhaps

to some extent the latter also. Deep culture however,

conjoined with an occasional liming, will be found a far

safer cure for the disease than the latter alone can be.

The management of Mangel Wurzel being similar in

many respects to that of the Turnip it is unnecessary to

notice it at length. It may only be said that if the

bailiff of a home farm can succeed in inducing the

tenant farmers who are watching his movements to

grow with advantage to themselves much heavier crops
j

of Turnips than they ever did before, the advantage

they will derive from an improvement being effected in

the cultivation of Mangel will be still greater and more
important in its results on other agricultural practices.

A deep stirring of the soil, and a liberal use of home
made and purchased manures modified to suit the com-

position of this root will not fail in giving a much larger

yield by the acre than is generally considered an aver-

age crop. From the hardiness of the Mangel— its

success in a dry climate as well as a moist one—its

nutritive composition as food for fattening and dairy

stock—and above all for its fine keeping qualities, this
j

green crop ought to be more extensively grown than it
j

has been hitherto. If the example of eminently
j

successful culture is to be set anywhere, surely it should

be on the various home farms scattered throughout the

country, and particularly on those where, as in England,

it is more easily raised than a crop of Swedes of equal

weight. Such farms may be of more service to

agriculture in general by setting a pre-eminent example
in the raising of monster crops of feeding roots than in

almost any other way. It needs skill to do that, but

there is abundance of skill in the country if it is only

sought after. /. Lockhart Morton, Mid-Lothian.

than this superficial hoeing. I should tkiiuk it must be
injurious to disturb the clay about the roots in real honest
summer weather, and I believe the admission of the

oxygen of the air to act on the carboniferous matters in

the soil is sufficiently facilitated by such superficial

stirrings, especially where deeper working has been in the

winter, for the under-soil when once loosened is slow to

consolidate; in this case I comprehend by undersoil the

fertile soil immediately under that moved by the hoe,

although it sta ds equally good with what is usually

termed the subsoil, lie must be a tyro indeed who
would hoe clay ground in the state of mire when super-

saturated with moisture; nor do we in any system of

that Mich an example etiect*, ami one that his visitors

may observe, and may be takeu as some evidence of the

spread of improvement from a centre. II. D.
Schools and Reformatories.—The interest taken in

schools and reformatory establishments is a movement
in the right direction, and calculated to benefit the

rising generation to au incalculable extent, provided

those who promote and those who undertake the work
give sufficient attention to the subject in all its ramifica-

tions. To rescue the ignorant and helpless from a state

bordering on mere animal existence (even worse than

brutes, because the intellect is diverted from its true

course by neglect and bad example) is an occupation of

improved husbandry calculate on work being imperfectly the highest order. Impressions are easily made on, and
doue, although I know it is very difficult to get work out

j
as easily effaced from, the minds of children of tender

of the ordinary jog trot way done as it should be in the

present uniustructed condition of our labourers; it is

hard to persuade them that beneficial consequences will

follow operations whose occult workings they cannot

comprehend, and which they are therefore disposed to

despise and slur over. Hot dry weather is no doubt

the proper time for the hoe to go to work for the

destruction of weeds, so far for the old school, but it is

also the time when hoeing is most called for under the

intent of leaf feeding, and however performed I cannot

conceive it is possible to be injurious although it may
be less effectual ; in such weather it is called for to

enable the earth to absorb the dews which then are

very heavy, aud here is curiously exemplified one of

the advantages that hoed land has over unhoed ; but it

is not in receiving the benefits of this inflow of organic

elements that rest the advantages of the hoed land over

the uuhoed in regard to leaf feeding, for whatever may
be the amount of water in the atmosphere derived

directly from the earth, it very probably falls far short

of that which is derived from the perspiration of plants.

The dews then which fall in the night must contain

much of the excremental matters of plants, which

falling on unhoed ground enter it not but reascend in

the same state with the returning heat of day ; the

leaves of plants growing on this unhoed ground take in

then what they or other plants have already thrown

off, containing much matter which they cannot assi-

milate, and which we cannot but conceive must be in-

jurious to them ; they are indeed compelled to swallow,

instead of wholesome food, their own excrements. Now
in hoed ground the case is quite changed ; these excre-

mental matters are swallowed up by the earth and

age ; it is therefore more necessary to guard against

the good instruction they receive being neutralised by
those with whom they are compelled to associate, with-

out the possibility of a temporary separation. One of

the greatest obstacles to the improvement of the work-
ing classes is the miserable condition of their dwellings.

The common decencies are daily aud nightly outraged

in their wretched habitations, where the unfortunate in-

mates are obliged, without regard to age or sex, to live

in the same room, frequently having only one to serve

every purpose of a family, and that not always to them-

selves. Under these circumstances is it possible to raise

the feelings and redeem the characters of the dissolute of

both sexes, without remodelling the dens in which they

congregate ? It is a reflection on this country, abounding

in wealth and intelligence, to permit our fellow creatures

to continue in their present debased slate, herding

together like * the beasts that perish," having no power
to release themselves from such fearful contamination.

The imperfections of human nature are fully demon-
strated in the natural inclination youth has to imitate

that which is bad, even under favourable auspices.

What must it be when boys and girls are forced to live

with profligate companions, and have not even an apart-

ment to retire to to avoid hearing the filthy language

of drunken savages \ In such company school teaching

is soon thrown to the winds, and lessons of morality

laughed at, and religion turned into ridicule if ever

thought of. To give reformatory institutions and schools

a fair chance of effecting a salutary change in the con-

dition of the labouring classes and others, self respect

founded upon responsibility to a Supreme Being must
be inculcated as a basis upon which everything else

digested in her bowels, and with the returning heat of should rise. How can this be accomplished without a

Home Correspondence.
Leaf Feeding.—"Ben Giles" asks for information re-

lative to an experiment with Barley, which I inci-

dentally alluded to as a failure in saying I was dis-

appointed, and which has led him to suppose I was

disappointed in the results I expected from the process

of frequent hoeings, while my intention was to intimate

I was disappointed in making the experiment I had pro-

posed, and this arose from unavoidable circumstances.

From getting possession of the ground late in the spring

I was not able to sow the Barley till rather late in May,
I forget the exact day; a drought had set in which

lasted for about six weeks after I had sown it, in most

of the drills I had sown salt, and in these drills no

vegetation took place till the rain came, the seed re-

mained in the ground as free from any appearance of

germination as it was on the day it was sown. The
growth was then so 1ate that I abandoned the experi-

ment, as it could not in any way have proved satisfac-

tory. I perfectly agree with my friend Mr. Ben Giles

that judgment should be used in hoeings, but he has a

strange theory about the solidification of water in the

summer season. The great object of hoeings with

regard to leaf feeding is, I conceive, by breaking the

crust which forms by drought and opening the pores

which siller up by the washing of rain to allow the free

flow of leaf food from the soil, while they have the

effect, in mechanically exposing the soil to aerial actions,

Wd by intermixture of its parts to form this food ;

everything that promotes the evolvement of this food

must also tend to the escape of moisture, for it is by the

evaporation of moisture that the weightier or inorganic

portions of this food are carried up, as salt is carried

from the ocean, yet we shall find, I believe, that the
finer tne disintegration of the soil the better does it

retain a beneficial amount of moisture. I do not know
that it is desirable at any time, certainly not in dry

weather, during the growing of a crop to go deepe

day she sends forth a stream of well concocted vegetable

food, leaf food, to nourish the p'ants growing on her

surface, repaying with increase the care which man has

bestowed on her. It is to be recollected that according

to my theory of leaf feeding not only organic but inor-

gauic matters are probably taken in this way from the

earth by the leaves, while water is principally taken up

by the roots. If this theory be true, the necessity of

keeping up the supply of food regularly by hoeing is

obvious. All our principles of culture, all our rules of

tillage, tend to these ends. We seek to fill the surface with

organic and inorganic matters in such active operation

upon one another, so near the surface, and in so exhalable

a state as to form compositions that may nourish the

plants we cultivate by their leaves; in deepening the soil we

seek to increase the capacity of our vegetable storehouse,

and to give freedom for the expansion of their roots < f

those plants and above all to perpetuate in regular and

continuous supply water to their roots, the seeking of

which is the father of their growth. We are ignorant of

this ; we fancy it is more solid food they seek, truly

dissolved in water, but I believe every examination and

inquiry we can make would tend to establish this a

truth—that they hunger not but have an imperishable

thirst. Under favourable circumstances, that is when

they can, the roots of plants descend to depths where

they find water, but depths in which we can scarcely

expect them to find in a state fit for their nourishment

the organic and inorganic matters which we suppose the

object of their being is to lay hold of ; either downwards

or laterally they seek the presence of water ; they pass

from the presence of our manures deep or wide into

the ground to which that manure does not reach, and

perhaps it is only the moisture which that manure

generates that is effectual to their early growth. I

entered on this subject so largely in these columns 12

years ago that it is now a stale story. /. Mi, Ooodiff.

Public Testimonial to Mr. Mtchl— Many of your

readers will be pleased to learn that it is proposed to raise

by subscription a public testimonial to be given to Mr.

Mechi, in recognition of the services he has rendered to

agriculture. There are few who have inspected his farm

and eujoyed his hospitality that will not feel he is

entitled to some such acknowledgment from them, and

many who have known him only from his general advo-

cacy of agricultural improvement will feel that oue who

has laboured so long and so zealously to awaken a

public spirit in the cause should receive some such dis- " Talpa, or the Chronicles ot a uiay J arm." l admin

tinction. We believe the idea has originated in his own that by deep (20 inch) culture inverting and perfectly

blending the upper and lower strata of strong land,,

much improvement can be effected by atmospheric

influence, provided also that adequate drainage to a.

better description of lodging is picvided ? There is

little use in telling men, women, and children they

should eschew evil and do good, when they are placed in

a position where temptation to commit sin is hourly

before their eyes, and from which they have no escape.

If those who came forward to reclaim juvenile offenders

would by inquiry and personal inspection acquaint them-

selves with the horrors arising from the crowded and

indiscriminate use of sleeping rooms, the truth would

appear how impossible it is to expect improve-

ment, however advanced education may be, till

young people at home can follow the advice they receive

at school. In the higher ranks, where no excuse exists

for transgressing the laws of God and man, how often

do men and women fall and lower themselves to the

animal ! Is it therefore surprising that those who have

no such facilities for shunning the haunts of the vicious

should fall into the snares and pitfalls that strew their

paths 1 In the full enjoyment of comforts and luxuries

men and women pass judgment on the faults of the

lower orders of the community (lower merely in rank,,

in the eyes of the Almighty all are equal), and yet the

very foundation of half the mischief so prevalent in the

country is to be attributed to the confined dirty cottages

and lodgings set apart for the poor. The remedy for

this disgusting evil being in the hands of the upper

classes, including every one above want, they should

show their superiority by deeds and not only by words.

If a hungry man is desired to eat and you give him
nothing to satisfy his appetite, you mock his sufferings.

If you teach a child religion and morality in the morn-

ing, and send him or her amongst unprincipled com-
panions in the evening, the outside of the cup is clean,

but the inside unclean—the result hypocrisy. Falcon.

Burning Clay for the permanent improvement of

agricultural and garden land. This is a subject which

more than 10 years ago excited much interest. A very

clever and skilful cultivator on one of the first-rate

properties in Derbyshire wrote upon the subject, and

gave a full account of his own practice and its results.

From the letter now at hand a few lines will be quoted *
T

but in the meantime I offer the following suggestive

remarks. A really intractable and binding clay is one

of the great obstacles with which a farmer has to con-

tend. To say nothing of texture, it admits of no direct

mechanical improvement notwithstanding the able and

most judicious practice recommended by the author of

" Talpa, or the Chronicles of a Clay Farm." I admit

neighbourhood, notwithstanding a prophet is seldom

honoured in his own country, and for a long time his

new-fangled farming was made the subject of jest. The .

land round Tiptree has latterly evidently benefited by greater depth be made. It is equally true that the

his example For some years after Mr. Mechi's farm
\
thorough subsoil operations conducted by the Marquis

had attracted attention it contrasted greatly with those of Tweeddale has been attended with the greatest

adjoining- the land in the district was generally foul and success. Still the land I allude to does not enter into

\\m crops were poor, and the soil had every appearance

of poverty, but of late a great improvement has become

evident and much of the difference between Mr. Mechi's
tf m. ft %*«• ft

the category, for sand will be useless, for the stiffest

natural clays always abound with the siliceous element.

Lime and chalk, though corrective to some extent, are

luxuriant crops and the poverty of the adjoining has chemical agents ; and even sharp coal ashes can by no

\ been lost. This is a very significant proof of the good means be always depended on. In the vicinity of
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Norwood va&t BMUHKO ot file heaviest clays have been
raised within the few last years and burned to a

complete brick earth. This material is in itself

utterly incapable of supporting vegetation, and therefore

when the gardens and pleasure grounds of the Crystal

Palace were laid out the foundations and substrata of

all the walks were made with burnt clay, upon which
the coating of fine gravel was superposed. Hence, not

a weed has been observed to the present time. The
Norwood clays are noted for their great depth and
tenacity ; and therefore all the roads of approach have
been, and continue to be made, by a similar process.

We have thus learned some valuable lessons during the
formation of the Palace and its vicinity ; and now are
taught that by burning till the iron of a clay has been
transformed from a pale, drab-coloured protoxide into

a full red peroxide, the clay has entirely lost its dele-

terious qualities, and acquired others which render it

not only innoxious, but one of the best meliorators of
heavy land that has ever been discovered by gardeners.
Great judgment is, however, required in making use of
a material so utterly inert ; and this caution leads to

the introduction of a few extracts from the Derbyshire
correspondent's letter before-mentioned. In the fir>t

the process is thus described :

—

B I throw out a trench
8 feet wide and about 3 feet deep ; in this I throw so
much small wood or faggots as will fill the trench to the
ground level, and place upon that stronger wood, as the
roots of old trees, &c, regulated according to the
quantity of clay to be burnt. Advantage is then taken
of fine weather to light the fire, and when this is done
the whole is covered up with that stronger part of the
clay which came last cut of the trench. As the fire

advances more is thrown upon the heap, making an em-
bankment with the top soil, and all that part which con-
tains any vegetable matter. As the fire still increases
the clay contiguous is dug up and thrown on the top.

The heat subsiding, the soil is spread out, and from the
carbonaceous principles it receives in the process is ren-
dered fully equal to soot. Burning c'ay destroys every
species of weed and insect ; and 4< where the process
was performed years ago, I have scarcely observed
either slug or snail." It would be easy to extend the
quotations ; but I judge it sufficient to say, that by in-

corporating stiff land with a material so produced, the
improvement is rendered permanent by the complete
melioration of the staple, by rendering it open, and
therefore permeable for the roots, and thus inducing
and maintaining a highly fertilising condition in land
that had previously been little better than sterile. J. T

^un^ties.

fiTHAM.—At the annual meeting of this Society last

k, Fowler's steam plough completed in the course

Witham.
week, Fowler's sieam piougn compjetea in me course
of the day the five acres on which it was at work. And
this was no holiday experiment, got up as a show for
the occasion ; it was part of the regular work of the
farm, for Mr. Crump, as we have before stated, has
become the owner of the implement, and has been the
first to harness down steam in this form as a general
labourer on the farm, having ploughed 64 acres with it

in 11 days. Passing on to Oliver's the visitor found a
substantial luncheon provided by Mr. W. Hutley, and
he saw, too, much about the homestead that would give
him some idea of the enterprise and skill which that
gentleman brings to the business of agriculture. One
yard is used as a pork manufactory, as it may well be
called, from the system pursued and the number of its

porcine occupants, there being 200 pigs here preparing
for the food market of the people. In one of the
fattening stalls near a splendid Hereford ox held his
levee, for few came who did not pay him a visit, and
he was worthy of it from his beauty and breed. Its
weight was computed at 160 stone. "Proceeding to the
plough field we found good competition going on, and 41
men and 6 boys at work, the prize of 5/. offered by Mr.
Bentall throwing the field open to the skill of the whole
county. A show of agricultural roots from the farm of
Mr. H. Dixon gathered a circle round it, and provoked
a discussion on the qualities of roots. J.t consisted of
very fine Mangel of different varieties, Swede and
white Norfolk December Turnips, and summer Cab-
bages for cattle feeding, weighing 32 lbs. each.

Mr. Mechi announced that his irrigation continues to
benefit his crops, which are good—two heavy land fields

of Wheat just threshed having yielded six quarters per
acre. In his opinion, the want of drainage on the
heavy lands has this year proved very injurious, the
heavy spring rains not having filtrated through the un-
trained soils. He was convinced that both Boydell's
and Fowler's steam-ploughs will soon be extensively used.
Mr. Boy dell and his engine will be in Russia in a few week3.

Lord Rayleigh said : As to my own little field of
Wheat on which, as I stated last "year, I made experi-
ments on the Lois-Weedon system, I have continued it

;

and I can give you a statement which I drew out this
morning. I do not know in the general course of hus-
bandry before this what the produce was, as it was
mixed up wiih that of oiher fields, but on th s plan I
have had it kept separate, and the result is as follows :

—

1852. The two acres were in 4-course shift, all Wheat.
1853. The half, i. e., one acre Wheat, and the inter-

nals trenched, the produce was 2£ qrs.
1S54. The other half trenched, Kissingland, pro-

duced 5 qrs. 5 bushels. Sold October 6, 1854,
at 56*., or

1855. One-half. R*d Sire Wheat, Mlgfcrrid, produced
5 qrs. 1 bushel. Sold Septeiiihi-i- 21. 1855.
fcrTds

Carry forward

£ s. d.

15 4 O

19 6 5

£34 10 5

Brought forward

1856. One-half, Mr. Ilutley's Red Wheat, produced
5 qrs. 3 bushels. Sold September 26, 1856, for

66*.; orf corn, 7*. 6d. per bushel

£34 10 5

• t • 16 13 3

S
4

8

£51 3

Divided by three that gives 17 1

If you call it two acres it makes per acre ... 8 10

Now, if you can go on from year to year getting 8/. lOs.dd-
without manure or expense, except for trenching the
'allow part and weeding (it takes only one horse to drill

it, and a donkey to roll it), for which the straw and off-

corn pays, I think you do well. My man says (I do not
say it would do so in a large way) I have no land that

pays better.

Mr. W. Hutley.—How long has the land been in

Grass ?

President.—Mr. Hutley
tion ; I do not know why.

always asks me that ques-

Certainly, in my recollection

it has not been in Grass. I grow 2 J quarters of Wheat
per acre every year without manure. The trenches are
16 inches deep, costing Is. lid. per score of rods
running measure.

Mr. Dixon, on the Potato crop, said : Within the last

three or four days letters have appeared in the Times
—one from a clergyman, who said he had a system of
cultivation that prevented the disease, and that system
was to plant large tubers. Another clergyman
said his system was directly the contrary, and he
planted small sets. Now, it so happened that, without
being aware of those letters, I have in my own mind
pretty well settled that, and I am quite satisfied the
plan 1 have pursued is the correct one. I have this

year tested the experiment of planting large Potatoes
whole, against the usual method of planting the smaller
roots or cut sets. The field was, in the summer of
1854, an old pasture, upon a strong adhesive loam ; the

the work was done in a manner superior to what it

was to-day, for to-day they began to plough fleeter

but when I went I got the plpugh set a little deeper
and you saw what it has done. It was put down this

morning in a field of about five and-a-half acres, and
they p'oughed about five acres, but I think it is

as good as six, for six might have been done in
the same time. They burnt seven cwt. of coal,

and the cost, as near as possible, was 16c/. an
acre. Had the field been larger and longer, it

would have reduced the price, and perhaps it would
have been \4d. an acre. The reason is that every
stoppage carries on the consumption of coal. I

can form no exact estimate of the expense of repairs,

but I estimate them at Is. 6d. That would bring the

cost to 2s. lOd. Whether my estimate of wear and
tear is right I must leave, but I should think it would
not exceed it. On this 58 acres there is little wear and
tear ; on 1 000 acres, the sum I have stated would give

75/. to repair it, and I think that is a sufficient esti-

mate ; I do not as yet see the slightest wear. Now I

propose with the men to go with it, and the number is

five, the price should be 2s. an acre ; I think it will not

do less than 10 acres a day, which will be a sovereign,

so that the men would have 4s. each. That with the

coal and the wear and tear brings it to 4s. lOd. an acre.

—The President : There is the expense of taking it to

and fro.— Mr. Crump: I think the 2s. 10c/. would

iuclude all. I am not certain that I shall fix it at

2s. lOd.f but that is my present estimate. Every day I

see the plough I like it better, and I think the thing

will in time become as easy to manage as a wheel-

barrow, and worthy the attention of all who have land

suitable. I can hardly estimate the cost of horse power.

My idea is that it costs you 5s. an acre for horse labour

to plough with, and for labourers. If so there is an

advantage in this respect in the s'eam plough. But
turf was ploughed up to the depth of 4 or o inches, and there ; g another advantage, for if a man keeps teams of
then burnt to the amount of loO yards per acre ; the 10 horJ?e8 he must , them 240 d g ;n the year .

ashes were spread, and the ground was planted with he c in
,

fc make one h. of horseg lou„ h more than an
Swede Turnips for a seed crop. In the spring of this

year a crop of Potatoes was forked in, without
any manure. The large Potatoes selected weighed,
on an average, half a pound each, and were planted
exactly a yard apart each way ; the remainder of
the piece with cut and small sets in the usual way.
The result of the crop'is as follows :—The yard apart
plants produced, by measure, rather less than 21 bushels
per rod, and by weight a few pounds short of 8 tons
per acre. The small sets, either whole or cut, pro-
duced rather under 2 busheb per rod, by measure, and
by weight 7 tons per acre. The sample of the former
is decidedly the best ; in both some tubers were affected

pair ot norses pi

acre a day, and he must plough nearly all the year
;

but by steam you may have all your laud ploughed
in the summer. It would he a saving as against

horseflesh, but a greater saving in the better and

deeper cultivation of the land at a suitable time.

I have ploughed 7 inches easily with four shares. Mr.
Fowler talks of making an engine with a windlass under-

neath it, so that it shall be all one. I do not think ho

would succeed in that, for I think it would be too cum-
bersome, and he will find it more trouble to move it than

to move two. My men can take the plough down and

put it up in another field in four hours, and that is not

a great time. I think a 12-horse engine, with wheels
by the disease to the extent of 1 bushel in 20. The

t

fitted w ; th Boydeirs endless railwav, so that it could be
cropot Potatoes this year is inferior to that of last year, moVed to any field, would be veVy advantageous. I

by upwards of 20 per cent. My crop last year, upon believe that endless railway to be a most valuable in-

7 acres, was 2916 bushels, which, at 40 bushels to the vention indeed. Then as to reaping machines-I pur-.. _ ping macnines— i pur-
ton, will average upwards of 10 tons per acre, and chased one of those tried at Chelmsford. The society,
scarcely any were diseased. The sorts planted were

y u are aware, refused to allow one of these machines
entirely new to this district, with the exception of an to be removed till it had under-one a further trial. The
acre of York Regents, being Flukes, which I obtained maker, therefore, said he would exert himself to get one
from Liverpool, and Scotch Dons, which I procured for me , as he was anxious to have it introduced into this
from Ireland. The Scotch Dons were the most prolific, neighbourhood, and I should have it on the 6th of
producing 100 bushels per acre more than the others. August. I did not get it till the 11th, and thus lost
I attribute this large crop to my method of cultivation. some of the best time of harvest. At last we got it. I
In the autumn and winter of last year I double forked did not like the look of it, it was too cumbersome, and
the field to the depth cf 17 or 18 inches, placing the it did not work two hours before some parts of it became
lower spit uppermost ; nothing more was done to the
soil till the Potatoes were planted, and the only manure
applied was 1$ cwt. of guano, 1± cwt. of salt per acre,
sprinkled over the sets before they were covered up.
The Potatoes came to me in fine condition, being size-

able, neither large nor small, and were planted whole,
at the rate of about 26 bushels per acre. The best
manure that I know

strained, and we could not go on further. I went to the

trial of these machines at Mr. Fisher Hobbs', where I

saw the maker, who said he was sorry for what had

occurred, and the machine he had there should come
and cut all my Wheat for nothing, as the only amends
he could make me. But I purchased that little ma-
chine of Dray's ; I had it home on the 17th, and set

r of for Potatoes, and which I i t to work, and I was so much pleased with it that I

commonly use, is guano and salt. This year I thought telegraphed for a second, and had anoiher that night.

the land was good enough without either, and I was
| These cut us nearly 20 acres of Wheat in a day as well

as could be. I propose next year to use them in this

way. I need not begin harvest so soon by a week, and

I shall thus have the most valuable week in the year to

finish up Turnip hoeing, which is generally behind at

that time ; the corn will be in a very advanced state of

ripeness, and we shall set our reapers to cut it, then

bind it, and pitch it up off the land without traving it at

all. These two reapers, with the carriages, cost 62/. ;
we

find that they need but litile repair, and a pair of horses

will work one of them from morning till night, while

three are required for some of the others. The next

point I have to refer to is the water drill. I bought

one of Chandler's patent water drills, and put in all my
Mangel and Swedes with it, and I never had such a

plant before in my life. The cost was 25/., and I am

paid four times over in the first year of using it. The

water is attended with some trouble, but little expense.

Three hundred gallons an acre is an ample quantity for

Mangels and Swedes. Thus moisture goes in with the

seed ; every seed vegetates almost at the same time ;

the very moment they come up there is food for them

from superphosphate of lime, which I use, and I leave

you to judge whether my plants grow when they

are up. On 50 acres of Mangel I have scarcely a rod

misplant.

Mr. Dixon.—Mr. Crump lent me his water drill, tt«

weather being extremely dry, and I put in Swedes witti

it. You have no difficulty in drilling six acres in a da>.

I put in with it one and a half hundredweight o% phos;

pbate of lime to the acre, and had a perfect plant

believe the implement is a most important one

probably mistaken. Some years ago I took up from a
single Potato planted whole upwards of a bushel weigh-
ing 65 lbs. I had two acres of Wheat on land that has
been double dug, and on which I had increased crops
for the last two years ; it was strong and laid, but I

cannot state the produce, as I could not get the machine
to thresh it; I cultivate a g«*od deal of my land with
double digging, and the soil is much improved by it. I

think that is the way of using our best land by deeper
cultivation than we have yet tried ; there is some parti-

cular manure in the soil which is never brought out till

we bring it up in this way.

Mr. Crump.—With regard to the steam-plough, that

did not come on me by surprise at Chelmsford, for I

had thought anxiously about steam ploughing for the
last two years, and I had endeavoured with various
manufacturers to set to and make one. My idea was,
that a plough of that kind might be made to plough the
land, but 1 could not find the means of resistance at each
end of the field. Directly I laid my eyes on that at

Chelmsford, I saw it was the very thing, and I lost no
time in giving an order for one, which I expected to

bave two months ago. I received it last Monday fort-

night, and we got it up on the Tuesday. I was told my
engine, one of Kansome's, would work it well, but I

found that engine, which is one of six-horse power, was
of no kind of us^, it would hardly put the plough in

motion; I then received a message fiom Messrs.
Eddington, stating they had rne of eight-horse power on
the railway for me. I have had it 14 days, and deduct-

ing the time for stoppages from breaking, I think we
may fairly estimate the working time at 10 hours a day __

v r
for 10 davs. Up to last night we ploughed 58 acres, and |these crops.

I

this dry part of the kingdom in the cultivation

in

of
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Miscellaneous.
An Act against the Orcwth of Tliistlcs received the

Royal assent on the 19th of March. It is one the

necessity of which must he obvious to every one

acquainted with the colony, and, with a view to its

effectual operation, it is of a very stringent character.

It may seem, at first sight, that its provisions are too

severe, but from its nature the act requires to be armed

with very rigorous powers of enforcement, and with

heavy penalties for non-compliance with its provisions.

After reciting in its preamble that great loss and injury

are occasioned to the lands of the colony by the spread

of the plant called the Thistle, and that no measures

can be effectual for its eradication unless provision be

made for its destruction on private as well as public

property, the act proceeds to provide the required

remedy. By clause 1, any owner, lessee, or occupier of

land in Victoria upon which, or on the half of any road

adjacent thereto, Thistles are growing, is bound, after

14 days' notice signed by a justice of the peace, to

destroy all Thistles on such land, or failing to do so, he

incurs a penalty of not less than 51. or more than 201.

Service of the notice at the occupier's usual or last

known place of abode is held good, and all cases under

the act are determined in a summary way by two or

more justices of the peace. The justices, however, have

power to suspend the conviction on proof that the

occupier has used and is using reasonable exertions to

destroy the plant. If any owner, lessee, or occupier

neglect or refuse to destroy Thistles on his land lor a

space of seven days after the receipt of notice, any
person armed with a written authority from a justice of

the peace may enter on the land, with sufficient

assistants, to destroy and eradicate the nuisance, and
may cause the expenses to be assessed by two justices of

the peace, and recover them in a summary way.

Melbourne Arc/us.

Self Education.—How is an acquaintance with science

to be obtained by men who have but a small amouru of

leisure, a scant supply of books, no apparatus worthy of

the name, and the opportunities of attending lectures

few and rare ? We have no teachers, no lectures, no
apparatus, you will say. Now in answer to this I wish

to place before you a great truth, which somehow seems

to have been overlooked in our educational discussions.

Jt is this, that learning must come from within, not

from wit iout—that listening to a lecture is not learning

—that looking at a man making experiments does not

teach you to manipulate in science. Only think of a

man learning to make shoes, or to sing or to play on a

musical instrument, by attending lectures on shoemaking

or music. He who wishes to mount must gird up the

loins of his mind. Lectures and teachers are all very

well to keep idle boys to their work and to stimulate the

indolent. All mental improvement resolves itself

ultimately into self-improvement. Be assured that the

differences between the facilities which the rich and

poor respectively have for acquiring knowledge are not

so great as is commonly imagined, especially in this

country, where a man can procure for a few shillings

the very best manuals and text-books in almost any

branch of literature or science. He need not even go to

that expense : he may join an institution, such as this,

and have the use of all the books he may require for a

few pence. You may buy a Euclid for a shilling, an

arithmetic for the same, a treatise on chemistry for a

couple of shillings. These are your best teachers.

Your books will not tire iu giving you information
;

they will repeat it for you again and again. If you

have misunderstood anything they have said, or are

slow to comprehend them, they will wait patiently for

you until you are ready to proceed with them. They
will put up with your ill humour, they will bear with

your mistakes, and it will cost you but little to keep

them. But, you will say, though "books are cheap, and

may be easily procured, we have no apparatus, and

apparatus are scarce and dear, beyond the means of the

poor man to obtain. Now, here is another error.

There is a great deal too much talk about apparatus for

teaching science, and the necessity there is that the

State should manufacture it, and supply it at a cheap

rate to schools and institutions like this. A man who is

eager to learn—who is determined to know his subject

—may, if he be at all handy, or with the assistance of

the village carpenter or blacksmith, extemporise his

apparatus. Polished mahogany, and expensive brass

work and complicate! adjustments, are not at all

essential. It is told of the celebrated philosopher, Dr.

Wollaston, the inventor of the method of rendering

platinum malleable, that when a continental chemist of

some celebrity called on him and expressed a »isb. to be

shown over the laboratories in which science had been

enriched by so many important discoveries, the doctor

took him into a little study, and pointing to an old tea-

tray on the table, with a few watch glasses, test papers,

& small balance, and a blowpipe on it, said, " There is

RU the laboratory that I have." Ea\ Dr. Booth at the

Lzwes Mechanics* Institute.

[NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES.
Awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition, and Patronised by the English and

Erench Governments.

COTTAM AND HALLEN,
THE Ori{?inaUNVENTORSof the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGH

AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made importaut additious, the main features of the same being explained in the
description and engraving.

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball
|
or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone Bufficientto claim

of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and general notice.

freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-

tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse

being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached

from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the

seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron
light *nd durable.
D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can bo

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is ai>

object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of

the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and

utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,

Galvanised, or Enamelled. ____
Improved Stable Guttanng, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner Mangers,

Hamess-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Ckotf Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on sltow at

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2
f
Whisky Street, Oxford Street, London.

WARMING AND VENTILATING.—The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratis

on application.

I

-

B. SAMUELSON,
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BANBURY,

post free,

Illustrated Priced
UMLL have pleasure in forwarding,

on receipt of application, his Illustn

Catalogue of Implements.

SAMUELSOS'S PATENT GARDNERS DOUBLE-
ACTION and SINGLE-ACTION TURNIP CUT-
TERS, which have been awarded the Royal Agricu'-

tural Society's Prizes elevkjj times at its yearly

meetings, the last being at Carlisle in 1855; the Prize

Medal at the Great Exhibition, 1851; and at nearly

all the provincial societies' meetings. BETWEEN
SIXTY ANO SEVENTY THOUSAND of these

Machines have bten made in, and supplied from the

above Works.

MOODY'S, PHILLIPS', G.VUNTLETT'S, BUSIIE and
BARTER'S, and every other description of Patent

TURNIP GRATERS and PULPERS.
CHAFF CUTTERS. — R. Samuelson's Cornes' Chaff

Cutters of all sizes, varying in price from 17. 10s. up
to Ul.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for stables and small occupations,

and for exportation, ol. and 4Z.

CORN BRUISING MILLS (adapted also for exporta-

tion, from 31. 5s. up to 11. 10*. each.

MALT MILLS of various sizes.

LINSEED CAKE BREAKERS, from 21. 6s. up to 10Z.

each.

CHURNS.—Samuelson's Registered Atmospheric and
Anthony's Patent American, manufactured solely by

B. Samuelson.

KASE'S PATENT DOUBLE-ACTION FORCE
PUMPS.

GALVANIZED IRON BARREL PUMPS, at 21. os.

BARLEY HUMMELLERS.
WEIGHING MACHINES, MANGLES, &c. &c. &c.

The above may be procured of all respectable Iron-

mongers and Implement Dealers in the Kingdom; or

direct from the Works, Banbury, Oxon.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

AMERICAN STEEL DIGGING FORKS.
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES.

Wholesale Agents: William Dray & Co., Agricultural

Engineers, Swan Lane, U pper Thames Stree.t
.

" PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

_. VM to Correspondents.
Agricultural Chkmistry : Farmer. Johnstone's" Agricultural

Chemistry" is the best book, on agricultural chemistry, and
Low's Practical Agriculture "—on good tarming. But both

subjects are fullv discussed in Blackie's "Cyclopedia of

THESE FITTINGS will be found to possess all

the latest and most important improvements, and ate of

the b'*st manufacture. All kinds of Stable Furniture in stock.

Iron Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, Tomb Railings, &c. New Illus-

trated Catalogues forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.

James Bartox, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford Street, London.

«
1

Agriculture."
Bri*e : S. C. Brine is very injurious, and was probably the

cause ofcdeath. We do not imagine the saltpetre could have
*een in sufficient quantity to have produced the mischief alone,

though it might have assisted.
, . ,. . _

Titrate of Soda : G. Smu. Both it and salt may be dissolved

" liquid manure, and carefully applied as a top-dressing to

Wheat and pasture in spring. '

QAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
^ ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS. &c, as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.

47 Nov. 21, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-

man in the'three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English

RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty rtie-

Qneen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE RAYS OF THE SUN.
"FR1GI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and rloricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,

ttJLf TraireiirHltmBMn, anYaH "kindsof Horticultural Tools, men throughout the kingdom. u
It is much cheaper than mats

' '

Established 173S. as a covering."
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING
AND nfi

HEATING BY HOT WATER
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AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP,
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GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.

GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-
perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical
adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a
position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water

Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

TREE TRANSPLANTING BY MACHINE, LANDSCAPE
GARDENING, ORNAMENTAL PLANTING, &c.WH. RUMBOLD will be happy to execute any of
• the above «n reasonable terras, by contract or otherwise.

The Machine will b« let by the week with Man. Designs and
Estimates given.— Calverly Koad, Tunbridge Wells.

ORUNING.—The GRECIAN PRUNING SAWS
*- are universally acknowledged to be the best for every

description of Pruning. They cut faster and cleaner than any
other, and do not beml or break. Price 2s. Bd.

$
3s,, and 35. 6d.

each.

—

Thomas Hill, late W. Coleman, Cutler, 4, Haymarket,
London.

PATRONIZED^BY MAJESTY.

PARCHMENT LABELS superseded by

CRESCENS, ROBINSON, and CO.'s PREPARED
LINEN LABELS. They are cheaper, written upon with greater

ease and rapidity, and quite as durable. Specimens, printed to any

pattern, sent post free from Crescens, Robinson, & Co.'s Paper and

Paper Bag Warehouse, 79, Upper Thames Street, London.

p RESTS FOR GATE PIERS
v_y modelled to order.

Also a large Stock of VASES for the

same purpose and for Terraces, executed in

Artificial Stone, by

J. S E E L E Y,
(Late Austin & Seeley),

Nob. 1 to 4, Keppel Row, New Road.

WARNERS' SWING WATER-BARROW
(To Hold Thirty Gallons)

Will save much of the gardener's time and labour. May be

obtained of any Ironmonger for 3?. 3s.

Brass Syringes, 9s. to 18s.

Also a great variety of effective Machines for Hydraulic pur-

poses, and to supply Gardens, Hothouses, Cottages, Farms,

Mansions, Or Boards of Health, with every requisite connected

with the conveyance and distribution of Liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns. &c.

GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF GALVANISED
WIRE NETTING.

kl n
gi| my\w^

Ibis

«*»t--*

WILLIAM ^SHAKESP EAR
~ (SUCCESSOR iTCTCLARK AND_JONES),

Manufacturer of Metallic Hothouses, Conservatories, &c., Ho
Apparatus, and General Horticultural Builder,

5 5, LIONEL STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

*

Water

BARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,

in consequence of improvements in their macJiner

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to w

a great reduction in the prices.

TT7ILLIAM SHAKESPEAR in soliciting the attention of the Nobility and Gentry to this old and well-known
* * Establishment, begs to say that in addition to continuing the Manufacture of Metallic Hothouses, &c, for which his pre-

decessor* were so justly celebrated, he undertakes the erection of Horticultural Buildings to any extent in Wood, and since taking

to the business in 1852 having gone to considerable expense in putting up the most improved Steam Machinery, he 19^na°le2 *°

execute orders in the test manner and at the very lowest price for which first-class materials and workmanship only cau be afforded.

Among (he many examples of the superor mode of construction peculiar to this Establishment, W. S. can with pleasure refer

to the magnificent range of METALLIC FORCING HOUSES in the Royal Gardens, Frogmore, which after having been in

operation for aome years, are allowed to be unsurpassed in their suitability to the purposes required and the excellence ot tne worK-

manship.
Designs and Estimates on application. Experienced workmen sent to any part of the kingdom.

ESTABLISHED IN THE YEAR 1818.
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2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide
2-inch ., strong, do.

intermediate, do,

extra stronp, do.

24 inches wide
strong, do.

intermediate, do.

If-inch „ extra strong, do *« n ~ -

.

All the above kinds can be made of any wldt ^ ConteSftJJj

at proportionate prices. If the upper hftlfJ^f

rt

a
h
coarser w

than the lower, it will reduce the prices one-fourth.

"SST^d I*, of -pen,. ..^^SSST^^
Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved Strainea w*r

and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles &c.

Illust ated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post
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H
ARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS,

W (l-8th thick, or2 lbs. to the foot ; 3-16ths, or 3 lb.s ; and l-4tli,

ilbs to the foot), for Ridge and Furrow Roofs, Greenhouses,

Riilway stations, Engine Sheds, Mills. Market Halls, and

Public Buildings generally._
' A I i

Is Squares Cut to Sizes Ordebed. 8 . d.

H \>v 10. 1* ft- sl>P- if not ahove 20 in. long

1 *

it. sup., 3 or if above 20 & not above 30 in.

3 ft
4: H

4 H 5 n
"'

tt
6 w

6 ft
8 11

-
1/

10 19

10 tt
12 11

12 It
15 11

13 ft
20 11

iO t»
25 99

20
30
35
40
45
55
65
75
90

n

n

i>

»»

6i
7

30 in. 1

7*
35in. 8
40 in. 81
45 in. 9
55in. 9
65in.; 9
75 in.

I 10

s. d. s. d.

90 in.

100 in.

11

1 1

I

1

8
8-

9
9*
10

10$
10*

104
n

2

o 94
10

10J 1

o u*
I

Hi

]UOW READY TO SEND OUT, direct from
-*-' Yarmouth, during the season. GENUINE YARMOUTH
BLOATERS, 100 for 6s.; forwarded securely packed to any
address upon receipt of Post-office order, by Jam-s Ayebs, Fish
C urer, G real Yarmouth. The T rade si ; p

p

lied.

OCHWEPPE'S MALVERN" SELTZER WATER.
^—Having leased the Holy Well Spring at Malvern, renowned
for its purity, J. S. & Co. can now produce a SELTZER WATER
with all the Chemical and Medicinal properties which have
rendered the Nassau Spring so celebrated. They continue
Manufacturing Soda, Magnesia, and Potass Waters

MONTHLY POULTRY SALE.
"\TR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his
-L'L Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-
DAY, November 4, at \'i o'clock precisely, Poultry of tirst-rate
strains, including Coloured and White Dorkings, Spanish,
White and Ruff Cochins, White Polands. Golden and Silver
Hamburglis, White and Silver-laced Bantams, Piarmigans, &C,
fn>m the yards ofMeans. Brt-avingron (Hounslow), Loder (Craw-
I

• y), Johnson (Farnham), Yonge (Eton), Rev. F. Thursby
(Northampton), and other breeders of rir»t-cass birds. Also
some Golden Pheasants, Pouter and other Pigeons from Mr.

i

l

l

i
l

l

2
3

Packed in boxes of 50 feet each.
8 by 6, and 8* by 6J
9 by 7, and 10 by 8

... 13s. Of?.

... 15
by 4, and 6J by 44 ... 10s. 6d.

7 by 5, and 74 by 5.4 ... 12
Estimates forwarded on application.

London Agents: James Phillips & Co., 116, Bishopsgate
treet Without.

pLASS FOR HORTICULTURAL "PURPOSES.
VT Good 15 oz. sheet, in boxes of 100 feet each :—

8 by 6, and under 9 by 7 ... Its. per box.
9 by 7, „ 12 by 9 13s. „
12 by 9, ., 14 by 10 14s.

14 by 10, and not above 2 feet 15s. Gd. „
2 feet, H 3 feet 16s. Oaf.

,,

T.& W. Farmiloe, 12, Rochester Row, Westminster.

BRITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.—Sizes from 7 by 5 to 9 by 7 at

1L». Sd. per 100 foot box; 94 by 74 and 10 by 8, at 12s. 6d. per
01, in 21 oz.ls. per box extra; larger sizes up to 22 by 14, 15 oz.,

at 16f
.

; and 21 oz., 25*. per 100 feet. Boxes charged 2s. each,
and returnable at the same price if delivered free. Crystal
White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent
Rough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead, Oils,
Turpentine, Colours, &c—G. Farmiloe & Sox, 118, St. John
Street West Smithfield, London.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
LTETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS
LA of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed forimmediatedelivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to Jambs Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

8ee Gardeners1 Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.

J
R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

' • Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns
ofWROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to
supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,
4c, at the Manufactory as above.

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out
of ground , 5 bars 4s. 9af. each.

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3
inches out of ground. 5 bars 5s. 3d. each.

— -r — . —„..~~. .-,*...-* ......,., and Lemon-
ade, at London, Liverpool, Bristol, and Derby. Every bottle is f}

llts renowned stud. -Catalogues had by inclosing a stamped
protected bv a red label bearing their signature.

I

erected envelope to Mr. J. C. Stevens, 3S, King Street, Covent—— ° ' Garden.

CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, £c. f FRcWI GHENT, AND
A COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS.

A/TR. J. C. STEVENS will sell by Auction at his
lf_L Great Room, 38, Kin- Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-
DAY, Oct. 28, at One o'clock precisely, 400 Camellias with
Flower Buds, including many first-rate sorts; 25 Plants of &
splendid new Azalea, and a collection of Orchids, containing
Liplia Mftjalis, alhida, antumnalis, and anceps. Cattleya citrina,
Ac, in capital condition

;
and 200 Lihum laiicifolium rubrum.

—

May be viewed on th* morning of Sale and Catalogues had at

L'ORD'S EUREKA SHIRTS.—"The Eureka is the
A most unique, and the only perfect fitting shirt made." Observer.
" Ford's Eurekas are the acme of perfection.'* Court Journal.
In half dozen boxes, ready for use, or made to order. Best

quality, 42s. ; second quality, 33s.
Caution.—Ford's Eureka Shirts are stamped 38, Poultry,

London, without m Inch none are genuine. Catalogues post free.

Richard Ford, 38, Poultry, London.

S a.

DADIATING AND REFLECTING STOVE.—
l * WILLIAM S. BURTON'S new register stove combines
completely the well-known principles of both Stephen's and
Sylvester's celebrated patent stoves, while it has others equally
aluable which are peculiarly itvS own, and for which a patent has
teen granted. Its reflecting and radiating powers are perfect, it

j» very simple, and cannot be put out of order, consumes but
little fuel, is most cleanly and cheerful in use, while its general
appearance, no fender being needed, is most imposing. Prices,
complete, black or bronzed, from dl. 10s.; bright, Ul, 5s. and
ipwards. One may be set-n in action in his show rooms, which
contain such an assortment of fenders, stoves, ranges, fire-irons,
and general ironmongery, as cannot be approached elsewhere,
either for variery, novelty, beauty of design, or exquisiteness of
Workmanship. Bright stoves with bronzed ornaments, and two
3e *s of bars, 4Z. 14s. to 13/. 13s.; ditto with ormolu ornaments
«m two sets of bara, 5/. 5s. to 22/. Bronzed fenders, with
standards, 75. to 51. 12s.; steel fenders, 2Z. 15s. to 11?.; ditto with
r*ch ormolu ornaments, 21. 15s. to 181. Fire-irons, from Is. 94.
toe set to 4/. 45.

BEDSTEADS, BEDDING, AND FURNITURE.—
_*-* WILLIAM S. BURTON'S Stock on Show of Iron and
»rass Bedsteads and Children's Cots stands unrivalled either
»°r extent, beauty of design, or moderateness of prices. He also
applies Bidding and Bed Hangings of guaranteed quality and
*orkm*iship. Portable Folding Bedsteads, from 12s.; Patent
iron Bedsteads, fitted with dovetail joints and patent sacking,

* h d
7**' Knd Cots fvom 2()5# each - Handsome Ornamental Iron

*n <l Brass Bedsteads, in great variety, from 2L 7s. 6d. to 15/. 15s.

A Half-tester Patent Iron Bedstead, 3 feet wide, with
Bedding, <5ic, complete

—

Jjfdstend £1 4
Jjhmrz furniture 14
Paillasse, wool mattress, bolster, and pillow ... 1 11
A pair of cotton sheets, three blankets, and a
coloured counterpane 1

6

• • •

5

£4 14 6

£6 3A double Bedstead, same
_. If without Half-tester and Furniture

—

omgle bed, complete ...£3 13 9
double bed, comulete ... ... £4 15

[AM PES k MODERATEUR, from 6s. to 6/. 6s.—

tnak
L, 'IAM S BURT0N has collected from the different

ojj
ers ,,ere »nd in France a variety that defies competition. As

3 j/
,raP° rted from France are inferior in the works. William

^oorton selects at Paris from the best makers only, and he
guarantee e*ch lamp he sells as perfect in all its parts.

Caudh^ comprises also an extensive assortment of SOLAR,V***H1NE, PALMERS, and all other Lamps.
Pure Colza Oil, As.8d. a gallon.

Patent Camphiiie, 4s. a gallon.

T-, Palmer's Candles, 9d. per lb.

thel
**** additions to these extensive premises (already by far

Elfu^
est in E,lr°pe)> are of auch a character that the entire of

Lam • n Cl Oliver, naretl uooas, uains, nniMies, imnery,

Hani?' VN ** Iier8
» Iron »nd Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, and Bed

^flbrd ? ^ arrHnS«d in 8ixreen Large Show Rooms as to

cuiiwL u
l"! rti *,a famishing facilities in the selection of goods that

III?,-.
h
^
ped for *'*ewtiere.wiaN catalogues sent (per post) free.

acdfi » ,

8treet
; Ma, 2, and 8. Newman Street; and 4, 5,

'
rerrya Place, London.—Established 1820.

DRESSING CASE
AT MR. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENTS,
-tX 112, Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street. and Crystal Palace, Mr.* J. C. Stevkss's Offices, 38, King Street. Covent°Ga"rdein
are exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures In
Dressing Cases, Work Boxes, Writing Cases, Dressii g

ORCHIDS AND OTHER PLANTS.

I

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his
Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on WED-

NESDAY, October 29, at 1 o'clock precisely, the collection of
ORCHIDS of a gentleman, comprising good healthy plants of

sarco, &c: also several small importations of Orchids and other
plants from Borneo, Madeira. &c. — May be viewed on the

Bags,
and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department
for Papier Mache Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table
Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-
ping orders executed.

The same prices charged at all the Establishments^

ACHROMATIC MICROSCOPES.
SMITH and BECK, Manufacturing Opticians,

6, Coleman Street, London, have received the Council Medal of
the Great Exhibition of 1851, and the First Class Prize Medal of ra

*

nnngof Sa'le* and CluloOTea had.
the Paris Exhibition of 185o, " for the excellence of their Micro- 2 — ^ „—^ ..
scopes." An illustrated Pamphlet of the 10Z. Educational Micro-
scope (see leading article in Gardeners' Chronicle, Nov. 24, 1855),
sent by post on receipt of six postage stamps.
A G eneral Catalogu e for March 1856 mav be had on application.

\7ENTILAT1NG STOVES! SUSPENSION p .
, rflV STOVES !-Approved by thousands of purchasers, ^'^T^^^f

recommended as the two besr. cheapest, most healthy, and eco- t?J51«ui-»« «*:*aiuMi

nomical for Churches, Chapels, Halls Schools, Warehouses, \^^r^^^^,^Z\ ^r 7 ^ °*
Shops. Greenhouses, Bedrooms; Libraries, &c.' Prospectuses

^ormng of sale, and Catalogues had.

with Prices sent post free.

—

Dkane, Dray, & Co., Stove Range,
Ironmongery, and Furnishing Warehouse, London Bridge.

FKEJSCH MODERATOR"LAMPS—The newest
Patterns of the present season.— Deanb, Dray & Co.

have completed an extensive and choice assortment of these
Lamps—Bronze from 9*. 6d, to 6Z. ; China from 19*. to 11. 7$. each.
Engravings with prices free per post. Pure Colza Oil for the
above Lamps at the lowest market price, delivered in London or
the suburbs periodically or on receipt of letter order. — Deake,
Dray, & Co. (openinp to the Monument), London Bridge.

Established ad. 1700,

'pRELOAR'S COCOA NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
1 TtJRES consist of MATTING, DOOR MATS, MAT-
TRESSES, HASSOCKS, NETTING, BRUSHES, &c, and
are distinguished for superiority of workmanship combined with
moderate charges. Prize Medals awarded—London, Paris, and
New York. Catalogues containing Prices and all particulars
post free.—T. Trki.oar, 42, Ludgate Hill, London.

ORCHIDS.
MR J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his

Great Room, 38, KingStreet, CoventGarden, on FRIDAY.
October 31, at 1 o'clock precisely, a collection of established
ORCHIDS, including many of the desirable species, such a

flora, Aerides affine, virens, crispuui, roseum,
coerulea, tricolor; Saccolabium retusum,
um major, &c—May be viewed on the

To Noblemen and Gentlemen engaged in Ornamental
Planting, Nurserymen, and othebs.

SECOND SALE AT THE BACSHOT NURSERY.

MR. J. C. STEVENS is instructed by Messrs.
Standish & Noble, who are dissolving Partnership, to Sell

by Auction, at the Nurseries, Bagshor, Surrey, on MONDAY,
November 17 and four following days, at 11 o'clock precisely, a
most valuable selection of speiimens of CONIFERS and other
Ornamental Plants, all of which have been well prepared for
transplanting. It includes

—

it

...

...

...

...

•

*•

Libocedrns chiliensis... 1

Pinus Benthamiaua ... 2
„ insignis 2
„ muricata 2

Taxodium sempervirens 5
Mount Atlas Cedar ... 6
Hollies (of sorts) ... 5
Irish Yews ... 5

to

wv?

Abies Nordmanuiana

n Pinsapo
„ Douglasi

Deodara
„ nobilis

Arancaria imbricata .

Cephalotaxns Fortuni
Cryptomeria japonica

im r?r\ ~~'
i rTTDvicn ct\ TTMnnn 1

Skimmia japonica, Standard, and other choice flowering hardy
<*IhD, a nicely *LKlMbIikD or UNI UK-

| hybrid Rhododendrons, Standard Sikkim Rhododendrons, named
NISHED RESIDENCE, on the line between Chester i Moutan Peonies, &c.

ft. ft.

I* to 4
5 » 7
6 * 15
6 n 10
2 • 5
2 u 6
1 n 3
6 „ 12

ft.

...

V
11

tj

ft

fl

I)

tt

ft.

3
5
14
8

15
15
7
6

and Manchester, or between Liverpool and Manchester, required
immediately.—Apply, sending particulars, to R. G., Box M 18,

Post Office, Liverpool.

TO BE LET t a delightful RESIDENCE, within
-1 5 miles west of Norwich and 2 miles of a railway station.

The House, which is built as a Cottage Orne£, consists of
Entrance Hall, Study, Dining Room (22 feet by 17), Drawing
Room, seven Sleeping Rooms, and two Dressing Rooms, Kitchen,
Scullery, Servants' Hall, &c. &c. In front of the house i$ a
beautiful Pleasure Garden, and Meadow or Lawn, with a very
productive Kitchen Garden at the back containing altogether
about 6£ acres.

Contiguous to the house is a capital Four-stalled Stable, two
large Loose Boxes, two Coach-houses with men servants' sleeping
rooms over, Harness-room, Hay-loft, and all other usual con-
veniences, and the water is excellent.

Note.— Near the above is a Lake of 3 acres, upon which the
tenant will have permission to keep a hoat.

For terms apply to E. Frekstonr, Solicitor, Norwich.

LOCKSBROOK NUKSERY, WESTOlM, B/\TH.

TO BE SOLD, by Private Contract, the entire
Stock and Lease of the above Nursery, containing Four

Acres of rich Garden Land, with Dwelling-house and Shop,
pleasantly situated within one mile of the Bath Market. The
Stock consists of Greenhouses, Pits, and Sheds, Flowers, Plants,

and Fruit Trees, and every convenience for the trade. The
above Nursery is held for a Lease of 21 years, 15 years of which
are unexpired. Rent 36Z. per annum, tyhe free. This ir; a very
advantageous opportunity to parties requiring an established

business.— For particulars apply to Mr. James Shackell, Maiket
Gardener, Tiverton, Bath.

ZbIzb bv &uctton
BULBS, ROSES, Xc.

MR. HASLAM will Sell by Auction the above, at

the Mart, on WEDNESDAY, October 15, and FRIDAY,
October 17 next, and everv succeeding WEDNESDAY and
FRIDAY till December 5.—Epping, Oct. 25.

SALE OF CHOICE TULIPS.

TO BE SOLD by Auction, on THURSDAY,
October 30, at 1 o

TClock precisely, the property of Mr.
Mitchell, Lud^enden, Yorkshire, who in consequence of ill health
is declining the Fancy; the collection comprises the Gems in

cultivation, and will be sold at the Auction Mart, near the Bank
of England, on the above day, without the least reserve.— Cata-
logues may be had on application four days prior and on the
morning: of iwle.

S U N B U R Y NURSERY.
Important and Unreserved Sale of Nursery Stock.

a [ K. J. WILhUER mitt submit to Public Auction,
1VJL on the Premises, Sunbury Nursery, on TUESDAY,
October 28. and following day, at 12 o'clock precisely each day,

the STOCK of the above Nursery, which comprises Fruit and
Forest Trees, Evergreens, and Shrubs, among which are Common
Laurels, 3 ft.; Portugal do., 4ft.; Aucuha, 3 to 4 ft.; Siberian
Arbor-vitae, 4 ft.: Arbutus, fine, 6 to 7 ft.; Phillyrea, 3 ft.;

Striped Hollies, 4 to 6 ft.; Yews, 3 to 10 ft.; Cedrus Deodara,

6 to 7 ft; Junipers, 5 to 6 ft.; Green Hollies, 4 to 6 ft.; Bays,
Striped Box, Evergreeu Privets; Beech, 7 to 9 ft.; Oaks, 10 to

12 ft.; Elm, 10 to 12 ft.; Horse Chesnuts, 10 to 12 ft.; Limes,
7 to 8 ft.; Larch, Spruce, and Scotch Firs, of various sizes;

Standard, Dwarf, and Trained Apples; Trained Plums, Trained

C» erries. Gooseberries, Currants, Standard Mulberries, Standard
Pluns, Dwarf do., &c—Catalogues on the Premises, or by for-

warding a pos'age stamp to Mr. J. Willuxs, Auctioneer,
Surveyor, and Valuer, Sunbury, Middlesex.

12,000 Standard and dwarf Roses,
comprising the most choi e new and select sorts in the Trade.

1000 Pyramid Pear, and other Fruit trees.

May be viewed one week before tie Sa'e, when Catalogues
Is. each, returnable to purchasers, may be had at the Nursery,
and of Mr. J. C. Stevkns, 38, King Street, Covent Garden.
Approved bills at 3 months' date will be taken of purchasers
from 501. to 100Z., and at 6 months' date of purchasers above 100Z.
The Bagshot Nursery is about two miles from the Sunning-

dale station on the South-Western Railway, where a van will
meet the 8 o'clock a m. train from Waterloo to convey persons to
the Sale. The stations of Farnborough, Woking/and Black-
water (S. E. R.), are also within an easy distance.

RIVERHEAO, KENT.
Important Sale of Nurskrv Stock, several nkwlv-krected
Greenhouses, Prrs, Frames, Hot-water Pips, Boilers,
quantity of Bricks, Slates, Paving and Roofing, Iron
Hand-lights, Bell Glasses, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
directed by the Trustees of Mr. William Finnis Smith to

submit to an unreserved Sale by Auction on the premises, River-
head Nursery, Riverhead, near Sevenoaks, Kent, on MONDAY,
October 27, and following days, at 11 o'clock each day, in con-
sequence of the number of Lots, the whole of the valuable
Nursery Stock extending over 14 acres, consisting of a large col-

lection of Fruit and Forest Trees ; Evergreens and Deciduous
Shrubs in great variety, a rich assortment of American Plants
and Ornamental Trees; about 100,000 Ash. 50,000 Spanish Ches-
nuts, 20,000 Alder, 200.000 Larch Fir, 50,000 Willow, 10,000
Birch. &c. Also the Greenhouse Plants, com prising fine double
Camellias, Azalea Indica, Epacris, Erica-*, Fancy, and other
Pelargoniums, &c; together with a useful Hor^e, an excellent
Stack of Meadow Hay, two Carts, a capital I run Roller, Syringe,
three sets of Harness, Garden Pots, and numerous other effects.

—May be viewed one week prior to the Sale; Catalogues may be
had 6rf. each, returnable to purchasers, on the premises; of the
principal Seedsmen in London; andot the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

STRATFORD.
To Gentlemen, Nurserymen, and Others.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-

structed by the late Proprietor to £ell by Auction, on the
Premises, Stratford Green, Essex, rn TUESDAY, November 4,
at 12 o'clock, Four newly-erected Greenhouses; Three Brick
Pits; One and Two-light Boxes; 300 f*et Hot-watrr Pipe; a
large quantity of 1-inch and £-inch Slate Slabs and York
Paving; Wrought and Cast-iron Tanks, Boiler, and Furnace;
erection of Poultry House, complete; Wire Fencing; capital
Iron Roller; Garden Engine; Dean's Oat Crusher, nearly new;
sundry Machinery, with Gun-metal fittings; Bricks; liockwork

;

Strawberry Tiles; two splendid specimen Araucaria imbricata,
15 to 2; feet; Seakale and Garden Pots; Tools and numerous
other effects.—May be viewed the day previous and morning of
Sale; Catalogues may be had at the Swan, Stiatford; of the
principal Seedsmen in London; andot the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

CONSIGNMENT FROM GHENT FOR ABSOLUTE SALE.
To Gentlemen, Nurserymen, and Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-
structed to Sell by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew

Lane, on FRIDAY, November 7, at 12 o'CW*, 5K) fine
DOUBLE CAMELLIAS and 400 INDIAN AZALEAS, con-
sisting of all the approved kinds, well set with bloom buds*
6 fine large Orange Trees with fruit; 1CO0 Gladiolus Ganda-
vensis, and 200 Standard Perpetual R- sen, consisting of all the
leading varieties.—On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues
had at the Mart; and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery,
Leytonstone, Essex.

M
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H N WEE A N D O.'S
HORTICULTURAT ESTABLISHMENT, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA

THE WHOLE HEATED BY ONE B I LIE R.

f A*

. ffliWIvmii

• The accompanying sketch is a bird's-eye view of onr Horti
cultural Esablishment, the whole of which is heated by Qui
Boiler, on the system known as

"WEEKS' ONE-BOILER SYSTEM."
The sketch below ehows the kind of Boiler, from which there is amain flow and return pipe up each side of the establishment with avalve for every house and division, by which any one can be heated
alone, and any or all of the others remaining quite cold, or thewhole or any part regulated to any temperature.

The main flow and return pipes are laid in drains with orna-mental gratings over them, so that the whole of the heat fiom them
can be made use of at pleasure.

The water circulates through 5030 feet of pipe throughout the
various houses and pits. If the houses and pits were placed in a
line, they would extend about 1000 feet, exposing to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 superficial feet of glass.

We have no hesitation in asserting that there is no apparatus in
the Kingdom of such an extent heated by one single boiler and at
such a trifling expense, except those fixed by us at many esta-
blishments of the Nobility, Gentry, and Nurserymen who have
adopted our One-Boiler System; and in some instances the Dwell-
ing House has been connected to the same Boiler, which la in the
garden, say from 200 to 3U0 feet from the house, all of which ha-v
been attended with perfect success.

kr:-\ /" _a_ <l' "^Se.- AS

The accompanying;

sketch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow

furnace bars. The large

surface which this Boiler

exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of extraordi-

nary power.

J. W. & Co. manufac-
ture these Boilers of all

sizes. The largest size

measure 5 feet 6 inches
high by 3 feet 6 inches

diameter, and exposes to

the immediate action of

the fire a surface of 340
superficial feet. The
smallest size is 18 inches
high, by 18 inches In

diameter.

Buildings of every description, Dwelling Houses, Churcl'fis
Warehouses, Horticultural Buildings, &c, separately or combined
and to any extent, can be effectually heated by one boiler.

Hothouses, Greenhouses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, Ac, Built
upon the most scientific principles, combining all the improvements
of the day. Horticultural Works of every description, and to
any extent, erected in any part of the Kingdom, manufactured of

the best materials of every description.

See our Illustrated Catalogues; also Plans, Models, and
Estimates of Horticultural Buildings and Heating by Hot-
Water; also of Cast iron Vases and Fountains; aho
Catalogues of Tines, Fruit Trees, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Seeds. &c.

JOHN WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA.

SECONDHAND HOT-WATER BOIL

TO B£ SOLO very cheap, a large stock and a great
variety of all shapes and sizes, consisting of the Saddle,

the Coxn'ALthft Ribbed, the Bell, the Flue Shapes and
others. John Week3 & Co. having taken out a great number of
boilers from various places where thev have fixed them on
their OXE-ROILEK SYSTEM, they have now for sale a large
stock of Secondhand Boilers very cheap.

Jony Weeks & Co., Horticultural Works, King's Road, Chelsea ,

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

JR. PEILL, J7 t
New Park Street, Southwark,

• (late Stepiiensox & Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c 9 at the
Manufactory as above.

HOT-WATER PIPES (Cast Iron) >t WHOLE-
SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphons, Tee-Pipes, Coil-

Pipes, and every requisite connection- Cast Iron Conical and
Saddle Boilers, 50s. each. Improved Soot Doors and Furnace
Doors, Builders' Castings, Pipes, and Gutters of every description
in stock at Mr. Lynch White's, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper
Ground Street. Blackfriars Bridge, London.

C RE E N HO USE^
HENRY FREEMAN, Hothouse Builder and

Hot -Water Apparatus Manufacturer, Triangle,
Hackney. Established 20 years. Good substantial built Green-
houses fixed in anv part of the kingdom for cash ; 42 feet long
by 13 teet wide, 901. ; 21 feet by 13, 503.; 12* feet by 10, SQL
A first-rate Conservatory 30 feet by 18, 130Z.~A large assort-

ment kept.—Estimates for Heating, or any branch in Wood
or Iron.

I S. MORRIS, Engineer, Upper Thames Street,
M • London.—Apparatus supplied and erected for Warming and
Ventilating Mansions, Public Buildings, and for Heating Con-
servatories en the most approved principle. Large experience
in this branch of domestic science for many years insures cer-
tainty of success. A brief Treatise on the subject forwarded by
post.

Gas Apparatus erected with laboratory, so constructed as to be
managed by an intelligent labourer, producing the purest
Illuminating Gas.

c

W'EIR'S SPIRIT
DRAINING LEVEL.
Price 30s.; Case Is.

Requires no graduated staff

or computation. Any labourer
can us« them.
Edward Weir, Agricultural

W FIR*S PENDULUM
V * WORKMAN'S LEVEL,

for use in the Drain.

Price 15*. Terms cash.

Illustrated Catalogues sent
post tree.

Engineer, 16, Bath Place, New
Iioad (six doors w*st of H«mnstf*ad Road ). London.

" r |MFFANY," a light, cheap, and durable material
-L for Shading Conservatories and other Hot-houses, effec-

tually securing Plants from the scorching rays of the sun, with-

out obscuring the light; also one of the be^ protectors of Fruits

from Birds and Wasps, and the Bloom of Wall Trees from Spring
Frosts. Sold in pieces 20 yards long by 38 inchea wide, at 3d.

per yard or 5s. per piece. A liberal allowance to the Trade when
not less than 10 pieces are taken. No orders will be attended

to from unknown correspondents unless accompanied by a

remittance.

John Shaw & Co. beg to inform their numerous correspondents

that their "Tiffany," for shading Conservatories, &c, may be
procured of the following Nurserymen and Seedsmen:

—

London: Messrs. Charlwood & Cummins; E. G. Henderson
&Son; Hurst & M'Mullen; Minier, Nash, & Co.; Peter Lawson
&Sons; Osborn&Son; Roll i noon & Son; Mr. James Veitch.—
Messrs. W. Wood & Son, Maresiield, Sussex; A. Paul & Son,

Cheshunt, Herts ; Mr. Charles Turner, Slough : Mr. W. J. Epps,

Maidstone; Messrs. Bainbridge & Ilewison, York; Mr. Caldwell,

Knutsford.
H&nufactured for and sold, wholesale and retail, byJonx Shaw,

Nurseryman and Seedsman, 40, Princess Street, Manchester.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Heating Hot-

houses, Conservatories, public and private Buildings, arid

ensuring Ventilation; improved Boilers, with self-acting repii-

lators; Hot-air, Drying, and Hydraulic Apparatus, manufacture

an I eiwt«»d bv S. S. Taylbr. Battersea.
.

/The work,"useful and ornamental
of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-

KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.

Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety

.

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c-

Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best mate -

Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description.

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W.Richards Impen

Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess

»

Theatre.

LOUR, warranted free from adulteration, and

delivered to anv part of London (not less than one
P<*J

carriage free. Whites, for pastry, at per bushel (56lbs.), l£ y
fine Households, recommended for bread-making, lls.bd.. oe^ .

115.; Wheat Meal, for Brown Bread, lis.; best coarse ana nne

Scotch Oatmeal, Rice Flour, &c.
-wsniar*

Address Horsxaill & Catchpool, Bullford Mill. WIMJJ*
Essex; or CaWonian Road, Islington.-Directions for maMn*,

Bread supplied gratis. Terras cash.

F

AST O U N 6 I im"c remedy. -

OATS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANlMALy
l\ bow to paralyse, and render them immoveable on Hie sp

•

though there be hundreds, so that they may be e*the,J
a * 11

"•

shovel and finally drowned. The effect warranted, and tlie
»

c

to paralyse 50 will be 3W. Materials can be bought in ev

town and village. The above astounding ™m*Ay™*£&***
for eight post stamps to any address hyJWHM &/on, Publisn

Kingslana, London Established 1847. Two " u"dred
a^"^u

sent first if desired.-N.B. This remedy surpassing all concept

is exclusively Russian.

Printed by Wn.ti*M Bbad.itbt. of B» **t„*?£?J&ZjfSik *
FatosBica Mcliktt Eva.1.. <»f No.

f* ^/!S \fuMUmx Pwtert, »t

the Parish of St. Pancraa and. in «h' ^.I;? «°f wf,SJ r££ in 'he Cit^
their Office la Lombard Street, in the P^in^rr of Wiute.m^ in ^oB

THK EdITOH.— SaTOHPAT, OCtOOer _*, I2SW.
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"DRITISH POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY, 20, Bedford

*-J
Street, Covent Garden.—The next Meeting of the Society

mil be held on THURSDAY, November 6, to which Members
and Fruit Growers generally are invited to send specimens for
examination of such Fruits as are in season, and especially of
new and little known varieties and seedlings for opinion, the
carnage of parcels is paid by the Society. The Chair will be
taken at 2 o'clock.
Gentlemen desiring to be Elected Members are respectfully

invited to intimate their wish previous to the meeting.
Entrance, 10s.; annual subscription, 10s. Copies of the Rules
and further information can be obtained from

.
William Davidson, Assistant Secretary.

OCOTT1SH ARBORICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
yf

The Third Annual General Meeting for the Election of
Members, the Appointment of Office Bearers, the Reading of
Papers, Awarding of Prizes, and other Business, will be held on
;V EDNESDAY, November 12, at 1 o'clock p.m.. at the Society's
Rooms, 6, York Place, Edinburgh.

James Alexaxdeb, Secretary.
_J>,York Place, Edinburgh, November 1.

LANDSCAPE AND ORNAMENTAL GARDENING,
PLANTING, &c.

TVf
R
;.
W- SHORT begs to refer his Patrons and

^ •*- Friends to his advertisement- in the Gardeners1
Chronicle

Qf Oct. 25.—21, St. John's Wood Terrace, Regent's Park, London.

T^LORICULTUKE.—In consequence of Mr. John
J- Edwards having REMOVED FROM HOLLOWAY it is
respectfully requested that jail communications be addressed
No. 20, Sharp's Alley, London.

PRINCE OF WALES' RASPBERRIES.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON beg to inform the
" » public that they have now on hand a large stock of their
celebrated PRINCE of WALES' RASPBERRIES, which is
•icknowledged to be the finest red variety in cultivation. Prices per
dozen or 100 on application.—Htghga'-e Nurseries, near London .

FRUIT TREES IN POTS.
HLANE and SON, the Nurseries, Great Berk-

* hampstpad, have to offer a fine collection of FRUIT
TREES IN POTS, in a bearing state, consisting of Apricots,
^ectarines, Peaches, Chprries, Plums, Pears, Apples, Goose-
berries, Currants, Grapes from eyes, Figs, and Strawberries.

The Nurseries. Great Berkhampstead, Herts.

pIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND THORN QUICKS.
*- —The Subscriber begg to announce to Nurserymen and
Railway Contractors that he can supply the above from one
to three years old, together with 40O.C0O to 500,000 FOREST '

SEEDLINGS one and two years old. Terms cash.—P. Edwards,
Old Merrion, Dublin.

TO BE SOLD CHEAP, for cash, m ORNA-x MENTAL and other FOREST TREES, fi in 10 to 15 feet;
also an excellent variety of GOOSEBERRIES a ' CURRANTS,
the ground beir.^' wanted.—Apply to Charles ( bke, Nursery-
man, &c, 175), Windmill Street, Gravesend, K>
XTARDY HEATHS.—A first-rate Collection, and
*•-*- well grown PLANTS, by the Hundred or Thousand.—
catalogues with Prices will be sent free on application to
Wateheb & Godfrey, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

E
TREES FO R AVENUES, ETC.

P. FRANCIS has several hundreds of fine tall

• straight English OAK, English and Huntingdon ELM,
an'l Spanish CHESNUT, from 9 and 10 to 12 feet, rising with
caPitai roots otF deep loamy soil. Prices upon application.
E.P.f.'s new DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES is

no* ready, and will be forwarded, gratis, upon application.

Rose Nrnfferiea, Hertford.

E
FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, iC.

SGLE and HENDERSON, Nurserymen, Seeds-

> . _, lfZ3r
» *tid Florists to the Queen, beer to intimate that their

^JAI.OGTJES at FOREST, FRUIT, ORNAMENTAL
; «EES and SHRUBS, VINES, FLORISTS' FLOWERS. &c,
2? now ready, and may be had free on application.—Leith Walk
HingrtM, Edinbnnrh.

POREST TKEKS. — The Subscribers solicit the
attention of parties intending Planting to their complete

-nu well-prown stock of the above, Catalogues of which, as also of
- nwmpntal Trees and Sbrubs, may be had free on application,
^ces moderate.
H£V2P_Rbid & Sow, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Edinburgh.
ARCH. .— FOR SALE, prices moderate, very

-"-" superior LARCH, 2J to 3 feet; GOOSEBERRIES, a good

5!K"Jent «*' fine plants in quantity; strong PRIVET;
Tm^.RF BOX EDGING; Standard and Trained FRUIT

"->L CHEYSANTHEMUMS. strong plants coming in

,oA ^.' DUTCfI FLOWER ROOTS, an unrivalled assortment
' ^atalogne).—Titobxhill & Dicksos, Nurserymen, Seeds-,

• «•*,&<:., Lawrence Hili Nursery, and 'J7, Uath Street, Bristol. )

t

Carriage Free, except Small Parcels.
HYACINTHS, the best imported by name, per dozen

,» Fine mixed for Beds (all double) per 100
ANEMONES „ „ (,.)

n n ,, (single)
TULIPS, fine mixed early, for pots or borders „ ... 7 6
CROCUSES, mixed for open ground, (per 1000, 12s. 6d.) 16
Also many other kinds of Flower Roots just imported, which are

selling at lower prices, as see Lists, which may be had post free.
N.B. New Early Peas, Radish, Horn Carrots, &c, now ready.

SUTTON and SONS.
Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, &c, 238,

*-* High Holborn, London, have now published their compre-
hensive CATALOGUE OF DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS,
the twenty-first Autumnal Series, which will be forwarded
free of charge and post-paid to all parts of the world, upon
application. The Bulbs are as usual offirst-rate quality.

James Carter & Co., Seedsmen, &C..238, High Holborn, London.

D UTCH BULBS, ETC.
"

VyiLLIAM CUTBUSH and SON beg to intimate
» » that their SECOND IMPORTATION of the above have

arrived in prime condition. DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES,
tchich contain their celebrated system of culture, can be obtainedfree
on application. Orders executed in strict rotation.

Highgate Nurseries, near London.

DUTCH B ULB S, ROSES, ETC.
TAMES GRAHAM, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and
*J Florist, North Gate, Chichester, has the honour to inform the
public that his CATALOGUES of the above may be had on
application. Also a quantity of PINE SUCKERS from a healthy
stock to be had at reasonable prices.

IMlW CATALOGUES FOR 1856-57.
~"

TT7ILLIAM WOOD and SON are now prepared to
* v send free and post paid Copies of their CATALOGUE of

|

ROSES and GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.—Address
"Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield , near Uck field , Sussex.

CATALOGUES.
XT LANE and SON'S (Great Berkhampstead)
---*-• CATALOGUES for the present season, containing a
selection of the best varieties and novelties, may now be had at
the Nurseries, or sent post free. They consist of—

FRUIT CATALOGUE, containing those grown in pots.
TREE and SHRUB CATALOGUE.
AZALEA, HOLLYHOCKS, &c, CATALOGUE.

The Nnrseries, Great Berkhampstead, Herts.

JDOBSON and SON will forwarTthe "following
CATALOGUES on application:—

A Catalogue of Fuchsias, Verbenas, Pansies, &c.
A Descriptive Catalogue of Beck's New Geraniums, and the

best of other raisers.

A Descriptive List of Dutch Bulbs and other Roots.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

FERN CATALOGUE.
ROBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE (24 pages) of his Collection of BRITISH and
FOREIGN FERNS, can now be had post free for six stamps.
Gratis to all previous purchasers.—Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

pHAltLES TURNER'S N^Catatogue~orGERX
\J NIUMS, FANCY GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS,
CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS, HOLLYHOCKS,
PANSIES, &c, is now ready, and can be had on application.

Royal Nursery, Slough.

EORGE BAKER begs to announce that his
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE ofAMERICAN PLANTS,

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, CONIFERiE, FRUIT & FOREST
TREES is now ready, and may be had on application.

American Nursery, Windlesham, nearBagshot, Surrey, 1J mile
from Sunningdale Station; one hour's ride from Waterloo
Station ; J from Reading.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
JOHN WATERER, the Exhibitor of the above

Plants at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London,
bess to state that his CATALOGUE of RHODODENDRONS,
AZALEAS, &c, is published, and can be obtained in exchange
for two postage stamps. The colours of the Rhododendrons are

described, and the Catalogue contains a selection of the most
favourite kinds of Pinuses, Roses, &c.

The American Nursery. Bagshot, Surrey.

SIR H A R R Y S T R A W 3 E R RY.
The Best in Cux~ vnox.

WWHITEHOUSE has to offer strong trans-
* planted Plants, all warranted true, viz. :—25 Plants,

8a. Ad. ; 50 Plants, 13*. : 109 Plants, 25s. Package and box in-

cluded. All orders to be accompanied with a Post-office Order on
Birmingham.-*-Mount Pleasant Nursery. Karborne, Birmingham.

STRAWBERRIES.— Underbill's excellent Straw-
berry SIR HARRY, warranted true, strong well rooted

plants, (with a ball of earth to each if desired), price 40s. per

100, or 6s. per dozen ;
price to the Trade per 1000 may be had

on application. Also all other sorts worth cultivation now ready.

—Apply to R. S. Yates, St, Ann's Square, Manchester.—Nov. 1.

^TEW STRAW HERKIES.—First on the list is

1 KITLEY'S CAROLINA SUPERBA. A Post-office order

for 21s. will secure 100 good strong Plants of this very excellent

Seedling, basket included, or 3s. &f.per dozen, free by post.

N.B. See the report of the Pomological Society in this Paper of

July 19; and also in the Calendar of Operations, July 26.

James Kitlet, Lyncombe Vale Nursery, Bath.

CRAPE VINES IN POTS FOR SALE.
JOSEPH EATON, Shacklewell Road, Stoke Newing-
*J ton, has a very fine stock of GRAPE VINES struck Jroui
eyes for Planting or Forcing in Pots, from 4 to 8 feet long.

Sharklewell Road, Stoke Newington.

CRAPE VINES IN POTS.
JOHN WEEKS and Co., King's Uoad, Chelsea, canf now supply Grape Vines struck from eyes in very fine
condition, strong and healthy, for Planting or Forcing in Pots, all
the best approved sorts.

Hort icu ltural Establishment, King's Road, Chelsea.

VINES FOR FRUITING ~IN~ POTS.
/fESSRS. J. & J. FRA.SER, Nurserymen, LeaM Bridge Road, Essex, beg to invite attention to their fine

stock of the above. Price 55. and 7s. 6d. each.
Stronp Vines for planting out, 35. 6d . each. A list of the sorts

may be had on application.

7'iHKYSAiNTHKMUMS.—A quantity of fine Plante,
Vy just bursting into bloom, and well covered with healthy
foliage to the base, of all the leading varieties both of Pompooe
and large flowered may bo had at from 6s. to 9s. per dozen on
application to Wood & Ingram, Huntingdon

.

f |*HE SPLENDID DAHLIAS NAPOLEON ANDi EUGENIA, dry roots, from 55. to 15s.; PRINCESS, 155.;
CLIMAX and others reasonable.

Ch Glesxy, Horticultural Agent, Dungannon House, Fulhaiu.

LITE'S DANIEL O'ROUKKE PEA, the beat
early Pea in cultivation, can be had in any quantity.—

J. G. WArrE, Seed Merchant, 181, Ilisrh Holborn, London.

vv

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA.—
Good plants of the above for immediate potting, and which

will flower next spring, may be had at 25. 6<i. per score, poit free
from Wooi> & Ingram, Huntingdon.

'"THE HEAVIEST LANCASHIRE SHOW GOOSE-
i BERRIES may now be had in strong plants, at 65. per
dozen.—Jons Holland, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton, near
Manchester. Catalogues now ready.

CHOICE NAMEO~>ANSIES.
HART and NICKLIN, Florists, Guildford, Surrey,

beg to offer healthy plants of the above, selected from a
first-class collection, at As. per dozen, or three dozen for half a
guinea, basket included. Prepaymeut required.

ANSIES. — Extra fiue show varieties, in goodp — Extra fiue show varieties, in
plants, 65., 03.

t
12s., 18.*., and 245. per dozen.

J. Dousoy & Son, Woodlands Nursery. Tsleworth.

PANSIES! PANSIES! PANsIES !—Now ready
for Autumn planting, strong'plants of the above flower, from

a large and well-selected stock. Warranted true. Price is. per doz.

Address W. H. Davis, Jun. t St . Mary's Hill, Newbury.

LAUKELS! LAURELS! LAURELS!—The beat
Stock near London is at Foster's Nursery, Edgware; alse

other magnificent Evergreens, &c.—Apply to John Mobgaj*,
Rose Cottage, Edgware.

STANDARD PORTUGAL LAURE LS—A quaiT-
tity of very fine plants of the above, with stems 3 to 4} feet

high, and with beautifully formed heads, may be had on applica-
tion to the undersigned. They have all been transplanted two
years since, and will lift with large balls of earth.^ Wo< >p & Inor a ar . Huntingdon.

LARGE EVERGREEN S H R UBS.—Several
Hundred Evergreen Shrubs of large size and fine growth to

be disposed of. They were planted by us three yeara ago in a
gentleman's Shrubberies near London, which now require
thinning. This is an excellent opportunity for any one wishing
to give immediate effect to new ground work, as they transplant
with good balls of earth.—Apply to Messrs. J. & C.Lee, Nursery-
men and SeeJsmen, Hammersmith, near London.

ANTED IMMEDIATE! Y,
CHOICE FRUITS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Forward to GEORGE TAYLOR, Juy.,
Fruit and Vegetable Salesman,

St. Johns Market, Liverpool.
A Priced Circular post free on application.

, Torms—"Cash."

w

I

CHOICE FRUIT TREES and STRAWBERRIES.
—For Catalogues with descriptions of the above, including

the Brough Bergamot Pear, apply to Wm. BARRATT, Land-
scape Gakdekbb, Wakefield.

"This is certainly a rtrst-rate Pear.
v—See Transactions of

Pomological Society, page 19.

A t:ne stock of Pyramid and Orchard-house Trees.

ROSES, ROSES.
(^ EORGE JACKMAN, Woking Nursery, Woking,
VX Surrey, has much pleasure to acquaint his friends, patrons,
and the public, that he has this season to offer an extensive
stock of well grown STANDARD and DWARF ROSES, con-
sisting of all the leading and most approved kinds. A Priced
List will bp forwarded frofl on applicati on.—Nov. 1.

R O S E S.

J and J. PHASER'S Catalogue for the present
• season is now ready, and may be had on application.

J. Sc. J. F. have % larpre and line stock of Dwarf Roses, consist-

ing o:\Jhe best sorts of Hybrid Perpetual and other autumn
flowering kinds suit.ih.e 3br planting in masses or for potting.

Price per dozen or hundred (according to the quantity required,)

may be had on application.

Thg Nurseries. I>a Bridge Road, Essex.

ROSES.

A PAUL and SON respectfully announce that their
• NEW CATALOGUE is now ready for circulation^ anrf

will be forwarded free by post in answer to written application.

The Stock never was in finer condition; the Standards are
robust, clean, and healthy; and the Pot Roses, owing- to an
improved system of cultivation, are larger, better rooted, and
hardier in constitution than usnal. Early orders are solicited.

N.trseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

ROSE CATALOGUE, wrra DIRECTIONS FOR CULTUR
JOHN CRANSTON begs to announce that'

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE cf ROSES for thrAtrttaim
of 1856 and Spring of 1S57 is now ready, and that he win
happy to forward it free by post on application. Full
accurate descriptions are given of all the finest varieties
cultivation, likewise directions for Pruning, Planting, and getx

management.— Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.^ Z-*

K

<
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DIL LISTONE and CO. beg to inform their friends

and the public that their stock on many acres was never

finer than this season, and consists of

Standard and Dwarf R^ses of all the finest kinds,

Standard Ornamental Trees for Lawns

IfenSra Deciduous, and Coniferous Trees and Shrubs,

Hardv Climbing Shrubs in variety,

Fruit' Trees and finest trained ditto,

in pots for Orchard Houses.

Many thousands fine Gooseberries and Currants.

Camellias, Azaleas, and Greenhouse plants in general,

Herbaceous plants, &c.

Forest, trees, and transplanted ditto, Quick, &c.

Quantity of fin- Box Edging.

Catalogues upon application. Carriage paid to London.

Nurseries, Stunner, Halsted, Essex.

ROSES.
40 000 Dwarf Roses on their own roots in pnts and worked on the

' Manetti stock. 50,000 Dwarf Roses budded on 6-inch stems.

30000 Standard Roses. 5000 General Jacqueminot, Hybrid

Perpptnal. 7000 Geantdes Batailles, ditto. 12,000 Tea-scented

and China Roses in pots on their own roots.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON wish to direct especial

attention to their enormous and splendid stock of Roses,

which owing to an entirely new soil and increased facilities of

propagation, was never in finer order, and they feel assured the

plants thev have this season the pleasure of offering to their

friends cannot be surpassed, many of the Standard and Dwarf

Roses having made shoots 6 feet in length.

Collections of Roses trill be supplied on the following terms, when

the selection of sorts is left entirely to ourselves :— Per doz.

Extra tall Standards, 4 to 8 feet high, with three to six

best varieties of Climbing and Perpetual Rcses, in

each stem, suitable for training, &c, 3s. 6d. to 5s each
|

Tall Standards, fine picked stocks from 4 to 6 feet with

large heads, of the most showy kinds, for planting in

conspicuous situations on lawns, &c ... 425.

Extra superior selected Standards, in fine vaneties ... 24s. to 30s.

Fine Dwarf Standards, in fine varieties 18s. „ 24s.

Superb ditto ditto, the best sorts for exhibition ... 18s.

Fine Dwarfs ... o " ,o
Cl'mbing and Noisettes 9s. „ lis.

Hybrid Perpetuals, budded on 6-inch stems, or on own

roots in pots •• , •
**5 * „ 18s.

He de Bourbon, in pots, or budded on 6-inch stems ... 12s. „ 18s.

China, in pots
i?

S
* " !'?'

Tea-scented, in pots 15s - n «5U*-

The best varieties for forcing, established in 6-inch

pots budded on 6-inch stems ... % 24?.

Climbing Roses mixed, without names, for covering

banks ... ... • ••
••• •• *5,

Good Dwarfs on own roots, without names 4s.

Woodlands Nursery, Mare»field, near Uckfield, Sussex.

HARDY ORNAMSNTAL TREES, LARGE EVERGREENS,
AND SPECIMEN COIMI*ER/E.

TTflLLTAM YOUNG begs to call attention to hisW immense stock of the above, which he can offer at very

reasonable prices, and the great eve he has taken to render

them all good rooted and safe for removal enables him to

recommend them with confidence to all engaged in planting.

Those who are planting new grounds, where an established

appearance is required, will find these plants particularly

adapted to the purpose, and such as are seldom to be met with m
the trade.

The Specimens of Conifer® are all grown as single plants, con-

sequently are all handsome and well furnished, especially

suited to the Park or Lawn.

The following abridged list will give some idea of the Stock

from which purchasers may select :—

Abies alba (White Spruce) ... 6 to 10 feet high

„ canadensis (Hemlock Spruce) 6 to 10 „

„ Donglass! " to ™ n

Several hundreds of this most noble tree, all as handsome
as it is possible to grow them.

Abies Menziesi

n
nigra
oncntalis

• »€

• • •

+ «•

f *

- *

8 to 10 feet high
4 to 6
3 to 4

PiceaPinsapo ... • ••• ••• 5 to 7

an* as much in diameter—perfect plants.

Pinns au^triaca ••• •• •« " *° 10
.-.,

A valuable tree for exposed situations; grows very rapidly.

5 to 8 feet high
8 to 10

tt

17

• • • r * • * * -

ft

tf

• f

• * *

• •

• •

* t *

ft*

in

• M

• • •

• *

I

II*

* > -

4 * •

ft*

« • t

* • *

* * *

t * *

• if

• • *

• * #

* « I

* t •

3 to

3 to

6 to

5
5
8

t * t

• •

* a •

3 to 15
6 to 10

3 to 7
4 to 6
6 to 7
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\/| ESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SONS' SPRING
LVJ CATALOGUE {Post free on application) contains full

description of the following New Plants :—

Echites Houtteana, finer than crassinoda

Begonia picra, a beautiful foliated plant

„ cinnabarina liybrida, cinnamon red, shrubby habit, and now
coming into flower. It is an excellent winter blooming plant.

Dianthus al bo nigricans, large double variety, black, edged and

interlaced with white; hardy
Camellia Jenny Lin<l, beautiful form

Azalea the Bride, pure white, very free flowering

M Louis Napoleon, double rich crimson velvet.

RHODODENDRONS.

HOLLYHOCK SEED.
BIRCHAM and WARD beg to offer their Holly,

hock Seed in packets at Is. 6d., 2s. <W., and 5s. each. Th
Seed is selected from the best varieties in cultivation, and
B. & W. will warrant it to produce Seedlings of superior quality
that will give satisfaction to all purchasers.

Heflenham Ropery. Bnngwv. Suffolk, Nov. 1.

Countess of Rosslyn
Duchess of Cleveland

Duke of Hamilton

Mrs. Dargan
Earl of Rosslyn
Lord Bolingbroke

Six magnificent rich spotted varieties, having compact conical

trusses, and very large and conspicuous flowers.

New and delicious Strawberry "Adair/ 1

for particulars and
description of which see Autumn Bulb Catalogue or back numbers
of this Paper.

A New Plate of Five Choice Show Geraniums is now published,

and will be forwarded on receipt of 12 postage stamps.

The Autumn Bulb Catalogue will be forwarded on application,

containing descriptions of Cinerarias and Geraniums now
being sent out f<»r the first time.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

DOUBLE ROMAN and PAPER WHITE NAR-
CISSUS, 4*. per dozen.—The above Bulbs, the former of

which is so justly esteemed for its early blooming and excessive

fragrance, and the latter for its purity and elegance, have just

arrived, and may be obtained at A. Cobbett's Italian and Foreign

Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall, near Waterloo Place, London.

RED LODGE NURSERY.
Two and a Half Miles from Southampton.

TTI71LLIAM ROGERS, Sen., has to offer the

following in fine condition and well rooted:—Scarlet

Rhododendrons and Ponticum in large quantities, Spanish

Chesnut, Oak, Larch, Spruce, and Scotch Fir, Abies Douglas!

from 1 to 6 feet, Portugal Laurels (very fine). The trained and

untrained Fruit Trees are as usual good, and warranted true to

their names, including that fine Pear the Beurr6 Clairgeau, first

introduced by Advertiser 8 years since from the Continent,

Handsome specimens of the new Conifers, Evergreens of all

sizes and upwards of of 20,000 Roses (dwarfs and standards), in-

cluding the new varieties. All letters must be addressed in full.

William Rogkrs, Sen., Red Lodge Nursery, near Southampton.
Catalogues on application.

PLANTING.

A PAUL and SON respectfully invite attention to

• the following Abridged List of HARDY ORNAMENTAL
TREES, of which they have a very large stock in splendid con-

dition on sale at very moderate prices, which will be given on

application

tt

tt

tt

it

Pimis Cemhra
excelsa
insignis
Montezuma?

„ monticola ..

Cedrus Deodara, several thousands of nne

plants from

„ Libani
Araucari* imbricata
Cryptomeri* japonica

Jn'ni perns chinensis (Chinese Jumper)
. w . ...

This is one of the most handsome and hardy of all Junipers.

Jnniperus vacovia ••••••, 4 to 5 feet high

virsiniana (Red Cedar) b to b „
" hibernica (npright) 5 to 6

Taxodinm sempervirens ... • -• * tol°
. 9

A verv rapid growing tree, much valued in California tor the

dnmbilitv of it-* timber.

Thuja orientals (Chinese Arbor Vitas) ... 6 to

„ pendula •• -,"», :°

„ Weareana (very fine) o to

Libocedrns ehiliensis ••• •• 3 to

"Wellingtonia gigantea, stont seedling plants.

Several thou-ands of SPRUCE and SILVER FIRS from 6 to

12 feet high, indispensable where a screen is required.

Of Yews and Green Hollies here is the largest stock in

England cnn<iatine of tine plants from 6 to 10 feet high.

Fanned Yews, for hedges, furnished quite to the ground,

6 to 10 feet.

Tree Box, 6 to 8 feet.

H*nd-ome Evergreen Oaks, 6 to » feet.

Quprcns Exoniensis (New Leucombe Oak), 8 to 12 feet. A fine

evergreen Oak. .

DECIDUOUS TREES.
Limes

Abies alba, 1£ to 2 ft.

Douglasi, U to 3 ft.

Menziesi, 1 to 3 ft.

Morinda, 3 to 10 tt., very

fine

„ rubra, 1£ to 2J ft.

Araucaria imbricata, 2 to 5 ft.

Arbutus, 2 ft.

Ancubas, U t(> 2 ft -

Bays, Sweet, 1 to 3 ft.

Box, 1 to 3 ft.

Chinese Privet, 1 to 1$ ft.

Cotoneasters, 1 to 2 ft. i

Cedrus Deodara, 2£ to 10 ft.

Cedar of Lebanon, 3 to 10 ft.

(The largest and finest

stock in the country.)

Cedrus Africanus, 3 to 6 ft.

Cryptomeria japr»nica, 1 to 8 ft.

Cupressus Comeyana, H ft.

Lambtsrtiana, U to 3 ft.

torulosa, 1 to 2 it.

Juniperus, all the leading sorts,

1 to 6 ft.

Laurel, Portugal, 2 to 6 ft.

n Standards,8ft.

Laurestinus. 1£ to 2$ ft.

Mahonia aquifolia, 1 to 2 ft.

Phillyreas, 3 to 5 ft.

Pinus austriaca, 3 to 4 ft.

Benthamiana, 1£ ft.

Cembra, 1 to 5 ft.

excel sa, 4 to 8 ft., very fine

ft

8 feet high
4
8
4

it

tt

it

it

tt
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it

tt

it
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insignis, 1 to 6 It.

ii

it

tt
Fir,

Ash (Weeping)
worked on
straight stems

.

Beech (common) .

„ (purple) .

„ fern-leaved) 6 to 8

„ (variegate*!) 6

Hornbeam ... 8 to 10

8 to 10 feet.

8 to 10
6 to 10

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

n

«••

Planes
Oak (English)
Sycamore..

8 to 12 feet.

8 to 10
8 to 10
8 to 10

tt

tt

tt

Single and Double Scarlet

Thorns
Tulip Trees
Weeping Willows

Lambertiana, 1 to 6 ft.

Llaveana, 1 to 2 ft.

monticolor, 1 to 2 ft.

muricata, 1£ ft.

Pftllasiana,2to2£ft-
Strobus nivea, 1 to 3 ft.

(the Snow Pine).

Piceanobilis, I to 2 ft.

Nordnianniana, 1 ft.

Pinaapo, 1 to 4 ft.

Silver and Scotch

3 to 8 ft.

Rhododendrons, 100 finest vars.

Thuja aurea, 6 in. to 1$ ft.

glauca, 6 to 9 in.

intermedia, 1 to 1± ft.

japonica, 1 to 1^ ft.

gigantea, 1 ft.

minima, 6 to 9 in.

Wareana, 1 to 5 ft.

Taxodium sempervirens,3to8ft.

Taxns adpressa, 1 to 4 ft.

Canadensis, 1 to 2 ft.

Cheshuntensi*. .3 to 5 ft.

Dorastcrai, 1 to 2 ft

elegantis^ima, 1 to 2 ft.

gold striped, 1 to 4 ft.

Irish, 1 t>5 ft.

stricta, 1 to 4 ft.

common, 1 to 5 ft.

Fan, 3 to 5 ft.

Elms, of sorts, 6 to 10 ft.

Flowering Shrubs, in 300 spe-

cies and varieties

Laburnums, 6 to 8 ft.

Limes, 3 to 10 ft.

Mountain Ash, 8 ft.

„ „ Weeping,8ft.stems
Planes, 8 ft.

Poplars, of sorts, 6 to 10 ft.

Persian Lilacs (Standards),
4 to 5 feet stems.

Scarlet Horse Chesnut, 6 to

10 ft., very fine

Maple, 8 ft.

„ Oak, 1 to 8 ft.

Spanish Chesnut, 6 to 8 ft.

„ „ variegated, 6 ft.

Sycamore, 8 to 10 ft.

Tulip Trees, 1 to 10 ft.

'I horns, of sorts, 6 to 8 ft.

Weeping Cytisus

„ Beech
„ Elms, 8 to 10 ft. stems
„ Mountain Ash
„ Privet

„ Willow
w American Willow, 8 ft. stems

„ Kilmarnock „ 6ft.8teuis

„ looses, 8 ft. stems

Atragene, white and blue
Bignonia radicans major

„ flava speciosa

Clematis azurea grandiflora

double blue
Florida, double and single

Hendersoni
„ Sieboldti

Honeysuckle Evergreen
Scarlet Trumpet

t*

it

tt

tt
Hexuosa

„ Magnevillea,
Ivy, Irish, strong

, f
palmated
fi#ld blotched

^ silver

„ Ragneriana

one
[finest

of the

it
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NEW SCARLET GERANIUM "S-K COL N CAMPBELL."
S'HOMAS JACKSON and SON are now sending
1 out this beautiful GERANIUM: it is a brilliant

scarlet with a large clear white eye, throwing its trusses ot

bloom well above the foliage; habit slightly compact, fdiage
ample, with a well marked horseshoe. It was exhibited at th<

true Cfcwuct* iui \3t^jj ^ a* * *-w ^* « w* ^>«. «

Trade.—Nursery, Kin^-ton'On-Tham es.

A

Horse Chestnut... 8 to t2 „

A finp collMction of HARDY RHODODENDRONS, AZA^
LEA8, HEATHS, and other AMERICAN PLANTS.

.

W.Y. again begs to state that no plants but such as are

quit* safe for transplanting will be sent away from the Nursery

un^er anv circumstances. ,

Th* CT*at factUty now afforded by railways enables goods to

be easily and expeditiously transmitted to any part of England

at moderate cost.

Purchasers will be liberally treated in respect of carriage.

The Nurseries are about an hourls ride from London on the

South-Western Railway, and two mile** from Godalming station.

Milford, near Godalming.

Acacias, of sorts, 3 to 8 ft.

Beech purple, best variety, 3
to 10 ft.

Christmas Roses
Delphinium Barlowi
Dielytra spectabile

Gentiana acaulis

Hepaticas, of sorts

Lilium longiflorum
Lily of the Valley
Russian Violets

Hollyhocks (see Descriptive

Catalogue)
Roses(8eeDescriptiveCatalogue
Azalea indica ^| A fine stock of
Camellias I haildgome
Epacns

f ,

Eneas J
*

Fruit Trees (see Descriptive
Catalogue)

Grape Vines, from eyes, 6 ft..

stout & well ripened, v*ry finn

Tarragon, Sage, Thyme, and
Herbs in general

LARGE QUANTITY OF RHUBARB ROOTS,
^~a best sorts, such as Prince of Wales, Victoria, Giant, Albert,

&c; also Seakale and Asparagus, strong plants, many thousands'

to be sold very reasonable for cash ;
likewise a surplus stuck of

Pheasant-eyed Narcissus, and Double Yellow Daffodils, very
cheap. — Apply to Charles Clakke, Nurseryman, &c, 179,

Windmill Street. Gravefifiid, Kent.

pLKNNY'S IMPROVED BALSAM SEKD from
VT flowers 3 inclips across, not approached bv any other,

6cl asses, 37 stamps ; mixed packet, 13 do. ; sealed and signed packets

only. Other very choice Seed8.--l>u»gnn"on Ho ti^h. Kniham.

^I^HE LIVERPOOL MAHKET'6 PKICE8 JFOR
1 CHOICE FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Will be sent post free at all times during ihe season by applying

to GEORGE TAYLOR, Jun.,

Fruit and Vegetable Salesman,
St. John's Market, Liverpool.

Terras—"Cash."

WALTON IMURSE.KY, LlVtRPOOL.
To Noblemen and Gentlemen Planting New Pleasitbf.

Grounds or Improving Parks or Drives, and to companies

Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries.

\I7 SKIRVING begs to offVr his Stock of TREES
V\ • and SHRUBS of various siz«s, adapted either for

immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where smaller

sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition to his

general stock of the leading kinds ot Trees and Shrubs, which is

allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this season

offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most valuable

Trees lately introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA and

UEDRUS DEODARA, of various sizes, from one to nix feet.

W. S. invites any one wanting Specimen Trees and Shrubs to

inspect his collection and obtain prices on the spot, as the mere

height of such trees (as quoted in list-) gives no idea of the value

of well grown select plants for choice biiuations.

N.B A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped

plants of the Araucaria Imbricata and Cedrus Dt-odara have

been grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great

distances in this country, or to any part ahroad.

CAMELLIAS, some of extra large size, well adapted for

Conservatories, and an extensive collection of smaller sizes, all

well set with flower Buds, at very moderate prices.

Priced Lists will be sent on application.

LUUR^warranted free from adulteration, and

delivered to any part of London (not less than one peck),

carriage free. Whites, for pastry, at per bushel (56ibs.), 12s. 4rf.;

fine H onseholdR, recommended for bread-making, Us 8u.; Seconds.

Us.; Wheat Meal, for Brown Bread, lit.; best coarse and fine

Scotch Oatmeal, Rice Flour, &c.

Address Horsnaill & Catchpool, Bullford Mill, Witham,

Essex; or Caledonian Road, Islington.—Directions for making

Bread supplied gratis. Terms cas h.
|

ElGATE SILVER SAND, 16s. per ton, less

quantities Is. 6d. per bushel, delivered to any London

Wharf or Railway. PEAT and LOAM, for Ferns, Heaths,

Americans, &c. Samples if required. Terms C**n. fcacss,

2s. each, or on hire. __ ,

John Kbnxabd, Swan Place, Old Kent Road, London.

ASTOUNDING REMFOY. , T . TC
RATS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALS,

how to paralyse, and render them imnioveHble on the spot,

though there be hundreds, so that they may be gathered with a

shovel and finally drowned. The effect warranted, and the cost

to paralyse 50 will be 3id. Materials can be bought in every

town and village. The above astounding remedy sent post.tree

for eight post stamps to any addres. by FihHKE&Son, ''"^f^
Kingsland, London. Established 1847. Two Hundred resumenwk

sent first if desired.-N.B. This remedy surpassing all conception

is exclusively Russian^
,

u --

DARCHMENT LABELS superseded
I
by

1 CRESCENS, ROBINSON, and CO.* »'Kt pAREl>

LINEN LABELS. They are cheaper, written upon
^
lth

,
g
J?*"

ease and rap-dity, and quite as durable SP^STdotSiSS
pattern, sent post free from Cbescens, Kobinson. & L.« Paper an

Paper Bag Warehouse, 79, Upper Tliam^jm^J^
II/IRE WORK, USEFUL AND «»RN * VI kNTAL

W f every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

'^CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWKR BAS-

Hyaci
Flower
Window Blinds and Sun Shanes o. w. ~««-— —

iler.cription:

Anglo-German and other Bird S^^VTchabW Unpenri
Aviaries and Conservatories farted up, by W.

J^ ^princess's
Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite rn

Theatre.

As many of the above are raised by the thousand, a consider-

able reduction in prices will be made when a large quantity of

one article is required. The whole have been frequently removed,

and are very handsome; the Evergreens rise with close balls ot

earth. Carriage free to London. For particulars of general

Stock, see Catalogues just published.

.
Nurseries , Cheahunt,_Herts.

HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, Xc.

A PAUL AND SON have just published a SELECT
• LIST of the above, with their Heights, English Names

and Descriptions, which they will be happy to forward free by

post in answer to written applications.

Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

to the original and numerous ..ther e.egan «"•*»";•

Anth Stands, Violet, Crocus and «^T££gfc
Stands, Garden Arches, La nee W k r ^c g.^ .

w Blinds and Sun Shanes of all K»naB«i int»

(

ieaLre^ nnc
CONCRETE FOR WALKS A *VmVsT aOT)
PORTLAND ROMAN AND *™^XFJ£*

GROUND BLUE LIAS EJMB<£^^2£ ,5 Railway,

or Canal. Reduction in price it Six Ions are UKen y

or a full cargo by Canal.

GBRAVRS & KERRRAJ^V^nHc^NovJ,

i

CEMENT _„„ .„ _
sharp
port-

before

•2 inches i luck- A /

applying the water. It may then be laid o, itaewj ^
labourer can mix and spread it. No J»l - l^ £ Vegetation

spade, and in 48 hours it*^&^2£"£ «*»* of the

cannot grow through or npon it a^ ,t IJJ«^^ h It,

severest frost It *»J««SH'rfth?pa«h hr-rd. -he -^«*w—
to give a fall from the middle ot tie

y
* hARNS,

Th. same preparation^rjHke. ^rsr-ra , pav „g to

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDs, ^ a
Mll>

. ta laid i«

where a clean, hard bottom to a deMderatum.

winter equally well as in snmmor. BbOTHESS

Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. Whitb

Milbank Street, Westminster.
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NEW EXOTIC FERN.
Gymnogramma peruviana abgyrophylla (Moore).

KOBURT PAKKER begs to offer the above beautiful
and distinct Fern, of which a fine specimen was exhibited

at the last Crystal Palace Show, and was awarded a first prize

for new plants. In appearance it is perfectly distract from any
species in cultivation, the upper and under sides of the fronds

being densely coated with white farinose powder, which gives it a
most singular and distinct appearance. Good plants, 21s. each.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey, and Seven Sisters' Road, Holloway.

EW ROSE, BACCHUS.—This Rose is a seedling
from the " G£ant des Batailles." The flowers are similar,

but larger, stouter, and brighter in colour, remaining a loner time
in perfection on the plant without the faded appearance so objec-

tionable in the parent. It is a most abundant bloomer, both in

summer and autumn; and has received first class certificates

from the National Floncultural Society, the Royal Botanic
Society, and at the Crystal Palace Exhibition. Price 10s. 6d. each.

A.Paul & Son respectfully announce that they will send out
the above Rose on and after the 1st November next. The usual
discount to the Trade when three or more are ordered.

___^. Nurseries, Cheshnnt, Herts.

NEW SEEDLING ROSES.
BELUZE, Vaise, Rhone, France. — MOSS,

DUCHESSE DE VERNEUIL; vigorous, very thorny;
leaves, dark and shining green; flowers large and full, in a
corymbus of four or five together; delicate rose tint; a showy
plant. Price 15f. or 12s.

NOISETTE PERPETUAL MADAME SCHULZ; vigorous
and spreading branches ; leaves dark green ; flower medium size,

very Ml; colour, canary ynllow, sometimes tinted rose in rhe
centre; strong perfume. Produced from Ophirie, but totally
different. Price 20f. or 165.— Letters to be prepaid.
~ ~" new rttsHe"*. ~ ~
DUCHER, Rue du Vivier, Lyons, France, offers the

following :

—

BELLE ANGLAISE, hybrid perpetual, growth vigorous;
branches, straight and rather thorny; leaves, large and dark
^reen; flowers, medium size, full, very good shape, sweet per-
fiime; colour, rose-tinred, always flowers well.

ETANDARD DE SEVASTOPOL, hybrid perpetual, growth
vigorous ; branches, straight and rather thorny ; flowers, medium
size, almost full ; colour, dark crimson, velvety. A seedling from
<J6ant des Batailles. but quite distinct in growth and colour.

MADAME HERAUD, hybrid perpetual, growth vigorous;
branches straight and strong; flowers very large and flat; colour
bright aarmine. Always flowers well, and has a most agreeable
perfume,

Good plants of the above 15 francs, or 125. each. Parties order-
iagjhree will receive a fourth plant gratis. Ready November 1st .

TO GENTLEMEN ENGACEO IN PLANTING.
WATERER and GODFREY beg to offer the

following desirable plants :

—

Araucariaimbricata, small for plantingout in nurseriesby the 1000
1 and 2 feet by the 100

3, 4, 5, 6. 7, and 8 feet high. Nothing can ex-

,
ceed the beauty of these plants and all

growing in the open ground.
Abies Donglassi, a splendid lot of plants, 3, 4, 6, 8 to 12 feet high
Pinus Cembra, in large quantities, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 feet

insignis, ditto ditto

Montezumee,fine plants, 3 and 4 feet high
Benthamiana, in large quantities from seed
macrocarpa ditto ditto

Sabiniana ditto ditto

Picea Pinsapo, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high, and as much through. Most
beautiful plants.

Nordmanniana, 2, 3, and 4 feet high and wide, all from seed
nohilis, in quantities from seed [grafted
ditto, 1, 2. and 3 fe«t f with perfect leads, and none of them
grandis, 1 year's, from seed

Cedrus Deodara. bv the thousand, 1, 2,3, and 4 feet high
„ several hundred fine specimens, 5,6, 7,8, & 10 ft. high
Lebanon, 2, 3. 4, and 6 feet

„ some larger, up to 8 and 10 feet

Cryptomeria japonic*, 3 to 10 feet

CJupressus macrocarpa, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 feet

Goveniana, 2, 3, and 4 feet

LawMoniana, from seed
i

„ MacNab'ana, ditto
,

Hemlock Spruce, Pinus canadensis, 8 to 8 feet

Juniperus, Irish, hundreds of plants, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high, per-

fect columns
Chinese, 2, 3, and 4 feet

„ a fine lot, 7, 8, and 10 feet

„ Virginiaua (Red Cedar), 2, 3, 4, up to 8 feet

Libocedrns chiliensis,2, 3, and 4 feet (very handsome)
Taxus, Yew. - Common English, a vast quantity of all sizes, up

to 3. 4, 6, 6, and 7 feet high
Irish Yew, 3, 4, 6 6. and 8 feet. Some very fine specimens,

10 and 12 feet high
Golden Yews by the thousand, 1|, 2, and 3 feet high

n worked, 4, 5. 6, and 8 feet

v worked on IriHh, and very ornamental, 5 to 8 ft.

eleeantissima (or new striped), in large quantities, 1J to 3 ft.

Dovaston.or Weeping Yfw, fine plants, worked on stems
with good heads, 6 to 8 feet high

adpressa, fine hushes, 2 and 8 feet

„ adpressa, worked as standards
Thuja aurea, several hundred specimens, 2, 3, and 4 feet high and

as much through, perfect globes

occidentalis, American Arbor Vit*e, the best plant for

hedges. A large quantity just adapted for the purpose,

4, 5, and 6 feet high
Weareana, the best variety of Siberian Arbor Vibe, 4, 5, 6,

and 8 fe«t high
Wellingtonia gigantea, a few very fine plants

n w smaller
Chamjecyparis sphieroidea variegata, the variegated White

Odar, a large quantity 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet high
Abies excelsa, var. pnmila, all dwarf varieties of the Common

Spruce, and very remarkable
Clanbraciliana, ditto ditto

elegans, ditto ditto

Gregorl, ditto ditto

ccmpacta, ditto ditto

pVK'naea, ditto ditto

pyramidal* , ditto ditto

diffusa, ditto ditto

Pinus sylvesrris pnmila, dwarf Scotch

i&* With reference to the large plants alluded to in this Ad-
vertisement, we beg to say all of tbem have been continually

removed, and are In a condition to transplant and send any dis-

tance with perfect safety.

Variegated Hollies, in large quantities and great variety, 2, 3,

and 4 feet high

tt w a fine stock of the best Gold-striped Hollies,

2 and ifeet high
Some very fine Striped Hollies 6 and 8 feet high.

As well as the above, we are large holders of the ordinary

Jjnrsery Stock, such as Arbutus, Aucubas, Phillyrjeag, Laurels,

"*ys, Box, Holly, Lilacs, Purple Beech, Scarlet Thorns, Roses,
Fruit Trees, Ac.
Priced Catalogues will be forwarded, free, on application to

>> ateb«h & Goofrbv, Knap Hill, Woking, Surrey.
**" The Nurserv i8 about 40 minutes' ride from London by

tow to Woking Station.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

T3ETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the
A Quefk, &c, beg leave to intimate to their Customers and
the Public the arrival of a very fine selection of FLOWER
ROOTS in excellent condition, and they respectfully solicit early
orders for the same. Catalogues may be had free on application.

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

ROYAL
BERKSHIRE

SEED
ESTABLISHMENT

O UTTON and SONS have just received a very uniqueO Collection of Hyacinths, Anemones, Jonquils, Cro-
cuses, and numerous other Bulbous Flower Roots, direct

from one of the most celtbrated Florists in Haarlem.
Prices very moderate. Lists gratis, and post free.

/CHOICE FRUIT TKEES.-Fine Standard and
V-^ Dwarf-trained Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, Plums,
and Cherries, 35. pach, or 30$. per dozen:

—

s.d.
Fine Apples, Figs, Medlars, Quinces, and Walnuts, each 2
Fine Gooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries, per dozen
Filberts, new, thin-shelled and red-skinned, per dozen ...

Strong Vines, in pots and out, best sorts, per dozen
Teaches, Nectarines, Apricots, and Cherries, grown ex-

pressly for pot culture, per dozen

See Advertisement for Greenhouse and American Plants, Oct. 25.

J. & H. Browk, Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London.

DUTCH BULBS of superior quality, the loilowing
for 20^., package included :

—

3
4
18

.. IS

12 Choice Hyacinths, named
12 Double Tournesol Tulips
25 Choice Ranunculus
12 Polyanthus Narcissus
100 Dutch Crocuses, in separate

colours

12 named early Tulips
12 best double Anemones
12 named English Iris

12 Jonquils
50 Snowdrops
12 Gladiolus

Descriptive and priced Catalogues forwarded on application.

W . Denybr, Seedsman and Florist, 82, Gracechurch Street, London.

PRICES OF
UNDERHILL'S "SIR HARRY" STRAWBERRY

PLANTS, for the Season of 1856.—All orders (not less than
20) to be accompanied with a Post-office order on Birmingham.
Twenty • •• .. £0 12
Forty • •* ... 1 2
Sixiy • i * ... 1 12

Eighty

Hundred
• • -

• ••

- • *

* t *

£2

2

1

8

6

Plants in pots, not less than 10, Is. 3d. each, will be ready in
October next.

Mr. Undebhill's " Treatise on the Cultivation of the Straw-
berry," price 1*.

Mr. R. Underbill, Sir Harry's Road, Edghaston, Birmingham.

SAFFRON WALDEN NURSERY.
SUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.

WILLIAM CHATEK'S ANNUAL DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE, with remnrks on the Culture,

Exhibiting. &c., of this noble flower may be had on receipt of one
postage stamp.

Seed saved from 20 best varieties, mixed, per packet ...

Do. 12 do. do.
Do. good mixed

Border varieties, good mixed, ground roots, per 100 ...

Do. do. in colours do. do.

6s. Od.

2 6
1

20
30

- •

• ••

• »•

• * -

• * •

* • *

* - t

«**

*t*

* * -

ff. d.

21
18
24
5

18
IS

ROBERT PAKKER begs to inform his friends and
patrons that his PRICED AND DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE OF GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS, &c, is now ready,

and will be forwarded, post free, upon application.

He also begs to direct attention to the following, of which he
possesses a large stock in strong and healthy plants :

—

Araucaria excelna (Norfolk Island Pine), each
Azalea indica, of sorts, from, per doz.
Camellias, of sorts, from, per doz
Cyclamen Atkinsi, flowering bulbs, each ... 3.«. 6d. to

Delphinium formosum 9 the finest variety aver offered,

psr ooZft •*» ••• .,, «••

Epacrises, of sorts, from, per doz, ...

Ericas, of sorts, from, per doz.
Ferns, hardy, from, per doz. ...

„ stove and greenhouse, from, per doz.

Gynerium argentenm (Pampas Grass), per doz.
Orchids, Exotic, from, per doz.

Selaginellas, of sorts, from, per doz.

A remittance or reference to accompany all orders

unknown correspondents.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey, and Seven Sifters' Road, Holloway.

NEW AZALEAS AND CONIFERS.

WM. WOOD and SON have fine plants to offer of
the following desirable

AZALEA INDICA.
Each.

• * *

••

is

18
12
9
18
18
42
18
from

• 9 f

t •*

* » •

* * •

• *

I * f

Ss. 6d. to os. Qd.

3s. &*. to 6
3a. 6d. to 5

5• • *

Criterion, fine striped var.
Admiration, ditto, ditto

Leeana, superb white ditto

Eulalie Van Geert

NEW CONIFERS.
Biota Meldensis,a very distinct and interesting new

plant, reported to be a hybrid between the Red
Ce<iar and Chinese Arbor ViUe

Cryptomeria arsucaroides
Cupressus MacNabiana
Juniperus japonica

piriformis ...

Wallichiana ...

Dozen.
Sftf.Oi.

36

n
tt

• * *

» * -

* • »

• # i

• •t

• • *

f • *

#•9

fff

* • •

* • t

• ••

Each.
55. to 10a. Gd.

... 5*. to 10

... 5a. to 10
7a. 6d. to 10

^ ...5a. to 7
Plants presented for distant carriage.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Snssex.

O T H E T

6
6
6
6

T
Cypress, upright, 1-year in pans, fine

„ Tourneforti
ArborvitjB (China)
Pinus Halepensis

R A D E.
Per thousand

—

s. d.

25

tt

tt

...

• • •

» - •

»•»

»••

..-

••?

...

..•

.

.

" (Per hundred)

40

20
40

15Magnolia tripetala

Martin & So*, Nurseries, Cottingham, Hull Branch Establish-

ment, Junction Street.

P.S. Our General Nursery List may be bad for three stamps.

ER ICA SPENCERIANA.
RGLENDINNING begs to inform the Public that

• be is now prepared to send out this new and distinct

Heath, a coloured illustration of which is given in the Florist

for la«*t month. This novel Hybrid was raised from seed in the

Chiswick Nursery. It is a very free blooming varietv, very

small plants being laden with flowers; is a vigorous grower,

with the habit of E. Cavendishi; and both as regards habit and

clonr of flowers is altogether distinct from any other variety,

with the additional recommendation of remaining three months

in bloom. It has been distinguished by prizes which have been

awarded to it by the Horticultural Society, the Royal Botanic

Society, and by the Crystal Palace Company at their grand dis-

play of plants in June last. Strong established Plants, 2U. each.

Chiswick Nursery, Nov. 1.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
\\7ATERER and GOUFRKY »*$? to intimate that
% * their Priced and Descriptive CATALOGUE OF HARDY
RHODODLNDKONS, AZALEAS, ami oth-r American Plant*
is now readv. and mav be had free on application to Messrs.
Watrkkk.V"tinpHiKY. Knap H ill Nurse ry, Woking, Surrey.

GEORGE JACKMAN begs to state that hia

PRICED CATALOGUE is now ready, and can be had
free on application, comorising Choice Conifer©, ILirdy Ever-
greens, and Ornamental Tret-s and Shrubs, all of which are well

grown and constantly removed; is also an extensive grower of

Roses, and Fruit and Forest Trees.

G. J. particularly wishes to call attention to his Dwarf-traine d
Fruit Trees, being clean grown and well trained, including all
[bye leading kinds.

Woking Nursery,l$ mile from Woking Station, South Western
Rail, when* al l Trains stop and conveyance can be obtained.

_

J
HUDSON, Nurseryman, Easiiuwold, can offer

• LARCH and SPRUCE FIRS, 1. 8, or 4 fe^t. SCOTCH
FIRS, li ditto. With a general stock of POREST TREES. _
HECK'S NEW PELARGONIUM "rMPEROR.*

—Mr. Glenny says:— 44 It is the best variety that the beat
raiser ever produced." This variety, with other very choice and
new sorts, are now sending out. Cataloguefl with full descrip-
tion may be had on application to Jons Dobsox & Sox, Wood-
lands Nursery, I sleworth

.

SPECIMEN CEDRUS DEODARA.
\\rM. MAULE and SUNS invite the attention of
* » Planters to their fine grown plants of this Tree, which

are calculated to produce immediate effefct :

—

Plants in the open ground, 6 to 7 f«iet 15a. (W. each.
Do. do. 6 to 6 feet 7 6 n
Do. in large pots, 4 to 5 feet 7 6 t,

Do. do. 3 to 4 feet 5 „
A large quantity of small sizes for mixing with Larch and

other plantations. Prices may he had on application.

Stapleton Road Nurberies. Bristol.

seedT wheat from the chalk.

MR. H. RAYNBIRD, Basingstoke, can supply
CIIIDIIAM, BROWICK RED. TALAVERA, GOLDEN

DROP, RED LAMMAS, NURSERY, and other approved
kinds of W HEAT at market prices. A reference or remittance
required lrom unknown correspondents.

WHE'AT FOR SEED.
TTflLLIAM MAULE and SONS have to offer, of
* ' their own growing and well-harvested, RAYNHIRD'S
HYBRID, for which a Prize Medal was awarded at the Great
Exhibition, 1851, and Gold Medal, Highland Society, Scotland.

For reference, numerous testimonials from the leading agri-

culturists cau be furnished. Price, 10*. per bushel.

Nurseries, Bristol.

SEED WHEAT FROM BLACK LAND.—Improved
Browick Red Wheat, warranted genuine, perfectly clean and

healthy Seed, grown 100 miles north of London on a light black
soil In Deeping-Fen. It is the produce of a properly prepared
seed bed, from selected Seed of last year's growth, and carefully

tended throughout. References to any fanner in the district.—

Address, Wm. Barv rs. The Elms Farm, Spalding, Lincolnshire.

^JEW EAKLY WINTER TAKE, recommended
by practical agriculturists for producing an abundant crop

full 10 days earlier than any other variety yet introduced.

Orders received for a limited quantity at Ifil per bushel.

Fine Winter Tares 8f «W. per bushel.

Early Racer Tare 7 6 „
Address—Mr. H. Rayxbtrd, lUalngstoke.

TH E CHA MPiON S WEOE.
MESSRS. SUTTON and SONS have the honour

and gratification of announcing that their CHAMPION
SWEDE, which last year gained the two Silver Cups presented

to the Royal East Berks and the Royal South Mucks Agricul-

tural Societies by 11. R. II. Prince Albert, has gained the same
distinguished prizes at the same Shows this year also; besides

numerous prizes in other parts of the kingdom. Messrs. Suttoh
& Sons have saved some Seed this \*ar, of the same sort which
they are n*-w sending out at Is. per pouud, or 4Ss. per bushel for

cash payment.
Address Jows Suttox & Soys, Royal Berkshire Seed Estab-

lishment. Reading.

Eht (Bartrenersr Chronicle*
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1856.

The termination of summer has brought the

usual account of large Gourds grown here and there

to the astonishment of persons unacquainted With

such productions. One gardener tells usi(p.709) how
he had one weighing 112 lbs., Mr. Hamp, of Ware,

is proud of a specimen weighing 136 lbs., and a third

assures us that in the garden of Captain Hall, of

Cotfield House, near Exminster, a monster of a
u Citrouille " has been produced measuring seven

feet in circumference, and weighing a hundred and

fifty pounds. To us who saw that famous Pump-
kin of Lord Rodney's in 1834. which weighed two

hundred and twelve pounds and was eight feet

round, and who have made the acquaintance of

others not much smaller, this is not surprising ; but

we never hear of such specimens without regretting

that a plant so enormously productive, and which

demands so little care, should not be more exten-

sively cultivated. Not that we would recommend

the skill of a gardener to be directed to monster

Gourds, but because the mere fact of a plant being

able to carry one such specimen shows how great a

number of smaller ones it is capable of bearing.

If indeed these Gourds were mere curiosities, or

if they had but little utility, they might be very

well left in the neglect they now experience. But

they are excellent articles of food, and are capable

of assisting more than is supposed in eking out the

produce of a little kitchen garden. This our neigh-

hours across the Channel know well enough ; the

traveller sees them in the markets of the north of

France cut into large slices sold at a very small

price to the lower and middle classes ; and if he has

the curiosity to taste them in the form of soup, or
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theplain boiled, he learns one more lesson in

ceconomy which is synonymous with comfort.

To monster Gourds, if grown for use, there are

many objections. The ground which will hold a

plant capable of carrying one of 150 lbs. would

produce 20 or more of 15 lbs. each, and those small

fruits constitute the real value of the crop. For the

fault of Gourds is that they do not keep well after

having been cut open, becoming mouldy and spoiling

unless placed in a very dry and thoroughly ventilated

place. Therefore they ought to be used in the

course of a few days after having been begun
;

an object not so easy to accomplish with a mass
weighing a couple of hundred weights, but perfectly

attainable with small specimens.

Those who wish to turn their attention to Gourd
growing for the kitchen should take care to select

proper kinds. Some are bitter and unfit for use
;

others are watery and insipid ; others bear badly.

The French prefer the Spanish Potiron, the great

yellow Potiron, and the Brazilian Sugar Gourd
{Courge sucriere du Bresi ). We also observe that an
"Ohio Gourd," said to have come from England
in 1645, is getting into esteem on account of its

sweet farinaceous flesh, which is quickly cooked,

and because the fruit is small, not weighing more
than 6 lbs. to 8 lbs. each. In our own experience

however nothing equals for excellence and produc-

tiveness the great Egg Gourd {Cucurbita ovifera),

the flesh of which is firm, sweet, not watery, and
admirably adapted to cooking. What may be done
with this in even so bad a summer as that of 1856,

for the solution of the little botanical problems of the 1 albuminous seeds which contain di-cotyledonous embryos

Floral-schedule, an experiment or two will show the are mostly small. The seeds of the Castor-oil plant

Bean-seed.

will be seen from the following statement.

On a piece of heavy clay soil, in a low situation

rather shaded by trees, measuring about 6 yards

square, two plants of the Egg Gourd were set in

May. For some time they made little progress ; at

last the earth warmed enough and they rapidly

covered the ground. Both having cast their fruit

continually, water was given freely, still without the

desired result. At last one of them was thoroughly

sluiced with a mixture of two or three pounds of

weak Californian guano, a couple of spadestul of cow-
dung, and water left for a day in a tub exposed to the

sun, the wrhole being washed in with rain water.

This answered, and the fruit set. Eventually the

first plant remained barren, while the second bore

seven fruit of the following weights, viz., 78 lbs.,

47 lbs., 35 lbs., two 23 lbs., 14 lbs., 11 lbs.—in all

231 lbs.

A larger weight of wholesome winter food could,

we think, be hardly obtained from the same space
of ground ; and much less would have sufficed had i

D is a y0VLU„
the Gourds been in a warm corner and their vines had i

pi'jjj a jiving
room to scramble about. Let us add that the tender

extremities of the shoots form the best spinach in

the world ; and a couple of plants will produce
several dishes in the course of the season.

conditions under which "external organs" exist in the

early stages of a plant ; and also the manner in which

these and others, subsequently formed, are gradually

developed (enlarged by growth) as the plant increases.

But, a few preliminary observations on seeds will be

necessary, before the experiments alluded to can be

rendered effective.

Example 25.—Seeds of the "Garden Bean," or its

variety the "Horse Bean" (Vicia faba), are well

adapted, from their size, for our purpose. If the seeds

are dry, they should be prepared for observation by

being soaked in cold water for

about 24 hours. If hot water is

used they will be ready in a few

minutes. On the surface there is

a black stripe (h) commonly called

the " Eye," but technically the

"Hile" (Hilum). This is a scar

left by rupture of the tissue which
connected the seed with the inner

surface of the Bean-pod, which is a
" seed-vessel

n or " Pericarp " (Pe~

ricarpium) within which it was

developed. A hile necessarily

exists on the surface of all seeds,

but is often small and inconspicuous. If a moistened

seed be wiped and then gently squeezed, the imbibed

water will be seen to issue from a very minute hole close

to one end of the hile, and termed the " Micropyle "

(micropyla) (m). A micropyle perforates the seed-skin

of all seeds ; but in many plants it is too obscure (and

more or less obliterated), to allow of its position being

determined in the same way in which it can be detected

in a Bean-seed. In some seeds it is close to the hile, in

others at a distance from it. The mode by which its

position may be determined need not now detain us.

Embryo. Botanical Examiners testify to a singular

difficulty which many of the botanically examined seem

to experience in obtaining (or at least in explaining)

the scientific idea attached to the word Embryo."
Some of the efforts which have been made to popularise

| our science are calculated to mislead a beginner, and if

he trust to them he will feel puzzled to attach precise

meanings to the terras "Seed," "Embryo," "Albu-

men," and "Cotyledon," Let the beginner himself

remove the seed-

skin of a well

soaked Bean-
seed. The whole

of the white

fleshy body ex-

posed by this

operation is the

"Embryo"
Bean. This Em-

(Ricinus communis), and of the Nux vomica (Sbycknos

Nux vomica) are good examples among the larger

kinds. Their albumen is copious, oily in the former,

horny in the latter. Their embryos have large, but ex-

tremely thin, delicate, and leaf-like cotyledons. They
can be obtained at chemists ; but it should be remem-
bered that Nux vomica seeds are deadly poison.

N.B. Albumen always exists in the early stages of a

seed, but is often (as in the Bean) entirely absorbed by

the embryo before the seed has ripened. In these

cases the large cotyledons contain the nutriment

essential to the germination (early groictk) of the embryo

plant. In albuminous seeds, it is the residual portion of

the nutriment prepared for the embryo which consti-

tutes their so-called albumen, and this is then imbibed

after germination has commenced.
Poly-cotyledonous Embryos. It is not unfrequent to

meet witli embryos which usually possess two cotyle-

dons, bearing three or even more. But there are

certain plants whose embryos always have several

cotyledons (poly-cotyledonous)9
as in the albuminous

seeds of some of the Pine tribe or Conifers (Conifem).

The seeds of the Stone Pine (Pinus pinea) are well

adapted for showing this. As this tree ripens its cones

in England, the seeds can be procured through a

nurseryman. Those of the Scotch Pine (Pinus

sylvestris) will answer if the others cannot easily be

obtained.
{To be continued.)

Mem. I find the capital letters on the portion of the floral

schedule explained in No. X. have puzzled a botanical friend for

10 minutes. He suggests it would be better to print the words

referred to in full. But, I am explaining as closely as I can the
" actual plan " adopted in the village school. These initial letters

are employed to prevent loss of time whenever the children have

to prepare a fresh schedule on their slates. A little exercise of

tact and memory is advisable in such cases. If necessary,^he-

children turn to the two diagrams hung on the walls, as explained

in Nos. II. and III. They there see the letters to be employed,

and the position they occupy on the diagrams serves to recal the

words they are intended to designate. I have no desire to see

these letters adopted as general symbols ; their employment is

merely a matter of expediency.
Erratum.—In No. VI., at page 565, 29 lines from bottom, to:

(ITcUanthemum) read (Heliantkus), alter Sunflower.

organised being,

One cotyledon
REMOVED.

Embryo.

with subordinate parts (its external organs) prepared to

fulfil eertain vital functions (peculiar processes), so soon

as they shall have been duly stimulated into activity by

,
the combined influences of moisture, heat, and light.

Several persons have been lately much surprised In a ripe seed, the enclosed Embryo may be likened to

at the fall of immense quantities of small branches a chicken just ready to burst the eggshell. As such a

from Oaks and other trees, the point of separation :

chicken has its two legs, two wings, and other organs

being as neatly defined as that of a leaf-stalk from more or less developed, so has the present Embryo

its attachment. An account of this phenomenon ' P,ant its tw0 cotyledons (peculiarly modified leaves) (c),

its radicle (little root) (r), its caulicle (little stem) (c
1

),

and its plumule (little terminal leaf-bud) (p). All these

organs are in this case conspicuous.

Cotyledon (pronounce Cottyleedon). The two Coty-

ledons (c in fig.) constitute the main bulk of this

Embryo. On removing one of them it will be found to

consist of a firm fleshy substance, slightly convex out-

side and flat on the inside. All Embryos with two
cotyledons are said to be " Di-cotyledonou8.,,

Caulicle. The cotyledons are attached by very short

stalks to opposite sides of a small stem termed the

" caulicle" (caulimla or tigellum) (c'). The cotyledons

are closely pressed together and inclined towards one

side of the caulicle.

Radicle. In one direction the caulicle ends in a part

which tapers off conically, and is called the " Radicle"

(Radicula) (r). This becomes the root of the developed

plant. The boundary between the caulicle and radicle is

seldom well defined. The imaginary plane which may be

supposed to separate them is termed the * neck," and

was given in the Gardeners' Chronicle last year
under the article Cladoptosis in Vegetable Pathology,
and all we have seen since confirms the correctness
of the view there taken. We have lately had an
instance in a large branch of an Ash tree, which
was nearly falling upon us after the fashion of

Horace's "triste lignum." Just as we got under
the shade, without a moment's warning, a large

branch, though there was not a breath of wind, fell

at our feet. On examination it was clear that
separation between the dead and
taken place exactly in the same
smaller twigs, and the cause of its

tion with moisture after a very wet night, which
made the decayed wood unable to support the
weight after the separation of the bark. In other
cases where the wood is tougher or less decayed, as

for example very frequently in the Elm, the living

living bark had
way as in the

fall was satura-

portion of the bark grows while the upper part t from this the radicle elongates in one direction (dwm-
.3 « ^ »'.#_ 1 • Til 1. 1 1_ • t TV «.i ••!•.! • *. _7^\decays and forms a cushion round the branch which
after a few years decays and falls away, leaving the
cushion ready to close up the orifice. M. J. B.

PRACTICAL LESSONS IN BOTANY FOR
BEGINNERS OF ALL CLASSES.—No. XI.

By the Rev. J. S. Henslow, M.A., Rector of Hitcham, Suffolk.

Organs.—The several parts of which plants consist
are termed their " organs ; " most of which undergo
considerable alteration, in size and shape, from the
earliest period of their visible existence till they have
acquired their full dimensions. There are very minute
"elementary organs" which it requires the aid of
a microscope to distinguish. These will be specially
noticed in describing the anatomy of the "external
organs," with most of which we are partially familiar
under the names of root, stem, leaf, the several parts
of the floral whorls, &c.
W hilst the school slates are in continued requisition

wards) and the caulicle in the opposite (upwards).

Plumule. Above that part of the caulicle to which

the cotyledons are attached, it is curved and lies con-

cealed between them. The extremity is somewhat
enlarged, and is termed the "Plumule" (Plumula) (p).

This is a nascent "leaf bud," and the leaves of which it

is composed are partially distinguishable, being faintly

traced out, and closely packed.

Albumen. Certain materials, often farinaceous (as in

corn), and either mealy, horny, fleshy, oily, or of other

consistency, are botanically termed "Albumen." They
must not be confounded with the organic substance

chemically so called. This botanical albumen exists in

greater or less quantity in the seeds of many plants. It

surrounds, wholly or partially, the embryo. It some-

times forms the greater portion of the entire bulk of a

seed, and the embryo is then proportionably small,

sometimes very minute. Seeds which possess albumen

are termed "albuminous," in contradistinction to those
j

from wmen tne xrouw- **^TTL£ZL~ tne Truffle

which being without it are « ex-albuminous.' Those 1 its eggs, so that the eggs exist oeiore

THE TRUFFLE, THE TRUFFLE OAK, AND
TRUFFLE FLY.

In a notice laid before the Academy of Sciences on

the 10th of January, 1847, M. B. Robert gave some

interesting details respecting the intimate connection

which exists between certain trees, and especially some

species of Oaks, and the Truffles which are found

beneath their shade. He very clearly showed that

Truffles originate in contact with the extremities of

the imperceptibly fine fibrous roots of these roots.

If. Robert then raised the following important question,

but without answering it : " May it not be admitted

that Truffles are a sort of subterranean Gall-nuts,

originating in a similar manner to those found upon the

young branches of the Oak, and which are caused by

the puncture of an insect \
"

In a letter written to M. Barral in the beginning of

the present year, Comte de Gasparin states that he

ascertained the correctness of an assertion made by

M. Rousseau, of Carpentras, that in order to make

Truffles appear in a locality where they do not already

exist, it is merely necessary to plant certain species of

Oaks, called Truffle Oaks. ...
It has long been known that a particular species ot

fly, or Tipula, continually haunts the Truffle grounds

depositing its eggs in the ground where the Truffle will

be produced ; and, lastly, that the latter when fully ripe

decays, occupied as it is by the larvae of the fly, and is

soon devoured by the grubs, which, in their turn, give

rise to a new generation of flies, and so on.

M. Ravel, of Montagnac, Basses- Alpes, where the

production of Truffles is continually becoming greater,

and whose family has for more than a century been

engaged in the sale of that article, and who has himseit

contributed greatly to the advancement of that impor-

tant branch of industry, believes, after 30 years

observation, that he has discovered the true nature oi

the Truffle, and the means by which the latter is pro-

pagated. He only became acquainted with the note oi

M Robert in Comte de Gasparin's letter af^er his

arrival in Paris in July last ; and if bis views meet

those of these gentlemen, it is purely by accident 1i»

coincidence has inspired him with fresh confidence n

the results of his researches, especially as each of those

who have preceded him has only brought out a portion

of the trmh, whilst he has produced it entire ;
;

and ne

can adduce numerous proofs in support of his opnion
;

The conclusions at which he has arrived m the following

memoir are these :— . , . . DQ

I. That the Truffle, even if it can or ought to d

considered a fungus, is not a purely vegetoble V.

duction ; it originates in consequence of a fly pnncro _*

the delicate fibres of the roots of some species of tree..

and especially those of the Quercus sessiliflora. in

respect its origin is animal, and it ought to be

sidered as an underground varietym> f the Gal^nut

2. That there are certain species of Uaks wnic

justly be called Truffle Oaks. hU .h
3. That there exists a sort of fly, or Jjpw*

should be called a Truffle fly, in the same way as tn

is a fly called the gall insect. . oot

4. That it is not in the ££"** *£ * posits
)m which the Truffle is produced that this flyj^
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transformed into larvae, which will devour it it not

taken up, and which will produce a new generation

of flie%.

5. That each species of Truffle has its own kind of

Oak, and its own Truffle-fly.

6. That Truffles of any given species may be pro-

duced at will, in suitable soils, that is, in free "calcareous

soils, by the planting of Truffle Oaks, and by the

importation of the Truffle-fly proper to the species of

Truffle that is required.

M. Ravel does not pretend to deny that the Truffle

is a fungus, having a distinct organization, but he
affirms that it is never produced entirely by its own
agency, that is to say by the diffusion of spores, that it

is produced essentially in the same way as galls, by an
accident happening to the roots of certain trees, or by
the puncturing of these roots by a certain insect ; so

that unless the roots are punctured by the fly, the
existence of the Truffle would be as impossible as the
existence of the gall-nut without the agency of the gall

insect. The Truffle, then, according to his view, is the

work of an insect. The following, according to M.
Ravel, is how the Truffle originates. The flie3, which
are seen skipping continually, even in winter, over the

Truffle 'grounds, reach the fibrous roots and puncture
tbeir extremities to deposit their eggs. The puncture
causes the issue of a milky juice, which is the first

element of the Truffle, its embryo ; the slender fibre of

the root perishes almost immediately, and the drop
remains isolated ; from white it sooon turns to grey,

then brown, and* finally black ; it grows at the same
time at the expense of the substances rich in nitrogen

and carbon which it meets with in the earth, and
which are most abundant near the roots of the tree.

If at the moment of formation several milky drops or
embryo Truffles come in contact, they unite and form a
sort of compound one, exhibiting an odd figure. We
leave to M. Ravel the responsibility of his theory,

merely contenting ourselves with giving publicity to his

views, concerning which he has not the shadow of a
doubt ; but he adds : " If the formation do take place

in a different manner from that which I have described,

if instead of originating like galls from the puncture of

an insect, the Truffle springs like Mushrooms from
spores, the agency of the Truffle-fly would not be the
less necessary ; its office would be to bring the spores
m contact with the roots on which they c.'uld germinate,

m the same manner as insects carry the pollen of

flowers on their legs and other parts of their bodies."

In any case, M. Ravel considers it an undeniable fact

that the Truffle-fly is an essential asent in the pro-

duction of the Truffle, and he goes so far as to say that

he would prove by experiment that a soil rendered

inaccessible to the fly will never produce Truffles.

This is the reason why Truffles are only abundant
where the ground has been rendered sufficiently soft by
rains occurring at the proper period ; that they are

very rare in dry seasons when the soil is to a great

extent impermeable, and thus they cease to appear or

to form themselves when dung is spread upon the

surface, or is dug in, for it has the effect of driving

away the fly.

It results from the above, upon which we do not

venture to pass an opinion, but which is, at all events,

very ingenious, that the Truffle even when first formed
contains the eggs of a certain species of fly, that the

development of these progresses with that of the

Truffle, and that the latter is in reality a sort of com-
pound of vegetable and animal substance, a statement

which is supported by the fact of the Truffle being

extremely rich in nitrogen. The eggs hatch as soon as

the Truffle has arrived at maturity and is fit for the

nourishment of the worms which are produced within

it ; these worms afterwards become pupae, which in

their turn are transformed into flies. M. Ravel under-

takes to supply the larvee or the chrysalides of the

Truffle-fly, and also the acorns of the Truffle Oaks.

Abridged from the Cosmos. [We give this, not because

of its novelty, or its truth, but as a specimen of the kind

of value that belongs to the statements of incapable

observers. Next week we shall have something to say

oy way of comment. ]

are all essentially distinguished by the structure ot the
spores. They are found in different parts of the plant

;

sometimes on the leaves and stems, as V. longissima,

hypodites, and typhoides, but more frequently in the
organs of fructification, which they deform at the same
time that they appropriate all their nutriment. The
leaves of Grasses affected by U. longissima have long
narrow parallel bands filled with dusty spores, but
U. hypodites destroys the whole stem with the in-

florescence before it bursts through the sheath. We

bt-uetit ot light, moisture, aud air that i»u»ure can
bestow, and the fruit at the same time will be raised

five or six inches above the dirt and clay ;
scarcely any

shower, however heavy, will knock it upon them. ,, No
sooner was this thought of than the plan was put in

practice. I got the pots, and with a hammer knocked

the bottoms nicely out all round ; I then dug a sloping

border very deep, manured it richly, and placed the

pots in rows 2 feet one way and about 16 inches the

other, sinking them, as I said, 2 inches in the ground.
have seen Grass crops suffer materially from it, for J filled them rather tightly pressed with proper soil to

where it once commences its attacks it is usually very
abundant. U. typltoides in a similar way affects the

stems of Reeds, making them totally unfit for thatch-

ing, for which they are the best and most durable

material.

589. The smut again of the Indian Corn is by no
means confined to the fruit. It frequently attacks the

stem, and forms large swollen wen-like bodies many
inches in diameter filled with spores, and the decom-
posed vessels of the plant. Maize is but little cultivated

in Great Britain, but in some cases where the cultiva-

tion has been attempted the crop has not been free from
this dreadful plague.

590. All our Cereals are more or less subject to be
attacked, Wheat forming no exception, though smutty
Wheat is comparatively rare. Barley and Oats are

subject to it, but seldom in such quantity as to attract

notice. *It was, however, peculiarly abundant during

the present season, and in some cases destroyed at

least one-third of the Barley crop. The crops were,

however, so abundant that when a brisk wind had
dispersed the spores the loss was scarcely felt. A
notion of the abundance of the spores may be obtained

from the fact that the ground where the smut was pro-

wtthin about an inch of the top, and put a strong young
runner of British Queen into each pot. The prompt
and healthy growth of the plants was soon manifest,

and the following year— last summer—they bore a
plentiful crop of beautiful large fruit of excellent

flavour. I am confident the berries were vastly im-
proved by being kept so perfectly clean and free from
dirt or .\>ntact with anything damp, and the plants
were most luxuriant and healthy, and are so still. Of
course the twopenny pots were only as a make-shift for

the experiment, and contrivances for the purpose
should be made at the pottery, as the process which
1 had to go through (with the loss of about three pots

to the two dozen) would not answer, neither do the

broken edges stand the frost very well ; they should be
made with a rim on both ends. The plants require to

be kept well watered in summer, as Jrom being raised

up above the border they get dry much sooner. Robert
Curtis, Kilkenny.

Pampas Grass (Gynerium argenteum) A fine speci-

men of this is now iiTTull bloom at Shortgrove, Essex,
the seat of W. C. Smith, Esq. From the description

given of this Grass in your Number for Nov. 1854,

p. 708, Mr. Smith was induced to purchase a small plant

duced was of an uniform black all over. There was i
of it of me. It has been treated as follows:— In December

moreover a shower of black rain in the neighbourhood
which was attributed to the smut ; but as no competent
person examined what fell, it is not quite certain with

what the water was raixed.f

591. Though smut is highly destructive where it

abounds, it is not so injurious to the harvested grain as

bunt, because the spores are in great measure dispersed

before the grain is ripe, which is not the case with bunt,

the spores of which are frequently not set free till it is

broken up by the flail or threshing machine, added to

which it is entirely void of the disgusting fish-like odour
which is so offensive in the bunt.

592. The question of most interest to the farmer is

how he may get rid of the plague, for though he may
speak of it as a good sign when there is but little of

it, on the same principle which so often leads

men to propitiate some unknown evil principle by
good words, so long as the matter does not come home
too closely to their experience, no one would pretend

that it was good to have a third or more of the produce
destroyed by it. The remedies are, undoubtedly, the

same as those of which we shall have to speak under

of the same year it was put into a 8-inch pot, in rich

loam and sandy peat, and placed in a greenhouse. The
following February the roots had filled the pot ; it was
then repotted into one a size larger. In March it

received another shift, which was repeated in April

when it was put into a 14-inch pot. All this time it

was kept in a greenhouse, and up to about the middle of

May, when a large hole was made for it in the open
ground, and filled up with two or three wheelbarrowsful

of a good mixture of rotten manure, rich loam, and peat

earth. The plant was then turned out of its pot and
planted. It grew very finely, and in November pro-

duced one panicle of flowers on a stem 9 feet in height.

It was not at all injured by the winter last year, and
now it has in full beauty 18 panicles of flowers, most of

them on stalks more than 9 feet in height. What at

this season of the year could look more noble or attrac-

tive ? It has been planted on a sloping Grass lawn, near

a piece of water. A plant so grand, hardy, and easy of

culture is surely worthy of a place in every gentleman's

ground?. William Chafer
t Saffron Walden, Essex.

Orchard Bouses.—Much has been said both for and

the article Bunt, but they are not so efficacious, because
|

against orchard houses. Like everything else that

the seed is not so apt to be impregnated by the spores

as bunted Wheat. The greater part is dispersed at an
early period, and falls to the ground, where it is ready

to attack the sprouting seed. We have, however,

failed in obtaining smutty grain from seed purposely

impregnated, which is scarcely ever the case with bunt.

It is said sometimes to affect the stem as well as the in-

florescence, but we have never seen any example.

593. We are not aware that any experiments have

been made of the effect of smut spores taken as food.

The Ustilago which affects the common Reed is said to

produce severe headache where the Reeds are much
infested. M. J. B.

^ VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXLIII.

587. Parasite {Ustilago*, Smut Dust-Brand). This

genus contains some of the most formidable and de-

structive parasites which affect a variety of plants of

very different characters, but more especially those

Grasses which are cultivated for the nutriment of man
*nd of those domestic animals which form so important
a part of his food. They differ considerably in colour

*od character, varying from purple or lilac to violet and
°live brown. Those species which affect Cereals are
all of a dingy tint and of very simple structure. The
bodies, however, which are commonly known by the
name of spores are merely the first effort of vegetation.

They germinate when placed under proper conditions
°f moisture, and produce by means of constriction

oblong deciduous cells, which seem to be spores of the
second order. In Ustilago receptaculorum at least the

secondary spores have a similar form, though not pre-
cisely the same origin, and these very rarely produce
spores of the third order.

^88. The Uatilagos are at once distinguished from
vrcdo and similar genera by their minute dusty spores
*"hich are void of any peduncle, or which are detached
at a very early period of growth. Thecaphora, Poly-
cystic, and Tilletia, which have somewhat similar habits,

• From uro, to burn.

Home Correspondence.
Strawberry Tiles superseded. — Few inventions, I

imagine, have been struck off at first in so perfect a

manner as not to admit of improvement. I might

instance steam engines and many other tUings, the first

constructions of which were rude and imperfect and but

half answered the purposes for which they were in-

tended. I need not, however, give in detail their

gradual progress towards perfection ; suggestions may
admit of as much improvement as actual inventions.

Some six or seven years ago much was said about what

were called " Strawberry tiles." The ostensible object

was to preserve the ripening fruit from dirt and damp
by raising it from the ground. Experience, however,

ultimately proved that these contrivances had little prac-

tical value, and I have not seen in the Chronicle (and I

take it regularly) an advertisement of them for I don't

know how many years. These Strawberry tiles, how-

ever, were not without their use ; they were a suggestion

capable of improvement, and that improvement I think

I have hit upon. The only fault I ever heard attributed

to these tiles was, that they excluded too much light,

moisture, and air from the plants, thereby soon render-

ing them unhealthy ; and that even the fruit (though

kept clean) was dry and somewhat stunted. u What if,

by way of experiment," said I, " I knock the bottoms

out of a couple of dozen twopenny pots and turn them

upside down on a rich border, sinking the broad

end 2 inches in the clay, then fill them with

strong rich loamy compost, such as the Strawberry

delights to revel in, and plant a couple of healthy

runners in each pot ; the roots will have free access to

the border through the pot, the plants will have all the

t There is no reason why there should uot be showers of black

rain from the mixture of smut as well as showers of yellow rain

from that of the pollen of Pines, Oaks, or Sallows, a not very

unfrequent occurrence.

threatens to interfere with old established usages, the

subject must needs have its detractors. I was told by
some experienced gardeners, when talking to them of

growing Peach trees in pots, that it was the height of

folly to attempt it. " Plant them in your borders," said

they, "and you may have fruit, but never think of such

toy-like practice as that of sticking them into flower-

pots." My employer, however, being desirous of having

an orchard house, we had one put up in October last

year on the plan recommended by Mr. Rivers. It was

25 feet in length by 12 feet in width. This we stocked

with a dozen Peach and Nectarine trees in bearing con-

dition, along with a miscellaneous collection of maiden

trees for future bearing, all in pots. The result has

been highly satisfactory, all things considered
;

for it must be remembered that in our northern

climate of Fifeshire, we had not above a dozen

sunny days throughout the past season, and every-

body knows that abundance of sunlight is essential to the

production of good Peaches. The fruit, in point of flavour,

was equal to that grown on walls,tbough scarcely so large;

I must however confess that a desire to have richly

laden trees tended to produce this result I doubt not

that we shall yet be able to improve in the management

of these structures, and notwithstanding the adverse

circumstances connected with a season such as the past,

there is no reason why we should be discouraged ; if

others are we at least are not, for we have determined to

extend our orchard-house in the expectation of again

obtaining a suitable return. /. B., Fife.

Scorching under Glass.—At the end of last year I

built a Vinery, glazed with about 2000 square feet of

glass. Contrary to the advice of my friends I used

21 oz. sheet, the squares being 26 inches by 14 inches.

My reasons for not using obscured glass were these :

I conceived that in our climate we required every ray

of li<*ht that could be obtained, in order to keep plants

in a perfect state of health. The means I intended to

adopt to prevent scorching were, in the first place,

thorough ventilation ; and if this had not answered I

should have stretched over the house an old mackerel

net used for keeping birds off fruit. This I imagined

would cut the foci of the glass, if any, and at the same

time allow the sun's rays to penetrate ; but this latter

plan I had no occasion to adopt, as although my Vines

crrew 9 and 10 feet in length, and were traiued quite

close to the glass, I had not a scorched leaf ; and this

I attribute to the plants being in robust health from

thorough ventilation, and a well constructed Vine

border, no flesh or any raw material having been used,

but a good rich loam, plenty of sand, and well rotted
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horse dung, Lite bed being about 2 feet deep, below

which there ia 6 inches ot rubble and draining tiles

every 6 feet. My observations lead me to suppose

that scorching proceeds not from the effects of using

transparent glass but from imperfect cultivation. Let

Others give their experience in this matter. Sigma.

Wintering fuchsias.— It may interest some of your

readers to know that most of the new and tender

varieties of Fuchsia can be wintered out of doors by
slightly pruning them in, lifting, and burying them
about 10 or 12 inches deep at the edge of a Laurel bush

or similar sheltered place. I have preserved some for

several winters in this way ; they were dug out about
the beginning of May and planted where they were to

grow, and they flowered admirably during the season.

Most of what were buried survived the severe winters

of 1853 and 1854, both winters of intense frosts here.

J. Webster, Gui-don Castle.

A Fact for the Advocates of \-inch Drain-pipes.—
I have in my garden a drain about 30 inches deep,

under a gravel walk ; formed with the old-faahioued

draining bricks laid one over the other,

and forming together a 3-inch circular

bore or pipe, as accompanying figure.

I have just had occasion to open it at

23 yards only from its upper end, and
I find fully 1 inch of i's depth filled up,

as shown in ihe accompanying representation, evidently

by mere infiltration of and sediment from foul water.

Its exact date I cannot state, probably about 1780, cer-

tainly since 1776. W.
Quercus sessiUfiora.—Having felt some interest in

your investigations into the two species of British Oak
and quality of the timber, I was disappointed that no
more notice of your inquiry for localities of the

growth of '* sess liflora " was taken than one corre-

spondent informing you that many specimens were to

be found at some not easily accessible spot in Wales.

Having been among a few Oaks this autumn, I have

therefore looked out for myself, and can inform you that

the oldest trees in Marlborough Forest are of this kind,

and so is the chief part of the Oaks round Southgate,

near the Colney Hatch station ; and an afternoon's

ramble through the ghady lanes there this fine autumn
weather would enable any one to fill their pockets with

the acorns, now fully ripe. An Old Subscriber.

Old Peach and NectaHne Trees.—Can any of your
readers inform me what is the age of the Peach and
Nectarine trees in the garden of Hurstmonceaux Abbey,
near Battle ? Also if it is considered advantageous for

trees of these kinds to be of great age. A Constant

Reader.

Swans.—In reply to the inquiry of "Citizen" (see

p. 712) permit me to state that I have some which are

in the habit ofswimming in the water-courses of a meadow
which are about 1 ft. 6 in. or 2 ft. wide, and 8 or 9 in.

deep. C. P., Nailsworth, near Stroud, Gloucestershire.

Potatoes in Tan.— It is nine years since I first

directed attention to the planting of Potatoes in old

tan, a practice I have ever since followed with the best

results. My Potatoes grown under this method have
been witnest-ed by hundreds both at public exhibitions

and in a growing state at home. At the former they

have always stood pre-eminent. Although I must admit I

am one of the most fortunate in escaping the disease, I

do not presume to say that it is entirely through

growing them in old tan. This is, however, a very

great point in their favour, and it is entirely through

using this that my Potatoes have always called fortli

such high comments when exhibited, being perfectly

clear and free from scab. It is by selecting the

earliest varieties, planting early in spring the middle

sized tubers in old tan—taken up and stored away
with sprinklings of lime as soon as sufficiently ripe,

that I always manage to escape the disease, that is, I

have scarcely had any bad ones worthy of notice, and
unless these points are strictly adhered to we shall

never successfully escape it. In the third page of a

short treatise on the Potato, recently written by me for

Mr. Atkinson, Seedsman, Worcester, and attached to

his seed list, it was particularly recommended that

by planting early, using early varieties and large sets,

the best means would be employed of escaping the dis-

ease, which I believe now everybody is fully convinced

of ; but surely it is a folly to plant early varieties, &c,
if they are allowed to remain in the ground and grow a

second time or rot, which is often the case. A great

portion of the Potatoes round this neighbourhood
were perfectly ripe by the end of July or the beginning

of August, and the haulm dried quite up ; the crop at

that time was perfectly sound, in fact scarcely a bad

Potato was to be found. Now, if these had then been
taken up and stored away the crop would have been
perfectly free from disease. The great point since the

appearance of the disease is to have the Potato crop
sufficiently forward to escape the risk of vicissitudes of

weather and the damaging effects of wet and cold at

the stage of ripening of the tubers, and this cannot be
attained by anything short of the method above recom-
mended. The Potato crop has suffered more in parts

of this district this season than has ever been known
since the appearance of the disease. I have
been called to witness many acres of Potatoes
that have not paid for the labour of digging
up, yet all these Potatoes alluded to were quite

generally takes place atter heavy rains about August,
and by so many persons complaining of their Potatoes
growing a second time ; but if we are to escape the
evil it must be through perseverance, and the following

method :— Plant early varieties so soon after the second
week in February as the ground will permit, previously

dressing the land with lime
;
place them from 2 to 3 eet

apart from row to row, and use all the old tan you can
procure ; and lastly dig up the tubers as soon as the

skin is set hard and the haulm died down ; store them
away perfectly dry, dusting them over with sprinklings

of lime. Having the last two seasons grown a large

collection of Potatoes selected with great care both in

and out of tan for experiment, I am able to state that

some varieties are very liable to the disease on all

kinds of soil, while others have never shown the least

symptoms of the malady. This should be borne in

mind by all Potato planters. I shall be happy to give

my experience to any reader of your journal, having
carefully noted the produce, size, quality, &c, in my
note-book. Edward Bennett, Or. to Sir P. P. Wakeman,
Bart., Perdiswell Hall, Worcester.

Glass Screen for Walls.—The following is a repre-

sentation and descriptive account of a glass screen which
covers part of a Peach wall in the gardens here ; it is a

contrivance of my own and differs from anything of the

kind I have heard of, and having been in use for two
seasons I have found it exceedingly useful both as a
protection from frost in spring and for encouraging a
fine healthy growth. I was induced to adopt it through
having found great uncertainty in getting Peaches to set

their fruit well under coverings of netting and bunting.

I find, however, the greatest drawback to consist in not

getting the wood perfectly ripened in autumn, late

growth being encouraged by excess of moisture at the

roots, and frost generally sets in before the tree has

stopped growing. The buds are consequently only in a
halt-ripened condition, which makes them less able to

withstand any sudden change of temperature so common
in a British climate. My portable glass screen will in a

great measure assist in overcoming this defect by trans-

ferring it from the wall to the border to ward oft* heavy

rains, and it will also assist in increasing its warmth.
The trouble of removal is a simple matter, being per-

D

there was a gentleman living at Philberd's House, not
** Filberts," who cultivated all the best hardy fruits to

be had. He sent my employer during the Strawberry
season several dishes—I think 12 sorts—of that fruit,

and amongst them was Myatt's Seedling. This would
probably be about the time it was introduced to the
Royal Gardens. Argentum, Maidenhead.

Wellingtonia gigantea.—I have had two small seed-

lings of this under my care for two seasons ; they were
respectively 34 and 4£ inches high when I received

them (in Midsummer, 1854). After a few days' rest the

finest plant was shifted into a seed pan 15 inches wide

and 4 inches deep, in a mixture of turfy loam, peat, leaf-

soil and sand, and placed in a cold frame, where it re-

mained till the following spring. It was planted out in

May in a sheltered situation ; a pit was dug for it

13 leet in diameter and 2£ feet deep ; in the bottom of

this was found a stone drain, which was retained ; the

pit was filled up with good loam, leaf-soil, and bog.

earth. After planting, a raised hand-glass was placed

over the plant two months, when it was removed, but

replaced on higher props in December, its rapid growth

rendering this necessary. It now measures 2 feet

8 inches high
;

girth at base, 4£ inches ; diameter

through the branches, 3 feet ; growth of leader

this year 1 foot 4 inches. The other was a less

robust plant when received, and unfortunately its-

leading shoot got broken ; but one of the tiny

lateral shoots was tied up, which soon formed a nice

leader. This plant now measures 2 feet 4 inches-

high
;
girth at base, 2J inches ; diameter through the

branches, 1 foot 9 inches ;
growth this year, 1 foot

2 inches. Mildew (or somethiug else ?) has slightly

affected their twiggy shoots ; but wherever it appears it

is at once removed by cutting off the diseased parts*

Wm. Baxter, Riccarton, near Edinburgh.

Araucaria imbricata.—Seeing a report of the fine

Araucaria imbricata at Dropmore has induced me to

give you the dimensions of another which 1 annually see

in my tour through these counties, the property of

R. G. Newton, Esq., Millington House, Bridestowe,

Oakhampton, Devon. Its height is 20 feet, diameter of

branches at base 16 ft, with 15 tiers of branches, and very

symmetrical; circumference of stem at base, 36 iuches;

7 feet from the base, 24 inches in circumference. The

situation is well drained, very humid, well sheltered

from the north wind, but exposed on the south side to

the wind from the Dartmoor Hills. I may add for the

benefit of travellers, and those interested in such mat-

ters, that it can be seen from the high road leading from

Oakhampton to Cornwall. Alex. Pontey, Plymoull*

Nursery, Plymouth.

Glass Screen- for "Walls.

formed by two men in a short space of time, no rafters

ie either case being used. The sashes are made upon
the most economical principle, with as little carpenters'

work as possible. The glass is made to slide into

grooves in astragals its own thickness, three lengths of

which fill the sash ; a piece of casement lead put between
keeps the cut edge from chipping ; a wood pin through
the bottom plate keeps the whole tight, no putty is there-

fore required. The ends of the sashes are left a foot

longer (a a) to allow a space of 6 inches clear for ventila-

tion ; an inch board 8 inches wide is fixed under the

coping of the wall and notched out (b b) for the ends of

the sash to rest against, and which is kept fast by half-

inch iron keepers screwed on. This board is fixed by a

strap ot iron passing over the wall and a bracket under.

The sash rests on a plate its own thickness, with an inch

fillet on each side at 1 foot clear space from the ground,
and at 4 feet from the wall. This and the coping board
remain fixed when the sashes are removed. I have
little doubt that with care in storing the sashes away in

winter they will, on account of their durability, prove
in a few years the cheapest covering we can get. John
Webster, Gordon Castle.

Swallows.—A remarkable circumstance—not to call it

a phenomenon—was observed by me and others on the

27th of September last. On that day, when no less than
40 cubic inches of rain passed into my rain gauge
through an 8-inch square funnel (or 64 square inches),

giving a net superficial return over the land in this imme-
diate locality, swallows not only "hawk'd" very low,

almost touching the ground in their rapid flight and
evolutions, but numbers settled together in the Grass of

the Fairfield and in the midd;e of the road in the High
Street. In general we rarely see the true or chimney
swallow (Hiiundo rustica of White), the martin
abounding in and near Croydon, but in this instance I

observed the swallow exclusively. The excessive

between the morning ofquantity of rain that fell

September 15th and the night of the 29th must, I pre-

sume, have brought down the insects which usually

free from_ disease up to the first or second week in abound in the air, thus constraining the birds to take their

food on the very surface of the ground. J. Towers.

I

August. I trust that the folly of planting late Potatoes
and carelessly leaving the early ones in the ground to
grow a second time has been fully established this

season by the appearance again of the disease, which

The Filbert Strawberry.—The following fact may per-

haps help to strengthen Mr. Myatt's statement with

respect to this variety. Seven years ago. more or less,

.potted of 23oo*0,

Mr. Van Voorst has added to his works on English

Zoology A Manual of the Sea Anemones commonlyfound

on the English Coast, by the Rev. George Tugwell, of

Oriel College, Oxford. Although the book is written in

the popular style for the benefit of ladies and gentlemen

not naturalists, it contains matter which the latter may

profit by ; for the author's head is clear, and he is

evidently a master of that art of analysis without which

natural history is little better than a land of mist or

—

dare we say it ?—of moonshine. Most especially we

refer to pp. 98 and 99, where the student will find an

example of the way in which the scientific distinctions

between genera and species may be made intelligible * to

the meanest capacity." Since we regard Mr. Tugwell

as being skilful in teaching those who are hardly

teachable, we must give a few examples of his familiar

method ; and first from his "Glossary of Hard Words":—
" Hydraform, hydra-like (hydra, an animal which lives

in the water ; hudor, water, Greek ; forms, a shape,

Latin).
* The Hydra of old story was a monster who Kved in

some marshes, and destroyed people. As soon as one

head was cut off, two more appeared, unless the actual

cautery was applied. He was probably a malaria, and

the moral of the allegory is that halt-sanitary measures

are worse than none, since they excite and do not remove

the causes of the evil. The hydra viridis is a fresh-

water zoophyte, bearing many polyps on a green stem.

He lives in marshes, and reproduces himself even faster

than his prototype.

"Parasitic, the specific name of an anemone. A
parasite was a person who stationed himself (p^ra)

beside (siton) the food (Greek) of another ;
hence,

originally, a messmate, &c, then it degenerated (to-

gether with the practice) into the idea of flattering,

* toadying,' and the like ; afterwards it became applied

in Natural History to those animals who took up then*

abode on or about some other animals or some plants,

and did not select a freehold of their own."

The mode of analysis is after the following fashion.

Having shown what a Radiate is, and how a Polyp »
one of the Radiates, and that among Polyps are Heliafl-

thoids, he proceeds thus :

—

.

« Having settled that the animal in question i» *

Heiianthoid, we ask two questions :—
u Is he partly covered with a hard shell or coating

lime, firmly fixed to the rock !

" If so, he is a coral ; and we pass on.

" But is his body fleshy and covered with a sj

harder than the rest of him ?

" If so, then he is not a coral, and we as*t a few

questions about him :—
" 1. Are these single polyps found to be unite"

on a common stem, but by a thin band of »<
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their base, something like the runners of Strawberry

plants ?

«If so he is a Zo-anthus ('live flower'), for a plate

of which I may refer you to Mr. Gosse's new work on
Marine Zoology.

2. Are these polyps entirely single, not joined in

anv way ?

« If so—
« Are his tentacles (long feelers or arms surrounding

his mouth) in tufts, like patches of Mignonette round

a flower-bed, or in circles without any break in them ?

"If the former be the case, the specimen is a Lucer-

iiaria, and lucerna means ' a lamp,' and therefore the

name is (as usual) descriptive of these tentacles hanging
round the creature, like lights in a chandelier.

** If his tentacles are in regular circles, he belongs

to the 'family* of the Actinoids, or 'sun-beams'—

a

name which forcibly recals the animal when you took

him out of the cool depths of his rock-pool, and every
tentacle shot out its many-coloured lights among the

pink corallines and the dark tresses of the sea-weeds."
And so he goe^s on.

If the reader does not learn a good deal more by
this book than what a Sea- Anemone is we shall be
amazingly surprised. Most especially is it suited to

clearing the cobwebs out of a neglected cranium. It is

illustrated by half a dozen coloured plates.

The' Gardener's Everyday Book. By Geo. Glenny.
Crown 8vo. Cox, King Street, Covent Garden.

This is a monthly recor<l of what should be done in a

i bands of Grass, of very varying widths, running
(irregularly into numberless larger or smaller bays
and indentations, which compose the base of the
mounds that rise on both sides. The Grass is
wholly free from auy kind of breaks or furniture,
except where it joins the mounds ; and as the curve of
the walk is extremely bold and gentle, there is nothing
to draw away the attention from the mounds themselves,
or the plants upon them.

Changing in height, by the softest undulations, from
6 to 10 or 12 feet, and their faces diversified with an
infinite number cf little swells and depressions, these
mounds are clothed, for the most part, with the common
Ling, or Heather, the brownish tint and wild character

to be recommeuded for this climate. The Cryptomeria

japonica, however, grows perfectly well, and retains its

colour throughout the season if planted on a bank
with a northern aspect. But it is now giving place

entirely in Mr. Bateman's estimation to the variety

called Lobbii. which has a much closer and compacter
habit, and keeps its lovely green tint in whatever
situation it may be placed. The Taxodium semper-
virens, too, has always flourished here, and there are

many fine young plants of it

After the Araucarias and the Deodars, a patch of

Golden Yews and Hollies is introduced on the swell of

one of the most prominent mounds, to produce a little

change of colour, and to mark the transition to another
of which constitute the most admirable background for tribe. A group of Pinus austriaca and its congeners then
the various green 8 peculiar to the foliage of the Coni- i follows, and promises to yield some very decided effects,

ferous family; the paler Bhades being thrown out ) Specimens of this noble Pine are growing on the very
additionally, in some cases, by a further background of tops of the mounds, in the most exposed positions, and
Yews and Hollies. its extreme hardiness, with the massive and sturdy
Mr. Bateman's idea—doubtless the only true one— of

a Pinetum is a most irregular series of groups of the
same or kindred species of Conifers ; and he has placed
them on mounds, for the double purpose of rendering
these groups more picturesque, and of bringing the
beautiful forms of many of the sorts between the specta-
tor and the sky, without any intervening background.
The great variety in the shape and height of the mounds
likewise affords the best facilities for securing the precise

which any particular species may demand. And the
carpet of Heather, by its colour, and by its naturalness,

garden. It contains 288 pages of closely printed seems to transfer the plants at once, in appearance, to

character it assumes, render it quite invaluable in any
northern district. Mr. Bateman has likewise ex-

perienced it to be an excellent plant for moving, never
having lost a single specimen, although some of them
were transplanted at 9 or 10 feet in height.

Pinus excelsa and its alliances stand at the point of

the mounds where the walk begins to turn to the west,

and are therefore in a particularly open and windy
situation. This appears, however, only to have the

amount of exposure, shelter, shade, moisture, or dryness, !
effect of rendering them dwarfer and denser, and thus

matter, arranged in double columns. Under each
month are given plain common sense instructions for
the management of the pleasure ground and shrubbery,
the flower and vegetable garden, the orchard and
fruit garden, the nursery, pits and frames, the
forcing ground, the stove and hothouse, conservatory,
greenhouse, heathery,Camellia and Geranium-house, and
window gardening. On all these subjects much useful
information will be found, and, owing to the different
matters belonging to them being placed in alphabetical
order, any operation or culture of any particular plant
to which it might be desirable at any time to refer is
readily got at. In this respect the plan of the book is

good ; it is neatly got up, and, although somewhat
incomplete and scarcely perhaps up to the present time
in the kind of information it furnishes, it will neverthe-
less doubtless he found extremely useful to amateurs, to
whom such a monthly remembrancer must prove a real
boon. We regret however to add that little attention
appears to have been paid to the proper spelling of
botanical names, many inaccuracies of that kind occur-
ring throughout its pages.

Mr. Smith has just printed a Catalogue of the
Ferns in the Royal Gardens at Kew, for the purpose of
exchange with other gardens. Although Lycopods are
excluded, which we much regret, the list includes between
500 and 600 species, and may be regarded as the most
accurate catalogue that has yet appeared. Considering
the confusion that exists among Ferns, and the dis-

cordant views of the dilettanti and real botanists who
have studied these plants, it is most desirable that some
standard of nomenclature should be established and re-

cognised. We recognise the authority of Mr. Smith's
hst ; it is a great practical convenience, and we shall
rigorously adhere to it on all future occasions.

We have received parts 3 and 4 of Mr. Weddell's
valuable Chloris andina. They are entirely occupied
by Composite, and form a most important contribution
to our knowledge of the Flora of the South American
Highlands.

A new number (the 3d) of Dr. Hooker's beautiful

Flora of Tasmania has also been issued. The plates con-
sist wholly of Composites ; the letterpress extends into

Ericaceae.

Garden Memoranda.
Biddulph Grange, the residence of James Bate-

man, Esq.— {Continued from p. 711.) The transition
from the Egyptian corridor and the apartments
attached to it to the Pinetum is immediate, and pro-
bably as telling as anything about the place. From the
dimness and confinement we emerge at once into a
southern exposure, with a fine open winding walk in
the front, and the very remarkable groups of Pines, &c,
on either side; Knypersly Church, two or three miles
distant, making the central point in the view. The
building just left is fitted up exteriorly, towards the
south, with a porch and gable in the old Cheshire style,

having quartering* of stained timber showing amidst
the usual plaster.
The Pinetum, in so far as it has yet been completed, is

Perhaps one of the most successful and satisfactory things
of the kin«i in the country. It is arranged on each

JjJ
°f a long walk, which, in very bold and easy curves,

m**es the circuit of the pleasure grounds, and which,
commencing as already described, leaves the Pinetum by
a rude stone tunnel, passes into the Rhododendron
ground, skirts the open lawn and the lake seen from the
rawing room, and riimlly returns to the terrace oppo-

8,te tlie library window. Being the longest and most
continuous walk in the grounds, it is also the most open
^d airy, and changes its line in a particularly easy

*JJd natural way ; and it is peculiarly fitted for those
Who Walk for health and exercise.
Aiong the margiua of this walk, there are broad

their native hills, while, unlike bare earth or Grass, it

requires no labour or attention whatever to preserve it

in good order.

improving their habit P. monticola occurs in this

group, and has produced cones, though only about six

feet high. P. Cembra and its varieties also seem to be
as hardy as P. excelsa. The Weymouth Pine, which
is in this affinity, is only pleasing when in a very young
state. Pinus Ayacahuite and P. Lambertiana, of the

Comparatively recent as is the formation of this same alliance, are planted in a shaded place, and are
Pinetum, and though the plants are none of them much growing exceedingly well.

more than 10 or 12 feet high, the difference between the ' Just before reaching this turn in the walk, the

system of grouping here pursued, and the common clothing of the mounds is somewhat changed by the

method of spotting about the plants at comparatively use of masses of Erica carnea, E. ciliaris, E. multiflora,

regular intervals on a flat surface, is most conspicuous and other hardy Heaths, and then a total change i8

and satisfying, Nothing of the kind could be more
!

produced by the substitution of the common Vaccinium
beautiful than the groups of Deodars and Araucarias— \

of the neighbouring hills, among which tufts of large-

at least a dozen plants in each group—which burst into ' leaved Ferns are occasionally to be seen. A large mass
view as the Pinetum walk is entered. Occupying a

j

of Double Furze is likewise thrown out at one of the'

slope to the west, and assuming the greatest diversity of points to secure something striking in the way of

character, with some of them standing out clear against colour ; this practice of seeking bold effects from broad
the sky, and others—especially the Deodars—being • conspicuous clusters of foliage or flowers being one
backed up by the mounds themselves or by Yew trees

planted behind them, they present themselves, even to

those most conversant with their forms, in many
novel aspects and combinations. So striking, indeed, is

the difference of habit which the Araucarias assume,
that some fanciful name, indicative of their character,

has been applied to each individual plant.

The mounds on which the Conifers are planted are
almost purely artificial, being formed from the material
obtained by throwing the walk into a small valley. The
whole of the soil taken from the surface of their site has
been used to provide for the plants, each of which has a
lar^e heap of it to grow in. By means of drainage, too,

and by having naturally a bed of sand as a substratum
in some places, a dry and sandy subsoil is supplied to

such as prefer it, like the Deodars, and a stiffer and
moister bed is retained for the Araucarias. The
Wellingtonia, too, is placed on a wet and comparatively
undrained bank, this being the condition in which it is

said naturally to delight.

It may probably be desirable, before giving a more
detailed account of the Pinetum, to explain a little

further what is meant by the term "groups," or the

system of grouping described here. In no instance are
any of the plants placed so near to each other as that

their branches are likely to touch for 20 or 30 years.

Several specimens of the same or allied species are,

that more or less enters into all the arrangemeuts of

the place.

Oaks and Thorns of divers kinds occupy the mounds
for some distance after the walk has taken a decided

westerly course. Among the Oaks is a good collection

of evergreen varieties, several rare Himalayan species,

a beautiful weeping variety of Quercus cerris, and a
very effective variety of Q,. pedunculata, with a mani-
festly fastigiate habit. The scarlet-leaved Oaks are,

moreover, thrown together in the background, and will

produce some splendid autumnal colouring. The
Thorns are nicely relieved as regards winter effects by
having a few Hollies, with which they always mingle

well, interspersed among and scattered behind them.

The Picea and Abies tribes succeed to the Oaks and
Thorns as the walk advances, and they carry us to the

tunnel which divides the Pinetum from the Rhododen-
dron ground. Most of these are more recently planted,

and they evidently do not thrive so well as the Pines.

Still, they are placed in a much lower and more
sheltered spot, and the Abies Douglasii, Morinda,
canadensis, and the elegant little orientalis, are growing

quite vigorously, as are the Picea Pinsapo, grandis, and
Nordmanniana. The P. Pinsapo, which is often con-

founded with P. cephalonica, is very much superior to

the latter in habit. P. cephalonica, in fact, grows so

shabbily, and gets so much injured by frost, and so

greatly resembles P. Pinsapo, that it should not behowever, brought together in irregular clusters, the
individual plants being placed at very varied distances I

admitted into small collections. The Mount Atlas

from each other, and a few single examples jutting out
j

Cedar turns out to be a hardy and handsome tree in

here and there round the outsides of the clusters to this locality.

complete the appearance of naturalness and irregula- Shortly before arriving at the tunnel, which has a

rity. Between such groups or their outlying specimens rude natural-looking entrance arch, formed of two large

considerable interspaces occur, which are either partially i
irregular side stones and a key-stone, and is flanked

filled with dwarfer and very different plants, for the with rough walls, over which Ivy and evergreen shrubs

sake of contrast or variety, or are left quite blank. will hantr down, a break in the mound to the north con-

On each side of the entrance to the Pinetum there is i
ducts us, by a grass glade, to an area of irregular shape

an exquisite specimen of the Juniperus recurva, var.

densa, looking exactly like a beautiful green fountain.

Mr. Bateman has found that theTrdinary form of this

species is so loose and ragged in its habit as scarcely to

be worth growing ; but that the variety above named
is always compact in its growth, and always appears

healthy and perfect. A number of plants of the same
kind, together with the original species, and several

other sorts of Juniper and Cypress, are clustered at the

back of the two principal specimens, and in their

immediate neighbourhood. Here are also Cephalotaxus

Harrinsjtonise and drupacea, a beautiful glaucous variety

of Juniperus chinensis, the elegant Thujopsis boreal ia,

which has proved perfectly hardy, Torreya Myristica,

which stood out unprotected through the last winter,

and many more common species. As related to the

above, though they are not placed in their vicinity,

Juniperus sphserica may be mentioned as a very hand-

some Chinese plant, thoroughly hardy ; J. Wittmanniana,

which has a pretty drooping habit ; J. drupacea, a

Crimean species, with a very marked glaucous appear-

ance ; and numerous varieties of the Savin (J. Sabina),

which is laid down with Grass for a bowling green,

and is enclosed with mounds of different heights, offering

various positions and aspects for the more tender and
larger leaved species of Pine, including some of the

Mexican sorts. P. Benthamiana, macrocarpa, and
Lindleyana rank among the hardiest and noblest of the

species in this division. P. insignia is of doubtful

hardiness.

In some parts of the Pinetum, where the walk has

been sunk a good deal below the natural level, the

banks at the sides are so steep, that neither Grass nor
any ordinary kind of vegetation would grow upon them.

To avoid the necessity of making the slope easier, and

to furnish some little additional variety and pictureaque-

ness, a number of the small rugged stumps of Oaks

that have been kept dwarfed in hedge rows have been

stuck into the banks in irregular patches, here and
there, and a quantity of the common Vacciniums and

Ferns mixed with them. They all appear to be

growing, and produce a few stunted shoots each

summer, which can easily be kept within due limits
;

and they present a degree of wildness and appropriate-

which grow here in great luxuriance, and ofwhich the Ta-
|

neas which no rocks or dead roots 'or stumps could at

maris K-leaved variety is the densest and the most elegant, all equal.

Libocedrus chilensis is not found sufficiently hardy I It haa been mentioned that the Cryptomeria thrives
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ituily here when placed on a batik with a northern had in flower and will fo

t, ami the same result is noticeable with several such stove plants as yet r
should be taken to provide sufficient ventilation at this

beaut
aspect^

Other plants of similarly luxuriant habits. It appears

plain, therefore, that although the tendency of such

plants is to produce strong succulent shoots, which do

not ripen in the most favourable circumstances before

the beginning of winter, and which a deficiency of light

must render yet more pulpy and immature, still, the

rm an agreeable addition to .

emain in beauty. Great care '

season both to stove and greenhouse plants during
damp weather, and artificial heat even in greenhouses
may perhaps soon be necessary to dry up damp and to

permit a free ventilation by day. It should in fact be

a point to get the wood of hard-wooded plants ripened

as soon after this as can be done even by the help ofbein<* withdrawn from the action of the sun after the

occurrence of severe frosts is not merely sufficient to fires, as it will save a great amount of after trouble and

counteract the existing juiciness and immaturity, but loss during the ensuing winter; use sulphur freely

actually preserves the plant from the injury it would whereever indications of mildew appear, which will not

receive in what would have seemed a more suitable, be very troublesome if the directions above are acted

and even a necessary exposure to light This is an

important principle in the process of acclimatizing

delicate exotics, and one which it is believed has not

been at all adequately considered by cultivators. E. K.
( To be continued.)

upon ; keep every part of the houses clean and
frequently wash the glass to admit every ray of light

which at this season is invaluable. Advantage should

also be taken of wet weather to thoroughly wash in-

fected plants. Pelargoniums if pot-bound should be

potted at once or they will lose their lower leaves.

Keep the fancy kinds, however, rather under than over

potted, and allow them the warm end of the house.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Plants swelling their fruit, and those in

bloom should be assisted by a rather warm temperature,

but excess of moisture in the atmosphere must be

avoided at this dull season, particularly where the

plauts are in flower, or the fruit approaching maturity.

Use strong clean manure-water in a tepid state for

plants swelling fruit, but do not get the soil too wet.

The temperature for the growing stock should now be

regulated very much by circumstances ; keeping them

succeed, or laid iu deeply in a sheltered place with their

heads inclining towards the north, to be protected with
straw or mats in frost. Clear the ground of crops as
they go out of use, aud trench or dig over rou^hlv
immediately. Cauliflowers under glasses and in frames
may now have air freely. Attend to the preparation of
Rhubarb, Seakale, and Asparagus for forcing. Later
crops of Rhubarb may be forced in the open
ground where it grows, using pots or boxes for covering

the crowns, and leaves or leaves and dung for the heat-

ing material. Seakale may be either forced on the

ground as advised for Rhubarb or taken up and the

roots put thickly in a frame on a gentle bottom heat.

Pot a supply of Mint, Tarragon, Burnet, and Sorrel

for winter use.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDO*.

"

For Che week ending Oct. 30, I860, as observed at the Horticultural Garden*

Miscellaneous.
Hollyhocks*—We extract the following from Mr.

Chater's extensive catalogue of varieties for sale in his

nursery at Saffron Walden :

—

u They require good old

garden soil, well trenched over to the depth of 2 feet,

with plenty of thoroughly decomposed manure ; such as

old Cucumber bed", or night soil mixed with the earth.

If the f-ubsoil is wet they will thrive remarkably well in

the summer, but in the winter wet is very injurious to

them when old plants are allowed to remain ; to prevent

which I remove to the depth of 1 or 2 inches the

mould round the neck of the plant, and fill up with _ _

white sand, about G inches round the stem, level with the
j

growing gently where it can be done without drawing

surface ; it is simply to preserve them from wet, !

and weakening the foliage. Keep the soil about the roots

insects, and slugs, from which, in the winter, they ;

in as equable a state as to moisture as possible, for

are apt to suffer very much, if not killed. I strongly
j

letting the soil get too dry at this season often results in

advise young plants to be plauted every year, as you |

the plants showing fruit prematurely in spring, and the

would Dahlias, if you wish to secure fine flowers, same is true with regard to the bottom-heat, which

They may be propagated by single eyes in July and ' must also be carefully attended to, keeping it moderate
"" " ' and as regular as can possibly be done. Vineries.—

Where forcing is commenced about this time a rather

higher and moister temperature will be necessary to in-

duce the buds to start than would be the case at a more
natural season. There is no better means of securing

abundance of moisture and a gentle warmth than by
placing a moderate quantity of stable manure on the

inside border, and turning this, &c.,as may be required
;

but where the forcing houses are visited by the family,

and are expected to be neat and orderly, this method is

out of the question, and the syringe and whatever other

means of a less objectionable character may be at com-
mand must be used instead. The night temperature, to

begin with, should range about 50° by fire-heat, raising

it to 60° by day, or to 70° with the assistance of the sun.

Also endeavour to secure a little warmth for the roots

in the outside border, and if fermenting materials are

used, watch these narrowly, and endeavour by timely

additions aud frequent turnings to secure a regular

gentle warmth of G0° or 65° at a foot below the surface

of the soil. If fermenting "materials are employed,
there will be a great saving of labour, &c, by thatching

them with a good coat of something to throw off wet,

and preserve them from the weather. If plants in pots

and boxes are used for forcing at this season, they
should be placed in a mild bottom-heat, so as to

eyes in July

August; also by cuttings in the spring, placed on a slight

bottom heat. Young plauts raised from summer
cuttings are best preserved by repotting them in

October into large pots, the larger the better, in light

rich sandy earth, and placed in a cold frame ; thus they

will grow during the winter. In March or April turn

them out into the open ground, and they will bloom as

fine and as early as if planted in the autumn. Plant

them not less than 4 feet from row to row, and 3 feet

apart in the row. If grouped in beds, not nearer than

9 feet each way. They will grow well in the shade of

distant trees, but by no means must the roots interfere.

In May, when the spikes are grown a foot high, thin

them out according to the strength of the plant ; if well

established and very strong, leave four spikes ; if weak,

two or three ; when they are required for exhibition,

only one must be left. The following observations

on exhibiting perhaps may not be out of place here,

and as I believe the best way of showing the Holly-

hock is in spikes, I venture to give my opinion

of what I consider as the standard of a perfect spike.

In judging, the first point I should notice is the indivi-

dual flowers on the spike, the perfection of which con-

sists in the petals being of thick substance, the edges

smooth and even. '1 he florets occupying the centre

roust be compact, closely arranged, rising in the middle

to a half globular form, with a stiff guard"''petal extending excite a healthy root action, which will cause them to

about half an inch, or in proportion to the size of the j

break more freely and in less time than can be done

centre ball, so that the different parts of the flower have without bottom-heat.

a uniform appearance. Second—the arrangement of

the flowers on the spike should be regular, not crowded
FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.

The condition of the autumn struck cuttings should be
together into a confused mass, nor loosely hanging with ascertained, and wherever indications of damping appear
open spaces between each flower, but so disposed that remove tne potg to drier quarters; give air liberally to
the shape of each may be distinctly seen, and fully

, y0 plantg in pits and frameg> Scarlet and bedding
blown, the uppermost covering the top : and nothing I

'

Qat Geranium8 shouid be kept in houses where fires can
can add more to its beauty than a few small green leaves

| occasionally be lighted, by which they will grow gently
between the flowers, which g.ve it an elegant and grace-

throilgh the winter. As the Vineries are cleared of
ful appearance. The third point is colour—the brightest, Grapes fill them (unless they are otherwise occupied)
strongest, and most distinct stand first, but it is desirable wilh the more choice thing8 . reserving the pits and
to obtain all imaginable shades. Stake them betore they frames for the Calceolarias, Lobelias, and similar plants,
get too high, and secure them well in by tying, and they which do not suffer 80 much from cold and damp
will grow erect. The most robust grower does not

. Wherever alterations are in progress lose no time in
require a stake higher than 4 feec from the ground, completing the transplanting of evergreens, the present
If the weather is dry at this season of the year, they mild damp weather being favourable for their removal,
must be watered with a solution of guano, or any other

| Aa soon as tlie greater part f the leaves are off the
liquid manure, poured carefully round the roots, avoid-

ing pouring it on or too near the stems. To grow the

flowers fine, cut off the lateral shoots, thin the flower

buds, if crowded together, and take out the top of the

spike, according to the height desired, paying attention

to the usual height and habit of the plant. Observe, by-

topping it you may increase the size of the flower, but

at the same time shorten its duration of flowering, and
perhaps disfigure its appearance."

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

Oct.

•:»

Friilay
Satur.
Sunday 26
Mon. -7

Tues. 28
Wed. 29
Thurs. 30

13

SB
-.'6

-7

•;s

BABOMXTlt.
TmrsHATHK r

Ol the Air. 01 the Knrt

__ PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—As the display of flowers in the

open air is nearly over for a season endeavour to

make the conservatory as attractive as possible, more
particularly as it will prove an additional source of

enjoyment to those v,ho caunot take outdoor exercise.

Fires by night may be requisite, but regular admissions

of air should be kept up both to keep the house mode-

rately dry and the atmosphere in a pure healthy state.

Chrysanthemums should be introduced as they come
into bloom. Early flowering Camellias (a few of the

earli.st started), Orange trees, Daphnes, and the

varieties of EpiphyUum truncatum may also soon be

trees let the pleasure ground be thoroughly cleaned and
swept ; the leaves (if of sufficient quantity) should be

stacked up for forcing purposes, covering borders, and'the

like. Such parts of tto lawn as are contiguous to the

mansion should be swept daily to remove leaves and
worm-casts, and the gravel walks should be frequently

rolled to preserve a smooth surface. The present is a

good time for re-arranging the herbaceous ground,

which is rendered necessary every two or three years

by many of the free growing plants getting too large.

Let the borders have a dress'ng of well rotted cowdung
before replanting, especially for Phloxes and other

strong-rooted genera.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCIIEN GARDEN.
Carrots and Parsnips having finished their growth

should be taken up and stowed away for use. Throw
some fine earth among them in the pit to keep them
plump and fresh. A part of the Parsnip crop may
remain in the ground longer if other work intervenes.

Go over the winter Spinach with the hoe on a dry day,

aud follow with a dressing of soot ; this useful winter

vegetable requires strong stimulating manures to have

it iu perfection in winter. As Cauliflowers are easily

damaged by frost, go over them frequently and lie the

leaves over the advancing heads. A portion of the less

forward may be removed to spare pits or frames to

ATPra^e

1

2

Max.

30.4«4

30.471
30.42*
30.345
30.3i9
30.230
30.156

Kin.

3P.4II
30.441

3 L36S
30.321
30.263
30.1S4

30.130

30.348 30.3P8

a ax
1

Min. Mean 1

5S 89 48.5

56 2« 41.0
52 25 3^.5

55 25 40.1'

51 26 38.5

45 37 41.0

53 35 4 .5

43453.6 30.4

11 toot Steer
Wind ?

deep. deep.

55 54i
54 1 54
•19 54
51 53

4<J •S2

48 51
51 51

51.0 1 52.8

N.E. /0
E.
E. .10

E. J4I

E. Irt

NJL 4)1

S. JM

. 1

Oct. 24—Overcast ; fine; cloudy at Diffht.
— 25— Fofcicy ; hazy cloud* ; fine at night.

#— 2fi—Hoar frost ; hazy; fine;
— 27—Slight frosty haze; fine at night.
— 2S—Very dense to*.
— 29—Dense fog throughout ; most excessively dense between

7 and 3 p.m.— 30—Hi*zy clouds; fine; overcast; fine; rain.

Mean temperature oi the week 4$ deg below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK..
During the last 30 years, for the ensuing week, endm_ Nov. 8.1SS6.

Sgo.
* c
*" to S

1 5- Ifo.of
Years in
which it

Rained.

1

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing Wine*

Nov.
J *> 5

5£5 u

Sunday
Mou.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Friday
Satur

3
4

5
6

i

8

54.4

53.1

608
528
53.4

5 23
51.2

I&9
37-4

36.fi

38.6
39.0
33.4
3 -5

46.6
45.3

43.7
45.7

46.2
45.4

4WJ

18
IS
16

14

14

17
15

0.61 in.

&88
0.44

0.23

0.76
IM
058

3
r»

1

1

1

l

l|7

4 o

2i 2
1 2
a 2
% 1

115 7 6 1

2 3 6 5-.
2 5 5 b 2

2 6 10 b J

4 4 11 a 4

3 4 11 4 3

2 2 116 4

The highest temperature durine the above period occurred on the 5th,

1S52, and 6th, 1334-therm. 63 deg. ; and the lowest on the 3d, 184a—therm.
20 deu.

Notices to Correspondents.
To Corespondents : We regret to say that a letter or two of

inquiry have been accidentally destroyed. We must there-

fore trespass upon our correspondents whose inquiries have

not been this week answered for a renewal of their inquiries.

Asn Tbees: L N. Certainly you can gratt them at any height.

The only danger consists* in the scions being blown off a ftor

they have begun to grow, and before they have securely joined

the stock.

Books : A Subscriber. Errington on the Peach ; Roberts on the

Vine, with the exception of his advice as to making a border

with carrion.—L G. Repton's works ; Sir Uvedale Price on the

Picturesque ; these are classical. There are many others of

inferior note, but all more or less worth reading, such as Kemp's

How to Lay Out a Small Garden, Downing* s Landscape Gar-

dening, Smith on the same subject, and Loudon's Suburban

and Villa Gardening.
Broccolis: M D. We believe that the cause of these plants

going blind is wholly uuknown. Your inquiry about fungi is

not understood.
Diseases: J II. Your Tomatos are affected with the same

fungus which causes the Potato di ease. The affection is so

common in some districts that their cultivation is very pre-

carious. Your Olery leaves are attacked by an insect, not a

fungus. You will find several notices of it in the Gardeners

Chronicle.—% The fungi from your lawn are Clavaria inaqvalis.

Clavaria ru/a, Geoglossum glabrum. I did not find the fourth

which you mention. M. J. B.

Glass: T L. Glass is sometimes obscured for the purpose of

^diminishing the amount of light suitable to some plants, or

where glass burns the practice is useful.

JIkatixg : E S. It is better to have one flue running all round.

Ketchup. " What can be the meaning or orthography of this

common word? You spell it thus; M J B Catsup; my wife

Catchup. Can no one settle the orthography by pointing out

its derivation ? " Thus writes Philologus. We are unable to

give him the information he seeks. .

Laubustinus: T S P. We do rot think that they will sustain

any injury by being removed now, although they are showing

their flowers. At all events all possible danger would be

averted by pulling off their flowers. In Cumberland we should

think the Laurustinus would bear removal in almost any

month, except when in full growth. . .

LAWNS.-WM some correspondent who has used quick lime ana-

powdered charcoal on a closely mown lawn to kill M°ss mm
encourage vegetation, favour BAH with the proper propor-

Names of Fruits : B Gardner. Your Apple appears to be a

small specimen of the Ccrnish Aromaticl «-J1i lW»»-n*lv
Names of Plants.-We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we^venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks More especially app'7»

should bear in mind that, before applying to us fer^tog
they should exhanst their other means ot gaining '" t0

"^i nir

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and tniniji

for themselves; nor would it be desirable it we conld. a»

can do is to help them- and that most willing y. *

now requested that in future not more thanJour pwn

may be sent us at one time.-J O. ^ Cestn.m aurantiac"^

2, Olea fragrans.-i?«* Bice. Rhus Cotiuus the \ ene^

Sumach.-/z>,W.» Subscr. 1, not in flower; 2^ to W
morsel of Gendarussa vulgaris.-/^ The name by Jhich j^
received it from Sir Philip Egertor, is quite right it *

pera armeniaca. Prof. Reichenbach. jun., considers ne ge

Acropera to be the same as Gongora.— 1» Mar
.

sna"
nh >\'e

dium crispum.-^ Barter. Sechium edule.-A
J>

u"-.

cannot uudertake to name plants not in flower.-/' letcner.

r££E£^ B wnn,d bo *.ad to koow wbj^*.

£

Daveyanura Pelargonium can be procured. Does auj

know whether it still exist"?
'

****** tn their

Shrubs : K K. There is no work ^«ally re ating to t

management, except as concerns "Amer»n Pj^SE
advice about which is to be tound in St.uidi^i ami

Practical Hints, published by P»radbnry and Lv an S;
he

Tbe Catalpa: AB C. You may propagate it by pieces

root struck iu a little heat in March.

Vine Bordeb : W B E. By no means use rotten wood

• ^f^n

E
i

B
^»nv communications have ^^^^m^e.

•otten woou.

,- As usual, many communications have bee« received^oc^

•andothersaredetained rill**
t̂\^£££&*» the

insertion of whose contributions

'

Ve «»t"a^o

£

g the indigence«*°~<£
«-„.-*^„ ne .hMu mntributions is still delayed.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, and every

description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.
W. Inglis Carne, 10, Mark Lane. London.

THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,

71. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 6/.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures. ^^^^^^NDON MANURE C OMPAN Y

(Established 1840)

Beg to call the attention of Agriculturists to their MANURES
FOR AUTUMN SOWING, which by a judicious blending of
Nitrogen with the mineral constituents taken from the soil by
Cereals, produce good crops without exhausting the land.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY also supply genuine
Peruvian Guano direct from importers' warehouses, Sulphate of
Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Superphosphate of Lime, Blood
Manure, and every Artificial Manure of known value.

Edward Purser, Secretary.
40,jjndgeStreet, BIackfriarg,_London

. .

THE PATENT NITRO.PHOSPHATE or BLOODA MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Trustees.

Abel Smith, Esq., Jun., M.P.,
Walton House, Ware, Herts.

Charles Dimsdale, Esq., Essen-
don Place. Herts.

Edward Ball, Esq., M.P., 8, Bel-
grave Road, Pimlico.

Major-Gen. Hall,\M.P., Weston
Colville, Linton, Cambridge.

John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace Belgrave Square.

Directors.
Chairman—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.

Deputy-Chairman—John Sharp, Esq., Tower Villa, Queen's Road,
Regent's Park.

Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex.
John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury, Essex.
Richard Hunt, Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lexham, Norfolk,
Robert Morgan, Esq.. 72, Camden Villas. Camden Town.
Thomas Nash, Esq., Great Chesterford. Essex.
James Odams, Esq., Bishop Stortford, Herts.
John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Pentonville.
George Savill, Esq., Ingthorpe, near Stamford.

Bankers— Messrs. Barnett, Hoare, & Co.. Lombard Street.
Solicitors— Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex St., Strand.

Secretary and Chemist^—James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.
Manufactory—Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

BLOOD MANURE FOR WHEAT.
The Directors of the above Company (many of whom are

extensive agriculturists) have great pleasure In acquainting
their friends and the agricultural community, that they have
now completed their exiensive Works and Machinery tor the
manufacture of their Manures; and, having secured nearly the
whole of the Blood produced by the butchers of the metropolis,
and a large stock of other necessary materials of the best quality,
•they are now in a position to supply their Patent Manure of the
highest quality; and, as most of the Directors and many of the
Shareholders are themselves large consumers of the Blood
Manure, their fixed determination to supply nothing but genuine
quality, cannot fail to afford a guarantee and protection to the
farmer against imposition.
The great value of Blood Manure as a fertiliser may now be

considered as a hilly established fact; ever since the first intro-
duction of this valuable fertiliser, the demand has been greater
than could be conveniently supplied.
The Blood Manure is composed of bones dissolved in Sulphuric

Acid, to which is added a large quantity of pure blood, specially
prepared to suit various crops, and may either be applied by the
drill or sown broadcast.

It is a very remarkable fact, that the analysis of blood and the
^rain of Wheat are nearly identical, as proved by the most
eminent chemists; it contains all the elements which plants
require, and when properly prepared and applied, will become
tke essence of vegetable as well as of animal life.

The highly fertilising properties of Blood have been commented
upon by Profrssor Way and others, and the success of the Blood
Manure for Wheat Crops has been fully proved upon all soils, by
the practical experience of numerous agriculturists. Testimonials
from the most eminent agriculturists who have used the Manure
may be had from the local Agents.

Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London.

Price 7h 105. per ton, free at any Railway or Wharf in London.
Directionsfor use.—From 2 to 4 cwt. per acre, according to the

condition of the soil. It may either be drilled in with the seed
or sown broadcast; if the latter it should be well harrowed in.

The public are cautioned against spurious imitations. As
security to the purchaser every bag contains 2 cwt., and is marked
"ODAMS1 PATENT BLOOD MANURE," and sold only by
the authorised Agents of the Company.

TO LANDOWNERS , THE CLERGY, SOLICITORS,
ESTATE AGENTS, SURVEYORS, ETC.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY is

incorporated by Special Act of Parliament for England,
Wales, and Scotland.—Under the Company's Acts Tenants for

Life, Trustees, Mortgagees in possession, Incumbents of Livings,

Bodies Corporate, certain Lessees, and other Landowners, are

empowered to charge the inheritance with the cost of Improve-
ments, whether ihe money be borrowed from the Company or

advanced by the Landowner out of his own funds.

The Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for Works
of Land Improvement, the Loans and incidental expenses being
liquidated by a rent charge for a specified term of years.

No investigation of Title is required, and the Company being of
a strictly commercial character do not interfere with the Plans
*nd execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the

Inclosure Commissioners.

ng and improving
purposes, Farm Roads, Jetties, Steam Engines, Water Wheels,
Tanks, Pipes, &c.
Owners in fee may effect improvements on their Estates with-

out incurring the expense and personal responsibilities incident
to Mortgages, and without regard to the amount of existing

incumbrances.
Proprietors may applv jointly for the execution of Improve-

ments mutually beneficial, such as a Common Outfall, Roads
trough the District, Water Power, &c.
For further information and forms of application apply to the

Honourable William Napier, Managing Director, 2, Old Palace
*ard, Westminster,

LAND DRAINAGE.
ATR. BAILEY DENTON undertakes the Drainage
-L*J- of Estates by Contract or Commission.—For terms apply
tojiim, 42, Parliament Street, Westminster.

THE CONSERVATIVE LAND SOCIETY.
-*- —Thk Tifth Year.—Eligible Investment for Cafttal
and Savings.—By paying 85. per month, and Is. quarterly, any
person (children as weil as ladies may become the holder of a 60?.
Share without partnership liability of any kind. The Entrance
Fee per share is 2$. 6d. f

and a Pass-book (for any number of
shares) costs Is.; the first enrolment, therefore, would be 125. &f.,
and 8s. monthly afterwards. Sums of 57. and upwards bear
interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, paid half yearly,
one month after Lady-day and Michaelmas. All the members,
whether they pay their Subscriptions monthly, in advance, or
take Completed Shares, price 52/. 4s. 6d. each, participate in the
annual division of the Profits. The taking of land is quite
optional. Prospectuses to be had of

Charles Lewi3 GRrsEi3Ex
y
Secretary.

Offices, 33, Norfolk Street, Strand, London.

HPHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
-L PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henry Ker Sevmer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.
2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.
3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly
instalments.

6. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiRTy-oNE years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford, Sec.

pOLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
yy and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE,37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures. and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services,and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.
Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the couutry a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth. __

7^HE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE AND POULTRY
JL SHOW, lS36.-The EIGHTH GREAT ANNl/AL EXHI-
BITION of CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, DOMESTIC POULT KV,
and ROOTS, will beheld in Bingley Hall, on TUESDAY, WED-
NESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, the 2d

T
3d, 4th, and 5th

of December next; when PRIZES, CUPS, and GOLD and
SILVER MEDALS to the amount of 1000/. will be award*!.

Prize Lists and Certificates of Entry may be obtained from
the Secretary. The ENTRIES CLOSE the 1st of November next.

John Morgan, Secretary.

Offices, Bingley Hall, Birmingham .

CMITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW,
& 1856.—The Annual CHRISTMAS SHOW of FAT CATTLE,
SHEEP, and PIGS, will be held on TUESDAY, December 9,

and three following days, at the Bazaar, King Street, Portman
Square, when Prizes and Medals amounting to upwards of SOW
will be awarded. Non-Members of the Club have the privilege

of Exhibiting on payment of an entrance fee of One Guinea to

the funds of the Club. Members exhibit free.

All entries must be made on the printed forms of Certificates

which will be sent on application to the Hon. Secretary.

Intending Exhibitors are particularly requested to obsetva

that the Entries finally close on November 8, and none will be

received after that dav.

Lists of the Prizes offered, with a copy of the Rules and Regu-

lations of Exhibition and all information required, will be sent

post free on application to B. T. Brandreth Gibbs,

Corner of Halfmoon Street, Piccadilly, London. Hon. Sec.

that several of the recognised hearting Cabbages,

Greens, and Broccoli, have been more or less hybri-

dised by other species of the genus Brassica, and at

the same time there is reason to doubt whether the

species of Brassica enumerated by botanists are not

themselves derivatives from one or two types.

As respects the Swede we would offer the fol-

lowing as the result of experiments, the issue of

which will afford interesting matter touching the

question in hand. Some three years since we
planted side by side plots as under :

—

Plot 1.

Common White

Round Turnip

transplanted.

Plot 2.

Common Rape

seed.

ne «flrtcttttttral ©a*tie
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We direct attention to Mr. Brandreth Gibbs'

announcement of the next Cattle Show of the

Smithfield Club. It takes place in the week

after that of the Birmingham Fat Cattle Show,

commencing on Tuesday, Dec. 9. This arrangement

enables a full representation at each of the several

breeds for which competing lists are opened—and a

better meeting may in consequence be expected.

Those intending to exhibit must bear in mind that

Saturday, the8th November, is the last day on which

entries can be received—and immediate application

therefore should be made to Mr. Brandreth Gibbs,

the honorary secretary, at his oflice, Corner of Half-

moon Street, Piccadilly, for the necessary forms of

certificate and entry.

The purity of seed is a matter of such vital

importance to the farmer that we gladly devote this

column to a discussion of the following question from

a correspondent :

—

*c Will Swede Turnip inoculate with Drumhead

Cabbage, both growing for seed side by side 1
"

On examining the natural history of these two

plants we find that both are the result of a long

series of cultivative processes, for although both are

but different forms of the same genus, Brassica, yet

the Swede is a hybrid of two recognised species,

having for its parents

—

Brassica Rapa, common Turnip,
;

Napus, wild Navew, Rape or Cole-seed

;

and the Drumhead and all the Cabbages must be

acknowledged as primarily derived from the Brassica

oleracca, sea Cabbage. There is aLo reason to believe

These both flowered at the same time, and when
fecundation had taken place, every plant of the

Rape was carefully removed. The seed of plot 1

was carefully collected and sown the next summer,

and the result of it was a pood plant of the lighter

coloured leaved Turnips; but with an intermixture

of about 5 per cent, of the darker hued leaves of the

Rape, which by weeding and thinning so as to isolate

them with as much care as possible went on growing

in a most favourable manner, resulting in the fol-

lowing types of form, with of course many interme-

diate forms and condi'ions.

1st. Most of the Rape-like plants ran soon to

seed, but during their growth their herbage in-

clined to the form and aspect of the Turnip.

2d. About 5 per cent, of the Rape-like plants did

not run, and in these the tap root presented a

bulging and fleshy growth ; in short, they were just

what malformed u finger and toe" Swedes in culti-

vation would be. These were transplanted for seed,

and this year the seed has been collected with a

view to carry on the research.

Here then our conclusions are that we have as

the result of these experiments obtained one step

or more in the development of the Swede, which is

but a hybrid and in this case produced by the

simple means of growing different species side by

side ; and if we grow Swedes from seeds of run,

of root branched (finger and toe), or of any mal-

formed examples, or if we use our own grown seed

, too often, or cultivate on the same ground too fre-

quently, we shall by degeneracy reach the same

point with at least many of the plants in the par-

ticular crop at which our ex| eriment now rests in its

upward improving or developing progress.

Again, if we carefully investigate any field of

Swedes, and the same is true of the common
Turnip, we shall see that whatever be the type of

the bulk of the crop, yet there will always be

an admixture of other forms : sometimes some of

these may even be in advance of the crop, in which

case it may be good judgment to save them for

seed ; but in general the tendency will be to many
objectionable sports, such as a conical leaf stem

above the bulb, large wild leaves, and perhaps two
or three bunches of these and several kinds of

malformed roots : and these departures from their

type will frequently be found in a greater degree

with the careless farmer, who usually gets his seed

in the cheapest market, for which it is generally

grown in the cheapest manner, that is without

thought or care for quality, so that the quantity be

but sufficient.

The results here glanced at are quickly brought

about by seeding Turnips as they stand without

transplantation, for if the best crops be more or less

mixed or impure, certainly seeding without selec-

tion can but augment this defect. Seed growers, how-

ever, usually transplant in the present day, but then

they but seldom make a careful selection of subjects,

and when these are, as is too frequently the case,

planted on slips of land side by side with different

sorts not only of Turnips but plants of the same

family, hybridising if not certain is at least probable.

As regards the Drumhead Cabbage, it we look over

a few acres of these we may frequently see among

others the following types of form in the same field

and from the same seed.

a. The sessile-leaved, unwrinkled, incurved close flat

topped hard grown true Drumhead. Green.

b. The same, but taking on colour like a pickling

Cabbage.

c. A hard-headed Cabbage with a tendency to a

conical shape.

d. All these types with a short petiole—leaves a little

wrinkled and but slight inclination to heart.

t. Longer petioles, leaves much wrinkled, with a

tendency to the growth of a lignate form.

In these the three first «, b, c, are true Cabbages

though of different types ; d is just showing symp-

toms of a degenerate Cabbage form ; while e has in
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it the elements of what the gardener terms a green*

These observations and experiments therefore tend

to the following conclusions :

—

1st. That under the most careful management the

keeping derivative plants (and all " sorts'* are so) pure

to any one type is a matter of considerable difficulty.

2d. That "sorts" are principally the results of

hybridisation brought about either naturally* or

artificially.

3d. Hybridisation maybe effected between different

genera, hut is m<»re readily accomplished between species

of the same genus.

4th. The nearer sorts or species are together, the

more likely are hybrids to be the result.

In connection with this interesting subject we may
state that as sorts increase of any given plant,

whether of Cabbage, Turnip, or Swede, the

difficulty to obtain pure seeds becomes greater, and
while the seedsman is often justly blameable for this,

as he would be, we think, in seeding two Brassica*,

side by side, yet we must bear in mind that some
sorts retain their individuality more per-

manently than others, and thus while they may
retain their specific qualities in one district this

may not be the case in another totally different.

We understand from the Secretary to the

Guernsey Agricultural Society that the resolution of

that Society to affix a brand to all cattle exported from
that island is subjectirg them to a good deal of what
appears to us unjustifiable annoyance. Dealers in

Guernsey cattle have no right of complaint on
account of such a resolution. On the contrary, it

seems to us, by insuring the purity of blood, to be
conceived in the interest of all through whose hands
such stock may pass. But whatever may be its

immediate influence, as for instance on the value of

Guernsey cattle exported previous to the date of its

adoption, certainly it is quite within the power of

the islanders to act on such a rule, and to advertise

it as widely as they please. There may be very good
Guernsey cattle bred out ofGuernsey— the question as

to whether they are natives will be answered by the
brand—not the question whether they are worth the
price the salesman puts upon them. That must be
determined by the judgment of the purchaser, now
as hitherto. The birth-place of the cattle may be
an element in their value, and if so it is right that

it should be properly attested.

MR. CHADWICK
ON THJB

FUTURE OF AGRICULTURE, AND OF AGRICULTURAL
LABOURERS UNDER IMPROVED CULTURE.

The following is part of a paper by Mr. Chadwick, on
the future of manufacturers and of manufacturing
labourers, and the future of agriculture and of agricul-

tural labourers ; read at the agricultural section of the
recent Congress of BientaL^anee at Brussels, and reported
in the Morning Chronicle:—

In respect to the future of the labouring classes in agriculture
in England, it appears to me to be under influences similar to
those which I have already shown promise favourably for the
labouring classes in manufactures.

It need not be enforced how strong is the interest which a
nation has in the improvement of its agriculture; but I am a
great advocate for agricultural improvement, for this especial
reason, amongst others, that I have found, as a general rule, im-
provemt-nrs In agriculture can only be effected through an
intelligent and improved class of labourers. Fiom particular
inquiries which I have made in various parts of England I am
assured that in agriculture as in manufactures, whereso-
ever labour-saving machines have been introduced or
labour-saving improvements in processes have been effected,
more labour, of a higher quality, and better paid, has been
required. At present, one great practical banier to improve-
ment iu agriculture is the intractability, from ignorance
and general low condition, of the labourers. It is a
question, and a question overlooked in the conside-
ration of the economy of sound popular education,
whether there are not more successful inventions of machines and
processes, especially in agriculture, unused than are used

—

essentially successful inventions and processes having been
abandoned on account of the obstacles arising solely from the
want of intelligent labourers to apply them. Thus the reaping
machine was found to be an invention made a quarter of a
century before, but abandoned. A friend of mine, an able
mechanist (the late Mr. Smith, of Deanston), had invented one
which succeeded in the field, but was destroyed in the barn by
the ignorant carelessness of his labourers. At present, it is

common for an agriculturist after the inspection of a machine at
the manufacturer's, to say, " Well, if I buy that machine, you
must find and send me a labourer to work it and take care of it,

for I know of no one in my own parish who is fit to be entrusted
with it."

u But what wages do you give?" the machine-maker
asks. If it is a Dorsetshire or a Buckinghamshire agriculturist,
"8a. or 9«. per week," will be the answer. "But those wages
will not do," says the machine-maker. "Yon can only get a
labourer fit to be entrusted with that valuable machine at 16*.
a week." And if the machine is taken, in one form or other the
condition of the increased wages is generally submitted to; and
so, under an impulse for economical improvement, improved
labour is introduced.

^
A quarter of a century ago there were agricultural

riots, in which labour saving machines were broken, and
the popular violence was justified, and the use of machinery was
discountenanced even by members of Parliament. We are told
that it is the political economy of the Chinese to prevent the use
of horses in order to sustain the stock of labour for men; all
they succeed in doing by this policy is, to make men do the work
of homes, and in that respect to confine them to the condition of
horses in perpetuity. In some of the agricultural districts in
England better views have now begun to prevail, and labourers

* Bees are constant agents in bringing about hybrids; these
insects usually keep to the same species of plant for a long time
together, but wa have observed them working at a- host of
Cruciferous plants at the same time, Cabbages in various forms,
Turnips, aud <-ven Charlock, which latter, by the wav, we suspect
to be iu*if a derivative.

have refused to do threshing work by the flail, because, as they
have justly and laudably said, that was work for a machine,
which tltey would not degrade themselves by performing. It is

now a common effort of intelligent agriculturists to give their
labourers an interest in the use and success of machines, and
that interest, they find, must be improved wa^es or condition to

the labourer. The most improved agricultural labour is con-
ducted by well superintended labour, at piecework, and that
description of work can only be well obtained permanently, by
full payments, to sustain the interest in it; and this interest is,

to a great extent, independently of the question of supply and
demand,
This is a topic which I believe to be of vast importance to the

future, of the labouring classes, of which I have only the means
of indicating some of its economical bearings.
In treatises on agriculture by persons of authority one or other

course of agriculture is recommended to be adopted, as the labour
is said to he dear or cheap. Now, from considerable observation
in England, and from such information as I have been able to

obtain, low-priced labour rarely is cheap labour, either in agri-

c ilture or in manufactures.
An eminent manufacturer and successful manager of labourers

stated to me, in the way of illustration, that it was with his

workmen as it was with a valuable horse-power machine. "1
cannot," said he, "afford to work my machine with a horse that
costs less than 30£., or eats less than 18 lbs. of Oats a day."
As it was with the horse, so it must be, under ordinary cir-

cumstances, with men—the eating the corn, the sufficiency of
food and comforts, the existence of objects of desire, to create an
interest in the work as a means of obtaining them, are becoming
more and more positive conditions; for whatsoever he the
number of other horses in the market, the work will fall off with-
out the horse have his lSlbs. of Oats. I have ascertained in Eng-
land that in highly cultivated districts where agricultural labour
costs 14*. and 16*. per week, the work was for quantity as cheap as
in districts where agriculture is lower, and where wages were, only
8s. or 9s. a week. Nay, we have in my county—Lancashire

—

a class of workmen 6trangely called navigators, or "navvies," it

is supposed from having been originally employed in digging
canals and works for serving inland navigation. These Lanca-
shire men work in gangs of five, and will admit no men into their
gangs who cannot, as their minimum task, load 20 cube yards, or
20 8ingle horse loads, of earth in a day. I have known of instances
of men cf this class, as a feat, doing even double that quantity,
A mile of road made by labourers of this superior class, earning
3s., 35. *'</., or 5s. 6*i. per diem, has been executed in much shorter
time, and has been finished as cheaply as a mile of precisely the
same sort of road done iu Ireland by pauper labourers whose
wages were only Is. per diem. Common agricultural labourers
when they have been allowed to join these gangs of navvies, aud
have been M alimented " aud seasoned to their tremendous dis-

cipline, on their return have astonished the farmers by doing an
ordinary day's agricultural work before noon, and by putting their

spades on their shoulders, and going away for the rest of the day.
A noble friend brought down to his estate in Dorset-
shire a foreman accustomed to superior labour at piece-

work. Judging of what would be his answer, I said to this fore-

man, "Will you not get this work done cheaply; here the
labourers are got for only eight shillings a week?" "But they
would be dear at six,

19 was the reply. " How is it here with your
other classes of artisans," I inquired, "your journeymen brick-

layers, for example; what sort of workpeople are they ?" " Such
as from their wages you, sir, would expect," was the answer.
" And what wages are those?"—"About 125. per week." " And
how many bricks do they lay in a day ?

"—Not more than between
300 and 400." "And how many do your town bricklayers lay, to

whom you pay double wages? "—M More than 1000 a day !" was
the answer.
The same agricultural labourers on the estate, when put to

piecework for draining, and made to earn nearly one-half more
wages, were, by higher food, soon put into a superior phy-
sical condition. Besides the labour which demands great
vigour, there is the labour in agriculture which demands great
skill ; and skill is more productive than ordinary agriculturists

are aware of. I was staying recently with a friend, an eminent
and successful English agriculturist, Mr. Huxtable, who, whilst
I was with him, saw a boy conducting a new spring waggon
over the ridges and furrows of a field in such a manner as to

endanger the waggon, when my friend ordered a man to take
charge of it, and reproached his bailiff with his wasteful im-
providence in entrusting so valuable a piece of machinery as that
waggon and the horse to a boy. My friend observed, moreover,
that an intelligent driver, who would load properly and conduct
a horse carefully, was, for the saving of the horse as well as the
machine, worth his double wages; that even in the common opera-
tion of digging one labourer who was skilful was more profitable

to him at 12s. than another was at 8s. ; and so with other agri-
cultural processes. The same eminent agriculturist has, with the
aid of steam and improved machinery, and processes, and labour,

brought the land of the average annual rentals of that county
— namely, 5s., 9s., and 15s. per acre land— to an improved
average value of 30s. per acre per annum ; and this advance has
been made with a return of 10 per cent, on the capital invested.
Now there is no other reason than mere ignorance and routine
why the whole of that county should not be cultivated in the
like manner as this one portion of it. But if it were so Dorsetshire,
instead of being cultivated by only 16,000 labourers at only 8s.

or Us. per week wages, would require for its improved culture
between 30,000 and 40,000 labourers, at 10s., 12s., 14s., and some
of them 16s. per week; and this county is to a greater or lesser
extent an example of what may be expected of agricultural im-
provement throughout the whole kingdom ; and that improvement,
whilst it must raise wages to the agricultural labourers, and
remunerate the capitalist, would cheapen food to the general
population.
The most eminent of the " navvies " in England come from

the hill districts of sandstone-grit and granite in Lancashire and
other northern counties, where there are favourable sanitary con-
ditions of pure soft water and forced ventilation, and some natural
drainage by winds and storms. Their alimentation too has been
generally good. Some of the leading navvies have represented
to me that they consider 11 lbs. of meat per bead per week
a necessary of life for good work, but I should not accept
this as to the species of diet as an absolute dogma, for they them-
selves have admitted to me that eaters of Oatmeal and Potatoes
(with milk), though in great quantities, have done good work
with them; what, however, appears to be certain is, that a
superior alimentation at the least is required, though it is by no
means the sole requisite, and mental as well as bodily stimuli are
needed for the attainment of superior work. M. Nidault, a
French engineer, in his treatise on irrigations, gives account of a
similar class of labourers to those by some deemed peculiarly our
own. He describes as a most interesting class those who devote
themselves especially to the execution of canals and other
irrigation works in Italy. u It is (says he) that of the small con-
tractors, or simple tank workers, who bring with them a gang of
workmen, at the head of which they work, and by whose means
theycan advantageously contract forconsiderable works, especially
in digging or levelling. The digging of an irrigation canal, if

rather a large one- one, for instance, of seven to eight metres wide,
and which may also serve for navigation—is one of those works
which, to be well done should be done with promptitude, or at best
without any delays, which requires that a number of workmen
should be concentrated at one point. The resources of the locality
being generally insufficient, they are obliged to seek, labourers in

{
the neighbouring districts, and prefer applying to the poor and
populous countries, such as Savoy and German-Lombardy. It is

true that there they can find cheap labour, but at the same time the

labourers are without vigour; and though they maybe contented
with small wages, they will also give very little work. I have always
found the other system much better, which consists in employing
thpse who gain high wages, but who also work well. There is

not au engineer who would not agree with me on this point. There
are some who would say that, in certain satisfactory result*,
obtained by different causes, this element has been the principal
one of success. 9

In England I have written pamphlets, and got a parliamentary
committee of inquiry, and done whatsoever was in my power to
prevent the valuable class of labourers which we have there
already formed, though rudely, from being deteriorated and
destroyed by the reckless and discreditable administration of
railway works. I observed and endeavoured to call attention to
the fact, that the sons born in towns from these hill district

labourers were shorter and less strong than their parents, and
that the parents who came to reside in the towns, in consequence
of the defective sanitary administration there, lost on the
average about 10 years of working ability, as well as of life; and
that of the fine children born of this class in the towns more than
40 per cent, are destroyed by preventible disease before their
fifth year; but hitherto the efforts of powerful friends, with
myself, in this cause have been only of partial effect.

I may observe, en passant, that I have been informed of one
other similar class of labourers to our navvies, the terraasier$

r
who come from near the Polders, of whose condition I have nor
obtained particular information, but English navvies have been
much employed on railway works in France, and have earned at
piece-work from 7f. to 8f., and in some instances as much as lOf.

per diem, and they have also in various parts of Germany
earned double the best labourers' wages there. And this

superiority, I may say, of a highly alimented and skilled

labourer has been maintained in every clime. A friend of mine,.

a civil administrator in India, the Right Hon. Holt Mackenzie,
informed me some time ago that he had made a note of the com-
parative cost of Indian, Chinese, and English labour when he
was in India, and that the general result was, "that for

some works an English workman of average efficiency was
equal to several Chinese, and one Chinese equal to several

Indians (Bengalese), and this independently of the advantage
or disadvantage of the tools employed. And the conclusion I

drew," said he, and the conclusion which I too wish now to

enforce, " was, that for estimating the cost of labour, or of the
work done, there could not be a worse standard than the wages
of the labourers."

Much in this instance might be ascribed to climate, but the
spectacle has been presented in Calcutta of Lancashire artisan?,

imported at high wages, doing work there under the shade of

umbrellas held over them by Hindoos, engaged at low wages to

attend and perform this service. Labourers of our Army Works
Corps speak with respect of the capabilities of the Turkish

labourers, and of particular feats of strength performed by
them; but Mr. Rawlinson, our sanitary engineer, declares to me
that the Croat labour, chiefly engaged by us in the first instance,

was dear at sixpence per diem ; and that in relation to the

works performed in the East, by whatsoever race, it would have
been far cheaper to have taken out highly paid and trained

English labourers and materials, all the way trom England, for

the execution of the works. In the course of discussions on the

subject with the members of the Congress met here, I have
received much confirmatory testimony upon my view of the facts.

One member of the Congress, a merchant, informs me that he

has had ships built abroad, and also ships repaired in every prin-

cipal port of the world ; but he avows that, notwithstanding the

very high wages of our shipwrights, he has found their labour as

cheap as any he has elsewhere met with. In respect to agricul-

tural labour, another of our colleagues, a landowner in Poland,

who has been some years in England, and who has studied its

agriculture, states to me that he found one German labourer

equal to two Polish labourers ; but that three Polish labourers—

and those not serfs—were required to do work equivalent to one

average English agricultural labourer. In this extreme differ-

ence, however, the difference of tools was included, with the dif-

ference of skill and energy. Another Polish gentleman here,

who studied at the English Agricultural College at Cirencester,

states to me that he compared the expense of the ploughing done

there by ploughmen at 14s. per week wages with an equal quan-

tity of ploughing done on his fathers estate in the accustomed

way there, and he found that the work done at Cirencester had

the advantage in cheapness. On a particular comparison made
in Normandy, the labour of three Norman agricultural labourers

was found to be equivalent only to that of two English, or more

particularly two Kentish labourers; and from other information

which I have received from engineers, confirmed by members of the

present Congress, about three Danes, or Norwegians, or Swedes,

would be required to do the same quantity of work as two average

English labourers. Superior workmanship, as well as quickness-

of execution, with the aid of superior tools, will frequently tend

to augment the value of the English labour beyond the dif-

ference of the gross produce. Admirable work is done by Anglo-

Saxon men in Canada, aud^in the United States of America; hut

I repeat that I do not ascribe the difference of result mainly to

race, because, as I have observed, the labour of Englishmen, de-

pressed by mal-administration and pauperism, is often as inferior

as any other; and because depressed Irish labourers, when put

into suitable training and condition, are found, according to the

acknowledgment of English labourers, to keep step with the

best. Indeed, in the Crimea, under the directions of our army
administration, the ordinary labour and tasks of earthwork

required from soldiers—raised chiefly from those same districts

from whence the best navvies have been obtained, and acknow-

ledged by impartial observers to have in physique no superiors

amongst all the troops in the field—were only to remove 10 cubic

yards a day in a loose soil; that is to say, that at least two

soldiers were required to do the work done with an interest ana

* a will " by one navvy—the navvy very often the brother or re-

lation of the soldiers, or coming from the same villages.

I am glad to find that the general observations ot the most

eminent continental agriculturists—ofCount Gaspann in *;

ranee\y

of Van Thaer and Burger, in Germany—are in accord witn my
own in England. I regard the economical element whicn tnoae

facts display to be of the greatest social and political moment,

for on this economical element will depend not only the extinc-

tion of every form of serfage, but of slavery itself. I have Dean

consulted on drainage as sanitary work by proprietors in^tne

West Indies, and have had some insight into the slave laooux

there ; and I am convinced it is dear labour, as contrasted witu

white free labour. Slavery will sooner fall with our brethren in

America, when they find it, as they eventually will do, as
JJ°°*"

pared with improved free labour culture, bad as an in
Tf

stm~*[

than by any amount of condemnation of it as being bad as »

social institution. It appears to me that Count Gaspann jusuy

cites, as an instance of the power of free as against slave la
j*?J;

the fact that the manufacture of sugar from the Beetroot keeps
,

ic>

ground ; that is to say, that the slave (or the slave-bred labourer;,

with a plant containing 1S-100 of sugar, grown in a supenw

climate, has great difficulty in contending against the nw
labourer, who cultivates a plant which contains onlyWW o

sugar, in a climate most unfavourable to its development

In England I have known agriculturists from the most ad-

vanced districts of the north, tempted by the cheaper lano, w
apparently cheaper labour, and better climate of the ^

tttn

;hg
there to take farms which were in the market; but w°en tue>

have examined the quality of the labour there, they °ftT
**£J"

clined the enterprise. I am happy to find that Count ™PrJ£
has made analogous observations. " One day," say* °e>

.°™

worthy and excellent colleague, M. Huzard, being ^n
/*
u
"*J™

th« expediency of the purchase of some land in a «r^m PrPVL
of France, answered, < Beware ! you will not get from land tnere

the promised return. I know the men of that wuotry ;»*>

want activity; the pupils who came from it to our yeteruw

school did not strike hard upon the anvil !
What tine ad-

just appreciation!" exclaims the Count "The^ where ^
labourer's arm is enervated, whether by physical debiiig:

arising from a bad regime, or by long habits of ^leo^
where they do not strike hard upon the anvil, the value of toe
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land is aflecu-d by their depression! Of old our forefathers said,

•Tant vaut rhomme, tant vaut la terre* (as is the worth of the

labourer, so is the worth of the land)."

THE TURNIP FLY.
[Miu Charles Poppy, of Ipswich, has presented a

report on this huhject to the Society of Arts, which has

been recently published in their Journal. The following

is an abridgment of it.]

From the great loss of plant of Turnips last year, and
general destruction of Turnips this year—so similar to

what occurred from 1825 to 1833, and I believe on-

wards, and which has taken place periodically for

several following years—I am led to publish the follow-

ing observations on the subject, although I am quite

aware of the difficulty of the subject from past experi-

ence, having had a correspondence with the Secretary

of the Society of Arts, upwards of 30 years since, which
continued for a year and half, as is reported in the
"Transactions" of the Society, vol. 45, pages 11 and
54, in 1827.

The Doncaster Report on the Turnip Fly, published
in 1834, consisted of 89 pages. I can, however, but
briefly enter upon the subject ; thus my observations

will chiefly relate to the remedies proposed within the
power of farmers individually to apply, and suggest a
probable means of so reducing the flies as to render
them harmless, by a systematic application.

From the loss of the first plant of Turnips, all farm-
work is thrown in arrear ; re-ploughing and sowing, and
hay-harvest at the same time to attend to ; no Turnips
fit to hoe when the hay is stored. If the second sowing
take, the Turnips are not fit to hoe till corn harvest
begins.

Mr. Blake, agent to Sir J. H. Palmer, Bart., Rockingham, says

:

—"Never lost a plant; attribute this to drilling thick. Plants
draw each other up." C. B*rnet, Kgq , Stratton Park, Northamp-
tonshire, says:—* 4 Sows thick in the drills; though the flies make
a severe attack, they will turn out a good crop." Mr. Slater,
Stratton, near Cirencester, Gloucester, says:—" Bid defiance to
the fly by sowing 8 or 10 lbs. of seed per acre."—Extracts from
Doncaster Agricultural Association Report.

Mr. Taylor, late of Ditchingham, near Bungay, Norfolk, and
Mr. John Hayward, of Stoke Hall, near Eye, Suffolk, both
** broad- caste. I very thick, and cut the Turnips into rows with the
horse-hoe, and always succeeded in obtaining a plant." Mr.
Taylor and Mr. Hayward both occupied good Turnip land farms,
or I doubt whether a plant could have always been obtained in
defiance of fly, if broadcasted, unless excessively thick.

Many of the correspondents of the Lancaster Association state,
that by sprinkling lime over the Turnip plants several times,
they commonly obtained a plant of Turnips; others state that
soot is preferable to lime, as it manures as well as annoys the fly.

One watered a field five times at a cost of 155. per acre, and
saved a plant; water obtained at both ends of the field.

I could greatly increase this list of specifics, having selected
the most popular only; but I believe, from upwards of 30 years'
practice, that a more certain mode of obtaining a plant exists,
which is less expensive, and applicable under any circumstances,
drilling or broad-casting, on the ridge or on the stetch, highly
manured or not, as far as the fly is concerned.
The mode and means of obtaining a plant of Swedes might be

stated in few words, but to induce farmers tn try it, the reason
why it may rationally be supposed that it will prevent the fly
from destroying or injuring the Turnip plant, and that it is but
a trifling expense, and little trouble, must be explained, and
facts stated.

Having hired a heavy land farm, bounded on two sides by
extensive woods, in which I was informed by the late Rev. Wm.
Kirby (the eminent entomologist), that u

all the Turnip flies in
the neighbourhood hybernated during the winter." After ascer-
taining that such was the fact, I decided to give np attempting
to grow Swedes, as I had rarely obtained a good plant, and
frequently had to sow a second time, and I did not always suc-
ceed then.

It was by accident that I ascertained that the fly preferred the
common Turnip. Mr. Kirby had informed me of the nature and
habits of the fly, " that they could fly as well as the golden
beetles, or any of that tribe of insects, and that it was useless for
Die to persevere to grow Swedes, as none of my neighbours grew
them, and common Turnips were not required to be sown till

long after Swedes, and thus ail the flies existing in the neigh-
bourhood were drawn on my Swedes."

Thinking that if such was the fact it might enable me to grow
Swedes, instead of preventing my being able to obtain a plant,

being aware that Mr. Paul ot Starston was in the habit of sowing
decoys for the flies, and catching them off with a net, I took my
drill to a clean tallow field lying along the side of a wood, and
drilled one width of the drill across the middle of it, being 20 rods

probably from tlu wood. As soon as the Turnips were up, flies

attacked them, but being very thick the Turnips kept growing.

Having given the flies time to collect, I had a waggon load of

haulm taken to the field; this I had spread over the Turnips
and along the sides as far as flies leap; and having plenty of
help, set fire to it from end to end and burnt up the Turnips,
and, as I supposed, all the flies which had existed in the woods
and neighbourhood ; but on sowing the field with Turnips, others
came and destroyed the plant.

Thus at the proper season for sowing common Turnips (having
plenty of Swede seed, and having an iron barrel to my drill, with
cups of all sizes on blocks which could be slipped on; and having
adopted the general opinion that the fly preferred the Swede to

the common Turnip), I filled every alternate hopper of the drill

^ith common Turnip and Swede, and thus drilled probably more
than half a peck of Swede seed per acre, at 15 inches from row to
row. But to my surprise the fly settled on the white Turnips,
and scarcely touched the Swedes. Finding this, I had the Swedes
chopped into patches, and, when an inch or two high, had a pinch

Plucked out of every bunch of Swedes, and when a little more
ffown I had another portion plucked out from each patch, and
then left till fit for singling. By this means I got a regular plaut
and fair crop, considering that it was late for Swedes.

Having ascertained that the fly prefers the common Turnip to
the Swede, 1 drilled white Turnips in alternate rows in future
y?Tj thick, to feed the flies) and Swede seed for a crop, and never
failed to obtain a plant after.

After having adopted dr Uing common Turnip seed in alternate
jows with Swede seed intended for a crop, some years, a small
win fell under my care where the bailiff said Swedes could not be
jj°wn, as the fly would destroy the plant. 1 however decided to

ty to grow Swedes, and having steeped common Turnip seed in
^ater to c»use it to vegetate before the Swedes were up, and
having primed the drill with Swede and common Turnip seed, I
s«nt it off to the farm, and followed myself. After having seen
a tew bouts drilled, I left. As soon as I was gone the bailiff
stopped the tunnels that distributed the common Turnip ^eed,
to ascertain what ditference it could make "—a good plant, and

/pceiient crnp WAS S^n. This circumstance showed that it was
n°t necessary to drill decoys at such narrow intervals, and in

I

future tne furrows only were > wn with white Turnips, and 1

never missal getting a plant or" Swedes.*
I lefr off drilling decoys on my own farm also, and only sowed

furrows excessively thick four or five stetches distance (more or
less according to soil or weather), and still never failed of obtain-
ing plant.

In 1825 I entered into a correspondence with the Secretary of
the Society of Arts on the subject, which continued for a year and
a half, when the Society awarded me a Gold Ceres Medal. They
had it tried in the neighbourhood of Blami ford, Dorsetshire, as
stated in the Report of the Transactions of the Society for 1827,
page 12 of preface. It is stated that the result of this* "was the
only good crop of Turnips obtained during the last year (1826) in
that part of the country." 1826 happened to be the most general
destructive fly year recorded, or my system would have had no
effect, and would have been th >ught to be as us°less as numbers
of other modes which had been thought to have been a means of
saving crops from the attacks of the fly.

Mr. Spence, chairman of the Entomological Society (being on
a visit to Mr. Kirby), called on me to inquire about the mode I

had adopted, and seemed not to doubt but it was adapted to pro-
tect the Swedes. Sir John Sinclair had a copy of the account of

it, published by the Society of Arts, inserted in an Edinburgh
paper, and had copies of it struck off to distribute in Scotland,
and sent me a large packet to distribute, and it led to a long cor-

respondence between us. If any one should be induced to try the
decoy systems I have described, they should continue to use the
same means to obtain a plant they now pursue, until they are con-
vinced of its being a protection from the attack ofthe fly.

Many farmers doubt the probability of a few rows of Turnips
or Mustard, being drilled thick, protecting a crop. There are few
farmers who have not seen where a drill coulter has been stopped
and the seed accumulated till tbe obstruction broke away and
scattered the seed very thick for a rod or two, rhat when the

plants over a large field have been swept off by the fly
?
the

thickly drilled has withstood the attack of all the flies long after

the crop was destroyed. It is the same if seed is spilled in some
measure, but nothing like the drilled. Another circumstance
relating to the fly question may not have occurred to the reader
of this treatise. By an experiment, Turnip seed sown and
covered with garden mould 4 inches, on tbe fourth day had shot
forth a radicle i inches long, and a trerra 1 inch.

Thus the root reached from the surface 6 inches, while the g*rm
was then 3 inches under the surface, and at the same ratio, in

four days more, the root would have reached 8 inches from the
surface, while the germ would yet be 2 inches under the surface.

If the root cannot penetrate the land to that depth, the fibres

spread, but under the above circumstances the bottom of the root

is not parched up, if parching weather occur, it is delviug into a
moister soil, the lower and lower it descends, and when the germ
appears above ground, it is far more able to withstand an attack
of the fly and put forth leaves.

Another portion of the seed was sown and covered 1 inch deep
with mould; this had shot forth a radicle 1£ inch deep in four

days, and a germ half an inch; thus in the same ratio, within
four days more, the germ would have reached the surface when
the radicle had reached but 4 inches in depth, and not reached
below the influence of parching winds, and the plants would not
be able to withstand the attack of fly, and if no fly exist, would
grow slow and weak, and be very slow in coming to the hoe.

We must take extremes to show effects. 4 inches seem too

deep to deposit Turnip seed, and 1 inch is evidently too fleet,

except on favourable soils or moist weather, and it is only
by using a drill that Turnip seed can be deposited at a proper
depth according to soil and weather. A few years after I

had used wide intervals for decoys, I drilled a small space with
Turnips early to try the effect of different manures. The
fliert soon infested them, but having sown two acres of Mustard
in an adjoining field, the flies left the Tnrnips and settled on the

Mustard, and there remained till it was harvested, ascending as

the bottom leaves withered ; thus I ascertained that the flies pre-

ferred Mustard to common Turnips, and I feasted them after-

wards by sowing Mustard for decoys. Mustard grows more
rapidly than Turnips, and can bear an attack of the fly

better, not being affected by drought and piercing winds. The
seed is commonly cheaper, and I have found it equally adapted
to decoy the flies. I sowed it for decoys for the first sown com-
mon Turnips, unless it was in a wet season, when there was no
fear of fly. In two instances my decoys of Mustard saved my
Turnips from being destroyed by black caterpillar (larva of the

saw-fly), and when my neighbours* Turnips were so infestpd that

they employed women and children to gather them off, I had
none on my Turnips.

I continued to sow decoys during upwards of 30 years, and
never failed in obtaining a plant, although after finding this a
certain mode of obtaining a plant in spite of the fly, I reduced the

quantity of seed I had drilled from a quarter of a peck to a pint.

This mode cost less, and I grew my decoy seed from untrans-
planted roots—seeds of selected and transplanted roots produced
smaller tops and roots, and thus the plants were less able to stand

an attack of the fly.t

The Rev. Mr. Berry, Pershore, stated that, " having cleared a
piece of rough land, and plauted it with Hops and intermediate

rows of Cabbages, the Cabbages became covered, and ultimately

destroyed by Turnip flies; and having consumed the Cabbages,
they attacked the Hops and destroyed them."
From these circumstances it appears that if a small space was

sown (or better, if drilled) with Mustard some time, and the longer

the better, before Turnips were sown, few flies would infest the

Turnips. Such a space might be sown where White Turnips
were intended to be sown, and when the land was wanted the

Mustard might be mowed and ploughed in, and it would be worth
as much as the seed cost, as manure.
As millions of Turnip flies may be drawn to a decoy, it is

evident they might be so thinned as to do no serious injury to

the Turnip crop, at a trifling expense, if this mode was exten-

sively adopted. It is useless for a farmer or two to do so, as
other swarms of flies would corae.J

One breadth of a drill, drilled a few rods in length, will draw
all the flies existing near by; it should be drilled so thick that

the plants draw each other up, and a heavy roll passed over two
or three times must surely destroy all the flies. This cannot be
doubted; if the space is ploughed and a heavy roll passed over it,

it must destroy them. A small garden patch of Turnip seed will

supply enough for decoys, and, as it does not require transplant-

ing, co9ts little. The same is true of Mustard seed, and it is not

sulject to blight or to be injured by birds.

I am led to publish this treatise from the Turnip fly abounding
in this neighbourhood, so that many have had two sowings
swept off, and one only that I have heard of not having one
sowing destroyed, with a prospect of failing to obtain a plant

from a second or third seeding.

Turnip flies abound periodically, and when they do, they abound

• As this farm was within a mile of Ipswich, a turnpike-road

on one side of the field, and a riding way through, where the

farmers frequently rode, I took care to drill the decoy rows thick

enough to supply the flies.

t Having 2 acres of Turnip seed—when it was cut, an immense
number of Turnip flies settled on some rows of Cabbages growing

alongside of it—I had not observed the flies on the seed. There

were 4 acres of young Swede Turnips growing in the same field,
j

yet the flies remained on the Cabbages in a dull state, not leap*

ing when disturbed, but tumbling on the ground*
t Mr. Charles Neal, Mansfield, Notts, says, "In 1826 bad a

field of 9 acres sown the first week in June with R*pe. in a few

days after, the plants were covered with flies. The field admitting

of irrigation, water flowed over it tor three hours, and the destruc-

tion of thousands of flies witnessed; but the very next day tbe

plants were completely covered with fly, and it ended in the

total destruction of the crop."—Doncasttr Rtport. "In 1786,

100,000*. were lost bv the destruction of the Turnip crop in

Devonshire by the fly.'—A. Youhg's Annual. I

lor several following years continually. They s- destroyed the
crops from 1S24 to 1S33, that the Doncaster Agricultural Associa*
tion distributed circulars over England and Scotland, requesting
information on the nature and habits of the Turnip fly; an<?

received lo2 returns, but with little practical information; it was
too expensive and did not meet every circumstance*
To sow Turnips very early to be in time to sow a second time

in case the fly destroy the plant, frequently causes a loss by cost
of seed and labour. If the firnt sown escape the fly, it is very
liable to mildew, and to be of inferior quality ; and if the fly

attack the first sown, waiting to ascertain whether a sufficient

plant will survive may prevent sowing a second time till it is too

late to get a good crop. The reason a second sowing generally
survives an attack of the fly (if the land is re-ploughed), is be-
cause it has laid a length of time without being stirred, and ha&
gained moisture: such will be the case if left unfilled for a time*
and unsown till the proper time for sowing, according to soil and
weather.
A seed merchant (a correspondent of the Doncaster Agricul-

tural Association) stated that 44 those who sowed early were his
best customers/' The question to be considered is whether it is-

less expense to sow decoys during two or three years when no
injury would have occurred from the attack of the fly, or to lose
a plant, and have to plough and re- sow the land once in two ox

three years. It is not whether the plant is destroyed only, but
whether it is jagged, stunted, and retarded in its growth, and a
long time in coming to the hoe.

Home Correspondence.
Reaping Machines.—It will be recollected I designa-

ted the present reaping machines as unphilosophical
and uneconomical. It 19 necessary I explain myself

more fully, or it will be doubted whether I understand

or have that sympathy with true mechanical progress

which I profess. I selected the reaping machine
simply because it happened to be the last of a series of

mechanical offences. Viewed in a practical light, it is

a downright imitation of an uneconomical human
process, since it still fells the entire tree merely to get

the nuts on the branches ; but that which we have now
especially to deal with is the philosophy of its mecha-
nism. Some time back I propounded the following

doctrine, viz. : mechanism being permanent in it&

nature must be placed in such position that it shall be

continuously employed, or else its use will be unpro-

fitable to some class. Now perfection can seldom be

attained in anything human, still it will follow that in

mechanical contrivance the nearer we approach the

principle involved in the above doctrine, the greater the

benefit and profit to the whole community ; and the

further we diverge, the greater the evil and loss*

It happens that our public speakers and societies in

referring to agricultural mechanism invariably appeal

to an experience deduced from the manufacture of

cotton or iron, &c. : quoting the results by an
Arkwright, a Crompton, and a host of others, straightway

applying these examples to the agricultural art ; but

every soul of them overlooks the fact that the

operations of agriculture are intermittent, whereas

those of manufacture are incessant ; and hence

from the want of parallelism arises a false and
fatal deduction. To see in its full force the error

into which they are advised to plunge, I need

only point out to my farmer friends, so absolutely

essential is it considered to the profitable working of a

permanent and expensive mechanism, that it should be

kept continually a going, that in Manchester it is grown

into a proverb to say " When the mill stops, the man's

ruined
\
n and again we often read in the public prints

" our mills are only working half-time, and great distreso

in consequence prevails.
1
' JNowlookatagrieulture : sowing

comes but once a year, and you make a 30Z. permanent

and distinct mechanism for it ; reaping comes but once
a year, and you make the same for that, ditto hay
making, ditto clod crushing, and a Jot of operations

entailed by ^that laborious and imperfect grauulating

process called " ploughing " (processes not needed in

the garden, nor in the field, if ploughing did not

prevail). Well, in consequence of the intermittent

nature of agriculture, I say it is un philosophical to

strive to make an expensive fixed mechanism, and X>

hope in time to prove it is uneconomical to make any
expensive permanent mechanism, merely to execute a
cheap temporary operation ; and I have no hesitation

in saying that when the men of Manchester, Blackburn,

Leeds, and Glasgow shall come to appreciate the wide

and marked difference existing between their own con-

tinuous mechanical operating, and the perforce tempo-

rary operating of agriculture, we shall not hear them
talking about that similarity of result which might be

produced by pursuing a course like their own. Mr*.

Joseph Whitworth at a recent meeting of mechanical

engineers, admirably exemplified the doctrine I offer to

the farmers of England : first calling their attention to

the fact m that the very soul of manufacture is repe-

tition/* he proceeded to adduce a case in proof of our
great 'progress in mechanical contrivance'; it was as

follows : u 30 years ago the cost of labour for trueing a
surface of cast-iron, by chipping and filing with the

hand, was1 12s. per square foot ; the same work is now dom
by the planing machine at a cost of labour of less than

Id. per square foot ; and this as you know is one of the

most important operations in mechanics. It is there-

fore well adapted to illustrate what our progress has

been." Let me now call the particular attention o£

our agricultural mechanists and farmers to that which

follows. He continued : " At the same time this increased

production is taking place, the fixed capital of the

country is augmented ; for in the case I have mentioned

of chipping and filing by the hand, when the cost of

labour was 12*. per foot, the capital required for tools

for one workman was only a few shillings ; bnt now tl»e

labour being lowered to I penny per foot, a capital in

planing} machines for the workman is required which
often amounts to 5001, and in some cases more. This
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As a general rule the grain crop might be housed a

full month before the period of our actual harvest.

Clay soils should be drained, this not being so necessary
with sandy soils. The seed should be brought from an
early district and early sown. Above all, but preferably

in connection with every other proper agricultural pre-

1

caution, the grain should be cut as soon as the stem farm, the landlord supplying the wood for the said gates. [And

begins to change in colour, so as to allow it to winnow shou
)
d the tenant, at any time, neglect to make the

and ripen in the sheaf, and so avoid the risks and un-
certainties, if not actual losses, attendant on late har-

vesting. Henry M'Cormac, M,D.9 Belfast.

arge outlay of capital invested in machinery to increase , portaut as any question ofmanures or thorough draining.

production makes it impossible to curtail the hours of Unlessthe grain besaved, what is the use of anything else?

working machinery. In some cases two sets of work-

peoplehaveto beemployed in relays, each working Shours
a day, and this system, perhaps, may in time be extended."

Now, agricultural mechanists, what a lesson does the

above teach you ! It informs you that the operation of

planing, being co-existent with iron manufacture, it

should be continuous, therefore they could afford to

supersede tools costing only a few shillings by
mechanism costing hundreds of pounds. But to

meet this they are not only compelled to keep the
machinery a going all day, but they must actually

have "relays'' that it may never stop, or the investment
would not pay. Here's a scythe costs a few shillings,

and you seek to supply its place by mechanism
costing many pounds. Can you also fulfil the essential

condition that your expensive mechanism shall be kept
continually at work 1 Or can you guarantee that the
article produced shall be sold at a much lower cost
than is now the case ? Or that there shall be 144 times
more of it in the country ? I need not pursue the com-
parison of agricultural to manufacturing operations any
further, but assert there is little if any analogy between
the two cases, and no inference to be drawn as to the
result of an extended use of permanent mechanism in

agriculture (that is, in the field). Our mechanists will

ask " Am I writing against the use of machinery in the
field ? " To which I answer f< No ! " I am merely
making a move for its right employment. I warn
them that in this particular branch of the farmer's
business Man is the thing for the field ; and instead of
their seeking to make mechanism superior to the man,
they must rack their brains to make it subservient or
subordinate to him. I tell them that that course of
mechanical proceeding which is applicable to a con-
tinuous manufacture is inapplicable to an intermittent
one. I tell them that so far as regards mechanical
precision, so extremely simple are the operations of the
field, that man unassisted can now perform nearly the
whole ; and with a slight addition of power and
mechanical aid he would be able to execute the whole
at a less cost and with a greater ultimate result than is

now obtained ; and further, that he is the only cheap
mechanism, fulfilling the conditions temporary and
convertible" I know of, suited to plant production.

But our mechanists do not study how to aid him to

execute with ease to himself the processes of the field

I

the exception of the main walls, main timbers, and floors

[The tenant shall insure and keep insured during the term
those parts of the buildings which, by the preceding clause, he is
bound to uphold in the sum of £ in some established
insurance office, in the landlord's name, and in the event of his
not doing so, the landlord is hereby empowered to insure the
same, at the expense of the tenant.]

Buildings.—The tenant shall keep and leave in good fencible
condition and repair the whole fences, ditches, and gates which
are now, or may hereafter, during the term, be upon the said

repairs which he is hereby required to perform, the landlord,

after one month's notice, is hereby empowered to complete the
same, and the amount expended by him in so doing shall be
recoverable as rent.]

Conditions at the End of the Term.—The tenant shall keep
trained or uneaten, after the first day of October preceding the
expiry of the term. acres of the best land sown with

Farmers' ClubS, Clover or Grass seeds in the last 15 months of the term, the

Hexham: The Lease.—At the last meeting of this t
a
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1 r* ii r which seeds he shall receive payment from the landlord or

Club, Mr. Dods, ot Anick Grange, read the report of a ' incoming tenant. And it is further declared and agreed as

committee appointed in reference to leases, from which follows, that is to say:—The tenant shall, before the 31st day

we make an extract. of D* cember preceding his removal, plough in a good and work-
, £ v ^ . . P . .. , . , manlike manner all the land which falls to be fallow in the
Your Committee, in performing the duty assigned following year, for which ploughing he shall be paid by the

to them by the Club, have thought it better to frame the
;
landlord or incoming tenant, according to a valuation made as

form of a lease rather than of a mere agreement, and in hereinafter provided. The tenant shall cart out, at proper

doing so have borne in mind that, by the terms of their

appointment, they were to have regard to the interests

of both landlords and tenants. They have endeavoured
so to frame the lease that while the tenant will be free

to keep pace with every improvement in agriculture, he
will be prevented, in as far as a lease can do so, from
running out or deteriorating the farm. Thus, by the

seasons, into such fields as the landlord or incoming tenant shall

direct, the whole dung made on the farm during the last six

months of the term, for which labour, and one-half the value of

which dung, the tenant shall be paid by the landlord or incoming
tenant according to a valuation made as hereinafter provided.

The tenant shall be allowed an away-going crop from the land

which, according to the course of husbandry hereinbefore pro-

vided, shall come in course for corn crop In the last year of the

term, which away-going crop he shall be bound to sell, and the

landlord or incoming tenant shall be bound to purchase at a
cropping clause, while he is prevented from taking two valuation t0 ^ raade

S
as hereinafter provided. The landlord or

white crops in succession, or from growing more than a I incoming tenant shall have power to sow with Grass seeds such

fixed quantity of Potatoes, without an outlay in pur- P*rts of the away-going crop as they shall see fit, and which

ohaspd manure hfi mnv hv suoh nutlav arnw »» wido a seeds the tenant shall be bound to harrow or roll in, be being paid
cnasea manure, lie may Dvsucn outlay grow as wide a

for thc game according t0 a valuation made as hereinafter
breadth as he chooses. He will also be at liberty to

j

provided. The threshing and grinding mills on the farm to be

curtail his Grass to a certain extent, so as to take a kept in good working order, and so left by the tenant to tbe land-

Pulse or Other crop in lieu of it, and thus prevent his \
ord or ^coming tenant, and to be paid

1
for according to a valua-

i jl -~- ™ •
1 » v r> L *i •

i
•, tion made as hereinafter provided. The tenant to be paid for the

land becoming Uover-sick. 1 our Committee think it flowing unexhausted improvements at the end of the term, viz.

right that, in the concluding years of a lease, the —For lime applied to the land with the sanction of the landlord

tenant should conform to a stipulated rotation, so that

he may not have more than a fair share of the farm
for an away-going crop, and that the incoming tenant

may have a fair portion of Grass and fallow to enter

to ; and for this the Committee have provided, that

rotation may be either a four, five, or such other course

as may be agreed upon by the parties. For good land

on Tyneside your Committee are unanimously of

opinion that a four course rotation, with liberty to
unassisted they find him insufficient, therefore discard substitute a Pulse crop for a portion of the Grass when
hira. I blame them for not thinking : they seem only

j
required is the most profitable ; but many of the farms

to stand by, ready to minister to every want of the in this district include poor as well as rich soils, and it

the farmer—not to prevent that want. This course of
\

is evident that on the lighter portions of such farms a
proceeding may be businesslike, but it is not patriotic. ' less exhausting rotation, such as the five or six course,
That which (under certain conditions) may be " profit- ought to be followed. What that rotation is to be will

able to the purchaser," may not be so to the consumer
a good war is a good thing for the farmer, but what
about the consumer 1 True wisdom should strive to

benefit both ; and in the field this can be effected. It

will be some time before our mechanists can be made
to comprehend that "standing" implements may prove
as great a tax upon a community as a standing army.

' mines, minerals, and quarries," inland under the said

ought
be determined according to the nature of the farm and
by the parties interested.

"

The following is an abridged copy of the lease

resolved upon :

—

It first, of course, names the parties to the lease and
the subject to be leased, excepting from the latter all

within the last year of the term, the whole cost price at the kiln;

in the second year previous to the termination, two- thirds of the

said cost prioe; and in the third year, one-third of the said cost

price. For undissolved bones applied in the last year of the

term, one-half of the cost price ; and in the second year previous

to the termination, one-quarter of the said cost price. For guano

or other approved manure applied to the away-going crop by the

outgoing tenant, one-third of the cost price.

Arbitration Clause.—All valuations to be made, and all matters

herein directed to be settled by arbitration, to be made and

settled by two neutral parties mutually chosen, and in the event

of their differing in opinion, the matters regarding which they so

differ shall be settled by an oversman to be appointed by them,

whose decision shall be final. In witness whereof the said parties

to these presents have hereunto set their hands and seals the day

and year hereinbefore written.

The report and lease having been read a few suggestions

were made in the course of discussion with the view

of rendering it complete. Thus, on the suggestion of

Mr. George Lee, it was provided that the tenant should

not only not be able to sell Turnips, hay, or straw, &c,
off his farm without procuring proportionate manure,

but that he must not do it without acquainting his

landlord. Furthermore, on the suggestion of the Chair-

man, Mr. Grey of Dilston, the fine of 51. proposed by the

They will think the simile far-fetched—it is not. The ' farm, with liberty to work. Also excepting all woods, !
committee for miscropping was raised to 107., and in tbe

underwoods, trees, and plantations, upon the said farm, ' case of ploughing up old Grass land rendered both retro-

with liberty to prune, cut, &c. : also power at any time
j

spective and cumulative, on the ground that the tenant

one consumes bread, and the other themselves, un-
productively. It is evident this question of the right

and wrong use of mechanism in \he field is not yet
understood and requires to be well ventilated by discus-

sion before it will be appreciated by the many.
Farmers are not to be blamed, for not making dis-

coveries for themselves ; they are too much occupied
with the calls of daily practice ; but it is to their,

mechanical and philosophical advisers they look for

progress, and on the heads of these latter persons will

the recoil be, if under a false analogy or the plea of a
resemblance which does not exist they lead them wrong.
0. Eurcham, London,

Early Harvesting.—A recent journey over some 40 or
50 miles of road furnished in almost every direction

more or less the display of unharvested grain, the grain-

sheaves lying wet and reeking on the drenched surface.

There could have been no more striking comment on
the evil practice of late harvesting. In some places
the grain had been brought home and stacked, but in

such a condition as to render it necessary to unstack
and scatter the sheaves afresh over the ground, so as to

give them a chance to dry. The loss must be very
great. In Switzerland, where the climate is also wet
and precarious, but where corn is raised at vastly greater
elevations than here, it is a practice to string the
sheaves of grain on upright poles provided for the pur-
pose, and thrust sufficiently into the soil. This expe-
dient might now be followed with advantage here, did
any provision subsist for it. It would also be very
practicable to straddle the grain-sheaves on ropes or
poles stretched or laid transversely. It must be obvious,
one would suppose, how much sooner the grain would
dry during the short intervals of dry weather thus sus-

pended than when left on the wet soil, sheaf supported
by sheaf. We never, however, see this or almost any
other unusual expedient resorted to by farmers. This
inability to adapt one's conduct in the matter of har-
vesting, according to the circumstances of the case,
wiH doubtless continue so long as the children of agri-
culturists are taught merely on the principle of
repetition. The principle of origination, namely, that
of striking out something new when a difficulty occurs,
is just as needful as the principle of imitation, which
should not be alone adhered to in education. It seems
very strange, however, that agricultural teachers and
preceptors do not turn their more direct attention to
the subject of early harvesting, which is quite as im-

to take any part of the said farm for roads, to straighten

boundary fences with neighbouring proprietors or

farms : excepting also liberty for the landlord, or those

authorized by him, to enter upon, and hunt and shoot

over the said farm, the tenant also having liberty to

hunt and shoot over the said demised lands.

Note.—If the farm is situated in the vicinity of the landlord's

residence, and the game is to be absolutely reserved, the pre-

ceding clause will be omitted, and the following substituted

instead.

1 And also except the game upon the said farm, with

might, especially towards the end of the term, gain

more by violating the cropping conditions of the lease

than the amount of the fine. While the clauses as to

taxes were under review, it was agreed to specify such

as should be borne by the landlord, in order that no

misunderstanding might ensue ; and, on the motion of

Mr. Dods, a clause on insurance, which had been

omitted on the ground that it was needless to provide

for what it was the interest of the tenant to do without

any conditions, was inserted ; along with an additional

clause, with a view to ensure the good repair of the

power to the landlord or those authorised by him, to
; fences, &c. ; which, as well as the preceding additional

hunt and shoot over the said farm, the landlord making ! and explanatory clauses already enumerated, will be

compensation for all damage to be done either by the found inserted between brackets in the body of the

said game, or by parties preserving or in pursuit of the

same, and the amount of such compensation to be fixed

by arbitration, as hereinafter provided."

Then follow the details respecting term, rent, penal

rents, and taxes, including :

—

" The further rent of 10 pounds for every acre cropped contrary

to the course of husbandry hereinafter provided; and a Jur;iier

rent of five pounds for every ton of Turnips, Mangel, strar/, or

hay, which shall be carried away from the said farm unless

purchased manure to the value of one pound for every ton of

Turnips or Mangel, and of two pounds for every ton of straw or

hay so carried away be applied to the said farm within the year
immediately following such sale. [The tenant being bound to

give due notice to the landlord or his agent of his intention so to

dispose of any Turnips, Mangel, straw, or hay, and to produce
vouchers of the purchase of the said manures.] Provided always
that the said last-mentioned rents shall be payable only lor the

year in which they are incurred, and must be claimed within 12
months after the same shall become due. [Excepting the case of
penalties incurred for ploughing up old Grass lands, when they
shall be pavable from the time they are incurred, and continue

j early during the term.] "

On Cropping it says :—The tenant shall keep and leave in

permanent Grass the following fields, viz.:— And
shall during the said term cultivate the remainder of the land
according to the rules ot good husbandry, and in particular be
shall not at any time take two white crops in succession, nor
have less than one-fifth part of the said land in Grass, nor more
than ......... acres in any one year under Potatoes, without
applying to the said farm within the following year purchased
manure to the value of eight pounds for every additional acre

under Potatoes ; and during the last four years of the term he
shall not have more than acres under corn; or
acres under Peas, Beans, or Tares ; nor shall he have less than

acres under one year old Grass; acres undar two or

more years oldGrasB; and acres of fallow or fallow crop

[without leave in writing from the landlord or his agent for the

time]. The tenant shall keep and leave in good and sufficient

tenable condition and repair the whole buildings which are now,

or may her&atter, during the term, be upon the said farm, with

lease. The clauses which gave rise to most discussion

were those affecting game, one of which proposed to

give to the tenant the same right of hunting and shoot-

ing as to the landlord ; the other, to confine it to the

landlord, and the tenant to receive compensation for

damage. Mr. Dods explained that the committee had

been in favour of the former clause, while he was in

favour of the latter, the adoption of which he now

moved to the exclusion of the other. Mr. Trotter, who

denounced the game laws, and held that it was abso-

lutely impossible to compensate the tenant for the

damage done by game, by the trespass to which it lea,

and other sources of annoyance and loss, moved that the

former clause stand to the exclusion of the secona.

Mr. Dads said that so long as the game la«s were tne

laws of the land, they must deal with them as such

,

and that, if Mr. Trotter's motion were adopted, trie

landlord would, as soon as he came to it, read no farther,

but throw the lease aside, as being a tenants lease,

whereas it has been the wish of the committee to fram

a lease fair to both sides. The Chairman l80»
w"

!

*"

having no liking for the game laws, pointed out that to

clause of Mr. Trotter would be of no use to a tenan

who was not a sportsman, and that a sporting HM^
might consider it hard that, after being at the **pens

of watching and preserving game, the tenant alio »

take his share of the sport equally with himself, w
some discussion, Mr. Lee, the secretary, moved ?'

ht
both clauses stand, so that the parties to the lease rnu

select that which suited them best. » *"*2*
by a large majority. Abridged from thc NetccasM

Journal.
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Farm Memoranda.
Robgill Tower (the residence of J. M'Connell, Esq.,

about 15 miles to the north of Carlisle).—" My stock here

consists principally of sheep, which are kept in the

house summer and winter. They stand on sparred

floors. The liquid and solid manure passes down
between the spars. The liquid portion goes at once to

the tank ; the solid is washed every day from under the

sheep by a gutta percha hose, and is prevented from

going immediately into the tank by a large flat grid.

The water is then turned on to the grid, and a boy, with

the aid of a roller and scraper, soon washes as much of

the solid manure as will dissolve into the tank, leaving

on the grid only bits of Grass and Turnips, and wool,

&c, which are then removed from it into a cart, and
laid in a heap on the land, where required, to decom-

pose, or, if I have land ready, it is ploughed in at once.

The tank contains nothing but urine, water, and dis-

solved manure, which latter gradually settles at the

bottom. The tank is built of brick, and arched over.

Every drain which goes into it is carefully trapped.

I ventilate the tank into a common drain, which allows

the ingress and egress of air. This drain comes out

some 100 yards from the building. Inside the tank

I have an agitator, worked by the engine when the

pumps are at work. The mixture is drawn out of the

tank by two pumps, with a 4-inch suction pipe open at

the bottom ; but on the surface of the ground the liquid

passes through an air-tight box in which is a grid, and
in case of any lumps getting in by accident I can look

into this box and remove them. I have laid 3-inch iron

pipes about 2 feet deep underground, so as to be free

from frost, and so arranged with branches and hydrants

above ground, that 120 yards of gutta percha hose can
water every corner of the fields. In one of these iron

pipes near the pumps I have a safety valve, so that

if there is any stoppage in the pipes the liquid

escapes and runs back into the tank. I avoid

putting guano, and particularly gypsum, into the

tank, as these substances are apt to cake and
gradually fill them up. From May till October,

on 25 imperial acres, I have kept this summer 200
sheep, 19 head of cattle, and 7 horses, besides making
24 cart loads of hay. I have cut my Grass four, and
some of it five times this summer ; and instead of the

land getting poorer it gets richer. My land has not yet

had time to getup its fertility. As far as the application

of sewage is concerned, my experience leads me to

believe that it will have a greater effect upon vegetation

if largely diluted and frequently applied, than if only

occasionally applied and less diluted. The objection to

the former plan is, however, that it costs so much more
in storage of the sewerage and in the cost of application.

I apply the sewage to the land summer and winter.

My tank will only hold a fortnight's supply. In the

hardest frosts I put it on the ploughed land only, and it

escapes through the crevices to the bottom of the

furrow, and is absorbed by the land without much
exposure to the air when the thaw comes. I do not

consider it requisite to have large storage room, so that

the manure may decompose before being used, as it can
do this quite as effectually in the land as in the tank.

The manure in my tank is constantly changing, as it is

pumped every second day on to some portion of the

land. In summer I use much more water than in

winter, and thus have occasion to pump much seldomer
in winter, and save expense. If, as I believe, this

system will repay me for my outlay, there is no doubt

that applying town sewage to the land in the neighbour-

hood of a town, where the crops can be sold off, will pay

infinitely better, as their outlay will be very much less

than mine in proportion." This is Mr. M'Connell's

statement of facts. What we saw afterwards more than

fulfilled our expectations. It was high farming par
excellence. Mr. Mechi cannot approach Mr. M'Connell

in completeness and cleanliness; but whether this

characteristic can be preserved with the extension of

operations would depend entirely upon the attention

that may be directed to details. That attention must be
close and unremitting; and there is no reason why it

should not be; we saw nothing to lead us to suppose

that it would not be. The engine that pumps the liquid

manure from the tank upon the surrounding fields is one
of Clayton and Shuttleworth's. It cost 200Z.; the tank

cost 100 guineas; the pumps about 60 J. ; and the piping

about 3*. a yard ; laid down, the 120 yards of hose

through which the liquid manure is driven, 211.

The engine is capable of throwing 2000 gallons an

hour, and, at the same time of working many pieces

of machinery, such as Grass and Turnip-cutters, corn-

crushers, threshing-machines, and others, some of which
we saw in active employment, preparing the food of the

sheep and cattle for the day. The appearance of

the Grass which had been subjected to the constant

applications of sewage was certainly wonderful. It was
Italian Rye-grass, and had all the freshness and green-

ness of a spring crop ; it seemed to grow under one's

Very feet. Mr. M'Connell told us that he subjected all

crops, more or less, to the same process, and all throve
alike. Certainly the contrast between the fields that

had undergone this saturation and those which had not,

*as remarkable. Mr. M'Connell is adding largely to

the land under cultivation ; it is poor and requiring

jmich preparation, deep ploughing, and subsoiling, there
being a layer of what is called " mossdrift," which effec-

tually prevents the escape of water from the spongy soil

°n the surface. All this is very difficult and expensive,
hut Mr. M'Connell has the best men, best horses,

^d* the best implements brought to bear upon the workj

he has the capital, the ability, and determination to carry
it out. Whether it will pay is, we believe, a question
which neither he nor any one else at present can solve

;

but Mr. M'Connell believes that it will. We hope it

may with all our heart, for to such enterprising men as
Mr. M'Connell, the pioneers of improvement, even
though self- interest be at the bottom of it, society is

indebted. Abridged from the Carlis'e Patriot.

Calendar of Operations.

OCTOBER.
Border of the Fens, Oct. 27.—The weather has been ex-

tremely favourable during the last week for proceeding with the
second harvest of the year, viz., that of root crops, and we are
sorry to be obliged to give a sad account of the Potatoes, for

however the late heavy rains may have iucreased their bulk, it

has in greater measure diminished their soundness. On the
best Potato land the injury sustained by the disease is very ex-
tensive, and on all other soils there is hardly any to be had
worth preserving; those Potatoes that were gathered earlier
have shared the same fate as those now digging, consequently
large quantities are forwarded direct for market, and we may
therefore apprehend a great scarcity of good Potatoes in the
spring, at least if other districts are affected with a similar
visitation. Carrots are both good and abundant, their price at
the field ready for storing is about 25$. per ton. Mangels also
promise well, they will not be cleared generally until about the
second week in November ; they appear to be now growing most
luxuriantly. Turnips have quite cheated the expectations of all

qualified men, so difficult was it generally to obtain a plant, and
so backward and uneven were many fields; but the five days'
rain changed the aspect surprisingly of all the green crops.
The bulb of the Swede is large and clean, and the foliage looks
remarkably healthy, as does also the Coleseed ; and as the fine

appearance of the pastures will enable the grazier to keep his

stock out of doors and on Grass for a longer period than usual,
we have a cheering prospect of an ample supply of wholesome
roots for spring feeding; the prices of all store stock therefore
rule high, and the condition of store stock is more fresh and
forward than usual. Wheat seeding commenced in as miry a
state of the weather as could be required ; it is now performed
with greater ease to the horses, and a drill may be seen at work
in almost every other field. Farmers of highland in this neigh-
bourhood do not care to sow their Wheat until the last week in
October, assigning as their reason* that if it grows too much
before Christmas it sustains such a check by the spring frosts as
to dwarf the ear and lessen the produce. On clay land, however,
it is held advisable to sow Wheat as soon in October as the land
can be got ready for it, lest when saturated with wet it might not
be possible to sow it at all, if a rainy "latter end." So also the
skirty land is sown soon rather deep, to get if possible a well-

established plant. On fen soils it is thought to be a good time if

done by the first or second week in November, some men being
anxious to have it done much earlier. The reign of the old Bar-
well Red Wheat seems to be on the decline, Browick, Siah, Giant,
White Chaff, and other novelties taking its place. The demand
for seed having slackened markets have had a duller tone, and if

the weather prove favourable for threshing when the bustle of

seeding has abated, we may expect such a supply as will prob-
ably cause prices to recede. Barley still retains a high figure,

and horse-corn may be said to be in good demand. There seems
to be plenty of employment for labourers, and the greatly in-

creased use of machinery seems to have introduced some anima-
tion into their habits; there is no lack of men able to manage
the most complicated machinery, and with higher qualifications

we may reasonably presume higher wages are received ; women
and children are also in great request, not merely because there
may be a greater desire to get rid of weeds, but that by improved
cultivation weeds seem to be more prolific if not attended to.

Horses are remarkably dear; there has been no unusual morta-
tality among them, and more attention is given to breeding them,
so that the great and increasing demand for good cart-horses can
only arise from extended culture or augmented production.

J, jr., Peterborough.

ItrARNER'S 4i-inch IMPROVED LIQUID
> * MANURE PL MP,

with Ball Valve, fitted with
1£ inch Brass Union for
attaching flexible suction,
with strong wrought iron
Straps for screwing on to
any ordinary Water-butt or
Cart, as shown iu drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
505.

lA-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,
35. 6d. per foot.

U Gutta Percha Suction,
Is.dJ. per foot.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN

-

V " DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.
Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £
2* in. short 1 ft. 7 in. f Fitted for lead, \ 1

2*

3

4

H

m

n

Ion-

ditto 3
ditto 3

ditto 3

ft

3

6„
6
6

r»

n
••

1

2

gutta percha,

or cast iron r*
flanged pipe, l 2
as required. / 3

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

t| in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

Notices to Correspondents.
Agricultural Societies: F R S. Their defence was eloquently

uttered by Mr. Disraeli the other day at the Amersham
Society. He said, " He recollected when the establishment of
such societies was ridiculed. It was said that Sir Isaac
Newton had not discovered the law of gravitation at a scientific

meeting, and it might have been said that at no agricultural

meeting was the plough invented ; but the instinct of human
nature was superior to all such criticisms, and these societies

continued to be formed for the benefit of agriculture. Men
must feel the advantage of these meetings, whereby they are

brought together in communion, in one town, and in one dis-

trict. Here we find the life and spirit of the country united,

and in that union is strength. I place not only the defence,

but the vindication of all these societies on the broad truth,

that it is beneficial to men to meet together, and where there

are, as in large towns, the means of aggregation you must have
recourse to societies such as these; and on no occasion do we
fail to recognise their beneficial effects. The operations of this

and other societies may not be extensive, but the object at

which they aim is the beneficial condition of man. You
cannot throw your eye over the awards of this day without
feeling that they tend to elevate man. It is idle, gentlemen,

to suppose that the ceremonies of to-day will vanish as the

sun. No ; the sturdy ploughman of to-morrow, or the boy
who 4 whistles at the plough' if he should meet the successful

farmer who has cultivated the best five acres of Swedes will

feel a spirit of fraternity which all the laws invented by
senators can never achieve." A fuller report of the address

will be found in " the Newspaper."
Improvement of Cottages: Falcon. Thank yon.

Lime: Constant Reader asks for the description of lime suitable

for the clay land at Braydon, near Cricklade, Wilts. He has

tried the blue lias, but cannot see any change. [W« are not

acquainted with the district, but if well burned lias lime pro-

duces no effect, we should try other means—as burning: the

soil after drainage.]
Smut : W H. The Wheat is sometimes free, although the

seed has not been dressed—but it is not safe to sow seed

without dressing it. As to manure, we will answer next week.

Swedes : T B. If there be the quantity named in one field—that,

we think, will meet the case, although it mar be divided into

two plots by an intervening crop.

Threshing Machines : F R I. The answer depends on the

provisions of the local act. From the following case, given in

the Worcester Herald, they were held not liable to toll.

" Thomas Cartwright, the lessee of the tolls of the Bridgenorth

and Cleobury Mortimer trust, recently appeared before the

magistrates to answer to an information preferred against

Charlotte Walford, keeper of the Billingsley toll-gate, for

having demanded and taken toll for a steam-threshing machine

going through the gate, under the instructions received from

Mr. Cartwright. This case excited much iuterest, and Mr.

Lawley. of Kinlet, appeared to press the information, with the

object of having the case decided, there being a similar infor-

mation against the keeper of the Baveney Wood gate on the

same trust. On the magistrates explaining the act to Mr.

Cartwright, showing the clauses bearing upon the point

disputed, as well as showing the decision of the judges in a

case in which thev had decided against the view he had taken,

Mr. Cartwright bowed to their decision, and at once agreed to

compromise the matter by returning the toll to Mr. Lawley and

pay*»£ the costs incurred."

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with 60ft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be iixed, when desired
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,.
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Gardeu
Engines, &c. Arc.—Engravings sent on application.

IRON FCMCtt HURDLtt. ETC^
f R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

'-' • STEPHE.vpoy & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns
of WROUGHT-IKON FENCE, which he is now prepared to
supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Frices>
&c, at the Manufactory as above.

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

of ground, 5 bars is. 9d. each.

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3
inches out of ground, 5 bars 5s. 3d. each.

BURGESS and KEY, Agricultural Engineers*.

Patestri and Manufacturers of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's First Prize Reaping Machine, Sole Proprietors of

Anthony's Patent American Churn, and Kase's Farm Fire

Engine and Garden Pump, Wholesale and Retail Agents fo*

Parkes' celebrated Steel Digging Forks, General Agents for the

sale of all kinds of Agricultural Machinery. — Warehouse-
95, Newgate Street, London ; Factory, Brentwood.

Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt of 6 postage stamps.

^m. ^
TURNER'S ROLLER MILLS, for Crushing Oater

Barley, Linseed, Malt, &c., and Grinding Beans, are the

most effective Crushing Mills manufactured, and work with feet

power than any other. The Prize of the Royal Agricultural

Society was awarded to E.K.& F. Tcbner for u the best Linseed

and Corn Crusher/' *t the Carlisle Meeting—(the last occasion

cm which a Prize was offered)—and at their previous Shows at

Norwich, Gloucester, and Lincoln. Also the 1st Prize of 150
francs and Gold Medal at the Paris Universal Exhibition of

Agriculture, 1S5G. A great variety of these mills are manufac-
tured, adapted for farms of all sizes, large coaching and carry-

ing establishments, gentlerr.ens* riding stables, breweries, Lin*
seed-oil mills, &c.

TURNER'S PATENT COMBINED CRUSHING AND
GRINDING MILL is highly effective for Crushing Grain,

Seeds, &c, and is also a mobt excellent Mealing Mill for Barley.

Chaff Cutters for horse "or steam power; Oil Cake Breakers

for English and Foreign Cake ; Fixed and Portable Steam
Engines; combined Threshing Machines; Saw Tables; One-
horse Carts, &c, ail of a superior description, are manufactured

by E. R.& F. TuRXKB,St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich. Illustrated

Price Lists sent iree on application.

CAUTION.
Imitations of our Roller Mills, of very inferior manufacture,

being offered for sale in London and elsewhere, which, from
their resemblance in design to ours, are calculated to mislead

the public: We hereby give notice, that Messrs. Bcpgess &
Key, 96, Newgate Street, are onr London Agents, at whose
depdt our Mills may be ?een ; and also at the Agricultural Im-
plement Department of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, Stand 43.

E. R. & F. Tokxeb, Ipswich.
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H OGG'S GARDEN EDGE TILES: a cheap,

elegant, and durable

substitute for Box Edgu
13s. per Hundred, or

4£<i. per yard.

Exhibited at Court of

Inventinns.CrystalPalace;

and at the Office of " The
Duildr-r."

Full particulars from

31 r. II. Blacket,
Witharo, Es*ex.

PRUNING—The GRECIAN PRUNING SAWS
X are universally acknowledged to be the best for every
description of Pruning. They cut faster and cleaner than any
other, ani do not bend or break. Price 2s. 6d., 3s., and 3s. 6d.

each.—Thoma3 Hill, late W. Coleman, Cutler, 4, Haymarket,
London .

*

PAXTOIM WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.

47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-

man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English

and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1855. The
blades —arranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes.
Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools,

'

Established 1738.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES X LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & LEMON BOXES & LIGHTS.

COTTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c.

m

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LOINDON.

OM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot-Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.

AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

B. 8AMUEL80N,
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BANBURY,

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft, 6 in.,

7 ft, 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to

100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,

.glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to

-all parts of the kingdom.— References may be had to the Nobility,

Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

I

TTfEIR'S PENDULUMTXrETR'S SPIRIT i*/j&ik,o jrri^JLFUuujM.

VV DRAINING LEVEL. V * WORKMAN'S LEVEL,
Price 30s.; Case 1*. for nse in the Drain.

Requires no graduated staff

or computation. Auy labourer

can use them.

Price 15*. Terms cash.

Illustrated Catalogues sent

post tree.

Edward Weib, Agricultural Engineer, 16, Bath Place, New
Road (six doors west of Hampstead K^tl, London.

ECONOMY IN FEEDING STOCK.

\\TILL have pleasure in forwarding, post free,

* on receipt of application, his Illustrated Priced

Catalogue of Implements.

SAMUELSON'S PATENT GARDNERS DOUBLE-
ACTION and SINGLE-ACTION TURNIP CUT-
TERS, which have been awarded the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's Prizes eleven times at its yearly

meetings, the last being at Carlisle in 1855 ; the Prize

Medal at the Great Exhibition, 1851; and at nearly

all the provincial societies' meetings. BETWEEN
SIXTY AND SEVENTY THOUSAND of these

Machines have been made in, and supplied from the

above Works.

MOODY'S, PHILLIPS', GA.UNTLETTS, BUSHE and
BARTER'S, and every other description of Patent

TURNIP GRATERS and PULPERS.
CHAFF CUTTERS. — B. Samuelson's Comes' Chaff

Cutters of all sizes, varying in price from 61. 10s. up
to 14Z.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for stables and small occupations,

and for exportation, 31. and 41.

CORN BRUISING MILLS (adapted also for exporta-

tion), from 31. 5s. up to 71. 10a. each.

MALT MILLS of various sizes.

LINSEED CAKE BREAKERS, from 21. 6s. up to 101.

each.

CHURNS.—Samuelson's Registered Atmospheric and

Anthony's Patent American, manufactured solely by
B. Samuelson.

KASE'S PATENT DOUBLE-ACTION FORCE
PUMPS.

GALVANIZED IRON BARREL PUMPS, at 21. 5s.

BARLEY HUMMELLERS.
WEIGHING MACHINES, MANGLES, &c. &c. &c.

The above may be procured of all respectable Iron-

mongers and Implement Dealers in the Kingdom; or

from the Works, Banbury, Oxon.

IS'o. 1. Single Grater £3 10

No. 2. Double ditto 6
No, 3. Di'to dttro, larger size 6

Extra for Driving Pulley, adapted to Steam Power, 10s.

BUSHE and BARTER'S Patent Root Graters are

improved very much this season by A. & T. Fry, (late

Fowler & Fry) Temple Gate Implement Factory, Bristol.

They are now tbe cheapest, most simple, and at the same time
most effective machines for the purpose of reducing roots of all

descriptions into very small grat'ngs or shreds. Testimonials
and directions for use may be obtained free from A. & T. Fry,
and the machines may either be obtained direct, or from any
respectable implement dealer or ironmonger in the country at
the ab'we prices Also, Corne's Patent Chaff Machines, of all
sizes, Improve \ Oat and Bean Milts, Malt Mills, and Gardner's
double and single action Turnip Cutters. <fcc.

i«,

/CRESTS FOR GATE PIERS
V_y modelled to order.

Also a large Stock of VASES for the

same purpose and for Terraces, executed m

Artificial Stone, by

J. SEELET,
(Late Austin & Seelky),

»t-_ < *- a v annoi Rr»«r_ New Road.

TOHN W

I

PARKES' STEEL OICCJNC FCftKS I DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, m Mr. Parkes'

Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.

AND SONS J

O Crescent, Jewin Street, l*"A°%vK
GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDbH

ENGINE,
With Wabnebs Registered Spbeadeb,

is strongly'je-

conjn.ended,for

durability and

low price, viz..

21 19s^ to how

10 gallons.

Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz. 14g«^ 2*

gals.,* 35
gals,

May be obtain-

ed of any Iron-

monger ™
Plumber in

town or coun-

^ss^- try, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers as alsc
»

M«Mnen>o*^gin'
for raising Water from any depth to an> height ^7

Horse, or Manual Power, Prices sent on W»'«»•"£ ^etallic

of various constructions and sizes from 9s. upwards, me

| String from 5d. to Is. 3d. per lb.
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NOW READY TO SEND OUT, direct from
Yarmouth, during the season. GENUINE YARMOUTH

BLOATERS, 100 for 6.*. ; forwarded securely packed to any
address upon receipt of Post-office Order, by Jamjs Avers, Fish
Curer, Great Yarmou th. The Trade supplied.

~/TC H R O MATIC MTC R O STO P E S.

SMITH and BECK, Manufacturing Opticians,

6, Coleman Street, London, have received the Council Medal of

the Great Exhibition of 1851, and the First Class Prize Medal of

the Paris Exhibition of 1855, " for the excellence of their Micro-

scopes" An illustrated Pamphlet of the 101. Educational Micro-

scope (see leading article in Gardeners' Chronicle, Nov. 24, 1855),

sent by post on receipt of six postage stamps.

A General Catalo^iie^or March 1856 may be had on application.

THE PKKFKCT EIGHT-DAY WATCH.—A most
important invention.— L. Mesurk & CoM Patentees of the

Eight-Day Watch, 12, King William Street, Charing Cross, beg
respectfullv to announce that thev have succeeded in perfecting

an EIGHT-DAY WATCH, for which patents have been
obtained in EngUnd, France, Belgium and Holland. These
sound English Watches, which do not exceed in size and price

the ordinary watches now in use, require to be wound up only

once a week with three turns of the key, instead of every day
with six or seven turns, thus greatly diminishing the wear upon
the works. Warranted to go correctly An inspection is solicited,

-ilver Levers, four holes jewelled, from 61. 165.; Gold Levers,

four holes jewelled, from 16 guineas,

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855-

METCALFE, BINGLEYjANDCO.'SNew Pattern and
Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached Hair

Brushes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brushes, and genuine Smyrna
Sponges; and eveiy description of Brush, Comb, and Perfumery
for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly between
the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effectually—the

hairs never come loose. M.
f
B., and Co. are sole makers of the

Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orris Root Soaps—sold in Tablets
(bearing their names and address) at 6d. each, of Metcalfe's
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box; and of the New
Bouquets.— r^ole Establishment 130b, and 131, Oxford Street, 2nd
and 3rd doors west from Holies Street, London.

RADIATINO *icb REFLECTING STOVE.—
WILLIAM S. BURTON'S new register stove combines

completely the well-known principles of both Stephen's and
Sylvester's celebrated patent stoves, while it has others equally
valuable which are peculiarly its own, and for which a patent has
been granted. Its reflecting and radiating powers are perfect, it

i^very simple, and cannot he put out of order, consumes but
little fuel, is most cleanly and cheerful in use, while its general
appearance, no fender being needed, is most imposing. Prices,

complete, bt*ck or bronzed, from 9/. 10$.; bright, 14J. 5s. and
upwards. One may be seen in action in his show rooms, which
contain such an assortment of fenders, stoves, ranges, fire-irons,

and general ironmongery, as cannot be approached elsewhere,
either

workm
sets of
and two sets of bars, 5Z. 6s. to 22/. Bronzed fenders, with
standards, Is. to bl. 125.; steel fenders. 21. lbs. to 111.: ditto with

rich ormolu ornaments, 21. 15s. to 18/. Fire-irons, from Is. 9d.

the set to 4/. 4s.

BEDSTEADS, BEDDING, AND FURNITURE.—
WILLIAM S. BURTON'S Stock on Show of Iron and

Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots stands unrivalled either

for extent, beauty of design, or moderateness of prices. He also

upplies Bedding and Bed Hangings of guaranteed quality and
workm*nship. Portable Folding Bedsteads, from 125.; Patent

Iron Bedsteads, fitted with dovetail joints and patent sacking,

from 175.; and rots from 20s. each. Handsome Ornamental Iron

and Brass Bedsteads, in great variety, from 2/. Is. 6d. to 15/. 15s.

A Half-tester Patent Iron Bedstead, 3 feet wide, with
Bedding, Ac, complete

—

Bedstead
Chintz furniture

Paillasse, wool mattress, bolster, and pillow

A pair of cotton sheets, three blankets, and a
coloured counterpane

onlyWOUND AND WHITE TEETH are not
*^ indispensably requisite to a pleasing exterior in both
but they are peculiarly appreciated through lire as highly
conducive to health and longevity . Among the various prepara-
tions offered for the purpose,

ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or Pearl Dentifrice,

stands unrivalled in its capability of embellishing, purifying and
preserving the teeth to the latest period of life. It will be found
to eradicate all tartar and concretions, and impart a pearl-like

whiteness to the enamelled surface, remove spots of Incipient
decay, render the gums nrm and red, ami thus fix the teeth

firmly in their sockets, and from its aromatic influence impart
sweetness and purity to the breath. Its truly etticient and
fragrant aromatic properties have obtained its selection by the
Queen, the Court, and Koval Family of Great Britain, and the

sovereigns and nobility throughout Europe. Price 2s. 9d. per b >x.

Cautiok.—The words u Kowlakm' ODOHro" are on the label,

and "R. Rowland & Sons, 20, Hatton Garden/' on the Govern-
ment Stamp athxedon each box. Sold by them and by Chemists
and Perfumers.

WANTED, a nicely FURNISHED or UNFUR-» NI8HED RESIDENCE, on the line between Chester

and Manchester, or between Liverpool and Manchester, required

immediately.—Apply, sending particulars, to R.Q., Box M 18,

Pobt Office, Liverpool.

Saks fttj SurttOTu

*yO NERVOUS SUFFERERS.—A Retired Clergy
A man having been restored to health in a few days, after

many years of great nervous suffering. ts anxious to make kn »wn
to others the means of cure ; he %ill send (free), on receiving a

stamped envelope, properly address d, a copy ot the prescription

used.— Direct, Kev. E. DoroLas, 18, Holland Street, Brixton,
London. l

DEBILITY and NERVOUSNESS. — Encounige.
inent to those in despair, and suffering from debility,

spermatorrhoea, relaxation, nervousness, and exhaustion ot the

system. Advice and prescriptions, with a treatise on these dis-

eases, for a successful course of self-treatment, by which a per-

manent cure of the most protracted case is effected, sent post free

upon receipt of 14 postage stamps, and Symptoms, by E. J.

Roberts (late Army Surgeon), Greeucroft Villa, High Fell,

Gateshead, Durham,

41 T»HE LANCE
ON DR. DE JONGli'S

IGHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL,
The most speedy and effectual remedy for consumption,

BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, GOUT, RHEUMATISM, SCIATICA, DIABETES,

DISEASES OF THE SKIN, NEURALGIA, RICKETS, INFANTILE WAST-
ING, GENERAL DEBILITY, AND ALL SCROFULOUS AFFECTIONS.

L

u Dr. De Jongh gives the preference to the Light-Brown Oil

over the Pale Oil, which contains scarcely any volatile fatty acid,

a smaller quantity of iodine, phosphoric acid, and the elements

of bile, and upon which ingredients the efficacy of Cod Liver Oil,

no doubr, partly depends. Some of the deficiencies of the Pale

Oil are attributable to the method of its preparation, and espe-

cially to its filrration through charcoal. In the preference of
the Light- Brown over the Pale Oil we fully concur. We

CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, RHODODENDRONS, AND
OTHER PLANTS FROM GHENT.

\ I It. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his* Greet Room,88,Ktag Street, Oove t Garden. on FRIDAY,
November 7, at One o'clock precisely, 450 Camellias, of various
heights, well set with bloom ; 150 Dwari kaaleae; ' m mdard
Azalea*; 200 Hardy Aztleas and Rhododendrons; 6> Kalraias,

and a fin* pair of Standard Kays, 7 fret high; Bl I
»nl Lturtis-

tmus: 250 Lilian) lancifoliom; 200 Gladioli; Denials gracilis;

Dwarf EtOrtttattd other Plants for Sale without any reserve.

—

Mav be viewed on the morning of Sale and Catalogues had.

CAMELLIAS AND PEAR TR£EsTROM MR. DE JONCHE,
OF BRUSSELS.

^f R. J. C. STEVENS will S-il by Auction at his
-I Great Room, 38. King Street, Coven* Gardtm, on TUES-

DAY, Nov. 28, at One o'clock precisely, 300 Camellias with
Flower Buds, of g^ni aorta and various szis; :fctf> Pyramid Pear
Trees, on fires and Quince stocks of first-rat* rfea, mom adapted
for pot c dture.—Catalogues mav be had one week befort the
Sale at Mr. J. C. StevknsV Offices, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden.

TO NOHI-EMFV AN-D GKNTMBOM KNO ED H ORNAMENTAL
Planting, Nursfrymi n, and o'uikkh.

SECOND SALE AT THE BACSHOf NURSERY.
\|R. J- C. STEVENS ia instructed by Messrs.
** * Standish & Noble, who are dissolving Partnership, to Sell

by Auction, at the Nurseries, Bagahot, Sirrey, on Mo N DAY,
November 17 and four following da>s, at 11 .VI rk piecisely, a
most valuable selection of specimens of I <»NIFER8 and other

Ornamental Plants, all of which have bn u well prepared for

transplanting. It includes

—

ft.

Libncpiirns chiliensts... 1

Pinus Renthamiaua ... 2
„ insignia ... ... 2

„ nuiricata ... ... 2
Taxodium senipervirens 6
Mount Atlas (Vdar ... 6
Hollies (-if sorts) ... 5
Irish Yews 5

• • •

•

«

• * *

ft. ft.

lAto 4

5 n 7
6 M 15
6 n 10
2 « 5
2 6
1 M 8
6 n 12

ft.

3

ft 5

n 14

n 8
tt

15

n 16

w 7

n 6

for variety, novelty, beauty of design, or exquisiieneM of have carefully tested a Bpt-cimen or Dr. De .Ion«h's Light-Brown

anship. Bright stoves with bronzed ornaments, and two Cod Lirer Oil. We find it to be genuine, and nch in iodine and

bars, 4Z. 14s. to 13Z. 13s.; ditto with ormolu ornaments the elements of bile.

i

Sold only in Imperial Half-pints, 2a. Bd. ; Pints, As. 9<i :

Quarts, 9s. ; capsuled and labelled with Dr. De Josou's Stamp
and Signature, withoi'T which none are genuink. by
ANSAR, HARFORD & CO., sole British Consignees. 77, Strand,

Londou; and by many r.spectable Chemists and Druggists.

D O E

# •

• * -

• • *

*••

f 9 W

ft •

(•• * t t ft**

-

•»•

• !•

• *»

£1 4
14

1 11

6

1 5

£4 14 6

£6 3

£3 13
£4 15

9

A double Bedstead, came
If without Half-tester and Furniture

—

Single bed, complete
Double bed, complete

LAM PES a MODERATEUR, from 6s. to 71. 7s.—
WILLIAM S. BURTON has collected from the different

makers here and in France a variety that defiescompetition. As
many imported from France are inferior in the works. "William

S. Burton selects at Paris from the best makers only, and he

can guarantee each lamp he sells as perfect in all its parts.

His stock comprises also an extensive assortment of SOLAR,
CAB1PHINE, PALMF.R'S, and all other Lamps.

Pure Colza Oil, 4s. 8d. a gallon.

Patent Camphine, 4s. a gallon.

Palmer's Candles, 9d. per lb.

The late additions to these extensive premises (already by far

the largest in Europe), are of such a character that the entire of

EIGHT HOUSES is devoted to the display of the most magnifi-

cent stock of Gf NERAL HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including

Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated Goods, Baths, Brushes, Turnery,

Lamps, Gaseliers, Iron nnd Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, and Bed

Hangings), so arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms as to

afford to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that

cannot be hoped for elsewhere.

Illustrated catalogues sent (per post) free.

39, Oxford Street; I, Ia, 2, and 3, Newman Street; and 4, 5,

and 6, Perry's Place, London.— Established 1820.

KEATINC'S COUGH-LOZENGES.
" A SLIGHT COLD,"—if its first symptoms are

** not arrested, too often lays the foundation of a variety

of Pnlmonarv Complaints, including Winter Cough, Asthma,

and other constitutional derangements. The evil consequences

of these disorders may be easily awrted or subdued by keeping

at hand a supply of the above celebrated Lozengk s, which have

now stood the test of public experience tor upwards of half a

century. The b-stimon als to their efficacy have been voluntarily

given bv the most eminent of the Faculty, as well as by all

classes of private individuals. Containing neither opiates nor

any Injurious anodyne, they may be safely taken by the youngest

child or the most delicate female.—Prepared and Sold in Boxc.

U. lid, and Tins, 2s. 9d , 4s 6d., and 10s. «d. each, by Thomas
Kbatino, ChemUt, &c, 79, St. Paul's Churchward, London.

Reta<l bv all Druggists ,
&c.

HAMPTON'S PILL OF HEALTH.—The mani-

fold advantages to the heads of families from the possession

«f a medicine ot known efficacy, that maybe resorted to with

confidence, and used with surcess in cases of temporary sickness,

occurring in families more or less everyday, are so obvious to

all, that no quesiion can be raised ot its importance to every

housekeeper in the kingdom. For females these Pills are truly

^xceil^nt, removing all obstructions, the distressing headache so
very prevalent with the «*>x, depression of spirits, dulness of

sight, nervous affections, bh-tches. pimples, and sallownessof the

«kir., and produce \ healthy complexion.— Sold by Pbout and
Habsant, 229, Strand, London; and all Vendors of Medicine.
1' ice Is. l^d. and 2s. 9rf. per box.

YOU T A
PAR R'S LIFE PILLS?

Upon the answer to that question depends much that can

render life safe aud agreeable.

It being now an admitted and incontestable fact, that they help

to make men vigorous and hearty, aud promote longevity.

Considering the virtues aud almost universal application of

this remedy, it is really doing a service to any Mend to ask if he

takes them, because the few who do not. really do themselves an
injustice. %• Ask for PARK'S LIFE PILLS.

Sold by all respectable Chemists and Medicine Vendors in

town and country, and by the following appointed Agents:

—

E. Edwards, 67, St. Paul's Churchyard.
Barclay & Sons, 95, Farriugdon Street.

Sctton & Co , 10, Bow Churchyard.
Hasnay & Co., 63, and Sanoek, 150, Oxford Street, London.

In boxes, price Is. 1W., 2s. 9d.; and in family packets, lis. each.

Protected and guaranteed in every country by the English Govern-
ment stamp, which is affixed to each box of the genuine medicine.

1

TO LANDOWNERS.
THE PERMANENT WAY COMPANY having

been appointed the sole Licensees for the use of Dr.

Boucbkhies Patent Process for Preserving Timber, beg to inform

Landowners and others interested in the use of English Timber
that a Pamphlet, with full explanations of this cheap process, may
be had gratis on application to the undersigned. Landowners
having Beech, Elm, Fir, or other Timber fit for Railway Sleepers

are requested to communicate particulars of quantity, locality,

and prices. Wiixiah Howdes, Secretary.

26, Great George Street, Westminster.

X) LANDSCAPE GARDENERS and Others.—
The Commissioners acting under the L^ek Improvement

Act, 1855, will, up to the 15th November, receive PLANS,
accompanied by Tenders, for Fencing, Draining, and Orna-

meutally Lay iug-out the Cemetery Lands at Cornhill Cross.

Rejected Plans will not be paid for, nor will the Commis-
sioners be bound to accept the lowest or any tender.

It would be advisable that Candidates view the site selected,

and any information required may be obtained on application

to the Cemetery Committee, or to Mr. Hammond, Clerk to the

Commissioners.

q^OHBE^LET, a delightful RESIDENCE, within

1 5 miles west of Norwich and 2 miles of a railway station.

The House, which is built as a Cottage Orae£, consists of

Entrance Hall, Study, Dining Room (22 feet by 17), Drawing
Room, seven Sleeping Rooms, arid two Dressing Rooms, Kitchen,

Scullery, Servants' Hail, &c. &c. In front of the house is a

beautiful Pleasure Garden, and Meadow or Lawn, with a very

productive Kitchen Garden at the back containing altogether

about 6b acres.

Contiguous to the house is a capital Four-stalled Stable, two

large Loose Boxes, two Coach-houses with men servants' sleeping

rooms over, Harness-room, Hay-loft, and all other usual con-

venience*, and the water is excellent.

Note.—Near the above is a Lake of 3 acres, upon which the

tenant will have permission to keep a boat.

For terms apply to E. Fref.stohe, Solicitor, Norwich.

LOCKSBROOK NURSERY, WESTON, B/iTH.

TO BE SOLD, by Private Contract, the entire

Stock and Lease of the above Nursery, containing Four

Acres of rich Garden Land, with Dwelling-bouse and Shop,

pleasantly situated within one mile of the Bath Market. The

Stock consists of Greenhouses, Pits, and Sheds, Flowers, Plants

and Fruit Trees, and every convenience for the trade. The

above Nursery is held for a Lease of 21 years, 15 years of which

are unexpired. Rent 361. per annum, tithe free. This is a very

advantngeous opportunity to parties requiring an established

business— For particulars apply to Mr. James Shackell, Market

1
Gardener, Tiverton, Bath.

Abies Nordmanmana
PinBapo
Douglasi .

Deodara ...

„ nohibs
Araucaria imbricata .

Cephalotaxus Fortuni
Cryptomeria japonica

Skimiuiajaponica, Standard, and oth-r choice flowering hardy
hybrid Rhododendrons, Standard Sikki u Rhododendrons, named
Moutan Pjeonies, Ac.

12,000 Standard and dwarf Rosps,

comprising the moat choice new and **-lect sorts in the Trade.
1000 Pyramid Pear, and other Fruit trees.

May be viewed one week before r e Sale, when Catalogues
1*. each, returnable to purchasers, may be had at the Nursery,

and of Mr. J. C. Stevkns, 38, King Street, Cogent Garden.
Approved bills at 8 months' date will be taken of purchase**

from 60/. to 100t., and at 6 months1 date of purchasers Above 100*.

The Kagsliot Nur-ery is about two miles from the Sunning-

dale station on the South-WVstern Railwav, where a van will

meet the 8 o'clock a.m. train from Waterloo to convey persons to

the 8ale. The stations of Farnborough, Woking, aud Black-

water (S. E. R.), are also within an easv diatanoe.

STANDARD ROSES, DUTCH BULBS, Xc.

MR. HASLAM will Sell as show, at the Mart,
every WEDNESDAY and FKIDAVtill December 12.

N.B. All goods to the amount, of !«>-. and apwardfl packed and
delivered free of charge to Parcels D^liv^rv Company. Baskets

and Matting allowed tor when retu rned —Epping. Nov 1.

STRATFORD.
To Gentle^rn, Nurhekymkn. urn others.

]\TESSRS. PKOTHEROK and MORRIS are in.

L** structed by the late Proprietor t-- Sell bv Auction, on the

Premises, Stratford Green, Essei, nTTESDAY, November**
at 12 o

1

lock, Four newly-erected Gr tnho^e*; Three ttrick

Pits; One and Two-light Boxes; 300 iVer Ilot-wnt^r Pipe; a

large quantity of 1-inch aud £ ineh Slate Slabs and York
Paving; Wrought and Cast-iron Tank*-, Boiler and Furnace;
erection of Poultry House, complete; Wire Fencing ; capital

Iron Holier; Garden Engine; Dean's Oat Crusher, nearly new;
sundry Machinery, with Gun-metal fittings; Bricks; Rockwork;
Strawberry Tiles: two splendid specimen Arauca ia imbricata,

7 to 18 feet; Seakale and Garden Pots; a capital Spring

Plant Van; Garden Tools, and other effects.- May be viewed

the day previous and morning of Sale ; Catalogues may
be had at the Swan, Stratford; of the principal Seedsmen in

London; and of the Auctioneers, A merican Nursery, Leytonstone,

Essex.

fO~CENTLEM£N, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will Sell

by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on THURS-
DAY, Nov. 6. at 12 o'Clock, a first class Collection of DUTCH
BULBS, consisting of the finest dmthle and single Hyacinths,

Narcissus, Jonquil*, Anemones, Crocus, Tulips. Snowdrops,

Ranunculus, Gladiolus, &c; also a selected assortment of fine

Standard and Dwarf Roses, comprising Hybrids, Bourbons,

Chinas, Perpetual*, Noisettes, Ac; and American Plants, com pris,

ing Hybnd Rhododendrons, Ghent and other Azaleas. Kalmias-

Andromeda tioribunda, beautifully furnished with bloom, &c.
—May be viewed the morning of S*le. Catalogues had at the

Auction Mart ; of the principal Seedsmen in London ;
aud of the

Auctioneers. American Nursery, Le>t -ustoue. E-sex^

CONSTCNWItNT FROM CHtNT FOR ABSOLUTE SALE.
To Gestijemex, NurskrWm, and Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-

structed

L«ne, on FRIDAY,
DOUKLE CAM
Mstmgofall the approved kinds, well set with bloom buds;

6 fine large Orange Trees with fruit; 1000 GladioUn* G auda-

vensis, and 200 Standard Perpetual R see, consisting of all the

leading varieties.—On view the morning of SaK- Catalogues

had at the Mart; and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery

Leytonstone, Essex.

to Sell by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew

IDAY, November 7 f
at 12 o'clock. 5*0 fine

MELLIAS and 400 INDIAN AZALEAS, con-

FULHAM ROAD.
To Gkntt.emex, Nurseryman, and Otrkrs.

MESSRS. PROTHEROK and MOKRIS will Sell

by Auction, on the Premises, R . e Cottage, Queen's Elm,

Fulham Road, Brompton, on WBDNE^DAY, November 12,

at 11 o'Clock, by order of Mr. Shearmai>
f
the NURSERY STOCK

comprising 600 fine Yews, i t * 6 feet ; Chinee. American, and
Siberian Arborvitje ; handsome a ripe*l Eimnymus, Chinese

and common Privet; Savin; a large qunnti y ot common
Laurels, Aucubas, Green Box, Lilacs, Rib s. Apples, Pears, and

Plums, fine Mulberries, White Jasmine-, Privet H»-dge
r

<fec.

Alsoan assortmentofPomponeChry san thfmu ms, 10,0 Pheasant

Bye andother.NarcissHS,&c.; together with a capital light Spring

Market Cart, and sundry effects.—May he viewed prior to the

Sale. Catalogues may be had on the Premises ; of the

principal Seedsmen in London; and of tht Auctioneers, American

j Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.
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HORTICULTURE
IN

ALL ITS

BRANCHES

JOHN WEEK
BY APPOINTMENT.

H&
King's Road, Chelsea.

v & C O.,

J WEEKS and CO., Horticultural Bdilders
• and Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, Hothouses,

Green-houses, Conservatories, Fobcing Pits, &c, of every shape

and size, both'Plain and Ornamental.

Also onr Improved Patent Tubular Boilers of all size3. A
large stock on hand. See our Illustrated Catalogues on Horticul _

tural Building and Heating by Hot Water.

oooooo^^-i
P™S SH P1Tm?ii

The accompanying
sketch represents our

improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow

furnace bars. The large

surface which this Boiler

exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of extraordi-

nary power.

Jons- Weeks & Co-

1

Manufacture these Boilers

of all sizes. The largest

size measured ft. 6 inches

high by 3 feet 6 inches

diameter, and exposes to

the immediate action of

ijj the fire a surface of 340

jJ superficial feet. The
smallest size is 18 inches

high, by 18 inches in

diameter.

NO DRIP! NO DRIP!
TRENT'S PATENT WATERPROOF GLAZFTi
-**- HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.
Illustrated Prices on receipt of four stamps.—Uorticnhnr*.

Building Works, Chichester,
cultural

TURNIP CUTTERS & ROOT GRTTfiRS of every
description. Illustrations & Prices forwarded on application

William Dkay & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street
near London Bridge.

f

p HAFF-CUTTING- M A CHI IS ES~5sT.
V^ OAT-BRUISERS, 50s.—Illustrations on application. '

'

William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street
near London Bridge.

9

GRICULTUUAL C£JV£S^
WAGGONS. 15?.—Illustrations forwarded on application.

William Deay <fc Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street
near London Bridge.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London,

SECONDHAND HOT-WATER BOILERS.

TO BE SOLD .ery cheap, a large stock and a great

variety of all shapes and sizes, consisting of the Saddle,

the Co.vical, the "Ribbed, the Bell, tht Flue Shapes, and

others. John- Weeks & Co. having taken out a great number of

boilers from various places where they have fixed them on

their ONE-BOILER SYSTEM, they have now for sale a large

stock of Secondhand Boilers very cheap.

John Weeks & Co., Horticaltural Works, King's Road, Chelsea.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

J
P. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,

• <^-te Stephenson & Peill), Inventor of the Improved

Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-

siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late. firm, and to

supply the trade upon verv advantageous terms, with materials

for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,

Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the

Manufactory as above.

STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
• 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron

Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers

and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description by

Hot Water.-Prices and Estimates furnished 'upon application.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

GLASS FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.
Good 15 oz. sheet, in boxes of 100 feet each:—

8 by 6, and under 9 by 7
9 by 7, „ 12 by 9
12 by 9, „ 14 by 10

14 by 10, and not above 2 feet

2 feet, „ 3 feet

* • •

• f

•••

• » t

9 t •

• ••

I •

Its. per box.
135. „
145. „
15s. Gd.„
165. Gd. „

T. & W. Farhiloe, 12, Rochester Row, Westminster.

Pipes, and Boxes, Trough Pipes, Fire and Furnace Bars, Double

Doors and Frames, and Soot Doors. Drawings and prices of the

above, or estimates given for the Apparatus fixed complete, on

application co J. Jones, Iron Bridge Wharf. 6, Bankside, London,

near the Southwark Iron Bridge. '

« r?RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the

i- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE RAYS OF THE SUN.
"FRIGI DOMO" a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and rloricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,

from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wide, at 15. Gd. per yard run, of

Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street. City : and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats
as a covering." .^__________ —
«m i fFANY," for SHADING CONSERVA-

-*- TORIES.— Manufactured byJonN §BAW & Co., 40, Princess

Street, Manchester.

TIFFANY, alight, cheap, and durable material for Shading

Conservatories and other Hot-houses, effectually securing Plants

from the scorching rays of the sun, without obscuring the light;

also one of the best protectors of Fruits from Birds and Wasps,

and the Bloom of Wall Trees from Spring Frosts. Sold in pieces

20 yards long by 38 inches wide, at 3d. per yard or 55. per piece.

A liberal allowance to the Trade when 10 or more pieces are taken.

N.B.— Orders from unknown correspondents must be accom-

panied by a remittance.
John Shaw&Co. beg to inform their numerous correspondents

that their " Tiffany," for shading Conservatories, &c, may be

procured from the following Agents :

—

Messrs. Charlwood & Cummins, Seed Merchants, Covent Gar-

den, London.
Messrs. Hurst & M'Mnllen, Seed Merchants, Florists, &c,

6, Leadenhall Street, London.
Messrs. Arthur Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Place, Edgeware

Road, London.
Messrs. Peter Lawson & Son, Seed Merchants, Great George

Street, Westminster.
Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.

Messrs. W. Wood & Son, Maresfield, Sussex.

Messrs. Francis and Arthur Dickson & Sons, Seed Merchants,
Chester.

J. S. & Co."s Tiffany" may also he procured from the under-
mentioned Nurserymen and Seedsmen:

—

Messrs. Minier, Nash, & Co., 60, Strand, London.
Messrs. Osborn & Sons, Fnlham, Middlesex.
Messrs. Rollison & Son, Tooting, Surrey.
Mr. James Yeitch, Chelsea.
Messr.-. A. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, Herts.
Mr. W. J. Epps, Maidstone.
M*-?srs. Bainbridge & Hewison, York.
Mr. Caldwell, Knu - >rd.

GREENHOUSES.
^TENRY FREEMAN, Hothouse Builder and
a1 Hot -Water Apparatus Manufacture, Triangle,

Hackney. Established 20 years. Good substantial built Greeu-

houses fixed in anv part of the kingdom for cash; 42 feet long

by 13 feet wide, 901. ; 21 feet by 13, 50L ; 12i feet by 10, 30/.

A first-rate Conservatory 30 feet by 18, 130Z. A large assort-

ment kept.—Estimates for Heating, or any branch in Wood
or Iron.

BRITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.—Sizes from 7 by 5 to 9 by 7 at

115. 6c;. per 100 foot box; 9.J by 7* and 10 by 8, at 125. Gd. per

box, in 21 oz.l*. per box extra; larger sizes up to 22 by 14, 15 oz.,

at 16f .
; and 21 oz., 255. per 100 feet. Boxes charged 25. each,

and returnable at the same price if delivered free. Crystal

White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent

Rough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead, Oils,

Turpentine, Colours, &c—G. Farmiloe & Son, 118, St. John
Street, West Smithfield, London.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
"

PIT FRAMES, ETC.
AMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :—

SHEET GLASS, Packed tn Boxes containing 100 Feet.

I

3

by 4, and G\ by 4.}

by 5, and 1\ by h\
11 by 9,

12 „ 10, 13
13 „ 11, 14
14 „ 12, 15
18 „ 12, 19
16 „ 13, 17
19 „ 13, 20
16 „ 14, 17
19 .. 24, 20

12 by 9,

10,

11,

12,

12

13,

13,

14,

125.

135.

13 by 9,

»

It

• • *

14
15
16

IS
21

18
21

8 by 6, and Si by Gi
9 by 7, and 10 by 8 .

14 by 9 ... )

• • •

• *

13*. Gd.

135. Gd.

9t

99

M
• *

19

99

99

99

10,

11,

12,

13
13
14
14

15
16
17

ff tt

• * *

11

11

9 ft ft

10
11

12 • ft *

• . -

• ft ft

4 * *

14

16

IS

13

LARGER SIZES, not kxcekding 40 Incites Loxg.
16 oz. from 2d. to 3Ad.,21 oz. from 3d. to 5A, 26 oz. from 6J.to7^iv

per foot superficial, according to size and quantity.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD
HOUSES, THE SAME QUALITY AS WE SUPPLY TO MB. RlVEES, and

of various dimensions, always on hand, at 185. per 100 feet.

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-ounce, packed iu Crates

of 300 feet, 2{d. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, 3\d.

Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet 34$., 38s., 405., and

425. per case.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS WAREHOUSE,
116, Bishopsgate Street Without, London.^

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. are supplying 16-oz. Sheet Glass

of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing It

square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash.

A reduction made on 1000 feet.

TM PROVED STEAMING APPARATUS—FOOD
1 FOR STOCK.—The advantages of cooking the food of
animals are so well understood now that a steaming apparatus
is considered indispensable to every well-ordered steading. Tht
process of boiling or steaming is known to effect great and im-
portant changes, both in the chemical and mechanical condition
of food, and to render many substances suitable for the digestioa
of animals, which in their raw state are indigestible or unwhole-
some. The mechanical division of boiled food facilitates the
acts of mastication, swallowing, and ruminating (in ruminating
animals).—Address, Richmond & Chandler, Salford, Manchester
Branch Establishment, South John Street, Liverpool.

UUBSTITUTE FOR GARDEN MATS.—Wwwd^ Sheeting nearly 2 yards wido, Is. per yard run—admits light

and excludes cold ; thick Canvas Tarpauling, Is. per square yard;
thick Canvas Waxed Sheeting, 15. per square yard, may be had
various widths. These Canvases are excellent for roofin™ Sheds
and Outhouses, as they are quite waterproof.—R. Richardsov,
21, Tonbndge Place, Judd Street, New Road, London.—
N.B. Waterproof Capes, large size, 3*.; Police Capes, 18s. and
24*. per dozen; Driving Aprons, Capes, and Coats of India
Rubber, Horses'

L

oin Cloths, Wapgon and Cart Covers, Sacks, Ac.

HPRELOAR'S COCOA NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
L TURES consist of MATTING, DOOR MATS, MAT-
TRESSES, HASSOCKS, NETTING, BRUSHES, &c, and
are distinguished for superiority of workmanship combined with
moderate charges. Prize Medals awarded—London, Paris, and
New York. Catalogues containing Prices and all particulars

post free.—T. Trkloar, 42, Ludgate Hill, London.

HHHE best and cheapest PAINT for PARK
-L FENCING, Barns, Stables, all outside Wood and Iron

Work, is MITCHELL'S ANTISEPTIC MINERAL BLACK
PAINT. Sold ready for use, 17$; 6d. per cwt. Used largely, now
and for many years past, by the West India Dock Company, for

fencing, barges, &c. Recommended to the nobility and gentry,

stewards, land agents, &c—Manufactory, Kennington Lane,
Lambeth. Allowance on large orders.

pARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
v-/ PAINT, specially patronised by the British and otbtf

Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal

Dock Companies, most public bodies, and by the Nobility,

Gentry, and Clergy, for out-door work at their country seats.

The Anti-Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most

durable out-door Paint ever invented for the preservation of

every description of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement,

&c, work, as has been proved by the practical test of upwards of

60 years, and by the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials

in its favour, and which, from the rank and station in society of

those who have given them, have never yet been equalled by

anything of the kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of Colours, Prices, together with a Copy of the Testi-

monials, will be sent on application to Walter Carson* & Soy,

No. 9, Great Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal

Exchange, London. No Agents. All orders are particularly

requested to be sent dIrect . m

HEAL and SON'S EIDER DOWN QUILTS;
_ also GOOSE DOWN QUILTS, from Ss.Gd. to 24s. List of

Prices and Sizes sent free by Post.—196T
Tottenham Court Road.

DRESSING C AS E S.

AT MR. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENTS,
112, Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street,and Crystal Palace,

are exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures in

Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c.

ping orders executed.
The same prices charged at all the Establishments.^

ERDOE'S UNIVERSAL CAPES, OVER COATS,
and SHOOTING JACKETS. — First-class Garments

thoroughly waterproof, vet perfectly ventilating. Their esta-

blished character and extensive sale is their best ^omraen.ia-

tion. A large stock for selection also of LADIES CAF1.&, <sc.

96, New Bond Street, and 69, Cornhill,

t

Sizes.—Inches.

From 6 by i

7 „ 5

8 „
10 .. 8

U nde r

Eoches. '»r foot. Per 10 feet.
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i

5

I

1-2
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•

3 »•

•f

t

I.

l4

i*

•

••
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o

i

i

12 6
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IS 9
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LORD'S EUREKA SHIRTS.—" The Eureka is the

most unique, and the only perfect fitting shirt made. Otomr.
•< Ford's Eurekas are the acme of perfection.' OjyurtJow nnl

In half dozen boxes, ready for use, or made to order. Bc*t

quality, 42s. ; second quality, 33s. pAnltrv*
Caution-.-Fords Eureka Shirts are stamped 88, Pouttry,

London, without which none are genuine. Catalogues post tree.

Richard Ford, 38, Poultry, London.

OCHWEPPE'S MALVERN SELTZER WATER.
O-Having leased the Holy Well Spring *t Malvern, nmm*
for its purity, J. S. & Co. can now produce a ^ELTZLE

:

\\ A l

£

with all the Chemical and Medicinal properties which hav

rendered the Nassau Spring so celebrated. They cont.^

Manufacturing Soda, Magnesia, and Potass Waten>
and Lemon

ade, at London. Liverpool, Bristol, and Derby. Every bottle

protected by a red label bearing theirsignature.

The newes;

Deaxe, Dray & <>

T7

ft

99

* •

Larger sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 3d. to 3\d. per square foot, according to siz<

2t oz. „ 3£rf. to5d.
26 oz. ., 3±d. to lid .

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, an I

PATENT PLATE GLASS for Horticultural purposes, at

reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,

either in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

Propagating Glasses, Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass

Milk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not

hitherto manufactured in Glass.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate

price of this superior article should cause it to supersede all

other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. No
alteration connected with the sash is required.

3 LASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation of

every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure.

Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half.

List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

James Hetlet& Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

'attorns tn uio pieacni. «»™u . '*«„„ nf thes^
completed an extensive and choice Mwrtment of u*

9-Sronze from 9s. Gd. to 61. ; China from 19s to 7L i. eaen

lV?nM «itli nricos free ner post. Pure Colza OH tor i

FRENCH MODERATOR LAMPS
Patterns of the present season, "*-"

have con
Lamps

—

Engravings with prices free per post. Pure ^°» za
""'Jon

"

or

above Lamps at the lowest market price deJijewd m Lon£n

the suburbs periodically or on receipt of letter order v

Dbx-t. & Co. (opening to the Monument), London Briage.

Established ap. 1700. --—

i

VENTILATING STOVES! SUSPENSlOi*

V STOVES !-Approved by tho«a^ «f P^
d̂^

recommended as the two best , cheapest, mosT »""**£
nomical for Churches. Chapels, HaU9, betools, war ^
Shops. Greenhouses, ^drooms, Libraries^ &c r

q
i>

R e ,

with Prices sent post free.-DEASE, Deay, &mlo, »«".

Ironmongery, and m- s-""r "Chouse. London Bnd^ .

and

of London; «><> pnblished by ' h^ ai
c^ "^.'de"^ in"the"«id Conn.y.

tu« tniroR.-SATi »oat. >oveaiber 1, ISaft.
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A Stamped Newspaper of Rural Economy and General News.—The Horticultural Part Edited by Professor Lindley.

No. 45.—1856.] SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8.
{Price Fivepence.

Stamped Edition, 6d t

andAgriculture, foreign

English r*7 *

Arri. Sor. of England 748 b

Boiler, Ro*eiV conical 742 b
Botanical Soc. of Edinburgh.. 743 a
Boydell's en?me "4S e
Cabbage timber « 744 a
Catsup 742 c

Chadwick on English and
foreign asriculture 747 a

Climate of New Zealand J42 6

Cottages, labourers' 743 b
Entomological Society 743 a
Evergreens, to transplant .... 744 e

Fossil stems •••••• 7- a

Geology, Ansted's
Heating boilers and fixing
jointsof pipes for

Hort. Society's fruit show
Hyde Park, trees cut down in *

Labourers, condition of
Linnean Society's Journal ....
Loquat.

INDEX.
Peat and peat mosses 743 e _ ^ m
pfn2

s
SSntVn?

a'^anum
V& a

win be h*ld at the^ManorRoom^Church" Street," Stoke Kewing-rip^joiu^^. ....... ....... £««
ton, on WEDNESDAY, November!^ Doors open at 12 o'clock.

STOKE NEWINGTON CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.—The Tenth Annual Exhibition of this Society

— iron

743 e

* i * * * - 9 t

742 b

740 c
740 6
745 h

743 6

742 e

Mangel, keening properties of, 749 a
New Zealand, climate of ...... 74* b
Oilcake 746 e

Potato crop 742 a
— sets, large or small 747 c

Raspberry, autumnal 743 a
Reaping machines 7-15 e

Roses, war of 741 b— Cloth of Gold 7*2 c

Seeds and salt water 743 6

Standishand Noble's sale .... 7*" c
Statistics, Irish 74S a
Strawberry, Sir Harry 742 c

Tineo, Prof., death of 744 a
Trees cut down in Hyde Park.. 740 6

Truffles 73'J e
Victoria Kfgia, temperature of

tinker of 744 a
Village Botany 7*° *
Vines and carrion 742 e
Water pipes, iron 74-6
Wellingtons gigantea 742 6
Wendland, Mr 740 e

Woodbrid<e Farmers' Club .. 748 6

Admission from 12 to 4, Is. : after 4 o'clock, 6rf-

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
The next General Meeting will be held at the Society's

LANDSCAPE AND OKNAMENTAL GARDENING,
PLANTING. lc, UPON ANY SCALE.

MR. W. SHORT undertakes the above Works by
Contract or Commission.— For terms, &c, address

21, St. John's Wood Terrace, Regent's Park. London.

FLORICULTURE.—In consequence of Mr. John
Edwards having REMOVED FROM HOLLOWAY it is

respectfully requested that all communications be addressed
No. 20, Sharp's Alley, London.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
\TTATERER and GODFREY beg to intimate that
* * their Priced and Descriptive CATALOGUE OF HARDY
RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, and other American Plants
is now ready, and may be had free on application to Messrs.
Watf.rkr fc Godfrey. Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

AMERIC A~N P~L~A NTS.
TOHN WATERER, the Exhibitor of the above
O pi

DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS.
TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, &c, 238,

*-* High Holborn, London, have now published thfir compre-
hensive CATALOGUE OF DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS,
the twn.tr/ first Autumnal Series, which will b<> f-rwarded
free of cJiarge and post-paid to all parts OF THE woeld, upon-
application. The Bulbs are as usual offirst-rate quality.

James Carter & Co., Seedsmen, 9s c ,238, High Holborn, London.

I \ U iUH FLOW fciK ROOTS, Cheap.—TheTo 1 1owing
J^ f.>r lOt.:—IS choice HYACINTHS, 12 NARCISSUS, 12
EARLY TULIPS, 12.JONQUILS, 12 beautiful IRIS, 12«plendid
ANEMONES. 100 DUTCH CROCUS all colours 12 GLADI-
OLUS, 25 SNOWDROPS, 26 RANUNCULUS.—Wm. Pkvikb,
Florist, 82. Gracechurch Street, London. No charge for packages.

RM. STAKK betfs to intimate that his Catalogue
• of SHOW PANSIES is now ready, aud maybe had on

application.

He will also publish shortly a LIST of NEW and RARE
HERBACEOUS. ALPINE, and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

NEW AND INTERESTING FLOWER SEEDS.
Edinburgh, 1-45, Princes Street.—Nov. S.

A LARGE QUANTITY OF RHUBARB ROOTS,
best sorts, such as Prince of Wales, Victoria, Giant, Albert,

„ A
.
ne "exi TTJ \ ^Zlkl v XT o\ n ?• :

U Plants at the R ^*1 R° tat»c Gardens, Rpgent's Park, London,
;
&c .; also Seakale and Asparagus, strong plants, manv thousands.

Home in Regent Street, on TUESDAY, Nov. 2o. On this
. beKS t0 state that his CATALOGUE of RHODODENDRONS, to be scld very reasonable for cash; likewise a surplus stcck of

* • •

»• W * *

occasion there will be a special EXHIBITION of FRUIT, for

which the following Prizes are offered :

—

For COLLECTIONS of FRUIT of Home Growth-
First Prize, offered by Professor Lindley
Second do. „ C. W. Dilke, Esq.
Third do. „ Do.

For COLLECTIONS of FRUIT of Fobeigs Growth—
First Prize
Second do.

For GRAPES, in dishes of three bunches

£
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Muscats First Prize
Second do.

Third do.

First Prize
Second do.

Third do.

For TABLE PEARS of Home Growth, in Twelves-
First Prize
Second do.

Third do.

For TABLE PEARS of Foreign Growth, iu Twelves-
First Prize
Second do.

For TABLE APPLES of Home Growth, In Twelves-
First Prize
Second do.

Third do.

ForKITCHEN APPLES of Home Growth, in Twelves—
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AZALEAS, &c, is published, and can be obtained in exchange
for two postage stamps. The colours of the Rhododendrons are

described, and the Catalogue contains a selection of the most
favourite kinds of Pinuses, Roses, &c.

The American Nursery. Bagshot. Surrey.

FERN CATALOGUE.
ROBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE (24 pages) of his Collection of BRITISH and
FOREIGN FERNS, can now be had post free for six stamps.
Gratis to all previous purchasers.— Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

VHARLES
_
fURNBR ,S New Catalogue of GERA^
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First Prize
Second do.

Third do.

For COLLECTIONS of ORANGES, CITRONS, be.,

of Hoke Growth—
First Prize
Second do.

For COLLECTIONS ok ORANGES, CITRONS, &c,
of Foreigjt Growth—

First Prize
Second do.

N.B. Although this Meeting is held chiefly for the

Exhibition ofFruit, the Council will be glad to receive any

fine Specimens of Plants in Flower, of which due notice

will be taken.

All Fruit will remain at the disposal (/the Exhibitors.

In addition to the money Prizes, each

First or Second Prize will receive a Ce
first or second class.

. FRUITERERS can exhibit when For*

bit in no other case.

The Council will be obliged by a very
tity of space (number of square feet) *

of Collections will require, and of the s

"which others propose to send, in order i

modation may be provided. They wou»u

rpcommend the Exhibitors of Collections to cause them to be

placed and finally arranged in the course of Monday, the

24th iust, . ..,..,
In no case can any subjpct of Exhibition be received later than

10 a.m. on the 25th of November.
* "

When Exhibitors prove to be of equal merit as far as their

Fruit is concerned, the Judges are to place him first who dis-

plays the most skill and taste in arrangement.

JUDGES of the Fruit will be specially selected from persons

being neither Exhibitors nor Officers of the Society.

The Judges cannot increase the number or value of the Prizes

offered, unless it should be found that some are not contended

for, in which case the value of such Prizes may be used at the

discretion of the Judges in rewards for very meritorious exhibitions

of Fruit not provided for in this Schedule.

VI1ITORS will be admitted either—1, by the personal intro-

duction of a Fellow; or, 2, by the production of a Fellow s Trans-

ferable Ivory Ticket; or, 3, by the written Order of a Fellow.

Each Fellow can issue under the new regulations one such Order

for the admission of two persons. Candidates for Election will

be entitled to the same Privileges as Fellows.

Each Exhibitor will be entitled to an Order which will admit

two persons. _^
The Judses will proceed to make their award at 11 a.m.

'ill be open to Visitors at 1 p.m.

'libitor who gains a
a of Merit of the

ait is mentioned,

notice of the quan-
each EXHIBITOR
1 number of dishes

•. requisite accom-
.lso most strongly

NIUMS. FANCY GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS,
CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS, HOLLYHOCKS,
PANSIES, &c, is now ready, and can be had on application.

Royal Nursery, Slough.

crape vines in pots for sale.
JOSEPH EATON, Shacklewell Road, Stoke Newing
O ton, has a very fine stock of GRAPE VINES struck from
eyes for Planting or Forcing in Pots, from 4 to 8 feet long.

Shacklewell Road, Stoke Newington.

GRAPE VINES IN POTS.
JOHN WEEKS and Co., King's Road, Chelsea, can

now supply Grape Vines struck from eyes in very fine

condition, strong and healthy, for Planting or Forcing in Pots, all

the best approved sorts.

Horticultural Establishment. King's Road, Chelsea.

AITE'S DANIEL O'ROUKKE PEA, the best

early Pea in cultivation, can be had in any quantity.

—

J. G. Waitk, Seed Merchant. 181, High Holborn, London.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA.—
Good plants of the above for immediate potting, and which

will flower next spring, may be had at 2*. 6d. per score, post free

from Wood & Ikgbam, Huntingdon.

CIHRYSAM'HEMUMS.—A quantity of fine Plants,
^ just bursting into bloom, and well covered with healthy

foliage to the base, of all the leading varieties both of Pom pone
and large flowered may be had at from 6s. to 9s. per dozen on
application to Wood & Ingram, Huntingdon.

CHOICE NAMED PANSIES.

HART and NICKLIN, Florists, Guildford, Surrey,

beg to offer healthy plants of the above, selected from a

first-class collection, at is. per dozen, or three dozen for half a

guinea, basket included. Prepayment required.

ANSIES! PANSIES! PANSIES !—Now ready
for Autumn planting, strong'plants of the above flower, from

a large and well-selected stock. Warranted true. Price 4s. per doz.

Address W. H. Davis, Jun.. St. Mary's Hill, Newbury.

rpHE HEAVIEST LANCASHIRE SHOW GOOSE-
* BERRIES may now be had in strong plants, at 6s. per

dozen.— John- Hollakd, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton, near

Manchp-rer. CaMl'vju^s iv>w ready;

PRINCE OF WALES' RASPBERRIES.

WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON beg to inform the
public that they have now on hand a large stock of their

celebrated PRINCE of WALES' RASPBERRIES, which is

acknowledged to be the finest red variety in cultivation. Prices per

dozen or 100 on application.—Highga^e Nurseries, near London.

EW STRAWBERRIES.—First on the list is

KITLEY'S CAROLINA SUPERBA. A Post-office order

Pheasant-eyed Narcissus, and Double Yellow Daffodils, very
cheap. — Apply to Chahi.es Clarke, Nurseryman, &c, 179,

Windmill Street Grwwnd, Kent.

CITROUILLE.
HOMAS VEITCH and CO., Seed Merchants,
195, High Street, Exeter, are now exhibiting a magnificent

specimen of the above, weighing 150 lbs. ! ! It is excellent for

Soup. Piea, &c. Seed supplied 1,*. per packet.

Ui ANTED, DISSECTED LEAVES, SEED
* * VESSELS, &c, either in collection or a large fine group,

—Particulars to W. Cutter, Crystal Palace.

TO liE DISPOSED OF, between 70 aud 80 speci-
-*• mens of CACTI, some fine and rare. Price 3uZ.—Apply to

Y. Y . t Post Office, Southampton,

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND SPANISH CHES^
NUT SEEDLINGS, 12 inches, good rooted, for Sale.—

Price very moderate on application.

Stephk.n- Terkv. Nurseries, Wye, Kent.

DWARF BOX FOK SALE.—Two Thousand yards
of the best Dwarf Box for edgings. One yard of the above

will plant thr*c yards when divided.—For price, &c, apply to

Wm. IIkalr, Nurseryman, Calne, Wilts,

Q U ICK T~HO Rl\L

pHARLES SHARPE and CO. have a quantity of
V_> Strong Quick to offer. Prices and samples on application.

Nursprv and Pppd l^tahli^hmpnt, SU*aford,—Nov, 8.

sjtammrd Portugal laurels—a quan-
tity of very fine plants of the above, with stents 3 to 4£ feet

high, and with beautifully formed heads, may be had on applica-

tion to the undersigned. They have all been transplanted two
years t-ince, and will lift with large balls of earth.

Wood & rvoKAU. Huwtiogd n.

p HOICK FRUIT TREES and STRAWBERRIES.
V-/ —For Catalogues wiih descriptions of the above, including
the Brongh Bergamo t Pear, apply to Wm. BARRATP, Land-
scape Gardekke, Wakfti-.ld.

"This is certainly a tirst-rate Pear."—See Transactions of
Pomological Society, page 19.

A fine stock of Pyramid and Orchard-house Trees.

TREES FOR AVENUES, ETC.

EP. FRANCIS has several hundreds of fine tall
• straight English OAK, English and Huntingdon ELM r

and Spanish CHESNUT, from 9 and 10 to 12 feet, rising with
capital roots off deep loamy soil. Prices upon application.

E. P. F/s new DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES is

now ready, and will be forwarded, gratis, upon application.

Rose Nurseries, Hertford.

N
for 21s. will secure 100 good strong Plants of this very excelfent

Seedling, basket included, or 3s. 6rf.per dozen, free by post.

N.B. See the report of the Pomological Society in this Paper of

July 19; and also in the Calendar of Operations, July 26.

James Kitlet, Lyncombe Vale Nursery, Bath.

FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, SC.

EAGLE and HENDERSON, Nueserymen, Seeds-
men*, and Florists to the Que* n. bet: to intimate that their

CATALOGUES of FOREST, FRUIT, ORNAMENTAL
TREES and SHRUBS, VINES. FLORISTS1 FLOWERS, &c,
are now ready, and may be had free ou application.— Leith Walk
Nurseries. Edinburgh. m

L^OHEST TKEKS. — The Subscribers solicit the
JF attention of parties intending Planting to their complete
and well-grown st<>ckof the above, Catalogues of which, as also of
Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, maybe bad free on application.

Prices moderate.
David ll\n> & Sox, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Edinburgh.

|7OK EST, FKL1T, and OKNAMENTAL TREES.
JL —The Subscribers beg to intimate that they have this season

an unusually large aud .superior atock of the above Trees, which.

they are prepared to &ell on the most reasonable terms.—Thoaias
-

|
Kennedy & Co., Nurseryman and Seedsman, Dumfries, N.B,

PLANTING SEASON.
lyiLLlAM URQUHAKT and SONS, Dundee,

D
The rooms will be open
The Chair will be taken at 2 p.m

QCOTT'FSH ARBORICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
^ The Third Annual General Meeting for the Election of

Members, the Appointment of Office Bearers, the Reading of

Papers. Awarding of Prizes, and other Business, will be held on

WEDNESDAY, November 12, at I o'clock p.m., at the Society s

liooms, 6", York Place, Edinburgh.
James Alexander, Secretary.

6, York Place, Edinburgh, November 8.

STRAWBERRIES.— Underbill's excellent Straw

berrv SIR HARRY, warranted true, strong well rooted

plants, (with a ball of earth to each if desired), price 40s. per

100, or 6s. per dozen; price to the Trade per 1000 may be had

on application. Also all other sorts worth cultivation now ready. I now. be ha(i n application. Contents: Seedling and Trans-
—Apply to R. S. Yates, St. Ann's Square, Manchester.—Nov. 8. pjante(i Forest Trees, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Herbaceous

respectfully announce that their PRICED LIST may

W ANTED IMMEDIATELY,
CHOICE FRUITS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Forward to GEORGE TAYLOR, Jux.,
Fruit aud Vegetable Salesman,

St. John's Market, Liverpool.

A Priced Circular post free on application.

Terms—"Cash."

Plants and Ferns, Auriculas, Pinks, Greenhouse Plants, &c.

HARDY HEATHS.—A tirst-rate Collection, and
well grown PLANTS, by the Hundred or Thousand—

Catalogues with Prices will be sent free on application

Wat* vV GoDrhEY.&nap Hill Nursery, "WokingTjfejggr^
FOR. SALE, prices moderate, veryT AKCH.

DOUBLE ROMAN *nd PAPER WHITE NAR- ^ _
CISSU8, 4x. per dozen.—The above Bulbs, the former of pwArF"BOX EDGING ; Standard and Trained

superior LARCH, 2J to 3 feet; GOOSEBERRIES.- a, p.

assortment of fine plants in quantity; strong FRTVE
— . , , , , ,., . j . DWARF BOX EDGING; Standard and Trained FlUjIT' 7?
which is so justly esteemed for its early blooming and excessive TREE ^. CHRYSANTHEMUMS, strong plants eomWHa ?6
fragrance, and the latter for its punty and elegance, have just hloom . DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS, an unrivalled *^.ortme::t
arrived, and may be obtained at A. Cobbett s Italian and Foreign >

(gee Catalogue).-Tn«Rxnn r. A DiOESOV, Nure*rymwiJ-&«*.i$-
Warehouse, 13, Pall Mall, near V> aterloo Place, London.

meni &c ?
Ll4ff reUCe liili N ursery, and 27, Bath Street, Ji»Uu4.
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MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SONS' SPRING
CATALOGUE (Post free on application) contains full

description of the followiug New Plants :—

Echites Houtteana, finer than crassinoda

Begonia picta, a»beautiful foliaged plant

„ cirmabarina hybrid*, cinnamon red, shrubby habit, and now
coming into flower- It is an excellent winter blooming plant.

Diantbus al bo nigricans, large double variety, black, edged and
interlaced with white; hardy

Camellia Jenny Lind, beautiful form
Azalea the Bride, pure white, very free flowering

n Louis Napoleon, double rich crimson velvet.

RHODODENDRONS.
Countess of Rosslyn I Mrs. Dargan
Duchess of Cleveland I Earl of Rosslyn
Duke of Hamilton

|
Lord Bolingbroke

Six magnificent rich spotted varieties, having compact conical
trusses, and very large and conspicuous flowers.

New and delicious Strawberry " Adair/' for particulars and
description of which see Autumn Bulb Catalogue or back numbers
of this Paper.

A New Plate of Five Choice Show Geraniums is now published,
and will be forwarded on receipt of 12 postage stamps.
The Autumn Bulb Catalogue will be forwarded on application,

containing descriptions of Cinerarias and Geraniums now
being sent out for the first time.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.
WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.

TO NOBLEMEX AXD GENTLEMEN PLANTING NEW PlEASUBE
Grounds or Improving Parks or Drives, and to Companies
Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries.

TX/- SKIRVING begs to offer his Stock of TREES
w + and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either for

immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where smaller
sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition to his
general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrubs, which is

allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this season
offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most valuable
Trees lately introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA and
CEDRUS DEODARA, of various sizes, from one to six feet.

W. S. invites any one wanting Specimen Trees and Shrubs to
inspect his collection and obtain prices on the spot, as the mere
height of such trees (as quoted in list*) gives no idea of the value
of well grown select plants for choice situations.

N.B. A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped
plants of the Araucaria Imbricata and Cedrus Deodara have
been grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great
distances in thi» country, or to any part abroad.
CAMELLIAS, some of extra large size, well adapted for

Conservatories, and an extensive collection of smaller sizes, all
well set with flower Buds, at very moderate prices.

Priced Lists will be sent on application.

TO GENTLEMEN ENGACED IN PLANTING.
WATERER and GODFREY beg to offer the

following desirable plants :—
Araucaria imbricata, small for planting out in nurseries by the 1000

1 and 2 feet by the 100
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet high. Nothing can ex-

ceed the beauty of these plants and all

growing in the open ground.
Abies Douglasi, a splendid lot of plants, 3, 4, 6, 8 to 12 feet high
Finns Cembra, in large quantities, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 feet

insignia, ditto ditto
Montezumae, fine plants, 3 and 4 feet high
Benthamiana, in large quantities from seed
macrocarpa ditto ditto

Sabiuiana ditto ditto

Picea Pinsapo, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high, and as much through. Most
beautiful plants.

M Nordmanniana, 2, 3, and 4 feet high and wide, all from seed

# nobilis, in quantities from seed [grafted

m ditto, 1, 2, and 3 feet, with perfect leads, and none of them
„ grandis, 1 year's, from seed

Cedrus Deodara, by the thousand, 1, 2, 3, and 4 feet high
n „ several hundred fine specimens, 5, 6, 7, 8, & 10 ft. high

p Lebanon, 2, 3 f 4, and 6 feet

„ „ some larger, up to 8 and 10 feet
Oyptomeria japonica, 3 to 10 feet

Cupressus macrocarpa, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 feet
Goveniana, 2, 3, and 4 feet
Lawsoniana, from seed
MacNabiana, ditto

Hemlock Spruce, Pinus canadensis, 3 to 8 feet

Juuiperus, Irish, hundreds of plants, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high, per-
fect columns

Chinese, 2, 3, and 4 feet

„ a fine lot, 7, 8, and 10 feet

„ Virginiana (Red Cedar), 2, 3, 4, up to 8 feet

Libocedrus chiltensis, 2, 3, and 4 feet (very handsome)
Taxus, Yew.—Common English, a vast quantity of all sizes, up

to 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet high
Irish Yew, 3, 4, 5. 6, and 8 feet. Some very fine specimens,

10 and 12 feet high
Golden Yews by the thousand, 1£, 2, and 3 feet high

„ worked, 4, 5. 6, and 8 ieet

,,
worked on Irish, and very ornamental, 5 to 8 ft.

eletrantissima (or new striped), in large quantities, 11 to 3 ft.

Dovaston,or Weeping Yew, fine plants, worked on stems
with good heads, 6 to 8 feet high

adpressa, tine bushes, 2 and H feet

adpressa, worked as standards
Thuja aurea, several hundred specimens, 2, 3, and 4 feet high and

a^ much through, perfect globes

n jocciden talis, American Arbor Vitae, the best plant for
hedges. A large quantity just adapted for the purpose,
4, 5, and 6 feet high

„ Weareaua, the best variety of Siberian Arbor Vitffi, 4,5, 6,

and 8 feet high
Wellingtonia gigantea, a few very fine plants

„ „ smaller
Chatniecyparis sphseroidea variegata, the variegated White

Cedar, a large quantity 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet high
Abies excelsa, var. pumila, all dwarf varieties of the Common

Spruce, and very remarkable
Clanhraziliana, ditto ditto
elegans, ditto ditto
Gregori, ditto ditto
cempaeta, ditto ditto
pygmaea, ditto ditto
pvrainidaMs, ditto ditto
diffusa, ditto ditto

Pinus sylvfstris pumila, dwarf Scotch
t&g* With reference to the large plants alluded to in this Ad-

vertisement, we beg to say all of them have been continually
removed, and are in a condition to transplant and send any dis-
tance with perfect safety.

Variegated Hollies, in large quantities and great variety, 2, 3,

and 4 feet high
„ „ a fine stock of the best Gold-striped Hollies,

2 and 3 feet high
Some very fine Striped Hollies 6 and 8 feet high.

As well as the above, we are large holders of the ordinary
Nursery Stock, such as Arbutus, Aucnbas, Phillyraeas, Laurels,
Kays, Box, Holly, Lilacs, Purple Btrech, Scarlet Thorns, Roses,
Fruit Trees, &c.

Priced Catalogues will be forwarded, free, on application to
Watmer & Godfkey, Knap Hill, Woking, Surrey.
*ar The Nursery is about 40 minutes' ride from London by

tram to Woking Station.
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HOLLYHOCK SEED. t

OIRCHAM and WARD beg to offer their Holly-
1 J hock Seed in packets at Is. 6d.. 2s. 6d.

y
and 5*. each. This

Seed is selected from the best varieties in cultivation, and
B. & W. will warrant it to produce Seedlings of superior quality
that will give satisfaction to all purchasers.

Hedenham Roserv. Bungay, Suffolk, Nov. 8.

JOHN CATTELL has a large Stock of the following
*J to offer to the Trade, Catalogues of which and other articles
may be had on application :

—

Delphinium Hendersoni
„ magnificum

w grandiflorum maximum
„ Barlowi
„ hybridum flore pleno
„ Wheeleri

Gentiana acauli*
AVahlenbergia grandiflora
Scilla siberica
Lilium speciosum album

M

Passiflora cserulea, very strong

Wellingtonia gigantea, very
fine

Thujopsis borealis

Ghent and other hardy Azaleas
Azalea indica Empress Eugenie

Euialie Van Geert
mRgnificens
Admiration

„ punctatum » Criterion, &c.

,, atrorubrum, and other vars. :
Leschenaultia biloba splendens

Phlox Countess of Home, and (Hunt's fine variety)
other fine varieties [suckle Lophospermum purpureum, a

Late and Early Dutch Honey-
i fine deep-coloured variety.

Nurseries, Westerbam, Kent, Nov. 8.

I OHM CATTELL begs to call the attention of parties
** about to plant to hi* very superior stock of FOREST and
ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, &c, among which the

,

following will be found remarkably fine :

—

i
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Abies Douglasi, 1 to 9 feet

Menziesi, 2 to 7 feet

Morinda, 4 to 10 feet

Cedar of Lebanon, 3 to 10 feet

Cedrus Deodara, 1 to 10 feet

Pinus insignia, 1 to 7 feet

Benthamiana, about 1 ft.

excelsa, 6 to 12 feet

Lambertiana, 1 to 3 feet

monticola, 1 to 3 feet

Ayacahuite, 1 to 4 feet

Picea Nordmanniana, about 1 ft.

Pinsapo, 1 to 5 feet

cephalonica, 2 to 6 feet

nobilis, stout plants from
seed

SI
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Picea nobilis, fine plants, 1 to
li feetj with leaders

Larix GriflUhiana, 1 to 3 feet;
this i3 very hardy

Araucaria imbricata, 1 to 4 ft.;

very fine

Wellingtonia gigantea, fine

young plants, 6 to 18 inches

Ditto, a few fine specimens
CephalotaxusFortuni, male and

female, handsome young
plants, and a few fine speci-
mens

Standard Weeping and Varie-
gated Hollies

• ••

9 •

• * *

* " •

*•#

• • *

• * *

Together with a particularly fine stock of the leading kinds of
Tree* and Shrubs, Conifer®, American plants, consisting of all

the new and choice Rhododendrons, Ghent and English Azaleas,
Kalmia latifolia, Andromeda floribunda, &c, catalogues of
which for the present season may be had on application.

Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.—November 8.

PLANTING.
A PAUL and SON respectfully invite attention to

• the following Abridged List of HARDY ORNAMENTAL
TREES, of which they have a very large stock in splendid con-

dition on sale at very moderate prices, which will be given on
application.

• if
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Abies alba, 14 to 2 ft.

Douglasi, 1£ to 3 ft.

Menziesi, 1 to 3 ft.

Morinda, 3 to 10 ft., very
fine

rubra, li to 2£ ft.

Araucaria imbricata, 2 to 5 ft.

Arbutus, 2 ft.

Aucubas, H to 2 ft.

Bays, Sweet, 1 to 3 ft.

Box, 1 to 3 ft.

Chinese Privet, 1 to U ft.

Cotoneasters, 1 to 2 ft.

Cedrus Deodara, 2* to 10 ft.

Cedar of Lebanon, 3 to 10 ft.

(The largest and finest

stock in the country.)

Cedrus Africanus, 3 to ft.

Cryptomeria japonica, 1 to 8 ft.

Cupressus Corneyana, 1A ft.

Lambertiana, 1

A

"to 3 ft.

torulosa, 1 to 2 ft.

Juniperus, all the leading sorts,

1 to 6 ft.

Laurel, Portugal, 2 to 6 ft.

„ v Standards, 8 ft
Laurestinus. 1£ to 2i ft.

Mahonia aquifolia, 1 to 2 ft.

Phillyreas, 3 to 5 ft.

Pinus austriaca, 3 to 4 ft.

Benthamiana, lh ft.

Cembra, 1 to 5 ft.

excelsa, 4 to 8 ft., very fine

insignis, 1 to 6 tt.

Lambertiana, 1 to 6 ft.

Llaveana, 1 to 2 ft.

monticolor, 1 to 2 ft.

muricata, 1£ ft.

Pallasiana,2 to 2i ft.

Strobus nivea, 1 to 3 ft.

(the Snow Pine).

Picea nobilis, I to 2 ft.

Nordmanniana, 1 ft.

Pinsapo, 1 to 4 ft.

Silver and Scotch Fir,

3 to 8 ft.

Rhododendrons, 100 finest vars.

Thuja aurea, 6 in. to 1$ ft.

glauca, 6 to 9 in.

intermedia, 1 to 1£ ft,

japonica, 1 to 1J ft.

gigantea, 1 ft.

minima, 6 to 9 in.

Wareana, 1 to 5 ft.

Taxodiura serapervirens, 3to8 ft.

Taxus adpressa, 1 to 4 ft.

Canadensis, 1 to 2 ft.

Cheshuntensis, 3 to 5 ft.

Dovastoni, 1 to 2 ft
elegantisMma, 1 to 2 ft.

gold striped, 1 to 4 ft.

Irish, 1 to 5 ft.

stricta, 1 to 4 ft

ii

Elms, of sorts, 6 to 10 ft.

Flowering Shrubs, in 300 spe-
cies and varieties

Laburnums, 6 to 8 ft.

Limes, 3 to 10 ft.

Mountain Ash, 8 ft.

„ „ Weeping,8ft.stems
Planes, 8 ft.

Poplars, of sorts, 6 to 10 ft.

Persian Lilacs (Standards),
4 to 5 feet stems.

Scarlet Horse Chesnut, 6 to

10 ft., very fine

Maple, 8 ft.

„ Oak, 1 to 8 ft.

Spanish Chesnut, 6 to 8 ft.

tt
„ variegated, 6 ft.

Svcamore, 8 to 10 ft.

Tulip Trees, 1 to 10 ft.

Thorns, of sorts, 6 to 8 ft.

Weeping Cytisus
Beech

„ Elms, 8 to 10 ft. stems
„ Mountain Ash
„ Privet

„ Willow
„ American Willow, 8 ft stems
„ Kilmarnock „ 6 ft. stems
„ Roses, 8 ft. stems

ii

v
a
ft

91

11

n
ii

ii

is

19

11
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...

• .

.

...

11

11

11

If

11

19

19

11

If

If

if

If

11

If

Atragene, white and blue
Bignonia radicans major

w flava speciosa
Clematis azurea grandiflora

double blue
Florida, double and single
Hendersoni

„ Sieboldti

Honeysuckle Evergreen
Scarlet Trumpet

ii

if

ii
i

•

n
if

if

it

si

is

flexuosa

,. Magnevillea,
Ivy, Irish, strong

palmated
gold blotched

„ silver

9f
Ragneriana

one
[finest

of the

fi

ii

ii

19

9)

11

ft

11

11

common
ii

1 to 5 ft.

Fan, 3 to 5 ft.

Descriptive

Acacias, of sorts, 3 to 8 ft.

Beech purple, best variety, 3
to 10 ft.

Christmas Roses
Delphinium Barlowi
Dielytra spectabile

Gentiana acaulis
Hepaticas, of sorts

Lilium longifiorum
Lily of the Valley
Russian Violets
Hollyhocks (see

Catalogue)
Roses(see DescriptiveCatalogue
Azalea indica
Camellias
Epacris
Ericas
Fruit Trees (see

Catalogue)
Grape Vines, from eyes, 6 ft.,

stout & well ripened, very fine

Tarragon, Sage, Thyme, and
Herbs in general

fine stock of
handsome
plants. ;

Descriptive

As many of the above are raised by the thousand, a consider-
able reduction in prices will be made when a large quantity of
one article is required. The whole have been frequently removed,
and are very handsome; the Evergreens rise with close balls of
earth. Carriage free to London. For particulars of general
Stock, see Catalogues just published.—Nurseries, CheshuntJHerts.

HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c.

A PAUL and SON have just published a SELECT
• LIST of the above, with their Heights, English Names

and Descriptions, which they will be happy to forward free by
post in answer to written applications.

j
Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

J

TO THE SEED TRADE
ESSRS. PLATZ and SON, Seed Grove**
Erfurt, Prussia, are pleased to say in presenter oTSCATALOGUE for the season, 1857, that their SUMMEPSTOCKS arn unequalled by any of the growers, and many otherFlower Seeds are of the highest merit. A few articles am

particularly recommended, such as Acroclinium roseum. Earlr
orders are particularly solicited, addressed to their agent in
London, Mr. Robert Kennedy, Bedford Conservatories, Coven

t

Garden, of whom Catalogues may be had on application.—Nov 8NEW PLANTS. ~^~
MESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS

are now prapared to execute orders for the annexed •—
CINERARIA PICCOLOMINI, adiatinct and pleasing Variety

pure white, with blue edge, shaded with lavender, lavender disc'
verv distinct. 7s Qd. f

CINERARIA WONDER, a strikingly handsome variety
colour gentian blue, extending half-way down the petals, disc
and centre pure white; a great improvement on "C. Fascina
tion." 75. 6d.

GESNERIA ZEBRINA SPLENDIDISSIMA.—The foliag*
of this plant is exceedingly handsome, being beautifully marked
with velvety crimson

;
flowers rich orange and scarlet; a great

acquisition to our ornamental plants. 10s. 6d.
TYD.dE A ARGYRONENSE, a very distinct winter blooming

plant, possessing the double advantage of handsome variegated
foliage and beautiful flowers; the blossoms are tubular inform,
the upper of which and top lips are scarlet, under side of the tube
yellow, lower lips yellow spotted with scarlet. 10s. 6d.

The Nurseries, Tooting, London.

OBERT PARKER begs to inform his friends and
patron* that his PRICED AND DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE OF GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS, &c, is now ready,
and will be forwarded, post free, upon application.
He also begs to direct attention to the following, of which he

possesses a Urge stock in strong and healthy plants :—
Araucaria excelsa (Norfolk Island Pine), each
Azalea indica, of sorts, from, per doz.
Camellias, of sorts, from, per doz. ...

Cyclamen Atkinsi, flowering bulbs, each ... 3*. 6d. to

Delphinium formosuui| the finest variety ever offered,

per doz.
Epacrises, of sorts, from, per doz.
Ericas, of sorts, from, per doz.

Ferns, hardy, from, per doz. ...

„ stove and greenhouse, from, per doz.
Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass), per doz.
Orchids, Exotic, from, per doz.
Selaginellas, of sorts, from, per doz.

A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from
unknown correspondents.

Paradise Nurserv, Hornsey, and Seven Sisters' Road t Holloway*

T H~E PLAN TING SEASON,
BASS and BROWN have much pleasure in calling

attention to their very fine and well grown Stock of

ROSES, &c, which they offer in collections as under.

Catalogues on application.

ROSES, 100 standards, in 100 very superior varieties

100 „ 50
100 „ 100 extra
100 „ 50

„ selections per doz., 18*. to

100 dwarfs in 100 very superior varieties

100 n 50
100 w 100 extra
100 „ 60 „

„ selections per doz., 65. to

Climbing „
HARDY CLIMBING PLANTS, 20 fine sorts, in pots

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, 100 distinct and showy
varieties, 305 per doz., As. to

Ditto, ditto, 100 superior varieties, 505.; per doz., 75. 6rf. to 10

Ditto, ditto, ?5 fine vars., best adapted for Rock Work,
125. • or 12 for ... . . ... ... ... 7 6

Very superb and beautiful collections of PHLOXES, PENT-
STEMONS, POTENTILLAS, ANTIRRHINUMS, PEONIES,
DWARF ROCK CISTUS, HOLLYHOCKS, CONIFERS,

&c, &c.

CHOICE FRUIT TREES.
Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, two and three year trained,

very fine, handsome, and well grown, each 35. Qd. to 65.; Plums,

Pears, &c,two and three year trained, do. each, 25. 6tf. to 35. 6<f. To

gentlemen requiring first-rate wall fruit these are strongly

recommended, also Standard, Pyramidal, and other Fruit Trees

of the choicest sorts.

Splendid GLADIOLI, ENGLISH, GERMAN, and other

IRIS; LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM and other LILIES; and an

extPn^ive collection of CHOICE DUTCH, CAPE, and other

ROOTS.
GOODS CARRIAGE FREETor orders not under 205. to all the

London stations, also to all stations on the London, Norwich, and

Colchester line.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk, ^

THE SALWAY PEACH.
CHARLES TURNER has much pleasure in intro-

ducing this very valuable new variety, raised by Colonel

Salway, Egham Park, Surrey. It has been fruited this season

at the Royal Gardens, and Mr. Ikgbam has forwarded tne Al-

lowing testimonial as to its merits :

—

(Copy) THE SALWAY PEACH. ... ^
"I am pleased to bear testimony to tbe excellence of tms new

LATE YELLOW PEACH. It is a variety quite distinct irom

other late kinds, both in appearance as well as in the texture 01

the fruit. The flesh is of a deep orange colour—like that pi an

Apricot — soft, melting, and juicy, very saccharine, bigniy

aromatic, and separates clean from the stone. The trait is m
good size, and ripens on the open wall the beginning 01

November. The Salway Peach will be found a valuable acqui-

sition, owing to its lateness and good quality.

(Signed) " Thomas Ingham-

« Royal Gardens, Frogmore, Sept. 23, 185B."

In the "Florist" for December, 1854, Mr. J..Powell,oTtne

Royal Gardens writes:—" Tbe fruit is round, skin tfV™****
tinged and mottled with red on the sunny side ;

flesh orans«

tinged with red at the stone, melting and juicy, witu a mg" /

perfumed flavour. It is a perfectly hardy variety. r
ft
-.: nff

There is everv reason to believe it will be an excellent foreing

variety, as it sets freely and is a good bearer,^ and as it c*u u*

had so late in the season it is an invaluable variety.

Extract from the "Transactions of the British P°moW

^

Society" (So. I.):-" A seedling Peach raised in the SJ^^
Colonel Salwav, from a stone brought from Italy, WM

x

eJ^
l

d
t

of
by Mr. Turner, of Slough. The fruit was of ?

ed
!
u™ 8™'SloV

a deep golden yellow colour ; the flesh also of a rich deep yw

colour, v*ry melting, juicy, and vinous, with ^J™'™ the
flavour of krx Apricot. Although this was gatheredJ™ {J
wall on November 4, it was in as great perfection and as ng j

flavoured as any of the September varieties and was 9*
recommended by the Society as a valuable late reacn.

DWARF-TRAINED TREES S*?f jU
MAIDEN do. .- ... 10* W. do.

The usual discount to the trade, with a further allowance ix

12 plants are taken. _ Crvvcs F.din-
Plants can be bad of Messrs. Petfb LawsowHM, **»

bnrgh; Messrs. Dick80» & Co-^^^K^^men
DicLok & Boss, Edinburgh; and the principal Nurserymen.

Royal Nursery, Slough.

£. *. d.
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and the public, that he has this season to offer ari extensive
S^Ck °

f

nf
W
,
e
trro

n/TAN^ARD and DWARF ROSE ^con-
sisting of all the leading and most approved kinds. A Priced
List will be forwaj;dedJree^n_application.—Nov. 8.

ROSE CATALOCUE, with DIRECTIONS FOR CUT TURFTOHN CRANSTON begs to announce thai hfsO DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE cf ROSES for the Autumn
of 1S56 and Spring of 1S57 is now ready, and'thaVhe wlli'Te
happy to forward it free by post on application. Full and
accurate descriptions are given of all the finest varieties in
•cultivation, likewise directions for Pruning, Planting, and generalmanagement.—Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

ROSES. ~ ~

—

A PAUL and SON respectfully announce that their
. NEW CATALOGUE is now ready for circulation, and

will be forwarded free by post in answer to written application
The Stock never was in finer condition; the Standards are

•robust, clean, and healthy; and the Pot Roses, owin- to an
improved system of cultivation, are larger, better rooted, and
hardier in constitution than usual. Early orders are solicited

Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

ROYAL
BERKSHIRE

SEED
ESTABLISHMENT.

O LTTON and SONS have just received a very unique
kJ Collection of Hyacinths, Anemones, Jonquils, Cro-
cuses, and numerous other Bulbous Floicer Hoots, direct
from one of the most celebrated Florists in Haarlem.

gnggg very moderate. Lists gratis, and post free.DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

but larger, stouter and brighter in colour, remaining a long time
in perfection on the plant without the faded appearance so objec-
tionable in the parent. It is a most abundant bloomer, both insummer and autumn; and has received first class certificates
from the National Floricultural Society, the Royal Botanic
Society, and at the Crystal Palace Exhibition. Price 10*. 6d. each
A. Paul & Son respectfully announce that they will send out

the above Rose on and after the 1st November next. The usual
discount to the Trade when three or more are ordered.
_ Nurseries . Cheshunt. Hert s.

]^EW ROSE, by Schmitt, Rne St. PienrTdTVaise"^ Lyons, France. - MADAME SCHMITT, Hybrid He
Bourbon, Perpetual, very vigorous, branches straight, foliage
dark green, flowers full, extra large, 4 to 5 inches in diameter
petals very large and round, colour rich rose shaded carmine'
the reverse side silvery white: blooms in bouquets of three to
five flowers. Price, 15 francs.

~ NEW SEEDLING R~0 S E S.
"DELUZE, Vaise, Rhone, France. — MOSS.
,

D™HESSE DE VERNEUIL; vigorous, very thorny-
leaves, dark and shining green; flowers large and full, in acorymbusoffour or five together; delicate rose tint: a showv
plant. Price 15f. or 12s.

3

NOISETTE PERPETUAL MADAME SCHULZ; vigorous
and spreading branches; leaves dark green ; flowermedium size,
very full

;
colour, canary yellow, sometimes tinted rose in the

centre; strong perfume. Produced from Ophirie, but totallv
different. Price 20r'. or 16.9.—Letters to be prepaid.

pETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen to the

fto t>
Q

ki
EEN

"v
&C

"'
h
.

e8\leave t0 intimate to their Customers and

£?>wl 6
E
rnval of a verF fine selection of FLOWERKOOTs in excellent condition, and they respectfully solicit early

orders for the same. Catalogues may be had free on application.
- *7, Great George StreeVWestminster.

SAFFRON WALDEN NURSERY.

Wt?t
U
t
PA? B

^.
DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.

ILLIAM CHATEK'S ANNUAL DESCRIP-
PvWTIV*L CA,

TALOGUE, with remarks on the Culture,
Exhibiting. &c, of this noble flower may be had on receipt of one
postage stamp. e

Seed saved from 20 best varieties, mixed, per packet 5s (W
I>°. 12 do. do. ""2

6
Do. good mixed

jBorder varieties, good mixed, ground roots, per'lOO '.'.'. 20
I)o - °°j^_ ln colours do. do. ... 313

T
Will be sent post free at all times during the season by applvinz
to GEORGE TAYLOR, Jun.,

V J b

Fruit and Vegetable Salesman, *

St. John's Market, Liverpool.
Terras—"Cash."~ ~~ SPECIMEN CEDRUS DtODARA.V*m. MAULE and SONS invite the attention of. „ _ _„„

»TBca1c
Pulat^%^,^5^e^^0f thfa ***** *"«*** ™d »«* 9™ ««* satisfaction.

Plants in the open ground, 6 to 7 feet 15s. 0<i. each.
g°* . .

do - 5 to 6 feet 7 6
Do. In large pots, 4 to 5 feet 7 6
Do do. 3 to 4 feet 5
A. large quantity of small sizes for mixing with Larch and

other plantations. Prices may be had on application.
Stapleton Road Nurseries, Bristol.

NEW EXOTIC FLHN.
RGTMVOOR%miA PKRrviANA ARGTROPIITT.LA (Moorr).
OBERT PARKER begs to offt-r the above beautiful
and distinct Fern, of which a fine specimen was exhibited

at the last Crystal Palace Show, and was awarded a first prize
tor new plants In appearance it is perfectly distinct from any
species in cultivation, the npper and under sides of the fronds
being densely coated with white farinose powder, which gives it amost lingular and distinct appearance. Good plants. 21s. each
Paradise r^orsery, Hornsey, and Seven Sister,' Koad, Holloway.

RED BEET SEED.pDWARD SANG and SONS, Nurserymen and

ukvt <i!-r,
M

!'
N
;
Kirkcald y. W *° offer to the Trade REDBhLI ^ELD of their own raising from carefully selected fullgrown roots The sort is very superior, producing well-shaped

medium-Mzed bulbs of remarkably fine quality and colour.
Price on application.—Kirkcaldy, Nov. 8.

tVEvV EARLY' WINTER TARE, r*eomraided
ft ,1 ,

bJ PractlCRl agriculturists for producing an abundant crop
full 10 days earlier than any other variety yet introduced.
Orders received for a limited quantity at 16a per'bnshel.

line Winter Tares &,. ed. per bushel.
Early Racer Tare 7 6. „Address—Mr. H. Raynbird, Pasingstoke.

"THE»C£RANIUM CATALOCU£ FO* 1856 AND 18577
JOHN WESTWOOiyS CATALOGUE OF SHOW,
• FANCY, BEDDING, AND FRENCH GERANIUMS is
now ready for delivery, and will be sent post free to all appli-
cants. A detailed General Catalogue of Soft-wooded Plants will
shortly be issued and delivered in like manner.
J.W. respectfully invites inspection of his Stock, now con-

sisting of more than One Hundred Thousand Plants in vigorous
growth, unequalled by any in England.

Floral Nursery, Acton Road, Turnharn Green.

GERANIUMS. ETC. ~

\yiLUAM CUTBUSH and SON be
ff to intimate

* * that their CATALOGUE of SHOW, FANCY. ANDFRENCH GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS, Ac., is now ready,
aud can be had gratis on application.

William Cutbush & Son wish to draw particular
attention to tluir stock of Vie above, which is of fast-rate

M
n

D
NEW ROSES.

ing
BELLE ANGLATSE, hybrid perpetnal, growth vigorous-

branches, straight and rather thorny; leaves, large and dark
green; flowers, medium size, full, very good shape, sweet per-
fume

; colour, rose-tinted, alwavs flowers well.
ETANDARD DE SEBASTOPOL, hybrid perpetual, growth

vigorous
; branches, straight and rather thorny ; flowers, medium

size, almost full ; colour, dark crimson, velvety. A seedling from
G£ant des Bataiiles. but quite distinct in growth and colour.MADAME HERAUD, hybrid perpetual, growth vigorous-
branches straight and strong; flowers very large and flat; colour
bright carmine. Always flowers well, and has a most agreeable
perfume.
Good plants of the above 15 francs, or 12s. each. Parties order-

ing three will receive a fourth plant gratis. Are now ready.

ROSES.
40,000 Dwarf Roses on their own roots in pots and worked on the

Manetti stock. 50,000 Dwarf Roses budded on 6-inch stems.
30,000 Standard Roses. 5000 G£n§ral Jacqueminot, Hybrid
Perpetual. 7000 G^ant des Bataiiles, ditto. 12,000 Tea-scented
and China Roses in pots on their own roots.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON wish to direct especial
v * attention to their enormous and splendid stock of Roses,

which, owing to an entirely new soil and increased facilities of
propagation, was never in finer order, and they feel assured the
plants they have this season the pleasure of offering to their
friends cannot be surpassed, many of the Standard and Dwarf
Roses having made shoots 6 feet in length.

Collections of Roses will be supplied on thefollowing terms, when
the selection of sorts is left entirely to ourselves

:

— Per doz.
Extra tall Standards, 4 to 8 feet high, with three to six
best varieties of Climbing and Perpetual Roses, in* i

each stem, suitable for training, &c.
r
3s. 6d. to 55. each

;

Tall Standards, fine picked stocks from 4 to 6 feet with !

large heads, of the most showy kinds, for planting in i

conspicuous situations on lawns, &c 42$.
Extra superior selected Standards, in fine varieties ... 24s. to 30s.
Fine Dwarf Standards, in fine varieties 18s. „ 24s,
Superb ditto ditto, the best sorts for exhibition ,.. 18s.
Pine Dwarfs 12j.
-— Climbing and Noisettes 9s.
Hybrid Perpetuals, budded on 6-inch stems, or on own

roots in pots 12s.
lie de Bourbon, in pots, or budded on 6-inch stems ... 12s.
China, in pots 9s,

i>a-scented, in pots 15s.
The best varieties for forcing, established in 6-inch

pots, budded on 6-inch stems 245.
Climbing Roses mixed, without names, for covering
banks 4<?.

w>od Dwarfs on own roots, without names 4s.

—___Wood lands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex. _
I)ILLISTONE and COTbeg to inform their friends

A-^ and the public that their stock on many acres was never
^er than this season, and consists of

Standard and Dwart Roses of all the finest kinds
f

Standard Ornamental Trees for Lawns,
Evergreen, Deciduous, and Coniferous Trees and Shrubs,
Hardy Climbing Shrubs in variety,
Fruit Trees and finest trained ditto,

h n in P°*8 for Orchard Houses,
Many thousands fine Gooseberries and Currants,
Camellias, Azaleas, and Greenhouse plants in general,
Herbaceous plants, Ac.

* orest trees, and transplanted ditto, Quick, &c.

;

Quantity of fine Box Edging.
i

Catalogues upon application. Carriage paid to London.
Nurseries, Stunner, Halsted, Essex.

PLANTING.
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n
it

tr

ISs.

12s.

18s.

18s.

12s.

30s.

^ IMMEDIATE EFFECT IN _
J ^

W. EWIJNG begs to announce to the Public that
he is at this time able to supply an extensive and varipd

assortment of Large Ornamental FOREST and FRUIT TREES.
£*e former adapted for producing immediate effect in Parks,
£awns, Pleasure Grounds or Avenues, and the latter for
'unushing an immediate crop of fruit

jn£^?
above have been frequently transplanted, thereby render-

.5 them comparatively safe for removal, and have each time

v".f
n se,ected for symmetrv. Also a full collection of gener I

nUK*j
ry Stock in the m08

*

t bealthv condition. Catalogues fir;
•^Qed upon application.—Eaton Nurseries, Norwich.— Nov. 8.

NOTICE TO GARDENERS, FARMERS, AND OTHERS".
T^O BE SOLD, 150 New Sorts of POTATOES,
-- raised from Crab, unequalled by any old sort now on sale.
For further particulars apply to William Wood, No. 10, Mont-
gomery Street, Manningham, near Bradford, Yorkshire.
The above have been approved of by the Rev. W. Mitton,

Isaac Rhodes, Tbos. Frankland, and Henry Berry, and are con-
sidered qnite superior.

TO THE SEED TRADE^
TT ORATIO BUNTING and CO. beg respectfully to

* inform the Seed Trade that their annual FLOWER and
VEGETABLE SEED CATALOGUE will shortly be pnMished
containing a List of nearly all the varieties of ANNUALS, &c.

f

in cultivation. The Seeds being grown by themselves they are
enabled to offer advantages to the purchaser both in price and
quality seldom to be met with. All Seeds warranted true to
name and genuine. Catalogues forwarded to all parts of the
world post-free on application.
Address in full, Horatio Buxting & Co., Seed Establishment,

Lexd^n Road, Colchester. __^
RED LODGE" NURSERY.

Two and a Half Miles prom Southampton.
TIHLLIAM ROGERS, Sen., has to offer thevv following in fine condition and well rooted :—Scarlet
Rhododendrons and Ponticum in large quantities, Spanish
Chesnut, Oak, Larch, Spruce, and Scotch Fir, Abies Donglasi
from 1 to 6 feet, Portugal Laurels (very fine). The trained and
untrained Fruit Trees are as usual good, and warranted true to
their names, including that fine Pear the Benrrd Clairgeau, first
introduced by Advertiser 8 years since from the Continent,
Handsome specimens of the new Conifers, Evergreens of all
sizes, and upwards of of 20,000 Roses (dwarfs and standards), in-
cluding the new varieties. All letters must be addressed in full.

William Rogers, Sen., Red Lodge Nursery, near Southampton.
Catalogues on application.^

^TEW MELON, CRANMER HALL HYBRID^-
* This very excellent and distinct variety was raised in the

gardens of Sir Willoughby Jones, Barf., at Cranmer Hall,
Norfolk. It is supposed to be a hybrid between the " Beech-
wood" and Scarlet-fleshed China. It is large, a good bearer, an
excellent keeper and above all is of a roost exquisite flavour.
For more full description see remarks of ihe Editor in the

Gardener^ Chronicle of Oct. 4 ; the paragraph ends as follows:

—

41 Flesh a beautiful deep orange, about an inch in thickness,
tender, and delicious: altogether quite a first-class variety."
Packets containing 10 Seeds wiU be furnished, post free, on

receipt of 30 postage stamps, by J. W. Ewikg, Nurseryman,
Seedsman, Ac. Norwich.
The trade will be furnished with price per 100 upon application.

NEW P A N S I E S, U
GEORGE LIGHTBODY, Falkirk, respectfully inti-

mates that CATALOGUES may be had of his large and
splendid collection of AURICULAS, TULIPS, and SEEDLING
RANUNCULUSES.
Geobge Lightbody can now supply the fine Seedling

PANSIES, viz .—
EBE LIGHTBODY (Campbell).—Light ground,' extra fine,

per plant, 5s.

ABBOTSFORD (Lightbody).—Light ground, very fine, per
plant, 5$.

MELANCTHON (Cttxxinghame).—Ex. ex. fine yellow ground,
per plant, 5s.

DON RODERICK (Lightbody).—Rich dark self, per plant, 55.

Also the beautiful Seedling FINK CLEMENTINA KEMP
(Lightbody), at 5s. per pair.

The Stock is very limited. Early orders are requested.—Nov. 8.

CRAPE VINES from eyes.
RGLENDINNING respectfully begs to offer an

• extensive collection of all the principal kinds of GRAPE
VINES in Pots, extra strong, either for forcing in pots or plant-

ing out.

PEACHES and NECTARINES, established in pots, two and

Highgate Nurseries, near London.
NEW SCARLET GERANIUM " SiR COtiN CAMPBELL*
'PHOMAS JACKSON and SON are now sendingA out this beautiful GERANIUM; it is a brilliant
scarlet with a large clear white eye, throwing its trusses ot
bloom well above the foliage; habit slightly compact, foliage
ample, with a well marked horseshoe. It was exhibited at the
Crystal Palace and much admired, and has been ordered by most
gentlemen and gardeners that have s*en it. Price <w. each, with
one added for every three ordered. The usual discount to the
Trade.— Nursery, Kingston-on-Thames.

C A T A LOG U E •«
~~

IT LANE and SON'S (Great Berkhampstead)1X * CATALOGUES for the present season, containing a
selection of the best varieties and novelties, may now be had at
the Nurseries or sent post free. They consist of—

FRUIT CATALOGUE, containing those grown in pots.
|

TREE and SHRUB CATALOGUE.
AZALEA. HOLLYHOCKS. Ac, CATALOGUE.

The Nurseries, Great Ktf>rkhampstead, Herts.

GEORGE JACKMAN begs to state that his
PRICED CATALOGUE is now ready, and can be had

4ree on application, comorising Choice Conifers, Hardy Ever-
greens, and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, all of which are well
grown and constantly removed; is also an extensive grower of
Roses, and Fruit and Forest Trees.
G. J. particularly wishes to call attention to his Dwarf-trained

Fruit Trees, being clean grown and well trained, including all
the leading kinds.
Woking Nursery, 1$ mile from Woking Station, South Western

Rail, where allJPrains stop and_conyeyances can be obtained.

GEORGE BAKER begs to announce thaf~hTs
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS,

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, CONIFERS, FRUIT & FOREST
TREES is now ready, and may be had on application.
American Nursery, Windlesham, nearB«gshot, Surrey, l^mile

from Sunningdale Station ; one hour's ride from Waterloo
Station; | from Reading.

<Ei\c (Bartrcnrrs' Chronicle
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three yean old, full of blossom buds, and will doubtless produce
fine crops the next season. Also strong FIGS in pots. A 'arpe

and extensive assortment oftrained .Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,

Plums, Cherries, Pe«rs, and Apples, in fine health.

R. G. would particularly direct attention to his very large col-

lection of Pears for Pyramidal Training. They are from 5 to 7 ft.

high, and grown especially for the purpose, with abundance t f

short shoots. The Horticultural Society's nomenclature bas
been adopted with all the Fruit Trees : they may, therefore, be
relied upon as correct. Catalogues of the above and other

Nursery stock may be had on application.

Chiswick Nursery, London.

Can Truffles be obtained like Mushrooms by
skilful cultivation ? No question has been more
frequently put to gardeners, or more unsatisfactorily
answered. If we could believe the stories that have
occasionally been current upon the subject, or the
books that impostors have written, there is no great
difficulty in the matter. But when the directions
found in such works are reduced to practice failure

has been the invariable result. Nevertheless we
should take courage, and recollect that all the
attempts at cultivation hitherto recorded have been
made by persons unacquainted with the natural
history of the plant and have been nothing more
than blind groping in the dark. No better specimen
of this could be found than one which has been circu-
lated by the Cosmos, a weekly French journal, from
which we last week gave some extracts, reciting the
opinions of a M. Ravel, who professes to have the
advantage of 30 years' personal experience. It is

needless to repeat the farrago of absurdities which this

gentleman has endorsed. The reader will find them at

p. 724. We confine ourselves to one or two points.
By far the best account we have of the real habits

of Truffles is to be found in the Messrs. Tulasne's
Fungi Hypogasi (4to, Paris 1851). In that impor-
tant work, which exhausts the subject, is found a
distinct denial of the parasitical habits assigned to
these singular plants by hasty observers. " There is

one circumstance," say these learned authors, "which
has more influence on the growth of Truffles than
the nature of the soil, and that is the presence of
trees in Truffle grounds. This has received different
explanations. Some persons have ascribed to trees
some direct influence, and have imagined such a
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relation to exist between their roots and the Truffles

found near them as could only be explained upon

the supposition that the latter are parasitical on the

former (Haller as well as M. Robert, see p. 724.

inclines to this view; at least, he suggests that

Truffles may adhere to the roots of trees by certain

threads). Others, on the contrary, see no further

connection between trees and Truffles than this, that

the latter require for their growth shade and a soil

enriched by the decay of the leaves, fruit, or twigs

and small roots of the trees which overshadow

them. We have often found Truffle-hunters per-

suaded that the first opinion was well founded,

but nevertheless, notwithstanding the utmost care

we have been able to take in digging up Truffles in

the vicinity of trees, we have never succeeded in dis-

covering the slightest connection between them and

roots." The notion that Truffles are root parasites

may therefore be regarded as being definitively

negatived.

As to the speculation that they are a sort of gall

formed on roots by the puncture of what is called a

Truffle-fly, we really cannot condescend to discuss

such a question. From dreams let us pass to

reality.

There seems to be no doubt that Truffles prefer

the neighbourhood of certain kinds of trees ; Oaks

and Hornbeams are their favourites, but they also

thrive under Hazels, Lime trees, Sweet and Horse

Chesnuts, the Box tree, and the Lilac. But no

sufficient ground seems to exist for the belief that

one kind of Oak suits them better than another.

Pine trees alone would appear absolutely preju-

dicial ; for although Truffles are sometimes found

near such trees, it is only when they are mixed with

great quantities of Oaks.

There is no doubt that the soil they prefer, or

perhaps require, is calcareous or a marly loam. At

least they are found in greatest abundance in such

earth.

Such seem to be some of the certain facts which

modern science has been able to extract from

the rubbish of superstition and ignorant observa-

tion. It is to such points that the attention should

be directed of those who want to establish Truffle

grounds, and not to such absurdities as Truffle-flies.

To this we may add two other circumstances which

experimental cultivators must bear in mind. The

first is that Truffles are propagated by spawn in the

same way as the common Mushroom ; and that they

even spread through the ground in rings like any

Agaric. The second is still more important. It is the

universal opinion of Truffle gatherers that if the

young Truffle is touched or disturbed it will grow no

further ; for which reason they never leave in the

ground the small ones which they may displace.

Such Truffles grow no further, and it would be use-

less to transplant them. Much however as a crop

may be injured by disturbing the ground when

young, no inconvenience is experienced when they

are full grown, and there are always enough then

left to produce another crop.

Those who have Truffle grounds take good care

not to break up the earth to any depth during spring

and winter from fear of hurting" the growth. Truffles

gathered at such seasons are tasteless, unripe, and

found just below the surface. It is the Truffle of

December, formed during the heats of autumn, and

ripened under the rains of November, in which the

flavour of the plant is really developed.
^ g

These points we commend to the consideration of

all who wish to attack the only apparent impossi-

bility which gardening can now be said to have

failed to overcome.

history of Cuba bast, which Sir Wu. Hooker, by

diligent inquiries, has ascertained to be produced

by a West Indian tree, described years ago by

Swartz under the name of Hibiscus elatus, and

which seems to be nothing more than a variety of

the common Hibiscus tiliaceus. A full account of

the discovery is given in the new number of the

Journal of Botany, from information collected

from Mr. Henry Christy, Mr. Scharfenberg, and

Mr. Wilson, the Superintendent of the Botanic

Garden, Jamaica. There is therefore some hope

that this useful material may now be prepared in

our own colonies, and sold at a lower price than it

bears at present.

The origin of Cuba Bast is at length discovered.

The substance known under this name has now
become familiar to gardeners in consequence of its

general substitution for Russian matting in tying up

plants ; but nobody could make out what tree pro-

duced it. In vain was inquiry directed to quarters

where information on such points might have been

expected to exist. Havannah merchants knew
nothing about it, and Don Ramon

^
de la Sagra,

formerly the director of the Botanical Garden at

the Havannah, and afterwards author of a learned

work on the natural productions of the island, was

equally unacquainted with its origin—a strange cir-

cumstance considering that the substance has a

commercial value. But so it is ; the commonest
things are the least familiar to the learned, who are

apt to look so high that they see nothing at their

feet. Not that the learned alone are open to this

imputation. We have known very worthy pains-

taking gardeners who would have felt themselves

disgraced if they could not furnish you with an

hour's discourse concerning costly exotics decorated

with Latinobarbarous names, but who did not know
the distinction between an Alaternus and a

Phyllirea, or a Blackthorn and a Buckthorn.
At last, however, we have come at the private

The columns of one of the daily papers have been

occupied lately by letters from persons complaining

of the desecration of Hyde Park. One gentleman

has found out that some magnificent old trees have

been cut down and instantly removed in what he

regards as a very stealthy manner. Another writer

charges the unfortunate first Commissioner of Woods,

&c, with having, per se aut per alios, actually

removed, rooted up, felled, or otherwise destroyed

some promising young trees. So that according to

the correspondents of the Times, Sir Benjamin

Hall is a ruthless destroyer, before whom, like

another Attila, young and old are alike condemned
to the axe. It is a great pity that gentlemen will

not endeavour to understand the meaning of what
they see before they rush into print and abuse

public officers for doing their duty well.
# j

It is evident that these writers know nothing

about forestry. It is even doubtful whether they

can say what the trees are which they declare have

been thus shamefully wasted. At all events, it is

evident that they are ignorant that death is the fate

of Elms as well as men, and that trees require

standing room as much as the riders in Rotten Row.
What are the facts 1 Mr. Mann, the Superinten-

dent of Hyde Park, who is doing his work in a

very praiseworthy manner, has stated that the trees

which have been cut down were old rotten Elms
which it was necessary to remove. He might with

great truth have added, which had become dan-

gerous to passers by. The writer in the Times does

not know that some of the old Elms in Hyde Park

are knocked over by every heavy gale ; he does not

know that the Elm is in its very nature one of the

most brittle of trees after it has reached the period

of maturity ; he does not know that no experienced

forester willingly stands beneath the heavy branch of

an old Elm loaded with summer foliage ; he does

not know that while enjoying the shade of such

trees in Rotten Row he sits beneath the sword

of Damocles. Although he does not know
these commonest of common facts he might have

heard how in 1851 one of the workmen in the

Crystal Palace was half killed by the breaking of a

huge limb, which snapped like a Carrot beneath the

poor fellow's weight, and he might have seen in the

same building two more of these trees which a few

years before broke across the solid trunk, some feet

from the ground, destroyed by the weight of their

own heads. We warn this gentleman to take care

how he rides too near the old Elms in Hyde Park.

As to the removal of young trees, we shall only

say that if we wanted evidence of care and know-
ledge being now found in the management of Hyde
Park and Kensington Gardens, we should put our

fingers upon that circumstance. And the more so

because it shows the existence of some moral

courage in thus offending, under a sense of duty, the

prejudices of the ignorant. In nothing is this great

country more the scorn of intelligent foreigners than

in the state of the plantations to be found in all

directions. Belts and so styled clumps of what the

owners are proud to call trees, but which ought to

be denominated scaffold poles, are their character-

istic features. Those who planted them never

ventured to thin them; they loved too well their

" delightful shade " to venture upon the removal of

even one ; and so they stand, encumbering the

ground, disfiguring the landscape, and useless for

all purposes except burning. Such was formerly

the state of a large part of Kensington Gardens, as

all may see who visit its most wooded part—and such

management not only ruined the trees for the time

being, but rendered after attempts at cure almost

inoperative.

Of course we do not intend these remarks to be

taken in a universal sense. On the contrary, a

knowledge of the nature of trees is spreading,

though not so fast as could be wished, and many
examples are to be found in this country of as skilful

woodland management as that of France or Ger-

many. But we do say that examples to the con-

trary are deplorably common, and quite charac-

teristic of England.
The object of those who now have the super-

intendence of the parks is apparently to substitute

skill and knowledge for rude ignorance. For this

the wise correspondents of the Times are pleased

to denounce them. Long may they merit such

denunciation.

Among to-day's Advertisements will be found an
official announcement by the Council of the Horti-

cultural Society of the arrangements for the

meeting on Nov. 25. The principal object is to

produce an exhibition of fruit ; but flowering plants

or other objects are admissible. The new arrange-

ments respecting the introduction of visitors will

come into operation for the first time. An unlimited

power of admission no longer existing, it will be neces-

sary for strangers to apply to Fellows of the Society or

Candidates for an order, authorising them to be

present. We are rejoiced to add that as consider-

able a number of Candidates for election have sent

in their recommendations and will be ballotted for on

this occasion, as was ever known in the early and

most prosperous days of the Society.

We understand that Mr. Hermann Wendlanr,
Hofgartner at Herrnhausen, is about to proceed U
Guatemala with Mr. Skinner, at the expense of the

King of Hanover, Mr. Wendland's scientific

knowledge raises the expectation of highly interest-

ing discoveries in Natural History being the resuk

of his mission.

In another column will be found an advertise-

ment of some remarkable Conifers which are about

to be sold by auction on account of Messrs. Stan-

dish & Noble. We understand them to consist of

several hundreds of Cryptomeria japonica and

Taxodium sempervirens from 7 to 12 feet high,

many fine specimens of Cephalotaxus Fortuni, Abies

Nordmanniana and Pinsapo 7 feet high, Pinus Ben-

thamiana 5 feet high, Abies Douglasi up to 16 feet,

Libocedrus chilensis 5 feet, to say nothing of large

Deodars, Araucarias, and Mount Atlas Cedars, among

which is a specimen 15 feet high. In addition to

these are many fine Rhododendrons and other

plants, all carefully prepared for removal.

The locality of Bagshot being little known now-

a-days, it is as well to add that plenty of conveyances

are to be had at the Sunningdale Station on the

South-Western Railway.

PRACTICAL LESSONS IN BOTANY FOB
- BEGINNERS OF ALL CLASSES.—No. XII.

By the Rev. J. S. Hknblow, M.A., Rector of Hitcham, Suffolk

Germination of Embryo Bean—A convenient mode of

observing the first stages in embryos is to scatter seeds

upon the surface of moist earth in a pan, and to cover

this with a bell-glass. A saucer and tumbler will

suffice on a small scale. A few may also be sown in a

pot or in the open border and allowed to perfect their

flower and fruit. In some cases (as with the pips of an-

Orange) the pan must be placed near the fire. Gene-

rally in a few days, more or less, according to the

nature of the seed, the embryo

begins to develop. Following up our

observations of the Bean, we find the

seed-skin cracks near the micropyle,

and the radicle (r) graduallyprotrudes.

In whatever position the seed may
lie the end of the radicle invariably

turns downwards and penetrates the

soil.

As the caulicle (c') lengthens

above the part where the cotyledons y

,

(c) are attached, the curved plumule r

(p) at its summit is soon disengaged kadiclr Pbotbud-

from beneath the seed-skin. H hile . r- radicle.

N.B. In many seeds the cotyledons ' ' '

themselves are also disengaged from the seed-skin, an<

elevated more or less above the soil in which such

seeds may have been sown. H'ey

then turn green, and for a*ni»

perform the ordinary function oi

leaves. As examples, we may

refer to French Beans (TViotf*«*

vulgaris). Lupins {Luphius)^
turd (Sinapis), and Cress {Up
diurri). . . _,.

So soon as the nutritive ma-

terials stored within the ftesh£

cotyledons of the embryo tfean

are exhausted, germination

considered at an end, an* l

young plant for the future depend-

upon material* which it
prepare-

for itself by peculiar pr**£
which it belongs to the pro***

of botanical physiology to exj.^*

In albuminous seeds the fcin

nation of the embryo is eousid re

at an end when the albumen^
which it was more or less -

rounded is exhausted.

Roox.-The radicle has **
'ledon:' c', caulicle: ^assumed the ordinary cona

plumule. of a « root" (r). As tins eio

gates it forms a central « tap," from which bran

Plumule Pro*
TBUDING.

H, hile : r, radicle : c, coty-
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olteucalled " fibres" (/) are given off. These again

branch, and the term " fibril" (/') is ^
applied to the ultimate subdivisions.

The growing extremities of tap, fibres,

and fibrils being composed of new tissue

are highly hygrometric (capable of ab-

sorbing moisture), and have in con-

sequence obtained the name of " spon-

gioles " (little sponges) (s). It is through

the spongioles that plants absorb the

chief bulk of whatever water they

contain.

Stem.—The plumule develops into

a "stem" (s) which is here quad-

rangular, and would technically be

considered "square." As the stem

extends it gives off leaves, one above

another at certain distances, and at

regular intervals (equal angular dis-

tances) round it. The consequence is,

that a line drawn from the point
r
' ^Vbra-^ SJ>n'

where a leaf is given off to that gioles.

next above it, and so on, would form
a spiral along which all the leaves would be seated. I

Nodes and Internodes.—The places where the leaves

are given off are called " nodes " (knots), even though

in a vast number of plants the scar left on removing the

leaf would be confined to one side of the stem, and

there may be no indication of a knot or joint, as the

name might incline us to suppose. If we imagine

upright.

for raising plants whose stems are too weak to grow I remembered watching him as he passed from one tree

J

to another, and the feeling of envy which shot through

every petal as he lingered with Madame Rivers. He
was hurrying; past, as though expecting to find no beauty

there, when her first full bloom, on which she had
bestowed immense pains, aud which really was (to quote

the complimentary language of Mr. Lane and Mr.
Paul,) " beautifully cupped," "large and double," sud-

denly caught his eye, and she saw him actually start.

Then he drew near admiringly, gently moved the flower

into the light most favourable to its best display, and

Leaf-buds.—The upper angle made by a leaf with
the stem or branch on which it originates, is termed its

" axil " (axilla the armpit). In every axil of the Bean-
plant, and in the axils of almost every leaf-bearing

plant on which we may lay hands there will be found a
" bud." It forms a small projection from the stem, and
when destined to produce only a leafy branch, is orga-

nised on the same plan as the plumule or terminal

"leaf-bud" of the embryo state of the plant. The
nascent leaves of which it is composed are more or !

gazed, with the happy smile of a true florist, long and
less conspicuous, a few of the outermost often retaining fondly

Root.

the form of scales, and acting as a coat to the inner ones.

Some buds are destined to produce flowers. These will

be noticed in the next Number.
N.B. So predominant is the law which secures the

formation of axillary leaf-buds, that we find them even

in the axils of the cotyledons. If not at first apparent,

they are capable of being soon developed in the germi-

nating embryo of the Bean, and rise up as two branches

bearing leaves like those on the stem developed from the

plumule. If the main stem be cut away, here is double

provision made against its loss. If leaf- buds are

removed from a plant and properly treated by a skilful

hand they develop roots, and thus become separate

nlants. Under our experimental bell-glass we may

" As though within the petals of a Rose
A sleeping Love be spied."

Suddenly, and to her great surprise, he rushed away,

and darted from the Rose-garden ; but soon returned
to put an end to her suspense, and bringing him with

their respected guardian, Mr. Hirst. Never, never
should she forget her happiness, when, pointing to her,

he had said, in a joyous and exulting tone—" There,

gardener, there is a Rose!" Well, the very next
morning, just as they were waking, " with their rosy

faces washed with dew," she was severed from the

parent tree, and found herself reposing on some fresh

green Moss, and in the society of 23 other Hoses, the

most beautiful she had ever seen. For a time they

further cause adventitious leaf-buds " (those which arc ' were kept in darkness, and so travelled many miles,

found otherwise than in the axils of leaves) to be deve-

loped about the mutilated extremity of the stalk of a

young Horse-chesnut (JEsculus), or of an Orange (Citrus),

two plants which I name from personal experience,

though there may be nothing very novel in the plan.

(To be continued.)

THE WAR OF THE ROSES.

I had returned, after a long day among the partridges>

to that which every Englishman considers the natural

sequence of his sport—a good dinner ; my dessert was

being at last brought to light in a spacious hall, and
placed among some hundreds of other Hoses, collected

and arranged like themselves. By-and-by, three shrewd

and thoughtful- looking men approached them, and she

was informed, in a whisper, by Mr. Paul Hicaut, who
had been in the habit of attending similar exhibitions ever

since he could remember, that these were the judges.

They stayed long with some of the groups, making
notes, and examining every flower, but at some they

gave but a momentary glance, ju9t shook the head and

passed. Arriving where she was they smiled most

graciously, and she was feeling particularly proud and

Catalogue of Roses, by Thomas Rivers, for 1856-7."

The Turnips that day had strikingly resembled the Rose
immortalised by Cowper, and which I have always

perfect ; colour novel, most deiicate, and beautiful. 1

Why she has petals enough for two Roses," quoth

No. 3; "she's a gem, and no mistake." Back she

went to her place, and on went the judicial trio. Again
regarded as the most uncomfortable present, being in a went to I _

dripping state, which "Mary" could possibly have they took a general survey, agam pad us a visit, and

offered. The clay, too, had been particularly adhesive, '

finally V l*ced before U8> to our unbounded joy, a large

and I remember that when I came to the "select ornamental card, whereon was printed, « First I nze.

8 Leaves. s

s, stem : pt, petiole : I, leaflet : t, imperfect tendril : st, stipules.

planes perpendicular to the direction of the stem, to

intersect it at all the places where leaves are given off,

the part of the stem interposed between every two

contiguous planes would be an "internode."

N.B. A distinct appreciation of these terms is im-

portant in estimating the general disposition of all

" foliaceous " {leafy) organs, including numerous
modifications, among which we shall find the parts of

the flower and other organs.

Leaves.—The two or three first leaves developed

from the plumule are incompletely formed. Those

which are afterwards given off consist of amain stalk

or " common petiole " (pt.) supporting from two to five

** leaflets" (I), which range on opposite sides of it.

The leaflets are without any "partial petioles
"

{separate stalks).

N.B. Leaves formed with distinct subordinate leaflets

are termed "compound." Those which consist of only

one expanded portion are "simple." I do not deem it

advisable to enter into much detail respecting leaves

until the student has acquired some degree of tact in

referring plants to their natural orders. When we

have to point out the distinctions of allied species the less

important characters derived from leaves become most

Useful. The following remarks may be advisable at an early

stage. Whether the expanded portion at the summit of

a petiole consist of one piece (as in simple leaves) or is

composed of leaflets (as in compound leaves), it is

called the "limb" (from limbus a border) of the

leaf. If there is no petiole the limb is " sessile

"

{seated on the branch without a support).

Stipules.—At the base and on either side of the

Petiole there is a foliaceous expansion termed a "stipule"

(st). The two or three imperfect leaves first developed

consisted of no more than the stipules closely united with

the petiole and terminated by the little imperfect tendril.

N.B.— Stipules are peculiar to certain plants, and

«ven characteristic of large natural groups. They are

particularly large in the Bean, Pea, and others of the

same natural order, but are small, even minute, and

variously modified in some groups.

Tendrils. The petiole terminates in a small flattened

appendage (t)t
which is a separate but much modified

leaflet It shows a slight tendency to curve, and must

be regarded as au imperfect "tendril." The wiry

tendrils into which a few of the terminal leaflets of a

Pea-leaf are transformed, are good and familiar illustra-

tions of this organ. Tendrils are formed on many
Plants otherwise than by the metamorphosis (change in

form) of leaflets. In some, the ends of branches, in

others, the petioles of leaves, the stipules, &c, are thus

Modified
; and then, by twisting round neighbouring

objects, they serve as supports, more or less effective,

Noisette " I took a bumper of sherry, and felt that

nothing but love among the Hoses could have kept ire

so long awake. Suddenly, but without surprise (who

ever was surprised in the land of dreams, wherein 1

myself have met, without perturbation, Hercules,

Fieschi, and Dick Turpin ?) I found myself in my Rose-

garden. It was broad daylight and every Hose in

(Loud cheers from all parts of the Rosarium, the

successful competitors colouring and blushing, and some
turning quite pale with emotion.) She would not

indulge in further eulogy of self, but would content her-

self with stating that, on two subsequent occasions, she

had been equally "victorious, happy, and glorious" as

on her first debut. Had she not, then, just cause for

generally

glancing gloomily at his rival synonyme, who shone charms and graces which beautified the last speaker,

but she had been thrice successfully exhibited in her

society ; more than one judge had pointed to her and
gloriously among the Hybrid Perpetuals. Paul Hicaut

bent tenderly over Coupe d'Hebe, and swore that .

Auguste Mie was coarse and colourless in comparison, laid that she was " the shape they wanted
; Mr. Lane

But while these summer Roses seemed only interested
;

had kindly said that she was "globular, and very pretty;

in their own private affairs, among the autumnal Mr, Paul considered her to posses, a
^^«

fine form, large

bloomers there was evidently some great topic of public and full ;" she had been called a " duck, a pet

import. I soon discovered that the subject of discus- " a love," and " a darling," bv hundreds of young ladies,

sion was the Catalogue I had just been perusing, for it ,
**&* scores of gentlemen had pronounced her to be

was strewed over the Rose-garden, so that the dwarfest ,
" a stunner," "a tidyish flower, &c. ;

she was a great

mi«»ht read, and suspended to the tallest pillars, so that

the highest standard might see. The Duchess of Suther-

land having been requested to preside, the business of the

meeting commenced. Her Grace began by remark-

ing that she never remembered, since she had

been a Rose, to have been agitated by more

painful feelings, or to have realised more sorrowfully

the old adage—" No Rose without a thorn." ("Oh, oh,"

from Inermis.) They had always regarded Mr. Rivera's

Catalogue with as much reverence as a Roman Catholic

could feel on receiving a letter from the Pope—(" Hear,

hear,"from Pius the Ninth)—for he was indeed the Papa

or Father of Roses; and they had looked for its

appearance a3 anxiously as young ladies awaiting les

modes from Paris, for Mr. R. was their arbiter elegan-

tiarum, and set the fashion in Roses. Now, for the

first time, the publication had been received by certain

malcontents with evident disrespect, and not satisfied

with expressing their complaints sub rosa, they had

summoned a general meeting. She called upon them

to come forward and state their grievances, that the

favourite with her master, who had budded her in a

most ample and complimentary manner ; and she

therefore did not see why she was to be degraded by

Mr. Rivers ; she would not endure it—no, that she

would not ; and if he came within reach of her thorns,

she had a great mind to scratch his eyes out.

Miss Naomi would say that a more industrious, steady,

little Rose than herself did not grow in that garden.

Now was she not most regular in her habits, punctual

in blooming, abundant in flowers of never-varying

fulness and beauty ? Was she not nearly related to, and

considered very closely to resemble, the distinguished

Duchess in the chair. What had she done to offend

Mr. Rivers ?
.

Madame Lamoriciere would like to be informed what

Mr. Rivers wanted. She knew that she was a little

uncertain, but it was the privilege of her sex to be so,

and Mr. Rivers ought to be the last to complain on that

subject, for she had no hesitation in saying that he him-

self was a regular flirt. He had said once upon a time

that her "shape" was "exquisite," and now he had

. . A u * if j- a . deserted her for newer charms, and had nothing to say

-522S
bG„S™pd

:, .hen^y rose, «,
|
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a general murmur of admiration followed among the shame !' from all the ladies.
) _

field marshals, generals, colonels, and other gentlemen

present, as also from the Emperor Napoleon himself.

.

William Jesse would be Mowed— (" Order ! order P)

that is, he would be Mowed in a floral sense, if he stood

that sort of thing any longer. Mr. Rivers had said that he

recall her history, and judge. She arrived in that

I
garden in November last, and, though a perfect stranger,

had experienced a most gratifying reception, being

placed in a most agreeable locality and fed upon

a most liberal diet. She had done her best, in

consequence, to give satisfaction, and had good reason to

be proud of her success. One morning, towards the

end of June, the master came his usual round. She well

squad. He knew tnatne was getting oia auu couiu not

stand moving about to shows, but he was not afraid of

comparison with many modern upstarts ; and as for

that brute Beranger. who had usurped his place in

Class I., he would fight him any day in the week for a

gallon of liquid manure. (Loud cries of " Order.") He
would back the four Roses who had just sat down against

many who had been promoted to the first division. He
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did not wish to speak disrespectfully of the fair sex, but

he would put it to the meeting whether Miss Alexan-

drine Bachmeteff had a green eye or not? The

Duchess of Norfolk must excuse him for saying that he

did not think much of her shape. General Jacqueminot

wore a gorgeous uniform, but he wanted padding—there

was nothing of him. He had lived for two years next

door to Gloire de France, and had not seen a good

bloom yet. As for La Reine and Madame Campbell

d'Islay, lie would only say that in the Midland Counties

they were coarse, vulgar Roses. Madame Fremion

was pretty, but too slight and slim for his taste. He
had seen good blooms of Paul Dupuy, but the gene-

rality showed "an eye." As for Prince Chipetouzikoff,

in his opinion he was as hollow as a drum. He should

move that their mutual friend, the gardener, be

requested to light his pipe with " A Descriptive Cata-

logue of selected Roses/' by Mr. Thomas Rivers.

(" No, no," and general disapprobation.)

Devoniensis then rose in all her beauty, and so

delicious a perfume filled the incensed air, that it did

seem almost possible to

" Die of a Rose in aromatic pain."

She was received and heard with the most profound
respect and admiration. She said that as an English

Rose, born on English ground—(" Hear, hear," from
George the Fourth, H.C.)—she felt bound to notice

the aspers ons which had been cast upon the great

English Rose-grower. And first of all she would ask

them one simple question—" Who reinstated the Rose,
as the queen of flowers, in this country ?" (Loud cries

of Mr. Rivers !" and "We love him !" from the ladies,

during which M adame Laffay and some other elderly Roses
were removed in a fainting state.) Let them not forget

their debt of gratitude. Nor should they forget how he,
their founder and benefactor, had, with unvarying con-
sistency, rejected from his catalogue those countless
impostors who had come of late years from France to

deceive the Lnglish public. There were not more
Hybrid Perpetuals in this year's list than in the last

;

five had retired, and five had been promoted to succeed
them. Was it not an error in the right direction, if

Mr. Rivers had pruned with a somewhat too trenchant
blade ? She thought, with all deference, that he had
done so. She thought that the first four Roses who had
spoken (and she would add the name of Mr. Joseph
Decaisne, whose silence did him credit,) certainly ought
to be in the first class. But she would remind them
that they were distant many a long mile from Saw-
bridgeworth, and that in different soils and situations

the s-tme Rose presented very different aspects.

She believed that if Mr. Rivers had seen the complain-
ants as they bloomed there in the summer, he would
have declared them to be "quite first-rate;" and she
was equally confideut that if Mr. Jesse had seen at Saw-
bridgeworih those Roses which he had attempted to
blight, he would have refrained from uttering his
calumnies. Furthermore, Mr. Rivers had told them,
" every Rose has its season;" and some of them might
find themselves in 1857 unable to maintain the position
they had obtained in 1856. At ail events, let them rest
assured that to merit true and lasting justice must be
done; and that Mr. Rivers would be the first to acknow-
ledge their excellence when fairly and fully proven. No
really good Rose need fear the aphis of jealousy, or the
mildew of iguorance .'

This speech was received with general applause,
during which the previous dissentients rose en masse,
and expressed their perfect readiness to abide the test of
time (with the exception of Mr. William Jesse, who
seemed to have taken a dew-drop or two too much, and
to be particularly "cupped").

All was now couleur de Rose, and while three cheers
were given for Mr. Rivers, I awoke to finish my
sherry. S. R. H, in Turner and Spencer's Florist,
Fruitist, and Garden Miscellany for November.

a better Potato either for cropping or for table than the

Regent John Stevens, Gardener, Malvern Ball, Solihull.

Wellingtonia gigantea.— I have read in your Paper

the description (see p. 643) of the " Wellingtonia" as

found at the Mammoth Grove, California ; in most
respects it gives a correct and clear account of those

great natural wonders, but I think I can furnish you

with some additional particulars that you may consider

interesting. Mr. Lane (brother-in-law to Lord Ex-

mouth) and myself while making a tour in the interior

of California in March last visited the Mammoth
Grove, and found our anticipations more than realised

by a sight of that magnificent grove of trees. We had

not the means of measuring the height of any of them

but the one that had been cut down near the inn. We
also counted the rings on the stump of this tree, from

the centre to the outer edge on one side, and found them

to be 1568. My friend and myself ascended to the

height of 120 feet the tree that the bark has been

stripped from, by the aid of stakes driven into the

tree. The first branch is some feet above this

height. The tree did not appear to have suffered

from the loss of its bark, although more than

two years had elapsed since it was stripped.

We picked up several cones, principally from the

" Mother of the Forest " (the tree that the bark has

been taken from), part of which I brought to England

and gave to Mr. Pince, of Exeter, who has now in his

nursery a large number of thriving young plants from

them. I also obtained on my return to San Francisco

a lithographed view of those trees, which is most accu-

rate, and which I forward to you with the description.

I have also a small branch with cones attached to it

from the " Mother of the Forest," which was cut off by
a rifle ball— the only way to get at it. Jno. Kelly,

Filleigh House, Audleigh, Devon. [The figure alluded

to is extremely interesting. We only regret that our

limits forbid its insertion. By permission of Mr. Kelly

it will be exhibited at the next meeting of the

Horticultural Society.]

New Zealand.— Can you inform me whether the

climate of New Zealand or any part of it would be likely

to suit the growth of such plants as Chinese Azaleas, the

Cape Heaths, and other (as they are called) greenhouse

plauts? Can you also mention a few of the plants

which have been derived from that country, and by the

I may expect my swans to swim through a culvert or

two which it will be necessary to build to carry a

parish road and a cartway or two across my cut. (I

am told there is yet a lady who will not travel per

railway from Bath to London, but posts to Chippenham

for fear of the Box tunnel.) If swans are not afraid of

a culvert about 30 feet long, I should be obliged by

information as to the headway they will require between

the top water line and the soffit of the arch. Citizen.

Loquat.—Will any of your correspondents be good

enough to inform me if the Loquat of Japan (Eriobotry*

japonica) will blossom and bear fruit in a common
greenhouse ? I have a large plant raised from seed

which gives no indication of blossoming. What is the

best mode of treating it ? F. [It will bear very well if

grown in a warm well ventilated greenhouse. It does

best if planted in the ground. A large tub will, how-

ever, do as well. It is a tree.]

Vine Borders v. Carrion.—Carrion is very seriously

recommended by one writer on the cultivation of the

Vine, while others, with reason I apprehend, think dif-

ferently. I have seen a dead dog buried in a Vine

border, and I have seen upon examination after the

carrion was decomposed that all the roots near it were-

dead—could any other result have been expected ? If

people would but consider under what circumstances-

the Vine is found growing in a wild state, and also

where it does best in wine growing countries, they

would, I think, discard the idea of using carrion,

altogether. It has always appeared to me that too-

much attention has been bestowed on the stems of the

Vine and too little on the formation of a dry, porous,

and warm border for the roots ; if the formation of the

border at first was more attended to, we should hear

less about shanking and of Brown Hamburghs. It also

appears to me that less heat would be required inside

the house if the roots were kept in advance of the

top, as Nature teaches us they ought to be. The

common method of heating early Vine borders is

liable to many objections ; it is unsightly, it is attended

with a great deal of labour, and as heat always ascends

more rapidly than it descends, the plan must be

inefficient, at least as respects deep-made borders, which

the majority are. A quantity of dung lying upon a

border for a number of months has a tendency to make

it damp and sodden, and prevents the air from entering

letters N. or S. for north or south, describe the part of
|

the soil. It has always appeared strange to me that

the islands from whence they have been procured ? The
object of my inquiry is that (knowing a little of plant

growing) I may be enabled to form some idea of the

climate of the country. Supposing that Azaleas, Heaths,

&c, could be grown successfully there, what would be

so much attention should be paid to such things as Pine

Apples as to have the bottom heat for them on rational

and scientific principles, and that no such plan is adopted

with the Vine ; at least such is seldom the case. That

there will always be plenty of shanking while such

our

Home Correspondence.
Potato Crop.—For the last year or two disease has

been gradually decreasing in this neighbourhood ; this

year it has prevailed to a small extent compared with
either of the preceding years, and should the next year or

two witness such a rapid decrease we may soon hope to

hear little or nothing of it. The yield is good, and the

quality of the Potatoes first-rate, quite like what they
used to be. F. S., Carclew, Cornwall. 1 think the

information which Mr. Bennett offers (see p. 726) re-

specting the sorts of early Potatoes which he has
found least liable to disease this unfavourable season
would be useful to many who cannot spare time or
space for trving experiments on an extensive scale.

By planting in February and taking up in July we
have escaped disease with early Ashleafs for the last

three years. Our present stock of this Potato for seed
is upwards of 30 bushels, and there has not been one
diseased tuber amongst them, while within a few yards
of them, and on a piece of ground open to the south-
west, well drained, and deeply trenched for the purpose
of planting fruit trees, the crop of Regents planted
in February was one-third diseased, and though taken
up in August, and after being carefully sorted and
stored away in a dry place with alternate layers of dry
burnt so 1, we now find many unfit for use. The soil in
which the Regents were planted is a gravelly clay
dressed with leaf soil, old tan, and decayed refuse from
***? kitchen garden. I have tried Fortyfolds, Goidfinders
Irish Seedlings, Flukes, Early ijhawg, and many •***—

ties, but in iasourable seasons I have not me

the best way to keep them alive during so long a treatment is adopted need not be wondered at I trust

voyage? Emigrant. [We know of nothing to prevent some one will answer the queries put by your correspon-

Chiuese Azaleas and Cape Heaths being grown any- dent Mr. Gadd; at page 709; if there are any of you:

where between Auckland and Canterbury, unless the

inundations of the latter place should damage them.

They could only go out in Ward's cases. Why not let

their seeds be depended upon. You may take the climate

to resemble that of Sydney, without its drought and ex-

cessive heat.]

Rogers" Conical Boilers and fixing the joints of Iron

Pipes with Portland Cement.—Last autumn I purchased

one of Rogers' boilers for heating a large Vinery, and I

will now give the public the benefit of my experience. I

had heard much of this boiler, but I must allow it has

surpassed my expectations. I never before knew a

boiler which could be left for 24 hours without any

attention. (My boiler is on a large scale.) Neither have

I met with one which consumes so trifling a quantity of

fuel (Welsh coal and cinders), or in which the heating

properties have proved so satisfactory. Mine is placed

against the back wall without any shed, and merely

bricked round to prevent the escape of heat, and if made
after Lynch White's pattern with an iron chimney, no

other brickwork is required. After the fire is lit the

damper is shut and the fuel is left to smoulder at a red

heat. The price of these boilers is only 50*., and they

are capable of carrving 150 feet of 4-inch pipe, or 200 of

3-inch. The price of 4- inch pipes is 1*. Id. per foot, so

that the whole sum for heating a large house would only

Could anything be more economical

vane
other

met with

readers who have made their borders with carrion and

bullocks' blood, they ought, I think, to give us the

benefit of their experience. Charles Anderson, Gardener,.

Monk's Orchard, Bromley, Kent.

Catsup, about which one of your correspondents

inquires, is probably an Indian word. See Johnson's

Dictionary. D. Q. L. [We do not find the word in the

edition of Johnson, before us, nor is it in Richardson.]

Sir Harry Strawberry.—Observing in your columns

a letter from Mr. Townley stating his own and many

others' opinion of this fruit, more especially as regards

flavour, I shall be glad to be informed what is the

standard by which flavour is to be judged. If Mr.

Myatt's Pine, raised some 25 years ago, or his more

recent British Queen (matchless in quality), Carolina,

and several other old and valuable Pine Strawberries*

are to be the test by which Sir Harry shall be judged,.

I then contend that it will not bear the least comparison

with them ; it lacks altogether the rich sugary character

in which the kinds just mentioned abound. Neverthe-

less it is an excellent Strawberry and well worth ex-

tensive cultivation ; it is a very much improved Keens

Seedling (evidently its parent) with all the refreshing

and agreeable juice of that old and justly esteemed

variety but stronger in growth and an abundant bearer,

its fruit is also large. I was an early purchaser ot it

amount to III. 2s. Could anything be more economical and have fruited it twoyears (in '55 and '56), and 1
have

for heating an orchard house as recommended in the I now above half an acre containing many thousands r

Gardeners' Chronicle of the 1 1 th ult ? The above prices
j

I therefore do not write in ignorance as to its character.

I quote as sold by Lynch White, whose boiier at 50$. is
j

Would you be good enough to say what in your °Pin^
one of the most compact things you can imagine, and , constitutes flavour in a Strawberry m the gen

requires no attention for 12 hours. My pipes are all

jointed with Portland cement and fixed by my gardener.

A cheap apparatus of the above description (and not

only cheap but first-rate) would thoroughly exclude all

frost, and if required would tend much to ripen the fruit

and the wood. Portland cement I find also answers

well for joining all underground iron pipes. Sigma.

Iron Water Pipes.—In the month of April last I

laid down cast-iron pipes for conducting to my house

water from the river. It is used for washing of linens

as well as for other domestic purposes. At first the red-

dish ochry colour of the water rendered it unfit for any
purpose. In the course of a few weeks this defect sub-

sided, but even yet the red or yellow colour, derived

evidently from the pipes, causes great complaints from
the laundry maid and from the members of my family

whose clothes are washed in this water. Can you
suggest the use of any substance in the washing tubs

which would remedy the evil 1 Cotton articles suffer

much more than linen. Mcrseman.
Swans.—I am indebte-i to your correspondent " C. P."

for a satisfactory and practical answer to my question.

1 shall be further obliged to him or to any other corre-

spondent who will be kind enough to inform me whether

acceptation of the term \ Richard S. Yates, Sale, Cheshire.

[High flavour in a Strawberry is, we presume, a

peculiar mixture of sweetness, aeidity, and aroma ;
i

any one of these qualities is deficient high flavour »

also absent] - ^
Cloth of Gold Rose—Seeing your account ot me

Cloth of Gold Rose which grows at Hethel, I Uhdk »

may not be unsatisfactory to you to know that sucft »

not altogether a rarity in this county. I have a Lion

of Gold worked on a Felicity stock in 1859. It flow***

the second year, now measures 5± inches in the sten ,

and spreads over a surface of 19 feet by 18 feet i

1855 I counted on it one day 128 flowers and baa's,

and at this moment (Oct SI) it has more than a «»£
and half of that number almost bursting. I attrijHi

>

its rapid growth to a copious supply of moisture, wn
_

it obtains from a verandah against which u grows ,

which, it strikes me, has something to do wip i

gigantic growth of the Hethel Rose. And I na

observed a similar effect in other cases. Certainly my

Rose has no special advantages. There is also anoUier

much larger one than mine in the grounds of J. £<-

Esq., of Stalham, in this county. N. R. P. ***?>

Erpingham, Norwich.
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Autumnal Raspberi-ies.—l have had such an abundant

crop of these all last month and up to]the present time, for
even now the canes are full of fine fruit, that a'few
words about their culture may perhaps be useful. There
are four varieties more particularly worthy of notice.
Rogers' Victoria—Merveille des Quatre Saisons, yellow •

this is large, sweet, and excellent—Merveille des Quatre
Saisons, red ; this is about the size of the Red Antwerp,
and very good—Large-fruited Monthly, or to give its lon»
French name,^ " Framboisier de tous les mois a tres
gros fruit.'' The first is a sort sent out many years ago
by a Mr. Rogers, then of King's Road, Chelsea ; it is

rather dwarf, not of a very robust habit, and yields fruit
nearly all through September. The second and third have
their fruit on very long spikes and bear most abundantly
all through October, and till destroyed by the frost.
Their culture is very simple, as they merely require
being planted in rows in the same way as the summer
Raspberries, and cut down close to the ground early in
March. No canes to bear in summer should be left,

for the fruit they yield then is small and inferior to the
summer varieties

; in autumn their fruit is large, and
of excellent quality. The fourth sort requires a dif-
ferent mode of culture, for unless the soil is very rich
and moist it ceases to bear in the autumn if suffered
to grow more than one year without removal ; the canes
should therefore be taken up every season any time
during the winter, but not later than February, and
planted on a fresh piece of ground, or on the same
ground well manured, and then cut down close to the
ground, leaving only one bud above the surface ; under
this treatment they will yield an abundant crop in
autumn, till November, of fine large fruit, and well
repay the trouble of transplanting. For orchard-house
culture in pots they will be found excellently adapted,
particularly the third and fourth sorts ; for this pur-
pose they should be potted into 1 1 or 1 3-inch pots in
February, cut down close to the surface, placed out of
doors during the summer, and removed to the orchard-
house in September ; they will then ripen their fruit
admirably, and serve to remind the cultivator of the
byegone days of Raspberry-tide. Thos. Rivers.

question whether tiieir figure is due to a mineral or
to an organic cause. These masses were exposed
several years ago, in mining the face of a basaltic rock
to procure material for the repair of the adjacent roads.
The quantity of these singular bodies laid bare was very
limited, and was soon almost entirely exhausted by the
specimens distributed among the curious in the neigh-
bourhood. Dr. Seller, by the kindness of a friend,
having had for some time a specimen in his possession,
was induced last week, when on a professional visit near
the place, to inspect the spot where the discovery was
made. The cavity from which these bodies had been
taken, has the appearance of a large shallow washhand-
basin. It is on the face of a perpendicular wall of

Larly in the following a^rmg 1 iwaa t>urpn&eu iu> see
that the surface of this harbour-mud exhibited abundant
vegetation, of a character totally distinct from that of
the neighbouring shore ; and as the season advanced,
and the species were recognised, the Flora of this mud
quay was not only found totally distinct from the
littoral vegetation which surrounded it, but it contained
plants which did not grow within many miles of the
spot, and one which was probably foreign to the
county. Immediately surrounding the mud quay was
the ordinary vegetation of our southern harbour fhores,
Statice, Salicornia, AtripUx, Carices, &c, whilst on
this exposed mud itself not one of them was to be seen

;

. . but instead of these there sprung up a large crop of Oats
basalt, the whole height of which is about a hundred . and Barley, some plants of Lt/simachia vulgaris, one plant
feet. The cavity in question is something near 15 feet of Ceniaurta calcitrapa, and multitudes of Epilobium
directly below the summit, and there is access to it by a hirsutum .- and besides these there were other plants
narrow ledge running for a few yards along this pre- which I did not recognise, or whose names I have
ci pi tous side of the hill. When the face of the rock is

j

forgotten. To my mind it appeared conclusive, thar
viewed from the little valley below, the basalt seems to

|
the seeds which produced this crop of vegetation must
have been in the mud at the time it was deposited on
the shore by the lighters. Taking the plants I have
named as constituting part of the vegetation of this

new-made land,—they none of them grew in its

neighbourhood. The Cereals, which constituted the

otiztitit*

Entomological, October 6.—J. 0. Westwood, Esq.,
V.P., in the chair. Mr. Samuel Stevens exhibited a
specimen of the beautiful and very rare Carahus intri-

catus, taken by Mr. Reading in a wood near Plymouth,

rise vertically to the line of this narrow ledge, while the
remainder of the height forms a cap running in a trans-
verse direction. That more of these bodies will be I

found, if the face of the rock is again mined at the same
place, seems not improbable. The little hill itself is a
few hundred yards north-east of Binny Craig, another most numerous of the plants, were not cultivated within
eminence of moderate height being interposed. It is on a mile of the spot, -his mud quay was made at the
the farm of * Hanging Side," the tenant of which is extremity of the peninsula upon which the town of
Mr. Robert Thomson, and is between two and three

i Poole is built, and the nearest field upon which Cereals
miles from Linlithgow, towards Uphall. I are cultivated is on the other side of the town, and at

Dr. Seller proceeded to state the grounds on which he least a mile from the shore. Lysimachia vulgaris does
had been led to refer the figure of these bodies to an

,
not grow within four or six miles of the spot

;
hpUobium

organic rather than to such a purely physical cause as hirsutum two or three miles ; and Ccntaurea calcitrapa
crystallisation, or any other form of mere aggregation.

\

is scarcely known in the county, and certainly not
The prima facie evidence is, that their substance is within ten miles of Poole. Now remembering that
nearly pure carbon like that of charred stems, that it

soils the finders, that it gives off bubbles of air when put
into water, that minute particles of it under the

microscope have an appearance very like that of fresh-

made charcoal, and above all, that the cylindrical

character is quite remarkable, the exceptions being

trivial in the extreme, while each body like a vegetable

stem is plainly made up of a containing cylinder, and a

contained cylinder. He admitted that there were
markings present due to crystallisation, and that a dis-

tinct arrangement of the component textures of any of

the ordinary kinds of stems had not been made out
;

but he did not regard that as surprising in bodies which
had probably been subjected at first to an excessive

heat, and had afterwards been buried for couutless
and Monohammus Sutor, found in an old Ash tree near ! ages beneath an overwhelming load of mineral matter.
Yaxley ; also a bottle of Liquorice powder destroyed by I He did not attempt to pronounce how far these bodies
the larvae of the small moth Tinea fenestrella ; and a

j

are altered from their original state—all that he con-
beautiful series of minute moths from Moreton Bay, in

j

tended for is, that these carbonaceous cylinders are
South Australia. Mr. Stainton exhibited a number of
remarkable cocoons and cases of Lepidopterous insects
from

, South Australia ; also some specimens of
the larvae of Lepidoptera preserved in small closed
glass tubes. He likewise read a note from Dr. Colling-

wood on the preservation of Lepidopterous larvse so as
to exhibit their colours and markings. Mr. Lubbock
made some observations on the blind species of

none of these plants grew either on the shore around
the spot, nor even within miles distant ; remembering
too that they were the sole occupants of this new-made
land, and that the ordinary shore plants, growing in

abundance only a few feet from its edges, were not to

be seen on it, and further, that this abnormal vegetation

showed itself the very next spring, even only a few
weeks after it was completed, it must, I think, be
conceded that the seeds were in the mud at the time it

was spread upon the shore ; and that idea is still

further sustained because a very possible explanation

suggests itself, which would sufficiently account for the

presence of the seeds of the plants named, in the
situation from which the mud was obtained. The mud
was collected in the main channel about midway
between the head and the mouth of the harbour.
At the head of the harbour two rivers pour their waters
into it, the river Frome and the river Piddle. These
rivers take their origin in the western parts of the
county of Dorset, and in their course pass through
districts having every variety of soil and capable of

furnishing vegetation of great diversity ; on their

banks, moreover, two of the species I have mentioned
(Lysimachia and Epilobium) grow in profusion. Is it

too much to suppose that the seeds from which these

plants sprung had fallen into the rivers in various

parts of their course, had gone with their waters into

the harbour, and ultimately reached the position from

more probably the remains of individuals of one defi-

nite species of the vegetable kingdom, modified by the

extraordinary circumstances to whichj they have been

exposed during long ages, than a mere mass of carbon

derived from vegetable nature at large, changed into

the figure of an organic body by the crystalline pro-

perties which may be conjectured to belong to anthra-

. cite or to silica. He insisted that it was strongly
Gammarus, taken in deep wells, and which he con-

; in favour of the view he adopted, that the
sidered distinct from the Niphargus speleus of Schiodte > cylindrical figure lay within the ordinary rule as to the I which the mud and they "had been collected 1 That
and the Gammarus subterraneus of Leach. Mr. production of stems, but wholly out of the rule as to explanation appears to me to be very probably correct

;

Button exhibited a remarkable variety of Polyom- the conformation of mineral bodies ; that as far as he
j

but whether it be received or not, the more important
matus Adonis, very dark in colour and with the could discover, there is no evidence of the existence in point,—that a variety of seeds had been for a period,
markings nearly obsolete. He also stated that he

J
mere mineral nature of a force capable of producing ' probably considerable, at the bottom of Poole Harbour,
like cylindrical forms in indefinite number ; that to

j

compare to the columnar tendency in basalt and green-
\

stone, or to the stalactitic tendency known only to

belong to carbonate of lime in aqueous solution, the
j

production of cylinders, some a little greater, some a

little smaller, but, for the most part, as perfect as if

shaped by an effort of human art, and closely corre-

sponding to the variations in size observable in the

individuals of a species growing in the same place, is

to carry analogy beyond its prescribed bounds. If,

had recently observed Nomophila hybridalis in great
numbers at Eastbourne, near Beechey Head, but
which had so completely disappeared on the following
day that not a single individual was to be found. No
change in the wind had taken place. Mr. Westwood
brought for distribution among the members specimens
of Lophyrus rufus. He had received a number
of

^
the larvae from one correspondent, all of

which had produced females. He mentioned other
instances of the developement of great numbers of

soaking in water as salt as that of the ocean, had re.

tained their vitality till brought under the influence of

air and rain and warmth, and had then produced
healthy vegetation—that is a point which I think

cannot be disputed."

specimens of only one of the sexes of different insects, however, they should prove to be pseudo-stems, they
He also presented, on the part of Mr. Spence, a box of
minute and interesting insects of all orders collected in

Ceylon by Mr. Thwaites. He also brought for distri-

bution specimens of the small Wax moth which had
destroyed a case of preparations illustrative of the
products obtained from insects exhibited by him in
the Trade Museum at the Society of Arts, and gave
some account of different points in the economy of this

destructive insect He also communicated a note re-

ceived from Mr. Yarrell shortly previous to his death
relative to the great scarcity of the May-fly in the
trout streams of different parts of the country during

Jhe past season. Mr. Nuneham exhibited specimens of

M>onomeuta 20-punctata reared from larvae feeding
uPon Sedum Telephium. Mr. Moore also exhibited

specimens of Lophyrus rufus and its transformations.
^r. Syme exhibited specimens of the larvae of Deile-

Phila Galii from Deal ; the larvae when young were

are at least most remarkable bodies, and deserve atten-

tion as a kind hitherto unnoticed among the products

of mineral aggregation.

green, and very much resembled those of Macroglossa
j

extract

:

Notice* of &ook$,

The Journal of the Linnean Society, No. 3., contains

seven Zoological and the same number of Botanical

papers. The most important of the former are descrip-

tive catalogues of Singapore and Borneo insects by

Mr. Walker ; among the Botanical contributions the

conclusion of Mr. Bentham's paper on Loganiaceoe, and

a record of the results obtained by Mr. Darwin and

the Rer. M. J. Berkeley upon the Immersion of Seeds

in Salt Water, parts of which have appeared in former

numbers of this Journal. On the same subject is also

a note by Dr. Salter, from which the following is an

Prof. Ansted's valuable Elementary Course of Geology

(Van Voorst) has reached a second edition. It contains

22 pages more than the last, is considerably altered and
improved, and excludes the appendix relating to Indian

Geology, which is now introduced into the body of the

work. There are also additional illustrations. The
glossary of mining and other terms is very complete and

extremely useful to the general reader.

Jtellatarum. Mr. Smith described a new species of
j^e from South Australia, remarkable for its beautiful
blpectinated antennae.

Botanical op Edinburgh, /uty, 1856.—Some account
of a raass of fragments of Fossil stems, or of Pseudo-
fossil stems, found in the interior of the Trap near
Binny Craig, West Lothian, was given by Dr. Seller,

who, in presenting to the Botanical Museum several black

Masses composed of cylinders exactly resembling the pipes
°f refined liquorice, took occasion to notice the situa-

tion where the bodies were found, and to argue the

* In the year 1843, the authorities of Poole in Dorset-

shire determined to deepen the channels of Poole

Harbour to facilitate navigation. For this purpose a

large number of ballast-lighter-barges were employed to

scrape the mud from the bottom of the channels and

convev it to the shore, where it was deposited in large

quantities. During the winter sufficient mud was thus

obtained to cover an area of some hundred square

yards several feet in thickness, and this was accumula-

ted to such an extent, that a quay was made of the

hardened mud on the edge of the shore. The quay

however was never used, nor its surface disiurbed. Loire, is not less than

Miscellaneous.
Peat and Peat-Mosses.—Peat, which is a product of

cold or temperate regions, arises chiefly from the annual

growth and decay of marsh plants—Reeds, Rushes,

Equise turns, Grasses, Sphagnums, Confervce, and the like,

being the main contributors to the mass, which in pro-

cess of time becomes crowned and augmented by the

presence of Heath and other shrubby vegetation. Peat-

moss has a tendency to accumulate in all swamps and

hollows ; and wherever stagnant water prevails, there

it increases, filling up lakes, choking up river courses,

entombing fallen forests, and spreading over every

surface having moisture sufficient to cherish its growth.

It occupies considerable areas in Scotland and England,

though rapidly disappearing before drainage and the

olou^h ; but it still covers a wide extent of surface in

Ireland. It is found largely in the Netherlands, in

Russia and Finland, in North America, and in insular

positions, as Shetland, Orkney, and the Falkland

Islands. Of the absolute surface occupied by Peat, we
have no accurate estimate ; but some idea of the

geological importance of the formation may be formed

from the fact that one of the mosses on the Shanuon is

50 miles long and from two to three in breadth, while

the great marsh of Montoire, near the mouth of the

50 leagues in circumference.
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JSonie of the Scottish mosses have been dug for fuel to

the depth of 20 feet, and many in Ireland and Holland

are reckoned at twice that thickness. It occurs in all

stages of consolidation, from the loose fibrous «* turf" of

the previous summer, to the compact lignite looking

"Peat'* formed thousands of years ago. It has been

attempted to classify Feat as turf, hill-peat, bog-peat

&c, according to the situations in which it occurs, or

according to its texture and composition as fibrous,

papyraceous, earthy, and piciform ; but seeing that the

whole is so irregularly and intimately blended, such
distinctions are of little practical value. Besides the

peculiar plants which constitute the mass, Peat-mosses
contain the trunks of the Oak, Pine, Birch, Alder, Hazel,
Willow, and other trees, together with their seeds,

fruits, and cones—appareutiy the wrecks of forests

entangled and destroyed by the accumulation of the
swampy Peat, prostrated by storms or felled by the
hand of man. An^ what is deserving of special notice,

the trunks of many of those trees are of moat gigantic

dimensions, in disirits where now the same species

struggle on for a sti nt±d and dwarfish existence. Bone9
and horns of the Irish elk, stag, ox, and other animal:',

are found in most of our British mosses, with occasional

remains of human ar:, as canoes, stone axes, querns, flint

arrow-heads, &c, of the British stone period ; Roman
weapons and coins that date to the first invasion of the
island by the legions of Caesar ; and not unfrequently
the skeleton of man himself. Some of these fossils are
comparatively modern ; others point to a period
apparently coeval with the dawn of the human race.
Page's Advanced Text-book of Geology.

Cabbage Timber.—Jersey is celebrated for its Cab-
toages, and for their tall, tree-like character, a peculiarity
partly owing to the custom of the peasantry in remov-
ing lower leaves—almost daily—to feed their cows.
Thus a Cabbage garden in Jersey has somewhat the
appearance of a little grove of Palms ; so that in walk-
ing between them you literally walk under their foliage,

which forms a crown at the top ; and such stems are
not unfrequently 10 and 12, and more, feet long, quite
erect, and straight, and are made use of for a great
variety of purposes. Planted closely, as living fences,
they keep out fowls and small animals ; sheds are
thatched with them ; they serve as stakes for Kidney-
beans, Peas, etc., and the stouter ones as cress- spars for
the purpose of upholding the thatch or roof of the
smaller classes of farm buildings, cottages, etc., and if

kept dry are said to last upwards of half a century.

Our friend Mr. Samuel Curtis, a resident in the island,

informs us that he has seen a stalk that measured
16 feet in length, and that one that had grown up under
the protection of a cider Apple tree had its spring
shoots at the top occupied by a magpie's nest ! The
stems are now much used tor making walking sticks

("Jersey Canes"). Stalks 11 feet high, and very good
looking and firm walking canes, are deposited in the
Kew Museum of Economic Botany. Booker's Journal of
Botany.

Temperature of Flower of Victoria Regia.—Dr. Cas-
pary has made experiments on the flower of this plant,

and has arrived at the following conclusions :—A short
time before its opening, the flower bud exhibits an
elevation of temperature, especially in the stamens.
About an hour after its expansion, the temperature of
the flower falls to the extent of from 09 to 2'9 decrees
Fahrenheit. After this the heat rises to a maximum,
exceeding that of the air, from 14 06 to 249 degrees
.Fahrenheit, and that of the water 1*24 to 1044 decrees
Fahrenheit. This increase of temperature is indepen-
dent of any change in the heat of the air or of the
water. This independent maximum, as it is called, is

succeeded by a second period of floral heat, which
Caspary calls dependent, inasmuch as it is under the
influence of the atmospheric temperature, attaining, like

it, the minimum at sunrise, and the maximum a little

after mid-day. This second period has two minima and
two maxima. The elevation of temperature occurs in

- the anthers, the filaments, the staminodia, the petals,

and the ovules. The greatest heat is exhibited by the
anthers ; the maximum exceeding that of the water by
6 5 to 13-39 degrees, and that of the air by 19 48 to

29-9 degrees (the latter was observed on 2d November
.1855 at 10 a.m.) The filaments are always cooler than
>the anthers. In the embryos the temperature is not
«o elevated as in the anthers, and the maximum is only
l'i to 5'2 degrees above the water, and 4 5 to 18.9

degrees above the air. In the petals and staminodia,
the increase of temperature is still smaller than in the
embryos, the maximum being 2 7 degrees above the
temperature of the water, and 6 4 degrees above that
x>f the air. The increase of temperature is different in

different flowers, and in the anthers it sometimes
attains 61-83 degrees, in the embryos 60 7 degrees.
These phenomena are distributed to the absorption of

oxygen and evolution of carbonic acid. Edin. New
Philos. Journal.

Professor lineo.—-Letters from Naples dated Oct. 4
announce the death of this gentleman, who had long
filled the office of director of the Botanic Garden at

Palermo. He is succeeded, ad interim, by M. Todaro,
until the return of Prof. Gussone from Ischia.

Calendar of Operations,
(.For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—The summer flowering twiners

'which usually get unsightly at this season should be cut

hack somewhat freely, as should also any others that

will submit to that kind of treatment. The slight shade

which they afford in summer to plants underneath them
it need scarcely be stated is not now required. Give
air freely on all favourable occasions, but guard against

damp by using gentle fires. Let pot specimens in bloom
be frequently rearranged, so as to make the mo9t of

them, for the finest plants become too familiar to be

interesting when allowed to remain too long in one
place. Cold Pits.—If not already done, get straw

shutters or whatever else it may be intended to use for

coverings for these prepared and put in readi-

ness for use without delay. Straw shutters, if

well made, are somewhat expensive in the first

instance, but they are considered by many to be

the most efficient of any kind of covering in use,

and taking into account the time they last they are,

perhaps, as cheap as any. Expose the stock here freely

to air on every favourable opportunity, so as to check

growth and get the wood firm, in which state the plants

will be less liable to suffer from the confinement which

may soon he necessary than if kept close and coddled

with too much warmth and moisture. Very little water

will be required at the root, but look over the stock

every few days, witholding water until it is absolutely

wanted, and then giving a moderate soaking, which is

the only safe method of watering at this season. If

green-fly makes its appearance on any of the soft-

wooded things apply tobacco smoke, and see that this

pest is extirpated at once, otherwise it will disfigure if

not ruin the plants upon which it is allowed to harbour.

Heaths and other things subject to the attacks of mildew
must be closely watched, aud sulphur applied the

moment the enemy is perceived, but neither this nor

green-fly will be very troublesome, unless the plants are

kept too close and damp ; therefore be careful to keep

the stock rather dry, giving plenty of air whenever that

can be done with safety.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—The trying period for those who have to

winter their young stock in pits heated by fermenting

materials has now arrived, for with sunless weather,

such as is common at this season, it is a very difficult

matter to preserve Pines in a healthy state, where
warmth must be accompanied by excessive moisture.

Keep the linings sufficiently strong to maintain the

temperature at about 65°, which will allow of giving air

rather freely on fine days, and a little must also be
given in all states of the weather, when doing so does

not cause the thermometer to sink under 55°. There
should be no attempt made at inducing growth with

the present amount of light, but the linings should be

kept rather strong, so as to be prepared against the

occurrence of severe weather, and also to allow of

giving sufficient air to prevent excess of moisture. See

that efficient coverings are prepared previous to the

occurrence of sharp frost, and endeavour to keep the

bottom-heat steady at about 75°, and the soil in a rather

dry state. This system of Pine growing is now, how-
eve rj but little practised, and it would be economy on the

part of those who adopt it to supersede it at once by
means of a hot-water apparatus.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Choice plants in borders intended to be protected for

the winter by slightly covering their roots, &c, should

be seen to at once. Moss where it can be obtained in

good thick flakes, is by no means a bad protecting

material ; but unless it can be procured in pieces of con-

siderable thickness it is not so efficient or useful as

spent tan, coal-ashes, or half decayed leaves. Also see

to getting Fuchsias, and such things as are usually pro-

tected for the winter by covering, secured against frost

before it is too late. Dry Fern is an excellent material

for covering the stems, &c, of plauts that require a

slight protection in winter, and is, doubtless, the least

objectionable^s regards colour of anything at command;
but this is not easily procured in many neighbourhoods,

and probably the best substitute is straw that has been

exposed to the weather sufficiently long to darken its

colour. Choice sorts of Hollyhocks, of which there is

not sufficient stock of well-established young plants in

pots, should be taken up, potted and placed under glass;

these cannot with safety be trusted to the mercies of a

severe winter, and plants taken up, potted now, and

wintered in a cool house will be exceedingly useful

for furnishing cuttings, and these if got in early

in spring will make excellent plants for next season.

Where alterations are in hand, push these forward with

all possible dispatch while the weather continues favour-

able for out-door operations. Be very careful to

secure transplanted things against wind, especially large

plants, which should never be left until they are properly

staked or otherwise made fast, for when this is put off it

frequently happens that the roots get injured through

the tops being rocked about by the wind. Get any pro-

jected alterations among the shrubbery or herbaceous

borders done in readiness for cleaning up as soon as the

leaves are down ; also get ground intended to be planted

with Dahlias and Hollyhocks next season deeply trenched

and ridged up so as to expose the soil as much as

possible to the weather, putting in plenty of good rotten

manure, especially where the Hollyhocks are to stand,

for these require a deep rich soil.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
A sowing of Peas and Beans to afford the chance of

a very early crop may now be made, choosing a

sheltered piece of ground for the purpose ; the soil

should be of a light dry character. For Pens use an

early hardy sort, such as Sangster's No. 1 ., or Daniel

O'Rourke. The forcing of Seakale and Rhubarb must

now be attended* tQ ; and where there is a good stock

of strong roots, a supply of these will be easily kept np.

Where there is room to spare in the Mushroom-house,

this forms a very suitable and convenient place for

forcing these. The roots should be placed on a slight

bed of warm dung, filling up the spaces between them
with old tan, or the soil and manure mixed from an old

Mushroom bed, giving a good watering to wash it in

amongst the roots. The bottom-heat should not be

allowed to exceed 70°, as too much heat is not favour-

able to securing strong growth, and, except for the first

crop, it may be dispensed with altogether. Take ad-

vantage of wet days for making fresh Mushroom beds,

and clearing out those that are spent ; also collect and

prepare droppings for forming fresh beds, by spreading

them in a shed, and turning them every day until

they are sufficiently dried to prevent excessive fermen-

tation after putting up. Clear up all decaying leaves,

&e, and stir the surface of the soil on dry days among
growing crops, as Cabbage, Spinach, &c. ; also get all

acant ground manured and ridged.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISW1CK, NEAR LONDON,
For the week ending Not. 6. 185C, as observed at the Horticultural Garden*.

•
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Oct. 31—Uniform hate; rain; cloudy.
Nov. 1—Hazy; cloudy ; alinht rain.
— 2—Foujry ; cloudy ; hazy at night.
— 3—Uniformly overcast ; very fine ; slight frost.

— 4—Fogrjry ; very fine; cloudy at night.
— 5—Foggy ; light hazy clouds ; fine ; sharp frost.

— 6— r'rosty ; clear and cold ; cloudy at night.

Mean temperature ot the week 1 4-aths deg below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During the last 30year», for the en«uing week, endnu Nov. Ij.1^6.
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The hignest temperature during the above period occurred on
1
the 1-th

1341 -therm. 63 deg.; and the lowest on the 9th, !8o4, snd loth, IMS-

therm. IS deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Evergreens: Shem. We prefer October to November for trans-

planting them, but the latter month will do-the sooner the

better. It is useless to dig round them till you are ready to

transplant. . -

Ferns: //. The lists are, we believe, not sold. Mr. Smith, ot

Kew, has printed them for purposes of exchange.

Lilium gigan-teum: H H hopes Mr. Breadley will be so

good as give his mode of treatment of the Lilium giganteum,

which he grows in great perfection at Somerleyton.

Mcsa Cayendishi : H H. Encourage a young sucker, and dis-

regard the old stem.
,

Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable it we could. AH we

can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It js

now requested that in future, not more than four plants

may be sent us at one time.—J B. It is some Panicum ;
but

we cannot undertake to determine the species from such Datt

materials.— Cavanensis. What the plant now sent may De

cannot be ascertained with any certainty. We suspect 1 1
to De

some Juniper, and possibly J. recurva, or something related to

Savin. While young, lEdipus himself could not name such

plants.— Citizen. 1, Lolium perenne, approaching L>. "*»««"»»

2, Holcus lanatus.—C C. It is Acacia lophantha, as tow»e
can judge from the specimen. Epipogum is the ra

f^
CUI

?°"f
discover that has ever been made among the wild^P»n* «
this country. It is a leafless pallid Orchid related

JJ
^the

common Neottia nidus avis. Germany, Switzerland^Siberia ha^

alone been previously known to produce »H *^«™^SaX
have however shown that it has a far wider ra gej*r

haps

reaching even as far as Hindostan.-/ B. 1 Polys. iciium irou

dosum; 2, P. falcinellum ; 3, Pteris heterophylla. b.

Orchard Houses: Dundee. We are considering what sorts can

be best recommended, and will give a list next weeK.

Pelargonium Daveyanum. Mr. R. Rilott, NurserymaR, Domng

ton, near Spalding, in Lincolnshire, says that he can supp y

this old variety. It may also be had of Messrs. Frazer Comely

Bank Edinburgh. We'have also to thank our corwnjeg
ECU for information on the same subject but the p am

describes does not appear to be at all like the variety

pScting Coders from Trost: A Suh. There is nothing

hotter than heaping them round with Gorse bushes.

Sir Harry Strawukkrv : J T. The public has now hadIqatte

enough of this subject. The way to ^al with tradesmeu who

-insult" you is to have nothing more to do with^them

Tacsonia mollissima: G M. It requires more
.

heat
^J

1"1.^
conservatory affords it. It will only succeed m such a house

JraTned along the top of the roof, which must be close *

Tobacco : IshiWgrgh. The subject is under'consideration

Trees in Hyde Park : Ampthill. We would refer you to a lead

vlZ^VK.
1

nttZZl'n.X in what order the division,
gV

y^Viner7 succeed each other provided only 7™J££
mind that the late house requires least beat ajf Mu*cats

greatest amount.- W A I?.-We find nothmg £obj.ecUo.

Wellingtons: Holyrood.. You can find *n answ^ aIm
^e all

your door, for tbe_ new lists ^"°»fS^g.? they

._. ~ "--
. unrin* and summer wnen nicy »»= •- -

weak and often-in spnn an"
dislike transplanting,

growing and floweringstate. Cwmm dteiiM^tra p ^
^which, except wherj

,
it » *bso

U^Xr^Gladioirsee

X" tt^-St^-J-na. ^ey may if necessary be

lifted and replanted annually.*
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rpHfi FOLLOWING MANURES are
JL at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—'

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction tor their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,

London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,

Ceprolites, &c. t and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

d receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,

will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

P
-
ERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, and every

description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.

W. Inglis Carne, 10, Mark Lane, London.

manufactured
Turnip Manure,

1L per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 7l.z Sulphuric Acid and
(Jeprolites, 6k— Otfice, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

L"
N D ON MANURE CO MP ANY

(Established 1840)

Beg to call the attention of Agriculturists to their MANURES
FOR AUTUMN SOWING, which by a judicious blending of

Nitrogen with the mineral constituents taken from the soil by
Cereals, produce good crops without exhausting the land.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY also supply genuine

Peruvian Guano direct from importers' warehouses, Sulphate of

Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Superphosphate of Lime, Blood

Manure, and every Artificial Manure of known value.

Edward Purseb, Secretary.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars , London.

ATENT WOOL MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED)—Wool Manure for Com, 11. 10s.; Turnips,

61 10s.; delivered to any Railway Station or Wharf in London.
Applications for Agency from influential persons attending Pro-
vincial Markets to be forwarded to C. II. Tidbubv, Secretary,

31, Gracechurch Street, London.

HE PATENT Nil HO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Trustees,

COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY, for them—a power held by the landlord in order

and of practical and general science, 37 and that he may eject any one who shall commit
38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London. an act of theft Or Clime of any kind. Mr. BaKER

Principai-J.c. Nesbit, f.G.S.,f.C.s.,&c. ^ the cordiai advocate of reading-rooms and evening
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every «ru noi« ^v qn .i Snndav schools : but he considers

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture ^nooiS, day ami Sunday SCnoois
,
uui ne cu

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval •**—> » **" *-*-— — flioir «*rv»nK to

and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately execnted at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

Abel Smith, Esq., Jun., M.l\,
Walton House, Ware, Herts.

Charles Diinsdale, Esq., Essen-
don Place, Herts.

Edward Ball, Esq., M.P., 8, Bel-

grave Road, Pimlico.
Major-Gen. Hall, MP., Weston

Colville, Linton, Cambridge.
John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

Dibectobs.

Chairman—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.

Deputy-Chairman—John Sharp, Esq., Tower Villa, Queen's Road*
Regent's Park.

Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex.
John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury, Essex.
Richard Hunt, Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lexham, Norfolk.

Robert Morgan, Esq., 72, Camden Villas, Camden Town.
Thomas Nash, Esq., Great Chesterford, Essex.
James Odras, Esq., Bishop Stortford, Herts.
John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Pentonville.

George Savill, Esq., Ingthorpe, near Stamford.

Bankers— Messrs. Barnett, Hoare, & Co., Lore bard Street.

Solicitors—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex St., Strand.

Secretary and Chemist—James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.

Manufactory—Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

BLOOD MANURE TOR WHEAT.
The Directors of the above Company (many of whom are

extensive agriculturists) have great pleasure in acquainting

their friends and the agricultural community, that they have
now completed their extensive Works and Machinery for the

manufacture of their Manures; and, having secured nearly the

whole of the Blood produced by the butchers of the metropolis,

aad a large stock of other necessary materials of the best quality,

they are now in a position to supply their Patent Manure of the

highest quality; and, as most of the Directors and many of the

Shareholders are themselves large consumers of the Blood

Manure, their fixed determination to supply nothing but genuine

quality, cannot fail to afford a guarantee and protection to the

farmer against imposition.

The great value of Blood Manure as a fertiliser may now be
considered as a tully established fact; ever since the first intro-

duction of this valuable fertiliser, the demand has been greater

than could be conveniently supplied.

The Blood Manure is composed of bones dissolved in Sulphuric

Acid, to which is added a large quantity of pure blood, specially

prepared to suit various crops, and may either be applied by the

drill or sown broadcast.

It is a verv remarkable fact, that the analysis of blood and the

grain of Wheat are nearly identical, as proved by the most

eminent chemists; it contains all the elements which plants

require, and when properly prepared and applied, will become
the essence of vegetable as well as of animal life.

The highly fertilising properties of Blood have been commented
»pon by Professor Way and others, and the success of the Blood
Manure for Wheat Crops has been fully proved upon all soils, by
the practical experience of numerous agriculturists. Testimonials
from the most eminent agriculturists who have used the Manure
may be had from the local Agents.

Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London.

Price 71. 10s. per ton, free at any Railway or Wharf in London.

Directionsfor use.—From 2 to 4 cwt. per acre, according to the

condition of the soil. It may either be drilled in with the seed
<*r sown broadcast; if the latter it should be well harrowed in.

The public are cautioned against spurious imitations. As
foenrity to the purchaser every bag contains 2 cwt., and is marked
ODAMS' PATENT BLOOD MANURE," and sold only by

tbe authorised Agents of the Company.

HE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Hknry Keb Seyker, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

„ t This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection

°J
Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of

Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2 - In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-
Owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or

ne may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-

lities WILL BE AFFORDED IW EITHER CASE.

. *. The whole cogt of the works and expenses will, in all cases,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly

instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner
»nd extended to fipty years for Land Improvements and

THiRTy-osE years for Far* Buildisos, whereby the instalments

will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the

improved Lands can afford to pay. Williau Clifford, Sec.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.— ANNUAL EXHIBITION at Gloucester,

Nov. 27, 1856—The Exhibition of Stock, Horses, Roots, Wheat,
Cheese, and Implements will take place at Gloucester on

THURSDAY, November 27 (being a week earlier this

year in consequence of the Birmingham Show), and the Poultry

Show will be held on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY,
November 26 and 27.

Entrance to the Yards, One Shilling each person.

The Annual Dinner of the Society will be held at the King's

Head Hotel, Gloucester, at 4 o'Clock. The Right Hon. Earl

Ducie in the chair. Ed. Trixder, Secretary.

Cirencester, Nov. 8.

pRYSTAL PALACE.—POULTRY SHOW.—The
V-r/ Directors beg to announce that they inteud to have a

General Exhibition of POULTRY, PIGEONS, and RABBITS,
at the Crystal Palace, on SATURDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY,
and WEDNESDAY, January 10, 12, 13, and 14 next.

Schedules of the prizes, with the rules and regulations, are

now ready and may be had on application to Mr. Houghton,
Secretary to the Poultry Exhibtiion, Crystal Palace, to whom
all communications may be addressed.

Crystal Palace, Nov. 8. By order, G. Grove, Secretary.

QMITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW,
O 1856.-The Annual CHRISTMASSHOW of FAT CATTLE,
SHEEP, and PIGS, will be held on TUESDAY, December 9,

and three following days, at the Bazaar, King Street, Portman
Square, when Prizes and Medals amounting to upwards of 800/

will be awarded. Non-Members of the Club have the privilege

of Exhibiting on payment of an entrance fee of Oue Guinea to

the funds of the Club. Members exhibit free.

All entries must be made on the printed forms of Certificates,

which will be sent on application to the Hon. Secretary.

Intending Exhibitors are particularly requested to observe

that the Entries finally close on November 8, and none will be

received after that day.

Lists of the Prizes offered, with a copy of the Rules and Regu-

lations of Exhibition and all information required, will be sent

post free on application to B. T. Brandreth Gibbs,

Corner of Haifmoon Street, Piccadilly, London. Hon. Sec.

Eixt agricultural <Ba»ite
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1856.

We have never listened to a more interesting or

complete discussion of the influences affecting the

condition of the agricultural labourer, nor to one

conveying a higher impression of the ability of those

who conducted it than that which took place last

Monday in the rooms of the London Farmers' Club.

It was opened by Mr. Spearing, of Hampshire, who
described in detail the condition of the country

working man, and argued for a better description of

cottage to be given him—for his better education—

T

for the extension of his cottage garden—for a system

of lodging-houses with reading rooms for young men

—for a better relationship of master and servant,

including attention to such details as payment of

wages any day of the week rather than Saturday,

but above all, as the principle which should influence

it throughout, for an individual acquaintanceship and

sympathy on the part of the master with the

labourers he employed. Mr. Spearing concluded by

quoting the impressive address of the late Mr.

Justice Talfourd, delivered as his dying charge, in

which he lamented that separation between classes,

out of which suspicion, ill-feeling, and consequent

violence and crime often grew.

Mr. Spearing's paper was followed by some

excellent practical remarks from Mr. Baker of

Writ tie. He spoke of after treatment rather than

school education as the great cause of the ultimate

condition of the labourer. It is when the lad has left

school, or even left his home, driven from it

perhaps by perpetual discomfort there as contrasted

with the light and warmth and society^ of the

public-house, that lawless habits and bad principles

are acquired. Writtle is better off than most

other places as regards its schools—but it is not

on that account the better off as regards the condi-

tion of its labourers.

The condition of cottagers too is not wholly

dependent on the character of the cottage. Mr.

Baker has built a 4-roomed cottage every year for

the last 15 ; but his efforts have been to a great

extent thwarted by the determination of the occu-

pants of roomy dwellings to take in lodgers, thus

reducing their accommodation to the same low

level as is deplored elsewhere. One of the most

satisfactory means he has employed is the ex-

tension of the allotment system. He grants but

20 perches of land to every tenant and forbids the

growth of grain ; his only rule apart from this is

that no work be done upon the Sunday. Every

plot is held at a week's notice, so that the

occupation may be at once determined upon the

valuation of crop and cultivation and payment

the influence of the masters over their servants to

be greater than that of any of these agencies. A
master who having entered into a contract with his

servant, and finding that he is earning more wages

by it than had been intended, shall escape from it

or alter it, or in any way evade the conditions

binding on himself, does thereby teach dissimulation

and dishonesty and suspicion for all time coming

more effectually than the contrary of all these evils

can be inculcated at schools or out of books, or by
word of mouth.
Mr. Sidney, of Clapham, followed Mr. Baker,

with remarks on the character of school books and

the literature generally to which working men had

access. He argued for information being conveyed

on matters of direct and daily interest, and condemned

the publications of the Tract Society as being inade-

quate to the instruction of their readers upon

subjects connected with their maintenance and

employment
Mr. Williams, of Wiltshire, criticised the addresses

of Messrs. Spearing and Baker. The difficulty as

regards cottages was not to be overcome by the

mere inculcation of duty upon landlords. A
question to be considered was the difficulty of

building the house required for a price on which its

tenant could pav a reasonable interest as rent. As
to the allotment system, Mr. Williams would double

the extent allowed by Mr. Baker, and he would

allow the cultivation of grain crops. He argued

cordially for the extension of schools, and would be

glad to see all public-houses closed by law upon the

Sabbath day.

The Rev. C. James then delivered a very admirable

address upon the interests of the working man.

What he desired was not so much the education as

the training of the child. At present the master

often was labouring to undo what children learn not

only in the street but at home. They are generally

left neglected till they have already acquired bad

principles and habits—whereas what was needed was

that they should be properly taken in hand and

cared for during youth, and after the period of school

education had necessarily closed. Among matters

of detail Mr. James declared that it would be a

national advantage if farmers would everywhere pay

their men on any day but Saturday ; and he called

upon masters generally to be careful how they
,

abruptly blamed and punished servants—young men
and women have been turned out homeless and

resourceless for merely accidental inattention or

pardonable ignorance

!

Mr. Thomas, of Bedfordshire, then gave a very inte-

resting account of his experience as a master, more

especially in reference to the management of

boys. Pie employs 20 of them under a careful

superintendent, who can correct and teach them.

He gives 3s. a week to each, and in addition a 6d.

ticket as a reward : this is withheld except it be

deserved by good behaviour, and every six months,

in lieu of the 2G reward tickets which may have

been acquired, a card is given enabling the purchase

of 13.5. worth of clothing, and the lads afterwards

spend the evening of that day at the table of their

master. Mr. Thomas contended for the personal in-

fluence of the master as the great educational influ-

ence to be strengthened and improved by every pos-

sible means, and to be regarded as far transcending

in its effects upon the future life any quantity of

school education, of which indeed he spoke some-

what slightingly.
.

We hope again to refer to this discussion. The

resolution at which the Club arrived simply affirmed

in succession the sentiments to which utterance had

been given by the speakers.

The sixth harvest is just concluded since the

introduction of the American reaping machines, and

yet reports are coming into us from every province

of their adoption as if they had never been heard of

before. Ever since the commencement of the Irish

exodus there has been a growing want of labourers

experienced to cut down the harvest. Every year

as it has rolled past has added fresh proof, if such

were wanting, of the necessity of reaping by

machinery, and yet harvest 1857 will doubtless

return us reports of many having only made the

discovery that their crops could be cut down more

economically with reaping machines than with the

sickle or scythe.

There is perhaps not a greater obstacle to pro-

gress in bringing machinery successfully to bear

upon the harvest field than the over-caution with

which farmers are now purchasing reaping machines,

partly arising from the difficulty experienced in

selecting the best ones, and partly from the hopes of
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next year producing better. Aware of the obstacles

to be met with in the field, they at once perceive

that none of the machines yet exhibited are capable

of removing them, and therefore delay purchasing,

in the hopes of another harvest giving birth to the

desired improvement. Thus year after year has
rolled past, leaving the scythe and the reaping-hook

in possession of the harvest field.

It were perhaps as difficult to condemn as to jus-
tify such a line of policy. The circumstances of the
farmer are best known to himself, and in the absence
of the necessary information here, it would be pre-
mature to advance argument in support of either
side of the question. Perhaps in many cases the
price has as much to do in the matter as the merits
of the machine. Until something is done to remove
from agriculture that over-parsimonious economy of
investment which has hitherto characterised the im-
plement, and indeed every department, the price of
a thing will continue to exercise no inconsiderable
influence upon its merits.

We are, however, fast getting into that advanced
state of progress when investments must be
governed by results, more especially as regards
reaping machines. This will appear evident from

to br'iDg their efforts to bear upon the next harvest.
Now if a number of such companies were to
combine, they could easily enter into arrangements
with implement makers to get cheaper reaping
machines, as their orders would justify the erection
of improved machines for their manufacture. The
suggestion merits immediate consideration, as this
is the season for making provision in this manner
for the harvest of next year. Such companies would
not interfere with private enterprise, as those who
let out threshing machines and drills to hire could
make the necessary provision for supplying their
customers with reaping machines also. Such a
combination of strength would not only secure the
safe ingathering of our crops in harvest, but stimulate
invention to produce improvements.

It must not be concealed that there is

another side to the reaping-machine discus-
sion beside that presented in the foregoing
remarks. There are districts, we are told, where
without the reaping machine corn is harvested as
cheaply as in others with it : where skilful labour,
rightly led and organised, is even more economical—c—

o

-*- »"* u^cai cuucui, Hum anc* efficient than horse-driven machinery elsewhere
a very superficial glance at the facts of the case, \

ha8 P^ved to be. Take the following picture of a
for the question is no longer what a machine costs,

\

most tedious and harassing harvest from the pen of
or whether a crop can be cut cheaper with it than !

our correspondent in Wester Ross as an illustra-

the scythe or no, but whether the principal breadth * ~
'

of the harvest field can be cut by machinery
when labourers cannot be had to cut it other-
wise. To talk of the scythe when there is none
to work it, and when crops are fast being lost from
over-ripeness, the weather, &c.,isnot the reasonable
course to pursue : loss by delay will soon cover the
value of a machine. It may probably not be
very far from the mark to say that a reaper will
repay itself in four weeks' time, or during the
period of a single harvest. In some exceptional
cases it may even redeem itself in a week. The
loss of 205. per acre is soon sustained in the harvest
field, so that if this can be saved, or the half or
fourth of this, it goes to redeem the price. It is

tion

"On Tuesday, the 9th September," he says, "we
commenced the most precarious harvest we have ever
had to do with. For the first six days little rain fell,

and having a good deal of strong Wheat to cut, our
harvest work was scarcely interrupted ; the second
week we had four whole working days ; the third week
we had one only ; the fourth week we wrought four
days, and on Friday, the 10th Oct., with much hard driv-
ing and with little attention to our usual working hours,
we had the whole crop secured. Our harvest thus
extended over 31 days, on only 19 of which were we
engaged in the peculiar work of the season, and on 12 of
these days, notwithstanding that much of the corn was
laid, and laid in all directions, about 90 acres were cut
down by five scythe-men, and within the remaining
seven days nearly 70 stacks were carted to the stack-yard.not the price therefore which ought to be the first
seven da^8 near,v 70 stacks were carted to the stack-yard,

consideration, but the probable saving which a
A wet

T
and protracted harvest is necessarily an expensive

reaping machine will effect during the° period of
0ne

*
L
,

ast year
,

we cu.t »n^ secured the crop grown upon

harvest.

The mechanism again is another question which
must, like price, give way to the demands of the
field. On this head the prizes of the Royal Agricul-
tural Society have all but ceased to be a trust-
worthy guide, as each individual trial has been
dependant upon exceptional data. There is probably
a greater difference between the different machines
of one implement maker in the hands of different
workmen than there now is between those of
different implement makers at our summer trials.

It is an old saying that " a bad hand never gets a

a similar number of acres for 20t\, or at the rate of

j

about 4s. 6d. per acre. This year, the crop being
heavier and the season unfavourable, our outlay
is 27/., or 6s. an acre. In this calculation the
wages of the half-year servants are not included,
although all were engaged in harvest work. There is

still a little to cut in the higher districts in this neigh-
bourhood, and a good deal to secure. There has been
more loosing and spreading of sheaves to prevent
sprouting and accelerate drying, and more turning
of heated stacks, than has been for many years, and
we believe that the proportion of the crop is very
small that is in that dry condition in which we would
desire to see it. The weight of our new Wheat is from

introduced where skilled labour already occupied
the ground—that skill which makes hand-labour
there so much more economical than it is elsewhere
would cheapen its employment also. The experience
of our correspondent is thus no answer to the cast
of the reaping machine as argued above. If it be so
urged the rejoinder is two-fold—(1) that the alter-
native proposed does not exist; we have not that suffi-
cient hand-labour with which it is proposed to contrast
it—and (2) that even in those localities where there
may be enough of men to cut the corn, a machine
which shall shorten the process will, in hazardous
and inclement weather, often repay its cost alto-
gether apart from the question of expense per acre
by saving much corn which would otherwise have
been spoiled in the field.

OIL-CAKES.
Of all the various oil-cakes which are used for feeding

or fattening, Linseed-cake is employed most abundantly,
and justly prized as the most valuable kind of cake!
Rape-cake, lately imported in large quantities from the
Continent, where Rape is much grown, is now also much
employed for feeding cattle and sheep. Poppy-cake
likewise is a valuable feeding material, but occurs only
occasionally in trade. Of the other varieties of oil-cake
which are now and then offered for sale, we will only
mention here Cottonseed-cake and Mustard-cake. Cotton-
seed-cake has lately been introduced into England, and
been found a very valuable feeding substance. Allusion
is made here to Mustard-cake because it is frequently
sold as Rape-cake, which it indeed resembles closely.

Many samples of these different oil-cakes, from various
countries, have lately been analysed by Professors Way,
Anderson, and myself. These analyses have shown
that the composition of even one and the same kind of

cake is liable to considerable fluctuations, arising prin-

cipally from the mode in which the cake is manufactured.
But as the observed differences in composition do not

materially affect the practical deductions to which the
analyses of oil-cakes give rise, I shall content myself by
presenting in the subjoined table the average composi-
tion of oil-cakes, as calculated from a large number of

analyses :

—

Average Composittox OF OlL-CAKES •

» -
^ £
• CO

PC
*

•

8 2. c =

•

I

• a

Moisture
V/ 1 1 •#• »•* «a# ••»

Nitrogenised or flesh-form-

)

ing principles ... j

Substances not containing ni-

trogen

—

Heat-giving subslances ...

Mineral matters (ash) ...

1244
12.79

27.28

4136
6.13

10.68
11.10

29.53

1 40.90

7.79

1 11.63
5.75

31.46

38.18

12.98

11.19 11.90

9.08J
6.69

25.16 23.48

48.93 52.14

5.64 5.79

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

SuK" »4
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will be no exceotion to this rnlp. Tn fh& coloptinn ,<•.»__ » J ..'.,. ,.« . . . .
°'

.will be no exception to this rule. In" the selection
of all other implements the workman is invariably
guided by his own experience, and this may be
taken as the safest rule for testing reaping machines.
In the course of trial, if a farmer finds one machine
better for cutting under speciil circumstances than
another in one case, and inferior in another, he may-
find an advantage in having both.

But although price and mechanism are secondary
considerations, they are by no means unworthy of
notice. On the contrary, they merit special investi-

40 lbs., and the weight of the different kinds of grain
will continue uncommonly low until it be dried by the I

winter frosts or winds of spring. Our stackyards are I

greatly more bulky than usual, and, although much of
the grain will be inferior, the quantity will be beyond
an average. j>

Here we have the work completed for 4s. 6d. an
acre in a good year, and 6s. an acre in a very bad
one—a price which it is not too much to say will
barely pay for merely cutting corn, apart from
tying and stooking, in many English districts. The

gation at this season, more particularly the former, cost of the additional labour unenumerated here
lor the high price now demanded is a great barrier that of the half-yearly servants—adds but very little
to general adoption. We are not to be understood to the amount. If there be one to every 50 or 60
as inferring that the profits of manufacture are too acres of arable land, that is but 2s. a day during
great; but that a more economical subdivision of

, harvest over 25 or 30 acres of grain, or Is. 6d. to 2s.
labour might produce a cheaper article and a much per acre, according to the length of harvest time!
more PXfpndpr? snip analnrrmic lr» wV»o+ V.00 f^l,-«« A«*J ;«• ...:n t_ ft— .5_..'ia..* i -n »• «more extended sale, analogous to what has taken
place in all similar cases. Unfortunately implement
makers are somewhat in a similar position with
farmers—expecting further improvements annually

;

but making every allowance for obstacles of this
kind, something obviously could and will be done to
lessen the prime cost of reaping machines. The
growing necessity for an increasing demand fully
justifies this conclusion.

Companies might be formed for the express pur-
pose of letting out reaping machines, or working
them in harvest, as threshing machines and drills

And it will be generally admitted by English
farmers that if the use of reaping machines should
reduce their harvest expenses to the experience of
this Scottish farmer who gets his crop cut and
harvested by hand, it will not be merely justified
but highly satisfactory.

Here, then, is the most favourable case that can
be put forward for skilled hand labour as against
machinery. But the answer plainly is—not only
that in many districts there is not that skilled
hand labour to which, so skilfully directed, this
experience is due, but positively there is not ade-all #* •* • i m -

et and wrought. In every province there quate labour of any kind whatever. The reaping
is a certain class of farmers who will purchase their , machine is not pitted against a full supply of har-
own machines, but there is another class who would

j

vest-men, and even if it were, as it might be, it
prefer either to hire a machine or let the cutting of ] would spptti in Westa- RnB« owm »Ka« ^~ «.«,.•»»„prefer either to hire a machine or let the cutting of
their crops at so much per acre. There is evidently
here an open field for the profitable investment of
capital, for were machines to be had either way they
could not fail to find employment in harvest, while
their success would induce those to purchase who

would seem, in Wester Ross—even then, the saving
of a week of time, the cutting down of 20 of those
acres on the first two days of their one whole week
this year of harvest weather, while the men so
occupied might have been in attendance on the
machine engaged, would have so far saved the

preferred investing their own capital. In some harvest as to render the employment of the machine
aistncts companies are already being formed for the most profitable. The machine is not pitted against
iniroouction of improved machinery, and such could an adequate supply of men, it is as a remedy for the
ta*e up the subject of reaping without delay, so as . want of men that it is called for. Though were it

The ash which remains behind on burning any of

these oil-cakes contains a large proportion of phosphoric
acid, lime, and potash. Oil-cakes thus contain much of

the constituents of which the bony skeleton of the animal
body is made up.

In explanation of the preceeding table, I would observe
that the differences iu the proportion of oil and flesh

forming matters obtained in the analyses of different

samples of cakes of the same kind are quite as large, or

sometimes even larger, than the differences which are

here stated in the average composition of cakes of

different kinds. Thus, for example, it is stated in the

above tabulated results that Linseed-cake contains on

an average 12*79 per cent, of oil, and Rape-cake 11.10

per cent. ; but it does not follow from this that Linseed-

cake always contains more oil than Rape-cake.fllGene-
rally it does contain somewhat more oil ; but, on the

other hand, there are some Rape-cakes which contain

more oil than most Linseed-cakes.
This remark, indeed, applies to all feeding materials.

We are too much in the habit of speaking of the com-

position of cake, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, or hay, as if

these complex mixtures of substances were simple

chemical combinations, presenting us with a fixed com-

position, whereas the differences in two samples of the

same produce are often very great. Any one who has

tried practically the nutritive effect of good and badly-

made hay, or of Turnip grown on good Turnip land and

on peaty land, knows well that there is a vast difference

between hay and hay, or a Turnip and a Turnip. 1°

speaking of the nutritive value of any article of food too

precise a language is out of place; and it is simply

absurd to draw nice general conclusions from small

differences which the analyses of different-feeding

materials may have yielded. Unless the differences are

strongly marked and constantly observed in a greai

number of cases, it is unsafe and irrational *to attacn »

precise nutritive value to different articles of food,

especially if the opinion is founded solely upon analytical

data, and not corroborated by actual experimental trials

;

for, after al), the chemical composition alone of an

article of food is insufficient to determine its practical

value.

The history of oil-cakes presents us with a strikmg

example illustrating the truth of these remarks.

Good Rape-cake contains nearly as much oil, and

even more wflesh forming principles, than the pest

Linseed-cake. In a purely chemical poiot of vie*>

Rape-cake ought to be, it not superior, at least quite as

nutritious as Linseed-cake. Notwithstanding a certain
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diversity of opinion entertained by practical men respect-

ing the merits of both cakes, I believe an extended

experience of {the best stock-farmers has proved beyond

dispute that, weight for weight, Linseed-cake is much
better than Rape-cake. It is not, I believe, difficult to

account for this superiority.

In the first place I would observe that Rape-cake has

a strong, hot taste, and is not liked much by cattle
;

whereas good Linseed-cake is sweet and agreeable to

the taste. The natural appetite of animals, to a certain

extent, it strikes me, may be regarded by us as a guide

to what is good or bad lor them ; and though a dislike

for a certain food may be overcome in time, I believe

an animal will never get on so well upon food which it

naturally dislikes as upon another for which it is greedy.

2. In the second place, it may be stated that the oil

of Rape-seed naturally possesses a disagreeable smell

and taste, and is apt to turn rancid. Rape-cake, which

contains about 1 1 per cent, of this oil, thus has a great

tendency to become rancid, and consequently unpalatable

to cattle.

3. In the third place, I would observe that Rape- cake
contains a much larger proportion of indigestible woody
fibre than Linseed-cake ; whereas the latter contains ou

an average about 9 per cent, of woody matter, the

former contains as much as 20 per cent., and even more.
As stated above, the proportion of substances not con-

taining nitrogen is almost as great in Rape as in Linseed,

cake. But as in the case of Rape-cake, about one half

of these substances consists of woody fibre which is

*pf no use whatever to the animal, and as Linseed-

cake contains only 9 per cent, of indigestiblejjbre, it

is clear that Linseed-cake must be superior in this respect

to Rape-cake.

4. Lastly, it may be as well to bear in mind that good
Linseed-cake is hardly if ever adulterated, and seldom
mixed with foreign seeds, whereas Rape-cake contains

more frequently than any other description of cake the

seeds of weeds. The experienced eye will find no diffi-

culty in recognizing in Rape-cake the seeds of Mustard,
Charlock, and other weeds. Some of these seeds possess

a disagreeable, bitter, or acrid taste, and possibly may
possess poisonous properties.

I would direct special attention to the fact that Rape-
cake often contains a considerable proportion of Mustard
seed. In Belgium, France, and Germany, where much
Rape is grown on account of the oil which its seed

furnishes, the fields are often very foul with Mustard ;

but as Mustard itself is grown on account of its oleagi-

nous seed, no care is taken to eradicate it, and hence it

is that Rape-cake contains frequently much of t!:e ex-

pressed seeds of Mustard. This admixture is injurious

if the cake is given to fattening cattle in any quantity.

Sheep do not appear to be affected so much as cattle by

Mustard. Rape-cake, which is rarely quite free from
Mustard, therefore may be given with greater advantage
to sheep than to cattle.

The fact that some samples of Rape-cake are full of

Mustard and others comparatively free from it, perhaps

accounts also for the differences of opinion which farmers
who have tried Rape-cake entertain respecting its feed-

ing value. Rape- cake, free from foreign seeds and well

kept, may indeed be a valuable and economic article of

food ; but there is often Rape-cake sold to farmers
which contains so much Mustard that it is difficult to

decide whether the cake is Rape or a Mustard cake.

Such cake should never be used for feeding purposes,

for it is certain to injure the" condition of the animals
to which it is given.

[To be continued.)

MR. CHADWICK
ON THE

PROGRESS AND COMPARATIVE POSITION OF AGRI-
CULTURE IN ENGLAND AND ON THE CONTINENT.

The following is a further portion of Mr. Chadwick's

address at the Congress of Bienfaisance at Brussels,

containing statistical facts and observations made in

England, from his position as Commissioner of Inquiry,

into the administration of the Poor Law, and containing

comparisons as to the state and progress of agriculture

in France and Belgium.

. The chief detrimental circumstance which in large districts

"* England grievouslv obstructs the operation of the elementary
conditions for the improvement of agricultural labourers is the

maintenance—under the inauence in the House of Commons of

proprietors of whole parishes—of the law of parochial settlement

*hich restricts the administration of relief to the destitute per-

sons who live or have lived in the narrow area comprised within
the boundaries of those parishes. Under that law proprietors

have a supposed interest in preventing dwellings being built on
their estates, to avoid the legal liability to legal claims for the

*ehef of the labourers, in. the event of destitution arising from any

P^e; and the lands of these proprietors are worked chiefly by
labourers living at a distance in overcrowded dwellings in vil-

}*&*, or in the suburbs of towns. By the operation of that law,

*n a large part of Kngland agricultural labourers have little or no
choice of employmenr, except in the parishes where they are " set-

JJ**,"and where they are almost adscript glebat; where, whilst

"ley have the slave's security against want (tor whether they work
*«U or ill, they usually gain little more), they have the slave s

*n?tives to do the least they can. By the practical operation of
«u« Uw the cultivator is usually confined to the choice of sucb
labour as may happen to be comprised within his parish. By
the continued ignorant maintenance of this law in the face of

demonstrati.ms—afforded by comparisons with the free labour
aistricta—that all parties suffer by it, proprietors farmers,

labourers, the circulation and competition of labour, and the rise
°f Us value in our agricultural districts is restricted, and the
benefit of the principles of improved administration, with the

Preparation of which I was charged by my colleagues of the

commission of Inquiry in 1833, have been seriously diminished.
But depressed as are the means of agricultural labourers in

f-ngland as compared with the means of labourers m manufac-
gttng districts and artisans in our towns, it appears to me to

** important for the legislative principles under consideration .

« the Congress to observe upon the facts—that the budgets of
J
quarter.

income and expenditure collected by my friends Count Arrivabene
and M.Ducpetiaux in Belgium, and'by M. Le Play in France, show
a still lower material condition not only of agricultural labourers
but ofsmall farmers. The Dorsetshire and other agricultural labour-
ers to whom I have adverted as the most depressed labourers in

England, will be found to have at present better means than the

small tarmers in France and Belgium, that is to say, their wages
will produce to them more of necessaries and comforts than are

actually enjoyed, at all events, by a large proportion of small
farmers in France. A person who was himselt of a family of

Buckinghamshire labourers, one of the lowest in England, ex-

amined the condition of the small farmers in Normandy, and
declared to me that the living of the labourers of his own county
was superior. A Dorsetshire labourer, who earns 8$. and 9s. per
week, has for his principal diet three 4-lbs. loaves of the best

wheaten bread per week, or nearly 23 oz.per diem ;
and 3 lbs. of

cheese per week, or 5oz. per diem. He will also have his quart
of strong beer, which costs 6d. per diem. If he did not prefer the

beer, he might have for his 6d. three quarters of a lb. ot the best,

or lib. ofordinary meat. Such a diet would be assuredly far higher
than that of the small farmers, who never taste meat except on
the occasion of great festivals, and whose main article of diet

is a black bread of Rye or inferior grain.

As displaying the inducements to improvement, as in-

volving the condition of the agricultural labourer, as* well

as subsistences and interchange, allow me to advert more parti-

cularly to some points of actual progress and some evidence of

future promise of agricultural production.

Some of our political economists have assumed that the future

increase of agricultural production can only be obtained by the

cultivation of poorer soils for a less and less return, or at a greater

and greater expense of labour. But these assumptions I have gene-

rally found to be erroneous, even as respects the soils at present
the least productive. As respects the promised return of those

now under cultivation, it should be borne in mind that all the

great expenses of agriculture are nearly constant, whether for

heavy or light production ; thus rent, local or general taxes, the

labour of preparing the land, ploughing, harrowing, rolling,

drilling, and the seed corn are the same whatever the crop may
be, and that except in the article ofmanure— i.e., in the amount of

ammonia supplied, and a small amount for threshing, &c, there

is no substantial difference between a harvest of 20 bushels and
one of 40 bushels per acre. The gain of a greater and greater

return, at a less and less expense by high as compared with low

cultivation, is shown in a table contained in an able treatise

by Mons. Lecoutenx, Ancien Directeur des Cultures de l'lnstitut

Agronomique de Versailles.
In this table, displaying the relation of the fixed and variable

charges of production, the yield of corn and its return in money
on the one part, and the quantity of manure applied on the

other part, he "proves that at low culture, with an expense of

294 francs per hectare, including 74 francs for manure, the yield

of Wheat is 14 hectolitres per hectare, or 15 bushels only per
acre, at an expense of 17 francs 52 centimes (135. lOd.) per hecto-

litre, t. *., 2.75 bushels; that with intermediate culture, at a
total expense of 337 francs per hectare, including 109 francs for

manure, the yield is 20 hectolitres, or say 21 bushels, at a total

expense of 13 francs 37 centimes the hectolitre ; whilst with high
culture, at a total expense of 440 francs, with an expenditure of

153 francs for manure, the yield of Wheat is 40 hectolitres, or

nearly 42 bushels, at a net price of 7 francs 52 centimes per
hectolitre, say at 65. the 2.75 bushels ; that is to say at 40s., 32*.,

and 17*. Ad. per quarter respectively.

Looking at the great extent of low culture, it will be cbvious
that at times much corn must be exported from France, and I am
assured that it is so often from Poland, not only without any
rent, but with low payment to the producers for the labour

of production. These "figures represent, I do not say exactly,

of the like position of high and low culture and of the promise of

agricultural progress in England. In the middle ages, it was
laid down in law that if a farmer did not produce 11 bushels an
acre he might be turned out of his farm for bad farming. In the

middle of the last century, or in the time of our first ereat agri-

cultural improver, Tull, the yield averaged 16 bushels per
acre; at the commencement of the present century, in the

time of Arthur Young, the average yield of Wheat of the corn

growing districts in England was about 20 bushels per acre ; at

present some statistical returns give about 27 or 28 bushels

;

but more carefully conducted recent statistical returns give

the average of one county (Norfolk) 30 bushels of Wheat;
but the returns of the examiners for the great corn factors

or merchants, on which I should rely, give more thau that, or

32 bushels the acre, as the real average of the corn-growing

districts.

In the condition of low culture the expense at which corn was
raised approached tn40s. the quarter, or 55. a bushel; in 1S4S it

was, as shown by Mr. Huxtable, to be about 35. 9|<f. per bushel

for a yield of 32 bushels, rent, tithes, and rates being 11.8s. 4d.

per acre; whilst, in the cases for France, given by M. Lecouteux,

it is put down as 45 francs the hectare, or 145. the acre. Since

then Mr. Huxtable has increased his average yield to 36 bushels

and reduced his cost of production to 3s. 4d. per bushel, or between

10 and 11 francs the hectolitre, rent and taxes being as above

stated, or 90 francs the hectare ;• but this has been on a chalk soil,

where there is little water available for the single farm without

engineering appliances, which I believe could only be executed

profitably there for a district comprising a number of other farms,

and where consequently there is not room for the liquified manure
cultivation on a sufficiently large portion of the farm. In the

Lothians the average yield has been in extensive districts raised

to 36 and 40 bushels per acre; and model farms afford standards

for a yet further advance.

A member of Parliament for Bradford, Mr. Wickham, a

Yorkshire proprietor, who ia now here, is I am glad to

say ready to challenge as an understatement my state-

ment of 30 bushels per acre as the average, for that he

on his own farm and others about him grow 40 bushels

per acre. I have little doubt that the Norfolk average is under-

stated in the returns collected by Sir John Walsham, the official

reporter. I am happy to be enabled to give the following return

from a quarter on which I can implicitly rely; and I invite

attention to it, as exemplifying the agricultural progress since

the repeal of the corn laws, and as displaying the element appa-

rent in manufacturing productionsof undiminished if not increased

returns to the producer, coincidently with extended consumption

at reduced prices :--

•Mr. Huxtable's charges are—rent, 1L; tithes, 5*.; poors'

rates, 2/. 6d.; way rates, lOd. ; total, ll.8s.4d.: ploughing, har-

rowing, drilling, crushing, 11.; tradesmen s bills, 5*.; bird keeping

and hoeing, 5/.; reaping, 10s. ; harvesting, 3s. Id.; taking in

rick for threshing and marketing, 4s. 10d.; threshing 36 bushels

at Ud. per bushel, 4*. Bd. ; seed two bushels, 10*.; or a total of

U. \0s. 9d^ or 2s. 6d. per bushel, exclusive of the chief variable

element, the manure, for which he sets down 62£ lbs. of ammonia,

at 6d., II. lis. 6d. t
making 10<i. per bushel extra, or 61. 2s. 6d. for

the entire acre. The French fixed charges are per hectare, 2.47

acre- "lover, 45 francs; travaux de culture, 43 francs; frais

gen£raux, 52 francs"; and their charges classed as variable;

5 travaux de r£colte, batage, charroi au march£, 34 francs (low cul-

ture intermediate culture, 42; high culture, 75); sentences, 46

francs (high culture, 69); engrais k 7 franca, 80 lea 1000 kilo, tout

Spandu 174 francs;" (intermediate culture, 337; high, 440). Mr.

Hewitt Davis gives about the same return of the cost of producing

Wheat- and he shows, moreover, that with improved culture we

should reduce our proportion of seed one-third ; and it is shown by

Mr E Denisou that by the improvements in tillage, the working

exoenses might be further and immediately reduced upwards of

8* per acre. In regard to the rent of land, it is to be observed

that the cost of transport is everywhere after all an irrevocable

protective duty, which for England range* from 6s. to 8s. per

Average Produce of Wheat upon a farm in Norfolk containing

1030 acres under the plough in three periods of seven year*

each, showing the increase in quantity sown, the increase of

produce, and the total amount in money value per acre :—

7 years to 1839
7 „ 1846
7 ,. 1853

Acres.
Bushels
per acre,

• *

• > *

214
268
344 37?

Price per
quarter.

».

57
5+i

47

d.

i
6

Amount
per acre.

£
9
10
It

1

8

d.

8
9
2

Stated in another form, the general prou'recs or agriculture

in England may be represented thus;—In the time of Tull four

bushels of seed were commonly used, when the yield was only

16 bushels per acre. Later "on the yield was five- fold ot*

the seed sown; at the present it is more than 12-fold. In
the example of the improved cultivation to which I have
referred, two bushels of seed are made to suffice for a yield of 36V
or the yield is 17-fold upon the seed sown, and by an improved
drill it is expected to be advanced to 20-fold. Indeed, Mr. Mechi
states that he only used one bushel of Wheat per acre on his
liquified manure farm where his yield this year haa been
4S bushels.
Let me look at the agriculture of the continent, with the view to-

its future and the future of its population. M. Lecouteux con-

cludes a passage: — " And it is thus that adjoining land

where the yield is from 3U to 40 bushels per acre, because they

are well manured and well tilled, we find other land where the
yield of Wheat is no more than from 8 to 11 bushels, and it is

thus that the agricultural statistics prove that the average yield

is no more than from 11 to 13 bushels per acre, for the whole of

France." Whilst the average return even of the Department
of the Seine, with all the advantages of proximity to the manure
of Paris, and of superior climate as well as soil for Wheat does

not appear from the statistical returns to be more than 13-

hectolitres per hectare; the average yield upon the seed sown
throughout France appears, according to Count Gasparrn. to be

only five-fold. The average for Belgium appears to be under 20

hectolitres the hectare, or about 20 bushels the acre. Properly

considered, theBe statistics ofthe present yield may, on comparison

with others which follow, be taken as standards of labour, of pro-

ductive subsistences, alimentation, and interchange for a future,

earlier or later, as there may be energy or inaction.

A friend, an ancien pre/et, to whom I described statistically

the condition of much of the small farm or cottier population of

Ireland, declared that in its main features it was applicable to

large portions of the small farm cultivators of France. And it

may be premised that whilst in some districts of Ireland—as in

Kerry and Mayo—more than 60 per cent, of the families, chiefly

cottier and small farmers, live in mud hovels of only one room ;.

France had, as shown in a late census, 346,000 habitations chiefly

occupied by the like population, with only one openiug, the

door; and 1,817,328 with only two openings, the door and one
window; and 1,320,937 with only two windows; and these com-
prise more than half the number of houses in the country, and

comprise a very large proportion of the agricultural population.

I have ascertained from much testimony which I have had
official occasion to take, that in the district of small farms

and cottier allotments, under conditions which impair or

prevent the advantageous application of the energies of the

Irish labourer, the working hours of his days, or the efficiency of

the labour within the hours of his days are reduced to one-half

those of an English labourer,—and indeed of an Irish labourer in

England, under more systematised direction— that from

holydays, saints' days, attendances at meetings, at law suits with

which he has nothing to do, at markets where he haa nothing to-

sell, the working days of hia year are reduced to 200, or to one-

third less than those of an English labourer ; that from his resi-

dence in a mud hovel—himself and all his family, and commonly
his pig in the same room—damp, filthy, and unhealthy, the

working years of Jus life are reduced by eight or ten years, or

nearly one-fourth less than those of an English agricultural

labourer in a moderately healthy English county; and fmm the

excessive sickness, and the premature mortality of the adult or

productive hands a greater amount of pecuniary charge for the

support of a larger proportion of dependent children, orphans,

and of dependent hands is charged upon the reduced produce of

his reduced working hours, days, and years. This is my poor

people of Ireland's case, and the members of the Congress who
are conversant with statistics, to whom I submit the form for con-

sideration, will appreciate their dreadful import, in combination

with the statistics of the returns of produce from poor culture

incident to small farms with little capital.

With us, if we suppose it were put as a dilemma to choose

whether we should return to the agriculture and the

yield of the commencement of the century or give up

the Indies, I believe there would be little hesitation on

the part of the majority of the population ; and I believe they

would far rather abandon every addition of territory than return

to the English agricultural yield of the middle ages, or to the

present declared average yield of France ; and I hope that it may
be confidently predicated of the majority of our neighbours on

this side of the Channel, that if it were fairly put to the vote they

wonld prefer to have their capital and energies directed to

doubling their present production by attaining the average yield

of England on their present territory by a better agriculture than,

that they should have the requisite means expended in doubling

the superficial extent of their territory by war.

With our agriculturists the "fly5 and th» wireworm are now

the enemies that excite the greatest appreh*woion,and they would*

least unwillingly pay taxes for defences against the Aphis devas-

tator. Marshes and lands surcharged with stagnant moisture are

the offUAna of a large proportion of those gentes ; and one year's-

pay of each regiment, one year's labour of the men kept unpro-

ductively in barracks, will ordinarily suffice for the drainage of a

square mile, le., for making a square mile of defences against

such enemies. To our neighbours the irruptions of the Rhone are-

the most terrible invasions to which they can be exposed, and

I would most respectfully submit that it is on defences against

them apparently that the spare labour and arms of their soldiers*

under engineering generals, may be the best directed.

{To be continued.)

Home Correspondence.
Large and Small Potatoes as Sets.— A.t the late meet-

ing of the Witham Agricultural Society, reported ira-

the Gazette of October 25, Mr. Dixon in discussion of

the Potato crop gave his experience of planting large

and small tubers or sets. With us in Ireland, previous

to the Potato failure, small Potatoes, round seed as we
now call them, were rarely if ever planted—they went

to the gentleman who paid the poor man's rent ; the

sets were cut from the table-sized Potatoes, and of these

whole ones were not planted, for they were altogether

unsuitable to the ridge, and when I tried some about

30 years ago I believe I was thought crazed ; they,

however, turned out a very productive crop planted

2£ feet apart every way. My plan was drills opened in

the usual way, the manure taken out and spread, a line

stretched across the drills at 2£ feet distances, the

Potatoes dropped at the intersections, the manure drawn

over them by the hoe and then covered with the plough
;

when strong up they were cross ploughed and finished
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off with the shovel, leaving the Potatoes in little

mounds—the field was of 6 acres, poor, worn out and
stubble, hilly and inferior land, yet it was one of the
best crops in the country. On the same kind of ground
I have, however, had as good crops in drills from cut
sets. Since the Potato failure it has become the general
custom to use for sets the Potatoes that are too small
for the table either whole, or cut if their size permits,
discarding the very small ones ; very rarely are
marketable Potatoes now cut for sets, and the opinion
of the country is that these small sets are equally pro-
ductive with the larger ones. But the use of these
small sets is, I think, objectionable, as tending to dete-
rioration. It cannot fail to have been observed, even
in drills, bat much more in beds, that some, even in
many cases in beds a large proportion of the Potato
plants produce a much greater number of small
Potatoes than others ; some in which these small
ones constitute the entire produce of the plant, and
in which case they are very generally much more
numerous than where larger ones are found,
some again produce a large number of small ones with
very few large ones. Thus in the aggregate the amount
of small sets produced from these inferior plants greatly
exceeds that of the small ones under the superior plants.
In planting these small Potatoes, we plant to a great
extent the offspring of degenerate parents, and, as like
produces like, we must under ordinary circumstances
expect the return will be of a very large proportion of
these small Potatoes, and this deterioration must pro-
ceed to increased deterioration in every succeeding crop.
As these inferior producing plants are found growing
close to the superior ones, we cannot, I think, ascribe
their inferiority either to the manure or the soil. It may
arise from the later shooting of some of the eyes, but I
must think it arises chiefly from degenerate sets ; this
opinion is in accordance with our experience in all

personally I know nothing in the world. I believe him
to be a man of high character, otherwise he could not
obtain the situation he holds. Experience may qualify

him in the course of time to ascertain the agricultural
statistics of Ireland more approximately correct, but
if he ever hopes to do so with any degree of accuracy he
must adopt other and better means. What those means
should be is no business of mine, though I am not one
of those who believe that" what is every man's business
is no man's business," for a matter of such importance
is the business of all. Edward Carroll, Cranemore
House^ Newtotonbarry.

&otitti&$

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council, Nov. 5.—Mr. Evelyn Denison,

M.P., President, in the chair. The names of 33 candi-
dates for election at the next meeting were read.

Finances.—Mr. Raymond Barker, chairman of the
Finance Committee, reported that the current cash-
balance in the hands of the bankers was 1 0271. He also
submitted to the members the usual quarterly balance-
sheets of income and expenditure, and of assets and
liabilities.

House.—Mr. Raymond Barker, as chairman of the
House Committee, also reported the progress of the
repairs in the course of being made during the autumn
in the house of the Society.

Statistical Tables.—Mr. Thompson, Chairman of
the Journal, Committee reported the recommendation
of that Committee that the Council should pass a vote
of thanks to Henry S. Bright, Esq., of Hale, for the
liberal manner in which he had placed his statistical

tables at the disposal of the editors of the Journal—

a

«»_..*..ui~ . j -i » •• * f "i~v ~i
--.recommendation which the Council at once cordially

X^JTSZS??^*?^^^'*?^ and P*-* »—-"us resolution to thai

should to-day have

meeting, where he

at work. Probably

two kinds of these

concur with the advocates of careful selection of seed
that I have often proposed in Potato tillage to plant
whole and large Potatoes at wide distances, and in digging
out to select for sets those that are eminently produc-
tive of good large Potatoes, but various disappointments
have prevented my carrying out my views. /. M.
<Goodiff.

Agricultural Statistics in Ireland.—When writing to '

Soil by Atmospheric action.

effect.

Prize Essay.—Mr. Thompson also reported from
the Journal Committee that the Judges of Essays had
made the following adjudication :

—

To Thomas F. Jamieson, of Ellon, Aberdeenshire,
the Prize of Forty Sovereigns for his Essay on the
Chemical Results superinduced in newly-deepened

you on the subject of our agricultural statistics I did
not contemplate "the commotion" which the publication
of the said letter has caused. The fact of my having
"stirred the coals" has thrown some light amongst
some who kept dark on a subject they now wish to be
better illuminated ; and hence the great number of
letters which I have since received from various parts
of Ireland in sustentation of the objections I had but
cursorily glanced at against the correctness of the statis-
tics so much lauded by his Excellency the Lord- Lieute-
nant, and so much extolled by certain portions of the
press whose editors and contributors know very little of

Trials of Reapers and Steam Plough.—On the
motion of Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, seconded by Mr.
Allen Ransome and Mr. Druce, the best thanks of the
Council were voted to Mr. Fisher Hobbs for the facilities

he had offered for the deferred trial of reaping
machines and steam plough at Boxted Lodge, for the
liberality with which he had supplied his horses and
men for their working, and for the general courtesy he
had displayed on that occasion.

Country Meeting in Surrey.—Mr. Alcock, M.P., as
chairman of a public meeting held at Reigate on the

„., , .. ... . , , „ _ « . I
4th inst., presented the following memorial on the part

such matters. Although I have little spare time to
:

of a special committee :—
reply to the letters I have received on the subject, I We, the Committee appointed by a public meeting held in the
have endeavoured to do so privately to some, and would
not have troubled your readers further had I not
seen a letter from the Registrar-general bearing date
September 15, 1856, containing a paragraph or two
which I think it necessary to notice. He says, " Your
Excellency is aware that the information given to the
constabulary is altogether voluntary ; and I feel assured
it will afford pleasure to your Excellency to learn, as I
beg to say it is most gratifying to me to have it in my
power to state, as far as I am informed by the enume-
rators, who amounted to nearly 4000, hostility to the
collection of those returns has been displayed by only
one landed proprietor in Ireland—a fact most creditable
to the good feeling and intelligence of all ranks and
classes in this country." Mr. Donnelly, it will be seen,
admits that one landed proprietor showed "hostility"
to the collection of those statistics ; but he does not say
how many offered it passive resistance. He goes on to
say : "As I find that misapprehensions exist in some
quarters relative to the steps taken to insure accuracy
in filling the returns by the constabulary, I have given
in the appendix copies of the instruction issued by me
to the several enumerators, and also of the forms upon
which the extent of land under tillage and number of live

stock were collected." Never was man more mistaken
than was the Registrar-general. There has been no
misapprehension, at least that I could learn or hear of, on
the part of any one, except that of supposing that we
can collect agricultural statistics correctly or nearly so
by the machinery employed, at the period selected for
it, or in the time allowed for such purposes. One
extract more : ** In conclusion, I have great pleasure
in acquainting your Excellency that in this as upon
previous occasions I have received in reference to the
collection of these statistics valuable assistance from the
magistracy, the clergy of all denominations and other
influential parties, and also from the public press," &c.
Now, I ask, what assistance could the magistracy
afford beyond the aid of the police ?—a most efficient
aid in keeping the people in awe, but without the
power to elicit from the same people one • word
of truth. Whereas the very presence of the police
but awakened their perhaps wrongly founded sus-
picions, sharpened their wit, stimulated their cunning,
and fortified their evasiveness in reply, without con-
tributing in the least degree to their enlightenment, or
affording them the least confidence in the land laws which
they believe to be one-sided. Let no one suppose that
in speaking thus of the subject I am actuated by any

I

Town Hall, Reigate, beg to memorialise the Council of the
Agricultural Society that Reigate should be the place of the
Annual Country Meeting of the Society in the year 1860.
Reigate ia on the junction of railways which unite London,
Brighton, Southampton, and Bristol, having two termini at
London Bridge, one at Waterloo Bridge, another at Paddiugton,
and before long will be added a West End terminus. Reigate
may be considered the threshold of Great Britain to all the
continent. Reigate is the most central and approachable place
for the Agricultural Society's meeting for the district of "Kent
and Surrey," and we are ready to forward in aid of the funds
of the Society 1500Z., whenever the Society may call upon
us. We would point out that scarcely a spot in England
can be found which shall combine so many advantages
as to facility of approach and beauty of position, and the
salubrity ot the place is verified by the statistical returns of
the Board of Health. The proposed landing-place at Reigate is
close to the Reigate Town Station, adjoining which are 20 acres
of meadows, bounded on the north by Reigate Hill, on the east by
the Brighton turnpike road, on the west by land which would be
available for ploughing experiments, and on the south ia offered
the unusual advantage to persons on quitting the railway car-
riages of finding themselves actually within the implement show
yard. In fact, we believe that it would be more easy tor 250,000
people to profit by the show at Reigate than for 100,000 to be
collected at Salisbury or Maidstone, or any other place not in
connection with as many railways as are united at Reigate.

. Smithfield Club.—Mr. S. Brandreth Gibbs re-
minded those Members of the Society that intended to
become exhibitors at the ensuing Christmas Cattle Show,
that the latest date for the receipt of entries would be
Saturday, the 8th November.
Communications were received from the Foreign

Office announcing that the Cattle Distemper had ceased
in Mecklenburg ; also, that the Government of Norway
had forbidden the importation of Horned Cattle from
England and Scotland into that kingdom. Mr. Bolton
presented, through the President, a Paper on the
Aeration of Land. Mr. Warriner,of 38,Finsbury Square,
announced what he believed to be the valuable discovery
of a new and cheap source of manure.
The Couucil adjourned to their next monthly meeting

on the 3d of December.

Farmers' Clubs.
Woodbridge.—Mr. Mechi was recently invited to a

public dinner at Woodbridge by the inhabitantsot' Suffolk,
as a mark of the esteem with which he is regarded, and as
a small acknowledgment of those useful and hospitable
gatherings which have now for many years been asso-
ciated with his name. Andrew Arcedeckne, Esq., High
Sheriff of the County, presided upon the occasion

wide world. He did not believe there was a more hos-
pitable, jolly, better sort of man in existence than their
friend.—Mr. Mechi, in returning thanks, asked himself
what he had done to merit their good esteem and their
kind favours ? The conclusion he came to was that

they had forgiven him for any agricultural follies he had
committed, and that after ten or a dozen years* reflection

they thought that he was not quite so wrong as they had
conceived him to be. When he bought a farm or two
he did to those farms what, as a man of business, he
thought was right and proper—that was, to begin to

spend money upon them, and to alter their unimproved
condition. At that time there was a great difference of

opinion as to what improvements should be made. He
believed that a great many of the farmers of England,

at least many of the farmers of Suffolk thought, ten or

fourteen years ago, as they had all thought in their time,

that the farming of Suffolk was not so bad, and that

the farming of England was not so bad after all, and
that there was not so very much to learn as he had
pointed out ; but they must recollect this— that every

year they were going on in their population by
compound multiplication, which seemed to be such a

favourite employment with Englishmen, and it was
quite clear that that rapidly increasing population de-

manded a corresponding increase of production, which

could not be carried out unless with improved means

—

unless they invested in the soil, on the part both of the

landlord and tenant, a very much larger amount of

capital and intelligence. Had it not been for their

invitation to come to Suffolk, he
been at the Witham agricultural

should have seen the steam plough

they were aware that there were
ploughs now in use : one was by Mr. Fowler, which

was worked with a wire rope, and which some of them

might have seen in operation upon his farm; and he

might mention that his neighbour, Mr. Crump, had also

bought one and was now using it ; but that gentleman's

fields, it should be understood, were not limited to 3 or

4 acres, but were 20, 30, or 40 acres in size, so that he

bad no difficulty in that respect, and with his

common engine he was working the steam plough

satisfactorily. Then there was Mr. Boydell's engine, as

seen at the Royal Agricultural Show at Chelmsford,

walking about like a Mammoth, and which had been

doing work which they would see reported in the

Agricultural Gazette by a careful witness, after two days*

close examination. It was stated that it drew ploughs

after it, and cultivated land at a great depth at a cost

of only one-fifth of that incurred in ploughing by

horses ; and that the work it was doing which would

cost 1 5s. by horse-power was done by it at 3s. * Let

them, however, give it Is. Od. in, and say it did for

10s. what with horses would cost 15s., and see what the

result of that saviug would be to the agriculturist ;

instead of the horses being obliged to leave off at half-

past 1 or 2 o'clock, sometimes when the work was really

wanting to be done which was necessary to enable

them to continue at work from day to day, they would

find that if they had got a steam-horse they would not

require to be quite so kind to it, but would " make hay

when the sun shone." He saw Mr. Boydell a day or

two ago to arrange that one or two of his engines should

form part of the civic procession of the Lord Mayor

elect, for inasmuch as London could not do without

country-made food, they considered they should identify

agriculture with commerce as closely as possible. To re-

turn to Mr. Boydell, he had no hesitation in saying that

his invention was one of those events in agriculture and

in the annals of this country that would work one of

the mightiest changes ever known ; and when he ap-

plied to Mr. Boydell for his engine, he replied, " The

Emperor of Russia will have both me and my engine in

a fortnight, to use in that country for various purposes,

but above all for drawing cannon." It was not a little

remarkable that that engine would take a weight up or

down hill, cr over a swamp, where horses could not go

—a fact which he recently saw illustrated at the

Arsenal at Woolwich, which had an inclination of one

iu 10. He first saw 10 strong artillery horses attached

to a gun without being able to move it, but 12 being put

on, they at last managed to get it up the hill ;
whilst

Boydell's engine took the gun (which weighed 10 tons

and itself 12) up the hill, and what was still more

difficult down the hill too. Besides which he was in-

formed it had gone over rough ground and deep

ravines in an extraordinary manner. He mentioned

these circumstances because he thought they were

worth consideration. He believed that as was tne

case at present with drills and travelling steam engines,

an engine of the kind he had mentioned wouia

also ere long be let out to work at so much per

acre ; an

proposing Mr. Meclu's health, he said—"As an agricul-

a „ JW„ A -M- abMM.KU UJ ailJ turist, as a gentleman ot the highest character, and a
P*«oo*lorunkind feeling towards Mr. Donnelly, of whom; m°8t hospitable man, Mr. Mectii was known over the

d he had yet to learn (that a farmer won .a

object to pay 2s. or 3s. an acre less to have his lana

ploughed 2 or 3 inches deeper than at present, and nav

it done at the critical moment. Mr. Boydell told mm

with regard to the engine to which he had alluded, tna

not only had he endured the wearing anxiety of the

vention, but that it cost him 10,000/. before.he couia

produce it He believed a similar result had taw*

place in the case of Fowler's plough, and money w«

been spent for the public good which he hoped wou

eventually be for the inventor's benefit. Let them

therefore throw cold water upon such inventions, v

rather let them adopt them as soon as possible ;
an

ever he visited their neighbourhood again (™"cl*

hoped, after the reception they had given him i

evening would not be long distant), he eherfd be *»

appointed if he did not see a very considerable eniarg
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somewhat superseded by the iron steamer ploughing -N £1W
their ground, which would consume coals instead of

Oats " But," some of them would then ask, « what are

we to do with our Oats ? " Why they must farm Wheat

after Wheat, or take some other little liberty with the

eoil. I" conclusion he would remark that he thought

the' tendency of such meetings as the present was to

make gentlemen think these matters over and so im-

prove agriculture. Abridged from the Ipswick Journal.

Calendar of ^Operations.

NOVEMBER.
Lammermuie Sheep Farm, Noo. 3.- Harvest in this upland

district has this year been a most tedious business. The grain,

however is now all secured and although much of what was

earliest cut has sustained material damage, yet upon the whole

we have been fully more fortunate than most of our Low Country

neighbours, inliaving about one-half of our corn to cut when the

weather was at the worst. This portion of the crop having been

cut in comparatively dry weather, was got in very little the

worse except in so far as it had sustained loss in shaking when

the weather was so boisterous. The loss from this cause has been

very considerable. What was uncut was shaken by the wind,

and much has been lost from the portion which was cut, from so

much handling in opening down and tying up. Towards the

close of October the weather changed favourably, though even

then we had little or no winning weather, and we fear a consider-

able quantity of grain has been stacked in bad condition. When
harvest operations are delayed so long as they have this year

been and when the corn has beeu thoroughly steeped and

soaked we notice that it is next to impossible to get it into even

tolerable condition for stacking, although the weather may be

ordinarily dry. The wet weather and open autumn have, how-

ever ensured the Turnip crop, which has not been bo large for the

last two or three years. Turnips are still growing, as we have

had no frosts to damage them yet, and if the weather keeps open

and favourable they will continue to bulb for several

weeks to come. Pastures are remarkably good for the

season of the year, and sheep both in the fields and on

the hill grazings having all this summer and autumn

had abundance of keep, are in capital condition, and

such as to please the most anxious and watchful of flockmasters

and shepherds. We have had fewer deaths this backend than

for many years past, and have as yet entirely escaped grass-

ill, which in some seasons is so deadly; although we generally

begin to consider ourselves pretty safe from the disease when it

has not made its appearance before the beginning ot November,

yet cases may occur before the hoggs are put on to Turnips; after

that, though we have seen an occasional case, we never lvave had

it to a serious extent. So deadly is grass-ill amongst hill

hoggs that we are not aware of ever having heard of a single case

of recovery when once seized by it. The disease is generally at

its height before the shepherd can notice it. Bathing and smear-

ing will be general in the course of a week. A few farmers still

adhere to the practice of smearing with a compound of tar and

butter or oil: but bathing or dipping is now all but universal in

this range of hills. The expense of smearing is at least double

that of bathing, whilst dipping is by far the cheapest method.

Wool-buyers, and especially those who are also manufacturers,

evince a decided partiality for dipped wool, and readily giva more

for it. By this process the wool is kept much whiter than when

a bath consisting of Tobacco and spirit of tar is used. In the

latter case a stain is imparted to the wool by the Tobacco

and spirit of tar which it is difficult if not impossible

entirely to bleach out. On the whole, however, we prefer

the bathing system as the one most beneficial in the eradication

and prevention of scab, and except smearing tending most to the

preservation of a clean and healthy skin. Where half-bred lambs

are reared the tups will, on the more protected and sheltered

situations, be put to the ewes about the 8th or 10th of this month

but on the higher grounds the tups are not generally put out tin

the 22d.

INVENTIONS FOR REQUISITES
Awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition, and Patronised by the English and

French. Governments.

COTTAM AND HALLEN
THE Original INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER M^^mSiJjg
J- AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made important additions, the main leatures of the same being explained in tne

description and engraving.
. — . .. .».«

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim
A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball

|

or mixi..*,

of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and general notice,

freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-

tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse

being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached

from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the

seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron

light and durable. .„.,. . _

D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can t>e

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an

object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of

the wav when not in use.

COTTAM'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and

utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,

Galvanised, or Enamelled. —
Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safely covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double (fcfW *»***>

Harness-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. ChaJ Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on shov at

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.

WARMIiNG AND VENTILATING.—The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratia

on application. _^—

—
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Notices to Correspondents.
Drills &C. : Tyro. Messrs. Hornsby of Grantham, and Garrett

of Sa'xmundham, and Smythe of Peasenball, &c, are I?*1"™-
Howard's harrows, or Saunders and Williams—both of Bedford,

are the best. „ « , ..... .1 a

Drivikg-belt : H Mitchell. Its use is preferable to "toothed

gear," because a sudden obstacle to the working of the machine

results in the throwing off of the band, not in the breakage of

parts, as ia sure to be the case with toothed wheels.

Extraordinary Sheep : A Correspondent from Market neyhton

wishes us to notice here that Mr. Thomas Mitchell exhibited

there last Wednesday the three years old Cotswold ram

"Champion" bred by T. 'Beale Browne, Esq Hampen,

Gloucestershire, which has taken prizes at all the leading

agricultural shows in England, Ireland, and Pans. His esti-

mated weight is about 100 lbs. per quarter.

Ferns : J B. We never heard that Fern used as litter tended to

"foul" the cattle or "produce lice." We should have no

hesitation in using it.

Gas Lime : Tonbridgiensis. It has absorbed sulphuretted hydrogen,

and to the extent to which this has been done it is liable on

exposure to the air to absorb oxygen, and so become gypsum.

Its fertilising influence is, we believe, mainly attributable to

its influence on finely divided lime-and to its influence on

Keeping Properties of Mangel Wurzel: S P. says:—As I

have sometimes seen inquiries on this subject it may perhaps

interest some of your readers to hear that I last week exhi-

bited at our agricultural show several roots perfectly hard and

sound, the growth of last year and my pigs were fed

regularly on Mangel till the end of August. Last year I kept

some roots, the growth of the previous year, till the first week

in December, when they were accordingly made away with,

but were even then quite sound. <-.,-•-»/. _„ j» „„«.

Lidlington . A Sub. It is a parish in Bedfordshire ;
we do.not

know the district, but perhaps some one there may anewor^your

question as to the date of the sale of stock on Lidlington

level

"

•

Rape: Inquirer. We believe that if cut now it will shoot again

hut the second growth would probably be of comparatively 1 ittle

value. Your inquiry on this subject may, however, possibly

he answered by some more experienced grower.
ano„or.

Kbnset: YZ. We cannot do better than give you the answer

of Mr. Gi.bert Murray, of Overstone, to the ^me question as

put to him in the questions proposed at the Agricultural

Examination before the Society of Arts.-Milk as it com s

from the cow contains a quantity of soda not combined with

Rny acid, by which soda the curd is believed to be held in

solution > the rennet when added to the warm milk acts as a

yeast in changing its sugar into the acid of milk; the acid pro-

duced as in the natural sounng of milk combines with the

free tola and renders the cheesy matter insoluble, which in

consequence separates, in other words, the milk curdles

To«vn Manitre :V H, Cheshire. It is the ™5_Tanal.le snb-

stance in the world, and guano being worth 121 and super-

phosphate being worth 71. per ton are no guide whatever to the

intrinsic value of town manure. You must ascertain its com-

position, and calculate according to the known value per ton

of the several ingredients. . "- 1.1 «_A_V As usual, man? communications have been received teo late,

and others are detained till thenieeessary mquiriescan be made.

We m*st also beg the indulgence of those correspondents the

taBftrtioa of whose contributions is .siil! delayed.

BRITANNIA IRON W
\TTILL hare pleasure in forwarding, post free,* on receipt of application, his Illustrated Priced

Catalogue of Implements.

SAMUELSON'S PATENT GARDNER'S DOUBLE-
ACTION and SINGLE-ACTION TURNIP CUT-
TERS, which have been awarded the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's Prizes eleven times at its yearly

meetings, the last being at Carlisle in 1855; the Prize

Medal at the Great Exhibition, 1851; and at nearly

all the provincial societies' meetings. BETWEEN
SIXTY AND SEVENTY THOUSAND of these

Machines have been made in, and supplied irom the

above Works.

MOODY'S, PHILLIPS', GAUNTLETTS, BUSHE and
BARTER'S, and every other description ot Patent

TURNIP GRATERS and PULPERS.

CHAFF CUTTERS. — B. Samuelson's Cornes' Chaff

Cutters of all sizes, varying in price from 61. 10s. up

to Ul.

CnAFF CUTTERS, for stables and small occupations,

and for exportation, 31. and 41.

CORN BRUISING MILLS (adapted also for exporta-

tion), from 3?. 5*. up to 7Z.10«. each.

MALT MILLS of various sizes.

LINSEED CAKE BREAKERS, from 21. 6s. up to 101.

each.

CHURNS.—Samuelson's Registered Atmospheric and

Anthony's Patent American, manufactured solely by

B. Samuelson.

KASE'S PATENT DOUBLE-ACTION FORCE
PUMPS.

GALVANIZED IRON BARREL PUMPS, at 21. be.

BARLEY HUMMELLERS.
WEIGHING MACHINES, MANGLES, &c.&c. &c.

BANBURY,

The above may be procured of all respectable Iron-

mongers and Implement Dealers in the Kingdom; or

direct from the Works, Banbury. Oxon.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

ECONOMY IN FEEDING STOCK.

THESE FITTINGS will be found to possess all

the latest and most important improvements, and are of

the best manufacture. All kinds of Stable Furniture in stock.

Iron Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, Tomb Railings, ice. New Illus-

trated Catalogues forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.

James Babton, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford Street, London.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

_

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the

winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the

{travel of which the path is at present made from the loam which

is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp

river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

anulving the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the <

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. V egeUtion

cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the

severest frost. It ia necessarv, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the pith towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
j

C\TTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.

Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Bbothees,

Milbank Street, Westminster.

No. 1. Single Grater £3 10

No. 2. Double ditto 5
No. 3. Ditto ditto, larger size 6

Extra lor Driving Pulley, adapted to Steam Power, 10s.

BUSHE and BARTER'S Patent Root Graters are

improved very much this season by A. & T. Fry, (late

Fowler & Fry) Temple Gate Implement Factory, Bristol.

They are now the cheapest, most simple, and at the same time

most effective machines for the purpose of reducing roots of all

descriptions into very small gratings or shreds. Testimonials

and directions for use may be obtained free from A. & T. Fry,
and the machines may either be obtained direct, or from any
respectable implement dealer or ironmonger in the country at

the above prices. Also, Corne's Patent Chaff Machines, of all

sizes, Improved Oat and Bean Mills, Malt Mills, and Gardner's
double and single action Turnip Cutters, «£c.

j±
- 1
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING LOWEST
CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

HEATING BY HOT WATER MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP.

si

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
Cl^J^P QRMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-l G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentrv. and LondonSS'^SSSm^SLSmT^ E

r*T'
WhiCh

' ^fSanC
? °J

Kurserymen 5
and *»y «» ** *• ^atest Confidence gi& ^KSbfiSS

aianta'tinn . JS!* "hi I.,.."!™ k™^BJ^I^J^_eT ,™"J r and P""^'1 «*«««» to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-waterftiaptation, caaaot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all
purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

WARNER'S SWING WATER-BARROW
(To Hold Thirty Galloks)

Will save much of the gardener's time and labour. May be
obtained of any Ironmonger for 3;. 35.

-

ORUNING.—The GRECIAN PRUNING SAWS
1 are universally acknowledged to be the best for every
description of Pruning. They cut faster and cleaner than any
other, and do not bend or break. Price 2s. 6d.

f
3s., and 3s. 6d.

each.—Thomas Hill, late W. Coleman, Cutler, 4, Haymarket.
London.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF GALVANISED
WIRE NETTING.

Brass Syringes, 95. to 13*.

Also a great variety of effective Machines for Hydraulic pur-
poses, and to supply Gardens, Hothouses, Cottages, Farms,
Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every requisite connected
with the conveyance and distribution of Liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, &c.

BARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,
in consequence of improvements in their machinery for

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices.

»

SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.
47, Nov. 24, 1856), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-

man in the three kingdoms* These Knives obtained the English
and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1S51 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes.
Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools,

Established 173S.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANUREV* OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.
The valve is a ball of imperishable

material, and cannot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold
together, and the whole may be carried
-on shouldertoany pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, %l.3s.
The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.

1£ inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. 9d. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3*. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warkkr & Sons,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raisins Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also
Fire and Garden Engines, &c.—Engravings sent on application.

I

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide
2-inch , f strong, do.
2 inch
2-inch
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15 -inch
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intermediate, do.

extra strong, do.
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Galvan- Japanned
ised. iron.

hd. per yd. W.peryd.
6 M H M
r „ 5± „
9* n n „
54 „ *i „
5* " 5J „
n n

S "
° » 8 i,

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet),

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices about one-fifth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 8Jrf. per yard, 3 feet wide:
Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 2\d. per
square toot.

Delivered free of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or
Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle
and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &c.

Illust ated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post.

LJOGG'S GARDEN
II elegant, and durable
substitute for Box Edging.

13*. per Hundred, or

4£d. per yard.

Exhibited at Court of
Inventions.CrystalPalace

;

and at the Office of " The
Builder."

Full particulars from
Mr. R. Blacket,
Witham, Essex.

EDGE TILES: a cheap

wARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-
tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £
1\ in. short 1 ft. 7 in. / Fitted for lead, \ 1

%
3

?
2i

•n

tt

»»

it

long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percha, 1

ditto 3 „ 6 „ i or cast iron -2

ditto 3 „ 6 „
J

flanged pipe, 2
ditto 3 „ 6 „ \ as required.

, 3
short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

*. d.

10
14

8
12
3

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

The short barrel Pnmp Is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
cpace, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
"Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Conntry, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER ajtd SONS,
6, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means
of Wheels. Rams, Deep Well Pumps, See.; also Fire and Garden
Engines, Ac. &c—Engravings sent on application.

[•'

WEIR'S SPIRIT
DRAINING LEVEL.
Price 30$.; Case 1*.

Requires no graduated staff

or computation. Any labourer

can use them.

WEIR'S PENDULUM
WORKMAN'S LEVEL,

for use in the Drain.

Price 15s. Terms cash.

Illustrated Catalogues sent

post free.

Edward Weir, Agricultural Engineer, 16, Bath Place, New

Road ("six doors west of Hampstead Road), London.

TURNIP CUTTERS & ROOT GRATERS of every

description. Illustrations & Prices forwarded on application.

William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

near London Bridge. __

1HAFF-CUTT1NG MACHINES, 58s.;

C

M>»

/ _
PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FCBKS & DRAINING TOOLS.

]\ TESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
-L*-*- Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.

OAT-BRUISERS, 50*.—Illustrations on application.

William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

near London Bridge.

A GRICULTUKAL CARTS, TO*. 10*. ;
LIGH

T

1A WAGGONS. 15J.—Illustrations forwarded on application.

William Dbay & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

near London Bridge.
.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.

supply upon very advantageous terms £ purrtasew. Every

description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,

&c, at the Manufactory as above.

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out

of ground, 5 bars ••; *»• **• eacn'

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3

inches out of ground, 5 bars 09. aa. eacu

-
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KAD1ATING and REFLECTING STOVE —
WILLIAM S. BURTON'S new register stove combines

completely the well-known principles of both Stephen's and
Sylvester's celebrated patent stoves, while it has others equally
valuable which are peculiarly its own, and for which a patent has
been granted. Its reflecting and radiating powers are perfect, it

is very simple, and cannot be put out of order, consumes but
little fuel, is most cleanly and cheerful in use, while its general
appearance, no fender being needed, is most imposing. Prices
complete, black or bronzed, from 91. 10s.; bright, 141. 5s. and
upwards. One may be seen in action in his show rooms, which
contain such an assortment of fenders, stoves, ranges, fire-irons,
and general ironmongery, as cannot be approached elsewhere!
either for variety, novelty, beauty of design, or exquisiteness of
workmanship. Bright stoves with bronzed ornaments, and two
sets of bars, 42. 14a. to 13?. 13s.; ditto with ormolu ornaments
and two sets of bars, 5?. 5s. to 221. Bruized fenders, with
standards, 7s. to 51. 12s. ; steel fenders, 21. 15s. to 112. ; ditto with
rich ormolu ornaments, 21. 15s. to 182. Fire-irons, from Is. 9d.
the set to 42. 4s.

BEDSTEADS, BEDDING, AND FURNITURE.—
WILLIAM S. BURTON'S Stock on Show of Iron and

Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots stands unrivalled either
for extent, beauty of design, or moderateness of prices. He also
supplies Bedding and Bed Hangings of guaranteed quality and
workmanship. Portable Folding Bedsteads, from 12s. 6d. ; Patent
Iron Bedsteads, fitted with dovetail joints and patent sacking,
from 17s.; and Cots from 20s. each. Handsome Ornamental Iron
and Brass Bedsteads, in great variety, from 22. 7s. 6d. to 202.

A Half-tester Patent Iron Bedstead, 3 feet wide, with
Bedding, &c, complete

—

Bedstead
Chintz furniture
Paillasse, wool mattress, bolster, and pillow
A pair of cotton sheets, three blankets, and a
coloured counterpane

TNJOW READY TO SEND OUT, direct from
BiA»l,rmouth' during the season, GENUINE YARMOUTH
hUATER3 > 100 for 6s.; forwarded securely packed to any

address upon receipt of Post-office Order, by Jakjs Atebs Fish
Curer, Great Yarmouth. The Trade supplied.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855~
]\/TETCALFE,BINGLEY, and CO.'S New Pattern and
J-

A Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached Hair
Brushes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brushes, and genuine Smvrna
sponges

; and every description of Brush, Comb, and Perfumery
for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly between
the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effectually—the
hairs never come loose. M, B., and Co. are sole makers of the
Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orris Root Soaps—sold in Tablets
(bearing their names and address) at 6d. each, of Metcalfe's '

celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box; and of the New
Bouquets.—sole Establishment 130b, and 131, Oxford Street. 2nd
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SLEEPING PARTNERSHIP, 12,000/.—The Ad-^ vertiser, already largely engaged in business, desiring to
add thereto the manufacture of an article in very extensive
demand, and for the sale of which his present connection affords
unusual facilities, wishes to meet with a gentleman with this sum
at command. If honestly conduct >d no ri.sk can possibly be
incurred, and in proof of the respectability and bona fides of the
Advertiser, it may be stated that in his present concern upwards
of 10,000*. of his own capital is already engaged. A gentleman
o ccupying an influential position in the country would be pre-
ferred.—Address, in the first instance, Epsilon, Jamaica Coffee
House, Cornhill.

rTO BE LET, a delightful RESIDENCE, within
* S miles west of Norwich and 2 miles of a railway station.
The House, which is built as a Cottage Ornee\ consists of

Entrance Hall, Study, Dining Room (22 fret by 17), Drawing
am - a , -.,_«. £"om '

even sle*P>n»? Booms, and two Dressing Rooms, Kitchen,
andjrdjloorsjwestjrom Holies Street. London. Scullery. Servants' Hall, &c. &c. In front of the house is a

THE PERFECT EIGHT.nAV WaTPH A mrte *
beautiful PlfaHure Garden, and Meadow or Lawn, with a very

fnTnntf V- *• r J o
WA1CH«—A most productive Kitchen Garden at the back containing altogetherimportant invention.-L. Mesube & Co., Patentees of the about 6i acres.

««mng aitogetner

£..J;.
a
,T_

_

atch
' 12'

K » n6 William Street, Charing Cross, beg Contiguous to the house is a capital Four-stalled Stable, two
rge Loose Itoxes, two Coach-houses with men servants' sleeping

rooms over, Harness-room, Hay-loft, and all other usual con-
veniences, and the water is excellent.
Note.—Near the above is a Lake of 3 acres, upon which the

tenant will have permission to keep a boat.
For terms apply to E. Fbkkstowk, Solicitor, Norwich.

~BE

sound English Watches, which do not exceed in size and price
the ordinary watches now in use, require to be wound up only
once a week with three turns of the key, instead of every day
with six or seven turns, thus greatly diminishing the wear'upon
the works. Warranted to go correctly An inspection is solicited.
Silver Levers, four holes jewelled, from 6/. 16s!; Gold Levers,
four holes jewelled, from 16 guineas.

|0 U& LET, in East Yorkshire, a FARM of1 170 acres (more or less) of good Wheat and Bean Land
with a portion of Grass and Turnip Land, nearly the whole of
which is underdrained. The House, which may be entered uponFg&ATN?TY B
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«
^SUFFERING «ftSSl-«.«ta.*l of a nrst-claas stationJ- HLMA.MTY.-A retired Gentleman having cured himself and four of a goodjiiarket town, and of easy ace, >, to the IIul"'

i from London, and
igh farming indis-

afflicted
;
he' »iU therefore for.-.fd the particuters for the cure SX1&-J* « U*£«ZT^ZZltoJ^^f'Zl?

A double Bedstead, same
If without Half-tester and Furniture

—

Single bed, complete ... £3 13
Double bed, complete £4 15

LAM PES a MODERATEUR, from 6s. to 11. 7s.—
WILLIAM S. BURTON has collected from the different

makers here and in France a variety that defies competition. As
many imported from France are inferior in the works. William
S. Burton selects at Paris from the best makers onlv, and he
can guarantee each lamp he sells as perfect in alt its parts.

His stock comprises also an extensive assortment of SOLAR.
CABIPH1NE, PALMER'S, and all other Lamps.

Pure Colza Oil, 4s.8d. a gallon.
Patent Camphine, 4s. a gallon.
Palmer's Candles, 9d. per lb.

The late additions to these extensive premises (already by far
<he largest in Europe), are of such a character that the entire of
EIGHT HOUSES is devoted to the display of the most magnifi-
cent stock of GKNERAL HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including
Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated Goods, Baths, Brushes, Turnery,
Lamps, Gaseliers, Iron and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, and Bed
Hangings), so arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms as to
afford to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that
cannot be hoped for elsewhere.

Illustrated catalogues sent (per post) free.

39, Oxford Street; 1, 1a, 2, and 3, Newman Street; and 4, 5,

and 6, Perry's Place, London.—Established 1820.

KNOW THYSELF—The secret art of discovering
the true CHARACTER of INDIVIDUALS from the pecu-

liarities of their HANDWRITING has long been practised by
MARIE COUPELLE with astonishing success. Her startling
delineations are both full and detailed, the style of description
differing from anything hitherto attempted. All persons wishing
to " know themselves," or any friend in whom they are interested,
roust send a specimen of their writing, stating sex and age,
inclosing 13 penny post stamps, to Miss Coupelle, 69, Castle
Street, Oxford Street, London, and they will receive, in a few
<iays, a minute detail of the mental and moral qualities, talents,
tastes, affections, virtues, failings, &c, of the writer, with many
other things hitherto unsuspected.

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR
WHISKERS, Ac—ROSALIE COUPELLE'S CRINU-

TRIAR is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustachios, Ac, in
a few weeks, and restore the Hair in baldness from whatever
cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent its falling off, and
effectually check greyness in all its stages. For the nursery it is

recommended by upwards of 100 Physicians, for promoting a fine,

healthy head of hair, and averting baldness in after years. Sold
by all Chemists, price 2s., or sent post free on receipt of 24 penny
stamps, by Miss Coupelle, 69, Castle Street, Newman Street,
Oxford Street, London.—Mrs. Carter writes, " My head, which
was bald, is now covered with new hair."—Sergt. Craven,
^Through using it I have an excellent moustache."

system. Advice and prescriptions, with a treatise on these dis-
eases, for a successful course of self-treatment, by which a per-
manent cure of the most protracted case is effected, sent post free
upon receipt of 14 postage stamps, and symptoms, by E. J.
Roberts (late Army Surgeon), Greencroft Villa, High Fell,
Gateshead, Durham.

auu pamrea anu reaay tor axing.—To be seen on application
to Mr. Nutting, Curie's Cottages, New Road, Hammersmith;
or of Mr. Dixon, Greengrocer, near the British Prince, New
Road. Shepherd's Bush, Hammersmith.

LOCKSBROOK IMUKSERY, WESTON, B^TH.
rTO BE SOLD, by Private Contract, the entire

THO NERVOUS SUFFERERS-A Retired Clergy- I ^J^X'gZZ 15? VwT SSE&SEtf1^-A man having been restored to health in a few days, after pleasantly situated within one mile of the Bath Market. The
Stock consists of Greenhouses, Pits, and Sheds, Flowers, Plants,
and Fruit Trees, and every convenience for the trade. The
above Nursery is held for a Lease of 21 years, 15 years of which
are unexpired. Rent 36L per annum, tithe free. This is a very
advantageous opportunity to parties requiring an e*tablu>hed
business.—For particulars apply to Mr. James Shackell, Market
Gardener, Tiverton, Bath.

many years of great nervous suffering, is anxious to make known
to others the means of cure ; lie will send (free), on receiving a
stamped envelope, properly addressed, a copy of the prescription
used.— Direct. Kev. E. Douglas, 18, Holland Street, Brixton,
London.

F^OGS, COUGHS, COLDS.—One of Dr. Locock's
PULMONIC WAFERS, allowed to dissolve in the mouth

f

immediately relieves the most violent fit of coughing, and
protects weak lungs from all the irritation of Fogs and Frosts.
Sold by all Chemists at la. Ud., 2s. 9dn and 11*. per box ."THE LANCET"

ON DR. DE JONGH'S
T IGHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL.
*—' The most speedy and effectual remedy for consumption,
BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, GOUT, RHEUMATISM, SCIATICA, DIAKETK8,
DISEASES OF THK SKIN, NEURALGIA, RICKETS, INFANTILE WAST-
ING, GENERAL DEBILITY, A3TD ALL SCROFULOUS AFFECTIONS.

"Dr. De Jongh gives the preference to the Light-Brown Oil
over the Pale Oil, which contains scarcely any volatile fatty acid,
a smaller quantity of iodine, phosphoric acid, and the elements
of bile, and upon which ingredients the efficacy of Cod Liver Oil,
no doubt, partly depends. Some of the deficiencies of the Pale
Oil are attributable to the method of its preparation, and espe-
cially to its filtration through charcoal. In the preference of
the Light-Brown over the Pale Oil we fully concur. We
have carefully tested a specimen of Dr. De Jonoh*s Light-Brown
Cod Liver Oil. We find it to be genuine, and rich in iodine and
the elements of bile."

Successful Results of the last Half Century have
proved beyond question that

T)OWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL possesses pecu-
-*^ liarly nourishing powers in the growth, restoration, and im-
provement of the Human Hair. It prevents it from falling off or
turning grey—strengthens weak hair—cleanses it from scurf and
dandriff—and makes it beautifully soft, curly, and glossy. In the
growth of the Beard, Whiskers, Eyebrows, and Mustachios, it is

entailing in its stimulative operation. For Children it is

especially recommended as forming the basis of a beautiful head
°f bair. Price 35. 6d. and 7*. ; family bottles (equal to four
•mall). 105 . 6*. ; and double that size, 21*.

New Label.—To prevent the substitution of spurious Imita-
tions for the genuine article by unprincipled shopkeepers, a New
Label from Steel, by Messrs. Perkins, Bacon, & Co., is now used,
npon which are engraved in white letters the words, " Rowlands'
Macassar Oil, for the Growth, Restoration, and for Beautifying
the Human Hair." Under which is the Signature of the Pro-
prietors in Red Ink, " A. Rowland & Sons." The whole, with
toe exception of the profile of Her Majesty the Queen, being
^°yered with a lacework pattern, in transparent colourless ink.—
j>°ldat20, Hatton Garden, London, and by Chemists and Per-
1umers.

T H E~ S E A S O N S
'.

-*- The seasons act upon the human frame in the same way as
Ujjjy change the appearance of the animal and vegetable world.
The winter brings its snow wreaths, and the summer yields its

"overs; '' and as the material world undergoes a complete trans-

wmation according to the time of year, so does the constitution

^
f man in winter. The blood becomes sluggish, the organs are

^
rPid, and men are subjected to colds, rheumatism, and all sorts

of chronic disease. At such a time

PAR R'S LIFE PILLS
JJwct wonders, for they stimulate the system and improve the

J^fking of all the important functions of the body, and thus help
10 ^sure good heath from youth to old age.

K ••• A«k for PARR'S LIFE PILLS.
^one are genuine unless the words " Parrs Life Pills are in

T^ute letters on a red ground, on the Government stamp, affixed

r^.sach boX . also fhe ^simile of the signature of the Pro-
Pnetors, * T. Roberts & Co., Crane Court, Fleet Street, London/'
* the direction.—Sold in boxes, price Is. 1W. and 2s. iM. each ;

J"?"
1 family packets, 11*. each f by all respectable Chemists

a M**ical Vendors in town and country.

Sold only in Imperial Half-pints, Is. Qd. ; Pints, 4s. 9d.;
Quarts. 9*.; capsuled and labelled with Dr. Djk Jongh's Stamp
and Signature, without which none are genuinr, by
ANSAR, HARFORD & CO., sole British Consignees, 77, Strand,
London : and hv many respectable Chemists and Drnggists.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS A MOST ^EXCELLENT
REMEDY FOR INDIGESTION.—Charles Strong, Brick-

layer, of the Parish of Burghfield, near Reading, Berkshire, with
great gratitude informs Professor Holloway that his Pills have
cured him of indigestion, accompanied with ail its horrors. After
several physicians had been consulted in vain for three years, he
was troubled with those terrible symptoms, frequent vomiting and
want of rest, until he accidentally heard ofHolloway's Pills, and
persevering steadily with them for a few weeks he was restored to

perfect|health.— Sold by all Medicinevendors throughout the world

;

at Professor Holloway's Establishments, 244, Strand, London,
and 80, Maiden Lane, New York ; by A. Stampa, Constantinople;
A.Guidicy, Smyrna: andE. Muir, Malta.

l^Tr ,s
_
gouY

_
anlTrh e'umatic pills.

—This preparation is one of the benefits which the science

of modern chemistry has conferred upon mankind; for during the

first twenty yeargof the present century to speak ofa cure for the

Gout was considered a romance ; but now the efficacy and safety

of this medicine is so fully demonstrated, by unsolicited testi-

monials from persons in every rank of life, that public opinion

proclaims this as one of the most important discoveries of the

present age.— Sold by Prout and Harsant,229, Strand, London;
and all Medicine Vendors. Pric* la. lid, and 2s. 9<f. per box.

FBRAMPTON'S PILL OF HEALTH.—The mani-
fold advantages to the heads of families from the possession

of a medicine of known efficacy, that maybe resorted to with

confidence, and used with success in cases of temporary sickness,

occurring in families more or less everyday, are so obvious to

all, that no question can be raised ot its importance to every

housekeeper in the kingdom. For females these Pills are truly

excellent, removing all obstructions, the distressing headache so

very prevalent with the sex, depression of spirits, dulness of

sight, nervous afFections, blotches, pimples, and sallownessof the

Salts bv Suction.

STANDARD ROSES, DUTCH BULBS, Xc.
IVTR. HASLAM will Sell as above, at the Mart,
-L*-i- every WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY till December 12.
N.B. All goods to the amount of 10*. and upwards packed and

delivered free of charge to Parcels Delivery Company. Bankets
and Matting allowed tor when returned —Epping, Nov 8.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, ANO OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will Sell

by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on TUES-
DAY, Nov. 11, at 12 o'clock, a first-class Collection of DUTCH
BULBS, consisting of the finest double and single Hyacinths,
Narcissus, Jonquils, Anemones, Crocus, Tulips, Snowdrops,
Ranunculus, Gladiolus, &c; also a selected assortment of fine
Standard and Dwarf Roses, comprising Hybrids, Bourbons,
Chinas, Perpetuals, Noisettes, &c. ; and American Plants, com-
prising Hybrid Rhododendrons, Ghent and other Azaleas,
Kalmias, Andromeda floribunda, beautifully furnished with
bloom, Ac.—May be viewed the morning of Sale. Catalogues
had at the Auction Mart; of the principal Seedsmen in London:
and of the Auctioneers, American Nnr-ery

y
Leytonstone, Essex.

FULHAM ROAD.
To Gentlemen. Nurseryxes, and Others.

1%/TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will Sell
i-*-a- by Auction, on the Premises, Rose Cottage, Queen's Elm,
Fulham Road, Brompton, on WEDNESDAY, November 12,
at 11 o'Clock, by order of Mr. Shearman, the N URSERY STOCK
comprising 600 fine Yews, 3 to 6 feet ; Chinese, American, and
Siberian Arborvitae ; handsome striped Euonymus, Chinese
and common Privet; Savin; a large quantity ot common
Laurels, Aucubas, Green Box, Lilacs, Ribes, Apples, Pears, and
Plums, fine Mulberries, White Jasmines, Privet Hedge. &c.
Alsoan assortment ofPom pone Chrysanthemums, 10,000 Pheasant
Eye and other^Narcissus^c. ; together with a capital light Spring
Market Cart, and sundry effects.—May be viewed prior to the
Sale. Catalogues may be had on the Premises ; of the
principal Seedsmen in London ; and of the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

To Noblemen akd Gextlemek ksoaged in ORNAMEMTAii
Planting, Nurserymen, and others.

SECOND SALE AT THE BACSHOT NURSERY.

MR. J. C. STEVENS is instructed by Messrs.
Standish & Noble, who are dissolving Partnership, to Sell

by Auction, at the Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey, on MONDAY,
November 17 and four following days, at 11 o'Clock piecisely, a
most valuable selection of specimens of CONIFERS and other
Ornamental Plants, all of which have been well prepared for
transplanting. It includes

—

- - *

Abies Nordmanniana
Pinsapo
Douglasi
Deodara
nobilis

Araucaria imbricata .

Cephalotaxus Fortuni
Cryptomeria japonica

. *•
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Libocedrns chiliensis... 1

Finns Benthamiaoa ... 2
insignia 2
muricata 2

Taxodium sempenrirens 5
Mount Atlas Cedar ... 6
Hollies (of sorts) ... 5
Irish Y'ews 6
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3
5
14
8
15
15
7
6

sigiit, iieivuua »uo,«™ , u.«u,,o, y.».y.^, »..«-....-.. „„.,.. ... .„„ Skimmia japonica, stanaara, ana otner cnoice flowering Manly
skin, and produce a healthy complexion.—Sold by rROUT and i

hybrid Rhododendrons, Standard Sikkim Rhododendrons, named
Harsast, 229, Strand, London; and all Vendors of Medicine.

; Moutan Pwonies, &c.
Price 1*. Urf. and 2s. 9d. per box.

12,000 Standard and dwarf Roses,

comprising the most choice new and select sorts in the Trade.
1000 Pyramid Pear, and other Fruit trees.

May be viewed one week before tie Sale, when Catalogues
Is. each, returnable to purchasers, may be had at the Nursery,

a public *duty throughout the medium of the press. In every
! and of Mr. J. C. Stevens, 38, King Street, Covent Garden,

case of single or double rupture, in eitlier sex, of any age, how-
j

Approved bills at 3 months' date will be taken of purchasers

RUPTURES EFFECTU A LLY CURED WITHOUT
A TRUSS—DR. BARKERS celebrated REMEDY is

protected by three patents, of England, Frauce, and Vienna; and

from its great success in private practice is now made known as

any part of the world, with instructions for use, on receipt of i meet the S o'clock ajt tram from Waterloo to convey persons to

lo/. &Z. by Post-office ord*r, or stamps, by Chables Barkeb, MJ>„ ! the Sale. The stations of Farnborough, Woking, and Black-

10 Brook Street, Holborn, London. I water (S. E. R.), are also within an easy distance.
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HORTICULTURE
IN

ALL ITS

BRANCHES

BY APPOINTMENT.
JOHN WEEKS, F.H.S., &

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA.
CO.,

T WEEKS and CO., Horticultural Builders
•J • and IIot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, Hothouses,
Greexhouses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c, of every shape

and size, both Plain and Ornamental.

Also our Improved Patent Tubular Boilers of all sizes. A
arge stock on hand. See our Illustrated Catalogues on Horticul-

tural Building and Heating by Hot Water.

The accompanying
sketch represents our

improved Upright Tubu-

lar Boiler, with hollow

furnace bars. The large

surface which this Boiler

exposes to the imme-

diate action of the fire

renders it ot extraordi-

nary power.

John Weeks & Co.

Manufacture these Boilers

of all sizes. The largest

size measure 5 ft. 6 inches

high by 3 feet 6 inches

diameter, and exposes to

the immediate action of

the fire a surface of 340

superficial feet. The
smallest 3ize is 18 inches

high, by 18 inches in

diameter.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London,

SECONDHAND HOT-WATER BOILERS.

TO BE SOLO very cheap, a large stock and a great
variety of all shapes and sizes, consisting of the Saddle,

the Conical, the ' Ribbed, the Bell, the Flue Shapes, and
others. Johx Weeks & Co. having taken out a great number of

boilers from various places where they have fixed them on
their ONE-BOILER SYSTEM, they have now for sale a large

stock of Secondhand Boilers very cheap.
John Weeks & CoM Horticultural Works, King's Road, Chelsea .

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Heating Hot-
houses, Conservatories, public and private Buildings, and

ensuring Ventilation; improved Boilers, with self-acting regu-

lators; Hot-air, Drying, and Hydraulic Apparatus, manufactured
a

n

d erected by S. S. Tayler. Battersea.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
• (late Stephenson & Peill), Inventor of the Improved

Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above,

GREEN H Oil SES.
HENRY FREEMAN, Hothouse Builder and

Hot - Water Apparatus Manufacturer, Triangle,
Hackney. Established 20 years. Good substantial built Green-
houses fixed in any part of the kingdom for cash ; 42 feet long
by 13 feet wide, 90L; 21 feet by 13, 501.; 12* feet by 10, 30*.

A first-rate Conservatory 30 feet by 18, 130£. A large assort-

ment kept.—Estimates for Heating, or any branch in Wood
or Iron,

PARCHMENT LABELS superseded by
CRESCENS, ROBIXSON, and CO.'s PREPARED

LINEN LABELS. They are cheaper, written upon with greater
ease and rapidity, and quite as durable. Specimens, printed to any
pattern, sent post free from Crescens, Robinson, & Co.'s Paper and
Paper Bag Warehouse, 79, Upper Thames Street", London.

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS,
(l-8th thick, or 2 lbs. to the foot ; 3-16ths, or 3 lbs ; and l-4th,

or 4 lbs. to the foot), for Ridge and Furrow Roofs, Greenbouses,

Railway Stations, Engine Sheds, Mills. Market Halls, and

Public Ihiildings generally.

Is Squares Cut to Sizes Ordered.

14 by 10, 1J ft. sup. if not above 20 in. long

1£ ft. sup.,~3 or i/above 20 & not above 30 in.

3
4

5
6
S
10
12
15
20

ft

n
>t

n
»
n

»

4

5
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11
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n
•»
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ii

ii
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35 in.
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45 in.

55 in.

65 in.

75 in
90 in.
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s
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7
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81
9"

9
9

3
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o 104
o 104.

11

1
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94
10
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1

1

1

1
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Packed in boxes of 50 feet each.

6 by 4, and 6J by 4*
7 by 5, and 7? by 54 • • *

10s. 6d.

12

8 by 6, and S* by S\
9 by 7, and 10 by 8

ft t t 135. 6d.

15

V
17 IKE WORK, USEFUL AWB ORNAMENTS
V of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.

Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety

.

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make;
Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W.Richards. Imperial
Wire Works, 370. Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's
Theatre,

"HPIFFANY," for SHADING CONSERVA-
JL TORIES.—Manufactured by Jony Shaw & Co., 40, Princess

Street, Manchester.
TIFFANY, alight, cheap, and durable material for Shading

Conservatories and other Hot-houses, effectually securing Plants
from the scorching rays of the sun, without obscuring the light;

also one of the best protectors of Fruits from Birds and Wasps,
and the Bloom of Wall Trees from Spring Frosts. Sold in pieces

20 yards long by 38 inches wide, at 3d. per yard or 55. per piece.

A liberal allowance to the Trade when 10 or more pieces are taken.

N.B.— Orders from unknown correspondents must be accom-
panied by a remittance.
John Shaw & Co. beg to inform their numerous correspondents

that thejr "Tiffany," for shading Conservatories, &c.
f
may be

procured from the following Agents :

—

Messrs. Chariwood & Cummins, Seed Merchants, Covent Gar-
den, London.

Messrs. Hurst & M'MulIen, Seed Merchants, Florists, &cM

6, Leadenhall Street, London.
Messrs. Arthur Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Place, Edgeware

Road, London.
Messrs. Peter Lawson & Son, Seed Merchants, Great George

Street, Westminster.
Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.
Messrs. W. Wood & Son, Maresfield, Sussex.
Messrs. Francis and Arthur Dickson & Sons, Seed Merchants,

Chester.
J. S. & Co;s n Tiffany" may also be procured from the under-

mentioned Nurserymeu and Seedsmen :

—

Messrs. Minier, Nash,& Co., 60, Strand, London.
Messrs. Osborn 8c Sons, Fulhara, Middlesex.
Messrs. Rollison & Son, Tooting, Surrey,
Mr. James Teitch, Chelsea.
Messr*. A.Paul & Son, Cheshunt, Herts*
Mr. W. J. Epps, Maidstone.
Messrs. Bainbrtdge & Hewis^n, York.
Mr. Caldwell, Knutsford.

!

Estimates forwarded on application.

London Agents: James Phillips & Co., 116, Bishopsgate

Street Without.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
LTETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS
tX orBritish Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

per square foot, for the usual sizes required,many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediatedelivery

.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS. PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlky & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Hardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

BRITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.—Sizes from 7 by 5 to 9 by 7 at

Us. 6d. per 100 foot box; 9$ by 74 and 10 by 8, at 125. 6d. per
box, in 21 oz.Ij. per box extra; larger Bizes up to 22 by 14, 15 oz.,

at 16f.; and 21 oz., 25$. per 100 feet. Boxes charged 2s. each,

and returnable at the same price if delivered free. Crystal

White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent
Rough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead, Oils,

Turpentine, Colours, &c—G. Faemilok & Sox, 118, St. John
Street, West Sraithfield, London.

"i

CONCRETE FOR WALKS AND FLOORS.—
V-/ PORTLAND ROMAN AND BATH CEMENT AND
GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME in Sacks or Casks, by Railway
or Canal. Reduction in price it Six Tons are taken by Railway,
or a full cargo by Canal.

Greaves & Kershaw, "Warwick.—Nov. 8.

'rRELOAR'S COCOA NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
1 TURES consist of MATTING, DOOR MATS, MAT-
TRESSES, HASSOCKS, NETTING, BRUSHES, &c, and
are distinguished for superiority of workmanship combined with

moderate charges. Prize Medals awarded—I ndon, Paris, and
New York. Catalogues containing Prices and all particulars

post free.—T. Tbkt.oar, 42, Ludgate Hill, London.

,UiIGI DO MO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and— Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects, and from morning fronts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6i. per yard run, of

Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street, City ; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats
as a covering."

From Sir Watkin W. Wynris Gardener.
u

I have just laid out about 14,000 plants, and keep the greater

part under your ' Frigi Domo,' and have done so for the last

three or four years; and every one who sees my plants is

astonished to see how healthy and well they are without

the use of glass." These observations accompanied an addi-

tional order.— Oct. 22, 1856.

SEED WHEAT FROM THE CHALK
MR. H. RAYNBIRD, Basingstoke, cau supplyCHIDHAM. browick red.talavera.goldkv
DROP, RED LAMMAS, NURSERY, and other approved
kinds of V, HEAT at market prices. A reference or remittant*
required from unknown correspondents.

*****

WHEAT FOR SEED.
TTflLLIAM MAULE and SONS have to offer, ofV* their own growing and well-harvested, RAYN BIRD'S
HYBRID, for which a Prize Medal was awarded at the Great
Exhibition, 1851, and Gold Medal, Highland Society, Scotland
For reference, numerous testimonials from the leading aeri-
culturists can be furnished. Price, 10s. per bushel.

Nurseries, Bristol.

SEEDS TO BE DEPENDED ON.
rj. LENNY'S IMPROVED BALSAM SEED, notVJ even approached by any other. Six classes, 37 stamps-
mixed, 13. Stock, Aster, Geranium, Phlox, Delphinium, Dahlia'
Hollyhock, and other florists' flower seed saved with equal care!
Glenny's Companion to the Garden Almanac on the 20thT
Price 1*. with Portrait.—Dnngannon House, Fulham.

TO LANDOWNERS"
rpiIE PERMANENT WAY COMPANY baring
-*- been appointed the sole Licensees for the use of Dr.
Boucherie's Patent Process for Preserving Timber, beg to inform
Landowners and others interested in the use of English Timber
that a Pamphlet, with full explanations of this cheap and most
effectual process, may be had gratis on application to the under-
signed. Landowners having Beech, Elm, Fir, or other Timber fit

for Railway Sleepers are requested to communicate particularsi,of
quantity, locality, and prices. William Howdkn, Secretary.

26, Great George Street, Westminster.

A S T O UN DING R EM E D Y.
T3ATS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALS,
*-*» how to paralyse, and render them immoveable on the spot,
though there be hundreds, so that they may be gathered with a
shovel and Anally drowned. The effect warranted, and the cost

to paralyse 50 will be 3irf. Materials can be bought in every
town and village. The above astounding remedy sent rost free
for eight post stamps to any address by Fisher & Son, Publishers,
Kingsland, London. Established 1S47. Two Hundred testimonials
sent first if desired.— N.B. This remedy surpassing all conception
is exclusively Russian.

] mproved^steaMTng^apparatus.-food* FOR STOCK.—The advantages of cooking the food oJ

animals are so well understood now that a steaming apparatus

is considered indispensable to every well-ordered steading. The
process of boiling or steaming is known to effect great and im-

portant changes, both in the chemical and mechanical conditioa

of food, and to render many substances suitable for the digestion

of animals, which in their raw state are indigestible or unwhole-

some. The mechanical division of boiled food facilitates the

acts of mastication, swallowing, and ruminating (in ruminating
animals).—Address, Richmond & Chakdler, Salford, Manchester
Branch Establishment, South John Street, Liverpool.

EN TILAT1NG STOVES ! SUSPENSION
STOVES '.—Approved by thousands of purchasers, and

recommended as the two best, cheapest, most healthy, and eco-

nomical for Churches, Chapels, Halls, Schools, Warehouses,

Shops, Greenhouses, Bedrooms, Libraries, &c. Prospectuses

with Prices sent post free.—Deane, Dkay, & Co„ Stove Range,

Ironmongery, and Furnishing Warehou se, London Bridge.

T\ALLfS PATENT TELESCOPIC BLIND ROLLER
i- —This great desideratum so long required, and the want of

which has so frequently formed an obstacle in house-letting, is

now met by the PATENT ROLLER and FIXINGS, which

mav be changed to anv window. The ease and rapidity witfc

which it is fixed and 'unfixed, its impossibility to warp, dura-

bility, and extremely low price, make it one of the most im-

portant and useful inventions yet offered to the public. The

Blind, &c, can be removed and changed in on« minute, by the

most inexperienced person, with an accuracy never before

attained. It is affirmed by practical men that in a short tune

the present wooden roller will cease to be used, which the

demand already guarantees.—May be had, Retail, of upward* ot

300 of the leading Upholsterers and Ironmongers; Wholesale,

of the Patentee, 1, Webber Street, Blackfriars Road; Messrs.

Deane, Dray. & Co., London Bridge ; and of Messrs. Hesbk
-

,

Hampsqn, & Co.. 64. Strand. _________

FRENCH MODERATOR LAMPS.—The newest

Patterns of the present season.— Deane, Dray & Co-

have completed an extensive and choice assortment of these

Lamps—Bronze from 9s. 6d. to 61.
J
China from 19s. to 71. Ti. •!*«£•

Engravings with prices free per post. Pure Colza Oil tor tne

above Lamps at the lowest market price, delivered in London or

the suburbs periodically or on receipt of letter order.— Deami,

Dbay, & Co. (opening to the Monument), London Bridge.

Established ad. 1700. _____

A C H RO MATIC MICRO S~CO P E S.

OMITH and BECK, Manufacturing Opticas,

the
t lie

scopes." An illustrated Pamphlet of the 10*. Ed%tional I\^
scope (see leading article in Gardeners

1 Chronicle, No%
. -4, ikw,>

sent by post on receipt of six postape stamps.
on„i;ratioiK

rfaloeue for March 1856 mav be liad_on»pp]icatiocv

V

A G- 'i. ral Catalo

CASES.DRESSING C *?_ fc *"„,,,? vTSAT MR. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENTS*
/I 112 RMMmfc Street. 4. Leadenhall Street, and Crystal

.

I.aiw ..

are ex
Dressing ^ases, »vur*. Du.ve», ...»-„ r^Vn.ratp department
and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate aep ^^
for Papier Mache Manufactures and Bagatelle^ laoieb. ^.^
Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, raste,** .

T1EAL an^SON^S EIDER DOWN
; ^ l

^of
Ll also GOOSE DOWN QUILTS, f«>m &.6d. to -"'

tKoad.

Prices and Sizes sent free by Post.-
!
ff^oHenj^Co11 rt

77-ORD'S EURfcKA SHIKTa-* »• ***£**«
r most unique, and the only perfect^^^x^ourt Journal.
" Ford's Eurekas are the acme of perfection ^"TL Be*t

In half dozen boxes, ready for use, or made to owe

quality, 42.?. ; second quality, 335. i^mn*A qg Poultry*q
Cautiox.- For.D'3 Eunka Shirts are «*™V*^ p0st tie*

London, without which none are genuine. ^*tal0« u

_ Kr-iiakd Ford, 38, Poultry, London.

OERDOE'S UNIVERSAL CAPES, OVER •
COA

»

O and SHOOTING JACKETS. " '{jgjj?" fhrfr «s«^

tion. ^^^Ji^^^^SS^

Street, in the Parish of at. .7"'m̂ ~ cationB are to be A»»
where nil Advertisements and * ^J?"",

1^
tbi Edito*.-Satubp*.i, member », isoo.
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rTORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
JL J_ The next General Meeting will be held at the Society's
house in Regent Street on TUESDAY, November 25, on which
occasion there will be a Special EXHIBITION OP FRUIT
Visitors can only be admitted by the order of a Fellow or
Candidate. The rooms will be open to Visitors at 1 r.M. The
Chair wil l be taken at 2 p.m.

GTOKE NEWINGTON CHRYSANTHEMUM
m,
|°CIETY.-The Tenth Annual Exhibition of this Society

will be held at the Manor Rooms, Church Street, Stoke Newinz-
ton, on WEDNESDAY, November 19. Doors open at 12 o'clock.

Admission from 12 to 4, I s. : after 4 o'clock, firf.

CCOTT1SH GARDENERS' & LaND-STEWARDS'
^ ASSOCIATION. — Election of Pensioner.— Notice is
hereby given that the Annual General Meeting of the Members
of the Society will take place on WEDNESDAY Evening,
November 19, in the Committee Room, 6, York Place, Edinburgh
for the ELECTION of ONE PENSIONER on the Funds of the
Association, and on other business. The Chair will be taken at
7 o clock, and the Ballot will close at 8 o'clock precisely.

By Order of the Board. J. H. Balfour, Chairman.
pOTTAGERS' GARDEN SHOWS—The Adve7-
V-' tiser, who wishes to establish Shows of Cottagers' Garden
Produce in his neighbourhood, would be obliged by receiving a
copy of any rules for managing such Rhows, with a list of the
prizes awarded. Thanks and the postage will be returned —
Address_post paid to H. C, Shere , Guildford.

L^LORICULTUKE.—In consequence ot Mr. John
-*- Edwards having REMOVED FROM HOLLOWAY it is
respectfully requested that all communications be addressed
No^20, Sharp's Alley, London.

D. ALLASON, Nurseryman and Seedsman,
Bishop Auckland, begs to Inform the Nobility and Public

that he has purchased the entire Stock of Successional PINE
PLANTS, at the sale of Bishop Maltby. Immediate attention is
solicited at low prices.—Nov. 15.

Pj HARLES NOBLE having retired from the business

y lately carried on by the Firm of Standtsh & Noble, is now
establishing a NURSERY on his own account, near the Sunning- '

dale Station, South-Western Railway. He takes this opportunity :

of returning thanks for the very liberal favours bestowed upon
the late firm, and hopes by strict attention to merit and receive
a share of such patronage in future.
Charles Noble also begs to say that he will shortly be in a

position to execute any orders with which he may be favoured,
and respectfully requests that, for the present, all communica-
tion8 be addressed Charles Noble, Nurseryman. Bagshot. Surrey.

T
CRAPE VINES IN POTS FOR SAJ-E.

OSEPH EATON, Shacklewell Road, Stoke Newing-
ton, has a very fine stock of GRAPE VINES struck Jrom

«yes for Planting or Forcing in Pots, from 4 to 8 feet long.

. Shacklewell Road, Stoke Newington-

CRAPE VINES IN PO T S
JOHN WEEKS and Co., King's Road, Chelsea, can

V°.
w suPply Grape Vines struck from eyes in very vine

condition, strong and health v, for Planting or Forcing in Pots, all
™e best approved sorts.
____Hor ticultural Establishment, King's Road, Chelsea.

I HOMAS BELL, Seedsman, Wigau, Lancashire**
'
Ws to offer the TRUE LANCASHIRE FLUKE POTATO

* l «• per bushel of SO lbs., or 51. 5s. per ton ; Red Downs,
y* Per bMshfti-

-r^, AMERICAN PLANTS.
JOHN WATERER, the Exhibitor of the above
.

Plants at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park. London,
T?-! to state tha.t his CATALOGUE of RHODODENDRONS,
AZALEAS, &c, is published,
«* two Postage stamps. The i

described,

favourite kinds of Pinuses. Roses, &c.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

A
ROSES.

PAUL and SON respectfully announce that their

win vL
NEW CATALOGUE is now ready for circulation, and

i be forwarded free by post in answer to written application,

roh ^ t0c *c never was in finer condition; the Standards are

iini

St
* c,ean

» a»d healthy; and the Pot Roses, owing to an
v" proved system of cultivation, are larger, better rooted, and
*r<ner in constitution than usual. Early orders are solicited.

Nurseries, Cheshnnt, Herts.

and can be obtained in exchauge
colours of the Rhododendrons are['wm^ rv'ttMipS* ±.11*3 VUIVU! O VI IUC 1V1JVUUUCUU1UU1 aio

escribed, and the Catalogue contains a selection of the most

I
JUST HARVESTED.

SUTTON and SONS, Seed Growers, Reading
have now harvested some fine Seed of TRUE

EARLY SHORT-HORN CARROT, MUSTARD,
CRESS, LETTUCE, EARLY TEAS, and otfur Seeds
for early sowing.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Nov. 15.

SFCOND IMPORTATION
FRESH IMPORTED BULBS bloom much finer

than those which have been long exposed to tfie air
before planting.
Sutton- & Sons. Reading, Berks, can supply fioe BULBS,

j
ust imported, at low priofn.

THE BEST CUCUMBERS VET OUT.
OUTTON'S BERKSHIRE CHAMPION, ver^ packet, U. 6d.

BIRD'S IMPROVED SION HOUSE, per packet, U.GJ.
Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, can stronglv recom-

mend the above; they wilt be forwarded post free on receipt of
18 postage stamps for each sort.

|
NEW CATALOGUES FOR 1856-57-

I

yV/ILLIAM WOOD and SON are now prepared to
» v send free and post-paid Copies of their CATALOGUE of
ROSES and GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.-Address

Woodlands Nursery. Marealield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

SEED CATALOGUE FOR TRAOESMErJ
T OUIS VAN HOUTTfi'S SEED CATALOGUE
-L* FoR TRADESMEN is to be had at Mr. R. Sorehead's
Office, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London.

AMERICAN PLANTS^
TTrATERER AND GODFREY beg to intimate that
* * their Priced and Descriptive CATALOGUE OF HARDY
RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, and oth-r American Planta
is now ready, and may be had free on application to Messrs.
Waterrr & Godfrey. Knap Hill Nurse ry. Woking, Surrey.

GEORGE BAKER be?s to announce tha7~his
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS,

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, CONIFERS, FRUIT & FOREST
TREES is now ready, and may be had on application.
American Nursery, Windlesliam, near Bagshot, Surrey, 1J mile

from Snnningdale Station; one hour's ride from Waterloo
Station: £ from Reading.

ROSES.—The DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of
ROSES by Mr. Rivers for the present Season is now ready

for delivery, and will be sent free on application. It is so
arranged as to be a true guide for the Amateur in selecting
Roses.—Nurseries, Sawbrid«eworth, Herts.

F R U I T T R E E S.

MR. RIVERS has now ready his DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE of FRUITS, consisting of 32 pages. It is

compiled with great care, and contains much original and useful
matter. Sent tree for six postage stamps.

N urseries, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

F E R N C~A^t A L OGU E.

ROBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUE (24 pages) of his Collection of BRITISH and

FOREIGN FERNS, can now be had post free for six stamps.
Gratis to all previous purchasers.—Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

f^ HARLES TURN ER'S New Catalogue of GERA~-

vy NIUMS, FANCY GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS,
CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS, HOLLYHOCKS,
PANSIES, &c, is now ready, and can be had on application.

Royal Nursery, Slough.

DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS.
JAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, &c, 238,

High Holborn, London, have now published their compre-
hensive CATALOGUE OF DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS,
tfie twenty-first Autumnal Series, which will be forwarded
free of charge and post-paid to all parts of the wokld, upon
application. The Bulbs are as usual offirst-rate quality.

James Carter & Co., Seedsmen, &c ,238, High Holborn, London.

UTCH FLOWER ROOTS.—The following
for 10s. :—12 choice HYACINTHS, 12 NARCISSUS, 12

EARLY TULIPS, 12 JONQUILS, 12 beautiful IRIS, 12 splendid
ANEMONES, 100 DUTCH CROCUS all colour*, 12 GLADI-
OLUS, -j.j SNOWDROPS, 25 RANUNCULUS.—Wx. Dexter,
Florisr, 82. Gracechurch Street, London. No charge for packages.

CHRISTMAS SHOW OF CHOICE FRUllS, ic.

AYLOR'S GRAND "STAN D,"
St. JOHN'S MARKET, LIVERPOOL.

Choice Fruit and Vegetables will command high prices during
the Christmas week.

Growers forward as above.
Terms—Cash.

/CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—A quantity of fine Plants,
v_y just bursting into bloom, and well covered with healthy
foliage to the base, of all the leading varieties both of Pompone
and large flowered may be had at from 65. to 95. per dozen on
application to Wood & Ikgram, Huntingdon.

VVAITE'S DANIEL O'RoUKKE PEA, the best
• ™ early Pea in culrivation, can be had in any quantity.—

J. G. WAITS, Seed Merchant. 181, Hiph Holborn, London.

THE HEAVIEST LANCASHIRE SHOW GOOSE-
^ BERRIES may now be had in strong plants, at 6s. per

dnzftn.—John Holland, BrftdthftW Gardens, Middleton, near
Manchester. Catalogues now ready.

p HOICK FRUIT TREES and STRAWBERRIES.v —For Catalogues with description! of the above, including
the Brough Bergamot Pear, apply to Wm. BARRATT, Lanl-
scapk Gakdknkr, Wakefield.
"This is certainly a first-rate Pear."—See Transactions 0/

Pomological Society, page 19.

A fine stock ofPyramid and (^-chard-house Trees.WANTED IMMEDIAT EL Y,
» CHOICE FRUITS OF KVERY DESCRIPTION.

Forward to GEORGE TAYLOR, Jtw,
Fruit and Vegetable Salesman,

St. John's Market, Liverpool.
A Priced Circular post free on application.

Terms—"Cash."

Y\7ANTED TU PURCHASE, about 500 Bolt*
' * WILLOW THREEPENNY, and 200 FISH TWI

Apply hv letter. T. H. J.. Gardeners" Chronicle Office.

117 ANTED TU PURCHASE, 2000 strong AS]
* » RAG US for Forcing.—Apply, stating price, to Robbk

a ri ^

Darlry, Nurseryman, Cirencester,

CACTI.
TO BE DISPOSED OF, between 70 and 80 speci-

mens of CACTI, some tine and rare. Price SOL—Apply to
Y. Y„ Post Office, Sonthampton.

'PO THE SEED TRADE.—A few quarters "of
X SCIMETAK and REDMANS BLUE IMPERIAL PEAS,
warranted Stocks. Price on application.

Wood & Ingram, Huntingdon.

CTANDARD PORTUGAL LAURELS.—A quar>-^ tity of very tine plants of the above, with stems 'A to 4$ feet

high, and with beautifully formed heads, may be had on applica-
tion to the undersigned. They have all been transplanted two
years since, and will lift with large balls of earth.

Wqqi> £ Ingram. H nn ttngd n.

DVVARb% BOX FOR SALE.—Two Thousand yards
of the bent Dwarf Box for edgings. One>ard ot the above

will plant three yards when divided.— Ft r price, &c., apply to

Wm. EftCAi.", Nurseryman, Calne, Wilts,

rpO BlTSCUDTat MrTFred. Perkins, S^Edmund8>

A End, Northampton, 400,000 of good TWO and THREE-
YEARO LI > QUICK, at a moderate price.

TO THfc TRA O E, Xc.

TO BE SOLD CHEAP, for Ca»h, 1,000,000 one and
two year THOUN QUICKS: 1,000,000 one year LARCH;

600,000 one year ALDER; lOO.fiOO one year BIRCH. Prices on
application (delivered free to Belfast) to Jons Brown, Rose
Cottage, HilUboro\ County Down.

HARDY HEATHS7—Afirsr.rare Collection, and
well grown PLANTS, by the Hundred or Thousand.

—

Catalogues with Prices will be 'sent free on application toWateker & GoDFhKY, Knap Hill Nurspry. Woking, Surrey.

FINE FRUITING TREES OF PEARS ON QUINCE ROOTS.
HENRY MAY, The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale,

Yorkshire, begs to offer the above in all the newest and
best sorts, at ls.€d. each, or 15s. per dozen, a descriptive cata-

logue of which can be had on application.

Also May's Victoria (large Red Currant) at 125. per 100, and
Black Bang-up, the largest and best at 10*. per 100.

Catalogues of Plants, Fruit and Forest Trees on application.

OREST, FRUIT, and ORNAMUMTAL TRfcES.
—The Subscribers beg to intimate that they have this season

an unusually large and superior stock of the above Trees, which
they are prepared to sell on the most reasonable terms.

—

TBQMAM
Kekkedt & Co., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Dumfries, N.B.

FOREST TREES. — The Subscribers solicit the
attention of parties intending Planting to their complete

andwelW;rown st ckof the above, Catalogues of which, as also of
Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, may be had free on application.

Prices moderate.
David Rkii> & Sov, Nurserymen nnd Seedsmen, Edinburgh.

TREtS FOR AVtNUES, El C.
"

EP. FRANCIS has several hundreds of fine tall

• straight English OAK, English and Huntingdon ELM,
and Spanish CHESNUT, fr>m 9 and 10 to 12 feet, rising with
capital roots off deep loamy soil. Prices upon application.

E. P. F/s new DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES is

now ready, and will be forwarded, gratis, upon application.

Rose Nurseries Hertford.

^ r%^.^ ROSES, ROSES.
(jj-EORGE JACKMAN, Woking Nursery, Woking,

and t^
llrreF' ,ias much pleasure to acquaint his friends, patrons,

the public, that he has this season to offer an extensive
5°<* of well grown STANDARD and DWARF ROSES, con-

most appn
pplicatioa,

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS OF 1856.

JOHN SALTER'S unrivalled Collection of CHRY-
SANTHEMUMS is now in bloom in his Winter Garden,

among which may be seen the new varieties of 1S56, and many
splendid seedlings (both large flowering and Pompones) to be

sent out in 1857.—Versailles Nursery, William Street, near
Hammersmith Turnpike.

GERANIUMS, ETC.
ILLIAM CUTBUSH asd SON beg to intimate

that their CATALOGUE of SHOW, FANCY, AND
FRENCH GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS, &c, is now ready,

aud can be had gratis on application.

William Cutbush & Son wish to draw particular

attention to their stcch of the above, which is of first-rate

w

ftfCfra .£"™£^XS£Zt*J? A ?*5 i
8"»* mi «»l 9*" «rsr ,a,ufactim .

"* will be forwarded free on arDlicatioa.—Nov. 15. * Higbgate Nurseries, near Lor

SEED WHEAT FROM THE CHALK.

MR. H. RAYNBIRD, Basingstoke, can supply
CHIDII AM, BROWICK RED, TALAVERA, GOLDEN

DROP, RED LAMMAS, NURSERY, and other approved
kinds of WHEAT at market prices. A reference or remittance

required from unknown correspondents.

EW KAKLY WINTER TARE, recommended
by practical agriculturists for producing an abundant crop

full 10 days earlier than any other variety yet introduced.

Orders received for a limited quantity at 15?. per bushel.

Fine Winter Tares 6s. 6d. per bushel.

Early Racer Tare 7 6 „
Address—Mr. H. RAYyBian, Basingstoke.

"~ RED BEET SE ED.
DWARD SANG and SONS, Nurserymen and
SEEDSMEN, Kirkcaldy, beg to offer to the Trade RED

BEET SEED of their own raising from carefully selected full

grown roots. The sort is very superior, producing well-shaped
medium-^ized bulbs of remark*!)!? fW qmrtfty and colour.

Film \i application.— Kirk**] . Nor. r.

E
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"THE" GERANIUM CATALOGUE FOR 1856 AND 1857.
TOHN WESTYVOOD'S CATALOGUK OF SHOW,
J FANCY, BEDDING, AND FRENCH GERANIUMS is

now ready for delivery, and will be sent post free to all appli-

cants. A detailed General Catalogue of Soft-wooded Plants will

shortly be issued and delivered in like manner.
J. W. respectfully invites inspection of his Stock, now con-

sisting of more than One Hundred Thousand Plants in vigorous
growth, unequalled by any in England.

Floral Nursery, Acton Road, Turnh

a

m Green.

GRAPE VINES FROM EYES.
KGLENDINNING respectfully begg to offer an

• extensive collection of all the principal kinds of GRAPE
VINES in Pots, extra strong, either for forcing in pots or plant-
ing out.

PEACHES and NECTARINES, established in pots, two and
three years old, full of blossom buds, and will doubtless produce
fine crops the next season. Also strong FIGS in pots. A large
and extensive assortment of trained Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,
Plums, Cherries, Pears, and Apples, in fine health.

R. G. would particularly direct attention to his very large col-

lection of Pears for Pyramidal Training. They are from 5 to 7 ft.

high, and grown especially for the purpose, with abundance of
short shoots. The Horticultural Society's nomenclature has
been adopted with all the Fruit Trees; they may, therefore, be
relied upon as correct. Catalogues of the above and other
Nursery stock may be had on application.

Chiswick Nursery, London,

PLANTING.
A PAUL and SON respectfully invite attention to

• the following Abridged List ofHARDY ORNAMENTAL
TREES, of which they have a very large stock in splendid con-
dition on sale at very moderate prices, which will be given on
application.

ft

tt
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Abies alba, 1£ to 2 ft.

Douglasi, 1£ to 3 ft.

Menziesi, 1 to 3 ft.

Morinda, 3 to 10 ft., very
fine •

rubra, 1£ to 2\ ft.

Araucaria imbricata, 2 to 5 ft.

Arbutus, 2 ft.

Aucubas, lit to 2 ft.

Bays, Sweet, 1 to 3 ft.

Box, 1 to 3 ft.

Chinese Privet, 1 to 1£ ft-

Cotoneasters, 1 to 2 ft.

Cedrus Deodara, 2£ to 10 ft.

Cedar of Lebanon, 3 to 10 ft.

(The largest and finest

stock in the country.)
Cedrus Africanus, 3 to 6 ft.

Cryptomeria japonica, 1 to 8 ft.

Cupressus Corneyana, 1 J ft.

n Lambertiana, lh to 3 ft.

„ torulosa, 1 to 2 ft.

Juniperus, all the leading sorts,

1 to 6 ft.

Laurel, Portugal, 2 to 6 ft.

„ „ Standards, 8 ft.

Laurustinus. 1£ to 2£ ft.

Mahonia aqnifolia, 1 to 2 ft.

Phillyreas, 3 to 5 ft.

Pinus austriaca, 3 to 4 ft.

Benthamiann, lh ft.

Cembra, 1 to 5 ft.

excelsa, 4 to 8 ft., very fine

tt

99

n
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tt

Elms, of sorts, 6 to 10 ft.

Flowering Shrubs, in 300 spe-
cies and varieties

Laburnums, 6 to 8 ft.

Limes, 3 to 10 ft.

Mountain Ash, 8 ft.

„ „ Weeping, 8 ft. stems
Planes, 8 ft.

Poplars, of sorts, 6 to 10 ft.

Persian Lilacs (Standards),
4 to 5 feet stems.

Scarlet Horse Chesnut, C to
10 ft., very fine

Maple, 8 ft.

Oak, 1 to 8 ft.

Spanish Chesnut, 6 to 8 ft.

„ „ variegated, 6 ft.

Sycamore, S to 10 ft.

Tulip Trees, 1 to 10 ft.

'I horns, of sorts, 6 to 8 ft.

Weeping Cytisua
Beech

„ Elms, 8 to 10 ft. stems
„ Mountain Ash
Privet

it

t?

Willow
tj

ti

„ American Willow, 8 ft. stems
„ Kilmarnock „ 6ft.stems

„ Roses, 8 ft. stems

insignis, 1 to 6 ft.

19

99

99
Fir,

Lambertiana, 1 to 6 ft.

Llaveana, 1 to 2 ft.

monticolor, 1 to 2 ft.

muricata, 1£ ft.

Patlasiana, 2 to 2i ft.

Strobus nivea, 1 to 3 ft.

(thq Snow Pine).
Picea nobilis, 1 to 2 ft.

Nordmanniana, 1 ft.

Pinsapo, 1 to 4 ft.

Silver and Scotch
3 to 8 ft.

Rhododendrons, 100 finest vars*
Thuja aurea, 6 in. to 1£ ft.

glauca, 6 to 9 in.

intermedia, 1 to 1£ ft.

japonica, 1 to 1§ ft.

gigantea, 1 ft.

minima, 6 to 9 in.

Wareana, 1 to 5 ft.

Taxodium sempervirens,3to8ft.
Taxus adpressa, 1 to 4 ft.

Canadensis, 1 to 2 ft.

Cheshuntensis, 3 to 5 ft.

Dovastoni, 1 to 2 ft.

elegantissima, 1 to 2 ft.

gold striped, 1 to 4 ft.

Irish. 1 to 5 ft.

stricta, 1 to 4 ft.

common, 1 to 5 ft.

Fan, 3 to 5 ft.

99

tt

tt

99

9t

n
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Atragene, white and blue
Bignonia radicans major

„ flava speciosa
Clematis azurea grandiflora

double blue
Florida, double and single
Hendersoni

„ Sieboldti

Honeysuckle Evergreen
Scarlet Trumpet
flexuosa [finest

„ Magnevillea, one of the
Ivy, Irish, strong

palmated
gold blotched
silver

tt

tt

91

n
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Ragneriana

tt
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Christmas Roses
Delphinium Barlowi
Dielytra spectabile
Gentiana acaulis

Hepaticas, of sorts

Lilium longiflorura

Lily of the Valley
Russian Violets
Hollyhocks (see Descriptive

Catalogue)
Roses (see DescriptiveCatalogue
Azalea indica
Camellias
Epacris
Ericas
Fruit Trees (see Descriptive
Catalogue)

Grape Vines, from eyes, 6 ft.,

stout & well ripened, very fine

Tarragon, gage, Thyme, and
Herbs in general

A fine stock of
handsome
plants.

Acacias, of sorts, 3 to 8 ft.

Beech purple, best variety, 3
to 10 ft.

As many of the above are raised by the thousand, a consider-
able reduction in prices will be made when a large quantity of
one article is required. The whole have be«*n frequently removed,
and are very handsome; the Evergreens rise with close halls of
earth. Carriage free to London. For particulars of general
Stock, see Catalogues just published.—Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

HARDYr~7«NAMENTAL TREES, ic.

A PAUL and SON have just published a SELECT
• LIST of the above, with their Heights, English Names

and Descriptions, which they will be happy to forward free by
post in answer to written applications.

Nurseries, Chewhnnt. Hprta.

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
To Noblemen- and Gentlemen Planting New Pleasure
Grounds or Improving Parks or Drives, and to Companies
Planting Public Parks or Cemetkries.

11/ SKIRVING begs to offer hie Stock of TREES
* • and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either for

immediate effector for extensive new Planfations, where smaller
sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition to his
general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrubs, which is

allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this season
offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most valuable
Trees lately introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA and
CEDRUS DEODARA, of various sizes, from one to six feet.

W. S. invites any one wanting Specimen Trees and Shrubs to
inspect his collection and obtain prices on the spot, as the mere
height of such trees (as quoted in list-) gives no idea of the value
of well grown select plants for choice simarions.

N.B, A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped
plants of the Araucaria Imbricata and Cedrus Deodara have
been grown in tuba, to secure their travelling in safety to great
distances in thi* country, or to any part abroad.
CAMELLIAS, some of extra large size, well adapted for

Conservatories, and an extensive collection of smaller sizes, all
well set with flower Buds, at very moderate prices.

Priced Lists will be sent on application.

NEWPLANTS.
,

jVjESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLTSSON and SONS:
J-*-l are now prepared to execute orders for the annexed :—
CINERARIA PICCOLOMINI, a distinct and pleasing variety,

|

pure white, with blue edge, shaded with lavender, lavender disc,
very distinct. 75 6d.

CINERARIA WONDER, a strikingly handsome variety,
colour gentian blue, extending half-way down the petals, disc
and centre pure white; a great improvement on "U. Fascina-
tion." 75. 6d.

GESNERIA ZEBRINA SPLENDIDISSIMA.—The foliaga
of this plant is exceedingly handsome, being beautifully marked
with velvety crimson ; flowers rich orange and scarlet ; a great
acquisition to our ornamental plants. 10s. 6d.

TYD^EA ARGYRONENSE, a very distinct winter blooming
plant, possessing the double advantage of handsome variegated
foliage and beautiful flowers; the blossoms are tubular in form,
the upper of which and top lips are scarlet, under side of the tube
yellow, lower lips yellow spotted with scarlet. 105. 6rf.

The Nurseries, Tooting, London.
SEEDS TO BE DEPENDED ON.GLENNY'S IMPROVED BALSAM SEED, not

even approached by any other. Six classes, 37 stamps;
mixed, 13. Stock, Aster, Geranium, Phlox, Delphinium, Dahlia,
Hollyhock, and other florists' flower seed saved with equal care.
Glenny's Companion to the Garden Almanac on the 20th.
Price 15. with Portrait.—Dungannon Honse, Fulhara.

ASTOU N DING REMEDY.
RATS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALS,

how to paralyse, and render them immoveable on the spot,
though there be hundreds, so that they may be gathered with a
shovel and finally drowned. The effect warranted, and the cost
to paralyse 50 will be 3|d. Materials can be bought in every
town and village. The above astounding remedy sent post free
for eight post stamps to any address by Fisher & Sow, Publishers,
Kingsland, London. Established 1847. Two Hundred testimonials
sent first if desired.—N.B. This remedy surpassing all conception
is exclusively Russian.

TMPORTANT to SEEDSMEN, AGRICULTTt"
-L RI3TS, BOTANISTS, axd OTHERS.-Safe an<f ju^a
Transmission of Seeds, Samples, Plants, Documents, Plan?
Deeds, Law Papers, and articles for private use, &c, fcWarrtS
daily at 3 p.m. to all parts of the Continent with the Mails through
out, by the sa ~

CONTINENTAL EXPRESS PARCELS AGENCY
of which the proprietors are the sole correspondents of the Rov.i
Prussian Post Office, the Belgian Government Railway andAgents of the Mail Packets between Dover and Ostend Rates
fixed and moderate, tables of which, with every information to
be had gratis on application to the Chief Office, 52, Gracechurch
Street, London.—N.B. Parcels to be sent the same davmust h« -*
the Chief Office by 3 p.m.

M &t

C A RDEN KNIVES. "

SAYNOR and COOKE'S KNIVES may be procured
from Messrs.; Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers

Reading, who have for many years been supplied direct

from Messrs. Saynor's Manufactory, and none others
are kept on Messrs. Sutton's Premises.

J
IRON Ffc.NCt, HURDLES, ETC.

R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late
Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of hisnattpm*

of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to
snpply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices
«fec, at the Manufactorv as above.

'

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out
of ground, 5 bars 4s.9d. eachHURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet 3
inches out of ground. 5 bars 5*. 3d. each.

(
CONCRETE FOR WALKS AND FLOORS.—

v> PORTLAND ROMAN AND BATH CEMENT AND
GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME in Sacks or Casks, by Railway
or Canal. Reduction in price if Six Tons are taken by Railway
or a full cargo by Canal.

Greaves & Kershaw, Warwick.—Nov. 15.

HORTICULTURE
IN

ALL ITS

BRANCHES.

BY APPOINTMENT.
JOHN WEEKS, F.H.S., & CO.,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA.

X WEEKS and CO., Horticultural Builders
M • and Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, Hothouses,
Greenhouses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c.,of every shape
and size, both Plain and Ornamental.

Also our Improved Patent Tubular Boilers of all sizes. A
large stock on hand. See our Illustrated Catalogues on Horticul-

tural Building and Heating by Hot Water. •

The accompanying

sketch represents our

improved Upright Tubu-

lar Boiler, with hollow

furnace bars. The large

surface which this Boiler

exposes to the imme-

diate action of the fire

renders it of extraordi-

nary power.

John Weeks & Co.

Manufacture these Boilers

of all sizes. The largest

size measure 5 ft. 6 inches

high by 3 feet 6 inches

diameter, and exposes to

the immediate action of

the fire a surface of 340

superficial feet. The

smallest 3ize is 18 inches

high, by 18 inches in

diameter.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London,

C0TTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
nrraV

A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot-Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks

Garden Bordering

Watering Pots

Garden Arches, &eGarden Chairs

IBON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c,

AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WHIE WOB ,

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.
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ESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SONS' SPRING

!»J CATALOGUE (Post free on application) contains full
descriptions of the following New Plants :

—

Echites Houtteana, finer than crassinoda
Begonia picta, a beautiful foliaged plant

n cinnabarina hybrida, cinnamon red, shrubby habit. It is an
excellent winter blooming plant.

Dianthus albo nigricans, large double variety, black edged and
interlaced with white; hardy

Camellia Jenny Lind, beautiful form
Azalea the Bride, pure white, very free flowering

v Louis Napoleon, double rich crimson velvet.
The Autumn Bulb Catalogue will be forwarded free on appli-

cation, containing descriptions of Cinerarias and Geraniums now
being sent out for the first time. Also the new and delicious
Strawberry " Adair."

A Plate of Five New Show Geraniums is published, and will be
forwarded on receipt of 12 postage stamps.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood,

IMMEDIATE EFFECT IN PLANTING.

JW. SWING begs to announce to the Public that
• he is at this time able to supply an extensive and varied

assortment of Large Ornamental FOREST and FRUIT TREES,
the former adapted for producing immediate effect in Parks,
Lawns, Pleasure Grounds or Avenues, and the latter for
furnishing an immediate crop of fruit.

The above have been frequently transplanted, thereby render-
ing them comparatively safe for removal, and have each time
been selected for symmetry. Also a full collection of general
Nursery Stock in the most healthy condition. Catalogues fur-
nlghed upon application.—EatonNurseries, Norwich.—Nov. 15.

A LARGE QUANTITY OF RHUBARB ROOTS,
<L± best sorts, such as Prince of Wales, Victoria, Giant, Albert,
&c. ; also Seakale and Asparagus, strong plants, many thousands,
to be sold very reasonable for cash ; likewise a surplus stock of
Pheasant-eyed Narcissus, and Double Yellow Daffodils, very
cheap. — Apply to Charles Clarke, Nurseryman, &c. t 179,
Windmill Street, Gravesend, Kent.

,
SEED WHEAT FROM BLACK LAND.

WILLIAM BARNES, of the Elms Farm, Spalding
™ " Lincolnshire, begs respectfully to inform his Friends and

the Farmers generally that he has of his own growing a genuine
stock of OLD LAMMAS or BURWELL RED WHEAT, which
is very suitable for late sowing, and immediately available on
application.

W. B. has sold Seed in all the principal Counties in England
and elsewhere, the unrivalled cleanliness and purity of which
has gained for him the confidence of all his customers, to whom
references can be given if required . ^^^

TO GENTLEMEN ENGAGED IN PLANTING,
YlfATERER and GODFREY beg to offer the
*
"

following desirable plants :

—

J

Araucariaimbricata, small for planting out in nurseriesby the 1000
1 and 2 feet by the 100
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet high. Nothing can ex-

j

ceed the beauty of these plants and all
growing in the open ground.

Abies Douglasi, a splendid lot of plants, 3, 4, 6, 8 to 12 feet high
Pinus Cembra, in large quantities, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 feet

insignis, ditto ditto

Montezuma?, fine plants, 3 and 4 feet high
Benthamiana, in large quantities from seed
macrocarpa ditto ditto

Sahiniana ditto ditto

Picea Pinsapo, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high, and as much through. Most
beautiful plants.

Nordmanniana, 2, 3, and 4 feet high and wide, all from seed
nobilis, in quantities from seed [grafted
ditto, 1,2, and 3 feet, with perfect leads, and none of them
grandis, 1 year's, from seed

Cedrus Deodara, by the thousand, 1, 2,3, and 4 feet high
n „ several hundred fine specimens, 5, 6, 7, 8, & 10 ft. high

Lebanon, 2, 3, 4, and 6 feet

„ some larger, up to 8 and 10 feet
^ryptomeria japonica, 3 to 10 feet

Cupressus macrocarpa, 2, 3, 4,

6

f and 8 feet
Goveniana, 2, 3, and 4 feet
Lawsoniana, from seed
MacNabiana, ditto

Hemlock Spruce, Pinus canadensis, 3 to 8 feet
Juniperus, Irish, hundreds of plants, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high, per-

fect columns
Chinese, 2, 3, and 4 feet

„ a fine lot, 7, 8, and 10 feet

. Virginiana (Red Cedar), 2, 3, 4, up to 8 feet
Libocedrus chilienflis,2, 8, and 4 feet (very handsome)
Taxus, Yew.—Common English, a vast quantity of al

to 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet high
Irish Yew, 3, 4, 5. 6, and 8 feet. Some very fine specimens,

10 and 12 feet high
Golden Yews by the thousand, 1 J, 2, and 3 feet high

„ worked, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet

„ worked on Irish, and very ornamental, 5 to 8 ft.

elegantissima (or new striped), in large quantities, 1£ to 3 ft.

Dovaston.or Weeping Yew, fine plants, worked on stems
with good heads, 6 to 8 feet high

adpressa, fine bushes, 2 and 3 feet

tru .
a(*Pre88a? worked as standards

*huja aurea, several hundred specimens, 2, 3, and 4 feet high and
as much through, perfect globes

» occidentaiis, American Arbor Vitie, the best plant for

hedges. A large quantity just adapted for the purpose,

4, 5, and 6 feet high
Weareana, the best variety of Siberian Arbor Vitse, 4,5, 6,

^ and 8 feet high
Wellingtonia gigantea, a few very fine plants

^ n n smaller
^namsecyparis sphseroidea variegata, the variegated White

. Cedar, a large quantity 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet high
Abiea excelsa, var. pumila, all dwarf varieties of the Common

Spruce, and very remarkable
Clanbraziliana, ditto ditto
elegans, ditto ditto
Gregori, ditto ditto
compacta, ditto ditto
pygmaea, ditto ditto

» pyramidalis, ditto ditto
•> diffusa, ditto dittor«ms Bylvestris pumila, dwarf Scotch
IK* With reference to the large plants alluded to in this Ad-

vertisement, we beg to say all of them have been continually
J^oved, and are in a condition to transplant and send any dis-
**nce with perfect safety.
Variegated Hollies, in large quantities and great variety, 2, 3,

and 4 feet high
w n a fine stock of the best Gold-striped Ilollies,

2 and 3 feet high
Soirw very fine Striped Hollies 6 and 8 feet high.

_As well as the above, we are large holders of the ordinary
nrsery Stock, such aa Arbutus, Aucubas, Phillyraeas, Laurels,

p?3
'
Box, Holly, Lilacs, Purple Beech, Scarlet Thorns, Roses,
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Tr«», &c.'
Priced Catalogues will be forwarded, free, on application to
atkbkr & Godfrey, Knap Hill, Woking, Surrey.

f
**" The Nursery is about 40 minutes' ride from London by

train to Woking Station.

CATALOGUES.
XX LANE and SON'S (Great Berkhampstead)

. CATALOGUES for the present season, containing a
selection of the best varieties and novelties, may now be bad at
the Nurseries, or sent post free. They consist of—

ROSE CATALOGUE.
FRUIT CATALOGUE, containing those grown in pots.
TREE and SHRUB CATALOGUE.
AZALEA. HOLLYHOCKS, &c, CATALOGUE.

The Nurseries, Great Berkhampstead. Herts.

SAFFRON WALDEN NUKSERY.
SUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.

\yiLLIAM CHATEK'S ANNUAL DESCRIP-
* * TIVE CATALOGUE, with remarks on the Culture,

Exhibiting. &c, of this noble flower may be bad on receipt of one
postage stamp.

Seed saved from 20 best varieties, mixed, per packet ... 5s. Od.
Do- 12 do. do. 2 6
Do. good mixed l o

Border varieties, good mixed, ground roots, per 100 ... 20
Do. do. in colours do. do. ... 30

IMEN CEDRUS DEODARA.
~f\TM. MAULE and SONS invite the attention of

Planters to their fine grown plants of this Tree, which
are calculated to produce immediate effect :—
Plants in the open ground, 6 to 7 feet 15s. Od. each.
Do. do. 5 to 6 feet 7 6
Do. in large pots, 4 to 5 feet 7 6
Do. do. 3 to 4 feet 5
A large quantity of small sizes for mixing with Larch and

other plantations. Prices may be had on application.
Stapleton Road Nurseries, Bristol.

~S

PRINCE OF WALES' RASPBERRIES.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON beg to inform the
J * public that they have now on hand a large stock of their

celebrated PRINCE of WALES' RASPHKRRIES, which is

acknowledged to be the finest red variety in cultivation. Prices per
dozen or 100 on application.—Highgare Nurseries, near London.

HOLLYHOCK SEED.
UIRCHAM and WARD beg to offer their Holly-
1 * hock Seed in packets at Is. 6<L, 2s. 6d., and 55. each. This
Seed is selected from the best varieties in cultivation, and
B. & W. will warrant it to produce Seedlings of superior quality
that will give satisfaction to all purchasers.

Heflenham Roserv. Bnngwv. Suffolk. Nov. 15.

^T EVV ROSE, by Schmitt, Rue St. Pierre de Vaise,
11 Lyons, France. — MADAME SCHMITT, Ilvbrid He

Bourbon, Perpetual, very vigorous, branches Btraigh't, foliage
dark green, flowers full, extra large, 4 to 5 inches in diameter,
petals very large and round, colour rich rose shaded carmine,
the reverse side silvery white ; blooms in bouquets of three to
five flowers. Price, 15 francs.

Vi LW KOSE, BACCHUS..
L~ from the " Geant des Bataill

tt

h rii NAYLOR'S GRAND STA
St. JOHN'S MARKET, LIVERPOOL.

PRESENT PRICES.
Good PINES, from 2 lbs. to 4 lbs. each, 5s. per lb.

„ MUSCAT GRAPES, 5s. per lb.

HAMBURGH do., well colonred, Ss. per lb.

CHOICE DESSERT PEARS, 15s. to 30s. per 100.
CUCUMBERS, 4s., 5*., and 6s. per dozen.
MUSHROOMS (Buttons), Is. 6d. per lb.

CHOICE FLOWERS, &c.

Growers to forward as above.
Terms

—

Cash.

D,»

11

11

11

tf

TWARF VINES FOR FRUITING IN POTS.—
*-' The following varieties cultivated as Dwarf Bushes are full

of Fruit Buds, and will bear a good crop next season; they are
sold at 35. 6d. each :

—

Chasselas Musqnd.
| Pnrple Constantia.

Chasselas Rose.
J

Prolific Sweetwater.
Black Hamburgh. J White Rosmain.
Grove End Sweetwater.

J
Early Malingre (very early).

Royal Muscadine. I Esperione.
Muscat of Alexandria. | Pnrple Fontainbleau.

T. Rivf.rs. The Nurseries, Sawbridseworth.

-This Rose is a seedling
lies." The flowers are similar,

but larger, stouter, and brighter in colour, remaining a long time
in perfection on the plant without the faded appearance so objec-
tionable in the parent. It is a most abundant bloomer, both in
summer and autumn; and has received first class certificates
from the National Floricultural Society, the Royal Botanic
Society, and at the Crystal Palace Exhibition- Price 10$. 6d. each.
A. Paul & Sox respectfully announce that the above Kose is

now ready to be sent out. The usual discount to the Trade when
three or more are ordered.

Nurseries. Cheshunt. Hert s.

NEW EXOTIC FERN.
*

Gymnoobamma peruviana argyrophvlla (Moork).

ROBERT PARKER begs to offer the above beautiful
and distinct Fern, of which a fine specimen was exhibited

at the last Crystal Palace Show, and was awarded a first prize
for new plants. In appearance it is perfectly distinct from any
species in cultivation, the upper and under sides of the fronds
being densely coated with white farinose powder, which gives it a
most singular and distinct appearance. Good plants, 2\s. each-
Paradise Nursery, Homsey, and Seven Sisters' Road, Holloway.

NEW SCARLET GERANIUM " SIR COUN CAMPBELL."
'rHOMAS JACKSON and SON are now sending
-* out this beautiful GERANIUM: it Is a brilliant

scarlet with a large clear white eye, throwing its trusses ot

bloom well above the foliage; habit slightly compact, foliage
ample, with a well marked horseshoe. It was exhibited at the
Crystal Palace and much admired, and has been ordered by most
gentlemen and gardeners that have seen it. Price 5s. each, with
one added for every three ordered. The usual discount to the
Trade.—Nurseryt Kingston-on-Thames.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
HORATIO BUNTING and CO. beg respectfully to

inform the Seed Trade that their annual FLOWER and^TEW MELON, CRANMER HALL HYBRID.— VFrrTARr v srpnPATATnrr , m . ,. .

* This very excellent and distinct variety was raised in the L?£^ JES^JnRlW-.««,*««., „r o:« tt^ii wu t -n ^ tt t» contRininga List or nearly all the varieties of AN N L ALb, &c
SXrfSk It l"ra™^b.FtaTk^l^™B2S '" "-X^""- The SSfuta. grown bv th.ms.h-es .h.'y are

wood
'k
and LarleXhed Chin., ii&t a good bearlr .n ™» J».«*JfjTS X*'° IStlE 21!Lr& .™Sj ii -_ _* _,] „ quality seldom to be met witn. All Seeds warranted true to

name and genuine. Catalogues forwarded to all parts of the
world post-free on application.

Address in full, Horatio Buntino & Co., Seed Establishment,
Lexden Road , Colchester.

GEORGE JACKMAN begs to state that his
PRICED CATALOGUE is now ready, and can be had

free on application, comprising Choice Conifer®, Hardy Ever-
greens, and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, all of which are well
grown and constantly removed; is also an extensive grower of
Roses, and Fruit and Forest Trees.

G. J. particularly wishes to call attention to his Dwarf-trained
Fruit Trees, being clean grown and well trained, including all

the leading kinds.
Wokiug Nursery, 1 1 mile from Woking Station, South "Western

Rail, where all Trains stop and conveyances can be obtained.

Eiit (BuvXttntv$' Chronicle.
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excellent keeper and above all is of a most exquisite flavour.
For more full description see remarks of the Editor in the

Gardeners' Chronicle of Oct. 4 ; the paragraph ends as follows :

—

" Flesh a beautiful deep orange, about an inch in thickness,
tender, and delicious ; altogether quite a first-class variety."
Packets containing 10 Seeds will be furnished, post free, on

receipt of 30 postage stamps, by J. W. Ewixg, Nurseryman,
Seedsman, Ac, Norwich.
The trade will be fnrnished'with price per 100 upon application.

OBERT PARKER begs to inform his friends and
patrons that his PRICED AND DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE OF GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS, &c, is now ready,
and will be forwarded, post free, upon application.

He also begs to direct attention to the following, of which he
possesses a large stock in strong and healthy plants:

—

Araucaria excelsa (Norfolk Island Pine), each
Azalea indica, of sorts, from, per doz.
Camellias, of sorts, from, per doz. ...

Cyclamen Atkinsi, flowering bulbs, each ... 3s. Gd, to

Delphinium formosura, the finest variety ever offered,

per doz.
Epacrises, of sorts, from, per doz.
Ericas, of sorts, from, per doz.
Ferns, hardy, from, per doz

„ stove and greenhouse, from, per doz.

Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass), per doz.
Orchids, Exotic, from, per doz.
Selaginellas, of sorts, from, per doz.

A remittance or reference to accompany all orders
unknown correspondents.
Paradise Nursery. Hornspy.and Pevpn Pinters* Road, Holloway.

I OHN CATTELL has a large Stock of the following
*J to offer to the Trade, Catalogues of which and other articles

may be had on application :—
Passifiora carulea, very strong

Wellingtonia gigantea, very
fine

Thujopsis borealis

Ghent and other hardy Azaleas

Azalea indica Empress Eugenie
Eulalie Van Geert
magnificens
Admiration
Criterion, &c.

Leschenaultia biloba splendens
(Hunt's fine variety)

Lophospermum purpurenm, a
fine deep-coloured variety.

. • *
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Delphinium Henderscni
„ magnificum

tt

grand iflorum maximum
Barlowi

„ hybridum flore pleno

„ Wheeleri
Gentiana acaulis

Wablenbergia grandiflora
Scilla siberica

Lilium speciosum album
„ punctatum
., atrorubrum, and other vars.

Phlox Countess of Home, and
other fine varieties [suckle

Late and Early Dutch Hmey-

tt

tt

»
n

Some time since attention was drawn to an
apparatus proposed by Mr. Hazard for ozcono-

mijing heat, and diverting what is now so largely-

wasted in glass houses to some useful purpose (see

the Gardeners' Chronicle for May the 17th of the

present year). It was shortly afterwards suggested

by a correspondent that the principle might be use-

fully applied in bad climates or seasons to drying

hay or corn, especially where a steam engine exists

upon the premises as is so often the case now
(see p. 411). The agricultural application of the

method not concerning us we shall only observe

that we have seen a sample of wet hay thus dried

which was as perfectly prepared as if under the

most magnificent sunshine.* It is to the importance

of a drying apparatus for other purposes that we
would direct attention.

There lie now before us samples of Tarragon,

Turnips, French Beans, Carrots, Cabbages, Onions,

and Celery, dried by a current of air heated to 100°,

in which all the good qualities of those vegetables

when fresh are as perfectly preserved as in the best

French preparations. The Tarragon, the Onions,

and the Celery, are most especially remarkable for

having retained all their peculiar flavours, without

contracting any other ; in fact, they are what they

were when first gathered minus only the water they

contained and which has been carried off by the

heated air.

In addition then to any advantage that may arise

from keeping air in motion in greenhouses by
Hazard's apparatus, or from oeconomising fuel, there

is this other gain that it furnishes its possessor with

an excellent contrivance for perfectly securing

Together with a particularly fine stock of the leading kind* of
f
nn

J
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F
C
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Trees and Shrubs, Coniferce, American plants, consisting of all heibs indeed, SUCh as iarragon, Mint, bavory,
the new and choice Rhododendrons, Ghent and English Azaleas,

Nurseries, Westerham, Kent, Nov. 15.

JOHN CATTELL begs to call the attention of parties

"about to plant to hi* very superior stock of FOREST and
ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, &c, among which the

following will be found remarkably fine:—
Picea nobilis. fine plants, 1 to

1£ feet, with leaders

Larix Griffithiana, 1 to 3 feet;

this i3 very hardy
Araucaria irabricata, 1 to 4 ft.;

very fine

Wellingtonia gipantea, fine

young plants, 6 to 18 inches

Ditto, a few fine specimens

Cephalotaxus Fortuni, male and
female, handsome young
plants, and a few fine speci-
mens

Standard Weeping and Varie-
gated Ilollies

Abies Douglasi, 1 to 9 feet

„ Menziesi, 2 to 7 feet

„ Morinda, 4 to 10 fret

Cedar of Lebanon, 3 to 10 feet

Cedrus Deodara. 1 to 10 feet

Pinus insignis, 1 to 7 feet

Benthamiana, abont 1 ft.

excelsa, 6 to 12 feet

Lambertiana, 1 to 3 feet

monticola, 1 to 3 feet

Ayacahnire, 1 to 4 feet

Picea Nordmanniana, about 1 ft.

Pinsapo, 1 to 5 feet

cephalotiica, 2 to 6 feet

nobilis, stout plants from

seed

Tl
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Kalmia latifolia, Andromeda floribnnda, Ac., catalogues of

which for the present season may be had on application.

Nurseries, "Westerham, Kent.—November 15.

* Since this was in type we have received the North British

Agriculturist in which is an important letter on this subject
which we reprint on the Agricultural side of to-day's Paper.
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Marjoram, Basil, and the like are dried without

much trouble by means already existing in all

gardens ; but their quality is necessarily impaired,

and under the best management is not to be com-

pared to that of samples quickly dried at a low
temperature. If slowly dried they are apt to become

musty, if quickly at a high temperature they acquire

a well known burnt flavour that spoils them for the

kitchen ; and it is not in every English summer
that the sunshine they want is to be secured at the

right time.

Supposing however that sweet herbs can already

be easily dried sufficiently well, there still remain
the materials for soup and oih'er kitchen purposes

in winter, such as green Peas in their pods, Celery,

Kidney Beans, &c, which cannot be preserved by
any ordinary process ; and here an apparatus for

easy and quick drying becomes invaluable. The
dried Kidney Beans and Celery now before us are

perfect in their way.
But the value of a drying chamber does not stop

here. There are seeds of various kinds to dry after

they are gathered ; and who does not know the loss

of time and vexation that attends the operation in a
had damp sunless autumn. We only need mention
Beans, especially Kidney Beans, as an example
familiar to all gardeners, who discover to their

cost how soon such ill-ripened, ill-dried seeds

become mouldy and spoiled during winter. Prepared
in such a drying chamber as is now under considera-

tion, their preservation would cease to be a matter

of difficulty. The same with Onions and other bulbs.

In another point of view the possession of a

drying room would be of inestimable benefit. We
allude to the curing of baik, which is very often the

gardener's business. How enormous are the diffi-

culties against which the forester has to contend in

preparing this valuable material ; what care to take

in the stacking and thatching ; what watching, and
sometimes what bad success after all in securing a

bright clean sample. To nothing would quick drying

at a low temperature be of more signal advantage

than to the preparation of bark. A great wooden
hut, run up in a wood, constructed of worthless slabs

and shaky planks, furnished with a temporary
chimney, fitted with a drying apparatus, and heated

by forest rubbish would secure our precarious

bark crop in as fine or even finer condition than

the best of the best climate in Europe. As to the

cost, we apprehend that the mere saving of labour

would soon defray whatever that might be, for the

bark, which must be so carefully and ingeniously

set up in the open forest, might be thrown pell

mell into the drying shed.

"We therefore would seriously direct attention

once more to Hazard's apparatus, as being the

best suited to gardening purposes of all that we are

acquainted with. No doubt similar effects may be
easily produced otherwise. But we know of no
means which, in connection with existing structures,

is capable of doing the work required of it so

economically or perfectly, or with so little trouble.

It is now more than fifteen years since the public

was made acquainted, through the columns of this

Journal, with Boucherie's mode of preserving
wood from decay (see Gard. Chron., 1841, pp. 71

and 147). In May 1842 a lecture was given on the

subject at the Royal Institution. At later periods

the matter was from time to time reverted to,

especially in 1851 (p. 580), when a figure was pub-
lished representing the process as conducted on a

large scale in the forest of Compiegne. From some
cause or other it has however made no progress in this

country, and until the appearance the other day of a

pamphlet on the subject by the Permanent Way
Company (26, Great George Street, Westminster), we
had supposed that unexpected practical difficulties

had presented themselves and stopped the process.

In this we were mistaken. It now appears that

wood is prepared by Boucherie's method on a very
large scale for French railways, and that English

engineers are adopting it.

Dr. Boucn erie's first idea was to compel trees

to fill themselves with preservative substances, by
their own natural imbibition ; and to a certain

extent this was effected. The mauner in which fluids

direct themselves when sucked in by a growing tree

was however apparently capricious, some trees,

the A>h for example, as ascertained by Mr. Hyett,
of Painswick, and Mr. Forsyth of Dunach, abso-

lutely refusing to take up the fluids presented to

them ; the process recommended was moreover
troublesome except in the case of very small trees,

and it was soon abandoned. The next plan was to

suspend logs of trees perpendicularly, and to secure
a reservoir to the upper end, so that the preserving
fluid might by its own weight sink down into the
tree, displacing and driving out the sap, whose
presence is one of the great causes of decay in
timber. This, too, seems to have been superseded

by the present method, which is thus described in

the pamphlet before us.
u Soon after the tree is felled a saw-cut is made in

the centre, through about 9-10ths of its section.

The tree is then slightly raised by a lever or wedge
at its centre, and the saw-cut is then partially

opened. A piece of string is then placed round the

saw-cut, close to the outer circumference of the

tree, the support is then withdrawn, and the saw-
cut closes on the string, thereby making a water-

tight joint. An auger hole is then bored obliquely

into the saw-cut ; a wooden tube is then driven into

the hole, the conical end of which is attached to a
flexible pipe, which is in connection with a cistern

or reservoir at an elevation of from 30 to 40 feet

above the tree intended to be preserved." In the

case of very longtrees the foregoing method is slightly

modified. " When the timber is under operation, the

sap runs out from the ends in a clear stream, showing
the amazing quantity of this fluid which it contains

;

in fact, the preserving fluid will traverse a tree

12 feet in length with less pressure than is required

to force it laterally through a plank three-quarters

of an inch in thickness. As the sap is forced out

the preservative fluid follows it, and its presence at

the ends of the wood is ascertained by a chemical

test. Thus the sap and fermenting juices are Cora-

ls ^gyxSyPW-vW-M^rSSS
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pletely expelled, and the timber impregnated
throughout its length with the preserving fluid." The
accompanying woodcuts further explain the process.

Such is the method of charging a tree. "We have
seen it in operation on the premises of the Perma-
nent Way Company, and nothing can be more
simple or effectual. As to cost we should not sup-

pose that the apparatus required on a moderate
estate need cost more than 10L The small expense
will thus enable the process to be applied in cases

where it has not hitherto been available. It will

be economy for all proprietors of land of any extent

thus to preserve the timber used on their estates for

fencing, farm buildings, gate posts, &c. ; an advan-
tage they could not enjoy so long as the impregna-
tion of the timber required expensive cylinders and
costly steam apparatus.

The possibility of introducing any foreign fluid

into trees, expeditiously and oeconomically, being

thus demonstrated, the next question is, how far

is the durability of timber secured by the operation ?

Upon this point the evidence appears to be conclu-
sive. There is a report of three French engineers,

Avril, Didion, and Mary, published in 1850, relat-

ing their observations at Compiegne upon blocks of

Beech and Hornbeam, from which it appeared that

Beech injected with sulphate of copper eight years
before was still perfectly sound, although the same
wood and Hornbeam unprepared or injected with
other fluids were for the most part entirely decayed.
They further report that they saw several logs of

Hornbeam in the bark, from 23 to 26 feet long, im-
pregnated with sulphate of copper ; and others of

the same dimensions which had been left in their

natural state. The first, on being tried with the
axe, proved to be in a state of perfect preservation,

even at the surface ; whilst the latter, being affected

with the dry-rot, allowed the tool to sink deeply
into their substance. They also caused two trees,

of about 12 inches diameter, to be sawn across ;

one had been impregnated with sulphate of copper,
the other was in its natural state. The first was per-

fectly preserved, except in the centre, where they
found a small circular spot of dry-rot, not pene-
trated by the liquid. The second, that is to say the

Hornbeam in its natural state, was decayed, except-

ing about a twentieth part of its section, in certain

portions radiating from the centre, in different direc-

tions. They also inspected a number of posts for
supporting the wires of the electric telegraph on
the Northern Railway, and found them in a state of
perfect preservation. The engineer in charge of
the line showed them one of these posts which was
sunk in the Oise in 1848 ; this post had a splinter
partially detached by a stroke of an axe at the
water's edge, The splinter, which had been re-

cently separated from the post, had its edges per-
fectly sharp, and offered as great resistance as it

would have done at the time when the tree was
felled. The superintendent of the telegraph as-

sured them that the Fir employed on the Northern
line had remained in perfect condition until the
present day ; whereas the Oak posts on the Rouen
line had undergone a very perceptible alteration.

Similar evidence is collected as to sleepers for

railways, and some of the specimens may be seen
in Great George Street. The practical result is that
all the telegraphic posts in the French empire are
now prepared by this process. The administration

had 200,000 on the 1st of January, 1855, and since

that time have caused 32,000 additional posts to be
provided. The preservation of the posts is ren-

dered complete, although the first were prepared

and laid down in the year 1846. French railways

are abo having their sleepers thus pickled. The
ChemindeFer
duNord alone,

in the year

1846, laid

down 80,000
Beech and
Birch sleepers;

and in 1853,

upon exami-

nation, these

were found in

so complete a

stat d of preser-

vation, that the

Company im-

mediately or-

dered a further

supply of

300,000. In

the South of

France large

quantities of

Vine-props aie

now prepared

by this pro-

cess ; and it is

obvious that it may be applied with equal advantage

to Hop-poles.

Experiments show that no fluid answers so well

as a very weak solution of sulphate of copper, or cor-

rosive sublimate ; but the latter is too expensive.

Sulphate of zinc, acetate of lead, sulphate of iron,

oil, tallow, rosin, pyrolignite of iron, all have been

tried without satisfactory result.

What is most important is that the worst kind of

timber lends itself most readily to the process, and

answers best. Beech, Hornbeam, Poplar, Birch,

Scotch and Pinaster, Spruce, Alder, Elm, have

been operated on with success. Heart of Oak proves

impenetrable. To use the words of Messrs. Avril,

&c. : " Those kinds of wood which possess most

moisture, and, of the same kind, those which have

grown in the dampest soils, are most easily pene-

trated. It follows that the least-esteemed kinds of

timber, and consequently the cheapest, are precisely

those which afford the best results when injected

with the sulphate of copper." The extent to which

this injection goes will be seen from the following

experiment. The increase in weight observed m
wood after impregnation varies according to jts

nature, depending on the quantity of air it contained,

which is replaced by the liquid. The French engi-

neers give the following examples :

—

Beech ... increased 209 lbs. per 35 ft. cube

Oak (sappy part only)

Hornbeam
Birch
Poplar

• ft

• - *

* •

99

9*

99

J*

99

99

55 lbs. *
4G lbs. »»

2 lbs. 10 oz.

70 lbs. r>

50 lbs. a
156 lbs. Tt

50 lbs. *
127 lbs. If

53 lbs. It

»

>»

»

it

tt

tt

tt

borne

for

Alder
Ash
Scotch Fir

White Fir

Only one other circumstance requires to be

in mind, which is that the operation depends

its success upon the permeability of the tinu

operated on, and that all timber is most Pf*
eA

?

while standing or just felled. It is therefore desiraDie

that if performed in the summer it should be imni

diatelv, before the tubes contract, and if in the *»
in the* course of a few weeks after felling.

We have entered thus at length into the suftjec

because it is second to none in importance;

relation to the interests of our country reaue _.

It is to our minds clear that the refuse trees of aa
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estate will thus acquire the value of first-class

timber for posts, rails, beams, fences, and all pur-
poses of permanent construction. There seems
indeed to be no reason why a mansion should not
be put together with Beech or Poplar, or Hornbeam,
with the exception of the floors and fittings. It is

also evident that the value of low-priced timber
nrust rise, since experience has shown its appli-
cability to all sorts of purposes in which durability

is concerned. A country gentleman has only to fit

up an apparatus, purchasing a license to work it

from the patentees, and he becomes almost wholly
independent of the dealers in foreign timber. We
shall hardly be over-sanguine when we predict the
speedy arrival of a time when Poplars, Willows,
and all sorts of fast growing but now perishable
trees, will be universally planted with a view to the
purposes for which slow-growing hard wood trees

are now alone thought suitable.

The sorts of fruit trees best suited for an Orchard
House cannot be said to have been yet ascertained.
They ought to be constitutionally good bearers ; and
therefore all large fruited varieties should in our
judgment be excluded ; for the possessor of an
Orchard House would we suppose, in most cases at
least, prefer a good many fruits large enough for
table, to a few very fine specimens. They ought to
be of excellent quality, or they will not deserve the
protection an Orchard House is able to give them :

for which reason we should exclude such a Peach
as the Chancellor and many sorts of Plums, although
bearing freely under glass. They ought to furnish
as long a succession for the dessert as is to be
secured, keeping in view the other indispensable
qualities of good bearing and good quality. Lastly,
the varieties ought to have naturallv a compact
manner of growth, and not to bear long, weak, and
wiry shoots.

In Mr. Rivers' new edition of * The Orchard
House" will be found a list of the varieties that he
Tecommends; and doubtless his opinion may be
safely followed. But there are many who prefer
being spared the trouble, if not difficulty, of select-
ing from the best selections ; while others may wish
to know what other men of experience may have
to say. We have, therefore, procured from one of
our most practised judges of orchard fruit the
following selection, which he recommends as fit for
an Orchard House with a view to abundant bearing,
good quality and successional ripening :

—

i2 sorts of Pears

:

—
Seckel

Comte de Lamy
Beurre de Capiaumont
Louise Bonne (of Jersey)
Marie Louise
Charlotte de Brouwer
Thompson's
Beurre d'Aremberg
Winter Nelis
Passe Colmar
Bezi de Caissoy or Nut-
meg

Josephine de Malines

12 sorts of Plums :—
Early Prolific (Rivers)
Royale Hative
Brap d'Or
Early Orleans
Benniston's Superb
Perdrigon Violet Hatif
Heine Claude de Bavay
Greengage
Jefferson's

Nectarine
tteine Claude Violette
^oe's Golden Drop

If any of our readers

4 sorts of Charm

;

—
May Duke
Royal Duke
Down ton

Late Duke

6 sorts of A pricoti :—
Red Masculine
Large Early
Musch Musch
Breda
Roman or Brussels
Kaisha (delicious but
ug'v)

6 sorts of Peaches

:

—
Early New York
Acton Scott

Grosse Mignonne
Royal George
Noblesse

Bellegarde

4 sorts of Nectarines

:

—
Fairchild's Early
Elruge

Downton
Violette Hative

who have personal ex-
Penence in Orchard Houses can improve upon this
ik»t we should be thankful for their suggestions.

the

^MTE DE FLANDRES PEAR (Coll. Van Mons).
Among the new varieties of Pears there is one which

?**t9 especially merits the attention of cultivators. It

l*°
ne °^ ^ an Mona' seedlings, and first bore fruit in

f°*3, the year after his decease. It must have belonged
to °ue of his last generations ; and the tree must have
?T0Wn at a period when Van Mons had ceased to super-
'ntend his cultures himself, for it exhibits such unpro-
ptiaiog characters as would otherwise have occasioned

condemnation. When its shoots begin to grow, this
v*riety has a whitish down on its foliage similar to that
°n the leaves of the Gansel's Bergamot, Poire de St.

j*J
the Poire Legipont, or Merveille de Charneaux,

^a Calebasse Tougard. From the observations of Van

p
on8

> tois character indicates a summer Pear, a kitchen

**f»
or one of indifferent quality.

*or 10 years the variety in question, to which M.
Tieodore Van Mons, son of the professor, had given

Some said that it succeeds upon the Quince stock, but
does not live long except against a wall, and in good
soil ; others who cultivated the variety on the Pear
stock, planted in a light and rather poor soil, had
gathered fruit which, on the average, ripened in October;
others, who cultivated it as a low pyramid, on the Pear
stock, did not obtain the desired result. On visiting

the extensive collection of an amateur, we remarked in

1854 and 1855 a tree which was growing on a rich
humus soil, and trained as a half standard, bearing fine

fruit in its upper part, or about 8 or 10 feet from the
ground. These fruits, which were perfectly formed and
as fine as that figured in the Annals of Pomology,
v. ii., p. 87, ripened in the months of December and
January, the period when the fruit from the seedling
tree ripened in 1843-44. We have had fruit from
grafts on the side branches of an old tree, planted on
clayey soil, and it has kept in the fruit room till May,
and was superior in quality to the Glou Morceau. This
year a tree grown as a half standard, after having set

more than a hundred fruits, of which we cut off about
two-thirds, produced 18 Pears similar to that figured.

This fruit was produced on a spur from the stem.

There are longer and narrower fruit produced by spurs

on twigs.

Eye large, open, level with the top, with the five

segments of the calyx projecting. The sides form three

ribs near the eye, skin yellowish green at the time of

gathering, freckled with brown, especially near the

stalk, which is woody and about an inch in length.

The tree is vigorous, hardy, and an abundant bearer

when it is worked on a good Pear stock, planted in a

rich soil, and trained, not as a dwarf pyramid, but as a

half standard. Trained in this way it makes branches

and thick shoots, which are slightly kneed in asceuoing,

and bears after eight or ten years handsome and excel*

lent fruit, ripening in December and January. As the

fruit is very heavy, and is apt to be blown down by the

equinoctial gales, it is prudent to gather it a day or two

before the full moon of September, These practical

notes will perhaps assist some one in completing the

account of this variety, which we consider to he one of

the best new Pears. J. de JongJie, Brussels, Nov. 2.

threads produce globose spores, winch sometimes pro-

duce others of a third order.

595. Though the germination of the spores is easily

followed out the mode of entrance of their mycelium
into the young Cereal has not yet been ascertained.

That it does enter is certain, because corn rubbed with

the spores of bunt will almost always ^ive rise to bunted

ears. The threads protruded immediately from the spores

are larger than the stomates and cannot enter them,
but the delicate threads which rise from them are quite

capable of entering and may thus affect the corn.

596. Bunt is not confined to the grain, though that is

its most usual situation. We have seen it in artificially

inoculated Wheat, running in straight lines down the

stem, like Uredo fonyissima. Wheat is oftener afiected

than any other plant, but bunt has been found on
Hordeum tnurinum, Agrostis Spica Vend, and other

Grasses. It is said also to be found on Soryhum,
but Tillctia Sorghi-vulgaris is a very doubtful species,

as the spores are quite different from those of T. Caries,

and the mode of development agrees with that < f those

forms of the common smut which bear a hard rigid

columella.*

597. No parasite is more injurious to Cereals than

bunt, but happily it is one of the few affections of

Plants which is readily controlled, insomuch that the

proportion of bunted ears in a crop is a tolerably sure

indication of the decree of skill or care which belongs to

the cultivator. Each farmer has his own remedy.
Simple immersion in water alone is of considerable

service from washing off the spores of the parasite, but

if the crop is to be completely free, some addition must
be made to destroy those which still adhere to the

grain. Corrosive sublimate, arsenic, and blue vitriol

are employed for this purpose, but besides the danger
attendant on the use of such poisonous substances, the

two former are apt to act upon the seed itself if from
any delay consequent on bad weather, it is not

sown at once. Blue vitriol, unless prepared of

great strength, has not this bad quality. A
very simple and effectual mode ol treatment

is to mix quicklime and boiling water together,

and apply it hot to the Wheat placed in small

convenient heaps, so that every seed may be

covered with the mixture while still at a high

temperature. This plan is called puddling. The
most efficacious plan, however, though one which
is little if at all practised in this country, is to

make a strong solution of Glauber's salt (sulphate

of soda). The Wheat is then steeped in the

solution, and dried off with powdered quicklime,

the effect of which is to decompose the sulphate

of soda, the sulphuric acid combining with the

lime to make sulphate of lime or gypsum, while

the caustic soda is left behind to destroy the spores

of the parasite.

598. It does not appear that Wheat much
mixed with bunt is unwholesome. The colour

of the bread made from it is injured, and the

nutritive qualities probably impaired, but though
extensively consumed at times by farmers and
labourers we have never heard that it is injurious

to health, nor is it as disagreeable to the taste as

might be conceived from the nauseous smell

j
of the raw fungus. Bunted Wheat is bought up
principally by the gingerbread makers,for which purpose

the dark colour is of no consequence. It might also

enter safely into the composition of Katsup, the dark

spores answering the same purpose as those of the Mush-
room. M.J.B.

coll

n
^
me °f Corate de Flandres, has existed in the

• !
ion8 of the m°st intelligent amateurs. During this

f nod there has been time to examine it attentively,
a we have heard different opinions upon its merits.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXLIV.

594. Parasite (Tilletia* Bunt).—The effect of bunt

on corn is like that of smut, to convert the tissues into,

or'rather to replace them by, a mass of dust-like spores.

In smut however these are soon dispersed ; in bunt from
the stronger texture of the walls they are in general

retained and are not broken up till the flail is put to the

harvest. In smut, though dirty and disagreeable, there

is no offensive smell ; in bunt the greasy spores have an
odour like that of stale fish. There are moreover
differences in point of structure. In emut the walls of

the spores are simple, that is, not composed of cells,

while in bunt they are reticulated with the dissepiments

of the component tissue. The result of germination

in the smut which affects Cereals is not ascertained so

completely as that of many other parasites. In Tillctia

they are very curious. Each spore protrudes a thread,

from the tip of which grow other curved fusiform

threads, which are ultimately connected by lateral pro-

cesses,f When the connection is completed the new
* Named by Tulasne alter Mathiea Tillet, author of three

treatises on Bunt and Smut, published in 1755 and 1756.

t This was pointed out some yeara since in the Journal of the

Horticultural Society of London.

Home Correspondence.
Bowood Muscat Grape.—A seedling raised at Bowood

between the Cannon Hall and Muscat of Alexandria.

It differs somewhat from both its parents ; although it

is a week or 10 days later in breaking in the spring the

fruit ripens rather earlier than the common Muscat.
The bunches are broader and shorter—every bloom
sets, even in a temperature comparatively low. This is

a marked feature, and the bunches are invariably com-
pact and regular in consequence, and must be well

thinned out to allow the berries to attain their full

size. The berries are oval ; when grown in a light

house we find them Pear-shaped, more than oval, large,

and of a bright amber colour when ripe. The habit is

scarcely so vigorous as that of the common Muscat.
It is very productive, there being frequently three and
four bunches on each shoot. The bunch sent has been

grown in an unfavourable situation—a low dark pit.

The original Vine in a light house produced berries

much finer, but being weakly it has been cut down to

make wood. J.Spencer. [This is a very fine thing, and
perfectly distinct. The bunch is very large and well

shouldered, with strong footstalks. Berries very large

oval, inclining to obovate, 1| inch in lmgth by ^ of

an inch across (the proportion between the two axes is

as 2.625 to 3 625). The skin was greenish yellow, or
of the same colour as that of the White Muscat of

Alexandria, but it was evident that the berries had not

acquired the colour of complete maturity. The flesh,

was firm, juicy, with a rich sugary Muscat flavour.

Seeds 2-4. This variety, from its being an abundant
bearer and a free setter, forming magnificent well

shou'dered bunches, appears to be highly deserving of

cultivation, B. Thompson. We have never seen a
variety of greater promise. The appearance of the
bunch and berries is most magnificent. The quality is

+ We have just received from India an excellent example of
thin condition in some culiivared Grass, the exact specific name
of which we are unable to ascertain from the specimen.
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much the same as that of the Cannon Hall Muscat

Grape. Editor.'] .

Lilium giganteum.—With us this receives the same

treatment as to temperature as that of ordinary green-

house plants. Like the Japan Lily tribe it is a deci-

duous herbaceous plant. Let us take, for example, a

young plant in a 6 or 7-inch pot, the leaves will now be

ripening ; keep it without water in any dry cool place

until February, then pot (shift) it into a 12-inch pot

well drained, using for soil turfy loam enriched with

leaf-mould or rotten dung, or what is better, water it

with liquid manure, weak and often, when growing.

Give little water until growth has commenced, then a

little two or three times a week, increasing this quantity

as the season advances and the leaves increase in size
;

give it all the natural heat and light at command

;

continue this treatment for one month after the leaves

have attained their full size, then gradually withhold

water, but if possible increase the heat and light. This

may be done by moving the plant from the house or

pit and placing it under a south wall until the leaves

begin to turn yellow, when it may be removed to its

winter quarters, which may be a cellar, shed, or under

the stage of a greenhouse ; any of these places will do

equally well. In February shift it into a 16-inch pot,

treating it as above, and your correspondent " H. H."

may justly expect in 1858 as fine a plant as any of ours

have been in 1855. Three here were more than 10 feet

high ; one had 12, one 13, and one 14 perfect floweis

on it. It will also bear a high temperature ; this I had

proof of with the first plant we had, which opened its

first flower in April, 1853. In short the treatment of

this Lily may be given in a few words -.—plenty of rich

soil well draiced, and abundance of water while grow-

ing (supplying none when quite at rest), a light warm
position in a greenhouae or cold pit near the glass while

growing, and any dry cool place when at rest. William

Breadley, Somerleyton Gardens.

Tacsonia mollissima, it is stated in Notices to Cor-

respondents, requires more heat than a conserva-

tory without a closed roof affords to grow and bloom it

in perfection. Exactly the contrary is my experience

in the matter. A plant here (than which nothing can

be more beautiful) has been in bloom during the last

six months, and the flowers produced in early summer
and late in autumn were in every respect very markedly

superior to those that bloomed during the extreme heat

of the season, when they were badly coloured and did

not expand freely. Being also a plant of most vigorous

growth, it has found its way through every possible

opening of the sashes or ventilators into the open air,

so that it covers the roof both outside and iu with foliage

and flowers ; and finding that it has withstood the cold

without injury to either, although they have had a

covering of snow, I am confirmed in the opinion that

much heat is not only unnecessary but injurious to it,

and that it will be found to thrive on a wall or even

(where tolerably sheltered) a verandah. As a hint to

those inclined to try this, I would advise them to grow

it in a pot with holes in the bottom, and to plunge it in

good soil at the proper season, precisely as Riyers

directs for orchard-house trees ; this would enable it to

be removed to some shelter during the severity of

winter, and render success certain. /. M., Folkestone.

[What was meant was that it required more bottom

heat than the ground of an ordinary corservatory can

supply.]

Timber Found in Peat.—Seeing allusion made (in

page 743) to Peat Moss and timber found in it,

* prostrated by storms or felled by the hand of man,"
I think it may be interesting; to state that I have
closely observed and find the fact to be, as stated to

me by a very intelligent resident engineer of an Irish

railway, that timber found in the bogs of Ireland has

never been prostrated by storms or felled by the hand
of man. The root is always found as it grew, and the

tree separated from it by having rotted off. And I

need not say that if blown down the tree would generally

be attached to its root, or if cut down it would

show some mark of the axe. The same gentleman

who stated the circumstance gave me the following

(to me) interesting statement of the way in which

he accounts for the above fact. "I never could account

for it," he said, "until one day, happening to travel

along the banks of Lough Neagh, I saw a plantation

through which was a watercourse, which, having been

choked by leaves, &c, had overflowed its banks and

formed a small lake under the trees, and as far as it

extended the trees were dead. It struck me that in the

same manner the forests of Ireland were first killed, and

afterwards the trees, like any other posts, rotted off

between wind and water, showing evident marks of

decay at the base, although sound in the general length

of the stems." My own observation entirely bears out

everything as stated above. /. T.

Cut Flowers.— I find many flowers cease to be orna-

mental when cut, owing to drooping immediately on being

pot into water. Can any correspondent suggest a

remedy ? I have a large plant of Luculia gratissima

coming into abundant bloom, specimens of which wii 1 be

desirable in the drawing-room. Their beauty was how
ever so short-lived last winter when gathered, since they

drooped and withered almost immediately, that I shall

hesitate to have them cut unless I can find the means of

preserving their freshness. The Mandevilla, Beau-
montia, and Brugmansia, with mauy others, fade in like I colourless, whilst in the old house where the Vines were

planted deep they are abundant in quantity and perfect in

colour. If you can explain these circumstances and

(Heracleum giganteum), which not very long ago I saw
growing (not far from the Northumbrian moors) in the

garden at Longwitton Hall, the residence of Mrs.

Spencer Trevelyan. The specimens in question were in

a situation sheltered from the cold north winds. On
measuring one of the plants the dimensions were as

follow :—height, 12 feet 6 inches ; circumference of the

stem at the base, 12£ inches; at 4 feet from the base,

10 inches. I do not know whether larger specimens

have been seen. I should be glad to be informed

whether the plant might not be fcund useful as food for

cattle. They appear to be exceedingly fond of the

leaves and stalks. Ortolano.

Swans. — In repiy to " Citizen's " further inquiry

respecting swans, permit me to say that they will swim
under a bridge 6 feet wide, 15 yards long, with only

18 inches headway ; I think that the culvert should not

be less than 2£ feet wide, with 2 feet headway. C. P.

Veronica Andersoni.—Last spring I obtained a plant

of this in a pot, and afterwards planted it out in the

open border. It was then not more than about 14 inches

in height, but it grew so rapidly and luxuriantly during

the summer that it is now upwards of 4 feet high, and

very bushy. All the time it blossomed most splendidly,

and is at this moment literally covered with flowers,

and the foliage as green and fresh looking as it was

during the warm weather, notwithstanding our having

had since the beginning of last month several nights of

sharp frost. Will you oblige me by mentioning whether

or not you think I might allow it to stand where it is

during the winter, surrounded with matting, as also a

V. A. variegata, which has, in like manner, grown very

vigorously but has not flowered ? If these can be thns

protected, they will, no doubt, attain an immense size in

the course of a few years, and become beautiful objects

planted on a lawn. A Subscriber, Whitland. [We
greatly doubt.]

Washing Machines.—I have just been to see Mr.

Moore's new washing machine, and as an old house-

keeper I venture for the benefit of some of your

country correspondents to state that in my opinion it is

a decided improvement on all previous inventions of the

kind. As far as the saving of time, trouble, and soap

goes, nothing can be more economical than its principles.

The dirty clothes are fixed into a wooden frame, which

works up and down by means of a lever or wheel (which

can be managed by any good-sized boy or girl), and

submerges the linen into a bath of hot suds, in which

are floating 200 wooden balls, which by their constant

gentle friction clean the linen in a few minutes, without

having a chance of doing it any injury. There are three

sizes of '61, 61., and \0L each (and if lined with zinc,

which renders them more durable, the expense is 8s.

extra). The smallest size is not suited for large bed

lined, but is serviceable for all ordinary washing in a

small family ; but the larger ones of course answer

every purpose, and would I am sure be duly appreciated

by all country housekeepers. An Old Lady.

Rogers' Conical Boilers, and fixing Iron Pipes by

means of Portland Cement.—I wish to heat an orchard

house and was much interested by " Sigma's " statement

relative to these matters. I shall be obliged if he will state

if fuel other than Welsh coal and cinders will answer

Lynch White's boiler ; would gas cinders do alone? or

Scotch coal alone ? " Sigma w mentions that Rogers'

large boiler may be left for 24 hours without any atten-

tion. But I would infer that Mr. White's could

only be left for 12 hours; is this owing to its con-

struction, or simply because the size is less ? N. B.-

Will "^Sigma" explain what he means when he says

he has a boiler "on a large scale" that only heats

150 feet of 4-inch pipe and yet is deserving of com-

mendation ? Surely this is going back instead of for-

ward ; I can bear testimony to the efficiency of cement
joints, having made them of Roman cement, which

stands as well and sets quicker than Portland. Mr.
Kay, of Finchley, had used Portland cement success-

fully three years ago. Will "Sigma" give the items

where he makes the heating of a large house only come
to 11?. 2«. ? I fear this may mislead those unacquainted

with such matters. A Vinery, say 30 feet long by
14 feet wide, cannot be heated so as to have Grapes
ripe on the 1st of June at less than 20?., and anything

short of this does not deserve the name of heating ; the

mere exclusion of frost is sometimes set down as heat-

ing. " Sigma " is on the right track, but I fear he is

not sufficiently acquainted with the matter to be a safe

guide, and may get honest enough men into difficulty

unless he explains more explicitly what he means by
heating a large house. A Constant Reader.

Colouring of Grapes.— \n the year 1847 I built three

Vineries, two for Black Hamburgh and one for Muscats;

the borders were made under the direction of a most
experienced gardener, and the Vines were planted 4 feet

deep with thorough drainage. When the Vines began to

bear fruit, the crop was abundant, but the Hamburghs
were badly coloured and frequently shanked ; the

Muscats also were affected in the same way. I was
recommended in the year 1854 to take up the Vines from
one of the Black Hamburgh houses and to replant them
only 3 feet deep. , The effect of this was successful in

producing a crop beautifully coloured, whilst the other

to the unusually low temperature of the soil at \\ foot

below the surface ?]

Catsup.—You say, " We do not find this word in the
edition of Johnson before us, nor is it in Richardson."
In my Johnson, folio (seventh edition, 1785,) I find it

thus :
—" Catsup, a kind of Indian pickle, imitated by

pickled Mushrooms." " And for our home-bred British

cheer, Botargo, Catsup, and cavier."— Swift. M. J. P.

Iris reticulata.—In the Journal of the Horticultural

Society for the year 1848, it is mentioned that the scent

of this is exactly that of Violets ; I have a particular

wish to grow some in my room for the spring, but cannot

find out where the bulbs are to be obtained, nor the pro-

bable price of them. Will you be kind enough to tell

me, and if it is too late to plant them, and when they

are likely to blossom 1 Some years ago I read in the

Gardeners' Chronicle of the Copper Filbert, and although

I have repeatedly tried to get news of it, all has been in

vain ; it would be a very nice thing to introduce into the

country, but I can get no tidings of it F. 2V., Shrews-

bury. [The Copper or Purple-leaved Filbert may be

had of any good nurseryman. As to I. reticulata we are

unable to say where it now is.]

How to Keep Peas from Birds and Mice.—A little

rosin powdered and dusted over Peas, &c, when sown,

effectually protects them from the depredations of birds,

mice, and other vermin. A.
Large Citrons. — Some time since Lord Emlyn

forwarded you the weight and dimensions of a Lemon
grown here, and in noticing it in your Paper you

observed that it resembled more the size of a Shaddock

than a Lemon ; and you then expressed a wish to h*ar

more respecting it. I now by desire of Lord Emlyn
forward you with this one of 12 Citrons gathered

yesterday from one tree, treated exactly as the Lemon
was treated, and the tree is of the same age. Sub-

joined is a statement of their respective weights when

gathered :

—

lbs. oz.

No. 1

2
3
4
5
6
7

• ••

• i *

4 • •

• ••

ft f

* I fl

• «

• • •

* • •

* • t

t * •

* ' *

• *

* * •

• •

• ••

2
2
1
1

2
2
2

9
2
10
13
7
3
6

lbs. oz.

3 » » ft • »• ... 2 5

9 • •• • « • ... 2 7

10 • ** • •• ... 2 4

11 ••• • •• ... 2 10

12 (the one seat) ... 3

27 12

John Hill, Golden Grove, Caermarthenshire. [It is a fine

specimen.]

Laburnum.—I have 'a tree at present full of flower

in my garden. This tree blossomed at the usual period

last spring, afterwards became totally blighted with the

dry weather we had, vegetated again when the rain

came on, and now it is a perfect mass of green and

yellow. Being sheltered by a thick hedge from the

piercing north and east winds, it has not yet suffered in

the least from the late cold, although last night the ther-

mometer was 6° below freezing point. A Subscriber^

Whitland.

Petunia imperialis.—I observed a few weeks ago an

article from a correspondent, stating that he could not

get this Petunia to flower in the open border. Precisely

the same thing occurred with me. Like him, I

purchased two plants which, although they displayed a

most luxuriant foliage, did not produce a siDgle

blossom upon being planted out. Finding such to be

» case, I removed every shoot from one of the plants,

well as some of the earth around its roots, which I

replaced with a mixture of bog mould and silver sand,

and placed a hand-glass over it, with a brick placed

underneath in order to admit air, watering it two or

three times a week with weak liquid manure, and not

allowing more than three or four stems to remain upon

the plant. These shoots soon became full of perfect

flower buds, but I pinched off the greater number of

them as they appeared, letting only a few of them come

to maturity. In this way the blossoms became

perfectly developed, but, I confess, I could not discover

in them the fragrance of the « Oleander," nor did I

think they were nearly so pretty as those of single

Petunias. A Subscriber, Whitland.

the
as

octettes.

Linnean : Nov. 4.—Professor Bell, President, in the

chair.—A. Beardsley, Esq., was elected a Fellow.

The following resolution of the Council was unani-

mously adopted by the meeting : « That on this, tne

first occasion of its meeting since the death of tne

late Treasurer, W. Yarrell, Esq., the Council is

desirous of entering on its minutes an expression oj

the high sense which it entertains of the Pers0
.^J

qualities of that gentleman, of his extensive zoologicai

attainments, and of the services rendered by him
i

to i

Society during a long period of Fellowship, ande*P
n .

cially during the eight years of his Treasurers^,

as also of its deep regret at the loss of a colleagu

e

amiable and estimable, and so warmly attached to

interests of the Society." Subsequently Dr. Book

elected Treasurer, and Dr. Baird a member of W***
and W. W. Saunders, Esq., was nominated

A .

one
v«rrell

Vice Presidents, in the room of the late Mr. *ar
^

Mr. Ward exhibited from his garden a brancn u

and apparent^
p*uuuciuS a, u^ ucauu.u.7 w>VuiCu, *»».»*.. „,.v ™^* . tree introduced by Mr. Fortune, ^^n
house remained as before, but the extraordinary part of species of Fraxinus, on which it is sta*ea

Ifc
bHd

the story is this—that in the present season the Grapes which produces the Chinese insect-wax ieeas.
.

been growing at Clapbam for the last 12 months w^story is tnis—tnat in tne prese;

the house which were transplanted are almost

manner. A Devonian.
Sibtrian Cow Parsnip.—It may perhaps be interesting

to some of your readers to see recorded the dimensions suggest a remedy you would much oblige one of your

oC^oneor two very large specimens of this Parsnip i earliest subscribers. F. H. S. [Hi. s it not been owing

out protection, and appeared perfectly hardy-

following papers were read :-l. " On Spb*»*£
Stellatus>by the Rev. H. Higgins. The paper ««

sisted of memoranda of a microscopical «am'^«
the sporangia of this fungus, taken from specie
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which were obtained iu September last from tiie stump
of a felled Poplar in the neighbourhood of Liverpool.
Some of the living fungi attached to a portion of the
wood were removed and placed under a glass shade
where it was found that the sporangia were discharged
with such force as to adhere to the sides of the shade,
flattening themselves against the glass. The pro-
pelling force which occasions the discharge arises
probably from the compression of the globular
sporangium by the very strong and elastic tissue
constituting the inner peridium, which is glossy and im-
bricated, and has a somewhat constricted mouth. The
discharge may be illustrated by the manner in which a
marble or a Bean may be propelled by being squeezed
between the finger and thumb. 2. * : Description of the
Kobo-tree, a new genus of Leguminosse, collected by Dr.
W. T. Daniell in Sierra Leone," by J. J. Bennett, Esq.,
secretary. This new genus, which Mr. Bennett names
Guibourtia, in honour of the learned pharmacologist
whose elaborate investigations have thrown so much
light on the origin and history of substances used in
medicine and the arts, belongs to the tribe Amherstiea?,

trated by a considerable number of maps and beautifully
executed steel engravings, we shall have described a
work the sterling value of which cannot be over-esti-
mated. The price (only 10s.) is another feature of no
small moment to purchasers.

Gunny's Garden Almanac for 1857 (Cox, King Street,
Covent Garden) contains a good Trade Directory, a
Calendar of Operations for every month in the year,
and some clever articles on other subjects. Among the
latter is a very sharp attack on the proceedings of
the National Floricultural Society. Several pages are
devoted to lists of select florists' flowers, fruits, and
vegetables, all of which, as far as they go, will doubt-
less be found useful.

Garden Memoranda*
Royal Botanic Garden, Kew.— Since we last visited

this establishment some important improvements have
been made in it. The old museum having become

having been repotted and otherwise put iu a condition

most favourable for growth. One great drawback to

the successful culture of plants of this kind here, as

indeed it must be in all gardens to whose houses the

public has access, is the continual opening of doors in

winter by which cold air is admitted, and for this there

is no remedy except shutting up the house during the

coldest months. Iu summer the evil is but little felt.

Pitcher plants are also in a better state than formerly,and
the extensive and valuable collections of Ferns which
this establiahmeut contains, and which Mr. Smith
himself takes especial care of, also appear healthier and
fresher than when we last inspected them. Some of the
hardier New Zealand, Madeira, and Mexican kinds
that were planted out on a bank in a house with a north
aspect have been lifted and potted and replaced in

the same house. This change in their condition
has set them off to much better advantage, and
their names are more conspicuous and accessible

than they were before. Two newly imported plants of
South African Alsophila capensis have lately been

in

The

species, which was named G copallifera, produces a gum
|

room has been provided in the shape of a new house, appendages are alrea.lv annarent

ITCrted froT tt^JSTTPSST** udS end !3T7?
d
SS*?"^CSS * 2S \

^ ViScS ££'f£ZT thriven well here,are exponea ironi Sierra Leone. 3. "On some upper end of the lake which lies in front of the ereat nro*^ u :„ *\ „ i* a mi
Entnmn<rpnnna Snhmrim » k„ !.« »~„ *<r * r> i i p im c »ntra mu- • , • , \ \ , , , v ../• water it is thouiht does not suit it. Other aquaticsLntomogenous bpnoense, by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley, Palm stove. Tins is a plain substantial brick building, however such as white blue and red NvmohfeasM.A. The entomogenous Sphaari® seem to predominate about 112 feet in length. 36 feet in width, and three k1?'» ;'

*
,, r'

blue and red ftjmpnteas,

in warm or equable climates', eight of the Jown species stories high. Each sLy has 1 1 wmdows'in the side! ^SX M^F^toriZZtM&2:^^:rur in temperate c
!r

tes
'

:

and
h

between each
«fta to

? p
,

iaced a^^r TwSS^ft^u^aescenamg occasionally to warmer regions, and seven mahogany case 8 feet high. 9 feet in length : n„A ««« i—.« i •
i / *\ • •

i «.
being peculiai- to tropiil or subtropical climates. The and "about 3 feet in wfdth. Ther- ...!!

ngin.' I

»d fine leaves, wh.cl. from the.r s.ngular appearance

author in tnis paper describes five hitherto unknown
species, from South Carolina, all of which appear to
grow on larvae. The species described were also

hese cases are
to be placed one between every two windows and at

a right angle to the wall. By means of this arrange-
ment a greatly increased amount of accommoda-

illustrated by figures. In the course of a discussion tion will be secured, and, as there will be a window
which followed the reading of the paper, Mr. Westwood between each pair of cases, the objects they contain will
pointed out from some recent observations the probability
that in these cases the larvae are attacked by the fungi
while they are in a living state, and suggested that
inquiries should be instituted in order to ascertain
whether or not this is really the case.

potters of JSoottf,

Dr. Asa Gray's Botany of the Northern United States,

(Putman & Co. New York ; Trubner, London),
confessedly the most able and important work that has
hitherto appeared on North American plants, has
swelled from a sturdy duodecimo of 710 pages to a
portly 8vo. of 740 pages with 14 plates, representing the
genera of Cryptogamic plants. It now describes for the
first time all the couutry as far south as what includes
Virginia and Kentucky, and westward to the Missisippi

river. ° This southern boundary " to use the words of
the author, "coincides better than any other geogra-
phical line with the natural division between the cooler-

temperate and the warm-temperate vegetation of the
United States ; very few characteristically Southern
plants occurring north of it, and those only on the low
coast of Virginia, in the Dismal Swamp, &c. Our
western limit, also, while it includes a considerable
prairie vegetation, excludes nearly all the plants peculiar
to the great Western woodless plains, which approach
our borders in Iowa and Missouri. Our northern
boundary, being that of the United States, varies
through about five degrees of latitude, and nearly
embraces Canada proper on the east and on the west,
so that nearly all the plants of Canada East on this side
of the St. Lawrence, as well as of the deep peninsula of

Canada West, will be found described in this volume."
Within this area occur 794 genera and 2351 species of
flowering plants alone, a number which we have no
doubt that some of our writers on differences without ~W perceiveu. aome 01 tne r ourcroyas Agaves

dutinrtt™* wn.,H »»».» *~hl. aod Opuntias are immensely large. A few of the Utter

were a little shaken in removal from their old house

be placed in a very favourable light for critical examina-
tion. The building is to be warmed by means of open
fire-places, of which there are in all thirteen. The
staircases and walls, wherever there is room, will be
ornamented with drawings and paintings something in

the manner in which the present museum is now deco-
rated. When this new building, therefore, shall have
been completed, which it very soon will be, and stored
with the many important materials with which the old

one is now overcrowded, it will form one of the most
interesting features of this noble national establishment.

Another object of much interest connected with this

great garden is its new succulent house. This is span-
roofed 200 feet in length, 26 feet in width, and 13 feet

in height ; the roof is tied together by means of circular

iron girders, and is otherwise without support, except
what it receives from the walls at the sides. It

has therefore a light and elegant appearance. It

is glazed with glass of a green tint, which is how-
ever, not very uniform, some of the panes being much
more faintly coloured than others. Along the sides are
beds in which creepers are planted to run up the roof,

and for forming shelves for the accommodation of the

smaller kinds of succulents in pots. These beds are
supported on brick arches above the hot-water pipes.

A red tile-paved pathway with stone kerb runs all

round the house, in the centre of which are arrauged
the taller plants, such as Euphorbias, Opuntias, Cereuses,

Aloes, American and others, Yuccas, Dracaenas, Ci i-

nums, Litteeas, one of which (striata) has lately flowered,

and has been figured in the Botanical Magazine ; Four-
croyas, different species of the handsome genus Dasy-
lirion, Dianellas, and other smaller growing Grass-like

plants. These genera and others which the house con-

tains are all as much as possible grouped together

by themselves, so that die differences they present, and
those of the species of which they are composed, may be I^£x̂ , whW~ it" produces' fliwers'Tvery yew

are great favourites with the public. This is grown in

a pan, and apparently deeper in the water than it is

generally found at other places which have been
fortunate enough to possess it. Two pans filled with
Sonerila margaritacea were in most brilliant condition.

The Palms in the large stove house have made much
progress in growth siuce we last saw them. The
different kinds of Cocos have already reached the top

of the house, and other sorts have proportionately

increased in size. In order to give more head room to

some of the tallest it has been found necessary to

sink the beds or boxes in which they grow as

much below the floor of the building as possible. We
may mention that the Banyan tree at the west
entrance has been moved. The place was found to

be too cold and dry for it, its underground roots

having nearly all rotted away. That being the case

the tree had to be taken up, the decayed portions

removed, and the top placed in a shallow box in a warm
house, where it has struck root freely and is now- begin-

ing to push fresh leaves. The whole of the specimens
in this vast hou>e are in progress of rearrangement,

so that it may become a collection of groups illustrating

genera or orders. In the case of Areca Palms and
Cycads this has been already accomplished, and nothing

can be more beautiful than the effect thus produced.

The magnificent specimens of tender Conifers in tubs

have been placed as usual for the winter in the Old
Orangery. The Norfolk Island Pines more especially

are now become truly noble trees, which in a year or
two it will be impossible to get into this house. Indeed,

now it is so over-crowded that more ample accommoda-
tion must eoou be found for its contents.

The houses generally, it may be meutioned, are in

excellent order. In one of the coolest of them the

handsome Lapageria rosea has been beautifully in

flower. It was growing in a wide shallow pan, in which
it is found to succeed perfectly. When the proper
cultivation of this pl.-tnt shall have become better known
it will rank among the finest of all greenhouse climbers.

A plant of this Lapageria has been blossoming

most beautifully in the nursery of Messrs. Veitch

distinctions, would easily treble.

The technical nature of the work precludes extracts
;

we shall therefore only add that not only does its

Publication afford satisfactory evidence of the healthy
8tate of North American science, but that it places
*ts learned author higher than ever in the estimation of
^en of science, while the paper, typography, drawings
^d engravings do credit to the New York publishers.

Tyler's Elements of Modern History (Black & Co.

;

12ooo, pp. 275) has been issued as a school book, the

to their present quarters, but have now nearly re-

covered their former health. The plants in this house

are in pots and tubs, some of which are set on brick

pedestals, in order to give the tops a somewhat uniform

and regular appearance. A specimen of the u Old Man
Cactus/ 9 Pilocereus senilis, measures quite 12 feet in

length. : It was received at Kew some 1 years ago, since

which time it has grown only about 18 inches. Another
specimen equally large got accidentally broken over

narrative' being ca^rieTup *to"the ~end "of ""the late 'wlr".
nearthe base, from which it kept rotting upwards This

It is needless to say that this is one of the best compen-
diums in any language, and therefore peculiarly well

adapted to teaching.

Of Bostock & Riley's Translation of Pliny's Natural
Sistory a fifth volume has appeared (Bohn). We
retain the favourable opinion we expressed of the previous
Volumes (see Qard. Chron. for the present year, p. 87),
80 far as the translation goes ; but we have nothing to

j^y in praise of the manner in which the press lias

been corrected. Such misprints as andrachle for
j

^drachne (over and over again), thryselinum for

toysselinum, &c, are discreditable.
_ —^—^-^_^_^^^^^^—

^founder's Treasury of Geography adds another to
those remarkable works for which the public has to
"lank the enterprise of Messrs. Longmans. In a 12mo
volume of 924 pages of the smallest print in double
columns Mr. Hughes, who is the editor and principal
author of the work, has compressed all that is most im-
portant in its relation to the Geography of the world.
Malte Brun's ten 8vo volumes scarcely contain more
tfuoraiation. When we add that the volume is] illus-

was however arrested by cutting the decayed part com-
pletely off; the plant was then laid on its side for a short

time to dry, when a portion of the cut part being in con-

tact with some leaf-mould soon struck root into it, and
now it is potted and doing well though of course shorter

by a foot or more than it would otherwise have been.

Among Sansevieras, somewhat recently introduced, was
that from which in Angola an excellent cordage is manu-
factured. It has upright terete leaves of consider-

able size. At one end of this house were arranged

the different varieties of Epiphyllum truncatum and

such other Cacti as grow on trees after the manner of

Orchids, and in auother place we noticed in a glass case

a plant of Opuntia coccinellifera covered with the

cochineal insect. This has been an inhabitant of these

gardens for these last 40 years and more ; it has, how-

ever, sometimes been nearly lost from those unac-

quainted with it clearing it off the plants, thinking it a

pest which had no business there.

As regards the general collection of plants under

glass it appears to be in a better state than ever we
remember to have seen it at this season of the year.

in the greatest profusion. In that establishment

we are informed it is planted out in the border of

a cool house ; a large hole was dug for it, and filled

with plenty of good turfy loam and peat, leaf mould
and sand, all well mixed together. A particular point

in its management is stated to be that it likes plenty

of water while in a growing state ; in order therefore

to permit of this being given, the soil in which it grows

must be thoroughlv drained. In short efficient drain-

age, plenty of water, a loose porous soil, and a cool

house are all that is necessary to ensure this fine plant

growing and flowering abundantly as it should do. It

may also be mentioned that the blooms will keep fresh

and beautiful for a long t ;me after being cut, even in a

warm sitting-room, and thus is added one of the most
beautiful of climbers to the list of plants adapted to

cutting for the bouquets now so generally employed in

internal decoration.

The continuation of Mr. Kemp's description of Bid-

dulph Grange is unavoidably deferred to next week.

Two more notices will complete it.

Miscellaneous.
The Yew.— Zuccarini constitutes a distinct Epecies

(Taxus WaXlichiana) for the Himalayan Yew ; but

though theMeaves are more curved, and the berries

smaller than in our European tree, the difference is so

trifling, that, with our knowledge of such a marked
variety as the Irish Yew generally reproducing the com-
mon form, a new species seems uncalled for. Dr.

Hooker (Journals, ii. 25) holds that the Himalayan, the

North American, and several connecting links, all

belong to Taxus baccaia ; he tells us (i. 1 86) that the

The Orchids have improved considerably, nearly all red bark is used as a dye, and for staining the foreheads
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of the Uialimaiis in Nepal. The timber found by forcing should be pruned by this time and placed where
Layard in the palaces of Nineveh, and pronounced by
him to be Cedar, is in reality Yew. The preparation

of a kind of tea from the Yew tree is, I think, peculiar

to the H niiilaya, and it is remarkable that so dangerous
a plant should have been selected. Col. Markham
(Shooting in the Himalaya, p. 115) thus describes its

use in Kashmir :
u There is a capital substitute for tea,

in the inner bark of the Yew tree, dried and prepared
like tea. The colour is perfect ; but I never could find
much taste in the infusion, although one of my friends
once said that he liked it better than tea." It is for
this reason that, in KuHawar, Taxus baccata is called
Stngebi = Sang tea, perhaps connected with the name
of the mountain Sun<;-lo in Kiangnan, " famous in China
as bring the place where the green tea shrub was first

discovered, and where green tea was first manufac-
tured.* Of the popular idea of the great age attained
by this tree,! met with a curious illustration in 1815,
when an Irish gardener repeated the following as being
an ancient composition taught him by old people* Three
years being the age assigned to the unit, the total comes
to 2187:— fl

Trl Kaonrjiaii niuic,
Tri saoghail con,
Tri saoghail feieli,

Tri saoghail aut'hir,

Tri §BOffb*il neade*
Tri Moghail tolair.

Threfl lives of a pig
Three lives of a dog
Three live* of a horse
Three lives of a man
Three lives of a path
Three lives of an ea^le

saoghal con;
baoglial eich;
saoghal aufhir;
saoghal sea.de

;

saoghal iolnir;

saoghal au iur.

In English.
= life of a do
= life of a horse;
= life of a man ;

= life of a path (or furrow);
= lite of au eagle;
= life of a yew.

Abridged from a paper by CoL Madden in the Annals oj

Natural History.

The Gunyang ; a new Australian fruit.—The Guu-
yang bush is a kind of Solatium or Nightshade, and lias

much the appearance of S. aviculare (S. laciniatum
Ait.), to which species it is indeed in habit so closely

allied that superficial observers, seeing these plants

growing promiscuously, will hardly become aware of
their distinction. It differs from S. aviculare in its

* green but not dark purplish twigs, its sessile, decurrent,
somewhat scabrous, and less shining leaves, whilst
those of 5. aviculare are distinctly petiolate, and con-
sequently not decurrent along the twigs ; in its more
tender corollas, which are very slightly, but not to the
middle, five-cleft, and hardly ever outside whitish, its

thinner styles and filaments, the latter not shorter than
Mie anthers, its more acute teeth of the calyx, its almost
spherical, transparently green berries with large seeds :

the berries of S. aviculare are, on the contrary, at all

times exactly egg-shaped, of an orange colour, and with
seeds but half as large as in S. vescum. The natives of
Gipps* Laud, moreover, reject the berries of the former
•on account of their disagreeable taste. The Gunyang
has been found, as far as I know, only yet in Gipps'
Land, where it occurs on sand-ridges around Lake
Wellington ; on the coast towards the mouth of the
Snowy river ; on grassy hills at the Tambo, the
Nicholson's River, and Clifton's Morass ; on the rich
shady banks of the Latrobe River, and near the Buchan
River. The occurrence of the plant in such varied
localities proves how easily it may be cultivated in any
soil. It flowers during the spring, and ripens its fruits

towards the end of the summer. The berries only lose

their unpleasant acridity after they have dropped in full

maturity from the branches, and then their taste
resembles in some degree the so-called Cape Gooseberry
(Physalis Peruviana), to which they are also similar in
size. Abridged from a paper by Dr. F. Mueller in
Hooker's Journal cf Botany.

they will at least be safe from heavy rains. Where
American and other shrubs are used for forcing these
should be taken up and potted without delay, placing
them in a cold pit until they are wanted for forcing or
in a turf pit where they can be protected from severe
weather by straw mats, shutters, or other covering.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—The plants expected to show fruit early

next year will be greatly benefited by being kept in a
comparatively dry state for a few weeks previous to

subjecting them to a warm moist temperature. The
atmosphere should be kept dry, also allowing the soil

about the roots to become as dry as can be done with
safety ; do not, however, subject the plants to a very low
temperature, but keep this at from 60° to 65° by means
of fire heat, for although the plants will bear a con-

siderably lower temperature without any apparent
injury, those not subjected to any unnecessary extremes
will produce the finest fruit ; and a short, period of com-
paratively dry treatment will ripen the growth, and
just as effectually induce a tendency to show fruit as

checking the energies of the plant by an unnaturally
low temperature, and without any of the ill effects of the

latter method. No dependence can be placed on the
weather at this season, therefore see to plants in pits

with insufficient means of heating being well protected
by means of covering at night, and maintain the com-
mand of a rather high temperature by frequently

renewing the linings, &c, so as to be prepared for

any sudden decrease of the external temperature
;

avoid anything approaching excess of atmospheric
moisture among young stock, whether in pits heated by
linings, or in better arranged structures, which only

tends to promote a too free rate of growth for the amount
of light, and weakly blanched foliage is the result.

Vineries.—Where forcing is commenced, attend to

previous directions as to keeping the atmosphere moist,

as there will be some difficulty in getting Vines to break
freely at this season except this is attended to. If

circumstances allow of having a bed of fermenting
manure inside the house, this will be found the best

means of keeping the atmosphere regularly moist, but if

this cannot be used the house must be sprinkled with

the syringe frequently, and the evaporating troughs kept

full. Also see that the roots are afforded a steady gentle

warmth until the buds are fairly swelled ; keep the

temperature about 50° by fire heat at night, and 60° by
day, letting it rise to 70° on the forenoons of sunny
days. Get succession houses cleaned, the Vines pruned,
painted and put into order for work, and see that the

heating apparatus is in perfect order, for if this or

anything else about the house requires any repairs this

should be done while the house is not in use.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week,)—*

—

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Chrysanthemums in most in-

s ances will be the chief feature of attraction here at

present, and where these are largely grown, which they

should be wherever there is a demand for flowers at

this season, they make a fine display, and are worth
every necessary attention to preserve them in beauty

as long as possible. They are very impatient of a close

rather warm atmosphere, and if the house contains

plants requiring th s treatment the Chrysanthemums
should, as far as is practicable, be placed in the coolest

part where air can be given freely on every favourable

opportunity ; for except they can be rather freely ex-

posed to uir their foliage soon gets attacked and dis-

figured by mildew, especially if the plants are bushy
and well grown. See also that they are kept well

watered at the root. Use fire only when absolutely

necessary either to prevent the temperature from
falling too low or to dry the atmsphere. Endeavour to

have everything neat and clean, and set off the plants

in bloom to as much advantage as possible. If such
things as Geraniums, Cinerarias, and Calceolarias must
be wintered iu the same house with Heaths and other
hard-wooded plants, they should be kept as much as

possible by themselves as they will require a somewhat
closer temperature than hard-wooded plants ; but
where circumstances admit of it these should occupy a

house or pit by themselves. Cinerarias and Geraniums
intended for late flowering will do very well in a
cold pit until severe weather sets in : but those
m -ended ior flowering ear'y should be placed at once
where fire heat can be used at will so as to be able
to preserve the foliage from damp. Roses for early

If the beds are not yet filled with their occupants for

the winter lose no time in getting them furnished with

them, as frost may now soon be expected. Where the

land is not too wet alterations of grounds and planting

should be carried on with dispatch ; but on no account
attempt planting when the soil is in a state of puddle

;

the drier soil is when placed round the roots of newly
planted trees (provided they are judiciously watered in)

the sooner they will emit fresh roots. Mulching is,

however, requisite to keep out frost, and earlier in the

season to prevent evaporation. As tree leaves are
always in request either as a fermenting material or for

leal soil, they should at this season be carefully collected
;

if they are required only as a manure they may bestowed
away in any bye place, and left to rot ; but if, as is

generally the case, they are in demand as a cheap mode
of furnishing bottom-heat to Pines as well as for forcing

different kinds of vegetables, some pains should betaken
to keep them dry ; for this purpose they should be
stacked up in some back place, or behind the garden
walls where access can be had to them at all times; and
after allowing time for them to settle put on a coat of

thatch to effectually secure them from rains. By these

means they will be found in a state fit for use for a

twelvemonth to come.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Any planting of young trees, or removing of others

which may yet remain to be done, should be proceeded
with as expeditiously as possible, for the sooner this

kind of work is finished for the season the less trouble

will be required in watering next spring and summer.
Pruning and nailing should now be proceeded with

every fine day, even although it should delay some of

the other work, which can be done with more comfort
in bad weather than nailing ; it is most important to

get the latter done while the weather is mild. Nailing
is a cold enough job for even a warm winter day ; but
to turn men out to it in very cold or wet weather, and
expect them to do a fair day's work indicates bad
management. Look over fruit stores frequently to

see that all is keeping well, and remove any fruit

that may show symptoms of decay, so as to pre-

vent the mischief from spreading. A good stock of

Lettuces fit for use should be put into cold frames or

turf pits where they can be protected from frost by
means of straw mats or some other efficient covering;
also take care to secure a good supply of Endive for

winter use. Cauliflowers coming in must be frequently

examined ; those not wanted for use should be taken up
and stored till wanted ; for these cannot be safely

trusted to the weather after this season. Take advan-

tage of frosty mornings to get manure wheeled on

quarters where it will be wanted, and get all spare

grouad trenched and ridged as soon as possible.

aTATE OP THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK. NEAR LONDO.1.
For the week en 3ins Not. 13. ISoG, as obsenrefl at the Horticultural G»rdent
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.Nov. 7— Cloudy; overcast; barometer uiiusualijr bixh ; cloudy,
8—Overcast ; dense y clouded ; fine; rain at night.
9—Clear; el'udy and fine; slight showers.
1'— Slight rain ; white and dusky clouds, with clear intervals;

frosty.

11—Fine bu» cold; cloudy; rain.
12—Cloudy and cold throughout.
13— Fine; cloudy; fine; showery at nisht.
Mean temperature 01 the week 5 deg below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK..
During toe last 30 years, for the ensuing week, ending Not. 22,1*56.
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The hitfnest temperature during the above period occurred on the 16tlu

1340- therm. 62 de*. ; and the lowest on the 16th, 1341—therm. 15 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Bees: Apiarian. There is no periodical on this subject. " My
Bee~book," by Cotton, is a good one ; but the best book of all is

observation, assisted by the advice of some cottager, who is

successful with his hives, from long experience.

Cucumbers: Mary. CuthiiL's Black aud White Spines are ex-

cellent varieties, either for "early work" or for ordinary

purposes.
Edgings: WHD. The best plant for making an edging under

the drip of trees where Thorns and Beech have failed would ba

the larger Periwinkle, or you might use Ivy kept nicely clipped.

Fkrns: A Dublin Subscriber. They cannot be copied on steel; but

they may on copper. The process is termed Nature-printing,

of which Mr. Moore's folio volume of "British Ferns" is a

beautiful example. The history of the art is not suited to our

columns, You will find it fully explained in Mr. Henry
Bradbury's "Nature-printing, its Origin and Objects," &

pamphlet published by Bradbury and Evans.
Fiit Cones: J G. Nothing is more easy or more universally

understood by those who really are gardeners. We fear you

have had very unskilful advisers. Flace the cones in a warm
dry place till they fall to pieces—or if they will not do this

split them by driving an iron apike through the woody centre.

Then separate the seeds and sow them next March in pans of

loam placed in a garden frame on a thick bed of leaves, so as

to give them a very little artificial heat. When the seedlings

have formed their second leaves, or in the autumn, pot them

separately in small pots of loam thoroughly drained.

Greenhouses: Header. It is undoubtedly useful to cover a

greenhouse^at night in frosty weather. Frigi Domo and straw

mats are good materials for the purpose.

Guiselinia: Ferrarius. It is a native of New Zealand, but per-

fectly hardy. It is quite a new introduction and has no other

name.
Horticultural Society : J H. Apply to the Secretary, 21,

Regent Street.

Ivy : D R. It is a striking silver variegation—but will it remain

true? V V I

Manure : A Constant Reader cannot do better than save the burnt

ashes of Laurels and other evergreens; mixed with rotten

leaves they form a very useful dressing for all roots and

vegetables which do not require very strong manure.
Names of Fruits: W Walmsley. 1, Easter Beurr6; 2, Chaa-

montel; 3, 7, 11, Beurre Diel; 4, 8, 9, Glou Morceau; 5,

Urbaniste; 6, Aston Town ; 10, Bishop's Thumb; 12, Brown

Beurrl; 13, Beurr6 Ranee; 15, St. Germain; 16, Black

Worcester (stewing); 17, Beurr£ de Capiaumont; 18, Louisa

Bonne of Jersey; 19, Marie Louise; 20, Passe Colmar; 21,

Swan's Egg. Apples : 1, Uollandbury ; 2, Lamb Abbey Pear-

main; 3, Beauty of Kent.jj

Names of Plants.— We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especial ly apply*

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining intbraiaaon.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thint
J

l°|
for themselves; nor would it be desirable it we could. Ail we

can do is to help them—and that most willingly, it is

now requested that in future, not more than tour pianw

may be sent us at one time,—Ebcr. Apparently Ipomoea sinuata

and the white variety of Clitoria Ternatea. We prelaw

Siebold's Chamomeles japonica umbilicata is merely a pyrua

japonica" with a more open eye than usual. No, thanK you,

as to that plant ; should be much obliged for any of theothwj.

— Cassia. The species of this genus cannot be posUiyeiy aeter

mined without their pods. Yours seems to be near C. ™inea.

The species are very often beautiful things In the wnas u

those who know how to grow plants.-ef Fordham. \se w«

nothing about Cupressus elegans except that it lfiJ

j
als<l

c*

C. Kuightiana, and is said to have been »ntrodu«d iron

Mexico in 1840. Doubtless it is some garden name ot no *>

ofauthority. v T.vnch
Rogers1 Conical Boiler: J HM J and others. Mr. *j-

White's address will be found at p. 766 of to day s advert^

Roses: An Old Sub. Repot them now. We imagine that
3

J

Paul's directions respectinS Rose growing in P°" wl,1
n£ had

every purpose. The book costs only a trifle, and can

upon application to him at Cheshunt.

Seedling Camellias: W R G. It is true that _

seedlings raised from the tinest Italian varieties nare

received by the Horticultural Society. Eut tbey can™

a number of

given to any persons who are not Fellows. water
Skeleton Leaves: T H. Steep them for weeks in ram ^
in a warm place freely exposed to air ;

when nearly re*
.

.

a small quantity of muriatic acid to it. A great deal <w
rf

is however required in picking out with needles the pw

the leaves that are not rotted away.
fc a&n.

Tobacco: I.ohi Wyrgh. We have not yet *pfGained wnan
Jt

tity of Tobacco is consumed iu the Queen's Tobacco pipe^
for

is much less than formerly because all seizures are onereu

sale, and they only burn what cannot nnd a Purcnaf,er-

M&rch
f.w Hkdoe: Essex. Prune hard in any time .^^.^^etting
yourfiue old Yew hedge, about 14 tee

Vfr T
gh^h • df being

so very thin that one can see through it. The soutjw
green enough while the north side die s seem;"£££e.

action ofsome external cause which you must abo r Jio
v

Mrsc: Tvs. One netting is about as good as;wot:her jr

are the seeds of Cryptogam* plants; "permaUJ are ^
different. Mycelium is the spawn of anv/^."^^truin.
have mycelium. The St. Bruno's Lily is Czackia Liuw

Yew
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1856.

ESTABLISHED THIRTY-TWO YEARS.

THE SCOTTISH UNION INSURANCE COM-
PANY (Fiee & Life) invite attention to the liberal terms

and conditions, and large resources of this old-established Office.

The Fire Insurance duty exceeds 26.000Z. per annum.
The additions to Life Policies average 1$ per cent, per annum.
Prospectuses in detail may be had at the Offices.

87, Cornhill, London. F. G. Smith, Secretary.

THT~Cb RONATION OF THE CZAR.
This day published, fcap. 8vo, price. Is. 6d^

USSIA AT THE TIME OF THE CORONA-
TION OF ALEXANDER II. Being a Series of Letters

addressed from Moscow and St. Petersburg to the Daily News.

By Johs Murphy. Special Correspondent ot that Journal.
London : Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

On Thursday, the 20th of November, will be published,

THE HOUSEHOLD WORDS ALMANAC FOR
THE YEAR 1S57. Containing Twenty-eight closely

printed pages, stitched. Price 4.d.

Household Words Office, No. 16, Wellington Street North,

Strand. Sold by all Booksellers, and at all Railway Stations.

R

R

TWENTIETH YEAR OF PUBLICATION.
Now ready, price la.\ post free, 13 stamps,

LENNY'S GARDEN ALMANAC AND
FLORISTS' DIRECTORY for 1S57.

London: George Cox, King Street, Covent Garden.
G

FIFTH YEAR.
THE NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL DIREC-

TORY, FLORIST'S DIARY, and GARDEN ALMANAC
for 1857, will be ready with the Magazines, &c, on the 1st of

January.
Mr. John Edwards respectfully requests that Advertisements,

Trade corrections, &c, be forwarded not later than the 15th of

November to 20, Sharp's Alley, London.
Subscribers taking Packets of Copies will have their names so

notified in the body of the work by early intimation.

Office, 20, Sharp's Alley, London, and of all Booksellers and
Nurserymen.—Pri>e One Shilling.

HE GARDENERS*" ALMANAC
-
FOR" THE

YEAR 1857. Price Is. By George W. Johnson, Esq.
Editor of the " Cottage Gardener," &c.
This Almanac will be published on the 20th of November. It

will contain, besides the usual information, monthly Gardening
directions for the Greenhouse and the Kitchen, Fruit, and
Flower Gardens, a List of British Plants found in each
month, &c.
London: Published by the Stationers' Company, and sold by

J. Gbeenhill, at their Hall, Ludgate Street.

Now ready, price One Shilling,

MORTON'S NEW FARMERS'
FOR 1857.

Blackie & Son, Warwick Square, Newgate Street, London;
and all Booksellers.

ALMANAC

Now ready, price Is. sewed, or 25. bound in cloth and interleaved,

1 OHNSON and SHAW'S FARMERS' ALMANAC
** for 1857.—N.B. The back Numbers from the commencement
in 1841 may still be had, the series forming a complete Annual
Register of Agricultural Progress.

James Ridgway, Piccadilly, and to be had at all Railway
Stations, and every Country Bookseller.

Price 2s. 6d.
f
or by post 3s.,

DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS. By
J. Bailey Denton, Engineer tq the General Laud Drain-

age and Improvement Company.
M The best practical treatise we have yet seen."—Agricultural

Gazette.
Metchtm, 20, Parliament Street, London.

In Two Volumes large Octavo, with upwards of 600 Engravings'
price 31., half-bound,

THE BOOK OF THE FARM.
By HENRY STEPHENS, F.R.S.E.

" The best practical book I have ever met with,"—Professor
Johnston.
" One of the complefest works on agriculture of which our

literature can boast.."

—

Agricultural Gazette.

By the same Author,

A CATECHISM OF PRACTICAL AGRICUL-
TURE with numerous Engravings on Wood, price ls.Gd.

THE YESTER DEEP LAND-CULTURE, with

Engravings, price As. 6d.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

FARM ACCOUNTS.
This day is published, in royal 8vo, bound in cloth, price 25. 6<i..

A PRACTICAL SYSTEM OF FARM B00K-
KEEPiNG; being that recommended , in " The Book of

the Farm," by Henry Stephens, F.R.S.E.

Also, FOLIO ACCOUNT BOOKS, constructed in accordance

with the system, Printed and Ruled throughout, the whole being

specially adapted for keeping, by an easy and accurate method
an account of all the Transactions of the Farm.
"The great characteristic of this system is its simplicity.

When once the details are mastered, which it will take very

little trouble to accomplish, it witl be prized as the clearest

method to show the profit and loss of business, and to prove how
the soundest and surest calculations can be arrived at. We
earnestly recommend a trial of the entire series of books. —
BtlVa Messenger. , , ,.....„

William BLACKW^or>^SoN^Edi"bnrgh and London .

Complete in Two Volumes,

PROFESSOR JOHNSTON'S
CHEMISTRY OF COMMON LIFE.

With numerous Engravings on Wood, price 11*. 6d.

"Mr. Johnston's book is a book for the people; there is hardly

a fact or a principle that it would not be for the benefit ot the

richest as well as the poorest to know."—Athenceum.
William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

This day is published, price 5*., pp. 320,

ADVANCED TEXT-BOOK OF GEOLOGY,
DESCRIPTIVE AND INDUSTRIAL.

By David Page, F.G.S.

With Engravings^nd^Glossary of Terms.

Lately published, by the same Author,

INTRODUCTORY TEXT-BOOK OF GEOLOGY.
-* Second Edition, with Engravings, price Is. 6d.

"Of late it has not been our good fortune to examine a text-

book on science of which we could express an opinion so entirely

favourable."—Athenmnm. ,

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

Second Edition, revised and enlarged, price bs. 6d. cloth

;

free by post, Us. lOrf.,

ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY;
Their History and Masaokment.

By the Kev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON. MA.
James Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5s. 6d.,

free bv post, 5*. 10d.,URAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.

Honorary Member ofthe Royal Agricultural Society of England,

Professor of Chemistrv to the Horticultural Society of London,
Lecturer on Chemistryiu the Hon. E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscombe.&c, &c.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price 3d. each, or 5s. foi 25 copies tor distribution among Cottnge

Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post office order

being sent to the Publisher, James Mai-thews, at the office ot

the Gardener's Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the

country who desire it can have two copies 6ent by post for

one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition

to the cost of the numbers.

I^HE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
OPERATIONS. By Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Curoniolk. Upwards of

112,000 have already been sold.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price 1*. Hdn free by post Is. Id.

LABELS FOR THE HERBARIUM,
consisting of the names of the

CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERS,
OF

PROFESSOR LINDLEYS "VEGETABLE KINGDOM."
So printed in large type, that they can be cut out and pasted

into The Herbarium.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

ROFESSOR LINDLEY'S INTRODUCTION TO
BOTANY, 4th Edition, with Corrections and Additions,

now ready, in 2 vols. 8vo, with Six Copper Plates and numerous

Wood Engravings. Price 24s. cloth.

London: Longman , Brown. Green, Longmans, & Roberts.

MAUNDER'S GEOGRAPHICAL TREASURY.
In fcp. 8vo, with 7 Maps and 16 Steel Plates, price 10*. cloth;

12s. embossed roan, eilt edges; or 12s. 6ci. calf lettered,

THE TREASURY OF GEOGRAPHY, Physical,

Historical, Descriptive, and Political; containing a succinct

Account of Every Country in the World: Preceded by an

Introductory Outline of the History of Geography; a Familiar

Inquiry into the Varieties of Race and Language exhibited by

different nations ; and a view of the relations of Geography to

Astronomy and the Physical Sciences. Commenced by the late

Samuel Maunder: completed by William Hughes, F.K.G.S.,

late Professor of Geography in the College tor Civil Engineers.

Uniform with the above in size, New Editions, price 10s. each.

MAUNDER'S HISTORICAL TREASURY;
MAUNDERS TREASURY OF KNOWLEDGE;
MAUNDER'S BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY:
MAUNDER'S TREASURY OF NATURAL IlISTORY;*and
MAUNDER'S SCIENTIFIC and LITERARY TREASURY.
London : Longman, Brown, Gbken, Longmans, & Roberts.^

NEW EDITION OF PROFESSOR POWtLL'S ESSAYS ON
THE PLURALITY OF WORLDS, ETC.

In crown 8vo, with Woodcuts and Diagrams, price 12s. Gd.

THE UNITY of WORLDS and of NATURE:
THREE ESSAYS on the SPIRIT of the INDUCTIVE

PHILOSOPHY; the PLURALITY of WORLDS; and the

PHILOSOPHY of CREATION. By the Rev. Baden Powell,

M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., F.G.S., Savilian Professor of Geo-

metry in the University of Oxford. Second Edition, revised and

enlarged.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts.

tins

and

week

the

sent iheir {.assorts to Prince Oaiuwi

Marquis Astoxini, the Neapolitan

Ambassadors in London and Paris, with an inti-

mation that their presence at the allied Courts is no

longer advisable.

By the overland mail from India we learn that

the expedition for the Persian Gulf was to leave

Bombay about the end of Ociober. Herat Ins fallen

from famine, but an Afghan force is sad to have

recaptured it. Dost Maho.mmf.d is without supplies,

and his troops at KanJahtr are in a state of.

mutiny.

AUTHOR'S EDITION OF
QIR WALTER SCOTT'S POETICAL WORKS,
O including "THE LORD OF THE ISLES," and a variety

of other Copyright Poetrv contained in no other Pocket Edition.

With a LIFE of the AUTHOR; and Illustrations on Steel after

Turner, Wilkie, Stanfield, &c. Fcp. 8vo, cloth gilt, 5s., or crown

Svo, with Additional Illustrations, 6s.

Edinburgh: A. & C. Black. London: Houlston & Stone-

man; and al l Booksellers.

OOSEY and SON'S MUSICAL LIBRARY.—
100,000 works are in circulation, including above 2000

Operas, in everv shape. Subscription, Two Guineas per annum.

Full particulars gratis from Boosey & Sons, 24 and 28, Holies

Street.
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Kfbw of tfie KRcck.

An extraordinary meeting of the French Cabinet

was held on Monday at St. Cloud under the presi-

dency of the Emperor, and three Cabinet Councils

have been held this week in London by Her Majesty's

Ministers. The first result of this renewed activity

on the part of the two Governments is said to have

been the re-establishment of an entire accord

on the Russian question, and on the other topics

of foreign interest which have latterly occupied

their attention. It is said that the Emperor

Napoleon is convinced that the due execution of

the Treaty of Paris is as necessary for the honour

of France as it is for the future tranquillity of

Europe, and that he has expressed his concurrence in

the determination of the British Government to insist

on the literal fulfilment of the Treaty, and to reject

the pretexts for delay and evasion by which Russia

is endeavouring to divert attention from the real

questions at issue. It is understood that there will

be no new meeting of the Congress of Paris, but

that the British fleet will remain in the Black

and the Austrian troops will occupy

Principalities until the affairs of Bolgrad

the Isle of Serpents are satisfactorily

settled. With regard to Naples, it appears that

King Ferdinand is still indisposed to make con-

cessions, and that the allied Governments have

Sea,

the

and

i&omc iiclus*

Tiik Court.—The Queen, Prince Albert, and the

Royal family continue at Windsor Castle. On Thursday

week after inspecting ihe troops at Aldershott, the Queen
had a dinner party in the Pavilion, which included in

addition to the hoy a I visitors Lieut.-General Knollys,

Major-General Sir J. Se.-.rlett, Major-General Lord

W. Pauler, and Mnjor-General the Hon. A. Spencer.

After dinner her Majesty, with the Royal party, hon-

oured the amateur theatricals performed by the officers

in camp with their presence. Ou Friday morning the

Queen drove round the camp with the Duchess of

Braban', and Prince Albert rode on horseback with the

Duke. Her Majesty left the Pavilion at 3 p.m., aud

returned to Windsor Cast e. On Saturday morning the

Duke and Duchess of Bral ant visited the Ducht^s of Cam-
bridge and the Duchess ot Gloucester. Prince Frede-

rick William ot Prnss i arrived at the Castle on a visit

to the Queen. On Sunday morning the Queen, Prince

Albert, the Prince of Wales, ttie Princess Royal,

Princess Alice, and Prince Frederick William of

Prussia attended Divine service in the private chapel of

the Castle ; the Dean ot Windsor officiated. The
Duke and Duchess of Brabant went to the Roman
Catholic Chapel at Claremont. On Monday morning

the Duke and Duchess of Brabant left the Cattle on

their return to Brussels. The usuil parade of the

troops, which was to have taken place on Monday
morning in honour of the birthday of the Prince of

Wales, who attained his 15ih year on Sunday,

was countermanded in consequence of the serious

illness of the Prince of Leiningen, halt-brother

to her Majesty. All invitations to the Castle were

also cancelled, and the theatrical performances which

were announced to take place at the Castle ou Thursday
were postponed. The Earl Gran v die, Mahomed Pasha,

and M. Musurus, the Turkish Ambassador, had

audiences of her Majesty. On Tuesday morning the

Queen, with the Princesses Helena and Louisa and
Piince Arthur, walked in the Castle Gardens. The
Duchess of Kent visited her Majesty. Princess Alice

took a carriage drive. On Wednesday morning the

Queen, with the Princess Royal, walked in the grounds

adjacent to the Castle. Prince Albert came to town

and presided at a meeting of the Council of the Duchy
of Cornwall. Prince Frederick William of Prussia

accompanied his Royal Highness to town and paid visits

to the Duchess of Gloucester, the Duke ot* Cambridge,

and the Countess Bernstorff, wife of tiie Prussian

Minister. The Prince of Wales went out shooting, and
in the evening his Royal Highness went to Lton College

and attended a lecture on Chemistry delivered by Mr.
Pepper in the mathematical school. Ou Thursday
morning the Queen and Prince Albert, accompanied by
the Princess Royal and Prince Frederick William of

Prussia, walked in the Home Park. The Duchess of

Kent visited her Majesty. The Prince of Wales rude

on horseback. Lord de Tabley has succeeded Lord
Camoys as lord in waiting. The lion. Mortimer
Sackville West has succeeded the Hon. Colonel Hood
as the groom in waiting on her Majesty.

Prince Alfred arrived at Bonn on FrkJay from Brus-

sels, aud passed the night at the Hotel de l'Etoile d'Or.

On Saturday his Royal Highness continued Ida journey

to Coblentz, where he arrived ou the same evening. The
Prince dined at the Giant Hotel, and afterwards pro-

ceeded to the Palace, where the Prince and Princess of

Prussia had arrived to receive him. On Sunday morn-
ing his Royal Highness accompanied the Princess

of Prussia to the Church of England service in the

chapel of the palace. The Royal party afterwards

drove to Stolzentels.

Prince Frederick William of Prussia landed at

Dover on Saturday, and proceeded to Windsor Castle,

where he still remains on a visit to the Queen.

New Peerage.—The Queen has created Lord Talbot

de Malahide a Peer of the United Kingdom, by the same
title which he bears in the peerage of Ireland.

The Cabinet.—The first Cabinet Council of the

season was held on Tuesday at the official residence of

the First Lord of the Treasury in Downing Street. All

the Ministers were present. Cabinet Councils were also

held on Wednesday aud Thursday.

Dismissal of the Neafolitan Ambassadors.—Prince

Carini and the Marquis Antonini, the Neapolitan

Ministers in London and Paris, have received an intima-

tion that their presence is felt by the English and
French Cabinets to be no longer advisable, and that

passports are consequently at their service.

Parliamentary Movements.—On Thursday Parlia-

ment was further prorogued by Royal Commission to

Tuesday the 16th December. The significant words
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were not* then to meet for the despatch of business

included in the commission.

The Judicial Bench.—Sir Alexander Cockbum has

accepted the Chief Justiceship of the Common Pleas,

and Sir Richard Bethell will succeed him as Attorney-

General.
Rumoured Resignation of the Bishop of Rochester.

It is said that the Bishop of Rochester contemplates

the resignation of the see, in consequence of ill health.

The German Legion.— The Sultana and Culloden

freight ships left Spithead on Monday with 1200 men
and"omcers of the British German Legion for the Cape.

Public Pensions.—Lord Palmerston has recom-

mended her Majesty to confer a pension of 1001. a year

on Dr. W. P. Alison, late Professor of the Practice

of Physic in Edinburgh University ; a pension of 1001.

a year on Mr. Philip James Bailey, the author of

" Festus ;" and a pension ot 50Z. a year on Mrs. Wag-

horn, the mother of Lieut. Waghorn.

Pardon for Political Offences.—The Queen has

signified her pleasure that a full aud free pardon be

granted under the Great Seal to all persons suffering

under the consequences of conviction for political offences.

What had hitherto been done merely remitted the

punishment inflicted in each case, but a pardon under

the Great Seal restores the individuals to all their

civil rights.

France.—The Emperor and Empress arrived in

Paris on Sunday afternoon from Compiegne, and imme-

diately proceeded to St. Cloud. An extraordinary

Cabinet Council was held on Monday at that palace, the

Emperor presiding. It is said that all the important

questions now pending, both of foreign and domestic

interest, were discussed at this Council, and that expla-
j
that it may continue, so that the supplies of witie

guaranteed "jointly and severally" the integrity ot

Turkey, Art. 2 enacts that the Powers shall concert

with the Porte on the measures to be adopted, and also

on the employment of their military and naval forces.

Now this condition, it says, has not been accomplished,

and cannot be under present circumstances, since con-

cord does not exist among the three contracting Powers
on the manner of examining the question.—Letters from
Madame Rachel, dated Cairo, the 18th ult, state that

her health had greatly improved by the change of air,

and express a confident hope of further amelioration.

Spain. — The Ministerial paper Espafia ^declaims

against the Anglo-French alliance, and proclaims the

advantages of an alliance between Spain and the

Northern Powers, in order to counterbalance the

"supremacy" of France and England. A Circular

relative to the press prohibits discussion in relation to

religious subjects, and to matters personal to foreign

Sovereigns, and also the diffusion of Socialist doc-

trines, as contrary to propriety and morality. The
bishops are authorised to take the necessary steps to

fill up vacant cures. The Infanta Dona Josefa, who is

married to M. Guell y Rente, has purchased a small

house on the sea-shore near St. Sebastian. Her
Royal Highness, whose health is very delicate and
who is a prey to profound melancholy, intends to reside

there in retirement.

The Cape de Verdes.—The South-American Com-
pany's steam-ship Imperalor has brought intelligence

that the island of St. Vincent, one of the Cape de

Verde group, has suffered terribly|from cholera. Out of a

population of 1200, 800 had died, principally males.

The bodies of the dead had to be burnt in the public

square for want of means to inter them. The Imperador
was coaled by women.

Madeira.—Letters from Madeira state that there are

symptoms of improvement in the vines, and it is hoped

nations took place which will render the contemplated

changes in the Ministry unnecessary for the present.

M. de Persigny left Paris on the previous day for

London. During his stay in Paris he left nothing undone

to remove whatever misunderstanding had occurred

between the two Governments, and to restore things to

their former state. A note from Lord Clarendon is

may be kept up. The failure of the vine crops has had
the effect of turning the native industry of Madeira
into other profitable channels. The sugar-cane has

been planted largely during the last few years with very

satisfactory results. Attention has also been paid to

the cultivation of corn and to the production of cochi-

neal, both of which branches of industry are likely to

stated to have been the final cause of re-establishing an become important. The poorer classes are growing

entire accord between France and England on the

Russian affair.— General Kisseleff,the new Russian Am-
bassador, presented his letters of credence to the Em-
peror at the Palace of the Tuileries on Wednesday,

the Emperor having come to Paris on purpose to

The following is the reply made by the

vegetables of all sorts, especially the potato, and they

now seem to be in a comfortable state. The cholera

has departed, and the opportune and liberal donations

of bedding, clothing, money, and other articles which

have been sent out by the people and Government of

Great Britain for the relief of the survivors have calledreceive him. „ .. •«..<,
Emperor to the speech of the Ambassador on the

I

forth the most hearty expressions of gratitude.

™„« a;™ • The Baltic.—The Gulf of Finland was covered withoccasion

" Monsieur le Comte—As soon as the Treaty of Pence was
signed it became my constant care, without weakeniug my
ancient alliances, to modify by kind acts all that which the

strict execution of certain conditions might make severe. I

learnt with pleasure that my Ambassador at St. Petersburg,

animated by these sentiments, had succeeded in winning the

goodwill of the Emperor Alexander. The same welcome awaits

you here, you may rest assured, because, independently of your

own personal merits, you represent a Sovereign who so nobly

knows how to impose silence on sad reminiscences, which war
too often leaves behind, to think only ot the advantages of a

sincere peace by entertaining friendly relations."

The state of the domestic affairs of France is said to

be of much gravity, and more than one influential and
plain-spoken member of the Cabinet is said to have

declared so to the Emperor in full Council within the

last few days, and added that unless certain measures

which they suggested were adopted no one could say

what the consequences might be. In consideration of

this state of affairs his Majesty has abandoned his in-

tention of visiting Fontainebleau, and the Emperor and
Empress have placed at the disposal of the Prefect of

Police a sum of 100,000f. for the purpose of opening the

economical kitchens which were of such great assistance

to the poorer classes last winter.—The Paris journals

reprint Lord Palmerston 's speeches in the manufac-

turing districts, and express the general feeling

ice on Monday as far as Tolbeacon, in consequence of

which about 120 ships were unable to get away, and
must remain for the winter if a thaw does not speedily

take place. Everything indicated an early and severe

winter.

Lapland.—The Stockholm papers state that the in-

telligence from Lapland is very deplorable. The severe

cold which prevailed during the month of August
destroyed nearly all the crops, which is an almost irre-

mediuble misfortuue there, as there are no means of

communication. The Laplanders are in great alarm,

anticipating a famine in the coming winter.

Russia.—It is reported that Prince Napoleon, who is

now at Stuttgard, is endeavouring to obtain the hand of

the young Princess of Leuchtenberg, the niece of the

Emperor of .Russia ; and that a marriage is not im-

probable between the King of Sardinia and the

Grand Duchess Maria, widow of the Duke of Leuch-
tenberg.—Letters from St. Petersburg state that M. de

Morny, the French Ambassador Extraordinary, is occu-

pied in that capital in preparing the bases of a treaty of

commerce between France and Russia, by which French
commerce will obtain important advantages for the entry

of its productions into the Russian territory. His
Excellency is said to have sold his state carriage and the

that the frank declarations of his lordship on rich collection of pictures, which he took with him to

foreign affa rs will be attended with beneficial
,
Russia, to great advantage in St. Petersburg, where he

results throughout the continent, as showing that has the reputation of being " un heureux speculateur."

Belgium.—The session of the Belgian Legislative

Chambers was opened on Tuesday by the following

speech from the King :

—

"Gentlemen,—I longed to find myself again in the midst of

yon, to address to the nation the expression of those feelings of

happiness which have been impressed upon me by those brilliant

testimonies of affection and devotion which have been afforded
me on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the inauguration of

my reign. Those manifestations, arising out of the patriotic

initiative of the Chambers, will not be fruitless to the country.
They will raise it higher in its own estimation, and will obtain
honour for it in the eyes of the foreigner. Our international re-

lations feel its influence. Never have they been marked by a
more kindly character. Providence, in granting us the blessing of
a generally abundant harvest, has brought back security to a
great number of families who have been suffering many sacrifices

and privations during late years. Nevertheless, the problem of
public food must continue to occupy our warmest attention.

The triennial reports which have just been published prove
the solicitude of my Government for the advancement of

primary and secondary instruction. An interest no less

great is felt by it for the dissemination of a superior
system of instruction. The opening of the academical year
has furnished it recently with the opportunity of reverting
to those principles, the firm and sincere application of which must
insure the prosperity of the Universities of the States. The
movement of our national literature has not lessened. The arts

and sciences shine now with the same splendour, and are extend-
ing every day their useful application. Much progress can be
yet made by our agricultural industry. With a view of assisting

it my Government will propose to you the revision of our legisla-

tion in respect to watercourses. Industry borrows more than ever

the English Cabinet remains unshaken in its determina-

tion not to give way. The continued occupation of the

Black Sea and the Principalities is still the subject of

animated discussion in the Paris papers. The Repub-
lican Steele warmly defends the English alliance, and

manfully supports the policy of maintaining the occupa-

tion of the Black Sea. It shows that this occupation

has been purposely misinterpreted by the partisans of

the Russian alliance, and contends that England is

perfectly justified in keeping a squadron in the Black

Sea, if she considers the independence of Turkey
threatened by the present attitude of Russia, inasmuch
as each of the three Powers who signed the treaty of

April 15 engaged " jointly and severally " to

guarantee the integrity of the Turkish territory,

each of "the Powers" binding themselves therefore

individually as well as in concert with the other

two. The Debate, Union, and Assemblee Nationalc reply

to this argument at considerable length. The latter

urges that the word M solidairement '* (which the treaty

makes use of) does not bear the interpretation "jointly

and severally," but merely signifies " jointly," and that

parties bound * solidairement " cannot act independently
of one another. The Union sneers at the Republican
crgan for its sympathies towards England; and the

Bebats argues in favour of submitting the questions at . _
, m , .

;„,_„ . ", <-. _ c rt • j,. •» from art the riches and elegance of its forms. It is necessary to
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?n the ground tlmt, if complete the legal guarantees in favour of the property in models
Art. 1 ot the treaty states that the contracting Powers I and the designs of manufacture. The commercial situation of the

cuintry is on the whole satisfactory. A law voted in the last
session has settled the basis of our commercial regime. I
expect from the wisdom of the Chambers that the revision
of the tariff of our Customs' duties will be continued in that
spirit of prudence and of moderation which measures to which
such vast interests are attached must necessarily demand.
I have concluded a Convention of Commerce and of Navigation
with his Majesty the King of Greece. Negotiations have com-
menced with other States to place the stipulations of treaties in
harmony with the principles of our new maritime system. I
verity with satisfaction the augmentation of the products in
many branches of the public revenue. A project of law to make
some modifications in our legislation relative to patent rights
will be submitted to your deliberation. The numerous changes
which time and circumstances have occasioned in the revenue
relative to real property are an obstacle to the just assessment of
the local imposts in the provinces, the communes, and in particular
places. New land valuations are indispensable, in order to re-esta-
blish a proportionate equality in the application of this impost. To
effect this object a project of law will be presented to you by my Go-
vernment. Propositions will be made to you to ameliorate in a
certain degree, and in a permanent manner, the condition of the
inferior employes of the State. The gradual revision of the Criminal
Law will take its course. Some articles of the second book of
the Penal Code will be submitted for your approval. The
maintenance of the inmates in the depdts of mendicity tend to
incr^nse the debts of the communes. My Government is

engaged in the consideration of measures to diminish those
charges. Measures will be proposed to yon with that object.
My Government attaches a special importance to the project of
law regarding the establishments de bien/aisance. I hope that it

will be shortly discussed. Our citizen militia have shown an
eagerness on all occasions to manifest the excellent spirit that
animates them. On the other hand, the army has not
ceased to merit all the sympathies of the country.
The most searching investigations have been ordered,
with the view of furnishing to my Government the elements
necessary to be submitted to your consideration as to the means
best calculated to reconcile the great interests involved in the
defence of the country with those of our national commerce and
our maritime metropolis. I recommend the solution of these
questions to your characteristic patriotism. The great works of

public utility undertaken by the State will be followed up with
activity. We have seen this year new roads of communication
opened. Many lines of railway, sections of routes, and of canals
have been opened for general traffic, thus extending and com-
pleting without interruption the communication between the
different parts of Belgium. Gentlemen, the projects of law, the
presentation of which is announced, and those which the

Chamber has already in hand, give to the labours of the session
now opened a great importance. It is for you to render them
fruitful for the future of the country by giving to my Govern-
ment your loyal and active support"

Hanover.—A telegraphic despatch announces that

the Hanoverian Chambers have been dissolved by Royal
order. New elections are to take place, and the new
Chambers are to meet on the 10 th of February next

Frankfort.—The Germanic Diet in its sitting of the

6th inst. adopted the conclusions of the special com-
mittee appointed to make an immediate report on the

Neufchatel question. Those conclusions are to the

effect that the Diet adheres to the protocol of London
of the 24th May, 1852, recognising the rights of Prussia

over the Principality of Neufchatel ; and that it requests

the German Governments having diplomatic agents

accredited to the Swiss Confederation to support, in the

name of the Germanic Diet, the release of the Royalist

prisoners, at the same time intimating to the Swiss

Government that the Diet will uphold the steps that

may be taken for that purpose by the Government of

Prussia. These resolutions are to be immediately

communicated officially to the Swiss Government by

the German representatives accredited to Berne.

Switzerland.—A telegraphic despatch from Berne,

dated on Wednesday, announces that General Dufour,

intrusted by the Federal Council with a mission to the

Emperor Napoleon, left on the previous night for Paris.

Prussia.—The Supreme Court on Tuesday rejected

the appeal of Teschen, the police agent, against a sentence

of the Court below, which condemned him to eight years'

detention on the charge of stealing official despatches.

Bavaria.—The Bavarian Government has issued a

notice to its officials not to permit the disbanded sol-

diers of the British German or Swiss Legion to enter

the territory, and to arrest all Bavarian subjects who

may have enlisted in it.

Saxonv.—The marriage of the Archduke Charles

Louis, second brother of the Emperor Francis Joseph,

with his cousin, Princess Margaret of Saxony, took

place at Dresden on the 4th inst. The Archduke is in

his 24th, the bride in her 17th year. The festival,

according to the customary etiquette of German Courts,

lasted four days. The} marriage of the Hereditary

Grand Duke of Tuscany with Princess Anna of Saxony

will be celebrated ;on the 24th. These alliances are

some compensation to the King and Queen of Saxony

for the " misalliance 'Mjust contracted between their

second daughter, the Duchess of Genoa, and Captain

Rapallo, who, according to general report, has nothing

to recommend him intellectually, and still less B

possible personally.

Austria.—The Emperor and Empress will leave

Vienna next week for Italy. The Concordat is producing

an unlooked-for result. Vast numbers of persons in

Moravia and Bohemia are embracing the Protestant

faith. One of the richest manufacturers in Austria,

with large landed property also in Hungary, has joinea

the Evangelical Confession with 300 of the men em-

ployed in his foundries. In various parts of the

empire the Lutheran and Calvinistic churches have

recently been so much frequented by *°man
p
^*«*

that there has not been room for the usual Protestant

congregating
rf ^^ .

Imperial dec?ee restoring the Centrd Cowregation^

Lombardy and the Venetian States The Con.rega^

are to assemble very speedily, with definite and extended

powers, and the depufies chosen by the communes are

confirmed in their seats. It » related in Ultramontane

circles that a very general amnesty will be granted as

Rome on the 8th of December, the anniversary of u*
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day on which the doctrine of the Immaculate Concep-
tion was declared to be one of the dogmas of the Roman
Catholic Church. The British and French steam
frigates stationed at Naples have left on a visit to
Messina and Palermo, but they will probably revisit
Naples. The Ruorgimento of Turin, of the 4th, states
that the subscription of 10,000 muskets, originating with
the Mazzinian party, is a complete failure.
Turkey.—We have accounts from Constantinople to

the 3d inst. Lord Stratford de Redcliffe had invested
the Sultan with the Order of the Garter, the ceremonial
being conducted with great pomp. The Sultan sent two
masters of ceremony and several Court carriages in
which the insignia, exhibited on red velvet cushions and
carried by the different members of the Embassy and
the heralds, were placed, the Ambassador and Garter
King-at-Arms occupying the principal carriage. Lord
Lyons, Sir Henry Bulwer, and several others who had
been invited, followed in the remaining carriages as far
as there was room

; the rest, who were mainly officers,
rode on horseback. The Ambassador made an address'
which was translated by the Minister of Foreign
Affairs, and then the statutes of the order were read.
The insignia were next handed over, a com-
promise being made between the etiquette which
forbids to touch the person of the Sultan and the
customs of the investiture, by which the new member
must be literally invested. All the insignia were
therefore handed to the Sultan with the exception of the
riband with the St. George, which the Ambassador
placed over the Sultan's shoulder, and the Garter, with
which he touched the Sultan's knee. The Sultan seemed
to take great interest in the heralds, or rather in their
costumes, which he examined with attention after the
ceremony. His Highness has conferred on Lord Lyons
and Sir Henry Bulwer the decoration of the Medjidie

;

and has also presented to the former a sabre ornamented
with brilliants, in testimony of his satisfaction. The
Cressy ship of the line had arrived and joined his lord-
ship's squadron.

Circassia.—Accounts from Circassia to the 23d ult.
state that Sefer Pacha was encamped at Sasdjok with
25,000 men. The forts and blockhouses were still in
the possession of the mountaineers. An English steamer
had taken the Naib back to Circassia.
Black Sea.—The Russians have made another

attempt to land at Serpent's Island. They sent a
steamer there to land provisions, water, and clothing
for the seven men, as well as different materials for the
Jighthouse. Captain Vansittart, of her Majesty's ship
Magicienne, the superior officer in command of the
station, went on board, and informed the Russian com-
mander that he could not allow him to land, but that he
was ready to take off in his boat the provisions and
clothing, though not the materials for the lighthouse, as
the latter has been in a perfect state since the 15th of
the present month, displaying a splendid revolving light
after the best model, and with the latest improvements.
He offered likewise to take the commanding officer with
him on shore, and allow him to communicate with his
countrymen. While the conversation was carried on a
boat pushed off from the Russian steamer towards the
island, but was prevented from landing, and the
Russian steamer departed re infecta, after having given
over the provisions and clothing.

India. — The overland mail arrived at Trieste on
Tuesday, with Bombay news to Oct. 17. The expedition
for the Persian Gulf was to leave Bombay in the end of
October, and reinforcements of men and supplies were
to be furnished by the Imaum of Muscat.—The directors
of the Great Indian Peninsular Railway have issued an
advertisement for tenders for a line from Wassma to
Nagpore, a distance of 487 miles.—The native troops at
Peshawur were suffering from fever.

Persia.—A detachment from the Persian army before
Herat had captured the Affghan city of Furrath, sending
the governor a captive to Teheran. The Delhi Gazette
of the 13th announces the fall of Herat by famine.
The governor and his family have been put to death.
The Persian army has been reinforced to the number
of 100,000 men. Dost Mahommed is without supplies,
and his troops in Kandahar are in a state of mutiny.
Accounts received through Turkey state that the Per-
sians were subsequently expelled from Herat by an
Afghan army.
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Baron, Major-Cieneral Sir G. Pollock, Sir F. Thesiger,
M.P., Mr. Justice Halliburton, Colonel Svkes, Mr.
Oliveira, MP., Mr. Justice Erie, Mr. Baron Martin,
Mr. Justice Crowdet, Mr. Baron Bramwell, Mr. Justice
Watson, Mr. Justice Williams, Mr. Justice Willes, Mr.
\V ilson, M.P., Serjeant Shee, M.P., &c. After the usual
routine toasts, the Lord Mayor proposed the health of
the Duke of Cambridge as Commander-in-Chief. In
acknowledging the compliment his Royal Highness
spoke as follows :— 5

t, A*
My

j t°
rd

,
MaF°r»

lad 'PS anJ Rentlemen,— I feel extremely
flattered by the very kind manner in which my health has been
proposed and received. I am at all times proud and happy tohave an opportunity of associating with my fellow-citizens in
London, and this is the first occasion on which 1 have had the
honour of addressing them since I assumed a more important
position in the public service than I had hitherto held. I amaware that in undertaking the duties of that position much is
naturally and Justly expected from me; but I hope you will
believe me when I assure yon that it ever has been, and will
always continue to be. my anxious and Parnest desire to act in
such a manner that when, at some future period, I may have to
resign or retire from the post I have now the bontfte to occupy,
it will be with the feeling that I have conscientious! v dischargedmy duty to my country. If by such a course I gain the good
opinion and the kindly feeling of my fellow-countrvmen I shall
feel that I have obtained the most gratifying reward which can
tail to the lot of any public man. I had expected, my LordMayor, that your lordship might possibly have honoured 'me by
coupling my name with the toast of 'The Army.' You.nave in some respects done me great honour by namingme alone: but I am desirous, on behalf of the arrnv, which
1 now have the honour to represent, to express "in theirname my sense of the distinguished attention which
they have received since their return from the seat of war.
Nothing could be more gratifying to the feelings of the army
than trie cordial welcome they have experienced from the whole
community since their return from the Crimea. That good feel-
ing has been nowhere more cordially displayed than in this great
metropolis, and we are deeply indebted to my excellent friend
the late Lord Mayor for the ability with which he presided over
the banquet given to the Guards. On behalf of the army I beg
to thank my friend the late Lord Mayor and the citirens of Lon-
don tor the very handsome compliment they then paid to our
troops. I am sure, also, that the army must be equally gratified
by the cordial welcomes which have been accorded to them in the
sister capitals of Dublin and Edinburgh. The best reward of a
soldier is the kindly approval of his fellow-countrymen. The
people of England have exhibited that kindly feeling towards
the army, and, as at this moment the representative of the
ftrray, I beg to tell you that they are grateful for the compli-
ment.

iftetropolts an& Us UttiiUtn.

Lord Mayor's Day.—The mayoralty of Alderman
Finnis was inaugurated on Monday with the usual
ceremonies. Both by land and water the route was
longer than is usual on such occasions. It is the
practice for the procession to pass through the ward of
which the new Lord Mayor is alderman ; and as
Tower Ward, over which the present chief magistrate
presides, is situated at the extreme east of the city,
the procession had to pass over a larger space than it

has to traverse when the Lord Mayor is alderman of a
more westerly ward. The procession from Guildhall
Yard was headed by a body of police to clear the way.
Then came the music of drums and fifes, the boys
belonging to the Royal Marine Society with banners,
the City Marshal's man, and three trumpeters. Banners
and arms of the City Companies were next borne along,
with the Royal standard and union jack. A grand »»«/ i«<»> mm opportunity anoraea us or receiving in this
military band followed, and almost immediately after- ™*8n »ficent hall the splendid hospitality of this great city, and
wards came the allegorical devices of Mr Sheriff Mechi *°1 5e "menting acquainUnceships-I trust I am not saying

The Lord Mayor, in proposing « the health of her
Majesty's Ministers," said, they were honoured by the
presence of a member of the Cabinet who had ren-
dered most important and valuable services to the
nation at a period of its greatest need. That noble lord
had carried the country safely through a sanguinary

I war, and he would now doubtless turn his attention to
J

such measures as would maintain the national prosperity
in a time of peace. They had seen that the noble lord
had lately employed himself in visiting the manufactur-
ing districts, and wherever he presented himself to the
people his talents and acquirements must be highly
appreciated. Lord Palmerston, who was received with
loud cheering, said,

—

" Your Royal Highness, my Lord Mayor, ladies and gentlemen,
for myself and for ray colleagues, I beg you to accept our most
sincere thanks for the honour you have done us by the reception
you have given to the toast that has just been drunk. 1 can
assure you that the goodwill— I trust I may say the approbation
—of our fellow-countrymen must always be the greatest en-
couragement and reward of those who are charged with the
conduct of public affairs. The different classes in this country
are all deeply occupied with their own avocations, and it is not
often tiiat they have the opportunity of meeting at such festive
boards as that around which we are assembled; and on that
account, speaking for my colleagues, I may sav that we pecu-
liarly prize the opportunity afforded us of receiving in this

Citp IntrUt'Benre*
Bank Rate op Interest.—The Bank of England on

Thursday resolved upon an advance to a uniform rate
Of 7 per cent, upon all classes of bills.

Royal British Bank.—In the Court of Bankruptcy
*Mt week Mr. James Wyld, of Charing Cross ; Mr.
Robert Taylor, of Lambeth Terrace ; Mr. Henry Sadler
Mitchell, of Great Prescott Street ; Mr. James Tressam
Burke, of Gresham Street ; and Mr. John Maxwell, of
Bell Square, Finsbury, were chosen assignees of the
estate and effects of the Royal British Bank.
Crystal Palace Company.—In consequence of the

tetter addressed by the Crystal Palace Company to the
Stock Exchange being considered satisfactory, the com-
Bjutee have resolved that the name of the company
8aaU be continued in the Official List as usual.

—

Monet Market, Friday. — British Funds: Con-
sols for Money, 92| to 1 ; for the 4 th Dec, 92f to |

;

Ahree per Ceuts. Reduced, 91 to 91 1 ; New Three per
~en

tf., 91ito91|; Exchequer Bonds, 1859, 98 J to |;
Exchequer Bills, at par to Is. dis. ; India Bonds, par to
1*. prem.—Foreign : Turkish Six per Cents., 90^ to

jj

for 28th inst.; Guaranteed Four per Cents., 99% to 100;

wards came the allegorical devices of Mr. Sheriff Mechi,
which seemed to excite more interest than any other
portion of the procession, even more than the Lord Mayor
himself. These devices consisted of a traction engine
and an endless railway, adapted for agricultural
purposes, drawn by six horses (Boydell's patent)

;

a prize reaping machine in a car decorated with agricul-
tural produce from Tiptree Hill Farm, drawn by four
horses (Burgess & Key's patent) ; and a steam plough
drawn by two horses (Fowler's patent). Throughout
the whole of the route these devices were the great
topic of attraction. The next and concluding part of
the procession consisted of the civic magnates in their
carriages, the under sheriff, law officers, Sheriffs and
Aldermen, the late Lord Mayor, the band of the Life
Guards, the new Lord Mayor in his state carriage drawn
by six horses, followed by the usual guard of honour.
The procession, after moving out of Guildhall Yard,
passed through Gresham Street and Princess Street, up
Cornhill, along Leadenhall Street, Aldgate, Minories,
Postern Row, and thence by Tower Hill into the
Lord Mayor's ward. The procession then moved
along Eastcheap to London Bridge, and thence
by water to Westminster, where the Lord Mayor was
presented to the Chief Baron of Exchequer and the
other judges. The procession then returned to Black-
friars Bridge, where it was joined by the Lady May oress,

who was in waiting in her State carriage. The return
to the Guildhall was through New Bridge Street, up
Ludgate Hill, through St. Paul's Churchyard and Cheap-
side, to King Street.

The Dinner in Guildhall.—The grand banquet
given by the Lord Mayor and Sheriffs in honour of
their accession to office, took place on Monday after the
return of the procession to Guildhall, and was attended
by about 1200 persons. Among the company were the

Duke of Cambridge, the Lord Chancellor, the Marquis of
Salisbury, the Earl of Harrowby, Lord Palmerston,
Lord Panmure, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the

too much If I call tbem friendships—which may not only conduce
to our personal comfort and gratification, but which must have
a useful tendency to facilitate the intercourse of politicians and
commercial men in various transactions connected with the busi-
ness of the country. You, my Lord Mayor, have adverted to the
events of the late war, and to the peace which has followed. At the
commencement of the present year this country possessed the
tinnst army and the most magnificent fleet that were ever en-
gaged in defending the honour and the rights of England. The
spirit of the people was roused to as high a pitch as was ever
witnessed in this country. There was every prospect thar, ifthewar
had continued, future successes would have been ob rained, equal
at all events to those which had crowned ihe armies of the allies

;

but when we found that we could obtain by negotiation terms of
peace which would satisfy our just demands, and which would
secure the future peace and independence of Europe, we thought
it our duty to sheathe the sword, and, in conjunction with our
allies, to put an end to the hostilities which were at the time in
progress. We were convinced that the people of England would
willingly forego the prospects of future military and naval glory
when they were satisfied that the objects of the war had been
substantially accomplished. It now remains that the conditions
of the peace shall be faithfully executed and honourably ob-
served, and then I trust that the peace of Europe
will be placed upon a secure and permanent foundation.
The Lord Mayor has adverted to a visit which I
have just made to the manufacturing districts of this country.
It is indeed most gratifying to those who are charged with the
conduct of public affairs to witness everywhere the industry, the
enterprise, I will say the genius, of the people of this land—to see upon what secure foundations the prosperity of
the empire rests, and to augur from the glorious present the
future increasing progress of the wealth, the power, and the
prosperity of our common country. I can only express my
fervent wish that this great city, which is, I may say, the centre
of the commercial wealth and enterprise of the world, which
regulates the commercial affairs of almost every country on the
face of the earth, may continue for the future to flourish as it
has done in the past; that it may continue to be the heart— for
so it may be termed—of this great country, and that it may not
only contribute to the wealth and prosperity of England, but
that it may tend to promote the blessings of peace aud civilisa-
tion in every country of the habitable globe"

The toast of the " House of Commons * was acknow-
ledged by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, who made
the following remarks on the charge of inefficiency
which has recently been brought against the House :—
"The time had arrived when very different opinions were_„ — „ .— n~~., „..., ^.. *kWC UWA «"*'w wucu vcij u uiereni opinions were

Peruvian, Haytian, and Mexican Ministers, Lord entertained with regard to the House of Commons from those

rd Castlerosse, M.P., Sir W. pJ ^hich h^ prevailed some year* ago. Persons who had passed

» R H«J1 MP thl Tntv* fMof the mddle P6/ 1?* of
,
llfe ccmld remember the time when fearsWilliam* 1W P Sir P H«ll \f*P Am »

'

«*A
'

'ChLt me middle period of life conld remember the time whei fearsWilliams, M.P., bir U. Hall, M.P., the Lord Chief
j were expressed that the House of Commons -would not confine
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p Ts-Vrnwrnment. It was thought at mat penoa mat tne e
executive Government, i

f h Jdemocratic element into the

« *,£«? Commons tha it Sould not Strict itself within the

fS%°«iXrSv the constitution. Now however they were

1\m 1^ U.e im..-e of Commons had fallen into a state ot anefli-

riencv but he thonpht he could confidently appeal to the course

3d by that House of late years as a sufficient answer to.the

IZZ&Z The House of Commons had not merely to take a

Prominent share in the legislation of the country but during the

ES wo or three rears, when a great war had occupied the

attention of the whole community, it had been the.duty of the

House of Commons to superintend the conduct of that war and

Uhadtherehv been precluded from prosecuting some importantK ive re'form*. Happily, however, peace had now been con-

cluded and the House of Commons would be enabled to devote

its entire attention to those reforms which were demanded by the

voice of the people."

Address to the Late Lord Mayor.—The following

d dress was presented to Alderman Salomons on his

matisethe New Testament, but this had also ceased, and now,

Mich was the demand for the Scriptures in the vulgar tongue,

that an effort had been made by the Armenians to induce the

Holv Svnod to print an authorised version of the Bible m the

vernacular, which might be read in nil the churches-Another

advance had been made in circulating the publications of the press.

The postal arrangements were now much more complete than for-

merly, and the benefit of this had been felt greatlv bv .he relltfona

press; in the Turkish empire, on which there was now no restriction

whatever. The press had, therefore, become of mljchty power in

Tnrkev and was doing a hundredfold more work than it difi is

mXThe demand of the people for •hristian books had

gone beyond their present power to meet it. It was clear that

thia agency might be extended indefinitely; and so greatly felt

was this, that only the day before yesterday a gentleman in

Glasgow had presented 1001. for its extenson. Education, also

he was happy to say, was steadily advancing in Turkey. It

would hardlv seem credible if he were to contrast the state of

education 20vears ago with the present period. The Armenian

church had one excellent fundamental principle- that wherever

there was a church there also was a school. Those schools were

often fruitless, it is true, but still they formed one element by

retirement from the office of Lord Mayor by the

principal bankers anil merchants of the City, including;

the governor, deputy-governor, and directors of the

Bank of England, and the chairman and vice-chairman

of the East India Company :—
" TO THE BIGUT HOK. DAVID SALOMONS, LORD MAYOR OF

LONDOK.

"We the undersigned bankers, merchants, and citizens of

London! desire, on the expiration of your year of office as Lord

means of which the countrv was being slowly but surely regene-

rated. Those schools, at first so inefficient, were now no longer

so, and since the establishment of the mission, no less than 100

missionary schools had been founded. He was glad to say that

they also had a free church there. At present there were 31

Christian churches there, and -hey were inc. easing rhey had,

therefore three elements of Protestantism now introduced into

Turkey—a free press, free schools, and free churches—and

this, with the Bible, was all that was required to carry out

their principles. Hitherto the Turks having witnessed

only the Roman Catholic form of Christianity, looked upon

it as idolatrous and absurd ; but now that they bad

England was engaged in a sanguinary war. The arms of the

Allies have been triumphant; and it has been your peculiar

good fortune to he enabled to proclaim to your fellow-citizens the

restoration of peace to Europe. You have had the honour of

welcoming to the City of London his Mffrty the King of Sar-

dinia, one of the Sovereigns allied with England, who was

sumptuously received in the Guildhall- A fearful inundation

having occasioned great suffering amongst our neighbours in

France, our thanks are peculiarly due to you for affording us an

opportunity of showing how deeply the British people teel for

the happiness and prosperity of their French neighbours.

Throughout all the varying circumstances of the year you have

admirably maintained the ancient reputation of our city and the

stvle: and the last four works illustrate the more extravagant

manner of his latest period. The pictures marked thus • are of

large dimensions, and are among Turner's greatest works.

The Members for Southwark and their Con-

stituents.—A l»rge meeting of the electors of South-

wark was held on Tuesday to bear from their members,

Mr. A. Pellatt and Sir C. Napier, an account of their

conduct in Parliament during the past session. Mr.

Pellatt in his speech said he had had the satisfaction of

passing three bills—one on the law of crossed checks,

one for regulating the registration of marriages, and one

for abolishing the exemptions in the Smoke Bill. The

events of the session showed that the Irish Church wag

shaking to its foundation, and that the day was not far

distant when it would cease to exist ; and there could

be no doubt that the principle of voluntaryism in re-

ligion and 'education was every day gaining a greater

hold on the public mind. Sir Charles Napier in his

speech gave an account of his votes on the most impor-

tant questions of the session, and then proceeded to

make the following remarks on the campaigns in the

Baltic and the Crimea :

—

" A6 to the war in the Baltic, it had not been well conducted.

It was known a year before the first campaign that we were

going to war, and 'he had in vain urged the Admiralty to pre-

pare, to commission ships, and to discipline men, but it was not

until February, 1854, that they begsn to get ready. Here the

Ministers were to blame. For the disasters in the Crimea they

ere not to blame, but they were to blame for not having made
Still they were only following the

showed that Christianity was taKing noiu oi «"*!«"*««• " £\ thrown on our "shores. We were in the same unpro-

En.lishmen were to attempt to.preachJ^SSStLSSSS ?ected statlwhen °the Tahiti affair occurred. He would not

them it would arouse their constitutional jealousy and fanaticism

hut if they could evangelise the Armenians they were so

intimately associated with the Turks that «*^^I§*^ ST^TSSlU^t Commons
be disseminated among the Turks. If, therefore, the great in }™

now go into the question of the Baltic campaign, which had

been settled, as far as it could be settled at present,

He had told there a plain,

character of its magistracy. We rejoice td know that, although

placed in a somewhat peculiar position, yonr conduct in ottice

has commanded general approbation, and that you leave the

civic chair enjoying the high respect and esteem of all your

fellow-citizens." _ -c • •

The Drainage Question.—A deputation from i^nth

consisting of Sir Culling Enrdley, Bart, Captain

Wheatley, lord of the manor, and several other

gentlemen, had an interview with Sir B. Hall on

Friday for the purpose of protesting against the

drainage scheme of the Metropolitan Board of Works

fixing The southern outfall at Halfway^Reach near Erith,

and the northern outfall on the shore immediately opposite.

The deputation stated that the proposed southern outfall

was within a mile of the metropolitan limit, and that a

large amount of valuable property at Erith, which is

yearly increasing in buildings and population, would be

seriously damaged by the scheme, that the crews of the

shipping moored off Erith would also suffer, and the

effluvia'irom the reservoirs and outfalls be felt for miles

around, extending back to the metropolis itself. They

therefore urged Sir Benjamin Hall to reject the proposed

plan, and protect the inhabitants of the metropolitan

eastern suburbs from this great mischief. On Tuesday

a deputation from Gravesend, consisting of Mr. Masters

Smith, M.P., the Mayor, town clerk, and other gentle-

men, had an interview with Sir B. Hall on the same

subject. On Wednesday, at the meeting of the Board of

Works, a letter was read from Sir B. Hall announcing

his rejection of the plan proposed by the Board, on the

ground that, as regards the outfall near Erith, the plan

is at variance with the intentions of the Legislature and

contrary to the spirit of the statute. Sir B. Hall, how-

ever, offers to confer with the Board upon the subject of

any amended plans which they may have to propose,

and to Lubmit to the Government any claims which they

may prefer to a contribution of public money for the

purpose of carrying out a system of drainage on a more

extensive plan than they feel justified in undertaking at

the cost of the ratepayers of the metropolis.

Turkish Missions.—A special public meeting of the

Turkish Missions' Aid Society, the object of which is to

raise funds in aid of existing evangelical missions in the

Turkish empire, was held a few days since in Exeter Hall.

The Hon. Arthur Kinnaird, MP., took the chair and

stated that the immediate and special purpose of the

meeting was to take leave of the Re v. Dr. Hamlin, tor

20 years a missionary to the Armenians, on his return

to Constantinople. He read a letter from General Sir

F. Williams, in which he expressed his regret that he

could not personally state to the meeting his experience

of 16 years in the various localities of the efforts of the

American missionaries, adding that he hoped ere long

to testify in that hall to all the advantages gamed to

Christianity, as well as to humanity, by the unceasing

and judicious exertions of the American missionaries

both in Turkey and Persia, who had proved themselves

so zealous in the work, and so worthy of the sympathy

and support of the British public. The Rev. Dr.

Hamlin then proceeded to address the meeting :—

He observed that the subject of Christian missions to Turkey

one of vast importance, and he would endeavour to bring

e them some ot the results that bad attended the efforts ot

ciples of Cbristiauitv it would influence the whole empire, and

each Protestant Armenian, in fact, would become a missionary

to the Turk. Evangelise the Armenians, and they would

evangelise Turkey. After giving some interesting details show-

ing the progress of the mission and the success which bad

attended its efforts, he concluded hv making an appeal to the

meeting to support the Turkish Mission Aid Society.

Colonel Sir Henry Rawlinson moved a resolution wel-

coming Dr. Hamlin, and expressing the high admira-

tion entertained by Christians of all denominations

throughout England of his honourable, lengthened, and

successful work as a Christian missionary to the Arme-

nians, and the sympathy of the meeting with his

co-labourers :

—

Having resided in the country many years
i

he could fully

tesify to the valuable exertions made by Dr. Hamlin
i

and the

American missionaries, and the great advantages that had

resulted from them. He fully agreed that it was utterly impos-

sible to evangelise the Turks through a direct mission It be ng

death by the law of Turkey for any Turk
t* Pr^ef_h,m*f/

*

Christian. He also spoke of the unfairness with which Protestant

missionaries in Turkey were treated by the other Christian sects,

who totallv ignored their results, and accused them of being

mere dilettanti missionaries, whereas the Catholics were fixed

missionaries. He denied entirely that the Protestant mission-

had been to Cronstadt, to satisfy himselt whether he had done

right or wrong in not attacking it. He found the fortifications

stronger even, he confessed, than be bad believed them to be

when he was there with the fleet. In fact they were perfectly

and entirely impregnable. The Grand Duke Constantino had

granted him an interview, and had shown him all his plans of

defence, and, certainly, more judicious and more proper plans

never were conceived. He was a roan of great talent and ability,

and had spoken to him in a perfectly honest, plain, straightfor-

ward way. His remark was, ' If you had attempted to come ui

there would have been nearly 1000 guns bearing on your fleet

;

these was not water enough for your large ships, the channel was

narrow, and it was so thickly filled with internal machines

that our own ships going in and out were afraid of

being blown up.' 'Will you allow me,' said I, to spealc

plainly to you? Why did you not come out to meet us at

Kiel ? We were then badly manned and badly disciplined if

ycu had come out I don't know what the consequences might

have been.' Ah,' said the Grand Duke, ' If I bad had screws

I should have come out to meet you. I did ^t know that you

were so badly manned until it was too ate. And, I thin*

added the gallant admiral, " that it was lucky h
f/

,dn ' ™m£™
that there was an Englishman there who would not have fougK

to the last drop rather than retreat; but after all ships without

disciplined men are no better than fortifications without so diers.

People are fond of talking about the British navy being[uncon-

querable ; but the British navy is men, not ships. The admiral
M

- • • «•»-
to the late correspondence between himsmr

exertions of four or five earnest men, they had churches,

schools, an excellent press, and were even able to carry on

literary and polemi-al controversies printed in Syriac. in

reference to the political question of Protestantism in Turkey,

he rejoiced that in this instance politics and religion went

hand' in hand. There could be no doubt that the Eastern

Christian religions, whether Nestorian or Armenian, had lost

their vitality. The two religions with which _those^ sects

contai
"

ns of

forgotten that the spread _
to the spread of Russian influence, and the spread

Catholicism was identical with the spread of French influence;

and therefore that by supporting Protestantism m lurkey they

would raise up a power which would act as a counterpoise to

Russian and French influence. The British Government was

alwavs very loth to mix itself up with religious questions, and

would be especially reluctant with respect to lurkey. But

although it had itself, as was well known, no ambitious projects

with respect to Turkey, it had the greatest interest in preventing

the ambitious projects of other Powers, and thus far would be

naturally anxious to support the cause of Protestantism in that

country. He could not shut his eyes to the fact that the Ma-

hometan religion was fast dying out, and in another century he

believed the bulk of the inhabitants would consist of the three

denominations of Christians he had named; and he did say that

the future relations of European Powers with Turkey would, as

it appeared to him, particularly as regarded England, depend

very greatly upon which class of Christians was predominant in

the Turkish empire.

Dr. Blackwood seconded the resolution, which was

carried unanimously. The Hon. and Rev. Baptist Noel

then moved a resolution recognising the devoted exer-

tions of the American missionaries, and expressive of

the sympathy of the Christian population of England in

those exertions ; which was seconded by the Rev. Dr.

Bagnall, and carried unanimously.

The Turner Collection.—The following 20 pictures

by Turner were exhibited on Monday for the first time

at Marlborough House, and excited great interest :—

459, Moonlight; a Study at Milbank (1797); 466, View in

Wales (*bout 1800): 468. View on Claphara Common (about

ceived an answer from the noble lord, it would only be right in

him to maintain a due reserve on the subject. He was not afraid

of having his conduct investigated. He had demanded an inves-

tigation, and if the Government did not grant it, it would go tar-

to prove that they were afraid that something would come ot

which would prejudice tbem in public opinion."

* Big Ben" of Westminster.—On Thursday morning

a" trial took place of the great bell for the clock tower

of the Houses of Parliament, whose name it appears is

to be " Biff Ben," in honour of Sir Benjamin Hall, the

present Chief Commissioner of Works. The tongue,

which is said to be a fine specimen of wrought iron

work, arrived a few days previously from the works ot

Mr. George Hopper, of Houghton-le- Spring near

Durham. The part of the clapper which strikes h*

hell is a monster spheroid of solid wrought iron, U»

diameter of which is 24 inches-the total weight .of the

tongue being 16 cwt. The trial on Thursday took

place in the pretence of Mr. E. B. Mwta£B4
Mr. Taylor, and other gentlemen, and the result, as

tested b? the tuning forks and subsequent^ .verified by

Mr Turle on the Abbey organ, was that the sound

E natural, exactly what it was intended to be
;
and tha

the bell itself is without flaw or crack, a perfe piece^o

casting. The trial excited great interest in the nei^i

bourhood, and the deep, rich, and mellow souni] iwtac

« Big Ben » emitted reverberated trough VVestin^s

Hall" and occasioned a momentary pause in the busines

of the Law Courts. oDrfi«AViA.—
Opening of St. James's Park to B^°^ he

Hackney cabs were last weekPfm^^S,
Stable-yard gate at St. James's **w

{££nm]iJ and
Gate, conveying passengers to and u

& c&b
Pall-Mali, making a difference of 1 i. uv

'

as compared with the old road by rice /,

nothing of the saving of tiroe.^^
enW,pct f a great

The

•518, Apollo and Daphne

was
before them
the American mission. There were certain general topics con-

nected with the cause that commanded their attention as ot prime

importance, one of which was the instrumentality of the press

in the missionary work. Eighteen years ag0 ,
when he first visited

Constantinople, the ii.flaence of the press as a religious agency

was almost neutralised by the anathemag of the patriarchs, whicn

were then mightier than "imperial edicts, and the anathemas of

the Greek, Armenian, and Catholic patriarchs were all launched

against it. But no patriarch at Constnntinople would now make
himself ridiculous enough to anathematise the Christian press.

The sale of books was now a legal recognised calling throufrhout .. u»»» \~"-/ » «— . ,-,-.,w,™. . . - - * ,-q .. ,qfi
the empire, so that colporteurs might go*through thl length and | 541, Approach to Venice (1844) The pictuija from ^to49J
breadth of the land. Formerly all the patriarchs used to anatae-

\ are in Turners first style ; thobe from 505 to o23 are in his second

The" Crystal ^^"SlLoW. death,
of the centenary

.*„„tion.cal celebration

ginian
Bay
Harold's Pilgrimage-Italy (1832);

in 1859, has already occupied^
In order to demonstrate the capaDm

a T^nnied considerable attention.

<irZcities of *££»
-Fishingboats trawling (1815); M99, The Decline of the^artha- demonstrate the ^P^r8 "

inian Empire (1817), one of his imitations of Claude ; *505, The
D ]ana rnt. .hia nIirnose arrangements have

>av of BaKW511, View of Orvieto (1830); .516 ChHde Palace for tins par^
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the victim of the ticket-of-leave convict, Marley, after

lingering in a state of great suffering for nearly three
weeks, died on Sunday afternoon from the effects of the
injuries lie received on the night of the 20th ult. The
fatal termination was not anticipated until within a
few hours of his death, when inflammation of the brain
set in, and the unfortunate man gradually sunk. A
coroner's inquest was held on Wednesday, when the
jury returned a verdict of Wilful Murder against the
prisoner, who has also been committed by the police
magistrate for trial on the capital charge.

Supposed Murder and Robbery at Erith.—The
body of a young man called George Carter, the son of
Mr. Carter, market gardener at Wandsworth, was
found on Saturday morning in Park Spring Copse with

16 punctured wounds in the chest and ribs, five of
which had penetrated the heart. When he left home on
Friday he had 707. or 807. in his possession, and he is

supposed to have been murdered and robbed, as there
were only three halfpence in his pockets. The
inquest has been adjourned for further evidence.
Great Fire in St. Martin's Lane.—On Sunday

morning the premises of Messrs. Almond, army and
navy tailors, in Swan Yard, St. Martin's Lane, consist-

ing of nine fiats stored with valuable property, were
destroyed by fire. The flames spread to the adjoining
houses, several of which were destroyed or damaged,
including those of Mr. Goodwin, livery stable keeper,
Messrs. Whittingham & Co., coach-lace makers, Mr.
Davis, coach builder, the Parthenium Club Rooms, and
others.

Fire at the South Metropolitan District
Schools.— On Thursday morning a fire took place at

these schools, situated at Sutton, Surrey. The building,

which was in the Elizabethan style, was three stories

high, extending between 500 and 600 feet, with wings
on either side nearly 100 feet in depth. A great portion

of the building has been destroyed, with the furniture

and stores, including nine of the largest dormitories, the
needle room, workshops, and about seven of the officers'

rooms. There were upwards of 900 children in the

schools, but they were all saved from injury, and have
been sent to their homes.
The Farringdon Street Extension.—The mac-

adamising of the new street leading from Farringdon
Street to Coppice Row, Clerkenwell, has commenced
under the direction of the City authorities, the work
having been hitherto postponed in order that the new
ground might become solidified. When it is completed,

the portion of the new street out of the City will be

handed over to the Holborn district and the parish of

Clerkenwell. The Metropolitan Railway Company have

taken the ground on the east side of the new street,

extending from Peter Street to the back of the Sessions

House, at a rent of 78007. per annum, with the option

of buying the freehold at 30 years' purchase, the railway

company intending the ground as the site for their station.

Wood Pavement.—Application having been made
to the Board of Works for the Holborn district, by a

wood paving firm, asking permission to lay down
gratuitously a new specimen of wood pavement, stated

to be more durable than that at present in that

thoroughfare, the members of the Board were almost

unanimous in declaring that wood pavement had failed

completely wherever it had been tried, and they would

have no more of it.

The Iron Pavement in Leadenhall Street.—The
cast-iron pavement, constructed after an American
patent, and laid down some months since in Leadenhall

Street, having exhibited a want of tenacity and en-

durance, has recently been taken up, preparatory to

being relaid. The bottom upon which the paving

rested was found to be insufficient, and has been replaced

by a bed of concrete, in order still further to test the

experiment.

The New Street in Southwark.—At a meeting of

the Metropolitan Board of Works on Friday, it was

resolved, on the recommendation of the Committee of

Works, to adopt for the proposed new street a line

commencing in High Street, proceeding thence to Red-

cross Street, at its intersection with Castle Street, and

terminating in Blackfriars Road, opposite Stamford

Street. A division took place on the question whether

the point of junction with High Street should be near

Red Lion Street or York Street. The junction with

Red Lion Street by a straight line was recommended by

the Committee on the score of economy ;
the junction

with York Street by a curved line was moved as an

amendment, with the view of bringing the new street as

near as possible to the railway stations at London

Bridge. The total cost of the line with the straight

junction, deducting the Government grant, wes esti-

mated at 187,711/.; the total cost of the line with the

curved junction was estimated at 230,671/. On a divi-

sion the amendment was carried by 27 to 8. The

chairman and two members of the Board carried up

the plan on Monday to the Chief Commissioner of Works,

who has since intimated his approval of it.

The Public Health.— The Registrar-General's

weekly return states that the total deaths in London,

which in the previous week were 969, rose to 1006 in

the week that ended Saturday, November 8. The

average number in the 10 corresponding weeks of the

years 1846-55 was 1032, which raised in proportion to

increase of population will become 1135, showing a

difference of 129 in favour of the return of tost week.

The births of 820 boys and 791 girls—in all 1611

children—were registered in London during the week
;

in the 10 corresponding weeks of the years 1846-55 the

average number was 1514,

Parliament. His lordship's solicitors also offer to the

tenants the indemnity} of Earl Talbot and his eldest son,

Viscount Ingestre, against any other claimant.

Darlington.—On Wednesday week Mr. Lawrence

Heyworth, M.P. for Derby, presided by invitation over

a teetotal meeting in the Central Hall in this town.

From 600 and 700 per-ons were present. Tea com-

menced at 5 o'clock, and the '• fixings" occupied till

half-past 10. The chairman made a speech of con-

siderable length, in which he dwelt upon the magnitude

of the evils produced by drunkenness, and praised

aerated waters. No better beverage, he said, except

water, could be used. Carbonic acid gas infused into

water was what supplied all organic vegetable matter

with life and substanee. Every vegetable and fruit was

nourished by imbibing carbon from carbonic gas mixed
with the water which descends from heaven. A report

was read, and speeches were delivered by other persons.

Dorking.—A young woman called Elizabeth Brooker

has been committed for trial on the verdict of a

coroner's jury and also by the masjistrates, on the

charge of having wilfully murdered her new-born child.

The accused was a domestic servant in the service of

Mr. Abel : and, according to her own confession made
to the superintendent of the county constabulary,

as soon as the child was born, she became alarmed lest

her mistress should hear the cry, and immediately

struck its head against a chair, and then cut its throat

with a penknife. Subsequently she placed the body in

her box, where it remained for two days, and she then

buried it in a spot where the remains were subsequently

discovered. The penknife with which the deed was

committed was found in her box ; and the medical

testimony clearly proved that death had been caused by

the wound in the throat. At the inquest some of the

witnesses urged that the mother was suffering from a

diseased mind at the time she committed the act ; but

the coroner informed the jury that they must leave

that question for the decision of a superior court.

Durham.—Bishop Mai toy has munificently presented

his extensive library of books to the Durham Uni-

versity. They are to be kept separate, at the Bishop's

request, from the other works in the library.

Exeter.—The collision between the Poor-law Board

piece. Addresses, with presentations, were also made to and the St. Thomas's guardians has not yet terminated,

the Rev. H. Linton, Lecturer in Divinity at the College, A special meeting of the guardians was held on Friday,

^Jrobmctal.
Birkekeead.—A little more than n\i\e years ago the

Rev. Joseph Baylee, D.D., Incumbent of Holy Trinity

Church in this town, established a theological training

school with the view of educating young men for the

ministry of the Established Church. The idea had been
forced upon his mind by the fact that while there were
300,000 souls in the adjoining town of Liverpool, there

were only 100 clergymen to attend to their spiritual

wants. It struck him that there was a manifest want of

a more ready and accessible means for educating fit men
for the work than way presented by the existing univer-

sities—a means which, with a laborious course of theo-

logical instruction, should include the practice of

making the students practically acquainted with the

pastor's duties by district visiting in Birkenhead and
Liverpool, and by holding cottage lectures under proper

regulations, as a means of inducing confidence in preach-

ing. One of the earliest to recognise the movement was

the present Archbishop of Canterbury, then the bishop

of the diocess, who intimated to Dr. Baylee his willing-

ness to ordain any of the pupils of the college after they

had passed through the requisite course of preparation.

Dr. Baylee soon found numerous friends to aid him in the

work ; and the result has been the erection of a large

building in the decorated Tudor stvle of architecture.

The land was purchased from the Birkenhead Com-
missioners for 9325L, and the building has already had

12,0007. or 14,000Z. expended upon it. When complete

it will form a quadrangle ; at present only the principal

facade and west wing are constructed. The College

was opened on the 4th inst. with a public dinner," at

which the Marquis of Westminster presided. There

were also present Earl Vane, Lord Robert Grosvenor,

Lord Alfred Churchill, the Marquis of Bhmdford, Lord

and Lady Rayleigh, Mr. Brown, M.P., Mr. Horsfall,

M.P., Mr. Greene, M.P. , the Right Rev. Bishop Spencer,

the Rev. Dr. Baylee, Principal of the College, the Arch-

deacons of Chester and Liverpool, the Rector of Liver-

pool, the Recorder of Liverpool, &c. After dinner

several speeches were made, and an address was pre-

sented to Dr. Baylee on behalf of the students, accom-

panied by the gift of a handsome pier-glass and time-

and to the Rev. II. G. Vernon, Chaplain to the College.;

Bungay.—Some remarks have been made upon some
alleged Puseyite proceedings En the recently established

penitentiary for fallen women at Shipraeadow, near

this town. It is reported that a " sisterhood n has been

established of the young ladies, who devote themselves

when a resolution was unanimou:-ly carried to the effect

that—" The guardians are anxious to assure the Poor-

law Board that they have no other object in view than

promoting, to the best of their judgment and expe-

rience, the interests of the poor in the union and the

proper administration of relief therein ; that the result.

to the unfortunate objects of the institution, and several as regards the weekly number of paupers relieved and

of its influential supporters have withdrawn their

patronage from it. A meeting is to be held shortly to

consider the subject.

Chatham.—On Friday the Duke of Cambridge re-

viewed the whole of the troops belonging to the different

branches of the service stationed at Chatham gar-

rison, with the view of brigading them and testing their

efficiency and ability to act together.

Cheadle.—The solicitors to Earl Talbot have issued

a circular to the tenantry of the Shrewsbury estates,

giving them notice not to pay their rents (some of which

are now receivable) to the devisees of the late Earl of

the weekly amount of out-door relief during the period

in which the duties have been discharged by three

relieving officers, as compared with the corresponding

period of last year, when the duties were discharged by

four officers, leads to the conclusion that while there haa

been a decrease in numbers and in amount, there is no
ground for apprehension that either 4 the interests of the

poor or the proper administration of relief ' have been

neglected ; and that the conclusion is strengthened by

the absence of any complaintagainstthe relieving officers

for neglect of duty or inattention to the requirements of

the poor; that the guardians express their regret that

the Poor-law Board should have declined to consent toShrewsbury, or * in any way to acknowledge their claim the Poor-law Board should have declined to consent 10

to or right of interference with the estates," aud calling the proposed division of the union into three districts for

on them to pay their rents to the earl. The grounds general relief, or to sanction a trial of the proposition,

upon which Earl Talbot rests his claim to the Shrews- *- K" -**1— nt *k— ™on " a +ho "™ a»"* nnnlMMnt

bury estates are thus set forth in the circular :—" By
the 2d section of the act 6th of George I. (1720), it is

enacted that the estates in question shall « be and re-

main to the use and behoof of all and every person and

persons being issue male of the body of John, first
#

Earl of Shrewsbury, to whom the title, honour, and poor and the proper administration of relief, they will

dignity of Earl of Shrewsbury shall, after the decease ' have no objection to take steps on Friday, the 20th day

"of March next, for the appointment of the fourth officer,

for by either of these means the present unpleasant

relations between the guardians and the Poor-law Board
would have been obviated and the retirement of the late

chairman prevented ; but, inasmuch as the guardians

have had an experience of 15 weeks with, as they believe,

favourable results both as regards the ' interests of the

patent

and come severally and successively one after another

as they and every of them shall succeed to and in-

herit the said earldom, and of the several and respec-

tive heirs male of the body and bodies of all and

every such person and persons issuing, to attend and

wait upon the said earldom and to be annexed to

and descend with the same/ By the 8th section of the

same act the estates are made inalienable, but with a

proviso enabling Protestants, conforming to certain

ceremonies, to alienate. This proviso has, however,

been repealed by the 32d section of the act 6th and

7th Victoria, chap. 28 (1843), passed upon the petition

of the then Earl of Shrewsbury, a Roman Catholic ;

and the estates have become, in consequence, inalienable

alike by Protestant and Roman Catholic. The issue

male of the bodies of Gilbert, Earl of Shrewsbury,

Earl Fortescue, the Lord-Lieutenant of Devon, pre-

sided at the recent annual meeting of the Devon and

Exeter Auxiliary of the British and Foreign Bible Society,

and made the following remarks on Italian freedom :

—

" I heard with peculiar pleasure from my hon. friend Mr. SilM-

fant the statement he made, and which, if I mistake not, is the

result of his own recent observation, that, with respect to the

security and freedom now enjoyed by -he long persecuted Church
of the Vaudois, which we may consider as the foundation of all

Protestantism in Europe—I say it pave me peculiar satisfaction

to hear that, after all the persecution which that primitive Church
has had to endure during more than five centuries, it is at

length established on a firm basis, enabled to perform its

rites in security under the constitutional Government of

that brave and good nation, Sardinia, whose army
lately stood beside us so gallantly and covered them-
selves with glory in the recent struggle in the Crimea,
not for the sake of advantage to themselves, but for the

sake of justice and right—far the sake of upholding the weak
against the strong—I say. to me, a? a lover of civil aud religious

liberty, it is cheering to find that the liberty of that Church hasGeorge Talbot and John Talbot, named in the act

6th George t. has failed ; and Earl Talbot, as issue been established under the good and constitutional Government
uhi uww *! """ "* •

. .i i * of Sardinia — a Government which, be it recollected, all
male of die first Earl of Shrewsbury, is now entitled to

j Roman Catholic as it i8f and 8urr0unded by countries more,

the estates. In April last the late Earl of Shrewsbury
j

perhaps, than any other under Papal influence, has nevertheless

pxeouted a deed bv which he sought to disentail the set the example of saying, of itself, to the Roman Catholic

it. u l .*, «..,„JT f tkom anA « Church, 'Thus far and no further may you exercise your
estates, to become absolute owner of them, and to

ûthori
'

ia ecclesLastical matters, but you shall net interfere

possess himself of au absolute power ot disposition over with the freedom of our civil tribunals.' These are

them * and by his will, dated in April last, he professed the doctrines which have been held in Sardinia, and these

to devise them to Mr. Hope Scott and Mr. Serjeant are the doctrines which I trust, under God, will always
to nevise im**"* *» **•

-,
»

fina- favour. It has therefore been peculiarly gratifying
Bellasis." The circular states that Earl lalbot is about

fe me to hear what 1 have heard t0_d ^y with re„pect t(/ th|
to take immediate steps to establish in due course his security and the immunity granted to that Church, and I

ricrhf fcn the earldom of Shrewsbury and to the estates, venture to hope, from what we see with respect to the circula-
nght to tne eanuom ui o

.

J
f

.. . , .
'

tiou of the Scriptures in Sardinia, that the circulation of our
and adds that the consideration of his right to the

protPstant Bibl/there will not have fallen upon an onfruttftd

earldom is necessarily deterred till the meeting of
j soil> but tnat u-uc religion, under

u
the advantage of & coastito-
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tlonal Government and from the example of that country, will
gradually hut surely spread over the misgoverned hut benighted
States of Italy, and though I cannot, at my age, hold out to
myself the prospect of seeing this result, yet I do believe that it
is allotted to the younger men among you to see that Italy will
yet acknowledge and appreciate the advantage of a free Govern-
ment, and the still greater blessing of a pure religion."

Leeds.—On Saturday Henry Harrison, the Leeds
wizard, was brought up in custody from the borough
gaol, and examined before the magistrates on two charges
of bigamy; first, with having married Sarah Ann Brown
on the 14th of May, 1846, at the parish church of Roth-
well, his first wife, Jane Brayshay, being then alive

;

and, secondly, with having married Maria Steel on the
14th of October, 1850, at St. John's Church, Wakefield.
The excitement was by no means so great as on the
previous examination of the prisoner on the charges
preferred against him by Eliza Croft, but the court was
well filled, and the gallery was thronged by women. The
•evidence disclosed a career of extraordinary profligacy,
but conclusively established the charges of bigamy, and
the magistrates accordingly committed him for trial on
both charges.

Liverpool.—On Friday Lord and Lady Palmerston,
accompanied by Sir Benjamin Heywood, paid a visit to
this port. On arriving they were received by the
Mayor and corporation and the leading merchants of the
town, by whom they were conducted to the Town Hall.
Addresses were then presented by the Town Council

[November 15, 1856.
vessels are orders for peaceful commerce, the execution of which
tends to the mutual benefit of the nations inhabiting the two sides
of the broad Atlantic. I was sure that the policy which we
recently adopted in our difference with the United States
must meet with your approbation. W« felt that while on one
hand it was necessary to manrain the dignity of the country

proved eminently successful. The number of books in
the library on Sept. 30 was 3983 ; number of books re-
ceived towards establishing a lending library, 189'.
number of specifications received, about 12 500-

and that while it was equally necessary not to show that even
avera

5
e number of dai,y visitors, 407 ; average number

the calamities of war with a kindred race would prevent us from °* daily book read

too much notice of circumstances in a narrower sphere that
might, perhaps, have justified feelings of irritation. The result
I think, has fully borne out the wisdom of the course. I am

harmony
which acquaintance and personal intercourse form the best

'

foundation for—that the mutual interests which commerce
establishes will be cemented by an intimate acquaintance with
each other; and I am sure that, in proportion as your prosperity
increases—in proportion as your enterprise is developed— in the
same proportion may we look to the cementing permanently those
ties of friendship and good will which exist, and ought to be
perpetuated, between the people on the two shores."

Manchester.—Lord Palmerston's visit to this city
has been followed by that of M. Kossuth, who arrived
on Monday, and was loudly cheered by a large concourse
of citizens. He was received by Mr. John Henry, of
Woodlands, Cheetham Hill, at whose house he is to
sojourn during his stay in the neighbourhood. Onand the commercial bodies, to which his lordshio re- i t a ^

spooled at considerable length. He J^ti^ 1™??Z ?e™* the
.

re Wa9 an
!
mraense Satherin? »« *•

rented himself at the Exchange balcony, and was loudlj
cheered by the merchants assembled, whom he warmly
thanked for the reception jriven to him. His lordship
afterwards proceeded on 'Change, where he was re-
ceived with the greatest enthusiasm. He entered the
news-room, and there delivered a few words of thanks
for the cordial greeting they had accorded to him. His
lordship had subsequently a sail on the river in a
steamer, which afforded him an opportunity of seeing
the extent of the docks and the nature of some of the
improvements on the Cheshire shore. He afterwards
Visited the Albert Dock warehouses and the Sailors'
Home. His lordship and Lady Palmerston returned to
Manchester by the afternoon train. The following is
an extract from the speech delivered by his lordship in
the Town Hall :— J r

"It is most satisfactory to Government to have found, during
e continuance of the war in which we were unfortunate!

v

rade Hall to hear an address from M. Kossuth on
the affairs of Italy. Mr. R. N. Phillips, high sheriff of
Lancashire, presided, and introduced M. Kossuth as " a
patriot in exile for the cause of liberty, and as such the
friend of every true Briton." M. Kossuth then pro-
ceeded to address the meeting at great length, beginning
by reminding them that on that day five years lie had
paid his first visit to Manchester, and that he was an
exile still. The following is an abstract of his address :

" The subject of his address was Italy, the vitality of which it
was impossible to destroy—the horrors of the scaffold, the
butcheries of Milan, the fusillades of Bologna, the bombardment
of Venice, dungeons, lingering tortures, the Inquisition, and the
more deadly concessions of perfidious Sovereigns, all had failed
to trample out the nationality of Italy—of the country. Italy
would not die. What, he asked, was the mysterious source of that
imperishable life ? It was, that when even a community arrived
at the consciousness of possessing the elements of national
existence, it would never rest until it took its stand as an
independent member of the family of nations, and became the

private .,. ,•...*,
.lied forth from them that display of energetic patriotism

which contributed so greatly to the success of the contest, and
which reflected such honour upon the country at large. I may
say to those I now have the honour of addressing that the
means which the commercial marine of this country placed
at the disposal of Government contributed essentially to
the successful operations in which we were engaged.
The vast means of transport which the commercial ma-
rine placed in the hands of Government had this effect—

. that
arrnieTof'Tr^^nVpn^lamf't1™ E2^ * meftn 'h

? !

-cribe reforms for' her. He attributed the present anoma-»£» greRt part to the PHpal Govern-

own; were 3000 miles from the head-quarters of their re- des

_ - energy and zeal of her Majesty „
Oovernment — and that energy and zeal were uniform
throughout the land— I am bound to say that of the manner
in which every member of the Administration co-operated
in the common cause, for that energy and zeal was felt
throughout every department—that all the energy and zeal,
and the confidence with which we were honoured by our
Sovereign, the bravery of our army and navy, and
the cordial co-operation of our allies would have been
unavailing if it had not been for that glorious spirit which
was displayed by the people of this country, which not only
backed up the Government in all its efforts that were necessary
for the war, but which convinced other nations, and more espe-
cially the Power with which we were contending, that our
resources were growing with the duration of the contest. Instead
'*{ -?fc

n5 ®*nau8t
?
d by jhe fi^t year's war we were only beginning

of England,
additional

philosophy, science, and art.

Pembroke.—There is at present great activity in

__ Pembroke Dockyard, which is in progress of being im-

??I
S

^5 ?
tliat those opportunities of frequent intercour»e which

,

proved by giving greater length to" the dry dock bvare afforded to the people of the two countries will bevond anv- ~v^»a-» •* -j n • « A i , ' uy
thing else, contribute to maintain between them tha? harmony

I

ext
f
ndinK

J !
t considerably more into the haven, as well- 1-* """ ' " as by adding several feet to its length inland. This

extension has become necessary from the great addi-
tional length given to our men-of-war, one of which
now about to be laid down as a frigate is to be 300 feet
lorn,', which is considerably more than the line-of-battle
ship Puke of Wellington.

Plymouth.—The Court appointed by the Admiralty
to make inquiry into the charges preferred by Mr.
Triscott, the storekeeper of the Royal William Yard,
against Captain Nias, superintendent of the yard, having
made their report, their lordships have decided that
Captain Nias is to be superseded ; and Mr. Triscott
himself has not escaped without an admonition.
Portsmouth.—Some serious disturbances have taken

place in this town and Gosport in consequence of the
disorganised state and riotous proceedings of the British
German Legion, stationed at Browndown camp, five

miles from Gosport. Quarrels with the regular troops
occurred last week almost daily and nightly, ending with
the use of the knife. On Friday night the fatigue party
of the Legion, who were placed on board the Sultana
and Culloden for conveyance to the Cape, endeavoured
to force their way out of the dockyard, and a violent
struggle ensued between them and the police. It was
found necessary for the preservation of order and the
security of the dockyard to double the military guard
all day on Saturday. At night however the troops were
allowed out of the dockyard, and thus could boast of
having carried their point in the midst of a garrison
numbering upwards of 4000 men of different branches
of tha service. During the whole night their proceed-
ings were of the most riotous character. The windows
of private houses were wantonly broken at Gosport,
and several civilians and British soldiers ill-used. In
Portsea the state of matters was even worse. A quarrel
ensued between some of the men of the Legion who
were drinking at a beer house and a scuffle and fight

was the result. Knives were used, and finally one man
of the Legion was so severely stabbed that he died
almost instantly. The embarkation of 1200 men of
the Legion was fixed for Monday, but the proceedings of
Saturday evening were of so riotous a character as to

render it a matter of the greatest danger to allow the
men to remain on shore another night. The authori-
ties therefore marched them into the dockyard from
Browndown on Sunday afternoon, and the moment they
were embarked the ships were towed out to Spithead,
from which they sailed on Monday for the Cape. The

ta'g£*£i » fc£&'££&3:TSKSSpSTJS •«?« °f ?• *&* were taken from them before they
not by any possibility exist, and the bare idea of a Papal Sove-

\

embarked, and when they get to the Cape the patent
rernment which a free Enfield rifle will be served out to them. The wives of

the sailing-

tend that the Italian movement was essentially a national move-
ment, and that none of the nostrums prescribed by foreign
Governments for her amelioration were worthy of a moment's
consideration. The Italian population amounted to 24,000,000.
They occupied the finest country in the world. They had the
most glorious recollections ot any people in Europe; and was it
to be viewed, in the language of Prince Metternich, as merely a
'geographical denomination?' Hatred of foreign dominion
was the prevailing sentiment in Italy. She wanted to
become a nation, and it was vain and idle to pre-

human institutions. There were three

reign was inconsistent with the form of gove
people would tolerate in the 19rh century. Having denounced
the Governments of Spain, Germany, and France, as inconsistent
with political freedom, he proceeded in the same strain to declare
there never would be true peace on the continent, free trade,
absence of foreign intervention, or full scope given to the develop-
ment of national greatness and power, so long as Russia kept
Poland, and Austria Hungary. He believed that Italy, Hungary,
and Poland would yet be the watchword of freedom and the
forerunner of good government in Europe. Nothing short of a
successful popular rising would achieve these great results

;

and this being admitted, the question was asked by practical
Englishmen whether there was a fair prospect of success, as
otherwise the English people would never sanction, by word or
deed, a mere wanton effusion of blood. He believed there was a
fair prospect of success. The whole htory of the Italian struggle

At that
The absurd

power alter the downfall of
the Orleanists, were hlown tn the winds; and when France
awakened from her present trance, as assuredly she would do ere
long, who would not say that the prospect of Italian liberty was
not fairer than in 1848? The view taken bv Lamartine was in
substance that adopted by the British Cabinet, as Lord Palmer-
ston himself had gone the length of saying that he con-

w wemj; cAunusieu uy tne nrst years war we were onlv
to put forth our strength : and that indomitable spirit >
Instead of quailing under difficulties, was roused to

war. It has been a subject of great satisfaction to us to reflec ?,!£' £?* ^S*i!!•

PP6
*

made r
?
om ^V^ 1

'*;

.

that at the commencement of That conflict the Government of f

™*
rii?5 t 1

n"th,n* to exPec* from *™»ce Tl
England, in concert with that of France, made changes and

theones of Lft™^tine, who came into power after the d«

relaxations in the doctrines of war, which, without in any degree
Impairing the power of the belligerents against their opponents,
maintained the course of hostilities, yet tended to mitigate the
pressure which hostilities inevitably produce upon the commercial
transactions of countries that are at war. I cannot help hoping
that these relaxations of former doctrines, which were establiMhed
*n «e beginning of the war, practised during its continuance, and
which ha ve been since ratified by formal engagements, mav perhaps
be still further extended ; and. in the course of time, those
principles of war which are applied to hostilities by land may
be extended, without exception, to hostilities by sea, so that
private property shall no longer he the object of aggression
on e'tner side. If we look at the example of former periods,
we shall not find that any powerful country was ever vanquished
oy Josses sustained by individuals ; it is the conflict of armies
by land and of fleets by sea that decides the great contests

°l
na*,ons

'
and [t is

' PerhftP s
,
to be desired that those conflicts

ehould be confined to the bodies acting under the orders and
directions of the respective States. Gentlemen, you have, if I
may say so, bridged the Atlantic. You have connected, by estab-
lishing a rapid intercourse, I will not say between two nations,
because two nations they are not, but two branches of the
*ame "*tlon

>
the opposite shores of the great Atlantic. Itvas the remark of Mr. Burke, when discussing the opera-

Tions of the American war, that it was difficult to carry
on a war when seas rolled and months intervened between the™ T

.
Its exectlti°n

- Well, gentlemen, how changed are cir-
cumstances now from what they were then ! It is quite true that
tne same seas still roll, and that they are lashed by the same
connict ot the elements, but the period of communication which

the married men are to go out together in

ship Stamboul.

Sheffield. — A movement has been commenced
among some of the working men of Sheffield to erect a
monument in the town to the memory of their country-
men who fell in the Crimea. They have communicated
with Miss Nightingale, through her relative, Miss Shore,
of Meersbrook Hall, requesting her to lay the foundation
stone. Miss Nightingale has declined this invitation,

but has sent a cheque of 201. towards the object, con-
sisting of subscriptions of 51. each from herself, her
father, and her uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Smith, accompanied by the following letter :

—

" Lea Hurst, Matlock, Oct. 23, 1856.
" My dear Lydia,—The purpose mentioned to me in your letter

has my deepest sympathy. It would have been most congenial
with my feelings, on my return from the death-beds of so many
brave men, to take a part in it. I shall be with the men of Shef-
field in spirit whenever they execute their proposed plan. It is

with real pain that I feel compelled to decline the privilege
which they offer to me, of laying the first stone. But I believe

and strengthened this declaration when he told Metternich
that no change could be made in the territorial arrangement
of the Italian peninsula without the consent of all the
Powers who had subscribed the treaty of Vienna. He was
thoroughly persuaded that whenever Italy or Hungary chose to
rise, no British Minister, no matter how popular he might be,
would dare to resist the burst of British sympathy which would
be sure to follow—or would dare to advocate subserv^t.icy to
despotism. He then dwelt at considerable length on what he
termed the perfidy of the hou^e of Hapsburg; and having ex-
plained in detail the circumstances which led him personally to
revolt against Austria, expressed his conviction that Austria
eould never retain her Lombardian provinces without an im-
mense standing array, and that the hour would inevitably come
when her own regiments would tear up the black and yellow flag,
as the Italian battalions had already done, and follow the

i
tricolour. The conduct of King Carlo Alberto in the Lombar-
dian struggle had been regulated, not by a desire for Italian
liberty, but by the hope of preventing the establishment of a

,

republic in his own neighbourhood. He concluded amid loud
cheers by declaring that all he bad stated was based upon
historical facts, and by expressing his conviction that a Euro-

I shall best honour the cause of those brave dead by abstaining

sidered the integrity of the Austrian kingdom as necessary ^rom appearing to court that publicity which I consider to have
for the peace of Europe. The noble lord had also confirmed

' Deen my greatest impediment in the work I have been engaged
~" A "x *L

' * * in for their sakes, impeding it by arousing in some minds care

for worldly distinctions. I will ask you to give this letter to Mr.
Overend, and I should he glad that Mr. Overend should make
known to those who had expressed a desire that I should lay the

first stone my reasons and my sorrow for not doing so; and

should say also that I feel an especial regret in declining this at

Sheffield, from old and dear family recollecti-us connected witn

the place. I must apologise for so late an answer, as I have only

just returned home.—Pray believe me, my dear Lydia, ever truly

yours, « Florence Nightingale.

"Miss Shore, Meersbrook."

—At a public meeting held recently in this town, it

was determined to prosecute the scheme for the erection

of a monument to the late James Montgomery ;
and

to commence a subscription for carrying out the design

of Mr. Bell, already submitted to the public.

Stroud.—The Roman Catholics have recently been

making considerable progress in this borough. A force

monastery, inhabited by some 30 monks, and a hand-

some chapel, which is crowded every Sunday, has been

erected at Woodchester, about three miles out of the

town, and a large church is in course of erection in the

rice. Thenrd »k
~- W - TO " ««»«» MU«.cu ~~w ^. w*»., „„v* m**wmk- town. Various lectures have at times been delivered

comers that now traverse rapidly the ocean in your room, which was opened on the 1st of June, 1854, has against Romanism. Some Roman Catholic gentlemen
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having complained ot some ot the observations made
in letters to the Stroud Journal, a theological cor-
respondence ensued, and the result was that Mat-
thew Bridges, Esq., a Roman Catholic gentleman of
the neighbourhood, gave a challenge to Protestants to
discuss the question with him. A number of gentle-
men formed themselves into a committee to arrange the
matter ;

Dr. Baylee, the Principal of the Theological
College, Birkenhead, was engaged as the champion of
Protestantism ; and three days were fixed for the dis-
cussion, which took place on the 28th, 29th, and 30 th ult.

Admission was by ticket at 6d. each, the holders being
bound to exhibit no manifestations of feeling during the
proceedings. The discussion commenced on the first two

Church of England and Ireland at Jerusalem,' has
recently officiated in several parts of the country in
chapels which are not subject to Episcopal jurisdiction;
and this in more than one instance, notwithstanding the
most solemn remoustrauces previously addressed to him
by the respective diocesans." The bishops appeal to his

grace whether such acts ought to be allowed to pass
without some expression of censure on the part of his

ecclesiastical superior. The address at the same time
complains of the misrepresentations to which the Scot-
tish Bishops are "continually exposed" from adherents
of the Church of England, and declares solemnly that
" as there is no doctrine held by the Church of England
which we have not subscribed, so there is no error repu-

days at 1 Jo clock, and on the third day at 1 1, lasting four ! diated by the Church of England which we do not also
hours, each disputant being allowed one hour's speech and
two half hour speeches. Mr. George Edwards presided.
Mr. Bridges argued that Protestantism was indebted to
the Catholic Church for the Scriptures, that^the Church
settled the canon, and they took it in connection with
tradition. Dr. Baylee pointed out that the Fathers were
all at issue in their opinions as to various books, and that
it required no council to settle what was and what was
not Scripture, as the holy writ found a response in the
heart of man. The subject was treated with great
reverence. The proceedings throughout were conducted
in the most orderly manner and gentlemanly spirit.

The two disputants several times gave expressions to
feelings of personal friendship, and mutually invited
each other to their respective houses. The audiences
were large and highly respectable.

Wrexham.—The inquest on the 13 men

repudiate, both in our own names individually, and in

the name of the Church whose right9 and privileges it is

our duty to uphold." In reply to the address the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury states that the bishop referred to

is not under his jurisdiction, and that it was not com-
petent for him to entertain the complaint.

ftafUmflfc
Gigantic Frauds on the Great Northern.—The

Great Northern Company has been defrauded of an
immense amount of money by the dishonesty of

Mr. Leopold Redpath, one of it* principal officers, who
abscondedlast week leaving defalcations amounting to

150,0007. or 180,000Z. These defalcations were caused

who lo*t
ky a series of frauds which throw those of Robson on

their lives in the inundation of the Bryn Mally
Colliery on the 30th September, after several adjourn-
ments, terminated on Wednesday in a verdict of
Accidental Death, the jury at the same time expressing
their opinion that the mine ought to be surveyed and
the drivings laid down on the plans more frequently
than had hitherto been the case.

York.—The late Earl of Scarborough having cut off

the entail of his estates, and having three natural sons
and a daughter, it was not known until after his death
how his property was devised. It has now transpired,

however, that his lordship has constituted his cousin
and successor to the title, Richard George Lumley,
Esq., of Tickhill Castle, his heir, and that the new Earl
will have the estate at Sandbeck, the Lumley property
in Lincolnshire, and the family castle and estates in

Durham. The present (ninth) Earl of Scarborough is

the only son of Mr. Frederick Lumley, by Charlotte,

daughter of the Right Rev. George de la Poer Beresford,

Bishop of Kilmore. He was married in 1846 to

Frederica Mary Adeliza, second daughter of

Mr. Andrew Robert Drummond, by whom he has
several children. His lordship is an ardent admirer of

the sports of the field.

Irclanu.
The Education

created among the

Question.—A commotion has been
Irish national and Roman Catholic

journals by the views upon education in its

branches propounded by Dr. Lyons before Dr. New-
man and the Catholic University on the opening of the

second session of the Medical School. Dr. Lyons,

highest

the Crystal Palace Company completely into the shade.

Mr. Leopold Redpath, of 27, Chester Terrace, Regent's
Park, was the registrar of shares and transferrer of

stock in the Great Northern Railway Company, and in

that capacity had a command over the whole of the
company's shares. Although his salary was not more
than 300Z. a-year, he lived in a luxurious style in a

fashionable house, had his stall at the opera, was a

habitue of the theatres, a governor of Christ's Hospital,

a leading manager of the St. Ann's Society, and a

subscriber and director of several charitable institu-

tions. Operating under the prestige which these

occupations afforded, he averted all suspicion, and was
thus enabled to perpetrate a series of enormous frauds

by adding an " " to every 100J. of stock which he
had to issue, thus making the amount 1000/. in the

company's books. This operation extended to stock of

200/., 300L and 500/., so that out of every 100/. stock

transferred he gained 900/. Associated with Mr. Leopold

Redpath in the same office, and acting with him as

clerk, was Mr. Charles J. Cumming Kent. This youn^
man bore a hiyh character for honesty and ability, but

as the directors had reason to suspect that he was
mixed up with the frauds perpetrated by Redpath he

was given into custody, and has undergone a private

examination by the police magistrate sitting at Clerken-

well Police Court. The case was made out with suf-

ficient strength to induce the magistrate to remand him,

and he is now in the House of Detention. It seems to

be the general impression that he was the dupe of a

well-devised plot on the part of his superior officer.

On leaving London Mr. Redpath fled to Paris, but find-

ing that Mr. Williams, the Company's Inspector of

tion ot the Duke de Uuise, "Lord dtraitord pr<H-«*eum£ to the
Scaffold/* and "Charles I. insulted by Crom well's Soldiers."

These last tiro, which are at present in the galleries of the Duke
of Sutherland and Lord Ellesruen\ were exhibited in Paris in

1837. Since that period M. Delaroche has not shown any of his
works to the public, either at the annual exhibition or even in
his studio. Among these works, ge erally unknown, are M Marie
Antoinette before the Revolutionary Tribunal," "The Last
Banquet of the Girondins," and * Descent from the Cross." The
painting of the hemicycle of the Palais dea Beaux Arts, so
seriously injured last year by the fire In the building, but which
was afterwards thoroughly repaired by the artist himself, will

probably be considered his greatest work. M. Delaroche has
died of disease of the heart after an illness of only three weeks.
He married a daughter of M. Horace Vernet, by whom he has
left two children.

Francis Woodward, Esq., well known a* an eminent agricu!<j

turist and an active magistrate and deputy-lieutenant of the
county of '.Worcester, died on the 4th Inst, at Bricklehampton
Hall, near Pershore. He met with a fall from his horse in
riding to one of his farms on the 15th ult , and severely injured
his knee, from which injury tetanus ensued, and caused his
death, while in the full vigour of life and health, leaving a widow
and five children. Mr. Francis Woodward was widely known as
an agriculturist of great eminence and enterprise. In all matters
relating to agriculture his opinion was much sought after and
highly valued, and he was more than once examined before
committees of the House of Commons on subjects in connection
with his favourite pursuit. Ho was an active and intelligent
county magistrate, and was much esteemed for his benevolent
disposition, courteous manners, and integrity.

Miss Vinckkt, the actress, so well known for many years past
to the visitants of the Surrey and Victoria Theatres, died on
Monday at her residence, 13, Bark ham Terrace. Westminster
Road. For some days previously she had complained of tem-
porary indisposition, arising from what she thought to be a slight
cold ; but her illness did not prevent her from fulfilling her official

duties as directress of the Victoria Theatre, where she attended
until the termination of the performances on Saturday evening
last. On her return home she became worse, and brain fever
supervened, which terminated fatally ou Monday morning. She
was in her 42d year.

WILLS OF DECEASED PERSONAGES.
The will of Ann Sophia, Baroness Kendlesham, has been proved

under 6000J.; the Hon. Colonel Knox, 600 >. ; Major-General
James Jones, 30.000J.; Lieut.-Coloiiel John Pester, Hon. East
India Company, 10,00jZ.; Lieutenant -lame* Rutland. 10th Foot,

20,0001.; Mr. Francis Goslincr. Motor, 90,000/.; Mr. William
Smith, banker, 40 ,00(W.; Mr. Richard Roffey, Canterbury Place,

Walworth, 25,000/.; Mrs. Arabella Ann Cheap, Elvington, 45.000/.;

Mr. John Gould, Finsbury, 25,000/ ; Alderman Hunter, 2 j.OOOJ.:

the Very Rev. W. Buckland, D.D., Dean of Westminster, and
Rector of Islip, Oxon, 16,000/.; Mr. Robert F. Pate, of Wisbeach,
70,000/.; Mr. Thomas Coster, of York Terrace, Regent's Park,
70,000/.; Mr. Edward R.Adams, of Elmes Lodge, 45,0001. ; Mr.
James Poulter Manser, of Hoddesdon, 2<>,000/. ; Rear-Admiral
Prickett, 1000/.; Lieut.-Colonel W. Curphey, Hon. East India
Company, 6000*.; Miss Jane Mather, of Liverpool, 30,000 J. ; Mr.
J. Patterson, of Cornwall Terrace, Regent's Park, 30,000*,, within
the province of Canterbury.——————

examined yesterday at ClerkenweJl Police Court, and

was remanded for a week. The prisoner, who seemed
very self-possessed, was conveyed in the usual way to

the House of Detention.

©Dttuarj).

Police, was on his track, he returned to London and
whose name is familiar to the profession at large, not was apprehended yesterday morning at the house of a
less by his eminence as a practitioner than by his recent friend, iS'o. 4, Ulster Place, New Road. He was
scientific visit to the Crimea at the instance of the

Government, shows that while one Scotchman in every
£000 of the population is a graduate of some University,

in Ireland only one man in every 20,000 has received a

similar proof of superior education. Dr. Lyons proves I

by figures that Ireland is the most ignorant of all the

civilised nations ; and further, that she cannot plead

poverty as her excuse.

The Tipperary Bank.— There are 19 petitions

already filed in the Encumbered Estates Court (on behalf

of English holders of deeds sold by the late John Sadleir),

for the sale of estates for which those deeds purport to

be transfers of mortgages. Some of those instruments,

it is stated, will be disputed as invalid or forged, and

thus a new source of litigation will be opened in a court

which has, up to this time, enjoyed the peculiar reputa-

tion of being entirely free from the delays and intricacies

Of legislation. Meanwhile, the preliminary arrange-

ments for a compromise between the shareholders and

the creditors of the Tipperary Bank are in progress; but

serious difficulties have yet to be encountered, and it is

said that nothing practical can be accomplished in the

jtttsttllatirottg.

The Mirage at Sea.—A singula? optical illusion is

mentioned in a letter from Aden, dated Sept 15:

—

u Yesterday, a little after noon t the signal was made a

'steamer to the eastward/ and was kept flying the

whole afternoon. Towards evening the signalman

reported that the steamer was gradually receding, and
supposed that she had either broken down or run out of

coal. On this the political resident ordered the Hon.
Company's steamer Queen to get up her steam and go
to her assistance. The Queen accordingly left about

9 o'clock and met the Oriental at 3 o'clock this morning
steaming along all right At the time the steamer was
signalled she was 150 miles from Aden, and we can only

account for this very singular phenomenon by some
optical illusion, such as the mirage."

Lord SCARSDAus'died at Farnah Hall, near Derby, on Wed-
nesday last. He was born in 1781, and was consequently in his

76th year. The heir presumptive is the Rev. Alfred Curzon, of

Kedleston, second 6on of the late Hon. and Rev. Alfred Curzon,

who wos born in 1801, and who married in 1825, Sophia

daughter of R. Hoiden, Esq.

Sir Edward Sherlock Gooch, Bart., M.P. for East Suffolk,

died on Sunday at his residence, Beuacre Hall, in that county.

He succeeded to the title on the death of his father in 1851. His

first wife was a daughter of the late Lord Reudlesham, by whom
he had one daughter, who is now married to the Rev. S. Clissold,

of Wrentham. His second wife was a member of the Hope
family, by whom he leaves one s:>n

T
14 years of age (who is now

at Eton, and who succeeds to the title), and seveu daughters.

The deceased baronet for the last 10 years represented EistJ

Suffolk in the Conservative interest. In 1851 he was installed

Provincial Grand Master of Freemasons, which office he held to

/Rarfcet**

COVENT GARDEN, Nov. 15.

Supplies of home-grown fruit are still extremely limited.

The best sorts of Pears fetch, in the shape of single specimens,
6d. and 9d. each. Foreign Grapes continue to arrive in
excellent condition. Apples still realise high prices. Good
varieties for kitchen use are scarce. Peaches are all but
over. Filberts are a trifle cheaper. There is still a good de-
mand for Kent Cobs at from 110s. to 120s. per 100 lbs. ; Barcelona
Nuts, 20s. per bushel; New Spanish and Brazils, 18s. ditto.

A few Chesnats have been offered at high prices. New
Oranges have arrived—price from Is. to 2s. per dozen.
Tomatoes are still arriving, but in very bad condition. All
kinds of vegetables in season are tolerably well supplied.
Portugal Onions fetch from 9s. to 16s. per 100, or from 2s. to

3s. per dozen. Potatoes are very much diseased. Cut flowers
consist of Heliotropes, Orchids, Gardenias, Violets, Camellias,
Mignonette, Heaths, and Roses.

FRUIT.

the time of his death,
Libut.-General Sir Johx Rolt, K.C.B., Colonel of the 2d (or

way of arrangement without a special act of Parliament. Queen's) Royal Regiment, died on the 8th inst. at East Southern-

COLLISION AT Sea.—On Thursday week a collision hay, Exeter, of disease of the heart. m^w^wu*
*« i i « A n\ - **i<* ',iu ; n *i1A tnrA i Major-Gkheral William J. Buttrrworth, of the East India
took place off Cape Clear, which resulted m the total

Companf,

a 8erTice difd at bi3 residence. Milmead House, in

loss of the schooner Mary Macklin, of Cork* ine Guildford, on the 4th inst., after a lingering illness. He had

8chooner which was on its way to Cahirciveen with a very recently resigned the Governorship of Prince of Wales

cargo of Indian corn, was run down b.v the Mangerton W«A Ji»Bapore, «ni Malacca, which be had bdd smce ,he

Steamer, of Limerick, which picked off the crew and M Fau
*

l delaroche, one of the greatest of modern French
1—* * - - ~ —

*

mu ~ * f *— :" *****
painters, died suddenly on the 4th inst. at his residence in the

Rue de la Tour des Dames. He was born in 1797, and was con-

sequently in his 59th vear. H« exhibited for the first time in

1822, his works for that year being a " Descent from the Cross/

and " Joas taken from the midst of the Dead by Josabeth." In

1825 he exhibited "Joan of Arc interrogated in Prison/* and

"Philippe Lippi falling in Love with the Nun who served him

as the Model of the Holy Virgin/' exhibited in the Gallery

Lebmn, the " Death of Augustin Carracci," n A Scene from the

Massacre of St. Bartholomew," the "Death of Elizabeth of

Pine apples, p. lb., 3s to 6s
Grapes, perlb.,2s to 4s
Figs, per doz., Is to 3s
Melons, each, 2s to 5s
Peaches, per doz., 3s to 8s
Nectarines, do., 2s to 4s

Pears, per doz., 8s to 10s
Apples, per half sieve, 6s to 8s
Lemons, per doz., Is to 2s
Filberts, p*r lb., lOd to Is 3d
Kent Cobs, p. 100 lbs,110stol20s
Almonds, per bush., 32a

landed them at Queenstown. The Mangerton is the

vessel which ran down the Josephine Willis, New
Zealand packet, off Folkestone, a few months ago.

Scotland
The Scottish Bishops and the Bishop of Jeru-

salem.—The Edinburgh Advertiser states that at a

Synod of the Scottish Bishops, held last month, it was

unanimously agreed to send an address to the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, representing that "a bishop who
is understood to be of the province of Canterbury, and

who is commonly called
fc

'the bishop of the United

VEGETABLES.
Cabbages, per doz., 9d to Is fid

j
Artichokes, each, 4d to 8d

Cauliflowers, p. doz. t Is to 4s Capsicums, per 100, Is to 2s
Broccoli, per bunch, 9d to Is Veg. Marrows, per doz., 8d to 1
Brussels Sprouts, per half sieve, :

Tomatoes, per hf. sieve, 4s to 6s
Is 6d to 2s 6d I

Shallots, per lb., 4d to 6d
French Beans, per half sieve,

|
Garlic, per lb.,4d to 6d

Is 6d to 2s 6d
Potatoes, new, p. ton, 60s to 120s
— per bush., 2s to 2s 9d

Carrots, per bunch, 4d to 6d
lurnips, per doz., 2s to 3s 6&',

Spinach, p. sieve, Is 6d to 2s

Cucumbers, each, 2d to Is

Beet, per doz., Is to 2s

Celery, p. bundle, 9d to 2s

Leeks, per bunch, Id to 2d
Onions, p. bushel, 2s to 4s

Lettnces,Cos., p.score,ls to ls6d
Endive, per score, Is to Is 6d
Radish,Tnraip, p.doz.,lsto ls6d
Small Salads, p. pun., 2d to 3d
Horse Radish, per bun, 2s to 5a
Mushrooms, p. pott., Is to Is 6d
Parsley

,
per bunch, 2d to 4d

Mint, green, per bunch, 2d to 3d
Marjoram, p. bunch. Id to 2d
Savory, do., Id to 2d
Chilies^ per 100, la to Is 6d

England," now at the Luxembourg, and the " Death of President

Duranti " at present in one of the rooms of the Council of State.

In 1827 he exhibited the "Taking of the Trocadero." *« «*

HOPS.—Bobouoh Marset, Fridav, Nov. 14.

Messrs. Pattenden and Smith report that there is still an
extensive demand for fine Sussex and Weald of Kent Hops at
improved prices.

BRITISH WOOLS.—London, Nov. 14.

Onr market keeps about the same on an average. Some
articles being rather more in demand, and others rather less,
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Bome realise a ratall auvance, and others experience a corre-

sponding decline. All branches of the trade, however, continue
healthy, although the manufacturers are running short time in

some places on account ot the unprofitable nature of their trade.

South-down Hog- s.

Kfitflo ***» • • • ... • • * *

Halt-bred ditto... 1

Down Ewes ... 1

Kent Fleeces ... 1

d. s. d.

6£to 1 6
3 -1 44
3—14$
1 -1 3

d. a. d.

LeiceBterFleeces 1 3 tol 4
Blanket ditto ...0 8—0 11
Flannel Wool ..1 0—1 4
Combing Skins.. 10 —J 3$

The Coloxial Sales continue to go off at the rates they
commenced at.

Arrivals from Nov. 10 to Nov. 14.

English ...

Irish • I - • i •

Foreign ...

Wheat.

3130 qrs.

30310

>»

tf

Barley.

380 qrs.

3020

tt

*•

Oats.

120 qrs.
2200

36!40

'f

ri

Flour,

610 sks.

i fWlnbris.

'IHJ iNbKVOUS SUtiri^vcus.—A iUrurea Uergy-
-*- man having been restored to health in a few days, after
many years of great nervous suffering, is anxious to make known
to others the means of cure ; he will send (free), on receiving a
stamped envelope, properly addressed, a copy of the prescription
used.- Direct, Kev. E. Douglas, 18, Holland Street, Brixton
London.

HAY. — Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.
Smith field, Thursday, Nov. 13.

Prime Meadow Hay
Superior do. (old)...

Inferior do
New do. ...

Kowen ...

. .

.

> - •

68s to 80s
84 90
50 60

50 70

Old Clover
Second cut
New Clover
Straw '

• • •

ffl

• •ft

* * *

• • •

• t#

• • t

70stoll0s
70 95

... 24 28
E. J. Davis.

WHiTEcnxpRL, Thursday, Nov. 13.
Fine old Hay...
Inferior do.
Rowen ...

Inferior do...,

Straw

• • #

• ft

1 1 •

• • i

75s to 84s
50 60

• • • • •

Fine old Clover
Interior do. ...

Fine new Clover
Fine old 2d cut
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Liverpool, Tuesday, Nov. 11.—At this morning's market,
with a fair attendance of millers and dealers, a good sale was
effected in Wheat at a reduction on Friday's quotations of Id.
per bushel, making the decline on the week 3d. per 70 lbs.

Flour must be called 6d. to Is. per sack and barrel down. Indian
Corn decidedly improved in value, but cannot quote an advance.
Egyptian Beans scarce, and Is. per quarter dearer. Oats and
Oatmeal good sales, but with a large supply must be called £d.
per bushel and 6d. to Is. per load cheaper.

Liverpool, Friday, Nov. 14.—There was a fair attendance
of town and country dealers at our maket this day, and a very
quiet tone prevailed. Wheat and Flour were rather easier than
on Tuesday. Indian Corn has slightly improved in price.
Other articles unchanged.

R

POTATOES.—Southwark, Monday, Nov. 10.
During the past week there have been a few arrivals from

Scotland coastwise, all of which were in bad condition, some
entirely rotten, and a few small lots from Germany, which are
freer from taint than the English growth. The quotations are

:

—Yorkshire Regents, 70s. to 100s.; Kent and Essex do., 85s. to
105s. ; Lincolnshire do., 40s. to 90s, ; East Lothian do., 80s. to
95s.; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire, do., 20s. to 85s.; Jersey
Whites, 80s.; German Whites, 80s.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Nov. 10.

We have a very large increase in the number of Beasts, and
consequently prices are lower for all descriptions. Several
inferior ones remain unsold, but the best kinds find ready pur-
chasers. The supply of Sheep is very small and prices have ad-
vanced, notwithstanding trade is not brisk. Good Calves are
still dear. From Germany and Holland there are 2290 Beasts,
2720 Sheep, and 135 Calves; from Spain, 63 Beasts; from
Scotland, 100; from Ireland, 1000; and 2100 from the northern
and midland counties.

AVEKAOE8 W neat. 1 Barley. Oats. Kye. 1'eaiic*. i eas.

Oct. 4... 65a Od 42sl0d 2osUd 42.-. Od 44.«10<J 13§9d— 11... 64 9 42 9 25 9 39 11 45 2 13 3— 18... 65 9 44 26 8 40 I 46 1 44
- 25... 66 4 45 8 27 1 40 11 46 6 44 9

Nov. 1... 66 46 2 26 7 41 8 47 2 5 5— o. .. 65 3 46 8 26 5 40 4 46 J5 9

Agg.Aver 65 6 44 8 1 26 5 40 10 45 11 <4 6

Fluctuations in the last Six Weeks' Averages.

Nov. 1.Prices. I Oct. 4.

66* Ad
66
65 9
65 3
65 —
64 9
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Per st. of 8 lb.— s

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. ... 4

Best Short-horns . 4
2d quality Beasts 2
Best Downs and

Half-breds ... 5
Do. Shorn

i s d

4 to 4 8
— 4 4

6 — 3 4

2-5 4
• • * • * • • * *

Best Long-wools... 4 10 to 5
Do. Shorn —

,

Ewes & 2d quality 4 4 — 4
Do. Shorn...
Lambs
Calves ... ... 4 4 — 5
Pigs 4 — 5

* 1

1

• ••

*

• ••

4

Beasts, 6113 ; Sheep & Lambs, 19,710 ; Calves, 166 ; Pigs, 420.

Friday, Nov. 14.

The number of Beasts is small and the weather favourable,
consequently we are enabled to maintain Monday's quotations,
but trade is not brisk. There are very few sheep indeed on
offer, however quite as many as are wanted. The quality of the
supply is very inferior. Prices we nearly the name as on
Monday. Good Calves are scarce and dear. From Germany
and Holland there are 154 Beasts, 310 Sheep, and 143 Calves

;

from Spain, 23 Beasts ; 450 from the northern and midland
counties, and 143 Milch Cows from the home counties.

4 to 4
0— 4
6 — 3

0-5

8
4

Best Long-wools . 4 10 — 5
Do. Shorn — ...

Ewes&2dquality 4 4 — 4 6
4 Do. Shorn

|
Lambs

4,Calvea 4 4 — 5 4
Pigs 4 — 5

• ••

• *•

• ••

• ft« • I *

Best Scots, Here-
fords, Ac. ... 4

Best Short-horns . 4
2d quality Beasts 2
Best Downs and

Half-breds ... 5
Do. Shorn ...

Beasts, 1013; Sheep & Lambs, 2420; Calves, 222; Pigs, 230.

MARK LANE.—Monday, Nov. 10.
With the exception of some rain on Saturday afternoon, the

weather since Friday has been fine, with north-westerly winds.
The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market was
moderate, and although the condition was generally improved,
a decline of Is. to 2s. per quarter upon the prices of this day
se'nnight was obliged to be submitted to on all but the very best
samples. The attendance was small, and foreign met a very
slow retail inquiry, but its value is unaltered. Selected samples
of malting Barley bring last week's prices, but other sorts are Is.

to 2s. per quarter cheaper. Beans and Peas bring our extreme
quotations. Old Oats are unaltered in value, new are Is. per
quarter lower. The Flour trade is quiet, without alteration
in price.

Per Imperial Quartkr. |g. s.i i s. s.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk...White fiO-80)Red '58-70— — fine selected runs. ..ditto 70— 74- Red ...... 60—76
70-80— — Talavera

— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind.&distil.,363 to42s...Chev.'44—50
— Foreign. ..grinding and distilling 34—42^

60—90
Red

KNOW THYSELF.—The secret art of discovering
the true CHARACTER of INDIVIDUALS from the pecu-

liarities of their HANDWRITING has long been practised by <

MARIE COUPELLE with astonishing success. Her startling

delineations are both full and detailed, the style of description
differing from anything hitherto attempted. All persons wishing
to "know themselves,"orany friend in whom they are interested,

must send a specimen of their writing, stating sex and age,

inclosing 13 penny post stamps, to Miss Coupelle, 69, Castle
Street, Oxford Street, London, and they will receive, in a few
days, a minute detail of the mental and moral qualities, talents,

tastes, affections, virtues, failings, &c, of the writer, with many
Other things hitherto unsuspected.

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
WHISKERS, &c—ROSALIE COUPELLE'S CRINU-

TRIAR is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustachios, &c, in

a few weeks, and restore the Hair in baldness from whatever
cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent its falling off, and
effectually check greyness in all its stages. For the nursery it is

recommended by upwards of 100 Physicians, for promoting a fine,

healthy head of hair, and averting baldness in after years. Sold

by all Chemists, price 2s., or sent post free on receipt of 24 penny
stamps, by Miss Coupelle, 69, Castle Street, Newman Street,

Oxford Street, London.—Mrs. Carter writes, H My head, which
was bald, is now covered with new hair."—Sergt. Craven,
* Through using it I have an excellent moustache."

UFTURESEFFECT UALLY CURED WITHOUT
A TRUSS.—DR. BARKERS celebrated REMEDY is

protected by three patents, of England, France, and Vienna; and
from it^ great success in private practice is now made known as

a public duty throughout the medium of the press. In every
case of single or double rupture, in either sex, of any age, how-
ever bad or long standing, it is equally applicable, effecting a cure

in a few days, without inconvenience, and will be hailed as a boon
by all who have been tortured with trusses. Sent post free to

any part of the world, with instructions for use, on receipt of
105. &d. by Post-office order, or stamps, by Charles Barker, M.D.,
10, Brook Street, Holhorn. London.

DR. DE JONCH'S

L"
IGHT-BRUWN COD LIVER OIL
Has now, in consequence of the marked superiority over

every other variety, secured the confidence and almost universal
preference of the most eminent Medical Practitiouers as

the most speedy and effectual remedy for consumption,
bronchitis, asthma, gout, rheumatism, sciatica, diabetes,
diseases of the skin, neuralgia, rickets, infantile wast-
ing, general debility, and all scrofulous affections.

Its leading distinctive characteristics are :

complete preservation of active and essential principles.
invariable purity and uniform 8trength.

entire freedom from nauseous flavour and after-taste.
rapid curative effects, and consequent economy.

JOHN WEEKS & CO., KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS.EGISTER FOR GARDENERS.
No Charge except for Postage.

The Nobility and Gentry in want of Gardeners, Bailiffs,
Foresters, &c, are respectfully informed that Gardeners are
classed here according to their various qualifications. By sending
full particulars such Gaideners only will be introduced as ans
worthy, and well adapted for each particular situation.
Gardeners in want of situations are requested to apply to

John W eeks & Co., Horticultural Establishment. Chel^a.

\\i ANTED, a young MAN, who thoroughly under-
v stands the Growing of Plants, including Orchids and Fern9,

and who can be well recommended. Liberal wages, if a suitable
person be engaged.—Address J. S., 3, Forest Hill Terrace,
Sydenham.

1X7 ANTED, a respectable Youth, as an Out-door
* " Apprentice to the SEED and FLORIST BUSINESS, in a

fashionable and healthy locality. A moderate premium required.— Letters addressed Mb. Crawley, 60, Portland Place, London*,
will meet with attention.

yy ANTED, a young Man as INVOICE CLERK,
_ * * by 1st December next. One accustomed to the Retail

Trade preferred.—Address, stating age, terms, &c, to James
|
Carter & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

_ \A7 ANTED, a MAN and his WIFE, the Man to
* * Groom a Horse, work under the Gardener, and do odd jobs.

The Woman to take the Washing of the family at her own house,

— or attheHall,asmay be agreed on. Agood Cottage close to the Hail— will be provided.— H. J. Turner, Land Agent, Richmond, Yorks

WANT PLACES—Letters to be post paid.

VUORKING HEAD GARDENER.—Married, no
* family; has a knowledge of his profession in all its

branches, also Land and Stock. Wife a good Cook or House-
keeper. Good character.—H. Y., Post Office, Church St., Croydon.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, single ; well skilled
in Vines, Peaches, Cucumbers, Melons, and Kitchen, Fruit,

and Flower Gardens. Also a practical knowledge of Plant
Growing. Good character.—E. W., Messrs. Rollisson's Nursery,
Tooting , Surrey. _____ ..„

rjAUDENER (Head).—Age 36, single, 23 years'
^-* experience; thorough practical working man; wishes a
situation where he can carry out each branch of gardening on the
best principle. Can lay out Grounds, &c. ; understands the
Management of Land, Stock, Poultry, &c.—T. C, Post Office
lngatestone. Essex.

/GARDENER.—Single, age 30 ; thoroughly under*
VJ stands all kinds of Early Forcing, together with the
Greenhouse, Kitchen Garden, and Pleasure Grounds, Two and
half years' good character.— A. C, Post Office, Ashford, Kent.

G^ AKDfcflEK. Age 36, single 18 gears' practical

R

Malting .40—44
Malting 40—46

Oats, Essex and Suffolk 21—27
— Scotch and Lincolnshire ...Potato 25—29 Feed '20—24
— Irish Potato! 25—20 Feed
— Foreign Poland and Brew 24—29 Feed

40—42 Foreign

35—41 Harrow
Longpod

20—25
20—27

35-41

42-50

Rt» ...

Ryk-mbal, foreign
Brass, Maxagan 33a to 40s Tick
— Pigeon 40s— 48s. ..Winds.
— Foreign Small 38—44 Egyptian 36—38

Psas, white, Essex and Kent ...Boilers, 40—45'Suffolk... 142—46
— Maple — sto —s Grey 36—40 Foreign . 36—62

Maizb White! — Yellow...
Floub. best marks delivered ...per sack 52—60

»•* 2d do dittoj42—60, Country .

— Foreign perbarrel 2S—40. Per sack'60— 68

Friday, Nov. 14.

The weather since Mondav has been tolerably fine but cold,

with strong northerly winds, to-day N.W. Considerable dullness
has this week prevailed throughout the grain markets of the
kingdom, and Wheat, both English and foreign, has met a slow
sale at la. to 2s. per quarter decline, excepting hard and such
qualities as are adapted for export to France, Portugal, or Spain,
the wants of the last named country being evidently consider-
able. The knowledge that the Spanish Government are adopting
means to supply them, and the intelligence of Cronstadt being
closed by ice with a large number of vessels frozen in there,
imparts confidence to holders here, and makes the majority
indifferent sellers excepting at very full prices. Business in
Barley, Beans, and Oats has also been languid, with a lowering
value. Prices of Peas were generally well supported. With the
exception of some few purchases of Flour for export, the trade
has been very quiet, and in some instances lower rates were
accepted. The arrivals of foreign Wheat and Oats this week
have been large, of all other grain and Flour moderate. This
morning's market was thinly attended; nevertheless fine white
English Wheat was in request at fully Monday's rates, all other
sorts with the exception of hard are neglected. In floating
cargoes there is very little doing. Barley is a very slow sale at
barely Monday's prices. The value of Beans and Peas is un-
altered. The large proportion of the supply of Oats is taken to
granary, and the trade is firm at Monday's prices. The Flour
trade is quiet, and the few sales made were at a reduction of
about Is. per barrel upon the rates current a fortnight since.

opinion OP CHARLES COWAN, ESQ., M.D., L.R.C.S.E.
Senior Physician to the Royal Berkshire Hospital, Consulting

Physician to the Reading Dispensary, Translator of * l Louis on
Phthisis," &c.

11 Dr. Cowan is glad to find that the Profession has some
reasonable guarantee for a genuine article. The material now
sold varies in almost every establishment where it is purchased,
and a tendency to prefer a colourless and tasteless Oil, if not
counteracted, will ultimately jeopardize the reputation of au
unquestionably valuable addition to the Materia Medica.
Dr. Cowan wishes Dr. dk Joxgh every success in his under-
take

Sold only in Imperial Half-pints, 2*. 6d. ; Pints, 45. 9d. ;

Quarts, 95.; capsuled and labelled with Dr. de Jongh's Stamp
and Signature, without which none are genuine, by
ANSAR, HARFORD & CO., sole British Consignees, 77, Strand,
London; and by many respectable Chemists and Druggists.

Proposed substitutions of other kinds of Cod Liver Oil should

experience ; three years and a half character from late

employer.—M. R. t
Messrs. Lee's Nursery, Hammersmith.

GARDENER.—Has had extensive practice in

the whole routine of Gardening, including Growing Plants

and Fruits for Exhibitions and other purposes; likewise the

Management of Farming, Land, Stock, Draining, &c, Unexcep-
tionable character.-F.H. S., Post Office, Chatsworth, Derbyshire.

f^ ARDENER,— Age 29, married, one child, fou^
"J years old ; understands Early and Late Forcing, Greenhouse*
Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Can have an excellent character

from the gentleman with whom he has lived three years.—W. F.,

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, Herts.

ARDENER or FOREMAN. — Experienced in

Potting, and a first-rate hand with the Knife; thoroughly
understands Pruning, Planting, Nailing, Training, &c. "Would
like an engagement a few miles from town. Can Manage Land,
Milk, &c.

y
if required.—S. S. Lane, Mr. G. Turner, Gardener,

East Barnet, Herts.

GARDENER, or GARDENER and BAILIFF.—
Age 32, married, no incumbrance ; has a thorough know-

ledge of his profession in all its branches.—H. K. H., Duke's
Road, Tavistock Square, London.

Gi ARDENER, or GARDENER and BAILIFF.—
T Age 37, married ; offers his services to any nobleman or

gentleman in want of a first-class Practical Gardener. He has

also a thorough knowledge of Land and Stock, and all things con-

nected with rural economy. Can be highly recommended.

—

A. B. W.. 2, Regent Street. Gloucester.

17ARM BAILIFF. — A native of Scotland, un-
-17 married ; has a thorough knowledge of his profession.

Draining and Reclaiming Waste Land, Growing Green and

White Crops ; ha.s been accustomed to Light and Heavy Soilo,

Keeping Accounts, &c. Can be highly recommended by the

gentleman be has just left.—Agriculturist, Post Office, Thame,
Bucks.

BAILIFF (Working).—Age 28, married ; has been

accustomed to new and improved implements. Nine years

character from last employer.—J. C, Post-office, Iver, Bucks.

MANAGER, or MANAGER and BAILIFF.--
A young Man of respectability is desirous of a confidential

situation as above, on an Off or Home Farm under a gentleman.

Has a general knowledge of Farming: thoroughly understands

the Cultivation of Land, also of Flax ; the general Management

of Stock, Draining ; the personal superintendence of Repairs, &c.

,

H OLLOWAY'S OINTMENT AND PILLS THE
UNRIVALLED CURATIVES OF THE AGE.—John

Swift, of Deptford, in a letter to Professor Holloway, dated Sept.
19,1856, saya that his wife suffered nearly four years with an

I ulcerated leg; she consulted the most eminent of the facility with-
out obtaining the slightest alleviation of pain ; at last, advised to
use Holloway's Ointment and Pills, the wounds were quickly
healed. He concludes by expressing his heartfelt gratitude to

one who proved the means, under " Divine Providence," of
restoring his wife to perfect health,— Sold by all Medicine vendors
throughout the world; at Professor Holloway's Establishments,
244, Strand, London, and 80, Maiden Lane, New York; by A.
Stampa, Constantinople; A. Guidicy, Smyrna; and E. Muib,
Malta.

EBILITY and NERVOUSNESS. — Encourage-
ment to those in despair, and suffering from debility,

spermatorrhoea, relaxation, nervousness, and exhaustion of the
system. Advice and prescriptions, with a treatise on these dis-

eases, for a successful course of self-treatment, by which a per-
manent cure of the most protracted case is effected, sent post free

upon receipt of 14 postage stamps, and symptoms, by E. J.
Roberts (late Army Surgeon), Greencroft Villa, High Fell,

Gateshead, Durham.

—C. P., Post Office, Isle Abbots, near Taunton, Somerset

A SSISTANT PROPAGATOR, or SECOND in a

Xl NURSERY.-Age 20; has had great experience in tne

Propagation of Roses, Conifers, &c. Good reference can w
given.—A. B. North Row, Uckfield, Sussex.

TO LANDED PROPRIETORS. .—j^
LAND STEWARD, &c.—The Advertiser (marriea,

aged 38), a native of Scotland, has bad ^«P"J;
tical experience in the general management ot^ ,

thoroughly acquainted with Draining «fj^^
the Erection and Repairing of Farm ^^f^rSI Works,
Selling of Stock, the Management ot Br}<**»«

Timber &c *

Extensive Plantations, Measuring and \aJ^
B»^™ ber &c

^

is agood Accountant; has no objection to Ireland. ^«^5
highly recommended by his present eniployer.-A. B.

f
rost

Office, Brigg. Lincolnshire.

a *i, a r,»rson with whom he haa been mX present engaged with a personm
fa ^

I business fortbe last 12 years.
.

BftV^ p.*:,,,, geeds for Sale.
Shop ; also in Growing, Cleaning, and rrepann„ seeds tot d

! Competent to take charge in the *^»ce ot
1
h«

^
^^ Hurst

objection to Travel 0cc1u.i0nally.7-B- h., care ot Messrs. nu«

[ & M'Mullen, Seedsmen, 6, LeadenhaU fctieet.
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BINN'S PATENT MANURE AND TOP-DRESSING,
FOR PROMOTING THE RAPID GROWTH OF VEGETATION,

(ITS FERTILISING PROPERTIES BEING EQUAL TO THOSE OF ANY MANURE AT PRESENT KNOWN),

AND THE DESTRUCTION OF THE FLY, WIRE-WORM, AND SLUG.

THE PROPRIETORS of this valuable MANURE and TOP-DRESSING are now manufacturing it at their
Works, 332 and 333, Wapping, and are enabled to supply any quantity of either at the rate of 5/. per ton. This Manure is

strongly recommended for Wheat, and all other crops that follow in succession, to be used either drilled or broadcast.
Agriculturists will find it invaluable as a Top-dressing for Grass.
Orders addressed Hall & Co., at the Works; the City Offices, 3, Leadenhall Street: or to Mr. Samttkl Fowler, West End

Agency, 9, Pall Mall East, will be immediately executed.
The Patentees have also manufactured a CONCENTRATED MANURE for thk FLOWER and KITCHEN GARDENS,

which is sold in boxes at 3s. and Is. 6d. each. No. 1 Box is enough to Manure 12 rods of ground ; No. 2, 6 rods. May be had at

the Works, and of the undermentioned Agents.

Hooper & Co., Central Avenue, Covent Garden Market.

T. Brigden, Seedsman, 10, Railway Arcade, London Bridge.

Wood & Sons, Seedsmen, East Street, Old Kent Road.
Dawe, Cottrell, & Co., Seedsmen, 36, Moorgate Street, City.

Henry Potter, Seedsman, 65, Farringdon Street.

F. Boshell. Seedsman, 86, High Street, Borough.
John Noble, Seedsman, Pond Lane, Lower Clapton.
John West, Florist, Xewington Green.
William Kibble, Florist, Richmond Road, Dalston.
P. S. Phimmer, 37, Upper Thames Street; and 54, Seed

Market, Corn Exchange.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J.C. Nksbit, F.G.8., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, and every

description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.
W. Inolis Cabne, 10, Mark Lane, London.

THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

ft per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 7L\ Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.
N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

osnt. of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

ESTABLISHED 1812.

TURNIP MANURE.—This valuable fertiliser has
been used for the last twelve years with great success by

most of the eminent Agriculturists throughout England, and
stands unrivalled in the weight and quality of the bulbs which
it produces ; it is besides especially beneficial to the Grain Crops
which follow, while Clover is rarely found to fail after the first

application. Some of the crops produced by this Manure last
year weighed upwards of 30 tons per acre. GRASS, BARLEY,
CLOVER, and WHEAT MANURES; also BONE, GUANO,
and SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, warranted of the best
quality.—Apply to H. & T. Procter, Cathay, Bristol ; Procter
AUyland, Birmingham; Edmund Scott, Warwick, aud Satney,
near Chester.

PATENT WOOL MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED).—Wool Manure for Corn, 71. 10j.; Turnips,

61. 10s. ; delivered to any Railway Station or Wharf in London.
Applications for Agency from influential persons attending Pro-
vincial Markets to be forwarded to C. H. Tidburt, Secretary,
S!, Gracechurch Street, London,

THE PATENT NlTRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOODi MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Trustees.
Abel Smith, Esq.. Jun., M.P.,
Walton House, Ware, Herts.

Charles Dimsdale, Esq., Essen-
don Place, Herts.

Edward Ball, Esq., M.P.,8, Bel-
grave Road, Pimlico.

Major-Gen. Hall,'
:
M.P.

v
Weston

Colville, Linton, Cambridge.
John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

Directors.
Chairman—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.

Deputy-Chairman—John Sharp, Esq., Tower Villa, Queen's Road,
Regent's Park.

Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex.
John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury, Essex.
Richard Hunt, Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lexham, Norfolk.
Kobert Morgan, Esq., 72, Camden Villas, Camden Town.
Thomas Nash, Esq., Great Chesterford, Essex.
James Odams, Esq., Bishop Stortford, Herts.
John Colliqs, Esq., Middleton Square, Pentonville.

George Savill, Esq., Ingthorpe, near Stamford.

Bankers—Messrs. Barnett, Hoare, & Co., Lombard Street.

Solicitors—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorm an, 23, Essex St., Strand.

Secretary and Chemist—James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.

Manufactory—Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

BLOOD MANURE FOR WHEAT.
The Directors of the above Company (many of whom are

extensive agriculturists) have great pleasure In acquainting
their friends and the agricultural community, that they have
now completed their extensive Works and Machinery for the

manufacture of their Manures; and, having secured nearly the

whole of the Blood produced by the butchers of the metropolis,

and a large stock of other necessary materials of the best quality,

they are low in a position to supply their Patent Manure of the

highest quality; and, as most of the Directors and many of the

Shareholders are themselves large consumers of the Blood

Manure, their fixed determination to supply nothiug but genuine

quality, cannot fail to afford a guarantee and protection to the

farmer against imposition.
The great value of Blood Manure as a fertiliser may now be

considered as a fully established fact; ever since the first intro-

duction of this valuable fertiliser, the demand has been greater

tkan could be conveniently supplied.
Tin Blood Manure is composed of bones dissolved in Sulphuric

Acid, to which is added a large quantity of pure blood, specially

prepared to suit various crops, and may either be applied by the
drill or sown broadcast.

It is a very remarkable fact, that the analysis of blood and the

fcrain of Wheat are nearly identical, as proved by the most
eminent chemists; it contains all the elements which plants

require, and when properly prepared and applied, will become
the essence of vegetable as well as of animal life.

The highly fertilising properties of Blood have been commented
tipon by Professor Way and others, and the success of the Blood

Manure for Wheat Crops has been fully proved upon all soils, by
the practical experience of numerous agriculturists. Testimonials
from the most eminent agriculturists who have used the Manure
°**y be had from the local Agents.

Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London.

Price 11. 105. per ton, free at any Railway or Wharf in London.

directionsfor use.—From 2 to 4 cwt. per acre, according to the

condition of the soil. It may either be drilled in with the seed

*r sown broadcast; if the latter it should be well harrowed in.

The public are cautioned against spurious imitations. As
Bocurity to the purchaser every bag contains 2 cwt, aud is marked
"ODAMS' PATENT BLOOD MANURE,* and sold only by
tbe authorised Agents of the Company.

LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

Beg to call the attention of Agriculturists to their MANURES
FOR AUTUMN SOWING, which by a judicious blending of

Nitrogen with the mineral constituents taken from the soil by
Cereals, produce good crops without exhausting the land.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY also supply genuine
Peruvian Guano direct from importers' warehouses, Sulphate of
Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Superphosphate of Lime, Blood
Manure, and every Artificial Manure of known value.

Edward Purser, Secretary.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London.

rpHE NATIONAL GUARANTEED MANURE
-L COMPANY (Limited).—Incorporated under 19 and 20 Vict,

c. 47, limiting the liability of Shareholders. Capital 100,000/., in

50.000 Shares of 21. each. Deposit, 1G$. per share.

The object is to supply the Agricultural community with
Manures consisting of organic and inorganic substances, which
will be ""guaranteed ,f by this Company to contain a certain per-

centage of nitrogen, ammonia, soluble phosphates, silicates, and
other fertilisers, so essential to the growth of crops.

Trustees.

Colonel William Petrie Waugh, Branksei Castle, Dorset.

John Evans, Esq. (Evans, Lescher & Evans, Bartholomew Close,

London and Liverpool).
Robert John Lattey, Esq., Erin House, St. John's Wood; and

Cregg, county of Galway, Ireland.

Directors.

The Hon. Rowland Winn, 20f
Wilton Street. Belgrave Square.

William Bush, Esq., Royal Circus, Bath, Mayor of Bath.
Thomas Burbidge, Esq. (Burgoyne & Burbidge), 31, Throg-
morton Street.

Peter Carstairs, Esq., 4, Upper Montagu Street, Russell Square.

J. J. Unwin Clarke, Esq., 23, Homton Street, Kensington.
T. W. Fleming, Esq., Stonehan Park, Southampton.
John Brown, Esq., Cross Lane, Tower Street.

David M'Birney, Esq. (M'Birney, Collis, & Co., merchants),

Aston Quay, Dublin.
William Slarke, Esq., Cricklewood, Middlesex.
Lieut.-Colonel Thorp*, Manor House, Lexden, Colchester.

Auditors—R. Ilodson, Esq . 15, Adam Street, Adelphi;

C. H. Cooke, Esq., 11, John Street, Bedford Row.
Bankers— Sir John Lubbock, Bart., & Co., Mansion-house Street,

City;

London and Eastern Banking Corporation, Cannon Street, City.

Solicitors—Messrs. Humphreys & Knight, Spital Square, Bishops-

gate Street; Worthington Evans, Esq., 72, Coleman Street, City.

Brokers—Messrs. Crosley, Brothers, 30, Cornhill.

Resident Chymist—Vf. H.Read, Esq., late pupil and assistant to

Professor Wav.
Secretary—Geo. Gorham Lamb, Esq., pro tern.

Temporary Offices, 77, King William Street, City.

Two businesses have been purchased by this Company, whose
works are in active operation and executing orders daily. Testi-

monials and samples of the Manures may be seen at the Offices.

Prospectuses and Forms of application for the remaining Shares
may be obtained of the Bankers, Brokers, or Secretary.

Temporary Offices, 77, King William Street, City.

T^HE"GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
JL PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henry Ker Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection

of Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of

Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or

he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-

lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER CA8E.

4. The whole coat of the works and expenses will, in all case*,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-j early

i
instalments.

I 5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,

and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and

THiRTy-oxK years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments

will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the

improved Lands can afford to pay. WILLIAM Clifford Sec. _

TO LANDOWNERS ,THE CLERGY, SOLICITORS,
ESTATE AGENTS, SURVEYORS, ETC.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY is

incorporated by Special Act of Parliament for England,

Wales, and Scotland.—Under the Company's Acts Tenants for

Life, Trustees, Mortgagees in possession, Incumbents of Livings,

Bodies Corporate, certain Lessees, and other Landowners, are

empowered to charge the inheritance with the cost of Improve-

ments, whether the money be borrowed from the Company or

advanced by the Landowner out of his own funds.

The Company advance money, unlimited in amount, for "Works

of Land Improvement, the Loans and incidental expenses being

liquidated by a rent charge for a specified term of years.

No investigation of Title is required, and the Company being of

a strictly commercial character do not interfere with the Plans

and execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the

Inclosure Commissioners.
The improvements authorised comprise Drainage, Irrigation,

Warping, Embanking, Inclosing. Clearing, Reclaiming, Planting,

Erecting and Improving Farm Houses a» d Buildings for Farm
purposes, Farm Roads, Jetties, Steam Engines, Water Wheels,

Tanks, Pipes, &c.
Owners in fee may effect improvements on their Estates with-

out incurring the expense and personal responsibilities incident

to Mortgages, and without regard to the amount of existing

incumbrances.
Proprietors may apply jointly for the execution of Improve-

ments mutually beneficial, such as a Common Outfall, Roads

through the District, Water Power, &c,
_

For further information and forms of application apply to the

Honourable Williah Napier, Managing Director, 2, Old Palace

Yard, Westminster.

I IMPROVED STEAMING APPARATUS—FOOD
* FOR STOCK.—Tlie advantages of cooking the food ot

animals are so well understood now that a steaming apparatus

is considered indispensable to every well-ordered steading. The
process of boiling or steaming is known to effect great and im-

portant changes, both in the chemical and mechanical condition

of food, and to render many substances suitable for the digestion

of animals, which in their raw state are indigestible or nnwhole
some. The mechanical division of boiled food facilitates the

acts of mastication, swallowing, and ruminating (in ruminating
animals).—Address, Richmoni' & Chanm.kr, Salford, Manchester
Branch Establishment, South John Street, Liverpool.

LAIMO DRAINAGE.

MR. BAILEY DENTON undertakes the Drainage
of Estates by Contractor Commission.—For terms apply

to him, 4 4

2, Parliament Street, Westminster.

R
—
OYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE*

Cirencester.

;Patron—His Royal HlgfaneM Prince Albert.
President of Council— Earl Batiiuest.
Principal— Rev. J. S. Hatgabth, M.A.

Professors, &c.
Chemistry—J. A. C. Voelcker, Ph.D.. F.C.S.

Zoology, Geolopy, and Botany—J as. Buckman, F.G.S., F.L.S,

Veterinary Medicine and Surgery—G. T. Brown, M K.C.V.S.

Surveying, Civil Engineering, & Mathematics—J.A.J arman,C.E-
Manager of Farm—J. Coleman.
The first Session of 1857 will begin early in February. Fees

for boarders :—under 16 years of age, 55 guineas per annum;
between 16 and 18, 70 guineas; above 18, 80 guineas. The fee

for out-students is 40/. per annum. The College course of lec-

tures and practical instruction is complete in one twelvemonth,

thongh a longer course is recommended. There is a depart-

ment for general as well as for agricultural purposes. Pro-

spectuses and information can be had on application to the

Principal.

/COLLEGE op AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
Vy and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nksbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval

and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars mav be had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nrsbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver ia

the couutry a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry during the next twelvemonth. .

G~~
LOUCEST ERS HIRE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.— ANNUAL EXHIBITION at Gloucester,

Nov. 27, 1856.—The Exhibition of Stock, Horses, Roots, Wheat,
Cheese, and Implements vill take place at Gloucester on

THURSDAY, November 27 (being a week earlier this

vear in consequence of the Birmingham Show), and the Poultry

Show will be held on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY,
November 26 and 27.

Entrance to the Yards. One Shilling each person.

The Annual Dinner of the Society will be held at the King's

Head Hotel, Gloucester, at 4 o'Clock. The Right Hon. Earl

Ducie in the chair. Ed. Trader, Secretary.

Cirencester, Nov. 15.
n

THE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE and POULTRY
1 SHOW.—The EIGHTH GREAT ANNUAL EXHIBI-
TION of CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, ROOTS, and DOMESTIC
POULTRY, will fat held in BINGLEY HALL, on TUESDAY,
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, the 8d,3d,4th,

and 5th of DECEMBER next.

The Privatk Vikw will take place on Tuesday, December 2

.

Admission to Non-Subscribers, 55.

The Exhibition will be opened on Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday. Admission, 1«.

Bingley Hall will be Lighted with Gas on the Evening of

each day. The Doors will be opened at 9 o'clock each morning.

Subscriptions! and Tickets of Admission.—Subscribers of

Ten Shillings per annum will receive thret tickets of admission,

available on Tuesday (the Private View), Wednesday, Thursday,

or Friday; Subscribers of One Pound to six tickets; and Donors

or Subscribers of a larger amount to Tickets in the like propor-

tion. Each ticket will secure one admission only, and it must in

all cases be delivered to the Checktaker at the entrance to

Bingley Hall. John Morgan, Secretary.

Offices, Bingley Hall, Birmingham.

Eht agricultural (Sajctte
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1856.

tp.

The French Government evidently places a very

high value upon English agricultural experience as

an incentive and example to the agriculturists of

France. A more liberal set of arrangements in

order to secure for Frenchmen an exhibition of our

results as manufacturers of meat could hardly have

been devised than is published with reference to

the show of fat stock next spring at Poissy.

British Stock are admitted to this exhibition in

order to show French farmers the capacity for

feeding, and the value of the produce derived from

the breeding stock shown in the Great International

Exhibition of Breeding Animals held in Paris in the

month of June.

Poissy being a station distant about ten miles

from Paris, on the railway from Le Havre to Paris,

British exhibitors are advised that one of the best

ways of conveying cattle to the show is to send

them by the steamers from London or from any

other seaport to Le Havre. From Le Havre to

Poissy the journey is direct, and a very short one.

The cost of the transport by the French railways

will be paid back to exhibitors on their arrival at

Poissy by the French Administration. The exhi-

bitors or their servants will have for that purpose

to keep carefully their railway receipts, and to pre-

sent it to the Commissary of the show.

The show takes place on the 6:h, 7th, 8th, and

9th of April next year. The following is the list

of prizes offered to English exhibitors :—60/., 48/.,

and 40/., are offered for the best ox under 3 years

old of the short-horn, Devon, Hereford, and polled

breeds respectively ; 48/., 40/., and 36/. are offered
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for the best ox over 3 years old of these several

breeds, and also for the best Highland ox under
4 years old ; 36/., 32/., and 24/. are offered as prizes

for the best ox of any age of the Kerry breed, and
for the best ox under 3 years old of any cross-breed

;

32/., 28/., and 24/. are offered for the best Highland
ox over 4 years old, and for the best cross-bred ox
over 3 years old ; 40/., 32/., and 28/. are offered for

the best pen of 6 fat yearlingwethers of the Leicester,

long-woolled, and Southdown breeds respectively;

and 24/., 20/., and 16/. are offered for the best pen
of 5 fat wethers under 3 shear of the Cheviot breed,

under 4 shear of the black-faced breed, and shear-

ling sheep of any cross-breed.

In addition to the money premiums, gold medals
will be given with first prizes, silver medals with
second prizes, and bronze medals with the others.

As extra prizes, a silver cup worth 100/. will be
given for the best fat ox of British breed, and a cup
of 48/. value will be given for the best pen of sheep.
The sheep must be shorn, except a small lock left

behind the left shoulder.

Declarations of entry must be made on or before
the 15th March, 1857. The certificates must con-
tain the name and address of exhibitor, with the kind,
class, breed, and age of the animal. The age of all

animals must be calculated up to the 15th March,
1857.

The certificates must be sent to the Minister of
Agriculture and Commerce, 78 Bis, Rue de Varennes,
Paris, so as to reach the Ministry on or before the
15th March, 1857.

All animals intended to be exhibited at the show
can arrive at the yard during the day of Saturday,
the 4th April, and they must be at their place on
Monday, 6th April, before 7 o'clock in the morning.
None can be admitted after that hour.
The French Government will pay the cost of

transport within their own frontier, and will provide
for the keep of stock during the exhibition.

Application should be made for certificates to the
Minister of Agriculture, Paris.

bins, thus saving the storing in the field ; but on r have lately had, may be taken at any sum varying

The storing of root crops and getting in of Wheat
are operations engaging the chief attention of the
farmer during the current month. A period is no
doubt approaching when the practice in either case
will be nearly uniform, but as yet a wide provincial
diversity exists not unworthy of notice. The
opening up of the country by railroads, enabling
farmers to judge from observation, and the dis-

cussion of the merits of different practices which
naturally follows, point to the ultimate adoption of
a more general rule. At the same time a diversity of
soil and climate must always give to this branch of

farm practice more or less of a provincial character.

When Turnips are followed by winter Wheat the
former must of course be removed from the field,

but when they are to be followed by spring corn it

is a not uncommon practice to throw so many
drills together and cover them in the field. In this

case the number of drills to each row will depend
upon the weight of the crop, and other circum-
stances. With four or five Turnip-baskets, one to
every four or six drills, a man will keep three or
four toppers going, carrying from 12 to 24 drills

on each side, thus making from 28 to 52 drills

in each row, the four middle ones being left as a
foundation. Thus a company of 12 hands finishes
a row, leaving it ready for covering, nine pulling
(four on each side and one in the middle), two
carrying (one on each side), and the twelfth trim-
ming up the row or line. If the land is wet the
roots are stored on the surface; but if dry two
plough furrows may be cast out, one to each side,

and the roots thrown into the hollow. When this

practice is followed the four middle drills have to
be pulled prior to opening the furrows. The covering
is done partly by the plough and partly by the spade.
By this plan a large breadth of Mangels or Swedes

may soon be stored. It is liable, however, to
several objections, such as liability to sustain injury
from frost, difficulty of removal from the field
either in wet or frosty weather, and injury to the
land in carting during winter.

The better plan is to store near the homestead,
or where that is impracticable from distance, to
make the bins in the field where the Turnips are
grown or in the one adjoining near a road, so that
they can be removed at pleasure afterwards. At
this season every expedition must be made to get in
Wheat, there being seldom time for the removal of
heavy crops, such as Turnips, to a distance. From
the bins in the field the roots are taken to the
homestead as required, 14 days or a month's con-
sumption being removed at one time. This supply is
stored either in barns or bins adjoining the cattle-
yards, from whence they are taken by the cattle-
men daily. On small farms, where the crop is
grown near the homestead, the whole may be carted
directly from the field and stored in these barns or

large farms this cannot be done, twice carting
being unavoidable, as a month's or six weeks'
supply is all that can conveniently be contained
at home without interfering with the duties of the
cattleman to the injury of their charge.

It is, however, in the mode of storing, or in the
construction of bins that the greatest diversity of

practice exists. For the sake of illustration the
storing of Swedes may be taken. We have seen
this crop extensively grown in England, Ireland, and
Scotland, identically the same practice of storing

being followed in each place. There were no doubt
some differences in detail, but not more between
the three than between different seasons in each.

The practice followed was to make the bins on
the surface, a cart-load to every yard in length.
This is not only a convenient size for every purpose
at the storing, but it also serves afterwards as a
ready measure for carting home and consumption.
When made larger they are liable to heat, and when
less more expensive to cover. The work itself is

simple : a man superintends the emptying of the
carts, placing a plank on each side to regulate

width and prevent the roots from rolling sideways.
When the roots are neatly trimmed up, they are

covered with straw and allowed to lie thus for 14
days or a month, according to the quality of the
roots and weather. The bins are then covered
with earth, leaving a narrow strip along the top
uncovered, in which state they remain until the
arrival of frosty weather, when they are topped out.

The rationale of this practice is as simple as the
practice itself. When Turnips of any kind are

pulled and immediately carted to the bin, they are

unfit for being covered close up with earth.

This arises from the fact that they are
living plants, and that the mere topping and
tailing do not destroy life. For a time an
imperfect state of circulation is kept up, gases being
given off from the surface of bulbs, and moisture
absorbed by any rootlets remaining, and even by the
bottom of the bulb itself when the roots are taken
off. This active state must be destroyed and life

placed in a dormant condition, aud upon the success-
ful effecting of this depends the entire success of

storing Turnips. Now the covering of straw allows
all gases evolved to escape into the atmosphere

;

the roots soon dry and scale over, becoming then
incapable of absorbing either moisture or gases, at

least so freely. The covering of earth with a way
of escape for gases at the top completes the process.

At first hoar-frost will not lie on this opening,
proving that gases are yet being given off. Eventually,
however, it lies, proving that gases now cease to be
evolved ; and then the bin may be earthed up. On
the contrary, were it covered wholly with earth
at once the gases would then be confined and
absorbed by the bulbs setting them into fermen-

from Is. to 20*. a quarter ; indeed, if the Wheat has
sprouted in the field, it is lost as the material of bread
and is saleable only at a low rate for other purposes.

The question is, whether at a cost which it is

reasonable to incur, the Wheat crop can be saved from
the risks of the season, and its quality preserved at
that standard of excellence to which the season may
have matured it. It is similar to a case of insurance
a sum to be paid to cover a risk— uncertain in its

degree, but the insurance certain to cover the loss,

whatever it may be. My belief is, that such a system
is attainable, and, if it be, it ought to have a fair trial.

It seems to me that it might consist in the following

scheme of operations :

—

1. A field of Wheat to be cut the moment it is ripe, £ s. d>
irrespective of the state of the weather, it beiiig

immaterial, so far as the crop is concerned,
whether it rains or does not rain—to be cut by
the scythe and at a cost of about 8s. per acre . 8

2. Each scythe to be followed by about eight women or
young persons, whose duty it shall be, by means
of a short knife, as the straw falls from the scythe,
to separate the ears from the straw at a cost of
about &s. per acre 8 0-

The ears of Wheat to be immediately put into sacks
or carts properly fitted for the purpose, and at
once carried to a drying house at the farm
buildings.

4. The drying house to be a barn or other building^
properly fitted with an apparatus for heating it

with currents of dry air, of a temperature of about
120°. This temperature would expel all water and
moisture from the ears of Wheat, in 4, 5, or 6
hours, according to circumstances, create a con-
dition in which the grain would keep in the busk
in the best manner, the sample being the best
which the season had produced. All risk is from
that moment at an end. The cost of the fuel re-

quired for this process could in no case, it is

believed, exceed 1*. per quarter, in many cases
only 6d., and labour 6d. or Is. more ; in all per
quarter 10 a

16
10

16

Total cost per acre, . .
^

.

But from this sum falls to be deducted the cutting

down of the crop in the ordinary way, say total

extra expense for one acre producing five quarters
of Wheat . .

nearly 3*. 2d. per quarter, or hd. per bushel.

This sum is to be placed against the possible dete-

rioration in the quality and consequent money value of

grain exposed to all the vicissitudes of weather. Is it

reasonable to cover a risk and secure a certainty at

this cost ? In the case of Scotland in the present year

that answer no doubt must be, that over a wide extent,

the actual loss incurred far exceeds the cost of the

remedy proposed.

It may be stated that an excellent and powerful

heating apparatus may be erected for about 407. The
cost of separating the corn from the straw is taken at

8s. per acre (assuming five quarters of grain) ; the

probability is that in practice it would cost less money.

I have a strong persuasion that the whole operation

would be practically accomplished for less rather than

more money than has been estimated, and the larger the

scale, the smaller mu9t be the cost of the drying process

—at all events, something between Ad. and 6d.

per bushel.

Another consideration arises from the successful

_ adoption of this scheme ; the present system of

tation, when the^ resuTtVoulTsoon be\\otten mass, threshing out the Wheat crop would no longer be

Such being the condition of roots when newly applicable the process of threshing would be applied to

stored, we need hardly advert to the improprietv of
*e "" a one

'
the •**"

""J*
** ^ZST* Zt7

lf
,

*
, u ' u • a tne threshing machine, and consequently a much

storing unhealthy ones, or those having sustained
injury from frost, as a few bad examples would soon
injure the whole. Unhealthy bulbs are easily known
by their tops or tails, and when either are unsound
they should be thrown aside.

Other modes of making bins are practised, such as
digging a pit or trench the breadth of the cart, or
placing stuffed hurdles or hoarding on each side, but
they are liable to two very serious objections— first,

being too expensive—and, second, the depth of roots

being too great, they are thus liable to sustain injury
from heating. Hurdles and hoarding may be judi-
ciously used at the homestead for a month's con-
sumption or so, but in the field they are beyond
that economy which farmers must ever study to

observe.

DRYING OF GRAIN.
There has rarely been a season of harvest in Scot-

land more calculated than the present to excite the
anxiety of the farmer, or to put into peril the interests

of the consumer of grain, and it has been difficult

to look at the crops of Wheat and Barley, drenched by
the rains in the last days of September and in the
commencement of October, and in the best parts of
Scotland, without asking the question, whether no
means can be found to prevent the food of man being
destroyed to such an extent, and the just hopes of the
best farmers disappointed ? The quality of all grain
crops must necessarily depend primarily on the season
and Bunshine by which they have been ripened ; but it

rarely happens that the quality and sample are seriously
deficient, if the moment the crops have ripened they
could be secured against the subsequent risks of the
season. After the period of ripening has come, it may
be asked, to what amount of deterioration is the crop
liable 1 It is to be feared that in Scotland, at least in
the present year, that amount is very serious. It may

smaller machine would be required, and much less

power to work it. Inasmuch as power and labour are

the equivalents of expense, so the discontinuance of

powerful machinery and labour implies an important

economy in this respect. There would be saved a

costly machine, and a costly power of steam or horses,

that of water being more rare. The manual labour

would be much less, from the less bulky nature of the

material to be dealt w th ; a very light machine would

separate the grain from the husk and clear it of the

chaff. Here, therefore, would be an important saving

to set against the assumed extra expense of 3s. 2d. per

quarter, or od. per bushel.

The result or object to be gained seems to be, to

place the Wheat crop, after it has ripened, in cir-

cumstances of certainty and security, independent of

all weather, and to secure its quality and sample at the

highest standard to which the season may have

matured it. There would be no waiting for dry

weather to commence the cutting down of the crop-—

it would be a matter of indifference whether it rained

or not during harvest, except as regarded the comfort

of persons employed ; a new clasB of labourers would

be introduced into the operations of harvest, it would no

longer be necessary to have the most able bodied at

high wages, the labour would be comparatively bgnt,

and could be performed by the weaker and more

numerous, without fatigue and at moderate "jt*4

although, no doubt, the principle of contract w0
£
a °?

introduced with advantage, and good wages might an

ought to be earned, and vigour and despatch secure .

It is to be observed that the process of drymg dj

currents of pure and dry and heated air can
fl

injurious effect on the taste and delicacy ot the nour.

It is not a process similar to drying *» a kl,n D* *?A,"
the taste of grain is affected—the processes are totally

dissimilar, except that both produce dryness.
^

In conclusion, I may remark that the agriculture

world is at present in pursuit of the important object <rt

be assumed that the quarter of Wheat in perfect reaping by a machine as a substitute lor the sicKie an

condition is worth, at the present time, at least 70s. the scythe, and it seems nearly to be attained, vyu

Its possible deterioration from such a harvest as we that object is fully attained, it would only harmonise
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with the end and object of the present statement.

The separation of the ears of Wheat from the straw

would be readily effected as the crop was laid on the

ground by the action of the reaping machine—its po-

sition would give every facility for the operation. The
substitution of machinery for manual labour would
liberate a greater number of persons for the various

parts of a new system of harvest operations. The
complete success of the reaping machine would only

facilitate the success of the dryiDg system, which I am
desirous to bring under consideration. A Landlord in

the North British Agriculturist,

MR. CHADWICK
ON THE

PROGRESS AND COMPARATIVE POSITION OF AGRI-
CULTURE IN EKGLAND AND ON THE CONTINENT.

( Continuedfrom p. 747.)

Is England the deficiencies of our labouring agricultural popu-

lation and of our agriculture are vast. In illustration of the

miserable economy of labour, I may mention that I have shown
that in common instances agricultural labourers have to walk to

and from their places of work, six, eight, ten, and even more
miles daily, that is to say, to expend a large proportion of the

strength in walking which should be given to the productive

labour in the field. An American employer of efficient and highly

paid labour finds it pay him to provide an omnibus to collect his

labourers and bring them to their field of work and convey them
to and from different parts of it. In some manufactories, machinery
worked by steam is provided to lift and lower the workmen with
their tools and material from the lower to the upper rooms and
for their descent, as well as in mines, not to waste strength or

time in ascending and descending. From the influence of the

law of settlement, and the neglect to provide sufficient dwellings,

two families are frequently put into cottages of a bad construc-

tion for one, and many agricultural labourers are driven into the

worst parts of the suburbs of towns. The use of meat as an
article of diet is insufficient. Whilst their physical condition is

extensively depressed, their education and moral and intellec-

tual culture is neglected ; more than 60 per cent, of them can
neither read nor write, and iu general the rest can only do so in-

differently.

The means of removing and preventing excesses of moisture

by drainage works have only been applied to a miserable small

proportion of the land requiring it, and nearly a quarter of

a century has elapsed in doing that small proportion very
rudely, although it was early proved that the beneficial effects

produced repaid the cost of the works in four, five, and six years.

Two-thirds of the county of Cheshire, as an example, are shown
in a prize report, published by the Royal Agricultural Society,

to be too wet to bear sheep properly. The 6ub.-oil of the greater

portion of the suburban cultivated land around Manchester is

disgracefully surcharged with moisture, and ragged Rush-encum-
bered fields display the low state of agriculture there, and yet I

know that in that "same county properly directed improvements

have been attended with a return of 7£per cent, of the capital

invested in tbem, whilst whole tracts are continued in a state

of fen or dangerous bog. The inhabitants of London are sub-

jected to febrile attacks when the wind prevails from the con-

tiguous Kent and Essex marshes, and their health is lowered by

the fogs arising from the want of drainage of the low-lying

district and of the suburban site. The arterial drainage of the

country is allowed to be obstructed by extensive illegal encroach-

ments, and by the want of means of equitable compensation

where there is not positive illegality; and by allowing the very

amount of the evil to be made a means of scandalous extortion

as a condition of its abatement. The works of arterial drainage,

by wide, open, and stagnant ditches, are disgraceful to engineer-

ing art, yet, as I have shown, the ground to be gained by pipe

drains would pay for the expense of the work.

Whilst the removal by general drainage of all the surplus

moisture which in evaporation lowers temperature would im-

mensely advance production, it is proved from the observation

of the effects of particular portions done, that in all probability

the complete drainage works would raise the general temperature.

A farmer being asked whether he had noted any difference in

the thermometer in the drained, as compared with the undraincd

fields, said, they knew nothing of those things, thermometers,

there, but he found that it made a great-coat difference to him

;

formerly he could only go out into the und rained field at night

with a great-coat on ; since they were drained he could go out !

without one. There are data for believing that during a portion

of the year a general drainage would cause an elevation of 5° or

6" of temperature.
But as yet no idea seems to be entertained, and in the present

state of the legislative and administrative arts, no opening

appears for proposing any measures for the attainment of that
,

s»l

which a full investigation of the subject will show must hereafter
,
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he another large correlative work fo
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namely, by works for the storage and
large scale to prevent deficiencies o

works advance the rivers are filled more rapidly

have known instances where they are already filled in a quarter

of the time they were formerly. In some districts, particularly

in Lancashire, there is much water stored for use as water power.

state that both cakes were cf excellent quality, and

that the differences in their composition were so trifling

that both might be regarded, for practical purposes, to

be identical. Neither in their chemical composition,

nor in their physical properties, could any marked dif-

ference be detected vihich might account for the higher

price paid for the American cake in Exeter market.

English cake, it is true, generally, though by no means

always,'contains more oil than American or other foreign

Linseed-cakes, but the differences in the relative pro-

portions of oil in various cakes are too inconsiderable to

account for the higher estimation in which English or

American cakes are held. The superior value of home-

made and also of most American cakes, I believe depends

not so much on their chemical composition, as upon the

condition in which the cake is found in the market.

Good home-made cake, and most American cakes, are

always dry and free from mouldiness and rancid smell ;

they have an agreeable flavour and mild sweet taste, and

for these reasons are more highly appreciated than other

foreign cakes, which generally possess a more or less

rancid smell and taste, and appear often mouldy or

damp. Moreover, on the continent the extraction of

the oil from the Linseed is frequently aided by a degree

of heat which impairs the flavour, and consequently

deteriorates the value, of the cake. On the whole,

greater care is bestowed on the manufacture of English

cake than on that of cakes imported from other coun-
'

tries. Besides, English cake is prepared only in a

limited extent, and always finds a ready sale ; no time is

therefore allowed for the oil still remaining in the cake

to become rancid. Foreign cakes, on the contrary, in

passing through different hands before they reach their

final destination, often attain a considerable age, which

impairs the flavour and deteriorates greatly the value

of the cake, especially if it is kept in damp places. Like

all organic substances, oil-cake is subject to changes,

which do not improve its qualities. The fresher it is,

the better it is adapted for feeding purposes. Foreign

Linseed-cakes, with the exception of American cakes,

are seldom so free from foreign seeds as English cakes,

and this no doubt is another reason why home-made
cake is more highly prized by the practical feeder.

Mustard-calce.—Mustard- cake is imported into England

from the continent, and extensively used in the Hop
districts of Kent as an excellent manure. This is the .

only safe use to which it can be applied. But as it is

much cheaper than Linseed or Rape-cake, and resembles

intimately Rape-cake, it is now and then mixed with

before decomposition can have commenced, to have it applied to tn jg cajje Dv unscrupulous dealers ; and instances ar&
the land as well as ^l^^^^J^A^^^. ' on record that even pure Mustard-cake lias been sold a&

Rape- cake.
When Mustard-cake or Rape-cake, containing much

Mustard-seed, is made with cold water into a thick paste,

and this paste is kept for about six hours, it acquires

the pungent taste and strong irritating smell peculiar to

Mustard-seed. This pungent taste and smell is caused

ram i»*«« m. »•«., ~ ~— ~. b>
f tlie volatile or essential oil of Mustard, which is

public officers to' ascerta^ under the influence #£ cold water from

may be applied inoffensively or not, or productively or not. I
i myronic acid and myron, two inodorous and tasteless-

*.._,*_ _ *,
*ko ™ .wwi •«,««.

const jtuents f Mustard seed. Myronic acid is peculiar

to Mustard ; myron resembles in its chemical charac-

ter albumen, and, like all nitrogenised substances*

gradually changes myronic acid in the presence of cold

or moderately warm water and air into the essential oil

of Mustard. At the temperature of boiling water

myron becomes coagulated, and in this state is

incapable of changing myronic acid into essential oil of

Mustard. Mustard cake in a dry state has neither^ a

pungent smell nor taste. It resembles, indeed, in its

appearance, smell, and taste, Rape-cake. If Mustard-

cake is kept, however, for some time in the mouth, it

tastes bitter, acrid, and becomes more and more pungent

buting manures, and that he and others who use the same means
obtain at the least one quarter of Wheat, or upwards of 3 hecto-

litres more than is obtained by the highest of previous methods
of applying manures.
On some 30 model farms on this principle, which are now in

operation in different districts—of which, in compliance with the

due wish of agricultural members of the Congress, I shall submit
some particulars— it is demonstrated that of all the solid farm-

yard manures throughout the country not more than one third of

their fertilising powers are derived under the present practice of

agriculture, whilst with the exception of some very large farms

of the liquid manure—the urine— there is a total loss. In respect

to the 6oiid farm-yard manures, Professor Voelcker also, in a

recent paper in the Royal Agricultural Journal, shows that two-

thirds of the fertilising power of the farm-yard manures is

lost ; and Count Gasparin proves that the loss of their fertilising

power is even greater in France, that is to say,on the old systems

of tillage. The right application of these manures would, I

apprehend, be generally equivalent in value to an additional

rental of the land. To these present louts, which may be enu-

merated as future gains, may be added the loss of the vast bulk

of the town manures.
As a sanitary officer I have had to complain in England

of the pollution of the air by the decomposition, and

thence the waste of the manure retained in houses, and to

mature a system of water closet pipe drainage for the houses

and streets, by which all such refuse is put into a state of

constant removal. In so far as relates to the removal of cess-

pools, fosses, I may state that we have succeeded in obtain-

ing their abolition in 50 of our towns, that works are in

progress in a still greater number, and that an important

rise in the public health of several of these places is already

declared. I may mention that Mr. William Lindley, the

engineer who rebuilt Hamburgh, states that he abolished all

cesspools, fosses, and gave constant supplies of water for every

stage, and drained the houses in conformity to my recom-

mendations; and hence fre«d them from the decomposing

and pestilential escapes from cabinets, so-called " inodor£s."

It is alleged that in the new district of Hamburgh they

can now by comparison positively smell even ladies, coming
immediately from residence in the tainted air of the best

houses of Berlin and Frankfort, where those barbarisms are

retained. One result of this improved sanitary construction is

! stated to be, that whereas formerly retired merchants avoided

the cesspool-tainted air of the town houses, and sought residence

and comparative purity at the expense of society in the suburban

districts, they are now returning and taking residence in the

newly-constructed houses at Hamburgh. The inhabitants of

continental towns and the owners of the best property there have

yet to be made aware how much they lose and suffer by the con-

dition of their houses. In Paris English visitors have to my
knowledge been driven from house to house, and finally been

obliged to shorten their stay by the polluted condition of the air

within them. Even the Parisians themselves, or those of them
who have means, quit their metropolis mainly in consequence of

its condition at the period of the year when the sun is the hottest,

and when decomposition is most rife ; and when, to take the agri-

cultural view of the subject, there is the greatest loss of manure.

Upon the experience of works directed in England and now in

progress for populations of towns in the aggregate of double the

population of Paris, I can confidently aver and undertake, for the

existing charges of the dreadful process of the vidange, and

every tried or proposed modification of it, to remove all refuse

wasted manure, beyond every proposed

poudrette or chemical manufacture, to supply the Parisians with

the superior milk and meat of 40,000 or 50,000 cows. But I had

the opportunity of submitting the proceedings in England for

improvement of the sanitary condition to the notice of the great I

man who now presides over the destinies of the French people,

who I believe has had and continues to have a real feeling

for the improvement of the condition of the labouring popu- i

lation who are unable to help themselves, and under his
j

auspices trial works have been made at Paris by some of the
j

have had an opportunity of inspecting the crops, and tasting

some milk and butter derived from them; and in my view they

speak for themselves. The first results will, however, be re-

ported upon by Professor Moll, of the Conservatoire, and Mr.

Mille, the Inglnieur en Chef of Paris. The trials, from the

necessity of the case, were made with refuse in an exceptionable

form, that is to say refuse decomposed ; but so far as they go

they can, I apprehend, be no other than confirmatory of the

results obtained in England, as at Rugby, where the whole of the

refuse (immondice) produced say at 8 or 9 o'clock in the morning,

will be received immediately in water, removed inoffensively in

water, will be immediately applied to some one or other part of the

land out of the tewn, and before 10 or 11 o'clock will be upon the

land, or rather in the land, not merely in mechanical suspension

but in chemical combination—not to be washed out, as was at first

supposed, by every rain, as was alleged—but only to be taken out

succeeding vegetation. I have with me specimens of the

contrasts most favourably, as do the green crops, the milk and

butter raised with the produce of ordinary culture.

I press no dicta of my own. I disavow any responsibility for the

results of works in which I have had no official or personal direc-

most required for distribution as a means of fertilisation. In

some of our former fun or marsh districts of England which are

kept clear of the excess of moisture by steam power, at a working

expense of from 2s. 6d. to 3*. 6d. per acre per annum, they have

formation. The principle of liquified manure farms to which I

have now on this question of subsistences to request very special

attention has received the high sanction of Count Gasparin in

his new work on the" Principesd'Agronomie ;" they are reported
found by experience that if they P^Pth^^^^^^^

on inuJTjourna d'Agricuiture by Profess^ Moll, after a close

a certain point they are doing too much ort^ ^y th s ^ »™e^ . and b/M . Leonce de Lavergne ;-bnt
power of retention and the prevention of deficiencies of mois- "* f ..., ,.».

ture, these former inferior or almost worthless lowlands are by the

greater security of the agricultural operations on them rendered

more valuable than the most valuable of the uplands, for which

such appliances have hitherto been considered unnecessary

We are apt to speak about drying lands as if it were an object

to make them dry, whereas it is the object to make them moist,

to regulate the hygrospicite, as Count Gasparin calls it, of the

earth, so as to suit it to the growth and capacity of the plant.

The new machinery enebles the agriculturist to perform this

process rapidly and economically, and to supply '<** /rtth the

moisture in the best form for assimilation. My fnend Mr Mecni

bought land, of which a large portion was valued at loa. an

acre, other at 20s. per annum, of which a portion was swamp.

By drainage he removed the swamp and made it corn growing

land. By adopting a principle of liquified manure cultiva-

tion, by means of pipes and apparatus, be is enabled at once to

distribute water and food, and correct the deficiencies of mois-

ture. He now finds, as others will find, that he wants all the

water which by the mere drainage operation in the first instance

he discharged unutilised, and that he could use more with

agricultural advantaye, and as I venture to say, without

any sanitary detriment. Whatsoever these works may
have cost him. they mav be executed by others—

by the two last agriculturists by mistake in association with

names of very great merit as adopters and practical woikers,

but not as originators of the system ;—and by M. Lecouteux

in his " Principes de Culture Ameliorante."

{To be continued)
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By these characters, and especially by the pungent

smell which Mustard-cake develops when mixed with

cold water, Mustard-cake is readily distinguished from

Rape-cake. Neither Mustard, nor Rape-cake con-

taining much Mustard-seed, should ever be used for

feeding purposes, inasmuch as the pungent oil of

Mustard, which is gradually generated in the stomach

of the beast fed upon such cakes, acts as an irritating

poison, which may cause serious injury, and even death.

Not long ago a case of poisoning with Mustard-cake

was brought under my notice. A gentleman residing

at Bibury, a village eight miles from Cirencester,.

Gloucestershire, lost three valuable beasts, which had

been supplied with a small quantity of oil-cake, &
portion of which was forwarded to me for examination.

The day before the cake was given to them they were

perfectly well ; and after having eaten some cake, they

became suddenly so ill that two died before the

veterinary surgeon could'administer an efficient remedy

»

The examination showed that the cake which caused

this mischief was either altogether a Mustard-cake or

contained a very large proportion of Mustard-seed.

There remained thus no doubt that the beasts died

from the effects of the pungent oil of Mustard. As the

formation of the essential oil of Mustard is prevented by
boiling water, and Rape-cake often contains Mustard-

seed in a degree which cannot but exercise an injurious

effect upon the health of animals, I would recommend
to mix all Rape-cake with

v
boiling water before it is

given to cattle. By this simple means any injury

which Rape-cake containing Mustard-seed would pro-

duce, when not submi:ted to the action of boiling water,

may be entirely prevented ; but unless the water is in a

Scotland, and that by an expenditure of from 31. to 4f. per acre • • r
, . .. j examination, I will briefly \

state of perfect ebullition, it will fail to accomplish this
in pipes and distributing apparatus, he cheapens the coat of distri- j

tionin me ueu* j ,

OIL-CAK E S.

(
Concluded from p. 747.)

Linseed-cake is manufactured in England, in America,

France, Holland, Germany, Russia, Belgium, Italy, and

other continental countries, and imported into England

under names denoting the country in which they have

been manufactured. English cake is generally preferred

to all other varieties, and fetches a higher price in the

market. However, much depends upon the fancy of

the purchaser : thus, whilst in most localities English

cake is preferred to American, I am told the latter

fetches a higher price in Exeter market than English.

This circumstance led me to ascertain whether there

two

tributing apparatus
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desirable end. In conclusion ot these remarks on oil-

cakes, I suggest to purchasers of cake to submit to the

following easy tests :— 1. Examine a bit of the cake as

to its taste and smell ; observe that it is fresh, and free

from any mouldiness. 2. Examine another piece with

a common pocket lens. This examination will show

whether the cake is a Linseed or Rape-cake, inasmuch

as the form of Linseed and Rape-seed are widely

different. Much more difficult is it to dist nguisli by

the lens Mustard from Rape-Cake. 3. Mix in a

tumbler about 1 oz. of the cake, broken into small

pieces, with 6 oz. of cold water. Good Linseed-cake

will form, under these circumstances, a stiff, agreeably-

tasting jelly, without separating any water. Rape-cake

will become much less gelatinous, and separate a

yellowish or brown, rather bitter-tasting liquid.

Mustard-cake likewise will become little gelatinous, and

separateabrown liquid, which possesses the characteristic

taste and smell of essential oil of Mustard. Rape-cake,

fraudulently or naturally mixed with Mustard-seed, under

these circumstances will exhibit a similar behaviour to

that of Mustard-cake, and by the degree of pungency of

taste and smell when compared with pure Mustard-cake,

will afford means of estimating approximately the

amount of Mustard which the cake contains. From Dr.

Voelcker's Paper on the Chemistry of Food in the Bath
and West of England Agricultural Journal.

carried from tne ocean." 1 cannot subscribe to this.

The better the culture the less this evolvement, if any

takes place, fine earth being a condenser as well as an

absorbent. As to the roots of plants going deep into

the earth and " not finding food in a fit state for their

nourishment," I doubt it very much, as I think it quite

as probable that they send their roots deeper into the

earth in search of food less organic than what they find

nearer the surface amongst our applications called

manure, by which they carry on their economy in a

manner that prevents plethora—plethora once esta-

blished in annual plants they seldom recover. Ben
Giles.

Scotch Don Potatoes Tn the Gazette of Oct. 25 some
very good remarks on the Potato culture are made by

Mr" Dixon, of Dorward's Hall, Witham, Essex.

Having seen his Potato crop last summer I took the

greater pleasure in perusing his statements, and am
persuaded he is right in planting whole Potatoes instead

of cut sets. On deeply wrought land there is nothing

like giving Potatoes as well as other plants, abundance

of room. Mr. D. seems to grow better crops of the

Scotch Dons than of any other sort. This Potato is

all but extinct in Scotland now ; it was so liable to

become diseased at the time the blight first appeared,

that almost every farmer ceased to plant it. With
Mr. Dixon, however, it seems to do remarkably well.

The Don grows a heavy crop of excellent quality, and

I

admixture of guano did not exhibit the same appear-

ances. The advantage of accelerating the decomposi-

tion of manure for Turnips would be acknowledged.

The experiment was tried twice in his Vinery at a

temperature of about 60°. The larger sized Swedes of

Mr. Horsfall's crop measured in girth 2 feet 4 inches

to 2 feet 6 inches.

Home Correspondence.
Leaf Feeding.— I thank Mr. J. M. Goodiff for his

explanatory note on this important subject. I entered

on this interesting affair more than 40 years ago, and
therefore the story is an old one, though not stale.

Every spring brings fresh barm, which starts the crust

of the earth into its annual fermentation. Every
summer, by its hot and cold, wet and dry, storm and
tempest, maintains this ferment, or digestion, which
produces food for the roots of plants. Every autumn,
by abstractinj heat, checks the fermentation and re-

duces the supply of prepared food in proportion to the

demand. And every winter destroys fermentation by
congelation or freezing, and prevents the food from
becoming stale. Every possible means should be re-

sorted to in the early spring to increase the fermentation

of the earth, when our plan's are young and require

heat and food nicely prepared. This is done by disin-

tegration, letting one particle of earth lie as lightly as

ve can manage it on the other, because this state of the

soil prevents the heat from escaping during the night in

a great degree, and the fermentation proceeds satisfac-

torily, and the plants grow and look cheerful in the

mornings. Every means should be resorted to in the

summer to prevent a too rapid fermentation from going

on, lest the moisture (let us say nothing about com-
pounds) of the soil be sent off in steam or by radiation

;

this is effected by similar means ; the hoe, properly

directed, should ever be at work during hot dry weather,
•so long as there is any bare ground round each plant,

whatever the crop may be. The surface thus re-

duced to powder prevents the sun's rays from
baking it as it were, and keeps it cool ; this,

with the amount of moisture condensed in the

soil, regulates fermentation, and the plants grow and
look cheerful under a broiling sun. Thus the same
kind of culture of the surface which keeps the heat in

the earth during our cold nights in the spring, when our
days are short and heat deficient, prevents it from
burning in the summer, when our days are long and
heat abundant. Under ordinary circumstances, in lands

which are distant from the manure heaps, this surface-

culture can scarcely be carried too far, but in rich lands

the time to stop it is when the master thinks that he has
prepared food enough to bring his crops (distance of his

plants and other items considered) to perfection. My
former remarks had no reference to the mere de-

struction of weeds, though generally speaking the
hoe would seldom be set a-going were it not for the
purpose of removing those obstructives. Yet there
cannot be a doubt but it was this obligation which first

taught man to pry a little further into the utility of

hoeing, and of stirring the surface in a regular manner.
I quite agree with Mr. Goodiff that plants are thirsty

creatures. The custom of irrigating the crops in

Egypt and all hot climates is proof sufficient. In our
own country we never have too much rain for plants

generally to thrive well when the temperature is high
;

plenty of sunshine produces healthy Grass when the
land is moist ; the stock feed and fatten upon ii ; but
when we have dull wet weather for a length of time
the stock eat it but do not fatten, and ere long become
diseased. I may be excused, I trust, for digressing

to say that the day will come when dry food
will be given to stock generally in wet and
sunless periods, when the Grasses have become dropsical,

as a preventive of disease. Young animals which
have been carefully reared, and being high bred " in

a fattening point of view, are cut off in great numbers
by disease under a variety of names ; the cause, no
doubt, is to be found in the unwholesome state of the
Grasses and exposure to that condition of the atmo-
sphere which creates extra succulence in the Grasses,
while animals less artificially reared, and having a
pasture perhaps in a less artificial state, where they can
browse on wholesome bushes or fences when the soft
state of the Grasses has caused their stomachs to
yearn after something more solid, entirely escape dis-
ease of any title. Mr. Goodiff remarks that "it is by
the evaporation of moisture that the weightier or in-
organic portions of this food are carried up, as salt is

&cbtefo!5.

Report to the Committee of the Royal Society for the

Promotion and Improvement of the Growth of I1 lax in

Ireland, on Continental Flax Retteries. By J.

De Cock-Ken ifeck, Belgian instructor to the Society.

August, 1856. Belfast.

We extract from this little tract, published at the

Belfast Mercury Office, passages on Schenck's system of

retting Flax straw, which appear conclusive on the

superiority of this more rapid warm-water process of

steeping and preparing straw for scutching over the old-

fashioned plan of retting in pools, or by exposure on

the Grass to rain and dew. The report refers to a

series of retteries visited by the author. We shall give

but one of them as a specimen in detail, along with the

general remarks suggested by a review of all.

From the reports given it appears that in a well-

conducted rettery, a ton of scutched fibre, ready for

it certainly would be a great pity were it going market, can be produced at an average cost, for

wholly out of cultivation, particularly in Scotland, working expenses, of 67. per ton, and that 8/. moreiwill

a e^4.M I
represent a fair allowance for wear and tear, and tor

A Scotchman.

the price of labour is regulated by the price of bread."
j

As I think that this denial was unjustly and most
uncourteously given to the writer in question, who is

accused of " great; ignorance of England in the present

day," I think it fair to state in reply that in my part of

England the wages of day labourers depend upon the

markets. If the markets are high and the loaf at 20d.

for instance, the generality of employers raise the wages

one or more shillings per week, and after the prices are

fairly down then they lower them. At present the

average amount is 9s. per week, but although the

markets are going down and labour is rather in excess

of the demand, the wages will remain at what is judged

the minimum point, with due consideration for the

labourer's condition. One " who knows what's what,*'

Berks, Nov. JO.

How Wages are regulated.—" A Tenant Farmer » in |

interest of capital invested-making in all, 16 J. per ton

the Gazette of the 4 th October, denied very emphatically
l

This calculation "says the writer "is fully borne out

the justice of a remark by the individual who writes »* a report made by M. Kindt, Inspector under the

under the signature of Martin Dovle, that « in England !

Belgian Government, to the Minister of the Interior, in
6 J --*---

' May, 1855, on the rettery of Bouvignes, Province of

Namur, established by M. de St. Hubert, under the

patronage of Government. He therein calculates the

working expenses, wear and tear, and interest of capital

at 151. per ton of fibre produced. The Bouvignes

rettery, which I did not visit, is not in that portion of

Belgium where the management of Flax is so well

understood. It is situated in the Walloon country,

where the farmers are much behind the Flemish in

agricultural skill. Although the soil is capable of

producing a very good Flax plant, the culture is

carelessly managed, and in place of steeping, the very

inferior process of dew-retting is resorted to. M. Kindt

reports the result of an experiment in which 800

kilogrammes (about 1 6 cwt.) of Flax straw was divided

into two equal portions ; one-half dew-retted for 30

days produced 17 J
per cent, of fibre from the retted

and dried straw, and was valued at 291. per ton, the

total expense being estimated at \6l. per ton ; the other

half, steeped at Bouvignes, on Schenck's system, in four

days, yielded 18£ per cent, of fibre, valued at 46/.

per ton. But although this showed a very great

balance in favour of Schenck's system, it was by no

means what it has since become, under the very able

direction of M. Auguste Scrive, of the Lille rettery

before mentioned.
" I was desirous of obtaining the opinions of the pro-

prietors of all the retteries I have referred to on

Schenck's steeping process. The following is a sum-

mary of their views :— 1. That the principle of Schenck's

system of retting rests on a sound basis. 2. That, as

far as possible, all the processes should imitate those

practised in the ordinary open air steeping. 3. That

the wet rolling is a decided improvement, but should be

used with great caution. 4. That to meet the demand

for Flax fibre, it is desirable to take its management out

of inexperienced hands and to place it in those who can

carry on with regularity and skill in retteries. 5. That

to obtain satisfactory results there is much want of a

self-acting scutching machine, giving both quantity of

work anofyield of fibre, and also of a good tow cleaning

machine. 6. That only the worst portion of straw

should be steeped in midwinter, or that the steeping

should even be totally suspended at that period if

possible. 7. That task or piece work, instead of pay-

ment of labour by time, should be adopted. 8. That

Schenck's process can be profitably worked in all

localities where average good Flax straw can be procured

at a less cost than 61. per ton.

" Your secretary having considered it of importance

that I should closely examine one of the Irish retteries

in order to compare it with those on the continent, and

having selected that of Messrs. Pownall and Co., near

Enniscorthy, for that purpose, I have now to submit a

few details concerning it.

This rettery, which was capable of working 40 tont

Wharfedale : Award of Turnip Prizes. — The
annual premiums offered by this Society, of Silver

Medals to gentlemen, and of 31. and 21. to farmers, for

the best and second best crops of Swede Turnips, were
awarded on Wednesday last. There were 10 entries in

both classes. The judges were Mr. Thomas Horner,

East Morton, near Bingley ; and Mr. Henry Tennant
Peacock, Haddockstones, near Ripley ; and the follow-

ing is the result ot their decisions. Gentlemen's Class:

1st, Thomas Horsfall, Esq., Burley Hall ; 2d, W. R. C.

Stansfield, Esq., Eaholt Hall ; highly commended,
Edward A kroyd, Esq., Denton Park. Farmers' Class

:

1st, Mr. Abram Wade, Arthington ; 2d, Mr. Albaney
Renton, Leathley ; highly commended, Mr. John
Renton, Leathley. The crops of Turnips in both

classes were all commended for cleanliness. The
judges gave it as their opinion that although Potatoes

had been grown on every alternate ridge in Mr. Hors-

fall's field, that gentleman had still, from the in-

creased size of his Turnips, a greater weight of

Turnips on the whole acreage than any other of

the competitors in the gentlemen's class. In the

evening the judges, a portion of the committee,

and the secretary, sat down to a substantial tea at the

White Horse Hotel, Otley. An interesting discussion on
agricultural topics ensued, in the course of which Mr.
Horsfall gave it as his opinion that the cultivation of

Turnips and Potatoes on alternate ridges was advan-

tageous to both crops, inasmuch as the foliage of the

Potato attained its full growth long before that of the

Turnip, and on the latter having expanded its leaves

to the full those of the Potato had considerably dwindled ;

the effect was to afford to each crop the advantage of

freer access to the influence of the atmosphere when
most required. The produce of his Potatoes up to the

time of the wet weather had been 1 tons 64 lbs. per
acre, reckoning only the ground occupied by Potatoes.

! of straw weekly, was established by an enterprising

The Potatoes taken up since the wet season had been English company, in a new Flax growing district
J^JJJJj

partially affected with rot, and on this account had not

yielded equally well. For many years he (Mr. H ) had
applied his manure (the liquid and solid excrement of his

cattle, which is without ad mixture ofstraw)quite fresh, and
without previous fermentation; he preferred doing thison

county of Wexford. It has in a short 8P ft

f?
oft1

^!
attained great efficiency of organisation. ^ hue

ing, Btraw is'.sorted into different qualities. lh«« ^
tanks out of doors for economising the water tro

steepvats, for irrigation. Mean temperature or £
~o /__ ' /«_!._ *u ..x _.:.u - „mo il continual supply

his strong land in autumn, but in case of his applying it in
j
78 degrees (Fahrenheit), with a small con * ,

1

n
'J

a
,hri,f(7n

: . a .:„. u. u., r ^ : . ., I

of co ,d WfUer The 8teeped 9traw wet'ro]]

fb r̂e

roj^

several pairs of rollers with a high Pre9* m tne
copiously washed by a flood of water.

very ingeniously
open air on galvanised iron wire, v<»/ a

„„«;„**
disposed to secure rapid dessication, and

JfJ*
ld"8?£*

• r *u c ««» /»f M' Bride's scutchingw*.-v ...~.„w* Vl „w.o, ,.~
K .,*.i.. m.±.j ..«« iH.cv* %.t.kp «** 6« injury from weather, borne or i« ^

coniunc-
garden pots with fresh excrement, in one of which he I machines (of his first patent) are employe ,

retterv
mixed a small quantity of guano ; the effect was soon ; tion with the ordinary Irish scutch-mill.

spring near to seed time he had found it advantageous
to strew guano amongst the fresh excrement at the

rate of 2 to 2£ cwt. per acre. The effect of decayed
matter being placed in contact with sound, affecting the

latter, was well known. In order more completely to

satisfy himself of this, he (Mr. H.) had filled two large

perceptible by a change of colour and by the appear-
ance of gaseous bubbles on the surface, accompanied
by a strong smell, whilst the pot of excrement without

is under the immediate management ot the P™«P4»
a resident, and possesses many ingenious detals,^as w»

U

for the savins of labour as for the quick handhng of the
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straw when steeped. From the large difference m the

yield of fibre, it is evident that much is yet to be done

in the cultivation to ensure a more equal quality of the

material.
Price of unseeded straw, per ton, 41. 10s.

Yield of seed, 5 bushels.

Loss by seeding, 18 per cent.

Cost of seeding, per bushel, Is.

Value of seed, per bushel, 6s.

Cost, per ton, of seeded straw, 3;. 5s.

Working expenses, per ton, of scutched fibre, St. 15s.

"Wear and tear, per do., do., 8Z.

Loss ot weight in steeping, 25 to 33 per cent.

Yield of fibre from unsteeped straw, 15 to 25 per cent.

Average value of fibre, per ton, 50Z. to 60Z.

I now come to a comparison of the different retteries

I have referred to, in the principal items. They are as

follow :

—

Rettery.

Cost of
Seed and
Straw per

Working
Expenses
per ton

Loss of
Weight

in

Yield of

Fibre
from

Steeped
Straw.

Value
of

Fibre

ton. of Fibre. steeping per
ton.

£ s. d. £ s. d. Pr. cent. Pr. cent. £
l.Dordt, Hoi-)

land ... \

3 9 6 20 25 20 56

2. Dunkerque, \
France ... j

3 19 18 22 23 60

3. Lille, France 6 16 16 11 24 23 to 24 64to6S
4. Ghent,Bel- )

ginm ... \

9 12 14 20 23 72

5 "Wilton, Ireland 3 5 17 25 to 33 15 to 22 50to60

" In none of these returns is any account taken of

scutching tow, which forms a very large item. This
table shows, in the first place, a wide difference in the

first cost of the straw, aud is not borne out by the
difference of quality in the fibre. There is also a great
difference in the working expenses. Though the yield

of fibre is variable, it appears that the three best con-
tinental retteries give nearly the same per centage.

f< The fibre produced from wet rolled straw has been
objected to by spinners from its weakness. The
question arises as how this is to be remedied. The
following recommendations appear to me worthy of

trial :— 1. The steep straw only to be rolled when well

drained. 2. No shower of water to fall on the straw,

which I think washes fibre off, but rather an immersion
in water, by a continual supply from a reservoir,

through which the straw should pass, on an endless web,
from one set of rollers to another. 3. A trial of both cold

and hot water, at 70 degrees (Fahrenheit), to ascertain

which will act best. 4. Not to oversteep the straw, and
much attention to the handling of it after rolling.

" Up to this time, much diversity of opinion subsists

as to the advantage of wet rolling. By much rolling,

and a copious washing, the gum is of course removed,
and the full quality of the fibre developed ; whereas,

when the gum remains, there is a marked difference in the

appearance of quality in the fibre produced from the same
straw. It remains an open question whether thewet rollers

do not actually part of the business of the hackle, for

no mechanical action or washing could impart a quality

to the fibre which does not exist, and probably the

rollers may carry too far a division of the fibre while in

a wet state, which must naturally be weakened when
heavily pressed upon. As for the total removal of the

gummy substance by washing, I cannot see its absolute

necessity, when the straw is exposed to the atmosphere,

following the same course of treatment by which the

best fibre is produced, in the ordinary processes.

From the good results I observed in every rettery

where the vats receive a constant supply of fresh water,

at nearly steeping temperature, I think all retteries

should be provided with a similar supply. If no means
of obtaining it exists, such as are found in Dunkerque
and Lille retteries, a ppare reservoir might be con-

structed, where the water would be heated to the

requisite temperature, and regularly kept up to it,

which would save much fuel for the vats."

Notices to Correspondent*.
Books : S 0. The Cyclopedia is very costly, but we believe the

best.—/'M C. Sevan on the Honey Bee ; Tegetmeier's Profit-

able Poultry ; Bailey on the Dorking Breed.

Diseases in Pios: B B. It is raeally pork, often, but improperly,

called measles. It is supposed to arise from gross feeding, and
it is said the tape-worm can be discovered in the white bodies.

We do not consider it infections, and as it is seldom accurately

known until the animals are killed, there is seldom opportunity

for treatment. We should recommend when it is suspected

an altered system of feeding, and no animal or refuse food to

be given. Will you send a few of the white lumps, by post,

for microscopical examination to E. O. S., Esq., Blandford,

Dorset. W C S. .
fc

.

Emigration: EJCB asks for an opinion as to the part of

Canada to be recommended to an intending emigrant having a

considerable capital and some knowledge ot farming. He asks

for any suggestions, such as what time to start, what hooks

would be useful, &c. [The Transactions of the Highland Society

contain the best information on reclaming land. \\ e do not

know if Mr. Fowler is likely to publish any account of his

farming in Darmoor.] . , . __ !_. .

Portable Tubing: Me.rtern.an. What is the best kind of

portable tubing for irrigating Italian Rye-grass, and to stand

a pressure of 200 lbs. per square inch? Will anyone say if

he has found anything better than gutta percha ? Ttie objec-

tion is its weight and tendency to kink : to the canvas and

India-rubber hose, their inability to stand the requisite

Prize Sheep Slaughtered at Hull : We learn from the Hull

Papers that the weight given in our last week's paragraph on

this sheep was estimated much too highly. It weighed 23

"tone, or 80 lb. per quarter, and was a three-shear Cotswold,

fed by T. Beale Browne, Esq., of Hampen, Andoversford, Glou-

cestershire. . , ,, , _

Tolls : Constant Header. This question must be decided by a

reference to your local act. As they are generally worded we
imagine toll might be legally demanded for bones on their way
to the mill to be crushed, but not on their way from the mill

diract to the land.
fc

.!_,'.' ,*LV As usual, many communications have been received too late

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made
We must also beg the indulgence of those correspoadetts the

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.

B. 8AMUEL80N,
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BANBURY,

\\fILL have pleasure in forwarding, post free,
™ * on receipt of application, his Illustrated Priced

Catalogue ot Implements.

SAMUELSON'S PATENT GARDNERS DOUBLE-
ACTION and SINGLE-ACTION TURNIP CUT-
TERS, which have been awarded the Royal Agricul-
tural Society's Prizes eleven times at its yearly
meetings, the last being at Carlisle in 1855; the Prize
Medal at the Great Exhibition, 1S51; and at nearly
all the provincial societies1

meetings*. BETWEEN
SIXTY AND SEVENTY THOUSAND of these
Machines have been made in, and supplied from the
above Works.

MOODY'S, PHILLIPS', GAUXTLETTS, BUSHE and
BARTER'S, and every other description of Patent
TURNIP GRATERS and PULPERS.

CHAFF CUTTERS. — B. Samuelson's Comes* Chaff
Cutters of all sizes, varying in price from 6/. 10s. up
to Ul.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for stables and small occupations
and for exportation, 3Z. and 41.

CORN BRUISING MILLS (adapted also for exporta-
tion), from 3Z. 5s. up to 11. 10*. each.

MALT MILLS of various sizes.

LINSEED CAKE BREAKERS, from 21. 6s. up to 10!.

each.

CHURNS.—Samuelson's Registered Atmosphpric and
Anthony's Patent American, manufactured solely by
B. Sainuelson.

EASE'S PATENT DOUBLE-ACTION FORCE
PUMPS.

GALVANIZED IRON BARREL PUMPS, at «. St.

BARLEY HUMMELLERS.
WEIGHING MACHINES, MANGLES, &c. &c. &c.

The above may be procured of all respectable Iron-
mongers and Implement Dealers in the Kingdom; or
direct from the Works, Bnnhnrv, Oxon.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener s Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.
47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-
man in the three kingdoms. These Knives ohtained the English
and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1S51 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
throueh to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes,
Rakes, Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools,

Established 173S.

PARK£S t STEELDlGGlNCiFOaK.^Jt ORaInTnG TOOLST

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes*
Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue

of the best Farm Implements on receipt of eight postage stamps.
103. Newgate Street, London.

~~ ECONOMY IN FEEDING STOCK.

liquid a n u R e,

PATENT LIQUID-MANURE DISTRIBUTOR
t or WATER-CART, for the Distribution of Guano, &c.r
warranted not to clog up or otherwise get out of order. It haa
Waterproof Joints, and will scatter its Liquid from 12 to 15 feet
wide. It will work equally well on hilly or on level land without
any alteration. It is thoroughly adapted for Drill Crops or
Pasture Land, or for Watering Streets.—Full particulars may be
obtained of the Patentee. Isaac James, Tivoli, Cheltenham

.

wARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-
tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.
Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel.
2* in. short 1 ft. 7 in. / Fitted for lead, \

long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percha,

ditto 3 „ 6 „
-J

or cast Iron
ditto 3 „ 6 „ I flanged pipe,
ditto 3 „ 6 „ \ as required. J
short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2

2$ in. long ditto ditto ditto 2

2.

3

4

H

tf

tt

tp

tt

£
1

1

2
2
3

$. d .

10
14

8
12

3

14

18

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER asd BOMS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. Ac.—Eneravincrs sent on application.

No. 1. Single Grater £3 10

No. 2. Double ditto 5

No. 3. Ditto ditto, larger size 6

Extra lor Driving Pulley, adapted to Steam Power, 10s.

BUSHE and BARTER'S Patent Root Graters are

improved very much this season by A. & T. Fry, (late

Fowler & Fry) Temple Gate Implement Factory, Bristol.

They are now the cheapest, most simple, and at the same time

most effective machines for the purpose of reducing roots of all

descriptions into very small gratings or shreds. Testimonials

and directions for use may be obtained free from A. & T. Fry,

and the machines may either be obtained direct or from any
respectable implement dealer or ironmonger in the country at

the above prices. Also, Corners Patent Chaff Machines, ot all

sizes, Improved Oat and Bean Mills, Malt Mills, and Gardners

double and single action Turnip Cutters, &c.

BURGESS and KEY, Agricultural Engineers,
Patentees and Manufacturers of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's First Prize Reaping Machine, Sole Proprietors of
Anthony's Patent American Churn, and Kase's Farm Fire
Engine and Garden Pump, Wholesale and Retail Agents for

Parkes* celebrated Steel Digging Forks, General Agents for the
sale of all kinds of Agricultural Machinery. —Warehouse,
95, Newgate Street, London ; Factory, Brentwood.

1 1lustntfed Catalogues sent on receipt of 6 postage stamp s

.

TRESSES, HASSOCKS, NETTING, BRUSHES, &c, and
are distinguished for superiority of workmanship combined with
moderate charges. Prize Medals awarded—London, Paris, and
New York. Catalogues containing Prices and all particulars
post free.—T, Trkloar, 42, Ludgate Hill, London.
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HEATING BY HOT WATER.

J JONES, Iron Merchant, has always a great

• variety of Cylindrical and Saddle Boilers in Stock, Hot-water

Pipes, Elbows, Tees, Syphons, Throttle-Valves, S top-Cocks, Coil-

Pin«S and Boxes, Trough Pipes, Fire and Furnace Bars, Double

Doors and Frames, and Soot Doors. Drawings and prices of the

above or estimates given for the Apparatus fixed complete, on

application to J. Joxes, Iron Bridge Wharf, 6, Bankside, London,

near the Southwark Iron Bndge.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,

• (late Stephenson & Peiix), Inventor of the Improved

Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-

siderable reduction in the priceB charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade npon very advantageous terms, with materials

for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,

Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, Ac, at the

Manufactory as above.

{^ STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
\J • 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron

Hurdles, Fencing, Ac, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers

and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description by

Hot Water.— Prices and Estimates furnished npon application.
~ GREENHOUSES.
HENRY FREEMAN, Hothouse Builder and

Hot -Water Apparatus Manufacturer, Triangle,

"lackney. Established 20 years. Good substantial built Green-

houses fixed in any part of the kingdom for cash; 42 feet long

by 13 feet wide, 901. ; 21 feet by 13, 501. ; 12£ feet by 10, 301.

A first-rate Conservatory 30 feet by 18, 130Z. A large assort-

ment kept.—Estimates for Heating, or any branch in Wood
cr Iron.

HOT-WATER PIPES (Cast Iron) at ;WHOLE-
SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphons, Tee-Pipes, Coil-

Pipes and everv requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and

Saddle Boilers, 50s. each. Improved Soot Doors and Furnace

Doors, Builders' Castings, Pipes, and Gutters of every description

in stock at Mr. Lyxch White's, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper

Ground Street, Blackfriars Bridge, London.

HOKTICUuTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Greeu, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-

houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of

odesigu, and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

(manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers

of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged .

*iofHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LIGHTS

FOR PITS, CUCUMBER X LEMON BOXES * LIGHTS.

I^URNIP CUTTERS & ROOT GRATERS of every

description. Illustrations & Prices forwarded on application.

William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

near London Bridge.

ciHAFr'-CUTTING MACULES, 58s.;

J OAT-BRUISERS, 505.—Illustrations on application.

William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

near London Bridge.
___

XGRTC^LTLTMir^^lrrS, lOZ. 10s. ; LIGHT
XA WAGGONS. 15Z—Illustrations forwarded on application.

William Dbay & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

near London Bridge.

OATENT TERRA-COTTA.—Tracery for Parapets

A and Terraces, mullions, pinnacles, moulded bricks, coats of

arms crosses, label mouldings, friezes, trusses, consoles, vases,

balusters, capitals and bases of columns, paving, facing bricks

OHEET HOUSES.

• -

}
13s.

GLASS FOR ORCHARD
On Mr. Rivers' Plan.

20 by 12, 20 by 13

20 „ 14, 20 „ 15
Per 100 feet.

LARGER SIZES, not exceeding 40 Inches Lono.
16 oz. from 2d. to 3£d.,21 oz. from 3d. to 5i., 26 oz. from 6d.to7J<f.,

per foot superficial, according to size and quantity.

JAMES PHILLIPS & CO.,

116, Bishopsgate Street Without, London.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS
ofBritish Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d!

per square foot, for the usual sizes required,many thousand feet

of whichare kept ready packed forimmediatedelivery.
Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

balusters^ capital* and bases'"' c

°i\Xnev shafts and lops and PATENT ROUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS,GLAS3
copings, lutcheu and other sinks.chimney ™™**™tof***™ TILES and SLATES. WATER-PIPES. PROPAGATING

H

numerous other articles manufactured by J. M. Blashfield, in

Patent Imperishable Terra-Cotta, at Mill Wall, Isle of Dogs, and

sold at No- 1/Wharf, Praed Street, Paddington Basin.

OGG'S GARDEN EDGE TILES: a cheap,

elegant, and durable

substitute for Box Edging.

135. per Hundred, or

4£rf. per yard.

Exhibited at Court of

Inventions.CrystalPalace

;

and at the Office of "The
Builder."

Full particulars from
Mr. R. Blacket,
"Witham, Essex.

TO OWNERS OF GARDENS, CONSERVATORIES,
ORCHARDS, PLANTATIONS, Xc.

Stocqiteler & Saunders* Patent Elevator and Observatory.

\/| ESSRS. ARMSTRONG and COMPANY, Agents
^-l for the above admirable invention, beg to invite the

attention of all persons

in possession of, or super-

intending large Gardens,
Conservatorie8,Orchards,
&c, to the peculiar

merits and useful pur-
poses of the Elevator,

consisting of a series of

crossed and expanding
laths, supported by a
stage, occupying only a
triangular basis of 7 feet

on each side, and wheeled
about by one man with
the greatest ease. It

admits of a person being
elevated at pleasure, and
with perfect security,

to a height of from 10 to

50 feet (or even 100 feet)

in the course of two or

three minutes, and de-

pressed with equal

rapidity. From the

height thus attained,

Fruit can be carefullv m ^ t , , . . _ ,

gathered, the upper branches of Trees lopped and trimmed,

Plantations watered with Artificial Showers, &c, thus superset

ing all the cumbrous and

hazardous application

ladders and scaffolding,

rendering climbing and
risks unnecessary.

of
and
its

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft,6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to

100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,

glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to

all parts of the kingdom.—References may be had to the Nobility,

Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

Full particulars in respect to

price, &c, may be obtained on
application to the Agents
Messrs. Armstrong & Com-
pany, 2, Russell Court, St. James's Palace, London,

F WATSON'S NEW INVENTED ROUND
% ARCHED BOILER for OBTAINING EXTRA HEAT.

nm;A)>

TURNER'S ROLLER MILLS, for Crushing Oats,

Barley, Linseed, Malt, &c, and Grinding Beans, are the
most effective Crushing Mills manufactured, and work with less

power than any other. The Prize of the Royal Agricultural
Society was awarded to E. R. & F. Tctrseb for " the best Linseed
and Corn Crusher," at the Carlisle Meeting—(the last occasion

on which a Prize was offered)—and at their previous Shows at

Norwich, Gloucester, and Lincoln. Also the 1st Prize of 150
francs and Gold Medal at the Paris Universal Exhibition of
Agriculture, 1856. A preat variety of these mills are manufac-
tured, adapted for farms of all sizes, large coaching and carry-
ing establishments, gentlemens' riding stables, breweries, Lin-
seed-oil mills, <&e.

TURNER'S PATENT COMBINED CRUSHING AND
GRINDING MILL is highly effective for Crushing Grain,
Seeds, &c, and is also a most excellent Mealing Mill for Barley.

Chaff Cntters for horse or steam power; Oil Cake Breakers
for English and Foreign Cake ; Fixed and Portable Steam
Engines; combined Threshing Machines; Saw Tables ; One-
horse Carts, Ac, all of a superior description, are manufactured
by E. R. & F. Tumncb, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich. Illustrated
Price Lists sent rree on application.

CAUTION.
Imitations of our Roller Mills, of very inferior manufacture,

being offered for sale in London and elsewhere, which, from
their resemblance in design to ours, are calculated to mislead
the public: We hereby give notice, that Messrs. Bukgess &
Key, 96, Newgate Street, are our London Agents, at whose
aepftt onr Mills may be seen ; and also at the Agricultural Im-
plement Department of the Crystal Palace. Sydenham, Stand 43.

E. R. & F. Titbseb, Ipswich.

TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS. PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

RITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.—Sizes from 7 by 5 to 9 by 7 at

115. 6d. per 100 foot box; 9 J by 7$ and 10 by 8, at 12*. 6d. per
box, in 21 oz.ls. per box extra; larger sizes up to 22 by 14, 15 oz.,

atl6f.; and 21 oz., 2bs. per 100 feet. Boxes charged 2s. each,

and returnable at the same price if delivered free. Crystal

White Glass. Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent

Rough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead, Oils,

Turpentine, Colours, &c—G. Farmiloe & Son, 118, St. John
Street, West Smlthfield, London.

NO DRIP! NO DRIP!

KENT'S PATENT WATERPROOF GLAZED
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

Illustrated Prices on receipt of four stamps.—Horticultural
Building Works, Chichester.

_____

ARCH M EN T LABELS superseded by
CRESCENS, ROBINSON, and CO.'s PREPARED

LINEN LABELS. They are cheaper, written upon with greater

ease and rapidity, and quite as durable. Specimens, printed to any

pattern, sent post free from Crescejjs, Robinson, & Co.'s Paper and

Paper Bag Warebouse, 79, Upper Thames Street, London.

W/1RK WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
V > of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.

Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety;

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.

Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make;
Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W. Richards. Imperial

Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's

Theatre. . .

Ui WOOFE'S NEW PARER. — The Inventor
• having heard that his principle is further imitated in the

last drawings of the "Paring Plough," now made patent, he

hereby offers to complete, in the most perfect manner, any set quan-

tity of Land, PARING TURF FOR REMOVING, TURF
AND STUBBLE FOR BURNING, in the least possible time;

one horse each, with least distress to horse and holder, against

i the said patent implement, for 2bl., or double the amount if pre-

i ferable. Three experienced Agriculturists to be judges and stake-

holders. To meet at 8 o'Clock a.m. on TUESDAY next, 18th

inst., at the M Hare and Hounds " Inn, Weston Birt. Every par-

ticle of W. W/s implement being well known to be of his own

invention, if the above challenge be not accepted he will at once

proceed with his patent, and his implements will b9 manufactured

for sale.—Weston Birt, near Tetbury, Gloucestershire.-Nov. 15.

«Tnh if FAN Y," for SHADING CONSERVA-
-L TORIES.— Manufactured byJohn Shaw & Co., 40, Princess

Street, Manchester. , ._.. \ __. __ _,

TIFFANY, a light, cheap, and durable material for Shading

Conservatories and other Hot-houses, effectually securing Plants

from the scorching rays of the sun, without obscuring the light;

also one of the best protectors of Fruits from Birds and Wasps,

and the Bloom of Wall Trees from Spring Frosts. Sold in pieces

20 yards long by 3S inches wide, at 3d. per yard or 5s. per piece.

A liberal allowance to the Trade when 10 or more pieces are taken.

N.B.—Orders from unknown correspondents must be accom-

panied by a remittance.

John Shaw & Co. beg to inform their numerous correspondents

that their " Tiffany," for shading Conservatories, &c, may be

procured from the following Agents :—

Messrs. Charlwood & Cummins, Seed Merchants, Covent Gar-

den, London. -,,._* a.

Messrs. Hurst & M'Mullen, Seed Merchants, Florists, &c,

6, Leadenhall Street, London. «.*——«»
Messrs. Arthur Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Place, Edgeware

Road. London. „ Pa__
'

Messrs. Peter Lawson & Son, Seed Merchants, Great George

Street, Westminster and Edinburgh.

Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.

Messrs. W. Wood & Son, Maresfield, Sussex.
,,_„.,._-_,

Messrs. Francis and Arthur Dickson & Sons, Seed Merchants,

J*£*'& Co.'s " Tiffany" may also he procured from the under-

mentioned Nurserymen and Seedsmen :

—

Messrs. Minier, Nash, & Co., 60, Strand London.

Messrs. Osborn & Sons, Fulham, Middlesex.

Messrs. Rollison & Son, Tooting, Surrey.

Mr. James Veitch, Chelsea.

Messrs. A. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, Herts.

Mr. W. J. Epps, Maidstone.

Messrs. Bainbridge & Hewison, York.

Mr. Caldwell, Knutsford. *•*______. „A ;na Rerks
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Seed Merchants, fading, Berk£

Mr.F. Godwin, Broadfield Nursery; and 1, i, »na
»

Market Hall, Sheffield.

F. W. respectfully informs the Public that he has invented a

» ITRIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty *•

_T Qneen, the Duke of Northumberland for Sy™ HOTbe^
Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick^^ifrXe
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, S ir Jose&**™%

neBi0t
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. J,awre

,

Ealing Park, and - Collier, Esq., of D*rtford.
T

PROTECTION FROM THE MORNING FROST. ^
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent p p ^.^

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat »u
adapted for

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature.
in Fruits

all horticultural and floricultural purposes tor
-

V ^ » ^.^
and Flowers from the scorching rays oi ui

Tq fee had iQ
from attacks of insects, and from morning »

d ^^ of

any required length, 2 7^*™*$^ manufacturer, 7, Trinity
F r.Tsna Thomas Archeb, whole and sole mau ,

,

fi
.

men throughout the kingd
,-._,—, m

Lane, .Cannon Street,. Cityj and «^ »^;'h
™

rnSm
in use. It requires only one attendance in 16 hours ; fuel, half

bushel of coal, and 1 bushel of cinders will keep the pipes pro- |
as a covering

perly heated for 30 hours.
No. 1 Boiler (without fittings), 11. 15>.

Jr f/WH

TbeBefitv-u..^xu^u ~.~ *- Wf,r~ ~rr
Glazed Pipes. Also Pumps of every other description fixed to

order at moderate charges.
Feederick Watsox, Pump Maker and Well Sinker,

Church Street, Bishop's Stortford, Herts.

« I have 5nst .&ia™t^mo^ P..- and toyft.^

astonished to see how healthy and we" «*«£ «" __ ^i-

is

panied

ttonaTorder.—Oct. 22, 1856.
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BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.
rnHOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
-L winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAN D
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:-Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it
to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

'

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brothers.

Jlilbank Street, Westminster.

OMOKY CHIMNEYS.—ThrDesTcure is KITE'SO PATENT ALBERT CHIMNEY CAPS, patronised by
Her Most Gracious Majesty—200 on Buckingham Palace- in
use also on St. James's Palace, Claremont, Windsor Castle
Ordnance Departments, Government Offices. Public Buildings
&c. Also extensively adopted by the Nobility, Gentry, and the
public in general. Wrought iron, 25a.; galvanised do., 30s.;
cast iron, 35*. each; the latter as durable as the building itself.
The merits of this invention are proved by practical experi-
ments; they are likewise architectural in appearance.
Depot, Barton's Iron Works, and Manufactory for the Patent

Arable Fittings and Enamelled Mangers. Address James
Barton, 370, Oxford Street, London.

yEJSTILATING STOVES! SUSPENSION
" STOVES !—Approved by thousands of purchasers, and

recommended as the two best, cheapest, most healthy, and eco-
nomical for Churches, Chapels, Halls, Schools, Warehouses,
Shops, Greenhouses, Bedrooms, Libraries, &c. Prospectuses
with Prices sent post free.—Deare, Dray, & Co„ Stove Range,
Ironmongery, and Furnishing Warehouse, London Bridge.

13ADIATING and REFLECTING STOVE.—
J-t» WILLIAM S. BURTON'S new register stove combines
completely the well-known principles of both Stephen's and
Sylvester's celebrated patent stoves, while it has others equally
valuable which are peculiarly its own, and for which a patent has
been granted. Its reflecting and radiating powers are perfect, it
is very simple, and cannot be put out of order, consumes but
little fuel, is most cleanly and cheerful in use, while its general
appearance, no fender being needed, is most imposing. Prices,
complete, black or bronzed, from 91. 10s.; bright, Ul. 5s. and
upwards. One may be seen in action in Iub show rooms, which
contain such an assortment of fenders, stoves, ranges, fire-irons,
and general ironmongery, as cannot be approached elsewhere,
either for variety, novelty, beauty of design, or exquisiteness of
workmanship. Bright stoves with bronzed ornaments, and two
sets of bars, 4Z. 14*. to 131. 13s.; ditto with ormolu ornaments
and two sets of bars, 5?. 5s. to 221. Bronzed fenders, with
standards, 7s. to 51. 12s.; steel fenders, 21. 15s. to 111.; ditto with
rich ormolu ornaments, 21. 15s. to 181. Fire-irons, from 1*. 9d.
the set to M. 4*.

DEDSTEADS, BEDDING, AND FURNITURE.—
JJ WILLIAM S. BURTON'S Stock on Show of Iron and
Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots stands unrivalled either
for extent, beauty of design, or moderateness of prices. He also
supplies Bedding and Bed Hangings of guaranteed quality and
workmanship. Portable Folding Bedsteads, from 12$. 6d. ; 1'atent
Iron Bedsteads, fitted with dovetail joints and patent sacking,
from 175.; and Cots from 20s. each. Handsome Ornamental Iron
and Brass Bedsteads, in great variety, from 21. 7s. 6d. to 201.

A Half-tester Patent Iron Bedstead, 3 feet wide, with
Bedding, &c, complete

—

Bedstead £1 4
Chintz furniture 14
Paillasse, wool mattress, bolster, and pillow ... 1 11
A pair of cotton sheets, three blankets, and a
coloured counterpane 1 5

6

£4 14 6

A double Bedstead, same £6 3
If without Half-tester and Furniture

—

Single bed, complete ... £3 13 9
Double bed, complete £4 16

LAMPES a MODERATEUR, from 6s. to 11. 7s.—
WILLIAM S. BURTON has collected from the different

makers here and in France a variety that defies competition. As
tnany imported from France are inferior in the works. William
S. Burton selects at Paris from the best makers only, and he
can guarantee each lamp he sells as perfect in all its parts.
His stock comprises also an extensive assortment of SOLAR,

CAMPHINE, PALMER'S, and all other Lamps.
Pure Colza Oil, 4s. 8d. a gallon.

Patent Camphine, 45. a gallon.
Palmer's Candles, 9W. per lb.

The late additions to these extensive premises (already by far
the largest in Europe), are of such a character that the entire of
EIGHT HOUSES is devoted to the displav of the most magnifi-
cent stock of GENERAL HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including
Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated Goods, Baths, Brushes, Turnery,
Lampg , Gaseliers, Iron and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, and Bed
Hangings), so arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms as to
afford to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that
cannot be hoped for elsewhere.

Illustrated catalogues sent (per post) free.

39, Oxford Street ; 1, 1a, 2, and 3, Newman Street ; and 4, 5,
^ndjVPerry's Place, London.—Established 1820.

T^RENCH MODERATOR LAMPS—The newest
-p Patterns of the present season.— Deane, Drat & .Co.
have completed an extensive and choice assortment of these
Lamps—Bronze from 95. 6d. to 61. ; China from 19s. to 71. 7s. each.
Engravings with prices free per post. Pure Colza Oil for the
above Lamps at the lowest market price, delivered in London or
the suburbs periodically or on receipt of letter order. — Deajte,
^Hay, & Co. (opening to the Monument), London Bridge.

,
Established ad. 1700.

QOUND AND WHITE TEETH are not only

^ indispensably requisite to a pleasing exterior in both sexes,
"nt they are peculiarly appreciated through life as highly
conducive to health and longevity. Among the various prepara-
tions offered for the purpose,

ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or Pearl Dentifrice,
stands unrivalled in its capability of embellishing, purifying and
Preserving the teeth to the latest period of life. It will 'be found
to eradicate all tartar and concretions, and impart a pearl-like
Jnitenesa to the enamelled surface, remove spots of incipient
<jecay, render the gums firm and red, and thus fix the teeth
annly in their sockets, and from its aromatic influence impart
sweetness and purity to the breath. Its truly efficient and
flagrant aromatic properties have obtained its selection by the
Xieen, the Court, and Royal Family of Great Britain, and the
80*ereigns and nobility throughout Europe. Price 2s. 9d. per box.
^rj-rioN.—The words "Rowlands' Odonto" are on the label,

and " R. Rowland & Son3, 20, Hatton Garden," on the Govern-

«^n^St*m P * ffi^ed on each Box. Sold by them and by Chemists
and Perfumers.

QALT and CO.'S EAST INDIA PALE and^ BURTON ALES. BREWERY—BURTON-ON-TKENT.
STORES:

t ?^PtPN Hungerford Wharf.

y\^20L 52
'
Heni7 Street.

MANCHESTER 37, Brown Street.
SHEFFIELD 12, George Street.
BIRMINGHAM 26*, Bull1 Street.
J^STOL Black Hall, Baldwin Street.
J-HJBL-IN

4, Crown Alley.

£?..5URGH Porthopetoun Warehouse.GLASGOW St Vincent Place.
These Ales, in Casks of Eighteen Gallons and upwards, and in

Bottle,_obtained from all respectable Bottlers.

1VJOVV READY TO SEND OUT, direct from

„ \a"n
^
uth. during the season, GENUINE YARMOUTH

BLOATERS, 100 for 6s. ; forwarded securely packed to anv
address upon receipt of Post-office Order, by James Aters, Fish
Curer, Great Yarmouth. The Trade supplied.

/^.OVKKNMENT SURPLUS STOKES IfROM
V-J THE CRIMEA.-150 tons BISCUITS in bags one cwt.
each price 10*. 6d. per cwt., or by the ton 10/. On Railway in
London. Orders, containing Post-office or Banker's Order,
punctually attended to.—Address H. J. Hunt, Bone Mills.Broad
Street, Lambeth, London.

^„,N° CHARGE FOR WATERPROOFING.
OERDOE'S OVER-COATS, CAPES, and SHOOT-
*~f

ING JACKETS are guaranteed to resist any amount of
rain, without obstructing free ventilation or extra charge. The
established character and extensive sale of these well known
garments are their best recommendation. A verv large stock-
tor selection also of Waterproof LADIES' CAPES, &c-W. Berdok, 96, New Bond Street, and 69, Cornhill.

I^ORD'S EUREKA SHIRTS.—"The Eurekalstiie
*- most unique, and the only perfect fitting shirt made." Observer.
" Ford's Eurekas are the acme of perfection." Court Journal.
In half dozen boxes, ready for use, or made to order. Best

quality, 42*. ; second quality, B3s.
Cautiox.—Ford's Eureka Shirts are stamped 38, Poultrv,

London, without which none are genuine. Catalogues post free.
Richabd Ford, 38, Poultry, London.

DRESSING C^aTe sTAT MR. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENTS,
**- 112, Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street, and Crystal Palace,
are exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures in
Dressing Cases, Work Boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Baps,
and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department
for Papier Mache

-

Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table
Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-
ping orders executed.

The same prices charged at all the Establishments.

EAL and SON'S EIDER DOWN QUILTS";
also GOOSE DOWN QUILTS, from 8s.6d. to 24*. List of

Prices and Sizes sent free by Post.— 196, Tottenham Court Road.

»yHE PERFECT EIGHT-DAY WATCH.—A most
A important invention.—L. Mksure & Co., Patentees of the
Eight-Day Watch, 12, King William Street, Charing Cross, beg
respectfully to announce that thev have succeeded in perfecting
an EIGHT-DAY WATCH, for which patents have been
obtained in England, France, Belgium and Holland. These
sound English Watches, which do not exceed in size and price
the ordinary watches now in use, require to be wound up onlv
once a week with three turns of the key, instead of every day
with six or seven turns, thus greatly diminishing the wear upon
the works. Warranted to go correctly An inspection is solicited.
Silver Levers, four holes jewelled, from 61. 16s.; Gold Levers,
our holes jewelled, from 16 guineas.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855.
]\/TETCALFE,BINGLEY,andCO.'S New Pattern and
L~J Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached Hair
Brushes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brushes, and genuine Smvraa
Sponges ; and every description of Brush, Comb, and Perfumery
for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly between
the divisions of the Teeth and clean tliem most effectually—the
hairs never come loose. M., B., and Co. are sole makers of the
Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orris Root Soaps—sold in Tablets
(bearing their names and address) at 6d. each, of Metcaltk's
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box ; and of the New
Bouquets.—Sole Establishment 130b, and 131, Oxford Street, 2nd
and 3rd doors west from Holies Street, London.

I

TO LANDOWNERS.
THE PERMANENT WAY COMPANY having

been appointed the sole Licensees for the use of Dr.
Bouchkrie's Patent Process for Preserving Timber, beg to inform
Landowners and others interested in the use of English Timber
that a Pamphlet, with full explanations of this cheap aud most
effectual process, may be had gratis on application to the under-
signed. Landowners having Beech, Elm, Fir, or other Timber fit

for Railway Sleepers are requested to communicate particulars of
quantity, locality, and prices. William Howde*, Secretary.

26, Great George Street, Westminster.

nr*Q BE LET, a delightful RESIDENCE, within
A 5 miles west of Norwich and 2 miles of a railway station.

The House, which is built as a Cottage Orne£. consists of
Entrance Hall, Study, Dining Room (22 feet by 17), Drawing
Room, seven Sleeping Rooms a°d two Dressing Rooms, Kitchen,
Scullery, Servants' Hall, &c. &c. In front of the house is a
beautiful Pleasure Garden, and Meadow or Lawn, with a very
productive Kitchen Garden at the back containing altogether
about 6fV acres.

Contiguous to the house is a capital Four-stalled Stable, two
large Loose Boxes, two Coach-houses with men servants' sleeping
rooms over, Harness-room, Hay-loft, and all other usual con-
veniences, and the water is excellent.
Note.—Near the above is a Lake of 3 acres, upon which the

tenant will have permission to keep a boat.

For terms apply to E. Freestose, Solicitor, Norwich.

O BE LET, in East Yorkshire, aTARM of
170 acres (more or less) of good Wheat and Bean Land.

with a portion of Grass and Turnip Land, nearly the whole of
which isunderdrained. The House, which may be entered upon
the6?h April next, is within three miles of a first-class station,
and four of a good market town, and of easy access to the Hull,
Leeda, York, and Wakefield markets, six hours from London, and
eight from Edinburgh. Ample capital and high farming indis-
pensable, as the covenants will be most liberal. The fields are of
good size and not injured by game or timber.—Apply to Mr.
Edward Barker, Howden, Yorkshire.

TO CARD EN E R S.

TO BE SOLD, the PREMISES erected for a
-L FORCING BUSINESS, the Land being held on a long

lease at a moderate rent. Satisfactory reasons given for parting
with the same.—W, R. Hfrley, Cnxfon Road, Strood, Kent.

SECONDHAND HOT-WATER BOILERS.

TO BE SOLD very cheap, a large stock and a great
variety of all shapes and sizes, consisting of the Saddle,

the Coxicax, the Ribbed, the Bell, the Flue Shapes, and
others. JoHy Weeks & Co. having taken out a great number of
boilers from various places where they have fixed them on
their ONE-BOILER SYSTEM, they have now for sale a large
stock of Secondhand Boilers very cheap.

John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Works, King's Road, Chelsea.

i

STANDARD ROSES, DUTCH BULBS, &c.

MR. HASLAM will Sell as abore, at the Mart,
every WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY till December 12.

N.B. All goods to the amount of 10*. and upwards packed and
delivered free of charge to Parcels Delivery Company. Baskets
and Matting allowed for when returned —Epping, Nov. 15.

COVENTRY.
To Gentlimex, Ncbserysien, and Others.

1VTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-
*»- stnicted by Mr. John Ogden to Sell by Auction on the
premises, Warwick Road, Coventry, on MONDAY, December 15
and following days, at 11 o'clock in consequence of the number
of lots, all the select and well transplanted stock of those old
established Nurseries, consisting of a choice selection of Fruit
Trees, including upwards of 60 strong Dwarf (Qtienouille trained)
Pears of the best kinds, jjrown as specimens; a lar^-e stock of
Green and \ anegsted Hollies, safe for moving, of all sizes up
to 12 feet high

; several hundreds of Grafted English Elms,
10 to 15 feet, and other Trees well adapted for Avenues- fine
specimens of Weeping Trees, large Purple Beech, with a general
assortment of Evergreen and Deciduous Ornamental Trees
Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Hardy Ericaa, Camellias, &c. May be
viewed one week prior to the Sale.—Catalogues after 1st Decem-
ber may he had 6d. each, returnable to purchasers, on the pre-
mises; of Messrs. Hurst & M 'Mullen, Seedsmen, 6, Leadenhall
Street, Cornhill, London; and of the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonstone. Essex. A suitable time will be allowed to
remove the Trees. The Greenhouse and Bedding Plants, with
the Greenhouses, Pits, Frames, &c, will be offered early in the
>pring, nnless the whole is previously disposed of.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND~OTHERS~
Yf ESSRS. PROTHEROK and MORRIS will Sell
' by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew- Lane, on TIIURS-
»;•?*' ?0V '

20
'
at 12 °'c,ock

'
a first-class Collection of DUTCH

BLLBS, consisting of the finest double and single Hvacinths.
Narcissus, Jonquils, Anemones, Crocus, Tulips, Snowdrops,
Ranunculus, Gladiolus, &c; also a selected assortment of fine
Mandard and Dwarf Roses, comprising Hybrids, Bourbous,
Chinas, Perpetuals, Noisettes, &c; and American Plants, com-
prising Hybrid Rhododendrons, Ghent and other Azaleas,
kalmias, Andromeda floribnnda, beautifully furnished with
bloom, &c— Maybe viewed the morning of Sale. Catalogues
had at the Auction Mart; of the principal Seedsmen in London;
and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytn stone, Essex.

TOTTENHAM NURSERY STOCK.
"

]\/TR. A. RICHARDS will Sell by Auction on the
L* premises, Marsh Lane, Tottenham, a short distance from
the Park Station on the Eastern Counties Railway, on TUES-
DAY, Nov. 18, at 12 o'Clock, in consequence of the ground being
disposed of for Building, fine Evergreens, comprising Portugal
and common Laurels, Aucuha, Phyllirea, Arbor-vita?, Rhododen-
drons, Bays, Cluster Pines, Arbutus, Laurustinus, Brooms.
Hollies, Berberis, Box, Privet, double Furze, Lime, Chesnut,
and other trees. A large assortment of Flowering Shrubs, &c.—To view the day preceding and morning of Sale. Catalogues
obtained on the premises, and of the Auctioneer, Tottenham.
CAMELLIAS AND PEAR TREES FROM MR. DE JONCHE^

CF BRUSSELS.
]\ /T R. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his
t»J Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-
DAY, Nov. 28. at One o'clock precisely, 300 Camellias with
Flower Buds, of good sorts and various sizes; 300 Pyramid Pear
Trees, on free and Qnince stocks of first-rate sorts, some adapted
for pot cilhire.—Catalogues raav be had one week before the
Sale at Mr. J. C. Stevens's Offices, 88, King Street, Covent
Garden.

To Noblemen .and Gentlemen engaged in Ornamental
Planting, Ncrserym: n, and others.

SECOND SALE AT THE BACSHOT NURSERY.
j\/f R. J. C. STEVENS is instructed by Messrs.
** * Standish & Noble, who are dissolving Partnership, to Sell
by Auction, at the Nurseries, Bagshot, S'lrrev, on MONDAY,
November 17 and four following days, at 11 o'Clock precisely, a
most valuable selection of specimens of CONIFERS and other
Ornamental Plants, all of which have been well prepared for
transplanting. It includes

—

Abies Nordmanniana
Pinsapo ... .

Douglasi ...

Deodara ...

„ nobilis ...

Araucaria imbricata
Cephalotaxus Fortuni
Cryptomeria japonica
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tt
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Lihocedruschiliensis...l
Pinus Benthamiana ... 2

„ insignis 2

., muricata 2
Taxodiura sempervirens 5
Mount Atlas Cedar ... 6
Hollies (of sorts) ... 5
Irish Yews 5
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w
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Skimrnia japonica, Standard, and other choice flowering hardy
hybrid Rhododendrons, Standard Sikkim Rhododendrons, named
Moutan Peeonies, &c. •

12,000 Standard and dwarf Roses,
comprising the most choice new and select sorts in the Trade,

f 1000 Pyramid Pear, and other Fruit trees.
May be viewed one week before the Sale, when Catalogues

Is. each, returnable to purchasers, may be had at the Nursery
and of Mr. J. C. Stevens, 38, King Street, Covent Garden'
Approved bills at 3 months' date will be taken of purchasers
from 50J. to 100L, and at 6 months' date of purchasers above 1C01.
The Bagshot Nursery is about two miles from the Sunning-

dale station on the Sonth-Western Railway, where a van will
meet the 8 o'clock a.m. train from Waterloo to convey persons to
the Sale. The stations of Farnborongh, Woking, 'and Black-
water (S. E. R.) t are also within an easv distance,

MANSION. FARM MOUSES. AND LAND, FoR OCCUPA-
TION, FARMING, OR THE ERECTION OF VILLAS.

MESSRS. THOMAS WINSTANLEY and SONS
will offer for Sale on TUESDAY, December 16, at half-

past 1 for 2 o'clock in the afternoon precisely, at the Clarendon
Rooms, South John Street, Liverpool, (in one or more lots, and
subject to such conditions as may be then and there declared, if
not previously disposed of by private contract, of which due
notice >ill be given, all that important Freehold Estate calledNEW HALL, in the township of Thornton-Hough and parish
of Neston, in the county of Chester, comprising Mansion House,
two Farm Houses, Stables, and Outbuildings, and about 270
statute acres of excellent arable and meadow Land. The property
is situate at about six miles distarc i from Birkenhead, one from
Parkgate and Neston, and three from the Spittal Station of the
Birkenhead Railway. The Mansion House is roomy and con-
venient; the Outbuildings thereto comprise Stabling for 12
Horses, Gardener's Cottage and Lodge. The pleasure grounds
and gardens attached to the house occupy about 14 acres, and
contain a well of excellent water. There are, besides, a larger
Farm House of superior character, with Stabling for 10 Horses,
Shippons, and very complete outbuildings, with Cottages for men
attached, and a smaller Farm House, a short distance from the
Hall, with convenient Outbuildings. The Land consists of about
270 acres, and lies most compactly within a ring fence, being
bounded on three sides by the well frequented turnpike roads
leading to Birkenhead, Chester, Parkgate, and Hoylake. It
affords several very eligible sites for Villas, and is well sheltered
with plantations of 30 years' growth. The poor-rates and other
local charges are very low.- Plans of the Estate maybe seen

t
and

further particulars obtained on anplication at the Offices of
Messrs. Towwsbjo), Ridley &' Jackson, Fenwick Street
Liverpool, and Mortimer Terrace, Birkenhead; of Messrs'
Chester, Toclmix & Chester, Solicitors, 11, Staple Inn*
London; of Messrs. Jaksox, Cobb & Pearson, Solicitors'
4, Basinghall Street, London ; and of Messrs. Thomas Winstaxlet
& Sons, Church Street,;Liverpool.
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THE
'

ALEXANDRE HARMONIUM
AT

11 GUINEA
ALEXANDRE and SON have made this Ilarnionium at the lowest price possible, to bring the Instrument within the means of all Classes.

It is in an Oak Case, with four Octaves; is alike calculated for PRIVATE HOUSES and for CHAPELS;
AND IS

INDISPENSABLE TO THE SCHOOL ROOJVL

(The Six Guinea Harmonium will be taken in exchange for any of the more expensive description, without loss or diminution.)

ALEXANDRE & SON OBTAINED THE SOLE MEDAL OF HONOUR AT THE GREAT EXHIBITION AT PARIS (1855).

Their Harmoniums have heen pronounced the hest by

ROSSINI, AUBER, ADAM, THALBERG, LISZT, &C
AND BY THE

PROFESSORS OF THE CONSERVATOIRE DE PARIS

THE MORE EXPENSIVE HARMONIUMS RANGE FROM

lO to 55 OIHMEA
THESE ARE BROUGHT TO THE: GREATEST PERFECTION, AND ARE EQUALLY ADAPTED TO .THE

CHURCH OR DRAWING-ROOM,
AS AN

ACCOMPANIMENT TO THE VOICE OR PIANOFORTE.

Messrs. CIIAPPELL have just received a number of ALEXANDRE'S celebrated

AKMONIUM PIANOFOB
Which combine the excellencies of botli Instruments. The two can be used in combination by the same performer, or each Instrument is perfect

in itself. Price from Forty to One Hundred and Fifty Guineas.

AN IMMENSE STOCK OF

I A M
BY T1TE BEST MAKERS,

From, TWENTY GUINEAS upwards, which can be thoroughly recommended and warranted

Messrs. CIIAPPELL <fc CO. have just opened a number of

NEW ROOMS FOR INSTRUMENT
Enabling the Purchaser to select a Pianoforte or Harmonium from the

LARGUST STOOK IN LOMDOBT,
AND TO TRY THE MERITS OF THE VARIOUS MAKERS SIDE BY SIDE

Full Descriptive Lists of Harmoniums and of Pianofortes will

9

50, NEW BOND STREET, & 13. GEORGE STREET, HANOVER SQUARE

Printed by Wiiuui Bbadbuby. of No. 13, TJpP#r Wobura Place, and Fbfdrbxck Mvlutt Etas*, of No, *I0. Queen's Boad, Ventt
both in the Parish of St. Pancras. and tojth

£Jjjjjf^JLen^iu th*said County,
their Office in Lombard Street, in ine Precinct of Wbitelriars, in the City of London; and published by them at the Office, No. b t

Lpper Wellington atrrct, m the Pariah cf at, fauis, *- u* c

wner« all Advertisement* and Conimunicationa are to be Addressed to tbk Editor,— S atu ao at, November 15, 18»6. 9
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
The next General Meeting will be held at the Society's

house in Regent Street on TUESDAY, November 25, on which
occasion there will be a Special EXHIBITION OF FRUIT.
Visitors can only be admitted by the order of a Fellow or

Candidate. The Judges will proceed to make their award at

11 a.m. The rooms will be open to Visitors at 1 p.m. The
Chair will be taken at 2 p.m.

BRITISH POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY,
20, Bedford Street, Covent Garden.—The next Meeting of

the Society will be held on THURSDAY, December 4, to which
Members and Fruit Growers generally are invited to send

specimens for examination of such Fruits as are in season,

and especially of new and little known varieties and seedlings

for opinion. The carriage of parcels is paid by the Society. The
Chair will be taken at 2 o'clock.

Gentlemen desiring to be Elected Members are respectfully

invited to intimate their wish previous to the meeting.

Entrance, 10s.; annual subscription, 10s. Copies of the Rules

and further information can be obtained from
William Davidson*. Assistant Secretary.

QCOTTISH ARBORICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
£^"The Annual General Meeting was held at Edinburgh on

Wednesday, November 12. Mr. M'Coequodale, V.P., in the

Chair, when Office Bearers were elected for the ensuing year.

On this occasion 26 new Members were added to the list.

Prizes were awarded as follows:—Medal to Mr. Thomson,

Chopwell, for Essay on FENCING. Medal tr> Mr. R. Philip,

Aldhar, for Essay on THINNING; with second premium to Mr.

Rutherford, Buckden; and third to Mr. Thomson, Chopwell.

Medal to Mr. Thomson, Chopwell, for Essay on GENERAL
PLANTING ; with second premium to Mr. Philip, Aldbar.

Several papers not intended for competition were remitted to a

Committee preparatory to publication in the Society's Transac-

tions. Returns of the prices of Timber, Bark, &c, in various

parts of the country were also remitted to the Secretary for

publication.

It was agreed that Medals should be offered for Essays on the

following subjects for the ensuing year:— 1. On the Reclamation

of Neglected Plantations. 2. On Dry Rot and other Diseases in

Larch and Spruce. 3. On the Management of Coppice Woods
and the Curing of Coppice Bark. 4. Planting on Moss Lands.

5. Entomology. 6. Introduction and Cultivation of the Newer

Conifene and other Forest Trees, with special reference to the

Climate of Great Britain and Ireland. 7. On the best method of

Book-keeping adapted for Forester*, with examples.

Inventors and Manufacturers of New and Improved Imple-

ments for Forest Operations were invited to submit them to the

Society. A Committee was appointed to draw up a Schedule to

facilitate the Returns of Prices of Timber and Bark, and to dis-

tribute Copies of it to the Members and others who might feel

disposed to aid the Society's exertions in this department.

It was agreed that next ANNUAL MEETING should be held

on the first WEDNESDAY of October, 1857.

Copies of the Society's Laws, with particulars of the Prizes

offered, Regulations for Competition, and all other information,

may be obtained on application to the Secretary. The first part

of the Society's "Transactions" is ready, and will be sent free

for 30 stamps. James Alexander, Secretary.

Jj, York Place, Edinburgh

.

f^LORICULTURE.—In consequence of Mr. John
Edwards having REMOVED FROM HOLLOWAY it is

respectfully requested that all communications be addressed

No. 20, Sharp's Alley, London.

COLES' "DEFIANCE" DWARF RED CELERY.

TACOB BREWIN, of Farm Lane Nursery, A\alham
*' Green, Fulham, near London, has just received from the

raisers a fine true stock of the above-named excellent variety of

Celery, which he now begs to offer to the Trade at 105. per lb.,

or in retail packets at Is. each. Early orders are particularly

requested as the quantity is limited.

Post-office Orders to be made payable at the Walham Green

Post Office.—November 22; ..

HOLLYHOCK SEED.
BIRCHAM and WARD beg to offer their Holly-

hock Seed in packets at Is. 6d., 2a. 6d., and 55. each. Ihis

Seed is selected from the best varieties in cultivation, and

B. & W. will warrant it to produce Seedlings of superior quality

that will give satisfaction to all purchasers.

• Hedenham Rnaerv. Bungay. Suffolk. Nov. 22.

NEW SCARLET GERANIUM "SIR COLIN CAMPBELL."

THOMAS JACKSON and SON are now sending
-* out this beautiful GERANIUM: it is a brilliant

scarlet with a large clear white eye, throwing its trusses ot

bloom well above the foliage; habit slightly compact, foliage

ample, with a well marked horseshoe. It was exhibited at the

Crystal Palace and much admired, and has been ordered by most

gentlemen and gardeners that have seen it. Price 5s. each, witn

JAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen, &c, 238,! JOHN WEEKS and Co., King's Uoad, Chelsea, can
High Holborn, London, have now published their compre-

hensive CATALOGUE OF DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS,
the twenty-first Autumnal Series, which will be forwarded
free of charge and post-paid to all parts of thk world, upon
application. The Bulbs are as usual offirst-rate quality.

James Carter & Co., Seedsmen, &c,23S, High Holborn, London.

( "I HARLKSTTUKNUR'S New Catalogue of GERA-
vy NIUMS, FANCY GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS,
CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS, HOLLYHOCKS,
PANSIES, &c, is now ready, and can be had on application.

Royal Nursery, Slough.
_

FERN CATALOGUE.
ROBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE (24 pages) of his Collection of BRITISH and
FOREIGN FERNS, can now be had post free for six stamps.

Gratis to all previous purchasers.—Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
W'ATERER and GODFREY beg to intimate that

their Priced and DescriptiveCAT ALOGUE OF HARDY
RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, and other American Plant*

is now ready, and may be had free on application to Messrs.

Waterbr & Godfrey, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking. Surrey.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
JOHN WATERER, the Exhibitor of the above
O Plants at the Royal Botanic Gardens, R*f?ent's Park, London,

bees to state that his CATALOGUE of RHODODENDRONS,
AZALEAS, &c, is published, and can be obtained in exchange

for two postage stamps. The colours of the Rhododendrons are

described, and the Catalogue contains a selection of the most
favourite kinds of Pinuses. Roses, Sec.

The American Nursery, Bagshot. Surrey.

GEORGE BAKER begs to announce that his

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS.
ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, CONIFERS, FRUIT & FOREST
TREES is now ready, and may be bad on application.

American Nursery, Windleshara, near Bagshot, Surrey, 1} mile

from Sunningdale Station; one hour's rtde from Waterloo

Station ; J from Reading.

GAINES'8 GENERAL CATALOGUE forwarded

free of charge and post paid upon application to T. Gaines,

Nurseryman, Surrey Lane, Battersea.

P.S. GAINES'S NEW CATALOGUE contains one of the

largest Collections of GERANIUMS, both Show, Fancy, and

French varieties, in the world.—Nov. 22.

M. STARK begs to intimate that his LIST
of NEW and RARE PLANTS for the season is now

ready. It comprises many interesting Plants seldom offered,

which were gathered or purchased on the Continent by him
during last summer. A similar List of Seeds may also be had.

Edinburgh, Edgehill Nursery.—Nov. 22.

P LANTINC SEASON.
TTflLLIAM URQUHART and SONS, Dundee,
» 1 respectfully announce that their PRICED LIST may

now be had on application. Contents : Seedling and Trans-

planted Forest Trees, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Herbaceous

Plants and_Fern8
J
jA.uricn1a8, Pinks, Greenhouse Plants, &c.

" NEW CATALOGUES FOR 1856-57-

TT7ILLIAM WOOD and SON are now prepared to

V\ send free and post-paid Copies of their CATALOGUE of

ROSES and GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.-Address
Woodland s Nursery. Maresfield, near Uckfield, Snssex.

"THE" GERANIUM CATALOGUE FOR 1856 AND 1857.

TOHN WEST WOOD'S CATALOGUE OF SHOW,
O FANCY, BEDDING, AND FRENCH GERANIUMS is

now ready for deliverv, and will be sent post free to all appli-

cants. A detailed General Catalogue of Soft-wooded Plants will

shortly be issued and delivered in like manner.

J. W. respectfully invites inspection of his Stock, now con-

sisting of more than One Hundred Thousand Plants in vigorous

growth, unequalled by any in England.

Floral Nursery, Acton Road. Tumhatn Green.

SAFFRON WALDEN N UKS ERY.
SUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.

7ILLIAM CHATEirS ANNUAL DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE, with remarks on the Culture,

Exhibiting, &c, of this noble flower may be had on receipt of one

postage stamp.
Seed saved from 20 best varieties, mixed, per packet ... 55. tw.

Do. 12 do. do. 2 6

Do. good mixed ••• *

Border varieties, good mixed, ground roots, per ICO ... 20

do. do. ... 30

*J now supply Grape Vines struck from eyes in very fine

condition, strong and healthy, for Planting or Forcing in Pots, all

the best approved sorts.

Horticultural Establishment, Kings Road, Chelsea.

VICTORIA RASPBERRIES.
GEORGE CORNWELL is now sending out his

Canes of the abovn at 15s. per 100. Fastolf, lbs. per 100.

Autumn fruited, 12.«. per 100, and White, 10*. per 100. The usual
allowance to the Trade.— Market Gardiner, Barnet. • •

WAlTE'S DANIEL O'ROURKE PEA, the best
»» early Pea in cultivation, can be had in any quantity.

—

J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London.

SEEDS FOR PRESENT" SOWING.
EARLY PEAS, BEANS, CARROTS, Sec, growth

1856, suitable for present sowing, may be had of James
Carter & Co., Seedsmen, 23S, High Holborn, London.

r|^HOMAS BELL, Seedsman, Wigan, Lancashire*
1

R.

W

«
Do. do. in colours

AYLOR'S G N d;>TAYLOR'S (xRAND STA
St. JOHN'S MARKET, LIVERPOOL.

Growers of Choice Fruits and Vegetables should forward as

above, is order to realise High Prices.

GEORGE TAYLOR, Jit:?,

Choice Frtjit and Vegetable Salesman,
Proprietor.

Terms—"Cash.''

« TA YLOR'S GRAND STAND,"
1 St. JOHN'S MARKET, LIVERPOOL.

WANTED.

begs to offer the TRUE LANCASHIRE FLUKE POTATO
at 4s. per bushel of 80 lbs., or 51. 6s. per ton; Red Downs,
4s. per bushe!.

'

ryHE HEAVIEST LANCASHIRE SHOW GOOSE-
JL BERRIES may now be had in strong plants, at 6s. per
dozen.—John Holland, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton, near
Manchester. Catalogues now ready.J

177ANTED to PURCHASE. 12 Strong VINES,
\v 6 M USCAT and 6 HAM BURGH, for immediate Forcing-.

Also 1000 ASPARAGUS, from an old bed, for Forcing.—Apply
to Mr. Jarvis, Gardener, Park Cottage, Greenhithe, Ketit.

TO IM URSERYME IM.

1 XT'ANTED, Ten to Twelve Thousand Black and
» White POPLARS, in equal quantities. 3 to 5 feet high.—

Address, stating price per 1000, to A. B., Mr. Ford, The Nurseries,
Commercial Road. Southampton.

LIQUORICE.
WANTED, about 20,000 RHIZOMES, or Sets of

LIQUORICE ROOTS for Planting.—Apply to Mr. Geo.
Wood, Rochford. Essex, stating price per thousand.

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.
WANTED, a quantity of English ELMS and PLA-

TANUS OCCIDENTALS.—Apply to Messrs. Steele,
Nurserymen,&c, Richmond, Surrey, withslzeand price delivered.

pHOICE FRUIT TREESTnd STRAWBERRIES.
\y —For Catalogues with descriptions of the above, including

the Broagta Bergamot Pear, apply to Wm. BARRATT, Land-
scape Gardenbr, Wakefield.

"This is certainly a first-rate Pear."—See Transactions oj

Pomological Society, page 19.

A fine stock of Pyramid andOrcbard-honse Trees.

FINEFRUITINC TREES OF PEARS ON QUINCE ROOTS.
HENRY MAY, The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale,

Yorkshire, begs to off«r the above in all the newest and
best sorts, at Is. 6d. each, or lbs. per dozen, a descriptive cata-

logue of which can be bad on application.

Also May's Victoria (large Red Currant) at 12s. per 100, and
Black Bang-up, the largest and best at 105. per 100.

Catalogues of Plants, Fruit and Forest Trees on application.

OREST, FRUIT, and ORNAMENTAL TREES.
—The Subscribers beg to intimate that tbey have this season

an unusually large and superior stock of the above Trees, which
they are prepared to sell on the most reasonable terms.—Thomas
Kgggggg & Co. , Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Dumfries, N.B.

FOREST TREES.
FOWLER and WRIGHT, Seedsmen & Nursery-

men, Glasgow, respectfully intimate that they have a fine

Stock of Seedling and Transplanted Forest Trees, Fruit Trees,
Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, which they will sell on most
reasonable terms.

CACTI*
~~

TO BE DISPOSED OF, between 70 and 80 speci-

mens of CACTI, some fine and rare. Price 30Z.—Apply to

Y. Y.. Post Office, Southampton.

WARF BOX FOR SALE.—Two Thousand yards
of the best Dwarf Box for edgings. One yard of the above

will plant thr^e yards when divided.— For price, &c.
T apply to

Wm. Hf.alk. Nurseryman, Calne, Wilts.

SPANISH CHESNUTS FOR SALE.—Above 2000
fine grown Trees, from 2 to 4 feet high for sale.—Apply to

II. Alprioh, Offham Nursery, near Lewes.

HARDY HEATHS.—A first-rate Collection, and
well grown PLANTS, by the Hundred or Thousand.—

Catalogues with Prices will be sent free on application to

Waterer & Godfrey, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

s

GoodPines,from2to3ilb3.each
Black Grapes
Cucumbers

n

Good Muscat Grapes
Choice Dessert Pears

Small Mushrooms
Choice Flowers, &c. &c.

GEORGE TAYLOR. Jr*.,

Choice Feoit axd Vegetable Salesman-,

Proprietor.

Terms—"Cash."

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS OF 1856-

JOHN SALTER'S unrivalled Collection of CHRY-
SANTHEMUMS is now in bloom in his Winter Garden,

among which may be seen the new varieties of 1856, and many

splendid seedlings (both large flowering and Pompones) to be

«ne -addeS "fo7 ever^Th^el^redr The usual discount to the I^ Nnrsery, William Streer, .ear

Trade.-Nursery, Kingston-on-Thames. / Uammersmith Turnpike.

G

TAINDARD PORTUGAL LAURELS—A quan-
tity of very fine plants of the above, with stems 3 to 4£ feet

high, and with'lwautifully formed heads, may be had on applica-

tion to the undersigned. They have all been transplanted two
years since, and will lift with large balls of earth.

Wood & Imgram, Iluntingd n.

~ TO THE aEED TRAOE.
EORGE TABER, Nurseryman and Seed Gboweb,

of Rose Cottage, Rivenhall, Withim, Essex, begs to

inform the Trade that hta Garret, Mangel, Swede, Turnip, and
other Seeds are now harvested in ^ood condition; and prices

and sample^may_hej)btained on application. ___^
R ED BEET SEED.

EDWARD SANG and SONS, Nurserymen and
' SEEDSMEN, Kirkcaldy, b^g to offer to the Trade RED

BEET SEED of their own raising from carefully selected full

grown roots. The sort is very superior, producing well-shaped

m#dtam->JE6d bulbs of remarkably fine qnality and colour.

Price a application.—Kirkcaldy, Nov. 22.
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TO AMATEURS.
PANSIES.—24 fine varieties, two plants of each, 8*.

the four dozen. Ll»4 of name-; on application to

M r. H. Davis, Jim.. St. Mary's Bil], Newhnry
.

G LENNY'S IMPROVED SEEDS. — Balsam,

Geranium, Aster, Stock, Calceolaria, Cineraria, and other

Florist's flowers—GLENXY'S COMPANION to the AL-
MANACK with the Decemher Magazines. — Three of the

best Six DAHLIAS— Napoleon, Eugenie, and Princess, dry

roots 55. to 10s. 6d.—Dungannon Hou^e Fulhain.

CHARLES NOBLE having retired from the business

lately carried on by the Firm of Standish & Nohle, is now
establishing a NURSERY on his own account, near the Sunning-
dale Station, South-Western Railway. He takes this opportunity

of returning thanks for the very liberal favours bestowed upon
the late firm, and hopes by strict attention to merit and receive

a share of such patronage in future.

Chari.es Noble also begs to say that he will shortly be in a

position to execute any orders with which he may be favoured,

and respectfully requests that, for the present, all communica-
tions be addressed Charles Noble, Nurseryman, P.agshot, Surrey.

"[OHN STANDISH be^s to say that the Nursery
9 * formerly conducted by himself, and subsequently by the

firm of Stakdish & Noble, is now carried on solely in his own
name, and he takes this opportunity of acknowledging, and ten-

dering his thanks for, the very liberal patronage bestowed on the

late firm, and hopes to receive a continuation of the same, which
he will always endeavour to merit. He also begs to state that

havinggood experience in Planting, and the management ofPlanta-

tions, he will be happy to give advice on those subjects. And
he also embraces the present occasion to say that he has engaged
the assistance of a Landscape Gardener in good practice, to give

advice in laying out new grounds and in contemplated Improve-
ments, as well as in all subjects relating to Ornamental Garden-
ing and Garden Architecture. Terms for Designs and Attend-

ance may be had on application. Estimates given and Contracts

taken.
*** The Nursery is about Two Miles from the Sunningdale

Station, South Western Railway.—The Nursery, Baghshot,
Surrey, Nov. 22.

YORK IM U R SER ! ES.
BAINBRTDGE and HEWISON have much plea-

sure in offering the following NEW SEEDS, &c, being

confident that they will prove to the possessor a great acqui-

sition :

—

SHEPHERD'S LARGE EARLY MARROW CABBAGE
(now ready. Is. packet for 13 postage stamps).

This Cabbage will undoubtedly prove one of the best in culti-

vation, being large, early, and of superior flavour.

YORK NEW PROLIFIC CUCUMRER
(now ready, 4 seeds for 13 postage stamps).

Under good management this may be grown from IS to 30

inches Jong. It is a rich dark green, and abundantly productive.

DCLPHINIUM, QUEEN OF ENGLAND.
Plants tree by post, April 1, 1857, 5s. each.

The spike of flower on strong plants 18 iuches long ; colour

dark blue, with a clear white eye.

BELLI3 PERENNIS, AUREA YARIEGATA,
Xow ready, and may be had free by post for 14 postage stamps.

THE YORKSHIRE FILBASKET GOOSEBERRY,
6s. per dozen, October, 1857.

This is an extraordinary great bearer ; colour dark red," in

ize between the Ashton and Brown Bob.

ROBERT KENNEDY, Seedsman, Bedford Con-
servatory, Covent Garden, Agent for Messrs. Platz Sz Son,

Seed Growers, Erfurt, informs the trade that their extensive
CATALOGUE for 1857 is ready, to be forwarded on application.

It contains a large number of new articles, which can be recom-
mended with confidence. Early orders are solicited.
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The above may be bad of the Proprietor*. 7, Bridge Street,

York; the principal Seedsmen and Nurserymen in London and
in the country; also of Drcmmond & Sox, Dublin and Stirling.

The Cabbage and Cucumber are strongly recommended to

Market Gardeners ; also the Gooseberry.

7, Bridge Street, York, Nov. 22.

THE PL ANTING SEASON.
BASS and BROWN have much pleasure in calling

attention to their very tine and well grown Stock of

ROSES, &c, which they offer in collections as under.

Catalogues on application. £. s. d.

ROSES, 100 standards, in 100 very superior varieties 7
100 „ 50 „
100 „ 100 extra

100 „ 50

„ selections perdoz., ISs. to

100 dwarfs in 100 very superior varieties

100 „ 50
100 „ 100 extra

„ selections per doz., Gs. to

Climbiner n
EAKDY CLIMBING- PLANTS, 20 fine sorts, in pots

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, 100 distinct and showy
varieties, 305. ... per doz., 4s. to

Ditto, ditto, 100 superior varieties, 505.; per doz., 75. 6d. to 10
Ditto, ditto, 25 fine vars., best adapted for Kock Work,

125,; or 12 for 7 6

Verv superb and beautiful collections of PHLOXES. PENT-
STEMONri. Pi >TENTILLAS, ANTIRRHINUMS, PEONIES,
DWARF ROCK CISTUS, HOLLYHOCKS, CONIFERS,

&c, &c.

CHOICE FRUIT TREES.
Teaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, two and three year trained,

very tine, handsome, and well grown, each 35. 6i. to 5*.; Plums,
Pears, &c, two and three year trained, do. each, 2*. 6d. to 35. Sd. To
gentlemen requiring first-rate wall fruit these are strongly
recommended; also Standard, Pyramidal, and other Fruit Trees
of the choicesr sorts.

Splendid GLADIOLI, ENGLISH, GERMAN, and other
IRIS; LILIUM LANCIFoLIL'M and other LILIES; and an
extensive collection of CHOICE DUTCH, CAPE, and other
ROOTS.
GOODS CARRIAGE FREE for ordefs not under 20s. to all the

London stations, also to all stations ou the London, Norwich, and
Colchester line.

Seed and Horticnltural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk,

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
to noblkmex and gentlemen planting new pleasure
Grounds or Improving Parks or Drives, and to Companies
Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries.

WSKIRVING begs to otfVr his Stock of TREES
• and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either for

immediate effector for extensive new Plantations, where smaller
sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition to his

general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrubs, which in

allowed to be the mnsr extensive in England, he this season
offers upwarJs of a hundred thousand of the two mnat valuabln
Trees lately introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBKICATA and
I FORUS DBODARA, of various sizes, from one to six feet.

W. S. invites any one wanting Specimen Trees and Shrubs to

inspect his collection and obtain prices on the spot, as the mere
height of such trees (as quoted in list-) gives no idea of the value
of well grown select plants for choice situations.
N.B A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped

plants of th^ Araucaria Imbricata and Cedrns D^odara have
been grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great
distances in thi- country, or to any part abroad.
CAMELLIAS, some of extra large size, well adapted for

Conservatories and an extensive collection of smaller sizes, all
well set with flower Buds, at very moderate prices.

Priced Lists will be sent on application.

• - •
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ROBERT PARKER be^s to offer the following, of
which he possesses a large stock, in strong and healthy

plants;

—

Araucaria excelsa (Norfolk Island Pine), each
Azalea indica of sorts, from per doz
Camellias of sorts, from per doz. •

Cyclamen Atkinsi, flowering bulbs, each... 3s. fid. to

Delphinium formosum, the finest variety ever offered,

per doz. ... ... ... ••• ...

Epacrises of sorts, from per doz ..

Ericas of sorts, from per doz
Ferns, hardy, from per doz

„ stove and greenhouse, from per doz. ...

Gymnogramma peruviana argyrophylla
Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass), per doz.
Orchids, Exotic, from per doz
Selaginells, of sorts, from per doz.

A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of Plants is published,
also of Hyacinths and other Bulbous Roots, and will be forwarded
post free upon application.

A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from un-
known correspondents.

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads, Hollo-
way, London.
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P A R C H M BNT LABELS superseded by
JL CRESCENS, ROBINSON, and CO/s PREPARED
LINEN LABELS. They are cheaper, written upon with greater
ease and rapidity, and quite as durable. Specimens, printed to anv
pattern, sent post free from Crescens, Robinson, & Co.'s Paper and
Paper Bag Warehouse, 79, Upper Thames Street, London.

ATENT TERRA-COTTA.—Tracery for Parapets
and Terraces, mullions, pinnacles, moulded bricks, coats of

arms, crosses, label mouldings, friezes, trusses, consoles, vases
balusters, capitals and bases of columns, paving, facing bricks'
copings, kitchen and other sinks, chimney shafts and tops, and
numerous other articles manufactured by J. M. Blashfield, in
Patent Imperishable Terra-Cotta, at Mill Wall, Isle of Dogs, and
sold at No. 1, Wharf, Praed Street, Paddington Basin.

1

H OGG'S GARDEN EDGE TILES
elegant, and durable

a cheap,

substitute for Box Edging.
13«. per Hundred, or

4£d. per yard.

Exhibited at Court of

Inventions,CrystalPalace

;

and at the Office of " The
Builder."

Full particulars from
Mr. R. Blacket,
Witham, Essex.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

c HEAP IMPORTED BULB
ANEMONES, spendid donhle mixed, per lb.
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CROCUS, mixed, fine, all colours, per 100
,,• named, separate „ „

CROWN IMPERIALS, mixed or named, per doz.
FRITTELARIA PERSICA „ „
GLADIOLIS FLORABUNDUS, large,

GANDAVENSIS „ ...

HYACINTHS, named for pots or glasses, each, 6d. to

„ from „ sorts mixed, per dozen 3s. to

LILIUM LANC1FOLIUM ALBU M, each,
RUBRUM „

NARCIS, fine, mixed per doz.

„ „ named ... .„ n
RANUNCULUS, mixed, very fine, per 100

Lists on application.

Dawk & Co. (successors to Dawe, Cottrell, & Benham)
36, Moorgate Street, London.

TO LANDOWNERS.
THE PERMANENT WAY COMPANY having

been appointed the sole Licensees for the use of Dr.
Bouchkrie\s Patent Process for Preserving Timber, beg to inform
Landowners and others interested in the use of English Timber
that a Pamphlet, with full explanations of this cheap and most
effectual process, may be had gratis on application to the under-
signed. Landowners having Beech, Elm, Fir, or other Timber fit

for Railway Sleepers are requested to communicate particulars of

quantity, locality, and prices. William Howdbn, Secretary.

26, Great George Street, Westminster.

SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.

47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-

man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears, Hoes,
Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.

Established 1738.

GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF GALVANISED
WIRE NETTING.

TO PEksO.vS ACQUAINTED WITH SOUTH WALES, Xc.

WANTED, a LIST op the NAMES of the RESI-
DENCES or SEATS of the principal Nobility and

Gentry, &c, having Extensive Fruit Gardens, containing
Pineries, Vineries, and other Hothouses attached to their

Dwellings in or about any or all of the undermentioned coun-
ties, viz.:

—

Anglesey
Carmarthenshire
Caernarvonshire
Glamorganshire
Merionethshire
Radnorshire

Cardiganshire

Denbighshire
Flintshire

Montgomeryshire
Pembrokeshire

Apply per Letter to G. T. L, 30, Norton Street, Islington,

Liverpool,

ASTOUNDING REMEDY.
RATS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALS,

how to paralyse, and render them immoveable on the spot,

though there be hundreds, so that they may be gathered with a

shovel and finally drowned. The effect warranted, and the cost

to paralyse 50 will be 3W. Materials can be bought in every
town and village. The above astounding remedy sent post free

for eight post stamps to any address by Fisher & Son, Publishers,

Kingsland, London. Established 1847. Two Hundred testimonials

sent first if desired.—N.B. This remedy surpassing all conception

is exclusively Russian.

BARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,
in consequence of improvements in their machinery for

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices.

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide
2-iuch
2 inch
2-inch

1 5-inch
l$-inch

1 5-inch
t J-inch

M

It

n

strong, do.

intermediate, do.
extra strong, do.

24 inches wide
strong, do.

intermediate, do.

extra strong, do.
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Galvan- Japanned
ised. iron.

5i. per yd. 4<*. per yd.

6 „ H »>

7
, - H if

9* a 7± a
64 » *i it

S* " H tt

7£ » 6 tt

10 „ 8 tt

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet),

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices about one-fifth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 8Jd. per yard, 3 feet wide:
Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 2£d. per
square toot.

Delivered free of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or
Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle
and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &c.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post

HORTICULTURE
IN

ALL ITS

BRANCHES.

BY APPOINTMENT.
JOHN WEEKS, F.H.S., & CO.,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA.

J WEEKS and CO., Horticultural Builders
• and Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, Hothouses,

Greexhouses, Co»3Brtatories, Forcing Pits, &c, of every shape

and size, both Plain and Ornamental.

Also our Improved Pateitt Tubular Bottlers of all sizes. A
Urge 6tock on hand. See our Illustrated Cata'ogueson Horticnl-

tural Building and Heating by Hot Water.

The

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

accompanying

sketch represents our

improved Upright Tubu-

lar Boiler, with hollow-

furnace bars. The large

surface which this Boiler

exposes to the imme-

diate action of the fire

renders it of extraordi-

nary power.

John Weeks & Co.

Manufacture these Boilers

of all sizes. The largest

size measure 5 ft. 6 inches

high by 3 feet 6 inches

diameter, and exposes to

the immediate action of

the fire a surface of 340

superficial feet. The

smallest size is 18 inches

high, by 18 inches in

diameter.

London,
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GERANIUMS, ETC.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON be<j to intimate

that their CATALOGUE of SHOW, FANCY, AND
FRENCH GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS, &c., is now ready,

and can be had gratis on application.

William Cutbush & Son wish to draw particular

attention to their sUcJc of the ahove> which is of first-rate

quality, and will give every satisfaction.
* Highgate Nurseries, near London.

LW ROSE, BACCHUS.—This Rose is a seedling
1^ from the " Giant des Batailles ." The flowers are similar,

but larger, stouter, and brighter in colour, remaining a long time

in perfection on the plant without the faded appearance so objec-

tionable in the parent. It is a most abundant bloomer, both in

summer and autumn; and has received first class certificates

from the National Floricultnral Society, the Royal Botanic

Society and at the Crystal Palace Exhibition. Price 10s. 6d. each.

A. Paul & Son respectfully announce that the above Rose is

now ready to be sent out. The usual discount to the Trade when
three or more are ordered.

Nurseries. Cheshnnt, H erts.

^j^wliELON, CRANMER HALL HYBRID^
iA This very excellent and distinct variety was raised in the

gardens of Sir "Willoughby Jones, Bart., at Cranmer Hall,

Norfolk. It is supposed to be a hybrid between the H Beech-

wood" and Scarlet-fleshed China. It is large, a good bearer, an
excellent keeper, and above all is of a most exquisite flavour.

For more full description see remarks of the Editor in the

Gardeners
1 Chronicle of Oct. 4 ; the paragraph ends as follows :

—

"Flesh a beautiful deep orange, about an inch in thickness,

tender, and delicious ; altogether quite a first-class variety."

Packets containing 10 Seeds will be furnished, post free, on
receipt of 30 postage stamps, by J. W. Ewixg, Nurseryman,
Seedsman, &c, Norwich.
The trade will be furnished with price per 100 upon application.

" IMMEDIATE EFFECT IN PLANTING.

JW. EWING- begs to announce to the Public that
• he is at this time able to supply an extensive and varied

assortment of Large Ornamental FOREST and FRUIT TREES
;

the former adapted for producing immediate effect in Parks,
Lawns, Pleasure Grounds or Avenues, and the latter for
furnishing an immediate crop of fruit.

The above have been frequently transplanted, thereby render-
ing them comparatively safe for removal, and have each time
been selected for symmetry. Also a full collection of general
Nursery Stock in the most healthy condition. Catalogues fur-

nished upon application.—EatonNurseries, Norwich.—Nov. 22.

TQ TH£ SEED TRAD£
~

HORATIO BUNTING and CO. beg respectfully to
inform the Seed Trade that their annual FLOWER and

VEGETABLE SEED CATALOGUE will shortly be published,

containing a List of nearly all the varieties of ANNUALS, &c,
in cultivation. The Seeds being grown by themselves they are
enabled to offer advantages to the purchaser both in price and
quality seldom to be met with. AH Seeds warranted true to
name and genuine* Catalogues forwarded to all parts of the
world post-free on application.

Address in full, Horatio Bunting & Co.. Seed Establishment,
Lexden Road, Colchester.

pEORGE JACKMAN begs to state that his
^J PRICED CATALOGUE is now ready, and can be had
free on application, comprising Choice Conifene, Hardy Ever-
greens, and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, all of which are well
grown and constantly removed; is also an extensive grower of
fioses and Fruit and Forest Trees.
G. J. particularly wishes to call attention to his Dwarf-trained

Fruit Trees, being clean grown and well trained, including all

the leading kinds.
"Woking Nursery,! $ mile from "Woking Station, Southwestern

Railway, where all Trains stop and conveyances can be obtained .

NEW PLANTS.
\TESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS
-*-*- are now prepared to execute orders for the annexed :

—

CINERARIA PICCOLOMINI, a distinct and pleasing variety,
pare white, with blue edge, shaded with lavender, lavender disc,
7ery distinct. Is 6d.
CINERARIA WONDER, a strikingly handsome variety,

colour gentian blue, extending half-way down the petals, disc
and centre pure white; a great improvement on "C. Fascina-
tion:' 75. 6d.

GESNERIA ZEBRINA SPLENDIDISSIMA.—The folia**
of this plant is exceedingly handsome, being beautifully marked
with velvety crimson ; flowers rich orange and scarlet ; a great
acquisition to our ornamental plants. 10*. 6d.

TYDjEA ARGYRONENSE, a very distinct winter blooming
plant, possessing the double advantage of handsome variegated
foliage and beautiful flowers; the blossoms are tubular in form,
the upper of which and top lips are scarlet, under side of the tube
yellow, lower lips yellow spotted with scarlet. 10s. 6tf.

The Nurseries, Tooting, London.
" THE S A L W A Y PEACH.
pHARLES TURNER has much pleasure in intro-
^ ducing this very valuable new variety, raised by Colonel
oalway, Egham Park, Surrey. It has been fruited this season
at the Royal Gardens, and Mr. Ingram has forwarded the fol-
lowing testimonial as to its merits :

—

tl
(Copy) THE SALWAY PEACH.

I am pleased to bear testimony to the excellence of this new
iATl YELLOW PEACH. It is a variety quite distinct from
°ther late kinds, both in appearance as well as in the texture of
the fruit. The flesh is of a deep orange colour—like that of an
Apricot— soft, melting, and juicy, very saccharine, highly
aromatic, and separates clean from the stone. The fruit is of
Sood size, and ripens on the open wall the beginning of
November. The Salway Peach will be found a valuable acqui-
sition, owing to its lateness and good quality.

(Signed) " Tiiomas Ingram.
Royal Gardens, Frogmore, Sept. 23, 185B "

In the "Florist" for December, 1854, Mr. J. Powell of the
Koyal Gardens writes:—"The fruit is round, skin deep orange,
£nged and mottled with red on the sunny side; flesh orange
«nged with red at the stone, melting and juicy, with a highly
perfumed flavour. It is a perfectly hardy variety."

i here is every reason to believe it will be an excellent forcing
%riety, as it sets freely and is a good bearer, and as it can bew so !*te in the season it is an invaluable variety.

q
Extract from the "Transactions of the British Pomological

p°J
let7"fNo. I.):—" A seedling Peach raised in the garden of

J-oionel Salway, from a srone brought from Italy, was exhibited

a H
burner, of Slough. The fruit was of medium size, and of

a Qeep golden yellow colour; the flesh also of a rich deep yellow
jour, very melting, juicy, and vinous, with somewhat of the

zJT
01lr °f an Apricot. Although this was gathered from the

au on November 4, it was in as great perfection and as highly
av0Ure(l a8 Rny of the gepteinber varieties, and was highly

recommended b^ the Society as a valuable late Peach."

J>WARF-TRAINED TREES 155. each.
Maiden do 10$. &i. do.

iJ'le nsual discount to the trade, with a further allowance if

Plants
are taken.

bnrih Van ** had of Messrs. Peter Lawson & Sons, Edin-

DicT' ™9ra - Dicksons & Co., Edinburgh; Messrs. James
^ksos & Sons, Edinburgh ; and the principal Nurserymen.

Royal Nursery, Slough.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg to

offer the following Coloured Plates of new Flowers—
"Stamps taken as Payment"

s. d.

Camellia Jenny Lind ... 6
Cnphea Eminens 6
Cyclamen Atkinsi ... 1
Dianthus albo nigricans ... 6
Gonocalyx pulcher 6
"Fuchsias Emperor Napo-

leon and Venus de Medici 6

s. d.

Locheria(Achimeues) mag-
nifica ... ... ... 6

Tydfea (Achimenes) ama-
bilis ... ... ... 6

'Group of New Flowers of

loS5 ... »•• ••• *

fDitto,1856. 1

Also a new Plate of Five *Geraniums, including Mrs. Storey's
novel white varieties, It.

* These niiifid are designed by Mr. Andrews, of Walworth
(who is now engaged on the novelties intended for the forth-

*3'*n

coming seaso'): the remainder by continental artists of great
celebrity.—Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

SMITH'S SUPERB BALSAMS.
Fakd A. SMITH beg to announce to the public

• that they are sending out their superb BALSAM SEED
in sealed packets, containing ei^ht separate and distinct colours

of six seeds each, 2s. 6fL per packet.
Also mixed do. in colours of unequal proportions, but the same

in number, 25. per packet.

The above have been selected with great care from the most
double of a stock of 10,000 plants and have been much com-
mended during the flowering season by those who saw them.
They were exhibited at most of the Metropolitan Shows, and

obtained the First Prizes at the Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park,
and the Crystal Palace.
F. & A. S. have received many testimonials of the excellence

of the varieties sent out by them last season.

A List of Agents will he advertised in a short time.

^__^__ Dulwich, Surrey.

RISING SUN EARLY PEA. •

FLANAGAN and SON beg to offer the above new
Pea as a valuable addition to that class of vegetable. It

possesses the properties of being nearly as early as the Emperor,
with long dark green pods, and most bountiful in bearing. Height
about 3 feet. This Pea is strongly recommended for market pur-

poses. It retains its deep colour, and is an excellent general

cropper. Price 5*. per quart, with an allowance to the trade.

9, Mansion House Street, London, Nov. 22.

SPECIMEN CEDRUS DEODARA.

WM. MAULE and SONS invite the attention of

Planters to their fine grown plants of this Tree, which
are calculated to produce immediate effect :

—

Plants in the open ground, 6 to 7 feet 155. Od. each.

Do. do. 5 to 6 feet 7 6
Do. in large pots, 4 to 5 feet 7 6
Do. do. 3 to 4 feet 5 „
A large quantity of small sizes for mixing with Larch and

other plantations. Prices mav he had on application.

Stapleton Road Nurseries, Bristol.

C A T A L O G Hit.
HLANE and SON'S (Great Berkhampstead)

• CATALOGUES for the present season, containing a
selection of the best varieties and novelties, may now be had at

the Nurseries, or sent post free. They consist of—
ROSE CATALOGUE.
FRUIT CATALOGUE, containing those grown in pots.

TREE and SHRUB CATALOGUE.
AZALEA, HOLLYHOCKS, &c, CATALOGUE.

The Nurseries, Great Berkhampstead, Herts.

if
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MEETINGS FOR TQE ENSUING WEEK.
Tukbdat, Nov. 25—Horticultural 2 t.vl.

The Court of Chancery has lately pronounced a

most righteous judgment in a matter deeply con-

cerning the interests of country gentlemen and cul-

tivators of the soil. It has punished with all the

severity it could command a case of great op-

pression : effectually throwing down the strong man
and raising up the weak. Nothing can be more
grievous than the nuisances with which we are

assailed in all directions by people who seek to

make money at the expense of their neighbours.

One man sets up a wharf, brings to it all that is

most stinking and loathsome, stifles everybody near

him, and justifies himself upon the plea that manure
making is a public benefit. Another builds a tall

chimney, manufactures alkali, kills the trees within

half a dozen miles of it, and drives from their

houses families who have lived there for genera-

tions ; the justification is that alkali is a most im-

portant article in this great manufacturing country. A
third establishes gas works in the midst of fertile

fields, covers the neighbourhood with soot, ruins

the poor man's crops, and converts his district from

a garden into a dirty desert ; the defence is that

Gas illumination is a public necessity. Let us hope

that the case of Broadbent v. the Imperial Gas
Company will teach great people that might has

not yet overcome right, and little people that the

law of England will protect them.

The case in question was this :—The plaintiff, a

market gardener at Fulham, sought, and, after a

long struggle, succeeded in obtaining an injunction

restraining the defendants from making gas in a

certain retort house newly erected by them. Mr.

Broadbent carried on the business of market

gardener and florist at Sand's End, Fulham, and after

he had commenced so doing, the Gas Company
erected their works. Until recently their retort

houses were too far off to do much injury, but

latterly the Company found it necessary to erect new
retort-houses, which were built much closer to the

plaintiff's grounds than before. He brought an
action against the Company for damage caused by

the gases and soot evolved from the new buildings.

The action ended in a reference to arbitration, and
after a long investigation the arbitrator made
his award in the plaintiff's favour. The
nuisance however continued unabated, and therefore

an application for an injunction to restrain the

Gas Company from carrying on their works was
made to the Court of Chancery. Th? case was
heard before the Vice-Chancellor Wood, and as

already stated the injunction was granted, the

effect of which is that the Company must either

discontinue their profitable bu-iness, or must make
ample amends to Mr. Broaddgnt for the injury done
to his property, so that, when it becomes their own,
they may do with it as they like.

The history of this case affords a good example of

the way in which powerful companies with money
at their command set at nought the rights of private

individuals, and for the sake of increasing their own
dividends ruin without scruple anybody. Amongst
other reasons urged on behalf of the Company in

opposition to the plaintiff's application, it was said

that the public would be most seriously inconve-

nienced if the making of gas in the new houses was
prevented by the court. A similar argument is, we
believe, always urged in cases of this description. It

has a specious appearance, but a little reflection will

show its utter worthlessness.

In what sense was it necessary for the Company
to erect additional works ? Obviously only to enable

them to supply an increasing demand for gas ; and
where was the necessity of their doing this ? Simply
because if they did not some other company would,

and thus a good business would be kept more or

less stationary, and an opportunity of increasing

profits would be allowed to pass by. Such is the

argument put into its true light. We acknowledge

that cases do occur where for the sake of some great

public benefit private rights must be interfered

with, and that it may be justifiable to compel a

man to part with his own whether he likes it or

not upon being duly compensated. But we protest

altogether against the conduct of those who for their

own pecuniary gain, but under the specious pretence

of rendering great services to the public, attempt to

violate the rights of others. There is a good old

maxim that " no one shall take advantage of his

own wrong," and it is not possible to apply this too

rigorously where the power, irresponsibility and
money of a body of men associated for purposes of

gain are used with the view of increasing their own
wealth at the expense and even ruin of their less

powerful neighbours.

Another feature in this important case which
demands comment, is the nature of the evidence

adduced by the defendants for the purpose of dis-

proving damage to the plaintiff. Mr. Broadbent
complained and he and his witnesses proved that his

fruit trees were destroyed or rendered unproductive,

his hedges blackened and decayed ; the branches of

his trees were covered with soot, his annual crops

were injured, and his trade seriously affected by the

impossibility of bringing what few vegetables he
could raise early into a state fit for sale. His scien-

tific witnesses, one of whom was Prof. Way, proved

that the leaves of his vegetables were covered with
white spots, and those of his trees were shrivelled up ;

that the branches were so loaded with soot that it could

scarcely be cleaned off, that their breathing pores

were choked up, and their very tissue disorganised.

The Company, in answer to this, attempted to

make out that the damage was caused by the cold-

ness of the season, a neighbouring brickfield, the

drainage from a heap of " Blue Billy " (the work-
man's name for gas-lime), an inundation, east winds ;

and, as if all these were not enough, the exhalations

from a neighbouring dungheap ! The defendants

admitted that after drawing their retorts the hot

coke contained sulphur, that when water was
thrown on the coke fumes of sulphurous acid escaped

from the retort houses, and that such escape in small

quantities could not be prevented. But notwith-

standing this and the facts deposed to by the

plaintiff and his witnesses, persons were found to

support the preposterous theory that the injuries

complained of might have been caused by hydro-

sulphate of ammonia derived from a common
manure heap. If this absurdity had proceeded

from uninformed persons we should have deemed
it unworthy of notice ; but such was not the case.

On the contrary it was supported by gentlemen of

known scientific attainments. We unfortunately

are too well aware of the little value attached by
either the bench or the bar to scientific evidence.

We know that scientific witnesses are regarded as

partisans ; and that their evidence is scarcely

thought more trustworthy than that given by horse

dealers or seamen in disputes about a horse war-

ranty or the running down of a ship. This impres-

sion so unfavourable to men of science has of late

been rather strengthened than otherwise. It cannot

for a moment be disputed that it is no part of the busi-

ness of any witness to make out a ca^-e. The duty of

a scientific witness is especially plain however diffi-

cult it may be to perform. All he has to do is to

observe carefully, to infer cautiously, and to state
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size towards the base on the anterior side, and there f not develop a pedicel, and the flowers are then sessile

much enlarged on the posterior side, so that they on the peduncle. In many, also, only a single flower is•"--- ™ —
- - -*--** formed from a terminal flower-bud at the summit ofare very oblique in outline ; Blume describes them as

dimidiato-cordate. The basal posterior lobe is consider-

ably larger than the rest, and is besides divided half

way to its midrib into oblong bluntish secondary lobes
;

the apex of one of these, representing the peculiar

netted venation, is shown in the accompanying
figure, which also shows one side of the base of a

fertile frond. The fronds are viviparous in the axils of

the branches. The fertile fronds are very much smaller

and on longer stipes ; their divisions areiiarrow linear,

appearing as if reduced to mere skeletons, and the lateral

branches again are oblique in consequence of the much
greater development of the posterior side. Two or three

plants with similar venation, but different in the structure

his conclusions boldly, whether they tell for or

against the party calling him. If this became

general, scientific evidence would be estimated at

its proper value, and would not, as is unfortunately

the ca.se at present, be regarded with distrust and

suspicion even when given by men whose impar-

tiality is as unimpeachable as their talent.

New Plants.
187. Chamxcyparis thurifera, Endl. Gen. Conif., 62,

afuis Cupressus thurifera. Humboldt, Bonpl., and
Xuath, II, 3, not of others or of European gardens.

There is commonly found in gardens throughout

Europe a Mexican Coniferous tree called Cupressus

thurifera, under the supposition that it is the plant so

called by Humboldt. The late Prof. Endlicher however
pointed out the mistake, showing that the garden plant

is a true Cypress, while that of Humboldt is a

Chamsecyparis, and therefore he called the latter

Chanuecvparis thurifera, giving the name of Cupressus

Benthami to the wrong-named garden plant. Dr.
Klotzsch had previously circulated the name of C.

Lindlei/i for the same thing. No two plants can be

more different than Cupressus Benthami and Chamse-
cyparis thurifera—the first a true Cypress with numerous
seeds to each scale of the cone—the second a

Chamnecyparis with only two or one, and those not
winged.

But nobody seems of late years to have met with

this Chamrecyparis in Mexico ; even in the vast Her-
barium of Kew it is not to be found. A few cones of a

Cypress-like plant with roundish wingless seeds having;

however been received by the Horticultural Society, and
raised in the Chiswick Gardens, further inquiry has led

to the discovery that this Orizaba plant is in all pro-

bability the long lost Chamsecyparis thurifera. Mr.
Botteri sent them home without one word of information,

but with a small dried specimen, from which we learn I f tiie ir fronds and in the nature of their fructification,

that he found it in a cultivated state. Being a true
|
were associated with this species by Mr. Smith in his

Cham recy par is, and only one from Mexico being known enumeration of the Philippine Island Ferns collected by
~ .... ......

figured by Sir W.

,-ei

to botanists, the inference that we have at last the true

plant of Humboldt seems inevitable. In that great

philosopher's work, above quoted, it is said to be a

very tall resinous tree with spreading branches,

whose timber is used for building purposes. The young
seedlinss in the Garden of the Horticultural Society

are very glaucous, with almost the aspect of a Thuja.

How far they may be able to bear this climate remains
to be ascertained.

188. Tnu.Torsis borealis of Gardens.

What is tnls beautiful and quite hardy Conifer ?

Received originally from Messrs. Booth, of Hamburgh,
and sent into the trade by Mr. Pontey, of Plymouth, it

bears a name for which nobody chooses to be responsible.

It has also borne the name of Th. Tchugatskoy accord-

ing to M. Carriere, who conjectures it may have come
from the neighbourhood of M Lake Tsehoudskoe," a
place we are unable to find in any map accessible to us.

But it may also be surmised that this word Tchugatskoy
is only an erroneous reading of Tschukotsk, the name
of a Cape on the western shore of the sea of Kamtchatka,
to which circumstance the name borealis might verv
well point. Should that be so, the question arises

whether this Thujopsis borealis may not be the Chamaz-
cyparis nutu'densis, a great tree inhabiting the north-
west coast of America, about Nootka Sound and Obser-
vatory Inlet in the island of Sitcha, a place frequented
by the Russians. It must have been seen by the
officers of all our expeditions that have been at Nootka,
and it is much to be regretted that they did not procure
seeds. The Russian botanist Bongard calls Cupressus
nutkliensis Thuja cxcelsa, which renders it the more
probable that Thuja borealis is the very same plant.

The difficulty is that Cupressus nutk'densis has 4 angled
shoots, while those of Thujopsis borealis are flat. Is

that, the difference between youth and age ?

Mr. Cuming. One of these

Hooker as Stenosemia, we conceive to be the plant

Presl intended by his Digrammaria, judging by his

figures in the Tentamen. It is an interesting stove

Fern. Introduced from the Dutch gardens. T. M.

XV.
of Hooker.

NEW GARDEN FERNS.—No.

27. Stenosemia aurita, Presl ; not
Acrosticuum auritum, Swartz, Polybotrya aurita,
Blume.

Fronds ternate, pnberulous on the veins, the fertile contracted

;

branches sessile pinnatifid; the segments of the barren fronds
lanceolate acute entire, the upper blunt, th« lowest posterior
ones elongated, broadly lanceolate, and pinnatifid ; the segments
of the fertile fronds narrow-linear, thickly clothed beneath with
spore-cases on both sides the midrib; stipes elongated,

- paleaceous.

This is one of those Ferns in which the hinder or
lower side of the divisions of the frond are more deve-
•>ped thin the anterior or upper side, producing con-
siderable obliquity of outline in the parts. It is a very
disnuctand peculiar looking plant of the Acrostichaceous
group, having separate sterile and fertile fronds con-
structed on the same plau, but the former broad and
leafy in the parts, while the latter have the narrow space
which borders the rib or rachis, closely covered on the
lower surface with spore-cases. It grows from 1 to 2 feet

high, with very long stipes, which are scaly below, and
•enninated by the pentangular fronds. The sterile

rouds are 6 or 8 inches long, and nearly as much in
breadth in the leafy parts, ternate, i.e', divided into
three branches, which are sessile. The upper branch
is ovate, somewhat cuneate at the base, deeply and
equally pinnatifij, the segments oblong, acute, entire,
repand or pinnatifidly lobed below, the upper ones
becoming bluntish and confluent. The two opposite
lateral branches are also pinnatifid with segments
£-m;iar to those of the upper branch, but diminishing in

PRACTICAL LESSONS IN BOTANY FOR
~" BEGINNERS OF ALL CLASSES.—No. XII.

By the Rev. J. S. Hensi.ow, M.A., Rector of Hitcham, Suffolk.

Flower-Buds.—The abundant formation of buds in

j
the axils of leaves is only partially applied to the

developemeut of branches with leaves. Many leaf-buds

perish, others lie dormant (often for years) until pecu-

liar circumstances (as the decay or pruning of the

upper portions of a branch) cause them to develop.

Certain buds, from the earliest stage in which their

several parts can be distinguished, instead of presenting

the more usual condition of closely packed nascent

leaves, assume the character, and develop as an aggre-

gation, of "floral organs." Such buds are termed

"flower-buds." The influence (whatever it be) which

impressed this condition on some buds, seems also to

be more or less felt by
the earlier buds which
produced the branches on

which the flower-buds

are formed. In the

Bean we observe this to

be the case. A bud on
the main stem (s) has de-

veloped into a short

branch (p) without leaves.

The leaves which in the

usual developement of a

leaf-bud would have ap-

peared upon this branch,

have been " arrested " (not

formed), and their position

at the nodes is only faintly

indicated by slight swel-

lings. The axils of these

arrested leaves would lie

immediately above these

spots, and here it is the

flower buds are formed.

These develop into flowers
with 5 sepals (cohering),

5 petals, 1 stamens (co-

hering), and one carpel. One or two of the lowermost
buds produce a very short stalk to the flower. As the

artist, in improving on my own sketch, has introduced
the base of a petiole (p) with a stipule (st), the latter

completely hides what I had intended to show. I must,
therefore, leave the existence of such a short flower-

stalk to the imagination, and content myself with in-

dicating the position (p) which such an one would have
occupied below the uppermost flower if it had been
developed there. The modified branch from which all

the flower-buds have been produced is called a

peduncle " (p) ; and every little branch or stalk sup-

porting a flower is called its "pedicel" (as atp' if one
had been developed there !)

N.B. Oftentimes the branches produced from buds
formed on a peduncle do not immediately support

flowers ; but a further degree of subdivision in branch-
ing takes place before the final little branches (pedicels)

which support the flowers are developed from the true

flower-buds. In numerous cases the flower-buds do

the peduncle (see Ex. 2, Wood Anemone).
Veimation and ^Estivation.—The manner in which

young leaves are packed in a leaf-bud is termed their
"vernation" (vernatio, a renovation) ; and the disposi-

tion of the floral organs in a flower-bud is called their
" aestivation " (from astiva, summer quarters).

Bracts.— Leaves developed on peduncles and their

branches assume forms and characters more or less

distinct from those of ordinary leaves. Such are
called " bracts." They are generally small, and often

scale-like. No bracts are formed on the Bean, the
leaves on the peduncle having been arrested, as we
explained.

N.B. In the figure to Ex. 1, white Lily, we see many
scale-like bracts on the peduncle. In Ex. 2, wood
Anemone, there are three large bracts, closely resembling
ordinary leaves, seated in a whorl round the peduncle.

In Example 4, bulbous Crowfoot, no distinct bracts are

formed, unless the uppermost leaf on one of the

peduncles should be so regarded. In Ex. 5, wild-cherry-

Plum (or common Cherry), the little scales at the base

of the pedicels are bracts. In Ex. 7, Willow, the

flowers are too crowded to show the small scale-like

bract at the base of the little pedicel on which each is

seated ; but it is readily observable in a specimen. In

Ex. 8, great white Ox-eye (Oxeye-Daisy) the numerous
scales which in the figure surround the unexpanded

head of flowers are bracts. Many plants of the same

order (Composites) have also one or more bracts at the

base of every flower. These bracts arise from the

receptacle, and (owing to very close packing) become

membranous scales, bristles, or hairs.

Inflorescence.—This term is applied in the aggregate to

all the flowers that are 6eated on the same peduncle, or

its branches collectively. In many cases it will neces-

sarily be restricted to single flowers.

N. B. In the few woodcuts introduced in Nos. V.

and VI. the term Inflorescence will be applicable to

single flowers in Examples 2 and 3. It includes more
than one flower in Examples 1, 5, 7, 8. The term i«,

in fact, of rather arbitrary application, though there is

seldom any difficulty in determining whether it is to be

applied to a single flower or to comprehend two or more.

Where the flowers stand apart, or where each stem or

branch supporting only one flower bears fully formed

leaves, the inflorescence is restricted to such one flower.

But if a main stem or branch supporting several flowers

has its leaves so modified as to be regarded as bracts,,

then it assumes the character of a peduncle, and all the

flowers directly or indirectly supported by it constitute

the inflorescence.

Without here defining or explaining the several

terms which designate different kinds of inflorescence,

we may advantageously allude to the relation in which

five principal kinds stand towards each other. Any
elementary work willdefine the terms employed. Suppose

the flower-buds on a " spike " were to form nearly equal

pedicels to its flowers, we should have it transformed

into a " raceme." If the pedicels in a raceme were so

lengthened relatively that the flowers stood nearly on

the same level, a " corymb " would be the result. If the

internodes between the pedicels ofa corymb were arrested,

but the length of the pedicels still so regulated as to

keep the flowers at about the same level, an " umbel
""

would be formed. If the pedicels of an umbel were

arrested, so that its flowers became sessile, whilst the

summit of the peduncle was sufficiently expanded (into

a general receptacle) to allow room for their insertion, a

"head" would be produced. If the expanded summit

(general receptacle) of the peduncle supporting a head

were elongated, the obliterated internodes being also

restored, we should return to a "spike." These forms

of inflorescence, therefore, depend upon relative

developements of the peduncle and pedicels.

(To be continued.)

IXFLOEESCENCE AND CALYX,
s, stem : p, petiole : st, stipule : p,

peduncle: p\ position for a
pedicel : b, unexpanded flower-

bud : f, expanded flower.
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THE CROP OF FRUIT IN 1856.

It has seemed strange during this autumn to travel

through the fruit-growing counties and see all the treesr

bare of fruit, looking, as compared with last autumn,

most desolate. Devonshire, Gloucestershire, Worcester-

shire, Herefordshire, and Kent, counties generally so

productive in orchard produce, have failed in common

with the counties not so highly favoured by climate ana

soil. I hear also from a friend who has travelled

through the fruit-growing districts of Germany ana

France that the failure there has been the same, in

America (the United States) the main crop ot am*
an entire failure. The cause of this «?ems ™™
inquiring into. In my own orchard I f»P^d ™
faLe L to frost, J there^W«
sharp to injure the germ, of Pears ana

remained green and fresh t 11 they d pp ^
ofmVs^^^
to glue the pollen to^the *$%£*^S^
surface and climate as above alluded to ? Allowje

of vour meteorological readers wilt «nr

columns this most interesting subject

When M. de Jonghe visited England in 1 854, m wto*

hope that some
cuss in your

vear the fruit wm all destroyed afterJ*»S*«3
ihe frost of the 25th Apr.l he then "'"^f^U
us that he had plenty of frmt, and that H we obe

his instruetions with regard to thmnmg and pruawg
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5—r.i.ey would always resist the inimical etteeis ot our

Traatc. In short that climate had nothing to do with it,

T that trees well managed would always bear, but that

^es managed as English trees were never could give

-nv fruit worth a dump.

I knew that his suggestions as to thinning and pruning

vere sound and good ; but 1 felt assured he was wrong

. .girting that culture could avert the effects of 7° or

o" of frost in the blossoms of fruit trees. It was

I amusing to see in 1855 our un pruned abused English

I pear trees give a direct contradiction to all that M. de

Whe had advanced in the autumn of 1 854, for without

any hesitation, and not waiting to be educated, they gave

bs the most abundant crop of the finest Pears I have

erer seen. They have shown something of the same

self-will the season just past, for I know some culti-

vators that in 1855 thinned their trees of fruit and care-

fully educated them, hoping to have a crop in 1856;

but alas, the obstinate trees have all or nearly all failed

to give any produce ; thus telling us in tolerably plain

terms that certain matters are beyond our control.

Some cultivators have recently put forth the idea that

Apple trees if never suffered to overbear will never fail

to give a crop. There are some varieties which give a

full crop biennially, and in some cases by thinning the

fruit severely the trees have not taken their usual rest.

This is good practice, but has totally failed this season ;

in fact it is now apparent that in open air fruit culture

the effects of some adverse seasons cannot be avoided.

Some few years since I was much struck with the hardi-

ness and excellence of the Stunner Pippin Apple.

I planted it extensively and made it a favourite in

Covent Garden Market as a late dessert fruit. For a

few years I had fine crops, and congratulated myself on

icy good fortune. My last good crop was in 1851 ; in

1852 the blossom was all destroyed by frost ; the same

in 1853 ; the same iu 1854, by the severe frost of

April 25 ; and the trees were also much injured by it,

as they had a blighted appearance all the summer. I

thinned the trees with much care the following

winter ; they bloomed abundantly in spring, but the

blossoms were pale and weakly ; they all dropped off

without setting their fruit ; but the following summer

(1855) the trees were in fine health ; they were pruned

in the autumn, and I anticipated from the long rest

thev had had that I should be favoured with an abun-

dant crop in 1856. The trees last spring bloomed

magnificently ; the blossoms were vigorous, the weather

seemed favourable, and yet I may say that every

blossom dropped off, for I have not gathered a dozen

Apples from trees that have given me from 400 to 500

bushels. I could not discover that the blossoms were

injured, for petals, stamens, and pistils were all perfect,

and the weather was so fine that the pollen seemed to

perform its office. It appeared to me just one of those

mysteries so often very properly brought before the

eye of the gardener, to bring him up as it were, and to

remind him that although a clever fellow he cannot

penetrate into all that Nature pleases to do. I have there-

fore now come to the conclusion that good culture should

always be practised, but that it is idle talking for any cul-

tivator, be he Flemish or English, to assert that he

ean control his crop of fruit on trees in the open air by

any peculiar culture. The most favourable circum-

stances for the blossoming of fruit trees are a bright

sun and cold dry winds from north to south-east. Three

or four degrees of dry frost at night are of no ill con-

sequence ; this is the climate of the great fruit growing

districts of the east of Asia, and also of those parts of

Germany where in most seasons such enormous crops

Of Plums are grown. Our moist Atlantic and oceanic

winds which blow over the whole surface of England,

Ireland, and Scotland are most inimical to the blossoms

of fruit trees, and I fully believe that to ensure regular

crops of Pears and Plums our fruit gardens must be

covered with glass, and the orchard-house system much

enlarged, for espaliers, and pyramids, and bushes may
be planted in span-roofed houses and so managed as

seldom or never to fail to give good crops. I know of

one clever cultivator who has planted a house with

Plums as pyramids ; these bear so abundantly every

I

year as to do away with the necessity of root pruning,

for the large quantity of fruit they give, and the dry-

ness of the soil in winter, prevent the trees making

wood vigorous and unmanageable. T. R-, Herts,

as three to five. The principle ot a conical boiler is

that it should be filled full of fuel, and a boiler whose

furnace is 15 inches diameter will hold about 60 lbs. of

anthracite or 36 of coke. It is evident, therefore, that

a charge of anthracite will do more work than a charge

of coke. Gas-coke is never quite equal, aud often

very inferior to oven-coke ; cinders are not quite equal

to good oven-coke but superior to ordinary gas-coke.

With respect to the work which a boiler will do, I find

that a 15-inch furnace of the construction which I em-

ploy will heat thoroughly 150 ft. of 4-inch pipe, and burns

from 60 to 75 lbs. of fuel per 24 hours when doing so

and working at as high a temperature as I find necessary

for an Orchid-house. In severe weather perhaps some-

thing over 75 lbs. is burnt, but on an average of six winter

months 75 lbs. will cover the daily consumption. This

quantity is put in in two, or at most three charges, that

is to say two charges of 12 hours each in moderate, and

three charges of eight hours each on an average in cold

weather. The object of the more frequent charges is

that the furnace is not kept quite so full in severe as in

ordinary weather in order to allow more draught. With

respect to duration of fire it will remain a-light unat-

tended from 24 to 36 hours ; but the heat during the

last 12 hours in the latter case would be small and un-

certain ; and if the fire be allowed to get very low, it

either becomes extremely fierce or goes out, so that to

ensure a regular fire it is best to feed it every 1 2 hours.

The exact management of the fire depends on the fuel

employed ; it will keep a-light longest with house cin-

ders ; it will give most heat for the longest time with

anthracite ; it will burn out quickest, giving at the

same time much heat, with coke. After 20 years' ex-

perience I can safely say that there is no boiler which

is so easily managed, or which will give so much and

such uniform heat, with the same quantity of fuel. Nor

is there any boiler which requires so little attendance.

In conclusion I would guard your readers against a

very common error in fixing conical boilers ; viz., the

giving them too high chimneys, and consequently too

much draught, which makes them almost unmanageable.

Where they are attached to a high chimney, the bottom

of the chimney should be left open, so as to admit a

seriously altering its general character, it might make a

good foundation for a race of brilliant coloured hybrids.

What species do you think would be the best to use for

obtaining this result ? I have a very strong bulb, the

best we have ever had, which will flower next year, and

on this I purpose trying the experiment. W. Brcadhy,

Somerleyton. [This is so very different in manner of

growth from the others, that we fear it will be impossible

to cross it The best way perhaps would be to try

it with tigrinum, superbum, Jancifolium, and chalce-

donicum.]
Iron Water Pipes.— I observe an inquiry from

"Merseman" concerning iron waterpipes, and have

been troubled in the same way ;
and I believe the

discoloration arises from carbonic acid gas in the

water which has an affinity to the iron, and the best

remedy I conceive, after much inquiry, to be the use

of Paris patent glass enamelled wrought iron pipes

made by the Birmingham Patent Iron Tube Company,

Smethwick, near Birmingham. These tubes are

vitrified or covered inside and out with a coating of

glass, and I have every reason to believe will answer

well. I have at present only samples but am about

using them. C. Willcoxson, Tonbridge Wells. The

best remedy to prevent the oxide or rust in pipes for

the conveyance of water for washing or house pur-

poses, is before laying them down to thoroughly clean

and then limewash the inside. I manufacture these

goods extensively, and I have found the above to answer

perfectly. Lynch White.

Cloth of Gold Rose, <fcc—You have had many inter-

esting communications about the Cloth of Gold Rose,

and I shall be glad to add my experience to that of

your other correspondents. 1 have a plant on its own

root, put out from a pot in 1848 against a south wall.

It never moved at all for two years, in fact, I don't

think it grew as many inches, but in 1851 it threw out

two shoots from the collar, each of which made about

12 feet of wood. These are now the main stems ; one

measures at the point of separation, nine and three-

quarter inches in girth, the other seven. It reached

the top of the house about 28 feet two or three years

Home Correspondence.
Conical Boilers.—As the author (in England at least)

of conical boilers which I have employed now for up-

wards of 20 years, I may perhaps be able to give a

satisfactory answer to the inquiries of some of your

correspondents. The fuel suitable for conical boilers

is either house-cinders, gas, or oven coke, or Welsh

coal ; that is to say anthracite or non-bituminous stone-

***t which are valuable in the order iu which I have

arranged them ; though for certain purposes house-

cinders are. more convenient and more suitable than

aay of the other kinds of fuel. The most powerful of

a,l fuel is anthracite mixed with coke in the propor-

tion, of two of anthracite to one of coal, and broken

to about the size of hen's eggs. This I employ only in

the severest weather when I want the utmost possible

heat Ordinarily I burn anthracite only. Fuel of

*laal quality, say oven coke and anthracite, is valuable

>» the ratio of its weight—that is to say, 1 lb. of iuel

^H do a certain quautity of work whatever its bulk be.

Now, coke is lighter than anthracite, and a greater

hulk is required to do a given amount of work. Bulk

&* bulk the weight of oven-coke is to anthracite about

oi tne emmnev snouiu ue ,„i» uucu, DW « « BUUi, « ,
ago, and makes shoots annually of eight or 10 feet in

LughtTcooVair to pass up £ in this way I use a length. The border is narrow, ofJ^^
boile? attached to a chimney 40 feet high which warms

,

the plant is "8"^.mn^^ "dW^^gS— ..,.-.. * i manure . Now for the blooming. It is its extreme

uncertainty in this respect that I believe sets people

against it. No one who has ever seen a plant in full

beautv would rest till he had one. With precisely the

same" culture year by year, I can never count on

blooms. In 1855 my plant was covered ; there

could rot have been less than 200, or 250.

This year, with equal growth of wood there were

perhaps 20. I find the blooms come chiefly from

eyes starting from strong young wood of the pre-

vious year, which makes me think that a hot summer to

ripen the shoots thoroughly, is essential to a free bloom.

I have also observed that nearly every year two or three

strong eyes start from about the collar of the plant

which invariably, when about a yard long, cease growth

and throw large trusses of bloom, but the individual

flowers are not nearly so fine as those which come

singly. The plant has no pruning except cutting out

dead wood. It very rarely has bloomed in autumn,

owing no doubt to a want of a more liberal treatment.

I have another plant budded on Sir Walter Scott (Noi-

sette) which makes strong growth, but is too young to

determine anything as to its blooming propensities. Now
I want to say another word about Roses. How are

we unfortunate amateurs, who cannot always go and see

for ourselves, to be guided in our choice ot new ones ?

That extract from the " Florist" in your 45th number

is to the point. A catalogue one year extols a new

Rose, and gives such epithets as * perfect, superb,"

and so on, while in the following year it puts the

same Rose aside as an ordinary flower, or worse.

And if an amateur happens to have catalogues

from two different growers, he is more lost than

ever. Take, for instance, those of Messrs. Rivers and

Wood. Here is Mr. Wood's description of Williams'

new evergreen climbing rose :—" This is a seedling

from Ayrshire Splendens, fertilised with yellow Thea ;

its rapid growth and elegant habit is precisely like the

Ayrshire Splendens, while its glossy foliage and long

lemon-coloured buds partake of the character of the

yellow Thea ; its flowers are creamy white, deliciously

sweet scented, and are borne in long racemes of 12 to

20 on a single shoot, being produced from every axil."

Now is that not enough to make your mouth water for

such a Rose \ I had nearly bought a plant in conse-

quence, but happened to have no room for it. Well

;

now for Mr. Rivers :—" Williams' evergreen climbing

Rose has proved quite worthless." Is not this a suffi-

cient difference between " the doctors " to prevent the

amateurs from deciding ! The old Roses are the best

yet. I do not believe there are six better than Coupe

d'Hebe, Baronne Prevost, Geant des Batailles, La

Reine, Madame Laffay, Prince Leon. This last is a

prince indeed, but La Reine beats all when it opens

properly ; it is uncertain, that is its fault. If you want

six more, the following are first-rate, here—General

Jacqueminot (hy. China), Louis Bonaparte (by. perp.),

Trioraphe de Paris (hy. perp.), William Griffiths (hy.

perp.), Wm. Jesse (hy. perp.), Souvenir de la Mal-

maison. These are 12 old Roses not beaten yet, in my
opinion. A . R-, Bromley.

Swans. Several inquiries have been made as to the

width of a ditch necessary for swans to travel from one

pond to auother ; and also whether they would pass up

Is any ditch or tunnel necessary \ Swans

my dwelling-house. The proper height of chimney for

a conical boiler does not exceed 6 to 8 feet, and there

should always be a soot-door or means of admitting air

at the bottom of the chimney, which will reeulate the

fire better than any damper. J. Rogers. Sigma (see

p. 742) states that to heat a large house with Rogers'

Conical Boiler would only cost 1 \l. 2s. He means, I

imagine, the expense of boiler and pipes, together with

that of fixing them. Another correspondent (see p. 758)

says a house 30 feet long by 14 wide cannot be heated

under 20Z. Does he mean the expense of fuel ? It is

difficult for any one to say what it would cost for fuel to

heat a house, so much depending on whether the latter

is lofty or low. A low house is best adapted for early

forcing and consumes least fuel. Again the expense of

fuel varies ; in one locality you may buy coal for 10s.

per ton, in others it may cost 18s. per ton. Mild

winters also make a difference of several pounds in the

expense of fuel for heating purposes. In 1 855 I forced

a Vinery 44 feet long by 14 feet wide. It was heated

with a conical boiler, the fuel for which cost 21/. 10s.

Finding that the boiler just mentioned consumed a

great quantity of fuel, I had it removed and replaced

with one of Taylor's tubular ones. With this boiler the

fuel this season for the above named house only cost

121. 10s. The Grapes in 1855 and this year were fit to

cut the second week in June. Having given various

shaped boilers a fair trial for several years, I can with

confidence recommend Taylor's as being both efficient

and economical. A. C, Combermere Abbey, CJieshire.

Sigma begs to inform " N. B." that he has had no expe-

rience as regards burning gas cinders or Scotch coal in

Rogers' boilers. Probably Mr. Lynch White could refer

him to some one who has used this kind of fuel. The boiler

alluded to " on a large scale " was for a Vinery 110 feet by

15 feet, and this one may be left for 24 hours without

any attention. Mr. Lynch White's boiler at 50s , and

capable of heating 150 feet of 4-inch pipe, requires

attention every 12 hours merely because it is smaller.

« A Constant Reader " will find the best cement for

joining iron pipes to be a mixture of Portland and

Roman cement, the former to strengthen, the latter

to set quickly if required. Sigma only recommended

an economical plan lor heating an orchard house,.so as to

exclude frost during the spring months, and he says that,

if required, the plan would tend much to ripen the fruit

and wood. If " A Constant Reader" has not already a

little work written by Mr. Rivers and styled " The

Orchard House," he had better get one immediately,

and he will then know what is required for heating an

orchard house. Sigma begs again to state that a

large orchard house 60 feet by 20 feet can be heated

sufficiently to exclude frost and advance the ripening

of the fruit and wood for 1R 2s., the boiler costing 50s.

and the 4-inch pipe and fittings SI. 12s., the gardener

fixing the apparatus, as in his case. With regard to

Soma's "statements being likely to mislead the

public " and " to his not being sufficiently acquainted

with these matters to be a safe guide," perhaps this had

better be left to a more competent judge than «

A

Constant Reader" appears to be. Sigma.

Lilium giganteum.—It has f often occurred to me

that the beauty of this plant might be greatly enhanced

it' we could introduce more colour into its flowers, say .

scarlet or crimson. If that could be done without
|
a tunnel.
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wiilieauiij n»iu then way troiu pond to pond it not luure
than a quarter cr half a mile distant—indeed they are
often troublesome from this great disposition to ramble
from one pond to another. If jour inquirer will drive
them once from one pond to the other they are wished
to frequent, they will visit it quite as often afterwards by
land as they would do by a ditch if there were one.
While on this subject I will mention a curious fact which
occurred a few years' since near Plymouth. One of a
pair of swans frequenting a pond died. The owner not
being able to get another swan, had a wooden one made
painted white and moored in the pond. The survivor
took to it at once as a companion, and never left its

neighbourhood. A visitor doubted the fact of the live
one frequenting that part of the pond on this account,
and the wooden swan was removed to the other side
of the pond to try, when it was at once followed by the
live one. By this contrivance the swan was always kept
in the part ot the pond which was visible from the
windows. I imagine a similar effect might occur with a
pair ot swans if a wooden one was moored in one spot,
but I have not tried it. W. D. F.

Lee's Prolific Fig.—I have a specimen of this about
5 fett high with several stems grown in a tub 14 inches
square, and from 18 to 20 inches in depth. The plant
is from four to five years old, and has been standing in

a greenhouse in which late Grapes are cultivated. The
soil in which it grows is black earth supplied occasionally
with pure cowdung. Last year and this it bore three
distinct crops. Between July and the present time
I have gathered 20 and 30 Figs in succession. Two
days ago two more Figs were gathered ripe ; and at

this time one more is ripening for a week hence.
There is also on the tree abundance of fruit for the
coming season. I should add that the fruit was well
flavoured and juicy. C. George Thornton. Marder, Nov. 15.

Couve Tronchuda.—This is recommended by respect-
able seedsmen as furnishing a good substitute for Sea-
kale in the ribs of the leaves, but it hearts like a
Cabbage, so how can it be so used \ Have you any ex-
perience of its good qualities \ Inquirer. [It is the best
Cabbage known, but is tender, and must be consumed
before frost comes. It does not heart, or very little.

Tou seem to have grown the wrong sort]
Petunia Imperialis.—Having bloomed this Petunia

successfully in the open border, I am satisfied in stating

that I have found it to answer in every particular the
character given ic by Mr. Turner when he sent it out to

the public. I have found it to succeed best in poor
soil. Perhaps your correspondent at Whitland will in-

form us what kind of soil he grew his plants in.

/. Milner, Lotties Hall, Bedean, Yorkshire.

Canadian Mountain Ash.— What a pity it is that this

is not more cultivated as an ornamental tree. It is a
splendid tree when in berry. The only ones I ever saw
were six sent me as u the true Service" from Stamford.
They are admired by all who see them. W. D. F.

Wellinrjtonia gigantea.—Subjoined are the dimensions
of the growth of one of my plants for this season only.
One summer's growth :— Length, 2 feet 2 inches ; width
of branches at base, 2 feet 9 inches. Nineteen branches
on the shoot which form a cone. Girth of shoot at ba^e
2-j^ inches. My largest plant at the base is 6J inches.
They have been planted out two summers. William
Barron, Elvaston Castle.

Hints on Seed Souring.—AM flat seeds should be
sown sideways, for if laid flat on the soil they are apt
to rot ; and if this misfortune does not befal them they
never germinate so readily as those placed sideways.
This accounts for so many failures amongst Gourds,
Melons, Cucumbers, &c. An Old Practical.

TJie American Washing Machine.—-From inquiry and
personal observation, I feel confident that the American
Washing Machines are very useful. I should say that
the medium sized one would be found the most useful
in a small family, the small machine being too small.
In large families the large one is of course the best.
F. Staffordshire.

Vegetable Irritability.—Dr. Lindley in his Vegetable
Kingdom has described some curious Australian
Orchidese, in which the labellum when touched by an
insect suddenly turns round and shuts up the boat-
formed column, thus imprisoning the insect. Does the
editor know the use of this movement ? Does the stig-

matic surface lie within the b*x,and is pollen thus carried
into it ? I ask from having for some years attended to
theactionofinsectson our British Orchidese. Mr.Loddiges
many years ago told me that in Catasetum (I think) the
pollen masses are ejected with such force that they had
sometimes struck his face. I cannot remember whether
irritation was necessary to cause the movement; if it

be necessary, would not the pollen masses be apt to
strike any insect causing the irritation, and so adhere
to its body ? Can the editor tell me how this is ? In
most cases in which movement is caused by irritation in
the stamens or pistil, I think it cannot be'doubted from
Kolreuter's observations on the Berberry, and Ch.
Morren's on the Goldfussia, the insects play an impor-
tant part in their fertilisation. C. D. [The phenomena
referred to are only known from the account given
by Mr. Drummond of what be saw in the Swan River
colony. As the stigma lies within the box in Caleana
nigrita, and in face of the hammer-shaped labellum
in the other instances, it is highly probable that
the blow inflicted by the labellum upon the column,,
when it is sprung, will have the effect of disturbing

j

powdery pollen and knocking some of it upon

tiie strong cartilaginous gland and caudicle. As far as t and a collection of Oranges grown against an open wall
we have remarked a disturbance of some kind is in Glamorganshire were sent by Mr. Challis, gr &t
necessary to produce the contraction, the effect of " *—L

• -• ~"

which is occasionally to make the pollen masses jump
several feet.]

HI

this name has just flowered in the collection of W. H.
P. Gore Langton, Esq., at Newton St. Loe, near Bath.
It is of a reddish violet colour, sweet, and of a branching
habit. I would be glad to know whether it has flowered
before in this country. Another Orchid purchased the
same time as the former, and called Gongora cymbi-
formis, flowered in the same collection last June. The
spikes were 2 feet long. A Subscriber, HarTce Beauchamp,
Taunton. [We believe E. myrianthum has flowered
imperfectly elsewhere. When properly grown it is a
very fine thing, with a panicle of flowers a foot long and
almost as wide.]

Treddle Spade.— Subjoined is a sketch of my treddle

spade. It is a most useful tool for

raising trees, so powerful as a lever,

and most convenient for root pruning
;

for although it does not cut cleanly, I

find the roots that are cut with it heal

more quickly. It is curious to gee in

rural matters such tenacious customs as
one often finds. My men, a large body,
70 or 80, of " cute " labourers, will not
use a garden spade ; they call them for

all nursery purposes " old women's tools."

The blade of the treddle spade is 11

inches long, eight inches wide at top
and six inches at bottom. From top of

haft to blade is two feet three inches
;

entire length three feet two inches.

About four inches of lower part are of
steel, so as always to be sharp. Thos.
Rivers.

Heavy Grapes.—My gardener has this

year produced me a bunch of Black
Hamburgh Grapes weighing 3 lbs. 9 oz.

The Vine is pruned upon Craw-shay's plan.
Can you name any heavier cases ? The
remainder of the crop is very good,

though not like this bunch. X, Norfolk. [Much
heavier bunches have been produced. Mr. James,
of Gwrych Castle, near Abergele, grew in 1846
four bunches weighing respectively 4f lbs., 4± lbs.,

4 lbs., and 3£ lbs., thus averaging 4 lbs. 3 oz. each.
In the same year Mr. W. Murray, of Polmaise,
produced a bunch weighing 5 lbs. In 1847 Mr. Hutchi-
son, gardener to A. L. Gower, Esq., of Castle Malgwyn,
sent to London a bunch weighing 5 lbs., and the year
after four others weighing 5 lbs., 4 lbs. 2 oz., Z\ lbs.,

and 3 lbs. 9 oz. ; or on average 4 lbs. £ oz. In Novem-
ber 1851 Mr. Forbes grew in the gardens at Woburn a
bunch weighing 5± lbs., the heaviest vet recorded of the
Black Hamburgh variety. Bunches weighing 4 lbs.

have also been produced in the gardens of the late

Lord Tyrcouuel, Mr. R. W. Baker, and Lord de
Grey.]

Preserving Cut Flowers Has " A Devonian " ever
tried glycerine added to water for preserving cut
flowers ? In the * Journal of the Society of Arts" some
time ago the proportions were given. I think they were
three parts water to one of glycerine. I generally use
a small bit of camphor to keep the water sweet, and I

fancy that it has some effect in preserving the flowers. F.
Boucherie's Patent.—I would be glad to be informed

how to apply Dr. Boucherie's process to the preserving
of Hop poles. A Worcester Subscriber. [Information on
all such points of detail can be had of the Permanent
Way Company, 26, Great George Street, Westminster.]

Margam Park, in that county. They were good-looking
fruit and quite ripe. Morello Cherries were shown by
Mr. Tilly ard, and specimens of a late American variety

Epidendrum myrianthum.—An Orchid bought under of yellow-fleshed Peach were exhibited by Mr. RU ers.
It is a freestone sort, and was considered valuable for
its lateness. ^^

Royal of VanDiemen's Land: Extracts.—Feb. 8, 1 854-
A paper was read by Mr. Swainson on the cultivation of
English Grasses, and the formation of artificial pastures,
in which a comparison of the productiveness, as regards
dairy produce and the feeding of live stock upon the
native and artificial pastures, is made, greatly in favour
of the latter. Mr. Swainson says that, having observed
in the Illawarra District of New South Wales an indi-

genous Grats of a nutritious character as cattle-feed,

which continued green and succulent throughout the
hottest and driest summer months, he secured so much
of the seed as has enabled him to make up about GO
packets (laid on the table) for distribution, and that any
member or other person who will give the necessary
care and attention to its culture may have a packet for

experimenting with or for lurther dissemination over
the colony, the bare, dry, arid, withered aspect of which,,

he does not hesitate to say, would by the introduction

of this Grass be changed to a luxuriant and lively green.

Mr. Swainson has named it provisionally " Red Timothy
Grass." The Englit-h Grasses which Mr. Swainson-
considers best adapted for cultivation in the climate and
soil of Tasmania are :

—

octettes*

the

the stigmatic surface. As to Catasetum we believe
the violent separation between the pollen masses and
tbe anther bed, to arise from a sudden contraction of

British Pomological, Nov. 6. — Mr. Hogg in the
chair. Four new members were elected. Mr. Spencer,
of Bowood, Calne, Wilts, read a communication on the
Orchards in his neighbourhood, together with some
account of the fruits best adapted for that locality.
Some remarks were also made by Mr. Varden, of
Seaford Grange, near Pershore, on the effects of the
frost last spring upon fruit trees growing at different
altitudes and subject to various degrees of exposure.
Beautiful bunches of the Bowood Muscat Grape were
exhibited by Mr. Spencer. A full account of this new
and excellent variety will be found in our "Home
Correspondence * of last week. Mr. Melville, gr. at

,

Dalmeny Park, near Edinburgh, showed examples'of a
;

Seedling Grape, a cross between the Black Damascus
and Black Prince. It was considered to be no im-
provement on existing varieties. Mr. Turner, gr.
to J. Hill, Esq., Streatham, produced a hand-

(

some bunch of Barbarossa Grapes, weighing
5 lbs. 7 oz. Specimens of Black Hamburgh
ripened in a greenhouse without fireheat came from
Mr. Spencer. They were large, well coloured, and ex-
cellent in flavour. Mr. Till) ard also sent a boxful of
this Grape large and well coloured. A bunch of the
curious Lady's Finger Grape, or Cornichon Blanc, was
exhibited by Mr. Hogan, Lockwood Gardens, near
Huddersfield. Champion Grapes were also furnished
by Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith. Mr. Tillyard sent
two Black Jamaica and one Ripley Queen Pine Apple
weighing about 4 lbs. each. Some seedling Pears and
Apples were exhibited, none of which were however
considered worthy of cultivation. Specimens of Por-
tugal and other Quinces were shown by H. B. Ker, Esq.,

1. Phlewn pratense—Timothy Grass, or cat's tail.

2. Alopecurus pratensis Fox-tail.
3. Festuca elatior— Ttd\ meadow Grass.
4. Festuca arundinacea—Reed ditto.

5. Dactylis glomerata— Cock's- foot Grass.
6. Holcus mollis—Woolly soft Grass.
7. Anthoxanthum vtmum— Sweet vernal Grass.
8. Poa pratensis—Smooth meadow Grass.
9. Agrottis stolonifera— Fiorin Grass.

10. Avena flavescens—Yellow Oat Grass.
11. Holcus avenaceus—Tall Oat Grass.

Mr. Swainson mentions that white Clover grows so

luxuriantly, and the risk of loss from cattle " blown" by

it in moist weather in New Zealand is so great, that he

carefully avoids its introduction (!) upon his estates

there. Rib Grass (Plantago lanceolata) he considers

also so inferior in point of value for cattle food
g
as not to

be worthy of introduction amongst good Grasses.

April 19, 1854.—A letter was read from the Rev. D.
Galer transmitting a small bible, one of a consignment

curiously mutilated by insects, though soldered up
apparently with the usual care in tin and enclosed in a

deal case—a board from which, half eaten away on the

inside, accompanied the book. Mr. Galer states that

the case of books was sent out from England by the

William Woolley, and that the cargo was sent ashore at

the Mauritius while the vessel underwent repair, from

which it would appear probable that the species of

Termites, commonly known as the white ant, had there

gained a footing in the wood, and afterwards, through

some accidental aperture left in soldering up the tin,

had found admission to the books, disclosing, however,,

on the box being opened here, no trace of itself save by

its ravages. The Secretary reported the despatch of

five cases of plants, indigenous to these colonies, to

London, in exchange for plants received or ordered.

May 10, 1854.—Read the following note, dated 2nd

February, 1854, from Sir W. J. Hooker :—« Sir,—The

Earl of Clarendon having with great difficulty procured

from Morocco perfectly fresh seeds of the Argan tree

(Argania sideroxylon) , and placed a quantity of them *t

my disposal, I deem it my duty to distribute them, «nd

to send tbem especially to those colonies of our own

where the climate is suited to their growth and vigour.

The husks are greedily eaten by cattle ; the nuts yield a

valuable oil, and the wood is hard, and useful for many
domestic purposes." A quantity of seeds have been left

at the Museum for distribution, and persons desirous of

cultivating them, and disposed to furnish a report of

their success or otherwise, may obtain a portion on

application.

June 14, 1854. — The following donation was

announced :—Transactions of the Royal Hawaiian

Agricultural Society, vol. i. Part IV.
July 12, 1854.—Read a note from Mr. Francis

Cotton, of Kelvedon, Swanport, drawing attention to the

unusual character of the season, as evidenced by the

fact that in the first week of this month the Raspberry

plants in his garden were covered with blossom and

fruit in different stages of growth up to ripeness m
several instances ; that many of his Roses were then

in full blossom, and that the Sweet Briar hedges pre-

sented quite a gay appearance ; Mr. Cotton observing,

" nothing of the kind has occurred before in our experi-

ence, which extends over 25 years in this hemisphere.

Sir W. Denison added that in Dr. Hampton * garden

the Pear trees had not only blossomed a second time,

but produced a crop of well-formed fruit. Several

members adduced similar recent instances ot blossom on

fruit trees, Rose trees, &c. -

,
„__'_

August 9, 1854.-The attention of the meeting was

called to a bunch of Raspberries in various stages of

advancement, from blossom to perfectly ripened fruit,

sent to the meeting by Sir Henry Atkinson, from whose

garden at the upper end of Macquane Street they were

taken. A note from Mr. H. Hull on the extreme

mildness of the present winter, as exemplified by tne

ripening of these and other fruits, was read. A com-

munication from Mr. H. Hull was also read on a para-

graph in the writings of Christian Franc. Paulinus, m
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the 9th century, wherein he states that certain trees in

the Island Sombrero, in the East Indies, have large

worms attached under-ground in place of roots, &c,
and which Mr. Hull supposes to indicate the knowledge

in that early period of some species of Spheria, or plant-

caterpillar like that of New Zealand, or of Frankliu's

Village, Van Diemen's Land.

Jloticrg of 23oofc

De CandolWs Prodromus, vol. 14, part I. In this

new volume are contained Polygonacese by Bentham
and Meisner, Proteacese by Meisner, Myrist.cacete, and
Penseacese by Alph. de Candolle, from which last the

learned author following Sonder. separates Geissolo-

macese, although the so-called order consists of only a

single species ; a measure which is, we think, open to

much objection. Upon such hasty examination of the

pages as we have been ahle to give the volume, we should

say that the various authors have done their very diffi-

cult work, with care, skill, and judgment. Most
especially is it worthy of praise that Prof. Meisner has

refused to listen to the arguments of species makers,
even in the great and difficult genus Polygonum, which

he restricts within 215 species, although he might easily

have vamped up 500. P. chinense aloue absorbs 13

specific names, and P. acre 8 or 9. Of Myristica

85 species arc enumerated, and of Proteacese 1027, of

likely to have been an F.vax, or Fflago, or even TricitogyiM
Itself. We say this from no desire to depreciate Mr. Ridley
translation: on the contrary.it is as p^d a one as we are ever
likely to get. But it is well that he should occasionally dismount
from the high horse he rides so loftily and learn, what he do^s
not seem to suspect, that he is not very familiar with critical

Botany, and that he possesses a full share of the imperfections
of other mortals.

Die familie der Bromeliacecn, by J. G. Beer (Vienna,
Tendler), is an arrangement of the Bromeliaceous
order by the same learned gentleman who revised that

of Orchids (see our vol. for 1854, p. 679). Being

j

written wholly in German, the merits of the work will

! be little appreciated in this country, but we dare say

that in German gardens it will find admirers. It is to

be regretted that we are uninformed whether the long

technical descriptions are original or not ; from the

Preface we understand them to be copied, but the

sources are not given ; and it is certainly very odd
that fossil plants should find a place in a book dealing

with plants of the present day, see p. 149, Echinostachys

cylindrica. The last pages of the volume are occupied

by a list of the Bromeliads known to Sir. Beer, who
claims the parentage of a large number by affixing his

name to theirs.

Garden Memoranda.
Biddulph Grange, the residence of James Bate-

man, Esq.—(Continued from p. 727).—Emerging from

the tunnel which divides the Pinetum from the Rhodo-
which 53 belong to Dryandra, 58 to Banksia, 115 to

dendrou ground, we encounter at once an obscure path
Hakea, and 176 to Greviliea.

,
. on the right, which is so enshrouded by shrubs that it

Botanists may well be proud of a work like this, •

ht eagil be overl oked, and which leads into a wild
which, we trust, will now be completed m the course of rn _kv Httle plen to be noticed nre8entlv. Pursuing thewhich, we trust, will now be completed in the course of

a few more years. It would be a great gain if, before

the termination of the work, the first 2 or 3 vols, could

be re-edited, or rather rewritten.

Bohn's Standard Library has been extended by the

welcome addition of the Critical Essays contributed to

the Eclectic Review by the late John Foster. Edited by
J. E. Ryland, M.A. One volume has appeared and
others are to follow. The editor has managed skilfully

a rather unmanageable mass of materials, and by con-

verting what were originally reviews into essays has

rendered the volume better suited to the general reader.

That numerous class which in this Protestant country

participates in the strong antipapal feelings of Foster,

will gladly welcome a book so entirely after their own
hearts.

Bohris Edition of Pliny's Natural History.—The publisher has

forwarded us the following letter from the translator of this

work :

—

"The editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle has evidently been

sleeping th
Let him awak>
and behold
distinctly says that • thryselinum' is a preferable reading to

• thysselinum; ' and he adopts * andrachle,' he says, in preference

to 'andrachne;' and Sillig's opinion, on Pliny, 1 wutild take

before that of any other man who has lived since a.d. 74.

"This editor should be reminded that it is my duty to give the

names of things as they were called in the age of this encyclo-

paedist, and not to conform to a corrupt nomenclature which has

grown up in the course of 1800 years; more particularly when my
own editor, a man who devoted nearly a whole lite to Pliny, has

taken the matter into due and careful consideration. At the

same time, I myself have spared no pains in doing my best to

identify each article. You will please let the editor have a copy of

this; and tell him in my name that he ought in duty to have
known the facts before venturing to talk of ' misprints.' Refer-

ences to Numbers apart, I challenge and defy him to find five
1 misprints ' in the whole five volumes ; and I say it fearlessly

that there is not a more pains-taking corrector of the press in

Great Britain than I ana.
" I shall be content with nothing less than a withdrawal of this

calumny against the book, rendered all the more stinging by the

'&c.' in its tail; and it is equally the duty of the editor in his

next Number to apologise fur giving me this trouble. The
labour of translating and illustrating the work is quite sufficient,

without having to teach other people that they know very little

about, the text of Pliny, as read in the only decent edition of the

work. " Henry Thomas Riley."

It seems then that we were wrong in calling the names referred

to " misprints." They are worse. According to Mr. Riley's ex-

planation they are deliberate alterations in the orthography of

familiar names. He must permit us to say that bucIi changes

are unjustifiable without an explanation of the reasons which led

to the change; no such explanation is given. Thysselinum and

andrachne are common words universally adopted into modern

science; and we protest against their arbitrary alteration by even

so learned a verbal critic as the late Julius Sillig. We seek in

vain in Mr. Riley's pages for the reasons upon which this altera-

tion of familiar names is justified. It is now indeed for the first

time, as tar as we can discover, that he even mentions the name
of the German editor to whom he clings tor his defence, and to

rocky little glen to be noticed presently. Pursuing the

main walk, however, we pass through masses of shrubs,

on low irregular banks, with intervening patches and

glades of Grass, and a lake-like piece of water on the

right, which is very varied in its outline, and has a

large island, chiefly clothed with shrubs, in the centre.

The whole of this region is principally devoted to

Rhododendrons and other " American" plants, which

are here gathered together in great abundance, and

form the most luxuriant groups. Kalmias, Andromedas,
Gaultherias, Menziesias, Rhododendron ferrugineum

and hirsutum, Epigasa repens, aud many other beautiful

plants of this tribe, are clustered about in sufficient

masses to produce breadth of effect, and to give a true

idea of the habit and character of each kind ; while the

larger-growing Rhododendrons form the staple of the

plantations. Cotoneaster aftiuis grows in this part to a

considerable size ; and, in ordinary seasons, produces

its bunches of handsome coral-like berries with great

freedom. The Kilmarnock Weeping Willow occurs

several times on the island, and is a plant of striking

appearance, from the unusual size of its leaves, but its

extremely pendent habit presents a degree of rigidity

and formality which is not altogether pleasing. The
red-flowering Chesnut, too, is rendered very telling on

the island, where there is a group of it, by the peculiar

dark green of its autumn foliage.

On that side of the water nearest the house there is a

collection of Berberries in one of the clumps. Ber-

beris didcis is very strong and fine ; and several plants

of it being brought together, it must be a conspicuous

object when in bloom. B. Darwinii, also, which is an

extremely neat and elegant little shrub, has several

square yards of a border allotted to it.

Keeping to the line of the walk, as it proceeds towards

the house, we find ourselves separated from the high

road by only a narrow bank of evergreens, but these are

so dense and massive that the road is completely

excluded. Common Hollies form the principal part of

the screen, and their natural picturesqueness is con-

siderably heightened occasionally by broad masses of old

Ivy scrambling over them, and (n October, when the

place was seen) beautifully clothed with flower. This

Ivy is an evidence of the extreme care with which they

were transplanted, as it was growing upon them in the

hedge-rows from which they were taken.

The steep bank between the high road and the

pleasure grounds has its surface covered in parts, by way

of relief, with masses of Irish Ivy ; and to lift this a

little off the ground, display it to better advantage, and

produce some amount of diversity, old roots and stumps

of trees are now and then employed, by clinging to which

it assumes a greater variety of picturesque shapes. With

a iudicious disregard of petty criticism, Mr. Bateman

the whole oi tne punt* are blooming, about Umj eud of

May or the beginning ot June, the place must present

a most gorgeous appearance ; tor one peculiarity of the

collection is that the bulk of the plants are ot tlie rarer

and better sorts, the common hybrids ot K. ponticum

being introduced quite sparingly as compared with the

others.

But the Rhododendron department does not end with

the walk just described. It is continued, and embraces

a distinct section of the class, in a little romantic rocky

hollow called "the Glen," which is entered from the

main walk by the almost imperceptible side path near

the tunnel previously referred to. indeed, there is a

propriety in the indistinctness of this minor path, for it

leads, by a broken track, and sometimes over stepping

stones across a small stream, through the secluded little

dell now to be noticed, and in the recesses of which, by

the bed of the streamlet, various aquatic and marshy
plants fiud their home, while the nooks and interstices

of the rocks piled around its sides afford the happiest

points for a very complete series of the Sikkim aud

Bootau Rhododendrons.

Mr. Bateman has been so singularly successful in

providing places tor this uncommon group of plants,

and has so many of the species under cultivation, that

it will no doubt be acceptable to other growers to

receive the list of his plants, aud his statement respect-

ing them, as it has been kindly communicated. He says :

"The following Sikhini and Bootau Rhododendrons

have stood without protection during the last winter,

and most of them for the two last seasons :

—

whom he seems to be so much indebted. We must, therefore, ^ _
look to Sillig himself; and what does he say? As to the change ^ m gome instances, inserted the stems of old trees in

of Andrachne into Andrachle be merely states Ov^^^tha^he
the groundj and left aU the larger roots spreading out

from what thus becomes the top, at 8 or 1 feet from the

surface. And though these inverted trees look some-

what ridiculous at first, they are, when clothed with Ivy,

so exceedingly pleasing, and exhibit the trailing

character of the Ivy so favourably, that their temporary

bareness and peculiarity may be freely submitted to.

The Parsley-leaved Bramble is another plant which,

scrambling wildly over other clumps of roots on this

bank, produces a decided mass of singular and interest-

adopts the latter because it is so spelt in the

which forms the whole of his first book. But elsewhere he

attaches no importance to the orthography of that index, as in

the instance of the very word Thryselinum, one ot those under

consideration. In the index in question it is not spelt, indeed,

Thy
but
lated
it is onr dutv to protest when introduced into Natural History;

and we hold' a translator highly blameable for copying, without

on"- word of explanation, such unmeaning alterations. Mr. Kiley

will therefore excuse us tor saying that there is no calumny in the

case. We have given him credit tor making a good translation,
,

. ,
jj

l^^ia„!^CB^iJ^ uVS^wSif An ele'ct which ia at .east carious is obtained by

faultless; and, with his permission, since he has raised the

question of accuracy, we will presume to ask him to refer to

p. 146, and again to look over chap. 106. Pliny says that

m is a plant cujus caput numerosd diuiditur lanupne; does
vol.

m
Erigeroti
Mr. Kiley mean to contend that "the head is divided into nume-

rous downy filaments" is a translation of these woros? With
ah possible deference to his scholastic attainments, we presume
to say that the meaning is wholly different, as he would have

perceived had he studied at Cambridge something more than

Latin and mathematics. It would seem as it the translation had

been made to suit the common belief that Erigeron was our

common Groundsel, a speculation of the old commentators.'.whtch

is wholly unsupported by admissible evidence. It is far more

attaching a canopy of thatch—a thatched roof in fact

—

to an old tree on the lawn by the side of this walk.

The thatch is immediately overhung by the branches

and foliage of the tree, and affords a convenient shelter-

ing place from either rain or sun, as there is a seat round

the trunk of the tree, j

The Rhododendron ground, and the walk by which it

is traversed, terminate at the house, beneath the library

window. The space devoted to this charming tribe is very

considerable, aui ;the collection unusually rich. When

From Sikhim.

Rhododendron Falconer!
Hodgson!
cilianim
Thomson!
fulgens
lanatum
niveum
icru^inosum
Wallichi
Wight!
campannlatum
robustum

And several common species.

»
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H
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From Bhctan.

Ilhododeudrou eximium
llookeri

It

n

n

ii

• »

ii

Windsai
leucanthum
Kendricki

Shepherdi

Jenkins!
Keysi (this lite-

rally growing like a Willow,
making shoots two feet long,

but not yet attempting to

flower;.

"The above are all planted against perpendicular

masses of rock facing the north, and most of them in

damp and dark situations, screened from every wind
;

such being the conditions in which Dr. Hooker (in his

Himalayan Journals) describes these plants as most

luxuriant in their native habitats. Such an arrange-

ment has the further advantage in this climate of retard-

ing their growth in the spring, for all are of an excitable

nature, and therefore liable to be injured by late frosts.

A marked improvement has, however, been noticed in

those species that have stood out during two winters
;

these having, to a considerable extent, accommodated

themselves to circumstances, and exhibited less disposi-

tion to make an early growth than was the case after

their first winter. K. eximium may be taken as a case

in point. Of two specimens of the same size, one was

turned out in the summer of 11154, the other in 1855.

The former was seriously injured by a late frost last

year ; but this season did not commence its growth until

alter the occurrence of a severe frost, which damaged

the one that had been planted last. The plant turned

out in 1864 has made maguincem leaves this year.

" Besides the species already enumerated, all of which

occupy sheltered situations, there are other Sikkim

Rhododendrons, such as R. glaucum, R. setosum, R.

lepidotum, R. anthopogon, &c, which, being naturally

found at a much greater elevation, are planted here on

higher and more exposed ledges of rock, where they

seem to thrive in company with R. hirsutum, R. ferru-

gineum, &c. R. lepidotum, R. setosum, and R. glaucum

have already flowered. R. anthopogon makes itself

perceptible at a distance by diffusing that extremely

pungent and disagreeable odour which, in the extensive

tracts covered with the species in the higher regions of

the Himalayas, causes (according to Dr. Hooker) such

?iolent headaches to the unfortunate traveller. That

rare and singular plant, Rhodothamnus Kamchaticus,

occupies a dark crevice between two masses of rock,

where it grows freely, but has not yet flowered. Rhodo-

dendron californicum, introduced by Messrs. Veitch,

has proved itself perfectly hardy, and promises to be a

great acquisition.
" Among the innumerable hybrids raised of late years

(and of which there are specimens here of nearly all the

best varieties), Rhododendron Paxtoni stands conspi-

cuous in its singularly large and wavy leaves, which give

the plant a very handsome appearance."

There is a high degree of naturalness, and therefore

of artistic excellence, about the treatment of this inte-

resting little glen. It has sufficient depth and narrowness

to render it perfectly secluded, and toimpart a certain

amount of that dampness and shade which should belong

to it. The outlines of the rocks are so very irregular that

it is impossible to see more than a portion of it from any

one point. A running stream of clear water issues from

the rocks on one side, and taking a very sinuous course

among the stones, passes out through a more open

and sedgy channel, this being the connecting stream

between the upper pool in the Chinese garden and the

larger lake before mentioned. The paths through the

hollow, and others which enable the visitors to examine

the various plants up the banks, are so inartificially

contrived and conducted that we step from stone to stone

(all of ttiem being tolerably flat, however) without any

conspicuous track obtruding itself, and yet without room

fordoubt as to our pursuing the right route. One ot the&e

paths leads to the very summit of the highest eminence,
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country; and, what is a still greater merit than any yet

recounted, the numberless stones are all piled together

on their natural bed, and there is nothing whatever to

be seen of the usual rock-builder's trick of standing stones

on their edges or their ends for the sake of giving promi-
nence to any point, or producing a greater ruggedness

of surface.

By the margins of the rocky streamlet through the

glen, a nice collection of half-aquatic and marsh plants is

arranged, and some moist spots are specially provided
for the many pleasing bog plants of Ireland and Wales
Here are various kinds of Reeds, Sedjes, the Chinese
Grass (Acorus japonicus), the Pampas Grass, the New
Zealand Flax, Bambusa Metake—a hardy and pretty
Bamboo, the double-flowered Sagittaria, the Water
Dock, the charming little bog-loving Pinguiculas, and a
great number of other interesting plants, including some
of the bolder forms of Fern, for which the shade and
moisture are particularly suitable. In truth, here as else-

where throughout the place, the greatest possible pecu-
liarity of condition is introduced, not merely for the sake
of additional variety (though that has been one element
of consideration), but to furnish a congenial abode for

that wondrous multitude of curious or ornamental
plants to which such circumstances are naturally inci-

dent. E. K.
(To be continued.)

city with which the column advances must be at

of 20 feet an hour. This, considering the mas9

energy ot exhalation tans, liave been ascertained by

experiment to discharge 33 cubic inches of air hourly

the velo

the rate

of the plant, is equal to the entire aerial circulation of

many of our warm blooded animals : and the Lotus

must needs have been warm were the decomposition of

the oxygen in circulation to obtain which takes place

under the ordinary economy of respiration. This much
is fact : what follows is question or conjecture. The
air thus projected upwards to all appearance circulates

in the upper surface of the leaf, and is in whole or in

part thrown off. What is the function of the 38 large

air vessels in the principal ribs, &c, connected with the

lacteals, having no visible connection with the larger air

vessels ? Do they send air forward also ; and if so,

whence is it derived ? The lacteals, which expand at

their base, toall appearance contain no free gaseous matter

whatever—are they respirants drawing vital air either

from the water on which they float, or re-conveying the

defected portion of that which makes its way through

the large tubes through the upper surface, and thus

oxygenizing the lacteals which feed the plant ? The
hypothesis seems not without plausibility : it is hazarded

to challenge an inquiry of very great interest, which

want of leisure permits me not to pursue. The whole

plant seems as remarkable for the beauty and richness

of its internal structure as it is for that of its external

hue and form. Dr. Buist's Notes on the Lotus.

Miscellaneous.
Respiration of Nelumbium.—On watching a little pool

of water, on the Lotus leaf thin films of air will be seen
leisurely to arise—at first barely swelling above the

surface of the leaf itself, to which they seem to adhere with

some tenacity. The water flowing over them, by the
reflecting light from its under surface, shows the area
over which the air is emanating, the form it is assuming
as it grows in volume, when increasing in depth from
the crest down till it becomes detached in the shape of

bubble?, disengage themselves, and rising to the buriace.

From 15 to 30 seconds is usually occupied in this, and the
bubbles rise promiscuously, commonly at intervals of

2 or 3 inches from each other over the whole surface of

the leaf, I have endeavoured to ascertain whether
there be any particular circumstances or specific time

when respiration goes on irith greater or less activity,

but have been unable to arrive at any trustworthy con-

clusion on the subject :— it seemed more active about
two hours after sunrise—least so in the evening. I

have not managed to collect the air respired from the

surface of the leaf, but have obtained it in abundance
from the leaf-stalks freshly cut across. From this it

rushes out for days on end in a continuous succession of

bubbles, which obviously come from the larger air

vessels, and are iii volume proportioned to the size of

the apertures from which they emanate. These air

vessels, as already observed, have no direct visible com-
]
•

munication with the water or atmosphere anywhere:
they are cut across half a dozen of times at least by
septa, and are entirely closed up at the root joints.

Yet the vast volume of air discharged by them must
either have been extricated directly from the water, or

be the produce of the respiration which I have supposed
possible through the lower portion of the leaf. The
phenomenon is peculiarly manifest where the leaf con-

tinues healthy and strong, while some one or more of the

air vessels have become eaten through by the little water
snails (Paludina), which browse on them with such
avidity. In this case it continues rising for hours in a
continuous rush of bubbles. . These proceed from the

'larger vessels alone, all of which on reaching the leaf

pass on to a complex air chamber in its upper surface,

from which numberless vessels are seen to extend
themselves in all directions through the leaf. These
doubtless afford those air bubbles, to be seen in such
abundance when the leaf is itself submerged under or

covered with water. Just within the outer coating of

the leaf stalk are systems of vessels, around the inner

circuit the stalk filled with milk, and each provided
with a spiral. As the lower side of the leaf is neared, a

portion of these expand themselves into air tubes, and
in this fashion enter the ribs of the lenf—a portion of

them enter, but do not alter or expand, apparently feed-

ing the leaf with milk. This is to be met with in

abundance wherever it is cut, especially so near the

centre. Each rib contains two large air ducts or

channels, affording a triangular section, as represented

in the diagram. They contain air only, of what
description I am not aware. However often the main
ribs branch off, the double channel is maintained both

in the principal and secondary, and in both are, from
time to time, cut across by partitions or septa, the

nature and mechanism of which I have not yet

ascertained. These air chambers are like the large

tubes, the stalk, inclined here and there with papillae,

presenting to the unitiated eye the appearance of hairs.

Unfortunately I have neither had time enough nor a

glass of sufficient power at my disposal to come to any
satisfactory conclusions M to the more minute portions

of the anatomy of the leaf. I offer the following with

the greatest hesitation, and as pure conjectures, the

facts ascertained being comparatively few—many of

them assumed as such, still requiring to be established.

It is beyond doubt that all the larger tubes in the root

and stalks are air vessels only, and conduce mainly, if

not exclusively, to the functions of floatage or respira-

tion. A single stem of one- third of an inch in diameter,
containing air vessels of a sectional area of not more
than oue-tourth of this,—or sav—two-tenths of an inch

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

The stock of cuttings and newly potted plants will

require care to prevent them from damping off ; a good

plan is to raise the sashes up at the back and front, and
to let them remain in that condition. As the weather

may change suddenly, be prepared with plenty of cover-

ing material for use when wanted.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
A good stock of roots should always be kept at hand

in the vegetable shed. Carrots, Parsnips, Turnips,

Jerusalem Artichokes, Horse-radish, Beet, Scorzonera,

and Salsafy should be thus kept in readiness for use.

If the vegetable shed is, as it ought to be, several feet

below the ground level, and have a close fitting door,

the above named vegetables may be merely laid in heaps.

If, however, they are likely to shrivel, store in layers of

clean sand.^Let all remaining Cabbage plants still in

the seed beds be pricked out forthwith. If time will

permit Rhubarb, Seakale, and Horse-radish may be

planted now instead of in spring. In all these cases be

sure to trench deeply, and loosen the bottom of the

ground on the subsoiling principle. Some early frame

Radishes may be sown in a week or so. Some plant

Kidney Potatoes now on raised beds. In such cases

soil them 6 inches deep and sow early Radishes on the

surface. The straw covering necessary protects both

crops. If not already done let Figs be protected imme-
diately with straw coverings. Let all superfluous nails

be drawn from wall trees, and proceed on every favour-

able opportunity with pruning and nailing, except

perhaps in the case of south walls which had better

remain till the end of January, as the buds are apt to

become unseasonably excited.

; PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—The stock of plants to bloom

at Christmas, consisting partly of stove plants grown for

the purpose, and partly of forced shrubs and bulbs,

should now receive some attention, particularly the

latter, which should be undergoing a slight amount of

forcing to get them into bloom by that time. Chinese

Azaleas and Oranges may be assisted by a little extra

heat, being careful, however, to apply it gradually. At
the same time, if a forcing house is at command a

portion of the stock of Roses, Lilacs, Syringas, Deutzias,

and other hardy shrubs from the reserve pit may be

placed in the cool end of it, or in a light situation in an

early Vinery or Peach house ; if they can be afforded a

slight bottom-heat all the better. A few of the more
easily forced American plants, including some of the

earliest flowering Rhododendrons, should be added

;

they will greatly enhance the display in January. Bring

forward Hyacinths and Early Tulips in a gentle bottom-

heat. Double Roman Narcissus, Crocuses, Neapolitan

Violets, Mignonette, and Cyclamens, bloom early without

much iorcing, and answer best placed on shelves at the

back of Vineries to catch every ray of light, and to

insure them from damp.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Plants in bloom will require very careful

management to prevent their being injured by damp,
and the atmosphere must be kept dry, with a rather

brisk temperature, admitting a little fresh air on every

favourable opportunity ; if means exist of admitting

air over the pipes, so that it may get warmed before

coming in contact with the plants, a little should be

admitted constantly. Plants in bloom should also be

near the glass, and where they will catch every ray

of sunshine. It is nearly impossible to get fruit to

swell anything like properly at this season ; therefore

unless a succession of ripe fruit is indispensable, and
cannot be secured except by driving plants that bloomed
late in autumn, these had better be kept rather quiet until

the sun gains a little more power. Where an attempt

must be made at present to get fruit to swell, a moist

warm temperature of about 70° at night and 75° by day

must be maintained, allowing it to rise to 80°, with

the assistance of sunshine, and the bottom-heat must
be kept regular at about 85°, taking care to keep the

soil in a healthy state as to moisture. But it is difficult

to get the fruit to make much progress at present,

and a little time lost now will be easily overtaken in

spring when the plants will enjoy a high moist

temperature, and the fruit will increase more in

weight in one month then than in two at present.

Vineries.—As soon as the early house is closed for

forcing, be careful to secure a thoroughly moist state of

the atmosphere by frequently sprinkling the floors and
every available surface, but as observed previously, a

regular moist state of the atmosphere is most effectu-

ally secured by means of a slight bed of fermenting

materials in the house, which will also afford a little

warmth, and the moisture from this is much more con-

genial to vegetation than anything that can be effected

by the most careful use of the syringe or evaporating

pans. The most essential point however in successful

early forcing is securing a healthy and vigorous root

action, and unless this is provided, the best and most
careful management of the atmosphere will be of but

little importance.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The beds being now, filled with spring flowering

plants, a regular cleaning up of Grass and gravel walks

should take place in, order that the whole may have a
neat appearance through, the winter ; if the walks are

much soiled a surfacing of fresh gravel should be

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON.
Far the week ending Not. £0. IS5C, as obserrea at the Horticultural Garden*.

BiBOMITll.

Max.

Friday 14 17
Sarur. I'o 18 30.040
Sunday 16 U M.249
Mod- 17 20 30.156

T»»et. 18 21 M.lfiO
Wed. 19 300*76
Thura. 20 23 3 \M1

Averaare . 30.109

Min.

29.919
29.9S9

30.130

30.108
30.04-2

30.02S

29.9 ?9

30.019

T*MrnR%TPa«.

Ol tbe Air.

Max. Min.

43
43

47
46
53
51

95

23
22

M
33
38
36

Mean

Of the Kftrr

I tool
deep.

33.5 44
33.0 43
34.5 41

36.0 41

43.0 r;

44.5 45

44.5 <*7

47.8 29.0 SM 46.4

Wind! -2

N. .00

W. .<2

N. .00

N. .05

N. .iH
N.W. .02

N .W. .01

.)>

Nov. 14— Clear; cold and dry; fine.— li— Frosty; white clouds and deep blue sky in intervals; rain,

— 16—Clear and frosty; tine ; fogey at ni<ht.
— 17— Fosrjcy ; fine; loggy; slight rain at night.
— is— Slight fog; very fine; cloudy; raiu.
— 19 — Rain; very fine; cloudy.
— 89—Densely clouded throushau*; clear at nisrht.

Mean temperature of the week 3 l-5th dejf- below the average.

RECORD OP THK WEATHER AT CHISWICK..
Durinxthe last 30 years, for the ensuing week, ending Nov. 29, IH56.

Eh A e- No. of

Nov. S-S* s*s Years in

Mm which it

Rained.

Sundaj 23- 47.4 34.9 41.2 13

10Mon. 24 47.3 :<:.s 40.0

lues. 28 46.2 33.0 39.6 15

Wed. 26 1 46.7 33.0 39.* 14

I burs. 27 *vi 353 40-7 12

Friday 261 4>Si 36.1 42.0 16

Sat it r. 20 47.8 34.8 41.3 16

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing Wiu<;»

0.35 in.

0.50

0.34

OJi)
0>8
1.21

0.56

•

o
4

1

1

^

:;

*

4|3
4 6

4 1 4

3 a

i 4

1

2

3

1

1

«0

.•!*:

4 10 4

3 73
4' 7 2

311 1

4 y 4

5 5 5
4 10 3

3

3
3
3
3.

1

The highest temperature durine the above Deriod occurred on the 2Sth*

lS18-therm, 60 deg. ; and the lowest on the 29th, 1846—therm. 16 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: Propagator. Sweet's Hothouse and Greenhouse Propa-

gator. Any bookseller will tell you the price.—J C. Apply
to Mr. Cuthill, Denmark Hill, Camberwell.J—Hippo. Rivers'

pamphlet on Orchard Houses.

Camellias: FH S. The seedlings received from Florence are

of very great interest ; they will be given to all Fellows of the

Horticultural Society who may ask for them ; but they will not

be ready for distribution before next midsummer.
Cyclamek Atkinsi : E G. It should be potted in light sandy

loam, leaf-soil, and peat, and grown in a cold frame or cool

greenhouse.i
Gooseberries: Const. Reader. If you prefer flavour to size, the

following varieties will answer your purpose—Red: Red
Champagne, Red Warrington, Keens' Seedling, Rough Red,

Red Turkey, Rob Roy, Ironmonger. White: Woodward*
Whitesmith, Early White, White Fig, Taylor's Bright Venus,

White Honey. Green : Early Green Hairy, Hebbura Green

Prolific, Pitmaston Greengage, Green Walnut. Yellow : Rum-
bullion, excellent for bottling; Yellow Champagne, tour

large sorts may consist of Thumper, London, Leader, and

Catherine, some of the fruit of which have been found to weigh

upwards of 32 dwts.J e
Heating: Inquirer. You will find further explanation from.

Sterna in another column. All three of the fruits you name

do" equally well on a wall or standard.—W D M. A saddle

boiler is not the best for a small house. You had better employ

some conical one.J ,

Hoggs Edging Tiles: An unauthorised use of Dr. Linoiey s-

name has been made by Mr. Black*t, who advertises these

objects. Their real nature we shall point out next week.

The Lily of Scripture : A Devonian. Not the Crown Imperial,

but Liliura chulcedonicum. „
Manuring : J TH. On no account manure m winter "vegetables,

which are intended to be eaten, or at this season, unless it De

Asparagus for next year's cutting.
A> t ;n„a i

Medical Plants: / D. Much is superstitious, much traditional,

much false. We cannot be concerned in propagating eitner

the first or last. Such as have any value can only be »ius

trated by figures. Perhaps we may one day set about »iuub

the truth out of the chaff of the matter.
Pinnin;

Names of Fruits: Sub. 1, Royal Russet; 2, Cockle P«ppm,

spread over the principal ones in connection with the

flower garden, which will keep up a degree of freshness

at a season when good keeping and neatnest are the only

square, even where the leaf is cut off
3 and the natural I equivalents for floral beauty that can now be offered.

Beurre Diel.H—A U. 1, fcariy rsonpare.i, ^~—
he white

3, Cornish Aromatic.[|-i2. No. 3 appear* to be t

Costin. The others which you state a^r0
^ve never been

trees are not known. Probably the trees have ne

grafted, certainly not with any of the good old sorts.

particularisofveryinferiorquality.il „j;flnra a sort of
Names of Plants : W D F. Mespilus grand flora . sort

Medlar-not at all like a *^.«£ffWg ^f.Hens-

iron hand claw. Actual cautery! how is that possible except

in a solitary case or two. T anAAt1ftr rnlumii
Washixo m/ciiine : A Constant£»^^ *

n "°^ ~luma
is a reply to your inquiry from the very place.you name

Misc: JK. Will you favour us with your address?

:
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1856.

HEAL and SON'S NEW ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE contains designs and prices of 150 different

articles of BED-ROOM FURNITURE, as well as of 100 Bed-
steads, and prices of every description of Bedding. Sent free by
post.—Heal & Son, Heds'ead, Bedding, and Bed-room Furni-
ture Manufacturers, 196, Tottenham Court Road.

-French moderator~lamps.—The neweTt
JL Patterns of the present season. — Deane, Drat & Co.
have completed an extensive and choice assortment of these
Lamps—Bronze from 9s. 6d. to 61.; Chiua from 19a. to 71. 7s. each. mlb i ic and a seri-Pt roll ««r*h *. m ,inaa •«-« -i. a I

Engravings with prices free per post. Pure Colza Oil for the Liler^t t^
above Lamps at the lowest market price, delivered in London or aces ana^ possessing as it

the suburbs periodically or on receipt of letter order.- Deane, nennv brew?dI leav^nl a „S?fi of i « a%
" / ^'^^P^""?' a"^te»-

Deav, * Co. (opening to the Monument), London Bridge. G«fiM E^toTS^
Ushers, tor eight penny post stamps. Sent, post-free, to any
address. Direct to Fisheb & Son, publishers, Kingsland, Lon-
don. Established 1S47.

QYSTERS BARRELLED.—The Burnham River
v-J Native Oysters are the best in the world. Six vears

STORES:
rSSSSSw*' Hungerford Wharf.
L1V KRPOOL 52, Henrv street.

5SS5fSEH> 12, George Street.
BIRMINGHAM 26*. Bull Street.

5™T
,?.
L BlHck Hall, Baldwin Street.

5, ' L,N 4. Crown Allev.
ED1NBLRGH Portlmpetoun Warehouse.GLASGOW St. Vincent Place.

lhese Ales, in Ca*ks of Eighteen Gallons and upwards, and in
Bottle, obtained from all respectable Bottlers.

11 0\V TO BREW SPLENDID ALE AT 7d.
* * PER GALLON, WITHOUT THE USUAL BREWING
UTENSILS.—This valuable information is by a Derbyshire
Practical Working Brewer, of twenty-eight vears" standing, and
is guaranteed to be the cheapest and best method ever made

Established ad. 1700.

l/ENTILATING STOVES! SUSPENSION
• STOVES!—Approved by thousands of purchasers, and

recommended as the two best, cheapest, most healthy, and eco-
nomical tor Churches. Chapels, Halls, Schools, Warehouses,
Shops, Greenhouses, Bedrooms, Libraries, &c. Prospectuses i

old. Four hours from the beds. To be had only at .T.

ith Prices sent post free.—Dease, Dray, & Co.. Stove Range, !
Sweeting's, Fish and Oyster Establishment, 159, Cheapside.

Ironmongery, and Furnishing Warehouse, London Bridge.

RADIATING and REFLECTING STOVE.—
WILLIAM S. BURTON'S new register stove combines

completely the well-known principles of both Stephen's and
Sylvester's celebrated patent stoves, while it has others equally
valuable which are peculiarly its own, and for which a patent has
been granted. Its reflecting and radiating powers are perfect, it
is very simple, and cannot be put out of order, consumes but

J. S. always has the largest supply of the best Fish in season
at the lowest market price. In ordering Fish it will be
desirable to state for how many persons i t is required, and
whether for visitors or domestic use. A Post-office Order or
reference will have prompt attention. Superior Oyster Rooms.

\]OW READY TO . SEND"OUT, direct fro^
-*-* Yarmouth, during the season, GENUINE YARMOUTH
BLOATERS, 100 for 65.; forwarded securely packed to any

little fuel, is most cleanly and cheerful in use, while its general >
address upon receipt of Post-office Order, by James Ayers, Fish

appearance, no fender being needed, is most imposing. Prices,
]

Curer, Great Yarmouth. The Trade supplied.
complete, black or bronzed, from 91. 10s.; bright, 14/. 55. and
upwards. One may be seen in action in his show rooms, which
contain such an assortment of fenders, stoves, ranges, fire-irons,
and general ironmongery, as cannot be approached elsewhere,
either for variety, novelty, beauty of design, or exquisiteness of
workmanship. Bright stoves with bronzed ornaments, and two
sets of bars, 4.1. 14s. to 1SI. 135.; ditto with ormolu ornaments
and two sets of bars, 5?. 55. to 221. Bronzed fenders, with
standards, 75. to 6/. 125.; steel fenders. 2L 15s. to 11Z.; ditto with
rich ormolu ornaments, 21. 155. to 18?. Fire-irons, from 1*. 9d.
the set to 41. 4s.

BEDSTEADS, BEDDING, AND FURNITURE.—
WILLIAM S. BURTON'S Stock on Show of Iron and

Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots stands unrivalled either
for extent, beauty of design, or moderateness of prices. He also
supplies Bedding and Bed Hangings of guaranteed quality and
workmanship. Portable Folding Bedsteads, from 12*. 6d. ; Patent
Iron Bedsteads, fitted with dovetail joints and patent sacking,
from 175.; and Cots from 205. each. Handsome Ornamental Iron
and Brass Bedsteads, in great variety, from 2L Is. M. to 201.

A Half-tester Patent Iron Bedstead, 3 feet wide, with
Bedding, &c

9
complete

—

Bedstead ... ... ... £1 4
Chintz furniture 14
Paillasse, wool mattress, bolster, and pillow ... 1 11
A pair of cotton sheets, three blankets, and a
coloured counterpane 1 5

6

£4 14 6

A double Bedstead, same £6 3
If without Half-tester and Furniture

—

Single bed, complete £3 13 9
Double bed, complete £4 15

LAM PES a MODERATEUR, from 65. to V. 7$.—
WILLIAM S. BURTON has collected from the different

makers here and in France a variety that defies competition. As
many imported from France are inferior in the works, William
S. Burton selects at Paris from the best makers only, and he
can guarantee each lamp he sells as perfect in all its parts.

His stock comprises also an extensive assortment of SOLAR,
CAMPHINE, PALMER'S, and all other Lamps.

Pure Colza Oil, 45. Sd. a gallon.
Patent Camphiue, 45. a gallon.
Palmer's Candles, OJrf. per lb.

The late additions to these extensive premises (already by far

the largest in Europe), are of such a character that the entire of

EIGHT HOUSES is devoted to the displav of the most magnifi-
cent stock of GENERAL HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including
Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated Goods, Baths, Brushes, Turnery,
Lamps, Gaseliers, Iron and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, and Bed
Hangings), so arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms as to

afford to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that
cannot be hoped for elsewhere.

Illustrated catalogues sent (per post) free.

39, Oxford Street; 1, 1a, 2, and 3, Newman Street; and 4, 5,

and 6, Perry's Place, London.—Established 1820.

DR. DE JONCH'S
LIGHT- BROWN COD LIVER OIL

Has now, in consequence of the marked superiority over
every other variety, secured the confidence and almost universal

preference of the most eminent Medical Practitioners as

the most speedy and effectual remedy for consumption",
BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, GOUT, RHEUMATISM, SCIATICA, DIABETES,
DISEASES OF THE SKIN, NEURALGIA, RICKETS, INFANTILE WAST-
ING, GENERAL DEBILITY, AND ALL SCROFULOUS AFFECTIONS.

Its leading distinctive characteristics are :

COMPLETE PRESERVATION OF ACTIVE AND ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLES.
INVARIABLE PURITY AND UNIFORM STRENGTH.

ENTIRE FREEDOM FROM NAUSEOUS FLAVOUR AND AFTER-TASTE,
RAPID CURATIVE EFFECTS, AND CONSEQUENT ECONOMY,

opinion OF CHARLES COWAN, ESQ., M.D., L.R.C.S.E.
Senior Physician to the Royal Berkshire Hospital, Consulting

Physician to the Heading Dispensar?/, Translator 0/ u Louis on
Pht?iisis," dc.

41 Dr. Cowan is glad to find that the Profession has some
reasonable guarantee for a genuine article. The material now
sold varies in almost every establishment where it is purchased,

and a tendency to prefer a colourless and tasteless Oil, if not

counteracted, will ultimately jeopardise the reputation of an

unquestionably valuable addition to the Materia Medica.
Dr. Cowan wishes Dr. de Jongh every success in his under-

taking."

Sold only in Imperial Half-pints, 25. 6d. ; Pints, 45. 9i.;

Quarts, 95. ; capsuled and labelled with Dr. de Jongh's Stamp
and Signature, without which none are genuine, by
ANSAR, HARFORD & CO., sole British Consignees, 77; Strand,
London; and by many respectable Chemists and Druggists.

%* Proposed substitutions of other kinds of Cod Liver Oil should
be strenuously resisted, as thty proceed from interested motives, and
xcill result in disappointment to the purchaser.

Xelws of tDc mttb.

Mr. Buchanan has been elected President of the

United States, by a majority of 38 over Colonel

Fremont in the electoral vote, and by a majority of

155 over Mr. Fillmore, who only obtained

8 votes from Maryland, the only State which
voted for him in the electoral college. Deduct-
ing these 8 votes, the absolute majority obtained

by Mr. Buchanan was 30, a very small majority

compared with that of 212 obtained by Mr. Pierce

in 1852. If the election had depended on the

popular vote Colonel Fremont would have been
elected by a large majority obtained exclusively

from the Free States, all the Slave States having
given their popular votes in favour of Mr.
Buchanan, with the single exception of Maryland,
which divided its votes between Mr. Buchanan and
Mr. Fillmore. In the Free States Mr. Buchanan
obtained 348,294 popular votes, and 108,435 in the
Slave States, making together 456,729 ; Colonel

Fremont obtained 554,187 in the Free States alone,

and Mr. Fillmore obtained 199,934 in the

Free States, and 26,192 in the Slave States.

Colonel Fremont therefore had a majority of

97,458 popular votes over Mr. Buchanan, and
a majority of 328,061 over Mr. Fillmore, his

absolute "plurality" in the Free States being

205,893, while that of Mr. Buchanan in the Slave

States was 82,243. Of the result of this elec-

tion it is at present difficult to speak. Mr.

Buchanan's confidential organ in the Southern

States declares that the programme of his policy

will comprehend the admission of Kansas as a Slave

State, the reduction of the whole of Central America

to a slaveholding confederacy under General

Walker, a descent from Nicaragua upon Cuba and

the West India Islands generally, the re-establish-

ment of slavery in those islands where it has been

abolished, and the annexation of the whole group

to the Union. On the other hand, it is believed in

quarters likely to be well informed and free from

the influence of party, that Mr. Buchanan's policy

as President of the United States will be widely

different from that which he deemed expedient as

a candidate for that high office.

5?ome iacfog.

TnE Court.—The Queen, Prince Albert, and the

Royal family continue at Windsor Castle. On Thurs-
day evening the 13th her Majesty received by electric

telegraph intelligence of the death of the Prince of

Leiningen, which took place at Wald Leiningen, on
the morning of that day. Immediately after the

receipt of the news her Majesty and Prince Albert
visited the Duchess of Kent at Frogmore. On Friday
morning the Queen and Prince Albert again visited the

Duchess of Kent. On Saturday the Queen and Prince

Albert walked in the Home Park, and visited the

Duchess of Kent. On Sunday morning the Queen and
Prince Albert, the elder members of the Royal family,

and Prince Frederick William of Prm-sa attended
Divine service in the private chapel of the Castle ; the
Dean of Windsor officiated. On Monday morning the
Queen and Prince Albert walked in the grounds adjoin-
ing the Castle. The Princess Ro>al and Princess Alice
walked in the Home Park. Prince Arthur and the
Princesses Helena and Louisa took a carriage
drive. Prince Frederick William of Prussia went
out shooting. On Tuesday the Queen and Prince
Albert walked in the Home Park, and visited
the Duchess of Kent. - Prince Frederick William
of Prussia visited the Duchess of Cambridge at Kew.
On Wednesday morning the Queen and Prince Albert
walked in the gardens of the Castle. The Princess
Royal walked in the Home Park and visited the
Duchess of Kent. The.Princess Alice also walked in
the Home Park. The Princesses Helena and Louisa and
Prince Arthur took a carriage drive. Prince Frederick
William of Prussia went out shooting. On Thursday
morning the Queen and Prince Albert walked in the-
Home Park and visited the Duchess of Kent. Princa-
Arthur and the younger Princesses took a carriage
drive. The Duchess of Atholl has succeeded Viscountesa-
Jocelyn as lady-in-waiting, aud General Sir Edward
Bowater has succeeded the Hon. M. Sackville West as
groom-iu-waiting to her Majesty.
Prince Alfred arrived at Heidelberg on the 10th

inst. with his tutor and attendants, and remained there
two days, after which he continued his journey by way
of Constance to Geueva, where he arrived on Monday.
Court Mourning.—Orders were issued on Tuesday

from the Lord Chamberlaiu's Office for the Court to go
into mourning on Thursday the 20th inst., for the late

Prince of Leiningen, to change the mourning on the
27th, and to go out of mourning on the 4th December.
The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on Mon-

day, and was attended by all the Ministers. Another
Council was held on Tuesday, and another was held
yesterday.

The Persian Expedition.— Sir James Outram,
K.C.B., left Southampton on Thursday for Bombay, in
order to take the command of the British force destined
to operate against Persia.

The Church.—The ceremony of confirming the elec-
tion of Dr. Tait as Bishop of London took place on
Thursday in St. Mary-le-Bow Church, Cheapside. The
consecration of the new bishop will take place to-morrow
in Whitehall Chapel, when the sermon will be preached
by the Rev. G. E. L. Cotton, master of Marlborough
College.—The confirmation of Dr. Longley, as Bishop of
Durham, took place yesterday in York Cathedral.—It is

said that the Bishop of Rochester contemplates the re-
signation of his see in consequence of ill health.

The Army.—Major General Sir J. H. Schoedde,
K.C.B., has been appointed Colonel of the 2d. Foot, in
the room of the late Sir J. Rolt.

Board of Inland Revenue.—Mr. Pressly has been
appointed chairman of this Board in the room of the
late Mr. John Wood; Mr. Herries Las been appointed
deputy-chairman ; Mr. Keogh the chief secretary and
Mr. Dobson the chief clerk of the Excise department,
have become members of the Board.
The German Legion.—The steam troopship Vulcan,

the freight ships Covenanter, Stamloul, Forerunner,
and Abyssinian, have left Portsmouth this week with
detachments of the German Legion for the Cape.
The Education Question.—A Conference took place

at Manchester on Wednesday, at the suggestion of Mr.
Cobden, between Sir John Pakington aud the principal
gentlemen connected with the rival schemes of educa-
tion originating iu that city. The gentlemen present
were Mr. Bazley, who presided ; the Revs. Canon
Clifton and Dr. M'Kerrow ; Messrs. H. J. Leppoc,
J. A. Nichoils, R. Gladstone, P. Bunting, R. W.
Smiles, and C. H. Minchin. The following were the
points on which agreement was arrived ar, with the
understanding that none of the parties with whom the
gentlemen present respectively acted or had actecL
were to be held committed to them :

—

"1. That it is desirable to impose a rate for the support of
popular instruction in Manchester. 2. That all schools deriving
aid from the rate shall be subject to inspection, but such inspec-
tion shall not extend to the religious instruction given in such-
schools. 3. That all schools shall be entitled to aid, provided
the instruction, other than religious, shall come up to the required
standard, and that no child shall be excluded on religion.*
grounds. 4. That the distinctive religious formularies, where
taught, in schools connected with the different religious deno-
minations, and receiving aid from the rate, shall be given at
separate hours, to be specified by the managers, to facilitate the
withdrawal of objecting children. 5. That there shall be no
interference with the management of the schools."

dfomgtt ! r-

France.—The Swiss General Dufour has arrived in
Paris, charged by the Federal Council with a mission
to the French Government relative to the difference
between JNeufchatel and Prussia. The Russian squadron
arrived at Cherbourg on the 12th, on its way from the
Baltic to the Mediterranean. It was composed of the
Wiborg liue-of-battle ship, bearing the flag of Admiral
Behrens, and the Polkara and Kastor frigates, and
has since been joined by the brig Philoctete. On
entering the port the usual salutes were exchanged.
The Assemblee National

e

t
which is supposed to be the

organ of both the Orleanist and Legitimist parties
contains an article headed " Let us be the Allies'
and not the Tools of England," in which the theme
of English aggression and perfidy is treated with
more than the usual amount of bitterness, and the

i

I
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alliance of Rossia covertly recommended. The follow-

ing is an extract from the article, which is too long

to quote entire :

—

"There does not exist an Englishman who is not firmly con-

vinced that his country is destined to govern the whole world.

In the midst of all oar political changes, of all. the double-

shufllos and weathero ; twists of our home policy, let bur the

Foreign Office give the word, and every person, from one end of

the I'.ritish empire to the other, is suddenly found precisely of

the same mind with regard to what should be d-me abroad

Never in any opera have the scenes been more suddenly shifted

than has British policy—to-day Liberal, to-morrow Absolutist

—

now taking the part of nationalities, and now ready to oppress

yet been given of the close alliance between England

and Austria. The ill feeling between the Courts of

Vienna and St. Petersburg is understood to have under-

gone no diminution ; on the contrary, there is reason to

wishes to familiarise itself more and more with it, because
it hopes to obtain from it the re-establishment of the
oppressed nationalities and an European revolution. Tjw,
questions raised by England are not simply Russian questions,
but European questions, and put In peril the very principles of
political rights. They perfectly comprehend that an in-

petty vexations to which Prince Esterhazy, the Austrian

Ambassador at the Czar's coronation, was subjected at

Moscow, have contributed to make matters worse be-

tween the two Courts. It is a fact that since the return

of Prince Esterhazy the sympathies of the high Austrian
them-iu turn cncoumidng and interdicting religious pro- aristocracy for Russia have greatly diminished,
pagandism—humble towards the strong, and insolent towards the .

'
1 -n - l • i_

weak—the ally of all Powers and all rebellion, according to the
interest of the year, the day, and of the hour even. Still, whether
just or unjust, right or wrong, the acts of the Government as

respects foreign nations rind a united phalanx to support tbem.
One might imagine that England had borrowed from the two

'eat rivals of antiquity their • distinctive characteristics.

larthage has bequeathed her Punic faith, and the oracle written
by Virgil on the cradle of the people's King has been taken for

her motto :
* Tu regere imperio populos, Humane, memento.'

It is this desire, this thirst of dominion and universal prepon-
derance, which is the cause of the feeling of union which exists

between the people and the Government of England ; and,
although there is much in English history which merits eternal
condemnation, we cannot help admiring the harmony which is

thus able to resist all the chances and changes of political life.

Indeed, we not only admire it—we would wish to inoculate
France with it."

Spain.—The state of siege was raised on Saturday
throughout Spain by Royal decree. Negotiations are

in progress for effecting a fusion between the Carliat

Princes and the reigning branch of the Spanish Bourbons.

The Gazette publishes a Royal decree giving fresh sanction

to such sales of Church property as were effected before

Italy.—The Revue de Paris pubishes the following

curious correspondence. The tirst is a letter addressed

to the present King of Naples by Louis Philippe

shortly after the revolution of July, which occurred

three months before the accession of King Ferdi-

nand II. The second document is the reply of the King
of Naples :

—

" It is. perhaps, Providence which once more smiles upon the

family of St. Louis that has called your Majesty to the throne of

Naples at a time when the storm of revolution has been let loose

over Europe. The broken health of his Majesty Francis could

not have withstood the repeated shocks which succeed each
other, and the end of which God only knows; but I have long
heard your Majesty praised for energy and foresight, and I do
not doubt, that you will happily weather the storm, for your
Majesty is under the necessity of resisting at the same time the

I dangerous insinuations from without which might urge you
j
to an anti-national policy fatal to your interests and to the

interests of the people you govern, and the internal pressure
which blind passions might exercise upon the free action of your

i
Government. I am acquainted with all the insinuations and

j
severe counsels with which your Majesty is beset to compromise

', you into a blind line of policy, but I am also sure that your
the decree of suspension. A report lias been current at

;

Majesty will display sufficient firmness and foresight not to be

Madrid that Senor Bravo Murillo was about to be

appointed Minister to London. It is however considered

highly improbable that the Spanish Government can
contemplate such a step, as it was Senor Bravo Murillo

by whom the scheme for the confiscation of the overdue
dividends on the foreign debt was concocted and carried

out. Queen Chiistina has passed through Marseilles on
her way to Rome.

led astray. We are in a period of transition, when often a little

must be relinquished so that all may not be lost, and it would
give me real joy to learn that your Majesty has given up a
system of compression and of severity which caused many days
of intense agony to your late august father, and which often

banished the smile from the lips of the enlightened King Fer-
dinand I. Let your Majesty imitate the system in France; you
will be a gainer in every respect ; for by sacrificing a little autho-
rity you will insure peace to your kingdom and stability to your
house. The symptoms of agitation are so strongly pronounced
and numerous in Italy that an outbreak may be expected sooner or

rendered by the British Government and people to the

inhabitants of Madeira during the late visitation of

cholera, the Church authorities of Jb'unchal still cherish

their old principles of bigotry against Protestantism.

Rita Gomez, a Portuguese Protestant, died at Funchal
towards the end of last month, and the Roman Catholic

authorities having refused permission for interment, the

body was thrown into the sea.

Denmark.—A rumour is current at Copenhagen that

King Frederick VII. has serious intentions of abdicating

and of retiring to Switzerland with the Countess Danner,
his morganatic wife. Should this design be carried into

nl'ect, Prince Ferdinand, who has been just restored to

the command of the army, will succeed to the throne.

A Danish company has obtained a concession lor a sub-

marine telegraph from the island of St. Thomas in the

West Indies to the United States, Mexico, and the

islands in the Gulf.

Belgium.— A marriage is announced between the

Archduke Maximilian, brother of the Emperor of Aus-
tria, and the Princess Charlotte of Belgium, daughter
of King Leopold, and first cousin of Queen Victoria.

The Prince is 24 years of age, and the Princess not 17.

Switzerland.—The mission of General Dufour to

the Emperor of the French is considered a pledge that

the Neufchatel question will be amicably solved. It is

believed that if the prisoners are released, the King of

Prussia will not be exacting as to the conditions under
which his sovereignty over the canton is to be ac-

knowledged.

Nassau.—Some hope was entertained in Germany
that the example set by Prussia of abolishing the

gaming-tables would be followed by the minor states of

Germany. A Nassau paper, however, announces that

the duke has concluded a contract with a Berlin house
for the Wiesbaden tables from the year 1857 to 1872,
giving them also an additional month |in the year to

carry on their trade. The lessees engage to pay
10,000 floiins a year to the support of the theatre,

and 50,000 to the musical bands.

Bavaria.—Very great excitement has been produced
in Bavaria by the High Consistory of the Lutheran
Church of the Confession of Augsburg insisting on
auricular "confession and strict church discipline."

The laymen are extremely indignant, and declare that
they will not agree to any other than that public con-
fession which is customary at certain stated periods
when the clergyman publicly asks his hearers whether
they repent them of their sins, and on their replying
in the affirmative tells them that God grants remission
of their sins to all those persons who sincerely repent.
The High Consistory it appears wishes to bring private

confession into fashion, and as its members are employes
of the State, all measures which tend to increase their
power are looked on with extreme suspicion.

Prussia.—M. Lindenberg, who was convicted in the
affair of the Stolen Despatches, has petitioned the Priuce
of Prussia for pardon. The Prince has replied that the
appeal against the sentence must first be withdrawn,
which Lindenberg has just done, and renewed his peti-
tion for pardon.

Austria.-The Emperor and Empress of Austria left
Vienna en the morning of the I7ih for Italy. They
intend to stay three weeks in Venice, but it is doubtful

'

if their Majesties will visit Milan. Sir Hamilton Sey-
mour was the only diplomatist who received a special
invitation to accompany the Emperor on this Italian
tour. This is the most marked indication which has

believe that the relations between Russia and Austria , , t . . . . _.... M . . . — «.-

, , e 7,. . , , , 4 , . ., ,

fraction of the treaty of peace, premeditated on the Dart ofhave become of a very delicate character, and that the Englanat wiu give , sooner or later, to Russia the rUht of suppo?
«„»., ,rnv tt t;A«<i *a ««hi/.l, Pi.innD I?at^iq7.f tlio A nctrn'on jn j, itself altogether freed from the onerous stipulations of the

same treaty. They comprehend, in fine, that the pretexts put in
in the first instance by England, are but aggravations of the wrong
—their futility is so far evident. It appears, in effect, that England
is reduced to the necessity of looking out for some cases, however
few, to magnify to the public opinion of the continent—such case*
even evidencing the fact that the real views have been carefully
dissimulated for the purpose of disguising the actual objects at
which the parties themselves aim. England would not, of course
countenance those objects if they were clearly unveiled. Toargu-
ments she opposes injuries. She replies with bad faith to the
appeals made to her fidelity, and combats by intrigue the efforts

that are made to bring her to an honourable and pacific under-
standing. Her policy is a mixture of egotism, of jealousy, of
covetousness, of hatred, of audacity, and of falsehood. She goes
upon the principle that the whole world was made for her alone ;

and, indeed, it is said that, in the exuberance of her pride, she'

sometimes imagines that the world is placed under her exclusive
government."

Turkey.—Accounts from Constantinople to the 9th
state that all the Ministers remain in Hedschid Pacha's
Cabinet except the Grand Vizier Aaii Pacha. The
speech of Lord Stratford de RedeliffV, and the reply of

the Sultan, at the investiture of his Majesty with the

Order of the Garter, have been published in the Turkish

journals. The Sultan expressed the great gratification

he experienced at the fresh confirmation now given to

his alliance with England. Sir C. G. Young, Garter

King-at-Arms, has received a maguificent diamond-

mounted sabre from the Sultan.

The Black Sea.—It is rumoured in Russian circles

that, with a view to settle the difference respecting the

Isle of Serpents to the satisfaction of all parties, Russia

has proposed that the island shall be neutral, and that

it shall be placed under the management of a mixed
commission, who shall provide for the maintenance of

the lighthouse. Two English frigates and a despatch

steamer are always at anchor off the island, while

another English vessel is continually cruising between

it and Odessa—with a view of watching the movements
of the Russians, and preventing them from communi-
cating with the island. The garrison consists of 60

Turkish soldiers, who live on good terms with the half

dozen Russians, who seem deserted in a corner of the

island. The regular service of the lighthouse began on

the 1 5th ult., and the light is exceedingly brilliant.

The Principalities.—The journals which affirm that

Russia is willing to renounce her claim to the Isle of

Serpents state that she persists in retaining Bolgrad.

The Porte is preparing to fortify Giurgevo, and a camp
of 25,000 men will be established in the environs.

Sea of Azoff.—An English gunboat has been fired

upon by the fort of Yenikald, at the entrance of the

Sea of Azoff. It appears that the Russian cruisers of

Abasia having captured many Turkish vessels laden

with contraband salt, Admiral Lord Lyons despatched

some gunboats to require an explanation of this capture.

One of these gunboats, the Badger, was desirous to

penetrate into the Sea of Azoff; when the Russians

refused her permission to pass the Strait of Yenikale',

and fired upon her.

Candia.—The island of Candia seems to have been

the centre of action of the recent earthquake. The
number of persons killed during the earthquake in the

island was 1970, viz., 1400 Turks and 570 Christians.

The loss of property is estimated at 250,000,000 piastres.

Persia.—The reports of the Persian operations

before Herat are extremely contradictory. One
account states that the city has been captured, and that

the chief Esa Khan and his sons have been put to death

and quartered ; while another account says that though

the Persian general obtained admittance into the

fortress, the Affghans afterwards repulsed them with a

loss of 1000 dead and wounded, and followed up their

advantage and again defeated the Persians in the open

Madeira.—In spite of the prompt and charitable aid later, accordingly as the stern measures of Prince Metternich may
hasten or postpone it. Your Majesty #ill be drawn into the

current if you are not prepared to stem the tide, and your house
will be burst into either by the revolutionary stream or by the
measures of repression the Vienna Cabinet may think, fit to

adopt. Your Majesty may save everything by anticipating
voluntarily and with prudence the wishes and wants of your
people ; for if the revolution breaks out in Italy, Austria will try
to act as absolute mistress, and I shall be compelled to take
steps I should wish to avoid at. nny price; and in this I am sure
England, if she does not anticipate me, will not leave me alone,

for neither of us can allow Austria to extend her influence over
the Italian peninsula. I trust, my dear brother, cousin, and dear
nephew, that you will think over the wishes I have the happi-
ness to express to your Majesty, and that you will trust to my
experience. " Louis Philippe."

" To imitate France, if even France can be a principle, I

should have to precipitate myself into that policy of Jacobins
for which my people has proved feloniously guilty more than
once against the house of its Kings. Liberty is fatal to the
House of Bourbon ; and, as regards myself, I am resolved to

avoid, at all price, the fate of Louis XVI. and of Charles X. My
people obey force and bend their necks, but woe's me should they
ever raise them under the impulse of those dreams which sound
so fine in the sermons of philosophers, and which are impossible
in practice. With God's blessing I will give prosperity to my
people, and a Government as honest as they have a right to; but
I will be King alone, and always. My people do not want to

think; I take upon myself the care of their welfare and their

dignity. I have inherited many old grudges, many mad desires,

arising from all the faults and weaknesses of the past; I must
set this to rights, and I can only do so by drawing closer to

Austria without subjecting myself to her will. We are not of
this century. The Bourbons are ancient, and if they were to try

to shape themselves according to the pattern of the new
dynasties they would be ridiculous. We will imitate the
Hapshurgs. If fortune plays us lalse, we shall at least be true
to ourselves. Nevertheless, your Majesty may rely upon my
lively sympathy and my warmest wishes that you may succeed
in mastering that ungovernable people who make France the
curse of Europe. " Ferdinand."

Russia.—The Grand Duchess Marie, sister of the

Emperor, and widow of the Dukede Leuchtenberg, who
was mentioned last week as likely to become the second

wife of the King of Sardinia, is said to have married,
fie^ The success or failure of the Persians appears to

. -it ._. :..i i iL. ._i _r t t __• 1 1 *.!.-_ . ......... . • ._ xl_~with or without the consent of her Imperial brother,

the Count Gregoire Strogonoff, and to have left

St. Petersburg with the Count on a tour of Europe.
The Emperor of Russia in a letter to General
Luders giving him lftave of absence for a year on
account of his health, significantly expresses his " hope
that if circumstances give occasion to recall him to

employment before the expiration of the period named,"
he will come to resume his duties with the same zeal

and alacrity which have hitherto signalised his military

be regarded in the light of a party question by the

rival factions in Affghanistan, and it is clear that neither

of these conflicting reports is to be implicitly relied on.

A large corp6 of Russian troops was moving towards

the Persian frontier, in order to maintain Russian

influence in the approaching crisis between England

and the Shah.

India.—The Indian papers give the following list of

the troops and staff destined for the Persian Gulf :

—

H.M. 64th from Belgaum, the 2d Europeans from Hy-
career. The Russian organ Le Nord has contained of drabad, the 4th Rifles, under Colonel Honner, from

Poona/20th N. I. from Belgaum, the Belooch Battalion

from Hydrabad, the 3d Cavalry from Rajkote, 200

sabres of the Poona Horse, under Colonel Tapp, from

Seroor, and a like number of Sappers and Miners from

late several articles which are considered on the conti-

nent as semi-official manifestoes against England. In
one of these it protests, in language which might be
suitable had Russia been the victor instead of the con-

quered, against the conduct of Austria and England, in Poona under Major Hill, Captain Blake's troop 01

j from Poona, Captain Hatch's Company

of the 1st European Artillery from Poona, and Brett s

Battery from Kurrachee- amounting in all to sDout

5000 men. The staff is as follows :—Sir James Outram

,

K.C.B., Commander-in-Chief ; General Stalker, second

in command j Colonel Leitu, Adjutant-General; cap-

tain Collier, assistant ; Major Pope, or Captain cor-

don, Lieutenants Grey. Le Strange, and 1 nam,

o x . . Assistants in charge of the Commissariat. I be

ing attack on the part taken by England in the Black Quartermaster-General's? Department is under cnarse

Sea, the language of which, it will be observed, bears a -*-*« < »...* * Holland : the Pay

strong resemblance to that used by the Orleanist organ
in Paris, as noticed in our French news ;

—

"The reason why Le Steele has had the degrading courage to
declare itself the partisan of this insular policy is not a secret

—

it proclaims itself even to-day: it is simply because it is

revolutionary. It likes the English alliance, it flatters it, it

attempting, single-handed, to enforce the execution of Horse Artillery
the Treaty of Paris. It says that such pretensions are

not to be tolerated ; or if they are, then France and
Russia, to compel Austria and England to execute their

engagements, should send back troops to Turkey and to

Kars. In conclusion, it appeals to Europe not
to sanction so flagrant a violation of the law of nations.

In another article, the Nord, indignant at the late vindi-

cation of English policy in the Steele, makes the follow-

of Captain Wray and Lieutenant * ian
f;

th^^
Department under Major Barr, and the Medical Stall

under Dr. M'Kenzie. The force, if not very large, is

said to be as compact and efficient as need be desired,

and quite capable of performing to admiration any tasK

that may be assigned to it
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United status.— The Presidential electicm which

took place on tlie 4th iiist. has terminated in the return

of Mr. Buchanan. He obtained 163 votes in the Elec-

toral College, while Colonel Fremont obtained 125,

and Mr. Fillmore obtained only 8. In the Free
-t&tes Colonel Fremont had a plurality of 205,893 in

the popular vote, and a majority of 74 in the Electoral

vote. lAbe Slave States Mr. Buchanan had a plurality

of 82,243 in the popular vote, and a majority of 104 in

the Electoral vote. Mr. Fillmore's 8 votes were given

by the Slave State of Maryland. It is expected by the J

hemain drain»ge of the metropolis. Sir B. Hall read

r. Buchanan, !V .

d/P"tat,on a
.

,ett
!
r from <*P*. Burstall, R.X.,

f

Democratic party, who have returned Mr,

that this election will decide the fate of Kansas, the
preponderance of the slaveholding power, and the ex-

tension of slavery into new territories. It also indi-

cates the acquiescence of a majority of the American
people in tie principles ot foreign policy proclaimed by
the Ostend Conference, in which Mr. Buchanan took a
prominent part. The acquisition of Cuba by almost
any means, and the assertion of the "manifest des-

tiny" of the United States as an excuse for their

aggressions on other American States, may there-

fore be regarded as the keystone of the foreign policy

of the Union for the next four years. The official pro-
gramme of the new President, as laid down in his

confidential organ, the New Orleans Delta, is, after the
admission ot Kansas as a slave State :

—

1. The reduction of the whole of Central America to a slave-
holding confederacy under General Walker.

2. A descent from Nicaragua, by Walker, upon Cuba and the
West India islands generally, the re-establishment of slavery in
those islands where it has been abolished, and the annexation of
the whole lot to the Union.

3. The adoption of this policy of slavery extension as the
Union-preserving plank in the democratic platform of 1860.

Australia.— By the packets James Baines and
Lightning we have news from Sydney to the 23d August.
The Ministry had resigned, and Mr. Cowper had been
charged by the Governor with the formation of a new
Cabinet, the principal members of which are expected
to be Mr. Pluukett, Mr. Isaacs, Mr. Murray, and Mr.
Flood. The elections for the two Houses of Parliament
had commenced and there was much political excite-
ment. Ninety members were wanted for both Houses
—30 for the Upper House, and 60 for the Lower.
Owing principally to the high property qualification

demanded of the members there was a dearth of candi-
dates, and there was little or no competition for
the Upper House ; and even for the Lower House
there were several constituencies for which no candi-
dates had presented themselves. In addition to her
large consignment of gold, the James Baines has
brought from Melbourne 1000 tons of copper and tin

ore. This heavy cargo is supposed to have been the
cause of her long passage.

/tirtvopolig ano hs T-Jtcmtoj.

The Drainage Question.—A deputation from the
Board of Works, consisting of the chairman, 12
members of the Board, the engineer, and clerk, had a
conference with Sir B. Hall on Thursday, as proposed
in the recent communication of the First Commissioner

j

committee appointed. Mr. Hastings, the secretary,*"*—— -- - read a ypport f a committee on law reporting,
which suggested that an official in«j of all

judicial decisions should be undertaken by the Govern-
ment and sold to the public at a moderate price,
it bang supposed that all expenses of publication
would be defrayed by such sale. Mr. M—qmii moved

I

propounded by Government would be ie«** effective
than that wbich it would supersede. He had been in
correspondence with Sir F. Kelly on the subject, and
the council of the society had passed a resolution that
it should be referred to a committee to consider and
report thereon. Ilia lordship moved that that resolu-
tion be coufirmed. This waa agreed to, and the

rejecting the plan which the Board had proposed for

who had been appointed by the Admiralty, at his
request, to survey the Thames and report upon the ebb
and flow of the river. The result as stated in the letter
showed that the sewage discharged at the point selected that the report be received. Mr. Serjeant Gaselee
by the Board would (during springs) reach the town of strongly protested against Government undertaking
U;»„l_.:.u u_r •.. _____ . _ , .. .. i_ _. L__.i____.___ _.- _._ __i_ •__ i r • .....Woolwich before it was arrested by the ebb stream,
and at the neaps would reach to a quarter of a mile
below the Royal Arsenal. Captain Burstall reported
further, that the nearest point to London at which the
outfall should be made so as at all times to be
certain that the fullest proportion discharged at an
hour and a half before high water would not flow in or
near the inhabited part of the metropolis, is in the
upper part of Erith Reach, 15 miles from London Bridge,
7-8th of a mile from Erith Church, anda quarter of a mde
below Jermington Point,nearly opposite Rainham Creek.
The additional length of drain necessary to be con-
structed by this outfall is exactly one mile, and the
additional portion of river above it thus freed from
sewage would be 7-8ths of a mile. For similar reasons
Captain Burstall suggested that the outfall at the north
should be at Rainham Creek, which would be an exten-
sion of 5-8ths of a mile beyond that proposed by the
Board. Sir B. Hall informed the deputation that he
will be satisfied if these outfalls be adopted, and that
he did not think he should be justified in asking
the Board to go beyond them ; but at the same
time they might go «to the German Ocean if they
liked. The right hon. baronet added, that when
the question of outfalls is satisfactorily settled, the
course he will take, as a duty towards the public and
the Government, will be to submit the plans which may-
be put into his hands to the consideration of one or two
of the most eminent engineers in the kingdom, in order
that they may check those plans, and advise him as to

whether they embody a scheme which may with safety,

such a subject as an otKcial record of judicial decisions.
So far from it conducing to expedition it would be far
otherwise, and for numerous other reasons he thought
such a step injudicious. After some discussion the
motion was adopted. Mr. Serjeant Woolrych moved a
resolution to the effect that all bills introduced into

Parliament ought, after passing through committee, to
be referred to an officer for revision and preparation,
subject to the third reading, for the public service ; and
that until tne appointment of such officer that society
should receive, for the purpose of such revision and
preparation, any bill originated by, or un-ier the care of,

any member of Parliament who is a member of the
society—every effort being made to carry out the
utmost economy of language in such acts. The further
consideration of this subject was deferred.

Crimk ano Criminals in the Metropolis.—For
some months past London has been labouring under a
plague of criminals so accurately knowu to the police

that the Commissioners have actually reported their

numbers to amount to 107 burglars, 110 housebreakers,
38 highway robbers, 773 pickpockets, 3657 sneaksmen
orcommon thieves, 1 1 horse stealers, and 1 4 1 dog stealers

besides a host of other offenders, not habitually using
violence, who swell the number of criminals in London
to 16,900 personally known to the police. The most
dreaded at the present time are the 217 burglars and
housebreakers and the 38 highway robbers, the former
carrying on their depredations on private houses to the
extent of from 40,000/. to 50,000/. a-year ; the latter

garotting people in the streets, and making it dangerous

artti> Intelligence/
Arrival op Gold.—The packet ship James Baines,

which has been some days overdue, arrived at Liverpool
on Thursday from Melbourne with 173,539 ounces of

gold, valued at 694,156/., being the second largest

import of gold by one vessel. The packet ship Light-
ning arrived oh the same day from Melbourne with

140,000 ounces of gold, valued at 560,000/.

propriety, and expediency be undertaken. In explana- to walk in any but the leading thoroughfares after dark,

tion of Sir B. Hall's remark about the German Ocean, It is notorious that all these ruffians, who are mostly
~ ...... .. . .. ~ .......

ticket-of-leave men, carry on their business as systemati-

Money Market, Friday. — British Funds : Con-
sols for Money, 93 \ ; for the 4th Dec, 93 f to £ ; Three
per Ceuts. Reduced, 92£ to J ; New Three per Cents.,

92f to fa Bank Stock, 215; Exchequer Bills, Is. dis. to

h. pm. ; Exchequer Bonds, 98| to 98J — Foreign :

Turkish Six per Cents., 93j to $; Guaranteed Four per
Cents., 10(H to f ; Brazilian Old Five per Cents. (Small
Bonds), 100 1 ; ditto, Four-and -a-Half per Cents., 1852,
39 ; ditto, Five per Cents., 1843, 99j; Dutch Four per
Cent. Certificates, 96$; French Four-and-a-Half per
Cent. Rentes, 92fr, (exch.25fr. 17*c); ditto, Three per
Cents., 67fr. 25c, and 67fr. 7-5c. (exch. in each case,

25fr. 20c); Mexican, for the 28th inst., 22|; Russian
Four-and-a-Half per Cents, at 96; ditto, Small Bonds,

96| ; Spanish Old Three per Cents., 42 to 41 f; ditto,

New Deferred Three per Cents., 23J j ditto, for

account, 23?

.

we may state that at a meeting of the Board of Works
on Friday, a letter was read from Sir Morton Peto in

favour of a plan proposed by Mr. M'Clean for taking

the sewage from West Ham station, in Essex, through
the river Crouch into the German Ocean. Sir S. M.
Peto says that he is prepared to execute it for a
fixed sum, and if the Board will pay 4 per cent, on it,

and let him have the manure from the sewage, he will

guarantee its being carried out.

The New Entrance to St. James's Park from Pall

Mall next Marlborough House into St. James's Park

cally as any trade in the metropolis, and that numerous
householders have felt it necessary to arm themselves
with revolvers, in order to defend their houses and pro-

perty and enable their families to pass through the dark
and long nights of the present winter in ease and
security. In consequence of the general impression
that the police have hitherto shown themselves unequal
to this emergency, a deputation of 18 gentlemen from
the parish ot Paddington waited upon Sir George Grey
on Tuesday, for the purpose of bringing under the notice

was permanently opened on Monday, when the following of the Government the insufficient number of the police

notice was issued by the Duke of Cambridge: " Ordered, force doing duty in that district. The deputation con-

that private carriages and hackney cabs only be per- ' sisted of Mr. Russell, M.P., Mr. Oliviera, M.P., Sir

mitted to pass through these gates, and proceed through Harry Goring, Messrs, Burslem, Jackson, Halsey,

the park to the gates at Buckingham Palace.—(Signed) Bay lis, Woolsey, and Harwood, Justices of the Peace
;

George, Ranger. Nov., 1856." The thoroughfare to

and from Belgravia and Pimlico through the Park will

now be free day and night.

Harrow School Chapel.—Upwards of 4000/. having

been subscribed towards the completion of this building,

the works have now been resumed, and it is hoped that

and other gentlemen. They laid before Sir G. Grey the

details of a variety of outrages against person and property

which had not been detected by the police. They stated that

the rateable value of the property in the parish of Pad-
dington is 522,570/., the population upwards of 50,000,

the streets repaired by the parish 22 miles, besides 10

Notes issued

tfanfe of iSngiamu
ISSUE DEPARTMENT.

• * • t • • ^3,536,235 * *Gorernment Debt
Other Securities ..

Gold Coin and Bullion
SUrer Bullion .. ,.

..411.015.100
3,459.900

9,06 1,235

• •

je:3,536,233

p BANKING DEPARTMENT.
Victors' Capital.. ..jei4,533,000

ft.- • 3,254.619
rub»ic Deposits (includ-
¥*< r-xeneqaer, S»mn«s
*aws. Commissioners

?f
N". Debt, and Dm-

Otft
,d

.

Aecr"-> 4.924.785
^'deposits 10.113 368
oeT«n da, »_,<_ other bills 89J-S31

4E3.536.235

Government Securities
(including Dead Weight
Annuity) MW.A&TfiG1

Other Securitie 19.0.4.017

Notes 3,605.815

Gold and Silrer Coin . ttXMS

in a year's time the two remaining portions of the miles not taken to by the parish, and the annual payment
design, including a beautiful memorial aisle to the to the police force 10,570L The deputation did not

Harrow men who fell in the Crimea, will be ready for complain of inefficiency on the part of the police indi-

use. From 800J. to 10007. will still be wanted, if the ; vidually, but strongly urged upon the Home Secretary

spire, projected by Mr. Scott, is to be a part of the work, the propriety of increasing, without delay, the number
~ " *"

of police in the district. Sir G. Grey paid marked
attention to the statements brought before him, asked a

number of questions bearing practically upon the sub-

jeer, and promised immediate inquiry. With reference

to the ticket-of-leave system it appears from remarks
which have recently proceeded from the judicial bench

that the operation of the system in this country is about

to be very much restricted, and that convicts sentenced

to penal servitude have been informed that the whole
as a general rule, be

The Saturday Half Holiday.—By an order just

issued by the Lord Chancellor the registrar's offices of

the various county courts in England and Wales are to

be closed on Saturdays at 1 o'clock, thus affording

several hours' relaxation to the clerKs employed.

The Late Lord Dudley Stuart.—Monday being

the anniversary of the death of Lord Dudley Smart, the

Polish exiles assembled at Sussex Chambers, St.

James's, to commemorate the event by paying a tribute

of respect and gratitude to the memory ot the departed
j

term of their imprisonment

champion of the Polish cause. Major Giegud occupied henceforth enforced.

In the course of his speech Major

a,,..
.£33,741,633

-Jta day of NoTember. ISoi.

1.741.633

31. MARSHALL, Chiei CaaUer.

©ajettt of tt)t *mttk.
^ TUESDAY—BANKRUPTS—B. Bakbr. Monckton Combe, Somersetshire,

fc^^u-J. Foord, Dover, Lieeuaed Victualler-* Foster, Birminjr-
K™« Timber Mercaant— J. Harrisok, Southport, Lancashire, Coffee

i',.2 £?re€t» Woollen Warehouseman—J- * ackfxzi* and S

4*f«. Machine Makers-W C. Stuart, Cambridge, Tailor-W. W
iKkSSRk. Wine Merchant.OMJluH SEQUESTRATIONS—

b and S. Cotton.
ILLIFORD,

the chair.

Szulczewski said :
—" The whole state of Europe poiuLs

now, as before, to Lord Dudley Stuart's policy as

regards Poland, as the only effectual chronic disorder

under which it has been suffering ever since the

annihilation of the national independence. An inde-

pendent Poland upraised again between Europe and

Russia is the only means of effectually checking her

aggressive European policy and her undue influence and

power in the West, and is the only basis on which a free

Italy and a free Hungary can be permanently established

and the equilibrium restored, winch will leave no other

battlefields open to the nations of Europe than those of

peaceful industry and moral and intellectual progress."

Law Amendment Society.—At a general meeting of

this society which took place on Monday evening in

Waterloo Place, Lord Brougham who was in the

chair, stated that he had been informed by Lor-j

Lyndhurst that it was not the intention of Government

to proceed in the next session of Parliament with

Sir Fitzrov Kelly's measure in reference to the Eccle-

siastical Courts. This was a subject of much regret, as

it was to be feared that any new measure to be

Tiik Great Bullion Robbery.—William Pierce and

James Burgess, the former for some time employed in

the printing department of the South- Eastern Railway

Company, and the latter till last week a guard in the

service of the Company, were brought before the Lord
Mayor on Monday on remand, charged with having

been concerned in the robbery :
of 15,0001. worth of gold

from a package in its transit from London to Paris, in

the mouth of May, 1855. It appeared from the evidence

that the robbery was committed with great deliberation

and adroitness, and that four persons were concerned

in it; the two prisoners, a man named Edward Agar,

who is a witness on the part of the Crown, and a fourth

person, named Tester, who at that time was employed
as a clerk in the office of the Railway Company, and who
is not at the present moment in England. Of the four

a -complices, therefore, A<-ar was the only one not in

the service of the Company. He is now a convict at

Portland, undergoing a sentence for forgery, and is in

o lier respects not uufamiliar with crime, and one

of] a class who are engaged systematically in the

commission of what are called large offences. The
way in which the discovery of the robbers was
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brought ai'out was somewhat remarkable. Agar at the

time the offence was committed was living with a young

woman named Fanny Kay, by whom he had a child, now
about two years of age. After the robber}' had been

carried out Agar was apprehended on the charge of

forgery, whereupon he left the woman Kay and his

child and about 7000/. worth of the booty in the charge

of his accomplice, Pierce. But Fanny Kay had a

quarrel with Pierce, who turned her and her child adrift

upon the world, and refused to pay the money due to

her. She retaliated upon him by going immediately to

the South- Eastern Company and communicating to the

authorities there what she knew of this matter. It

appeared however that what she knew as direct proof of

the robbery was extremely small, for great care was
taken by both Agar and Pierce, and also by Burgess, so

far as he had any communication with the house where
they lived, that she should not know what they were
engaged in during the time of this robbery. But her
evidence was so conclusive in many of its details that it

led to the arrest of Pierce and Burgess, to the pursuit of

Tester, and to the appearance of Agar as Crown witness
st the Mansion House. The difficulties which the enter-

prise presented at first sight were these :—Bullion trans-

mitted on the South-Eastern Railway is deposited in an
iron chest at the London terminus. This chest is placed
under the especial charge of the guard, and is by him
delivered at the other end of the line to the clerk, who

|

deposits the chest in an iron safe, of which he keeps the
key. It is thus easy enough for any one who has cor-
rupted the guard, or for the guard himself, if he has
succeeded in obtaining master-keys, to deal with the
iron chest as he will during its transit between London
and Folkestone. The real difficulty lies in obtaining
impressions in wax of the keys which open the safe and
the chest. The other points are merely questions of
detail, which can be dealt with easily enough by
graduates in crime. The robbery, according to Agar's
statement, was originally projected between himself and
Pierce. When the difficulty about the impression of
the keys was mentioned Pierce said that the iron chest
in which the bullion was transmitted was about to be
sent up to Chubb's for a new key, as one had been lost,

and that the new keys would for a brief space be in

the possession of Tester. This man Tester was
brought by Pierce to a beer-shop at the corner of
Tooley Street ; he had with him the new keys,
and Agar carefully took from them impressions in
wax ; but, as it appeared afterwards, only one im-
pression was available for use. It became therefore
necessary to go down to Folkestone to obtain an im-
pression of the other key. By one of those chances
which turn up in favour of rogues they were enabled to
carry out their design with the greatest facility. The
clerk in charge at Folkestone bad gone into another
room, forgetting that he had left the key of the safe in

the lock. Agar, admitted by Pierce, immediately took
an impression of the key of the bullion-box, which was
inside the safe. The preparation of the keys from the
impressions occupied a very considerable time, and was
carried out entirely by Agar. At length the task was
accomplished. When thus prepared the accomplices
resolved to carry out their designs as soon as bullion of
sufficient value should be transmitted from London to
Folkestone under the charge of Burgess as guard.
Some further arrangements were however necessary.
Lest the robbery should be prematurely discovered,
they would find themselves compelled to substitute one
weight for another in the iron box. The expedient which
presented itself to their imagination was to fill a number
of small bags with shot, and to replace equal weights
against the bullion which they might succeed in abstracting.

These bags they carried about with them, tied under
their clothes, until the opportunity, so long waited for,

arrived in the month of May in last year. On the
evening in question Burgess was guard of the down
express train to Dover. Agar and Pierce came to the
station in a cab, with their shot-bags around them, and
other shot-bags stowed away in two carpet bags which
they brought with them. Tester also was at the

station. Pierce was disguised with a large black wig
and whiskers, and had on a broad-brimmed hat. When
his accomplices arrived at the platform Burgess raised

his cap and passed his hand over his face, the signal

agreed to denote that the gold was there. The two
carpet bags containing the shot were handed to Burgess,
who placed them in the van in which was the iron box
with the bullion. After a little manoeuvring Agar con-
trived, with Burgess's help, to slip into the van, Pierce
all the while remaining in a first- class carriage. In a
few minutes the signal was given, and the train

started on its way. Then, between London and
Redhill, the strangest scene might have been wit-

nessed by any one who could have obtained a peep
within the van. The guard Burgess had joined his

accomplice Agar ; they had opened the iron box with
the master key, and were employed in taking out bags
of coin and bars of gold as rapidly as they could, and in

making up the weight with shot bags. At Redhill
Pierce also got into the van ; and at Redhill, too, one
of the bags, which had been previously filled with gold
tars, were handed out to Tester, in order to avoid
em arrass^nent when they arrived at the other end of the
line. Between Redhill and Folkestone the three accom-
plices continued their work, and abstracted gold to the
equivalent in weight of the shot which they had brought
with them. They swept up the floor when all ;was
done, and at Folkestone the irou chest was taken out in
the usual way and deposited in the safe. They went on
with the train to Dover, where Burgess, as if in the

usual course of his duty as guard, delivered the carpet-

bags containing the bullion to Pierce and Agar. They
supped at Dover, and came up the next day by a train of

which Burgess was guard. On their arrival in town they

took a cabtoEuston Square station, and thence proceeded

to the house of Pierce, who immediately busied himself

with the sale of the foreign coin. The gold

bars were melted down in the washhouse of

Agar's abode at Shepherd's Bush, the windows of the

apartment having been previously whitened and great

precautions taken to prevent the young woman Fanny
Kay from obtaining any knowledge of the proceedings.

When melted and beaten into another form the gold

was sold partly at the Bank of England, and partly got

rid of through the instrumentality of a man named
Seward, described as a «* barrister," bird-fancier, and

gold-fancier. A considerable portion was thus disposed

of and exchanged against Bank of England notes, which

were divided among the accomplices. Agar's arrest

and conviction for another crime followed, and then

the quarrel between Fanny Kay and Pierce, which led

to the discovery of the real criminals. Agar's evidence

on Monday was not shaken on cross examination, and

it was corroborated by that of the young woman Kay,

who proved that the firmness of Agar to his compact

with his associates, which had resisted all other attempts

at influence, had fallen before the natural affection that

he had for her and their child. At the close of the

examination the Lord Mayor refused to take bail, and

the case stands over for further investigation.

The Frauds on the Great Northern Railway.—
The adjourned examination of Mr. Leopold Red path

and James C. Cornyns Kent, the clerk, arrested on

suspicion of being his accomplice, took place yesterday

at Clerkenwell Police Court. Evidence was given at

great length to show thatRedpath had received dividends

on the amount of stock fraudulently standing in his name,

that Kent was the attesting witness to an instrument which

had been forged; and that there had been a unity of

action between the prisoners. The magistrate remanded

them for a week and refused to admit Kent to bail,

though two sureties of 4000/. each were offered on his

behalf.—The examination of the books whichcommenced
ou Monday week, has daily revealed forgeries of the most

startling character, which make it almost a matter of

certainty that Mr. Leopold Redpath's frauds will far

exceed the amount originally stated. It is said to have

been already ascertained that the company have been

for a long time past paying dividends upon 200,000/. or

250,000/. of capital, the existence of which they are

unable to trace. An hour or two after the examination

at the Clerkenwell Police Court on Friday week, and

after Mr. Redpath had been removed to the House of

Detention on the magistrate's remand, Superintendent

Loxton, of the metropolitan police, received orders from

the Secretary of State to proceed to Weybridge and

take possession of a house and estate which Mr. Redpath
had in that town. On the arrival of the superintendent

in Weybridge, he found that a large mansion nearly

opposite the parish church, called Messelington House,
was Mr. Redpath's freehold, having been purchased by

him last year for 30,000/., together with the extensive

grounds by which it is surrounded. In this mansion he
found that 10 servants were engaged, including a

fisherman to attend to a punt on the river, a coach-

man, aud a courier, who was specially employed to

accompany Mr. Redpath upon his continental travels.

The cook was paid 30/. a year, and the others on a scale

of equal liberality. Here, too, the Superintendent met
Mrs. Redpath, who was in a cheerful state of mind, and
inquired about the expected return of her husband in a

manner which clearly showed that she knew nothing of

the frauds for which he was then a prisoner in the

hands of justice. It was the melancholy duty of the

superintendent to communicate to her the intelligence

of the fate of her husband, when she became paintully

depressed, and fainted. Fortunately she has no children.

When the superintendent searched the house he found

it furnished in a style of the greatest splendour.

Pictures by first-rate artists, jewellery of the most
costly description, plate in the greatest abundance,
were fouud ; while the dresses of Mrs. Redpath were so

numerous that it is said a large cart would be insufficient

to carry them away. In the stables adjoining the house
were found fourhorses, abrougham which cost 180guineas,

a basket carriage, and other articles calculated to con-

tribute to the gratification of the most luxurious taste.

Some documents, too, of an important character were
found bearing particularly upon the charges against

the prisoner. The furniture was sealed up with the

official seal of the police, and a body of officers left in

possession of the house. The police, under the direc-

tion of the Home Secretary, are also in possession of

the prisoner's house in Chester Terrace, which he pur-

chased about three years ago for a sum exceeding
3000/. This house is furnished in an elegant and costly

style, and is said to be filled with articles of vertu, anti-

quities, and pictures. Soon Rafter purchasing it he
mounted his carriage, and, in addition to an establish-

ment of five or six female domestic servants, he kept a

coachman, groom, butler, and footman. Redpath lived

there in the highest and most luxurious style. He was
in the habit of receiving a great deal of company, and
gave parties and dinners of the most expensive cha-

racter. Whether or not peas were in season they were
to be seen on his table, at a time when they could not be

obtained at Covent Garden Market at less than 7s. or 85.

per quart. Grapes at 10s. per lb. were also to be found
there, and the same remark applies to every other article

of luxury.j^H is munificence and generosity (with other

people's money) were the talk of the entire neighbourhood.
As an instance of his extravagance and of the style in
which he did everything, it is mentioned that it was his
practice, prior to leaving home every morning, to have
his hair dressed by a perruquier from Strathern's,
in Princess Street,'Hanover Square. Either the principal
of that establishment, or some one deputed by him,
arrived at 27, Chester Terrace, every morning in a cab,
which was usually kept at the door for about an hour,
whilst the hairdresser was performing his operations.

Redpath was not only well known as a constant guest
at fashionable parties, but even contrived to get pre-
sented at Court. He was almost as well known in
Paris as in London, being a frequent visitor to the Hotel
Windsor, where he lived in most princely style, his
hotel bill being said to have averaged 100/. a-week,
besides what he expended at the expensive cafes which
he was in the habit of visiting, and where he thought
nothing of ordering wines at 30 or 40 francs a bottle.

During a recent visit it is stated that he became a com-
petitor with the Emperor for a beautiful antique model
of Leda and the Swan in silver. The Emperor
offered 700/., and Redpath 750/., and the coveted orna-
ment was duly conveyed to the mansion at Weybridge.
Redpath, like Robson, with whom he was extremely

intimate, was a great patron of the theatres, and mighs
be nightly seen either at the Royal Italian Opera or th*

Haymarket, to the stage of which he had ready access,

and where his love of display caused him often to give

away his money to the actors in a most extraordinary

manner. It was also a feature of his sytem to be con-

sidered a most charitable man, and his position as a

governor and almoner of Christ's Hospital and of the St.

Ann's Society, aided in obtaining for him a high

character in that respect. Since his capture however
circumstances have transpired, in connection with the

traffic in votes, in these, as well as other similar institu-

tions for money considerations, which, if pursued, may
open a large field for inquiry among the governors and
subscribers. As regards the St. Ann's Society, it is said

that he was not only a governor, but an auditor of the

institution. On the occasion of its annual festival^

Redpath was in the habit of paying from 50/. to 100/.

from his own pocket in order to add to the splendour of

the dinner—a fact of which very few of the guests

were cognisant. At the first dinner of the society,

after the return of the Duke of Cambridge from the

Crimea, when his Royal Highness presided, 100 guineas

were so expended, the subscription lists also bearing the

names of "Leopold Redpath, { Esq., 50/.; and Mrs.

Redpath, 50/. ; " and in the course of the evening Red-
path handed in another cheque for 105/., as a donation

from a " Citizen who admires the character of the Duke
of Cambridge, and who wishes to congratulate his Roys!

Highness on his return from the Crimea." With

regard to his antecedents, it appears that about 18 or

20 years ago he was clerk to Messrs. Wilcox & An-

derson, then the owners and managers of the line of

mail steamers to the Peninsula and Mediterranean. He
left their employment shortly before the service becama
so extensive that it was found expedient to organise the

Peninsula, and Oriental Steam Company. Redpath

then attempted to establish himself in business as a

seller of steam-vessels, and resided at Dartmouth Ter-

race, Blackheath Hill, but after furnishing his house

and contracting debts which he never paid, he became

a bankrupt, and seems to have retired to a very private

life. He then became a lawyer's clerk, and occupied

obscure apartments in Cumberland Market, whilst his

wife (who was the daughter of the late Major Sherman,

an Indian officer who resided at Maryland Point, Stratford^

Essex), obtained a situation as companion to an elderly

lady named Simmons, at No. 3, Cumberland Place.

After this he emerged again from obscurity, and ob-

tained employment at less than 2/. a week as a clerk in

the transfer office of the Great Northern Railway,

in which office Robson of Crystal Palace notoriety was

also then employed. From that time it appears they

have been on terms of intimate friendship. Robsou

was known as what is generally termed " a fast man,'

while Redpath's predilections seem to have gone in the

direction of a magnificent display at home as a con-

noisseur in art, a man of literary taste, a patron of

charitable and religious institutions and projects, and as

surrounding his table with men of distinction in the

Church, art, literature, and science. Redpath and

Robson for a long period lived as neighbours near the

Regent's Park, and were in constant communication

with each other, though they were men of entirely

dissimilar habits and pursuits. There is reason to

believe that at a future examination this acquaintance-

ship will be proved in a manner which will leave no

doubt about their having worked in concert, and

having been connected with each other in the perpetra-

tion of the great frauds with which the.r n*mes have

become identified. Both Robson and Redpath traf-

ficked largely on the Stock Exchange, and it is believed

that Redpath was unlucky to an extent wh.ch induced

him to commit further frauds, and which eventually

led to his detection. r«„T-.<n

Extensive Fraud on the Great

William Snell, chief clerk in the accouo-

of the Great Northern Railway, a very

respectably dressed man, aged 27, residmg *

Nightingale Place, Hornsey, was brought before tW

magistrate at Clerkenwell Pohce Court on Thursday,

charged with defrauding the Company of about
;

100W.

He had admitted his crime to the chief accountant,^no

had ascertained that a cheque for 500/.M ******
from the Company's cash box and applied by w

Another
Northern.-
tant's office
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•nrtsener to his own use.

•faini for a wfeek.

The magistrate remanded

Great Fire in the City.—On Thursday evening the
premises of Messrs. Hodgkinson and Rolls, envelope
manufacturers on Bennet's Hill, facing Herald's College,
and abutting on the Prerogative Court, were destroyed
by fire. The flames spread with such rapidity that
Doctors' Commons was for some time in imminent
peril, for if any portion of it had ignited the 'whole
wxge of buildings would have been destroyed, as there
is not a single party-wall throughout the precinct.
The Poor Law Board and the Parish of Mart-

lebone.—At the last meeting of the parochial authori-
ties of Marylebone, a letter from the Poor Law Beard
was read, recapitulating the proceedings between the
commissioners and the directors and guardians from the
inquiry instituted by their inspector into the alleged
flogging of women in the workhouse to the resignation
of the master, and stating that unless the directors and
guardians at once fill up the vacant office of Master, the
Poor Law Board, however reluctant to adopt such a
course, will apply to the Court of Queen's Bench for a
mandamus to enforce upon the directors and guardians
their legal obligation. A special meeting is to be con-
vened to take this subject into consideration.

Starvation of a Mother and Family in Maryle-
bone.—On Thursday week a woman called Elizabeth
Mann, the reputed wife of a carpenter named Franklin,
was discovered with her four children in a state of
starvation in Walmer Place, Bryanstone Square. The
mother was quite unconscious and died soon after the
discovery was made. It appeared from the evidence at
the inquest that she was a woman of very peculiar and
sullen temper, and had been in the workhouse until
September last, when she insisted on leaving the house
with her children in direct opposition to the wishes of
the parochial authorities. She then went to live in
Walmer Place, and nothing more was heard of her by
the parish officers until they received information that
the family was in a state of destitution. Accordingly,
the assistant overseer and inspector of poor for the
district, went to 7, Walmer Place, and there they
witnessed a horrible spectacle. The mother in a
complete state of nudity, and having all the appear-
ance of extreme starvation, lay stretched in an uncon-
scious state on a dirty mattrass on the floor of a miserable
apartment, while the children, three girls and a boy,
were huddled together in one corner of the room, in as
naked a condition as their parent. The whole family
were quickly removed to the workhouse, where the
deceased gradually sank and died. The children, who
stated they had not tasted food for five days have for-

tunately rallied, and, with the exception of the two eldest,

are progressing favourably. The workhouse surgeon
made a post-mortem examination, and proved that the
mother suffered from disease of the brain, the imme-
diate cause of death being an effusion into the brain,

resulting from a tumour. It was clearly proved that
neither the deceased non the children had applied for
parochial assistance since! they lefc the workhouse. The
coroner, in summing up, said that from the state of the
poor woman's braiiyit was quite clear that it had rendered
her wholly incapable of doing anything for herself or
her children, and hence the frightful state of destitution

into which they fell. His only surprise was that the
elder girl, 13 years of age, had not had sense enough
to apply to the workhouse. It appeared, however, that

she had not done so, and therefore there could be
no blame whatever attributed to the parochial authori-

ties. The jury returned a verdict of Natural Death.
The Supposed Murder near Erith.—The inquest

on George Carter, whose dead body was found near
Erith last week, was resumed on Tuesday, but nothing
further of a positive character was elicited, and the

inquiry was adjourned for a week. Government has

offered a reward of 100Z. for the apprehension of the

murderers, 100/. has been offered by the friends of the

deceased, and 501. by a local society for the prosecution

of felons. It was stated by the local medical men at

the inquest that it was impossible for the deceased to

have inflicted the wounds himself. Of the 16 punctured
wounds in the chest, breast, and ribs on the left tide, no
less than five had penetrated the heart, and there was
an extensive fracture of the skull at the back part of the

head, a portion of the skull about the size of an egg
being beaten into the brain. The deceased George
Carter was the son of a market-gardener, now dead, but

who formerly resided in York Road, Battersea. He
intended to proceed to Australia, and on the 21st of

October he executed a power of attorney appointing a

cousin to attend to his property, and also with the object

of obtaining ItiOl. in ready cash to enable him to proceed

on his voyage. When he was last seen alive he had a

bundle containing his outfit, and is believed to have been

on his way to join his ship. At the close of the pro-

ceedings it was stated tliat the police had obtained

important information, which, if divulged at present,

might defeat the ends of justice, but which would pro-

bably lead to the apprehension of the murderer. A
young man called Worrell was subsequently appre-

hended on suspicion, but he destroyed himself yesterday

morning in his cell by taking prussic acid, leaving a
letter stating that he was innocent of the charge, but
the disgrace of the accusation had driven him to

commit suicide.

Suspected Murder and Suicide in the Hackney
Road.—On Saturday night a man called Henry Fenn,
a carver and gilder, residing in Great Cambridge Street,

committed suicide by cutting his throat. About au
hour atterwards the body of his wife was found drowned

in the canal near Haggerstone Bridge, and there is officers on Saturday evening. In two cases they were
reason to believe that the husband murdered her and disappointed, the injured parties having been induced
then took his own life. In the absence, however, of by the friends of the accused to absent themselves, so
positive evidence to establish the fact, the jury returned that those charges were not gone into. In the third
a verdict of " found drowned " in the case ot the wife, case the complainant refused the bribe tendered him,
and one of " temporary insanity" in the case of the and appeared in support of the charge. The defendants
husband.

(
wh gave t iie j r name8 as Robert Gibson, ensign of the

Ioundling Hospital.—A statue to the memory of 29th Regiment, and John Stace, fruiterer, of Devon-
Captain Coram, the founder of this hospital, was placed, port), were seen between 8 and 9 o'clock on Saturday
on Monday, on the stone structure in the centre of the evening near the Fountain Hotel, St. Margaret's, in
entrance gates. The work is by Mr. Caider Marshall,
R.A., and the expense of it has been defrayed by private
subscription. The figure, which represents the philan-
thropist as handed down to us by Hogarth, is 8 feet
high ; and relieves the monotony of a line of low
buildings hitherto offensive to the architectural eye.
The City Gas Company. — In consequence of the

complaints which have recently been made respectinjr

the gas works in Blackfriars, negotiations have been
opened, under the auspices of the present Lord Mayor,
for the purpose of effecting an amalgamation of the
City Company with the Great Central, which would
have the effect of removing the works of the former
from their present locality in Blackfriars to the site of
the latter on Bow Common. The only difficulty which

company with a third officer, who bears the sobriquet
of «' Brown." Two of them were provided with.
riding whips, and they were heard to say that money
was cheap, and they would have a " spree " some-
how. They first commenced a series of attacks upon an.
old man selling sponge, whom they brutally knocked
about, and then assaulted an auctioneer, a feeble old
woman, and a tailor named Laming. In this way they
passed through several streets, creating the greatest
uproar and excitement, striking at every one they camo
near. The crowd increased as they approached the
barracks, until the police arrived and took them to the
station-house amidst yells, hisses, and great confusion.
Direct charges were only made against two of the
officers, who procured bail, and were shortly afterwards

has presented itself is one connected with the price of released. On Monday morning they were placed at
gas. Parliament has fixed the price of that manufac- the bar, when evidence having been given, the defen-
tured by the Great Central at is. per 1000 feet, on the * ' ' ' '

supposition that it could be made at a profit at Is. 9d.
The difference between this sum and 4*. has hitherto
been sufficient to defray all charges affecting its distri-

bution, and yield a dividend of 8 per cent, to the share-
holders, which is expected to be increased to 10 per
cent, when the consumption becomes greater. On the
other hand the City Company, which sell their gas at

dants said they merely acted in self-defence having
been first struck, but by whom they could not tell.

The bench convicted them of the assaults and sentenced
them to pay a fine of '60s. each and the costs, or in
default one month's imprisonment. The fine was
quickly paid and the parties released. It is stated that
a full report of the affair will be forwarded to the
Horse Guards.

the same price of 4s., pay only 3 per cent, dividend, and
| Doncaster.—Between 12 and 1 o'clock on Sunday

have a strong conviction that it is not possible to supply morning a fire was discovered among some corn stacks
gas of the quality now in use at is. per 1000, and at the in the farm premises of Dr. Mathews, a magistrate for
same time p»y a fair interest for the capital embarked, the West Riding, in the village of Hatfield, near this
It is said that the difficulty occasioned by this difference town. The flames spread with the utmost rapidity, and
of opinion is likely to be adjusted, and the two com-

;
in a short time extended to 1 4 stacks, the whole of

panies will apply to Parliament for tiie necessary which were destroyed. A powder-Mask was subse-
powers early in the ensuing session.

General Post Office.—Arraugement6 have been
made by the Board of Works to open up the central

portion of the large entrance-hall at the General Post
Office, St. Martin's-le-Grand, in order to obtain more
light, which is much needed. This object is not to be

quently found near one of the stacks, and there is no
doubt that the fire was the work of an incendiary. Tho
value of the property destroyed is estimated at 1400Z.

Manchester, — M. Kossuth delivered his second
lecture on Wednesday week, and his third lecture on
Saturday in the Free Trade Hall, the subjects being

effected by means of a ridge and furrow roof, similar to respectively the Neapolitan question and the Austriao
that of the Crystal Palace, but by forming a hipped roof

- "

over the opening, under which there will be constructed
a strong horizontal light, occupying the area of the centre
compartment of the ceiling.

The Public Health.— The Registrar-General^
weekly return states that the deaths registered in

London, which in the two preceding weeks were 969

Concordat. The following is a summary of the lectura
on Naples :

—

" The just interference of England and France in the affairs of
Naples was ominous. He had often been asked what was the
meaning of royal congresses and the presence of French and
English fleets in foreign waters? His answer was, i Woe to the
nations when kings put their heads together, and diplomatists
met in fond embrace.' England, which Austria had recently

and 1006, rose in the week that ended on Saturday, characterised as a 'second-rate Power/ was acting in concert

November 15, to 1090-an increase which is usual in ^^V>^ 1^^L<^_ttl
?
Vf™t ^jf**!™! t***tte£n?

iU i • if i i-
% . - • i -x n merely to prevent the trench people from pondering on their

this month, proverbially known for bringing with it cold
(

wn affairs. Would England, he asknd, lend herself to such a
weather and fogs. In the 10 corresponding weeks of policy? Revolutions were not possible where they were not

the years 1846-55 the average deaths were 105L which wanted - Englishmen might require reforms, but they did not

;r L.:«**J ;~ *• * r i ,

waut a revolution. With the French people the case was dif-
if raised in proportion to increase of population ferent . Sprung like a toadstool from a pool of blood, the mler
becomes 1156. The present rate of mortality is there- of France could take no root in the soil of his country. lite

fore still considerably below the average. The births government could have no future, because there was po reasoa

of 81G bnvs and 7HQ oirk_in ill 1 5 55 children
why it should ever have existed. Revolution in France was aor OlO f-ojs and /i guls—in alt IftW cliiiaren— question of time onlf . It could not be far remote when the 3 per

were registered in London during the wee* ; in the 10 . Cents, were at 66, while in 1848 they stood at 73. Louis Napoleon
corresponding weeks of the vears 1846-55 the average knew that Italy was a volcano, and therefore his whole solicitude

number was 1433,

JfrobmciaL
Cheadle.—The

Talbot's circular,

following letter, in reply to Lord
has been sent to the Shrewsbury

tenants by Messrs. Currie, Woodgate, & Williams,

the solicitors for Lord Edmund Bernard Howard and

Mr. Hope Scott and Mr, Serjeant Uellasis, his trustees :

" LincolaVInn Fields, Nov, 12.

" Sir,—You have probably received a notice from Earl Talbot

requiring you to pay your rent to him, and not to the trustees of nation. The object"ofthe BritishGovernmentVas repres
the will of the late Bertram Arthur, Earl ot Shrewsbury. We by Lord Palmerston in the course it was now pursuing-, w
beg you will pay no attention to this or any similar notice from
Earl Talbot, or any other person. No one has eveu a pretence

for claiming the estates against the devisees of the late Earl

until it has been proved to the satisfaction of the House of Lords

that the claimant has become Earl of Shrewsbury/ It is con-

fidently believed that the earldom has become extinct, in which
case the estates now belong, without question, to the late Earl's

devisee, Lord Edmund Bernard Howard, an infant, the second

son of his Grace the Duke of Norfolk. Under such circumstances,

it could not be expected that Mr. Hope Scott and Mr. Serjeant

Bellasis, the trustees for Lord Edmund during his minority,

would voluntarily surrender the possession of the estates and
submit to have a receiver appointed by the Court of Chancery at

the instance of Lord Talbot or any other person; though it may
be added that, with the desire of preventing annoyance to the

tenants, and at the same time of treating Lord Talbot with all

proper consideration, the trustees did offer to satisfy his lordship

that the rents of the estates, less the actual necessary expendi-

ture, should be invested and accumulated by them pending the

litigation which his lordship threatens. If ever Lord Talbot, or

any other person, should, contrary to all expectation, succeed in

establishing a title to the earldom of Shrewsbury, the devisees of

the late Earl will be fully prepared to maintain in the courts of

lav/ the validity ot the disentailing deed executed by the Earl of

his family estates. In the meantime, to secure the tenants from

being involved in any personal liability, it has been arranged,

with the sanction of the Duke of Norfolk, that a full written

indemnity against the claim of Earl Talbot, and every other

person, shall be given to the tenants on their continuing to pay
their rents to Mr. Hope Scott and Mr. Serjeant Bellasis, as

trustees for Lord Edmund Bernard Howard during his minority

;

and we have no doubt that such an arrangement will prove as

satisfactory to you as it has proved to the tenants of the other

estates the rents of which have fallen due since the late Earl's

death.
1 '

Canterbury.—On Monday morning the police office

of this city was crowded with persons anxious to hear

was turned to prevent an explosion. Hen:e his desire for joint
intervention with England. But let the people of England take
care that there was no trifling with the destiny of unfortunate
nations. Having given a description of the rise and fall ot
Sicily, once the garden of Europe, but now the most miserable

i place within the pale of Christendom. M. Kossuth referred to the
insurrection of 1848, contending that Great Britain, having once
recognised the nationality of the Sicilians, was bound either to
follow the policy of non-intervention with the Governments of
foreign nations, as laid down by Canning, or to control, by her
authority, any attempt to break down the form of goverument
which she had herself assisted to set up. Either of those courses
would be reasonable, but to paralyse the democratic energies of a
people, to swing them upon the rope of diplomacy, and then to
let themfall to the ground, was trifling with the destiny of a

ented
was to

secure the peace of Europe, endangered by the atrocious misrule
of the King of Naples. But how was that object to be attained?
A spark kindled at Naples would set the whole continent in a
blaze. The ruler of France knew that, and wanted intervention,
to avert the catastrophe. But why should Great Britain lend
her shoulder to support the tottering throne of European des-
potism ? England had nothing to fear from continental revolu-
tion. The throne of her Sovereign rested upon the affections of
her people, and not upon the personal safety of any Hapsburg,
Bourbon, or other continental despot. Diplomatic relations were
broken off with the King of Naples, and vessels of war were
cruising off his coast to protect, it was said, the lives and pro-
perty of French and British subjects. This might be so, but he
warned the people of England how they lent themselves to the
promotion ot French influence in the adjustment of the Neapolitan
difficulty. Ours was a great nation. Its glory was raised upon
the self-reliance of its sons; but let it not, in the zenith of its
fame, in the height of its moral and material grandeur, descend
to the leading-string of foreign influence by trifling with the
destinies of Italy."

The following is an extract from the lecture on the
Austrian Concordat, in which M. Kossuth treats of its

effects on Hungary and its bearing on the interests of
Protestantism :

—
" The present Austrian Concordat was so far as he knew the

first instance in history when a temporal Sovereign was seen
submitting to—even courting such an infliction, without the
shadow of any compulsion or any plausible pretext. In the
dominions of the bigoted House of Austria the interests of the
Romish religion stood in the most flourishing condition of secu-
rity, prosperity, and even splendour. He went not at all with the
idea that the State should legislate in affairs of religion. He
wished the time had come when the right of adoring God accord-
ing to the dictates of one's conscience should be as tree as the air
and as wide as the universe. Whenever legislative interference
in religious affairs appeared a fatal necessity the State should at

r

the details of a series of atsaults committed by three ; least take care to use its own authority, and not to abdicate it tc
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a foreign l'jwer. The Hungarian nation, Catholic in its !

majority, yet never until now had allowed herself to be visited
with the infliction of Concordats. England was less fortunate, or
more careless, in former tiroes, and there was more than enough
of Papal interference with English national concerns; but now,
happily, her only danger was that of locking herself too fondly in
her security—of neglecting, unlike her sailors, to take heed of the
smallest speck on the remote horizon, lest atempest be couched in it,

forifEngland allowed her sworn enemy in principle ofdespotism to
combine spiritual and temporal means in a coalition, the tempest
might prove too powerful lor even Britannia's proud bark to
weather. Towards such a coalition the present Austrian Con-
cordat was a well calculated danger-fraught step. It was not
religion about which the Papacy cared, but ' the penny of St.
Peter/ a modest expression for the coveted tribute of a world,
and for the ambition of universal supremacy. Having described'
the provisions of the Concordat, M. Kossuth said he now came
to the inquiry how it was that the present Emperor of Austria,
who had recoiled not from crimes innumerable to arrive at arbi-
trary dominion and unlimited despotism, and now voluntarily
abdicated his ill-gotten power in favour of such a Pope as
Pio IX., whom history had proved to be nothing better than an
untuned harp in the hands of malignity. The strange fact was
very easily explained, for we had but to remember the secret
treaty of Verona, dated 22d November, 1822, concluded between
the Kussian Czar, the Catholic Emperor of Austria, the Catholic
King of France, and the Protestant King of Prussia, in which
the high contracting parties declared their intention to sustainm their respective dominions such measures as the Church
might adopt for the strengthening of their interests, and pledged
themselves to each other to exert all their efforts to annihilate
representative Government wherever it might exist, and to
adopt all measures proper for the suppression of the liberty of
the press throughout Europe, as well as in their own dominions.
The first victim of their policy was Hungarv, which in all past
omes, before the Reformation, had been a chief bulwark of the
Christian religion against the pretensions of Popedom. He had
said enough to make it understood how important the Pope and
the Hapsburgs must think it to break that spirit of indepen-
dence in Hungary which heretofore not all the powers of
despotism bad bean able to efleet. i- must be borne in mind
chat in Belgium the Ultramontane party actually possessed
the sway: that in France Napoleon, who prides himself
upon being the first-born son of the Church while
there whs reason to think that something like a con-
cordat was actually under consideration in Russia. With
such facts as these before them it was obvious that without
a timely outbreak in Europe it was impossible to break the forces
that were about to muster against the civil and religious liberty
of the peoples. He said it with sorrow that, as far as Hungary
was concerned, the time for this conspiracy was well chosen,
because, if asked how they had so long maintained their inde-
pendence, he would say it had been by the free words resounding
in their hails of Parliament, and their numerous municipal
assemblies, now extinguished through Russian intervention. Now
was the moment or never to make Hungary a slave, and give the
Papacy an opening that would make it dangerous to civil liberty.
He believed Europe was on the eve of a great political crisis that
would destroy this convention, but it was a great thing for the
Pope that his dictates were elevated to temporal authority
throughout the whole land. If it succeeded, the religion
and liberties of Poland were felled with a blow. He agreed
that the State should not interfere in the affairs of the
Church, but there was another principle as a corollary to
that, which was that the Church should not interfere in the
affairs of the State. He would not say one word to give
offence to the religious feelings of Roman Catholics, but
religion was one thing and priestcraft another. After dwelling
upon the effects of the Concordat in Hungary, and the great
power it gave the Catholic clergv over the schools, as already
seen, the lecturer said, if he were asked what was all this to
England he would reply, as Oliver Cromwell did 200 vears ago,
Look how the House of Austria is prepared to destroy the

whole Protestant establishment in Hungary. You may say
this is a long way off; you may say, what is it to us? but I tell
you it concerns all yeur religions and all the best interests in"1a "'' And, verily, the time might come when manv

Scarborough succeeds to the Sand beck estates, of the
annual value of 23,0007. a-year, with the debt above
stated of 90,000Z. ; the succession duty upon this part of
the property, at Cper cent., will not be less than 210,000Z.

Sheffield.—A numerous meeting of the inhabitants
was held on Wednesday in the Town Hall to hear ad-
dresses from Mr. Hadfield and Mr. Roebuck, the two
members for the borough. Mr. Hadfield having first

addressed the meeting and given an account of his votes
during the past session, Mr. Roebuck mad* a long
speech on the policy of non-interference, the justice of
the late war, and the Maynooth grant, declaring on the
latter point that he will not vote for the putting down
of Maynooth until the Irish Church is put down, and
that he would rather have no State church and endow
none. The following is an extract from his speech
relating to the war :—

-

" I am for non-interference for England. I don't want her to
be eternally meddling in the quarrels of Europe. I want her to
consider her own interests, for those interests happen to be the
interests of mankind. But she has a mighty power to wield and
a great destiny to fulfil. She cannot move without the
world feeling that she moves. If she moves in error
woe to mankind ; if she moves in the right path, glory be to
her, and happiness to the people who constitute her whole
population. I believe we ought not to interfere in the
internal affairs of other nations; but while we abstain we
must see that nobody else does so interfere,
to remember that we are at the head of the great
Liberal party of the world. Despots banded together may
oppress humanity, and therefore we have the duty to see that
humanity is not oppressed. Therefore I say that England
should, if she can, ally herself against the despots of Europe
against the despotisms which oppress humanity. I will illus-
trate this. You saw the Hungarians rise up against that
monster despotism of Austria; you saw a gallant people makiug
a gallant fight. You saw that people conquering the Austrians

;

but you saw that other fearful despotism of Europe and of the
world—Russia—march in her hired hordes and put down that
gallant people. Where was England then? She stood by and
saw the iron heel of despotism crushing out the heart ot that
people. I say, if we had stood by and had seen the iron heel of I

fln-.li of our flesh; they are Englishmen on the other side ot the
Atlantic. But if they should do an Injustice, are we to stand by
and see it done? (Cries of ' No! ') No, England" s great destinr
makes her the protector of mankind, and we should be derogatii
from our own dignity if we allowed any nation, however great'
however nearly allied to us, to do aught that would bring dis-

j
credit upon the great principles of humanity, If we could prevent
it. I say, though I would have us bound to America by every-
thing that can bind—though I would by every tie unite us to
her, and would not interfere one iota with her internal transac-
tions, though I look with great sorrow upon them— I will not
express in public my opinion on the matter,—yet rather than
see her oppress mankind I would oppose her, and oppose her to
the death."

Sheffield.—The Yorkshire papers state that the

garotte robbers do not confine their ravages to the

metropolis. They are diffusing themselves throughout
the country, and the West Hiding appears already to

have received more than a fair share of their attentions.
" Garotting," says a Sheffield contemporary, « appears
to be particularly in favour, in fact, as one may say, in

fashion. The operations up to this point have shown
more than an average amount of vigour and spirit. In
our own county, and in this particular riding, especially

Leeds, Bradford, York, Sheffield, Rotherham, there is

scarcely a town of note that has not contributed a
robbery with murder, or something within an ace of it.

Now, it a man is a mile from home after dusk, and is an
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nour after the usual time, the wife sits seeing visions of

robberies and murders ; and if a couple of hours elapse

the man's friends start in quest of his body. We have
suddenly tumbled back into the social state of a hundred
years ago, before the invention of gas ; with this dis-

heartening difference that in those days a constable did

now and then apprehend a thief or a murderer, but our
present policemen know better." So flagraut has the

evil grown, that last week Colonel Pollard, the chairman
of the Halifax magistrates, announced, for the benefit

of the belligerents on society, that a number of gentle-

Russia put upon Turkey, that we should have reiterated the
men living in that neighbourhood carry double-barrelled

England.'
# ^ r

should say that he who" said this was not only a great captain
and an eminent statesman, but something of a prophet likewise.A distinguished clergymau at Liverpool, having listened to his
lecture on this subject at Liverpool, said it had caused him
sleepless nights, for after pondering over his words he felt
impressed with the belief that an immense danger was gathering
over the Christian world. And it was a sad fact that in Europe
now the number of Protestants was actually smaller in propor-
tion to the whole population than it was some centuries ago.
This fact told volumes that everything was not with Protestan-
tism as it ought to be ; the world wanted a new Luther and a
new reformation."

Nottingham.— The peculiar circumstances under
which the late Earl of Scarborough was placed, and the
immense property which his lordship had to dispose of
without; being trammelled with the law of entail or of those
ofprimogeniture, have been the causeofmuch speculat ion,
not only in this county but in those of York, Lincoln,
and Durham. It is said that the late earl's father was
a man of singular character and the most peculiar
habits, and very little intimacy existed between himself
and his son ; indeed it is well known that it was through
his violent conduct towards his son when a boy that the
late earl was a cripple through life. Somewhat early in
the life of the late earl, then Mr. John Lumley Savile,
he became intimate with a French lady, who had been
banished from the home of her husband in her native
country, the issue of which intimacy was three sons and
one daughter, all now living. Previous to his
accession to the estates his income was very cir-
cumscribed, and when he entered upon his inheritance
he found himself involved to the amount of upwards of
-00,000Z., which not having the means of liquidating
he secured the payment upon the estates, but although
during the last 20 years he possessed a rent-roll of
€0,0007. a-year, his lordship ouly liquidated 30,000^. of
s»ch debt, so that 170,000*. still remains on the estates,
the payment of which he has apportioned as follows :

viz from the Sandbeck estates 90,000*., and from the
Kufford estates 80,000/. The estates at Rufford, of the
alue of 37,000/. a-year, he has bequeathed to his second
son, Captain Lumley of the 1st Life Guards, on the con-
aition that he takes the name of Savile after that of
l-umley To his eldest son, at present the English
ckarge d'affaires at Washington, in the United States, hehas left only 500/ a-year for life. To his third son, the

wi ;>, v
ck ^m * Savile Luraley> MA > rector ^

£: ,
PS ?<**, he has only bequeathed a small legacy,

IE&T2fQT\ l° payhU iife insurance policy, whichhis lora*hip had previously compelled him to effect. To
his daughter he leaves a small annuity. The succession
duty upon the Rufford estate, at 10 per cent., will

fault we committed when we allowed Hungary to be put down.
I sided on that occasion with the wise, and as I believed, the
benevolent object of putting our hand upon the mane of the
great bear of Europe. No, I made a mistake. Zoologicallv, a
bear has no mane

;
but we put our hand on its neck. In siding

with that object, I believed I was endeavouring to make England
fulfil her great destiny. And, just as I mourned over the
gallant Hungarians—and I must say, the gallant Austrians,
too—and I should have mourned over the Piedmontese if
they had been oppressed by the Austrians—as I should mourn
over the Belgians if they were oppressed by France—so I should
have mourned if Turkey had been oppressed by Russia. It was,
then, in furtherance of this great principle of non-interference'
not the non-interference of England alone but of everybody else,
that I acted. Austria. Russia, and Prussia can, if they pl*ase^
unite ; and shall England stand by and see them swallow up, bit
by bit, every particle of freedom in Europe ? Is that her duty ?
That is not my idea of what her duty is. I know that there is
a part—a portion of mankind who believe that the only religion
upon earth is the worship of the almighty dollar. I do not. I
am not of that opinion. I believe that, for the good of mankind,
good men ought to unite when bad men combine. Therefore I
say I united with that party which proclaimed war with Russia.
I was in the House of Commons upon that solemn occasion when
the message of the Queen was brought down to us in the House
which told us that we were at war with Russia. I felt great
sorrow, for war, as my hon. friend has said, is a great calamity
to mankind. I felt great sorrow that there was any man among
the millions on the earth who could for some paltry petty object
inflict that great calamity upon the rest of the world. For,
mark you, the Duke of Wellington well said, ' England can
wage no little war.' "We are a great nation, and the
moment we declared war against Russia we roused Europe
at once. Europe felt all the calamities of war, but for
that we were not to blame. It was the Russian despot not us.
But if we, upon the suggestion of my hon. friend, stood cowering
by and had seen the hordes of the Russian despot marched across
the Pruth—if we had merely entered our ' solemn protest ' upon
that occasion—not the protest backed by bayonets and guns, but
in the empty form of diplomacy—I think we should have placed
England in a disgraceful position. We should have disgraced
her in the eyes of the world. I should have disgraced myself if
I had acted on that opinion of non-interference, and I believe
you coincided with me. Such, then, was my view of the
Russian war. Now I will state to you my views upon this
Neapolitan interference. I think we are militating against
our own rule in this matter, in interfering between a people
and their Sovereign. Now if the Austrians had marched
their troops into Naples, then I say we might fairly have
declared war against Austria. But Austria has done no
such thing. We have said to King Bomba— as I think be is
called in derision —'You oppress your subjects; you must
not do so any more.' Though I lament as much as any one
that there should be such an animal upon this earth as King
Bomba, yet between him and his people I think it is our
duty not to interfere. The moment any other Power inter-
feres, then we can step in. With our mighty fleet, that can
cope with all the other fleets of the earth, and our gallant army,
of which nothing can be said too high, we could put down the
Austrians as we might, if we had been wisely guided, have put
down the Russian. We have been the friends of freedom, of
good government, of humanity ; but if we had narrowed our
minds to the consideration simply of making money, of spinning
cotton, of hammering iron, and weaving cloth, I think we should
have be*n a despicable people—not England filled by English-
men. Upon this point my hon. friend and myself differ. I don't
know whether he will take the interpretation I have given you
of non-interference, but sure I am that we shall be called upon
to make this application very soon, for I believe that the world
is now upon the eve of great events. We live in great times.
Talk about the apathy of the English peopl* ! There is no
apathy in the people of England. I saw them rise as one man in
support of the war. I saw them rise as one man in sup-
port of that gallant army we sent abroad. We welcomed
them back— aye, wth those heartfelt thanks which such men
worthily deserved at our hands. We are in a position to send
forth our sons on a glorious mission, for no man will interfere
with us when we fulfil our destiny, and do not let any of our sons
at least disgrace England so far as to make her an abettor of
oppression in any part of the world. That is my view. Of America,
all that has been said by my hon. colleague I entirely agree with.
With her I should be loth, more loth than with anybody else, to
enter into war; but even with her I would go to war if she did
an injustice to us. It is not the time to mince matters; and I
like straightforward speaking on all occasions. There is at this
moment—and I use an American term—a Filibustering spirit
in America, and if that leads them beyond their own boundary—
if that leads them to attack foreign nations—we, in the fulfilment
of our non-interference principle, should be bound to interfere
also. I say that a war between England and America would be
almost the greatest calamity that mankiud could suffer. We
have every tiling that can bind us to that nation; they are of the

amount to upwards of 300,0004. The present Earl of f
ame bl,K)d

'
they have the sarae lanS™ge, they have the same

*- ««. x^uri qi i hterature, laws, and institutions; they are bone of our bone and

pistols, which they are fully resolved to use whenever
the occasion shall arise.

Totness.—The body of an old man named Stanley, the
" Gipsy King of the West," was found a few days ago
in the river Dart, and there is no doubt, from the

medical evidence and other circumstances, that he has
been murdered. At the inquest it was stated by Khoda
Stanley, the wife of the deceased, that her husband left

the van early on Tuesday week to go to Totness fair
;

she did not accompany him, but saw him in the after-

noon, when they had some drink together. He left her
to go to the horse fair, and she never saw him alive

again. Almost his last act was to buy a pony for his

" poor old woman to ride," as he thought she was
getting up in years, and needed such help in her wan-
dering about the country. The witness seemed frantic

with grief, as she said deceased " was such a good old

man to her." The ostler at the inn where deceased

stopped last saw him standing in the passage in com-
pany with a " strange man," who was respectably

dressed. A surgeon deposed that death had been caused
by strangulation. There was a dark red band round
the neck, evidently produced by the neckcloth being
tightly pressed against it The hands were clinched,

and raised as if in self-defence, and there was a heavy
frown on the countenance. It was suspected that the old

man had met with foul play by some of the Gipsy tribe,

but the evidence did not tend to support that suspicion,

inasmuch as he seems to have been popular among his

fraternity. Active exertions are making by the police

to endeavour to discover the murderer, and the inquest

has been adjourned for that purpose.

Wakefield.—A meeting of magistrates was held in

this town on Friday for the election of a chief constable

for the West Riding. ^ The Hon. E. Lascelles, M.P.,

presided, and 144 magistrates were present There
were altogether 64 candidates, but 10 were struck off

the list, in consequence of their not having sent in testi-

monials, and only two were proposed and seconded,

namely, Colonel Cobbe, of the 2d West York Militia;

and Colonel Monckton, of the 1st West York Rifles.

Previous to the election a resolution was agreed to,

making it imperative on the chief constable to live

within a mile of Wakefield. Colonel Monckton, in con-

sequence of this resolution, withdrew from the contest,

and Col. Cobbe was consequently elected unanimously.

Wokingham.—On Friday the 14th inst a dreadful

murder was committed at the village of Embrook, near

this town ; Mr. Charles Forrester, a dissenting

minister and tract distributor, who has hitherto borne

an irreproachable character, having murdered his only

child a boy five years of age, of whom he had always

appeared exceedingly fond, by nearly severing the head

from the body by means of a razor. He immediately

went to the Wokingham police station and gave himself

up as the murderer, aud in the course of the day was

fully committed by the magistrates to take his trial at

the assizes on the capital charge. It appears that ne

was formerly a tradesman in London and has been

for two years past employed by Mrs. SaUmarcne ot

Rose Hill, near Wokingham, as a tract distributor and

visitor of the poor. In this capacity he obtained much

respect for his earnestness, but Mrs. Saltmarche m
July last considered that his intellectual qualifications

were not of a sufficiently high character, and she there-

fore told him to find some other employment. Xhe

loss of this situation seems to have preyed upon ins

mind and to have induced a desponding state, tfeing

unwell at that time, and having indications of con-

sumption, he succeeded in becoming a patient in tne

Consumption Hospital at Brompton, where he

mained until a fortnight ago. He returned
J*>

home at Embrook on Monday week, and found that ma

re-

his

V
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wife during his absence had opened a shop for the sale

of grocery, and was doing comfortably. He was
however in a very low, desponding state, and continued

so until Friday when he committed the murder, it is

supposed, in a paroxysm of insanity.

Srelano.

Duchess of Atholl, Lady in Waiting to the Queen, has

been received into the Roman Catholic Church within

the last few days. There are now four Scotch Duchesses

converts to the Roman Catholic Church, viz., the

Duchesses of Hamilton, Buccleuch, Atholl, and the

Dowager Duchess of Argyll.

Accident to the Chiff Secretary.—Mr. Horeman
met with an accident on Saturday while hunting in the

county of Dublin with the Ward hounds. His horse

fell and rolled over him, but fortunately without causing

any serious injury. Mr. Horsman rode home 18 Irish

miles after the accident, and was able to transact busi-

ness as usual on Wednesday.
Dreadful Murder of a Railway Cashier.—

A

most painful sensation was created in Dublin on Friday

afternoon by the discovery of a shocking and mysterious

tragedy at the terminus of the Midland Great Western

Railway, the body of Mr. George Little, the cashier,

having been found in his office with his throat cut in a

frightful manner, and under circumstances which at first

led the public to suppose that he had committed suicide.

In the early part of the morning the absence of the

deceased was not noticed, and his office door re-

mained closed without attracting particular attention

until 11 o'clock, when his sister arrived at the terminus

to inquire about his absence, stating that he had not

returned home during the previous night. Inquiries

were then made, and as one of the porters observed then

for the first time that the gas in the office was still

lighted, a good deal of alarm was felt. A ladder was

procured, and a boy entered the room through a

window, when he discovered the body of the unfor-

tunate gentleman lying on his face in a pool of blood.

The door was broken open, and several persons con-

nected with the railway entered. The body was examined

and found to be quite cold, the throat being cut from

ear to ear, in such a manner as to leave the head almost

hanging from the body. Such a discovery at the

present moment, when men's minds are filled with

reports of the defalcations of railway and other officials,

immediately created the impression that Mr. Little had

been guilty of some such breach of trust, and had sought

to escape from the consequences by suicide ; but the

circumstance of a large sum of money being found in

his desk, and the discovery of his accounts being made

up to the day in the most exact manner, completely

falsified the supposition. An inquest was commenced

in the afternoon, but only a very imperfect examination
,

of the circumstances having been made, the coroner

thought it right to adjourn the proceedings, and in the

meantime caused the detective police to make a rigid

search on the premises. On resuming the inquest on

Saturday the evidence obtained in the meantime left no

doubt that deceased had been the victim of a most brutal

murder. The instrument with which his throat had

been cut had disappeared, nothing witb a sharp edge

having been found in the room except a penknife, which

was quite clean. The key of the door had also

vanished, the murderer having evidently locked the

door and taken the key with him. A towel was found

covered with marks of blood and some cuts, as if the

knife with which the deed was done had been wiped on

it in a hasty manner. The throat was mangled in a shock-

ing manner, the lobe of one of the ears was cut off, and

one side of the skull nearly battered in with some blunt

instrument. Some of the mysterious circumstances of

the case remain, however, still unexplained. Thus, a

large sum of money amounting to several hundred

pounds in gold and notes, still lay on the desk of the

unfortunate gentleman, indicating that the robber

either did not see it, or was satisfied with a sum of

300/. which he appears to have taken from the iron

safe or press in the office. The secretary of the

company showed that the deceased had made up

his accounts in a satisfactory manner up to Wednes-

day last, and that no circumstances could be discovered

to impeach his character in the slightest degree. After

hearing some general evidence, as well as that of the

medical gentlemen who had examined the body, the jury

returned a verdict of Wilful Murder against some

person or persons unknown. On Wednesday the canal

near the station was drained, when an engineers

hammer, with human hair still adhering to it, was

discovered. There is no doubt that this is the instru-

ment with which the crime was committed, and it is

said that the police are now ou the track of the

murderer.

ftaUfoap**
Fatal Collisions on the Newport and Hereford.—

On Wednesday the 12th inst. a collision took place

near Pontrhydrun, between the express train from

Hereford to Newport and about a dozen trucks which

had escaped from the Pontypool station on the Mon-

mouthshire line, and were running at a fearful rate

down the steep decline towards Newport. Tra driver,

guard, and firemen having done all they could to

reverse the train, and seeing a collision inevitable,

jumped off and escaped unhurt, but several of the pas-

sengers, including some Irish sailors on their way to

Birkenhead, were severely injured. In the afternoon

a still more serious collision took place on the same

line near the Nantyderry station. The engine of the

down express from Hereford after leaving Abergavenny

jumped off the line and crossed the upline, when a

goods train came up, and ran into the passenger car-

riages. The engine was thrown upon its side down the

embankment, aud the train presented the appearance of

a wreck. Two of the passengers were killed, viz., Mr.

Edward Henry Hands, of Wolverhampton, and Mr.

Mark Hicks, of Tetbury ; and several others were

severely bruised, among whom was the guard of the

express.

Fatal Accident on the Waterford and Kilkennt.

—A fearful collision took place on Wednesday near

Dunkill, two miles from Waterford. The Dublin day

mail ran into a ballast train, kill ng five labourers in the

latter, and severely injuring four passengers in the

mail train, one of whom, Dr. White, of Dublin, In-

spector of Lunatic Asylums, is lying in a precarious

state at Waterford. Of the labourers killed, four had

their heads cut completely off, and the other, who was

the only one who showed any signs of life after the

collision, had his arms cut off.

The Rev. J. G. Moitstaiw. of Newfoundland, died at St. Johns
on the 10th of October. He was about 89 years of ape, and was
econd -on oftha Bnr. Dr. Mountain, and rector ol BtanhMB,

Bedfordshire, aud nephew of the Bishop of Quebec. He was

educated on the foundation of Eton 0>H. where he greatly

d tinguisli.d himself, and obtained the Newcastle Medal in 1837

for classical scholarship. He entered the University of Oxford

as '• Postmaster" of MertonColh-cc. and graduated as second-class

man in classical honours in 1S41. 11« returned to Eton, after

: kins his degree, as a private tutor, and officiated for some time

ns curate to the Rev. T. T. Carter, rector of Clewer. About

10 years ago he determined to undertake the arduous life of a

missionary in the climate of Newfoundland. He therefore went

out to his friend. Bishop Field, who made him his chaplain and

( rncipal of St. John's College.

Ma. David Bogue, the well Ipiown publisher of St. Bride s

Passage. Fleet Street, died suddenly on Wednesday morning at

his re-idence in Camden Villas. He retired to rest on the pre-

vious evening In his accustomed health and spirits and about

8 o'clock on Wednesday morning, before hreakfast, he com-

plained of a sudden sense of Biiffocation, almost immediately

afterwards became speechless, and in two cr three minutes had

ceased to exist. The deceased w:v r many years in partner-

ship with Mr. Tilt, at whose retirement he carried on the busi-

ness alone, and was greatly respected for the uprightness and

straightforwardness which marked all his transactions. Mr.

Bogue was about 45 years of age, and has left a widow and five

children.

©fctttiaxg.
His Sebese Highness the Prince of Lkinisgek, whose

death is announced in our Court News, was the only son of the

late Prince by his marriage with the Princess Victoria Mane-

Louise ot Saxe-Coburg (now the Duchess of Kent), and was con-

sequently half brother to her Majesty. He was b rn
i

in 1&04,

and succeeded his father in July, 1814, being then in Ms 11th

year. In September, 1823, he was declared " of age. He then

entered the Bavarian army, in which he held the rank ot

lieutenant-general and colonel-in-chief of the 5th regiment of

cavalrv The Prince married in 1829 Marie Countess of

Kletelsberg.by whom he leaves issue—Prince Ernest, born 1830,

and Prince Edward, born 1833. Prince Ernest, who succeeds to

the title, is a lieutenant in the British navy. He distinguished

himself during the recent operations in the Black Sea, and in

May last was appointed second lieutenant of her Majesty ssteam

frigate Magicienne.
Prince Woronzoff died on the 18th inst., at Odessa, where

he had arrived only a few weeks before. He was the son of

Count Simon Woronzoff, Russian Ambassador at this Court, and

was born at St. Petersburg, in 1782 ; he was therefore
>
M years

old He was educated in England, and during his father s resi-

dence in this country his sister married the late Earl of

Pembroke, and became the mother of the Right Hon. Sidney

Herbert. Michael Woronzoff, at the age ot 19, entered the

Russian army, served in the Caucasus, and afterwards in several

campaigns against Napoleon from 1812 to 1814. He represented

Saat the conference of Aix-la-Chapelle. In 1823ihe was

appointed Governor of New Russia, and continued to hold that

office until the late war. He was engaged in the Turkish
t

war of

182S, And held the command after Menschiknff had been

wounded at Varna. In 1845 he was sent to subdue the Cir-

cassians, and although the brave mountaineers were able to

resist even the immense forces at his command, he.^ceeded in

the capture of Dargo, one of Schamyl's Jtrongho ds in the

Caucasus and was rewarded with a Princedom. The civil ao-

minU^a«ofPtlnoe Woronzoff has entitled him to much

Praise When the conflict between Russia and the Allies broke

out in 1853, he was permitted, at his own urgent request, to retire

tV
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KT. How. Lady Staffokd, the wife of the present Lord

sabarsfttr"3FWg
5TSS& ta Lord Stafford In 1S*>. <»• "£,?$* o
Ed«-ard Charles Howard, Esq, uncle of the late Date

N
°S,r William TEttaWHT, BaET., of Trelawny, Lord Lientenarit

Trelawnv formerly member for 1 avistock.

tuMiKAL FRTbKBiCK Watkins died a few days since He was

foTde'tS in the navy, his commission
i
as lieutenant

itttBccllanrous.
The Great Wrought Iron Gun.—A very elaborate

report respecting the experiments at Shoeburyness

with the great wrought-iron gun has just been issued

showing the results of 50 rounds, each fired with a

501b. charge, the projectile being solid shot, 2801b.

weight. The length of the gun, it will be remembered,

is 15 feet 10 inches, and its weight (exclusive of the

carriage) 437 cwt. From these exper m-nts it appears

that its ranges exceed by 10 per cent. \h «e of the best

solid shot guns in her Majesty's service, and by 20 to

25 per cent, those of the 8 and 10-inch (shell) guns.

Further experiments are to take place on the 25th inst.

when the power of the gun will be tried against the

bomb-proof floating battery Trusty. This vessel will

leave Sheerness for Shoeburyness early on that morning

under steam power, assisted by steam-vessels, and a

gunboat will be in attendance to convey the officers who

are to superintend the experiments. The Trusty will

be towed upon the sand within 600 yards ran^e of the

batterv erected for the purpose. On the larboard side

of the vessel, a large target is to be painted, so that

each gun may be laid for the target. Thirty-two

pounders will be first tried, and the weight increased

until the monster gun is fired. It is reported that

several officers have voluntered to remain on board.

While under actual fire they will remain down in the

fore hold ; and after each shot, will report the effect by

a preconcerted code of signals, which will be arranged

and carried out by Captain Halstead and the officers of

the screw steam guardship Edinburgh.

ittarkets

COVENT GARDEN, Nov. 22.

Supplies of most things have somewhat improved. The best

sorts of Pears are, however, still dear. Foreign Grapes continue

to arrive in small quantities. Apples still realise high prices.

Good varieties for kitchen use are scarce. Filberts are a

tr.fle cheaper. There is still a fair demand for Kent Cobs at

110s. per 100 lbs.; Barcelona Nuts, 20s. per bushel; New

Spanish and Brazils, 18s. ditto. A few Chesnuts have been

offered at high prices. New Oranges have arrived -price

from 3s. 6d. to 9s. per hundred. All kinds of vegetables

in season are tolerably well supplied. Portugal Onions fetch

from 9s. to 16s. per 100, or from 2s. to 3s. per dozen. Potatoes

are very much diseased. Cut flowers consist of Heliotropes,

Orchids, Gardenias, Violets, Camellias, Mignonette, Heaths,

and Kosea. „,,,,FRUIT.
Pine apples, p. lb. ,3s to 6s

Grapes, per lb., 2s to 4s

Figs, per doz., Is to 3s

Melons, each, 2s to 5s

Pears, per doz.. 8s to 10s

Apples, per half sieve, 6s to 8s

VEGETABLES.

Oranges, per 100, 3s 6d to 9s

Lemons, per doz.. Is to 2s

Filberts, per lb., lOd to Is 3d
Kent Cobs, p. 100 lbs, 110s

Almonds, per bush., 32s

Cabbages, per doz., 9d to Is 6d

Cauliflowers, p. doz., Is to 4s

Broccoli, per bunch, 9d to Is

Tomatoes, per hf. sieve, 4s to 6s

Shallots, per lb., 4d to 6d
Garlic, per lb., 4d to 6d

Brussels Sprouts, per half sieve, Lettuces.Cos., p.score.ls to ls6d

ls6dto2s6d - Cabbage per score, 9d

Potatoes, new, p. ton, 60s to 120s
;

to Is

_ cotlanD*

Election op Lord Rector of Glasgow University.

-The election to the highest office in Glasgow Univer-

sity, now vacant by the retirement of the Duke ot

Argyll took place'on Saturday. Three candidates were

originally nominated—viz., Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton,

•Lord Stanley, and Sir John Ilerschel. The last was

topped, and a very keen canvass was carried on on

behalf of the others. Sir E. Bulwer Lytton was sup-

Ported by the Conservative students as well as by an

influential section who desired the election to rest upon

Purely literary grounds. Lord Stanley, on the other

^nd, was supported by the Liberals on political grounds,

as a rising statesman likely to do honour to their party,

fhe result was that Sir Bulwer Lyttou had a consider-

able majority in all the .Nations into which the students

are divided, aud was elected by a total majority ot 10b,

the numbers being 242 to 134.

Thk Roman Catholic Church in Scotland.-—The

the oldest aamuai m ...^ »*•••> —- —
q H senior

fi^atVeS; one of while.,, the Ver.pance, J.Mj^P™* I *

*££Tm£Z*SZrt Marsha, who for manyyear

repreinte-T the coumy Clare fatMkM «jd tart week He

£In,nr*hlp events in the career of the late Mr OLonneu, in

Sirjss s:assessr^gg;
° the

*"
uiLri in the United K inpdom. died last week in Dublin.

6

Tikct D S«ll K E. was killed last week by an unfortunate

522' -mS occurred near Guildford. He was driving with
accident wl^l'^'u

;
r
^4art when he was thrown out of the

vlhic e

he
a

r
n°d

ft

kiffed^tnf&t. The other gentlemen were

n^t^ured beyond aU bruises,^f^^^f^^
nhMv accident the performances at Aldershott Theatre, in wtucu

the deceased wL an amateur, were postponed to the 20th inst.

— per bush., 2s to2s9d
Carrots, per bunch, 4d to 6d

Turnips, per doz., 2s to 3s 6d',

Spinach, p. sieve, Is 6d to 2s

Cucumbers, each, 4d to 2s

Beet, perdoz., Is to 2s

Celery, p. bundle, 9d to 2s

Leeks, per bunch, Id to 2d
i mions, p. bushel, 2s to 4s

Capsicums, per 100, Is to 2s

Veg. Marrows, per doz., 8d to 1

, Endive, per score, Is to Is 6d
' Radish,Tnrnip, p.doz.,ls to ls6d

Small Salads, p. pun., 2d to 3d
Horse Radish, per bun, 2a to 5s

Mushrooms, p. pott., Is to ls6d
Parsley, per bunch . 2d to 4d
Mint, green, per bunch, 2d to 3d
Marjoram, p. bunch. Id to 2d
Savory, do., Id to 2d
Chilies,' per 100, Is to Is 6d

BRITISH WOOLS.—Losdok, Nov. 21.

A fair demand continues for most descriptions of wool, the

finest still continuing to have the preference The alteration in

the rate'of interest by the Bank of England h«.priced no

effect in our market rates. J «>« * Mobbiht.

uth-downHog- a. d. 9. d LeiceaeAV ether. 1 3 to 1 3*

gets... -1 6tol 6* Ditto Hoggs ...1 4 — 1 4£

Half-bred ditto... 1 44—

1

Down Ewes ... 1 3*—

1

Kent Fleeces ...1 3A—

1

64
5

4

Hoggs ... 1 4 — 1 4*

Flannel Wool ..1 0—1 5

Blanket ditto ... 7 —0 10

Combing Skins . 10^-1 3i

The Colokial Wool Sales.-TIio fine descriptions of wool

fullv maintain the late rates. East Indian wool sells at a small

reduction, in consequence of the depressed state of the blanket

trade.

POTATOES.—SoUTHWABK, Monday, Nov. 17.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have.,.^en very

small aofthe kuoi of the year, and the most of -Tern in bad

condition, which causes the consumption to fall on, ana

Z, trade is very heavy, at the followi/g V"**™^
-Yorkshire Regents. 70s. toltO;.; Kent

f«
.^x *o.,&os. to

ItOs.; Lincolnshire do., 40s to 90s : ^l'^^\ *£'
*J

t05a. Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire, d*., 20s. to 90s.. Jersey

V Whites, 80s. to 85s. ; German Whites, 80s. to 85s.
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HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, Nov. 21.

Messrs. Pattenden and Smith report that the demand for
fine Hops increases, and such are very scarce.

II AY. — Per Load of Thirty-six Trusses.

StfiTHFiKLD, Thursday, Nov. 20.
Prime Meadow TUy 68s to 80s I Old Clover TOstollO*
Superior do. (old)... 84 90 | Second cut ... ... 70 95
Inferior do.

New do. ...

Roweu ...

* * *

* I *

t i

• it

• i •

• i

50

50

60

70

New Clover
Straw • If

• * •

* f *

* • *

* * 24 25a

L\ J. Davis.
Cumberland Market, Thursday, Nov. 20.

Sup. Meadow Hay . 90:* to 96s Inferior Clover ... 80s to 97a
Inferior do 60 84 New do — —
New do — — Straw 28 32
Superior Clover ...105 110 I Joshua Baker.

Whitkchapkl, Thursday, Nov. 20.
Fine old Hay 70s to 80s Fine old Clover
Inferior do.
Rowen ...

Inferior do....

Straw «• *

< , -

ffl

• *

«««

V

50
*§•

60 I lienor do
Fine new Clover ...

70

— Fine old 2d cut ... 90
' Inferior do 55

95*toll0s

80

96
60

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Nov. 17.

The number of Blasts is very much smaller than on Monday
last, and consequently rather higher prices are obtained ; how-
ever, trade is not brisk, and it is difficult to effect a clearance.
There are a few more Sheep. There is a demand for them, and
prices hare not much altered. Good Calves are scarce and
dearer. From Germany and Holland there are 1420 Beasts
1600 Sheep, and 137 Calves ; from Spain, 60 Beasts ; from
Scotland, 100; from Ireland, 700; and 1800 from the northern
and midland counties.

Per at. of 8 lb.— s
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. ... 4
Best Short-horns . 4
2d quality Beasts 2
Best Downs and
Half-breds ... 5

Do. Shorn

1 s d

8 to 5
4 — 4 6
8 — 3 8

2-5 4

*

2—4 6

Best Long-wools... 4 10 to 5
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality 4
Do. Shorn...
Lambs
Calves 4
Piga 4

» * # • • t

• • t

***

4 — 5
0-5

4

Beasts.4891
; Sheep & Lambs, 20,470 ; Calves, 178 ; Pigs, 505.

Friday, Nov. 21.
There are a few more Beasts than on Friday last. The de-

mand is exceedingly small, consequently Monday's quotations
cannot be supported, and a considerable proportion remains un-
sold. The supply of Sheep is remarkably small, yet it exceeds
the demand. We cannot, however, quote" much lower than on
Monday. Calves are sold at a decline of about 4d. per 8 lbs.
From Germany and Holland there are 120 Beasts, 350 Sheep
and 131 Calves; from Ireland, 200 Beasts; 450 from the
northern and midland counties, and 143 Milch Cows from the
home counties.

I Best Long-wools .4 8 — 4 10
10

;
Do. Shorn

61
6

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. ... 4

Best Short-horns . 4
2d quality Beasts 2
Best Downs and

Half-breds ... 5
Do. Shorn

8 to 4
4 — 4
6 — 3

• * • • *

4 4

— 5 2
• . * *»

Ewes&2d quality 4
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves 4 — 5
Piffs 4 — 5

ill t t •

* 9 •

* • t

• ft i

• •ft

Beasts, 1108; Sheep & Lambs, 2400 ; Calves, 192 ; Pigs, 150.

MARK LANE.—Monday, Nov. 17.

The weather since Friday has been unusually fine for the
season, but not without fog in London. This morning's market
was fairly supplied with English Wheat. Fine dry white was
in request at fully last week's prices, hut red met a slow sale,
and must be written Is. to 2s. per quarter cheaper. Business in
foreign was very limited, and its value unaltered, the market
bem? only moderately attended. Fine Barley brings about last
week s prices, other qualities are rather cheaper. Beans and Peas
are the turn lower. The Oat trade is slow, and new corn rather
easier. In Flour there is very little doing, and prices are rather
in tavour of the buyer.

Per Imperial Quarter. >g. H .

Wheat, Essex, Kent, & Suffolk.. . White, fiO—80
fine selected runs. ..ditto 70—74

70—80

60—90

Red
Red

Red

— — Talavera
— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind.&distil.,36a to42s".'.Chev..f 44—5o|Malting— Foreign...grinding and distilling 34—42jMalting
Oats, Essex and Suffolk 21—27
— Scotch and Lincolnshire ...Potato 25—29'Feed .—

Irish Potato 25—29 Feed
Foreign Poland and Brew 124—29 Feed

1 s. 8.

. '58 - 70
.60—76

• - t

40—42 Foreign

35—41
;
Harrow
(Longpod

.

40—44
40-46

20—24
20—25
20—27

35-41

Rye
Rye-meal, foreign
Bsams, Mazagan 33s to 40s...'. .Tick
— Pigeon 40s— 48s. ..Winds. m*~- ~
— Foreign Small 38—44'Egyptian 36—38

Peas, white, Essex and Kent ...Boilers'40—45, Suffolk... :42—46— Maple -sto—s Grey|36—40 Foreign .'36—62
Maize White; — [Yellow...
Flour, best marks delivered ...per sack|52—60— 2d do ditto 42—50 Country . 42-50— Foreign per barrel.28—40, Per sack <50—58

Friday, Nov. 21.
The weather this week has been cold, frosty, and wet.

Wind chiefly N.W., but yesterday the temperature became
milder. The grain trade throughout the kingdom has been very
inactive, with a general tendency to lower prices. English and
new foreign Wheat in the majority of markets has declined Is.
to 2s. per quarter, in some instances more. In some cases lower
prices have also been submitted to upon old soft Russian, to clear
vessels coming on demurrage. Barley is generally depreciated
in value Is. and 2s. per quarter. Beans and Peas have
likewise undergone a similar reduction of price in many
markets. Oats have been generallv pnrchaseable on somewhat
easier terms. Flour has been neglected, and in the little busi-
ness transacted buyers have had the advantage. Prices of
Wheat in Hamburgh and the Baltic ports, where supplies are
increasing, have also declined 2s. per quarter. The arrivals of
all foreign grain and Irish Oats this week have been large, good
of Flour, and moderate of English grain. The attendance at
this morning's market was very small, and scarcely any business
was transacted in either description of corn. Wheat of all kinds
must be written the turn lower. Barley is dull, and
rather cheaper. Beans and Peas are unaltered in value. The
Oat trade is very heavy, and new corn fully Is. per quarter
lower. Flour is a slow sale, and Monday's prices barely
supported. w

'
'* *

Arrivals from Nov. 17 to Nov. 21.

market day. The decline ou the week mav be taken all round
at 3d. to 4d. per bushel. Flour, neglected sale, and upon the few
transactions made our quotations cannot be altered. Indian
Corn held firmly at extreme rates, with only limited demand.
Oats and Oatmeal rather easier. Egyptian Beans, outside quota-
tions enforced. No change as regards other articles.

Liverpool, Friday, Nov. 21.—There was a fair demand for
Wheat in our ma;ket this day. although the attendance of
millers and traders was small. Flour-like Wheat was in hi ode-
rate demand, but the prices of both were rather weaker than on
lupsday last. Oatmeal Is. per load lower. Indian Corn
unchanged. Peas, Beans, Oats, and other articles without
alteration.

:
AVERAUE8
Oct. 11

.— 18.
— 25.

Nov. If— 8— 15..

Agg.Aver.

Wheat!

64* <M
65 9
66 4
66
65
64

65"

3
4

6

Barley.

~42s~9d
44 O
45 8
46 2
46 8
46 7

"
Oats.

255 9d
26 8
27
26
26
26

1

7
5
2

45 4 26 5

Beans.

45« 2d
46 1

i'eas.

13* 3d
14

46 6 44 9
47 2 45 5
46 -5 9
47 3 43 2

46
~

"4 U 5"

PRICE8.

66T~4eT
66
65 9
65 3
64 9—
64 4

Fluctuations in the last Six Weeks' Averages.

Nov. 1.Oct. 11.'

« t t

Aft •

• • *

fttfl

« - -

Oct. 18. 1 Oct. 25.

• •«

»••

• • f

f tft

fltft

* * •

L

i

• •#

• ftft

• t ft

Nov. 8. I Nov. 15.

* * •

* • t

1

...
J

• * *
L-

ft • •

* *

«#

*«*

• ft ft

^HE PERFECT EIGHT-DAY WATCH.—A most
M. important invention.—L. Mesure & Co., Patentees of the
Eight-Day Watch, 12, King William Street, Charing Cross, beg
respectfully to announce that they have succeeded in perfecting
an EIGHT-DAY WATCH, for which patents have beeu
obtained in England, France, Belgium and Holland. These
sound English Watches, which do not exceed in size and price
the ordinary watches now in use, require to be wound up only
once a week with three turns of the key, instead of every day
with six or seven turns, thus greatly diminishing the wear upon
the works. Warranted to go correctly. An inspection is solicited.
Silver Levers, four holes jewelled, from 6Z. 16s.: Gold Levers,
four holes jewelled, from 16 guineas.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855-

j\f
ETCALFE,BINGLEY, ANDCO.'SNew Pattern and

J-i J- Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached Hair
Brushes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brushes, and genuine Smyrna
Sponges: and every description of Brush, Comb, and Perfumery
for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly between
the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effectually—the
hairs never come loose. M., B., and Co. are sole makers of the
Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orris Root Soaps— sold in Tablets
(bearing their names and address) at 6d. each, of Metcalfe's
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box ; and of the New
Bouquets.—Sole Establishment 130n, and 131, Oxford Street, 2nd
aud 3rd doors west from Holies Street. London.

Tub Successful Results of the last Half Century have
proved beyond question that

ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL possesses pecu-
*•** Harly nourishing powers in the growth, restoration, and im-
provement of the Human Hair. It prevents it from falling off or
turning grey—strengthens weak hair—cleanses it from scurf and
dand riff—and makes it beautifullv soft, curly, and glossy. In the
growth of the Beard, Whiskers, Eyebrows, and Mustachios, it is
unfailing in its stimulative operation. For Children it is
especially recommended as forming the basis of a beautiful head
ot hair. Price 35. 6<i. and 75. ; family bottles (equal to four
Bniall), 105. 6rf.; and double that size, 21*.

New Label.—To prevent the substitution of spurious imita-
tions for the genuine article by unprincipled shopkeepers, a New
Label from Steel, by Messrs. Perkins, Bacon, & Co., is now used,
upon which are engraved in white letters the words, " Rowlands"
Macassar Oil, for the Growth, Restoration, and for Beautifying
the. Human Hair." Under which is the Signature of the Pro-
prietors in Red Ink, " A. Rowland & Sons." The whole, with
the exception of the profile of Her Majesty the Queen, being
covered with a lacework pattern, in transparent colourless ink.—
Sold at 20, Hatton Garden, London, and by Chemists and Per-
fumers.
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DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
WHISKERS, &c—ROSALIE COUPELLE'S CRINU-

TRIAR is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustachios, &c, in
a few weeks, and restore the Hair in baldness from whatever
cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent its falling off, and
effectually check greyness in all its stages. For the nursery it is
recommended by upwards of 100 Physicians, for promoting a fine,
healthy head of hair, and averting baldness in after years. Sold
by all Chemists, price 25., or sent post free on receipt of 24 penny
stamps, by Miss Coupelle, 69, Castle Street, Newman Street,
Oxford Street, London.—Mrs. Carter writes, " My head, which
was bald, is now covered with new hair."—Sergt. Craven,
1 Through using it I have an excellent moustache."

[/"NOW THYSELF.—The secret art of discovering1Y the true CHARACTERof INDIVIDUALS from the pecu-
liarities of their HANDWRITING has long been practised by
MARIE COUPELLE with astonishing success. Her startling
delineations are both full and detailed, the style of description
differing from anything hitherto attempted. All persons wishing
to " know themselves,"or any friend in whom they are interested,
must send a specimen of their writing, stating sex and age,
inclosing 13 penny post stamps, to Miss Coupelle, 69, Castle
Street, Oxford Street, London, and they will receive, in a few
days, a minute detail of the mental and moral qualities, talents,
tastes, affections, virtues, failings, &c, of the writer, with many
other things hitherto unsuspected.

POR THE BENEFIT OF SUFFERING
J- HUMANITY.—A retired Gentleman having cured himself
of Indigestion and Nervous Debility, accompanied with Deafness
and Defect of Sight, after suffering upwards of 25 years, thinks
it is his duty to make the remedy known for the benefit of the
afflicted ; he will therefore forward the particulars for the cure
of the same on receipt of a stamped envelope properly directed.
—Address, Rev. J. Johnstone, 1, Park Terrace, Heavitree,
Exeter, Devonshire.

T<6 NERVOUS SUFFERERS.—A Retired Clergy-
-»- man having been restored to health in a few days, after
many years of great nervous suffering, is anxious to make known
to others the means of cure ; he will send (free), on receiving a
stamped envelope, properly addressed, a copy of the prescription
used.— Direct, Rev. E. Douglas, 18, Holland Street, Brixton,
London.

"T)EBILITY and NERVOUSNESS.— Encourage.
-*--' ment to those in despair, and suffering from debility,
spermatorrhoea, relaxation, nervousness, and exhaustion of the
system. Advice and prescriptions, with a treatise on these dis-
eases, for a successful course of self-treatment, by which a per-
manent cure of the most protracted case is effected, sent post free
upon receipt of 14 postage stamps, and symptoms, by E. J.
Roberts (late Army Surgeon), G reencroft " Villa, High Fell,
Gateshead, Durham.

JOHN WEEKS X CO., KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA"
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS. '

REGISTER FOR GARDENERS.^ No Charge except for Postage.
The Nobility and Gentry in want of Gardeners, Bailiffs

Foresters, &c, are respectfully informed that Gardeners are
classed here according to their various qualifications. By sendine
full particulars such Gardeners only will be introduced as are
worthy, and well adapted for each particular situation.
Gardeners in want of situations are requested to apply toJohn Weeks & Co., Horticultural Establishment, Chelsea:

Lp STATE AGENT.—Several landed proprietors will
-1—

' be happy to answer any inquiries respecting their ESTATEAGENT, who is desirous of adding to his present engagements
and can advance 10,0C07. on the property which mav be intrusted*
to his care and management, at a reasonable rate 'of interest for
a term of years. A commission on the rental or a fixed charge
will be taken as remuneration, and no other expenses incurred :
a guarantee will be given for no arrears of rent and the punctuai
payment of rent when due; any nobleman or gentleman being
anxious to improve his Estate and increase his rent-roll will find
this an eligible opportunity for so doing.—Address D. D care
of Messrs, King and Loder, Stationers, 239, Upper Thames
Street, Blackfriars. London.
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o e> "- • **&\jwi-go au\x nun, mm
who :s able to lay out Grounds. A single man would be pre-
ferred

;
but if he is married, he must have no children, aud his

wife must be a good Laundress. The strictest inquiries will be
made as to character.—Apply to Frederick M'Connel, Esq.,
Robgill Tower, near^Ecclefechan, Dumfriesshire.

ttTANTED, a LAD, from 15 to 17, who has been
accustomed to Horses and Stock, and Garden.—Direct to

A. B., 26, James Street, Covent Garden , London.

WANT PLACES—Letters to be post paid.

"

r\ ARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married, with aVJ small family; thoroughly understands Greenhouse
Plants, Early Forcing of Flowers aud Fruits, Flower and Kitchen
Gardening, &c. Ten years' good character.—A. Z., Mr. Mason's,
LowLeyton,^ssex.

QARDENER (Head).—Single, age 30, a native ofy Scotland; has had 14 years experience, and gained a
thorough knowledge of the improved principles of Modern Gar-
dening m all its branches. Unexceptionable character. Liberal
VV ages expected, with Cottage, &c—J. M., Corsham Court
G ardens, Chippenham, Wilts.

/^ARDENER (Head), age 26, single.—Jas. Drewets
V-J Gardener, the Denbies, near Dorking, Surrey, can recom-
mend with confidence to any nobleman or gentleman a young
Man who understands the routine of Gardening in all its branches,
including the Cultivation and Fruiting of Vines in pots to the
highest state of perfection.—Direct as above.

/^J.ARDENER (Head).—Married, age 26 ; has had
J-*

great experience in all branches of his profession ; has
been upwards of four years Foreman to the Right Hon. Lorl
Viscount Palraerston, Broadlands, where first-class Forcing is
carried on. Can have a high character from the above place

;

also a recommendation from the nobleman whom he served
before. Salary 657. a year, with cottage, &c—R. Bide, Broad^
lands Gardens, Rorasey, Hants.

Q ARDENER (Head).—Age 34,~raarried, no family

;

^ understands Vineries, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower
and Kiichen Gardens, and Plantations; has had 18 years ex-
perience. Four years' excellent character from last situation,
which he has just left in consequence of the death of his em-
ployer.—A.. B^L^Jimu^PJeaj^^
tpOREMAN.—Age 24 ; where Gardening is carried
*- on in all its branches.—R. W., Post Office, Dorking.

(^J.ARDENER.—Age 36, single; 18 years' practical" experience. Three and a half years' character from late
employer.—M. R., Messrs. Lee's, Nursery, Hammersmith.

/^.ARDENER.—Age 27, single ; thoroughly under-VJ stands Greenhouse, and Kitchen and Flower Gardens. Can
have four years' character from last employer.— A. B., Mr-
Bennett, Seedsman. Dulwich.

02J.AKDENER.—Age 29, single ; has had good prac-
* tical experience in the Management of Forcing of Fruits

and Flowers, and the Management of Kitchen and Flower Gar-
dens.—G. W. Bbamley, Guildford, Snrrey.

GARDENER.—Has had extensive practice in the
whole routine of Gardening, including Growing Plants and

Fruits fur Exhibitions and other purposes; likewise the Manage-
ment of Farming, Land, Stock, Draining, &c. Unexceptionable
character.— P. H. S., Post Office, Chatsworth. Derbyshire.

ARDENER.—Native of Scotland, married, with
v_X little incumbrance, can engage as a single man ; has varied

experience in every branch of his profession. Can act as Bailiff,

having acted in both capacities in large establishments. Also
the Management and Valuation of Timber ; is a good Accountant,
Testimonials will be found very satisfactory as to character,

abilities, &c—R. E. H., 51, Edward Street, Albany Street,

Regent's Park.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 23, single ; desirous

of improvement in the higher branches of Gardening.

Can have a very good character from the gentleman for whom
he has worked for some years.—F. W., Weald, Seven Oaks.

GARDENER, or GARDENER and BAILIFF.—
Age 32, married, no incumbrance ; has a 'thorough know-

ledge or his profession in all its branches.—H. K., 4, Dukes
Road, Tavistock Square, London.

S~TEWARD and BAILIFF.—Age 32, married ;
has

had some years' experience in the management of an

Estate, and perfectly understands Farming iu all its branches.

Wife capable of managing a Dairy and Poultry if required.

Highest reference—A. T., Post Office,JWhitchurch, Hants.
__

ARM BAILIFF.—Should this meet the eye of any

one wanting a steady single Man that knows h 1*^"^8

in all its branches, and will make himself useful. Oooa Teiev

ence given.— 95, Edgeware Road, London. -

—

I?ARM BAILIFF—Age 38, married, without in-

1 cumbrance; thoroughly acquainted with the routine of

Farming, including Hops, Draining. Breeding and Rearing

Stock, <kc. Wife cln undertake the Poultry or Dairy. Satibfac

tory reference.—A. B., Post Office, Yalding, h.ent.
p

pLERK or ASSISTANT.-Age 24 ; having eigW

V^ years' experience in the Trade, desires "engagement rn

either or the above capacities. Unexceptionable references.

L. Z„ 165, Aldersgate Street^J^qQB: _ —

-

QHOPMAN in theISEED TRADE.- A yoaij

O person of good 'address and business habits.isi

desiroai
^

obtaining a permanent situation as above. No object

travel o? assist in the Nursery.-C, Hurst and M JiulW*

Leadenhall Street, London. —--—~T^

WAREHOUSEMAN.—Has beeu employed
L

ini

q
VV London Trade above 11 years•Conversant with a

details of a Warehouse.-.!. C. R., 22, Wormwood Street, ox 3

£

t

k
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites,&c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are execnted with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, and every

jAnni^nHAn t\£ Artificial \fami-raa T iocun/1 PaKah £.-»description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes,
W. Ikgus Carxe. 10. Mark Lane, Loi

&c.
ondon.

been used for the last twelve years with great success by
of the eminent Agriculturists throughout England, and

n^HE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
X at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,
11 per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 7L: Sulphuric Acid and
Coproiites, 6Z.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.
N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures,

ESTABLISHED 1812~

^TURNIP MANURE.—This valuable fertiliser has

most
stands unrivalled in the weight and quality of the bulbs which
it produces ; it is besides especially beneficial to the Grain Crops
which follow, while Clover is rarely found to fail after the first
application. Some of the crops produced by this Manure last
jear weighed upwards of 30 tons per acre, GRASS, BARLEY,
CLOVER, and WHEAT MANURES; also BONE, GUANO,
and SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, warranted of the best
quality.—Apply to

H. & T. Procter, Cathay, Bristol

;

Procter & Rylasd, Birmingham
;

Epmoxscote, Warwick ; and Saltoky, near Chester.

PATENT WOOL MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED).—Wool Manure for Corn, 71. 10.9.; Turnips,

ft 105. ; delivered to any Railway Station or Wharf in London.
Applications for Agency from influential persons attending Pro-
vincial Markets to be forwarded to C. H. Tidbury, Secretary,
81, Gracechurch Street, London.

ONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1810)

Beg to call the attention of Agriculturists to their MANURES
FOR AUTUMN SOWING, which by a judicious blending of
Nifcttgen with the mineral constituents taken from the soil by
Cereals, produce good crops without exhausting the land.
THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY also supply genuine

Peruvian Guano direct from importers' warehouses, Sulphate of
Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Superphosphate of Lime, Blood
Manure, and every Artificial Manure of known value.

Edward Purser, Secretary.
40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London.

T<HE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
± PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henry Ker Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
ef Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical or Collegiate Property.
2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.
3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,
be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-jearly
instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiaTy-ONE years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford Sec.

pONCRETE FOR WALKS AND FLOORS^
V^ PORTLAND ROMAN AND BATH CEMENT AND
GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME in Sacks or Casks, by Railway
or Canal. Reduction in price if Six Tons are taken by Railway,
or a full cargo by Canal.

Greaves & Kershaw, Warwick.—Nov. 22.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

^

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks ofPORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the l^am which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
fiver sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

*o give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
"here a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. "White & Brothers,

*nbank Street. Westminster.

TRELOAR'S COCOA NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
*- TURES consist of MATTING, DOOR MATS, MAT-
TRESSES, HASSOCKS, NETTING, BRUSHES, &c, and
*re distinguished for superiority of workmanship combined with
Joderate charges. Prize Medals awarded—London, Paris, and
^ew York. Catalogues containing Prices and all particulars
post free.—T. Trkloar, 42, Ludgate Hill, London.

" pRlGrDOMO."—Premised" by her Majesty the
* Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

{race the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
^rystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of
tiling Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE MORNING FROST.
'RIG I DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared nair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
^Jsrever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
?ad Flowers from the Bcorching rays of the sun, from wind,
Ir»m attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in
jny required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of
5-lisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
J^ane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-
™en throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats
as a covering."

(l T
From Sir WatTcin W. Wynris Gardener.

* nave just laid out about 14.000 plants, and keep the greater

gJJJ
under your 4 Frigi Domo,' and have done so for the last

Sn ? four years; and every one who sees my plants is

thl°
ed t0 8€e now he»lthy and well they are without

oe use of glass." These observations accompanied an addi-
0011111 order.-Oct 22, 1856.

UrARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
r f OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.
The valve is a ball of imperishable

material, aud cannot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold
together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulderto any pond or tank required.

Price of 4* in. Pump, with legs, 3/. 3*.
The barrel is 274 in- long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.
li inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

is. 9d. per foot.

14 inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also
Fire and Garden Engines. &c.—Engravings sent on application._

WARNER'S" PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-
tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £ s. d.

2£ in. short 1 ft. 7 in.
f
Fitted for lead, \ 1 10

gutta percha,
f

1 14

or cast iron >2 8
flanged pipe, i 2

H
3

3)
4

ti

tt

tt

long 3

ditto 3
ditto 3
ditto 3

n

tt

6
6

If

19

ff

as required.
12

3
short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2

2| in. long ditto ditto ditto 2

14

18

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-hou6es with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. Ac.—Engravings sent on application.

LAND DRAINAGE undertaken to any extent, by
Contract, or on Commission, and immediately executed by

Thqs. Scott, Land Agent, 5, Charing Cross.

COLLEGE of AGRICULTUREI and CHEMISTRY,
and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

3S, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.
Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S..&C.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ; for the Naval

£ inch Came up March 1 21 = 48 days
1 n rt tt

20 = 47 „

n n Y» ff
22 = 49 „

2 n Tf ff
23 = 50 n

2i „ ff tt 24 = 51 n

J n ff n 25 = 52 „
3* n If ft 26 = 53 , r

4 it 1 tt r?
27 = 54 „
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then, on a cold undrained soil a large portion perished

from exposure ; much of what was covered suffered

from similar causes, and a large proportion of the

plants that ultimately appeared would spring from
such I depth that their tillering would have to com-
mence at the third or fourth joint or node upward-,
in which case new roots must be made at that node
and all below would die away, and thus much time
and energy of growth is lost to the plant, which
would therefore tiller but slightly, yielding even then
but weak stalks and stunted ears.

But the process of tillering is interfered with in

another way by too thick sowing, for if the seed
should come up well this, like thick planting of

trees, causes the plants to grow up thin and
emaciated ; the central axis is elongated, in which
case the lateral buds are not usually brought tc

perfection, or, if they do grow, they are thin and
irregular, and without a disposition to rebranch, for

it must be remembered that when lateral branches
are strong they in turn give ofT others. So in

deep and thick-sown Wheat each successful grain

has to answer for at most but three or four ears,

whilst one seed under the best tillage will make
from 10 to 20 ears of corn, and well tillered

corn has always the largest heads. I pon this

subject the following experiment which we carried

out last year may not be without interest, although

even here we have no analogy to the rough work of

Farmer Holdfast's youth, as our ground was so

smooth that our seeds came up well, and did

tolerably afterwards.

On February 2, 1854, we planted eight rows of

Wheat with 24 grains in each row at depths as follow

:

Starved.

Good plant, and til-

lered well in spring.

A weakly plant, and
tillered but slightly.

The produce of these bracketted groups may be

stated in proportionals as 2, 6, 4, so that from this

experiment we were led to the following conclu-

sions :

—

1. Shallow sowing perils on account of the winter

exposure of the whole plant.

2. A range of depth from U to 2\ inches is best.

3. That deep sowing is longer in producing the

plant, and its plants are always weakly.
and Military Services, and for the Universities. 4. Irregular sowing at different depths within a
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

. , rpnnirps fir morP seed for a frood croo
curately executed at the College. The terras and other par- wl(Je range requires iai more seea lor a gooo, crop

" ~ ' * " than depositing the seed uniformly at a proper

depth or within a moderate range.

Again in the comparatively rougher farming of

the past much grain was choked with weeds ; and

thus it appears that thick sowing was an absolute

necessity in the earlier days of farming, in order to

guard against the contingencies arising,

1st. From the colder climate attributable to a

general want of draining.

2d. From the consequent bad tilth of land, thereby

resulting in rough clods, amongst which seed would

be scattered at irregular intervals.

3d. From the very irregular depths at which it

must consequently be sown.

Let us now glance at the condition of matters as

Mr. Newlight, an agriculturist of the modern

school, would have them. His land is well drained,

and already great changes have been made in the

climate of our soil thereby. Formerly we have

seen a Wheat crop perilled because the seed could

not be sown in time to get a good plant before

Christmas, and now in the same districts we have

seen winter Wheat sown in January and February

answer remarkably well under thin sowing. The

land is more free from weeds, and though much
remains to be done in this way, yet it is seldom we
see so foul a stubble under the hands of the modern

school as are met with on the farms of those who
retain the prejudices while they have lost the energy

of their youth. Under the present mode of farming

too only the most intractable soil is obliged to be

left in large clods, so the seed can be deposited

accura:

ticularsniay he had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver iu

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

PRIZE CATTLE SHOW OF THE SMITH-
FIELD CLUB.—The Annual Exhibition of Prize Cattle,

Seeds, Roots, Implements, &c, commences on TUESDAY
MORNING and closes on FRIDAY EVENING, December 9,

10, 11, and 12. Bazaar, King Street and Baker Street. Open
from daylight till 9 in the evening. Admittance One Shilling.

SEEO~WHEAT FOR ~LATE SOWlNC.
TALAVERA, RED NURSERY, and HYBRID

WHEAT, the best sorts for late sowing, may be had on

application to H. Rayxbird, Basingstoke. A reference or remit-

tance required from unknown correspondents.

S EED WHEAT.
MR. MORTON has stiil some BROWICK RED

WHEAT FOR SEED, on Sale at 10.?. Gd. a bushel.

Post Office Orders to be made payable at Kingston-on-Thames,

to Mr. John- C. Mortox, West Molesey, Surrey.

£fie SSgricttitural <5a?ette*
SATURDA Y, NO VEMBER 22, 1856.

At the present moment the comparative merits of

thick and thin sowing are actively discussed, not

only at farmers' clubs but at every market table.

Farmer Holdfast, whose white head and wrinkled

brow would lead us to suppose that he had farmed

for at least half a century, gives as his conclusion,

derived from all those years of experience, that he

should rarely think of sowing less than three bushels ;

whilst Mr. Newlight, who is but a young agricul-

turist, states with equal confidence that the best

crop he has ever seen was from the sowing of

three pecks b7 the dnl1 or the dlbble Wlth a regulanty as to

Now as there is in this a great deal of difference, distance aud depth that enables us to calculate the

one may at first be led to conclude that one or both effect of quantity with a degree of certainty not

of these gentlemen must be in error as to facts ; but formerly attainable. In the present day a wider

if we inquire a little further into the matter we
[

range of time can be taken for W heat sowing than

shall find that while the larger quantitv might not
j

formerly on account of the great improvements of

have been tco much in past times, and may not modern husbandry; but inasmuch as one sort of

even now where the condition of the past is main-
j

Wheat is better for sowing at one season than

tained the smaller seeding on the other hand is not another, it also happens fortunately that science and

too little where all the conditions of the soil have energy has been brought to bear upon the pro-

been improved. duction of varieties of Wheat adapted for different

Farmer Holdfast when he was youmr, and we all ; circumstances. This is a matter of which we shall

know with what tenacity the lessons of our youth ;
see the force on examining the following Table

are adhered to, was taught that the rougher you got
j

extracted from an essay m the Journal of the

in vour Wheat the better, and so the ground with English Agricultural Society. In the experiment

a single ploughing was sown with the grain, and ! upon which the Table is founded a plot of Red

imperfect harrowing left some of the seed exposed Lammas Wheat was sown on the 14th day of each

whilst much was covered up with huge clods. Here, month in the year. The soil, it may be stated,
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the level of the sea.

Table of Growth of Wheat in each Month of the Tear.

Year. Sown in

:

185

1

1S52

June ...

July ...

August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March...

April ...

May ...

Height of

Crop.

ft. in.

• • a 3 5
# * * 2 10
* *• 4 1

a * a 3 11

# •• 3 10
• • 9 3 9
• •• 3 10
• * * 3 10

Length
of Ear,

Remarks.

• •

• •

•*»

3 6

• » • • •

Clean straw.
Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Rather blighted.
Ditto.

Much blighted.
Ditto.

Ditto.

Failed as a crop.

was thin, and the district was considerably above i a root rivalling our garden crop both in size »nd
quality. The Wild Oat Avena Fatua has product d
both Potato and Tartarian Oat?, and the cultivated Oat

has been proved to degenerate into the wild variety.

A case containing the produce of successive years

exhibited the various stages. We need not stop to

point out the immense importance of such experiments

as are constantly being carried on in the Botanic Garden,

and we rejoice to learn that the British Association have

requested the indefatigable Professor Mr. Buckman to

furnish an annual report of them. In connection with this

departmentwe noticed a large collection of hybrid Wheats
grown by Mr. Maund, who during the course of the

evening delivered a short lecture in explanation. Veteri-

nary science, justly considered of great importance to the

agriculturist, was well represented by some excellently

prepared anatomical specimens, amongst which we parti-

cularly noticed the teeth of animals as indicating age.

Further on we found a table covered with roots of

Swedish Turnips, varying greatlv in size, the result of

a series of experiments by the Professor of Chemistry
on the effect of various manuring substances, any re-

marks upon which, save that they promise to be of the

highest interest, would be forestalling that information

which we look for from Dr. Voelcker at some future

period. Amongst various chemical productions, a bar

of the newly discovered metal aluminium excited much
interest. Powerful microscopes revealed the wonders of

the invisible world, whilst on an opposite table electrical

apparatus served to amuse and interest.

This, while it shows that for the same Wheat
September, October, and November are the best

months for sowing, vet for four months afterwards,

though the same Wheat may grow, yet it will be

blighted in the straw. The straw of winter Wheats
sown after December are almost certain to be

blighted, so that different sorts should at all times

be chosen for different seasons.

Again, as the old farmer from necessity got in his

Wheat very early, he could thus trust to a strong

plant—for usually only the strongest survived—for

tillering, and thus it happened that of his seed he
always provided for the greater part being lost

;

with the modern farmer, however, too early sowing

is often liable to objection as bringing on the state

called " winter proud," which means a thin at-

tenuated growth—a result sure to happen with early

and thick sowing on improved land.

These remarks therefore tend to show that under

certain conditions thick sowing is a necessity—

a

necessary evil, however, because certainly the crops

of the past were, when the practice was required,

not equal to those of modern agriculture. The
increase per acre over whole counties has been as

much as from 5 to 10 bushels.

On the other hand thin sowing under improved
tillage is as much a necessity as thick under the

older mode, and we believe that even thinner sowing

than our friend Newlight has been supposed to

advocate, will some day be the topic which will

occupy his descendants.

amount of valuable manurial ingredients which are
found in excrement treated with it, or prepared for use
in any other manner. This point cannot be said yet to

be fully developed, as Mr. M'Dougall compared pure
night-soil prepared by his powder with the common
privy dung of Manchester mixed up in open ashpits,

which are not at all parallel circumstances ; but he had
promised him shortly a careful analysis of stable-dung

prepared with and without it, to show the actual money
difference in chemical value. The money value of a ton

of town night-soil disinfected and prepared by this

powder Sir John quotes as follows :

—

Ammonia, 4 per cent, or 99 lb. per ton. at 6d.

Phosphates, 7 per cent., or 1561b., at $d. per lb.

The other constituents cannot be estimated at

less than • ?i »*« • *•

£ s. d
2 5

9 9

10

CONVERSAZIONE AT THE ROYAL
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

It may be interesting to our readers to learn that a

scientific conversazione, the first we tiust of a series,

was held in the hall of the Royal Agricultural College

on the 11th inst., and fully realised the idea of its pro-

moters, in affording to numerous visitors, many of

whom were attracted from a considerable distance, a

very agreeable and instructive evening; presenting to

their view, in well arranged series, a great variety of

agricultural products and scientific objects elucidating

farm practice. The chair was taken by Edward
Holland, Esq., M.P., who introduced the various sub-

jects to be brought before the company in his usual

happy and interesting style. The room, which is 70

feet \onz and lofty, was well lighted, and presented a

most effective appearance ; the walls, hung with a
variety of diagrams illustrative of the various depart-

ments of instruction ; several of them being the work
of students, especially a very comprehensive geological

survey of the oolitic range in the neighbourhood. The
botanical department was here represented by a series

illustrative of forest trees, from the pencil of Lees,

Esq., of the Worcestershire Naturalists' Club, who illus-

trated them by a short lecture, specially alluding to the

poetical features of forest scenery. Natural history

found a place in numerous fossil remains and a great

variety of insect life, described by Mr. Jones, of Glou-

cester. Space would fail were we to attempt anything like

a regular enumeration of the diagrams, which were
generally admired, as excellently adapted for the pur-

poses of instruction. Above these, and floating proudly
over this peaceful scene, were the flags of various

nations, our competitors and coadjutors in the great

race for that which will prove of more value than
territorial riches—the knowledge of nature. Ranges of

tables on either side of the room were devoted to the

various departments of science bearing on agriculture,

which form part of the college course ; tables were
covered with agricultural produce, principally from the
college farm, and very creditable both as to size and
quality; together with other feeding substances, amongst
which we noticed the Carob or Locust Bean side by
side with theliving plant from the botanical garden. Mangel
Wurzel of various kinds were shown ; and here a fact was
pointed out which may be worthy of remark, the finer

size of those sown on the ridges immediately above the

manure over others where winter manuring and spring
ridging had been adopted. We were informed that the
root crops upon the farm generally are very good. Two
tables were devoted to productions from the Bota-
nical Garden of no ordinary interest, showing princi-

pally the extraordinary effects of cultivation upon
wild plants hitherto considered as of totally dis-

tinct species from their cultivated relations, and the
reverse process of a downward tendency when field
crops are neglected. The Wild Parsnip, Pastinaca

A NEW DISINFECTANT.
Sir J. S. Forbes recently called the attention of a

meeting of agriculturists at Fettercairn N.B., to

M'Dougall's disinfecting powder, a quantity of which he

had obtained, and was using in the byres and stables

with advantageous results. In his remarks upon
this powder he said that he had not yet had suffi-

cient time to try its effects in preserving the essential

qualities of the manures, but he had no doubt whatever

that it was perfectly capable of achieving that important

result. They were aware that the exposure of animal

manures to the action of air and moisture greatly

deteriorated their value, and in time rendered them
altogether worthless. But the loss of the manure was

not the only evil sustained from such exposure. The
noxious gases yielded by animal manure when in a state

of decomposition were highly detrimental to health, and

their effects as Mr. M'Dougall, of Manchester, in a

lecture delivered at the Bakewell Farmers' Club,

pointed out, were visible in the " unsanitary condition of

the atmosphere in and around the stables, cow houses,

piggeries, &c.—a lowering of the general health

of the localitv, from which neither the farmer

his family, nor his servants can escape,—and a

greatly increased liability to disease among the cattle."

The great loss of cattle of late years is attributed in a

great degree to this cause, yet, says Mr. M'Dougall

—

" Amazing as it may seem, it is nevertheless true, that

many farmers have a prejudice in favour of a strong

smell of putrid dung upon their premises ; they have

been so long accustomed to it— having been in fact

reared near it—it appears to them so natural and neces-

sary a thing in a farm yard, as I was once told, ' It

smells so like home/ that they would feel as if all were

not comfortable without it." Now it was obviously

supplying a great desideratum to obtain a disinfectant

which would have the effect of removing all offensive

smells, and at the same time preserve all those elements

in the manures which gave them their agricultural value.

Mr. M'Dougall pointed out that the ordinary deodori-

zers or disinfectants failed to accomplish this, and were
besides open to objection, on the ground that they

introduced pernicious substances into the manures to

which they were applied. Thus, chloride of zinc and
nitrate of lead are strongly acid and corrosive, both

being costly and both highly poisonous. Chloride of

lime is also expensive, unpleasant to use, and " acts most
detrimentally upon manures by decomposing the

ammonia they contain." Other substances, such as

charcoal and copperas, are also pernicious in their

action upon organic manures. The noxious emanations

from these manures, which it is desirable to remove,

are sulphuretted hydrogen and phosphuretted hydrogen,

and the fertilising elements, which it is necessary to

preserve, are phosphoric acid and manure. Mr.
M'Dougall says that his powder fulfils both these

objects—thus realising what the late Professor Johnston
confe.-sed as the desideratum that must still be sought,

£4 4 9

—while that of a ton of the ordinary night-soil, as

usually sold to farmers, and which contains 0.5 per

cent., or 11 lb. per ton, is only 6s. 2{d. Sir John next

referred to the benefits which had been derived from
the use of the disinfecting powder at Mr. Murray's

extensive horse bazaar in Manchester, and concluded

his interesting observations on the subject by reading

the following letter from Mr. Murray :

—

"Broughton Mews, Manchester, Nov. 3, 1856.

"BIB JOUS S. FOBBES, BART.
•'Sir,—At the request of Mr. M'Dougall, I send you my

candid opinion of the merits of his disinfecting powder. I have

used for two years ahout nine cwt. per month, tor both my house,

stablea, and outbuildings ; I find it the most important ingre-

dient I ever tried. Since using it in my stables, in which I

have upwards of 80 valuable hunters, it has removed all smell,

and made my stables perfectly sweet, dry, and wholesome; also,

my horses have enjoyed better health, and are free from disease

and coughs. Moreover I can sell my manure for 5s. per ton more
than I ever could before to experienced farmers, and before

I had my midden fit for sale I had 20 customers for it. The
next year we shall have a good proof of its value, as I have sold

it to the Mayor of Manchester, who is deeply interested in

observing the result.—Believe me, I am, Sh* John, your

obedient servant, W. Murray."

" On this," said Sir John, " I have only to observe

that the large increase in the market value of the stable-

dung we are assured is all profit, as he actually saves the

price of the powder by the saving of litter, from its

additional effect (perhaps from the chlorine evolved,

besides the mere quantity of dust) in drying his stalls.

The operation of the powder I shall show you upon well

made court and byre dung as you go down stairs to the

yard ; and, savoury as I believe you will find the

original deposit to be, I think his olfactory nerves must

be sensitive indeed who can detect, even on close

juxtaposition, the slightest effluvium, even immediately

after a moderate sprinkling of the powder has been

applied. I have only to add that the last requisite of a

deodoriser to meet our wants is here completely ful-

filled. Its portableness you see, and its cheapness Mr.

Murray's letter proves, by the saving of litter equal to

its cost ; but as the cost, at 10s. per cwt., scarcely

exceeds Id. per lb., and as half a pound, dredged

through a white iron dredger over the foot of the stall

when the dung has been removed, before the fresh

litter is laid down each day, will serve two beasts or one

horse, it cannot be considered, in any circumstances, an

extravagant outlay, taking into account the sanitary

effects which the dragoon officers' certificates so con-

fidently declare to result from its effects, independent

of enhanced manurial value."

Dr. Foreman, Fettercairn, at the request of Sir

John, next stated the result of some experiments he

had made with the powder. His experiments were

directed to generated sulphuretted hydrogen in large

volumes in a close room, which was immediately over-

come, and carbon deposited, blackening the locks of the

doors, &c, from the carbon deposited by the action of

the powder.
In answer to Mr. Cowie, Sir John stated that the

powder could easily be applied as a whitewash to the

walls and ceiling oi a room, and could be otherwise used

as a fumigator in infected apartments.

The company then proceeded to the farmyard, where

a quantity of farmyard manure was turned over,

emitting, of course, a powerful odour, which disappeared

almost instantaneously on the application of a slight

sprinkling of the powder. Abridged from the Montrott

Standard.

FARMING IN STAFFORDSHIRE.

m now been one of the judges of farms and

crops for the Keele Farmers' Club for several years,

which has given me an opportunity of several tunes

viz., " an effective disinfectant either to decompose or
I

going over the estate belonging to Ralph Snyde
» ^

to combine with both the alkaline and acid products of of Keele Hall, and remarking the improvements ^
decomposition." It is composed of two acids and two
bases, the acids being sulphurous and carbolic acid, and
the bases, magnesia and lime. The general effect is

thus described by Mr. M'Dougall :—" We use sulphu-

rous acid to remove the offensive smell, carbolic acid to

prevent putrefactive fermentation, a little lime to neu-
tralise and dry this latter acid, and magnesia to combine

on *npoo bis" esTate," fee foUowing may Perh*P5 **

thought not without its use, or uninteresting to some

of your readers. , . u -j.. nr

Keele Hall and village are situated on a high ridge
ot

land in North Staffordshire, on the west »,d
«°f
™™£

Trent, and very near the source of that river ^con^

quant v at a considerable altitude above the sea, and

with and preserve the phosphoric acid and ammonia ; of course not situated favourably a 4>^ a(japteri

and, in special cases, we add a soluble phosphate to pre- either in temperature or moisture, an
^ v£m*

vent the loss of any of the ammonia." Thus the for the cultivation of arable crops ^ ^^ harve&t
chemical action is complete, decomposition is arrested, of country in the same couny. u t+pr pnd of
--" ' ' - - - ! seldom commences before the middle or latter en

he soil is ^*r£*£lXZ£ffi
-•

satrva, after some years' education having produced the exhibition of this deodoriser, and the increased

and the valuable organic agents in fertilisation are

retained in quiescence, spell bound by their affinities,! August. The soil is mosuy * ^."u*. v
""£Xhbourbo**

until they are brought into juxtaposition in the seed-bed on a strong red n»rl, or rock,
Dortion of tb«

with their objects of nutrition. The proof that this of Keele, Norton, and Uadenai i.
a p

potteries,
is

problem is solved is the complete and instantaneous estate which lies more eastwara, anam i ^^^ ^
subjection of the most outrageously offensive odours

in the seed-bed on a strong red man, ^ >

™winn of tl

proof that this of Keele, Norton, and Badenall. That P°™££
,

i instantaneous estate which lies more eastward, and m the ™*£^
by mostly a poor clay loam with a nasty tenacious ^
led subsoil, difficult to drain, and difficult to cuiuv
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Some years ago the estate was undrained, the fields
small, and the fences broad and crooked, the roads
indifferent, the farm buildings and homesteads bad and
inconvenient, particularly for the present improved
system of farming and keeping stock.

Keele is bordering on the Potteries, but is fairly
and comfortably out of that very disagreeable district.
The village is about two miles west of Newcastle, and
three miles east of Madeley station. The country around
is beautifully undulated and wooded. When drained
and boned it is excellent grazing land, and with good
management, grows heavy crops of Wheat, Oats, Barley,
Beans, roots, and Clover.
The gardens and pleasure grounds around the Hall

are very extensive and beautifully laid out. The
varieties of flowers, plants, shrubs, and trees, are ex-
ceedingly numerous and well arranged for producing
effect My favourite flowering shrub and the Queen of
flowers (the Rose) is cultivated in the greatest per-
fection, and in the greatest profusion. There are
beautiful walks and drives in the gardens and pleasure-
grounds amongst rocks and trees, the former clothed
with terns, Mosses, Lichens, and other rock plants,
either natural or planted, and the foliage of the trees
very healthy and beautiful, particularly the Oaks. To
see and inspect the gardens thoroughly would require
a man a whole day. I was never in any other gentle-
mans garden where every part was so well kept and
the plants so healthy, both in the open ground andm the forcing houses. The old Hall has lately been
taken down and a new one built (not yet fiuished)
1 liked the old one best ; it was plain but substantially
built, I believe in the Normau style.
The squire—an elderly man— is a true English gen-

tleman of the right sort. He loves his home, his gardens, J

his tenants, and his neighbours, better than politics and
London. It would be well if more landed gentlemen
followed his example

,
- undergone, and is

undergoing great and permanent improvements, by
thoroughly draining the land, making exchanges so as
to make the farms more compact, opening water-
courses, draining the ditches, and stocking up old
fences and plantiug new ones where required ; thus
improving the size and shape of the fields, and in-
creasing the extent- of the cultivable land, and reducing
the annual expense of keeping up the old fences and of
cultivating small crooked fields. New roads are made
where required for the more convenient occupation of
the farmsand fields. New farm-houses, out-buildings, and
homesteads are erected, more adapted for the improved
system of farming and of feeding stock. There are few
estates in the county of Stafford where greater im-
provements have been made in the buildings, farms, and
farm management. And lastly, Mr. Snyde and his
agent do not forget the labourer and his family, that class
to which the whole world is indebted for its food, its
drink, clothing, and shelter ; for what would the laud be
worth, or how could we live without workers ? He takes care
that the labourers on his estate have comfortable cottages
and gardens. There is no village in England where the
cottages are more comfortable, more convenient, more
substantial, or in better taste than in the village of
Keele. Every attention is paid to the sewerage, neat-
ness, and good order. He does not, like the landowners
in the East of Scotland, build "bothies" for the
labourers worse than pig-cots, and the labourers fed in
about the same style. Nor does he adopt the present
movement of the Scotch landowners, who it seems are
becoming ashamed of their conduct in this respect, and
are calling meetings to discuss the subject, and to induce
each other to turn over a new leaf. Mr. Snyde does
the thing without consulting any one except his agent
and architect as to the best mode of doing it Here
the example is set and can be seen by any one. I
am glad to see that many of the English land-
owners are going in the right direction as respects
the improvement in their cottages, as well as on their
farms.

There is another individual at Keele who deserves
notice, — Mr. James Young, a tenant farmer
m the village, and who I believe comes from the
^est of Scotland. Great merit is due to him for
the skill he has acquired in his profession, and for his
energy, industry, and determination in carrying out
"is own views in introducing a better system of culti-

vation in a neighbourhood surrounded by men whose
views were different from his own. Neither have his eyes
or his mind been closed to anything useful in the prac-
tice of the old tenants, and more adapted to the soil and
situation than what he had been used to in his own
experience and io his own country. For want of this

sometimes great mistakes are made by strangers. Many
°f the resident or native farmers on the estate are now
^uite alive to the improved system of cultivation and
°f managing stock. Many are very enterprising active

men, cultivating creen crops in the best style, raising

heavy crops of Wheat, Barley, Oats, Beans, Clover, and
a^opting the best mode, and sowing the best seeds, i n laying

down land to permanent pasture. Mr. Charles Holland,

* very active energetic farmer, of Lymes, near Keele,
has laid down 30 acres this season without a corn crop
(sown on a bare fallow), which in September had a most
dutiful appearance, lull of plants, of great variety, and
very luxuriant. The Alsike Clover seemed to grow
yjL Mr. Ford, of Badnall, near Norton Bridge, a very
enterprising farmer, laid down 30 acres last year on a
Barlty crop, which has now the appearance of old rich

pasture, and here the AUike Clover is growing well.
Both these gentlemen had the prize awarded to them
for laying land down to permanent Grass.

Mr. Francis Stanier, of Silverdale, is the « Mechi "
of Staffordshire. He has had the first prize awarded
him this year for the best cultivated farm. This farm
has been entirely remodelled, and new farm buildings
erected. The new fences are now well grown, which
gives the farm a remarkably neat appearance. The cul-
tivation of each crop seems perfection as respects clean-
ness and the, weight and quality of the produce. The
Swedes are the heaviest, the "most uniform, and the
cleanest crop I have teen this season in the countv of
Staffordshire. He had the first prize awarded him* for
this crop. There are two very larpe kinks at the home-
stead, underground pipes laid, with all other necessary
machinery for covering 70 acres with liquid manure.
Whether this be a profitable speculation or not, from
my want of experience on this practice, and from want
of a clearer detail of cost than I have hitherto seen, 1

am unable to judge. As to all other outlay on perma-
nent improvements and on cultivation L have not the
least doubt of a proper remunerative return. It is very
clear that Mr. Dodd, the bailiff, understands his busi-
ness. Mr. Stanier has very extensive iron works, to
which he has to pay attention. Mr. Peake, of Bradwell
Hall, wiio has gained several prizes, has made great
improvements in the cultivation of a cold, high-lying,
stubborn clay land farm. The same may be said of
Mr. W. Shaw, of Cold Norton. A new tenant on the
property, Mr. Henry Ralston, Honeywell, near Keele,
is commencing in good earnest. This is his first season,
and his green crops are very good and correctly managed.
He won the second prize for Swedes and the first for
Mangels. In my opinion he made a mistake in letting
his Oats grow too ripe before cutting, by which he lost

far more than the seed, besides being thrown into bad
weather. Mr. Adam Mountford, of the Snyde Arms, in
Keele, has improved the cultivation of his farm and
obtained several prizes.

The live stock on the Keele estate is in the course of
improvement equally with die land. The members of the
club are composed of the tenants of the estate, and their
landlord at the head. They have annually a show of
stock, implements, roots and seed?, with ploughing and
draining matches, and like all other meetings of English-
men finish with a good dinner and wine. Mr. Joseph
Stockton, of Newcastle, is the Secretary to the club, a
pOit which he appears to fill with credit.

Uaydoch Park Farvi, near Warrington.
W. Kothwell,

MR. CHADWICK
ON' THE

PROGRESS AND COMPARATIVE POSITION OF AGRI-
CULTURE IN ENGLAND AND ON THE CONTINENT.

[Continuedftcm p. 763.)

what I am about to advance, the new system of hiuh cultivation
will

petite

France pooaettes over .s country in temperature, the must im-
portant element in vegetable lite. With a moderate temperature

I

all that remains to be supplied is manure and moisture, food for

the plant in suitable form. This the system of pipeage enables
you to furnish in exact accordance with the requirements of the
plant. I am satisfied liquified manure could be successfully
applied to grain crops in such a country as France, whereas here
from the uncertainty of the weather at harvest, it is accompanied
with greater rink. Had I bren favoured last year witli dry
weather during the time my Wheat crop was ripening, my yield
would have been 100 bushels the Scotch acre (li English, or
upwards of 85 hectolitres the hectare), instead of bring comined
to a small piece of the field that did uot lodge, but on it the
average of the field was a high one, 85 bushels (or 69
hectolitres). This high average is in borne measure to be
attributed to the thorough admixture with the soil of the
various manures which had been applied in former crops by
means of pipes. I am supplying ammonia this season entirely
through my pipes, and at one half the cost I did formerly, as tlie

article can only be used by those who have pipes." " I find the
supply of manure must be in proportion to your command of
moisture, the one being of little use without the other/*
On this I have to observe that whatsoever may be the remaining

risk in England in the cultivate u of Cereals under this method,
it is now proved on various of the new farms to be no greater
than the rifsk thereunder the ordinary method. Count Gasparin
ives an instance of the production of 70 hectolitre \ Wheat

per hectare in France, but he gives it—as a feat. Lord Kinnaird
tells me that he has had as much grown on a farm belonging to
him in Scotland, as a feat. In this teat of Mr. Teller he used 9

as I understand from him, in addition to bin farm-yard manure.
a large proportion of guano, and Ins easy advance is due to the
new implement for its distribution in solution as liquified

manure; but in other farms, which 1 think the most important
examples, 40 and 45 bushels or hectolitre** are given without any
foreign or other than liquified solid stable dung or diluted stable
uriue as manure.
Mr. Teifer's farm, however, would furnish an example <f the

practical dangers attendant on the reasonings ot the class of ab-
stract or " geometrical reasouera" in political economy, who have
on the question of subsistences assumed as a present general and
absolute condition of a less and less return being obtainable from
the cultivation of inferior soils. Now, it so happens that quite as
good returns under the new method of cultivation have been
obtained from inferior soils as from superior ones; verifying
the views of the great vegetable physiologist De Candolle*
who predicted that the future of agriculture would depend
on arrangements for giving to plants food and water or
moisture at the same time. The soil of Mr. Telfers farm is a
common sea sand. It is thus described by Mr. Morton in his
report, as "an old enclosure from the blown sand of the sea shore,

formerly a sandy waste;" and " while the difference which to the
farmer it exhibits from the wilderness it w .

is at least as
great as that exhibited by the richest specimens of fertility. I

know that the difference is in this case due wholly to art and not
to nature. The land on some of its extent has been heavily
clayed, and has yielded heavy crops of Wheat; but a great deal
of that I saw was as light a sand as was ever cultivated—a pure
sand soil, which the severe frosts of the winter have not made
cohere."

Mr. Wilmot, an eminent agriculturist, who has had under his
management the estates of the Duke of Newcastle and several of
the largest landed proprietors—has on a farm near Congleton, in
Cheshire, brought a sandy pea t to almost as grrat fertility as that of
Mr.Telfer, and excepting the Wheat crop and the Italian Rye- grass
on most crops to a greater amount of fertility, without any foreign*

yard manures whatsoever. Thus, on the same peaty sand he
gets a Cabbage weighing 30 lbs. on every superficial yard, or
60 tons per acre. I might adduce other examples to show that
the poorer soils were preferable for the new culture from their

poverty. Mr. Wilmot*s outlay was for draining this land
about 57. per acre and about 2L 10*. for the distributing

apparatus, composed of wooden pipes, which of course would
be eligible for those countries where iron or superior

be sandy peat land was valued at

the improvement it was valued as

per annum. The cost of iron pipes

such a farm as Mr. Telfers would
51. per acre, according to the close-

ness of the pipes; and the working expenses of distribution, in-

cluding the interest on the outlay, would be, if done by gravita-

great amount of produce obtained ; it was more than their build-
ings arranged for their former produce of large farms could
hold, and the results indicated the necessity of additional con-
structions for its reception ; but it was also found that more pro-
duce was got than their cattle and stock, in the proportions
assigned to such farms on the old system, could feed, and hence
more cattle are required to consume the additional produce; but for
this additional stock new buildings are necessary. The produc-

the sorts and quantities of materials on which to form their own
estimates. I need not speak in Belgium or in Switzerland
on the advantages of liquid manure ; but where I have objected to

its being so long retained and wasted by noxious decomposition; to
its being delivered in too Ugh a state of concentration, in single

instead of repeated applications, I have urged that it ought gene*
rally to be diluted in some six or seven times its bulk ot water, to

which the answer has been, that the labour of distribution was
tion is quickened and the crops are continuous, or required to be

; already very high. To this I reply, that by the new method by
cut more frequently, and at new times when there is not a market

; one man and a boy, aided by sieara poWer, as much liquid
prepared for it.

These practical embarrassments to theold farm managers, which
are deemed by them to have diminished immediate advantages
on very large and widely-spread farms, in which one disadvantage
—it has been actually stated as such—is the removal of un-
usually heavy weights of crops to long distances, have led to

the suggestion from the managers of large farms that the system
will lead to hig'i cultivation on smaller farms, a suggestion
which is a practicil recognition of the conclusion which I have
advanced, ti at this system operates practically to extend the

j

manure is distributed as by between 100 and 200 men, distribu-

ting manure from vessels on their back as in Switzerland; and
that it appears in England, that as much manure may by the im-
proved means be distributed, at an expense of from &i. to Is.,

as is done there for 16»*. by the water-cart, the method commonly
in use in Belgium. When the term irrigation is applied to the
new method of distribution, I would observe that, as the chief

paid executive officer of the General Board of Health in England,
whilst I have protested against the retention ofmanures in houses,

in cabinets said to be inodor6 or chemical manipulations there in
area of cultivation without extending the roads, the hedges, or any form, I have equally protested against the method of apply-
superintendence, to increase the gross production in a three or
four-fold degree without proportionate increase of the fixed

charges of cultivation.

Mr. Telfer, of Ayr, who has adopted the principle on a small
farm which has been the subject of much examination, of which
it is worthy, and who on 25 acres or 10 hectares of sandy land
keeps effectively from its produce 47 cows and one hull, assured

ing liquid manures to cultivation near towns, or even to plain

water irrigation near towns or villages by the method of submer-
sion, which produced ague, typhus, and diseases injurious

to men and to cattle. I found my objections confirmed

by experience and by the Legislature in Italy, which
in several parts prohibits the formation of water
meadows nearer than six miles to towns. But I am enabled

me that from his own accounts he can demonstrate that a to object to this method, which will appear hereafter to be

farm of that size will pwy tor the use of a small steam-engine, only worthy of the Saracenic period in which it originated, on

One year s yield in this 25 acres or 10 hectares :»re thus stated the economic ground of the expense of the worts, which in Italy

by Mr. Morton, the editor of the Agricultural Cyclopedia, have amounted in some instances with the connected works to as
" Of the 25 acres under irrigation there were eight and two-fifths much as 401. per acre, and in Eugland from 41. to 30Z. ptr acre;-

acres under Italian Ryegrass, yielding 27C tons (or 30i tons per generally costing double the expense of the pipe distribution,

acre) of green food, besides a crop of hay; three and three-fifths I object to the waste of water as well as of mannre, for, properly

applied, one-tenth of the quantity is found to be of even better

effect. By immediate applications of manure before decom-
position can commence, the waste in noxious evaporations,—in

stables as well as in houses— is avoided,—the fertilising matter is

at once fixed in chemical combination with the soil,—and we now
find that when applied in proper doses it is held permanently in the

and the price saved, "to pur-
|
soil until it is removed by the action ot vegetation. Any one who

i which these cattle were fed. will pass proper solutions through soils, or will apply them by
hand to any portions of his land, and during the growing season

will give it—in the intervals of horticultural culture of two
doees a week of manure highly diluted,—and one doNe of plain

water in the interval, may easily test the capability of any soil.

|
The more they are examined, the soundness of two leading

maxims [ have elsewhere enunciated will be recognised, namely,
that whilst for towns all offensive smells from the decomposition

of animal and vegetable matter indicate the generation and
presence of the causes of insalubrity and preventible diseafie,

for the rural districts all continuous offensive smells from
animal and vegetable decomposition denote the loss of fertilising

acres, yielding 150 tons of Cabbages, or 31£ per acre; seven
and one-fifth of an acre of Mangel Wurzel, yielding 250 tons

(at Ml tons per acre), and nearly six acres of Wheat which
yielded the extraordinary 'measured produce of 405 bushels,

or 67£ bushel 8 per acre; : " that is to say, 66 hectolitres

the hectare. "The Wheat, and some of the Cabbages and
Mangel Wurzel were sold,

chase hay and other food on
This year's produce from 47 cows was 30,660 gallons of

superior milk, producing a butter which, carried 400 miles

to the London market, fetches a first-class price there" I

give these particulars because although the gross amount of

produce may be extraordinary, and it is doubtless a fact in

respect to the yield—it is not, as to the green crops deemed
extraordinary by farm cultivators ot another class, whose opera-

tions are too commonly neglected,—namely, market gardeners, or

as they are termed at Paris the maraichtre cultivators, to vrbom

I have shown them.

In answer to some general observations of mine on the great

advantage the system of liquified mannre farming appeared to me matter, loss of money, and bad husbandry. In the house, in the

to offer under the climate and soil of France, Mr. Telfer writing street, and in the farm-yard, iu urban as well as in rural di&-

to me in May, 1855, says, u I am fully alive to the advantages tricts, you may test almost every species of administration, the
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superior as well as the inferior, the general as well as the local

administration, by the nose.
On the production of meat as part of the question of alimenta-

tion, I beg to offer some special instances of agricultural powers.

The system of liquified manure cultivation has recently been
introduced on the National Agricultural Training Institution for

Ireland, at Glasnevin, and applied to about 20 hectares of land ;

from the very untoward season of last year, and perhaps
from some errors in management, the results were deemed
somewhat of a failure, but the failure was 27 tons 8 cwt.

of Italian Rye-grass per acre. Mr. Morton reports that

Mr. James Kennedy, who has managed one farm success-

fully on this system and has now taken the management
6f another farm under Sir Robert Peel, undertakes by this

j

method of cultivation to keep 60 sheep per acre for five months
of summer, raising for this purpose 65 tons of green food per
imperial acre, and " that," says Mr. Morton, "I do not doubt is a
possibility as an individual fact, but it is a possibility as an
average experience " la this particular farm the new culture
had been in operation six years, and it is generally attested
that the improvement of the culture is progressive.
Mr. Frederick M'Connell, a gentleman who has adopted it on

a farm near Annan, writing to me in the spring of this year,
says—*' I kept last summer on a field of nine acres 215 sheep
(as well as eight horses part of the time) from June the 15th to
October the 1st. I have 117 acres, or 47 hectares, under my own
hands, and from what I see I expect to be able to keep 1000 sheep
all the year found."
But I expect that next year we shall have in operation several

small farms of less extensive culture than the one I have cited of
I

Mr. Telfer's, which may be of more especial interest as examples
to the French and other members of the Congress. Of other
small farms now in operation I cite one of Mr. May, a gentleman
who has near Macclesfield a farm of 25 acres or 10 hectares, on
which he keeps a steam-engine of four-horse power for distributing
the liquified manure, as well as for cutting hay, straw, and roots,
bruising Oats, &c. He writes to me this summer: H I am on my
25 acres keeping 17 cows, 24 sheep, and one horse, and part of the
year two. To accomplish this I have only 2£ acres of Italian
Rye-grass. Six and seven cows were the usual stock three years
ago. My Wheat and Oats and the Mangels, Turnips, and Carrots
promise well." In reply to my question as to the productive
power of the new system, as compared with other similar farms,
he says :

M
I cannot well compare my farm with others about me,

matter till lately, and now I trust it is meriting that

attention which is the just reward of so important an
invention. Having been fully alive to its properties I

may be blamed for not calling greater attention to it

myself, but I was at that time, and have been ever since,

engaged in matters of equal importance ; and probably
this might have been the case with the other members
of the committee. Sigma.

Seed Hybridising.—Your leader in the Gazette of the

1st November on Turnip seed and hybridising is worthy
of attentive perusal, for in no part of our profession are

we farmers more at sea than among our root crops.

Ask a farmer which Wheat he finds most prolific, or

produces the best sample, you may receive a satis-

factory answer—because the bushel decides the former,

and the miller the latter. But ask him which Turnip
or Swede produces the most weight on a given space,

equally manured, and most nutritious ; I venture to say
that in nine cases out of ten the answer will be evasive.

The reason is obvious. It takes tco much trouble to

ascertain. In carrying out experiments which the

writer has conducted, it has been found that, equally

manured, some varieties of Swedes have produced one-

sixth more weight ; and moreover, from equal weight
more nutritive value was found. The produce per acre
the farmer can determine if he would only take the
trouble, but the solid matter or nutritive value requires
the chemist to determine. It is a well known fact that

we farmers are no chemists, and we talk lightly of the

science ; therefore, as the farmer and seedsman are linked
together in the matter, I would suggest they should go
hand and hand in the matter, the farmer to find the
Turnip or Swede most productive on his soil and
manuring, the seedsmaft to have the specific gravity

as they differ so much in size and quality; but there is a farm of each class tabulated, in order when called for to show

^•oriftics.

rear me which was highly improved, i. e. in the ordinary system,
a few years since, and now is one of the hest in the neighbour-

'

hood. It is 75 acres, and keepB 16 cow9, 7 one and two-year old
calves, and two horses and a foal. This is its average stock."

Mr. Philip Miles, of Bristol, one of the brothers of the county
member, has begun the system and applied the sewage from his
mansion on some adjacent land. He writes to me at the beginning
ef the present year:—" I have had no experience of liquid mannre
on ploughed land, as I have not sufficient manure to do more
than irrigate a certain portion of my Grass, about 30 acres," i. 1.

nearly 12 hectares. " It cannot be put on too strong, i. e. too
much of it, in winter or in summer. I find that it may be put
on stronger every year as the Grasses become more and more
icsed to it, or rather as the peculiar brasses fitted for it increase.
In the field that is mown the cows when turned out on it always
increase in milk about four gallons a day in about 20 cows. On
the field that is always fed the milk does not increase quite so
ir.uch, but the cream is of great richness and very thick."

I cite this example as illustrating a result which has been in-
variably attendant on the new method of culture in giving the
plant food as well as water at the same time, namely an increase
of nitrogen in the plant, finer instead of coarser vegetation, the
growth of new plants never seen in the soil before, far richer
milk and butter. At Rugby, the place last irrigated by the
nndecom posed town sewerage, a few days only before, may be
distinguished by the cattle selecting it to feed upon. The milk I

and butter derived are both of a superior quality, as also the
•cereal productions. I have exhibited at the Congiess specimens
of the Wheat, which is one-third heavier than Wheat grown on
the same land unirrigated, and is estimated by Mr. Walker, as I
have stated, at 50. The milk derived from the Grass of a portion,
of the rampart of Paris, irrigated as a trial work, but only with
•decomposed town sewerage, is pronounced by those who have
partaken of it to be " delicious."
From Mr. Worsley, a gentleman who has undertaken to apply

cpon his own estate the sewerage of the town of Rushholme, near
Manchester, I have general information as to his progress, Oob-
sSrmatory of the conclusion from other instances of the increased
powers of production from the liquified manures of towns, which
*re now wasted—but in this instance, from the bad drainage
of the town, the manure, like that under trial at Paris, is decom-
posed manure.
The Earl of Essex, who has undertaken to apply on the new

his farmer friends. In the Baker Street Bazaar, I doubt
not as usual we shall have exhibited gigantic Mangels
and magnificent Swedes, all being well to gaze upon and
admire by Londoners. But for us farmers, " who live

to learn," the weight per acre from which the specimens
are selected, the kind of soil where grown, the manure
applied, and the distance grown apart—these, combined
with the seedsman's specific gravity, would be interest-

ing hints, and for which none would be more thankful
than your humble servant. A Friend to Improvement.

Rape.—There is no doubt that Rape cut now will send
up shoots, seed shoots, in the spring which will be
luxuriant in foliage in proportion to the present strength

of the plants, and as the ground is or may be made
rank with manure, and as it is deep, &c, as with every-
thing else so with Rape, these conditions will in

increasing the rankness of the leaf delay the appear-
ance of the seed bloom and of course make the crop
more valuable for feeding in the spring by bringing it

so much later as well as more abundant. In poor land

and with late plants for feeding the spring shoots will

be hardly worth leaving upon the ground, still they
will give some picking for sheep. But as to cutting
now or in the course of the winter, as to the
production of spring shoots, I think it is imma-
terial when it is done, and so for feeding purposes
it may be done at once, as the growth is now pretty
well over. Rape, as doing pretty well in indifferent

conditions, does not receive in general the treatment
it deserves ; under the same treatment as Turnips it is

very productive, and is preferred by cattle to almost
anything else. I have weighed in November a plant

transplanted in July from a May sowing, that without

method, the whole of the sewerage of the town of Watford upon a i ts root and lower stem weighed 6 lbs., and I think with
*. v„i

: *. i.:~ «. v: * ^.— -v X..-.

gQ0Cj treatment the weight of a general crop miyht be
brought up very near to this ; and as this might be
effected alter some early removed crop, with the
addition of what the spring shoots would produce, per-
haps there could not be a more valuable green crop.

From its oily nature it ought also to be a very nutritive

food. I have offered it and Vetches together to a cow,
and she has left the Vetches and taken to the Rape ; a
plot of Cabbage in which there happened tobe a few plants

of Rape was trespassed on by pigs and ducks, they did

not touch the Cabbage, or at least only in passing, till

farm belonging to him at his seat near Cassiobury, being con-
vinced from the practical example set by Mr. Walker with the
sewerage of Rugby that every apprehension of offensivenet-s or
ef sanitary inconvenience is there demonstrated to be illusory

—

lias also laid down on the new principle a distinct small model
farm of 18 acres, or between 7 and 8 hectares, on which I am
informed 30 cows are now kept, and that there is no doubt they
will be kept throughout the year.

{.To be continued.)

Home Correspondence.
A Green-topped White Turnip was gathered last week

off the farm of Mr. John Hewitt, of Lea, near Gainsbro', I they had picked every Rape plant bare. Ducks thus'feed-
Lincolnshire, measuring 3 feet 4 inches in circumfer-

' ing may seem something strange; we used ever to consider
i f»-i iu_ im.. a-»j _^»

«_
• • them not only inoffensive in a garden, but most useful

in the destruction of what was injurious. In Ireland
they were then fed on Potatoes ; but since the fatal

disease in these, ducks, like everything else, have been
taught to eat Cabbage, and now no green thing in the
garden is safe from them, and we have thus lost the
benefit of their services as insect destroyers. Can we
have a more beneficial treatment of land or a more
profitable green cropping year than a highly manured

ence, weighing 2741bs. The field, which is sand, was
manured with " Tiger's manure," Jrom Beverley, 2 cwt.
to the acre, drilled in with other management. The
Turnips in the same field averaged 14 lbs. apiece

—

many much more.
Boydell's Endless Railway Engine. — To show how

backward people are to appreciate valuable inventions
possibly destined hereafter to work a complete revolu-
tion in the agricultural world, I will instance BoydelFs
Engine, an engraving of which will be found in the

;
crop of winter Vetches followed by transplanted Rape,

Patent Journal, March 7, 1847, entitled " Boydell's
j
affording three crops of green food with frequent

Improvements in applying Apparatus to Carriages to stirrings of the land, two of these crops being full

and heavy ones, the third perhaps equivalent to a
half one, and most of the stirrings of the land occurring
at the most leisure time of the year ? Even the trans-

planting of the Rape, the most operose of the opera-
tions, falls in between hay and corn harvests, and
if driven into the corn harvest may occupy the
men and women on wet days, or at any in-

tervals when there is not work for them in the
harvest field. It is true the crop cannot be stored,

but then it may be cut in frost and snow ; neither
should I think it so cold and watery a food as Turnips.
I am not aware that it has ever been used as fatting

food, but I should think it better adapted to that pur-
pose than Turnips. I question whether much less corn,

Facilitate the Draft." When on the committee for the
examination of implements at the Society of Arts about
•ight years since, we were called on to give our decision
en the merits of rather an ingenious steam plough,
exhibited by an American. At a glance it could be seen
that immediately the engine had got well into an arable
field it must inevitably, from its weight, sink up to the
axles, and possibly disappear altogether. It was at this
time that I was more than ever forcibly struck with the
advantages to be derived in ploughing land by use of
Boydell's engines to draw the ploughs as brought before
tw by the American. I drew a diagram at the time,
and called the attention of my fellow judges to the
importance of an invention of this description, thinking
it admirably adapted for drawing a series of ploughs and and certainlv less oilcake, might not be required with it.
otner heavy weights ; but I have heard nothing of the J. M. Goodiff.

North Walsham.—At the late annual meeting held
the other day, Mr. Cubitt said his object in establishing

the society was to do good to the agriculture of the
neighbourhood, and they could not do better than give

a practical turn to their meetings. They had had a
very good show during the day, and he might perhaps
commence with the first class—the cart horses. The
circumstances of the district ought to be considered,

they lived in a district hemmed in by the sea, and he
thought the show of cart horses under all the circum-
stances was an excellent one. The animals exhibited

had been hard at work up to the day of the exhibition,

and their condition was, therefore, highly creditable.

A good cart horse was now worth 50/., and, therefore,

the breed was more deserving of attention than the

improvement of the breed of hackneys, which were
only worth 30Z. He had been offered 44Z. for a two-

year-old ; and if they could get between 30/. and 40/.

for a two-year-old, he discarded the idea of breeding

hackneys, and he advised them to apply all their

energies to cart horses. Next year he should pro-

pose that they should increase their prizes in this

department. The breeding of cart horses was indi-

genous to the district, but it was not so successful

with sheep or bullocks. They farmed very little land,

but their object was to farm well ; they paid a high

rent, and wanted, therefore, to grow the utmost they

could upon a small extent. The Turnip crop he con-

sidered a very important one, though perhaps on that

subject they might think that he spoke from interested

motives. Without a good crop of Turnips, it was im-

possible that a farmer could show a good balance-sheet

at the end of the year. Without a good crop of

Turnips, the farmer could not have good stock, and it

was, in fact, the sheet-anchor of his business. Perhaps

it might be interesting to the company to know how
he succeeded in growing his Turnips. His friend, Mr.
Gayford, had alluded to artificial manures, and his friend,

Mr. Theobald, had expressed an opinion that the farmers

were humbugged a great deal with regard to them.

He knew they were. There were three grand secrets

in growing a good crop of Turnips—plough deep, sow

early, and make your own artificial manures. The basis

of manure was dissolved bones, and it required no skill,

and no capital, but simply a little attention, to dissolve

bones. Any farmer could dissolve bones by getting

some sulphuric acid, making a cistern, and placing the

bones in it. By this means he could dissolve bones as

well as the most scientific man in the world, and by

putting on 5 bushels per acre of this manure, and a little

guano, they might come to the association and compete

successfully for the prizes for roots. His own land was

extremely good, he lived under a most liberal landlord,

who had granted him a 20 years' lease, and he hoped at

its expiration that he should have made himself inde-

pendent. He had said a few words upon the cultivation

of Turnips, but good tillage was equally important.

There was an immense deal of difference between good

hoeing and bad hoeing. After he had been in the north

of England, and had seen the manner in which the

Scotch farmers executed this work, he was perfectly dis-

gusted with the process pursued at home ; and he had
told his men that if they hoed his Turnips so that he

gained the prize he would give them the money, and he

had no doubt if other farmers did the same they would

beat him another year in the production of roots. Mr.
Theobald had alluded to the education of farmers.

That was a most important question, for education

might be carried too far, and their sons and children

might be made good for nothing. Farmers' sons, he

believed, should be educated at the plough's tail ; they

should be educated well, but when they were brought

home they should be made practical men. He was not

ashamed to confess that he had gone through every

description of work on the farm, and he believed that if

all farmers thoroughly understood the nature of field

work they would be in a much better position. There

were many farmers ruined by theory but very few ruined

by practice. [ ! ]

Farm Memoranda.
Dishlet Farm, in Mr. Bakeweli/s occupation.—

The following is abridged from Arthur Young's

* Farmer's Tour."

Mr. Bakewell, of Dishley, one of the most considerable

farmers in this county, has in so many instances improved

on the husbandry of his neighbours that he merits par-

ticular notice. His breed of cattle is famous throughout

the kingdom ; and he has lately sent many to Ireland.

He has in this part of his business many ideas which 1

believe are perfectly new, or that have hitherto been
totalIy

neglected. This principle is to gain the beast, pettier

sheep or cow, that will weigh most in the most vaiuame

joints'; there is a great difference between an ox oi

50 stone, carrying 30 in roasting pieces, and -0 m coarse

boiling ones, and another carrying 30 in the latter, ana

20 in the former. And at the same time that hegains tne

shape that is of the greatest value in the smallest com-

pass, he asserts, from long experience, that ne gains a

breed much hardier, and easier fed than any others.

These ideas he applies equally to sheep and oxen.

In the breed of the latter the old notion was that

where you had much and large bones, there was plenty

of room to lay flesh on ; and accordingly the graziers

were nor to buy the largest-boned cattle. This whole

system Mr. Bakewell has proved to be an utter mistake.
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He asserts, the smaller the bones, the truer will be the

J

make of the beast—the quicker she will fat—and her
weight, we may easily conceive, will have a larger pro-
portion of valuable meat—flesh, not bone, is the butcher's
object. Mr. Bakewell admits that a large-boned beast
may be made a large fat beast, and that he may come to
a great weight ; but justly observes that this is no part of
tte profitable inquiry, for stating such a simple propo-

;

sitiou, without at the same time showing the expense of
|

covering those bones with flesh, is offering no satisfac-
|

tory argument. The only object of real importance is
'<

the proportion of Grass to value. I have 20 acres—
I

which will pay me for those acres best, large or small-
boned cattle ? The latter fat so much quicker, and
more profitably in the joints of value, that the query is

answered in their favour from long and attentive ex-
perience. Among other breeds of cattle the Lincolnshire
and the Holderness are very large, but their size lies in

their bones ; they may be fattened to great loss to the
grazier, nor can they ever return so much for a given

]

quantity of Grass as the small-boned, long-horned kind.

The breed which Mr. Bakewell has fixed on as the
best in England is the Lancashire, and he thinks he has
improved it much, in bringing the carcase of the beast
into a truer mould and particularly by making them
broader over the backs. The shape which should be
the criterion of a cow, a bull, or an ox, and also of a
sheep, is that of an hogshead or a firkin ; truly circular
with small and as short legs as possible ; upon the plain
principle that the value lies in the barrel, not in the legs.

All breeds, the backs of which rise in the least ridge,

are bad. I measured two or three cows, 2 feet 3 inches
flat across their back from hip to hip—and their legs

remarkably short. Mr. Bakewell has now a bull of his

own breed which he calls Twopenny, which leaps cows
at 51. 5s. a cow. This is carrying the breed of horned
cattle to wonderful perfection. He is a very fine bull

—

most truly made, according to the principles laid down
above. He has many others got by him, which he lets

for the season, from 5 guineas to 30 guineas a season, but
rarely sells any. He would not take 2001. for Twopenny.
He has several cows which he keeps for breeding that

he would not sell at 30 guineas a-piece.

Another peculiarity is the amazing gentleness in

which he brings up these animals. All his bulls stand still

in the field to be examined ; the way of driving them from
one field to another, or home, is by a little switch ; he
or his men walk by their side, and guide him with the

stick wherever they please, and they are accustomed to

this method from being calves.

In the breed of his sheep Mr. Bakewell is as curious,

and I think, if any difference, with greater success than

in his horned cattle, for better made animals cannot be
seen than his rams and ewes ; their bodies are as true

barrels as can be seen*, round, broad backs, and the

legs not above 6 inches long, and a most uuusual proof

of kindly fattening is their feeding quite fat, just within

their fore legs on the ribs, a point in which sheep are

never examined in common, from common breeds never
carrying any fat there. In his breed of sheep he pro-

ceeds exactly on the same principle as with oxen ; the

fatting in the valuable parts of the body, and the living

on much poorer food than other sorts. He has found
from various experience in many parts of the kingdom,
as well as upon his own farm, that no land is too bad for

a good breed of cattle, and particularly sheep. It may
not be proper for large stock, that is large-boned stock,

but undoubtedly more proper for a valuable well made
sheep than the usual wretched sorts found in most parts

of England on poor soils—such as the moor sheep, the

Welsh ones—and the Norfolks. And he would hazard

any moderate stake that his own breed, each sheep of

which is worth several of those poor sorts, would do

better on those poor soils than the stock generally found

on them. A good and true shape having been found

the strongest indication of hardiness, and what the

graziers call a kindly sheep, one that has always an in-

clination to feed.

He has an experiment to prove the hardiness of his

breed which deserves notice. He has five or six ewes,

that have gone constantly in the highways since May-
day, and have never been in his fields ; the roads are

narrow, and the food very bare ; they are in excellent

order, and nearly fat, which proves in the strongest

manner the excellence of the breed. And another

circumstance of a peculiar nature is his flock of ewes,

that have reared two lambs, beiDg quite fat in the first

week of July—an instance hardly to be paralleled.

The breed is originally Lincolnshire, but Mr. Bake-

well thinks, and very justly, that he has much improved

it. The grand profit, as I before observed, is from the

same food going so much farther in feeding these than any

others ; not, however, that Mr. Bakewell's breed is

small—on the contrary, it is as weighty as nine-tenths of

the kingdom ; for he sells fat wethers at
3.J (? 2|) years

old at 21. a head. Other collateral circumstances of im-

* The following is an account of two sheep of Mr. Bakewell's

measured in the wool :—
I this day measured Mr. Bakewell's 3 years' old ram. and found

Mm aa follows :— Feet Inches.

Hisgirt &
His height

™

His collar broad at ear tip* 1

Broad over his shoulders 1

Ditto over his ribs 1

Ditto his hips ... * ._

H. Sanbfobd, Dishley, 17th March, 1770.

This day measured a two year old barren.ewe.

Height 1ft. 11 in-

Girt 6 9
Breast from the ground, the breadth of four-fingers.

-^B.— I would have measured her breadth but for a fall of snow.

H. S-jDishleVjUtsup.

portance are the wool being equal to any other ; and the
sheep standing the fold better. He sells no tups, but lets
them at from 5 guineas to 30 guineas for the season.

(To le continued.)
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Miscellaneous.
Agricultural Education.—When farming is conducted

on scientific principles, the increase of crop would
amply compensate for the labour and capital expended
in its production ; but when it is, as too often happens,
regarded as one of those callings that only require
strong arms and industrious habits to ensure success, it

is very likely to prove anything but successful so long
as the true principles of cultivating and maintaining the
fertility of the soil reman unlearned. Strong hands
and patient industry might suffice while population con-
tinued thin and scattered, and while the land was subject
to a very small amount of impost, but in these days,
when population has become dense, when the land is

subject to high rent and heavy taxes, strong arms and
industrious habits will not alone suffice to enable the
farmer to meet and overcome his difficulties. In these
days " the battle is not with the strong," but with the

intelligent ; and if the farmer expects to succeed in his

profession, he must begin by acquiring a knowledge of

the nature of the materials he has to operate upon—the

nature of the productions he is to raise from them—and
how best his great machine, the soil, shall be best main-
tained in efficient order. Mr. Quinn, of the Dromiskeen
Model Agricultural School, County Louth, in the Journal

of the Albert Agricultural Training Institution.

Calendar of Operations.

NOVEMBER.
Farm, xkah Hexham, Nop. 17.—The cessation of actual

wet in the end of October, though the weather was far from
drying, permitted one of the most tedious harvests on record
to be brought to a conclusion. It is not oft«n we hear of a
three months' harvest, but this year we had Barley cut near
this on the fifth of August, and in the beginning of this month
there was still Corn out. Not only has the harvest been
tedious, but disastrous; a very large portion of the Whoatcrop
is unsound, and little of what is sound is in marketable con-
dition. The weather though not favourable for bringing the
damp stacks into condition, has been very much so for Wheat
sowing and Turnip storing. We are now in the midst of the
latter operation, and have a strong force on. We pay 5s. 6d.

per acre for topping and tailing. Our p'an of storing is to leave
a portion of the nearest stubble field (if near a road) unplonghed,
and there to store our Swedes. If there is no stubble field

convenient, we store in the field, where they are grown, a
portion being brought home to the steading for immediate
use. The carts are filled by our own workers, putting
on carts and fillers enough to store close up to the pullers
every night if possible, and taking care that there are
fillers enough to keep the carts constantlv going ; each cart

going from* 10 to 12 turns in the afternoon when storing
close at hand, A man at the heap helps to empty the carts and
keep the heap well thrown up and covered with a thick coating
of straw. We put no soil on the heaps, except a few spades full

here and there to keep the straw from flowing off, as we find the
Turnips keep much better without soil ; our heaps are about
10 feet wide, and from 4 to 5 feet in height, and lying north and
south. We purpose trying a portion of our crop this year in a
large flat-topped heap about 2 feet deep and well covered with
straw, the result of which we shall report upon. Weather per-
mitting, we hope to have all our Swedes stored this week, when
the tops will be ploughed in and the ground sown with Wheat.
Our sheep were put on Turnips on the 8th, and the cattle put
into the yards on the 15th of October. The latter are doing very
well; but a considerable number of the hoggets have fallen.

Fully the half of the Potato crop is lost with disease. Z
West Sussex, Nov. 19.—We have had one of the finest seasons

for Wheat sowing that has been for many years, and it is now
nearly all in. There will be a little sown no doubt after Turnips,
which are now being fed off, although it is now doubtful whether
there is much inducement to sow Wheat where Barley used to

be put, as the price of Barley is now so high that it competes in

value with Wheat per acre. Suppose we say that land that will

produce 5 quarters Wheat at 70s. will produce 7 quarters
Barley at 50$., which are now about the prices of each, there is

little choice in the matter to the farmer, but to the nation the

Wheat is the most valuable as a necessary of life, and
especially if we consider how Barley is so often converted into

an evil to the poor. However in practice these matters will not enter
into calculation : I. s. d. will be the guide, and it is not likely that

the doubt will exist another •year, as much of the Barley was
damaged this year so that the better qualities are scarce. The
late Turnips do well with the mild weather that we have, and
there is still abundance of Grass, so that we are not likely to be
so badly off for food as we thought. There are now a good many
lambs dropt of the horned breeds, and the luck is generally good.

Mangel Wurzel has been got up and is in most cases a good crop,

and appears already to find buyers, so that we may soon expect

to see it more generally cultivated than it is; we every year see

more of it, and no one who once grows it gives it np. Storing of

Swedes is not common, and I fear will not for some time, for we
can hardly like to pull them now as they are not stopt growing.

Our market is now well supplied with Wheat and in much better

order than it was. Beef is neither in great supply nor much
demand, mutton in good supply, fat pigs not yet very plentiful. G. S

CHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD HOUSES& On Mr. Rivers' Plan.
20 by 12, 20 by 13 ... > 1Q
20 „ 14, 20 „ 15 ... / lb5 -

Per 100 feet.

LARGER SIZES, not kxcerpiko 40 Inches Long.
16oz. from2rf. toSW./Jl oz. from 3d. to bd^ 26 oz. from 6<*. to 7i<*

per foot superficial, according to size and quantity.

JAMES PHILLIPS & CO.,

116, Bishopsgate Street Without, London.
CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

JTETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLAS?
1 A ot British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d
per square foot, for the usual sires required ,manv thousand
of which are kept ready packed for immediatedeiivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASfc
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES. PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASSORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES
to James Shut & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gard*ntr$* Chronic?* first Saturday in each month.

ORITISII SHEET GLASS FOR HORT1CUL-
L* TURAL PURPOSES.— Si/.es from 7 by 5 to 9 bv 7 at
lis. 67. per 100 foot box; 9} by 74 and 10 by 8, at 12*. 6rf. per
box, in 21 oz. Is. per box extra; larger 8i2es up to 22 by 14, 15 oz.,
atl6f.; and 21 oz.

T
255. per 100 feet. Boxes charged 2*. each

and returnable at the same price if delivered free. Crvstal
White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent
Rough Plate, British and Patent Plato, &c; White Lead, Oils,
Turpentine, Colours, Ac—G. Farmilok & Son. 118, St. John
Street, West Smithfield, London .

IMPROVED STEAMING APPARATUS.—FOO!>
-L FOR STOCK.—The advantages of cooking the food of-
animals are so well understood now that a steaming apparatus
is considered indispensable to every well-ordered steading. The
process of boiling or steaming is known to effect great and im-
portant changes, both in the chemical and mechanical condition
of food, and to render many substances suitable for the digestion
of animals, which in their raw state are indigestible or unwhole-
some. The mechanical division of boiled food facilitates the
acts of mastication, swallowing, and ruminating (in ruminating
animals).—Address, Richmond* Chandler, Salford, Manchester
Branch Establishment, South John Street, Liverpool.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS.
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

yHESE FITTINGS will be found to possess all
-*- the latest and most important improvements, and are of
the best manufacture. All kinds of Stable Furniture in stocks
Iron Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, Tomb Railings, &c. New Illus-
trated Catalogues forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.
James BABTOir, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford Street, London*.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS * DRAINING TOOLS-

Notices to Correspondents.
Gas Liquor : R. Vardm. There is no doubt that it may he use-

fully poured undiluted over a stubble or clay soil. Plough it in,

and you may 60W in a few weeks or days, according to the

quantity applied and the nature of the weather, which if wet
will soon distribute it throagbout a well drained soil.

Ltnseed: J H. Your letter has been forwarded to our corre-

spondent at Mark Lane.
Mangel Wokzel: A Grower asks t; S P" to inform him the

mode he adopted in keeping his Mangel Wurzel the second

year? Also the sort of root he prefers? and the best descrip-

tion of artificial manure to use for them on light or ten soil ?

Steel Mills : W. We do not know Mr. White's Steel Mills.

Storing Roots: F L. The inconsistency was not noticed, and it

is right to add that the papers you allude to are from different

pens. We had been accustomed to store 1000 tons of roots per

annum on the plan by hurdles and straw recommended in the

Cyclopaedia. This was on a farm where the ground about the

building was conveniently adapted for storing roots, where the

growth of straw was excessive, and where any supply of strips

from the sawpit could be had for the asking with which to

manufacture the rough fencing which this mode of pitting

needs. If you have all these conveniences you cannot do

better than adopt that plan, notwithstanding that the writer at

page 762 objects to it on the score of cost. His second objection

was remedied in our case by the insertion of a faggot of

wood every two or three yards in the heap which projected at

the ridge and carried off any gaseous emanation which might

hare created a tendency to ferment.

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Pirkes*
Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements on receipt of eight postage stamps*.

95. Newgate Street, London^

ECONOMY IN FEEDING STOCK.

No. 1. Single Grater £3 10
No. 2. Double ditto 5
No. 3. Ditto ditto, larger size 6

Extra lor Driving Pulley, adapted to Steam Power, 10s.

BUSHE and BARTER'S Patent Root Graters are
improved very much this season by A. & T. Fry, (late

Fowler & Fry) Temple Gate Implement Factory, Bristol.

They are now the cheapest, most simple, and at the same time
most effective machines for the purpose of reducing roots of ait

descriptions into very small gratings or shreds. Testimonials
and directions for use may be obtained free from A. & T. Fryt

and the machines may either be obtained direct, or from any
respectable implement dealer or ironmonger in the country at
the above prices. Also, Corne's Patent Chaff Machines, of all

sizes, Improved Oat and Bean Mills, Malt Mills, and Gardner's
double and single action Turnip Cutters, &c.
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GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.

RAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex- G. & O. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
penenee m

j
th>^natrnction of HorticoltoalEytwy, which, for elegance of Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

Their Hot-water
scientific principles, for all

be made available.

CUBSTANTIAL POULTRY-HOUSE, 12 feet by^ 4 feet, for 41., consisting of house 4 feet square, and covered
run for fowls 8 feet by 4, nest-boxes, perches, ladders, &c,
painted, and delivered within 4 miles from London. Drawings
of several sent free. The above are portable, and can be erected
by any ordinary labourer. Also summer-houses for Gardens
from 50s. each, and small houses 6 feet square, 5*. each, with door
and window. Drawings of 23 sent five. R. Richardson, 21,
Tonbridge Place, New Road, London. N.B.—Maker of Iron and
"Wood Houses Tor Emigrants. Drawings of*2t and prices sent free.

WIRE FENCING, Three Farthings per Foot, less
* f than 2-inch Mesh, painted, from 1 foot wide to 6 feet wide

;

the 6 feet high Is. per yard run ; made by powerful machinery,
and little more than half the price of the cheapest article of the
kind in the market. It is worked in oil, and warranted not to
rust. Also on Sale, Rabbit-proof Iron Hurdles, 6 feet by 3 feet,
os. to 6s. 6d. each.—R. Richardson, Patent Wire "Maker,
21, Tonbridge Place, New Road, near Euston Square, London.
The Wire-work is Rabbit-proof. Wire Sheep Fencing, 4d. per
square vard.

PATRONIZED MAJESTY.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
[ R. PEILL, ]7, New Park Street, Sonthwark,

'* • (late Stephenson & Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above.

OT-WATER APPARATUS, for Heating^Hot^
4 bouses, Conservatories, public and private Buildings, and

ensuring Ventilation; improved Boilers, with self-acting regu-
lators; Hot-air, Drying, and Hydraulic Apparatus, manufactured
and erected by S. S. Tayleb. Battersea.

HOT-WATER PIPES (Cast Iron) at WHOLE-
SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphons, Tee-Pipes, Coil-

Pipes, and every requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and
Saddle Boilers, 505, each. Improved Soot Doors and Furnace
Doors, Builders' Castings, Pipes, and Gutters of every description
in stock at Mr. LvycH White's, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper
Ground Street, Blackfriars Bridge, London.

~URMP CUTTERS & ROOT GRATERS of every
description. Illustrations & Prices forwarded on application.

William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,
near London Bridge.

^ H AFF-CUTT1JNG MACHIJNES, 58s.;
OAT-BRUISERS, 50s^Illustrations on application.

William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,
near London Bridge.

i

c

AGRICULTURAL CARTS, 101. 10s.; LIGHT
WAGGONS. 15Z.—Illustrations forwarded on application.

William Dbay <fe Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,
near London Bridge.

WIRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.

Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety

:

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make;
Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W.Richards, Imperial
Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's

Theatre. ___
"1UFFANY," for SHADING CONSERVA-
i

WILLIAM SIIAKESPEAR
(SUCCESSOR TO CLARK AJTJD JONES),

Manufacturer of Metallic Hothouses, Conservatories, &c, Ho
Apparatus, and General Horticultural Builder,

5 5, LIONEL STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

Water

TTTILLIAM SHAKESPEAR in soliciting; the attention of the Nobility and Gentry to this old and well-known
Establishment, begs to say that in addition to continuing the Manufacture of Metallic Hothou-is, &c, for which his pre-

r
ee
t
ss

1!!'
s were 1° justly celebrated, he undertakes the erection of Horticultural Buildings to any extent in Wood, and since taking

<o the business in IS52 having gone to considerable expense in putting up the most improved Steam Machinery, he is enabled to
execute orders in the best manner and at the very lowest price for which first-class materials and workmanship only caube afforded.

« ^f
monS r ^e many examples of the superior mode of construction peculiar to this Establishment, W. S. can with pleasure refer

nLrS?-
B*ynitJCftnt ran^e ot" METALLtC FORCING HOUSES in the Royal Gardens, Frogmore, which after having been in

maShi°p
8°me y<

!

arS
'
are aIlo,red t0 be unsurpassed in their suitability to the purposes required and the excellence of the work

Designs and Estimates on application. Experienced workmen sent to any part of the kingdom.

ESTABLISHED IN THE YEAR 1818.

TORIES.— Manufactured byJohn Shaw& Co., 40, Princess

Street, Manchester.

TIFFANY, a light, cheap, and durable material for Shading
Conservatories and other Hot-houses, effectually securing Plants

from the scorching rays of the sun, without obscuring the light;

also one of the best protectors of Fruits from Birds and Wasps,

and the Bloom of Wall Trees from Spring Frosts. Sold in pieces

•20 yards long by 3S inches wide, at 3d. per yard or 5s. per piece.

A liberal allowance to the Trade when 10 or more pieces are takeD.

N.B.—Orders from unknown correspondents mnst be accom-

panied by a remittance.

John Shaw & Co. beg to inform their numerous correspondents

that their " Tiffany," lor shading Conservatories, &c, may be

procured from the following Agents :—

Messrs. Charlwood & Cummins, Seed Merchants, Covent Gar-

den, London. . _^
Messrs. Hurst & M'Mullen, Seed Merchants, Florists, *<?.,

6, Leadenhall Street, London. _.„„_.
Messrs. Arthur Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Place, Edgeware

Road, London. ex**™*
Messrs. Peter Lawson & Son, Seed Merchants, Great ueorge

Street, Westminster and Edinburgh.
Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.

Messrs. W. Wood & Son, Maresfield, Sussex. , , .

Messrs. Francis and Arthur Dickson & Sons, Seed 3iercnants,

Chester.

J. S. & Co.'s Tiffany" may also he procured from the under-

mentioned Nurserymen and Seedsmen :

—

Messrs. Minier, Nash, & Co., 60, Strand London.

Messrs. Osborn & Sons, Fulham, Middlesex.

Messrs. Rollison & Son, Tooting, Surrey.

Mr. James Veitch, Chelsea.

Messrs. A. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, Herts.

Mr. W. J. Epps, Maidstone.

Messrs. Bainbridge & Hewison, i ork.

Mr. Caldwell, Knutsfowl. -

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Seed Merchants. Reading Berks.

Mr. F. Godwin, Broadfield Nursery; and 1, 2, and *,

Market Hall, Sheffield.
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NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES"
Awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition, and Patronised by the English and

French Governments.

SUBSTITUTE FOR GARDEN MATS.—Waxed^ Sheeting nearly 2 yards wide, U, p.r v.trd run—admits li"ht
and excludes cold

; thick Canvas Tarpaulinir. Is per square yard-
thick Canvas "Waxed Sheeting, Is. per square vard, may be had
various widths. These Canvases are estellen* for roofing Sheds
and Outhou u they are quite waterproof.-R Richahdsost,
21, lonhndge Place, Jitdd Street, New Road, London.—
> .B. \\ aterproof Capes, 3*. ; Police ditto. IS*, per dozen. Waggon
Covers, 2v. per square yard.

T

COTTAM AND HALLEN,
T A?oN.^™^T0

,

R^/ th
f
PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGH

description and engraving.'
7 m&de imPortaut additions, the main ieatures of the same being explained in the

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball
of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-
tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached
from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the

Cropped
mersmith. A Shop may be had near.

seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim
general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron
light and durable.
D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an
object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of
the way when not in use.

COTTAH'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and
utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,
Galvanised, or Enamelled.
Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Comer Mangers,
Jl 'mess-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaj} Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on show at

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London
WARAHMi AND VENTILATING.—The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratis

on application.

Gardner's Patent Turnip Cutters, Turnip Graters and Pulpers, Chaff
Cutters, Linseed Cake breakers, Corn Crushing Mills, and other
Agricultural ,Machines.

B. SAMUELSOY, Britannia Iron Works, Banbury,
HriLL have pleasure in forwarding, post free,

on receipt of application, his Illustrated Priced
Catalogue of Implements. _2. vlfl .—.

SAMUELSON'S PATENT GARDNER'S DOUBLE-
ACTION and SINGLE-ACTION TURNIP CUT-
TERS, which have been awarded the Royal Agricul-
tural Society's Prizes eleven times at its yearly
meetings, the last beins* at Carlisle in 1855; the Prize
Medal at the Great Exhibition, 1851; and at nearly
all the provincial societies' meeting. BETWEEN
SIXTY AND SEVENTY THOUSAND of these
Machines have been made in, and supplied from the
above Works.

MOODY'S, PHILLIPS', GAUNTLETT'S, BUSHE akd
BARTER'S, and every other description of Patent
TURNIP GRATERS and PULPERS.

CHAFF CUTTERS. — B. Samuelson's Cornes' Chaff
Cutters of all sizes, varying in price from 61. 10s. up
to Ul.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for stables and small occupations
and for exportation, 31. and 4Z.

CORN BRUISING MILLS (adapted also for exporta-
tion), from 31. 5s. up to 11. 10a. each.

MALT MILLS of various sizes.

UNSEED CAKE BREAKERS, from 21. 6s. up to 10Z.
each.

CHURNS.—Samuelson's Registered Atmospheric and
Anthony's Patent American, manufactured solely by
B. Samuelson.

KASE'S PATENT DOUBLE-ACTION FORCE
PUMPS.

GALVANIZED IRON BARREL PUMPS, at 2*. 5s.

BARLEY HUMMELLERS.
WEIGHING MACHINES, MANGLES, &c. &c. &c.

The above may be procured of all respectable Iron-
mongers and Implement Dealers in the Kingdom: or
direct from the Works, Banbury, Oxon.

The Prices in the Catalogue include carriage to any Railway Station.

'TO BE LKT, a delightful RESIDENCE, withinJ_ 5 miles west of Norwich and 2 miles of a railway station.
The House, which is built as a Cottage Ornee\ congists of

Entrance Hall, Study, Dining Room (22 f-et by 17), Drawing
Room, seven Sleeping Rooms, and two Dressing Rooms, Kitchen
bcullery, Servants' 11 all. .4c. .fee. In frontof the home is a beautiful
Pleasure Garden, and Meadow or Lawn, with a verv pr nluctive
Kitchen Garden at the hack containing altogether about 6* acres.
Contiguous to the house is a capital Four-stalled Stable, two

large Loose Boxes, two Coach-houses with men servants" sleeping
rooms over, Harness-room, Hay-loft, and all other usual con-
veniences, and the water is excellent.
Note.—Near the above is a Lake of 3 acres, upon which the

tenant will have permission to keep a boat.
For terms apply to E. Frkkstowh , Solicitor, Norwich.
GuILDFOkd.-To NtmsRi sw7 l umurrs, Si smex^

MARKET G/ KDRNKUS. AND OTHEHS.
'T'O BE LET, with immediate possession, all that
*- valuable old-established Zfaraory (Jr^unds. ii«rden, and

Seed Business known as DICKINSON'S (JLILDFORDNURSERY GHOl N I »>. an area of about 5A acres of rich soil in
a good state of cultivation, close to the entrance of the town.
The Nursery Ground has been in the above family nearly 50
years. The present Tenant, a widow, is disposing of the same
in consequence of the concern being too lar^e for her to
manage. This opportunity is worthy the attention of those
Making a profitable and increasing business, being the only
Nursery Ground near the much improving neighbourhood. The
present stock is good and saleable. The whole amount of the
valuation for the stock, &c, will not be required to be paid down,
but a convenient arrangement can be made for the payment of
the balance.—Particulars and orders to view may be had of Mr.
Drpby. Estate Agent, 50. High Street, Guildford," Surrey.

TO GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, FRUIT GROWERS,
BUILDERS, ETC.

T^HE whole of the valuable NURSERY STOCK to
-- be disposed of at reduced prices, by order of the Executors of

of the ground beinp required tor building.

^ H E SEASONS.
th ^J

16 seasons ac* upon the human frame, in the same way »s

"The •

n^e t *ie aPPearance °f tne animal and vegetable world.
In winter brings its snow wreaths, and the summer yields its

'•owers; *' and as the material world undergoes a complete trans-
nrmation according to the time of year, so does the constitution

. J"?
an

'n w «nter. The blood becomes sluggish, the organs are

of k
Rn<* men are subjected to colds, rheumatism, and all sorts

Tronic disease. At such a time
PARR'S LIFE PILLS

wok'
W0n^ers

» *°r the7 stimulate the system and improve the
rKing of all the important functions of the body, and thus help
1Qsure good hea'th from youth to old age.

K ••• Ask for PARR'S LIFE PILLS.

whi£
n
f
are genuine unless the words "Parr's Life Pills" are in

to I If
tters on a red ground, on the Government stamp, affixed

nri »
box; also ,he fac-simile of the signature of the Pro-

«>n V?" *
" T - ^bebts & Co., Crane Court, Fleet Street, London/

-

•ind
direction.—Sold in boxes, price Is. 1W. and 2s. 9rf. each :

at](j j?
'amily packets, lis. each, by all respectable Chemists

-.J^jcaTVendorg in town and country.

H^LLOWAY'6 FILLS A RESISTLESS
has

REMEDY.-Mr. Turner, Chemist, of Banhaur, Norfolk,

vonH
mUCfl Pleasure >n informing Professor Hollowav, of a

Turn
US CUre eflfected by his medicines in the case of James

afflicTri
LaDourer

> Kenning Hall, Heath, who was grievously

jn„}.
*°r many years with a complication of disorders, com bin-

mlti-
ISease °^ tne chest, dropsical symptoms, and chronic rheu-

Hav'"
,ai

\rent*er*n£ him °» l" te unable to gain his livelihood,

jj
nS °een given over by the entire facultv, he had recourse to

restn^
AY '

s Pills, and now gratefully testifies his miraculous

thro! h
° t0 nealth and strength.—Sold by all Medicine vendors

244 |
hout the world; at Professor Holloway's Establishments,

Stamp *^ London
. and SO, Maiden Lane, New York: by A.

Halt*
toastantinoPIe ; A. Guidicy, Smyrna; and E. Mum,

B LA IK'S GOUT AND RHEUMATIC PILLS
—This preparation is one of the benefits which the science

of modern chemistry has conferred upon mankind ; for during the
first twenty years of the present century to speak of a cure for the
Gout was considered a romance ; but now the efficacy and sab-fy
of this medicine is so fully demonstrated, by unsolicited testi-

monials from persons in every rank of life, that public opinion
proclaims this as one of the most important discoveries of the
present age.— Sold by Prout and Harsant, 229, Strand, London;
and all Medicine Vendors. Price 1*. l\d. and 2s. 9d. per box.

FHAMPTON'S PILL OF HEALTH.—The roani-

fold advantages to the heads of families from the possession
of a medicine of known efficacy, that maybe resorted to with
confidence, and used with success in cases of temporary sickness,
occurring in families more or less everyday, are so obvious to

all, that no question can be raised of its importance to every
housekeeper in the kingdom. For females these Pills are truly

excellent, removing all obstructions, the distressing headache so

very prevalent with the sex, depression of spirits, dulness of

sight, nervous affections, blotches, pimples, and sallownessof the
skin, and produce a healthy complexion.—Sold by Prout and
Harsaxt, 229, Strand, London; and all Vendors of Medicine.
Price Is. l£rf. and 25. 9<Z. per box.

R

STANDARD ROSES, DUTCH BULBS, ETC.
\]R. HASLAM will Sell as above, at the Mart.
it! every WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, till December 12.
N.B.—All goods to the amount of 10.*. and upwards packed and

delivered free of charge to Parcels Delivery Company. Baskets
and Matting allowed for when returned.— Epping, I\ov. 15.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS*
TVjESSRS. PROTHEKOE and MORRIS will Sell
i* J by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on THURS-
DAY, Nov. 27th at 12 o'clock, a first-clas? collection of DUTCH
BULBS, consisting of the finest double and single Hyacinths,
Narcissus, Jonquils, Anemones, Crocus, Tulips, Snowdrops,
Ranunculus, Gladiolus, &c. ; also a selected assortment of fine
Standard and dwarf Roses, comprising Hybrids, Bourbons,
Chinas, Perpetuals, Noisettes, &c; and American Plants, com-
prising Hybrid Rhododendrons, Ghent and other Azaleas,
Kalraias, Andromeda floribunda, beautifully furnished with
bl-v>m, &c.—May be viewed the morning of Sale. Catalogues
bad at the Auction Mart: of the principal Seedsmen in London

;

and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Laytonstone, Essex.

COVENTRY.
To Gentlemen-, Nprserymen*. and Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROK and MORRIS are in-
structed by Mr. John Ogden to SSll by Auction on the

premises, Warwick Road, Coventry, on MONDAY, December 15,
and following days, at 11 o'clock in consequence of the number
of lots, all the select and well transplanted st«>ck of those old
established Nurseries, consisting of a choice selection of Fruit
Trees, including upwards of 60 strong Dwarf (Quenouille trained)
Pears of the best kinds, grown as specimens; a large stock of
Green and Variegated Hollies, safe for moving, of all sizes, up
to 12 feet high; several hundreds of Grafted English Elms,
10 to 15 feet, and other Trees well adapted for Avenues; fine
specimens of Weeping Trees, large Purple Beech, with a general
assortment of Evergreen and Deciduous Ornamental Trees,
Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Hardy Ericas, Camellias, &c. May be
viewed one week prior to the Sale.—Catalogues after 1st Decem-
ber may be had &*. each, returnable to purchasers, on the pre-
mises; of the principal Seedsmen in London; and of the
Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex. A suitable
time will be allowed to remove the Trees. The Greenhouse and
Bedding Plants, with the Greenhouses, Pits, Frames, &c, will
be offered early in the Spring, unless the whole is previously
disposed of.

MANSION, FARM HOUSES, AND LAND, FOR OCCUPA^
TION, FARMING, OR THE ERECTION OF VILLAS.

MESSRS, THOMAS WINSTANLUY aicd SONS
will offer for Sale on TUESDAY. December 16, at half-

past 1 for 2 o'clock in the afternoon precisely, at the Clarendon
Rooms, South John Street, Liverpool, (in one or more lots, and
subject to such conditions as may be then and there declared, if

not previously disposed of by private contract, of which due
notice will he given, all that important Freehold Estate called
NEW HALL, in the township ut Thoraton-ilough and parish
of Neston, in the county of Chester, comprising Mansion House,
two Farm Houses, Stables, and Outbuildings, and about 270
statute acres of excellent arable and meadow Laud. The property
is situate at about six miles distance from Birkenhead, one from
Parkgate and Neston, and three from the Spittal Station of the
Birkenhead Railway. The Mansion House is roomy and con-
venient; the Outbuildings thereto comprise Stabling f»r 12
Horses, Gardener's Cottage and Lod^e. The pleasure grounds
and gardens attached to the house occupy about 14 acres, and
contain a well of excellent water. There aro, besides, a larger
Farm House of superior character, with Stabling for 10 Horses,
Shippons,and very complete outbuildings, with Cottages for men
attached, and a smaller Farm House, a short distance from the
Hall, with convenient Outbuildings. The Land con * of about
270 acres, and lies most compactly within a ring fence, being
bounded on three sides by ths well frequented turnpike roads
leading to Birkenhead, Chester, Parkgate, and Hoylake. It
affords several very eligible sites for Villas, and is well -sheltered
with plantations of 30 years* growth. The poor-rates and other

UPTURES EFFECTUALLY CURED WITHOUT
A TRUSS.— DR. BARKERS celebrated REMEDY is

protected by three patents, of England, France, and Vienna: and
from it-i great success in private practice is now made known as ...... K ^ ^. vv 4 *~ „.„ * MV y . 1WWI „„«, uulol
a public duty throughout the medium of the press. In every I local charges are very low.— Plans of the Estate may be seen, and
case of single or double rupture, in either sex, of any age, how- further particulars obtained on application at ihe Offices of
-ver bad or long standing, it is equally applicable, effecting a cure Messrs. Towxsend, Rh>£V¥ & JACKSQW, Fen wick Street
in a few days, without inconvenience, and will be hailed as a boon Liverpool, and Morthm-r Terrace. Birkenhead; of Messrs.
by all who have been t- r ured with trusses. Sent post free to

J

Chester, Toulmix & Chestf.r, Solicitors, 11, Staple Inn
[ any part of the world, with instructions for use, on receipt of

j
London ; of Messrs. Jansox, Cobb & Pearsox. Solicitors,

[
H a. 6tf. 1 y Post-ofllcH order, or stamps, by Charles Barker, M.D.,

j
4, Basingh all Street, London : and of Messrs. Thomas Winstasixt

I 10, Brook Street, Holborn, London.
[ & Soxs, Church Street, Liverpool.

/
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This day is published,

THE HOUSEHOLD WORDS ALMANAC FOR
THE YEAR 1S57.

#
Containing Twenty-eight closely

printed Daeres, stitched. Price Ad.

Household Words Office, No. 16, Wellington Street North,

Strand. Sold by all Booksellers, and at all Railway Stations.

THE CORONATION OF THE CZAK.
This day published, price Is. 6d.

f

KUSSIA AT THE TIME OF THE CORONA-
TION OF ALEXANDER II. Being a Series of Letters

addressed from Moscow and St. Petersburg to the Daily News.

By Jobs Murphy, Special Correspondent of that Journal.

London : Bradbury & Evans. 11. Bouverie Street.

, Now ready, price One Shilling,

ORTON'S NEW FARMERS' ALMANAC
FOR 1857.

Blackie & Sox, Warwick Square, Newgate Street, London;
and all Booksellers.

M
F FTH V E A K

THE NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL DIREC-
TORY, FLORIST'S DIARY, and GARDEN ALMANAC

for 1S57, will be ready with the Magazines, &c, on the 1st of

January.
Mr. John Edwards respectfully requests that Advertisements,

Trade corrections, &c, be forwarded not later than the 15th of

November to 20, Sharp's Alley, London.
Subscribers taking Packets of Copies will have their names so

notified in the body of the work by early intimation.

Office, 20, Sharp's Alley, London, and of all Booksellers and

Nurserymen^—PrioeOne Shilling^

NEW and CHEAPER EDITION of WILLIAM HOWITT'S
VISITS TO REMARKABLE PLACES.

In 2 vols, square crown 8vo, with upwards of 80 highly-finished

Wood Engravings, price 25s. cloth,

VISITS TO REMARKABLE PLACES : Old
Halls, Battle-Fields, and Scenes illustrative of Striking

Passages in English History and Poetry. By William Howitt.
Second Edition.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans. & Roberts.

A DOMESTIC VOLUME FOR UNIVERSAL
CIRCULATION.

Now completed, price Ss., beautifully bound and illustrated; pro-

curable also in seven (separate) vols., price Is. each, stitched
;

KIDD'S (W.) BRITISH SONG-BIRDS,
WARBLERS, and BIRDS of PASSAGE : their natural

History, Habits, Haunts, Sympathies. &c. An Original and

very Complete Treatise, showing pleasingly and practically how
to Select and Manage Birds, Feed them. Pair them, Breed them,

Rear them. Teach them to sing, Win them, Tame them,

Keep them in Health, &c.

London : Groombbidge & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row.

THE MIDLAND FLORIST and HORTICULTU-
RIST will appear January 1, greatly improved, price 3d.,

or post free id. All communications must be forwarded by the

15th of every month to Alfred Sutton, Nottingham.

London Publishers, Messes. Simpkin Marshall & Co.

AUTHOR'S EDITION OF

SIR WALTER SCOTT'S POETICAL WORKS,
including "THE LORD OF THE ISLES," and a variety

of other Copyright Poetry contained in no other Pocket Edition.

With a LIFE of the AUTHOR; and Illustrations on Steel after

Turner, Wilkie, Stanfield, &c. Fcp. 8vo, cloth gilt, 5s., or crown

8vo, with Additional Illustrations, 6*.

Edinburgh: A. & C. Black. London: Houlston & Stone-

man; and all Booksellers.

Just published, fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.,

EFECTS OF SIGHT : their Nature, Causes, Pre-
vention, and General Management.

By T. Wharton Jones, F.R.S., F.R.C.S.

London : John Chubchill, New Burlington Street.

D
Just published, Fourth Edition, fcap. 8vo t 2s. 6d.,

nnHE STOMACH AND ITS DIFFICULTIES.
-L By Sir James Eyre, M.D., Consulting Physician to the

St. James's and St. George's Dispensary.
London: Johx Churchill, Nhw Burlington Street.

Just Published, Second Edition, fcap. 8vo, 25. 6d.,

HEADACHES : their Causes and their Cure,

By Henry G. Wright, M.D.,
Physician to the St. Pancras Royal Dispensary.

Loudon: John Churchill, New Burlington Street.

Just published, post 8vo, cloth, 35. 6d.,

fY N VARICOSE VEINS.
V-J By Henry T. Chapman, F.R.C.S.

By the same Author, Second Edition, price 35. 6rZ.f

THE TREATMENT OF ULCERS AND CUTA-
NEOUS ERUPTIONS ON THE LEG, WITHOUT CON-
FINEMENT.

London: John Churchill, New Burlington Street.

Just published, price 15.,

ON STAMMERING: its Pathology, Predisposing,

Exciting, and Proximate Causes, and its most successful

Mode of Cure. By J. K. Ayres Poktt, M.D., M.R.C.S.

# London: John Churchill, New Burlington Street.
~

Just published, 8vo t
price 25.,

ON THE MEDICAL SELECTION OF LIVES
FOR ASSURANCE. By William Brinton, M.D., Phy-

sician to the Royal Free Hospital, Physician to the Mutual Life

Assurance Society, &c.
London; John Churchill, New Burlington Street.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 55. &*.,
free by post, 5/. 10tf.,RURAL CHEMISTRY.

By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.
Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London
Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon. E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscombe, &c, &c.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price 1*. 6d., free by post Is. 7d.
~ ~~

LABELS FOR THE HERBARIUM,
CONSISTING OF THE NAMES OP THE

CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERS,
OF

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S "VEGETABLE KINGDOM."
So printed in large type, that they can be cut out and pasted

into The Herbarium.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Just published, price 5*.

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA. Parts VI and VII., com-
pleting the First Volume, containing Oncidiura, Calanthe,

Limatodis, and Geodorum.
J . Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price 3rf. each, or 55. for 25 copies tor distribution among* Cottage
Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post-office order

being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office of

the Gardener's Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the

country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for

one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition

to the cost of the numbers.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
OPERATIONS. By Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle. Upwards of

112.000 have already been sold.

Second Edition, with Additions, price 5s. 6d. cloth, free by post, 5s. 10c?.,

ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY:
THEIR HISTORY AND MANAGEMENT.

By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A.

THE BIRDS TREATED OF ARE
Domestic Fowl in general

The Guinea Fowl
The Spanish Fowl
The Speckled Dorkings
The Cochin China Fowl
The Malay Fowl
The Pheasant Malay Fowl
The Game Fowl

The Mute Swan
The Canada Goose
The Egyptian or Cape Goose
The Musk Duck
The Grey China Goose
The White Fronted or Laugh-
The Wigeon [ing Goose
The Teal, and its congeners

The White China Goose
The Tame Duck
The Domestic Goose
The Bernicle Goose
The Brent Goose
The Turkey
The Pea Fowl (burgh Fowls
The Golden and Silver Ham-

The Cuckoo Fowl
The Blue Dun Fowl
The Lark-crested Fowl
The Poland Fowl
Bantam Fowls
The Rumpless Fowl
The Silk and Negro Fowls
The Frizzled or Friesland Fowls

which it is"It will be found a useful and intelligent guide to the poultry-keeper; while the lively and often amusing manner in

written gives it a claim upon the attention of the general reader."— Midland Counties Herald.

This book is the best and most modern authority that can be consulted on the general management of poultry."—Stirling Observer.

Published by JAMES MATTHEWS, at the Office of the Gardeners' Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette,

5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden ; and may be ordered of any Bookseller.

Every Saturday, Foolscap Quarto, price Fourpence, or Stamped Fivepence,

NOTES AND QUERIES:
A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS, ANTIQUARIES,

GENEALOGISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS, &c.

African Lilies

Agapanthus
Anemones
Annuals
Apples
Apricot
Auriculas
Beans
Beet
Biennials
Black Fly
Books for Cottagers
Borage
Borecole
Box Edgings
Broccoli
Brussels Sprouts
Budding
Bulbs
Cabbage
Cactus
Calceolarias
California!* Annuals
Campanulas
Carnations
Carrots
Cauliflowers
Celery
Cherries
China Asters
China Roses
Chrysanthemums,

Chinese
Chives
Clarkias
Clematis
Collinsias
Colewort
Cress
Creepers
Crocus
Crown Imperials
Cucumbers
Cultivation of flowers

in windows
Dahlias
Daisies
Dogs-tooth Violets
Exhibitions, prepar-j

ing articles for

Ferns, as protection

Fruit
Fuchsias
Gentianella

NOTES AND QUERIES will, it is believed, be found to bring before the general reader every week a vast

amount of curious and interesting information. It was established for the purpose of furnishing to all lovers of Literature a

Commonplace Book, in which they might, on the one hand, record for their own use and the use of others those minute facts—those

elucidations of a doubtful phrase or disputed passage—those illustrations of an obsolete custom—those scattered biographical

anecdotes or unrecorded dates—which all who read occasionally stumble upon;—and, on the other, of supplying a medium through

which they mi*ht address those Queries, by which the best informed are sometimes arrested in the midst of their labours, in the

hope of receiving solutions of them from some of their number. The success which has attended this endeavour to supply a want
long felt by literary men, is rendered manifest by the necessity of permanently enlarging the Paper from 16 to 24 pages. For

opinions of The Quarterly Review, Athena>um, Examiner, Literary Gazette, Spectator, Dublin Review, &cM as to the utility, &c. of Notes
axd Queries, see Prospectus. Specimen Number sent on receipt of five postage stamps.

NOTES AND QUERIES is also issued in Monthly Parts, for the convenience of those who may either have a difficulty in

procuring the unstamped Weekly Numbers, or may prefer receiving it monthly. Each Part contains Papers by some of our most

distinguished writers. Those already issued contain Articles by

—

CONTENTS.
Gilias
Gooseberries
Grafting
Green-fly
Heartsease
Herbs
Herbaceous Peren-

nials
Heliotrope
Hollyhocks
Honeysuckle
Horse-radish -

Hyacinths
Hydrangeas
Hyssop
Indian Cress
Iris

Kidnev Beans
Lavender
Layering
Leeks
Leptosiphons
Lettuce
Lobelias
London Pride
Lychnis, double
Marigold
Marioram

Of

Manures
Marvel of Peru
Mesembryanthe-
mums

Mignonette
Mint
Mustard
Narcissus
Nemophilas
CEnothera bifrons
Onions
Pseonies
Parsnip
Parsley
Peaches
Pea-haulm
Pears
Peas
Pelargoniums
Perennials
Persian Iris

Petunias
Phlox
Pigs
Pinks
Planting

Plums
Polyanthus
Potatoes
Pruning
Privet
Propagation by cut-

tings
Pyracantha
Radishes
Ranunculus
Raspberries
Rhubarb
Rockets
Roses
Rue
Rustic Vases
Sage
Salvias
Savoys
Saxifrage
Scarlet Runner
Beans

Sea Daisy or Thrift

Seakale
Select Flowers
Select Vegetables
and Fruit

Snails and Slugs
Snowdrops
Spinach
Spruce Fir
Spur Pruning
Stocks
Strawberries
Summer Savory
Sweet William
Thorn Hedges
Thyme
Tigridia Pavonia
Transplanting
Tree Lifting
Tulips
Turnips
Vegetable Cookery
Venus's Looking-
Glass

Verbenas
Vines
Virginian Stocks

Wallflowers
Willows
Zinnias

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden

Lord Braybrooke
John Britton, Esq.
John Bruce, Esq.
J. Burtt, Esq.
W. D. Christie, Esq.

Rev. T. Corser
Dr. Dalton
Professor De Morgan
Dr. Diamond
Hepworth Dixon, Esq.

Rev. A. Gatty
Henry Hallam. Esq.
J. O. IlHlliwell, Esq
E. Hawkins, Esq.
Rev. J. Hunter

J. P. Collier. Esq.
W. D. Cooper, Esq. Sir Henry Ellis

Bolton Corney, Esq. C. Forbes. Esq.
P. Cunningham, Esq. E. Foss, Esq.

Rev. L. B. Larking ! George Ormeron\Esq. i W. J. Thorns, Esq.
MarcAnty.Lower,Esq' J. R. Planchd, Esq. I B. Thorpe, Esq.
W. B. MacCabe, Esq., E. F. Rimbault, Esq. Rev. J.H.Todd, D.D.
Rev3.R.Maitland,D.D Rev. Dr. Rock I Sir W. C. Trevelvan
Sir F. Madden S. W. Singer, Esq. T.H.Tiirner,Esq.[Bc.

Rev. Henrv Walter.SirFortunatusDwarris* Samuel Hickson,Esq. J. H. Markland, Esq. E. Smirke, Esq.

Douglas Jerrold, Esq! J. E. B. Mayor. Esq.
\
George Stephens,Esq. ! Albert Way, Esq.

Rev. Dr. Kennedy Lord Monson [M.PJ H.E. Strickland, Esq. B«nj. B. Wiffen, Esq.

R. J. King, Esq. R.Monck.MiInes,Esq., Earl of Shaftesbury W.Yarrell,Esq.&c&c

NOTES AND QUERIES is also published in Half-vearly Volumes, each with very Copious Index, price 10s. 6d. cloth boards
Of these Nine have been published ; and a few Complete Sets, price 4*. Ms. 6d., may still be had.

The following List of Subjects treated upon will show that these Volumes are not merely of temporary i

value for reference :—
interest, but of lasting

Literary History
Bibliography
Biographical Illustrations
Popular Manners and Customs
Origin of Proverbial Sayings
Folk-Lore
Illustrations of Shakspeare

Illustrations of Chancer and
Early English Literature

Glossarial Notes
Notes on Hallam, Macaulay,&c.
Genealogy and Heraldry
Miscellaneous Antiquities

Ecclesiastical History

Writings of English and Con-
tinental Reformers

History of London and its

Neighbourhood
B.illads and Old Poetry
Remarkable Events in English,

Scotch, and Irish History

Anglo-Saxon Literature

Fine Arts

Natural History

Photography, especially in its

Relation to Archseology,

&c. &c.

u As a mass of curious, out-of-the-way information upon almost
every matter that mav be supposed to be of interest to educated
minds , a volume of Notes ajtd Qceries is of itself a curiosity,
and quite an out-of-the-way treasure. Wholly apart from its

jvery great value as an aid "to the literary labourer who works
|

"•ipcn unhacknied material—a point so well recognised that it

need not be urged—we would suggest that the reader for

amusement scarcely could take up a miscellany that contairs
more anecdote and quaint accounts of odd things new to his
mind, than a volume of Notes an<> Q'xeries It may l^ad to

the formation of some notion on the point if we state that the
Int?x to the fifth volume contains not many less than three
thot**and five hundred references t"> subjects upon which there is

information given in its pages."

—

Examiner.

DRESSING CASES. _,_,._
AT. MR. MECHTS ESTABLISHMENTS,
EL 112, Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street, and Crystal Palace,

are exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures ui

Dressing Cases, Work Boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags,

and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate departmeni

for Papier Mache" Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. ij"»

Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. on»t

ping orders executed.
The same prices charged at; alljhe Establishments. ,

NO CHARGE FOR WATERPROOFING.
BERDOE'S OVER-COATS, CAPES, and SHOUi-

ING JACKETS are guaranteed to resist any amount o.

rain, without obstructing free ventilation or extra charge, i

established character and extensive sale of these well ww

»

garments are their best recommendation. A very large ^
for selection also of Waterproof LADlEb CAFJ^, °*c -

W. Bebdob, 96, New Bond Street, and 69. CornhiH
:_____

"i^OKiTS EUREKA SHIRTS.—" The Eureka isthe

most unique, and the only perfect fitting *Mrt made. ^^ -

" I obd'b Eurekas are the acme of perfection. Vr* , Best
In half dozen boxes, ready for use, or made to orae

quality, 42s. ;
second quality, 33*.

fltamped 3S, Poultry,
Caution.-Ford's Eureka Shirts are s

f™$o<rnes vast free.

London, without which none are genuine.
^*;J""°

__J___ Richar,. Ford, 38, Poultry, London. ___

nirAn
H R ° "t&cv* m^w "»" "racuWjQMITH AND BECK, MaNUF

. :, thp cminci i Medal ofO 6, Coleman Street, London,^XTvlZ C3£^Prize Sal of

the Great Exhibition of 1851 and theFiwt ^asa r

the Paris Exhibition of 1855, "*r ^^10'^national Micro-

scopes
scope

1

aris Exhibition of lSoo, ••lor »'"^10f# Educational Micro-

L" An illustrated *™P™*£^Chronicle, Nov. 24, 1*5>
(see leading article in (r<traenn

GEORGE BELL, No. 186, FLEET STREET; AND BY ORDER OF ALL BOOKSELLERS ANDNEWSilEN.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
AUTUMN MEETING, November 25, 1856.

AWARO OF PRIZES.
FOR COLLECTIONS OF FRUIT OF HOME GROWTH.
First Prize offered by Professor Lindley, 51., Mr. Tillyard, Gr.

to the Right Hon. The Speaker.
Second do. offered by C. W. Dilke, Esq., 31 , Mr. Ingrain, Gr.

to Her Majesty.
Third do. offered by C. W. Dilke, Esq., 2Z., transferred to Mr.
Win. Hill, Gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq., on account of the extra merit
of his Muscat Grapes.

FOR COLLECTIONS OF FRUIT OF FOREIGN GROWTH-
First Prize, 11. 10s., Mr. Lewis Solomon, Covent Garden.
FOR GRAPES IN DISHES OF THREE BUNCHES.

First Pri?e, 11., Mr. "Wortley, Gr. to Mrs. Maubert.
Second do., 15s.. Jones Gifford Nash, Esq.
Third do., 10s., Alex. Glendinning, Esq.

Other Kinds:—
First Prize, 11., Mr. Hill, Gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq.
Second do, 15s., J. G. Nash, Esq.
Third do., 10s., Mr. Hall, Gr. to S. Garrard, Esq.
Extra do., 10s., Mr. Povey, Gr. to Rev. J. Thornycroft.

Fob TABLE PEARS of HOME GROWTH in- TWELVES.
First Prize, 11., Mr. Snow, Gr. to Earl De Grey.
Second do.. 15s., Mr. Ingram, Frogmore.
Third do., 10s., Mr. Tillyard.

Fori TABLE PEARS of FOREIGN GROWTFI in TWELVES.
First Prize, 15s., Messrs. Webber, Covent Garden.

For TABLE APPLES of HOME GROWTH in TWELVES.
Fir^t Prize, 11., Mr. Snow.
Second do., 15s., Mr. Ingram, Frogmore.
Third do., 10s., Mr. Monro, Gr. to C. Pearce, Esq.

For KITCHEN APPLES of HOME GROWTH in TWELVES.
First Prize, 15s., Mr. Snow.
Second do., 10s., Mr. Frost, Gr. to E. L. Betts, Esq.

FOR COLLECTIONS OF ORANGES, CITRONS, &c, OF
HOME GROWTH.

First Prize, 1Z., Mr. Miller, Gr. to Sir Wm. Smith, Bart.
Second do., Mr. Ivison, Gr.to His Grace the Duke of Northum-

berland.
_Extra Prize for Black Jamaica Pines, 15s., Mr Jones.

EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park—
The days fixed for the EXHIBITION of PLANTS,

FLOWERS, and FRUIT in the Gardens of this Society next
season, are WEDNESDAYS, May 20, June 17, and July 1, 1857.

By order of the Council, J. De C. SowERnv, Secretary.

RTtTSH POMOLOG1CAL SOCIETY,
20, Bedford Street, Covent Garden.—The next Meeting of

the Society will be held on THURSDAY, December 4, to which
Members and Fruit Growers generally are invited to send
specimens for examination of such Fruits as are in season,
and especially of new and little known varieties and seedlings
for opinion. The carriage of parcels is paid by the Society. The
Chair will be taken at 2 o'clock.
Gentlemen desiring to be Elected Members are respectfully

invited to intimate their wish previous to the meeting.
Entrance, 10s. ; annual subscription, 10s. Copies of the Rules
»'»d further information can be obtained from

William Davidson. Assistant Secretary.

QCOTT1SH GARDENERS' & LAND-bTEWARDS'
y ASSOCIATION—At a General Meeting for the Election of
<>NE PENSIONER on the Funds of the Association, held at

?. York Place, Edinburgh, on November 19, Professor Balfour
in the Chair, the following was the state of the Poll at the
CIose of the Ballot :—

WILLIAM INGRAM 399
JOHN M'COLL 176

William Ingram, having the greatest number of Votes, was
thereupon declared duly elected.

Jahss M'Nap,
James Dodds,

Scrutineers.
J. II. Balfour,

Chairman.

LORICULTURE.—In consequence of Mr. John
* Edwards having REMOVED FROM HOLLOWAY it is

respectfully reou<jsted that aU communications be addressed
*°- 20, Sharp's Alley, London.

B
HOLLYHOCK SEED.

HICHAM and WARD beg to offer their Hdily-
hock Seed in packets at 1*. Bd., 2s. 6d. f

and 5*. ench. This
^eed is selected from the best varietips in cultivation, and
*!• & W. will warrant it to produce Seedlings of superior quality
tn*t will give satisfaction to all purchasers.

— Hedenham Roserv. Bungay. Suffolk. Nov. 29.

J
NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS OF 1856.

OHN SALTER'S unrivalled Collection of CHRY-
SANTHEMUMS is now in bloom in his Winter Garden,

niong which may be seen the new varieties of 1856, and many
splendid seedlings (both large flowering and Pompones) to be
^"t out in 1857.—Versailles Nursery, William Street, near
Jiainmprsmith Turnpike. ___^

NEW CATALOGUES FOR 1856-57-
TTTILLIAM WOOD and SON are now prepared to
* send free and post-paid Copies of their CATALOGUE of
ROSES and GENERAL NURSERY" STOCK.-Address

Woodlands Nursery. Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

"THE" GERANIUM CATALOGUE FOR 1856 AND 1857.
JOHN WESTWOOD'S CATALOGUE OF SHOW,
v FANCY, BEDDING, AND FRENCH GERANIUMS is

now ready for delivery, and will be sent post free to all appli-

cants. A detailed General Catalogue of Soft-wooded Plants will

shortly be issued and delivered in like manner.
J. W. respectfully invites inspection of his Stock, now con-

sisting of more than One Hundred Thousand Plants in vigorous
growth, unequalled by any in England.

Floral Nursery, Acton Road. Turnham Green.

FERN CATALOGUE.
ROBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE (24 pages) of his Collection of BRITISH and
FOREIGN FERNS, can now be bad post free for six stamps.
Gratis to all previous purchasers.—Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

PERPETUAL FLOWERING OR TREE CARNATIONS
BLOOMING SUMMER AND WINTER.

YOUELL and CO. beg to offer a very choice and
select collection of the above beautiful class in good healthy

plants at 12s. and 18*. per dozen.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

CRAPE VINES IN POTS
JOHN WEEKS and Co., King's Roa.I, Chelsea, can
*J now supply Grape Vine* struck from eyes in very fin^
condition, strong and healthy, for Planting or Forcing in Pots, all
the best approved sorts.

Horticultural Establishment. Kinq'sRoad. Cbttat,

\/*ESSKS. JOHN WEEKS and CO., King'n Road,
A»l Chelsea, beg to intimate that they have received their
supply of BBED8 for the ensuing Season, in the best possible
conditi'ii, direct from eminent growers; and are THU8 I tDLED
TO VOUCH FOB THE P17RITT AND EXCELLENCE OP BACH ABT1CLK.
Their annual Catalogue is in course of delivery, and will, on

applica tion, be s*n t free by post to any address.

VICTORIA RASPBERRIES.
/ iHAKLUS TURNER'S New Catalogue of GERA- (TJ.EORGE CORNWELL is now sending out his
V^ NIU.MS, FANCY GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS, ,

Canes of the above at 15a. per 100. Fastolf, 15*. per 100.

CARNATIONS, P1COTEES, PINKS, HOLLYHOCKS,
PANSIES, &c, is now ready, and can be had on application.

Royal Nursery. Slough.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
JOHN WATERE R, the Exhibit.r of tlie above

Plants at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London,
beers to state that his CATALOGUE of RHODODENDRONS,
AZALEAS, &c, is published, and can be obtained in exchange
for two postage stamps. The colours of the Rhododendrons are

described, and the Catalogue contains a selection of the moat
favourite kinds of Pinnses. Roses. &c.

The American N ursery, Ragsbot. Surrey.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
YT7ATERER and GODFREY I*k to intimate that
* * their Priced and Descriptive CATALOGUE OF HARDY
RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, and other American Plants

is now ready, and may be bad free on application to Messrs.

Watbrkr & GonriiKY.Knap Hil l Nursery . Woking, S urrey.

GEORGE BAKER bees to announce that his

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS,
ORNAM KNTAL SHRUBS, CONIFERS, FRUIT m FOREST
TREES is now ready, and may be had on application.

American Nursery, Windlesliam, nearBagshot, Surrey, 1 J mile

from Sunningdale Station; one hour's ride from Waterloo
Station; J from Reading.

GAINES'S GENERAL CATALOGUE forwarded
free of charge and post paid upon application to T. GaixBS,

Nurseryman, Surrey Lane, Battersea.

P.S. GAINES'S NEW CATALOGUE contains one of the

largest Collections of GERANIUMS, both Show, Fancy, aud
French varieties, in t he world.— Nov. 29.

ROBEltT KENNEDY, SEEDS***, Bedford Con-
servatory, Covent Garden, Ag^nt for Messrs. Platz & Son,

Seed Growers. Erfurt, informs the trade that their extensive

CATALOGUE for 1S57 is ready, to be forwarded on application.

It contains a large number of new articles, which can be recom-

mended with confidence. Early orders are solicited.

CATALOGUES.
LANE and SON'S (Great Berkliampstead)

CATALOGUES for the present season, containing a

selection of the best varieties and novelties, may now be had at

the Nurseries, or sent post free. Tiiey consist of—

ROSE CATALOGUE.
FRUIT CATALOGUE, containing: those grown in pots.

TREE and SHRUB CATALOGUE.
AZALEA, HOLLYHOCKS, &c, CATALOGUE.

The Nurseries. Great Berkhampstead. Herts.

ETC.

Autumn fruited, 12*. per 100, and White, 10.«. per 100. The usual
allowance to the Trade.— Market Gardener. Barnet.

WORCESTERSHIRE CHAMPiON CUCUMBER— ~
BLACK SPINE.

JOHN JENNINGS can confidently recommend the
above Cucumber as good, in quality a great bearer, and has

been grown to the length of 33 inches.

12 Seeds, 30 p«n?age stamps. | 6 Seeds, IS postage stamps.
Furze Hill Nursery, Ship-'. n-on-Stou-e.

, the best
quantity.

—

J. G. Waitk , Seed Merchant, 181, Hjgh Holborn, London.

"•O THE SEED TRADE.— A few quarters of

VlfAlTE'S DANIEL O'ROURKE PEA
» • early Pea in cultivation, can be bad in any

1 s
warran

SCIMETAR and REDMANS BLUE IMPERIAL PEAS,
in ted Stocks. I 'rice, on application.ppl

Woon & Ixc.itAM, Huntingdon.

H.

GERANIUM S,

IX71LLIAM CUTBUSH and SON beg: to intimnteW that their CATALOGUE of SHOW, FANCY, AND
FRENCEI GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS, A*., is now ready,

aud can be had gratis on application.

William Cutbush & Son wish to draw particular

attention to their stick of the above, which is of first-rate

quality, and will give every satisfaction.

Highgate Nurspri^s. near London^
~~

SAFFRON WALDEN NUitStRY.
SUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.

TTTILLIAM CHATEK'S ANNUAL DESCRIP-
VV TIVE CATALOGUE, with remirks on the Culture,

Exhibiting. &c„ of this noble flower may be had on receipt of one

postage stamp.
Seed saved from 20 best varieties, mixed, per packet ...

do. do.

* - •
* * f

Do. 12

Do. good mbced
Border varieties, good mixed, ground roots, per 1C0

Do. do. iri colnqra do. do.

S T« rr\

5s. Od.

2 6
1

20
30

N D
;

"

CHOICE FRUIT TREES and STRAWBERRIES-
—For Catalogued with descriptions of tba above, including

I the Brongh Bergimot Pear, apply t.< Wit. RARRATr, Land-
bcapk Gabosvib, Wakefield.
"This is certainly a first-rat* Fear."—See Transactions cj

Fomological Society, page 19.

A fine stock of Pyramid and Orchard-house Trees.

H WALKER, Londonderry, offers for sale a quan-
• tity of land 2 year PEARS on Quince Roots. Prices

ou Application.

FINE FRUITING TREES OF PEARS ON QUINCE ROOTS.

I
J ENRY MAY, The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale,
-*- Yorkshire, bega to offer the above in all the newest and

best sorts, at ls.Gd. each, or 16#. per d< 1, a descriptive cata-
logue of which can be had on application.

Also May's Victoria (large Red Currant) at 12*\ per 100, and
Black Bang-up, the largest and best at 10*. per 100.

Catalogues of Plants, Fruit and Forest Trees on application.

AliDY HEATHS.—A tir^^Te Collection, and
well grown PLANTS, by the Hundred or Thousand.—

Catalogues with Prices will be sent free on application to

Watebeu A flopFKKY, Knnp Hill Nnnwny. Woking, Surrey.

T^O BE SOLD, a large quantity of Sweet-Scented
LTLY of the VALLEY ROOTS, at 2*. per bushel.—

Mr J. Nov, Mar^.t Gardener, London Road^Brcntford, Middlesex

If IfGUSH YEW TREES' FOR SALE.—Three
i-J Hundred handsome Yew Tree?, from 4 to 6 feet, to be sold.

Price 11. lO.v. per 100.—Mr. SlTEMAK, Nurseryman, Lavender Hill,
"Wandsworrh.

j"tXm>akd Portugal laurels—a quan-
tity of very tine plants of the above, with sterns 3 to 4£ feet

high, and with beautifully formed Heads, may be had on applica-
tion to the undersigned. They have all been transplanted two
years since, and will lift with large halls of earth.

Wood & Ivqram. Hurtingd n.

SPANISH CHKSNUTS FOR SALE.—Abovel00,00O
fine grown Trees from 2 to 4 feet high for Sale.—Apply to

H. Aldp.kh, Offhani Nursery, near Lewos.

/ i PHluGLUSbUM LUSITAMCUM.—Fourplauts
' of thin interesting little FERN, wi:h directions for culture,

will be forwarded, post free, for 12 j
age stamps.

.

*T. H flkak. Cronte*

G

uernsey. •

GENTLEMEN requiring -large - ORNAMENTAL
PLANTS will find a variety of'HOLLIES, also good old

CHERRY TREES and General Nursery Stock, at Wilmaw
Bcadlb'9, Bill Street Nursery. Trindsbury, near Strood. Kent.

rpH< \ MAS LJELL, Seedsman, Wi^an, Lancashire,

s

AYLOR'S GRAND STA
St. JOHN f

S MARKET, LIVERPOOL.
Growers of Choice Fruits and Vegetables should forward as

above, ra order to realise High Pricks.
GEORGE TAYLOR, JrxM

Choice Fruit an-d Vegetable Salesman,
Proprietor.

Terms—" Cash.''

AND FERNS.

I

ij
AMELLIAS, AZALEAS,

b to offer the TRUE LANC & SHIRE FLUKE POTATO
at 45. ptr -M-;i>l of 80 lbs., or 6& B«. per toa; Red Downs,
An. perl)u^i f:!.

RED BEET SEED.
DWARD >ANG- and SONS. Nurserymen and
Sk? -

. Kirkcaldy, b?^ to offer to the Trade RED
FEET SEEL) tit their own raising from carefully selected full

rrovn roots. The sort is very superior, producing well-shaped

m«dinm«ifz«d bulbs of remarkably fine quality and colour.

Priea on application.—Kirkcaldy. N« ".2^

E

1 •*

* * *

Per doz.

30s. and 42t.

l&f. aud 30*,
CAMELLIAS, with Flower Buds
CHINESE AZALEAS, with Flower Buds

A great variety of Ferns at moderate prices.

Chandler & Bohb, Wandsworth Road, Vanxhall.

SOWING.

I^LENflY'S IMPROVED BALSAM SEED, not
even approached. Six classes, 37 stamps; mixed, 13.

^«K*
f Aster, Geranium, Phlox, Delphinium, Dahlia, Hollyhock,

paQd other florists' flower seed saved with equal care.—Fulham. ' ance required frojn

SEED WHEAT FOR LATE
rpALAVERA, RED NURSERY, and HYBRID
-L WHEAT, the best sorts for late sowing, may be had on

S£ED> FOR PRESENT SOWINp^lN,
EARLY PEAS. BEANS, CAR#gJ':*, ^'p, ciroirth^

1856, suitable for present sowing, may bft'iw4 Qi' Jajik* f\

Carter 8c Co.. Seedsmen. 23S, High H.-.iwucgrL^B^^- Hk
" TO THE SEED TR^O*. ^ %
GEORGE TAUER, NuRSERTM^ar. mf.:*.

of Rose Cottage, Rivenhall, \VttHa2 fe#x i;«8^A

a

of Rose Cottage, Rivenhall, W
inform the Trade that bifl Carre t, Man

a

-L WHE\T the best sorts tor late sowmz, may oe naa on unoiui uiG "^r","*- f , . r1 ' "« r w ' ^
-

PDl?ratTon1oH.RATvmFD.Ba,in?Stoke. A reference or remit- other Feeds ar, m^ hnrr^uA in sooW^c™*
5?e wquired ftotn unknown correspondents. |

^nd a ,r.;: lea u.ay w oMauitd un arL.hcatQC.^^W
< o
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RISING SUN EARLY PEA.
FLANAGAN and SON heg to offer the above new

Pea as a valuable addition to the green marrow class. It

possesses the properties of being nearly as early as the Emperor,

with long dark green pods, and most bountiful in bearing. Height
about 3 feet. This Pea is strongly recommended for market pur-

poses. It retains its deep colour, and is an excellent general

cropper. Price 5s. per quart, with an allowance to the trade.

9. Mansion Housp Strepf. London.

SPECIMEN CEORUS DEODARA.
/ M. MAULfci and SONS invite the attention of

T\

f • •

• • *

• * t

• » I

• • *

155. Od. each.
7 6
7 6
5

M

12

50

tf

tf

99

Planters to their fine grown plants of this Tree, which
are calculated to produce immediate effect

:

Plants in the open ground, 6 to 7 fret

Do. do. 5 to 6 feet

Do. in large pots, 4 to 5 feet

Do. do. 3 to 4 feet

A large quantity of small sizes for mixing with Larch and
other plantations. Prices may he had on application.

Stapleton Road Nurseries, Bristol.

~£SSRS7 J. and H. BROWN" offer the following
choice PLANTS, which they will forward to any part:

—

Andromeda floribunda, bloom well set, perdoz., 205.

25 Azaleas, new hardy Belgian varieties on their own roots, with
flower buds, one of a sort by name, 20s.

25 American Azaleas, do., do., do., 165.

Hardy Heath*, Ledums, and Kalmias, per doz., 65.

99 Rhododendrons, including scarlet, white, and rose, 12s.

Fine hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons, 1 to 2 feet, per doz., 155.

Greenhouse Azaleas, best new vars., perdoz., 125. to 13$,

Camellias, fine sorts, well set with buds, per doz., 305.

50 choice hard-wooded Greenhouse Plants, one of a sort by
name, 45s.

12 Orchidea Plants, one of a sort, fine species, 405.

24 choice Ericas, one of a sort, small pots, by name, 165.

12 fine Chrysanthemums, new, large and small flowered, 6s.

Best Climbing Roses of sorts, per doz., 65.

Fine Standard and Half Standard Roses, 125. to 155. per doz.
Dwarf Roses, on their own roots, by name, I65.

Cedar of Lebanon, in pots, 2 feet, well grown, per dozen, 105.

Various choice Hardy Climber, for walls, trellis, &cv p.doz., 105.

CHOICE FRUIT TREES.
Fine Standard and Dwarf-trained Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines,

Pears, Plums, and Cherries, 25. 6d. each, or 265. per dozen.
Fine Apples, Figs, Medlars, Quinces, and Walnuts, each, 25.

Fine Gooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries, per dozen, 3/.

Filberts, new, thin-shelled and red-skinned, per dozen, 45.

Strong Vines, in pots and out, best sorts, per dozen, 18s.
Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, Plums, Pears, and Vines
grown expressly for pot culture, per dozen, 18s.

Ornamental Forest Trees and Evergreen Shrubs in any quantity.
Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London.—Nov. 29.

TO GENTLEMEN ENGAGED IN PLANTING.
TT^ATERER and GODFREY beg to offer the
* following desirable plants :—

•

Araucaria imbricata, small for planting on t in nurseries by the 1000

„ 1 and 2 feet by the 100

., 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet high. Nothing can ex-
ceed the beauty of these plants and all

growing in the open ground.
Abies Donglasi, a splendid lot of plants, 3, 4, 6, 8 to 12 feet high
Pinus Cembra, in large quantities, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 feet

insignis, ditto ditto

Montezumae,firie plants, 3 and 4 feet high
Benthamiana, in large quantities from seed

m roacrocarpa ditto ditto

., Sabiniana ditto ditto

Picea Pinsapo, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high, and as much through. Most
beautiful plants.

Nordmanniana, 2, 3, and 4 feet high and wide, all from seed
nobilis, in quantities from seed [grafted
ditto, 1, 2, and 3 feet, with perfect leads, and none of tbem
grandis, 1 year's, from seed

Cedrus Deodara, by the thousand, 1, 2,3, and 4 feet high
„ several hundred fine specimens, 5, 6, 7, 8, & 10 ft. high
Lebanon, 2, 3, 4, and 6 feet

„ some larger, up to 8 and 10 feet

Cryptomeria japonica, 3 to 10 feet

Cupressus macrocarpa, 2, 3, 4. 6, and 8 feet
Goveniana, 2, 3, and 4 feet
Lawsoniana, from seed
MacNabiana, ditto

Hemlock Spruce, Pinus canadensis, 3 to 8 feet

Juniperus, Irish, hundreds of plants, 4, 5, 6, and S feet high, per-
fect columns

Chinese, 2, 3, and 4 feet

„ a fine lot, 7, 8, and 10 feet

Virginiana (Red Cedar), 2, 3, 4, up to 8 feet
Lihocedrus chiliensis, 2, 3, and 4 feet (very handsome)
T&xus, Yew.—Common English, a vast quantity of all sizes, up

to 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet high
„ Irish Yew, 3, 4, 5 6, and 8 feet. Some very fine specimens,

10 and 12 feet high
Golden Yews by the thousand, 1A, 2, and 3 feet high

n worked, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet

„ worked on Irish, and very ornamental, 5 to 8 ft.

eleuantissima (or new striped), in large quantities, \\ to 3 ft.

Dovaston,or Weeping Yfw. fine plants, worked on stems
with good heads, 6 to 8 feet high

adpressa, fine bushes, 2 and 3 feet

adpressa, worked as standards
Thuja aurea, several hundred specimens, 2, 3, and 4 feet high and

a* ranch through, perfect globes

n occidentalis, American Arbor Vita*, the best plant for
hedges. A large quantity just adapted for the purpose,
4, 5, and 6 feet high

„ Weareana, the best variety of Siberian Arbor Vitfe, 4, 5, 6,
and 8 feet high

Wellingtonia gigantea, a few very fine plants

„ „ smaller
Chamsecyparis sphceroidea variegata, the variegated White

Cedar, a large quantity 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet high
Abies excelsa, var. pumila, all dwarf varieties of the Common

Spruce, and very remarkable
Clanbraziliana, ditto ditto
elegans, ditto ditto

Ctogorf, ditto ditto
cempacta, ditto ditto

prgmtea, ditto ditto
pyraniidalis, ditto ditto
diffusa, ditto ditto

Pinus sylvpstris pumila, dwarf Scotch
&&* With reference to the large plants alluded to in this Ad-

vertisement, we beg to say all of them have been continually
removed, and are in a condition to transplant and send any dis-
tance with perfect safety.

Variegated Hollies, in large quantities and great variety, 2, 3,

and 4 feet high
n n a fine stock of the best Gold-striped Hollies,

2 and 9 feet high
Some very fine Striped Hollies 6 and 8 feet hi<?h.

As well as the above, we are Urge hoMera of the ordinary
Nursery Stock, such as Arbutus, Aucubas, Phillvrceas, Laurels,
Bays Box, Holly, Lilacs, Purple Beech, Scarlet" Thorns, Roses,
JPruit Twos, Ac

»*
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Priced CatnlnfipiM will be forwarded, fre*», on application to
Wat- a & Godfkky, Knap Hill, Woking, Surrey.

*m£t The Nurserv is about 40 minutes' ride irom London by
train to Woking Station.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.W HOLMES offers the above in strong plants,
• at 5s. per dozen. The large flowered varieties include

Alfred Salter, Voltaire, Webb's Delight, Stellaris globosa,
Antigone, Madame Lebois, &c. Pompones include Scarlet Gem,
Duruflet, Aurore Boreale, Saint Thais, &c. For the cultivation
of the above see Monthly Calendar by W. II. in " Gossip for the
Garden."- Wm, Holmes, Florist, W ell Street, Hackney.

THE TRUE LANCASHIRE SHOW GOOSEBERRIES,
! "JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
*J near Manchester, will supply, in strong 3 and 4 years old

!

plants, the following set of 24 Gooseberries for 12s., or 12 for 7s. 9

package, &c, included. They are of fine flavour, and have this
season been grown to the weights attached.

Weights takenfrom the Gooseberry Growers7 Register of 1856.
RED. dwts.grs. YELLOW, dwts. grs.

London
Conquering Hero
Companion ...

Lion's Provider
Dan's Mistake
Roaring Lion...

Napoleon le Grand

GREEN.
Thumper
Turnout
Weathercock...
General
Keepsake

TO PERSONS ACQUAINTED WITH SOUTH WALFsT
IITANTED, a LIST of the NAMES of the RFstVV DEXCES or SEATS of the principal Nobility andGentry, &c, having Extensive Fruit Gardens, containing
Pineries, "\ meries, and other Hothouses attached to thei

j

Dwellings in or about any or all of the undermentioned coun-

dwts. grs.

27 18

• t •

• *

• * >

• * • f • t

*••

24
24
23
22
20
20

24
22
21
20
17

19

22
15
12
11

12
11

2
21
5

• • f

* - *

* - *

Leader...
Drill ...

Catherina
Gunner
Peru
Goldfinder ...

WHITE.
Freedom
Snowdrop
Queen of Trumps -

Lady Leicester
Eagle
Tally Ho!

* • •

• t •

• • •

24
24
23
21
21
21

12

8
8

10
9

1

Anglesey
Carmarthenshire
Caernarvonshire
Glamorganshire
Merionethshire
Radnorshire

Cardiganshire

Denbighshire
Flintshire

Montgomeryshire
Pembrokeshire

Apply per Letter to G. T. I., 30, Norton Street, Islington
Liverpool. ° '

CHEET GLASS
-
FOR OKCH ARD~HOUSES.

20 by 12,

20 „ 14,

• • -

• * •

On Mr, Rivers' Plan.
20 bv 13- •

20 „ 15
• • •

• • • }
1&.

• • f

25 4
23 17
23
23
21
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strongThe following varieties of Black Currants, in very

plants, at 3s. per dozen :—Black Bangnp, Black Naples, Black
Grape.— Catalogues now ready.

Post-office Orders payable at Middleton, Lancashire.

CHARLES NOBLE having retired from the business
lately carried on by the Firm of Standish & Noble, is now

establishing a NURSERY on his own account, near the Sunning-
dale Station, South-Western Railway. He takes this opportunity
of returning thanks for the very liberal favours bestowed upon
the late firm, and hopes by strict attention to merit and receive
a share of such patronage in future.
Charles Noble also begs to say that he will shortly be in a

position to execute any orders with which he may be favoured,
and respectfully requests that, for the present, all communica-
tion^ beja^ Surrey.

JOHN STANDISH begs to say that the^Nursery
formerly conducted by himself, and subsequently by the

firm of Standisti & Noble, is now carried on solely in his own
name, and he takes this opportunity of acknowledging, and ten-
dering his thanks for, the very liberal patronage bestowed on the
late firm, and hopes to receive a continuation of the same, which
he will always endeavour to merit He also begs to state that
havinggood experience in Planting, and the managementofPlanta-
tions, he will be happy to give advice on those subjects. And
he also embraces the present occasion to say that he has engaged
the assistance of a Landscape Gardener in good practice, to give
advice in laying out new grounds and in contemplated Improve-
ments, as well as in all subjects relating to Ornamental Garden-
ing and Garden Architecture. Terms for Designs and Attend-
ance may be had on application. Estimates given and Contracts
taken.

•** The Nurserv is about Two Miles from the Sunningdale
Station, South "Western Railway. — The Nursery, Bagshot,
Surrey, Nov . 29. ^^
T MPOKTANT to SEEDSMEN, AGRICULTU-
J- RISTS, BOTANISTS, and OTHERS.— Safe and Rapid
Transmission of Seeds, Samples, Plants, Documents, Plans,
Deeds, Law Papers, and articles for private use, &c, forwarded
daily at 3 p.m. to all parts of the Continent with the Mails through-
out, by the

CONTINENTAL EXPRESS PARCELS AGENCY,
of which the proprietors are the sole correspondents of the Royal
Prussian Post Office, the Belgian Government Railway, and
Agents of the Mail Packets between Dover and Ostend. Rates
fixed and moderate, fables of which, with every information, to
be bad gratis on application to the Chief Office, 52, Gracechurch
Street, London.— IN. B. Parcels to be sent the same day must be at
the Chief O ffice by 3 pjc.

WIRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
1 1 of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.
Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety

;

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make;
Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;
Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W.Richards. Imperial
Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's
Theatre.

Per 100 feet.

LARGER SIZES, xot exceeding 40 Inches Long.
16 oz. from 2d. to 3Jd.,21 oz. from 3d. to 5d., 26 oz. from 6rf. toTJrf

per foot superficial, according to size and quantity
JAMES PHILLIPS & CO.,

116, Bishopsgate Street Without, London.
CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC^

HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS
of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

per square foot, for the usual sizes required,many thousand of
of which are kept ready packed for immediatedelivery

.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetl* y & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners 9 Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

RITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.—Sizes from 7 hy 5 to 9 by 7 at

\\s. 6 /. per 100 foot box; 94 by 74 and 10 by 8, at 12$. 6d. per
box, in 21 oz. 15. per box extra; larger sizes up to 22 by 14, 15 oz.,

atl6?.; and 21 oz., 255. per 100 feet. Boxes charged 2s. each
and returnable at the same price if delivered free. Crystal
White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent
Rough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead, Oils,

Turpentine, Colours, &c.—G. Farmiloe & Son, 118, St. John
Street, West Smithfield, London.

uriiiFFANY,
X TOT?TF.S_Vf =

" for SHADING CONSERVA-
TORIES,— Manufactured byJohn Shaw & Co., 40, Princess

Street, Manchester.

TIFFANY, a light, cheap, and durable material for Shading
Conservatories and other Hot-houses, effectually securing Plants
from the scorching rays of the suh, without obscuring the light;

also one ot the best protectors of Fruits from Birds and Wasps,
and the Bloom of Wall Trees from Spring Frosts. Sold in pieces
20 yards long by 38 inches wide, at 3d. per yard or 5s. per piece.

A liberal allowance to the Trade when 10 or more pieces are taken.

N.B.—Orders from unknown correspondents must be accom-
panied by a remittance.
John Shaw & Co, beg to inform their numerous correspondents

that their "Tiffany," for shading Conservatories, &c, may be
procured from the following Agents:

—

Messrs. Charlwood & Cummins, Seed Merchants, Covent Gar-
den, London.

Messrs. Hurst & M'Mullen, Seed Merchants, Florists, &c,
6, Leadenhall Street, London.

Messrs. Arthur Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Place, Edgeware
Road, London.

Messrs. Peter Lawson & Son, Seed Merchants, Great George
Street, Westminster and Edinburgh.
Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.
Messrs. W, Wood & Son, Maresfield, Sussex.
Messrs. Francis and Arthur Dickson & Sons, Seed Merchants,

Chester.

J. S. & Co.'s " Tiffany " may also be procured from the under-
mentioned Nurserymen and Seedsmen:

—

Messrs. Minier, Nash, & Co., 60, Strand, London*
Messrs. Osborn & Sons, Fulham, Middlesex.
Messrs. Rollison & Son, Tooting, Surrey.
Mr. James Veitch, Chelsea.
Messrs. A. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, Herts,
Mr. W. J. Epps, Maidstone.
Messrs. Bainbridge & Hewison, York.
Mr. Caldwell, Knutsford.
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Seed Merchants, Reading, Berks.
Mr. F. Godwin, Broadfield Nursery; and 1, 2, and 3,

Market Hall, Sheffield.

HORTICULTURE
IN

ALL ITS

BRANCHES

BY APPOINTMENT.
JOHN WEEKS, F.H.S., & CO.,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA.

J WEEKS and CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot
• Watbb Api'aratus Manufacturers, Hothouses, Green-

houses, Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c, of every shape and
size, both Plain and Onuunentel.
Also our Ixpbovki) Patejct Tubular Boilers of all sizes. A large

stock on hand. See our Illustrated Catalogues on Horticultural
Building and Heating bj Hot Water.

The accompanying
sketch represents our

i mproved Upright

Tubular Boiler, with

hollow furnace bars.

The large surface

•which this Boiler ex-

poses to the imme-

diate action of the fire-

renders it of extra-

ordinary power.

John Weeks & Co.

Manufacture these

Boilers of all sizes.

The largest size mea-

sures 5 feet 6 inches

high by 3 feet 6 inches

diameter, and exposes

to the immediate

action of the fire a

>ui face of 340 super-

ficial feet. The sm*U-

,t size is 18 inches

high, by 18 inches u»

diameter.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.
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EORGE JACKMAN begs to state that his

PKICED CATALOGUE is now ready, and can be had

nil
application, comprising Choice Conifers, Hardy Ever-

pns and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, all of which are well
^ 'and constantly removed; is also an extensive grower of

£2?and Fruit and Forest Trees.

f J particularly wishes to call attention to his Dwarf-trained

Fruit Trees, being clean grown and well trained, including all

*h° leading kinds,

Woking Nursery, 1| mile from "Woking Station, Southwestern

Riilway. where all Trains stop and conveyances can be obtained.

TEW ROSE, BACCHUS.—This Rose is a seedling

x.\ from the " G6ant des Batailles." The flowers are similar,

but larger, stouter, and brighter in colour, remaining a long time

perfection on the plant without the faded appearance so objec-

tionable in the parent. It is a most abundant bloomer, both in

summer and autumn; and has received first class certificates

from the National Floricultural Society, the Royal Botanic

Society, and at the Crystal Palace Exhibition. Price 10s. 6d. each.

A..
Paul & Son respectfully announce that the above Rose is

now ready to be sent out. The usual discount to the Trade when

three or more are ordered.
Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts .

" ROSES.
TOHN HARRISON'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

f J LOGUE of ROSES, with directions for Culture, Pruning,

4c., may be had post free on application.

J. H. having a large stock of the following Plants, begs to

offer them to the trade, viz. :—

Manetti Rose Stocks, 1 year old, at 7s. per 100 ; 60*. per 1000

;

per 10,000, 211. 10s.

Transplanted, 10s. per 100; 80s. per 1000; 1 year from pots, fit

for immediate working, 25a. per 100.

Falstaff Raspberry, 7s. per 100 ; 60s. per 1000.

Northumberland Fillbasket, 10s. per 100.

White Raspberries (in sorts), 10s. per 100.

Victoria Currants, 1 year, 7s. per 100; and 2 year, 12s. per 100.

Houghton Castle ditto ditto ditto ditto

Black Currants (in sorts), 1-year old, 5s. ; 2 year, 10s. per 100.

Seedling Holly, 2 years, fine, 7s. 6d. per 1000.

Ditto ditto, 1 year transplanted, 15s. per 1000.

Ash, 2 years seedling (fine), 9 to 12 inches, 2s. 6d. per 1000.

Delphinium Barlowi (strong), 25s. per 100.

Khubarb (Victoria), 25s. per 100.

Frait Trees of every variety, Evergreens and Deciduous
Shrubs. Grounds Laid out and Planted, Forest Plantations con-

tracted for and maintained until permanent. Experienced Gar-
deners, Bailiffs, and Estate Managers combined, recommended.

Darlington Nursery.—t»Nov. 29.

ROBERT PARKER begs to offer the following, of
which he possesses a large stock, in strong and healthy

plants:—

Araucaria excelsa (Norfolk Island Pine), each
Azalea indica of sorts, from per doz M
Camellias of sorts, from per doz. ... ...

Cyclamen Atkinsi, flowering bulbs, each... 3s. 6d. to

Delphinium formosum, the finest variety ever offered,

pprooz. ... ... ••• •••

Epacrises of sorts, from per doz....

Ericas of sorts, from per doz.

Ferns, hardy, from per doz.

„ stove and greenhouse, from per doz.

Gymnogramma peruviana argyrophylla
Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass), per doz.
Orchids, Exotic, from per doz. ...

Selaginells, of sorts, from per doz.

A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of Plants is published,
also of Hyacinths and other Bulbous Roots, and will be forwarded
post free upon application,

A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from un-
known correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads, Hollo-

**y, London.

JUST PUBLISHED,
HORATIO BUNTING'S WHOLESALE

FLOWER SEED CATALOGUE FOR 185657, contain-
ing! list of nearly every popular Annual, &c, in cultivation.
The whole of the seeds having been grown under his own im-
mediate superintendence not only enables him to warrant them
true to name and genuine, but also to offer advantages in the
prices (to purchasers) seldom to be met with. Catalogues
forwarded to any Seedsman in the world post free on application.
A Vegetable List is in preparation for publishing.
Address in full Horatio Bunting, Lexden Road Seed Esta-

blishment, Colchester.

SMITH'S SUPERB BALSAMS.
P and A. SMITH beg to announce to the public
* • that they are sending out their superb BALSAM SEED
*n sealed packets, containing eight separate and distinct colours
of six seeds each, 2*. ft*, per packet.

m
Also mixed do. in colours of unequal proportions, but the same

in number, 2s. per packet.
The above have been selected with great care from the most

double of a stock of 10,000 plants, and have been much com-
mended during the flowering season by those who saw them.
They were exhibited at most of the Metropolitan Shows, and

obtained the First Prizes at the Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park,
wa the Crystal Palace.

r
. & A. S. have received many testimonials of the excellence

°i toe varieties sent out by them last season.
A List of Agents will be advertised in a short time.

Dulwich, Surrey.

TTTax PRUNING SEASON.
^1/ ANTED, a few hundred Scions of Louise Bonne

fe *k
0f JerseT> Marie Louise, and Gratiolt of Jersey Pears; a

£* thousand Scions of Roses, in collections not to exceed 12 best
erpetual, 6 Yellow Tea, and 6 Bourbons; also shoots without
j>*er buds of named Rhododendron Blandyanum Victorianum,

2 ** any good crimson or scarlet sort, except Smithi. List of

I ft

nfl

; PT,C«» and quantity, addressed within a month, to Mr. Sole,
^£g^erry^win meet with attention

T . v WALTON NURSEKY, LIVERPOOL.
* A0BLRMKN AND GENTLEMEK PLANTING NEW PlEASUR'
jJRoukds <>R Improving Parks or Drtves, and to Companies
wanting Public Pabks or Cemktkries.

SKIRVING begs to offer his Stock of TREES
lm

Rnd SH RUBS of various sizes, adapted either for

"izpi?
e efftfCtor for extensive new Plantations, where smaller

I'l.
a a

,

nd l*ss expensive plants are required. In addition to his

illftw J
8tnck of the fading kinds of Trees and Shrnbs, which is

off^rl
t0 l)e the mo8t extensive in England, he this season

uers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most valuable

ITnVx^ ^ introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBIUCATA and
^KUs DEODARA, of various sizes, from one to six feet.

inane* ?\ invitps any one wanting Specimen Trees and Shrubs to

heitrh? #
coi, *ct5<™ and obtain prices on the spot, as the mere

of well
°" 8uch trees

(as quoted in «**) ^ves n0 idea of the value

N
*
l grown select plants for choice situations.

Plant! c
f*w hun*lreds of the larger sized and finely shaped

**en
** Anu*caria Irabricata and Cedrus Deodara have

*istan
RT°* n in tubH

» to secure their travelling in safety to great

VA mSi
111 tM " country, or to any part abroad.

Consprl
LIAS

»
fiome of extra lar-e size

'
wel1 adftPted for

»e j(
gpT

at
?rie«t and an extensive collection of smaller sizes, all

et with flower Buds, at very moderate prices.

Priced Lists will be sent on application.

.Vf ESSUS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg to

offer the following Coloured Plates of new Flowers

—

"Stamps taken as Payment?
$. d. 8. d.

Camellia Jenny Lind ... 6
Cuphea Eminens 6
Cyclamen Atkinsi ... 1

Dianthus albo nigricans ...0 6'
Gonocalyxpulcher 6
*Fuchsias Emperor Napo-

leon and Venus de Medici 6

Locheria( Achimenes) mag-
nitica ... ... ... 6

Tydea (Achimenes) ama-
bilis 6

"Group of New Flowers of

1S55 ... 1

•Ditto, 1S56 1

Also a new Plate of Five *Gerauiuras, including Mrs. Storey's
novel white varieties, Is.

* Those marked are designed by Mr. Andrews, of Walworth
(who is now engaged on the novelties intended for the forth-

coming seasoi ); the remainder by continental arti9ts ot great
celebrity.—Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

c HEAP IMPORTED BULB

»;

•

» •

• t •

• #

• • *

• • t

ANEMONES, spendid double mixed, per lb.

., „ single
CROCUS, mixed, fine, all colours, per 100

„ named, separate „ „
CROWN IMPERIALS, mixed or named, per doz.
FRITTILARIA. PERSICA „ „
GLADIOLIS FLORA BUN DUS, large,

GANDAVENSIS
HYACINTHS, named for pots or glasses, each, 6d. to

„ from „ sorts mixed, per dozen 35. to

LILIUM LANC1FOLIUM ALBU M, each,

„ „ KUBRUM
NARCIS, fine, mixed

„ „ named
RANUNCULUS, mixed, very fine,

Lists on application.

Dawe & Co. (successors to Dawe, Cottrell, & Benham)
36, Moorgate Street, London.
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S GRAND STAN
§t. JOHNS MARKET, LIVERPOOL.

WANTED.
Good Muscat Grape«
Choice Dessert Pears
Small Mushrooms

»,"

G ood Pines, from 2 to 3 J lbs .each
Black Grapes
Cucumbers

Choice Flowers, &c. &c.
GEORGE TAYLOR. Jun.,

Choice Fbdit akd Vegetable Salesman,
Proprietor.

Terms—"Cash."

E170R TERRAC
F STANDARD PORTUGAL LAURELS.

STANDARD COMMON LAURELS.
STANDARD COMMON HOLLIES.
STANDARD LAURUSTINUS.
STANDARD COMMON BOX.
STANDARD RHODODENDRONS of sorts.

SEVERAL HUNDREDS of the above on clean straight stems

with good well-shaped heads of various heights and sizes. All

transplanted last year. Prices may be had on application to

John & Charles Lee, Nursery and Seed Establishment, Ham-
mersmithjiiearLondon.

FRUIT TREES IN POTS.
JOHN and CHARLES LEE, having largely increased

their Stock of this indispensable and interesting class of

FRUIT TREES, have still several hundred very superior

plants to offer of the following kinds, which tht-y will warrant to

produce good crops of Fruit in FORCING or ORCHARD
HOUSES the ensuing season.

PEACHES.
NECTARINES.
APRICOTS.
FIGS.

CHERRIES.
PLUMS.
APPLES.
PEARS.

Priced Catalogues on application.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith, near London

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 29
;
1856.

If Truffles are ever to be cultivated successfully,

the starting point must be, a correct knowledge of

what we want to cultivate. But unfortunately this

is the very point in which there has been the

greatest deficiency in those experiments which in

our own country at least promised the best results.

It is perfectly useless to choose the most favourable

site, to prepare the most promising compost, or to

make other arrangements which may be supposed

likely to succeed, provided we do not select such a

species of Truffle as is capable of flourishing in our

variable climate. Now to the generality of persons

in England, a Truffle is but a Truffle, whatever be

its peculiar structure. They have no notion that

the species are very numerous, that a few only are

fit for food, or of such a size as to make them worth

notice, or that the Truffle of the English market is

a totally different species from that of Paris. If

then French Truffles are selected for experiment,

even should they be fresh, and much more if they

are the mere sweepings of the oilman's shop,

n, a sporidium of Tuber melanosporum ; b, one of Tuber crstimm.

the -greater part of which have been submitted to

some process of drying by artificial heat with a

view to preserve them from decay, it might be

augured very safely that no success can possibly

attend the experiment. To show how very different

the common Briiish Truffle is from that of the

French markets, we have subjoined a sketch of the

sporidia of the two species.

In outward appearance indeed there is little or no

difierence, but the aroma and ilie colour ot the veins

are so distinct that even without a microscopic

examination there can he little doubt about the

matter. Now though several species of Truffle have

been found in England, it is curious that the black

seeded Truffle (Tuber mclanospormn) which supplies

the Paris markets, with an occasional admixture

indeed of what may be called the English Truffle

(Tuber oestimm), has never yet been found as a

native of Great Britain. Tulasnk indeed states that

it was found by Mr. Broom k at Kudloe, in Wilt-
shire; but Mr. Broome's specimens belong really to

Tuber bnwiale, a species which seldom attains any
size in this country, and which together with Tuber
macrosporam, which is also a native and which
attains a marketable size in France, may be safely

pronounced as quite unfit for cultivation. Tuber
m lanosporum requires doubtless a warmer climate

than we have to offer, and its cultivation therefore

in the open air may at once be set down as hopeless.

Having then satisfied himself as to what he wants

to cultivate, that it is the English and not the

French Truffle, the next point for the cultivator is

to obtain a supply of the proper species at the proper

time. Now here he must not be misled by mere
names. The Truffle gatherer will probably tell him
that he finds both English and French Truffles. The
fact however is that what he calls French Truffles

are merely those young and almost worthless indi-

viduals in which the veins are still pale, because

the sporidia to which they principally owe their

colour are not yet developed. Such specimens may
be thrown aside as utterly unfit for propagation.

If Truffles are to be cultivated at all, it must be

from the germination of the sporidia, or in other

words from the running of the spawn, and this can

only be anticipated from ripe and perfect individuals.

Now, Tuber cestivum, which must be the object of

cultivation, is a species which, as the name implies,

is of earlier growth than some oher species. Even
in summer individuals may be found which have

arrived at their full size, and in which the fruit is

perfected, but this is by no means usually the case,

and the safer practice would be to take Truffles of

the present season for experiment. These must of

course be of English growth, and the best plan will

be to procure them directly from the Truffle-hunter.

As, however, much depends upon the particular

year, the cultivator should not trust to chance, but

should examine for himself. A common pocket lens

is quite sufficient for the purpose, as that will show

at once, if a thin slice be taken and held up to the

light, whether the little sacs imbedded in the veins

are colourless, and filled merely with the matter of

which at a later period the reproductive bodies are

to be formed, or whether they are of a rich golden

brown and teeming with fruit.

Having ascertained precisely what kind of Truffle

we are to cultivate, and having obtained a proper

supply of seed Truffles, our next point is to consider

what are the habits of the Truffle with a view to

its successful cultivation. Now there is not a.

particle of evidence to show that the Truffle is

parasitic in any stage of growth, much less that it is

in any respect due to the agency of insects. It

grows from spawn like other fungi. The difficulty

is how are we to get that spawn to run. This must

of course be effected by placing the seed Truffles in

conditions as nearly as possible similar to those in

which they are found in nature. In Poitou the mode

of forming Truffle grounds is very simple. A portion

of the naked down is inclosed and sowed with

acorns, and in the course of a few years the soil

teems with Truffles, and continues to have a crop

till the trees have become large enough to expose

the soil. The English Truffle does indeed sometimes

grow on lawns which are very imperfectly shaded,

but this is not its usual habit ; the richest Truffle

grounds that we have seen have been in young

plantations where the lower branches were not

thick enough to exclude the light, but where the

heat of the sun could not penetrate, and, if so, where

it was modified before reaching the soil by a thin but

compact layer of vegetable matter. The Truffles do

not however grow in the vegetable mould, but in the

soil itself, which may be of variois degrees of

density, but which must be thoroughly drained. It is

useless therefore to make vegetable matter^ enter

largely into any compost for Truffle beds. What is

wanted is a good firm soil, free from half decayed

vegetables, and intimately mixed together, so as

neither to become positively hard after having been

sodden by water, nor to be filled with cavities like

a sponge.
-

English Truffles are, we believe, never

found where the soil is essentially sandy, though we
are not prepared to say that they are found only in

calcareous soil. A few yards will sometimes make
a difference. Truffles, for instance, have never

been found at Kew, but on the Syon side of the

Thames, where the soil is no longer bandy, they are

sometimes met with ; though, however, a few
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Truffles may occasionally grow in districts which

are not calcareous, all I he best Truffle grounds of

England are in districts which are strictly so. It is,

therefore, a matter of prudence that the cultivator,

while he secures a proper texture, should at the

same time supply calcareous matter. If not absolutely

essential, which we are rather inclined to think

would prove the case if the soil of Truffle grounds

were carefully analysed, it is at least clear that the

admixture of such matter must be beneficial.

Our advice, then, is first to choose a site for the

Truffle bed in some young plantation, consisting of

Oak and Beech slightly mixed with Fir, where the

ground is perfectly drained, and then to remove the

soil to the depth of a foot, without however destroy-

ing the young roots of the surrounding trees. The
space should then be filled up to within a couple of

inches of the original surface, with a mixture of equal

parts of good loam and road scrapings arising from
pulverised limestone, with a slight admixture of old

leaf mould perfectly decomposed and thoroughly in-

corporated with the other materials. If the road scrap-

ings cannot easily be procured, soil from some chalky

district into the composition of which chalk enters

largely, but does not remain in a crude undigested

state, micht be substituted. On the soil thus prepared

the Truffles should be studded, and a fresh layer of

the compost added, till it is level with the original

surface. The whole should then be protected by
about 2 inches of fallen leaves, amongst which a few
Fir leaves will be found useful, as they will help to

retain the broader leaves in their place. Much of

course will depend upon the locality, but the bed
should not be placed in a position where it is likely

to be exposed to prevailing winds, and the Truffles

must be protected from squirrels and other animals
to which they are acceptable. The experiment
might be varied by planting a bed with divided

instead of whole Truffles ; or the Truffles might be

grated and mixed with water, and the mixture
applied by a common watering-can ; but I believe

the two former methods are the best. If these ex-

periments should succeed, there will be an opportu-

nity of ascertaining how the spawn runs, which is

in reality a desideratum as regards the English

Truffle.

As regards the French Truffle Tulasne has had
an opportunity of examining young Truffles in Sep-
tember proceeding from the spores of the former

year, and there is every reasou to believe that the

process is much the same with our English Truffle.

The spawn is at first white, and forms cylindrical

branched threads, except where it is closely wrapped
round the fungus. As the Truffle grows the spawn
vanishes, leaving behind only a few brownish threads,

as may be often seen in Tuhercestivum. Should the

habits of the two species prove the same no re-

sults can be expected under at least a twelve-

month from the commencement of the experi-

ment ; but if the spawn can once be made to run
with any certainty it may soon be possible

to prepare it for the market.
For ourselves we feel sanguine that a few well

considered attempts, founded on the principles now
pointed out, will lead to success if the matter is

taken up by intelligent minds. Rules cannot be
given at present ; they will follow the trials which
we hope will be made now that the habits of the

Truffle are correctly known, and that we have put
an end to the foolish recipes of the quacks who
have hitherto misled gardeners. The trials will be
attended with very small expense. Almost every

country clergyman must have access to a planta-

tion in which to operate. If not he can sow some
acorns in his garden and make a plantation for

himself. As to gardeners, there is not a place in

which every facility for conducting the proposed

experiment is not at hand, and they must recollect

that no result could be more acceptable to their

employers than supplying the cook with plenty of

good fresh Truffles. We should think it would
answer the purpose of those who live in the proper
districts to advertise fresh seed-Truffles for sale.

in the October following. Their value was therefore

merely apparent. What they were really worth
may be seen at this day in the Garden of the Hor-
ticultural Society, where their remains are still left

in the place they occupied originally. What the

strength of Mr. Blackett's may now be we do not

know from personal experience, but we think it

right to state that a correspondent reports the new
ones to be no better than the old ones.

A Mr. R. Blackett, of the Rivenhall Tile Works,
Witham, has sent into circulation a handbill

eulogising a contrivance for border edgings called

Hogg's Edging Tiles, which he manufactures for

sale. Mr. Blackett has put prominently forward,

as was natural, a favourable opinion that was ex-

pressed of these tiles in the year 1 852, and again
in February 1853, when it was stated that they
appeared to possess much merit. Nothing could be
more true ; they are very good looking, and appear
to be extremely well suited to the purpose intended.
But Mr. Blackett has forgotten to add that this

appearance was deceptive : we must therefore
supply the omission. An indispensable quality in
all such inventions is that they shall stand the
weather. In September 1853 we reported that they
did not stand; and this was explicitly repeated

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXLV.
599.i3 atiasit.e (Uredincs,* Rust). Under this are

comprehended numerous parasitic fungi, which attack

plants belonging to almost every natural order. Some
of them are nearly harmless, while many are extremely
mischievous. Their spores are of different colours,

yellow, orange, white, brown, 6cc, and their structure

very various.

600. The white rust is familiar to every one from its

prevalence on Cabbages, Shepherd's Purse and various

other Crucifers. The mycelium spreads amongst the

tissue, distorting every
part, and in the flowers

increasing everything to

an enormous size. A
figure illustrative of this

will be found in the

Transactions of the Hor-
ticultural Society of

London, vol. 3, p. 266,
and the same deformity
is represented in the

annexed woodcut. The
mycelium of parasitic

fungi is often difficult to

observe because of its

minuteness, and the per-

plexity caused by the

outlines of the cells of

the matrix. In the
white rust, Cyslopus,

it is so large that it is

easily seen ; and any one
who is sceptical about
the true nature of these

plants cannot do better

than to make it a sub-

ject of investigation.

Nor is this the only point

of interest. Few plants in point of fact are more curi-

ous as regards structure, and few were more puzzling

till Tulasne explained that two kinds of spores are pro-

duced in the same heap, the one more numerous
forming mouiliform chains with cyliudrico-globose arti-

culations separated from each other by a short narrow
connecting thread, the other larger, thicker, and
darker, divided into three distinct lobes, after the

fashion of Triphragmium. Both of these germinate,

but the larger seem the more perfect. The same thing

occurs in the common Rose Rust, which belongs

to the genus Colcosporium. Some of its spores ger-

minate at definite points, like many pollen grains. Roses
often suffer greatly from this blight, which is capable of

being propagated by the spores, as where the soil in

which a healthy Rose tree is planted is sprinkled with

water in which infected leaves have been immersed,
the tree is pretty sure to be rusted the following season.

601. The most important, however, of the species of

rust is that which attacks the spikes and leaves of corn.

We must, however, first distinguish between XI. linearis

and U. rubigo-vera, the former being simply the young
state of Puccinia graminis before the dissepiments are

formed. As the two plants frequently grow together it

was at one time thought that U. rubigo-vera was also a

mere state of the Wheat mildew. As long as the rust

is confined to the leaves it is of little consequence,

especially if the growth of the plant be vigorous. The
leaves at length flag, and the effect seems merely to

check undue luxuriance ; but if the spikelets and
germen are affected, a circumstance which takes place

at a later period of growth, the effects are disastrous.

The matter which was intended to nourish the germen
is diverted, while the mycelium causes assort of hyper-

trophy, and the grain, which was at first swollen,

becomes in consequence meagre and shrivelled. In red

Wheat the disease is scarcely ever prevalent, but in

the white Wheats it is so virulent that in countries

which do not suit them it is often almost impossible to

secure seed. In all these cases so many of the spores

fall to the ground that no system of washing or steeping

is effectual. The only remedy is to avoid growing

those especial varieties which are most subject to the

complaint, a remedy which is very easy where red

Wheats form the staple of the crop, but where white

Wheats are most suitable to the soil we fear that there

is no known remedy. The rotation of crops is how-
ever greatly in favour of the cultivator, for rust is far

less common on other cereals than on Wheat, though
unhappily it occurs on many Grasses, by which the

plague is propagated.

602. It is right to state that Desmazieres considers the

species which grows on the inflorescence as different

from that w Inch grows on the leaves, and has therefore

published it as U. glumarum, Koberge ; but after an
examination of his own specimens this opinion is not

borne out, for there is no one essential character to

* From uro to bum. In the last line but one of par. 594, for
" globose " read " oblong.*'

separate them, nor are the spores as he describeslhei »*
smooth, but; minutely granulated as in undoubted *°

U. rubino-vera. M. J. B. *
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NEW ROSES.
seems to have become a fashion to depreciatt

"* S

new Roses," for what reason it is difficult to divin*. 2*!

Perhaps the fable of the '* Fox and the Grapes
altogether inapplicable in the case. But that it is __

fashion, and a mere fashion founded on a little truth
SD!

and much error is my conviction, and for that reason ^
I am induced to offer an investigation of the matter.
Let me admit at the outset that numbers of worthiest
new Roses are annually palmed on the public at hijjk

prices, but this does not establish the position of your
correspondent " A. R." that u the old Roses are the
best yet." Surely he has just awakened from a long *J
long sleep to recommend among 12 " not beaten yet"
such second-rate kinds as La Reine, Madme. Laffay,

General Jacqueminot (Hybrid China), Louis Buona-
parte, and William Jesse ! The first is sometimes fine l

but very uncertain, the second small and transitory

;

the third loose, flimsy, and often washy in colour ; "*

the fourth of indifferent shape ; and the last little ^
more than semi-double ! Where would " A. R.'* «*

find himself if he relied on such kiuds in com- &

petition ? Surely at the bottom of his class ; and

their position is about the same viewed from the

mere decorative point of view. No one can regret ^
more than I do the dishonest practice of sending out »
with falsely flaming descriptions so-called new Itos^ *
which are neither novelties nor improvements. The d

practice is too general with flowers and fruits too, and

deserves to be strongly reprobated. I have known a if

raiser of seedlings to offer from 10 to 25 new kinds in al

one year at from 10 to 2.5 francs each, and not one of ^

them prove worth as many sous. The remedy is, I a

apprehend, to be found not in repudiating novelties so

in toto, but by keeping a watchful eye on the source* ik

whence real acquisitions proceed, and whether a dealer »
errs from ignorance, carelessness, or selfishness, ignoring t,

him in future transactions. Not that this rule should uf

be too strictly enforced ; no point in the entire on

range of horticulture is more difficult to arrive at fc

correctly ; there must be some risk on the part hi

of purchasers ; all will err occasionally, but there
i

are those who err continuously. Now for the ml

examination of facts. For 12 proved new Roses I

would invite the attention of your readers to the ^
following :— Hybrid Perpetuals : General Castellane (rich

crimson), General Jacqueminot (brilliant purplish red),

Gloire de Vitry (bright rose), Lord Raglan (scarlet

crimson), Madame Deslree Giraud (white, striped with

carmine, (Madame de Cambaceres (rich rosy carmine), %

Madame Masson (reddish crimson, changing to violet},
*,

Madame Martel (white, suffused with rose), Madame
}

|

Vidot (transparent flesh-colour), Souvenir de Leveson
.

Gower (dark red, changing to ruby). Bourbon : Prince -

Albert (the best bright Bourbon rose). Tea-scented : ,,,

Gloire de Dijon (yellow, shaded with salmon). Although

these have issued from the hands of the raisers within ^

a space of two or at most three years, I would place ..

them in the scale against the 12 of " A. R." which are a
^

sort of omnium gathei-uni of all time, notwithstanding the ...

presence of the ideal Rose Coupe d'Hebe in the opposite- „
balance. It

Thus far I write boldly, because supported by ascer- ^
tained facts, but I am now about to enter an imper- ^
fectly explored territory to grapple with a more difficult

|

question—the improved new Roses. The difficulty in
^

judging of the quality of new Roses arises from the

roots becoming dried in their transmission to

country, so that they seldom fairly establish themselves-
^

the first season. What we are about to offer now must
^

therefore be taken on trust, but we believe we shall be

found correct in the main. Of the 70 or 80 new varieties

imported and flowered here last season the following

blcomed to our satisfaction : Hybrid Perpetual —
^

Arthur de Sansal (purple shaded with crimson), Bacchus
^

(crimson scarlet, brighter than Ge'ant des Bataiiies;,

Dr. Henon (white, tinted with yellow), General Simpson
^

(rosy carmine), Imperatrice des Francais (flesh colour,.

^
tinged with white), Mathurin Regnier (pale rose), «*

^

this-

with many good qualities, nut mainerent »»»i~/, -
^

Noir (almost black, but not full), Souvenir de la Kerne
^

d'Angleterre (bright rose), Triomphe de
]
Exposi.

(reddish crimson, very fine), Triomphe d'Avrancbes
^

(bright red). . . .. *u„c*fc(bright red). A .
tuMp, *

One word in conclusion. Permit me to »^^
Rose amateurs and dealers who repudiated tne

^

Roses eome two or three years since (ana tner ^
manv), whether their collections have not sun

r

consequence « And I believe there^ are as good ne^ .

Roses now as then. The object :ia ™ 77/*/ V- .7 reaj

draw out by the exercise of the judgment^ the ^ e
»

r

diamonds from amidst the *f%™*?l$*Z» **

t^^^lZ^lrInvanV, is to lose all ,

:*mn&«^>s&Z'Z
known—demonstrated— to

the hope of expectation, the surpn*<= "'•"•"-•" ^foB >i

or two years of the enjoyment, of possesion. ITU*

Paul, Nurseries, Chcshunt, Merts.

GENERATION OF FUNGI.
J

TWoh so mnch has heen done ^ TnUsn^*^'
*

and others towards the eluc.dat.on of **?»«*£*» S
of frnetification which are assumed by mdwdunl ,

1

ofungi. insomuch that from two to five different <*
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77ruit^i»ay exist concurrently or otherwise in the same

*fl fa^us, and at tue 8ame t 'me so many indications have

Vfceen discovered of bodies either actually endowed with

.'(be
power of impregnation, or representative of such

#rsan?,
it is curious that as regards the higher fungi re-

Ltfch has either been altogether baffled or has met with

tot little success. This is indeed in keeping with the

fact, that while in the higher Cryptogams the organs of

impregnation approximate so closely to the animal type,

eTen plants so low in the scale as Algse exhibit vital

phenomena in this respect of a higher order than any
.«Jph#nogams. In the s-ame tribe of plants, then, we need

aM Dot be surprised if we find inferior species endowed with

^Umore distinct indications of sexual distinctions than

!«^ those which we have every reason to believe are of

^ibigher systematic dignity. The subject has lately been

ft* takeu up by Hermann HoffmAnn, and the results* of his

U^ Investigations are given in the Botanische Zeitung of

Sijf -March 1856. His attention was first directed to the

L^Jresicular bodies which are so conspicuous on the gills of

Bujtheinky Agarics which are now known by the name of

ai iCoprini. He was however, like his predecessors, unable

eatr to tind anything which made it probable that they have

my sexual function. After maceration for some days

ae found in one species monads generated in their cavity,

bat, as he very prudently observes, the same phenome-
non takes place so often in other cases as to make the

i; a (act of little weight. He therefore considers it as certain

(* 'Jut these bodies, which he calls Pollinaria, are of no
ibjs freat significance, and that they are in fact mere modi-

•cations of the sporophores.

»t,'; His attention was then turned to the lower part of the

ftem, and he there discovered oblong bodies produced
it the tips of certain privileged threads which at last

leparate from their attachment. These bodies were
submitted to the influence of a damp atmosphere without

it mi bbt&ining any germination, and he therefore concludes
edyi tit there is much probability in favour of their being

wk) He spermatia. He ascertained however in Agaricus
nttatas that the true spores certainly germinated apart

torn these so-called spermatia, and that their influence

ierefore, if exerted at all, must be directed to the ferti-

Siation of the mycelium, after the fashion of the higher
Cryptogams.

On the whole the result obtained is not of any great
aiportance, but the investigations as far as they go are
lot without their worth. Agaricus racemosus is perhaps
the best object to which attention can now be turned,
»ith a view to the confirmations of Hoffmann's notions,

! B J bit unfortunately it is of rare occurrence. The two
brer, iinds of fruit, the one like that of an ordinary Agaric,
ifihit die other like that of a Stilbum, are palpable enough,
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ind it would be interesting to ascertain whether the
itilboid fruit would germinate. In closing our remarks
*e cannot help adverting to the carelessness with which
'ell-known plants are so often described as new by
toman botanists. Actinobotrys Tidasnei, Hoffmann,
ua described in the first volume of the Journal of
te Horticultural Society, under the name of Botryiis

favour for all rural purposes. The Maturating wood with

preservatives is not however the only mode by which it

can be preserved, for Sir Samuel ha? instanced that in

the case of mo9t ancient structures, the interior beams
have been preserved by simple exposure to the air, thus

insuring their slow dessiceation, so that the interior

moisture may evaporate without rend in ir their exterior

surface. Indeed, slow dessiceation seems essential for

timber as well as to preserve the flavour of vegetables,

as instanced in the Gardeners' Clironicle. The late Mr.
William Strutt said that dessiceation by steam would be
found a superior method, indeed this has been proved in

an instance practised by the father of the late Mr. R.
Prosser of Birmingham, who contracted for the erection

of an edifice, of which the timber was still growing.
Nothing daunted by this circumstance, he dried the
wood by steam, and it still bears evidence of the

correctness of his views. It must be observed that to

this day it has not been ascertained whether the preser-

vatives act mechanically, or chemically, or conjointlv.

M. S. B.
Fuelfor Boilers.—After reading your correspondent's

remarks (see p. 773) respecting boilers and fuel, I confess

myself unable to make out what he means. In the

first place, he says, "The fuel suitable for conical

boilers is either house cinders, gas or oven coke, or

Welsh coal. These," he adds, "are valuable in the

order in which they stand." House cinders are there-

fore set down as best, next coke, and last Welsh coal.

Further on he says, u Gas coke is never quite equal and
often very inferior to oven coke ; cinders are not quite

equal to good oven coke, but superior to ordinary gas

coke/' Again, he says, u The principle of a conical

boiler is that it should be filled full of fuel." In another

place he says that the boiler is most powerful when it

is only partly full. Now, as an old stoker of nearly 40

years' standing, who has had all sorts and sizes of boilers

to deal with, I would advise every one who is not prac-

tically acquainted with those matters to w fight shy"
of these three-dozen-hour-boilers ; any stokehole boy
would shudder to be told that he had only to make up
his fire something like every other day. Such state-

ments as those of Mr. Rogers and " Sigma * are to the

point if they were confined entirely to orchard houses,

but their tendency is to induce a belief that the erec-

tion of a heating apparatus, and the keeping it supplied

with fuel, is quite an easy matter ; while every gardener

knows that as far as forcing is concerned just the con-

trary is the fact. D. A., Devon.
! Petunia imperialis.—Mr. Milner having asked me " in

what*"Soil I grew this plant on its being turned out," I

beg to inform him that in the autumn of last year I

excavated a bed about two feet, and then filled it up
with fresh Joam from an adjoining Grass field, tho-

roughly incorporated with a certain proportion of well

decomposed cow manure and finely sifted coal ashes, or

rather, I should say, the ashes from culm formed into

balls with an admixture of clay, the kind of fuel gene-

rally used in tins quarter. The bed was then allowed

to remain undisturbed in a rough state until the second

memoir on allied specie
* wanted Bremia lactucce
fcme moreover proposed in "the Botanische Zeitung. ' other varieties, some of which were turned out of pots

i^Dwith respect to Sphceria acuta, Uoffm., the nature
;

from cuttings struck in the autumn, and the rest from

' the spores was so well known that a genus Apo- seed previously raised in a hot bed. Every plant grew

ies ; and if a new generic name week in May, when it was merely hoed and raked over,

tew, Regel, is the same thing ; a \
and the Petunia plants were inserted therein along with

mfdypnglioniformis, and it is mentioned in Caspary's

1)W

am

Pfcria was proposed for its reception many years since,

'«ides which it has been long ago shown that Greville
^red the fruit of Spharia coniformis for that of

.

Hoffmann's S. acuta. Whether or no the latter may
idiftppe a mere Pycnidium of the former is a distinct& pestion.* M. J. B.

:'

J"

most luxuriantly, and with the exception of imperialis,

blossomed splendidly. By it, nothing but empty

calices or green cups were produced, precisely as

described by your correspondent " J. G." in a previous

Number, and several of my neighbours to whom I gave

cuttings, which readily rooted under a handglass, have

told me that they met with no better result from those

in the open border. It is far from my wish to dis-

VfJ^wSt^ 15th inst. W the merits of*I^*~^^£
icribM t^i «j M« mft,i. «f jmn««,.t!n. wmH I only adduce facts that have occurred in my own
escribes a cheap and easy mode of impregnating wood

1 5* Fith preservative liquids, and it will probably induce

22 J^y
to adopt it. I must however beg leave to deny

'; "
e assertion that sulphate of iron has been found to

JJ*^
«1, for I have witnessed instances of its perfect efficacy.

towards the end of the last century Dr. G. Fordyce had

J
observatory window much injured by dry rot ; he

Reeled me to scoop out the decayed parts of it, then to

Jf^p
the crevices with a saturated solution of sulphate

5> <£ed'.lJ'"- ?
0t

°,
D,y CheCk6d tHe

c
ry r°

(
- f

bUt
,

Pre" are formed upon it, aid then planted out, some of

> 3u£„Td
?:

f»r
.

mryr^ ^° " f ^ *<** may come to maturity in the open air
;
bat I have

L ^"ll mouced a friend to try the experiment on beams J J

*nis cellar, which were decaying from dry rot, and it

?°yed most successful. When the ships of H. M.'s
were attacked in the same way Sir Samuel>eet

V
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'EH
m Waa de8*re(* to rePort °Pon them, and his

±i* to?
fulljr Pr<>ves that sulphate of iron has been

* .'*nia an efticjent preveatative of dry rot. Sul-

^ of copper was recommended by Dr. Hales
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pty a century ago for the preservation of wood, but

5*C? m°re C08t,y than sulphate of iron, the latter is
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* The" preservation of wood waa a subject
W' jnch considered by the late Sir S. Bentham, who was
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d
opinion that a thorough impregnation of it was the

Jv means by which its durability would be insured.

experience, and perhaps the failure in my case

may have arisen, as Mr. Milner states, from improper

cultivation
;
yet the circumstance of my having got

it to develop its flowers upon being treated in

the way I formerly communicated to you, leads

me to imagine that in this locality at least it is

not at all calculated to form a bedding plant, so

far as its flowering is concerned. I dare say, however,

that if it be kept in the greenhouse until the flower buds

brm<
may

my doubts as to any that may afterwards appear in

embryo doing so here, no matter what the soil may be

that is used. Nevertheless if Mr. Milner will be so

kind as to inform me what mode of treatment he would

recommend my adopting, I shall feel exceedingly

obliged to him, and will have much pleasure not only in

trying it next summer, but in giving him the result

of my experience in the matter. /. H., Wkitland,

South Wales.

Quercus scssilijiora.—The specimens sent herewith

were^athered by me some weeks ago in one of the

combes of the Quantock Hills, in the west of Somerset-

shire. The tree grows plentifully there, though gene-

rally of a small and stunted form, owing no doubt in

*p£ hv
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\
y t0°> °Ut\ VT ff g

™i! P»»to the high sitnation, bnt more perhapS to it. being
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lfB iledlv I ta ~»™. th« P—ih«P«a appendages of which I send ap^oea m the Gardener)' Chromel* is decidedly in its
;
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a »-;.. ^: ^—rr~, specimen.
^ critic of Caspary's paper, On the Binary or Ternary Fruit of I „^„„„„ tn... „ , _ . . r, .,,„„ eo„a appear to occupy the place of acorns. What are they ?

in cne same No. of the Botanische Zeitung, says
.

"HFC»* w V\ » -.-^..ui «f w^JnH H»nrn<i -Tre
ptmdangia are Tulasne's pyenidia. This is not |

Are they formed of the material ot which acorns are

<£**}• Canary's spoddangia have a simple and not a cellular usually formed, and therefore an anomalous formation
"ig.and. wiiatis of more importance, the bodlw ttey ****** ! f the acorn ? Halaltigh. [Yes. The imbricated scaly

bodies you speak of are female flowers converted into
notV - h
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l
e !rom sporophores, but are generated like the sporid

leal-huds in fuusfqut-nce ot some disum-anee oi tlieir

structure at the time they were about to form acorns.]

Setting Boilers.— Will you allow me to ask your corre-

spondents to give their experience as to the best mode
of fixing, more particularly the conical boilers; whether

to fix them on bricks, so as to allow only a flue to pa9S

round them, or to allow the fire to have an opportunity

to pass from the bottom all round ; I mean as though

the boiler was swung; if the latter, what depth should

there be from the level of the bars to the bottom of

the boiler ? Being about to alter my boiler, which
heats four houses, I wish to do it in the best possible

manner. Ore in the Trade.

Stem* Tubers of Potatoes.— When taking up the

Leather Jacket (round) Potato, which had flowered

well and seeded, it had a number of small tubers growing
from the leaves up the stem, besides an abundant supply

at the roots. Is this detrimental to the main crop, or

is it an advantage? Will these small tubers if set

produce Potatoes ! I have observed this also in the

Waluut-leaf Kidney, but to a less extent ; it is common
in the Chinese Kidney, but I have not seen it in a round

Potato before. Qy. Was it owing to the dryness of the

season that an old set of the Irish Lump Potato pro-

duced a second show of tubers ? E. S.JI. [These stem
tubers are very common, and will do perfectly well

for sets.]

Seeds of Gourds.—It may only be partially known
that the roasted seeds of many of the Gourd tribe

furnish an excellent addition to the dessert, particularly

those of the Cucurbita Pepo giganten, which are pro-

duced in abundance, and possess a nice nutty flavour.

Amicus.
Incomparable White Celery.—In the first week of

March last I sowed this and Cole's Crystal White ; the

sorts were planted out in ridges the last week in May
and treated alike in every respect ; the first week in

September the Incomparable was fit for use, while Cole's

Crystal White was not for nearly a fortnight after, and

when it was fit it bore no comparison with the Incom-

parable during the whole time the two sorts lasted.

The Incomparable showed no symptoms of running

to seed, but kept perfectly solid, crisp, and white.

The Crystal White showed a great disposition to seed,

and was tough to eat The Incomparable grows about

18 inches high, and is very bulky. It occupies little

room, and no great embankment in earthing up. This

is the first season in which I have grown this sort ; it

was sent here with other seeds from Mr. Veitch of

Chelsea ; and I am so pleased with it that I shall not in

future grow any other White Celery. Samuel Ja?nes
t

Patshull, Ui'lrirjhton, Wolverhampton. *

Mulberry Tree.—Can any one tell me how I can get a

Mulberry tree trained on a south wall to bear fruit?

Mine is about 11 years old, and covers a largish extent

of wall. It is very healthy and vigorous, but bears very

small fruit, and that generally falls off before ripe. I

was induced to plant it from seeing one at Downturn

Castle in a similar situation, which bore splendid fruit

abundantly. I have root-pruned mine several times

without effect. Should it be cut to spurs in the winter,

and then have the shoots cut back in the summer ? T

can make nothing of it. IF. D. P. [Mr. Knight

managed bis in the following manner. He Bays (allud-

ing to a Mulberry belonging to the late Mr. Williams,

of Pitmaston) his tree is suffered to protrude its bearing

branches, as spurs, several inches from the wall ; and

in the soil and climate of Pitmaston (both of which are

extremely favourable), the fruit ripens in great perfec-

tion and 'abundance. But in cold situations (and it is

chiefly in such that the Mulberry tree will be found to

deserve a place upon a south wall), little fruit will be

produced, and that will ripen but ill, unless the bearing

wood be brought closely into contact with the wall ; and

the great width of the leaves, and vigorous habit of the

tree, present some difficulties to the cultivator, when
this mode of training and pruning is adopted. It will be

found necessary to diminish the luxuriant growth of the

tree, and at the same time to increase its disposition to

bear fruit. Such effects may, however, be readily pro-

duced by several different means ; by destroying a small

portion of the bark, in a line extending round the trunk,

or large branches, or ringing, by tight and long-continued

ligatures, or by training the bearing branches almost

perpendicularly downwards. I have adopted the last-

mentioned method, because it greatly increases the dis-

position in the tree to bear fruit, without injuring its

general health, and because it occasions a proper degree

of vigour to be everywhere almost equally distributed.

My garden, at Downton, contained six years ago two

Mulberry trees, which had been trai/ied more than

25 years upon a south or south-east wall in the usual

fan form, and had each extended nearly 30 feet in

width, and 1 3 in height, without having ever produced

fruit of any value, except small quantities, near the

extremities of their horizontal branches. At that period,

I cut away all the larger branches, except three on each

side, leaving one on each side to extend its whole length

upwards, with an elevation of about 45°, another with

an elevation of 30°, and another ot 15°. As much of

the young and slender wood of these lame branches

was preserved as I found practicable, and the whole of

this was trained nearly perpendicularly downwards, with

the exception only of a small part, near the tops of the

most upright large branches, which was bent inwards on

each side, with a considerable inclination downwards, to

occupy the central part of the space allotted to each

tree. In the first succeeding year I had necessarily a

small crop only ; but in every subsequent year my trees

i have borne well, except in the last season, when, owing
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to the badness of the preceding summer, a small quan-

tity only of blossoms appeared in the spring. By
bringing much of the bearing wood into contact with

the wall, by the means above mentioned, I have had

Mulberries ripe as early as the 20th July, and the crop

continued successively to ripen, in much perfection, till

the end of October. As the blossom buds of the

Mulberry tree cannot be readily distinguished from

others in the winter, the best period for pruning is

when the blossoms first become visible in the spring
;

and it is my practice to pinch off every barren shoot,

which is not wanted to cover the wall, and to stop every

bearing shoot, under similar circums ances, at the third

or fourth l^af. Mr. Williams has stated that the bud

immediately below the point at which a bearing or other

branch is pinched off usually affords fruit in the follow-

ing year ; and I have found his observation in this, as

in all other cases, to be perfectly accurate. If I were

now to plant Mulberry trees I should wUh to obtain

such as had stems 3 or 4 feet long, as the first shoots

of these, after being planted, might conveniently be

trained downwar !s, and if plants of this height, pre-

viously propagated from bearing branches, were selected,

I do not entertain any doubt but that fruit might be

obtained in the second year after planting ; and by
proper attention, to shorten and renew the dependent

bearing branches, such trees might easily be very long

retained in an almost equal state of perfection. The
Mulberry, as Mr. Williams has remarked, is a much
superior fruit, both in richness and flavour, when ripened

upon a south wall, than upon a standard tree, even in

situations where it ripens well under both modes of

culture ; affording an exception, I believe, to all or

almost all other fruits, to which the wall gives increased

bulk and beauty, at the expense of richness and flavour.]

Ginger.—I have got a good crop of Ginger this

autumn. Will any of your correspondents acquaint me
with the best method of preparing the root for pre-

serving—the outer coat of the root being rough and
unsightly I W. Mason, Necton, Norfolk.

Syrian Fruits.— 1 feel particularly obliged for your
kindness in answering my inquiries so promptly. May
I again refer to Vol. III., Part 2, of the Horticultural

Society's works for 1848, regarding Syrian fruits in the

possession of John Barker, Esq., of Sutcdia, to whom a

Knightian medal had been awarded for the introduction

of the Stanwick Nectarine. He says, "I beg leave to

make the Society my humble acknowledgments for the

honour which they have been pleased to confer on me,
and which I regard as an earnest of the distinguished

favour I presume to hope to receive at their hands,

when I shall haye introduced into England 20 varieties

of— 1. A new species called 'the Sweet-kernelled Jhach,'

among which are six varieties of the Nectarine, all of

equal, and some of superior value to the ' Stanwick
Nectarine.' 2. A new species of the Apricot with a

sweet kernel called * Sheker Para' (bit of sugar) of

Ispahan. 3. ' The large sweet Wrhite Mulberry of

IraD,' from which a syrup is extracted hardly to be

distinguished from syrup made from sugar. It is highly

extolled by Sir Alexander Burnes in his Travels in

Bokhara.' 4. A Plum, with a sweet kernel, calied

* AJoo Bokhara,' which is also celebrated by the same
traveller. When ripe its stone is in view through the

fikin. 5. The famous ' Pomegranate of Tabriz,' with-

out seed, weighing from 50 to 60 ounce?, and the still

more renowned * Quince' of most parts of Persia of the

same size, which ripens on the tree or in the store,

losing all its austerity and eaten at the dessert like a
soft ripe Pear. This wonderful production of nature,

and the * Pomegranate of Tabriz,
1
are yearly forwarded

as presents by caravan to Bagdad. The Pomegranate
is not eaten as are the common sorts, but is squeezed
into a goblet, and drunk off like a draught of sherbet ;

and the high perfumed odour of the f Quince' is such,

in Oriental exaggeration, as that when there is a single

ripe specimen oi the fruit in a caravan, every one who
accompanies it is conscious of its presence." Then he
goes on to say, « I am to-day packing to be forwarded to

my son-in-law, Mr. Warmington, 100 small seedling the ensuing summer.]

Paradise. What were sent to Mr. Warmington were

bought by Messrs. Veitch. It is very doubtful whether

many of them would be worth having in England.

Our summers are too short, dull, and cold. The Kaisha

is however the best, though the ugliest, of Apricots,

and the Stanwick Nectarine in heat is the queen of her

race. Therefore all are worth trying except the Pome-
granate, which is hopeless, even in an accelerated

orchard house.]

Slnte Walls, and how to prevent Damp rising up Stone

and other Walls.—Two years ago I budt 48 square of

stone wall, 2 feet thick at the bottom, rising gradually

to 9 inches at top, with a coping 13 inches wide; the

inside was faced and perpendicular, the outside rough

and what is called "battered." The stone in my part

of the country is very porous, and when taken out of

the quarry soft and easily worked, it becomes, on ex-

posure to the air, case-hardened and very dur-

able. . All our old churches and abbeys are built of this

sandstone. In consequence of the porosity of this stone

damp rises rapidly, and causes it to look dark and green,

so that brick has now almost taken the place of stone.

To counteract this I hit upon the following expedient, a

notice of which I inserted in the Gardeners' Chronicle

about a year and a half since; I again refer to it as the

experiment has proved perfectly successful. Imme-
diately above the ground-line on the inside of the wall

I had boiling coal tar poured on evenly from an iron

ladle, on this as much slaked lime as the tar would
absorb; this was left for a few days to harden; the next
course of stone was bedded in mortar in the tar; this cost

me 5s. for a wall 400 feet long and 20 inches thick at

the ground line. These are the results : immediately
above the tar line the stone is perfectly white and hard,

and the mortar, composed of hot grey lime and finely-

sifted coal ashes, as bard as cement and not affected by
frost. On the outside of the wall, the ground being here,

a course of stone is visible below the tar line ; this

course is green, damp, and soft, the mortar is

also soft, and the frost has crumbled it away. I

am aware that slate in cement cuts off capillary at-

traction, but it is very expensive when the wall is

thick. I have lately used the same means with the

same success in brick walls. I will next week give a
description of a slate wall I have recently built; it has
a most workmanlike appearance. It is very econo-

mically built, and I trust, as the north side is nearly as

warm as the south (the rays of the sun 1 do not get),

I shall be able to ripen fruit on this side. Sigma.
Stone Pines.— What had I better do with my seedling

Stone Pines sown in March \ I have but five, one in a box
where 30 were sown, but only three came up, and
four in a large pot where some 24 were sown. They are
strong healthy plants from 5 to 7 inches high, and are in

the open garden plunged to the rim in the soil. They
have stood 25° and 20° on Grass with impunity, with no
more protection than some Scotch Fir branches over
them. I want to leave them out all winter. Can I

venture to do so ? Our winters are not severe, but they
are wet. We seldom have such sharp frosts so early as
we have this year, and yet I do not remember frost

being so long in coming ; the night of November Gth
was the first we had. Until then not a plant had been
hurt in the gardens. I have some seedling Cypresses sown
in March also, from seeds I picked in a burial ground
near Constantinople. They are about 4 inches high, and
are by the side of the Stone Pines in a pot in the open
ground. Can I venture to leave them out all winter
also ? The cold at Constantinople is often very severe.

T. S. P., Windermere. [It is not our cold that kills

Cypresses and southern European Conifers, but our bad
summers, in which they cannot ripen their wood. We
doubt whether the Cypress will live out-of-doors at

Windermere ; but the Stone Pines may live if they
survive the first three or four years, for trees are said to

exist both in Durham and the south of Scotland. We
advise you to place an old box or some such covering
over the seedlings for the present winter, and in the

spring to pot them separately, or to plant them out for

Mulberries, budded with 'the large white sweet Mul-
berry of Ispahan.' At the same time will be forwarded
to that gentleman 500 specimens of c the Dwarf Apple
of Armenia ;' they are all much past the age of

puberty, though only 18 inches high. I received them
two years ago from Armenia, and they do not appear to

have grown at all ; they increase slowly in thickness.

I have often seen them planted in pots and cases on the

terraces in the city of Aleppo, of 40 and 50 years'

growth, never exceeding 2 feet in height, nor in the

thickness of their stems that of your forefinger, without

their ever having been pruned. To test the fact that

their diminutiveness was not caused by their being
always kept in pots and boxes, I planted out three of

fall 15 years' growth, and after keeping them 18 years
in the open ground found they had made no perceptible

progress. I remarked that they bear best when their

roots are cramped ; they are very easily propagated,

as they make abundant offsets, and take remarkably
well from cuttings. Among the trees now sent there

are 17 which were made from cuttings two years ago
;

and 10 budded at the same time with the Ribston
Pippin and other sorts." Pray tell me, sir, have these

most valuable species of different trees been introduced,
or have they been lost sight of \ The Armenian
Apples would do exceedingly well for the orchard-
houses so much spoken of in the Chronicle if the
warmth was enough for them. F. N. [None of these
fruits ever reached the Horticultural Society except the
Dwarf Apple of Armenia, which seems to be the French

Wtllinytonia.—Should not the scientific men of

Europe entreat the Government of the United States to

protect from destruction the few specimens that remain
of their wonder of the vegetable world ? It would be a
sad thing if these giants, trees which have been (if the

calculations are correct) thousands of years in attaining

their present growth, should be at the mercy of any
money-making speculator. If the ground on which
theystand is not national property it should be purchased
for the nation, in order to preserve them, and to form
the nucleus of an arboretum worthy of the Union.

C. T. W.t Uxbridge.
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Maurice Medlane, Esq., Sutton Court Lodge,Chis*
John Kirby Hedges, Esq., Wallingford, Berks.
Mortimer G. Thoyts, Esq., Sulhamstead House

Berks. ~ *

George Barker, Esq., Stanlake Park, Berks.
\

Thomas Huntley, Esq., Whitley Grove, Reading.
Robert Allpay, Esq., Wokefield Park, Berks.
Joseph Gurney Barclay, Esq., Knott's Green, Leytoo, LJ
Charles Bagot Phillimore, Esq., (3, Green Street Gro$I 5

venor Square.
JJJ

Edward H. Reynard, Esq., Sunderland Wick, near \k
Driffield, Yorkshire.

Richard Benyon, Esq., Englefield House, near la
Reading.

Albert George Sandeman, Esq., Hyde Park Garde
Prof. Edward Solly, 1 5, Tavistock Square.
William Charles, Esq., 27, Austin Friars.

Rev. Mathew H. Buckland, Laleham, Middlesex.
Rev. James J. Peach, Holme Pierrepoint, Notts. '

Rev. Thomas Staniforth, Storrs, Windermere.
Miss Charlotte Louisa Walpole, Hampton Court, and &

9, Grafton Street. ^
Miss Frances Margaretta Walpole, Hampton Court,. J

and 9, Grafton Street. 31

Miss Caroline M. Jervis, Newsell's Park, Royston.
Miss Charlotte Bertrand, Golders Hill, Middlesex. &

Mrs. Henry P. P. Crease, Antron House, Helston. ft

Mrs. William Wylde, Sulhamstead House, Turnhaia w
Green.

Mr. Robert Parker, Nurseryman, Hornsey.
Mr. George H. Bunney, Nurseryman, Stratford.

Mr. John Standish, Nurseryman, Bagshot.

Mr. Stephen Shilling, Nurseryman, N. Warnboro'.

Mr. Wm. Davidson, 36, Great Russell Street, Bedford f»

Square. ™

Mr. George Fleming, The Gardens, Trentham. *

Mr. Henry Phelps, Bowood, Wilts. J*

Mr. Thomas Mcore, Physic Gardens, Chelsea. J
1

M. Jules de Liron d'Airoles of Nantes, as a Foreign to

Corresponding Member.

A crowded meeting of Fellows and their friends T

assembled on this occasion to inspect one of the moat

interesting house exhibitions which has ever been held

under the auspices of the Society. The principal *

display consisted of fruit, and it was impossible not to-

admire the skill with which our English gardeners had

contended against as bad a season for its production as

was ever known. On this, however, as on all occasions-

octctfc*.

Horticultural, Nov. 25.— J. J. Blandy, Esq., V.P.,

in the chair. The following were elected Fellows :

—

Rear-Admiral James R\der Burton, K.H., 15, Park
Square, and Dunston Priory, Kent.

Captain HughBerners,R.N., Landford House, Down-
ton, Salibbury.

Elphinstone Barchard, Esq., Putney Heath.

Charles Wentworth Dilke, Esq., the youngest, 76,

Sloane Street.

J. R. Scott, Esq., Crouch End, Hornsey.

John Deacon, Esq , Turnham Green.

Matthew Thomas Hodding, Esq., 38, Craven Hill

Gardens, Hyde Park.

50
1

30

of competition all could not win. But it is not too

much to say that all deserved much commendation.

We trust we shall be found to have done justice to all. J

The collection from Mr. Tillyard, gr. to the R ;
(

Hon. the Speaker, was especially remarkable, n<

merely for its excellence but for the variety of fruits-

^

which it included. Among them were Black Jamaica
^,

and Queen Pine Apples handsomely grown, Black and ^
Dutch Hamburgh Grapes, beautiful fruit of winter

fo

Nelis, Urbaniste, Passe Colmar, Beurre Diel, Delices
pft

d'Hardenpont, and Ne Plus Meuris Pears ; fine fruit of

Rivers' Double Bearing Raspberry, Red Currants,

Oranges, and American Cranberries, some account of
^

Mr. Tillyard's mode of growing which will be found at
^

p. 40 of our present year's volume. To this collection
^

Dr. Lindley's prize of 52, was deservedly awarded. The
^

next prize of 3/., offered by C. W. Dilke, Esq., was
|

won by Mr. Ingram, gr. to her Maje?ty at Frojmore.
^

Here were Black Hamburgh, West's St. Peter's and
^

Muscat Grapes, a very good Cayenne Pine, a Queen and

another sort of Pine Apple something like an Enville
^

from Babia ; Glou Morceau and Chaumontel Pears \
^

LCourt Pendu Plat, Blenheim Pippin, and Cox's Orange

Pippin Apples, the last a handsome fruit as yet not

known. Of fruit of foreign growth, Mr. Lewis Solo-

mon of Covent Garden had a magnificent collection.

His Duchesse d'Angouleme, Beurre Diel and Glou

Morceau Pears had acquired a size and brilliancy

of colour seldom found in fruit of English

growth. Among Apples he had large and handsome

specimens of the White Calville, and we also remarked

a punnet full of the beautiful little Lady Apple or

Pomme d'Api of the French.

Apples of home growth were more numerous than

might have been expected considering the scarcity

this kind of fruit this season. By far the best collection

came from Mr. Snow, gr. to Earl de Grey, Wrest Park,

Beds. It consisted ot Blenheim Pippin, Court Penau

Plat, Old Golden and Franklin's Golden Pippins, trie

Golden Harveyor BrandyApple,Ribston,Cockle,Fearns,

Sturmer, and King of the Pippins, Newton SpitzamDer»
Beachamwell, Court of Wick, and Kirk's Golden.

Reinette. Mr. Ingram, of Frogmore, next in Poin
\°J

merit, sent Old Nonpareil, Rosemary Russet, Lourx

Pendu Plat, Old Golden Pippin in fine condition, Loxs

Orange, and Frogmore Golden Pippin, the last a clean,

healthy, good-looking fruit Mr. Monro, gr. to u

Pearce, Esq., of Russell Farm, Watford,*"n
f

*«

some good table Apples which were however not V
ferent from those just named. In collections

Apples for kitchen use Mr. Snow wis again &
Hta sorts were Reinette du Canada, Or£

Pippin, Hanwell Souring, Fearn s Pippin, *»
Queen, Normanton Pippin, Selina Apple, Wrf
Russet; Golden Noble, clear yellow, la.ge

fine; a red coloured Apple unnamed, ^.
fordahire Foundling, Dutch Mignonne, and F 0*

Kent. The next best collection of Apples^^ ;
purposes came from Mr. Frost, gr to E. L.^ts'

of Preston Hall, Kent. Among them some spec

1
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of the Wellington or Dumelow's Seedling were espe-

cially remarkable for their size and beauty.

Pears of home growth were numerous "and unusually

fine, but several of the collections contained unripe

fruit. This remark especially applies to those from

Mr. Robinson, gr. to Lord Boston, and to handsome
specimens of Beurre Ranee from Mr. Jones Nash
of Bishop Stortford, and others. Mr. Snow's col-

lection, to which the first prize was awarded, was
however everything that could possibly be desired. It

contained Ne Plus Meuris, Beurre Ranee, Passe
Colmar, Vicar of Winkfield, Old Colmar, Beurre Diel,

large and fine ; Marie Louise, Chaumontel, Glou
Morceau, Winter Nelis, Easter Beurre, and Forelle or
Trout Pear. Mr. Ingram of Frogmore, whose collec-

tion stood second, had Knight's Monarch, Glou Morceau,
Vicar of Winkfield, Chaumontel, Easter Beurre and
Beurre Diel. Mr. Tillyard had Beurre' Diel, large and
fine ; Easter Beurrd, Passe Colmar, Ne Plus Meuris,
Glou Morceau, and Winter Nelis. Pears of foreign

growth were contributed by Mr. Webber, of Covent
Garden. They consisted of Glou Morceau, Easter
Beurre, and Beurre Diel.

Muscat Grapes that could hardly be excelled and
that have rarely been equalled were furnished by Mr.
Hill, gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq., of Keele Hall, Staffordshire.

To these Mr. Dilke's prize of 21. offered for the third

general collection (not contended for) was very justly

transferred on account of their extra merit. Excellent

fruit of this variety of Grape was also shown by Mr.
Wortley, gr. to Mrs. Maubert, of Norwood, Mr. Nash,
of Bishop's Stortford, and A. Glendinning, Esq., of Ash-
grove, Seven Oaks. Mr. Frost also showed a good dish

:

of Muscats. Other kinds of Grapes consisted of beautiful

specimens of Black Hamburgh (to which a first prize

was awarded) from Mr. Hill, of Keele Hall ; from Mr.
Nash, of Bishop's Stortford; and from Mr. Hall, gr. at

Colebrooke Lodge, Putney. Fine bunches of Bar-
barossa likewise came from Mr. Lancaster and Mr.
Povey, gr. to the Rev. J. Thornycroft, of West's St.

Peter's from Mr. Frost, and of Royal Muscadine from
Mr. Ingram, gr. to J. J. Blandy, Esq., of High Grove,
Reading, who was also an exhibitor among table Pears,

j

A beautiful Collection of Oranges, &c, of home
growth, came from Mr. Miller, gr. to Sir W. Smith,;

Bart., of Eardiston House, Worcestershire ; Mr. Ivison,

gr. to his Grace the Duke of Northumberland at Syon,
produced others. Mr. Robinson, gr. to Lord Bos-
ton, had also some extremely well grown plants of

Otaheite Oranges in pots loaded with fruit. These it

would seem had been overlooked by the judges ; for no
prize was awarded them although they certainly well

deserved such distinction.

Of Miscellaneous Subjects Mr. Jones, of Dowlais

House, Glamorganshire, sent three well grown Black

Jamaica Pine Apples, Mr. Frost a good smooth
Cayenne Pine, Mr. Hamp an Antigua Queen Pine, Mr.
Samuel Solomon of Covent Garden two varieties of

Pine Apple, and some large and handsome Catillac

Pears from Jersey ; and Mr. Edward Moss
examples of late Strawberries. They had been sent

through the post from Roby Hall, near Prescot, and were
unfortunately considerably injured from that mode of

travelling. Mr. Lewis Solomon furnished good-looking

bundles of green and white Asparagus with which the

French are now supplying Covent Garden Market
;

Messrs. Henderson, Pine Place, three kinds of Beet, of

which their u short topped" was evidently the best ; and
Crimson Beet was also shown by Mr.Cutbushof Highgate.

Several exhibitions of roots of the new Chinese Yam
(Dioscorea Batatas) were produced. Of these one of

the moat important came from Mr. Sibbon, gr. to R. C.

L. Bevan, Esq., of Trent Park, East Barnet, and along

with it Mr. Sibbon furnished the following memoranda.
He 6ays, " My first trial with the Dioscorea was in the

spring of 1855. I commenced with 10 small tubers no
bigger than Peas, weighing less than a quarter of an
oz., which I received from Mr. Cutbush, nurseryman,
Highgate. Only seven of the 10 grew, the produce of

which was 2 lbs. 5 oz. ; the longest tuber was 19 inches

and the circumference 4£ inches. That lot I cut up in

March, 185b", into about 1 3-inch pieces, and put them
into two shallow pans in loam, sand, and leaf-mould,

and placed them in the fruit room, where they remained
one month. Seeing no signs of their breaking, I then

placed them in a pit with Cucumbers ; there they broke

nicely in a month. On the \0th May I potted them
separately in small pots, and put them under glass with

no heat, all growing till June, then planted them on a

raised bed of half decayed leaves, covered over with

common garden mould ; the space they occupied was
12 yards by 2. I found 1 foot apart to be ample room
for them, and a very convenient distance for cleaning

and taking them up. I dug them up the first week in

November, the largest tuber being 39 inches long, in

circumference 7 inches, and the weight 1 lb. 8 oz. The
height of the whole was 42 lbs. 8 oz.—a very good crop,

1 think, from such a weak beginning. This plant is self-

Protecting, needs no watching, and defies any one to

pnll it out of the ground, as may be done with Carrots
or Turnips, which is so much complained of by farmers,

&c."

. Dr. Lindley observed that the planting in pans, keep-

lng them in a fruit room, and then starting them in

neat was unnecessary, as they would have succeeded

quite as well if they had been planted out in the open

ground at once in March. Neither was 1 foot apart

required. Roots of this Yam, which had been made
the subject of four different experiments, were furnished

from the garden of the Society. They had been planted

out 6 inches apart early in March, aud the following is

the result of the different methods of culture pursued :

—
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It will be seen that the three latter cases were satisfac-

tory as to produce, and that of the four trials the result

of employing small axillary buds as sets is the least

encouraging, and is not to be recommended, except in

cases where no better sets can be obtained. The pro-

duce from them is small, and they are very apt to fail.

When cooked this Yam was stated to be excellent.

That it can be successfully cultivated in this country
the specimens before the meeting fully proved, and in

order to show that the past season has not been particu-

larly favourable for its growth the following table had
been prepared :

—

Monthly mean temperature of

the soil at 1 foot and 2 feet

deep, from April to Novem-
ber, 1856.

1856. Temperature

Months. At 1ft. At 2ft.

deep. deep.

April+ ... 48.91 45.95
May— ... 52.19

|
49.48 _

Juiie-H ... 60.93 i 56.48 —
July-t- ... 63.37

;
59.40 —

Aug.+ ... 64.39 61.87 +
Sept.+ .. 5973 57 87 +
Oct.+ 54.51 54.84 •+
Nov., to 24 46.75 4S.06 +

Temperature of the soil at 1 and
2 ft. deep, fromA pril to Novem-
ber, on the average of 10 years
(1844 to 1853 inclusive).

Average. I
Temperature.

1814-1853. At 1ft.

Months, i deep.

April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.

Oct..
Nov.

1

46.47

53.11

60.02

62.85

6180
57.44

5152
46.01

At 2ft.

deep.

40."25

52.01

5847
6171
61.26
57.81

52 79
47.25

• Oct. 25. Min. temp, of air at night 26° : Had. 22°^ Growth of tops

26 „ 25° „ 23° f of D. Batatas
27 .. 25° - 21° i checked by
28

n
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owed how necessary it is to keep the roots ot ou

fruit trees near the surface, and indicated that, undee

certain circumstances at least, to deep rooting we ow
barrenness and canker.

Although riowers were not specially invited, there

were a few rare specimens. Foremost among these

was that most beautiful of all greenhouse climbers, the

Chiloan Lapageria rosea from Messrs. Veitch. This is a

plant which few flower well ; but which in the Exeter
nursery is every year literally loaded with rich rosy

blossoms. The secret of this success is attributed to

planting it in well drained porous soil, and giving it

abundance of water while it is growing. Its flowers

were stated to have the good quality of keeping
in perfection in water three weeks together iu a
warm sitting room. Messrs. Maule, of Bristol, sent

a magnificent bunch of cut flowers of Vanda caerulea,

which is certainly one of the handsomest of all our
winter blooming Orchids. A good specimen of Calanthe
vestita also came from Mr. VVoolley, gr. to EL B. Ker,
Esq. Messrs. E. G. Henderson had a well flowered

Liparis longipes, a graceful looking plant, and among
other things some pretty cut flowers of hybrid Bou-
vardias, which seemed likely to be acquisitions. Messrs.

Jacksou of Kingston, and Mr. Warner of Broomfield,

both exhibited Orchids, the latter showing Sophronitis

graudiflora and the pretty little Cattleya bulbosa.

Mr. Glendinning, of the Chiswick Nursery, showed
what was supposed to be a new Tussilago, from Japan ;

it had large dark green leaves handsomely spotted with

yellow ; it was stated to be hardy, and will therefore

make a most splendid plant for rockwork and other

out-door decoration. Chrysanthemums were exhibited

from Mr. Doxat's garden at Putney Heath, and by

M'Intosh, of Hammersmith. Mr. Holmes, of Stoke

Newington, requested space to be kept for him, but

neglected to send his plants.

Examples of the first cones seen in England of Abies
cephalonica were produced by H. L. Long, Esq., of

Hampton Lodge, Favnham. The tree which produced
them is from 25 to 30 feet in height. In Loudon's

Arboretum Britannicum, Mr. Long, in a letter dated

Dec. 3, 1837, says :
—" I lost a great number of plants

by spring lrost and by rabbits, owing to want ot care

whilst I was on the continent. I have only three plants

left, and they are in full vigour, aud have made shoots

during the past summer from 6 to 7 inches in length.

The highest plant is 3 feet, and the breadth of space

covered by its branches is 4 feetiu diameter." Growers
of Cooifers well know how tender this Fir is when
shooting in the spring. Mr. Long was however able, by

temporary shelter for a few years, to rear the plants

described in the foregoing paragraph, till they were too

high to be injured by the low ground frosts of spring.

From the Garden of the Society came spikes of

Pampas Grasp, which has flowered magnificently in the

garden this autumn ; also bunches of ijlack Hamburgh
and Braddick's Black Hamburgh Grapes, small but ripe

and well coloured, from Ewing's giass wall, and Eugenia

Ugni and Psidium Cattleyanum, both bearing fruit.

There wire also specimens of Cucurbita farinne, which

the French say is an excellent variety for soups and

other culinary purpose?.

In reference to the Pampas Grass, it was mentioned

that, through the kindness of Mrs. John Wood, the

Society had a good supply of its seeds for distribution,

and that they would be given away to all Fellows who
might apply for them.

Three pyramidal Pear trees were exhibited by Mr.

Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, and with them the following

memoranda. He said :—" The trees (Louise Bonne of

Jersey) are from seven to eight years old. No 1, a tree

budded on the Quince, has struck root from the collar

of the graft ; as soon as this took place, about three or

four years ago, all the Quince roots died, for, as will be

seen, the stump is quite bare. These (Pear) roots

penetrated into the solid calcareous clay to the depth of

nearly 5 feet, and so hard was the clay that the spade

could not penerrate it so as to take them out to their

full length. As soon as these roots struck into the

clay the tree ceased to bear, and its shoots became full

of cankery spots, the leaves more green than those on

the Quince roots, and the young shoots more vigorous,

although they cankered and died back. Out of a planta-

tion of 2000 pyramids of this variety on the Quince

only the tree now sent and another have struck root

from the collar of the graft, and both are in the same

state. Last year every tree except these two was

covered with the very finest fruit ; the tree sent did not

bear one, the other produced two or three, which were

cracked, spotted, and worthless. No. 2 is a tree of the

same sort on a Quince stock, which grew within 5 feet

of No. 1 ; this, in common with the others in the same

plantation, has no canker, and has borne fine clean fruit.

The soil is moist, and brings on moss to a small extent

No. 3 is on the Quince, and is a young tree that has

been twice removed. Trees of this kind where the

soil is not favourable, and I have a part of my nursery

the soil of which is very wet and cold, I remove bien-

nially, giving them a compost of sand and rotten

,
manure. In a few years their roots become like those

j
of Rhododendrons, and keep close to the surface, so that

the trees keep in good health and bear profusely. The

fibrosity of the roots of the tree sent is remarkable."

These specimens were extremely in teresti !)•_', show-

ing, as they did, that the Quince was better suited for

certain kinds of soils than the Pear stuck ; they also

£lotict$ of £Jocfc£,

Tlie Unity of Worlds and of Nature. By the Rev. B.
Powell, 2nd ed. 8vo. Longmans pp. 556.

The spirit of inductive philosophy, the unity or plura-

lity of worlds, the philosophy of creation—such are the

lofty subjects to which the learned and acute Savilian

Professor has addressed himself in the volume before us.

It is to the famous (i Vestiges of the Natural History of

the Creation " aud to those essays on the " Plurality of

Worlds" which not long since attracted so much
attention that we owe the admirable volume before us ;

so that the authors of the works just mentioned have

rendered a double service to science, the first by

exhausting the arguments to be found in support of

their peculiar views, and the second by eliciting a most

skilful dispassionate review of the arguments for or

against their several views. Professor Baden Powell

concurs in the " broad phys-iological principles" of the

"Vestiges," but does not believe in a plurality of

inhabited worlds. To quote his arguments briefly would

be unjust ; to give them the space their importance

demands is beyond our power. We therefore content

ourselves with recommending his pages to the perusal

of all who are interested in high science and natural

theology, and with making a few extracts, chiefly from

the chapter on final causes. There are those who

require that a reason should be found for every peculi-

arity of structure, for all that is unusual in function, and

even for the very existence of one living species in a

given place rather than of another. They demand to

know why the Diona3* springs upon a fly and holds it in

its rigid claws, why the Rose is armed with thorns or

the Hawthorn with spines, why Oaks are caused to

shed their leaves, and Laurels to retain them. And
when the man of science avows his inability to find an

answer, the world throws itself into the arms of inge-

nioustheoristSjdelighted to know that the Dionsea feedsou

putrefying matter, that thorns are given to Roses for

defence, aud that Oaks shed their leaves so that snow
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may not break their limbs in winter. Upon this bubjeet
our author's remarks are admirable.

(.
In. a strictly philosophical point of view the in-

ference that everything ' has a use ' may certainly be
regarded as a generalisation which carries with it a
high degree of probability. We rind that many things
have a manifest use ; but then we find innumerable
others tor which we can discover no use, and by which
no vis-ible end or purpose is answered, but it is uot an
unfair extension of the inference that, in these cases,
some unknown end is answered ; that, in fact, every-
thing in Nature is adapted to other things, and to the
whole ; though in by far the greater part of Nature we
fail to perceive what the particular relation or depen-
dence may be. It may suffice to convince us of this,

if we merely ask lor what purpose is life itself con-
ferred ? or, to what end does the material universe
altogether exist \

"

" The remark of Bacon that final causes are not in
themselves to be rejected, but have been wrongly placed
in philosophy, is one of more value than seems generally
understood. It may be very true that sometimes hints
towards inductive investigation have been obtained
from the consideration of the ends to be answered by
certain observed conditions. But it is in general a
more safe and philosophical rule, that we may in all

cases argue from physical inductions to final causes, but
not from final causes to physical inductions. The
old and limited view of final causes will not meet
the increasing demands of scientific enlightenment

;

it will not suffice now to ar^ue solely on the adapta-
tion of means to a known purpose, or a practical
design evinced, and an obvious end answered. If
we cannot discard the term, we must enlarge its

meaning. We may speak of 'design* with reference

wooded plants are equally applicable to Pelargo-
niums, Cinerarias, and Calceolarias ; these latter

will require a nigiit temperature of 45°. Place the

plants as near the glass as means will permit, in order
that they may get as much light as possible. Seedling

Cinerarias and Calceolarias should have a shift if requi-

site ; if the plants are strong they may be transferred at

once to their blooming pots ; after potting place them
at the warm end of the house. Pelargoniums should
now have their shoots thinned and neatly tied out to

stakes ; keep them then to produce stocky plants, and
fumigate on the first appearance of green fly. As many
plants suffer from drip at this season, a careful look out

should be kept and either the cause remedied or the

plants removed. Orchids will more especially require
frequent examination, as an exposure to its effects would
be most injurious. As Camellias come into flower pre-

serve rather a drieratmosphere in the house, as the blooms
soon become spotted, and decay when the air is damp.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
Let lawns be well rolled when sufficiently dry for the

purpose ; every part of the turf should be frequently
swept during the winter. Nothing adds so much to the

enjoyment of pleasure-ground scenery as well kept turf,

and when connected with evergreen shrubs an agreeable
relief to the dreariness of the season is afforded which
renders the loss of more attractive plants less to be
regretted. At the same time see that the walks are

kept dry and firm, in order that they may be traversed
with comfort at all times. While the weather continues
mild the planting of deciduous trees may be proceeded
with, provided the state of the land will permit the
operation to be profitably conducted, with the exception
of the more hardy kinds ; the planting of evergreens
had better be deferred till April. Deciduous shrubs may

solely to 'order
'
and « arrangement/ without looking be pruned wheneVer there is time except during severe

to the idea ot practical utility Such modes of expres- frost Many of the Iars,er
sion *re far preferable, as not leading the mind to any
undue expectation of what it will not realise. Thus in
reference to physiology, the higher argument acquires
an expansion in proportion to the progress of the
sc :ence. We obtain more enlarged ideas of design as
we advance from the more confined views of the older
schools towards the wider principle of symmetry and
unity of composition. So that ' final causes/ properly
undei stood, so far from receding (as some pretend)
before the advance of modern science in the wider and
more* philosophic sense, eminently derive increasing
evidence from its progress. The study of the lusher
principle of symmetry and unity of composition can in

no way prejudice that of adaptation
; the latter being

but a part of the same great argument. Nor is it just

to accuse those of the modern school who are engaged,
as their special and legitimate object, in investigating
the former, of undervaluing the latter."

Not less excellent is the manner in which the perma-
nence of species is handled. We can find room for two
paragraphs only.

<: In the first place, then, the belief in the essential

and inherent immutability of species, not only in the
present state of things, but as an eternal law of Nature,
extending backward through all the countless ages of
the ancient earth, has been upheld confessedly on the
limited experience of modern observation, but thence
extended by analogy in the same way (it is alleged) as
in the case of other great natural laws.

** This argument, however, appears to me altogether
unfounded. Of the operation of other great natural laws,
through all the series of past ages, we have direct evi-

dence. The laws of gravitation, heat, light, equilibrium,
and the like, present positive proof of their influence in

the records preserved to us through all geological time
;

whereas of the permanence of species in those past
epochs, except within certain limits of particular
formations, we have no evidence whatever : on the
contrary, the apparent phenomena (to say the least) are
all opposed to it ; and it is the very question at issue,

whether those perpetual changes iu species which we
observe, are to be considered real gradual variations in

the development of organisation, or to be explained in

any different way."

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Should dull weather continue

•occasional fires will be required for conservatory and
greenhouse plants ; they should be lighted in the morn-
ing in order that the houses may be thrown open during
the day to promote a free circulation of air ; this will

dry up damp, and help to keep the plants in a healthy
state. The more delicate kinds of Heaths and hard-
wooded plants are often attacked with mildew, and as

nothing induces this so much as a damp stagnant
atmosphere, there should be some means for giving air

during the night and in bad weather to plant-houses in-

dependent of the eashes. Let the surface soil of the pots
be lightly stirred so as to remove Moss, &c, as well as
to promote a free evaporation from the surface.

Fuchsas which have been out of bloom for some time,
and which have ripened their wood, should be removed
to a pit or spare house where they can be protected
irom frost, or in the case of want of room to hack
aheds for the winter, and protected with Fern

straw in frosty weather.or

made
The remarks just

_ _ _
with regard to affording ventilation to hard- roots are kept in a more active state.

sTATb OK THIS WKATHER AT CH1SWICK, N Is A II LONDON.
Far ths week eniiin* Nov. 27. 185G, as observed at the Horticultural Gardeoi.
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iNov. 21— Hazy; cloudy and mild; overcast.
— 22—Over-sat; cloudy and fine throughout.
— S'< -Uniformly overcast ; cloudy aud mild.
— 24— Cloudy; tine; overcast.— 2i—Densely overcast; quite cloudless; clear, cold, with ?ery

dry air.— 26—Heavy fall of snow early a.m.; sleet; rain; cloudy.— 27— Fine; very fiue ; cloudy; overcast.
Mean Temperature ot the week 1 de;?. above the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER A.T CHISW1CK,
During tae last 30 years, for the ensuing week, endin* Dec. 6, 1H66.
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Sunday 30 48.6 35.9 1 ~ - 17 7; 2
Mon. 1 4S.4 36.2 42.* 13 O.ia 1 2 2 4 2 7 y 3

lues. 47.4 35.1 4U3 14 0.51 2 2 2 1 4 »; 2' 8
Wed. 3 47 35.9 41.4 14 0.17 1 4 3 1 3 9 7 2
Fhurs. 4 47.1 36.7 41.9 13 0.39 4 2 1 2 411 5 1

Friday .S 47.5 35.1 41.3 18 0.25 i— 1 2 1 2 12 8 4

Satur. 6 48.6 1

1 35.2 40.9 15 0.30 1 2 1 1 4 12 7 2

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on th<» 30th,

183i- therm. 58 deg. ; and the lowest on the 5th and 6th, 1814—therm. 14 deg.

Many of the larger growing plants will only
require going over once in two or three years, to reduce
straggling shoots to proper limits and to thin out where
too thick. Smaller growing shrubs, as some kinds of

Robinias, Cytisus, Spiraeas, Deutzias, &c, should be

j

pruned annually if a good show of flowers and uniform
shaped flowers are desired. Secure standard Cytisus,

&c, by firmly staking them after pruning. The pruning
and tyintr in of climbing plants on trellises, &c, may
remain till February. Many of the above plants are
partly evergreen, and when pruned at this season their

supports have a somewhat naked appearance through
the winter; any straggling loose growths should, how-
ever, be cut away at once.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Where the bottom-heat is wholly de-

pendant upon tan or other fermenting material it is

very apt to decline too much at this season, when the
temperature of the atmosphere is being kept rather low.
If this is found to be the case a few inches of fresh
tan should be put on the surface, which will generally
be found sufficient, but if the beds have not been renewed
lately, and have got worn out, it will probably be neces-
sary to remove the plants and add a considerable
quantity of tan or leaves. Where shed room cati be
spared, a quantity of tan should always be kept in
readiness for such work in winter, as if used fresh from
the tan-yard it is almost certain to starve the roots
before fermentation commences, and then heats too
violently. Let no trouble be spared, however, which
circumstances may render necessary to secure a steady
bottom heat so as to preserve the roots in health,
for if the roots get injured it will be in vain to
expect the plants to make vigorous growth in spring.
Be [especially careful of those expected to start into
fruit soon, for if the roots of these are injured now
there will be little chance of getting the fruit to swell
well.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Where orchard trees have been for some years left

unpru led, the hand-saw will be required to thiu out

the larger branches ; keep the middle of the trees open
to admit air and to promote the formation of fruit buds

on the interior branches. It is however a bad practice

to leave any description of fruit tree to itself, as it

would in all cases pay the cultivator to prune them
once a year at least. Whenever the ground becomes
dry put in a second crop of early Peas and Mazagan
Beans, as the first crop will most likely fail through the

wet state of the soil. If Peas are sown in the open
quarters the drills should be protected by a ridge of

earth left to the north or east of the rows ; keep down
mice by trapping, they are troublesome to early sown
crops of the above. On a dry warm border a few beds of

early frame or short-topped Radish should be sown
either singly or with the short horn Carrot ; cover the

beds with straw or litter till the seeds germinate, when
they should be uncovered every day when not frosty.

A frame should likewise be placed on a gentle bottom-

heat for a sowing of the above to draw early. Place

some protecting material round the stems of Globe
Artichoke or earth them up to keep off' frost. Celery

and Cardoons may have a final earthing up when the

soil is dry if the weather has prevented its being done
sooner. Leeks should likewise have more earth drawn
to them before frost sets in ; thev are an excellent

vegetable when well blanched. Hoe between the

earliest planted Cabbages, Lettuces, &c. ; this should

be frequently done to throwing crops through the winter,

as by keeping the surface loose aud open frost is pre-

vented from penetrating to any great dej th, and the

Notices to Correspondents.
Books : German Sub. Williams on Orchids will possibly answer
your purpose.^

Dioscouea Batatas: B W. The roots will not bear much
cooking, a decided advantage. We are making inquiries into

the matter, and hope to report next week. In the meanwhile
do not consume yours in experiments.

Horticultural Society's Meetings ; C C C. It is unreasonable

to expect that you who in no way whatever contribute to the

support of the Society should be permitted to frequent the

meetings at your pleasure. The Council have been far too

liberal in this respect. But that is over. If you wish to par-

ticipate in the advantages and pleasures of the Society you
ought to become a member, as others are. If not you must
find some friend who is a member from whom you can obtain

the requisite order of admission. The same as regards the

Garden. It is wonderful how many people expect to have
everything for nothing.

Hot-water Pjpes : Homer. We presume Sigma quotes London
prices. Rain-water iron pipes might answer it the joints can
be made good, but the common size is too small- They ought
to be 4 inches in diameter. No hot-water apparatus ought to

descend. It should always rise a little from where it enters

a house till it reaches the point from which it has to return.

Melon Fits: A Constant Reader. Heat them with 3-inch hot-

water pipes carried in a chamber covered with rough slabs;

but take care that there is a space between the slabs and front

wall by which warmth may pass upwards. Sink in the earth

of the Melon bed, so as to rest on the slabs, common chimney
pots or similar contrivances into which water can be poured

when you want to water the earth of the bed without giving

water over-head.

Names of Fruits : P G. 2, Court of Wick ; 3, 5, Scarlet Crofton

;

4, 13, Scarlet Nonpareil ; 6, Hollow-crowned Pippin ; 7, Dume-
low's Seedling; 15, Crimson Queening; 17, Alexander; 18,24,

51, Lamb Abbey Pearmaiu; 20, Martin Nonpareil; 25,48,55,
Kerry Pippin; 28, Gravenstein; 30, 39, Ribston Pippin; 31,

Wormsley Pippin
; 32, 33, London Pippin ; 34, Golden Keinette

;

35, Downton; 38, Bedfordshire Foundling ; 44, Fearn's Pippin;

49, Golden Harvey.||

Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have
or coaid have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining intormation.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves; nor would it be desirable it we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is

now requested that in future, not more than four plants

may be sent us at one time.

—

Ha/esleigh. Scrophularia canina

from Sekengen, and Kleiuia suffruticosa.

—

Hippo. It has all the

appearance of a Pinaster. A. Aintlie. A very large specimen
of Clavaria fragilis.

New Zealand Plants: M G Y. All are greenhouse plants.

They will live through the winter in any place where light is

admitted, and from which frost is excluded. For the present

keep them shaded, and only give them air by degrees. Water
very sparingly indeed. Dr. Hooker's Fl^ra of New Zealand in

1 vol. 4to gives ample accounts of all New Zealand plants

hitherto discovered.

Peach House: ABO. You do not explain distinctly how you

propose to plant ir. The dimensions, &c, are necessarily

regulated by that circumstance. If the trees are to be nailed

to the back wall the house need not be more than 6 feet wide

and 10 or 12 feet high, with the sashes carried as near the

bottom as good front ventilation will permit. If you mean to

add a trellis then the width of the house must be increased

in proportion to the space you mean your trees to occupy, and

your front sashes must be high enough to give head room.

Plantino: G. Excuse us. We did not advi.se you what to do.

You asked us how to do a certain thing, and we told you.

You most certainly did not inquire whether we advised you

to do it.

Potato Disease : Beginner. Take our advice, and study your

business practically, without perplexing yourself and others

with wild speculations concerning matters which the wisest and

most experienced heads are unable to understand. If you com-

municate to others your ideas as to the cause of the Potato

disease you will be laughed at—and very deservedly.

SrLVEB Plate: Alpha. That your silver plate although cleaned

once a week becomes tarnished before three days have ^P'™T
indicates, we presume, the presence of sulphuretted h

y£Jr
ge

'

which is no proof of the healthiness of the place, ou* "">

rcvsrsGt « ^m

Sulphur: Tyro. Syringe your plants, and du
;
t

JJ®l

„^™ °

sulphur over them while wet, from a common dreflgi g '

The Vi.negab Plant: CNR. The information £™ J*™™:
ceived is perfectly correcr. But you must not put me piaui

into the mixture of treacle and water until cold.

!TT£Z^r^ZAU « British Winter

Garden. beat*hi^^£^J?r^ttXthe hranches with long poles, so as *" "IC"
, nractice but

the case when the nuts are knocked off-* rude practice put

an effectual one. With pat..-— - , , . ti*tu
on let them alone. A Walnut tree from seed.does not_natu

'

W i h patienTe*\hey will ™*»*>™*"
yo„ let them alone A Walnut tree from seed «does no

t
natu-

rally arrive at a bearing state in ess than 20 or 25 years,

except where the autumns are very hot and dry.
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BINN'S PATENT MANURE AND TOP-DRESSING,
FOR PROMOTING THE RAPID GROWTH OF VEGETATION,

(ITS FERTILISING PROPERTIES BEING EQUAL TO THOSE OF ANY MANURE AT PRESENT KNOWN),

AND THE DESTRUCTION OF THE FLY, WIRE-WORM, AND SLUG.

rr»HE PROPRIETORS of this valuable MANURE and TOP-DRESSING are now manufacturing it at their
i. Works, 332 and 333, Wapping, and are enabled to supply any quantity of either at the rate of 5?. per ton. This Manure is

strongly recommended for Wheat, and all other crops that follow in succession, to be used either drilled or broadcast.
Agriculturists will find it invaluable as a Top-dressing tor Grass.
Orders addressed Hall & Co., at the Works; the City Offices, 3, Leadenhall Street; or to Mr. Samuel Fowler, West End

Agency, 9, Pall Mall East, will be immediately executed.
The Patentees have also manufactured a CONCENTRATED MANURE for thr FLOWER and KITCHEN GARDENS,

vhich is sold in boxes at 3/?. and Is. 6d. each. No. 1 Box is enough to Manure 12 rods of ground : No. 2, 6 rods. May be had at
the Works, and of the undermentioned Agents.

Hooper & Co., Central Avenue, Covent Garden Market.

T. Brigden, Seedsman, 10, Railway Arcade, London Bridge.

Wood & Sons, Seedsmen, East Street, Old Kent Road.
Dawe, Cottrell, & Co., Seedsmen, 36, Moorgate Street, City.

Henry Potter, Seedsman, Go, Farringdon Street.

F. Boshell, Seedsman, 86, High Street, Borough.
John Noble, Seedsman, Pond Lane, Lower Clapton.
John West. Florist, Newinjiton Green.
William Kibble, Florist, Richmond Road, Dalston.
P. S. Plummer, 37, Upper Thames Street; and 54, Seed

Market, Corn Exchange.

J

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c n
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coproiites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

ERim
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, and every

description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.
W. Inglis Carne, 10, Mark Lane, London.

rpHE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
A. at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

71. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 7L; Sulphuric Acid and
Goprolites, 6Z.— Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.I3. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

ESTABLISHED 1812.
fpURNIP MANURE.—This valuable fertiliser has
-» been used for the last twelve years with great success by
most of the eminent Agriculturists throughout England, and
stands unrivalled in the weight and quality of the bulbs which
it produces ; it is besides especially beneficial to the Grain Crops
which follow, while Clover is rarely found to fail after the first

application. Some of the crops produced by this Manure last

year weighed upwards of 30 tons per acre. GRASS, BARLEY,
CLOVER, and WHEAT MANURES; also BONE, GUANO,
and SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, warranted of the best
quality.—Apply to

H. & T. Procter, Cathay, Bristol

;

Procter & Ryland, Birmingham ;

Edmoxscote, Warwick ; and Saltney, near Chester.

oITd on m a~nTTrTe cTTm pany
(Established 1810)

Beg to call the attention of Agriculturists to their MANURES
FOR AUTUMN SOWING, which by a judicious blending of
Nitrogen with the mineral constituents taken from the soil by
Cereals, produce good crops without exhausting the land.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY also supply genuine
Peruvian Guano direct from importers' warehouses, Sulphate of
Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Superphosphate of Lime, Blood
Manure, and every Artificial Manure of kuown value.

Edward Purser, Secretary.
40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London.

AT E"NT~~WOOL MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED).—Wool Manure for Corn, 71. 10$.; Turnips,

6Z. 105.; delivered to any Railway Station or Wharf in London.
Applications for Agency from influential persons attending Pro-
vincial Markets to be forwarded to C. H. Tidbury, Secretary,
SI, Gracechurch Street, London.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henry Ker Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical or Collegiate Property.
2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.
3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,
he charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly
instalments.

5. The terra of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiRTy-ONK years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford Sec.
rTRELOAR,S COCOA NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
* TURES consist of MATTING, DOOR MATS, MAT-
TRESSES, HASSOCKS, NETTING, BRUSHES, &c. and
are distinguished for superiority of workmanship combined with
moderate charges. Prize Medals awarded—London, Paris, and
New York. Catalogues containing Prices and all particulars
post free.—T. Trrloar, 42, Ludgate Hill, London.

" pRIGI DOMO."—-Patronised by heFMajesty~the
-* Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Cbiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
^rystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of
baling Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE MORNING FROST.
FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

nlrever lt is aPPHed » a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
aI I horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
?*d Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
tT0Ta attacks of insects, and from morning fronts. To be had in
*n7 required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of
J^isha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacf urer, 7, Trinity
^ane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-
men throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats
aa a covering."

„ _ From Sir WatJcin W. Wynria Gardener.
1 "ave just laid oat about 14,000 plants, and keep the greater

part under your ' Frigi Domo,' and have done so for the last
xnree or four years; and every one who sees my plants is

jTjwnisbed to see how healthy and well they are without

«:; U8e of B'ass." r These observations accompanied an addi-
C1«aal order.-Oct. 22, 1856.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
Cirencester.

Patron—His Royal Highness Prince Albert.
President of Council— Earl Bathufst.
Principal— Rev. J. S. Hayqakth, M.A.

Professors, &c.
Chemistry—J. A. C. Voelcker, Ph.D.. F.C.S.
Zoology. Geology, and Botany— Jas. Buckman, F.G.S.. F.L.S,
Veterinary Medicine and Surgery—G. T.Brown. M R.C.V.8.
Surveying, Civil Engineering, & Mathematics—J. A. Jarnian,C.E.
Manager of Farm—J. Coleman.
The first Session of 1857 will begin parly in February. Fees

for boarders:—under 16 years of age, 55 guineas per annum;
between 16 and 18, 70 guineas; above 18, 8D guineas. The fee

for out-students is 40/ per annum. The College course of lec-

tures and practical instruction is complete in one twelvemonth,
though a longer course is recommended. There is a depart-
ment for general as well as for agricultural purposes. Pro-
spectuses and information can be had on application to the
Principal.

/ lOLLEtiE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
v^ and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane,Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nbsbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.
Mr. Nksbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth. •

LAND DRAINAGE.
]\TR. BAILEY DENTON undertakes the Drainage
LYJ- of Estates by Contract or Commission.—For terras apply
tojiira, 52, Parliament Street, Westminster.

LAND DRAINAGE undertaken to any extent, by
Contract, or on Commission, and immediately executed by

Tnos. Scott, Land Agent, 5, Charing Cross.

THE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE and POULTRY
SHOW.—The EIGHTH GREAT ANNUAL EXHIBI-

TION of CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, ROOTS, and DOMESTIC
POULTRY, will b* held in BINGLEY HALL, on TUESDAY,
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, the 2d, 3d, 4th,

and 5th of DECEMBER next.

The Private Vikw will take place on Tuesday, December 2.

Admission to Non-Subscribers, 5s.

The Exhibition will be opened on Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday. Admission, Is.

Bingley Hall will be Lighted with Gas on the Evening of

each day. The Doors will be opened at 9 o'clock each morning.
John Morgan, Secretary.

Offices, Bingley Hall, Birmingham.

PRIZE CATTLE SHOW OF TH E SM IT H-
I- FIELD CLUB.— The Annual Exhibition of Prize Cattle,

Seeds, Roots, Implements, &c, commences on TUESDAY
MORNING and closes on FRIDAY EVENING, December 9,

10, 11, and 12. Bazaar, King Street and Baker Street. Open
from daylight till 9 in tbe evening. Admittance One Shilling.

oMITHFTeLD CLUB CATTLE SHOW^-
O Show Days: 9fh, 10th, 11th, and 12th December.

See BENTALL'S NEW PATENT ROOT PULPER, Stand 192.

Manufactory—lleybridge, Maldon, Essex. *_

SMITHFIELD CATTLE SHOW.
WSKIRVING begs to acquaint his friends and

• the public that he will attend at the ensuing Smithfield

Cattle Show on the 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th December, to exhibit

ROOTS of his IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP, and take orders

for the Seed of it and all approved kinds of Agricultural Seeds.

—

Liverpool, November 29.

2Tfie ftgrtntltitral (Bajette*
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1856.

"Very few are ever ruined by practice." So

said Mr. Cubitt at an agricultural meeting at North

Walsham the other day. Now, we had supposed

that if ever a man was "ruined" at all it was

precisely this to which his ruin was to be attributed.

What is the cause of agricultural failure if it be not

imperfect, ill-judged, careless practice ? It is surely

to what a man does, or to what he does not do, that

we must attribute whatever consequences overtake

him.
Perhaps, however, we are hardly doing justice to

the statement that was made. It was as follows :

—

"There are many farmers ruined by theory, but

veryfew are rained by practice "! To the former part

of this assertion we make no objection. No
doubt many a man has been ruined by theory,

though not of course until he has attempted to

develope it in practice ; and what is the theory to

which, more than any other, agricultural distress has

properly been attributable ? There are such theories

as—that the style of farming by which the former

generations prospered will answer for the present

—

that "education may be carried too far," even to

the extent of " making farmers' sons and daughters

good for nothing —that the doctrines of the chemist

and geolo<:i*t are mere speculations—in short, that

" an ounce of practice is worth a ton of theory."

Let these theories be developed into actual practice

so that the average produce of the farm shall be

maintained just as it was when the Grandfather of

the present tenant occupied it—so that the tenant

next in turn shall have all the strength of arm and
strength of prejudice derived from education

merely at the plough tail—so that no experience

but his own shall be held of any weight or influ-

ence whatever—and very probably they may lead to

agricultural distress and ruin.

But the theories referred to by the speaker at

North Walsham, we presume, were not such as

these. We may suppose that he referred to such

speculations as those of Baron Likbig, when he

taught us the uses of ammonia in the air and rain,

and therefore in manures ; or when he pointed out

the agricultural value of the mineral part of the

manure heap, and the relative values of the several

ingredients in substances used as food—or those of

Professor Johnston, who brought to bear so exten-

sively the force of chemical analysis on agricultural

products, and on the substances and on food both

for plants and animals—or those of Professor Way
when he pointed out the absorptive powers of soil,

and the stores of fertilising matter which have thus

accumulated there, and the tendency of tillage and
of liming, on the one hand to increase those stores and
on the other to bring into play a portion of ihem for

annual use—or those of Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert,

when they indicated how the theory of growth as

being mere building up of the matters presented

to the plant or animal as food, is overruled by the

influence of specific habit in the plant or animal in

question : or possibly he referred to the doctrines of

such theorists as Bucrland, De la Beche, Trimmer,

Morton, Paine, and others—the ideas they had pro-

mulgated and developed in detail, that a know-
ledge of the under structure of the land has a

bearing on the practice of those who cultivated it.

Are these the theories which have led so

generally to ruin ? We had supposed that it was
to these and such as these upon the contrary that

recent agricultural progress was due. We had
thought that the management of the manure-heap,

so as to retain its fertilising powers, had been

greatly improved by the suggestions of such men as

Likbig— that the enormous extension of our guano

imports and of our manufactures of manures, with

all the consequent extension of our average annual

produce, was for the most part due to the informa-

tion these theorists had given us on the nature of

those mineral substances which plants require as

food. We had thought that the discoveries of

phosphate of lime and soluble silica which geological

theories have extended and to which they have even

led—that the light thrown by such theories on the

practice of land drainage and on the means of

improving the mineral constitution of our soils

were generally admitted to have been useful.

Mr. Cubitt could not have alluded to the

"theories" which had led to all these beneficial

results. He must have merely meant to point

out how the tendency to listen to the advice

of men who are not farmers is leading agri-

culturists from the real source of their guidance

and their strength. Few have been ruined by
adopting as their guide the results of practical

experience. How many on the other hand have

suffered by taking as their guide the literature of

science and the records of its progress, instead

of those results of local experience in which they

could put all the confidence of actual observation !

Was this his meaning ? Let the speaker select

his locality and compare the produce of the land at

present with its produce 20 years ago—let him
enumerate all the particulars in which the agri-

cultural management characteristic of it now differs

from what existed then—and let him then inquire

how many of the altered plans originated in the

locality itself. The land is drained where formerly

it was wet and winter cultivation was im-

possible ; and how much of the force and
energy which have been directed to that one

operation has been inspired and directed by the

researches of Parkes and others into the philosophy

of the subject. Perhaps this, together with the use

of imported manures and that of more nourishing

food for cattle and for sheep, by which the home-
made manures have so much increased in value, will

be admitted to be the chief causes of the increased

produce of the district. But here again, where

would be our certainty in the use of purchased

manure and purchased food were it not for the

researches and the aids of science ? Where, indeed,

would have been the employment of so-called arti-

ficial fertilisers at all had not scientific men first
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discussed the operation of manures as the food of

plants, and pointed out the possibility of concen-

trating the really efficient portions of them within

manageable limits as to weight and bulk. We do

not think that a speaker so intelligent as the re-

mainder of his address on the occasion we allude

to proves him to have been, could have ventured to

recommend a disregard either of the lights of science

in their influence on the future, or of the obligations

under which agriculture has undoubtedly thus been

laid in reference to the past.

What then could have been the meaning of the

words employed ? Alas ! they will not bear analy-

sis. They were but the empty echo of a cry of 20

years ago. They then expressed a sentiment which

was believed, and for which IB the then undeter-

mined state of many branches of science there may
have been some foundation. But no one now will

listen to a warning which, whatever be the phrase

employed, must be taken as a blow at the belief,

gratefully entertained by all intelligent men, that

science, here called theory, has had a most bene-

ficial influence on the practice of agriculture, and

on the prosperity of agriculturists.

No one is prepared with greater earnestness than

the writer to insist on the importance of practice and

experience as essential parts of agricultural education :

Mr. Cubitt cannot speak too strongly on the value

of a field education for the farmer—no art can be

taught except by the actual practice of it under the

superintendence of one acquainted with it : but it

cannot be allowed that this undoubted truth be so

expressed as to convey either ridicule or denial of

what is equally true—that farm practice has been

greatly improved by the researches and suggestions

of scientific men, and that agriculture will prosper

most in the hands of men of liberal education.

produce of the field

Indeed, unless our

inform us that the

actually divided by

The influence of agricultural maxima upon agri-

cultural averages is a subject to which we have often

referred in these columns. It is very small indeed.

We doubt not there are instances of yield as great

whether of grain or roots to be quoted, both of French

and of American agriculture, as any that we can

point to here, though their average acreable yield does

not nearly reach our own.—It is not a very remark-

able thing that a single Turnip should weigh 27^ lbs.,

as a correspondent last week told us in reference to

a crop near Gainsboro', but it is very remarkable

indeed if true that the general

should average 14 lbs. apiece,

correspondent shall be able to

gross weight of the roots was
their number in order to ascertain it, we must
pronounce it to be incredible. It is said that

many weighed • much more — but it is plain

that to constitute an average of the weight

asserted, one half the number must exceed that

weight as much as the other half fall short of it.

If the field was drilled 27 inches wide, and the roots

were 15 inches asunder, there would be upwards of

17,000 Turffips on the acre, and these at 14lbs

apiece would exceed 100 tons. That this is a

possible crop of course we don't deny, seeing that it

is possible to grow a single Turnip 141bs in weight

on the 1 7000th part of an acre ; and we are obliged

to correspondents who inform us of these remarkable

instances of growth because it is well that attention

should be occasionally directed to the possibilities

of agriculture. We must say, however, it is not

likely that Mr. Hewitt has obtained the crop to

which this statement points, although it is certain that

he grew a Turnip just short of a quarter of a cwt.

in weight.

As an illustration of ordinary experience we may
mention that we had occasion to weigh and number
the roots (Swedish Turnips) on three patches in a
Turnip field the other day, each 500 square feet in

extent ; they numbered 319, 319, and 3b'0 respect-

ively, and weighed 515, 523, 514 lbs. respectively.

Here was a thicker crop than usual, drilled upon
the flat in rows 18 inches wide, but many roots

exceeded 5 and 6 lbs. in weight, although the average

was only If lb.—and a very good crop it was :—1 lb.

per square foot very much exceeds the average of

the Turnip-growing experience of the country.

RAPE CAKE AS FOOD.
Having on various occasions occupied the pages of

your periodical (see Gazette, September 21, 1854, p. 634,)

as an advocate of Rape-cake for food, in the use of

which I have had considerable experience, I beg to

offer gome remaiks on Dr. Voelcker's paper on oil-cakes,

which appears in your Gazette, November 8th and 15th.

I agree with Dr. Voelcker's observation that it is unsafe
to attach a precise value to different articles of food ;

we well know that well got hay is very different in com- I

position and also in effects from spoiled or inferior hay

—

a remark equally applicable to other materials ; in

assigning a value to such substances we include only
those of good average quality.

It is about six years since I began the use of Rape-

cake tor food. After various trials for fattening, and

also for milk, I gave up the use of Linseed-cake

altogether, being fully persuaded that in point of

economy for both purposes, Rape-cake had the ad-

vantage*. In regard to milk I was convinced that Rape-

cake afforded quite as much in quantity, but had not

then observed any difference in the quality.

When I first gave an order to the manufacturer with

whom I deal for Rape-cake for feeding, he required

time to prepare it ; his object was to enable him to

select seed free from Mustard or other impurity. On one

occasion only have I had from him cake of which I had

reason to complain, and on that I sent for a small

supply towards the close of the season without previous

notice.

I now proceed to notice Dr. Voelcker's objections

seriatim :

—

1. Before I commenced my present process of steam-

ing the cake together with Bean-straw, malt combs, or

other substance rich in aroma, I had some difficulty in

persuading my cattle to eat Rape-cake ; by perseverance,

however, I invariably succeeded. In my present prac-

tice (by steaming) I find no such difficulty ; I can as

readily accustom them to eat Rape-cake as I formerly

could Linseed ; many of my cows become so partial to it

that they sort it out from amongst the materials with

which it is blended.

2. I do not at all object to Rape-cake when kept for

six or 12 months. Before I commenced steaming I

found my cows refused cake when quite fresh, whilst

when kept a few months, the same cows eat it readily
;

it becomes milder and more tender (easier to masticate)

by keeping. To preserve it from mould I cover it with

rough seeds (shells of Oats) which have been kiln

dried ; saw-dust or chopped straw, if dry, will equally

answer the purpose. Since I began steaming I find no
objection to its being given fresh ; I am led to think

that this process affects the essential oil, renders the

taste milder, and the cake easier of mastication, besides

which the flavour of the Bean-straw or malt combs
will in some degree be imparted to the cake.

3. In regard to the objection of a greater propor-

tion of woody fibre in Rape than in Linseed-cake, it

would be of easy remedy to feeders who like myself

use Turnips or other roots in limited quantity (I never

give more than 50 lbs. to 60 lbs. each per day), by
allowing 8 lbs. of Turnips per day, or 56 lbs. per week
in addition. If we take 5 lbs. per day or 35 lbs. per

week, which I hold to be the maximum allowance of

cake or other food rich in albumen per beast, and

reckon 10 per cent, of woody fibre more in the Rape-

cake than in the Linseed-cake, it will amount to 56 oz.

for the week, whilst the 56 lbs. of Turnips supply

82 oz. of sugar, starch, &c. If we assume the price of

Linseed-cake at 41. 10s. per ton higher than that of Rape-

cake, this on 35 lbs. wdl be about Is. 5d., whilst the

56 lbs. of Turnips at 10s. per ton will only cost Zd.

Swede Turnips contain also about 15 per cent, (reckoned

as dry) of albuminous matter, which is doubtless the

most valuable component of food, whether we consider

it assimilated in fibrine or as an ingredient of manure.

A pound of lean beef, say rump-steak, will cost 9d.,

reckoned as dry without moisture equal to 3s. per lb. ;

a pound of suet at the same time will cost fid. to Id. ;

suet or other fat is almost free from moisture. Nitrogen

is known to be the most valuable ingredient in manure,
whilst sugar, starch, &c, have no ascertained value

whatever.

I would not be understood to adopt the teaching that

substances used as food are efficient for fattening in

proportion to their greater per centage of nitrogenous

compound. I hold such doctrine to be untenable.

4. As to the more frequent adulteration of Rape-

cake as compared with Linseed, this might reasonably

be expected so long as it was sold for the purpose of

manure only, Mustard-cake being but slightly inferior

to Rape-cake for this purpose. But at present, a higher

charge of 11. to U. 10s. per ton being made for Rape-
cake for feeding as compared with that for manure, I

should hold the vendor responsible for supplying me
with genuine Rape-cake.

If the experience of the best stock farmers shows that

Linseed is more efficacious for fattening than Rape-cake,

I am inclined to think this attributable rather to the

quality of the oil than to the properties noticed by Dr.

Voelcker.

In the composition of feeding substances we discover

as proximate elements albumen, legumin, gluten, pro-

tein, compounds all very similar in chemical composi-

tion, but differing somewhat in form and solubility. We
find also sugar, starch, gum, dextrine, agreeing with and
differing from each other in like manner. We find also

oils, a distinct class of substances with peculiar and
varied properties; they consist of two varieties, the

unctuous represented by Rape and the dry by Linseed oil.

Hitherto these oils have obtained no distinction in a?ri-
j jjali N v. 18.

cultural chemistry, but I entertain a strong persuasion

that in the animal economy their effect is different.

These oils consist of proximate elements, oleine and
stearine or margarine fats ; in what proportion I have

not been able to ascertain. In a small volume kindly

lent to me by Mr. Wilson, the scientific director of

Price's Candle Manufactory, I find a popular treatise on

the preparation of manufacture of oils by Fontenelle,

which supplies interesting statistics derived from the

researches of French chemists, who appear to have

given more attention than our own to the properties of i intrusion

oils or fats.

The unctuous class of oils, Olive, Rape, &c, are found

j to congeal at a temperature of about 32° (freezing

point), some at a little higher, others at a little lower-

degree. Linseed and other oils of the drying classes

requ :re a degree of cold 47° 30' below freezing point,

or 17° 30' below zero, to effect their congelation.

Fontenelle supplies only analyses of a few of the oils,

showing their composition in olein and stearine :—
Olive oil is found to contain of olein 72

„ „ „ of stearine 2$

Rape oil is found to contain of olein ..

.

n n .. of stearine
fll

»*
• • t

100
54
46

100

Fontenelle does not supply the composition of Linseed

oil.

An analysis of Linseed, Cotton, and other oils which

are or may become used for feeding seems highly desir-

able.

The olein fats require but a low temperature to melt

or liquefy them, whilst the solid fats, margerine and

stearine, require a temperature of 120° to 130° for the

same purpose.

Linseed contains a great proportion of mucilage, and

on being dissolved in water forms a stiff jelly.

Lehman, in his Physiological Chemistry (a translation

of which by Dr. J. Day, F.R.S., has been published by

the Cavendish Society), a work displaying great

research, a copy of which I have been unable to

obtain except for a short time on loan, states that the

olein is known to be more easy of consumption, i. e.,

more available for respiration than margarine, and thus

accounts for the fat of animals being more of the solid

(margarine and stearine) than the oil of plants, which

contains a considerable portion of olein.

The practitioners in medicine are now using exten-

sively pure Cocoa-nut olein for pulmonary complaints

in lieu of cod liver oil. I propose shortly to occupy

your pages with the treatment of pleuro-pneumonia, in

which I have used Cocoa olein with apparent advantage.

Those of your readers who peruse the Royal Agri-

cultural Journal will have noticed the peculiar results

of my dairy practice from cows treated with Rape-cake

as part of their food, showing a more than ordinary

produce of butter in proportion to milk, and a still

more extraordinary richness of cream. On examining

my food I could discern no material so likely to account

for this peculiarity as the Rape-oil accompanied by an

adequate supply of albuminous matter.

I have from time to time held conversations with

stock feeders possessed with information beyond the

reach of prejudice, who state that after comparative

trials they had come to the conclusion that Linseed-

cake was more effective for fattening than Rape- cake.

These considerations, together with the persuasion that

food rich in albumen is generally speaking too freely

given for fattening, has led to a change in my mode of

feeding. I am now using as extra food, together with

straw, and a limited supply of Turnips or other

green food

—

2* lbs. per dav of Rape-cake ...")
m

Tib. per day of malt combs ... > Steamed with the straw.

£ lb. per day of Linseed-oil ...J

The 4 lb. of Linseed-oil represents the quantity con-

tained in 4 lbs. of cake ; the oil alone costs 401. per ton,

whilst in cake, reckoned as oil only, it costs 88/. per

ton, the cost of Linseed-cake being 112. per ton, having

12.^ percent, of oil. The whole of these extra ingre-

dients of food cost 35. Id. per week each. This prac-

tice was begun in the autumn of 1855, on 30 beasts

;

their increase was very satisfactory till December and

January, when they were sold off to Mr. Wilson, of

Bradford, who reported them of prime quality, with a

great deal of loose fat.

In the spring of this year I observed the like treat-

ment on 30 heifers, but without any roots or hay from

March to July, when they were Bold to different parties,

who, as far as I have learnt, reported favourably ot

them. The average gain was 14 lbs. per week each.

One of the lot gained 24 lbs. per week throughout the

course of 16 weeks. She cost llZ.at the Easter fair,

and sold in July for 1 8Z. 10s. In my experience as a

feeder I have not had an instance of a like gain, it

will be observed that these cattle were without a par-

ticle of roots or other green food during a part oi

March, the whole of April, and a part of May. 1 am

at present treating 30 for fattening in like manner,

with some addition of green food ; their appearance

and weighing denote a very satisfactory improvement.

The readers of your Gazette will be pleased to acceps

some portion of these statements as conjectural ratner

than ascertained. If in offering them for P*™ 1?*™*

in your pages I succeed in engaging the attention oi

Dr. Voelcker and other teachers of *Z™nhnralcne-

mistry, and also of those who, like myself, are *e

^J;
to apply the rules of science to economise men- y

tice, I shall attain my object. Thomas HorsfaU, Burtey

THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER.

ThE means of improving^f^X^^
ingenuity and engages the uiterert

sincerely
men, but it must be confessed tot B

thev address themselves to the task, *"y
l/x ti„to the

sue'ceed in advaneing the position or adding

comforts of the working man, inasmuch as he is some

times the subject of a mere experiment ;
some tmes to

of the charitably disposed is resented, an

sometimes the superiority and pretensions of

j

«

volunteer philanthropist are contested. i "^nw**^
his independence, although we may withhold pecun.a j
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aid we must extend to him our sympathy and our Grignon, 80 hectolitres per heetare, at that? sun* mooel tarn of

respect, and instead of imploring for him "a continued nn less tllRn 270 hectares, of which 150 were In pasture in 1853.

„**anj-;rvr« tn liJo irnnta r,« !.« ~„«* -» iw._j ji There were 200 h.-ad of cattle, or three-fourths of a head of cattle
attention to his wants on the part of the employer," we per hectftre . ln Germany the state of things appears not to be
should be more disposed to congratulate the employer much better. At the model farm of HoheuhHm Wurtembur
for having a skilful, honest, industrious, and self- I

composed r>t 2S6 beefres, Rojer found in 1846 only the eqi

relying man who can earn his livelihood, so as not
merely to keep himself "from the parish" but
maintain his family in comparative comfort. It may be
said that this is exceptional, but we believe that there
are more of this description than is generally supposed,
that nearly all farmers of 100 acres and upwards have
more than one such man in their employ, and that the _ _ „ . ., .

im^Avm,,, ni ;„ <v.~.v,;«,. „.,,! •„ Ju c One great object for France, the Emperor has said; is to increase
improvement in farming and in the resources oi consumption-first no doubt of food-and certainly, if the rural „ ...
farmers have during the last three or four years con- population, as well as the greater population of the labouring hectare. or from 16/. to '20/. per acre, the garden A^riciil t« ri a t

a^
Jin

siderably advanced the information, corrected

and raised the condition of the labourer ; and
not be a matter of surprise if some fine day
suddenly discovered that he was no longer out at nurse, • workmen, France, even with the highest improved culture, would tion successfully invaded the province of the market gardeners in

valent of 190 heads of cattle, or two-thin ;

s of a head per hectare.

The domaine of Moeglin, Prussia, illustrated by Von That
there were found only 214 heads of cattle to 420 hectares, or
nearly half a head of cattle to the hectare.

Now on the experience of what has been accomplished in Eng-
land already, I venture to expr. >> a confident opinion that farms
of 10 hectares, or 25 sens, may be made to keep at thp least

two or three head of cattle per hectare, and give a y it-Id of from
40 to 45 hectolitres of Wheat per hectare as a general average.

arose from the interest ot the labourer in his work as well as

bodily capacity, and would inevitably fall with poor wages. In-

telligent and C'Uipetent garden agriculturists have declared to

me that if they were engaged in the cultivation of the ordinary

farm produce thev would still for a great proportion of the farming

operations employ their own highly skilled labour, because they

are convinced that it is the cheapest in production.

I have examined this special agriculture, the maralchere cul-

tivation adjacent to Paris. In skill, in the use of water for irri-

gation; in contending with variations of climate and forcing

| reduce under glass cases; in variety of production it appeared

to me to exceed the special high agricultural production near

•ndon, though it did not come up to it in the vigour of the appli-

cation of labour and capital, and the gross amount of produce.

i points where they have come into competition with the

common farmers they have beaten them. At Paris, notwith-

standing the excessive rents they pay of 1000 to 1600 francs the

I

that he really had faculties of observation and acquisi-

tion, and that he was worthy to share in all privileges

and responsibilities of an English householder. And
truly in some villages it is high time that an intelligent

labourer was allowed to fill the minor offices patent to

all small communities, as there are some instances of

the one or two farmers being at one and the same
time guardian, churchwarden, overseer, constable,

tax collector, overseer of highways, and nominated
to other offices belonging to the locality, with not a
very superfluous ability to perform the manual
operations required in filling up forms, keeping the

necessary accounts, and transacting the complicated busi-

ness attached to every parish in the kingdom. Is this

the agricultural labourer that occupies the tender com-
miseration of so many gentlemen and ladies ? of so

many clergymen and amateur agriculturists ? or is it a

poorer class more numerous in towns—far more than in

villages !—a class of disorderly or defective people,

morally, mentally, or physically unequal to steady per-

severing exertion and good conduct \ Many of these are

applicants for relief even in the middle of summer if a

wet week deprives them of their " hand to mouth " sort

of independence. Illness or misfortune will, we know,
sometimes reduce a flourishing family to want, but are

there not many who, whether ill or well, cannot or will not

thrive ?—objects of charity with numerous friends,

always craving, never satisfied, no house would be large

enough to make them clean or prosperous, they know too

much already. There is an outcry for better houses,

but how tardily is it recognised. If a large proprietor

builds, with much pomp and circumstance, 10 or 12,

according to his measure of the wants of the tenant

farmers on his estate, a small bricklayer or a retired

find its best market at home, and would have little or nothing of his neighbourhood.
f i a _ • .1 • _ -_- . -*„ .L TkT _ .. _ .a.
food to export; and we have our interest in their prosperity, that

they would have much more to export of wines, and more to

import of our manufactures.
The promulgation of a system of maximum cultivation on

small areas would have the collateral advantage of counteract-

ing the desire of small cultivators of little capital merely to

extend the areas of their land, which Professor Moll, in his

Now competent agricultural improvers and administra-

tors who come into contact with agriculture iwgnise with

me this garden cultivation as the standard of future agricultural

improvement, with the substitution of labour-saving machines
for this highly expensive skilled manual labour ; and there is no

doubt that machinery will at no distant period perform great por-

tion of such labour sufficiently well for high garden cultivation

14 Manuel d' Agriculture," denounces as being injurious to , But even so
r
—on the experience already obtained,—superior

them, and as injurious to agriculture by taking away from labour, superior in skill, in intelligence, aud trustworthiness will

them the capital required for it. He says: — " What still be required for the most economic*! direction of this

is especially deplorable is to see cultivators who have machinery.

not capital sufficient to work properly the land they already) Some very high priced labour may be reduced, but I behere

have, borrow at 8 or 10 per cent, to purchase land which will not the general average of wages nni.t be maintained and mast

return more than 2 per cent. Let cultivators be convinced that even be advanced, as we find it advancing in the manufactur-

ing districts. With high cultivation too the numbers of the

population will be maintained, ami when cultivation advances to

the extent to which it is capable, we may expect Ireland to be

sending for labourers provided they are highly trained and

educated, and practically skilled.

In our existing condition I hail all circumstances which raise

the price of manual labour as stimuli to the use of labour-saving

machinery and processes, and thence to the necessary improve-
1 ment of the whole condition of the population engaged in those

processes. Our emigration, great as It was, has been checked too

soon.

per

land pays only in proportion to the amount of manure and

care that is bestowed upon it, and that the expense of cultivation,

seed, and harvest being the same for good land as for bad. there

is an immense advantage in gathering a given quantity of

produce from as small a space as possible. Twenty hectolitres

of corn from one hectare will give a good return, but from two

hectares they will not pay the expenses, because those will be

doubled. It is much more advantageous to improve the land one

has than to add to the extent of it."

In respect to the amount of capital required, I have always

considered that more economical methods of distribution might „ - — .. „,__ .-

be used neculiarlv adapted to the circumstances of small On the whole if the evidence which I have submitted, only as

farms and to places where fuel is expensive than those at yielding indications for further
!
n*uft^

Dresent adopted Indeed in England steam power is fre- will I believe lead to the conclusions that the future of agnciil-

quently applied where it is not economical, and it i* found ture will generally be by intensive instead of «fc

»J
r
%?!

l "uf^
out that it is frequently not economical for the intermittent that farms, as food-producing machines, will have the like pro

social and general condition,

The Congress, on the recommendation of the agricultural section,

adopted a resolution to the effect that it should be recommended

to their several Governments, that an examination should be

an nour or two, or u»« - f~* ~ /• made by competent persons of the works completed or in progrew

Hydraulic eu-ines are also coming info use, even in those dis- for the sanitary improvement of towns, more particularly tho*»
±i>dra.mc engines are *

f£ continuous appli- indicated for the application of the retuse to agricultural

the principle of the Brahmah press are coming into use as the

cheapest and most convenient for work requiring only

sudden or intermittent applications — as for working

cranes, for loading or unloading waggons, required only

for an hour or two, or during a part ot the day.

tricts of cheap coal and
cations in those cities in the cas-es where comparatively small

power, as of one, two, or three horses is required. For the appre-

ciation of small power on the principle of the Brahmah press, it is

onlv necessary to turn a cock and the power is instantly exerted:
publican takes his measure of the wants of a district by ^jf ' ^"inTtoutly stopped. For the prorer management

307. each,
f t] Rtenm eneine skilled service is required, but the hydraulicrunning up 40 or 50 in a row, to cost 20/. or

and pay 2s. a week rent; tenant farmers can do very

little in this case, their interest is only an annual interest

in the affair; they must pay more for labour, and their

labourers must walk a long way to work because some
landlords are afraid of increasing the number of their

settled poor. Such landlords covet all the landed pro-

perty in a parish, therefore small capitalists are shut

out of the market
;
perhaps a lot of almshouses, the

legacy of some repentant or kindly disposed person,

attracts a lot of poor widows or old men to make the

rates larger, and the effective poor of the parish less in

number than the.-e might otherwise be. For such cases the

only desirable change appears to be that every facility

should be afforded for the legal transfer of small

estates, that houses of various calibre and of convenient

disposition might be built, and as soon as the worldly

wealth of the agricultural labourer will enable him to

pay the rent of such places we may hope the law of supply

and demand will furnish them in sufficient number.

Allotments small or large are good for labourers ;
the

large stimulate his ambition aud energy, and awaken

him to a path for promotion. Education is more

appreciated by working men than formerly aud is now

well and properly attended to in union workhouses,

and with the best effects ; there are also instances where

it does not overcome early initiation into vice and

imposture, but there* are far more numerous instances

where it introduces the child to a good situation and

wherein it helps him to be useful and induces him to

reach forth from pauperism to independence ; it is a

production,

of the steam enmne
engines may be worked with comparative safety by the common

farm labourers.

Professor Moll has pointed out horse power as available for the

distribution of liquified manures. He shows that ahorse of a

medium size working a rotatory engine may raise 1.066 litres per

second, or3S37 per hour, or 38,370 per diem of ten hours, and

might, at the rate of 50,000 litres per hectare, water more than

73 acres, or nearly two acres per diem.

Our eminent mechanist, Mr. Joseph Whitworth, in his report

on the American Exhibition of Industry, notices the horse power

machine, now brought into extensive use in America. He

commends it for its principle of a direct action of the power to

pumpingorany other use; as being compact and easily removeable

from place to place, and as being of a cheap construction, and to be

made in England at an expense of between 201. and 30*. It may
probably one or two oxen may be made

THE POTATO BLIGHT IN IRELAND.

The following details of the Potato blight in my
locality, where it has especially prevailed this season,,

may not be quite uninteresting or useless. In February

I put into drills of garden mould, manured with farm-

yard dung, sets of the Primrose variety of the Potato -

r

the crop was dug out in the course of July, and no

diseased tuber appeared. Early in March, sets of the

same sort were planted in a field bed of fresh lea which

had not been broken during 20 years, with which the

rich mould of a hedge ditch was intermixed—no other

fertilising substance was applied ; the aspect of this bed

was due south, and a close hedge sheltered it on the-

north. The foliage of this crop was extremely luxuriant,

and the tubers were large and abundant. Some whieh

to
6

Assist upon it.

0r
i

e
app

F
end"a*planof the machine which Mr. were dug at tce close of July were perfectly sound : it

Whitworth has given tome. At the Exposition in Pans this
thought best to let the remainder mature their

machine was objected to on account of the apparent severity of — T"* . ..... , _r » u

the labour, which is like walking an ascent as shown by the

plan, and the objection would no doubt be valid if the application

of the power instead of being intermittent were for whole days

instead of for parts of days.
. .._, ,* Mi„,;fa,a

Mr Cuthbert Johnson, one of our eminent agricultural wntera,

whose land inclines from his manure-tank, uses wooden spouts

instead of iron pipes for distribution ; and he shifts these spouts

with the applications, which for saving the manure are daily

wooden spouts in the manner in extensive and successful use for

plain water irrigation in Norway and Sweden may be recom-

mended as the most eligible. .

„«*„„„«,,«,.
It would to my mind be a serious diminution of the advantages

of the application of the new system of high culture to small

areas if it were to be accompanied by the poor wages to the

labourers incident to the old systems of petite culture. But from

the experience in England I anticipate an opposite rwoJt

I have already referred to the standards of practical agri-

growth ; the result was, that at the end of August one-

third of these was rotten.

Another head-ridge of lea at right angles to the

former was cropped in the same manner and with the

same sort of Potato, but at a later period : the fertility

of the soil and the consequent luxuriance of the foliage

of the plants diminished gradually towards the lower

extremity of this headland. Where the foliage was rank

and the tubers were most promising, the greatest degree

of malady prevailed ; where the contrary appearances

occurred the least failure took place. After the sowing

of Barley in this field had been completed, another head

land opposite to the latter, of very poor soil, which had

been long waste, was cropped also and manured in the

I expected little produce from this as the

reacn iortll irom pauperism iu inuc^uutuw- , .« .- - j have a ireaoy rererrea to mo di«w.«».*.» «. r...—— _„--

blessing to those who taste it, and if there be exceptions,
! cultural production which^ ^» fte "ew ™ode

\£™*'J*
they p'rove the rule that education is qUlifieati«Q for

=

gjj^r bj-J^ ««
Jf JSS^SSHS^|K?£ ^fftcSn.

- better position, it is consciousness of power to use

faculties, it is latent capital, a sure help to the well

disposed. The occupations and habits of the young

when cast on their own resources require a little further

These market gardens are also to a great extent practical

standard of highly skilled agricultural labour Near London

his cultivation is carried on with an annual application of

capital of nearly 602. per acre, namely, of SOI. for manure-though

SS manure is often obtained for little more than the expense of

consideration, and we will if you please allude to them return cartaRe from London-^ for labour.and Hi or

on another occasion. /. If., Peterborough. P-J- rent,^^^^^^^^T^J^
101.

these
but

MR. CHADWICK
OX THE

It is to such

same way. „

season was far advanced The plants grew, however,

cultuT*iproductieii^ which, apart from the new model farms, we . healthv manner, though not luxuriantly by any

means, and preserved their verdure (assisted I think by

the light application of guano) until their late maturity j

here there was no disease.

My principal crop, of Primroses also, drilled in March

and chiefly manured with a compost of lime and earth

and artificial * guano, grew well but not luxuriantly ;

the haulms did not intermingle and crowd or over-

e-denfcr™^ shadow each other ; the loss from blight was about

™Tam£^ 4 percent. In adjacent fields the failures were from

labour and 3000?. for manure. One farm or garden ot 8 hectares
2Q tQ 4Q cenL of the game variety of Potatoes.

I
chiefly for fruits has by the adoption o(rthe »3«d »

fc

*n
Jt™^j;t

lT
J; Fresh broken old lea has been always considered

am sure rightly so) as the most favourable soil

Potatoes, yet I "have lately seen 30 per cent-

diseased on such soil, half the drills in this instance

being manured with farmyard dung, and the other with

fresh seaweed, no difference in result being per-

ceptible. I have had proof in my own case that

the potash obtained in ashes of burnt weeds was power-

less as an antiseptic ; the earth teemed with large tubers,

and rank stems and foliage gave the most promising

indications of a heavy crop where I had applied such

ojt the chieflv tor fruits has oy tne »w|.i<™ « »— -;i— -~---
-
- .. fre*

PROrnv^ a\D COMPARATIVE POSITION OF AGRI- Jion carried away the highest horticultural prizes. 1 he expenditure *ra

(Concludedfrom p. 780.)
f

Pw,n*.^
practical examples that the serious at «0n,^™ Jf I ?i^?n? *^ «ai»* 1^ c«*ti"lSio« tlTe price ot this sp^cinl agri-

for inspections end report, not on casual vis ts of I labour By this liign cv ii f
of ^^ .

q tfae

M&raffrSiisffs^ssa^ sssrssx&zns*

«

*. «- • ** *»

* This was imported from Messrs. Nottidg*,

Street. London, and to the use of it I chiefly

healthiness and productiveness ofmy Potato crop.

Gracechurch
attribute the

»

I
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ashes, but there the rotten tuber was frequent,

sae the failure on peat soil also. The philosophical

part of the subject is quite beyond my range, yet I

cannot avoid allusion to the question, what is the morbific

agent in the cases of Potato murrain ? I think it is not

presumptuous at least to try and determine what it

is not.

First, I cannot conclude that the decay arises from an

hereditary taint or debility in some of the varieties of

the Potato, though it must be admitted that some sorts

are more able to resist blight than others. Of this,

indeed, I have seen a decided proof. One of my work-

men this year planted 30 drills with Primroses and two

with Scotch Downs (qy. Dons) ; he lost about 25 per

cent, on every one of the drills, with the exception of

those bearing the Downs (qy. Dons or Duns) ; all the

drills were manured in the same manner, and seeded on

the same day. Reports reach me also from various parts

of my neighbourhood that the Downs have altogether or

nearly escaped the malady ; a red-streaked and interior

sort has also suffered very slightly if at all ; but I am dis-

posed to think, notwithstanding, that the comparative non-

liability of such sorts is to be found in some peculiarity of

organisation distinct from constitutional taint. If the

contrary were the case, how do we account for the fact

that the Primrose sort has not now failed generally

throughout this county but only in particular localities,

and even in these but partially, severely in some fields,

and scarcely, or not at all, in others?

One of the correspondents of this Gazette (July 16,

1853) stated: * It is a strange fact that of three gardens

at Restronguet, in My lor, adjoining each other, the

middle one only has disease in it; they were all planted

at the same time and under precisely similar circum-

stances." Some of the cases which L have cited coin-

cide with this statement.

Ammoniacal manures have been more than suspected

of occasioning the mischief, but the healthiness of

Potatoes continually raised through their agencies dis

proves such allegation. The ammonia contained in the

guano, which I freely used, was decidedly serviceable to

my crop, and I cannot suppose that the same gaseous

substances conveyed from stable litter would be noxious

to the same sort of crop. A very imaginative theorist

has suggested, I ought to say dogmatically asserted,

that nitre in the soil causes the malady in question, and
that salt would correct it. But sea weed and sea sand

saturated with salt are freely used, and yet the pre-

ventive is not practically found in salt. Early sowing may
and probably will secure the escape of the early sorts

from disease, because the blighting perio 1 usually

occurs at a season subsequent to their maturity, or at

least to their state of equal succulence, when I think

they are most liable to injury ; but in my case some of

the latest planted tubers and least luxuriant in vegeta-

tion were found to be among the healthiest.

Coldness of temperature and much moisture have
been assigned as predisposing causes of the murrain,

but neither cold nor moisture prevailed before our

Potatoes showed the unmistakable signs of disease.

About the 20th of last August the temperature was
higher than the average ; the weather was steady,

there was no apparent combination of unpropitious

circumstances. Moisture !—the soil was too dry, there

was neither moisture below the surface, nor in the

atmosphere, to cause the malady.

It was about the middle of August when two or three

days of dark, calm, and rather foggy weather caused us

te ask the question, is not this blight ? and then we
hopefully thought that both Beans and Potatoes were too

far advanced in theirgrowth to receive serious injury. But
two or three days afterwards rumours were rife that the

dreaded disease had appeared in various fields, and
especially very near the sea side. I observed the biack-

^potted leaves of Beans on my own land in patches here
and there, and similar affections on the leaves of

Sycamore trees in a plantation. These effects—so com-
monly perceptible—on the Potato led me to conclude

with more competent inquirers that currents of elec-

tricity occasioned the malady which seemed traceable in

their apparently capricious courses. ' Those very leafy

and strongly stalked plants, which most abounded in

moisture, would be much more attractive of the electric

fluid than less succulent ones, and consequently the most
severely affected by it. Convinced that electricity

exercises powerful influence on the temperature of the

air and on vegetation, I see much reason for believing

that the morbid changes which so suddenly occur in the

Potato plant when excess of electricity (atmospherical

or terrestrial) may prevail, are attributable to this un-

controllable agent of good and evil. An obvious difficulty

however arises here—if electric influences now cause

the ailment in question, why did not the same results

follow from the same agency previously to the last

10 years ? We cannot suppose that there is a new
modification of the physical laws of electricity,

the philosophy of this to those who are qualified

cuss it. Martin Doyle.

We
r
of this his favourite esculent, an assertion which is borne . cutting edge immediately following would amputate the

out by the few lines that I now quote from a letter
|
ear from the standing straw with less friction in cutting,

" Of the powers of the Potato todated Auj*. 4, 1330
supply us with animal food, no person has yet formed

anything approaching a fair estimate." Mr. Knight

entertained the highest opinion of the " no-blowiug Ash-

leaved Kidney," and as regarded the production of new
early varieties, it was his great desire to prevent the

development of blossoms and seed vessels. The an-

nexed quotation from another letter will convey a pretty

correct idea of Mr. Knight's principles and practice :

—

u I always plant the tubers (of Ash- leaved) whole,

selecting the largest I can raise, and from very early

crops. As a general rule, I think Potatoes ought to be

planted in rows distant from each other in proportion

to the height of the stems; the height being full 3 feet,

the rows ought to be 4 feet apart, and the tubers of the

very largest varieties, whole, never to be more distaut

from centre to centre thau 6 inches. By such mode of

planting the greatest quantity of leaf (the organ in which

alone the vital nutritious fluid is made), is exposed to

the light, the rows always pointing from north to south." __a__- „ M , . _
,

These directions were adopted in practice with most straw the head would be separated and fall into the

and at the same time the ears would be projected into

the receptacle—canvas bags, &c.—provided to collect

them in. In the Agricultural Gazette of the 15th inst.,

"A Landlord" in the North British Agriculturist proposes

that after the corn is cut by the scythe, the ears should

be separated by women with 3hort knives. I beg to

suggest that this operation would be more quickly per-

formed by having a low cart, at the back of which should

be placed an 18-inch or 2-feet projecting rack inclined

towards the cart, the teeth of this rack being more

open at the outer ends, and narrowing so that when the

cut corn is placed between by one set of labourers, the

heads would be prevented from falling through, but

open enough to allow the weight of the straw to bring

the ear down to where it is allotted to it. Another set

of labourers might then with knives or shears separate

the ears, and the teeth of the rack being sufficiently

inclining towards the cart the ears would fall into it.

Cutting edges could be fixed to the edges of the rack,

slightly moveable by pressure, so that by pulling at the

satisfactory results till the fatal attack of the disease

in August (1847), when one of the most promising

crops was destroyed. Recurring to Mr. GoodifTs

article, wherein we observe many just remarks

upon the consequences of planting very small sets, I m m

cannot but concur with him in proposing " to plant
! one side of this inclined platform a long knife should be

> distances," provided at one end attached, similarly to a " dogger's '
knife, and

receptacle, i.e., the cart or sacks placed suitably for that

purpose. Another mode suggests itself by having in

place of the rack a flat surface, but, as before, inclining

sufficiently so that when the ears are amputated they

will slide into the cart or receptacle placed for them; at

whole and large Potatoes at wide

always that these distances be restricted to the rows

only ; and I am the more confirmed in the opinion that

very minute Potatoes tend to deterioration, in size at

least, as I have seen here entire roots of the Ash-leaved

the handle being at the other end and held by one of the

labourers, who would elevate it and depress it as

required. This knife would, I think, be better if its

cutting edge was serrated,and the operation would be per-

and Cuthill's Lapstone Kidneys, without one single tuber formed by one set of labourers bringing the cut corn, ana

that could be brought to table. To close the subject, I

think it will be found that where whole medium-sized

Potatoes (either of Ash-leaved for summer use, or

Regents for the winter stock), are planted in February

or early in March, the final result at digging will be

found comparatively satisfactory in every respect. J. T.

Storing Turnips.—Ina late number of your Paper you

spreading it across the inclined plane, where the knife

would have to be depressed with its edge at a suitable

angle upon the straw, which, by being withdrawn by

the party who brought and spread it, would have its

heads cut off. Being in the north during the late

unfortunate wet harvest, it struck me much Wheat

might have been saved in various ways, if not from all

: damage, at least the injury might have been consider-

ably less. No doubt some fields of Wheat were left

uncarted and unstacked where fit, with the object ot

it dried sufficiently to thresh, and have it in
gettm.
» condition " to sell to the millers on an early day ;

but
IT

give an account of the different methods of storing Tur-

nips. My system for a number of years has been to

employ women or boys at from 6s. to Ss. per acre, who
pull tops and clear the roots, and fill them into carts.

Each person takes two rows or ridges, of which they pull .

tops and clear, throwing the roots into one continuous unfortunately along with the rain there was little or no

row; in this way the roots which grew on four ridges are ! w ind, and even when the intervening finer weather

thrown into one row, which leafes three clear drills
|

occurred, the wind was very slight, and not near

enough to dry off the wet attached to the cut corn. As

the farmer's horses, &c, were unoccupied, it occurred

to me they might have been very profitably employed

by making a cheaply constructed platform revolve, and

by placing the stooks upon this platform, and with the

horses whirling it round and round in the open air a

substitute for wind would have been obtained, and a

great object attained of shaking off the wet and drying

the corn considerably, so that germination if not wholly

between the rows of roots for the carts to pass when
taking them up. It is likewise more convenient for filling

by taking tv/o rows at the same time; the fillers work on

each side of the cart without confusion ; one third are

drawn home to be consumed in the yards by cattle, the

remaining two-thirds are eaten on the land by sheep with

corn or cake. Those consumed on the land are drawn toge-

ther into oblong heaps about 6 feet wide at the bottom, and

containing from 8 to 12 one-horse carts. The heaps are
m J? _.

afterwards covered with stubble and a light covering of ' arrested would have been vastly retarded ;
whatever

earth, well beaten down to shoot off the rain. Those grajn would have been shaken out on the platform could

that are drawn home are either stored in the root-house have been easily collected. If it was only sufficiently

or made into narrow pits and neatly thatched with dried to enable the farmer to make it into small stooks

stubble, but not covered with earth. If early storing of w i th the ears inside, leaving an opening in the centre it

Turnips was more generally practised we would see circular, and an alley if rectangular, it would have been

fewer rotten ones and hear less frequent complaints of

their not keeping. It is asserted by some farmers that

the use of artificial manures is injurious to the keeping

qualities, and predisposes the Turnip to decay. This I

believe to be the case, not because the manure produces

anything in the roots to cause this, but by producing a

more rapid growth,and hence it attainsan earlier maturity;

greatly preserved from receiving the amount of damage

it inevitably did by being allowed to stand untouched m
the fields. A platform as suggested would be easily and

cheaply constructed in a rough way, and canvas or sacks

placed to form the floor to collect the falling grain.

Although a few preceding harvests have been very

favourable to getting the corn crop dried v
having arrived at maturity, the longer they remain in trouble, surely when the harvest is overtaken by an

"

unfavourable wet season, some effort to alleviate the

injurious effects of such a catastrophe should be a regular

and customary business of the farmer. W. Wooler. [We

the soil the more susceptible they will be of frost, more
subject to rot or decay, and also deteriorate in value for

feeding. All plants, while the leaves remain green, are

during the day continually appropriating carbon from
! fear tne scheme of revolving platforms will be pro-

the air. When night comes this process ceases, they uounced whimsical and impracticable.]
tknn okennK nw(»n anil niva nfT n«rhnni(> flcii) • t.hprefnrA m . A J .1 «» ^f Vlnnir-nn Civ Diliblind Gram at Oe-

I leave

to dis-

Home Correspondence.
Large and Small Potatoes as Sets.—As my experi-

ments in Potato planting were carried on extensively
during the 17 years that I occupied my property, on
Maidenhead Thicket, 1 feel authorised to offer the follow-
ing remarks. During the 7 or 8 years that I was
favoured with the correspondence of the late President
of the Horticultural Society, Thomas Andrew Knight,
Esq., of Downton Castle, I had every opportunity to

then absorb oxygen and give oft" carbonic acid ; therefore

when the roots arrive at a certain stage, and compara-

tively cease to draw nourishment from the soil, the

leaves may still remain green, but the temperature

being low the plant is losing more carbon through the

leaves, in the form of carbonic acid, than what it is ab-

sorbing both from the air and the soil. Q. Murray,

Overstone,

Drying of Grain.—I have on a former occasion in

your columns suggested that reaping machines to be

perfect should be made adjustable, in order that during

wet weather in harvest time the ears might be reaped

separately from the straw. To effect such a desi-

deratum, the cutting apparatus of the reaping machine

would have to be adjusted higher than at present ; and

preceding by a few inches the comb-like teeth between

which the stems of the corn are received, there should be

a rod (and this should be adjustable) the breadth of the

machine. The object of this rod would be to bend

down the corn, which, as soon as relieved from it,

would spring back and be received between the comb-

like teeth, aud there amputated, as at present the straw

lower down is by a reapii g machine ; by means of the

cross rod being adjustable the machine would be adapt-

able for the various descriptions of corn and the length

of the ear, and with the small portion of straw cut off

along with it, would be nearly uniformly of one length.

I would, however, suggest that parallel with but in

advance of the cutting edge, there should be a little in

advance and higher in elevation a strong wire or other

The Advantages of Planting or Dibbling

fined intervals and proper and uniform depths are'tne

following :-The plants are enabled to grow in a natural

or circular form ; they can be hoed every way
;
tne

straw is clean, stiff, and erect ; the crop, however

heavy, is never laid or lodged, thereby co-operating

with the reaping machine; every gram grows, u

planted at a proper and uniform depth, and the ears

and grain are of great weight. For the last 9 or 10

years it has been my endeavour to invent and perfect

an implement that should plant the grain at defined

intervals and uniform depths, and at the same time

that a man should be able to deposit the gram with the

greatest accuracy and at the rate of 2 or 3 acres a day

without fatigue to himself. Whether I have at last ac

complished this it must be left to others to decide, i n

forthcoming Smithfield show will have the honour oi

introducing this implement to the public. Sigma.

Farm Memoranda.
Ii|

Dibiii.ey: continuedfrom p. /81.— Keiai
»y

in sheep, Mr. Bakewell has attended more to i than

:

men in England. He is extremely clear,|«SSe«to
tion, that this disorder is owing solely toJSJ^^Sm
landbeingwet,only from rains which do>jg^$2
springs thatrise. He conjectures *hatftKLhr.
which spring, in consequence ot an >

complaint But
nature that it occasions this commoi^^^^

advance ana lusher m elevation a strong wire or oiner whether this idea is just or not, at
ape the cause.

blunt edge for the purpose of bending back the ear that floods (in whatever manner tn
. j' ^ Qn tfae

ascertain his own theory and practice in the cultivation I when in between the comb-like teeth, and thus the [
Perhaps the most curious expeniu
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rot in sheep is what he has frequently practised. When appear that he keeps a larger Block on a given number
particular parcels of his best bred sheep are past service,

he fats them for the butcher ; and to be sure that they
shall be killed and not go into other hands, he rots them
before he sells, which from long experience he can do
at pleasure. It is only to flow a pasture or mead

J *A * •* \ 1 II It OW 111— r , . T "v .7" " KTv^ ? 7 , » Iar M 3 ; ll;s straw,
summer, and it inevitably rots all the sheep that feed most of by givin- it

,

on it the following autumn. After the middle of May, I

or as food £ *
iti

water flowing over land is certain to cause it to rot, hun en
*

h to ,„_
whatever be the soil ; he has acted thus with several of 8mall ^uantitS at a time.
his fields, which without that management would never - - -

affect a sheep in the least ; the water may flow with
impunity all winter, and even to the end of April, but
after that the above effect is sure to take place. Springs
he asserts to be no cause of rotting, nor yet the Grass
which rises in consequence unless they flow ; nor is it

ever owing to the ground being very wet from heavy
rains, unless the water flows. This theory of the rot

upon the whole appears satisfactory, and that part of it

which is the certain .result of experience cannot be
disputed.

In the breed of stallions for getting cart-horses, Mr.
Bakewell is also very attentive ; he has those at present

that he lets at from 25 to 150 guineas the season. He

oi acres thun most men in England—the strongest proof,

of all others, of the excellence of his husbandry.

He makes his Turnips go as far as possible by carting
every one to his stalls, in which manner 1 acre goes as

far as 3 ; his straw, I before observed, he makes the

all to his lean beasts, not in litter—

es at a time, but keeps the cattle

cry enough to make them eat clean, giving but a

Of his hay he is also very choice ; and the means he
has taken to command as large a quantity as possible

are perhaps to be reckoned amongst the rarest instances

of 8(» rited husbandry ever met with among the common
farmers of England. It is that of watering his meadows
that lie along a small brook which runs through one
part of his farm. This improvement was begun by his

father, now living, and carried on and finished b;

himself.

I cannot conclude these observations on this very
spirited farmer's undertakings, without expressing the

satisfaction I felt at viewing them. Nowhere have I

seen works that do their author greater honour ; they

\\7ARNKirS 41-inch IMPROVED LIQUID
** MANURE PUMP, ^

irith Ball Valv, . fitted with
1$ inch Br&M Union for
attaching flexible suction,
with strong wrought iron
Straps for tenting on to
any ordinary Water-butt or
Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
60#.

lMnch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,

$3. 6J. per foot.

y•

11 Gutta Percha Suction,
Is. 9d. per foot

UfAKiNEK'6 PATENT VIBRATING STAN
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON IT MI'S, for the use of Farm a. Cot
tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £ $. d.

21 in. short 1 ft. 7 in. ( Fitted for lead, \ 1 10
2i _ long 3 _

mat ne lets at irom zo to lou guineas me season, ne . „ - . . . ,. ,, , . .•

conceives the true make of a cart horse to be nearly
are »<*' effect

°J.
ft ncl

!
l&
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determining to >e

that described above for an ox-thick and short bodies,
a 8 **

(
armer « h,S™

l*" ' \
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, ,
meritorious endeavours of a tenant performinc irreat

and very short legs. He makes them all particularly .
,

T *
f .i w •

_ 4l
J
j i j t , , , , .
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,
J and expensive works on the property oi another. It is

gentle, and apprehends that bad drawing horses can be , • r • j ** .— . *° • ', • , , i *? t, i true, he is fortunate in a generous and considerate land-
owing to nothing but bad management. He has one . jit .. u ii«„» r«.mA.«.
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6 lord ; and much do I wish that such excellent farmers
stallion that leans at 5 guineas a mare. '

t ... .. _ „_„„„><*„* \
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till the end of March, feeding them according to their

kind, with straw, Turnips, or hay ; all the lean beasts

have straw alone ; he never litters them, on account of

making the straw go as far as possible, that it may be

eaten up perfectly clean. Young cattle, that require to

be kept quite in a thriving state, have Turnips, and also

fattening ones ; and late in the spring, when Turnips

are gone, hay is wholly their substitute.

The couveniencies for tying up beasts, which Mr.
Bakewell has built at his own expense, are a remarkable

instance of spirited husbandry ; he has formed such

exhort the farmers of this kingdom in general to take

Mr. Bakewell as a pattern in many points of great

importance ; they will find their account in it, and the

kingdom in general benefited not a little.

Miscellaneous.
The Albert Trailing School, Glasntvin.—The educa-

tional arrangements of this important national Institu-

tion have, within the last two or three years, been

iuamuc* ox Bpiru*u uunmuurj ; ue »«« WMHM -»w« greatly extended, and the present course of instruction

numbers of stalls for them, by building new sheds, and which it affords may be regarded as calculated, m an
uuiiiueis ui sums jur Ln« iti. uj t ui.^n; "^« ou^uo, «"•* — — w- ^

converting old barns and other places into standings for
I

eminent degree, to prepare the younrj farmers and
— — — -j — _- ^ , ,

cows, that he has more than once wintered 1 70 beasts

of all sorts ; and all in the house.

The floors on which the beasts stand are paved, and

6 or 8 inches higher than the level of the yard, they are

just broad enough for a beast to stand on with some

difficulty ; the consequence of which is, that his dung

falls beyond his standing, and on the lower pavement,

and when he lays down, he draws himself up on to the

higher pavement, and is clear of it—by this means they

are kept quite clean without litter, and the men who are

employed on purpose keep the whole constantly swept

down, and barrow the dung into the area of the yard,

teachers of the country for future usefulness in their

occupations. Among the courses of lectures which

have been rendered available to the pupils, those of

Professor Hodges on the structure and feeding of the

animals of the farm are, we consider, of great practical

importance. The lectures in this department are at

present in progress, and are illustrated by an extensive

collection of specimens and drawings. Examinations of

the pupils have also been conducted by Dr. Hodges ;

and we have learned that the deuree of proficiency

exhibited was regarded as strikingly illustrative of the

advantage 4 of the system of training pursued in the

that is surrounded by the sheds, and then pile up the establishment. It must be gratifying to the friends of

j .
* Jnnatmn t<\ wrcAivP the nroffress of this Institution,

dung in a square clamp.

By using no straw in litter he makes it go so far in

wintering cattle, that he much reduces the expense of

winter feeding them ; and this has occasioned his adopt-

ing a new system in the management of his horned

Tne Rhnrt burrel rump la very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks ia

Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot. Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may he fixed, when desired
under the stage.

May be ohtnined of any Tr^nmoneer or _
Plumber la Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Stroet, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raisinj; Water by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c.\ also lire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.— Engravings snnt on application.

TMPROVED STEAMING APPARA1 u C«e-JfUOl>
J- FOR STOCK.—The advantages of cooking the food ot

animals are so wHl understood now that a steaming apparatus
is considered indispensable to every well-orderei; reading. The
process of boiling or steaming is known to eftftt great and im-
portant changes, both in the chemical and mechanical condition

of food, and to render many substances suitable for the digestion

of animals, which in their raw statn are indigestible or unwhole-
some. The mechanical division of boiled food facilitates the

acts of mastication, swallowing, and ruminating (in ruminating
animals).— Address, Richm«>n i • <V Cn on ier. Salford, Manchestei
Branch Kstahllshment, South John Street, Liverpool.

A C H K O MATIC M I C ROSCOPES.
SMITH and BFXK, Manufacturing Opticiawb,.

6, Coleman Street, London, have received the Council Medal of

the Great Exhibition of 1861, and the First Class Prize Medal of

the Paris Exhibition of 1865, "for the excellence of their Micro-

scopes.'* An Illustrated Pamphlet of the 10/. Educational Micro-

scope (see leading article in Gardtner.*'
' 'hrnnicU, Nov. 24, 1855),

nt by post on receipt of six postage stamps.

A General Catalogue for March 1856 may be had on application .

1>ADIATING and REFLECTING STOVE.—
V WILLIAM S. HURTON'S new register stove combines

completely the well-known principles of both Stephen's and

Sylvester's celebrated patent stoves, while it has others equally

valuable which are peculiarly its own, and for which a patent has

been granted. Its reflecting and radiating powers are perfect, it

cattle. He used to draw with teams of oxen, and found

that he must keep double the number worked, to have,

in the common manner, one set coming into work, and

another going out ; and then lie had his cows bulled at

2 years o!<l, consequently they were wintered on hay

when 3 years old. But now he has changed his system ;

he draws all with cows, they live on straw at 3 years

old, when they are bulled, and worked till 4 years old
;

hence one winter at hay is changed to two at straw,

which, from Mr. Bakewell's management, is a great

saving, and the work all gained at the same time ;
and

let me observe further, that the calves bred from a cow

rising from 3 to 4, must far exceed those irom cows

rising from 2 to 3—the latter age is too early to breed,

both for the calf and the dam.

I saw the teams of cows at work, and they were to

the full as handy as oxen ; and Mr. Bakewell finds that

they draw just as well as oxen of the same size. He
would not have taken 120Z. for one of his teams of

six cows.

He has water in cisterns in his farmyards, and all the

beasts are let loose to drink once a day, except those on

Turnips, which do not want it.

He prefers, in the raising of manure, the dung arising

from cattle that eat a given quantity of straw to any

manure to be gained from such quantity of straw by

littering, inasmuch that if he had more straw than he

could eat, he would not litter with it, but take in his

neighbour's cattle to eat it for nothing ;
and would

give them the same attendance as his own. I his is a

particular idea, which may very probably be just
;
but

experiment alone can prove it.

Mr. Bakewell very justly considers the raising dung

as one of the most important objects of husbandry ;
and

for this purpose his vast stock of cattle is of noble

assistance The proportion of his stock to lus land will

allow not only the excellence of his management, but

also the hardiness of his breed; for no tender cattle

could he kept in such quantities. His farm :n all con-

sists of about 440 acre.-, 110 of which are arable, and

education to perceive the progress of this Institution.

That it is now regarded by the agricultural public as a

valuable school is shown by the applications for ad-

mission from all parts of Ireland. We do not, indeed
. r-

verV"B.mpie, 'and 'cannot" be put on t of 'order, consumes but

j

know any Institution in the united Kingdom wiucti
litt |e tuel> i8 mo8t c ie%nly and cheerful in use, while its general

offers so many advantages to the young larmers of that appearance, no fender being needed, is most imposing. Prices,

class who would otherwise be shut out from the means ^"'«te "«** orhronzed. from 91. 10*.: bright. 14*. bs. and

ot obtaining professional knowledge. Much of the

present efficiency of the establishment must be attributed

to the zealous exertions of its excellent Director,

Dr. Kirkpalrick, by whose efforts, liberally supported

by the Commissioners of Education, a comparatively

insignificant farm school has been elevated to the

posftion which the Albert establishment now so worthily

occupies. Belfast Northern Whiff.

Notices to Correspondents.
Agricultural Statistics : D C L. We have not a copy of the

resolution by us; it was carried as an amendment to one by

Mr Williams, who introduced the snbject at the meeting of the

Club on the 4th of February last, and it was declaratory of the

importance of the subject, and the importance of information

on all the results of agriculture as well as on the other topics,

average prices of com, &c, by which many agricultural pay-

ments are regulated. Mr. Corbet, the Secrerary Farmers

Clab, Bridge Street, Blackfriars. would we do not doubt give

vou the information which you wish.

DiWfectant : F H. Mr. M'Dougars address seems to he

Manchester; probably Broughton Mews, Manchester, would find

him. He should advertise. ..

Masube for Bbans: Young Farmer. Farm-yard dung is the

best manure in all cases where you make a succession of crops

depend upon the application. Beans have been found espectally

to benefit by the application ofalkaline manures, as wood ashes,

&c If vou wish to obtain such luxuriance of growth as aha 1

ensure that whatever power the land naturally possesses shall

be put forth, apply aramoniacal manure. ™***M*:^*™°1
Peruvian guano is perhaps the best thing you can add under tie

vTfZTcTjSE. "Green Clover cut daily, and occasional

feeds of meal, with sometimes common Grass wlI
< he

r

e
.
P

erowing pigs in good order during summer. But your " occa-

S>°nal*UfJS be daily a^3SS±2^^S^
d
on milar loou maae netwr vy turn ««»*•«».-.

of the meal The voung pigs would not on an average tetch

80.^rihenthreJmofth
P
a old. Symphytum is not likely.to

sni your scheme of pig feeding, or indeed to be of any further

use than it may serve by occupying damp corners wlwe

better crops cannot be grown. Perhaps some
,

of our corre-

spondents may give you their experience on the profit and

loss" of pig feeding.

complete, black or bronzed, from 91 10*.; bripht, 141. bs. and

upwards. One may be seen in action in his sbow rooms, which

contain such an assortment of fenders, stoves, ranges, fire-irons,

and general ironraonppry, as cannot be approached elsewhere,

either for variety, novelty, beauty of design, or exquisiteness of

workmanship. Bright stoves with bronzed ornaments, and two
sets of bars, 4Z. U$. to 13/. 13*.; ditto with ormolu ornament*

and two sets of bars, 5/. 5*- to 22?. Bronzed fenders, with

standards, 75. to 5/. 12*.; steel fenders. 2Z. 15*. to 11Z.; ditto with

rich ormolu ornaments, 21. 15*. to 1SJ. Fire-irons, from 1*. W.
the set to 4/. 4*.

BEDSTEADS, BEDDING, AND FURNITURE.—
WILLIAM S. BURTON'S Stock on Show of Iron and

Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots stands unrivalled either

for extent, beautv of design, or moderateness of prices. He also

supplies Bedding and Bed Hangings of guaranteed quality and

workmanship. Portable Folding Bedsteads, from lis. 6d. ; Patent

Iron Bedsteads, titted with dovetail joints and patent sacking,

from 17s.; and Cots from 20*. each. Handsome Ornamental Iroc

and Brass Bedsteads, in great variety, from 2Z. 7a. M. to 90t«.

A Half-tester Patent Iron Bedstead, 3 feet wide, with

Bedding, &c, complete

—

Bedstead **
Chintz furniture ° 14

Paillasse, wool mattress, bolster, and pillow ... 1 11

A pair of cotton sheets, three blankets, and a

coloured counterpane * °• •V

6
O

£4 14 6

Bists 01 about 44U acre*, nu ui w-™— ~~ , — loss" of pig teeoing. ,

the rest Gra^s He keeps 60 horses, 400 large sheep, To Bbea/ cp Grass Lasd: A D E. We^»°'^^
anH ES\tlt' f ol, .u»rr—Mid vet he has generally bary the sward, hut rather pare:and burn the^-rd msprm
and 150 beasts of all sorts-and yet he has generally

about 15 acres of Wheat, and 25 of spring corn; tne
\

Turnips not more than 30 acres. If the degree of

fatness in which he keeps all these cattie be considered,

and that he bnv« neither straw nor hay, it must at once '

bury the sward, hut rather pare and burn the sward in spr n •

Gr7w Swedish/Turnips, with the aid ot 3 cwt. ot superpho-

phate per acre along with the ashes-feed them off oa the and

-and then lav down again in the following spring without a

grain crop. You will then have cleaned the land and in-

vigorated it.

A double Bedstead, same £6 3

If without Half-tester and Furniture-

Single bed, complete £3 13 9

Double bed, complete £* 15 o

LAMPES a MODERATEUR, from 6s. to 71. 7s.—
WILLIAM S. BURTON has collected from the different

makers here and in France a varietv tint defies competition. As
many imported from France are inferior in the works, W illiam

S. Burton selects at Paris from the best makers only, and he

can guarantee ench lamp he sells as perfect in all its parts.

His stock comprises also an extensive assortment ot &OLAR,
CA.MPUIXE. PALMER'S, and all other Lamps.

Pure Colza Oil, 4a. Si. a gallon.

Patent Caraphine, 4*. a gallon.

Palmer's Candles, 9W. per lb.

Tbe late additions to these extensive premises (already by far

the largest in Europe), are of such a character that the entire of

FIGHT HOUSES is devoted to the displav of the most magnifi-

cent stock of GENERAL HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including

Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated Goods. Baths, Brushes, Turnery,

Lamps, Gaseliers, Iron and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, and Bed

Hangings), so arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms as to

afford to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that

cannot be hoped for elsewhere.

Illustrated catalogues sent (per post) free.

39 Oxford Street ; 1,1a, 2, and 3, Newman Street; and 4, a.

and 6. Perrv's Place. London.—Established 1820.
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PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.

47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-

man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English

and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
throuerb to the back.

S. & C. beg also to call attention to their Garden Shears/Hoes,
Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds of Horticultural Tools.

Established 1738.

BURGESS and KEY, Agricultural Engineers,
Patentees and Manufacturers of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's First Prize Reaping Machine, Sole Proprietors of

Anthony's Patent American Churn, and Kase's Farm Fire
Engine and Garden Pump, Wholesale and Retail Agents for

Parkes' celebrated Steel Digging Forks, General Agents for the
sale of all kinds of Agricultural Machinery. —^Yarehouse,

35, Newgate Street, London ; Factory, Brentwood.

Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt of 6 postage stamps.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES S LIGHTS
OR PITS, CUCUMBER * LEMON BOXES 5 LIGHTS.

TAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
** Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
4ength, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft, 6 in.,
7 ft-» 7 ft- 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
tor immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
all parts of the kingdom.—References may be had to the Nobility,
gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

•most effective Crushing Mills manufactured, and work with less
power than any other. The Prize of the Royal Agricultural
Society was awarded to E. R & F Tcrneb for - the best Linseed
and Corn Crusher," at the Carlisle Meeting-(the last occasion
on winch a Prize was offered)—and at their previous Shows at
Norwich, Gloucester, and Lincoln. Also the 1st Prize of 150
francs and Gold Medal at the Paris Universal Exhibition of
Agriculture, 1856. A great variety of these mills are manufac-
tured, adapted for farms of all sizes, large coaching and carry-

Seidell mms
m
&
n
c

t8
'
gentlemen8 ' ridinS stables, breweries, Lin-

fiSSS'imiTS COMBINED CRUSHING AND
w. ^ ¥^hTt 1S h,gh,y effecti™ for Crushing Grain,
Seeds, &c, and is also a most excellent Mealing Mill for Barley.

JfI^i!16™/^ ™6
°o

8team power; OH Cake Breakers
for English and Foreign Cake ; Fixed and Portable SteamEngines; combined Threshing Machines; Saw Tables • One-

bTER
C
* F ft^JAESHfr 4~*i-- are manufactured

pv£ r ' ^ ER* St Pete^s Iron Works
> Ipswich. IllustratedPrice Lists sent free on application.

NOTIC'F

*S^SS^^C«^|gOW, BAKER STREET
__* «-.» F» TURNEgg STANDS. No*. 69 and 70.

SM&^?£S£™

-

The best *™ * KITE'S
Her Most ?wALB?*T CHIMNEY CAPS, patronised by
use atsfon s? TL

Mi
5

jeS
Jyr20°/n Bu<*ingham Palace; in

^unanL Den«rrn,^
eS

n
PalaCe

'
Clarem°ot, Windsor Castle,iu .? departments, Government Office* Public Buildino*

Baetox, 370, 0?f„r7
a
atr^:Lo

e

ndon
MlDSere

-
Add"M J*™

C0TTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c.
\ Iff i V J*l ^r*

o
!, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot-Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Gardner's Patent Turnip Cutters, Turnip Graters and Pulpers, Chaff

Cutters, Linseed Cake Breakers, Corn Crushing Mills, and other

Agricultural Machines.

B. SAMUELSOY, Britannia Iron Works, Banbury,
YK J ILL have pleasure in forwarding, post free,
** on receipt of* application, his Illustrated Priced

Catalogue of Implements.

SAMUELSON'S PATENT GARDNER'S DOUBLE-
ACTION and SINGLE-ACTION TURNIP CUT-
TERS, which hare been awarded the Royal Agricul-
tural Society's Prizes klevek times at its yearly
meetings, the last beinsr at Carlisle in 1855; the Prize
Medal at the Great Exhibition, 1851; and at nearly
all the provincial societies' meetings. BETWEEN
SIXTY AND SEVENTY THOUSAND of these
Machines have been made in, and supplied from the
above Works.

MOODY'S, PHILLIPS', G A.UNTLETT'S, BUSHE and
BARTER'S, and every other description of Patent
TURNIP GRATERS and PULPERS.

CHAFF CUTTERS. — B. Samuelson's Cornes' Chaff
Cutters of all sizes, varying in price from 61. 10s. up
to 141.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for stables and small occupations
and for exportation, 31. and 41.

CORN BRUISING MILLS (adapted also for exporta-
tion), from 31. 5». up to 71. 10*. each.

MALT MILLS of various sizes.

LINSEED CAKE BREAKERS, from 21. 6s. up to 10Z.
each.

CHURNS.—Samuelson's Registered Atmosphpric and
Anthony's Patent American, manufactured solely by
B. Saniuelson.

KASE'S PATENT DOUBLE-ACTION FORCE
PUMPS.

GALVANIZED IRON BARREL PUMPS, at 21. 5s.

BARLEY HUMMELLERS.
WEIGHING MACHINES, MANGLES, &c. &c. &c.

The above may be procured of all respectable Iron*
mongers and Implement Dealers in the Kingdom; or
direct from the Works, Banbury, Oxon.

The Prices in the Catalogue include carriage to any Railway Station.

TILES: a cheap,HOGG'S GARDEiN EDGE
elegant, and durable

substitute for Box Edging.
13«. per Hundred, or

4^d. per yard
Exhibited at Court of

Inventions.CrystalPalace

;

and at the Office of " The
Builder."

Fall particulars from
Mr. R. Blackett,
With am. Essex.

PARKES'STEELDICcTNCFCaKS 1 DRAINING TOOlF

A/TESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
r Wholesale At^nts for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements on receipt of eight postage stamps.

95, Newgate Street, London.

VENTILATING STOVES! SUSPENSION
STOVES !—Approved by thousands of purchasers, and

recommended as the two best, cheapest, most healthy, and eco-

nomical for Churches, Chapels, Halle, Schools, Warehouses,

Shops, Greenhouses, Bedrooms, Libraries, &c. Prospectuses

with Prices sent post free.—Deank, Dray, & Co., Stove Range,

Ironmongery, and Furnishing Warehouse, London Bridge.

tMiENCH MODERATOR LAMPS—The newest

MS Patterns of the present season.— Deane, Dbay &
;
Co.

have completed an extensive and choice assortment of these

Lamps—Bronze from 9a. 6d. to 61. ; China from 19s. to 71. 7s. eacn.

Engravings with prices free per post. Pure Colza Oil for tne

above Lamps at the lowest market price, delivered in London or

the suburbs periodically or on receipt of letter order.— Deai-e,

Deay, & Co. (opening to the Monument), London Bridge.

Established ad. 1700. _______
only

S:OUND AND WHITE TEETH are not

indispensably requisite to a pleasing exterior in »°tn se
^

e
,' '

but they are peculiarly appreciated through life as »»*
conducive to health and longevity. Among the various pie_>

tions offered for the purpose, . -_-*-«
ROWLANDS' ODONTO, OR Pearl Dextifwce,

and
stands unrivalled in its capability of embellishing, ^,\

y
bgfound

preserving the teeth to the latest period of life, it
pearl-like

to eradicate all tartar and concretions, and "^P* -.* ; n -inipnf
whiteness to the enamelled surface, «move «potS

fi

Ot mcipiew

decav, render the gums iirm and red, ana tn
.•.,.,->

firmly in their sockets, and from its aromatic fX?en?and
sweetness and purity to the breath. • to t™'V^n bv the
fragrant aromatic properties have obtained its selee ion by the

QuSen, the Court, and Roval Family of Great Britain, and the

sovereigns and nobilitv throughout Europe. Pr}ce2s9d.^pertox-

Cauthw—Tdh words "Rowlands' Odonto are on the label,

and " R. Rowland & Sons, 20, Hatton Garden/ on the frorern

ment Stamp athxed on each Box. Sold by them and by Chemists

and Perfumers.
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AT A

IMEETING OF NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN
HELD IN WILLIS'S ROOMS

'

FOR THE PURFOSE OF PROMOTING THE ERECTION OF

A PUBLIC MEMORIAL TO TKS MEMORY OF THE LAT

JOSEPH HUME,
IN GRATITUDE FOR HIS LONG AND EMINENT SERVICES IN THE

HOUSE OF COMMONS,

EARL FORTESCUE IN THE CHAIR,

The following Resolutions were carried unanimously, viz.:—
Proposed by Lord Panmube, seconded by Sir B. Hall, Bart., M.P.

" That the disinterested services of Mr. Hume for above 40 years in the House of Commons, his successful

efforts to check the waste of public money, his constant support of all measures conducive to the spread of

moral and intellectual improvement, and his unvarying advocacy of constitutional liberty, claim a lasting

record of the gratitude of his countrymen."

Proposed by the Duke of Somerset, seconded by Thomas Thorxley, Esq., M.P.

* That a subscription be therefore opened for the erection of some public memorial in honour of Mr. Hume."

Proposed by the Right Hon. E. Ellice, M.P., seconded by Lord I^ather-ton.

u That such subscriptions be limited to sums not exceeding 10/. fronTeacli Subscriber."

Proposed by Earl Graxville, seconded by Lord Robert Grosvexor, M.P.

u That the promotion of such subscription throughout the Kingdom, and the application of the same to the

object proposed, be entrusted to a Committee."

Proposed by W. Ewart, Esq., M.P., seconded by Colonel Syxks.

m That the following persons be requested to form the said Committee, with power to add to their number :—

"TO BE LET, a delightful RESIDENCE, withi
A 5 miles west of Norwich and 2 miles of a railway station.

The House, which is built ah a Cottage Orne£, ooti^Uts of

r.ntr&nce Hall, Study, Dining Room (22 feet by 17), Drawing
Room, seven Sleeping R MUM, and two Drawing Koor kitchen,
- cutlery, BtrvaatrHalL Ac. &c. In frontof the house isa beautiful

Pleasure Garden, and Meadow or Lawn, with a very productive
Kitchen Garden at the back containing altogether about 6£ acres.

Contiguous to the house is a capital Four-stalled Stable, two
large Loose Boxes, two Coach-houses with men servants' sleeping
r>oma over, Harness-room, Hay-loft, and ail other usual con-
venfol>OM| and the water is excellent.

Note.—Near the above is a Lake of 3 acres, upon which the
tenant will have permission to keep a boat.

For terms apply to E. Kkkkstonk, Solicitor, Norwich,

GUILDFORD. -To N r u s k avMBir, Florists, Seedsmen,
Market <«arpknkm, amd Others*

TO BE LET, with immediate w&» *sioB, all that
valuable old-established Nurserv (i rounds, rden, and

Seed business known as DICKINSON'S GUILDFORD
HUBS] ICY GROUNDS, an area of about 6* acre* of rich soil in
a good state of cultivation, close to the entrance of the town.
The Nursery Ground has been in the -ve family nearly 60
years. The prebent Tenant, a wi*i >w, is d» sing of the same
in consequence of the concern being too large for her to
manage. This opportunity is worthy the at u of those
eeking a profitable and increasing busmea, being the only
Nursery Ground near the much Improving neighbourhood. The
present k is good aud saleaH- - The whole amount of the
valuation for stock, &c.

f
will not be required to be paid down,

but a convenient arrangement can be made for thtt payment of

the balance.—Particulars and orders to view may be had of Mr.
Drcrt. l.state Agent, 50, High Street, Guildford, Surrey.

Earl of Zetland.

Lord Panmure.
Lord Hatherton.

Lord Stanley of Alderley.

The Lord Mayor.
Sir J. Anderson, M.P.
J. Anderton, Esq.
Sir F. Baring, Bt., M.P.
J. Ball, Esq., M.P.
M. T.Bass, Esq., M.P.
Earl of Bessborough.
Rt. lion. E. Bouverie, M.P.
Marquis of Breadalbane.
J. Brotherton, Esq., M.P.
Lord Broughton.
W. Brown, Esq., M.P.
B. Carter, Esq., M.P.
Sir W. Clay, BtM M.P.
R. Cobden, Esq., M.P.
R.P.Collier, Esq., M.P.
Raikes Currie, Esq., M.P.
C. Wentworth Dilke, Esq.

Sir James Duke, Bt., M-P.

George Duncan, Esq., M.P.
Viscount Ebrington, M.P.
Right Hon. E. Ellice, M.P.

Sir De Lacy Evans, M.P.

W. Ewart, Esq., M.P.
W. Fagan, Esq., M.P.

George Foggo, Esq.
Earl Fortes me.
W. J. Fox, Esq., M.P,
Dr. Glen.
G. C. Glyn, Esq., M.P.
Earl Granville.
Lord R. Grosvenor, M.P.
Rt. Hon. Sir B. Hall, Bt., M.P.
William J. Hall, Esq.
T. Hankey, Esq., M.P.
A. Haatie, Esq., M.P.
T. E. Headlam, Esq., M.P.
W. Hutt, Esq, M.P.
Joseph B. Hume, Esq.
Hon. Locke King, MP.
R. D. Mangles, Esq., M.P.
Sir James Mathesoo, Bt, M.P.

W. Marshall, Esq., M.P.
J. J. Mechi, Esq., Sheriff of London.
R. M. Milnea, Esq., M.P.
Earl of Mulgrave, M.P.
J. A. Nicholay, Esq.,

Joseph Parkes, Esq.,

Sir S. Morton Peto, Bart.

L. Ricardo, Esq, M.P.
J. A. Roebuck, Esq., M.P.
Colonel Romilly.
F. Russell, Esq., M.P.
Lord John Russell, M.P.
Rt. Hon. Sir W. Somerville, Bt, M.P.
Sir. G. Strickland, Bart., M.P.
Right Hon. E. Strutt, M.P.
Lord James Stuart.

Colonel Svkes, Chairman, East India Co.
Thomas Thornley, Esq, M.P.
John Thwaites, Esq.,

J. B. Travers, Esq.
Rt. Hon. C. P. Villiers, M.P.
Sir Joshua Walmsley, M. P.
W.Williams, Esq, M.P.
John Wood, Esq.

At a PUBLIC MEETING held at the MANSION HOUSE, City of London, for the purpose of

promoting the erection of a Public Memorial to the Memory of the late JOSEPH HUME, the Right Hon.

the Lord Mayor in the .Chair, the Resolutions passed at the Meeting held in Willis's Rooms were

unanimously adopted. _^_^______________
Subscriptions to the present date (November) £1411 lis. 2d.

Subscriptions received by Coutts & Co. ; Glyn, Mills, & Co.; Grote, Prescott, & Co. ; Ransom <fc Co.; Robarts, Curtis, & Co.;

Williams, Deacon, & Co.; London & Westminster; London Joint Stock; City of London; Union; and Bank of London.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to J. A. Nicholas, Esq., Old Cavendish Street, Mary-le-bone.

All Communications to be addressed to Earl Fortescue, Court House, Mary-le-bone,

London.

STANDARD ROSES, DUTCH BULBS, ETC.

MR. HASLAM will Sell as above, at the Mart,
every WEDNESDAY and FR1 DAY, till December 12.

N.B.—All goods to the amount of 10*. and upwards packed and
delivered free of charge to Parcels Delivery Company. Baskets
and Matting allowed for when returned.— Eppin*, Nov. 29.

PLANTS-FROM GHENT FOR ABSOLUTE SALE.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his

Great B >om, 38, King Street, Covent Gardei^ on
FRIDAY, Dec. 12, at 12 o'Clock precU.lv, a collection of

Plants from the Nursery of Mr. Jean Verschaffelt at Ghent,

viz., Camellias, of choice sorts with flower buds; Azaleaa,

including air beautiful new varieties which have not yet been
sent out; a new Rhododendron, Kalmias, Paeonies, Magnolias,

Ltliuras, Gladioli, Fruit Trees, &c—May be viewed on the

morning of Sale, and Catalogues had of Mr. J. C- Stkvbxs,

58, King Street, Covent Garde n.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS. AND OTHERS.
BS8RS. PROTHEROE a.vd MORRIS will Sell

by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on THURS-
DAY. Dec. 4, at 12 o'Clock, a first-class collection of DUTCH
BULBS, consisting of the finest donble and single Hyacinths,
Narcissus, Jonquils, Anemones, Crocus, Tulips, Snowdrops,
Ranunculus, Gladiolus, Ac; also a selected assortment of fine

Standard and dwaif Roses, comprising Hybrids, Bourbons,
Chinas, Perpetual* Noisettes, &c. ; and American Plants, com-
prising Hybrid Rhododendrons, Ghent and other Azaleas,

Kalmias, Andromeda floribunda, beautifully furnished with

bloom, &c.—May be viewed the morning of Sale. Catalogues
had at the Auction Mart; of the principal Seedsmen in London;
and of (he Auctioneers. American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

M

M

DRESSING CASES.
AT MR. MECHTS ESTABLISHMENTS,

112, Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street, and Crystal Palace,

are exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures in

Dressing Cases, Work Boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags,

and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department

for Papier Mach£ Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table

Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-

ping orders executed.

The same prices charged at all the Establishments.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855-

\/T ETCALFE,BINGLEY, ANDCO.'SNew Pattern and
-^ Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached Hair

Brushes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brushes, and genuine Smyrna

Sponges ; and every description of Brush, Comb, and Perfumery

for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly between

the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effectually—the

hairs never come loose. M., B., and Co. are sole makers of the

Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orris Root Soaps-sold in Tablets

(bearing their names and address) at 6d. each, of Metcalfe b

celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 25. per box; and of the New
Bouquets.—Sole Establishment 130b, and 131, Oxford Street, 2na

and 3rd doors west from Holies Street, London.

15 UPTUKES EFFECTUALLY CURED WITHOUT
tV A TRUSS.—DR. BARKER'S celebrated REMEDY Is

TO LANDOWNERS.

THE PERMANENT WAY COMPANY having
been appointed the sole Licensees for the use of Dr.

Bouchkbie's Patent Process for Preserving Timber, beg to inform

Landowners and others interested in the use of English Timber
that a Pamphlet, with full explanations of this cheap and most
effectual process, may be had gratis on application to the under-

signed. Landowners having Beech, Elm, Fir, or other Timber tit

for Railway Sleepers are requested to communicate particulars of

quantity, locality, and prices. William Howdkn, Secretary.

26. Great George Street, Westminster.

FLOUR, warranted free from adulteration, and deli-

vered to any part of London (not less than 1 peck), carringe

free. Whites, for pastry, at.per bushel (56 lbs.), lis. 8d.; Fine
Households, recommended for bread making, 11*.; Seconds,

10a. 4rf.; Wheat Meal, for brown bread, 10s. 4d.; Best Coarse

and Fine Scotch Oatmeal, Indian Corn Meal, &c— Address,

Horsnaill & Catchpool, Bullford Mill, Witham, Essex; or,

Caledonian Road. Islington. Directions for making bread

supplied gratis. *,Terms cash. German Yeast.

ASTOUNDING REMEDY.
RATS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALS,

how to paralyse, and render them immoveable on the spot,

«.-* ** j
*.«y^. «~»»^_—

. .— ~?-
j TTronrp »nA Vienna- and I

though there be hundred*, so that they may be gathered with a
protected by three Patents, of England, France.andjjenna^ ana

(
^^^ ^^^^ ^ efeet warrant(ld? and the cost

to paralyse 60 will be 3hd. Materials can be bought in every

town and village. The above astounding remedy sent post free

for eight post stamps to any address by Fisher & Son, Publishers,

Kingsland, London. Established 1847. Two Hundred testimonials

sent first if desired.— N.B. This remedy surpassing all conception

is exclusively Russian.

from its great success in private practice ia now m
a public duty throughout the medium of the press. In every

case of single or double rupture, in either sex, of any age, how-

"/ an wno nave uvru winnc** mwi -» —
any part of the world, with instructions for use, on receipt

Mfc 6d. by Post-office order, or stamps, by Charles Barker, 31.1).,

,f
). Brook Street. H oi horn, London.

H~~^in^»"wX7TS
_
oi¥T

_
ME N T AJND FILLS

UNPARALLELED REMEDIES FOR SCORBUTIC
ERUPTIONS -John Nicholl, Dale Street, Liverpool, informs

Professor HoLLOWAT he was suffering tor many years with a

Scorbutic Eruption on both arms. This painful complaint affected

his bodily health, he became serio^ly ill, and conanlted the

moat eminent practitioners in Liverpool without experiencing the

slightest relief, when he was advised to give these tar-tamed

remedies a trial, and in an inconceivably short time was com-

pletely cured, gratefully rendering his testimony tor the benefit

of others similarly affected.- Sold by all Medicine vendors

throughout the world; at Professor Holloway s Establishments,

244, Strand, London, and 80, Maiden Lane, New York; by A.

Stampa, Constantinople; A. Guidict, Smyrna; and E. Mum,
Malta.

MB, DONNE'S DORKINGS & BUFF COCHINS.
—The Rev. Stephek Donne has Dorking Chickens and a

few Adult Hens to dispose of. bred from the Birds which have

won the Silver Cups at Birmingham, Liverpool, and Windsor.

Also, Eggs from the best Dorkings and Cochins will be ready

shortly—Oswestry, Nov. 29.

TO GENTLEMEN. NURSEKYMEN, FRUIT GROWERS,.
BUILDERS, ETC.

^HE whole of the valuable NURSERY STOCK to

be dial d of at reduced prices, by order of the Executors of

the late Messrs. WRLniott & Chaundv, Lewisham. Kent, consist

ineof EVERGREEN, ORNAMENTAL, andFOREST TREE-.
DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, &c, in consequence

of the ground being required for building.

i

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, ANO OTHERS.
ESSKS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are directed

to Sell by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on
FRIDAY, December 6, at 12 (/Clock, two cues of DITCH
BULBS, consisting of Hyacinth*. Narcissus, Jonquils, Double

and Single Tulips, CrocuH, Ac; aUo an assortment of Standard

and Dwarf Roses, Ornamental Trees, and American Plant*.—On
view the Morning of Sale. Catalogues had at the Mart; and of

the Auctioneers American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

COVENTRY.
m To Gektt,emeh, Nurserymen, ano Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROfc and MORRIS are in-

structed by Mr. John Ogden to Sell by Auction on the

premises, Warwick Road, Coventry, on MONDAY, December 15,

and following days, at 11 o'Clock in consequence of the number
of lots, all the select and well transplanted stock of those old

established Nurseries, consisting of a choice selec i>n of Fruit

Trees, including upwards of 60 strong Dwarf (Quenouille trained)

Pears of the best kinds, grown as specimens; a large stock of

Green and Variegated Hollies, safe for moving, of all sizes, up
to 12 feet high; several hundreds of Grafted English Elms,
10 to 15 feet, and other Trees well adapted for Avenues; fine

specimens of Weeping Trees, large Purple Beech, with a general

assortment of Evergreen and Deciduous Ornamental Trees,

Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Hardy Ericas, Camellias, &c. May be
viewed one week prior to the Sale.—Catalogues after 1st Decem-
ber may be had W. each, returnable to purchasers, on the pre-

mises; of the principal Seedsmen in London; and of the

Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone. Essex. A suitable

time will be allowed to remove the Trees. The Greenhouse and
Bedding Plants, with the Greenhouses, Pits, Frames, &c, will

be offered early in the Spring, unless the whole is previously

disposed of.

MANSION, FARM HOUSES, AND LAND, FOR OCCUPA-
TION, FARMING. OR THE ERECTION OF VILLAS.

MESSRS. THOMAS WINSTANLEY and SONS
will offer for Sale on TUESDAY, December 16, at half-

past 1 for 2 o'clock in the afternoon precisely, at the Clarendon

Rooms. South John Street, Liverpool, (in one or more lota, and
subject to such conditions as may be then and there declared, if

not previously disposed of by private contract, of which due

notice will be given, all that important Freehold Estate called

NEW HALL, in the township of Thornton-Houk'h and parish

of Neston, in the county of Chester, compri^i^ Mansion House,

two Farm Houses, Stables, and Outbuildings, and about 27C

statute acres of excellent arable and meadow Land. The property

is situate at about six miles distance from Birkenhead, one from

Parkgate and Neston, and three from the Spittal Statiou of the

Birkenhead Railway. The Mansion House is roomy and con-

venient : the Outbuildings thereto comprise Stabling for 12

Horses. Gardener's Cottage and Lodge. The pleasure grounds

and gardens attached to the house occupy ahout 14 acres, and
contain a well of excellent water. There are, besides, a larger

Farm House of superior character, with SruMing for 10 Horses

Shippons, and very complete outbuildings, with Cottages for men
attached, and a smaller Farm House, a .short distance from the

Hall, with convenient Outbuildings. The Land consists of about

270 acres, and lies most compactly within a ring fence, being

bounded on three sides by the well frequented turnpike roada

leading to Birkenhead, Chester, Parkgate, and Hoylake. It

affords several very eligible sites for Villas, and is well sheltered

with plantations of 30 years1 growth. The poor-rates and other

local charges are very low.— Plans of the Estate may be seen, and
further particuh.rs obtained on application at .he Offices of

Messrs Towxsekd, Ridley & Jacksok, Fenwick Street,

Liverpool, and Mortimer Terrace, Birkenhead; of Messrs.

teu, Touuiin* & Chester, Solicitors, 11, Staple Inn,

London; of Messrs. Jaksok, Cobb & Peailsux, Solicitors,

4, Baainghall Street, London; aud of Messrs. Thohas WixstakIjEY
& Sons, Church Street, Liverpool.
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Now ready, price 2s. 6d.,

PUNCH'S POCKET-BOOK FOR 1857,
with a Coloured Plate (Dressing for the Ball is 1867k

by JOHN LEECH, and numerous Wood Engravings by JOHN
LEECH and JOHN TENNIEL.

Brapburt & Evans, 11, Bonverie Street.

This day is published, fcap 8vo, with Illustrations, price 3$. 6i.,

MATTER : its Forms and Governing Laws,
By GEORGE DUPLEX.

London: Bbadbuby & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

S~CHOOL BOTANY ; or, THE Rl DIMENTS OF
BOTANICAL SCIENCE.

400 Illustrations. 8vo. Price 55. 6d. half bound.
Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

Lately Published,

THE ELExMENTS OF BOTANY, Structural
and Physiological. With a Glossary of Technical Terms,

and numerous Illustrations. 125. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works
by Professor Lindlky, of which u School Botany," and u The
Vegetable Kingdom," form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Tech-
nical Terms, are published in one octavo volume, price 12*.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for

Medical and other Students who have made themselves
acquainted with the author's " School Botany."

N.B. The Glossary may be had separately, price 5s.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

This day is published, in one vol. 8vo,;with Humerous woodcuts,
price 7s. 6d.,

MEDICAL AND OSCONOMICAL BOTANY; or
An Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine

or Domestic (Economy.

EXTRACT FROM TnE AUTHOR'S PREFACE.
" The Vegetable Kingdom contains, among a large quantity of

plants of no known importance to man, various useful species

employed in medicine, the arts, or in the many branches of

domestic oeconomy. The principal part of those which can be
brought by teachers in Europe under the notice of students, or
which, from their great importance, deserve to be among the
earliest subjects of study, are mentioned in the following pages,

where they are arranged in the manner proposed in the ' Vege-
table Kingdom 1

of the author, with the sequence of matter
departed from in a few instances, when it was believed that the
convenience of younger students would be consulted by doing so.

The author trusts that this selection will be found to have been
made in such a way that all teachers who possess reasonably
extensive means of illustrating their lectures, and all Botanic
Gardens, may furnish the larger part of the species which are
mentioned. A small selection was indispensable; firstly, because
a greater work would have been beyond the reach of the majority
of purchasers; and secondly, because experience shows us that

those who have to study a science of observation, such as Botany,
require to concentrate their attention, in the first instance, upon
a limited number of objects."

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

Thii day is published,

THB HOUSEHOLD WORDS ALMANAC
FOR THE YEAR 1857. Containing Twenty-eight

closely-printed pages stitched. Price 4d.
Household Words Office, No. 16, Wellington Street North,

Strand. Sold by all Booksellers, and at all Railway Stations. _
CHRISTMAS NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLD WORDS.

On the 6th December will be published, price 3d.
f
stamped 4rf.,

and containing the amount of One regular Number and a Half,

THE

WRECK OF THE GOLDEN MARY; beinjr the
Captain's Account of thk Great Deliverance of her

People in an Open Boat at Sea.
Household "Words Office, 16, Wellington Street North, Strand.

Sold everywhere.

Now readv, price One Shilling,

ORTON'S NEW FARMERS9 ALMANAC
FOR 1857.

Blackie & Son, Warwick Square, Newgate Street, London;
and all Booksellers.

M
FIFTH \ E A K.

THE NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL DIREC-
TORY, FLORIST'S DIARY, and GARDKN ALMANAC

for 1857, will be ready with the Magazines, &c, on the 1st of

January.
Mr. John Edwards respectfully requests that Advertisements,

Trade corrections, &c., be forwarded not later than the loth of

November to 20, Sharp's Alley, London.
Subscribers taking Packets of Copies will have their names so

notified in the body of the work by early intimation.

Office, 20, Sharp's .Alley, London, and of all Booksellers and
Nurserymen.— Prire One Shilling.

THE RURAL ALMANAC AND SPdRTSMAN'S
ILLUSTRATED CALENDAR. Edited bv Christopher

Idle, Esq., and containing 12 large Engravings by Ansdell,

Weir, Herring, and others. Now ready. Price Is., or post free

for 13 stamps. Office, 2 to 5, Essex Street, Strand.

Now ready,

EICHMOND and CHANDLER'S Revised Edition

of their FULL DESCRIPTIVE and NEWLY-ILLUS-
TRATED CATALOGUE for 1857, containing 48 pages of

Letterpress, and 40 Wood Engravings of the most approved
Agricultural Implements of the day, to which is appended a

Table of Foreign Postage Arrangements, &c.
Address, Richmond & Chandler, Implement Works, Salford,

Manches t er.

TO FARMERS, CRAZlERS, AND OTHERS.

JOHN AYLOTT'S CATALOGUE of BOOKS in

every Depa#ment of AGRICULTURE and FARM PRO-
DUCE may now be had post free on receipt of a btarup, or
gratis on application. Please observe the address,

John A.lott, Agricultnral and General Bookseller, No. 137,

Aldersgate Street, opposite Jewjn Street. London.

Price Is. 6rf., or bv post 3*.,

DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS. By
J. Bailet Denton, Engineer to the General Land Drain-

age and Improvement Company.
•• The best practical treatise we have yet seen."—Agricultural

Gazette.

Metchth, 20, Parliament Street, London.

PROFESSOITLIFDLEY'S INTRODUCTION TO
-L BOTANY, 4th Edition, with Corrections and Additions,
now ready, in 2 vols. 8vo, with Six Copper Plates and numerous
Wood Engravings. Price 24$. cloth.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts.

Just published, in Svo, price 3.?. 6<f. cloth,

QN POISONING BY STRYCHNIA: with Cora-

J-£
ments on the Medical Evidence given at the Trial of

William Palmer for the Murder of John Parsons Cook. By
Alfred S. Taylor, M.D., F.R S„ Lecturer on Medical Juris-
prudence and Chemistry in Guy's Hospital.
London

: Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts.

Second Edition, revised and enlarged, price 5*. 6d. cloth;

free by post, 5a. 10<f.,

(ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY;
^-^ Thkir History and Management.

Bv thk Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, MA.
James Matthews, 5 t

Upper Wellington Street Covent Garden .

Price Is. 6d., free by post 1$. Id.

T ABELS FOR THE HERBARIUM,
-L* CONSISTING OP THE NAMES OF THE

CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERS,
OF

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S "VEGETABLE KINGDOM."
So printed in large type, that they can be cut out and pasted

into The Herbarium.
J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5s. 64.

,

free by post, 5x. 10d.9RURAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.

Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,
Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London,
Lecturer on Chemistryin the Hon. E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscombe, &c, &c.

J. Matthews, 5
f
Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price 3d. each, or 5s. tor 25 copies for distribution among Cottage
Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post-office order

being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office of

the Gardener's Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the
country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for

one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition

to the cose of the numbers. #

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
OPERATIONS. By Sir Joseph Pax-ton, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle. Upwards of

112,000 have already been sold.

J, Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

A PAMPHLET.—Price Gd.

« TPHICK AND THIN SEEDING;" addressed to
JL J. MECHI, Esq. To which is added an Appendix on

" HOP BLIGHT/' describing a sure Remedy for the Hop Fly and
all Plant Vermin. By Sigma.

J Ridgway, 169, Piccadilly. London.

In One thick Vol.. the 11th Edition, enlarged, price 165.,,

MODERN DOMESTIC MEDICINE: A Popular
Treatise, exhibiting the Nature, Symptoms, Causes, and

most efficacious Treatment of Diseases; with a Collection of

approved Prescriptions, &c, forming a comprehensive Medical
Guide. By T. J. Graham, M.D., Member of the Royal College

of Surgeons of England.
u One object is prominently evident—the author's sincere desire

to benefit his suffering fellow-creatures. To recommend a work
like the present to our readers is only to manifest a proper regard

for their welfare."— Literary Journal.
41 Undoubtedly the best medical work for private families in

the English language. It is invaluable."—Literary Times.

Simpkin & Co., Paternoster Kow ; IIatchards, lfe7, Piccadilly.

S )ld by all Booksellers.

AUTHOR'S EDITION OF
QIR WALTER SCOTT'S POETICAL WORKS,O including "THE LORD OF THE ISLES," and a variety

of other Copyright Poetry contained in no other Pocket Edition.

With a LIFE of the AUTHOR; and Illustrations on Steel after

Turner, Wilkie, Stanfinld, &c. Fcp. 8vo, cloth gilt, 5s., or crown
Svo, wirh Additional Illustrations, 65.

Edinburgh: A. & C. Black. London: Houlstos & Stone-
man; and all Booksellers.

In Two Volumes large Octavo, with upwards of 600 Engravings,
price Sl.j half-bound,

TEE BOOK OF THE FARM.
By HENRY STEPHENS, F.R.S.E.

"The best practical book I have ever met with."

—

Professor
Johnst07u

44 One of the completest works on agriculture of which our
literature can boast."

—

Agricultural Gazette.

By the same Author,

CATECHISM OF PRACTICAL AGRICUL-
TURE, with numerous Engravings on Wood, price ls.6J.

"HE YESTER DEEP LAND-CULTURE, with
Engravings, price 4s. Gd.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

This day is published, price 55., pp. 320,

ADVANCED TEXT-BOOK OF GEOLOGY,
DESCRIPTIVE AND INDUSTRIAL.

By David Page, F.G.S.
With Engravings, and a Glossary of Terms.

Latelv published, by the same Author,

INTRODUCTORY TEXT-BOOK OF GEOLOGY.
-L Second Edition, with Engravings, price Is. 6d.

"Of late it has not been often our good fortune to examine
a text-book on science of which we could express an opiuion so

entirelv favourable."

—

Athenasnrn.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

(
CONCRETE FOR WALKS AND FLOORS

V PORTLAND ROMAN AND BATH CEMENT ANDGROUND BLUE LIAS LIME in Sacks or Casks, by Railway
or Canal. Reduction in price if Six Tons are taken by Railway
or a full cargo by Canal.

Greaves & Kershaw, Warwick.—Nov. 29.

EDINA CEMENT CONCRETE FOR FARM
YARDS.—A substratum of Medina Cement Concrete of a

few inches in thickness, and at small expense, will permit the
percolation of water, leaving the ground surface dry for cattle.
Labourers' Cottagers built of the same material cost less than
bricks and mortar. With a view to economy Soldiers' Huts have
been built with it for the War Department, and at Norfolk Farm
Windsor Park, a Cattle Shed on the same principle has just been
erected.—Address to Francis Brothers, Nine Elms, London.

PATENT TERRA-COTTA.—Tracery for Parapets
and Terraces, mullions, pinnacles, moulded bricks, coats of

arms, crosses, label mouldings, friezes, trusses, consoles, vases,
balusters, capitals and bases of columns, paving, facing bricks
copings, kitchen and other sinks, chimney shafts and tops, and
numerous other articles manufactured by J. M. Blashkield, in
Patent Imperishable Terra-Cotta, at Mill Wall, Isle of Dogs, and
sold at No. 1, Wharf, Praed Street, Paddington Basin.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

J JONES, Iro.v Merchant, has always a great
variety of Cylindrical and Saddle Boilers in Stock, Hot-water

Pipes, Elbows, Tees, Syphons, Throttle- Valves, Stop-Cocks, Coil-
Pipes, and Boxes, Trough Pipes, Fire and Furnace Bars, Double
Doors and Frames, and Soot Doors. Drawings and prices of the
above, or estimates given for the Apparatus fixed complete, on
application to J. Jones, Iron Bridge Wharf, 6, Bankside, London,
near the Southwark Ironjiridge.

C STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
• 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron

Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers

and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description by
Hot Water.— Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
T R PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
** • (late Stephenson & Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-

siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials

for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories^
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c. f at the
Manufactory as above.

H~~
"OT-WATER PIPES (Cast Iron) at WHOLE-
SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphons, Tee-Pipes, Coil-

Pipes, and every requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and
Saddle Boilers, 505. each. Improved Soot Doors and Furnace
Doors, Builders' Casting-*, Pipes, and Gutters of every description

in stock at Mr. Lynch Write s. Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper
Ground Street, Blackfrlarw Bridge, London.

/GREENHOUSES AND WARMING BY HOT-
VT WATER APPARATUS, at half the usual cost,—An Ap-
paratus, with 20 teet of pipe attached, bl.. warranted; and to be
seen in operation, if required. Strong built Greenhouses from
1*. per foot. Garden Lights made and Glazed from 6d.—Address
to Mr. Smith, Greenhouse Builder, Pentonville Hill.

PARCHMENT LABELS superseded by
CRESCENS, KOBINSON, and CO.'s PREPARED

LINEN LABELS. They are cheaper, written upon with greater

ease and rapidity, and quite as durable. Specimens, printed to any
pattern, sent post free from Crescens, Kobinsox, & Co.'s Paper and

Paper Bag Warehouse, 79, Upper Thames Street, Londou.

A
T

TURNIP CUTTERS & ROOT GRATERS of every
description. Illustrations & Prices forwarded on application.

William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

near London Bridge.

^ HaFK- CUTTING MACHINES, 58*.;
OAT-BRUISERS, 505.—Illustrations on application.

William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

near London Bridge.

c

AGRICULTURAL CARTS, 10/. 10s. ; LIGHT
WAGGONS. 15Z.—Illustrations forwarded on application.

William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

near London Bridge.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks ofPORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the Bides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well a3 in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brothers,

Milbank Street, Westminster.

NOW READY TO SEND OUT, direct from
Yarmouth, during the season, GENUINE YARMOUTH

BLOATERS, 100 for 6?.; forwarded securely packed to any
address upon receipt of Post-office Order, by James Ayebs, Fish
Curer, Great Yarmouth. The Trade supplied.

OYSTERS BARRELLED.—The Burnham River
Native Oysters are the best in the world. Six yearn

old. Four hours from the beds. To be had only at J.

Sweeting's, Fish and Oyster Establishment, 159, Cheapside.

J. S. always has the largest supply of the best Fish in season

at the lowest market price. In ordering Fish it will be

desirable to state for how many persons it is required, and

whether for visitors or domestic use. A Post-office Order ov

r
eference will have prompt attention. Superior Oyster Rooms.

SALT and CO.'S EAST INDIA PALE and
BURTON ALES. BREWERY—BURTON-ON-TRENT.

STORES

:

LONDON Hungerford Wharf.
LIVERPOOL 52, Henry Street.

MANCHESTER 37, Brown Street.

SHEFFIELD 12, George Street.

BIRMINGHAM 26£, Bull Street.

BRISTOL Black Hall, Baldwin Street.

DUBLIN 4, Crown Alley.

EDINBURGH Porthopetoun Warehouse.

GLASGOW St. Vincent Place.

These Ales, in Casks of Eighteen Gallons and upwards, and in

Bottle, obtained from all respectable Bottlers.

HOW TO BREW SPLENDID ALE AT Id.

PER GALLON, WITHOUT THE USUAL BREWING
UTENSILS.—This valuable information is by a Derbyshire

Practical Working Brewer, of twenty-eight years* standing, and

is guaranteed to be the cheapest and best method ever made

public, and a secret well worth a guinea to all ale consumers and

sellers of this invigorating and tonic beverage, possessing as it

dees an aroma and flavour equal to the finest eightpenny and ten-

penny brewed, leaving a profit of la. 9d. per gallon. The above,

beautifully printed in large type, can be had of the sole puo-

lishers, for eight penny post stamps. Sent, post-free, .o any

address. Direct to Fisher & Son, publishers, Kingsland, Lon-

don._EjjtabJ1sJied_lS47.

BELMONT GLYCERINE SOAP contains P*«tf*

pure Glycerine, distilled by their Patent process frc
,
m ™mi

Oil; this Soap is recommended for Washing Infants and ^«
ing, it softens the Skin, prevents Chapping, and is a roost a rce-

able Toilet Soap for general nse. rpP . CF
PRICE'S CANDLES WHICH WILL NOT^"^ertWHEN CARKIED.-These used as Chamber Candies prevent

damage to Dresses and Carpets, they should be t>urnc .n ne

Candlesticks made specially for them in ^^^"^'ro^nd
Cotton-branch stems and Palm-leaf feet, having stamped rouna

the edge " Price's Patent Caxdle Company luhtm •

The above may now be had retail fh^^Sl^
Perfumer, or Grocer. The Soap in En*Ii* Ornamental B«k*
price 6d.,ls.. and 1.. 6*. each; the ^^^I^iX'at Belmont
each. Candlesticks, 25. fid. each. And wholesale at ueimont,

Vauxhall, London.

i

wbere '.« Advert.™«t. and « -^^?< «e l° b« *»»««• "
tb« EnixoB.-SAirRDAT. Member 2V, ISafi.
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MESSRS. JOHN WEEKS and CO., Kiiufs Road*
«*•*-* Chelsea, beg to intimate that they have received their
supply of SEEDS for the ensuing Season, in the best possible
condition, direct from eminent growers; and are thus enabled
TO VOUCH FOR THE PURITY AND EXCELLENCE OF EACH ARTICLE.
Their annual Catalogue is in course of delivery, and will, on

application , be sent free by post to any addre ss.

WORCESTERSHIRE CHAMPION^ CUCUMBER^
BLACK SPINE.

JOHN JENNINGS can confidently recommend the
v above Cucumber as good, in quality a great bearer, and has
been grown to the length of 33 inches.

12 Seeds, 30 postage stamps. | 6 Seeds, IS postage stamps.
_Furze Hill Nursery, Shipston-on-Stonr.

SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.
EARLY PEAS, BEANS, CARROTS, &c, growth

1856, suitable for present sowing, may be had of James
Carter & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

AITE'S DANIEL O'ROURKE PEA, the best
early Pea in cultivation, can be had in any quantity.

—

J. G. Waite, Seed Merchan t. 181, High Holborn, London.

TO THE SEED TRADE. — A few quarters of
SCIMETAR and REDMAN'S BLUE IMPERIAL PEAS,

warranted Stocks. Price on application.

"Wood & Ingram, Huntingdon.

HOLLYHOCK SE ED.
BIRCHAM and WARD beg to offer their Holly-

hock Seed in packets at Is. 6d., 2s. 6d., and 5s. each. This
Seed is selected from the best varieties in cultivation, and
B. & W. will warrant it to produce Seedlings of superior quality
that will give satisfaction to all purchasers.

Hedenham Roserv, Bnngav, Suffolk, Dec. 6.

NEW GARDEN SEEDS, GROWTH OF 1856.

SUTTON and SONS are noio prepared to execute

. qrchrs for all hinds of GARDEN- SEEDS, and
can warrant them genuine.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

F.^E R N CATALOGUE.
ROBERT SLU'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE (24 pages) of his Collection of BRITISH and
FOREIGN FERNS, can nowj be had post free for six stamps.
Gratis to all previous purchasers*.—Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

ROBERT KENNEDY, Seedsman, Bedford Con-
servatory, Covent Garden, Agent for Messrs. Platz & Son,

Seed Growers, Erfurt, informs the trade that their extensive
CATALOGUE for 1857 is ready, to be forwarded on application.
It contains a large number of new articles, which can be recom-
mended with confidence. Early orders are solicited.

PLANTING SEASON.
WILLIAM URQUHAUT and SONS, Dundee,
* respectfully announce that their PRICED LIST may

now be had on application. Contents: Seedling and Trans-
planted Forest Trees, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Herbaceous
Plants and Ferns , Auriculas, Pints, Greenhouse Plan's. &c.

SEED CATALOGUE.
LOUIS VAN HOUTTE'S SEED CATALOGUE

is to be had at Mr. R. SirBERBAD's, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, Loudon. Seeds sent to London free.

Ghent (Belgium), December 6.

AMERIC A~N PTANf S^

TORN WATERER, the Exhibitor of the above
*-* Plants at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London,
beers to state that his CATALOGUE of RHODODENDRONS,
AZALEAS, &c, is published, and can be obtained in exchange
for two postage stamps. The colours of the Rhododendrons are
described, and the Catalogue contains a selection of the most
favourite kinds of Pinuses. Roses, &c.

The American Nursery, Bagahot, Surrey.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
to intimate that

ptive CATALOGUE OF HARDY
RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, and other American Plants
is now ready, and may be had free on application to Messrs.
Watkrkb & Godfrey. Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

kf^ EORGE BAKER begs to announce that his
"VJT DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE ofAMERICAN PLANTS,
ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, CON I FER.E, FRUIT & FOREST
TREES is now ready, and may be had on application.

American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagsliot, Surrey, 1 J mil<»

from Sunningdale Station; one hour's ride from Waterloo
Station; 2 from Reading.

\GERANIUM S

i THE CHAMPION HAMBURGH.
T OHX and CHARLES LEE have a few pood VINES

*-* of this magnificent BLACK GRAPE to offer, which is unsur-
passed lor size both of bunch and berry and abundance of crop.

These qualities, combined with a thin skin and a luscious tlavonr,

render it desirable for every good collection. Price 10s. 6J.
Nursery and Seed Establishment. Hammersmith.
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

\\f HOLMES offers the above in strong plants,
» » • at 6*. per dozen. The large flowered varieties include

TTTATERER and GODFREY beg
" * their Priced and Descriptive CAT ALC

N D,""TAYLOR'S GRAND ST A
-»- St. JOHNS MARKET, LIVERPOOL.
Growers of Choice Fruits and Vegetables should forward as

above, in order to i:kalise High Prices.

GEORGE TAYLOR, Jus.,
Choice Fruit and Vegetable Salesman",

Proprietor.
Terms—"Cash."

"THE»CERANIU M CATALOGUE FOR 1856 AND 1857.

JOHN WKVTWOOD'S CATALOGUE OF SHOW
J FANCY, REDDING, AND FRENCH GERANIUMS is

now ready for delivery, and will be sent post frea to all appli-

cants. A detailed General Catalogue of Soft-wooded Plants will

shortly be issued and delivered in like manner.

J- "W. respectfully invites inspection of his Stock, now con-
sisting of more than One Hundred Thousand Plants in vigorous
growth, unequalled by anv in England.

Floral Nursery, Acton Road, Turnh Green.

SEED WHEAT FOR LATE J WING.
TALAVERA, RED NURSERY, nd HYBRID

WHEAT, the best sorts for late sowi may be had on

application to H. Raynbibd, BasingstoTce. A reference or remit-

tee required from unknown correspondents.

TO THE S.EED TRADE.
GEORGE TAUER, Nurseryman and Seed Grower,

of Rose Cottage, Rivenhall. Witham, Essex, begs to

inform the Trade that hie Carrct, Mangel, Swede, Turnip, and
other Seeds are now harvested in good condition ; and prices

andjamples may be obtained on application.

REDBEETSEED.
TpDWARD SANG and SONS, Nupservmen and
A-* Seedsmen, Kirkcaldy, beg to offer to the Trade RED
BEET SEED of their own raising from carefully selected full

HTown roots. The port is very superior, producing well-shaped

^edium-fclzed bulbs of remarkably fine quality and colour.

Price on amplication — Kirkcaldy, Dec. 6.

R~iTlN^ SUN E A K L Y PcA.
FLANAGAN and SON beg to offer the above new

Pea as a valuable addition to the green marrow class. It

possesses the properties of being nearly as early as the Emperor,
with long dark j^reen pods, and most bountiful in bearing. Height
about 3 feet. This Pea is strongly recommended for market pur-

poses. It retains its deep colour, and is an excellent general

cropper. Price 5s. per quart, with an allowance to the trade.

9. Mansion House Street, London.

"SffcW ROSE, BACCHUS.—This Roee is a seedling
-^ from the " Geant des Batailles." The flowers are similar,

tut larger, stonter, and brighter in colour, remaining a long time
i perfection on the plant without the faded appearance so objec-

tionable in the parent. It is a most abundant bloomer, both in

summer and autumn; and has received first class certificates

from the National Floricultural Society, the Royal Botanic
Society, and at the Crystal Palace Exhibition. Price 10*. 6d. each.
A. Paul & Son respectfully announce that the above Rose is

now ready to be sent out. The usual discount to the Trade when
three or more are ordered.—Nurseries, Chesbunt, Herts.

Alfred Salter, Voltaire, Webb's Delight, titeilaris kIodosa,
Antigone,Madame Lebois, &c. Pompi -, include Scarlet Gem,
Dunillet. Aurore Iloreale, Saint Thais, ivc. For the cultivation
of the above see .Monthly Calendar by W. H. in " (iossip for the
Garden."-

W

i. Holmes, Florb-t. v*v'll str-
. ilackney.

VICTORIA RASPBERRIES.
GEORGE COUNWELL is now sending out his

Canes of the above at 15s. per 100. Fastolf, 13«. per 100.

.

Autumn frnfted, 12*. per 100, and White, 10.s. per 100. The usual
allowance to the Trade.—Market Gardener, Barnet.

THE LANCASHIRE iHOw GOOftiBlRRtCS "
AND CURRANTS.

"JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
" near Manchester, begs to refer the readers of the Chronicle

to his list of the HEAVIEST SHOW GOOSEBERRIE8 and
C U K RA N TS in thi 3 Paper of November 29.

\1 7 ANTED, 50 SAM YOUNG APPLE ; 50 RED
VV Ql'AKRKNDEN APPLE; 50 WILLIAMS' BON
CHRETIEN PEAR.—Apply to F. Dickinson, Wenfoek, Shrop-
shire, stating price for any part of the above. Strong Standard
Trees are requ ired.

FINE FRUITING TREES OF PEARS ON QUINCE ROOTS-
HENRY MAY, The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale,

Yorkshire, begs to offer the above in all the newest and
best sorts, at Is. 6d. each, or 15s. per dozen, a descriptive cata-
logue of which can be bad on application.

Also May's Victoria (large Red Currant) at 12.?. per 100, and
Black Bang-up, the largest and best at 10s. per 100.

Catalogues of Plants, Fruit and Forest. Trees on application.

AL
tandard

CHERRY TREES and General Nursery Stock, "at William
Bkadlk's, Bill Street Nursery. Frindshury, near Strood. Kent.

HOICK FRUIT TREES and STRAWBERRIES.
—For Catalogues with descriptions of the above, including

the Brough Bergamot Pear, apply to Wm.'BARRATT, Land-
scapr Gakdenkr, Wakefield.

" This is certainly a first-rate Pear."—See Transactions ej
Pomological Society, page 19.

A line stock of Pyramid and Orchard-house Trees.

GENTLEMEN requiring large ORNAMENT
PLANTS willfind a variety of HOLLIES, also grod Stand

rTT1T T T , ,? rnmnniti ?' 'cav\?' *n ; nt \ma^ t-I WALKER, Londonderry, offers for sale a quan-\X/ILLIAM CUIliUSH and SON oe% to intimate it ... , , „„,
T

„„„,. „,MD j „„ rw.i— »„„*„ i» •

VV .1. » tu n.mi.AniT e cur(,,r 5, tu«v . vrk .-»>• tity of land 2 year PLARs on Quince Roots. Prices
' * that their CATALOGLE of SHOW, 1 ANC\, AND

011 application

ETC.
SON be
SHOW

FRENCH GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS, &c, is now ready,

and can be had gratis n application.

William Cutbusii & Son wish to draw particular

attention to their stock of the above, which is of first-rate

quality, and will give every satisfaction.

Highgate Nurseries, near London.

EORGE JACKMAN begs to state that his

PRICED CATALOGUE is now ready, and can be had
free on application, comDrising Choice Conifera\ Hardy Ever-

greens, and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, all of which are well

irrown and constantly removed; is also an extensive grower of

Roses aud Fruit and Forest Trees.

G. J. particularly wishes to call attention to his Dwarf-trained

Fruit Trees, being clean grown and well trained, including all

the leading kinds.

Wojking Nursery, \\ mile from Woking Station, South Western
Railway, where all Trains stop and conveyances can he obtained

.

and FERNS.
Per doz.

305. and 42s.

IS*, and 305.

apP^'

FOREST TREES.
FOWLER and WRIGHT, Seedsmen & Nursery-

men', Glasgow, respectfully intimate that they have a fine

Stock of rf.'.fdling and Transplanted Forest Trees, Fruit Trees,
Ornamental Trees and Shrub?, which they will sell on most
reasonable terms.

FRUIT TREES IN POTS.
JOHN and CHARLES LEE, having largely increased

their Stock of this indispen.- b^eresting class of
FRUIT TREES, have still s i very superior
plants to offer of the following klt»d.-. y will warrant to
produce good crops of Fruit in FORCING or ORCHARD
HOUSES the ensuing season.

PEACHES.
NECTARINES.
APRICOTS.
FIGS.

CHERRIES.
PLUMS.
APPLES.

C AMELLIAS, AZALEAS,

f « •

f • •

CAMELLIAS, with Flower Buds
CHINESE AZALEAS, with Flower Buds

A great variety of Ferns at moderate prices.

Chandler & Sons, Wandsworth Road, Vauxhall.

PEAKS.
Priced Catalogues on application.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith, near London,

SFtClMEN CtuKuS D6.O0ARA.
T7I7M. MAULbl and SONS invite the attention of
» » Planters to their fine grown plants of this Tree, which

are calculated to produce immediate effect :

—

w
SAFFRON WALDEN NURSERY.

SUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.
ILLIAM CHATER'S ANNUAL DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE, with remarks on the Culture,

Exhibiting. Ac, of this noble flower may be had on receipt of one
postage stamp.

Seed saved from 20 best varieties, mixed, per packet ... 6s. Od.

Do. 12 do. do. 2 6
Do. good mix£d 1

Border varieties, good mixed, ground roots, per 100 ... 20

Do. do. in colours do. do. ... 30

aTy LOR'S GRAND 8 T A N D,"
St. JOHN'S MARKET, LIVERPOOL.

WANTED.
Good Pines,from2to3J Ibs.each I Good Muscat Grapes

Black Grapes Choice Dessert Pears

Cucumbers
|

Small Mushrooms
Choice Flowers, &c. &c.

GEORGE TAYLOR. Juv.,

Choice Frcit and Vegetable Salesmax,
Proprietor.

Terms—"Cash."

V

« rnp

It

Plants in the ci.t-u ground, 6 to 7 feet 155. 0d. each.
Do. do. 5 to 6 feet 7 6
Do. in large pots, 4 to 5 feet 7 6
Do. do. 3 to 4 feet 5
A largo quantity of small sizes for mixing with Larch and

other plantations. Prices may he had on application.
Stapleton RoAd Narserie*, Bristol.

AR

D

Y~lHEaTHs—A tirai-ratTl:oUection
y and

well grown PLANTS, by the Hundred or Thousand.—
Catalogues with Prices will be sent free on application to
Watekfu & GoPFHrV, Knnp Tlill Nursery. Woking, Surrey.

S^TAM>ARD PORTUGAL LAURELS.—ATqu^-
tity of very fine plants of the above, with stems 3 to 4A feet

high, and with beautifully formed beadu, may be had on applica-
tion to the undersigned. They have all been transplanted two
years sinre, and will lift with large halts of earth.

^Voon & TvrrTMM Hnntincd^n.

F

H
JUST PUBLISHED,

ORATIO BUNTING'S WHOLESALE
FLOWER SEED CATALOGUE FOR 1856-57, contain-

in? a list of nearly every popular Annual, &c, in cultivate n.

The whole of the se^tls having been grown under his own im-

mediate superintendence not only enables him to warrant them
true to name and genuine, but also to offer advantages in the

prices (to purchasers) seldom to be met with. Catah gues
forwarded to any Sefdsman in the world post free oa application.

A Vegetable List is in preparation for publishing.

Address in full Hokatio Buntijjg, Lexden Road Seed Esta-

/ blfsbment, Colchester.

OH T JB K K A C E
STANDARD PORTUGAL LAURELS.
STANDARD COMMON LAURELS.
STANDARD COMMON HOLLIES.
TANDARD LAURU3T1NU6. .

STANDARD COMMON BOX. y<
STANDARD RHODODENDRONS c/-sidfe/l **1

SEVERAL HUNDREDS of the above on clean straight <N»i

Q
with goi.d weii-snapea neaas ot various heigh: ~* and sizos. All

RAL HUNDREDS of the above one!e*n str

(1 well-shaped heads of various h^igl-j's.apa
transplanted hist rear. Price* may be had nn RppQcati'itt t<>

John* & CBaBUtfl Lkk, Nursery and Seed Estahlishtuent, Ham-
mersmith, near London. r . *~i' Wmmf—
FLORICULTURE.— In cor. jtience^t Air. John

Edwards having REMOVED FROM H$J LitWAY it is
respectfully requited that all communications t-e afLdnwnai
No. 20, Sharp's Alley, London. *^

d
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A,. ERONICA SYRIAC

New Bedding Annual for 1857.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDKRSON am. SON having
just concluded arrangements with Messrs. Ernsf & Von

Spreckelsen, successors to J. G. Booth & Co., Seedsmen at Ham-
burgh, relative to the above, have great pleasure in announcing
the purchase of the entire Stock of Seed of this new and striking
dwarf annual. Colour beautiful (Gentian bin ), lower petals
white, habit very dwarf, from 8 to 9 inches in height, compact,
and covered with bunches of flowers; foliage ample and bright
green ; in packets at 2s. 6d. each.

Early in January next a coloured plate of above by Mr. An-
drews will be published and presented with every order received
previous to the I5th January, 1867.—Trade Packets, 5s., 10s. 6d.,
and 21s. each.—Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

]>JEW PEAS. — EUGENIE: the earlieat~white
«A^ wrinkled Marrow Pea in cultivation, podding from the
bottom of the haulm to the ton, with fine large pods.
NAPOLEON : the earliest blue wrinkled Marrow Pea in culti-

vation, podding from the bottom of the haulm to the top, with
fine large pods.

The above two Peas were originally saved from one pod.
Mr. Harrison, the raiser of the above Peas, describes them as

follows:—"Relative to my new Peas, the Wrinkled Blue and
Wrinkled White, I beg to say that they are very superior to those
I sold last year (meaning Unique and Masterpiece), they are
stronger in habit, much truer, and better filled in the pod, on an
average two more Peas; also better croppers. My average
growth this year was nearly 10 quarters per acre."
To be bad only of J. G.'Waite, High Holborn ; J. W. Nut-

ting & Sons, Cueapside; and Charlwood & Cummins, Covent
Garden, London. Price 5s. per quart.

JOSEPH SHEPPARD, Hill Place^E .sTGrinstead,
*' Sussex, has now to offer for Seed a quantity of his true ASH-
LEAF POTATOES. The superiority of this favourite Potato
t a the Planter has now been placed beyond a doubt ; by the small-
ness of its haulm and early maturity, thereby allowing a full crop
o l Mangel Wurzel or Swedes to be grown between each row.
Price 8*. per bushel, including package and carriage to London,
or any station on the London, Brighton, and South Coast Kail-
way. Also a quantity of Early Frame Potatoes, 6s. per bushel.
Post-office Order for quantity required with the order will
receive prompt attention. A liberal allowance to Seedsmen.

lyj^TROBERT BAKER, of Writtle, Essex, having
* -» for many years past paid great attention to the improve^
ment of Agricultural Seeds by selecting and transplanting the
best roots, begs to offer them at the following reduced prices and
-warranted to grow at the rate of 95 per cent. ;—
Purple-top Swede.—Very superior, per bushel
Improved Skirving's Swede.—Do. do.
Lon< Red and Globe Red Mangel Wurzel.—Very" select,
and the most productive of any, per lb

Globe Orange and Long Orange.— Do. do. .,[ ["
Cattle Cabbage, for March sowing.—A celebrated hardy
and prolific variety, produces from 40 to 60 tons per acre,
invaluable for winter and spring feeding, per lb. ..* .± ^

Remittances, or Post Office Orders npon Chelmsford Office from
unknown correspondents,

~THE TRUE LANCASHIRE SHOW GOOSEBERRIES,
]OHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
*/ near Manchester, will supply, in strong 3 and 4 years old
plants, the following set of 24 Gooseberries for 12s., or 12 for 7s.
package, &c, included. They are of fine flavour, and have this
reason been grown to the wei (fata attached.

Weights takenfrom the Gooseberry Growers' Register of 1856.

t «

s.

36
36

1

1

d

6
6

4

RED.
London
Conquering Hero
Companion ...

Lion's Provider
Dan's Mistake
Rearing Lion...

Napoleon ie Grand

GREEN.
Thumper
Turnout
"Weathercock...
General
Keepsake

dwts. ers.

•

• •#

• • •

• •

-«•

- .

.

27
24
24
23
22
20
20

24
22
21
20
17

IS

19

22
15
12

11

12
11

2

21
5

Leader..,
Drill ...

Catherina
Gunner
Peru ...

Gold finder

YELLOW . dwts. grs.

• * «

* * f

* * *

• • •

• •

* - *

* * *

• • -

* * .

WHITE.
Freedom
Snowdrop
Queen of Trumps
Lndv Leicester
Eagle
Tally Hoi

t • i

* . .

24
24
23
21

21
21

25
23
23
23
21
IS

12
8
8
10
9
1

4
17

S
The following varieties of Black Currants, in very strong

plants, ar
: P . r dozen :—Black Hangup, Black Naples, Black

Grape.— Catalogues now ready.
Post-office Orders payable at Middleton, Lancashire.

HARLES NOBLE having retired from the businessC lately earned on by the Firm of Standish & Noble, is now
establishing a NURSERY on his own account, near the Suniiing-
da.'e Station, South-Western Railwav. He takes this opportunity-
of returning thanks for the very liberal favours bestowed upon
the late firm, and hopes by strict attention to merit and receive
a share of such patronage in future.
Chari.es Noble also begs to sny that he will shortly be in a

position to execute any orders with which he may be favoured
and respectfully requests that, for the present, all communica-
tions be addressed Chables Noble , Nurseryman, Bagshot, Surrey.

JOHN STANDISH begs to say that the Nursery
JjJ

formerly conducted by himself, and subsequently by the
firm of Staxdish & Noble, is now carried on solely in his own
name, and lie takes this opportunity of acknowledging, and ten-
dering his thanks for, the very liberal patron aire bestowed on the
late firm, and hopes to receive a continuation of the same, which
he will always endeavour to merit. Re also begs to state that
havinggood experienced Planting. and the mnnagementof Planta-
tions, he will be happy to give advice on those subjects. And
he also embraces the present I eeatfon to say that he has engaged
the assistance of a Landscape Gardener in good practice, tn give
advice in laying out SO* grounds and in contemplated Improve-
ments, as well as in all subjects relating to Ornamental Garden-
ing and Garden Architecture. Terms for Designs and Attend-
ance may be had on application. Estimates giveu and Contracts
taken.

%* The Nursery is about Two Miles from the Suntringdale
Station. South Western Railway. — The Nursery, Dagsbot.
Surrey, Dec. 6

'THE BUSINESS hitherto~Ta7ried on at No7?3,
Adam Square, Edinburgh, by A. B. Wright. St Catherine's,

and tb» Business of NURSERY and SKKDSMEN carried on ar
eiih "Walk, by Walter Rknwick. under the firm of Eaqle &
H KxoERSON-, are hereby conjoined, and will in future be con-
duced by Mr. Wright aud Mr. Krswkic. the sole representatives
'"tmese two ilottses, under the firm of Wrimht, Rkvwick &
HJompaxy. A. B. Wright. W. Rexvvk k, Dee. 6.

WRIGHT, REXWICK, and CO., successors to Eagle &
II en'derpo.v, Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists to the Queen,
beg to intimate that thev can supply very tine Vine Plants from
eyes of the following sorts:—

A VERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent
ri • (BelgtQm), begs to announce that bis NEW CATA-
LOGUE, No. 63, for the year 1857, is now ready, and can be
obtained on application at his Agent's. Mr. R. Silberrad, 5, Harp
Lane. Great Tower Street, London. His Catalogue contains all
the English and Continental Novelties.

A. V. also recommends his work "L'lllusfration Horticole,"
of which the 12th Number (December) of the 3d Volume has
just appeared, and contains the following coloured plates:—

1. Rose (Perpetual) Victor Trouillard.
2. Lilium philadelphicum.
3. Meconopsis simplicifolia.
4. Cooos botryophora.
5. Rhododendrum Blandfordifeflorum.

N.B. The same Number contains the General Programme of
the Grand Horticultural Exhibition of the Roval Botanic Society
of Ghent, open to all nations, aud which will" be held on the 1st,
2d, and 3d of March next (1857).

Price of Verschaffelt's " Illustration Horticole," 12* a year.

pHRYSANTHEMtJM SEED from the best Pom-V^ pones, grown in the south of France.
BALSAM SEED, from double flowers three inches over, 6 classes

for 37 stamps; mixed, 13.

HOLLYHOCK, 13; GERANIUM, 37; Calceolaria, Cineraria,
Heliotrope. 13 each ; and other

FLORISTS' FLOWER SEEDS, saved as directed in Glenny's
Garden Almanack.

THE THREE SPLENDID DAHLIAS, Napoleon, Eugenia,
and Princess, dry roots, 5s. to 10*. Qd.

All Letters upon all subjects to be addressed, G. Glenny, Horti-
cultural Agent, Fulham.

TO PERSONS ACQUAINTED WITH SOUTH WALES, Xc.

WANTED, a LIST of the NAMES of the RESI-
* * DENCES or SEATS of the principal Nobility and

Gentry, &c, having Extensive Fruit Gardens, containing
Pineries, Vineries, and other Hothouses attached to their
Dwellings in or about any or all of the undermentioned coun-
ties, viz.:

—

H U-TURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

J

cient

rs

Anglesey
Carmarthenshire
Caernarvonshire
Glamorganshire
Merionethshire
Radnorshire

Cardiganshire
Denbighshire

Flintshire

Montgomeryshire
Pembrokeshire

Apply per Letter to G. T. l.
f
30, Norton Street, Islington,

Liverpool.

FLOUR, warranted free from adulteration, and deli-

vered to any part of London (not less than 1 peck), carriage
free. Whites, for pastry, at per bushel (56 lbs.), lis. 8d.; Fine
Households, recommended for bread making, lis. ; Seconds,
10s. 4d. ; Wheat Meal, for brown bread, 10s. 4tf. ; Best Coarse
and Fine Scotch Oatmeal, Indian Corn Meal, &c— Address,
Horsnaill & Catchpool, Bullford Mill, William, Essex; or,

Caledonian Road, Islington. Directions for making bread
supplied gratis. Terms cash. German Yeast.

A MERICAN~BEEF CAKES for PIGS, DOGS, or
£± CHICKENS, at 91. per ton, delivered at the Docks.—These
Cakes are free from moisture, and will keep sound any length of

time. They may be boiled or soaked in cold water, when broken
in small pieces. In either way they yield a nutritious food.

—

Taylor & Pears, 8, George Yard, Lombard Street, London.

ASTOUNDING REMEDY.
RATS, MICE, AND DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALS,

how to paralyse, and render them immoveable on the spot,

though there be hundreds, so that they may be gathered with a

shovel and finally drowned. The effect warranted, and the cost

to paralyse 50 will be 3Ad. Materials can be bought in every
town and village. The above astounding remedy sent post free

for eight post stamps to any address by Fisher & Son, Publishers,
Kingsland, London. Established 1847. Two Hundred testimonials
sent first if desired.—N.B. This remedy surpassing all conception
is exclusively Russian.

\yiRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
T " of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALA.CE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.

Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety :

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make

;

Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W. Richards. Imperial
Wire Works, 370. Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's

Theatre.

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London.
TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

, • ffe n°blllty and Rentl7 t(> the very superior manner Inwhich they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries Greenhouses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance nf
design, and durability of materials and workmanship
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts andRoofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and erhcie
manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to num be. aof the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ON AN IMP^OVtrT
-

PRINCIPLE.
MESSRS. COLLS and CO., Builders, Camberwell
i? -* beg to inform the nobility, gentry, and the public in general'
that they have made arrangements with an eminent Inventor and
Hot-water Engineer for the management of this portion of tlieir
business, and are prepared to take contracts for Warmin"
Churches, Chapels, Private Residences, Greenhouses, &c.

Estimates upon application.
*

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

f
R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,

* • (late Stephenson & Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above.

OT-WATER PIPES (Cast Iron) at WHOLE-
SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphons, Tee-Pipes, Coil-

Pipes, and every requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and
Saddle Boilers, 505. each. Improved Soot Doors and Furnace
Doors, Builders' Castings, Pipes, and Gutters of every description
in stock at Mr. Lynch White's, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper
Ground Street, Blackfriars Bridge, London.

THUMSO JN'S KE TORT BU1LEK6.
The Triple Retort, to heat 3000 ft. of 4-inch pipe £S 10
The Single do. do. 1000 do. do. 4
The Amateur's do. do. 500 do. do. 2 10

These unique and most powerful Boilers have been invented
by Mr. THOMSOW, of Dalkeith Gardens, where in some instances
he has fixed one of them to supersede six of those previously in
use there, and the Advertiser has obtained Mr. T.'s sanction to
manufacture and supply the public with them, which from his
great facilities he is able to do at the above extremely moderate
rates for Cash. The price includes a peculiar boiler plate, and
free delivery to Ship or Rail in Edinburgh.

John Meiklejon, Westfield Foundry, Dalkeith, N.B.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, ETC.
JSEELEY respectfully solicits immediate orders

• for any work ot this kind that may be required next
spring. It is always desirable that it should be made two
months before it is used.—Artificial Stone Works, Kos. 1 to 4,
Keppel Row, New Road, Regent's Park.

PATENT TERRA-COTTA.—Tracery for Parapets
* and Terraces, mullions, pinnacles, moulded bricks, coats of
arms, crosses, label mouldings, friezes, trusses, consoles, vases,

balusters, capitals and bases of columns, paviug, facing bricks,

copings, kitchen and other sinks, chimney shafts and tops, and
numerous other articles manufactured by J. M. Blashfield, in

Patent Imperishable Terra-Cotta, at Mill Wall, Isle of Dogs, and
sold at No. 1, Wharf, Praed Street, Paddington Basin.

PARCHMENT LABELS superseded by
CRESCENS, ROBINSON, and CO.'s PREPARED

LINEN LABELS. They are cheaper, written upon with greater

ease and rapidity, and quite as durable. Specimens, printed to any
pattern, sent post free from Crescens, Robinson, & Co.'s Paper and
Paper Bag Warehouse, 79, Upper Thames Street, London.

IRON HURDLES MADE BY MAC HIN EJRY^

COTTAM and HALLEN, of Winsley Street, have
invented machinery worked by steam for making Hurdles,

at a great saving of manual labour and reduction in cost. They
are made of superior Staffordshire iron, and will compete in price

with those made by hand from cinder or common iron, which so

frequently break. Iron Fencing, Gates, and Iron Work of all

kinds, both plain and ornamental, Conservatories, Hot-Water
Apparatus, aud Garden Implements. (The Paris prize medal,

park entrance gates, and patent stable fittings on view at the

Crystal Palace, Sydenham.)—Illustrated Catalogues free on appli-

cation to Cottam"& Hallen, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street.

HORTICULTURE
IN

ALL ITS

BRANCHES

BY APPOINTMENT.
JOHN WEEKS, F.H.S., & CO.,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA.

W>1

UiAck Constantia
Gibraltar
Hamburg

„ Frince
inon II*!l Muscat

Chassel&s Musque

Esperione
Frontiguan, grizzly

„ white
Muscadine, Royal

„ wbit«
Tokay Charlesworth

From 90* to 4&*. per dozen.
Catalogues of Forest, l-, u it, and Ornamental Trees, Shrub*.

ftop^ca^C]^
t^S, UerbaCJOua WiWB

* ** **• ma
-
v ** hrtU fc« on

J
WEEKS and CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-

• Water Apparatus Manufacturers, Hothouses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c, of every shape and size, both Plain
and Ornamental.

Also onr Improved Patent Tubular Boilers of all sizes. A lar^e

stock on liand. See our Illustrated Catalogues on Horticultural Building
ani Heat ng by Hot Wate-.

The accompany-
ing sketch repre-

sents our im-

prored Upright

Tubular Boiler,

with hollow fur-

nace bars. The
large surface

which this Boiler

exposes to the

immediate action

of the fire renders

it of extraordin-

ary power.
John Weeks

& Co. Manufac-
ture these Boiler-.

ot all sizes. The
largest size mea-
sure. 5 ft. 6 inches

high by 3 ft. 6 in.

diameter, and ex-

poses to the im-

mediate action of

the fire a surface

of 340 superficial

teet. The smallest

i JOHN
size is ISinche* high, by 18 inches in diameter.

WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.
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OKEIGN SEED ORDERS.—Plymouth is admir-
ably situated for the execution and transmission of Foretox

ObdERS. The Subscribers have during the past season forwarded
Seeds to Australia, New Zkaland, United States, Canada,
India, Malta, France, Austria, Portugal, Ionian Islands,
Madeira, Gambia, China, Cape of Good Hope, Prince Edward's
Island, Balaklava in the Crimea; and they have supplied
several Russian Officers (lately quartered in Plymouth), to

tike to their native country.

The following letter has just been received from aNnrservman
in Australia, and is important in showing that by careful and
proper packing Seeds will travel thousands of miles, and through
the Tropics too, without injury.

" The case of Seeds you sent me arrived in excellent

condition, and they are all growing well, and, from every
appearance, I should have supposed that they had only
travelled a short distance instead of so many thousands
of miles. This I consider is owing to their being well

ripened and dried, and carefully and properly
packed. / have to tender my best thanks to you for your
attention in doing so, for generally seeds that are sent

out to this Colony are destroyed owing to their getting
damp on the passage"
Our plan of packing them succeeds admirably, and all the

letters from our Foreign Correspondents tell the same tale. All
Foreign Orders will be attended to with promptness and care.
William E. Rendle & Co.. Foreign and Export Seed Mer-

chants, Plymouth.

SMITH'S~SUPER8 BALSAMS^
Fand A. SMITH beg to announce to the public

• that they are sending out their superb BALSAM SEED
in sealed packets, containing eight separate and distinct colours
of six seeds each, 2s. 61. per packet.
Also mixed do. in colours of unequal proportions, but the same

in number, 2s. per packet.
The above have been selected with great care from the most

double of a stock of 10,000 plants, and have been much com-
mended during the flowering season by those who saw them.
They were exhibited at most of the Metropolitan Shows, and

obtained the First Prizes at the Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park,
ami the Crystal Palace.

F. & A. S. have received many testimonials of the excellence
of the varieties sent out by them last season.
A List of Agents will be advertised in a short time.

Dulwich. Surrey.

OOBhiRT PARKER begs to offer the following, of
J *• which he possesses a large stock, in strong and healthy
plants:

—

Araucaria excelsa (Norfolk Island Pine), each
Azalea indica of sorts, from per doz. ...

Camellias of sorts, from per doz.
Cyclamen Atkinsi, flowering bulbs, each .. 3*. 6d. to

Delphinium formosum, the finest variety ever offered,
per ooz* ••• #*» ••« *»* ## * * # i ###

Epacrisea of sorts, from per doz
Ericas of sorts, from per doz. ... •—
Ferns, hardy, from per doz

„ stove and greenhouse, from per doz. ...

Gymnogramma peruviana argyrophylla
Gynerium areenteum (Pampas Grass), per doz.
Orchids, Exotic, from per doz
Selaginella, of sorts, from per doz.

A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of Plants is published,
also of Hyacinths and other Bulbous Roots, and will be forwarded
post free upon application.

A. remittance or reference to accompany all orders from un-
iuown correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads, Hollo-

*ay, London. ___ „___^_
THE PLANTING SEA SON.

T)ASS and BROWN have much pleasure in calling
** attention to their very fine and well grown Stock of
ROSES, &c, which they offer in collections as under.
Catalogues on application. £. s. d.
fiOSES, 100 standards, in 100 very superior varieties 7

100 „ 50
100 „ 100 extra
100 „ 50

„ selections per doz., 18s. to
100 dwarfs in 100 very superior varieties
100 „ 50
100 n 100 extra
100 „ 50 f ,

„ selections per doz., 6s. to 18

a Climbing v ... 9
HARDY CLIMBING PLANTS, 20 fine sorts, in pots 1

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, 100 distinct and showy
varieties, 30* per doz., 4s. to 6

Ditto, ditto, 100 superior varieties, 50s.; per doz., 7s. 6d. to 10
D*tto. ditto, 25 fine vars., best adapted for Rock Work,

125.; or 12 for 7 6
_very superb and beautiful collections of PHLOXES, PENT-
ST£MONS

f
POTENTILLAS, ANTIRRHINUMS, PEONIES,

DWARF ROCK CISTUS, HOLLYHOCKS, CONIFERS,
&c, &c.

CHOICE FRUIT TREES.
"caches, Nectarines, and Apricots, two and throe year trained,

7**7 fine, handsome, and well grown, each 35. 6d. to 5*. ; Plums,
*ws,<fcc.,twoand three year trained, do. each, 2$. 6d. to 3a. 6rf. To
^ntlemen requiring first-rate wall fruit these are strongly
recornmended

; also Standard, Pyramidal, and other Fruit Trees
or the choicest sorts.

iPiS
eildid GLADIOLI, ENGLISH, GERMAN, and other

1K1 S; LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM and other LILIES; and an

R0f?
Hive colIection of CHOICE DUTCH, CAPE, and other

GOODS CARRIAGE FREE for orders not under 205. to all the
°n<Jon stations, a^Q tQ al j stations on the London, Norwich, and

Colchester line.

gggd_and Horticultural Establishmen t, Sudbury. Suffolk.

To xt WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
Noblemen axd Gentlemen Planting New Pleasubk

£
rouxds or Improving Pabks or Drives, and to Companies

Wanting Public Parks or Cemeteries.
SKIRVING bega to offer his Stock of TREES

imm m &nd SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either for

*I7M
e effect or for extensive new Plantations, where smaller

eAn
and le" ^pensive plants are required. In addition to bis

^7*ral stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrubs, which is

off£7
ed t0 be the most extensive in England, he this season

tji_/
s upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most valuable

r?5Llate, y lntrodiwed, the ARAUCARIA IMBR1CATA and
^KUS DEODARA, of various sizes, from one to six feet.

iJJ^J
J- incites any one wanting Specimen Trees and Shrubs to

heiS? e
collection and obtain prices on the spot, as the mere

of will
8Dch tree* (^ qnoted in lists) gives no idea of the value

v*;1 ?n*own select plants for choice situations.

Plant
few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped

been
thp

' Ara"caria Imbricata and Cedrus D^odara have

di8t
8ro*n jn tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great

Ci \n? t thi * country, or to any part abroad.

ConslSr
LIAS

>
8ome of extra Ianre size

'
wel1 adaPted for

well ftir
at

?
riG8

' and a,! extensive collection of smaller sizes, allw *itb flower Buds, at very moderate prices.
Priced Lists will be sent on application.
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OTOKE NEWINGTON CHRYSANTHEMUM^ SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION, Nov 19.

LIST OF SUCCESSFUL COMPETITORS.
Class 1.—6 Plants.

Mr. R. James, Rochester Castle. Stoke Newington ... Silver Cup
Mr. R. Oubridge, Gr. to Jas.Foster, Esq., Stamford Hill £1 13

Class 2.— Single Specimen Plant.
Mr. J. Scrnhy, G r. to Mrs. Indie, Stoke Newington Road 15 6
Mr. R. James, Rochester Castle, Stoke Newington ...13

Class 3.— 6 Plants. Postpones.
Mr. Weatherill, Gr. to D. MNeil, Esq., Hornsey

Road Silver dip
Mr. J. Scrnby, Gr. to Mrs. Indie, Stoke Newington Road 1 10 6
Mr. Smith, Nursery, Hornsev Road 1
Mr. R. Ouhridge. Gr. to Jas. Foster, Esq., Stamford Hill 1
Mr. Argent, Nursery, Park Street, Church Street, Stoke

Newinsrton 1

s

5 6

* • • • • 3

6

6

6

Class 4.—24 CrT Rlooms, Distinct Varieties.
Mr. G. Taylor, Gr. to J.Williams, Esq., Stamford Hill. ..Silver Cup
Mr. E. Sanderson, Stoke Newington Gre<m 1 13
Mr. R. James. Rochester Castle, Stoke N'-wington ... 110
Mr. Arthur Wortley, Stoke Newington Common ... 1 8
Mr. J. Scruhy. Gr. to Mrs. Indie, Stoke N-wington Road 1 5
Mr. D. Monk, Gr. to

, Upper Clapton 1 8
Mr. R. Ouhridge. Gr. to Jas. Foster, Esq .Stamford Hill 1

Class 5.—12 Cut Blooms.
Mr. E. Sanderson, Stoke Newington Green
Mr. Arthur Wortley, Stoke Newimrton Common
Mr. J. Scruhy, Gr. to MPs. Indie, Stoke Newington Road
Mr. R. Oubndge, Gr. to Jas. Foster, Esq., Stamford Hill
Mr. Merry, Nurserv. Stamford Hill
Mr. Elliott, Gr. to Johu Foster, Esq., Stamford Hill ...

Mr. C. Sanderson, Bow
Mr. G. Taylor. Gr. to J. Williams. Esq., Stamford Hill
Mr. W. Monk, Gr. to . Tottenham ...

a ft a

* •*

Mr. R. James, Rochester Castle, Stoke Newington
Mr. D. Monk, Gr. to , Upper Clapton
Mr. J. Williams, Stoke Newington « «»

...Silver Cup
... 1 10 6ISO
15 6
13
10 6

18
15 6
13
10 6
8
5 6

ft ft

ft ft t

ftft ft

Class 6—6 Cut Ploams.
Mr. G. TAylor, Gr.to Jas. Williams, Esq.. Stamford Hill, 1

• * * v ft t

i

i
i
i

Mr. Elliott, Gr. to John Foster, Esq., Stamford Hill
Mr. R. James, Rochester Castle, Stoke Newington
Mr. J. Scruby, Gr. to Mrs. Indie, Stoke Newington
Mr. E. Sanderson, Stoke Newington Green
Mr. G. Monk, Gr. to , Ilford

Mr. Arthur Wortley, Stoke Newington Common
Mr. R. Ouhridge, Gr. to Jas. Foster, Esq., Stamford Hill, 13
Mr, C. Sanderson, Bow 10
Mr. D. Monk, Gr. to , Upper Clapton 8
Mr. Dawes, Gr. to — Hunt, Esq., Upper Clapton ... 5

10

8
B
3

18
15

Class 7.— 6 Cut Blooms CAkkmo.ve).
Mr. R. James, Rochester Castle, Stoke Newington ... 1

Mr.R. Oubridge, Gr.to Jas. Foster, Esq., Stamford Hill, 1

Mr. Arthur Wortley, Stokft Newington Common ... 1

Class 8.—6 Cur Blooms, for Exhibitors that have never
taken a prize before.

Mr. Peachey, Gr.to — Will mot, Esq., Stamford Hill ...

Mr. Putnam, Gr. to , Upper Clapton

10
8
5

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

• • ft

1

1 5 6

Extra Prizes, by Mr. Salter, Nursery, nammersmith,
for the three best blooms of " Alfred Salter."

Mr. Arthur Wortley, Stoke Newington Common
Mr. Salter, Nursery, Hammersmith
Mr. Arthur Wortley, Stoke Newington Common
By Mr. Weatherill, for the best Porapone Plant, exhi-

bited without sticks.

Mr. Scruby, Gr. to Mrs. Indie, Stoke Newington Road

10
7
5

6
6

5

Arthur Wortley, Hon. Sec.

CRAPE VINES IN POTS
TOHN WEEKS and Co., King's lioad, Chelsea, can
*J now supply Grape Vines struck from eyes in very fine

condition, strong and healthy, for Planting or Forcing in Pots, all

the best approved sorts.

Horticultural Establishment, King's Road, Chelsea.

Eht (Sartremrsf Chronicle.
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supply 01 fresh air there is no romoo why it should
not be found well suited to water plants, as well as

others.

Upon the Orangery and its contents we have
something more to say. That it is crowded with
plants is true ; that those plants suffer from their

nflnement is undeniable, and what is still more
important it is well known that Hie plauts them-
selves are the finest of their kinds in Europe.
Such Norfolk Island Pines and other Conifers
can only be found in the countries they naturally
inhabit. But where are they to be placed > Kew
contains no other shelter than the old Orangery

;

so that crowded and suffering these re_al specimens
must remain until a proper residence is provided for

them.

Let us hope that one of the first of the future
improvements at Kew will be the construction of a
vast glass shelter, under which may be cultivated in

perfection those beautiful plants of temperate
countries, which are impatient of winter cold and
damp, but for which our English summers are

perfectly adapted. The races of so called green-
house plants are in no respect less striking or less

beautiful than the Palms and similar trees for which
the noble Palm House was constructed, ar.d they
are far better suited for ornamental purposes in the

United Kingdom ; for few can afford to construct

a hothouse, or even to maintain it, while the half

hardy trees and shrubs of climates only a little

better than our own are enjoyable by every body.
We would therefore urge upon the consideration of

Government the completion of the grand collection

of Kew by a greenhouse worthy of the nation and
the place. Therein might be found the natives of our

great Australian and South African colonies,

associated with all that is rarest and best in

temperate America, and the rich Mediterranean
region. Orange trees and Australian Myrtles,

Pomegranates and Gum trees, Acacias and Proteads,

Norfolk Island Pines, Alerces, Araucarias and
Saxegotheas would blend their foliage or intermix
their flowers with all that is most picturesque in

the vegetation of the Eastern and Western worlds.

If our artists are to enlarge their ideas and improve
their taste by the contemplation of unfamiliar

natural objects it is in such a collection that they
would most effectually do so.

But it may be asked, where is this construction of

hothouses and greenhouses, and this constant

increase of Garden plants to stop ? Our answer is,

Stop here.

No mistake could be greater than to imagine that

a national garden ought to contain all known plants

in a living state. When we consider that above

80,000 species of cultivable plants are known,
exclusive of endless varieties scarcely inferior in

importance to species, the object is obviously unat-

tainable. Nor is it worth attaining. What our

ancestors happily called the Hortwt siccu or dry
garden, which moderns term the Herbarium, is the

place where all vegetable forms are to be preserved

for purposes of science. It is there that most species

and varieties can be compared and examined ; it is

there they can be systematically arranged, which is

impracticable in a living garden, and without which
they are useless for purposes of study. And such is

To our reporter's account of Kew Gardens, pub-
lished a fortnight ago, an old correspondent objects

that it is laudatory rather than critical. " While it

is the duty of a reporter/' he writes, " to praise

what is praiseworthy, it equally behoves him to

blame what is blameable." And then he proceeds ' the skill of those who now prepare plants for the

to say, "although the cultivation is very much '
Herbarium that multitudes of species are just as

improved, the health of the plants excellent, the examinable when dead as when alive. A garden,

keeping perfectly satisfactory, and the new arrange- whether public or private, must of necessity, and

ments in progress in the Palm stove admirable, yet i
should from choice, be a mere Selection of species

the ugly misplaced Museum, the miserable "Victoria remarkable for their beauty, or singularity, or

House/and the great dark heavy Orangery stuffed diversity, or utility to man. But especially should

with Araucarias and other fine things which are

dying there ought to have been pointed out as being

discreditable. As to the new Museum, for which
so much of the beautiful piece of water, so many
noble trees, and so picturesque a part of the garden

have been needlessly sacrificed, it is difficult to

conceive what head could have planned such a

monstrosity. Seen from the road with which it is

neither parallel nor at right angles, it is frightful,

seen from the garden it is mean as well as mis-

placed."

it contain those which from their maenitude, or

colours, or texture, or manner of growth, are

unsuited to the cabinets of an Herbarium, and these

should be shown to the utmost possible advantage.

Were the aim of a public garden directed to these

points alone its whole aspect would be wonderfully

improved and its value for all public purposes be

greatly increased. We no longer see in this

country at least endless ranks of sticks standing in

pots with a few leaves at one end and a label at the

other, the collection being denominated a Botanic

We bv no means denv that these remarks are well j

Garden ;
the whole aspect o- >uch places is changed

founded ; on the contrary we agree with our

correspondent in much that he says. Undoubtedly

the place occupied by the Museum is most un-

fortunate ; but there it is ; nobody can remove it,

and it is now useless to complain. The consolation

is that however much there may be to criticize

externally, it is a good roomy place and we doubt

not will show to advantage the multifarious col-

lections it is to receive. The Victoria House, a

mistake of a former Chief Commissioner, would be

better removed from the vicinity of the great Palm
House, and altered so as to become habitable by

plants. In its present unventilated condition

nothing can grow in it except Gourds and tropical

under the influence of improved taste, aided by the

skill of modern gardeners ; but we have not carried

the alteration far enough, as some of the houses at

Kew themselves testify. And there is great danger

le-t the eagerness with which new plants are intro-

duced should again lead, in spite of all resistance,

to crowding plants into glass houses, especially in

public gardens, for the sake of gratifying the vanity

of persons who expect to be able at all times to

point to a plant and say " See ! this is what I gave
them."

While then we earnestly advocate the construc-

tion of one other most noble Greenhouse at Kew,
as indeed seems to be inevitable, we most certainly

weeds ; were it provided with an ample and constant would stop there. Nor would there be any need of
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further outlay if the views now explained were

adopted as a' fixed principle of the establishment.

Selection* not Collection should he painted over the

gates of the garden ; Collection not Selection over

the doors of the Herbarium and Museum.

Recent letters from Ascension report the con-

tinued and signal success of the interesting experi-

ment in reclaiming a volcanic waste which is now
in progress on that island, under the orders of the

Admiralty, as we explained on a former occasion

(see p. 851 of our last volume).

Crops of all kinds were looking extremely well.

From Oats shaken out of the bags of Cape Oat

straw some land on the Peak had been successfully

cropped for green food. The variety, although very

coarse, frequently producing seven stems from a

single seed, seemed well adapted to the soil and

climate. Nearly 30 acres were under cultivation

with Vegetables and Fruit, eighteen were occupied

by Sweet Potatoes, the most important crop. Eight

acres and a quarter were in Grass, twenty-seven and

a quarter were occupied by trees, roots, &C, and

about an acre and a half were fallow.

Nothing could surpass the health and good con-

dition of the animals on the island, consisting of

cattle, horses, sheep, and donkeys. Ewes had

lambed abundantly, and imported Southdowns had

proved as active and hardy as any of the island

sheep. Their introduction promised to be attended

with the best result. The following statement^ of

the supplies issued to the fleet and garrison during

the first six months of the present year shows con-

clusively what the productive powers of the island

are likely to become :

—

lbs.

Sweet Potatoes 3402
Pumpkins ... ... ... ... 22.385

Leeks ... ... ... ... ... 3542
Salads, &c. ... 4206
Carrots... ... ... ... ... 2738

279
382

Palmer's Springs, Bananas were growing away most

vigorously.

Rains continue to be more frequent than

formerly. They set in last year as early as August,

and Mr. Wallacb, in charge of the farm and garden

ground, is of opinion that if the island is equally

favoured this year, the gardens and fields on the

mountain will be as luxuriant and well cultivated

as any in the world.

New Plants.
189. Castanea chrysophylla, Douglas in Hooker's Flora

Borcali-americana, II. 159. Bot. Mag. t. 4953.

We find in the new No. of tho Botanical Magazine an

excellent figure of this rare plant, with the following

description.

rarities perhaps in the

Gardens of Kew, is the

-a Chesnut with the under
golden hue, occasioned by

• •

Vegetable Marrows
Spinach
Cucumbers
French Beans
Bananas
Peaches
Blackberries

Pine Apples ...

Callaloo

English Potatoes

• • •

• •

• # •

# # • •

• •

• # • * •

• • *

• * •

913
8398
711
30
800
90
60

131

80Chillies

Fodder, consisting chiefly of Oats,

Indian Corn, and Grass 143,000

French Beans were perfectly at home, and proved

invaluable. Two roods of White Canterbury Kidney

Beans, sown with seed saved on the spot, produced in

one fortnight 1245 lbs. of green Beans, and 3 bushels

of seed had been saved from 20 perches of land.

The Coffee shrub was making some progress in

spite of difficulties, and had furnished a couple

of pecks of very fine Coffee Beans last January.

Vines brought by Commodore Adams from Sierra

Leone, where they prosper, had been planted in a

place made as Vine borders are in England, in the

hope that this fruit, which has not yet thriven,

might thus be established. Pine Apples, brought by

Sir Wm. Wiseman, were making capital progress. A
piece of waste ground had been formed into a terrace

along a bank of American Aloes, and supplied with

rich vegetable mould brought down from the Peak.

This, mixed well by the spade with the chalky

tufa of the soil and a third of stable droppings,

had formed a border 2 feet deep. In February there

were 500 plants growing as vigorously as under the

best English cultivation. The Cochineal insect,

brought to the island by Sir Wm. Wiseman, was

breeding fast upon a kind of Opuntia called the

White Prickly Pear, which has become plentiful all

over the island. About two. hundred plants were

established with the insect upon them in large

quantities, and there was reason to believe that its

cultivation might be turned to profit. In short

every crop that had been tried had succeeded, more

or less, with the exception of Turnips.

A piece of ground attached to the Hospital has

been successfully planted with ornamental shrubs,

and now forms an extremely gay and agreeable

place of resort. A yellow Tecoma from India had

completely established itself, and for four months

successively kept the garden in beauty with its rich

golden flowers. With it are associated species of

Ficus, Eucalyptus, Hex with very large leaves,

Vitex, and Lauras, with Oranges, Melia Azedarach,

Acacia leucophylla, Buddlea madagascariensis, and

some Grewias. Brugmansia suaveolens grows well

and flowers abundantly.

A sheltered ravine planted "with Guavas,

Loquats, sour Limes, Peaches, Oranges, and Figs,

was very flourishing, and the Guavas were showing
fault in abundance. In another place, called

"One of the greatest

Arboretum of the Royal

subject of the present plate-

side of the leaves of a pale

the presence of innumerable minute peltate scales of

that colour. Specimens of the plant probably exist in

the herbaria of many botanists ; for the tree was

discovered so long ago as 1830, by Mr. David Douglas,

about the grand rapids of the Columbia (Oregon), Cape

Orford, and near Mount Hood, in North-West America,

constantly inhabiting the hills ; and it has since been

found by travellers in California, especially by Burke

and Hartweg, and these collectors were able to send

seeds to Europe, of which very few indeed appear to

have germinated. Our solitary plant was reared from

a seed gathered by Burke": and, although now only

about five feet high, it has for several years produced

spikes of flowers, and these, in one instance, were

succeeded the following year (1856) by several fruits

of the size here represented, but which fell off before

they were mature. The tree bears our severest winters

perfectly unharmed. This is said by Douglas to form

a beautiful tree in its native country, varying in height

from 20 to 70 feet. We make our description from our

own small plant above mentioned, which is branched

almost to the base, the young branches tawny or golden-

colour. Leaves, the smallest of the Chesnut kind, two

and a half to three inches long, shortly petiolate,

ovato-oblong, acuminate, coriaceous, entire, glabrous,

very dark creen and somewhat glossy above ; beneath

clothed with dense, minute, farinaceous scales of a

golden-yellow colour. Spikes of flowers from the axils

of the upper or terminal leaves, as long as, or shorter

than, the leaves, on short peduncles. Male flowers

occupying the upper half, numerous, crowded ; female

flowers one to three or five, distant, scattered at the

base, all sessile. Male Flowers :— Perianth cup-

shaped, small, villous, six-cleft, three lobes external ;

three inuer less villous than the outer ones. Stamens

10 to 12 or 13 ; filaments long, flexuous, much longer

than the perianth. Female Flowers, accompanied by

some imperfect stamens. Perianth as in the male.

Ovary having its base incorporated with the perianth,

very hispid, dividing above into three glabrous styles.

These ovaries remained the whole winter on the plant ;

and during the following summer became a three- lobed

fruit of the size represented at fig. 5, and then fell off

immature before the autumn. It is three-lobed, and

very prickly, as in Castanea vesca"

[
nice connecting link between the two grand divisions

Coniomycetcs and Ilymenomycetes. In TremeUa the
base of the plant consists of interwoven threads

bearing at their tips large globose swellings which
frequently divide into four lobes, each lobe girino-

ri?e to a long thread tipped by a boat-shaped spore!

In like manner the base of the gelatinous mass in

these parasites consists of a mass of flexuous distinct

threads springing from a more intricate set beneath.

The tip of each thread is crowned by a uniseptate

somewhat conical cell which has all the appearance of

the spore of a Puccinia. Each cell, however, germinates

at two or four points, and the elongated threads result-

ing from this germination bear the true spores, which

are broadly cymbiform and capable of germination.

There is therefore a very close resemblance between the

TremeUa and the Podisoma. The great difference

exists first in the arrest of development which takes

place in the pseudospores of the latter, a circumstance

which is still stronger in Puccinia and other allied

genera ; and secondly in the fact that the sporrforra

bodies in Podisoma germinate like true spores, while

the apparent germination of the sporophores of TremiUa
is nothing more than an extension of the walls of the

cell into filiform processes. In Podisoma the inner

membrane protrudes in the form of a mycelium, exactly

as the pollen tubes are protruded in Phsenogams. The

better plan, perhaps, is to regard the growth of Podisoma

and its allies as a sort of alternation of generations, the

propagation of the plant depending upon the germina-

tion of the spores of the second or third order ; and it

is this postponement of propagation which in all pro.

bability keeps up the connection of the parasite with the

parent plant. Months may elapse between the failure

of the parasite and the appearance of a new crop ;

meanwhile the parasite has been making preparation for

fresh attacks, for which had the ultimate germination

taken place at once the nurse might not have been pre-

pared for the reception of the new generation. M. J- B.
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VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. CXLVI.

603. Parasite (Gymnosporangium, Podisoma*). The
very curious productions comprised under the genera

which form the subject of our present notice cannot be

considered as materially affecting the cultivator. They

are, however, iu themselves and the considerations they

involve so important^ *that a treatise on the maladies of

plants would not be Complete unless it included a notice

of them. They are confined exclusively to species of

the genus Juniperus, on the branches of which they form

clavate or lobed gelatinous masses which resemble

externally the species of TremeUa, which are so common
on decaying sticks in winter. The branches, however,

on trhich these genera grow are by no means decayed,

and the same branch will produce a new crop for

many successive years, each individual leaving behind

every year a little orbicular disc, which waits merely for

a new season to sprout out again into a fresh plant. In

general the branches of the matrix are not at all

distorted ; but in P. macropus an orbicular excrescence

t

is formed, looking very much like the strolilus of a' "the fourth year of their growth, not at hx

Cypress.

604. This latter is very common in Pennsylvania

upon those plants of the Virginian Juniper which have

been closely clipped, and is known under the name of

Cedar Apples, and brought into the market as a popular

vermifuge. The trees, though covered with the parasite,

do not seem to suffer, for as fast as the parasite grows

so fast the swelling increases upon which it is developed.

In like manner ihoee species which affect the branches

of other Junipers without causing much distortion, if

injurious at all, are so only after a long series of years,

which is the more surprising as the large gelatinous

masses must make a strong demand on the mother

plant.

605. It was said that these parasites are externally like

a TremeUa. The resemblance is, indeed, not merely ex-

ternal, and there is no doubt that these plants fovm a

• (tymnosTporanqium. from yvw$v; naked, rr«;a a seed, and

. etyyvs* a vessel, Podisoma from rtvs a foot, and racpaot a body, in

allusion to the solid mass formed by Lhe pedunculate scores.

DECREPITUDE OF THE PEAR TREE.

As already stated, every individual being, whether t?

an animal or vegetable nature, has its average period of

existence, during which it passes through all its stages,

falls into decay, and arrived at its limit disappears from

the face of the earth. As many years as a seedling Pear

tree requires to arrive at its full growth, so many years

it takes to decay and die off. The age depends on the

particular race, its degree of acclimatation, the con-

ditions, more or less favourable, under which the tree

has been planted, and the care with which it has been

subsequently managed.

Of all fruit trees the Pear, when sprung from a good

race, attains the greatest age. This age varies from 1 HO

or 150 up to 200 years or more. It is easy to ascertain

its age by examining, when the tree has been sawed

over by the ground, the annual layers, which show the-

progress of its growth, its stoppage and decline.
^

These

layers, very large near the centre, become smaller and

smaller towards the circumference, where they are

almost imperceptible. It is in accidental situations thai?

trees attaining the greatest age are found ; but the Foil

must be rich, deep, and free from stagnant water.

From these observations, the truth of which may be

corroborated by every careful observer, it will be under-

stood how necessary it is in our cold and variable-

climates, when it is intended that the trees should

attain a great age, only to plant stocks raised from seeds-

of hardy and vigorous sorts. In raising from seed,

there are alwavs some seedlings which have no

similarity to their parents. For this reason it is neces-

sary to make a careful selection in the second year of

their growth. All the seedlings having a smooth bark,

of an olive green colour, spotted with grey, and a stem

that naturally grows straight and upright, may be con-

sidered to possess the characteristics indicative of firm-

ness of growth and long duration.

The seedlings from the wild Pear of the woods have

been patronised ; some authors have recommended the

Sucr-e Verte Pear, which succeeds better in a strong

soil than those of the Poire d'Amande and >apoleon.

In several experiments made wHfein the last 10 year*

we have obtained fine stocks from these three varieties ;

but have found that the most substantial have been

derived from the SucrCe Verte. Nevertheless we haw

observed that vigorous varieties from recent regenera-

tions "gave a better result. The stocks which were

selected and planted were budded in the summer o.
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above the ground, but at three feet or m°re
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following reason : trees worked too near the 8r«uu are

liable to sun-stroke, as formerly eta.ed, whilst t ose

budded at the height of three feet are *• fj
n°*»

young trees raised for orchard culture do not undergo

any cut or wound which cannot heal the
.
«»e

season. Their shoots are shortened back a the p O er

period in order to form a fine pyramid, either w.u. a

half stem or tall stem ; and when older the tree.
,

a»

subjected to a moderate thinning of the^»<*£
Thus treated,^^^OS^t^
for many years. It will ne unuci

«.*«*—.1 «»<*ten»

we conform in practice to the rules of .»M«Jrtem
of cultivation, the farther we put off the F™*£
weakness and decay, and the more we *evm» f£™

such system the sooner does that period an£*
Crops too heavy for the richness of the «£toO *»£
pruning, and inconsiderate lopping or th.*.ng of tl

branches, and inattention to the destruction of^.n ec

are so n anv causes which hasten the period of «*
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trespassed lull much on your readers' patience, but from

the data I have given I believe all who wish may calcu-

late pretty nearly what their consumption of fuel ought

to be in proportion to the size of their houses, and the

quantity of pipe employed to heat them. It should

however always be borne in mind that there is no worse

economy than the use of au insufficient amount of pipe.

Where that is the case the house can be heated only

by keeping the pipes always at an extreme temperature
;

and this is attended with very great waste of fuel from

heat passing up the chimney. A Vinery 14 feet wide

ought scarcely to have less than six rows of 4-inch pipe

if it is to be used for early forcing. /. Rogers.

I wish « An Old Stoker" and others distinctly to under-

stand that I recommended an economical plan for

excluding frost from an orchard house, and that 1 said

nothing about forcing. I have burnt cinders m
Home Correspondence. conical boiler ; they do not keep up a strong heat longer

Fuel for Conical Boilers.—There is an old adage, than six hours, and the boiler must even in this case be

«None are so deaf as those who will not hear," which a large one. Welsh coals are excellent both for giving

•.. n-i u xTrtrv« ««.« on a„\\ qq tiuup who will nnt iwt f» sfrMiif heat and for lasting purposes. The joints

, made with Portland and Roman cement

ot stand a great pressure of water. I have
*

? found

ickness,

/j^Tdecay in the Fear tree. The time however will
Tl

iDe when attention to all these points is useless,
C

^en the tree loses its vigour and only produces poor

d flavourless fruit containing no seeds. The terminal

Soots are short, slender, their bark cracks, and they

no longer perfect their wood, losing their leaves and

becoming dried up.

When a tree presents these characteristics of old

at»e it ought to be destroyed, for it uselessly occupies

room, has an unsightly appearance, and can only

deposit diseased excretions by its roots, which it ought

pot to be allowed to do. No other tree ought to be

planted in the same place till many years have elapsed,

unless, indeed, the soil occupied by the decayed tree be

removed. /• He Jonghc, Brussels.

I

!

ascending as well as descending series, and that the

numerals, 1, 2, 3, 4, may be said to be valuable (or to

bave value) in the «rder in which they stand. With this

explanation all I have written is clear and consistent.

With respect to his second difficulty, it seems also to

have escaped his apprehension that a boiler is not

always most available when its fire is most powerful,

but that it may be desirable to have a fire which shall

come to its maximum power some hours after it has

been left, especially if the pipes are hot when the fire is

made up for the night. The object of a hot-water

apparatus is duration and uniformity of heat, not to

boil the water out of the pipes at 9 p.m., with the pro-

Hogg's Edging Tiles.—Mr.

he has written to you stating that these tiles wifl not

stand the weather. The fact is that the tiles supplied

by Mr. Hogg to your correspondent were not made by

me. I have made them for four years and never had

a complaint, and can show specimens laid in 18o3 as

perfect as when new. I am satisfied that my earth will

bear any exposure, which is not the case I admit with

all brick-earth. It appears to me to be about as reason-

able to condemn this material for garden edging, as to

argue that because some bricks perish by frost, there-

fore bricks are not a suitable material for building

purposes. The following is a copy of a note received

lability of finding them "cold in the morning. I too from Mr. Hogg. Russell BlacUt, Railway Wharf,

have had to do with many boilers of many forms
|
Witkam, Essex. « The tiles, which were supplied to

for the last 30 years and more, and have wit- Mr. , were not yours, but were made at JMy, in

nessed many varieties of mismanagement, the result of Cambridgeshire, or rather at Soham, a place wiUun

which is that the very last person I should think of em-
,

three miles of Ely. So that, if these whuA I a ter-

ploying to managemy fires is « An Old Stoker." I should
j
wards found were made of a clay which did not stand

have some hope of his stoke-hole boy if he had not been

too long with him, and I think he would sufficiently

appreciate the comfort of 10 quiet hours in bed in

winter to be willing to take some pains to attain it. A
simple statement of the work performed by the boiler of

my Orchid-house will show what may be expected from

a conical boiler with proper fuel properly managed. The

house, consisting of two compartments, is 32 feet

<i inches long by 14 feet wide, and span-roofed. One

part is a transept 4 feet higher than the other, and the

sides and ends being also glazed with vertical glass, on

an average 3 feet 6 inches high, exclusive of the gables,

it presents a form more than usually difficult to heat. It

the frost, are brought forward as an objection to yours,

you may with confidence assert that they were not

yours." Robert Hogg, Hungerford Wharf, Nov. 21.

New Roses.—I observed in your last week's Paper an

excellent article on this subject by Mr. W. Paul of

Cheshunt. How far his remark relative to the fable

of " the fox and the Grapes " may be applicable to the

case in question I will not pretend to determine, but

this much I will say, that 1 consider the poor unfor-

tunate new Roses have been depreciated to an extent

they do not deserve. I am quite ready to admit that

our novelty-loving neighbours across the Channel have

palmed upon the public far too many new kinds with
ltnreseius a iorm more uiau usuaiiv uiui^uii w «^»w •** j,«*«*^- -r~~ -— r—~- - - - .

cheated by 170 feet of 4-inch pipe, to reach and high-sounding names which have not realised the de -

is neaieu uy aiy *„L_ . ™i_i„M1«k wintinn« with which thev have been accompanied. But
return from which the water traverses a tool-house

through 26 feet of 2-inch pipe, where some slight

waste of heat takes place. The consumption of

fuel (Welsh coal exclusively) amounts on an

average of six years to 7^ tons per aniaim, which

is as° nearly as possible 46 lbs. per 24 hours,

on an average through the year. The absolute con

criptions with which they have been accompanied. But

why condemn all because a few have proved unworthy ?

All the new Roses as they appear have been annually

imported into this establishment with a view of testing

their respective merits, but only those of sterling worth

have been retained and propagated ; out of the large

number imported last season the following have

zsss.=3»e-3=m£ stut. =,cantsws&
even more in very severe weather such as we had in

1855, when the thermometer was 10° below freezing by

day. At such seasons some slight waste takes place up

the chimney. My under gardener who manages the

fire, resides two miles off, and at this season leaves soon

sfte? 5 p.m., and does not return much before /

a.m. ; he finds on his arrival a fire as good as he left,

and the pipes at least as warm. I know that the house

is not often below 60° at 8 a.m., and that it has not

varied two degrees above or below that during the

night. I have two other boilers in constant work

whose performance does not differ materially from the

above, but they are less easily checked and reduced to

a definite statement. I observe in your Paper of

Not. 22, in which my remarks on fuel occurred, a

statement by a correspondent, "A. C," which seems

inconsistent with mine, and which therefore ca Is for

some notice. He states that in 1855 he expended 2 U. 10*.

in fuel in forcing a Vinery 44 feet long, with a conical

toiler, and that in 1 856 he obtained the same results with

another boiler with an expenditure of only III. 105.

I may remark that the season 1855 was one of extraor-

dinary severity, and that my own Orchid-house during

the early months of that year consumed nearly double

its nsual amount of fuel. I am however not disposed

to attribute the difference of which he writes to that

cause alone. I think it was more probable that the

conical boiler was unequal to its work, in which case a

great waste of fuel would take place. Moreover, as he

does not state what kind of fuel he employed, it is very

possible that he used bituminous coal, wh.cn is altogether

unsuitable, and could only be employed with great waste

both of fuel and labour. I have stated my results in

weight of fuel, because that alone affords data for com-

parison in all places. From the country in which
u A. C- lives coal ought to be cheap, and his diminished

consumption, computed at the highest pr.ce he gives,

l«t. per ton, appears to me very large. Coal with me

costs 25*., and Welsh coal 32s. per ton; and as car-

riage forms a large proportion of its cost, I consider the

highest priced coal, that is to say that which is intrin-

sically the strongest, to be the cheapest fuel, not to men-

tion the advantage of getting rid of all smoke, l nave

and I think I may fearlessly assert will be found to

please the most fastidious. Hybrid Perpetuate—Arthur

de Sansalles, dark crimson purple ; Docteur Henon,

white slightly tinged with pale yellow—this, although a

very beautiful Rose, I fear will prove rather delicate

for our climate ; General Pelissier, pale lilac rose,

form of William Jesse, with flowers of immense size
;

General Simpson, bright carmine, form and habit ot

Louise Odier ; Madame Knorr, deep pink with rosy

centre, very large ; Mathurin Regnier, bright lilac rose,

much in the way of William Griffith but having a greater

depth of petals; P*eonia,lightcarmine,form of
.Robin Hood;

Pauline Lansezeur, light crimson, shaded with violet

;

Souvenir de la Reine d'Angleterre, bright rose, very

large and very double—this is, indeed, a very superb

Rose ; Toujours fleuri, rosy crimson, shaded with violet—

this will prove an acquisition as a pot Rose
;
Tnomphe

d'Avranches, deep red, a large bold flower, but perhaps

a little too coarse to be reckoned first-rate ;
Tnomphe

de l'Exposition, bright crimson, the flowers are very

large and finely formed. Bourbon—lmperatrice Eugeme,

rosy blush, with deeper centre, form and size of Souvenir

de la Malmaison. Charles Wood, Woodlands Nursery,

Maresfield, Sussex.

Preserving Ginger.-Tor the information of your

correspondent Col. Mason and others who may be

interested in the preservation of Ginger, I send you the

following extract on the subject from Browne s rsatural

History of Jamaica: — "To preserve this root in

syrup, as it is usually done, it must be dug while its

texture is yet tender and full of sap ; and[then the

shoots seldom exceed 5 or 6 inches m height These

roots are carefully picked and washed, and afterwards

scalded until they become tender enough for the purpose

They are then put into cold water and scraped and

peeled gradually ; this operation may last three or four

davs during which time the roots are constantly kept

in water, but frequently shifted both from cleanliness,

and to take off more of their native acrimony. After

thev are well prepared in this manner, they are put into

iars and covered over with a thin syrup, which, after

two or three days, is shifted and a richer put on
;
and

this is sometimes again removed, and a fourth put on,

but it seldom requires more than three syiupetohe

well preserved. The shifted syrups are not useless, but

are diluted and fermented into a small and pleasant

liquor, commonly called cool drink." B.

Pears.—In the Gardeners' Chronicle of Nov. 22 I ob-

serve an article in which my name occurs several times ;

and I find that the author acknowledges my ideas

respecting the thinning and pruning of fruit trees to be

good, and this is much. I will he so courteous as to

admit that one year is more favourable to the production

of fruit, as well as other vegetable products, than

another. But I still persist in maintaining that trees

which have been well reared, well planted, and treated

according to the rules of art, afford the greatest chance

of success. By seeking for the causes of failure, the

cultivator will find useful instruction, and of these

causes of failure I have pointed out several in previous

communications. In No. 48, p. 741, I see that at the

exhibition on the 25th of November there were three

pyramid trees, of the Louise Bonne (of Jersey), on the

Quince stock, one of which had struck root from above

the graft, freed itself from the Quince stock, and losing

the power of drawing nourishment from the latter, pro-

duced cankered shoots, bearing, if any, only imperfect

fruits. What is the cause of it ! It was not pointed

out, although useful to cultivators to know. We have

observed the same thing in our cultures for more than

10 years, and the causes to which we attribute it are

these :—The roots that are emitted from the junction

of the stock and graft are called, I believe, in scientific

language " adventitious roots f and this kind do not

subdivide but penetrate far into the soil, whether the

latter be good or bad. Without subdivision of the

roots there are neither fibres nor spongioles, the func-

tion of which unquestionably is to draw^ nourishment

from the soil, that nourishment so essential to the for-

mation of the organs of fructification, and to the growth

of the young fruit. It is not only the Louise Bonne

which in freeing itself from the stock gives the above

result, but all the varieties which have been worked

upon the Quince have done the same, forming adventi-

tious roots at the junction of the graft and stock. If

this effect does not take place immediately, it will be

observed as soon as the roots of the Quince have ceased

to perform their functions. In order to avoid this serious

evil it is essential to plant the trees on Quince stocks

so that the adventitious roots may not iorm at. the

junction of the graft and stock. In a special article

upon the cultivation of the Pear upon the Quince stock

I shall revert to the subject, and treat upon it at greater

length. /. De Jonghe, Bittssels.

Mulberry.—In the kitchen garden here there is a

standard " Mulberry Tree" which annually bears great

quantities of excellent fruit The tree is never pruned,

and every twig is loaded with berries which begin to

ripen towards the end of September, and on through

October till the frost cuts them off. I presume that

ycur correspondent " W. D. S." uses the knife too

freely. Five years ago I had a fine vigorous Mulberry

tree cut down, that covered a piece of wall 20 feet by

1 feet ; the tree had undergone the usual routine of

pruning and nailing for many years, but it never

produced anything, and having plenty of fruit from the

" Standard Tree " I employed the space on the wall

more profitably. James Macton, Homme House,

Herefordshire.

Wellingtonia gigantea, Clematis from the Rocfoj Moun-

tains, Ac.—I am sorry the Syrian fruits (see p. W\
never arrived, not on my own account but for that ot

others Would it not be well to lay the admirable

sucwestion of « C. T. W.," of Uxbridge, concern.ng the

Wellingtonia before the Horticultural Society, who

could memorialise the American Ambassador in London

on the subject, and who would no doubt pay prompt

attention to so reasonable a request from so distinguished

a body, especially as the movement is made to save the

remainder of those magnificent trees from destruction

or further mutilation. How ever any persons in their

senses could lay axe to or in any way injure such splen-

did specimens of vegetation passes comprehension.

May it not be suggested to the Ambassador that a wider

oevona i«e xvw»j muuuw..uo, ~, o .
^

he mentions, in or near the foot of the above mountains,

the following:-'* Among the flowering Vines is one

deserving of particular notice ; each flower is composed

of 6 leaves or petals, about 3 inches in length, of a beau-

tiful crimson, the inside spotted with white Its leaves,

of a fine green, are oval, and dispersed by threes. This

plant climbs upon trees without attaching itself to them.

When it has reached the topmost branches it descends

perpendicularly, and as it continues to grow extends

from tree to tree, until its various stalks interlace the

grove like the rigging of a ship. The stems or trunks

of this Vine are tougher and more flexible than W lllows,

and are from 50 to 100 fathoms in length From the

fibres the Indians manufacture baskets of such close

texture as to hold water." He mentions Currants and

Gooseberries of 8 and 9 feet high, of excellent flavour.

In wandering through the woods last autumn twelve-

month with a companion we came opposite Downton

Castle the residence of the late president of the Horti-

cultural Society, and were beyond measure struck with

the beauty of the wild Clematis and the Virginian

Creeper, which mingling together ran up from base to

battlement of the left wing of the castle ; the rich heavy

masses of the Clematis contrasted most beautifully with

the deep crimson frost-tinted leaves of the Virginian

Creeper; scarcely could there be a more beautiful
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could be introduced into England, would it not be adding

another most vigorous and, I should think, most cer-

tainly a hardy climber to our list, with its splendid

large crimson blossom ? What an excellent effect it

would have on building or tree ! I once before saw

near Ludlow a wild C'emat's running up a Spruce Fir

that had been shredded up all but the head. The
climber was one mass of blossom, broad at the base,

but gradually tapering as it ascended the tree ; the

effect in this case was good, light green surmounted by
dark, but nothing like the superb effect the light green
had resting on the crimson. Pray excuse this long
epistle. Of course the Clematis was in full blossom at

Down ton at the time mentioned. F. N. 9 Shrewsbury.

[We have no laith iu travellers' tales of Vines with six

petal?, :nl wonderfully good wild fruit?. It is astonish-

ing to see how small tht s j great things become when
they are put to the test.] p

J)ioscorea Batatas.—From experiments that have
been made, and the specimens produced at the Horti-

cultural Society's meeting of this root, it would appear
that it is quite hardy, easily cultivated, aid that it

occupies but little space in the ground. I therefore

think on that account, as well as from the circumstance
of its being apparently very prolific, that it is likely to

become hereafter, if not exactly a substitute for the
common Potato, at all events a valuable acquisition iu

the feeding of cattle and pigs, and consequently its ex-

!

it. What is the botanical name of the black or Chiuese
hardy Bamboo ? Is it Arundinaria or Ludolfia glau-

cescens ? [It is Bambusa nana we believe.] Is the Pear
called in France Mart in Sec to be had in England, and
what is its quality ? [It is a crisp winter sort of no value

here.] The Olea japonica of the Horticultural .Society's

Garden is what comes as Olea excel.-a from Madeira.

Is not Madura now to be had by the hundred for making
hedges, and where is it sold? [By ail nurserymen of

note.] Has the beautiful blue of the fruit of Monnina
ever been turned to use ? is it of poisonous nature ?

would alkalies have an effect in fixing it so as to prevent

its fading \ [Don't know.] A letter from Baron
Jacquin, of 1839, now before me, mentions a GinKo
female bearing—but not ripening— 13 fruits in the

Vienna garden. Has it ever done so here ? [No.] He
also mentions a Gypsophila paniculata from the Levant
as a substitute for soap used for washing woo', shawls,

and lace; is that generally known? [Yes.] Aster

Carolinianus, a very remarkable departure from the

common run of Asters, is about to flower with me ; it

seems according to Loudon and Sweet that there exists

no figure of it. N.B. It has been here about 16 years
without showing a bud until this season. The Turkey
Oaks have borne a vast quantity of acorns this autumn.
I have been led to compare the varieties, which seem
endless, including Lucombe
distinguish the following :—
leaf jagged, stem straight,

Oaks, Sec. I think I can

1. Normal Turkey Oak

:

branches horizontal, leaf

but semi- evergreen. 3.tensive cultivation ought to be encouraged. Last March early deciduous. 2. Ditto
m

I received two small roots of it from Messrs. E. G. Leaf regularly and largely indented, handsome foliage ;

Henderson & Son, but, from what cause I cannot tell, qy. austriaca ? 4. Very irregularly sinuato-lobate
;

did not meet with the same success as you mention luxuriant foliage. 5. Aimost evergreen, stem straight,

others to have done. One of these I planted about the branches thick or ascending, making a fine head
;

middle of March in the open ground, the other in a handsome tree. 6. Leaves as No. 1, branches spread-
small pot, and then placed it in a cold frame. The • ing close ; habit like Q,. pedunculata. All these have
former, which was inserted about 4 inches deep, came ! mossy cupped acorns. No. 3 may possibly be called a
up towards the end of April, but it was cut down by

,

Lucombe Oak of the old original batch. The common
frost when aii inch or so high, and it did not again Lucombe of 40 to 50 years ago is very different, and
vegetate, nor could I in searching for the root some seems to bear acorns sparingly. The so-called ever-

time alter discover any vestige of it whatever. The one
in the pot, when it had grown to the height of about
3 inches, was transferred without disturbing the soil into

a much larger sized one, where it did not make a
greater progress than an inch or two more in height,

and it now remains in the frame with its leaves all

turned yellow. Will you inform me whether I

ought to allow it to stand just as it is during
the winter, or take it out and dry the root for

replanting next March I Also, in the event of

my then cultivating an increased number of roots,

what is the proper depth to place them in the soil, if ther, do sometimes cross; or, on the other hand, that

green Lucombe of 15 to 20 years ago is no Cerris at all

(save in leaf), and bears smooth cups like an Ilex. S.

Cross Breediw/.— I have been lately collecting all the
evidence which I can get from the observation of others
and my own, on the natural crossing of varieties of

plants. The evidence in regard to Leguminous plants

is curiously conflicting, but preponderates against their

ever crossing without artificial aid. I should esteem it

a singular favour if any of your correspondents would
crive in your paper or send me any evidence showin

j

either that Leguminous crops, when grown close toge-

they may be treated like the common Potatoes with
regard to manuring, earthing up, &c, and what height
the stems usually attain ? There is one thing I confess
somewhat puzzles me to comprehend, namely, that if

planted at only 6 inches apart, how the tubers can find

room to swell to such an enormous size as has been
represented ? Do the roots or fibres, then, extend to a
great distance on either side of the row, instead of along culty in growing re

the line, and form their tubers at the extremity 1 If so, ,

bedded ont
>

.

or in Pot
*t._ _.. t t_ in • • •,. • ,

J
; never eeen it Droduo

they may invariably be grown close together without
any chance of deterioration. Charles l)orwm9

Doivn,
Bromley, Kent.

Petunia imperialis.— I quite agree with your South Wales
correspondent as to the unsuitableness of this Petunia for
bedding purposes. It is all that was said of it as a pot plant; it is

certainly double, fragrant, and also a free grower. It will strike
(to use a common phrase) like weeds, aud I have found no diffi-

really handsome plants in pots indoors, but
:s and vases, :«nd in a variety of soils, I have

tl> Q mnn.a t „i.„..i,a :-«»^: _rti • * i" ; i never Feen u produce one perfect blossom
;
tliev will not expand,the rows I should imagine will require to be several and if they do partly burst, in every case thatl have seen ihey

yards separate from each other when the crop is culti- *
""

vated in that form. J. H. 9 Whitland. [The tubers do
not swell to an enormous size

;
quite |the contrary ;

they are long and slender. Plant exactly like Potatoes,
only on the top of a ridge full 1 foot above the ground
level after setting. We should take up the root and
replant next March.]

have not been white but a dirty green. I have seen it bedded
this season in very many places, and I have myself tried it in the
common garden soil, and abo made up different composts for it.

In one case I planted in a large vase four plants in the same
compost I used for my pot plants, and although carefully watched
I never saw a perfect bloom on them, white the dark Petunia
triumphans (a decidedly bad grower) flourished and flowered
freely. As a pot plant the imperial is is really valuable. It may
be had in bloom nearly the whole year. The flowers also stand

Ferns.—Having been travelling in Switzerland I have ' well when cut, aud the plant Itself differs from most Pet
brought home a small collection of Ferns, which I have
placed for the present in a pan under a glass in a
cold room. Many of them having lost their fronds and
throwing up young shoots which are weak and watery,
as it would do no good to shorten them like another
plant, would it be best to let the weak shoots grow or to
cut them off close, so as to force the root to throw up
fresh shoots ? I would also ask whether the rough out-
side husk of the Cocoanut could be mixed with advantage
with the peat soil under a glass case. Filix. [Keep
them cold for the winter, aud in spring they will sprout
of themselves unless they are dead. We have no ex-
perience with Cocoanut husks.]

^
Iris reticulata.—A correspondent asks in your impres-

sion of the 15th ult. whether this can be procured any-
where. I obtained it this autumn from Messrs.
Rollisson, but the plant, if true, certainly does not
correspond with Loudon's description of it. He says it

is only a quarter of a foot high, but the plant I received
is a foot at least. I should be glad to know whether
you think I have the true plant, which, I understand, is

umas
being a compact grower, and not at all liable to mildew. 11.

Davies, Edgeware.

octettes*

Linnean, Nov. 18.—Prof. Bell, President, in the chair.

A. B. Cooke, Esq., R. Garner, Esq., J. T. Law, Esq.,
and P. L. Sclater, Esq., were elected Fellows. The
following papers were read : 1. u Description of a new
species of Draparnaldia," by J. B. Hicks, M.D. This
plant, which Dr. Hicks first found two years since, and
again in the present year, he names D. cruciata, from
the cruciate arrangement of its parts. The frond is

3 to 4 inches long, light green ; its branches proceed
from the main filaments at right angles mostly in whorls
of four, placed crosswise ; and the ultimate tufts of
branchlets also grow in a cruciate manner from the
branches, and bear cilice of extreme tenuity and length.
The filament3 are invested with a mucous layer. The
plant is met with in the streamlets issuing from some... of the bogs of the New Forest, and grows attached to

the best of the genus. A. It. [I. reticulata is a bulbous ! sticks and stones. The paper was accompanied by
species,jvith rush-like four-cornered leaves, often a foot

|
drawings. 2. " Note on the Palm tree of Tiinbuctu,"

long. The flowers do not rise half so high. It is a
charming plant. There are figures in the Journal of
the Horticultural Society, Vol. III., p. 166 ; aud in the
Botanical Cabinet]

Miscellaneous about Trees.—It may have been ob-

by Dr. Seemann. After remarking that the species of
Palm which grows at Timbuctuhad till now remained a
botanical enigma, the statement of its being the Cocoa-
nut Palm being obviously open to grave doubts, Dr.
Seemann states, that from information afforded him by

served that some of the newly introduced Conifers are
! Sir H. Barth, together with the descriptions contained

Jiab.e to split their bark a short distance above the
|
in the letters of Dr. Vogel, he had reason to believe he
had correctly determined it to be the Bora.ssus ?

sethiopicus of Martius. This Palm, it appears, is

diffused over the whole of Central Africa, and forms
extensive forests, especially on the banks of the nume-
rous lagoons. At a distance from such waters it is

-, jj, * vo*. on 'y found isolated ; aud sometimes is met with in
resin nas exuded from the upper margin of the slit, company with the Date and the Doum Palm. The
wntre tne bark has been lifted up by it, and the secre- trunk is about 2 feet in diameter, and according to

1 — — — ******** w —-*%.—»* »_ v **VVr t w tww
ground, and thereby to cause a wound which takes a
long time in healing, though the health of the tree does
not seem to be materially affected by it. Such is the
case m some instances with Taxodium sempervirens
and Cryptomeria japonica. In oue voung tree of the
former species a considerable lump of waxy or gummy

tiou seems to be increasing.
nah^i

e

k
mS

r
mQT?™nK' As it is probably a Vogel 40, Thonning 60-70, and Barth 6080 feet

aiurai neaung process it is perhaps not safe to remove
j

high, undivided and unarmed, surmounted by a mag-
J

nificent crown of fan-shaped leaves 5 to 12 feet i
\

diameter. These leaves, like those of other Palms
are usod for thatch and for making baskets, mat-
hats, and other articles. It produces large bunches
of fruits which are nearly round, about as lar<*e

as an ordinary Melon, each 4 or 5 lbs. in weight.
These fruits have three seeds surrounded by a fibrous

husk containing pulp, to obtain which the natives

suck it. The seeds are then planted, and in about
a fortnight young plants have sprung up, and these

are eaten either boiled or raw like Celery. Barth
believes that a kind of flour called " fidogma " is also

derived from their roots. The albumen of the seed,

when soft, is eaten. " It is curious," observes Dr.
Seemann, " to find this Palm applied to the same uses

in Africa as its congener the Palmyra (B. flabelliformi?)

is in Asia, especially as to the sucking of the husk of the

fruit, the eating of the young seedlings, and the prepa-

ration of a kind of flour." Though there is nothing

peculiar in the mode of eating the fruit, there is in the

fact of eating the seedlings, and it is a curious specula-

tion whether this idea is of native growth or has been
derived from the East Indies. Though not inclined to

give the negroes much credit for inventive genius, Dr.
Seemann thinks that in this instance it must be assigned

to them ; for, he adds, " if the applications of this Palm
had been adopted from the Palmyra, it is not likely that

the most useful one of them, the extracting of toddy for

making wine, vinegar, yeast, and sugar, wonld have been

overlooked. But neither of the B. I aethiopicus, nor of

any other African Palm do we find it recorded that they

serve for that purpose ; all we hear is. that the Date

tree in Northern Africa, after the heart of its leaves has

been cut out, accumulates a thick sweetish and refresh-

ing juice of a slightly purgative tendency ; and that the

ancient inhabitants of the Canary Islands, the Guanches,

knew how to prepare from it a beverage which replaced

the Grape wine, and also vinegar, honey, and sugar.' 5

The extraction of toddy seems to be peculiarly Asiatic

In America it is entirely unknown, the so-called Palm
wine not being obtained by means of the spathe from a

living tree, as in the case with genuine toddy, but by a

hole cut under the crown of a tree previously felled.

" Both Africans and Americans kill the tree, the sap

of which they procure, the former by destroying its

terminal bud, the latter by felling its trunk ; only the

Asiatics preserve it, merely cutting its spathes, and

allowing the juice to ooze out through thewounded parts.'*

It is the wanton destruction of the trees in the one case

instead of carefully husbanding them as in the other,

which furnishes the reason why Africa and America
never have produced, and as long as the present process

is continued never will produce any Palm-sugar, "of
which Asia sends to Europe alone more than a hundred

thousand tons annually." 3. u On the previously un-

observed Occurrence of certain Fungi in and near

London," by the Rev. J. M. Kodwell. The author

states that he has found the rare Agaricus ulmarius

finely developed on the trees in St. James's Park, in

the Green Park, and also in Gray's Inn Gardens;
several fine specimens of Polyporus giganteus in St.

James's Park and Kensington Gardens ; and of Fistulina

hepatica at Highbury ; and he suggests that it may be

due to the greatly increased purity of London air in

consequence of the reduction of the smoke nuisance that

these fungi have made their appearance in the places

mentioned. In St. James's Park he also states that the

usual Aregmas and ^Ecidia are to be found, but these

also he has never seen previously to the present year.

4. " On the Nature of the Coronal Scales in Saponaria,"

by M. T. Masters, Esq. The author considers that the

scale on the petals of the Caryophyllese is a double

organ consisting of two abortive stamens united. Iu

some young flower-buds of a semi-double variety of

Saponaria officinalis recently examined, the scales were

in some instances found completely divided into two

strap-shaped bodies, standing quite distinct in front ot

the petal. In one case, the scale single below was

bifurcated above, each subdivision bearing an anther,

and several similar scales were found adherent to the

claws of the petals. There were also numerous cases

showing an intermediate condition between the ordinary

scale and that of two distinct stamens. From these

observations Mr. Masters concludes that it is fair to

infer that the scales on the petals of Caryophyllese are

composed of two abortive stamens united ;
and in con-

sequence that these bodies do not constitute any real

exception to the laws of alternation. The flowers of

this Saponaria also afforded instances of both marginal

and free central placentation.

Entomological, November 3.—W. W. Saunders, Esq.,

F.R.S., &c, President, in the chair. IVfr.
Samuel

Stevens exhibited a specimen of the Chinese
*J[
ax

insect upon the twig, recently received from Mr. .tor-

tune, and Mr. Bowring stated that the Pela Wax was

used by the natives for coating their ordinary candles

so as to give them a hard surface. Mr. Stevens also

exhibited the larvse of Noctua Ashworthii and ttiose ot

a moth still infesting a bottle of Liquorice powder pro-

duced at a former meeting of the Society. Mr. Au-

gustus Shepherd exhibited specimens of various rare

moths taken near Brighton, including Acronvcta aim

and Phibalapteryx gemmaria. Mr. Sainton also ex-

hibited some rare moths taken by Mr. H. Cook, in-

cluding Phlogophora empyrea, Leucama V'telhna ana

musculosa, Laphygma exigua, and Cuculha Verbasci ,

also the extremely rare beetle Uleiota planata, taken

under the loose bark of Lime trees, and also a remai w-

able onen network- coenon attached by a long iootstai*

•
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from China. He also stated that Herr Dohrn had in-

formed him that specimens of the singular blind beetles

from the caves of Carniola (Leptoderus three species,

and Drymeotus Kovacsi), were now to be obtained at

the price of 3/. Mr. H. Adams exhibited speci-

mens recently captured of the rare beetles Polystichus
fasciolatus, Trechus nanus, and Drypta emarginata, and
a larva which was supposed to be that of the last-named
beetle. Mr. Foxcroft exhibited some of the rarer
species of Lepidoptera captured by him during his ex-
cursion to Scotland in the past summer. Mr. Bowring
exhibited a monstrous specimen of the Chinese
Cybister limbatus, a water beetle which still retained
the head of the larva, and Mr. Westwood stated that a
similar instance had occurred in the butterfly Nym-
phalis Populi described by M. Wesmael. Mr. Gregson
exhibited Coleophora Vitisella and the case of its larva.
Mr. Marshall mentioned the capture of eight specimens
of Pieria Daplidice near Glasgow. Mr. S. Stevens
read a letter received from Mr. Wallace, dated from
Lambok, near Borneo. Insects were so rare in this
island that during two months he had only captured
80 species of beetles. A note was read from Mr. Thwaites
on the curious manoeuvres of a Ceylonese spider in

catching its prey. The secretary gave notice that a
new part of the Transactions was ready for distribution
among the members.

JJottas of 23ooks,

Visits to Remarkable Places : Old Balls, Battle-Fields,
and Scenes illustrative of Striking Passages in English
History and Poetry. By William Howitt. With
upwards of 80 highly finished Wood Engravings,
New and cheaper Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. 1158.
price 25s. Longmans.

Two beautiful volumes opportunely produced, and
admirably suited to box-giving Christmas. The author
visits and details with his acknowledged talent many of
the more remarkable places in England and Scotland,
enriching his narrative by entertaining anecdotes and
traditional histories, in *id of which he has enlisted art,
and so presented the reader with as complete a sketch
of the scenes before him as any general reader can
desire. Penshurst, the ancient seat of the Sidneys ; the
Field of Culloden ; Lindisfarne, Flodden Field, Bolton
Priory, Hampton Court ; the singular old Mansion
of Com pton-Winyates ; Tintagel Castle ; Staffa and
Iona; the Battle- Field of Edge-Hill; Winchester;
Wotton Hall, Staffordshire ; Beaurepaire, Finchall
Priory ; Lumley Castle ; Lambton Castle ; Jarrow

;

Hilton Castle, with the singular history of Stoney Bowes
and the Countess of Strathmore ; Brancepeth and Raby

;

Seaton-Delaval,and the Delavals ; Morpeth and Mitford

;

Warkworth, Alnwick, and Bamborough ; Hermitage
Castle and its traditions ; Keeldar Castle and Dilston
Hall—these are a few of the curious old places which the
author has charmingly illustrated. The work is upon
the plan of Walter Scott's popular Border antiquities, and
we do no injustice to that great name when we place
these volumes of Mr. Howitt on the same level as his.

A Manual of Domestic Economy suited to families
spending jrom 100Z. to 10007. a year. By J. H .Walsh,
12mo. pp. 736. Koutledge.

If we are to believe the clever housekeepers to whom
we have shown this book it should be just what they
want—a library of useful information cAicerning every-
thing with which the inexperienced have to deal. And
in fact in 730 closely printed double columns of small
type the author has collected information upon all

manner of subjects— as a few of the titles of his

chapters indicate. Firstly we have house building,

with the prices of masons', plasterers', bricklayers',

carpenters' work
;
plans of houses, and cost of all sorts

of furniture, from gas fittings and table lamps down to

pots and pans. Then come servants and their wages, the

duties of employers and servants, and the laws which
regulate such matters. Next in order is the way of

choosing what is to be cooked or consumed, mutton and
beef, fish, vinegar, grocery, hops, wine and spirits, &e.
After this we are told how to keep ourselves in health,

now to cook our food, and not to be so absurd as to

fancy that French cookery is better than English,

'i'owards the end of the volume we are introduced to

the nursery, the lying in room, the sick room, and a

treatise on human physiology, with a selection of domestic
drugs. What more can we say ? except that the author
has been assisted in various departments by a com-
mittee of ladies " and that the volume * is illustrated by
more than 200 wood engravings." If we were to offer

any opinion of our own we should observe that there is

too much in the volume, that its prices are likely to

mislead, for nothing is more fluctuating than price, and
that at least the chapter on drugs ought to have been
omitted or greatly simplified. Imagine an author
gravely advising the purchaser of medicines for domestic

J
80 to supply herself with Bucku leaves, Cascarilla,

Catechu and the like. If this is not book making we do
n°t know the meaning of the word. However the

volume is well got up and cheap.

Garden Memoranda.
BiDDDLPn Grange, the residence of James Bate-

Ma *, Esq.—Concludedfrom p. 776).—The last and most
recently formed division of this place, of which it is

necessary to give any description, is the Chinese garden,

which stauds nearly in the centre of the grounds, being , thus formed affording space
surrounded by the terraces on the north, the Pinetum beds, partially filled with cole

on the east and south, the Rhododendron ground and
larger piece of water to the west, and, more immediately
to the south-west, the rocky glen so lately described.
This Chinese garden is approached on the one side by
steps and a steep iuciined plane through a rude cavein-
like tunnel, which conducts to a Chinese temple over-
hanging the water belonging to this part ; and, on the

other side, it is entered from the eastern terrace, or
from the lower terrace, through a very well -arranged
and characteristic root-garden. It is the latter of these

courses that the visitor will now be supposed to take.

The root-garden, or, as it is here called, for want of a
better term, " the Stumpery," consists of a very pictur-

esque assemblage of old roots or rugged stems and
stumps of trees— chiefly the latter—piled to the height
of 8 or 10 feet on either side of a winding and rapidly
descending walk. They are so irregularly arranged a*

to jut forward in the boldest prominence, and even to

be uuited into a rustic arch in some parts ; while in

others they recede far enough to allow room at their

base for little gatherings of choice herbaceous plants,

bulbs, or miniature shrubs.

Mr. Bateman has been singularly fortunate in pro-

curing a quantity of the most gnarled, contorted, and
varied masses of wood imaginable for this purpose ; and
they are joined together and disposed with consummate
art. The blocks being all of Oak, too, they are likely to

be very durable. Over considerable portions of the

whole, masses of Ivy, Virginian Creeper, Cotoneaster,

and other trailing plants scramble about in the wildest

manner. And the interstices, as well as the open spaces

now and then occurring at the base, are all used for the

reception of some characteristic and interesting plant or
group. For example, near the entrance to this region,

the Hellebores, which are among the earliest of the

winter-flowering plants, are clustered in great variety.

Then follow the Anemones, Epimediums, Scillas, Dog-
tooth Violets, Lilies of the Valley, «Scc, each kind
receiving the precise amount of sunlight or shade which
is desirable lor it, and all being intermingled with

Gaultherias, Pernettyas, Cotoneasters, Savins, and such
other dwarf evergreens as serve to produce a sufficiency

of green clothing at all seasons of the year. Even the
|

rarer hardy Orchises, and the Cypripediums, have an

appropriate corner assigned to them, aud seem quite at

home in it.

Among the Hellebores, H. lividus is remarkable for

its large thick evergreen foliage, which resembles that

of a Mahonia, and possesses a very decided character.

Of the Epimediums, here growing most beautifully,

E. rubrum is the most showy. Tiarella cordifolia is a
pretty little trailing plant with the appearance of a

Saxifrage, which clothes large patches of roots. Spiraea

venusta, with its stately habit aud fine rosy flowers, is a

handsome herbaceous ornament to this part. Actma
spicata also forms a noble feature of the same class

;

and staudard Cotoneasters, with fine drooping heads,

have a happy effect at some of the salient point-?.

Descending through the root garden, the transition to

the Chinese department, which first begins to be marked
by the use of rocks instead of stumps for sustaining the

banks, is gradual and easy. But before the level of the

lower ground by the Chinese pool is attained, a general

view of the principal features of this curious scene opens
upon us, and embraces all the more noticeable objects.

The chief design of this singular piece of landscape,

beyond the primary one of collecting together the nume-
rous Chinese and Japanese hardy plants with which our
gardens abound, appears to have been the representa-

tion of one of those eccentric and somewhat grotesque

efforts of gardening art in which the Chinese are said

to indulge, anjl some crude idea of which has no doubt

been familiar to every one from childhood, in the old

Willow-pattern dinner plate. Iuto a marvellously small

area, the Chinaman delights to crowd his miniature

models of mountains and lakes, bridges, and other archi-

tectural embellishments, and to furnish the whole with

his stunted and crippled trees, or with those exaggerated

strainings after picturesqueness exhibited in the use of

little decrepid and half dead trees, or other deformed

and monstrous vegetable objects. With his puny fort

or prospect-tower crowning one of his tiny hills, and his

quaint covered bridge and cosy pleasure house to

decorate the pool on which a full-rigged junk rides

securely at anchor, he probably dreams that he has

created a prodigy of art, and adds large dragon-shaped

flower beds, and other equally harmonious details, to

complete the scene.

Most of these curious features have been aptly

imitated and embodied by Mr. Bateman in his Chinese

garden; and there is a good deal of artistic grouping,

besides, in the rocks, the outlines of the pool, the arches,

walls, temple, bridge, &c. But the most important

effects are produced by clustering together masses of

spiry plants, such as Irish Yew, or plants with a dis-

tinct colour, as Golden Hollies. A separate little dell

is likewise being prepared and surrounded with banks

covered with tufa, various trailing and other plants

clothing these banks, for the reception of all the choice

and new varieties of Moutan Paeony, which will here

have just the amount of shade, protection, and other

conditions proper for them, and which, when in bloom,

will no doubt be surpassingly handsome.

In another part, on the north side of the pool, there

is a straight piece of terrace walk, entered upon through

a characteristic arch at either end, these arches being

flanked with low walls towards the water, and connected

by a wall of a regular curve at the back ; the recess

for some singular flower

coloured sands, while the wall

is used for such plants as are of doubtful hardihood,

and the border in front of it for tender herbaceous and

bulbous plants requiring shelter. Rude blocks of stone

are (laced at regular intervals in the coping of this

wall, and between them, on a bank behind, are fine

plants of the Chinese Arbor-vitse.

As it will be imuoss ble io convey a full description,

in writing, of this unique region, only a few of the prin-

cipal plants in it will be noticed. The Cryptomerias

are in admirable health and verdure on a north bank,

and there is a peculiarly Chinese species, called C. nana,

looking as ragged end dwarf as even a Chinese could

desire. Viburnum plicatum is quite hardy here. There
is a perennial Heracleum,with the habit of II. giganteum,

which is very bold and effective. Griselinia littoral is is

a new dwarf evergreen, which has proved hardy. The
charming little evergreen Azalea amcena is also hardy,

and exists here in a large patch, which is covered with

rosy flowers in spring. Azalea pontica is used in quantity,

both for its showy orange flowers, and the rich tints of

its foliage in autumn. A mass of purple-coloured foliage

is procured by the Purple Beech, Nut, and Elm ; and,

in front of these, by way of contrast, the strikingly

white foliage of Amygdalus ineana occurs. A large

group of the various species of Funkia occupies a pro-

minence near the foot of one of the mounds, and both

leaves and flowers form a conspicuous object. There is

great character, too, about a mass of different species of

Yucca. Tree Ivies, with a few golden-leaved kinds,

interspersed, compose another large irregular cluster.

The principle of grouping, for the sake of obtaining

distinct masses of colour or form, is carried out still

more extensively in this department than in the rest of

the grounds. It includes, besides the plants already

enumerated, quantities of Aucuba, Pyracanths, Pyrus
japonica, Thuja aurea, Wei gel a rosea and corceens's,

Anemone japonica and Gordon's hybrid Anemoue, Japan
Lilies, Chinese Juni^ ers, variegated Cupressus thyoides,

and many other sorts. Where any particular character

in regard to form alone is sought, such things as the

upright or fastigiate Thorn, the American Weeping
Willow, the Weeping Larch, Standard Cotoneasters,

Sophora japonica pendula, and plants of similar or

different habits are employed.

Some of the more noticeable among the species re-

markable for their individual peculiarities, are a large-

leaved Holly, like Hex latifolia, but with much thicker

foliage and a denser habit. It is growing against a wall,

and is called I. Taraja. A variegated variety of Acer

Negundo has an unusual degree of whiteness about the

leaves; it was obtained from the Continent. The neat

little Deutzia gracilis, so familiar in the decoration of

greenhouses, stands out here entirely uninjured. Rubus
nutans, a thoroughly trailing species, is useful for cover-

ing banks, especially as it does not extend itself beyond

a reasonable limit. Polygonum vaccinifolium is a very

pleasing trailing plant, covering large patches of ground,

and loaded with its spikes of pretty pink flowers all

through the autumn. Spirrea callosa is somewhat like

S. bella, but with a stronger habit and finer heads of

flowers. The stately Lilium giganteum, at least 9 or 10

ft et in height, has the tropical appearance of a Canna

or a Musa, r.nd was apparently seeding with freedom.

Laurus regalis is a somewhat new kind of sweet Bay,

with an exceedingly powerful odour. Garrya macro-

phylla, which is a noble evergreen, was growing without

even the protection of a wall. Piptanthus nepalensis

here assumes a vigorous and compact habit, and is

valuable for its deep green foliage, which hangs on very

late in the autumn. Taxus procumbens, a dwarf spread-

in" kind of Yew, resembling the common species in

everything but height and form, is a plant too little

known, and has great merit for clothing banks, or for

undergrowth. The Assam Tea, the Chinese Orange,

and numerous other inhabitants of China and the East,,

have warm and sheltered comers duly prepared for

them. And so rich is this garden in rare and curious

plants, that it would require much more space than can

be allotted to the su't ject to notice their various charac-

teristics and merits.

With the mention of one ingenious expedient for

masking the overflow to the Chinese pool, this account

—so unavoidably extended—must be brought to a close.

It is a matter of common observation that the contri-

vances for concealing the exit drain to any piece of

ornamental water, and for preventing leaves and other

floating refuse from entering the drain, are of the

clumsiest and most inefficient description. In Mr. Bate-

man's pool large masses of rock, and single block?, are

tastefully thrown out iuto the water in front of a bank

of racks, and one of these stones is hollowed beneath so

as to overlie the pipe which carries off the surplus

water. The edges of this stone rest upon others below

the water, and these lift it just sufficiently above the

overflow pipe to enable the water to find a free escape,

without any leaves or rubbish collecting around.

Hitherto the plan has answered perfectly.

The absence of any distinct kitchen garden, and of all

fri-it-houses and plant-houses beyond the small conser-

vatory, is accounted for by the proximity of Knypersley

Hall, the seat of Mr. Bateman senior, where everything

of the kind exists in abundance, and from whence the

family at Biddulph Grange is supplied.

It remains only to observe that the difficulty of

describing a place which is so full of intricacies, without

plans or illustrations of any kind, has been strongly

felt ; and the writer is conscious that, in aiming to convey

a distinct impression, he may have stumbled ou undue
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prolixity. There is very much about tnese gardens,]
however, that has yet been but cursorily noticed, or that

it was iraposj-ible a lequately to represent within reason-
able limits. And lest it should be assumed that, because
these articles do not contain the u-ual delineations of

faults and suggestions of improvements, all that has been
done by Mr. Bateraau is approved and praised, it must be
noted that the writer has purposely adopted the critical

principle of pointing out only those things which, for

some reason or other, are to be decidedly commended.
It is proverbially easy to find fault, and, generally, com-
paratively usele.-s as well as ungracious.

Undoubtedly the chief defect of the place is the
exce=-ive multiplication of parts, which breaks up the
whole area into small portions, interferes with
unity and connection, and produces, in some degree,
a want of breadth and repose. For this, however, a
very large compensation is afforded in the surprising
variety and distinctness of the numerous departments,
and the greatly super: or interest that thus attaches to
an examination of the place or a residence in it. The
leUtiie desirableness of a large open area, with a few
tu'w' :nate 'He scenes, or one minutely subdivided like
Biddulph GiViJge, must consequently depend very much
on individual inclinations and taste. Edward Kemp,
Landscape Gardener, Birkenhead Parle.

IVIiscelianeous.
Ziquidambar styraciflua, commonly called Sweet-

gum (says Dr. Wright in the American Journal of
Medical Scieuces), is indigenous to nearly every part of
the United States, and constitutes one of our largest
forest trees. When an incision is made through the
'bark of this tree, a resinous juice exudes, which possesses
an agreeable balsamic odour. When this substance
first exudes, it is of the consistence of turpentine, and
posses-es a stronger smell in that condition than it does
after it has become resinined. Contrary to the state-

ments made by Wood and Bache in their Dispensatory,
this tree furnishes a considerable quantity of resin in
the Middle States, particularly in the States of Ohio,
Indiana, and Kentucky, bordering on the Ohio River.
It is annually collected in those States, and sold under
the name of gum- wax. It is a much more agreeable
masticatory than the Spruce-gum, and is chewed in the
West by nearly all classes. By proper incisions, one
tree will yield annually about 3 lbs. of the resin. The
chem'ual composition of the specimens collected in this

latitude correspond with that given by M. Bonastre
of specimens gathered elsewhere, viz. : benzoic acid,

a volatile oil, a semi-concrete substance separated by
distillation and ether, an oleo-resin, a principle insoluble
in water and cold alcohol, termed styracine. The bark
of the tree contains tannic and gallic acids, to which its

astringency is due. What I wish more particularly to
call attention to is the employment of a syrup of the
bark of this tree in diarrhoea and dysentery, and more
especially the diarrhoea which is so prevalent among
children during the summer months in the Middle
States, and which frequently terminates in cholera
infantum. The best formula for the preparation of this

syrup is that given in the United States' Pharmacopoeia
for the preparation of the syrup of Wild-Cherry bark,
-of which the following is a copy, the Sweet-gum bark
being substituted for the Wild-Cherry bark :

—" Take
of Sweet-gum bark, in coarse powder, five ounces;
sugar (refined), two pounds ; water, a sufficient quan-
tity. Moisten the bark thoroughly with water, let it

stand for 24 hours in a close vessel, then transfer it to

a percolator, and pour water upon it gradually until a
pint of filtered liquor is obtained. To this add the sugar
in a bottle, and agitate occasionally until it is dissolved."
The dose of this syrup for an adult is about one fluid ounce,
to be given at every operation, as long as the operations
continue to recur too frequently. One advantage which
this medicine possesses is that of having a pleasant taste,
and of being retained by an irritable stomach when
other substances are rejected. Children never object

^to it on the score of bad taste. Pharmaceutical Journal.

""Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—In changeable weather like the

present this structure will require very careful manage-

ment. The best plan is to keep as low and dry a

temperature as can possibly be permitted, say from 40°

to 45° at night, allowing it to rise a little in the day

time. In mixed greenhouses see that the young

stock of Heliotropes, Pelargoniums, Cyclamens,

and other flowers grown especially for winter,

have nice light situations and regular attention

as regards watering. This is a good time to intro-

duce the following things into the forcing pit, pro-

vided they have received the necessary treatment

through the summer:— Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Persian Lilacs, Sweet Briars, Moss and other Roses,

Ledums, Kalraias, Daphnes, Anne Boleyn Pinks, Dutch
Bulbs, &c. Unless, however, they are in proper trim,

it will be labour in vain, and no mode of forcing or form
of pit can compensate for this ; the great secret of

success if the heat is wholly cimposed of fermenting
materials, is to keep down accumulating damp and
mnaldiness by an almost constant ventilation, increasing
the linings in order to raise the necessary temperature.
Those who are fortunate enough to possess pits ^heated

Pinery.-

this season
manner it

by means of hot-water will of course pursue a somewhat
different course. Look' well to pi's and frames con-
taining stores for next summer, and have efficient pro-
tecting material always in readiness with which to cover
them whenever the weather is unfavourable.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
-Water plants in pots as little as possible at

; where the general stock is grown in this

is a good plan to cover the pots over 2 or
3 inches with the plunging material ; where the
bottom heat will permit that to be done it obviates

the necessity of watering so frequently. Vineries.
—Use fire- heat sparingly in houses where the fruit

is ripe, but sufficient must be used to prevent the
moisture of the atmosphere being frozen to the
glass inside the house, for if this is allowed to

happen the moisture on thawing is liable to drop
upon the bunches, injuring the bloom and causing
the berries to decay. Admit air on every favourable
opportunity, and examine the bunches often and care-
fully, so as to make sure of removing decaying berries
the moment it can be perceived that they are affected.

Where forcing is fairly commenced be careful to main-
tain a properly moist state of the atmosphere, and this

must be especially attended to while severe weather
lasts, particularly where the buds are bursting. The
evaporating troughs must be kept constantly supplied
with water, and the paths, bed, &c, should be fre-

quently syringed, and it will also be advisable not to

have the tender foliage too near the glass until the
weather changes. If fermenting material is used for

warming the border, this must be well covered with
dry litter to protect it from the frost, and turned
occasionally, adding some fresh as may be necessary to

keep the heat in the border regular. It will be ad-
visable, however, to have some dung and leaves thrown
up to heat, as there would be some danger of chilling

the bed by turning it in the present state of the weather,
and mixing it with the dung or leaves which had not
commenced fermenting. Houses which it is intended
to commence forcing the beginning of next month
should also have some fermenting materials placed on
the borders so as to encourage the roots a little before
the Vines are excited, which will be of great service

towards getting the buds to push strongly and without
loss of time. Strawberries.—Where these must be
obtained as early as possible, say by the end of February,
a lot should now be introduced. Any house or pit will

do, provided a temperature of from 45° to 50° can be
maintained with a moist atmosphere. Let them also

have as light a situation as possible. Seakale and
Rhubarb may be brought forward in a Mushroom
house.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Now that the leaves are off the trees let lawns and

shrubberies have a thorough cleaning. Examine pillar

and trellis Roses, and if the weather is favourable see

if the soil wants renewing, or the kinds changing.

For choice sorts roomy holes should be made capable of
containing three or four barrow loads of well prepared
soil. Turfy loam of good quality is the chief thing ; to

this add a portion of rich rotten manure, and if at

hand a little sandy peat or leaf mould.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Trench, dig, and ridge every spare inch of ground

whenever the weather will permit these operations to

be advantageously performed. This is particularly to

be observed in gardens, the soil of which is of a clayey
nature. If frost continues, let the manure necessary be
wheeled out for the whole of the spring cropping, laying

it in heaps either on the spot where it is to be used, or
as near as possible to it. What is not required for

immediate digging in should be piled in small mounds
and soiled over, to prevent loss from evaporation. Do
not uncover tender vegetables after the breaking up of

frost until they have become completely thawed, and
even then do not uncover suddenly ; leave a very light

protection on them for a day or two, in order to inure

them gradually to sunlight.

STATE OF TOE WEATHER AT CHISWICK. NEAR LONDON,
For thp week ending: Dec. 4. ISaC, as observed at the Horticultural Gardens.
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The highest temperature during: the abore period occurred on the 13tb,

1342-therm. 61 dej. -, and the lowest on the 13th, 1316—heroi. 11 dcg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Books : FJ H. Williams's or Moore's small work on Fert» may
possibly answer your purpose. The Index for 1851 may still
be obtained.

J

Crossbreeding: Mr. Darwin, who has been much occupied in
an inquiry into subjects of this kind, would be greatly obliged
to any practical correspondent who may favour him with his
experience as to Leguminous crops. Perhaps our friend at
Bromsgrove may have something to say. The main questions
are—do Leguminous crops, when grown together, sometimes
cross ; or may they be invariably grown together without any
chance of deterioration ? We should like to have the inquiry
extended, and to know whether Leguminous plants with
papilionaceous flowers ever cross accidentally. The case of the
Laburnum and Purple Cytisus producing the Cytisus Adami
should be disregarded, its history being very obscure, and pro-
bably wholly unconnected with cross breeding.

Evergreex Oak : Ilex. Cut it down by March; cover the wound,
while dry, with some melted rosin to keep the wet out, and
let the wound slope at 45°.

Heating: A Constant Reader. The meaning is already sufficiently

explained. It is useless as well as wrong to continue the dis-

cussion.

—

H IJTasks us to inform him as to the best means of
heating a greenhouse under the following circumstances :

—

It is to be built against the drawing-room, one window of which
will open into it; a chimney anywhere visible would not be
advisable, and he asks if he could heat it by a coke fire inside?
Whether that would require a chimney? And whethe* the
fumes from the coke would injure the flowers? To this we
answer certainly they would; and so would gas if recourse were
had to it. In short, a good mode of warming very small green-
houses has still to be discovered. Perhaps it could be covered
at night with a thick straw mat, or some such material, which
would keep out severe frost. To Diamond we must give the
same reply.

—

A Sub. Use common 4-inch spigot and fosset pipes,

such as are sold by thousands from the Carron and other

foundries. They are a quarter of an inch thick. According to

Hood. 1 foot in length of such pipe will heat 222 cubic feet of

air 1" per minute, when the difference between the pipe and
air is 125°. He reckons that when the external air is at 10'

200 feet of 4-inch pipe will be required to heat 1000 cubic feet of

air to 60°. In your case we suppose that a double row of

pipes all round would be necessary.
Hyoscyamus: CEH. Yes.
Melon Pit: A Constant Header. One circle of 3-inch pipes is

enough. We recommended rough slabs for the flooring because

they are very cheap. It is true they will not meet, but by
laying straw or turves across their joints the earth of the bed

will be prevented falling into the chamber. Slate is neater

and more expensive, but not better. The space between
the earth and front wall should be 4 inches. Undoubtedly
some water will find its way down into the chamber between

the slabs, bnt nothing to signify if the turves or straw are

packed closely. The chimney pots should be empty, and their

base should be 6 inches above the slabs, resting on the earth.

Moss on Fruit Trees: Header. We can scarcely decipher

your writing. You may kill Moss by local applications or you
may remove it by scraping, but you do little good; it will

come again as badly as ever. You must invigorate your trees

if the growth of Moss is to be prevented.

NAMES of Fruits : F S. Your Apple is the Court of Wick.R
Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our corvespondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind-

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is

now requested that in future, not more than fo»r plants

may be sent us at one time.—F. Salvia splendens, one of the

earliest imported of the brilliant scarlet kinds.J

Naptiia Works : H M, Herts. We have no personal knowledge,

but we are assured, upon what we believe to be the best autho-

rity, that there is nothing deleterious in connection with them
if they are properly managed.

Orchids : Flora will he obliged by some of our correspondents

informing her whether there are any Orchidaceous plants

sufficiently hardy to grow and flower in a conservatory, the

heat of which is sometimes as low as 45° at night.

Steel Forks : W C. The size of this tool must depend on the

soil it has to work, and the strength ofthe workman. Un-

doubtedly the best size is that with four prongs or tines. But

take care that the fork is steel ; we have seen most rascally

tools of this kind, the tines of which bend like iron wire.

Strawberries : A Grower will not easily identify either Sir

Harry or any o«#er sort by comparing what he has with

coloured prints; nor is there any such representation of that

variety that we remember.
The Bowoon Muscat Grape. We speak from personal know-

ledge of its excellence. It is not yet for sale, but wiU doubt-

less be advertised in the spring, when you will learn where to

order it.

The Horticultural Society.—So many inquiries reach us as

to the new regulations respecting the admission and privileges

of Fellows that we find it desirable to print them as they

are now described in the official Circular of the Society.

Payments.—The annual contributions to be paid by the teuows

are either four guineas or two guineas, as they may determine

when elected. All annual contributions become due and PavaDl*

on the day of the anniversary meeting in each yearfor the
i

year

following. Every person who shall cease to be a r e- 110^*". l"°

Society, or whose payments shall have been suspended as

herein provided, after the 1st day of May in any year, is

liable to the pavment of his subscription for that year.

iTu/«7e-M*.-The Fellows of the Society are entitled to tne

following rights and privileges : If paying Four Guineas a year,

to participate in the distribution of plants and seeds from ttj

garden, and to hold a Transferable Ivory Ticket, which gives

the bearer all the personal privileges of the Fello^,«cept aitten

dance at Special General Meetings of the S°wetJLhell;
,

?fn;ma
transaction of Corporation business. If paying Two «''-"?«£

a year, to participate in the distribution of seeds and ^txv^s

in London. And also, whatever the rate of paymen
t "Jf^^

to be present and vote at all general meetings; to incrou

visitors at the ordinary general meetings of th« ^ Scietv
have access to the library and other public rooms o

:

the
«J.

-

'

and there to consult the printed books, plates, and_ draw^
belonging to the Society; to have personal^^en ofthe
introduce personally or by order, visitors to tne g» -

et ag
Societv; to receive gratis such publications ol "«

lloW8 ;
to

may appear during the time they n**™*™.™ Exhibitions,
purchase, at a reduced price, Tickets for &Pecm

the Council
with such limitation and under such regulations »

FeIlow of
may from time to time direct. Ladie3-"hJ^ a Fellow of the
the Society, may appoint any gentleman^ Deim, ^ gociety>
Society, to vote for her at the general «?ee in«» ^ changed
upon the production of a P^xy, which

^ HoiroftheSocietyf

more than once in each year. « *n >" lftay '

f thp Society, he will

is the wife of any person not a Fellow of »
r pri£i leges of

not be entitled in her right to any of the r gn f
form to

a Fellow, but she will, so long as sile continues
x #

the regulations of the Society, co*tia"?^ZJet/
her rights and privileges as a Fellow <£ the So«ety- .^

Misc : Sub. You may prune your Camellias anu
faave

mediately they have done flowering, or betore w y^ find

begun to make their next 7eAT aJT0^l 'c tbe present year's

the information you seek for at p.6*o of the prew« >

volume4

1
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[Copt of Circular.]PROPOSED T £ S T I i\1 N I A L TO
AIR. J. C. NESBIT, OF KENNINGTON.

CENTRAL FARMERS' CLUB,
j\ew Bridge Street, Blackfriars.

Sib,—The Members of this Club have resolved on presenting
Mr. J. C. Nesbit, of Kenuington, with some suitable Testimonial
in appreciation of the valuable services he has rendered the
Agricultural community : I am requested to ascertain if you
would be willing to assist them in carrying this out.
You may perhaps be already aware how much Mr. Nesbit has

done to make the Chemistry of Agriculture generally known and
practically understood. For many years now he has been in the
habit of delivering Lectures on such subjects to the Members of
various Farmers' Clubs and Societies throughout the Kingdom.
To properly qualify himself for this duty he has in person care-
fully examined the condition and the results of our best known
systems of farming. The effect of this, combined with the
scientific knowledge he had previously acquired in the Labora-
tory, has been to give his addresses a directly practical tendency
and influence. The information he had to impart being invari-
ably associated with a style remarkable for its clearness and
utter absence of all technicality. It is considered that these
Lectures, extending over a period of fifteen years, have been
very instrumental in imparting that knowledge" of Chemistry our
farmers now possess.

Further than this, however, Mr. Nesbit, in conjunction with
his father, originated, immediately on the formation of the Royal
Agricultural Society of England, the Agricultural College at
Kennington, and ot which he is the Principal. This is the first
institution of the kind in which Analytical Chemistry was made
an ordinary and regular branch of education, having been in
existence some years previous to the Cirencester College. The
manner in which many of the pupils from Kennington have sub-
sequently distinguished themselves is the most satisfactory com-
pliment to the gentleman under whom they were educated.
Mr. Nesbit' s labours in a variety of other ways have all baen

directed towards the advancement of Agriculture. They have
tended, amongst other matters, to the discovery of the Phos-
phates, during the investigation on which he conducted many
hundred analyses. Whilst amongst the chief and most unre-
mitting of his exertions has been the endeavour to expose and
retard the adulteration of Artificial Manures.
The Members of the Club think they have said enough to

warrant them in asking you to join them in offering their sub-
stantial thanks to one who has done so much in their behalf.
As the Subscription List will shortly close, they will be the more
obliged by your at once giving this your best consideration.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
Henry Corbet,

London, December. 1856. Honorary Secretary.

AKTIP1C1AL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction tor their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J.C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c.."and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, and every

description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.

W. Ixglis Carne, 10, Mark Lane, London.

THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
at Mr, Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

K. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, ll.\ Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

Beg to call the attention of Agriculturists to their MANURES
FOR AUTUMN SOWING, which by a judicious blending of

Nitrogen with the mineral constituents taken from the soil by
'Cereals, produce good crops without exhausting the land.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY also supply genuine
Peruvian Guano direct from importers' warehouses, Sulphate of

Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Superphosphate of Lime, Blood
Manure, and every Artificial Manure of kuown value.

Edward Purser, Secretary.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London.

ES TABLISHED 1812.

TURNIP MANURE.—This valuable fertiliser has

been used for the last twelve years with great success by

most of the eminent Agriculturists throughout England, and

stands unrivalled in the weight and quality of the bulbs which

•it produces; it is besides especially beneficial to the Grain Crops

which follow, while Clover is rarely found to fail after the first

application. Some of the crops produced by this Manure last

vear weighed upwards of 30 tons per acre. GRASS, BARLEY,
CLOVER, and WHEAT MANURES; also BONE, GUANO,
and SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, warranted of the best

quality.— Applv to

K.&T. PROCTOR, CATHAY, BRISTOL.
(BIRMINGHAM,

PROCTOR and RYLAND,-{ EDMONSCOTE, WARWICK.
{ And SALTNEY.nearCHESTER.

LAND DRAINAGE AND OTHER AGRICULTURAL
IMPLEMENTS.

MR. THOMAS SCOTT, 5, Charing Cross, has at

present a large number of Skilled Drainers in his employ,

and is prepared to Contract for Works of Drainage and to carry

them out with the utmost despatch.

All other Agricultural Improvements, Buch as removing

fences, grubbing up Coppice Wood, and trenching undertaken.

Designs given for Farm Buildings, and systems|of Farm
Management laid down.
Mr. S. has at present several excellent Farms and Residential

Propert e* for Sale and letting.

rPHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
-A- PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Henbv Keb Setmeb, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection

wf Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of

Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

«r as ecclesiastical or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or

he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-

lities WILL BE AFFORDED IK EITHEB CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly

instalments.
5. The term of snch charge may be fixed by the Landowner

and extended to fifty years for Laxd Improvements and

THiBTy-oNE yeab3 for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments

*»U be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the

improved Lauds can afford to pay. William Cliffobd Sec.

1 OMITHFIELD CLUB, Bakfr Street Bazaar.—
*~> STANDS Nob. 153 & 154, at the North end of the West Gallery.

SUTTON and BON8,
^__^_ Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

OUTTON'S CHAMPION SWEDES, and SUTTON'S& SELECTED MANGEL WURZBL.—At the Smithfield
Club Show, STANDS 153 and 164, will be seen Swedes and
Mangel "Wurzel from the fields which gained II. R. H. Princr
Albebt's Prize Cups at the Royal Ea6t Berks and the Roval
Booth Bucks Agricultural Society's Meetings.

It is worthy of observation thai these same distinguished

Prizes have been awarded to the same sorts at these Meet-
ings both in 1855 and in 1856.
For Seeds of the same, address BOTTOM & Sons, Royal Berk-

shire Seed Establishment , Reading.

OMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW.—^ Show Days: 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th December.
See BEKTALL'd NEW PATENT ROOT PULPER, Stand 192.

Manufactory

—

Ileybridge, Ma!don, Essex.

OMITHFIELD SHOW, Stand 223.—Wheat Planters
*J or Depositors, Bean and Grain Setters, with from 5 to 15
planting irons in each implement, on wheels, and worked with a
lever, doing from 1 acre to 2 acres a day. Other important in-

ventions Tftil be exhibited as above.

SMITHFIELD CATTLE SHOW.
WSKIRVING begs to acquaint his friends and

• the public that he will attend at the ensuing Smithfield
Cattle Show on the 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th December, to exhibit

ROOTS of his IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP, and take orders

for the Seed of it and all approved kinds of Agricultural Seeds.

—

Liverpool, December 6. __^

SMITHFIELD CLUB SHOW.

PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen and Nur-
sertmex to Her Majesty the Queen, &c, STANDS Nm.

219 ?
220, 221, and 222, will exhibit specimens of various FIELD

ROOTS sent by several of their English Customers, and all

grown under ordinary Field Culture. They will also exhibit a
collection of Roots from Scotland, specimens of Grain in the

Straw, &c.
Catalogues of the various departments of their business may

be ;had at their Stand; or at their London Branch, 27, Great
George Street, Westminster.

SMITHFItLD CLUB SHOW.
THE TRACTION ENGINE AND ENDLESS

RAILWAY, which appeared in the Procession on Lord
Mayor's Day, will be publicly exhibited in operation in the

immediate neighbourhood of Baker Street on the four days of the

Cattle Show.—For further particulars apply to Botdell &
Glasihr, Hawlev Crescent, Camden Town.

wEARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable

material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not

likely to corrode, and can be raised or

lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried

on shonldertoanypondor tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 3Z.3s.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs

are 5 ft. high,
liinch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. 9i. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rnbber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 35. 6d. per foot.

Maybe obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the

above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines, &c—Engravings sent on application^

rARN£R'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the nse of Farms, Cot-

tages. Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £

ORIZi: STEAM ENGINE and THRESHING
X MACHINE (Hornby's, prire awarded by the Royal
Agricultural Society of England, now ready for delivery at

Wm. Dray & r../s Warehouses, Swan Lane, Upper Thames
Street, r London Bridge.

OLLEGE op AGRICULTURE and CH EM1STRY,
and OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL 3CIENCE,37 and

33, Lower Kennington Lane. Kennington, near London.
Principal—J.C. Nesbit, F.G.S.. F.C.S.,&c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services,and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver ia

the couutry a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry "during the next twelvemonth.

MR. DONNE'S DORKINGS & BUFF COCHINS
—The Rev. Stkimiek Donne has Dorking Chickens and a

few Adult Hens to dispose of, bred from the Birds which have
won the Silver Cnps at Birmingham, Liverpool, and Windsor.

Also, Eggs from the best Dorkings and Cochins will be ready

shortly. The above Dorking Chickens are the Brothers and
Sisters of the Birds which have won the Silver Cup, and the

Second Prize at Birmingham at the last Show; and the EGGS
will be from the parents of these Birds.—Oswestry, Dec. 6.

/CRYSTAL PALACE.—POULTRY SHOW.—The
\y Directors beg to announce that a (illAND EXHIBITION
of POULTRY, PIGEONS, and RABBITS will :ake place on

SATURDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY, and WEDNESDAY,
the 10th, 12th, 13th and 14th of January npxt.

The Entries will close on Saturday the 13th December inst.

Schedules of Prizes, with the Regulations, may be had on

application to Mr. Houghton, Secretary to the Poultry Exhi-

bition, Crystal Palace, Sydenham, to whom all communications

may be addressed.

Agricultural Implements. — The largest collection of the

best Implements and Machines, by Ransom*, Garrett, Crosskill,

and other eminent makers, is now exhibited at the Crystal

Palace. Prices mav be obtained of the attendants.

General Arrangements.—The Palace is open daily. On
Saturdays (when a Concert of vocal and instrumental music is

given) from 12 till dusk; Admission, ft*. 6rf.; Children, 1*. On
other days from 10 till dusk; Admission, Is ; Children 6d. Tha
Crystal Palace Band performs daily in the New Concert Room.

By order, G. Grove, Secretary.

Crystal Palace, Dec. 6. ,

/COLCHESTER POULTRY EXHIBITION.—
Vy Essex Association for the Improvement of the
Breeds of Poultry.—The Fourth Annual Exhibition of this

Society will be held in the Castle Bailev, ColcheaW, on WED-
NESDAY. THURSDAY, FRIDAY, and SATURDAY, Decem-

ber 31st, 1S56. and January 1,2, and 3, 1857, and the Entries

close on WEDNESDAY, December 17.

The Colchester Cup, value 20 Guineas, for the best collection

of Poultry, (not less than ten pens and five varieties) shown for

general competition : the Counties Cup, value 10 Guineas, for the

best collection of Poultry, (not less than six pens and three

varieties,) shown for general competition ; a Piece of Plate,

value Five Guineas, for the best collection of Poultry, (not less

than five pens,) shown for general competition, contributed in

this case by Essex or Suffolk Exhibitors; a Silver Medal, value

Two Guineas, for the best collection of Pigeons, (not less than

five pens,) will be awarded, in addition to the ordinaiy prizes.

Prize Lists, Certificate Form of Entry, &c, may be had on

application to the Honorary Secretaries, 19, High Street,

Colchester.
u ,

ORIZU CATTLE SHOW OF THE SMITH-
1- FIELD CLUB.—The Annual Exhibition of Prize Cattle,

Seeds, Roots, Implement*, &0* commences on TUESDAY
MORNING and closes on FRIDAY EVENING. December 9,

10, 11, and 12. Bazaar, King Street and Baker Street. Open
from daylight till 9 in the evening. Admittance One Shilling,

OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND.

The GENERAL MEETING of the MEMBERS will be held

on SATURDAY, December 13, at 11 o'clock.

By Order of the Council.

London, Dec. 6, 1856. James Hudson, Secretary.

91 in. short 1 ft. 7 in.

ft

V

t»

' Fitted for lead,

gutta percha,

or cast iron

flanged pipe, 1

as required. /

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe

attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2

2*

3

n

long 3

ditto 3 „
ditto 3
ditto 3 „

6
6
6

»»

»»

n

n

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and

space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER axd SONS,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden

Engines, &c. Ac—Enprravings sent on application.

PARKES'STEEL DIGGING FORKS & DRAINING TOOLS.

14

13

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by

upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Roval Agricultural Societv, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application and Illustrated Catalogue

of the best Farm Implements on receipt of eight postage stamps.

95, Newgate Street, London.

Eht agricultural <Ba*tm*
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1856.

*>

A short account of the Midland Counties Show

at Birmingham this week is given in another

page. We doubt not we shall next week have to

refer more particularly to some of the principal

animals exhibited when they make their appearance

at the Baker Street Exhibition of the Smithfield

Club. Among the agricultural events of the ensuing

week are the meeting of the London Farmers' Club,

when Mr. Thomas opens a discussion on the im-

portant subject of crop rotations—the meeting of

the Smithfield Club and their annual show on

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday at the

Baker Street Bazaar—and the meeting of the

Society of Arts on Wednesday, when a discussion

will take place on the utilisation of town sewage.

It is a fact characteristic of many a profession

besides agriculture that the man most defective in

the theory he may hold, is nevertheless often most

successful in the practice he exhibits. This arises

either from a false theory being held entirely in

abeyance ; or, if it be merely deficient, from what is

sound in the opinions entertained being energetic-

ally developed. Take the relation in which the

working man stands to his employer as an instance

—how many masters there are of liberal sentiments

and large profession in this matter who neverthe-

less leave their neighbours to themselves—while

others, holding, as we believe, defective views, are

conscientiously carrying out the plans they believe

the best, and effecting great good in consequence.

Of the several speakers at the London Farmers'

Club the other day, when the condition of the agri-

cultural labourer was discussed, we sympathised

most fully with Mr. Williams, of Baydon, Wilt-
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shire—if, indeed, we except his remarks on the

propriety of making it a breach of the law to

enter a public-house on Sundays. Take his remarks

on allotments, for example :

—

"He and Mr. F.aker of Writ tie differed, he thought, only as to

the mode of cultivation ; Mr. Bakkr thought that 20 perches was
sufficient for the Labouring man, because he would not allow
him togrowanrw! i'e crops. Now, he differed from Mr. Baker on
that point, lie hoped the labourer would be found sufficiently

honest to be permitted to grow a certain amount of white crops
without exposing himself to the suspicion that he grew more per
acre than his master could ever produce. There was an idea
abroad that if the labouring man were allowed to cultivate
Wheat and Barley, his produce would increase through the
opportunities whicli he had of taking home a portion of his
master's ; and that his small Wheat crop would yield, rateabh
double what his roaster's crops would yield under the highest
cultivation. He -trusted he should live to see the day when
the labourer could be allowed to grow white crops, without
its being supposed that he must rob his master every dav to

increase his production. As regarded the rood of land of which he
had spoken, if the labourer were placed in a proper position, a
certain portion of this would be required to obtain a sack of
Wheat or Barley. If he made the best use of the offal of hLa
cottage, he would be in a position to keep a pig. He would then
require a certnin amount of straw to litter his pig, and he would,
to some extent, be a farmer—that was to say, to the extent of the
land which he cultivated. The pig would be the stock on hi-
little farm, producing manure to keep the land in condition.
The straw which the white crop produced would help him to
litter hi3 pig, and, in its altered shape, would be returned again
to the soil ; and after the pig was killed, the labourer would
have two flitches of bacon hung up for winter-consumption, in
addition to the Potatoes, Cabbages, and so on."

This we believe to be the true way of treating the
labourer. Trust him—put him in the way of

working for himself-—sympathize with him in all hi*,

successes. Having some 10 or 12 years ago let 20
acres to 60 or 70 allotment tenants in Glou-
cestershire, 40 to 80 perches being allotted to the
tenants in proportion to their ability to cultivate
the land—the only stipulation being that not more
than one-half should be in any year in Potatoes or
in corn—and all the conditions as to moral conduct,
Sunday working, &c, being well understood with-
out having ever once been made the subject of
remark or rule, we can testify from the success of the
whole plan to its soundness. Having revisited the
place last summer after an absence of some years,
we found better crops of Wheat had been reaped
last year than had been ever known before—most
families had three months' bread besides their
vegetables from their plots—and it was a common
thing to hear it said they would not lose their plot
of land for 61. or 8/. a year.

Nevertheless look at the patient, laborious, and
successful practice of some men, who look with a
degree of suspicion on the working man, or if this
be too harsh a term, who think that, though there
is a possibility of educating him too well, he must
be looked after, and tended and provided for.

We do not know if Mr. Baker, of Writtle, or
Mr. Thomas, of Lidlington, will admit that they are
properly placed among this latter class ; they
appeared to us to think that it was the business of
the farmer to "form the principles" of his men,
and " to give continaal attention to their wants ;"

sentiments which may be considered redundant
rather than defective as regards the theorv of
the relationship between labourers and their
employers. But whatever may be thought of their
opinions no one can fail to admire their practice.
And^ Mr. Baker with his cottage building, his
evening schools, and even his allotments—and Mr.
Thomas with his admirably organised and managed
'•' classes " of boy-labourers—may be safely left in
the enjoyment of what opinions in the abstract they
may choose to teach, so long as methods so well
conceived, benevolent, and efficient are kept by
them in operation for the benefit and instruction of
the people in their employ.

In a recent number of this Journal we quoted
the opinion of Mr. Willoughby Wood on the
profitableness of attention to the principles which
guide the successful breeder of our domestic
animals. " In a knowledge of the principles of
breeding the agriculturist will find a mine which
will repay the working as amply as the chemistry of
the soil or the physiology of vegetation."
At the late meeting of the Chemico-Agricultural

Society of Ulster, Mr. Andrews of Comber, in his
excellent address on the claims of that society to
public support, referred, on the other hand, to the
importance of knowing the principles of cultivation.
" Hundreds of pounds a year of premium are ap-
plied in rewarding the breeder who had lengthened
by a few inches the hongh of an ox, or produced
in some degree a more rotund development of
some muscle which was admired and which no
doubt was useful—but the observation he made
was that while the breeder who produced these
beauties in utility and fashion was largely re-
warded, a very small sum was considered quite
enough to give to those who applied themselves to
produce the means by which the animals were
supported."

These are the two aspects in which the theory
and practice of agriculture present themselves. On
the production and on the consumption of the food

for stock upon the farm depends its yield of food for

man. These two divisions, however, ought not to

be pitted against each other—they are the parts of a

consistent whole. We cannot sell our root crops,

and it is therefore of the highest importance that

we should be enabled to consume them profitably.

The cultivator has every reason to thank the breeder

and to thank those societies through whose encou-

ragement the breeds of of cattle have been by him
so much improved.

Stated positively, however, on
and not in depreciation of the

farm practice, there can be no
Mr. Andrews said on the primary importance of the

art of cultivation and on the first class value of all

such efforts to teach right principles on this sub-

ject as the Ulster Chemico-Agricultural Society are

making. This is we believe the only society of its

kind now existing—and we hope that its labours

and those of its able chemist, Dr. Hodges, will not be
allowed to drop for want of that support for which
Mr. Andrews urged so powerful a plea.

His address will be found in another column.

its own account,

other divisions of

doubt of all that

neater than could be expected from loss of condition
and of price.

My success is attracting the attention of my neigh-
bours, two of whom have tried it, each on one animal
only, with success. In a future paper 1 purpose to treat
of the theory or adaptation of means to end of this treat-

ment. Messrs. Price & Co. at my instance have pre-
pared coarse oleiu for cattle at a cheaper rate than is

used by medical practitioners. T. Horsfall, Burley Hall.

TREATMENT OF PLEUROPNEUMONIA.
There are perhaps not many holders of live stock,

who being at a distance from a veterinary of skill, do
not give attention to the treatment of them when ail ng.

Such are my circumstances, and latterly I may say that

this office has chiefly been discharged by myself.

During the present season my own ieeding stock, but

more especially milk cows, have been visited with that

discouraging disease pleuro-pneumonia. As the reme-
dies I have applied differ in some respects from any I

have noticed, and have also been comparatively speaking

successful, I seek to explam them in your columns.

My feeders are strictly enjoined without loss of time to

announce to me any appearance of ailment—a practice

I most strenuously advise to any one who concerns

himself about the treatment of his cattle, more par-

ticularly as regards the disease of which I am speaking,

the chance of success in which essentially depeuds on
early application.

The first appearance which arrests the feeder's atten-

tion is loss, or partial loss, of appetite. If on examina-
tion I detect any of the symptoms which characterise

pleuro, viz., a cough, quickness of respiration, inter-

mittent warmth and chillness of horns, loss of and
acceleration of pulse, I proceed at once to bleed till the

pulse is sensibly affected. This usually requires 5 to

6 quarts to be taken. I then give

—

Epsom salts 8 oz.

Spirits of nitre ... 1 „

Tartar emetic ... $ drachm.

Digitalis J. drachm.
Flour of sulphur... 4 oz.
Treacle 16 „
Coco-olein 6 „

These ingredients are mixed, and given with plenty

of warm gruel, for which I use my pig food—boiled

Indian meal mixed with a small proportion of Pea-meal.

In some instances when a renewal of the difficulty of

breathing and acceleration of pulse have shown them-
selves, I have thought it advisable to repeat the bleeding

to a less degree, say 3 quarts, and give likewise the

Tartar emetic and digitalis in the gruel. I think this

treatment applicable only to the very early, and on no
account to be resorted to in the more advanced stages

of the disease.

I continue to give morning and evening in gruel

—

Coco-olein 4 to 6 oz.
J

Flour of sulphur 4 oz.
Spirits of nitre .. £ to 1 „ |

Treacle or sugar 8 „

At noon I give the gruel with the addition of a little

sugar only. The doses of sugar or treacle and sulphur
are modified by circumstances, and so as to keep the

bowels sufficiently open. It will be observed that in the

first dose I give Epsom salts, on account of their quick
action, but afterwards I prefer treacle with sulphur.

The patient requires watching with the greatest care
;

the sick room ought to be well ventilated at the top, but
kept warm day and night. A depression of temperature
or exposure to draught has been observed to disturb

the breathing. When the feverish symptoms have
abated, I give oatmeal instead of Indian meal in gruel

;

I continue the coco-olein with sugar or treacle morning
and evening throughout, with occasional doses of \ to

1 oz. of spirits of nitre. In several of the cases, when
the pulse has become feeble and below 60 beats per
minute, accompanied by languor and weakness, I have
given a wine-glass of brandy in the morning and
evening's gruel with apparent advantage. The attendant

is taught to offer the animal changes of food, brewers'
grains, bran mash, bay, Grass, green Rape plant, or
other palatable material. It is encouraging to find the
animal begin to eat, and make its selection.

The treatment has varied in some respects from what
I first started with ; towards the commencement I lost

two, but latterly and since I have used the precise

treatment I have described, I have been uniformly
successful ; out of the whole 14, 12 have recovered.

The time they have been unwell has varied from
14 to 21 days ; the healthy action of the skin has been
in a great degree maintained, as I have scarcely observed
in any instance that extreme fastness of hide or staring

coat which usually accompanies this disease in its length-
ened stage. They have lost in weight to the extent of

1 cwt. to If cwt, each. The milk cattle whilst suffer-

ing have reduced their yield of milk to 3 or 4 quarts per
day, but on their recovery have in a great measure
regained this. In no instance have I found a greater

falling off than 2 quarts per day, a diminution scarcely

DIARY OF A DAIRY FARM.
NOVEMBER ANB BECEMBER.

Very little remains now to be added to the informa-

tion given in previous months upon the management of

the dairy, except to attend to the rules already laid

down. Great attention must, however, be paid to the

late made cheese, for if the frost sets in while it is

tender it will prevent its ever becoming firm, and it will

run out in the sides and become indented and rough on
the top, which of course causes much waste ; however,
if this does occur, the cheese thus affected will be found

to he most usefully appropriated by being used for

toasting ; the taste is generally mild, and it has been
very good indeed when used in this way, and generally

approved, it being more tender and digestible than ordi-

nary toasted cheese, which often becomes hard from the

process of toasting, whereas this never becomes so, and
is more like a rich cream on the dish ; but there is a

greater advantage in keeping it from the injury occa-

sioned by the frost than in using a larger quantity than

may be required for toasting. It may be well to prevent

the sev.re weather from taking effect upon the

late made cheese by removing it to a warmer situa-

tion than the dairy or cheese loft, where it may
not be so likely to suffer ; if convenience offers, a

dry underground cellar or a room where it may have
the advantage of a fire would be very desirable. Woollen
cloths also may be thrown over the cheeses, or any-

thing that would in some degree protect them
from the frost is quite worth attending to, and
the quality may be preserved from injury by atten-

tion to these particulars. The cheese vats should

be well scalded before being stacked away, which should

be done in a manner to allow of air passing between
them, otherwise they will become mouldy ; this should

be avoided, and they require frequently to be examined
and be rubbed with a dry cloth if any mould appears

upon them, everything requiring to be kept from any
unpleasant smell, and the cheeses when they are

used are liable to have the taste affected, if

this is not prevented by proper attention. The cheese

cloths should be boiled in sour whey before they

are washed to be put away for the winter ; if there

should be any salt left in them this will entirely

remove it, the salt would cause them to become rotten

if left in. Butter is usually troublesome to manage at

this season. Cream should not be allowed to be chilled

at any time before it is prepared for being made into

butter, which must at this season be done by warming
in a tin vessel placed in a furnace of boiling water ; the

heat of the cream must be regulated by the weather,

which, if very severe, will require more heat than if less

so, and care and experience is necessary to regulate this,

as if made too warm, the quality of the butter will

thereby be deteriorated. Sometimes dairy cows are

allowed to eat Turnips or the tops of Mangel Wurzel at

this season, which has an improper influence upon the

butter by giving it a very unpleasant flavour ; this

should be prevented if possible, but if this food should be

allowed, a small quantity of saltpetre is a very good

thing to remove the taste ; about the proportion of a

small Walnut to 2 quarts of cream will have a good

effect. It should be put into the cream pan before the

cream is poured into it, and then be frequently stirred

before it is churned. The milk is now generally from

cows which have calved many months, and has some-

times not that sweetness which it has earlier in the

season, therefore it is a sufficient reason for skimming

it every* 12 hours instead of allowing it to reman -4,

which is sometimes done, the butter will be the sweeter

when this plan is adopted. If the temperature of the

dairy can be regulated by stove or otherwise, so that the

milk may not feel the severity of the season, it will have

a very beneficial influence on the butter, both as to

quantity and quality.

The colour of late made butter may be very

materially improved, and the taste will prove to be

much fresher and sweeter by adopting the [following

recommendation :—The night before the cream is to be

churned, take two or three good-sized red Carrots for

each gallon of cream ; after washing, grate them, and

stir the pulp into the cream ; the juice will mix with it,

and the pulp will remain in the cloth or strainer when

the cream is poured into the churn. The flavour of the

butter will be much improved and the appearance

changed for the better by this simple and wholesome

addition. The Carrot as a colouring is far less

>

exPf?"

sive than Annatto, which is sometimes used tor tnis

purpose. , ,

The dairy cattle should now get all the wa™tn and

shelter the farm buildings can supply. The oldest cows

being generally those which calve earliest in next year

should now be dried, and the.^e will do well on a liberal

supply of Oat or Wheat straw, with one bushel ot 40 IDs.

of roots given to them, half in the morning and halt at

night. The younger cows, which are still milked on for

another month or so, should during this time get more

liberal fare, hay being substituted for straw, cr if not

this, double the quantity of roots should be given them,

or they soon become poor; and they should not

!
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be allowed to lose flesh before they come to be dry.
Young heifers to calve for the first time next season
should now get careful attention, as it is very desirable

their growth should not be checked up to the time of
milking, good wholesome food tending more to health
and good growing condition, such as hay or straw, or
both perhaps, cut into chaff and mixed with roots, being
better than auy meal or cake, as less likely to produce
fat, which is not desirable in young in-season heifers.

Cutting dry food into chaff is much the best plan for

these animals, as it prevents waste and induces them to
eat more of it, as young cattle will not, as older cows,
consume the straw whole or uncut. Great attention
should be paid to any cows calving now, and shelter
and the best food is indispensable to their doing well.

Weaning calves should be in the yards ; chaff and roots
being their best food, the latter cut fine enough for
their feeding on them readily. Should the supply of
roots be insufficient on some dairy farms to give all a
full quantity, the weaning calves might have one
meal given of oilcake—about 3 lbs. a week would be
sufficient—or half a pint of meal from Barley or refuse
Wheat thrown over their chaff, with a bit of salt.

It is quite necessary that weaning calves should have
warm shelter and divided into small numbers together.
It is an old saying of men of experience, " That if you
have but two weaning calves on a farm you should keep
them in two places." It is certainly more conducive to
health, not only on account of each getting its proper
share of food, but also to hinder their breathing each
other's breath, which often occasions infectious disease,

for from their disposition to herd so close together,
should one be only a little disordered, and the breath
sour, another catching this might be subject, and often
is, to a worse attack, and so infectious complaints are
often increased and become fatal.

The year's accounts of the dairy can this month be
closed, and the produce of a cow, on an average in a
large dairy, has yielded at present prices the following
amount ;

—

£ s.
4 cwt. at 60s 12
40 lbs. of butter (milk and whey) 2

£u
calf 1 10

The keep of a store pig from sour whey ... 1

d.

£16 10

HOME FARM MANAGEMENT.—No. XII.

Practical farmers are still far from being convinced
that the application of manures in a fluid form is profit-

able or can possibly be made so. A more general and
economical demonstration of its profitableness must be
afforded ere they shall have confidence in the system
and be induced to adopt it. It is the interest as much
as the duty of the proprietor of an estate to afford on
his home farm that evidence of its utility which his
tenantry require, and which can only be obtained by
considerable outlay and at some pecuniary risk. This
risk is incurred simply because the principles of liquid
manuring are so imperfectly understood that it is

scarcely possible to get them put into practice without
some failure being experienced, arising either from mis-
calculations, or from the ignorance of those intrusted
with the execution of the operations. Perhaps the
worst error that can be committed is that of laying down
a greater ex'ent of subterranean pipeage than can be
occasionally kept at work. It was an error of this kind
more than anything else that made the irrigating works
at Myremill so unprofitable to the landlord. The interest
on the pipes lying unused in more than a hundred acres
is something considerable, and at Myremill there was
always a large extent of piped land not subjected to the
irrigating process. Wherever the system is to be tried
on a home farm then, let it be so only on a small scale
at the first. An acre of Italian Rye-grass takes an
enormous quantity of tank liquid, and at the first it is

much better to have an over-supply of the latter than a
deficiency for the extent of laud it is intended to be
applied to.

But the question is a natural one—" Is liquid manur-
ing profitable ?" And it may be equally well asked

—

" Will good crops pay ] " The answer to the first query
will serve as a reply to the second. Liquid manuring
will assuredly prove remunerative provided it be carried
out on economical principles. It is not always the
farmer who raises the heaviest crops that has the
largest profits. The best returns are usually obtained
in cases where a fair bulk of produce is obtained and a
strict economy observed in the every day expenditure.
There may be true economy, however, in liberal appli-

cations of both solid and fluid fertilisers. No good
farmer will deny that farm-yard manure, guano, bones,
and other enriching substances used in a solid form are
sure on most soils to prove faithful in returniug their

price with liberal interest. And it would be no difficult

matter to prove that the same fertilising ingredients

employed in a fluid form would be still more profitable

under proper management. Without attempting to go so
fully into the subject as its importance may warrant, I

shall endeavour to show some of the advantages which
°ught and must result from manures being applied to

the soil iu a soluble state. Every one knows that before

manurial matters can have any effect in promoting the

growth of plants they must be dissolved—they must, in

other words, be converted into liquid manures. This
is done slowly but effectively in the soil partly by rains

and partly by atmospheric action. These are the agents

provided by Nature tor bringing about those changes in

the composition of fertilising ingredients which are

necessary to their being assimilated by living plants

Now, does it not appear evident that while the Jaws of

vegetable nutrition require that plants be supplied with

nourishment in a soluble form—that while Nature has
indicated the necessity for meeting thete wants by
effecting: certain important changes on the substance*

employed as manures— it becomes the farmer, though
acting from no other motives than those which common
sense may dictate, to help Nature in the performance

of her very important operations I Chemical,

pluvial, and atmospheric i.gents are all capable of

reducing and thereby promoting the solubility of solid

manures that may be put into the toil ; but

if the various processes are to be combined in one, and
to be kept completely under the control of the farmer,

it is in the liquid tank rather than in the soil that this

must be done. Nothing certainly is easier than to pre-

pare a * soup" suitable for the nourishment of a crop of

any kind that may be to be grown. Whether it be a

cereal, a leguminous, or a root crop it matters little. The
ingredients which are known to be capable of nourishing

auy particular species of plant are put into the tank in

the proportions necessary to give a normal produce, and

on the liquid mixture being applied to the land it imme-
diately begins to act. But it may be said that this is

the most direct course that can be adopted to produce

plethora and abnormity iu cultivated plants. Not at all,

if the mixture is skilfully prepared. Under the ordi-

nary solid manuring system the dung applied to the soil

in one year is intended to last several years—during the

whole rotation course. Were that manure or its equi-

valent in fertilising substances applied to the soil at

once in a liquid state the plethoric effects on the imme-
diately succeeding crop might be very injurious for the

manure intended for four or five years would in this

case te made to expend its strength in one year. The
proper way to employ tank liquid is to use no more at

one time than the crop on the land requires. It may
even be necessary to divide the liquid requisite

for the production of the season's produce into two or

three dressings. One very obvious advantage result-

ing from the liquefying of manures is that the solid

fertilisers necessary to go over a hundred acres of land

managed on the four-course rotation may be made a

suitable dressing for one crop over no less than four

hundred acres. In this way the sound commercial

principle which aims at speedy returns is brought into

play. Instead of manurial ingredients being locked up

in the soil for several jears they are at once made to

bear a part in the development of vegetable structures,

and this tells most conclusively on the profits of the

farmer.

It is necessary perhaps to state before going further,

that by the term "liquid manure" I mean something

more than either the urine of animals or the severely

diluted drainings of an exposed dung-heap. The only

kind of tank-liquid which can be profitably employed in

the nourishment of general farm crops is that which

contains all the elements found in animal foeces as well

as in urine. These may be obtained either from dis-

solved stall-manure, or from guano, bones, flesh, rape-

cake, or other matters that may be put into the tank.

Urine alone will nourish Grasses and produce great

luxuriance in other crops ; but as it contains some

ingredients in excess, and is destitute of others which

are required to balance with them if a sound produce is

to be obtained, it can only be looked on as an uncertain

and dangerous dressing, unless used in small quantities.

Another most important advantage resulting from

the adoption of the liquid manuring practice, is the

facility afforded by the appliances it requires, for dress-

ing hay and other crops that are flagging in conse-

quence of drought with such water as may be at com-

mand. In some dry seasons the saving effected by this

means alone will be sufficient to repay a large part of the

Did space permit 1 could afford most convincing

evidence by "facts and figures" of the profitableness

of employing all kinds of manures in a liquid state.

Yet I do not expect the practice will gain favour for a
long period with tenant farmers. It is so much more
simple to soak up the drainings of the cattle stalls with

litter, and requires so much less skill and attention to pre-

pare and apply solid manures that they are not likely to

think of, or to adopt the liquefying system. But
the fact is nevertheless indubitable that in

this system we have a germ which with the
Tullian practice of soil culture shall one day

or other revolutionise the farming of the United King-

dom. The time has not yet arrived but will assuredly

come round when the clamant wants of the British

stomach shall compel the British farmer to grow double

the produce he grows at present. And then liquid

manuring and the careful use of every pint of city

sewage that can be got hold of, will, as matters of course,

be adopted on all hands.

If landed proprietors wish to set a good example in

the use of tank liquid on their home farms they ought

to be most careful to make it remunerative. Operating

on a small scale an inexpensive tank will suffice in the

first iustance. A single action force pump connected

with a little air-vessel will be quite capable of distri-

buting by means of engine, water, or horse-power the

liquid over a few acres in the viciuity of the homestead.

The land laid with pipes should be charged with all the

sunk and floating expenses that may be incurred in

carrying out the operations and credited with the

produce. A few years will thus afford convincing

proof of the profitableness or otherwise of the system,

and this if made known to the tenantry will bear its

fruit either one way or another. An acre or two

should be laid out under green crops— a similar extt nt

under corn—but the larger part of the experimental

field ou^ht to be put under Italian Rye-grass. To
secure the successful culture of the latter crop it is-

necessary to put the soil into very high condition before

the seed is sown. If the seed at the rate of from

three to four bushels per acre is put into the ground

in autumn the young plant will be ready to come away
early in the following spring. A liberal dressing should

be given just when vegetation has started, and a

similar one after each cutting during the season. Evco
on poor stubborn clays I have seen three to four cut-

tings taken in the year, and on loamy good soils five

or six cuttings may be expected.

The first thing in carrying out the irrigating process

is to secure a liberal supply of water. In many cases

this can be easily effected by taking advautage of the

facilities which may be naturally afforded for bringing

it from a higher level. But in other cases it will be

necessary to form a reservoir for the collection of rain?

water, or to sink a well for an underground 6upply

cither from drains or springs. All this may be done in

most instances at a very small expenditure when a

mere experimental plot is to be attempted, and there-

fore there can be no good reason for liquid manuring

not being practised to some extent on every home farm

in the country. It is only by this means that the prac-

tice if deserving of imitation will find its way into

every part of the land, and be adopted by tenant farmers

as one of their regular branches of farm management.

John Lock-hart Morton, Parliament Street, Westminster.

Home Correspondence.
Boeing and Cultivating between Kows of Corn in the

Early Stage of Growth.— After some years experience

in hoeing and stirring between the rows of Wheat and

(

other grain, I have been able to form the following

opinion, both as regards the mode of operation and the

outlay on the irrigating works. Then, if from any results to be obtained I proceed thus with corn that

unexpected weakness in the soil, a crop should seem has been drilled, or what is far better, with gram that
;pected

sickly in the early part of the season, a suitable lique-

fied dressing will renew its growth and give a large

produce, when otherwise it might have been an inferior

and unprofitable one. The whole cost per acre

of tankage, pipeage, engine, pumps, and other fittings,

may be taken on an average at 5Z., and this at a

rent charge of 7£ per cent, adds only 75. 6d. to the

annual rental of the soil. Now if we consider the

many advantages which are derived, from the power

being possessed of promoting the growth of a crop at

any time in the vegetative season we may think it needs

it, there cannot be a doubt that even by that means

alone the irrigating process may in many cases be

made remunerative. And when we take into account

the enormous benefits which result from the use of

liquid manure in the raising of Italian Rye-grass, the

evidence of its profitableness is still farther increased.

It was ably shown nearly two years ago by Mr. John C.

Morton that this crop is capable of affording an extra-

ordinary amount of food for house-fed stock, and that

the only means by wnich it can be grown in perfection

is by liberal applications of liquid manures. Mr.

Telfer, of Cunning Park, has proved experimentally

that so much as 12 to 15 feet of Grass, measuring the

various cuttings, can be taken in one season off land

which was originally little else than blowing sand. He

uses very large quantities of manures by the acre, but

it is because they are applied in a liquefied state that he

gets such returns. Mr. Ralston, of Dunduff, also in

Ayrshire, has increased the aggregate produce of his

farm more than six-fold by the adoption of the irriga-

ing system. And as for Mr. Mechi, he tells us after a

fair trial that he really finds in it the key to profitable

farming.

has been deposited at stated intervals in the rows, in

other words, planted in or dibbled with a very small iron

rod, for the plants or stools of two or three together

not only grow in the natural circular form, and throw

out short stems before winter (if planted early), but

the intervals admit of the rows being hoed across,

which I conceive to be of equal importance with

the usual method of hoeing. As soon as the

rows are sufficiently defined I take & sharp hoe

and run it over the surface to cause the soil to be

mellow, and if the plants be high enough I earth

them up slightly ; this is of great importance, as

the earthing up induces the plant to throw out fresh

roots, and very stout ones too, above the first roots ; this

tends to cause early tillering, and at the same time it

strengthens and stays the plants when they have after-

wards to contend against violent winds and rains. This

hoeing likewise cuts off all young weeds which have just

commenced their growth. I hoe again before winter

(for I seed early in September), and rather deeper this-

time, so as to cut the roots and excite the plant to

tiller, for I prefer the plant to tiller well in autumn and

avoid this operation as much as possible in spring. I

now leave the crop alone till the following year, when

I hoe again, but this time not deeply, for if at this season

you hoe and stir 2 inches deep you cut the roots of the

corn, which excites the plant into action and causes it to

tiller afresh (I do not mean to say that the plants will not

tiller on the approach of warmer weather, but if you do

not cut the roots they will not do so to the same extent),

and the late stems that have been thrown out in conse-

quence do not ripen their ears with the rest of the corn,

the sample becomes uneven, and the other ears suffer;

besides that, if it be Wheat, the firm bed in which this
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last hoeing is chiefly to break the crust and

open the channels of the soil, allowing the air and

dews to penetrate. Now these three hoeingB come

rather expensive if done in the usual manner, but

the expense is not in proportion to the benefit

derived by the crop, but I know of no hand-hoe, ex-

cepting the one I am about to speak of, which will do

the work as I should wish to see it done. A man,

generally speaking, is obliged to work too fast to do the

work well, and as he often treads on the weeds after

they have been cut off, they take root again ; at any

rate he presses down the soil with his feet, which

instead of being left open and mellow to admit air and

dews, is again closed up. My idea of a hoe is,

that a man should have it entirely under his control, so

that if he wishes to hoe exactly half an inch he should

be able to do so, or 1 inch or 2 inches ; and also, ex-

cepting by great carelessness, he should be unable to

hoe up a single plant, and that he should not tread on a

weed after it has been cut off ; also that the soil should

be left open and mellow, and above nil that he should

be able to hoe one acre a day. Such a hoe I trust I

have invented, and if any one wishes to see it he can

do so at 223 Stand, Smithfield Show, where he will see

other original inventions. Sigma.

Large and Small Potatoes as Sets.

p'anting large Potatoes close in the

the greater distances between the rows, I willingly give

way to Mr. Knight's opinion as stated by " J. T." in

the Gazette of November 29. It suits with my general

rale of tillage better than planting them at equal dis-

tances each way. But it is not as only regards the

advantage of exposure to the direct rays of the sun,

which I believe they would obtain either way, but as

allowing, in the greater distances between the rows, a

freer passage of air ; this I consider most essential as

affording a more continuous supply of fresh aerial food

to the leaves of plants. In rows at narrow distances,

and more so in broadcast tillage, more or less stag-

nation of air must occur, and the plants be thus

compelled to re-imbibe the excrementitious matters

they have thrown off in perspiration. As the dif-

fused light of the sun appears as effectual to the de-

composition of carbonic acid as the direct one, I do not

pTant de!.ghts"wilTbe d,,turbed. By the two former th« bankers on the last day of the moiv hj^;"^^;
h\eings the weeds will in a great measure be eradicated, 650?. Mr. Barker, as Chairman, als° '^V^
still there are always plenty of weeds in spring; but of the House Committee. These reports wereiadopted

•'-'--•' - - •» ----- * — a Prizes for Essays.—Mr. Ihompson, Chairman^ ot

the Journal Committee, reported the following

awards :

—

I. To Peter Love, of Nasebv Manor Farm, Northampton-

shire : the Prize of 20Z., for the hest Essay on the different

mechanical msdes of deepening the staple soil, In order to

give it the full benefit of atmospheric influence.

II. To T. W. P. Isaac, of Terrace Walks, Bath (Land-Sur-

veyor) : the Prize of 20Z., for the best Essay and Plans

for the construction of Labourers' Cottages, with special

reference to domestic convenience.

Veterinary Lectures.—Mr. Raymond Barker and

Mr. Thompson, as the Chairmen respectively of the

Finance and Journal Committees, brought up a joint-

report, which was referred to the monthly council in

February.
Salisbury Meeting.—Mr. Cavendish, Vice-Chairman

of the General Salisbury Committee, reported the

recommendation that the Country Meeting of next year

should be held in the week commencing Monday, the

20th of July. This recommendation was adopted by

the council.

Prizes for Implements and Stock.—On the motion

of Mr. Fisher Hobbs, the preliminary arrangement of

the Country Meeting Prize Sheets for next year was re-

ferred to the Implement Committee, and a Special Live-

stock Committee then named, with a request that they

would report their recommendations to the Special Coun-

cil of Thursday, the 1 1th of December,

Steam-Ploughing.—The Council received from the

Stewards the Judges' report of the trial of Mr. Fowler's

plan of ploughing by steam-power. The President di-

rected a Special Council to be summoned for the ensu-

ing week, when their report on the trial of machinery

competing for the Society's prize of 500Z. "for the

steam- cultivator that shall in the most efficient manner

turn over the soil, and be an economical substitute for

the plough or the spade," may be taken into deliberate

consideration.

Decease.—Notice was given that the vacancy in the

Council, occasioned by the lamented decease of Mr.

Woodward, would be filled up by election at the

monthly meeting in February.

Communications were received from Mr. Pain, Mayor

of Salisbury, on the subject of Prizes for Hampshire

•With respect to

drills, and giving

Class XI. Devon Cows.—10!., Mr. A. Umbers, "Weston Hall,

Leamington. __

Class XII. Devon Heifers.—10Z., Mr. A. Lmbera.

Class XIII. Long-Horn Cows or Heifers. — 51., Mr. D. B.

Holborow, Knockdown, near Tetburv, Glocestershire.

Class XIV. Cross-bred Oxen.—10?., Mr. J. Baylor, Leighton

H
ClasY X

V

P
°Fat Cows.—10?., Mr. J.* Faulkner, Bretby Farm,

near Burton-npon-Trent. -*••», *t> r t

Class XVII. Scotch Oxen or Steers.—10?., Duke of Beaufort.

Class XVIII. Welsh Oxen or Steers.—10?., Colonel Pennant,

BaDg°r-

SHEEP.
Class XXI. Three fat Lcicesters, Wethers under 22

!

months.—

1W Mr. J. Smith, Riseborough, near Kirbymoorside, \ orkshire.

Class XXII. Three fat Leicester Wethers, under 34 months.—

10?.. Marquis of Exeter, K.G. nn
Class XXIII. Fat Long-woolled Wethers, under 22 months.

—10?., Mrs. Sarah West, Bletchington.

Class XXV. Three fat Southdown Wethers, under 22 months

old.—10?., Lord Walsingham.
Class XXVI. Three fat Southdown Weathers, under 34

months.— 10/.. Lord Walsingham. ._«*-
Class XXVII. fat Shropshire Wethers, under 22 months.—

10?., Mr. S. Pilgrim. Burbage, near Hinckley.

Class XXVIII. Fat Shropshire Withers, under o4 months.—

Mr. Henry Smith, jun., Sutton Maddock, Shiffnal.

Class XXIX. Fat cross-bred Wethers under 22 months—10?.,

Mr. A. C. Keep, Wollaston, Northamptonshire.

Class XXX. Fat cross-bred Wethers under 34 months.—10?,

Mr. H. Thornley, Marston Hall, near Birmingham.

PIGS.

Class XXXI. Three fat Pigs of one litter, under 10 months.

—10?., Mr. G. B. Morland, Chilton, Abingdon.

Class XXXII. Three fat Pigs of one litter, under 15 months.

—10?., Prince Albert „
Class XXXIII. Fat Pig over lo months old —10?., Mr. K. a.

Watson, Bolton Park, Wigton, Cumberland.

PRIZES FOR BREEDING PIGS.

Class XXXIV. Pigs of a Large Breed. Pen of five Pigs of

one litter, exceeding three and not exceeding six months old.—

10?., Mr. J. Smith, Henley-inArden, Warwickshire.

Class XXXV.-Pigs of a Small Breed. Pen of five Pigs of

one litter, exceeding three and not exceeding six months old.—

10?.. Prince Albert, Windsor Castle.

large tubers so near to each other in the rows as

Mr. Knight recommends, but I doubt not, in allowing

them the greater distance from row to row, from the

-small leaf and manner of growth of the plant, that it is

a plan deserving of all attention, and as productive over

wider dropping as he, in his practice, found. If I do

not change my mind I will adopt it to some small ex-

tent, say half an acre, in the coming summer. I shall

take 4 -feet rows, with Scotch Dons or Downs, and as

Cabbages are found to answer well in our beds, perhaps

try some between the rows ; in their young growth they

will not check the passage of air. /. M. Goodiff.

Thick or Thin Seeding.—Seeing in your Paper that

a discussion on this subject is proceeding, I beg to give

you an account of a field I sowed last autumn. The
liinfi I sowed was what is locally called Kissing-

land, a red Wheat with white chaff. The field was

«own about the middle of December broadcast, and

three bushels and one peck of seed to the statute acre.

It was then top-dressed with dissolved bones at the rate

of three cwt. to the acre, and harrowed in along with

seed. The crop did well and proved not at all too

thick. The specimen I send will show you that it

does not appear stunted or ill fed. I do not mean to

advocate thick sowing, but the quantity of seed sown is
^ m a * * % ft * * _ « _ , * •

present of books ; from the Agricultural Society of the

Duchy of Nassau, on the entering into communication;

from the Baron de Forrester, a valuable collection of

his works relating to the capabilities of the soil and

climate of Portugal ; from Mr. Knowles, a copy of his

Pocket Herd-book ; and from Mr. Brown, a copy of

his Farm-Account Book : along with various other

presentation-copies of works connected with agricul-

ture, for which the Council ordered their usual acknow-

ledgments.
The Council adjourned to their weekly meeting at

12 o'clock on Wednesday, the 10 th of December, open

to all Members of the Society.

BIRMINGHAM CATTLE SH#W.
The Midland Counties gathering has been this year

a week earlier than usual, in order that its interests and

those of the Smithfield Club may not clash. It has

gained by this in the appearance of many good animals,

which will no doubt reappear in Baker Street, and

would have been sent there only, had the meetings been

together.

A new section for Welsh Cattle has been this year

piraimo mi*;*, ou^.xig, uxm.1, «. «««««*; v* ._»»*. -v, ~ opened, which ought to have some influence on the cattle

so different from Farmer Newlight's, that the circum- f the Principality, considering its nearness to the scene

stance appears very uncommon, and my crop was not

in the slightest way too thick. It obtained the prize at

the Hale show held here in the neighbourhood on the

11th of September last, so I will leave you to form your

own conclusions. No doubt there is much difference to

be observed in locality, time of sowing, nature of

soil and kind of seed. It was sown on a poor field, but

the ground was fine and well harrowed. Henry Gan-
tkorp, Earnworthy Warrington, [What was the

produce per acre !]

Cross Breeding.—I have been lately connecting all the

evidence which I can get from the information of others

and my own, on the natural crossing of varieties of

plants. The evidence in regard to Leguminous plants

is curiously conflicting, but preponderates against their

ever crossing without artificial aid. I should esteem it

a singular favour if any of your correspondents would
give in your Paper or send me any evidence showing

•either that Leguminous crops, when grown close toge-

ther, do sometimes cross; or, on the other hand, that

they may invariably be grown clcse together without

any chance of deterioration. Charles J)arwinf
Down,

tromley, Kent.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council : Dec. 3.—Mr. Evelyn Denison,

President, in the Chair.

Finances and House.—Mr. Kaymond Barker, Chair-
man on the finance Committee, presented the monthly
report of the accounts of the Society ; from which it

of the show. The Herefords were as usual a very excellent

class, Mr. Philipps, of Berkshire, Mr. Naylor, of

Welshpool, and others, contributing to it first-class

animals. The Devons were an unusually good class.

The short-horns hardly came up to their usual standard,

first-class animals, however, being exhibited by Mr.

Stratton and others. The best division of the exhi-

bition was that of pigs, which is more useful than any

of the others, seeing that prizes for breeding stock are

offered, and a very excelient class of animals, better

probably than have ever before been seenin Bingley Hall,

were gathered to compete for them. As to the numbers

shown, we may say that last year and this have been on

the whole nearly equal, viz., cattle, 112 against 109 ;

sheep, 107 against 46 ; and pens of pigs, '28 against no

fewer than 101. A good show of roots was exhibited,

and the poultry show, especially in the principal classes,

was as usual the finest thing of the kind that is.

The following is the award of premiums :

—

FAT CATTLE.
Class I. Hereford Oxen.—10 J., Mr. J. Phillips, Ardington,

Wantage.
Class II. Hereford Steers.— 102., Lord Hatherton, Teddesley

Park.
Class III. Hereford Cows.—101, Mr. E. Herbert, Powick, Wor-

Class IV. Hereford Heifers.—10Z. with Gold Medal, Mr. G.

Pitt, Chadnor Court, Leominster.
Class V. Short-horn Oxen.—10/. with Gold Medal, Mr. R.

Stratton, Swindon.
Class VI. Short-horn Steers.—10Z., Duke of Beaufort, Bad-

mington, Gloucestershire.
Class VII. Short-horn Cows.—1CZ., Mr. R. Stratton.

Class VIII. Short-horn Heifers.— 10^., Mr. J. Armstrong,
Palterton, Chesterfield.

Class IX. Devon Oxen or Steers.—10Z., H.R.H. Prince Albert.

Chemico-Agwcultural of Ulster.—At the annual

meeting of this society, the annual report was read, and

the following remarks were made by Mr. Andrews of

Comber :—He thought it was fair and right when they

met on any occasion like the present, that they should

express their feeling that while other societies, having

greater show and parade, received a far greater extent

of support from the great body of the community, the

silent operation of a society of that kind, whose objects

were not of less importance than others but even of

greater importance, was comparatively neglected. It

was not for the purpose of depreciating the efforts made

in other departments that he would ask them to adopt

the resolution that he had to propose to them, but merely

that they should endeavour to induce those who were

so deeply interested fully to appreciate the importance

of the Chemico-Agricultural Society, and to place

them more nearly on a footing with the efforts made in

other departments, and which were individually of very

great importance, but certainly not in a relative degree to

the support which they received compared with .that

society. As to the improvement of implements, it

was a matter of unquestionable importance, and in

the efforts that had been made for the improvement

of implements there had been but a moderate ex-

penditure, and no waste of power whatever. He
believed it cost the great Agricultural Society very

little to reward exhibitors of implements, and it was

both an economical and an extremely useful appro-

priation of the small sum which they applied to

that purpose, but they found enormous sums applied to

the improvement of stock. Now, there could be no

question of the great utility of improved breeds of

cattle. They knew that they tended to economise

the food. They knew that the same quantity of food

applied to the feeding of a good race of auimals would

produce a greater return than in feeding an inferior

race ; but it was a matter of not less importance that

food should be produced in sufficient abundance, and in

the most profitable manner, for the purpose of sustain-

ing the cattle. Hundreds of pounds a year of premiums

were applied in rewarding the breeder who had lengtn-

ned, by a few inches, the hough of an ox, or produced,

in some degree, a little more circular or rotund develop-

ment of some muscle which was admired, and was, no

doubt, useful. But the observation he made was, that

while the breeders who produced some of these beauties

in utility and fashion were largely rewarded, a very

small sum was considered quite enough to give to those

who applied themselves to produce the means by wnicn

the animals were supported. He did not speak for the

purpose of depreciating their efforts bu for the pur

pose of inducing persons to believe that the efforts of

their society were, at least, of equal importance, ana

that they were entitled to some little ™PV*^$on
that which had been doled out to them. The

f

^om

which he asked the meeting to adopt was as foHow .^
"That, in the present state of agriculture it

J

s °
ie8 have

while the efforts of the national and Pr0™c^'
t of stock and

been conspicuously successful in thejmprovemen ^ ^ tfae

of implements, sufficient attention has "°t
Jf

*"
irfciples which

diffusion of tbe knowledge of the fo»da" e
";*' Ration of these

govern the nutrition of plants that for tne p™
bUc have ^ngovern uie uuuiuuu vi y.»»^ .«--, --- .- mlu Iic uave ^u

objects, the funds hitherto supplied °y l

^
e

m êUed to appeal to

found inadequate, and the society is again
i

con y iculture wno

the proprietors and all persons »nteres»i-u names in the

have hitherto withheld their support to enroi

list of subscribers." . . CTT.ftnnd
Mr. Andrews went on to say that**»"*%%£%>

appeared that the current cash-balance in the hands of I Class X. Devon Steers.— 10Z., Earl of Leicester.

of either taste or Mb.fc^jX&Fi
impossib,e that'thef^^££*£

labours with advantage if he ^tJ^vSS had at-

society. It was really as a matter«—& his

was Quite impossible that the farmer could prosecu

grounds which grew certain
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tained, only within the last few years, a considerable

amount of knowledge. Twenty years ago they knew

almost nothing, he believed, of the action of manures, of

the constituents of plants, or of what was necessary to be

supplied to plants to supply the want which the growth

of certain plants had made of the elements of fertility in

the soil, but now the farmers had got some little insight

into these matters. Mr. Andrews proceeded to give an

illustration of the greatly-improved cultivation of green

dfops in a district with which he was acquainted, in con-

sequence of the farmers having been led to use guano

and bone manure, and continued— Some knowledge of

chemistry was absolutely necessary to enable the farmer

to understand the phenomena which he observed, and to

prevent his being led by appearances into the commission

of great errors. The more they considered the subject

the more they would be persuaded of the great import-

ance of exteading their own chemical knowledge, and

the knowledge of those upon whom the immediate culti-

vation of the soil necessarily devolved.

SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW
Baker Street Bazaar, London, December 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th.

BAMUELSON'S STANDS 152,

Calendar Operations.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for stables and small occupations

and for exportation, SI. and 41.

NOVEMBER axd DECEMBER.
"Wester Rosa, Nov. 25.—The weather since the close of har-

vest has been favourable for all out-door labour ; so favourable,

indeed, that notwithstanding the lateness of harvest, our

autumnal work is nearly as far advanced as it is at this season

in ordinary years. Should the weather continue favourable our

Wheat sowing will be completed in a few days. In this neigh-

bourhood, however, as a large proportion of the Wheat crop is

sown after Turnips eaten off by sheep, the sowing of Wheat I ana i r exportation, ot. aim «**.

cannot be completed until spring. In this county, of late years, nORV nRTTisiNG MILLS (adapted also for exporta-
the proportion of Wheat has been so materially iD

f.
ê d, that ^

tJon) from » 5s. up to 11. 10,. each.
Barley has been well nigh supplanted, and the breadth ot Oats " *

has been much narrowed, but I believe that many farmers, from MALT MILLS of various sizes,

the high price of and brisk demand for Barley, would willingly

have their inferior and presently unsaleable Wheat transmuted

into a respectable sample of Barley. Our Potato crop baa been

lifted, and a miserable affair it is. The produce is greatly below

an average, and a large proportion is under the marketable size;

and, besides, the disease is so energetically at work that there is

danger of scarcity at seed time. The Cup Potato, a sort that

stood out wonderfully for years, has now become so woak consti-

tutionally, that, unwilling as we are to quit with it, we must

allow it to take its place amongst the things that were. A dweller

in the south can only have a faint idea of the pain a true High-

lander experiences in taking farewell of a race of Potatoes on

which he has long fed deliciously and abundantly three times

a day. Our Turnip crop is beyond an average. I had the

curiosity to weigh a certain proportion of a field of Pomeranian

Turnips, when I found the following, viz., 19 Turnips in each

6 lineal yards of a drill, and each Turnip weighed, on an average,

4 lbs • the drills were 27 inches wide, and the quantity per acre

was 36 tons 9 cwt. The largest Turnip weighed 18 lbs., and its

circumference was 38 inches. I found also that the root and stem,

on an average, weighed one-fourth of each Turnip, so adding one-

fourth to the above quantity, we have as the whole weight grown,

on an acre, in 4^ months, 45 tons.

Gardner's Patent Turnip Cutters, Turnip Graters and Fulpers, Chaff

Cutters, Linseed Cake Breakers, Cam Crushing Mills, and other

Agricultural Machines.

B. SAMUELSON, Britannia Iron Works, Banbury,
1X7 ILL have pleasure in forwarding, post free,

V * on receipt of application, his Illustrated Priced

Catalogue of Implements.

SAMUELSON'S PATENT GARDNERS DOUBLE-
ACTION and SINGLE-ACTION TURNIP CUT-
TERS, which have been awarded the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's Prizes eleven- times at its yearly

meetings, the last being at Carlisle in 1S55; the Prize

Medal at the Great Exhibition, 1851; and at nearly

all the provincial societies' meetings. BETWEEN
SIXTY AND SEVENTY THOUSAND of these

Machines have been made in, and supplied from the

above Works.

MOODY'S, PHILLIPS', GAUNTLETTS, BUSHE avd
BARTER'S, and every other description of Patent

TURNIP GRATERS and PULPERS.

CHAFF CUTTERS. — B. Samuelson's Comes' Chaff

Cutfers of all sizes, varying in price from 61. 10s. up

to 14*.

LINSEED CAKE BREAKERS, from 21. 6s. up to 10J.

each.

CHURNS—Samuelson's Registered Atmospheric and

Anthony's Patent American, manufactured solely by

B. Samuelson.

KASE'S PATENT DOUBLE-ACTION FORCE
PUMPS.

GALVANIZED IRON BARREL PUMPS, at 21. 5s.

BARLEY HUMMELLERS.
WEIGHING MACHINES, MANGLES, &c. &c. &c.

The above may be procured of all respectable Iron-

mongers and Implement Dealers in the Kingdom; or

direct from the Works, Banbury, Oxon.

The Prices in the Catalogue include carriage to any Railway Station.

Notices to Correspondents.
Cob* Averages : Mr. C 21 Willich tells us that the average

prices for the year ending Michaelmas, 1S56, were :—

Wheat 73*. 2Jd*. per imperial quarter.

Barley ... ... 39 115 djKo

Oats 35 104 ditto

while for the six followiug weeks, ending 14th November,

1856, the average prices were :—

Wheat 65i. 6d. per imperial quarter.

Barley 44 8 ditto

Oats 26 5 ditto

It appears from the reports this week from almost all the

places of European supplv, that prices are rather receding, and

as America has still a large surplus to export, we may

reasonably expect that the present price of Wheat here will

not be exceeded, although it must be admitted that in Pans

the price of bread is now nearly the same as in London, and

that in Spain and Italy prices range very high in consequence

of local deficiency. France and England are both importing

country. According to an account made up annually to

October during the last ten years the average ""PJjtation of

Wheat (including flour) into England approaches 4* millions

of imperial quarters. Fortheffix years to Michaelmas, 1856,

the imports of Wheat stand as follows :—

SMITHFIEIiD GLUE SHOW.—STANDS 268, 269, & 270o

Cottam's Patent Inventions for Stable Requisites.

Awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition, and Patronised by the English and
French Governments.

» • • * *

Average price

to Michaelmas.
... 39s. 5d.

39 10
45 7
72 1

10
2

ft •* t

Value.
£11,! 69,964

7,171,037

13,897,677

20,133,660
10,411,762

15,868,445

COTTAM AND HALLEN

Imperial
Quarter.

1851 6,073,555

1852 3,600,521

1853 6,097,697

1854 5,586,218

1855 2.898,876 71

1856 4,337,616 73

Dnrlne the last 40 years France has been, on the average,

an imuoft *r of Wheat, and during the last few years to a large

extent as may be seen by the following return ot the estimated

value in sterling during the years named :-

,(,,-, ...
£60,000

lyoi ... ••• •••
184000

J*|
-

::: ;;; ;;; ;:; ^coo

1855 ._
- *'9 200° _

Golden Pheasants : J G. Lentils, Buckwheat, Barley, mag-

gots. WCS. . «. , • oi

Publiheb : WB P. Offer the MS. to some "f^turel journal

first, and failing that, offer to Ridgway or Longman.

maHSiSfi 'sew.-
can scarcely live. Ane reF ul l M; ',Ka ln t i. p RaTnP report

dizxtx:fSe iss&ttc„
7
g

er™ss^s.*
goon tooa rorcatue. *

«b
Perhaps some correspondent

on some of the Western isianas. .reiufF

may give us an experience of it.]

V As usual, many communications have^^Tc^b^le
and others are detained till the necessary in

r̂^^l^;We must also beg the indulgence ot those correspondents tue

insertion of whohe contributions is still delayed.

rpHE Original INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGH
1 AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made important additions, the main features of the same being explained in the

description and engraving.

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball i

of which is taken to the back of the mauger, works with ease and
|

freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-

tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse

being cast in the stall. _ . . .. - ._.,.,
B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached

from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving ot the

seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim

general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron

light and durable. .. .. .

D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can bo

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an,

object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of

the way when not in use.

Cottam * Hm-rth. InTe„,orS,h.ve designed Shese Fittings

«

>°^ ^'V^^'^^&tf^
valuable proofs of their utility.

COTTAM'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, Dotn as to iorm^ana

utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,

Galvanised, or Enamelled. _ —
Imnroved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps Stable Pumps, Patent Loose Box Fittings,

HnZlrot Awendag^™d every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruxcrs, kept on show at

C0TTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.

WARMING AND VENTILATING.—Illustrated Catalogues and Estimates gratis on application.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,

AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.
PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

THESE FITTINGS will be found to possess all

the latest and most important Improvements, and are of

the best manufacture. All kinds of Stable Furniture in stock.

Iron Hurdles, Gates. Fencing, Tomb Railings, &c New Illus-

trated Catalogues forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.

James Eabtox, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford Street, London.

OAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
O ING, BIDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardeners Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.

47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-

man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English

and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1S51 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear

through to the back. S. & C. beg also to call attention to their

Garden Shears. Hoes, Rafces. Trowels, Hammers, and ail kinds

of Horticultural Tools.—Established 173S.
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING
AND

HEATING BY HOT WATER
W \\\

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
< T 3 °*MS0>

J'
D
?
nvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex- I G. & 0. have been extensively employed bv the Nobility Gentry, and LondonVT ,,«„««, in the eoutraetion of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence 8^ Vhe mostTtis%ctoryd«,gn, good materials, and workmanship combined with economy and practical references to all by whom they have Wn favonred with^rders T^eir HoUwate?

P«C exTnte £u£E?h. IVJt^f t*' L" * *' C°Untry
'
m in a ^P™ * aU° ***"* ™ *• ««• approved and sdent?fic pr!n ipfes, for all

P .Mt.on to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.
|

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

HOGG'S GARDENKEDGE
elegant, and durable

substitute for Box Edging.
135. per Hundred, or

4id. per yard.

Exhibited at Court of
Inventions, Crystal Palace;
and at the Office of " The
Builder."

Full particulars from
Mr. R. Blacket,
Withara, Essex.

TILES: a cheap, GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF GALVANISED i

WIRE NETTING.

F WATSON'S NEW INVENTED ROUND
• ARCHED BOILER for OBTAINING EXTRA HEAT.

S=U\

3 :>V.
;
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DARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,
*-* in consequence of improvements in their machinery for
the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices.
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Japanned
iron.

4d.per yd.
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2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide
2-inch .. strong, do.

intermediate, do.
extra strong:, do.
24 inches wide
strong, do. ...

intermediate, do.
extra strong, do.

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet),
at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices about one-fifth.
Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 8}d. per yard, 3 feet wide:

Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 2\d. per
square toot.

Delivered free of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or
Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle
and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &c.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post.

SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD HOUSES.
On Mr. Rivers' Plan.

20 by 12, 20bvl3
20 „ 14, 20 „ 15

Per 100 feet.

LARGER SIZES, not exceeding 40 Inches Long.
16 oz. from 2d. to 3Jd.,21 oz. from 3d. to bd., 26 oz. from 6d.to7£tf"

per foot superficial, according to size and quantity.

JAMES PHILLIPS & CO.,

116, Bishopsgate Street Without, London.
RITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.—Sizes from 7 by 5 to 9 by 7 at

lis. 6^/. per. 100 foot box; 9* by 74 and 10 by 8, at 12s. 6d. per
box, in 21 oz.lj. per box extra; larger sizes up to 22 by 14, 15 oz.,
atl6f.; and 21 oz., 25s. per 100 feet. Boxes charged 2s. each
and returnable at the same price if delivered free. Crystal
White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent
Rough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead, Oils,
Turpentine, Colours, &c— G. Farmiloe & Son, 118, St. John
Street, West Smlthfield, London.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

! J ETLEY and CO. are supplying 16-oz. Sheet Glass
A A of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 106
square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash.
A reduction made on 1000 feet.

Sizes.—Inche3.

From 6 by 4

7 „ 5
8 » 6
10 .. 8

»>

n
it

ii

Per foot. Per 10 feet,

at lid. is £0 12 6
2d. „ 16 8
2\d. „ 18 9
2\d. „ 1 10
2M. .. 1 2 11

It

tt
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tt

F. W. respectfully informs the Public that he has invented a '

lioiler and Hot-water Apparatus for Heating Conservatories,
\ ineries, Pits, <fcc, at less expense and trouble than those now
l
D

"i
8
*," } squires only one attendance in 16 hours ; fuel, half

bushel of coal, and 1 bushel of cinders will keep the pipes pro-
perly heated tor 30 hours.

No. 1 Boiler (without fittings), 1Z. 15s.

r i7
Iie

.,

B
2

,

.

t Cast Iron PmnPa fitte<* w*th Copper Apparatus and
glazed Pipes. Also Pumps of every other description fixed to
order at moderate charges.

Frederick Watson, Pump Maker and Well Sinker,

.

Chnreh Street, Bishop's S tortford, Herts.

Pf)£*£S STEAMING APPARATUS.-* OOD
animalffl~ ,2 ,T

T1
i
e advanta^es of cooking the food of

ffSSdSln I und«»tood ^w that a steaming apparatus

proSS of £,SSpen
f
ab,e

s

t0 e
.

ve,7 ^ell-ordered steading. The
oo^antl^

,hn? or steaming is known to effect great ind ini-

S?fcS? ann" tf~£* m the Ct
l
emlcal and ^echankal condition

ofaSmal^iK^K
er̂ *Dy substa^es suitable for the digestion

some The m^n
n?a

e
,

ir
/-
aV ?Ut*t? indi^stible or Jwhole-

B^nct^

T^URNER'S ROLLER MILLS, for Crushing Oats,
J- Barley, Linseed, Malt, &c, and Grinding Beans are the
most effective Crushing Mills manufactured, and work with less
power than any other. The Prize of the Royal Agricultural
Society was awarded to E. R.& F. Turxer for •' the best Linseed
and Cora Crusher," at the Carlisle Meeting-(the last occasion
on which a Prize was offered)—and at their previous Shows at
>.orwich, Gloucester, and Lincoln. Also the 1st Prize of 150
francs and Gold Medal at the Paris Universal Exhibition of
Agriculture, 1856. A great variety of these mills are manufac-
tured, adapted for farms of all sizes, large coaching and carrv-
ing establishments, gentlemens' riding stables, breweries, Lin-
3eed-oil mills, &c. '

rRINmxr\fnfEN3;-
COMBINED CRUSHING ANDGRINDING MILL is highly effective for Crushing Grain,

Seeds, &c, and is also a most excellent Mealing Mill for Barley.
Chaff Cutters for horse or steam power; Oil Cake Breakers

.or English and Foreign Cake ; Fixed and Portable Steam
Engines; combined Threshing Machines; Saw Tables: One-

hv?R &F Tn;«L°LV'lPi
ri

T
r ^riptfoii, a» manufactured

by L. R.& F. Turseb, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich. Illustrated
Price Lists sent tree on application.

NOTICE.
SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW, BAKER STREETBAZAAR, Dec. 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th

KAK±-K STKEET

E. R. & F. TURNER'S STANDS, Nos. 69 and 70.

Inches.
Under 6 by 4

7 „ 5
8 „ 6
10 „ 8
12 „ 9

Larger sizes, not exceeding 40 inch'es long.
16 oz. from Sd. to 3Jrf. per square foot, according to size.
21 oz. „ 3±d. to bd. „
26 oz. „ Stf. to lid. „ „ tt

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, and
PATENT PLATE GLASS for Horticultural purposes, at
reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,
either in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

Propagating Glasses, Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass
Milk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not
hitherto manufactured in Glass.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate
price of this superior article should cause it to supersede all

other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. No
alteration connected with the sash is required.

LASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation of
every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure.
Frices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half.
List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

James Hetlht& Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

rVRELOAR'S COCOA NUTFIBR E MANUFAC-
A TURES consist of MATTING, DOOR MATS, MAT-
TRESSES, HASSOCKS, NETTING, BRUSHES, &c, and
are distinguished for superiority of workmanship combined with
moderate charges. Prize Medals awarded—London, Paris, and
New York. Catalogues containing Prices and all particulars

post free.—T. Trrloar, 42, Ludgate Hill, London.

PATENT GUTTA PERCHA SOLES.—Important
to Gardeners.—The Gntta Percha Company have tbe

pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the following letter from

G. Glenny, Esq., the celebrated Florist :—
" 420. Strand, London.

" Gentlemen,—I have worn Gutta Percha Soles aod Heels

these two years, and being so much in a garden as I neces-

sarily am in all weathers, and wirh the ground in all states, l

would on no account be without them. As a matter of economy

I would recommend Gardeners to use them, for they may repair

the worn part at all times by warming the material at tfte nre,

and pressing it from the thick parts to tie worn parts, as easily

as if it were so much dough. I think it the duty of all persons

who must occasionally wet their feet, to adopt a material tnac

completely defies damp. Manv a Gardener would escape colds

and rheumatism by the use ofGutta Percha Soles.
^

"Your obedient servant, G. Glevst.

Every variety of Gut'a Percha articles, such as Mill Bands

Tubing, Soles, Goloshes, Sheet, Pump Buckets lire Bucke^,

Bosses, Union Joints, Flasks. Bottles, B^wls, Chamber S essels,

Toilet Trays. Sponge Bags, Curtun *&*». Galvanic Batteries,

Talbotype Trays, &c. &c , manufactured by the Gntta Percha

Company, and sold bv their wholesale dealers in tpwn iana

country.—The Gntta Percha Company, Patentees, lb, » nan

Road, City Road, London.
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TURNIP CUTTERS & ROOT GRATERS of everv

description. Illustrations & Prices forwarded on application.
William Duay & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street

near London Bridpe.

/THAFF-CUTTliKG MACHINES, 58s.";
\J OAT-BRUISERS, 50*.-Illustrations on application.
William Drat & Con Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street

near London Bridge.

A GR1CULTURAL CARTS, 10/. 10s.; LIGHT
-13 WAGGONS. 15Z.—Illustrations forwarded on application.
William Dbay & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

near London Bridge.

/CONCRETE FOR WALKS AND FLOORS —
V PORTLAND ROMAN AND BATH CEMENT AND
GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME in Sacks or Casks, by Railway
or Canal. Reduction in price if Six Tons are taken by Railway
or a full cargo by Canal.

Gbbavks & Krbshaw, Warwick.—Dec. 6.

EDINA CEMENT CONCRETE FOR FARM
YARDS.—A substratum of Medina Cement Concrete of a

frtw inches in thickness, and at small expense, will permit the
percolation of water, leaving the ground surface dry for cattle.
Labourers' Cottagers built of the same material cost less than
bricks and mortar. With a view to economy Soldiers' Huts have
bM built with it for the War Department, and at Norfolk Farm,
Windsor Park, a Cattle Shed on the same principle has just been
erected.—Address to Francis Brothers, Nine Elms, London.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

H^HOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
* winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brothers,

Milbank Street, Westminster.

" PRIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
-*- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE MORNING FROST.
j

"FRIGI DOMO" a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair
and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,

!

from attacks of insects, and from morning fronts. To be had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-
men throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats
as a covering."

From Sir Watkin W. Wynnes Gardener.
11
1 have just laid out about 14,000 plants, and keep the greater

part under your * Frigi Domo/ and have done so for the last
three or four years; and every one who sees my plants is

astonished to see how healthy and well they are without
the use of glass." These observations accompanied an addi-
tional order.—Oct. 22, 1856.

" HP I F FA N Y," for SHADING CONSERV A-
-*- TORIES.—Manufactured by John Shaw & Co., 40, Princess

Street, Manchester.
TIFFANY, a light, cheap, and durable material for Shading

Conservatories and other Hot-houses, effectually securing Plants
from the scorching rays of the sun, without obscuring the light

;

aibo one of the best protectors of Fruits from Birds and Wasps,
And the Bloom of Wall Trees from Spring Frosts. Sold in pieces
20 yards long by 38 inches wide, at 3d. per yard or 55. per piece
A liberal allowance to the Trade when 10 or more pieces are taken.

N.B.—Orders from unknown correspondents mnst be accom-
panied by a remittance.

John Shaw & Co. beg to inform their numerous correspondents
that their "Tiffany," for shading Conservatories, &c, may be
procured from the following Agents:—
Messrs. Charlwood & Cummins, Seed Merchants, Covent Gar-

den, London.
Messrs. Hurst & M'Mullen, Seed Merchants, Florists, &c,

6, Leadenhall Street, London.
Messrs. Arthur Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Place, Edgeware

Road, London.
Messrs. Peter Lawson & Son, Seed Merchants, Great George

Street, London and Edinburgh.
Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.
Messrs. W, Wood & Son, Maresfield, Sussex.

Messrs. Francis and Arthur Dickson & Sons, Seed Merchants,
Chester.

J- S. & Co.'s "Tiffany" may also he procured from the under-
mentioned Nurserymen and Seedsmen:—

Messrs. Minier, Nash,<& Co., 60, Strand, London.

Messrs. Osborn & Sons, Fulham, Middlesex.

Messrs. Rollison & Son, Tooting, Surrey.

Mr. James Veitch, Chelsea.
Messrs. A- Paul & Son, Cheshunt, Herts.
Mr. W. J. Epps, Maidstone.
Messrs. Bainbridge & Hewison, York.
Mr. Caldwell, Knutsford.
Messrs. John Sutton & Sons, Seed Merchants, Rpading.

Messrs. John Edmondson & Co., Seedsmen, 61, Dame
Street, Dublin.

Messrs. B. Reid <fc Co., Seedsmen, Nurserymen, and

Florists, Union Street, Aberdeen.
Messrs. Austin & McAslan, Nurserymen & Seedsmen,

Trongate, Glasgow.
Mr. J. H. Cottrell, Seedsman, 2, High Street, Bull Ring,

Birmingham.

M
PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1S55-

ETCALFE,BINGLEY,andCO.'S New Pattern and

R Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached Hair
"rushes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brushes,and genuine Smyrna
^P^nges; and every description of Brush, Comb, and Perfumery

th" ^ Toitet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly between
uie divisions of the Teeth and clean them roost effectually—the

q V^ nev« r come loose. M., B., and Co. are sole makers of the

'hS?* 1 and Camphor, and Orris Root Soaps— sold in Tablets

rp) i?
ns their names &nd address) at 6d. each, of Metcalfe s

rj^rated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box; and of the New

anAU
^s*~Sole Establishment 130b, and 131, Oxford Street, 2nd

ua *d doors west from Holies Street, London. \

TO LANDOWNERS.^HE PERMANENT WAY COMPANY having
-1

- been appointed the sole Licensees for the use of Dr*
Bouchkrie's Patent Process for Preserving Timber, beg to inform
Landowners and others interested in the use of English Timber
that a Pamphlet, with full explanations of this cheap and most
effectual process, may be had gratis on application to the under-
signed. Landowners having Beech, Elm, Fir, or other Timber fit

tor Railway Sleepers are requested to communicate particulars of
quantity, locality, and prices. William Howdkn. Secretary.

26, Great George Street, Westminster.

LJ EAL and SON'S EIDER DOWN QUILTS;
*- A also GOOSE DOWN QUILTS, from 8s.6d. to 24*. List of
Prices and Sizes sent free by Post.— 196, To tte nliam Court Road.

f
AMPES a MODEKATEUR, from 6s. to 71. 7s.—

-L* WILLIAM S. BURTON has collected from the different
makers here and in France a variety that defies competition. As
many imported from France are inferior in the works, William
S. Burton selects at Paris from the best makers only, and he
can guarantee each lamp he sells as perfect in all its parts.
His stock comprises also an extensive assortment of SOLAR,

CAMPUINE, PALM KR'S, and all other Lamps.
Pure Colza Oil, 45. Sd. a gallon.
Patent Camphine, 4«. a gallon.
Palmer's Candles, 9M. per lb.

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER—
The REAL NICKEL SILVER, introduced 20 years ago bv

William S. Bubton', when PLATED by the patent of
Messrs. Elkington & Co., is beyond all comparison the very best
article next to sterling silver that can be employed as such, either
usefully or ornamentally, as by no possible test can it be dis-
tinguished from real silver. Fiddle or Thread or

Old Silver Brunswick King's
Pattern. Pattern. Pattern.

Table Spoons and Forks, per dozen 38s. ... 48s. ... 60*.
Dessert ditto and ditto „ 305. ... 355. ... 425.
Tea ditto „ IS*. ... 245. ... 30*.
Tea and Coffee Sets, Cruet and Liqueur Frames, Waiters,

Candlesticks, &c, at proportionate prices. All kinds of re-plating
done by the patent process.

CHEMICALLY PURE NICKEL NOT PLATED.
Fiddle. Thread. King's.

Table Spoons and Forks, perdozen ... 125, ... 285. ... 305.
Dessert ditto and ditto 105. ... 2U. ... 255.
Tea ditto 65. ... II5. ... 125.

pUTLERY, WARRANTED.— The most varied
V^ assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all war-
ranted, is on SALE at William S. Burton's, at prices that are
remunerative only because of the largeness of the sales. 3£-inch
Ivory-handled Table Knives, with high shoulders, 115. per dozen

;

Desserts to match, 10s ; if to balance, 15. perdozen extra; Carvers,
4s. per pair; larger sizes, from 19*. to 265. per dozen; extra fine

Ivory, 325. ; if with silver ferrules, 375. to 50*. ; white bone Table
Knives, 75. 6d. per dozen; Desserts, 55. 6d.; Carvers, 2*. 3d. per
pair; black-horn Table Knives, 75 4d. perdozen; Desserts, 65.;
Carvers, 25. 6^.; black wood-handled Table Knives and Forks,
6s. per dozen; Table Steels, from 15. each. The largest stock in

yo BE LET, a delightful RESIDENCE, within
* 5 miles west of Norwich and 2 miles of a railway station.
The House, which is built as a Cottage Orne£, consist* of

Entrance Hall, Study, Dining Room (22 feet by 17), Drawing
Room, seven Sleeping Rooms, and two Dressing Rooms, Kitchen,
-jultery, Servants' Hall, Arc. <i-c. lnfrontof the house is a beautiful
Pleasure Garden, and Meadow or Lawn, with a verv productive
Kitchen Garden at the back containing altogether about 6A acres.
Contiguous to the house is a capital Four-stalled Stable, two

large Loose Boxes, two Coach-houses with men servants' sleeping
rooms over, Harness-room, Hay-loft, and all other usual con-
veniences, and the water is excellent.
Note.— Near the above is a Lake of 3 acres, upon which the

tenant will have permission to keep a boat.
For terms apply to E. Frkkstoxk, Solicitor, Norwich.

TO GENTLEMEN, NURSEKYMEN, FRUIT^CROWER5 f

BUILDERS, ETC.
TPHE whole of the valuable NURSERY STOCK to
,

be disposed of at reduced prices, by order of the Executors of
consist-

TREES,
r . . . , consequence

ot the ground being required for building.

MONTHLY POULTRY SALE.
]VTR. C. J. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his
1TJ. Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on
Tl ESDAY, December 9, at 12 o'Clock preci»<]y, a selection of
very choice Poultry and Pigeons, including Dorkings, Spanish,
Brahroaa. Buff and Partridge Cochins. Hambur^hs, Sultans',
Polands, Bantams, &c.

f
from the yards of Messrs. Rid«r (Staple-

hurst), Brides (Croydon). Leno (ilarpenden). The Pigeons are
from the yard of E. II. Maddeford, Esq., Suines.— Catalogues
had by enclosing a fttAmped din-cti»d envelope to Mr. J. C.
Stkvbke 88, King Street, Covent Garden,

I ndon .

PLANTS-FROM GHENT FOR ABSOLUTE SALEi
VI R. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his
L'-* Great Room, 88, King: Street, Covent Garden, on
FRIDAY, Dec. 12, at 12 o'clock precisely, n collection of
Plants from the Nursery of Mr. Jean Verschaffelt at Ghent,
viz, Camellias, of choice sorts with flower buds; Azaleas,
including six beautiful new varieties which have not yet been
sent out; a new Rhododendron, K atmi as, Fieonies, Magnolias,
Liliuras, Gladioli, Fruit Trees, Ac.—May be viewed on the
morning of ^ale, and Catalogues had of Mr. J. C. Stevens,
3S, King Street, Covent Garden.

CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, AND OTHER PLANTS FROM
GHENT FOR SALE WITHOUT RESERVE,

TVfR. C. J. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his
-L*-*- Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on
TUESDAY. December 16, at 12 o'Clock precisely, 600
Camellias of various sizes, mostly with flower budt», and of the
best sorts, including Math<tiana, the largest and best red.
Archduchesse Augusta approaching to a blue colour, and many
double Whites; 100 Plants of the new Azilea Eulalie Van
Geert, 300 Indian Azaleas with flower buds, (some Standards),
100 Lilium lancifolimn, 100 L&lia Majalis, Albida, and 6

every material, in great variety, and of the newest and
most recherchd patterns. Tin Dish Covers, 6s. 6d. the set of six

;

Block Tin, 125. 3d. to 28s. 9rf, the set of six; elegant modern
patterns, 345. to 585. 6rf. the set; Britannia metal, with or without
silver-plated handles, 7fi5. 6d. to liOs. 6d. the set ; Sheffield plated,
10Z. to 161. 105. the set; Block Tin Hot-water Dishes, with wells
for gravy, 125. to 305. ; Britannia metal, 225. to 775.; electro-plated
on nickel, full size, 117 II5.

The late additions to these extensive premises (already by far

the largest In Europe), are of such a character that the entire of
EIGHT HOUSES is devoted to the display of the most magnifi-
cent stock of GENERAL HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including
Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated Goods, Baths, Brushes, Turnery,
Lamps, Gaseliers, Iron and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, and Bed
Hangings), so arranged in Sixteen Large Show Ro^ms as to

afford to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that
cannot be hoped for elsewhere.

Illustrated catalogues sent (per post) free.

39, Oxford Street; 1, 1a, 2, and 3, Newman Street; and 4, 5,

and 6, Perry's Place. London.—Established 182<\

U YOU WANT LUXURIANT HA lit,

WHISKERS, &c—ROSALIE COUPELLE'S CRINU-
TRIAR is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustachios, &c, in

a few weeks, and restore the Hair in baldness from whatever
cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent its falling off, and
effectually check greyness in all its stages. For the nursery it is

recommended by upwards of 100 Physicians, for promoting a fine,

healthy head of hair, and averting baldness in after years. Sold

by all Chemists, price 25., or sent post free on receipt of 24 penny
stamps, by Miss Cottpelle, 69, Castle Street, Newman Street,

Oxford Street, London.—Mrs. Carter writes, *' My head, which
was bald, is now covered with new hair."—Sergt. Craven,
'Through using: it I have an excellent moustache."

NOW THYSELF.—Tlie secret art ot discovering

the true CHARACTER of INDIVIDUALS from the pecu-

liarities of their HANDWRITING has long been practised by
MARIE COUPELLE with astonishing success. Her startling

delineations are both full and detailed, the style of description

differing from anything hitherto attempted. All persons wishing

to " know themselves/'or any friend in whom they are interested,

must send a specimen of their writing, stating sex and age,

inclosing 13 penny post stamps, to Miss Coupelle, 69, Castle

Street, Oxford Street, London, and they will receive, in a few

days, a minute detail of the mental and moral qualities, talents,

tastes, affections, virtues, failings, &c, of the writer, with many
other things hitherto unsuspected. ^
R

STANDARD ROSES, DUTCH BULBS, ETC.

MR. HASLAM will Sell as above, at the Mart,
every WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, till December 12.

N.B.—All goods to the amount of 105. and upwards packed and
delivered free of charge to Parcels Delivery Company. Baskets
and Matting allowed for when returned.— Epping, Dm. 6.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS AND OTHERS^
~

MESSRS. PROTHEKOE and MORRIS will Sell

by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on
THURSDAY', Decmber 11, at 12 o'Cloek, a first class col-

lection of Dutch Bulbs, consisting of the finest Double and
Single Hyacinths, Narcissi-^, Jonquils, Anemones, Crocus,
Tulips, Ranunculuses, Gladiolus, &c. ; also a selected assortment
of Standard and Dwarf Room, comprising Hybrids, Bourbons,
Chinas, Perpetuals, Noisettes; selected American Plants, &c.

—

On view the morning of Sale ; Catalogues had at the Mart,
and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex*

COVENTRY.—To Gkntlimkn, Nomerymex, and Others.""

^/IESSRS. PROTHEROE and MnKRIS are in-
A structed by Mr. John Ogden to Sell by Auction on the

premises, Warwick R'^ad, Coventry, on MONDAY, December 15,

and following days, at 11 o'Clock in consequence ot the number
of lots, all the select and well transplanted stock of those old
established Nurseries, consisting of a choice s«lecionof Fruit
Trees, including upwards of 60 strong Dwarf (Quenouille trained)

Pears of the best kinds, grown as specimens; a Urge stock of

Green and Variegated Hollies, sate tor moving, of all sizes, up
to 12 feet high; several hundreds of Grafted English Elms,
10 to 15 feet, and other Trees well adapted for Avenues; fine

specimens of Weeping Trees, large Purple Beech, with a general

assortment of Evergreen and Deciduous Ornamental Trees,

Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Hardy Ericas, Camellias, &c. May be
viewed one week prior to the Sale.— Catalogues after 1st Decem-
ber may be had 6rf. each, returnable to purchasers, on the pre-

mises ; of the principal Seedsmen in London; and of the Auction-

eers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex. A suitable time will

be allowed to remove the Trees. The Greenhouse and Bedding
Plant*, with the Greenhouses, Pits, Frames, &c, will be offered

early in the Spring, unless the whol* is previously disposed of.

MANSION, FARM HuUSES, AND LAND, F-*n OCCUPA-
TION, FARMING, OR THE ERECTION OF VILLAS.

]\f ESSRS. THOMAS WINSTANLEY and SONS
1VX will offer for Sale on TUESDAY. Dumber 16, at half-

past 1 for 2 o'clock in the afternoon precisely, at the Clarendon

oms, South John Street, Liverpool, (in one or more lots, and
subject to such conditions as may be then and there declared, if

not previous!*- disposed of by private contract, of which due
UPTURES EFFECTUALLY CURED WITHOUT
A TRUSS.—DR. BARKERS celebrated REMEDY is

protected by three patents, of England, France, and Vienna; and notice will be given, all that important Freehold Estate called

from it* great success in private practice is now made known as NEW HALL, in the township of Thornton-Hou*h and parish

a public duty throughout the medium of the press. In every of Neston, in the county of Chester, comprising Mansion House,

case of single or double rupture, in either sex, of any age, how- . two Farm Houses, Stables, and Outbuildings, and about 27C

Ing, it is equally applicable, effecting a cure , statute acres or excellent arable and meadow Land. The propertyever bad or long standing ....
in a few days, without inconvenience, and will be hailed as a boon

by all who have been tortured with trusses. Sent post free to

any part of the world, with instructions for use, on receipt of

10*. 6d. by Post-office order, or stamps, by Charles Babkkb, M.D.,

10, Brook Street, Holbom, London.

is situate at about six miles distance from Birkenhead, one from

Parkgate and Neston, and three from the St»it'al Station of the

Birkenhead Railway. The Mansion House is roomy and con-

venient; the Outbuildings thereto comprise Stabling for 12

Horses, Gardener's Cottage and Lodge. The pleasure grounds

-g-win 'i- 14 u uu KHV\ T OF Sl T KPKR1NG tnd gardens attached to the house occupy ahoot U acres, and
17»OR IHh liblNLtll Ut H" J^ttl^tr

!

contJinawellofexceUent water. There are, besides, a larger

it is ni» uuty t" uii^ i*«* «.w*«t «« — y " H»U. with convenient uutDuwainga. int-u
afflicted; he will therefore forward the particulars for the cure

270acres and lie9 m08t compactly within a ring fence, being
of the same on receipt of a stamped envelope properly directed. bounded

'

oa three side.s bv the well frequented turnpike roads

—Address, Rev. J. Johkstoke, 1, Park Terrace, Heavitree.
1(iading to Birkenhead, Chester, Parnate, and Hoylake. It

Exeter, Devonshire. affordsseveral verv eligible sites for Vill - and is well sheltered

FBILITY AND NERVOUSNESS. — Encourage- with plantations of 30 years' growth. The po.r-rare* and other
^ - ~ '

iii ty local charges are very low. - Plans of the Esratn may be seen, andD

manent cure of the most pro

in a se
sympto
Villa, High Fell, Gateshead, Durham

aled envelope upon receipt of three postage stamps, and London :
of Mwsr

>ms, bv E. J. Roberts (late Army Surgeon), Greencroft •
^BastnghallStrpe^

Messrs. Ji—, Cobb & Pears<»\ Solicitors,

London ; and of Messrs. Thomas Wisstasltt
1 & Sons, Church Street, Liverpool.
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JUST COMPLETED,
In Twelve single Volumes, or Six double ones, 11. Is., cloth lettered,

DR. LAEDNER'S

MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND AR I

ILLUSTRATED BY ENGRAVINGS ON WOOD.
"The Museum of Science and Alt is the most valuabU contribution that has ever been made to the scientific instruction of every

r of society"—Sir David Bbewstee in the ' North British Review:

TENTS:-
class of society

PLANETS ARE THEY
CON

IN-HABITED I BAROMETER, SAFETY LAMP, AND WHIT-

WORLDS
WEATHER PROGNOSTICS.
POPULAR FALLACIES IN QUESTIONS OF

. PHYSICAL SCIENCE.
LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES.
LUNAR INFLUENCES-
METEORIC STONES AND SHOOTING STARS,

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS.
LIGHT.
COMMON THING8.—AIR.

LOCOMOTION IN THE UNITED STATES.

COMETARY INFLUENCES.
COMMON THINGS.—WATER.
THE POTTER'S ART.

COMMON THINGS.— FIRE.

LOCOMOTION AND TRANSPORT, THEIR IN-

FLUENCE AND PROGRESS.
THE MOON.
COMMON THINGS.—THE EARTH.
THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH.
TERRESTRIAL HEAT.
THE 8UN.
EARTHQUAKES AND VOLCANOES.
THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH.

WORTH'S UCROUfeTRIC AFPARATUS.
EARTHQUAKES AND VOLCANOES.
STEAM.
THE STEAM ENGINE.
THE EYE.
THE ATMOSPHERE.
TIME.
COMMON TniNGS.—PUMPS.

COMMON THINGS.- SPECTACLES—THE KA-

LEIDOSCOPE.
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
MICROSCOPIC DRAWIG AND ENGRAVING.
LOCOMOTIVE.
THERMOMETER.
NEW PLANETS—LEVERRIER AND ADAMa'S

PLANET.
MAGNITUDE AND MINUTENKSS.
COMMON THINGS.—THE ALMANACK.
OPTICAL IMAGES.
nOW TO OBSERVE TnE HEAVENS.
COMMON THINGS—THE LOOKING-GLASS.
STELLAR UNIVERSE.
THE TIDES.
COLOUR.

COMMON THINGS.— MAN.
MAGNIFYING GLASSES.
INSTINCT AND INTELLIGENCE.
THE SOLAR MICROSCOPE.—THE CAMERA
LUCIDA.

THE MAGIC LANTERN.—THE CAMERA
OBSCURA.

THE MICROSCOPE.
THE WHITE ANTS—THEIR MANNERS AND

HABITS.
THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH, OR FIRST

NOTIONS OF GEOGRAPHY.
SCIENCE AND POETRY.
THE BEE.
STEAM NAVIGATION.
ELECTRO-MOTIVE POWER.
THUNDER, LIGHTNING, AIR AND TnE AURORA

BOREALIS.
THE PRINTING PRESS.

THE CRUST OF THE EARTH, OP. FIRST

COMETS. [NOTIONS OF GEOLOGY .

THE STEREOSCOPE.
THE PRE-ADAMITE EARTH.
ECLIPSES.
GENERAL INDEX.

LONDON: WALTON & MABERLY, 28, UPPER GOWER STREET; and 27, IVY LANE, PATERNOSTER ROW.

CHRISTMAS NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLD WORDS.
This day is published, price 3d., stamped 4A, and containing the

amount of One regular Number and a Half, The

WRECK OF THE GOLDEN MARY ; being the

Captain's Account of the Great Deliverance cfher
People in an Oik* Boat at Sea.

Household Words Office, 16, Wellington Street North, Strand.

Sold everywhere.

Now ready,

KICHMOND and CHANDLER'S Revised Edition

of their FULL DESCRIPTIVE and NEWLY-ILLUS-
TRATED CATALOGUE FOR 1857, containing 48 pages of

Letterpress, and 40 Wood Engravings of the most approved

Agricultural Implements of the day, to which is appended a

Table of Foreign Postage Arrangements, &c.

Address, Richmond & Chandler, Implement Works, Salford,

Manchester.

GEORGE MILLS' TREATISE on the CULTURE
of the CUCUMBER, MELON, SEA-KALE, akd ASPA-

RAGUS will be sent free by post on the receipt of 8t.6tf.to

postage stamps.
" The details are given with accuracy, and the language used

is clear and intelligible to all ; a person ignorant of gardening

mav grew either Melons or Cucumbers with the assistance of

Mr. Mills' book."—Part of Dr. Lindley's Review.

Gf.org e Mills, Uxbridge Road, Ealing, Middlesex.

EORGE MILLS' TREATISE on the CULTURE
of the PINE will be sent free by post on tho receipt of

2s. 6d. in postage stamps. __. _

There is no mystery here, no preposterous mixtures of all

manner of unmentionable substances called a compost; no

crotchety schemes for rendering the building dear or unmanage-

able; no ignorant recommendation of operations to which reason,

in the first instance, and experience afterwards, are alike opposed.

The foundation of the author's success is common sense."—Part

of Dr. Liiulley's Review.

George Mills, Uxbridge Road, Ealing, Middlesex.

BOOKS
SUITABLE FOR CHRISTMAS

PRESENTS.

i.

EOYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
JOURNAL, 15 vols, in 34 Parts (pub. 107. 15s.), 41. 10#„

1840- 55 ; also Volumes and Parts.—Brown's Forester (pub. 21*.),

cloth, 15*., 1851.—Farmers Library, 2 vols., royal 8vo (pub.35s.)-

THOMSON'S SEASONS illustrated by the Etching
Club. "Woodcuts. Cloth, 21s. ; morocco, 36*.

2.

GOLDSMITH'S POEMS illustrated by the Etchiug
Club. Woodcuts. Cloth, 21s.; morocco, 36s.

3.

BOWDLER'S FAMILY SIIAKSPEARE. Wood-
cuts. Complete in 1 vol., 21s.; in 6 pocket vols., 30s.

4.

AIKIN'S SELECT BRITISH POETS—BEN
JONSON to BEATTIE. 8™, 18s.

5.

MR. MACAULAY'S LAYS of ANCIENT ROME,
illustrated by G . Scharf. Cloth, 21s, ; morocco, 425.

An Edition with " Ivry " and" The Armada," 4s. 6d. ;
morocco,

10s. 6d.

6.

MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES, illustrated

13 fine Plates. Cloth, 2ls. ; morocco, 31s. 6d.

An Edition with 161 Steel Plates by D. Maclise, R.A.
31s. Qd. ; morocco, 52$. 6<i.

7.

i

MOORE'S LALLA ROOKH, illustrated by
bould, Meadows, and Stf.piiaxoff. Cloth, 15s; morocco, 28s.

~
"

8.

MOORE'S POETICAL WORKS, complete in

1 vol. Portrait and Vignette. Cloth, 21s.; morocco, 42s.

Another Edition, in crown 8vo, from ruby type, with

Portrait. Cloth, 12s. 6d. ; morocco, 21s.

9

L. E. L.'S POETICAL* WORKS, in 2 vols, with

2 Vignettes by R. Doyle. Cloth, 10s. ; morocco, 21s.

10.

JAMES MONTGOMERY'S POETICAL WORKS,

Now ready, Seventh Edition, in Svo, price 10s. 6d. cloth,

BAYLDON'S ART of VALUING RENTS and
TILLAGES, and Claims of Tenants upon Quitting Farms

at both Michaelmas and Lady Day, as revised by Mr. Donald-
son. Seventh Edition, enlarged and adapted to the present

time ; with the Principles and Mode of Valuing Land and other

Property for Parochial Assessment and Enfranchisement of

Copyholds, under the recent Acts. By Robert Baker, Land
Agent and Valuer, Writtle, Essex.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts.

New and Improved Edition of
~~~

PIESSE'S PERFUMERY.
In crown 8vo, with 4G Woodcuts, price Ss. 6d. cloth,

rpHE ART OF PERFUMERY AND THE
1 METHODS OF OBTAINING THE ODOURS OP
PLANTS: with Instructions for the Manufacture of Perfumes

for the Handkerchief, Scented Powders, Odorous Vinegars, Den-
tifrices, Pomatums, Cosmetiques, Perfumed Soap, &c; and an

Appendix on preparing Artificial Fruit Essences, &c. By G.W.
Septimus Piesse, Analytical Chemist. Second Edition, cor-

rected throughout, enlarged, and improved.
London : Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, and Roberts.

HOUSEKEEPING, COOKERY, AND DOMESTIC
EXPENDITURE SIMPL.FIED FOR

SCHOOLS OF INDUSTRY AND ADULT LEARNERS,
In "Gleig's School Series," in 13mo, price Is.,

DOMESTIC ECONOMY : Comprising House-
keeping—Choice of a Dweliing—Domestic Expenditure-

Household Work—Needlework, Washing, Ironing—Food and

Fuel—Marketing—Cookery (Boiling, Baking, Roasting, Stewing,

Hashing, &c, about 90 plain Receipts)—Care of the Sick and of

Children— Prayers. Edited by the Rev. G. R. Gi.eig, M.A.
Inspector-General of Military Schools.

London: Longman. Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts.

Second Edition, revised and enlarged, price 5*. 6d. cloth

;

free by post, 5s. 10d.
f

/ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY ;

Vy Their History and Management.
By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A.

Jawes Matthews. 5. Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden

Price 1*. 6dn free by post 1$. Id.

ABELS FOR THE HERBARIUM,
consisting of the names of the

CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERS,
OF

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S "VEGETABLE KINGDOM."
So printed in large type, that they can be cut out and pasted

into The Herbarium.
J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

A PAMPHLET.—Price 6d.

« fHICK AND THIN SEEDING;" addressed to

JL J. MECHI, Esq. To which is added an Appendix on

"HOP BLIGHT," describing a sure Remedy for the Hop Fly and

all Plant Vermin. By Sigma.
J Ridgway, 169, Piccadilly^London^

" FKUITIST, AND

L

ithwi

Cloth

COR-

H^HE FLORIST, FKUITIST, AND GARDEN
J- MISCELLANY. Conducted by Charles Turner, F.H.S.,

and JonN Spencer, F.H.S.
Published on the 1st of every month, post free, Iff.

The Number for December, just published, contains a beauti-

fully Coloured Plate of the splendid new Rose Lord Raglan—

A

Descriptive Article on New Roses bv Mr. William Paul—Oper*

Brick Walls v. Protection, by Mr. W. Abbott—The Dahlias of

1855—Landscape Gardening, with Plan of Flower Garden, and

Lists of suitable Plants for Summer and Winter Decoration, by

Mr. W. Davidson, and various other Articles by eminent

cultivators. . ,

The Volume for 1S56 is now ready, and contains 14 coloured

Plates by Andrews and numerous Woodcuts, and is most suitable

for Christmas presents.

Volumes from 1849 to the present time can also be had.

Office, 28, Henrietta Street, Coven t Garden. London.

XTeW SERIES OF " MIDLAND FLORIST," Jan. 1,

i-^ price 3d., supported by more than 100 contributors. Illus-

trated. Communications to be addressed to Alfred button,

Nottingham.

11.

-. . r
- _ _ , , .. e x . , .-

\ 7
*%y ,

complete in 1 vol, Cloth, 10s. 6d. ; morocco, 21s.SSS2 %ZLF^<S5S&&3&£ fSS. An Edition in 4 pocket voto, price 1 4..

—Loudon's Villa Gardener, 8vo, cloth, 10s., 1850.—Don's Cata-

logue of Plants at Cambridge, 8vo (pub. 16s.), cloth, 6s , 1845.—

A Catalogue of 450 Works on Agriculture; a Catalogue of

Music; Monthly Catalogues of Old and New Books, and all

gratis and post free.

London: John Petheram, 94, High Ilolborn.

Now ready, price One Shilling,

V/fORTON'S NEW FARMERS' ALMANAC
iVA FOR 1857.

Blackie & Son, Warwick Square, Newgate Street, London;

and all Booksellers.

HF I F T \ E A R.

NEW EDITION OF DR. J. D. HOOKER'S LAST WORK.
Now ready, Second Edition, revised and condensed, with

80 Woodcuts, 2 vols., post 8vo., 18s.

HIMALAYAN JOURNALS. Being Notes of a

Naturalist, in Bengal, the Sikhim and Nepal Himalayas,

the Kbasia Mountains, &c. By Joseph Dalto.v IIookbr, F.R.S.

"'Dr. Hooker's Himalayan Journals' are another sterling

contribution to that high class of literature which has been estab-

lished by our leading naturalists. In these volumes ar« contained

^he results of an amount of mental training, that could scarcely

have been compressed into a period shorter than the author's

life. They are most ably written ; they are illustrated by the

writer's own pencil and brush, in a way that would have main-

tained his credit if he had gone out only to make sketches."—
Examiner.

" ' Dr. Hooker's Himalayan Journals ' are a vast storehouse of

deeply interesting facts, curious, instructive, and varied in sub-

ject. The volumes are illnstrated by a profusion of woodcuts,

which reflect great credit on Dr. Hooker's talent as a draughtsman,
and impress the reader by means of the visible image."— Spectator.

"'Dr. Hooker's Himalayan Journals.' In the very highest

rank of well qualified observers, we can, without fear of contra-

diction, place the eminent author of the most interesting journals

now before ng. The getting-up of these journals is worthy of

their matter. The illustrations are excellently executed, and
selected with great judgment. Not one of them could be dis-

pensed with ; and Mr. Murray has done a real service to the
cause of knowledge in thu* liberally illustrating a work which
must ever remain a standard one in every good library."

—

Literary
Papers, by Professor E. Forbes.

" ' Dr. Hooker's Himalayan Journals.' We shall not be charged
with exaggeration, when we say that the volumes before us are
among the most important which have as yet appeared upon our
great Asiatic possessions. Moreover, they are among the most
entertaining, for they are written in a very agreeable style, and
the personal narrative is not intermDted by the dry formalities
of mere science."— Gardeners' Chronicle.

London
: Johx Murray, Albemarle Street.

One

and

SOUTHEY'S POETICAL WORKS, complete in

1 volume. Cloth, 21s. ; morocco, 42s.

An Edition in 10 pocket vols., 3s. 6cZ, each.

12.

SOUTHEY'S DOCTOR, complete in 1 vol. with
Portrait and Vignette. Square crown Svo, price 21s.

13.

Mrs. JAMESON'S COMMON-PLACE-BOOK of

THOUGHTS, MEMORIES, and FANCIES. Vignettes and
Woodcuts. Crown Svo, 18s.

14.

Mr. MACAULAY'S ESSAYS, complete in

Volume. Cloth, 21*.; calf, 30s.

In 3 pocket vols., 21s. ; in 3 vols. 8vo, 36s.

in 2 vols, crown, 8s.

15.

CONYBEARE and HOWSON'S LIFE and
EPISTLES of ST. PAUL. 2 vols, square crown, 31s. 6c/.

16.

SHARON TURNER'S SACRED HISTORY of

the WORLD. 3 vols, post 8vo, 31s. 6d.

17.

LETTERS to MY UNKNOWN FRIENDS. Fourth
Edition. Fcap. 8vo, 5s.

18.

The Rev. J. H. GURNEY'S HISTORICAL
SKETCHES of ST. LOUIS and HENRI IV. Fcap. 8vo, 6s.

19.

WILLIAM HO WITT'S BOY'S COUNTRY BOOK.
With 40 Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo. 6s.

20.

MAUNDER'S BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY:
Above 12,000 Memoirs. Brought down in a Supplement to the
Present Time. Fcap. Svo, 10s.

21.

MIRACLES OF OUR LORD. Illuminated, &c. in

the style of the Renaissance by H. N. HuMrnKETs; in massive
carved covers. Price 21*.

London : Loxgman. Beown, Geeex, Losgmaxs, and Roberts.

HPHE NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL DIREC-
i- TORY, FLORISTS DIARY, and GARDEN ALMANAC

for 1857, will be ready with the Magazines, &c, on the 1st or

a
Mr?JoHS Edwards respectfully requests that Advertisements.

Trade corrections, &c, be forwarded not later than the 15th oi

November to 20, Sharp's Alley, London.
Subscribers taking Packets of Copies will have their names so

notified in the body of the work by early intimation.

Office, 20, Sharp's Alley, London, and of ail Booksellers ana

Nurserymen.—Price One Shilling.
.

POULTRY BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.
Just Ready, price to Annual Subscribers 5s. fcZ.post free, to non-

Subscribers 6s.

of PRIZE POULTRY in 1858-7. By an EbSEX AMAi ^liv

Subscribers' names, with Sixty-six Stamps; to be sent torui

with to the Publisher, Essex and West Suffolk ggge<jg1
Colcheggi>

OORE'S ALMANACK for 1857.—Price_*L

ear:

HE DIARY FOR THE DAIRY, PIGGERY and

POULTRY-YARD, with DIRECTORY *t*JM»M*or»

M Containing, besides the usual Calendar, a fell tjodw

the Eclipses and other Astronomical Phenomena ot tie

the Stamp Duties; a Popular Chronicle of the War with KJ»i

to its conclusion ; and much other useful Information.

London : Published for the Company of Stationers Dyu ^
Greenhill, at their Hall, Ludgate- street, and may be nau.

booksellers and stationers.

Price 2d. each, richly Illustrated. fmENt
STMAS NUMBER AND SUPPLY*

N
THE CHRIS

OF TnE

A T I O N A L M A G A
0N

and Westlaxd Mab*to ,
T

Z I N E,

Edited by John Saundebs
will contain

b Westland
"The Wife's Portrait;' A Christmas-eve Story, ^ Le^u

Marston, complete in 4 Chapters; Olmstma-^r V^^^
hy tne

Hunt,
Author

Dr. Doran, and oth*r eminent Authors.
Hervey . the

Auinor of "Paul Ferroll ;" Charade, by 1 '.
Je
_ Brooks, en-

opening chapters of a Continuous TaIe
J2vin from Millai^

titled "A Painter's Revenge." Enf™J' £ x*

s « Beggar-boy
" Rescue;" W. Hunt's "Good Dog! biija *. and two

and Christ-Child," Original Designs t»y_"^ Reviewing his

humorous designs by E. M°ri
j
1
"X«li Christmas Clock.

Christmas Troops, and Hands MdHouW, St. Strang
National Magazine Company (Lirmteo^. —?

Printed by Wiuuh Bbadbubt, of >'?• 13, VpP'J^ \ x> both in

fasDiaiCK Muli.ktt EVA»». ot bo
rJuuty ol Middle-ex. ?™*VVfi.

the Pama of St. P*ncr»». and m ^/J^

/

t of Whitetriart, in the UO
their Office ia Lomlmr.1 Street, in tn

*JS office, No.5.^PPef ?/ Sr.
' - *don; and pnbliBhed Dy them fc «^^5" Garlien. & »» «« <-€****

. in the Parish of St. Paul-. Covent Oar .^
fce A.Mli.«,

all Ad»erti»*»ments »nd t-onnuun'r

of Loud
Street
wnere i

tbr Editor.—SAiuanAT, December o, io«»
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Biddulph Grange
Camellia buds
Canada, Emigration to.
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graphy
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Leicester, sewage of .
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON,
21, Regent Street.

WANTED, a GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT
of the CHISWICK GARDEN.

The Council have resolved to place the whole practical

management of this Garden under one person, with a salary of

150Z. a year, and a prospective increase. Such a person must
be a native of the United Kingdom, in the prime of life,

and enjoyment of sound health, well educated, of active and
methodical business habits, of good address, and with concilia-

tory manners, experienced in the management of men, and having
a knowledge of practical Gardening of the highest order.

Testimonials (in writing only) from Candidates for the Office,

addressed To the Chairman of the Council, will be received at this

Office up to the 10th of January, 1857.

By order of the Council, W. B. Booth, Librarian.

FLORICULTURE.—In consequence of Mr. John
Edwards having REMOVED FROM HOLLOWAY it is

respectfully requested that all communications be addressed

No. 20, Sharp's Alley, London.

SEEO ESTABLISHMENT, SLEAFORD.
CHARLES SHARPS and CO. beg to offer the

Trade their extensive Stock of GARDEN and AGRICUL-
TURAL SEEDS, which have been grown with great care by
themselves from the best stocks. List of prices on application.

and FERNS.
Per doz.

CAMELLIAS, with Flower Buds 30s. and 42s.

CHINESE AZALEAS, with Flower Buds ... 18s. and 30s.

A great variety of Ferns at moderate prices.

Chandler & Sons, Wandsworth Road, Vauxhall.

CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS

NEW GARDEN SEEDS, GROWTH OF 1856. I

SUTTON and SONS are now prepared to execute

orders for all folds of GARDEN SEEDS, and
can warrant them genuine.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

FERN C A T A L O G U E.

ROBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUE (24 pages) of his Collection of BRITISH and

FOREIGN FERNS, can now be had post free for six stamps.

Gratis to all previous purchasers.—Nursery, Foot's Cray , Kent.

OBEKT KENNEDY, Seedsman, Bedford Con-
servatory, Covent Garden, Agent for Messrs. Platz & Son,

Seed Growers, Erfurt, informs the trade that their extensive

CATALOGUE for 1857 is ready, to be forwarded on application.

It contains a large number of new articles, which can be recom-

mended with confidence. Early orders are solicited.

A M ER I C AN PLANTS.
JOHN WATERER, the Exhibitor of the above
O Plants at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park. London,

begs to state that his CATALOGUE of RHODODENDRONS,
AZALEAS, &c, is published, and can be obtained in exchange

for two postage stamps. The colours of the Rhododendrons are

described, and the Catalogue contains a selection of the most

favourite kinds of Pinuses. Roses, &c.

The American Nursery, Bagshot. Surrey.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
WATERER and GODFREY beg to intimate that

their Priced and Descriptive CATALOGUE OF HARD*
RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, and other American Plant*

is now ready, and may be had free on application to Messrs.

Watkrer & Godfrey, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

EORGE BAKER begs to announce that his

"DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE ofAMERICAN PLANTS,
ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, CONIFERS, FRUIT & FOREST
TREES is now ready, and may be had on application.

American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bwgshot, Surrey, 1} mile

from Snnningdale Station; one hour's ride from Waterloo

Station ; f from Reading.

SAFFRON WALDEN NURSERY.
SUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.

WILLIAM CHATER'S ANNUAL DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE, with remarks on the Culture,

Exhibiting. &c, of this noble flower may be had on receipt of one

postage stamp.
Seed saved from 20 best varieties, mixed, per packet ... 5.*. Od.

Do. 12 do. do. 2 6

Do. good mixed »•• * t>

Border varieties, good mixed, ground roots, per 100 ... 20

Do. do. in colours do. do. ... 30

HOLLYHOCK SEED.
BIRCHAM and WARD beg to offer their Holly-

hock Seed in packets at Is. Gd., 2s. 6d., and 5s. each. This

Seed is Belected from the best varieties in cultivation, and
B. & W. will warrant it to produce Seedlings of superior quality

that will give satisfaction to all purchasers.

Hedenham Ro<erv. Bungay. Suffolk. Dec. 13.

THE CHAMPION HAMBURCH.
JOHN and CHARLES LEE have a few good VINES

of this magnificent BLACK GRAPE to offer, which is unsur-

passed for size both of bunch and berry and abundance of crop.

These qualities, combined with a thin skin and a luscious flavour,

reuder it desirable for every good collection. Price 10s. 6d.

Nursery and Seed Establishment. Hammersmith.

THE LANCASHIRE SHOW GOOSEBERRIES
AND CURRANTS.

lOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
" near Manchester, begs to refer the readers of the Chronicle

to his list of the HEAVIEST SHOW GOOSEBERRIES am>
CURRANTS in this Paper^fJIov^mherJ?: —

VICTORIA RASPBERRIES.
GEORGE CORNWELL is now sending out his

Canes of the above at 15s. per 100. Fastolf, 15s. per 100

Autumn fmited, 12s. per 100, and White, 10s. per 100. The usual

allowance to the Trade.—Market Gardener, Barnet.

"T AYLOR'S G RAND STAN D,"
1- St. JOHN'S MARKET, LIVERPOOL.
Growers of Choice Fruits and Vegetables should forward as

above, in ordehto realise High Pricks. <

GEORGE TAYLOR, Jux.,

Choice Fruit and Vegetable Salesman,
Proprietor.

Terms— ** Cash." _

AIDEN PEACH and NECTARINE wanted in

quantity.—Thos. BARjfg^^rnori^rsery, Dublin.

seeos^fofPpresent sowing.

EARLY PEAS, BEANS, CARROTS, &c, growth

1856, suitable for present sowing, may be had of uames

Carter * Co., Seedsmen, 238, High

j

Holbora, L,ondon^
•
rP3

=
"THE"SEED TRADK7— A few quarters of

L SCIMETAR and BEDMAN'S BLUE IMPERIAL PLAS,
also EARLY EMPEROR, warranted Stocks. Price nu application.

Wood & Ingram, Huntin gdon.
.

WAlTE'^DAl^i^LTlrRXrUHKE PEA, the best
% * early Pea in cultivation, can be had in any quantity.—

«L_G . WAiTE^Seed Merchant. 181, High Holborn, Lgndom

F
RISING SUN EARLY PEA.

LANAGAN and SON heg to offer the above new
Pea as a valuable addition to the green marrow class. It

Possesses the properties of being nearly as early as the Emperor,

*ith long dark green pods, and most bountiful in bearing.Height

about 3 feet. This Pea is strongly recommended for market pur-

Poses. It retains its deep colour, and is an excellent general

cropper. Price 5*. per quart, with an allowance to the trade.

9, Mansion House Street, London.

M

GEORGE JACKMAN begs to state that his

PRICED CATALOGUE is now ready, and can be had

free on application, comorising Choice Conifers*, Hardy Ever-

greens, and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, all of which are well

Krownand constantly removed; is also an extensive grower of

Roses and Fruit and Forest Trees.
. „

G.J. particularly wishes to call attention to his Dwarf-trained

Fruit Trees, being clean grown and well trained, including all

the leading kinds.
,, .- M.ri

Woking Nursery, 1\ mile from Woking Station, South ^ estern

Railway, where all Trains stop and conveyance* can be obtained .

GERANIUM S, ETC.
\T71LLIAM CUTBUSH and SON beg to intimate

VV that their CATALOGUE of SHOW, FANCY, AND
FRENCH GERANIUMS, CINERARIAS, &c, is now ready,

and can be had gratis on application.
m

William Cutbush & Son wish to draw particular

attention to their stock of the above, which is of first-rate

quality, and will give every satisfaction.

Highgate Nurseries, near London.

WORCESTtRSMIRE CHAMPION CUCUMBER—
BLACK SPINE.

JOHN JENNINGS can confidently recommend the

above Cucumber as good, in quality a great bearer, and has

been grown to the length of 33 inches.

12 Seeds, 30 postage stamps. | 6 Seeds, IS postage stamps.

Furze Hill Nursery, Shipston-on-Stonr.

' C Hi? ysanthemums.W HOLMES offers the above in strong plants,

• at 5a. per dozen. The large flowered varieties include

Alfred Salter, Voltaire, Webb's Delight, Stellaris globosa,

Antigone, Madame Lebois, &c. Pompones include Scar et Gem.

Duruflet. Aurore Boreale, Saint Thais, &c For th«
»
e«^v»hon

of the above see Monthly Calendar by W. H. in" Gossip for the

Garden."- Wk. Holmes. Florist. Well Street, Hackney.

ryT^Y LOR'S GRAND S TAN D,"

i St. JOHN'S MARKET, LIVERPOOL.
WANTED.

CRAPE VINES IN POTS.
JOHN WEEKS and Co., King's I Load, Chelsea, can

now supply Grape Vines struck from eyts iu very fine

condition, strong and healthy, for Planting or Forcing in Pots, all

the best approved sorts.

Horticultural Establishment. Ki ng's Road, Chelsea.

^/i ESSKS. JOHN WEEKS and CO., Kiitfa Road,
* Chelsea, beg to intimate that they have received their

supplv of SEEDS for the ensuing Seas- n, in the best possible

condition, direct from eminent growers; and are Tins enabled

TO VOUCH 1MB THE 1UKITY AND EXCELLENCE OF EACH ARTKLK.

Their annual Catalogue is in course of delivery, and will, on

application, be stmt fre* bv post to any address.

ASPARAGUS FOR FORCING.— One Thousand
Strong Five-year old Plants to be disposed of.—Apply to

W. Stroud, Brandenburg Cottage, Fulham Road, Hammersmith.

RI£D SPECIMENS OF EXOTIC FERNS may
be had, in collections of 100 Species, correctly named, on

application to K. K ex nkdt, Bedford Conservatory. Covent Garden.

CHOICE FRUIT TREES and STRAWBERRIES.
—For Catalogues with descriptions of the above, including

the Broogh Bergamot Pear, apply to Wm. BARKATT, Land-

scape Gardener, Wakefield.
" This is certainly a first-rate Pear."—See Transactions of

Fomological Society, page 19.

A fine stock of Pyramid and Qrchard-house Trees.

WALKER, Londonderry, offers for sale a quan-
• tity of laud 2 year PEAKS on Quince Roots. Prices

j
on application.

'M) BE SOLD, Fifty FRUITING PINE PLANTS,
1- quite clean, will fruit in spring and summer; al«i twenty

Succession Plants.—Apply at Mr. Anderson's, Baker, Denmark

Hill, Camberweil.
,

HARDY HEATHS.—A first-rate Collection, and

well grown PLANTS, by the Hundred or Thousand.—

Catalogues with Prices will be sent free on application to

Waterkb & QopWWT, Knap Hill Nursery. Woking. Surrey. _
TANDARD PORTUGAL LAURELS.—A quan-

tity of very fine plants of the above, with stems 3 to 4$ feet

high and with beautifully formed heads, may be had on applica-

tion to the undersigned. They have all been transplanted two

vears since, and will lift with large balls of earth.

Wood & Ingram. Huntingdon.

1J O R TERRACES.
L STANDARD PORTUGAL LAURELS,

STANDARD COMMON LAURELS.
STANDARD COMMON HOLLIES.
STANDARD LA URU STINTS.
STANDARD COMMON HOX.
STANDARD RHODODENDRONS of sorts.

SEVERAL HUNDREDS of the above on clean straight stems

with good well-shaped heads of various heights and sizes. All

transplanted last year. Prices may be had on application to

John & Charles Lee, Nursery and Seed Establishment, Ham-

mersmith, near L"ndon .

~F~R U»T T REES IN POTS, _

T OHN aisd CHARLES LEE, having largely increased

t) their Stock of this indispensable and Interesting classof

FRUIT TREES have still several hundred very superior

plants to offer of the following kinds. wWchi
they will warrant ro

produce good crops of Fruit in FORCING or ORCHARD
HOUSES the ensuing season.

PEACHES.
NECTARINES.
APRICOTS.
FIGS.

CHERRIES.
PLUMS.
APPLES.

G ood Pines, from 2 to 3 J
lbs.each

Black Grapes
Cucumbers

Good Muscat Grapes
Choice Dessert Pears
Small Mushrooms

Choice Flowers, &c. &c.

GEORGE TAYLOR. Jux.,

Choice Fruit and Vkgbtablk Salesman,
Proprietor.

Terror—"Cash." ^^_

MR ROBERT BAKER, of Writtle, Essex, having

for many years past paid great attention to the improve-

ment of Agricultural Seeds by selecting and transplanting the

best roots, begs to offer them at the following reduced prices, and

warranted to grow at the rate of 95 per cent. :-

Purple-top Swede.—Very superior, per bushel

Tmnroved Skirving's Swede.—Do. do. ... ...

Lo£r Red and Globe Red Mangel Wurzel.-Very select,

and the most productive of any, per lb.

Globe Orange and Long oranff*.—Do. do. ... ...

Cattle Cabbage, for March sowing.-A ^celebrated haroy

s.

36

1

1

d.

fi

6

4and prolific variety, produces from 40 toflO tons per acre,

invaluable for wint. t and spring feeding, per lb.

Remittances, or Post Office Order, upon Ctolm-to d Ofr.ce frtm

unknown corresDonden t *•

PEARS.
Priced Catalogues on application.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmi th, near London.

SEED WHEAT FOR LATE SOWING.
rpALAVERA, RED NURSERY, and HYBRID
-L WHEAT, the best sorts for late sowing, may be had on

application to II. Rayxrird, Basingstoke. A reference or remit-

ance required from unknown correspondents.
"

TO THE &EED TRADE.

GEORGE TABER, Nurseryman and Seed Grower,
of Rose Cottage, Rivenhall. Witham, Essex, begs to

inform the Trade that his Carnt, Mangel, Swede, Turnip, and

other Seeds are now harvested in good condition ;
and prices

and samples inav be obtained on application.

RED B E E T S E E D.

EDWARD SANG asd SONS, Nurserymen and
I Sekdshek, Kirkcaldy, beg to offer to the Trade RED

BEET SEED of their own raising from carefully selected full

erown roots. The sort is very ior, producing well-shaped

medium-riz..l bulbs of remarkably fine quality aud colour.

Price on application.—Kirkcaldy, Dec. 13.

r?LL»UR, warranted tree from adulteration, aud deli-

Jl vend to any part of London (not less than 1 peck), carriage

free- Whites, for pastry, at per bushel (56 lbs.) lis. Sd.; Fine

Households, recommended for bread making, IU.; Seconds,

105 id.; Wheat Meal, for brown bread, 10/.4«L; Best Coarse

and Fin. Scotch Oatmeal, Indian Corn Meal, &c.-Address f

BMHJUU & CATcmooL, Bullford Mill, Witham Essex; or

Caledonian Road. Islington. Directions for making bread

supplied gratis. Terms^ash. German Yeast.

TfmJllT^NT
-^ SEEDSMEN, AGRimLEU-

1 RISTS, BOTANISTS, and OT H E P»3.-Sa/rafflfe
Transmission of Seeds. Samples, Plan* j^*J"!£*¥- r^:
Deeds, Law Papers, and articles for priffge^.-. fee, ardeA

dailv at 3 p.*. Jail parts of the Contineu^ftSb* Mails through-

° Ut
' CONTINENTAL EXPRESS PAftgi^ AGj:

of which the proprietors are the sole cnrig^ »Tm^**f |

Prussian Post Office, the Belgian GoWW; nx

Agents of the Mail Packets between D<£fc.-^r fcmd.> .fi»*

rix Dd moderate, rabies of which, »iHi>^f.^
be haft ?f n. application to the duel
^. -- >n— N. B. Parcels to be sent ^

h it f Office by 3 p.m. {$ ^
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BY APPOINTMENT.
JOHN WEEKS, F.H.S., & GO.,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA.

,l :;:«««*

T WEEKS and CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-
# Water Apparatus Manufacturers, Hothouses, Greenhouses'

Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c, of every shape and size, both Plain

and Ornamental.

Also our Improved Patent Tubular Boiler* of all sizes. A large

rtock on hand. See our Illustrated Catalogues on Horticultural Buildin

d Heating by Hot Water.

The accompany-
ing sketch repre-

sents our im-
proved Upright
Tubular Boiler,

with hollow fur-

nace bars. The
lar<*e surface
which this Boiler
exposes to the
immediate action

of the fire renders
it of extraordin-
ary power.

John Weeks
& Co. Manufac-
ture these Boilers
of all sizes. The
largest size mea-
sure 5 ft. 6 inches
high by 3 ft. 6 in.

diameter, and ex-
poses to the im-
mediate action of
the fire a surface
of 340 superficial
feet. The smallest

sizH is 18 inches high, by 18 inches in diameter.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road. Chelsea, London.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES 2 LIGHTS
OR PITS, CUCUMBER X LEMON BOXES X LIGHTS.

PARKES'STEEL DIGGING FORKS & DRAINING TOOLS.

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft,6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
KK) feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 fc> 10 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
all parts of the kingdom.—References may be had to the Nobility,
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
ItX Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements on receipt of eight postage stamps.

95. Newgate Street, London.

U!
ARN J£K>6 PATENT VIBRATING STAN-

DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £ $. d.
2* in. short 1 ft. 7 in.

tt

»!

ft

ft

tt

long 3 „ 3

' Fitted for lead,U 10
gutta percha, I 1 14
or cast iron >- 2 8
flanged pipe, I 2 12
as required. J 3 3

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

|{ in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

H
3

H
4

H

ditto 3
ditto 8
ditto 3

»»

V
tt

6
6
6

ft

tt

ff

ft

SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS, &c. f as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.
47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-
man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
thronsrh to the back. S. & C. beg also to call attention to their
Garden Shears, Hoes, Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kiuds
of Horticultural Tools.—Established 1738.

T3URGESS and KEY, Agricultural Engineers,
-*-* Pate>ttre3 and M axufacturers of the Royal Agricul-
tural Society's First Prize Reaping Machine, Sole Proprietors of
Anthony's Patent American Churn, and Kase's Farm Fire
Engine and Garden Pump, Wholesale and Retail Agents for
Parkes7

celebrated Steel Digging Forks, General Agents for the
**le of all kinds of Agricultural Machinery. —Warehouse,
95, Newgate Street, London ; Factory, Brentwood.

Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt of 6 postage stamps.

IRON HURDLES MADE BY MACHINERY.
pOTTAM and HALLEN, of Winsley Street, have
^J invented machinery worked by steam for making Hurdles,
at a great saving of manual labour and reduction in cost. They
are made of superior Staffordshire iron, and will compete in price
»ith those made by hand from cinder or common iron, which so
frequently break. * Iron Fencing, Gates, and Iron Work of all
kinds, both plain and ornamental, Conservatories, Hot-Water
Apparatus and Garden Implements. (The Paris prize medal,
?ark entrance gates, and patent stable fittings on view at the
trystal Palace, .Sydenham.)—Illustrated Catalogues free on appli-
tauou to Cottah & Halles, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street.

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be lixed, when desired
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, Ac. &c.—

E

ngravings sent on application.

V\/IRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
* * of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service.

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.

Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety ;

Flower Stands, Garden Arche6, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make

;

Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;
Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W.Richards, Imperial
Wire Works, 370. Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's
Theatre.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thns:—Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It i* necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.
The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situatirms
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Bbothebs,

Milbank Street, Westminster.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

J JONES, Iron Merchant, has always a great
• variety of Cylindrical and Saddle Boilers in Stock, Hot-water

Pipes, Elbowa, Tees, Syphons, Throttle-Valves, Stop-Cocks Coil-
Pipes, and Boxes, Trough Pipes, Fire and Furnace Bars, Double
Doors and Frames, and Soot Doors. Drawings and prices of the
above, or estimates given for the Apparatus fixed complete on
application to J. Jones, Iron Bridge Wharf, 6, Bankside, London
near the Southwark Iron Bridge, '

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

JR. PEILL, 179
New Park Street, Southwark,

• (late Stephen-son & Prill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ON AN IMPROVED
PRINCIPLE.

MESSRS. COLLS and CO., Builders, Camberwell,
beg to inform the nobility, gentry, and the public in general,

that they have madj arrangements with an eminent Inventor and
Hot-water Engineer for the management of this portion of their
business, and are prepared to take contracts for Wanning
Churches, Chapels, Private Residences, Greenhouses, &c.

Estimates upon application.
~* - —! I ^. ^ I - - 1 I ' ' " ' ^—^^ p

C STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
• 61 f

Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron
Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers

and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description by
Hot Water.— Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

HOT-WATER PIPES (Cast Iron) at WHOLE-
SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphons, Tee-Pipes, Coil-

Pipes, and every requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and
Saddle Boilers, 50s. each. Improved Soot Doors and Furnace
Doors, Builders' Castings, Pipes, and Gutters of every description

in stock at Mr. Lynch White's, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper
Ground Street, Blacktriars Brid ge, London.

^HUMSO JN'S KJfiTURT BUILEKSr.
i

The Triple Retort, to heat 3000 ft. of 4-inch pipe £8 10

The Single do. do. 1000 do. do. 4
The Amateur's do. do. 500 do. do. 2 10

These unique and most powerful Boilers have been invented

by Mr. Thomson, of Dalkeith Gardens, where in some instances

he has fixed one of them to supersede six of those previously in

use there, and the Advertiser has obtained Mr. TVs sanction to

manufacture and supply the public with them, which from his

great facilities he is able to do at the above extremely moderate
rates for Cash. The price includes a peculiar boiler plate, and
free delivery to Ship or Rail in Edinburgh.

JOBHf Meiklkjox, Westfield Foundry, Dalkeith, N.B.

PARCHMENT LABELS superseded by
CRESCENS, ROBINSON, and CO.'s PREPARED

LINEN LA BELS. They are cheaper, written upon with greater

ease and rap ; dity,and quite as durable. Specimens, printed to any

pattern, sent post free from Crbbcens, Robinson, & Co.'s Paper and

Paper Bag Warehouse, 79, Upper Thames Street, London.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, ETC.

J SEELEY respecttuily solicits immediate orders
• for any work ot this kind that may be required next

spring. It is always desirable that it should be made two

months before it is used.—Artificial Stone Works, Nos. 1 to 4,

Keppel Row, New Road, Regent's Park
.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

TAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :—

SHEET GLASS, Packed in Boxes containing 100 Feet.

6 by 4, and 6* by 4£
7 by 5, and 7£ by 6£

11 by 9, 12 by 9,

16 „ 9,

10,

11,

12,

12,

13,

13,

14,

***

15 „
13 „
13 „
18 „
16 „
20
19

•»

12

16
14
14
19
17
16
90
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n
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14,

14

12s. I 8 by 6, and Si by 6£ ... 13*. 6d.

13s. j
9 by 7, and 10 by 8 ... 13s. 6i.

10 by 9, 14 by 9, 15 by 9
|

... J10
17
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20
13

17
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Boxes charged 2s. each , but returnable at full prices.

ORCHARD HOUSES.
SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD

HOUSES, the same quality as we supply to Mr. Kivers, and

of various dimensions, always on hand, at 18s. per 100 feet.

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-otiuce, packed in Crates

of 300 feet, 2±d. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, 3*rf.

Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feer, 34s., 38s., 40s., and

42s. pe case.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS WAREHOUSE,

116, Bishopsgate Street Without, London^

BRITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.— Sizes from 7 by 6 to 9 by 7 at

Us. €d. per 100 foot box; 9* by 7* and 1(1 by 8, at 12s. 6d. per

box, in 21 oz. Is. per box extra; larger sizes up to 22 by 14, is oz.,

at 16*.; and 21 oz., 25s. per 100 feet Boxes charged 2s..each

and returnable at the same price if delivered free, ^ystai

White Glass. Crown and Sheet Glass in crates. Hartley s 1 ateni

Rough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead Uiis,

Turpentine, Colours, &c—G. Farmiloe <fc Son, 118, M. jouu

Street, West Smithfield, London. .

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
ff

HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET <»LJUft

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from «• w
q

-

per square foot,for the usualsizes required,many tnousanu

of which are kep t ready pAcked for immediate delivery. ^
Lists of Prices and Estimates forwardedjm^app^ca^^

PATENT
TILES an
GLASSES
ORNAMENTAL », m*^ » , ,

to Jambs Hktley & Co., 36, Soho Square, Lona°"; mOTlth.
gee Gardener*' Chronic?* first Satnrjay_»Pjgg__--

ASTOUNDING R
T
^ RVvS^aNIMALS.

OATS, MICE, AND DESTRUC^^^
I-V how to paralyse, and render them i*»"

gathered with a
though there be hundreds, so that th*/

"J
>
anted. and the cost

shovel and finally drowned. The ««•« *""
h bought in every

ill be 3i<*.
3,ftteria f" remedy sent post free

_ The «bove "toundinK renieay b

p^lisherSf

for eight poststawps to anyaddr^orr Uunarea testimonials

Kingsland, London. Established W- 1™^ all conception
sent first ifdesired.-N.B. This remedy surpassing

is exclusively Russian.

to paralyse 60 •»»• «o «2». — ,.

town and village. The «bove astounding
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FOREIGN SEED ORDERS.—Plymouth is admir-
ably situated for the execution and transmission of Foreign

Orders. The Subscribers have during the past season forwarded

Seeds to Australia, New Zealand, United States, Canada,
India, Malta, France, Austria, Portugal, Ionian Islands,

Madeira, Gambia, China, Cape of Good Hope, Prince Edward's
Island, Balaklava in the Crimea ; and they have supplied

several Russian Officers (lately quartered in Plymouth), to

take to their native country.

The following letter has just been received from a Nurseryman
in Australia, and is important in showing that by careful and
proper packing Seeds will travel tJtausanda of miles, and through

the Tropics too, without injury.

" The case of Seeds you sent me arrived in excellent

condition, and they are all growing well, and, from every

appearance, I should have supposed that they lead only

travelled a short distance instead of so many thousands

of miles. This I consider is owing to their being well

ripened and dried, and carefully and properly
packed. / have to tender my best thanks to you for your

attention in doing so, for generally seeds that are sent

out to this Colony are destroyed owing to their getting

damp on the passage"
Our plan of packing them succeeds admirably, and all the

letters from our Foreign Correspondents tell the same tale. All

Foreign Orders will be attended to with promptness and care.

William E. Rendle & Co. ? Foreign and Export Seed Mer-
chants, Plymouth.

FINEST PEAS^Tn CULTIVATION.
EPPS' LORD RAGLAN and MONARCH.—

•'LORD RAGLAN." Green wrinkled marrow. Habit dwarf
and branching, 8 feet, producing large clusters of bright green pods

of immense size, containing 7 to 10 Feas much larger than the

British Queen, and of equal if not superior flavour, 2s. 6d.

per quart, 355. per bushel. Several persons in the trade are

selling Hair's Mammoth for this Pea, which is very distinct

i
from it, being a much larger cropper and superior flavour.

MONARCH. Tall green wrinkled marrow, the largest size

fcnd best flavoured Pea in cultivation, 25. M. per quart, 405. per

bushel.

W. J. Epps offers the above two Peas with great confidence,

and submits the following testimonials out of the great number
he has this last year received. The trade supplied only by

Messrs. Hurst and McMullen, who have purchased the stock for

this season.
From E. Collyer, Esq., SouthfieeL

" I consider the Pea I had of you to possess the finest flavour

1 ever tasted, and also yielded an excellent crop.
11

From Mr. G. Fleming, Trentham.
" Your Peas have been highly approved of here ; they are the

largest, very abundant, and \>f excellent flavour and of a fine

-green colour.

From Mr. Jos. Allen, Market Gardener, Stone Hill, Dartford.
" I have tried your Peas, and am satisfied they are the finest

I have ever grown, and the very best flavour."

BOBERT PARKER begs to offer the following, of

which he possesses a large stock, in strong and healthy

^plants;—
Araucaria excelsa (Norfolk Island Pine), each

Azalea indica of sorts, from per doz.

Camellias of sorts, from per doz.

Cvclamen Atkinsi, flowering bulbs, each... 3$. 6d. to

Delphinium formosum, the finest variety ever offered,

per doz. ... ... •••

Epacrises of sorts, from per doz....

Ericas of sorts, from per doz. ...

Ferns, hardy, from per doz.

„ stove and greenhouse, from per doz.

Gymnogramma peruviana argyrophylla

Gynerium arerenfeum (Pampas Grass), per doz

Orchids, Exotic, from per doz. ...

Selaginella, of sorts, from per doz.

A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of Plants is published

also of Hyacinths and other Bulbous Roots, and will be forwarded

post free upon application.

A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from un-

known correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads, Hollo-

way, London.^ , -

CHARLES NOBLE having retired from the business

lately carried on by the Firm of Standish & Noble, is now

establishing a NURSERY on his own account, near the Sunning-

>dale Station, South-Western Railway. He takes this opportunity

of returning thanks for the very liberal favours bestowed upon

the late firm, and hopes by strict attention to merit and receive

a share of such patronage in future.

Charles Noble also begs to say that he will shortly be in a

position to execute any orders with which he may be favoured,

-and respectfully requests that, for the present, all communica-

tions be addressed Chablks Noble, Nurseryman, Bagshot
,
Surrey.

TOHN STANDISH begs to say that the Nursery

J formerly conducted by himself, and subsequently by the

firm of Sta.ndish & Noble, is now carried on solely in Ins own

name, and he takes this opportunity of M^owl^^^^
dering his thanks for, the very liberal patronage bestowed on the

late firm, and hopes to receive a continuation of ^^f^}f'
he will always endeavour to merit. He also ^}^P\^ShavinggoodexperienceinPlanting.andthemanagementofPlanU-
tions, he will be happy to give advice on those Bubjecta. And

he also embraces the present occasion to say that he has engaged

the assistance, of a Landscape Gardener m good practjeJo give

advice in laying out new grounds and in contemplated Improve-

ments, as well as in all subjects relating to Ornamental Garden-

ing and Garden Architecture. Terras for ^l^l^^^
ance may be had on application. Estimates given and Contracts

ta
%» The Nursery is about Two Miles from the Sunningdale

Stadon, South Western Railway.- The Nursery, Bagshot,

Surrey, Dec. 13.

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
To Noblemen avd Gentlemen Planting New ™BA8™*
Grounds or Improving Parks or Drives, and to Companies

Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries. Tn pr<c
\\J SK1RVING begs to offer his Stock of XKbt.aW . and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either for

iromedia^ effext or for extensive ne* Plantations where smaller

sized and less expensive plants are required. In «dd»Uon to 1taw

general .tuck of the leading kinds of Trees •"^Shrobs, winch is

-allowed to tie the most extensive in ^fUnd, h« ™" "**°"

*ff»rs upwards of a hundred thousand of \**™?WXT™nd
Trees latelv introduced, the ARALCARIA IMI ' UICA™ and

CEDRUS DEODARA, of various sizes, from one to six tee t.

W. S. invites any one wanting Specimen Trees and Shrubs
i

to

inspect his collection and obtain prices on the spot, as the mere

height of such trees (as quoted in lists) gives no idea of the value

of well grown select plants for choice situations.
Bu<>™<{

N.B A few hundreds of the larger sized »nd
1f™

,

J **£?
plants of the Araucaria Imbricata and Cedrus I*odM» have

Eeen K r.,wii in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great

distances in thi- country, or to any part abroad. ... - .
CAMELLIAS, Home of extra large size, well adapted for

Conservatories, and an extensive collection of smaller sizes, all

well set with flower Buds, at very moderate prices.

Priced Lists will be sent on application.

n THE»CtRANlUM CATALOGUE FOR 1856 AND 1857.

JOHN WESTWOOD'S CATALOGUE OF SHOW
V FANCY, BEDDING, AND FRENCH GERANIUMS is

now ready for delivery, and will be sent post free to all appli-

cants. A detailed General Catalogue of Soft-wooded Plants will

shortly be issued and delivered in like manner.
J. "YV. respectfully invites inspection of his Stock, now con-

sisting of more than One Hundred Thousand Plants in vigorous

growth, unequalled by any in England.
Floral Nuraerv. Acton Road. Tnrnham Green.

RM. STARK be** to intimate that his LIST OF
• NEW AND RARE PLANTS for the season is now

ready. It comprises many interesting plan:s seldom offered,

which were gathered or purchased on the Continent by him
during last summer. A similar List of Seeds may also be had.

The following R. S. would particularly recommend :—

s. d. e. d.

Cystopteris alpina ...2 |
Saxifrage csesia 2 6

M

montana ... 5
Eugenia apiculata ... 2
Molinia caeruleavariegata 1

Leptodactyloncalifornicum5
Lastrsea Filix-mas, var.*

cristata 1

Ranunculus parnassifolius 2

6

6

6

Pinguicula grandiflora

Primula mollis
• * *

ft t t

1

2

Trichomanes speciosum... 7
Viola digitate

Delphinium formosum, per
doz. ... ... ••• 1 >

Dodecatheon elegans, do. 4

t .

6
6
6

Edgehill Nursery, Edinburgh, Dec. 13.
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. NURSERIES.
BAINBRIDGE and HEWISON have much plea-

sure in offering the following NEW SEEDS, &c, being con-

fident that they will prove to the possessor a great acquisition*.—

SHEPHERD'S LARGE EAKLY MARROW CABBAGE
(now ready, la. packet for 13 postage stamps). This Cabbage will

undoubtedly prove one of the best in cultivation, being large,

early, and of superior flavour.

YORK NEW PROLIFIC CUCUMBER (now ready, 4 seeds

for 13 postage stamps). Under good management this may be

grown from 18 to 30 inches long. It is a rich dark green, and

abundantly productive.

DELPHINIUM, QUEEN OF ENGLAND.—Plants free by
post, April 1, 1857, 5s. each. The spike of flower on strong plants

18 inches long ; cnlour dark bine, with a clear white eye.

BELLIS PERENNIS, AUREA. YARIEGATA (now ready,

and may be had free bv post for 14 postage stamps).

THE YORKSHIRE FILBASKET GOOSEBERRY, 6s. per

dozen, Ociober, 1857.
.

This is an extraordinary great bearer ; colour dark red, in

size between the Ashton and Crown Bob.

The above may be had of the Proprietors, 7, Bridge Street,

York ; the principal Seedsmen and Nurserymen in London and

in the country; also of Drummoxd & Son, Dublin and Stirling.

The Cabbage and Cucumber are strongly recommended to Market

G»rd prior* ; also thp Gooseberry.—7. Bridge Street, York , Dec. 13.

TO CENTLEIYIEN ENGACED IN PLANT»NC

.

WATERER and GODFREY beg to offer the

VV following desirable plants :—

Araucaria imbricata, small for planting out in nurseriesby the 1000

1 and 2 feet by the 100

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet high. Nothing can ex-

ceed the beauty of these plants and all

growing in the open ground.

Abies Douglasi, a splendid lot of plants, 3, 4, 6, 8 to 12 feet high

Pinus Cerabra, in large quantities, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 feet

insignis, ditto ditto

Montezumro,fine plants, 8 a«d 4 feet high

Bentlmmiana, in large quantities from seed

roacrocarpa ditto ditto

„ Sabiniana ditto ditto

Picea Pinsapo, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high, and as much through. Most

beautiful plants.

Nordmanniana, 2, 3, and 4 feet high and wide, all from seed

nobilis, in quantities from seed [grafted

ditto, 1, 2, and 3 feet, with perfect leads, and none of tbem

,,
grandis, 1 year's, from seed

Cedrus Deodara, by the thousand, 1, 2,3, and 4 feet high

„ several hundred fine specimens, 5, 6, 7, 8, & 10 ft. high

Lebanon, 2, 3, 4, and 6 feet

„ some larger, up to 8 and 10 feet

Cryptomeria japonica, 3 to 10 feet

Cupressus macrocarpa, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 feet

Goveniana, 2, 3, and 4 feet

Lawsoniana, from seed

MacNabiana, ditto

Hemlock Spruce, Pinus canadensis, 3 to 8 feet , . , . . w
Juuipems, Irish, hundreds of plants, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high, per-

feot columns
Chinese, 2, 3, and 4 feet

a fine lot, 7, 8, and 10 feet

„ Virginian* (Red Cedar), 2, 3, 4, up to 8 feet

Libocedms chiliensis.2, 3, and 4 feet (very handsome)

Taxus, Yew.-Common English, a vast quantity of all sizes, up

to 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet high ,
Irish Yew, 3, 4, 5 6. and 8 feet. Some very fine specimens

10 and 12 feet high

Golden Yews by the thousand, l\, 2, and 3 feet high

worked, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet

worked on Irish, and very ornamental, 5 to 8 It.

elegantissima (or new striped), in large quantities, U to 3 ft.

Dovaston, or Weeping Yew, fine plants, worked on stems

with good heads, 9 to 8 feet high

adpressa, fine bushes, 2 and 3 feet '

„ adpressa, worked as standards *wt,«„u onA
Thuja aurea, several hundred specimens, 2, 3, and 4 feet high and

a* much through, perfect globes
. . . .» „

occidentals, American Arbor Vit«, the best plant for

hedges. A large quantity just adapted for the purpose,

4, 5, and 6 feet high .-_- . v tt*™ a r a
Weareana, the best variety of Siberian Arbor Vitse, 4,5, 6,

and 8 feet high

Wellingtonia gigantea, a few very fine plants

ChamKcyparis spheroid™ variegate, the "legated White

Cedar, a large quantity 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet high

Abies excelsa, var. pumila. all dwarf varieties of the Common

Spruce, and very remarkable

Clanbraziliana, ditto ditto

el«gans, ditto ditto

Gregori, ditto ditto

c^mpacta, ditto ditto

pvgmtea, ditto ditto

pvramidalis, ditto ditto

„ diffusa, ditto ditto

Pinus svlvestris pumila, dwarf Scotch

Igr With reference to the large plants alluded to in tilis Ad-

verriVement, we beg to say all of them have been continually

removed, and are in a condition to transplant and send any **

^•i^'Mto.'taXrg.qnmitltto. and great variety, 2, 3,

and 4 feet high

a fine stock of the best Gold-striped Hollies,

2 and 3 feet high

Some very fine Striped Hollies 6 and 8 feet high.

As well m th7 above, we are large holders of the ordinary

Nursed Stock, such as Arbutus, Aucubas, Phillyneas, Laurels,

Bays Box, Holly, Lilacs, Purple Beech, Scarlet Thorns, Roses,

Fr
pricTd

e
Cattlogues will be forwarded, free, on application to

Watfbeb & Godfrky, Knap Hill, Woking Surrey.

£r The Nursery is about 40 minutes' ride from London by

train to Woking Station.

ERONICA SYRIACA,
New Beddino AWOTtll fob 1857.

ESSRS. E. G. HENDtRSON and SON having

just concluded arrangements with Messrs. Ernst & Von
Spreckelsen, successors to J. G. Booth & Co., Seedsmen at Ham-
burgh, relative to the above, have great pleasure in announcing

the purchase of the entire Stock of Seed of this new and striking

dwarf annual. Colour beautiful (Gentian blue), lower petals

white, habit very dwarf, from 8 to 9 inches in height, compact,

and covered with bunches of flowers; foliage ample and bright

green ; in packets at 2s. 6d. each.

Early in Januarv next a coloured plate of above by Mr. An-
drews will be published and present-d with every order received

previous to the 15th Januarv, 1857.—Trade Packets, bs., 10s. 6d.
t

and 21s. each.—Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

JUST PUBLIS H E D
,

HORATIO BUNTING'S WHOLESALE
FLOWER SEED CATALOGUE FOR 1956-57, contain-

ing a list of nearly every popular Aunual, &c, in cultivation.

The whole of the 'seeds having been grown under his own im-

mediate superintendence not only enables him to warrant them
true to name and genuine, but also to offer advantages in the

prices (to purchasers) seldom to be met with. Catalogues

forwarded to any Seedsman in the world post free on application.

A Vegetable List is in preparation for publishing.

Address in full Hobatio Bcstisg, Lexden Road Seed Esta-

blishment, Cilchester.

SMITH'S SUPERB BALSAMS.

Ij*
and A. SMITH beg to announce to the public

• that they are sending out their superb BALSAM SEED
III sealed packets, containing eight separate and distinct colours

of six seeds each, 2s. 6d. per packet.

Also mixed do. in colours of unequal proportions, but the same
in number, 2s. per packet.

The above have been selected with great care from the most

double of a stock of 10,000 plants, and have been much com-

mended during the flowering season by those who saw them.

They were exhibited at most of the Metropolitan Shows, and

obtained the First Prizes at the Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park,

and the Crvstal Palace.

F. & A. 8. have received many testimonials of the excellence

of the varieties sent out by them last season.

A List of Agents will be advertised in a short time.

Dulwich, Surrey
.

"T VERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent
A • (Belgium), begs to announce that his NEW CATA-
LOGUE, No. 63, for the year 1857. is now ready, and can be

obtained on application at his Agent's. Mr R. Silberrad, 5, Harp

Lane. Great Tower Street, London. His Catalogue contains all

the English and Continental Novelties.

A. V. also recommends his work "L'lllustration Horticole,"

of which the 12th Number (December) of the 3d Volume has

just appeared, and contains the following coloured plates:—

1. Rose
v
Perpetual) Victor Trouillard.

2. Lilium philadelphicum.
3. Meconopsis simplicifolia.

4. Cocos botryophora.
6. Rhododeodrum Blandfordjteflornm.

N.B. The same Number contains the General Programme of

the Grand Horticultural Exhibition of the Royal Botanic Society

of Ghent, open to all nations, and which will be held on the 1st,

2d, and 3d of March next (1857).

Price of Vbrschaffrlt'b " Illustration Horticole," 12«. a year.

***
L?§&<$ SEED

ESTABLISHMENT.
ROYAL

BERKSHIRE
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GOOD SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.
Seeds direct from the Gbowers the most cebtaxk merits

of Preventing Disappointment.

SUTTON and SONS, Seed Growers, Reading,

Berks, can stipply every hind of FARM and

GARDEN SEEDS of genuine and superior quality.

Agriculturists residing in the most remote parts of the

kingdom can procure good Seeds at very moderate prices from

this Establishment.—For particulars, apply to

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growe rs, Reading, Berks .

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA.

JAMES VEITCH, Jun., respectfully announces that

his CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GAKDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL and FLOWER SEEDS for 1857, with a List of

Implements and other Garden Requisites is now published, and

will he forwarded post free on Application.

J. V., Jun., devoting his personal attention to this department

of his business can warrant his seeds true to name and of the

most genuine description.—Dec. 13.
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Among the fruits that are natives of this country,

there is scarcely one more generally cultivated and

esteemed for its delicious flavour than the Raspberry.

It occupies a place in almost every garden, and

when in season we scarcely know a fruit that is

more refreshing and agreeable to the palate, or one

that is more useful and in greater request for making

into a preserve. Considering how valuable it is for

the dessert and other purposes, we are somewhat sur-

prised on contrasting it with the Strawberry, that,

while the latter has been so wonderfully improved of

late years by superior cultivation and the arts of

man, very little change has been effected in the

Raspberry. In saying this, let us not be misunder-

stood as overlooking or undervaluing one or two

excellent varieties that have been brought into

notice within the last 10 or a dozen years ; on the

contrary we regard them as a move in the direction

we have ourselves in view in offering these remarks,

but what we mean to state is, that in no instance do

we remember to have met with a Raspberry whose

fruit is so superior in size and flavour to the old Red

and White Antwerp, when grown in perfection, as

the British Queen aud one or two other kinds of

Strawberries are, in comparison with the old sorts of

that fruit which were cultivated some 20 years ago.

How are we to account for this % We have no
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ground for "saying the one kind of fruit is more

easily cultivated and susceptible of improve-

ment by artificial means than the other,

for almost everybody knows the contrary to

be the fact, the Raspberry being a plant

that will crow and fruit in a soil and situation

where the Strawberry would barely exist. Perhaps

it is owing in a great measure to this circumstance

that so little attention has hitherto been paid

by our great fruit growers to the improvement of

the Raspberry : but to whatever cause it may be

ascribed, let us hope that the time is not far distant

when varieties of our favourite fruit the Raspberry

may be obtained which shall as far surpass, in size

and flavour, those of the present day as the fruit of

our tirst-rate Strawberries now surpass those of

years long gone by.

The Raspberry is found naturally to grow in

groves or thickets, in rather low situations where

the soil is moist, but not under the drip of trees.

When cultivated, we find it to thrive in a great

variety of soils—from a clayey loam to a black

vegetable mould—we have seen excellent crops in

all ; but the highest flavoured were those grown in

a rich loam, where the plants were fully exposed to

the sun and air. Raspberries are seldom grown

singly, but occupy a small compartment^ of the

garden, where they are usually planted in rows

4 feet apart, and about the same distance between

each plant. One great advantage of haying them

in a plantation by themselves is, that it enables

them to be more easily covered with a net, and

Horticole ; from which we infer that although it

has been practised in many of the Scotch and

English gardens for nearly half a century, it is

almost unknown to our gardening friends across

the Channel.
However opinions may vary with regard to train-

ing the Raspberry, and the effect which such treat-

ment may have upon the size and quality of the

fruit, there can be no question that by pruning we
may very considerably prolong the fruiting season,

and even make the plants bear a second crop in

autumn after the first crop has been gathered. The

way in which this may be done is thus described in

the last edition of the " Theory of Horticulture,"

page 365. "The strongest canes, which in the

ordinary course of things would bear a quantity of

fruiting twigs, are cut down to within two or three

eyes of the base ; the laterals thus produced being

impelled into rapid growth by an exuberance of sap,

are unable to form their fruit buds so early as those

twigs in which excessive growth is not thus pro-

duced, and consequently, while the latter fruit at

one season the others cannot reach a bearing state

till some weeks later."

Another mode of obtaining an autumnal crop of

Raspberries was many years ago communicated to

the Horticultural Society by the late Mr. John
Mearns, when gardener at Shobden Court, in

Herefordshire. This was by removing in May the

young fruit-bearing shoots from the canes, leaving

in some cases one or two eyes, in others cutting

Under either plan they soon show______ .
them clean off.

protected from birds when the fruit approaches 1 an abundance of vigorous shoots, frequently three

maturity. It is also more convenient for staking r four from each eye, which produce blosscmaturity

and training in whatever form may be considered

the most favourable for the production of fruit.

Almost every one knows that the shoots or canes

of Raspberries are only of two years' duration, and

that they require to be pruned in a peculiar

manner. At this time, if it should happen not to

have been done at an earlier period, the whole of

the old stems which bore fruit last summer must be

cut close to the ground and removed, and a selec-

tion made of such ernes as are considered the best

for fruiting next year. These may be tied together

and supported by stakes until spring, when the

unripe portion near the point of the cane is to be

shortened, and if approved of they may be trained

in the way represented in the annexed cut, taken

from our volume of 1849, where the uprights

between every two or three plants are supposed to

be iron, and the horizontal lines to which the canes

are attached tar-rope.

1.

But we think a neater and better mode of training

Raspberries is the one we gave in our volume for

1812, from which we borrow the accompanying
woodcuts.

2.

3.

Whe* e this method is practised a rowr of Rasp-
berries will have something of the appearance
represented in fig. 3. The arched portions tied to

the stake in the centre are the canes which fruited

last year. These must now be cut away, and
replaced by the upright shoots of last summer
trained in a similar manner to those represented in
fig. 2. By means of bending the canes in this wav
the buds are induced to break more regularly than
when allowed to remain in an erect position.
A method of training at Haarlem closely re-

sembling in some respects the one just noticed has

on the pale green ground colour. The sori seem to be
small ; they are sub-immersed, and are produced on the
apices of the lower anterior veinlets in a single series,

as in the common Polypody. The plant, referred to

Polypodium by M. Linden and Mr. Smith, fs un-
doubtedly a Goniophlebium. It was introduced by
M. Linden. We have seen it in the collection of Mr.
Veitch, of Chelsea, as well as in some of the public

gardens. Some of the plants at Kew have been re-

ceived direct from Mexico ; but we are not aware
whence M. Linden's plants were obtained.

29. Gtmnogramma rut_efolia, Desvaux, Prod. 213;
Hook and Grev. Icon. Fil., t. 90.

This curious little Australian Fern, looking something

like a simple-fronded hairy Asplenium Iiuta-muraria,

has been raised both by Mr. Henderson, of Wentworth,

and by Mr. Young, of Taunton. Its fronds are pinnate,

with flabellato-cuneate pinnze more or less lobed and
cuneated. The sori form several lines, occasionally

forked, on each of the small pinnae. M.

soms in

the beginning of July, and on these a good crop of

fine Raspberries is borne in August when all the

regular produce on the plants not so treated is

consumed.
It was probably owing to some such mode of

treatment that we were indebted for the beautiful

dish of Raspberries which formed a part of the fine

collection of fruit exhibited from the garden of the

Right Hon. the Speaker, at the meeting of the

Horticultural Society on the 25th of November last,

and to which the first of the prizes offered by Mr.
Wentworth Dilke was justly awarded.

We were rather disappointed some time since in

seeing it stated that the Raspberry was not worth

the trouble of growing in an orchard-house, as we had

an idea that it would have been found well suited for

such a purpose, especially when we recollected to

have seen it forced so successfully about thirty years

ago in what was then Mr. Labouchere's garden at

Hylands, in Essex. The result of future experi-

ments, now that orchard-houses are becoming more
numerous, will we trust prove more satisfactory, and
entitle this fruit to a very different character from

that which it has received.

Before concluding our remarks, we would briefly

notice a fallacy respecting the Raspberry which

appears to have obtained general belief. From the

rGots being what are called travelling they keep near

the surface and spread in all directions, throwing

up suckers at some distance from the main plant.

Hence it has been supposed that Raspberry planta-

tions require to be renewed every six or seven years,

but this is decidedly a misconception, as we know
that by judicious thinning and management, and an

occasional supply of good manure, they will continue

to produce abundance of fine fruit for 15 or even 20

years, without the necessity of making a new
plantation.

We shall be glad if the few#observations we have

made on this subject should be the means of inducing

some of our great fruit growers to give the Rasp-

berry a larger share of their attention than they

have yet done, and there is no doubt but in due

time the same degree of success will attend their

efforts to improve this fruit as have rewarded the

labour of those who have devoted so much of their

time to similar pursuits. B.

NEW GARDEN FERNS.—No. XVI.

23__,£ONJOPHLEBIUM ATPENDICULATUM. PoLYPOBIUM AP-

pendiculatum, Linden. Catalogue, 1856 ; J. Smith,

Cat. Kew Ferns, 1856. Polypodium scriptum of

gardens. '

Fronds oblong with a broad base, pinnatifid or subpinnate : seg-
ments linear-oblong acute or attenuate, the lower one sublo-
bate ; sori small, sub-immersed ; rachis,costa, and veins purple

;

rhizome creeping smoothish green.

This is one of the most elegant of recent additions to

our living Ferns, the conspicuous coloured veining,

purple on a pale green, producing a very pleasing

effect. The rhizome is creeping, as thick as a stout

quill ; the fronds a foot or more long, oblong, or elon-

gately triangular, that is, broadest at the base, where it

is 4 or 5 inches wide, narrowing upwards ; deeply pin-

natifid, almost pinnate in the lower part ; the lobes

linear-oblong, acute or with a longish tapering point,

the lower ones often again sublobate. The rachis, costa,

and veins (the branches of the latter clavate at the tips)
recenJy been figured and described in the Revue

| are purple, and in the younger fronds beautifullyapparent

CANKER IN FRUIT TREES.
Every gardener and cultivator of fruit trees knows

well the trouble this tiresome disease gives, more par-

ticularly with Apple trees ; there are, indeed, some
varieties of Apples, such as the Ribstone, Golden aH(i

Newtown Pippin, and the Nonesuch and Old Nonpareil,

that in most descriptions of soil defy the care ot the

pruner, and in spite of cankered shoots being removed
and cankered places being cleanly cut out, become so

diseased as to be barren and worthless.

Some few years since I commenced an experimental

Apple plantation on a dark-coloured tenacious kitchen

garden soil, about 2 feet in depth, resting on a yellow

unctuous calcareous clay. This site had been planted with

Apple trees by one of the earlier members of my
family about the year 1720. Some of these trees grew
to an enormous size and gave large crops ; others, such

as the Nonesuch and Old Nonpareil, were in 1820 com-
paratively small trees and their heads masses _of

cankered shoots—occasionally they bore fair crops, but

the trees were most unsightly and unhealthy ; still in

spite of this they lived as long as those of large size,

and all died off gradually before 1830. On the site of

this old orchard I commenced my experimental Apple

garden, feeling that if I could make Apple trees-

of tender kinds grow without canker under such;

circumstances it would be a step in the right direction.

I therefore planted a piece of ground with young treoa

grafted on the English Paradise stock (very nearly

related to the Doucin of the French), in rows 4 feet

apart, and the trees 3 feet apart in the rows ; this was-

about seven years ago.* I allowed them to grow two-

years and then had them taken up (all but a few which

had not made much progress), and replanted in the

same places they had occupied, not pruning their

roots unless one long and straggling made its appear-

ance, and giving to each tree two shovelsful of charred

and burnt earth. My intention was to remove them-

biennially, but owing either to the pressure of business

or forgetfulness, they rested three years unrernoved,.

and only within these few days they have had their

third lifting, all having been replanted in the places

they were taken from, and I have the great satisfaction

of rinding my experiment completely successful, for the

Old Nonpareil—still a Nonpareil, or rather a Sanspareil

in flavour and consistency, i. e., in tenderness and

juiciness of flesh—the old Golden Pippin, the Ribstons

Pippin, the Red Astrachan, the Golden Reinette, the

Royal Russet, the Scarlet Nonpareil, the English

Codlin, and many others all terribly subject to canker

are compact dwarf bushes full of healthy blossom buds,,

and without a speck of canker on them ; their root*

are so fibrous that I find their removal does-

not affect the size of the fruit, in fact some

of the largest and finest Apples I had in 185£

were on dwarf bushes on the Paradise stock planted

out in March of the same year ; and, by the way, I

have more than once had some of the finest Pears from

trees on Quince stocks removed early in March, and

crops on them when all others failed, owing to their

blossoming period being retarded by being removed

till the danger from early spring frosts was over.

This seems to open a new field to cultivators. Pear

trees on Quince stocks may be taken up, say in January,

their roots laid in the ground, their tops against &

north or north-east wall, till the middle of March, *nd

then replanted in their proper situations. Let some ot

your readers who have shaken off the trammels of old-

fashioned fruit gardening, and who dare to build

orchard houses, try this. , t
To return to Apple trees. If larger trees are ™u£^

for than those grafted on Paradise stocks are nkeij
^

make, trees grafted on the Crab stock may be plan tea t

these will give a larger produce, and by biennial

moval can be kept in a perfectly healthy stale, ero^

soils adverse to their culture as orchard trees.

be recollected that this system is not adapt

orchards where cattle are suffered to _»»»

orchards and gardens devoted enly to frult e

"£ees* that
I have in my experimental g^ c

JLj* of biennial
most forcibly exemplify the good effects oi w

removal and the bid effect of deep root ng 1
have

before stated that my trees remained tnree _**

ing last November without being B-»i-i *™ *«*s

™J
have suffered from this, and these are wo of the most

delicate varieties cultiyatedjn__ooL_^^
'

* In this soil the varietie^U^eT^TnlnTtext
commence

canker when two and three years old.
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Fall Pippin or White Spanish Reinette, and Newtown
j
and up to the bearers (at an angle) to which they are

Pippin, both received from America
; they are rapid

j

fixed by s.inch bolts and nuts,
growers, had both rooted deeply, and have on them I may here notice that the bearers are a fixture at

the fore- wheels, it not being found necessary to drtach
them, as is the case with the hind wheels before adjust-

ing the whole apparatus for lifting a tree. The clear

space between the hind and the fore wheels is 7 feet,

thus allowing a mass of earth 7 feet in length, and it

may be 8 feet in breadth and 2£ feet in depth to

be raised ; but in order to show that this can

be effected, a few remarks regarding the upper
frame may be necessary. This frame (No. 5) con-

sists of four wooden bars, 7{ feet in length, 4 inches

in breadth, and 4 inches in depth. It is so adapted that

it is capable of contraction and extension to suit the

purpose of the operator, and its arrangement is as

follows :—Two of the bars are laid across the bearers at

5, 6, or 7 feet separate. On account of their length they

project at both sides, and have a hole exactly through
their centre to admit l}-inch bolt (fig. 6), the import of

which will be subsequently noticed; the remaining two
bars are placed above the transverse bars and conse-

quently run parallel with the bearers, these having each

two li-inch holes at 1$ feet apart (No. 7). These and the

transverse bars have other corresponding holes at equal

distances towards their ends, so that the size of

the mass to be lifted can be determined at

pleasure, by sliding the bars out or in and

large blotches of canker, which, under ordinary circum-
stances, would soon cause their destruction. I have
had their roots brought near the surface, shall cut out
the canker as deeply as possible, and make them healthy
trees. When one looks into our old gardening authors
and sees the specifics for the cure of canker, a smile
will come, for how simple is the remedy !

It is strange to observe the backwardness of the
Belgian and French gardeners in inducing fruitfulness

and health in their trees by attention to their roots. I,

"once upon a time," made a long stay at Bruges and
looked into most of the gardens in and near the town

;

the soil I found rich, black, and unctuous beyond any 1

kad ever seen, but their Apple trees were masses of
canker ; they were pruned carefully every year, but
their roots having struck deeply into the soil out of the
influence of the sun and air, the young shoots were
caukered, and large blotches of the disease were to be
observed on the stems and old branches ; the idea of
operating on their roots was ridiculed and treated as a
Chinese would a recommendation from an "outside
barbarian."

To conclude, it must be borne in mind that there are
many varieties of Apples the trees of which are not
subject to canker, and which on the Crab stock grow into

large healthy orchard trees, or on the Paradise make
healthy espaliers, pyramids, or bushes for the fruit

garden ; but those who wish to enjoy those good old

Apples, the Golden Pippin,
Old Nonpareil,and Ribstone
Pippin, should devote a por-

tion of ground to a plantation

m rows four feet by three
of trees of those sorts on
the Paradise stock, and
have them lifted biennially

in November. If the soil

be deep and tenacious, like

that in which ray trees are
planted, a dressing of burnt
earth or charred garden
refuse mixed with the soil

when they are replanted,

/ill be most advantageous ;

if, on the contrary, it be
fight and poor, two-thirds

rotten dung and one-third

tenacious loam or clay, pre-

pared and well mixed during

the summer, and two or

three shovelsful added to

the soil for each tree in

replanting will give addi-

tional health and vigour.

The biennial removal I have

recommended is but light

labour,foran active labourer

can lift and replant 40 trees

per diem. I need scarcely

add that this treatment is

equally efficacious for Pear

and other trees liable to

canker ; if a cultivator is

inclined to be idle he need

only to remove those trees liable to it, and as soon as complete guidance in proceeding to die the trench

tile disease makes its appearance subject the tree or around the tree to be lifted. This trench necessarily

without being shortened or eompre* I. It may lure

be remarked that the tree or shrub, as the case may be,

is raised and carried erect, and when lowered into its

place no difficulty is experienced in extracting the

round iron bolts; 1 may also notice that the tree is

simply raised 10 or 19 inches from its bed when it

comes in contact with the bearers, by which and its

own weight it is rendered so perfectly firm, that no

guide rope is required. Six men are employed in working

the machine, and the greatest weight yet attempted,

riz. 4 tons, has been [raised with slight effort. John

Beid, Ortm Hall.

Home Correspondence.
Biddulph Orange.—Mr. Kemp having concluded his

very clever and graphic, though far too favourable,

account of the grounds at this place, I feel that the time

has come when 1 ought to tender my acknowl. .iuinents

to another artist, my friend Mr. Cooke to wit, to whose

ever-ready pencil and inexhaustible invention my gar-

dens, I am well aware, owe their chief attractions. With

Mr. Cooke's skill as a landscape-pa : nter the public is

abundantly familiar, but it is not so gem rally known that

he occasionally foreakes his studio to practise the craft

of a landscape" gardener. In this capacity he has helped

me through so many difficulties, and enabled me to

realise so many, but for him, impracticable conceptions,

that I feel naturally anxious at once to confess my own

dropping a J inch bolt having a head into the 1 obligations to him, and to point out the quarter from

hole at the regular places at which they intersect each i whence others also may hope to derive the like assist-

other ; from this it will appear that the workmen have | ance. James Bateman, Biddulph Grange, Dec. 10.

To Keep Cattlefrom Bark*

£ ^ J,
f*0 HtW. Hiving planted

some standard fruit trees

in a meadow, I was long

annoyed by the cows rub-

bing against them and bark-

ing them, &c. After trying

the usual means without

success, I employed the

following, which has an-

swered every purpose :—
When planting drive in a

stout stake, and make fast

the plant ; drive into one
side of it a few stout nails,

leaving them projecting

about an inch ; this will

protect one side of the plant.

Take two or three strips

of 1-inch deal board, about

2 or 3 inches wide, accord-

ing to the size of the stem

of the plant, and drive some
stout nails through, so that

the points shall stand out

about an inch ; bore a hole

1 5 ]

] [

•

1

J i

I

t

appearance subj

trees to biennial removal, which is the only cure for

«anker. Thos. Rivers, The Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

TREE-LIFTING MACHINE.

In the autumn of last year the Marquis of Huntley

signified his intention to have a number of valuable

trees transplanted on the grounds here ; but not having

had anything suitable for such important work it

occurred to me that a machine might be constructed

expressly for the purpose. I therefore submitted a

design to his lordship, who soon after gave orders for

the plan to be carried out. It was put on trial imme-

diately after it was finished, and having been found well

adapted for purposes of transplanting, and also as a

means for conveying various materials from one place

to another, I am induced to attempt a brief description

of its construction and mode of working.

The machine in question has four wheels (see fig. 1).

The hiud wheels are 3 feet in diameter, and the fore

wheels are 2 feet 10 inches in diameter, and similar in

make to those of a broad-wheeled cart, but not dished.

The axles are 6 feet 6 inches in length, and 4 feet,10

inches in the clear between each pair of wheels. The

axles are bolstered (see fig. 2), so that the under sur-

face of the bearers (fig. 3) are above the top of the

wheels. The front wheels are furnished with shears

and shafts, and consequently turn on a strong centre

bolt. The bearers are 12 feet 6 inches in length,

4 inches in breadth, and 6 inches in depth. They are

connected in front by means of three wooden bars, two

of which are morticed into the bearers, the third bar is

tolerably strong, intermediate, and lower down ;

through this the centre bolt passes, and is the only

means by which the bearers are attached to the front

wheels. The hind wheels are attached to the b?arers

by an upright flange from the top of the axle, through

which and the bearers a t-inch bolt runs horizontally

on each side, and is fastened by a nut. There are also

two stays at each side passing under the axle, iNo. 4

requires to be roomy, as the four wheels must be let

down to near the level of the bottom of the ball.

Having made the necessary excavation, the aid of

another frame (fig 8) is required ; this frame also con-

sists of four wooden bars, having holes perpeudicular

from those in the upper frame, and is placed around the

sides at the bottom of the ball and fastened at the

corners by bolts and nuts ; but before fixing it six iron

bolts 1£ inch in diameter as previously adverted

through each end of the

strips in the direction of

their width, pass a bit of

galvanised iron wire through

as many of th*»m as will

nearly surround the tree

;

place them in position, and
twist the ends of the wire

to secure them. In the

winter when the cows are

away, untwist the wire, remove the strips, clean and

wash the tree, and replace in due time. There is no

fear of the cattle hurting themselves; I have often seen

them come up and gently scratch themselves against the

nails, but have never had a tree injured by them since,

and I have adopted the plan some years. T. H.
Horticidtural Society.—" Hippolyte" was very glad to

see the statement relative to the new conditions of sub-

scription to the Horticultural Society. It is perfectly

clear and satisfactory ; he does not, however, quite

understand the phrase "seeds and cuttings in London.

to fNo 71 having a screw 1 foot 6 inches down Will you kindly state whether this means that the sub-

from the top with strong heads, are introduced
j

scriber of 21. 2s. will have to apply for them in London
f
f°
m lhe ul PJET 1 S h»r* before noticed, and that to those who pay 41. 4s. they will be sent ? If

through the holes in the bars before noticed,

two of these being at each side, and one at each end ;

thus arranged their heads hold on the under surface of

the under frame. Ten iron bolts (No. 9) should be at

hand at this stage of the process, two of them . feet

6 inches in length, 1 \ inch in diameter (see fig. 9), the

other eight bolts should be 5 feet in length and 1 inch

in diameter, all pointed. The long bolts should be

driven through the ball, which they should enter close

on the upper surface of the lower frame, keeping them

9 inches apart, and directing them so that their points

shall come through on the top of the frame at the oppo-

site side of the ball ; the remaining bolts should be

drawn through diagonally.

Having the machine at hand, the upper frame should

be lifted off, the hind wheels, including the axle, detached.

The bearers must then be drawn back over the ball, the

hind wheels brought in behind the tree, adjusted, and

fastened to the bearers ; the upper frame should then

be put on, taking care to introduce the screwed bolts,

which are 4i feet in length (fig. 7), into the upper frame,

that their points shall appear above to afford the nuts a

hold, which nuts, it may be noticed, are 3 inches square.

Six men should then be stationed around with a wrench

pay 4t. 45. they

this be not the meaning, perhaps you will explain its

real signification (1). " Hippolyte" also begs your kind

advice on the following matter. A Ghent seedsman

advertises in his seed list seeds of from 50 to 60 species

of Fern. Having read recently in the Chronicle that no

success attends the attempts to raise Ferns unless the

fronds or theca are gathered prematurely and placed on

pots of soil, he is doubtful of the propriety of procuring

any of the seed in question. Do you think it would be

safe to purchase, or to sell if purchased ? H. would be

very thankful for a reply to this query in your next

Number (2). [1. London means such seeds and

cuttings as can be provided for general distribution.

Applications are made by letter. This is to draw a dis-

tinction between London distributions, and rarer plants

which may be propagated in the garden. 2. We should

not be purchasers of Fern seeds.]

large Boiler System of Beating.—The most efficient

and economical mode of heating horticultural erections

is a subject well worthy the attention of gardeners and

horticultural builders ; but there seems to be at present

some dispute as to which is the best. There has

been a discussion in your pages lately about conical

?^^y^/«X^e^^^t
,

;Zr^»*»^ boilers , but I have been recently informed by a gentl

ILeotTy to turn them, which operation they will
,
man in the vicinity of London who has been maki,

taneousiy to uuu^ <- ^ ^^ r ^^ ^ imnede extensive alteration

the boiler he has made use of is the tubular boiler, some-

ng

M - - . nn
*

tnfanrn is likelv to impede ' extensive alterations in the heating of his houses that
easily perform, and no resistance is i.*eiy w HBrviM | .. . .. , u j e :. »u- »„ui.- k~:i—
the 'process of lifting the tree la *• ™£J ,. 8JmiUr w thlt manufactured by Messrs. Weeks.

Sfe Sdta^r PUe
e

e tStfd ft* ££ |

The'gentle™ referred to former* Li 10 fire* hut
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by putting a boiler at each end of the range of houses

he has now only two, and I believe the alteration

promises to give every satisfaction. I know another

place in this neighbourhood where one boiler heats two
Vineries and a range of pits, and warms them
efficiently. It is therefore worth the trouble to inquire

whether the present almost universal plan of having a

boiler to every house is the best that can be adopted,

or whether Messrs. Weeks's plan, followed out to a

certain extent, is not a better method of heating. Thar
there is ample room for improving both the heating and
ventilating of houses few will deny, and it is not a little

surprising that one of the heaviest bunches of Black
Hamburgh Grapes that has ever been grown in this

country was produced in a house heated on the much
abused Polmaise system of heating. C. Anderson, Monks
Orchard, West Wickham.

Sir Harry Strawberry.—Noticing that you state that
Sir Harry and other Strawberries cannot be identified

by comparing them with coloured plates, I beg to say
that as regards Sir Harry this can certaiuly be done, as
I possess a coloured lithographed copy of the oil-painting

now in the Crystal Palace at Sydenham of a one-year
old runner of that variety. This plate I purchased from
the propagator, and no one can be mistaken if they
compare a genuine Underbill's Sir Harry with one ol

the prints in question. Henry Huskisson, Hazlewell Hall,
Worcestershire. [We abide by our opinior.]

Law relating to removal of Glasshouses.—A case of
considerable importance to the clergy was lately tried,

but judgment not given at the time, and since then 1

have been unable to meet with anything about it. I

forget the names, but the case was an action brought by
a clergyman who had been presented to a living, to pre-
vent the executors of the deceased clergyman from
removing a hothouse erected by him. Could any one tell

me how the judgment was given, and whether it would
equally apply to a cold (brick) frame bult on the
surface of the ground, the foundation being concrete
and the brick-work built upon that ? Perhaps some of
your readers may remember the case and be able to
give me the judgment. A. R.

y
Bromley.

Ice-houses.—I should be much obliged by any of your
correspondents stating, from practical experience, the
smallest size an ice-house could be made to receive the
material ; for of course the greater quantity the more
certainty of keeping. Also any experience they may
have of an ice-house built in a well-bheltered wood,
chiefly above ground, with double wal/s, &c, and very
thickly enclosed with Heather. An Old Subscriber.

Heating.—The best way to heat a small greenhouse
at the back of a room where another chimney would be
unsightly, is to make a circular chamber at the back of
the fireplace of the ro m, and conduct the heated air by
means of pipes carried along the sides of the walls of
the greenhouse. Let a valve for cold air be placed
opposite the valve in the chamber through which the
hot air escapes, to cause it to circulate. This plan will

be found efficient for a small greenhouse. An Old Sub-
scriber.

Grapes at Basing Park.—Mr. Duncan, the gardener
here, having sent us three Grapes of which we had no
previous knowledge, and of which two were first-rate

black sorts, he has favoured us with the following
account of them :—The black Grape No. 2, which
I forwarded to you for inspection, differs widely
from the Barbarossa, to which it had been referred.
The bunchesare smaller, and generally without shoulders;
berries above the middle size, roundish oval in form, of
a deep black colour, and somewhat densely covered
with a rich blue bloom, skin very thin, flesh delicate,

and flavour, I think, unsurpassed. The Barbarossa, on
the contrary, has large shouldered bunches, berries
neaily globular in form, and neither so deep in colour
nor so well bloomed as this variety. The skin, too, is

acknowledged by all to be extremely thick, and the
flavour is not equal to that of this Grape. The
foliage partakes more of the Hamburgh than Bar-
barossa character, from which it differs in being
much smaller, cupped in form and narrower than
in that sort; the lobes, too, are more deeply in-

dented and the serratures much more pointed. In the
Barbarossa the leaves are rounder, less firm in texture,
and they become reddish purple on approaching maturity,
whilst those of this Grape remain green until they are
fully ripened. This Grape ripens simultaneously with the
Hamburgh, and is invariably black under all circum-
stances ; it has the great merit of keeping for a
lengthened period after ripening, and it is so very much
esteemed here that I am very considerably extending
its cultivation. It has been grown here for a number of
years, cuttings of this and several other good sorts
having been presented to me by a gentleman who
obtained them from some Spanish source. One

j

of these, a white or rather golden-coloured variety,
|

with downy leaves, much resembles the Hamburgh in
point of form ; the flavour too is rich and excellent.
The No. 3 Grape, a specimen of which I also forwarded,
and which you referred to the Greek Grape of Speechly,
is from the same source ; the bunches and berries are
scarcely medium size, form of the latter roundish oval,
skin thin, of a golden yellow colour when ripe, and
somewhat transparent, flesh delicate and rich, and the !

flavour sweet and good. The foliage is very downy, and
the leaf- stalks make wood of a brownish red, which
gyves it a very remarkable appearance. No. 1.—Cuttings
of this black Grape were received into the collection
here many years sin^e from Mr. William Lindsey,
formerly gardener to the Duke of Devonshire at
Unawick House and was labelled " new black Grape "

"name unknown/' nor have I seen it in fruit elsewhere.

The bunches are large and shouldered ; berries small,

globular in form, of a very deep black colour, thickly

covered with a pale blue bloom, flesh almost destitute of

fibrous matter, flavour very sweet. This sort is much
esteemed here ; it does not however keep to a late

period on account of the berries being so free from
pulpy matter. The foliage is peculiar, being large and
very downy underneath. This variety, like No. 2,

colours deeply black whenever it is grown and they are

less liable to shank than any other sorts that^have come
under my observation. James Dwncan, Basing Park.
[The names of these varieties appear to be unknown in

this country. No. 2 is decidedly different from the

Barbarossa, and is a thinner skinned and much richer

Grape. The Barbarossa belongs to that class of Vines,

the leaves of which assume a deep reddish-purple tinge

when beginning to fade ; but the Grape in question,

No. 2, does not. We attach no importance to No. 3
;

but Nos. 1 and 2 are real acquisitions, remarkable for

the excellence of their quality.]

Temperature on Windermere from 28th November to

4th December both inclusive, situation high and
exposed. Thermometer on a north wall 5 feet from
ground. Readings show the maximum and minimum
of preceding 24 hours.

Max. Min. Mean.
1

Nov. 28 37. 26. 31.50

„ 29 35. 24. 29.50

„ 30 32. 22. 27. 20. on Grass
Dec. 1 33. 2150 27.25 1950 „

„ 2 32. 19. 25.50 18.50 „ *

r* 3 28. 17. 22.50 16. on earth of garden
» 4 29.50 14. 21.75 11.50 on snow,

visible.

no Grass

32.36 iO.50 26.42

The instrument is a Six's thermometer. T. S. P.
Ripening Strawberries on Hollow Walls.—The Straw-

berries that were grown here last season were some of

the finest I have ever seen for flavour and size ; the
British Queen was ripened on both sides and to the

very point ; and although the season was wet and with-

out much sun, the flavour was exquisite. Myatt's Sur-
prise was certainly a surprise as regards size, but the

flavour could not be praised
;
probably with more sun

there might be more richness, and if this could be
obtained it would be invaluable, for never saw I a
Strawberry that could be compared with it for size and
producing abundance of fruit. Now I am about to

mention a plan which I think throws a new light on
Strawberry ripening, i. e. of exposing the fruit on small

hollow walls, a plan I adopted last season with the

greatest success. The walls I used were small curved
cylinders, a separate one to each plant. I procured the

common 2-inch draining tile, and having curved it when
freshly made, so as to form a half circle, I placed it on
the side of the plant where the fruit grew, so arranging
the fruit as to give it the full power of the sun. The
benefits derived were as follows : The heated tile im-
parted warmth to the fruit, which not only caused it to

ripen quickly but thoroughly. Being hollow it did not
become overheated, and unlike perpendicular walls the
circular form caused the fruit to be exposed to the direct

rays of the sun ; and, what is of importance, it received
none of the splashings from rain ; at the same time the
hollow pipe prevented evaporation in some degree, and
snails were easily caught under the tile, as in a trap.

This contrivance I have found beat all others for ripen-

ing and producing prize fruit. These tiles can be ob-
tained at the kiln for about 11. per 1000, a little more
being charged for bending them into a half circle. Sigma.

Camellia Buds.— I beg to inquire the reason why the

buds of large Camellias have turned brown and died off,

so that instead of their being as usual in magnificent
flower, they are very poorly furnished with blossoms,

and those of a small half-withered size. The trees have
been fresh planted in large tubs. What drainage do
they require ? What watering do they need 1 The
foliage looks healthy, and the formation of flower-buds

was so abundant that half of them were taken off with
the hope of the remaining flowers being very fine ; but
none of them are fine, and they soon drop off, even
when vigorous enough to come out. The trees are all

under glass. R A. H., Wansfell, Windermere, Dec. 8.

[There is something wrong at the root. Perhaps the

soil is too cold in comparison with the air of the house

;

perhaps the plants have not made new roots enough to

feed the blossom buds.]

^owties.

Linnein, Dec. 2.—The President in the chair.

—

J. Ball, Esq., M. P. ; W. B. Carpenter, M.D. ; R. S.

Hill, Esq. ; John Garland, Esq. ; and W. H. Holds-
worth, Esq., were elected Fellows. The following

papers were read:— 1. "On a new form of Corynoid
Polypes," by P. H. Gosse, Esq. Of this new polypus,

which was named Lar Sabellarum, a beautiful drawing
accompanied the paper. 2. " Note on the African
species of Copal," by T. C. Archer, Esq. This com-
munication referred to the gum-resin of the Robo-tree
of Sierra Leone (Guibourtia, Bennett), of which a
description was read at the last meeting of the Society.
Mr. Archer thinks this gum-resin is probably one of
three kinds imported largely into Liverpool under the
name of African Copal, African Yellow-gum, and
African Red-gum. The first comes in rounded tears,

usually large, transparent, but rather dull on the surface
and of a pale straw-vellow colour. The other two are
in masses of fragmentary appearance. The yellow sort

is often semi-opaline, from a milkiness which exists in
some of the masses; pieces of this, evidently or.ly

portion of gigantic tears, have been seen, which weighed
nearly 3 lbs. The usual size of the fragments is that of
a hen's egg. The quantity of these gums received in
the port of Liverpool is enormous ; more than 150 tons
were imported in 1855, the whole of which it was stated
is consumed in the manufacture of varnishes, under the
general name of Copal. 3. " Note respecting certain

glandular appendages of the leaves in the autumn rosettes

of Epilobium montanum," by D. Oliver, Esq., jun.
This paper consisted of a description of certain glan-

dular appendages observed on the younger leaves of the
autumnal rosettes of the Epilobium montanum, and
which the author believed were undescribed. 4. The
commencement of a " Memoir on the phenomena vi

torpidity, and the production of fat in hybernating
animals," by G. B. Holland, M.D.

Notices of $ooft$.

The Lord of the Isles, a new illustrated edition. 8vo».

Black, Edinburgh.

An exquisitely beautiful book. The wild scenery

amidst which the poem is laid seems to have led the

publishers to entertain the happy idea of bringing out an
edition illustrated in a manner worthy of its author ;

they have been ably seconded by Birket Foster, John
Gilbert, and Messrs. Whimper and Evans, and the

result is one of the handsomest volumes which the

English press has produced. The paper itself, a delicate

Maize colour, like that which Her Majesty was pleased

to select for the " Natural History of the Dee-side," sets

off the cuts to great advantage ; add to which the bind-

ing of the volume is as gay as deep blue, scarlet, and gold

can render it

Descriptive Geography of England. By T. Challener.

Small 12mo. Longmans.

Although this is a neat little volume it is not to be
recommended as being fit for school or any other pur-
pose. Take for instance what the author says of
''Timber trees, fruit-trees, Agricultural and Horticul-

tural productions," things which have no earthly con-
nection with geography. He teaches children that plants-

are found in every climate, which is not true. Among
our timber trees he teaches children to include the
Laurel, the Laburnum, and the Elder, which are not
only not timber trees at all, but mere exotics having
nothing to do with the geography of England. He
teaches that the " very peculiar features of the vegetable

productions of England " are—the Royal Forests ! ; and-

he teaches moreover that the Ohio Squash is one of our
principal garden productions ! ! We look no further..

We must add that the plan is no better than the execu-

tion ; it includes all sorts of things that" children " do not

want to know, and those things are as we have shown-

very ill explained.

On Poisoning by Strychnia, with comments on the Medicat
Evidence given at the Trial of William Palmer for
the Murder of John Parsons Cook. By Alfred S.
Taylor, M.D. London, Longmans. 8vo, pp. 152.

The great Palmer case may be regarded as having
settled once for all the important point that the non-
detection of poison in a corpse is not conclusive evidence
of non-poisoning. Every one remembers with what
emphasis the counsel for the prisoner dwelt upon the
fact that the scientific witnesses for the Crown had
failed to detect strychnia in the body of Cook, and how
certain medical witnesses called for the defence en-
deavoured to make the jury believe that if strychnia had
been administered Dr. Taylor ought to have discovered

it. The question at issue between the scientific gentle-

men was one of the highest importance to society, as

well as one of considerable interest in a medical point

of view ; it was a question whether evidence furnished

by chemistry was alone worthy of credence, or whether-

that derived from physiology and pathology had not at

least as high claims to attention. Of course, as a matter

of law, chemical tests are not conclusive, but an effort,,

a desperate effort, was made on behalf of the prisoner

to persuade the jury that reliance ought to be placed on

chemical tests alone, to the exclusion of tests derived

from other branches of medical science. The object of

Dr. Taylor, in the publication before us, is to show the

danger and error of such a notion ; he says

—

" Can a person die from poison, and no poison be

fourd by chemical analysis in the body t—I here put this

question generally. At a very early period in the pro-

gress of this case, it was found that if the defence failed

in assigning the symptoms of Cook to some latent dis-

ease, the only point on which it could rest was this ;--

If it be alleged that a person has died of poison, let it

be produced in a visible and tangible form ; if it cannot

be produced, then, supposing proper skill to have been

employed, the only inference to be drawn is, that no

poison was taken, and that death was caused by disease*

This is bringing the question of death from poison to a

very simple issue indeed. It is casting aside physiology

and pathology, and requiring our law authorities to

place entire and exclusive confidence in the crucible

and test-tube of the chemist. But has organic chemistry,

with all its modern advances, yet reached a point that

no death can occur from poison, speaking generally,

except the poison be still found either m the stomach,

the tissues, the blood, the excretions, or in all of these .

parts at one and the same time I Is the viper-poison

easily revealed by tests I Can the poison ot rabies, .
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producing one of the most formidable convulsive atfec- . caution, impartiality, and courage of the few gentlemen
tions known, namely ftydrophobia, be detected in the who upon that memnrah
tissues ? Is there any chemical process by which the
poison of the Ordeal Bean of Africa, or even of the

common Laburnum, the seeds of the Ricinus communis,
the poisonous fungi, Darnel, and the sausage-poison of

Germany, the poison of the (Enanthe crocata—can be
separated and demonstrated to exist after death in the
blood^and tissues i If not, then the allegation that no
person can die fram poison except the poison be found
in the body is a mockery, a delusion, and a snare,
admirably adapted to cover a multitude of deaths from
poison, which, but for this dogma, might be revealed by
pathology and physiology. It is all the more dangerous,
because the history of crime shows us that the arts of

the murderer, especially of the scientific or professional
murderer, are daily becoming more refined. I could
add largely to the list of poisons which either by their

nature, by their tremendous power in very small doses,

upon that memorable occasion formed so honour-
able a contrast with their less scrupulous and candid
brethren.

We have received from our correspondent M. deJong he
a Catalogue of the Fruit Trees on sale in his estab-
lishment, No. 20, Rue des Visitandines, Brussels, and we
direct attention tc it because it contains descriptions of

all the new Belgian Pears, the names of which are
beginning to appear among us.

(Savill and Edwards) tells us that " this work beg
Millennium." Tliat being the case we feel ourselves

quite incompetent to examine bin book.

on Messrs. Sharp's grounds. We are informed that there

is a decided disposition in this agricnlcural neighbourhood
to encourage horticultural pursuits. The Society is

liberally patronised, the exhibitions have hitherto been
singularly success f

u!, and the productions exhibited have
given a deserved repute to the Society.

Mts.-rs. Sharp's principal seed grounds are. situated

at and near Heckington, a village a few miles distant

from Sleaford. A verv extensive track of land is

here employed in tlie cultivation of farm and garden
seeds, and even this is inadequate for the various

The
epet-

mi ,1 t «m st ^ * , .i rr ,/. T requirements of the business of seed prowing.
The author of TU Great Law of the Human Mind

ne?eg8it hich exisf8 of k
•

t!)e SiffereIft v
av.ll and Edwards) tells us that « this work begins the

&bles b^ingl a ^^ umJy^ from each Qthef

to prevent hybridisation is a lorinidable difficulty, and
entails much trouble and expense on seed grow

Garden Memoranda.
Messrs. Sharp and Co.'s Nursery, Sleaford,

The varieties of the various vegetables which cannot with
propriety be associated with each other are distributed

in several distinct localities. Messrs. S. have land
or by the mode in which they are introduced into the Lincolnshire.—An idea prevails very extensively that engaged in the growth of seed in no less than ei- lit

system, might infallibly produce death without leaving a Lincolnshire is aflat fenny county, that its climate is different parishes.
physical or a chemical trace of their presence in the damp and rainy, that aquatic birds and eels fiud every-

|
In pUr , Iling the business of seed growing, it is as

body. I forbear to do this. Such an enumeration would
\

where congenial resort, and that Lincolnshire meu can ODvioU8jy tlie interest of the grower to secure the best
undoubtedly serve my purpose of refuting that which I be distinguished by a peculiarity common to the mud- ftnd mogt genuine samples of seed as it is advantageous
believe to be a gross and dangerous error on the part of lov,r& creatures they are reputed to possess m such

t0 the gardener to have his seed true to its description,
some of the chemists who gave evidence for the defence "umbers. In travelling to Sleaford from Grantham, Amongst other things conducive to this result is a due
at the trial of Palmer ; but it would be at the cost of the visitor entertaining this belief, and probably mduig- • observance of the rule of inheritance, now practically
making public means of death and modes of perpetrating 1Dg in the prospect of agreeably extending his acquaint- reC0guised bv horticulturists, 'ihe objects which owe
crime which it would be dangerous to promulgate. The I

ance amongst these aquatic delicacies, will not only be their presen t importance to their ready adaptability to
' " * -.-•- i disappointed in his expectations, but will have his pre-

conceived ideas of the aspect of the county completely

upset, and his locomotion impeded by encountering bold

fallacious doctrine here broached for the temporary
purpose of saving the life of a wretched criminal was,
however, such as to receive, at least for a time, a large
amount of popular support. There was an astonishing swelling hills, and seeing a rich undulating country on

ucn j{ every side, possessing every component of a picturesqueplausibility about it, especially in the form in wl
was almost daily circulated in newspaper paragraphs
emanating from the solicitor for the defence or his
agents. It only required bold assertion, and the
chemical differences hitherto admitted by chemists to
exist between organic and inorganic poisons at once
vanished. Alarm was also spread and allowed to per-
vade the public mind by the allegation, that unless
poisons were invariably detected in, and separated from
the dead body, in cases of alleged poisoning, any inno-
cent person might be convicted of murder by poison
when the death was really due to some latent disease.

It is fortunate that the jury in Palmer's case have, by
their verdict, given the deathblow to this novel and
dangerous doctrine, and have shown that 1 2 men may
be as safely directed to a just decision by the views of
pathologists and physiologists as by the assumptions of

chemists. This is as it should be. Chemistry may
detect a poison ; but it fails, without the aid of physi-

ology and pathology, to show whether it was or was not
the cause of death ; and, in some instances, it cannot
enable us to determine whether the poison was intro-

duced into the body during life or after death. Even
with regard to the poison in question in this particular

case—strychnia—this substance is now so extensively

employed as a medicine, that the discovery of traces of

it in the stomach, blood, and tissues (assuming that the

processes used are satisfactory) would not justify an

landscape but water. We are glad to have the oppor-

tunity of disabusing our non-travelling friends of a

long-cherished error, and rejoice in relieving our

Lincolnshire friends from the weight of a prejudice

which exists against their county and climate. Lincoln-

shire has its fens, it is true, but these are well drained

and successfully cultivated, and are, or should be, a pride

rather than a reproach to Lincolnshire men. The geolo-

gical characteristics of the county are varied and valuable.

A fine range of Oolitic limestone runs through the

county, affording in several instances excellent building

stone ; rich lias clays occur in extensive tracts, and

immense alluvial deposits of unexampled fertility are

spread over the lower parts of the county. With these

advantages the county possesses liberal landlords, good

farmers, and large, well arranged, well cultivated farms,

uninjured by hedgerows, timber, or extensive woods.

This may seem somewhat digressive, but in reality it is

not so ; the actual bearing of all these circumstances

on the subject of our notice is direct and considerable,

and besides it might appear unreasonable to those

entertaining the common prejudice against Lincolnshire

that a county, such as they imagine it, should be

chosen lor the establishment of a nursery, and for

seed grounds. The actual circumstances explained, it

will be seen that singular advantages belong to the

the arts of the cultivator, fall more immediately within

the scope of this rule. It is sufficient ly evident that if

we desire that a plant shall transmit to its progeny
unimpaired its required peculiarities, we must em-
ploy a specimen in full possession of the properties

we value and desire transmitted. To eiibiire

purity of stock, the plan pursued by Messrs. Sharp,

in the case of the ordinary farm and garden seeds, is first

to grow a limited quantity of each kind, and satisfied of

their genuineness to save 6eed for their own sowing from
them ; the seed thus saved is employed in their seed

grounds. The extended cultivation of the Turnip leads

to the demand for large quantities of seed, hence this

valuable vegetable iu all its approved varieties occupies

a considerable share of attention in these grounds. For
seed roots the seed is sown in July, and the Turnips

are transplanted in land prepared for them in October.

Messrs. S. find large succulent bulbs are subject to

injury if they remain exposed during the winter, and
that they suffer deterioration if housed in dry sheds.

They fiud it better to employ bulbs of a medium
size, which in transplanting are covered with soil

;

being established in the ground they maintain a

vigour and succulence which ensures a vigorous growth

in the spring. Sharp's improved large Swede appears the

favourite ; of this variety alone 30 acres are cultivated

for seed. Green and Purple-top Swede rank next,

taking up 26 acres. The White, Green and Red Globe

occupy 45 acres ; and, altogether, 130 acres are appro-

priated to Turnips for seed. We do not mean to say

that all these varieties are grown together ; aa we before

position. Messrs. Sharp & Co. s home nursery is observed, in such cases varieties of the same plant when

allegation of death from poisoning by it. The'symptoms situated near the thriving town of Sleaford. Thirty-one
]ike iy to hybridise are widely distributed.

must be made known. The 'tetanic complications'
which it ordinarily produces in the body when taken in

poisonous doses must be clearly established, and a

judgment must be based on these symptoms. We are
not, therefore, to suppose, as the public have been
erroneously led to imagine, that toxicology and chemistry
are convertible terms, that the finding of poison in a
body is a proof of death from it, and the not finding the

poison is a proof of death from some natural cause."

Having investigated the general question above stated,

the author proceeds to the particular case of poisoning

by strychnia, and asks, " Can a person die from strychnia

and no trace of that poison be found by chemical analysis

in the body ? * A careful comparison of all the cases

upon the subject known to medical men leads to only
;

one answer, which is in the affirmative. Then comes
this further question, " What becomes of the strychnia

j

in a case of poisoning in which it cannot be detected by

chemical analysis ? " In the opinion of Dr. Taylor the
j

poison is absorbed and diffused in the blood, and this

opinion is not a new theory, as the witnesses for the

defence wanted to make the jury believe ; it is of more
than 30 years' standing, has been adopted and widely

promulgated for 14 years by Liebig, and is generally

received as true amongst well informed medical men.

A careful perusal of all the evidence given on Palmer's

trial, and of the interesting comments upon it, must
force an unprejudiced mind to the conviction that the

acres are here devoted to the rearing and cultivation of

forest trees, shrubs, fruit trees, &c. &c. The soil of the

nursery facilitates the operations of the nurseryman,

being a sandy calcareous loam, evidently congenial to

the majority of plants which are generally cultivated

to meet the requirements of the horticultural world.

The presence of lime in the soil renders the cultivation

of the Rhododendron and its congeners a matter of

uimculty.

Coniferous plants are extensively cultivated, and the

collection comprises all the beautiful and hardy intro-

ductions of late jears ; Araucaria imbricata grows with

singular vigour and beauty. The bright green foliage

of Pinus insignis, united with its hardy nature and

In the management of Carrots for seed purposes the

seed is obtained from carefully selected stocks and sown

in May. In October the Carrots are selected and

transplanted in rich soil, receiving a dressing of

Peruvian guano ; they are then covered over with soil

to protect them from frost. By the adoption of this

system—which by tlie way is not generally practised—the

Carrot makes roots and starts into growth early in the

spring. The seed harvest is thus forwarded ; as many
as 30 acres of the different varieties of Carrot are

cultivated.

Mangel Wurzel is treated in the same manner as

Carrot, and Parsnips share in the same management.

The Cauliflower, Cabbage, and other members of the

ZT triumph achieved in that case over etinni^ deceit, I^^;l^^:^^^75=
and sophistry was mamly owing to »r. laylo^im8elf, , J^^ k[J^ ££ are &uuu&Uy removed
and if, as we fear has been the case, the courage and

impartiality exhibited by him at the trial have brought

down upon him accusations, as uufounded as they are

uncharitable, it may at least be a source of consolation

to him to know that the great body of his fellow-country-

men feel that they are deeply indebted to him. To
quote from our able cotemporary the Examiner—" The
truth is, and it evidently is the duty of the public now
to say so, that if Dr. Taylor had not abided firmly and

resolutely by his justified opinion, he would have been

°pen to the severest censure, and his reputation would
h*ve suffered not a momentary but a lasting injury

beautiful habit, renders it a desirable tree for all planters, Brassica family, from their close relationship and con-

and its presence in this, and our nurseries generally,
j
sequent liability of intermixture, present in their

indicate a deserved public appreciation of it. Large ! cultivation many difficulties to the seed farmer ; that

quantities of the elegant Cedrus Deodora share the these are not always successfully overcome, growers of

same ground ; with these are associated Abies Douglasi ' any of the multifold varieties of these useful vegetables

and Morinda, Cupressus Lambertiaua, and many others know full well. For seed purposes plants of the leaoing

of our largely extended collection of this interesting varieties of the Cabbage tribe are planted out in July,

and valuable tribe of trees. Picea Webbiana appears
i and attaining maturity produce seed the following year,

here with its leading shoots destroyed by frost ; it I Seed crops are proverbially exhaustive ; hence high

is a variety which cannot be recommended for general I farming is of necessity practised, and artificial manures

planting, though eminently beautiful where it does
; are called into requisition, and the soil maintained in the

thrive. The common Silver Fir does not succeed in highest state of fertility. There is a proneness in cultivated

this nursery. Judging from the immense quantities of vegetables to degeneracy in poor soils, and high culti-

Larch in various stages of growth, this tree ranks high vation is essential to maintain the character of a highly
" ~ ~ir, by the same I developed vegetable. This principle is well observed

here ; the natural soil, too, is in favour of the successful

culture of garden vegetables. We cannot too empha-

tically enforce on seed growers the necessity of a strict

observance of a system of management that secures soil

possessing every constituent of fertility, and plants

perfect in maturity and health.

Celery is planted from the seed beds in the month of

October. Lettuce grown for seed is seldom remunera-

tive, foreign seed keeping down the price, although the

imported seed is inferior. The hottest laud is chosen,

but a good crop is seldom secured. The cultivation of

Radish for seed was an experiment made last year for

from this nursery to supply plantations in all parts of

the country. Pinus maritima and the Scotch Pine have

each large quarters appropriated to their cultivation.

Examples ot the various deciduous trees are adequately

represented on the grounds, and several lar^e divisions

of the nursery are devoted to shrubs for ornamental

planting.

Extensive plantations of fruit trees exist, and seem to

prosper in the peculiar soil of the place. So general is

the appreciation ior the queen of flowers, that it is

almost needless to say that many thousands of Roses
j the first time; it succeeded so well that 10 acres were

_
f

- . -. - are here cultivated. A walk, a quarter of a mile iu
\
employed this season for the purpose. The seed is sown

The Palmer case was a sad example of the manner in ^ ^^ parftl ,el with ^ public road, and is
|
in February and harvested in October.

rendered interesting to visitors by a judicious arrange- Peas are grown very extensively by the Messrs.

ment of flowers and ornamental shrubs, and trees
i Sharp, and as they are considered liable to me'salliances.

placed in borders on each side of the walk. The
j
considerable precautions are employed to secure separa-

tion talent may be prostituted. The credibility of

scientific witnesses received a blow from which it will

not easily recover ; and if any value yet attaches to the

testimony of surgeons, physicians, and chemists, as a i P ace
cuUural Society holds ita annual exhibition

j
tion. The locality offers varieties of soil and position,

ci*88, it is entirely owing to the straightforwardness, \
oi«»»w«- u j i
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the attacks ot thrips, unless afforded a moist atmo-
sphere ; they must therefore be narrowly watched for

this enemy, and smoked lightly two or three evenings

successively if this pest makes its appearance, keeping

the atmosphere moist and giving air on every favourable

opportunity to prevent the foliage from flagging. Cine-

rarias for late blooming must also be kept cool and airy,

and should not be allowed to suffer from want of pot room.
These mu9t not be trusted in cold pits after this season,

for they cannot endure much frost. Plants intended to

flower early should be encouraged with a gentle heat,

keeping them near the glass and admitting air on every

favourable opportunity.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—If circumstances should render it neces-

We should mention that the land of the locality pro- l sary to subject a portion of the stock intended for fruit-

and the growers are thus enabled to give suitable soils

to the hardy and more delicate varieties. 180 acres of

Peas were grown this season, and 30 acres of Beans.

Onions are not largely sown.

In connection with this large seed farm are neces-

sarily many extensive bari-s and store rooms. At
Sleaford Messrs. S. have been fortunate enough to

secure a large building, formerly the Assembly Room of

the town, which when we !»aw it was filled with many
thousands of bushels of Turnip seed, besides quantities

of Carrot and other seeds. In novelties Messrs. Sharp

possess a very fine Swede Turnip, discovered in the

neighbourhood ; a dwarf hardy Broccoli of great ex-

cellence, called Ingram's Hardy Late Winter ; end an

excellent second early Potato called Parker's Seedlin

duces excellent Potatoes, and the lest sorts are much
cultivated by Messrs. Sharp.

We noticed a marvellous quantity of Quick in Messrs.

S.'s grounds ; a quantity was about being raised at the

period of our visit, and it evidently deserved its title, it

being 2 to 3 feet high, and one year old. This rapidity of

growth is due to the warm rich soil of the place.

We are glad to recognise the existence of a seed

farmer who, holding a large extent of land, can cultivate

his own seed, giving at the same time personal super-

vision to the numerous interesting operations connected
with the business.

ids to a brisk temperature at /wee to induce it to

start, the most promising plants should be very care-

fully selected, and placed in a small house or pit by

themselves ; and, where anything like a regular supply

of ripe fruit is required, several houses, or separately

season, the garden will present a much neater appear-
ance after the wall trees are nailed and the borders
made trim, and the small fruit bearing bushes pruned,
and the ground among them turned over. See that
standard trees which have been recently moved
or root pruned are firmly secured asainst injury from
winds, and also get any root pruning or transplanting

remaining to be done this season executed as soon as

possible. Endeavour as far as circumstances will

permit to have a good supply of Parsley under safe

protection ; for there is generally a large demand for

this, and in the event of a severe winter it is difficult to

save it by the ordinary protection of hoops and mats.

Lettuces, Cauliflowers, &c, in frames should be freely

exposed on all favourable occasions. See to maintaining

a regular supply of Seakale, Rhubarb, and other forced

vegetables, for which it is likely there may be a con-

siderable demand. Look over root stores occasionally to

see that nothing is going wrong, and be very careful of

any Broccoli that may be fit for use or turning in. As
was recommended last week, take advantage of frosty

heated compartments, should be at command; and with- weatherto get manure wheeled upon spare ground, and

Miscellaneous.
Uniformity of Nature's Operations.—The agencies

that now operate on and modify the surface of the

globe—that scoop out valleys and wear down hills
;

that fill up lakes and estuaries and seas ; that submerge
the dry land and elevate the sea bottom into new
islands ; that rend the rocky crust and throw up new
mountain-chains ; and that influence the character and
distribution of plants and animals, are the same in kind,

though differing it may be in degree, as those that have
opera'ed in all times past. The layers of mud and sand
gravel now deposited in our lakes and estuaries and
along the sea-bottom, and gradually solidifying into

stone before our eyes, are the same in kind with the

shales and sandstones and conglomerates that compose
the rocky strata of the globe : the marls of our lakes,

the shell-beds of our estuaries, and the coral-reefs of

existing seas, year after year increasing and hardening,

belong to the same series of materials, and in process of

time will be undistinguishable from the chalks and
limestones and marbles we quarry ; the peat-Mosses,

the jungle-growth, and the vegetable drift that have
grown and collected within the history of man, are but

, continuations of the same formative power that gave
rise to the lignites and coals of the miner ; the molten
lavas of yEtua and Vesuvius, and the cinders and ashes
of Hecla, are but repetitions of the same materials

which now compose the basalts and green-stones and
trap-tuffs of the hills around us ; while the corals and

. shells and fossils, the fragments of plants and skeletons

of animals now imbedded in the mud of our lakes and
estuaries and seas, will one day or other be converted
into stone, and tell as marvellous a tale as the fossils we
now exhume with such interest and admiration.

"Without this uuiformity in the great operations of

nature, the history of the Past would be an uncertainty
and delusion. We can only read the past as connected
with the present ; and premise of the future from what
:s now going on around us.

—

Advanced Text-Bool' of
. 'Geology, by David Page, F.Q.S.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLA.NT DEPARTMENT.
#

Conservatory, fcc—Next to Camellias, Azaleas are

perhaps the most showy plants that can be had in bloom

at this season, and where there is a good stock to select

from some of the most forward plants should be placed

in heat at once, moistening them overhead two or three

limes a day. Unless, however, plants can be had which

made their growth and set their buds early in the season,

they need hardly be expected to flower so finely as

under more natural circumstances in spring, and unless

the buds are plump there will be some danger of the

plants starting into growth instead of flowering. Dutch
bulbs should be largely used for forcing at this season,

end where hardy shrubs are forced for the decoration
* of this house, these should be got into flower as soon as

circumstances admit. Do not forget to introduce into
1 gentle feeat a good batch of Roses, choosing the most
' promising plants of Teas, Bourbons, and Hybrid Per-

-Detaals, which are the best kiuds for winter flowering ;

<& gentle bottom-heat will be of great service to these as

also to most other plants subjected to heat in order to

get them into flower as quickly as possible, and a moist

state of the atmosphere must be secured, admitting a

little air freely on every favourable opportunity. In

greenhouses damp or insects soon do irreparable injury

to soft-wooded plants at this season, and these must be
very carefully attended to if they are to be wintered in

first rate condition. Pelargoniums should be kept
rather cool and dry, giving whatever water may be
necessary on the mornings of fine days, so that the

superfluous moisture may be removed before the
evening, avoiding the use of fire heat except when
necessary to prevent the temperature falling
below 40°, or to dispel damp when this cannot safely
be done by

out this convenience no gardener can reasonably be

blamed for having too many ripe at one time and none at

others. It is not by any means desirable to start more
plants into fruit at this early season than may be abso-

lutely necessary, for they will produce finer fruit later in

the season than can possibly be obtained from them now;
and where a separate house cannot be commanded for

those which must be subjected to a high temperature,

we would advise that the plants selected for fruiting

should be placed in the warmest part of the house at

command, filling the rest of the house with young stock,
j

The former should be afforded a bottom heat of about

85°, and the latter about 10° or 15° lower ; the atmo-

sphere should range from 68 Q to 75° by fire heat, allow-

ing it to rise 5° with the assistance of sunshine, keeping

the young plants near the glass, and properly supplied

with water at the root. This temperature will be con-

siderably too high for young stock at this season, but we
have seen this system practised with considerable suc-

cess ; and although the young plants may get somewhat
drawn, they will gain substance as light increases, and
the evil will be less than running the risk of starting at

this early period of the season the greater portion of the

plants that are at command for keeping up the supply

throughout the summer. Vineries.—Until the buds

are fairly broken the points of the shoots should be kept

nearly on a level with the lowest part of the Vine ; and
if this should not be found sufficient to induce the buds

to start equally throughout the length of the Vine, the

rod should be bent so as to bring the most forward buds

to the lowest level, elevating those that are backward.

Maintain a thoroughly moist atmosphere by frequently

sprinkling the floor and passages, &c. ; and syringe the

Vines lightly at least twice a day until the leaves begin

to appear, when the amount of moisture must be mode-
rated. Give every attention towards securing a gentle

warmth for the roots ; turning the litter, and adding

fresh as may be requisite, and keeping it well protected

from the effects of heavy rains and severe weather. Be
satisfied with a moderate night temperature until the

buds begin to push, when it may gradually be| raised to

60° by the time that the leaves fairly begin to open.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Where the tenderer kinds of Roses are found to

require protection this should be applied at once, for it

may soon be too late to save the plants. Also get in the

stock of Briers for budding upon next year without

delay, for unless these are planted before spring they

seldom furnish strong shoots for early budding. Many
object to planting shrubs or trees in winter, believing

that the roots if hurt at that season are liable to rot,

and certainly early in autumn is a very preferable

season ; but with favourable weather we would not

delay such work a single day, and if the soil is properly

prepared by draining, &c, where necessary, as should

always be done before planting, there will probably be

fewer failures from planting now than if the work was

delayed until March. Where however the ground to be

planted is of a clayey nature, and in an unkind state at

present, it will undoubtedly be better to defer planting

until spring, meantime using every means to improve

the state of the ground ; and soils of this nature should

always be dug or trenched some considerable time

before plautiug, as neither draining nor anything but

exposure to the action of the atmosphere will bring

them into a fit state for planting ; while, however, we
would not hesitate to plant small "stuff" generally, at

present things which are at all tender had better be

lelt until the chance of severe frost is past, and the

transplanting of large evergreens which has unfor-

tunately been delayed until now should be put off uutil

the weather becomes mild in spring, especially things

which are known not to be perfectly hardy. Roll

walks and lawns after frost to keep them firm and
smooth. There will be comparatively little to be done

in the flower garden at present, and any spare time will

be well spent in going over the stock of Plants in pits

for next season's use, removing every decaying leaf, and
where the surface soil has got green, removing this

and top dressing with sandy loam. There is nothing so

unfavourable to these plants at this season as damp,
therefore take every opportunity of admitting fresh air.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
It is always desirable to get as much of the pruning

and nailing done before the approach of spring as pos-

sible ; lose no favourable opportunity therefore of

forwarding these operations ; for, besides the advantage

see to ke eping a good supply well rotted and fit for use

when wanted.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON,
For the week ending Dec. 11, ISoC, as observed at the Horticultural Gardens.

Dec.

Hriday &
Satur. 6

Sun. lay 7
Mod. s
Tnei. 9
Wed. 10
Ihurs. 11

Average .

a

9

10
11

IS
13

o

BlIOMITIl.

Max. Min.

T*M ruRATva*
Oi tne Air. Ol the Bart»

Max. i Min. Meai.

29.627
29.502

29.564
29.5SH
29.500

29.419
29.512

29.371

29.47^
29.5.3

29.401

29.3 19

29.275
29.--01

58

57
60
59
59
56
52

40

51
5i

51

50
43
43

47.5

54.0
55.5

5W1
54.5

49.5

47.0

1 toot
deep.

40
45
46
49
49
50
50

2teei
deep.

41*
42
43

*!*
46

46_i

47

Wind

S.
s.w.
s.w.
s.w.
s.
s.
s.w.

29.525
I 29.370

I
56.8 47-1 I 52.0 | 47-0 ' 44.3

5

.0;

MiMM
I Ab

33

.19

H5
Dec. Drizzly with thick foj?; rain.

6— Partially overcast ; densely clouded; rain ; boisterous
» 7— Boisterous ; cloudy and fine ; rain.
' 8—Uniformly overcast ; densely clouded; mild for the season.

y— bine; densely clouded; raiu at night.
10— Rain ; cloudy : hea^y rain at night.

. 11— Partially overcast; very fine with bright sun; cloudy; rain.

Mean temperature oi the week 11& de*. above the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK..
During tne last 30 years, for the ensuing week, eudinic Dec. £0, 1856.

*-<i &Si 1 « it

Sr-

No. of
Years in

which It

Rained.

1

I'revai liD* Wind *

Dee.
Create*

t

Quantity
of Bain.

•
1

P

I

3

.;

aq

2 2
!

8 *

a-w:

Sunday 14 46.3 34.4 40.3 12 0.32 in. 5 —
Men. 1 46.9 35.5 41.2 18 0.5 u i a 13 9 7 5 1

Lut*. 16 4«J2 35.1 40.6 14 o.-.s 1 3 2 3 4 7 6 5

Wed. 17 4*.2 34.2 40.2 16 0.37 4 3 1 21 4 9 4 S

Thurs. U 443 34.1 39.4 16 0.34 H 8i- 1 1 I
5 —

Friday 19 44.9 35.6 40-3 If o.:-s 2 4
1

4 2 5 8 4 1

Satnr. 30 44.3 83.4 3.1.9 11 0.76 2 7! « 2 9 5 l -

The highest temperature durinit the aboye period occurred on the 15th,

1R49. and 17th, 1832—therm. 57 deg. ; and the lowest on the 16th, 18i3—
therm. 7 deg.

giving air. Calceolarias require very
similar treatment, except that they are very subject to ! of having that kind of work done before the busy

Notices to Correspondents.

Boilebs : M X G. We are of opinion that your boiler is set

properly.
Books : E K. We do not know whether there is to he any new

edition of the Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary.—^! Z. M'Ewen
on the Strawberry—F J H. Mr. Smith's list of Ferns can only

be obtained by application to himself. It chiefly consists of

exotic species.

Exhausted Flower Gabdex: W G. No one can advise you
without knowing of what description of soil it consists.

Ficus elasiica: A D T. It will bear cutting down; in your

case, however, the best way would be to take off the top and
strike it in a gentle bottom heat. Your new plant thus ob-

tained would be some time before it grew too tall for your

house.J
Gas Lime : D R. Don't use this material. Make a mixture with

lime, sulphur, and tobacco juice, and with it paint your stems,

having first scraped off all loose bark. If of two Pine Apples,

one a Queen and the other a Cayenne, the weight of each is the

same, then the Queen is the better fruit, because it is naturally

so much smaller a sort than the Cayenne.
Hot-water Pipes: WL G. There is no reason why the water

should not be drawn off from pipes if you wish to do so. If you

turn hot water into pipes at the temperature of freezing you

Impatibns Hookebiaxa : J DB. It was raised at Kew, where it

flowered in 1852. It should be treated like a Balsam; but

have more heat in summer.
Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and tD1", f
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable it we could. Ai'«
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. "

J»
now requested that in future, not more than tour piams

may be sent us at one time.—Cultor. 1, Cnpressus Ifw80IVa™
may be right, but as it has not its old leaves there is no

saving; 2, Thujopsis borealis; 3 and 5, Charosecypans we

know nothing about, they are certainly distinct trom iho. *,

Nos. 4 and 6 seem differeflt; 4 is, we presume, the y;un?f
s
5
a" "

Libocedms decurrens ; of No 6 we can only say that ii «"
raised from Jeffreys' seeds then it ought also to be

L.
Jfcurren .

.

These Conifers, before they acquire their adult wares, cm

scarcely be named.-P. Some Glycine probably ;
oai

necessary to see its pods before speaking P°s
}

t,v*7:
f auch a

Cotoneaster obtusa, Wallich.-M B. We never heard£fw^
plant as Sempersukia Remusma. — o x. »*

8peciosum. .
t direct the

PeIch-tbees: ABO. Plant inside the house .but * ^ ^
roots through below the front wall (

wmcV°n°„r house must
arches) into the border outside. The size of your ^ ^
be regulated by the number of trees you inrenu v

Peas : G B. Sangster's No. 1. % „ __4 retty designs
Plaks of Flower Gardens : J I F. Sfrerai very y ^^^ .

q
for flower gardens have appeared^urmg *

•

hat at

the "Florist and Fruitist
;'' but the b^^ co^ec ^

rf
present occurs to us will be found in Macsui

the Garden," vol. i. B. . ,,,.,.,,. :* {q chieflv used
QCEECU8 iLEi : a B. Its timber is^\fft

'

h
™

Z7** oi

for firewood and ch«rco»l. «» ?
trVc

"™
e
'

r

S

aU timber tre*
other Oaks, but the "P^J^SySd sap*cod, although
must, of necessity, have both, neartw ""

it is not always easy to distinguish tnem.

Roses : A R. Next week. M„mnmpnd a nurchaser tor

Misc. '.ABC. We cannot at Present recommend
pure

your vols. An advertisement would cost 2j. W.
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BINN'S PATENT MANURE AND TOP-DRESSING,
FOR PROMOTING THE RAPID GROWTH OF VEGETATION,

(ITS FERTILISING PROPERTIES BEING EQUAL TO THOSE OF ANY MANURE AT PRESENT KNOWN),
AND THE DESTRUCTION^ THE FLY, WIRE-WORM, AND SLUG.

TCrf^S^ «• ~w ».«nf«tarinB it at .heir

•tenthRecommendedI forwSfi^nZ'^^l^ll my <""% of ei,h« »* »"• "»• °f 5'- per ton. This Manure is

which* rold"n
e

b«I
h
eYet"s

,

,

S0^a
?
UfSt,,r<

''l,

a CONCENTRATED MANURE FOB tii. FLOWER AND KITCHEN GARDENS,

Pamplin & Son, Florists, Lea Bridge Road.
Henry Potter, Seedsman, 65, Farringdon Street.
B. S. Plummer, Upper Thames Street ; and 54, Seed Market,

Corn Exchange.
Wood & Sons. Seedsmen, Old Kent Road.
John Wost. Florist. Stoke Newington Green.

T. Brigden, Seedsman, 10, Railway Arcade, London Bridge.
F. Bobhell, Seedsman, 86, High Street, Borough.
Dawe, Seedsman, 36, Moorgate Street, City.
Hooper & Co., Central Avenue, Corent Garden Market.
William Kibble, Florist, Richmond Road, Dalston.
John Noble. Seedsman. Pond Lane. Lower Clapton.

A RTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
-£-»- others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may
obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
•fficient preparation, by applying to J. C. NesbiT, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
w
!JLJ*°f* ample facility and accommodation atthe College.

PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian GuanoT SuperphoT-
*- phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, and every
description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, <ftc.

W. Inolis Carne, 10, Mark Lane, London.
^HE FOLLOWING MANURES are inanuTactured
-»- at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,

71. per ton ; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.
N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

coTpaTy

COLLEGE,

LONDON MANURE
(Established 1840)

Beg to call the attention of Agriculturists to their MANURES
FOR AUTUMN SOWING, which by a judicious blending of
Nitrogen with the mineral constituents taken from the soil by
Cereals, produce good crops without exhausting the land
THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY also supply genuine

Peruvian Guano direct from importers' warehouses, Sulphate of
Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Superphosphate of Lime, Blood
Manure, and every Artificial Manure of known value.

Edward Purser, Secretary.
40, Bridge S treet, Blackfriars, London.

PATENT WOOL MANURE ^COMPANY
(LIMITED).—Wool Manure for Com, 71. 10a.; Turnips,

6.. ; delivered to any Railway Station or Wharf in London.
Applications for Agency from influential persons attending Pro-
vincial Markets to be forwarded to Mr.C. H. TidbURV, Secretary,
81, Gracechurch Street, London.

ESTABLISHED 181&
TURNIP MANURE.—This valuable fertiliser has

been used for the last twelve years with great success by
most of the eminent Agriculturists throughout England, and
stands unrivalled in the weight and quality of the bulbs which
it produces ; it is besides especially beneficial to the Grain Crops
which follow, while Clover is rarely found to fail after the first

application. Some of the crops produced by this Manure last
year weighed upwards of 30 tons per acre. GRASS, BARLEY.
CLOVER, and WHEAT MANURES; also BONE, GUANO,
and SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, warranted of the best
quality.—Apply to

H. & T. PROCTOR, CATHAY, BRISTOL.
(BIRMINGHAM,

PROCTOR and RYLANDX EDMONSCOTE, WARWICK.
( A nd SALTNEY, nearC HESTER.

H^HE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
-*- PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henry Ker Setmer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

fitatethe Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical or Collegiate Property.
2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary*
3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFORDED IV EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,
be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly
instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiRTy-osE YEAB3 for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
jmproved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford Sec

T MPROVED STEAMING APPA^ATIJS^FoOD
*- FOR STOCK.—The advantages of cooking the food oi

animals are so well understood now that a steaming apparatus
is considered indispensable to every well-ordered steading. The
process of boiling or steaming is known to effect great and im-
portant changes, both in the chemical and mechanical condition

offood,ar J * * "-"* i*~wi~ «..««•• .»-~.*4,«.

•f animal

acts of mastication, swallowing, and ruminating (in ruminating
animals).—Address, Richmond* Chandler, Salford, Manchester
Branch Establishment, South John Street, Liverpool•_____
CUTTA PERCHA TUBING FOR SPREADING LIQUID

MANURE.
THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY have been

favoured with the receipt of the following Letter;—

From James Kennedy, Esq.. Myremill, ly NayboU, Ayrshire.
u Maf 20jh

t
1S50-

"I have received your inquiry as to my experience in the use
of Gutta Percha Tuhing. I had 350 yards of it from your firm,

*nd I have used it for the last few months in districting liquid

manure from my tanks over my fields, having often a pressure
of 300 feet on it. and have been able te get the liquid from the

*nd of the Tubing by the pressure from the steam engine
upwards of 40 yards. I have 350 Scotch acres laid with metal

Pipes under ground, for the conveyance of liquid manures over
my farm, and vour Gotta Percha Tubing has given me great

facility in spreading it over the surface of the land. I likewise
think highly of the Gutta Percha Union Joint."

Tubing of anv length and size, with Jets, Union Joints, Roses,

Spreaders, Ac, msy be had to order, manufactured by the Gutta
Pweha€o«pany, Patentees, 18, Wharf Road, City Road, Loudon;
*nd sold by tbelr Wholesale Dealers in town and country.

l^OYAL AGRICULTURAL
-"•*' Cirencester.

Patron—His Royal Highness Prince Albert.
President of Council— Earl Bathitrst.
Principal—Rev. J. S. IIayqarth, M.A.

Professors, Ac.
Chemistry—J. A. C. Voelcker, Ph.D., F.C.S.
Zoology, Geology, and Botany- Jas.Buckman.F.G.S., F.L.S,
Veterinary Medicine and Surgery— G. T. Brown, M.R.C.V.S.
Surveying, Civil Engineering, & Mathematics—J. A.Jarman,C.E.
Manager ofFarm—J. Coleman.

The first Session of 1857 will begin early in February. Fees
for boarders :—under 16 years of age, 55 guineas per annum;
between 16 and 18, 70 guineas; above 18, 80 guineas. The fee
for out-students is 40/. per annum. The College course of lee-
tures and practical instruction is complete in one twelvemonth,
though a longer course is recommended. There is a depart-
ment for general as well as for agricultural purposes. Pro-
spectuses and information can be had on application to the
Principal.

pOLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
yj and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE.37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nksbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.
Mr. Nksbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the couutry a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

LAND DRAINAGE.

MR. BAILEY DENTON undertakes the Drainage
of Estates by Contract or Commission.—For terms apply

to him, 52, Parliament Street. Westminster.

MR. DONNE'S DORKINGS & BUFF COCHINS
—The Rev. Stephen Donne has Dorking Chickens and a

few Adult Hens to dispose of, bred from the Birds which have
won the Silver Cups at Birmingham, Liverpool, and Windsor.
Also, Eggs from the best Dorkings and Cochins will be ready
shortly. The above Dorking Chickens are the Brothers and
Sisters of the Birds which have won the Silver Cup, and the
Second Prize at Birmingham at the last Show; and the EGGS
wjU be frgn^the parents of these Birda.~Oswestryy Dec. 13.

T IVERPOOL GRAND POULTRY SHOW^Z.
L* The FOURTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of POULTRY
will be held at Messrs. Lucas & Co/s Carriage Repository,
Great Charlotte Street, Liverpool, on WEDNESDAY, THURS-
DAY, and FRIDAY, the 28th, 29th, and 30th of January, 1857.
Managing Committee—Joseph Hindeon, Esq.; Henry Lafone,
Esq.; Lawrence Peel, Esq.; Henrv Worrall, Esq. Hon.
Secretaries—Gilbert W. Moss, Esq.; William C. Worrall, Esq.
Sixteen Silver Cups or Pieces of Plate, in addition to liberal

money prizes, will be offered for competition. Entries close on
the 10th January.— 6, Lower Castle Street.
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The paper read by Mr. Fotiiergill Cooke at the

Society of Arts last Wednesday descriptive of the

Leicester Deodorising and Sewage Works is given

in another page. We hope next week to give the

discussion which ensued, in so far as it turned upon

the agricultural value of the material that results

from Mr. Wicksteed's process as it is there carried

out. At present we may say that the general result

of all that was said appears to be that the manu-
factured material is not so valuable as to pay for

carting it to any great distance. The only facts

indicating otherwise that were elicited being that a

thousand tons of it had been actually removed

during the past week by the farmers around

Leicester. No analysis was forthcoming from the

promoters of the scheme indicating the composition

of the material in its fresh condition ; the only

figures of this kind being given by Mr. Lawes, who
quoted Dr. Voelcker to the effect that 50 per cent,

of chalk, 16 of sand, 10 of water, and only .7 per

cent, of ammonia were present in it. Such matter

will not pay the farmer for his cartage of it. Mr.

Lawes accordingly, who led the discussion, came to

the conclusion that the off-hand decision quoted in

derision by the lecturer, "Away with it to the

German Ocean !" was a result to which we were

driven by the pestiferous character of the material

on the one hand, and the agricultural valuelessness

of its product under Mr. Wicksteed's process on

the other.

Mr. Chadwick argued for the liquid or irrigation

method of applying the manure as against that of

extracting its solid part—pointing out that in so far

a3 the nitrogen in sewage matter had assumed the
form of ammonia, the addition of lime, as in Wick-
steed's process, would not throw it down, so that
thus the best part of the liquid must run to waste

—

contending too that when added in the liquid form
the soil absorbed and deodorised it at once—and
showing from agricultural experience at Rugby and
elsewhere the possibility of throwing all the sewage
of the town hour after hour upon the land as soon
as made, with the best effect upon the crops.

Mr. Sidney, in a most vigorous address, drew
from the wonderful extension of all the appliances
and all the results of agriculture during the past
ten years, along with the fact that all schemes for

utilising sewage had failed, the inference that the
thing was agriculturally valueless. Farmers could
not, in the face of all the illustrations he adduced
be accused of supineness—their unwillingness to use
the sewage matter offered to them must be accounted
for only on the ground that the expense of so doing
would exceed the returns. Mr. Sidney devoted a good
deal of his address to pointing out the errors on this

subject that had been spread in the earlier days of

its discussion, and the agricultural failure of those
illustrations which Mr. Chadwick had adduced.
We then had two addresses from members of the

Metropolitan Board, the one of whom contended for

the propriety of conveying all the sewage matters of
the town to a distant point there to be thrown away
or dealt with agriculturally, as might be found
advisable—illustrating, however, the way in which
dilution destroyed its value by the case of gas water, for

which manufacturers of ammoniacal salts gave \s.6d.

per 100 gallons when the ammonia in it was strong

enough to need so much sulphuric acid for its satu-

ration, and for which they would give nothing at

all when half that quantity of sulphuric acid suf-

ficed to saturate its ammonia. The other member
made a very telling reply to his colleague's argu-
ment—leading the meeting back to what, after all,

is the true point from which to view the subject.

He contended that these commercial illustrations

were entirely out of place ; that the problem for

solution really was how to render sewage matter
harmless in the cheapest manner—that Mr. Wick-
steed's process did this, as was proved by the in-

creasing health of Leicester, and that whether the

result was worth anything to the countryman or not
was beside the question to the citizen. The ques-
tion for the latter was whether it was cheaper to

carry all the contents of his sewers 20 miles away
by pipeage at enormous cost there possibly to do mis-
chief—or to extract and fix the mischievous part at

home and deal with the solid result—one part in a
thousand of the whole—giving it away, perhaps, or

paying men to fetch it if they would not take it

otherwise.

As Christmas approaches the public is supposed
to become unusually hungry : and after the English

fashion of "feeding the mind" with anticipated

viands, and whetting the appetite over a "bill of

fare," it has this week flocked to the live larder in

Baker Street. People unskilled in the bucolic heraldry

of the " Herd-book"—the •' Peerage and Baronetage"

of the beeves—may wonder what utility there can
be in forcing dumb animals to such a miserable

state of repletion, and distending them to an ampli-

tude of fatness that certainly proves how good-

natured their skins must be. And assuredly if all

that the Smithfield Club did was to show the

marvel-loving public what degree of magnitude
and ponderosity certain varieties of cattle can be

made to attain when over-feeding is strained to the

extremity of Nature's endurance, its proceedings

ought to meet with execration instead of applause,

and the members themselves to be indicted under
Martin's act.

When we remember, however, that it is not

alone the size but the character and quality of the

animals which enters into competition ; that con-

sumers of meat are interested in the production of

cattle having a minimum of bone and offal in pro-

portion to their flesh, and the graziers are profited

by a bleed which comes earlier to maturity than

another ; when we consider also that the nutrition

of animals according to their destined use, whether
for supplying fat, muscle, or dairy produce, is now
almost a science, we perceive a new significance in

the instituting of a test-point to which cattle,

sheep, and pigs can be reared and fed. The most
" oblate spheroid " of an ox that has seemed to

challenge to eat and get fat against any beast of his

age becomes a standard of excellence in aptitude for

feeding and ability to furnish the world with beef.

If it were practicable to test a steer as we do a
steam-engine, by trying how much " duty" (in the

shape of meat) he can get out of a given weight of

food, with anything like a constant result that

would be applicable to the whole breed represented
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by him, the comparative virtues of our meat-pro- system, so that everybody has now learned not only

during animals would have been long ago ascertained
j

to have game fowls for laying eggs, Dorkings for

and registered for the guidance of agriculturists and I producing plenty of delicate food, and hardy Cochins

But from the for an unfavourable country and climate, but where

to procure the sorts that will give him most eggs,

registered

the advantage of the community
numberless feeding experiments hitherto made

no such rigid conclusions can be drawn ; and

our only course is still to bring all the rival

varieties of cattle and systems of management

into competition, allowing each by a comparison

of cost of time and weight to establish its posi-

tion as better or worse than another. The prize

animals of the domesticated menagerie in Baker

Street may be neither directly remunerative to the

feeders,nor, when butchered, palatable to consumers,

but they are valuable as being the greatest achieve-

ments of our live stock improvers, labouring to out-

vie each other ; and it is precisely that breed and

rear most chickens, or average the heaviest weight.

Another word we add while on the subject of

cattle shows and meat eating : if the public will

live so freely upon lamb and veal and other young

delicacies, they must no longer inquire for delicious

flavoured four-years '-old mutton ; and the fewer

animals they spare to develope into maturity, the

scarcer and dearer must they expect to find full-

grown beef and mutton. I. A. C.

We are unable to give this week a report of the

very interesting discussion on crop rotations that

that management yielding
r
the most extraordinary !

took place on Monday last before the London

specimens under extraordinary circumstances, which ! Farmers' Club. Mr. Thomas, of Bedfordshire, who

is found to be most profitable for ordinary business farms on the estate of his Grace the Duke of Bedford

where lesser degrees of bulk and fatness are required, —the pattern tenant of a pattern landlord—con-

The Smithfield Club does not lavish its distinc- tended most unanswerably for greater liberty of

tions upon the most corpulent bullocks and pinguid action than the bonds of agreements, or still worse,

swine, simplv as such, but with a more practical !
those of custom imposed upon the cultivator, by

issue confers them upon those which have most

economised their rations. When the Society was
instituted, in 1798, one condition for candidates

was that " the kind or kinds of food must be certi-

fied ;" the next year a discrimination was made
between beasts fed on " Grass, hay, Turnips, Cab-

bage, or other vegetables," and those fattened by
" oilcake, corn, or any other food in addition," and
the rule was that the judges should decide only after

the selected animals had been slaughtered, and the

insisting on his following an order of cropping

proper for the day when agriculture was a thing

of mere routine, but hindering men now from using

those means which increasing intelligence and skill

had given them, and not only so but involving them

in losses arising from the incompatibility of the

rules laid down with the very nature of the plants

they cultivate. Mr. Thomas took for his illustrations

the faults of the four-course system on the one

hand, and the Duke of Northumberland's agree-

ments on the other. He showed how Clover

reqn

to state the condition of flesh of their animals when
put up to feed : and the time of fatting as well as the

age and breed, and the sort of food, has always been

a main point considered in the adjudications. . — •«•--**. a
tt j i_i ji *i, r* . i uvi- u t^A^A superphosphate now could grow them—consumed
Undoubtedly the fat stock exhibitions have tended

:
,

r r v &

jr,,,-7 11 j. ii • *• „ by sheep, fed on corn and cake as they now were
nderfu lv to remodel and improve all our varieties ;J ° *V __,_• :1_4 u

devised, by which Beans or mixed seeds were made
to alternate every other fourth year with broad

Clover were insisted on as necessary. He showed

how the heavy crops of Turnips grown as guano and

wonderfully to remoaei ana improv
of live stock, not only advancing the art of agricul-

ture, but effecting a saving in the consumption of

cattle-food relatively to the amount of meat pro-

duced, and amazingly increasing the supply of a

better quality of beef, pork, and mutton for our

tables. Think of the days (not so very remote)

when we had no short-horns, which are now grazing

so many English counties and infusing into the

native cattle of many countries the blood that

insures perfection of form, indicating propensity to

fatten, beautifully-grained meat, and soundness of

constitution. The famous beasts of our fathers' day

seemed bred with a view to superphosphate

rather than to good roasting beef. What clumsy

bone, what coarse ungainly heads, what a pelican-

fed—rendered the land unfit for producing good malt-

ing Barley. The crop was sure to fall, and in great

measure therefore spoil, and when some one

urged that the way to meet this was to cart home the

crop and not consume it on the field, or to give his

sheep less enriching food along with it, he replied

with great force, that the proper object of agricul-

ture was not to find methods by which the fertility

of soils might be kept in check, but how the very

highest degree of fertility which could be conferred

might be profitably utilised. His expedient was to

make the four a five years' course, by taking

Wheat after the Turnips, and Barley after the

Wheat, and this he contended was possible,

now that artificial and- imported fertilisers

could be purchased and supplied. Mr. Thomas's

arriving at maturity, and how tough were the joints

they furnished for the spit ! Again, in the days before

Bakewell made a "new Leicester," what un-

shapely slow-feeding flocks were scattered thinly

upon our meads ; and what lean lank hogs pre-

vailed alike in farmstead and village, that no abund-

ance of meal could make sleek, and that advertised

the coarseness of their bacon by their porcupine-

like bristles. Now, thanks to the exertions of our

leading agriculturists not only to cultivate the best

point insisted on—me appl

much farm dung to the several crops specified—was

simply impossible. The consumption of all the

crops would not produce the manure which, ac-

cording to this agreement, was needed for their

growth. And the enormous penalties must of course

in every case be incurred, and cultivation would

become impossible.

The only criticism of any moment which Mr.

Thomas's argument received was from Mr. W. Ben-

C. a .k
K

i fZ' f i r*kTCv»KK» Un" nett, who pointed out that the arrangements proper
breeds themselves, but to instruct the public by com- . > *l , , ^ , . ., ,

°
f ,. r.f,„ JV

.... .!. .. '
A i - fi f i

J
• in the case ot Mr. Thomas and in that of his Urace the

petitive exhibitions, unthrifty animals are becoming Vf { f ft, . t j . i • „ x^ur-c vi ±j C.xjFord—both men of intelligence and
rare, and the wonder is how our swine can grow so . , , n , . /," . m„„„i*

'i . i , i .i • * „nA honour—mierht not be generally advisable, inasmuch
portly at such an early ace : how the improved ... » .

6 *"<
. — ' ;,T„«,„n„r J j fo *

r as neither character nor conduct were universally
varieties of sheep on mountain, vale, and marsh-

land can accumulate so quickly their delicately-

flavoured mutton ; and our graceful cattle thrive

with such rapidity in pasture, byre, and stall. It is

a fact that short-horns now reach maturity in two and
a half years in place of four or five formerly. The
quantity of meat, too, in an ox of a given weight is

now vastly greater than in the early days of the Smith-

field Club, owing to the smaller percentage of bone.

The "offal"

trustworthy, whether among landlords or among
tenants ; that the necessity of rules arose out of

the absence of that intelligence and ability which,

however, whenever they did exist, ought to have

the freest scope given to their exercise. We shall

again refer to the other addresses that were given.

cially the former, as it is the largest town in Upper
Canada, it is very expensive, as choice farms may fetch

from 100 to 150 dollars an acre (buildings included,

unless of brick), a dollar being 4s. 2d. sterling, and even

more should they be so situated as to be near or on the

site of a future town or village, a possibility contem-

plated by every Canadian. Round smaller towns they

average from 50 to 100 dollars the acre, or even less,

according to distance, roads, and other circumstances.

West of London stretches a huge tract to Lake St.

Clair and Amherstburg, of most fertile black soil, but as

it is a dead level the whole way, it might be too subject

to the ague to be pleasant. As a rule, flat rich land is

subject to the ague, and will remain so till more generally

cleared and drained ; it is a gently rolling tract, with

good natural drainage, that is the most healthy. It is

of very great importance to select a farm that is tho-

roughly well watered, both with springs and running

brooks, if possible ; but care and judgment will provide

against the trouble and loss incurred by want of water,

the greatest calamity that can happen in dry hot

weather. The spring and brooks get lower and lower

all the summer, till the September and November rains,

the first of which refresh, the second fill them, though

the end of October is generally the driest time.

Land in Upper Canada is, as a rule, divided into lota

of 200 acres, each subdivisible again into half and

quarter lots, they being so laid out, somewhat on the

chessboard plan, that there is a road to each 50 acres ;

should more be required, it is not difficult to add another

half or whole lot to his farm.

The best Wheat is generally grown in a tract of land

reaching from Simcoe, 5 miles north of Lake Erie, round

by Brantford and Paris, to the head of Lake Ontario,

north of Hamilton : but drought is rather too frequent a

visitor there for me to recommend it too strongly for settle-

ment ; besides, the land, origiually rather too light, and

cultivated rather too exclusively with Wheat, and very

lightly stocked with cattle, must have its powers decreas-

ing. The countv of Oxford, of which Woodstock is the

capital town, is the part I am best acquainted with, and

an emigrant will find there the requisites of good land,

plenty of water, and thriving and energetic farmers,

who will prove to the newcomer most valuable books of

reference. It is situated on the highest part of the

peninsula lying between Lakes Huron, Erie, and On-

tario, and receives from all three refreshing rains and

mists that pass over the lower country lying round ;
at

the same time the rise is so gentle that the fact is only

discovered by the superior greenness of the Grass,

statistics of railway levels, and the flow of the rivers

watering those parts. From all I have heard and seen

of other parts, I would unhesitatingly recommend it as

a place of residence.
9

The best book I believe to be "Morton's Cyclopaedia,

as it contains such full information on every point,

though "Stephen's Book of the Farm" is also an admir-

able work ; and should he add to that the Gardenert

Chronicle to keep himself up to the topics of the day, he

will find himself thoroughly provided. Of course, allow-

ances must be made for the difference of climate and

the cessation of labour on the land during the winter

;

for instance, he must not expect Wheat after Turnips

or any root crop, as the Wheat ought to be in by Sep-

tember 15, and the root crops till towards the end Of

October. His neighbours, however, will give him all

information he may require on that point.

As for the time for going, the earlier the better,

as farming operations commence directly the snow is

off and the ground dry—say April 1 ; and the winter

stock of food having been consumed, the grain all

threshed out and sold, fat stock disposed of to the

butcher, &c, it is the time preferred by all for giving

up possession, though the summer is, of course, the best

time for judging of the quality and cleanness of the land

and its crops. There are, however, always some farms

in the market that can be entered on almost at any

time. I would remind « E. J. C. B." that it is no insult

to a man to offer to buy his land, though some ot tne

first class farmers would require a good bonus to inauc

them to quit places they had made for themselves, anu

lived many vears in. _ '

± c -, .

As regards clearing land, it will be difficult to find a

farm in a good situation that requires clearing to any

extent at first. A fresh settler would not like quite -

new lot, nor would he find it easy to get one in a a™

EMIGRATION TO CANADA.
Seeing a request for information from an intending

of the prize beasts used to average as emigrant to Canada, I beg to offer him my assistance,

much as from one-quarter to more than one-third of having resided several years in that country. I should

their live weight, a proportion that would now be recommend him on no account to stay in Lower Canada,

thought preposterous.

As an illustration of the benefit accruing from such
shows, take the case of our poultry. The " mania " of

the last few years and the competitive exhibitionshave
not only wonderfully extended the taste for poul try-

as from the peculiarities of their laws and system of

tenure (though now perhaps about to be remedied), and

want of ambition and energy in the French Canadians,

he will not find himself very comfortable there. Upper
Canada, west of Kingston, is ihe part I should recoui-

keeping, in preference perhaps to maintaining ;
""^ .
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wide range to select from, but goc
wonderfully augnmenting the quantity of a costly
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article of diet, with little greater outlay in the birds'
food. The varieties, too, are all defined and
classified, and their adaptability to different condi- .

Uons and circumstances reduced to a complete towns, such as Toronto, Hamilton, and London, espe-

fact all the way to Amherstburg,
seems

good land

is found in all those parts ; in fact, the whole of the land

in Upper Canada, as a rule, is of excellent quality, and
with common care and skill one cannot go wrong. The
price of land of course varies much. Round large

situation, and such a farm as he could buy would hav

from 50 to 100 acres cleared (speaking of a whole iot/,

with a log or frame house on it, and a barn ** °

buildings ; so there would be time for him *°
{£
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Oak and Pine prefer light land, though I have seen

both growing on soil of the nature of pure brtck J

Ash, Hemlock, and Cedar point out swamps.
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He should also be careful as to his neighbours, that

he may settle among those of a congenial stamp, the
different nations having naturally a tendency to cling
together ; so he might cast his lot among Irish,*Germans,
Scotch, or native Canadians, instead of Englishmen, of
which latter race I presume him to be.

I think Canada will astonish « E. J. C. B." when he
sees it, so little having been said about it, as Canadians
lack that power of boasting so peculiar to our cousins
south of the lakes, but it surpasses the States in every
point. The rapidity of increase in material prosperity,
in true liberty, being free from that mob law so char-
acteristic of the States, in the soundness of its institu-
tions, in public morality, in freedom from taxation, in
everything dear to a Briton it is immeasurably superior;
and in the breed of animals and knowledge of agricul-
ture it fearlessly challenges comparison.

I ought to mention the prices of stock of different
sorts, but they vary so, such high prices being given for
animals of a superior stamp for breeding purposes, that
I can only give, as it were, the two extremes. Horses,
for instance, fetch from 80 to 200 dollars ; cows from
30 to 80 ; sheep from 3 to 10. Thorough-bred animals
of the different English breeds, of course, are at a fancy
price, as here.

I should sum up in the following words :—Buy good
rolling hard-wood land, taking especial care it is well
watered, near a town, either present or future (as towns
rise quickly in Canada), on a good macadamised road,
leading to a railway station, with good neighbours. Put
your shoulder to the wheel (an idle man had better stay
here), and if you do not become a happy and a wealthy
man, you have no one but yourself to blame. A Cana-
dian Farmer.

827

Home Correspondence.
Cotton Cake.—I observe in your publication of the

8th ult. an article upon the subject of feeding cakes for
animals, in which is introduced an analysis of Cotton
cake. It is so different from that made of my cake by
Professor Way, that I am induced to send you a copy
of the latter

; and I also take the liberty of sending by
rail to your address a sample of the cake itself. You
will do me a favour by presenting it to the author of
the article referred to. I am afraid many spurious
articles have been introduced to the public under the
name of Cotton cake, which by disparaging the genuine
article may result in a grievous injury to the agricul-
tural world, for there can be no doubt of its intrinsic
value. I have read and heard so much tending to its

disparagement, that I am induced to withdraw my
efforts for its introduction ; but I sincerely hope that
some enterprising individual may take my place, and
that so valuable a boon to the agricultural com-
munity of this country may not be lost. I believe
a patent has been lately taken out in France
for refining the oil made from Cotton seeds, and, if
successful, will no doubt tend to continue the supply of
cake. Whether the patent has been extended to this
country I am not aware, but I hear some negociations
nave been set on foot to effect a purchase by a very
eminent firm in Liverpool.—Copy of Professor Way's
analysis of Cotton cake :

—

Moisture 6.53
Oil and fatty matters 19.40
Albuminous do 28.31
Woody fibre 10.64
Starch, gum, and sugar 26.98
Mineral matters—ash 8.09

_ 100.00— Wm. Barber, Poulton Hall, Sutton., Cheshire.

leaf Fecdivg.—lhe courtesy of Mr. Ben Giles is
worthy of all consideration from me irrespective of the
interest which on this subject I feel. I therefore enter
*ith pleasure on it with him, and I am happy to have
met with so old a leaf-feeder. I myself am but a
novice in comparison, for I am only a leaf-feeder with
intent for some 20 years, although like every one else
who hoes a rowed crop,I have innocently been one from
jny earliest village days. Mr. Giles touches rather
jncidentally on a subject that, if considered at all, may
lead to much discussion, as lighting on the cause of the
Ascent of sap ; to this I will again refer, but first I would
discourse with him on one or two things in which we do
not appear to be of accord. He says " the better the
culture the less this evolvement/' that is[of inorganic
iQatter from the soil (and necessarily, according
*° my views, of organic matter alao), thus affect-

j,

ng my whole argument in favour of leaf-

jading by exhalation from the soil, promoted by

}
B more perfect 'culture, and facilitated by repeated

Snrring8 of the surface. If good culture promotes, as
e have reason to believe it does, the reduction of the

crude matters of the soil into a soluble state, and so
a.cces8ible to the roots of plants, it most render them
al5° capable of entering into that state of which Liebig
^marks, " we cannot say whether they have really as-
^med the form of gas or are dissolved in one," and in
w"ich state I have supposed them offered to the leaves
ot Plants, and, if capable of being so offered, there
cannot be a doubt that every movement of the surface
et
Jectuates an escape of gas or vapour—our noses even

e" Ua so—and necessarily the ascent of the inorganic
8 that this vaoour carries with it. I instanced

London, 1842, p. 108, he observes—" How much more
wonderful and inexplicable does it appear, that bodies
which remain fixed in the strong heat of a fire, have
under certain conditions the property of volatilising,
and, at ordinary temperatures, of passing into a state,
of which we cannot say whether they have really
assumed the form of gas or are dissolved in one ! Steam
or vapours in general have a very singular influence in

causing the volatilisation of such bodies, that is, of
causing them to assume the gaseous form. A liquid
during evaporation communicates the power of assuming
the same state in a greater or less degree to all sub-
stances dissolved in it, although they do not of them-
selves possess that property." Note, this extract is

from the chapter on the inorganic constituents of
plants. That the leaves of plants are fed by an ascend-
ing gas or vapour is, I think, plainly indicated by the
stomata or mouths by which they receive it being
placed on the under side of the leaves ; were they
fed by a descending gas— that is, from the falling

atmospheric food—we should expect to find these
stomata or mouths on the upper surface of the
leaves, from which probably tbey perspire. To
me roots appear to have two principal objects in
descending deep into the earth, the fixation of the
plant and the obtaining of water, at the same time :

admitting that with the water they necessarily take
up whatever they find dissolved in it ; but Mr. Giles
seems to express a doubt of this last hypothesis,
and " thinks it quite as probable that they send their
roots so deep into the earth in search of food less

organic than what they find nearer the surface." If
one of the greatest objects of tillage is the breaking up
and decomposition of the crude inorganic constituents
of plants so as to render them soluble, the only state in

which they can be taken up by them, the greatest
amount of their inorganic food must be found near the
surface; it does not appear then very probable that the
roots in search of this inorganic food should descend
through an area in which they abound into one of
scarcity. Nor indeed can we conceive in this inorganic
food any attraction that could draw down the roots.
We labour for an end, and we must suppose that within
the more immediate circles of our labours the end is to
a greater degree arrived at than at more distant ones.
If it is necessary for the purpose of supplying our
plants with their daily bread of inorganic food to keep
the soil continuously open to atmospheric action, to

oxidate the metals of the soil, how can we suppose the
crude inorganisation of the soil to be acted upon at

depths to which it is scarcely possible the oxygen of
the air can penetrate 1 Most roots descend into the
subsoil ; Mr. M'Arthur says the roots of our cereals
will descend 6 feet into the ground ; is it likely they
should descend so deep in quest of soluble inorganic
matter ?—but what shall we say of the tap roots of Oaks
and other trees seeking it 40, 50, or 100 feet below the
surface, or what shall we say of the enormous trees

lately discovered in America, and whose roots must
descend into the earth to depths proportionate to the
heights their heads tower in the air ! Can they seek at

these depths inorganic food which has been rendered
soluble by contact with the atmosphere ; is it not more
probable that they 6eek water, that they may furnish a
continuous stream to supply the enormous respiration

ol 'their lofty heads ? Are roots ever found to spread or
extend themselves into a dry medium, be it ever so
redolent of inorganic food ? But the attraction between
the root of a plant and water does not rest on argument,
it has been subjected to experiment, and a wet sponge
placed near a root has been found to attract towards it

the thirsty mouths of its fibres. We have a self-

evident cause in a known necessity for the descent of

the root, why need we look for any other? why tax our
imagination ? But to what end works this immense
perspiration of plants ? Is it, as in the animal, mainly to

get rid of excremental matter, or does it not act a most
important part in constituting the motive power which
causes the ascent of the sap ? As it takes place, the water

I

immediately in contact with that evaporated supplies its

place, and thus in succession a continued conduit is

created; the laws of adhesion and capillary attraction

seem to me all sufficient to effect this from root to leaf.

/. M. Ooodiff.

Soctetug*

THE SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW.
The current week has seen meetings of the Smith-

field Club, the Society of Arts, and the London
Farmers' Club ; and the subjects which have severally

engaged their attention 6tand first, second, and third in

regular agricultural sequence. The subject of manures,

especially those derived from the consumption of food

by man, occupied on Wednesday night the attention of

a large meeting, partly agricultural, at the Society of

Arts ; the rotation of cropping by which manures are

converted into vegetable matter occupied the attention

of a large meeting, wholly agricultural, at the London
Farmers' Club ; and the results of the consumption of

those crops were shown at Baker Street by the Smith-

field Club, to what may be termed a multitude of the

i

general public.

The Exhibition of the Smithfield Club is not, however,
^tersthat this vapour carries ...

JjH
a* being most open to common observation ; but, as , ,

^th some a doubt may exist of the capability of such wholly one of results—the means to those results also

°odies as are comprehended under the term of inorganic ' occupy attention. We had specimens of poudrette and

? ements of plants, of entering into the above condition,
jmay be as well to refer to the authority of Liebig. In™ *' Chemistry in its Application to Agriculture,"

OCCUpy aiieuuim. **e nuu ppcutucno ui jjuuuiciw: auu

other manures, and also of implements in wonderful

variety—among them no fewer than 12 combined loco-

motive steam-en nines and threshing machines, and speci-
I

nit us of vegetables, the results of the use ol these imple-
ments and manures, as well as fat cattle, sheep, and pigs,
the result of their consumption. Probably the imple-
ments exhibited in the galleries, and the steam-engines
placed below exceeded 12,000/. in value, while the cattle,
>heep, and pigs may have been worth 7000/. or 8000/1
as food.

The general objects and results of the Smithfield
Exhibition are referred to in another page ; we refer
here merely to one or two items in the present show.
Many of the prize animals of Birmingham were

successful here as well. The Hereford and short-horn
heifers, shown by Mr. Heath and Mr. Stratum respec-
tively, each received the first prize in its class at both
places, though the Gold Medal for the best in the
yard was awarded to the Hereford at Birmingham,
but to the short-horn, as we thought more justly, at
Baker Street. There is, however, no satisfaction in
looking at these classes, so well filled too as they were
at both the shows. It ought to be no satisfaction to any
one to see a well-bred young cow— fit only for the
butcher : and the classes for heifers under four-year-
olds, if they do any more than merely gather such
animals as will not breed, do mischief. It is probably
the system of over-feeding breeding stock for exhibition
that fills these classes, which may to some extent be
looked upon as the unfortunate complement and result
of the July and other shows of our agricultural societies.
Lord Feversham showed a 2 ) ears and 9 months old
pure bred short-horn heifer, worth perhaps 40/. to the
butcher, but worth much more if she would breed,
which, it would seem as if she had not had the chance
of doing—a chance certainly not improved by the course
of feeding which must have fitted her for exhi-
bition here.

The short-horn oxen were of various quality, some
of them apparently hardly ripe for exhibition, which
could not be said however of the prize ox in the
younger class, viz. the 2 year and 10 months steer exhi-
bited by the Duke of Beaufort from the stock of Mr.
Sainsbury, in which the value of Mr. Bates's blood was
apparent.

The Devon classes were good, and the Gold Medal for
the best ox in the yard nt won by one of them shown
by Mr. Heath, of Ludham Hall—a remarkably thick,.

even, well made animal girthing 8 ft. 4 in., which is an
extraordinary thickness for a Devon.

There was a remarkably good show of Sheep. The
Southdowns were remarkably good, especially the light
weight pens, where, as well as elsewhere, his Grace the-
Duke of Richmond was successful.

The Pigs were few compared with the large shew at*
Bingley Hall. The prize lists in these as well as in
other classes indicate where the merit lay. We may
here add that we have received from Mr. Wiley, of
Ru„'eley, a protest against the decision of the veterinary
referee at Birmingham, who had disqualified his pen of
3 pigs as not being of one litter. This proteet is accom-
panied by declarations subscribed before a magistrate,
by three several witnesses, to the truth of his statement.

In the galleries we noticed the stands of Messrs.
Howard (ploughs), Garrett (drilling machines, water-
drop drill, &c), Busby (carts, ploughs, and horse hoes),.

Wedlake (haymaking machinep, &c), Dray (waggons
and a general assortment of implements), Claytou
& Shuttleworth (fixed steam engine, Ac), Hornsby
(drilling machines, &c), Hill & Smith (hurdles,
gates, wirework, &c), Warner (pumps), Crosskill
(carts and rollers, &c), Holmes & Son (drills. &c),
liansome (ploughs, chaff-cutters, &c), Barrett &
Exall (threshing machine, chaff-cutters, &c), Hansom
(patent Potato digger), Burgess & Key (reaping
machine, &c), Patterson (crushing mills, with obliquely
arranged grooved rollers for acting scissors-fashion on
Beans and corn, &c), Boby (patent corn dresser),
Philipps (Turnip grater), Moody (Turnip grater),
M'Neiii (roofing felt), Moore & Co. (Hydro-
thermal, or, as it ought to be called, hot-water
churn, in which the beaters are a tin flanged vessel
capable of holding hot water), Sigma (dibbles and hoes),,

beside many others : and we may name Messrs. Bur-
rell, Garrett, Wedlake, Cambridge, Tuxford, Barrett,
Ransome, Brown & May, Clayton & Shuttleworth,.
Holmes, Boby, and Hornsby as showing each a com-
plete locomotive engine and threshing machine.
We must refer to the stands of seeds and roots by

Messrs. Gibbs, Skirving, Sutton, Lawson, and the Irish
collection of the Dublin Society. The Swedes by
Messrs. Gibbs were wonderful, the Mangel Wurzels of
Mr. Skirving were astonishing, the general merit of
Mr. Sutton's collection was first-rate, their specimens-
being more like the result of agriculture than of horti-

culture ; the collection of Messrs. Lawson, too, was
admirably arranged and very full. The weight of
crops from which the specimens were selected had been
ascertained, and the specific gravity of the roots them-
selves was given ; thus some specimens of Turnips-
were stated as being of a crop of 30 tons per acre,
specific gravity as high as .893; while others from a crop
of 27 tons, sp. gr. .752—differences these of enormous
agricultural importance.

The following is the award of the Judges :—

;

DEVONS.
Class I. Oxen under 3 years.—25Z., Mr. T. W. Fouracre, Dora-

ton, near Taunton ; 10k, H. R. H. Prince Albert.
Class II. Oxen over 3 years.—25J, Mr. W. Heath, of Ludham

Hall, Norwich
;

10Z., Mr. J. Coate, of Hammoon, near Blandford.
Class HI. Heifers under 4 years —151., Mr. J. Tucker, Staple-

grove, near Taunton; 51, Mr. R. Farthing, North Petherton,
Bridgewater.
Class IV. Cows over 4 years.—201., Mr. J. Ford, iun.. Bland-

ford ; 10i^ H. R. H. Prince Albert,
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HEREFORDS.
Class "V. Oxen nnder 3 years.— 25/.. Mr. W. Heath, of Ludham

Hall : 101* Mr. W. Aldworth, Frilfonl, Abingdon.

Class VI. Oxen over 3 years.—25*., Mr. J. Naylor, Leighton

Hall, "Welshpool; 10Z., Mr. W. Heath, Ludham Hall.

Class VII. Heifers under 4 years.— 15Z., Mr. W. Heath; 5Z.,

Mr. (J. Pitt, Chadnor Court, Leominster.

Class VIII. Cows over 4 years.— 20/., Mr. E. Herbert, Powick,

"Worcester; 10/., Mr. C. Duffield, Marcham Park, Abingdon.

SHORT-HORNS.
Class IX. Oxen under 3 years.—25/., Duke of Beaufort, Bad-

minton; 10/., Mr. C. Duffield, Marcham Park.

Class X. Oxen over 3 years.—25/.. Mr. R. Stratton, Swindon;
10/., Mr. E. L. Betts, Preston Hall, Maidstone.

Class XL Heifers under 4 years. —15/., Mr. J. Armstrong,
Palterton, Chesterfield; 5/.. H.R.H. Prince Albert.

Class XII. Cows over 4 yp.ars.—20/., Mr. R. Stratton, Swindon;

10/ , Earl Spencer, K.G., Althorp Park.

SCOTCH OR IRISH BREEDS.
Class XIII. Oxen of any age.—20/., Duke of Beaufort, Bad-

minton; 5/., Rev. J. Alkwrlgbt, Mark Hall, Harlow.
Class XIV. Cows of any age.— 10/., Mr. A. Campbell, Monzie

Castle, Crieff.

WELSH BREEDS.
Class XV. Oxen of any age.—20/., Sir R. Bulkeley, Bart.,M.P.,

Beaumaris; 5Z., Mr. W. Williams, Plasgwyn, Pentraeth,

Anglesea.
Class XVI. Cows of any age— 10/., Mr. B. E. Bennett, Thed-

dingwortb, Northamptonshire.

OTHER PURE BREEDS.
Class XVII. Oxen of any age.— 10/., Mr. Robert Neame, of

Ilernhill. near Feversham.
Class XVIII. Cows of any age.—10/., Messrs. J. and P. Gor-

ringe, Selmeston, Lewes.

CROSS OR MIXED BREEDS.
Class XIX. Oxen under 3 years.—15/., Mr. Isaac Niblett, of

Broad Street, Bristol.

Class XX. Oxen over 3 years.— 15/., Mr. James S. Bult, of
Dedhill House, near Taunton.

Class XXI. Heifers under 3 years.—10/., Mr. C. S. Cantrell,
jun, Datchet, Bucks.

SHEEP.—LONG-WOOLLED BREEDS.
Class XXII Wethers under 22 months.— 20/., Mr. George

Walmsley, of Rudston, Bridlington, Yorkshire; 10/., Mr. C. J.
Bradshaw, of Burley-on-the-Hill, Oakham ; 5/., Mr. G. S. Fol-
Jambe, of Osberton Hall, Worksop.

Class XXIII. Wethers under 22 months and 220 lbs.—20/., Mr.
C. J. Bradshaw ; 10/., Lord Eerners, of Keythorpe Hall; 5/., Mr.
W. de Capell Brooke, Kettering.

LONG-WOOLS, NOT LEICESTERS.
tnass XXIV. Wethers under 18 months.—10/., Mr. W.

Slatter, Stratton, Cirencester.

CROSS BREEDS.
Clase XXV. Wethers under 22 months—10/., Mr. C. Howard,

Biddenham, near Bedford ; 5/., Mr. J. Overman, Burnham.
Class XXVI. Wethers under 22 months and 220 lbs.—10/., Mr

S. Overman.
SHORT-WOOLLED BREEDS.

Class XXVII. Wethers nnder 22 months.—20/., the Duke of
Richmond, K.G.; 10/., Lord Walsingham, Thetford.

Class XXVIII. Wethers under 22 months and 200 lbs..-10/.,
the Duke of Richmond, KG.

Class XXIX. Wethers over 22 months.— 20/., the Duke of
Richmond, K.G.; 10/., Mr. William Rigden, Hove, near Brighton.

SHORT-WOOLS, NOT SOUTHDOWNS.
Class XXX. Wethers under 22 months.— 10/., Mr. William

Ring, New Hayward Farm.Hungerford.J
urno

Class XXXI. Over 13 and under 26 weeks.—10L, Mr. J. V.
Williams, Haygrove Farm, near Bridgewater; 5L 9 jMr. R.Hall,
Kingsbury Green, near the Hyde.

Class XXXII. Over26 and under 52 weeks.— 10/., Mr. J.Coate
f

Hammoon, near Blandford; 51., Mr.; M. Biddell, Playford
f

near Ip>wich.
Class XXXIII. Over 12 and under IS months.—10^ Mr. J.

Coate, Hammoon, near Bland ford ; 5Z., the Rev. J. llolines,

Brooke Hall, near Norwich.

. EXTRA STOCK.
The Silver Medal for the best Beast, to the Duke of Beaufort;

for the best Long-woollpd Wether Sheep, to Mr. G. Walmsley,
Rudston, Bridlington, York ; for the best Long-woolled Ewe, to

Mr. G. Walmsley; for the best Short-woolled Wether Sheep, to

the Duke of Richmond, K.G.; for the best Short-woolled Ewe,
to Mr. W. Rigden, Hove, near Brighton ; for the best Cross-bred,
to Mr. G. Hine, jun., Oakley, near Bedford; for the best Pig, to

Mr. J. Holdway, of the Post Office, Weston, Somerset.

GOLD MEDALS.
For the best Steer or Ox in any of the classes, to Mr. Wm.

Heath, of Ludham Hall, near Norwich.
For the best Heifer or Cow in any of the classes, to Mr. Richard

Stratton, of Broad Hinton, near Swindon.
For the best pen of one-year-old Long-woolled Sheep in any of

the classes, to Mr. George Walmsley, Rudston, Bridlington,
York.
For the best pen of [one-year-old Short-woolled Sheep in the

27th, 28th, or 30th classes, to his Grace the Duke of Rich-
mond, K.G. ,

For the best pen of Pigs in any of the classes, to Mr. John
Coate, of Hammoon, near Blandford.

Judges of Cattle and Long-woolled Sheep—Mr. W. F. Hobbs,
Boxted Lodge, near Colchester; Mr. Charles Stokes, Kingston,
Kegworth, Notts; and Mr. J. Bodley, Stockley, Pomeroy,
Cred iton, Devon.
Judges of Cross-bred Sheep, Short-wools/and Pigs.—Mr. W.
ymonds, Milborne, St. Andrews, Blandford; Mr. A. Denman,

Stoneham, Lewes; and Mr. R. Woodman, Glynde, Lewes.

At the meeting of the Smithfield Club on Wednesday
it was resolved to increase the list of prizes, increasing
the whole sum offered from 850?. to 1200?., and offering

rewards for Sussex, Norfolk, Longhorns, Scotch polled

and Irish breeds. The prizes for cross bred sheep are
also to be largely increased*

Society of Arts, Dec. 10. — The Utilisation of the

Sewage of Tovms*—The following is an abridged report
of the Paper read at the meeting of the Society. We
are indebted for it to the columns of the Society's

Journal:— Mr. Fothergill Cooke said — I am to

have the honour this evening, in compliance with a
request from the Council, of addressing the Society on
the important subject of the utilisation of the sewage of
our larger towns for agricultural purposes. The propo-
sition includes, not only the converting of putrefying
refuse matter, rich in the food of vegetable life, to a
useful purpose, but also the purification of our streams,
and the improved health of the crowded population of
our streets. This three-fold good may be attained in
different ways— 1st, by employing the sewage as it

passes from the town, to flood or water the land. 2d,
hy separating chemically and mechanicaliy both the

allowing the purified water to flow
^
off into its

natural channel-beds, whilst the solid residuum is pre-

pared in a convenient form for agricultural use. The

plan of irrigating by sewage water has long been in

operation on a smalfscale at Edinburgh and elsewhere,

with the most satisfactory agricultural results ; and the

deodorising system has, so far as its sanitary and manu-

facturing results are concerned, achieved a perfect suc-

cess at Leicester. There the entire sewage of a popula-

tion of 65,000 has been operated upon since May, 1855,

to the present day, and 6000 tons of solid matter have

been separated from seven or eight million tons of sewage.

We have, then, in both cases practical facts, not theo-

retical schemes, to deal with, but the commercial ques-

tion, whether the sewage will bear the cost of convey-

ance and distribution, and the solid manure the cost of

manufacture, remains to be determined.

Having mentioned that fluid sewage has been most advanta-

geously applied to land (especially meadow land and crops of

Italian Rye-grass) under particular circumstances of season and

locality, I desire, before I proceed to describe the deodorising

system, to state my reasons for thinking that no method yet

proposed for the employment of unprepared fluid sewage is appli-

cable on a large scale to the metropolitan district, and then in

due order, I shall have an opportunity of pointing out how the

objections to the fluid system may be obviated, by working it in

conjunction with deodorisation. The supply of fluid sewage being

constant, it should be dealt with constantly; it cannot be accu-

mulated or stored up. But the farmer cannot constantly employ
it. He cannot employ it where his ripening crops are standing,

nor during frosts—nor will he desire it when long continued rains

or deep snows have soddened his heavy clays. During the dry

winds of March, and after the hay harvest in June, he will gladly

take a full supply; and again, during the autumn season of con-

tinued drought and with bare fields, all the farmers of the district

would be clamorous for a portion of the then stinted stream of

sewage, shrunk by the same drought below its average amount.

This sewage of the metropolis is said to contain some 10,000 tons

of ammonia, a quantity which would suffice to supply with

ammonia about 500 square miles of land annually. But the

sewage containing that quantity of ammonia would be too small

to be distributed equally over the land; and, practically, one

square mile daily would be the largest surface that could be

dressed with sewage. The demand during the dry season would

I exceed thi*. The idea that naturally suggests itself is, let a

reservoir be made that shall store up the accumulation of the

previous season. But the reservoir for London required for only

one day's supply during dry weather must measure more than

12 million of cubic feet, and would occupy some 31 acres of land

10 feet in depth, and such a reservoir, with its putrescent exha-

lations, must be hermetically sealed up. Such a project is

obviously impracticable. The sewage, when not required for

irrigation, must either run to waste or be differently treated. But
evan without such a storing of putrescent matter, would there be

no danger to the health of the country population in having
several square miles of land between London and the Thames'
mouth soaking, or drying after a soaking, with fermenting

sewage-dressing leaving on the surface a scum of putrifying

organic matter under a burning July sun,—a gentle easterly

breeze wafting the fragrance over the metropolis during the dog-

days, mixed with the miasma of the Essex marshes ?

Now let me turn, in contrast to the deodorising

system :

—

have been associated at Leicester with a decrease in the number
of deaths—a decrease amounting to 275 yearly, as shown by this
return from the Board of Health :—

Table of Mortality of the Boeough of Leicesteb.

>» ft S-s

First quarter. Second
quarter.

—

•

Third
quarter,

Fourth

quarter

llalf-yearl

Total.

£-
H£*

1852 432
448

374
348

806
796

501
404

466
48)

967
884

1773

1680

1854 420
450

421
366

241
816

399
344

340
343

739
692

15S0

looo .*,*«•«•• 1498

1 340 324 664 355 —
1 — —

Deaths from Zymotic Disease.

1852-561
1S53-371

Proportion in 1853-61,000

1854—450
1855—232
Proportion in 1856-65,000

275 lives saved to the population of Leicester would be propor-

tionate to 12,000 lives to the metropolitan population. To aid in

bringing about in London such a result as the spirited corpora-

tion of Leicester, by employing Mr. Wicksteed's plans and in-

ventions, have effected in that borough, is an object worthy of

any man's ambition ; and a man who has devoted his engineer-

ing experience and inventive talents to so great a cause, can

never look back, in future years, to the period of his life so occu-

pied, or to bis money so spent (whether with profit to himself or

not) as time or money spent in vain, and such may justly be the

reflections of Mr. Wicksteed. There is but one feeling throughout

England, as to the necessity of introducing every practicable sani-

tary regulation into our crowded towns, including an increased

and improved supply of water, a deepening of the drainage, and a

purifying of the streams from pollution. But all men are not so

ready to admit that utilisation of our sewage should be part off

such a system. " Away with it to the German ocean !
is the

easier solution of the question.

I fear also there is even a stronger and more general

feeling against the process of deodorising, and the manu-

facture of manure from the sewage ; but I believe this

feeling arises chiefly from the subject being taken in a

wrong point of view. I must beg you will strive to

banish foregone conclusions from your minds when

listening to the statement I am about to make.

I am not going to describe solid sewage as an English guano,

worth 41. or 51. per ton, but as a substance containing ingredients

especially valuable on heavy soils, and available near the place

of its production. I shall show that it can be made at 3s. or 4s.

per ton. and that it is likely to realise a rather larger sum in

the market under judicious arrangements. It must be remem-

bered that the great mass of farmers do not look alone to

manures rich in nitrogenous matters. Lime, chalk, marl, sea-

weed, road scrapings, old mortar, cinders, and even clay,

are paid for, and carted sometimes many miles during

the less busy season of the year ; and sewage manure will

also find purchasers, at a low price, where it can be obtained at

a short and cheap carriage. In this respect solid sewage works

in London would be admirably situated, commanding by the

river a water carriage on a tidal stream both up and down its

course, in conjunction with several canals, offering great facilities

for barging to foreign depdts. Solid sewage, though it may con-

tain only 1 per cent, of ammonia, would be valuable on some soils

from the earthy matters held in it in an extremely divided

state. Its composition is very variable ; the analyses that have

not
ammonia, _ m _
before putrescence has made any material advance, and it is in
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our abodeg questionably forms the greaterthat state, and before the sewage leaves its underground course

to enter the deposit reservoir, that it is intimately blended with

cream of lime, which instantly deprives the sewage of all odour,

and precipitates almost the whole of the salts and solid matter

contained in it to the bottom of a reservoir, from which it is

and more valuable portion. Man does not, like our tarmyard

animals, which fatten in a few weeks or months, carry off or

retain much of the nourishment he consumes ; his food is chietty

- .. , „ ,
- . - c„«„*

5
' employed in'renewing and not in increasing his frame. Every

removed again, always under the cover of several feet of scent-
kitchen sink" also sunDlies a laree quantity of animal refuse, or

waste. Every falling shower washes into the sewers impurities

of the air, quantities of soot, finely triturated mineral matters, as

well as potash from the decomposed granite of the
_
streets.

Manufactories add many other substances to the foregoing, and

tons of soap increase the richness of the stream. These

miscellaneous matters, dissolved and broken down in the waste

water, unite to form tbe sewage of London, which, unless

stained by some bright coloured dye, generally offers a nearly

uniform blackish grey mixture, of which this is a fair specimen.

Very little solid matter, except chips or shavings of wood, or

feathers, ever make their appearance. This sewage tnen

contains a vast variety of ingredients, the most valuable being

held in solution, and in the state most favourable for assimilation

by vegetables. Plants do not live principally upon nitrogemsea

food, not even those which most abound with it when harvested.

Who ever thinks of giving his Clover a nitrogenised manure

.

Gypsum, or ashes, are the most energetic stimulants to xne

growth of Clover. Yet a crop of Clover contains three times as

much nitrogen as a crop of Wheat. Give a crop of Clover omy

sulphate of lime, and it will find its own nitrogen tr<>™ "^

medes, or endless screw the fresh deposit is moved by a con- ^^^^^^^^^X^^o(
tinned action from beneath the deep stratum of the deodorised ^]^^^^^^w^ delights in mtoj-

genous manures. Solid sewage manure, therefore, should not oe

valued solely by the nitrogen it contains-nevertheless, u w
tains more nitrogenous matter than farmyard manur

®"^„:rSE
! many other substancesl which roots can feed upon durias ^
gradual progress of decomposition. . .

Deodorisation, in its practical sense, does not simply

mean the removal of offensive smell, but the Purin
***

tion of the water by the abstraction of all extrane<"~

matter, 800 or 1200 tons of water only furnishing one

less water, through covered channels to filter frames, and in these

filter frames the consolidating process is completed. I will now,
by the aid of these drawings and models, describe the process,

arranged and perfected by Mr. Wicksteed, at Leicester, to

whom we are indebted for conceiving and working out the

system. The sewage is conveyed to a spot less than a
mile distant from the town of Leicester, and there as rapidly

as it arrives, and scarcely allowing time even for in-

cipient putrefaction, it is raised 18 feet, by pumps worked
by steam power. Whilst passing from the pumps the sewage
becomes intimately mixed with a body of lime and water, pro-

portioned to, and constantly varying with the nature of the

sewage, which produces an instantaneous and perfect deodorisa-

tion. It then flows successively through two canals ; the first

60 and the other 130 feet long, 45 feet broad, and 16 deep, which
are traversed by the sewage water in about two hours and a half,

and the water which emerges when the lime has been well pro-

portioned is almost pure and perfectly scentless, whilst the

greater portion, or about seven-eighths of the solid matter origi-

nally held in solution or suspension, is deposited as fine mud in

a trench at the bottom of the first canal, from which, by an Archi-

water into a covered well. Thence it is lifted through a brick

shaft to a small tank, in the upper part of the building by a
Jacob's ladder, similar in principle to the ladder of buckets used
in dredging machines. A series of centrifugal machines are

then charged with it, and effect the separation of the remaining
water, leaving the deposit in a plastic state, fit to be formed into

a brick or cake for drying. At present nearly 3000 tons of this

half dry deposit are heaped up in the yard of the Leicester works,

and emit no smell whatever.

The inhabitants of London in maintaining their

vitality consume about 12,000 tons of nitrogen annu-

ally, equal to about 15,000 tons of ammonia, 10,000

tons of which are, as 1 have before stated, carried offby

the sewers. The phosphates amount to about 6000 tons.

Now, good guano, as it reaches the farmer, contains, on
an average, about 16 per cent, of ammonia ; and 4 cwt.,

or 450 lb., of such guano per acre, would be considered

ton of solid dry residuum. mtm
-

be utilised, it must contain the
,
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If this deposit is to be utilised, it must contain m«
.

»-»> .

especially the ammoniacal salts, with the^WXtion,
nous matter, but it the fluid part is to be employed for im|»

then the suspended matters alone should be separated, leav »

cost of

I will
is the

the more valuable salts in solution.

We now arrive at the question, what
f

a a ^A t
- 7oiK- r production of this heterogeneous compound.

a rich average dressme, and would contain t2 lbs. of *\ „„io*; rtn nf £00.000.
ammonia. The ammoniacal matter in the sewage of 8,ve »he an8wer for s P°Pul»tlon of 6W'" Per Annum

the metropolis would, as I have already said, supply that

Hi
i

H

-

If,

M

'i\

it

Hi

s

;

quantity to 320,000 acres, or 500 square miles. Now,
this quantity of ammonia, if it could be entirely pre-

served, would represent, at the market price of 60J. per

ton, 600,0002.

When the idea first fixed itself In my mind, that during my
own lifetime thirty million pounds' worth of ammonia had thus
gone to waste from the city of London alone, I felt that the
utilisation of the sewage of towns had become a question of the
highest financial importance ; but I felt also that there is another
question linked with it of a much higher order—the sanitary

precautions which must precede that utilisation, on which pre-

cautions the health and lives of the population are greatly de-

pendent, as I will proceed to show. For, mark how improved

Buildings and machinery, consisting of the resetroves, ^^
Jacob's ladders, and filters, 40,0t0, at «. P<*

6 lime men, at 20*. per week
15 filter men „ „
6 lads at 105. „
2 reservoir men at 205.

rr

tf

ft

•••

29 bands Total

£6
15
3
2

£26 • *•

•

"Wear and tear and stores ••• ^V'^
100 tons lime per week, at 125.^f^J* ^
Engine-power;hired per pnmping engine, 61. a*.

Total

• ••

»«*

«*»

1352
473
3250
325

I

£7000
pet

The make of deposit from the f£*',« wSSK 5»
,T,„m Jr. « nia«tfo cratp. ike cla\ reaay iu »*"

rts or
xu« iua*« v. "<;F->- '—~

e j y ready for bricki
annum in a plastic state, n

*

e -.**
^he discharge i

ftA.H« £;— i—.j j tsi * ,r~~ rT7~~*.
"~~ sanitary arrangements, witti deep drainage, ana a rapid removal cost being 2s. 4<J. per ton, inclu i g^ Mgt nf rfiB^ ^"Moi^a and solid matter suspended in the sewage, and purification of the sewage, and consequently of the riyer, barges lying alongside the

lcluding xue uiavu-Mjv -at°
, r Wye

works. The cost of remoral I &»™
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not thought it necessary to include, as it may be set against the
clearing out of the proposed reservoirs on the Thames. The cost
of pumping is greatly in favour of the deodorising plan.
Mr. Bazalgette shows, in his report, that the engine-power lor

the western district will be reduced by deodorising at Kensington
from 15,1201. to 8001. per annum. The above calculations are
made upon the supposition that the whole of the sewage is
deodorised and solidified in the outskirts of the metropolis.
If, however, it were determined to combine deodorising with
irrigation, this portion of the expense would be much diminished,
whilst the make would be nearly the same. To effect the double
object, I suggest that the effluent stream on its course to the
river—say at Long Reach -be conveyed through such an extent
of the comparatively level county of Essex as could consume the
water for irrigation. Supposing the season to be favourable for
irrigation, and the whole of the water to be required at any
particular time by the farmers, the sewage would be treated with
a greatly reduced charge of lime, only just sufficient to fix the
sulphur, and precipitate the coarser and more putrifiable matters
in suspension, allowing the salts in solution to pass off with the
still turbid but deodorised water in such a state that the whole
would sink into the soil without leaving a putrifying scum on the
surface. When a reduced quantity of irrigating water was
needed, it would be passed down during a sufficient time only to
meet the demand, and at those hours when experience would
have shown that the fertilising salts were most abundant in the
sewage. Such an arrangement might be facilitated by a simple
line of telegraph between the sluice-keepers and the London
works."

Mr. Cooke then proceeded to discuss the new drainage
plan for the metropolis.

[We shall report the discussion next week—mean-
while we add that we have received letters urging the
adjournment and reopening of this discussion, on the
ground of its present incompleteness.]

Cottam's Patent Inventions for Stable Eequisites.
Awarded a Prize at the Paris Exhibition, and Patronised by the English and

French Governments.

COTTAM AND

Notices to Correspondents.
Box-feeding fob Pigs : J S E. Mr. Warne's mixture will no
doubt feed bacon well ; but the plan of box-feeding, i. e.

t
of

letting the litter accumulate under the animals, does not answer
with pigs. They root the straw about so much as to further
fermentation more than their treading checks it. Linseed
however, makes very oily flabby bacon.

'

Inefficient Manures : F R S. The following is a case against
you, proving that justice may be had in instances of loss
arising from expenditure in useless manures. The case
was decided by Sheriff Barclay at Perth. An agent for
" Holland's British Economical Manure/' which is stated in
the prospectus furnished by him as being equal in effect to
twice the same quantity of guano, sold a considerable quantity
to farmers in St. Martin's, who had been apparently tempted
to try it from the certificates in its favour, as well as from its
being much cheaper than guano. Wherever it was tried, how-
ever, in that quarter it turned out a total failure, and so far as
the farmers could discover, it had no effect whatever as a
manure. In such a case it was hardly to be expected that the
farmers were to pay for the article, seeing that they had been
heavy losers by using it. Some of them accordingly refused,
and a small debt complaint was served upon two of them
Messrs. Reid and Luke—for the amount of their purchases.
In evidence it was proved that on these parties' farms,
and on others in the neighbourhood, it had turned out a total
failure, and their plea was, that as they were led to expect an
article which would act as a manure, they were not bound to
pay for it when it had not done so. For the pursuer it was
pled that the statement in the prospectus was correct, and that
the whole certificates annexed were genuine, and that if he
proved this, he was not bound to guarantee that a crop would
be raised—that he fulfilled his part of the contract by supply-
ing the article, which was what he pretended it to be, and
which succeeded elsewhere. The sheriff, however, held that it
was proved that the manure was of no use whatever in the
defendants' district, and that he was not entitled to judge of
what it had done elsewhere. If the agent sold the manure to
these farmers, he was to be held as guaranteeing its fitness for
raising crops.

Linseed: Farmer. •« English Linseed," i.en the Flax crop, is
of easy and profitable cultivation. Paper-makers cannot afford
to give the price per acre for it that linen manufacturers will
—and so while it is perfectly possible to make paper of the
Linseed fibre before converting it into linen and then to rags,
yet it is not likely to be done.—SM. If you use plenty of hay
or straw chaff, we should prefer Linseed to Linseed cake. Boil
the meal into a thin mucilage or soup.

Monster Crop of Turnips: Wondering Sandy will have seen
that we referred to this case the week before last. He says—
"Allowing the Turnips to be only 14 lbs. a-piece, and singled
out to 12 inches apart, the produce per acre would only be about
120 tons ! That is not bad, however, when we consider that
the field is *sand f and manured with * Tiger's manure' (of
Beverley) to the acre. What a run there must be for Tiger's
manure next season !

n

Professional Advice : A Subscriber relates the following case.
He says:—"Last spring I received (by invitation) a profes-
sional visit from a well-known draining engineer. He had
previously informed me that his terms were three guineas a
day and expenses. He arrived at half-past 2 p.m. on one day
*pd left me at noon the next, and thus his time of absence from
his home (London) would be about 40 hours; his time at my
residence, 22 ; time of actual work, 6. His charge is for three
days, 9/. 95.; expenses, &,. 8s. 6d. ; total, 151. 17s. 6d. He
explains his charging for three days by saying that he ' calcu-
lates eight hours to a day,' as regulated by professional
custom, and acknowledged by Acts of Parliament as the length
of a day/ " [Your card did not reach us ; but that is immaterial.
The charge is excessive.]

Roots
: 31 p. A sheep will eat from IS to 20 lbs. of Swedes a day.

If store sheep have access to any other food on the ground on
£nich they are folded less will suffice, bat we suppose you will
nnd about 20 lbs. a day the quantity required.

™eed: Air. JR. Daniell. Potentilla anserina, Goose Tansy, must
he simply hand-weeded, or spudded out of pastures which it
mfests.

n
AT IS PREDGE? Summers refers us to Walker's Dictionary,

dredge is u from a noun now known only as a provincial word,
*"ich signifies a mixture of Oats and Barley sown together."
^redge, we are told, is often sown in the neighbourhood of
tflandford and used as food for farm-horses. When Barley is

?rovn there it produces a thin grain with a bad yield per acre,

?u5 wll«n grown mixed with Oats they get a bulky grain, and
u is believed it adds much to the weight per acre. They sow
jjje-fourth Barley and three-fourths Oats. This, with a slightMniiarture of Beans when given to the horse, tends more than
*°y other corn to produce the muscle and fat which is wasted
curing the working hours. Barley does not offer so great an
*mouot of flesh-forming compounds, but tends m^re to the
formation of fat. Beans contain twice the amount of flesh-

^ K substances either of Oats or Barley, therefore we

En*
l5eftns vith advantage.

u«ata. In page 810, col. b, 61st line from bottom, for "loss of
f/jd acceleration" read " loss of cud, and &c. ;

" in col. e, 1st line,
loss of condition and of price," should be loss of u condition

»nd of time;" and in 6th line from top, "coarse olein," should
^"coco-olein."

*and
U5ua,

» many communications have been received too late,
na others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made.

I £m.
Ufit*'so beg the indulgence of those correspondents tb*

nsertion of whose contributions is still delayed.

HALLEN,
HTHE Original INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGH

AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made important additions, the main features of the same being explained in the
description and engraving.

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball
of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-
tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached
from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the
seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim
general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron
light and durable.

The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be
used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an
object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of
the way when not in use.

Cottam & Hallkn, the Inventors, have designed these Fittings on strictly scientific principles, and they are, if not perfect,
the most in keeping with the scieuce of the present day of anything yet produced. The facts of their having been extensively intro-
duced by architects of known practical experience, besides obtaining the favour of both the English and French Governments, ar»
valuable proofs of their utility.

COTTAM'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both, as to form and
utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,
Galvanised, or Enamelled.
Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Patent Loose Box Fittings,

Harness-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on show at

COTTAM & HALLEN'SW0RKS,2,Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WAUMLNG AND VENTILATING.— Illustrated Catalogues and Estimates gratis on application.

Gardner's Patent Turnip Cutters, Turnip Graters and Pulpers, Chaff
Cutters, Linseed Cake Breakers, Ccrn Crushing Mills, and other
Agricultural Machines.

B. SAMUELSOY, Britannia Iron Works, Banbury,
ITT ILL have pleasure in forwarding, post free,
** on receipt of application, his Illustrated Priced

Catalogue of Implements.

SAMUELSON'S PATENT GARDNERS DOUBLE-
ACTION and SINGLE-ACTION TURNIP CUT-
TERS

f
which have been awarded the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's Prizes eleven times at its yearly
meetings, the last being at Carlisle in 1855; the Prize
Medal at the Great Exhibition, 1851; and at nearly
all the provincial societies' meetings. BETWEEN
SIXTY AND SEVENTY THOUSAND of these
Machines have been made in, and supplied from the
above Works.

MOODY'S, PHILLIPS', G AUNTLETT'S, BUSHE and
BARTER'S, and every other description of Patent
TURNIP GRATERS and PULPERS.

CHAFF CUTTERS.— B. Samuelson's Comes' Chaff
Cutters of all sizes, varying in price from 61. 10s. up
to HZ.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for stables and small occupations
and for exportation, 31. and 4Z.

CORN BRUISING MILLS (adapted also for exporta-
tion), from 31. 55. up to 71. 10*. each.

MALT MILLS of various sizes.

LINSEED CAKE BREAKERS, from 21. 6s. up to 102.

each.

CHURNS.— Samuelson's Registered Atmospheric and
Anthony's Patent American, manufactured solely by
B. Samuelson.

KASE'S PATENT DOUBLE-ACTION FORCE
PUMPS.

GALVANIZED IRON BARREL PUMPS, at 21. 5s.

BARLEY HUMMELLERS.
WEIGHING MACHINES, MANGLES, &c. &c. &c.

The above may be procured of all respectable Iron-
mongers and Implement Dealers in the Kingdom; or
direct from the Works, Banbury, Oxon.

The Prices in the Catalogue include carriage to any Railway Station.

PATENT LIQUID-MANURE DISTRIBUTOR
ob WATER-CART, for the Distribution of Guano, Ac,

warranted not to clog np or otherwise get out of order. It has
Waterproof Joints, and will scatter its Liquid from 12 to 15 feet
wide. It will work equally well on hilly or on level land without
any alteration. It is thoroughly adapted for Drill Crops or
Pasture Land, or for Watering Streets.

PRIZES :

A SPECIAL PRIZE at the Bath and West of England Show, 1S55.
A SPECIAL PRIZE a* the Stow Agricultural Show, 1S55.
A SILVER MEDAL at the Liverpool'and Manchester Show, 1S56.
A SPECIAL PRIZE at the Gloucestershire A gricult. Show, 1S56.
Full particulars may be obtained of the Patentee. Isaac James,

Tivoli, Cheltenham.

WARNER'S 4i-inch IMPROVED LIQUID
MANURE PUMP, ~

with Ball Valve, fitted with
1$ inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrought iron

Straps for screwing on to
any ordinary Water-butt or
Cart, as shown In drawing.

Price of Pump and Union.
505.

li-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction forditto,

3s. 6d. per foot.

1* Gutta Percha Suction,

Is. 9d. per foot.

CMOKY CHIMNEYS.—The best cure is KITE'S
^J PATENT ALBERT CHIMNEY CAPS, patronised by
Her Most Gracious Majesty—200 on Buckingham Palace; in
use also on St. James's Palace, Claremout, Windsor Castle
Ordnance Departments, Government Offices. Public Buildings'
&c. Also extensively adopted by the Nobility, Gentry, and the'
public in general. Wrought iron, 25*.; galvanised do., 30#.;
oast iron, 35s. each; the latter as durable as the building itself.
The merits of this invention are proved by practical experi-
ments; they are likewise architectural in appearance.

Depdt, Barton's Iron Works, and Manufactory for the Patent
Stable Fittings and Enamelled Mangers. Addresi James
Fartox. 370, Oxford Street, London.
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On the 18h of December will be published, price 3d.

t
stamped 4rfv

UNCH'S ALMANACK FOR 185 7.p
PUNCH OFFICE, 85, FLEET STREET.

Nearly ready, price 12*., uniform with the First, the

SECOND SERIES OF PICTURES OF LIFE
AND CHARACTER, from the Collection of Mb. Punch.

By JOHN LEECH.
BRAPBPar & Evans, 11, Bonverte Street.

CHRISTMAS NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLD WORDS.
This day is published, price M.

f
stamped 4d.

f
and containing the

amount of One regular Number and a Half, The
TTfRECK OF THE GOLDEN MARY ; being the
wl Captain's Account of the Gbeat Deliverance cfrer

People in an Open Boat at Sea.
Household Words Office, 16, Wellington Street North, Strand.

b

Sold everywhere.

Now ready, price One Shilling,

MORTON'S NEW FARMERS* ALMANAC
FOR 1857.

Blackib & Son, Warwick Square, Newgate Street, London;
and all Booksellers.

E

/iLENNY'S GARDEN ALMANAC AND
VT FLORISTS' DIRECTORY for 1857. Twentieth year
•ot pu» lication. Now ready, price Is.

;
post free, 13 stamps,

London: Georoe Cox, 18, King Street, Covent Garden.

f I F T~H \ £ A~R^
'

DVVARDS'S NATIONAL GARDEN
ALMANACK for 1857 will be ready on the 27th inst.

London : 20, Sharp's Alley, Victoria Street, Hoi born Bridge.

"VTev\ SEK I Ea OF » MIDLAND FLORIST;' Jan.!,
X^l pric« 3d., supported by more than 100 contributors. Illus-

trated. Communications to be addressed to Alfred Sutton,
Nottingham.

Price 2s. 6d., or bv post 3*.,

DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS. By
J. Bailey Denton, Engineer to the General Land Drain-

age and Improvement Company.
44 The beat practical treatise we have yet seen."

—

Agricultural
•Gazette.

Metchim, 20, Parliament Street, London.

plete in YwoToiumes,
PROFESSOR JOHNSTON'S

CHEMISTRY OF COMMON LIFE.
With numerous Engravings on Wood, price 11$. 6<i.

44 ilr. Johnston'*; book id a book for the people ; there is hardly
a fact or a principle that it would not be for the benefit of the
richest as well as the poorest to know."

—

Athsneeum.
William Hlackwood & Sons, Edinburgh And London.

FARM ACCOUNTS.
This day is published, in royal 8vo, bound in cloth, price 2s. 6rf.,

A PRACTICAL SYSTEM OF FARM BOOK-
KEEPING; being that recommended in "The Book of

the Farm/1 bv Henry Stephens, F.R.S.E.
Also, FOLK) ACCOUNT BOOKS, constructed in accordance

with the system, Printed and Ruled throughout, the whole being
specially adapted for keeping, by an easy and accurate method,
an account of all the Transactions of the Farm.

*' The great characteristic of this system is its simplicity.
When once the details are mastered, which it will take very
little trouble to accomplish, it will be prized as the clearest
method to show the profit and loss of business, and to prove how
the Roundest and surest calculations can be arrived at. We
earnestly recommend a trial of the entire series of books."

—

BelCs Messenger.
William Blackwood & Sons. Edinburgh and London.

In Two Volumes large Octavo, with upwards of 600 Engravings,
price 31, half-bound,

THE BOOK OF THE FARM.
Bv HENRY STEPHENS, F.R.S.E.

M The best practical book I have ever met with/'

—

Professor
•Johnston.

m One of the corapletest works on agriculture of which our
literature can boast/*—Agrkultural Gazelle.

Bv the same Author,

A CATECHISM OF PRACTICAL AGRICUL-
TURE, with numerous Engravings on Wood, price ij.fri.

THE YESTER DEEP LAND-CULTURE, with
Engravings, price 45. 6d.

William Blackwood & Soys, Edinburgh and London.

Sixtv-third Edition, bound in red leather, price Is. 8d..

THE INTELLECTUAL CALCULATOR : A Com-
plete Course of Common and Mental Arithmetic.

This work has been eulogised by Lord Brougham in the House
of Lords, by the leading reviews, first educational authorities*,

and eminent teachers. See also List of Books of the Committee
of Privy Council on Education.
The proprietors of various prosperous scholastic establishments

ascribe their success to its introduction, and very many distin-
guished qu'ck mental calculators in the mercantile houses of
London, Manchester, Liverpool, Glasgow, Calcutta and Australia
attribute their power to it.

London : Simpkin, Mabsball, & Co.; Hamilton & Co.; Lokg-
max & Co. ; Whittaker & Co^| all Booksellers & School D»pAfs,

NEW EDITION OF DR. J. D. HOOKER'S LAST WORK.
Now ready, Second Edition, revised and condensed, with

80 Woodcuta, 2 vols., post 8vo., 18s.

HIMALAYAN JOURNALS. B*ing Notes of a
Naturalist.in Bengal, the Sikhim and Nepal Himalayas,

the Khasia Mountains, &c. By Josrph Daltox Hooker, F.R.S.
u * Dr. Hooker's Himalayan Journals' are another sterling

-contribution to that high class of literature which 1ms been estab-
lished by our leading naturalists. In these volumes are contained
the results of an amount of mental training, that could scarcely
have bfen compressed inro a period shorter than the author's
life. They are most ably written; they are illustrated by the
writer's own pencil and brush, in a way that would have main-
tained his credit it" he bad gone out only to make sketches."

—

Examiner,
" * L>r. Hookers Himalayan Journals ' are a vast storehouse of

deeply interesting tacts, curious, instructive, and varied in sub-
ject. The volumes are illustrated by a profusion of woodcuts,
which reflect great credit on Dr. Hooker's talent as a draughtsman,
and impress the reader by means of the visible image.'—Spectator.
"'Dr. Hooker's Himalayan Journals/ In the very highest

rank of well qualified observers, we can, without fear of contra-
diction, place the eminent author of the most interesting journals
now before U£. The getting-np of these journals is worthy of
their matter. Th^ illustrations are excellently executed, and
selected with great judgment. Not one of them could be dis-
pensed with; and Mr. Murray has done a real service to the
cause of knowledge in thus liberally illustrating a work which
must ever remain a standard one in every good library."

—

Literary
ifafwr*, by Projt&sor E. JTorbes*
*

J

Dr. Hooker's Himalayan Journals. 7 We shall not be charged
with exaggeration, when we say that the volumes before us are
auiwiig the most importnnt which have as yet appeared upon our
great Asiatic possessions. Moreover they are among the most
entertaining, ior they are written in a very agreeable style, and
the personal narrative is not interrupted bv the dry formalities
«im«eaeieuce."— Gardeners Chrcn >..

London: John- Murbay, Albemarle Street.

ILLUSTRATED GIFT BOOKS.

Just published, a New Edition of the

LORD OF THE ISLES. With 70 Illustrations on
Wood, by Bibket Foster and John Gilbert; and contain-

ing the Author's Latest Corrections and Notes. Superbly bound
in cloth, gilt edges, price 185.; morocco elegant or antique, 25*.

;

enamelled tartau boards, 36s.

Uniform with the above, and at the same prices,

MARMION. 80 Illustrations.

LAY op the LAST MINSTREL. 100 Illustrations.

LADY of the LAKE. 70 Illustrations.

SCOTT'S POETICAL WORKS. Complete, One Vol.
Fdition with 60 Illustrations on Steel and Wood, by Turner,
Foster, and Gilbert. In very elegant cloth binding, gilt

edges, price 31*. 6d. ; morocco elegant or antique, 42*.; enam-
elled tartan boards, 45*.

Smaller Illustrated Editions of the Poetical Works, 5*. and 6j.

WAVERLEY NOVELS. Library Edition, with 210
Engravings on Steel, after Turner, Wilkie, Stanfield, Roberts,
Landseer. Frith, Ward, Phillips, Elmore, Faed, Horsley, Sir
Godfrey Kneller, and Vandyke. Twenty-five Vols, demy 8vo,
extra cloth, 13^. 2*. 6d.

Edinburgh: A. & C. Black. London: Houlbton & Stone-
han

; and all Booksellers.

E
Just published, in 4to, cloth, price 24*.,

NCYCLOP^EDIA BRITANNIC A.
Eighth Edition. Vol. XII. Illustrated by 473 Engravings

Principal Contents:—
HUME (David). By Henry Rogers, Esq., Author of the

"Eclipse of Faith/' &c.

HUNGARY. By Emkbic Szabad, late Secretary under the
Hungarian National Government of 1S49.

HUNTER (John and William), and JENNER. By Thomas
Laycock, M.D., Professor of the Practice of Medicine in the
University of Edinburgh.

HUNTING. By Nimrod. Revised by W. H. Langley, Esq.,
Editor of "Bell's Life in London."

HYDRODYNAMICS. By Sir David Brewster, K.H.,LL.D.,&c.

HYPATI A, and IAMBLICHUS. By Rev. Charles Kingsley'
Author of " Westward Ho," &c.

ICELAND. By Robert Allan, Esq. Revised by Robert
Chambers, Esq.

jICHTHYOLOGY. By Sir John Richardson, K.B., &c.
!

ICHTHYOLOGY (Fossil). By T. S. Traill, M.D., Professor
of Medical Jurisprudence in the University of Edinburgh.

INSUKANCE (Life). By W.T.Thomson, Esq., Manager of
the Standard Life Assurance Company.

INSURANCE (FirrL By F. G. Smith, Esq., Secretary of the
Scottish Union Fire and Life Insurance Company.

INSURANCE (Marine). By Jon* Warrack, Esq.

INTEREST. By J. R. M'Culloch, Esq.

IONIAN ISLANDS. By William Blair, Esq., late Member
of the Supreme Council of Justice of the Ionian Islands, and
Author of" Inquiry into Slavery amongst the Romans," &c.

IRELAND (History). By Rev. E. Groves. (Statistics) by
Henry Senior, Esq.

IRON. By William Fairbairn, Esq., F.R.S., F.G.S., &c.

IRON BRIDGES. By Robert Stephenson, Esq., M.P., Presi-
dent of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

IRRIGATION. By James Cairo, Esq., Author of " English
Agriculture in 1850-51."

ITALY. By * * *

JAMAICA. By Stephen Cave, Esq.

JAPAN an» JAVA. By John Crawford, Esq., F.R.S., Author
of" A Descriptive Dictionary of the Indian Islands."

JESUITISM. By Isaac Taylor, Esq., Author of the * Natural
History of Enthusiasm," &c.

JESUS and JEWS. By the Rev. David Welsh, D.D., late
Professor of Ecclesiastical History in the University of Edin-
burgh. Revised.

JOHNSON (Samuel). By the Right Hon. Thomas Babington
Macaulay.

JOINERY. By Thomas Tredgold, Esq., C.E. Revised by
Arthur Ashpitel, Esq.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Dissertation Sixth, exhibiting a general view of ike

Progress of Mathematical and Physical Science, 'princi-

pally from 1775 to 1850. By James David Fobbes,
Professor of Natural Philosophy in the University of
Edinburgh, is supplied gratis along with this volume.

Edinburgh

:

ADAM & CHARLES BLACK.

MR. MACAULAY'S ESSAYS
A New Edition, in Three Pocket Volumes, fcap.Svo. price <>n(CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL Shu*?**

T. B. Macaulay, M.P.—Also,
Library Edition (the Eighth) Three Vols. 8vo 36iComplete in One Volume Square crown 8vo 91.'
The People's Edition Two Vols, crown 8vo

-Mributed to the Edinburgh Review." By the Right Hon"

--.

MR. MACAULAY'S HISTORY OF ENGLANn
from the Accession of James the Second.

Vols. I. and II. (Eleventh Edition) .... o Vft <*>

Vols. III. and IV. (just published) ..~.JZZ'.'.£o 3&
London: Longman, Bbown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts!
In square crown 8vo, 21s. cloth, or 365. in morocco, by Haydav~
THOMSON'S SEASONS. Edited by Bolton

Corney. With about 80 Engravings on Wood, from Desien*
by Members of the Etching Club.

resign,

Uniform with the above in size and price

GOLDSMITH'S POEMS. Illustrated by the
Etching Club. *

London : Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts.
MAUNDER'S POPULAR TREASURIES.

A New Edition, fcap. 8vo, price 10s. in cloth ; 12*. bound in
embossed roan ; or 12s. 6d. calf lettered,

MAUNDER'S BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY:
i-i-J- A comprehensive Dictionary of Universal Biography,
Ancient and Modern: Comprising above 12 000 Memoirs. The
Tenth Edition, revised, corrected, and extended in a Supplement.

Also, all uniform in size, and price 10s. each Treasury,
MAUNDER'S HISTORICAL TREASURY:
MAUNDERS GEOGRAPHICAL TREASURY:
MAUNDER'S TREASURY OF KNOWLEDGE;
MAUNDER'S TREASURY OF NATURAL HISTORY; and
MAUNDER'S SCIENTIFIC and LITERARY TREASURY.
Lopdon: Longma n. Brown, Green, Losqmans, & Roberts.

The 9th Edition, complete in One vol., uniform with Moore's and
Southey's Poetical Works, with 36 Woodcut Illustrations from
Designs by Smirke, Howard, &c. price 21*.

DOWDLER'S FAMILY SHAKSPEARE : In

*f which nothing is added to the Original Text; but those
Words and expressions are omitted which cannot with propriety
be read aloud in a Family.

" We are of opinion that it requires nothing more than a notice
to bring this very meritorious publication into general circula-
tion."

—

Edinburgh Rtview.
•#* Also, a Pocket Edition (with the same Illustrations),

6 vols. fcp.8vo, price 5s. each.

London: Longman, Brown, Grkkn, Longmans, & Roberts.

MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES.

[ R I S H MELODIES. By Thomas Moore.
* Four Editions, as follows :

—

Illustrated by D. Maclise, R.A super-royal 8vo 31*. 6i.
or in morocco, by Hayday 52*. 6d.

New Illustrated Edition, with 13 Pla te$, square crown 8vo 21*.

or bound in morocco 31*. 6d.
An Edition with a Vignette l6mo 5*.

or in mcrocco, by Hayday 12*. &f.

Diamond Edition, with Portrait 32mo 2*. 6d.

or bound iu morocco 4*.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts.

rj^HOMAS MOORE'S POETICAL WORKS.
m. Three Editions, as follows:—
In crown 8ro, from Ruby Type, with Portrait, One Vol. 12.?.6i-

or in morocco, by Hayday 21a.
\

In Ten Vols, fcap 8vo, with Portrait and 19 Vignettes 95*.
One Vol. Edition, medium 8vo, Portrait and Vignette 21*.

or in morocco, by Hayday 42*.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts.

MOORE'S LALLA ROOKH.
LALLA ROOKH : An Oriental Romance. By

Thomas Moore. Three Editions, as follows :—
Illustrated Edition, with 13 Plates... square crown 8vo 15*.

or bound in morocco 28*.

An Edition with a Vignette 16mo 5*.

or in morocco, by Hayday 12*. &f.

Diamond Edition, with Frontispiece 32mo 2s. 6d.

or bound in morocco 4*.

"London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts.
On Friday, the 19th inst., in 16ino, with Vignette, price 6*.cloth,

or 12*. 6d. bound in morocco by Hayday,

MOORE'S EPICUREAN. New Edition, with the

Notes from the Collective Edition of Moore's Poetical

Works ;
printed uniformly with

Moore's Lalla Rookh 16mo, 5*. cloth; morocco, 12*. Sd.

Moore's Irish Melodies 16mo, 5*. cloth; morocco, 12*. Gd.

Moore's Songs, Ballads, and Sacred Songs, 16mo, 5*. cloth

;

morocco, 12*. 6J.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts.

YOUATT'S WORKS on the HORSE and DOG.
(By assignment of C. Knight.) Longman & Co.

The HORSE. The only Edition with the Author's

latest Corrections, and Illustrations on Wood. 8vo, price 10*. cloth.

" The author has subjected it to so complete a revision as to

make it in many respects a new work."

—

Pre/ace.

The DOG. With Woodcuts. 8vo, price 6s. cloth.

V* Purchasers should order the Edition published by

Longman & Co.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longicans, & Roberts^

In One Volume, 8vo, with Woodcuts, price 60*. cloth
;
or

31 5*. half-bound in russia, with flexible back,

BRANDE'S DICTIONARY of SCIENCE, LITEK-

ATURE, and ART. Third Edition, corrected ;
witbs

Supplemeut, containing many Additions, with the chiet &cxennn

Terms, Processes, and Improvements that have come into ge""

use since the publication of the Second Edition.—me ^upp

ment may be had separately, price 3*. 6d.
third

'• Professor Brande's valuable Dictionary has react,c*1

,* eut
edition; and is rendered still more valuable by a s"pr ndred
which extends the original 1,343 pages to nearly a «

more, in which some of the latest discoveries are .™ ^
f n;e

treated of. We may cite, lor instance, the *cro
,?
nt

r?,M»iner
screw propelling power and the tubular bridges. £ _

London : Longman, Brown, G REggJ^oxoyANS. ^AW •_

A New EditionTTn^^TJri06 8s^li-
ON'S TABLES

-*- r our, jTour and a Half, anu x ***> * — - ,- j n j sixtv-iive

to Ten Thousand, «d from one to Three h™*«*»"™^ „
Davh. in a ret?iiUr nroeression ofsmgi^ 1 *j • n fn
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A iNew mention, in izuiu, p.*vC ~—--
rru rf>P

THOMSON'S TABLES OF INTEREST atlhwe,

1 Four, Four and a Half, andn~~&S£22gtt

1

I

I

I

Days, in a regular progression oi B "'5
Vn"ths and from One to

all the above rates, from One to T"*"*g™&*v n Bills, or

Ten Years. Also, Tables, shewing
:

*« *?°n£^|lve per Cent:
Commission on Goods, &c. ^. "^'C Inwme,W^
and Tables showing the amount of any^^"^"^fiSed, •
&c, by the Day, Month or VI certoin number of Days or

Table of Discount on Bills, at a cerl am mini

Months; and a Table ^^«^X^u^^mLtAle^^
any Day throughout the Year, to the 31st ot Decemner,

period to which interest is calculated..jnou 10 wnicn interest i& «v»«w». —
Dtw.v^rS*

London: SIMPKE1I, MAKSEALL, & CO. London : Longman, Bbown, Gueen, Longhand & Robebt
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HOUSEKEEPING, FURNSHING, COOKERY, Xc. Xc.
In One Volume, 8vo, with 1000 Woodcuts, price 50s.,

WEBSTER AND PARKES'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA
OF DOMESTIC ECONOMY.

11 There is no sort of information necessary in housekeeping
which is not found in this Encyclopaedia/'—Literary Gazette.
London -. J-ongmak, Bbowv, Greek, Longmans, &Rob»rts.

ACTON'S COOKERY BOOK THOROUGHLY REVISED.
Newly revised and much enlarged Edition, with additional Plates

and Woodcuts, in fcap. 8vo, price 7a. 6d.

MODERN COOKERY for PRIVATE FAMILIES
reduced to a System of Easy Practice in a Series of

carefully tested Receipts, in which the Principlesof Baron Liebig
and other eminent writers have been as much as possible applied
and explained. By Elizabeth Acton.

•• A much enlarged edition of this useful collection of receipts

has lately been published. The preface seems particularly worth
Attention: It deprecates the waste so common in kitchens, yet
shows good cookery to be desirable for persons of limited income
as well as for the wealthy."— Gardeners' Chronicle.
London : Longman*, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts.

New Edition, revised and enlarged, in fcap. 8vo, price 6$.,

HINTS TO MOTHERS FOR THE MANAGE-
MENT of their HEALTH during PREGNANCY and

ry the LYING-IN ROOM: With Hints on Nursing, &c. By
Thomas Bull, M.D.

By the same Author, New Edition, fcap. Svo, price 5s. f
I

THE MATERNAL MANAGEMENT OF CHIL-
DREN IN HEALTH AND DISEASE.
London : Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts.

__

Third Edition, in fcap. 8vo, with 40 Wood Engravings, price 6*.,

rpHE BOY'S COUNTRY BOOK: Being the Real
J- Life of a Country Boy, written by Himself. Edited by
William Howitt.

Altio, in square 16mo, with Four Illustrations by John Absolon,
from Designs by Anna M. Howitt, price 5$. cloth,

THE CHILDREN'S YEAR. By Mart Howitt.
^London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans <& Roberts.

CARPENTER'S SPELLING, EDITED BY M'LEOD.
~

Lately published, in 12mo, price Is, 6d.
f

CARPENTER'S SPELLING ASSISTANT, in

which the Division of the Words into Syllables corresponds
with the Pronunciation : With new and more correct Defini-

tions of many of the Words, and many other Additions and
Improvements. Edited by Walter M'Leod, F.R.G.S., Head
Master of the Model School and Master of Method, Royal
Military Asylum, Chelsea.
The original edition of Carpenter's Scholar s Spelling Assist-

ant, with the Author's latest Corrections and Improvements, in
12mo, price ls.6d.—may also be had.

London : Longman^: Co.; and Whittaker & Co.

New and enlarged Edition, including the Provisions of the
Wills Act Amendment Act, in fcap. 8vo, price 2s. 6d.,

HUDSON'S PLAIN DIRECTIONS for MAKING
WILLS in conformity with the LAW: With a clear

Exposition of the Law relating to the Distribution of Personal

Estate in the case of Intestacy, two Forms of Wills, and much
useful information.

Also, a New and Enlarged Edition, price 6s.,

HUDSON'S EXECUTOR'S GUIDE : With Direc-

tions for paying Succession Duties on Real Property under
Wills and Intestacies, and Tables for finding the Values of

Annuities and the amount of Legacy and Succession Duty
thereon.
London : Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans. & Roberts.

Price 3d. each, or 5s. for 25 copies tor distribution among Cottage
Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post-office order
being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office ot

the Gardener's Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the
country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for

one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition
to the cost of the numbers.

ryRE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
JL OPERATIONS. By Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardknebs1 Chronicle. Upwards of

112,000 have already been sold.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

COUNTY EDUCATION.
Now Ready, price Is.,

A LETTER addressed to the Right Hon. Earl
FORTESCUE;«by the Rev. J. L. Brereton, Rector of

West Buckland.
James Ridgway, Piccadilly; W. Roberts, Exeter; and all

Booksellers.

Now ready,

RICHMOND and CHANDLER'S Revised Edition

of their FULL DESCRIPTIVE and NEWLY-ILLUS-
TRATED CATALOGUE for 1857, containing 48 pages of

Letterpress, and 40 Wood Engravings of the most approved
Agricultural Implements of the day, to which is appended a

Tahle of Foreign Postage Arrangements, &c.
Address, Richmond & Chandler, Implement Works, Salford,

Manchester.

New and improved edition, gilt, price 25. Qd.

MARTIN'S ILLUSTRATED NATURAL PHI-
LOSOPHY. Bvthe Author of "Peter Parley's Annual," &c.

%

A Comprehensive Introduction to the entire Circleof the Sciences,

illustrated by 300 engravings, and comprising 53 Model Lessons
* Lectures/ numerous Experiments, lucid Notes, suggestive
Examples, and a thousand questions.

London : Simpkin, Marshall & Co. ; Hamilton& Co. ; Darton
* Co.; all Booksellers and School Depdts.

N.B. An excellent Present for Youth.

Price 2d. each, richly Illustrated.

THE CHRISTMAS NUMBER AND SUPPLEMENT
OF THERational magazine,

-^ Edited by John Saunders and Westland Marston,
WILL CONTAIN

"The Wife's Portrait," A Christmas-eve Story, by Westland
Maraton, complete in 4 Chapters; Christmas Papers by Leigh
Hunt, Dr. Doran, and other eminent Authors; Poem, by the

Author of "Paul Ferroll;" Charade, by T. K. Hervey; the

1-ning chapters of a Continuous Tale by Shirley Brooks, en-
titled "A Painter's Revenge." Engravings from Miliars
" Rescue;" W. Hunt's "Good Dog!" Eliza Fox'd "Beggar-boy
*nd Christ-Child," Original Designs byW. Harvey: and two
tumorous designs by E. Morin—John Bull Reviewing his

Christmas Troops, and Hands and Hours,—a Christmas Clock,

__N*t1onal Magazine Company (Limited), 25, Essex St. Strand.

IV/I OOIlk'S ALMAKACK tor 1857.—Price 6d.

TT* Containing, behides the usual Calendar, a full account of

tueEclipaefi ando/her Atttron<mucal Phenomena of the Year:
"e Stamp Duties; a Popular Chronicle of the War with Russia
t0 its conclusion

; And much other useful Information.

London: Published lor the Company of Stationers by Joseph

J^«enhiil, at thfiir Hail, Ludgate-street, and may be had ot all

booksellers and stationers.

[Copy of Cikcvlar.] 4

PROPOSED TESTIMONIAL TO
MR. J. C. NESBIT, OF KENNINGTON.

CENTRAL FARMERS' CLUB,
New Bridge Street, BUtckfriarg.

Sib,—The Members of this Club have resolved on presenting
Mr. J. C. Nesbit, of Kennington, with some suitable Testimonial
in appreciation of the valuable services he has rendered the
Agricultural community: I am requested to ascertain if you
would be willing to assist them in carrying this out.
You may perhaps be already aware how much Mr. Nesbit has

done to make the Chemistiy of Agriculture generally known and
practically understood. Fur many years now he has been in the
habit of delivering Lectures on such subjects to the Members of
various Farmers' Clubs and Societies throughout the Kingdom.
To properly qualify himself for this duty he has in person care-
fully examined the condition and the results of our best known
systems of farming. The eftVet of this, combined with the
scientific knowledge he had previously acquired in the Labora-
tory, has been to give his addresses a directly practical tendency
and influence. The information he had to impart being invari-
ably associated with a style remarkable for its clearness and
utter absence of ail technicality. It is considered that these
Lectures, extending over a period of fifteen years, have been
very instrumental iu imparting that knowledge of Chemistry our
farmers now possess.

Further than this, however, Mr. Nesbit, in conjunction with
his father, originated, immediately on the formation ot the Royal
Agricultural Society of England, the Agricultural College at
Kennington, and of which he is the Principal. This is the first

institution of the kind in which Analytical Chemistry was made
an ordinary and regular branch of education, having been in
existence some years previous to the Cirencester College. The
manner in which many of the pupils from Kennington have sub-
sequently distinguished themselves is the most satisfactory com-
pliment to the gentleman under whom they were educated.

Mr. Nesbit' s labours in a variety of other ways have all baen
directed towards the advancement of Agriculture. They have
tended, amongst other matters, to the discovery of the Phos-
phates, during the investigation on which he conducted many
hundred analyses. Whilst amongst the chief and most unre-
mitting of his exertions has been the endeavour to expose and
retard the adulteration of Artificial Manures.
The Members of the Club think they have said enough to

warrant them in asking you to join them in offering their sub-
stantial thanks to one who has done so much in their behalf.
As the Subscription List will shortly close, they will be the more
obliged by your at once giving this your best consideration.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
Hexry Corbet,

London, December. 1856. Honorarv Secretary.

CUBSTITUTE FOR GARDEN MATS.—WaxedO Sheeting nearly 2 yards wide, 1/. per yard run—admits light
and excludes cold; thick Canvas Tarpauling, Is. per square yard;
thick Canvas Waxed Sheeting, Is. per square yard, may be had
various widths. These Canvases are excellent for roofing Sheds
and Outhouses, rs they are quite waterproof— It Richardson,
21, T.mbridge Place, Judd Street, New Road, London.—
N.B. WaterproofCape*, large size. Si.; Police Capes, 18*. and 24*.
perdoz. ; Driving Aprons, Capes, and Coats of India Rubber,
Horsed Loin Cloths, Waggon ana Cart Covers, Sacks, &c.

TO BE SOLD, THREE WOOD HOUSES, withA Corrugated Iron Roofs. One 20 by 12, two Rooms, 381. ; 20
by*20, four Rooms, 59?. ; and eight Rooms, 120/ ; all 9 feet high to
ceiling, and complete for use.—R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge
Place, New Road, London. N.B. Also a 2-Stall Stable and
C-KiHvhonwp. 30/ wit'* R»Hc«s and Manger.
TO FtHbONS ACQUAINTED WITH SOUTH WALES, X<T.

VT ANTED, a LIST of the NAMES of the RESI-
* DENCES or SEATS of the principal Nobility and

Gentry, &c.
t

having Extensive Fruit Gardens, containing
Pineries, Vineries, and other Hothouses attached to their
Dwellings in or about any or all of the undermentioned coun-
ties, viz.:

—

Anglesey
Carmarthenshire
Caernarvonshire
Glamorganshire
Merionethshire
Radnorshire

Apply per Letter to G. T. 1

Livedo »I.

Cardiganshire

Denbighshire

Flintshire

Montgomeryshire
Pembrokeshire

^ 30, Norton Street, Islington,

HPURNIP CUTTERS & ROOT GRATERS of every
-*- description. Illustrations & Prices forwarded on application.

William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,
near London Bridge.

^ H AFF-CUTTIKG MACHINES, 58a.:c OAT-BRUISERS, 60*.—Illustrations on application.

"William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

nenr London Bridge.

AGRICULTURAL CARTS, 10/. 10s. ; LIGHT
-£"a WAGGONS. 151.—Illustrations forwarded on application.

William Dray Ac Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,
near London Bridge.

" L^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
A Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Cbiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floriculrural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects, and from morning frosts. To be had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6J. per yard run, of

Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men throughout the kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats
as a covering."

From Sir Watkin W. Wynn's Gardener.
" I have just laid out about 14,000 plants, and keep the greater

part under your * Frigi Bomo, and have done so for the last

three or four years; and every one who sees my plants is

astonished to see how healthy and well they are without
the use of glass." These observations accompanied an addi-

tional order.—Oct. 22, 1856.

« rp i f FA N Y," for SHADING CONSERVA-
-i- TORIES.—Manufactured byJohn Shaw &Co^ 40, Princess

Street, Manchester.

TIFFANY, a light, cheap, and durable material for Shading
Conservatories and other Hot-houses, effectually securing Plants

from the scorching rays of the sun, without obscuring the light

;

also one of the best protectors of Fruits from Birds and Wasps,
and the Bloom of Wall Trees from Spring Frosts. Sold in pieces

20 yards long by 38 inches wide, at 3d. per yard or os. per piece.

A ifberal allowance to the Trade when 10 or more pieces are taken.

N.B.—Orders from unknown correspondents mnst be accom-
panied by a remittance.

John Shaw & Co. beg to inform their numerous correspondents

that their • Tiffany," tor shading Conservatories, &c, may be

procured from the following Agents :

—

Messrs. Charlwood & Cummins, Seed Merchants, Covent Gar-
den, London.

Messrs. Hurst & M'Mullen, Seed Merchants, Florists, &c,

6, Leadenhall Street, London.
Messrs. Arthur Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Place, Edgeware

Road, London.
Messrs. Peter Lawson & Son, Seed Merchants, Great George

Street, London and Edinburgh.

Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery. Slough.

Messrs. W. Wood & Son, Maresfield, Sussex.

Messrs. Francis and Arthur Dickson & Sons, Seed Merchants,

Chester.

J. S. & Co.'s
4I Tiffany" may also he procured from the under-

mentioned Nurservmen and Seedsmen:

—

Messrs. Minier, Nash,& Co., 60, Strand, London.
Messrs. Osborn & Sons, Fulham, Middlesex.

Messrs. Rollison & Son, Tooting, Surrey.

Mr. James Veitch, Chelsea.

Messrs. A. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, Herts.

Mr. W. J. Epps, Maidstone.

Messrs. Bainbridge & Hewison, York.
Mr. Caldwell, Kmitsford.
Messrs. John Sutton & Sons. Seed Merchants, Reading.

Messrs. John .Edmondson & Co., Seedsmen, 61, Dame
Street, Dublin.

Messrs. B. Reid & Co., Seedsmen, Nurserymen, and
Florists, Union Street, Aberdeen.

Messrs. Austin & McAslan, Nurserymen & Seedsmen,
Tront?ate, Glasgow.

Mr. J. H. Co:trell, Seedsman, 2, High Street, Bull Ring,
> Birmingham.

RANTED to PURCHASE^ NESTofDRAWERS;
" » must be in goo! order.— Address, with lowest price, and

where to be seen, I>i;awkrs
f
Gardeners Ch ronicle Office.

TO BE" LET, a delightful" RESIDENCE, within
5 miles west of Norwich and 2 miles of a railway station.

The House, which Is built as a Cottage OrneS, consists of
Entrance Hall, Study, Dining Room [22 feet by 17), Drawing
Room, seven Sleeping Rooms, and two Dressing Rooms. Kitchen*
Scullery, Servants' Hall, &c. &c. In front of the house is a beautiful
Pleasure Garden, and Meadow or Lawn, with a very productive
Kitchen Garden at the back containing altogether about 6$ acres.
Contiguous to the house is a capital Four-stalled Stable, two

large Loose Boxes, two Coach-houses with men servants' sleeping
rooms over, Harness-room, Hay-loft, and all other usual con-
veniences, and the water is excellent.

Note.—Near the above is a Lake of 3 acres, upon which the
tenant will have permission to keep a boat.

For terms apply to E. FaKESToyg, Solicitor Norwich.

TO BE LET or SOLD, by private contract, a well
-*- built Nine-roomed HOUSE, and Three spacious Cellars,
with Seed Shop, and Green-house and Grapery attached; also
a Counting-house, Bake-house, and Coach-house, and about one
quarter of an Acre of NURSERY GROUND, well stocked
with American Plants; situate close to the turnpike road, and
about three-quarters of a mile from the Three Bridges Station on
the Brighton Railway. Also a DWELLING HOUSE and
about Eight Acres of LAND, partly cultivated as a Nursery.
The Land contains bog earth, and is well suited for growing
American Plants. There is a Trout Stream runs through the
ground. Immediate possession can be had.— For particulars and
to view, apply to Mr. West, Nurservman, Pound Hill. Worth

;

or to Mr. Smith, Estate Agent and Valuer, East Grinstead.

TO C£NTLEMEn7~NURSERYMEN, FRUIT GROWERS.
BUILDERS, ETC.

THE whole of the valuable NURSERY STOCK to
be disposed of at reduced prices, by order of the Executors of

the late Messrs. Willmott & Chaundy, Lewisham. Kent, consist-

ing of EVERGREEN, ORNAMENTAL, and FOREST TREES,
DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, &c, in consequence
of the ground being required for building.

Salrs to Suction.

PLANTS REMOVED FROM BACSHOT.
Fob Absolute Sale, ik conseqiknce op thk Dissolution of

Partnership of Messrs. Sta>-dish & Noble.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at bin
Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on

TUESDAY, December li3, at 12 o'clock precisely, a fine collec-

tion of named MOUTAN PCEONIES, imported plants of
Cephalotaxus Fortnni, bJcimrnia Japonica, Berberis Japonita,
and Bealei. &c; also a parcel of Standard Roses of the best sorts

of Hybrid Perpetual and Bourbon.— Maybe viewed the morning of
Sale, and Catalogues had of Mr. J. C. Stevens, 33, King
Street, Covent Garden, London.

CA r.ELLIAS, AZALEAS, AND OTHER PLANTS FROM
GHENT FOR SALE WITHOUT RESERVE.

MR. C. J. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his
Great Room, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on

TUESDAY, December 16, at 12 o'Clock precisely, 600
Camellias of various sizes, mostly with flower buds, and of the
best sorts, including Mathotiana, the largest and best red.
Archdnchesse Augusta approaching to a blue colour, and many
double Whites; 100 Plants of the new Azalea Eulalie Van
Geert, 300 Indian Azaleas with flower buds, (some Standards),
100 Lilium lancifolium, 100 L*elia Majalis, Albida, and 6
specimens of Abies Pinsapo, from 6 to 8 feet high.—May be
viewed on the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had by enclosing
a stamped directed envelope to Mr. J. C. Stevens, 38, King
Street, Covent Garden,

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS AND OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will Sell

bv Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on
THURSDAY, December 18, at 12 o'CIock, a first class col-

lection of Dutch Bulbs, consisting of the finest Double and
Single Hyacinths, Narcissus, Jonquils, Anemones, Crocus,
Tulips, Ranunculuses, Gladiolus, &c. ; also a selected assortment
of Standard and Dwarf Roses, comprising Hybrids, Bourbons,
Chinas, Perpetuals, Noisettes: selected American Plants, &c—
On .view the morning of Sale ; Catalogues had at the Mart,
and "of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

COVENTRY.—To Grntlj-mf.s, NimaBaviour, and Others.""

MESSRS. PKOTHEliOti and MORRIS are in-

stmcted by Mr. John Ogden to Sell by Auction on the
premises, Warwick Road, Coventry, on MONDAY, December 15,

and following days, at 11 o'CIock in consequence ot xhe number
of lots, all the select and well transplanted stock of those old
established Nurseries, consisting of a choice selec ion<>r Fruit
Trees, including upwards of 60 strong Dwarf (Quenouille trained)

Pears of the best kinds, grown as specimens; a Urge stock of
Green and Variegated Hollies, safe ior moving, of all sizes, up
to 12 feet high; several hundreds of Grafted English Elms,
10 to 15 feet, and other Trees well adapted ior Avenues; fine

specimens of Weeping Trees, large Purple Beech, with a general
assortment of Evergreen and Deciduous Ornamental Trees,
Azaleas. Rhododendrons, Hardy Ericas, Camellias, &c. Hay be
viewed one week prior to the Sale.— Catalogues msy be had 6rf.

each, returnable to purchasers, on the premibes ; of Messrs. Hurst
& Mc Mullen, Seedsmen, Leadenhall Street; and of the Auction-
eers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex. A suitable time will

be allowed to remove the Trees. The Greenhouse and Bedding
Plants, with the Greenhouses, Pits, Frames, &c, will be offered
early in the Spring, unless the whole is previously disposed of.
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THE

ALEXANDRE HARMONIUM
AT

X GUINEAS.

AND IS

INDISPENSABLE TO THE SCHOOL ROOM.
(The Six Guinea Harmonium will be taken in exchange for any of the more expensive description, without loss or diminution.)

ALEXANDRES SON OBTAINED THE SOLE MEDAL OF HONOUR AT THE GREAT EXHIBITION AT PARIS (1855)

Their Harmoniums have been pronounced the best by

ROSSINI, AUBER, ADAM, THALBERG, LISZT, &C
AND BY THE

PROFESSORS OF THE CONSERVATOIRE DE PARIS.

THE MORE EXPENSIVE HARMONIUMS RANGE FROM

lO to 55 GUINEAS.
THESE ARE BROUGHT TO THE GREATEST PERFECTION, AND ARE EQUALLY ADAPTED TO THE

CHURCH OR DRAWING-ROOM,
AS AN

Messrs. CHAPPELL have just received a number of ALEXANDRE'S celebrated

ARMONIUM PIANOFORTE
Which combine the excellencies of both Instruments. The two can be used in combination by the same performer, or each Instrument is perfect

in itself. Price from Forty to One Hundred and Fifty Guineas. •

AN IMMENSE STOCK OF

A N O P O R T
BY THE BEST MAKERS,

From TWENTY GUINEAS upwards, which can be thoroughly recommended and warranted

Messrs. CHAPPELL & CO. have just opened a number of

NEW ROOMS FOR INSTRUMENTS,
Enabling the Purchaser to select a Pianoforte or Harmonium from the

LARGEST STCC.TC IN LONDON,
AND TO TRY THE MERITS OF THE VARIOUS MAKERS SIDE BY SIDE

Full Descriptive Lists of Harmoniums and of Pianofortes will be sent on application to

HA 0.
50, NEW BOND STREET, & 13. GEORGE STREET, HANOVER SQUARE.

P
1h^

d
0fficTinTn^hn̂

R^«fT,O
.
f
K
Np' 13

' UPP«' J***™ «"£«£ Frmmic* Mcll.it Eva*». of No. 10, Queen's Road, Wert, both in the Parish of St. Paacras. and in th* Cooctv of Middled,
^"JJ*,*,

Aire aU A '?erSSm«t «Td \ ™£ £f?-
nCt °f * hu£'nar8' m the Ci*y of Lnnd°° • *** published by them at the Office, No. h, Upper Wellington Street, in the Parish of St, Paul's, Cerent Garden, in me

«re au AuTertisements and Communications are to be AnnasaaaD 10 ia» Lditor.-Satubdat, Decemoer 13, 1S56.

i

ALEXANDRE and SON have made this Harmonium at the lowest price possible, to bring the Instrument within the means of all Classes.

It is in an Oak Case, with four Octaves ; is alike calculated for PRIVATE HOUSES and for CHAPELS

;

1

ACCOMPANIMENT TO THE VOICE OR PIANOFORTE. I

*
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can warrant them genuine.
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading

lite

nd

„„ GRAPE VINES IN POTS
JOHN WEEKS and Co., King's Road, (

con

Chebsea, can

v<on<lon Farmers' Club S14
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nating 839 <t
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the best aPi>roved *>rta.

Society of a rts-iewkge '/.'///. H43 h \

Horticultural Establishment. Kind's Road, Chelsea.
Siatisiics, Scotch agricultural 841 b
Thermom
Timber.
Trade

Vine growing. Paris*!!!!!;!;!! £37 f
condition, direct from eminent growers; and are thus knabled

\illa«e botany W; b TOVOCCH FOB THE PURITr ASD EXCELLENCE OF EACH ARTICLE.

now supply Grape Vines struck from eyes in very tine
dition, strong and healthy, for Planting or Forcing in Pots, all

Walks, weeds on 840

w

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON,
21, Regent Street.

RANTED, a GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT
OF the CHISWICK GARDEN.

I heir annual Catalogue is in course of delivery, and will, on
application, be sent free by post to any address.

J
THE CHAMPION HAMBURChTOHN and CHARLES LEE have a few pood VINES

of this magnificent BLACK GRAPE to offer, which is unsur-
passed for size both of bunch and berry and abundance of crop.
Inese qualities, combined with a thin skin and a luscious flavour,
render it desirable lor every good collection. Price 10?. 6d.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith.The Council have resolved to place the whole practical
management of this Garden under one person, with a salary of I

150/. a year, and a prospective increase. Such a person must
be a native of the United Kingdom, in the prime of life
and enjoyment of sound health, well educated, of active and r

' P,X "^ g »'
5 ?° t fect

.

hiffh »
42*' ***

' re«. and with concilia-
ĵ ^"--Tbokab Rivww, WwaBrU^iwrhridg*

SEED ESTABLISHMENT, HICHGATE.

1 > LACK HAMBURGH VINES. — Well grown
-*-* Vines of the above sort from eyes, two years old, well

dozen, paid to

eeworth.methodical business habits, of good add
tory manners, experienced in the management of men, and having
a knowledge of practical Gardening of the highest order. I CT71LUAM CUTBUSH AND SON beg most respect-rest.raomals On writing only) from Candidates for the Office,

;

W fullv to intimate that they have received their stockofSFWaddressed To the Chairman of the Council, will be received at this f " " received tnexr stocK of nl,w
Office up to the lOtli of January, 1857.

By order of the Council, W. B. Booth, Librarian.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY of LONDON,1857.
GENERAL MEETINGS.

TUESDAY, Feb. 3, at 2 p.sr.

„ Mar. 3, at 2 p.m.

„ April 7, at 3 p.m.

FRIDAY, May 1, at I p.m.

TUESDAY, May 5, at 3 p.m.

June 9, at 3 p.m.

July 7, at 3 p.m.

Oct. 13, at 2 r.it.

n
n

"> For the Exhibition of Flowers,
>- Fruit, and Vegetables, the

J Election of Fellows, &c.
(Anniversary).

]
For the Exhibition of Flowers,

J-

Fruit, and Vegetables, the

J
Election of Fellows, &c.

SEr>DS well harvested; and as most oj them are grown under their
I own immediate inspection, they feel confident of their superior
quality. Catalogues can be obtained free on application.

Highgate, Middlesex.

SEED ESTABLISHMENT, SLEAFORD.
CHARLES SHARPE a>d CO. bez to offer the

. opriciors m
exchange for seven postage stamp*.
A Bound Edition has also been prepared this season,

which will be sent free for 18 postage stamps. Appli-
cation to be made to

"William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

TO PURCHASERS OF SEEDS.
'

O UTTOiVS SELECT SEED LIST, nous in course of
kj publication, will be found highly useful. It will be
sent gratis and post free to any address.

Also, in the. Press,
"SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE," containing

much useful instruction in Horticulture and Agriculture.
Price Is. (or gratis to purchasers of seeds).

Boyal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

R^„„
F ERN CATALOCU E.

OBERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
f™>,Ki

GUE (24 PaSes ) of llis Collection of BRITISH andFOREIGN FERNS, can now be bad post free for six stamps.
Gratis to all previous purchasers.—Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

AMERICAN PLANT S.
~

JOHN WATERER, the Exhibitor of the above
y Plants at the Royal Botanic Gardens, R-gent's Park, London,
beers to state that his CATALOGUE of RHODODENDRONS,
AZALEAS, &c, is published, and can be obtained in exchange
for two postage sfaraps. The colours of the Rhododendrons are
described, and the Catalogue contains a selection of the most
favourite kinds of Pinuses. Roses, &c.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

AM ERICAN PLANT s7
'

WATERER and GODFREY heg to intimate that
their Priced and Descriptive CATALOGUE OF HARDY

RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, and other American Plants
is now ready, and may be h*d five on application to Messrs.
Watereb & Godfrey, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

C^EORGE BAKER bop to announce that hk

The days for Extraordinary Meetings will he announced
hereafter.

Vy Trade their extensive Stock of GARDEN and AGRICUL-
TURAL SEEDS, which have been grown with great, care by
themselves from the best stocks. List of prices on application. , \Tnr«PDinTiv'p;T™*. r Z^„ '", .^'"^X^ """w "'*
TTTiTThX iuMipi—n.D.muVL> nr . . i

« DESCRIPTI\ E CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS,YyAIlLa DAMEL ROURKL PEA, the best
;
ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, CONIEER.E, FRUIT & FOREST

* early Pea in cultivation, cun be had in any quantity.— TREES is now ready, and mav be had on application
J. G. Waite. Seed Mercha nt. 181. High Holborn, London .

**•«•-*• ««-*- ««-"-- •- »-_•.-* « «•_«

TO THE SEED TRADE. — A few quarters^f
-»- SCIMETAR and REDMAN'S ]BLUE IMPERIAL PEAS,

Schedules will be published early in the year, to be obtained of
the Secretary, or of 11. Spa ay, Queen's Graperies, General Super-
intendant of Exhibitions, «nd Tuos. Attree, Esq., Chairman of

uamittee. Edwd. Carpe.vtek, Secretary,
Brighton, Dec. 20. St. James's Street.

and the public that he has taken the premises No. 1, Wellington
Stp.eet, Stkand (near Watkrloo Bridge), which he intends to
open in a few days in the SEED BUSINESS, and respectfully
solicits a share of their patronage. From his experience in
every branch of the Seed trade, more particularly the Retail
department, he feels confident of being able to supply them with

The above Society proposes to give the following special
Prizes for Dahlias and Hollyhocks at the GREAT AUTUMN
EXHIBITION, to be held at the Society's Show Ground, Barras
Bridge, Newcastle, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, the
9th and 10th of September, 18S7.
For 24 DAHLIAS, dissimilar: 1st Prize, a Silver Teapot,!

A Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds may be had
on application—also of Roses, Fruit Trees, Shrubs, d-c.

THE LANCASHIRE SHOW GOOSEBERRIES
AND CURRANTS.

] OHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
ttuue 12 guineas ; 2d, a Time-piece, value 5 guineas; 3d a Time-

|
<J near Manchester, begs to refer the readers of the Chronicle

piece, value 2J guineas ;
4th, the Society s Large Silver Medal.

! to his list of the HEAVIEST SHOW GOOSEBERRIES and
ior 12 DAHLIAS, dissimilar: 1st Prize, a fnue-piece, value

; CURRANTS in this Paper of November 29

J
guineas; 2d, a Time-piece, value 3 guineas; 3d, One Guinea; ui\wv tronPpVpppc „-. oa

»th. Large Silver Medal.
.Fore FANCY DAHLIAS, dissimilar: 1st Prize, One
Guinea; 2d, Large Silver Medal.
For the Best DAHLTA: Haifa Guinea.
For 18 HOLLYHOCKS, not less than 9 varieties : 1st Prize,

Three Guineas; 2d, OneGuinea: Stf, Haifa Guinea.
Further particulars mav be obtained on application to the

BeeretarioB. H. V. Wilson, 1 Sees.
_29, Sandhill, Dec. 20. W. Dickinson, f

CHOICE FRUIT TREES and STRAWBERRIES.
—For Catalogues with descriptions of the above, including

the Bn ugh Bergamot Pear, apply to Wm. BARRATT, Land-
scape Gardener. Wakefield.

" This Is certainly a lirst-rate Pear/'—See Transactions of
Pomological Society, page 1%

f
A fine stock of Pyramid and Orcbard-house Trees.

AWN TREE^.—A Descriptive PriceT~CATA-

QARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT INsTI-
\_M TUTION—Notice is bertby given that the Annual
General Meeting of the Members of th's Society will take place
ft the Horticultural Society's Rooms, No. 21. Regent Street, on
r EF)NESDAY, the 14th January next, for the purpose of recei v-

!?£
th* Accounts of the Charity for the last year and Electing

Officers for the ensuing year.
Toe Committee beg to give notice that FOUR PENSIONERS

^''1 be added to the List on that day; but in consequence of
vv iluam Anderson, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, being in distress,
navuig subscribed upwards of 15 years consecutively, and com-
P,,ed with all the requisitions of the Committee, he will, in accord-
ance with the Rubs, be placed on the List of Pensioners withont
Rn Election.
Au Election will take place for the THREE remaining

y^cancit-s from among the several Candidates whose cases have
'***» examined nnd approved of by the Committee of Manage-
nfyt»*nd detailed in the votingpapers.
>o person will be allowed to vote whose subscription for 1S56

u
"Jpiid on the. day of Election.
lhe usual Voting Papers have all been delivered, and it is

fretfully requested in the event of any subscriber uot having
-eceived one be w ill make immediate application.

Edwabd Roger Cctlhr. Sec.

--iflT*^istocL Row, Covent Garden, London.—

D

ec. 20.

rr^. r SEED "WHEAT"" FOR LATE SOWING.

I ALA VERA, RED NURSERY, and HYBRID
WHEAT, the best sorts for late sowing, may be had on

L

*ppi:

iicp
" to H ' R*^>««0f Basingstoke. A

y r 'J<iuired from unknown correspondents.

A reference or reinit-

LOGUE of a choice selection of TREES and SHRUBS,
including Pendulous and Flowering Trees for Lawns, by Tnos.
Rivebs, is now ready for delivery free.

Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

ARDY HEATHS.—A first-rate Collection, and
well grown PLANTS, by the Hundred or Thousand

—

Catalogues with Prices will he sent free on application to

Wateber & Godfrey, Knap Hill Nursery. Woking, Surrey.

STANDARD PORTUGAL LAURELS.—A quan-
tity of very fine flants of the above, with stems 3 to -U feet

high, and wrth beautifully formed heads, may be had on applica-

tion to the undersigned. They have all been transplanted two
years since, and will lift with large halls of earth.

Wood & Ingram, Huntingdon.

WALKfciK, Londonderry, offers for sale a quan-
tity of 1 and 2 year PEARS on Quince Roots. Prices

on application. ^^ _^__^___^^
FOREST TREES.

FOWLER and WRIGHT, Seedsmen & Nursery-
men, Glasgow, respectfully intimate that they have a fine

Stock of Seedling nnd Transplanted Forest Trees, Fruit Trees,

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, which they will sell on most
reasonable terms. ^
CAMELLIAS.—To be Sold, the property of a

gentleman, Four very handsome CAMELLIAS, 5 feet

high, from 4 to 5 feet across, and well grown trees. Two
Double \V~

*

be seen

H.

!

American Nursery, Windlesham, ne-ir Tiflgshot, Surrey, 1J mile
from Simningdale Station; one hour's ride from Waterloo
Station

; | from Reading.

13 OBERT KENNEDY, Seedsman, "Bedford C^n".

f l servatory, Covent Garden, Agent for Messrs. Platz & Son,
Seed Growers, Erfurt, informs the trade that their extensive
CATALOGUE for 1857 is ready, to be forwarded on application*
It contains a larpje number of new articles, which can be recom-
mended with confidence. Early orders are solicited.

PLANTING SEASO N.
Y\/ILLIAM URQUHAkT and SONS, Dundee,
** respectfully announce that their PRICED LIST may

now be had on application. Contents: Seedling and Trans-
planted Forest Trees, Omamen'al Trees and Shrubs, Herbaceous
Plants and Fern?, Anrfculap, Pinks, Greenhouse Plants, &c.

TO THE SEEO TRADE.— Juat Publish7<T

HORATIO BUNTING'S WHOLESALE
CATALOGUE of FLOWER and VEGETABLE

SEEDS, which will be forwarded to any Seedsman in the world
post free on application. AH seeds warranted genuine and true
to name.— Address in full IIokatio Bunting, Seed Grower,
Lexden Road, Colchester.

^AYLOR'S PINE AND GRAPE SHOW,
J- "THE GRAND STAND,"

St. John's Market, Liverpool.
Growers must forward as above, to arrive not latt-r than

December 24
7
in order to realise high prices.

GEORGE TAYLOR, Jun\,
Proprietor.

Terms—"Cabit."
SEEDLING CALCEOLARIAS. "

TTTILLIAM BARNES has now ready to Fend out
* * a few dozens of his superb SEEDLING CALCEO-
LARIAS, in fine, .strong, healthy plants, at 5*. per dozen,
without hamper^ Orders from unknown correspondents will
receive no attention unless accompanied by a remittance.

Camden Nursery, Camberwell.

WORCESTERSHIRE CHAMPION CUCUMBER—
BLACK SPINE.

JOHN JENNINGS can confidently recommend the
above Cucumber as good, in quality a great bearer, and has

been grown to the length of 33 inches.

12 Seeds , 30 pos^a^e stamps. | 6 Seeds, 18 postage stamps,
Fnrze Hill Nursery, Sbipston-on-Stour.

FLORICULTURE,—In consequence of Mr. John
Edwards having REMOVED FROM HOLLOWAY it is

respectfully requested that all communications be addressed
No. 20, Sharp's Alley, London.

R. DAVIDSON, extensively engaged in LAND**"
SCAPE GARDENING and GARDEN ARCHITEC-

TURE, respectfully offers his services to Noblemen, Gentiemen,
and the Public, iu designing and directing new works. ana
improvements in Parks, Gardens, and Cemeteries, &c. *~< F

Offices : 36, Great Russell Street, Bedford Square, London.

GARDEN ARCHITECTURE, LANDSCAPE GARDENING,
AND GENERAL IMPROVEMENT OF DOMAINS.

/CHARLES M'INTOSH, F.K.P.S., A.L.S., Mender
Vy of the Architectural Institute of Scotland, author 'of "The
Book of the Garden/' and other horticultural works, &c, be*>
respectfully to state, (in consaqnenee of letters beint; frequent!- j

^ .

\V] iv-
f
one Double Rose, and onfi Warwick Torca.— Can

j

mis*': thai all comnmn«cationa should be addressed,
a! Harris Nursery Ground, Ball's Fond Road. I Newcome Vi;Ia, Marrayfield, E laburgh.

**»«v
<pm «^*
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EXHIBITION OF CHOICE FRUITS AT
« rpA YLOR'S GRAND STAN

-I WANTED, BEFORE December 25,

D."

Muscat Grapes
Forced Mushrooms
Asparagus

Good Pineth- from 2| to 3$ lbs.

n Blnck Grapes

w Cucumbers
AH goods to be of first-class quality only.

GEORGE TAYLOR, Joir,

Choice Fbdit Salesman,
St. John's Market, Liverpool.

Terms—"Cash."

E' S

F.
17 O R TERRAC

STANDARD PORTUGAL LAURELS.
STANDARD COMMON LAURELS.
STANDARD COMMON HOLLIES.
STANDARD LA URUSTINUS.
STANDARD COMMON BOX.
STANDARD RHODODENDRONS of sorts.

SEVERAL HUN DREDS of the above on clean straight stems

with good well-shaped lipids of various heights and sizes. All

transplanted last year. Prices may be had on application to

John & Charles Lee, Nursery and Seed Establishment, Ham-
mersmith, near London.

"" FRUIT TRE E S I N P O T S.

JOHN and CHARLES LEE, having largely increased

their Stock of this indispensable and interesting class of

FRUIT TREES, have still several hundred very superior

plants to offer of tbe following kinds, which th-y will warrant to

produce good crops of Frail in FORCING or ORCHARD
HOUSES the ensuing season.

PEACHES.
NECTARINES.
APRICOTS.
FIGS.

CHERRIES.
PLUMS.
APPLES.
PEARS.

Priced Catalogues on application.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith, near London.

G LENNY'S SUPERB BALSAMS, altogether un-
approached ; 6 classes 37 stamps ; mixed, 13 ; Hollyhock, 13

;

Geraniums, 37; Pink, 37; Calceolaria, Verbena, Cineraria,

Heliotrope, 13 each ; Asters and Stocks, the finest double in the

kingdom ; best 24 Anuuals, 74 stamps; best 12, 37.

THE TWO SPLENDID DAHLIAS, NAPOLEON AND
EUGENIA, dry roots, 5*. to 10s. 6d. each.

Everything connected with a Garden procured from the best

sources, by G. Glexnv, Horticultural Agent, Dungannon House,

Fulham.

OREIGN SEED ORDERS.— Plymouth is admir-

ably situated for the execution and transmi- >n of Foreign

Orders. The Subscribers have during the past season forwarded

Seeds to Australia, New Zealand, United States, Canada,

India, Malta, France, Austria, Portugal, Ionian Islands,

Madeira, Gambia, China, Cape of Good Hope, Prince Edward's

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.W HOLMES offers the above in strong plants,

• at 5s. per dozen. The large flowered varieties include

Alfred Salter, Voltaire, Webb's Delight, Stellaris globosa,

Antigone, Madame Lebois, &c. Pompones include Scarlet Gem,
Duruflet, Aurore Boreale, Saint Thais, &c. For the cultivation

of the above see Monthly Calendar by W. H. in " Gossip for the

Garden."— Wk. Holmes, Florist, Well Street, Hackney .

SMITH'S SUPERB BALSAMS.
and A. SMITH beg to announce to the public

that they are sending out their superb BALSAM SEED
in sealed packets, containing eight separate and distinct colours

of six seeds each, 2s. 6d. per packet.

Also mixed do, in colours of unequal proportions, but the same
in number, 2s. per packet.

The above have been selected with great care from the most
double of a stock of 10,000 plants, and have been much com-
mended during the flowering season by those who saw them.
They were exhibited at most of the Metropolitan Shows, and

obtained the First Prizes at the Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park,
and the Crystal Palace.

F. & A. S. have received many testimonials of the excellence

of the varieties sent out by them last season.

A List of Agents will he advertised in a short time.

\
Dulwich, Surrey.

I^LOUR, warranted free from adulteration, and deli-

vered to any part of London (not less than 1 peck), carriage

free. Whites, for pastry, at per bushel (56 lbs.), lis. 8d.; Fine

Households, recommended for bread making, lis.; Seconds,

10s. 4^.; Wheat Meal, for brown bread, 10s. id.; Best Coarse

and Fine Scotch Oatmeal, Indian Corn Meal, &c— Address

Horsnaill & Catchpool, Bullford Mill, Witham, Essex; or

Caledonian Road, Islington. Directions for making bread

supplied gratis. Terms cash. German Yeast.

\\7IRE WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
* V of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-
KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.

Hyacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety

;

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work, Fencing, &c.

Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds of the best make;
Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W.Richards. Imperial

Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess's

Theatre.

ARCHMENT LABELS superseded by

CRESCENS, ROBINSON, AND CO.'s PREPARED
LINEN LABELS. They are cheaper, written upon with greater

ease and rap>ditv,and quite as durable. Specimens, printed to any

pattern, sent post free from C]:k-.!ns,Robixson-,&Co.'s Paper and

Paper Bag Warehouse, 70. Upper Thames Street, London.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, ETC

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES
PIT FRAMES, ETC. '

TAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleas
* hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

SHEET GLASS, Packed in Boxes containing 100 Feet.

to

6 by 4, and 6* by 4£
7 by 5, and 7* by 5*

11 by 9, 12 by 9,

12 „ 10, 13 by 10,

• • *

12s.

13s.

13 by

8 by 6, and 8£ by 64
9 by 7, and 10 by 8

9, 14 by 9 III
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£12
Boxes charged 2s. each, but returnable at full prices.

ORCHARD HOUSES.
SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD

HOUSES, THE SAME QUALITY AS WE SUPPLY TO Mr. RlVERS, and
of various dimensions, always on hand, at 18s. per 100 feet.

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.
HORTICULTURAL GLASS. Sixteen-ounce, packed in Crates

Df 300 feet, '2$d. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, 3',d.

Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet, 34s., 38s., 40s., and
42s. per case.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS WAREHOUSE,
116, Bishopsgate Street Without. London.

GLASS FUR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.
Good 15 oz. Sheet in Squares cut to size :

—

Not exceeding
8 inches long
12

16
tt V • ft • *••

per foot

. lid.

lid.
2rf.

Not exceeding
24 inches long
30
40

tt u

•••

• > •

T. & W. Fabmiloe, 12, Rochester Row, Westminster.

per foot

... 2Jtf.

... 2_tf.

2f<*.

p

Madeira, Gambia, China,CapeofGood Hope, Prince Edward's - SEELEY respectfully solicits immediate orders

Island, Bai.aklava in the Crimea; and they have supplied J # f ftn
_ work ot this kind that may he required next

several Russian Officers (lately quartered in Plymouth), to .

Tt is alwttVS desirable that it should be made two

take to their native country.

The following letter has just been received from a Nurseryman

in Australia, and is important in showing that by careful and

proper packing Seeds will travel thousands of miles, and through

the Tropics too, without injury.

* The case of Seeds you sent me arrived in excellent

condition, and they are all growing well, and, from every

appearance, I should have supposed that they had only

travelled a short distance instead of so many thousands

op miles. This I consider is owing to their being well

ripened and dried, and carefully and properly

packed. / have to tender my best thanks to you for your

attention in doing so, for generally seeds that are sent

out to this Colony are destroyed owing to their getting

damp on the passage."

Our plan of packing them succeeds admirably, and all the

letters from onr Foreign Correspondents tell the same tale. All

Foreign Orders will be attended to with promptness and care.

William E. Rendle & Co., Foreign and Export Seed Mer
chants, Plymouth.

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
TO NOBLEMEN AND GeNTLKMEN PLANTING NEWT PLEASURE
Grounds or Improving Parks or Drives, and to Companies

Planting Public Parks or Cemeteries.

WSKIRVING begs to offer his Stock of TREES
• and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either for

immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where smaller

sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition to his

general stock of the leading kinds ot Trees and Shrubs, which is

allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this season

offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most valuable

Trees lately introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA and

CEORUS DEODARA, of various sizes, from one to six feet.

W. S. invites any one wanting Specimen Trees and Shrubs to

inspect his collection and obtain prices on the spot, as tbe mere

height of such trees (as quoted in list>) gives no idea of the value

of well grown select plauts for choice situations.

N.B A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped

plants of the Araucaria Imbricata and Cedrus Deodara have

been grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great

distances in this country, or to any part abroad.

CAMELLIAS, some of extra large size, well adapted for

Conservatories, and au extensive collection of smaller sizes, all

well set with flower Buds, at very moderate prices.

Priced Lists will be sent on application.

HARLES NOBLE having retired from the business

lately carried on by the Firm of Standish & Noble, is now
establishing a NURSERY on his own account, near the Sunning-

dale Station, South-Western Railway. He takes this opportunity

of returning thanks for the very liberal favours bestowed upon

the late firm, and hopes by strict attention to merit and receive

a share of such patronage in future.

Chari.es Noble also begs to say that he will shortly be in a

position to execute any orders with which he may be favoured,

and rvspeettully requests that, for the present, all coiumunica-

tionsbe addressed Charles Noble, Nurseryman, Bagshot, Surrey.

JOHN STANDISH begs to say that the Nursery
formerly conducted by himself, and subsequently by the

firm of Standtsh & Noble, is now carried on solely in his own
name, and he takes this opportunity of acknowledging, and ten-

dering his thanks for, the very liberal patronage bestowed on the

late firm, and hopes to receive a continuation of the same, which
he will always endeavour to merit. He also begs to state that

havinggf>od experience in Planting, and the managementofPlanta-
tions, he wifl be happy to give advice on those subjects. And
he also embraces the present occasion to say that be has engaged
the assistance of a Landscape Gardener in good practice, to give

advice in laying out new grounds and in contemplated Improve-
ments, as well as in all subjects relating to Ornamental Garden-
ing and Garden Architecture. Terms for Designs and Attend-
ance may be had on application. Estimates given and Contracts
taken.

It is always desirable that it should be made two

>efore it is used.—Artificial Stone Works, Nos. 1 to 4,
spring.
months before
Keppel Row, New Road, Regent's Park.

BRITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.—Sizes from 7 by 5 to 9 by 7 at

Us. 6d. per 100 foot box; 9J by 74 and 10 by 8, at 12s. 6d. per

box, in 21 oz.ls. per box extra; larger sizes up to 22 by 14, 15 oz.,

at 16*.; and 21 oz., 25s. per 100 feet. Boxes charged 2s. each

and returnable at the same price if delivered free. Crystal

White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent

Rough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c.; White Lead, Oils,

Turpentine, Colours, &c—G. Farmiloe & Son, 118, St. John

Street, West Smithfield, London.
"

<_L*&5> l-OK CONSEKVATORltb, £TC.

HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS
ot British Manufacture . at prices varying from 2d . to 3d.

per square foot, for the usual sizes required, mam thousands

of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery

.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

P\TENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
•o James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle fir st Saturday in nach month.

EXCELLENCE, ECONOMY, AND CONVENIENCE.

SUTTON'S COMPLETE COLLECTIONS
1

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS FOR QUE YEAR'S SUPPLY.

the proper quantities of the best kinds to supply a family for the whole year.

The ent re charge for the largest Collection (No. 1) is |d.

j) do. Collection (No. w is h&.

AND COMPLETE COLLECTIONS FOR SMALLER GARDENS MAT BE HAD AT PROPORTIONATELY LOWER SUMS.

The No. 1 Collection contains 20 quarts of the best sorts of Peas, 10 quarts Garden Beans, 5 pints French or

Kidney Beans, and ail other Vegetable Seeds in due proportion.

N.B. If any kinds of Seeds are already possessed they should
Je

;
^^™£™^*%fiZi^^r^ ENBBAt

S
Seel;^yeVrnVroduced, mauy of them from the Coutmeut, with the prices affixed to each article.

Flower

SUTTON & SONS, Seed-Growers and Merchants, Reading, Berks.

HORTICULTURE
IN

ALL ITS

BRANCHES.

BY APPOINTMENT.
JOHN WEEKS, F.H.S., & CO.,

NG'S ROAD, CHELSEA.

••* The Nursery is about Two Miles from the Snnningdale
Station, South Western Railway. — The Nursery, Bagshot,
Surrey, Dec. 20.

J WEEKS and CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-
• Water Apparatus Manufacture as, Hothouses, Green-

houses, Conservatories, Forcing: Pits, &c, of every shape and

size, both Plain and Ornamental.
Also our Improved Patent Tubular Boilers of all sizes. A large

stock on hand. See our Illustrated Catalogues on Horticultural

Building and Heating by Hot Water.

The accompanying

sketch represents our

improved .^P"fti
Tubular Boiler, vita

hollow f^nace bar-

The large surface

which this Boiler

poses to the »

fas
-
? o£5£

ordinary power-

John Weeks & Co.

ManufHCture these

Boilers of all sizes.

The largest size mea-

6

J

ures 5 feet 6 inchesK by 3 feet 6 inches

Sufmeter, and exposes

t„ the immediate

action of the fire »

surface of 340 super-

ficial teet. ThesmjU;

t size is 18 inch*

high, by 18 inches m
diameter.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Eoad, Chelsea, London.

—
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HOLLYHOCK SEED.

"DIRCHAM and WARD beg to offer their Hollv-y hock Seed in packets at Is. 6d., 2s. 6d., and 5*. each. This
Seed is selected from the best varieties in cultivation and
B. & W. will warrant it to produce Seedlings of superio^ quaE?
that will give satisfaction to all purchasers!

4«««y

__
Hedenham Rosery. Bnngay, Suffolk. Dec. 20.
SAFFRON WALDEN KUKSERY

"

SUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS
WILLIAM CHATER'S ANNUAL DESCRIP-
J V

vJIV^ CATALOGUE, with remarks on the Culture
Exhibiting. &c, of this noble flower may be had on receiDt of on*
postage stamp. *

Seed saved from 20 best varieties, mixed, per packet

.

Do. 12 do. do.
Do. good mixed

Border varieties, good mixed, ground roots, per'lOO
*"

Do« do. in colours do. do

S3 5

5s. Od.
2 6
1

20

_ 30_P_"THE" GERANIUM CATALOGUE FOR 1856 AND 18«i7JOHN WESTWOOD'S CATALOGUE OF SHOW
FANCY, BEDDING, AND FRENCH GERANIUMS iscow ready for delivery, and will be sent post free to all appli-

cants. A detailed General Catalogue of Soft-wooded Plants will
shortly be issued and delivered in like manner.

. i w * respectfully invites inspection of his Stock, now con-
sisting of more than One Hundred Thousand Plants in vigorous
growth, unequalled by any in England.

Flora^urcery, ^to^Road^Turnham Green.

A VERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman; Gheit
t^.ttt?( xT

glU
<SJ''^

begs t0 annonrce that his NEW CATA-
i! T ' ^ for the year 1857

'
is nov read7. and can be

obtained on application at his Agent's, Mr. R. Silberrad, 5, Harp
S?S v

a
K
TTnr S

t
reet

'
London

-
Hi* Catalogue contains all

the English and Continental Novelties.
A. V. also recommends his work "L'Jllustration Horticole"

Of which the 12th Number (December) of the 3d Volume has
just appeared, and contains the following coloured plates-—

1. Rose (Perpetual) Victor Trouillard.
2. Lilium philadelphicum.
3. Meconopsis simplicifolia.
4. Cocos botryophora.
5. Rhododendrum Blandfordijeflorum.

*i,
N^' ^Je same Number contains the General Programme of

the Grand Horticultural Exhibition of the Royal Botanic Societv

%a S
n
oi °E » t0

,

aU natInn8
»
and which will be held on the 1st,

2d, and 3d of March next (1857).
j'rice ofVgBSCHAFTELT'a " Illustration Horticole," 12s a yean
"OOBERT PARKER begs to offer the following, of
-*-*' which he possesses a large stock, in strong and healthy

VERONICA S Y R I A C A.

M_„„,
«E^" BEDDIVG AVNrALFOBlS57.

ESSRS. E. G. HENDUISON and SON bavinsW J U
i

St cnncluded arrangements with Messrs. Ernst & VSpreckelsen, successors to J. G. Booth & Co., Seedsmen at Hnni-

the purchase of the entire Stock of Seed of this new and striking

tl*? K
n
H"

ft1
' Colour ^huHM (Gentian blue), lower petal"yhite, habit very dwarf, from 8 to 9 inches in height, compactand covered with bunches of flowers; foliage ample and brightgreen

;
m packets at 2s. 6d. each.

B
Early in January next a coloured plate of above by Mr An-drews will be published and presented with every order received

SSTl^rh
16 S^EW ^.-Trade *«*ets, 5,., lotS

,and 21*. each.—Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.
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21
18
24
5

18
18
12
9
18
21
18
42
1-

d.
plants :

—

Arancaria exeelsa (Norfolk Island Pine), each
Azalea indica of sorts, from per doz
Camellias of sorts, from per doz

'

Cyclamen Atkinsi, flowering bulbs, each ... 3*. 6d. to
Delphinium formosum, the finest variety ever offered,

Per doz
Epacrises of sorts, from per doz....
Ericas of sorts, from per doz. ...

Ferns, hardy, from per doz
„ stove and greenhouse, from per doz.

Gymnogramma peruviana argyrophylla
Gynerium areenteum (Pampas Grass), per doz.
Orchids, Exotic, from per doz. ...

Selaginella, of sorts, from per doz.

A Priced and Descriptive Catalogne of Plants is published
^lso of Hyacinths and other Bulbous Roots, and will be forwarded
post free upon application.
A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from un-known correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads, Hollo-

yay, London.

]UEW EARLY DWARF WRINKLED PEAS,—
i £,

LIMAX (Blue), and ALLIANCE (White).—These two
-valuable new Peas excel the two varieties introduced last season
under the names Glory and Perfection, in the large size of their
closely trussed pods, which they bear in extraordinary profusion
from the bottom to top of the hanlm, in their excellence ot flavour,
and in being equally suited to market or private gardens, while
like them they are as early as Double Blossomed Frame, and
their average height 2$ feet. Samples of the haulm may be
seen at the following firms in London, of whom the Peas may be
had, or of their agents in the country, in quart packets at 5*. each.

Batt, Rutley, & Silverlock, 412, Strand.
Beck. Hekderson, & Child, 11, Adelphi Terrace.
Hurst & M 'Mullen, 6, Leadenhall Street.
Minier, Nash. & Nash, 60, Strand.
Noble, Cooper, & Bolton, 152, Fleet Street.
Jacob Wrench & Sons, 39, King William Street, C ity.

NEW PEAS.
"pUGENIE.—The earliest white-wrinkled Marrow
-*—' Pea in cultivation, podding from the bottom of the haulm
to the top, with fine large pods.
NAPOLEON.—The earliest blue wrinkled MarrowPea in culti-

vation, podding from the bottom of the haulm to the top, with
fine large pods.

The above two Peas were originally saved from one pod.
Mr. Harrison, the raiser of the above Peas, describes them as

follows:—"Relative to my new Peas, the Wrinkled Blue and
Wrinkled White, I beg to say that they are very superior to those
I sold last year (meaning Clymax and Alliance), they are
stronger in hahit, much truer, and better filled in the pod, on an
average two more Peas; also better croppers. My average
growth this year was nearly 10 quarters per acre."
To be had only of J. G. Waite, High Holborn: J. W. Nut-

ttn'g & Sons, Cheapside ; and Charlwood & Cummins, Covent
harden, London. Price 5s. per quart.

-___ Usual allowance to the trade.

E
FIN EST PEAS IN CULTIVATION.

PPS> LORD RAGLAN and MONARCH.—
" LORD RAGLAN." Green wrinkled marrow. Habit dwarf

and branching, 3 feet, producing large clusters of bright green pods
?f immense size, containing 7 to 10 Peas much larger than the
British Queen, and of equal if not superior flavour, 25. 6d.
Per qnarr, 35s. per bushel. Several persons in the trade are
selling Hair's Mammoth for this Pea, which is very distinct
""om it, being a much larger cropper and superior flavour.

MONARCH. Tall green wrinkled marrow, the largest size
and best flavoured Pea in cultivation, 25. fid. per quart, 405. per
bushel.

W. J. Epps offers the above two Peas with great confidence,
and submits the following testimonials out of the great number
JJ*

has this last vear received. The trade supplied only by
ijessrs. Hurst and'McMnlkn, who have purchased the stock for
"»s season.

u From E. Collyer, Esq^ Southfleet.

_ I consider the Pea I had of you to possess the finest flavour
1 ever tasted, and also yielded an excellent crop."

„ From Mr. G. Fleming, Trentham.
t ur Peas have been highly approved of here; they are the
**rgest, very abundant, and of excellent flavour and of a fine
srsen colour.

From Mr. Jos. Allen, Market Gardener, Stone EiU, Bartford.

I h
ftave tried your Peas, and am satisfied they are the finest

nave ever grown, and the verv best flavour."

M,
m«„ SUPfcRIOR EARLY BROCCOLI.

"

"CHIN SON'S PENZANCE, or EARLYWHITE CORNISH EUOCCOLI.-Celebrated and invalu-
able for its earhness, coming into use early in February: a full
sized handsome head, of excellent quality but a shy seeder,
is. brf per packet, or 12s. per ounce. Highly favourable testi-
monials, too numerous for insertion, from gardeners in various
counties. New Seed can be had in sealed packets from thefollowing Agents in London :-Hur«*t & MMullfn. L.-denhall
Street; Minier Nash, & Co., 60, Strand; Charlwood &Cummins, Covent Garden

; Ndttixo & Sons, Cheapside ; or fromMitchinson & Co ., Truro, Cornwall.—December 20.

A
LORD RACTAIM.

PAUL and SON have a large Stock of fine
• Plants of this superb New Rose, figured in the " Floris' »

of last month, price 3s. 6d. to 55. each, and all the New Roses of
the season. A few of the best Hybrid Perpetual, Tea-Scnnted.
Moss Provence, &c, of extra size, suited for immediate forcing
245. to 305. per dozen. A large stock of Roses, Standards,
Dwarf Standards, and Dwarfs in pots

; the leading kinds at the
usual price.

A Priced Descriptive Catalogue will be forwarded free by post
on_a^pIjcatio^n

;;

---NiirserieH, Cheshun t, Herts^

F_
. x

R I S I N C SUN E A RLY P FW.LANAGAN and SON beg to offer the above new
Pea as a valuable addition to the green marrow class. It

possesses the properties of being nearly as earlv as the Emperor,
with long dark green pods, and most bountiful in hearing. Height
about 3 feet. This Pea is strongly recommended for market pur-
poses. It retains its deep colour, and is an excellent general
cropper. Price 5*. per quart, with an allowance to the trade.

9, Mansion IlongeStreet, London.

]\/TR. ROBERT BAKER, of Writtle, Essex, having
* * for many years past paid great attention to the impro^
men t of Agricultural Seeds by selecting and transplanting the
best roots, begs to offer them at the following reduced prices, and
warranted to grow at the rate of 95 per cent. :—

'

Purple-top Swede.—Very superior, per bushel
Improved Skirving's Swede.—Do. do.
Long Red and Globe Red Mangel Wurzel.—Very select
and the most productive of any, per lb

Globe Orange and Long Orange.—Do. do. ... ,[[
Cattle Cabbage, for March sowing.—A celebrated hardy
and prolific variety, produces from 40 to 60 tons per acre,
invaluable for winter and spring feeding, per lb. » v

Remittances, or Post Office Orders upon Chelmstord Office from
unknown correspondents.

* t • • * •

5.

86
36

1

1

d

6

6

4

tested, A guide book for the information of visitors
18n preparation. Communications have been opened
with foreign countries with a view to procuring
exotic seeds for distribution, the forerunner of which
may be regarded the beautiful hardy Pampas Grass
now giving away, and thevaluable seedling Camellias,
for which the Society is indebted to the liberality of
one of its members, Francis J. Sloane, Esq., of
Florence; these will be in distribution about Mid-
summer next.

In addition to the usual monthly meetings in
London, which retain their former character, it
is said that two grand meetings are to be held in
London, in some large commodious building, the
otie early in May for such horticultural productions
as may be then procurable, and the other in
October for a grand exhibition of fruit in which
continental fruit growers will be invited to join the
English gardeners. It is even whispered that an
exhibition in the Garden, upon an entirely new
plan, is under consideration, the great iron con-
servatory being cleared for the purpose, in aid of
the usual tents.

We entertain no doubt that these arrangements,
or such of them as may be eventually carried out,
will be so framed as to give the Fellows of the
Society all possible advantage* and privileges,
beyond what the public can obtain by the mere
purchase of tickets. Should this be so a very large
accession of Fellows, under the new regulation*,
may be anticipated. So well indeed do these regu-
lations already work, that at the very first meeting
after they came into operation 17 new Fellows
were elected, on the second meeting 37, and we
hear that many more candidates for the Fellowship
have since presented themselves for ballot at the
meeting in February. The cost of a Fellowship is
now indeed so small, admission fees having been
abolished and the annual subscription being either
four guineas or two guineas, at the option of the
Fellow, that a considerable increase in the numbers
of the Corporation seems to be a certain event. So
large a number as 54 elections in two meetings has
notoccurred since July 1821, the period when the
Society was in its highest prosperity.

tJUGH LOW and CO. respectfully announce to
* * their friends and the public in erenpral that their CAT \-LOGUE OP GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS is now ready
and may be had on application. II. L. & Co. have bepn rnrofiii
in making a selection to have none that has not been prove ;I of "^ *"*1™"%! 8l™&in °T lne llmDer 0t 0Ur two
first-rate quality, having the greater portion direct from the sPecl6s Ot native Oak, QltgrjttS SCSStliflora and
Growers—this annlips tn ImMi Viv-ofaWn «nj pi«-«- c j- m,. /\ *,*J,.^.«,..7_j_ / •> t ^.? w,-. n ^«v

It will be in the recollection of our readers that
we some months since announced Lord Fitz-
william's intention to institute some experiments
upon the relative strength of the timber of our two

growers—this applies to both Vegetable and Flower Seeds. The
German Flower Seeds are from Mr. Haage and Mr. Ernst
Denary, two of the most careful growers in Prussia.

Clapton Nnrserv, London, N.E., Dec. 20.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA.

TAMES VEITCH, Jun., respectfully announces thatV his CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN, AGRICUL-TURAL and FLOWER SEEDS for 1857, with a List of

Q jyedunculata (see Gard Chron. 1855, p. 803). A
very interesting communication from Mr. Hfnderson,
who has charge of his lord>hip's woods at Went-
worth, shows that these experiments have now been
made.

With the view of settling a disputed point,
about which we have interested ourselves, and taken
some pains to get set at rest, " I have now," he
writes, " inclosed for your consideration the details
of all the experiments and the results, and also

Implements and other Garden Requisites is now published and o»-*,v«;»«««~ r il„ a - f l- i • a
will be forwarded post free on application.

P«o»sneo, ana
,
specimens of the two sort 8 of timber experimented

J. V., Jun., devoting his personal attention to this department ' uPon - You will see by the inclosed tables that

£S*oSS£r»~£££!$£& TECE TO "" snd of ,he

V
heSe exPeriments>

'ak/n a9a ?'hole' «™ S» f™*r of
! the greater strength of the timber of Q. pedunculata.

H fcNDLE'S PRICE CURRENT and GARDEN tiT
8

• % T OI
f

L
' i -^' Peaunculata-

DIRECTORY for 1857 is row read* andean
The

f

Plece
.

s of
f£
ach ^tdiffer considerably-from one

.v, «< <,i*r* anotner in the welahts which they bore, but
Q. pedunculata sustained weights varying from
68 stone to 52, whilst the greatest weight borne by
Q. sessiliflora was 60, and the least 44 stone.
Taking the average of all the experiments, A
(pedunculata) gives 57, and B (sessiliflora) 51 stone.
"In order that you may better understand the

inclosed tables, I will now explain the manner in
which the experiments were conducted. Two strong
trestles 4 feet 8 inches high were placed 6 feet
asunder, and fastened together by tie-boards;
on these the scantlings (2 inches square by 6 feet
9 inches long) were placed, each end resting with

DIRECTORY for 1857 is row ready, and can
oe nad from the Boolsellers or from the Proprietors in
exchange for seven postage stamps.
A Bound Edition has also been prepared this season,

which will be sent free for 18 -postage stamps. Appli-
cation to be made to

William E. Ren-dle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymonth.

Wht <Barlmterg
,

Chronicle
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1856.

An advertisement in another column will have
apprised the public that the Council of the Hor- *, .^^ e/ „«„ F .av^, ™~« CU v» ^^u^, wiui
ticdltural Society are contemplating a funda- about 4 inches on the trestle. The 6 feet of scantling
mental change in the objects to which they between the two supports was in each case divided
propose to devote the Garden, the maintenance of into eight equal parts,numberedinthe tables 1. 2, 3
which appears to them, and to many others, indis

pensable to the welfare of the Corporation. The
subscription that was opened with this great object

in view, although not reaching the amount which
the Council anticipated, has nevertheless made
very considerable progress, and, with the money
to be realised upon the sale of the House in Regent
Street, will, it is expected, place the Society's

pecuniary affairs upon a satisfactory footing.

Although unable to announce the plans of the

&c, No. 4 being the centre where the weights were
suspended, and at each of these points the deflection
was taken as the weights were added, in sixteenths
of an inch. The weights were suspended by means
of an iron strap (made to fit on to the scantling), to
which was attached an iron chain carrying a box to
contain the weights. The box, chain, and strap
weighed together exactly 4 ^tone, and all the
weights used in the experiments were 4-stone
weights. A 4-stone weight was added at the endn-- — r„ w„ *,«.«, ~„.a «.,,w. .... * ».^.& .«v .»c*o uuu^u «c mc CliU.

Council with respect to the en-uing year, their views of every two minutes from the commencement of
not being yet matured, we nevertheless understand the experiment, and the greatest deflection of the
that they are resolved to throw all possible vigour scantling marked in the centre at the time of its

into the operations of the Society. It is intended breaking. In the tables A represents Q. pedunculata
that the Garden should be principally devoted to and B Q. sessiliflora; 13 experiments were made on
practical Horticulture in all its branches, and made each sort. A scantling also of each kind was after-

a great school of experiment, where all new inven- wards weighted—at once—with 52 stone to prove
tions, new fruits, new garden plants, new vegetable how long they would bear it without breaking ; A
seeds, and new building contrivances shall be fairly bore the weight six and a half minutes, B only half
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a minute. Taking the greatest deflections of the ]
while the average breaking weight of Q. pedunculata

different ' pieces, it appears that the aggregate

amount is greater in A than in 15, but in comparing

individual pieces, the greatest deflection in A is only

very little over that of B, and the least of A not

much over that of B.
" However, the experiments, taken altogether,w ould

indicate a greater degree of toughness in the timber

of A than of B. In the seventh experiment a scant-

ling of A bore a weight of 60 stone with a deflection

of 8 inches : it then splintered and slipped from the

support at one end. It was then reversed and

weighted with 40 stone, when it broke with a deflec-

tion of 9|£. In the ninth experiment a scantling of

B bore 48 stone, splintered with a deflection of 6

inches, and was reversed and weighted with 28

stone; it then broke with a deflection of 9£ inches.

In the progress of these experiments it very soon

became evident that there was a very perceptible

difference between the weights of the scantling of A
and B ; and that difference became more manifest

in finding the specific gravity of the two species. A
4-inch cube of Q. pedunculata gave as a result 972,

while one of sessiliflora gave only 864. Other expe-

riments made on larger and smaller pieces gave a

somewhat similar result, showing the greater den-

sity of the timber of Q. pedunculata.

"In most of these experiments the outer or back

side was placed underside, as being the position in

which—in the opinion of some—timber bears the

greatest strain ; but other trials were also made

with the bark side uppermost, and although the

weights sustained were not the heaviest which either

kind had borne during these experiments, yet they

were also not the lightest. The specimens inclosed

are two 4-inch cubes similar to those used in finding

the specific gravity, and the other pieces are parts

cut off the ends of the scantling used in the experi-

ments. Lord Fitzwilliam has directed that two

more trees be set aside for experimenting on next

year. If any one can suggest improvements in the

manner of conducting the experiments, so as to make

them more decisive, we would very gladly adopt

them."
Mr. Henderson has forwarded the details of the

experiments, in which the amount of deflection

step by step until breaking occurred is noted down
with minute exactness. Those tables are too long

for insertion in this place ; but we have abstracted

the following tables showing the general result

:

A. QUKRCUS PEDUNCULATA.

was 59 stones, that of Q. sessiliflora*vas only 50£.

The tables themselves place Q. sessiliflora in a yet

more unfavourable light, as appears from the

following statement :•

40 stones

44
48
52
56
60
64

5>

Q. PEDCXCULATA,
out of 12 trials, carried

Q. SESSILIFLORA,

out of 11 trials, carried

12 times

do.

do.

Four times

Once
Three times

Once

inquiry. It could be prosecuted more easily and satis-

factorily by the examination of Oaks grown on the
various soils in the Royal domains than by any
private individual, even though inspired by the zeal

of a Fitzwilliam, and an official return of the results

would probably settle for ever a most important
public question.

11 times

Ten times

Three timeB

Once
Once

Not at all

Not at all

Mr. Henderson speaks of three experiments with

these Oaks when the scantlings were placed with

the bark uppermost. In these cases the tables give

the results as follows :

—

A.* Quercus pedunculata. Bark side uppermost.

°. s

m
a.

Resisting Breaking

Observations.

Weight. Deflec-

tion.

Weight. Deflec-
tion.

21
Stones.

48
Inches.

4.00

Stcnes.

52

1

Inches.

6.00 Broke suddenly

in 1^ minute.

B.* Quercus sessiliflora. Bark side uppermost.

51
** a.

H
W

18

19

Resisting

Weight. Deflec-

tion.

48

48

Breaking

Weight.

3.73

3.50

48 3.61

52

52

Deflec-
tion.

7.00

4.37

Observations.

52 5.68

Bent very rapidly,

then broke sud-

denly.

Average.

- 'Z
fc 5

Resisting Breaking

Weight. Deflec-
tiou.

Weight. Deflec-
tion.

Inches.

9.50

Observations.

Broke 1£ mill.

after the last

was
put on.

weight

Splintered with

56 stones

;

finally broke

with a deflec-

tion of 8.500.

B. Quercus sessiliflora.

'A

2
4

5

6

9

Resisting

Weight. Deflec-
tion.

11

16

22
24
25

26

Stones.

44
44

48
4i?

44

44
4<»

56

43
44

52

Inches.

3.87

3.75

3.87

4.31

4.50

1! 43 I

4.00

3.31

4.73

4.00

4.25

4.50

4.09

Breaking

Weight. Deflec-

tion.

Stones. Inches.

48 8.31

48 6.75

52 9.00

52 6.00

48 9.50

48 7.00

44 3.31

60 7.50

52 6.00

48 5.50

56 8.50

Observations.

6n*l 7.12

Splintered at

6.000 deflection,

a minute before

it bent to 9.500

and broke.

Snapped suddenly

Average.

These results do not entirely correspond with Mr.
Henderson's conclusions, probably owing to some
difference in our mode of looking at the tables from
which they are drawn. They however show that

So that it appears to be by no means immaterial

in what manner the bending is conducted ; for

while Q. pedunculata with the bark upwards broke

with 48 stones, it bore more than 54 stones when
bent in the opposite direction. There can be no

doubt that as a general rule wood bent outwards

breaks with a small strain, and that it is only when

bent inwards that it shows all its elasticity : as is

familiar to archers ; a circumstance probably due to

the greater hardness of the inner layers of wood.

Nevertheless, in the experiments before us, the

position of the scantlings seems, in the case of Q.

sessiliflora, to have been unimportant, 42 stones

having been the average weights resisted by it in

both cases, and that it even required 52 stones to

break it when bent outwards instead of 50 which

broke it when bent inwards.

This verv striking circumstance was not without

its parallel in other instances, as we find upon a

careful examination of the tables before us. Thus

in Exp. A 1, it required 60 stones to bring the

deflection to 3 inches, while in A 8 48 stones were

sufficient for the purpose ; and again the breaking

weight of A 1 was 68 stones, but in A 8, 12, and

15 it was only 52 : an excessive difference.

Similar differences occurred among the experiments

with B.

These variations show how little value belongs

to single experiments in cases of this nature. The
manner of cutting the timber must indeed be

attended by great differences in resistance, as we
have formerly shown (Gard. Chron. 1856, p. 244) ;

accidental unobserved flaws, a sudden twist in the

grain of the wood, some indeed say the north

or south sides, will cause further differences

in the strength of scantlings from the same

tree ; and these causes of error canDot be wholly

avoided except by taking the average from a consider-

able number of trials. It is therefore extremely

satisfactory to learn from Mr. Henderson that

Lord Fitzwilliam intends to push the inquiry still

further ; and it is much to be desired that the

example set by this great and enlightened nobleman

should be followed by others. As far as they go the

experiments at Wentworth are certainly unfavour-

able to Q. sessiliflora ; and if the second series

shall correspond it will be a necessary inference that

on the Wentworth estate Q. pedunculata is the more
valuable tree. But it by no means follows that it

would prove to be so on other soils ; take for

instance those of the New Forest or the Forest

of Dean; and it seems to us worthy of the

consideration of Mr. Howard whether it may
not be desirable to have the present ques-

tion tested experimentally in every one of the

Royal Forests. The new (34th) report of the Com-
missioners upon the Woods and Forests of the

Crown shows that the honourable gentleman has

directed his attention to questions of practical

forestry ; and we venture to submit that this is one

which most especially deserves to be the subject of

HORTICULTURAL JOTTINGS MADE DURING
A JOURNEY TO PARIS.

Having lately made a journey to the French capital,

and had an opportunity (through the kindness of my
respected employer) of seeing the Royal and the best

market gardens, with the nurseries and seed establish-

ments there, I venture to commit to paper a few notes

which I hope may prove interesting to the readers of

this periodical.

I had gone to Paris with the idea that we English

gardeners were a long way behind our ingenious neigh-

bours, and had much to learn from them, but I now think

very differently. The productions which so largely fill

our markets, the beautiful Spring Lettuces which come
here in the fullest perfection long before ours are ready,

these, with many other things, have excited our surprise

and made us feel almost ashamed at being so much in

arrear ; but when we come to know that in the climate

of Paris, at M. Vilmorin's, Thunbergias were ripening

their seeds in the open air, and also the different kinds

of Maurandia, it needs no great stretch of imagination

to conclude that they have a far better climate than our?.

They have a great advantage over us in the dryness

of their climate, being upon the chalk, and when the

sun shines that luminary has much greater power, which

must very materially aid them in the management of

the cloches, or bell-glasses, under which their fine

Lettuces are grown. I give them the greatest credit

for their assiduous ingenuity in the management of

these ; but fully think it impossible to succeed in our

constantly moist climate as they do with them.

Judging from the fine fruit which I saw in the shop

of M. Joret, in the Rue Marche St. Honore\ and also at

Versailles and Fontainbleau, I should say they are very

good Pine growers. They cultivate the young plants

principally in beds prepared for them, without pots, and

fruit them in very small pots considering the size of ihe

fruit produced by them. They seem to feed the plants

much by a large supply of ammoniacal gas, fruiting them

over a chamber filled with hot dung, and plunging them

in a shallow bed of tan.

In Vines they do not shine at all as we do ; no such

Grapes as English gardeners produce are to be met

with. Here are none of those fine fleshy delicious

Muscats, or Hamburghs, that were shown at the meet-

ing of the London Horticultural Society the other da?.

Their only well grown Grape is the Chasselas de Fon-

tainbleau, which at that place covers a wall 1300 yards

long and from 12 to 15 feet in height. The Vines when

I saw them (the 18th of October) were loaded with pro-

duce fully ripe over the whole of this space ; they were

of the richest amber colour, and were in fact delicious

in taste, and most inviting to behold. The Chasselas

thus ripened is one of the very best of Grapes, but such

as these are not met with in any quantity in the

markets ; those are smaller and much less ripe ; but

from such Grapes and a piece of bread many a Parisian

workman makes his dinner. They are grown for tha

market at Thomery.
In French gardens the Vines are trained on a lo\v

trellis, and when they want to force them a frame is

placed over them about 3 feet 6 inches high at back

and 1 foot 6 inches in front. It is made of old ship

timber, not painted, and a dung lining surrounds this

economic structure, which has as well two flat copper

pipes along the front for heating Unlike good English

gardeners in the present day, they do not force the

same portion of the trellis in successive years ;
but it

this piece is forced this year, another is chosen tor the

next year's crop. I think that they are wrong ill

pursuing this antiquated notion, as there can be no

doubt that all plants which are forced soon acquire a

habit of pushing their buds at that particular period ot

the year at which they have been excited. I could not

help smiling therefore when gravely assured that tins

resting was an element of their success.

In Figs they do not seem to shine so much as they

ought to do ; I saw only some small green ones, not

over-ripe, in M. Joret's shop.

Their Peas are truly magnificent.- -I saw Crassane,

Passe Colmar, Duchesse d'Angouleme and Beurre uiet

prodigiously fine, particularly the Crassane, which was

of an exquisite flavour too. ,.„._...,

In the' way of vegetables, magnificent Cauliflowers

jre hawking about the streets, as were also_*« »

werewere unwhiug auviut mo o»,«w~%~, — « rnle
the middle of October. Fruit of the Pu

;£.
Plant, called Aubergine, were on sale for cn^y

|

poses, and the seeds of Haricot Beans, f»£™£
parts grown, were exposed under the name ^.^
I saw the Dioscorea after the *e™™

J**lUtrv, and
tion little better than we have it in this c ,

they say it is of no use without *•£**£*£
Paris,

take oui

it is
If, as experience proves, w » - ^ „
f leave of it as an article of stap e ,

will only serve to make a dish at *•«»*"*,,
,e

wealthy portion of society.
MagnificentC^^er

to be seen in all directions, as well as
,

Lscaio

Batavian Endive, beautifully *^jj~£ of

chief point of excellence is *h
.
c,r

fin

c^"A . oarB«ia

Asparagus. M. Joret had some of the **££*? g£
I ever beheld. Its culture is a special^

:
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which 1 ielc much interest in making inquiry. It is

managed thus:—The ground is deeply trenched with a
most abundant addition of the best rotten dung from old
Melon beds. It is then divided into beds, about 3 feet
(5 inches, with alleys 2 feet 6 inches in width. In
March they plant their roots 20 inches or 2 feet apart in
the row, and the usual routine follows till the next
autumn, when the bed is liberally manured and deeply-
covered by the mould from the adjoining alleys. Thus
excavated they form a receptacle for hot dung, with
which they are filled as the produce may be required

;
the beds being covered with their small frames, which are
about the width of the bed. These beds produce the
Asperges blanches, or large white Asparagus.
The beds are not cut previously to being forced, and

those who desire to have this excellent vegetable in its

full perfection, must give it special culture. The
system of forcing old roots from beds which have been
long in cutting can only disappoint those who expect
fine produce. Indeed this plant seems simply to require
a deep and rich soil, an abundant space between the
plants, and a three years' course of this before cutting
the shoots. In the market gardens around Paris both
Celery and Cardoons are blanched by filling up amongst
them with long dry stable litter, of which large stacks
meet the eye on entering the grounds. The Cardoons
are planted about four feet apart on the flat surface, and
are entirely filled up with this material. I saw this in
the grounds of M. Chevalier, at La Chappelle, whose
quarters of Cardoons were wonderful to behold.
Perhaps it is one of the strangest things that they

have not a morsel of curled Parsley in their gardens ; it

is all as perfectly plain as the wild plant, and looking to
the fondness which the French evince for decoration,
one wonders at this.

It is usual with market gardeners, who are obliged to
crop heavily, to manure heavily also. But I have never
seen soil so rich in manurial matters as the Paris
gardens seem to be.

It being the middle of October I had an opportunity
of seeing the very interesting process of planting the
Lettuces under the cloches or bell-glasses of which
Dr. Lindley gave some account in a former Number of
the Gardeners' Chronicle. A sloping bank is formed for
the purpose, the soil for which is almost entirely com-
posed of well-rotted manure from the old Melon beds

;
nothing could in fact be lighter or richer than it is

;
each bank is made 6 or 7 feet in width, and the glasses
are placed in rows close together. The Lettuce plants
which are raised under one or more glasses are
now most carefully transplanted, putting 32, to be
again thinned to 8, and finally to 1, under each glass.
The success with which these are cultivated is very great,
and they supply the English markets long before we
get them. In severe weather straw mats (made from Rye)
are placed over them, and great vigilance is used in
giving and taking air. But their sheet anchor is the
dryness of their climate, wanting which I do not think
the same results could be obtained in this country, how-
ever indefatigable we may be.

I had expected to have seen the Chinese Yam pro-
ducing very fine large tubers in this " land of the sun,"
but was truly disappointed when I saw that : the roots
were; not bigger (after two years' cultivation in M.
Vilmorin's garden) than those I have at Nuneham. 1
noticed a pretty pyriform Tomato in that garden, and
the Chinese Radish, of which I bought seeds. Henry
Bailey, N-uneham, Dec. 8.

(To be continued.)

fronds, and occasionally others which are only partially~j and this side shows a decided tendency to
fertile. It grows about a foot and a half high, the fronds
deltoidly ovate-lanceolate, pale green in colour, firm and
glossy in texture, quite smooth and cut up into very
numerous minute segments ; they are supported by
stoutish and rigid stipes, which are scaly at the base.
These fronds are at least quadri pinnate, the primary
and secondary divisions and often the tertiary ones being
very distinct, beyond which they are perhaps rather
pinnatifid or pinnatisected, the narrow decurrent bases
cf the segments not being distinguishable from the
rachis-like parts. The primary and secondary pinnae
are attenuately ovate, the tertiary divisions ovate, the
segments of the latter cuneately oblong below and cut
into simple linear teeth, narrowly cuneate and simple,
or with one or two teeth above ; so that the ultimate
divisions may be described as narrowly wedge-shaped
and simple or inciso-dentate, each of the divisions having
a single vein along its centre, which terminates before
reaching the point. The fertile fronds are equally com-

/

w growing;
whilst the other side contiguous to the green half of the
bract increases as usual. In consequence of these
different tendencies on opposite sides of the peduncle,
it curves and cracks repeatedly. I have known the
tension so great that the peduncle has snapped asunder
and the flower fallen by an act of self-decapitation I

Floral Organs of the Bean.—Although u floral organs"
generally have been noticed in No. 5, those of the Bean
may be here referred to as an example which serves to
typify an extensive group of plants whose flowers are
constructed on the same plan.

Calyx (wood-cut to No. 12) of 5 cohering sepals

(monosepalous), the lowermost of which is the longest,

the others in pairs of equal length.

Corolla. Five petals, forming a " Papilionaceous *

(Buttcrfly-sJiaped) flower. The uppermost or innermost

S. Petals of the Corolla.

petal'(s), differently shaped from any of the others, is

the " standard " (vexillum). On either side of this is a
petal (ic) termed a " wing " (ala). These two resemble
each other. The two lowermost (I), which also re-
semble each other, together form a keel " (carina).
These sometimes cohere more or less by their conti-
guous edges. The upper portions (I) are the limb, and
the lower (c) the claw, of these petals.

Stamens, The filamenA (m. b.) of the ten stamens
cohere (monadelphous) through the greater part of their

a natural «izc.

NEW GARDEN FERNS.—No. XVII.
30, Gymxogramma peruviana, var. argyrophylla.

Fronds densely pruinose on the upper surface.

This very elegant Fern, which might be called the
silver- frosted Fern, was exhibited at the Crystal Palace
£no\vs during the past summer, from the gardens of T.
Brocklehurst, Esq., of Macclesfield, where it appears to

have originated. Its history, however, is not very clear,
though it is probably a natural variety, the spores of
*bich have been imported among South American
Orchids. Though a very desirable plant for cultivation,
*nd of very distinct appearance in an ornamental point
of view, owing to the dense coating of ceraceous parti-
cles on the upper surface, producing the appearance of
being frosted with silver, yet there can be no doubt
^ -s only a variety of the true Gymnogramma peruviana
fs figured by Kunze (Schkuhr Supp. i., 65, t. 32), which
13 not the plant usually so named in gardens. The latter
aPpears to be that called G. distans by Link. The
silver-frosted variety produces from a short erect caudex
a spreading crown of tri pinnate ovate fronds, the
secondary pinnules of which are roundish and lobed.
ihese fronds, frosted above (not whiter there than other
kinds are beneath, as was stated in the gossip of a con-

temporary), are on the under surface quite white, as in
l "e species itself and the other silver Ferns grown in

S^dens. We have seen this variety in the collections
of Mr. Veitch, of Chelsea, and Mr. Parker, of Homsey.
ol

• O.WCHTUM AURATUH, KaulfuSS. PTERIS CHRYSOCARPA,
Hooker and GreviUe. Lomaria aurea and carui-
pOLu, Wallich. Allosorus auratus, Presl.

Fn>nds decompound, deltoidly ovato-Ianceolate. firm, smooth,
fiterile ana barren fronds usually separate ; barren .segments,
a*lali, narrow, the ultimate divisions linear, cuneate, entire
°r inciso-dentate

; fertile segments, more elongated, stalked,
fll«quiform

f mucronatc; sori linear elongated, marginal, but
occupying the whole under surface of the narrow divisions,

£°lden-coloiired; stipes c;o*pito*e, adherent to a short decum-
^ot scaly caudex.
^his is a very elegant evergreen stove Fern, remark-

ab«*for its habit of bearinz distinct fertile aud sterile

pound, but they differ in having the ultimate segments
not cuneate but linear and mucronate, considerably

longer, the terminal ones frequently an inch long, and
every one distinctly narrowed into a stalk at the base.

These narrow segments have a linear sorus extending
along each margin, the nidusia of which meet in the

centre, so that the whole segment is occupied by the

fructification, which usually assumes a rich golden colour.

It is a native of the East Indies, where it is found in

Nepal, Assam, and Khasiya ; in Malacca, Java, and the

Philippine Islands. It is a very elegant Fern,

which will no doubt become a great favourite with

cultivators. Judging from its North Indian habitats, it
j

may be expected to succeed in a close greenhouse,

especially if the cultivated plant should have been ob-

tained from any of the cooler habitats of the species, of

which, however, we have no information. T. M.

i

PRACTICAL LESSONS IN BOTANY FOR
"" BEGINNERS OF ALL CLASSES.—No. XIII.

By the Rev. J. S. Hejtslow, M.A., Rector of Hitcham, Suffolk.

Flower.—From what has been said of leaf-buds and

flower-buds, it will be understood that flowers are

always developed about the summits of branches,

although such branches are often reduced to the state

of a mere " floral receptacle," just sufficient to support

the floral organs. It is instructive, and will lead to

correct notions of the relation subsisting between leaves

and floral organs, to observe the way in which buds

sometimes affect an intermediate character between

leaf-bud and flower-bud, hesitating, as it were, whether

to form an ordinary branch with leaves, or a peduncle

with floral organs at its extremity. Garden double

Roses often have the parts of their innermost whorls

green and leaf-like, and these sometimes extend into

a leafy branch which again reverts to the condition

of a flower. One of my village class last

year pointed out a bush of the " trailing dog Rose "

(Rosa arvensis) covered with flowers whose petals were

all small and green. Portions of this transferred to

Kew and my own garden have fully retained their mon-

strous character.

N.B. Illustrative examples of the relation subsisting

between leaf-buds and flower-buds are common among

garden Tulips. Half a bract (longitudinally divided) is,

iu these cases, green, the other half coloured. One side

of the peduncle is evidently under the influence (what-

ever it be) which induces the formation of a perianth,

Stamens aki> Pistil (f.hlakohd).

length, and thus form a membranous tube about the
pistil. Each of the free upper portions supports au
anther (a).

N.B. The majority of British papilionaceous flowers
have the uppermost stamen free, the other nine coher-
ing. Such are consequently " diadelphous." In many
exotic papilionaceous flowers, the filaments are all free

from cohesion.

Pistil.—This consists of a single carpel, and offers a
good illustration of the mode in which such an organ is

constructed. It is regarded as a small simple leaf

folded longitudinally upwards till its edges meet and
cohere. The outside of the carpel thus constructed will

correspond to the under surface of the kaf, the inside

of the cavity to the upper surface. The line of union
between the cohering edges is called the " ventral

suture'* (v). The maiu body of the carpel is the

ovary (o). The extremity lengthens out and forms the

curved " style" (sty), on the summit of which is the
" stigma " (sti)f where the external tissue of the carpel

is exposed, all the rest being covered, as in all leaves,

by a skin (epidermis.) Within the ovary (o) the mar-
gins of the carpellary leaf swell a little along the line of
ventral suture, and are termed the ** placen ta." From
the placenta are developed small round bodies alter-

nately from each side, called "ovules" (little eggs) des-

tined to become seeds when the ovary passes to the state

of fruit.

N.B. The formation of compound pistils may be de-

ferred to a more general explanation of the alterations

which take place in ovaries and ovules as they respec-

tively pass to the condition of fruit aud seed.

(To be continued.)

TRADE MEMORANDA.
George Woolmer; 6tates that he is a Market Gar-

dener, with 10 acres of land, living at Stratford.

Home Correspondence.
Orchidt.—Having a great friendship for u Flora,"

allow me to furnish, in reply to her inquiry about
growing Orchids in a conservatory where the tem-
perature falls to 45°, an extract from Paxton's Magazine
of Botany, vol. xiv, p. 13. "In our principal Orchid house
at Chataworth, a large erection long and wide, we have
spaces which constitute the back portion ; the border is

made of rough blocks of Oak, scraggy pieces of gnarled

and distorted trees ; these are placed close together and
thinly covered with leaf mould from the woods, pieces

of twiny Mosses are also introduced, and into these the
Orchis roots spread. The sorts used are Coelogyne

oiorata, Ansectochilus setaceus, Trichosma suavis,

Miltonia spectabilis, Oncidium Lanceanum, Stanhopea
tigrina, Odontoglossums, Dendrobiums, C> mbidiums,
Lycastes, Zygopetalums, Bolbophyllums, and a host of

other genera are included, and the largest measure of suc-

cess has attended the experiment. The temperature has
been that of a close cold pit. No bottom heat, very great
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shade, and not s*> subject to great alterations of drought

and wet. They are fastened on the blocks by copper

wire, but soon their roots cling to them like Ivy." In

answer to an inquiry by another of your correspondents,

Paxton says in the Magazine of Botauy, vol ix., p. 9U,

that Messrs. Lodiiiges make use of Orchid baskets of

Cocoa Nut husks split into halves slightly dressed at

the edges and fastened together with copper wire.

The loose way in which they are attached at the edges

allows the water to drain through, and the interior being

of a loose fibrous nature the roots adhere to it readiiy.

Novice.

British Ferns.—In a small book on British Ferns

lately published by Mr. R. Hardwicke, 26, Duke Street,

Piccadilly, I find Asplenium palmatum introduced for

the first time as a British Fern, and said to have been

found in Essex, Lancashire, and Ireland. Would you
inform me whether this account may be considered as

correct, and the Fern treated as hardy ? S. N. [You
will find that we have ourselves objected to the intro-

duction of this plant into our list of native Ferns (see

Gard. Chron. 1854, p. 270). We do not believe that

Asplenium palmatum has been found wild in Great
Britain or Ireland ; if it had surely we should have
heard of it otherwise than by Mr. Hardwicke's book.]

Ice Stacks.—The following method of preserving ice

was for many years successfully practised at Hatton
Castle, Aberdeenshire :— On the south side of the pond
a foundation of rough gravel was made, about Hoot high,

over which w*s placed another foot in thickness of dry

branches ; on this a circular stack of ice was built, 12 leet in

diameter, 7 feet to 'he eaves, and about 4 feet more to the

point. This was well thatched from top to bottom with Oat
straw, from 10 to 12 inches thick. It was again

thatched with branches (mostly old Pea-sticks) about
2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet thick, and again thatched with

Oat straw, tied down with straw ropes. There was a

drain from the centre of the stack running to the

pond, but entering below its lowest surface. The
stack was shaded by Spruce trees. /. //., Rotktrham.-
We have a very economical plan of preserving ice at

this place. I had a circular hole dug in a dry tank
with a north exposure, and shaded by trees. The hole

is 12 feet diameter at top and 2 feet at bottom, 8 feet

deep, with a common drain at bottom, the outlet of

which is covered over with loose rubbish to prevent the

air getting to the ice. Before putting the ice in the hole

I put about 1 foot in depth of faggots at the bottom,
then a layer of clean dry straw (Wheat straw is best)

on the top of the faggots, and also all round the sides of

the hole 6 inches thick ; then the ice is put in, well

broken, and rammed together till the hole is full. It

is then piled up in the shape of a cone and covered
over with a layer of straw put on as evenly as possible

;

then a covering of Fern 2 feet thick, which is thatched

over with Laurel boughs. The above plan I have
practised for four years, and I find it to answer
the purpose perfectly, viz., it secures a good supply
of ice during summer and autumn ; in fact, we
have always plenty of old ice till we get the new—

a

desideratum which many with expensively constructed
ice-houses would be glad to realise. Some object to this

plan, because of the waste that takes place when opening
to take out ice ; I do not, however, find such to be the case

to any great extent when the operation is speedily per-

formed and the hole well stopped up again. During the

very hot weather we had last July we had occasion to take

out ice every day, and during autumn every other day,

and now we have a good supply of "old ice." I also

find that the cleaner the ice is when got together, the

better it keeps. I do not know the smallest quantity
that would keep under the circumstances your corre-

spondent described. I have not tried less than 20 tons,

but our general rule is to gather 30 tons. I have no
doubt that were the pit made double the size, we could
keep a supply for two years. James Maxton, Homme
House, Herefordshire.

Anomalous Fructification in a Fern.—-I take the

liberty of writing to you in reference to a botanical

fact which I accidentally becams acquainted with, and
which I trust you will not deem an intrusion. I have
cultivated Asplenium marinum for some considerable
time, but have never observed any trace or sign of

fructification upon any of the fronds. In October I cut

some of the fronds off; they were put in a flower-pot

with the superfluous mould. In about a fortnight I

required the pot to put some other plant in, when 1 was
very much astonished to see the tender green colour so

peculiar to the Ferns, and on examination I found that

fructification had made its appearance. I immediately
showed it to Mr. W. M. Searby, my master, who was
as much surprised as I was. He advised me to bury
some more, which I did, with the same result ; the

spore cases were empty. 1 have sent you a specimen of one,

but I am sorry to say it is badly pressed. I mentioned the

fact to two^reat Fern growers in the city, but they both
laughed at me. Candell Clarke, White Lion St., Norwich.
[We have never observed anything like what Mr. Clarke
describes, which if we understand him rightly is this

—

"that fronds of Asplenium marinuro quite barren, cut

off and buried amongst refuse soil, had in about a fort-

night become fertile." We fancy there must be some
error of observation, and yet as he speaks of repeating
the experiment this seems hardly possible. We very
much doubt whether a slow growing plant like the
spec es in question could under any circumstances pro-
duce and mature spore-cases within so short a period.
It is however a plant of thick substance and firm, so
that it is not at all remarkable that the fronds kept fresh,
under the conditions stated. Perhaps the explanation

may be that the fronds when cut off had already formed
their sori, but that these were accidentally "oligocarpous,"

and had not lifted the imiusium so as to make themselves

apparent, the inherent vitality of the lronds sufficing to

enable them subsequently to protrude themselves in spite

of the disadvantageous conditions in which they were
placed—just as buds are sometimes produced on speci-

mens of plants drying for the herbarium. This may
be all the more likely if (as seems not improbable) the

spores are in some measure analogous to buds. Under
the microscope we find some unopened spore-cases, and
spores with their muricate or granulate outer coat

evidently lying amongst the more numerous spore-cases

which have burst, these latter appearing to be partially

decayed, as they might well be buried amongst damp
earth. This rather suggests :hat the spore-cases had
been there from the first. Though we are thus unable

to explain satisfactorily or to confirm Mr. Clarke's

statement, we quite believe that the development of

sori, though commonly, is not always coincident with the

development of the frond. We have sometimes noticed

what appears to be a gradual production of fructifica-

tion after the frond has been formed. T. M.~\

Roses.— ], hope you will allow me a little space in

answer to Mr. Paul's communication on Roses, in

No. 48. I rejoice to think my remarks have drawn out

a professional ; we amateurs want a little more of their

knowledge in such matters to be vouchsafed to us. I

shall have a word or two to say on his general remarks
before 1 have done, but now let us go straight to the

point alout my list of 12 Roses. He selects five as

second rate kinds, and would imply them to be very second
r.tte. If they are, I am very sorry to think that dealers'

catalogues should so mislead persons who wish to buy,

and have no other means of ascertaining the qualities of

the different Roses but from the descriptions therein

given. I will just place in parallel columns Mr. Paul's

descriptions of the five Roses he selects, as given in the

Chronicle and his Catalogue for 1855-56
;
perhaps this

will the best explain what I mean :

—

Chronicle.
La Reine.— Sometimes fine,

but very uncertain.
Madame Laffay.— Small and

transitory.

Gen. Jacqueminot.—Loose,
flimsy, and often washy in
colour.

Louis Bonaparte.—Of indif-

ferent sliHpe.

William Jesse.—Little more
than semi-double. '

Catalogue.
Rosy pink, tinned with lilac,

magnificent, very large and full.

Rosy crimson, beautiiul,

large, and double.

Purplish crimson, large and
full, fine.

Vermillion, glowing, very
large and full.

Purplish crimson, tinged with
lilac, superb, very large and
very double.

Here, too, is the description of the same Roses by two

of the most eminent growers, Messrs. Wood and Rivers

:

Wood. Rivers.
La Reine.— Brilliant rose Brilliant glossy rose; one of

colour, immensely large. the largest, most perfect, and
finest of Roses.
Rosy crimson ; one of the

oldest Roses in this family, and
most excellent.

Purplish red, a large and fine

Rose of the most perfect shape.

Light crimson, tinted with
lilac.

Mde. Laffny.— Deep rich rose,

cupped and double; an old, but
still a great favourite.

General Jacqueminot.—Rich
velvety purplish crimson; a
superb show Rose.
William Jesse.—Bright rose,

very large, highly scented, one
of the finest.

Louis Bonaparte is not in Mr. Rivers's catalogue.

Now, one thing seems quite clear—either the dealers'

catalogues are intended to take in the uninitiated by
these splendid descriptions, or else the Roses are what
I say they are. Mr. Paul can settle that. If at the

end of the description of La Reine the word " incon-

stant " had appeared, I for one should have had nothing

to do with it, but not a syllable about that defect in any
catalogue ; and I said in my communication on Roses

that it had that fault, and it is a great one ; but I say,

too, that if you do catch a good bloom, not one Rose in

its class can compete with it. If you will allow me, I

will next week send you a few observations on Mr.
Paul's list of 12, but now I must stop. I have only to

tell him that so far from having "just awakened from a

long long sleep," I have been wide awake a long long

time ; too wide awake to give a high price for a thing of

which I have only seen a dealer's description. Amateurs
buy experience as well as Roses, and if they take my
advice, they will "look before they leap ;" nevertheless,

I shall heartily thank Mr. Paul or any of the large

growers if they will give us a true and faithful list of

what Roses are really worth their price. A . R., Bromley.

Steel Forks.—You say you " have seen most rascally

tools of this kind, the tines of which bend like iron

wire." Now I use and superintend the using of a great

many. I have tried more than one maker, and from
many years* experience I can say that those made by
Parkes, near Birmingham, will never disappoint anyone
who wants a good tool. I am sure they will not bend
like iron wire. I believe Parkes is the original maker,
and I think none of the many imitators can equal him.

I received three forks about a year ago with a request to

try them,but I found they were all too soft, and were sent

back (these were from another very large manufacturer).

You say 4-tined ones are the best. I think that depends

on the kind of ground ; that about here is very light

and gravelly, for which we use the 5-pronged fork. The
4-pronged one would not lift it, but for cleansing land

from Couch and other weeds, the 4-pronged one is the

best, and would do for digging in strong clayey soils.

I can only say that whoever has once used these forks

will never wear out many spades afterwards. They have

set the spade at rest amongst gardeners in this neigh-

bourhood, except just for edging of beds and a few other

small jobs. 1 merely send you this for the benefit of

your correspondent " W, C. " and others, who may want

a really good tool. The size 1 use ior digging costs

(buying them singly) 6s., and when they get too short

I send them to the works, and they make them equal

to new for 3s. E. H.
Veronica.— I send you a specimen of a new Veronica,

a hybrid between V. decust-ata and a seedling from
V. speciosa, by which you will perceive that the habit of

the former is maintained, thus improving speciosa, while

the colour is quite distinct from that of both parents.

A Devonian. [In colour the flowers area beautiiul lilac;

the spike sent was however small, and not sufficiently

advanced in bloom to enable us to form a correct opinion

respecting the merits of the variety.]

Notices of Sookss.

A Guide to tJte Propagation of Plants ; or the Art of

Multiplying Plants by Seed, Cuttings, Grafts, «fcc

[Guide Pratique, Ac] By E. A. Carriere. Pp.271.
Paris 12mo. Librairie Agricole.

The author of this volume is already known to the

public by his edition in French of Endlicher's Coniferce,.

and by various contributions to horticultural periodicals.

Placed at the head of the nurseries belonging to the

Garden of Plants at Paris, his position gives him oppor-

tunities of acquiring practical knowledge of the art of

propagation, such as can only be gained in such places

;

and as a ready writer, with a well arranged mind, he

possesses the power of communicating his knowledge

clearly and precisely to others. With these qualifica-

tions he could hardly do otherwise than produce a

work of value in practical gardening. And he has done

so. Not that we find much novelty in M. Carriere's

pages ; the subject is in truth threadbare ; but what
we do find is what is most wanted, plain detailed direc-

tions for doing the various works of the garden propa-

gator.

The matter is divided under five principal heads.

1, Seeds and the various ways of dealing with them ;

2, the general management of plants, both hardy and
tender ; 3, of propagation by layers, 4, by cuttings,

and 5, by grafts. In nothing has the author shown his

good sense more conspicuously than in the manner in

which he has treated the last subject, which in France

has been refined upon, or, we should say if speaking of

our own country, wiredrawn and mystified, till at last

it may be compared to a spot on which the sunlight

is concentrated, and which is so much illuminated that

nothing can be seen. It seems that by one device or

another somewhere about 1 30 sorts of grafts, as they

are called, have been proposed as different, a number,

as M. Carriere says, quite enough to startle the boldest

gardener. Like a sensible man he sweeps away all this

rubbish, and with it the names of horticultural worthijp

by which the so-called 1 30 sorts of grafts have been

distinguished. Instead of the grafts Palladius, Thouin,

Duhamel, Atticus, Aiton, and so on, we have the follow-

ing table, in which we think it will be admitted that

differences are carried quite far enough :

—

TABLE OF GRAFTS.
Div. I. Grafting woody plants

Sect. 1. Grafting with branches
Groupe 1. Grafts with separated scions

I

with barren wood rips

with bearing wood ripe

with barren wood ripe and pro-

tected
with young wood, or scions in

leaf

. on parts underground
— - — \ with ripe wood
Side grafting

j with >0
F
ullg wood

Crown grafting do.

Place grafting do.
Mixed grafting do.

Shuttle grafting do.

English grafting (whip)
Groupe 2. Grafts by approach

X grafting
Straight grafting. __ *•.«/.*<><;

Sect. 2. Grafting with scions having neither torancneb

nor wood , t,- *-~
1 Groupe. Grafting with pieces of bark each havinc,

one eye

Buddino- i with a &rowine e?Quuaam -1 wi th a dormant eye ^ s
. . ._„

2 Groupe. Grafting with rings of bark, each having

several eyes

r,. .„ „ f.. f terminalFlute grafting
-j lateral

Div. II. Grafting Herbaceous plants

r-i r* «. <•*• f on parts above ground
Cleft grafting [ 0QJ^ underground
Central grafting.

This has at least thd merit of heing intelligible ;
we

think, however, that it is susceptible of some imPr°^T
ment. We may possibly select occasionally some bbw

portions of M. Carriere's book for translation,,un

we should hear of its being about to receive »n
j^f

dress, which it well deserves. In the meanwn

extract or two will show how the author treat*

^(to^the soil and situation suitable for ^V'rT
With some few exceptions, sandy soiIs, somewfiM
moist, are best adapted for piking cuttings. >V hen

this mode of propagation is employed on an extensive

8cale, which however is rarely the case, it is g««jy
in soil of an opposite character that is to say m those

that are strong'and wet. Indeed meadows or marshy

grounds, are almost the only soils » ?hw
a

h«^3^
had to propagation by cuttings, and W illows "^ Popta.

are almost the only species of plants propagated in such

places ; but in gardens where the extent o ground

L„«*^ ^ >u~ .r^w nf cuttings is generally smaii,
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where, consequently, all necessary care can be bestowed,
and where the species which can be propagated by this

mode are extremely numerous and variable in their
nature, the soil is almost always modified. Iu most
cases peat is employed ; or, in its absence, mixtures are
substituted. If cuttings are struck in the open air, in dry
soil, the beds should be hollowed out by drawing the
soil from the centre towards the edges. If, on the other
hand, the soil is moist, the ground should be raised, and
if necessary may even be formed into ridges. Further,
if the ground can be slightly shaded, it will suit many
species. Nevertheless, the plants must be sufficiently

exposed to air and light to prevent their being drawn up.
As for cuttings, which, from any cause, cannot be

last n:iraed were so vigorous anu abundant that the
foliage was almost hid with trusses 6* and 7 inches in

diameter. Shrubberies of the richest foliage divide the
flower garden into compartments pleasingly varied by
terraces, slopes, rocky mounds, colonnades, and fountains
In the shrubberies the Fuchsias become unusually large,

several yards in
a
diameter, and endure the winter

without dying down. The Aralia japonica assumes a
j

timber-like figure ; the Leycesteria tormosa becomes a
great bush, sheds its seed, and multiplies like a weed

;

and Escallonia macrantha appears as hardy as a
Rhododendron.
A glazed avenue, extending alongside one of the divi-

. . sions of the flower garden, had a very brilliant effect
Btruck in the open ground, recourse is had to hothouses

,
Here Roses were remarkable for their vigour and

or frames
;
for those which ought to be struck, without

. beauty. I measured some of their foliage, and found
heat, under bell-glasses, a northern aspect sheltered by
a wall or hedge is chosen, the ground being prepared as
may be necessary, and according to the nature of the
plants intended to be struck. This mode of propaga-
tion is very advantageous, and is very frequently em-
ployed in nurseries.

Onike most expeditious modes of causing Seeds to germi-
nate.—-In the absence of practice and observation, science
might inform us what those modes are, for it teaches us
that heat and moisture excite and occasion fermenta-
tion ; that fermentation is the commencement of decom-
position, and that decomposition is accompanied by a
disengagement of heat, which, added to that which
already exists, transforms the decomposing body, and
changes its nature. This being admitted, we say

—

Since a seed is a body, but a living one, of which the
vitality is latent, and the action of which, so to spe:ik,

is suspended by elements which are torpid, or in a state

of lethargy ; that this state can only cease on the trans-

formation of the principles ; and as we know that this

transformation can only take place by the influence of

two principal agents, moisture and heat, it results that,

according as these agents manifest their presence with

more or less energy, the awakening the vitality, conse-

quently the germination, will be more or less active.*

This fact is beyond doubt ; its correctness is daily

proved by practice ; hence the use of stimulants, as

fire heat by flues, hot water, steam, dung, hotbeds, &c.
But as heat and moisture play, as far as our knowledge
goes, the most important part in germination, it is by

their more or less skillul combination that more or less

successful results will be obtained. Nevertheless, the

mode of heating employed is not a matter of indifference
;

for, according as the heat is obtained by one or other

of the above modes, its action will be more or less

favourable to germination. Thus, all other things

being equal, dung-heat is the best, then that ot

hot water, then that of steam, and lastly fire-heat by
flues. The first, dung-heat, has a double action which is

peculiar to it alone ; for whilst it produces heat it

also disengages ammoniacal gases which are very

favourable to germination. The second does not dry up

single leaves 6 inches long by 3 inches broad. They
stood in pots sunk on a level with the surface. The
most attractive sorts were Devoniensie, Goubault,
Baronue Hallez, Dupetit Thouars, Acidalie, Vicomtesse
Decazes, Duchess of Sutherland, and Geant des

Batailles. Fuchsias, Lilium lancifolium and Humea
elegans were particularly handsome ; the Humeas stood

9 and 10 feet in height. A space beyond the flower

garden and shrubberies down to the margin of the sea

was planted with a vigorous and waving crop of Tussack
Grass.

All the departments, but particularly the orchard

house, gave ample evidence of a skilful gardener.

The Peaches and Nectarines had been an abundant

crop, and were nearly over, but the Pears and Plums
were at their best. The trees, about 3 and 4 feet high,

stood in pots, none of which exceeded 12 inches in

diameter, and they were loaded with fine fruit. Pears

generally ranged from one to three doz. on each tree, fine

well-grown fruit. One tree bore only three Pears, but

they were far above the ordinary size; none of them was

under one pound weight. The largest fruit yielded by

the same tree the previous year is said to have weighed

23 ounces. The plant was received without name;

from its appearance and the reported quality of the

fruit I think it is the Van Mons. Leon le Clerc. Here,

under pot cultivation, the fruit of the Marie Louise is

more subject to crack and become unshapely than any

other kind. The summer pruning had been performed

most skilfully ; some were operated on heavily, while

others that naturally produce fruit-buds or young wood
were left untouched. The state of the Plum trees was

all that could be desired ; the variety was great, among

|
which were Golden Drop, Green and Purple Gages,

Jefferson, &c. For appearance and fruitfulness per-

haps the Golden Drop deserves the first place in the

orchard house.

Mr. Conlon, the head gardener, attributed the suc-

cessful management of this house (upwards of 100 feet

long), and of all orchard-houses, to the free circulation

of air and uniformity of temperature, particularly at

the time of the blossoming and setting of the fruit. The
the soil (which is rather saturated with humidity) but it quality of the soil used in potting the trees must also

does not give out any gaseous matter. The third is '
* •---*
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similar in its effects to the preceding, but it has the

defect of varying to a considerable extent; for, as soon

as the fire goes out, or even when it is not properly fed,

the production of steam ceases, and consequently that of

heat. Lastly, when flues are employed the heated air

and smoke pass through them together, and only a dry

and parching heat is obtained ; frequent waterings are

necessary, the great drawback of which is that they

wash the soil, and carry away from it a portion of the

organic matter which it contains.

If to any one of these modes of heating the beneficial

influence of propagating glasses is added, more or

less satisfactory results are always obtained, and this

explains their frequent use.

Garden Memoranda.
Gardens at Lews Castle.—In the middle of last

September I visited the Lews, one of the largest islands

of the Hebrides. It is separated from the mainland by

a sea some 40 or 50 miles broad, and it forms the

northern extr mity of the county of Ross. Lews

Castle is the seat of the proprietor, Sir James Matheson,

Bart., M.P., and is one of the finest residences in the

north. As it may be interesting to hear something of

gardening in this quarter, I beg to furnish a few

remarks on what appeared most deserving of notice.

One is apt to expect that in a district io far north

plants used for embellishment in the open ground

must be confined to native sorts or to those kinds that

are reckoned most hardy. This, however, is found to

be a mistake, for the influence of the sea occasions a

temperature during winter comparatively high, and

adapts the situation for many kinds of plants which

suffer from frosts on the mainland.

The principal flower garden covers a large apace in

the immediate vicinity of the castle. It stands on a

lawn of the most vivid green, with a surface partly level

and partly irregular, and generally has a south-western

aspect ; and from many parts commands a fine view of

Loch Stornoway and its capacious harbour. It was ren-

forni a very important element in this mode of cultiva-

tion. Here, generally, the soil was composed of a mix-

ture in which a coarse gravel, or broken rock, formed the

principal commodity, and was made rich with well

prepared manure. Sheep manure, applied in a liquid

state, is found to be most congenial.

A large assortment of Cherry-trees in pots stood in a

cool situation in the open ground. These had been

forced early in summer, and displayed the tints of

autumn on their shedding foliage. The fruit in the

vineries was nearly over, with the exception of one part

appropriated to the White Muscat of Alexandria, which

bore a fine crop of large fruit.

Extensive ranges of pits were closely filled with very

promising young plants for bedding newly struck ; they

were unusually far advanced for this purpose, but it

appeared the nature of the climate rendered it necessary

to have them well advanced before the approach of

winter.

The kitchen garden was only remarkable for the

vigour of the growth of vegetables in general, a vigour

which enhanced the value of all the crops, we observed,

except that of Onions, of which all the sorts appeared

far too luxuriant to mature their bulbs during the re-

mainder of the season. Fortunately, however, the

influence of the soil and climate had not a similar

effect on the Cereal crops throughout the country ;

those generally were quite ripe. The stack-yards were

filling up ; new grain was manufactured and in the

market ; and the harvest was farther advanced than in

any of the many districts I had recently seen throughout

Scotland. J. G.

Miscellaneous.
The Gardens and Fruits of Egypt—Before leaving

Cairo, I had an opportunity which I had almost despaired

of, of seeing the gardens at Shoobra,about four milesfrom

that city, and the finest in Egypt, but which have been

closed to the public for some time. Through the kind-

ness of Dr. Abbot I obtained access to them a day or

two before leaving Cairo. All gardens are laid out on

Gladiolus, Heliotropes, &c. The blossoms of the plan t
g perpetually watered by the sakeeyeh or shadoof (the

Persian wheel, or the more simple pole and bucket), in

this arid clime. Egyptian gardens, both public and.
• We have no doubt but electricity, which performs such an

important part in animal life and which is probably the prime

mover, also plays an active part* in the process of germination ; private> consist of squares or phalanxes ot trees, inter-

but its office being Btill unknown to us, we mnat confine ourselves i

r
raised channels, or water courses, fed by

to suppositions. 1 *

the wi cei at the river, or Iroiu a well ot generally

brackish water on flic premises, which is also raised by
one or other of the two primitive machines just named;
for pumps are unknown, except in Frank houses, or in

sugar manufactories, in every part of Egypt. The trees

are mostly of the following scanty catalogue ; various

others are met with there, but are not in such common
employment for ornament or utility. Orange, Lemon,
Lime (abundant), Pomegranate, Myrtle, Oleander, Fig-

!>yeam ore (Ficus Sycomorus), Mulberry (Moms alba

and nigra) ; Nebr (Zizyphus Spina Christi), Prickly

Pe*r or Indian Fig (Opuntia vulgaris, Cactus Opuntia,

L.) chiefly for hedges ; Cassia fistula, Lebbek (Accacia

Lebbek), a native of India, and the pride of Cairo in the

Isbeekeh, &c, Poplar (Populus alba), a tree of north-

ern origin, but which resists drought and heat to a sur-

prising degree, although delighting in wet places
;

Willow (Weeping W. chiefly, Salix babylonica), Khenna
(Lawsouia inermis spinosa), called in England Egyptian

Privet, and in Jamaica Mignonette tree. The leaves of

the Khenna are in great demand when dried, for tinging

the nails, fingers, and palms of the hands of a dull orange

colour, amongst the Egyptian women of all classes, and
even the men colour the nails of the hands and feet with

this very unbecoming pigment. Roses, which grow well

in Egypt, and are very sweet, form with flowering shoots

of Khenna almost the only fragrant nosegays in use

amongst the people, and branches of Khenna either by
itself or encircled by Roses, are hawked about the

streets, and sold for a few paras or fuddahs, and are

carried at the many public and private processions that

are perpetually blocking up the narrow thoroughfares of

Cairo, thronged as they necessarily are with the passing

stream of everyday life, carts, carriages, donkeys,

horses, camels, and the human animal. The scent of the

Khenna blossom is very powerful ; to myself, it recalls

that of Ro-es mixed with the lragrance of the Wall-

flower; but the flowers soon fade, and the smell becomes

vapid, and positively unpleasant. I have nowhere met
with the shrub wild in Egypt or Nubia, but it is raised

abundantly along the Nile in both countries for its

leaves and about Cairo for its flowers ; a fence or plan-

tation of Lawsonia will perfume the air of the whole

neighbourhood, particularly in the cool of the evening.

The other shrubs in general cultivation in Egyptian

gardens for ornament, are Jessamine, white and yellow,

(Jasminum officinale, and J. revolutum ?) the former,

a larger flowered variety than ours ; the pretty Duranta

Ellisi, most extensively used for garden hedges ;

Sessaban (Sesbania ^Egyptiaca), wild in the upper

country ; a beautiful purple Convolvulus, with deeply

five-cleft leaves, used for covering walls and houses,

and which I also found in its wild state in Nubia, but

do not know the name of at present. These, with some

others, are the principal plants of a ligneous or arbo-

rescent character seen in cultivation. Of Egyptian

tloriculture very little can be said in praise ; the garden

of the humblest cottage in England can show a more

choice assortment of border flowers than that of the

proudest palace of the ruler ot Egypt himself. Of the

fruits of Egppt, I can now say with confidence that on

the whole, iu no part of the world are they fewer in

number, or of worse quality. This is the height of the

season, and I have visited the fruit and vegetable

markets of Cairo repeatedly, as well as those of the

provincial towns, and found little or no variety in any

of them. Water Melons hold the first rank among
Egyptian fruits ; they are grown in vast quantities in

the fields throughout this country and Nubia, and at

this time of year constitute a great item in the diet of

the poorer and middling classes, and are seen at the

table of the upper ranks also, it being the custom to eat

slices of Water Melon at dinner in the intervals of each

dish that you partake of. They certainly come to great

perfection in this country, and, as I myself experience,

maybe eaten freely in any quantity without danger;

and deliciously refreshing the pulp of the Water Melon

is in this sultry climate. Grapes are plentiful, and

have been in season about three weeks : they are of all

kinds, good, bad, and indifferent. This, after the

Water Melon, is the fruit most to be depended upon

for quality : but Grapes are neither so abundant nor

so cheap as the former. 1 forgot to say that common
Melons of every kind are plentiful in the markets, but

not liking this fruit, I am no judge of their merits : I

believe, however, from the report of others, that a large

proportion are of very indifferent sorts ; no pains being

bestowed in Egypt in selecting and propagating superior

varieties of fruit and vegetables : grafting and budding

being rarely practised, and thinning out and pruning

equally neglected, every advantage that the sunny clime

of Egypt would afford to the horticulturist is thrown

away? Stone fruit is universally bad ; the fruiterers'

stalls and the markets are now filled with Peaches, fair

to the eye, but small, and very stones lor hardness, on

one side at least. Most of the Peaches here have a

point or projection opposite the stalk, and a somewhat

oval form. Apricots are over for the season : all I

have seen are extremely small, hard, and tasteless, and

are usually gathered before; they are quite ripe. In

Syria, Apricots are dried in great quantities, and ex-

ported to Egypt under the name of Mishmush, where

they constitute a most palatable and convenient article

of a traveller's commissariat, as, when stewed, they

make an excellent dish, soon got ready ; the fruit

keeps perfectly well in this dry climate, and suffi-

cient for a month's consumption, or longer, can

be stowed in a very small compass. Mismush was

a principal article in our cuisine during our voyage

up the Nile, and from its portability, it is ex-

t
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celleni i\ adapted lor Ueseri travelling. Zuminei e lirvn

(the moon of the fai'hful) is the same fruit differ-

ently prepared, and is equally known as mishnmsli, but
is very inferior in quality to the former kind. It con-

sists of the pulp of the Apricot rolled out (after drying
I should suppose) into thin sheets 2 or 3 feet lonp, and
a foot or two in width ; and from its dark colour,

and the ed#es of the sheet being left untrimmed, it

resembles nothing so much as a blacksmith's old leather
apron; when dressed, however, it is no despicable dish,

and in the upper country is the kind of mishmush most
usually seen in the markets; we could seldom procure
the entire fruit, and when we could it was rarely of the
best description. A small round Pium, the size and
colour of our Greengage, and (if I recollect right) very
like the Yorkshire Wine-sour, is sold in quantities, and
though scarcely eatable at de sert, is the only Pium I

have seen in the country. A dish of small wretched

• growth, ani induce a tendency to form bloom buds ; but
do not let the soil in the pots get so dry as to affect the
foliage.

FORCING DEPARTMENT,
Pineries.—The supply of ripe fruit from May until

August being usually obtained from plants that start
into fruit without making growth in spring, a fair pro-
portion of the stock should therefore be in a well
matured state by or shortly after this season, and any
sudden changes of temperature which might induce too
many of them to show fruit at once should be carefully
avoided. That portion of the stock expected to furnish
the autumn supply of fruit should not be too much
checked at present, indeed these may be kept growing
slowly all the winter, which is perhaps the most certain
method of preventing their fruiting too early in spring.
Where the stock of plants likely to fruit without making
farther growth is considered insufficient to meet the

!

1

green Apples and Pears made its appearance for several
j

demand until August, the stronger plants of those for
weeks successively at the dessert at Shepherd's hotel,

i

autumn fruiting should bee
for ornament only I suppose, as no one could reasonably
be expected to partake of them ! Figs are good and
plentiful ; the larger kinds, as the green Ischia, &c, I

have never seen in Egypt, and I have eaten Figs from
St. John's maiden at Kyde fully as saccharine and as
welt- flavoured as in this country. Pomegranates
abound later in the season ; I eat them in their perfec-
tion last year at Alexandria, Cairo, and up the Nile; but
at best, they are an insipid, though refreshing and
splendid looking fruit. Bananas succeed well even in
Lower Egypt, where I have eaten them as good as in
the West Indies ; but their cultivation is confined to the
gardens of the wealthier class generally, and to the
vicinity of the principal towns. Dates of course grow
everywhere, and are so emphatically the fruit of the
country as to have obtained the name of Iamr, a word
which signifies fruit of all kinds in Arabic. This con-
cludes the list of eatable fruits, or such as might be made
so at least by proper culture in Egypt ; there are others
called fruits by courtesy, such as the Prickly Pear
(Cactus Opuntia), the Nebr (Zyz^phus Spina Christi),
and especially that of the Sycomore (Ficus Sycomorus),
whose Figs are much in request amongst the common
people. In taste as well as in aspect they resemble the
common Fig (Ficus Carica)^ but are vastly inferior in
the quantity of saccharine matter they contain. Of the
vegetables, esculent and economical, which are grown in
the valley of the Nile, I shall give an account at some
future time. A bare list of the various productions that
line the banks of thi3 ancient stream with, I really
believe, not a single mile of interruption in any part
of its vast length, would almost fill one of these pases
letters of W. A. Bromfield.

Calendar of Operations,
{For the ensuing week.)

$LANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c— Attend carefully to specimen

hard wooded plants, which it may be necessary to winter
j

in this house ; many of these are impatient of lire heat

and a confined atmosphere. Use no more artificial

warmth, therefore, than is absolutely necessary, and
endeavour to counteract its drying effects either by
means of evaporating pans, or by sprinkling the borders,

&c, in order to prevent anything like a dry parched

state of the atmosphere. It is in many cases difficult

to maintain a sufficiently moist atmosphere without

causing drip, as the moisture in the house gets condensed

upon the glnss, and unless provision is made by means of

inside gutters and pipes to catch the condensed moisture
and carry it off, it is nearly impossible during frosty

Wi*Hther to preserve the beauty ot flowers for any length
j

of time ; and in cases where there is no provision made
acrainst this kind of moisture falling upon the plants,

1

the temperature should be kept as low as may be con-

sistent with safety, avoiding moisture in the atmosphere
&3 far as possible whenever the glass is affected by frost.

Plants in cold pits that may have been excluded from
light ami air for a few days must not be too suddenly
unc<»wrei; on the contrary, they should be very
gradually inured to exposure. Take advantage, how-
ever, of mild days to give air freely and keep the plants

"very sparingly supplied with water at the root so as to

prevent the production of weakly sappy wood. Look

ncouraged to make growth as
early as can be done without weakening the foliage, with
the view of preparing them for showing fruit in April.
Examine the soil occasionally about young stock grow-
ing in the open bed, and do not allow it to become un-
healthily dry, for this would probably result in a great
portion of the stock showing fruit prematurely, and it is

also a work of some difficulty properly to moisten the
bed if it is once allowed to get too much dried up. Use
no more fire-heat for the present than will suffice to
maintain the requisite temperature, which, for the
general stock, need not be high for some time yet.
Vineries.—As soon as the buds in the early house are
fairly started the temperature should be increased to
60° at night and 65° by day, allowing it to rise ] 0° on
bright days. Take every opportunity of admitting a
little fresh air, but recollect that the foliage will not
bear exposure to cold drying winds, therefore air should
be admitted in contact with the heating apparatus, and
when it may be necessary to give back air the sashes or
ventilators must be opened but very little, and if pieces
of netting could be nailed over the openings this would
greatly assist in prev<n ting cold currents blowing into
the house. Where the border cannot be warmed, see
that it is well protected from wet, &c, by a thick
covering of dry litter, or whatever more efficient
covering can be recommended. Look over ripe
Grapes often, removing any decaying berries, and
aim at securing a dry atmosphere with the least
possible application of fire heat. Peaches.—Until
the trees are fairly on the move do not keep the
night temperature higher than from 40° to 45° by
means of fire-heat; but an advance of 10° early in
the day, with plenty of moisture in the atmosphere,
should be secured. Syringe the trees frequently, and
secure a thoroughly moist atmosphere. Also see that
the inside border is in a moist healthy state, and if this

is not the case, two or thr^e applications of tepid water
should be given. It is becoming very much the order
of the day to have Peach trees and most other things

which are wanted for very early forcing in pots ; and
this plan offers the advantage of being able to afford

the roots a mild regular bottom-heat, which is of the

greatest importance in early forcing, and excellent

crops are thus obtained. But the trees must be pre-

pared for this purpose by having been grown some
time in pots ; and where these are not at hand, unless

they can be purchased from the nurserymen who
prepare them, nothing can be done this season except

to procure and pot the trees, and prepare them for

next year. Strawberries.—Where ripe fruit is wanted
early, a portion of the most promising plants should now
be selected and placed in a pit where they can be
afforded a gentle bottom-heat ; or if this cannot be
commanded, a Peach-house or Vinery which has just

been closed for forcing will do. They must, however,
be kept close to the glass, for they require all the light

that can possibly bo afforded them at this season, and a

free admission of air on mild days, with a low tempera-
ture until the fruit is fairly set, and if these conditions

can be combined with bottom-heat, success will be
more certain than under any other circumstances, and
this will be more easily done in a small pit than in a

house, the temperature of which must be regulated by
other things.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
If not already done, get all borders neatly trimmed

up for the winter; in doing this, places intended for

Hollyhocks, Dahlias, &c, next summer should be pre-frequently over anything subject to the attacks of

^rnildVw, apply sulphur the moment this pest makes its
|

pared by deep digging and working in plenty of good
•appearauce,and see that everything is perfectly free from rotten manure ; there is generally as much time to

insects. It there is any prospect of a scarcity of bloom
next May, a portion of the Achimenes and Gloxinias

spare now for that kind of work as at planting time. See
that coarse growing plants which may be encroaching,,— r — -- o-~ o i

— --- j — o
should be repotted at once and placed in a warm part upon their weaker neighbours are reduced so as to

of the stove, choosing such as have been the longest at

rest ; and a few Clerodendrons, Allamandas, a plant or
two of Echites splendens and Dipladenia crassinoda,

may also be started ; but unless plants of these are at

command with wed ripened wood, and that have been
some time at rest, there will be nothing gained by
attempting to start them into growth at present, for in

most cases it is difficult at this season to maintain a
sufficiently warm temperature to secure anything like

free growth from these unless the plants have been well
prepared for an early start. A gentle bottom-heat of

about 550° or 85
c w.U be of great service to such things

in inducing a healthy root action, and if this can be

occupy their proper places. Valuable plants, as varie-

gated Hollies, Rhododendrons, &c., if not growing as

freely as it is desirable that they should do, would be bene-

fited by a liberal allowance of rotten manure or well-

decayed leaf soil applied as atop-dressing, covering it with

a little fine soil, and working it into the ground around the

ball towards the extremities of the roots. But Rhododen-
drons, and what are generally termed American plants,

bear removal so well that these where not growing satisfac-

torily should be taken up, the ground well prepared by a
liberal addition of peat or leaf soil, and replanted. Con-
tinue to give careful attention to half hardy plan s in

cold frames, taking advantage of every favourable oppor-
ured there will be little difficulty about obtaining tunity to expose them freely to air. Anything of which

free vigorous growth. Let Ixoras and all other hard-
wooded pinnts that have made sufficient growth be kept

there is but. a spare supply of plants to propagate from
. . er_. - ___r . should be placed in growing quarters at once, taking

rather dry at the root in o der to check their
i care to keep them near the glass and tree from insects,

mildew, &c, for soft-wooded plants in heat at thlsseason
are very subject to the attacks of insects.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Do not let Pears get overripe before being used ; also

ook over the whole stock as often as time can be spared
removing any fruit that exhibit symptoms of decay, and'
put them aside for immediate use. Any of the choicer
varieties of Pears that do not ripen properly in the
fruit room should be removed to a warm dry room for
a few days which will be found to greatly improve them.
Keep all [fruit as cool and dry as possible ; if frost is

excluded from the house, it can scarcely be too cool
where the object is to preserve fruit plump and sound
as long as possible. Push forward pruning, nailing,

tying espalier trees, and such like tedious operations as
fast as the weather and circumstances will admit. Get
manure wheeled upon vacant ground when the weather
is frosty and this can be done without injuring the
walks, and get all spare ground turned up as soon as
possible, so as to expose it to the action of the weather.
For land that has been long cropped with vegetables a
dressing of fresh loam would in many cases be prefer-
able to manure, and where this is wanted and can be
obtained it should be got to hand, in order that advan-
tage may be taken of frosty days for wheeliug it upon
the ground. Where fresh soil cannot be obtained,
charred vegetable refuse, such as prunings of shrub-
beries, edgings of walks, and many things which turn
up in course of the season, may be cheaply made to form
an excellent substitute.
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J)ec. 12— Clear; *ery fine; overcast; cloudy; rain.
J3—Kain; cloudy; fine; baronierer very low,

' 14—Might rain; cioudy and fine; audden rise of barometer.
15—Clear and fine; f o»ty at ni*bt.

» 16— Sharp frost ; clear; Irosty and foggy.
17— Sharp frost ; foz%y throughout.
15— Hazy and drizzly ; rain ; densely overcast.

lUean temperature of the week £3 deg. below the average.
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25th,

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: G fl. Sweet's, Donn's, and" Loudon's Catalogues of

Plants have all great merit. — B. Hoare, Saunders, and
Roberts on the Vine are all useful works on that subject.^

Grafting Wax: Sub. Take four proportions by weight of

pitch, four of resin, two of bees'-wax, one of hog's lard, and
one of turpentinp, and melt and mix them well; spread it on
brown paper, which, when cut into slips, can be easily applied.

We however prefer grafting clay .J

Joycb's Stove: J Wason. For some purposes this is useful : but

it deteriorates the air and dries it so much that some pre-

cautions are necessary. It ought only to be employed lor a few

hours at a time, and plants should be well syringed after-

wards. As to the quantity of fuel which any stove consumes,

everything depends upon management. We have one of

Joyce's stoves in occasional use, but not for plants.

Names of Plants.—We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we

can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is

now requested that in future, not more than four plants

may be sent us at one time.—F & AD & Sons. Poincwna pul-

cherrima. . . ,

Seeds: J H. All kinds of seeds which are useful in England

are worth taking with you to Australia; first class vegetable

seeds especially you will find there particularly serviceable^.

Thermometers: Glacialis. Six's thermometer consists of a bent

tube, containing npirits of wine and mercury. The central leg

of the tube ascends, then turns to the left, then downward*.,

turning to the right at bottom and then upwards, like tna

letter U. The central portion of the tube is wide compared

with the other, and contains spirits of wine, which fluid like-

wise extends down the left leg till it meets with the merci ry,

which occupies the lower portion of both legs. >ow,^r° luP
to this arrangement, supposing the temperature is d-

, « »

should get warmer, the spirits of wine will expand *"<» I0«»

the mercury down in the left leg, and of course it rous«
;

ww

rise in the right ; and in doing so it pushes up a steel ma
^

which remains at the highest point till drawn ao"n
\b

magnet. This index marks the highest temperature ur ^
day. As the night gets colder, the spirits of ™e *

hi an
and allow* the mercury to rise in the left le

, ]

p
j» e^

index upwards till it reach the minimum, where u* ^
index to mark that point. When well cons ructed ix

thermometer acts very well, but the index isw^^
in

hlipdown; and although the instrument
;

is *»<"
thf. rpgis-

appearance it is not on the whole f^^'s principle. These
tering thermometers made on Ruthertoru s v ^ g.^ tfae

depend on the simple action of one fluid in* " »

compound artion of two fluids enters into tne P
f.

""
kiUs

WeedV on Walks: // B. Mr. Fl«n.n^
them with boiling salt and water dehverea ir v

If
boiler Ingr.,hrr,HyMJ^7flS,lf to
indeed, you d.sregtrd colour and win a / .

black walks, then you may kill weed-, permanently uj v

the ground when dry ^^l^00*^^.1*-

been received too late,V As usual, manv communications Have °*en rec
bemade.

•and others are detained till the necessary^™ b"n
d~S the

We must also beg the indulgence of t io * correspond^

insertion of whose contributions is still delayer

P

L

T

T

C
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical anil

efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the A gricnltural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
jire executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

ERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, and every

description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.
W|Inglis Cabne, 10, Mark Lane, London.

rpHE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
-L at Mr. Lawes' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

11. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.: Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, 61.—Office, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

AT EN T WOOL MANURE COMPAN Y
(LIMITED).—Wool Manure for Corn, 71. 10s.; Turnips,

6Z. ; delivered to any Railway Station or Wharf in London.
Applications for Agency from influential persons attending Pro-
vincial Markets to be forwarded to Mr.C. H. Tidbubt, Secretary,

Gracechurch Street, London.

ON DO N MANURE COM P A N Y
(Established 1810)

Beg to call the attention of Agriculturists to their MANURES
FOR AUTUMN SOWING, which by a judicious blending of

Nitrogen with the mineral constituents taken from the soil by
Cereals, produce good crops without exhausting the land.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY also supply genwine
Peruvian Guano direct from importers' warehouses, Sulphate of

Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Superphosphate of Lime, Blood
Manure, and every Artificial Manure of known value.

Edwabd Purser, Secretary.

40, Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London.

ESTABLISHED 1812.

rpURNIP MANURE.—This valuable fertiliser has
-*- been used for the last twelve years with great success by
most of the eminent Agriculturists throughout England, and

stands unrivalled in the weight and quality of the bulbs which

it produces ; it is besides especially beneficial to the Grain Crops

which follow, while Clover is rarely found to fail after the first

application. Some of the crops produced by this Manure Inst

vear weighed upwards of 30 tons per acre. GRASS, BARLEY.
CLOVER, and WHEAT MANURES; also BONE, GUANO,
and SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME, warranted of the best

quality.—Applv to

H.&T. PROCTOR, CATHAY, BRISTOL.
(BIRMINGHAM,

PROCTOR and RYLAND^ EDMONsCOTE, WARWICK.
( And SALTNEY.nearCHESTER.

q^HE^ENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND K.l-

JL PROVEMENT COMPANY
Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Henbv Keb Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection

of Farm Buildings, and ether Improvements on all descriptions of

Property, whether held in fee, or tinder entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation ot Title necessary.

3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or

he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-

lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-j early

instalments.
5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,

and extended to fifty yeabs for Land Improvements and

THiRTy-ONE year3 for Farm Bdildings, whereby the instalments

will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the

improved Land s can afford to pay. William Clifford Sec^

rpURNIP CUTTERS & ROOT GRATERS of every

-1- description. Illustrations & Prices forwarded on application.

William Dbay & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

near London Bridge.

nHAFF-CUTTING MACHINES, 58s.;

vy OAT-BRUISERS, 60s.—Illustrations on application.

William Dray & Co. Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

near London Bridge.

pOLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY' who resided at Marbat. on the mainland adjacent,

without whose authority no person had any right to

set foot on his territory.

It is to be regretted that this scheme has for the

present failed, but if the same energy is brought to

bear upon it again, and adequate protection supplied

either by her Majesty or the Indian Government,

there seems every probability of its eventual success.

It is a compliment to Mr. Cairo's agricultural

foresight and intelligence that the very words which

manv years ago he used in reference to that part of

the agreement between landlord and tenant which

determines the course of cropping permitted to the

latter, should have been adopted by the London

Farmers' Club in their recent resolution on the

Vy and 0? PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
3S, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G .S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts ; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticularsmay he had on application to the Principal.

Mr. Nesbit is prepared to make engagements to deliver in

the country a limited number of Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry during the next twelvemonth.

MR. DONNE'S DORKINGS ft BUFF COCHINS.
—The Rev. Stephen Donne has Dorking Chickens and a

few Adult Hens to dispose of, bred from the Birds which have

won the Silver Cups at Birmingham, Liverpool, and Windsor.

Also, Eggs from the best Dorkings and Cochins will he ready

shortly. The above Dorking Chickens are the Brothers and

Sisters of the Birds which have won the Silver Cup, and the , . , - „,.,•_. Tkta rp^nlvthnn state* as
Second Prize at Birmingham at the last Show; and the EGGS ;uhject of crop rotations. 1 Ills* resolution Stale.

,

as

will be from the parents of these Birds.—Oswestry, Dec. 20. ___

LIVERPOOL GRAND POULTRY SHOW.—
The FOURTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of POULTRY

will be held at Messrs. Lucas & Co.'s C«rri8ge Repository,

Great Charlotte Street, Liverpool, on WEDNESDAY, THURS-
DAY, and FRIDAY, the 28th, 29th, and 30th of January, 1857.

Managing Committee—Joseph HindfOD, Esq.; Henry Lafone,

Esq.; Lawrence Peel, Esq.; Henry Worrall, Esq. Hon.

Secretaries—Gilhert "W. Moss, Esq.; "William C. Worrall, Esq.

Sixteen Silver Cups or Pieces of Plate, in addition to liberal

money prizes, will be offered for competition. Entries close on

thejOthJamiary.— 6, Lower Ca stle Street. _
ENDLE'S PKICE CURRENT and GARDEN
DIRECTORY for 1857 is now ready, and can

be had from the Booksellers or from the. Proprietors in

exchange for seven postage stamps.

A Bound Edition has also been prepared this season,

which mil be sent free for 18 postage stamps. Appli-

cation to be made to

William E. Rekdle & Co- Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

Wfit ftgucttltttral <5a?rttt*

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1856.

The supplement to those tables already published

on Scottish Agriculture, which indicated the acreage

of the several crops this year, has at length appeared :

and the average produce per acre for every district in

the country as determined by local Agricultural

Committees being applied to the acieage of each

crop in those districts respectively, we have the

total agricultural produce of Scotland for the year

1856. In the following table the figures for the

current year are compared with those of 3854 and

'55, and it will be seen what a rapid and con-

tinuous advance has annually been made in the

This and the

Mr. Caird had written long ago, that "the landlord

who continues to bind his tenant down to a pre-

scribed routine from which he must not under a

penalty deviate inflicts upon him a very serious

injur)' without any corresponding advantage.

These words were quoted by Mr. Thomas at the

close of his paper on this subject as the result

to which his past experience and his present argu-

ment had led, and they were adopted by the Club

after a full discussion 'of all the points involved—

to which landlords, farmers, and land-agents had

all contributed. In this discussion the danger of

too great liberty as well as the injuries arising from

excessive stringency of rule had been fully insisted

on, and not only the general principles which should

influence the relationship of the owner and the

occupier of the land, but the details of every separate

point in which these principles would have to be

developed were fully represented. On the one hand,

I
it was justly argued that the particular routine of

practice which was undoubtedly a great improve-

ment on the cultivation of a century ago,

and might most properly have been made

the rule of agricultural improvement then, was not

necessarily an improvement on farm practice now,

and could not properly be made the rule of agricultural

routine at a time when much fuller knowledge exists

of the causes of fertility, and when much more

abundant means for the maintenance and increase of

that fertility are at our command. And, on the other

hand, the several particulars in which our ordinary-

rotations, as generally prescribed in leases, are at

fault were examined and exhibited

The alternate system of cropping as shown in the

four-years' course is a vast improvement on the

StriM g-wth^PoZe, iT the-pnn: (1) Wheat (2) Oats (3){*^*™»™2
- - * • • • "• '

S returns, long ago, but we have long learned that trie L,lo\er

A GRICULTURAL CARTS, 10Z. 10*.; LIGHT
WAGGONS. 15?.—Illustrations forwarded on application.

William Dbay & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

near London Bridge. ^^^^

cipal points deserving notice in this year

Jn neither case, however, is the whole truth told.

The seven million bushels of Wheat of 1856 are

not worth so much for food as the five millions

grown last year ; and the 400,000 tons of Potatoes,

though existing at the date of the inquiry, were then

in a rotting state, and have since no doubt diminished

in quantity from this cause. This year's crop is

therefore of less value intrinsically as well as in the

market than that of 1S55 :—
Agricultural Produce of Scotland.

"

Year,

IMPROVED STEAMING APPARATUS.-* OOD
*- FOR STOCK.—The advantages of cooking the food oi

r.nimalsare so well understood now that a steaunng apparatus

U considered indispensable to every well-ordered steading. The

process of boiling or steaming is known to effect great and irn-

1856
1855
1854

Wheat.

Bnshels.
7,270,052

5,0fc3,074

4,848,679

Barley
and
Bere.

Bushels.

6,083,076

'5,649,927

8,290,746

Oats.

Bnshels.

31,966,381

30,081.351

Beans
and
Peas.

Bushels.

1,279,4 II

t 183,647

Turnips. Potatoes

1

Tons.
6,540,267

6,461,988

34,093,040 1,081,263 6,41 1,419

Tons.
413.890

732,170
529,915

S.

acts of mastication, swallowing, and ruminating (in "'m^P;
animals).-Address,RiCHMOSD«&CHA»DLER,Salford,Manchester

Branch Establiahment, Sonth John Street, Liverpool.

^7ze^orse¥~aniT1^t cattle.-_No
-IT Animal can be highly fed for a continuance without pro-

ducing disuse «)t some kind, unless the ill effect is counteracted

by Medicine, and the safest and best for this purpose is

CUPISS'S CONSTITUTION BALL
The excellent condition of the Part

]
l^\^^hlmUm

the First Prize at the Royal Agricultural^iM™
at Norwich, in 1849, the proprietor informed Mr.

VXn'uHon
mainly attributable to the irequen use of tl • ^n^»^n

Balls. Mr. Nunn, Secretary to the Diss * *™er
f
^ "Mbteuied

the first prize at this local Show, for the best fat ^~^ ",d

"J
writes, "the Constitution Balls were a most *?"*h

}
e "™*J™

in getting mv bullock in ^^J^f^Z^SlfSS^
"I found with continued hi^eding^^
became

j

appetite

ituid
7
nThavT gT mfbuUockTn to such prime condition, in so

B

The
a

Cons
e

titntion Balls are prepared only by F^ci_s_Cupiss,

Mr. Hall Maxwell continues to report the frank

and cordial manner in which Scottish agriculturists

have furthered this statistical inquiry. " It is my
pleasing duty," he says, " to inform my Lords that

the returns continue to be freely and voluntarily

made by the agricultural community. Instances

which it prescribes every fourth year cannot be

crown every fourth year, and that the Turnips,

which came round as often, often fail. We have

learned, too, that in those cases where this crop

succeeds, as latterly by the aid of bone-dust and

superphosphate it has been made to yield, there

has followed on its consumption by sheep upon the

and such a growtli of straw in the succeeding

Barley crop, that the earliest rains have laid it,

spoiled the sample of the grain, and killed the

Clover lying under it. Hardly any more unfortu-

nate agricultural dilemma can exist than the light

land farmer on the Norfolk course of cropping thus

encounters. Probably he fails in getting Clover

and in getting Turnip, and then of course he fails

of getting corn ;
possibly he succeeds in getting

Turnips ; and then his Barley falls, spoiling the

grain which it yields, and killing the Clover which

it covers.

The remedy generally adopted for this unfortunate

predicament is to make the four-years' course one of

six or even eight years' duration : in the latter case,

as regards the Barley crop, laying down only half

the extent with Clover seeds, taking Beans or Peas

«ach, 3,. «. per packet, with a tapper giving full ^ona for

the use of the Balis and treatment of the hone whilj
t
talking

them. Also a Pamphlet of Testimonials from many Gen emen

vrho have used the B ills in various compl unts. A >
£«n tlen

"J
"sing the Balls may consult the Proprietor gratuitonsly, either

personally, or by letter, post-paid.

there are, no doubt, of opponents who plead the ^^^ and ag regards the yv heat crop

objections so frequently heard in England
;

but V
or)1 half its stubbl e for the Turnip

such cases are singular. Ihe farmers of Scotland ™ b £ '
in Mangel Wurzel on the other

have practically satisfied themselves that the inquiry crop, y s ^ ^^ ^^ lhn8 ._(1)

edes or common lurnips; (3),

over; (5), Wheat; (6), Mangel

.«w -rr . -, , u .. nurzei w i, Barley; (8), Beans or Peas; and

of statistical information, and they would rejoice u
' Y' thuJ is taken at eight-year intervals,

could the inquiry be systematically extended over Jb h
* inted out by Mr< Thomas as

the three countries, believing that its results are *™
j^ B '

*
after Swedeg or Turnips

mparatively valueless so long as its ope.ation is

j^ ^ the ^ T6m&ins in fuU forCe. A
luxuriant growth falls, and a good malting Barley

becomes impossible. And Mr. Thomas's plan of

remedying the Norfolk course by taking Wheat

after Turnips, and Barley laid down with seeds

after Wheat, is the great 'innovation on the alter-

nate system sanctioned by the resolution of the

London Farmers' Club.

Mr. Bakf.r, of Writtle, a land-agent as well as a

farmer, seems to have sanctioned some such plan as

this in agreements which he has recently drawn np,

for he told us that by these agreements he had

enabled tenants to take a second corn crop in any

CO

partial.

The Times informs us of the failure of an expe-

dition fitted out at Aden for working the guano to

be found on the Kuria Muria Islands. Captain Ord

and his party were forcibly hindered by the Arabs

from prosecuting their object, which was to collect

cuano from such of the islands as had been ceded

to her Majesty by the Imaum of Muscat. He was

immediately and in the most peremptory and in-

sultinc manner ordered to quit the islands withm

one hour. The inlands, it was averred, were never

a dependency of the Imaum, but belonged to a chiei
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case where 30$. worth of guano was applied along

with it per acre : and there seems no reason why,

provided fertility be in this or any other way pre-

served, any crop which the farmer grows should

not be taken on any field whatever which he

occupies.

It is well, we think, to call the attention espe-

cially of Scottish farmers, who even more than

English agriculturists are bound down to a prescribed

rotation of cropping, to a resolution affirming the

advantage to all parties of more liberty in this

matter, agreed to by a meeting comprising Lord

Berners and other English landowners, along with

a large and influential body of English farmers.

It may be well, no doubt, for a while to bind
down ignorance to a routine prescribed by greater

knowledge ; but after the lapse of years the know-
ledge which prescribes it itself is ignorance in com-
parison with the discoveries which have since been
made : and the rule proper for a time when
(1) Oats, (2) Oats, (3) Oats, followed by natural

Grasses for as many years, was the custom cannot
properly apply to the present, when chemists
have answered the question—What is fertility 1

and when commerce has furnished the means of its

artificial maintenance.

Home Correspondence.
The Cottage of the Working Man.—The extensive cir-

culation of the Gazette throughout the United Kingdom
offers a valuable chaunel for the publication of sugges-
tions having for their o ject the welfare of the working
classes. It is quite impossible in either one or two
communications to embrace all the points connected
with the imperfect dwellings of labourers, artisans, and
poor travellers, particularly as the space allotted to
correspondents is necessarily limited in a paper having
so many claims upon its columns. Nevertheless a few
words may induce inquiry and exertions, and lead to a
change in what all must deplore. The disgraceful state
of the lower class houses in towns and villages entails so
many miseries on the inhabitants which may escape the
knowledge of those who live in comfort and are exempt
from such trials, that it may be an advantage to all

parties—those who would thankfully receive and those
who would willingly perform kind offices—to enter
rather more fully into detail. Education is a most com-
prehensive term—instruction should be carried much
further than the mere mechanical operation of reading
and writing. The ideas of adults and children ought to
be guided in the proper direction, teaching them to feel

their position towards their Maker and their neigh-
bours, giving them a taste for useful employment
and a hatred of idleness, thus preparing youth to
value character above all things, sowing the seed
of truthfulness and honesty, and inculcating a
proper distinction between right and wrong. In
cases of sickness so prevalent in ill-ventilated and
crowded rooms, where the vitiated atmosphere is the
cause of disease, producing fever, diarrhoea, consumption,
&c, the sufferings of the poor are terrible. It does not
require any stretch of imagination to picture the distress
of an unfortunate member of a family, prostrate from
some infectious ailment, lying on the only bed in his
possession, his complaint aggravated by the presence of
his wife and children, who are obliged to remain in the
same room, without the conveniences so requisite to
insure cleanliness and common decency; what must be
the feelings of those who hourly witness the anguish and
destitution of a father, mother, wife, or child, unable to
afford relief by changing the foetid, suffocating, noisy
room for one at least free from the intrusion of others,
and where comparatively fresh air and more humanising
comforts might be enjoyed? In vain does physician
prescribe, medicine is not so much wanted as the pure
breezes of heaven, wholesome food, quiet and freedom
from dirt, not any one of which can be obtained in the
confined and disgraceful cellars and garrets crammed
with human beings, whose very natures become demo-
ralised. Under such an accumulation of horrors what
prospect has the minister of religion of making any im-
pression, since the most zealous man would be deterred
from labouring in so hopeless a field, no energyor exertion
can overcome the habitual profligacy of many years'
standing, interrupted as a clergyman must be by every
conceivable abomination. Under such disadvantages
any attempt to improve either body or mind will end in
disappointment, and man is reluctantly compelled to
leave his fellow-man in a position inferior to the
animals which we keep for pleasure and use. The
true prosperity of a country depends upon its religious,
moral, and social condition being in a wholesome state

;
each class contented and enjoying freedom and pro-
tection, labouring in their vocation not only for their
own benefit, but cheerfully assisting in the preservation
and observance of laws and institutions so requisite to
1

p
8U

T
e the 8reate8t amount of happiness to a people.

England, though blessed above all other countries, does
not pay sufficient attention to the instruction of the
youth of both sexes. The immorality amongst high,
low, inch, and poor, is frightful, and may be attributed,
in a great measure, to the apparent ignorance of the
great truth—that the Eye of their Maker, which neither
smmoereth nor sleepeth, is always upon them. Falcon,
Aeeymg Mangel WurzeL—I am sorry that I have

ceen too much engaged to reply to the inquiries ofa Grower respecting Mangel Wurzel before.

I stow my Mangel W urzle »n die usual way, about tour
,

or five feet at the base, and then packed up to a point
j

and well turfed over, leaving chimneys of straw about
every 6 feet. In the spring I open the stacks at both
ends, first for immediate use, and the other if
a sprouting * to have them turned over, the sprouts
rubbed off, and some soil again thrown over them to

keep them moist. After the end of May I merely keep
a sufficiency for my pigs through the summer months,
and find very few rot till the end of August when the
stubbles come in for the pigs. I last year and the year
before had (merely from curiosity) a few bushels put
in a heap and again covered with soil, to see how long
they really would keep. Last year they were most of
them sound till near Christmas. The Orange Globe
keeps rather better than the Long Red. Mangel Wurzels
are such gross feeders that I have never attempted to

grow any without farm-yard manure ; two cwt. of salt

per acre, and superphosphate at discretion, I would
recommend in addition. I have this year grown some
very respectable roots, on soil so near the slate bank
that it is impossible to pitch hurdles on it. S. P.

Pig Feeding.—I have turned my attention to this
branch of fanning, and, as you signify in your last

week's Paper that some statistics on the subject would
not be unacceptable, I shall be happy if my experience
can be of service. I breed all my own pigs. The sows
are of the improved Essex breed, commonly known as
Mr. Fisher Hobbs's ; the boars principally of Mr.
Northey's breed, which he called the improved Leicester,

and which with the same prime quality are rather
larger than the short Essex sort. I have accommoda-
tion for 57 feeding, 19 pens of 3. They require one
responsible man, a woman and a boy to attend, to bed
them, to scrape and steam the Swedes, to feed them,
and throw out the dung. This latter is done every
Friday, when I find that each pen contains a one-horse
load of very rich dung. My steaming apparatus is

very simple, but most effective ; thanks to Mr. Mechi's
reron mendation in your columns of Mr. C. W. Wil-
li) ma's bojk on the "Combustion of Coal," &c, I can
steam 1 ton per day of Swedes with less than 50 lbs. of

coal and a little wood. Owing to climate our corn is

not of first rate quality, but we make up in quantity by
sowing an equal mixture of Barley and Oats, which we
call dredge-corn. This crop is also better suited to

our land, which presents two or three different characters
in every field, from stiff clay to light Barley soil. The
expense of grinding is met by the miller's customary
toll of 4 lbs. to the bushel. This covers waste and
carriage. For the Dr. and Cr. account below, I have
taken an average pen of 3 pigs for the sake of concise-

ness :

—

Dr. Account.
3 pigs put up to feed

Nov. 1, 1855, esti-

mated market value

.

4 qrs. of dredge-corn,
at 30*.

4 tons Swedes, at 135.

.

Fuel for steaming do. .

Attendance 16 weeks .

24 cwt. of straw

£ s.d.

• ••

9

6
2 12

3 4
16

14

Cr. AcrouxT. £ 5. d.

59£ stone of pork sold
on the spot to hig-
gler, at6*.8Jrf. ... 19 19 If

16 loads of dung, at
25. 6d 2

3 pigs' bellies ... 3

Gross return . £22 2 \%
Deductprofiton3pigs 2 6 9;f

£19 15 4Expense of feeding. £19 15 4
.

Thus I calculate it I can clear the dung, it is as much
as I can do after making the market value of my own
farm produce at home. I cannot give any estimate of
the expense of rearing pigs to a proper age for feeding,
unless the old saying is true, that it costs lid per week
to make a store pig gain Is. Walter T. Bullock, Hegadon,
Holsworthy, Devon.
Reaping Machines.—My last letter appeared hard

upon the present reaping machines, and hence it might
be supposed I condemned the attempt to introduce a
reaping mechanism, in lieu of the unassisted scythe,
altogether ; such was not my intention, I consider the
desire to substitute the former for the latter as a step
in the right direction. Your readers will have observed
I make a wide distinction between a transaction with a
live plant and with dead material ; now Wheat when ripe
comes under the law of dead material, and is to be dealt
with by inanimate mechanism accordingly. I termed
the present contrivance unphilosophical because it is

fixed, or permanent and expensive ; and unecono-
mical, because it does in no wise abridge the after

labours of carting and threshing. In this letter

I can only point to what I shall consider the per-
fection of harvesting our Wheat crop, viz., by
" topping 1

' it (when standing in the field), so as not to
get on the average more than 12 inches of straw with
the ear, thereby saving the labour of carting, stacking,
and threshing. I shall be asked what " condition " is

necessary to be fulfilled by the farmer that so great an
end may be attained. To which I answer, the sole
condition required of him is that the crop be maintained
in an erect position, and then labourers (mechanically
assisted) shall «« top" an acre of Wheat with the same
certainty as they can now top an acre of hedgerows."
But to enable a farmer to maintain his Wheat in the
field in an upright position by artificial or natural means,
he must divide his fields into small allotments

—

which proposal for the subdivision of fields into
parts is the very basis of operation *oii which
my circular system of tilling land depends for
its success. The question will be asked " Would it

pay to maintain the Wheat crop in an erect position ?
"

Ask the Messrs. Hardy whether they consider it would
pay them after all their toil and expense to allow
their precious seeds to go down just before maturation !

Ask any seed-grower. [Will Mr. Burcham tell us
how it can be done !] When studying field practice
I several times maintained half au acre of Wheat

in an erect position, when all arouuU it went down and
became laid through neglect; and I also «» topped"
a d secured a number of square yards of the ears of
t.:is Wheat,7quite sufficient to prove that, with the aid
c my general tillage machine and circular method of
cultivation, harvesting the "staff of life" could be
: ndered both safe and certain. I had a model in the
xhibition of 1851, and a reporter in describing the

ccrn-cutting apparatus, facetiously termed it as
"a number of scissors, evidently intended for cutting
corn." Now he might have used the more
high-sounding word "shears," and it would have
been correct. With 4840 strokes of a very cheap and
durable mechanism, the "strokes" divided among a
limited number of men, according to my calculation

and experience in the field, we could cut and cart
straight away to a storehouse an acre of Wheat in a
period of time so short that I dare not now name it.

But would a little more care or expense pay \ My
answer to this is let your readers again peruse that
capital letter of "A Landlord" in the North British

Agriculturist, given us in the Gazette. See what a
labour our present harvesting Wheat is—cutting,

collecting, band-making, tying, stooking, pitching, bind-
ing, carting ; unbinding, unpitching ; stacking, thatch-

ing ; unthatching, uustacking, unbinding, threshing
straw rather than corn, restackiug straw I If nearly all

these labours could be avoided by adopting the simple
expedient of maintaining the Wheat plant in an erect

position (so that it might be decapitated), is there not
sufficient inducement ? 1 know I shall be charged with

aiming at a perfection in harvesting Wheat such as can
never be attained, bnt time will show who is right and
who wrong in this as in many other matters of the

field. C. Burcham, London*

octettes*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Weekly CounciL, Dec. 10.—Mr. Evelyn Denison^

M.P., President, in the chair. Communications were
received : from Mr. King, of 25, Albany Street, Regent's

Park, on Wine made from the Australian Vineyards,

with camples of his different vintages ; from Mr. Reeve,

of Randall's Farm, Leatherhead, a statement of the

advantages to be derived from prizes especially offered

for dairy stock ; and from Mr. Ferryman, on the pecu-

liarities of his Lever-Churn.

Special Council, Dec* 10.—Mr. Evelyn Denison,

M.P., President, in the chair ; for the purposes of

receiving the Judges' report on the trials of the steam-

cultivators, and of appointing the General Committees

for the ensuing year.

Special Council, Dec. 11.—Mr. Evelyn Denison,

M.P., President, in the chair; for the purpose of receiv-

ing from the Implement Committee and Live Stock

Committee their respective recommendations of Prizes

to be offered by the Society for the country meeting of

next year.

Audit of Accounts, Dec. 12.—Mr. Raymond Barker,

V.P., in the chair, Colonel Challoner, Mr. George

Raymond Barker, and Mr. Dyer. The accounts

were examined, audited, and certified as correct.

Special Council, Dec. 12.—Colonel Challoner,

Trustee, in the chair. On the motion of Mr. Raymond
Barker, seconded by Mr. Wren Hoskyns, the Report to

be made by the Council to the ensuing general meeting,

was taken into consideration and agreed to.

General Meeting, Dec* 13.—Mr. Raymond Barker,

V.P., in the chair. The Secretary read the following

report from the Council :

—

REPORT.
The Society consists at the present time of

85 Life-Governors,
137 Annual Governors,
862 Life-Members,
3917 Annual Members, and

19 Honorary Members;
making a total of 5020 Members, or an increase of 41 names on

the list of the Society since the last half-yearly meeting.

The Council have elected the Earl of Powis and Mr. Edward

Pope to supply the vacancies respectively occasioned in the

Council by the transfer of Mr. Evelyn Denison, M.P., to the

class of Trustees, and the lamented decease of Mr. Hampden
Turner.
The Funded Capital of the Society stands at the same *™ ®°*

as reported at the last general meeting, namely, at 9264Z. 85. 11a.

in the New Three per Cent. Consolidated Stock.

The following Prize-Schedule for the Essays and Reports ot

next year, to be sent to the Secretary by the 1st of March, ana

to be subject to the usual conditions of competition, has been

adopted:

—

1. The results of microscopic observation applied

to the vegetable physiology of agriculture ...

2. The best mode of levelling ridge and furrow

pasture land after drainage
3. The permanent amelioration of soils by admix-

ture with others •••

4. Destruction of vermin infesting the homestead

and stackyard
5. The comparative advantages of entering upon

farms in spring and autumn, together with

instructions to the young fanner on his entry

at either season ••• "1

6. The results of drilling Wheat or Barley at

different distances with the same quantities

of seed ; and also with varied quantities 01

seed per acre
7. Any other agricultural subject ... ••• .

*"

8. On the comparative advantages of sowing

Beans in spring and autumn ...

9. On the early or late sowing of root crops.

Professor Way, the Consulting Chemist to the Society, has

£
50

d.

20

20

10

... 20

10

10

10
10

delivered to the Members a second time his lecture on the

chemical composition of the waters of land drainage
,

for .ne

purpose of detailing the further progress of his ww^J °

f
that subject; and the Council have adopted a new scale^ ot

charges to be made to those Members of the Society that may

avail themselves of their privilege ofconsulting him, °™°tain .

from his laboratory chemical analyses at reduced rates, rru .

1.
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Inspector of the Society, has delivered t
ot S. lean appears \o be composed or it : I forward specimens and

of his lecture on destructive parasi es some pyrites which Appear full of metal. I will forward your
rironc Af flio V\/\r1*r -in tVtn n.kot* r\f *l\flrY»mv\ * li\r«1 u ri i i\ o t-nioll mart nf" tlto MlinfTT hV

Simonds, the Veterinary

the concluding portion _. — — r . —
attacking the inrernal organs of the body in the case of different

domesticated animals.

The Country Meeting at Chelmsford has proved eminently
successful in carrying out the objects of the Society, although

the expenses incurred have entailed a heavy charge on its

general funds. The interest attached to the exhibition of live

stock, on that occasion, was increased by the great number of

horses shown for the Local Committee's Special Prizes, and the

select Specimens of Foreign Stock sent over to the meeting at

great expense by the French Government, as a token of their

friendly regard towards the Society and its national objects. The
implements gave evidence of distinct improvement in their sim-
plicity and efficiency ; and the trials in the field, as well as the
public working of machinery in the show-yard, were witnessed
with deep interest by a numerous concourse of spectators. The
reaping machines and steam cultivators were reserved for subse-

h rdship a small map of the country by the next opportune
with some suggestions respecting the formation of a port at

Camoci for the export of these various productions; and as I

naturally feel the liveliest interest in this wonderiul region, the

metallic riches of which I discovered, perhaps your lordship

would permit me personally to continue its survey, at* it altogether

lies within the district of my Consulate.
** I have the honour to be, &c,

(Signed) " H. Augustus CowrEi./'

"To the Right Hon. the Earl of Clarendon, KG."

On the motion of M. de Trehonnais, seconded by Mr-

Fisher Hobbs, the best thanks of the Society were voted

to the Earl of Clarendon.

Mr. Raymond Barker, as Chairman of the Finance
reaping machines and steam cultivators were reseijed for siibse- Committee, laid before the meeting the balance-sheet
quent trial : and the Council have voted to Mr. Fisher Hobbs " "

>
. . .

6 u
their best acknowledgments of the kind manner in which he
offered his land for the purposes of that trial, which took place in

August last ; for the liberality in which he placed men and horses
at the disposal of the Stewards and Judges for working the
machinery; and for the facilities he so readily afforded for ren-
dering the trial satisfactory to all parties. The Judges have
made a special report to the Council on the trial3 made by them
on the steam-tillage apparatus respectively of Mr. Smith and
Mr. Fowler, competing for the Society's undivided prize of 500?.

for the steam-cultivator that should in the most efficient manner
turn over the soil and be an economical substitute for the plongh
or the spade. This report will be published for the information
of the members in the ensuing part of the Journal ; in the mean-
time, the Council have the satisfaction of stating, that although
the conditions included in the terms of the prize have not been
fulfilled by either of these inventions, Mr. Fowler has made
considerable progress, by his application of steam-power to the
operation of ploughing, towards the probable attainment even-
tually of the great object of a more economical tillage of the soil.

The Council, in carrying out the arrangement for the Chelms-
ford Meeting, received the cordial and efficient co-operation of
the Local Committe; and on that occasion, as on so many former
ones, the Society were essentially under obligation to the different
Railway Companies of the kingdom for the liberality of their
concessions to the exhibitors, and the facilities they afforded in
the transit of live-stock and implements to and from the Meeting.
The Country Meeting of next year will be held in the week

commencing Monday, the 20th of July; and the authorities of
Salisbury have already placed the land for the trial of imple-
ments under a due course of preparation. The Council have
decided npon the following schedules of the Prizes to be offered
by the Society for Implements and Live Stock at that meeting,
subject to such terms and conditions of competition as the
Council at their February Meeting may think it necessary
to adopt.

I. Implements,

• > * * - •Class of Drills
Manure Distributors (liquid or other)
Horse-hoes
Hay Machines. ,.

Reaping Machines
Mowing Machines
Horse-rakes
Carts
Waggons... ...

Carts of special construction, with
specifications

Steam Cultivator

n
if

it

it

)f

yr

if

n

n

• •

* •
• • *

• • *

• •

.

• • •

• I.

• •

«

* • a

...

t .»

* ••

• ••

• ••

• t •

- • •

• t •

. >

• • •

II. Live Stock.

f # ft

at *

• t •

• •*

* •«

*•«

- * -

#*•

* •

• • •

• • »

• - *

• ••

Shorthorn Cattle
Hereford Cattle
Devon Cattle
Channel Islands7 Cattle
Cattle of other established breeds
Agricultural Horses
Dray Horses
Thoroughbred, Hunting, and Hackney Horses 105
Leicester Sheep
Long-woolled Sheep (not Leicesters)
Southdown Sheep
Short-woolled Sheep (not Southdowns)
Pigs
Farm Poultry

* • - **

# *

«

t *

* *

£. *. d.

30
20
10
10
20
20
10
10
10

15
600

£655

£ s. d.

170
170
170
30
45
130
40

; 105
110
110
110
110
75
125

of the auditors, and also the country meeting balance-

sheet of the Chelmsford Account.

On the motion of Mr. Druce, seconded by Prof.

Simonds, thanks were voted to the auditors, Mr. George

Raymond Barker and Mr. Dyer, for their kindness in

auditing the accounts of the Society. Those gentlemen,

with the addition of Mr. Astbury (in the place of Mr.

Knight, whose continued indisposition obliged him un-

willingly to relinquish the duties of the office), were

appointed auditors lor the year ensuing.

On the motion of Mr. Astbury, seconded by Mr.

Burness, the thanks of the Society were voted to Prof.

Simonds and Prof. Way for the lectures delivered by

them before the members. Prof. Simonds returned

thanks.

Mr. Corbet and Mr. Fisher Hobbs expressed a hope

that the December General Meeting might in future be

held earlier in the week of the Sniiihfield Club Show.

On the motion of Mr. Etwall, seconded by Mr.

Jonathan Gray, and supported by M. de Trehonnais,

the cordial acknowledgments of the meeting were voted

to the Chairman for the kindness and impartiality with

which he had presided over it on that occasion.

The meetings of the Council stand adjourned over

the Christmas recess to the 4th of February.

[We very deeply regret to learn that Professor Way
is suffering from an illuess brought on during the dis-

charge of his duties as chemist of the Society. We
understand that during some mineral research he has

suffered from the injurious effect of mercury.]

Society of Arts, Dec. 10: Utilisation of Sewage.—
A very interesting discussion ensued on the reading of

Mr. Cooke's paper on this subject, and we make the

following extracts from the report of it in the Society's

Journal.

Dr. Lyon Play fair (the Chairman) said—When they

recollected that the whole system of vegetable and animal

life depended one upon the other— that vegetables lived

upon carbonic acid, water, ammonia, and certain mineral

substances—that these afforded food to animals during

life, and were again resolved, by the effete matter during

life and decay alter death, into the same substances, viz.,

carbonic acid, water, and ammonia, it was not, he thought,

a wise policy on the part of the metropolis to send away

all that matter to feed sea-gulls and sea-lions, iu order

that it might be brought back again from Ichaboe in the

form of guano. Instead of this general and wasteful

distribution of our treasures throughout the world, it

would be far better to use them economically and pro-

ductively at home. He would mention one philosophical

fact. The effete matter of a population was of all things

just the thing to supply as manure for the growth of the

food of that population. The Irish fed very much upon

valuable in the sewage, which, consequently, flowed back into the

ewers or rivers. It was well known to chemists that lime would

net precipitate ammonia or its salts from a liquid cortaming

them. Mr. Cooke endeavoured to meet the objection by saying,

that in usm- Mr. Wicksteed's process they did not deal with

hinhly putrescent sewage abounding in ammonia. I rotessor

Way, however, held a different opinion: he examined sewer-

water from places in the centre of London, from Barret Court and

Dorset Square, and stated that all the nitrogen in the liquid

state seemed to be iu the form of ammoniacal salts; that in one

case 84 per cent., and in the other 89 per cent, ot the whole

ammonia in the sewage existed in the soluble state. v\ hiie,

therefore, he (Mr. Lawes) might lament, with Mr. Cooke, that

thirty million pounds worth ot ammonia had cone to waste in tne

city of London during his life.be (Mr. Lawee) could not admit

that this waste would be stopped by the application of Mr. v\_iea>

steed's process. Mr. Cooke had, perhaps wisely, abstained from

furnishing an analysis of his manure, but be (Mr. Lawes) would,

however, venture to quote one which had lately been given him

by Profeasor Yoelcker, Professor of Chemistry to the Koyal

Agricultural College, Cirencester:—

Analysis of Leicester bricks made from the sewage of the town of

Leicester, by Mr. Wicksteed's lime process.

Water ... ... ••• <

Oreranic matters
Oxides of iron and alumina
Phosphate of lime (bone earth)

Carbonate of lime...

Sulphate of lime ...

Carbonate of magnesia
Potash
Chloride of sodium
Insoluble siliceous matter

* - •

• ft*

* * -

••

.WW

••
«• «

« . -

1ft t

.ft *

ift t

• ••

• ••

*••

* • •*• .*>

10-62

12-46
2-89

227
52-99
1-76

3-67

0-2«

046
1350

£1
,

5
°!L? °

, Potatoes, and 'Potatoes grew well in Ireland, because
The Council continue to be favoured by the Earl of Clarendon I ^^J^^ of tfae Potftto feeder was exact ly 6U i,ed

with successive reports received at the foreign Omce from
countries abroad, in reference to the occurrence of manuring
matter in different parts of the world, and to the progress of

disease among cattle.

The vigorous prosecution of agricnltural research in every

department of husbandry, and the more definite application of

scientific reasoning to the elucidation of every branch of prac-

tical detail, as well as the gradual establishment of general

principles, are circumstances which constitute at the present

the effete matter of the Potato feeder was exactly suited

for the growth of that crop ; and, in like manner, the

population of the metropolis of this country would be

best provided with food suited to it by the application

of the sewage of the metropolis to the land. The 12,000

tons of nitrogen consumed in the food of its inhabitants

was capable of being applied to the growth of a similar

*„*:.,,, nf f™A if w» fnllnwpd Nature's teachings.principles, are circumstances which constitute at the present
rpnrp(.pntat :ve f f0O(i if we followed Nature's teachings,

day a still greater necessity for that division of labour which the
j

representative oi ioou ii
.

statement
local societies throughout the kingdom on the one hand are so He was m ihe first instance surprised at the statement

competent to execute, and that unity of action on the other tnat the inhabitants of London, in maintaining tneir

which can only be given by a great central body like the Royal ...
consumed about 12,000 tons of nitrogen an-

Agricultural Society of England, which is at once the repre-
J[ \,n t~ \«ruir*.nt of the mode of arriving at this

sentative of the individual interests of the farming community, nual y ;
but ignorant ot tne moae

'

OI »^
and the ready means by which their united energies may be

j

reSult by Mr. Cooke he had made the calculation on

moat effectively brought into action for the purpose of gaining
:

jlig QWa rjataj and came to the result of 11,/DO tons,

IT rritran n1.,>*n»i n .>l ,-.hia/>f The inorP»Sft of itS members, and ... ii _ »_„.,.,. -»D *Q rl \t\ tho rv«n«»r
which was very near the amount stated in the paper.

Mr. J. B. Lawes said, that he read before this Society,

any given practical object. The increase of its members, and

the estimation in which its labours are held, afford strong

grounds of hope to the Council that its usefulness may con- ^.„ ,
__

CQmoiTO „f T nndnn
tinue unimpaired, and its advantages become more widely dis- about two years ago, a paper upon the sewage ot London,

tribnted by a still further co-operation of the farmers of tue .

q whicn ne eXpreSsed an opinion that it would not be
country in the promotion of its national objects.^ .... — *.:.i k_ »* J tn. ty»«»«ii_

By order of the Council,

James Hudsox, Secretary.

By direction of the Chairman he also read the

following communication received at the Foreign Office,

and transmitted to the Secretary by the instructions of

the Earl of Clarendon :

—

" Consulate of Pernambuco, Pernambuco, Nov. IS, 1856.

My Lord,-I have much satisfaction in informing your lordship

that having prosecuted ™yj*^*™J^W£^J^*tr^
Hons of the
covering the exim-cuvo %» «.*....-- — ^ -

cprvice
this empire. The gentleman who has assisted me in

i

this.service

writes to inform me that he has traversed the °^" t

""Jp^^°||
Ipu for 60 mileH. and finds that the stratum of ^rbonate of soda

emends the whole distance and i«*»Zqu" tlhe
LiZ2!l «f this

will remember that I have >

mineral, which Professor Way ---^-—
»
--.- •___„,„, ;mnort-

the A^euU.ra. Society pronounced » * *»»£££'&
ance to commerce. To the west m 'F" h .

the neighbourhood. Gold is very •bandant, both in q«™
and in the streams, Particularly th. Lurf. I farwjxd

a small sample. From L*pa to bt. Antonio tw
t e.

i« covered with hematite or red iron ore

.„ ~..*w* expressed an opinion

possible, by any process hitherto discovered, to manu-

facture a solid manure from sewage, which should be

remunerative both to the manufacturer and to the

agriculturist.

This subject was very fully entered into at that time. Injeed,

tbi interest taken in it was so great, that the Council o
:

the

Society was kind enough to devote an extra nurht to theMtocoa-

sion Mr. Wicksteed's pamphlet was then before the public, in

wCich he endeavoured to show that a profit of 22 per cent, could

be obtained upon a capital of one million, by applyi-g to the

•osecutea mv resenrcue* -"""""a ~ '""V7; ">ic sewage of London that process which had since been carried out

14th May, 1855, I have at length succeeded m dis- ^wgicest and described this evening by Mr. Cooke Mr

i

existence of nitrates in large qu»nnt.es w thin «£
ciD8idered that hta solid manure^ou d sell for 2^.

to

_. .. *__w_„ „00 . »«,,i ,n« in this service
Jt w iloweVer, argued by him (Mr. .Lawesj

and others, that the chemical composition of the manure would

notjustify Mr. Wicksteed in assigning to U^a greats value than

in any quantities
;
your lordship not ji Y

ton> It must be gratifying to those who, like

already sent specimens of thia

^

^w
(Mr La£es5 considered that the value of any manure could

r analysed, and the President of ™ ra

d^m ined by its chemical composition, to had that this

., ... k- nf i™«„« import- be ^raw Y
confirmed that nigbt b Mr Cooke. This

sewage deposit was no longer a Suable artificial manure but it

was to be ranked with lime, chalk, clay,&c.. Mr. Cooke had said,

"Sat it would find purchasers at a low price, when it could be

ob^ned at an easy and short carriage; and that by judicious

arrangements, it mieht sell for rather more than it costs The

Silt objection to Mr. Wicksteed's process was this that while

tocreasine the sewage by an enormous bulk of worthless matter

>t. Antonio tne grouuu
J ?*SSEA fo^Snwsfc the greater portion of that which was most

l and the mountain range " IftUea to *""

10077

And containing nitrogen equal to 0-60; ammonia, 0*72.

Now, here was a substance containing 80 per cent, of matter to

which it was impossible to assign any money value, and con-

taining not more than 16 or 17 lbs. of ammonia in a ton. \V list

could be done with 300,0(0 tons of this substance, the annual

amount which would be produced if Mr. Wicksteed s process was

applied to the London sewage? It certainly could not be sold,

and it was doubtful whether it could be taken as a gift, lie (Mr.

Lawes)could hardly think that the Chief Commissioner of Public

Works would consider himself justified in permitting deodorising

works to be erected in the metropolis, from which 8 or 9- tenths

of the ammonia in the Bewage operated upon would flow back,

into the sewers or river, more especially as ammonia was tne

element which, more than any other, was supposed to be tne

vehicle of aiasma and contagion. He (Mr. Lawes) considered

that the proper method of using sewage was by irrigation. U,

however, it was found impossible to select any district upon

which the fluid could be deposited, he was disposed to join m the

cry of those whosay, Away with the sewage to the German ocean t

Mr. E. Chadwick, C B., said that, on the statement

made [by Mr. Cooke, that "it behoved the authorities

generally to consider whether the effluvium from an

extensive area saturated with sewage, poisoning the

atmosphere by putrifying and steaming during the heat

of the summer, might not be as injurious to the health

of Kent, aye, to the metropolis itself, as the most efficient

subterranean removal of sewage might be beneficial "it

was to be observed that by one set of authorities, at the

least, the foundation of s'uch apprehensions had been

carefully examined, and provisions made to meet them ;

and it was, doubtless, the duty of those who hud the

responsibility of new works to re-investigate the subject,.

:.nd to examine the works in actual operation. Ihe

first scheme for applying the sewage of the metropolis

to other towns was proposed by the late Mr. Smith, of

Deanston, and was simply an application of the practice

at Edinburgh of applying it by submersion. The result

of the investigation of the Board of Health was to

establish sanitary objections to this system, as well as

objections of an agricultural and economical nature.

Most persons who lived in the neighbourhood of the parks, at

the period of top-dressinga, had been annoyed by the foul odours

arising from this operation. Indeed, he had known frequent ill-

ness occasioned by them. Similar e*ils were at times experienced

during the heavy dunging and top-dressings of market gardens

with decomposing animal manurea. Great loss albo ensued ;.

agriculturists agreed that two-thirds or three-fourths escaped

in a gaseous form. The mode of preventing this loss and

nuisance was not to apply chemicals, but simply to perform

the work' of disinfection at one; by putting the solid manure

into water to arrest the gases, and applying it by the water cart

or by steam power. The application of those principles to the

disposal of the refuse of towns in the prevention of nuisances,

was now proved in a sufficient number of instances. It had been

done at Rugby now for three years. In respect to the drainage,

it was to be observed, that those who only knew sewage under

the old conditions, as decomposing manure from the overflow ot

cesspools or house drains, where it had been detained for weeks,

months, or years, were unaware of the new conditions of town

drainage, in which all cesspools were abolished, self-cleansing

tubular house drains and sewers being substituted, and the refuse

removed at once, before it could become decomposed. At Rugby,,

all refuse was immediately removed by the new self-cleansing

drainage and sewers, and afterwards distributed by steam power

on the principle of the water cart. The results of the working

were in complete accordance with the principles and facts
,

to

which he had adverted. The sewage was at once received in the

soil, and held there, not merely in mechanical suspension, but m-

chemical combination, until it was taken up by vegetation.

The effect was shown in the pellucid and usually inodorous con-

dition in which the surplus water ran away on the days when

there was no rainfall.

Mr. S. Sidney said this was the third time that the

value of sewage manure had been discussed by the

Society of Arts. On the first occasion he characterised

as wild exaggerations the poetical view which Mr. Mechi

took of the refuse of cities. On the second occasion,

Mr. Bennet Lawes, in a most able paper, exhausted the

chemical part of the question, and came to the conclu-

sion, that a distant limited application of sewage manure

to Grass land in a liquid state was its only profitable

use ; and now Mr. F. Cooke, in his very candid paper,

was content to take manufactured solid sewage at from

2s. to is. per ton, a price that would not bear the cost

of carriage, as he (Mr. Sidney) had shown in former

discussions.

This theory of the enormous value of town sewage was not

new. In 1848, Mr. Smith, of Deanston, in a report circulated

under the authority of the Board of Health, wrote—" Assuming

that 5 cwt. of sewer water is equal to 2£ cwt. of guano—tbat the

sewer water of every town was worth 11. per head per annum
(that would give three millions sterling for London); and that,

therefore, ' snch an income annually would provide a fund for the

improvement of all towns in a manner corresponding with the

most enlightened views with respect to sanitary regulations/ *
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A very little inquiry served to show, that while 2} cwt of guano

was worth 30*., and would produce au increase of 6 bushels of

"Wheat per acre over ordinary crops, the same quantity ofsewage

matter was all but valueless. Nevertheless, in the first report of

the Board of Health, dated July, 1849, it was said, "That in the

local works which it is necessary to execute for the sanitary

improvement of towns, an entirely new system of sewerage must

be combined with a new system of house drainage, with a new

system of water supply, and with a new system ot removing and

of applying the refuse of towns to agriculture." In this paper,

two examples only of enlightened cultivation were cited—the

well-known liquid manure farm, of 170 acres, at Tiptree (where

his worthy friend, Mr. Mechi, never grew good corn crops, or good

root crops, until he followed the example of bis neighbours, and

gave his Wheat 305. au acre of solid guano, and drilled in a good

dose of Lawes' superphosphate with his Mangel Wurzel), and

the sewage manure farm of Mr. Walker, at Rugby, where, on

2C0 acres of Grass land, on a wonderfully porous soil, a very good

effect was produced by the liquid sewage in summer. Here, then,

after all, were just two towns, or rather villages, u>ing town

sewage on the Deanston plan—Watford, where the machinery

did not as yet work successfully, and Rugby. But the sewage

manure theorists maintained that the absence of demand for the

fertilising streams of cities was to be attributed to the stupidity

of the British farmer. But had the farmer been standing still

during the last 16 years? During that period a million sterling

had been invested in manufactories tor producing annually

hundreds of steam engines, threshing machines, drills, horse

hoes, clod crushers, ploughs, harrows, &c, which were eagerly

bought up. During that period millions had beon sunk in drain-

ing, paid for by farmers' rents; hundreds of thousands of tons of

guano, costing from 107. to 15?. a ton, had been consumed. Manu-

factories of another costly manure, superphosphate of lime, had

been established in every great town and every agricultural

district. These manufacturers imported bones, bone ashes, and

burned flesh from South America; they ransacked even the

battle-fields of Europe for the same invaluable material :
they

imported apatite from Norway; and they did all this while

se

d
other instances in supp
thus following out the history of British agriculture it was im-

possible to doubt that the profitable use of liquid manure must

depend on special and exceptional circumstances, as, for instance,

where it could by gravitation be cheaply applied to Grass land,

of a quality sufficiently porous to absorb it. At Rugby it flowed

away rapidly enough
;
yet even there it could not be all used,

and the river was polluted. But few soils were like that of the

Rugby farm. If he were asked why we neglect British, and send so

far for Peruvian guano, at more than one hundred times the price

of the home production, he would answer, why do we drink China

tea instead of British herbs, Eastern sugar instead of British

honey? Whv do we wear American cotton aud Italian silk, instead

of British home-smin? "Why do we prefer Rosewood to British

Oak? Whv toast our friends in foreign champagne instead of

the domestic Gooseberry? Because the foreign article was

cheaper at the higher price.

Mr. Sheriff Mechi said that the earth was the best and

cheapest deodoriser that they had. So effective was it

.that where lie had applied large quantities of liquid

manure of the strongest description, saturated with the

dead bodies of animals in large quantities, he had found

his cattle feeding upou the pasture so treated within

twenty-four hours after the application, and forty-eight

hours after no smell whatever was emitted.

Again, with respect to liquid manure not being good for other

crops than those of Grass, he had found it beneficial to every

description of crop, and so effective that, where it was applied in

considerable quantities, he had seen its effects on subsequent

crops for three or four years. Having a piece of land undone,

and comparing it with that which was done, the rtsult had been

unquestionable for several years. But before they could apply

liquid manure to clay lands they must be well drained. On
chalky, gravelly, and sandy soils, they might put any quantity

ofliquid manure with effect, especially for those quick-growing

crops which consumed large quantities of food by their rapid

growth. But the great question was, to persuade the agricultural

public that it was to their interest to use this description of

manure. If sewage was profitable to be used by the farmer, it

was useless unless the agricultural public were prepared to lay

down the pipes to bring it upon their land. This could be done

*t a cost of someUiing like 61. per acre. Having adopted the

system himself, he could state as the result of his experience tor

the last four years, on his farm of 170 acres, that it was a most

profitable operation. Applying the water of London alone—even

without the 12,000 or 15,000 tons of ammonia—over properly

drained land, would be profitable. The water meadows of Win-
chester and the Duke of Portland proved this. He hoped never

again to hear it asserted that water cannot percolate through the

stiff clays, for unless that notion were exploded, it was in vain to

hope that agriculturists would apply the sewage of towns upon

clay lands.

Mr. Wright (a member of the Metropolitan Board of

Works) said it was a favourite practice to point out in

strong language the enormous amount of fertilising

matter that was lost under the ordinary system of town

sewage.

He appealed to the chairman, as a chemist, and one acquainted

with manufactures, whether the cost at which it could be saved

was not an essential element in the question. Quarrz might con-

tain gold, but in so small a proportion that it would not pay the

expense of extraction. He applied that remark to the subject

before them. Until it had been shown that it would cost less to

abstract the valuable matters in the sewage than the value when
extracted, they must adopt the best plan they could for getting

rid of it. He"would instance ammoniacai liquor of gas works.

The ordinary strength of that product in gas works was, that it

took about 16 ounces of sulphuric acid to saturate a gallon of the

liquor, and thus form a salt of ammonia. It was more profitable

to sell it for a low price to parties who took it away from the gas

worka and manufactured from it a valuable chemical salt, than

for the gas company to attempt the manufacture themselves. But
the manufacture could not be carried on profitably if the dilution

exceeded a certain per centage. Now the per centage of ammonia
in sewage was infinitely less than in any ammoniacai ever made.
He had hoped for more detailed facts as to the expenses at

Leicester. If, as was stated, they were selling it at 2s. per ton,

could they buy lime for the process at 2s. per ton ? Those were
the practical questions which required to be answered. He
thought, that after the diversity of opinion they had heard that

evening, to ask the Metropolitan Board to rush into this scheme,
would be asking more than practical men of business would be
inclined to concede. The Board of Works were doing all they
could to bring the sewage to one or two points, and when there
it could be operated upon.

Mr. Wilkinson said he belonged to an increasing

section of the Metropolitan Board, who believed that in

deodorising would be found the successful solution of

the great question of the day.

He contended that they had nothing to do with the commercial
consideration of the question. The question was how they could
most efficiently, in a sanitary point of view, effect the complete
drainage of the metropolis. He could confirm all that had been
stated by Mr. Cooke with regard to the sanitary effects of that

any one. He considered the most magnificnt results had ensued

in a sanitary point of view from the adoption of the deodorising

process ; and as the representarives of the sanitary interest of the

metropolis, it was the duty of the board to pause before they

committed themselves to the vast expenditure proposed.

Dr. Letheby, Medical officer of Health for the City of

London, said the constituents of the sewage of towns

consisted for the most part of undigested matters,

and when those were acted up n by lime—whether

they were in an undecomposed state, or in a putrescent

state, the lime precipitated the phosphates, which, in

the act of falling, carried mechanically other matters

existing in sewage waters, and there were left urea,

uric acid, and other substances of value, wholly

untouched. The process, therefore, he considered

deficient in the first principles of chemistry.

Another argument was, that the mortality of the town of

Leicester had been very considerably reduced since that mode of

disinfecting the sewage had been introduced. The tabulated

return before them would at first sight indicate that fact, and if

they relied upon it they might conclude that the health of the

town had progressed, pari passu, with the introduction of this

system. But let them look at the other towns in the North-

Midland counties, and they would find that there also, in

precisely similar proportion, had there been an improvement in

the state of the public health. He was therefore of opinion

that the two points to which he had directed his remarks, viz
,

the chemical principle involved, and the sanitary result claimed,

were not founded upon sure data.

Mr. Cooke replied.

He had ascribed the diminished number of deaths at this

all-important fact to the general sanitary measures adopted.

It had been said that quicklime liberated the ammonia
of the sewage, and that the Leicester plan was, therefore,

chemically wrong. He ( Mr. Cooke) had stated that it was cream,

or hydrate of lime, that was employ? d, and that the ammonia,
in consequence, could not be, and was not, liberated by the

process. It had been said that the chemist of the Agricultural

College at Cirencester declared that in the dry bricks there was
only 72 per cent, of ammonia. He (Mr. Cooke) had shown that

the dry brick lost its ammonia, and should not be taken as the

product of the system. It bad been said that the process was a

fallacy, and the product worthless, because it did not sell. He
(Mr. Cooke) had stated that it did sell, at a price that covered

the outlay in production, and that 1000 tons had been sold in the

last fortnight. He was told that there was a fallacy in valuing

the ammonia in manure at 601. per ton, as that was the pri^e of

the pure article. He replied, how, then, was guano valued? It

contained sixteen per cent, of ammonia, and soil in the market
in 'proportion to the quantity of ammonia in the sample.

Another gentleman urged that the English farmer would only

use the pure guano, on the same ground that in private life

tobacco was used instead of rhubarb leaf, coffee instead of

chicory, champagne instead of gooseberry wine. He (Mr. Cooke)

replied that . that gentleman was wrong in each case. The
counterfeit was extensively used because it was cheaper, but the

deodorised sewage was no counterfeit; it was of low value, but

still of value, and sold at the low price at which it could be pro-

duced, and for what it was worth. He (Mr Cooke) showed, by
sales tbat were going on, that it could be disposed of at a price

which would cover working expenses, but the Metropolitan

Board were willing to spend 38,000Z. per annum, without any
return. He showed a saving of 1,200,0002. per annum on the

engineers' estimates. Another gentleman declared that irrigation

was desirable, but that it infected the air. He submitted a plan

for purifying the sewage water before it was employed for

irrigation. He was told that the ammonia escaped in the

effluent water, but the chemists could not detect it.

A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Cooke.

to the conviction, which the science of chemistry has now eluci-

dated, that cereals and bulbs each extracted a different substance
from the soil, and that this extracted matter, whatever it was,
was in time restored, either by the effect of the atmosphere or

the agency of manure. The researches of the agricultural

chemist were then unknown, but the idea was correct in the

main ; and thu3 first arose the famous agricultural system of

alternate corn and green crops, which has now so long main-

tained its ascendency. The rotation of cropping which on
strong lands in Scotland first obtained, and still retains the

greatest favour, is the six course—always premising that the

land mu3t be first made dry by draining—usually com-
mencing with a fallow, or fallow cTops, such as Tares, or Cole-

seed, and then Wheat, Beans, Barley, Clover, and Wheat. It

is sometimes altered to fallow, Wheat, Clover, Oats, Beans,

Wheat ; but by some, there is an ohjection to this course, from

the Bean Crop" being so late in the rotation as to cause more
difficulty in keeping it clean. But, if a landlord will insist that

his tenant shall be bound down to one course of cropping, perhaps

none better than one of these two could be found. The cultiva-

tion of the Turnip soils of Scotland may be included with those of

England. Whilst this energy was being displayed by our

northern friends, enterprise and experiments were not wanting in

England. J. W. Coke, afterwards Earl of Leicester, had

succeeded to his vast estates in Norfolk, where a soil naturally

poor only produced the poorest crops when their cultivation was

attempted, but the greater part presented only sterile sheep

walks, or was devoted to the purposes of the warren. His active

and energetic mind deplored such a state of things, and he

resolved upon improvement. He saw that the soil wanted

solidity before it would yield productive crops of corn, and the

Turnip and Clover crop seemed to afford a remedy. And hence

sprung the famous rotation of Turnips, Barley, Clover, and

Wheat, which appeared for many years to promise unparalleled

and permanent success. The Swedish Turnips, then called Kuta

Baga, were then first introduced to this country. Red Clover had

been but little cultivated, and the invariable luxuriance ot

these two crops, and also of the corn crops which succeeded

them, seemed to point out the Norfolk system as one with-

out a rival. Was it to be wondered at, then, when landlords

beheld the gigantic improvements which were here displayed,

that they were anxious to introduce the like into their respective

estates ; and when they found persuasion unavailing, to compel

their tenantry to improve by coercion ? There can be no doubt,

but that when the stringent covenants and restrictions to which

I have had so often to allude were first introduced, both their

object and their tendency was to introduce an improved system

of agriculture : but it has at last broken down, after holding its

supremacy over half an century ; and, indeed, that it contained

the germs of its own dissolution was clearly seen many years

back by the late Sir J. Sinclair, and many other eminent agri-

culturists. I know not how the case may be in Norfolk
;
but

this I do know, that in every part of England with which 1 am
intimately acquainted, there is one universal lamentation over

the difficulties which the system now presents, lhe a^eaes,

though more certain of obtainment than they once were, through

the agency of peculiar manures, are yet subject to strange and

inexplicable diseases; sometimes resulting, as was the case last

yearf in the total ruin of the crop. The Barley, where the crop

bf Swedes had proved large, and had been fed on the ground with

the addition of cake or corn, we find in fruitful seasons laid flat

on the ground ; and when a period of wet takes place at the time

of harvest, seriously sprouted, even before touched with the scythe,

the grain unfit for the maltster, and the straw valueless as fodder.

The farmer then finds that his young Clovers have been killed

by the lodgment of the Barley crop ; the next year produces him

either an inferior crop of hay or a scanty run for his flock
;
and

the succeeding one yields him but an inferior crop of >>heat
;
tor

every practical man knows how much the produce of this crop,

when it succeeds Clover, is influenced by the degree of fertility in

its predecessor—occasioned, no doubt, by the amount of roots left

The following letter has been received since the

meeting :

—

M There was no time for practical farming men to make any
observations last evening, otherwise I should have stated that

since I have been engaged in farming on rather a large scale

(farming 560 acres). I have been constantly studying all the

different modes now known for"inaniiring and enriching any land

at the least cost; and with respect to the manure made by Mr.
Wicksteed's process, I should nay that it is with the farmers

merely a question of cost. If Mr- Wicksteed's solid manure con-

tains .13 per cent, of ammonia and 12 per cent, of animal matters

(as the analysis of Mr. fVoelcker proves) then one ton of it is

worth to the farmer as much ns 100 lbs. of guano; and if the

farm is near to the works, it may be cheaper for him to buy and
distribute on his land 3J tona of this manure, than 8 cwt. of

guano ; but that cost depends, of course, on the distance and

expense of carrying this manure on to his fields. The great

advantage of applying liquid manure by pipes is the small cost

of its distribution, as the engine will pump up and distribute

manure at a cost of \\d. per ton; whereas the carting of solid

manure alone from the "farmyard on to the fields and distributing

it, will cost As. per ton. Also when the manuring principle is

applied to land dissolved in water, it permeates more rapidly

through the soil, and becomes more quickly combined with .it,

than when put on the land in a solid state; and until the

manuring principle has chemically combined with the soil, the

food for plants is not produced. Professor Way has shown us,

by one of his most valuable experiments, that when liquids con-

taining ammonia are filtered through six inches of earth con-

taining such usual proportion of alumina as all corn lands have,

all the ammonia is retained and chemically combined with the

alumina, and the liquid is discharged free from it, wherefore it is

more desirable to apply the manure dissolved in water, and, as is

now the custom, to apply guano to the land in wet weaher, that

its ammonia may be quickly washed in ; and 1 may here remark
in answer to one gentleman's observations, that Mr. Way has

found that peat charcoal has not so good an effect in arresting

ammonia from liquids as common earth, and it is therefore of no

value for that purpose. If I could get a supply of liquid manure
brought to my farm, I should be glad to receive it, and would dis-

tribute it over my land; but until that can be done, I see no

reason why farmers should not use Mr. Wicksteed's solid

manure, if its cost per ton, when put on the land, will not exceed

the cost of 100 lbs. of guano. But, of course, it by Mr. Wicksteed's
process the per centage of ammonia can be increased, its value to

the farmer will also be greater. John Bethell."

ascertain
the frequent failure of the remaining three crops I have already

alluded to), and then see if we can throw out some hints tor an

irement of the rotation. That when a longer period than

as taking place In a parish adjoining the one in which

I reside. At the close of last year my neighbour Mr. A. \v .

Crouch, in common with the rest of us, lost almost the entire

crop of a fine piece of Swedes in a certain large held by some

inexplicable disease ; but across this large field was a broad belt

of magnificent Swedes, totally uninjured by disease, and pre-

senting a marvellous contrast to their decayed and offensive

neighbours. What was the cause? Each part of the field had

been manured alike, and each acre had received the like atten-

tion. The secret was this—four years previously this belt ot

sound bulbs had been preceded by Mangel Wurzel ;
the re-

mainder of the field had at the same period been cropped witti

Swedes. Our triend Mr. Joseph Paine has told me that the

same phenomenon occurred on the occupation of a near relative

of his, and I have witnessed it in other places as well. Let us at

least gather something from these remarkable tacts.

Mr. Thomas then proposed alterations in the 4-course

system, not as a rule, but as the relaxation of a rule

possible under certain circumstances.

Let us now suppose that we change the rotation from the four

to a five course; and that it be Turnips, Wheat, Barley, «
Liover

and Wheat. Its advantages would be these. In «ie cour.
e
oj

20 years it would be found that the four crops of Swedes, jeacn at

five years' distance from each other, would have P™««*
J

greater aggregate amount of food than five crops won d have

done, each four years distant from the other aud that theJralta

would be much freer from either disease or failure. I then V™V™*
to take a crop of Wheat, as our Scotch brethren ^^fV^urceed
do. We know by practice that our ordinary Wheats succeed

remarkably well when sown after Turnips up to the

middle of February. We have, then, he Talarera, and

other more prolific Spanish Wheats to tall back on

^

lastly, the April Wheat, which may be sown wiitb wc my
up to the 1st of May. I may here mention m parenthesis tliat a

remarkably good farmer (now I am sorry to say »° *°Vg

member of this club), and who adopts the rotation we are diacua-

sing-I mean Mr. Shaw, of Cotton End-sows much ot the wnea

drilled after Turnips with Italian Rye-grass, for the keep.

o

couples during the month of March, and, P^JS^ciover
about the 1st of April, sows it with Barley and the

,
ord nary Clo

seeds. It is, however, very doubtful whether the^^xt^t

Farmers' Clubs.
Central : Discussion on the Rotation of Crops.—

Mr. Thomas referred first to agriculture in the reign of

the earlier Georges, when two crops and a fallow were

the rotation which prevailed, and that of the Romans,
when a fallow every other year prevailed. He then spoke

of the improvements first effected in agriculture north

of the Tweed. He &aid :

—

I believe I am only doing justice to our friends north of the
Tweed if I state that it was th^ agriculturists of that country
who, at the close of the last century, took the lead in those vast

improvements which began to distinguish our husbandry. They
observed that the same crops repeated consecutively became

ery one who has tried this tells mm mat w»» - * - appears

to obtain a fine sample of malting Barley; and
'^nt0 those who

to be no prospect of a remission ot the malt tax, •,

nf)t pr0p se

cultivate the grain, is a great object indeed. nm•*
on tbe

to sow this second white atiaw crop * l",ou '
\t \n the form of

land some nitrogenous manure. I should do i

with ^quid
guano. Our friend Mr. Mechi would, no aouDr.u

ose> but
manure. Perhaps either means would *n*Y™mnnra is a pretty

I asrree

system upon the fc.wn of Leicester, and the process might be
j

smaller and smaller in their produce, whilst with intervening
carried on under their drawing-room windows without offence to

j
crops of Clover or roots the produce increased, and this led them

. „fil„ ,rith the late Mr. Pusey, " that Iiqum *»»
fio ^ of

toy, but solid dung is for farming in earoesl
.

e worthless trash

course, mean genuine Peruvian, and no
hnl,ts f unprincipled

which is under that name vended »y*°:
o \nmrkfi of onr agri-

dealers, whose advertisements crowa t"« ^^ ^^ian, in

cultural periodicals. I read in the repor u r. js

the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society ^
found that guano, at the rate ot * • *-

h weve r

always be applied with profit to the Oat crop,

-

now
can
high
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I the condition the land may be in
;

" and if this applies to the

Oat crop (Barley is but little grown in Scotland) I imagine

it must apply to the Barley also. The idea of growing Barley

after Wheat, or two crops of Barley consecutively, is not

new. In Bachelor's report of Bedfordshire, 1807, he says,

'•Parley is a favourite crop towards Biggleswade, and is

frequently sown after Wheat;'' and speaking of another

part of the country he says—*4 The large quantity of London

and other manure which is here used, causes the Barley to grow

too luxuriantly to make it prudent to venture the Clover to be

sown, in the first season. The Bailey is therefore repeated for

that purpose, and with better success." But in much more
recent times, we find the same course much recommended. In

the report for Dorsetshire, published in the Journal of the Royal
Agricultural Society, it is mentioned as becoming universal.

In Mr. Caird's report, too, of the farming of Lancashire, he is

loud In the praise of a Mr, Longton, of Rain Hill, and adds

(p. 268) :—" Mr. Long ton is decidedly of opinion that Barley

after Wheat is the best management with which he is acquain-

ted." With such examples, there would be no doubt about the

success of the Clover crop, and after a luxuriant crop

of Clover, but little of that of the Wheat. I have thus

" everlasting shift." But unfortunately, lenses were too restrictive

on the tenants, and tied them down too stringently to a particular

system of cultivation, whilst it was difficult to induce the land-

lord to alter that system even in the present day. In the cases,

however, of some farms which he had let since Michaelmas, he
had been able to introduce a clause to the effect, that two white
straw crops should not be taken in succession, unless the

tenant first manured the land upon which such crop

was so intended to he taken with guano or other

manure of like nature, not the production of the farm, of

the value of 305. per acre at the least. So long as the tenant

did that—so long as he put into the land that which was neces-

sary to support the crop he took out, if he took it in rotation-

he would do injury neither to the landlord nor himself. Indeed

whenever a second straw crop was introduced in that way by
artificial manure, all the straw being returned to the land, the

tenant might go on producing and reproducing to the advantage

of both. The circumstances of the times demanded that the

farming capabilities of the country should be developed. We
had a limited area upon which to maintain a rapidly increasing

population; and if the support of the people was to be derived

from the soil of the country, there must be more liberal covenants

endeavoured to sketch out what I believe would be found, in leases to enable occupiers to raise the largest amount of pro-

Norfolk four- duce. It was advisable that the "customs" of the country rela-upon trial, to be a great improvement on the Norfolk

course system. I could not have ventured upon recommending
such a rotation to your notice, did I not recognise the powerful

assistance which agricultural chemistry has brought to our aid
;

and, although I agree with the remark, " that it is a great mis-

take to suppose that men can be made farmers by teaching them
doubtful chemistry ;" yet I do think that our best thanks are due

to those gentlemen who have given up their time to its study;

and to those who have kindly initiated us into its principles, and
made us familiar with its deductions, something more substantial

than empty thanks can be offered without offence. I have not

as yet alluded to the covenants which should secure a landlord

from the results of au impoverishing and faulty management.
To avoid this, much depends on the judicious choice of a tenant

;

but, to make " assurance doubly sure," I should recommend an
agreement, relinquishing into the incoming tenant's hands, one

year before the expiration of an agreement not renewed, a pro-

portion of the holding—say one-fifth—and a further covenant
that in the last year not more than three-fifths of the entire

occupation should be under white straw cropping. I conceive

that some such arrangement would unfetter the hands of a tenant

tive to the letting of land should also be changed, for some of

them were most obnoxious.

Mr. W, Bennett went a long way with Mr. Thomas in

acknowledging the desirability of removing the restric-

tions which m many cases fettered good farmers in

developing the resources of the land—and he doubted

not on much good land of the country an extra white

straw crop might be produced under cleanly farming,

and an outlay for artificial manure, to the benefit of the

farmer and without injury to the laud.

At the >ame time he felt bound to say, indeed, it would be

useless for that club to argue thi3 point unless they could take

pretty largely the landowners with them in the views they

entertained. For it must be admitted there are, as in all other

cases, two sides to this question—before you can change very
largely the system of farming from four to the five course, they

who let the land will require some security that such privilege

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
f R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
^ • (late BnrazjrBOS & Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terras, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c. $ at the
Manufactory as above. _______^_
HOT-WATER APPARATUS ON AN IMPROVED

PRINCIPLE.

MESSRS. COLLS and CO., Builders, Camberwell,
beg to inform the nobility, gentry, and the public in general,,

that they have made arrangements with an eminent Inventor and
Hot-water Engineer for the management of this portion of their

business, and are prepared to take contracts for Warming
Churches, Chapels, Private Residences, Greenhouses, &c.

Estimates upon application.

HOT-WATER PIPES (Cast Iron) at WHOLE-
SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphons, Tee-Pipes, Coit--

Pites, and every requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and
Saddle Boilers, 50s. each. Improved Soot Doors and Furnace
Doors, Builders' Castings, Pipes, and Gutters of every description
in stock at Mr. LtWCB Whitf's, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper
Ground Street, Blnckfriars Bridge, London.

verv much during the maior part of his lease, and could not, by I
shall not be abused. With spirited and pood farmers (and more

any possibility, result in injury to the landlord. especially where land is unkind for Turmpsj-under good

Mr. Thomas concluded with remarks on the Duke cultivation it would be a great improvement. The five or even

of Northumberland's agreement with his tenantry.

Mr. J. Paine (Bedfordshire) had long recognised the

difficulty of getting his Turnips every fourth year, and

the subject connected with his name, which Mr.

Thomas had mentioned, came under his notice about

two years &*o. i

It happened that on a 30 acre piece, well cultivated for Tur-

nips, and with a good plant, the greater part of the field became

the six course system might be followed to advantage by a

judicious arrangement of crops, and a liberal appliance ot manure.

But it must ever be horn in mind that a bad, instead of a good

farmer, with such latitude given him might beggar the land; and
that laws are not made for the good, but for the disobedient, lnst-lf-

defence, therefore, rather than to cramp the efforts of enter-

prising good farmers, somewhat stringent covenants are intro-

duced into leases and agreements for land— and sometimes (he

would admit) very vexatious and foolish ones (cheers). It would

be idle, however, not to admit that this subject was surrounded

€ k _ m ^ m with difficulty. The great desideratum is how to give full

blighted during the summer; the only exceptions being about
j
scope to an enterprising go-ahead farmer, who will keep his land

seven acres, which had borne a crop of Peas during the routine of ' clean, and in these days of artificial manure keep it up to the
* "-• *- - : -*- A mark. Perhaps the granting of a lease with general covenants

to keep the farm in good heart and plight, without restrictions as

to cropping (except for the last four years), when to save any

the previous four years, and which was consequently eight years

from the Swede crops, and about an acre and a half which had

been well limed. Here the produce was very good, but these por-

tions were all that was worth a farthing, though the entire field

had been sown with the same seed, under precisely similar cir-

cumstances. When the process of hoeing was performed, a more

luxuriant crop could not be seen
;
yet within six weeks from that

time, saving the two portions referred to, the roots were not worth

picking up. "What was the conclusiou to which he naturally

came? Why, that the fault lay in sowing the Turnips too fre-

quently. For his own part, he was inclined to think that, through

the agency of artificial manures, the farmer might in some dis-

tricts cultivate his land even upon a six-course. There was one

ingredient in the question, however, which should never be lost

sight of. Mr. Thomas had alluded to the Duke of Northumber-

land's agreements. Now, if they had none but such men as the

Duke of Bedford to deal with as landlords, there would be little

need
would
unfortunately
sun
tenant invested his capi

provement of the s

that he would be e

was not all fitted

that if they comme

retrograde movement in farming on the one hand, or claim for

unexhausted improvements on the other, the renewal of the lease

would best obviate the difficulty. His friend (Mr. Thomas) must
excuse him if he said that he thought he had rather overdrawn
the case in pointing out the evils of the four-course system.

That gentleman said, " to feed on the land the whole Turnip crop

and often with corn or cake, only threw down the Barley,

damaged the quality, and often spoiled the young seeds," which
was all very true; but he (Mr. Bennett) very much questioned

the policy of such a course. On well-fanned land he thought,

at least, one-third of the Turnips should be consumed in making
the manure at the farm homestall. Mr. Thomas further stated,

that the two frequent repetition of Swedish Turnips caused

their failure, which was another serious evil. He (Mr. Bennett),

Wheat in five years without incurring

cwt. of guano per acre in one of those years. The absence of the

security to which he had alluded was the only obstacle in the way
of the improvements recommended by Mr. Thomas, though this

might be easily remedied by the establishment of a good

understanding between landlord and tenant. Let it not be

supposed that they were aiming to benefit themselves at the

never he lost sight of.— Mr. Owen Wallis proposed the following

resolution:—"Resolved, that it is the opinion of this meeting that

the landlord who binds his tenantry down to aprescribed routine,

from which they must not. under a penalty, deviate, inflicts both

upon them and the public a very serious injury, without con-

ferring any corresponding advantage/' Mr. Smithies seconded

the motion, which was put to the meeting, and carried

unanimously.
-LUS-JLJL

* * * t *

thev must have security of tenure. Were the English Turnip

introduced in one course, and the Swede in another, he believed

it would also be found greatly to aid the growth and fertility of

the latter. Certainly a plan, similar to that which he had adopted

with Clover, was attended with much advantage. That plau was

to sow mixed Clovers (white Clover Grasses and so on—not
broad Clover) in one course, and then broad Clover in the fol-

lowing course. If the seeds of Turnips were " coursed m this

same way, he saw no reason why equal benefit should not arise

from pursuing that system.

Mr. R. Baker was satisfied that Mr. Thomas's excel-

lent paper would be attended with beneficial results.

The true principle in the rotation of crops appeared to Mm.
to be, not to bring in rotation in successive years such crops as draw

from the land the same description of support, but rather that one

crop
1

shosld bo alternate with another as to supply its successor

with food, or, at all events, not to be injurious to it. On
lands weU managed the fallowing would admit ot a green crop ot

Rye or Tares, or other vegetables, to conclude with Tnrr.ips. On
his light land he alwars took Rye before Turnips, Hirer the

Turnips, Uarlev, and then Clover. The Turnips furnished

abundant food tor the Barley, and the Barley was a good prepara-

tion for the Clover. To the Clover succeeded Wheat: then he

followed with an autumnal fallow, manured slightly, and took

Parley again. But of course the rotation must vary according as

the description of soil varied or changed; therefore the tarmer

should have the privilege of selecting that mode of rotation
i
which

was beat adapted to the mil. Upon his light land, also- and many
genfjeraen present had seen the experiment—he had adopted the

system of taking Oats after Turnips, and Wheat alter Oats, am.

he found that he could grow better Wheat in this order than by

any other process lie'had erer tried. In fact, the crop was a most

productive one, his last yielding, upon being threshed

out, five quarters an acre ; aud whenever he could get that

quantity he was fully satisfied. The time had now arrived when
.the old idea about the exhaustion of the soil ought to be entirely

abandoned. There was no such thing as exhaustion of the soil

•Qciy give him na opportunity of clearing the crops as they came

.'n rotation, and an ample supply of manure of an organic

«hartcter, and he could go on producing crops vear by year for

«erv; .in other words carrvout what had been ironically termed the fxom a sack ot -46 lbs.

Notices to Correspondents.
A Circular Acre : // WP. Its diameter is as nearly as possible

78i yards. A circle with that diameter encloses about a nquare

foot "less than an acre. The diameter of a half acre circle is

about 55.6 yards.

Aldernky Cows : G L E. All cows onght now to be brought in

from the tields. Carrots and Parsnips and Mangel Wurzel

and Kohlrabi are all roots which yon may give in moderation,

without injuring the milk. Be that as it may, however, milk

will be injured in quantity, if not in quality, by letting the

cow remain iu the rield in December.

Silicate of POTash: A Subscriber. Perhaps war best plan

would be to write to Mb*. Paine of Famham. His property la

over beds containing a large quantity of soluble silica, and be

could, no doubt, give you useful information.

SMirnFiELD Gi:i:at Market : X The following are the numbers

and the prices of cattle at this market for the past tew years :—

Year.

1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
lSbO
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856

• • •

f #

• • »

• «•

** •

P t *

• • >

• 9 •

Beasts
shown.
3S2*
4500
45U
4510
5713
5326
5470
4282
5942
5765
6341
6103
6271
7037
61S1
7000
6748

Prices per 8 lbs.

• * • »f •

* •

• »•

* »

* *

t * •

- • •

s. d. .'. d.

4 4 to 5 8
3 8 It 5
3 4 ??

4 8
2 .8

it
4 4

4 tt
4 6

3 6 tt
4 8

4
tt
5 8

.3 4 it 4 8
3 4 91

4 8
3 4 n 4 6
3 it 8 1"

2 s ft
4 2

2 8 •; 4 (i

3 2 it
4 10

3 6
* *

ff 5 4

3 8 ft
5 2

3 4 5

Turxips ; TSB. The Scotch yellow is a common Turnip.

Wheat : Constant Reader. Good Wheat yields from 70 to SO per

cent, of fine flour: there will be on an average 25 per cent, of

bran, pollards, and boxings; or if you use what is called one-

vay grist, just taking the bran out, you may expect 200 lbs.

PATENT TEKRA-O'TTA—Tracery for Parages
and Terraces, millions, pinnacles, moulded bricks, coats of

arms, crosses, label mouldings, friezes, trusses, consoles, vase%
balusters, capitals and bases <>f columns, paving, facing bricks,

I pings, kitchen and other sinks, chimney shafts and Tops, and
numerous Oth*r articles manufactured hy J. M. Hi.ashfif.lt>, In
Patent Imperishable Terra-Cotta, at Mill Wall, Isle of I>ogsf and
sold at No. l

t
Wharf, Praed Street, Paddington Basin.

v WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

HHIIOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
A winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the h am whtab
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the water. It may then he laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond tin

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the

severest frost. It U necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same pi-eparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM YARDS, and all other situation*

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid io

winter equally well as in summer.

Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brothers,
Milbank Street, Westminster.

HTRELOAll'S COCOA NUT FIBRE MANUFAO
1 TURKS consist of MATTING, DOoR MATS, MAT-
TRESSES, HASSOCKS, NETTING. BRUSHES, &c, an*
are distinguished for superiority of w»ikmanship combined with
moderate charges. Prize Medals awarded—London, Paris, and
New York. Catalogues containing Prices and all particular*

post free.—T. Trki.oar, 42, Ludgate Hill, London.

" l/KIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
1- Queen, the Duke of Northumbprland for Syon House, hit*

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswfck Gardens, Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE MORN INC. FROST.
"FRIGl DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted fot

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects, and from morning fronts. To be had iu

any required length, 2 yards wide, at la. 6d. per yard run, of

Ei.isha Thomas Akciiku. whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street, City; and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men throughout the kingdom, M It is much cheaper than mata
as acoveriug." ^g^Mte

!
From Sir WntJcin W. Wr/nns Gardener*

u I have just laid out about 14.000 plant*, and keep the greater

part under your 4 Frigi Domo/ and have doue so for the last

three or (our years; and every one who sees my plants is

astonished to see how healthy and well they are without
the use of glass." These observations accompanied an addi-

tional order.-Oct. 22,1886.

"'JMFFANY," for SHADING CONSERVA-
JL TORIES.— Manufactured byJohx Shaw & Co., 40, Princee*

Street, Manchester.

TIFFANY, alight, cheap, and durable material for Shading
Conservatories and other Hot-houses, effectually securing Plants

from the scorching rays of the sun, without rbscuring the light;

alao one of the best protectors of Fruits from Pirds and Wasp>
f

and the I)loom of Wall Trees from Spring Frosts. Sold in pieces

20 yards long by 3S Inches wide, at 3 /. per yard or 55. per piece.

A liberal allowance to the Trade when 10 or more pieces are taken.

jj #B._Order8 from unknown correspondents mnst be accom-
panied by a remittance.

John Shaw & Co. beg to inform their numerous correspondents

that their " Tiffany," tor shading Conservatories, &c, may be
procured from the following Agents :—

Messrs. Charlwood & Cummins, Seed Merchants, Covent Gar-
den, London.
Messrs. Hurst & K'Mullen, Seed Merchants, Florists, &c. f

6, L*adenhall Street, London.
Messrs. Arthur Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Place, Edgew-are

Road, London.
Messrs. Peter Lawson & Son, Seed Merchants, Great George

Street, London and Edinburgh.

Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery. Slough.

Messrs. W. Wood & Son, Maresfield, Sussex.

Messrs. Francis and Arthur Dickson & Sons
r Seed Merchants;,

Chester.

J. S. & Co/s " Tiffany n may also he procured from the under-
mentioned Nurserymen and Seedsmen:

—

Messrs. Minier, Nash,& Co., 60, Strand, London*.

Messrs. Osborn 8c Sons, Fulham, Middlesex.
Messrs. RoIKsod & Son, Tooting, Surrey.
Mr James Veitch, Chelsea.

^>rs. A. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, Herts.
Mr. W. J. Epps, Maidstone.
Messrs. Bainbridge & Hewison, York.

' Mr. Caldwell, Knntsford.
Messrs. John Sntton & Sons. Seed Merchants, Reading.
Messrs. John Edmondson & Co., Seedsmen, 61, Dame

Street, Dublin.
Messrs. B. Reid & Co., Seedsmen, Nurserymen, and

Florists, Union Street, Aberdeen.
Messrs. Austin & McA^lan, Nurserymen & Seedsmen,

Trongate, Glasgow.
Mr. J. H. Cottreli, Seedsman, 2 High Street Bull Ring
Birmingham.
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HORTICULTURAI

HEATING BY HOT

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance
~ M

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practi

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a
j

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

of

cal

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

Gardner's Patent Turnip Cutters, Turnip Graters and Pulpers, Chaff

Cutters, Linseed Cakel Breakers, Corn Crushing Mills, and other

Agricultural Machines.

B. SAMUELSOY, Britannia Iron Works, Banbury,
WILL have pleasure in forwarding, post free,

on receipt of application, his Illustrated Priced
Catalogue of Implements.

SA.MCJELSOS'3 PATENT GARDNER'S DOUBLE-
ACTION and SINGLE-ACTION TURNIP CUT-
TERS, which have been awarded the Royal Agricul-
tural Society's Prizes eleven times at its yearly
meetings, the last being at Carlisle in 1855; the Prize
Medal at the Great Exhibition, 1S51; and at nearly
all the provincial societies' meetings. BETWEEN
SIXTY AND SEVENTY THOUSAND of these
Machines have been made in, and supplied from the
above Works.

SAMUELSON'S NEW PATENT MACHINE FOR
CUTTING AND MIXING ROOTS AND CHAFF
AT ONE OPERATION (or Chaff and Roots may be
cat separately if necessary). Prices—for one man,
6i. 10*.; larger, for two men, 81.

MOODY'S, PHILLIPS', GAUNTLETTS, BUSHE and
BARTER'S, and every other description of Patent
TURNIP GRATERS and PULPERS.

CHAFF CUTTERS. — B. Samnelson's Cornes' Chaff
Cutters of all sizes, varying in price from SI. 10*. up
to 14*.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for stables and small occupations
and for exportation, 3J. and 41.

CORN BRUISING MILLS (adapted also for exporta-
tion), from 3/. 5*. up to 71. 10*. each.

MALT MILLS of various sizes.

LINSEED CAKE BREAKERS, from 21. 6s. up to 10*.

each.

CHURNS.—Samuelson's Registered Atmospheric and
Anthony's Patent American, manufactured solely by
B. Samuftlson.

KASE'S PATENT DOUBLE-ACTION FORCE
PUMPS.

GALVANIZED IRON BARREL PUMPS, at 21. 5s.

BARLEY HUMMELLERS.
WEIGHING MACH INES, MANGLES, &c. &c. &c.

The above may be procured of all respectable Iron-
mongers and Implement Dealers in the Kingdom; or
direct from the Works, Banbury, Oxon.

The Prices in the Cataloguejinclude can-iage to any Railway Station.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD

SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS, &c, as tested, recommended, and re-

ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.

47, Nov. 24, 1866), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-

man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English

and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back. S. & C. beg also to call attention to their

Garden Shears, Hoes, Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds

of Horticultural Tools.—Established 1738.

"PARKES'STEEL DIGGING FORKS & DRAINING TOOLS.

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by

upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application and Illustrated Catalogue

of the best Farm Implements on receipt of eight postage stamps.

95, Newgate Street, London.

GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF GALVANISED
WIRE NETTING.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY
WARRANTED GOOD BY THE MAKERS.

M
Drawl

MAPPING "SHILLING" RAZOR, sold every-
where, warranted good by the Makers, Joseph Mappi.v

and Brothkks, Queen's Cutlery Works, Sheffield, and 67 and 68,
King William Street, City, London, where the largest stock of
Cutlery in the world is kept.

MAPPINGS SUPERIOK TABLE-KNIVES main-
tain their unrivalled superiority—handles cannot possibly

become loose—the blade? are all of the very first quality, being
their own Sheffield manufactnre.

Buyers supplied at their London Warehouse, 67 and 68, King
William Street, City, and Queen's Cutlery Works, Sheffield.

MAPPIN'S ELECTRO-SILVER PLATE.

7VT ESSRS. MAPPIN'S celebrated Manufactures in
j-* I ELECTRO-PLATE, comprising Tea and Coffee Services,
Side-dishes, Spoons and Forks, and all articles usually made in
silver, can now be obtained from their London Warehouse
No. 67. King William Street. Citv. where the largest stock iri
London may be se^n. Catalogue with prices sent tree on appli-
cation.— Manufactory, Qoeen's Cutlery Works, Sheffield.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

THESE FITTINGS will be found to possess all

the latest and most important improvements, and are of
the best manufacture. All kinds of Stahle Furniture in stock.

Iron Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, Tomb Railings, &c. New Illus-

trated Catalogues forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps.
Jambs Barton, Iron Founder &c, 370, Oxford Street, London.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION 1855-

METCALFE, BINGLEY,ANDCO.'SNew Pattern and
Penetrating Tooth Brushes, Penetrating unbleached Hair

Brushes, Improved Flesh and Cloth Brushes,and genuine Smyrna
Sponges: and every description of Brush, Comb, and Perfumery
for the Toilet. The Tooth Brushes search thoroughly between
the divisions of the Teeth and clean them most effectually—the
hairs never come loose. M., B., and Co. are sole makers of the
Oatmeal and Camphor, and Orris Root Soaps—sold in Tablets
(bearing their names and address) at 6d. each, of Metcalfe's
celebrated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box ; and of the New
Bouquets.—Sole Establishment 130b, and 131, Oxford Street, 2nd
and 3rd doors west from Holies Street, London.

BARNARD and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,

in consequence of improvements in their madniifry

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to ^
a great reduction in the prices.

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide • ••

2-inch tf

9 inch tt

2-inch ft

Ijj-inch tf

U-inch ft
ll-inch tt

l§-inch tt

• ••

• ft

• - *

* 1
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• •*

#» t

f • '

• * #

* w •
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6
7
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n
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tt
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tt
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8
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t>
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tt
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strong, do.

intermediate, do.

extra strong, do.

24 inches wide
strong, do.
intermediate, do.

extra strong, do — r.
a^ftfoptt

All the above kinds can be made of»y.^Kr m«h
at proportionate prices. If the upper half is or a coarse

than the lower, it will reduce the pnce> about o^e- nn .

KS ft» of elpen8e in ^-o- ^SSdW^rfStS
Newcastle. Manufacturers of Improved Straineu vyutc

and Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &c.
m-AaA Kc nost.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post.

f

\f
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WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-
tages, Manure Tanks, and "Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
ofBarrel, of Barrel. £
2*in.chortlft. 7 in.

3

3§
4

u

11

if

if

long 3

ditto 3 „
ditto 3

ditto 3

n

'•

6
6

6

n

n

A 1f Fitted for lead,

gutta percha
or cast iron
flanged pipe,

as required,
short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

2J in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

-2

2
3

8. d.

10
14

8
12
3

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engine^ &c . &c.—Engravings sent on application.

W~~
ARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE

OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.
The valve is a ball of imperishable

material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or

lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried

on shouldertoany pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 3Z.3s.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs

are 5 ft. high.

1£ inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. 9d. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3$. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the

above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines. Ac.—Engravings sent on application.

NO CHARGE FOR WATERPROOFING.
OERDOE'S OVKR-COATS, CAPES, and SHOOT-
*^ ING JACKETS are guaranteed to resist any amount of

rain, without obstructing free ventilation or extra charge. The
established character and extensive sale of these well known
garments are their best recommendation. A very large stock
for selection also of Waterproof LADIES' CAPES, Arc—
W, Berdqe, 96, New Bond Street, and 69, Cornhill.

L^no& EUREKA SHIRTS.—" The Eureka is the
most unique, and the only perfect fitting shirt made." Observer.

* Ford's Eurekas are the acme of perfection." Court Journal.

In half dozen boxes, ready for use, or made to order. Best
quality, 425. ; second quality, 335.

Caution.—Ford's Eureka Shirts are stamped 38, Poultry,
London, without which none are genuine. Catalogues post free.

Richard Fom>, 38, Poultry, London.

VENTILATING STOVES J SUSPENSION
STOVES !—Approved by thousands of purchasers, and

recommended as the two best, cheapest, most healthy, and eco-
nomical for Churches, Chapels, Halls, Schools, Warehouses,
Shops, Greenhouses, Bedrooms, Libraries, &c. Prospectuses
with Prices sent post free.

—

Deane, Dray, & Co., Stove Range,
Ironmongery, and Furnishing Warehouse, London Bridge.

EAL and SON'S hIDER DOWN QUILTS;
also GOOSE DOWN QUILTS, from 8s.6d. to 245. List of

Prices and Sizes sent free by Post—

1

96, Tottenham Court Road
a

BEDS, MATTRESSES, and BEDSTEADS.—
WILLIAM S. BURTON'S NEW LIST of BEDS,

BEDDING, and BEDSTEADS is now ready, and can be had
gratis.

The quality of beds, mattresses, &c, of every description he is

able to guarantee; they are made on the premises, in the
presence of customers; their prices are in harmony with those
which have tended to make his house ironmongery establish-

ment the most extensive in the kingdom.
Feather beds

SALT am> CO.'S EAST INDIA PALE and
BURTON ALES. BREWERY—BURTON-ON-TRENT.

STORES
LONDON Hungerford Wharf.
LIVEKI i >L 62. Henry Street.
MANCHESTER 37, Brown Street.
SHEFFIELD... l*,Georgf Stiver.
BIRMINGHAM 2$i, Bull Street
BRISTOL Black Hall, Baldwin Street.
DUBLIN . 4, Crown Allev.
EDINBURGH Porthopetoun Warehouse.
GLASGOW St. Vincent Place.

These Ales, in Casks of Eighteen Gallons and upwards, and in
Bottle, obtained from all respectable Bottlers.

OYSTERS BARRELLED.—The Burnham River
Native Oysters are 'he best in the world. Six years

old. Four hours from the beds. To be had only at J.
Sheeting's, Fish and Oyster Establishment, 159, Cheapslde.
J. S. always has the largest supply of the best Fish in season
at the lowest market price. In ordering Fish it will be
desirable to state for how many persons it is required, and
whether for visiters or don c use. A Pt>st-4 ffice Order or
reference w ill have prompt attention. Superior I >] Bter Rooms.

THE GUINEA EVENING
SEWELL and COMPANY.

Compton House, Soho, Frith Srreet, Loudon.

L> K E S S
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German spring mattresses

Horse hair mattresses
Wool mattresses
Flock mattresses
Best Alva and cotton mattresses
Sheets per pair

Blankets each
Toilet quilts ...

Counterpanes...
Portab'e folding bedsteads, with

dove-tail joints

Ornamental brass ditto

Children's cots

Bed hangings, in every variety
per set ... ... ...

89, Oxford Street ; 1, 1a, 2, and 3, Newman Street; and 4, 5, and 6,

Perry's Place, Oxford Street, London.

• •«

om £L 5 to £8
if 2 8 If 7
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AT A

MEETING OF NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN,
HELD IN WILLIS'S ROOMS

FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROMOTING THE ERECTION OF

PUBLIC OF THE LATE

JOSEPH HUME
IN GRATITUDE FOR HIS LONG AND EMINENT SERVICES IN THE

HOUSE OF COMMONS,

EARL FORTESCUE IN THE CHAIR,

The following Resolutions were unanimously carried:—

Proposed by Loud Pahmure, seconded by Sir B. Hall, Bart., M.P.

« That the disinterested services of Mr. Hume for above 40 years in the House of Commons, his successful

efforts to check the waste of public money, his constant support of all measures conducive to the spread of

moral and intellectual improvement, and his unvarying advocacy of constitutional liberty, claim a lasting

record of the gratitude of his countrymen."

Proposed by tbe Duke of Somerset, seconded by Thomas Thoejtlet, Esq., M.P.

« That a subscription be therefore opened for the erection of some public memorial in honour of Mr. Hume.

Proposed by tbe Right Hon. E. Ellice, M.P., seconded by Lord Hathertok. -
. -jZ^ »

« That such subscriptions be limited to sums not exceeding 10J. from each Subscriber.

Proposed bv Earl Granville, seconded by Lord Egbert Grosvexor, M.P.

« That the promotion of such subscription throughout the Kingdom, and the application of the same to the

object proposed, be entrusted to a Committee."

Proposed by W. Ewart, Esq, M.P., seconded by Colonel Sykes, F.R.SL
.. ,. .. .. _. .

" That the following persons be requested to form the said Committee, with power to add to their number :-

The Lord Mayor.

Sir J. Anderson, M.P.

J. Anderton, Esq.

Sir F. Baring. Bt., M.P.

J. Ball, Esq., M.P.

M.T.Bass, Esq., M.P.

Earl of Besshorougb.

Rt. Hon. E. Bouverie, M.P.
Marquis of Breadalbane.

J. Brorherton, Esq., M.P.
Lord Broughton.
W. Brown, Esq.. M.P.
B. Carter, Esq., M.P.
Sir W. Clay, Bt., M.P.

R. Cobden, Esq., M.P.
R. P. Collier, Esq., M.P.
Bailees Carrie, Esq., M.P.

C. Wentworth Dilk*, Esq.

Sir James Duke, Bt., M P.

George Duncan, Esq., MP.
Viscount. Ebrington, M.P.

Right Hon. E. Ellice, M.P.

Sir Da Lacy Evans, M.P.

W. Ewart, Esq., M.P.

W. Fagan, Esq., M.P.

George Foggo, Esq.

Earl Fortescue.

W. J. Fox, Esq., M.P.

Dr. Glen.

G. C. Glyn, Esq., M.P.
Earl Granville.

Lord R. Grosvenor, M.P.

Rt. Hon. Sir B. Hall, Bt., M.P.

William J. Hall, Esq.

T. Hankey, Esq., M.P.

A. H.istie, Esq., M.P.
Lord Hathertou.

T. E Headlara, Esq., M.P.
W. Hutt, Esq., M.P.
Joseph B. Hume, E«q.

Hon. Locke King. MP.
R. D. Mangles, Esq , M.P.

Sir James Matheson, Bt., M.P.

W. Marshall, Esq., M.P.

J. J. Mechi. Esq., Sheriff of London

R. M. Milnes, Esq., M.P.

Earl of Mul grave, M.P.
J. A. Nicholay, Esq,
Lord Panmure.
Joseph Parkes, Esq.,

Sir S. Morton Peto, Bart.

L. Ricardo, Esq, M.P.
J. A. Roebuck, Esq., M.P.
Colonel Romilly.
F. Russell, Esq., M.P.
Lord John Russell, M.P.
Rt. Hon. Sir W. Somerville, Bt., MP.
Lord Stanley of Alderley.

Sir. G. Strickland, Bart., M.P.
Right Hon. E. Strutt, M.P.
Lord James Stuart.

Colonel Sykes, Chairman, East India Co.
Thomas Thornley, Esq., M.P.
John Thwaites, Esq.,

J. B. Travers, Esq.

Rt. Hon. C. P. Villiers, M.P.
Sir Joshua Walmslev, If. P.

W. Williams, Esq., M.P.
John Wood, Esq.
Earl of Zetland.

l^KKNCU MOUKKATOR LAMPS— i»e newest
*~ Patterns of the present Beason. — Drake, Dray <fr Co.
have completed an extensive and choice assortn •• i» r of these
Lamps— Bronz.-from 9a. Od. to 6L; China from 1 7*. each.
Engravii with prices free per post. Pure i .lza OH for the
above Lamps at the lowest market price, delivered in London or
the suburbs periodically or on receipt of letter order. — Deaxk,
Drat, & Co. (opening to the Monument). London Bridge.

Established A.D.17").

COLT'S PATENT SIX-SHOT REVOLVKR&—
The favourite size for Officers, Army, Navy, and Merchant

Service, weight 3 lbs. 807.., rifle bored. Also, three sizes

POCKET REVOLVERS, for travellers and house protection.

A large stock of London-made ready for immediate delivery.
Holsters, Belts, Pouches, Cartridges, p. 1 prion and Price
Lists furnished.—Order of Samuel Colt, the Patentee and Manu-
facturer, 14. Pall Mall, Londo n.—Beware o t' couutertv-itB.

FOR THE BENEFIT OF SUFFERING
HUMANITY.—A retired Gentleman having cured himself

of Indigestion and Nervous Debility, accompanied with Deafness
and Defect of Sight, after suffering upwards of 25 years, thinks
it is his duty to make the remedy known for the benefit of the
afflicted; he will therefore forward the particulars for the cure
of the same on receipt of a stamped envelope properly directed.

—Address, Rev. J. Johnstone, 1, Park Terrace, Heavitree,
Exeter, Devonshire.

LAIH'S GOUT AND KHtiUMATIC PJLLS-
—This preparation is one of the benefits which the science

of modern chemistry has conferred upon mankind; for during the
fir«t twenty year* of the present century to speak of a cure for the
G<>ut was considered a romance ; but now the eHicacy and safety

of this medicine is so fully demonstrated, by unsolicited testi-

monials from persons in every rank of life, that public opinion
proclaims this as one of the most important discoveries of the
present age.— Sold by Prout and Harsaxt, 229, Strand, London;
and all Medicine Vendors. PricH Is. Ud. and 2s. 9d. per box.——— .^—

—

Y\7ANTEDtoPURCHASE,aNESToi DRAWERS;
^ ^ must be in pood order.— Address, with lowest price, and
where to be seen, Drawees, Gardeners C nicle Office.

1X7 ANTED, a FARM, from 50 to 100 acres, on ( halk
* V or Gravel subsoil, within 25 miles of London.—Address to

W. B., 15t
Oxford Street.

FARM WANTED.
"Wrst of E\<;i.and or South Walks.

\TfANTED, from Lady-day, 18)7, a FARM of
» » from 150 to 200 Acres, chiefly Arable, with good House

and Out-buildings, well situated, and within four or five miles

of a market town.—Address, with particulars, G. tL, Barn-
staple, Devon.

VALUABLE FARM IN DORSETSHIRE.
-

TO BE LET, the FARM of HIGHER HILTON,
upon the estate of ililton Abbey, the property of

Baron Hambro, from Lady Day next for BUeh number of

years as may be agreed upon. It contains 516 acr^.s, 2 roods,

35 poles (or thereby), of which one halt is arable land of good
quali tv and capable of considerable improvement, the other half

consists of superior Mead >w Land and sound healthy Pasture.

The Farm is well adapted for a Dairy and Sheep stock. It has
convenient access to good Markets, being 7 miles from the roaiket

town of Blandford, 12 miles from Dorch* r, and 10 miles from

the Moreton Station of the London and South Western Railway.
Plan of the Farm and Conditions of Lease mav be seen on

application "to James Cairo, Esq., 6T
Serjeant's Inn, Temple,

London; or J.Gibson, Milton Abbey, Blandford, Dorset, by the

latter of whom offers will be received until the 2Jth January
next.— Milton Abbey, December 20.

ax dtot ir MFFTTNft held at the MANSION HOUSE, City of London, for the purpose of
At » P UBL^n

ME
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Memorial to the Memory of the late JOSEPH HUME, the Right Hon.

ST"P ILZIT the*<££ theisolations passed "at the Meeting held in Wilhs's Rooms were

unanimously adopted. _

Subscriptions to the present date (November) £1411 lis. 2d.

. >«. n *„ s rv. • nCT MilU & Co • Grote, Prescott, & Co ; Ransom & Co.; Robarts, Curtis, & Co.;

Subscriptions received by Coutte & Co G ^ilK ^o ^ '
'

of London Union . and Bank of London .

Williams, ^acon.&CQ^ Cavendish Street, Mary-le-bone.

All Communications to be addre^^ Court House, Mary-le-bone,

London.

Saks bv auction*
•

CAMELUA$7~AZALEAS f
ANO OTHER PLANTS FROM

GHENT FOR SALE WITHOUT RESERVE.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction at his

Great Room, 38, Kincr Street, Coven t Garden, on
MOND.VY, Dec. 22, instead ofthe 16th, as previously announced,

at 12 o'CIock precisely, 600 CAMKLLIAS of various sizes,

mostly with flower-bads, and of the best sorts, including Matho-
tiana, the largest and best red; Archduchess Augusta, approach-

ing to a blue colour; and many double white*; 100 Plants of

the new Azalea Ealalfe Van Geert, 30) Indian Azaleas with
flower-buds (some Standards); 100 Lilium Isncifolium; 100 Lftltft

majalis, Albida, and 6 spwriraens of Abies Pinsapo, from 6 to

8 feet high.—May be viewed on the morning of Sale, and Cata-

logues had by inclosing a stamped directed envelope to Mr. J.

C. STFVF,N-5.33 t King Street. Covent Garden.

PLANTS REMOVED FROM BAG HOT.
For Absolute Sale, in- cowbrquewci "F the Dissolution of

Partnership of Mkssrs. ^tandish & Noble.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will >*-il by Auction at his

Great Room, 38, Kinar Street, Covent Garden, on
TUESDAY. December 23, at 12 o'Clo k precisely, a fine collec-

tion of named BCOUTAN PlEONIES, imported pants of

Cephalotaxus Fortuni, Skimmia Japonica, Berberis Japonica,

and Bealei. &c; also a parcel of Standard Roses of the best sorts

of Hybrid Perpetual and Bourbon. May be viewed the morning of

Sale, and Catalogues had of Mr. J. C. Stevess, 38, King
Street. Covent Garden, London.

IMPORTANT SALE OF BUlBS. ETC.
^/lESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will Sell

* by Auction at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on TUES-
DAY, December 28, at 12 o'ch>ck, about 2 iXK'O Bulbs, consisting

of a large quantity of Dutch Tulips by name, Crocus, Hyacinths,

&c. ; also an assortment of Standard and Dwarf Ros^s, choice

American Plants, &c—On view the morning of Sale; OataloRii$p

bad at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, Americau Nursery,

Leytonstone.;
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NEW WORKS NOW READY.

LETTERS FROM HEAD QUARTERS; or,

Realities of the Was in the Crimfa. By A Staff
Officeb. Portrait of Lord Raglau and PJans. Two Vols.

Post 8vo, 24*.

LIVES OF THE LOKD CHANCELLORS OF
ENGLAND. By Lord Campbell. New and Revised Edition.
Vol. L Crown 8vo, Qs. To be Completed in Ten Monthly Vuls.
Uniform with Uallam's Historical Works. (On January 1.)

in.

PLAIN SERMONS PREACHED to a COUNTRY
CONGREGATION. By the late Rev. J. J. Blunt, B.D. Post
Svo, 75. Qd.

HISTORY OF THE SCOTCH POOR LAW, in
CONNEXION WITH THE CONDITIO* OF THE PEOPLE. By Sir
George Nicholls, K.C.B. Svo, 12s.

' HISTORY OF THE IRISH POOR LAW, in Con-
nexion with the Condition of the People. By Sir George
Nicholls, K.C.B. 8vo, 14$.

VI.

SHALL AND WILL : or, Two Chapters on
Future Auxiliary Verbs. By Sir Edmund Head. Fcap.
Svo. 3s.

THE EDUCATION OF CHARACTER, with
Hints on Moral Training. By Mrs. Ellis, Author of "The
Women of England." Post Svo, 7s. Qd.

NEXT WEEK.
VIII.

ESSAYS : contributed to the
By Sir Francs Head. 2 vols. .Post

DESCRIPTIVE
" Quarterly Review."
Svo, 18a.

IX.

HISTORY OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
Continued from the Election of Gregory the Great to the Con-
cordat of Worms, (a.d. 590—1122). By the Rev. J. C. Robertson,
M.A. 8vo, 185.

NOTICES OFTHE EARLY FLEMLSHPAINTERS.
By J. A. Crowe and G. B. C avalcaselle. Woodcuts. Post Svo,
12s. (Uniform with Kugk'r's Handbooks.)

XI.

PHILOSOPHY in SPORT madk SCIENCE in
EARNEST; or the First Principles of Natural Philosophy in-

culcated by the aid of the toys and sports of youth. 8th Edition,
enlarged. Woodcuts. Post Svo, 9a.

XII.

A SCHOOL HISTORY of ROME, with the
History of Literature and Art. Rv Dean Liddell. With
100 Woodcuts. Post Svo, 75. Qd. (Uniform with Dr. Wm.
Smiths " School History of Greece.")

THE STUDENT'S GIBBON: Being the History
of the Decline and Fall abridged, incorporating the Researches
of recent Commentators. By Wm. Smith, LL.D. With 100
Woodcuts. Post 8vo, 7s. Qd.

XIV.

HISTORIC PEERAGE of ENGLAND. Being a
New Edition of the " Synopsis of the Peerage." By Sir HARRIS
Nicolas. Revised, Corrected, and Continued to the Present
Time. By William Courtiioie, Somerset Herald. 8vo, 305.

CEYLON : Past and Present. By Sir George
Barrow, Bart. With a New Map. Post Svo. 'Qs.

xvi.

BYRON'S POETICAL WORKS. A New Edition,
the most compact yet published. Crown 8vo. (Uniform with
••Murray's Handbooks.")

London : JonN Murray. Albemarle Street.

CENTRAL AFRICA LAID OPEN.
Now ready, with Map and Woodcuts, Svo, If?.?.,

NARRATIVE OF AN EXPLORING VoYAGE
-L^ UP THE RIVERS QUORKA AND TSIIADDA IN 1854.
By W. B. Baikie, M.D., R.N.

John Murray, Albemarle Street
.

UNIFORM WITH " KUGLER'S~HAN08OOKS.»
Now ready, with Woodcuts, post Svo., 12s.,

nTHE EARLY FLEMISH PAINTERS ; Notices
-*- of tbeir Lives and Works. By J. A. Crowe and G. B.
Cayalcaselle.

t

John Murray. Albemarle Stree t.

Now ready, 8th edition, thoroughly revised ana enlarged,
Woodcuts, post Svo, 8a.

PHILOSOPHY IN JSPORT MADE SCIENCE
J- IN EARNEST; being an attempt to implant in the
young mind the First Principles of Natural Philosophy by the
aid of the popular toys and sports of youth.

John Murray. Albemarle Street.

SIR GEORGE NICHOLLS'
HISTORY OF THE BRITISH POOR.

Now Ready, two Vols, Svo, 28s.,

tTISTORY OF THE ENGLISH POOR LAW, inAx connection with the Condition of the People. By Sir
George Nicholls, K.C B„ late Poor-law Commisbioner, and
Secretary to the Poor-law Board.

Uniform with the above, Svo. 12s.,

NICHOLLS' HISTORY OF THE SCOTCH
POOR LAW, in connection with the Condition of the People.

Also, 8vo, 145.,

NICHOLLS' HISTORY OF THE IRISH POOR
LAW, in connection with the Condition of the People.
John Murray, Albemarle Street: and Knight & Co.,

Fleet Street.

UNIFORM WITH ••HALLAM'S HISTORICAL WORKS."
On the 1st of January, 1S57, will be published, to be completed

la 10 Monthly Volumes, Crown Svo, 6a. each, Vol I. of a

T
POPULAR EDITION OF

HE LIVES OF THE LORD CHANCELLORS,
a.vd Keepers of the Great Seal of England, from the

Earliest Times till the Reign of George the Fourth. Bv the
Kight Hon. John, Lord Campbell, LL.D., Chief Justice of
England. Fourth and Revised Edition.

\\^ ?
ew

T
Eru5on °t 'The Lives of the Chancellors.' beinu

called for. I have employed this Long Vacation in carefully
revising the whole work, and I now offer it to the public in as
perttct a state as I can hope that u inav ever attain. Theminute criticisms which it has undergone 'in print, the privatec mmumcations wlddi I have received from friendly readers,

*»1S *Vu ba
?
qtleut searches, have enabled me "to correct

EX2i5il!^ 1Vhetext
',wd t0 enrich the notes with valuable.unstea^s and reterences."-Ertract from Preface.

Johx Murray, Albermarle Street.

ILLUSTRATED GIFT BOOKS.
I

This day is published, price 3<i. t stamped 4rf

pUNCH'S ALMANACK FOR*
PUN* I OFFICE, 85, FLEET STREET.

185 7.

Just published, a New Edition of the

LORD OF THE ISLES. With 70 Illustrations on
Wood, by Bieket Foster and Jous Gilbert; and contain-

ing the Author's Latest Corrections and Notes. Superbly bound
in clth, gilt edges, price 1&?,; morocco elegant or antique, 25s.

;

enamelled tartan boards, 36*.

Uniform with the above, and at the same prices,

MARM ION. 80 Illustrations.

LAY op the LAST MINSTREL. 100 Illustrations.

LADY of the LAKE. 70 Illustrations.

On the 23d inst. will be published, price 12s., uniform with
the First, the

OECOND SERIES OF PICTURES OF LIFE
v-> AND CHA UACTER, from the Collection of Me. Punch
By JOHN LEECH.

Bradbuey & Evans, 11, Bonverie Street.

FRASBR'S MAGAZINE FOR JANUARY, 1857,
will contain the commencement of a New Work, by G.J.

White Melville, entitled, THE INTERPRETER, a Tale of
the War. Already published, by the tame Author,

KATE COVENTRY. Second Edition. 7s. 6d.
DIGBY GRAND. Two Volumes. 18s.

GENERAL BOUNCE. Two Volumes. 15*.
London : John W. Parker & Sos, West Strand.

Now in course of publication,

QUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE ; bein? a De-^ scriptive Seed List, with Instructions on Cultivation,

SCOTT'S POETICAL WORKS. Complete, One Vol. I

Calendar of Operations, and other useful information in Uorti-

Edition with 60 Illustrations on Steel and Wood, by Turner,
Foster, and Gilbert. In very elegaut cloth binding, gilt

edges, price 31«. Qd. ; morocco elegant or antique, 42*. ; enam-
elled tartan boards, 45*.

Smaller Illustrated Editions of the Poetical Works, 5*. and 6s.

210WAVERLEY NOVELS. Library Edition, with
Engravings on Steel, after Turner, Wilkie, StanQeld, Roberts,
Landseer, Frith, Ward, Phillips, Elmore, Faed, Hondey, Sir
Godfrey Kneller, and Vandyke. Twenty-five Vols, demy 8vo,

extra cloth, 13Z. 2*. Qd.

Edinburgh: A. & C. Black. London: IIoulston & Stone-
ma.v; and all Booksellers.

E
Just published, in 4to, clotb, price 2ls.

9

NCYCLOP^EDIA BRITANNIC A.
Eighth Edition. Vol. XII. Illustrated by 473 Engravings.

Principal Contents:—
HUME (David). By Henry Rogers, Esq., Author of the

"Eclipse of Faith," &c.

HUNGARY. By Emeric Szabad, late Secretary under the

Hungarian National Government of 1849.

HUNTER (John and William), and JENNER. By Thomas
Laycock, M.D., Professor of the Practice of Medicine iu the
University of Edinburgh.

HUNTING. By Nimrop. Revised by W. II. Langi.ey, Esq.,

Editor of " Bell's Life in London."

HYDRODYNAMICS. By Sir David Brewster, K.II.,LL.D.,&c.

IIYPATIA, and IAMBLICHUS. By Rev. Charles Kingsley*
Author of " Westward Ho," &c.

ICELAND. By Robert Allan, Esq. Revised by Robert
Chambers, Esq.

ICHTHYOLOGY. By Sir John Richardson, K.B., &c.

ICHTHYOLOGY (Fossil). By T.S.Traill, M.D., Professor
of Medical Jurisprudence in the University of Edinburgh.

INSURANCE (Life). By W.T.Thomson, Esq., Manager of

the Standard Lite Assurance Company.

INSURANCE (Fire). By F. G. Smith, Esq.. Secretary of the
Scottish Union Fire and Life Insurance Company.

INSURANCE (Marine). By John Warrace, Esq.

INTEREST. By J. R. M'Citlloch, Esq.

IONIAN ISLANDS. By William Blair, Esq., Iare Member
of the Supreme Council of Justice of the Ionian Islands, and
Author of" Inquiry into Slavery amongst the Romans," &c.

IRELAND (History). By Rev. E. Groves. (Statistics) by
Henry Senior, Esq.

IRON. By William Fairbaien, Esq., F.R.S., F.G.S., &c.

IRON BRIDGES. By Robert Stephenson, Esq., M.P., Presi-
dent of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

IRRIGATION1 . Br James Caird, Esq., Author of " English
Agriculture iu 1850-61."

ITALY. By

JAMAICA. T»,-y Stephen Cave, Esq.

JAPAN and JAVA. By John Ceawi ird. Esq.,F.R.S., Author
of" A Descriptive Dictionary of the Indian Is'auds."

JESUITISM. By Isaac Taylor, Esq., Author of the "Natural
History of Enthusiasm," &c.

JESUS and JEWS. Br the Rev. David Welsh. D.D., late
Professor of Ecclesiastical History in the University of Edin-
burgh. Revised.

JOHNSON (Samuel). By the Right Hon. TnoMAS Babingto::
Macaclay.

JOINERY. By THOMAS Teedgold, Esq., C.E. Revised by
Arthur Asnt itel, Esq.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

E

i

Dissertation Sixth, exhibiting a general view of the

Progress of Mathematical and Physical Science, princi-
pally fro-iii 1775 to 1830. By James David Forbes,
Professor of Natural Philosophy in the University of
Edinburgh, is supplied gratis along icith this volume.

Edinburgh:

ADAM & CHARLES BLACZ.

London: SXMPKIN, MARSHALL, & CO.

culture and Agriculture, price Is.

As this publication is compiled principally for the use of Messrs,
Sutton's customers, it is requested that those who desire to
receive it will forward their address, when a copy will be sent
gratis and postfree. Other persons will receive it post free in
return for 12 postage or receipt stamps.
Suttox & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

HPHE FLORIST, FRUITIST," AND GARDEN
-*- MISCELLANY.

—

Commencement of a New Voluw«
The JANUARY No. of The Florist (commencing Vol.10)

will contain a large beautifully coloured plate of the Bowood
Muscat Grape, and several Articles ou Gardening Matters by
eminent cultivators.

Post free from the Office for Is., or for the year 12s. Can be
ordered through any bookseller.

Olfice—28. Henrietta Street, Covpnt Garden, London.

N' EW SERIES OF « MIDLAND FLO HIST/' Jan. 1,
pric« 3d., supported by more than 100 contributors. Illus-

trated. Communications to be addressed to Alfred Sutton,
Nottingham.

FIFTH YEAR.
DWARDS'S NATIONAL GARDEN
ALMANACK for 1S57 will be ready on the 27th inst.

London : 20 f
Sharp's Alley, Victoria Street, Ho] born bridge.

, Now ready,

RICHMOND and CHANDLER'S Revised Edition
of their FU1X DESCRIPTIVE and NKWLY-I ILLUS-

TRATED CATALOGUE for 1S57, containing 4£ pages of
Letterpress, and 40 Wood Engravings of the most approved
Agricultural Implements of the day, to which is appended a
Table of Foreign Postage Arrangements, &c.
Address, Richmond & Chandler, Implement Works, Salford,

M anchester. ____;
NEW WORKS FOR PRESENTS.

Price 3v. 6d. 9
cloth gilt,

THE LITTLE WHALER. By F. Geustaecker.
With Eight Illustrations by Harrison Weir.

FAIRY GOLD for Young and Old. Edited by II. F. Chobley,
Esq. With Illustrations by Harvey.
THE CASTA WAYS ; or, Adventures in the South of Africa.

By A. Bowman. Illustration by Weir.
London

:

George Routledoe & Co., 2, Farringdon Street.

ROUT LEDGES SHAKESPEARE. Part II.

Price Is. Will bo ready on the 23rd December. It com-
prises "LOVE'S LABOUR LOST." With 19 Illustrations by
John Gilbert. Including a full page Frontispiece.

Notice.- Encouraged by the great success that has attended

the publication of tho First Part of Routledgb's Suvkespe.vre,
the Publ^hers have determined to give a full page Frontispiece

to each Play; one for the '* Two Gentlemen of Verona " has also

been prepared, and will be given in the Third Number of the

Work, to be ready on the 1st February.
_London: George Routlroge & Co., 2, Farringdon Street-

Price 2d. each, richly Illustrated.

THE CHRISTMAS NUMBER AND SUPPLEMENT
OF THE

T A T I O X A L MAGAZINE,
Edited by JOHN Sunders and Westlasd MarstOW,

WILL CONTAIN
"The Wife's Portrait," A Christmas-eve Story, by WefltTand

Marston, complete in 4 Chapters; Christmas Papers by Leigh
Hunt, Dr. Doran, and other eminent Authors: Poem, by the

Author of M Paul Ferroll;" Charade, by T. K. Henrey ; the

opening chapters of a Continuous Tale by Shirley Brooks, en-

titled "A Painters Revenge." Engravings from Millab'

Rescue;" W.Hunt's "Good Dog!" ElizaFox's "Beggar-boy
and Christ-Child," Original Designs by W. Harvey; and two

humorous designs by E. Morin—John Bull Reviewing his

Christmas Troops, and Hands and Hours,—a Christmas Clock.

. The CHRISTMAS PART, price Is., containing besides tire

usual matter and engravings, the above Number. Supplement
is also now read v.

National Magazine Company (Limited), 25
1
Essex St. Strand^

In Two Volumes large Octavo, with upwards of 600 Engravings

price 32., baif-bound,

E BOOK OF THE FARM.
By HENRY STEPHENS, F.R.S.E.

" The best practical book I have ever met with ."—Professor

Johnston.
"One of the completest works on agriculture of which our

literature cau boast."

—

Agricultural Gazette.

Bv the same Author,

CATECHISM" OF PRACTICAL AGRICUL-
TURE, with numerous Engravings on Wood, price ls.6J.

THE YESTER DEEP LAND-CULTURE, with

-*- Engraving!!, price 4s. Qd.

William Blackwood & Hoys, Edinburgh and London.

This d:iy is published, price 5$., pp. 320,

DVANCED TBXT-ttOOK OF GEOLOGY,
DESCRIPTIVE AND INDUSTRIAL.

Bv !?avidPaos, F.G.S.
With Engravings and a Glossary of Terms.

Lately publish* d, by the same Author,

T NTRODUCTORY TEXT-BOOK OF GEOLOGY.
A Second Edition, with Engravings, price 1$. Qd.

"Of late it has not often been our good fortune to examine

a text-book on science of which we could express an opiuion so

entirelv favourable."

—

Athenaum. , T ,

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London,

Primed by William B»adburt, of No. 13, Upper Wobnrn Wa«ft»<|
F«*nERic* Mr (.LETT Etan.; of No. S0, Queen' Road, We» p

both in

the Parish of St. Pancm*. and in the County of Middlesex, 1 « n"';?,"

their Uffiee in bombard Street, in tne Precinct of'\\bitemar«. in, the c. \

of London; and published hy tbem atthe Office, No.*, Upper £*""*»*"

Street, in the P«ri6b of St. Paul'., Cogent Garden, iu the *aid 'L°«B '> •

where ail Advertisp.r.entR *nd i ommaniear ions are to be i»D»«»«
tub EnrToa.—Satuudat, December S9. 183f

.
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Advice, professional ..........
Agricultural summary
Aleyrodes, new greenhouse .

.

Boiiers
Botanic Garden. Ceylon
Cattle, prize
Couve Tronchnda
Crops, mixed 858 a
Down's Farmers' Friend.. ..
East Henrickshire Ajrri Soc...
Entomological Society
Farm, Fen
— Lanarkshire

Food, practical value of
Geology a branch of education
Grape, Golden Hamburgh ....
Heatmjr, Polmaise
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Ice on stems..... ..
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856
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-^59 a
859 c
SfiO b
85» e
860 a
861 6
85S 6
836 a
855
851
860
851

.*.«.** .......
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Ice stacks
Lawyer, Cabinet, rev
Leech's Pictures of Life, &c
Lime, application of
Linnean Society
Manure, adulteration of ...
Oaks, tap root of~ BnriRh
Orchard house
Pears, new..

,

I orato disease, the
Raspberries, trainin
Knses
Sewage, utilisation of
Steam culture
Tropwolum tuberosum
Village Botany
Vilmorin on esculents
Wheat, mixed S5S
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854 a
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£55 b

853 b
865 c
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e
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(Price Fivepence.
Stamped Edition, 6i7.

imfQARDCN SBEDS. GROWTH OF 1856.
SUI1UJN and SONS are now prepared to execute

orders for all hinds of GARDEN SEEDS, and
can warrant them genuine.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading
TO PURCHASERS OF SEEDS.OUTTOiVS SELECT SEED LIST, now in course of

kJ publication, will be found highly useful. It will be
sent gratis and post free to any address.

DRIGHTON AND SUSSEX FLORICULTURAL
(\T«A HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITIONS
«f ™*™?-xed to be he,d on the blowing days :-SuramerShow, WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, June 24th and 25th;

t£*
mn

A ?l
,07' WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, September

lotn and 17th; on the same grand scale as in former years,
bchedules will be published early in the year, to be obtained of

nL If
re
*
ta

!ft °,r
.°u

f
.

E ' SpABY -
Queen's Graperies, General Super-

mtendant of Exhibitions, and Thos. Attrek. Esq., Chairman ofC°S ee ' _ ^ Edwd. Carpenteu, Secretary,
.Brighton, Dec. 27. St. James's Street.

I GRAPE VIN ES IN POTS
JOHN WEEKS and Co., King's Road, Chelsea, canv now supply Grape Vines struck from eyes in very fine
condition, strong and healthy, for Planting or Forcing in Pots, all
the best approved sorts.

Horticultu ral Establishment. King's Road, Chelsea.

[V/I ESSRS. JOHN WEEKS and CO., King'a Road,
t ,

Chelsea, beg to intimate that they have received their
supplv ot SEEDS for the ensuing Season, in the best noasible
condition, direct from eminent growers; and are this e stabled
TO VOUCH FOR THE PLRITV AXD EXCELLENCE OK EACH ARTICLE.Also, in the Press,
lu 'v "va ru" V'

K PL Itri v AXD **OWUUaiG* ok each article.

Price Is. (or gratis to purchasers of seeds).
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

|\/|
iTUHIMSON'S aNEW' PENZANCE EARLY

,t JS0000 ^
1

- To THE TRADE.-IIaving saved a few-
lbs, of this superb BROCCOLI, we are prepared to offer it to
the trade on very reasonable terms. Price on application, also
prices of \ egetable and Flower Seeds to the trade.

Bass & Bnowy, Sudbu ry. Suffolk^

LINCSEED CALCEOLARIAS

T^LORICULTUJ?
TT r\T¥T A Y*T-irt ! M *B ii

?SP
on ci

7 ™V}'?teA that ftH communications be addressed^o . 20, Sharp 8 Alley, London.
GARDEN ARCHITECTURE, LANDSCAPE GARDENINGAND GENERAL IMPROVEMENT OF DOMAINS '

pHARLES M'INTOSH, F.K.P.S., A.L.S., Member
,,

of
„
the Architectural Institute of Scotland, author of "The

Look of the Garden/" and other horticultural works, &c, begs
respectfully to state, (in consequence of letters being frequently
misdirected), that all communications should be addressed
Newcome Villa, Murrayfield, Edinburgh.

'

^TO THE SEED TRADE.— A few~quarters~o~f
f ^fir^TA1^^ BEDMAN'S BLUE IMPERIAL PEAS,
also EARLY EMPEROR, warranted Stocks. Price on application.

Wood & Ingram, Huntingdon.

YffAlTE'S DANIEL ^OURJ^PEXTlhrbast
Jf early Pea in cultivation, can be had in any quantity.—

J±9: Waitb
.
Seed Mjrehaj^lgLHigh Holborn, London.
EPPS'S LORD KACLAN PEA.

f G. WAITE begs to inform the Trade that he hasv • a very large stock of true LORD RAGLAN PEA.
pi G • V*• P'xrc7iasedfrom Mr. Epps, January 29th, 1855, 1 bushel

of the above for 51. 5s., which were sown for stock ; the produce of
these was again sent out last spring, and from them the present
large stock was grown. Price 30s. per bushel.

t2Tt
4IT
t?«S

:

A^?t
OFTHE MARK0W

- <*». MONARCH, syn.
ALiLi M A.M MO I II.

J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 181, High Holborn, London.

T
DICKSON'S FAVOURITE EARLY PEA.THE TRADE.—Having grown a few bushels of

this valuable Pea, we shall have pleasure in quoting our
price to the trade on application. Also BECK'S GEM, a very
<i*arf first early Pea of fine produce. Our Trade List of Seeds
fray also he had.—Bass & Brows. Sudbury, Suffolk.

F
RISING SUN EARLY PEA.

LANAGAN and SON beg to offer the above new
Pea as a valuable addition to the green marrow class. It

possesses the properties of being nearly as early as the Emperor,
*uth long dark green pods, and most bountiful in bearing. Height
about 3 feet. This Pea is strongly recommended for market pur-
poses. It retains its deep colour, and is an excellent general
cropper. Price 5s. per quart, with an allowance to the trade.

__ 9. Mansion Honse Street, l.ondon .

VEW EARLY DWARF WRINKLED PEAS,—
•\^ CLIMAX (Blue), and ALLIANCE (VVHiTE).-These two
tamable new Peas excel the two variel es introduced last season
under the names Glpry and Perfection, in the large size of their
^osely trussed pod/, which they bear in extraordinary profusion
worn the bottom to top of the haulm, in their excellence ot flavour,
«na in being equally suited to market or private gardens, while
«k« them they are as early as Double Blossomed Frame, and
">«r average height 2$ feet. Samples of the haulm may be
bob at the following firms in London, of whom the Peas may be
c*a, or of their agents in the country, in quart packets at 5s. each.

Batt, Rctlet, & Sil\-krlock. 412, Strand.
Beck. IIendehsov, & Child. 11, Adelphi Terrace.
Hirst & M -Mullen-. 6, Leadenhall Street.
Minier, Nash. & Nash, 60, Strand.
-Noble, Cooper, & Bolton-, 152, Fleet Street.
JAcobWrexch & Sons. 39, King William Street, City.

OEiNDLE'S PRICE CURRENT and GARDEN
IV DIRECTORY for 1857 is now ready, and can
be had from the Booksellers or from the Proprietors in
exchange for seven postage stamps.

,

- n „ , n v .

A Bound Edition has also been prepared this season W 77 I
BAR

/
N
'
ES has ™w ready to send out

which will be sent free for 18 postlgTstands. 7$£ •>-*-**- *"** °f ** 8uperb »™ ^ICEO-
cation to be made to

William E. Rexdle & Co„ Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
FERN CATALOGUE.

T3 0BERT SIM'S New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
FOPFfr^prf^^31 °f hi

u
S C

,
oIlection of BRITISH and i

J UK LIUN FERN&, can now be had post free for six stamps. '

Urati-s to all previous purchasers.—Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.
AMERICAN PLANTS.

~

~

WATERER and GODFREY beg to intimate fat
T>iTrtr^T-5^cedBnd D^crlptive CATALOGUE OF HARDYRHOD(JDLNDRONS, AZALEAS, and other American Plants
is now ready and may be had free on application to Messrs.
WA^EREB_&GopFREY,_Knap Hil l Nursery, Woking. Surrey.

AMERICAN PLANT S.JOHN WATERER, the Exhibitor of the above
Y Plants at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London,

a
6
7 1 !°r

l 6 at hls CATALOGUE of RHODODENDRONS,AZALEAS, &c, is published, and can be obtained in exchange
for two postage stamps. The colours of the Rhododendrons are
described, and the Catalogue contains a selection of the most
favourite kinds of Pinuses. Roses, &c.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

LARIAS, m fine, strong, healthy plants, at 5s. per dozen,
without hamper. Orders from unknown correspondents willreceive no attention unless accompanied by a remittance.

Camden Nursery, Camberwell.

rTTir ,
S/E,°r ESTABLISHMENT, HIGHCATT

*

XT/ 1LLIAM CUTBUSH ahd SON beg most respect-

'^^"yf ,
intimate that they have received their stock o/NEW

bfctDb welt harvested; and as most of them are grown under theirown immediate inspection, they feel confident of their superior
quality. Catalogues can be obtained free ou application.

Highgate, Middlesex.

\
CHRYSANTHEMUMS. '

\j HOLMES offers the above in strong plants,

mLa *Lu'
pe^d?fe.n ' TJie large flowered varieties include

a«J? An.i
e
J'

l0
T
lta

v
ir
?« y ebb8 flight, Stellaris globosa,

Antigone, Madame Lebo.s, Ac. Pompones include Scarlet GemDurunet Aurore Boreale, Saint Thais, &c. For the cultivation
of the above see Monthly Calendar by W. H. in " Gossip for theGarden. -Wm. Holmks, Florist. Well Street, Hackney.

QPHIOGLOSSU
f-c r°

f tbi9 sin6»lar little Fern, with directions for culture, post
'^e for 12 penny stamps.—J. Hi- N"' Croute, Guernsey.

r^ SEED WHEAT FOR LATE~SOWINC.
X^AVERA, RED NURSERY, and HYBRID

ft!)
.. HEAT, the be*t sorts for late sowing, may be had on

aiioe
tJ°" to H> Ratnbi bi>, Basingstoke. A reference or remit-

Quired from unknown c pondents.

v TT,,_,
HOLLYHOCK SEED.

•yRCHAM and WARD beg to offer their Holly-

fJ_p,i
ocl: See(i in packets at U. $d., 2s. 6d., and 5*. each. This

g .' '^
sejected from the best varieties in cultivation, and

.
• """'H warrant it to produce Seedlings of superior quality

will give satisfaction to all purchasers.
_Hedpnrmm Roserv. Bungay. Suffolk. Dec. 27.

fZJ_EORGE BAKER begs to announce that his

^R ?_
35?iPTIVE CATALOGUE ofAMERICAN PLANTS,ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, CONIFER.E, FRUIT & FORESTTREES is now ready, and may be had on application.

American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, 1 J milefrom Sunningdale Station; one hour's ride from Waterloo
Station; f from Reading.

TO THE SEED TRADE.- Just Published,TTORATIO BUNTING'S WHOLESALE
* * CATALOGUE of FLOWER and VEGETABLE
SEEDS, which will be forwarded to any Seedsman iu the world
post free on application. AH seeds warranted genuine and true
to name.—Address in full Horatio Bunting, Seed Grower
Leaden Road

, Colchester.
'

"THE" GERANIUM CATALOGUE FOR 1856 AND 1857.
JOHN WESTWOOD'S CATALOGUE OF SHOW
» FANCY, BEDDING, AND FRENCH GERANIUMS is
now ready for delivery, and will bo sent post free to all appli-
cants. A detailed General Catalogue of Soft-wooded Plants will
shortly be issued and delivered in like manner.

J. W. respectfully invites inspection of his Stock, now con-
sisting of more than One Hundred Thousand Plants in vigorous
growth, unequalled by any in England.

Floral Nurserv, Acton Road, Turnham Green.

T3 0BERLT KENNEDY, Seedsman, Bedford Con-
--t servatory, Covent Garden, Agent for Messrs. Platz & Son,
Seed Growers, Erfurt, informs the trade that their extensiveCATALOGUE for 1857 is ready, to be forwarded on application.
It contains a large number of new articles, which can be recom-
mended with confidence. Early orders are solicited.

announce to

_. -- r — n— at their CATA-
LOGUE OF GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS is now readv,
and may be had on application. II. L. & Co. have been careful
in making a selection to have none that has not been proved of
first-rate quality, having the greater portion direct from the
growers— this applies to both Vegetable and Flower Seeds. The
German Flower Seeds are from Mr. Haage and Mr. Ernst
Bcnary, two of the most careful growers in Prussia.

Clapton Nursery. London, N.E., Dec. 27.

c

\JEVV CRESS SEED! NEW CRESS^EEDT_Z
£ ^ Growers or Dealers of plain Cress may meet with a buyer
for a ,ew quarters by forwarding sample and cash price to He/rtDean, Seed Merchant, Altrincham, Cheshire.—Persons bavin-
good bright Cress >-eed to dispose of will do well to attend to theabove Advertisement, as further transactions may be the result.

SEED ESTABLISHMENT, SLEAFORCL
"

LLhS SHARPE and CO. beg to offer the

TT'RAr «Vvn>
ext

f
nS

,

iv
?
Stock of GARDEN and AGRICUL-

1 URAL bLLDb which have been grown with great care bvthemselves from the best stocks. List of prices on application.
THE LANCASHIRE &HOW COOaEBERRIES

_ _ TXT
AND CURRANTS.

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
* "ear Manchester, begs to refer the readers of the Chronicl*

CT?RRi
8N^£e

tW
E^VlESrT«8H°yr GOOSEBERRIES andCUKKANI> in this Paper of November 29

I /-J HOICK FRUIT TREES and STRAWBERRIES.
>^ —Foi

l

Catalogues with descriptions «[ the above, includiu<-
the Brough Bergamor P^ar. apply to Wa. BARRATT Lavd-scaprGakdekh:. Wakefield.

^*>i>-

"This is certainly a first-rate Pear/ -See Transactions ofFomological Society, page 19.
J

A fine stock of Pyramid and Orchard-house Trees.
BEETO KEEPERS

QOWMELILOTUS LEUCANTHA MAJOR _
^supplied by Thos. Veitch & Co., Seeds nen, &c, l95*Hiirh
street. Ex^ff-.r. '" °

HUGH LOW and CO. respectfully
their friends and the public in general tbi

I

ERONICA SYRIACA,
New Bedding Axsual fob 1857.

\/T ESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON having
1t_L just concluded arrangements with Messrs. Ernst & Von
Spreckelsen, successors to J. G. Booth & Co., Seedsmen at Ham-
burgh, relative to the above, have great pleasure in announcing
the purchase of the entire Stock of Seed of this new and striking
dwarf annual. Colour beautiful (Gentian blue), lower petals
white, habit very dwarf, from 6 to 8 inches in height, compact,
and covered with bunches of flowers; foliage ample and bright
green ; in packets at 2s. 6d. each.

Early in January next a coloured plate of above by Mr. An-
drews will be published and presented with every order received
previous t " ""* *

and 20.<. p«

/MTROL'ILLE, hardy Melon, G.ant Vegetable
n E*™??'*™?11 Yel, °*" Vegetable Marrow. Boston MarrowGourd (rich), Turban Marrow Gpurd. The above novelties are
offered to the publie, Is. per packet:

Thomas Veitch & Co., 105, High Street. Exeter.

FnZ°e?
AV tT CARD£NERS ANO OTHERS.UK &ALE, at 85. per hundred, New BLACKNAPLES CURRANT TREES, 2 or 3 years' old. A liberalallowance to the trade.-Apply to William Howkll, MarketGardener and_5»_ursery man. Heath Lane. Bounalow, Middlesex.POR SALE, a bargain, 250 dozen of tineA CURRANT and GOOSEBERRY TREES; been planted outtwo years; had threat .piantity of fruit on this season. Also lOCOof the true Antwerp Rnspberry Canes, 500 Jfoss R.,Ses, LaProvence and Cabbage Roses true to name, and 18 larg- Oram'e

tuos (nearly new) at a reduced pice.-Direct (letters prepaidV
J. Attbrtox, 4. West Cntatres. Wellr.gtm Road^Stockwfl'l

CYCAS R£VOLUTA (SAGO r*ALM),
~^~

POR SALE, this fine ppecimer, 7 feet high; showsa a large clu r of sevara! hundre i fratt Though 50 year-^
old has never fruited previously.-Apply by letter to W. B.f ca eof Parkins nnd O >>to, 25, Oxford Street.

TTARDY HEATHa.

to the loth January, 1S57.—Trade Packets, 5s., 10«.,
nch.—Wellington Nursr ry, St. John's Wood.

J

/^LENNY'S SUPERB BALSAMS, altogether ~u7-VJ approached ; 6 classes 37 stamps ; mixed. 13 ; HolTyhock, 13 •

Geraniums, 37; Pink, 37; Calceolaria, Verbena. Cineraria'
HeMrttrope. 13 each ; Asters and Stocks, the finest double in the
kingdom; best 24 Annuals, 74 stamps; best 12, 37.
THE TWO SPLENDID DAHLIAS, NAPOLEON AND

EUGENIA, dry rooK 5s. to 10s. 6d. each. Everything c^rme.
with a Garden procured from the best Bonrces/by G. Gless
Horticultu al Agent, Dungannon House, Fulliam.

-A first-rate Collection, and
well grown PLANTS, by the Hundred or Thousand —

Catalogues irjtn Prices will be sent free on application toWaterkb «^r (r.,pFWKv. Knan TTiH V iiwrr. Wolcing. Surrey

_ QuicKrHORiv.
pHARLES SHAKPE and Co. have a largv^ o- the above to offer of various ages. Prices amay be had on application.

PIKUS MARIT11IA (one-year seedlings
C. 6. and Co. lave a surplus stock of tlnTnK^,

appli«'atj.-»T) — Xiiiwrv and Se--d.^rnw in^ F^t-.J^jVhm^

JCTA|^1>AKU roiaii.AL LAUMAiL^^J tit? of very fine pi mfs oi the above, »itby«tefii
high, and with b- illy formed heads, mav be bft
tion to the nndersi Th<»y have all beerH-..
year-- since, mil will lift with Urpe balls of eaS3, -

i Wood & Isgr**, Hantingd«#i. +
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NEW PEAS.
EUGENIE.—The earliest white-wrinkled Marrow

Pea in cultivation, podding from the bottom of the haulm

to the top, with fine larpe pods.

SAPOLEoN-—The earliest blue wrinkled Marrow Peain culti-

vation, podding from the bottom of the haulm to the top, with

fine large pods.

The above two Peas were originally paved from one pod.

Mr. Harrison, the raiser of the above Peas, describes them as

follows:—" Relative to my new Peas, the Wrinkled Blue and

"Wrinkled White, I beg to say that they are very superior to those

I sold last year (meaning Climax and Alli-.nce), they are

stronger in habit, much truer, and better filled in the pod, on an

average two more Peas; also better croppers. My average

growth tMs vear was nearly 10 quarters per acre."

To be had only of J. G. Waits:, High llolborn
;

W. J. Nutting & Sons, Cheapside ; and
Chablwood & Cimmins, Covent Garden, London.
Price 6-?. per quart. Usual allowance to the trade.

FINEST PEAS IN CULTIVATION.
PPPS' LORD RAGLAN and MONARCH.—
Li "LORD RAGLAN." Green wrinkled marrow. Habit dwarf

and branching, 3 feet, producing large clusters of bright green pods

of immense size, containing 7 to 10 Peas much larger than the

British Queen, and of equal if not superior flavour, 2s. €d.

per quarr, 355. per bushel. Sever*! persons in the trade are

selling Hair's Mammoth for this Pea, which is very distinct

from it, being a much larger cropper and superior flavour.

MONARCH. Tali green wrinkled marrow, the largest size

and best flavoured Pea in cultivation, 2s. 6d. per quart, 40s. per

bushel.

W- J. Epps offers the above two Peas with great confidence,

and submits the following testimonials out of the great number
he has this last year received. The trade supplied oslt by
Messrs. Hurst aud Mc Mullen, who have purchased the stock for

this season.
From E. Collyer, Esq., SouihjUet.

" I consider the Pea I had of you to possess the finest flavour

I ever tasted, and also yielded an excellent crop."

From Jfr. G. Fleming, Trenthom.
"Your Peas have been highly approved of here; they are the

largest, very abundant, and of excellent flavour and of a fine

green colour.

From Mr. Jas. Allen, Market Gardener, Stone Bill, Dartford.
" I have tried your Peas, and am satisfied they are the finest

I have ever grown, and the very best flavour."

OREIGN SEED ORDERS.— Plymouth is admir-
ably Ri'uated for the execution and transmission of Foreign*

Obders. The Subscribers have during the past season forwarded

Seeds to Australia, New Zealand, United States, Canada,
India, Malta, France, Austria, Portugal, Ionian Islands,

Madeira, Gambia. China, Cape of Good Hops, 1-kinck Edward's
Island, Balaklava in the Crimea ; and they have supplied

several Russian Officers (lately quartered iu Plymouth), to

take to their native country.

The following letter has just been received from a Nurseryman
in Australia, and is important in showing that by careful and
proper packing Seeds will travel thousands of miles, and through

the Tropics too, without injury.

" The case of Seeds you sent me arrived in excellent

condition, and they are all growing well, and, from every

appearance
t
I should have supposed that they had only

travelled a short distance instead of so many thousands

of miles. This I consider is owing to their being well

ripened and dried, and carefully and properly
packed. / have to tender my bent thanlcs to yon for your

attention in doing so, for generally seeds that are sent

out to this Colony are destroyed owing to their getting

damp on the passage"
Our plan of packing them succeeds admirably, and all the

letters from our Foreign Correspondents tell the same tale. All

Foreign Orders will be attended to with promptness and care.

William E. Rendle & Co., Foreign and Export Seed Mer
chants, Plymouth.

R^OSES.—The following named varieties can be sup-

plied true to name; they are all fine healthy well-grown

plants, and warranted to give satisfaction to all purchasers.

Dwarfs worked on the Dog Rose, purchaser's selection, Is.

each, or 12s. per dozen. Plants on stems 1 to 2 feet in height

game price as dwarfs.

HYBRID PERPETUALS.

rpO EXHIBITORS OF GERANIUMS—Twenty-
i four very fine young well-grown compact specimens of

SHOW OldFANCY GERANIUMS with stout wood, compact,

and in the highest health, from 12 inches, 18 inches, and 2 feet

through, and in 6 and 8-inch pots, consisting of the following

varieties :—Purple Perfection, Rachael Leah, Minerva, optimum,
Forget-rae-Not, Ajax, Cuyp, Generalissimo, Galatea, Gipsy,

Odoratura punctatum, Adele Odier, Virgin Queen,Sir R. Cobden,

Celf stial, Exhibitor (Ayres's), Cassandra, &c. The above have
been grown by a first-rate Amateur, 10 guineas the whole.

Apply to Mr. Epps, Bower Nurseries, Maidstone.

ROBERT PARKER be^s to offer the following, of

which he possesses a large stock, in strong and healthy

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

TAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to
J hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SIIEET GLASS, Packed in Boxes containing 100 Feet
6 bv 4, and fi£ by 4£
7 by 5, and 1\ by 5£

11 by 9, 12 by 9,

• 4 #

12 „ 10,

• • *

«•*

• *

s.

21
18
24

5

d.

i *

• # t

• * * • •#

• €*

• - *

* * «

» •

• *

•

**f

*»•

«*»

• * •

18
18
12
9
IS

21
18
42
18

Adam Paul
Aubernon
Augusts Mie
Baronne de Kermont
Baronne Haliez
Baronne Prevost,per doz.dwfs 9s.

Caroline de Sansal
Colonel Foissy
Comte Odart
Comtesse Duchatel
Cymedor
Dr. Marx
Due d'Aumale
Duchesne de Montpensier
Duchesse de Praslin

Duchess of Sutherland
Eugene Sue [dwfs., 9*.

Geant des Batailles, per doz.

General Brea
General Cavaignac
Graziella
Inermis
Jacques Lafitte

Jeanne d'Arc
Lady Alice Peel

Lady Stuart
La Reine
Laure Ramand
L'Enf»nt du Mont Carmel
Le Lion des Combats
Leonore d'Est

Madame Campbell dTslay
Madame de Manoel
Madame Freemion
Madame Gmllot
Madame l.arour Jurie
Madame Laffay

Madame Lamuriciere
Madame Pepin
Madame Rivera
Noemi
Panache

1

d'Orleans
Pius IX
Reine des Fleurs
Reine Mathyide
Robin Hood
Sidonie
Standard of Marengo
Theocrite
Victoria (Paul's)

BOURBONS.
Paul Joseph
Pax ton

Queen
rfcipion

Souvenir de la Malmaison

plants:—
Araucaria excelsa (Norfolk Island Pine), each
Azalea indica of sorts, from per doz
Camellias of sorts, from per doz.

Cyclamen Atkinsi, flowering bulbs, each... 35. 6d. to

Delphinium formosum, the finest variety ever offered,

per doz. ... ... ••• •<•

Epacrises of sorts, from per doz....

Ericas of sorts, from per doz
Ferns, hardy, from per doz

„ stove and greenhouse, from per doz.

Gymnogramma peruviana argyrophylla
Gynerium ardent euro. (Pampas Grass), per doz.

Orchids, Exotic, from per doz. ...

Selaginella, of sorts, from per doz.

A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of Plants is published

also of Hyacinths and other Bulbous Roots, and will be forwarded

post free upon application.

A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from un-

known correspondents.

Paradise Nursery, Seven Sisters and Hornsey Roads, Hollo-

way, London.

SEEDLING MEDINELLAS, between magnifica
and Sieboldi, fine plants 3 years old, 2 feet high, to be sold

cheap. New Seed from perfect specimens, true stock, rarely to

be brought at any price, comprising Primulas, Cucumbers, and
Melons of world-wide celebrity. A few packets of Hollyhock,

Pansy, Dahlia, Polyanthus, Gloxinia, Cineraria, Calceolaria,

Sweet William, Balsam, Aster, warranted saved from prize

varieties by some of the best growers of the day. Testimonials

are pouring in from all quarters, which will be published with

Latter's Treatise on the Culture of Primulas, illustrated with a

coloured drawing, &c. May be had on application to Thomas
"Wild, Fancy Seedsman and Importer of Dutch Bulbs, Handford

Road, Ipswich.
Agents :—Turner, Slough ; Fisher, Holmes, & Co., Sheffield

;

Burgess & Kent, Stoke-npon-Trent ; Gabnham, Chichester;

Mackte & Stewart, Norwich: Koning & Co., Holland; and

other principal Nurserymen in England, Ireland, and Scotland.

CHARLES NOBLE having retired from the business

lately carried on hv the Firm of Standish & Noble, is now
establishing a NURSERY on his own account, near the Sunn'mg-

dale Station, South-Western Railway. He takes this opportunity

of returning thanks for the very liberal favours bestowed upon

the late firm, aud hopes by strict attention to merit and receive

a share of such patronage in future.

Charles Noble also begs to say that he will shortly be in a

position to execute any orders with which he may be favoured,

and respectfully requests that, for the present, all communica-

tions b^addressedC^H a rlej?_Noble,JNurseryman, Bagshot, Surrey.

OHN STANDISH begs to say that the Nursery
formerly conducted by himself, and subsequently by the

firm of Standish & Noble, is now carried on solely in his own
name, and he takes this opportunity of acknowledging, and ten-

dering his thanks for, the very liberal patronage bestowed on the

late firm, and hopes to receive a continuation of the same, which

he will always endeavour to merit. He also begs to state that

havinggood experiencein Planting, aud the managementof Planta-

tions, he will be happy to give advice on those subjects. And
he also embraces the present occasion to say that he has engaged

the assistance of a Landscape Gardener in good practice, to give

advice in laying out new grounds and in contemplated Improve-

ments, as well as in all subjects relating to Ornamental Garden-

ing and Garden Architecture. Terms for Designs and Attend-

ance may be had on application. Estimates given and Contracts

taken.
*»* The Nnrsery is about Two Miles from the Sunmngdale

Station, South Western Railway. — The Nursery, Bagshot,

Surrey, Dec. 27.
.

PARCHMENT LABELS superseded by

CRESCENS, ROBINSON, and CO.'s PREPARED
LINEN LABELS. They are cheaper, written upon with greater

ease and rapidity, and quite as durable. Specimens, printed to any

pattern, sent post free from Crescens, Robinson, & Co.'s Paper aud

Paper Bag Warehouse, 79, Upper Thames Street, London.
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Boxes charged 2s.eacb, but returnable at full prices.

ORCHARD HOUSES.
SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS FOR ORCHARD

HOUSES, THE SAME QUALITY AS WE SUPPLY TO Mb. RlVERS, and
of various dimensions, always on band, at 18s. per 100 feet.

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-ounce, packed in Crates

of 300 feet, 2£d. per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, 3id.

Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet, 34s., 38*., 405., and
42s. per case.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS WAREHOUSE,
116, Bishopsgate Street Without, London.

LASS FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.
Good 15 oz. Sheet in Squares cut to size :

—

V

Not exceeding
8 inches long ...

12
16 ii

u
.1.

per foot

. Ud.
lfd.

... 2d.
ft ft •

Not exceeding
24 inches long ...

30
40

n
»f

ff

if

«.

per foot

,. 2\d.

,. 2£d.

.. 2id.

T. & W. Fabmiloe, 12, Rochester Row, Westminster.

BRITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.— Sizes from 7 by 5 to 9 by 7 at

Us. 6i. per 100 foot box; 9i by 74 and 1<» by 8, at 12s. 6d. per

box, in 21 oz.l*. per box extra; larger sizes up to 22 by 14, 15 oz.,

at 16f .
; and 21 oz., 25s. per 1< feet. Boxes charged 2s. each

and returnable at the same price if delivered free. Crystal

White Glass, Crown and Sheet Glass in crates, Hartley's Patent

Rough Plate, British and Patent Plate, &c; White Lead, Oils,

Turpentine, Colours, &c—G. Fabmiloe & Son, 118, St. John
Street, West Smlthfield, London.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS
ot British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousands

of which are kept ready packed for i mmediatedelivery

.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS. PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronic)'e first Saturday in each montlu_

GARDENT VASES, FOUNTAINS, ETC.

fSEELEY respectfully solicits immediate orders

• for any work ot this kind that may be required next

spring. It is always desirable that it should be made two

months before it is used.—Artificial Stone Works, Nos. 1 to 4,

Keppel Row, New Road, Regent^Park^ ______
PATENT TERRA-CuTTA.—Tracery for Parapets

and Terraces, mullions, pinnacles, moulded bricks, coats of

arms, crosses, label mouldings, friezes, trusses, consoles, vases,

balusters, capitals and bases of columns, paving, facing bricks,

copings, kitchen and other sinks, chimney shafts and tops, and

numerous other articles manufactured by J. M. Blashfield, in

Patent Imperishable Terra-Cotta, at Mill Wall. Isle of Dogs, and

sold at No. 1, Wharf, Prae^Streej^Paddington Baaia.

\\IRE~WORK, USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL
V V of every description, for the Conservatory, Garden, or other

service rt

The CRYSTAL PALACE SUSPENDING FLOWER BAS-

KETS to the original and numerous other elegant designs.

Hvacinth Stands, Violet, Crocus and Tulip Baskets in variety !

Flower Stands, Garden Arches, Lattice Work Fencing, &C
Window Blinds and Sun Shades of all kinds ot the best make,

Anglo-German and other Bird Cages of superior description;

Aviaries and Conservatories fitted up, by W. Richards.Imperial

Wire Works, 370, Oxford Street, nearly opposite Princess a

Theatre.
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BRANCHES

BY APPOINTMENT.
JOHN WEEKS, F.H.S.,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA.
CO

Bouquet de Flore
Cornice de Seine et Marne
Dupetit Thouars
Louise Odier
Menoux
The Tolloviug at Is. 6J. each, or 18s. per dozen, purchasers

selection ;—
HYBRID PERPETUALS.

A*^^±^*^^*^fcJuj^tAjWb^^

Alexandrine Bachraeteff
Colonel Ron!?emont
Deuil de Willermoz
DucMess d'Orleans
Duchess of N'nrolk.

General Castellaoe
Joseph DecaUne
J ales Margottiu
Leon H-iiraann
Louise Peyronny

Madnme Damage
Madame Phelip
Madame Place

Paul Duptiy
Prince Oipetouzikoff
Prince Leon
Sir John Franklin
Souvenir de Leveson Gower
Triomphe de Paris

WillUm Griffiths

BOURBONS.
Adelaide Bongere (dwfs.) I Prince Albert (Paul 3)

Aurorc du Guide | Reveil (dwrn.)

PERSIAN YELLOW, dwarfs worked, 10*. per doz.

"With general Collection of ROSES, &c. Catalogues forwarded

post free upon application.
APPLE— Bradley's Golden Perraain, standards 2s. each, or

1&J. per dozen.
A remittance or reference requested from unknown correspondents.

Richard Bradley & Son, Halam Nursery, near fcoutuirell,

Notts,

T WEEKS and CO., Horticultural builders aoa hot-

^ * Water Apparatus Manufacturers, Hothouses, Greenhouses,

Conservatories, Forcing Pits, &c, of every shape and size, both Plain

and Ornamental.

Also our Improved Patent Tubular Boilers of all sizes. A large

stock on hand. See our Illustrated Catalogues on Horticultural Buildin

and Heating by Hot Water.

The accompany*

ing sketch repre-

sents our im-

proved tpn.f"
Tubular Boiler,

with hollow fur-

nace bars, ii^

large
surface

which this Boiler

exposes to the

immediate action

ofthe fire renders

it of extraordin-

arv power.
John Weeks

& CO. Manufac-

ture these Boilers

ot all sizes. The

largest size mea-
.uret>5ft.6iuches

high by 3 ft. 6 in.

diameter, and ex-

poses to the im-

mediate action ot

the fire a surface

of 340 superficial

i«et. The smallest
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size is

JOHN WEEKS & Kin

18 ^ch« high, by 18 ioehes in dUme«r-

Chelsea, London,
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JAMES VEITCH, Junv respectfully announces that

his CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN, AGRICUL-
TURAL and FLOWER SEEDS for 1857, with a List of

Implements and other Garden Requisites is now published, and
ff iil be forwarded post free on application.

J. V., Jun., devoting his peesonal attention to this department

of his business can warrant his seeds true to name and of the

most GENTIN'g DESCRIPTION.— Dec. 27.
~"

SMITH'S SUPERB BALSAMS.
Fand A. SMITH beg to announce to the public

• that they are sending out their superb BALSAM SEED
in sealed packets, containing eight separate and distinct colours

of six seeds each, 25. 6d. per packet.

Also mixed do. in colours of unequal proportions, but the same
in number, 25. per packet.

The above have been selected with great care from the most
double of a stock of 10,000 plants, and have been much com-
mended during the flowering season by those who saw them.

They were exhibited at most of the Metropolitan Shows, and
obtained the First Prizes at the Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park,
and the Crystal Palace.

F. & A. S. have received many testimonials of the excellence

of the varieties sent out by them last season.

A List of Agents will be advertised in a short time.

[

Dulwich, Surrey.

A"
VEKSCHAFFKLT, JNursertman, Ghent

• (Belgium), begs to announce that his NEW CATA-
LOGUE, No. 63, for the year 1857, is now ready, and can be
obtained on application at his Agent's, Mr. R. Silberrad, 5f Harp
Lane, Great Tower Street, London. His Catalogue contains all

the English and Continental Novelties.

A. V. also recommends his work " L'lllustration Horticole,"
of which the 12th Number (December) of the 3d Volume has
just appeared, and contains the following coloured plates:

—

1. Rose (Perpetual) Victor Trouillard.
2. Lilium philadelphicum.
8. Meconopsis simplicifolia.

4. Cocos botryophora.
5. Rhododendrum Blandfordiseflorum.

N.B. The same Number contains the General Programme of
the Grand Horticultural Exhibition of the Royal Botanic Society
of Ghent, open to all nations, and which will be held on the 1st,

i

2d, and 3d of March next ( t857).

Price of Verschaffelt's 4< Illustration Horticole," 12*. a year.

[
TO GENTLEMEN ENCACED IN PLANTING.

WATERER and GODFREY beg to offer the
following desirable plants :

—

Araucariaimbricata, small for planting out in nurseriesby the 1000
i „ „ 1 and 2 feet by the 100

„ „ 3, 4t 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet high. Nothing can ex-
! ceed the beauty of these plants and all

growing in the open ground.
Abies Douglasi, a splendid lot of plants, 3, 4, 6, 8 to 12 feet high
Pinus Cembra, in large quantities, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 feet

insignis, ditto ditto

Montezumse,fine plants, 3 and 4 feet high
Benthannana, in large quantities from seed
macrocarpa ditto ditto

Sabiniana ditto ditto
Picea Pinsapo, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high, and as much through. Most

beautiful plants.

Nordraanniaoa, 2, 3, and 4 feet high and wide, all from seed
nobilis, in quantities from seed [grafted
ditto, 1,2, and 3 feet, with perfect leads, and none of them
grandis, 1 year's, from seed

Cedrus Deodara, by the thousand, 1, 2,3, and 4 feet high
n „ several hundred fine specimens, 5, 6, 7, 8, & 10 ft. high
„ Lebanon, 2, 3. 4, and 6 feet

„ „ some larger, up to 8 and 10 feet

'Cryptomeriajaponic*, 3 to 10 feet

Cupressus macrocarpa, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 feet

Goveniana, 2, 3, and 4 feet

Lawsoniana, from seed
MacNabiana, ditto

Hemlock Spruce, Pinus canadensis, 3 to 8 feet

Juniperus, Irish, hundreds of plants, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high, per-
fect columns

Chinese, 2, 3, and 4 feet

„ a fine lot, 7, 8, and 10 feet

Virginiana (Red Cedar), 2, 3, 4, up to 8 feet
Libocedrus chilensis, 2, 3, and 4 feet (very handsome)
Tutus, Yew.—Common English, a vast quantity of all sizes, np

to 3, 4, 6, 6, and 7 feet high
Irish Yew, 3, 4, 5 6, and 8 feet. Some verv fine specimens

10 and 12 feet high
Golden Yews by the thonsand, 1J, 2, and 3 feet high

„ worked, 4? 5, 6, and 8 feet

„ worked on Iriah, and very ornamental, 5 to 8 ft.

elepantissima (or new striped), in large quantities, l£ to 3 ft.

Dovaston, or Weeping Yew, fine plants, worked on stems
with good heads, 6 to 8 feet high

adpressa, fine bushes, 2 and 3 feet
h

^ adpressa, worked as standards
Thuja aurea, several hundred specimens, 2, 3, and 4 feet high and

a* much through, perfect globes
* oocidentalis, American Arbor Vit«, the best plant for

hedges. A large quantity just adapted for the purpose,

4, 5, and 6 feet high
» Weareana, the best variety of Siberian Arbor Vifce, 4, 5, 6,

m
and 8 feet high

"ellingtonia gigantea, a few very fine plants

~ » f ,
smaller

^Mmgecyparis sphceroidea variegata, the variegated White
Cedar, a large quantity 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet high

AWes excelsa, var. pumila, all dwarf varieties of the Common
Spruce, and very remarkable

Clanbraziliana, ditto ditto
elegans, ditto ditto
Oregon, ditto ditto
compacta, ditto ditto

Pygmsea, ditto ditto

pyramidalis, ditto ditto
p»> diffusa, ditto ditto
rlnus sylvfstris pumiia, dwarf Scotch

With reference to the large plants alluded to in this Ad-
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DICKSON'S EARLY FAVOURITE PEA.
FRANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS,

Seed Merchants, &c, Chester, have great pleasure and
satisfaction in again calling attention to this distinct and vert
valuable Early Pea, admitted as it is, by all who have grown it,

to be the most prolific and best Early Pea ever introduced.

It comes in very few days after the Earliest varieties, grows
about 4 feet high, and produces a wonderful profusion of pod*,
containing, on an average, nine to ten Peas of first-rate quality
and flavour.

Independent of its excellence as an Early Pea, it has proved
invaluable as a Late Pea f

having been found to resist mildeic
when most other varieties are destroyed.
The testimonials of its excellence and durability which they

received last season (1855) were of the most gratifying descrip-
tion, and they have the satisfaction of stating that the accounts
which they have received of it from nearly every county in
Britain into which they last spring (1856) sent it, more than bear
out all that has hitherto been said in its favour.

Testimonials to the above effect, from upwards of Fifty of the
first Gardeners in the Kingdom, will be forwarded on application .

Finding that many Seedsmen from whom it was ordered last

spring substituted other sorts for it, F. and A. D. and Sons have
resolved to send it out in Sealed Packets, so as to prevent a
recurrence of the disappointment which the substitution of other
sorts caused many purchasers last season.

The following firms have received a supply from F. and A. D.
and Sons, and are their authorised agents. Those marked * are
wholesale agents.
Messrs. Hurst & M'Mullen, 6, Leadenhall Street, London.
Messrs. Beck, Henderson & Child, Adelphi Wharf, London.
•Messrs. Charlwood & Cummins, Covent Garden, London.
*Messrp. Nutting & Sons, Cht-apside, Loudon.
Messrs. Flanagan & Son, Mansion-House Street, London.
Messrs. Noble, Cooper & Bolron, Fleet Street, London
Mr. J. G. White, 181, High Holborn, London.
Mr. Henry Clarke, King Street, Covent Garden, London.
Messrs. Clarke, Bosheil& Co., 86, Borough, London.
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, London.
Messrs. James Carter & Co., 238, High Holborn, London.
Mr. Timothy Brigden, 10, Railway Arcade, London Bridge,

London.
Messrs. James Veitch & Son, Exotic Nursery, Chelsea.
Messrs. Page & Co., Oxford Street, Southampton.
Messrs. James Backhouse & Son, York.
Messrs. Bass & Brown, Sudbury, Suffolk.

John Sutton & Sons, Reading.
Samuel Finney & Co., Gateshead Nursery, New-

castle-on-Tyne.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester.
Bubb & Matheson, Gloucester.
Wood & Ingram, Huntingdon.
Cutbush & Son, Highgate Nurseries, near London.

Mr. Fisher Godwin, Sheffield.
Thomas Wild, Nurseries, Ipswich.
William C hater, Nurseries, Saffron Walden.
John Perkins, Market Square, Northampton.
Charlas Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.
John Cattell, Nurseryman, Westerbam.
J.C. Cheyne, Nurseryman, Warwick.
Thomas Bayliss, Birches Barn, Wolverhampton.
Henry Pope, Gibb Heath, Birmingham.

Messrs. W. Drummond & Sons, Seedsmen, Stirling and
Dublin.

Cole & Sharpe, Birchfield, near Birmingham,
James Dickson & Sons, Seedsmen, Edinburgh.
Hogg & Wood, Coldstream and Dunse.j
Edward Sang & Son, Kirkcaldy.

Mr. Thomas Rae, Whithorn, Wigtonshirc.
Messrs. John Edmondson & Co., Hi, Dame Street, Dublin.

Dickson, Farrell & Co., Seedsmen, Belfast.
Richard Hartland & Sons, Seedsmen, Cork.

Mr. Thomas M'Kenzie, Seedsman, Cork.
Mr. George Williamson, Seedsman, Sligo.

Price 2s. 6d. per quart, or Is. Qd. per pint, in sealed packages.
Vegetable, Flower, and Agricultural Seeds of superior quality,

and at moderate prices, Catalogues of which may be had on appli-
cation to Francis and Arthur Dickson & Sons, the old-esta-
blished Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street. Chester.
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Our readers will not have forgotten the long

discussion respecting Polmaise Heating which
took place in these columns some years since.

Although for many reasons the subject was dropped,
especially on account of the death of its enthusiastic

advocate, the late lamented Mr. Meeke, yet we
have never altered our opinion of the advantages that

attended its employment under certain very frequent

circumstances, provided the great difficulty, that of

preventing the splitting of the hot plate from which
the air derived its warmth while passing into a

greenhouse, could be overcome. Evidence, upon
which the utmost reliance may be placed, and
which has lately reached us, shows that the diffi-

culty in question no longer exists ; and that

this simple method of warming greenhouses, as now
managed, fulfils every condition that can be deman-
ded of it. Were we at liberty to mention our
correspondent's name it would be recognised by
many Lancashire gentlemen as one of the highest

credit in their county. We do not propose just now
to offer any comments of our own, but merely to

produce the statement which has been made to us.
" One does not hear much of c Polmaise ' now,"

writes our correspondent early in December, " but

I am more convinced than I ever was that there is

I have had it atJJrtisement, we beg to s*y all of them have been continually ^O system of heating equal TO it.

*«noved, and are in a condition to transplant and send any dis- «"»•!» «««« *«~ »•*%*» «**«» i« m-n
^ce with perfect safety. »

ed, and are in a condition to transplant and send any dis- work DOW for many years in my church and schools,

v*riegated Hollies, in large quantities and great variety, 2, 3,
and it answers perfectly, and last week at Wansfell,

on the banks of Windermere, I saw a greenhouse

and stove thus heated, which had been at work for

six or seven years, and it was impossible for plants

to look more healthy. The stoves made by White-
hkad, of Preston, seem entirely to have overcome

and 4 feet high
1 » „ a fine stock of the best Gold-striped Hollies,

|
2 and 9 feet high

Some very fine Striped Hollies 6 and 8 feet high.

Nor*
Wel1 as the ah<>ve, we are large holders of the ordinary

Bav ? St0ck ' 8uch as Aihutus, Aucubas, Phillyrteas, Laurels,

Prnur?ox» Ho,, 7. Lilacs, Purple Beech, Scarlet Thorns, Roses, ».j» ,. . ( rr..lra«t Trees, &c. the difficulty as to any escape of gas. They are
priced Catalogues will he forwarded, free, on application to made of wrought iron, and are from 5 to 6 feet high.^heb & Godfrk*. K.,aP Hill, Woking.. Surrey. They are lined with fire bricks to about half their

H* ^ W
e

oktn^t

i

i

s

on
&bout " minutes' ridc from London b7

height, and the fire bricks of course do not touch the

sides of the stove. I should say that in order to

give Polmaise fair play it is quite necessary to be
able to excavate at least 6 feet under the building to

be heated. I thought you might like to hear the

testimony of a man respecting Polmaise, who
has had it in constant use for some years. I know
no place where Polmaise is to be seen to so great

advantage as Wansfell, Windermere."
In a second letter, written a few days later, he

says :
—* I may as well add something more to what

I have already told you. In the first pi ce, I have
just been pulling down a Polmaise apparatus in my
garden—but why ?—not because it did not work
perfectly, but because, from the situation of the
ground, which is liable to floods, the stove could not
be placed sufficiently low to secure bottom-heat. The
stove had been at work six or seven years. It gave
abundance of heat and I never was troubled in the

slightest degree with the escape of gas. I have
already stated to yon that there is a Polmaise
stove in the church here, and another in the

schools. In the church there is a second Polmaise
stove which I had made of fire brick ; it is onlv
sunk 1 foot below the ground level in order to

avoid flood wraters which annoy us much, and the

hot air is admitted into the church about 4 feet

above the level of the floor. It works capitally.

Sometimes when the fire is just lighted there seems
to be some escape from the stove, but nothing to

be disagreeable in the church. I do not, however,
mention this brick stove by way of recommending
it for plant houses ; but only to give another instance

of the successful working of the principle of Pol-

maise here. I am acquainted with two places where
Polmaise (so called) has failed—the one a church
at Frayles built by Lord Derby, the other a church
lately built at Ambleside. In the former church my
late gardener was sent for to superintend the
building of a brick stove. In the latter, White-
head of Preston put up one of his wrought iron
stoves ; neither would work, and I will tell you the
reason why—because in both cases the air drains
were altogether wrong. Had my gardener or
Whitehead made the drains, I have no more doubt
that both stoves would have answered than that I

am writing to you. Indeed the system cannot help
working if it has only fair play. The more simple the
plan the better. In my mind the shorter the drains
the better ; let them be large enough ; let the cold
air drain almost drop down to the bottom of the
stove, and the hot air drain have a very quick rise

into the building to be heated, and all will go well.
But good as the system of Polmaise is, hot water is

and will be more popular with people in general,
because of the common belief that what costs the
most is best, and unhappily Polmaise is not to be
compared with hot water in point of expense."

It seems to us that this statement is of no small
importance to those to whom the cost of hot water
is an insuperable bar to the possession of a green-
house.

Some observations were made in the Gardeners'
Clironicle for 1854, p. 740, on a paper of Dr. Cas-
part's respecting the formation of pla'es and threads
of ice on the stems of certain exotic plants. The
cases in which he observed the curiou* phenomena
were those of plants still remaining in the soil and
capable of supplying a rapid succession of fluid from
below. Lecomte, however, states that it may take
place in half dead stems, pruvided they are still

green ; and the fact we have now to bring forward
shows that it may take place equally when there is

not the slightest vestige of vitality. A branch of
Walnut about 1 inch in diameter, perfectly decor-
ticated and more than half decomposed, attracted
our attention just before sunrise on the 19th of
December, from the dense woolly coat with which it

seemed to be covered. There was only a slight hoar
frost on the ground, and from its state the ther-
mometer could not be lower than 30° of Fahrenheit,
but we had no opportunity at the moment of ascer-
taining the exact temperature. On inspection, the
substance projecting from the wood was extremely-
beautiful. It was arranged in parallel or slightly

spiral lines, according to the course of the outermost
wood-cells, and the individual threads, which were
of a pure white and lustrous as spun- glass, were an
inch or more long, curling over gracefully after the
fashion of little tendrils, and sometimes marked at
short intervals with slight constrictions. A moment's
examination was sufficient to refer the phenomenon
to the same series as those recorded by Lecomte,
Herschell, Caspary, and others. There was
at any rate no question of vital action here,
and as mere physical causes are sufficient in
the present instance to account for it, it is pro-
bable that they were the only agents in the other
cases.

The half rotten wood was saturated with the
^moisture of the previous day, and under the

!
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influence of a slight depression of the thermometer

belowthefreezinepoint, there was jnststrength enough

to affect the outer surface, while the inner substance

being gorged with moistuie and less expanded acted

at once as a powerful mechanical agent to force out

the expanding surface water as it was converted

into ice, and supplied the consequent deficiency.

The threads were protruded only in the depressed

striae of the surface with which one or more

medullary rays were in connection, and towards

which several ducts radiated. In this case the

tissues, whether cells or ducts, were clearly all filled

with moisture, and th3 state of their walls was such

from incipient decomposition as to present little

impediment to the passage of the contained fluid.

Such phenomena do not require a very low tem-

perature, the effect of which would be so rapid that

time would not be given for the formation of the

threads or the continued supply of fresh fluid. It

seems curious, however, that the matter is not of

more frequent occurrence ; at least, in the course of

more than 30 years' observance we have never met

with a similar case before. M. J. B,

- ENTOMOLOGY.
TIIE NEW ALEYRODES OF THE GREENHOUSE.

During the past 12 months the greenhouses both in

the public gardens at Kew and in the gardens of the

Horticultural Society at Chiswick, have been infested

with anew pest, under the appearance of a very minute

white four-winged insect, like a miniature moth, to

which my attention was first directed by Sir William

Hooker, and subsequently by Dr. Lindley. It especially

attacks the leaves of Mexican species of Gonolobus,

Tecoma velutina, Bignonise, Aphelandrte, Solanums,

and other similar soft-leaved plants, and is supposed to

have been imported with living plants or in the packings

of Orchidacece from Mexico, in all cases attaching itself

to the underside of the leaf. Here it sits tranquilly with

the tip of its short naked sucker or rostrum thrust iuto

the leaf, but on passing the handover the plants, quite a

little white cloud of the insects is raised. They soon,

however, settle again to renew their attacks, which are

shortly followed by a discoloration and blackening, and

subsequent drooping and falling of the leaves. The

ordinary fumigations have been tried, and the winged

insects, which are very delicate little creatures, are easily

killed, but in a day or two a fresh brood of the perfect in-

sects makes its appearance in as great numbers as before,

aud this continues to be the case after repeated fumiga-

tions. Nor is the placing of the plants out in the open air

more successful in getting rid of the enemy, as Mr.

Gordon pointed out to me a cluster of plants which had

been in the open air for more than a fortnight, and

which were swarming with the insects as thickly as

those within doors.

The insect when seated with its four wings closed

over its back is not larger than the head of a good-sized

pin, and were it not for its beautiful clear white colour it

would be seen with difficulty. A microscopical examina-

tion proves it to belong to the genus Aleyrodes (one of

those aberrant groups allied to Aphis and Coccus) of

which we possess in this country several native species,

one (A. Chelidonii) found upon Chelidoniura majns, and

also on the common Cabbage ; another first determined

by Mr. Haliday infests the common Phillyrea.

The body is soft and rather fleshy, the head distinct,

with a pair of antennae consisting of only six joints,

the first large, the second long, and the four following

short and slender ; the eyes are four in number, each

being small and round, the two on each side placed near

each
3
other ; the rostrum short, fleshy, apparently two-

jointed, emitting from its apex a fine pointed (certainly

compound) black seta, which is the real instrument by

which the plants are wounded. The whole body, legs,

and wings of the insect are covered with a white powdery

secretion, analogous to the white floccose matter of the

Apple-blight Aphis, the white mass in which the eggs of

various species of Coccus are enveloped, and which is

developed in many other Homopterous insects ; the

wings are of moderate size, rounded at the tips, with a

single central strong rib ; when at rest they are placed

over the back roof-wise, and the legs are rather short

and simple.

On examining some of the infested leaves I found

them covered with great numbers of flat bodies of ex-

tremely delicate texture, fringed with long, straight,

slender hairs (having a good deal of the appearance of

some small species of mites) ; theirnumberwas greatest on

the lower leaves of the plants, and I counted not fewer than

250 upon a single leaf of moderate size. They are of an

oval flattened form, the margin being very thin; the

fore half of the body is occupied by two portions, which

shut close by a straight slit along the middle of the

back, but are generally seen more or less opened like

the doors of a cupboard. These bodies are the envelopes

of the pupse of the Aleyrodes, which have already made

theirescape in the winged state, but with them were mixed

many much smaller specimens of the insect destitute of

the fine hairs and very transparent, of a very flat oval

figure, the middle and hinder half of the body exhibit-

ing traces of the abdominal segments, with the anal

apparatus placed at some distance from the hinder

extremity of the body ; the rostrum, very minute and

conical, is seen at some distance from the anterior

extremity, m. around are seen several pairs of tubercles..

which seem to represent the eyes, antennae, and legs,

and which are seen much more clearly in Professor

Burmeister's figures of the young of Aleyrodes

Chelidonii.

The present species, although very closely resembling

A. Chelidonii, differs from it in its smaller size, in

having only 6-jointed antenna?, in the want of the

dusky spot'on each wing, in the more suddenly angled

rib in the middle of the fore-wings, and especially in

the long straight rigid hairs with which the body of the

pupa case is defended, and within which the insect lies

concealed for • several days, unaffected by external

agents (except heat and cold), which circumstance ex-

plains the cause of the sudden reappearance of the

insects so soon after fumigation. In consequence of its

being only hitherto known in greenhouses it may be

specifically named Aleyrodes vaporariorum.

The history of the common species, A. Chelidonii,

formed the subject of one of Reaumur's remarkable

memoirs (Vol. ii., Mem. 7), and his account furnishes

us with several particulars worthy of attention with I

reference to the question of a possible means of getting

rid of this new pest, which doubtless possesses habits
j

quite similar to those of Reaumur's insect. It might

be supposed that as the latter was attached to a native

plant in the open air, its powers of propagation would

be much less continuous than those of the species now
before us, which being produced in houses in which an

uniform temperature is kept up, would most pro-

bably continue to propagate throughout the whole year.

This is indeed the more probable because Reaumur
expressly tells us that he had observed A. Chelidonii in

the months of December and January after sharp

frosts, "comme en ett" in ail its stages of eggs, young

just hatched, full grown larvae, and perfect insects. The
plants are in fact as thickly infested with the insects in

all their stages at the present time (December 24th) as

they were two months ago, notwithstanding repeated

fumigations.

After describing the structure of the perfect insect,

its mode of sucking the leaves of plants instead of

sipping the honey of flowers, its four eyes, and its

mealy wings—in all of which respects it was so different

from ordinary moths as not a little to puzzle the learned

naturalist, who could not think that such a tiny creature

ought on such account to be removed from them and to

.:

3

I

I

I

form a separate class by itself—he informs us thr.t on

the 25th June he observed a female seated on the under

side of a leaf, where she remained several days. By
the 27th she had formed a small circular enclosure

around her body about a line in diameter, entirely

covered with the white powder with which her whole

body was covered, and around the circumference of this

space were arranged nine small eggs of an elongated

oval form, fixed upright. The number of eggs which

Reaumur found in one of these groups never exceeded

14. The number is, however, sometimes more than

double that stated by Reaumur. This is the more im-

portant since Reaumur's calculation that a single female

may in the course of a year (owing to the rapidity of

the* subsequent generations) become the progenitor of

200,000 individuals was based on the supposition that

each female deposited only 12 eggs, whereas I have

observed not fewer than 36 in a single group. By the

9th of July none of the eggs remained visible in the

place where they had been deposited, but at about a

quarter of an inch from the patch of white powder were

observed a number of minute oval flattened bodies like

miniature tortoises, which proved to be the young larvse,

and of which the six legs were visible through the trans-

parent skin of the back. They remained here fixed

for four or five days, slightly increasing in size, their

nutriment consisting of the fluids of the leaf, which they

extracted by means of their rostrum. On the loth

July they underwent a change of form, becoming more
oval, with one end of the body pointed. On the

20th July they reassumed their previous tortoise like

form, but somewhat more convex, and beneath this figure

the insect assumed its pupa form. On the 24 th July the

perfect insects appeared, thus occupying less than a

month in undergoing their transformations.

The woodcut represents the perfect insect magnified,

the natural size indicated within a small oval ; one of

its antennae more strongly magnified ; part of the under-

side of a leaf, with the young insects and pupa cases of

the natural size ; a pupa case, slit down the upper sur-

face, magnified, and a young insect much more strongly

minified. /. 0. W.
i

NEW PEARS.
There is a fascination in new Pears almost equal to

that in new Roses and new plants ; but this is not felt

in England to anything like the extent it is on the Con.
tinent, and more particularly in Belgium. Whether or

not the theory of Van Mons is correct, it is undoubtedly

to his collection of seedling Pears we owe very manv
excellent varieties, and some of those lately sent out are

remarkable for their hardiness. The way they manage
in Belgium about sending forth to the world the new
Pears from the Van Mons' collection, and also thoie

(with other kinds of fruit) raised by M. Gregoire and

others, is perhaps interesting, and a few words about it

may not be out of place.

Some few years ago the whole collection of seedling

Pears raised by the late Van Mons was purchased by

Monsieur Bivort, author of " Album de Pomologie,,r

and transplanted to his nursery at Geest St. Remy,near

Jodoigne, in Belgium. I saw them there two or three

years after their transplantation, and well remember

the surprise I felt on seeing such large and tall pyra-

mids, many of them 12 and 15 feet in height, and

upwards of 20 years old, succeed so well after being

removed many miles, and planted in a soil not very

favourable to their well doing. A few years since

M. Bivort discontinued his business of nurseryman,

and originated a society for the distribution of his new

Pears, under the title of the " Societe Van Mons," and

under the patronage of the King of the Belgians. The f

members of the society pay an annual subscription, and j"

are entitled to receive grafts only of Pears, Plums,

Cherries, and Apples, and plants of Strawberries and f

Raspberries. The society at present, judging from its f

catalogue, has not entered into the culture of other kindsJJ

of fruit. The number of subscribers now amounts to

200 and upwards, the major part of which are residents

of Belgium. France comes next in the number of mem-f
bers. A few Bohemians, Hungarians, Americans, aniP

(last and least) one Englishman, fill up the catalogue!

A list of the subscribers is published annually I
the members who first joined the society are called the

founders, and have the privilege by rotation of naming

the seedling Pears of the Van Mons' collection after they*

have been tested by the society and thought worthy off

cultivation. Three new Pears from the collection were*

thus named in the early part of the present year altera

the three first names on the list of founders, viz., Madame »

Adelaide de Reves, Seraphine Ovyn, (so named by M.fc

Ovyn of Courtrai), and Napoleon Savinier ; these are

all described as "de toute premiere qualite," the first two

ripening in October, the latter from January to March.

The greater part, however, of the new Pear grafts*!

sent out were from seedlings of M. Gregoire, who, if web

may judge from the descriptions attached to them, isj

likely to rival or even surpass the late Van Mons or.*

Esperen in the excellence of his seedling Pears. «

Their names and season of ripening are as follows; tl

I may add they are all first-rate in quality, as decided

by the jury of Belgian Pomologists :—Colmar Pelahant, J

January and February ; Commissaire Delmotte, end of ft

January; Dr. Lentice, October; Helene Gregoire,
If

October ; Iris Gregoire, December and January ;
Le'on

|
Gregoire, January and February ; Nouvelle Fulvie,

January and February; Rousselet Vanderweeken,

December and January ; Dr. Nelis, November and
|

December. With the exception of the two latter, the i

fruit of which is small, the second of medium size,
y

these are all described as of first size, and consequently <

likely to add some valuahle varieties to our list of late
|

Pears. It must, however, be some few years before

they can be fully tested in our climate. I find from

long experience* that varieties of Pears which are
[

invariably good in Belgium and France sustain tiieiri

character in all the southern, south-western, and south-

i

eastern parts of England, but that a variety that!

fluctuates with soil and season in the above countries is

scarcelv worthy of cultivation in this country. 'Ihere
j

are some valuable Pears not new to the collector, but

new to a great portion of your readers, that are quite!

worthy of mention, as they have been fully tested in l

our climate. I have been particularly pleased tins

j

season with Alexandre Larabre from the \ an Mods i

collection; this ripened towards the end of lNovemb«

the fruit gathered from a pyramid on the Quince
;

i

-

shape and size it resembles a Passe Colmar ;
indeedin

is of that race (for there are races of Pears). Ine v

grows freely on the Quince, is remarkably haroy, ana

bears abuudantly as an espalier, pyramid or stanoar

Bergaraotte Dussart : in 1854 I thought this one otrr

most delicious Pears I ever ate, its aroma was s
,

delightful ; it has not however sustained its nign

racter ; it ripens in December, and as so many

^

Pears ripen in that month it is not worthy of extensi

cultivation. Not so however with Prince Albert ( V. * •>

i.e., from the collection of the late Van Alone).
^»cft^

likely to prove one of the most valuable haiaj*

we have had introduced for a long time ;
the tree ^

beautiful and luxuriant grower either on tne x

Quince and does not seem to know how
^

^nker.

is not so precocious in ^^JSJ^^^Uis not SO precticimia i» wc«*.«&
i- nt\A,-A nn th

some other kinds. My specimen «w"
v
^"

d
°
)S Ml

Quince stock and now some five or «*j^™'
a%d

o, hl„s8om buds, so .hat U«U •**»:?£ o£»
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longer ; we have thus a moat valuable late Pear worthy

f "extensive culture.

Alexandre Bivort is another excellent kind of

pear ; we owe this to the collection of the late Major

Esperen ; it is named after Monsieur Bivort, the

director of the Societe Van Mons, and seems well

adapted to our climate, grows well on the Quince hut is

better adapted for an espalier or spreading bush than a

pyramid ; the fruit is of medium size, greenish yellow,

ineltin"", and juicy, with a delicious aroma ; it ripened

here iu February last and is well worthy of culture.

Mareehal de la Cour, (V. M.) or as it is called in

Belgium Conseiiler de la Cour, is worthy of a place in

every garden although it ripens in November when so

many good Pears are in season ; in vigorous growth on

the Quince it rivals Prince Albert but does not form so

compact a pyramid, as its habit is spreading something

like that of Beurre' Diel. When it made its first

appearance it was said to be an especial favourite of the

late Van Mons ; no» Pear can be more melting and

delicious, and it has a peculiar agreeable aroma unlike

that of any Pear I am acquainted with ; in size it is

about the medium.
Dr. Trousseau (V. M.) : this large and most excellent

Pear commenced to ripen towards the end of last

December and continued good till the middle of

January ; it is melting, very juicy, with a delicate

vinous flavour exceedingly grateful ; the tree is very

hardy, grows well on the Quince, and is better cultivated

as an espalier or dwarf bush than as a pyramid.

Beurre Bennert (V. M.) : this is a pretty round

Pear rather below the medium size, of a bright

yellow when ripe ; the tree is very hardy and will not

canker, but succeeds better on the Pear than on the

Quince. My specimens ripened about the middle of last

February ; they were not however equal in quality to the

description given me by Mr. Bivort from whom I

received the variety ; it deserves further trial.

Leopold the 1st (V. M) : this is a most excellent

January Pear ; the tree forms a delightful compact

prolific pyramid of slow growth, just one of those trees

that will grow into beauty without much trouble in

pruning. ^_,
Passe Tardive (Esperen) : this is a long keeping Pear

which has beeu in my collection some years,

and has risen and fallen in estimation more than

once ; it is a great bearer, and flourishes as a bush or

low pyramid on the Quince, and probably if planted

against a wall with a warm exposure it will prove really

good. My specimens kept sound till the end of last

May ; they were not rich but soft, juicy, and agreeable.

If grown as a bush or low pyramid it should have a

warm corner and light warm soil.

Iu writing about this late Pear I am reminded of

another which has been placed among; kitchen Pears, but

which I think may be found worthy of better treatment

;

this is Leon le Clerc de Laval (V. M.) which is one of

the largest and handsomest Pears in cultivation, keeping

sound till June and July, and then becoming soft and

eatable. Now I am inclined to think that if it were

planted against a south or south-west wall it would ripen

in April and May and become a good dessert Pear ; it

is really worthy the experiment.

Bezy d'Esperen (Esperen) : this very excellent Pear
has been by some of the Belgian Pomologists confounded

with Bergamotte Esperen. It is of the same race, but

the tree is inclined to be thorny, and it is much more
vigorous iu its growth ; it also ripens from one to two

months earlier, generally early in January, whereas the

Bergamotte ripens towards the end of March, and often

keeps well all through April. I received the Bezy

about 12 years ago from the collection of Major Esperen,

who then lived at Malines, and at the snme time the

Bergamotte, Josephine de Malines, Fondante de Malines,

and a very late Pear which seldom or never ripens

called Bonne de Malines, of course quite distinct from

the Winter Nelis which sometimes goes under the

name. The Bezy d'Esperen is a most luxuriant

grower on the Quince stock, nearly equal to Prince

Albert in that respect, and bears well as a pyramid,

being quite hardy; it is round with much of the

Bergamotte shape, of medium size, and melting and

ery good without any distinguishing aroma.

Bergamotte d'Esperen may be described in few words

:

it is one of our best very late medium sized Pears, of the

Bergamotte shape, very hardy, a free grower on the

Quince, and a most abundant bearer under all circum-

stances.

Gansel's Late Bergamot : this was raised by the

kte Jno. Williams, Esq., of Pitmaston, from the

Gansel's Bergamot crossed with some late variety

(I have mislaid his note sent with it as to its parentage).

This is one of the most vigorous growing trees I have
e*er met with and slow in coming into bearing unless

double worked on the Quince. My trees bore for the

firat time in 1855 ; the fruit, in shape exactly like the

Gansel's, but one-third smaller, ripened towards the end
°f December. In flavour this delicious Pear is like its

parent, having the same exquisite aroma ; the flesh is

^ite melting and full of juice, it is in truth a late

Gansel's Bergamot. Mr. Williams advised that it

should be grown only as a standard or pyramid
*nd not trained to a wall.

Doyenne" Defais : this is a French variety of

Pear, raised at Angers ; it is full-sized, in shape

"ke the White Doyenne, or as Pear amateurs would
8a

yi of the Doyenne shape, as all or nearly all

the Doyenne Pears are of a roundish oval with short
fitalks. It ripened with me the commencement of last

January
; it is melting, very juicy, with a delicate

perfumed flavour, and of high excellence ; the tree is

hardy, forms a handsome pyramid, and grows freely

on the Quince.

Beurre Superfin : this most excellent Pear was raised

at Angers ; the tree is inclined to be thorny, is remark-

ably hardy, and like most Pears with that habit is

seldom or never inclined to canker. The fruit is as

large and of the shape of the Brown Beurre, and its

skin is covered with a light russety coat. When first

introduced it ripened in September, but latterly it has

kept well all through October. No Pear can be more

delicious, as it is perfectly melting and full of juice of a

most refreshing quality. The tree succeeds well on the

Quince, and comes into bearing more quickly than when

grafted on the Pear, and forms a healthy nice pyramid.

Poire Prevost (V. M.) : this is one of the handsomest

late Pears we possess, being, when ripe, of a bright red

and yellow. It is also one of out most abundant

bearers. I have seen clusters of fruit put forth from

the buds inserted in the Quince stock, so that a tree

budded in August has .given fruit the following season.

This is very remarkable ; it grows well on the Quince,

but not rapidly, and forms a small prolific pyramid.

Its fruit is medium sized, of a highly perfumed or

musky flavour; and keeps well till May. These last two

seasons it has not softened or become melting, and seems

to require a warm climate. It will be therefore

advisable to plant it against a south or south-west wall,

or grow it in pots in the orchard house. These highly

perfumed flavoured Pears are greatly esteemed by some

amateurs. Thos. Rivers, Sawlridgeworth.

PRACTICAL LESSONS IN BOTANY FOR
- BEGINNERS OF ALL CLASSES.—No. XIV.

By the Rev. J. S. Henslow, M.A., Rector of Hitcham, Suffolk.

{Concludedfrom p. S37).

Fruit.-—In the Bean, the calyx withers, but remains

after the petals and stamens have fallen. The stigma

and summit of the style perish. The ovary and base of

the style gradually enlarge, together with the ovules ;

the ovary becoming the "pericarp," and the ovules

passing into 'seeds." A single pericarp (the Bean-

pod), and its contained seeds, here constitute the

"Fruit." But, in many plants, other portions of the

flower remain (persist)^ and form " accessory appen-

dages" (Exuvies), to the fruit. For instance, in the

Strawberry, the fleshy eatable part is the "floral

v

Like many botanical terms its derivation is not unex

ceptionably classical (except on the precedent of lucus a

non lucendo), but it alliterates better with the term ot

which it is a modified representation than the
>

word

Fructescence, which may still replace it if it be thought

more advisable. Even in less decided cases than those

referred to, its use may often be advantageous. ±or

examples, in the " Inflorescence" of Anemone Pulsatilla

the involucrum is close to the flower, in its " Iufructes-

cence " far apart. In Euphorbia we have a remarkable

" Inflorescence " of numerous diclinous flowers, but an

"Infructescence" composed of a single pericarp, with

the accessory bracts.

Seed.—On opening the ovary of Bean-flower, about

three or four small ovules (o) will be seen, adhering to

the * Placenta," the slightly swollen combined margins

of the carpel which form the ventral suture. Ihese

ovules are attached alternately to the one and other

margin by a short thick stalk, the « funicular or umbili-

cal chord" (funiculus), which is somewhat expanded at

the summit (carunculate). The internal structure of the

ovule need not be yet explained, but we see it projects a

little on one side which is turned towards the placenta

an
minUic »>*•«• " — r . - ,

ripe seed, becomes the "micropyle" noticed formerly

When the ovule has ripened as a seed, it spontaneously

separates from the funicular cord, and the scar left on

the surface is the " hile" before noticed.

In conclusion. These notices might have been made

a little more complete by tracing a Monocotyledonous

plant from the embryo state in the same way as the

Bean; but more than sufficient has now been stated in

illustration of the general plan which has been pursued

for impressing some of the most important particulars

of the general structure of plants upon the susceptible

minds of young children who possess no other botanical

work than the grand folio to which they can have con-

stant recourse in the free Library of Nature. If I may

advise those who are desirous of giving practical Lessons

ttle on one side which is turned towarus wb|p"p«»
id is perforated at the summit of the projection by a

,inute hole termed the " foramen," and which, in the

(P) One valve of the pericarp, with its seeds (s); (v) ventral, and (d) dorsal

sutures
;

(u) funicular or umbilical cord ; (o) ovary, (from the ovarium)

;

(/'.) placenta ; (/) foramen, which becomes the micropyle.

in Botany which may not only serve the purpose of con-

veying useful instruction, but alto of educating (as I have

explained in a former No.) the mental faculties, and im-

proving the moral apprehensions of young children, I

should say to them—
] 9t —Contrive (what needs very little contrivance) to

interest children about the structure of flowers. Among

the "iris (I speak of purely agricultural villages) you

will be sure to succeed ; from the boys

you can expect little or no progress

whilst masters and parents are so little

careful to have them educated.

2d. Insist, without -any compromise,

upon your volunteers mastering the

meaning and acquiring the powerof ap-

plying a few hard words. It is sin-

gular what difficulty some grown-up

people feel at shaping their muscles to

the pronunciation ot a new word, even

when clothed in an English dress. A
friend of mine keeps his pony Zoe at

stables where the couutry hostler cannot

approximate nearer to this name than

Zooky. The first Basil lately baptized

in this village is still a puzzle to his

soon able to appreciate the affinity between it and some

other angiospermous calycifloral dicotyledon which may
be brought before them ! J. S. Henslow.

receptacle," whilst the ^TS^SS^V^ ™Tt^*£^t^J^J^J^
vulgarly regarded as seeds. In e to «rjth flora . ^ angio8permous caly-
receptacle » not eatable, but the.outer art^of each ^™g dicrtyledoI1f

„

d as a ready consequence, to be
pericarp upon it becomes succulent. \>nicrie\er pari j > _ *. *..

of a fruit may be thus or otherwise modified, the

beginner should remember that the pericarp or " seed

vessel" originates from the ovary, the seed from the

"ovules." Where a calyx-tube adheres (superior calyx) t

and becomes thoroughly incorporated with the ovary, it

is not regarded as an accessory appendage to the fruit,

but as forming part of the * inferior pericarp" itself.

The ripe pericarp of the Bean not only splits readily

along its ventral suture, but also along a line parallel to

it at the back (dorsal suture) though there is here no

union of edges, as in the former. The two portions

Home Correspondence.
The History of my Orchard Home —Some few years

ago I pitched my tent on one of the pleasant bills in

Surrey. My garden is at the foot of the hill and without

walls, so I bethought me of an orchard house, and having

imam ut eugep, «* »» - — -r ,

the pleasure of calling the originator of them my friend,

formed by these splittings are called " valves " (P). ' who is accustomed to pay me visits twice a year, 1

All fruits which split spontaneously or readily along thought I was sure to succeed, as he volunteered to give

determinate lines are said to be " dehiscent," "in con- my gardener such directions as could not fail of bring-

tradistinction to such as do not split and are " inde

hiscent."

N.B. Compound pericarps, and the few technical

names applied to fruits, may be deferred.

Suggestion to Botanical Teachers.—Wherever the re-

striction of a technical term can be rigorously main-

tained, it is highly important not to employ it in

different senses. Modern Botanists refer all " Heads"

(Capitula) of flowers to " Inflorescences," with or without

an Involucrum, and no longer regard them as " Com-

pound Flowers" with "Common Calyx." But the

term " Fruit " is applied to the pericarps and their

seeds, with or without accessory appendages, which

belong to a single flower, whilst the term "Compound

Fruit " is, in some cases only, applied to certain crowded

pericarps and seeds collectively, which belong to several

flowers. Thus the crowded inflorescences of Com-

posites and Grasses are not called " compound fruits "

my gardener such directions as could not tail ot prong-

ing on success. Accordingly I had a house built in the

valley, and as it was much sheltered, more than usual

ventilation was provided for by extra shutters. I must

now say that my gardener was a respectable person who
had been in his last situation 18 years, and was called a

•jood gardener. My house was duly furnished with

very nice trees by my friend ; they were potted into

13-inch perforated pots, blossomed the fir*t season very

well, and set a fair quantity of fruit. My friend

paid ghis spring visit, was satisfied with all that

had been done, gave instructions lor daily syringing

and abundant ventilation, and went his way.
^
In the

autumn he again came, and our first garden visit was

to the orchard house ;
guess his surprise to find a lot

of Peaches about as large as Nutmegs aud as hard, and

the leaves of the trees covered with red spider. The
gardener declared he had done all that was needful,

i^.icauuu uttvoovo »cv ~«. r and so it ended in a quiet grumble, for a man so

wtaTthTovar^have become pericarps, although those
j

respectable would not it was thought deceive his

of Figs Mulberries, Fir-trees, &c, are so regarded,
j
employer. Another season came; the trees, althoug

This is apt to confuse beginners, who do not see (any . weakened by the attacks of the red t-pider the preceding

more than I can) why the term "Compound Fruit "< summer, bloomed well, and again set a good crop of

should be retained when that of " Compound Flower " fruit. The usual spring visit was made by my
is discarded I have therefore suggested, and have friend, more stringent rule3 laid down as to watering

adopted my own suggestion (!) that the term " Infruc- I the trees abundantly in hot weather, and never

tescence" should be°employed to signify the aggregation to omit syringing twice a day; the summer

of all the fruit that is formed on an " Inflorescence." passed, the autumn came, and my Peaches were
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perhaps as large as Walnuts, as hard and as bitter. I

was at a loss to account for all tin's. I thought the
system must be at fault, but my friend came and found
as before every tree eaten up by the red spider. He
then saw that my quiet respectable gardener, knowing
my ignorance, had been deceiving me, and some other
matters turning out not quite satisfactorily, he was dis-

charged ; but not before I had learnt from himself, and
partly from others, that he " wanted no instructions to
manage Peach trees in pots

;

1
' his method was not to

give them water till they *« asked for it," that is till

their leaves drooped and withered, and " as to syringing
it was all nonsense," and he had been a gardener all his
life without using such a plaything. I last winter en-
gaged a new gar.iener, industrious, and above all tract-
able ; he at once said that he had never cultivated
orchard-house trees, but that if directions were
given to him he would follow them ; accord-
ingly when my friend paid his visit in the
spring, my trees, now but wrecks of what they
had been, were pruned, fresh compost added, and
as my lam was light and sandy the compost was
rammed in with a wooden pestle. I had not much
blossom on my trees, but a fair crop of fruit was pro-
duced. My gardener ventilated freely and syringed
regularly, and last autumn I had the pleasure for the
first time of tasting some really good Peaches from my
house, many of them measuring 9 and 10 inches in cir-

cumference. I should think it is very probable that others
as ignorant of gardening as I am have in like manner
suffered from the obstinacy of their soi disc.nt gardeners,
and so I have been tempted to give the " history of my
orchard house." H. D., Survey.

British Oak.—I have read your account of the experi-
ments " upon the relative strength of the timber of our
two specits of native Oak, Quercus sessiliflora and
Q. pedunculata," at Wentworth. As I have paid some
attention to the growth of Oaks for the last 25 years
and my father before me for 20 years previously, I
may perhaps be permitted to offer a few remarks on the
subject. WHi regard to the difference in the two sorts
I believe there is essentially not any, the apparent

vary from year to year. In one season the Potato is

attacked by a dry rot which turns it brown and shrivels

up the skin ;in another the Potato turns black and drop-

sical and in a few davs is a mass of rottenness, and the

thousand and one infallible nostrums for preventing the
distemper have left us as ignorant of its cause and cure
as we were when it began in 1845. Before the days of
Potato distemper it was customary here, and I dare say
in many other parts of England, particularly with the
early varieties, to expose the Potatoes intended for seed
on the surface of the bed where they were grown for a
few weeks; the action of the sun and air upon them
turned them green, enabled them to resist the frost

better, and made the succeeding crop earlier by a week
or ten days than it otherwise would have been, thus pro-
ducing a beneficial effect. I fancy the plan is still re-

sorted to by some persons, but the effect has been very
different here since 1845 from what it was before that
time. I had raised some exceedingly valuable varieties

from the crab of the Lemon Kidney, the whole of which
were destroyed by this method, and although a friend to

whom I had given some of these for two or three years
supplied me with fresh seed, which I persisted in expos-
ing in the same manner from an idea that we should
soon see an end to the disease, yet the result was always
the same—they all perished. After this there appeared
in the Gardeners9

Chronicle a plan of (I think by a
Professor Bollman, or some such name,) half roasting
the sets, which was said to entirely eradicate the disease,

but this was tried by one of my neighbours without
any beneficial results. In thinking on this plan
it occurred to me that if any benefit was derived
from it, it might be owing to the fact that the
spores (or perhaps the mycelium) of the fungus to which
the disease is attributed might be destroyed by a tem-
perature considerably lower than was required to destroy
the vegetative power of the Potato itself, for this is the
case with some fungi. I believe, although I don't grow
them, that the proper temperature of an artificial Mush-
room bed is somewhere about 60°, but that if the fermen-
tation of the dung of which it is made is so strong as to raise
the temperature to 90°, all the spawn is destroyed, and there._ .-___ — ~^~„ t,.„..J **„„ mij, «• «|']""cm me vciiipemiure ivvv , an cue spawn iHuesiroyeu, ana mere

difference being occasioned by accidental causes only, i is no crop. So with the miasma of the plague, the virus
and Slicll as Soil and loe.'llitv will «!wnvc nVrufmMi Te\ nf nm» «n«|. J6r„ T»« TJ «„«,„ ~„«„~.J «!,„*_ !•_ l. iand such as soil and locality will always produce. To
prove this take the acorns of either selected variety,
sow them, and their produce when transplanted to a

of cow pock, &c. Dr. Henry proved that a high tem-
perature (I don't remember what) was quite sufficient to
prevent all chance of contagion ; whether this will be

situation and soil every way similar will prove to be
|

found true with regard to the cause of the Potato dis-
Olie of the same tree_ nr wliir»h is V»v f«>,. +l,o mncf tamrv^*. /..rk«^„.. .L.t. ___ u„\ t j_ _-j_ i__ i._ . •,one of the same tree, or which is by far the most
common of the two, the Q. pedunculata. I think if
likely the wood of Q. sessiliflora (as is natural with trees
of a more compact and slower growth, or that have
been grown in p..or soil, or an elevated black aspect) is
the hardest, and that of Q. pedunculata the toughest.
The experiments made at Wentworth do not I think
prove anything conclusive, much less "the disputed point."
I submit that two scantlings of a similar weight and size
cut from the same tree would scarcely break at exactly the
same deflection with thesame weight applied ; and in differ-
ent trees, whether Q sessiliflora or pedunculata, the differ-

temper (whatever that may be) I do not know, but it

was the idea on which I acted, and with the following
results. My friend having again supplied me in the
spring of last year with a few more of his early Potatoes
when dug up, instead of having them spread on the
garden bed as before, they were taken and spread on
the upper floor of an engine-house, where owing to
peculiar circumstances the temperature was about 90°,
and left there a month ; the consequence was, that with
the exception of two or three that were tainted when
they went in, every Potato was quite sound and
continued so until they were planted last spring,I

v. r-MUv-.-.»,,..vu.nM- wiiiiuucu eu mini uiey were piumeu last spring,
ence m deflection to the breaking point would be found and the crop that they produced had not one tainted
to vary considerably. I believe the two sorts of British
Oak to be identical, and any peculiarity in either to be
owing to what may be termed a sport of nature, and as

tuber in it. The whole have been treated again
in the same manner, and up to the present time
(they were dug in July) there has not been an unsound

regards the hardness, toughness, or durability of the one in them ; the same plan was also tried last year
timber, this mainly depends on age, soil, and situation, with some Red Kidneys, peculiarly liable to the disease
I shall be glad to hear if other parties who have studied both m top and tuber, and with the exception of two
the growth of Oak from the acorn agree with me in my
observations, or if they can produce proof to the con-
trary. W. II. Rogers, Nurseryman and Landscape
Gardener, Southampton. [We entirely dissent from the
opinions of our correspondent. Undoubtedly Oaks sold
some years ago in Hampshire as real Durmast proved
to be nothing more than Q. pedunculata, but that was
the fault of the man who collected the acorns.]

or three that appeared to have been diseased before
they were exposed to the high temperature, with the
same result. These were again planted last spring,
and although the tops were attacked by the distemper,
yet as the tubers were immediately dug and taken into
the engine-house, there is not, so far as I know at
present, a failing one among them. Encouraged by
these results 1 have now tried the plan with some

- «.«.„ ^ ,,t ma,, ni.u cimecieu cue acorns.j [these results 1 have now tried the plan with some
LouveJronchuda.—U " Inquirer" (see p. 774) will store Potatoes of two varieties of Kemps, and although

blanch his Couve Tronchuda, which increases the
development of the leaf stalks as well as renders
them crisp, he will find a dish of them dressed a la
Seakale by no means a bad substitute for that delicious
vegetable. L.

they were digged up in August in the wet weather,
in the one kind, which were quite ripe, only four
Potatoes have been found tainted in 120 Ihs. (half a
load) ; in the other kind the loss has been 4 per cent, or
1 lb. in 24, but other persons who had supplied themselves

h™T"LrZT .
teS'~~

ii ISr™?*
me

l

thod
.

which out of the same lot of Potatoes, at the same time, lost*v* « .m* «.,«„.^«- — u_ i» i
• 60 per cent, of theirs. These Potatoes were not ripe

(which is easily seen by the epidermis peeling off with
the slightest touch). When they had been exposed to
the high temperature for three or four days, they began
to soften, and this softening still remains, though they
were only kept that time (three or four days) in the
warm room, but they are perfectly good and seem likely

to keep very well ; the sort which were quite ripe keep !

firm, and the quality of the Potato is excellent. It

may be objected that even supposing this plan to suc-
ceed, there are not many engine-houses with a tempe-
rature of 90° applicable to the drying of Potatoes

;

perhaps not—but there are malt kilns, Oat kilns, Hop
kilns, and tile and brick kilns in very many localities

where the same plan could be carried out, if it be
found to succeed. I do not think I have determined
the proper time for keeping them in the hot room, but
a month does not destroy their vegetative power, and
three or four days seems to check the disease ; how
much less will be sufficient I do not know, nor how much
higher a temperature the Potatoes will bear with
impunity. The above plan is submitted rather to
suggest what may be done than as the best mode of
doing it, and it is offered with much diffidence, seeing

, . ~ . 7 r how many attempts have been made and how little
aeals only with facrs and does not dogmatise and success has been achieved. The subject is attended

riSFE.
Up°n '

the publ ' C wiU Soon learn t0 aPPre" with difficulties no one would perhaps expect who haduate nls plana at tnerr true value. I offer the following not paid some attention to the subject. In 1846 theremarks with some aiffidence, for the disease seems to |
variety known as the Kemp was more exempt from

I have adopted answers well. The Kaspberries are
planted in rows 10 feet apart, and one foot asunder
in the row. A bar of paling on posts 3£ feet
high is placed on each side of the row 3 feet
from the plants. The canes are fixed to the paling by
means of Willows one foot cane from cane. By this
means the fruit-bearing canes are kept free from each
other and free from the young suckers to which they
form a protection against wind, the space betwixt the
rows of paling (4 feet) allowing plenty of room for
wheeling: manure, gathering fruit, &c. W. D.

The Potato Disease—The following letter was sent
to the Manchester Guardian at the time it is dated, and
as two more years fully confirm all that is here said in
favour of drying Potatoes at high temperatures, I think
it is worth republishing, particu'arlv as I see by the
correspondent from Wester Ross in the Gazette of the
6th inst. that in Scotland they are in doubt whether
they will have any left sound at seed time. T. G,
Chtheroe, Dec. 14. « The Potato," says the writer,
" is so important an esculent, the distemper to which it

has been liable for the last 10 years has produced such
disastrous results, that any one who can suggest a plan
for mitigating the virulence of the disease even in the
slightest degree is entitled to be heard, and provided he

disease than any other sort grown in this district, and m
|

consequence of having grown them to some extent in
that year 1 had not only an abundant supply for my
own use, but I was able to furnish seed Potatoes
to my neighbours when they were not readily
attainable elsewhere. In consequence of this I recom-
mended in some of the papers that people
should grow Kemps, as being" comparatively free from
the distemper, but every year since then the Kemp has
been as liable to the disease as any other sort. The
Fluke Potato has a reputation all over the kingdom for
resisting the disease, and the raiser of it from seed had
if I remember aright, a testimonial pi^sented to him by
the Potato growers in the neighbourhood of Manchester
some two or three years ago, for the great benefit he
had conferred on the public by making its merits
known. But this year even the Fluke has not
escaped, and in my own garden, which is a new

I one in a dry alluvial soil, one- eighth of them were tainted
' when they were dug out \esterday,*and I hear and see
the same complaint of them not only in my own
neighbourhood but in the Gardeners'' Chronicle, and in
addition to this in some fields in this district a consider-
able number of the sets did not vegetate at all when
planted last spring. It may be that, like all the sorts of
Potatoes I [have known, they have a tendency ta
wear out, and have less vigour in their constitution than
they had in the first years of their existence ; but if

|

this be the case it is much to be regretted, for they are of
first-rate quality and great croppers ; however, they pro-
duce crabs abundantly,and rtis very desirable inmy opinion
that new varieties should be raised from so good a stock.
I have been acting on this idea myself and have now
ten or a dozen kinds raised from the crab of the Fluke,
seme of which seem to be very promising, but bemg
c: ly their first year it is too early to speak positively

about them. The only other recommendation my ex»-

perience enables me to offer is to plant early, but even
this does not always succeed. There appears to be a
v'gour of vitality in the earlier part of the life of the
plant which enables it to resist the attacks of the
d sease ; but when this vitality is weakened by the growth
of the tubers, if the weather is favourable for the spread
of the disease, both top and tuber are liable to suffer.

Thus it has happened in some seasons that while the
earlier varieties have been much tainted the later kinds-

continued entirely free, and a favourable change of

weather setting in before these later kinds were too far
advanced to maturity they escaped with little injury*
The importance of the subject must be my excuse for-

troubling you, and if my suggestions induce other people
to experiment on the subject I shall have done as much-
as I expected. T. G., Sept. 15, 1854.

How does the tap root of the OaJc penetrate hard and
stiffclay ?—When we ask botanists this question they
inform us that roots do not penetrate hard substances,
but that they search out crevices and there insert

themselves. This is not a satisfactory answer, when
we see plainly that the tap root of the Oak will go-

straight downwards, penetrating the hardest and stiffest

soils of Sussex, The point of the root as it comes from
the acorn is soft, not tipped with iron, as might be
expected from what it effects ; and bow is it that a
soft substance is able to go straight through a hard
substance ? I cannot help thinking there must be some
other cause besides the one above mentioned. I have
two theories on this subject, which appear to me
feasible, and, reasoning from analogy, the first one is

not unlike what Nature often makes use of. The first,

that there exudes from the point of the root some
chemical matter with either acid or alkaline properties-

(probably one kind of plant may exude an acid, another
an alkali, so as to suit the different soils adapted to each
plant), and that this substance converts the soil into av

pappy matter which then allows the point of the root to

creep on, and possibly the fluid part of the pap may be
again absorbed charged with inorganics for the nutriment
of the plant. Nature generally effects two ends, and
by the same means : why should not the root eat its way
into the soil like the worm, or as the fly eats sugar,

moisten the soil first and again suck in the fluid when
saturated with nutriment, and push the point further in?
Again, can it be that the root follows the course of

worms' holes ? We know that roots get into drains and
fill them with fibres. The earth is full of worms, as

may be seen by pouring a weak solution of corrosive

sublimate on a lawn, when in a few minutes it will be
covered with worms. The chief thing against this is

that there must be a worm-hole under each tap root.

My suggestions may be quite wrong, I am only writing

for information. Can any one enlighten me further ?

I am not satisfied when told that this is effected by

mechanical means. I cannot help thinking that the

powerful aid of chemistry must be called in ; and if so,

and any one knows all about it, I should like to have the

full particulars. Sigma.
Roses.—If you are not tired of hearing about Roses,

I will fulfil my promise of last week. First, I wish to

say I do not want to depreciate the new Roses ; and I

may tell Mr. Paul that among others I have— Gloire

des Mousseuses and Maria de Blois, Moss ;
Duchess

of Norfolk, General Jacqueminot, Gloire de France,

Lord Raglan, Madame Hector Jacquin, Madame Knorr,

Madame Place, Souvenir de L. Gower, Triomphe de

^Exposition, all new Hybrid Perpetuals ; and several

Noieette and Tea Roses. What I want dealers to do

is to eliminate all which do not equal many we already

have, and not to charge a high price for them as new

only to disappoint their customers. I gave a list of

12 which I thought would disappoint no one ; I did not

I

I
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gay they were the best, for I purposely omitted the very

Dew sorts. Now, as to the 12 recommended by Mr.
Paul, I find that two, viz., General Castellane and

Madame Masson, are bad growers ; Madame Desiree

Giraud, a most inconstant Rose ; Prince Albert, a

doubtful opener in many soils ; and Gloire de Dijon

could not be grown out of doors north of the Trent.

Of Lord Raglan I can only say that I marked it and
Madame Hector Jacquin (both new) as the two best

Roses I saw at the Loudon shows. I am glad enough
to get a new variety when it is good as well as new, but

no one wants to buy a Rose which must be budded
fresh every year to keep it alive, or which will only

throw one true bloom in a season, or (as many do
which dealers call hybrid perpetuals) which produces
only two or three blooms all through the autumn. We
want good hardy vigorous growing sorts which will

bloom anywhere, and from which you may go on
cutting flowers till November, as you may from such
old sorts as Mrs. Elliott and Marquise Boccella. We
also want the Rose to agree with the description given

in the dealers' catalogues, and then we amateurs shall

know what we are doing when we purchase. But
how can we at present ? Why, Mr. Paul abuses
poor William Jesse as little more than semi-
double, and yet he includes in his 12 first class

sorts General Jacqueminot, which is notoriously

semi-double, and saved only by its colour. Will
Messrs. Paul, Lane, Rivers, Francis, or whoever took
the three prizes for cut blooms of Roses at the July
show, send a list of the names of those which appeared
in their respective stands, and let us see what new
varieties were among them. I saw Lord Raglan in only
one stand, and can call to mind very few with new
names. One word more as to the concluding paragraph
of Mr. Paul's article. It is very pleasant to get hold of
a diamond, and to be surprised by novelty, but I think
most amateurs will agree with me that it is the dealer's

business to pick out the diamonds and sell them at their

proper price, and not leave it for an amateur to pur-
chase a mixture, and Bpend money and time in making
his own selection, not to speak of wasting ground in the

I cultivation of indifferent varieties when it might be
filled with the choicest and most undeniable collection.

A. R., Bromley. Whatever I may think of your
correspondent «* A. R.'s " knowledge of Roses, I must
give him credit for skill in argument. I humbly submit,
however, that his skill is that of the dexterous pleader
rather than of the sound logician. Now, " A. R." says
" the old Roses are the best yet," and among "12 not
beaten yet " he includes La Reine, Madame Laffay,
General Jacqueminot (hybrid China), Louis Buonaparte,
and William Jesse. I, in good faith, differ from him,
and am content to leave the public to judge between us:
to decide whether these Roses are or are not beaten yet,
and whether afterreducing the numerous varieties of Roses
to u the 12 best " (mark this) they are more than second
rate. This is the real question at issue between us, and as

"A. R." writes anonymously, I might be allowed to

leave the matter here without noticing the insinuations

contained in his article of last week. But as the
triumph of truth is alone my object, I will endeavour
to clear away the dust-clouds in which his dashing
charge has enveloped the matter. In the first place he
ought in fairness to have seen that in my original article

I spoke of these Roses in comparison with 12 "not
beaten yet ;" whereas in the catalogues they are spoken
of in comparison with about 700 varieties. This alone

explains the apparent discrepancies so triumphantly
paraded. Things are small or large only by comparison

;

thus, Madame Laffay is small in comparison with 12 "of
the best," if of fullsize in comparison with Roses in

general, and so on with the rest. Does he not also see
that La Reine may be at once * magnificent " and
u uncertain," Louis Buonaparte " glowing," large, and
full, but "of indifferent shape." His inference that

"either the dealers' catalogues are intended to take in

the uninitiated by their splendid descriptions, or else

the Roses are what he says they are " is puerile in the

extreme. 1 apprehend the uninitiated do not generally

make sweeping statements in matters with which they
are imperfectly acquainted, and then read the different

catalogues for fragments in support of their assertions.

If they read without prejudice they will not select the
12 recommended by " A. R." as the best, at least the
catalogues I have seen (I have not seen Rivers's) do not
make them appear so. To show how little practical

knowledge " A. R." possesses of the case he has in

hand, he insinuates that the dealers make the new Roses
appear better than they are from interested motives.

This is quite the reverse of my experience. For years
past we have found the new Roses sell faster than we
could propagate them, if backed by our own recom-
mendation, whereas the stock of old favourites is all but
illimitable. I do not wish to become the apologist for

the Rose-growers' catalogues ; they need nothing of the
port at my hands. The catalogues may not be correct
m every minute particular, but to argue thence that they

**© "intended to take in the uninitiated" is ungenerous
and unjust. To show however that the many attach
more value to them than " A. R." does, I may mention
°ne or two facts in connection with our own : more than
20 editions have been published amounting to nearly
50,000 copies, and the circulation is increasing every
Tear. It would have been more generous if "A. R."
had ceased to write anonymously before casting
aspersions on a numerous and respectable body of men,
*ho labour hard for the gratification of others with
Very moderate profit to themselves. Unless he think
Proper to pursue this course, to stand forth in substan-

tial shape a real man, lie niu:>t excuse me from continuing
this controversy. I confess that I am not sufficiently

Quixotic in spirit to find satisfaction in wrestling with a
shadow. William Paul, Nurswks, Chcshunt, Herts.

Ice Stacks.—By the following method I have been
able to supply my employer with ice every day for the
last four years. The bottom of the stack is 18 feet

long by 10 feet broad, raised one foot above the surface
of the ground with broken stones to secure a perfect
drainage, and covered over with three inches of sawdust.
I build the ice (65 cart loads) in the form of a hay
stack, using large pieces for the side walls, and breaking
the centre bits as small as possible. I cover the stack
with a coat of Spruce or Silver Fir branches, and sur-
round the whole with boards to the height of 6 feet,

leaving a space of 2 feet betwixt the boards and the
ice. I then cover the ice all over with sawdust 2
feet thick, and thatch the top with straw sufficient to

turn rain. IF. D.
Boilers.—The article in a recent Number respecting

the best size of boilers is very suggestive, not only upon
its own account, a very importaut one, but also on the
subject of the best size for the various description of
houses, and I hope you will permit me to call the i

attention of the proper authority to these two impor-
tant subjects, the best description of boiler, and the
best description of houses. That proper authority is,

no doubt, the Horticultural Society, and I cannot even
fancy any reason why it has not years ago adopted the

being piauted in rows like Potatoes, and staked as

Scarlet Runners are. In proof of its productiveness

one small set planted in April and dug up in November
produced 43 tubers, averaging 1 ounce each, and all

within 1 foot of ground. Exoniensis.

Golden Hamburr/h Grape.— 1 learn from Mr. Veitch,

of whom I ordered Vines of this variety, that plants of

it are not to be sold this season, owing to some failure

in its propagation. It is also reported that Mr. Busby
has not been able to fruit it this year in perfection ; in

fact, that it has degenerated. Mr. B. did not exhibit

fruit of it during the season that has "just passed, and it

will be satisfactory to hear why he didnot do so. Yitis.

£>orirtt"esu

Linnean, Dec. 16.— Prof. Bell, President, in the chair.

The Rev. C. Kingsley, and G. H. Kiogsley, M.D., were
elected Fellows. The following papers were read :— 1.

" On a species of Pilobolus," by F. Currey, Esq. A species

of Pilobolus, recently met with at Biackheath, growing
on cow-dung, Mr. Currey considered to be P. roridus of

Polton, which has hitherto been regarded as a doubtful

plant. It appeared in the form of small dull yellow

points on the surface of the dung, a thin layer of which
kept moist beneath a bell-glass yielded an abundant
crop of the perfect plants in a few hours, others con-

tinuing in succession for a fortnight. The paper con-

practice of its two sister societies , the IlignlandTociety *bt*d of
,

a detailed account of the structure of the fungus

of Scotland and the English Agricultural Society, and 2 * Conclusion of a Memoir "on the Phenomena of

offered premiums for the best description of boiler and
the best description of houses—for these societies offer

premiums for every description of agricultural imple-
ment—and for plans for heating. Other things being

Torpidity, and the production of fat in hybernating
Animals," by Dr. Holland. 3. " Note on the rhizome
of Pteris aquilina as an article of food," by the Rev.
M. J. Berkeley. The rhizome of the common Bracken

equal there can be no doubt that the one large boiler*
h
f*%

us*d ? the north of EuroPe to make a coarse kind

j but i3 jt
°* bread, Mr. Berkeley, having lately had occasion to

examine some of the rhizomes, was iuduced to try what
must be far superior to several smaller ones
equal ? That is a question which with proper data men
of experience can easily

dinning, and others whos>

to your readers, would L_ — — w ,
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element to be guarded against is having for judges men Bnnjals. Thinking they might afford a better food if

who are prejudiced, and I need not say the most
! the s,,mv m*fJ*r IHmM hft rM™v"1

-
Mr TWfc«Wthe slimy matter could be removed, Mr. Berkeley

given could not make good judges.

Anything like jobbery would be impossible. Suppose
the judges were to decide that Mr. Weeks' plan of

boiler was the best, and that certain sizes would perform
certain work, that is, heat to the requisite temperature
4-inch pipe of certain length — any provincial

manufacturer could supply a similar boiler, and all

Mr. Weeks would get would be the professional credit,

and that no small one, of having recommended the best

boiler, aided perhaps by orders from those who
like to have things made by those who have
had most practice. What therefore I would suggest

washed with water, which was now quite colourless.

This water was also poured off, and the pulp when
sufficiently dry was kneaded into a cake, and baked
upon the hearth. The result was a coarse but palatable

food, quite free from any disagreeable flavour, indeed
Mr. Berkeley thought it much better, and probably
not less nutritious, than Cassava bread. [The analysis

of this fecula, which was not given, would have been a
useful and interesting addition to this paper.]

Entomological, Dec. 1.—J. O. Westwood, F.L.S.,

Vice-President, in the chair. An interesting collection
would be that the Horticultural Society should

|
f Lepidoptera from Moreton Bay, Australia, collected

give notice that one or two prizes would be given—

I

think one would be the best, f<w it is difficult to sepa-

rate the questions for practical utility—for the best

essay with plans for the best mode of heating the

j

by Mr. Digyles, was exhibited ; amongst a number of
new and beautiful species several were remarkable,
bearing a striking resemblance to English species, in-

cluding Agrotis suffusa, Sphinx celerio, Lithosia pul-
houses usually required for a gentleman's establishment c bella, &c. A species allied to Bombyx pudibunda was

,
interesting from having a wingless female. Mr. Douglas
exhibited specimens of Gelechia pauperella, the larvae

of which feed upon Inula dysenteries in August, and it

was suggested that it might possibly prove to be the
autumnal brood of G. inopella found in the summer,
the autumn broods being always larger than the summer

in the country, with plans for the houses. Here
another question immediately arises, and one not so
easy to be answered : What are the descriptions,

number, and size of the houses usually required, differ-

ing, as these must necessarily do, in the taste, and
habits, and number of the family ? One with a fortune of

2000£. per annum being quite content witli a Cucumber
. .

ones ; the caterpillars of the latter arriving at maturitv
now and then, when his neighbour, with no greater

j

more rapidly, and consequently taking less food than
means, requires an almost daily supply of the products the former 'ones. Other instances of this difference

were mentioned by various members present, namelyof glass, both fruit and flowers. Bnt difficulty is not
impossibility, at least to some minds ; and although I

do not doubt your practical experience would soon

suggest a useful solution of the question, in the mean
time permit me to offer mine ; and what I would suggest

would be, that the essays and plans should be conlined

to one house of each kind of a size suitable to a

moderately-sized family, say one stove-house, one
Vinery, one Peach house, one green-house, two Cucum-
ber pits, two Melon frames, two forcing pits. My
reason for this is, that with these houses the proprietor,

with a skilful gardener, might gratify his own taste

—

he may grow Pines or not, Orchidaceous plants or not,

have abundance of fruit and flowers, although of course

he could not expect either a Pine Apple or a bunch of

Grapes on his table every day in the year. The best

arrangement for these houses, both with the view of

heating and appearance, will exercise the ingenuity of

the several parties who advertise in your columns as

hothouse builders. One whose means were unlimited,

at least for this purpose, would of course require two or

three, or even more, instead of one of each kind. The
plans would therefore require to be different ; but depend

upon this, the person who carried off the prize would

not have the slightest difficulty in extending or diminish-

ing the houses to suit the wishes of those who employed

him ; and in such employment the successful com-

petitor would reap his merited reward. An Old tub.

In my communication last week res; ecting information

about ice-houses, " secure" was printed "receive."

Tropaolum tuberosum.—This tuberous rooted orna-

mental climbing plant produces abundance of tubers

which are of nice flavour and very nutritious. Poor
peaty soil suits this plant perfectly, and it might be

advantageously grown on this description of land by

Geometra illunaria and Juliaria, G. illistraria and delu-
naria. Mr. Augustus Shepherd exhibited a new British

j

Agrotis and a new Ypsipetes t ken by Mr. Hodgkinson
of Preston. Mr. Waterhouse exhibited specimens of
Aricerus Coffese, a native of India, Africa, and South
America, as well as a reputed British species which had
attacked Nutmegs ; and Mr. Douglas mentioned that it

also proved injurious to a quantity of Mace in the Lon-
don Docks. Mr. Lubbock made some observations on
the various recorded iustancea of fertile eggs deposited
by different female insects without impregnation by the
male. Various additional instances were mentioned by
other members present. Mr. Westwood called attention

to the excellent series of memoirs by M. Lederer on the
Lepidoptera of Syria, Siberia, &c. ; and also upon the
generic distribution of the family Geometridse, published
in the Vienna Transactions ; and also to the memoirs
on exotic Coleoptera by M. Perroud in the Lyons
Transactions. Mr. Edward Shepherd stated that he
had recently visited M. Lacordaire, the fourth volume
of whose great work on the Coleoptera was in the press,
as well as the plates of the g» nera, executed by M.
Jules Mignon. Mr. Armitage exhibited some interesting
Coleoptera from the Dardanelles and Mount Olympus,
and Mr. Stainton read some notes on the generic dis-
tribution of insects.

Notices of asoofes,
A description of Kitchen Garden plan's [Description des

plantcs potageres]. By Vilmorin-Andrieux and Co.
square 12mo, pp. 478. Paris. Librarie Agricoie.

The ancient and honourable firm of Vilmorin and Co.
stands^confessedly at the head of Continental seedsmen.
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Wherever seeds are an article of commerce there their

name is universally known ; and wherever garden or

agricultural seeds of the highest class are wanted from
foreigners to this mercantile house customers repair. A
bo«,k therefore treating of the articles in which

Vilmorin and Co. so largely deal is of the highest value,

and may be taken as a standard of accuracy for the

climate of France. The plan of the work is to describe

exactly v. ry esculent variety of much importance and
brief! i those of smaller moment. Thus among Lettuces,

the cultivation of which is carried in France to the greatest

perfection, 55 sorts are included in the first category
and 77 in the second. It is moreover to be remarked
that the synonyms are most carefully enumerated, wher-
ever the experience of Messrs. Vilmorin has enabled
them to ascertain them. Tims we find that what in the
French markets is called the Romaine brune Anglaise
is the same as the Incomparable and d'Angleterre of

Trance, and the Brown Cos, very large, Beat-field Cos,

and Bath Cos of England. It seems however that our
Teas puzzle them, as well they may, for they make no
stent on of our Charlton, first earlies, double blossoms,
Longpods, Nonpareils, and the like, all of which they
doubtless regard, not as races, but as well saved samples
e." one or other of the Pois Michaux. in addition to

a got d index the volume contains useful tables of

ferekfl weights and measures of length and capacity
carefully reduced to the French standard.

other. Combining,
with its high practical value—the complexity and nicety

of its problems* as an intellectual exercise, with the

substantial Vealih of its discoveries—the new light it

throws oujthe duration of our planet and the wonderful
variety of its past life, with the certainty it confers on
our industrial researches and operations — geo'°gy
becomes one of the most important of modern sciences,

deserving the study of every cultivated mind, and the

encouragement of every enlightened government.

—

Advanced Text- Booh of Geology, by David Page, F.G.S.

Calendar of Operations.
{Foi' the ensuing week.)

Mr. Thwaites's last report (for 1855-G) on the Botanic
Garden Pcradenia (Ceylon) is before us. We see with
pleasure that its able and active superintendent is

combining practice with science and that a Museum of
CKconomic plants is about to be built. What gives this

return peculiar value is a list which accompanies of the
number of indigenous species in each genus found on
the Island. Let us hops that it is the forerunner of the
much wanted Flora of Ceylon, for which we trust the
Government will furnish Mr. Thwaites with the
necessary funds. The list in question includes 2916
species, of which 247 only are Ferns.

When we announce a second series of Leech's
Pictures of Life and Character, issued by Mr. Punch,
we know that every parson of taste who loves harmless
merriment will eagerly seek to be acquainted with these
admirable specimens of comic art, unrivalled as they
are for a combination of pungency, drollery, and good
vhnmour as well as artistic merit of the highest order in
the path which .Mr. Leech has chosen for himself.

reg:.r-s the one, is not equally careful as concerns the
|

the ripening trust to all the light you can command, and
* " "

"

therefore, its theoretical interest giving but little water. A gocd supply of air is like-

wise essential at all times for high flavoured fruit, and
more than ever necessary at this time. Continue an

increase of heat to Pines now wanted to start, employing

it [principally by day. Attend to linings for Pines

grown in dung pits and keep the atmosphere in which

they grow dry. Strawberries in bottom heat for

forcing will require air daily to prevent drawing in those

earliest started ; when they show the truss of flower

they should be removed to shelves in the Vi series and

Peach houses to bloom, but the principal crop should

be advancing slowly as yet.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Except in the driest localities nothing more can be

done in this department than paying attention to order

and neatness. The bedding stuff, however, must have

attention, for in all likelihood many things are suffering

from damp, and such plants as appear to suffer most

should be removed to other quarters where a drier

temperature is kept. Keep the stock in pi's and frames

well ventilated, and the surface soil of the pots frequently

stirred. Dust with sulphur Verbenas and similar plants

attacked with mildew. Be particular in keeping the

interior of pits containing plants of the above descrip-

tion as dry as circumstances will permit.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN,
Figs against walls will require some protective

material placed over them in the Midland and

Northern counties. Some wall trees, as Pears, Plume,,

and Cherries, &c, are often attacked by a species of

scale insect, in which case the infected trees should

be well washed with a mixture of soft soap, tobacco*

water, and lime ; a half pint of spirits of turpentine, may*

be added to each 4 gallons of the mixture when they

are much iufested. The lime is added to give body to

the mixture, and to show that no parts of the trees are

missed in dressing. Let this be applied during dry

weather if possible, that it may remain on for some

time and before the trees are nai?ed_

in full

bloom*

Tin Cabinet Lawyer, a Popular Digest of the Laws of
England. 17th edit. Longmans. 12mo. Pp. 788.

This encyclopaedia eontains more or less information
upon ev« ry branch of the law civil and crimiual. The
fact that it has now reached its 17th edition is alone
sufficient to show that it is found useful to a numerous
class of persons.

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
The forcing houses and pits will now be kept

activity to supply the various calls for plants in

which at this season of the year are more or less in

demand in most establishments. Care should be taken
before plants are moved to sitting rooms to gradually
harden them for a day or two either by placing them in

the conservatory or an intermediate house. In addition

to keeping the conservatory gay with blooming plants,

let the arrangement of the pot plants be occasion-
ally changed by grouping the plants somewhat
differently and adding a few striking ones as some of the
hardiest Palms, &c. for effect. Pay attention to the
plants intended for successive blooming. Insects should
be kept down by the syringe and fumigating and every
means enforced to keep the foliage clean and healthy.

The numbers of plants brought forward will depend on
the demand and must be regulatedjaccordingly. Azaleas,
Rhododendrons, &c., for forcing still out of doors should
have some protection should severe weather occur or
remove them to any spare house till wanted. Narcissi,

Hyscinths, &e, should be protected by a frame, as they
now begin to crow; remove the plunging material down to

the surface of the pots to prevent them rooting upwards.
Mignonette and Neapolitan Violets will require abun-
dance of light and air to keep them from damping. As
a change from the present to severe weather may come
on suddenly, be provided with ample means tor covering
pits, frames, &c, should it occur. As with the excep-
tion of forced plants most other things are now in an
inactive state, the temperature of plant houses should
fall to its minimum poin: consistent with the safety of their

various inmates. Nothing can well be worse for the deve-

lopment of a healthy vigorous habit in plants than sub-

jecting them to a high temperature at the present season

of the year, when light—so important to the heal hy
action of vegetable life—cannot accompany it. Where
Achimenes and Gloxinias are- required to bloom early a

few pots may now be started by plunging them in a

little bottom heat.

STATK OF THK WEATHER AT CH1SWICK, NEAi LONDON.
Kort'i"* wee* ending Dec. "2% lSoC, as obienrpn at the Horticultural Gardens..
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Geology as a Branch of General Education.—

£

alone the miner, the engineer, builder, farmer,

Miscellaneous.
Nor is

it alone the miner, the engineer, bulkier, tarmer, land-

scape gardener, and painter, that can turn to profitable

account the deductions of geology. The capitalist who
speculates in land, the emigrant, the traveller aud

voyager, the statistician and statesman, may all derive

assistance from c lie same source, and bring a knowledge

of its facts to bear on the progress of their nations. So
also the holiday tourist, the military officer stationed in

distant countries, and others in similar situations, if

possessed of the requisite knowledge, may do good

service not onlv to the cause of science, but to the

furtherance of our industrial prosperity. Indeed, we
<lo not affirm too much when we assert that had oue

tiihe of those who, during the last 5Q years, have tra-

velled or settled in America, Australia, New Zealand, India,

and other countries, been possessed even of a smattering

of geology, these countries, as to their substantial wealth

and social progress, would have been in a very different

position at the present dey. Their gold-fields and coal-

fields, their mines of iron, copper, and other metals, take

rank among the most important discoveries of the

present age ; and as the spirit of civilisation is now
evolved and directed, no progress can be made without

those mechanical appliances to which the possession of

coal and iron is indispensable, no facility of commercial
intercourse without a sufficiency of gold, which has

hitherto formed the most available medium of inter-

change. The assistance which geology has also con-

terred, and the new light its deductions have thrown
1 en the other branches of natural &ciVnce, are not among
the least of its claims to general attention. The com-
paratively recent science of physical geo^r;iphy, in all

that relates to the surface configuration of the ^lobe

—

•its climate and temperature, the distribution of plants
; and animals, and even touching the development of man
himself as influenced by geographical position—can
only lay claim to t'ne character of a science when treated

in connection with the fundamental docrines of geology.

So also in a great degree of botany and zoology : the re-

constructing;, as it were, of so many extinct genera and
species has given a new significance to the science of

life ; and henceforth no view of the vegetable or animal
kingdom can lay claim to a truly scientific character
that does not embody the discoveries of the pa'tBontolo-

cist. In fact, so inseparably woven into one great
system of life are fossil forms with those now existing,
that we cannot treat of the one without considering the
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FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Early Vinery.— x\s soon as the bunches ean be dis-

cerned on the young shoots the extra buds should be
removed, excepting such as may be required for pro-
ducing bearing wood next season. In leaving these latter

select such as are formed [nearest the main stem to avoid

the awkward appearance of long spurs at a stage iurther

in their growth. Such shoots as have more than one
buuch should have them reduced to that number, Selecting

the one likeliest to form the handsomest hunch. Tying
in the young wood should be managed carefully,

bringing the shoots to their proper position by degrees,

to avoid the danger of their breaking. After the buds

are started a few incl>es the syringe may be gradually

withheld, as too much humidity at this season will some-

times hinder both the foliage and bunches, and a suffi-

cient degree of moisture can easily be kept by sprinkling

the floors and heating apparatus several times daily.

Regulate the admission of air so as to have a

gentle current at all times through the house,

increased, of course, by day agreeably with the

state of the weather. Gradually advance the

night temperature to 60° and then to 65° by the

time the flowers are ready to open, keeping the

thermometer from 10° to 15" higher by day according to

the amount of light you, can commaud. Keep up the

heat in the outside border by additions when neces-

sary, bearing in mind the injurious effects any sudden

check to the roots now in action will produce on the

coming crop. Bring succession Vineries into work as

wanted. Late Vineries in which Grapes are still

hanging will require fires daily and air sufficient to keep the

house and fruit dry ; remove decayed berries and dead

leaves, and well protect the roots from frost. For a late

Grape the Barbarossa is found to possess valuable pro-

perties. Peach Houses.—Peaches and Nectarines which

have been forced for several years oftentimes produce a

large excess of fruit buds, and this more especially on

weakly trees ; a natural consequence of allowing these to

remain are weak flowers and inferior fruit and
t
.\vood.

When therefore such is the case the trees will be greatly

benefited by well thinning the bloom buds, leaving

the largest and those mo.-t favourably placed ; of course

a considerable number will be still left to allow for

casualties. Syringe twice or oftener daily till the

bloom is ready to expand, when it must be discontinued.

The night temperature may advance to 4.5°, with mi

increase by day accompanied with a proportionate

admission of air. Fig House,—Damp the trees cv r

frequently, and if wanted early increase the heat a degrc e

Dec. lU-Clenr; tery fine throughout.
— 20— HillJ ; overcast ; clmiily at uii»bt.
— 21— v>verca*t ;. cloudy ; fine.

— • 22—Overcast ; cloudy ; fine throughout..
— i3— Partially overcast ; ileHt and fine; cloudy.
— 24— Kain ; clear and v»-ry fine ; heavy showers ;. sharp frost.

— 25—Very dente fog; baron eter exceedingly low; overcast; auarp
froit.

Mean temperatare of the week 1 de£. below, the average.

B.EC0RD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SW1CK.
t>urlng the last 31 years, for the enduing week, ending Jan. 3, lSi>7-
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The highest temperature Jurnu the above period occurred on the 2Sth,

IS55—th*rm.58 deg.; and the lowest on the 2d, ISM—therm. S deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Our C©r-Ri:sp<Mfdents will much oblige us if they will in future

place- the letters W C at the foot of the addresses of their

letters, thus i—

The Editor of the " Gardesers' Chronicle,"

5, Upper Wellington Street,

London.

W. C.
I

other ; and can never hope to arrive at a knowledge of or two weekly. Pinery. -Pines are often deficient in

ercative law by any method, which, however minute as i flavour at this season, which 18 improved ly exposing

The new Post Office regulations require this if country letters

are he delivered with all possible punctuality and despatch
Books : Ii A". We suppose the English price of Carried e is about

2a. 6d. Any foreign bookseller can procure it. We regard

Silver sand as better than River sand for all purposes what-

soever.—^ L. If not out of print any bookseller can supply you

with " Errington on the I'eacU" if he chooses.^

English Tobacco: I> B.'This, if home grown, isusiially worthless.

Yours however seems to be very good ; we will try it as sooa as a

fitting opportunity occurs, and report upon it. In the mean-

while, as it is much the best of English make we have seen, an

account of your mode of preparation would be welcome to the

public.

Insects and J G. The insects which attack you* young

Larches are the Weevi^llylobius abietis. They may be best

captured at night by placing a sheet under the trees and

shaking them well, or by carefully examining the sterns^

Names of Fruits : J S U. Your Pear is the Beurrfe- Diel.

Vines : J C. You can do no harm by removing t very other v ire.

You may prune off the buds next the rafters if you preier it

:

but the first way is preferable.
T
~ . ,

Young Gardener: G B. Why does not the Gardeners Chromcto

contain all you want ? It you se-k a monthly publication there

are the " Scottish Gardener" and the "Florist As to rudi-

mentary practical work there is for beginners no book like tna.

of Nature, and no rudiments equal to the experience gained by

actual work. Learn to understand what you read, for to react

is nothing, unless the mewling is studied. Learn to he familiar

with arithmetic and the measuring and planning of pieces of

ground. Learn the rudiments of physiology as you find them

at the end of the la^t edition of Prof. Lindley s School Botany.

Learu the rudiments of Botany from that book. Do this tor a

year or more, work hard, refl ct attentively, leant all you can

of your master, and then consult us again. The words mean--

To the Gods below (sacred). Hector the father erected (this;

to Hector his son.
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MIXED
AT ONE OPERATION BY

Samuelson's New Patent Combined Machine.

rpHIS Machine is drained to meet the wants of Agriculturist, using » »ixtnre./JJ^'^^Lrty

Cutter. ,
• £6 10*.

Price, for hand-power 470 n
Ditto, for horse-power, or it can be worked by a man and boy ... ... ... - *° ™-

Delivered to almost any Railway Station m England.

Implement Dealer in town or country, or direct from

B. SAEUELS "Works

SINN'S PATENT MA AND TOP-DRESSING,
FOR' PROMOTING THE RAPID GROWTH OF VEGETATION,

(ITS FERTILISING PROPERTIES BBIHG EQUAL TO THOSE OF ANY MANURE AT PRESENT KNOWN),

AND THE DESTRUCTION OF THE FLY, WIRE-WORM, AND SLUG.

THE PROPRIETORS of this valuable MANURE and TOP-DRESSING
|

are
,

now£»«/ b̂
*^™*

oE^SS^^^^^r^^oS. LeadenhaU Street; or to *.***«. Fow.aa, West End

Agency, 9, Pall Mall East, will bei»di
;
tel?„™c

r
"'"d

™ATFD M VNURE for the FLOWER in) KITC11 EN GARDENS,

the Works, and of the undermentioned Agents.

T. Brigden, Seedsman, 10, Railway Arcade, London Bridge.

F. Bofthell, Seedsman, 86, High Street, Borough.

Dawe, Seedsman, 36, Moorgate Street, City.

Hooper & Co., Central Avenue, Covent Garden Market.

William Kibble, Florist, Richmond Road, Dalston.

John Noble, Seedsman, Pond Lane, Lower Clapton.

Pamplin & Son, Florists, Lea Bridge Road.

Henry Potter, Seedsman, 65, Farringdon Street.

B. S. Plummer, Upper Thames Street; and 54, seed Market,

Corn Exchange.
Wood & Sons. Seedsmen, Old Kent Road.

John West. Florist, Stoke Newington Green.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and

others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtaiu every necessary instruction for their economical and

efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,

Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,

London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,

Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instruction in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,

will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

npHE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
JL ft t Mr. Latves' Factory, Deptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

?l per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 77.: Sulphuric Acid and

Coprolites, 61—Office, 1. Adelaide Place, London Bridge.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and

other Chemical Manures.

TJERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphoa-

J- phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Blood Manure, and every

description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.

W. Ikous Carne, 10. Mark Lane. London.

L ONDON C O M P A N YMANURE
(Established 1810)

Bog to call the attention of Agriculturists to their MANURES
FOR AUTUMN SOWING, which by a judicious blending of

Nitrogen with the mineral constituents taken from the soil by

Cereals, produce good crops without exhausting the land.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY ahw supply genuine

Peruvian Guano direct from importers' warehouses, Sulphate of

Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Superphosphate of Lime, Blood

Manure, and every Artificial Manure of known value.
Edward Purser, Secretary.

40, Bridge Street. Blackfriars, London. .

LAND DRA1NA

MR. BAILEY DENTON undertakes the Drainage

of Estates by Contractor Commission—For terms applyESTABLISHED 1812.

TITR\TP MANURE—This valuable fertiliser has I — „ - . .. .. .

been ufed for fbe ^twelve years with Rreat success by i to him, 68. Foment S.reet, Wesfmns.er.

most of the eminent Agriculturists throughout England, and

stands unrivalled in the weight and quality of the bulbs which
i «pM • ***, ^.^f^^.\ *«*««^ I *I^"»«>+*>

it produces ; it is besides especially beneficial to the Gram Crops
, tfTJl£ g| gVtCttItttt JU tt>H-5tlSP

which follow, while Clover is rarely found to fail after the first ^^*»^ .xa-%
a
year
CLC
and SUplatPHOSPHATB of LIME,' warranted of the best

quality.— Applv to

H. & T. PROCTOR, CATHAY, BRISTOL.
(BIRMINGHAM,

PROCTOR and RYLANDJ EDMONSCOTE, WARWICK
I And SALTNEY: , nearCHL&TER.

TIOYAL. AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,

SA TURDA Y, DECEMBER 27, 1856.
«>-

It is worth while to review at the close of the

IYAL AGRICULTURAL
Cirencester.

Patron—His Royal Highness Prince Albert.

President of Council— "Earl Bathuest.

Principal—Rev. J. S. Haygaktu, M.A.
Professors, &c.

Chemistry—J. A. C. Voelcker, Ph.D.. F.C.S.

Zoology, Geology, and Botany- Jas. Buckman, F.G.S.,:l- .L .b,

Veterinary Medicine and Surgery—G. T. Brown, MR.L.V .».

Surveying, Civil Engineering,* Mathematics—J. A. Jarraan.L-.b.

Assistant to Chemical Professor—A. Sibson.

Manager of Farm—J. Coleman.

The first Sesai-n of 1857 will begin early in February. Foes

for boarders :-under 16 years of age, 55 guineas per annum
;

between 16 and 18, 70 guineas; above 18, 80 guineas. The fee

for out-students is 40/. per annum, am.-.*
The chief attention of the students is directed to a diligent

attendance on the Lectures on Practical Agriculture, Chemistry

(inorganic, organic, and Agricultural Chemistry), Geology, Botany,

Veterinary Medicine and Surgery, Surveying, and .Civil

Engineering, which have been so arranged that where time

is of consequence, a course of Lectures on each of the aforesaid

subjects may be attended in two sessions or one twelvemonth

though a longer period is recommended to those who wish to go

thoroughly through each department. The students are periodi-

cally examined in the subjects of these Lectures, and receive

honorary certificates and prizes, according to their probciency.

There is an Elementary Class forthose who are too young or too

backward to attend the regular courses with advantage.

The practical Instruction in Agriculture is given by the

Farm Manager, on the Farm where the students have an op-

portunity of becoming acquainted with, and taking part in the

manual ouerations of Husbandry. „„„„!„„ ?n
A well-appointed Laboratory is devoted to instructionjn

Chemical manipulation and analysis, which «r
e
f

ta"K,,tJ°J*S
class of students in succession, under the superintendence of the

Professor of Chemistry and his assistant. a„„a.,tnt.
Practical Instruction is also given in the fieldm Surveying,

Levellir
other
by the

year some of the subjects which have occupied the

attention of agriculturists during it. Even though

we confine ourselves to our own columns it is

surprising in how short a time the whole range of

agriculture comes under the criticism of our cor-

respondents and our readers. Soils, manures,

machines, plants, cultivation, produce, food, animals,

the relations of landlord and tenant, of master and

servant, the duties of farm bailiffs, questions and

topics past, recent, and current connected with

agriculture and agriculturists have engaged the

attention of writers in our columns. And if we

look through the pages of other periodicals, the

journals of our Agricultural societies, the columns of

the North British Agriculturist, the Marl Lane

Express, the Dublin Farmers^ Gazette, or if we

look back at the topics discussed at farmers' clubs,

or recollect the unreported discussions of the market-

place, we shall hardly find a point which has not

been commented on.

Take the subject of Manures :—Mr. Bowditch

has described in the Journal of the Agricultural

Society the process of fermentation in thedungheap,

and he has given us his experience of earth as a

conservator of the volatile products of that process.

Professor Way has given us a most admirable and

detailed account of the different artificial manures,

valuing each according to the several ingredients it

contains. Mr. Grady and others have thoroughly

discussed the merits of the different superphosphates

manufactured. Mr. Bowditch has introduced a
ctical Instruction is also given in tneneiu in ouivcYi.-e, rnanuiaciuieu. «**. uu«um.n *«*o .«,-~—~~- -

ling, and Land Measuring, in the use of the Theodolite and
manure into the market in which the waste

.•ffl^AC&^'KSSSJSS^^. products of the .»Un .re collected and

opportune
medicines employed, and of witnessing di-sectionsoperations>c

A good system of Farm Accounts is la.d be ore them and.they

are periodically examined as to their acquaintance with n hat lias

been done on the Farm, and also as to their proficiency in Agu-

eultural information in general. \T„fW
Instruction is also afforded in Arithmetic, Algebra, Mathe-

matics, and Natural Philosophy, Surveying and Mensuration,

and oth«r branches of a liberal education.

Prospectuses aud information can be had on application to the

Principal.

condensed. Mr. Chadwick has again urged the

method of liquid or rather liquefied manuring which

he has so long advocated. And Mr. Wilkins con-

tends, as heretofore, for the practice of underground

liquid manuring on which he is an enthusiast.

Mr. Fothergill Cooke has called attention to that

plan of utilising sewage which the works at Leicester

have developed successfully. Here, too, must be

named sundry legal decisions, both in reference to

what a manure if, involving its treedom from toll,

and in reference to fraudulent manure dealers.

On Soils and Cultivation we have had further

reports from Mr. Way in reference to those absorp-

tive properties of earth which he has so ably inves-

tigated : the influence of lime upon them has latterly

been examine.! by him : he has examined, too, with

most valuable results, the waste of which drainage

waters are guilty as regards the soluble fertilising

matters which they carry off. Mr. Smith, of Lois-

Weedon, has published his experience on til age

without manuring, or rather on the effects of tillage

independent of manuring, on all sorts of crops, a

practice which seemed at first as if like Tottl

experience it w;.s inapplicable except to Wheat.

The application of steam power to the cultivation

of the soil has been discussed befote the Society of

Arts, and it has been successfully illustrated by

more than one during the past year. The subject ot

land drainage too has occupied the attention of our

readers, as it always must while it so largely

engages the services and the means of landowners,

farmers, and drainage engineers.

On Agricultural Machines we can refer to our

reports of the meetings at Chelmsford aud at Col-

chester in illustration of the advances that have

been made. Reaping machines are admitted as a

necessary farm implement. Locomotive steam

power is, in England at any rate, wonderfully

extending its help to agriculture. Implements of

tillage received at Chelmsford a careful trial and

examination by the judges of the Engh>h Agricul-

tural Society, and the steam plough though not yet

acknowledged by our national societies is evidently

on its way to meet us.

On Plants and their produce we may refer to the

extension of Italian Rye-grass, to discussions on the

relative value of different sorts of Wheat, the papers

by Professor Buckman on the development of culti-

vated plants from their wild origin, the series of

valuable papers on the diseases of plants by Mr.

Berkeley, the discussion on the multiplication of

weeds by seed, and on the hoe as beinu often a sowing

machine instead of an extirpator. The breaking up

of Grass land has been discussed by Mr. Wood ;
and

the rotation of crops by Mr. Thomas, before the

London Farmers' Club, the communications, too, of

information on the number of seeds in a lb., and the

number sown per acre, by Messrs. Rendle, Law-

son, "J. C X.," and Hardy, properly come under

this head. The proposals to harvest hay and gram

crops, drying them by artificial means, must also be

named here; and so must information as to the

character of the past harvest—various in England

—late and disastrous in Scotland. The subject of

thick and thin seeding has been re-discussed : and a

crop of Mangel Wurzel has been reported in

France the double of our English maximum.

On Animals and their Food, we may name the

new cakes which have been introduced—the Carob

pod—Mr. Horsfall's continued reports on Rape-

cake as food for dairy stock—his paper on the

treatment of pleuro-pneumonia — Sir Charles

Kntghtley's sale of shorthorns—Mr. Willoughby

Wood's letters on cattle breeding—the Paris agri-

cultural show and those of the English, Highland,

and Irish Agricultural Societies—and revelations

and discus>ions on the adulterations of cattle food.

The profits of pig-feeding have been among the last

of the subjects under this head discussed in our

columns.

Take now another classification of agricultural

subjects :—The relations of landlord and tenant have

been discussed in papers on the lease by Mr. Grey,

of Dilston, and the Hexham Farmers' Club ;
and the

contrast which in different instances they present

has been illustrated in the cases of the Dukes of

Bedford and Northumberland respectively. We
had Mr. Thomas, the tenant of the former, contend-

ing the other day for that greater liberty of action

which is allowed himself, and holding up to ridicule

the agreement insisted on by the latter, armed as it

is with all sorts of pains and penalties against

the infraction of impossible rules. The subject of

farm bailiffs, their duties and their character, was

fully discussed in the earlier numbers of our Paper

this year. The relation of master and servant, espe-

cially with respect to the agricultural labourer, was

very ably discussed before the London Farmers'

Club.

On the scientific relations of agriculture we may
refer to the papers by Lifbig and by Lawes in the

Agricultural Journal—to the reports of Prof. Way
in the same work—to the lecture by Dr. Playfair

before the Royal Institution on the principles under-

lying agricultural experiments, and to a paper by

Mr. Baker on the relations of geology to agriculture

Among the more important agricultural events of

the year is the attitude towards farmers taken by the

Society of Arts, which is gradually occupying ground

that ought, as it appears to us, long ago to have been
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energetically worked by the national Agricultural

Society. And no more interesting and important

agricultural meetings have been held throughout the

year than have filled their hall in the Adelphi, to

listen to Mr. Fowler on Steam Culture, Mr. Wren
Hoskyns on Recent Agricultural History, and Mr.

Fothergill Cooke on Town Sewage. The Society

has also made a beginning towards the furtherance

of agricultural education by initiating an examina-

that in England, too, we have an experience corre-

sponding to the French.

We commend the subject to the consideration of

our correspondents, and shall be glad to learn from

any of them any experience bearing either way upon
the results recorded in another page.

A correspondence has been published in the

Times during the past week on the subject of Steam

tionon this as well as other topics op°en to members Culture, to which we shall invite the attention of

of the local institutions in union with itself.

The agricultural statistics of the year ought to fill

an important place in its agricultural history. The
attempt at their collection in Scotland this year has

been as usual perfectly successful ; in Ireland, too,

it has been as successful as the methods there

adopted permit ; in England it has been aban-

doned !

This enumeration, then, of the subjects of dis-

cussion during 1856 shows how much of the whole
field of agriculture comes every year under the

review of the agricultural journalist. It is ob-

viously but an imperfect resume after all of the

contents of our current agricultural literature

—

obviously so, we venture to say, even to the

readers of our own columns only—much more
so of course to the readers of other periodicals

as well. And the inference wre draw from the

enumeration is simply this—that whatever be the

defects of
l book farming,' taken by itself, and no one

can assert of any art or business that it can be
taught efficiently from a book, the farmer who avails

himself of books is likely to bring greater intelligence

to bear upon his operations than the farmer who
neglects them.

our readers as soon as the space at our command
permits. "I. A. C." asks indignantly why the

English Agricultural Society has not long since

rewarded "John Fowler" for his success in plough-

ing land by steam ; and William Smith gives one

of several reasons in the fact, as alleged by him,

that he and not the other has the strongest claim

to the Society's award.

We agree with the former in his regret that

some mark of distinction appropriate to the great

energy and public spirit which Mr. Fowler has

exhibited in this matter, and significant of the

respect with which his efforts certainly are regarded

by agriculturists generally, should not have been
conferred : but it is plain that the "conditions"

regulated, amongst other circumstances, by the purpose
for which the animals are kept on the farm. The
fitness of the same kind of food thus varies with the age.

natural disposition, and kind of the animals to which it

is given, as well as with the purposes for which they

are kept on the farm ; and it is therefore quite im-

possible to classify the various articles of food in an

order which will indicate their relative feeding values

in all case3. But supposing the composition of food to

be known, and the wants of the animals are well con-

sidered, it is still impossible in all cases to estimate

beforehand what practical effect a feeding substance

will produce, for it may be rich in flesh-forming sub-

stances, and contain fat and heat producing compounds,

as well as saline and earthly matters ; and yet it may
be, comparatively speaking, poor food, inasmuch as its

constituents are not assimilated by the animal organism.

The digestibility of food consequently is a point which

ought to be well kept in view in estimating its nutritive

value. Our knowledge of this process of digestion,

unfortunately, is so limited, that we cannot speak

definitely of all the conditions which regulate the

digestibility of food. Still, however, a few circumstances

may be pointed out, by way of example, which influence

the assimilation of food by the animal system. Amongst

other conditions the digestibility of good depends—
1. On tlie Kinds of Animals.—The same description of

food which is assimilated in a great measure by oneattached to the premium offered by the Society _

specifically for success in steam culture, and of ,
kind of animal remains almost wholly undigested when

which "LA. C." speaks somewhat contemptuously, given to another. Thus it has been proved by direct

must guide its award, in justice to the others

striving for it, as well as in the interests of agricul-

ture generally, which it is believed by most
will not be served by any sanction of the methods
yet in operation of obtaining tilth by steam.

About eleven years ago a plant of Wheat bearing

three ears on a remarkable stiff and short straw was
pulled by Mr. George HorE, of Fenton Barns,

E. Lothian, out of a quarry in his farm, on the

debris of which it had accidentally grown. The
grains which these ears contained on being sown for

a few successive years produced enough to seed a

field ; and as the Wheat retained during that

time the characters which distinguished it at first,

Mr. Hope sent it into the market as a new variety,

and the Fenton white Wheat accordingly is now
known in every part of the country. It is charac-

terised by a moderately large ear of even shape on a

straw not only remarkably short, but remarkably
various in length. The consequence of this latter

peculiarity is that is yield of grain generally exceeds
the expectation formed of it by those who see

it before harvest for the first time. Its performance
has always exceeded its promise during the

years that we have known it. This abundant
yield is no doubt the result of the distri-

bution of the ears through various heights above
the land ; there is not that crowding of them which
there would be if they stood all on one level. And
this one sort accordingly exhibits in itself a result

which can be obtained in other cases only by
mixing two or three sorts together which grow

j

" ,Li

straw of various lengths. We take this instance, i

*

THE PRACTICAL VALUE OF FOOD.
In estimating the practical value of an article of food,

we mus^ take into consideration

—

1. The Age of the Animal.—Young and growing
animals require a more concentrated and more readily

digestible food than full-grown or store beasts, i. e. food

being, comparatively speaking, rich in nitrogenised

matters and poor in indigestible woody fibre. The food

upon which growing stock is fed not only has to supply

the daily waste of muscle, but must also increase the

weight of the animals ; and as the process of renewal in

young animals moreover proceeds more rapidly than in

full-grown stock, the food of the former should contain

a larger supply of flesh-forming substances and of bone
materials. Hence the great value of Linseed-cake and
of Linseed jelly for young stock, and the poor condition

of young beasts fed upon too much chaff. The yet

tender organs of digestion necessitate a more digestible

food than that upon which store beasts may be fed with

economy, and thus the same food which may be
valuable for store beasts will often be found totally unfit

for young stock.

experiments that cows will extract a great deal of

nourishment from cut straw, whilst horses do not

possess the power in the same degree of appropriating

nourishment from cut straw, and sheep likewise do not

appear to digest chaff so readily as cattle.

2. On the amount and character of the Woody Fibre

contained in Food.—Feeding materials, containing but a

small amount of woody fibre, are generally more readily

digested than those articles of food which, like straw,

principally consist of woody fibre. Hence Barley-

meal, Oats, and grain in general, substances rich in

starchy compounds, are so well adapted to the rapid

fattening of animals. The condition of the woody fibre

further affects the nutritive value of food in no mean
degree. Whilst the woody fibre in roots left too long

in a growing state on the land, or the fibre of Grass and

Clover left standing until it become dead-ripe, is not

readily digested, there can be no doubt that the soft fibre

of young Grass, Clover, and roots, is readily assimilated

in the animal organism and transformed into starch,

sugar, and finally into fat. It is for this reason that

grain crops, more especially Oats, when harvested

before the plants have become dead-ripe, produce straw

which is greatly more nutritious than the straw of dead-

ripe grain crops. In some parts of Scotland the custom

prevails to cut the Oat when the top of the haulm is

still somewhat green ; and it is upon straw of that

description that store cattle are kept during the winter

almost entirely.

3. On tlie Amount of Flesh-forming Substarices.—Food2. The Various Kinds cf Animals.—We know by
experience that the best food for horses is by no means

i
too rich in these constituents is not readily digested by

the best for cows or sheep, and hence the nutritive

value of an article of food will be different in relation to

horses from what it is in relation to cattle. The
organisation of the digestive organs of our domestic
animals fully accounts for the different effects which are
often produced by the same article of food when given

to different kinds of animals. Thus whilst Beans are

highly nutritious when given to horses, their value for

ening cattle is far less striking ; and whilst cut

cattle, whilst working horses are greatly benefited by
food of that description. Thus, Bean-meal or Peas

ought to be given sparingly to cattle, because Beans and

Peas contain a very large amount of flesh-forming

substances, which renders them indigestible when given

to cattle.

4. On the Bulk of the Food.—The normal functions of

the digestive organs not only depend on the composi-

tion of the food, but also on the volume. The volume

* ... . ,. , . n. . ,'i straw, given by itself, may support store cattle, it cannot or bulk of food contributes to the healthy activity of the
because it is so generally known, to illustrate L.._ i..-_r__ _l_. i
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iu "luxate;
8U8taill for any length of time the

what might otherwise be a mystery, viz., the result horses The nutritive value of food
of an experiment reported in France on the pro-

ductiveness of different Wheats as compared with
that of a mixture of them all.

There can be no doubt that the productiveness of

a crop is due, among other things, to the use it

can make of air and sunshine ; and many sorts of

Wheat, the ears of which when mixed shall grow
at different levels above the land will, just as

Fenton Wheat i^ found to do, yield all the more
abundantly from this one cause. But there are other
causes as well as air and sunshine contributing to

the productiveness of a crop, and it is probable that

different sorts of Wheat may vary in their power of

using these several tributaries to fertility ; and not
only so, but it is possible that the neighbourhood of :

or fattening beasts, or cows kept

two different plants to one another may affect their |

Thup> for instance, the same amoi

power reciprocally of exhausting and so using the
fertilising influences around them. Thus, and as an
extreme case, whether the plan be generally practi-

cable under ordinary farm management or not, there
can be no doubt ihat alternate rows of, for instance,
Beans and Carrots, will under proper management
yield more than half a crop of each per acre.

But whatever be the cause the results recorded in
another page, as observed in France, may be trusted
to as true of that particular case ; and, if they may
be taken also as indicative of a general truth, it is

one certainly of very great agricultural interest. We
believe that they do contain a general truth ; and
the case of Fenton Wheat to which we have re-
ferred if it does not furnish the whole theory of
the case certainly contributes
tice which generally prevails
creasing, of using mixed Wheats for seed, shows

life of sheep or

thus varies with
the description of the animals to which it is given.

3. The Natural Disposition or Temper of the Animals.
— Whilst some animals, like the Herefordshire cows
and short-horns, are naturally good fatteners, Welsh
cattle and Kerry cows, to mention only a few instances,

never will become very fat, even if they are kept for a

long time on abundant supplies of tlie choicest food.

The practical value of food is thus likewise influenced

by the natural disposition of the animal which is kept
upon it.

4. The Purposes for which Animals are Jccpt.—The
effect which food is capable of producing is also

influenced by the purposes for which animals are kept
on the farm. The value of food necessarily will be a
different one, if we speak in relation to working animals,

for dairy purposes,

amount and kind of food
which in summer is hardly capable of keeping working
horses in good condition, is more than sufficient to

render them plump and fat in a short time in winter,
when they are retained for days and weeks together
in the sable. The nutritive value of food thus is

influenced by the work done by the animal. The
harder it is kept at work, the greater the waste in

muscle, and consequently the richer the food ought to

be in flesh-forming matters which is given to working
horses or bullocks. Highly nitrogenised food, however,
thougli of great value when given to working animals,
does little good, and may even do harm when given in

too large a proportion to fattening beasts. Valuable
food for fattening stock is food rich in starch, and still

more so, food rich in ready-made fat ; or, to speak
generally, food not so well adapted for working animals,me miuic tueury oi because it does not contain a sufficient quantity of

to it; and the prac- musc ie material. These few examples wilt show that
at.d seems to be in- the opinion which is entertained respecting the nutritive

value of food cannot be invariably the same, but is

digestive organs, by exercising a stimulating effect on

the nerves which govern them. The whole organization

of ruminating animals necessitates the supply of bulky

food to keep the auimal in good condition. Experience

shows that horses require a less bulky and more con-

centrated food than cattle; but if we reverse the case,

and feed cattle with too concentrated a food and horses

with too bulky a feeding substance, much of the food

will remain undigested.

5. On the Form in which Food is presented to the

Animal.—It sometimes happens that an article of food

is said to possess little value, which, properly prepared,

may be given to cattle with much advantage. Thus,

straw cut into chaff—and, better still, steamed after-

wards when mixed with sliced roots— constitutes a

very acceptable food for cattle. The bruising of Oats,

Barley, cake, &c., the making of Linseed into jelly, the

steaming of hay and cooking of food, are illustrations,

showing how, by an alteration in the form of a feeding

material, its digestibility, and with it its nutritive value,

becomes enhanced. The benefit of steaming or cooking

of food is principally due to this circumstance. It does

not add anything new to the food ; it does not call into

existence any fresh nutritious matter ; but brings the

nourishment* pr* sent in the food in an unfit condition

into a state in which it is more readily assimilated Dy

the animal. Steaming, moreover, reduces the bulk ot

the food, and masticates, so to speak, the food tor tlie

animal. The animal, therefore, is enabled to consume

in a given time a larger quantity of food, and ?° sav®Q

to some extent the work of mastication, which, IiKe

every movement of the muscle, is attended with a certain

loss of the substance of the beast. The quieter ana

warmer we keep the animal, and the more we facilitate

the assimilation of food, the more rapidly it will become

fat. By steaming, likewise, the disagreeable smell or

musty hay or cake is destroyed, and on the wnoie,

steamed food becomes more palatable. «_

6. On small Pronations of Substances with wtucn
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not even be acquainted.—Professor Liebig's i care not to mix sorts, the grain of which has not the i which, stifled if they are alone and too thick, cannot get
we may
researches on the juices of flesh have made us

acquainted with a remarkable crystallised substance, to

which he has given the name of Kretine. This substance

appears to exercise a remarkable function in the

digestion of food. Liebig also showed the presence of

phosphate of potash and lactic acid in the juice of flesh,

and considers these constituents indispensable for the

digestion of meat. He has indeed proved that flesh

from which all juice is perfectly extracted by water is

so indigestible that even dogs will refuse to eat it. The
total amount of the compounds which appear to play so

important a function in the digestion of meat is but

very small. Now if the digestibility of flesh is deter-

mined in a great measure by small quantities of

substances, the importance of which remained unnoticed

until the master researches of a Liebig on the juices of

flesh made us acquainted with the influence the above-
mentioned substances play in the process of digestion

—

is it not likely that vegetable food may coutaiu small
quantities of compounds which exercise a similar

influence ? In conclusion it may be observed, that the
economical value of food is further influenced—

1. By prejudicial substances which food may contain.—
Thus, for instance, Mustard-cake cannot be used as a
feeding material, notwithstanding its containing a large

amount of flesh-forming and fat-producing substances,

because in the stomach of the animal fed upon it, it

gives rise to the production of the poisonous irritating

essential oil of Mustard ; or, the refuse cake, produced
in the manufacture of castor oil, cannot be used for

feeding purposes on account of the drastic effects which
the oil, still remaining in the cake, will produce in the
animal system.

2. By the mechanical effect the jood exercises.—An
illustration in point is offered in bran, which, on account
of its sharp edges, stimulates the nerves of the digestive

canals to Mich an extent that much of it passes through
the system undigested. Otherwise bran ought to be
very nutritious, for it contains even more flesh-forming

matters, as well as more fatty matter, than wheaten
flour. Could not these relaxing effects of bran which, I
believe, are principally due to its mechanical condition,

be overcome by the cooking or steaming of the bran ?

3. By the physical condition of the food.—It is so self-

evident that mouldy, fusty food cannot be so good asitisin

a fresh state, that I need not'dwell on this point. Every
one knows that the fresher cake and food in general

—

(there are some exceptions, as for instance, Mangels,
which become better on keeping),—the better it is

adapted for feeding purposes.
4. By the flavov.r which it imparts to the meat or the

milk.—The economical value of an article of food is also

regulated by the flavour which it imparts either to the
meat or the milk. Au article of food may be excellent

for producing fleeh or milk, and yet, on account of the

disagreeable flavour which it imparts to either the one
or the other, it may not be desirable to employ it as a
feeding material. The case of Fenugreek seed, to which
reference is made above, fully proves this. These
remarks, and others which will suggest themselves to

practical men, show that the chemical composition of

food alone cannot determine its economic value, but that

a variety of circumstances have to be taken into

account before we can arrive at anything like a correct
view of the nutritive value of a feeding material. Dr.
Voelckcv on the Chemistry of Food.

same market value and which does not ripen at pretty

nearly the same time, it appears that very important

advantages imy be derived. Louis Yilmorin.

The following is the result of M. Rousseau's experi-

ments, which were made with 15 sorts :

—

NoI Wheats sowx.

1

2
3
4
5

• * f

ft ft

• • ft

• Aft

• •

•>•

• • »

• * ft

• •

• •

Mixture of all the 15 following sorts .

Red Saumur
Blood red
Bte seigle
Spalding

6 Red chaff Dantzig
7 iDe Haie
8 Winter Richelle
9 Ble de Noe
10 White Saumur
11 [Victoria...
12 .Fenton ...

13 White Hungarian
14 Hunters
15

;
Flanders

16 iHicklin£

• ••

• • •

• * •

• * .

• •

• « •

• 9 ft

* * t • • t

• ft

• • •

m m

m ft

...

•. •

Area of lots in ares.*

6.1

5.52

5.98

5.9

5.71

6.08
6
5.89

6.02

6.07

5.84

6.08
6.08
6.09

5.86

6.13

Character of produce as determined on the spot by M. Vilmorin.

No. 1. One of the best lots.

2. Pretty well grown, early; grain not well ripened.

3. Good, half early.

4. Bad, thin, knocked out.

5. Good, late ; ears fine, rather unequal.

6. Good average; ears small, pretty full, well grown.

7. Very bad ; ears empty, long
8. Middling, laid, short straw.
9. Ears thin (faintant).

10. Very ordinary, indescribable variety; degenerate, little

tillered.

11. Good, well furnished with ears, a little too late.

12. Middling, straw short, ear bad.
13. degenerate, bad.

14. thin, very ordinary, to be thrown away.
15. With less ears than No. 16, ears elongated,

straw shorter.

16. Good, well furnished with ears.

Jiesutt of the harvest

:

—

No.l...

— —^ -"

75
2... 70
3.. 68
4.. 62
5... 72
6... 76
7.. 73
O... 60
9.. 49

10... 67
11 ... 62
12... 8t
13... 69
14.. 66
15... 64
16... 88

»M • u a .

° e a O
fi

a: o~ «
***

g-2 s ».a
Weigl

straw kilogri S o o

£°3

h.
* u

? eJ bo

342 162 5606
266 94 4818
2S2 144 4715
214 88 3627
291 112 5096
319 112 5246
252 69 4200
228 125 3889
190 94 3156
261 82 43«>0

187 81 3202

280 106 4605
262 107 4309
241 10O 3628
227 100 8890
307 125 5008

a to— *— o
S u
£- 1

*J—
C 5 o
s- — z,
o o s
O - «A *

26.55
17.02

21.08
1191
19.61

18.42

11.50

21.22
15.61

13.50
13.86

17.43

17.59
16 42
17.06
20.39

The following observations are appended by M.
Rousseau to the above :—These different kinds of corn

were sown on soil and under circumstances in every

respect alike, but they were obtained from very different

places. As each of the sorts chosen was calculated to

succeed better than any other in a soil and under con-

ditions different from what it was tried in, it is no wonder

that some of the sorts succeeded ill. It is not surprising

that those kinds which may almost be said to be created

for a cold late soil should not have succeeded in the

slightly warm ground in which they were placed. I

am led to make this observation because all the kinds

did not completely germinate, and I do not know whether

EXPERIMENTS ON SOWING A MIXTURE OF this ought to be attributed to the time of sowing, the

VARIETIES OF WHEAT. nature of the soil, or the quality of the corn sown.

(From the Journal d*Agriculture Pratique.) Early and late and Red Wheats were all sown on the

Some experiments were lately made by M. Lucien same day and late in the season. The later kinds were

Rousseau, of Angerville, one of the most distinguished under a disadvantage as compared with the early kinds,

practical farmers of the Beauce, with a view for as the sun would force them all to ripen at much

to ascertain which of several good sorts of Wheat the same time, if the early Wheat ripened well the

was best adapted to the soil and climate of his district, late would be sure to be burned. The same relative

These experiments have led to the establishment of a quantity of Wheat was used, but I attach much less

fact of the highest importance, whether we regard that importance to this than to the two preceding conditions

fact by itself or with reference to the car. ml and just mentioned; for m my opinion it is impossible to

methodically conducted experiments by which it was determine with any exactness the real productive power

discovered.

Adjoining the ground in which M. Rousseau's experi-

ments were beingconducted was apiece of land ofmuch the

same size, which on account of some Elms standing upon
it, was less favourable for experimental purposes than the

ground selected. No Wheat was therefore sown in this

piece of land for the purpose of experiment, but it was
sown with a mixture of all the kinds ot Wheat experi-

of an acre to ascertain what is the greatest number of

ears of corn which can be brought to perfection. To
grow Wrheat well, the field in which it is sown ought to

be able to bear more than you put upon it, and in

general the heavier the soil the thicker it maybe sown;

this is clearly shown by the most striking of the results

which I obtained.

The W heat on one of my plots of ground surpassed

all the rest both as to quantity and quality, and as well
mented upon in order that the experiments might not

be affected by the presence of an adjoining piece of
I

m the grain as m the straw. Some of the seed appeared

fallow land. The result was that the laud on which the

mixed Wheat was ground yielded a much heavier crop

than that obtained from the far better land on which
the unmixed Wheats were grown for the purposes of

comparative trial.

to have been lost, as was the case with some of the rest,

for it was thicker when it first came up. This Wheat
was the mixed Wheat obtained by mixing the 15 kinds

sown elsewhere separately for experiment. This mixed

Wheat, moreover, which was not sown for any experi-

The sorts of Wheat chosen were selected from those mental purpose, was placed in more unfavourable con-

kinds W h,M. w*™ ,„nnn9P,l to be best fitted for cultiva- ditions than any of the others
;

it was sown by the side

of a road, near some large Elms, winch kept off the
iinds which were supposed to be best fitted for cultiva-

tion in Beauce ; the grain was tender and bright, and
the straw was soft and light coloured. A mixture^of rays ot the early sun and left the Wheat exposed to be

grain arising from sorts so selected does not present

any marked differences of appearance so as to be

lessened in value. On the other hand, the increase in

yield and the greater chance of success arising from the

variety of different constitutions of the kinds sown
gives the result obtained by M. Rousseau an importance

which ought not to be overlooked. It would lead us to

adopt a mode of culture similar to that formerly fol-

lowed in growing meslin com, only modified so as to be
suited to the present state of agriculture. By taking

scorched in the afternoon, and which, moreover, robbed

the soil by means of their roots. These circumstances

induced me to sow the mixture of which I have spoken,

in order that one of the lots of experimental Wheat
might not be placed in a position relatively worse than

that of the others.

Now, how came it that this mixed Wheat was the

finest ? All the varieties do not ear at the same time ;

and is not this an advanta<;p to the earing of those kinds
~~

~

• l are = J part of au acre.

up or consequently ripen ? The mere fact that the ears>

do not all appear at once necessarily prolongs the time

of flowering, and no doubt increases the chances of

good impregnation ; for if the first flower which has

lost its pollen has not been fertilised, owing to the bad-

ness of the weather, it may still be capable of being im-

pregnated by the pollen from a later ear. Another

advantage seems to result from this want of simultaneous

earing and unequal length of stem in mixed Wheats ;

and that is that the ears being less crowded get more

light and air, and their flowers can consequently more
easily expand, and are thereby alone rendered more fit

for impregnation. This accords with what we find in

practice, for Wheat which is a little thin is generally

better fertilised than that which is too thick.

This hypothesis of more easy impregnation naturally

leads to the supposition of better maturity, and the

examples furnished by meslins of Wheat and Rye, of

Barley and spring Wheat, seem to confirm the notion.

We find in these mixtures that each grain is generally

much finer than the grain of the same kind of Wheat
grown unmixed. Is not this owing to the fact that the

ears, not being all on one level, are more free, afford

more protection to each other, and derive more advan-

tage from light, and so escape that early ripeness which

we call scorching? Scorching, which is so common
with very full Wheat, arises from the formation by the

ears of a compact mass not traversable by the sun's

rays, which are reflected from the surface, and thus

ripen the ear without penetrating to or ripening the

root, as is indispensable to perfect cultivation. In mix-

tures again may not crosses be obtained, which, under

favourable circumstances, may lead to new and valuable

varieties ?

In a practical point of view one of the greatest advan-

tages in sowing mixtures is the removal ot all uncertainty

as to the particular kind it will be best to select For

even if in a mixture of 15 sorts, three or four are not

adapted to the eoil and climate, the spaces which will be

left by them will be readily filled by the other sorts, and

even if some of these should be bad, coarse, and not

fruitful, they will still be useful as a protection to the

weaker and later kinds. Lucien Rousseau.

Home Correspondence.
Down's Farmers' Friend is much used in this neigh-

bourhood for dressing Wheat and is much approved of ;

has it or any other preparation been tried for Barley %

The crops here suffered dreadfully from blighted ears ;

in some cases the Barley will not yield more than half

as much as usual. What is supposed to be the cause,

and what the cure ? I have observed that in early

sown Barley, where several stalks have grown from one

root, if one ear is blighted all are to. Last year I could

not find a single good ear produced by a root where
others were blighted; this would appear to indicate the

seed being in fault or injured after being sown. Any
information on this important point would I think be
acceptable to many of your readers. /. K. Pearson,.

Chifwcll, Notts.

The Utilisation of Sewage.—I attended the discussion

on this subject, at the Society of Arts on Wednesday
evening ; and although the subject was ably introduced

and ingeniously defended by Mr. W. F. Cooke, yet no
satisfactory solution appeared to be arrived at. Wr

ith

the exception of the introducer, the other speakers were
limited to 10 minutes, which period, although the

utmost that could be given, was of course shorter than

many required, and there were also many gentlemen

who would have addressed the meeting had there been

an opportunity. It is much to be regretted that the

discussion was not adjourned, as it was evident that it

could not be half discussed. I would suggest, as the

subject is one of immense importance as well as highly

interesting, that the discussion should be re-opened, that

the attendance of scientific and practical men throughout

the country should be invited, and that the whole merits

of the subject should be fairly gone into. It might
facilitate the matter if those who wished to take part in

the discussion should previously send in their names to

the secretary. Perhaps 20 minutes would be sufficient

for each speaker, and it would be better that the discus-

sion should be again adjourned, rather than the matter

should be imperfectly discussed. There is no tribunal

so fitting as the Society of Arts, and there is no subject

more worthy of its consideration. W. C. Spooner.

In offering Prizes for Animals at Agricultural

Meetings, distinction should be made between those

smothered in fat, by which the framework is totally

concealed, and those whose proportions are visible,

though well covered with wholesome meat. If farmers

are to benefit by periodical gatherings and exhibitions

of stock, attention must be paid to certain rules by which

information can be obtained as to the expense of feed-

ing, when it will be proved that disgusting looking pigs,

which cannot stand, but require propping up to eat, are

not worth their " keep," that is, will not remunerate the
agriculturist who has to live upon his land, and from
the produce. It may be an amusement—there is no-

accounting for taste—to watch an unfortunate quadruped
daily increase in size, till he becomes unable to stand
without the assistance of his attendant, who is obliged to
cram him by hand. This may almost be said to be
cruelty to animils for no good purpose. If individuals

choose to favour the tallow chandler and soap boiler,

in preference to the farmer, they have a right to do so,

having it is presumed money to throw away
; neverthe-

less they should not be allowed to carry off the prizes for
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the best animals, or at any rate they should come under
a separate class—for instance lard and dripping

feeders, in contradistinction to thos~ who show for the

meat market. Anima's are required with the power of

producing weight in a short time, on the ordinary food

supplied by the farm, and when in fine healthy condi-

tion affording a fair return for expenses incurred. A
man may be highly delighted with a pig whose head can
scarcely be distinguished from his tail, looking more
like an oblong feather-bed than anything else, and fan-

cying he will be able to " turn a penny " by such a
breed, he ventures, in a moment of enthusiasm, to pur-
chase one of the beauties. Having taken the bargain
home, the usual mixture given to growing stores is set

before her, however the new comer turns up her nose at

the food, and instead of improving in flesh falls off, con-
tinuing to do so till she is again pampered up with all

kinds of strong and ruinous compounds, so that by the
time she attains the age for breeding, she has cost four
times the sum of a well made useful cross, profitable at
all stages of growth, not very particular as to diet, which
will thrive where a "show" pig will starve. The first

tiling to be considered with regard to stock is not who
can, regardless of cost and trouble, bring before a won-
dering public a live mass of grease, which, after a gleam
of astonishment has passed away, fills the mind with a
sickening sensation and compassion for the sufferings of
the brute. Falccn,

Professional Advice.—I have read your correspondent's
remarks under this heading in the Gazette of the 13th
inst., but what do you think of the charges made to me ?

Last spring I also received (by invitation) a visit from
a well known draining engineer of London ; he stated
his terms to be 3 guineas per day, and actual expenses,
fie arrived at the station at half-past 10 o'clock, a.m.,
and left me before 4 o'clock, p.m., the same day. lie
walked over a part of my land occupying him about two
hours ; he then lunched with me, and left by the train
that would reach Loudon at 11 o'clock the same evening.
Under any circumstances he could not have been absent
from his home more than 2G or 27 hours. As I am
situate under seven hours per rail from London, a
person leaving London by the 9 o'clock p.m. train would
be with me between 3 and 4 o'clock, a.m., and could
leave by the half-past 4 o'clock train, and be in London
at 1 1 o'clock the same night. His charge is for three
days 91. 9s., expenses, 61. 8*., total 15!. 7s. He explains
by saying his charges are quite consistent with the
terms conveyed to me in the first instance. A Subscriber.

Questions answered about a Fen Faria.— 1. As regards
the level of our farm 1 have no correct data, hut suppose
we are fully 6 ft. below high water. We are 13 miles
from dtep water, and I understand there is 14 ft. of lall,

so that there is a good natural drainage. 2. The engines
drain 25,000 acres, are of 140-hor*e power, and raise
the water on an average about 8 ft., which is consider-
ably higher than would be requisite if the draiu to sea
was in a more perfect state. They keep our water
about 1 foot from the level of the lower portion of the
farm. 3. We draw the water by means of our own
private engine, 1 foot 6 inches lower than the general
engines. 4. Our own engine is 6-horse power, but not
more than 4 is requisite for working the water wheel.
5. The extent of land we occupy drained by these
engines is 620 acres; we have GO acres of wash land
adjoining the river—which is drained by a small
engine belonging to a neighbouring proprietor. The cost
of drainage works for the past 30 rears will exceed os.
per acre per annum. 6. The farm has beeu in our occu-
pation 30 years next Lady Day. 7. The rotation first
adopted was— 1st, fallow ; 2d, Oats; 3d, Wheat ; 4th,
seeds ; 5th, seeds pared and burned, and sown with
Rape in July ; 6th, Oats ; 7th, Wheat. The second
rotation was— 1st, fallow; 2d, Oats ; 3d, Wheat ; 4th,
seeds ; 5th, Wheat, which is still the practice of many
Fen farmers. The seeds having been ploughed up for
Wheat with one furrow, the burning was given up. The
rotation we have followed now for some years is— 1st,
fallow

; 2d, Wheat : 3d, seeds ; 4th, Wheat ; 5th,
Beans, Mangels, or Flax ; 6th, Wheat. And for keep-
ing the land in good condition and clean it is much the
best of the three; the only inconvenience connected wiih
it is that you are obliged to consume all the Rape early
in the season, to enable you to sow the land with Wheat.
Our average crop of Wheat is fully 8 bushels per acre
more under the present than it was during the two pre-
vious rotations, and which I think has been produced
from the following causes — 1st, not having two
white crops in succession ; 2d, from better drain-
age by means of our own private engine and under
draining ; 3d, by an erdarged outlay for cattle
food, having expended 500/. per annum for the past
five years in oilcake. 8. The soil of this farm 30
years auo was a light peaty soil, varying from 1 foot to
'i feet 6 inches in depth, upon a subsoil of blue buttery
clav, a strong silty clay, and a few beds of silt, and
until clayed was not well adapted for the growth of
Wheat; from Z0 to 40 acres sown in spring was all
that was grown on the farm, and that fcr only a few
years previous to our occupation. From draining and
deep ploughing the peat on a considerable portion of
the farm has wasted until we plough some quantity of
clay up whenever we fallow. This year I have ploughed
the f dlows up with three horses, and it is a strong pull
where we get hold of the clay. 9. Our farm was clayed
by cutting trenches 2 ft. wide at 20 to 30 ft. intervals,
and taking 1 to 2 fr. of clay, according as you thought
the land required it, and spreading it on each side of
the trench

; 190 cubic yarus per acre we found suffi-
cient, and at that time cost 30s. to 35$. per acre. If

the clay is near the surface, it is better to make
frequent trenches and take a smaller quantity out of

each as the land is more easily levelled. Our farm was all

clayed many years ago excepting the 60 acre3 of wash
laud which was only converted into arable land a few
years ago, and I am now claying a portion of it by
carting the clay of the old land where it lies close to the

surface. By leaving the ploughed soil I can take a foot

of the subsoil without damage. There is nearly 3 ft.

of peat on the wash land, and the clay not good. The
carting, though more expensive (it will cost 31. 10s. per
acre), will do it better, as by the ordinary mode of

claying a considerable portion of good soil becomes
buried in the trenches. Excepting the first seven years
we have seldom practised burning, and no farmer in

our fen makes it a part of regular husbandry. 10. The
clay, I believe, is calcareous. By claying we obtain as

much lime as is required, and where lime has been
applied, which has only been for trials, it is not found to

do much good. T. A. P.

^octettes*

East Berwickshire : Adulteration of Manure-
Mr. Wilson, Cumledge, said— In considering the
principles upon which the sale and purchase of artificial

manures should be conducted, the first idea that strikes
the purchaser is how he may best ascertain the quality
of the commodity he is about to purchase, and how he
is to be assured that the quality of the article to be
delivered is equal to what the seller has held it out to be.
There is no mode of actually testing this that I am
aware of, but by analysis, and that by both seller and
purchaser. This may be done in a very satisfactory
manner with those I may term simple manures— that
is, those that are composed of few ingredients. It is

more difficult to ascertain with any degree of exactness
the component parts of those called compound manures.
A certain latitude ought therefore to be allowed in such
cases, and although the same chemist might not always
bring out the same results, in different samples of the
same cargo, and more likely different chemists might
further disagree, yet the difference is not likely to be so
much as to affect the value of the manure to a great
extent, and, therefore, even in such cases it may be the
best guide. Having ascertained the quality of the
manure by the analysis made for the seller, which is

generally done ; but what is not generally done, and
what should be strongly impressed upon the attention of
the members of the Club, is that the purchaser should
have the analysis of the stock after it is delivered to
him. Should this system become general, it would not
only satisfy the mind of the purchaser, but it would also
be the greatest boon to the fair trader, or the manu-
facturers of these manures, by keeping tricky or unfair
competitors out of the market. So long as we can be
contented with such manures as guano, bone-dust,
dissolved bones, superphosphate of lime, nitrate of
soda, or sulphate of ammonia, this would be a satisfactory
principle to act upon, as they would be thoroughly
tested ; but if compound special manures, that are said
to be exactly suited to the particular kind of crop they
may be recommended for, are to be preferred, then I

would suggest that every man should try it for himself
in the first place on a small scale, and if satisfied with
the result, deal with a party on whose honesty he can
place confidence, for a more extended use of it. The
only good result that I can see to arise from bringing
this subject under discussion is that it may impress
more forcibly upon the minds of the Club the propriety
of a more extended system of analysis by the purchaser,
afterthe delivery of the stock, to make certain as to
how it agrees with the analysis given by the seller, by
which means the farmer would be protected from
adulteration, and the fair trader from fraudulent com-
petition, and to lessen the expense to individuals all in
the same neighbourhood, and purchasing from the same
cargo, who might club together, and either fix upon a
parcel to take the sample from, or take a little from
each and mix ; but for those who buy largely it would
be well worth while to do it individually.

Mr. Wilson, of Edington Maines, said it was with
great satisfaction to him that the subject had been
taken up by the Club. For a length of time he had
been strongly impressed with the urgent necessity
which had existed for the farmers combining to put a
stop to a system of wholesale plunder to which they
had been subjected. It was more especially their duty
to oppose the practice of selling spurious manures, con-
sidering the high prices which guano now brought. A
very fair plan had been adopted by the Messrs.
Townsend of Glasgow, who offered to deal on terms
which he thought should suit every one. The sellers
first submitted the manure to a competent chemist for
analysis, and after that they offered a written guarantee
that the manure supplied to the purchaser would be of
equal value to that stated by the chemist. He hoped
the example would have a good effect, and be generally
followed. Some respectable dealers in this district

might feel offended if customers said, " Now, I will not
deal with you unless I get a written agreement." But
they might meet this argument most completely by
saying that there is not any man, however high his
standing, who could take a horse into the market, and
sell it without a warranty of its soundness, and the
individual who would complain of being reqmred to do
so would be laughed at. In doimj to they would be
simply doing as they would with to be done by. In
this question there were none more deeply interested I

than the honest dealers in manures, because it was
quite evident that the adoption of such a principle
as had been proposed would drive the fraudulent
dealers out of the market altogether. It was therefore
their duty to proceed, and if they did not do so they
would be wanting in a duty to themselves, and to the
community. They ought all to combine and require
from the seller a written guarantee of the quality of the
manure bought. Sone might think that in this district

they had not much to complain of. It consisted with
his knowledge that within the last year several farmers
within the locality had purchased gumo at 71. or 82. a
ton, and he believed none of them had satisfaction from
it. The fact of the agent having a commission of no
less than 1/. per ton for the sale of the guano was
sufficient evidence of its inferior quality ! These facts

would show how easily they had been imposed upon.

Major Hope Smith said if an article fetched a certain price, the

law says it must be warranted.—Mr. Wilson, of Edington Mains'
said if Major Smith had paid attention to the result of the
various actions which had been brought upon the subject, he
would rind that a contract required to be entered into in a careful
way, with full particulars stated. Recently an individual 6old
spurious guano for real Peruvian, but because the words " genuine
Peruvian" were not in his invoice he gotoff.—Mr.Cranstoun : But
the merchant is bound to supply according to the terms of the
order.—Mr. Wilson : Of the thousauds of tons of guano used in
this county, I believe nearly all have been ordered verbally.

—

Mr. Milne Home expressed hi.s approval of the remarks which
had fallen from Mr. Wilson. HeJ.considered that it would be
difficult to judge of an article having turned out well or the
reverse from a good crop or a bad one. That was a very unsatis-
factory test. There were other and more certain tests. After
receiving the stock they ought to adopt some chemical test. He
did not exactly see that a written guarantee was necessary
any more than in the sale of a horse, where no written guarantee
was requisite to ensure the success of an action in the event of

unsoundness under common law. The great matter was to find

out a sufficient test, and he did not see how this could be done
except by acquiring a knowledge of chemistry. He was not a
chexuist, but he had never purchased guano or nitrate ammonia,
without testing whether the stock contained a larger amount of
sand and salt than the sample.—Sheriff Wood said a written
agreement was quite necessary to guarantee quality. The
doctrine of price being a warrant of quality had been done
away with by a recent act.—Mr. John Cunningham said
he had bought a quantity of manure at 71. per ton, which
he found to be adulterated 45 per cent. It ought not to
have cost 41. per ton. — Mr. Oliver, Farraknowe, said he
might mention what occurred to himself two years ago.
At that time he was comparatively inexperienced, and
had seen manure advertised in inflammatory placards. He
wrote to the agent and procured a supply. The manure
appeared to have an excellent effect upon the green crops,

which induced him ;o order about double the quantity. He
found out his loss, however, as although the crops came away
a little at the first, they soon got stunted. The different effect of
guano was very marked in comparison, and he had an excellent
opportunity then of witnessing it. The manure which he spoke
of was the '"British Economical."—Mr. Wilson, of Edington
Mains, in regard to Mr. Milne Home's remarks, said that
manufacturers of spurious manures had got very subtle, and it

was advisable that a written agreement should be obtained as
well as an analysis, instead of trusting to an analysis by the
consumer. The guarantee he considered safer than a sample of
the article. He would just remind the Club of a case that
occurred about eight years ago in Berwick. A merchant or
merchants there had two cargoes of guano in the harbour at the

same time—the one being genuine, the other spurious. The
genuine was supplied to large consumers, and to those likely to

have an analysis ; the spurious to those who required quantities
of half-a-ton or a ton, and so on. He hoped they would al

combine to prevent in future such a nefarious system of robbery.

Farmers' Clubs.
Hexham :

—

The Application of Lime.—At a re-

cent meeting of this Club Mr. R. E* Ridley rerd
a paper on this subject, from which we make the
following extract :—Lime differs from most other ma-
nures— it may almost be said from all— in this respect,

that it is advantageous in agriculture as a mechanical
agent as well t»s a chemical one. It not only supplies

food to the plants directly and indirectly by its influence

upon the other constituents of the soil, but it is of great

advantage in rendering clay soils opener and lighter,

and in making sandy porous soils more compact and
firm. It is well known that hot lime has a great affinity

for water. It will gradually absorb the moisture from
the atmosphere, swell greatly in bulk, and fall to a fine

powder. Now, when hot lime is ploughed into the land,

and allowed to.burst there, it will exert a powerful dis-

integrating effect upou the soil. Its operation will be

something like the action of frost, which we know
thoroughly opens and lightens the soil, with this difference,

that the particles of lime becoming mixed with the soil

prevent it from becoming trampled into so close and hard

a state as it would otherwise be. When, therefore, lime is

applied with a view principally of lightening the land, it

is essential that it be applied as hot as possible. In fact,

it should be ploughed in as it is carted from the kiln.

None of it should be over-night exposed to the dews,

otherwise you may expect it to be powder in the morn-
ing, and its utility for the purpose you desired greatly

injured. When lime is used on light sods with the

object of increasing the tenacity and solidity of such

soils, it is better that it should be in the state of hydrate

—that is, be completely burst or fallen by its union with

water, before it is ploughed in. But water should be

thrown on to it as soon as possible, or if it is allowed to

fall from the absorption of moisture from the atmo-

sphere, it should be put into large heaps and well

covered, and not be spread upon the surface of the field

several days before it is ploughed in, otherwise it gradu-

ally combines with the carbonic acid of the atmosphere

and becomes mild. In this state it is the same as

chalk, and will not answer the purpose for which it is

intended. The reason is, that hot lime unites chemically

wiih sand, and forms a silicate of lime, and by this means

the sandy particles are cemented together to a certain

extent ; but if the lime be mild or if chalk be used,

unless it be applied in very great qaantity, there is no

consistency produced, the particles of chalk will not
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rJhi^Tto the sand nor to each other, and the land is as I

friable and open as before. To obtain, therefore, the

best mechanical benefits from lime, it ought to be applied

hot unsiacked, to strong land, and slacked, but still hot,

to lUit soils. But perhaps the most important use of

lime in agriculture is its chemical effect. It destroys

many injurious substances that from time to time are

generated in the Boil. During the progress of vegetation

there are constantly being formed various vegetable acids

that are more or less injurious to vegetation. Lime,

when brought in contact with these injurious matters, to

use a common phrase, kills them, that is, it chemically

combines with them and renders them harmless. It

does so much more quickly when used hot, but will

ultimately effect the same purpose when mild, though

much more slowly. Grass land in the state just described

is said to be sour, and it is well known that ii it is

ploughed up and thoroughly limed it will be for a time

at least cured. The same process goes on m arable

land though its effects may not be so well fcnown or so

easily recognised, and there is no doubt but that in lands

deficient in lime, great injury to vegetation is thus caused.

Whenever we form compost heaps from the cleansing

of ditches, or the cuttings from road or hedge sides, we

invariably mix hot lime with these ingredients. And

wisely, because it is a powerful promoter of vegetable

decomposition. Now, when lime is put into the land it

acts exactly in the same way ;
you are in reality making

a vast compost heap. If, for instance, you plough it in

with the lea, it will quickly decompose and destroy the

Grass and other roots, thereby rendering them more

readily useful as manure. So, also, when it is applied

to a soil containing fold-yard manure, it wi 1 cause the

manure to decay much more rapidly, liberate the

elements of which it is composed, and render them

available to the growing plant. If, on the contrary, it

is applied to a poor, hungry soil, it has comparatively

small effects. For instance, supposing an unmanured

soil to grow six bolls per acre, and a well-manured one

12 bolls, by the addition of lime the former may produce

say nine bolls, being an increase of three bolls from the

use of lime, while the latter may produce 18 bolls,

being an increase of six, and showing a yield of three

bolls in favour of lime being applied where there is

manure. The reason of this additional produce is per-

fectly plain to the chemist, who knows that the lime will

decompose the manure more rapidly, and make it act more

speedily. Land, therefore, that is properly suppHed with

lime will cause the fold-yard manure that is put into it to

be spent much sooner than if it were deficient in lime.

It will enable the farmer to have his manure nearly all

supplied to the growing crop the year it is applied,

instead of having it partially decomposed during the

winter, to have its elements washed into the subsoil or

into the drains. And it becomes a plain corollary to

the principle laid down, that the manure required by

land should be supplied to it each year, instead of

having put into it in one 'year what is intended to serve

four or five. There is a peculiar property which lime,

in common with other alkalies, possesses ; it is that of

inducing, while decomposing vegetable matter, the

nitrogen of the atmosphere to unite with the oxygen

that is liberated by the decomposition, and form nitric

acid. Nitric acid" is the active principle in nitrate of

soda, and is, as we all well know, of great value as a
W

manure. Lime, therefore, not only sets free the

nitrogen that is in vegetable substances by decomposing

them" but also (during this process of decomposition

so disposes matters that an additional supply of nitrogen

is taken from the air and made available as a manure.

There are other advantages to be gained by the use of

lime, but they are so obvious and so well known that

we pass on with the mere mention of them, especially as

this paper is already too long. Plants take up lime

and assimilate it to their structure in considerable

quantity, varying from 3.£ lbs. per acre lor an ordinary

crop of Wheat to 226 lbs. for a crop of Po:atoes. It

is therefore important that there should always be a

supply in the soil which they can reach. Lime is famed

for destroying the tough useless Grasses, and for pro-

moting the growth of a sweet tender herbage. It is

also valuable for killing noxious vermin, especially worms

and slugs, and will, when hot, if it comes in contact with

their eggs or larvae, most certainly destroy them. Lime

ought always to be applied to land in a hot or caustic state,

where it can be procured in that state at a moderate

cost. In its mechanical influence upon soils, we have

B-en that it is valuable in this state only. And though

in its chemical effects it will, generally speaking, in the

end be the same, whether hot or mild, yet its action in

the former state is so much more rapid and effective

that there can be no doubt but that it is most useful

when so applied. We ought, therefore, to avoid allow-

ing it to become mild before ploughing it into the soil.

We think the proper time for applying lime is on the

Grass at the time it is ploughed, for the reason before

alluded to, that it is effective in destroying quickly the

roots that are being turned into the soil. It ought

also, we think, to be applied each rotation of four or

five vears, as the case may be. And that when the lana

is in a fairly limited condition, the periodical addition need

not he more than from two to three tons per acre, varying

with the tenacity or looseness of the soil on which it is

n<ed. On Grass land it should be applied as frequently,

though not hot, butin the shape of well-limed compost. Jt

is assumed that the land to be limed is moderately dry,

either naturallv or from being drained, because lime

applied to very wet land is likely to <lo no good what-

ever. Mr. Wood remarked that he had never seen

lime take a greater effect than some taken from the

ruins of houses. Mr. Ridley said the plaster of the walls

of stables contained a large proportion of nitrate

of lime. During the war of France with this country, the

importation of nitrate into France was prohibited ; and the

French obtained from the walls of cellars and stables in

Paris sufficient nitrate to make their gunpowder. Lime

had a peculiar properly in assisting the formation of

nitric acid. He had seen it applied to old Grass and it

came awav green very soon. When lime and manure

were put into the soil together they had a wonderful pro-

perty of making more manure out of the air, which was

a clear gain without any expenditure ; Professor Liebig

said to an immense amount.

•yURNIP CUTTERS & ROUT UKATEKd ot eve

JL description. Illustrations & Prices forwarded on applicati

William Drat & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

near London Bridge.

pHAFF-CUTTlNG MA CHI WES, 585.;

\y OAT-BRUISERS, 50s.—Illustrations on application.

WTlliam Deay & Co, Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

near London Bridge.

A GRICULTURAL CARTS, 10/. 10* ; LIGHT
XA WAGGONS. KB.—Illustrations forwarded on application.

William Dbat & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

near London Bridge.
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KITTAIN'S IMPROVED PATENT GARDEN

Farm Memoranda.
In tiie Upper Ward of Lanarkshire, between 700

and 800 feet above sea level, is situated a farm of 700

acres on which the tenant, who has a lease of 19 year?,

is making most important permanent improvements—

to a very large extent from his own means. Of the 500

acres of arable land which the holding contains, more

than half has been reclaimed by him from a state bor-

dering upon barrenness, and instead of it being worth

„ NETTING for Protecting Fruit and other Trees from

Frost* Blight, Insects, Birds, Ac-Sole Agent (Wholesale) for

the South of England, John* Ellison, 56, Bread Street, Cheap-

side, London.
.

" WATERPKOOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the

winter months should construct their walks ofPORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus :—Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which

is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp

river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

anolvinK the water. It may tlien be laid on 2 inches thick. Anj
. \r _•___ :- ««^ cnoaail ? \'n tnnl is ren uirnd hevond theu«imS «,.v« ^.——, ««- -rT— ~i

"
V* °„ m. labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the

only from 25. 6c?. to 5*.—its original value— it can now
dg ftnd in 48 hours it beconies as hard as a rock. Vegetation

be safely rated at 25s. to 30s. an acre. About 150 acres cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the

of Turnips are grown annually, and of this year's crop

it mav be said that there are few heavier ones in any

part of the kingdom. Roots, Oats, Barley, and Grasses

are the principal plants grown ; Potatoes, Oats, and

Barley being the only crops sold off the land. Beef,

mutton, and dairy produce are largely marketed : the

whole Turnip crops, supplemented with purchased food,

being consumed on the farm. As the result of high

farming the tenant required some time ago increased

house accommodation for stock, and offered to pay his

landlord 5 per cent, interest on the expenditure, but his

offer was declined. He received a grant, however, of

severest frost. It i* necessnrv. as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the Bides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARN?,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Bbotheb--,

Milhank Street. Westminster.

GUTTA PERCHA TUBING FOR SPREADING LIQUID*
MANURE.

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY have been

favoured with the receipt of the following Letter:—

From James Kennedy, Esq., Myremill, by Maybole, AfrtjMrt.
" May 20th, ISoO.

oner was aecuoea, xae ncmcu » &*«»** *.w..~.~.,„. , « i have received your Inquiry as to my experience in the use

*0K towards the cost of erecting a ne»'J™»™L tfOutUM. £«»&£*eM£»«&
With only this aid, and some home-grown wood, which

was allowed him, he commenced, and has now very

nearly completed, a substantial stone-walled and slate-

roofed homestead, on the covered principle, which, with

connected works, will cost from 1100/. to J 200?. The

and I have used it for the last few months in distributing liquid

manure from mv tanks over my fields, having often a pressure

of 300 feet on it, and have been able to get the liquid from tha

end of the Tubing bv the pressure from the steam engine

upwards of 40 yards. I have 330 Scotch acres laid with metal

pipes underground, for the conveyance of liquid manures over

my farm, and your Gutta Percha Tubing has given me great

e buildings are finished in a superior manner, every ! facility in spreading it over the surface of the land. I likewise

is having been employed to secure convenience in think.highly of the.Gutta'S^m>mM^ ^^
whol
means having been emploj

the carrying out of the daily operations, and afford com-

fort to the animals kept in them. At his own expense

the tenant is also about to lay several fields ^ with cast-

iron irrigating pipes, and is fitting up an engine and set

of force pumps expressly for the purpose of distributing _ ^..^..,— ~- --_
LJI<Bt^MI, - .

,- sr

over .J land i„
P
. fluid form "part of his f,™vard gS3-*^«r^!^SS^

,

5oS^rSr^2Sl?^S
r

?^SK
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, cf

Tubing of anv length and size, with Jets, Union Joints, Roses,

Spreaders &c, may be had to order, manufactured by the Gutta

Percha Company. Patentees, 18, Wharf Road, City Road, London
;

and sold by their Wlioleaale Dealers in town and country.

«~i/«RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the

F Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

manure.
Taking all the improvements made by this enter-

prising farmer into account—including ns they do a

large amount of 4-feet drainage— it is certain that

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM THE MORNING FROST.
" FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

during the last 1 2 or 15 vears l,e has expended several . a„<1
Woo, . perfect£«?£*»££*£ and CoM.^eep,^

thousand pounds on works which the landlord ought to ™^™
rticultnral ami flo

'

ricul;ural purposes, for preserving Fruits
mence he has doubled d yjowprs from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,have carried out, and in consequence

the produce of the soil and added greatly to its intrinsic

value. And now he incurs an outlay of 700?. or 800?.

in connection with farm erections and irrigating appli-

ances, which, according to law, will at the end of his

lease become the property of the owner of the soil.

Well, it may be asked—what can the inducement be

which leads a "tenant farmer who has no other business

and never had any other than that of farming to expend

his capital so liberally in effecting proprietors' improve-

ments on a property which does not belong to him ?

The answer is—his own interests induce him to take

this course. He knows that a judicious expenditure on

such improving works will prove remunerative even to

a tenant, provided he gets time to reap the fruits.

Impolitic and unfair as' it is that landed proprietors

should leave enterprising and skilful tenants to carry

out improvements which they themselves ought to make,

it is at least gratifying to find that there are agricultu-

rists in the country who, if their rights are properly

secured, are determined to push forward, even should they

in the first instance have to submit to a heavy expen-

diture. The occupier in this case pays a fair rent for his

land, and though his outlay for many years has been

very large he admits that his occupation is paying him

well. And if he from an exposed farm, on which Wheat

can rarely be grown, is enabled by sheer energy and

skill, backed as thev are with capital, to make a good

profit where many" an "old school" farmer would not

be able to live, does it not afford conclusive proof that

we oniv want these requirements on the part of the

farming community generally, and then, with ihe co-

operation of landed proprietors, the cultivable land in

the kingdom would become quite capable of supporting

our whole population ? Landlord and tenant must £0

hand in hand, and, if they do this, capital and skill,

properly devoted to the cultivation of the soil, will

produce results which will benefit both the rich and

the poor, and provide food for all, however defective

continental harvests may be. /. Lodchnrt Morton,

•26, Parliament Street, Westminster, in the Times of

December 1 7.

from attacks of insects, and from morning fronts. To be had iu

anv required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, ot

Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity

Lane. Cannon Street, City: and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men throughout the kingdom. "It is much cheaper than mats

as a covering.

Notices to Correspondent 3.

Hoes : B. Sigma v.ill advertise the hoes you ask about as soon

as they are ready for i-ale.

Potatoes: X Y Z. You should have got gas lime together

m

compost months ago, and turned i: frequently if you are g->m_-

to use it now. A " waggon load " per acre is a comaion

dressing. You may apply it broadcast, and leave it for s^me

weeks before turning it in. You should plant early inis; ring,

early sorts in early soils and so yon will ran least risk of ibe

di so. "We should ourselves prefer a deepish planting ear y

in March to autumn planting.

From Sir Wafldn W. Wynns Gardener.

" I have just laid out about 14.000 plants, and keep the greater

part under your * Frigi Domo,' and have done so for the last

three or four years; and every one who sees my plants is

astonished to "see how healthy and well they are without

the n ^e of glass." The?e observations accompanied an addi-

tional order.-Oct. 22, 1856.

"riMFFANY," for SHADING CONSERVA-
.1- TORIES.— Manufactured byJOHK Shaw & Co.,40, Princess

Street. Manchester. ..
TIFFANY, alight, cheap, and durable material for Shading

Conservatories and other Hot-houses, effectually securing Plants

from the scorching rays of the sun. without obscuring the light;

also one of the besr protectors of Fruits irom Birds and Wasp^
and the Bloom of Wall Trees from Spring Frosts. Sold in pieces

20 yards long bv 38 inches wide, at 3d. per yard or 55. per piece.

A liberal allowance to the Trade when 10 or more pieces are taken-.

N.B.— Orders from unknown correspondents must be acccr..-

panied by a remittance.

Johx Shaw & Co. beg to inform their numerous correspondents

that their "Tiffany," for shading Conservatories, &c, may be

procured from the following Agents :—

Messrs. Cbarlwood & Cummins, Seed Merchants, Covent Gar-

den, London. _.
Messrs. Hurst & M'Mullen, Seed Merchants, Florists. &c,

6, Leadenhall Street, London.
Messrs. Arthur Henderson & Co., Pind Apple Place, Edgeware

R^ad. London. .•»__*_*.*,
Messrs. Peter Lawson & Son, Seed Merchants, London ace

Edinburgh.
Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.

Messrs. W. Wood & Son. Maresfield, Sussex.

Messrs. Francis and Arthur Dickson & Sons, Seed Merchants,-

Mr. F. Godwin, 1, 2 & 3. Market Hall, Sheffield.

Messrs. John Sutton & Sons, Seed Merchants. Readine.

Messrs. John Edmondson & Co., Seedsmen, D.imc Street,

Messrs. Benj. Reid & Co., Nurserymen, Florists, &c, Union

Street. A herdeen.

Mr. J. H.Cottrell, Seedsman, High St., Bull Ring, Birmingham.
Messrs. Austin & McAslan, Nurserymen & Seedsmen, Tron-

gate, Glasgow.
Mr. James Veiteh, Jan., Exotic ^rsery,PChelsea.

Messrs. James Dickson & Sons, Nurserymen and Seedsmen,

Chester.
Messrs. James Dickson, Sons, & Co., Nurserymen and Seeds-

I men, Manchester.
Mr. Robert Parker, Paradise Nursery, Holloway.

J. S. & Co.'s " Tiffany " may also be procured from the under-

mentioned Nurserymen and Seedsmen:—
Messrs. Minier, Nash, & Co., Strand, London.

Messrs. Osbom & Sons, Fulham, Middlesex.

Messrs. Rollis^on & Son, Tooting.

Messrs. A. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, Herts.

Mr. W. J. Epps. Maidstone.

Messrs. Bainbridge & Hewison, York.

Mr. Caldwell, Knutsford.
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AGRICULTURAL FOOD-PREPARING & OTHER IMPLEMENTS
B. SAMUELSON Britannia Works, Banbury,

MANUFACTURER OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS OF FOOD-PREPARING
Is prepared to supply the following in any Quantity and

GARDNER'S TURNIP CUTTERS is one'day
MOODY'S ORATKKS I!C 0VK DAY
BUSHE and BARTERS GRATERS 1N nsK day
NEW PATENT COMBINED CHAFF and ROOT CUTTER and MIXER is six days
CHAFF CUTTERS, fur Gentlemen's Stable* or for export, small sizes ... . in one day

MACHINES,
in the following number of days after receiving the order.

DITTO CORNES' PATTERNS, all sizes, from 6M5s. to Ul
ROLLER MILLS for Crushing all Descriptions of Grain, 51. to 71. 10s....

BEAN SPLITTING AND SMALL UNIVERSAL MILLS, 21. 2*.

and upwards

• ft

• * »

&*.,

IN THREE DATS
IN FOUR DAYS

«•• * • • • * V

• « •
LINSEED-CAKE BREAKERS, from 21. 6s. to 107. 10s

B. SAMUELSON" will have pleasure in forwarding, post free, his Illustrated Priced Catalogue of the above, and also of his

PATENT AMERICAN AND PATENT ATMOSPHERIC CHURNS.
GALVANISED IRON PUMPS FOR LIQUID MANURE,
PATENT AMERICAN WASHING MACHINES, MANGLES, &c, &c, &c.

On receipt of application (by post or otherwise) at

IN TWO DAYS
IN TWO DAYS

HAY-MAKING MACHINES, PATENT HORSE RAKES,
CLOD CRUSHERS, FIELD ROLLERS.
HORSE HOES, LAWN MOWERS, &c,

BRITANNIA WORKS, BANBURY, OXON.
WARNER'S 4£-inch* MANURE PIMP,
with Ball Valve, fitted with
14 inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrought iron
Straps for screwing on to

any ordinary Water-butt or
Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
505.

14-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,

3*. 6d. per foot.

IMPROVED LIQUID

1} Gntta Percha Suction,
It. 9cZ. per foot.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the nse of Farms, Cot-
tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.
Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £
2*in.rhortlft. 7 in.

2$ „ long 3 .. 3

3

3J
4

24

ft

» It

Fitted for lead, \ 1
gutta percha, 1

ditto 3 „ 6 „ or cast iron -2

ditto 3 „ 6 „ flanged pipe, 2
ditto 3 „ 6 „ I as required.

i
3

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 IS

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired
under the sta^e.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER axd SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means
Of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. Ac.—Engravings sent on application.

PARKES'STEELDICGINCFORKS* DRAINING TOOLS.

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Pa
"Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a

large assortment. These Porks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements on receipt of eight postage stamps.

95, Newgate Street, London.

HOTHOUSES. CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES 1 LIGHTS
OR PITS, CUCUMBER & LEMON BOXES * LIGHTS.

TAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
** Place, Old Kent Road, London.
Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any

length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft,6 in.,

' ftt 7 ft - 6 it*., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sect to
all parts of the kingdom.—References may be had to the Nobility,
Gentry, andjhe Trade, in most of the counties in England.

RELOAR'S COCOA NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
™»i:!JlRES con8i8t of MATTING, DOOR MATS, MAT-
TRFSSES, HASSOCKS, NETTING, BRUSHES, &c, and
are distinguished for superiority of workmanship combined with
moderate charges. Prize Medals awarded—London, Paris, and
JNew York. Catalogues containing Prices and all particulars
post free.-T. Trkloab, 42, Ludgate Hill, London.

1

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ON AN IMPROVED
PRINCIPLE.

|\/rESSRS. COLLS and CO., Builders, Camberwell,
1*-* begto inform the nobility, gentry, and the public in general,
that they have mad" arrangements with an eminent Inventor and
Hot-water Engineer for the management of this portion of their
business, and are prepared to take contracts for Warming
Churches, Chapels, Private Residences, Greenhouses, &c.

Estimates upon application.

C STEPHEN SON7late STEPHENSON and SONS,
• 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron

Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and CopperConical Boilers
and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description by
Hot Water.— Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

J JONES, Iron Merchant, has always a great
• variety of Cylindrical and Saddle Boilers in Stock, Hot-water

Pipes, Elbows, Tees, Syphons, Throttle- Valves, Stop-Cocks, Coil-
Pipes, and Boxes, Trough Pipes, Fire and Furnace Bars, Double
Doors and Frames, and Soot Doors. Drawings and prices of the
above, or estimates given for the Apparatus fixed complete, on
application to J. Jones, Iron Bridge Wharf, 6, Bankside, London,
uear the Southwark Iron Bridge.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
I R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
*J • (late Stepiiensox & Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above.

HOT-WATER PIPES (Cast Iron) at WHOLE-
SALE PRICES, with Elbows, Syphons, Tee-Pipes, Coil-

Pipes, and every requisite connection. Cast Iron Conical and
Saddle Boilers, 60s. each. Improved Soot Doors and Furnace
Doors, Builders' Castings, Pipes, and Gutters of every description
in stock at Mr. Lynch White's, Old Barge. Iron Wharf, Upper
Ground Street, Blacktriars Bridge, London.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

SAYNOR and COOKE'S CELEBRATED PRUN-
ING, BUDDING, and GRAFTING KNIVES. VINE and

PRUNING SCISSORS, Ac, as tested, recommended, and re-
ported upon in the Gardener's Chronicle by Dr. Lindley (see No.
47, Nov. 24, 1855), can be obtained of any Nurseryman or Seeds-
man in the three kingdoms. These Knives obtained the English
and French Exhibition Prize Medals in 1851 and 1855. The
blades warranted to carry the keen edge of a razor, and to wear
through to the back. S. & C. beg also to call attention to their
Garden Shears. Hoes, Rakes. Trowels, Hammers, and all kinds
of Horticultural Tools.— Established 173S.

MAPPINGS PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETYWARRANTED GOOD BY THE MAKERS.

MAPPTN BROTHERS, Queen's Cutlery Works,
Sheffield, and 67 and 68, King William Street, London.

^^ Drawings forwarded by post.

|\|APPIN'S "SHILLING" RAZOR, sold every-
i»A where warranted good by the Makers, Mappin Brothers,Queen s Cutlery Works, Sheffield, and 67 and 68, King William
Mrret. City, London, where the largest stock of Cutlery in the
world is kept.

j\/J
APPIN'S SUPERIOhTtaBLE-KNIVES main"-W± tain their unrivalled superiority-handles cannot possibly

become loose-the blades are all of the very first quality, being
their own Sheffield manufacture. 6

*n7ers s"rpKed at their London Warehouse, 67 and 68, King
William Strew, City

, and Queen's Cutlery Works, Sheffield.

MAPPINGS ELECTRO-SILVER PlATEMESSRS. MAPPING celebrated Manufactures inI*J ELECTRO-PLATE, comprising Tea and Coffee Services,
Side-dishes, Spoons and Forks, and all articles usually made in
silver, can now be obrained from their London Warehouse
No. 67, King William Street, City, where the largest stock inLondon may be s«,n. Catalogue with prices sent tree on annV-
cation.— Manufactory, Queen's Cutlery Works, Sheffield.

IMPROVED STEAMING APPARATUS.-*7k)Di- FOR STOCK-The advantages of cooking the food ofanimals are so well understood now that a steaming apparatus
is conaidered indispensable to every well-ordered stead ine ThP
process of boiling or steaming is known to effect great and important changes, both in the chemical and mechanical condition
of food, and to render many substances suitable for the d^est on
of animals which in their raw state are indigestible or unwhole
some. The mechanical division of boiled food facilitates theacts of mastic r ion, swallowing, and ruminating «„ ruminatinganimals).—Address, Richmond & Chandler, Salford MancWpf
Branch Establishment, South John Street., Liverpool.

Plans,

rded
ugh-

TMPORTANT to SEEDSMEN, AGRICULTU-
i- RISTS, BOTANISTS, and OTHERS.— Safe and Rapid
Transmission of Seeds, Samples, Plants, Documents,
Deeds, Law Papers, and articles for private use, &c, f<

daily at 3 p.m. to all parts of the Continent with the Mails
out, by the

CONTINENTAL EXPRESS PARCELS AGENCY,
of which the proprietors are the sole correspondents of the Royal
Prussian Post Office, the Belgian Government Railway, and
Agents of the Mail Packets between Dover and Ostend. Rates
fixed and moderate, tables of which, with every information, to
be had gratis on application to the Chief Office, 52, Gracechurch
Street, London.— N.B. Parcels to be sent the same day must be at
the Chief Office by 3 p.m.

RENDLES PRICE CURRENT
AND

GARDEN DIRECTORY FOR 1857.
RENDLE'S PRICE CURRENT and GARDEN

DIRECTORY for 1857 is just published by
Messrs. Simpkin & Marshall, No. 4, Stationer's Court,
London, and can be obtained through any Bookseller in
the United Kingdom ; or from the Pi op?ietors

9 Messrs.
William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth,
in exchange for seven postage stamps.

AT THE SOLICITATION OF SEVERAL INFLUENTIAL
CUSTOMERS, THE PROPRIETORS HAVE THIS SEASON
PUBLISHED A BOUND EDITION, WHICH WILL BE FOR
WARDED FREE BY POST FOR 18 POSTAGE STAMPS.
The present Edition is printed the same size as " The Florist,"

and contains 112 closely printed pages, comprising much valuable
and useful information.

It contains a valuable Descriptive List of KITCHEN GAR-
DEN SEEDS, with prices affixed to every article, and in addi-
tion to these descriptions there are short and concise cultural
remarks for every kind of Vegetable, pointing out the best
varieties for Early, Medium, and General Crops.

The List of FLOWER SEEDS has been much improved, and
contains descriptions of all the leading sorts, with directions for

sowing seeds, and other useful practical remarks; and in this
department Mr. Errington has written expressly for the work
an original article on ANNUAL asd OTHER FLOWER
SEEDS, which will be read with much interest.

The Calesdab op Operatioss for the whole of the year has
also been revised, and will be found even more useful than the
one in the previous editions.

The Almasack is now a prominent feature of the "Price
Current," and a page is devoted to every month.
Full detailed Lists are given of the quantities and descriptions

of Seeds sent in the "Collections of Seeds."
The following are the Contents of the present Edition :

—

ADDRESS
BOOK PARCEL POST
ALMANACK
SPECIAL NOTICES ... ..

COLLECTIONS OF SEEDS
GENERAL LIST OF GARDEN SEEDS
ROOTS FOR CULINARY PURPOSES
RHUBARB, STRAWBERRIES, &c . ...

CEDRUS DEODARA, ENGRAVING ...

SEEDLING FOREST TREES
ORIGINAL ARTICLE—FLOWER SEEDS
GENERAL LIST OF FLOWER SEEDS
COLLECTIONS OF FLOWER SEEDS
NEW ANNUALS FOR 1857
NEW SEEDS FROM JAMAICA
IMPORTED FLOWER SEEDS ...

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS...
The following ORIGINAL ARTICLES have also

been contributed, for which the Proprietors have to

return their sincere acknowledgments

:

—
FLORICULTURE is 1856. By Mr. Johs Edwards, the

Secretary to the National Floricultural Society, the Editor

of the "National Garden Almanack," and the "Gossip of

the Garden."
THE CULTURE OF THE SHALLOT. By Mr. Robert

Errington, Gardener to Sir P. Egerton, Oulton Park,

Tarpoley; and the celebrated Author of Beveral Horticul-
tural Works.

THE CULTURE OF THE ONION. Also by Mr. Robert
Erringtos.

HINTS ON THE HAMILTONIAN SYSTEM OF GROWING
PINE APPLES. By Mr. Joseph Hamilton, the well-

known Author of the Hamiltonian System.
THE FRUIT SEASON of 1856. WHY A FAILURE? By

Mr. Robert Errington.
LETTUCE CULTURE THROUGHOUT THE YEAR. By

Mr. Robert Errington.

The LIST of FLOWER SEEDS has been revised, and the

names of several old and interior varieties have been withdrawn,
so that the present Catalogue will be found to contain a selected

and excellent assortment.
In addition to the above will be given short directions ££ the

CULTIVATION op FLOWER SEEDS, with modes of TEST-
ING THEra GROWING QUALITIES. Also a DescriP"ve

List of all the newest introductions tor the present year.

A Description of the CEDRUS DEODARA, with an **&**"
mg kindly lent by the proprietors of " The Florist;' and a raw

remarks on the Dioscorea Batatas, by Samuel CirRTis, ^^
the proprietor of Curtis's " Botanical Magazine."
Copies of the above Edition can now be obtained through any

Bookseller in town or country, or from the Proprietors, price •

each, or free to all purchasers of seeds.
:

WILLIAM E RENDLE & CO.,
Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

Established 1786.
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AT A

MEETING OF NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN 1

HELD IN W
FOR THE PURFOSE OF PROMOTING

ROOMS
ERECTION OF

PUBLIC OF THE LATE

JOSEPH HUME
Ttt GRATITUDE FOR HIS LONG AND EMINENT SERVICES IN THE
IN uiiAixxu

HOUSE OF COMMONS,

EARL FORTESCUE IN TH E CHAIR,

The following Resolutions were unanimously carried:—

ProDOsed by Lord Panmtjre, seconded by Sir B. Hall, Bart., M.P.
_ »_.

« That the disinterested services of Mr. Hume for above 40 years in the House of Common, «ocw«ful

efforts to check the waste of public money, his constant support of all measures conducive to the spreado f

Swd intellectual improvement, and his unvarying advocacy of eonstitntional liberty, claim a lasting

record of the gratitude of his countrymen."

Proposed by the Duke of Somerset, seconded by Thomas Thornley, Esq., M.P. .„ n ma „P

"That a subscription be therefore opened for the erection of some public memorialm honour of Mr. Hume.

Proposed by the Right Hon. E. Ellice, M.P., seconded by Lord Hathf.rton.

« That such subscriptions be limited to sums not exceeding 10Z. from each Subscriber.

Proposed by Earl Granville, seconded by Lord Robert Grosyenor, MP.

« That the promotion of such subscription throughout the Kingdom, and the application of the same to the

object proposed, be entrusted to a Committee."

Proposed by W. Ewabt, Esq., M.P., seconded by Colonel Stkes, F.R.S.
.th M—w-

-

"
That the following persons be requested to form the said Committee, with power to add to their number .-

The Lord Mayor.

Sir J. Anderson, M.P.

J. Anderton, Esq.

Sir F. Baring, Bt, M.P.

J. Ball, Esq., M.P.

M.T. Baas, Esq., M.P.
Earl of Bessborough.
Rf Hon. E. Bouverie, M.P.
Marquis of Breadalbane.

J. Brother ton, Esq., M.P.
Lord Broughton.
W. Brown, Esq., M.P.
B. Carter, Esq., M.P.
Sir W. Clay, Bt., M.P.
R. Cobden, Esq., M.P.
R. P. Collier, Esq., M.P.
Raikes Currie, Esq., M.P.
C. Wentworth Dilke, Esq.
Sir Jamea Duke, Bt., M P.

George Duncan, Esq., M.P.
Viscount Ebrington, M.P.
Right Hon. E. Ellice, M.P.
Sir De Lacy Evans, M.P.

W. Ewart, Esq., M.P.

W. Fagan, Esq., M.P.

George Foggo, Esq.

Earl Fortes~ue.

W. J. Fox, Esq., M.P.

Dr. Glen.

G. C.Glyn, Esq., M.P.
Earl Granville.

I Lord R. Grosvenor, M.P.
Rt. Hon. Sir B. Hall, Bt., M.P.
William J.Hall, Esq.

T. Hankey, Esq., M.P.

A. Hastie, Esq., M.P.
Lord Hatberton.

T. E Headlara, Esq., M.P.
W. Hutt, Esq., M.P.
Joseph B. Hume, Esq.

Hon. Locke King, M.P.
R. D. Mangles, Esq., M.P.
Sir James Matheson, Bt., M.P.

W. Marshall, Esq., M.P.

J. J. Mechi, Esq., Sheriff of London.

R. M. Milnes, Esq., M.P.

Earl of Mnl grave, M.P.
J. A. Nichoiay, Esq.,

Lord Panmure.
Joseph Parkes, Esq.,

Sir S. Morton Peto, Bart.

L. Ricardo, Esq, M.P.

J. A. Roebuck, Esq., M.P.
Colonel Romilly.

F. Russell, Esq., M.P.
Lord John Russell, M.P.
Ht Hon. Sir W. Somerville, Bt., M.P.
Lord Stanley of Alderley.

Sir. G. Strickland, Bart., M.P.
Right Hon. E. Strntt M.P. i

Lord James Stuart. '

Colonel Sykes, Chairman, East India Co.

Thomas Thornley, Esq., M.P.
John Thwaites, Esq.,

J. B. Travers, Esq.

Rt. Hon. C. P. Villiers, M.P.
Sir Joshua Walmsley, M. P.

W. Williams, Esq., M.P.
John Wood, Esq.
Earl of Zetland.

City of London, for the purpose of

OYSTERS BARRELLED.—The Burnham River

Native Ovsters are the best in the world. Six years

old. Ft «T hours from the beds. To be had only at J.

Sweeting's, Fish and Oyster Establishment, 159, Cheapside.

J. S. always has the largest supply of the best Fish in season

at the lowest market price. In ordering Fish it will be

desirable to state for how many persons it is required, and

whether for visitors or domestic use. A Post-ofnce Order or

reference will have promp t attention. Superior Oyster Rooms.

PUKlJb EUREKA SHIRTS.—"The Eureka is the

A most unique, and the only perfect fitting shirt made." Observer.

" Ford's Eurekas are the acme of perfection." Court Journal.

In half dozen boxes, ready for use, or made to order. Best

quality, 425. ; second quality, 335.

Cautiok.- Ford's Eureka Shirts are stamped 3S, Poultry,

London, without which none are genuine. Catalogues post tree.

RicnABD Ford, 38, Poultry, London.

SMOKY CHIMNEYS.—Tha best cure is KITE'S
PATENT ALBERT CHIMNEY CAPS, patronised by

Her Most Gmcions Majesty—200 on Buckingham Palace; in

use also on St. James's Palace, Claremo..t, Windsor Castle,

Ordnance Departments, Government Offices. Public Buildings,

&c Also extensively adopted by the Nobility, Gentry, and the

public in general. Wrought iron, 25«.; galvanned do. 305.;

cast iron, 35*. each; the latter as durable as the building itself.

The merits of this invention are proved by practical experi-

ments ; they are likewise architectural in appearance.

Depot, Bartok's Iron Works, and Manufactory for the Patent

Stable Fittings and Enamelled Mangers. Address James

Barton, 370, Oxford street, London.

HEAL am> SON'S EIDER DOWN QUILTS;
also GOOSE DOWN QUILTS, from Ss.6d. to 245. List of

Prices and Sizes sent free by Post.-196, Tot tfiilmniCourt Road

KDS, MATTRESSES, ano BEDSTEADS.—
WILLIAM S. BURTON'S NEW LIST of BEDS.

BEDDING, and BEDSTEADS is now ready, and can be had

gr
The quality of beds, mattresses, &c, of every description he is

able to guarantee; they are made on the premises, in the

presence of customers; their prices are in harmony with those

which have tended to make his house ironmongery establish-

ment the most extensive in the kingdom.

Feather beds from £1 5 to
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At a PUBLIC MEETING held at the MANSION HOUSE, --, - ^ - ..

promoting the erection of a Public Memorial to the Memory of the lat JOSEPH HUME^Jh.
R
R.ght Hon.

the Lord Mayor in the Chair, the Resolutions passed at the Meeting held in VMll.ss Kooins »ere

unanimously adopted.

Subscriptions to the present date JE1411 lis. 2d.

Subscriptions
Williams, Deacon

Post

All Communications to be addressed to Earl J

London.

CUTLERY, WARRANTED.— The most varied

assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world all war-

ranted, is on SALE at William S. Burton s, at prices that are

remunerative only because of the largeness of the sales. 34-mch

IvZ handled Table Knives, with high shoulders, 11*. per dozen

;

Des7erts to match, 10* ; if to balance, 1*. per dozen extra
;
Carvjrs,

ifper pair- larger sizes, from 19s. to 26*. per dozen: extra fine

lrov7,s£- if with silver' ferrules, 37*. to 50*.; white bone Table

Knives; 7«<W. per dozen; Desserts, 5*. 6rf.; Carvers, 2*.3d. per

pair* black-horn Table Knives, 7s. Ad. per dozen ;
Desserts, 6*.;

Cartels 2* 6,/.; black wood-handled Table Knives and Forks

6* per dozen: Table Steels, from 1*. each. The largest stock in

eiSceo? Plated Dessert Knives and Forks, in cases and

otherwise, and of the new plated Fish Carvers.

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER.—
-L The REAL NICKEL SILVER, introduced 20 years ago by

WrLLiAM S. Burton, when PLATED by the patent of

Messrs. Elkington & Co., is beyond all comparison the very_be*t

article next to sterling silver that can be employed as such either

usefully or ornamentally, as by no possible test can it be dis-

tinguished from real silver. Fiddle or Thread or

Old Silver Brunswick King s

Pattern. Pattern. Pattern.

Table Spoons and Forks, per dozen 3S*. ... 43*. ... 60s.

Dessert ditto and ditto „ 30*. ... 3d*. ... 42*.

Tea ditto „ 18*. ... 24s. ...30*.

Tea and Coffee SetB, Cruet and Liqueur Frames, Waiters,

Candlesticks, Ac, at proportionate prices. All kinds of re-plating

done by the patent process.

CHEMICALLY PURE NICKEL NOT PLATED
Fiddle. Thread. King s.

Table Spoons and Forks, per dozen ... 12s, ... 28*. ... 30*.

Dessert ditto and ditto 10*. ... 21*. ... *>*.

Tea ditto 5*. ... Us. ... 1-5.

DISH COVERS and HOT-WATER DISHES in

every material, in great variety, and of the newest and

most recherche" patterns. Tin Dish Covers, 6*. 6d. the set or six
,

Block Tin, 12*. 3d. to 28*. W, the set of six: elegant modern

patterns, 34*. to 68*. 6d. the set; Britannia metal, with or without

silver-plated handles, 76*. 6d. to HO*. 6d. the set; Sheffield plated,

1<M. to 16Z. 10*. the set; Block Tin Hot-water Dishes with wells

for gravy, 12*. to 30*. ; Britannia metal, 22*. to 7**.; electro-plated

on nickel, full size, HZ 11*.
. , , , _ .

The late additions to these extensive premises (already by far

the largest in Europe), are of such a character that the entire of

EIGHT HOUSES is devoted to the display of the most munifi-

cent stock of GENERAL HOUSE IRONMONGERi (including

Cutlery, Nickel Siirer, Plated Goods, Baths, Brushes, Turnery

Lamps, Gaseliers, Iron and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, and Bed

Hangings), so arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms as to

afford to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that

cann. be hoped for ekewhere.
1 listrated catalogues sent (per post) free.

39, Oxford Street; I, U, 2, and 3, Newman Street; and 4, 5,

«d 6, Perry's Place, London.—Established 1820.

GIFTS OF FRIENDSHIP AND AFFECTION.—
The almost insuperable difficulty so frequently experienced

in the selection of an appropriate article for presentation which

will fully convey in an acceptable, attractive, and useful form the

kindly intention of the giver, and at the same time merit the

appreciation and regard of the recipient, is now entirely removed

by an inspection of the varied attractive MANUFACTURES
displayed in the magnificent Show Rooms of Mr. M EC HI'S

Establishments, 112, Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street, London,

and at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, consisting of the newest

and choicest patterns in ladies' and gentlemen's dressing cases,

workboxes, writing desks, dressing and carriage bags, inkstands,

bagatelle tables, caskets, tazzas, French bronzes, and bijoux of the

newest and most novel description. The papier mache depart-

ment presents a large variety of the most beautiful designs in

work tables, chess tables, desks, blotting cases, inkstands, tea trays,

pole screens, teapovs, envelope cases, multiformias, cabinets, tea

chests and caddies, jewel boxes, &c, table and small cutlery of

every description.

S*me pries chargpd at all the Establishments.

German spring mattresses

Horse hair mattresses

Wool mattresses

Flock mattress
Best Alva and cotton mattresses

Sheets per pair

Blankets each
Toilet quilts ...

Counterpanes...
Portab'e folding bedsteads, with

dove-tail joints

Ornamental brass ditto

Children's cots

Bed hangings, in every variety

per set ... ••• ••• .. -

S9, Oxford Street ; 1, 1a, 2, and 3, Newman Street; and 4, 5, and 6,

Perry's Place, Oxford Street, London
.

KNOW THYSELF.—The secret art of discovering

the true CHARACTER of INDIVIDUALS from the pecu-

liarities of their HANDWRITING has long been practised by

MARIE COUPELLE with astonishing success. Her startling

delineations are both full and detailed, the stjle of description

differing from anything hitherto attempted. All persons wishing

to "know them8elves,"or any friend in whom they are interested,

must send a specimen of their writing, stating sex and age,

inclosing 13 penny post stamps, to Miss Coupellk, 69, Castle

Street, Oxford Street, London, and they will receive, in a few

days, a minute detail of the mental and moral qualities, talents,

tastes, affections, virtues, failings, &c, of the writer, wiLh many
other things hitherto unsuspected. _____

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
WHISKERS, &c—ROSALIE COUPELLE'S CRINU-

TRIAR is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustachios. &c, in

a few weeks, and restore the Hair in baldness from whatever

cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent its falling off, and
effectually check greynessin all itsstageB. For the nursery it is

recommended by upwards of 100 Physicians, for promoting a fine,

healthy head of hair, and averting baldness in after years. Sold

by all Chemists, price 2*., or sent post free on receipt of 24 penny
stamps, by Miss Coupelle, 69, Castle Street, Newman Street,

Oxford Street, London.—Mrs. Carter writes. " My head, which
was bald, is now covered with new hair "—Sergt. Craven,
" Through using it 1 have an excellent moustache."

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.— The exuberance of

the feelings amid scenes of gaiety induces the fair and

|
youthful to shine to advantage under the gaze of many friends,

and therefore to devote increased attentiotrto the duties of the

toilet. It is at this festive season that Rowlands' Auxiliaries

of Health and Beauty are more than usually essential.

ROWLANDS MACASSAR OIL, for the Growth, and for Im-

proving and Beautifying the Hair, imparting a transcendant

lustre, and sustaining it in decorative charm. ROWLANDS'
KALYDOR imparts a radiant Bloom to the Cheek, and a de-

licacv and softness to the Hands and Arms, and eradicates

cutaneous defects. ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or Pearl Dentri-

frice, bestows on the Teeth a pearl-like whiteness, strengthens

the Gums, and renders the Breath sweet and pure.—Sold by A.

Rowland & Soss, 20, Hatton Garden, London; and Chemists

and Perfumers. ____ - —
7TELEBRATED HAIR PREPARATIONS.—Alex.
Ky Ross's LIQUID HAIR DYE, easily applied, being the

best in the woild. Sold from 3s. 6d. ; tent Lee for 54 stamps.

Alex. Ross's Hair Destroyer or Depilatory, for removing super-

fluous hair from the face, neck, arms, and hands, 3s. 6d. per

bottle, sent for Btamps; free by post, 8 extra. Alex. Ross's

Cantharides Oil, for strengthening the hair, and producing

whiskers, 3s. 6d.; sent free for 54 stamp?. Alex. Ross's Face

Powder, or Pomadore, from Is. the packet ; free, 14 stamps. Liquid

Rouge, 2s. 6d. per bottle.—

A

lex. Ross, 1, Little Queen Street, High

Holborn. Wholesale Agent, Barclay, Farringdon Street, London.

\7ENTILATING STOVES! SUSPENSION
V STOVES!—A •,- proved by thousands of purchasers, and

recommended as the two best, cheapest, most healthy, and eco-

nomical for Churches, Chapels, Halls, Schools, Warehouses,

Shops. Greenhouses, Bedrooms, Libraries, &c. Prospectuses

with Prices sent post free.—Dean k, Dray, & Co., Stove Range,

Ironmongery, and Furnishing Warehouse, London Bridge.

FLOUR, warranted free from adulteration, and deli-

vered to any part of London (not less than 1 peck), carriage

free. Whites, for pastry, at per bushel (66 lbs.), lis. 8d.; Fine
Households, recommended for bread making, lis.; Seconds,

10s. 4d. ; Wheat Meal, for brown bread, 10s. 4d. ; Best Coarse

and Fine Scotch Oatmeal, Indian Corn Meal, _c— Address,

Horsnaill & Catchpool, Bullford Mill, Witham, Essex; or,

Caledonian Road, Islington. Directions for making bread
supplied gratis. Terms cash. German Yeast.

TO NURSERYMEN. SEEDSMEN, GARDENERS, Xc.

ON SALE, a large quantity of very stout BAG
MATS, large sized DUNNAGE MATS, and a considerable

quantity of CART and VAN COVERS, from the Crimea, at a

low price. Old and new Archangel Mats, old and new Sacks and

Bags of every description on hand.—

J

yo. Henry, 3 1, Mark Lane.

1 1; ANTED, " Second-hand substantial IRON
» V HURDLES in good condition, to Fence about 2000 yards

of Park Road, to be 3£ feet high out of the ground, and five

bmrexi .—Tenders for the above, including delivery at Newport,
Monmouthshire, with *he particulars of weight, &c, to be

addressed to O. A. Wyatt, Esq. , Troy House, Monmouth.

FARM WANTED.
West of England or South Wales.

\\TANTED, from Lady-day, 1857, a FARM of
V\ from 150 to 200 Acres, chiefly Arable, with good House
and Out-buildings, well situated, aud withiu four or five miles

of a market town.—Address, with particulars, G. H., Barn-

staple, Devon.

,

VALUABLE FARM IN DORSETSHIRE.

TO BE LET, the FARM of HIGHER HILTON,
upon the estate of Milton Abbey, the property of

Baron Hambro, from Lady Day next tor such number of

vears as may be agreed npon. It contains 516 acres, 2 roods,

35 poles (or thereby), of which one halt is arable land cf good

quality and capable of considerable improvement, the other halt

consists of superior Meadow Land and sound healthy Pasture.

The Farm is well adapted for a Dairy and Sheep st*k. It has

convenient access to good Markets, being 7 niilea from the market

town of Blandford, 12 miles from Dorchester, and 10 miles from

the Moreton Station of the London and South Western Railway.

Plan of the Farm and Conditions of Lease may be seen on

application to Jajus Cairo, Esq., 6, Serjeant's Inn, Temple,

London; orJ.GiBSOW, Milton Abbey, Blandford, Dorset, by the

latter of whom offers will be received until the 2. th January
next.— Miltoa Abbev. December 27.
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CHRISTMAS NUM3ER OF HOUSEHOLD WORDS.

This day is published, price 3d., stamped Ad., and containing the
amount of One regular Number and a Half, The

TfTRECK OF THE GOLDEN MARY; being the
" " Captain's Account of the Great Deliverance cfher

People in as Open Boat at Sea.
Household Words OffiVe, 16, Wellington Street North, Strand.

Sold eve ry where.

Nowr ready, price 12*., uniform with the First, the

SECOND SERIES OF PICTURES OF LIFE
AND CHARACTER, from the Collection of Mr. Pixch.

By JOHN LEECH.
Bradbury- & Evans. 11. Bonverle Street.

SCHOOL BOTANY ; or, THE RUDIMENTS~OF
BOTANICAL SCIENCE.

400 Illustrations. 8vo. Price 5*. 6d. half bound.
Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

Price Is. Gd., free by post 1*. id.

LABELS FOR THE HERBARIUM,
consisting of the names of the

CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERS,
OF

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S "VEGETABLE KINGDOM."
So printed in large type, that they can be cut out and pasted

into The Herbarium.
J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.
Second Edition, revised and enlarged, price 5s. 6d. cloth;

free by post, 5*. 10d.,

()RNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY;
V' Their History and Management.

BY the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A.
Jambs Matthews, ft, Upper Wellington Street, Covent G arden

.

HPHE FLORIST, FRUITIST, AND GARDEN
-*- MISCELLANY.—Commencement of a New Volume.
The JANUARY No. of The Florist (commencing Vol.10)

will contain a large beautifully coloured plate of the Bowood
Muscat Grape, and several Articles on Gardening Matters by
eminent cultivators.

Post free from the Office for Is., or for the year 12s. Can be
ordered through any bookseller.

Office—28, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London.
AJEW SERIES OF "MIDLAND FLORIST," JanTT,
-l* price 3d., supported by more than 100 contributors. Illus-
trated. Communications to be addressed to Alfred Sutton,
Nottingham.

TW EN T | ETH YEAR OF PUBLICAtToIVL

G LENNY'S GARDEN ALMANAC AND
FLORIST'S DIRECTORY for 1857. Is.; post free, 13

stamps.
London: George Cox, IS. King Street, Covent Garden.

FIFTH YEAR.
EDWARDS'S NATIONAL GARDEN

ALMANACK for 1957 is now ready.
London : 20, Sharp's Alley, Victoria Street, Holhorn Bridge.

Price 2*. Gd., or bv post 3*.,

DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS. By
J. Bailey Denton, Engineer to the General Land Drain-

age and Improvement Company.
"The best practical treatise we have yet seen."—Agricultural

Gatette.

Metchim. 20, Parliament Street. London.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

'

An Illustrated Catalogue of Works
suitable for PRESENTS and PRIZES, published by
Walton & Maberly. Small 8vo. Free by post on appli-
cation.

2.

201 Illustrations, 25. Gd. cloth, ,

Popular Geology. By Dionysius
Lardner, D.C.L. (From the "Museum of Science and Art.")

3.

85 Illustrations, 2s. 6d. cloth,

Popular Physics. By Dr. Lardner.
Containing Magnitude and Minuteness—Atmosphere-
Thunder and Lightning—Terrestrial Heat—Meteoric Stones
—Popular Fallacies -Weather Prognostics—Thermometer

—

Barometer—Satety Lamp-Whitworth's Micrometric Appa-
ratus—Electro-Motive Power — Sound — Magic Lantern-
Camera Obscura—Camera Lucida—Looking Glass—Stereo-
scope—Science and Poetry. (From the " Museum of Science
and Art.")

4.

119 Illustrations, 2s. Gd. cloth,

Common Things Explained. {Second
Series.) By Dionysius Lardner, D.C.L. Containing Man
—The Eye—The Printing Press -The Potter's Art—Loco-
motion and Transport—The Surface of the Earth, or First
Notions of Geography. (From the "Museum of Science
and Art.")

CENTRAL AFRICA LAID OPEN.
Now ready, with Map and Woodcuts, 8vo lGs

NARRATIVE OF AN EXPLORING VOYAGF
ByVMS^Wg?"* AXD"™*KH

John Murray, Albemarle Street .

UNIFORM WITH "KUCLER'S HANDBOOKS^
Now ready, with Woodcuts, post Svo l°s

T>HE EARLY FLEMISH PAINTERS*; Notices
-* of their Lives and Works. By J. A. Crowe and G BCavalcaselle. "• "•

,

John Murray, Albemarle Street

.

Now ready, 8th edition, thoroughly revised and enlarged
Woodcuts, post Svo, 9s.

'

PHILOSOPHY IN SPORT MADE SCIENCE
-* IN EARNEST; being an attempt to implant in theyoung mind the First Principles of Natural Philosophy bv the
aid of the popular toys and sports of youth.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

SIR GEORGE NICHOLLS'
HISTORY OF THE BRITISH

Now Ready, two Vote, Svo, 2Ss„

POOR

5.

Common {First

114 Illustrations, 2.?. Gd. cloth,

Things Explained.
Series.) By Dionysius Lardneu. D.C.L. Containing Air-
Earth- Fire—Water—Time—The Almanack—Clocks and
Watches — Spectacles — Colour — Kaleidoscope — Pumps
(From the " Museum of Science and Art.")

e.

100 Illustrations, 2s. cloth,

The Electric Telegraph Popularised.
By. Dionysius Lardner, D.C.L. (From the "Museum of
Science and Art.")

7.

The
147 Illustrations, 2s. clotb,

Microscope. By Dionysius
Lardner, D.C.L. (From the " Museum of Science and Art")

Now ready,

KICHMOND and CHANDLER'S Revised Edition
of their FULL DESCRIPTIVE and NEWLY-ILLUS-

TRATED CATALOGUE for 1857, containing 48 pages of
Letterpress, and 40 Wood Engravings of the most approved
Agricultural Implements of the day, to which is appended a
Table of Foreign Postage Arrangements, &c.

Address, Richmond & Chandler, Implement Works, Salford,
Manchester.

Now ready, Third Edition, 8vo., price 12$. Gd.,

rrHE PRACTICAL GRAZIER. By A. Henderson.
-*- With Thirty-five Illustrations.
Grooht.ridge & Sons, Publisher*, 5, Paternoster Row, and all

Booksellers.

S.

GOSSIP FOR THE GARDEN.
Conducted by E. S. Dodwell and John Edwards. Pub-

lished on the 1st of every month, price €d. ; free by post Gs. per
annum. Should be read by all who think the practice of those
whose productions invariably obtain First Prizes worth attention.

Volume I., now ready, price 45. ; free bv post, 4s. Gd.
London : 20, Sharp's Alley; and 65, Paternoster Row. Derby :

Wm. Rowrottom. Irongate.

H^HE EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. CCXIII.—
-*- Advertisements and Bill3 intended for insertion are re-
quested to be forwarded to the Publishers on or BEFORE
TUESDAY, January 6, 1S57.

London: Longman & Go* 89, Paternoster Bow.
ILLUSTRATED POORS SUITABLE FOR

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS AND NEW' YEAR'S GIFTS,
By WILLIAM and MARY HOWITT.

89 Illustrations, 2s. cloth,

Steam and its Uses ; including the
Steam Engine, the Locomotive, and Steam Navigation. By
Dionysius Lardner, D.C.L. (From the " Museum of Science
and Art")

9.

119 Illustrations, 2s. Gd. cloth,

Popular Astronomy. By Dionysius
Lardner. D.C.L. Containing : How to Observe the Heavens
—Latitude and Longitude—The Earth—The Sun—The
Moon—The Planets: are they Inhabited?—The New Planets— Leverrier and Adams's Patent—Lunar Influences—The
Tides—The. Stellar Universe. (From the n Museum of
Science and Art.">

10.

135 Illustrations, 2s. cloth,

The Bee and White Ants: their
Manners and Habits, with Illustrations of Animal Instinct
and Intelligence. By Dionysius Lardner, D.C.L. (From
the " Museum of Science and Art.")

11.

Br WILLIAM HOWITT.
VISITS TO REMARK A KLE PLACES.

Two Vols., sq. cr. Svo, 25*.

ENGLAND Svo, 21s.

BOOK Fcap. 8vo, 6,

HOWITT.

357 Engravfa ?s, One Vol., 5s. cloth,

Dr. Lardner's Handbook
CHANICS.

of Me-

12.

Dr

Dr.

THE RURAL LIFE OF
THE BOY'S COUNTRY

By MARY
THE CHILDREN'S YEAR Square 16mo, 5s.
London: Longm a,n. Brown. Green, Longmans, & Roberts.

Seventeenth Edition, extended and correctedHthroiighout, with
the Statutes nnd Legal Decisions to Michaelmas Term,
19 & 20 Victoria; in fep, 8vo, price 10s. Gd. cloth,

HPHE CABINET LAWYER: A Popular Digest
-*- of the Laws of England. Civil and Criminal, with a Diction-
ary of Law Terms, and various other useful Additions. Entirel y
reprinted, and brought down to the Present Time.

Uniform with the above, price 10*. Gd., or calf lettered, 13s.,

THE CABINET GAZETTEER: A Popular Ex-
position of all the Countries of the World. Bv the same Author.
_Lon(!on : Longman, Buowy, Grefn. Longmans. £ Roberts.
ACTON'S COOKERY BOOK THOROUGHLY REVISED
Newiy revised and much enlarged Edition, with additional Plates

and Woodcuts, in fcap, Svo, price 7s. Gd.,

ATODERN COOKERY for PRIVATE FAMILIES
.
"duced to a Sysrem of Easv Practice in a Series of

carefully tested Receipts, in which the Principles of Baron Liebig
and other eminent writers have been as much as possible applied
andexplaiued. By Eliza Acton.

'• A much enlarged edition of this useful collection of receipts
nasi lately been published. The preface serins particularly worth
attenti. n: It deprecates the waste so common in kitchens, vet

V JAi8* ,
cookery to be desirable for persons of limited income ias well us for the wealthy;*- Garden** Chronicle.

London: Longman, Bho Gb Lo tans, & Roberts. » Upper Gow.

292 Engraving?, One Vol., 5s. cloth,

Dr. Lardner y

s Handbook of Hydro-
STATICS, PNEUMATICS, and HEAT.

13.

26*0 Engravings, One Vol., 5s. cloth,

Lardner'
}

s Handbook of

14.

395 Engravings, One Vol., 55. cloth.

Optics.

r. Lardner's Handbook of
TRICITY, MAGNETISM, and ACOUSTICS.

Elec-

15.

37 Plates and 200 Woodcuts, Two Vols, each, 5s. cloth,

Dr. Lardner's Handbook of Astro-
NOMY.

in.

Two Vols. fcap. 8vo. 10s. cloth,

Guesses at Truth. By Two Brothers.

London

:

WALTON AtfD EEABEELT,
Z * +
X Street ; and Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row.

Secretary to the Poor-law Board.

Uniform with the above, Svo. 12s.,

NICHOLLS' HISTORY OF THE SCOTCH
POOR LAW, in connection with the Condition of the People.

Also, Svo, 145.,

NICHOLLS' HISTORY OF THE IRISH POOR
LAW, in connection with the Condition of the People.
John Murray, Albemarle Street; and Knight & Co.,

Fleet Street.

UNIFORM WITH "HALLAM'S HISTORICAL WORKS.. 1 '

On the 1st of January, 1857, •will be published, to be completed
in 10 Monthly Volumes, Crown Svo, 6s. each, Vol I. of a

POPULAR EDITION OF
ryHE LIVES OF THE LORD CHANCELLORS,
-*- and Keepers of the Great Seal ok England, from the
Earliest Times till the Reign of George the Fourth. By the
Right Hex. John, Lord Campbell, LL.D., Chief Justice of
England. Fourth and Revised Edition.
"A New Edition of ' The Lives of the Chancellors/ being

called for, I have employed this Long Vacation in carefully
revising the whole work, and I now offer it to the public in as

and my own subsequent researches, have enabled me to correct
various mistakes in the text, and to enrich the notes with valuable
illustrations and references."—Extract from Preface.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

NEW EDITION OF~DR7j. D. HOOKER'S LAST WORK,
Now ready, Second Edition, revised and condensed, with

SO Woodcuts, 2 vols., post Svo., 18$.

HIMALAYAN JOURNALS. Bung Notes of a
Naturalist, in Bengal, the Sikhim and Nepal Himalayas,

the Khasia Mountains, &c. By Joseph Daltox IIookrr, F.R.S.
"'Dr. Hookers Himalayan Journals ' are another sterling

contribution to that high class of literature which has been estab-
lished by our leading naturalists. In these volumes ar* contained
the results of an amount of mental training, that could scarcely
have been compressed into a period shorter than the author's
life. They are most ably written; they are illustrated by the
writer's own pencil and brush, in a way that would have main-
tained his credit if he had gone out only to make sketches."

—

Examiner.
" * Dr. Hooker's Himalayan Journals " are a vast storehouse of

deeply interesting facts, curious, instructive, and varied in sub-
ject. The volumes are illustrated by a profusion of woodcuts,
which reflect great credit on Dr. Hooker's talent as a draughtsman,
and impress the reader by means of the visible image."—Spectator.
"'Dr. Hooker's Himalayan Journals/ In the very highest

rank of well qualified observers, we can, without fear of contra-

diction, place the eminent author of the most interesting journal:?

now before us. The gettlng-np of
,
jfrftse .journals is worthy of

their matter. The illustrations are excellently executed, and
selected with great judgment. Not one of them could be dis-

pensed with; and Mr. Murray has done a real service to the
cause of knowledge in thus liberally illustrating a work which
must ever remain a standard one in every good library."

—

Literary
Papers, by Professor E. Forbes.

" * Dr. Hooker's Himalayan Journals/ We shall not be charged
with exaggeration, when we say that the volumes before us are

among the most important which have as yet appeared upon our
great Asiatic possessions. Moreover, they are among theTHOst
entertaining, tor they are written in a very agreeable style, and
the personal narrative is not interrupted by the dry formalities

of mere science."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

London ; John Murray, Albemarle Street.

O WERBY'S EN GL1SH BOTANY-
Second Edition. Reduced 25 per cent.

The Work, containing 2751 Plates partly coloured, forms

12 volumes, and will be sold at 201. per copvj cloth boards, pub-
lishing price, '111. 7s. Vols. I. to VII., comprising the Flowering
Plants (1576 Plates) 10/. 10?. cloth boards; published at li:. 75.

John E. Sowkbby, 3. Mead Place, Lambeth.

Now ready,

OWERBY'S FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Illustrated by John* E. Sowerry. The Descriptions _by

Charles Johkbok, Esq., 49 Plates, cloth boards, full coloured, 27s.

-

r

partly coloured, 14s, • plain 6*.

John E. Sowebby, 3 . Mp&& Place, Lambeth.

Now ready,

SOWERBY'S FERN ALLIES : A Supplement to

" The Ferns of Great Britain." Flexible boards, 31 plates

;

full coloured, 18.?.: partlv coloured, 9s.

John- E. Bowbbby, 8, BJe*d Place, Lambeth.____

—

DRIT1SH POISONOUS PLAN TS.
*J By C. Jonxsox, E?q., Flexible boards, crown bvo, witn

28 Plates. Full coloured. 7 ••-.
: plain, 5s.

Johs E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth^^ __^

ARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICUL-
— TURAL GAZKTTE. for 1841,2,3,4, 5,6, in 6 vjlfcj»"?
half calf, U. 16#. ; for 1841, cloth, 10*. : for 1S43, cloth, Gs. ^"^x

s

s

G

cloth, 16*.

John Petheram, 94, High Holborn-
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